
‘igwo Rooms for Tourists As 
World's s Fair at Mark’: the: three turntables, on. which. he | 

‘seems to-magically mix the waddle, |: .. 
-| the frug,. the madison, the ‘mashed: . 

"~ ig now.on the.count-down, all: Goth-{ 

>. and particularly ‘conscious about. thet.” 
i. -ayhole thing is the Hotel Assn. of. 

“New York. ‘Daniel. .C.: Hickey, who} 
“was president of the -Zeckendorf, | 

:, Hotels Corp. and president. ofthe} 
_.-.. Hotel.Cemmodore Corp., both New|: .: 

_ York, resigned ‘to become the. first f 
‘paid prez of the trade’ association 

o “New: York hotels with. over 70 1000 |: : 
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7 Fair? 

taking .no bones about: trying to: ease ‘out permanent | tenants: in’ 
: |. favor ‘of. the. expected avalanche of trade... -- .: 

‘Hostelries are naturally being« ‘cautious - for: fear of. reprisals wo. 
from municipal agencies (fire exit inspections and. the. like, which .- 
can make things uncomfortable for. them) but incumbent. ‘residents 
have béen given. the. “message” about Rermianent gsutests no ‘longer 7 
being -as- welcome. as heretofore.” - : 

New Yor 
As the “April 92. premiere - “date 

am facilities. are. geared into” high 
for the N.Y. World's. Fair. ‘influx,.|: ~ Peking, -March °31.: 

j : of ‘the: ‘Saddler’s “Wells . from 
:: London,- is here.: for“.a | half: 

“the ‘Chinese National’ Ballet. 

“the. ‘Western World: to:.appear 

which ‘embraces 165° metropolitan. : Cominunist ‘Tegime. : 

‘Tooms.. ie 
‘Accenting yesterday: (Ties: j that. 

New -York’s ‘hotels and. motels af- He In] 
ford -.100,000. rooms, fortified by- e p| ly F ict ure?, 
nonmember ‘hostelries of. the trade} 
association; Hickey.‘says . that.. this, ° 
means. More than: twice: the num- 
ber of rooms of any. other. ‘capital | ° 
of the: world, and he ‘wants to. dis- | 

Bamboo Curtain Ballerina : 
. >| foxtrotology.: to ‘a Charleston, ‘a'|.y. 

“| Viennése Waltz ‘to..a. ‘tango, and ; 
then back to“a. .paso- ‘doble,: meren-.| J 

| gue, ‘tamure or ‘a: pot-pourri: of 

.dozen ‘guest performances with Lo Bralian mardl gras songs and the | © 

She is the first danéer from oe hows: Sparen fight far several 

| .° While little known, per se, ‘to the-|° 
‘masses ‘he’s’ very much: “in? with |: 

“tthe .- ‘decidedly jet. set. patronage 
3} Shepheard’s attracts. It’s the most’ 
| “in” room in Gotham and‘the man-- 
1 agement, from. bossman: Bill. Zeck- 
'. Lendort: Jr:; managing director. Max. 

Nina 

Beryt Grey; former ballerina ©. 

: here since the: induétion of the): 

‘What'll You Pay?’ 

| i MME CTS [6 
OA recent ‘Varrery: story. made reference - to -tpavel agents hot |: 

-, “being-sure even with confirmed hotel reservations. during the -up-.-’ | 
_.: coming ‘tourist. influx into New York:for'the World’s Fair; and.the [° 4 
-N-Y. ‘Visitors Bureay took exception to-this. The buréau: yightly [| -E:P 
_ spotlighted the fact that hotels, motels, etc., had pledged ‘no- Bouse ; a ¥ 
-ing’’so: it may still.come as‘a surprise to. them that some midtown a a 
hostelries (1) ‘have jacked up: new. minirfium . rates, | and (2}. are. 

By "ABEL GREEN an © 
Swingin’ est.” room “in: ‘Gotham. fs} - 

: ‘Shepheard’s in. the . Hotel Drake | | 
| on Park Ave. It’s a Michelin-type, Lo 

‘its - -prime ‘draw. And’ the headliner 
- “lis -George . (Slim). : ‘Hyatt; a little |- 

;|k1io wm “$175-a-week, 35-year-old’|. 
-:| Panamanian. potentate ‘of pops. who} - 
o performs ‘his: diskology. .and.- pa-||: :. 

.]|rades his. purposeful terpers: with | 
~ hidden’ ‘persuasion. : 

-His* extra-sensory perception via | a 

Blouet, ‘yet maitre. -@’hotel : 
(Schiavon). and . headwaiter. ‘Frank 
Melanesi' . 
‘understand it. 

“While. presumably ‘an arionyinous 

three-star. ‘gourinet restaurant with | 
Pa glorified . discotheque policy: as 

potato, in alteration with. anything |. 21 
| and everything from. conventional-| = 

somehow. stil ean’t |.” 

BZ * booth: E* AB’ c ns 
- OORTAT - : ‘8 N ° ., |} {| Barnum, & Bailey Circus; * 

_-sipate. recurring rumors about ho-; . 
- tel. Shortages. _ . 
a “Working with ‘the N. ¥. Visitors’ 1 

o actors and: actresses:no. longer.’ ‘une. * (Continued: on ‘page 72) 

- Ist Tour of 400-Yr-Old ~~ Lipizzaner Horse Display 

_ (Vienna) SRO in US. Bow 
Entire: Philadelphia: and Wash-: : 

“ington stands of the ‘North. Ameri-|. 
@an: tour “of: Vierina’s famous: white: 
Stallions, .- 
of’ the : Spanish::. ‘Riding .. School; 

‘The: -Lipizzaner’ Horses 

have: been. sold: out since. February 

Philadelphia Arena, : “isn’t until 
April 9." ~ 
‘Tour, under. auspices’ of: Colum: 

- (Continued: on page 24) - 

7 "200M. ‘LENS. ; WITH INSTANT Ls 
FOCUS DEBUTS NAB 

"I See. Angenieux-Evershed : orthi-. Re 
¥.¢€0n zoom. lens demonstrated by }{ 
{| ARTHUR... CHALLINOR - 
JACK’ LITTLER ‘at. Television. 

ee a ee ee ee ee 2 

“adam: young. inc. a 
“NAB: CONVENTION. . |[2%! [Bul 

Conrad. Hilton. Suite: ame |i 

_ = 100" 
“OPEN: HOUSE 

-(ting.to “be -almost : more-trouble-. 

them. ‘to ‘cooperate: ona “Peason- ; 
. | able’”’ basis is a real pain. ‘in the}: 
‘| head, according: to. a ‘company pub 
_fexee. 

until: Iast -minute as to assurances | 

ganization’. and: . “often expénse. |. 
-Agents get. into the act;: 

“publicity ‘appeararice. 
although ~ “first. ‘performance, atl. P ape 

asked ‘distrib pay. the ‘actor $1,000 
4 just “to, 

| Picture. taken.” This kind: of- van= 

‘and I : 

{running this:year’s: ‘Ringling. Bros.- 

Staging’ of film. premieres:is. get- disk jockey. of the-thrée turntables 

than-it’ s-worth, With most “name” |: bandstand; on: which a live ‘trio al- 

der the. control of studios, : getting | sions, the hip youngsters. (and -not- 
so-youngsters)_ know: him from. his 

TO: start “with: these. ‘actors: ‘sianlwe 

of their: presence. :Oncé they do: 
agree to participate,’ getting. them-| 
then ‘becomes a major. feat of. or-}* 

demand | ; 
exorbitant: fees. for their - client’s 1 

‘One talent. peddier “seeently |' 
Republican candidate for. the -presi- | 

as the pub ‘exec put. it; 
“stand in the’ lobby: and ‘have, his 

“(Continued ‘on Page. 82) | uel: Bronston. - Bronston’s. ‘side “of 
oT “lthe hassle ‘is being: qhastermiinded 
“oe . | by. attorney. Louis. Nizer.- 

: ‘Dewey, senior. partner: in: the law 
firm of. Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, .-Cireus .Act. Showcase 

He . } enry. “Ringling. North, who is to--have: come_into the case about 
S": that. 

‘which he :manipulates. back of .the:| 

ternating plays in : 30-minute -‘ses-. 

_ Fair comniittee. 

ee 

dency of the ‘U: 'S., is’ now -repre-: 
Senting Pierre 8: DuPont IH in ‘the }- 
fatter’s. -legal- negotiations’: with} . 

-| Madrid-based. ‘film ‘producer. Sam- ||. 

‘Palmer : and. ‘Wood, ‘is understood 

a week ‘ago. At. the. moment, both. 
sides. are said tobe. “tatking,” with: 

+1 countries: now-want us to-see their’ 
circus acts.” ’ That's. ‘why (brother) | | 

orth - ing | s‘on hired: Nizer. that the: producer. 
‘was seeking an end: to. the | “volun- | 
tary”. -trusteéship . 

‘whereby, ‘in February, : ‘he ‘he assigned. 
> alsa. go -into. “Russia. 

ced Ry North-will- also 0.0: several. 
| -cireuses-in: Tarkey, says H. R., and |-al 

. TH kindred | Middle. East” countries, 
s+ | where . the. tanbark: entertainment. 
Sees | FY centuries-old tradition. © 

[no decisions yet reached. : 

. It-was:reported at. the'time ‘Brone: 

his rights as. general: partner, 
a his. ‘various’ partnerships . with . 
DuPent, : : 20. B. .. thastee © {attorney : 

iJesse. ‘Moss). - ener 

As Date Nelle Sed maid Ao 

“The Convineer 
°° Paris: March St: 

- French Authors’ Society gure , 

<2 @- couple. of. one-act Pplaylets 
- produced and: became a.mem- - 

ber. Last week he: got a letter © 
from: the Society saying that, 

” now: that jhe has reached a ripe 
‘old age, they would send him ..” 

_ &. monthly. check from. their“ 
- -old-age. -pension, : 

Not that. ‘Derval. is. in finan-" 
: cial: need; he is the proprietor- 

“> which: brings: in: a a few , Pennies: . 
wo regularly. . i 

On Worlds Pair 
“Officials: ‘of: “various eastern: 

entertainment - unions, . including 
several: locals -of the: International 
‘Alliance of. Theatrical Stage’ Em-. 
‘ployees, .met . last “Monday :(30)- to 
| discuss. some jurisdictional prob- 
Jems ‘which ‘ have.: developed ‘in| 
‘connection’ with the N ¥. ‘World's 
: Fair, © 

It ‘is understood: ‘that. “some 
- 1 decisions: “were. reached. . by | the 

‘unions’ regarding their - problems 
‘but a ‘spokesman. for - ‘the: group | 
wouldn’t discuss. the: nature. of the. 
jurisdictional squabbles .or — what} 

between tnion Teps: and, a ‘World's 

‘One ‘problem, aside. ‘from ‘thie 
7 _ | Sutisdictional matter, ‘thathag al-. 
.| Teady. come : to - light. is a dispute 
between -.commercial ‘film -pro- 
-Gucers - - fad. _the. Screen © Actors. 
‘Guild ‘over. a: set of higher-than- 

“lh Re Bronston standard. sceles being called for ‘by |. 
‘Continued: on. page ‘82... 

Haven, .the first such venture on 
Broadway’ in many. years, is set. to 

}preem April 15 on the: ‘site of al 
| now. defunct ‘Chinese. restaurant.| 
Soft-drink -boite. will. cater. to| 
‘youngsters with such gimmicks: as. 
amateur “talent. contests; ‘fashion- 
hows, déejay. displays, teen-queen | 

Jack.’ ‘Barote, a mathamatics 

Sonie years ago,.a similar liquor- 
gethent gethent | Jess” proje ct for youngsters, ¢he}| 

Danéeteria, -: 
Square. That. cafe was on a namely 
“policy, but it was found that they]f. 
couldn’t, dish put that many scoops |i 

7 of Jeecream. to make’ the spot pay.. | a 

thrived. on Times: 

he tee Cr: 
are tee, heen met 
of 1 pee. ee 

tA ge Bele 
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“Tt NBC-TV to shelve a 
episode scheduled: for next month 

takes. care of its aged. About ° {featuring Negro actress Ena. Hart-: 
20"years.ago Paul Derval had. under. contract to the network. At 

|last. report the network. wasn't. 
_|budging on the scheduled airing 
_|of the hour stanza; which guests 

producer of the Folies Bergere,.. © 

decision. was reached pending aj. 
meeting within -the next. few. days} 7 

SAG. for work ‘done by. its. mem-| 
. ‘bers. in’ films. made. in connection . 

“Thomas Ee Dewey, former: ‘Bove 
ernor of New. York and. twice the’ |. 

‘&: ‘king. contests, and ‘other events. | 

teacher at’ St. John’s Univ., is. presi ping. 
| dent: of the: venture.. 

PAGES 

“General: Motors. last: week Was 
7 _| applying all the pressure it could 
‘-|muster in an attempt to.-force 

“Bonanza” 

‘man, a talent . by and_ 

Miss Hartman as the daughter of | 
a Negro opera singer. staying in 
Virginia ‘City who. gets involved 
with the show’s regular all-male 

~‘|ranch, family (plot.is said to. con- 
7 yeern Prejudice in some -way): ~ 

General Motors ty brass headed. 
‘by Gail Smith were slated fo fly in 
|from: Detroit, Friday (27): to face off 
against’ NBC: ; . 

| Despite eatlier-threa‘s that. the car 
: | company... 

. {against the stanza all the way up 
‘fto NBC board chairman. Robert. 

programming ‘execs. 

would appeal its. case 

Sarnoff, _ the. network reportedly 
stood’ firm. GM may order’ the 
withdrawal:.of Chevrolet | commer- 

| cials ‘for the ‘Sunday’ night show. in. 
question. . 

‘Miss Hartman, a former model, 
was ‘a. network. ‘talent find’’. and 
has. been ‘taking dancing, singing -. 
and: .acting “lessons. under. NBC... 
guidance. General Motors raised its. 
objections: on the premise of not. 

" (Continued. on page 19) 

|Dcksen on » American 
- Image Overseas: Ought 

Monitor’ Our Exports. 
Portland, March 31.. 

Senate ‘Minority Leader Everett 
}M.: ‘Dirksen of Illinois said. here 
that motion pictures for the over- 
‘seas: :-market should. be “moni-. 
tored.” ‘Due to speak at the Lin- 
coln Club, his remarks were. made 
during. a pre-dinner | press. con-.. 
ference: | 
-Republiean- Jeader was | asked 

-whether- he had seen -“Dr.- Strange-. 
love” or. “Seven Days in May” and 

Da | whether ‘he ‘considered them: as 
putting. our leaders in a poor light.. 

Bw way + Chowineinery Init. \ 

“Teenage No-Booze Boite |= 
A teenage nitery, - tabbed ‘Teen|[~ 

He hadn’t Seen: “Dr. Strangelove” 
‘(Continued or: page 212) — 

| TOM HOWARD as 
‘WEBTV CHARLOTTE | 

“One of. our ‘most useful pfo- 
‘duction devices is..our  An- 
genieux - -Zoomar . lens.. ‘This’ 
lens has brought us numerous % 
compliments. from: our clients ¥-- 
on the quality cf our product. 
‘Optical ‘performance. of. our 
-Angenieux-Zoomar is outstand- 

-, « the 35 mm. wide angle 
“view ‘and the three foot mini- } 
“Inum - focusing distarice make 
this. the finest and most versa- 
tile Jens you fhave. yet. pro- 

oon, 1 at Tel ision § isp ay elev. on 

ioe ee ee 



TOs eT TT ote two PTE SEE? Ta aS eT 
eet _ . : 

ot “ectertee Yee 

Reese: te: ee 

| “Chicago, ‘March 3h cae 
Ae Arthur: Goatrey, in. his address, ‘to. the American College of ..° 

“Radio. banquet. here last ‘Thursday- (26), offered this. -Slate for: ane 
. new golden age of radio:. - European Pix, Pl

ays Breakin 

By HAZEL GUILD). © 
Frankfurt, March ‘31. 

The cold war. severing. Europe 
and Asia is. apparently breaking }. 

down under. -the-. warming: spring |. 

‘winds, as reports creeping through | 

the. Iron Curtain reveal. an : up-| 

swing in popularity. for ‘the so- 

ealled “decadent Western. authors 
" As. sort. of a]: 

pack handed ‘slap at the_increas- 
ing status.of U.S: and. European |. 

and .- playwrights.” 

films,. it’s just. been. revealed: that 

‘several citzens: in ‘Prague, ‘€zech- 

oslovakia, were. arrested and. jailed. 

because of’ -black-marketing tickets 

to “see 
( MGM). 

“The -No, 1 film star in. ‘Prague. 
‘Her “current |’ 

pig hit is “Babette Goes to War,” 

‘with waiting lines holding as many. 

as 5,000. people standing. patiently 

is Brigitte Bardot... 

‘to get tickets.. 

On ‘the. other: side. ‘of the picture, 

a report from a Hungarian newspa-|{ 

per. in the: city of Debrécen- noted 

that the. “hooligans”. dared to. jeer 

“and demonstrate against an: “out-} 

standing Soviet’ film” titled, “The | 

Russian Wonder.” 

. The most -popular: films: in. East 

Germany. are not: those ‘which the 

propaganda-mill of the DEFA. pro- 

. (Continued, on page 24) 

LA Surprise’ Party For 
Winchell’s 67th Birthday: 
Grows Into Public Bash: 

. ‘Hollyw ood, March. 31. 
A “surprise”. -party for. “Walter 
Winchell’s ‘67th, birthday, ~ which: 

- started spontaneously. with ‘the 55- 

‘man ‘press. corps 
‘Frank Sinatra Jr. kidnapping ‘trial 
here, comes to fruition — “with ° a 
‘public: bash in the Cocoanut.Grove 

-of the Hotel. Ambassador next | 

“Tuesday (7): | 
“When. Winchell. heard; of: it, he |scor 

asked that: ‘the party be restricted Miles, now: a. veepee with: ‘Brody’ s 

to $5-a-head atthe L.A. ‘Pressnew -operation—both... were “ditto | 
Club. ‘just. .with the boys" but it | titled when Brody-was prez of Res- |: 
‘has. snowballed into. a blacktie af-itaurant ‘Associates—says’ that ‘the 

fair and a-mixed attendance. | 
By coincidence, J. Myer. Schine’ Ss 

top man. at the: Ambassador Hotel, 
Philip Weber S5Sr., .also. marks ‘his- 

‘ birthday on the same day and Win-. 
cchell. insisted it be.a ‘double fea- 
ture.” The - Schine .management |. 

“Gone, With ‘the: Wind") 

{the comment, 

covering ‘thie }. 

Iron Curtam; | Black Market Duca 
“Hearts of Gold: 

lucky-I-guess ; legendary . 

contests: former. Miss. America, 
-“(Amede :Chabit) and the 1963." 

~ -Miss, ‘Canada. (Danica. d’Hondt)- 
-. are: among. the beauties set to”. 
workin the film “A: House Is: 
‘Not A Home” for Embassy. 
. Based on Polly. Adler’ 8 book. 

Post Preem ‘Funny Gir? 
Party a Rainbow Room 
Coup for Jerry. Brody. 

Corisidered - a ‘restaurant. show-. 
‘manship -coup.. was the’. deal. that. 
‘Jerome Brody, | new. boss . of. the |: 
‘Rainbow “Room, * N.. Y.;- made with | 
Ray -Stark “for: the latter's; ‘post- 
premiere party. of “Funny, Girl”. in. 

‘Center . -85-story- | : ‘the Rockefeller 
high, dine-and-dancery, ° 

‘Whatever the: tere--the.: party |: 
is ‘said to: have. ,cost: ‘Stark: ground |. 
$5; 000—the . booze. and. food. “were |". 
good and ‘generous. and kept. flow- 
ing:. Because the. invitees. were a 

-..) generous: cross-section..of show biz, |. . 
| socialite,-. politico, —press and other] .. 
VIPs, the plus: for Brody's RR was’ 

“Why: don’t we ever. 
think ‘of the - Rainbow - Roomy! 
‘Many . “seemingly | -pigeonholed | 
‘With: the: ‘Empire’ ‘State. ‘as ‘just ton 
the’ tourist.”’ 

“Funny. Girl”. ‘star’ Barbra Strei-. 
sand. deferred, ier entrance until] 

the. Times, Trib’ and. ‘News ‘reviews. 
were. in: and she did‘it in. tradition- 
al “Sardi’s. entrance” Tanner: with 7 
much salvoing. . 

cient on ‘his’ musical arrangements 
fre om the J ule. ‘Styne-Bob | Merrill 

“other’:. room-—the: Rainbow Grill 
—will “also add dansapation. ‘Idea 

“the: swingin’. ‘is to. “make that. 
room” and thé main (Rainbow) 
room: for the more. @-posh. dining: and 
daneing.. ott, 

also told WW to- fell. the’: press |.. 
binch not to worty about the tab: | 
-(Winchell guests at. the. logal Am-| 
bassador: Hotel). 

short her Bal Harbour (Fla.): -en- 

John D. Bs Medallion 
. Handel: Medallion, City | ‘of. New | 

Roberta “Sherwood. is “ating hye -fop.- music. award, will be:|.": 
handed John: D, Rockefeller 3d.-at 

pagement to. fly here as. part of. anjthe New York: Hilton Hotel ‘April 8 
al fresco. show that will be. on when he is “honored “at ‘dinner con- 
hand for. the Winchelf birthday.. cert: for: his: leadership in. develop-: 
The Grove is dark next week-until |ing Lincoln “Center. .. -: 
‘the new. show - opens. on -Friday, 
Hollywood AP. biiréau's:. Jimmy" 
Bacon: is Sparking the. “do.” oe 

-Host -of :occasion is . ‘the ‘Concert: 
‘Guild. Tickets: fost! $50") Artists - 

‘per seat. - 

‘Maybe the: ultimate in just. *)-[§ 
‘re- “tk 

wards. for winners. of beauty » em: 

group. « 

established: as a top: composer-actor- 

tl lier” 

For some. reason, Rainbow Room. 
‘patoneer- ‘Tony Cabot “appeared |: 
partial to. “Hello Dolly!” and. defi- 

“Incidentaliy, : ‘publicist . P h { Fi Pp | 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find check for t. Seve Scenved wees 

fh One Year . : 
Please ‘send’ VARIETY for, |} Two Years... 

Oo ‘Three. Years. 

To SECC ERTS ETERS eae eee r sa eedeceee sarees on ee es ses se 

@lease Print Name) 

See en seet es. 
Street: ae ° S ° bal soe oe

 ee cence ee : <6 és we
es ° inte . 7 : 

Regular Subecripion Rates. 

: Cy saenssenecensnscecene Zone... State-. Reve Hs = 

One Year—$i 5.00. 

- ‘Three Years—$39. 00. 

Canada ond Foreign—S1 Additional Per. Year 

ib ARIETY Ine. 
154 West Abt He Street 

Two: Yeors—$28. 00 

New York, N. y. 10036. 

- “Like.- 

tall classes: of. ‘people: ana every. age 
His assignments. cover: all 

countries.” and - his -talent: is firmly. 

singer.” 

Rare Music, Big 
Ballet Emphs sis 
~ At Spoleto Fest 
‘Seventh. season ‘of the Festival of: : 

Two. Worlds - at | ‘Spoleto; -Italy,. is | 
set, June. 9-July ‘¥9: “Opener © is: 

.“Der..-Resenkava- : 
“with Thomias... Schippers, al: 

‘Spoleto: ‘regular, conducting: | .He’s 
.‘[ also-artistic. director. . Louis: Malle; | 

the French. ‘film* director, will: stage 4 
the work... It’s Malle’s.. maiden. eff 
fort: “in: staging. either opera: or |} 
: legitimate. 

Richard Strauss” 

“Rosenkavalier” 
signed: by Ghislain Uhry of France. 
‘Singers will. include ‘four ‘“Ameri- 
‘cans, Joan “Marie. -Moynagh; _Mar- 
guerite.. -Willauer,. “Mariarine - Welt-' 
‘man and’ Jamés Billings. The Ger- 

-|-man. bass,. Frido Meyer-Wolff,. will 
‘also. appear. - There will. be six.per- | 
formances -of : the - -opera | in “all. at 
‘the: Teatro ‘Nuovo... 

“Sabat Mater”. 

peror: ‘Joseph II:”- This is for July 
19. Latter: composition. was -re-dis- 

’:.| covered, in. the’ past two ‘years. | 
“| Soloists for :these two: works :will 

| inelude Nancy: Tatum, soprano, and” 
The chorus. 

will. be from National’ Academy. of. 
‘Santa. Cecilia. in Rome.’ 

"There: will be the daily. ‘chamber: 
music : concerts. in‘ the - intimate | 

|- Teatro Caio Melisso ‘at noon, under 

J ustino- -Diaz, - basso: :. 

the direction Of:, ‘Charles. ‘Wads- 
worth. ’ Associated ‘artists. ‘include. 
John Browning, pianist; ‘Diaz: Gary 
‘Karr,. ‘double-bass, and the: Beaux 
Arts: String. Quartet: 

(Continued on page: t9) 

Catching Up. 
‘Paris, -March: 31: | 

he ‘Comédie Francaise, . 

formance: of 

ous. times. : 

Phoenix, to. those, the: gap. . 

aL _ “Truth. . Or Consequences”. 

f | FANNY HILL? AFILMING [Py 
~ | IN GERMANY-IN SPADES |" 

| Columnist. ‘King: Features. Syndicatel 
newspaper columnist, }’ 

{PAUL ANKA'S. following’ ‘takes ” 30 | ga for. “Fanny’ Hill’”to: be con-. 
‘sidered . table talk, it. looks “as - if 1 

well—with - two versions of the:| 
. {notorious -19th century. ‘bestseller |: 
| coming up. di 7 kh J 

British pro ucer Davi Pel am | Recent of. the International Fed-*.. 

with: : production ; costs. ‘estimated. 

-| for-pay- girl ‘Mandy. 
we bine: the lead:. 
wat } broke into | show: business’ as--.a.| 

| singer: at: ‘the Eve Bar in Munich 

role... 
And in. Germany’. producer Ar-| 

sets ; “are “de: | 

is: slack. : “Many - white travellers. 
were. ‘similarly inconvenienced’ in 

facility.at the sole. discretion of -its. 
‘Manager should be cancelled by. the |. 

‘he will sue the airport: -eocktail : 

| Assn: ‘for Advancenient-. of Colored |" 
‘People. is : 3 involved dn. the case. 

Princeton: ‘High. Schoot | ‘Choir; | 
a | wander the direction-of- Thomas Hil- | — 
|-bish, will’ be: part -of ‘the. festival’) ]] - - 

iil for the: first : “time, appearing. in | 4] ” 
AH] three concérts:. with -.the: Trieste }. | 

| Philharmonic: (June 26, 27:and 28). | 

“Can ‘You: Top This?” - 
“TLet’s ‘Pretend” —~ 
“Amateur. Hour” | 
“Right To. Happiness” 
“Queen For .a Day” 
“The Shadow”: — . 
“Tone Ranger”’ 
“Gang Busters” 

“ “Second. Mrs.’ Burton’ 
“It Pays ‘To: Be. Ignorant” 
“Answer Man” 

+, “Our’ Gal Sunday” 

| |! | uu ; 1 i | | : I 7 

‘with “Henry “Cabot “Lodge. 
With Harold ‘Stassen ~~ : 
with -George Romney. 

:. with. Barry. Goldwater : 
- with. Margaret Chase ‘Smith: 
withRiehard Nixon: 

with ‘Lyndon. B.. J ohnson 
“with, Bobby Kennedy 

' with Bobby Baker™ 
“with ‘Liz: Taylor non oo 
“with Cassius Clay’ .. 
with Joe Valachi— .” - 
_ with Christine. Keeler. 

Frankfurt, -March 31.. 
‘Now: that. it’s “taken over a cen-' |" 

it’s ‘going to ‘be cinema fare. ‘as 

is. going all-out ona. big “Fanny,” 

at about $550,000 and with ' play- 
-Rice-Davies. 

“Miss -Rice-Davies: 

and apparently indicated | ‘that -she- 
is ‘suitable | professional for. this 

(Continued: on page 21) 

Dick Gregory No Vietim 
- Of Racial Discrimination, 
Rochester Comish: Rales 

‘Rochester, N.Y., March $1. 
_ Negro’ comic Dick Gregory . anid} 
a ‘party were not: -refused. service 
at the Monroe.-County. Airport be- |: 
|-eause. of Yacial discrimination.. So 
has..ruled the. Human: Relations |’ 
Commission after taking extensive |: : 
‘testimony. : : 

-Report raps’ the county: ‘and. the | 
cafe lessee, Sky Chefs Inc., for giv-} 

jing the manager of. the. “tafe: dis-'|:. 
“| eretionary right to close. the ‘eatery |. 

Sehippers “will conduct’ the: ane 
nual: otitdoor : ‘concert on the Cathe-. 
dral : Square; combining ‘Rossini’s. 

‘and: Beethoven's 
“Cantata: on: :the Death. of ‘Em-: 

whenever in his: judgment: business’ 

the past. Apparently. Gregory ‘and | 
party - found the doors closed in. 
their. faces though. bartenders in- |}. 
side were still in-uniform:. ; 
‘Commission ° “recommends -: ‘that: 

the. privilege. of closing an airport: 

county. 
However — ‘the facts: ‘may be, 

Gregory. is: not. convinced and. says: 

lounge, ‘Cafe.. Avion:. : Episode. in: 
question: occurred Feb. 15.. -Het. 
wants’ his. group ‘to take lie detec 
tors and: ‘the: bartenders: ‘to ‘be “sub- |} 
jected ‘to . similar: test: “-National’ 

| the: spots. . 
Southern, ‘Vapors. and. Belvedere. 
are how. in. a position’ ‘whee they “°°. 
-must ‘either play’ out:-their. enter- - ©: 

r oducers —~ 
‘Seek Offset To 
‘Pic Bureaucracy : 

. * Madrid, “March 31. |- 
Recent. ‘one-day. general assembly s 

eration of: Film Producers’ Assns: . 
(FIAG) marked ‘a swing. toward ‘ai... 
prepared - ‘program. of -activity to an 
soften -. and curtail: ‘-bureaucratie 
‘road blocks impeding - free. ‘film. 
commerce: ‘The. meeting. ‘also “pro-- 
‘duced EIAP ‘signs. of an-. interna-- 
tional drive to expand and strength- | 
fen the world film: market... — 

présided: over by: 
_ | America’s ‘Ralph. Hetzel. concretely 
> | acted: to authorize. the election of ~~ 
a three regional -veepees atthe com-. Loe 
Jing meeting from: candidates, nom-" 
“|inated. by producer groups in the 
7 Asa Hemisphere, Europe, and 

sia : 

‘Madrid meeting, p 

Planned action: ‘to: protect’: pros. | 
‘ducer interests «will: ‘send . FIAP’:. a & : . 

. execs: ‘to negotiate. with: government 

_ (Continued: on: ‘page: $5). 

Taleat Ageats Feel 
‘Heat on Hot Swit 

Will Cool: Off in. ‘Time - oe 
“Talent - ‘agencies. feel “that : ‘the - aij le : 

current... crackdown. on - gambling So ek. 
in Hot Springs, ‘Ark.,. is. temporary. .:- 
‘The. green. baize : tables and. the cee ; 
|-slotmachines -are too- important. 

to... 
‘the’ ‘local. economy -- and. .publie 
pressure is/ expected” to. Teturn a ot

e 

gambling. 7 
Hot Springs as. a’ “wide: open” : 

‘resort. was. erded Saturday (29).:by -..:-: 
executive. order. of .Gov. Orval .E; 
‘Faubus who declared ‘that : unless. : 
the illegal-.operations shuttered he =~... . 
would -send’ state troopers. to ‘close 

“Such: clubs - 

fainment - ‘contracts: under. condt- 
‘tions. in which: the -bonifaces : will 7. 
lose. considerable coin, ‘OF. get: Bost-. oe 

Pponements. a 
- 

‘Some contracts have: 20- day’ pro-. 

~ Continued. on Page. 12) 

‘as the:- a 

Festival has- -contzacted ‘America’ S_ 
a “Paul Taylor. -Dance:. Co. ‘and the 
wt entire . Royal Ballet of ° -London. 

| The -latter “will ‘undertake forthe |i}. 
dil first?-time.-in “its. history the’ full--|]} 

“| length production: of - Alexander. | 
-fi] Glazunov’s “Raymonda”.‘with.. the {ff 

oa} | original . choreography ° by -Petipa: |. 
This’ version; which’-has. been: seen.|f/._-. 
in Europe: and’ America -only spo- |f.°" =~ 

. radically, ‘will be re-created -by.Ru-. |. 
. |} | dolf Nureyev,’ who. will ‘also dance’ 

{opposite Dame Margot Fonteyn,. ap- 1} 
| pearing .in-- the -tifle-role for: the-|[t 
| first tinie in ‘her career. (Conduc- | 

Hy tor and: designer now négotiating.) | 
i ‘The performances at the :Teatro 

": Maurice Escande, ‘top:man of “f 

"Trade Mark Registered, _ . 
= 

. i FOUNDED. 1905 by SIME: SILVERMAN: Published. Weekly by VARIETY: ANC. 
d: Silverman, ‘President. _ 

15: West 46th’ St. Sow York, N. ¥.°10036 ° : "TWason 2-2700 © 

wR - Hollywood, Calif. 90028 
= ve 6404 Sunset Boulevard, HOlywood 9- 1141 © 
— : ashington, D. ¢..20004 

"784 National” ‘Press. Building; STerling 35405. 

“ "Chicago, UE 60611. - je a 
400. No. ‘Michigan. Ave., ‘DElaware pases. zm Boy 

'.* London;.-S. WaT - ; 
49 . St: James's Street, aia had HYde Park 4561-23 

: SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $155, Foreign. $16;- Single Copies,’ 35: Conta” 

1 Wil. a 

WE. return: tothe ‘business -of. act- 
{AT . dng::on” April.°15 ‘for.“one per= < 

“Andromaque. aeeaa © || 
Séemis ‘that, while” he -wasa:. |i. 
thespian; :he played: all.the 
male roles. except. one, at vari«. mas ie 

“Now he will play’ that: one; Th 
* published in ‘Hollywood. 

$20 

| Dlg 8 ABEL: GREEN, Editor’. ole, 

_ Volume.234°.2 0%, = | .. Number 6”. 

oats I ND —& Xo 
Bills. orereeerne coves 76. | New “Acis” eases cere e a 

7 & Casting. °. eo ee * 7 ° i a . ae e 84. . - Night Club Reviews os aM 16: | i a 

. Chatter Co awece be ‘wee ewe . 86~ je Obituaries’: os “3. : . o. s- F oe , BT a 

Film : Reviews. :...:...662 6. eee we te ae, oe | 2 
House. Reviews - . 77 | Radio .-:..... tibet ens ee 29 
: 2. ag: |, Record Reviews. wee eee “66°: 

t. Inside Pietures......./..5 28 :| Television’ 7:2. Vi... 29. 
“Inside: ‘Radio-TV «: - °58. |: Television Reviews" veered BI 
2 International * Seeeece eens, 25. |TV. Film =. - ; - 39: 
Legitimate 0isyeisereeee 19 7 Tollvision ‘vs... we 28. 
Literati .....6.6..0¢-+-24- 85] Vaudeville ... oe att. apereey | |e 
Music ~-85°] Wall Street: 

DAILY VARIETY. 
by -Daily. vainary, Las : | 

a year. $25 Foreign. 



. y: his’ release ‘promotion: activities.. 

_-éations, 
_. tate,” French language production; 

“Those Magnifi-|. 

a ‘:Franee,; May; 

arty for Buenos Aires 
’ Buenos Aires, ‘Macch -3 

. “Despite earlier - protestations ‘that. the policy-setting . eracn, ot 
':° :the Buenos Aires Film Fest: were “not.interested” in-any out-of- 
an competition “showings, Tony: Richardson’s “Tom ‘Jones™:, (UA-Los:. 

” pert) ‘kicks’ off. the 10-day. affair here ‘tonight, (Wed, d- with: a special 
woke out-of-comp - ‘screening.’ . 

‘Karl: Maldeii- heads the official U. Ss. ‘delegation te the ‘test: “with. 

_ . (husband ‘of : Miss: Prentiss)... 
... . Natalie- Wood, ‘star: Of: ‘the: ‘official: ‘U. s: ‘entry; “Love With: ‘The. 

. “Proper. Stranger,”.| was .a last-minute cancellation:: 
~ thur ‘Loew Jr.; who: set to’ come; bowed -out ‘with. Miss Wood. : 7 

-. Director David Miller: is the vU. S. member of: the fest’s intérria-, . 
tional jury.. 

In addition’ to. SStranger.” 7 the’ Yanks ‘Also. are. . being “officially. - 
“repped ‘py. the’ U.S. Taformational.. - Agency’ ‘documentary, ‘short, a 

7 “Grand. Central: Market. 

Fred 
His : 5

 : 

will: Handle 20th-Fox 1-Fox Production Publicity ~ = : : 
Rosenfield Separates: 

, + 

“with. “two: pix: now. “shooting - in|’ 

Engiand’ and no. Tess. than’ 15: more |. Lot 

_ due to lens’ wholly. or in ‘part. in:| 

“ ‘Britain. and Europe between- now | | 
~ ‘and ‘late. fall, 20th-Fox ad-pub: veep |. 
’ Jonas. Roseifield- Jr... is “separating. 
European’ production and. distribu- |“ Mass. ” 

heretofore | | culation. under - 100,000). 
+ : nerup was. Houston: Press. 

Paul 

tion. publicity - chores, 

vested: in’ ‘one guy.” 

. Fred. Hift, who has been: ad-pub: 

Dae, ‘director for-: ‘Britain, Europe. “and: 
"-- the. Near’ East, .based: in’ Paris;. is: 
-- . being ‘named. director of production 
“0 publicity’ for Britain and: Europe: 

-’ Hift.will move his headquarters to} 
» ‘London. next.month, base-of-opera- | 

_ tions .of 20th’s: European. produc: |. 
“tion - ‘boss; . 

-. ‘working: in. close cooperation. with |. 
:*.. Williams, will be directly: responsi- 
a ‘ble to Rosenfield: See 
are AS. yet, no. man “has yet: ‘been. 
wo found to ‘take -over: the | distrib 
_ publicity. chores -in  Paris.- Under. 
“| the new- set-up, however, this: exec’s 
le! territory: will ‘be: limited .to_Europe 
‘2\" andthe Near East. John. Fairbairn, 
.. -: pub‘ director-.in: Britain. who. -used |’ 
“!. to report to Hift,. will in the future 

Eimo .. Williams. 

. Feport.-directly to Rosenfield anént 

Prior to ‘taking ‘on the European: 
om ad-pub. post for: 20th in September; | 

~~ 1962;.-Hift: had° headed - production |. 
7 publicity units on Otto: Preminger’ S|: 
“Exodus,” ‘Robert: ‘Rossen’s ' ::‘“Fhe 
Hustler” . ‘and’ Darryl. F,. -Zanuck’s 

--/ “The. Longest ‘Day.”.. : 

".. Among the | pix on: -2Oth’s: ‘overseas 
:. ealendar are the. ‘currently shooting 

‘(Britain) : ‘and. - “Guns At. Batasi”. 
“ “Zorba The: -Greek” (Crete), .plus: 
“Sound | ‘of’ - Music,” ' 

‘starting: “April 21; . “Pa- 

'  France,: May. ‘10: - 
cent - Men. in: Their. Flying ‘Mach-}- 
ines,” Britain, . * May: 18;. - “Bon- 
fire,’ m : French. language: production, 

“Fhe. Pléasure Seek- |. 
- “ars,” locations: ‘in Spain; May-June; 

“The: Agony: and -:.The ‘Ecstacy,’ 
-' Rome, June: 1;. 
Rags,” France; ' June; 

July: 
a September; 

for fall starts,- 
-.. World,” Britain,” and “AS Sleepless 

. Night ‘in. Capris’ ” Italy.. : 

-In. order to. simplify. liaison, the: 
‘new European production’ publicity: 
chief. Will’ be responsible | ‘for - all. 
20th... pix..-shooting ‘in: ‘Britain and. 
Europe, . whether or not they .-aré 
-being filmed :there in their entirety, 
or! are Coast ‘studio pix on. i. location 
Junkets. : 

“Shirley. ‘Clarke’ Ss: Checkup’: 
| “Femme - - film . ‘director’: “Shirley 
. Clarke. checked. ‘into. ‘Medical: Arts 
«Hospital Monday (30). for a check- 

_ ap ‘to: clear: up touch of -flu- she’ 
we ‘has. been: unable to ‘shake... ~<: 

“Miss. Clarke. who helmed. “The 
Connection, ”. expects’ to: be. ‘back: 

. at work: by y Monday. rae 

Hift; [ 

‘Austrian™’ lo-' 

| Pat Boone Looms as Yank 
» Star (First) in Feature 

tion. and. ‘Kindred industry’ workers. 
For a non-Las Vegas.operation, the. 

“| mass-capacity Melodyland hasbeen: 

-“Rapture ‘In, My |: 
“*& * High |: 

“Wind in Jamaica,” Britain; Suly3} 
Von Ryan’s“Express,”. Ttaly; ‘July; |. 
“Epitaph for -“An- Enemy,” Fr¥arice, 

:“Promise, At: Dawn,”: France, |: 
_ “My ‘Mother’s House,” | 
- Britain,’ -September; “Lady -of The 
_Camillias;”:* French. language pro-: 
‘duction;.France,: October: and,. both. 

“A. Share: of. The 

the ” picture -concerns © 
‘American baseball: player ‘coming |. - 
here 4nd -painfully discovering that. 
he: must. extend himself if:he. wants: 
to ‘be a: ‘winner—both- on cand: off | 

. the: field.. le . . 

a Robert” -Corkery, -veep of the Motion. Picture ‘Export: Agsn., and”: 
~i2 “George. Rylance, deputy. public. ‘affairs. officer: at: the U. Ss. Embassy, : 
“y ° chere,.completing the official. delegation, . 

soe Yank “film” personalities ‘due. in-. include’. actresses. Janet ‘Leigh ; 
"and ‘Paula Prentiss, - actors: Tony: ‘Perkins and. Richard. Benjamin - 

hit to , odon 

Distribution. Touting. - 

“Nod to ‘Quincy, Mass: - 
; Also. a. winner,. but: ‘not. list - 
; - original. .story, -. 
MPAA’s. ‘Boyd’ Martin. ‘Motion = 

_ Picture: Page’ Awards -was the © 
‘Patriot. J Pedger oF: Quincy,’ . 

* @d "in. 

“Tt. won. ‘in group: : three: (eir-° [- 
‘Run- 

. Producer - “ATS 

_ i FAEGTS A | 
“CINEMA cin’. 

~ By VIN CENT’ CANBY. 

» aire: which: has: ‘long’ ‘régardea| 
| itself as: ‘the ‘Hollywood. of the-Arab| .- 
: 4. World, is now. about ‘to make:a bid. 

“for: status: as an’ international ‘pro-|: 
duction ‘center. To .this’-end, the]. - 
| government” of. ‘the’ ‘United~ ‘Arab a 
Republic . is: = 

(2). ‘Sponsoring the coristrietion 
of a. giant, $10,000,000 ‘Cinema City 

}on the. outskirts: of Cairé, :contain- 
| ing: within: its.50° acres nine- sound}. 

. | stages, labs, exterior ‘shooting:areas, 
. animation © facilities .. and even - a 

; ‘motel; - - 
(2) Prepared’ to enter into: ‘co2| 
- production agreements’ with: over- |‘ 
-| seas producers;.even to the. extent 
fof. putting up: ‘actual -broduction = 

” | cess to. governmental. archives © 
 . (3) Making plans to’ ‘host its: “first - 

| international film: festival in- Cairo. “ 
_} this. e coming ‘October: . *:. 

- Details of Egypt's: ambitious film - 
; program: .were ‘revealed’ ‘in 'New} 
| York ‘this: week by. -Fathy. Ibrahim, | 
‘| vet motion picture .éxec..who, until | 

a7} late ‘last year;. was ‘head - of. 20th-| 
“| Fox: ‘operations in. the. UAR. - Ibra- 
“| him is: now: ‘chairman.’ -of. . the 

; Egyptian General Co.” for. Inter- 
national Film. ‘Production.and ‘Dis- 
. | tribution.. Company -is: part ‘of. the} 

| government’s Cinema; Broadcasting 
-|and Television. Organization. which, 

. fin turn; is governed. ‘by the. Ministry, . 
an of Culture. and: Tourism. ~ . 

* The Ibrahim | company, .. in “addi-| 
‘tion to overseeing: the constriction. 
and -operation of the.new Cinema: 

{eapital, ‘and : 

.| City, blieprinted. for: completion ‘i in 

“Paul: N.. “Lazarus” or, “recently 

Out: as... exec: -Veepee™ of - ‘Samuel. 

‘Bronston’ Productions,” is. ‘joining. 

‘the. producer: ranks; Exec: reveals 
that: his’. first ‘production. has, in 

fact, been. quietly in L-work: for some | m 

weeks.) 0.55. ths 
“Pic is ia “featute-length’ doci- 

indie . company,. Penell -Pictures. |, 
Rosenberg already. has shot-footage | _ 
in.. England’.and France. and is}: 
currently: working. in Japan. ° “Pro= aoe 

‘| duction will wind with shooting’ in | 
the: U.S. Rosenberg: produced. “Girl. 
of ‘the. Night” for: - Warners several 
years - ago. 

“According ’ to Lagat,’ ‘no: ‘distrib |: 
deal. has ‘been set, but it’s under--|: 
stod: that there: have. been: talks, at 
‘20th-Fox., ee 

~ Made By: Japanese | 
= “Tokyo, ‘Mareh 31. 

Winding’ a: mash singing. tour ‘of 

Nippon, Pat. Boone: began . discus-, 

sions. with a major Japanese: ‘studio 

for him fo. star. in-a feature to be > 
lensed’ liere: 

- Although: | he’ s° flexible: on the 
project, -what Boone ‘has ‘ in mind 

Ais’ a Japanese-language- ‘picture in° 
whieh he'd’ be. ‘the - only. foreigner. 
If. necessary, hé -might .go ‘cO-pro-_ 
duction, but:at: this time:he’s-think- 
ing~in terms: of ‘a guarantee. ‘salary 
against .a percentage for. the Japa-~ 
nese market; If the film: gets.-re-. 
-leased-. beyond these. Shores; he 

* | would want. a: heftier Slice. < 

. Should . 

The: story ° ‘Boone. ‘suggests. ‘for 
a: cocky 

"118 - months,- 

-ers the. 

a | the film - ‘materialize, 1. 
Boone ‘would become. the. first bon-.| 

| afide non-Nipponese ‘star to appear 
ina. Japanese: picture. 

Principal.” purpose “of. ‘the - new 
1; Pr odu o Cinema. ‘City. -is to: attract .\to ‘the 

urns cer ‘duction interests’ who, in ‘turn, will 
[aid Egypt - in. -eracking : the inter- 
‘national .. film. ‘market: 
foreign. ‘producers Have .come. to 
Egypt. ona strictly: ‘occasional basis, | 

shores .of the. Nile ovérseas pro- 

either © for-- quick’. .location ‘work 
(20th’s “Cleopatra”. “unit was.:there 
‘for. 11 days): or: ‘grade’ ‘B. specs and]; 
mellers.. “C'Son “of - 
“Cairo, *-ete.).- 

Spartacus,’ ” 

“While. ‘up: to. 70: or 80 ‘Egyptian 
films’ made ‘annually. -have ‘a ready 

mentary,’ “Report: ' The. Teenager ; 

| and Sex,” which producer. Max: J. 
‘Rosenberg, : of : Van Gurd - Produc: |: 
tions, .is shooting’ for Lazarus’: “new |. 

market: throughout North «Africa 
| and. the” Middle East. (and can . Pet 

_ (Continued on ontinued on page 2 21) 

Fi isher As 
Maker of Wagon’ | 
‘(Lerner & Loewe)| 

8,000, 000 from the adjacent avia- 

playing top names. at: top terms. 
“Fisher gets $30,000 a week for his.|1 
one-week stand. - against ° 75-25%, 
terms. | 

The. ‘second project _ Ws: “‘acquisi- 
- tion. -by. him’ of film - rights: from.|* 
| the Louis B..: “Mayer estate.-ta “The |. 
-Painted~ “Wagon”. which he consid- |. 

Lerner : &.. Loewe |. 
: musical. ‘He: will. produce : it :inde-4} 
pendently, probably’. ‘in Cinerama. 4. 
‘He paid. $199,000 ‘(a gag figure. to: 
get: under the::200G). for’ a -prop-: 

“best”. 

-erty: which : the: late “movie. mogul: 
planned. ‘as. his’ “comebac *” under- 
taking but’ was- taken . “UE -Mayer | : 
-had-some $450,000 invested: in., the | (Spain; 

cas property. at the time: > 
“Alan: Jay : -Lernet - ‘jneantime: ‘has. 

been .working:.on. the - screenplay 
-and he, ‘with. comiposer-collaborator : 

: Frederick Loéwe,:are committed to 
t four. new ‘songs: as. Part ‘of: the. Pie- 
ture: package: 

-Fisher, : in between" Jooking for'|. 

...” Fernaidez © Cuenca. 

‘the . 

Eddie: Fisher: wrapped up. three. 
‘projects before he took.off yester- | 

:| day (Tues.) from New: York. to open. 
‘at: Sammy Lewis’ Melodyland, -Ana- 

4 heim, - Calif., the “Kingsize . nitery: 
which has a:drawing population of | 

Aires;. 

“Fabbri, 

at ' 7 

© Spain’ Ss “Own Reply 
“Madrid, March $1. . - 

Spain: will -undertake:.a doc- 
umentary reply to the -unfavor- « 
able. French: film .“Morir.’a 
. Madrid” (To- Die. -in: ‘Madrid) 
Yensed: in ‘part’ by. ‘French di- 

| rector. Rosif here. 
“A.-” Spanish. documentary, con 

~ “Morir en-Espana” (To.-Die. in. “ 
-- Spain) will. -be’ directed: by , 

Esteban Madruga from a script... 
by. ex-film: critic and current ~ 

San’ Sebastian director, -Carlos 

. Mateo‘is producing and: Sebas- 
tian. Luca de. Tena. will: act. as * 

é “military - advisor... . 
Film makers will have ‘ac- _ 

of Civil: War: newsreels..and ' 
: documentary footage. The film, 

. be rushed, into production to. 
“meet a press screening date’ at: 
the San Sebastian film festival 

in early June... an 

UA Spreadout OF 
| Tom Jones’ in NY. 

‘United Artists- 
‘Lopert’s smash pic: which has been. 
 pom:.-Jones,”. 

doing ‘rubber: walls. biz at.'Cinema 
I.& Il, .N: ¥:, will open a ‘15-theatre’ 

A 
also. controls”. three Gotham are’ break April 8.: 

on ‘existing. Cairo. studios, :the: Misr: El 
-| Ahram aiid Galal, which. contain a 

.; | total of: nine " stages. 

The Tony - ‘Richardson: pic, which 
\‘has -been doing. sock biz throughout. 
‘the country «since “spreading © ‘into 
upwards of '.100: situations ‘a while |: 
ago, will continue at Cinema 1 & II- 
when ‘making. its spread. Interest-: 
ingly, : 
house’ ‘Split- a “Golden: Showcase”’ . 

"To. date; ‘or other’ tag. to that effect .as ‘it. 

UA vis. not “billing ‘the’ 15- 

has done in the past. with. such sit- 
uations. =~" 

It. cis ; “understood: ‘that; ‘following 
-15-theatre’- gpread, 

will go into: some -kind-:of:-“show- 
case”: release, | ‘including neighbor- | 

-hood. situations, Such“a “showcase”. 
release. would. - merely ‘be a Nabe: 
‘multiple, however, :. ‘since the pie 
would. already ‘have. played «a: ‘frisi<. 
run. and: limited - multiple: booking, 

| thereby hardly -- ‘qualifying’. for: 
4 “showcase” handling as: presently: 
.| defined: Such. -plaris further dem-. 
‘onstrate. the ‘widening: application 

place.’ 
_One™ of: the - tiajor ‘chatiges:. “for 

| example, . ds: the. faet that “Jones”. 
"may, not: go on . the: ‘RKO-Skouras 
“showcase”* plot: This is indicative . 
of | a -Browing | ‘dissatisfaction being r 
expressed: by.: some. disfribs ‘as ‘to 
how “showcase”. is working out ‘on. 
the major ‘circuits. It may also: in-. 
‘dicate .a--possible ‘split by. UA’ ‘with. 
RKO-Skouras . “‘showcase” plan. as 
it’ now. exists—running _ ‘several 
tracks at once to. ‘accommodate - 
-Universal, Warner Bros: .as Well -as . 
UA and. others. 
the year’s: ‘major attractions and if 
it. doesn’t: go to -RKO as other les-1 9 
‘ser’ pix -liave, the omission. could” 

‘|point. to’ other. “showcase” "moves a 

“Jones”. is one -of 

in ‘the : ‘Thaking. " 

Buenos hires i est ary 
_ Includes Zoltan Fabbri, 

Last: Year's Winner 
Buenos. Aires, ‘March. ae 

. Seveh-member -- jury for... 
competitive pictures -at. the fate 
national ‘Film Festival: of Buenos, 

‘opening: April “Ts: “as: 
follows: - 7... : 

Carlos. -F er na 1. d: eZ. Cuanea: 
- David -. “Miller,.* U.S.A. 
_Demy, | France: Zoltan. 

‘Hungary; Sergio \ Amidei, |: 
Italy; -and ‘one Argentine—either ;- 

Jacques .. 

Leopoldo. Torre Nilsson, the diréc-: 
‘tor: or Orestes: Caviglia,: the actor; j i: 
-or Robert. Falice,. the playwright; 

‘| or Hector. Grossi, .a “film: tritic. 
- Seventh” “member, from.- West: 

a director “of the calibre’ of Jerome | | Germany, _ to. _be pick e > a _any 
‘Robbins. or: Gower Champfon, ” who 
he. feels “right”: for the. ‘Cinerama: 

: Continiied ‘on page 28). 

m:° ‘nute: . 

Fabbri is the. ‘director of: ast: 
Vyear's ‘Mar. del, Plata. prize-winner. 

pines Reutes “lene fn Gos / 
-+ 

Rafael © 

: using’ ‘professional’: ‘actors; ‘will: e 

| inger, 
| Assn. . of America’for the partici-_ 

=| ation » of “The Cardinal.” sid - 

HS ones”. 

-The. rap “handed Columbia Ple-, 

oft tures re the no-show: of Otto Prem- 
-inger’s : “The, ‘Cardinal” at the- 

recent | Cartagena (Colombia) film: 
‘fest: was: fotally.. unjustified and. 

.| based: completely on misinforma-_ 
-tion, according to. Col Internation- : 

oy al. exec veépee Mo Rothman. 

Exec. takes: sharp exception to 

‘almost. all - the “facts” that | “were | 

‘related’ by Arlene Dahl in a Holly-. 

‘wood’ datelined. story in the. March 

‘25. issue of: VarteTy. Star: had ~ 
charged that: Uz. Ss, good will efforts 

| at. the fest’ had: been crippled by 
| Col’s “last-minute yanking”. of “The 

‘| Cardinal,”* This could hardly -be 
4 true, Says Rothman, because the. 
o ‘picture. had. never. been skedded 
“| for ‘the’ fest. : 

Nobody conaected with the -Car- 
tagena- -fest; he. continues, . ever 
asked Columbia, producer Prem- 

nor the «Motion Picture. 

On Feb. 12, two. weeks ‘before 
-|-the fest’s start; ‘he says, Columbia’ 
{was informed: that “Cardinal” star 

1 Tom: ‘Tryon -was. to. be. a. member 
of the...U.S- delegation. In- this 
‘connection, Col. dispatched‘ &@ num-~ 
‘ber of publicity. kits to. their man 
in ‘Bogota for’ use at the festival. . 
‘Rothman heard.‘no more about the - 
fest .until’ March 2. when he. re-. 
ceived .a.call from Col first veep 
Mike Frankovich: who told Roth- © 

~ | man-he had just had. a_call from. 
Miss Dahl in Cartagena. asking him. 
-where “Cardinal” print .was. 

-. Since there had. never been any 
idea. of the. picture’s being shown 
‘at:-the ‘fest, Rothman on March 
-3. dispatched _a-cable to. Col’s man- 
-ager to.Bogota telling him the - 
facts ‘and: asking him to tell: Miss’ 
Dahl, adding that if there was any 
confusion, ‘Miss. Dahl could can- 

|-tact him (Rothman). directly. 

Miss . ‘Dahl’ $s. subsequent report 
to a VAaRieTy reporter that -she. 
had. cabled: Rothman: and had in 
turn ‘received a “sorry — film 
cannot be: shown” reply. was -com- 
‘pletely false, the .:‘Col Int'l exec 
Vveepee’ states flatly: He’ had no. 
communication. with | -her --whatso- 
ever. Perhaps, ‘le . adds, her. re- 
marks. to the..press were ‘inspired. 
more-by “a. desire «for publicity. 
than. from a sense of. national out- 

‘of . the “showcase”: handle .and the Tage: 
{Widespread "changes . also” taking |. 

' + word spread. that the picture. 
Rothman: is’ ‘baffled as to ‘how 

would be’ shown since. there wasn't 
even-a print. of the’ film in Colom- 
bia. and the picture still. hasn’t 
‘been ‘set for release there.. 

“The: Cok: exec’ is further rankled 
‘by. the fact that Columbia, of all 
‘film’ companies, should be so bum- 
rapped re. Cartagena. This is the 
first year since 1960 that Col has 
not ‘been repped at the fest, Col 
‘having had: entries in 1961, 1962 
and 1963. In’ fact,. the company: 
‘was cited’ -by the ‘Cartagena fest 
heads in 1962: with an award. prais-.. 
ing Columbia for-its “constant co- 
operation”. with the: fest. 

“Dahl. Cart: Reporter. . 
Hollywood, March 31; . 

“Arlene. Dah commenting. on. Mo" 
-VRothman’s- rebuttal, said that” 

when she arrived in Cartagena. 
“TRest: Officials assured her that ar- : 

rangeéements : hed -been firmed for 
“The Cardinal” to he shown ‘there . 
out-of competition. Actress also. 

_ | asserted -she.:did/ not “mean: to 
' give impression” she had’ cabled . 
Rothman - directly, which -impres-~ 
sion she did give. She communi- . 
| cated with: Rothman. through’ a 
.j phone. call relnyed by Col: proguc-. 
Py chief Mike: Frankovich. 

“Le sbyiorth to Coast 
S * Foseph:: “Lebworth. ‘former pro- - 
duction’ assistant..for Darryl F.. 

: Zanuck at. 20th-Fox, and. now: set- 
{up ‘aS an. indie producer, flew. to. 

| ‘Hollywood ‘for a ‘week's consulta- : 
' tions: with’ 20th studio chief. 
| Richard. Zanuek,. 

Concerns . ‘filming. of. Joseph. 
‘Conrad’s ‘novel “Nostromo. vo 



Weitman Details 

~ By: EDDIE KALISH. 

on. deals. with ‘ 

‘HIT: NEAR’ ‘AND. FAR 

|Rackmil, “Aboaf. on “Tour: of Exotié: fo - 

| Countries . 

| Universal. - Pictures’ 

produetion: ‘operation, seeking : to; general .manager Americo~ Aboaf. 
develop « players, 
rectors. for work: in. features. 

“writers: .and.: di-! leave: New York Saturday ‘(4) on’. 
lan ‘extensive. trip through the”Far'|. 

‘Both’ of ‘these. strategies | are eo! and: Middle-East,. returning. to the 

ordinated under the eye of --v.p.: ‘States - “by. way . of Europe: late. this: 

Robert . M.”-Weitman, making fre-, month. : 
quent trips. to New York: and. to. 
the MGM. London - :studio:. 

-Exees WwW il] first visit J apan Ww here a 
In| they ‘will ‘attend . the’ company’s |: 

Gotham - last week, : he ‘noted that: ‘annual. Japanese . ‘sales. conference. 
the company. 
features Tined up. for: lensing | into; 
1965.-Of these, 27 ‘will be- made at 
Culver. City and: nine: will be lensed} 
in. the - English ‘plant ‘with some 
“sequences. ‘also in -HolHywood. He} 

presently © ‘has. . 36 | in. ‘Tokyo. starting: April. 6. Trip | 
will conclude the :-U_ toppers’. sur- | 
vey: of. company. operations. around. 
the. world’ begun last December | 
‘With. ‘sales meets in. Europe | cand: 
continued with the Latin American. “ 

characterized : this prospect as . “di-| meets in Mexico . in n Mexico ‘in January.” 
uversified” and “one of.the strongest 
the. company has had” + 

--Weitman noted that. several of 
these . features. Jare Specifically 
planned. at a certain -pricé bearing | 
in.mind. certain. markets: This is in}. 
line: with..an attitude. which says}. 
“cover. .all: ‘bases -but. do so.at the] 

. right. ‘price.’ This ‘carries . through} 
in: the: buying: of ‘properties as well ; 
‘as -making the product” and. isa ‘mentary producer, 

his first’ thea‘rical feature. Pic. will 
--earefully. ‘plotted::. production 
scheme, “planned for. tight. ‘budget} 
contro] and. a knowledge ‘of: where: 
each pic is: going .by prez Robert H.: 
O'Brien and’ Weitman. : 
As to studio-produced films, idea 

_. 48 that. there -are some properties 
which. “should. be. ‘purchased. im-" 
Mhediately-. ‘by . the ‘studio’ without. 
-waiting for an ‘independent. to bring 
it to the company..:Such was- the | 

“ease -with both ‘the. musijeal “Un- 
sinkable: -Molly:. Brown,” which 
‘Metro -bought . and... assigned - -to. 
Lawrence Weingarten: to - make, : 

“The Prize,” which: 
_-the. studio. purchased .aid- gave to. 
‘and ‘the novel. 

’ Pandrg.S. Berman. These are studio 
°- producers. ‘among’ whose... number 
are also. Ted Richmond, Iyan. Tors, | 
George Pal, Arthur Freed, ° (Joe 
at «Continued. on. page 24)". 

"steals show 
: between | 

Les Angeles, 
cand: 

Wew York! 

ee le, 

Rawat T™ 

” New First Class service. 

A David Wolper 
Pic for Theatres 
‘David L. “Wolper:. the ty docu. 

is” working | on | 

initiate a deal with United’ Artis‘s, 
which -will involve : other produc: 
tion plans in both the. feature. and : 
tv: ftelds... °° *- 
During the current ty. ‘season, 

-|Wolper. produced | a series of: ‘doci-. 
mentaries for UA-TV.. ‘He : will .do | 
the ‘same for. the coming ‘Season. 
Wolper -is also the- producer ‘of the. 
“Hollywoad and: .the.: Stars” -NBC: 
‘weekly half hour: series, also a UA- 
TV. show... 
The UA’ déal- 4s. understood: ‘to. be. 

a multi-million. dollar pact - involv- 
‘ing’ ‘eonsiderable ‘production .activi- 
‘ty: Details aren’t available’ at. pres-: 
ent. A spécial. press ‘eonference will 
be held later in the week 'in New 
York by Wolper and UA. to! discuss: 

. the. aba 

pany" 

‘Woman,’ ” 
is: -believed a hot’ contender | 

for an ‘invitational: position ‘at’ the |. 
‘Cannes, fe 
“Seduced. and. “Abandoned” is the} 

| official * Italian. -entry. ‘Pig. ‘gets. 
| Embassy Pictures: ‘Telease in. US.. 

‘in: its 
‘original version. New ending - has 

jugal . Bed, *" “won Marina - “Wiady: ia 
“best actress” prize at. ‘the 1963, 

“:. |-Knoxvillé native. The contest gives 
film fans an. opportunity to second. 

_. | Buess the actors and ‘actresses who | 
- vote for - the winners. Ballots are 
carried in the Knoxville -Journal 
_and are available. at the ‘participat-. 

J fetro Production: 

Balance of Home : Tea eam Outsiders ‘ 
At‘a time when other companies | 

tend. to a. production. ‘system based. 
‘independents, ” the. 

‘thinking at-Metro is to utilize such. 
outsiders: in” halance witha size- 
able: slate -of -house-produced — ‘pro-| 
duct. Also, Metro -is undertaking: al! 
talent building’ program via. its tv: ‘Milton, R: Rackmil and ‘veep-foreign 

- Foe’ S Got Dick-Liz 
“Boston, March 31. 

-. the. hometown: where his’ wife, 

ham. “Hospital for. minor sur-° .. 
gery; revealed. he™ chopped ‘to. 

~~ Poronto, .and- inked ~ Richard:. 
-Burton.. and . Elizabeth Taylor.” 

- to.a. contract to make a film, 
- | “Sands -of- Kalahari,” 7. to: ‘be. 
‘shot. in- Africa. ; ro _ 

” Burtons - are’: ‘now: in. ‘Hub; ~ 
“where Burton is: Playing the we 

-. -title-: “role. in: modernized. 
“Hamlet”. cat the. Shubert. : 

‘OBRENTZ EXITS METRO, 
RESUMES AT: COLUMBIA 

+ Columbia | International.” 
:| began . his’ new: duties ‘as general 
- Vassistant to: Col International ‘exec. 
Sen Mo Rothman on: Monday. (30). 
(30 

The: “switch... bak. to” “Col. - by 
Obrentz follows. five years .of pre- 
vious experience with. the... com-. 

“when, from. | 1955. ‘through 
April, .1960,: he. served: as assistant 
‘to Lacy. Kastner, . then Operating 
head: of Col International.’ 
Metro: “he ‘was veepee. in Charge of} | 
‘the Far - East, . ‘Australasia and |" 7 

| Africa. Dr, ohne 

At 

Ferrer'’s s: “he Woman’: 
Looks Hot for one -_ 

_ ‘Rome, Mareh ‘31. 
“Mares: ‘Ferreri’s 

a Carlo: Ponti produc- 
tion, - 

Film. ‘Festival,. - where 

“ Would - Tun. at. Cannes . 

since beén filmed: -by* Ferreri, ‘with. 
collaboration of . stars . “Annie 
Girardot: and: ‘Ugo. Tognazzi.- ae 

_ Ferreri’s -previous pic; “Con- 

Cannes event. - 

Glucksman Tends 
— _ Hollywood, “March: 31. 

Ernest: ° D.'* Glticksman,. “Jerry. 

as manager. for the last five years. has 
@ |a-new -expanded ‘working agree-. 
. men‘ .with the comedian: In addi- |. 

ca} Lorenzo Alvary . 

for show business tra velers. 
Non-stop. flight, hon-stop. service: all. ‘the. Juxury of TWA Royal: 
Ambassador First Class,. with some. bright new trimmings just for. . S Virginia Mattindale 

you. For iristance::vodka, shery-and Michelob. Beer added to the... |. ) 

- standard liquor list. A choice of. sizzling Prime: Sirloin oF. Lobster. ee 
Thermidor. And don't forget— you. can take in:a first-run movie*: | 

- by: Infli,ht Motion Pictures, Inc. 

-- Gene: Barry - 
sj: Herb Brenner | 

|. --Lena Horne . 
Fred: Hift: : 

+tion’.to continuing. as Lewis’. man- 
ager, Glucksman will concentrate 
-+on creation, development..and pro-. 
| duction :of packages in. tv, films and : 

| legit for: the Lewis ; company. af 

‘| ' Plans include management: of a |: 
-|“limited’ number’: of . personalities : 
-| as -well -as merchandising. and. re- | 
| cording, Glucksman on June 1 tom-. 
.| pletes © producer « chores: . of *-latest | , 
‘| Lewis" starrer, . “The Patsy.” for 
. Paramount... a 

‘w. S, to: Europe 

_. Ernie Anderson ._ 

. Peter’ Bridge’ 
Clint’ Eastwood: | 

. “John. Ericson | 
Lennie: ‘Hayton 

Phil Gersdorf _; a 
Ben. Henry. 2.00.0 

i “Nunnally Johnson. 

Next time you plana. trip .to. New. 
aa 

~ “Marion: Kurtz 
=. Jack Lenny. 

-. Stephen ..Mason: . 
Kevin. McClory: « 

“Tom MeDermott 
'.. Laurence M. ‘Parnes: 
[Walter | Reade Jr. ~ 

York, call TWA or r your travel: ol agent: and: ask, for Flight | No. 8. a 

_ Nationwide 

Worlawide ys 

ot depend on a 

Such as. ‘the | ‘Metro Goldwyst Mayer “Seven. Arts: produstion, *Sunday.j in- New 

“ “,. Kenneth’ J. Stein. 
{--/ Rudolf: Stoiber --: 

Manny “Reiner.” 
- Evelyn: ‘Rothwell: 

.. Stephen Sharmat :- 

... Bill Stuttman., 
on Rosalyn’ Turek : 

}) William Tuttle. 
. Hugh | Walker. : 

oe © Soaring ‘grosses, - 
_ | Easter holiday - session,- dominated 

_ J jthe key cities. covered by VARIETY. 
‘Joseph’: E.: Levine,. visiting: . ° 

*..{ing made in most major. keys. de- 
| ‘Rosalie, is at-Peter. Bent Brig-.". snow |= 

“president. : 

*1-(19th- wk) “back into -top. position, 

; | ago.. 

{+ Bert: -Obrentz. thas resigned his| 8g. - 
oo | post as-. veepee: - -of: “Metro. Inter- 
national to: rejoin’the exec staff. ‘of | “Tiger Walks” (BV). (d- Wk), will: 

“Obrentz | ‘finish seventh. 

again. 
“Cardinal” (Col). (14th wk). is cop- 
ping. ninth spot. 

“The ~ Ape | 

‘sored. by.. the’ Tennessee,. 
-Riviera, 
“Tower theatres: . 

" year because ‘Patricia’ Neal, nomi- 

Lewis’. exec producer and personal.| 

Extras’ New Rule 

year térms.on the board of direc-: 
| tors. of their Screen Extras Guild: 
| High siumber -of : contestants -is’ at- | 
-tributed-to a revision in guild by- 
| laws. whereby no administration 1. 

- | MILTON PLATT’S ROLE | 
| AT CONTINENTAL DIV| ° 

i “Milton: Platt, : who has. been. as- 
_| sistant: general. sales. manager of. 

to the Continental . Distributing . ‘divi- 
.  “}sion-of. Reade-Sterling, is now. act-|- 
**.. Jing’ general -sales manager; 

| ceeding: Sidney. Deneau. Latter re-|- 
{signed last -week . to. -join Rugoff | 
|-Theatres. .. ~ . 

a ‘Continental's. metropolitan district | 
Oe manager, 
oo Platt. 

» Wednesday, April’, 1964 : 

N ational eri ‘Survey 

Lago ertragigte eo, 
i eochetinll : 

. |} Easter ‘Week Booms Biz; Ww. orld’ Champion, sone é 
2d, ‘Strangelove’ 3d, 'N ewman’’ “Ath, Panther’ 5th © 

“boosted: “by. 

this: round. Great showings: are’-be-. 

spite ; some “cold © “Weather,” 
and rain. 
- Extra. “matinees and : holiday 
s cales (in. some instances)" will 
push: “It’s a. Mad. :World”:. (UA) 

from. second: place of a week ago. 
{Tom : Jones”. (UA): (18th .wk);. not’ 

| playing on. hardticket or on.as’ ‘high | 
scales as “World” is capturing sec-} 
ord: spot.. It was No. 1-last week." 
“Dr.: Strangelove” ' (Col): (7th wk) 

is winding up. third, same: as week 
“Capt. ‘Newman” (U) (3d. wk) 

tis pushing: up. ‘to: ‘fourth position 
-|}compared with sixth last -stanza. - 

“Pink Panther” (UA) (2d. awk) is 
taking. fifth: money, same as.a week 

“Seven. Days in May’? {Par)- 
(6th: wk) is. winding | up sixth. 

(20th). (40th. 

is. landing . eighth ~ ‘place;: 
-“Cleopatra”.. 

“Paris When. It 
Sizzles”. (Par). is ‘taking 10th: posi- 
tion. although | -out : ‘for: first time | 
this. round. ° 

“Kissin’ - Cousins”. (MGM), also’ 
in first stanza, will be 11th while ar 
‘Silence’? (Janus), (8th. wk),. ‘rounds : 

OUR, PATRICIA NEAL’ 

Actress ‘Ups: Knoxville Zest For. 
Osear-Guessing 

‘Knoxville, March. 31: 
A record number of | entries are: | 

being. received 
Knoxville -Journal -Oscar-guessing - 

in- the. annual- 

Contest. The promotion is
 co-spon= | . 

_New. 

Capri, Bijou, - Park - and: 

. Local -ititerest is ‘stronger . this. 

nated for her role in “Hud” is a 

ing theatres.. 
_ Several prizes and a: number. ‘of. 

theatre tickets .are. given’ to. win-. 
ners. and. d-runhers-up.: a 

Peps Its Politics 
:. ‘+Hollywood; March 31. 

Kv record ‘number: of 44° extras 
have ‘entered the race for 11 three- 

-|-sIate is -nominated.: Instead . any-]- 
-|:member.can be. nominated -by in- | 

...'| dividual- petitions | Signed. by 
ae other: extras, 
do”. Nominated: are Leo Abbey, Rob- 

Pert Allen,. Beau: 
./Anderson, 

. Brown, Hazel. Lee. ‘Burgess, William: ; 

‘Anderson, ‘Don 

(Continued on. page. 24). 

~-sue-: 

‘Norman. SWeitman:, ‘who has: been | 

becomes “assistant, to]. 

: ‘Wurope to Us.- vs 
Ken. Giniger |... : 
oS. AG. G ‘Swenson’: 

‘ont the. Top: 12. grossers.” : 
of Dr, Lao” (MGM), “Mr. Limpet”. ~: 

“America,” «. (WB) |. : 
also from: Warners, are the runs) 

‘Wwk): | 

rene 

British actor) 

|-erts,: 
"| Sporting Life’); 
}eolor - 
Russia - With. Love”); - 
‘tions - Award, 
|. ain); ‘best: short, 

35 | 

Russell Ash, Ron |. Herschel Bernardi- 

ea ne ee 

and.” “America, 

nerup pix: in- that sequence. 

‘Several new. pictures,” 

“Flight: “From: _ Ashiya” “ (UA) 

and so¢ko: in. L.A: 
Party” -‘(Al), | stout’ 
‘shapes. big in Frisco. was 

.. “Fall ‘of “Roman Empire”: (Paz), o 
another newcomer, ‘shapes Smash‘, 

| on, initial session. ‘at N.Y. DeMille. = 
also" from’ Paramount, 

is . Capacity - ‘in -N.Y. at: the State,- 
“and . looms socko. ‘in ‘Chi, 
“L.A. and: ‘good in’ -Omaha. foe vt 
“Brass. Bottle”. (U) is rated. ‘00d. - 

in Pitt:.on ‘its. initial. playdate... ° 
“World ‘of Henry Orient” 

“Becket,” 

UA), 
just. ‘getting: -started,: is. landing: a 
huge. ‘take: at. N.Y. “Music. Hall.in- . 
second session, with boost. from wo 

= Easter stageshow.”. ; 
__ “To Bed: or “Not: ‘To Bed”: (Cont) os 
‘shapés -. mostly lusty. “to” lofty’: jn: 
‘some. séven: key cities. where ‘play-: -. 

Life” ~. 
(Embassy) is. doing: hicely: in ‘some. a 
‘four: keys; also art ‘hotises;-::::. .°. 

.: Note:. The number : -Of.-weeks.. “out: 
‘in release: for’ bigger ‘and longrun : 
pix are’ designated. in’. such . cases... 

_ Complete | Boxoffice- Reports. on. ": 

ing arty. -theatres. “Easy . 

pages - 12-13-15). 

~ British Film n Academy Awards 
‘Jones’ and “Servant? Divide - Divide - = Two N ods To 
Dirk. Bogarde - —- ~ Patricia Neal | Also > Wins . 

+ 
*Eendon,- Mareh 31: 

“Two “British” features dominate © ; 
the’ awards ‘handed’ out . by. the: 

a | British -Filim Academy, . “with three. _— 
| prizes. apiece ta-““‘fom Jones” and | 

i“The Servant.” The’ -presentations -. 
will . be ‘made “next. Friday: ‘at. the . 
Academy Awards. ‘annual. dinner at _ 
the’ London Hilton.: 
~ “Tom Jones”: “copped. ‘the. dual” 
jionors of. being - ‘named the. ‘best 
film-from. any sourcé and, there- ~ 

| fore automatically,” the’ best: Brit= °. 
‘ish _pic.. Additionaily,- John:Osborne 7 
was" -accoladed : for. the. best: British . 
screenplay.. 
“The Servant”. ‘collared: iwo:: -act=: . 

a ing. awards for. Dirk Bogarde (best: 
‘and: James’: Fox. - 

as. 
-well.as-the best black. and white 
cinematography 

* ; Slocombe. 

(most. : promising newcomer) 

for 

Among. | ‘other fwards:. 

-best -.British: ‘actress : 

- cinematography, . 

NY. to LAL 
Geraldine. Brooks: 

= Jack Goldstein ; 
. Joe Lebworth 
:. Mike Merrick _. 

’ Budd Schulberg 
: Gene Shefrin | 

LA: to NY. 
ae Marty ‘Alen 
'- Sherwin Bash 

‘Polly Connell | 
“|. Dick Dinsmore’ 

~ Martin Gabel ": 
- Monty: Hall. 
Mikki Jamison 
Victor’ Jory. . 
Jeremy: Lepard 
Allen ‘V.. Martini 

-. sWalter Matthau 
 .. Howard Morris. 

‘Steve Rossi: . 
.. George’ ‘Schlatter 
ome D. Tannenbaum ., 

NY. Band St. to N, Ye 
88th St. (and back). 

“(Far Rockaway’ was beautiful: 
. last week. 
What a way to go to the Coast): 

Mark ‘Lawrence 
_{Adsertisenient) vat 

cee SS 

2 ee ce ens 

es . 

: a. 

cre Rises : 

‘jist 
_| aunched. ‘this’ week, ‘hint ‘prom-. ©: 
ise. 
is a: bit: ‘Spotty but. “fine ‘in: Denver... 

“Muscle ‘Beach .° | 
in’. “Omaha; a 

‘big: in at 

“Douglas : 

: Patricia: a: 
|-Neal got. the: nod: as: best foreign 
| actress for-“Hud”; Marcello. Mas- - 

| troiarini as. best foreign actor. (Di-- 
| vorce; Italian Style’); Rachel-Rob- . 

(“This. .- 
‘Téd.:Moore, best - 

A“Erom...’ 
United Nae: 

“Inheritance” (Brit=- .. 
“Happy Anniver-::" 

| sary” (France); best. animated ‘film, |. 
shared “by “Automania. 2000”..\Brit=. 
tain). and “The ‘Critie™ (USA), : 
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~~ During Sear af World’ $ Tair air 
a Metro is. héading into one. of. the+— 
4 biggest summers. in. its recerit his-| 
o tory, numerically: at least. The. eom- 

. ‘doing solid biz in its: followup 35m |-"~ 
‘release, “How the West. Was. Won.” | © 

N 

| /*  @alled “Flipper’s. New Adventures,’ 
cae and an. action pic tagged. “Rhino. i 

‘months and is: projected. through | 
the next couple of yéars,- is, making} 

-. for a very upbeat attitade at Metro} 
-..-these days. Predictions ‘are being 
‘made. as to one of the. biggest years: 
the: company. has enjoyed. for some}: 
:: time. Other -indicators, such as. the} 

: option. recently. picked.up by: ‘NBC.~ 
on-a- package” of Metro. post-1948 |: 
pix for web: airing, ‘as. well: as. hefty. 
production: of tv series. in addition. 
to the upbeat picture on the feature. 
side “would .seem.: to. :indicate_ that. 
cheery. -erystal ball. gazing : might 

oe be. on the he right tracks: ” track. . 

| ‘8, 435 Plaster, 

“pany. -will..put‘-six new pix into | pee 
_ Yelease during: that period and will] 
also“ be continuing . the: circulation. _ 
 <.-Of. another item which. has _ been} © 

" Included: in. this: summer. array 

will be the’ “Company ’s second pic 

of - ‘the. “year. -to- play - -Radio City — 

: Music ‘Hall. This is’ “The Unsink- aa 
re able Molly Brown”: which . “will - at- |: 

tempt to ‘corral : a: large. -chunk of - 
 - that ‘valuable. summer ‘playtime -at | - 

Tennessee © Williams’. 

-There’ Ss. 

‘thrush.° Rounding. out: the. program 
“is a-followup ‘to. ‘the. successful. 
“Flipper” of last summier, a sequel 

“This. is:a healthy array. of. pro- 
duct for thé “company. It ‘has been’. 
doing: smoothly ..in® the : first. few: 
months ..of -the “year. -with’: “The. 
Prize,” which: did oke biz. at ‘the 

. Music. all and is-now scoring. solid-|. 
“Ty. on a Gotham: “showcase” break 

throughout: the. 
“The “W heeler: ° Dealers”. 

and elsewhere. 
country. 
and “Sunday in New’ “York” , have 
also been taking ‘in coin, --: | 

Metro: has. already predicted ‘that 
its 35m dates on “West” will com-|- 
pare favorably - if ‘not. excessively | 

“to the. performance of “Ben. Hur,” 
one of the company’s all-time-hot|. 
items.:The film: grossed over $41,-. 
000,000 world-wide ‘in. 107,roadshow 
dates: since -its. preem in. London 
in November, 1962: ‘Jt ‘is currently 
playing. in. over. 26 situations in its 
“first 35m. weeks: and . doing - large 
biz,-in many ‘cases. running ahead: 
‘of “Hur” for. comparable periods. 
‘To: date “West”. has corraled. $750,- 

-- 000 in. this. 35m, ‘issue, and: is. hold-,| | 
ing. 

Hotel. Locals : include: . ° 44, 
:-property. -‘men:. 80 grips; “165, 

"studio. projectionists;- 127, Os 

N. Y. Crafts Make 

“Viva |. . 
vis Presley pic}. 

“Loooking For. 

“IA Crafts ‘Mark 25th... 
:’ Hollywood, March - 31. 

* Alliance. of - Theatrical Stage 
‘Employees will. jointly: : cele- 

*“- brate: their 25th. anniversary "— 
“June .6 at: ‘the: International. * 

craft ‘service; 728; "electricians. : 
. “Honorary chairmen ? of -.. 
event. are. George J. Flaherty,” 

“ Cappy.. Duval, Zeal Fairbanks, ~ 
- Charles Boren: “and © Richard : 
WW." ‘Jencks, . Leo. S.. “Moore, biz .- 

“44's biz Tep,.. will cochair. 

Progress; Meet 

‘prospectus drawn up. ‘by’. an- “ap: 

pointed - subcommittee... which ‘has 
| been: ‘studying plans aimed at. the 
formation, of. an ‘organization. com-|: 

‘prised: of reps from all: labor. groups: 
‘currently. involved. in eastern. pie- 
ture . production: * 

“The, union. reps: ‘at ‘the. ‘meéting 

‘were ‘mostly business agents. Plan. 

‘which’ ‘they... 

“goes: to ‘the. ‘exec. ‘boards. of all the 

crafts: involved’ ‘for - endorsement. | 
‘This is. .to’ Minimize possibility -of 

wrangling * over points . After, ‘the | 
organization. is formed. , 

‘Union ‘Keps. will assemble: again = 
on: ‘April 10 to. attempt to’ ‘put mt 
organization. ona. working” ‘basis: 

By: this ‘time it is ‘hoped | all unions.|. 

involved . will: have- reacted.. "Any t 

have _ now: ‘approved 

gripes will be taken: up at: ‘that time. 

Ideally. officers. would. then ‘be.elec-}. 
‘| ted - ‘and the’ organization given a. . 
‘title, coed 
In an “unusual: show. of harniony | 

and ‘strength; :the: unions have .all| 

AL ‘of this, plus~ a. ‘Yarge-scale ‘Moyed : swiftly -toward. the. -estab- |" 

production: ‘program. : ‘which “has 
-been purring for the past. several 

lishment: ‘of the new organization. ‘| 
Each ‘planned ” meeting has come}. . . 

| off. as*- Scheduled and attendarice | -: toy oungsters who. stayed. hete 
has usually. been. near. 100%. Such}: 
was ‘the case last.-Friday,: though | - 
‘elimactic. holidays in both the Chris-| -. 
.tian and’ Jewish religions... Every] -: 
rep that ‘was | expectéd, showed: -ex-|-:: 
cept. for. Jay’ ‘Rescher .of  IATSE} 
cameramen: local. '644,. ‘who ‘was ill: 

In: attendance. at: the. ‘meeting | t 
were. John Hall of..the -makeup |. 
union, Milt. Felson repping assistant | 
‘directors:. Tommy: O’Donnell of the |. 
theatrical: teamsters; Jim- Gartland | 
of IA studio: mechanics - local: ‘52, 

| Andy Clores.: of the. scenic ‘artists, 
{-Batbara’ Robinson . of - the” script |. 
“| clerks, Bill Bennett of. the Wash- 

Re Astor F ils, 
Hits Ey. Crosby 

A judgnient for: $443; 435,. ‘agains? 
-Everett..N; Crosby in favor. of In- 
land. ‘Credit Corp.,. ‘was -last : week 

“entered in. the County. ‘Clerk’s of: | cepted. ‘This :-would, of course,.-in- 
clude ‘the. Séreen- Directors Inter-. 
national’. ‘Guild. which has: already. 
expressed ~ itself “as-- ‘being -. sore .at |. 

fice: of the Ne Y: Supreme: Court: 
‘Inland’s..: suit. against. Crosby and: 
other charged that: Crosby had .un-' 

.. conditionally - guaranteed ‘:a $500.- 
.; 000 Inland loan -to: Astor Pictures, 
“of which. ‘Crosby .was‘an- officer. . 

Action against. Franklin: F. ‘Bru- 
“der, -who. also .. was.an - officer: of 

_ Astor, was’ dropped. ‘Astor. last:.year 
filed a. Chapter 11 ‘petit ion: under. 
the. Bankruptcy 2 Act,” ": 

7 "|fneton. ‘D.C., screen. mechanics, Har-|. 
Jold . “Hoffman - ‘of Screen’. “Actors 
‘| Guild ‘and’ Steve D'Injillo™. of : the} 

| East Coast ‘Motion: Picture: Council, 
‘the ITA” body: ‘which ‘suggested. ‘the 

. | organization’ in the first place.: 

‘Although ‘the. final: ‘Shape of. ‘the 
body : ‘will. not: be’ :known: until all 
the. exec’ boards approve, the ‘sup- | 
‘port of all the groups: involved is 
assumed. by. the founders. As. soon’ 
‘as the organization ‘is: ‘formally ‘es- 
tablished, requests: for membership. 
from those. not. presently™ involved 
in-‘the -formation..talks_ willbe ac: 

‘| not being ‘in on the. formation stag- 
>+es. The .aim*-is: to. éventually’ en- 

| compass. all. labor. groups. involved: 
in: eastern : filmmaking. to establish’ 
‘a--united: front: in~ dealing | with. 
| union-producer ‘problems - -and’. to 
encourage the Taking '< Of pix: ‘in’ 

° the. east, 

; 50%,” ; 
| Films, S:A., asked for a: receiver- 
‘| ship: ‘of. all’ “prints” and. negatives inj ... 

a: Federal ‘Court suit filed’ ‘against ao 
-20th-Fox. Action’ also’ asked  for|:. ’ 
declaratory’ relief ona distribution|: 

| agreement: between MCL and. 20th-. 
Fox, which is releasing pic.- -:. | 

-attorney | 
Martin Gang asserted that -20th-had | — 
failed: to abide by terms of .a.con-{! 
tract with. MCL whereby. film ¢éom- 
pany. had not paid- MCL—in which/. 

: | Miss. Taylor: is one’ of shareholders 
| —its . share of .monies .already -col-| 
| lected .. 
1 “presently - ‘exceeds - 

*. |. Suit alleged that the defendant had’. 
-|“improperly_ - managed” - 

‘the: Music Hail, -particularly : en-|: © ;*, for 165; -will chair: cele-.” 
: hanced - this. yéar by the: run of]. bration ‘and | ‘Bruce ; -Colville;: 

the ‘New: York World’s Fair which: a 
is. expected. to attract.a:hefty num- 
“ber of -out-of-towners to the City. 
‘Radio’. City: is listed. atnong the top 
few tourist attractions .in Gotham. 
Another pic.of interest is “Night: 

of. the Iguana,” the: adaptation of |, 
Broadway }.. 

. drama. ‘which . has. received. consid- |- 
'.. ‘erable pub space -via Richard’ Bur-| 
'.?. “ton and related events at-the pic's | 

.. » |JMexican. . location: 
/. ‘Las Vegas,” ‘an 

* which:teams. the rocker with: femme | 
‘:.. Gomer Ann-Margret: Also in. the] 
= Music . ‘groove -is 

“Love” which toplines pop : singer 
‘Connie Francis, ‘the MGM. Records: 

its: Own. - 

5 ISHS a 
* Les: ‘Angeles, “March 31. . 

Chatging lack -of “sound business 
a | judgment’? in ‘distribution and ex-| 

. ‘Five ‘locals. of International’ _| ploitation. ‘of :the ‘niotion picture, | 
“| “Cleopatra,” which ‘it’s claimed: will 
- lessen. gross receipts from: ‘film ‘by 

“aggregate. - between - 25: and |: ‘an: 

‘Complaint. filed ‘°. by - 

in.-gross- receipts.’ which 

_[- rected: distribution “of. proceeds. for |: 

ing. and overhead expenses: _ = 
Tn: ‘attempting to offset ‘such ex- | 

pense: burdens, ‘according. to: action, |‘ 
20th-F ox in: ‘diverting: such: proceeds 
had . ‘done - this.-‘without regard to 
attaining the maximum amount of 
‘gross ‘receipts: aver ‘a. longer term.” 
Consequently; :-action : ‘ continued, 
gross receipts from film’ -would. be 
affected - by: between. 25-50% - figure 

| than. if pic were. properly ' ‘exploited |’; 
“pursuant. to sound: “business. judg- 
“ment.” > 0. | 

. Action asked that James A.. Mul- 
‘vey, .a- “recognized expert”. in mo- 
tion picture distribution; be there- 
fore appointed. to act as recéiver— |}. 

‘lor any: 
designate—for ‘the: purpose: of dis- 
tributing. and exploiting filni “ae- 
‘cording ‘to’. sound :business judg-}. - 
-ment.”’ Complaint -also. asked. that 
‘“Mulvey—whom: ‘it ‘stated: had’ con- 
sented ° ‘to: act .- as 

gontrol, ‘and Possession. of all prints 
__{Continued: on ‘page 28)- 

= Loyal: to Elvis. 
Minneapolis, March: 31. 

- Britain’s Beatles. -or. not, this 
‘area’ s teen-agers still go" ‘for 
Elvis Presley. This was demon- - 

-. strated “here on ‘Sunday :(22), 
‘the third. Gay. of the local first- _ 
run of... -:Presley’s s -“Kissin’:. 

the: biggest Sabbath ‘day - gross 
ever. and: while- local : ‘boxoffice 

a generally: was under par. - 

over. ‘after : the weekend — -be- 

-ketball tournament. 

favorable ~ Bisa f ‘ewspaper 
reviews: here. 

Elizabeth - Taylor's". MCL” 

$20,000,000." 

-and - di-|. 

“‘séparate : corporate’ pur-| 
“| poses,” ” to meet: its current: operat) 

~ Anew April 10) 
ve group * of. tinion” leaders, “pep: : 
‘ping: a- " cross-section: “of. - eastern. 
filmmaking ‘labor: met- in New York. 

last. Friday (27) ‘and approved the: 

‘other: ‘the _ Seourt might 

receiver—be. 
awarded: as. ‘réceiver: athe custody, | - 

_ -Cousiris” “(MGM), at the. loop ‘ |. 
Gopher: It-.gave that .theatre |. 

. ef ing” Latin ~ América, .: 
‘Pull was: partly. ‘attributable _ 

_| all Seven. Arts theatrical’ and: ctv. 
|. activities in Latin. America. 

| Kusiel, who'll | ‘report. directly ‘to. 
. TA's foreign operations ‘veep Nor-| 
man Katz,. is.due. fto-make. an ex-. 

‘| tended: trip. throughout Latin: 
_ Atnerica beginning next. week, 

-eause of state: high school. bas-" 

“Kissin’: .Cousins”’ ’ didn't: “re- 

Re: Shorts’: Neglect. 
2 Daris, | ‘March: Bl. 

. Believing. that- shorts © ‘get. 
‘shortchanged’ in. -re- distribu-" 
tion-in Britain, and €lsewhere. .. 

: - in Europe, ‘British ‘film. eritic;: 
“writer ‘and filmmaker Derek | . 
- [Hil has ‘set up: his - own: ‘Shop, : 

Short Film: ‘Service: : "y 

‘Hill ‘decided. to. do’ “it: after | 
‘attending - ‘several. short. film. . 
fests. and. viewing a : wealth ~ 

~of.. material. that- rarely aver.” 
- got. ‘playoff “in. ‘Britain, either: 
on theatres~ OF: ‘Onr Wwe 

Conner 

Raw 
: :, Washington, Maret 31. 

“Showing no- spéctacular- ‘spurts 

ata 

With 

of 35m and. over positive. film’ Taw- 

stock slumped: slightly. from $5,886,-. } 

429. in: 1962 to.'$5, 492, 556 last year. 

| Negative.“film ‘exports. showed. al: 
‘similar decline: to. $5,883,815. last:|-.- 

$5, 922 211 in|’ year | ‘com pared | ‘to 
1962. rs 

In. “contrast to. those taarginal . 
slides,” -exports of. 35m.-and ‘over 
picture. cameras rose to. $1,126, 486"). 
in-*1963 -from $978,893 in..1962.°. 

‘Down. were exports of. sound. re-|: 
producing . equipment ‘from $680,- 
“979 .in’ 1962 ‘to $562, 762. last: year. 

Showing’ gains were ‘exports. of ‘against Louis..M. Pesce, director of: 
motion | picture -screens ‘rising to | 

'-1 $2,914,339: last year over $2,223,644 | 
we iin 1962. 
tion equipment. and parts inched up | 

. {to $3,644,671. from: the: ‘$3,077, 914: 
‘| registered: :in 1962. | -Studio -equip- 
--ment: and. ‘parts’ exports Similarly. 
; moved up to. 98 611, 761. 

| sic KUSIEL HEADS 
~ TARTS LATIN Bu 

| Sig Kusiel,. formerly .a':veep. of. 
‘Columbia. International -Supervis- 

‘been 

-Exports .of. other projec- 

‘has: 
named. manager ‘and’ supervisor for 

- 

Competing With Private Taser er. . time, says. the complaint, it was too 
"Red | -Wing, : Minn.,, ‘Narch- 31. 

. Jack. Wright: long-term Minne-. 

apolis: exhibitor, has Bone down to 
defeat -in‘a. séven-year legal. fight. 
to halt.:the -use.-of the municipal. 

| Auditorium - in this | ‘city of.'12,000. 
a population... as a film . theatre. ‘in, 

-competition with his own. local tax: 
paying - showhouse. * 

‘Deciding: against ‘him: ‘in ‘an ‘ap: 
‘peal from’ a. lower. court adverse’ 
“decision was. the three-judge. fed-. 
eral court of: appeals in..St:. ‘Louis, .. 
Mo.:: This suit, considered ‘his*. ‘last | 
resort, was an. ‘antitrust, conspiracy .- 
action: aimed’ af. eliminating. film 
exhibition. from” “the: city-owned. 
building. 

- Winning defendants ; ‘were. ‘Auidi- 
torium board. members. and: James . 
Frazer: the | Auditorium’s: present 
Teassee. ‘Prior to the: appeal’s. rejec-. 
tion, the. editor .of the: ‘daily paper. 
thad...been dropped. as one. of the 
defendants: who. were accused: of 
conspiring” to. put. Wright's. ‘own: 
theatre - out. oF business and _ckeate 

‘competitive “bidding for . ‘pictures 
-by ‘Wright's. theatre and’ the. ‘Audi-. 
torium “and ‘that: increased. his. the-. 
atre’s operating cost. 

‘And for Fi ims 

Jan.  alleged:: illegal town exhibition’} 
Monopoly. .. vs | 

: Wright’s Josing fight started . in’ 
‘February 1967: Initially, suing. - ‘in|. 
the Minnesota state: court, he: en- 
‘joyed. success to: the extent™that | 
this city . ‘was: ‘stopped | hy the state’. 
sipreme :court. from operating ‘the |: 
-Auditroium. itself as.a:movie- the- | RKO Palace is set to. start April 

“| atre, whieh it.had. been doing. The | 
court ruled” that ° a municipality { May: 

i. proval. 

y - ard Absorbs Taxes 
—+ As 20th-Fox ‘prez Darryl. F. Zan- 

uck predicted: at his special press 
{conference in February, the com- 

| : pany showed a net-profit of $9,115,-" 
-| 393. for’ the year ended Dec. 28,-" 
{1963,:Earnings are equal to $3.44. a 
‘share. and: contrast with a loss of 
$39, 796, 094. for. 1962... 

-"Theatrical:. ‘film rentals in 1963 
| were. ‘$74, 051, 664. an increase: of 
$2,476,413 -over 1962. Total income 

_| from: all- sources was $102.940,436, 
a ‘the 1962. total. of ‘$96 355,+ 
{871 . 

No Federal income taxes were: 
_| provided for in 1963 because’ of a. 

_ ‘|net operating’ loss carry-forward 
'} from 1962. Company. says it. still 
{ has approximately . $11,000,000 of. 

4 nét~operating loss carry-forward, 
4 of- which $7,000,000 will. be -avail- 
| able for. use in’ 1964. 

Two productions, “The Longest 
Day”: and. “Cleopatra, "--were at- 
tributed .by. 20th as making ‘the 

| greatest - contribution to. the ‘1963... Stock, Gear’ income. AS. film: ‘rentals from theatrical 
sources were: up in 1963, so were 
rentals from tv, up to $22,815, 196, . 
‘from $18,626,316. in 1962. 

or “decliies, WS: exports ‘of motion | 

picture film and equipment in ‘1963, 

‘offered. a .mixed- batch, the: U.S. 

+Commerce: Dept: reported: Exports | 

Book: value of the stockholders’ 
investment ‘at the 1963 yearend is 
‘figured.. ‘at $59,449,258, compared 
|.with - $50, 333 £866 at the: 1962 year- 
end.” 

ale te Film Club Club 
Sues Louis Pesce, 
‘New York Censor 
Gate Film, Club; of. “New York : 
has. filed suit. in N.Y. Federal Court 

the motion picture “division of the: 
N.Y. Board .of Regents, charging 
that the state’s film licensing laws 
are’ unconstitutional. and: . invalid, 
Suit ‘seeks to enjoin Pesce and the 
‘board ‘from interfering with the 
‘plaintiff's rights to exhibit films at. 

‘+the Gate Theatre on Second Ave- 
‘|nue!(N.Y.C.) and-to have the action - 
“ -/fieard by a- three-judge court. 

Plaintiffs: James McBride: and. 
"| Jack. Baran, have: been. operating. 
‘the. theatre. since January. Early. 
in’ Mareh. they advertised ' that they 
would .show four. pix at the Gate 
March 16. ‘On March 12, the com- 
plaint. charges, Pesce told the plain- 
tiffs;. as: well. as the owners of the 
theatre, - thatthe films. would have. 
‘to’ be submitted: for license and ap- 

“If not, they..were. warned, 
they. would be. criminally. prosecuted : 
‘and ‘the theatre's license would ‘be 
‘revoked: 

The. plaintites, in ‘turn, told Pesta: 
| that. -they..intended.to’ show the’ 
films. without. a °license, claiming 

| that: submission of the pix for ap- 
. | Proval ‘represented..an’ invasion ‘of. 
‘|their Constitutional rights. “When 
| ‘McBride.and Baran refused to sub- 
| mit the films to. Pesce, ‘the owners 
of ‘the: theatre. refused. to aliow the 
Plaintiffs: to use the Gate. By that. 

the: advertised showing. 

Fix Us Palace, Cincy 
‘Cincinnati. March 31. 

A $100,000 - facelifting. for the’ 

28 and be completed for scheduled 
29 . premiere of “Chalk 

cannot. engage in the: movie: ‘busi- }.Garden” (Ui, followed by “Ensign: 

‘the Auditorium for a movie. theatre 
‘to ‘Fraser, :who had- been its man- 

-]-ager,:. at.a “$500 a ‘month.. rental. - 
‘Wright: then -carried -his:. battle. to 
the. federal courts in the effect: ta 
‘knock .out’. the. competish in’ its : 
‘changed: ‘form: = | 

During the’ scrapping there was 

ness. itself in ‘competition with pri- { Pulver”: (WB) and “Beckett”. (Par); 
‘vate ‘enterprise. - aa - 

After this. setback. for the munic- second ° step: ‘in. the. ‘parent RKO 
ipality, however, the. eity leased} Theatres. key. city International .70- 

‘program, will’ be - an eye.: opener’ 

Phe:. improv ement,. .. approved 

for Cincy’s.. Core ‘Redevelopment “ 
plan. Present: 2,600. seating capacity 
of the. Palace will be: reduced ta 
1,500 by -a -sealoff of. the: un per 
baleony. The. heart of the dawn- 
town location :. will have a new 
‘Marquee. and. be equipped for every 
type of screening except. Cinerama, 
said: J0e. Alexander, area. manager..* 

' Elwood Jones is. longtime man~ 

- ager: of the Palace... 
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‘". production. Stars Shirley MacLaine, Paul }' 

- viewed at Criterion Theatre, N: -Y.; 

-and unsubtle clowning it does have,. 

-cinema - style—it. might have been: 

- though she wants..only: true ove, 
“js. married _ and’ widowed in suc- 

eventually ‘make. her .the richest: 
“woman inthe ‘world. It's ‘a:‘sort. of:| Madame Becaue eres Coral Browne’ 

‘of blackout...sketches, - 
from time. to time. ‘as Miss- Mac Mi 

. Thus, in recalling her life with a|N 
Thoreau-reading: idealist, Diek : Van | 

‘Ross. Hunter productions. 

‘funny but, with the exception: of 
the silent film and “Thé’ Lovers” | 

‘ ‘gequences, there: often isn’t much. 

“parody and: that “of the -encasing 

_ and .there’s. no. ‘sure. ‘way: ‘to: kill Price), - 
_a blackout. ~~ 

6 FILM REVIEWS” 

| What A SOF: a happy: go-lucky Toadhouse - -enter- —— 

Big, gaudy “eomeédy. . ‘Pele: _ ‘Hollywood. and 4 ickly gets a ‘head 

_graphs toe many of its yoks. ~ to. match. One: o 

_-and Jacks consistent. style, but. 
“has a. powerhouse ‘east and ~: 
enough. Jaughs .. to" “indicate SUM ~. «| My next :picture will run 8 hours!) 

_ Booed. boxoffice. response. | hefore he is. literally loved to death |: 
by :his ‘fans. ° 

Kelly, in fact, ‘gives the most con- 
| Ping rons a Mitchum,’ Dean. Martin. ‘sistently. stylish: performance in the 
Dyke. Directed: by’ J. Eee .Thompson. |.film, closely followed by Newman. 
Screenplay, ©. Betty: Comden, Adolph } 
Green, based on story.’ by, Gwen: Davis; { 
camera (De ‘Luxe color), Leon -Shamroy;- 
Music, Nelson Riddle; special - 
Julie Styne: -editor,. Marjorie Fowler: 
assistant director, Fred R.. Simpson. Re- 

- oth: Fox. ‘ release of . Arthur P. Jaecbs 

they: have always been: doing ‘quite: 

64. “Running . time, 111 MINS. 
Shirley. MacLaine ¢ 

March 23, 
Louisa . os 

“What AC Way To. Go" is-a big, 
gaudy, : ‘gimmicky — “comedy : ‘which | 
continually. ‘promises -more. ‘than it.| 
delivers'*by way of wit and/or belly- 
Jaffs. . Still, -with the many’ yoks’ 

“production number. (choreographed 
‘by Kelly) which might. have come 
‘out’ of ‘Follow -The ‘Fleet’, may 
well. serve. to hypo promotion. on 

and with a cast headed. by: Shirley. Te: ‘okay. Arby: 
MacLaine and. fow c Hollywood: s ne 
top. male. stars, it looks-to establis a Tamahine’ . 

a fine. grossing record at: the b,o.|*.- Cc SCOPE COLOR) 

The. disappointment is that—had it] .. 
been. Played. and ‘directed’ : with]. - 
more. original: wit and sense :of| 

7 _ Kwan.” 
“ Romanticomedy - ‘with: ’ Naney 

An uninspired | effort. 

a swinging classic: 
. Hollywood; March. 95. 

The screenplay by Betty: Comden' Metro: ‘Gn: association’ with ‘Seven: Arts): 
and Adolph. -Green,.’ based On .a}releasé of. John Bryan ‘production. Stars 
story. by Gwen Davis: 1S; at: its very. Nancy. Kwan, John Fraser, Dennis. Price. 

Directed by Philip’ Leacock. © Screenplay... 
promising. basis, .the ‘sad, sad story ‘Denis Cannan; ‘based on novel‘ by Thelma 
‘of a little poor. girl from Ohio: -who, Nicklaus;'". camera * (Eastman),.” Geoffrey. 

Unsworth:;. -editor; Peter Tanner; .- music, 
e, Malcolm. Arnold. Reviewed at: the- studio, 

March. 25,: ” ‘Running time. ‘85 MINS. 
Tamabine: .-....... . Nancy Kwan 
Richard"... s.csvevess03 cee John - Fraser 
Poole «..- ee eo ee ee ee ae 

cession. by four diverse ‘types. who 

‘Dennis: Price 

.- Dick. Bentley 
_ Derek Nimmo - 

‘Justine ‘Lord 

ironie True. Story, rélated:-in flash-| Glove 
backs from :a psychiatrist’s :couch}pjana “. vs 7 

eee wes ope 

after the troubled, multi-vidowed | Cartwright - nee 
Oliver 2. se... 9 eee bee en's James’ Fox heroine has tried unsuccessfully, to. Housemaster - “Allan Cuthbertson 

- sign all her dough.: over: ‘to the | ars. MacFarlane wea ets oe Hood: 
-Internal’ ‘Revenue Service. ne 7 -Bash . eee Sees a nates a ee ‘Derek. Fowlds 

: ‘Fiend ....: enlace ‘Robin’ Stewart 
Essentially, ‘the “film is. a series | Mrs. Spriice 20. oe "Ol: Viola. Keats’ 

‘Major. Spruce. Howard Marion. ‘Crawford - 
enlivened Mrs. Cartwright _ Lally. Bowers. 

ve clo...) | Max. 
ot ‘Joan Benham: 
, William Mervyn. 

Lavbaneelesees - Jan- Fleming’ 

7 Barbara Cavan . 
‘Bee . ‘Duffel 

eae d eaoeonr 

r. O’Shaughnessy Kirby 
Laine tells. of. her . marriages. in | Mrs.. O'Shaughnessy: . 

Lord Birchester . styles of various types of ‘films. | -Manservant. 

Dyke, she seés. it in the jerky, ex- |: 
aggerated terms of: a. silent: ‘movie | 
romance; her life with .a. beatnik, 
abstract-impressionist painter, Paul. 
Newman, in Paris, .is -viewéd . as 

“Taniahine” i ‘is. the British equiv 

alent: of *a - “Tammy” picture. - It 

stars. Nancy, Kwan, a. ‘kind. of. Eura- 

sexy French film (inchiding. aseries. sian Sandra Dee, as the ‘title ehar- | 

‘of takeoffs.on the bathtub scene. acter; :a~ kind: of cross : - between. 
from. “The Lovers’); complete with 
‘English subtitles;. and her life with 
tycoon Robert. Mitchum is remem- 

“Tammy”. and. ““Tondelayo” . ‘who 

comes . across”. the ‘sea -to.-a. staid 

bered as ‘one of those overdressed English . boys’: school” and, ‘before 
_ i | you: can ‘spell. ‘Gauguin, just, upsets. 

Some. of these parodies. are. very the - institution. “with. her: haughty 

but : nice Tahitian: ‘Ways. : The- fu-. 
‘ture: looks: rather bleak for «this 
contrived, stale and Eredié¢table ‘ef- 
fort, a. product: of Associated ‘British 
Picture | Corp. and: joint :preserita- 
‘tion. of Metro and: Seven. Arts. 

The. John Bryan production, filmed. 

difference between the style: of the 

flashback. For all.the laughs based | 
on Miss. MacLaine’s too many’ cos-: 
tume. changes in the. Ross Hunter: 
parody, it seemed (to at least one, 
not. especially clothes - conscious ‘and: ‘Bora-Bora..(a. South Seas isle), 
reviewer) that: the star was just. Was written by. Denis Cannan: from: 
as: overburdened: with: not particu-|.the novel by: Thelma Nicklaus. In 
larly becoming clothes in. most of | describing the’ impact of this Poly- 
the rest of the film: There is also| nesian’ girl’.on -the.flabbergasted 
the added problem that director scholastic .. community, -.the-: script 

..J: Lee ‘Thompson too. often aHows focuses..on-her: more: intimate rela-: 
his. punch lines-to be ‘telegraphed, tionship , vith: ‘an uncle’ (Dennis 

-Jonely .widower-head-- 
master, and a ‘gousin-once-removed 

‘Yet, there is much: that ‘hits the. (John: Fraser), a’ spirited student. 
correctly wild and wacky’ tone. that: ‘Utilizing her instinctive insight and 
_(Comden and Green intended. Many athletic prowess: (she out-hurdles, 
_Andividual lines: stick. in -the. mem- 
ory. There’s ‘the’. blunt advice of} swims: every: male on. campus-—she's S| 

out-shimmies, : eut-foots. and -out- 

that fine old: vet of: so many. ‘Marx'|a Tegular -- -Superwoman), : ‘“'Tama~ 
films, Margaret Dumont, to.‘daugh- | hine”® sets “everything | in order, at 
ter. Shirley MacLaine, who preférs' the: school. re 
to .marry a -poor-but-honest. type 

instead of the rich boy: ‘‘You have. soft eae tnt ; a caves 
something to sell. Take’a mother’s. tive heroine: Any: ‘dramatic ‘con: 

advice—sell - it.. now!” ( : . to ‘suffice ‘in- order. 

squalor. in. which.. Miss. .MacLaine 
‘and. first -husband Van Dyke live: 
“Why shouldn’t . you be . happy?. 
You have a-gocd roof: under. your.| 
feet and (looking into a: soup pot)| S0C%*-4S. does ‘that old: pro, ‘Dennis 

Price. ‘Derek Nimmo ‘and Justine 
beet certainly. have all the gr “@8S\ Lord are » ‘effective:in.a romantic 

The Parisian ‘episode with Paul sub-plot.” 
Newman also has a dizzy ‘kind: of}. Géoffrey Unswarth’s photography 

her ‘panties... Fraser, ‘an p-and- 
coming ‘young’ British actor; works. 

-eccentricity which is fun. Though. capitalizes on ‘scenic values. Peter}. 
‘abstract. impressionism “may well |Tanher’s editing seems sluggish in 
have. had it; both as ‘an. art form|Spots. . Polynesian airs~ and ‘con- 
and a source of humor, there still ventional ‘screen. melodies of: the |. 
‘are a Jot of laughs.to be: had from] western ‘world: alternate. in .Mal- 
a painting chimpanzee named Frie-| Colm _Arnold’s . rather. uninspired | 

PRN Leacock’s. direction 
..: Of | tion. . Schaffner came. up through 

da and sé. to sonk “mnt Paints, in Seore.. 

Gene Kay. When the vaicherauid-| oot 

To Ge. *. “peer berottie. ‘marries: him; he. ia \ a 

his final triumphs |’ 
‘fis: producing, . . directing ‘and star- 

ring: in. a-comedy 5-1/2 hours long} : 
+(“They ‘said it eouldn’t ‘be ‘done! | 

‘rected by. .Franklin Schaffner.. 
play, Gore Vidal, from: his play; camera; |.” 
Haskell. Wexler; editor, Robert -E. Swink; | © 
music; - Mort Lindsey; assistant director, |: 

Mitchum, ‘Bob Cummings (as .the- 
psychiatrist) and Martin. (as ‘the 

‘songs, + guy who ‘finally wins. her) do what: 

naturally. Being-on ‘so much ‘of. the | 
timé,-Miss MacLaine obviously has. 
the. toughest assignment, and while. 

Barry Kent | didn’t stint.. A couple of ‘songs by |: 
+Julie. Styne;: including an hilarious. 

the film. All. other technical credits. a : 

: fighting: on. the. national: level. has 

‘| been. ‘skillfully - converted .to.- ‘film |. 
in’ this” Stuart’ Millar - Lawrerice'| ° 

“{Turman’ production: Although ‘not 

jan. especially fresh : cr . profound. 

“piece. of work, . 

“worthwhile, 

“Michael. Gough - 

‘similarities to certain controversial |.; 
politicians: will. help, :too-: But. for} 
all of. its merit,. 

; —leading to a somewhat: pat’ and 
convenient conclusive development. 

in. England and‘on location in Paris } 
“portrayed. with’ conviction” and. sen- 

‘Mani’s as ‘a. jittery informer. : 

at .maximum. percentage. of effici- ‘excellent, ‘too:‘as. the rival manager. 
John: ‘Henry ‘Faulk scores in a key. 

The Best Man - 

of. Gore Vidal's "pllay.. ‘Election. 
year accent ‘on. national: poli- 
a tes: ‘should boost ‘b.o.. chances. eee a) 

ne Hollywood; Maréh 18: 
United ‘ Artists. release ‘of Stuart: Miliar- 

| Lawrence. - Turman'' production. --Stars: 
Henry -.Fonda, Cliff Robertson, - Edie 
‘Adams, Margaret :“Leighton, Shelly Ber- 

Lee’ ‘Traéy,'. Ann Sothern; features 
‘Kevin: McCarthy. Di- 

. Screen- 

man, . 
Gene Raymond, 

Richard. .Moder. 
Guild -of America; March . 18, . °64. 
ning time, :102. MINS: . 

‘Mabel Cantwell. cease : Edie. Adams- 
Larry Flint “he eae le. Paul. Newman | Alice “Russell. we’s ton.. 
Rod Andersén- :'2...../ Robert Mitchum | She. is always appealing, there are: Sheldon Bescorb, wy Sieg 
Leonard Mon ise eben ‘Dean Martiy | indications. that she needs the. sup- Art Hockstader’...<...../.- Lee Traey'|- 
Dr. Steffarison:. nS Bob Cummings |-€rvision of a.director with: ‘a dom- Dan. Cantwell: apnenens ‘Genet Royton. Cee 
‘Edgar. Hopper . SIE ok Van Dyke. inating talent for comedy. -. | Dick: Jensen’ .2;... 2.3.3. Kevin McCarthy | 

ainter § .° .. cesses egin ardiner |- halia J nebteta re aes! 
‘Mrs. Foster. ...i.c.s20% Margaret: Dumont | ‘Picture’ ‘has been gaudily,. expen-| Mahalia, ae or werset | 
Trenting. .2...-.6+0.++- Lou Nova | sively. mounted in. CinémaScopé |. T. Claypoole. . - Sohn Henry Faulk, 
Baroness ....:--- 2-2-5. Mi Fifi D'Orsay | and: brilliant’ ‘DeLuxe color... Pro- | Oscar Anderson: - _ Richard ‘Arlen 
ene sree cote wes eis aurice. -Marsac h 1 Mrs. Claypoole '. - Penny. Singleton: 

Agent Se ‘Wally Vernon: ‘ducer. Arthur. Lo Jacobs, Ww ose ‘Speechwriter’ ceeraren -George Kirgo | 
Pally. < jee . Jane. Wald | debut production: this ‘is, ‘ cértainly. Tom= .. ole see eee - George. Furth 

7 Hollywood wer oe ete ee Janet won. co acc eee ees | ” Anne. Newman |: 
Mrs. Merwin ... aes : ee 
Sen. Lazarus. ...... E. West | 
Zealot Woe Michaer’ "MacDonald 
Gov, Merwin -... « ‘William R.:Eberson 
‘Mrs: Anderson ... i s».s..-Natalie Masters 
‘Cleaning Woman ..:..;:.. Blossom: ‘Rock 
Bill. Stout oe oe a'e . ee e o ole Ce -“Himeelf. 

@.0 ee ae eoeeaeeeen Tyler: ‘Me Vey 

: au fess tee fee red “Sherwood Keith: 

~ Gore Widal’s “substantial “and 

provocative: ‘drama: ‘of | political” ine 

it. is certajnly.” ‘Be 

lucid” -and., -engaging 

dramatization’. of::: a. behind: -the-- 

“Scenes. ‘party: power. ‘struggle. that: 

accompanies. a. contest ‘for. presi-} 

‘dential nomination. ‘The fact: ‘that.|. 
this. is a ‘presidential election ‘year 
should ‘improve the boxoffice: des- 
‘tiny: ‘of. the. United | Artists. trelase: 

Sly. references: and” character 

“The. Best: ‘Man” | 
does - ‘not. ‘shape . ‘Up aS.a_ surefire 
big : _Inoneymaker | “because. ‘there. 
.will bé: those who will be.‘offended 
‘by :some. ‘of. its. points-of-view: (al-' 
.though;. ‘opportunistically ‘exploited, | 
this could be reversed.into a posi-, 

‘tive. commercial factor-as a word- 
| of-mouth germinator).’ In short, a 
élever, : robust. ad-promo campaign. 
-will be) required ‘to’ bring: out’ the’ 
fait” audience . potential. -. 

: Vidal's straightforward; sharply- 
‘drawn. scenario: describes: the bitter 

| struggle - -for:-« party’s. presidential 
‘nomination ‘between" an ‘ambitious, 
self-righteous - ~eharacter ~ assassin. 
“(many ; will- see. him ‘as. & ‘Nixon- 
McCarthy composite) ‘and: a@ scrupu- 
Jous.. intellectual (of :-Stevensonian: 
essence) who. ultimately faced with 
‘a’ choice . of resorting: to. his: op- 
| ponent’s smear. tactics. ‘or’. bowitig. 
‘out of. the race : ‘gracefully, decideés 
he’d rather: be right. than. president: 

* Between these two. antagonists, 

sitivity. -by -Cliff Robertson ‘and: 
“Henry: Fonda,. respectively, stands. 
the imposing figure of the. ‘mortally |- 
ill”-but:, still politically: ‘virile. ex-|* 
president, a ‘character. likely. tobe |*. 
“associated with: ‘Harry. ‘S.: Friiman: 
‘Lee’ Tracy. ‘Tepeats. his. Broadway 
characterization’ in‘ the role. and. 
“just about. steals. the show. with. his. 
expressive, colorful ‘portrayal. An-' 
‘other flashy performance—perhaps 
a trifle too flashy—is Shelley: Ber- 

Of thé. three females. "Involved. 
‘Ann: Sothern: has. the meatiest part 
‘(an- influential “lady delegate) . ‘and 
|-makes the most of. it. Edie Adams, |“ 
as Robertson’ s: wife, and * “Margaret 
‘Leighton, ‘as Fonda's: spouse, ‘make 
“do -with rolés-.of rather. secondary 

1 imvort.- Kevin ‘McCarthy. Tegisters 
‘solidly : as. ‘Fonda’ S§ campaign -man- 
ager. ‘(he’s :a ‘fine’ southpaw. ‘dart- 
thrower), . and. ‘Gene Raymond is 

“portrayal: Balance of | ‘support js. 
- | satisfactory, with - ‘prominent: work: 

| from Howard: K.: Smith and; melod-| 
ically, Mahalia Jackson. Vidal him- 
‘self ; “has © ‘al brief: ‘walk-on. ‘as: a 
Senator.’ m3 

“Director. Franklin’ ‘Sthafiner hast 
done a fine ‘job, especially in his 

‘razzle-dazzle ‘of.a. ‘political: “conven- 

‘the ‘Jive . ‘television ranks. (“Play- 

-> -[ house. 90;"-ete.) and. his. staging of} ii 
ihe: : Tthese Asauences reflects: the 4 air’ ‘ofl, 

- ‘spontaneity ‘that’ is a challmark. of 

Skilifal conversion ‘to ‘sereen’ “ 

“LE. Swink are sizable assists, as. aré |: 

| Bele R. ‘Wheeler .and. ‘unobtrusive |. 

‘Reviewed at ‘Directors : wo 
- Run-. |: -. : 

am. tapes - Henry, Fonda: . 
‘Joe Cantwell “fees ee eae. ‘Clift: Robertson. |. 

: production. ‘Stars ‘Bernard. Lee, 

‘|- David .K 

| Mary ‘Lawrence.| 

| Commander Winters. . 
ha 

| were sentenced: ‘to Tong: ‘spells. -of | 

forced reflection: for. their “part. in| 
‘the. ‘Portland Spy Case. This film |: 

of .the © ‘ease. 

the uncovering : ‘of the spies. It is} 

there is “interest in -watching-:the 
‘thorough, painstaking way in, which 
the: authorities: seize on the blund- ; 

‘ers of the Spies and. eventually. land 

‘stuff: of ‘the. James Bond vintage 
and” merely-. emphasizes that. ‘truth 
is: not. always.’ ‘stranger | or. Inore 

the. fact: that the ‘five actors: play-. 
‘ing the leads use. the. spies actual 
‘names. are. a ‘reminder. that ‘what B, 

“| thentic - stuff, . Else it “would .seem }.- 
fairly. fiat: entertainment and: seems 

“‘pécts . at the: ‘boxoffice. 

fs sacked from the British: Embassy | 

Portland - Underwater. ‘Wea pons 
Establishment.. With ‘a chip’ on his 

“money he ‘is. readily blackmailed 

‘to Russia.” ; 

-money- ‘Houghton. ‘becomes. a “‘boast- 
‘ful spendthrift. Soon the spy ring 

‘paraphenalia.of hidden.’ ‘micro-: 
‘phones, “tails” . and’ undercover. Se-. 

‘wittingly. Houghton and Fry. lead: 
| the police to Lonsdale, the contact, 

in ‘suburbia. -Fhen- the. police: move 

- assurance. 

-viction,. 

successfully. complete . the quintet. 

. straightforward: and. there are. one 
| or two: lighter touches such as when | 
two-spy-catchers: ‘decline “to: leave: 

or. some: bastard will cut in: on us.”: 

acd 
.execution. of scenes to ‘match.‘the Ja. ocumentary «touch, . editing’ is 

‘work satisfactory. - But, somehow, 

: ~ . 7 ote 
* ae . ~~ 

: aera ~“ Pe A Nye lyre pesesee, 

_Wedneaday, April 41 1964: 

ee | Chierehez Lidele™ 
« Fthat medium... (Find the-Tdol) . 

Dexterous’ lenswork by. Haskell |. "(FRENCH FRANSCOFE) - 
‘Wexler and trim editing by: Robert |° “Paris, March. 24: 

” WGC-Siriis release of France -Cine . 
“Adelphia roduction. -Stars Dany. Savab 
‘Franck Fernand del, Berthe :: 
Doniaique Boschero; features . -Nane 
Holloway,. Johnny Hallyday, Charles 
‘vour, Frank*: Alamo:. Directed. b 
.Boisrond. Screenplay, - ‘Richard 
‘Annette Wademant; camera, R. Lemoignas . 

At Normandie; 
unning time, 30 MINS. 

“the- authentic-looking artwork. of 

score. by Mort Lindsey. . But. what | 
| gives’. “The Best: Man” -its’ ‘distine- 
tion and flavor is: Vidal’s writing-— 
chis bold, tangy dialog; her” per- ‘Paris Ranaing tn Vaury. 

| Ceptive, - ‘intelligent. -point-of-view: Corinne Tee etaeees e's © Bean {Dany Saval ana: 
. e. eaevseornw ‘ea ece ee - ; n : “Ta and. his. ‘admirable: hero. Tube ee en ae hres “Berthe Grandval 4 

ee Va a OUT evecde “e Dominiaue Boschere:. . 4 

Ring of Spies 4 “B ri tish) Modest ‘budgeted, . snappy little 
aan ‘programmer ‘cashes: in. ori ‘the big. 

Painstaking but ‘unexelting. re- ‘. 
-construction. of Britain’s. Port- '. 

- land:-Spy case.. ‘Neatly .acted. 
” and. directed. | 

- London, “Mareh: 24: 
British - Lion release of Leslie ‘Gilliat 

‘William 
Sylvester, Margaret . Tyzack. . Features 

ossoff, Nancy Nevinson, | Thorey | 
Walters, Patrick Barr, Hector: Ross,. New- |- 
ten Blick. Directed: -by _Robert.“Tronson. 

Frank “Launder and Peter 
Arthur ‘Lavis;" ‘editor, 

on its home, marts if export, is iim: - te 
ited. : 

oon aan 

Screenplay:. : 
Barnes; camera, 
‘Thelma. Connell. At Rialto, ‘London.. _Run- 7. A 
‘Ring time, ze cee B aL Temiorse, . breaks with ::a*: -climbing, J 

enry Houghton. :....:__ Bernard Lee. rithless ‘girl who eggéd-him into 
‘Gordon: Lonsdale .” “seeees “Winliam: Sylvester ‘| Det 
‘Hizabeth Gee... cesses Margaret iTyzack the ‘theft, and‘ tries: to. find the’. 

{ Peter Kroger .........--- avid.. Kessoff. |. . 
Helen Kroger .....-:... Nancy Nevinson |: guitar and return . thie. jewel. “But. 

- Thorley ‘Walters 
Le Down Sh W owiiveeeedss 7) Gillian ewis May have it. The. film is. concerned: . 

fF: 0 8, , Meadows” ceeeened Newton | Blick | with the chase'for it. “"— 
ip eo ne ee p Latham |-. Sq Sylvie’ Vartan: and. Johnny “Anderson. .s:......- “Gut ‘Chamberlain. 
Christina: - wee be eces iy gust ine Lord ‘Hallyday, - two: of the lead. er 
Capt, Warner. -2:.. seers. Patrick Barr | here; get: to.do a number. as "we 

“| - Chief Supt. Croft Derek Francis id ‘Supt. eae -.. Hector, Ross | a8 .singer-cleffer Charles Aznavour, 

and.U.S. belteér. Nancy. Holloway,” . 
now a local fixture on : ‘the: song. ; 
scene. . . _ | 

Miss. Vartan ‘and Hallyday, being. a 
' show ...-they. register: ~ 

“Three years ago. five ‘British spies: 

“themselves, 
purports. to: give. “the: ‘inside. story”. 

_ Instead, it ‘merely 

presents. a fealistic. documentary. of _ 

the . surface - events. leading - up ‘to. |:4S. Miss: .Holloway’s mousky. appeal oe 
and.. song. knowhow: 

not:a highly. exciting: operation; ‘but. ‘Ferrandel, is a pleasantly homely, a 

‘young actor who shows* presence.’ .~ 
and - individuality while * Berthe. .. : 
“Grandval. ‘has charm. ‘Dany. Saval 

them: ‘in- the. Old .Bailey.. :There’s | 
precious little. cloak-and-dagger 

‘the . way; which -gives-it natural © 
charm: ‘for ‘ monied_ ‘youngsters | ft. 
oldstérs may abstain. It. AS’ ‘technis: exciting than. fiction.. cally. okay.: Mosk. 

‘Use of ‘authentic backgrounds: in 
London and on the South Coast and |- 5 a 

7 Advance ‘To. the Rear’ 
= APANAVISION). : 

7 Glenna. “Ford, Melvyn ‘Douglas woe 2 
‘starred in. wacky comedy about = © 

_-Yaw. recruits: in. Civil -War pe-. aaa 
> riod; shapes..as- -moneymaker wo 

an for Metre. | age or Cea he 2S 
Henry Houghton’ (Bernard. Lee) - : 

the tab-buyer. is . watching - is au- 

unlikely - to -create ° standout | _Pros- 

4 ‘Metro xelease i of ‘Ted “Richmond cpa: 
uetion s Glenn Ford, Melvyn ug. 

at Warsaw. as: & bad. security. risk. las, Stella Stevens; features Jim Backus, 
He is. transferred to records at: the J 

‘gon. . Directed... by... George’ Marshall. _. 
Screenplay, : Samuel : A. ‘Peeples, 
Bowers, based 
fer;’.camera,’. Milfon ‘Krasner; | 
Archie - Marshek;- yiusic. 
‘Préviewed in N.° 

shoulder - and a’ “desire for easy. editor, 

into .. borrowing. ‘secret documents | ning time,: 97’. MIN, a 
from Portland. .He-inveigles:Eliza- | Capt, Jared 1 Heath jig Glenn Fora ae 
-beth - “Fry,.a respectable spinster | cot: Claude Brackenby.. “Melvyn Douglas... 
‘who is in charge. of the safe keys, Gen. ‘Willoughby: .«:... seer im im Backus... 

-{to help him. .The Russian ‘contact|pyt owen’ Selous 27. ee Ratew Pring? 
passes the info on to’a middle aged: Corp. Silas Geary oe esse Fearsom - 
couple in the’ suburbs who. are | Pr esse Davis... =. Hale... 
‘dstensibly -hookdeéalers. : They | in-| capt... Seah eee 
‘geniously: transmit it by short’ wave oe cane eben eave : apees _ Michael Pate. © 

: Like’ most; crooks who come into: : ““Aavance to the. Rear,” an [Aring | 
comedy. ‘with. a: Civil War back- oe 

is. under : observation: The . whole ground, 'is the wacky sort of Taughe: 

office “sleeper. * Bic ‘stars. Glenn oo 
‘Ford, Melyyn ‘Douglas, :and- “Stella: 
‘Stevens, ‘and - includes’ ‘such: fea: 

curity men swings into: action. :Un- 

and he in turn to: the little house 

in -and- eash-in.. on the gang's over-. is’ much. to. Be ‘savored in: this. Ted. a 

“Bernard - Lee. and. “Margaret 
Tyzack play the’ dupes: with: con- 

William. ° ‘Sylvester. is a 
suave, . formidable: Lonsdale and: 
David Kossoff- and Nancy. ‘Nevison. 

profit ‘for Metro. Maybe’ some will 
find.’ Some of the antics. ‘ridiculous, ot 
as often: they are,- but -the pie: .. 
holds. audience: interest; Which: is: ve 
all to the good. ~_ aa 

as. the fake bookdealers. Dialog-is}- “To the “Rear”: “is filled with 
-ammusing ‘verbal: exchanges,. Several © 

‘and some: -pert. performances. by... 
the: highly capablé cast... - 

Film ‘is from. Jack Schaefer’ s nov. 
‘el, ““Phe™ ‘Company. -of Cowards;””: 

Lord’s ‘cricket ground in the middle 
of an over, .and ‘when:two’ police- |. 
women disguised as nuns, ‘following 
the suspects: in a- car, resort to 
such ‘dialog: ‘as: “Hurry: up, Amy,|‘this Probably more saléable one... 

‘Robert Tronson has‘directed with 
is} by vet career officer, Douglas. ‘who. 

okay. and Norman, “Arnold's. art-| follows the-strict rule: that he. ‘moust * 
be absolute commander 6f ‘his out 
fit, right ‘or -wrong.: In ‘this case, 

2 most ‘of. the timeé-he. is Wrong. even... 
jt a ‘West Point grad. Some’ of: the” a 
; * (Continued : “OB page 3): 

“Ring : of. .Spies” seemed. a much 
more be nemapeper ‘project. as. read! 

oa es 

Michel... : 
ducti, 

interest in rock and: pop singers via. 3 

ringing’ ‘many. known ones in: 
. through. a. _simple. chase’ story. No... 

re characterization or depth ‘here; but.- ~: 
[a brisk -pic. that -should | Pay..0ff. 

A. young: ‘worker: is: . talked ‘into oe 

‘robbing: a jewel: ‘whieh: ‘he chides in. | 

a guitar when.chased: But he has. 4 

‘naturally: one of five noted singers ~ ; 

| French. twist: singer ‘Frank Alamo .- 

‘better: than’ when’ trying: to ‘act... 
.Amavour’s: bonhomie. and intense or, 
song: thrust come’through ‘as well. 

Comic. ‘Fernandel’s ‘son; Frarick. os 

is rightly ‘odious as. the. climbing : _ 
erime-provoking mistress.: Director: °°: 
‘Michel Boisrond: ‘just’ keeps this — _ 
moving,: anid story does not get in 

Joan Blondel, Andrew Prine, Jesse Pear- : - 

William a a 

on ‘novel by Jack Schae- | .~ 

Randy. ‘Sparks, 
g March. & yA 64... ‘Rem. ~. : 

‘Maker that’ promises: to be a box.) 

‘tured: ‘players: as. Joan: Blondel, a 

‘Alan. Hale: and: Jim ‘Backus; There.. * 

| Richmond. ‘production, : and. itis a. 2 
vehicle which should: make’ a trim”. -- 

clever. . visual. -comedy’: sequences: ~ - 

but. Metro has. changed. the tag: to - nd 

It concerns the. exploits of a Union. 
‘Army company.-of misfits, headed. _ 



* “shooting sked; 
equally by: Crawley’. Films, whose|:.” 
:.°. idea ‘it. was to film the. Pook, and 

on-: 

a .”” there,” yr 

~ Wednesday, April I, 1964. 530 

Rev: Joss Burvénich: will: preside at. a ‘geries~ of | film: ‘conversa- a 
“-Wailadolid: Mare ch 31 

.. tions during the. International: -Film:.Week. ‘Religious & Human . 
‘Values in. Valladolid. during: ‘April: 12-20° competition, - Other. panel * 

. speakers: include ‘Charles Ford: of: France, “Monsignor: ‘Angelleehio 
of. Italy; and ‘Sanchez Munain. of ‘Spain. - 
- Film-Week: talks have this: year been themed: to “Religion: in ‘Mo-| 
tion Pictures” and: have. been organized around: the: ‘following’ sub-. - a 

27) Jeets:: Feligious.: agnosticism. in human conduct: as. wevealed: ina 

. _ and’ atheistic. ‘mysticism; the ‘search. for. God in- ‘films as. a solution: 
e” for. existencialist * anguish: “man’s: encounter ' with’: God. in. none. -.. 

ve ‘Christian. films and, the Christian’ film ‘and :the presence of God... 
- The. Film Week ° juky’ includes 
“Lrfht * (Germany), 
‘A(U.S:A,),:Claudio Bertieri taly), and: ‘two: Spanish. film directors— ; 
Nieves. Conde: cand Jorge Grau. . 

‘Jose Maria Podesta (Uruguay), . 
-Charles “Ford . (France), “Edmund - a 

Hank : Werba: 

‘ls Cold 
Angles on ‘Luck of of Ginger Cof Coffey” “a . Based On” 
“Montreal. Gazette. But Can't Photograph There 

By PAUL A. ‘GARDNER. 

ee Ottawa, ‘March 31. 

Brian | -Moore’ S- novel. “Luck . of. 

ma, - Ginger: Coffey” was set.’ mainly: on 

|" a Newspaper. that, was ‘obviously the 
- |. Montreal : Gazette; where* he * was 
-onee-a: ‘reporter. Ironically, . Gazettée 
“is the only. English-language daily: 

_ ‘in either Montréal or Ottawa where:| 
~-* the sereen version’ isn’t: being: shot: 
ic, : Reason? “Not ‘suitable. facilities. 
fy at the- Gazette,’ ””. _coproducer . Leon 

; ‘Roth: told: VARIETY here‘last week, 
Sts changed - alot. since: Moore 

. +: fworked:-there. ‘and wouldn't. have 
- . the right. feel now.”"-. 2: 

“Sort ‘of like - ‘Oklahoma’. being |: 
' shot in.-another’ state: because’. it {| 

- looked «more: ‘like Oklahoma: than: 
os Tight, ” 
:” - agreed’ ‘Rath .. ‘during a break. in |-. 

- . filming: scenes .in ‘the lingerie. de-} 
 L-partment. Of. Charles: Ogilvy:. Ltd. 
*"': department :: store .in. this capital. | 
‘/..He. ‘said’ the Gazette had been|~ 

“* Qklahoma “did?” -“That’s.. 

generous. with publicity:. nonethe- | 
-- “Jess, ‘during. ‘Montreal. shooting, now | 
 ? eoncluded. All this. week the. com- 
-.: . pany is ‘shooting. at Crawley :Films 
Ltd: studios here, ‘whose’ ‘president 

“Budge”. Crawley is. -exee. R:. 

producer. ; 

“Ginger | Coffey, ¥ 
‘around $500,000 with : eight-week 

is‘: financed. ‘about 

“ ‘Walter “Reade-Sterling’. Inc: 
<)tinental: Distributing). -of N.."-Y. 

- : Crawley ‘Filnis. is prime. producer 
“and. responsible for completing. the 

: film here. =: . 
O82 Exteriors of Montreal: ‘Star: ‘were’ 

used, ‘and Ottawa: Journal’s: lobby. 
‘and. Ottawa Citizen’s.. pressroom—- 
.“beeause they. looked like our ‘idea 
. of: the’ Gazette when. ‘Moore: worked 

on pre-Easter: vacation. Nancy Roth, 
» 7110, .is-lan.: -extra.= in: a: couple of 
‘vecgpeenes, * - 

“Mary... Ure,” 

‘and: Kershner) whieh: they” found 
mo highly’ ‘promising... She~:finds.. the. 
'-erew: “cosmopolitan”. with,:a N.Y. 

-. continuity... girl; another American. 
* on- sound—Stan- ‘Kasper; ‘a French-| 

=, Canadian “costume. .desigrier—— 
“.. ~ €laude’ Bonniere; and an. English 
ar cameraman—Manny ~ 

~:~ Whom she worked in ‘Jerry Wald’s. 
"or “Sons and Lovers,” which drew- her’ 

an Oscar ‘nomination. . 

Wynn, . with 

-" “Ft’s.- been’. tough,” ‘she. “said: 
yh “working. ‘in the cold. Otie: night in| 

“Montreal it. was. 15 below’ zero— 
and -we’ were shooting outside, of 

a :. epurse. The only studio‘work so far 
“has been in..a: temporary’ setup in 

ew. Montreal diaper factory, supposed 
- -to "represent : ‘Joe.McGlade’s apart-. 
~ment.-in:the book.’’. Miss Ure, a}. 

” blonde’ in: other films,. is:a. brutiette 
| for’ this “one—“It’s - supposed:.- to} -- 
-..imake me-.look:.more” Irish.”. After | 
-/* ; this. stint: she «and Shaw. ‘vacation 

_.for' a month-in Jamaica. Then ‘he: 
may: do’a.musieal in London; she’s. 

. . “considering: two or three things.” ** 

‘Osear’ -.for. .designing . 
‘Kershner, who directed - ‘Don’ Mur-. 
‘ray-in “Hoodlum $-Priest,”.is -helm-|. 
ing> this: .as: well : as- co-produicing. 

production manager... Asst. directors 
| are Mickey ‘Rich of N. Y.;who was 
first-asst.‘on “Black: Like ‘Me,’ ” And 

Science Replaces i; 
- ats on Budget |: of the American. Library Assn.,. 

. | whieh ‘has. officially ‘endorsed.. the: 
| film, -the ‘first, time ‘it. has. ‘done. so. 

‘hudgeted:: at’ 

ns said ‘Roth, whose’ comely. 
_.° -non-pro. wife has: just: arrived: from. 
‘ =-Hollywood with their two childret,|-. 

: ‘from. 
Lt who. appears’. with “A 
hn hubby ‘Robert Shaw -. says. ‘they 
_.. agreed to:the ‘long trek t0-a- litfle- 
“a... known: ° film-production ° centre - be-: 
-*.: @ause Roth and Kershner. journeyed 

; ‘to ‘England: with, a script (by. Moore 

-aton” 

: and Harry “Horner: ‘from. ‘Holly: 
‘he.- won ‘an 

“Hustler.” 
| wood : as. designer;: 

Tom ‘Glynn, vet. Crawley. ‘staffer; ‘is 

Dave Battle ‘of Ottawa.: 
|. Tom Harvey of Toronto will have}. 

1 third billing, followed -by Elizabeth 
Lianm |. McClintock. of: ‘Montreal, 

‘Redmond of NUY.,, Powys. ‘Thomas, 
Welsh actor, now heading Canadian 
Theatre School -in : ‘Montreal: Leo 
‘Leydén,:. Vern: Chapman and Tom. 

““; T-Sale: ‘of the. tome;. however, ‘even 
_ after: three. years; -has -been :such. 

-| that: “publisher “Houghton-Mifflin: 
-| have . consistently refused.” fo But 
it: out -in ‘paperback. 

Kneebone, all of | Toronto. 

et, ': Hollywood: March. 31... 
- Under. ‘the - assertion - that | “Sei: 
ence-Fiction ‘has ‘taken- the “place.- 
of. the ‘western’. as:.a-low ‘budget 
‘film of appeal: to exhibitors,” Hugo. 
Grimaldi: Film: Productions Tn. has. 

ee 

| Barney ‘Woolner: Oh & Series - cof ‘Sei-. 
fi films. aimed ‘in: the: $125-150, 000. 
area, - 
‘Woolner : Bros; 

in. release: by mid-June: execs. said.: 
Quartet includes. upcoming « “The 
‘Human 
‘shooting in three weeks; and . pair. 

Duplicators, = to” 

of Italiani filnis. purchased: outright, 
“Castle -of., ‘Biood”. ‘and : “Hercules 
‘in -the ‘Haunted World. moe 

:Woolners,.:. 
producers with ° Grimaldi, ‘also said: 
they ‘have.’ :U:S. rights’. to. music 

"Castle, 7. iwritten_ _by: Riz: 1 
' old-fashioned,” -he. said. 
“it’s the right. way. When. you - be- Award" nominated “song: 

“and 

= fear. after. year, 

ting Outsi Onsen Canada 

1 it? is. finisheéd.. 
producer. ‘doesn’t ::have _to:- care |’ 
“about his. picture: once it ‘is: made |. 
is. antediluvian,” said the: ‘youthful | 4 
‘filmmaker, °°. | 
“Although © he’ s: working on: four 

Blow tp 0 Cars. 

Who’ with’ their’ 
‘brother; David, ‘operate drive-ins in’ 
New: Orléans; - will: release: all. pix 
-through | -Woolner: ‘Bros. Releasing } 
Co. First’ to’ ‘go ‘will be.:the- just- 
-eompleted “Invasion: to-the Moon a 
with. company to. have: four ‘pix |. 

Start |: 

“More. a 
‘Writer | Arthur Pierce” is. -part= | 

nered with. the: “combine - ‘on’ most.|- 
projects. ‘Pierce. is.now . ‘prepping |- 
“The- Amphibians,’ ” -“The~ Autom: |. 

“The “Frozen .Con-- 
_tinent;””’ latter: a . color-- spectacle. 
‘aimed. at’ $500;000° -budget: Com- | 

| TRUE BELINER 
; By. ROBERT: B.. _FREDERICK 
: Pious’ ‘spouting: by. major - film:| _ 

‘| studios. ‘about ‘a’ need’: for: ‘family.|~ 
- pictures is, in- the opinion of pro- 
‘|: ducer Robert - -‘Radnitz; .just - that; |’ 
“The only. man who makes. what |: 

> | he ‘considers. family pictures,” ‘said 
| “Island -of. the| 

| ‘Blue: Dolphins” last: week, “ig: Dis- ne 
ney, ..For: some. “strange -Feason,: 

an however,’ though . he. ‘is .. successful | -.. 
- other ‘studios |. - 

the. producer. of 

-won’t follow his ‘example. Disney | - 
| does it because -his -heart is in-it] -.-. 
| -but-- this -. ‘isn’t. true’: -with © “others. 
+} They. ‘will: mat ‘compete. in this - 
:| market ” 

” Radnitz, - "whose. ‘film’ ‘Universal a 
all: the time,” -in. the. opinion of 

~C.. ‘Vassos, theatre. owner _ 
», in the: town: of Melville. 

will release..in August, also. de- 
-T plores:. -producers’ who. Seemingly 
‘-wash~ their hands - of .a film | once’ 

°“The ‘idea: that a 

other. projects, Radnitz- is’ ‘ contrib- 
uting his time ‘and talents to help. 
‘Universal. promote: “Tsland.”’.. This,. 
‘forthe. most “part, consists: ‘of. per- |: 

| sonal. ‘appearances: and. talks:-be-| 
~Plus | - fore . educational .. ‘Broups- 

‘press-radio-tv interviews.. ar | 
The .film,.: based’. on - “the... Seott | 

O’Bell- novel which: -won the New:-|- 
bery .Medal, ‘a top- trophy. in: field-| 

is ‘ /per- 
‘mitted: to: use thé medal. in: ads:.| 
of. ‘children’s . literature,. ° 

Librarians: ‘To 6 0. 

“"{sland” will be “ghown:. in ‘St. 
Louis ‘this: ‘month at. national ‘meet! 

for: a: motion.: picture. -It-:was. also 

“was” “present), 
-endorsed :.. it: 

tion’: Picture ~Council’s. 

will! show: ‘the. film, 

Secretary. U dall ‘will host’ screen: - 
ing for. families of‘ members of* the. 

a Additionally, 
:. His one-man . “grassroots move-. 

rient”’ is-one of Radnitz’s pet .con=- 
‘versational topics, 
‘he’ was. unable to: convince. ‘20th-: 
“Fox, who released: his.two previous 

who. --also . are” exec | 

E “Misty,” -of . the: importance. of. this. 
‘type of. selling... 

foreign embassies on April 24. 

‘films: ‘Dog . of ~ Flanders” | and 

“They. considered’ “my. notions 
*T. believe. 

liéve- in. something you should. do 
Continued : ‘on page 28k 

‘sereened® for’. National - ‘Education: 
Association: .execs “in “Washington}:’ 
(at’. which ‘Supreme. Court Justice: 
- William: ‘Douglas | 

‘lL which ; 
‘plans. showing. it at. NEA’s 
‘Meeting -in Seattle. He'll . _also. ad-’ 

‘|. dress: both’ groups on -general ‘sub-. 
ject of “necessity. : ‘for: making this 
‘typeof film:”: He-is a guest-speak-: 
‘er today.‘(1). at’ Federation. of -Mo-. 

‘national. 
convention -in. Atlanta. Again, he: 

-Radnitz: 
‘annual: 

demolition - experts, : 
“Ing ‘in both the planning and ex: 
ection: of.’the. scene, courtesy: oF 

‘put - "said :: that. 
“Train, 9 

mM 

va Won't Snip. I ones?” 
- Regina,: - Sask.; “March. 31. 

* Latest word. on “Tom Jones”: : 
_ (UA-Lopert) - ‘is. that “the -dis- © 

“shown in. Saskatchewan. IE ‘euts 
"are insisted ° ‘Upon. . 

Same’. with: “Province 
: “Alberta. 

| “Okay. In Manitoba, 

‘Regina, ‘Sask., March: 31.:-“. 
“Ceneorskin. ‘in: Saskatchéwan 

Ig. becoming: “more ridiculous" 

‘In ‘the’ Nearby . Province of. 
‘Manitoba the uncut film: will - 

* be. permitted: for. adult. views. 
ing. g — a , 

Wit 
Why: til: ‘Overseas? ‘An: ‘example 

Lee . Zavitz -estimateés- would -Cost 
$1,000,000. if. it. -weré filmed . inj 
‘Hollywood. 

UA. is sppropilately: calling the 
. "| scene: “the. $1,000,000 . minute.” It 
| involves: the. blowing ‘up: of a 30-- 
ear. German military train. (in. the 
seript).. in -an’ aerial: attack: : It -will - 
involve... Some:- 140.. explosions, ‘in- 
volving 4,000 :pounds of: ‘explosives,: 
1,500 | ‘gallons ° of ‘gasoline’ and | 300 
‘sacks. -of ‘cement, ) 

‘. The. shot. will. be ‘much: ‘cheaper 
‘when: -made- “in. Gar genville, 
France... This: is primarily © because 
-of::- cooperation of. the - French 
government which ‘is supplying the. 
‘Yailroad cars. which will. be. blown. 
‘Up.. ’ Also,. ‘the French army, inelud- 

“signal corps: and | ing -envineers,.. 
is participat- 

the. government. 

. Three. ‘manned. ‘bunkers: and six - 
: eaimera Bunkers have - been con- 
structed ‘to: “photograph © the. shot. 

. which’ -had 

pany is housed at: Producers Studio ve 
‘where. all: U.S. pix will be“made.4:: 
‘Ttalian co-production is. now being | 
:sought: on - “Five. Billion ‘Years,’ to | 
be. made. in Rome from’ a. Script. by | 
Pierce, uF ' 
“-Grimaldi,. a ‘member. of: the: fami- 
ly. of. ‘Monaco: fame, formerly. was.a 
film editor: makes. “his . ‘directorial 
bow. on “Invasion’’. and: will direct 
several of. the: other pix. ‘He: was: 
an exec . “producer. with ‘Fred ‘Geb-. 
‘hardt’s Four:Crown Productions. on: 

|. other’ sci-fi material. i 

Meiselman’ Ss New One. 
- Rockingham, ‘N.C., March 31°: 

AS -700-seater: will. be: built at: the 
‘Richinond: Plaza. ‘shopping ‘centre 
‘here. It will be: -operated: by H: B:: 
-Meiselman- ‘Theatres, owners. of: ‘the: 
-Strand, Rockingham. - 

a “Ginger. Coffey”: also has Anthony | 
“Gibbs: froni:;England as editor—as 

- he was. on 1 the smash “Tom: Jones” 

Bids for’ the. theatre’s construc- 
tion ‘are’. ‘being © received” 
Charlottes“. 

“Empty. €anvas.”” : oa 

Re “the: Disney. pic, - Dedenayites | 
‘bay-- that “som2. paya énts:: will -have 
‘Teservations;. even. though: the Bic. 

‘Lis designed as f.xmily: enterfainm 
“The film's affirmation - that 

n | mals . bavel ran: 

_ is. clouded. ty vncng,” says. the’ Le- 

“Us: -Rorhan: Catholic ‘Legion’ of. 

‘Decency has given: an: A-I. (morally 

| ufiobjectionable: for. General. “pa- |" 
‘tronage): ‘rating :to. Walt: Disney’ S 

+ A: ‘Tiger. Walks; ”- but -with ¢srtain: 
reserva‘ions; an. ‘A-PV: (morally un- | 5 
objectionable for. adults, “with res=- 

_- | eevations) rating‘ to United. ‘Artists’. 
: [“Best:-Man,” and. aC (eondemned). 
| Fating to. ‘the - Embassy. ‘Picturés- 

“starrer, Carlo’ ‘Ponti - Bette. Davis" 

Nani 
inst” itn neopie’ 

‘Tiger Walks’ Exaits E Beasts. seasts: Over Humans — “Best 
Man’ Js a a Pagan ~ ml ~ Canvas’ Called Peepshow 

ee 

‘gion: - 

‘Appeilate :: 
| statement that US: Supreme Court 
‘decisions in ‘Times Film Corp: V8. 
‘City of Chicago and Roth vs. United 

1 French Help| 
will be- provided when a. ‘special 

effects. crew. “working ‘on United 
‘Artists’ “Thie’ “Train” ‘will. set off 

-an ‘explosion which.. effects. boss |: 

an. 150-man" policy 
-security. team, . also largely.’ made |". 
up of 'Frerich ‘ police, -will be. on}: 
-hand. to. hold-. back the curious. |- 

‘suspended: 
shooting: for a few. wéeks ‘to: allow: 
‘for spring foilage to. begin to-ap-. 
‘pear; resumes’ with. the. making | of. 

-‘L this--, shot.. ‘Afterwards ‘there “are. 
“some ‘other: exterior. scenes: to be 
filmed and the: ‘picture will’: ‘then |. 
‘be: completed, ‘thus: Wrapping..up a. 
tostly «project: for UA. and: direc 

- \ tor. J ohn. Frankenheimer, 

~ TYRE Ph Shel 
| By Law Since 1663 & Still Is; N.Y. 

__ Regents | Win Knocks’ Victory 
+ By. JAMES. L.: ‘CONNERS 

Albany, March: 31. 
: Court of. Appeals, in-a 43 ruling. 

‘| upheld the decision by.'the Board 
of. : “Regents ‘that. “A Stranger 

-| Knocks”, -made in Denmark; : n- 
tributors :won’t allow ‘it:to be — cane. not: be: licensed. in New- York ‘State, | 

.: | without the deletion. of two Sexual 
. .. | seenes. State’s highest tribunal had: 
of. | divided'3-3 on merits of ‘the case, 
. [instituted last. May - by Trans-Lux 

| Distributing Corp. 

A seventh judge, Alger: AL ‘Wil- 
_. Hiams; - presiding | justice. of. Appel- 

late Division, Fourth Department, 
| was summoned to.-sit. with six: 
|regular members, on. the reargu- 
‘ments. - Justice Francis 

‘|newest judge of the Court, could 
| not participate, becatise he had, as 
| presiding justice of Appellate ‘Di- 

Bergan, . 

vision,. Third . Départment,. par- 
4, ticipated. ‘in’ majority. finding . last 

.. |November,- that: Regents‘ 
; | Mination should be: annulled. 

deter- ; 

Visiting . Justice Williams,: who 
“| wrote: ‘one: of.:the four majority. 
-| opinions—each. also concurred “in. 
the: others’—broke the deadlock. 

_ Dissenting’. ‘judges voted to. “af- 
firm: majority memorandum in the 

‘Division”—a 50-word _ 

States *“‘compelled” ‘the four jus- 
| tices to “annul - the - determination 
of the Regents.”: ©. 

Chief Judge: Charies Ss. Desmond, 7 
in’ perhaps’ the tartest opinion 
wrote: “This order. (of’-Appellate 
Division). if. affirmed: will be (as I. 
am. persuaded after some research) . 
the : first: court determination in. 

| recorded. history holding to be non- ~ 
obscene. and. constitutionally pro- 
‘tected the: ‘portrayal on the stage 
or. a screen of the véry sexual act 
itself. An affirmation would license. 
the inclusion, in a: ‘stage play or:a.. 
movie (or on television?) of. actual. 

-|-scenes . of.’ intercourse ‘and other 
kinds of behavior always. and every- 
.where considered to constitute in- 
“decency. when. carried. on.in public.. 
-The’ question presented on this ap- 
' peal ‘is, therefore;:a new one, not . 
controlled. by’ any: earlier censor-_ 
ship decisions.”-. ; _ 
Judge Desmond has pressed ‘at-. 

torney Harry’ I. Rand, counsel for 
‘Trans-Lux ‘(holding - American 
rights. to .award-winning Danish. 

{Continued | on Page 19)" 

RETURNS. -FROM SPAIN 

Milt Goldstein. at Par After Years. 
With -Bronston. : 

Milton Goldstein has been named 
assistant for special productions to. 
Par. International Films prez James 
E..Perkins: In:another move, Julian 
Binstock has’ been. appointed gen-- 
eral manager in Japan | for ‘the 
{-company. — 

“Goldstein. awill base. in. New York 
and: be responsible for Par's sales 
and activities: on™ special produe- 
tions: throughout the: world, ex- 
clusive of the U.S. and Canada. ‘He 

| returns: to. Par. after three years in: 

Various-Sized Roman Catholic Fro rowns | Spain with, Samuel. Bronston Proe 
ductions. Where’-he was v.p.. 
charge :of foreign’ sales, “having: 

- previously been. with Par for 11 

-qaaing, zo iMforeover; 

“pagan humanis:” ‘ar 
a" -professed...Christian.” .“In the |- 
ensuing - conflict,” . Says: the Cathol: |: 
ic.group “the: ‘question: “of belief or 

| non-belief:.“is:-so ‘higalighted® *hat 
tthe résult: “could: appear: to be‘a 
1 purposeful. attack: upon: the- -rele- 

vance’ of religious principle. to. con-! 
temporary ‘lfe.”. 

“*Canves”* ‘is. condemned: with: this: 

most: 
adult - chatacters . are. ‘presented. in. 
‘an unfavorable. light.” ye 
“Legion: objects. ta. the. “fact - ‘that 

in-. “Best ‘Man,’ “story: of. opposing 
presidential candidates, the. hero. is |-: 

‘andthe villain |. 

| years.“as. foreign sales. coordinator 
: for various :pix.: 

‘Binstock replaces S.. Sasho. ‘who 
recently “resigned, : He was) “pres. 

{viously the company’s general man- 
‘ager for Belgium ‘and ‘Luxemburg 
and..'will . naw | . headquarter | 
Tokyo, Feporting . to S. A; Henrik-. 

in 

sen, Par. division manager for the 
Far: East. _ 

“Calis 4 London Start 
“The! Chalk Gorden.” Ross ‘tans’ 

‘ter’s” “production ‘of the Enid Bag- * 
nold’ ‘play..-.will’ have its world 
‘premiere. Thursday: {2} in. London 
at the Leicester ‘Snuare ‘Theatre. - 

Jobn |and ‘Hayle: Mills; who: star °"! 
with’ D°borah Kerr, wi a head 

objection: “Under ‘the guise of. art, qeelohs im attendance. 

‘this:-£ln_ is’: -noth: ‘ng: but 9. ‘peep: |. ‘Amerivan. premiere. of ‘he “Onis: 
show’ exctte Sion. with: a. s,e2hal- ape} i versal relézse will be at Radio City 
peak. to. the. - Prurient-minded.”, " _ Music Hall in. dats ‘e May. 



Embassy Pictures thas several im-4- 

ports set: for Yelease. ‘between now 

and. the. end: of. the year, ‘some’ ‘ofl : 

which have been..a while’ ‘in: getting ~ 

to US. -shores.. In all; ‘the. company. : 

will have: au least’ seven: foreign- a 
‘made pix going into release in n, that 

period. 

One such pie. is 

“required ~ ‘Fe-Fecording. Such” 
process means. the” rounding up of * 
the- instrumental and. vocal. talent] -. 
who performed.. ‘originally, some- 
thing which was a vexation. At. any.| 
rate, “Threepenny”: is.now skedded 
for release late this. summer. 

The South ‘African-Made. 

“Another “film. skedded. for release . 
‘this sumnier. is ‘‘Zulu,”- the British] -- 
made picture which. Embassy. is 

capitalize on the: hefty’ ‘seasonal biz: 
potential ‘for such ‘a pic, what with] 
school. out. and ‘other - such factors. 

Just recentiy, Embassy unleashed): 
“Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow,” 
the first of four coproductions: made | 
by prez Joseph E. Levine and Italo |- 
producer Carlo Ponti. This film has|.. 
een doing sock biz in New York). 
‘and Los Angeles. ‘Another: ‘Levine-. 
Ponti coproduction ‘is. - “Empty. 
Canvas,” 

This is now ‘set to open May 30-in. 
New York, daydating at the: Forum 
Theatre on -Broadway: and at. an 
eastside. house as yet undecided. .A 
third.of the four.coproductions, the 
Brigitte - Bardot-starring ~“ Con- 
tempt,” will not be seen’ ‘here until 

--the fall..-The .fourth’ Ponti-Levine. 
eoprodyction . will not .be- made 
until this summer. It’s. “Casanova,” 
to topliné Marcello Mastroianni." 

‘Another: import, this. one: not. a 
coproduction of: Levine's, will open 
April 28 at. the New. Embassy 
Theatre on. ‘Broadway. and. an east- 
side artie. This -is “Crazy: Desire,” 
a Ugo. Tognazzi. starrer. .Also | ‘due. 

_ to be seen shortly is “Ape: Woman,” 
| 

made by Ponti but: not asa Levine|- 

- coproduction. “This “film will’ be 
shown ‘at Cannes. before ‘making ‘its. 

Yensed in_ Russia.. ‘Delivery of. a 
‘print. on. this. ‘project | is expected 
by: Embassy. late in May, with. rio]. 
definite release ‘daté set except for 
‘the plan’ to Jet it. ‘go: ‘before 1964 
closes. ° | 

. -Itis the plan at Embassy, which 
has. undertaken ‘considerable. do- 
mestic~ production - ‘and - coproduc- |.” 

Metro’s | tion, to~ continue ‘to ‘buy. foreign-. 
made. pix and-to make: more. over-' 

: seas ‘copraduction déals:such as the 
one recently made between Ponti 
and Levine ‘for ‘‘Marriage—Italian 
‘Style.¥ By maintaining these two. 
spheres of operation the‘ company 

. figures to develop a.rounded opera-. 
tion and it is this. plan-whieh is 
shaping. the outfit into: one. of. the 

sides. of the pond. | 

In Tine: with: this ‘thinking, Em . 
bassy is ‘currently: ‘talking with] 

| Reade’s Head ‘Booker: Expands His 
“which will be made with Cineriz in}. ae 
Rome, most likely as-a: coproduc- 

Federico Fellini about his next pic 

tion with’ Levine and. possibly ‘even 
involving Paramount. - Fellini 
coming té the’ -States in: April to 
attend the Academy Awards -cere- 
monies and will be discussing his 
plans with Levine at that time. ~~ 

_ “In: London, ‘Embassy currently 
_has» the. ‘Diamond .. Films indie 
~ (Stanley Baker‘ and’ Cy . Endfield) 
-working: on “Sands of. Kalahari;”. a 
_-coproduction. with. Paramount: “This. . 
outfit. will. probably also. . be .-in-. 
‘volved in the making: of “The War 
Horses” as. well, ‘These. are, of 
course, in: ‘addition ° to. several- ‘do-. 
mestic productions. either: awaiting | 

release, ‘being. made ‘or~ -planned. |. 
-These include. such’ as’ “Carpetbag- 
gers,” “Where Love Has Gone,” “A 
‘House Is- Not. a Home,” ““The|t 
‘Minister~and the. Choir "Singer, fe 
“Nevada Smith”. ‘and others, all . of. 
‘which adds up. to'a hefty. array of 
product: due’ from Embassy within. 
the next: months. It also. marks..a: 
year. of great. progress for the indie 
in that the. fruits of its : first. co- 
production labors both ‘here and 
_abread: are ‘beginning to. be seen. 

the. Bette. - .Davis-Horst |. 
Buehholz-Catherine Spaak ‘starrer. : 

‘ist . 

“Oscar Song Quintet 
-Hollywood, March 31. 

~nell,.. ‘Katyna . Ranieri, 

~ will“ sing the. 

Darren’ .wiil ‘sing’ “It’s. A 
‘Mad, Mad,. Mad,. Mad World”; . 
‘Presnell, "So Little © Time, ”? 
‘from “55 Days. at: 
‘Miss~ Ranieri, 

... “Monda Cane”: “Miss Reynolds 
and:. ‘Williams, 
Irresponsible,” - from | 
Delicate. Con di ition,”. and. 
‘Williams . the fitle -tune” ‘from 

. “Charade.’ pees - 

—_ Presenters ‘set-so: far include: 
Julie- -Andrews,. Anne- Ban- 

-Rita. Hayworth, Carol. ‘Lynley; : 

-Donna ‘Reed, Miss. Reynolds, ©: 

Tuesday Weld. -Jack:: Lemmon. 
emcees, - se Lo, 

‘Hold House Manager” 

‘Philadelphia, March 31. 

Newest ‘wrinkle in - official har-|i 

‘assment, of film. showmen: ‘showing |.- ; 

films - ‘offensive “to the bluenose 

underground: George H... Norciitt, 

44,-manager: “of. the: Nixon; a nabe. 

situation, “was. held. in. $1, 000 for. 

the ‘action of: the: grand~ jury . -on 
‘charges: ‘of . (1) “giving - and adver-|- 
tising an .obscene - show”. and’ (2) 
“contributing. ‘to. the: delinquency: 
‘of: minors.’ | 

Police. and 

“Blood Feast:” They. 

__ District Attorney ‘James’. 

“obscene, sadistic and perverted.” 

AUSTIN: AND. SULLIVAN 
“U.S. debut. Another ‘film.-skedded |- 

. for: release before the end: of the] 
year is “Italia Brava: Gente,”: the a 

- Embassy-Italo-Russian coproduction 

REPOSTED AT METRO | 
‘In ‘line: with: the active- sumifier | 

“yelease.:sked. Planned by: “Metro, |}. 

| NAB. ASST. MANAGER 
ploitation: departments. | "Emery Ww. 
Austin has -been- named assistant- 
to exee director Dan “S: -Terrell |- 
‘and ;: Andrew. M.. Sullivan: is ap: - 
Pointed . exploitation. Mmanager,:” 

the:. ‘company has : done: some - re- 

Austin | ‘hasbeen: in- charge - of 
-homeoffice | 

field. Sullivan also’ ¢ame -to the| 
|New” York homeoffice- ‘from: the 
‘field. where he’ was. a ‘press. rep. 
He: transferred to. Gotham‘ in 1960: 

: Both. had. 
before 

as '* Austin’s assistant. : 
been ‘theatre. . ‘managers. 
Joining: Metro.: 

most active independents on both ; 

ED ‘SCHUMAN’. THIRD - 

"Detroit Arters: ae 

* Detroit, “March 31: 
‘A new. 500-seat: artie, the ‘Studio- |. , 

8, will open‘ soon in’suburban Oak |: 
Park.. It’s” third in: a ‘chain. of De-}. 

| treit..area’ arties: owned and. ‘oper- | - 
‘| ated: by: ‘Edward: L. “Schuman, :for-'|-~ 
mer Detroit. resident. who. now lives.|’. 
‘and. works..in’ New York. as. head: 
film ‘buyer for the’ ‘Walter. Reade- 
Sterling. chain. 

by Ross Caccavale. 7 

“Studio-8’s opening» feature - has. 
‘not. been.. set,* but ‘-house . expected 
to ‘maintain first-run art. Policy . of | 
the: other . Studios. 
Innovations ‘of the new. ‘theatre: 

include: a -sloping | auditorium: ‘floor: 
to ‘provide each’ seat with a line ‘of: 
sight “lower ‘than: that’ ‘found in 
most: theatres. This new .angle ‘will. 
enable: viewers to. read sub-titles - 
-without: having.to -crane-..or : bob: 
‘their heads between the - shoulders. 

“FOE. People: § in the. next Tow. F Pas 

: “| Question for Moyer: 
James: Darren, Harve. Pres-.. 

Debbie. a 
Reynolds. and Andy. Williams’ |: 

five. Oscar’. . 
oe nominated songs..on ‘the April : 

““"phreepenny cE -13' Academy. Awards. show. 

Opera, ” based: on the - “old. “Beg- - 

gar’s Opera”, a, project. which’ ‘has ” 
long been. promised. The problem} ° 
has been the film’s soundtrack. It 

is for” having’ ‘made’ .-his: 
“ts ” | Finger” “non-union “brings up‘ the 
More, from “} possible. situation of.a projectionists | : 

boycott. against:. ‘this’: film. ‘if - and | © 
“| when “it ‘is: brought to: market, ‘in . 

“Papa’ Ss." New. York -City at least. - 

“Call. ‘Me™ ? 

--Gregory | Peck; Sidney Poitier, - | 

refused to. show certain. pix. 
| has usually forced: a. showdown. be-" 
{tween :the union .and*™ the. theatre 

= | owner: ‘involved - -over. the. threat- |” 
| ened. discharge of. the. projection- "|: « 
ists in- ‘question and has‘also caused. 

: | problems when. other ‘boothmen: re- 
‘- fused..to work: -the -house. «In -in-' 
Fstances these. tacti¢s resulted in the-| j 
pulling: of the’ pix-in™ question, al. 
‘though. “again -: the - union - cannot: 
legally. stop ‘its men.screening any: 
feature : “legally. licensed for. show: |. 
‘ing. in a ‘given’ theatre. 

Edward =: G.. . Robinson - and... 

On ‘Delinquency’ Angle 

| ‘eounty- ‘detectives 
_ [halted the. final (sic) day’s showing 

‘of -the film, 
‘said: ‘four-fifths of the audience. of 
200° were. under . 18... 7 . ae 

"6. : 
-Crumlish, -Jr:: called - ‘the. film. : was. 

“exploitation i} 
“activities since .1953, having. pre- : 
viously. served the company -in :the count: of. -breaking: and: entering. 

-Morris. Melvin. ‘Miller; : “34,” was. 
charged’ with: larceny and: receiving | 
at the’ Cinema Theatre, of $469 on. 
- March. 9, and: breaking: and ‘enter-. 
‘ing and laréeny and’ receiving: at. 
the ‘same establishment:.on March. 

+19. ‘where . ‘he’: is alleged. to. have 
oe ve stolen. $102. 07, police ‘Said: 

. Schuman’ s° “other: ‘theatres - “are. 
‘the -343-séat Studio and the- 417- | 
seat Studio North.. Those and ‘the’ 
new. theatre are inanaged’ locally 

Denver. and Frisco." 

“On ’ es He tin ‘lat F or I I 964 | celesbiee 

“Can “Moving Finger’ Get. 

{ matter: OP eae 

In ‘the. past, projedtionists have 
‘This - 

members: ‘would: :care to... man : the 
machines” for. it.::Film: is about to. 
open in London: but has ‘not as yet: 
secured’ a US.: distributor. ~~ 
‘Moyer. ‘has: been” “made an ex- 

ample” by the: East: Coast .Motion 

hasn't - requested 

the ‘membership. ‘at“its. next meet- 
| ing: Failing. in:-that: he. will go ‘to 
|the IA’ itself:‘and; should that. fail, | 

. 1 he’H. appeal: directly. ‘to the... TA’ 
|] convention -this. ‘summer. 
™ meantime, the eventual: ‘showing of. 
the pic, in the important ‘New , York- 

might. now * be: “artie”” market,.. 
Jeapordized: as well, 

~ Greensboro, N. C., March: 31: 

manager of: a theatre: has: been. 

Miller was the assistant’ manager 
ft of the. Cinema Theatre ‘at the’ ‘time | a 
of the thefts, police ‘said. : : 
~ Miller --has’ been. in city, Jail in’ 

lien of. a $5000. bond.” 

“ED FISHER. TOURNEY, 

Another © : Substitute’ for 
.Glamour Goes Forth~ 

Fm 

on 

“Marnie,” “Island. of. the Blue. Dol- 

phia, N.Y.,: Boston, © 

waukee, « Minneapolis, | “Ste 

‘Both: star Jock Mahoney... : 

Shown Sans Union. Label? 
“The exec board of International | « 

‘Alliance. ‘of ‘Theatrical Stage, Em- 
7 ployees editor's local771.in expell- | 
‘ing indie: filmmaker Larry Moyer. 

“Moving: 

licity firm’: ; 

‘ Loeal 306 has long been a ‘booster 
. lof the-.union = label: drive: of: the 
. | ARE-CIO: “Although. the local ‘can- |: 
{not actually: take © any formal . “ac 
jt tion .against..a pic - ‘legally; - 

.-eroft; Ed .Begley, Patty ‘Duke, : .: the. 
“spontaneous” ~ actions: of the - in= |: 

"Rock Hudson, Steve ‘McQueen, : dividual ‘members: are . a. Gifferent 

distributing-in the U.S. and Canada }-° 
while Paramount is. releasing i inthe}. 
rest_ of the world. This pic. has|- 
opened ‘in -London and'-is storing]. 
well at. the wickets. It is being held}. 
until summer’ for U.S. . release. 'to|: 

Blood. Feast’ “Aitest:. 

‘acquisition ‘of British. Lion. . 
-gabbed on Arlene. Francis WOR gabfest ‘Thursday. (26); 

“~preemed sans: distrib . 

*Sound of Music’’:.. . 

At to ‘the:Moyer. pic,. a 306. rep. 
‘last ‘week said that he has “‘serious 
doubts” : as- to-: - whether: many. 306 

20th’s: 
‘play: for’ 20th's. upcoming “Venus “Rising.” "2. 

Robert Wise’s “The Sand: Pebbles” for- 20th. . 
Picture Council which recommend- , 

Ved. his - expulsion - from 771. 
‘Council 
-projectionists to not work the film’ 
but: sabtle | Tabor ‘word-of-mouth ‘is 
anticipated.. LE 

“Meanwhile; “Moyer - ds. - plaiininig’ 
to. appeal. the 771 board’s. action to 

The | |.a few. days studio visit ; 
that 

. Broadway, starting’ ‘April 15... 

huddling last: week . 
‘In the. 

Lisi and: others from ‘the cast:due in town : y 
dickering. a multi-pic deal. with. UA and also talking Production dealings - : 
with’ Paramount. ©: a 

ON HOUSE. ROBBERY 
AD 34-year-old former - assistant |-. 

‘Garner in ‘36 Hours” :. 
the: April issue ‘of Géntleman’ s Quarterly . ; 

“| Loves”. opens April 8. in .23 “‘Hollywood. Showcase”. houses ‘in; the:-New © 
, Debbie Reynolds: set to do a fashion ‘spread. in“Harper’s |. 

‘Bazaar in the: ‘uly issue, ‘pégged to: Metro’ Ss. “Unsinkable- Molly Brown.” 

“World. of of 

charged. by. ‘police ; ‘on two. ‘counts: 
of-larceny and-receiving and‘ ‘one. 

-) York: area. 

7 Theatre, N. Y., 
“viously. ‘planned. 

. “Joseph E. Levine. and Par ‘ad-pub. V.P: "Martin Davis in ‘Denver for: an: 
‘active: advance campaign for: “Carpetbaggers” leading to its ‘April. ;' 

|.world :preem at the Paramount Theatre .; 
| for “36 Hours” location lensing «.. 

a - spotlighted in. Sunday’s (30) N. Y. News. ‘Coloroto: mag section... 

Paddy: Chayefsky. signed ‘to write the ‘screenplay for Metro’ s. filmiza= a 
tion of the. bestseller. “The Cincinnati Kid” in- which. Spencer Tracy will 

. Martin Ritt has checked: into the'Par studio to begin work. | 
-| on his. next. project,. the: filmization of John Le -Carre’s thriller novel .. 
).“The Spy. Who.Came‘In From. the Cold” . . . Edie. Adams in Gotham for _ 
a Waldorf-Astoria. Empire:. Room ‘stint: through April |25.-She’ll. also __ 
attend the world preem | April. 5.of UA’s “The: Best. Man,” in- which she. 

bce producer-director ‘Lamont Johnson ‘forming an. indie. film: _ 

topline : 

“Suppleménting : ysual policy ‘of 
| having: star, director, etc.-of a “par- 
ticular. film. ‘tour. key. - cities. for. 

| “press: initerviews, ‘Universal is send-. 
ing national: ‘newspaper ‘contact, Ed | 
Fisher;: on.-an- eight-week: trek .of- 
20. ‘key cities, te. plug. six® ‘pix:- ° 

-appears .. 
: production company in. Gotham,’ . 

- Legit: actor Robert Morse to do two pix in six months for. Metro, . 
“Quick, Before It Melts” and “The Loved. One’’: -. 

“He'll take along ‘spéical. material 
“Wild-“‘and. Wonderful,” “The { 

Chalk: Garden, mm. “Bedtime. ‘Story,” | Pictures’ ‘tv. department . 

phins” . and. “McHale’s - -Navy.” -Be- 
| sides ‘confabs with editors he'll also’ 
‘meet: with: exchange _ Managers. : 
-Tour;.which-started in Dallas. Mon- 
day: (30), takes in Ft. Worth; Hous-'| 
ton, New Oorleans,. ‘Miami, ‘Atlanta, * 
‘Washington, : - Baltimore, - 'Philadel- 

Pittsburgh, 
Cleveland, “Detroit: Chicago, Mil«. 

Louis,’ 

World” will be ‘playing. in .31.. national engagements. 

Oe ae aves Re ee = 

Re ae idee ne a 
* ee es peste =pak . oie 

First project on "Max ‘Youngstein's ‘muitiple-pie. deal. with. Col. ‘will. L-be. ot 
|-a screen adaptation of Steven Gethers’ play, “A: Cook for Mr. General,” 

. Indie’: 
| producer Kane Lynn back at. his N.Y. desk from Manila where he just 
1! eompleted “Amok” (for Lippert ‘and :20th-Fox) and.:““Walls..of Hell.” ’.-:. 

_; Ruth (Mrs. Albert): ‘Zugsmith and. son. 
| Miehaelr leave here April 7 on the SS United States‘en route-to Gérmany. . 
to ‘join. the head of. the family; now. Prepping | his. Production: ‘of “Famny / va! 
” Hill”. in West Berlin.. : moe 

done on: Broadway a couple of years ago ‘with: Bill Travers : 

Any pr. firm: which. ‘Sends: out: the ‘following: ‘cannot. be. ail bad: 
“Martin - Goldblatt, ‘veteran. -industry ‘publicist, who- “started. asa still. es ; 
} department clerk .with:‘Columbia Pictures. in. 19477... . is entering’ his “=. 
10th record-breaking week at the Solters, ‘O'Rourke’ & Sabinson pub-... - 

at. the Trans-Lux ‘at: ‘Broadway: ‘and 49th. . . Producer-director™ Robert 
Aldrich: flies. to. London. to attend ; ‘the: “British: Academy. “Award Ls 
cer emonies.: 

. “Sunday -on The: River,” a doéumentary ‘short ‘about .”.-:- 
‘Harlem. which’ won: two prizes at. ‘Venice in’ 1962, currently onthe bill .~- 

Among ‘pix acquired: by Times Film: prez “Jean ;Goldwurm. during his me 
| recent: trip. abroad are - “The: -Red. Lanterns,” ‘a Greek. film:.due to. .. 
-represent Gréece at the upcoming. ‘Cannes -fest; and “The Grand: -: *- 
‘Olympics, * a two-hour color:doc. on. the 1960’summer. olympics in ‘Rome... 

.:.. As-of April.26,. Trans World: Airline coach passengers, as well as ‘=. 
c those. in. first class, will get Inflight pix onthe: non-stop, coast-to-coast ° 
flights, ‘The: airline estimates that during the peak. summer travel: season 
‘it. will be operating more. than 300 film: flights weekly. . 

“'Reade-Sterlinig: chairman. Walter. Reade " Jr.:. left: Monday (30). tor 
London: to. firm: up: his participation: in .Sir. ‘Michael: Balcon’s. ‘syndicate. 

star-Heinz Ruehmann $ to Stanley -Kramer’s “Ship. of. Fools” cast :. 

;,20th’s overseas. publicity. exec Fred Hift 
- Add.German.: wt 

Col’s’ ‘assistant general. sales) manager - Milt - Goodman - and | “his. family: _ 
| spending a 10-day -Vacation: in Palm Beach. 

“Fred ‘Wiseman-Shirley ‘Clarke ‘made-in-New | York: indie. 

. Portia. Nelson. and: Anna Lee: will. don habit: for nun. roles in. 20th’s 

for" all promotional activities, on Col’s “Hey There, It’s Yogi- Bear.” 

“Phe. ‘Cool’ 
-World,’’ will follow “Tom Jones”. into the.Cinema-II here. Pi¢ is: being 

Film’ copyright .expert. Edward “A. Sargoy, . 
| Buest-lectured: at Columbia Law School on his favorite: subject last. week 

. Harold: Danziger ‘is ‘acting as special coordinator" 

Cinema: V’s ‘new -exec veep Carl “Peppercorn has: returned ° from a 
product-hunting trip to Europe’. . 

-“The Pleasure Seekers” .. ...: Harry Kurnitz, will. do. the Screen- 

. ‘Bette Davis," ‘Edward Albee,. Joe... 
‘Levine and: Judith Crist will: discuss’ “Broadway: and -Hollywood:’ Why’: 
All The Awards” at an NYU seminar April 14, the day after ‘the Oscars. ** 

. Jimmy Van Heusen. and Sammy: Cahn ‘will write. three.songs. for . 

Now. it’s Sam. Goldwyn. Jr. at Vasar. ‘The producer-ditector. of. “The: 
Young Lovers”; currently. swinging ‘through eastern campuses -on.- ‘tub- 
thumping work, today (Wed,) is making the 'scene.at. Poughkeepsie : 

Bay Terrace: Theatre ‘in, Bayside April 8. 
“Tom Jones”: will: be the: ‘opening. attracting. at Fabian’s new 1 4000-seat: ve 

. Steve ‘McQueen will topline’: a 

Robert : -H. (O’Brien, Metro ‘prez, ‘off: to London yester day: (Tues) ‘for anere 

... Paramount will. put “Seven. 

ings for ‘Best. Man.” 

. Lyle Wheeler. ‘set'as. production manager for : 
.Otto Premiinger’s: “In - ‘Harm’s Way,” a job . ‘he ‘has handled... for: the” | 
_producer-director on. several of his pix:. 
-Days: in. May” onto a “showcase” break; continuing. at: the: Criterion ‘on | 

-Mike Hutner, ‘UA’ pub manager,: back: © 
from Washington, -D.C., where he. supervised the. special Politico screen-. ae 

_ Arnold Picker, UA’ exec. V.p:;. Vadationing in. Florida: ‘die’ ‘back: in ' no 
harness ‘next week . ... Jim Velde,:UA sales: boss,.-also. on. holiday «. 
Joe Levine and Metro, international division. chief Red Silverstein. inch: Jf 

in Gotham for. about.10 days ‘ih. mid-April, : ‘with: Jack:Lemmon, Verna: .- 

Joseph. E. ‘Levine i is “hosting - a ‘press. “reception for Bette Davis in. 4 

..<UA’s “How To.Murder Your Wife” -will location:. 

‘Charles-K. Feldman: * 

ac Gotham. this Friday .(3) at the: Four Seasons Restaurant to toast. com- > 
pletion. of “Where Love Has Gone” and her: work in “Empty. Canvas?" « 

. UA today (Wed.) opens a double. bill of ‘One “Man’s. Way”: and:“The i 
. “Miracle Worker” in 32: New. York nabes, including RKO and Skouras.. 

. Harold Salemson‘’ has: joined Taplinger Associates, | pubrel 
‘firm, having ankled Embassy Pix last week... 

“| the Jatest James Bond adventure pic, “Goldfinger.’ mo, 

William Tuttle, Metro. makeup department. head, in Europe: plugging - 4 
“7 ‘Faces of ‘Dr.“Lao” and working. in‘ Lisbon on cosmetics :for James - 

.-; Marcello. Mastroianni ‘does the cover ‘bit in: “*: 
“From: Russia With:..! 

houses «. . 

. UA’s 

Dimitri Tiomkin to. ‘score MGM’s “36: ‘Hours” ‘:°.-; UA’s. 
Henry. Orient”: has. nabbed Scholastic miag’s “Bell ‘Ringer Award” . 

truck: posters:to plug: its-“Soldier in the Rain’. .. Wometco ‘Enterprises 

(3). 

with: three more : preems., in April, - UA'S: 

. Joanne ‘Woodward: featured. in a special. “Murder: in- Fashion: Kit” 
‘beging | ‘serviced. to fashion mags and: newspaper. editors’ around. the 

- “EE-Cid” doing. - 
-boff ‘biz in Mexico | where ‘it racked. ‘up. $280,000. at the -Diana: Theatre, --.. 

Janie ‘Gray in- Hollywood from: Eondan for “ 
| MGM’s “Quick,. Before Tt Melts.” a al 

country: pegged: to. Metro’s: “Signpost to. Murder”’ °. 

Mexicc. City, alone «. 

. Shirley’ Eaton. inked for 

« Allied: Artists plan- - 
; ing a mammouth. booking of “The Strangler’: (about ‘the unpleasant - 

' _: | Bostonian’ -who.. has. murdered umpteen’ women) in. the Boston-New - 
‘England area starting April 8, including 110. theatres. and drive-ins. = 

Fred BR. Frank. Jr. appointed. southern.-sales. manager. for. Embassy. 
. the New Christy: Minstrels will piug Metro’s 

“Advance: to the Rear’. in- three months. of concerts beginning Friday... 
. Luther. Davis, writer-producer- of. Paramount’s “Lady in a ‘Cage,”. 

; has returned: to Hollywood: from. Gotham. and. confabs. with Par execs . 
. ‘Metro’s “7 Faces of Dr. Lao” awarded. Scholastic mag’s :*“Bell - 
‘Ringer’ Award” . : 

oo. . 

Wiha pmo eed fot tea ode Heo ay 

Mike Ross appearing in his 28th Jerry Lewis pic with “The Patsy” .. .. wa 

Allied Artists has. tied up. with: Pepsi-Cola, . “with. special. stuffers ‘and: 

‘will hold: its annual stockholders’ meeting. ‘April 97 at the Forest Hills - : 
instead ‘of at. the Florida. -World’s Fair, exhibit. as: Pre: on: 

James: Garner ‘in: Lisbon:: : 
. George Chakiris: and Diana. ‘Hyland _ 

“Mad i 
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_Monday (30) was fine | $16, 500. Last. 

. - (320;. $1 50-$1. $0) — 
(Janus) and “Old Man. and Flower” 

> (indie) (6th wk). Nice $3,500 again. 1 

12Z 

Hub Uneven : 

Boston, March. 31. 
Film. biz: took traditional dive, f 

with Holy. Week doldrums ‘setting 1: 
in. Little. activity here. although |. 
new films ‘ opened. ‘‘Tamahine”. 
shapes dull at: Orpheum. “Seven 
‘Days in May” was nice - at. the [-:. 
Astor in seventh round... ; 

“Paris. When. it Sizzles” is light 
at the Music Hall. “Shock -Treat- | 
ment” looks drab _at- Paramount: | 
Second week holdovers. are topped |. 
by “Pink . Panther,” 
second round -at Gary: 
Newman” was. fast. on -opener. at 
Memorial. “Tom Jones” continues 
to amaze -with Iong lines at: ‘the. 
Beacon. Hill in 15th week... : 7 

Estimates for This Week © 

‘bright. in 

Astor (B&O). (1,117; ‘90-$1. so | 
Opened 
“Seven 

“Dr. Strangelove” (CoD), 
Friday (27). . Last: week, 
Days in. May” (Par) (7th wk), ee | 
$7, 500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) * $i1-- 
$1.80) — “Tom Jones’. ay ‘asth 
wk). Mighty $20,000, with lines. |; 
Last week, ‘$19,500, 7 | 

Boston (Beacon. Ent.): a, 354: 
$1.20- $3.95)—"Mad World”. (UA) 
(20th wk). The.19th week -ended. 

week, “$17, 000: . 
“Capri” (Sack) - (850: 

“Servant” (Indie) - ssubran). : 
$9,000. Last. week, “Doll” 
“Psychomania”. (Vie); $3,500. 

Center (FE: M. Loew) (1, 250; -90- 
$1.25) — “Naughty Dallas” (Indie). 
and “Passion. Street” (Indie),: 
$5,500. Last week;. 
(AD and “Torpedo ‘Bay’ 
200.. 

.Okay. 
and 

Cinema, Kenmore Square (Indie) 
“Silenee” 

Last week, $3,300. 
Exeter. (Indie) (1,276; '90-$1. 49) 

—"High and ‘Low’. (Cont): {3d wk). 
Good $8,000. Last week, $9,000. 

Esquire (Indiey (500; $1-$1.50)— | 
(MGM).|: 

(subrun), .Oke’ $4,500. Last week, ‘Hep $4,500. Last week, $5,200. 
“Sunday. in. New’ “York” 

“Suitor”’ (Atl) ,and “Dead. Ringer’’ 
(WB) (2d wk), $3, 800.. 

- Gary | (Sack) (1,277 $1: 25-$1. 80) 
—“Pink “Panther” . (UA). (2d . wk). 
Bright. $11,000: ‘Last week,. “$15,000- 

Mayflower. (ATC) (689; 90-$1.50) 
— ‘West Side Story”: (reissue) (2d. 
‘wk),. Oke. $4,000. ‘Last: week, : $3,- 
800. 
‘Memorial . (RKO) - (3, 000: . 90+. 
$1.50) — “Captain Newman” (U) 
and “Dream Maker”: (U) (2d -wk). 
Second’ week- began Friday (27), 

-First was fast $19,000. 

vc: a 

Music. Hall 

(Par). Fairish.. $14,000. Last. week, 
“Servant” (Indie),. $13,000... as 
‘Orpheum iLoew) - (2,900; 

$1.65)—“‘Famahine”: (MGM).. 
$8,000. Last ‘week,. 
Way” (UA) (2d wk), $6,000. 

” Paramount (NET) 

(Continued ‘on page 15): 

‘Limpet’ Nice $7, 500 hh. 
Prov. ‘Newman’ Bangup 
7G, 2d; Cardinal’ 86, 4}: 

Providence, March: 31. 
“The Cardinal” in ‘fourth session: 

and “Tem Jones”. in eighth: round |; 
--have Strand and Elmwood. Tespec- 
tively on'.the happy side here -this: 
week. Majestic . was: ‘helped| by. 
Easter school holiday and | gave 
“The Incredible’ .-Mr: ‘Limpet”: - a 
mice weekend: sendoff, State . 
only: mild with reissue of “South ie 
Pacific.” “Capt. Newman”. is potent 
“fn second at the Albee. - = ‘ 

Estimates: for. This. Week 
Albee ARKO) (2.200; -90-$1. 25)-= |. 

and. 
“t2d. wk). | 

Potent $7,000. :First weék was. $10, cf 

“Captain’ “Newman” | 
“Dream Maker” - aD 

“(U) 

000,: despite Holy Week.” 
Elmwood (Snider). 

$1.75)—"“Tom. Jones” “(UA)” 

“was $11,500. 
Majestic (SW). . (2. 200; -90-$1 25) 

—"Mr. Limpet” (WB). and : “Ballad: | 
“of Gunfighter” (Indie). Nice: $7,500 
looms.” Last . week, “Shock Treat= 
“ment” (20th) and: “Harbor Lights” 
(20th); - $4,500. 

State (Loew) (3,200;- 90-$1 25) 
“South: “Pacific”. (reissue), : 
$4,000: . Last” week, 

Strand (National Realty). (2.200: 
$1.25-$1.75)—"‘Cardinal’” (Col). (4¢h | 
wk). Smash $8,000. or close. Third 
was $9,000. 

PICTURE. GROSSES | 

xk Sad 86; ‘Jones’ Wow 2 mI 
/ Eatimatea: Total Grows. L! 

wica a “$3, oni 580 Lf 
(Based on: ‘a3 cities and 289 “fears 

“Captain: 

| Tiger Okay 106, 

holiday round. Among.-the bright 

lat Keith’s. 

‘tario. 

138th . round. at Warner. | 
90-$1. 50) Strangelove” Jooms. boffo in’: sixth. 

May” figures. ‘socko in. severith at: 
| Frans-Lux... 

‘Oke. 
“ Commando” 2 

" (AD, $6, | 

|-€1,480;.. 

‘Last week, 

‘Boff $14,000... Last. week; $13,000. 

Mail: Order Bride”. (MGM). aaear -_ 
$4,000.: Last. week, “Victors” (Col) hee = : 
(6th ‘wk), ‘$3,500 

—“Tom.: ‘Jones” 
{Smash $26,000:. East week, $20,000.: 

-90-] 
‘Dull 

“One - Man's: 

(2,357; -90-}™%: $6,500. - 

lwk). 

“torna” (Indie)... 

‘Captain Newman” (U)' Sock .$20,-: 
| 000. 
‘(13th wk) $5,500. °_ | 

-Trans-Lux (TL): (598; $1 49-$2)-— , 

{“Seven. Days. in. May" “Par) (ith. 

| wk).. 

ont wk).: Okay. $10, 000. in. 3 days. Last 

(2, 200: $i. ] 
(8th |: 

wk). Big $11, 000 or: hear.: Seventh}. 

“Mild | 
“z,-Shaped.| 

Room” .(Col)’ and “Sundays and|- 
Cybele” (Indie) (reissues), $4,500.; 

Key City Grosses. 

“This Week. 

7 theatres). : 

Last: Year oc...) $2, 653,900 i 
. (Based..on 23° cities and.288:"~ 

theatres, chterty dist runs. in- : 
cluding 'N, YY.) errs 

D.C: World’ 186 
Washington. “March. 31. 

‘Trade is Spotty .on. mainstem: this. 

spots, “Captain Newman” shapes |’ 
sock at the Town. ‘“Pink Panther” 
is headed. for second: smash session 

' “Tom. Jones”. figures 
ditto in 14th frame ‘at: the ‘On-. 

looks fair on opener at: Palace. 7 
“Cleopatra” ‘is okay in. chose 

é6 r 

at the Dupont: . “Seven -Days. in. 

“Tiger Walks’ : looks. 
okay: - até Ambassador-Metropolitan | 
‘and “America, America” ‘is. oke at. 
Playhouse for third week. "°°... 

‘Estimates for: This Week .. : 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (sw) | 

3,000 . -$1-$1. .49)—Tiger 
Walks” (BY)... _Oke . with . $10,000, 

(MGM),. $6,000. 
“Apex: (KB) (940; $1. 25-$1, 40) | 

‘Humpbacked Horse’! (Indie). Mod-. 
est $7,000." Last. week, “‘To: Bed: or. 

| Not.to Bed” (Cont). (4th. wk), $3,800. . 
Calvert (Mann) (900; $1. 25-$1. 50) 

—“Easy Life” ° -(Emb). (4th - wk). 

Dupont (Mann) (400; $1 50-$2)-— 
“pr, - Strangelove”: (Col) (6th wk). 

Embassy (Loew): (567; $1 .25-$2)— 
‘Soft. 

Keith’s (RKO). (1, 838; $1-$1. 49)— 
“Pink .. Panther”. (UA). ; (2d: wk). | 
‘Smash $24, 000 - ‘after. initialing at : 
$25,000... z 
“MacArthur (KB). ‘900; ° “$1. 95." 

$1.40) —“‘Guest”. - (Indie): - Quiet. 7 
$4,500: “Last week,. pair of. ~ 

(Sack) (4,400. 90-| Briefs”: (indie) (2d. wk),:-$3,000.:" 
$1.80) — “Paris When. it Sizzles” , 

Ontario (KB). (1, ,240;. $1. 75-$3). 
-“(UA) --(14th.. wk). 

-Palace (Loew) (2, 360; '$1.25-$1 80) 
— “Seven : ‘Faces’. Of : Dr.. .Lao”’ 
MGM. Fair: $8,000, © ‘Last. week, 
“Sunday ‘in New York” (MGM) (3d 

| ‘Playhouse (TL). ‘459: ‘$i. 25-$1. 80) 
—“Ameriea, « “America” (WB). (34: 

‘Okay $5, 000. Last week, 
1 $5, 900. « 

‘Plaza (TL) (278; $k 25-$1. 80) 
Trim $6,500. ‘Last 

week, “Sin in Suburbs” (Indie) (3d. 
wk) $3,900. -: 
Town (King) (800; “$1. 25-$1. 80)— 

Last . week, “Charade”. AU ) 

wk). . $9, 500. | 
$11,000. 
Uptown (SW: 1, 300; $1 55-$2. 75). 

—“It’s: a Mad ‘World®. (UA) (6th 
Great. ‘$18, 000. Last week: 

$14, 800. 

Boff ° Last . week, ‘| 

-—“Cleopatra” (20th): (38th—final: 

week, : $8, 000. 

PARTY’ BOFF OLA 246, 
~ FRISCO; ‘WORLD’ AG 

- San. Francisco, March; 31. 
“Holiday: traffic is lifting: firstrun |’ 

.| grosses out of doldrums here this 
‘round. “It’s. ‘a. ‘Mad: World”. shapes. 
wow. $41,000 for session’ at: Or- 
pheum to ‘set~.a. record for. that'} 
‘house. “Muscle Beach: Party” looks |. 
smash, _daydating Warfield ‘and 

; Mission: Drive-in’ on copening. 
round. “Dr.. Strangelove’ is.. head- |. 
ing for. new high ‘at 444-seat. Stage | 
Door in. sixth:week. © 

‘Estimates for . This. Week ' 

900. : ; 
‘Bridge (Schwartz): (500;° “$l. 50- 

coy ae are ored £0 ¥ ath gor 

a ee os ae iy. a $1.75) —"“Sound of: ‘Trumpets 

‘Newman’ Lou d I 5, | fist, gf ee oo fatromere (Col) (6th wk): ‘Great |: 

*$1.75)- 
Fair..$3,500. . . Last: -week, reissues. | 

£1,439; - 
: $1 .50-$3, 50)—“It’s a Mad ° ‘Worla* 

‘Wow. $41,000. Last 

. Paramount | (Par). 2 686: $1. 50- 
-Fair 

$12,000 or.near.. Last week, “Seven’ 
Days i in’. May” (Par); $8,500., won 

Guild): (750; ” 
$1.25-$1, 50)—To.“Bed' or: Not | to | 
‘Bed” : (Cont): (5th: wk). - 
#00. ‘Last ‘week, $2,000. 

' St 
“Global Affair” - (MGM) (2d~ wk). - 

Last ‘week, 

"Stage Door. (A:R). (444; $1.75-$2) 
“Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (6th. wk).: 
Great. $14, 000 or’ over. . -Last- week, : 

“Children ‘of Damned” | "aya 

1(UWA) (14th wk). 
.week, $32,500. 

“Seven: Faces of Dr.. Lao” iD 

| $2-$2.40)— 

Kissin’ Cousins”. rates as: a. spring 
tonic at:Twin Drive-In:) = 2. 

[$7,500 --or. less.“ 
his. puppeteers. of. WCPO-TV. ‘on-| 
‘Stage . two . days - as. Easter’. juve’ 

Warner (SW) (4250; $1: 50-$2 15). |. 

{— Phe Silence”. 

Cleopatra” ‘ 
$4,500, a: steplip -near. finish “line, 
Last week, $4,000. 

“Alexandria (Un; Calif.) (1,444; | 
$3-$4) — “Cleopatra” (20th) (40th {ff 
wk). Big. $10, 500, ‘Last. week, S$II.-: 

‘Clay (Ros) . (360; °$1.75)- ape f 

Last week,. $6,000. ° 

$2.50) — 

‘(Dibble-McLean) = -( - 
— “Seven Faces of. Dr. 

-| 006: ° 
Embassy. 

‘| 400; $1. 49) - 
Lao” (MGM). (2d."Wk). Big: $7,000. |... 
i. Last. week, $11;000.- 

; Geneva. ‘Drive-In (Syufy) . (910 | 
— :“Pink. Pan- - 

a ther” AWA) (2d. wie. “Solid. $6,000. 1. 
‘Last week, - $7,00 

: $1525 -person):.- 

. Golden: Gate: RKO) (2, 850; $1. 25. - 

Cousins’ $2-}° 
t$3. 50)—"The. Silence”: (Janis) (6th | 
_[ Wk). -Good- $4, 500. Last. Week,” $5,- 

$1.50) -— ‘Capt... Newman” (Oy (2d fw. ‘Nice’ $12,000. or near, Last! ¢ 
-| week,. $16,000. 

Metro. (Un. - Galif.) “(1,000;. 

1000. . 
Mission: ‘Drive-In | “(Syufy):. (950: 

cars: $1.25 person)— ‘Muscle’ Beach 
Party” . (AT)... 
week “Seven. Faces ‘Dr. 

(Ros): (3645. 
—*Point.: of Order” : (Indie). 

. | (MGM), ‘$6,000. - 
‘Music ‘Halk ©. 

Orpheum: ( Cinedome) 

$t. 75)—"Tiger Walks”. (BY). 

-PreSidio (Art. Th. 

Good. $1, - 

$2)— ‘Francis : (Par): a 400; 

Slow -$6, 000 or’ close. 
|$10,000.. 

United: “Artists: ( (No: Coast) (1,148; 
‘i “Tom. Jones” UA) (15th 

wk). 
$13,000. . 
‘Vogue. ‘(S. F. Theatres) (365: $2- 

$2.25)- 
$4,000. Fine’. “$3; 500... Last, week, 

‘Warfield: (FWC) (2, 656; “$1. 25- 
$i. 50)—"Muscle ‘Beach ‘Party”. (AD: 

Cincinnati, ‘March, BI. 

: “Merlin ' Jones” 

“Captain 

| streaks. are. “It’s: a Mad World;” 

“The. ‘Silence’ rates 

quire.. and Hydé.. Park. -- arters. 

Estimates. for ‘This. Week -- 

—“‘Mr.” (WB). 
‘Larry: ‘Smith. and 

Limpet” .. 

‘treat... - Last -- week... “The © Prize” 
(MGM): (3d. whk),. $7; 000." -..--: 

- Capitol’ -f SW-Cinerama) . 

| Last’ week, . $13,500. 
-. Esquire. (Cin T-Co) © (500: 

Undie): 
$1 25) 

$2, 300. 
‘Park. - ‘Last. wéek, | 

Grand ‘(RKO). (1,396; $1, '0°$3) 
(20th) 40th wk). “Fair 

“Fall. of. Roman 
“Empire”. (Par). bows April 5... 

“Guild. -(Kilgore) * (272: . $1. 25)— 
“Room : At-Top”: (Cont): and. ““Sat- 
curday ‘Night: and: Sunday. Morning” 

Okay. (Cont). (reissues) (2d° wk); 
hie .200.:. Same : for :opener..- 

; ’ Hyde. - Park (Cin-T-Co) - 

Continued on. page 15) 

“Additional Picture Grosses. 
On Page. 15). 

Coronet. (Un. : Calif.) (L250; $2- . 
..“Pink Panther” (UA) (2d]:; 

wk). ‘Sock $13, 000. ‘Last week, $14} oe 

rr 

Good ‘$6,000: - East’| - 
_ Lao” 

‘a 49- | 

‘Sock 93, 509. . “Last: week, 

—“Easy Life’ (Embassy) (3d |: 

‘$1,200. . 
Sturdy. $18,000 or. near.. Last week, | 

+ “Son .- of: Captain. Blood”. | (Par), 1. 
$7, 000. . . .| Fair. $4,000. Last: ‘week, $3, 500. 

Lage” ‘West: ‘Was. Won”: 
. + (56th .wk). 

Caney; Wor if MG 

9 |. week, $14, 000. : 
‘(Cariseh) (800: ‘sp 

“Rourth. Sect”. (Indie) and 

\ (Indie), - 

in... 15th round at: Capitol, - and: ° $1,25)- 
““Fom- Jones;””.* ‘in ‘seventh session: 
{at the ‘Times. - 
‘as.a biz ‘builder. daydating - at Es- 

Seven : ‘Days. in “May”: (Par) (7th 
| wk): 
- $5,00 

Albee * (RKO): (3,100: $1.25-$1. 56) 
‘Good. 

-$1.25)—“Easy Life” (Embassy).. So- 
‘so $3,000. Last- week, “To:.Ber or|- 

' Not. to Bed” (Cont). (24 wk), $2,000. 
(1 '329- { <-World. (Mann) (400; ‘$1 25-$1 50) 

$1 .25-$2.75)—“It’s: :a.. -Mad : World” | — 
| WA): (15th: wk). “Bids for climb to} 
socko | $14,000 -on. ‘extra: matinees. : 

| ‘Doctor’ Dandy $8, 000; . 

125): Port:;. ‘Jones’ 10G, 7th | 
_Daydating.. “with. . Hyde | . 

“Boccaccio: 10” 
(Embassy). (reissue); $1,000.°- <....] is with holdovers and. long-runners, 

‘few.- newcomers, 

-.| “Seven Faces. of Dr. ‘Lao’ is-dullish 
‘on -opener: at Paramount. 

* el Pee §0)——'Captain: Newman”: (U). andi 7 

Okay: $5,000. Last’ week, $9.100.. 
Cinema 21 (Foster) (648; $1.50)—. 

“America, America” (WB) Sth wk). wk). 
in oS _ (Continued, on: ‘page. 15) 

p Pea dyi 

"Deady Gres 
- Ratimatea Total Grose 
‘This ‘Week — 3822 
¢ Based on: 35: theatres) 

“Last Year ......... $519, 400 
(Based: On. 31: theatres) —__ 

ack £6, 
Mpls; ‘Newman’ 7G 

* Minneapolis, ‘March: 31. 
“The ‘Yocal Loop currently ‘has re- | 

‘verted. to the sort of .100%. hold- 
over ¢ondition. that has prevailed 
much: of ‘the. time the past year. | 

| But.. there’s. not: ore newcomer. 
‘downtown this ‘week, Easter week’s 
school vacation:.and ‘a three-day 
state high ‘school basketball tourna- |: 

| ment which brought in an:.army of. 
teen-agers spelled initial’ stanza’ 
prosperity for - Kissin’ ..Cousins,””. 
: “Incredible Mr.. Limpet,”: 

-| Newman” and: “Tiger Walks” ‘war- 
‘ranting’ their: staying: over . this: 
round... 

love”. and: “Seven ‘Days. fin. May.” 
“West” 

‘wintry | weather’ hurt. this week, 
| with temperatures ‘down early - :to.| 

|-$1.25-$1 50)—“Incredible. Mr.:‘Lim-.- on 
Good 8% 500- or. ‘less. oor 

zero: at night. 

. Estimates for. ‘This Week 

wk). ‘Okay | $1, 000. ° Last week, 

Century (Pai) (a, 300;: $1. 50-$3. 50) 
—“Cleopatra”’ (20th) (40th | -wk). 

‘Cooper. (CF). (905;. $1.25-$2. 50)— 

Great $13, 000. 

El Lago. 

eony” (Cont) (subrun). - Tidy: $1, 
100:. Last -week, “Virgins of. Bali’. 

“Dangerous Relations (In- |. 

- Baster’ fragrance - abounds: ‘on die) - -and (subrun),: $1,200... 

the" Cincy. film. front. currently, |: 
contributed | by chardy. - holdovers | 
‘and fresh .-pix:. 
looks: . smash ‘at. ‘Keith’s - to: front. 
newcomers, - “Seven. ‘Paces of: “Dr. 
‘Lao’ is ‘shaping: socko’ at Palace: 
| “Ineredible “Mr. Limpet” bidding: 
“okay at. flagship’ Albee, 
Newman”: rates. ‘swell, at. the. oute. c 
‘lying: Valley. - $9, 000. 

Increasing the tempo of winning 

Gopher (Berger). (1,000; '$1-$1. 25) 
We on Cousins” (MGM) 
Ww 

‘Lyrie_.(Par) ” (1,000; $1-$1. 25)— 
-|“"Tiger Walks” (BV) (2d wk). Okay | 
|. $5,000, Last ‘week, $6,000. :: he. 
“Mann (Mann) (1,000; $1. 25-$1: 50) | 

7 ——“Dr. 

wk). 
Strangelove” : (Col) 

‘Sturdy $8, 000... ‘Last week, 

.Orpheum . (Mann): (2, 800; $1. 

Park. (Maan). a, 000: $1 50)— 

5 bud: $4, 500, . “Last: week, 

$12,000. 
“Suburban | ‘World: (Mana) “ (800: 

—Tom: Jones” ° (UA): (6th. wk).. 
‘Smash $10, 000. Last ‘week; $11, 000. | 

- Portland, Ore:; “March 31... 
* Bulk of. strength . here currently 

“Paris When. It Sizzles,” one. -of 
shapes trim at 

Music ‘Box while “Dr. Strangelove” |- 
fs. rated. tall. in. first’.at- the Fox. 

“Ts a 

‘Mad ‘World’? is top: Tongrun, with a 
wow take at the Hollywood in’ 15th 
week. 

"Estimates for This: Week - 
‘Broadway. (Parker): (1,890; $1: 

“One Manh’s Paris” | U). (2d° wk). | 

2 nn De 

| May Rousing SIL mk Acs Pats 

'.Mtrade currently.: F 
.. Tf shapes’ wham in’ second. week: at 

Also terrific is “Tom. .- 
| “| Sones”. in sixth: round. -at ‘the Kimmo." 

‘Limpet” at Paramount:is just ‘good, 

200: "| Brookside. . 

|-Granada ‘looms. - : 
| “Paris .When It : ‘Sizzles’ -at Plaza ore 
| shapes. hotsy.. 

. ‘May”’.. . 

| love’” (Col) (2d ‘wk).: 
‘Last week, ‘$9, 500..." or 

~Capri.(Durwood) a 260; $1: 85-$3) a: 

“Capt. q 

~[Leral)’- 
‘And ‘still: in. the: big’ ‘money are 

-| roadshow. “How . West. Was Won” 
along with “Tom Jones,” .particu- 
larly. a barnburner, “Dr. Strange- 

is approaching its. 14th} 
month, hitting: a wow ‘take in 56th | - 
‘week at the Cooper. Unseasonably 

pet” CWB).: 

Academy. -(Mann) : (1,050; $1. “g5..| Last ‘week, reissu
es. 

"1 $1. 50) — “Mr... Limpet”™ 
wk), Fair $4,000. Last week, $6, 000. | 

Avalon (Frank): (900; $0— 
“Saucy. Aussie” (Indie) and : -“Man |. 

-}.on.-Moon’?: (Lopert) (subrun). .(3d |. 

(WB). (2d ]- 

Hot. $9,000. Last. week, . 

" Bed” (Cont).:: 
' week, Teigsues. 

_ Roxy: (Durwood’ (66
4; 76-81: 50)_— : ced

e 

[“Seven Days in May’:(Par
)..- 

-(MGM). 
Last 

(BY). 
“Bal- , 

—"Irma: La Douce” (BIA) and. 
“Some Like It Hot” (UA) (reissues). 
‘Satisfactory. $6, 000. Last ‘week, | - 
stageshow. 

Excellent, 
s0 

WK-5. days). ” 
Week, ‘$7,000. 

; (20th), . “$6,700... 

1$14,000. oe . : . . : 

SON earl: 0nd z, Soa Jar 

Wednesday, April 1, 1964 

Kansas City, March. Ste 
ae -late-season liz: with accome - 

: | panying- temp. drops to. 14 above | 
will hold ‘back. most Easter. holiday: . 

“Dr. Strangelove”... 

‘Newcomers: ‘are ©. “spotty. 

os | “Tiger Walks” at ~Up= ‘town: and. 
passable. | But 

_aseven “Days . 

opener. 
is torrid i in 15th. Empire round,” 

‘Estimates “for - “his. Week : 

Brookside (Fox. . Midwest - ‘Nat. i : 
Gen.) . (800; $1.50)——“‘Dr. ‘Strange-.- 

—‘‘Cleopatra” (20th) . 
Pine $8,000. Last. ‘week, $7, 500. 

. Empire: (Durtwood): (866; $1. 50 
$2.50) —“It’s ‘a. Mad - World”. (WA) 
(15th: : wk)... ‘Socko. $14, 000. Last 
week, $10, 500... 

(900° cars -each).. : 
dale) (750. ‘cars. Hiway. 40 -(Gene-. 

(1,000: “cars);.. Isis. 
(1,360; $1)—“Comedy™ of : Terrors” 
(AD and “Pyro” (AD). - 

and Boiilevard:. only, 
Hero”: (UA), $3,500. - we 

- Kimo. (Dickinson) (504: '$1:50-92), 
—“‘Tom:. Jonés” (WA) * 6th : wk). *. 
Torrid. $8,000." Last‘ week, . $7; 000... 

‘Paramount (Blank-UP). (1,900; 

Plaza. (EMW) - (1, 630;. $1.25-$1. 50) a 

—“Paris. When -It Sizzles”: (Par). 
‘Victors’ 

(Col). (2d. wk), $5, 000..: wee 

Rockhill: (Art ‘Theatre:: Gulla). 
(821: $1; $1. 25)—“To Bed’ or Not to.’ 

$11,000. ‘Last. week, “Sunday . i 

Last ‘week, Uptown ‘only. 

Wh). “88 500.: 

2=)| Batlle? Good $10, 000 in 
$12, oo tS $8,000. “Last week, | Pitt; World’, Wow 136°. 

‘Toth, Jones’ 1546, 7th cE 
‘Pittsburgh, March 31. - 

“Tiger “Walks,” 

rated good: 

“Side. 
Sate (Pan) (2,000; $1. 25-§1. 50)-—— | 

‘Captain . Newman”. nha st reek. | 
Ss as wee at Virile $7,000 . or “over. “Lillies ‘of: Field” ty ‘A). ‘(adst. Whe 

week, ; * oe 

‘Estimates, for: This Week. : 
Forum - (Assoe.) ; (380: $1, 75)=- ee 

$3, 500._ - Tast 

' Fulton (Assoc.) _ 1,900: $1-81: i5y 
—"Flight : from Ashiya” . (UA)}:(2d 

Weak- $3,000. . Last: 

‘ Gateway -- ‘(Assoe. y. 

Fat $10, 500... -Last week,: ” 

| . Penn. (ATC) 3, 472: $131: 50): . 
“Brass - Bottle’. (U). ‘Good: $10,000. . 
Last "week; “Shock. “Treatment”. . 

: Shadyside’ (MOTO): (623; 

Neat | $3, 500. 
$3,400. . . 

Squirrel Hil (Sw), (a00: $1.75) 

Last’ week,” 

-another: record ~ with 
$15,500. and. ahead of. ast. “week's: . 

“Stanley (SW) 8, 700: 
“Piger. Walks”. (BY). 
Last.. week, 
$10, 000... ceed: 
Warner (SW) a ,260; $1. 50-$3)- 
“TPs a. Mad. Workk 9 (UA). (15th. 

Holiday | ‘big. ‘help. :for ‘hoffe. 
+$13, 000. Last : week, $i, 000... 

$1-$1:75)— ve 
Drab $5,500. | 

‘getting - excellent | “word-of- a a 
| mouth -at. - -Roxy:. looks ; socko..on.. -*.-: 

“It’s a’ Mad World” stilt 7 

“Wow $9,000... ae 

Crest, Riverside. (Commonwéaithy’ - 
- Boulevard‘ (Rose- 

(FMW). 2 

“Okay ‘$120° 2.07. 
000. Last week,. Crest,. Riverside ~:..° - 

“My. ‘Son, . en 

Smooth. $3, 000. Last. ne wl 

Socko.." ' 

New York” (MGM) (5th wk), “$5, 600. tad als 
- Uptown; .Granada (FMW). (2,043; .. 7. 

1,219; $1.25-$1.50)—“Tiger Walks”. 
‘Moderately - good |. $12,000;'°" ~ 

‘Love 
With Proper Stronger” (Par) ‘Ga: rs 

ep om Jones” is racing ‘toward woe 
another: record” week: .in‘-seventh: ° \.: 
Session. at the: small: ‘Squirrel ‘Hill; -..": 

-| “Captain. Newmah” ‘femiains’ sock. -- 
‘in. second: at. Gateway. .““It’s.@ Mad’... 
World”: is headed: for smash. total Sov. 
‘in-15th round at the Warner. +) | 

: in’: first Jat the ed 
| Stanley,. is very -drab.. Other new-. .”: ; 
‘comer, “Brass Bottle” ‘at Penn, is; 

| “America, América”: -- |. 
>| shapes solid: in: fifth’ at. the Shady- Oe, 

. “4, 900; - - $1 Opis 
' $1: 75) -—=. “Captain Newman’ (UU). 

.| (2d. wk). 
$11,00 000 

S “$1.75. 
— America, -Ameriea” (WB). (5th. 0 
W. 

“Tom Jones” (UA) (7th. wk). Héad- By aa 
ing for : aa 

“Mr. Limpet” (WB). oe: 

a e364 Me out 



aetna “Jones” (BV) $i35, 000. for. 20. ‘spots. _ 
TT, 85th. St. (Manhattan); Loéw’s Olympia, ‘American; ‘Brandt's 

2 a Post. Road; 167th ‘St.;. ‘Randforce: ‘Beverly; : “Towa. &. Country's | Sea: 
i. View, Wantagh; Glen Cove, Hewlett; Century's’ Marine, Oceana, 
one Morton * Village, - Bliss, Prospect, “Queens; Interboro’s - Fortway; 

Fabian’s St: George; Island’s: ‘Parkway; ‘Westchester ‘Town. oe 
“Incredible Mr. ‘Limpet” (WB)—$85,000 ‘for 19. spots. “os 
Astor.(Manhattan); RKO’s 58th St.,: Coliseum, : ‘Dyker, Kenmore, - 

“".. Madison, Castle. ‘Hi, Keith’s “Flushing, : Strand, White. Plains; .. 
| -Skouras - Riverside, . Valentine, Forest ‘Hills; “Merrick, Playhouse, - 

7 ae _ Rivoli. (lempsteay), Lynbrook, Bronxville; Randforce Duffield. : : 

Do "Chicago: Mareb: 31. + 
Chi firstrun. biz,. which ‘was soar- | 

ing, - was: ‘sloughed’ by. a: ‘Sunday: 

Es “ gnow storm. ‘Despite: this, niany pix-}- 
“> are doing okay. New: this reuad. is.) 

= “ATiger Walks,” which is preem- | 
: Hing to. a.class§”. $18,000. at.‘ the. 

“‘“Sanjuro” is bowing: ‘ ao Roosevelt... 
on nicely; at: the- ‘Town. 
A big: batch : of. . hefty. second 
. -.- ‘Founders are all: picking -up. solid: 
_ “Captain: Newman”. is. -nab-: 

‘bing a. solid second ‘at. the. ‘Chicago’ 
= -eoin, = 

while ““The Pink Panther’ .is’ fast 
for. the: same State-Lake  sessién.. 
“““aqgight From: Ashiya" is aailine.a 

. tame. second: Oriental frame... “The 
__ Silence” is “posting ‘a rousing: sec-. 
“ond - round:. jMaydating ‘the. “Loop |" 
' cand ‘Carnégie, ». 

ar brisk’ fifth ‘United. Artists lap.. 
“Dr, Strangelove’. continues: ‘wham. 

“.4n its“Esauire sixth. 
“The Cardnal” is. ‘hailing rt vstout | - 

- 13th. Woods: outing. while: “Tom 
; Jones”. is. loud in its ‘Todd 19th ses- 
‘sion. On. hardticket,,. 

at the Cinestage.. 
Outlying houses . suffered : Tess,: 

“pith “Mr. -Limpet” doing. ‘gpell: in 
« . 60 spots. and-subrun of “eye” nifty | 
nM, 23 locations... 

Estimates: for ‘This. Week 
- Carnegie: (Brotman). :(495:. $35. 

: $1. 80)—"Silence”. (Janus) | (24: ‘wk).} : - . eS eet 

. 3 

: 3 » 

oe 4 “Chicago: (BE&K) (3,900; 90-$1:80)| es LL as 
-—“Captain: Newman” ‘(U): (2d. Maa | 

Cinema (Stern) « (508; - $1.50). —. | . ) eve; ‘Jones’ 1! ; 
TG: Bed’ Or Not To: Bed”:.{Cont). 

“= (2d -wk).- “Smart” $3, 800: Last. week, 

Excellent. $4,500... ‘or. “near, ‘Last 
week. $6; 500. 

Tall $25.000: Last .week, -$24:000. * 

a $5, 000. 

-  Cinestage. (Todd). (1,038; ° $1:75- 
- $3.50)" — “Becket”. (Par) (2d- wk): 

oo ‘Sock: $20, 800: Last week, $19,000. 
| Esquire (H&E. Balaban) . cel 238; 

: - Strangelove” | | 
(Col (6th. wk). ‘Dandy $17, 000. Last. ; 
~ $1.25-$1.80). — “Dr. 

, week, $18,000. - 
“Loop (Brotman) (606: 90-$1 80) 

- € Continued. on page 15) 

al Newman’ Toud $8500, 
- Omaha; ‘Party’ Hot 106): 

- Omaha, “March. 31;- 

SCapiain: Newman” looks big ‘on. |’ 
- opening -“round . ‘at -- “Orpheum. 
“Muscle . Beach : Party”. is ‘rated. 
strong "for. ‘opener’: ‘in - two: 

--. “Becket” shapes socko: for initial }- 
'-.gession: at. Cooper. “Tiger: ‘Walks”.: 

- {Love” (Royal). ~ ‘looks . modest: for ‘first -at State.: 
" “Estimates: for This Week | - 

2. 870: Orphéum | (Tri-States) :-: 
$1:25)- 

o (reissues), $3,500. - 
\ i Omaha" (Tri-States)- (2, 066: $1 25) 
7 e —Yank. in Viet. ‘Nam’ (UA). and} 

_ “Cry..of. Battle’. (UA). Bad: $2,600: ; 
“Last. week, “Victdrs” (Col), $2.500. - 

-; Cooper." {Cooper} (687: .-$1.25)— } 
" “Becket”. (Par).. 

MGM), $3,500. 
"State - (Cooper). (15% $1.25)—"A' | 
i “Tiger Walks” (BV). ‘Modest: $4.7 500: 
. Last? week, - 

(Cont) (reissue), ‘$3,800..- 
-. Admiral (Ralph Blank). (1,000: } 
$1: 50) —"Tom Jones”. (UA): {7th}. 

_ wk). “Soecko - -$8.500: East” week, 
*# $5,700: 3. = . 

- Chief, \. (Ralph Blank) | 
(1.23451, we ‘cars: $1.25)—"Muscle | 

ot Beach. Party” (AD. Strong. $10, 000: 

“Becket”: is |: 

racking” up x ‘smash . wecond canto: 

“Merlin. Jones”: (BV): 
‘Large $14,000 or Tess. Last: week, 

- ——‘‘Captain . Newman” . (U).: 
Big” $8,500. Last week, to: Catch’ 
“Thief? (Par) « and. “Verdigo”: “ (Par) " 

“man” «(UY -(2d:- wk). 

Sock -$8,000° or |- 
r-- Near. Last - week, “Global “Affair” 

{15th wk). 
Wuthering™ “Heights” : 

‘World? “Great t $13, 000, 

Columbus; O.,-March. S31.” 
“Holdoyers. are. ‘scheduled : at’ “a i 

firstruns for Easter ‘week: with solid: ee 
-1 ent bill is. a 10-day booking. Par]: 

every show, | | 
with long Tines the first: ‘four days: 

business « ‘looming - in most: ‘spots. 
|“Cleopatra”. in’ second ..stanza’.at'} 
‘Beechwold :and New. Main. shapes. 
‘sock. 
Jones”. 

: “Misadventures: of. Merlin 

Days in May”. Sill is. pleasing ‘in 
second inning. at ‘the Ohio. Extra’ | 
holiday performances should ‘boost 
Grand’s’ seventh -week of. “It’s: a: 
MadWorld” to a sriash: total. 
-’ ‘Estimates for This Week 
Beechwold (Academy-Neth). (860; 

“Seven Days: in * May" is tallying | $1-$2). and New. Main. (Yassenoff). 
|-(1,100;° $1-$2)——‘Cleopatra”. (20th). 
(2d: ‘wk).. Socko $16, 000. Last week, 

1 $17, 200. ° 
" Grand. (RKO). (860; . $1. 50-$2. 75) 
=“Ts a. Mad World” .(UA)-: (7th 
wh): - Smash ‘$13, 000:. _ Last: -week, af 
$10, 000: =: | 

“Ohio- (Loew). 8, 079." 50-$1 50). 
4“Seven Days in “May” (Par). (2d. 
At wk)... Pleasing’ $9; 008. . Last, week, 
‘$I, 000: 

“‘Balace (RKO) (2,845; %5-$1:50)— 
(2d .-wk).’ 

$15, 080. 

‘Cleveland; ‘March 31. 

“Tom. Jones’ is 
‘giving. it. “a. tight race. for : bio. 

week. at: the..Ohio. . 
“Capt. Newman”. is ‘pated. fine in 

Estimates | Jee - This Week 
Warner): (2, 868: 

“Colony -’ Art” 

(925; $1.50). —-“‘Dr: ‘Strangelove” 
(Col). 5th. wi): : Great $5,600. Last 
week, “$5,300: 
“Hippodrome - 

(3,500; $1.25-$1.50)—“Captain New- 
‘Good $12,000: 

Last, week, $10,000... °-- 
..Ohie: (Loew) (1,020: $1. 25-$i. 85): 

—*‘Fom Jones” (UA) (6th. wk). Sock} |: 
$11, 000. -Last--week; $12,000:: 
Palace “(F&A-- Theaters).”.(1, 265: |: 

—“It's a Mad. World’: (UA) $1.50-$3) 
Socko- $13; 000. Last 

-week,. $9, 500:. 
‘State Loew) .” 

{2d--wk). 
Last. sveek,. $11,500. . 

‘Westwood. Art; 
‘Guild. 4955; $1 50)-—“Dr. Strange- 
-Jove” XCol). Gth: wk), Smart 44 400. 
A Last week, #4 700, 

is* “giving ‘the Palace ‘a: 
crowded -second ° week. - Seven 

‘the Warner. 

daurels' with:.a hearty: take in sixth. 

4 2d wk)... 

_(Staniey-Warner) 
44, 354s. $1. 50)—“Easy. Life”. -(Em-" 
‘bassy) ° (3d . wk). . 

“spots: | Last wéek, $2, 500: - 
Routine’. $2, 600..| 

Centiacatal Art (art “Theatre 
$Guild)..(925; $1. ‘50)}—“¥ Love, You. 

~-So-so: $2;200. °-Last4. 
2 week, | Monkey’ in Winter” (MGM), 
“f $t, 400. - . 

‘Heights ‘Art. (Art Theatre Guild) 

“(Hipp ‘Blas, Lo. hee 

Fall” (MGM) (3d. wk). 
over” round. completed -yesterday: ‘ 

1 <Tues.): was.. very - good $8;500 or’ 

3, 450; . “gt 65)’ +] near: after $9 500. for. onener.. Day- _ 
“Seven ‘Faces of. Dr. Lao”. -(MGM)- 

“Average $9,000" or. Jess. a 

(Act: “Theatre 

Lf = te —_ oe -. ® 

aT TP aye) 
a Helped. ‘by. ‘Raster’. ‘Week’ days L 
: | whieh ‘offset’. last“ part of Hoely.|: : 

‘Week, increased‘ by’ -vacationing:|— 
students, and usual: holiday scales | - 

| plus- new. prodicct, Broadway is}. 
= | booming in the current session. It] - 

| now: looks like-the: total: gross: for: 
.34. theatres. will : ‘top an amazing 

‘1 $822, 000,. biggest ‘figure’ -gsince- the 
| year-end. ‘holidays, and one. of big- fe 

: ~~ playing..percentage,- hence the | 
Greatest: coin. total;-of course, is} * estimated ‘Agures are “net in- 

Lee | being racked ‘up by the Music:Halt|- - 
“z} with its -.Easter ~ stageshow..-.and |. © 

N:| “World of Henry Orient.”..Current 
4, nf. | (2d). stanza looks to ‘soar te a}. 

JS | mighty: $215,000 in- second week | =eeeem — 
| ending: today. (Wed). “Fall of Ro-j} san 
“ ‘hitting’ a omashi- 
2 sa ‘opening found: vat hs De-j 5 o 

Col: ‘Merlin’ ‘Fat 14G| 4* 

1 est Easter. weeks. ever... 

man: Empire” is. 

ing. .week at the Paramount. Pres- 

showcase was 

Also: new, “Incredible, Mr. Limpet” 
‘looks like a fair. $14,000 on opener. 
at the. ‘Astor. 

‘Newman,” alsoa fresh entry, : oy. “Capt, , 

looks ‘like’ a: fat $22,000. opening. 
yound: at the’ ‘Palate, where also on 
-subrun. : me 
ad . “Becket”: eS m 

six extra 

matinees. 
helding with-» s0¢k ‘$39,700 in sixth |. 

‘| round, daydating the. Criterion’ and 
-Sutton. : a 

7 “Yesterday, ‘Today and’ Tomor= 
: “row”: is ‘holding close to opening 

| week’s record figure, with “wow |. 

‘$1.25 -$1.50) — 
Ba. wk). Good $10,000." Last: week, 

$51,000 for second stanza, daydat- 
{ins fhe Festival: and ‘Tower East. 

an still ‘s boffe: ‘at ‘$47,000. for ninth. 
a”. 7 week, daydating. the ‘Vistoria: and 

|. ‘ait a Mad World”: ‘edzed up ‘te 
‘@. great $27,000 in 19th. round sf: 

"Night. Must Fall”: 
1 looks trim $12,000 in second frame, 

; daydating the ‘Embassy. and Murray" 
- Standout : “biz: ‘being. ‘done _ cur-|-Hill 

: rently. is by “It’s a Mad “World,” 
-which shapes: smash {n’.15th round, 
at: the - Palace. 

: one Servant” held. ith” ‘great: 
$19,390. in second week atthe Lit-. 
tle Carnegie. “Tom Jones”: is 

| holding with. # ‘smash $37,500, for | 
25th. session: at.- the Cinema. ‘One 

‘| and: seventh: week at the Cinema. 

|.second - ‘stanza’ at the. ‘Hipp while. Tee... 
| “Tiger: “Walks” shapes weak in sec-}° = 

‘4nd at the- Allen. “Dr. Strangelove” 
-: J dooms lofty. in ‘fifth’ ‘sessions day-: 

} | dating two smaller: ‘houses. :. 

‘Estimates, for This Week 

Aster: City. 

-First Stanza* 

“000; -but this is very. big in view of 
its previous. Jongran : at: the - De-. 
Mille and that: -it is ‘also: ‘playing |. 

an 

in ‘some. “other. houses: on: -satura- 
tion. booking: *. 

: Criterion © (Moss) q, 520; $1 50- 

\(Tth wk). Sixth. ‘session. ended yes- 

$3.50) —"F all. ‘of: Roman - Empire” 
(Par). Initial week! ending ‘tomor- 
row (Thurs.). looks like - -‘thighty: 
S16 ,000 despite’ crix. barbs. Stays 

Ee m b: ass v- (Guild: Enterprises) 
(500:. $1.50-$2.50):. — “Night Must 

dating. -with ‘Murray: Hill: 

000. or. close. after. ‘$17, 000. fort. 

Continued: on: page 15). a 

. without - usual - tax... Distrib-. 

q  Recka-roll atageshow with “Ne, 7 a
, f 

{$50,000 in first four days of apex-| 
s 

‘tig Cardinal,” - playing: ubee- 
“quent-run ‘at the Cinerama, hit: aj. 
‘big $22,000. epening session despite: 

~|longrun: just ended at the. DeMille. 

Cinerama,. 

oarin: to 2 : capacity | 
+ $58,000 ist third ‘session. ‘at- the 
‘Statée,' being “helped ‘by. six 

“Seven Days in May’”. is. 

gelove™| 

80-90) — “Tom Jones” 
wk). Sock. 1$17,000:- “Last ‘week, | 
$14,000." 

De | With Suitcase”. (Indie). 
‘Cineramia . (Loew). (1,552: $1.50. $1.200: Last week, “Sweet Ecstacy”: 

$2: $0)}—""The- Cardinal” (Col). (sub-: 
4 run} {2a - wk). 

yesterday: (Tues.) . was. solid $22.-1. 

1 (3d wh): 

$2. '50)—"Seven Days in May’? (Par)
 |. 

terday.. (Tues,)’ was: great’. $25.000° 
‘or over after $26.400 for. Afth, Day-{ 

+ dating with the Sutton. * q 
DeMille (Reade): (1 463: ‘$l 50- 1 

First hold-: 

: Forum (Nore!) (813: $1. 25-81. £0). < 
| — °“The - Prize” (MGS). Asubran). 
‘Ba wk). Second session finished | 
yesterday. (Tues.) -was smash: $16.- $3,000. 

Estimates Are Net 
Flim. gross estimates. as re- 

-perted. herewith from thevari- . 
_ous . key: cities, are .net; -Le.,: . 

utors share on net. take, -when 

‘come. . 

The ‘ parenthetic admission 
~ -prices,.. ‘however, :as 4dndicated, _ 
tnclude. U. S. amusement.tax. 

- “. 

— “St. “tous, Maoh The 
‘Lone newconter: to. ‘get tee. this 

stanza is “Paris When It Sizzles,” Vie Noe 
which looks hotey at the Ambas- | 
sador.” “Alone. Against Reme”: 
loonis drab in ‘first round at State. 

“tpi ger: “Walks”: stiapes © okay: dn 
‘second ‘at: the St. Louis. L 
“Tom Jones’ is sock .in ‘fifth at 

‘Loew's - 
World”. is ‘heading for . a smash 

Mid-City. “It’s a * Maid ’ 

take -in. sixth session . at” Martin {825 
tlimbing considerably: 

ahead. of Jest” ‘week's : ‘take. 
' Estimates for This ‘Week: 

- Ambassador (arthur) (2,978;. 00-: 
$1. 25) —"Paris- ‘When It Sizztes”. 
(Par).-. Fast. $12,000.-: Last -week,.' 
“America, “America” (WS),.$10,800:- 

‘ Apollo. Aft. (Grave} | .(700; : 80-7 
$1.25)- —“Swedish “Mistress”. (Indie) | 
and “Fiances” ’ (Indie)... Nice $2,- | 
000:. ‘Last week, “Suddenty It's 
“Murder”. (Indie),..$1,500.. 

- Esquire ‘{(Jablonew-Komm) td, 800: 
-*Cleopatra”. (20th): 

Fox. (Arthar): {5.000;. 90-$1.25)— |= 
Man's | ‘Favorite’ Sport”. AW): (4th 
[ye Big $15,000.» Last. week, {$3 

. State . (Loew) (3: 600%: 0-90). — 
“Alone. Acainst Rome” (indie). and. . 
“Witch’s Curse” (indie). Drab $7,-: 
000.” or. Yess: Last... week, “One: 
Man's Way” (UA), $7.000._ 

: Martin Cinerama (Martin). (913:. 
$1.30-$2: 50)—“It’s .a.' Mad: Workd” {| 
CUA) (6th wk). Big $18,000." Last | 
week, : $15, 000.: 

we “Pageant. (Arthur) (1,000: “9p. 
$1: 95) .—— “Wanfasia”. (BV) (reissue) - 

Inv.):: “d, 094; $035 
$2)—“Sneredible Mr. “Limpet” (WB). 

«Initial ‘round finished | 
‘|-yesterday: (Tues) ‘was. fair $14,000. 

Allen _ jor close.” ‘Playing : ‘Showcase. - 
$1. 25-$1.50)—“Tiger - -Walks” 4B): ; 
((2d wk).. Weak. $8,008. ‘Last week, 

J $8,500. eel 

(2d wk). Good. $2. 500. ‘Last week, | 
/$3:000 

“Paris Art (Chernoff) 41800: ‘sn— | 
“Flamboyants” (Indie) and. Girl 

’ Avetage.: 

{indie). and “Weird. Love Makers” 
ended | (Inilie),. $1.200.. 

‘St, Louis. ( Arthur) 3, 800: 715-80). 
"Tver. “Walks”. (BY) (2d. wk). 
-Okav $8,000. “Last ‘week:- $10,000: 

‘Shady. Mak (Arthur) (760; -90=:}: 
(Col). oo $125) —“Dr. Strangelove” ‘ 

Good. $8. 590: - ‘Last’ “weeks, 
$3,000. . 

‘Newnay’ Trim $1600 000, 
- Baff, ‘World’. Okay 106 
= ’ Buffalo, March 31: . 
Captain ‘Newnian,”” “playing - in’ 

‘two: “houses, looks. standout. -here 
currently. ‘with -nice. takings:: “Kiss- | 
in’ Cousins” is. fairly good on open- 

}er at the: Buffalo: “A- Global. Af- 
fair,” ‘is -only:moderate.on initial 
round at°-Center::. “It's a Mad} 
World” ‘shapes. okay if a ‘Dit: ‘below 
hopes: ‘in’ first at. the ‘Teck, - 

Estimates for This. Week | 
: Buffalo (Loew) (3,500;: $1-$1 ‘49h 
Kissin’ Cousins” (MGM): “Battle | 
of World”. (MGM):. Good ‘$13,000. 
Last: ‘week, “One Man's Way” {UA),. 

Center (ABPT: @, 500:- $1-$1 49) 

Continued ‘on n page. 15) 

$1. 25) — 

i $1.25) 

Ss mw MB yD a a 

oe Los ‘Angeles, March 31. 
- Firstrun: ‘biz<here this week is 

: continuing on the hot side, with 
latter half of. session aided by. 
Easter school vacation. However, 
‘strength. lies in: holdovers | rather i 

--/than. in. most. newcomers. _ 
‘1 “Sunday “in. ‘New York”. tops 
fresh ‘entries with a solid $19,000 
expected in three theatres.. “Flight. 

“From Ashiya” looks: ‘only: soft $13,- 
“1000, also.for three spots, .while 

. “Tiger “Walks”: is rated slow $12,- 
000 in ‘same number of sites. 
Of regular -holdovers,. “Tom 

jJones” remains torrid with $30,- 
4000: while “Pink Panther” shapes 

| socko .$28,000 in second at Holly- 
- J wood: Par. “Yesterday, Today and 
~ {Tomorrow” in .sécond. at Fox Wil- 

; ae shire. looks. smash -$26,00).. | 
“Seven: Days in May” jteoms big. 

” +$20,000 in fourth: Chinese week, 
i“Becket"’ looks. socko °$25, 008" in: 
{second : at Warner Beverly. - 

On multiple spreads, 
-shapes handsome $141,- 

000. for. 26. locations: “Flight From. 
1 Ashiya” lodks soft $11, 000 &: 28. 
spots: and: “Tiger W: 
$104,000 in 27 situations. - 

; ‘Estimates. for This Week 
Baldwin, Fris, Los ates 

F {State-FWC-Metropolitan) (1.800; 
2,049: $1-$1 50) — “Tiger 

Walks” (BY). - and 

and Body” (Indie), $15,800, tris 
with. Hillstreet, Wiltern, 

less”(Par), . $11,600, 

$2.40) —..“Dr. Strangelave” (Col) 
(6th. wk). Sock. $18, 200. ‘Last week, 

{ $18,700 
. Chinese. (EWC) “(1,408; 

week, $19,800." 
-. .Cinerama (Pac) (915; $1.49-$3,50). 

‘Mad .World”. (UA) (21st... wk). 
Hefty $25,000 or hear. ‘Last week,” 
33,900. 

‘Egyptian. .(UATC): (1,392: 
133 50)— 

. (Continued on page 15). 

ie Smmoeth $3,000 la” 
. Dville: ‘Werk?’ 96, 15 

Louisville, March $1. 

j patrons into the central area just 
like old times.. 

ithe Mary’ Ann. : “Paris. When It 
Sizzles” * at the Ohio looks okay. 
“It’s MadWorld,” in 15th week 
vat. the Rialto,: Shapes . socko. 

| ‘Kentucky’ (Switow).. 

| $6.000. 
Mary - ‘Ann. (People’s) (1,100;. 15- 

“Mr. Limpet”. (WB). Nice. 
-$5,500.:. Last” week,.. “America, 
America”. (WB) -mild . $3,000. ae 
Ohio. {Settos): -(90: 15-$1 25) — 

“Paris : When” It . Sizzles” © (Par). 
OKay ‘$4500. ‘Last -week, “Merlin 
‘Jones” (BY) (5th wk), $6,500. 

‘Penthouse (Fourth Avenue). (900; - 
15-$1.25) °—. “Love - vith Proper 
‘Stranger’. (Par). 

| Per). (2d wk), $5,500. 
Rialta: (Fourth: Avenue). ( 1, 100: 7 

$1. 50-$2. 50) —“It's_ a- ‘Mad. ‘World 
~ Robust $8, 006... ‘(UA}. 15th wk). 

‘Lost. werk. $3.200.. : 
 Wnited Artids (Fourth Avenue) 

{1.700;- 75-$1.25) — “Tiger. : Walks” 
(BV). .. Nice $8,000.: Last. week, 
“Soldier An ‘Ran”. {AA} (2d wk), . 

} $5. 500. 

“Sunday: 

“Starfighters’” 
” | €indie). Slow :$12,000. Last week, ... 
‘TBaldwin,; Los Angeles with Pix, 
- Pegissin’ ‘Cousins” (MGM), “Beauty 

“Son. 

Capt. Blood” (Par), “Law: ‘of Law-': 

Beverly (State) (1,150; $i.49- 

$1. 49- 
| $2. 40) —-..“Seven “Days ‘in “May”. 

(Par): (4th: wk), ‘Lusty $20,000. Last -- 

Crest: (State) (150: $1. 25)—"Mr.. 
a: | Limpet” (WB) and “Legend” of 

(Sth | Lobo” (BY) (reissue) (2d wk). Busy 
$3.00. Last -week, $5,000. : 

$1.25-" 
—‘The Cardinal” {Col). (15th. 

Beige: sunny: Easter: Day and 
‘brisk aweekend -was.a boon to first- 
runs, “with. fresh. product bringing © 

.Penthouse, with. 
“Love With. Proper Stranger” will 
ride the top spot. while the United .. 

| Artists is heading for.a nice gross, 
boosted ‘by kid trade; with “Tiger - 
Walks.” : “Mr. “Limpet” is fine at 

. Estimates. for This. Week. ae 

(900: 75- 
“Tom: Jones” (UA) (7th. 

‘twk):.. ' Big. $5, 500. _ Sixth: week, : 

'$11.900. 
‘Last. week,:: “Seven: Days in- May” = 

. & soo me: 
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:.. yesterday 
~ $27,000 or near. after’ $21, 600 for 

-: Easter’ 

‘(2d wk). 

“morrow (Thurs.): 
smash $11,000 -or ‘close after $9;500- 

“and. See All People” (Indie). 
“today (Wed.); In ahead; “Beat ‘the 
a (6th. wk}. was. okay’: 
_ $3, 200° but, very nice longrun here: 

a ira % fi, we 

~ Broadway Grosses 
— “Daydating - ‘with “Trans- 

a Lux 52d Street. ~ 
"Palace (RKO). (1,642; -$1.25-$2)'| $1 
—*Capt. “Newman”. (U):: (2d. Wk): 

Opening round was big ‘$21,000 ‘or. 
--elose. Also on saturation booking. 

’.. Paramount. (AB-PT) (3,665; ‘$1-: 
- $2. 50)—“No, My Darling. ‘Daugh- |’ 

: ter”: (Zenith). with rock: ’n’ roll 
stageshow. First fo days ‘ended 

... Monday -(30) hit an-amazing -$50,- 
-.Q900,- with long. lines. If it..main- |. 

‘tains this. clip, ‘Par: ‘flagship could 

hit better: than” “$90. 000, which: 
would be a. new. high ‘for -years 

‘here. “Booked: only. for -10: days... 

- fellers) (6,200; *.99-$2:85) 

-‘gtageshow: (2d wk).-Business started: 
_ -perking: here as.of. last: Friday, ‘and: 
(as -a result. the current week. end-. 
“ing todav.. (Wed. ) is soaring {o mam- 
moth $215, 000. and smaybe™ ‘a new. 
high. ‘for Easter. week. “Opener 

Was $170,000.- Holding, natch! Hall 
a: started adding five shows beginning 
‘on last “Friday, which; of course,’ 
helps swell total. 
. Rivoli (UAT) (1. BAD; $2.50-$5: 50) |: 
— “Cleopatra” (20th). (43d: wk). The: 
42d stanza completed. -yesterday, 
(Tues. } perked uv to nice’ $17,000 

: “or ‘near, with ‘holiday. scales ‘help- 
_ > ing, of course.. Last week, '$13,500.: 
Rialto (Brandt). (600; $i :25-$2, 50) | 

(9th) wk): | “Silence”. (Janus) 
Eighth round. ended Sunday. (29) 
was big’ $9, 000 « after” $9,800 for 

: “| Sunday..(29) ‘was great $7,500 ‘after |. 
a. State: (Loew). ( 1,850; $1. 50-85. 50)" g $ 

is. 
“gession. winding.today :(Wed:) looks | 
. like. capacity $58,000 after. $43, 500. 
‘for: second,:.which was: hear capac- 

‘Third week :was. helped by’ 
holiday ‘prices and six added mati- | 

-geventh week.. 

—“Becket”.’ (Par) -(3d--wk) 

ity). 

ees... Continues. on. indefinitely. 
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; $1 25. 

”'$2)-"Dr. Strangelove” (Col). (10th. 
The: ninth. round: completed 

“(Tues.) -- was. smash 
* wk). 

-eighth.. - Daydating: ‘with: Baronet. 
Warner (SW) (1,504; $2.50-$4 80). 

—“It’s a Mad. World”: (UA): (20th 
| ; wk): 

Helped. -by. holiday 
- Current -week .. 

: “Sunday (29th) - will: 
es helped by: extra-matinees, too. 

; ‘First-Rum. Arties: 

; scales." 

“day (Tues) » 
near. after ‘$17, 700 for. eighth. . 

Beekman .  (Rugoff - Th.) 

“Monday. (30) was. big $7,000. 
Carnegie ‘Hall - - Cinema 

. for..-opener,.. . Aided.* by juvenile 
‘patronage. in current ‘week. Stays ; 

-., 500 for 24th .week. | 
a Cinema: Two: (Rugott Th) (300; 
$1. 50-$2)—“Tom Jones”? ' (UA). (8th: 

‘The ‘seventh - week - finished: : wk). 
‘yesterday (Tueés.) was: sock $13,200. 

_ ‘miter: $13,000: for: sixth. 
- Coronet (Reade).(500; "$1. 50-$2)— 

-, “They- All: Died “Laughing” (Cont) 
Second frame completed 

Saturdav - (28) -was- good $8,000. or |: 
1 Bed: or: Not : to. “Bed” (Conf). ‘ie 

ife’* 

(3d. wk)..- 

close. after. $11,000 for..opener. ° 
“Festival: (Embassy) (546; ‘$2-§2.50) 

rs —“Yesterday,” ‘Today and. Temor-: 
“row” (Embassy) (3d wk). First hold-|::: 

' politan-State-F WC). 
810;. -$1.25-$2)—“'Tom. Tones”. (UA). 
(18th wk, Orpheum; .14th, Picfair, 
Vogue). Mighty. $30, 000. ‘Last. week, tf 

“over «session - completed Monday 
(30) “was: “whonving.. ‘$28,000 after. 

- $29:500 on: opener. Daydating with 
Tower East; ‘Both are. record weeks : 
here..- 

Fifth’ Ave. Cinema (Rugoft Th: yf 
(250: / $1.25-$2) — “Open. the Door 

“Devil”. (UA) 

Fine. Arts: (Davis). (468; $1 .80-$2) 
“usa Bonne Soupe”™ (20th) (3d wk): 

Z, Initial holdover -: 
Saturday: (28)- 
after’. $14, 000 for. first. . 

* Guild - (Guild) - 
: “Mistress For 
. First.. week | 

Summer”. 
ending ©. 

or close: - 
‘Little* ‘Carnegie: (Landau). 5205 

“(§1.25-$2)-—""The- Servant”. (Landau): 
(3d wk)... Second. Session ‘completed. 
Sunday, 29). was’ _ Fecord $19, 300". 

Continued: ‘from pace 13- 

: after. $18,000 for’ ‘first ‘week. 
“~ Murray: -Hill (Rugoft . Th.) (583; 

(2d -wk):. 

$1. 25-$2) - 
‘run) {3d- wk). 

‘|:Daydating: with.. 

7 The 19th week finished Satur- | 
. day - (28). was: boffo. $27,000;-:-with. 
. -* two extra. matinees. after $26,000 for:| 
“.. 18th _ round. 

starting 7 
“be J 

(596: : 
$1. 50-$2)—“‘Given - Word”: "(Lionex) |. 

- Initial. : week- finished.) 

_ (F&A). 
= (330; $1. 50;$2)—" Dinka”. (Artkino) : 

This. round “ending. .to-- 
‘is. heading ‘for: 

Hollywood, Warren’s,- 

(FWC - ‘Metropolitan - -SW). 
1,757; -2; 344, $1-$1 .49).—“Sunday ‘in 

Opens | wk)., 

round ~ finished. 
was great . $13, 000: . 

(450° ‘$1-$1 3)— 
(Indie). | - 

tomorrow. : '$1.65-$3.50)—“Becket” - " (Thurs.) looks: like. sockeroo- $15, 000. ‘wk).. 
4. $24, 200; : 

‘gt .25-$2:80)° © 

50-$2). — “Night’. Must’ Fall” 
(MGM) - (3d: ‘wk);” 
frame: ended. yesterday (Tués.) ‘was 

| fair. $3,500: after. $9, 300. for Anitial 
week.:.. 

“. Paris, (Pathe Cinema) (568; ‘$1. 50- 
$2). —“Of Wayward: . Love”. : (Pathe) 

Sunday. (29) was: ‘mild. $3,500... 

‘Plaza’ (Lopert). (525; 

(6th. wk). : 

fourth, ° 

(7th. wk). ‘Sixth ‘session. completed 
yesterday. _(Tues.).. was~ sock $15,-. 
000 or close after $14, 500 for. fifth 
week. . Daydating : with Criterion: ; 

Fourth stanza ended: Monday. (30) 
Was. good. $5,400 .. after. $6, 300. ‘for 
third:: 
(Toho) - copens April 7. 

500. for ‘Opener. This ‘means Tec- 
ord: highs. for..first two weeks.: 
Frans-Lux East (T-L) (600: 

(9th::wk).- Eighth’. ‘round: completed 

$8,700 for “seventh. ‘week. : “Daydat- 
ing’ ‘with Rialto:: 
TransLux 52d ‘Stc: (P-L) (540; 

— “Prize” (MGM) -(sub- |. 
“First holdover week | ;, 

(2d wk). Okay: 83 000. Last. week, 
ended: yesterday. (Twes;): “was great |" 

-on .:saturation ‘booking. 
‘Trans-Lux. 85th) St. 

(2d: wk): . 

~—“Psychomania” 
This... session” -winding. “ tomorrow |- 
(Fhurs.) :is. heading for. great. $10,--|:-. 
800. after $10, 000 for. sixth | week. 

_ }week sees a brisk: pickup in ‘trade |. 
Lo. generally, with some of: the: long- 

runs | contributing the - ‘bulk. ‘of 

Baronet: (Reade): (430:. $i an'ga._ Fair $12,300: in five days:, ‘Last 

“Dry Strangelove” -(Col) (10th:-wk).. 
-) The. ninth round. completed. yester- qu 

was. great ‘$20, 000 OF: 

“LOS ANGELES» 
~” (Continued: from page. 13) 

week; $16,400. 
El Rey: (FWC).. (856: $1. 25-$1 9) 

Fine ‘Arts. (FWC). (631; $1. 50-$2) 
—‘Silence™ (Janus) (8th. wh).. ‘Okay. 
$3, 000: Last: week, $3,600." 
‘Four Star, “Hillstreet,. ‘Loyola 

9/752: °1,298- 
Ashiya” . “(UA). ‘and’. 

week; : “Four. - Star, * 

tle” (U), 
ee | pix, $14;600. 

_ ‘Cinema: One: (Rugoff- Th.) (700; } 
$1. 50-$2)-—‘Tom: Jones” (UA). (26th 

_. wk): The 25th-round: ended ‘Sunday. 
- -(29) was.-smash $24, 300: after $23, =; 

Fox. “Wilshire. “(FWO) | 
$1: -49)-—“Yesterday, “Foday, "Fomor: 
‘row’ (Emb) (2d wk), ‘Smash $26, 000. -[. 
‘Last week’ $28, 000.. 

Hollywood, “ Warren’ s, 

Ni ew . York’ (MGM) / and. . Tiara 
Tahiti’ (Indie). Solid- $19, 000. wee 

(State) | 
“Pink. Panther” ~ 

(UA) ‘(ad wk):. Wow ‘$28,000: - Last: 

| Hollywood — . Paramount ©: 
(1,468; .$2-$2. 40)— 

week $30,000. —. ~ 
‘Lido (F WC). (876; “$1.50-$2)— “To 

$5,000: . ‘Last. weéek,.. “Easy 
‘(Emb). (7th. wk), $2,200.: 

: Orpheum, : :Picfair;. ‘Vosué (Metro- 
(2,213; 

$29, 900: . 
.-Pantages (RKO)... a, 5125. "$2. 50- 

$5. 50)—“Cleopatra” - (20th) {41st 
Bright | $23; 500. Last week, 

$22, 800.. 
Pix’. (Prin) 756; “$4. 25-$1 49) 

‘Kissin’. 
“Four for’ “Texas” (WB) (subrun), 
(2d. wk). ‘Mild: $3;500. . 1 

:: Village (FWC) (1;535; $1 25-$i 50) a 
“Wheeler . 

‘| Dealers”: (MGM), (4th Wk. Steady.|" 

(MGM). Cousins” 

—‘‘Charade”’: (U)- ‘and. 

$6, 000.. 
“Warner © ‘Beverly: (Sw): 

(Par). 
Big. ‘$24,500. - last. “week, 

a 316; 

- Warner . Holtynoed (Swy. a ‘sbi: 

Won” (MGM) - (68th. wh): 
$21, S00. Sst. week,. $32,300 

Flashy | 

First © holdover |. 

‘Initial stanza completed a 

$1. 50-$2)—. 
§ “Great Dictator” — (Indie). (reissue): | 

Fifth round winding ° up}. 
tomorrow. (Thurs.) looks like giant: : 

-| $19,000 or close. after $11,900 for 
Radio. City” Musie_ ‘Hall . Rocke: 

“Wor nee Sutton’ (Rugoft. Th.) (561: $1. 50-. 
_ef Henry Orient”. (GA). with Easter $2)—“‘Seven. Days. in. “May” (Par) | . 

wk). 
$18,000. | 

|. ‘Surf (H&E Balaban). (664; $1. 50- - ‘Toho Cinema. (Toho). (299: $1.50-| - 
& (Toho) (299; '$ wk). Oke $6:000. Last week, $7,000: -$2)—""Stray’ Dog” (Toho) (5th: wk).. 

(Cont) (reissue). (2d -wk): 

“Challenge To. “Live’| 

: Tower: East - (Loew) (588; -$t 50- 
$2) — “Yesterday,.. Today: and To- j- 
‘Morrow:””.. (Embassy) (3d. wk). ‘First |. 
holdover: : sessien.: ended « Monday |* 
(30) . Was: giant $23; 000° ‘after $26;-. 

‘$1. 25-$2) — “The: Silence” (Janus): 

$9,000 ~after .$11,000- :for.:. ‘opener. 
Forum,. and . also |: 

(T-L) (550: : 
$1. 25-$2) —— “Merlin Jones”: (BY) | 

‘Initial week. finished Ves- |. 
terday: (Tues.) was $7,000; not so}: 
bad: in view of fact: that it’s Playin | 
on: ‘Showcase, too. | - 

: World ‘Perfecto) : (390:. 90-$1 50) | 
(Vie) (ith. wk): Ae 

America, . America”. (WB). and]: 
- “Mary; Mary” (WB) (reissue): (5th 
wk). . Fair '$3,000, Last. week, $4,200. 

(UATC + ‘Metropolitan - FWC) - (868;.. 
(1-$2)—"Flight From. 

“House ~ of | 
Damned” (20th). Soft’ $13,000: Last 

Loyola .. with | 
“Brass: Bot-: 

various “second: feature: 

(4,990; | 

|"Mad World’. 
- Wiltern | 

(856; | 

(Col): (14th wk);. $8; 500... 

150; | 

“wk)..- “Trim” 82, 700... “Last week, 
$2,000. : 

“Midtown (Goldman) “A, 200:. 95-- 
$2 50)—"“Tom. Jones” : 

“and: 

‘Good $8,000. Last. week, $9, 000: a, 

“Tiger - -Walks” (BV). (2d wk). Sc-so- 
(od # ,900,. Last. week, $9,000. aoe 

“How. .West Was 3S 

~ CHICAGO. 
4 Continued from. page 13) 

—"It’s “a: Mad’ “World”: (UA). 

“Shameléss Women”: : 
“Hot. ‘Money Girl” (Indie). Slick! 

| $5,000. Last w.e'ek,* “The. Suitor” | 
(subrun). .:(Indie) and “Road” “to: 
Shame”: (indie), $4,800. . 

wk): . Mild. - 
$17, 000. - 
“Roosevelt (B&K)- a ‘400; 90-$1 80) 

—“A. Tiger Walks” (BV) and “Arl- 

$14, 000. : Last week, 

zona. Sheepdog” : (BV): ‘Fast $18,000. |. 
Last’ week;:. “Dead: ‘Ringer”: (WB). 
(2d: wk),-$12,000: in’ nine. days. . a) 
-State-Lake “(B&K): (2,400; -. 90- 

$1. 80) —.“Pink: Panther”. (UA) (2d 
Fancy $20, 000. ° Last. week, 

$1.80).— “Wuthering :_Heigh ts” 

500. Last. week, $3,900. oo 

“Todd (Todd) (1; 089: 90-$1: 80) 2 
‘Léepom « - Jones” - (UA). (19th “wk).| 
Great’ ‘$22; 000. ‘Last week. ‘$21,000. 

| $8,000;. Last ‘ week,- 
‘| Prop: -Stranger”.” 

| Oriental. (indie) (3,400; 90-$1 80) ; 
, —“Flight: ‘From: “Ashiya” (UA) (2d). 

(Indie). and “Surfside 77". (Indie) | 
-1 (reissue), 
“Paradisio’’ 
boo” 

Fine: ‘$85 i 
~| “Cardinal” (Col): .€16th : wk), Great. 
-| $18. 000. - Last week, . $20,000 | 

State: (Trans-Lux). (730; ‘$1-$1 '50)| 

a "2 [phe Silence”: (Janus): (2d. wk). Fat -_ Tops | ; os to, 

Q ‘$9,000. Last week, $12,500." . 

s} .McVickers (Beacon) (1;100; $2.20- _ 
$3 .80)— 7 
(49th wk). ‘Sock. $26,000: or over, — 
‘Last. ‘week, $20,000. .. oS 
‘Monroe .(Jovan): a G00; 65-00) a 

‘Ondie) andj. 
| “BOSTON | | 
“(Continued from: page Dw) 

Sy. 65)—"Shock Treatment” | (20th) 
and “Surf “Party”: -(20th).. : Sad. 

“Tove | With: 
“(th wk), 7, 000. 

Pilgrim (ATC). (1,909;. 15-$1.25) 
— ‘White Slaves of Chinatown" 

Oke $4,500. Last’ week, 
(Indie). and.. ‘“Peeka- 

(Indie) : (reissue) d- Wk), 
$4, 500: ° 
Park - Sauiare - ‘Cinema - (Indie? 
(608; $1:80)—“Young: and’ Passion-|. - 
ate” (Indie) and “Cne Summer of|. 
Happiness” -.(reissue).. 
‘Last week,: “Point: of - Order" (In- 
aie). (subrun), -$4,000. 

Paris Cinema (Indie). (608: $1 15) . 

‘Oke $3,200: 

—“America, - ‘America’ (WB): (4th. 

Saxon :(Sack). (1,100; _ $2-$3. 90)— 

—‘“Indecent”’.-.: (Indie). and. ’ “Strip- | 
tease’ Scandals” (Indie). Hotsy. $7,- 

~ Town (Teitel)- (640;. “$1. 25-$1.80 80) |500.. ‘Last. week, “Sin ‘in Suburbs” |: 

—*“Sanjuro” {Iindie). Good $3,500 
‘Last - -week, “Knife. In” “Water” 
(Kana). (5th wk), $1, 700. nae 

‘United. Artists..(B&K) (t, 700; ‘go- 
T $i :80)—“‘Seven: Days:.In May”. (Par) 
‘(5th wk). ‘Brisk $15, 000. Last ‘week; 
$16, 500.: - 

Woods: - (Bssaness)<. tisk 260: “90- 
$1 80)——‘Cardinal” (Col). (3th. wk). 

; Solid $12,000. Last ‘week:.. $14; 000. : . 
- Werld: (Teitel): (608; 90-$1. 80): — . 

“passionate: Demons" ‘ndie) - and 
« see cy 

$4, 000... 

Phily Stoat Bat Way’ 
‘Dull 66;-“World’ Socko: 

. Philadelphia, ‘March. 31. 

There’ s only. one new entry ‘here 

this’ stanza but» the | Easter. holiday 

‘strength. Soaring “trade: ‘Sunday: 
-|made wp. for wet. Saturday. “One 
Man’s Way’’ shapes slow. on opener 
at-.the. Goldman... “Seven Days in. 

. May” looks sharp~ ‘in: fourth - - Fox: 
round: . 

 “Ft's) Sa Mad “World” “still: is great’ 
in 15th session “at ‘the Boyd.. “Tom ‘ 
Jones” ‘continues: ‘smash’ in fifth 
week at the. Midtown as ‘does :“Dr.: 
Strangelove’’. at: Randolph, also in 
fifth; ‘America; . America” shapes’ 
‘up. . smartly; daydating: two. small 
arty’ houses. - 

- Estimates. ‘for This Week 

Arcadia, (S&S) (623:- $1.20-$1: 85) | 
—“Sunday_ in. New York’’. (MGM) 
(6th... wk). Plush - $7, 000. or. “over. 
Last. week, $6, 500. ote 

“Boyd (SW) - AL; 588°: * $2.80 | 
UA). “(15th “wk).. 

Socko. $18, 000: -Last week, “$17, 000-. 

Bryn Mawr - (Goldman) (630: . 
$1. .49)—“Ameerica, America”: WB). 
(3d: WK). : 
$4,000... 

~, Fox. (Milgram) | (2; 400;. 95:$1: 80) 
—‘Seven Days in: “May” (Par) (4th: 
wk): Busy: $12,000: ‘or: Close. . ‘Last: 
week, $13,000. ~— : 
Goldman 
$1: 80)—“‘One Man’s - Way” (WA). 
‘Slow. $6; 000: Last: week, “Cardinal”. 

: Lane... (SW) -:(1:000:: “$1. Pre 
Bed’ Or’ ‘Not. to “Bed”. (Cont) (4th. 

(UA)- 5th. 
wk). . Wow..: $29, 000: or’ over. Last 
week, $28, 000. 

‘Randolph: (Goldman) 2, 2,300; 952 | . 
$1. 801—"“Dr:. Strangelove”. (Col). 
(5th wk). ‘Lusty, $15, 800. Last week, 
$13, 500... 

* Stanley. (sw) u ‘450. “$1. 49-$2. 50): 
—“Cleopatra”:.. (20th) - (40th -. wk). 

Stanton: (SW).1:483: 95-$1.86) — 

Trans-Lux'_ (T-L) (500;- 95°$2)— 
“Charade” » (U) | (14th . wk). ‘Slick 
$6,500. -Last week, $5,500 
‘World: :(Rigoff): (4995 95-41. 80) 

“America, America” CWB). (3d. wk). 
Smart, $4800. Last. t week, $4700, 

(ndie}: -and” 

“1 $1.56-$1.75)— 

(Col). : 
“Seven. Days -in. May” (Par). and 

{d~ .Wk), a 

‘$5, 700, ° 

“Fifth _Avenue “ (Fox-Evergreen) 
$1. 50-$2) : i. “Cleopatra” |... 

(20th) :{4th: wk).: Big $14, 000.- Last: . 
1 week, - $16,300.” 

.. Martin Cinerama ‘(Martin “Thea=-|: 

$1.75)——“‘Irma* ia’ ~ Douce”. . 

(2d “wk): . 
$6, 300... 
.-Para m: ou ni t- “(Fox%-Everareen) | Pe 
: (3, 000;. $1.25-$1 50) — “Musel e] | 
Beach” (EF) and: “Pyro” (FF): Drab |: 

upg. 

$8, 000... 

(UA) 15th, wk). 

“Tom Jones” (UA)-(7th.wk): Giant | 
$10, 000.: Last week; record: $11,800. 
""\Music Box. (Hamrick): (640; $1-|. 

(U0). (reissue):.. 

“Hideout : 
(Indie). (rerun) -(3d:-wk);. $6,000.. 
“West End Cinema. CE. M: Loew) | 

(500; 75-$1.50) — “Hallelujah the} 
“Hills” (Indie) (3d. wk). Okay: $1,- 
000. ‘Last: week, $8, 200.:° - | 

‘Dacor’ Mighty $18,000, 
~ Seattle; ‘Jones’. 156, 4 

-' Seattle, “March. 31. - 
. Big news “among newcomers: here, -. 
currently -is: the wow take. ‘being | 

-tracked: up ‘by “Dr. Strangelove”. at 
‘| the: Coliseum. : “Pom. Jones’ also ‘ist 
‘amazing ‘in. fourth” round at “the 

| Blue ‘Mouse. 
| rated: ‘drab: “at -- Paramoiint .° for} 
‘| opener. “How: West. Was Won" still 
is smash. in Jist. ‘session at Martin 

}Cinerama.. _ ale 

$18, 060; ‘May’ Brisk 126 a “Estimates. ‘tor: This Week’. . 
‘Blue: ‘Mouse’ (Hamrick) (789: 

“Tom ° “Jones” = UA) 
(4th. ‘wk).: ‘Amazing: $15, 000 or: over. 
Last. ‘week; -$14, 300... - 0°... 

“Coliseum \ox-Evergreen) a, 870: 
$1; .25-$1.50) “= “Dr. : 

Wow $18, 000." Last «.week, 

(Par). “Paris - - Pickup” - 

(2: 500;.. 

tres)” (8705. : $1°25-$2. 25) — “How: 
West. ‘Was. Won”: (MGM)‘(51st- wk). 

| Smash- $12, 000.. Last: ‘week, $14, 000. 

Music. Box (Hamrick) (738; $1.50- 
(WA) 

1-(36th: wk). ‘Swell, $7, 900. ‘Last Ww éek,, 

‘Orpheum, “CHamiek) . 2, 100: 
$1 .29-$1. '50)——-Capt. Newman”: {U) 

Slow: $5, 000. Last week,| 

"| F'$6,300: 

$7,000 or‘near. Last week, “Com-}: 
mando” - (FF) and, “Torpedo Bay” 
(FF), “$4, 200.: 

“Nice: $3; 800... ‘Last: week, . 

"PORTLAND, “ORE: 
 ¢Continued’ from: page. 12) 

- Oktay: $2; 000." ‘ Last. week, 
1 $4: 000... 

Fox. (Everg reen) 4, 600: $1-$1 49) 
—“Dr. : Strangelove”. (Col)..~ Tail. 

(BV) and. “Cavalry” Command” (Ind) 

' Hollywood: : (Evergreen) wei 890: 
$1. 49-$2. 75)—“It’s a .-Mad - World” 

Wow. $10, 000. or 
close. Last week, $11,100. Pe 
Irvington’ (Smith) (650;- $1. 50)— 

‘| Qd wk), $4,500. 

| $t- 50)—"Paris. ‘When It. Sizzles” 
(Par). and. “Tammy ‘and Doctor”. 

- Trim © $4,000. -. Last. 
week; : “Seyen™ Days: In May” {Par) 
“and” Cry Battle”: (Par) (3d wk), 

1$4, 500. 
Paramount (Port-Par) 3; 006: "gic 

$1. AO even ‘Faces of: ‘Dr. ‘Lao’”’| 
(MGM) 

Swuthering. Heights” -(Cont)’ and | 
: “Our Very Own" (Indie) (relssues) 

. an love”: Cob. eed wk), $6,008 

. “Flipper” .° :(MGM). 
Heb 30500 or near. ‘Last. ‘week, | 

-in. Sun” } : 

|Cleopatra” (20th). 

“Muscle Beach” . ‘is: _ “Pink | Panther” (UA) (2d wk). 

. Strangelove” 

est. $6,000. ..-Last’ week, 
*MGM). (5th wk}, $6,500.: 

'. -[$1-$1.49) — “Capt. Newman” (U) 
| (2d: wk). 
_ ast ‘week: 

‘Warm $3,000. - Last week, $5, 100. oe 
2 Fine: Arts’. (Foster) (421; $1. 50 “ 
“Irma. La Douce” (UA)-(m.o.) and | 

(Goldman) (1,006; -95- |earary,: Mary” (WB) (reissue) (11th | 
“wk. 

- Last. week, : “Tiger Walks”: 

S00 in Sik 
“om Big 10 Panther’ 156, 2d 

. -” Baltimore, March 31. 
stin. in: ‘the: ‘lead: here and = 

- strong as ever is. “Tom. Jones,” 
-fnow in fifth smash. week. at’ the 

Charles. “Captain Newman” looks 
nice in-opening round at the Hipp. 
“Dr.. Strangelove” is hep in sixth 
at the New. “Seven Days in May” 
is holding socko in fifth session at 
the Mayfair. .. 
“Pink Panther": ds socko. in sec-. 

ond at the Senator. “It’s a Mad 
World” ‘is: holding: boffo - in. sixth 
‘session at the Town. “To. Bed or. 
Not .To Bed” is okay on. opener at. 
the Five: ‘West. 

Estimates. for This Week .. 
‘Charles (Frrchtman) (00; 60- _ 

$1.85). — “Tom Jones” (UA). (5th 
wk): - - Smash $18,000. . Last week, 
$17, 500... 

Five.. West. (Schwaber): (435; 80-.... 
$1.50)—“To Bed or Not To Bed” — 
(Cont). Good $2,800. Last week, 
“Any. Number. Can. Win” (MGM) 
ASth’ wk), $1,700. 

~ Hippodrome (T-L) (1 800; 50- 
$1: 30) “Captain ’ Newman”. (UD. 
Nice . $12, 000. Last week, “Come 
September”. (U) and “Lover Come 
‘Back’”. (U)- (reissues), $4,000. ae 

Little . (T-L). (300; 60-$1.65). — 
Fair. $3, 000. 

‘Last week, “Spartacus” . q (reis- 
‘sue),: $1, 700. - 

‘New - ’ Fruchtman) (1,600; 58- 
$1.50) D. “Hot Strangelove” (Col) 

7 W. ot: ‘$1, 000.. Last week, 
-| $8,000, 

Mayfair: (Fruchtman)” (100: 50- 
$1.50)—“ Seven: Days’ in May” (Par). 
(Sth: ‘wk). Sock at. $8,000. . Last 
Week, -$10,500.:: 

Playhouse" “(Schwaber). (700: - 90- 
$1.90) — “High and Low” (Toho) . + : 
(2d wk). “Good $2. 300. ‘Last week; © 
$2,500.: 
“Senator (Durkee) (960; -60-$1. 65). 

Smash $15, 000..or over. Last week, 
$12. 000.. 

‘Stanton (Fruchtman) (2, 800: 50-. 
. ‘$1 50) — “Sunday in New: York” 
(MGM) (3d wk). Good. $7,000: Last. 
‘week, $9,000. 
“Town:(T-L).(, 125- $1.50-$2.65)_= 

“Ips a Mad World” (UA): (6th. wk). 
Boffo $16,000. Last week, $14,700. 
‘Rex (Freedman) .(500; $1.50) -— 

rots .Lil’s “Place” (Mishkin). Big 
$4:500: ‘Last. week, :“Once . Upon 
Knight” Indie). (2d wk), St 800: 

. BUFFALO - 
. (Continued: from’ nage 13). - 

Ay Global: Affair” (MGM). Mod-_ 
“Prize” 

_ Century ‘(UATC) (2,700;. $1-$1. 49) © 
—‘Capt;, Newman” (U) (2d° wk), 
Niée. $10,000::.. Last week, $10;500. 

. Paramount (AB-PT) (3.000; $1- 
$1. 49)—“Tiger -Walks” “(BV).: Mild. 
‘$9,000. Last. week, “Seven Days: in. 
May”. (Par) {34° wk), $5,500. . = 

‘Teck (Loew) (1,200: $1.25-$2: 50) 
—It’s a Mad World” (WA). Disap- 
pointing $10,000 or over. Last. 
week, -house closed: ~~ ' 

{.. Cinema (Martina) (450; ‘$1-$1. 49). 
—“Tom. Jones” (UA). (8th. wk). Fast. 
$4,800 after $4,500-last week. oh 

Amherst — (Dipson) - (1,000; - ‘$l+-. 
“$1. 49)—“Tom Jones (UA) (8th wk). 

if ‘Neat $6,000 after $6, 200 last week. 
Granada: (Schine). (1,000: $1- 

ony, $6,000 after $6,500°- 

 CINCIN NATI 
“¢ Continved from nage 12)... 

$1 25) “The * Silence” (Endie), 

Keith’s (Cin-T-Co) £1,500: $1: 25- 
SI. :50)—"Merlin Jones” (BV). Big - 
$15,000 or close.’ Last week, “‘Man’s 
Favorite Sport”. (U) (3d wk), $7,000. 
. Palace. (RKO) (2,600: $1 25-$1. 50). ° 
— “Seven - Faces. of Dr. Lao” 
(MGM). ‘Strong $9,000. Last week, -. 
“Any: Number: Can Win" (MGM), ..:.. 
$7000. >): 

Plaza {Fine Arts): (600: $7.25i—. 
“Story. of. Joseph -and: Brethren” 
(Indie). -Eleven. days. Fair $1. 500. 
“Times ' ‘Mid-States) (660; $1.25- 

$1: 50)—Tom Jones” (UA) (7th 
‘wk),. Socko’ $12, 000. OF. near. Last 
week, $11,000. 

- Twin Drive-In (Cin-T-Co) (West - 

Hep. ‘$2, 000: 

‘side. ‘only. .. 800 -cars; $1)—“Kissin” 
‘Cousins” |. (MGM) and “At War 

“With -Army” (Indie) (reissue). 
Okay .$7,000.. Last... week, - “Char- 
ade” (U) and “Lonely Are Brave”. 
(Q). (subruns), $4,500. 

Valley. (Cin-T-Co) (1,275; $1.50) 
Captain -Newman” (U).° Swell 
$10,000. East week, “Dr.- Strange- 
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Hie overs Caste PER iim mm kr | 
Mua & LYRICS BY . _ ose te Stage Pl THE SOUND OF MUSE Book by HOWARD LINDSAY & RUSSEL CROUSE- Produced by LELAND HAYWARD, RICHARD HALLIDAY, 
RD ROSA ITER RICHARD RODGERS & OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, tt “Produced by ARGYLE! ENTERPRISES INC. Released by TWENT TH CENT URY-FOX : 



a  22-theatré. - 
and 11-theatre.’ “Petimeter” | ‘book- 

rt . “Captain. Newman; M.D.” the medi- 
_, eal degree was ‘dropped for neigh- 

* borhood dates to play down.-medi- 

Week E Ended Tues. ¢ 31 

N. ¥. ‘Stock Exchange . 
1963264. “*Weekly Vol.: Weekly. Weekly 7 ‘Tues. 2 * Change 

Hig he ‘Low eee in 100s -High Low. —. |, Close: for wk: 

“7. 9836. -11% “ABC Vending 128 144% 1344 1% oS: 
$844. 2774, Am-Br-Par Th 828. 39% = 3756. 3756 
“22% 1444 Ampex:...... 429°). 1636 15%) 16 

-. 4534. 3614...CBS * - 106... 44%. 4156 40% 41 
“1.38% = 124% |. Chris: Crati . 140--- 18%... 165%. 16%  — 

20% 21%: Col Pix .520..108). 22. BYE O20 EH 

‘4634 (2734 Disney. 198." 4614 pitt ” 4gag+ i 
13134 106% Eastman Kak 234." 12834 7. “Y26%"* ‘RMA va 
6% 5% EME... 3: .050176 2 6M BIB. BLE 
27%. 2056. General. Tirel709 .° 2634 ° "2434. #2645 L134 
1614. : .-95§ Glen Alden... - 1230: 14%. 18%. 138% Ya 
8634 5714. Litton’: “Ind: .°543 -. 7144 ° 66." -69- |. ~43.- 
2334 1534°.. Loew's. Thea: 262 "2434 “21%4" : 24%... 42% 
6834.48. . MCA. Ine... 58° 59°. 56. 5844 +246 
3838 38 Metromedia 149. + B336 2 8234.0 BBO iy 

37% 26¥e MGM... .200153 0 29%: 28% 29% EK 
2434 2014": Outlet... 4760 2034. “20% . 2034". 4A, 
1234 7%. Nat. Gl Corp. 225° 9 BBA BR 
6256 3514 Paramount. 16 5994. BBY 58% EY 

21115. 120% | Polaroid - 415 - °16834". “1646, 165.5 236 3914 33% RCA 2... 3 2486 367%. 35> 3636. 
10%. 6%: Republic Tt “B22 BY Be: Ya. | 
16%. 14.- Rep. pfd.— 4 1% 2160 15 ca. yf 
27% . 2014 Stanley. War. 177 |. 27%: 265%. ATH oF. YA : 

. 4536 31 .. Storer:- 28. 4134: 40002 40%. - ae 
2814-17. Taft Bdest. Ba 2B. 26 28 “186° 
(387° 20 20th-Fox.- ~. 325 -. 251@° 2B "2314 he 
32 17384 United Artists 1582. 25:5 2448 9-95 ag - 
16% 1194.” Warner. Bros, 129°: 13.0 12%. 1B 
(BI4 51S ‘Zenith wee _ 445 : 8658 7 82% 2 Ba oe .. 

pin re) noe *Amieriean’ Stock: E cehuing iT pa Bay 

“A DNS ANiea: Artists” 29° BML. 2A. _ 21h ee 
12% =°5.: . Balvr nt: GAC.. 18: 11%: 210% 10% —%%* | 
“12% .:634.° Cam-P’kway.. 27° 25716.) 684. 6-7 —1% 
24%. 16% :Can. -Cit. Rdo.- 263 - 26%. 25%. 2644 -$1% 

“104% 10° Cinerama Inc..390 11%". 1014 2° 10% 56. 
9 vl 614) ‘Desilu ‘Prods: 1B 1 P8@ TNR 78 BE 
(9%: 4, Filmways....:°43 8342. 8M. B34. ES. 

“138% 534: MPO- Vid. 414 118 A TT 
8354 . -214. Reeves: Bilest. 9 OB Oe Be KG, 
5) 236 “Reeves Ind... 170 | 3840": 2% BA 

_ 119%4 13% ’ Rollins Bdést: 10. 16% 0° 16." "16.2 
253.1634. Sereen Gems’ 9° = 1914 -1834 ‘ore. Sa 
22.: -! 85%. Technicolor: :'224 218%": 175% ATS OG 

, CA, 4% Teleprompter: 93+. 656." 5H 2 a. of HB 
 B84- 56. Tele-Indus. ; on . 13/ 16.0 Qe 
cot 14ye 10% Trans-Eux_ ae 3: oe eer ae yy: 

"eWeek Ended Mon. 0), a 
py AActual: Volume.) 

ACouriesy of Merrit Lynch, Pierce; Fenner & ‘Smatth, Ane) 6 eS 

 OvertheCounter ‘Securities cored OR 
we Es | Bid - eo “ 

oar Commonwealth Theatres ot Puerto Rico 56° . 6 2 8g 
Four . Star: Television « fn ew nee haired, ° 536 "Bo a HB 

- Gen, Adiline &. Film © an :. B15: ~ B4Q os mgt. 
‘General ‘Artists: Corp. ar TM a 
“General” Drive-in |: neck oe wevdes! "105%: .- ATS: on 
Magna: Pictures i pcTeea pe uee voencece eee, 2: “ a 2 | ae - 

Medallion Pictures. etstonster fare, 16% 11% fh 8B" 
_ Pickwick International vedeee. nee 3. AB LBA 

~~" Premier. Albums.” 7 e 67, — 56 
. Rust Craft. Greeting Caras” 1334. - os Yap YB. 
.. Seven: Arts Productions . de: WMA As. 

_,. ‘Transcontinent- Television © wee eo 2h es BOMB es 
~- UA. Theatres’. 2.2 0c ec en BM © 9 +4 
‘Universal. Pictures - Lee Sele oes sates! 66 | ot WO Se, 

Walter. Reade-Sterling Anc,: steers "938 : - 7. 
Wometco : Enterprises :. ieee z soe sieve 00 ©ex. Ba: a 36a — m 

: Wrather Corp. | ev See dee, wth ae = AY re 

1 $Sources, _Natiniat Assn... or Securities ‘Dealers. Inc. » 

A ROSE ‘AS IN ART 

House Loses: 112. Beats | 
In ‘Change. a 

‘Newmar’ ‘Showcasing. mee 
Sans Descriptive ‘MLD.’; :- mtn - 
ay or 22 Sites; $274, 479| ee S = ‘Winnipeg, ‘Maren ‘31 

City’ s ‘second theatre devated: ex-' 

‘dlusively to. art. films pened. ‘here’ 

‘last. week. Theatre. ig” the: 35-year 
|old ’ ‘Rose. ‘complete: “with : a “face-. 

jifting and: a. ame ehattge to. the’) 

we - “Captain. Newman’: grossed 

o $274: 479 ‘in first. five “days: ‘of: its: 
“Premiere. . Showéase’” 

- ing in. greater N: Y« area: through . 
Aast Sunday (29). - Universal re-| Towne ‘Cinema.: : 

~* Jease: ‘stars - Gregory - Peck, Topy | The. 550-seat. west. end. Rouse. is’ 
7 Curtis.” | ‘similarly. nhamed.to. & Toronto op- 

Although . ‘title. originally - was. “eration . Tun by : ‘Twinex Céntury.. 

‘Theatres _ ‘Corp. ‘Ltd; ., of, Toronto.: 
International Film-: Distributors: 

Ltd., ' Twinex - subsidiary, Wilk do 

the booking for the. suburban the-: 
2 oc[atre,- “which ‘is. jointly. operated: by} 

we - a ‘| Famous” Players - Canadian: : -Corp:. Des National Screen. ‘Brochure Ltd, ‘Paramount, subsid, _and -1o- 

eal ‘aspect. of | film. and Spotlight 
the ‘comedy, . 

k Quotations |e. Praises = Religions Pio and, Pane 

| Orthodex youth: ‘organizations. 

“| LOW,- 

a Court Spurs Citizen’ ae 

| SUNDAY SPORTS NOW 
OKAY FOR 1:05 TEEOFF | 

Goes: to. 4,000: Exhibs 
: National. 

exhibitors. ‘The - ‘showmanship. :aid, 
according - to - general. Sales” man- 
ager ‘Melvin “L:-Gold,: was: -devel- 
_oped; by” NSS’s: research’ ‘depart-. : Seating. reductioii: is. designed - to: 

: ‘provide’ additional, Jegroom and im-. 

{proved - viewing: “New lobby’ ‘ex-. 

‘cludes: candy bar’ ‘sh@’ popéorn; in 
keeping’ with .a’ pricy | established 

ci. many. IED book: ed. ‘houses. ve 

“ment to assist theatres. in increas- 
ing. ‘boxoffice: gFosses,. ‘General: Te- 

: Sponse | has been. enthusiastic. -: 
The - 26-pae - “‘brochure* ‘éovers: 

warious types of. tea lors, : ‘signs. 
and: other promotional material. 

ally-based Western: ‘Theatres: ‘Ltd. 
re Screen... pervice ~ mas’; 
es mailed its: 1964 ‘Drive-In..Theatre’| 

‘Directory: to:‘more’:than 4,000.:U:S. 

” Retiovation, estimated At $20, 000, : 

includes a new. entrance ‘and’ lobby. |- 
and. loss of 112 ‘seats in: the: theatre: 

interior: from the. 662:seat: ‘arrange-: 

ment. of: the” ‘previous | “operation. 

a 

ever before. 

“WILLIAM, iozs: ‘AGAIN: 

Bad Copy - ie 

“Manchester, N. H.,. “March gi. 

“Manchester: Union Leader, noted: pee 
i | for. being’ ““choosey”” “about movie 
.|ads,-went “all out” in.support of |]] 
"| the ‘religious. film, “Day: ‘of. Tri | oe 
*. pamph,””: ‘which had a ‘three-day. run | , 

- at the Palace here: under. sponsor- | been authorized to conduct a ‘mo-| 
"| tion--pictures, television: and. radio. 
** J-program. business 

Capital stock’ is 21,000 shares, n ‘The. newspaper - gave a. ‘three- 

7 | column-wide area of its front. ‘page ; 

7 \-for reproduction of: a letter from 

.. | the’ clergyman-adviser. of: one of 
. the _$ponsoring .. 
Bey ‘which: he pointed out that publisher 
- ‘| William Loeb: would-“probably wel- 
, |eome ‘the: compétition” for “Cleo- 

-| patra,” 

‘organizations, - : 

-playing.. nearby. ‘at. the. 
Le Strand,, on. Hahover street's theatre 

“Plea That Home Unfair 
~~ Taken for Film- Museum | 

rangements. ‘with: Blake Films. for 
: Australia and- New -Zealand,. ‘with. 
the Cathay Organization for ‘Malay- 

: Washington, March. 31. 
The: U:S:-) Supreme .Court. 

os ‘cleared the. way Monday. (30) : -for 
_ the. proposed. - Hollywood: Motion | 
~-| Picture -:and ..Television : Museum: ||: 
| Court - rejected. an appeal- from a 

| Los: |.Angeles ". homeowner ‘whose. 
- | ‘propefty. had. been condemned in: 

.. 4 the landtaking * for (he “museum. 

:|. “Homeowner Steve Anthony. had: 
~ | carried his: fight. against tne: cun- 
- | demnation from. the . ‘Superior | . 
-: feourt®. of: Los Angeles. . ‘county - to 
-.| the high court, .He : claimed -the. 
a ‘county - violated ‘the © constitutional: 
“|-provisions: of eminent domain ‘by |- 
_|-taking land. for _publi¢ and. then 
2 turning . it ‘over to .a. private. “eor- 

a poration. to control: and i operate at. 
- Pa. “Profit... a “ 

Albany, March. 31.:: 
| ” publie’ sports. and entertainment | 

o Thay now start-at 1:05. ‘P.m., instead | 
. | o£ 2 p.m:,-on Sunday, ‘in- New: York: 
| State. : Governor. Nelson: A. -Rocke- | 
“| feller’signed, ‘last ‘week; a‘ bill: ‘in--| 
| troduced: by .Senator William F. 
.|Condon :to ‘achieve - the. change, 

* | through ~‘amendments:. to Sections | 
2145 and: 2152.:of Penal: Law. It 
‘became ‘effective immediately: 

| =Measure, which’ the Westchester: 
we County. legislator explained had. 
[been presented'.on behalf of-sports'} 

~ | participants and spectators, ‘chiefly, |. 
. , was'somewhat similar to one. vetoed. {. 

_° |-by: Governor. Rockefeller;. with: a. 
oe message,’ Several: years: 60. 

at _| Admission Decline 

“London, ‘March 31: 
“Steady. ‘decline. in paid... ‘admis-. 
‘gions. to picture theatres in Britain | 

| Sin Burkett Seeking” 
-year. there ‘was .a: ‘fractional. de=j": 
crease of less ‘than: one ‘per: cent, |" 
far. better: than anything - experi- a 

.}-eneed ‘in ‘the. ‘past: 10. years, 

This Was’ ‘stated. by D.. 5: Good- 

appears to-have been. halted: ‘and 
attendances are. levelling off. Last 

Jatte,. managing director’ of. ASsO- 
“elated. ‘British. Cinemas; and. Cc. SF: 
‘Latta, - “‘managing~ director of: the: 
-parent..Associated British Picture 
Corporation, ‘when. ‘speaking .at-the-.|: 

showmanship | 
ane ue | year’ period: he : ‘brought. to. Pathe } 

company’s": ‘annual 
“awards dinner in London last’Mon- 
‘day. (23).. Goodlatte: also. noted: that 
rin. the . ~Dast-year there had: been 
{three or. four films. that. had. beaten. 
aH, .previous: ‘boxoffice records, and 
that. a... : 

-ing a new era, Latta: was confident 
the. industry would .. survive. - pro: |. 
“vided: it kept.up.. with’ the times. 
He. predicted’ new. developments: in 
‘presentation, 

“pictures, ° ‘and a new ‘generation: to 
“pick 
cbusiness to: ‘gteater- heights, ‘than’ 

‘in? 

| attorney: at Albany, oo 

In a footnote to the ‘lengthy lay~ A 
. |out, publisher Loeb boasted that.)<°™ 

1 the Union Leader has: ‘ong refused |" 
‘1 to aecept ‘ robseene” theatre: adver-"|- : 
‘\tisements.: 2°... io 

. He. praised. ‘the: ‘religious. youth | 
organizations “for Sponsoring: “Day | 

. of peep he os fot 

'gulfivan “Preductiens Ine, has 

in: New York. 

par. value,. Rubin,- Baum &. Levin. 
|.were | filing attorneys at ‘Albany, | | 

‘Manhattan Effects Ine. has been. 
formed to conduct ‘a motion: picture | 
and. television production: business. 
iin- New York.. Capital’ stock’ is 200. 
shates, no. par: value. Joseph Tan-. 
nenbaum - of Bayside, . ‘was | filing: 

| P's DAVID HORNE 
__ SETS ASIAN DEA 

-Tokyo, March 31, | 

“Here on the. last leg of his: tirst| 
swing. through, Southeast, Asia and: 

_ Australia: since assuming: post. as} 

a American . ‘International Pictures’ 

i ‘foreign distribution. ‘veep, 
Horne Tevealed: deals made in the} 

‘David 

‘territory. and: discussed some: ‘pend-/ 
ing. action, . 

Horne ‘said pacted franchise. ar- 

Sia, with Edko Co, for: Hong Kong, | 
‘Kowloon’-:and. . Macao .and: ‘with: 
‘Mever- Films ‘for the. Philippine. Is- 
lands; All are one-year deals for. 
AIP‘s 
“These. terms, Horne. cited,. call. for |. 
“substantial: ‘a d. vance guarantees 
against AIP’s share. of returns. for | 
‘exclusive’ AIP distrib in the. area. 

‘contracts for: ‘outright deals ‘on in- 
. dividual: “pictures. for Taiwan, . 

~ Horne: reported he’s seeking an 
exclusive: distrib - “arrangement. for| 
Japan also. Although AIP ‘product: | 
has: had. plenty of exposure in other | , 

| markets in.these parts,. the filmery 
» hasn't: had: too. -many releases“ in|: 
of ‘Nippon... Horne feels that:.at least |. 

| part*of. the. reason stems from larfe-. 
‘time. import. quota. setup here. ‘But os 
with the Japanese: market expected |- 
to become free from Tully. 1, Horne 

-| hopés to step up AIP releases. here, 
-He said he already.-has one ‘bid for 

°1964 ~ production’ annum.| 

: Pittsburgh, March 31. 
‘By insisting that “De, Strange-: 

Tove” and “Best. Man”. go into art 
ae | houses, . distributors | are forcing a 

| product © shortage on downtown 
‘Pitt deluxers. which: may get very 
‘serious; Right now both the Stan- ~ 
ley and Gateway have nothing: for 
the: entire month. of May and the 
Penn has only two weeks booked 
in. that “month. 

‘Columbia’ decided - to take “Dr. : 
Strangelove’ from the Fulton at: 
‘the last minute and. put it up for. 
bids at..the four art houses in ‘the’ 
“city. -Fulton’ hastily booked in. 

_|“Irma.La Douce” and “Some Like’ _ 
“Pit Hot,” 
: tomorrow: (Wed.), 

a tandem. reissue, starting - 

George Stern, gm. of Associ- 
‘}ated Theatres. which operate tlie. 

| Fulton,.. said, 
{such a fuss about. plenty of prod-. 

“-Fuet and orderly release but their 

“Distributors . make 

whole attitude is disgusting when 
:you see them release pictures in. 
other cities but wait ‘until what 
they. think is:the day school’s out. 
‘here. School: is out in the city on. 
June 19° but» what they: can’t -un--. 
‘derstand is that two: thirds of our 

- business comes from the county. 
-| area and schools are out there on 
-{ Decoration Day. The whole thing 
ji is disgusting.” 

Stern pointed ‘out that “To Rus- 
‘sia: With Love” opens at the Ful- 
ton on April .22-and there is noth- 
‘ing else on his booking chart for 
the ‘house -until Decoration. Day 
when he has. “Pink Panther.” 

Stern pointed out that playoff 
dates: ‘in. key. commercial. houses. 
-are off unless the picture plays a 
‘downtown. theatre but the distribs 
‘still: like the Jong runs and small. 

| advertising costs” that’ the’ art’. 
In. addition, “Horne: closéd some. houses. offer: 

|. Stern, concluded with: “The best’ 
thing to do is close up the down- 
town houses and let them all tpic- 
tures) play the art houses. 7 

Lumiere Freres Pir, 1895, 
Amusing Sill, Unspooled. 
On Old Silent Projector 
os _ Ottawa, March 31. 

_Filnis: ‘from the believed first 
motion-picture - exhibition ever 

a franchise pact’ and’: other. offers} Shown in public were screened last 
for. individual. pictures. - . | week. for:..:members of Ottawa. Film” 
The. exec. ‘indicated’ he taient | Society in the National Museum of’. 

have: a story on: AIP’s Japan situa- |: 
| tion’ shortly after returning to. his 
|'N. Y. offices. 2: ne 

Horne: ‘also Said. he'tt ‘explore pos-| 
sibilities of. making. one. or -two .co- 
-production a year. here and would 
‘also be’ on the lookout for Japariese: 
‘product. Suitable: for ‘handling out. ‘ 
side Nippon. © ../.-. *. 

He. said that’ in 

In the. Philippines, Horne noted, 
the: picture has. racked. up boffo 

. Hollywood, “March: 31. 
a ” James’ Ss. ‘Burkett, -former . Coast | 
“véepee and general sales. manager. 
-of ‘Pathe Laboratories, demanded 
an” accounting. and ‘settlement: of. 
commissions claimed .. due him. 
-in.- Superior’ Court suit Drought | 
against. lab:.- 

” ‘Burkett. alleged . ‘that: “over: 42. 

‘various .producers: with business. 
“aggregate. between $12-$20,000,000.° 
He. asked tourt “to: put: ‘reasonable 
value.:'on:'. commissions .allegedly. 

“Beach. Party’: 

‘Canada: Series of shorts, filmed 
by. Lumiere Freres and preemed in 

. .| Paris in 1895,. was ‘still interesting 
and, intentionally, amusing—and. 
‘was. notable. for lacking the jerki- 
ness usually found in silents un- 
reeled ‘at new sound speed. These 
were seen on a silent. film. pro- 
jector owned by Roy Little, exee. 

-. | director of Canadian. Film Institute. 
“In: trekking” through the: Austra- 

lasian aréa, Horne was particularly Canada, © 
- : | impressed ‘with biz being scored. by Britannia, Park, Ottawa,. June: 15, 
4 “Beach ” Party.’ 

__..’ [Singapore it’s a sellout and .in Syd-. 
‘Piney has already played. eight weeks| 

|] of -day-and- dating: at two houses. 

© Ending In Britain? | 
‘| gross ‘of $200,000. 
‘has. not. yet. been. released. in Japan. . 

here.” (First public film show in | 
incidentally, was 

1896. ). 

. Also shown’ the’ first - Canadian 
‘film with an original musical score’ 
(by. Howartl’ Fogg)—and. which in-. 
fluenced :a big Hollywood musical: 
Gordon “Sparling's “Rhapsody in 
Two Languages” {Associated 
Screen. News, Montreal, 1933): had... 

_-fopening and.closing: shots (walking. 
| legs) that were virtually copied in .- 

| Warners’ “Gold Diggers of 1935.” 

Settlement From Pathe According ‘to notes..by Elizabeth 
Van -Every, ‘The similarity was 

-.| neither accidental nor. illegal. ‘Dur- 
ing. that period the major Holly- 
wood studios would quite frequent- 
ly purchasé a.short film and release -. 
it under a trademark they them- 
“selves owned. However, she -adds,.. 

| this was probably one: of the very 
few: times when a’ short’ directly 
influenced. a feature.” 

, Showing’ s feature was: “Bed and 
Sofa” {USSR,.1927), an amusing, 
‘realistic, non-propaganda :‘ film di- 
rected by Abram Room. Miss Van 
Every. noted that North Americans 

in 

i. film today. .can: 
take. tnore-eney ‘than, ever before, | Sustes: fair usiness practices. a 

Observing. ‘that they -were enter-| : : - 

Linc. has been: cauthorized ‘tO. Con- : 
‘among - them - third} duct - ‘a’ --motion: ‘pictutd: business, 

| dimensional films, keener ‘competi-. 
dion -which.-avould : Jead: to \ batter: 

“ape the :reffis. and carry -the |. - 

_! Albany. 

due him* in. accordance. : with. An: at: “the: ‘time. thought a film called 

-t< Bed. 3 and Sola 3, 8°man named’ 
; ‘Room* must: lg ea of. 
| Slavic. practical joke.” “one: 

Max: Youngstein’ 8 Corp. j of the great films.of the world” by 
"Max E. Youhgstein’ Productions | the critic Bryher, it was banned to 

the pablie: in. Britain—evep after - 
censor cuts. “An abortian bit is. 

with. office: in. New. York. Capital | integral” to the story, the word is 
stock . consists. of 10,000. shares, $1 ‘even. used once, and there’s.a long 

Pe eee 

par’ value: : ‘:f2a,", [s¢ehe. in: a -busy. abortionist's ante-_ 
‘Strasser,’ Spiegelbets;” Fried: & | room. I€ ‘was. shown - by *:London:- 

“Frank were | ‘filing’ attorneys cat} Film.. Society "and revived... by: o 
_ .4 National. Film Theatre in *56. 
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ob on i oROUSTABOUT” _ 

Wednenda, Ape h 164 ci 
‘ wmasT or “SUDAN: 
(Ameran Films): 

- Prod —Charles H. ‘Behieer - 

wood Production Pulse “|e gia See es ssi | tvia -S 

‘Hl “CURSE._OF ‘THE. MUMMY’S Tome” a i 
i Hammer F 
a & Dir. — Michael. ‘Carreras | 

mobert’ “Mitchum. Carroll . Baker, Alex: . 
Bannen - : 

= _ —— », Terence Morgan, Ronald ‘Howard,. Fred’ oe ace 

~ ALLIED ARTISTS Bee ee pann@e © oo a |e Gtarted: Feb. 2i- at Associated. British 7 
| “KISS ME, STUPID": 2 , 

Starts, This. Year... =. “6° Ww. :. it “laottine ee a \. "‘SenstvesReporters 
Ao . Olirisch Bil a ot 
ne | |. Prod.-Dir.—Billy - Wilder | Seep Film: ho - Pittsburgh, March 31.. J | Dat OOF oe: Prod Dir-Rich a3 ks. 
; This. le, Last: Ye r 2 1. cs erg ot ote aa" Nout. | > Peter. “O"Tosle, chars. Brooks James... Kap © Monahan, - ‘Pittsburgh, 

"|." {Started March 6)" i 
“HOW TO. MURDER. Your. wire’ 
(Murder - Ine.) - 

‘|. -Prod —-George Axelrod - a AMERICAN NINTL_ | iit 7 Dir-Richard Quine | Vien. as AL - od iio la ea sede 2 ' “Thomas, Eddie aaron Claire a i 
- | P) cae se: 4.4). OY ; 

“ote: Be anes Sack, ee . Press drama: -critie’ and. one-.’ 
Kong. ” Into. ‘Shepperton’ in _April 

7 Tt oof working: Newspapermen, lias - 
Soe “DISNEY aan | = faken | 2 etek t A iger 

BIE “aH . nel ‘ican 7 
| This, Date, Last Year. Sone 20. Hews ae cheer . 

. en Lan —— |... - Followup comment on film” 
ee ce i to deplored. failure‘ of. films’ “to” 

{. nena | | Sens “GALA: << fL recognize improvement: ine 
| This Date, Last Year. . wees et 8. Ill secirts, This.Year ..... 040° |. typical: reporter’ since the 

: This Dat aah “ot :_“vaffish”. days of ‘the. “Front.” 
jinls Date, Last EQar. «0560 

_ tnan’ defender. of ‘the faithful: 
; "_represefitation on ‘the. screen 

7 _Giartet ‘March 16) * 

; ~ COLUMBIA ctl oe This Year. wk setae . 5 : | 
; Starts, This Year... 22-4: is : . 
. This Date,: Last Year... cece 3] | / 

: : —t “MCHALE’S: NAVY" 05. ys 
1.” Prod.-Dir.—Ed: Montagne *, an © 

. Ernest Borgnine, Joe Flynn; Tim Con- ——e 
“way, Carl” Ballantine, Edson. Stroll; | - wes 

Gavin: MacLeod, Gary. .Vinson, |: Billy | 
Sands, .John’. Wright,:- Yoshio -Yoda, || 
Bob: Hastings, : Claudine. Longet,: Jean i: 
Willes,-.George ‘Kennedy : 

rr | . (Started. March. -9) > ea 
. “Bus ‘RILEY'S BACK IN. “Town 

aE “THERE, IT'S. YOO! BEAR’ Page... Monahan, “who says 
. f. Lo he 

‘Hanna-Barbera . Prods.) : "erroneous depiction of: Fourth. -. 

--Prod.-Dirs William -’ _ Hanna. ’ Joseph. 
‘Barbera mh . 

Noices: : Daws: Butler, “Mel Blane; Don: ; 
‘ Messick, “Julie. Bennett, . “Hal Smith, 

_ J. Pat -O’Malley © tele, “ 
(Started: Sune 24)" 

oe LOVE HAS. MANY. PACES". 
.*. (Bresier Prods.) 
- Shooting :in- ‘Mexico City) 
on ‘Prod.—Jerry. Bresier. _. a ; 

_pir. Alex Singer . -- 
‘Turner,: Cliff. - Robertson; ° mah | 

“O'Brian, -Ruth . Roman, - Stefanie’ | = 
_ Powers, nee Grey, Ron ‘Husmann 

|: . Estate: -hasn’t - changed since. 

. several: ‘years .ago® in: ‘Para-.”' 
OL Starts, ‘this Year. ‘gee, = Yo “| . _ mounts “Teacher's. Pet." on oe 

 Prod:—Eliott _ ‘Kastner™ ‘This: Date, Last. Year. oe eee. iO = 

’ Dir.—Harvey.: Hart. 
“ot 

' _ Ann-Margret, - ‘Michael. ” parks: ‘Janet. a ee = — ny 
‘Margolin, ‘Larry Storch. ‘Kim Darby. ‘f. UMURDER ‘AHOY” se pe ROBERT FRANK: MAKING 

: (Started. March Wn. _|-!-Prod:—Lawrence -P.. Bachmann a 
: ” “pir.—George Pollock... 2.2.2: 2.62. "s0' 

Te. Margaret Rutherford, ‘Charies ‘Pingweit,. 

” WARNER. BROS. Lionel -Jeftries tt Some. jocatlo 26. % meats Eistree.. ° 
: nm Ait me. oca ion. in ornwa ve 

: “Starts, This Year : oe ‘ e: rid oe “oO a ° . . oe . 

‘-Prod.—erry. Bresler | - “Brod —Jeriy,, Breslér : This Date,’ aiciichd Year: . wees: =. ape : “p AR AMOUNT 
ar - Charlton | “Heston, Richard’ Harsis, ap ‘t. ; 

. 5 t 1] ® e Nn-: . }. “ Hutton, Jatnes Coburn, Micha i Starts, This ‘Year. ; Sabce eve 0 a F 
||| Ths Date, Last Year ae Oe 

.... ., @tarted -Feb - 
MAJOR: DUNDEE. ‘ 
. @resler: Prods.) .- - 

: “Ghooting in Mexico). 
tert: Frank, “who has. -herétofore 
{made only. ‘shorts,’ is planning his. 

‘1 fitst. feature: Tength.. effort, “Kad- 

“<. derson .Jr.,. Mario . Adorf, .. Brock:|f 
: Peters,: ‘Warren - Oates;- R.: G. Arm- 

-” strong, Ben Johnson... Slim - ‘Pickens; 
Karl Swenson,: L. Q..: Jones, John | | 

- Davis Chandler, ° ‘Jody’ McCrea Tee, 
(Startéd Feb.- St 

| IN DEPEN DENT | Ginsberg and- Norman Fruchter. are 

‘Starts; This Year: wae eecee 'S. 
: , doing the: screenplay. , 

: = Plan is" ‘to start production | in 
New York and: vicinity in May, with ~ PLAN ET 

‘RIDE. THE. WiLD- SURF” . This Date, Last. Year. . ae « 3: 

; Gana Films) a “a ed 1 the budget. in the neighborhood of | . . H an ~ 4) HH ighborhood of | .. 
Sede are wait apoteon!. ! | “THE LUCK OF GINGER COFFEY" | | Starts, ‘This Year...” 6 $100, 000. Edwin: Gregson, who pro-| . | (Crawley - Films Roth Kershner’ Prods. D:. 

: Shooting -in -Canada).- - 
-Prod.—Leon Roth: ~ a 
_ Dir:—Irvin. Kershner. = 

_ Rotert. .Shaw, Mary ‘Ure, ‘Liam: Red wet 
ond, Libby MacClintock |. 

o, “(Star ed Feb:. 2) - : 
on ny. HOUSE IS NOT A. HOME”. 

--.1 @mbassy ‘Pictures: Corp. . . 
_ Shooting . ‘at. Paramount) .— 

"” Dir.—Art..'Napoleon ; 
Fabian, Shelley ‘Fabares, ‘Tab* Hunter; 

Barbara, Eden, Peter Brown,. Su: ny 
"Hart, Jim ‘Mitchum, * John: Anthony | 
.- Hayes, Roger Davis. ‘Catherine |“ Mc- | 
“Leod, | John craig, “Murray Rose” ue 

; “Started Feb. 28) -- + |. Lo, 
- “MICKEY: ONE” 
(Arthur. Penn: ‘Prod:). . 
(Shooting. in. Chicago) _ - Loe . 
Prod.-Dir.—Arthur | Pen . 
Warren: Beatty, - ‘Hurd rHatheld,. “alexan-. ‘- 
dra Stewart, Teddy Hart,. Jeff. Corey. . 

. ‘Franchot .Tone:.:.. ----° .", 7 
Gtarted: March | AD 7 

(WaLri DISNEY. 
a “Startsy This Year... ps ve tes ; o 
ao This: Date, fast. ‘Year. a we See 

: | This Date, Last Year. . oose 20 

|| private ‘sources... . 
“Poet Ginsberg: was: ‘seen ‘as a. 

Prod Clarence. Greene: _ roa Starts, This. Year: ewiie's a0] "Dir.—Russell: Rouse {]: Fhis. Date, Last Year.. oe ep My: Daisy.” Sele 

~ Sex Act: ‘Lewd 

, Shelley Winters, - Robert - Taylor. ‘Ralph 
 Taeger, » Cesar .. Romero, .. Mickey = 

' Shaughnessy, Kaye Ballard, “Jesse }.- °° j 
“White, * Michael - - Forest: of Pat |7 — —_ wa TS 

| "REGAL INTL 
O'Malley 

: - (Started March 10): 

| “SPACE STATION X‘. P Starts, This. Year. .gc503 0 ; 
| This: ‘Date. Last: ‘Year. ween OS 

|| Glugo - ‘Grimaldi | Film. Prods.) . 
| Shooting. at. ‘Producers : Studio).:  .-- 
‘|. -Prods. -—Hugo: Grimaldi, Arthur Ce 

Pierce. - . : : 
ve eo —Hugo . Grimaldi . S eenrerrernes 

. itliam ‘Leslie;. Pamela ‘Curran,. Dolores. — 
‘Faith, ..Richard .Garland,: Richard|| ~..- 
‘Palmer,: James. Dobson; ° Glen - ‘Largan. | aoe 

: Joel .. Smith, ‘Francize -.: York, | 

film), during. the: rearguments,. on 
| the question. of “a first.” - 

“] be. an expert: ” offered to “do: some 
. |/tesearch” onthe point,‘ but’ his METRO ~20TH- FOX, 

a —— This Date, Last Year. OF 
This £ Date, Last. years: 2 2 ‘| @RERELS. “AGAINST: “THE “EIGHT! ef 
. -23.4|-(avid Prods.).. sob 7, - 

: , " "GUNS aT BATASI” nr 
. Prod.—-George. Brown . °°." - 
* Dir.—-John. Gilliam * 
“ Richard. Attenborough, Jack * Fishing; 

“Flora “Robs 
' Gtarted Feo. ey at’ Pinewood ‘atudios.) 

“UNITED: ARTISTS . 
I sterrts,: This. Year. ae “ 

- | This. Dat re; last Year... vee . 0 : ground: “No -constitutional question 
, | is involved.” Trans-Lux,. of. course, 

— ~_ | holds the | “eontrary:’ ‘view. . Rand, 

to ‘be. imperative. -Rand -has” pre- 
viously complained: that .. Regents’ 

-y 2 | (Shooting in IstaéD 
=~! Prod.-Dir.—Alexander’ Ramait” ; 

aan Diane Baker... ‘David - Opatostii, pom’ 
: > Bell, “Didi. -Ramati,. Paul Stassino; | - 

~. Pheodore- Marcuse, Odet Kotler, ‘Ben: . 
’ Nosef. 

- Gtariea, March »-. 

Elvis Presley... sarbara. ‘Stanwyck, "Joan 
. -- ‘Freeman, . Leif. Erickson, Sue™ ‘Ann |: AN GLO: IA 
"Langdon, Joan Staley: _ . 
“Gtarted: March 9). a: “Storts,: This: Year:- eee. ar 

iy ie Date, Last. ‘Year... chee Bly 
20th ‘CEN TU RY-FOX_ it 

Starts, This Year... . 686+ 7.| 
: ee Date, Last’ Year . es fee EAT ASSO. BRIT PATHE 

hooting ‘in, Crete)... : , || this: Date, bast. Year. ‘wes. a — Harrison, ‘Bingo - * Starrs: -Wilfri 

- Prod.-Dir.—Micheel. .Cacoyannis - L EE! -, Started. _March_ 2 ‘at “nwickenham : -stu- 
“Anthony Quinn.” Simone Signotet, iene | — dios. Various locations). 

- papas, Alan Bates” : | RATTLE. OF A SIMPLE MAN?” : i bwone way. PENDULUM”: 

, Started” ‘March 9) me Be " ‘(Martello Films) | oa bee -|-(Woodfall Presentations) . 
_"GOODBY CHARLIE” a "|. Exee.. Prod Sydney: Box. Cee 

: * (Venice-20th-Fox) _ le . Prod ~~ William GelE 

: -Prod.— David ’ Weisbart® o ; 
1. Dir. —Vincente .Minnellt Slee ‘} 

! ony .-Curtis, ° Debbie Reynolds, Pat | 
Boone, ° Walter: - Matthau, .° Joanna |" | 

', Baines, Martin Gabel, Laura - Devons} : 

Glarted. March 18). AP , ; ar arc ad - 

“WRI GONCHOS” -. eg eee & ON 
. Ghooting » in: Moab. Utah) we mony 2 B RITISH. u 

* Prod.—David' Weisbart. - °° ~. a - 

7 Bt ae. Boone, ‘Tory ae an, Cc 00 2. . 

ae r Timo thy” 

Board’s counsel, . 
‘Informed:.sourceés. ‘believed ‘there “PARAMOU NT: ae |) 

| Starts, This. Year... #0 2 || 
‘This: Date,. Last Year.. erae 6] 

soe Gial. Wallis’ Prod.).. 
- Prod.—Hal eye 

‘ “Pir.—John Rich: 

iGOLDFINGER” : . 
(Eon Prods. : ; 
‘Pr od, . &: ‘Dir. Satarry. Saltzman & cubes 

- S _Brocea Shirk Eat | ean onnery.: ey. on. . 
|: Started. March 16 at Pinewood. studios) tion: of the First and 14th Amend- 
THE. BE ATLES*.. “os .. ‘ments. to the U. Ss. Constitution. "i 

@roscenium © Films) 
} Prod.—Walter . Shensén 

. | Dir-—-Dick ‘Lester. . 
John Lennon, Paul. MeCartney,! ‘George 

~..| Mented: “Lest we’ get: too- far away 
from: the ‘actual question, :‘let ‘us 

but went no further than to direct 
the elimination therefrom of the 

_ | two: scenes. of sexual congress. :ff 
1. Die peter vates” -| we. were to hold. this Regents’ de- 
| §ric.-Sykes, Jonathan. Miller termination was ‘iegal, -We would 
Saad March : 2. at “‘Twickentiatn ata be: 

|. Prod.—Michael. Deeley * 

ee 1 Dir ——Muriel Box’. | 7 : 
|. Harry -H. ‘Corbett... Diane. Gilento.. 

, Started‘ March~ 9. on. Brita tion. os, Bi set, . . 
. “don, ‘into Assoc. 8 udios, ree “MISTER. MOSES". 

; from March 23): 4 @rank Ross. Prods) - _ 
.Prod.—Frank Ross -,.:- ae 

|. Dir=Ronald ‘Neame : | 
Robert Mitchum, Caroll, ‘Baker, Alexan- 

: Staivs; This _¥ oy \eeore 9 in. Nairobi, +4. $. F. ee < “eo: - ‘e “FH: antiary. a. airob enya. 

aol eq bs ee . Shot. entirely.“ ‘on. ‘Totation,) r 
-Franciosa, 1 Sim: 

Brown, ne . 3 ‘This Date; Hast
: Year: . os see *: as | pes on 

7 . picture a direct. -acting out.of coitus.} 
‘| “To fornicate. in: public or to ex- 

vs: Sedley (I Keble’ 620) wherein 

-of obscenity.” -Because, . ‘standing 

‘himself in the nude to: the. public.” 
. “The: ban. on. such: exhibitions is 

ad 

an 

. Erane 
(Started “Marchi ‘165 . [abo You snow Tate vorcer” UN IVERSAL 
oo “JOHN , GOLDFARB, * . PLease.” * come «Brod Heack Fateons. c oes | be $ ri: Thi Y : 
: “BE HOMES i J 1. Paompson F Prods. -2oth), *, Dan, Dy ‘Duryea, . "Gwen. Wattord,° Tex’ ; I se tate if a Year es eed ws a 

a pee Lee Thompsoii | eared Feb. 1.at ‘Shepperton stridtos) || a eee ear. ove a | 
| Shirley MacLaine,’ J Peter: Ustinov, Rich: | . _ 7} 

Started Marek’ 29 . BUTCHERS - |} John: ‘Wayne Gracing ou daw,” ted “Judge: Des- 
oo @s0UND OF MUSIC”. * 7 . ene | ie ngs 1 : £ mmen «Giga, muse” eg hs ‘Starts, This Years: <2 02... ‘0. ) Gordon MéLendon Aftair|| a Judge: 

7 Jiilie: Anatews,. Christop ster’ ‘Fismmer. | This: = Dats Last. Year... * ° “ OH o.. Sain Antonio, March’31. ©). “It is “unthinkable, 7 continued 
-.. +, Peisy. Wood, Eleanor: Parker, Rich-.}} eae | ‘| Judge: Desmond, : “that: a civilized os SE yan mei . S| I addition. to. actor John Wayne 
- “Gharted March 220-2202 yi : oii waa} attending. a special... fundraising community’ would permit-actors. to 

7 S OLUMBIA | dinner here for Gordon McLendon,’ novi ate prac tetees ina play or a/- 

~ ONFTED ARTISTS i x a number of. other Hollywood stars | movie’ ig said’ by: some ete OF 
af NT. "Sates: This: Year. ‘2 are. slated. to: appear Here : “on y. some. c or 

Co. “Starts: This Year: “ised ae “dl This: Bait ast: erst "}: | April 6.. = =: 
ot This Date, las Year 5.63 3) t eaptaree e. honhinanctty: Se He. Chill ” ‘Wills, ‘Rhonda: Fleming, ’ 

—'| Joey Bishop; Robert: Cummings and | has always been. “forbidden © and 

aithea Hiniée. Cherty 
rted, freb. a “at Bray, studios:) 

AR moses’. ae * eptayee, euienre -|Ken Curtis who’ appears.on “Gun- |controliable by police power statutes 
= 7 . Seek _Hoss:Talbot roe aS | “Bie poy, Xu -Luckwell | .. | Smoke” as’ Festus, are among. the | (see. Commonwealth. vs. Leavitt, 64 

° “Prod. —Frank | "Rows ro pncaat Seeders Jot Other ‘Hollywood film: and. ty: atars. ‘Mass. 177, and: ‘Penal daw, “Art. 
~ ‘Dir.—Ronald: Nemme.. who- may attend. the: ‘dinner. 7 106)”: 

- aR “tee 

*, days: of’: Douglas. Fairbanks - 
e Elder, ‘played a newsman Atlanta .:test. -. Gordon’ Craddock, 

vo Sonelnelaw of UA veepee William 
a Heinemann, ‘is president of Aristo-. 

‘| erat. ° 

‘1ST FEATURE, ‘KADDISH’ 
Avant ‘garde ‘film: director Rob-. 

dish,” - suggestéd - ‘by. the poemi. of. 
the ‘same name’ by. Allen’ ‘Ginsberg. 

duced Frank’s ‘‘O.K. End -Here,” |~ 
| shown. ‘at . last: September's ‘New ; 

> }-York -film. fest;. will’ produce ‘the: 
=| feature with ‘tacking coming from. 

performer . in: Frank's: earlier, “Pull I. 

—=| More Indus 
i ‘Continuea froin. ‘page 7 — 

: over $2,000,000 in major expansion 

3 . | 
7 : “ouf|’ \--Crow, Harold: Lloyd Jr.z Ron Stokes,'|| ‘Starts; This- Year: -... 0... 1 -|| Broffer was not accepted.Court. of | 
: Starts: This Yeor:...< coe, Fe] gee Aone 1). oes : Ye ) || Abpeals thought a prompt decision 

a appeal ‘was ‘not being expeditiously |: 
-| conducted by Charles. A. _Brind, Jr: ; 

ote during the rearguments, asserted | 
that. Section 122°:of. the. Education| ~ 
Law (licensing: statute) is “a viola-|: 

Chief. Judge Desmond ‘also com: 

a:| remind. ourselves the Regents: ‘did. 
‘not ‘refuse “to license: this picture: 

saying. that there: is a consti-|. 
tutional right -to include ina. motion}. 

hibit: the. sexual organs’ in. public,” 
continued:' Judge “Desmond, | “has 
been considered obscene: conduct 

‘| at least since 1663 in case: of King 

Sir. Charles Sedley was convicted } 

1 on- a ‘London balcony,. he exhibited 

1 probably . as _ old:as.. human society: 
and: it: has “never. disappeared. from. 

"jy other. to. be ‘an. artistic work. Lewd in a 
conduct in. public, whether. on. the} wot 
sidewalk, ‘the ‘stage’ or the’ screen| in 

Do 7 Atlanta, March 3i. 

~ ‘premiere: engagement. of ‘The 
’ | Molesters,’ ” Aristocrat. Films im- 
-} port, got under way Thursday (26) 
at Loew’s Grand with a $2,000-plus 

| gross, one of best openings for the 
:12,200-seat. house. in. longtime. ac- - 
cording to.-Bob. Moscow, Atlanta’ 

{exhibitor who. has interest in film. 
-.| Film ‘has held over... 
1 “Molesters” is Swiss-made film; 
7 ‘originally. titled - “Der Sittlich- 
‘keitsbrecher,” : . and directed. “by 

|} Lazar .. -Wecksler, long-time Swiss 
“1 preducer, “Because: ‘of strong 

kickoff here; Loew’s Theatres has’. 
booked film in 20 houses, exclusive . 

|-of N. Y. ‘theatres. 
Aristocrat Films. is newiy-formed 

company, hip.. in Manhattan and 
-|“Molesters”:: is: its first release... 
Company imported pic, made a few 
excisions and dubbed it before the. 

Report - from ° ‘South: on “Mole- 
sters” is that film deals with “‘per-. 
version, rapists, sadists, masochists 
‘arid so.on but that. it does: not 
glamorize and is not salacious and 
can. be said to teach lessons about. 

| the. “shadowy’ side of. life. in- 
habited- by the. unfortunates and . 
-eriminals. thus’ afflicted.””.._— 

Under -16s.are batred froma At- 
lanta showing unless accompanied 

{ by: parents. Ads. state “It is . an 
‘}absolute - adult motion _ picture,. 
| dealing. with many of life’s ‘hidden. 
and strange desires. ” 

_ Mann Not In 
” Minneapolis, March - 31. 

Molesters,” ,import now market- 
‘testing in. Atlanta, though this had. 

| been trade-rumored.. 
Mann Senies any tie. . 

: For 

_ Stanley Warner Corp.. will invest 

of company’s chemical manufactur- | acilities. 
Rand, who -did: not “pretend: tol are. facilities. Decision was made 

-after . inspection of its -Cheswold, 
‘Delawer, plant by directors of its 
International Latex Division. 

‘ According to W. O. Heinze, head 
‘of ILD, it- will he fifth expansion in: 
past five years. Chemical division 
Of SW. is ‘becoming Majer position ~ 
in-company's. diversified activities, . 

| which includes operation of 240. 
film houses. and. ty station WAST. . 

. would be at least’ oné: motion, on|= 
{| which . ‘Regents ‘would have 30 days oe 

| to : answer;..‘Board, through its| 
|] stunset could also “move for: dis- 5 _ 

m “ 
“Missa! and's appeal, ‘on. the —— Continued from page 2 == 

‘Nuovo will ‘take place on July 10; 
12, 14, 15;.17 and will close. the 
season on ‘J uly 19th.” 

Taylor will: present the world- 
‘premiere of a new ballet. entitled 
“The Red Room,” to. music of 
‘Gunther Schuller’s “Seven Studies © 
on Themes of Paul Klee.” The. 
choreography will be by ‘Taylor 
himself, with sets and costumes by 
‘Alex Katz. - 

‘Dance .will also be part of the 
daily Seven’ O’Clock Theatre,” 
which .was ‘inaugurated: Jast sea- 
‘son, and which this season will be. 
under | the” directorship of. Ivan a 
Uttal : 

GM & Negro Bonanza’ 
mas Continucd from page 1 amet 

‘wanting. to ‘whip. up national anxie- 
crisis, ‘the current integration - 

But. the: company is already in 
‘a hassle with. the Seven Arts: ‘Chap- 
ter. of CORE (Congress of Racial. 
‘Equality) .in New York. for sriub- 
bing. the integration group on its 
request for. representation of Negro 

| talent in: GM’s industrial shows, | 
‘The Seven Arts Chapter, composed 

Ted ae the ‘local tircult 
‘operator. is: not partnered. in “The 

Warner Corp. 

21 SOT PETE oe ea Ah SET 

of performing talents, sent wires... 

to. discuss the. ‘matter. Ford flew 

3 fell in line. Group 
‘found ‘American Motors had a satis-:. 
‘factory record in the hiring of 
Negro talent, and. nevotiations are » 

| . leurrent ‘with. Chrysle er. 

tothe. major car companies under’ an 

Farmer negotiations. 
Only. General Motoes flatly refused 
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lp publicizing“: 
” "elassifications”’ 

Chairman. . ‘Marano. He. praised - -the} 
: Long’ Island - Press (Sunday. ~ edi-}. 

‘Albany, March. SI. 

: _ In ‘yecommitting ‘two film: bills: 

’ ‘o. Assembly: Rules: Cornmittee last+ 
-Week;. Chairman Luigi R Marano!. 

- ff Joint.’ Legislative Committee ‘ont. 

Offensive” and ..Qbscene | “Material. 
- expressed’ confidence | in, Motion | 
“+... Bietire Assn. of America’s ‘plan to 

| ; finance. -increasing. circulation of 
:.. “The .Green: Sheet” in New York { 
, ‘State and-for making | it ‘available 
to ‘all> interested parents, 

" @0st- of: few: pennies.’ oss 

ate ay 

* “They. can,: from. -its. audience: |: 
ae ratings. decide: whether. ‘their ‘chil+ | 
-- dren’ should: or: ‘should Mot | ‘see. 2 

particular picture.” 
. .-Marano. ‘warned,’ “ia ‘a: brief ‘put | 

7 “wigorous speech. ‘before. the. Lower 
, that if. ‘the. motion-picture. 

“industry does: not“fulfill its ‘moral |: 
obligation’ to.: the. “people: of - this: 
State,’ the: :-Joint- Committee; ‘will: 

“. -gonsidér "further: .action.” *.He.: ex- 
_ -pected.-: the. “agreement”. made‘ to 

-be ‘kept; Teported: on Joint -Com-. 
_.Mittee’s' meetings with “the biggest. 
“! producers ‘of .motion ‘Pictures: in} 

. fhe United - States.” Je 
“Cooperation . “by - ‘hewspapers:: iti 

“the ’- 
was. asked by 

tion). for “printing. long ‘lists- of | 
Green Sheet” ratings. “Marano,, ‘who |. 
‘will: continue to- head :-the Com- |: 
mittee until Dec. 31, criticized the | * 
Regents for™ “failing -to “take. al: 

-.,. -@eéfinite stand. on the .classification 
<.; bill. we introduced | 

quest.”” “The “result: “Gt - 

, Moor . vote.” 

“Assemblyman. -“Marano;: in ‘sib: 

-Mnitting a rough draft (bulky). of 
_ . + Committee’s” annual | report, prom= 

_-ii- ° $sed: that a’ printed ‘copy - would be. 
Be ‘sent to every legislator: . : 

.. He - was pleased when ihe: ‘Rules 
“S Gommittee ore ported ‘favorably 

of: Reade-Sterling’s 
* Distributing - division,” 

- ..Rugoff: Theatres as exec. vicepresi-' 
dent. 

..Deneatt arlier. was: neral. man- | 
e s ge _Head.- - featuring - costumes .* from 

'.Marano « ‘resolution : for continuing. 
“ “Comimittee’s : 

° with” a: ‘$20, 000°. ‘appropriation. ($5, 
“900. more | than’ for’ fiscal. year. 
7 -1963- 64). 
: was- cast’ against. the: Fesolution, °. 

"SIDNEY DENEAU TO 
” RUGOFE AS EXEC VP. 
Sidney Deneau. who ‘resigned last 

. life’) another-..-year,. 

Only . one- ‘dissenting. -vote 

‘week as veep-genéral sales manager 
Continental 

ae ‘ager‘of the Schine Circuit and after 

“new Post. 

: ba Tuner Sick, 

7 been suspended: : 

ao “that was veep-assistant general sales | * 
:- Manager. of: Paramount . -Pictures * 
. Distributing. Corp. eres 

The. ‘exeeveepey at Rugott is ‘al 

Many Faces’. ‘Suspeni| 
“Mexico. City, March: 31.°: 

. Tata ‘Turner, taken. iil in Aea-! 
:. pulco during filming. of Jerry. Bres- | 
“Jer’s:“Love Has Many... Faces’” and | 
who suffered -4 relapse .after first 
couple of days. ‘shooting here,: has} 
‘not- recovered-.sufficiently to ‘con='| 
‘tinue ‘in: the: film. and shooting has 

‘Although - a: week. ‘of ‘interiors | 
were. shot on the: Columbia’ release- 
at Churubusco’ Studios near Mexico: 

“City while waiting -for-star to re-.| 
_, over, filming ‘ceased on March 19 |. 
"and: ‘most of the versonnel: returnéd |. 
to. ‘Hollywood. While: Miss’: Turner 
is convalescing: in Acapulco, ‘malé | 
-Jead: Hugh O’Brian has ‘been fish-' 

-:- ing in. Zihuatenajo. Also: remaining, 
=, , to. scout ‘locatiens . fora bull-fight| 

.- \gequénce, are. production - ‘manager. 
Foe Behm, ' director . Alex * Singer, 

' gameraman: Joe Rutenberg and art} 
oot director ‘Dick Maders.. 

- {Acapulto police ‘have: ‘Hot “yet | 
: ‘solved robbery. ‘of: Miss. Turner’s | 

- ‘hotel: suite, done: during her ‘first | 
sick: Spell.) 

“25° Dove Behind, Skea” 
‘Hollywood, March - 31, 

Jetty’ Bs. ..21.§ Columbia: produe- 
tion of “Leva Has ‘Many. Faces” has 
‘been ‘postponed- for:an .additional 
Le week: It ‘is 25.days behind schedule. ' 

"Major reason for delay. i 1s. iHness 
os oF: Lana: ‘Turner, on 

a ee 

Pr roblem If ‘tT Know 

serenade. 

-was motivated: by. the : Knoxville. he 

filming ‘last :year’ of two features; fof o1 

‘industry’s “.own 

‘at. their ores] - 
a was . _ hot ae 
ae -Teporte from’ “committee for. at. 

“1 at ‘annual conference of. ‘the Fed-|- 

| address - conference’ 
VS Wwhy I Produce ‘ Films.. for: the | 

‘versal. release, | “Tsland. of the: Blue 

“with- numbers’ from.. -Metro’s . “Un- 

-| of the .Field,”. Federation’s award: 

“As: “joining: 

‘| will speak’ on -his work. and: show: a}. 

+ Silas. Seadler. who “will. aeeept, for'} 

| reissue | 
‘| bssed on. “the classics,” w. and will 

+ tion Pictures.” Film “Estimates Di-| 
‘} rector: Marie. Hamilton ‘will discuss. 

.:{ DFEXy.’ Mrs. William G.: :Sullivan,- is }. 

| by early October. 

“ for cinerama, 35m,. ‘Todd A-O and 
-any other kind. of projection: whieh, 

: may’ develop. : 

— ; Continues “from page: tr a | ” 

but knew its ‘plot. He: said. he: saw. Bo, ow 0 Aboat one meal 
: | | ‘He’ said “that: while -4 the: ‘pictures [- 

Knoxville’ $100 Per. ‘Diem. might. show fumbling. in high gov- 
_ But: Lighting | Missing 

4 With six: productions already. 
losed ‘launched, ° More than twice ‘the. 

ernmient:. places. he © considered | Undise Treaty I Pact. | number started. at the same time 
thém:.“a -departure-:from: reality.” “Of P; ar and. Drive-In: last: year, Universal is: gearing 1964. 

“Holly wood, March 31. He Said he. did not think: the: re-| . Paramount. has settled. alr “anti- ‘production | ‘plans for @ minimum 

Pitch’ ‘is. ‘being. made™ by. ‘Knox: | leases” in:question had: much. of | trust. action which -had~ been| of 25 features. ‘This, according to 
ville; Tenn:,. fathers to: Hollywood: | an effect ‘inthe’ United States: But | brought: against it--by the Star} , ng 
and New York producers’ to. make |. said.. the “senator: “I~ sometimes’! Drive-In - -Corp.,. operator: of. the Edward. Muhl, production v.p., 
use of a. new $250,000 -municipally- |. think. ‘perhaps it might -be_ best. Af| Elmsford | “Drive-In : Theatre’ of | would be more than double. the 
financed sound. stage. being- built |.we monitored. those. movies a “bit Westchester County, N.Y., ‘per | number of pix turned out by Uni-- 
there.. which. willbe ready for-oe- | before we: serit: them. overseas.”. || papers filed’in. N.Y.-Federal Court. | versal in one year since 1957. : 
cupancy.“in’ July:- Mayor John... J. He: recalled. that during his’ trips"The suit had. charged thatPar had Already completed are “Send 
‘Duncan heads. a. five-man; delega-| to: ‘Latin America and: the Far East | discriminated against: Star in runs |Me No. Flowers,” “Kitten With a 
‘tion ..of ‘civic™ ‘leaders “here | :on ‘certain American’ films. béing: ex-'|.and- clearances. .No..details: of: the: Whip,” “Daffy,” “McHale's Navy” 

hibited’ thete ‘at the time . did. not. ‘settlement.’ are: disclosed... {and “The Lively Set,” “Bus Riley’s 
put . the - U.S: in its “best. -light: Star’ S: action had sought. treble Baek in Town” is still shooting. — 
nai did: nat mention. the pictures: damages: “Various. other -distribs| _ “Also: started is Panama. and 

name, 

- ‘Famay “tr” 

Stage is offered: at. $100 per’ diem. 
‘compared - with a--general: Holly- 
wood. price . of: $500—but- there's. 
this catch, it Jacks any. -lighting-1-- 
‘equipment. This- limitation may: be |7— 
bridged, however, according ta]. 
Dunean, - ‘by. obtaining : équipment{ 

‘and ‘circuits. had also. pbeen..named -“Strghge. . Bedfellows,” 
Of these; Universal : 

| Settled recently. bit action is still 
* 2” eontinuing- ‘agazinst Metro, Loew’s. 

1S Theatres, “Warner Bros., Columbia, 

Rock Hudson and Gina 
‘Lollobrigida for second time (they 
‘also did “Come September” first of 
six features. to start.this month). 

sees |-in.-the ‘suit:: 

‘from:a local film equipment rental 2 -_ |RKO’ Theatres. . aad: ‘Suburban. The others are. “Father Goose,” ‘house. : {ae Continued trom: page 2 — | op tres. . |] Cary -Grant-Leslie -Caron starrer 
| Facility, named thé Janies ‘Agee 7 thur Brauner: of ccc: Films jis. set |- er = : | an to. be filmed in Jamaica; William 
‘Memoria¥. Studio in: honor’ of late. for a German-American. eoproduc-} 0 ge ~Castle’s:. “The Night | Walker”: 
‘author, a resident. of; Knoxyille,; ‘tion of. “Fanny, "which, he: thinks 5 eee 1“Fluffy,”. ‘Tony Randall starrer: 

. Gordon Kay's “Taggart”: and “The 
| Truth - “About :Spring”. (formerly 

"| “Miss. Jude”), which. stars John 
-land.: ‘Hayley ' Mills. ' and. James 
MacArthur. | 

_—_ -Schedulued for June and July 
: ‘starts are Ross’ Hunter's. “Art, of © 
’|.Love,” starring James Garner and 
| Dick ‘Van “Dyke; “The 12th of. 
Never”; “The Favor,” comedy by. 
‘Stanley Shapiro and. Nate Monaster 

His. ‘copartner . ‘is. Albert. Bug. = : 
‘smith, American: indie producer, |” 

-. ,fand the pair has Dicked Striptease 4 
o- “dancer Syra. Marty for ‘the lead: .- | 

Showne
n Ma , et 

- Migs: Marty’s ‘acting ‘packerou
nd | Ag ae 

a ke eS “the is being: 
publicized in| ML 

: Of Fim ( mc 

| Germany : ‘as the strippér :who for- |. - Paramount - hag made’ arran 
Be-. 

1 rk merly worked for Dallas nightclub |: ‘ments: with Sears, Roebuck,.the re: 

“Atlanta, March: 31, 
* "Five new. filins will ‘be: ‘unreeled | 

‘Ely: Landau’s’ “The Fool” Killer’ |... 
Hom David ‘Susskind's MAIL: the Way | 

ome.’ ee 

‘| boss Jack-Ruby. She was-a. stripper: to ‘star en ‘Hudson; and ‘Fields 
in.the Carousel there and, like Miss | tailstore and mail’ order chain; to. of Honor,’ starring James Stewart. 
‘Rice-Davies; has never before done’ put tickets for: “Becket”. and “Pall: _ 
a: =. *.. of the: Roman Empire” on: sale in. 1 

———— Sears. stores: ‘ Also, ducats to. the : 
| eee yoadshew ‘attractions will be made}: — 

Egypt. pow sUp: “available to Sears:.customers vial °°... "Alb March 
= Ct to. uquerque, are 31. 

— Continued ‘From Pere 3 — maiting Pieces through which folks ‘ Premiere of Cinerama . ‘in at. fiome - will. be: able: to Furchase I profitable’ ‘Within. the - ‘co nfines of |A buquerque. last Tuesday (24). ‘Was .. that. territors );. they ‘ha seats by mail, order: from: the’ chain. | ‘for. :650:. persons, with. Governor 
i y),. they have yet’ ‘tol: To spur interest! in salesmanship.| | Jack ‘Campbell. as host to the 

make: any. real dent outside. A few on ‘the part of the Sears stores in-|:“invitational” debut at ‘the re- 
‘Egyptian’ ‘spectacle. pix, dubbed in- valved, ‘the. company has. ‘set up a tel ‘ ‘modied. as the inal Theatre. “On 
) ocal anguage, : shave. done ‘okay |; cial. contest. with - fo the ‘Screen. ‘was the initial filin’ in the 

Curtain. locales, ‘according : to Ibra-| : tic! : ‘Tickets for. opener were ‘sold at: 
fiim, :and there. are plans. to: push’ In. thet overall, Seats ‘gets.a a “commis. 

sion on: ‘the ducats. it sells. as though. 
: $5, with proceeds going to. Al- 

these: ‘sales: further afield: The big, buquerque - ' United Community: 
need, -however, . isto bring: more! it were a. ticket. agent. : | Fund.. Several - dozen. ‘cuffo tickets 

eration ‘of Motion .. Picture : Coun-: 
cils “in: ‘Atlantx. today" (1). and | 
tomorrow. -Robert: | Radnitz.. ‘will 

tomorrow. ‘on 

Family. _Audience; with * “his | “Uni- | 

Dolphins; ”.-as. the case. in point.’|: 
Actor-singer.. Harve ‘Presnell : will: 
entertain’ ‘at tomorrow’s | ‘banquet: 

-sinkable Molly - ‘Brown,’ in | which: } : esi ar. _ - aga 4 eashore production interest to 0 the! This. is, of course, ‘not’. the: first went. ‘to vere ‘of two. jocal radio. 
. - tf rs, elevision' -and—~r. 

. -aceent,- on behalf of U<A’s . “Lilies:| ’ Ta. this: ‘end. Torahiin says, the time. such retail outlets have. been Hations. ° 
used ; as: ticket outlets: for’ Dpix,. par- |: 

ticularly roadshow entries. ‘In: the. 

| past: such. plans have worked: ‘effec- 

tively, especially i in ‘surburban areas 
:where ticket buying. is: made easy |. 
‘by thé gonvenience of having. faste- 
boards. available right in the back-. 

lyard: as opposed to ‘having to trek 
‘to.a- Gotham boxoffice or agency 
‘to get: them: ‘ The mail order biz 
‘scheme. also. proves: effective since 
‘it. directly reaches -nmiany people.in 

have. beeiiebanned from: the ‘UAR ‘the home; ‘along’ with: ‘other Sears 
because of. their political “activity |items- of interest. . : office. of Fox-Intermountain (own- 
‘or behalf of Israel. Such. ‘bannings, “Becket” and. “Empire” are ma-|er of the house), made brief 
he: says, have always been based on|‘jor.. pix for -Paramount, the’. first} speevhes before the screening. 
politics, -not.religion. That: the con-| roadshows the company has handled | *’ Remodelin enlarged the screen’ ‘fusion: over Who was or who-wasn’t| since: ‘Ten Commandments.” -An from ‘65 ‘to. ino feet-in width, and. 
‘banned’. has‘ resulted ‘in; a “bad | all-out | drive has -been in effect). caiied : for. removal of ‘about 35 

“press” forthe’ UAR,- hé’ acknowl-| to sell-both’ epics: with. special de- ‘Seats. from the 800-seater. Ti kets 
‘edged, bit: he feels: ‘that: much: of ‘partments. for .each’ pic : -established ‘for Cineram: r reed. f c t 
the ‘confusion was inspired by’ half- at the -conipany. . - This’ Sears ‘tieup.| f $2.50 a are non FF idays in 
“knowledge; ‘or,’ no-knowledge. ASjis but. one of many. gambits -being. o: a person on Fridays 

‘Egyptian General. Co. is prepared. 
to ‘make: -cofinancing ° deals. of. all 
‘types and: fiscal size. For the right 
property,. money.: should: -not be. a 

-Prior. to screening, ‘an entertain- 
thent program was provided and 
-included ‘concert by. Norman Rus~ 
sell Bell's “Bell Canto: Singérs” 
‘and the sevén-pitce Vern Swingte. 
‘Dixieland: Band. 

Victor-Rosen,. national director of 
special services for Cinerama, from. 
Los. -: Angeles, . represented the. 
‘company at the. premiere. 

-Rosen;,. along with Gov. Camp- 
bell, :and. house manager Lou Gas--- 
parini, ahd: Ray Davis of. Denver 

for: “outstanding. motion. picture. of ; 
the .-year.”. Atlanta:: “history pro-| 
fessor Dr; Francis. Beiijamin | will 
discuss ‘Paramount Bronston’s ‘problem. ‘The. advantages? Modern 

studio.““and: lab ‘facilities: “plus. “Fall ‘of* thé. Reman. Empire” and 
show. a 23-min. trailer. on the - film. |: technical. talent, exttas, ete all. at 
Film ad-pub man Gérald ‘Rafshoon | ?.:Tight price”. 

Ibrahim. feels that ‘“misconcep- 
tions”. may. have held back Egypt's. 

| film. development’ in the past,. par- 
ticularly -publicity. anent’ various 
-Yank: film. personalities “whose | pix 

12-min. trailer, narrated by. Edith 

20th-Fox’s. “What A..Way To. Go!’’. 
“Also ‘on speakers” list.is Metro’s | 

‘Metro, an award for “continuing ta. 
-alstime © favorite ‘- films {| 

talk. on’. “Bringing. Back Great: Mo- | 

“Motion “Pieture’ Coincil arid. the:} 
‘Green Sheet’ Expansion. Program.” 
Métro ‘branch manager ‘in Atlanta | 

| W.-W: -Sherrill: will- partiripate in |‘an-example, he. said. that stories: to tried ‘by Par..in’an attempt to. fur- ‘Saturdays. ~ 
‘panel discussion ‘and local’ exhibi-|the- effect: ‘that “Lawrence. . of ther the | success ‘of ‘the pix.” oO 
‘tor. ‘Mel. Brown. will discuss ‘“‘The}-Arabia”’ - had: ‘been - ‘banned :. were |: _—_. _ _ | ’ 
Exhibitor. and ‘the Film. Council— never true, for the’ reason .that| : National Library Week’s. 
‘Their Common Objectives.” °. --| Columbia “Pictures ‘had’. never | Pennsylvania Situation . Books That Made Films ‘sought an -entry- permit. for. it: Col'}. 

did: ‘recently, and : . the - ‘permit -was |: 
issued, period: - ' 

Before departing from’? New ‘York 

- Theme. of-:this fenth. anni cont 
‘fererice, ‘according’. to Federation | - Okayed ‘for: Stanley. Co.| I 

i erie Warner Corp.’ S Petition {238 will te ‘saluted with: spee 
uild a new. motion picture ustry ; 

for visits to London: and Paris en| theatre at King of: Prussia Plaza| 4! Poster, prepared under super- 
route back: to: Cairo, Ibrahim met| Shopping: * “Center, . - Montgomery 

. with. aged major compahy ‘execs County, Penn.,. was. approved: Fri- America coup Fred Goldberg. “| Ky al up.. the. cinema City and! day (27) ‘by: Federal- Court:. Judge Poster, .which “features 16° books 
gypt’s “new -open-door: coproduc- ‘Edmund..L. Palmieri...” Lrecently: filmed: or in. production, 

‘Mills, boy 

| tion-- policies. Hé' also-.:met ‘witht | “Twn Sod for Shonper | ‘Ralphey Hetzel, acting. prez’ of: hel: «Court ‘decision. “said. “SW | had. was mailed to 5,500 key libraries. © 
ae Minneapolis, March. 31. "Motion. Picture. Assn: ‘of América} proved to: its ‘satisfaction ‘that ac-| Theatre. Owners of America is ar- 
Ground has.:been broken for a’ who,” in -addition,~is the .current|:quisition | of.‘the.1300°t6 1450 seat|ranging distribution to. member- 

‘house:will * not: unduly restrain! ship. Army and Air Force Motion local suburban shopping: ¢entre’s | ‘prez‘of the International Federation’ 
new $360,000°1,200-seat four-waller: of Film-Preducers Assns.: Recogni-| competition,.:and indicated compe-} Picture: Service has requested 600. 

tition. will -be stimulated .and in-| for..military post display. Total ‘to be. leased: to-and; operated ‘by’! tion: by: thé latter. will. be sought for 
circuit. owner. Ted Mann. Construc- | the upcoming Cario fest in October;| creased. Opposition had been voiced.| Of 8,500 -copies of poster. will be 
tion. is-expected to’ be. completed | and. the’ degree “of: recognition will by Sam Shapiro, Claude: ‘Sehlangor distributed. 

é | determine the fest’s.status—that is;. and: Lew Sablos : 1-2 Pictures. - mot A’s. 
‘It'll be the first ‘new hardtop. film competitive or . non-competitive.” - na men a “Soldier in: The soted 3 ans 

‘show house to be built hereabouts | 41.6: due ‘to’. be” ‘explored: by| . | Red- Line”; Columbia’s “The Col- 
Since 1961 and , will be equipped |: Thrahim with his industry associates|. r 2 dlector” ‘and “Lord Jim’; Metro’s 

4 “Night: Must.-Fall”: and “Of Hu- ‘and ‘superiors in. Cairo is :the’ sub-} 
man Bondage’; Paramount’s “Car-: ject of. inducements which : might a 

: petbaggers” and “Spy Who Came 
In.-From the Cold’’;. 20th-Fox’s 
“Yon Ryan’s Express’ and: “The 
Agony and Eestasy”; UA’s 

N ational . Library ‘Week; ‘April 

A. Decade. of. Progress.’ ” Delegates | - 
from 35.- councils’ are expected. 
MPAA” will, . be repped by. aa 

Goose’ to. “Jamaica | 
~atingston: Jainaiea, “March 310 
“Shooting is due to: start. ‘here’ 

| May’ 1. on. Universal’s: “Father; 
| Goose,” Cary ‘Grant-Leslie. Caron- 
Jack Hawkins. feature. Locale will the 
‘be: North~.. Coast, - “approximately'|/.gatan. Bug” and “Mister Moses”: 

The theatre will: bring. ‘to. 20 ‘the |: 
‘number. ‘of. ‘those. in. localite ‘Mann’ s. ‘tree: ‘Temittance™ of. moni S$ earne 
chain - which © includes: 10. of | the | e a in Egypt ‘by the entered film and/or. 
Twin Cities’ leading firstrun’ liouses | an additional import license. to the} n ; 
‘and also ‘one. in Washin#ton, -D.C.,| entering” company..’ For.” foreign where UA’s “Dr. No.” was shot... Universal's: “Marnie” ‘and “Island 
“where: Mann «is. -plannins’: another. | Compariies.. with -: Egyptian distrib, Gast and crew “will: headquarter of the Blue Dolphins”: Warner's * 
Further expasion of the circuit also | affiliates; : these” could. be. quite at-<the ‘Jamaica Hilton. hear St. “Act. One” and “A° Distant’ ‘Trum- 
ds... ._"conitemplated. we ‘persuasive. © o “Ann's. Bay. fos ‘}petz?. 

‘vision of Motion Picture Assn.of . 
com- — 
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Film Reviews _ 
Me —— Continued: from page 6 

“Advanee ‘To the Rear ° 
”  . misfits in the outfit-include a-bone-]_ 
. -@rushing .muscle’ man, a .punch-'|” 
drunk: former. fighter, an arsonist: . 

‘abrupt. dissolution’ of an affair ‘be-{ -- . ‘and. a."klepto. 
-Yarn’s . ‘complications take. in- ‘a 

ol Conféderate: femme spy,.a group |< 
‘! of ladies of ill-repute, a’ band: of 
:. renegades ‘and’ .an’ Indian chief. : 
*’-Wside’.from. the: ‘scene’ where. -the 
.:. infantry. company. is’. ordered -£0 

ue * take over © the . usual.” ‘cavalry 

aT Tage eet SI T0e a “ fogs 

woe ." ete . 

sO ae wt 
we 2 yt 

are oa oy : . nee a eee t 

CRITI STRIKER bt ny 

on ws . 

’ 4 

.. .. mounts.-arnd Jearn how. ‘to. drill: ‘On 
ls. horseback, which’ ‘is: :sheer - slap- 

° stick, ‘the-sequence where the: com: |: 
_. ., pany, sans uniforms’ and guns, at: 
-r ‘tacks ‘the southérn.. troops and “a | 

“battle: enisode” ‘in. which a. “hur- 
‘riedly-built’: rock- -catapult.: ‘and | 

“other missiles. are used prove to. be. 
highlights. 

la. “Conjugal Bed.” 

a: brief - ‘interlude . describing ’ the 

‘tween. a ‘Milanese: Rolls-Royceterer 
and her Jover.. Third: item, “Mara,” |... 
is’: the flashiest - but: hokiest: of ‘the: 
three. It: explores - ‘the ‘adventures |: 
‘in: Rome: ofa: ‘lovable prostitute, a 
fanciful | client and: a “confused { Z 
young ‘student- priest. ' It amounts to: 
an. elaborately. contrived excuse, to} . 
get ‘Miss Loren. into.a bikini. : 

* Mastroianni ‘and Miss ‘Loren both 
are ‘excellent in: all three- of. their |": 

‘OF the “ssupport-} ‘ 
ing players,, the. most’ ‘vivid. .and- 
characterizations, 

lasting. . impressions. ‘are’ Made . _by 
Giovanni-. Ridolfi and‘Tina “Pica in 

| the “Mara” ‘episode and Aldo :Giuf- 

“2 toe Eizo Sugawa, opening April a 

_ st: “scribed :from “Hollywood. by - ~ 
|... Bube,, - in. the. March 7, 62, 

‘fiausted:, mercy-iie iegsing husband, a, 

Episode. number two, “Anna? 3g |” 

Ishihara on. -whose. novel: the 

Boer’ Ss “appetite: ‘OF. : reward his uri: |. 
-osity.. A-joint enterprise of Japan's. _ 

‘America’s. Harold. ".Hecht —Films,| 

_ Direction is. flaccid: and a good "Challenge Te. Live: 
idea rarely brought’ off.. De Funes *, Japanese color pic. by direc--_ . 

.7 at the Toho Cinema, was ‘de- me 

‘VARIETY, as.“ having’ : “inspira-. - 
.. tional value ‘and romantic ‘ap- |.to- retrieve: his. money. 
peal : for Japanese. market: in. - 
this’ ‘country. but: lacks-the kind > 
of proyocative:.approach; novel _ ordinary: 
cinematic... technique ‘and :uni- : - 
versal significance ‘and. ‘larity : : 

*. that: can: Carry. an art house ; 
“entry, oo os : . 

. “Toho rélease, which: féatures "| Was a: flawless sense of ‘timing. 
: Yoko-: Tsukasa‘ ‘and Tatsuya . | 

- Mihashi,: is ‘combined effort of .. 
_ Japanese - new-waver.:.Sugawa 
and. modern” writer : Shintaro... 

“f ‘Below: Par. r Jensing. -also. detracts. 
mai oe Mosk. ‘film is based.” 

‘Voir Venise Et Crever 
. (See . Venice and -Die): . 

‘Daiei. Motion Picture Co. Ltd. -and]. (FRENCH-DYALISCOPE). 

|.is .a storekeeper whois fleeced of | 
his*money by:a-shady banker, He 
‘decides: to. rob. the :bank. by bur- | 

| rowing: under the street, from his | 
+ store: to the bank: vault.. ‘And: thus 

- But the obvious plotting, quickie: 
look of the. production and the. 

‘thesping _ around. De: 
‘Funes. soon.:.make:.. the laughter: 
forced : “and. the: idea everworked.. 
-He’ can: vacillate’ from‘ determined 

. ‘Sadism .to- winning’ archness. and 

“He seems'.to-need a writer and 
. ‘director: that. could. channel~ this. 
| high comic ‘presence into the- right. 
|vehieles. This ma ight here. ' 

may do alrieht. te treacherous officer in’ iove with 
| Jeffries’ daughter, .attractively 
_| played -by. June Thorburn... Jack. 
: ‘is capable as the. title. 
| character, - ‘except that there’s no. 
-|such ‘thing as ‘the title character 

“| since the “Crimson Blade” is. re- 

“\ Hedley. 

: sure; authoritative: portrayal of ‘the. 
“Union. captain,” who .is’ constantly 

_. held. back. ‘by his Superior,” Col. | 
“ "Douglas. Miss Stevens.makeés. an | 
-. excellent . femme: ‘Spy,- ‘displaying |: 

--. peal thespian. ability. in her role: as 
-a.-southern miss. Douglas ° comes: 

rather. jovial, interpretation cf.the. 
“ peace-loving. inept commander. oe 

oman. job as. the company sergeant |. | 
a ‘while ‘Miss ‘Blondell; relegated tol: 
~.- the ‘part. ofthe: Jady | in -charge..of |." 
“«:the™ ‘prosties, makes. something . of : ; 

_a: minor. role. - Backus - is Superb |’ 
' “as | ‘the’ ‘pompous: general. . James” 

. Griffith, Jesse-.Pearson, . Andrew 

+ /-Pate’ are, best of a darge supporting 
~ & cast. . 

- one’ of his hetter efforts, ‘being: es 

ing fora fast flow’ of. action. ‘Randy'| 
~.Svarks’ ~ 

. “vides .a commendable assist: to. the. 
“./5 action. New. Christy. Minstrels are: 
ae ‘credited with’ playing and . “inging: 

lol the. music. we 

a an Kester*ays Today. And 

Se ‘epizodes 
<-Y Sophia: 
_. Mastroianni. Good mioneymak- 7 
are ing potential. a, 

Ford follows his: ‘usual. low-pres- 

“f teenage: heartthrob, - 

“Rich production’ ‘Values ‘dtéss. ‘Up 
“Yesterday, ‘Today And Tomorrow” 

‘the. astute’: contributions “of --Such 
men. :as photographer - _Giuseppe 
Rotunno, composer. Armando: Tro- 
‘vajoli,. editor. ‘Adriana. Novelli. ‘and | 
art director “Ezio Frigerio. 

Veteran Alan’ Hale: ‘does ‘a ‘yeo- |. ~: 

close..to thefting this: pie with’ his’ 

"Tribe... 

‘Une Ravissante. Idiote 
a a7. Ravishing: Idiot) - 

. (FRENCH) | 
Paris, Maigh 94. 

SNC: reléase: ot Belles. Rives production, 

| features: Gregoire’ Aslan, -Andre “Luguet, Prine, Whit Bissell «and . Michael J.°M.. Tennberg, Charles. Millot. Direeted 
+ maro, Andre Tabet; Georges. Tabet from 
book -by .-Charles . ‘Exbrayat: ‘Camera, 
"Andreas Winding; ‘editor, Robert. Isnar- “Direetion’ by George Marshali is: | 

Mig 5. nEnan ‘Paris. ‘Running time, 

pecially. tonflizht: on. visiial. comedy .| "Peiny weeseeN yveleceesee, “Brigitte : Bardot: 
‘episodes::.Milton Krasner’s lensing | Boe a vermyisistts Anthony Perkins.| 
ds.. unusually: ‘fine? Archie: Mar*hek | pumfrey 7.0.0.7." Are Liteeat 
has edited. with :smartness, ‘mak-. Cartwright nL M. _Tennberg 

western-type ‘score -pro- |* Main. handles ‘for:: this. “uneven 

-+| only caught with her seanties twice, “Wear: tor quick. flashes, ‘and ° this ‘does 

Tomortow. - |- comedic. aspects. for anything’ ‘but 

ies ALIAN-COLOR).. cl i . playoff Possibilities abroad. 

_given ~ DE ‘Nift - by 
Eoren ‘and: Marcello: - 

fre’ in the “Adelina”. installment. 
Ridolfi. has- all the’ earmarks: of, a! 

‘|.is a: hodge podge of aerial, nautical 
‘and. romantic -melodrama, unstable 

| sign: ‘and fuzzy in thematic: ‘destina- 
tion” or ‘ resolution... 
“Ashiya” ‘never: really. gets, off: -the. ; 

a meaningless title), a reflection.of 

-by.. Edouard. Molinaro. Screenplay; Moli-.| 

acters -is’. sharply: or: substantially 

situation comedy-actioner : are’ -the’ 
names of Brigitte Bardot and An-|": 
thony. Perkins. But ‘Miss Bardot’ is’ 

least: one: redundancy. and so many 

- | not. quite have the inventive ‘spark, 
‘balanced -‘mock ‘seriousness. and: 

: Miss Bardot’ is’ itmhade to. play. al 

4 ‘who turns out to: be a British secret. 
agent.She. takes: up with. Perkins, |: 
“who. .is' a. disgruntled" Britain - of. 

“| Russo. origin, who gets..mixed | up | 

with the- latter itidividual ‘as pro-}.: 
ducer; - the’ -United-. Artists. release’ 

and overly-involved in dramatic de- 

“Flight. From 

ground. 

. The. three-pronged - Scenario. ‘byl 
* | Elliott: “Arnold and ““Waldo - Salt;| x 

: (4). Yul Brynner,’.a}” 
J apanese-P- 0. li ish: ‘-pararescueman | 
who ‘has a tragic’ affair: with ‘an 
Algerian. .girl,.-(2).. ‘Richard « Wid- 
mark, an. Air Force: officer who has. 
‘a tragic affair with .an. American 
Magazine shutterbug, : -(3)- 
George. Chakiris,: who: has ¢ ‘tragic 
affair with his own: conscience as} 
he’ absurdly... blames himself for. a/ 
disaster. . ‘None... of: the.-three ‘char- 

‘drawn “and: none - of» the. _ three 
‘stories .is. clearly: ‘resolved. ‘ 

‘ The dramatic. architecture of. the|: 
film is rickety. and: erratic, with at 

‘flashbacks that. a..spectator is un-{ 
able. to. ‘get -his bearings. «At one: 
point there is even: a’ flashback- q 
-within-a-flashback. ° What. . rewards |: 

| there. are, are strictly’ physical: or 
pictorial, “Some spectacular’ .and} 
convincing. special. effects by .the 
‘Daiei.. craftsmen: : énrich - ‘the pro-: 
duction, :.and::these | efforts. -aré 
‘backed up. by those of: cinematogra- 
phers. Joseph ‘MacDonald* and Bur- 
nett Guffey’ (thére’s' at least one| 

Films production.. 

German * and- Italo. 
emerees:. shvbrid. ‘father than a Solid: 

Paris, March’ 24.. 
-Cocinor . release. ‘of ' Motzger- & ‘Woo; 

Marceau - ‘Cocinor, -Eichberg: Adelphia 

Screenplay,” Jacques - Robert, Ver- 

camera,: Andre Germain; editor; 

e2@eo9 ee easees a 

“Actor: - séripior “Aidre ‘Versini. . 
‘ shows: himself sans much in han- |: 
‘dling his. first: ‘directorial -stint. on |. 
a ‘familiar “spy. ‘actioner.: ‘Mainly 
home’ playoff chances, are in store 
for. this. 
“The: son "of: a deceased: ‘famous | 

secret ' Service ‘man gets embroiled | 
-with ‘saving an old friend. of. -his |: 
father’ s.who has: been deemed a 
-traitor, But:.the youth finds him | 
being: tortured. by ‘Reds ‘iri. Venice | 
and: rescues * ‘him after the usual: 
fights,.susnense and love ‘interest. 

- Sean. Flynn,. son: of ‘the late} 
‘Errol, is a good. looking youth but, 
as. yet, lacks much of. the charm: 
and" projection © of his father: 

..{ Others fill in adequatelv in stereo- | 
.type roles of friends, valet, heavies 
‘and ‘bystanders. Fights lack the 
sSnan. an4. precision that these films | 
‘need. The. story: ‘does ‘not get: the 
avid ‘treatment: and. interest it re-) 
tires, 

“Result: ts that. ‘this Jags. despite. 
some good: scrinting and the Ven- 
fee backorovind.. Technicallv. okay, |. 
‘this. ‘roproduction ‘(has « minoritv 

‘action ‘onns, ‘Too many -nationall- 
tiag, seomi ney have; ‘Spotted the 
filmic’: ‘broth. - . Mosk.’ 

; ‘With -‘Sean | Flynn, |. 
Karin Baal, Pierra Mondy, Ettore Manni, |. 
Hans: Messemer. Directed by. Andre Ver- |- 
‘gin 
sini from ‘book. by Jamés Hadley. ‘Chase; | 

enri| 
‘Taverna.:-At Lord. Byron, Paris. ‘Running: 
time, 8s MINS. : a, 

yee Pierre’ -Mondy. 

are atewes “Hane ‘Messemer | 
based on the fermer'’s novel,.traces|* °°.» ues , 

"| the pasts. of three. members'-of ‘the| 
"| Air Rescue ‘Service as they. partici- 
* pate in‘a daring: air-sea .. -operation |: 

‘| to save a small group of: survivors} 
| shipwrecked ‘in.a-typhoon. Lengthy. 
“| flashbacks illustrate the personal. 

| problems. of 
Stars - ‘Brigitte Bardot,: Anthony . Perkins; 

investments) 

ne “Ponti. production. : 
Marcello’ - “Mastroianni: ° 
 torio De- 

: Eduardo _ De™ 

. “Adelina eb ndde achive 

- Lawyer Verace.-- 
-- Amedeo: Seanece: *.... 0... 3... 

_-. -Bianchina Verace _ ee 
".":-Elvira Nardella -: crn 

Police. Captain -. 

eo: .Rusco 

Hollywood: “Mareh: ‘24: 
: Embassy . -Pictures release | of.” Carlo | 

. Stars: Sophia: ‘Loren,’ 
‘Directed | by — Vit- |. 

. Screenplay, A ‘Adelina’ + 
Isabella _Quaran-— 

. Billa: 
_. Billa,: from short’: story by: Alberto. Mora- 

’ “wia;:.("Mara”), Zavattini; ‘camera, Giusep- 
pe Rotunno; | 

: “Ynusic, 
‘rector. . 

“Sica... 
‘Filippo, ‘- 

tottis:(‘Anna”), Cesare. Zavattini, 

‘editor, © “Adriana. Novelli: 

Luisa “Alessandri. 
Warner BevHills Theatre,. “March | 24,. 64. 

_. (Running: time. -320 MINS. 
WM: “ADELINA”: (NAPLES) © 

:.", Sovhia: Loren | 
Carmiitie’ =~. Marcelle: Mastroianni 
Pasquale Nardetia,. an 

Tecla Scarano 
.Silvia. Monelli | 

Auctioneer :. Carlo .Croccolo 
“Pa 

G 2). TANNA” (MILAN): : 
‘Anna: ae ob ee Sophia Loren | 

:” Her ‘Lover. : Seated Marcello Mastroianni’ 
“The Other’ Man: Armando = Trovajoli. | 

ae ®). NARA ROME » «2 2 
Mara’ . Sophia ‘Loren: 

wewaeees Marcello: Mastroianni-}. 
Grandmother: eee epecies Tina. Pica 

” Umberto. 22. vet et es. Giovanni Ridolfi f- 
“Grandfather, Fes “Gennaro Di ‘Gregorio | 

: he: wonders of ‘Italy and’ Sophia |~ 
“Loren. are: the objects: of intimate |. . 
‘attention ~ 
~ cerebral, © three-episoder.: 
ously’ mounted and’ sensually in-|: - 

_-.:2.. elined, ‘Joseph E. ‘Levine’ s Embassy 
ve oreleasé is an: engaging trifle and} 

“" Has ‘what.-it takes to make lots. of | -:.: 
:. money | in ‘any’ ‘market.- A: minor] ..”. 
__ drawback. to ‘ts. popularity: and. ap-|- 
__-peal. in the mass exhibition. circuit 

.- ii which it.has -been. ‘unleashed | is 
the use of. sub-titlés, 

in.- this breezy. 

distraction - ‘to’ ‘which . -the average 
‘easygoing customer, unlike ‘his. :cul-; 
‘ture-conscious cousin ‘who ‘inhabits | 
the art house, ‘is- not. accustomed. 

. All three. parts,: separate : entities 
— gave. for the fact:that. they are: sei | Co- 
“> fi Italy--and: .co-star| Miss Loren| Lu 
- “Vand Marcello’: Mastroianni, . 

 .. been: directed. for-Carlo Ponti with'l. 
“-"“@inematic flair and -invested: with: 

“sensual gusto- ‘by Vittorio: De Sica. 

- "<The. first episode,.“‘Adelina,” {1-1 
“:  lustrates\ the method by which al 
Q -; Neopolitan black-marketeer. evades| .. 
» imprisonment © over. a. seven-year |. 
..- Span. 

‘women may. not be arrested, so‘she| 
_ sees to. ae This. creates. ‘an ex: 

. The law... says: pregnant 

Armondo -Trovajoil; assistant - di-: 
Reviewed at: 

“Aldo Giuffre’. 
wecee’e " Agostino : : Salvietti. 

Lino Mattera |. 

squale Cennamo, 

non-.|' 
“Glamor-}. 

a ‘bothersonie’ ‘plays “Elli 

have 

| Mitsu 
‘Capt.: ‘Walter Mound verted E.'S. Ince 

. -with:- Russian spies. “Naturally . all} 
| turns .out: for. the .besf. after some 

| tilings, romantic byplay and usual.) 
‘complications. 

-Miss. Bardot is. shapely, ‘pouting’ 
and. nimbly silly,; but without. the. 
‘right. :comic- touch and. timing as 
yet: .Perkins is forced: to. play his 
timid, smiling -. stereotype’. which 
also’ does not get.-much ‘help ‘from 

.|.the uneven. scripting and: directian.. 
It iust: lacks the free wheeling . 

creativeness to- ‘give this ‘the. pace-| 
and zest it calls for: to achieve that. 
‘suspension. of. ‘disbelief - that:: this 
type -of film demands. The: support-. 
ing: players ..are_ properly’. ‘heavy-* 
handed ‘and. menacing. - -This ‘does 
“get a ‘good. production dress and’ 
the. proper lush lensing. B.B.. will | 
have: to ‘be. the. main. selling Point 

1 and: it looks - ‘more. _promising-. at | 
home| than: for. ‘foreign. cinematic |. 
climes. M fosk. 

Flight. Front: Ashiya 
_(PANAVISION—COLOR) 

re Poorly engineered action: meio-: 
-.drama about Air Rescue Serv- 
‘ice’ exploits. Handsome. mount- - 

have. ‘t0 carry bo... ‘ball. 

"Hollywood, March 16: 
“ated Atists. ‘release_of Harold- Hecht’ fo. " 
‘production:. Stars . Yul --Brynner, “Richard 
“Widmark, George :Chakiris; features Suzy | .- 

- Parker, Shirley Knight, Daniele Gaubert. | 
Directed by Michael Anderson. ‘Screen- 

ott: Arnold,. Waldo Salt, - based 
on - Arnold's «. novel; | camera’ (Cast 
“Joseph ‘MacDonald, : . Burnett Guffey;. ed- 
itor, Gordon™ Pi on;. music,. Frank: 
‘Cordell; assistant « ‘director, ‘Milton ‘Feld- 
man. Reviewed: at «Goldwyn. ~ Studios, 
“March 16, °64. ‘Running time, .102 MINS. 
Sst. Mike Takashima..- .. -Yul’ Brynner j. J 
Col. Glenn Stevenson: .Richard Widmark 
Lt. John Gregg <..+....- eorge Chakiris. 
Lucille’ Carroll ’......2%.... .. Suzy Parker 
Caroline Gordon -.., waeebe Shirley Knight |. 
Feila meen eae oes ooedss See na . 

Sgt. Randy ‘Smith iteesir Joe de , Reda. 
Japanese Boy. Charlie. * 

Doctor. Horton: wpe es Andrew: Hughes 

‘Save’ tor. some’ "pliysical: produe- 
tion ‘flair ‘and a. respectable array 
of - marquee | ‘names, there's :very 
little. in’ this. Japanese-American: 

“| coproduction: to. “whet, * “picture 

| Daniele. Gaubert : makes. ‘the most. 
-_‘[-vivid impression ..as “Brynner'’s. ill- Cor 

| fated: - Algerian. lady” love. : Suzy}. 
| Parker has: surprisingly little to ‘do,.| Dre 

. ‘sweetheart; ‘a role that requires. her | fitz 

ing and decorative players will 1 | 

man), | ¢ 

: Clech, 

-mont, 

‘| play,- 

little: man, ‘has: proved himself. an 
-adept. comedian..on .stage™-and ‘on: 
‘screen. But. the limpid,' Jow budg- 
eted lack-lustre..film vehicles he’s} 
.been.-in- so far may-kill: him ‘off at. 
the-boxoffice. And this pic will not 

strikingly-composed: and. colored in- 
terior sequence) ,:‘and: art director! ~ 
Tom: Shimogawara. Frank Cordell’s 
‘music is-melodic ‘and: atmospheric.|_ 
Editor _ ‘Gordon. | -Pilkington could |: 
still’ do a-Jot for this’ film with. his |: a 
shears,. especially in. the: Aethargic. i Preséntable. partner in a dual. 
‘romantic. passages.. -’ 1: exploitation “package from 

Michael.: Anderson’s. direction - is ” Britain: Adventure meller with 
‘more’ successful in bringing flavor historical, Toots. os 
and - ‘impact. to. action : sequences |: - 
than. it is in’ ‘the more introspective | | 
love ‘scenes or.. ‘static -cockpit ex-}. 
changes. “There’s. nothing ; very im-; 
pressive -in the ‘histrionic depart- 
ment... Brynneér is. rather wooden: 
“‘There’s at least: oné spot. where. he 
fails to: “convey a required. ‘nuance 
‘of éxpression.. Widmark is the most. 
effective, but. even he gets .a‘little| Colonel Judd... aa hes aa 
sticky around the edges. -Chakiris’ | Euwara ©: 25002 wee! iets Jack Hedley | 
range. of expression: is narrow.: Of |:Cla 
‘the - three . leading . ladies, . lovely | Sacop -.*- ee os “ 

Phe Beit: see 

The. (Crimson. Blade a 
" (BRITISH-MEGASCOPE-: 

: " COLOR): . 

‘Hollywood: March. 19. 

‘Thorburn. 
John. Gi 3 cameéra' (Eastman), 
“Asher; editor,” .John: Dunsford; music, } 
Gary. Hughes; . assistant: director, Douglas 

19; °64." “Running | times, 83. MINS. 

nean Lamont 
Clifford Elkin 

oene recseee 

nt sreeee nse eees, 

ohn Harvey 

| considering that she’s top: billed. of Ee poe Attic, Mightel, Byme 
the: three females. Shirley Knight}‘Copp 2920... : -:7 John ” Stewart 
labors. with ‘the part of: -Widmark’s 

’ Watson: AU oy" headaneee weece 

e TPO OOOO OR OOD 

to: ‘say - and, do. ‘some | very: odd |-Gonzates oe ert. Leslie Glazer | 
things. Lui Tube. ©. "| Baacanon Sccitecess, Som Wondautt | pane a | Chaplain Spsetiedreest Denis "Holmes 

fe aites Sauter La Columbia: ‘has. ‘marketable. ex- 
‘Banque... zs | ploitation merchandise in: its 

~ Rob. the. Bank). British-spawned.. coupling . of “The 
- _ (FRENCH). ‘| Crimson .Blade’’: and. -“Devil-Ship |. 

' Paris, March 24. 
* Comacico: release. of Copernic produc: 
ion. Stars. Lo :. Funes; . features. 

Anne. Doat, MGeurges Wilson, Yvonne: 
-Jean-Pierre Marielle, Jean Val-. 
Directed by: Jean .Girault. Screen- 
Jacques Vilfrid, - Girault, Louts 

Sapins camera, Andre. Germain; editor,;- 
J.. M.. Gautier... “At - ienrienan, | : Paris... 

tion. polish’ -that’ is’. a specialty of. 
‘Hammer - ‘Films. 

‘ences will probably limit the draw; 
aan ing “times id MINS: i - De Funes. |: but it’s an. attractive twin-bill for 
Du rand. we ecesenecs * Yean-Pierre Marielle: youngsters. in that the events are 

Daughter ...- betes a eer epee wien | not’ only. ‘liberally. invested:. with | 
*hilippe ots verbs aceewees Jean, Valmont. action .but convey a rough idea of 

two. . periods. of. English .‘historv. 
“Louis: De Fone. a middleaged: “Blade”. is concerned with 17th 

.Sistance. to: the:. forces ‘of of Gliver 
Cromwell, | : 

. Anthony Nelson‘ ‘Keys produced 
the : -Associated .: British-Hammer 
‘entry; ‘which was. written and _di- 

help # And: is’ not. much for- “export. I fected: ey John Gilling. Gilling, on 

“| stimulation. 

“Golumbia: Pictures: release. of Anthony. 
Nelson-’ Keys * “production, Stars : Lionel. 
‘Jeffries, Oliver’ Reed, Jack: Hedley, June 

-, Directed and — screenplay by. 

-Hermes. . Reviewed: at ‘the studio, March: 

‘Lionel | Jeffries. 

‘Suzan Farmér 

aes VIII ehattes ‘Houston | 

Douglas Blackwell: 

|Pirates,” two historically-moti- | 
‘vated adventure melodrama Ss 
‘endowed with -the coat of .produc- 

Lack of: cast: 
names. recognizable to Yank: audi-. 

‘century Royalist: underground re- 

mendale: ‘job. His original: screen- 
‘play. has its holes and contrivances. 

¥ 3 ~~ Ss = 

the. whole, has done. a highly com 

{some of the poorest marksmen in © 
history. seem to pull: Cromwell. 
triggers), but it is fairly strong on 
characterization, and ‘that’s. the 
heart. . of : any script.. As. for. the. 

especially © execution, Gilling. is 
fortunate in having enlisted the 
services. of some highly skilful 
players. oe 

Lionel . Jeffries. creates. an in-. 
shaded portrait of a. 

‘“Roundhea@” colonel. torn. between... 
* |eoncern for. his: daughter, who's 

1 serving the Royalist cause, and his 
‘duty to. Cromwell,.which. he dis-- 

teresting, 

‘patches in ruthless fashion. Oliver 
Reed limns. with — intensity ‘a 

| ‘ferred to as the “Scarlet. Blade” 
in the ‘picture itself. Apparently, 
crimson blades are ‘out this year. 

and so are.the efforts of the pro- 
‘duction team. Particularly” valu- 
‘able are Bernard Robinson’s-hant 
some production designs and Ja ik: 

‘o Asher’s valuable easy-to-follow 
| -phatography. : Also . -commenidable 
are John: ‘Dunsford’s editing | and. 
Gary ‘Hughes’ musical store, 

Tube, 

“Who's $ for Disney? 
— Continued from page q —— 

everything you can to sell it, and 
you. need the help. of: ‘centers of. 
‘influence - and opinion-makers. If 
‘they don't know. about. the film, 
how. can they help?” 

Unhappy ‘Term? 
'Radnitz hates the term “family 

picture” and says. that anyone who 
could come up with a better and 
more ‘accurate description would 
Yate. a medal. He insists that he 
‘has never made children’s films, 
‘as such..Admitting that in his films: 
children have been the protagon- 
ists, he claims that all great literary 
“works in which children ‘are the 
protagonists, as “The Yearling” 
and.“Great Expectations,” have an 
-appeal that transcends an appeal 
purely to children. He believes the 
same is true in-films. . 

On. the other hand he does. not 
‘ignore the tastes and. opinions of 
-children.. His one. complaint with 
Disney’s films is. that they. use. 
too ‘much ‘sentimentality and vio- 
lence. “I try to stimulate creative- 

jdy. I. talk. up to children, never 
‘down. I try.to yee film in its true 

} sense. as an art form and to. make 
: it transcend age borders.” 

‘Radnitz insists today’s. ‘children 
| are. too realistic to accept artificial. 

“They're aware. of. 
.~ death, they’re eve more: ‘aware. 

| of life. That is why throwing in’ 
| violence - merely fer shock effect 
is not only wrong, it isn’t ‘necessary. 

“| There’s no reason why: a film that” 
concerns children, and which they _ 

-eamnot be: completely .-: «, 
sophisticated. It’s a matter of taste... 

|-and ‘your-. own. particular con- 

‘will see,- 

science, Even nudity is natural 
‘within. its proper framework.” - 
From a dollars and cents: stand- 

point ‘he. believes the: ‘most. short- 
sighted ‘thing the film industry 

Bee see dune Thorburn | 
‘Michael Ripper. 

ovee s. ‘¢ ‘ Harold | ‘Goldblatt ‘ 

does. is to alienate tomorrow’s 
audiences. which,-of necessity, are 
today’s. children. “They provide 
‘material that is so violent, so hop- 
ped up, that the kids come.out of. 
the theatre reeling. If they con- 
tinue to do this, the only audience. ° 

owb | that stays. will -always. ‘want this 
type of .film—or they'll be lost as’ 
an’ attdience. It’s stupid from a 
financial standpoint. Still they turn 
out all types of. Junk but. won't 

es compete with Disney." 

Engel Cireumnavigates 
For Missionary Picture 

- °Hollywood,. March 31. 
‘Samuel. G. Engel is ‘back from: 

a. 40, 000-mile world tour which. 
started in.the Far East in mid- _ 
February, scouting: location sites ...: 
for “To the Golden Shore,” biopic 
of ‘first. American’ foreign mis- 
sionary, 
thored. by Courtney. Anderson: 

Adoniram Judson, au-. 

Engel will produce for Imperator 
Productions Inc., newly-formed by 
‘group of. churchmen with knowl- 
‘edge of showbiz, including Meth- 
‘odist Bishop- Gerald Kennedy, - 
prexy. of company. 
Accompanying Engel . on 

‘Balance of- support is: effective, , 

tour 
were Walter Reisch, who is. script-. 
ing; ‘Frederick L. Essex, associate’ 
‘producer,-and Jesse Coryallo, loca- 
tion advisor. 
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Cold. Culture War 
Continued. from pagé: 2 

duction ‘company is churning ‘out “The. Rhinoceros,” another: depart- re 

under Soviet orders, but those im-'re’ from. the’: usual’ Red’ regime,.| - 

ported from Germany, Ameria‘ and | since. this. is ‘authored - by: a Rou-. 
English. List. of the: longest-run- manian: - living. -in exile, - 
ning hits.in 51 East Germany cine-| Jonesco.. 2 
mas shows that first: Place. went. to. Guest Appearance. fir, gE ‘Germany 

a German pic “Nights. in Green| .:'a~ recent ‘surprise. success was. 
Cockadoo,” followed. by. a reprise, ‘the: unusual guest appearance of a. 
from old American. comedies: called | small group from “West. :Germany,. 

“When ‘Laughter was ‘Triumph,”’ the - City Theatre - of. Hildesheim. 
with third. place. going to” a British, ; Last. month, ‘the. ‘general. manager. 

pic, “A Touch of Bliss. The. of: this..city. stage, Walter. Zibell,. 
DEFA comedy: about. some. erimi- | ‘managed. to break. down: all. the. 
nals titled, “The Egghead Band”. is . barriers. to. ‘get his group :of “46. 
running only seventh in popularity. tpeople into Magdeburg, East. ‘Ger- 

Last year in East Germany 110 many. to do a ‘one-night stand with 
films ‘were distributed;: of - which | rugene O’Neill’s “The Straw.” Tt. 

30 came fiom.the West. . Russians? Was the first. time ‘since. Aug. 13; 

placed first with 25. pix;. DEF ‘A | 1963, ‘that a West German. theatre 
came ‘second. with 14 films end 2: ‘had played | in. East ‘Germany... The. 
documentaries. . Then. came. Czech [house was. ‘sold | “out several’ days, 
‘oslovakia with 16 fi'ms. | din advance. 

‘From the West: came seven ‘from | ‘Not. only ‘did: ‘the Fast . Germans 

France, . six from the U.S.; ‘three ‘suddenly. allow‘all the West Ger-. 
:-from Austria and ‘the’ same’ nim- mans. to come. in without protest, 

‘ber from West Gérmany;. two from 'but ‘they. also- - promised that there 

Italy and. one from Japan. | -Except ; would. ‘be- no: possible’ repraisals- 
for. the single’ DEFA pic, “though, ! ‘against several ‘members ‘of the 
the: Red films did slaw business: in: _Gast’ who. had: fled ‘from: East’ Ger-]- 

imany. after the Iron .Curtain went, 

East German Stages: ‘Troubled : Up. and: they kept their ‘word. . 

Even the stages in East Germany: For about a decade after: World 

were in trouble last ‘year, ‘as: the | “War IF ended,’ West Germans: were 

East Germany” last. year... 

government put. accent * on the | wary - of producing the plays of the | 

works. of “approved” - ‘Playwrights. Yate : playwright : Berthold Brecht, 

Eugen: f 

- NEAR, NOT. IN, QUAKE 

ac ‘Two. "Shooting ‘Units. Safely - out | 
Of Al aka 

Hollywood,’ March’ BL. 

“Quick, Before “It Melts” -in Nome, 
| ‘Alaska; narrowly missed: being. ‘in 
Anchorage’. at: the. time. of ‘Friday’ S. 
AZT) -earthquake.. ‘A group..of six. 
‘was en route. .to the now-ravaged, 
community’: “when: their. pilot | 
picked up ‘word: of the disaster ‘on |: 
‘his’ radio. and: landed. instead’ in’ 
a Small Eskimo village. which’ Ahad 
an airstrip... 

Early. Saturday morning: he: fiew 
the group to Anchorage and. land- 
‘ed .Without™ clearance. The troupe | 
‘then: Waited -several hours - for a. 
U-S.-bound “ plane; ..as:|.air. service. | 
'was ‘at a virtual. standstill. because. A 
Of the. “quake. ae 

- Another: unit, -which included: 
‘| director. Delbert*-Mann,. 
director :-Eric : on. Stroheim. . Jr. 
and four others,’ was: in. Fairbanks. 
Tat. the” time... of the-.disaster “but. 
left without. incident. - “A third: unit: 
of | six: men. is’ still in Nome wrap- 
ping up: their Tocation : assignment, . 

‘assistant. 

: Interboro Circuit: Taking 
Hardtop at W: ‘Haverstraw 

“Interboro. Circuit, which op- 
erates 20. theatres i in “the New-York. 
_area, has signed a lease’ for .a 600-. 

; opener. 

‘1 (usually .- 

«| Ast u S. faa — — 7 

in U.S. .and Canada, with longest 
stay.-(six. ‘days), at Madison. Square: 
Garden; . May : 19-24: » Promoters 
‘are taking ads in Philly. and Wash- 
‘ington:.. papers“ suggesting tardy 
‘Heketbuyers try for: ‘the N. -Y. book- 
‘ing: 

‘been placed, Garden: has received 
‘thail ‘orders: amounting. to : $73,000: 

-.|to date. -Prices. will. be ‘steep, with 
$3-8-. Price. ‘range, ° "anid *- $3-15. for. 

orders for groups and. benefits: | 
This is: first. visit to North: ‘Amer- |: 

zaners. -A..picked: team’ exhibited 
Tat: the - National: Horse Show: in 

4950. : * The. earlier. ‘visitors - ‘made 
the . trip. by. ship, “but — ‘Columbia 
chartered. two KLM jets: to handle. 
transatlantic: crossings. Extra’ plane 
for the 20. equines was necessitated 

Entire - project. has: been a ‘faze 
| tof logistical problems for Columbia 

‘concerned’ with “more | 
{temperamental but:.human artists): 
‘an it is. still. something of an 
experiment. . ‘Not only: have. the 
horses: never toured the’ U.S.~ be- 
fore, their - only previous... official: 

“Although: no. ‘New. York ads have 

Besides mail. orders, « at-. 
traction also has $90,000 in: advance: 

{the original | cast.” 
Global fame of horses has ‘Been: Jie 

ica for tour purposes, of ‘the. Lipiz- |. 

‘White. Stallions." 

who followed the Red. line - ~of | 

thinking or unthinking. : - Seven 

stages. folded last: year in ‘East 

“Germany. 
stages © staying open:: the general , 

“manager was. changed. ‘during. -the 

year, another. sign of ‘the: “unrest In Spain, Brecht’s 

that reaches across the boards. 

In Czechoslovakia, the: Red - ‘con-y. 
tro's have loosened: ‘slightly: on the} 

cultural life. 
dramatist Pavel Kahout, who is one. 
of the most famous. stage writers in’ 
his land, was permitted: .to come. 

into West Germany’ to help with 

West Germany’s televising. of a play 

of his, “Journey: Around the Earth.” 

He. reported’ that in ‘Prague alone. 

there_ are: 20-stages, and: that. the 

‘most. popular playwrights. there are | 

the Swiss Friedrich. Duerrenmatt. 
and the American ‘Tennesee_ ‘Wile 
liams. 

In Roumania, it's” ‘yeported. that 
modern Westérn. dramatists . have} 
made the grade, with, Bucharest 
theatres presenting the “works: .of 

Duerrenmatt and Anouilh. ‘Right 

And in. ‘nine : of the 55| Berlin 

Thirty-five-vear_ ‘old | 

‘who was a Communist’ sympathizer, 
‘and. whose. widow ‘Helene . Weigel. 
‘heads a ‘Brecht theatre’ ‘in’ East. 

. But times -have- .changed 
so much that: Brecht has. bécomeéa, 
[big hit on.the West German stages. 

“Three Penny. 
“Opera” has “just been performed | 
‘for the first time: — 

Russos: Like. Some. U. S. Authors’ 
Phe. Russians. like authors Arthur. 

‘Miller, . Ernest’ ‘Hemingway, . John. 
Steinbeck.” Eugene - O'Neill “and 
Thomas. ‘Mann. .” But -the. shortage: 
of paper for: printing books makes: 
it’ difficult. for the “Reds to. sell: 

: aS ‘muchas. ‘they: would: like. r 
In Czechoslovakia, works of ‘mode | : 

:@rT Western. -authors are. ‘much: in}. 
‘demand. and : Kafka has :become- 
highly popular: . Also big. sellers. 
‘are the works .of Artur ‘London|- 

band. -Laco ‘Novomesky, - who: both: 
spent . years.-in jail for their. -poli- 
tical ideology... ‘Nineteenth’: Cen- 
tury ‘novels of French and. English..." 
writers are::at. the: top: ‘of the best-|. 
seller list. in’ Poland: © “Last.: year, 
‘there were 500,000 copies. of. British: 

‘seat hardtop. which‘ is ‘slated. to. be 
built. later this year ‘atthe: planned‘ 
“Samsondale| Plaza. Shopping . Cen- 

‘ig plotted to start: later ‘this: ‘Spring, 
with’ initial : occupancies: ‘due late 

| in the year-and in- early 1965... The 
| Plaza will. include, in addition. to. 
the” theatre, a Food: Fair store; -a |. 

cars. 

‘Perlberg-Seaton operation, All. are 
| pacted. cto Metro. . * 

visit away from: Vienna .-was ‘to 
Berlin for Konrad Adenauer’s in- 
auguration. ‘as chancellor:: At: the 
Spanish * Riding . Academy (their. ter, West: Haverstraw, ‘N. Ye . 
home in Vienna). they. givea singlé. “onstruction of: the new. “centre: 

‘noon. (during the summer).: 

forman¢ées .daily with only: ‘Short. 
rest breaks between: 

national- department store, other | 
‘retail -outlets, a three-story. office 
building and parking f for. about 950 

delphia’ last Friday’ (27), the ‘steeds 
-will ‘go. through: an: acclimatization 
and: rehearsal | ‘period ‘before’ the 

April 9: opening. A selected team 

:| visitors. . Whether.: the. “Vienna Metro Credo 
— Continued from page ‘ — 

‘Pasternak, ‘Dick: “Lyons - and: the decided, but. general. belief. is.. that 
‘they'll. get another rést period. ‘If 

. “| so, they've been. invited to be guests 
. Indepehdents Pot ‘many, horse-lovers, . including. 

Tn’ addition’ to these: men, “Metro ‘Mrs.* Winston Guest. - | 
has’ ° considerable ~ dealings: with _Pretour Preparation: “includes 
indies. ‘Martin. Ransohoff recently 
made: “The _Americanization - Of . 

‘performance every’ Sunday after-. 
While |: 

‘in the U‘S.. they'll be: giving per-| 

Scheduled: to arrive in. ‘Philac’ 

, — -| of American show. horses has been |. 
‘}invited-to work with. the : Austrian | 

a “equines will ‘be: returned to‘Europe | 
immediately ‘after tour’ winds’: in | - 
Montreal on -May: 31, ‘hasn’t -been | 

| Buena . - Vista, 

; ‘Theatre,. ‘Detroit,. oT 
= 1 follow. ‘same: “week “at. Midtown, a 

d of 
sows perlormanes sees novels sold, and only’ 400; 000. Rus- 

{sian novels, : 
_ A- little: jealousy. “between: “the 
|Redlands cropped. up :with Helene 
‘Weigel protests. at. the Polish thea- 
|tre’s. . performance.. of: “Unusual 
Climb of Arturo. Ui” :in. London,: 

tset.:for the: international. fest: in 
‘fj Great. Britain. . She- noted: that. the. 
Ty East Berlin Theatre Ensemble’ 

(which: she- heads). was ‘due’ to™-do. 
the. same production Jast :year in. 

: | London, .but prevented . because’ no: 
_ dit visas weré granted: Now she feels. 

{| that. the. Polish guest . appearance: 
‘HK with th Brecht: play will spoil: .sub- 

sequent. chances for her: theatré. ‘to 
do the drama later'in London. * It. 

“SPECIAL OFFER 
Good Until April 1 7 

TELEPHONE, ANSWERING: 

SERVICE ; 

$2 PER WEEK . 
‘Mon. thee Fri. 

JU 2-6730 
minimum four weeks. . 

ALFA: TELEPHONE | 

. ANSWERING ‘SERVICE. a 

will comply:with her demiands,-.and. 

He 7 Lt -contemporary ‘Polish dramas. . 
e: ear. °°. "/ Radio, Tele Score in. E: Germany. 
at | ‘Hollywood. Even in‘radio and television; the 

q Commentator. Thor from: the West. gets ‘quite 
- |fréely...across .the border. . As 

‘Fyagainst the 17,000,000 . ‘ratios. ‘and 

ON Over” oo. 7 

8,800,000 tele sets in: West Ger-. 

see STATIONS 
IN AMERICA — 

RNS 

‘}ithat. number. of radio ‘and-. televi- 
|sion sets ‘in: East Germany: ‘De- 
| spite. Red ‘disturbances, it’s. noted 
that ‘more. than’'70°%. of the: East 
German. tele.sets can receive. pro- 

Tele Net: - 
“Deputy . manager : of the. North: 

von: Hammerstein; estimatés that 

JAKE TRUSSELL'S. 2! 
AFTER HOURS POETRY: | 

. Written trom a hackareund: of experiences, as: 
a combination amusements columnist, Jazz dise 

L Jockey, sportiwriter, cradle. commentater-sperts-. 
caster, managing editer, band leader. and 

during the day from. West Germany 
and ‘at: least three at night, déspite 
the: ‘Reds’. Jamming: efforts. . 

Associated” Press eerrespendent. Nethiag else 
fhe, it.. For your copy send . 

Wiliam “Elder: Out as. ‘northern Trussell, 

| div manager of; Loew's Theatres. 

Pe (0, Bex. O51: 

O’Casey, : 
‘who made “The-V:LP. s” for Métro, 

is possible ‘that’ the Polish- theatre | 

- replace’ the. Brecht. play. with ‘two: 

series. 
| people it ‘thinks. will ‘click ‘in pix’ 
and to. develop: others. It also tests. 
ideas there such as. the recent team-. 
ing of Yvette Mimeéux with Richard 

{many,. the East has about a. third: 

‘fl grams from the: West. ‘German. First. 

German’: TV at’ Hamburg, Ludwig: 

ee “Tithe . East. -German ‘residents: -can: 
| pick -up ‘at least: one radio program 

| Emily’’* 

“The Outlaw.’ 3 .Sextant: Productions 
‘(Robert Graft & Robert: Gianna) is 
going .to’ make* “Young. Cassidy,’ 
the biopic ‘of. the - life of: Sean. 

Anatole” “de : . Grunewaid,: 

will soon ‘begin. “The Yellow. Rolls. 
-Royée” in England and. Max. Young- 
stein‘ will make: “‘The Money Trap.” 
‘Italo producer Carlo ‘Ponti, has. a 
three-pic..deal with: MGM and ‘will 
make’ “Dr. Zhivago.” 

The: ‘tv. operation “is quite. im-| 
‘portant: ‘to the: Metro film side’ as. 
well. The studio™ uses its various tv 

as ‘proving — grounds . ‘for 

Chamberlain :on’ a -"Dr. Kildare” 
‘episode: to. get. public: ‘Teaction - to. 
the combo. It. was. stibstantial and: 

| the two -will-be -put: together: ina} 
feature,. the plans: for. which «. ‘are. 
currently being. - --worked- * Gut. 
Another. example of a different use|: 
is .that Boris’ ‘Sagal, who. has . di- 
‘rected lots: of tv,’will lens. ‘Paster 
nak’s next Metro Project. ~ 

.The idea isto work. everything 
under one’ roof; drawing: from. all 
‘sources. This: is: like the: Universal 
operation,. which-has .a ‘stable of 
‘pacted. producers to whom various 
properties are assigned and which 

| attempts to segue players, diréctors. 
‘and: writers . from “Revue:: Prodtc- 

-Ftions, its ‘tv:. production ‘operation, 
into.-features. -Warners.- _ has - -also 

: tried: the tv bit with success. 

BLACK] 

and is ‘now. working” “on |... 
“The Cincinatti. Kid” and will also} 
make: ‘The’ Loved One.” Delbert} 
‘Mann: &-. Dale Wasserman ‘are 
‘making | “Quick; Before: It: Melts” 
Jand. Martin Ritt recently completed. 

Jac” 
‘Gray, Ralph Grosh, Bill. Hampton, 

’| Harry. - Hollins, Shephard - Hough- | ~ 
ton, ‘Slosson Jong, Jack Krupnick, 
Joseph. LaCava,.: Louise “Lane, Jay | 
: Loft-Lynn, Alan: Marston; Buddy’ 
‘Mason, Charlie . Murray,’ "Carmen Z 

Nisbet; “Herb Pacheco;. John. Reed:;. 

‘ Norman - ‘Stevans, - 
Alan ‘Thomason, ‘Maxie - Thrower. 
Eight are “ineunibents, : oh. 

‘* Each nominee is required to. file” [ 
‘with’ SEG - affidavits ‘showing - he. 

‘Extras’ Guild 
— Continued. from page 4 — 

Burnside; ‘James Casino,’Roy Dani-. 
ron,. Joe ‘Dougherty, Henry: Faber,: 

Lucas Fisher; Don ‘Leo 

Frieda. - ‘Rentie, Edwin. ‘Rochelle, 
Clark. Ross, Cosmo: Sardo, Jeffrey '| 
Sayre, Bernie ‘Sell:- ‘Jack Semple, 

| Jordan’ Shelley,’ “Miles” ‘Shepard, || 
George Simmons, Dorothy: Smith, - 

WINKLER ASSOCIATES, LTD. ‘Roy. ‘Thomas, 

meets.’ qualifications of the: ‘by-" 
‘laws: of SEG, including ‘the require- 
‘ment ‘that. he: hasn’t..been a ‘mem- 
ber. of the Communist Party in the | 
“preceding five ‘years or. been. con="}] 
victed: or-in the. satne period for a |} 
list of criminal. offenses: listed . in | 
Federal: law.. 

about April 15, and. the results will |. 
be. known about three. weeks later. : 
‘SEG. board members whose | ‘terms | 
do not expire this year ‘are Thomas. 
.Anthony, Emile . Avery; Margaret. |" 
-Bacon,. -Tex:Brodus, Joe Brooks, | r= 
Bob: Burrows, . Kit: Carson, Albert; . 

Roydon 7 Cavens, . ‘Evelyn Ceder, 
Clark,. Bill ‘Dyer, Richard Elmore, 

‘Pollack, prexy. -Tony: Regan, Tanya 
a Soniova: and Kenneth: Noung. 

FOR 2 YOUR 

wreat res 

Ballots: will be mailed: members: , 

Joe Evans; ‘George Holmés, “Ches- | 
ter Jones, Kenner G.. Kemp,: ‘Hue | - 
bert Kerns, ‘Tina Menard, ‘Murray: 

= 
T:
 

: 

‘Continued from ‘page’ —— 

F 
One. of ‘three “location © units: bia’ estivals, takes “in ‘eight ‘cities| 

whieh: ‘has been filming” Metra’s. 

such. ‘problems - as making sure © 
arena floors are covered: with nine- _ 
‘inch special. mixture: of soil, shave"... 
‘ings, etc. If too hard.or too ‘soft, 
highly-trained' horses. will -know: 
automatically that it’s’ bad for. their” 
hooves and may balk. —..- oa 

‘This squestrian: attraction: élaime: 
to “be ‘the oldest .. continuing © ‘per. -. 
forming group in. the Western 
‘world, having. been. established ‘for- 
-400 “years, which’ doesn’t. prevent 
‘promoters : getting. ‘such ‘queries as. 
‘one. from: .-a -Philadelphian ’~ who 
wished. to know: whether: this was, 

created “by: Many : things—history. 
of the Spanish ‘Riding ‘School, pre- - a “ 
vious viewings -by European: visi- .. ; 
‘tors, more current. spotlighting: by ae 
Walt.. “Miracles: ‘of the 

‘Some: -ancients ° 
even remember them. froma Metro's 3 

Disney’ S. 

‘1940. “Florian.’ 7 
by airline ruling of only 12. horses | ~ 
toa plane. | Set 

“Asked whether. Disney would ties . 
Jin’ visit. with - his. film, . Columbia. 
Festivals exec ‘Bill Judd: ‘said . he 
‘would not. but. that the «Disney 
office had | offered use’ of.. its. Te=.. 
‘search material. This includes: ‘Suge: -*- 
gestions for. ‘decorative ‘converting = 
of. stadiums into reasonable. fac-.. ~~ 
‘similes.of the Spanish. Riding Acad-"-: 

| emy; involving.mucit colorful ‘bunte.. 
ing ‘and. school’s, famed. crystal | - 
chandeliers. -Tour will, in fact, use“... - 
“two.” of © ‘latter. ‘(not’. crystal, 
course). ‘American. . Express :- will 
handle transport of horses. in. ‘spe= 
_cially-equipped. -Vans,. 

‘Heading Viennese “delezation is. 
Col. Alois Podhajsky;. considered’ 

j'top':master of Academy’s.-classic. — 
Tiding style. Horses, and Academy, ~~. 
areunder ~jurisdiction ‘of Austrian. .’ 
Dept. of Forestry: and. Agriculture. see 
School drives name from 16th cen- * 
‘tury belief. -that:. Spanish “horses. . 
‘were. best suited to classical. ‘riding... 

Four ‘Mary Popping’ - 
Four’ more ; of-.16 . “pre-release _ 

preniiere engagements. for Disney's: :. 
“Mary Poppins” ‘have been. set by. -- 

joining’ "previously a 
dated Radio. city: Music | Hall. and 
-Grauman’ Ss. Chinese. 

Opening Oct. 16. at. the. ‘Adams: | 
“Poppins”. “will 

~~} Philadelphia;‘on Oct: :.21.- the. Del- | 
(man, Houston’ and the Gary,. Bos= 
ton on ‘Oct: 22. - Remaining ‘ten 

| houses ‘wil be announced: as..én- -. 
_gagements are set for the ‘musicale. ts 
‘fantasy which . stars Julie. Andrews: ° 
{and Dick Van ‘Dyke. ° 

New York's largest specialists in in: . 

‘motion picture 
-&TVinsurance 
= (cast, film, weather, liability, 
“cameras, props, Plagiarism...) : 

120 W. 57. St., , New: York 19, Circle 7-3366 - ; 

1S Ir REALLY 

Ric ifn | 
JMPERSONATING - 

_ JOHN WAYNE? 
“OR IS n JOHN, WAYNE. 

. RADIO TITY MUSIC. HALL 7 
Rockefeller Center: ¢ PL'7-3100 _ 

a PETER SELLERS o 
; Paula PRENTISS. ‘o: Angela LANSBURY —— 
{in “THE WORLD OF HENRY ORIENT” J. ~ 
APan Arts Company Picture from United Artists in Color: - 

. on GREAT STAGE ot “Blox ‘of Easter” and os 
IN EAST ERLAND" 

“Film & Tape - oS 

EDITING &* * 

of | 



oaB 

of Italy’s film production as well as 
' “assisting _exhibs, . labs, ‘and studios 

ne Waiting action’ by the Bank’ plus its 
os assurance. ‘of support:: 

_ report -: “notes - 
“.  geetion’s 

Re ome, “March, $1: 
The: Italian film. industry is. kecp- 

ng an anxious eye on. the. Banca 
° del - Lavoro. and- its. special film |. 
.eredit: fund, ‘in. the: hopes: that ‘re-|.. 
cent: hints: ‘of -a. thaw in:.the key}. - 
‘Bank’s:film credit. operations would 

. prove true:.. 
Banca -del. Lavoro’ Ss: vital position 

: in the local film: finance picture .is 
-evident.in‘ fact that. each: year- the. 

‘provides funds for about 40% 

“*" swith . loans” and: credit. In. fact, it 
has’ been the slow fréeze of - ‘the 

“- BNE funds’ last year, and: the sub- 
-sequent -shutdown ..of.. all: finance. 
‘to. the. industry in January, which 
‘has ‘helped ‘add ‘to the: local: filmbiz 

ee jitters and ‘crisis talk.. Many ‘basic- 
~ ally.okayed. productioris have. as ‘a. 
- result been foreed- to: postpone}. 

—— Best’. Official” 
* ’London;’ March:'31. 

‘Nat. Cohen,. joint topper of An- 
Blo - ‘Amalgamated. Pictures; heads | 
the official:.British Film. Delega-: 
tion ‘at the Buenos. Aires’ Film Fest |. 
which opens ‘tomorrow - '(Wed.). 
“Nothing ‘But. The Best,” an ‘Anglo | 
Amalgamated. - ‘Pie, - ds the official 7 
‘British entry.: " 1. 
-Cohen’s. delegation will comprise |- 

Clive. :-Donner," the ‘film’s -director; 
:‘Sue- Lloyd, a feature player in its: 
‘and: John Troke, AA's, tub-thumper. 
‘Anglo Amalgamated. distributes. the. 
‘film. worldwide, : but: the ‘Rank’ “Or-] 

‘in Latin}: ganization - "handles. 
America,’ - 

starts or carticel out: completely, a=|- 

> BNL’s contributions : for’ 1963" in. 
the film: section: totalled.‘some: $48,- 
000,000 (some $6,400,000 more than! *- ‘gn 4962) according to recently-‘pub-| - 

” lished -yearly .staternent. . Last: -fi- 
:*manee granted talo . prodietions |" 
~- Feportedly totalled some’ $1,350,000 
. and. was: granted at. Jast committee] ~ 
“i meeting on Jan. 30 this year. Since 

‘ then—nothing.. Some: say “this: is. 
because of general - ‘policy, others 

‘:. because: of.a technicality. caused by 
. yed-tape. Some. members: of . the 

' three-year. committee’ - which’ .de- 
cides on loams has not’ ‘yet: ‘been: 
formally. constituted. ‘There. is like- 
wise .talk,. however; that. the ._Bank 
‘has- assured. certain. local. filmmak- 

ers. that when’: ‘(and- if) the ‘situa-|- 
-. --tion is ‘eased, ‘they “will be granted | 

“™ " requests. compatible with the. ‘BNL’ 
ee ‘fund - ‘status ‘ at..the ‘time. ' 

-.- Another important. factor iin: de: 
7 termining ; -future BNL: film fund: 
operations and: ‘possibilities. appar; 
-ently is tied to approval of a “BNL. 
request. that the.’ working - ‘capital 
‘of the’. fund. be raised: to at : -least 

- $7,000,000. ~. 
Meanwhile, the: current. ‘tight sits 

‘uation ‘in ‘which -the. BNL film fund 
‘finds | 
annual. BNL. ‘statement, “BNL. ‘calls. 
the situation -“delicate, and “re- 

.. grets ‘fact. that. “redemensioning” 
.. of. financial: situation ‘in’ Italo: film 
‘industry -was.- not 
brought’ -off.: ‘As it did-.in 1956, the 
‘film industry :boom™ has been: fol- 

= spread financial tension. ”. BNL also 
‘hoped that. its position of. “support: 
and- balance’: in: the film industry | - 
‘would be aptly considered ‘when the|- 

“. new’ film aid. legislation is discussed: : f 
oo.) .dn coming ‘weeks. (it. expires. ‘next 
-. 2". June.30)., : - 

In a significant, ‘passage, Bank 
that : Film. Fund: 

1963. operations. 
_ maintained. on’ a” sustaining level 
; only- thanks. to:a ‘hefty: contribution. 
:. by Banea-del. Lavoro itself.(to the 
“tune of some $30:000,000), and that 
‘such. “internal” support. could: only 
be. temporary:: “This presented the 

= problem’ of “outside”. contributions 
-to fund, statement. goes: .on ‘to say, 

noting that the ‘progressive’ repay-| - 
‘ment of. film loan. deposits © “which 

He “(up to June 30, 1962) ‘were: manda- 
tory for. foreign. “imports” (the--so-. 
called “dubbing. licenses” . which 
principally hit U.S..imports). would: 

"+ further: deplete “the - already.’ _ de-} 
--/~sPleted: BNL. film: fund. 

Some ‘local viewers. see’ in’ “this 

ports, a hint that the BNL and/or 
“the Italo. lm industry will perforce 
seek. new and ..additional, funds. 
to bolster the. BNL fund finances. i 

-states” -attorney- in Duisburg, whose. 
“area” is. responsible. for - ‘the film.| 1 
since: the’. distributor’ is . located:|- 

- there,. ‘said he: did: not plan. to--ban. 
2" the: pieture. despite ‘Some ~ official: 

complafnts . since he ‘did not feel.|.. 

‘And ° that. Yank ‘companies : again: 
‘may be imposed upon in one form: 

_.or other in. their operations in: + what. 
Ms stil a: juerative ‘market. 

~ Yank Tourists Spent ; 
$34, 412,000 in: Ireland’ 
At Hotels Past Year | 

| of Catholié ‘Women have’ protested 
against the pic. It sent. a letter to. 
the ' West:: German... Film: Censor- : 
ship Board. in ‘Wiesbaden ‘querying | 
why, Such a film should bedeemed ; 

vse . Dublin, March: 24, 
° “Americans: spent. an. estimated 

$34, 412,000. ‘paying ‘hotel: bills. in 
a Ireland last” ‘year,°. according '. to: 
Central ‘Statistics * Office” . Feport 
here. a 
“Expenditure was. 4306 ahead - Of 

— 1962. Statistics embrace “‘U.S. and 
‘Canada” under a single: heading, |". 
but it is known that ‘by. far the 
larger number . of ~ visitors. have: 

US. as their: hometown. 
-: The. transAtlantic: visitors. ‘made: 
a total of 204,000 :guest’ registra-. 

’ tions ‘and. spent “418,000 nights in 
Trish’ hotels. Overall. biz: for. hotels: 
‘in the Republic was up'13% to 4 
record beh level: of. $487 112, 2,000. 

‘el 
Wer ‘debating . just - whether. ‘The. ‘Si-. 

Many Entries For. 
~ Milan Film Mart 

| that -ac tors: « 
Milan, March; 24. . 

“Large. number of: participants al 

MIFED. ‘Film. Market, to ‘be held. 
here ‘April 15-25. ° Advance. book-" 
ings, according: to MIFED topper. 

‘are: - ‘for: both - film. 
and. -telepix: sectors. ‘of. the : twice: |- 
yearly. affair, and include a number 
of. Yank ‘participants. He: expects 1 

Guido. Frarici, 

total activity, to ‘op. Previous year’ 8 
figures. | 
“Entire.” MIFED® activity. in’ ‘the 1. 

. April ‘show. will. ‘be ‘dedicated .to:} 
film and videopix - -purchase © and t' . 
sale;- whereas: the ‘October ‘MIFED |. 
‘will also include. a repeat: of: Jast | - 
fall’s: International Salon’ of Tech-.| 
nical Inniovoations: (SINT);. together: 
with. the normal activity..of- the: 

~:| Milan. mart.. ‘Particular accent : at 
the October. SINT. will be. on. up-to | 
‘date: novelties in the’ field of. tele.: 

itself -is. outlined im the]. . April’ MIFED. coincides, asevery’ 
year, with. .dates: -of: the - general. 
“Milan Trade Fair, * ‘one of the. top’ 

| ‘industrial - gatherings: and. Aisplays: 

“successfully on fi the: Continent... 

The Silence’ Stirs tb 
“lowed -by’ what: bank.. calls : “wide-|}. 

Many. Noisy. Debates: he 
Germany; ‘Ask More Cuts. 

. Frankfurt, “March. 24. 
“Ingmar: ‘Bergman’ 3 startling. “The. 

| Silence”’.is ‘stirring. up lots of-noise’ 
in. West: ‘Germany:. Even the West. 
German Parliament’ is. eurrently 

lence”. :should’ be - exhibited: ‘The. 
pic, which: is: ‘doing .- ‘sellout: biz in 
key cities; was ‘brought up. ‘during 
an ‘angry’ ‘debate in the..West. Ger- | 
man‘: Parliament,: with. Six’: queries 
from. the. ‘Christian’ Democrats par- 
ty, (largely Catholic): : 

“especially. worthy”. . category.‘ of: 
the . German - Film: Classification | 
Board, should have some. additional:|: 
censoring -. of: the -.more:* sexual: 
scenes:: Federal Minister:of the In- |. 
terior. Hermann.- Hoecher!l. said he}: 
-felt-that ‘the: “artistic. quality”. of . note,.as well.as in other local re-. ‘the -film:-would: not. be ‘reduced if: 

three ‘particularly. ‘questionable 
scenes: were shortened. or changed. |" 

Meanwhile: on- another front,. the 

the pic is. immoral under the terms 
|:of German law. . However,.-he .ad- 
mitted ‘that -it: is- “shocking,’ ”. “but. 
viewable only. by: those: over: 18. . 
Now. in Bavaria, the State: Assia: 

“especially ™ worthy;””” inasmuch | ‘as: 
it presents. two. Ahours of perversi- 

‘|-tles; 
‘And in Stuttgart, ‘the’ ‘Protestant 

church office’ has sent. out a ‘Special 
flier. “explaining” the film to: young 

tributed, The. cinemas. are in agree- 
ment.and. are even. distributing. the: 
‘pamphlets,.- which: help’ to. clarify. |. 
Bergman’s - meaning—that™ this is. 
4 Godless.-group of people without 
any, ‘hope’ or r belief: in the world: 

British. Pic ‘Arg. Fest} : 

| New Italo VAR 

. dedicated .. 

‘Lformances ‘of “Everyman,” ” 

Activity in Sweden 
-Stockholm, ‘March 31:: 

re ‘total of 24° feature films. 
* epened’ at. ‘Stockholms. tirst-- 
: run. cinemas during February: 7 : 
Nine came from United States,“ |: 
“five. from. France “and: four. ..|’-. 
* from’ Britain. Two of the films :|. "| 
- were of- Swedish origin: ‘Other. “| *-. 
* films. were imports. from Den- ~ 7’ 
* mark, ‘Finland; and Italy. 

‘one film ‘during February, the 
American “Nightmare” (VU), In - 

oe altogether; : - including - . shorts, 
"newsreels, cartoons’ and :‘trail-" 
-. ers,*-123 . films. -were- presented * 
to: ‘the’ censors:during -Febru-.... 
ary. ‘Top’ longrunner. in Stock- 
holm: ‘is . cleopatra,’ ” How. on: M 

‘its. 19th -week. «- - 

‘Rome: March. 24, 

has ‘been: signed ‘in - Cairo. 
This pact, which is automatically | 

‘tions. between two. countries, notes’ 
and technicians: ‘for’ 

“| such © pix: will .be. restricted - to 

ready -have. réserved space and -fa-| Italians. and . Egyptians, ‘and that 
cilities ‘for -the ‘upcoming ninth’ or. Egypt. 

Italo’ interests. U-A.R.. was repped 
by | ‘Salah © ‘Amer: ‘prexy: of ‘that 

“TV. ‘Directors, .:. 

|S Marks: Square May. 
Be Setting for Preem 

: Venice, ‘March al, 
“Fated. Saint. Marks Square here | 
may serveas the. spectacular setting 
for Venice Film:Fest opening night- 

‘Quoted’ -by © authoritative Italo. 
news agency, ANSA,. Chiarini said: 
“We must’ make’ festivals. interest- 

“ing” once more, and. also better their 
-| coritent.. and‘: present - films which. 
-| expose problems.””. :.:: 

The: Venice . budget remains. a 
 Liaagor ‘obstacle in. any: thinking: 
[about .. necessary refurbishing— 

especially. Tegarding <the |. évent’s 
‘main theatres,:'still equipped with: 

-tseats: installed’ ‘in :1937.. An. attempt’ 
-:| will ‘be. made .to get a: larger‘ gov-: 

: ernment grant; closer to the $320,- 
000 minimum: needed:to run the. 
‘show.properly. than -the current (re- 
-ported). budget of: only. $208,000. .Of 
this, some $170;000 is contributed. 
by ‘the government,’ ‘according to 
unconfirmed figures... Because - of 

est,’ - making’ « “the. burden: ” even 
| greater.” 

It- was: questioned whether: this 
‘film, .Which. has been: awarded. the. 

‘to. 
film. : 

~ Saban S. ‘Agenda 
_ Salzburg; . March: 31: 

Salzburg: Festival. program: “for 
1964 is™ completed. . Events _ as 
‘follows: < 

Sena - - Jurinac: . - Reri ‘Grist, 
Thomas, : Paul. Schoeffler. —_ 
“Electra” - 

with. ‘Astrid’ Varnay, Martha Moedl; 
‘James King. - 

-“Cosi' fan tutte”. (Boehm) with, 
“Blisabeth ° ‘Schwarzkopf, C: hrista_ 
Ludwig, Graziella: Sciutti, Walter | 
‘Kment,.’ iH e. B. m a ni “Prey, Peter . 

! Doench.”. ; 

nae: Annelises . Rothenberger, Otto, ‘the two ‘majors. Both have pre- 

1 its former cinema interior, has a 
(Maazel) with. “Hilde: viously.-been published, but for: the: 

Gueden, Graziella: Sciutti, Evelyn: 
| Lear; 

Edeimann. . 
. “Figaro” 

:Dietrich ‘Fiseher.- ‘Dieskau, 
Geraint. Evans.) * 

: . “Magic : Flute”. 
‘Roberta Peters, - 
‘Walter. Kment; ‘Waltér. Berry;: Peter 
| Kreppel,: Paul: Schoeffler. . 

people, . with: -25,000.° copies: -. dis- |. “Macbeth” . (Sawallisch) . 
Grace: Bumbry,:' Dietrich.. ‘Fischer- 
‘Dieskau, Giuseppe Zampieri. , 

The -drama : will. - be. Tepresented. 
by.-Goethe’s. “Faust: I’ and. “Faust 
W’.‘and the.:annual ‘openair. per-, 

Censorship - Board ~ ‘banned ae oe 

‘| ‘investigation. 
‘and trading practices of the British 
| film. industry.. the ‘Cinematograph | 
| Films Council has. completed ‘its re- |. 

Ds “London, “March 31. 
‘Ning. ‘months. after it ‘started: its. 

‘into. - the Structure: 

number. from other circuits. such a8 
“Granada and Essoldo, as well as 
independent situat i ons, there 
would be the: ‘nucleus of a. useful 
third outlet... 
.The first proposal was rejected 

| Easter. recess. 
|. mendation : in. the- ‘report; ‘which | hand, the Council. felt there - was 

‘| rutis’28 pages,-is that the industry much ‘to ‘be ‘said for co-operative . 
.| should -make -4 new. effort to. re= 

‘| open ‘negotiations for the establish-:| 

Film Pact Signed 
|-of this. kind may lead the Board.of. arrangements. 

‘port, which has been published as by: the Council . because it had to. . 
Sa. governmental, White Paper, and | recognize that: without the “pros- 
“which was.preserited.to the House} pect. of a” ‘major: circuit release it- 

- | of Commons last. Thursday (26)-on | would ‘be . difficult, if not. impos-. 
the. eve ‘of: its | closure’ for ‘the:| sible; to finance the. production. of 

-The -main -recom- | a- first. ‘feature film.” On the: other 

‘booking : by substantial groups of 
independent cinemas, .and urged. 

ment of. an. adequate third release. | that the Kinematograph:: Renters. 
That ‘recommendation. carries. the | Society should be asked to give 
proviso that. failure ‘to. take’ action ||: positive’ - encouragement to such 

Sone ‘Trade to.- eonsider : ‘what further oT 
“AG Tew Ttalo:UAR film agreement i | action could be taken: 

‘The: -teport- opens» with an. exe 

change: of: correspondence between 
‘renewable every three years, calls. change: o resp 7 

for. “encouragement”. ‘of coproduc- 
Sir.. Sydney. “Roberts;.. the © inde-. 

Big Third Release Issue. . 
“On. the. ‘third . release issue, the 

Teport regrets the breakdown. of 
the negotiations. and felt tha‘: with 
‘amore’ Zenerous attitude on. the 

they’ will. be" lensed either: in: Italy’ 

country’s Assn: of Film, Radio, and. 

a recommendations, 

| ister also. ‘quotes a Films. Council:} 
| résolution ‘which “urged the: BOT j Paper endorses the. view that the 
‘to examine the feasibility ‘of taking: major: . 
-all _ practicable » measures: ‘to_-in- | strength and asks the question: is > 

OF Venice Film Fest| ° 

led. to ‘the: present situation, - fol- 

gala.. The ‘possibility. is being con- |: 
sidered. by festival: topper tel and’ allegations and an. outline of |their circuits.-but also ‘in the fact 
Chiarini’ as: a means of attracting. 
‘worldwide: attention. to the.. event: 

‘pendent ' chairman of. the: Films. ‘part of ‘the circuits, major ~ cand: 
-Council. and :the’. president. of the.|minor,. something. might have been: 
‘BOT, ‘Edward Heath, in which the ‘achieved. It recognized - the short- 

Minister declares he: ‘ts. giving care- | 
| ful °- consideration..’to the’ main.|that. at present there “were.too 
-Tecommendations:. about’ | ‘the de- 

| | it le — sub to : 
Annibale- Sciciuna: of: Italy’ Ene sirability. in principle — subject to|for ‘three: releases. If however, a 

tertainment. ‘Ministry’ signed "for. 

age of product, but had: been told 

maiiy films for ‘wo and. not- enough 

its practicability. — of more com= solid .third ‘release, and thus an 
petition: in: the’ exhibition’ of ‘films. | additional’ basis for. finance,. could: 
‘And that..-he-would - also ‘be: con- 

‘sulting appropriate-industry bodies | sible that: production might. be. in- 
be established, it-was thought pos- 

about the application of the. ‘other creased and ‘the indie producers. 
_ ‘| given . a. widespread range of: po- 

tential Support.- 
In its summing up,. the White 

Sir’ Sydney’ s: ‘Tetter® to the ‘Min- 

‘circuits have 

crease. competition in- exhibition: ‘|there any danger of their using it 
“White Paper in 4 Sections. [as a tyrant?” Two things are clear,: 
The. White. ‘Paper is divided into | it adds: #1) that the growth of Rank: 

four: ‘sections, starting with an ‘ex- and’ ABC has been of great -value 
‘haustive. analysis. ofthe events that } to the stability of the film industry; 

(2) that the danger inherent. in this: 
lowed by a summary. of: compiaints growth lies not only. in the size of. 

the remedies proposed to,the | Films | that each of them . combines the 
Council’s investigating .-sub-com-| function “of producer, distributor 

a giant’s _ 

‘mittee... -The. final section: -is de-. 
voted ‘to actual : conclusions and 

| recommendations: mo 
First. part. of* “the | eport: ‘pin: | 

‘points the. . widespread’ closure of: 
| theatres: from 4,609 in 1952, when 
paid. ‘admissions ran to. -1,312,000,- : 
000 :a. year, . to- 2,429 hhardtops in |. 
1962; by. which ° time: admissions. | 
had. dwindled - to’ 415,000,000. That. 
had affected the: balance. of. power 
‘of cinemas.-owned by: the circuits, 
which “had ‘incteased from ‘28% .in 
“1952 to 42% : for 10 years. later.- 
The . two -majors,. Rank: and: ABC, 
had: increased: ‘their -share.-in that 

Addi-. available; but the fact-remains that. 
‘the two: -combines. naturally ‘give... 

period from™ 20% to” 26%. 
tionally, it was re-affirmed. that the 
two. Majors | now. ‘control about 41%: 
of the. total:seats: in. the. country, 

| slowdowns. in government payments | against 33% in 1952. 
of ‘grants, festival. is ‘forced ‘to’ pay: | 
some $15,000 “each yéar in “inter-. 

One of the major complaints put. 
to the: investigating committée was | 
that the. amalgamation _ of. - the. 
‘Odeon and: Gaumont: circuits. and. 

and. exhibitor. Sir Sydney. Roberts’ 
letter to the Minister draws a‘ten-. 
tion; however, to the fact that cer- 
tain- members of the: Films Council. 
disassociate © ‘hemselves from ‘-cer-- 
tain statements in that observation; 
Reason For 3d Release Setup | 
The. report. also’ says. that it may 

be: ‘regrettable that -in the present - 
circumstances of the industry pro- 

{ducers ‘should; for the most part,. 
+1 be dependent. for finance upon . 

Rank or -ABC, or upon American’ 
; companies: To. this it may well be 
replied that it. is fortunate for the 
industry. that ‘hese : ‘sources are. 

preference’ to films in which ‘hey. 
have ‘a financial interest, with’ a 
result..‘that the Independent pro- 
|.ducer May ‘be faced with a long de~ 
lay- in’ release. And consequently in 
obtaining funds. for fresh produc- 

{and competing. ‘exhibitors. 
. [suggested ‘that. the dominance’ of | ture. of the. industry. is uncertain, 
[the two circuits:conferred too much {the Council: believes that since. it 

_{tion: It is these considerations that 
“Chiarini ‘also ‘Pevealed: that this: the decline in the number of. in- 

‘year’s: fest: ‘retrospective ‘will’ be 
the Scandinavian | 

‘dependent’ theatres ‘had’ increased |/ed the Council to place. particular 
the relative power of Rank and. emphasis. on: renewed efforts to. es 
ABC to the detriment of. rroducers ablish an: adequate third release... 

c. P It: was. Although suggesting : ‘that the fu- 

power .on. the: two corporations to |is a creative industry it has a fu- 
‘decide: which films‘ ‘should. have. :a. ‘ture—perhaps -of contracted range 

‘| Chance to -sucéeed:. and ‘that: ‘the | from the’commercial point of view, 
‘lackof real. competition: between | But. still it’s .a range within which 

: | them reduced potential’ returns to |new ideas and new- formats. of 
_ “Ariadne - ‘of Naxos”. (conductor. 
Karl Boehm): with Christa Ludwig, | : 

Jess 

(conductor Karajan) | 

“(Kertesz). with | 
Pilar’ -Lorengar;: 

with 

‘the. .producers.. i 
-It was. also “alleged ‘that’: the’ : 

“majors - ‘Yeserved the: ‘best. ‘exhibi- | 
tion “dates. for: -product -in.” which. 
‘they had an interest, leaving ‘the | 

| inferior. ‘dates - for. other. distribu- |. 
’ | tors.” There were also many com- | 

plaints. .in ‘regard te extended. bar- } 
Ting practices, particularly: in, rela- | 
tion. to: 70m films: : 
Remedy ‘to Cut. ‘Power: of. “Majors | 
.- Among -. the. remedies | ‘suggested. 

1 'Rosenkavalier”. (Karajan). with to the. Films Council ‘were’ two 

‘Elisabeth, ‘Schwarzkopf, Sena Juri- 
designed - ‘to. : redtice™ the. beoking: 

-presentation could: be developed. 

First All Purpose. Fun 
Centre Bows in Scotland; 
“Has Bingo, Plans Rassling 
- Lochgelly, Scotland, March 31, 
: Scotland’s..' first all-purpose en- 

fertainment centre opened here to-. 
‘night (Tues,) in the former Cinema. 
‘de Liixe; owned by. Tocal exhib Joe. 

power .and growing“ dominance -of ‘Timmons, 
-New. building, transformed from’ 

record: the: first recommended ‘that: modern dance: floor, ‘refreshment . 

product, under the.-supervision : of 
an. ‘independent tribunal. The. sec-} -- 
-ond proposed: that Rank and ABC 
‘should: :be. required . to - dispose. of 
theatres in ‘the’ London area which: 
‘Were redundant :to.-their own fre- |" 
lease. to .a. third ‘party, ‘possibly the. 
Natiorial Film “Finance Corp: It 
“was: estimated -there ‘were 30° such | 

: theatres, -and: with van. unspecified: 

‘citeuits Should. be -re-organized for | bars, . and:a new hall-and foyer.” 
booking purposes .into: local area ‘Despite. removal pf seats to allow. ; 
‘groups. of ‘not. more ‘than 25 each, ; for alterations;: the seating capac-: 
‘with ‘a local: booker’ picking. the ity. (for stage shows, films, ete.) re- 

‘mains at- 800. 
‘Comedian Jack Radcliffe topped 

the’ layout at. opening gala night, : 
with Jimmy Blair’s band and-singer 
David -Kinnaird. 

Along with: vaude. shows and 
films, Timmons also hopes. to stage 
‘wrestling maiches. Bingo, first fea- 
tured in the district at the ‘Cinema 
de: -Luxe,: ‘is. continuing. 



: "Nations with _ | 

7 _Film-Producing Ind
ustries | : 

© Argentina ae ‘Great Britain ~ Philippines 
> Austria _ ~ Greece. Poland © 

Belgium : Hong Kong Red China. 

‘Brazil- ‘India: Me ~ Roumania. 
‘Canada Israel | South Africa 
Cuba * . Haly ‘Soviet. Union 

Czechoslovakia _ . Japan Spain. 
Denmark - “Malaysia » Sweden : 
Egypt - Mexico Switzerland 
Finland. ‘Morocco - Taiwan ih 

France’ ; Nestedboiicle Turkey : 
~E. Germany “Norway © United States 
W. Gommeny S Pakistan , “a ‘Yugoslavia: 

The sweeping. pangrama a of all this multicultural, polyglot activity, with its genero- a | tion. of export and. import ‘values, will again’ be brought to vivid reality bya ‘special 7 

a ‘issue: whose appearance ‘coincides with the first of ‘the big s summer film festivals i in. 

: * - | Europe. 
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IVARIETY's" LONDON: Orrien: —_ 
a9 St. James's. Street, wiccadiily wae 

“London 
Peggy. ‘Mount ‘thked. by ‘Woodfall ‘Films for. a “key roié. in “One Way’ a 

“Pic; which ‘is: based:| © 
“on ‘the. N. F. Simpson’ play, is being. -produced. by” Michael- Deeley,..di-| 
récted -by Peter -Yates,' and: is. for release through - ‘United | Artists: 4 7 

‘Jonathan yr. 
. A -pro-|. 

‘motional. tieup -betwéen Odeon and’ 'Gauniont’ Theatres. and- Lyons. ee 
Quick Brew. Tea,..is to. start-next month and’ will be linked as_a. start | 

The. ‘Lyons } 
outfit: has bought.-:20, 000. Odéon:. and .Gaumont tickets: ‘which will. be | 
‘awarded to housewives ina: contest. in which’ they: chave. ‘to: name ‘in 

Pendulum,’ ’*. NOW ‘rolling. at. Twickenham: ‘Stidios.. 

Starring toles are: being: filled: by. Eric’ Sykes, George’ Cole: _: 
Miller, Alison :‘Legegatt,. Julia Foster. and Mona: Washbourne :: 

“with -the opening of “The: Fall of .the~ Roman Empire.” 

order of importance | eight good reasons why people enjoy the: cinema. 

presented by the Rank Organization -. 

15: British contenders. are being. picked from’ about 200. entries”, 

as shipped to. Hollywood £ for a. Bala. fashion show. 

a Paris. 
“Arthur. ‘Miller ‘caught a "private: Screening - of: Stanley. Kubiiek’s “ep | 

Strangelove’ -or How’ I. Stopped Worrying -‘and- ‘Learned -to “‘Love- the 
-- Bonib”- (Col), ha’d: all through ‘it, then: said he ‘was’ glad. to: feel. alive. 
‘after it. Pic comes: out~here’ ‘April - 15... Jean Schmidt prepping a 

i, ‘pie to be based on Yank: ‘piano: player. Bud. ‘Powell “The: Bud.: Powell. 
“i+. Story” and. looking: for “an. American | Negro. thesp. ° --Powelt. has: been 

here ‘several ‘years ‘and. is: recovering in'a TB -sanitorium .. Film would. 
cover mainly his Paris. days ; ; 
which .she reads. the late Jean: Cocteau’s 

Greece for a. starring role in “Zorba ‘the Greek”. (20thy * 

De .Czeehoslavakia next July ; 

did the script, -but: found herself, instead, pushed. into -bit: parts when 
_éverybody ‘turned: seasick ., on’. a. ‘boat ‘in which~ ‘they. 
. Edouard Molinaro:directs ; 

_ Marcel: Achard. play‘‘Patate.’ “ue 

jix clined. ‘up... In’. May. he 

_ suffering from. Tadiation - in'.“A Dav Like: Another” to be directed by: 
~ Georges Lampin-- 
-her coming stint” in: AL ‘G., Clouzot’s. vic. “Hell.” w 
bere’s “Miss: Julie”. 

_ She: would do. Strind- 

“firstrun’ here . 
- Cannes. Fest. since: ‘releases can not be: held: up, -- They still: ‘feel late 
December would. be. ‘better. - 
-gun ‘and sand:are integral ‘parts of- event. 

pattern | of firstrun that will. also: encompass outlying. districts -.; 

. direction: ‘of Tony Richardson 

starache”’.. 
the script of his next” “The. ‘Adventures of Harry ‘Digkson;” 

~ Rome. : 

-. “Brigante ‘di Tacca’. del: Lupo,” .“Ferroviere;” “Uomo di Paglia,” and 
“Divorce, : Italian Style”; last-named. won.a2. prize at Riviera’ gathering: 

‘Eduardo de: Filippo. has, seripted. “Marriage, Italian “Style” ‘which }.° 
“starts early‘in April in Naples for Ponti-Levine, basing it on his own. 
hit stage play, “Filumeéna: -Marturano,” * “written - ‘originally as statrer for | 
his late’ Sister, Titina: . ": -and..since ‘Seprised: bo Ttaly’s telenet, RAI- 

. New. ending being: ‘shot-for’ Carlo Pon! 

“ ‘ing, which. for a ‘While ‘was. out.- short. by. Ponti, then’ Te-instated. . 
-..  . Miss.Giradot does “La ‘Ragazza. in: 1 -Prestito”” SA ‘Girl on. Loan). for: ‘di- 

s:Kector, Alfredo Giannetti-next.: 
- Registered. at ‘ANICA. title- bureau: “Oxgi, Doiriani, ‘a : Dopodomani” 

Coa _{Today;: . Tomorrow, and Day. After. Tomorrow), 
ne Champion - Films - ‘apparently: has:-in. mind . 

'.3 days): (titled -“Intrigue -in’ Stockholm” for “Italo: run), 

= trigue.in Paris”. by. FIDA, its local distribs. 

a totals have.-reached -.4;706,000.: ‘Head-’em -‘off.. at “the. Colosseum. 
. “dept: a Rome. Studio,. Helios: “Bilins, is. building a western street. to |: 
a jump on the” ‘current European. -oater. boom ., 

- -“gters),. produced by Fairfilm: & : featuring Ugo. “Tognazzi. ‘and. Vittorio 
Gassmann, : has ‘been- invited: to. Buenos: ‘Aires Fest: “I “Compagni’”’.. (Vi- 
des). is ‘official ‘Italo entry. .: . George Sherman. here- to ‘prep Italo- 
“Spanish : item, “Joaquin: Murieta”.. 

' Italian Resistance: films, leading off ‘with. “Paisan”; also. series on.US: 
gangster.cycle of. the. ’30s. (*G-Men, *ete.), plus .another’ dedicated* to 

. Ingrid Bergman starrers. . 

- “| Guy. ‘Madison, Franca Bettoja- co-featured. © 
Maleno Malenotti: prepping: “La Passione” (Passion) “from ‘story by : Brunello Rondi, which Rondi would’ diréct: |, 

- thesp -espects: to start -here soon. for Rasfilm: 2 ‘Dino ‘DeLaurentiis 
.°, -Yeportedly screened. material shot by Alberto Sordi: against Rio Carni- 
wal. backdrop for- upcoming feature;: Sordi’ just back from: S.: American 

i Stay .... Giuseppe Patroni_-Griffi. ‘Prepping his Second feature, ‘to. be 
‘based. on. “life of Emperor: Caligula.. . Marcelli. Baldi has gunned “Saul 

~ and. ‘David’ at -Cinecitta’” 
with ‘another. épisoder:. 

_- /Jugmar Bergman’s “The Silence’ 
“minor: cuts, gets::mid-April release’ in Rome: ‘local’ trimmings -said- to 
“ approximate: those. in: US.. ‘version :°.". 
releasing:five: -dldies: ” 

; Simone. Signoret: finished’ a disk in 
“The Human. Voice?’ about-a 

woman given.the. air. over. the: phone by’ her lover, before: heading for. 
. French all: 

| singing -pie ; “Les Parapluies . De Cherbourg”. (Umbrellas Gf Cherbourg) 
2 wih ‘probably. be the: French entry .at' the Karlovy. Vary Film: Fest -in- 
os Newshen France: Roche, who--penned ‘the. 

os script of. a. French ‘pic “La: ‘Chasse A: L’Homme” (Manhunt), now. shoot-. 
ing. ‘exteriors in Greece, tried to do-a ‘story on ‘it. by ‘overlooking she: 

-Boito’s 

ts | Achille. Corona. . : 
were snoo ing. . rtened.:r ular’ 

| Andre Hakim’s: next pie ‘production for |; Apart from bs ‘sha te ed. eg 
20th-Fox rélease worldwide, “after “La Bonne :Soupe.”. is based on the’ 

: Like: for “Soupe,”: Robert Thomas is 
le. adapting” and directing. ~ -Jean: Marais,. Pierre Dux,. ‘Danielle Darrieux 

" and. Aune Vernon ‘are cast anda search is on -for “a 19-year-old girl’ 
: Singer-composer Charles’ Aznavour: back from his. recordbreaking : 

pero singing: tour in Russia and then off for a U.S. stint arid then back. here: 
pote” TO: .continue. his. pic: acting career. “with two 

plays a. secret ‘service: agent in “The. Advent ‘ures of : -San-Antonio” ‘and - 
-then.a man ‘who -gives some of. his. bone ‘marrow: to. Yugoslav Scientists |. 

.-Romy Schneider may:do a play ‘again -here after. 

Prix Jean Vigo, -critic’s prize; going to Robert. 
- . Enrico’s first: ‘pic, “La Belle Vie” .(The Good. Life) which ‘had a short:| hereas the hard. presséd theatres, |.‘ 

needing” ‘the ‘payroll, » 
dloans: with’ .a: 
‘Fepayment (at. 87%: interest). 

. Some producers: feel that: ‘May. is: a bad date ‘for the} 

‘But.“Cannes : would not hear ‘of. it. since, 
7 : Irwin Marks. named _as- |’: 
‘sistant. to: UA Continental and. Near -East manager’ Norbert Auerbach 

-'g. 2 2. Governmental Centre: Du: Cinema will- give.-special loans. tofavor | 
the. -building: of hardtops.in“ the “new. residential centres. springing up: 
_ around ‘France and” especially. Paris... This. emphasizes: the hanging |. 

1 Ste] 

- Yves. Montand is ‘set. to rome back to. 
pix. with | the . first -film of -tv- director Jean-Christophe Averty.. “Cou-.|"* 

~ Alain | Resnais- having ‘trouble with his producers, over. 

‘by the PMPPA, 

1 éxploit. foreign. markets: intensively, 
“Ape. Woman, oF “with | 

ae “Marco. ‘Ferreri. directing ‘Ugo. ‘Tognazzi'and Annie 'Giradot. in new:| 
‘:: Naples-set : ‘wind-up scenes; Italian. ‘audiences. have. seen original “end- 

whieh -Carlo .Ponti’s’ 
ane ... Still: on-titles: after. 
~ ” snappy local b.o. results.fot. Metro’s. “The: Prize”. ($35; 000. in . first’ ; 

‘comes .an- | 
. Mouncement’ that ‘latest: ‘Jean Gabin reléase : chere™ will: be called {Tas “| ONE" WAY. 10 BEAT CREDITORS 

The opposition: . “Tatest. figures ‘show - “RAI-TV's ‘video. ‘subsoription | 

‘RAL-TV. featuring: a’ series - Of . 

; . Ray Danton here to start -two. “Sandokan” . 
oy adventure items: for Ottavio Poggi’ s Leer Films; ‘Luigi. Capuena directs; : 

““Docitmento’ follows up. “Hish- Infidelity” 
ca -Complessi”.” (Complexes), ‘with segments: 

contributed by: Franco « Rossi. ‘Antonio ‘Pietrangeli, and Mario Monice.. 
’- has’ passed | the Italo: censor with’ 

Dear Films’ 20th’s division re- 
“Tove Ts. Many: -‘Snlendored: Thine” “Broken. 

- a Lanice,’ **- Jesse: Jamnes,." ” “The. Fall Men,” ”? and: “The Rains. of. t-Ranehipur” 

“Tnstitute on Films. 
7 * Belgrade, March 24. 
OE An ‘Tastitute on Film. ‘has 

ane been founded here recently to. — 
-| . seek: improvement’ in the -work - 

. + OF “Yugoslavian. film _ techni- _ 
aa cians, ' a 

In* ‘addition, . the - Institute oo & 
‘will deal with: the. film -scien- - - 
tific: research: phase. of. ‘motion — 
“picture. production ‘and’ ‘repro- - 
ductive © cinamatography, ' ‘plus . 

: unentaries. Bey 

Summer Festivals 
-. The first three prizewinners: will. get a fortnight’s -holiday in Spain, |. . 

And yet:.another. film. festival. |" : M 
The fifth International Industrial. "Film Fest, which’ -will-run ‘in- Tondon [ cel 
-for five days starting. Nov. 2, -is’ being: ‘Supported: by 16 countries. - op : 

‘special. “Chalk .:Garden”’ gown, designed by Julie: “Harris; ‘is = heing| | 

* Milan, ‘March 31. 
- ngain, as in January. 1960, Italy’ Ss 

state. ‘backed - /opera-houses” have. 
been. silenced. Some. 4,000. musi- 
cians, stage’ -hands,. ° 

in’ their basic -pay. and. improved 
‘over-time compensation. La. Scala. 
‘eancelled.-the scheduled Palm: Sun-: 
‘day. night. performance . of: Arrigo 

the. -opera:| 
in Rome ‘cancelled its “Boheme”. 
and the. San- Carlo : : Theatre. ‘in. | 

‘its “Carmen.” ‘Talks with |. 
‘union ‘representatives. continued. in 
-Rome,. ‘called: by. the Minister for | 

.- Entertainment, * 

“Mefistofele,”’. 

Naples, : 

Tourism -~° and. 

opera ‘Season,. the conflict. -affects.: 
‘also the: summer. season and: Fes- |: 
‘tivals of such. houses ‘as. the: opera 
in Florence -where ‘important re-" 
‘hearsals - are. to begin shortly for 
‘the -May Festival and. the open air 
-opera. in: -Rome’s. ‘ancient theatre 
Terme di. Caracalla and: the Arena | 
‘in: -Verona:.. oe 

‘Italy . gives. $12, 000. 000° ‘(estiinat- ; 
“ed) ‘in .opera: “subsidies, although. 

ft 

exact. figures have’ never been: dis- 
closed. because. contributions: are. 
paid .at‘the end of the. fiscal years, 

iy iipno Pix Producers. 

‘Manila, March 24. 

- according to: PMPPA 

countries’ ‘alm industries.” 

-Following._ -recent . studies ‘made 
the’ following 

recommendations were made: 

“dustry ‘here, ‘it, would” be wise fo |. 

_particularly: the tele market: 
~2..The ‘PMPPA - ‘should - adopt: a 

4ong-range : program in : exhibiting |. 
| films abroad at trade festivals... | 

3. International .relations. should | 
7 | be. maintained. more vigorously. - 

J. English.. Smith, “an “executive 
of General: Film| Laboratories, was: 
here -recently to visit. the: studios | 
of FAME, Inc. 7, © 

‘Hungarian. ‘Composer: Uses ‘Novel. 
. Means Of Avoiding’ 100G. in. Debts 

.“T..Mostri’” (The Mon- | _ vienna, “March: 31. 

' with “the . sideline. 
wholésale-merchant of -.veg- 

leased ‘on -bail- after. ‘charges . ‘of 
| fraud. had.” been: ‘brought: against 
‘him: . 

““Phe Last’ Gun’’. is new |. 
“title. for: Cameron Mitchell western - (originally called “Jim the: First’): 

- Valent, induced “his: “creditors to 
permit him to fly. to Budapest for’ 
the preem of: his: “Symphony of:the - 
Great Hungarian Plains.” :This. ap- 
parently. was : the - “only: tratth - he 
told- them.-- 
On. the ‘day: of: : the: preem, ‘he: 

arrived. at the. ‘Schwéstat. ‘airfield. 

South America,’ according...to’ the. 
report. issued : ‘by police headquar-. 
ters: ‘The. “Preem Jn. . Budapest ‘was 
canceled. 

ot k Horrid: Weekends ‘in Scot. Village 

the systematic collection. of .|). 0... 0:7 

. domestic and foreign film
: doc- oan cee ne 

: =| viage signed, a. petition. calling on 
1 the: management. to keep the town’s 
‘|-¢inema. open: 
{them : attended* a public: ‘meeting 

om Italian 
~ Opera Se aso. wns ome 

+ the. British: Legion. and thé Ameni- 

singers © and: 
dancers. went: on: strike because : the | 
‘trade. unions asked’ for 20% . raise. 

-seek. -bank }: 

tate: guarantee, a meit with, Morocean authorities to 
i'l set up a ‘partnership. film “‘Jistribu- 

“I tion company, ° for. ‘the {release of. 

+ To Contact 27. Nations |: 
oo to: -relay | Eurovision across *..the 

“The. Jocal - film: producers: asso- | 
-eiation. (PMPPA) ‘has “establisiied | 
‘tliaison with °27. film-producing 
a “countries. all-over the world, ‘The 

Loe Bae ee, _ “| purpose,” 

og , 7 Secretary.’ ‘Ben, -Pinga, 
| Pietro Germi; ‘whose. “Seduced. and ‘Abandoned” ‘(vides)’ is: “Ttaly’ s|- 

“official - Cannes entry; :is Carnes.-vet; with five previous: pix of his: in: 
.-running -at’ event -over: ‘past decade - or so: : “Cammino ‘della’ Speranza,” | '- 

‘be assigned: to Madrid. and; Rabat 
“is 0 fee 

_ +. felimination: of: visas for travel .be-|. woe 
1, Considering ‘the- “presenit un 

favorable: Situation, of the film: in-: 

Toko Shooting Pair” 

the: ‘islands’ last year. : 

--Gampéser: Janos Valent; 45, Hun-. German "Bakers Seok 
garian.. exile, 
of . 
tables, not’ only: tricked ‘his. busi- | 

| ness ‘associates out: of $100, 000; but |: 
also. managéd. to arrange: ‘the, most 
‘spectacular. escape. “Valent: was. re- 

every. German home.early in the’ 

*:| to-.wateh the later ‘tele programs 

| early. ar 
And ‘somehow. or other-he managed ve 
‘to.-get ‘on-board. a: plane. flying: to 
Zurich: ‘He ‘now..is on: his: way: to: 

NETS ae 

| __EITRANATIONAL. = _ 7 

hs Key Gi, Now Hardie 
‘Sydney, March 24. 

"Presently in this key city, there. 
jis only~ one weekly-change house, 
‘The others are hardticket or semi-- 
-hardticket. ‘operations, The. day’ of 
the family. price cinema. has faded. 

.|from the Aussie scene or at. least 
{in| ‘Sydney. Even ‘the foreign 
language’ cinemas. are operating 
with upped admissions. Key sub-* 
urban cinemas _ likewise - have = 
upped admissions to $1.75, with 
the top city firstruns | hitting. as 
high as $3, : 

~ Current. ‘hardticket pix: here in-. 
‘clude. ‘“‘Celopatra” (20th), *‘Lawr- - 
ence of. Arabia” (Col), “55 ‘Days. at 

} Peking” . (AA), “Great Escape” 
(UA),. “Brothers Grimm” (MGM), 
“Irma ia Duce” tUA). and. “814” 
(Col)... Semi-hardtickets are “Yum 
‘Yum =.Tree” (Col), “Love With 
Proper: Stranger” (Par), “Gather- 
ing of Eagles” (U) and. “Take ‘Her, 

“TADS. oN. ‘LASSES. WAIL” 

~” Sans: Cinema: . 

Tain, “March: 31. 
Giang Alvigoers: in this: Scottish. 

‘More ‘than 80° of 

-ealled: to’ raise ‘support to carry on 
the cinema. . Known. at. Tain .Pic- 
ture House, it has ‘been shuttered 
‘by: the owners, Caledonian - Asso- : 

~The young people formed acom- 
mittee. to-examine prospects of re-- 

opening. Two local -organizations, 

ties Association, - will be: asked. to 
help finance fhe: ‘scheme. - - 
-In-. their: petition, ' the town’s _She’s Mine” (20th). | 

young. residents. said: “lf this cine- |: Figuring. by distributors’ here ig 

ma. is closed, most of the children.| that with the Aussie keys swinging. 

in: town will have nothing::to ° ‘do |'strictly- to hardticket, the revenue. 

at week-ends: The age of the chil- intake will show a great. upswing 
dren is ‘from 12. to. 17 .years, and | after a ‘downbeat with run-of-mill 

we don't want.to hang: around. the | Pix. ‘One report is that on many 
streets ‘as: -others:: do.’ woe films. routed to :this territory 

| print, costs have not. ‘been re- 
}eovered by distributors; hence, the | 
{reason for.so much red showing. 

Spain & Morocco. -|.with minor. product. Another head- 
{| ache, long facing distribs is a:25%. 
| right-.of .rejection played to the. 

S i TV, AM | limit by the local exhibs who are 
wap X, {only interested in buying big pix, | 

-_ “1eyen at..60% of. the gross, and - 
Madrid, March 81. scrapping other contract product - 

“Spain: ‘and. Moroceod will cooper-. via that right. of rejection. 
-ate actively. in. the field of cinema,{ ‘The Aussie cinema patron is. 

| television, ‘and ‘radio according to; ‘willing. to pay ‘high admissions. for 
‘the terms’ ofan -agreemont signed | class. product,. refusing to. buy: 

last. week “by: Spain’s- ‘Inf armation| ordinary fare at any. price. This is 
‘Minister “Manuel. -Fraga Iribarne back. of ‘current trend by distribu- 
and his’. . Moroccan‘: counterpart. 

‘Muley .Ahmed -Alaui. : | cate the public that a night.at the 
‘Film: section: of the’ pact, opens cinema ‘is. now ‘equal to a night at. 

the way~for reciprocal importation|.a~ legitimate..theatre even if. at 
of films in. original version, ex- legit ducat scales.. 
‘change - of’ cultural and scientific} *. ‘Hardest hit today: in this terri- 
pics and -the eventual. interchange tory. is ‘the ‘indie. suburban exhibi- 

of newsreel. footage. ‘tor fighting to win family trade. 
“During ‘official | talks,” “Uniespana | with run-of-the-mill pix, Some in- 

‘ehiefs ‘reached: preliminary - agree-| die exhibitors point out that by 

the ‘time the big pix come his way, 
the: product has lost its drawing 
‘power. The: indie man also is faced 
-with- opposition from sporting © Spanish «.pics’” in. Morocco... ‘as an. 

initial step toward expansion’ in 
1 North. Africa. and.- the African con- 
tinent: :- - 

‘The pact: ‘also authorizes Spal 

16m’ pix; and some hotels building. 
‘up. their. .beer biz with flesh-and- 
‘blood shows. : 
Many” ‘show . biz toppers here 

figure that: before very long sub- ~ 
urban. cinemas will cease to 
operate. Right now the - shutters. 
sare going up each week, even the- 

| atres thooked to such key circuits’ 
‘to’ develop’: areas . “ of cooperative as Greater Union Theatres and 

| activity. me { Hoyts also. are. losing. 
“Agreement. also. covers ‘tourism |. 

Joe. Fry Gets World 
and information. ‘Immediate results 
of ‘ceremonies: -in “Madrid -‘is the. 

__ Release’ on ‘Amore’ 
Rome, March § 3. 

. Joseph: ‘Fryd has secured world= 
wide release rights to the new™ 

ES, Italo episoder, “Amore in Four Di- 
ii mensioni” (Love in Four Dimen- 

«OF Films: lh Hawa ]}} sions), which is Peian to fet “y - 
‘+ loeal. -release. elphi produced. .. 

Honolulu, March 31. | Also on the Fryd agerida are “An 
. “Toho: ‘Ss ‘udios of Japan will: ‘make | Italian ‘in. Warsaw,” comedy shot 

|two ‘color’ films: here. this: Summer, | in. Poland with. Italo thesp Antonio 

“Hawaii: no Kisetsu”: and’ “Ekimae ‘Ciffariello.and a 13-pic tele. series. 
Ondo.” Decision reflects. the -’b.o, Latter is via a deal: just inked 
draw:. of. four ‘films: ‘Toho: made. ‘in in. Rome with sSouthern. ‘Cross 

7 which calis for films to be lensed 
First of: the. two’ films: will. get in Italy with a Yank principal in- 

‘under ‘way’ in: June ‘or July,.coinci-|. each of the 13.segments, Antonio: 
dental. with the opening of the |-Margheriti directs, with- the start™ 
$1,000,000 Toho ‘theatre, going up| expeced late in June. Fryd retains 
-on..a- site. between. ‘downtown and ‘Telease of telepix in Italy and Ger- 

| Waikiki-. | many. “Southern Cross: holds . the 
: | remainder. of the world. 

«| Glasgow 's Show Biz Center 
‘Glasgow, March. 24. 

ae start jis likely to be made be- 
fore December on the construction 
‘of the. city’s new. multi-milliori-dol- 
Jar: Culture. Genter, replacing’ the 
-burned-out St. Andrews Hall, razed 
‘to: the ground in ‘October .1962.. 
Plang include a main concert hall, 
small. theatre, exhibition ‘hall, and,- 
-in. a ‘Separate building, the new 
Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre. _ 
The concert. auditorium - will 

have seating capacity for ‘2,000 
customers, and the new. “Citizens” 

[Theatre © will ‘house: about: 1,000. 
-payees. City treasurer, Richard: . 
Buchanan, said the new Center. 
-must - take into’ account changing... 
habits,'a higher standard of living, 
‘the better ‘use of more leisure time - 
ars: a growing eppreciation: of the - 

Mediterranean. to Morocco. and ex- 
change program material for ‘small 
screen audiences in both. countries: 
A radio and.television delegate ‘will. 

‘4d 

tween the two. nations outa : 
‘ing: : 0f information contacts 

- Culture: for. Members 
Frankfurt, March 24. | 

pity the™ ‘poor’ baker! He has: to 
‘get ‘up at four in ‘the. morning: to 
heat’ the: ovens: for the. morning: 
.“broetchen”’ (littte.“ breads)" or ‘the 
-buns which are’ delivered to nearly 

morning. “AS. a: ‘result : his’ culture 
is lacking: ue 

. "The. poor. bakers : ‘are. “inlable to 
go ta: the. ‘stage. performances “at 
night, attend the -cinema or: even }. 

‘because they... ‘have. to” Bet. UP. SO 

‘Survey: “revealed. "that: bakers’ . 
helpers are ruining their health: 
‘and :letting. their ‘culture drop be- 
low the dough-level. . Hence,. the 
‘bakers’. union has protested, asking. 
that the. bakers. come . to: work . no. 

"bearlier’ ‘than: 6 am.- 

tors andthe major lodps to edu-.... 

lubs ‘with gambling machines and -.. 
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- By HAROLD ) MYERS 
London, ‘March 31. 

Independent action by exhibitors if 
_and the unions is threatening the| 
Taunching of Britain’ 5 pay television 
service, due to start this autumn ° in| 
several test areas in London. and { 
‘the provinces,. for a: three” years’ | 
trial run, 

The five companies | who. have 
“een awarded franchises, but which. 
have not yet received. their license 
“agreements, have. been. called toa 
crucial meeting by post office offi-|. 
‘eials tomorrow. (Wed.): It, is’ .ex- 
-peeted that ‘they. will be told of | 
the decisions made at’a recent se-| 
cret meeting of the Cinématograph | 
Films Council, the. statutory: body |. 
appointed by the President of the 
Board of ‘Trade. to. advise’ on. film. 
industry affairs. 

Although the ‘Postmaster General 
indicated when: the: licenses’ were 

quota regulations, | and would be 
obliged to have ‘a minimum. of: 30% |: 
British. 
Council has recommended. -other- 
wise.. By a unanimous vote’ the 
Council: has. informed the. Board ‘of 
Trade president that the - quota 
should be nearer the - ‘commercial 
tv figure of 86%. 
The ‘Council also. ade | ‘yecom-. 

mendations “to protect the . inter- 
est of independent exhibs, who fear 
fhat ‘the advent .of. payvision could 
put. them out of business.. It was 
-guggested; therefore, that, tollvision. 

_ contractors should ‘compensate pic-. 
ture theatres for loss of business,. | 
including 4: ‘total shutdown. 

_ And just to. make. the lot. of the 
‘payvision companies tougher, it: “was 
recommended that they should con- 
tribute to the statutory. ‘Eady fund: 
in the same way as. picture. theatres. 

While it jis. conceded that. there 
“fs a big-gap between, a Films. Coun-' 
eil recommendation ‘arid a ‘statutory 
ruling, the payvision companies. are. 
concerned at. the. pressures ‘being: 
-applied from various ‘quarters. : in 
the film’ industry,. ‘which threaten 
to put them out of business before 
they..can get started:. There has 
already been comment fo the effect. 
that it ‘would be. economically im- 

ible’ ‘to. ‘launch: ‘a service if 
ampered » ‘by ‘sO’ many: restrictions 

and some of. the companies would 
threaten to pull out.° 
‘Plans for launching the: service 

are also being suggested : for. the 
transmission: of. current. film. re- 
leases. It is understood that::an 
4ndependent exhib campaign for a: 
“gix. months’ time lag between ‘gen-|: 
eral release ‘and pay-tv transmis- 
‘sion is gaining ground: and such. a 
clause may ‘be “written inte . ‘the | @ 
agreement... 

To co-ordinate - their ‘campaign,. 
§ndependent theatremen are setting 
up a defence committee within the 
Cinematograph Exhibitors. Associ- 
ation, to continue ‘the: fight: against 
pay-tv. ‘This committee is known. 
_as the Independent Exhibitors De- 
fence: Committee (INDEC), and al-' 
though there has been. a public: an-' 
‘nouncement, there’ has” been no. 
mention of any names, : 

- Eildio Fisher 

play ‘the Spaniard, originally. done 
by ‘Tony Bavaar. The legit femme. 

‘-eensorship. . 
Attorney: Greg Bautzer handled. the |. - 
Jead was originally Olga San Juan. 

details. - 
Fisher must “do ‘this one within 

a year, per contract,. but is: also 
working. on “The Goufe Case,” a 
German novel: with. a French set- | 
ting, for which Natalie Wood jis set. 
Joachim Maas wrote it: It’s based | *® 
on a real-life wierdie whodurit and 
‘will be.shot partly. in Marseilles. 

“Painted. Wagon”’. will and Paris... 
be filmed in New Mexico. - Alain 
Delon may be Miss: "Wood's ‘male 
lead. 

New York—an a alburn. for is’ own 
‘Ramred: labe ; 

‘Warner Bros. purchased 
Other Charles,” unpublished novel 
by. Joseph: Hayes, ..and . assigned. 
property to Sinatra Enterprises to: 
‘film, with. Sinatra akely,. to star: 

a Kes T; rr
 

programming ‘the. Films: 

J. | Springs: 

“The | 

_TOLLVISION. | 

N atural Pair 
Honolulu, ‘March: SI 

double ‘Dbill:: . 
- "Love. “With the * Proper : 
Strang er” — “Who's. . Been. 
- Sleeping: in My Bed.” MB es 

“SO Via Cable 
- Closed-circuit telecast by. MCA- 

TY: of the’ Indianapolis: 500" Mile. 

Race has ‘been: set in 63 ‘key cities. 

: according © ‘to sales: chief ‘Richard 

Graff. Other. locations’ “are. being 

first. awarded. that: toll operators | alized. 
would. be subject to the theatrical: 

Theatre chains that have set, the. 
telecast.to date, and. cities involved, 
include. Balabank & Katz Theatres. 
(Chicago, ‘Rockford, Evanston), 
‘Blumenfield — Theatres. (Oakland), 
-California-Paramount (.Frisco.), 
Cinedome’ (Fresno), Essaness (Chi- 
cago), Famous: Players Canada), 
Fruchtman. - ‘(Baltimore),; : . Inter-: 
‘mountain: (Salt. Lake: City); ‘Inter- 
state (Dallas, Houston, Fort. ‘Worth; 
San Antonio), Loew’s (Akron, New 
Orleans; Atlanta), Madison-20th 
‘Century: ni Madison; Wisc.),. George. 
Mann (Eureka, Modesta, Calif.); 
FE: -D.: Martin - (Columbus, Ga., Nash- 
ville;: Chattanooga), . Metropolitan 
(LAL), 
‘National ‘General’ Corp. -(Long| 

| Beach, Kansas - ‘City,”- Mo., L.A, 
Sacramento, San Diego), . Neder: 
lander (Detroit,. Dearborn), RKO. 
(Frisco;. Davenport), Skirball ¢Tol- 
edo), ‘Stanley - ‘Warner .(L.A:, Chi- 
-cago, Erie, Pa., Youngstown, Ohio), 
United Detroit. (Detroit), Wilbey. 
Kincey.. . (Atlanta, _ Birmingham); 
Wisper & Wetsman. (Detroit): and 
Wolfberg - -(Denver).° 

‘Large. sports. arenas: that. have | 
contracted. for ‘the’ telecast -include |: 
‘Boston Garden, Boston; Civie Cen-{- 
ter, Baltimore; : Civic ‘Arena, Pitts- a 
‘burgh; ‘Cobo. ‘Arena Hall; Detroit; 
‘Convention Hall, Philadelphia; Hip: 
podrome,,. ‘Minneapolis: Sam: Hous- | 
‘ton . Coliseum, “Houston; Interna- 
tional Amphitheatre; Chicago:. Kiel 
‘Auditorium, St. Louis; Long Beach 

| Sports | Arena, “Long * Beach; L:A.. 
Sports. Arena, . LA: Memorial Col-} 

Portland; ‘Milwaukee Arena! seum, 
‘Milwaukee;. State Fairgrounds, ‘Dal- 

| las; Sports Arena, ‘Hershey, Pa.; ; 
War Memorial; Rochester, . N.Y, * 

‘Arenas and: auditoriums also ear- 
rying: ‘the: event | have .-beén «set. 
in’ ‘Albuquerque, ‘NLM.; Austin; Tex- 

“Charleston, .° W. Va.: : Colorado 
‘Corpus . ‘Christi, - Texas; 

Denver: Fresno; Grand: Rapids:. 
Greensboro, ‘N.C.; Hempstead, Long 
Island; Jacksonville, . Fla;; “Little 
Rock; _Mémphis; . Miami; Miami 
Beach:: ‘Pasadena; Reading, Pa.: 

1San" Bernardino: "San. ‘Diego; San 
Jose; . Santa Monica: Santa. Rosa; 
Seattle: ‘Shreveport; Lay Spokane; 
‘and Stockton, Calif. . 

—ACalgary’s 5 Nose Ble 
ae Calgary,. Alta., Mach, 31. 

_ Calgary: Film. Society's ‘efforts to 
ao . ‘be ly*” 

‘Co ntinuea from pare 3 | lift : “‘eensorship from “adult -only 

filmusical, has James ‘Cagney. i in 
mind for the Jead role created. by |" 
the late "ames Barton. -Fisher -will. 

: have. the .-provincial- oe 

type films (Varrery,. F 11). have 
failed. - 

The “society: had asked. that” 3 
“new. “X"-¢ategory. be set. up Inj} 
Alberta, .. the * ‘category . to. be .for 
adults: only” and not: Subject. to. 

- Provineial ‘Secretary. “Ambrose 
“Holowach, the. cabinet . ‘minister 
responsible | for’ censors, -replied| - 
by letter, ‘Saying. the. government 

a. is. unwilling. to make ‘the changes. 

Paul. Schau, :.a ‘society director, 
said the group ‘was “very. disap- 

He declared it: had} 
beth Taylor, . one: of.- the share- 

pointed: an 
“tried to follow. the reasonable 
course .. in. solving this problem.) * 
Our concern is to save..good films] 
from ‘eensorship, and we hoped: 

+ this would be. one way : of. ‘doing 

“Eddie Fisher Sings the Words {it * 
-of Alan Jay Lerner” was the third | 
project the singer wound ‘up in 

‘The society had high-lever “sup- 
Port. for its position. 

ship’ last October; Col. P. J." A. 
Fleming, chief. censor, said «he 
had no: objection te ‘a. restricted 
Classification. “I think it is re-] 
quired,” he ‘said, “but it is -not my 
job to. decide. 
policy.” me 

{ADDS CLOSED-CIRCUIT 
TEACHING-BY-DOING 

“Widening: uses. of: closed circuit | 
_Ttv are demonstrated ” ‘by a plan 

:| presently ‘in ‘operation aboard: the}: 

Titles of. a Queen. ‘Theatre. t 

products’ 1 to equip. the ‘vessel. 

had ‘steadily refused .to recognize 
:| plaintiff “as a‘ corporation and the 

‘I: merely’ follow: 
oR oT i Bepated: in ‘the action... 

La bor Unions and Theatre G Operators | 

hospital: ‘ship: S,S. ‘Hope, now an-|- 
‘| chored °: eff. Guayaquil, “Ecuador. | 
. Over. 115 ‘U.S:. Medical personnel. 
‘Jareteaching and training. Ecua- 
| dorian - -counterparts’. ini ‘medical 

procedure ‘followed in the’ States. 
One. -of: ‘their ‘major. ‘tools is" a 
‘closed circuit tv set up donated: by 
Theatre Network:: ‘Television. _ 

The ty. operation” is used for- ‘ale 
téaching-by-doing ‘program. © Lack 
of. space..aboard ship- limits: the 
number of foreigiimedical. people 
who. can ‘see what: is ‘going on in 
‘the operating room in person. 

| With.: the. ‘closed. circuit arrange- 
‘ment, . up. to. 100 doctors, nurses 
and technical personnel located .in 
an adjacetit lecture room can fol- 
‘low _-every. step..of. an. operation | : 
while . listening, te. explanations in}. 
Spanish. 

- The Project: Hope sriedical staff. 
has. performed . “over . #000" ‘major 
operations -. So. far. 

| South Vietnam. and: Peru. and has. 
| trained nearly-'2,000' personnel: ‘in|. 
these. countriés. . ‘The-use of closed |: 
circuit tv. is: now enabling’ a much-| 
increased. reach, : ‘aS -the- Ecuadorian 

| experiment. has: proven.” 7 

Indonesia; 

(The. Project itself was fornied in 

This. ‘ship has: been visiting leet. 
cally-depressed. .. “areas, - 

aboard’ the. S‘S. Hope.- Over ‘800 

excess © of. $4,000,000: worth. of 

“Liv $ Corp. 
—= ‘continued. from. ‘page. 5 — — 

and Negatives’ ‘of. “Cleopatra”: -pres- a 
ently in 20th-Fox possession; ‘and|.” 
‘that. he- also take. possession of. all 
‘funds-thus far collected from film’s|'- 
‘Telease‘and. hold’ until further. order. 3 
of. ‘the court 

“In: asking for. ‘declaratory. ‘judg: . 
‘ment. ‘on MCL’s. distribution: pact 
with. 20th-Fox, “complaint. -charged| | 

I that- ‘defendant. had: refused to 
‘| recognize MCL’s ownership in film 
or to ‘comply with its’ obligations to. 
MCL. This ‘arrangement,’ according | 
to action, which ‘originally was 
‘based upon terms. calling for 20th] 
to hold 55% .-interest, MCL 35%]: 
‘and 10% to: go.to a ‘Swiss. ‘corpora- |: 
tion, -Walwa Films, S.A.,° provided| 
for MCL to receive 6-2/3% of the|” 
first $7;500,000 of gross. receipts: 
and 10%. of ‘such . “gross _ receipts 
in excess of this figure. Suit ‘asks 
‘that :20th-Fox be ordered: by court 
‘to. pay: all sums due under this dis- 

*| tribution. agreement. 

Can't See'Her (or it) 
“Twentieth-Fox;, according to suit, 

validity. of. the distribution ~ pact, 
and. refused: access to: financial’ Sin-| . 

R. Gondak made disclosure by way. formation relative to picture. Com- 
pany also had made. decision§,- ac- 

..peording to complaint, which were 
“solely within: the :province of. the 
producer : and: not: the.. defendant,” 
the complaint: -holding ‘that MCL 
‘was producer of the film. MCL also 
jhad been :refused to. permit. MCL 
| which: ‘held’..a: joint production 
agreement. with Walwa-—to produce 
location.scenes in Spain. — 
‘Defendant: likewise, ‘suit. claimed, 

had made’ public: ‘statements that} 
payments which- 20th had. agreed} 
to make to MCL. under. its -distribu-: 
tion pact “were in fact payments 
to be: made. by ‘defendant to: Eliza-. 

holders of. plaintiff.” ye 

Action: ‘further charged: that 20th. 
.Fox contended that its distribution | 
agreement was. invaded: and.unen- 
forceable -by plaintiff -on grounds 
‘that..Miss’:Taylor, one’ of ‘the -in- 

- Shareholders” of .-MCL,}" 

_At’a Calgary -forum : on: eensor- breached. her obligations under her]. 
dividual . 

pact . with 20th-Fox- anid. by . such 
‘breach of - contract : “caused: ‘de= 
‘fendant™ damages, “sufficient. in 
amount so - that defendant: ‘claims 
not: to. be obligated: to: make any 
“payment?” 
agreement : with : plaintiff. : This is} 

atte cates nail nab aan Ee 

~“TasideStuf—Pictres, 
gent need”. to reappraise them; In a death bed will signed ‘in the Boston 
hospital. where she, succumbed, Mrs, Metalious left her body to medical. - 

1.science.. But her. offer “was rejected’ ‘by medical schools: Also she specie: -:, 
fied that there were to be no‘ funeral services, but the New.Hampshire . . ©. 
Court ruled: against. this: proviso. She was a loser on ‘stil} another count!’ .°-: - 
-She left. her forturie to a Brit ish journalist living in Boston ‘and: her. ~~...’ 
collaborator: on a. new. v. book but: he Tenounced, the bequest. in favor. of Te 
her kin. 

Georgia’ 's: Gov. Cail Sanders receiitly transferred ° ‘more. . ‘thai: $50, 000 ae 
‘from: his emergency funds to bail ou‘ a: motion: picture venture that was” © - : |: 
Supposed: to..be supported by ‘industrial: contributions,.Quarrels have | ©... -° 
surrounded film,; titled “Susan Hayward ‘Invites You: to Georgia;” ever’): | 
since it. was. ‘proposed. It is being produced by Tomniy Reynolds: Pro= 0 :: 
“duction. ‘Last. July a tradé association: complained. the state was putting: ..- =. 
“pressure”. on “it. and other organizations. to-help raise -$110, 000: needed. 

diesday, ‘Apri. ina 1966 ro 

The ‘Feb. 25. death ‘of. Grace Metalious.. whose. “Peyton. “Place”: ‘aid. i 
7 “Return {o Peyton Place,” both were. made. into films. by the Jate Jerry -..:- 

y | Wald, has. resulted in an opinion by the N..H. Supreme Court. that New.” 
7 ‘Hampshire’ s body disposal laws ‘are “inadequate”? and. there is. an ‘‘ur-* 

Washington’ newsmen. Fletcher. Knebel. and Charles. ‘Bailey’1 ne have a 
chad a flat turndown “for. the time . being”. on, film’ rights: to. their new. ..: 
fiction effort “Conveiition.” It is: seen as a.conflic’: with United ‘Artists’. ~ 
“The. Best’ Man,” based.on Gore Vidal's’ Broadway. play? Both: works 
are. set at a national. political’ convention - and: the: stories concern the. 
battle for the Presidetial nominaion between. ‘good guys..and. bad. guys. : _ 
Harper. & ‘Row, publishers. of . “Convention” . and, agents: for the: film 
Tights, were. told fo return. to: Hollywood: for. r reconsideration An a. couple mo 

..| Of-years.. ih o Fate . a oO 

. - training | 
new doctors,. technicians: et.al. To! 
date. over: .600- members” of the}. 
‘medical: ’ profession have. served | 

gram: and lines. firms. . 

‘affecting company’ s Tegular. service 

Murray ‘Kaplan to 20th, 

“under. its: distribution]. 

to make pidture. Ate and Georgia Chambers of Commerce ‘did. not? “ | contribute. 

“shorter. 
Flying time between NY. ‘and ‘San. Francisco. gets. ta: be: ‘Shorter. core es : 

‘The other day:.a plane, because ‘of ‘a: favorable - tailwinds, 
arrived 40: minutes. before the scheduled: time: “The. passengers Te< 
‘Tained | seated after landing ‘in. spite’ of. the. air ‘hostess’: ‘request to 
‘debark..: Reason: during the ‘flight :a picture™ had. ‘been shown. (Rock 
Hudson’ 3 “Man’s Favorite. Sport”) ' 
the picture had: ended. 

“Shares With Workers. 
~ .- Holl ood; March 31. 

U.S. ‘companies: have donated in}|' ~ yw Hanna-Barbera . “eartoonery | 
has its own way of expressing 
‘its gratitude ‘to: employees. 

1 _ Firm -will share its. profits. with. ° 
. personnel “‘as Jong as financial 

- -@urcumstances of the. company... 
*. permits,” according to.William. . 
Hanna and Joseph Barbera. .-- 

-Jnitial payments. will be. 
‘made before Dec. 31. Letter-to ... 
-each employee said; 

the people» who have’ con-.-” 
~ tributed. so - : Tnuch ‘to. the . 
growth and - 
company,” "9 on 

$679, rr) Det 
- For Phone 

Hollywood, March. 31: 

_A check in the aniount of $679,- | 
400. will be. ‘deposited . by: Subscrip-. I 

tion: TV with Pacific ‘Tel & Tel as 

a. . guarantee | “against - ‘installation | 

costs’ of the tollvee concern’s initial: 
TLAS: operation which Bell subsid 

- | will”: service. 
. | week. during.. a California State: 
Public Utilities Commission hear- 

This: developed: last. 

ing: on proposed: pact between pro- 

| Federat “Tariff Engineer Charles 

of’ assuring Commissioner. William 
Bennett. and Examiner Thomas 
Dailey. that should the feevee oper-'|. 
ation abort, phone. stockholders 
-wouldn’t be “out of pocket. Essence.’ 
of presentation made by PT&T,.as 
guided . by attorney. ‘George Sears, 
‘was that. service could be extended. 
on a fiscally. sound basis without 

to. ‘customers. 

shop. in near future. 

_ After Bronston. Switch 
“Murray: Kaplan, formerly a mem- 

ber of Samuel Bronston. Produc- 
‘tions’. ‘sales org, has. joined: the]. 
20th-Fox. homeoffice domestic sales) Academy, however,:to cable. or: any 

| other ‘subscription system, as: long. 
-it gives -public the right to decide. 
Hoa te. ‘or. not. it ‘wants: subscrip- et 

‘staff. 

- Telemeter Repea 

“this . is. “! 

our way of saying. thank. you to.-.|- 

success - of ‘the oo 

‘tional coin a 
be paid. . 
. Par prez. Barney “Balaban has 

| will: 

According. te. domestic sales veep 
‘Joe Sugar, Kaplan will, be assigned 

-| Specific duties. at 20th later. wee 

and. the : Plane. had Janded B
efore 

thin kena Gin Bg Far 
ing lis Showgit — 

—+.. When - ‘Telemeter, | 
- tollvision, ‘subsid, . taped. the: Broad-" 

| way. musical “Showgirl”: a season __ 
ago-it was ‘at considerable expense .- . 
and: the showing: via Telemeter’s — 

| Toronto system didn’t begin to-re-. | 
“| coup “that outlay, ‘although it was 
“la. mild: success. - With’. the click on. 
“| Broadway: this-.season of. - “Hella: 
: Dolly,’ ” which also. stars. Carol 
Channing; Telemeter has been con- 

| sidering | ‘bringing back “Showgirl” 
{but ‘the reprise has. ‘been hampered. 
by union demands. ‘for: additional . 
payments for €ach. new showing. . 
‘The’. “Showgirl” 

eral for its toll ‘system.. 
A snafu has developed. via a un= 220050" 

ion demand: that. Telemeter:- pay. - 
* {$16,000 in | additional fees every 

‘ime the presentation. is aired again. 
This. immediately makes the. plan 
to reprise: the package prohibitive, 
according: to ‘Telemeter . thinking,. .”. 
since such a levy would virtually. 
defeat the grossing potential of the 
return. engagenient. ‘What has hap- 

| pened now is, in in. effect, a standoff. ' 
fuses to pay the addi-: . 
d-the: ‘union insists it oh. 

‘Telemeter : 

long. been a bit bugged by. the fact 

SEE TOLL SYSTEMS 
‘Los. Angeles, March 31.: 

‘probably . 

cable. System. ‘Such. is belief. of Dr. 
rt. Ramsay, exec. director. of 

Neeutly-formen Academy. for ‘Sub- 
scription Television. —‘: 
Ramsay has ‘pledged. support. of 

Paramount's. = 

piesentation ee 
originally’: ‘cost inthe. neighborhood:. «. -. 
of $90,000 to produce’ for tollvision. |). 
In its initial, and only in fact, show-_.- | 

_ jing in Toronto, it took. in’ “nearly. re 
; 1 $6,000 which obviously. leaves:a lot: 5 0 
of recoupment coin still to. be:made. :. 
With . Miss’: Channing’s.. estimated .. 
renewed. | sales potential. this year 
‘via-“Dolly,” Telemeter has wanted 

. . | to: re-show “Showgirl”: in Toronto. 
‘@ | and. possibly make. a deal for: its 

| telecast over . the -RKO-General To 
“| system. Also.a) possibilty. was am °°: 
.| offer of the item: to National. Gen- ye 

that:: the “Showgirl” ‘project. is a: 
deficit ‘operation.. The plan. to re--: .~ 
show it in Toronto and peddle it. 
to. other. toll: outfits was geared te. .~. * 
offset’ this : unpleasant. situation. — 
“‘However,.as long as union demands.. 
‘for: additional payment are main- 
‘tained. ‘it is ‘unlikely that..““Show-. 

Tolisters propose. to launch’. a fae will again see: the ght of: the: : 

three-channel, closed-circuit ‘home |" 
‘operation July. 1 .in-a threé-square| . 
mile west-central L.A. area.-A sec- 
ond hearing will be. held this week Dn, 
\ before Commission in: San Francis- | OT 
co -where STV. also plans <0 open wt GOING AIRBORNE a 

“Subscription ‘tv: utilizing the. air Te, 
-be theultimate >. -. 

| method: for: pay-tv. rather than. the © 

‘, 
ec 

. . 
. 
Joa ’ - 



a 40% of his business placed’ to ‘date.- 

“ oe placed ‘by .tv’s: most affluent advertising. agency.. And. Y&R’s: 
- -Bud ‘Barry. has once -again’-underscored* his: opinion. of . ABC by : 

Wednesday, April 1, 1968 

~ has’ been set by the “Big. Three” of Dan (Seymour. of- JWT), Dick | 
-( (Pinkham of. Ted: Bates) and (Y&R’s Bud). Barry. 7 -All: told, | the. 
-: powerful trio -have ‘placed, thus. far, 106 weekly: prime time’ min- . 
‘utes for next season (three-fourths. of a network), el oye 

- But: their network. stripes femain. “unchanged . 

i aw: 

: oi Stroniage of. one of the networks: : 
» .Thus ‘NBC is: ‘low. network ‘on. Pinkham’s “Vist,” “with “less ‘than’ 

CBS. gets: ‘the: wrong end of : 
- Seymour’s stick;- it has been: awarded: but 14% of the: billings :- : 

aoe -placing | 346%. of his’ lush billings. ‘with: -that.. network:.:On the 
- other hand | Barry. is the No.1 spender. on. CRS, ‘where ‘he: Places. : 
—— ‘over two-thirds: of his business. : * 
|. Seymour maintains his. NBC ‘proclivities. by. placing ‘60% - of: his” 
Vee “evening. business on the: ‘RCA-owned. web, with. two-thirds. ofthe’ 

“ Jham as. ABC’s:No:. 1 customer.’ While Pinkham places. over. half.” 
“Of the Bates. billings on: CBS,. he’ still. qualifies’ as.one of: ABC's* 

biggest: ‘spenders . (second largest: ‘on: CBS). 

of. “Dr: Kildare”. and. .an alternate. minute on ‘both: the ‘Wednesday. . 
and‘ Saturday night niovies. ’ 

; . Here: are the varied ways: in. which ‘the “Big Three” are placing © 
_ their, 64-65 ‘chips: 
BO WEEKLY EVENING. ‘MINUTES BOUGHT * DS 

. “otal” 

AS in ‘the past: few: seasons; “next. year’ s tv network 5 buying pace a 

~ Perhaps. the most’ striking: feature: of. their. » buying patterns 1 lies: ae 

~ ‘dominated center stage in ‘the past 
‘| few, annual ‘sales. semesters, : 
‘| agency... tv: factotums—who. control | - 

- | the “advertiser. purse™ ‘strings—are | :- 
| believed to be using their: inherent: or Wi IS: i 

“overflow going ‘to. ABC..° Seymour, it appears, will replace Pink-. : ‘life. and: death” “power to contro 

‘Pinkham’s NBC busi-. * 
“ness is confined to the-Colgate placement. of: an alternate’ ‘half-hour | waiter: ‘Thompson), the Dick Pink. - 

hams .(Ted. Bates) and the. Bud - 

“break” each of the three webs. in|; 

«(Dinah Shore's 7 

<: strip, - 

ot Touch"), and NBC. has. been in ‘the |. 
act: for. some ‘time’ by. spotlighting _ 
[2 its. UN . Pauline a 
a Frederick, On. five “minute : ‘Fadio} 

mee “a. CBS © NBC ABC: . 
Seymour GwD. “< -6.0 224.5": 12. 0: = -»:42.5-: 
Barry © (Y&R aoeetevaa tants 26.0 9.0.0 oo 3.0 ee 38. 

: Pinkham . (Bates). seevevesecce’ 13.0" 25° “ 210.5: 2 26.00 

ar Total: wo Ba B60 5B 1088. 

al ies ch Distal Ge lis 
For ‘the distaff: journalist. chori-+ 
zons ‘in “broadcasting: appear to he 

- broadening. .The - ladies‘: are.. in- 
.ereasingly visible and: audible front-| 
ing -the hard news wraps in radio|:’ 

..and tv that used. to: be reserved ex- 
-clusively. for the male staffers... 

. Femmes. are so. employed. regu: . 
“larly: at most .of the’ Group. W tv]. . 
_ stations, - and. the - Westinghouse 

Over at the nets, ABC-TV has:Lisa: 

Howard, doing. a’ mid-afternoon 
(‘News With.’ a. Woman's 

.correspondent, 

.« WEAS. 
ts "- “Not only Group’ W, but ABC: also 
'-. Shas the. ‘help. wanted” shingle ‘out 
ee for. another gal,. and the stress is on 

-.background”—a. : 
‘femme “able to do’ what: any. man? 

_ ‘a: good: . news . 

on this staff. ¢an do,” ‘per a news| | 
exec’ at. the- web.- This. Means’ a: 

.-* woman’ ‘who -can both cover the 
+ “beats ..and “perform on-camera: 

eh Several. aspirants. have ‘already had. 
. "interviews, but-the ‘search. goes on. | 

‘As it stands, only CBS among the 
7 - networks is all-male, ‘Nancy Dicker- 

~ . gom having” some. time: ‘back : made 
' the-switchover to NBC. She's. with-| 

; », Out a° newscasting. berth, ‘albeit |. 
active with ‘cut-ins, and - integrated 

“  - ‘with’ the net's. ‘election ‘coverage |. 
team. 

mewshen ‘in. radio and tv is, ‘of 
‘course, a-far cry from ‘the. longtime 
and far. more extensive’ -usage. of 

: @istaffers by newspapers: and maga- 
“gines; harking. back to such star by- 
_liners'as Anne O’Hare McCormick, 

*: Dorothy-‘Thompson, ‘Helen’ ‘Kirkpat- ve 
“second . 
Coca-Cola, via ‘McCann-Erickson, 

“ine earlier. for: ‘al -weekly- ‘minute.. 

rick, ete. Granting. these were: the 
“heavyweights ( figuratively)., there. 

"(Continued on ontinued on page § 58)... 

NBC Recipient Of. 
‘Adult Coin! Splurge | 

"Expanding. recognition: of © the 

[rv ‘Finest Hour’—Maybe 
‘That’ old stalwart gang. from” 

“the “socalled: “golden. age” of tv 
“drama ‘may. be. doing..a come-. : 
“back. next.year. =" “ ao 

‘The projected. ‘reprise, ‘v via a - 
. 39-week anthology of hourlong. ; 

“..3 @hain is ‘beating. the bushes ‘to. fill | By. g 

7 : the need for its Baltimore’ outlet. |. “Hour,” would itivolve producer... 
‘drama’. billed. -“The “Finest: .. 

.ditectors Worthington : Miner, 
“Fred ‘Coe, Max Liebman, Rob- 

dek, ‘Ensemble- is heing repped = 

by’: Directions-: in. Marketing, 
“Manhattan: .ad:promotion : 

agency.: 

.; Jack Godler. : 

By Baby Food Co. 
Gerber foods, via: ‘DrArey: ‘agency, 

has made: its first buy’. of. prime- |: 
time.network tv. with ‘a. bankroll of’ 
‘more: than: $2,000,000 for. an. alter- |- 
‘nate-week - ‘half-hour of. NBC-TV's 
90-minute comedy ‘spread for next 
fall, £90. Bristol Court.’’. « 

“Bristol”. ~sponsor-. 

| Network ‘sales. now reports’ that: the 

: Nal ET Poised For 
ABC Walkout Fri.| 
~.NABET: membership’ is. in. ‘proc: | 

‘ess: of. voting..on :the latest ABC |< 
ara contract proposal, with the tally. 

“slated to. be disclosed. on .Friday. 
(3). If it’s nixed: again, the. union. 
is: authorized to stap~ .a: walkout -*7: 
of 5: a.m. eastern.time: Saturday— 

* barring - a: mol, FO UN lop 
~ talks... 

_ Latest: package. is ‘understood to 
be . substantially.-the. same previ- 
ously: rejected by _NABET, . albeit']. 

..;,-this one does ‘contain. some modifi- | 
 eations,” Union’ reluctantly: put. the 
‘package -to.a vote after some rod- 
_ ding. by: Federal Mediators. : 

| | Saturday and om feature ‘pix 
‘nave been sold out along wit Jack}: “ * to 30 Rock... 
‘Paar’ on. Friday” nights... “Mutual. of. =” ‘occasional boner to 3 : 
‘Omaha last .week: renewed for. an-| ° 
-other ‘season “its full ‘sponsorship of 

- “Wild. Kingdom,” | 
the Marlin ‘Perkins show from the’ 
the ' network’s: 

St.. Louis Zoo. oe 

Abbott: Labs. lias” joinel Benrus 
and. Standard. Brands” ‘in bankroll: 
‘ing the’ network’s: primary, converi- 
‘tion. and ° election . coverage. 
buy makes: the primary coverage: ‘a 
‘sellout, . 

quarter | hotir.: ‘of ~ the. . . Huntley- 
‘Brinkley - half-hour - ‘news. strip. for 
bes 600, 000, leaving only - ‘one . alter-, 

. (Continued. on. . Page 56) cant 

-{ ratings, 
=| scrutiny: ‘of ‘the. identical -program | - 

‘: -.p offerings make. a “Dan-:Seymour |. 
"_ x] Péspond * by - ‘becoming: NBC’s big-| © 

| gest customer . when, ‘at. the same 

_} customer, No. ‘2 at. NBC and ‘ninth 
“Vat ABC.. And ‘a Dick. Pinkham, | 

‘| whose objectivity. is likewise con- 
"| ditioned: by- subjective. “personality | 
a interrelationship” 

{up -as.- 

‘and fails (despite the. size ‘of. Ted 
| Bates budgets): to qualify: as one’.of. 

'.| NBC's: 
ml d 

ert -Herridge and ‘Robert: Sau= ra spen ers. 

Las -he does’ on: ABC,. -where he’s the. 

-| agéney network |. preference 
box) but ’ ‘on the “chemistry”? ‘of the 

|} top’ execs. who personify «and im-. a 
": plement. the relationships, : 1: 
"And. :thus a “no ‘man’s land,” it}. 
: not” ‘an: incipient: ‘or’ even... semi- . 
Taetive. ‘hostility, : 

‘to explain’ the’ telling fact. that. J, 
.| Walter Thompson, as the largest 

| tv. spender, ‘has—ip- ‘relation -to its. 
‘size. -—~ but. “token”. 

.| CBS. And: ‘why 4. rapport, which 

‘Barry’s.. clients such:.as -Geneéral 

‘The: baby. food: maker becomes the 
with 

half. ‘Of. it:to: 485 Madison, ‘but. only |}. 

‘they.. may. seem—are, " ‘in ‘the. view: 

‘|into ‘broadcast. -history: ‘and the. 

swho was‘.one of: Pat Weaver's. top. 
lieutenants at :the: “old”: ‘NBGC,. can. 
-searcely forget his progressive loss.|. 

with » the ’-pre-convention |: 
shows 15%: Sold : -and. ‘the | election, 

180%. Sold. 2°. | 
. General Cigar, “with: its: greatly | in 

increased ‘budget : ‘In. the” light of 
‘the post" cig-cancer. ‘report. cigar 
boom, ' “has-- “bought. an: alternate | 

| tended ; ‘Weaver's. ouster and. which. 
“was initensified¢ with the: changing 
Of ‘the. 30. Racke’e: Yer: Buard.. as 

The 

‘echelon. ‘exec: when’. “Weaver ‘left: 

“close” ¢o-workers - at the. time, . has. 

“By GEORGE. ‘ROSEN | nl 
“ff eas 

“the 1964-65. selling:
 season, now | — gore 

|, well past its peak with the bulk. of | ~ 
‘es ‘bluechip‘.. budgets:: already © :com-|.’ 

| mitted, ‘has: shifted -attention from |: .. 
‘| the’: sellers.{the network execs) to | 
7 | the buyers (the tv. agency chiefs). |’. 

the. - “network .” heads | - Whereas” 

ing ‘effect. fin, 

“Thus “the - “Dan: “Seymouis - rs 

| Barrys. (Young.& Rubicam) — 

|-tors’. which. will. help. “make-. or. 

the - coming television. ‘season. 

A comparative. ‘examination . of 
‘the. same ‘statistical data—Nielsen | 

clearances,’ costs—and. .a| 

time, “he fails. to: qualify ‘as one. of | 
|-CBS*. top .10 customers,. (Seymour | 
lis: ABC’s fourth’ largest nighttime |° 
| customer). A. :Bud Barry, : looking |- 
_at the ‘same- -information. ‘but- react-| 
: fferent “relationship” }. . 
fing to: a _ditfere Pp ‘vision and” star in, seven Purex- 7 

Sponsored’ specs.on’.ABC-TV- next | 
‘season, if current negotiations to | 2 
obtain - a - Telease” ‘from NBC: TV 

to. the: ‘eX€CS of the: webs. involved,. 
proves to be ‘CBS” biggest - -evening 

factors, . “winds: 
-ABC’s.. largest: customer, 

second . most.. important - on. CBS 

“10 - +b i gge 8 t. nighttime 

spends over twice.as much on CBS 

biggest ..spender), the listing sheds’ 
telling light not. only on’ individual | 

see 

between : ‘an |. 
Aubrey:.and’ a’ Seymour is. thought. 

‘business. on: 

has. replaced. | past. rifts,:. between 

Foods, Proctor & Gamble,: Drack-. 
ett, ete. —* ‘accounts for. “Y..& R 
sending tons: of money. each: month |’. 
from: 285. ‘to 485. Madison while al 
{mere . trickle - ‘finds’ its ‘.ways-' to 
-ABC’s 7 W... 66th St:. precincts.. Or 
why... Pinkham. “sends a. ‘sizable’ 

| chunk ‘of ‘his tv largesse from his :. 
sixth floor: executive: suite at 666] .. 
5th “Ave: to "7. W. 66th’ St., ‘over. 

2 Remember: When—’ . 
Such. ‘instances -—. ‘irrational. as. 

of- insiders, rooted in: fundamental 
causes. that. typically. extend ‘back 

lives’ ‘of: the ™ agency. protoganists 
involved. Thus a -Dick -Pinkham, 

of ‘status.“as:-an “NBC. middle- 

and. ‘Bob: Kintner | ‘arrived at. NBC 
in ’56, Pinkham, “together with ‘his 

never .forgotten. hig abrupt.. fall. 
from. prestige: and. grace: which at-. 

: (Continued On. Page 64) 

ane “The Non-Violent,” : ‘the. tele: 
-| never. before. “It’s the Bomb,” says 

New Title for Sob’ As 
“Film Producers Squawk 

| “UNCLE,” - 
$|-sleuth or? that-Solo works. for, but 
--}serapped: Ait. as too > cryptic, Cree 

‘An Exception 

. fenders”.’. episode, the: ‘Hon- 
a violent: “civil Tights | struggle 

-. will Serve. as: a. theme. 

play: was | scripted: ‘by: Ernest 

Kinoy,: ‘and. is slated. for airing 

As” described, the’ ‘Kinoy 

for. Negroes ‘in. the ‘construc... 
®| | tion industry... One of the two. 

fname. the. biggest. nighttime. buy. 
ers:.of NBC,:ABC and CBS: respec- 
‘tively—loom_ as - ‘the decisive. fac- 7 

. principal: characters is .a pas- 
:. tor’: and © the -other | a young |: 

man searching. for an Jdentity. 

ABCPurex Spec ; 
I NBC Gives OK 

*- Hollywood, “March: 31. 
‘Dinah, ‘Shore ‘will - ‘emerge from. : 

her one-year. retirement from ‘tele- 

are su¢cessful. 

Under | deal: now in. negotiation, 
‘Miss. ‘Shore: will star - ‘in. four hour- 
{long nighttime. 
“hostess on a-trio. of daytimé specs 

-Specs; 

‘geared: forthe femmes, such - as 
Purex: sponsored. Several years ago. 
‘Nighttime. shows would be a Vari- 
ety: format. re 

IN COLLIN’ CORNER. : 
DELTA SIGMA RHO). 

Washington,’ “March. 31. 

At the Indianapolis. award ‘cere- 
mony, Collins..was cited: as. “forth- 
cright “and - courageous” | 
“provocative Jeadership." "7. 

and for 

NBC-TV and’ ‘MGM Television 
have ‘been. trying. to come. up with 
‘a’ new. title for. their new. adven- 

. |>ture-suspense. hour:: “Solo,” 7 sched-. 
| uled ‘at Tuesday 8:30. p.m; -in the} 

’ fall lineup. ‘Napoleon. ‘Solo, lead. 
character in the ‘series, ‘is..a: créa-. 
tion of Tan Fleming; British: -who- 
dunit. author, and: film. producers 
Cubby ‘Brorcoli - and Harry. Saltz- |. 
“man... have: .compiained | to - ‘MGM. [: 
-about- “use - Of. the” -handle ‘in. the 
series title. Mee 

: The ‘film iedincaits, takers’ of 
the . recent ““Dr. No” and 

while was- considering the title, 
letters of - the world 

“For the first. time in.a “Des 

‘Titled: © 

: Foote, Cone. &:. Belding’ West. : 
Coast: ty. ‘veepee Jack. McQieen is |: 
currently negotiating. with NBC-} 
-TV ‘anent a: deal, since the thrush |.” 
is. under ‘contract to that network. . 
which | has first’ refusal on: her. ap- 
-pearanices.. A please fs for ‘the Seven | 

- While: ‘such. a ranking: of. ‘agency SP ecg is soug tL 
| ‘|. patronage : ‘by _networks.‘is ‘subject 
-in sponsor and. network. dickers«* to an .awareness ©-of ' the actual 

-| gums involved (as for. example’ the. 
| fact: that Dick Pinkhani, as. Jim |: 

; | Aubrey’s . second: best ~ ‘custonier, 
. Failing. a. 1 -nétwork: tide for 

-’ the. 1965-66. season, -the skein. 
-. would go ‘into syndication, ac-. | 
cording to: DM creative director ae 

-and be: 

Society - gave |. .- 

‘pension fund. loot. 
| Desilu. today. (Wed.). 

“From | 
Rtissia With “Love” pix based ‘on: 
adventures of Fleming's’ .fictional 
‘investigator: James Bond, are. :ob- 7. 
jécting . to the use. of: the. Fleming. 
‘namé: in. the: title, -but not :within 
‘the’ show itself. : Network for a. 

- By ‘MURRAY HOROWITZ . 

‘Nighttime network | television 
‘next season goes the way of “Bey-. 
erly Hilibillies,’” in. the. three-net-— 
work. rating scramble for. success 

| via..light entertainment. With few. _ 7 
lone -dissenters, those examining 

| next. season’s. prime time ‘schedules . 
find television fleeing reality like 

‘David Susskind, citing one reason: 
‘| Producer ‘Herb Brod . 

Tater. ‘this. season -on ‘CBS-TV. oe er rodkin finds it’s 
:a-network’s program: in more. tell s 

| fi 1. f or “foe. 
ng effe ness with more oo script deals with two: principal : 

” characters. ‘engaged. in the.non-: ; U.S. citizen; It’s: pop time en all violent. struggle. to.win ‘jobs ”: 
{| movie. slot: has a realistic theme ‘ 
-|which touches the nerves of its 

‘| audiences, - . 
_|:-On Monday nights, CBS-TV feels’ 
‘that. “Slattery’s People,” dealing 

the: fashion. 
Sundays.in ’64-’65.on- either of 

the. three networks won't find one_ 
‘program themed to agitating any 

three networks, unless NBC-TY’s 

;| with a legislator, handling. human 
‘} problems. such..as slum: clearance. 
|and narcotic. addiction, falls in the 
-| realistic drama niche. There’s also 
ABCTV’s “Ben Casey” topping: 
-| that web's schedule | for . Monday 

_ | nights. - 
In “the. contemporary realistic 

‘| eategory, Tuesdays. will have. Mr. 
Novak,” and actualities alternating. 

“Bell Telephone. with NBC-TV'’s 
‘Hour that night. CBS-TV will have 
the “Nurses,”: which ° occasionally 
has more: reality than suds, ABC- 
T's “Peyton Place” is hardly cut te 
the’same-cloth as “East Side, West 

(Continued on page 60) 

SIV ocd 
from: the research.. dept. to be- 
come yeepee in charge of ¢v- pro- 
gramming’ for a couple of. years, 
‘Oscar Katz. has resigned from the 
network: -He : shifts. to the. Coast: 
-where he joins..Desilu in charge 
of | ‘production with: title OF . exee 
veepee, 

Katz, who. in recent years ‘had ca 
. || touched base in practically - 

OK?s . FH to BH 
‘Around: CBS they're alluding: 

to Oscar. Katz as. the: Forest 
‘Hillbilly: who's gone ‘Beverly 

a Hillbilly. 
at ‘his: broadcast brethren aten’t.|- . 

all. that excited about ‘the: speeches 
of NAB prez -Le. Roy Collins,. a] 
‘national. | “Speech : honor ..society. is. v 
‘The honorary... Delta Sigma: ‘Rho-|. 
‘Fau -Kappa Alpha. 
Collins: their. , Speaker: of the Year| “ 
‘Award” for 1963. - 2 y 

‘Aubrey and © Barry——or -at least. ; 

in shifting to Desilu | and: 
~ the. Coast, Katz. is selling his 
- Forest ‘Hlills ‘home. to become 
.a Beverly Hills resident. (Dur- 
‘ing. his -tenure as program. 
chief. at CBS he was instru- 
thental- in. the web’s - acquisi- 

tion of - Beverly Hillbillies”). 

areas. ‘of. ‘programming - for. CBS, ” 
took over.the program. depé.: when 

- Hubbell: Robinson left: a-few years 
*... | back to -. produce .vidfilms for 

.. | Revue: When Robinson returned 
“l'to the network for a shor! period 
to.resume his program ‘Tole. Katz. 
‘was -miore. or less. put into limbo -:- 
talthough retaining his -veepeeship) 
and ‘even’ though Robinson again 
checked out -of. ‘the ne‘work Mike 
‘Dann: “was: ‘moved. into the program 
post: 
Katz takes: ‘with ‘him a bundle pt 

. Keesely’ s Cig Gig. 

with Lennen 8: Newell ty topper 
Nick Keesely repeating. as pro- 
‘ducer. . 
_ Cast ‘forthe: gig includes Joey 
Bishop, Dick Van Dyke, Mary Ty- - 

Morey Amsterdam, ler - : Moore,. 
Rosemarie, ‘Corbett Monica, Bob 
Wright: (Kent. pitchman). ‘and. the 
Guy Lombardo orth. © . 

Parley opens April 5 at. the Fon: 
tainebleu Hotel... 

“After 26 years with CBS, ‘during’ 
which. time he worked his way up 

He. checks. into. 

“Traditional windup. show at the. 
-Miami- Beach conventon: of. the Na- 

{ tional. Assn.of Tobacco Distribu- e 
fors. will, be. hosted by P. Lorillard, 
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For ‘the : first. time, ‘there are 
enough | potential. ‘pay-tv_ outlets - tol 
-allow show. packagers to wheel. and 
deal for: attractions. That’s the 

word from Arnold Brown, head of} — 
an independent production’. firm }- 

‘pearing wis: name,. which recently 

completed the vidtaping’. of the 

satirical: revue now: at N. Yy.’ 's “Up-: 

stairs at the Downstairs” club. 

listed: by 

station now operating in. Hartford, 

“Conn.,. 
station in the outskirts. of Toronto, 

and .the planned. ‘Subscription TV. 

outlets for Los Angeles and San} 

Francisco, due to. begin. “operation 

in. July. Additionally, there's toll 

‘tv. due in. ‘England and Telemeter. 

“Montreal: All of these -pay-tv. situ- 

‘ations, whether in operation or not, 

are buying. product, says ‘Brown.. 

For the topical “Upstairs at. the summer replacement, sold to -NBC-. 
TV. Other deals .are. still. in nego--| 

|tiation, -he added. GAC-TV.. “prexy |’. 
‘Herman :Rush is due in. from.N. Yi 7-53 
April: 6: for’ detailed : ‘conversations-| : ° 
anent. ‘the. 1965- 68. Season, Barnett. | 

Downstairs” revue, -Brown. in: 

- 90-minute’ vidversion. ‘added... song- 

stress Georgia. Brown and’ actor 

David Wayne... It will. be played on 

Hartford pay-tv.: The way Brown: 

operators, he first lines up the: pay-| 
then.- produces. the |: 

show, reserving ‘distribution rights". 
tv customer,. 

to. himself: for a -sell-off in: other 

‘pay-tv. markets, foreign’ television, 

-and eventual commercial television 

in the U.S. ‘Commercial : (free). tv 

in the U.S: ‘will get the Brown. 

“attractions. on a delayed basis, he 

explained, ‘much the same - way 

theatrical pix first. play. in box-} 

‘office exhibition — ‘situations ‘then |} 

eventually are sold either in: syndi-| | 

eation. or via networking. to. com: |: 

mercial (free). tv. 
- Brown's company did pay-tv|. 

adaptations also of. “Spoon. River 

productions, “Ole, Ole, ” 

‘and. Mare > 
for “Streets: a, 

As. far as’ the talent } unions are 

concerted, Brown: said. he pays ‘ac- 

‘cording to the :various union -pro-}- 

- visions. ‘governing | ‘pay-tv and ‘com: 

mercial tv. Being a small company, 

Brown: said that he estimates he 

can bring a show in at ‘about’ 25% 

of what a comparable show would: 

cost dn the network..He said the: 

90-minute “Upstairs” show had. a: 

production cost of about $30, 000. 

te estimated that. he ‘could gross. 

about. the cost of the: show ‘from 

pay-tv, a eost. which: includes 2 

profit: for his .company.: - Another: 

$30,000, he estimates; can. be se- 

cured. from selling the show abroad. 

With: a click; that eventually -would: 

gain: domestic syndication’ distribu- 

‘tion, he could see: another: $40,000: 
stemming for such a: show » as. “UB. 

stairs.” — 

Silverman, producer, formerly . at-. 

tached. to. NBC-TV’s “Today” show 

and ABC-TV’s “Hootenanny.” -Dave-|i 
mark's. state radio-tv- bureau. sug-. Geisel, formerly. director : ‘of. “The. 

Garry Moore Show,” directed the} 

“Upstairs” revue for Brown. ._ 

‘Brown’s indie company plans. to 

_do-a two-hour show on. San. Fran- 

cisco for pay-tv, the show themed. 

‘to a tourist’s view of: the’: city. 

(Continued on: page. 56). 

Brown . are... ‘the’ -RKO 
General-Phonevision. “experimental: is J ohn 

the Paramount | ‘Telemeter 

“Othello,” 
play, produced by: Franz Kraemer.. 
‘There'll also’ be..a tv documentary 
filmed. - 

Cleopatra, ” 

GAC 5 Powwow 
-. Hollywood, March at. 

“Plans. for. “he 1965-66. television ” 
season. are being discussed here by |: | 
General ‘Artists Corp, board. chair- |. : 
man --and ' chief: operating officer |" 

a Larry. Barnett, here.from N.Y. for|: J 

tential-.pa Pty: outlets, I 
Current: po pay ‘clients; pecompanying | the GAChief |: } 

edway,. head of the agen--}° | 
jey’s -London : ‘office, ; _ making his-|° | 
first trip here ‘as a. GAC exec, meet- | 
ing) with. clients: and agency: per- }. | 

eonfabs with agency’ personnel and. 

sonnel. ° 

‘Barnett. ‘said | the’ ‘agéney: “is. ‘welt : 
off” for next season in the tv’ field, 

{has already ‘firmed up “The Jackie} 
‘Gleason. -Show,”.’ “Hol - 

plans to. expand «by going: into} ollywood Pal 
ace,” “That “Was. the .Week That 
Was,’ ”-“The Reporter,” all ‘for’ ‘the. |: 

| 1964-65 semester, also “Parade,” a a 
half-hour. variety show which is a 

said. 

and’. Barnett . said all | 

this date. - 

Anthology” and. two. “off Broadway | 
and | 

“Streets of ‘New York. ”."Fo: provide | 

more name ‘value. for - the ° latter | ~ 

two, Jose Ferrer. and: dancer: ‘Rober- 

“to Iglesias were brought into “Ole” ) 
Connelly .. was secured . 

|.of:12th Night” tees:CBC’s specials. 
{marking 400th anniversary of 
Shakespeare's: birth.: 

3H iat Canada 
‘Tow on April 15 

a, Ottawa, March 31. 
 Two-hour - “Festival”. "production. 

On April 15 comes ‘North: Ameri: 
can © -preem “of BBC’s” three-hour. 
“Hamlet:”” filmed at Elsinore. “12th 
Night” is: ‘cast. from Stratford, Ont, 
‘Shakespeare © - Festival: 
produced. and. directed - ‘by ‘George. 
MeCown. Third, -April 22, is‘Verdi’s. 

based. on ‘Shakespeare’ Ss. 

‘around - Stratford-on-Avon 
by: Vinvent Tovell, with | the: Bard 
‘Tread: off-camera. 

‘CBC. radio. celebrations irichide” 
“Julius | ‘Caesar, ” “Anthony . ‘and. 

“Tempest, ” oy. Day 

in the Life of ‘Shakespeare’ . _and. 
a series of five. talks ‘on. the Bard: 

I by Tyrone. Guthire et al.. 

Associates of Biown include. Don|- ‘ “Hamlet” is-the most costly’ pro-| 
duction. -ever made by ‘BBC—$150,-: 
000—according - ‘to Oliver’ Clausen 
in. Maclean’s. mag, who. says. Den- 

gested: BBC do it because their: own 
budget was : too ‘low. :. (Danish ‘tv. 
is.on the air only around 25. hours 
& week.) .Ten-day shooting ‘sked 
|‘went five days over because of ill-. 
nesses ‘and interruptions. ‘like a. fog- 

_ phere. blowing. every: 24 seconds .in 
‘oeasoup ‘weather. ‘Lloyds of Lon-. 

* f don insured ~~ against. cancellation 

CBS All Cartoon 

-CBS-TV. has: revamped “its. Sat- 

urday morning lineup" for -next 

geason, offering three solid. “hours 
of cartoons. from 9. to noon.: 
Two new. ‘eartoons which © are} 

being ‘added-to. the. ‘schedule are 
“Linus, the Lionhearted,” *. a half-|- 
hour - General: Foods package,. -and 
“The Jetsons,” a Screen. Gems se-_ 

‘ries which: is: moving over. from 
ABC-TV. 
Web 

- nounced... 
76465. Saturday morning: lineup 

‘4s. as follows: “Captain: Karigeroo” |. 
from 8 to 9 a. n.: 
-nessee Tuxedd.”. “Quick Draw Mce- 
‘Graw,” “Mighty Mouse, ” “Linus. 

the Lionhearted: ”* “Jetsons,” “Sky 
King”: and: “Flicka.” Coming ‘out 
of the lineup are’ “Roy . Rogers”: 
and “Rin Tin, Tin.’ 

is’ ‘expected to ‘retain | a]: 
half-hour - pubaffairs. -show follow: |-- 
jng ‘the morring. entertainment |. 
kiddie bloc..-The pubaffairs show. 
for. youngsters: has. yet. to. be an 

“Alvin,” “Ten-{ 

“} due ‘to’ illness: of Jeads.. 
Ophelia’is' Jo Maxwell ‘Muiller. 

; L18, ‘whom Plummer caught: in the 

‘Sat. Ayem Format! 
1U:So and:'a ‘dozen’ ‘European and 

role. on’ stage: in’ ‘London ‘and. ‘in- 
sisted on. Philip “Saville. directed. 
“Hamlet”: has been.-sold: in the: 

countries, ‘Commonwealth “Says 
‘Clausen, adding that -it.. will. run: 
Jonger .in.all- ‘the. latter because } 

|North. “American _ tv : projects: 
frames a-second, compared : with 25. 
elsewhere. ae 

Japan Assures FCC oF 
Alb Channel Compliance 

Washington, -March 24.. 
* Japaness. electronic industry. ex= 
ecutives | assured FCC. they.. would |: 
comply, with the April 30 deadline |} 
for: néw television’: Sets to receive 
all channels. 

” Commissioners ‘Roset . Hyde and 
‘Robert’ E, Lee met with Japanese 
industry reps: . -recently © ‘and ae 
ceived their promise to abide_,“ 
thé letter. and spirit’ “of, the. “an 
channel law. 

lon ita | 

GAC. reps . the’ British. Beatles, 1 
‘theatres: 2 

haven’t™ yet -reparted. returns” on {| -. 
‘their. recent closed-circuit. appear- _ 

| ance, ‘so agency does not yet -know} 
what the quartet. has racked up for 

; Vancouver | and Hong . ‘Kong, to. 
| spend up. :to. two imonths in ‘Mao 
Tse: Tung’ 's- domain.. “They: are. Pat 

weekly - network -pubaffairs’ 
his * director-script. ‘editor i. 

| Roy Faibish as writer-director; 
‘freelance: Erik --Durschmied'* on_ 

quiry”’: 

: told. Variety, “but™ we. ‘hope to pro- 
‘duce: the: first : decent. documentary 
made’in ‘China in-a: ‘long time: . I’ve} 

| caught. the recent few and I haven't 
‘seen: a good one—all “very formal | 
and. unpenetrating: Erik is atop 

| cameraman. and the: visual ‘results 
at: least: should -be . ‘unexcelled.” 

compatiy;: : 

24. 

MG Ore 

yt ye 
TANTS 

JACK. BARRY 
* Now producing five pilots for 
CBS-TV—Paramount TV Production: {- 
Development program — 

Mao Tse Tang's | 

By. PAUL AL GARDNER... 

Ottawa, ‘March: 31. 
[Canadian Broadeesting Corp, has 

‘scored ‘a beat ‘with permission for 
- | the first: North American filming in’ 
-| mainiana China. A.three-man. crew 
_| leaves: this: capital. April 15,.-via_ 

Watson, -producer - “of . CBC-TV’s 
4 *TIn-. 

camera ‘and sound. -Results will be 
| aired’ on’ CBC-TV ‘web come fall. 

“Tt _ sounds. “arrogant, 7 Watson 

Durschmied has. no ‘addreés,. says: 
Watson—“he. lives where. his cam- 

‘Panorama,’: 

An. Ottawa Citizen report; which. 
said the’ ‘crew would. enter China. 
‘via - Soviet. Union and * ‘that: BBC 
had° offered _ $250,000 ° for : British. 
Tights to the ‘future footage, Wat- 
‘son said was. “full ‘of misinforma-. 

| tion”. It- alsé- said he -planned-.12. 
‘Shorts: ‘and two hour-lengths, ‘where- 
‘as: all. he envisages. is “a 60-. or 
90-minute. documentary - — though: 
we ‘don’t. rule. -out additional ' spe-. 
cialized. shows. if we- get the foot- 
‘age... This ‘won't be for. ‘Inquiry,’ 
by .the. -way, “but for a network spe- 
cial.” “As. to” BBC's | interest, he 
said: he'd had talks: with: a couple 
‘of producers there and if: a U-K.. 
‘deal ‘eventuates.“‘it’ll be with BBC, 
because they approached. me: “first: 
but they'll look at the..footage, of 
course, before. deciding whether to. 
buy.” 
- “We'll. be ‘free. to: 0: ‘anywhere 

| except - ‘where there’ are’ military 
‘installations—and - we're... not’ 
terested. in. them,” 
lwho flew to Hong. Kong to iron out: 
numerous details, after Watson: had | 
‘pot. Chinese | government's 
Sional Permission. . 

said” Faibish,, 

Herschensohn’s USIA 
_ Documentary on IK 

’ Washington, March : 31 
“Bruce Herschensohn, ‘writer: and 

director of. the US. . Information 
-Agency’ Ss Academy ‘Award. entry 

_| “Five Cities. ‘in. June,” has -been. 
signed. on: for a USIA documentary 
on the late. President. Kennedy. 
 USIA' film chief George Stevens 

said. the film “Years of ‘Lighting, 
Day of Drums” will be: released int. 
‘May “for distribution “in .106 na-. 
tions, It will include ‘footage from. 
other” ‘USIA.’ documentaries. plus 
‘exclusive: color.: coverage - from the 

ni “Four Days” and. ‘the: : Kennedy 
funeral. 

Besidés writing. ‘and © ditectitig: 

SOT LONE ee 

_Wodnentes Ape uy. 1966 

‘Newsinan-eaitleman Chet uniley is still just it, ‘but: ‘with res 
oF _ervations.. “Promotion of Chet: Huntley’ s Nature. Fed. ‘Beef: has. 

come:'to: an. abrupt halt, following a meeting . last. week: between.. 
7 | NBC top. news.-execs and the newsman, . 

Huntley, who on the side runs ‘a- New Jersey" cattle ranch. with: 
j | . about'500 head, was criticized: in the press March 20-for using an 

NEC : radio - news-feature - seg to. discuss the problems of beef: ... 
| |... prices caused by imports... The criticism came to. the attention ‘of: . 
| “NBC-TV prexy Robért Kintner, who telephoned from: Phoenix, 

where he: was on vacation, . calling for an: investigation. of the -_ 
|| “matter:-. cel 

“Huntley agreed to withdraw his name from the beef, and posters. 
: . plugging his. high’ protein ‘line’ of: “meats. will ‘be : ‘discontinued.- 
 » Network: points. out-that it contractually-has the Fight. to Prohibit. 

product ‘endorsement without its. consent... - 
The newsman: reportedly also: will, withdraw. his: Chet Huntley’ 3: 

Nature’ Fed Beef. “account, whjeh was, S. recently assigned. to an ad neo 
agency... 

re Siey ersten | 
[ ber and Propaganda a | 

followed . by-- 
sample-replacement . 
turnover “the NTI ‘sample: . -com--| 
pletely - during . each - subsequent 
five-year. period.” 
“The letter,’ "signed by Nielsen’ 

|Embassy’ 5 Maj jor 
| Bid in TV Arena; 

era ‘is. He.comes. to. us from jobs’ 
‘in. Spain, for -BBC’s. 
‘and ‘Singapore; . for the. new. un- 
titled "BBC-2 show. He'll go direct 7 
‘from there ‘to Hong, Kong. to meet. 
us.” 

US., 

one other series In Rome. 
‘The. two : British series will be 
“Our. Men From Lloyds” ‘and “tT 
‘Married a Psychaitrist.” Both. will 
‘be made in color, which is appar- 
ently a growing factor in. series:| - 
production, in association -with: a- 

} British | co-financer. 
interest, yet to be disclosed pend-. 
‘ing signing-of the final papers, will 

{put up half. the production coin | 
with. Embassy. supplying the. other 

Provir. 

lores 
‘Nielsen’ $ SpruceUp 
AL Cc. ‘Nielsen Co. ‘in a letter to 

7 i ‘dients” “has- announced major 
-~ ... | changes in -revision and. turnover 
lof the tv sample homes along with 

| other improvements” in. the. NTI 
e.| service, and a price increase in the 

service. ~ 
The latter, ‘signed by. “Nielsen 

exec veepee. Chat Shaw, says that: 
| tne entire NTI sample is in process’ 

of changeover to “new. 1963 master. 
‘sample specifications. ” The change- 
over, it says, is slated. for-comple-. 
‘tion ‘by the end of 1965 and. will.be 

“systematic forced | 
which. will. 

increase. on the service of 7 5%, 
‘and word that the new sample will 
-for the first time include the Moun- 

|tain Time Zone. It:..will ‘be; ‘the { 
| letter. states, “a proportional sam-. 
“ple ‘of: all: continental _ shouse- 
‘holds, excluding Alaska.’ a 

[ Joyds ‘Steptoe’, 

ously set: the production’ of at least 

half... 

“Phey : will be = made. under the 
British quota: system (not the Eady 
Plan) which allows :a 

1 British -cast, a U.S. writer anda 
“EUS: . director or producer. Both [: 
| the British company. and: Embassy. 
| will- have equal shares in the prof- 
.its from the: series, with the British: 

"| €o-financier distributing them 
‘| throughout the U.K. and Embassy | ; 
‘handling them ‘in the rest of the} 
world. ‘Embassy. is ‘eurrently talk- 
ing. with. the three webs: here. ‘as 
to a telecast deal, production foin. , 
not - presently. a factor. 

- The “Lloyds”. ‘series ‘will be made | 
‘both in: England and’ in. the: US.,. 
with side trips to. other ‘European: 
locations also. planned. It. will deal 
with. the .activities of:-a. Uz S:-and. 
British Lloyds of London’ agents: 
‘dealing . with: claims around the 
globe... “Psychiatrist” is :a property |. 7 
which Embassy has had. for-a while } 
‘now. It.will be-made into:a feature 

~ ‘Meet was. partly: prompted by the: Herchensohn ‘. will “also: ‘write ‘the | before the-tv. series version ‘is done, 
finer ease in. Japanese tv set et imports] musical score, for ‘the Picture." Daren © (Continued on. Page. 64) 

' Embassy | Pictures’ tv. production. 
| planning - is: expanding, Following 
a recent trip to London: by exec 
‘y.p. Leonard. Lightstone. and tv}, 
veep E. Jonny Graff, the: company 
‘has set two. ‘one-hour color Series 
to be made there, one of. which |. 
‘will also have. some filming in the. 

probably. in New ‘York and 
‘also. in Hollywood, Additionally, 
Embassy has. acquired the produe- 
tion rights to make a- ‘Yank version: 
of the ‘successful . British series, 
“Steptoe. & -Son’”’..and’ has. previ- 

‘The... British | . 

| 50-50: Yank-. 

Polticast Credo; 
ee a 

. London, March 31:°: 

offer three: : and. 

emphasised: . 

lively. reportitig. ” 

‘viewers 

interview. ” 

| ganda, Bernstein: said: “In polities, 

good to. -have- ‘public attention 

heard or. ‘seen: of them . 

do. . 

in: front of the vidcameras.. - 

appearance of 
dates?” 9 .- : 

the political parties will still ex- 
tend their influence upon normal 
hours of broadcasting by. ‘means.-of 

Washington, ‘March 31: 

| esting. Corp. . filed :a registration’ 
statement with the Securities and 

-Offering ‘will be : made ‘through’ 

price. 

KTVU-TV, 
land. 

antenna television: systems. . |. 

mon. shares. outstanding. .” 

: Sidney L.. Bernstein, chairman - 
tot Granada, which operates one of. 
‘|the -big four commercial tv sta-. 
tions here, continues to: fight for. a 
freer hand to’ cover ‘the. political: 
‘scene, He said: in ‘London; last. ——_-f 
week, that: from: the day of diss 
solution . of.. Parliament: until ‘Brite. — 
tain goes ‘tothe polls that: two— :- 

-| maybe ~ three—tv:- ‘channels will... 
* three-quarter — 

‘hours * of. ‘party - propaganda. He~ 
| (we ‘are .prom- ° 

ised) a great! deal: of boredom: and : 
‘a. Minimum: of: opportunity for. 

_ By. ‘lively reporting, ie did: not 
‘mean use of aggressive inter-... 

“whose personal | vanity. 
obscured . “the. real. -yalue Ot: the. a 

as. in the theatre, it is not always =: 

riveted. on a few. stars.- What. about. . 
the gallant: 600, the private. mem-- 
‘bers. of Parlianient? Not. enough is. 

. . it must - 
tbe right. to give. them an ‘opportu a 

Thity to: communicate’ with the {| 
. publie. {This is ‘What television can: ae 

| ” Berristein revealed. that vie . ae 
_| “gentleman’s : agreement’ | between. 

| politicians . and:. broadcasters the: | 
‘LTale ‘is that’ whenever’ a. Parlia-" 

| mentary. candidate ‘is invited to ‘ap-"_ 
-pear-on tv, he must be “approved” -: 
by his: party’s London. ‘h.q.: Another. : 

| rule-is ‘that:no audience should be. -.: 
present. -when .a Conservative, 
Labor-or Liberal candidate ppeaks. 

Even” in outside - ‘party | ‘political: 
broadcasts, Bernstein asserted that. 

those “typically ‘British ‘gentle-. 
Men’s: agreements”: which have. no... 
‘basis in law. or politics, or, as I. 
personally - think; n. place. in. a) 

| democratic. country. Pe 

Newly, reorganized : ‘Cox BSE ° 

Exchange Commission. proposing. ~ 2 
‘to offer 630,000 shares of common. |.” ~; 
stock, it was disclosed Monday (31). . 

‘underwriters -headed’..by Lazard... 
‘Freres &. Co. of. New York at an 
‘$18. per. share’ ‘maximum . selling. - 

Included - “in. the .. pundle - ‘are take 
35,231. shares to. be. ‘offered: by. 
present. holders and ‘another 20,000 © 
to. ‘be sold to company. “employees. - 
Cox also plans to’. borrow $15,-. 

000;000 from an’ insurance.’ come. ma ed 
'[-pany. From, this,” $14,823,700 -will --” 
go to repay debts to- ‘stockholders, vats 
‘mainly the $11,000,000- red ink in- - 
curred. when Cox - ‘ purchased “:- 

.San - Francisco-Oak- _ 
‘Another’ : $3,823,700 came- 

from the buy of.several. community. a 

Cox: already has 2,000,000 ‘com- 5 

Company. owns. tv: and ‘radio “sta: - oo : 
tions in - Atlanta, . ‘ Dayton’: and. : oe 
Charlotte: ‘aS. well as ‘KTVU... a 

- He is ‘seeking, ‘rather; ‘an’ Walters - wtp 
native’ to. 60 much: official propa. ©: ; 

--Bernstein asked: “By .what. right). 
do the party officials. regulate the =F 

‘individual: candle’ 

node wets 

woo ‘ . vied ae . . :, ; 7 ‘ sore . ; 



eA ae a eae! 

“For al the tact that thetr ¢ eyes 3 will, be on the: as 
“, pars ‘cocked to ‘the off-the-agenda talk, there’s’ an. posing list .of 
7 roadcaster - personalities with | major ‘financial-ownership stakes ~. a 
in tv-.and radio :properties. who; ‘in traditional absentee fashion, |. 
‘ean™:be counted on. not to. attend. the’ ‘NAB: convention next week | 

. in Chicago. 
“These include; among others, J ohn’ Hay u ock) Whitaey, of the : 

Corinthian. Broadcasting chain; 
Dick Berlin,. of :the Hearst chain; | | 
‘Sam: Newhouse, of the: Newhouse ‘broadcaating empires. 

~ Walter. Annenberg, of. the Triangle. Stations;. ~:. 
Mrs. Lyndon B: Johnson, ‘whose ‘lucrative. ty station. ia Austin 7 

has. "been. put.in trust during the tenure of ner Fesldency,. at. - 1600 - 
. Pennsylvania Ave. in Washington; ” 

. Henry. R. ‘Luce, of. ‘the Time-Life ‘stations: 

__ |veWRY SEEMS ts 
“ARV TOFTIE énda ‘and. ate oe 

. “tn 

hs, Bing (Crosby. : 

aa ‘Washington, ‘March’ Si. 
‘Two. strong doses. of. ‘Congres: 

_ elonal pressure. were added: to the | 
., controversial. recipe wconjured. by |-. 
“the decision :of - Gothom’s. WOXR | 
‘to: advertise. hard liquor. . 
In the. Senate legislation to- bar 

'. booze: blurbs “was introduced 
‘by |” 

Commerce Committee: chairman | 

Sen. Warren’ Magnuson. (D-Wash.) 
’ "and Communications: subcommitee 
-- ditte Sen.- John. Pastore (D-R.I.). . 

.. ‘Refusing to go quite that far-was |. 
. House Commerce Committee chair-.| 
-%Inan' Rep. Oren . Harris: (D-Ark Jd: 
‘who wrote QXR exet:v.p | Elliot. 
Sanger of “his. “serious concern” 
about: the ° outlet’ s booze break-. 
through. 

The - ‘Magnuison-Pastore bili not | - 
_ only would: put .a.-bar on -broad- | © 

».easters. but would: also -hold’ the:| ” 
- “liquor folk- accountable. Under: the | 

" : Dill Federal. . permits: ‘issued - dis-.}. 
tillers by the Treasury Dept: ‘would |. 
be revoked if: ‘the: Prohibition was. 

wo violated... 
» Also called: for: are fines: ranging 

from $100-$1,000:and prison. terms: 
from. six months to-one year... 

- Pastore’ s hep 

...segregationist Senators as part.of 
oe their filibuster against . the. ‘civil - 

. tights: bill - could prevent. all. com- 
‘mittees. from meeting, ‘perhaps for 
ag long as: two."or- ‘three months. | 

7 “In: his letter : ‘requesting: ‘Saniger 
hoe, ‘Fespond to seven: questions, Harris 

‘gtressed his. preference. ‘for ‘self. 
’ >: 8egulation. Les 

He asked. ‘Sanger: “if. he. Believed 
broadeast self-regulation: on 

.. booze: blurbs by-either broadcasters 
_.,or distillers or if legislation. or: gov- 

i (Continued ‘on ‘ontinued on--page ¢ 56) 

BBC Radio Ser Radio Series. 
On Negro in US| 

-| Stanton suggested | 
‘ow, former-FCC chairman, ‘as ..pos--|. 
Sible chairman of the group. Stan- 
‘ton: pointed - out that all. public}, 

London; March. 31. 
BBO’ ‘Radio- ‘has: “set. produce: : 

: writer. Geoffrey: Bridson to. liné up. 
van. “all-embracing _ serieS“of pro-— 
‘grams on. the -American Negro— |}. 

cluding plays, musicals, ° poetry, 
folk’ songs, jaz, ‘Serious: music: ‘and 

: 0" on,’ 
"He is planing out: for 4 a-snonth's | 

gtay’ in the U.S, on ‘Saturday. (4) |. 
- where. he: hopes. also. to snare lead- 
‘ing. Negro. writers for. on-air:| - 
dickers- about. their work.’ He “is | 

_ also planning to-write an historical | 
: “documentary: in:-{wo.or three.‘parts:. 

Program e- skedded -to hit grams .:-ar edded . or a mercial network, has: been yanked. 
.- bythe company. because the Inde- |- 

Authority’ 

- British. airwaves in. the: fall. . 

; ‘Blot Lewis Pacted 
By. Bing: Crosby: Prods : 

: - Hollywood, March 31. : 
Bing - Crosby 

: ‘ring Lucille: Ball: Lewis-” ‘Has Tre- 
- signed.” ‘from’. the. Lucille: : ‘Ball 
‘starrer: and endeéd. his ‘duties last-| 

- week- when — ‘production | ‘on ‘this’ . 

J season’ s product. finished. : 

new. ‘projects : for: the: vidfilmery, 
also help on. the. new “half-hour 

_ Series. starring ¢ the company's: bass, 

heat Bill Would = 

pes for: quick thear-. 
ings’on the. bill by his subcommit- | 

- fee could: conceivably: be: ‘squeiched | 
‘py. the civil rights debate. Southern : 

| ordered - cuts” of" seenes. 
ik ‘two strippers.:: ; 

-The hourlong: progtant, amnade. byt: 
Dénis- 

“Mitchell, shows the: backstage lives |. 
of..seven club and: music ‘hall. acts.. 
-It: included shots. of: .a ‘semi-nude. 

| dancer . and- other skin ‘takes. But) 
|-rather “than “censor. -the: program. 
Granada has “postponed” it. Indef-. 

a “Productions. as: 
oo gigned Elliott Lewis, exec producer 

of Desilu’s “The Lucy. Show, ” star-- 

Its Just Rediffusion 
; - London: ::March “31. ° 

? London weekday. major. ‘com: " 
: mercial : ‘tv. station  Associated-: 
-. Rediffusion ... is - changing: dts’. 
“name. as from: April:6.. 0! 

_ - According to. general man-:- 
- ager. John. -MeMillan:: 

. We’ aré changing. it to. ‘Redif- 

“and. remember.” ae 

Stanton’ $ ‘Stance 
On TV Spellout Of 
A Coverage Cod 

' Philadelphia; March 31: 
at “puiblie policy: for :tv: ‘Coverage 

‘of legislative and judicial. proceed- 
‘ings “and ‘of . pre-trial : ‘Situations’ 
should. be spelled: ‘out,. ‘it was. ‘ad- 
-yotated:. by CBS  prexy. Dr.. “Frank 

‘Stanton. in’ a Annenberg School ‘gon: ‘Administration Henry, with his 
‘ties to Robert Kennedy, has come 
‘down .some."in ‘the . Washington. 
“power . ‘structure. ‘But the extent of |: 
his ‘decline; both: in terms of. per- |. 

Lecture at. Pennsylvania. U.. 
‘Stanton, in furthering his. ‘pro- 

‘posal, ' ‘said that the Brookings In-: 
stitution, an. independent. research: 
‘and education organization in. the. 
social. sciences, ‘has. agreed to. eon-"| scope - of regulatory” policies ‘of'| 

® | President. Johnson, . will - ‘probably j, 
not: be known. until: ‘after ‘the ‘Ne 

sider. a CBS..grant -to. assemble. ‘a 
task force of. distinguished citizens: 
representing © the _ bar, .the. “bench,. 
the various branches.of journalism, 

-{:government,: public administration |: 
and- the ‘publi¢ ‘to. study and report. 
“on what could be a:national “code | 
of::fair ‘ practices’’. governing cov: 
erage - -Of£: such news. ‘events. - 

“I .CBS prexy, in. an. unusual: swipe 
, at: tv. coverage, aS-well as. coverage | 
| by: other news. media, called’ the.| - 

| handling of. the Lee’ Oswald.:: case 
{in ‘Dallas .as - tending. toward. “‘anar- 

4 chy. ”. Néeded; ‘Said: Stanton,. is ..a. 
| “voluntary;. inter-media code of fair’ speak: 
Bractices.’ ” 
“In‘connection with. the: proposed 

study: group, 
ewton ‘N,-Min-’ 

‘Brookings. Institutio1 

(Continued . on ‘page: -64) 

British Granada Yanks 
‘Entertainers’ Rather 
- Tha Censor Strip. Seg 

- Gondon, March ‘31. - 
Granada:TV’s ‘documentary “The: 

‘Entertainers,”. scheduled for prime 
time. viewing on ‘:the;-whole com- 

‘pendent’ -Television 
featuring 

award-winning ' producer .. 

initely. - 

Associated-Rediffusion. for. showing 
| a. strippér:.in ‘its: pubaffairs | show.|. 
j “This. Week,” which: was’ taking. a 
“Serious. look -at_ the: “dirty. book | 

a trade”. in London... 

. “At the - 
~ present the name is very: long... | 

-. fusion’ which is easier. to-read: | of 

: ‘commercial - fight, -. 
‘managed: ‘to: bounce. ‘back: This che 
‘demonstrated . last ‘winter in. “what 

‘|-was:’.. probably: “his; most. spirited | 
‘speech.when. he «told a. group. of- 

- advertisers. FCC. would still: crack 
down. on commercials, Tules. or: no. 

The. Gratiada-ITA. ‘élash Follows L 
“i..| the, -Authority’s ‘tough tebuke- -of . 

‘ Deal calls’ for- Lewis to ‘work on. 

Chicago, March BL 

oe : Though : the industry’ s ‘trophies 
7 from last. year are..on prominent.| 
a ‘display,. NAB prez Le. Roy Collins: 
| wilf have to apply his charms and 

_— | forensics “in a continual. reminder. 
-§ | of the political: ‘and: economic forces: 

{making laurel, sitting: a dangerous. 
practice; . : 
aot a rélatively: sure ot themselves | 

| Fat: this: year’s - Hilton. hassle the| 
| broadcasters: ‘are looking. to Wash-. 
- | ington .to..discern the depths’: and | 

‘| signifieance : to them of the change |}. 
...in the’ old order. It..is.this question, 
:|.of .:the. several industry. puzzlers, | 
which might be answered. best of all 

| by: FCC :Chairman E. William | 
Henry at -his: Tuesday : ‘luncheon | 

: address, ae 

i. The ‘industry. ‘is: still. trying. with 
mited’ success, to probe the nature. 

. this: man.. From -his words and | 
_ | promises he seems part lion, but. his | 
‘| record: in. bringing those ‘promises 
‘|to- fruition’ has. shown. him - to be. 
part amb. 
Not .a. publicity liawk like “his 

| predecessor. Newton | Minow, ‘his | 
program is not the : talk. of the. 
general - press. - Furthermore - his | 
|.reception.in Congress ‘is: ‘subject to 
‘continued interference: 

But. when. batted down, ‘as in the 

rules. : 
With the’ accession of ‘the ‘John- 

sonalities _and_ within the .wider | 

vember ‘election..: 
Oren. Harris. To: Talk: 

"The topic: of::Henry’s | talc” fe 
its mains © ‘undisclosed: - but. from’ 

content. ‘and spirit .the. industry 
| should. get: some inkling: of :where 
Lit: stands: in the new order: on the 
Potomac. - 

The: view. from. Congress will be: 
‘spoken ‘by: one: of Henry’s’ “hidden | 
Capitol. remeses. Rep. Harris (D- 
“Ark.,);: ‘The House ‘Commerce. Com- 

‘schéduled - - to] 
“at . the ‘Monday afternoon! 

mittee’. ‘chairman, - 

‘session, has been: content -with-sit-. 
ting. back: and letting. his Subaltern 
‘Chairman ;Walter . Rogers. 
the. ‘Communications subcommittee 
stick pins..in-an ambitious FCC..: 

* The choice of: Harrig as.a ‘speaker 
reflects the concern ‘in some indus-'. « 
-try -circles of Rogers’ ‘campaign. a- 
gainst. the FCC..and_ the. worry that 
some marginal. operators, feeling 
‘they: have: Congressional ‘sanction, 
might. get: carried away . and bring 

-to an angry. Harris: to put the: Pieces. 
‘back together, - | 

j -Convention festivities. open Frit 
-day: (3) ‘with -the ‘National ‘Assn. of: 
FM. Broadcasters who: will: meet 
through. -‘Saturday.. The - “Assn. of 
“Maximum. Télecasters’ will be ‘hav-. 
ing get togethers’ Sunday as’. most | 
of. the conventionéers. arrive. . 
-Collins' will ‘deliver: his keynote |: 

‘address at. ‘the “ Monday: -luncheon 
-and- undoubtedly. will proudly speak 
of.-his thwarting FCC on commer- 
-elals and of other victories. ° 
“Like ‘Henry; “Colliris has. ‘also had. 

- (Continued on Page. 58): 

: ithe: nation’s broadcasters . ‘pour }. my 
na inte Chicago this: weekend .to ‘learn 
re they. too are: in for. a “better . 

: dea ” ae 

. This - ‘year’ aa NAB Convention ; 
on ‘phapes' ‘up as a time for ‘reassess- 
‘Lment by. broadcasters both of .them- 

_- ‘T selves and of the new. administra- 
| tion: in Washington. . va. 

| : for Roger ‘Moore,- star of. “The. 

“Henry. - _has. 

of | 

Journalistic Big Gans. 
‘Why: Texas: _Democrat. ‘Rogers, | . 

> who: would probably win any. Popu-}- | 
-*| Tarity:poll: of. station owners,. was | 

” “not: invited :to- the- ‘convention, Te-|. 
‘| mains a- mystery: : , 
“ » .The inspiration. “Rogers ° might}. 

‘| have provided: will :be. offered in- 
| stead by: the. Rev. ‘Billy’.Graham 

| who ‘will. speak | at. ‘the Wednesday 
“noon Session. 

the. house - crumbling: -down. Tf this 
ever became: the case, these: same’ 

{ industry: folk: know -it would ‘be up. 

, primaries... 

“Grech a Dig* Saint 
‘London, . March’ $1.: 

One TTC’ source reports ‘that 
.. an increasingly large fan. mail: 

“Saint”. vidseries, ‘is coming in 
from. Czechoslovkia, In fact, 

-- fan’ mail output from the: 
. Czechs- is: now larger. than any. 
other European | . 

: Which'is intriguing since ITC 
Uhias not sold. “The Saint”: to. 
" Gzechoslovakia © yet. 0 

WGA Asks Agent | 
To Go Easier On 
10%, of Ever 

= “Hollywood, March 31: 

Current - talent. agency. practice 
of getting 10%. of ‘the top ona tv) 

package, . also. 10% of. residuals. 

‘between Writers Guild of America 
and the ‘agents; with WGA seek-| 
|-ing clamp” down . on ‘both these 
practices. 

‘Writers feel: strongly. that the 
percentery’s: current 10% off. the’ 
top..of a video ‘package acts as a. 
deterrent. to many a sale, and. is 
‘harmful to the seripter.. . 
They feel’ equally’ as ‘strongly | 

that agents. are. not’ entitled to 
'10%.. of residuals and/ or royalties, 
their. contention: being. that the 
guild * membership went out: on 
strike on :two-: occasions to- ‘obtain 
formulas . for ‘residuals cand. Toyal- 
‘ties.’ Their.. ‘position: is .that: inas-: 
“much as: these were not ‘negotiated |: 

| by agents, :the percenters. are not 
entitled to a °cut.. It's”: expected 
agents: will ‘strongly: “resist -both |: 
these. “WGA. demands; . 
“WGA West council met. Monday:| 

night to go over: ‘proposals. to be{ 
presented the: agents in -detail..On 
April 4-5. there will be: a national 
WGA ‘session. in. Hollywood, with 

-| the: eastern: branch’ sending dele-. 
_| gates .-here’ for.: the. ‘conclave. .On 
the: agenda. are.” the’. agent. pro-. 

‘ahd . these: will -be co-] posals;. 
ordinated between. ‘east ‘and. west 
memberships,’ to, be: ‘approvated at 
subsequent | ‘membership : ‘ineetings 

| here. and in N.Y. aE 
--Hollywood . members” “will - vote: 
on. “proposals.” ‘for..a* new | ‘agents’ 
pact at, the ‘guild. building; at.aj. 
special” general ° membership meet- 
ing’ to. be held April 9, Guild’s. cur-' 
rent. pact. with: the. agents, expires. 
winthe: 15. 

“En Masse to:ABC Affil 

“Now. that: it’s: positioned: for -a 

hoss. Face : in. the: ‘three-network 

the NAB convention, 

Network: is... _ packing 7 Off 

the. contingent, with. Jesse Zous-: 
mer, tv. news. ‘director, also making : 
the scene. 

For ‘Smith and. Morgan, Rtg be. 
& bit of. a scramble since both. have. 
‘Speaking: dates':in’ and ‘out of: Chi | 
‘concurrent. with NAB. Key date: 
-for-both -is: a ‘joint - ‘appearance 
tomorrow (Thurs:). night before. the. 
Chicago Council on Foreign Re-. 

| lations: in’ the- Pick-Congress ‘Hotel. - 
_ Lower &-Co. are also: planning 
a -press..demo- for: the. Burroughs 
B-5000 ‘computer. which. the’net f- 
committed - to" for this year’s. elec: 
tion .coverage, including - the. up--|. 
‘coming eis and. Oregon.’ 

| projected. shows, 

and. royalties will be the: principal. 

targets in. ypeoming . negotiations |. 

~Meet: B-5000 ‘Preview’| 

\All- Star Cast For néws: sweeps,. -ABC-as never before | 4 
“willbe .out to-impress. its affils at q 

ts| 
‘jourtidlistic: big” ‘guns-to. ‘Chicago;. ie 

including: Edward P: Morgan, How- | 
‘ard: -K;. Smith, ‘Ron Cochran, Bob’ 
‘Young. . ‘and . William. “Lawrence. 
News chieftain Elmer Lower: heads. 

tuk le is Locked In 
‘London, March 31. 

‘Less than three weeks before the 
‘| kickoff, -BBC-2 .topper Michael. 
| Peacock has locked.in tight his ini-” 
| tial schedule. 

 [worse, his arch-enemy, . time,. has. 
“1forced him to fill in the many gaps. 

For better or: for. 

‘in his: 30-hours-a-week prime time 
Tineup.. 

‘Tilustrative of Peacock’ s hectic:: 
'Vhelter-skelter program-plotting life 

over the past months (in which ‘he 
} has had to build a schedule fora 
| web which, by decree, must have @ 
“new and different” concept but at 
the. same time prove “popular © 
‘enough to catch the mass audience .. 
for at. least some of the time) Is. 
the the fact that many of the shows — 
he has slotted are either “experi-* 

| mental” or are still, even now, > 
| drawingboard projects which have 
| not had a dry run, It's a.time-en- 
‘| forced: case ‘of throwing shows into 

) , the: deep end to see which come . 
,.j; UD swimming. 

But amid the welter of new and 
Peacock has 

‘brought in another maior Ameri- 
can series, “The Virginian.” 
Skedded to follow the “Danny . 
‘Kaye. Show” on Mondays, the 
Western has been cut back from 90 
to: 75° minutes. | -(Acauisition ‘of . 
“The Virginian” by: BBC is some-. 
-thing of a triumph for the network. 

| because, ‘it’s. understood, only after 
hard bargaining did MCA-TV. de-: 
cide. to. shelve its plan to theatri-.. 
cally release the western in these” 
parts: Third Yank program Inked. 
‘for the opening of BBC-2 is “Ar- 
rest and Trial” berthed ‘on Fridays 
at. 6:45 p.m. 

For-the rest, within the frame- 
work of projecting seven faces of 

| BBC-2 on seven days of the week, 
the mix involves documentaries, 
discussions, current affairs, pubaf-. 
fairs,. politics to s larger extent 
‘than either of the existing ty out-° 
lets, but, at the same time; has its 
quota of. drama, vaudeo,. comedy - 
and music, — 

In his endeavor to come up with 
an alternative to. the commercial. 
‘web. and “BBC-1, .. Peacock © has 
shuffled his pack in. such away 
that ‘the “serious” or. non-fiction. 
material . will be ‘in opposition to- 
the prime time “entertainment” 
Schedules of the existing networks 
‘on Tuesday, Wednesday.. Thursday, 
Saturday and Sunday. Monday and . 
‘Friday on: BBC-2 are designed. on J: 
more. “entertaining” lines. 

Basically, Peacock’s first sched- 
ule for BBC-2, which will carry it 
forthe vitally - important’ first. few 
‘months of its life, is this: © 

- Monday—7:30: “Tmpromptu,” 
t experimental half-hour come d y 
| show completely ad -libbed, 

| which five performers, ‘unre-.- 
| hearsed, ‘gag it up from angles 
‘thrown at them by a studio audi-. 

4 ence. 8:00: “Danny Kaye Show.” 

in 

°8:50:- “The Virginian” (approxi-. 
|:mately once a -month-latter will-be- 

(Continued on. page 64). 

ABC's Affil Meet 
- Only ABC.of the. three networks 

plans to’ make a splash. with. talent. 
for affils at the Chicago: NAB con- 
vention. . 

. NBC's. show’ will. offer . ‘a “Tw? oo 
larnpoon ofthe net’s affils, and: 
‘CBS will raise ‘he curtain on: the - 
comedy team of Allen & Rossi, 
-chirper Tina Robin and. the Madi- 
‘son Trio. 
ABC Iooks ‘to. have. its . Jargest 

lineup. yet. Crowding the’ marquee’ 
will be’ Gene. Barry, Ernest Borg- 
nine,: ‘David Janssen,. Walter Bren-. 
“nan, : . George” “Burns,” Connie 
Stevens, Patty Duke, Inger 
Stevens, Tim Conway; William 

| Windom, Sammy Jackson, Joan. 
Staley, Cathy Nolan, Sheila. ‘James,. : 
Lois: Roberts and Dorothy Malone. 

AIT, natch, are in the fall sched-: 
ule, and that’s what ABC wants.to . 

‘stress, 



By SILL GREELEY. 

NBC-FV. producer Al ‘wergan| 4 —_ 
says his shew is the “enly wheel! |! 

in. tawn—” ‘that is, the only con-]. 

alstent road sliow left in ‘television: 

that: will strike out fer distant: 

locations in search. of diverse Pre- > 

gramming. 

A» eloseup 
went inte “Today's” five-day strip 
Iast week on Tucson, Ariz. is a 

‘elue. to why’ Morgan’s show. js the. 

only wheel. The production logistics 
and complexities would stagger a 

‘hour, daily show. 

tions with Focal officials .and| 
promoters. To do the ‘remotes—| 

which have included San Juan,| | 

Holland, New Orleans and others— |" — 

the producers mast come up with = 

the money it will cost peyond. the | 
show's regular weekly. budget. Inf 

the case of Tucson, the Chamber: 

of Commeree came 2 tran -$50;- |. 

000, living quarters, anspor- 

tation was angled threugh TWA. A 

Jot. of time ean be burned up in 

these initial negotiations. Deals: to 

location in Southern Italy, ‘Texas 

and other places felt through be-. 

fore Tucson came through. When. 

a commercial minute on. “Today” 

goes for around: $7,000, it. is not 

hard, hewever, to seé the advantage 

of five shows. devoted entirely to an 

arez. 

Three months ‘before. the actual 

Tueson shooting, which was week 

‘before last for airing en last week’s 

Monday-Friday shows, Morgan. and | 
a survey team. went to Tucson. 
They clecked 1,200. Iniles 

eovering Southerz "Arizona, (inelud- 

ing the border town of -Nogale,/ 
- Mexico, whieh was quickly rejected) 

in. Anding five suitable locations. 

The final ‘selections. were care: 

fully picked to cover. the. touris 

scene, the traditional, the modern, 

the eultural and working aspects of 

- the community. In ‘order of pr6- 

‘duction and airing, the five. shows 

eovered the Arizona-Sonora. Desert. 

Museum; 
picture set turned into. a tourist 

attraction: the . University ‘of 

Arizona; -Davis-Monthan Air Force 
. Base; and the Thurber eattle ranch| 
din. Sonoita. 

Actual production took a “compli-| 
ment of 47 “Today” staffers 
technicians flown in from | _NBC’s 

Coast headquarters. It: also: called. 

for a rented vidtape mobile facility } 

from the Coast, a big fleet of rented 
ears and a fleet: of. golf: carts. The} 
Jatter was used -by. uetio:t | 
staffers who were billeted” at the 

-ysually occupied by weekending 

elub members. The: “Teday”. hg at}: 

the club was down a good -gtretch.|.S 

-ef twisting read from the billet} 
‘area. “Foday”’ writers, who are in-| 
volved in. production of their par- 
ticular shows, covered many, many 
miles: in the pre-shooting ‘arrange- 

insert} on the far-flung locations. | 
Actuak taping was. accomplished 

sytematically on a Thursday, Fri- 
day, Saturday, Monday and Tues- 
day, with. the first two shows: al-. 

underway. © 
Each. day's | ‘production had an 

early-morning — ‘cal,, the earliest 
being the Thurber ranch—2: ‘30 a.m. 

The predictable unpredictable crop- 
ped up. almost immediately at. the 
first. Jocation, the Desert Museum. 
During. the dry run, the actors in. 

the Prairie Dog Village. performed 

magnificently. They. went. on an 
underground strike, however, the 
Minute the :vidtaping began. Just} 
before going to black, one. (pos- 
sibly the union agent} poked...his 
head out: of. a hole, peered at’ the 

then eamera, turned his: ‘back on 
the proceedings. 

Arizona Gov. Paul Fannin, ‘was| 
a. much more cooperative . show 

» (Continued on ‘page: 56), 

Steinberg to. Coast To 
Resolve CBS Press Job 

Charles Steinberg, ‘vVp., press in- 
formation for CBS-TV,,. leaves for}. 
Coast later this week. to resolve the |} 
West Coast press: info. directorship |. 
following the death last. weekend | 
-@ Ernie. Stern. Latter died of: at 
heart atack Sunday at the age Of. 
48 tsee. Obits). 

-press-advertising-promotion, 
‘te the Coast to attend yesterday's 

. (Fues.) funeral services for Stern. 

view of the effort that’ 

Jnitially, there are the negotia- : 
with 

in} 

cal Rosenberg Taped For 

duced: the.” studio’s " 
Trial” “series, © | 
“ABC-TV, ‘No - decision: “has: been: 7 
‘made as yet anent its renewal...” 

‘ments and. filming of clips for| 

heard much about ‘.the- 

‘from Mexico: to Japan.: 
_ Grampian-TV.. introduced. “Rom. 

}per Room”’.to the U.K:.five months. 
‘hago,’ and. is still the only station. 
}in Britain to produce an@ transmit 
+ Fit. It has:-been’ gaining high. rat- 

ings.. . Program | is. screened. nor- 

a icictia } 
Charles R ‘Denny. 3d, son. 

|Charles BR. Denny Jr.; RCA. veel 
was: killed Friday (27) “night ‘whén 
a car he. was driving overturned 
in Palos Verdes, Calif. 
He was 18 years old and: a fresh- 

‘man: .at. Clarement: Men's College 
in @alifornis, His father was -for- 
ier FOC ehairnian ‘and: ex-NBC 
éxee. His. mother and’ two. sisters : 

monthly series, Jet -alone a two- = survive, 

~ ‘Hoilyweoa; ‘Marek BL: 

and host,:. wi ‘@o ‘integrated con | 
mercials, which he did long ago in 
‘radio, when. he had # network show 
on NBC, with his sponsor. Maxwell | 
House: . Benton & Bowles was. the 
agency on that. show, so--it’s.:a re- ‘| 
‘union for Willson. and: the ageney. } case, : compared to’ a year: ago, the 

Cochran ‘report has: notched a rat-. 
‘ings. gain of 31%: .For the first time 
-sinee he launched a few. seasons 
ago, Cochran. has gone over ‘the. 

Rieh explained he has. been two 
years working on the project;: talk- 
ing the. ° 2 Musi¢ Man” - maestro 
into. it. | 

First spec ‘will be aired June 4, 
the second one June 30, the third: 
July 28 and a repeat : will be ‘shown . 
Aug. 31. - Rich. said.ence he had 
nailed: down. ‘Willson, he..eontacted 
-CBS-TV. prexy Jim: Aubrey about-[- 
having the shows on that web, that 
‘Aubrey was. “delighted.” 

‘Old -‘Tueson, a motion? Willson will compose some orig-. 
inal numbers.. Negotiations. are new. 
on for a producer, director, writers 
and other members of ‘the "Produc 
tion: staff: : 

Kraft. ‘Series 
Hollywood, March. 31. 

- Frank P. ‘Rosenberg has. been’ 
famed exec pea ‘of Revue a 
'studio’s. “Kraft: Suspense. Theatre”. 

club in cottages ‘series, replacing Roy Huggins, : who- 
is. Moving Into.a “wider area of. re- 
sponsibility’ at:the’ ‘telefilmary.. 
Resenberg. this. past: season :pra-: 

“Arrest ~ ‘and 
90-min. “show =on 

Huggins, exec producer: of : the 
| hourlong. Kraft. show : on -NBC-TV. 
for the past year, and an ‘officer. :of |. 
Revue and MCA,-is currently in| | 
‘discussions with. Revue regarding ay 
_his future work. - a 

ready on the air while the Monday | 
and ‘Fuesday | Productions were]. 

| Romper Room’ for Papas | 
Aberdeen, Scotland, March. 31.: 
“Romper Room,” produced: here. 

by Grampian. Television, commer- 
cial station eovering. northern:.Scot-. 

fland, is- getting. occasional © ‘Tate-. 
night: Fepeats. in. response . -to re- |: 

from. fathers.’ who | have |.. quests 
‘program 

from wives and children." |” 
Program here. has ‘attracted. ‘a 

larger audience. relative to:regional 
population. than. any of. the. other: 
200 television stations’ throughout) 
the world” which. ‘Sereen this - ‘Kin- 
-dergarten program. ‘| 

It. is pow: viewed: by children 

mally four — times” weekly 
at 4: 30 pm.- a . 

LA. SALLE GRANT OKAYED 
~ ‘Washington, March 31. .- 

County.’ “Broadcasting Corp.. a: class |. 
‘A: FM: station construction permit 
in. ‘La Salle; M.-.- 

Jack Cowdin, V.p.: in charge. of F 
flew. 

Chairman. E;' "William Henry and 
Commissioners Kenneth | Cox. and 
‘Lee Loevinger,. dissented.in their 
Irequest . the. issue go. to. hearing. 

'gonalities and packaging. Brill 
has beer. with the Morris - office |. 
for nine years and. werked in the |. 

| publicity: dept. -before. helping -or- 

. “ie Texaco |*"“* 
_ Meredith Willson has been signed 17 

star in three hour-long spees:for | “~~ 
Texaco, the shows. fo be aired this]: » 
{summer on CBS-F¥. Willson, long |. 
‘a heldout from tv, was persuaded To : 
to-do the three shows by. Eee Rich}... 
‘senior veepee-in charge of tv. for } 
‘Bertton & Bowles, repping Texaco. 
 Willson’s. wife, ‘Rini, will also Y top. 
line the specs. 

‘channel. | 
| homes. ar 

: And while BBCi is ‘counting. three ‘ 
or. more. people ‘per set (according 

| to” Michael : -Peacock;: web program |. 

rjwas ‘named’ “Mr 
: that Gate. . . 

Waly 3 Jerdan’s Asst. 
Quits te: Join. Kumuner 

Bernie - -Brillstein, assistant... to 
Wally Jordan, head ‘of the William 
‘Morris Agency television dépt., has 
resigned. te. join the Martin Kum- 
mer’ management office.. He’ll work | 
im. the handling of television: per- 

stein 

dept. for: commereials. 
Kummer, himself. a Morris 

eo [ slomumus, had: been® with MCA and: 
:. Sw its. demise. joined ‘Creative 
*.. | Management Associates. He left | 

} that outfit . recently, taking. Tack | 
Paar with him. 

‘4,000,000 homes-per-average-min- 
ute hump. Specifieally,. with a-na- 
tional Nielsen’ of 8.0;-Coehran: now 
‘has. a 41. million: homes. audit. . 

What's: ‘equally: pleasing. ‘to. ABC {| 
is the: way ‘their.. boy: has: climbed 

(in ‘certain : key .markets, in some.| . 
{cases ‘actually. _outpulling | both. ri-. 
vals, as: in. Houston: ad Kansas. ‘City.- 
And just. vis-a-vis Cronkite, .Coch-.|- 
{ran has ‘pulled ahead::in.such. mar- 

Yo Tkets . as: Philadelphia, 
- of Cincy, 

4 Pittsburgh... 

Cleveland, 
Seattle, : 

Cochran’ s “ evening news. ‘strip. is: 
| approaching: SRO for. the. first time 
“since: its: per-minute price went .up. 

‘+ 35% this year. Actually, the show 
4s about: 206% shy ‘of sellout status: 
[at the moment. — 

. Fourth. quarter. coin | riding with. 
him includes renewals from Brown Someone else: wit produce it . 

‘& Williamson, U.S. Plywood, Bris- 
1 tol-Myers and Shulton;. and a fresh-. 
“-to-tv. ‘order from. the. National 
Anstityte of Life Insurance Agents. 
‘Shaw ‘had. been: SRO before; : but 
-at: ‘the dd: ‘price level. a 

‘TAM More Contervaire. 

ot ‘London, ° ‘March 31:- 
“Hot on the heels of BBC’s esti 

- {mate of homes ‘able to receive the T 
‘new. BBC-2 signal when it-goes on: 
the air on April 20, TAM has come. 
up: with’ its .ewn . estimate which. 
exactly halves. the. Corporation’ s- 
forecast. 

: "PAM, an independent ratings or-: 
‘ganization, maintains that a survey: 
carried. out in February in the. pro- 

‘jected area of the first BBC-2 tele- 
casts (London and: around), shows. 
‘that. .some 250,000. homes are. al- 
‘Teady ‘equipped to take ‘the. new |: 

-BBC. forecasts 500, 000. 

controller,., between -1,500,000: ‘and. 
2,000,000 will be:viewing. the open- 
‘ing “week's shows) TAM. is. more. 
conservatively. ‘setting - its - ‘per-set 
‘viewership , at two or. fractionally 
more. 

vay: 

“£4,035, 000: hames.i in the planned area | 
SF for: the start. of BBC-2;. of. ‘whiek | 
<3, 390, 000: have ‘tv. receivers. 

FCC voted 4-3-fo grant La Salle |: . 

"According to .. FAM. " there. ‘are 

"San: “Antonio. _— Radio. ‘Daniels: 
member of. the ‘disk jockey... staff 

-KBER, .local- country : and. 
vcstem music station, “was: guest 
of honor if: mas: when he 

: | of TV Guide. He was with True mag . 
_-| will: make ‘their dramatic ; debut: as 

: |-speaks: to Ohio State University.’ women: April 16. 
_.-named NBC veepee & GM of NBC-Canada Ltd. . a 

| NBC as. ‘manager, program services ‘for: ‘sales. ‘development: and mere 
c NBC ‘News’ -Russ 0. 2) 

| a eepene is “visiting professor” in: seminar series -at Syracuse Unies 5: 
. J. Larse Barreté:new NBC manager, sales service, central... ) versity... MY 

a ‘Broadcast ‘Pioneers: wilk holt 23rd annual awards ‘paweuet- - 
ION 18 

“Hon Cochran's ABC-TV evening | 2S: 
|} news strip, though. stifl trailing. by 
a wide ‘margin, has been picking up 

‘, .: ground: on ‘hotshot. rivals Huntley- 
r | Brinkley: and. Cronkite, the : latter 

“two: apparently: suffering from the 
central: -tinie. zone. Moveups: occa- | 
Sioned. by: their 30-minute formats.. 

“This appears,. at least, to be the. 
inference: from the Nielsen:. audits | - 
ef the. past. few: months. In-.any’ 

|, Michigan: Press Photographer's Assn. Friday (3). we 
do the ‘handshake’ and ‘palaver. bit with press. and. “broadcasters at the =. J 
‘NAB meet. All in. behalf of her hourlong interview show: which Reade-. -°0 =.) 

. Sig Kusiel named tv sales topper for Latin:America™. °°... = 
, Lobby of: the ABC exec offices now sports blowups.. 

.O£. Smith & Morgan, plus: Gen. ‘ke:: ‘Web assures: that. Humphrey &. 
Ervin will shortly join ‘the gallery :. 

_| awards April, 13 via ABC. Whereas. Jee Layton Se 
{for ‘last year’s blow-by-blow, the nod this time goes to.Jack Linkletter.’..°-: =... 

Andianapolis. and. 

-Fegion: at Serra retreat in Malibu. . 

and TV tonight (Wed.) on the 

“vacations in: ‘Florida... 

titled eee 

Dawn ‘University, is” “evolving. another adult education: series: ‘which --../ °°”: 

, 1 inod™ ball at the vast Empire Pool. Wembley for April 8 . 
station. is. activating yet: another series of its. ‘Moroccan-set : ‘actioner. 

“USA” for 

| (fi NEW YORK . 
-CBS-TV: sports: preducer John Pekorshi. ‘and writer. ‘John: ‘Mocedale:. 

| off to East Africa to cover East Africa Safari Rally, a '3,200-mile sports. 
car. race; fer airing: on CBS Sperte Spectacular: series .. ‘CBS-TV. 
poapers, “As-the World ‘Turns’. and “Edge of Night”, racking up nine. 
‘years on:the air .'... Mary. Tyler Moore of CBS-TV’ 
Show;” signed two. guest shots on “Ed Sulfivan. Show.” 
Byron Neison joins Chris. 
-CBS-TV coverage of Masters Golf. Tourney in Augusfa,.Ga., April 71-12 - 
... Jim. ‘Lavenstein; ‘manager, program. Haison, CBS-TV; toe Utah on. 
skiing: vacation -. John ;Hart succeeds | Jehn 7 
mmanager-correspondent. of €BS Television Stations’ Washington bureau 
t¢ . CBS Radio -prexy Arthur Hull' Hayes back from five-week world. ~ 
our . oe 

. Golf ehamp~ 

ceeding ' Cee Barker, who: resigned to form his. own company 

-Scarsdale’s Anti-Defamation League unit; 
Balas. Townsend. will moderate a Panel diseussion. “Political Previews 
for 1964,” ‘at New York: U..on: April 18 
joined. CBS. News. as a. staff ‘produeer-writer. at 

“Defenders” -. Neil 

‘Chrysler Theatre on NBC-TV .. 

chandising in: .participating. program area. 

Tuesday (2 at Conrad Hilton Hotel .. ..NBC Sports veep Carl. Linde- 
‘maan Jr., tv. producer Jim Kitchelk: and radio sports editor Len Diilen. 
winging to Japan in April for survey on Suminer Olympic: ‘covérage:.:..- 
NBC taped a “Today”. salute to Hoagy. ‘Carmichael ‘with Hoagy,. ‘Julius 
‘LaRose and Fran Warren for airing April :24-. : - Dorethy: Sarnoff, |. 
- singer-aetress, will be cited: April 13. by: Women’s. "Division of.the Albert: | 
‘Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva. Bniversity. for her: eontribu-- 
tions to public service, philanthropy and the arts : » Katolyn, Kennedy. 
named: researeh. assistant ‘on"NBC-TV’s: “Sunday”. vee 
George. Welf named. senior v.p: at. Lennen  &. ‘Newell. . Rickard ; 

. Sarno, still director in. the ABC-TV- press -info dept. addresses the: 

Sterling Kandles . 
by: Seven. Arts . 

‘calling the fashions. - 

IN HOLLYWooD .. 
‘Hunt Stromberg. Je. passed out promotions, to: four: ‘of his = underlings: ro 

; within two weeks after. he moved into the top program slot at CBS’: a 
‘Television City. Peter: Robinses. moved: up.to. program ‘development, - : 
a post Stromberg recently held. Other ‘advancements: went to Bruce =" *:. 

; Lansbury, Lea White. and. Ethel Winant :: et 
molishing. the eld NBC. studio at: Sunset. & ‘Vine. John’ West: and hig ee] 
‘RCA staff moved into the ‘company’s new: building one block up. Sun- 
se What. goes up on. the. square block ‘site: is ‘still undetermined *” 

by the owners,.Home Savings . ... George Sehlatter flew to. N.Y. fo. 
produce the RCA. hour shew from ‘the. World’s Fair: grounds. Offéred 

| $7,500 to. produce an hour special from: the Fair for: NBC, ‘which would.: 
‘take two months, Schlatter stuck to ‘his - asking | price. of | $25,066. 

. Set Saks now ‘supervising alt: é¢omedy 
shows éut. of .CBS-TV : . Prominent figures ‘in radio and. tv..conduct-.. 
‘ing: sessions at: three-day ‘meet. of. Catholi¢ Broadcasters ‘Assn.’s western: 

mane Pate ‘staffed. up ‘as Rews- - 
man at KFWB on.a-move from KIEV "Linkietter’s son, Rebert,. 
getting teethed. in communications as assistant to the program director’. © : 
‘at KFWB ....Papa: Linkletter, back: from. 40,000-mile cruise in the. 
South Pacific, bending. Jim Aubrey’s” ear. about” a series. of. daytime. 

. | specials with femme appeal and a Purex, slant. . 

|IN. CHICAGO . 
NAB p prexy, Gov. LeRoy , Couns, gets a , prilting from Terry: ‘Parner 8 

- of the. Daily News and. Lawrence. Laurent of the Washington Pest next 
“+ fweek on Northwesteri W.’s 

1 TV here. and. -WNYC-TV, New York . 
TV's ‘new faces, is: now _permanent narrator-reporter for the: sfation’s «: 
‘monthly: documentaries, | 

“Your: Right. To Say. It,” . carried. ‘by. WGN-. 
. Gary Arnold, oné .of WBBM- ‘: 

“WBBM-TV. Reports” : 
Chicago bureau manager for CBS News, is on. a ‘month Teave to produce: - 
the Walter. Cronkite early newscasts. for: the network :.:. Felix Kubik. 
has been named. chief cameraman for WGN-TV News:. . . WFMT has. 
“set a seven-month series of. ‘Shakéspeare’s: plays. ere ‘ight roxd- fo 

Ray Rayner addresses the Chi chapter of: American Women. in Radio 78s 
use of comedy in kidshows. AWRT, ims... °°) 

cidentally, is auspicing the visit this week of Electra Mirta Ark, tv. °°. 0° 
. performer: and diréctor from. Buenos. Aires .. 

casts Will make use of the BCC and Spoken Word series . 

‘book, “The Strange Disappearance.of Mr.: Toast” this. ‘golden. retriever), 
‘is out this week’: . . WBKB’s. Nancy Berg makes a: personal. appearance. 
at Lincoln. Chicago " Boy’ s Club next Monday. (6)... : Bill :-Matney. will. -. 
*sub for - WMAQ sportscaster . Johnny Erp for a “fortnight while’: he. 

. Jack Quinlan, who does the: Cubs’ games.on -.. 

IN LONDON . 
Derrjck De Marney and Diane Noel penning | a. series. around racing 

They're. Off!”.  Angha-TV, | which. produced | Britain’s: first 

‘should emerge later this:summer. . Associated-Rediffusion’s Ss: tavern-. 
based: vaudeo show’““Stars ‘And: Garters : ”. collected: the. Top: Entertain: 
ment Show: ef the. Year award from ‘Weekend, a Ieeal | Inass: circulation’ wp 

“+ week Ly. John: Coates joins Granada-TV as photographic. -Mahager -... - 
. Nicholas Spargo elected: chairman of the: British. Animation’ Group. 
‘; AR,. which beanis the hip show “Ready, Steady; Gol’” organizing 

. Same 

“Crane”, .... Associated TeleVision. program: exet Bill .Ward. nominated. - 
‘as the UK. member: on the: panel ‘of judges. for ‘the: ‘Montreux Gelden’ | 
Rose. competition .. 

} contract: with: ‘A-R though he intendes to work. with. the company as ‘a. 
freelance -.:: . Amn Beverley, junior designer at FWW’s Cardiff: studios,. - 
- gained: one of the two: awards. given. by the Royal. Se¢iety. of Arts. under. 
‘its. Industrial Arts: Bursary Competition ca 

, Aeé interviewer: Dan Farson. is not Tenewing his . 

. BBC ' Radio Jaunching a 
(Continued. on ‘Page: 58) ee 

s “Dick Van Dyke”. 

Jack Whitaker. ‘and John Derr on. 

Edwards’ as ‘bureau. 

. Mort. Lachman named producer of. “Red Skelton Heur;” suc. no 7 OU 

David Susskind. to be presented. with “Producer: of the. Year”: Paward b y: et
 ts 

.. CBS News correspendent <9... 

. Andrew A Koeney: ‘has. AS Oe, 

-Jan Murray plays himself. in. the Aprit 11 ‘stanza’ of CBS-TV's ws 
has been mamed New. ‘York: bureau ehief 0 

. Greuehe and wife, Eden, 0-000. 

a couple April 24 in ‘Beb-. “Hope 9200S 

NBC ‘Radio. veep Marian Stephenson: . 2 J 

- James T: Inch”. 3.:. 

Maron Cehen joined?" .... 2 

. Pamela Mason will... _ 

. Hollywood. ‘film: ‘coutourier Edith: - - ac X 7 
Headset to repeat this year on: ‘the: radio: coverage of the: “Oscar” 99-0! 

was partnered with her. .:: - 

‘He does the ‘commentary. and. color, while Miss. Head concentrates. on ne 

‘The wreckers.started de-... - 

‘Russ Bensley,. ~ 

‘Stuart Brent’s new: |) 

WGN;- ‘coppéd ' the. Diinois . sportswriters’: award.as oustanding sports- ae — 
' caster. in the. state for the thitd: successive. year. — . ae 
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Wednesday, April 1; 1964 

Out- Next t Week, c April 8) 

aL ‘Variety i is 5 the first weekly to: “reach your key Prospects at com 
panies and. agencies ies with: news and\ views of Convention conclusions. is. 

. (ays a ahead of the other weeldies) : | 

2. Variety i is. the » only weekly to be printed. and. distributed j just 

hours. following the Convention’ 's “most important developments 

“(through Tueedey night). ile the Convention ts il sein, 

3 Washington and the Convention itself are on the alert, eager for 

this first Soriprehensive coverage and interpretation of vente, moe 

4. Variety’ S$ New. York and | Chicago Radio-TV staffs j fein forces for 

full, in-person’ Convention coverage. 

Regular rates sand normal closing apply— _ 7 

Just wire or call collect for your space reservation 

NEW ‘YORK 10036. CHICAGO 60613" HOLLYWooD 90028 
154 -W. -46th St. 400 Ne ‘Michigan Ave. 6404 Sunset Blvd. ° 
~.JUdson 2- 2700 », DElaware 7-984. _HOllywood s 9- 1141 



. At ‘least’ 21 ‘syndicated properties will be. unveiled af the’ NAB: 
conclave. which. opens.. Sunday. (5). an Chi, with the Majority, ‘of the” 

i gyndie product . reruns. . 
‘> o-be offered at the. broadcasters’ sessions’ are three from: Desilu | 
 Sales:. 

Lt Club. 
J an aet 
oper geipanwe oe dee y \ . a le . : * . 

a Hi * Colonel: a 
_.. CBS Films:. 
“America. aan 

Jack. Webb, “True. me 
: *. . Twentieth-Fox TV, ay! ‘Day. to. “Remember, ” » firstrun, a -_ 
:--"JTC, “Man. of :the’ ‘World; ” 20 hours starring. ‘Craig Stevens, and - 

— s possibly. “The :Saint.” 
ol MGA, “Wells: Fargo.”: ; 

~~ NBC, “The Richard. Boone. Show” and “Lawless Years: 
Official Films, ““Survival,”: first-run... -- 
_Seven Arts. ‘Associated, ‘second: year: of: Boston ‘aymph.. 
UA TV, “East Side, ‘West. Side,” The’ New. Phil: Silvers: show" 

and “The: "Human Jungle.” ~~ 
- Warner Bros., 97: Sunset. Strip.” “The Dakotas”: and ‘Room for 

“@ne More.” =” ae oe 
Screen -Gems,. “empire.” vo 

Four. ‘Star; “Ensign O'Toole;"" and ‘possibly. McKeever: and, thé: 
ae lhere that: jets from’ downtown. out]... >: 

“Marshall, Dillon,” Teruns “of. “Gunsmoke, ” __ and “< J into the-desert hills which is called. ~ 

vu aoe “ce i +.) the Miracle Mile: ‘The: only: ‘miracle |. 
2 Lis that-it- could: have ‘so many. Jights . 

and. so little | ‘action. |= ; 

A : Along” this © "Holly wood-sttip-on- } 
ok. the-hoof, that ‘giant, twirling neon | *.° 

- «fsign which. should. signal -a- posh}: ” 

“The Greatest: Show: on Earth,”. three. 90-minute pix” and - 
- “Alcatraz: The Lonely Rock,” latter a. first-run. 

‘From. Walt Disney, . the third-year.. reruns | ‘on’. “Mickey Mouse a 

yturns. out. fo-. 

_|I MOTHER (O0E 
| it LOCAL spOrs| 

“By: BILL. GREELEY.” 

"Tucson, “March . 31. 
‘phere ‘ts. a -section © of ‘roadway | 

: : “ | nitery” with“ naked. ‘dancing: girls}. 
we je the’ lure: for .the. : 

~"\ drive-in branch. of: a bank. Those |’ ” 
dazzling: strings. of mazdas that look. 

‘] from: -‘a’ little: ‘ways: off like. .the 

Phily Story’ Gets aD Tony 
, Swap Nears Its: ( ima 

+ 
oy “FCC,: 
“style; ‘drew. closer to the. finish’ line a 7 
“as lawyers from NBC, -Phileo, RKO}. 
: General, the FCC Broadcast Bureau |. _ 
” pnd Westinghouse spent three hours: 
“rearguing.. the .:dizzying -nine-year |. ». 

. history ° of. ever-embroiled . “WRCV _ 

: ah _ As N 
“Washington, March 31. 

-? The - Philadelphia. story. 

*. Shere. 

shed. its- Quaker, City ,outlet. 

- fo" originally 

” programming, . 

Lashing out at’ tha point stressed . 
by FCC’s .Chief Hearing Examiner] .[f 
: James. Cunningham in recommend-|" -“*™ 
ee renewal:.for WRCV that NBC}. 

d the most ‘broadcast. experience,,|, ; 
yeaver said: . 

Og experience “produces the: re- 
‘experience . produced. + puts. NBC's: 

. ‘Philadelphia, you can’t renew 
this: license.” 

“The ‘gist. of the. Broadcast ‘Bure 
_eau's | argument” against NBC . 
_ppelled out in a virtually’ minute- 

‘recapitulation ‘of deal- 
between . Westinghouse. - and: 

NBC brass in the’ web's acquisition 

oes 

of. WRCV.. 
g-for the ‘Bureau, “Thomas. ;. Arguin 

* Fitepatrick attempted to ‘drive home}; 
the point -that NBC abused ‘its af-} 
- Be ation power and coerce Westing- 

use Broadcasting in 1955 to trade. 
its Philadelphia’ channel for. one: 
NBC: occupied in Cleveland... 

ureau’s 
with: that. issue, | 

: a a 7 (Continued. On. ontinued on page 3 56). 

MMT TVs Spires. 
aye Int'l Slot |= 

-John B: Spires, Paris-based . Eu: 
pean. sales chief. of. MGM-TV, is. 
ping moved ‘up to~ international : 

gales: director. This is a. new- post, 
not ‘to be construed_as filling ‘the |: | 
‘gap. left’ by Dick. Harper's move- |: 
{ever to Samuel Goldwyn:. Harper, 
& syndication’ sales: topper, ‘ruled 
e domestic:-roost ‘but had.been. 

“increasingly active in.'the foreign: 
“Dhee. to boot. His. slot remains 

ee ‘Yacant, and. reportedly. will for some: 
_ : thereafter. 

des Spires has. been ‘sales topkick for.) 
ao ‘Britain. and the. Continent. since. 
: August of "61: Prior to that’ he’d. 
“Ween. with-MCA and: several movie. 
“@gompanies, The ‘new: . post’ will 
‘gwitch-him from Paris-to the New. 
‘York Homeoffice.‘in early. Sune... a 

Four. Comimissioners were « on. ’ 
het to - hear. oral arguments -in |. 

‘the hotly .contested: éffort.of NBC; . 
.- to: trade: off..its.0 &0 WRCV radio}: 
.“gnd tv. for. RKO General’s WNAC |: 
Fadio. and. ‘ty: in Boston. Philcp. is}. 

~ frying” ‘to: nab _Philadelphia’s ¢han-| 
"el. 3-before NBC can. ‘comply: with |. 
‘@ Justice Dept. consent. decree to|: 

Leading . ‘off the : colloquy. ‘was]:” TF E- 65... 
ee Henry: Weaver who said)" 
oe CC: would have: to make * judg- 

“jments’.on' how far - licensees. can’ 
place the _private. interest, above | 
the - public interest, NBC’s “‘gross| . 
.. pbuse” of network affiliation power | ' 

y. garner.the station in| 
1955, and: WRCV's “ineredibly’ Poor” 

lideal. headliner in Arthur Godfr 

Baldwin & Humphrey 
Paired By. Metromedia 

“Took to. TFE265 
The executive. ‘committee: ‘of 

film ‘ distributors-in: N-Y.: the 

“balk: rolling: for, the. next. TRE, ; 
“ event ‘in: '65..- ae 

“This .was. ‘decided. at. a “coms. 

7 TFE-’64 in“Chicago, held- April. 
: §-8 - in! conjunction: with “the -- 
'-NAB. cofivention, .The “main: 
“business : of -the -end-of:April 
- Meeting will.be : to- Select an- 

- 8xec. committee to: _ Beer. 

ilies BT 
” Chicago; ‘Mareti. 31. 

‘climaxed_ ‘by’ a. banquet and special 
broadcast in the evening, ‘had: the 

ey, 
the: medium’s’. foremost’ salesman. 
and ‘ambassador. To a group: of 
een men who. had: ‘spent most of. 

‘tential -but lamenting. the ‘lack ‘of 
‘audience: measurement. tools, the 
CBS star let loose his’ well-traveled 
Sermon ‘on the. évils’ of: buying ‘by. 

afternoon praising radio's: po- 

humbers andthe virtues of -measur- 
ing radio. by.‘sales:.resiilts..He re-. 

. joiced over - : NieIsen’s: departure: 
from the scene and. said: he couldn't. 
understand why anyone. would still 
try to. measure. listening: habits’. 

t Looking .slightly.. askance * at’ the yen. it's obviously a. -impossibil-|:- 
intense preoccupation |*" 

Commissioner 7 
tisers could be: sure of three things: 

| “that. there: are people. out: there,- 
io that’ ‘they: are. listening. and: that 
they: will .respond.”. He. strongly 

| advocated :the use. by: ‘advertisers 
‘lof “personal sell” ‘by the medium’s. 
| proven personalities, either: on the 

nets. or : local «stations. 
town there are a. few ‘personalities : 

(Continued. on: page 56): 

A “two childhoods”. hour special 
on: Negro author: James Baldwin’ 
and. U.S. :.solon. Hybert. Humphrey | 
‘has been prepped: by: Me‘ropolitan: 
Broadcasting -for. the «Metromedia. 
‘stations. and projected syndication. : 

Oo ease. ‘On: radio,- they” ‘just might. 
‘lift. ‘a. whole “network ‘spot. On... a ’. Both “ gutbjects “voiceover 

camera. fiarkbacks ¢o their. respec 
‘tive .- boyhood: -locales—Baldwin's 
Harlem ‘and. ‘Humphrey’s’ : upper. 
midwest: :. Each retrospective - ‘has 
been designed:-as. itg-own: half-hour 
entity, OF; for- back-to-back: -alring. | 

: in jail 
Ask ‘jailer, attorney. or friend: 

_ cy callus, Fast, courteous, confi-'| 
a -dential,: ‘24-hour service—eity, state | 

; fi aderal n an 
-, mittee . meeting a. week before. - ar eoera bo ds: 

last week of ‘April to'start the’. * 

--| Jones” 

Radio. Day,. being an. afternoon’ 

of. seminars for the local: ‘industry. 

}-6 ‘p.m.; 

Godfrey - ‘said: ‘that ‘gadio- adver-| 

“In. every. 

* the: 

|| Johnny. J: Jones: midway. come.-up } — 
-** J nothing’ but’ a-massive used car lot|_.._- 
--.. | as'-quiet: as the cemetery - in ‘Tomb- |. 

with :no life but. a]: 
| nightside: ‘drummer: adoze in. ‘the | | 

stone; Ariz., 

| lot ‘shack... 

-But if. vaude and night life. dre. 
‘Lot only . dead: but. stillborn, «. this. 
blooming desert. community, ‘which |. 
has grown. ‘from: 25,000 to:'300,000.: 
- population since: the war: - (with |- 

.| about °1,000 increase’ a month) ‘is. 
“| miich Jalive ‘in. -its broadcast» and. 
am | print media—and- other advertising ‘| 
carriers «(there are those ‘swirling }. 

Television Film’ . Exhibit- "64 ~ Meons ‘on: old. East ‘Speedway, ” “and : 

“will ‘call -a meeting ‘of all tv’. a match. folderof wide’ distribution 
“TE you. Jand*| carries: this , Message: 

‘There ‘are: as many ty: ‘channels 
as in .Philadelphia—four.: There are | 

~-|14 radio stations. with .a variety ‘of. 
program formats-and: some surpris- | 
ing: regional. vigor. And. for news- |. 

| papers; Tucson is in the lucky: 5%. 
:| or. so in ‘the-nation. ‘hat -has two of: 

- .-epposing editorial slant. And’ can- 
{anybody ‘think. of. a better date for 

“Tom 
than. ‘4 drive-in ‘theatre? . 

| Said pic | is’ showing here. at. an 
‘[ozoner on -a day-date with a hard- 

{ top” for. ‘those who. just ® want. to 

io p Adverse: fs 

1 of Arizona’ has..KUAT-TV_ (6), ‘an 
, educational outlet; The. ‘tietwork af- 
filiates are caught in’ the ‘Moun-. 
tain Time. Zone ‘between. the mid- | 
west and. far-west feeds, and solve | 
the problem mainly: by taking the: 

the .-‘British:.. feature ‘film 

watch... 

‘TV -(9),' -ABC—and.. the University 

early line:. Thus, -oOn"sa Monday. 
‘night, “T’ve Got .a‘Secret” ‘plays. at’ 

“Outer Limits” at 6:30; and: 
such. “adult” Shows:as “East Side, 
‘West Side”. and. “Breaking Point” 
air at 8 p.m. ‘and 9 p.m. respective- | 
ly, Same time, by: delays, the likes 
of “Tell the Truth”. ‘run: Monday 
nights at 9:30:p.m. “Richard Boone 
Show”. airs. Tuesday: nights~ at. 7. 

and.” Mitch. Miller's. singing. 
nostalgia. hits the locals a‘ 6:30:p.m, 
‘Mondays: (sing. along with mouthful . 
‘of dinner). 

p.m., 

‘That. Extra Com’ 

film. . rerun: for its... 

‘package ‘better. 
than theirs (the UA: bundles). Any- 
how, Miller got +he station to sing |. 
along on .a- ‘delayed. basis: at ° the |: 
-early hour, : ‘which could ‘be. dore. 
‘after a second vidtape machine was} 
acquired. - If. the. early. schedules | 

‘Land: delays:..are -caleulated:: to. kill 
; the. network sense of. humor,. there 
is one -provineial trick gauged to 

| make ¢hem cry out: Joud.: In what. 
apparently. is:a nationwide. practice, | 
he. stations ‘here will chop the net-. 

‘work fades ‘by. up to~10 seconds. to 
‘squeeze. in another commercial; at | 
the. break.. Visiting web :program. 
folk: have recently been. heard - ‘to 
howl like .a «desert coyote:: 
‘But. the ty- “boys. should- be: at. 

recent. night,.2. monitor eatght | 
Mutual - Broadcasting. co-op. news-. 
cast .in- which the ‘Tucson -affiliate | 
tossed. in: a. commercial for .the Las’ 
Vegas Dunes Hotel . French airlie: 

~ (Continued. ¢ on: “page | 62). 

[NAB Convention as Syndicators” 
Showcase for New Product Kickoff 
Bat Most of It iter Off Networks 

“Sum * and’ Substance,” 

April 18 on. WCBS-TV and KNXT. 

“Lor. This! 
oa ‘Washingion, Marth. ai: 
- WTOP, which ‘willcarry’ the . 
Senators. Jhome-and-away. ‘pall-.- 

 easts, -got-out a “program, log = 
.correction to wit: re Te) a 
“The, opening game- of - ‘the fas 
“regular. season will'be played: .. 
in” Washington. against. the ‘Los: 

: Angeles ; Angels in. the .new-. 
-D.- Ci: Stadium, | game. time- | 

_ eonvenient ‘to the President of 
the U. S:. oo oo, 

N NEWS Stricly 
:| From Show Biz’ 
Status Unimpaired 

By JACK ‘PITMAN. | 

While most: ‘of. the: ‘AM radio band. 
across the land“ projects. a formula} 
image of  one- sort or. another—re- 
liance’ on ‘the ‘talk”:or. music-and- |: 

.}news-formats—WNEW;N. Y., seem-. 
ingly has dominant ‘claim by a long-} 
‘shot. to. identification’ as ‘the. show 
business’ station. -Not-'so-much in 

| consequence.. of artful publicity. ‘as 
in. on-air performance.” - 
Be. ‘it .an Audrey © Hepburn ‘or 

Robert’ Horton. *  intoning.- house 
promos, a. live. nitery’ Big ‘with. an|: 
Ella..or Tony Bennett,. or-a Sarah} 
‘Vaughn doing: the deejay bit for a 
.week (commercials and all), the 
Metromedia outlet’s ‘affinity. for the]. 
‘showbiz milieu easily puts it in the 
unmatched,: -if ‘not unique, status. 

‘Square Garden; : N. 
- (benefiting * the- ' Musicians ' 

“Y., last. July] 
_Aid 

Society), .packing.the place: with 
eleven-three-oh: ‘faithful: .So - suc- 
cessful’ ‘was 
goodwill : harvest: as. well as. the 
benefit b.o.. (scaled. to .a $5 top)—| 
that - station’ steward John ‘V;:'B. 
Sullivan is. planning a.repeat,. and: > 
it’s possible «the: shindig could: be-|" 
come. a ‘perennial. 

‘ Part. ofthe logic in. the ‘indie’ | 
‘penchant ‘for personality. is. the fact}. 
of. “ New: : York -as . showbusiness |’ 
-mecca::: Thus, . any: station” in they 
‘market, can Presume an unusually. 
‘hip audience: In- - presuming, 
‘WNEW generally. eschews the -pab- 
lum palaver.and plays. it for the hip]. 
values. Hence, and apart from some 
relatively. square. formats, the dis- 
position. under major. domo Sullivan 
is to the elongated (up to an hour) | 
conversation:: with. artists. that. may 

o ‘probe _ such categories ‘as —race,{ 
Soe ‘personal : trauma, _ polities, 

“Miller ds.:lucky at. that: He- per-- 
7 -sonally « ‘called KVOA- to. get on} 

the’ .air at <all:. Station: throws_ out: 
the. « “Monday : night ‘NBC. feature 

-own pix. A} 
Spokesman -said;: “We simply - ‘went. 
‘out and. bought. a 

Jazz. ‘formis, éte. -. 
Likewise ‘in the. ‘sense of: “hip " 

the. ‘staffers’: (and. station’s) taste 
inclines : ‘mostly: to the better pops 
‘and -jazz. ‘Besides. the. disks. in this} 
groove, - the: live’ hourlong. nitery 
remotes have spotlighted. a Duke 

(Continued: ‘on page 56). 

cas 080. Pubaffairs 
~- Exchange Bows Apel 8 
-CBS-TV o&o's annual public af-} 
fairs ‘program: exchange. kick’ off 
this. year ‘April .18; when. each 0&0 
contributes .20 half-hour. programs |. 
of’ a. local public affairs series’ for. 
‘broadcast ‘by all five stations. : 

This year’s. series and producing: 
‘stations are: “: The American. Mu- 
sical . Theatre (WCBS-TV, N.Y.); 

-. (KNXT,. 
Los: ‘Angeles);: “Science. Unlimitea” |. 
(WBBM-TYV, .. -Chicago);. - “Love . to 
Read,” (WCAU-TV, Philadelphia), 
and “Food for. Fun”, (KMOX-TY,, 
St: Louis). 
The . ‘excharige “will. commence 

‘April'25.0n WBBM-TV and WCAU- 
_ TY; and, May. fan -on. KMOX-TY,. 

‘it—-premumably ~ in|: 

global | 

‘Thailand: - 
‘Costa Rica; Ecuador, E!: Salvador, 

‘Nature of. the syndication terrain 
:.) on- the eve of next week’s National 

-| Assn, of Broadcasters convention 
‘|finds new product in the’ field, 
‘more openings for’ possible: win-- 

| ners, and: the competition tougher 
‘than, ever, 

_ Annual conclave of NAB, to. be. 
- held. this year again in Chicago, to. 

all intents and ‘purposes marks 
-! the. start. of -the selling” season for 
i vidfilm. +, syndication ‘ houses. ‘This 

‘year, too, the bulk of the new. 
. product -. being launched for the 

J market-by-market route is off-net-. 
work ‘properties. | 

-The. relative few first-runners - 
| will ‘either: be British made or: 
{documentary in nature. In ‘terms - 

| of. total product, there are fewer. 
.New- entries than last year in this ° 
| spring: period of the NAB meet. 

Most | ‘heartening | development 
| this selling season, from the view- 
point. of. ‘syndicators, is: the: ABC- 
TV. move to return the periods. of 
from 10:30: to 11 p.m, four nights.: 
a -week'to local stations. Another 
plus is the return of Tuesdays from 
7 to.:7:30 p.m. to CBS-TV affils. 
These’ developments, in toto; 

open up hundreds of possible slots: 
‘for syndicators which . heretofore 
had been progfammed bythe net- 
works.*Compared to the syndicated 
product available: time’ slots. even . 
with ‘the’ moves. of ABC-TV. and - 
CBS-TV,. Temain. in terrible short 
‘supply. 

‘Although - virtually all. major 
‘syndicators. have new entries to 
offer; fimed to-the NAB conven-. 
tion, the total product is less than: 
in the past. In recent years, major 
-syndication:’. houses: had a backlog 
of off-network product. When this 
‘backlog was released, it swelled: 

| the total.-number of vidfilm’ series. 
Because: WNEW. digs the show-} 

‘folk, they:in. turn are usually: quick 
‘to. respond, ‘and: not. only for _air-' 
‘time. A bunch of ’em. crowded the| 
‘marquee. when the station tossed. 

‘| itself a 30th anni. bash in ‘Madison | 

There’ 'g: a “ty. ‘channel ‘for ‘each 
Network :— KOLD-TV. (13), «CBS;" 
KVOA-TV “‘(4), -NBC; ‘and KGUN- 

in-the product pool. This year out, 
very few syndicators have more. 
than. two or. three new entries, . 
many of. them having one. 

. Prices, generally, have been de-. 
pressed, although the better ‘series 
have. been earning their way. With - 
station . management . now. savvier . 
than..ever, selling in’ ‘syndication 
has. ‘become’ research oriented.. AD : 
other development is. that station: 
deals on the major. off-network — 
‘series, those . entries involving 

- (Continued on. page 58) 

prazik I Nuts About 
Kildare? Bon’za’ 
. Hottest ty shows in Brazil. cur- 
rently are the NBC-TY series, “Dr. 
Kildare” and “Bonanza,” says 
Ralph Norman sales rep for NBC 
‘International in the Séuth Ameri- 
can country who was in the. New. 
‘York ‘offices last week. —. 
“Bonanza,” :Norman. reports, is. 

South: America’s. first color show, ~ 
being .aired in tintin Sao Paolo, : 
Which has-six other ‘channels. oper-... 
ating. He says two more of the- 
Stations: plan to go to-color this. 
year, as will one of Rio de J anelro’s 
stations. - “~ 
Norman Says ‘that: Brazil, which 

a {8 South America’s. No. 1 tv: market, 
1 is roughly comparable-to the Cana- 
jdian market. The SA country now 
has 35 tv Stations. {all commercial): 
on. the: air. a 

“Outer Limits” a Hot 4 
_ Sales Item Overseas 

“Outer Limits,” ‘science-fictioner 
completing. a. year's run on ABG- 
TV, -has been sold in. 20: countries: 
by United Artists’ Television In- 
ternational... 

Deals were made “with Granada: 
Television: in the United. Kingdom: 
TV Excelsior in Brazil: WAPA-TY, 
‘Puerto: Rico: Mirror Enterprises: in 

- | Australia; Nippen- Educational | 
Television. in Japan; Philippines,: 

Argentina, Uruguay, 

A Mexico, among | ether countries, 
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The sight of the nation’ s finest performers on” ed, 

the screen. ‘has: always been an entertaining os : z 

way to identify NBC. Television. And next sea-. . 

son it will be more fun than ever. - 

Friday nights, for exainple, J ack Benny re: : 

turns to NBC to’ continue the illustrious show 

business. career he: began at. this address. CO Pe, 

When he becomes the man in the middle ofa. : ae _ | 

Friday lineup that already includes Bob Hope . | oS : te 

and Jack Paar; viewers ean look for one of the: are - 

most. ‘diverting. program parlays. television 7 . | 

has ever offered. But of course, ‘delightful as ane 

that: Fr “iday combination promises: to. ‘be, it. : 

‘represents. only ‘a: “fraction. of the. glittering 

NBC. Television star roster. | re 

‘The multi-talented Danny Thomas will also : - 

-be showing up. at. NBC i in. the Fall, ina group A 

of special. pr ogr ams, while Alfr ed Hitchcock : 

will preside at.a merrily macabre hour-every 

-.Monday. on this network. en 

On the same ‘distinguished voster < are. Don 

Ameche,. J ohnny: Carson,. Perry: Como, Walt 

Disney; Andy Williams and J onathan Winter: S 

in variety enter tainment. Dr ama or. comedy... oe 

series: will showcase Shirley Booth, Char es: 4a 

_ Boyer, Richard. Chamberlain, Gary. Clarke, Lee oe 

Lee J. Cobb, Jains. Drury, J: ames Franciscus, 7 Bo 

Dean. J agger, Raymond. Massey, Doug’ Me- : ca 

_Chure, David Ni iven, Fess. Parker; Gig Young, * | 

‘Robert ¥ aughn, Dennis ‘Weaver, and—back | 

“at the Y anch— -Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, a | 

“Dan Blocker and Michael Laridon. _ 

Tn. short, television’ S. most: familiar faces ae . 

will be. at NBC} in ‘the Fall— -which really i isno - fae, 

surprise. This: is the network, after all, that o [es 

On he a a RS . r of . a . 

? 

PhS. PPP, 9 

sine dts 

eananansediesneaninee sts 

ne ie cree ha 

. performers a as Bob Hope sot 

Jack Benny. when. they. were os 

only familiar v voices. 

(Took, to NBC fort the best combination of news, 2, inforriation and éntertainiient, 7 . : . . 
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Public. and critical acclaim’ of the initial ‘Boston Symphony con-* 
certs has prompted the release by Seven Aris of a Second Series 
‘of 13: One-Hour TV. Concert Speciats featuring the world re- 

. nowned 104- -piece Boston: Symphony Orchestra conducted. by 

the id drew. from his. superb orchestral in: 
: C 

ity..:. Televised concerts, te bes 3 4 

this one comes off well. ae wee eS 5 
(Excerpts from critical review. of debut of series on ni WITG,. yo 

$unday, Feb. 2, 9-10 P.M.) —THE EVENING STAR, Washington, D.C.” ae / 
“WNEW-TV. last night (Sunday 9. 10. P.M.) began another. ‘series vf Bee 
Of taped concerts featuring the Boston Symphony: under the. . on : 
direction of Erich Leinsdorf. It was a delightful alternative to the | a | 
‘viewer so disposed, particularly because the: visual coverage Was. ce 
30 tastefully: restrained and unobtrusive. 0 re Ao : 

| THE NEW YORK TIMES, February 3, 1964. , | 

| oe: ; 
+ 

t 7 mes 

"A Shstowst oF SEVEN A ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTO, a 
_ NEW YORK: 200 Park Avenue, YUkon 6-1717 22 1. cog OE va 
«= CHICAGO: 4630 Estes, Lincolnwood, Abs: ORchard-4- 5105 ae a 

_ DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive, ADams 9. 285500 7 a 
LOS ANGELES: 3562 Royal Wocds Drive, Sherman Oaks, Calif. § 
‘TORONTO; ‘ONTARIO: Al Adelaide St. West, EMpire 4 7193). 
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2 gome- relief from “its musicians. 
_., ‘quota. under the ‘new. pact. but’ in-}. 
.. stead faces a:3% ‘increase in -scals | 

ee contract, 

_--. tinue to be ‘paid-ander the contract| - 
” “but - will: receivé ‘their’ checks -at: Que 

about $300 per 10-minute segment. 

'” Ments, -rehearsals, studios, . 

“to be ‘ended, ’- 

aan . procedures -used ‘by ‘Nielsen, ‘ but} 
“now. .says, following: hhuddles. with 

“>. Nielsen’s emphasis "on ‘cali-letter}- 

. oe -has consented to something like. ar-|: 

ae ° Storer-TV | V.p., “states: 

ee to representatives ‘of the Broadcast. 
: -. Rating Council: that once a- set of 
"standards and recommended proce-|.. 

. glad to conform,: and are willing to}: 

tory. diary form.” 

an : package - ‘of. features, ‘called: “Ad-| - 
"+" venture. 26; ” 

aa ‘adventure-epic -pix, ° all. 

.-’ theatrical release in this.“ country: 

4 ia No il dB Moss 
~ ‘As Radio's live 

"Chicago, ‘March 31. “+ 
“WBPM. ‘Radio,. one’ “of. the: last 

_AM-ers. ‘fn the ‘nation ~ still using 
live programs, : is expected: to. cease]. 

the: practice: ‘upon ratification. off. War fo. End: All Wars’ 

“the new AFM-contract recently..ne-{: 20th-Fox: TV hag. ined up the 

- ‘gotiated by the networks. The local} ‘ttst 13 markets. for ‘itg new hour 

_ CBS" ‘station: had’ expected. ‘to. gett 

jams B Markets For 

“War. L. 

for the pan fotatn un nder the old 2 Washington; 

The regular cast “of the two-hoax ‘are KC 
| daytime “Music . Wagon” “strip— 
“gingers Lurlean’ Hunter; Bill. Law- | 
-' pence, the. Arbors-and: the 14-piece} ‘Ant Columbus; 
- and—received ‘notice a fortnight | WRDW:2 "Augusta, “Gas . -KGNS, 

’ “go ofa possible termination this ‘Laredo;-: % Lins ‘KVOS,. ‘Bellingham, 
. Friday’ (3). The tooter3 will con-|.Wash,.: 

“War sto Ena” is. narrated by 
nbin” Reynolds, * and . also: bills 

‘Salt. sake. -Gity; WOALTV,. San 

.- home. Undoubtedly the live strip:| E wy ddte”. Ry eugene’ ‘Sir. Cedric 
aon will be replaced: bya record. show. | Hardwicke, 5} gel Lyons and 

7.2 ‘Spokesman for. “WBBM Radia|: Urner ae 
“said ‘the. station: was dropping : dts|-2 
live: programs because “they are| ,pwa a pe 
no longer: economic.” He said,| ib 
“We're convinced: that there is ‘still svUr 
a place for live music in radio, but | ~:~." --""- 

., i’ an-expensive. form of program-| . ty 
ming and the musicians union has|.’:) . 

just priced us.out of it: We're not}. *-J 
- being vindictive; just realistic.”. ° | 

. “Music Wagon”. has * been : the |” 
:. mdst expensive. radio ‘buy in this 
~/ market, carrying an“ open rate - of | 

-CBS Films has. racked up $650, 000 
on’ deals::for off-network: reruns of 

‘selling :. “Dillon” “= In ‘addition: to the 14. musiciaris. 
.° (plus 11 ‘on: standby. ‘under the | 
-quota) .and_ the staff vocalists, | 

.. there’s. the: expense ‘of. arrange- |: 
engi- 

WBBM 

episodes, . 
‘Release: ‘of “Dillon” is: ‘keyed to 

‘neers .and «.promotion. . ‘Chicago; . where. CBS * Films’ will 
oe conduct: its 10th. annual sales ‘meet: |} 

: will be freed ‘of. the: big, tab, but} With:. three. recent off-network 
‘Series - ‘and -the Jack Douglas. first- 
Jrunner “America!” CBS. Films. (OX- 

with some. ‘regrets because ‘the . live 
stanza has. long been. the Pride ¢ of 

7 the station. | n.. 
‘Me. ° | pects: its best ‘year. ° 

“America” has been sold in. over’ 
40. markets, with: its: ‘availability. in 

-| salés v.p: Jim Victory. “Have Gun, 

"Vay On "Bi ote oats 
a The chill. between Storer Broad: ) “True,” 

-,- €asting and AY ec. ‘Nielsen appears anthology. Serles.. hosted by: Jack 

‘Angeles; .” : 
“KOOL. Phoenix; 
Toledo. a 

Atlata WSB-TV Moves 
_ Into Prime. Time ‘to: Do. 

The chain, ‘on. behalf: of its: ‘tive| 

‘tv: stations, had cancelled the rat-| 

3 ing. service early last month. over | 

Nielsen; that the breach has: been) 
-‘ patched and ‘the service resumes. : 

- Storer’ Ss" ‘agitation stemmed : from]: 

identification: in. the - set-owner’s| 
-. diary. It appears now that Nielsen|* ~ Atlanta. March 31 

“bitration. Or as. ‘Bill. Michaels, 

“They. have’ ‘confirmed ‘to. us: ‘and{ 

short): out a-motion picture: < 
| This. will , take: place April. 12 

’-dures is. ‘established, ‘they will be} Madrid.” a. 23-minute - short -on 

o Samuel’ :Bronston’s ‘The. Fall . of. spend sizable: sums of “money to fhe. Roman- Empire,” booked” to. 
‘conduct tests in “cooperation: with! open:: a: -road- 

 the® Council to. arrive ata a satisfac- April-17 at Wilby-Kincey circuit's 

_ : Roxy . Theatre... | 
‘For its- part,: ‘Nielsen - ‘states- ap 

oy willingness. to go along with ‘tests 
‘of: : various ‘station: 

-agency . bearing- ‘his: ‘name’ which 
“NAB and the. Advertising-Reséarch| handles _W-K account: for. both 
Foundation: If. need ‘be, ‘adds: Niel-} Roxy../and_ ‘Fox, circuit's: two: the- 
sen; it will. then ‘modify: its’ auditing) atres here, = 
technique.” 

; ‘Storer stations. which. had. de: 
“fected”: . were WJIBK-TYV, ‘Detroit:}' 
WJIW-TV, Cleveland-.. “WAGA-TV; 

_ Atlanta; WITI-TV, Milwaukee; ana} “WSPD Ty, Toledo. : |More Vv Channels: Get 

‘Fox : “in: Southern: territory: " 

‘Adventure 28 Tioters. | poe: a antineton, March 31. 
~ As New. Embassy Pata chantiels: to non-commercial: educa 

-Emibassy. Pictuyes ‘has ’a’ new: tional use. 
-: Commission. . adopted rules te- 

and ~ described . ‘as: 
in:*-color 

and’. filmed | ‘in. Various European, 
‘locations. . ; 

‘Included © in. ‘the’ package - “are -Board -of ‘Education:..wanted | “the: 
“such films.-:as’ “Joseph: and-” His channels. ‘for. their -etv. -networks.” 
Brethren,” “The. Trojan: War,” andj}. At the. same :time FCC: proposed, 
“The Mongols,’ * which. have ‘had oar channei 9 in- .Grandview,. 

“; > Others’ will .be shaving * ‘their first - Virginia. Univ. Comments - on: ‘the: 
Showings: hete: 

. a a. 7 

a | WEEE, ‘CBS: 

«Sales. include four “Metromedia - 
stations: WNEW-TV, N.Y. WTTG, | 

4 Peoria; ‘and | 
Ha WIV PE; Decatur,. Hi, (latter two} 
= both UH), Others. already inked |. | 

TV, Los Angeles; KBTV,|: 
Denver: KORE? -Las ‘Vegas; -KUTY,. 

ca ‘a series. + Of. pre-release sales, 

“Marshall : Dillon.” * CBS: subsid -is| 
| {nee” . halé-hour | 

-“Gunsmoke”) in” a package of 156 . 

-the : upcoming NAB convention : in 

‘eolor.. a. strong: ‘plus, : according to} 

.. | Will ‘Travel’ to: date, according to. 
| Victory, has’ grossed: over -$2,000,- | 

| 000. The ‘other™ off-network -prop-. 
‘CBS}- 

‘the half-hour! 

“Dillon”: ‘was. ‘sold - ‘to. KH, ‘Los| 
“WCCO; “Minneapolis: 

and WTOt. 

_| Gov. 

oA Bronston Pic: Promo | 
frlends,, T Wish _you ..were hung’! 

For. ‘the. first ' time: in Atlanta; | 
perhaps ‘anywhere, ‘& television. sta-|° | 

| tion is preempting - ‘one. of its ‘reg- |. 
‘ular. ‘programs. ‘in: prime time -to|.: 
present -a program. (a. promotional |... 

‘wiien: WSB-TV:: ‘telecasts - “Rome in} 

h : ‘Show... ‘engagement. | to television. 

-: ‘Program: Was | the. first televised 
coloreast. of. the ‘ballet. which was. 
presented.-last month on stage at” 
‘TCU .and in San -Antonio. It: was} 
‘produced: by Robert . Gould, “Pro | 

| gramming | director ‘at WBAP-TV |. | 
and Dr. William ° ‘Hawes, director 
of radio. and tv at. TOU. Robert 
‘Grammer, directed. 

: Rafshoon: formerly was. _exploita: |. 
; tion and. advertising chief. for 20th-"), | 

‘Station “is” backing: up. ‘showing 
‘of. short - “with: their. promotion. 

- ‘identification facilities - and is’ being ‘assisted. by. 
_ forms. in. tv. dairiés, the study. to be|Gerald Rafshoon,. head ‘of ' Atlanta: 
‘undertaken by. a panel-repping the 

FC Nod for:ETV Use 

serving channel :2- ‘in. -Columbig, |: . OO 
N.C. and::channel 8: in. Waycross, | 'GRAND. OLE. ‘OPRY’: SALES”: 
Ga.. as ‘etv: spots. : University of |. 
North Carolina | and: Georgia - ‘State 7 

distributed by.. WSM-TYV. here, Has 
-been sold to WFAA, ‘Dallas; WBAL, 

City... 3 
-To date,. over: 100° ‘markets are: 

playing the show, the markets. be- 
hing. in all: sections ‘of the. Country, | 

W.: Va. for educational use ‘of West |. 

“abs rt King Retires | 
’ Boston, “March si. 

- Art King: 

_King,.a native of Lynn,. Mass., 
a } joined - WEEI :as .announcer “and |: 

| sportscaster in. February, 1937: He. 
| later. served - ‘as. WEET- production |. 
director: and: then news ‘director |- 
‘Of -the - ‘station until ‘his~ ‘appoint |- 
ment ._as - - pubaffairs ‘Mirector in | 
1960... ae re 

Aong ‘special,:“War: ‘to —End= AU} =... 
Wars,” ‘Keyed to: Seth anal ‘of World - 4 a For a De. 

Show. Life & Times 

ar - Washington, ‘March 31,. 
. Meet’ the. Press””- followers 

find: it. hard to. believe; ‘but “Law+} - 
Tence:E. Spivak used:to bea boxer” .. 
at Harvard ‘and later: spent. several ts". 
years on the. magazine, Antiques. . 

_ ‘Also; ‘while .confessing,. *{I ‘don’t } “. 
like to fish and I’m scared of dogs |." 
and: guns,” Spivak “once. -published : 
‘two outdoors. mags rae 
and Fishing ; and ‘National’ ‘Sports: 
Jmen. - . 

‘called: Hun 

“These: little’ known: ba 

Spivak recalled. 

publisher : of ‘The American. Mer- 
‘| cury: In :that’ capacity, he. started. 
Ellery Queen’s ‘Mystery Magazine.| 
and ‘pioneered ‘with the first. paper- | 
bound books in 1936. : - 
He told Mrs.- Clark. that he has 

no. problem in. 

‘the sometimes’ loaded questions. 
: “Meet ‘the -Press,” he: said, “has 

established - a reputation “for re- 
Sponsibility and, I. think, for fair- 
ness:;' Where the. questions: may’ ‘be | 
tough and challenging, I think they, taties “Way. of the Cross” to West 

Germany; “River Nile” in Czecho-. 
always. are. fair. : 
- Our : audience,” “he went: ‘oOn,. 

-| “does” get. angry. ‘They: get. very.’ 
-|much so. ‘sometimes _ if.- they're 

| Republican ‘and we... question <= a. 
_ 4 Republican sharply. The next week 

if -we interview a’ Democrat, we'll 
hear from’ the Democrats... Former 

‘Fine. ‘of. Pennsylyania said, 
‘When: you" ‘interview my: enemies, 
‘I love ‘you: {When you interview my: 

WBAP-TV’s c Ballet 
‘Fort. ‘Worth, “March ‘31, 

“The comic | “pallet, “Les: Cha- 
| peaux,”’. was.telecast on WBAP-TV 
on Sunday: (29). by Texas Christian. 
U. Students from: TCU’s ballet and 
-radio-tv and film divisions ° of the.|’. 

In Mpls. the Gals 
Fine Arts. School . ‘worked. “with |: 
WBAP-TV. in bringing the ‘ballet 

wap. to CBS. Radio: 
: ‘Cincinnati,’ March. 31. - 

oe Cincy link for CBS Radio: will: 
Tbe restored : after..an’ absence of 
‘months April. 5 ‘when | ‘daylighter 
WZIP. joins the ‘network, . 
| CBS service here was terminated. 
‘by. WCPO | last: year, some’ time 
after the Scripps-Howard “station. 
had replaced.- Taft's. 

..| from. ABC. WCPO-TV - continues as | 
ta CBS video: ‘outlet. rae 

Nashville, March ‘31. 
: “Grand: ‘Ole ‘Opry,”’: vidtaped ‘and 

Baltimore;. cand. KWTV,- Oklahoma 

pubaffairs. director: ‘of - 
7 radio, veteran New|: _ 

England ‘broadcaster; retires April. 
T 1 iter more than 27 years. 

._{ ‘it fossed a preview party for a: 
|: rerun. series. 

<a drinks. and’:a screening of 

OF Lawrence Spivak’ | ~ 

}... goes into syndication. FSD has. 
“: @lready: locked ‘up:.the New: 

~~ Washington and Detroit. - 
| markets: on pre-release deals. 

fo ekground-| 
‘lérs on’ :Spiyak, the- -“Meet:."the 
-| Press” producer who: has delivered: 

- | the shaft to.many-famous politicos}, 
_.'} were “brought..: out by... mibderator: 

“!:"g} Deena Clark on her program, “A. 
sa .| Moment. With,” televised ‘on: ‘NBC , 

o&0s ‘Saturday. afternoons. _.” | 
+ Spivak said he iad one defeat 
in ‘his_ college boxing ‘career. It |. 
‘came at. the fists of a:man who is 
noéw mayor of Salem, Mass. They: 
had ‘fought :in the 4115-pound Class, | 

-. WBKB-TV; -€hicago;. 

| ‘the. TFE Chicago. convention. 

“T ran ‘into him ‘at a ‘Democratic. me | 
| National: Convention’ a.few years | -*.""* 

“ago,” Spivak continued: “He. now}. ~ 
weighs 200 pounds. I didn’t ask for . 
“a. retorn match!” -- Pe 

In: his.*long- ‘publishing ‘career | 
before ‘entering broadcasting, Spi- 
‘vak is: best known ‘as editor ‘and 

.in-a_ switeh 

‘Preview For 1 a. Rerun. 
Four : Star’ Distribution Fast ; 

night - (Tues) established: .. 
: Some sert of-a precedent when. =. 

“Press. and’ -.ad . 
agency folk were invited for 

“Ensign O'Toole.” the comedy 
starring Dean Jones.that had” 

"La run on NBC-TV and has just. 
will _ started a 13-week summer: Te- 

Fan. on ABC-TV:. ; 
., Series - appears to deserve ’ 
sore kind: of -a sendoff as it. ? 

‘York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 

WNEW-TV bought the series -: 
for a -fall start. in. New. York, 

_and.. WNEW~ parent .Metro-. 
- media also “bought the series. 

for. -its Washington: station; — 
-WTTG-TV. “O'Toole” has also. 

- been sold to three ABC o&0’s, : 

TV, Los Angeles; and WXYZ,..- 
Detroit. Star Jones: will pro- — 

- mote. the- ‘Series: via ‘personal . . 
’ appearances at -FSD's suite -at 

ming hours overseas.with “Dr. ‘Kil- 
‘dare,”: the hour medico series, . in 
the lead with. 175: hours.. 

ent shows, including. 

“Great . Life,” .53°.. stanzas of 

shows (new and. repeat), 21 hours 
of ‘‘Michael Shayne,” 26 half-hours 
of “Flight”. and: eight “Philip. Mar- 
low” shows. 

Other sales’ ‘were. the. telemen: 

slovakia and Austria; “Voice of the 
Desert”. in Poland; -and “Shake- 
speare: Soul of an: Age” to: Holland 
(which also bought. 30 ‘hours: ‘of. the 
Dick -Powell drama series).. 

Young’ Show.”” ‘Northern : Nigeria 
ordered another “13 hours of - the 
Diek Powell series, and Trinidad, 

- | Jamaica, Gibralter and Kenya each 
ordered.34 hours of “Dr; Kildare,” 

| with Portugal. requesting an. addi- 
‘ tional. five hours: of. the. show. . 

“The | ‘first | Latin: American . sale: 
‘of “Car 54” was for 40 half-hours 
'to.. Puerto. Rico, which also. bought 
.33 hours -of: the Richard ‘Boone 
anthology. drama series. 

‘Dig Pocket Bilkards So” 

. Minneapolis, March 31. - 
~ Now: ‘that - ‘snooker and rotation | 
have gone legit end’ pool is known 

| euphemistically as pocket bflliards, 
- | WCCO-TV has decided that: the|§ 

sport rates. television coverage. Ac-| 
| cordingly, the CBS affiliate -here|- 
| has. introduced. a: weekly. pocket |: 
bilHards program,. “Call Your 
Shot,” - ‘which | ‘preemed last ‘Satur- 
day {28). 

“Growing. femme taste for. pocket 
billiards undoubtedly’ was a factor 
-in-moving WCCO brass to initiate} 
‘the studio. show. ‘Emphasizing . the 
parlor _game’s- increased: hold on 
gals, WCCO named Miss San Lynn 

~|'Merrick, former national intercol-|. ich: 
_ J legiate. billiards ‘champ, to. serve as w P) 
_ | regular’ moderator on the program. |. 

- Seeing to it, however, that ‘the 
show: doesn’t - get. too. far. out-of 
{balance on. the ‘distaff ‘side. is 
stogje-smoking- Halsey Hall,. veter-: 
‘an. “Minneapolis . “sportscaster who] . 

| ‘has, on-oceasion,. been mistaken for. 
“Minnesota: 
dling color. commentary on “Call: 

a 51: “Our Gang” romps. 

‘Fats.’ ° Hall. is han-. 

} Your: Shot,’ ” 

Chi Pu beries Ya Bast 

| | houses are on the 

“NBC: Jnternational reports: sales. 
‘last week.of-a:total of 519 program- 

- | Unfortunately, 

“Harry’s 

By. LES. BROWN 

a Chicago, March 31. 
Two ‘major ‘Chicago publishin ng 

threshold | 
diversifying into broadcasting, beth | 
admittedly late in the game and_ 

_{each, coincidentally, to be steward- 
.4{éd..in the electronics venture by 
'.|a’ recent casualty of the WBKB. 

"| “resistance movement” in the ABC- 
‘| TV- owned stations division wars. 

- Field Enterprises Corp —Parent. 
af the Chicago Sun-Times, the 

‘| afternoon. Daily. News, and World . 
. | Book Eneyclopedia—has 
}WBKB -veep Sterling: C. 
. ‘Quinlan. into the fold as an untitled. 
. | executive for the apparent purpose. 
‘lof heading an eventual broadcast. 

--| division. At about the same time, 
= Hugh Hefner of the Playboy em- 
.-I pire. tapped’ Dan Schuffman, who 

taken ex- 
€Red) 

had.been Quinlan’s program mana- 
iger,. as. vice president in charge 
+of the: entertainment divisions of 
‘| both: Playboy. Clubs International 
{and HMH ‘Publishin g Co. (the mag- 

| azine), Hefner's show biz itch is. 
{hardly a secret, and it’s understood 

- | that ‘in ‘addition. to other expansion. 
KABC.-... ‘activities (film production, re- 

cordings and concert promotions) 
| Schuffman: will explore -the pros-. 
pects ‘of: establishing a group of. 

7 ‘Playboy. radio. stations. . 

-As of ‘now,- the Field. thrust into 
= broadcasting seems the more sig- 

“- Jnificant and immediately promising 
_Jof the. two. The firm’s prime com- 
“| petitor in shaping the mentality of 

-the Windy City is the Tribune Co. 
. eq | (the Chi ‘Trib, afternoon American 

‘Stand WGN. Inc.), which enjoys a 
‘communications ‘edge. ‘in this com- 

“ {munity atleast partly because of. 
its ty .and:radio properties. Broad- 
casting. is the next logical step 
for the prosperous. Field: organiza: 
tion with its surplus of profits, and 

| Quinlan’s sudden availability last 

Liberian. tv bought seven. “atarax: month precipitated the decision to 
-23. hours. of} 

“political Bonanza, 20° half- ours ‘of “It's 

VIPs for “Meet the ‘Press,”” despite "SMedic: ”” B3 “Pe opl @: “Are. Funny” 

enter the field. : 
“Even so,. the publishing firm is 

‘moving. ‘with caution. The formal 
|release.on Quinlan’s appointment. 
‘contained little description of his 
duties. other than that he “will 
survey the entire electronic” com-. 
‘munications’ medium :for us.” But 

- fin -an interview, Quinlan revealed. 
that Field. Enterprises had already 
appointed.an FCC counsel (Dow, 
Lohnes & Alberson) in Washington, . 
and he indicated that there. was.. 
nothing tentative about the Field 
interest in acquiring: stations, He 

{said that his initial work would be. 
‘¥to “hammer -out a philosophy with 

.NBC’s first sale to. Scotland. was| the Field. board” and 
for. 26 half-hours ‘of the: “Loretta 

that once 
there’ was’ an understanding of 
what it -desires to accomplish in. 
broadcasting -he would proceed’ as 
architect of a broadcast. division: 
-“T’m going to get this outfit in 

ty. and radio,” he said, “and I ex- 
pect to. finish my broadcast career 
with. this’ company.” Quinlan, ‘in- 
cidentally, has an office in the. 
‘fourth floor executive suite of the 
‘Sun-Times-Daily News building and 
reports directly to George Young, 
exec. veepee of the corporation. 
Although the newborn Field pen- 

; chant for station acquisitions does- 
n't confine itself to Chicago, there’s.. 

: ‘obviously. a strong desire—perhaps 
‘even a need—for local properties. © 

there seems. no-~ 
‘where to go in this market except 

| UHF ..and FM, 

WCCO-TV Preems: Series|“ 
unless a choice AM- 

er. should suddenly go up for sale. 

-. (Continued on page 62) 

” Roster on Sales 
MGM-TV Kas rung. ‘up of late 

another $500,000. in overseas vid-. 
film sales that. also. sent. it: past 
the . 50-nation. mark.« ~ foreign 
markets; 

‘Dealt: to Japan, per “sales wee 
John Burns, were 183 MGM car- 
‘toons and “Many Happy Returns,” 
the John McGiver comedy starrer 

and 
Eleventh Hour” in. Japan, Spain: 
‘and Canary 

Other key. sales in various mar- 
kets involved “The Thin’ Man,” 

Girls,” “The Passing 
Parade” shorts, and a. package of 

DeMille,. was ‘sold in ‘Australia, Fin- . 
land *,and. “The. 

ame wi. 
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_ __anose for news 6 grea r-who can. 
track down, smell otit, and come up with the 

- Cron ki 

he Note even the dazziin s technical machinery 
* “of. electronic journ ali

sm 

“=thatno.machine ce m replace’ 

_ big story.. whose. cont 
business, the arts and: sciences . , :who knows. 
~ where to go for the inside story. _ 

Or more precisely, Walter Cronki 
- you see hi m 1.0n his evening news omar tile he 
is sitting at-a desk describing, for example, a 
~ missile launching or interviewing a political. 

eful. -Butby thattime hehas already visited 

«mie Gréraveled throughout the homestate. 
of the man he is interviewing. With the burn- 
"ing curiosity of a natural-born feporter, he 
_ Tefuses to rely alone. on wire service bulletins 
Or the reports of correspondents i in the field, 

_Inhis three decades as a practicing journal- 
ist Cronkite has covered more of the earth’s 
surface than any newsman in television. AS 
a. distinguished, critic once wrote.of him— . 
“Viewers can see and hear every night a face .. 

“--and.voice that ‘have guided them through 
w en incredible diversity of experiences, from 
Souter spacé to underwater, from ‘chats with 
_-presidents to exchanges with physicists. It is 
~ ‘hard to imagine.a cozier mentor than this ex- 

i... »:eéllentreporter...with the inexhaustible vital- 
“> ityand the temperamental balance that makes 
2 <" Republicans and Democrats alike find him. 
0° sympathetic. You.don’t worry about what 

. Cronkite thinks; You just sort of trust him? 
~ And there is. good reason for such trust. 

‘ite brings to his daily reporting a back- 
fy ground of research, knowledgeand first-hand 

“experience unique in television journalism. 
: It provides the kind of insight:and illumina-. 
tion that make his coverage of the Presiden- 
> ‘tial -primaries, the national conventions, and 

7 "the election required. viewing.. 
> Tpyshort, Walter Cronkite is one of the rea-° 

ee 

an sons. why. the American péoplé are turning 
“=. 4 gore and more to CBS News for the report- 

oof... -ing of ‘major events in an election: year—as 
"they did for the ¢ opening. test of strength in 

=» - the New Hampshire primary... As for those 
~ "feet on the desk, don’t be misled. He’s just 

- recharging h his batteries. “OC a 

. It is.an old axiom. 

5 News 

¥ 

a 

er 

‘a= 



One: hundred of the most t lavishly’ produced cartoons ever created by 
-. Warner Bros. for theatrical distribution are now available to television 

~~“ gtations: ‘These. fully-animated: post-’47: productions have never traveled’ -- 
‘the rabbit-ears of a'TV set before. They star Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck; *. . 
Elmer Fudd, Foghorn Leghorn, Road Runner, Speedy: Gonzales and... 
“other world-renowned Warner Bros. personalities. Running 6 to 614 min- 
utes each, these 100 new-to-television cartoons are available in. black-. 

; and-white or color—for Fall start. Ann-n-d.. -that’ ‘Ss what’ ‘3. } UP, Bugs! f.. 

(RG) WARNER BROS. TELEVISION DIVISION 666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N.Y., Circle 6-1000 
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; oe he: offered: Yarbrough. three free 

-s or? 

ont, “London; “March 31. 

TV teclinicians, it - ‘was.’ ‘Glaimed | 

: ata ‘meeting of the Association ‘of: |: 

a  Cinématograph, Television and ‘Al- 
uy Hed: Technicians, were in: as. ‘much: 
oe danger from. the. stockpiling of 

“cheap: American, film. series” 
: “oft-repeated feature films. *. 

Moving. a: motion. at: the: ‘ACTT4 re 
8, conference, ‘Asséciated - -Television. 

* 0: engineer Jim Smith made his: point. 
o a :and° the union’s ‘general council 
. Was . instructed | to: take. immediate |: 
="! gteps to control repeats: of: “recorded | 

. LE ‘broadcasts, thus to ensure thé max-. 
~.°: {imum ‘amount. of. new- and British. 

| a, material. being: used. . 

..\ sDireetor- Ted Kotcheft- telesied. 
7 that. at. ledst’ one: play : ‘that --had: 
. gone: out on. _BBC-1 -was ‘being re-|| 
recorded for BBC-2 (the: UHF, 625- 
line. web).: ‘One. director, .6ne ‘tech- 
nical: crew and one production. crew 

- would not:be getting .repeat ‘fees, 
she said.. If. BBC: wanted .a ‘second’ 

service,. it. ‘should ‘pay: for. ‘it, he: 
Authors ‘are receiving: a sec-. " - paid. 

a ond. fee,”.. Kotcheff claimed; : “when 
'o" 2a prégram’ is repeated. on BBC-2, - 

a but. the’ association members ‘are | 
of. “being done.”’- 

-- short of | directors, he. said that 
: “fhe network .was’ using ° ‘freelance | 
.. 2. directors - (including. himself). 

= bers,” “ he’. ‘concluded. 

Ya rbroush’ $s: Free. Time © 
Tn Tenn: Controversy: 
_ Gite Fairness Doctrine 

- Knoxville, March 31. 
:WBIR-TV has: agreed. to give- de- -f 

“Heated | Democratic. .  vongressional | 

_jeandidate . Willard” ‘Yarbrough | free | 

-~time” to - 
‘against. him. by Cas Walker,. -promi-{ 

_.. “nent-:groceér-politician ‘who. 18. ‘the; 
2. Jargest:tv,:radio-and newspaper ad 

at vertiser | in East Tennesee. 

- ’ John Hart, ‘WBIR™ manager, “said 

five-minute | ‘spots: ‘under’ ‘the FCC, 
- “fairness doctrine.” -..) 

Hart: said this is ‘the first ‘time 
- he. can remember when an individ-|. 

ca “Wal ‘had’ asked and ‘réceived :freeé.| 
“time to” answer personal . attacks: 4 

-: Walker was..a strong supporter: of | 
“Mrs: Irene Baker: who. was : the |" 
“Republican candidate . for the -un- | 
expired term “of -her ate’ +husband') 
congressman - Howard ‘Baker. 

Walker .claims he ‘paid. ‘Voittieat | 
... ates, and had -the..right-to| make} 
his comments: during. the Special 

‘election campaign. 

_. Yarbrough. ‘countered: ‘with: the: 
charge that the licensee. who- allaws | 

~ the use. of a program by. someone, 
i to present. one’ point. of.view. of.*a. 
Controversial -issue, has’ an .obliga- | 

- “tion to: offer. its: facilities for, an | 
expression of . another.’ point: of } 

_ -View..... Hart, . the ‘station: manager, 
. agreed With this’ position,, 

‘The defeated: candidate’. ‘who lost | 
by. -some., 4,000 - ‘votes, has- ‘also. de-| 

_: Manded | the .-Sarae.*-treatment. : by’ 
“ WATE-TV.: -No- comment. has: been’. 
"forthcoming: from. this. station.” 

Jt is known that Yarbrough, as- 
‘sistant. city “editor. of - The Néws-. 

- Sentinel, plans -to run against. thie 
' Republican incumbent. at the next: 

... Yegular . ‘election, ‘provided he. can: 
get - the..nominatian. to: /carty ithe}: 

. * Democratic. ‘standard. 

‘No: -date: for his free ‘ty: time ‘as 
ct, been. annouticed.. 

“kon any British network:.. Chrysler}. - 
a will. own the hour: variety tape; |. 
‘Which; if it comes -off;: -May be ‘sold - _ SHERRIE'S ‘ATLANTA. POST 

no Atlanta, -Mareh 31,: 
“Sherrie: yx olinson *- 

‘placing | ‘Audrey . TXtle; Who =.re- 
-..., Signed ‘after’ three years on.. job] 

"..when ‘her -husband,. a: imerchant | 
marine: radio. officer; was trans- ae 

a fe ‘Mile 3 osefsberg, . me “ferred . to Dallas:.- 
“Miss. Johnson,..a. native: Of Louis: 

mT ‘ville, ‘has been. ; “associated. with. 
-: WHAS, - Louisville, ’ and WGC, 
. Gulfport, Miss., “where. she attended. 

_ +, Gulf Park College... ‘Announced of: 
"er appointment: was. made: Satur-. day. (28). by. Elmo’ Elis, station's we general. manager... ed 

» | when; at. ‘the 
: |} World’s Fair: ‘J, he ‘officially took 

. videotape shows: as they were from. i air I. 

t 

Mo ey “We : 

r3' "tigre prepared to -boycott:the BBC | 
“1. to-avoid. exploitation * our. me 

-answer . charges | made 

7 ‘Fair's’ 646 acres, ~- 
‘But ‘the more theaningfui’ story 

of: RCA’s “Operation Tint”. and its: 
contribution. to:- tite World’s. Fair. 

‘lies. not so ‘much ‘in the’ 90-minute. 
‘Spec. or the: other planned. network a 

-is’ ‘the new. 
_. woman’ s- editor: ‘of WSB. ‘Radio | re=f. - 

an By GEORGE: ROSEN . 
Almost: $5. years . to. the © “day 

the. wraps; co television.“ as’ we 
know. it: today, * RCA board .chair- 
man - David” off’ tomorrow 
(Thursday) will join in’ the official 
dedication of “Operation Tint” -as 

| RCA’s. contribute: 6.1 :N. YY, World’s 
“tS 

“ws mest 

the .economy: ofthe 
whole, will -mare-tie~ offic 
‘preview '-.of ° Eke: ne 0 
‘ambitious ‘closed. teat: “color. tv 
network. at .the .-Flushing:: Fair. 
grounds. - (The: 

circuited- 

provide. New: Yorkers. with: an. op-~ 
portunity, - 
April: 22 ‘opening of: ‘the: Fair,. of 
-witnessing,., amojig : other ‘things; ‘a 
then-&-now:: assessment’ of -.N.- ‘ye 
‘World’s - Fair -I (being™ ‘recapturéd 
via.-old: film: clips}-and ‘the a | automated wizardry... 

“For those with a “more. intimate 
‘nent ‘opening of’ ‘World's: Fair II. 

“More. importantly, ‘it’s “an: event! 
that. will: -have.” almost: historic }: 

in. to-} ; overtones,: : for - inherent. 
morrow’s.. -preview-. launching: of 

of “Operation Tint’. is the. bringin 
"Emphasizing - ‘that ‘BEC- Tv. was | to total < fruition the - ‘develop. 

‘mental’ processes and. electronics | of editing-as-he-goes the live, film, 
experimentation _and - perfecting “as 
the .-eostly years ($150,000, 000 
worth) ‘of frustrations: and indiffer- 
ence are ‘left behind, 

‘| tion” and . exposure: before - the. en- 
‘| tire” American “viewing ‘public ‘on 
{the ‘night: of ‘the. ‘Official: ‘opening: 
of. ‘the. Fair, ‘when ‘all -its ‘glamor, 
‘excitement: and. pageantry: “will be 
‘showeased:.:on:: the. ‘U:S:.-“Steel-: 

‘ sponsored: 90-minute: ‘special color- 
east ‘on NBC-TV..: While’ most of 
‘the. ‘star-bedecked. ‘show As: ‘being 
‘pre-taped and pre-filmed | ‘during: 
the: “getting ready” stages, ‘a third) 
of ‘the ™ spectacular” will.. comprise | 
an’ on-the-spot pickup of the open- | 
ing night festivities as three mobile 
‘color: :units. spread _ out ver the 

BBDO In ‘Canada Helms 
Own TV. Production For. 
~ Chrysler Variety. Series ° 

‘Ottawa,: March. 31, 

-Canada. Ltd. : 

April 4.. 

Peterson, cool singers Jackie (Cain). 

_well.): 

"supervisor. 

CBC, : any. more than ‘they ‘would |. 

-l abroad. : ‘Estimated: ‘cost. is around 
$28, 000. ‘per Seg. ot 

-Jsiabre to Desa 
- Hollywood, ‘March 31: 

ducer-héad ‘writer ~. of “The « Jory. 
Bishop. . Show,’’: ‘has’ been. named 

“The -Luéy: 
‘Show,”.. starz ing . Lucille. Ball, -for 
-Seript consultant ‘on 

next. ‘semester. - 

‘He: has. ‘also. ‘written | “for. Bob ‘ 
“Hope, - Jack’ -Benny,. Milton . Berle, 
and. 1 Danny." Thomas. oT 

inaugural of -N.Y.!: 

a | emerge as. one. 
an.| of the. Fair—and as:a_for-free at-: 

' A: traction.: ‘The 

“neorning:--: cére- 
|.meonies, incidentally, sui be. ‘eldse- 

‘inte RCA's :-Exhibition#: 
Hall. on West 49th St. ‘This. it will: 

prior” to _ the-. official 

ee | - The’ linking” ‘of the. World's ‘Fair’ 
<! -Fwith: the perfecting of tint tv will} |’ 

'*.|-of--eotirse,. get. fullblown ‘reéogni- 

-BBDEO. oof. Toronto: ‘is “the. “first - 
agency -: in . Canada: ‘to. .prodice: ay. 

+-tv program—for- Chrysler Corp:.‘of | ° 
“Night on the Town,” | 

taped . in- Toronto, « will be aired |’: 
_indie™ CIV 10-station | _ web. ; 

It’s.a 60-minute. ‘varlely.- ‘show: ye 
shot ~ in’ loeal. nightspots: ‘and -at}- 
Robert’ :Lawrerce Productions ‘stu: 
dios. It stars. Shirley Harmer and|..° 

| Allen -Blye, with’ jazz 88er Oscar |: 

‘and: “Roy. (Kral) ‘and Ottawa‘ comic |" 
‘carboner Rich Little. as‘ cafe artists: |- 
(All: three..appear ‘in the, blurbs: as: 

‘Bob « ‘Fleck, a commercial | . 
‘prodticer,. tees as a full-length pro-}- 
‘ducer with this‘ one. He and Little] 
scripted, with Stan-Harris directing. 
and Chuck .- Goldstein’ - as: _musie |" 

 BBD&O ‘and. Chilysier have come |= ; 
-plete. content control — something | 
they'd’ never’.’be: likely .to get. at |”: 

‘former. pro-'| 

_ 1 Good" ‘Time; Singers.” 

(originations. from: the. Fairgrounds 
' (which, will include the Emmycast) 
but. : .in - the ‘continuous’: closed-. 
-circuit: - ‘performance. (12. hours. a | 
‘day, seven days a week) that’s been 
evolved. by James. A. Toney, who 
has. been’ ‘masterminding ‘the - pro- |. 
ject as director of ‘BCA's 
| Fair: ‘Exhibit. _ 

* Looking. Like a Hit: 

Toney’s tony” tintups could. “yell | 
of the major hits. 

:“exhibit”: dtself is 
Something. of a ‘dazzler,.:emcom-': 

type. . of. : pavillion, 

-strategically-spotted monitors 

‘be: taken: ‘behind’. the * scenes: of 

‘in. electronics modernity “and 

‘Spowledge: of. what’s: spread before 

| gadgetry:;: they'll. witness . a master: 
control’: board .in- which ‘oné. man 
perfornis ‘the: unprecedented ‘feat 

tape, . animation -and slides - as" he | 
monitors the two _sets—of “actual 

And ’..as the’ visitor.” -emiers - 

‘and goes “on. camera” for: expos- 
“ure to: everybody ‘at: the Fair. who 
As | ‘within. ‘viewing. range of the 

{the exhibits and. other ‘buildings 
‘throughout. ‘the Pairgrounds. - 

the ‘same kind .of closed- ci?cuit.“ex- | 

RCA’s .. spectrum tD).. 

$1,000,000, with enough ‘gadgetry |: 
land: twinkling: hardware. to «set ‘up. 

fora: couple of new:. VHF. 
are - dressingrooms. for - 

‘miniature ‘Kitchen | 

‘shop: 
stations) 
performers,” 
‘facility;.. ‘maintenance Shop,:.a VIP | 
room. (also with . monitors | and. al 

| | FOGs Just a Toy Kier. 
> Washington, March: 31.- 

- tronic. .toys’..which . 
"with radio. reception. . 

-- Commission: now --has- ‘power 

‘interfere . 

. interfering with Yyadio. commu-. 
- nications, 

_ designed: to. Prevent Anter- ; 
. ference. . 

Warren’ Magnuson - (D-Wash: ). 

.. terpart: Rep... - Oren. “Harris 
(D-Ark,). a, 

Under’ the ‘bill, FCC's regu. 
latory. scope. would: span manu- -~ 
- facture, | ‘import, shipmient - or 
“:sale ‘of electronic devices ra-. 
“diating more than their needed 
; power: and. “Tousing | UB “radio. ; 
Teception:. 

Canala’s Oscar Cin 
“Ottawa, March. 31. 

“web April:13 will be’ Sponsoréd ° ‘by 
+Progter. & Gamble ‘of Canada Ltd: 
(via: Bentown “& - Bowles).. 

(Spitzer, ° 

.SM&B- also: ‘lined up ‘both spon- 
“sors: for’ ‘Andy ‘Williams one-hour 

‘ada - has. two-thirds, ° Kimberley- 

rook, 

World’ s 

| hibit restroom. whose accent is dif- 
- ferent—the. ‘Simmons mattresses)... 

. All told Toney ‘wilonl require | 

n} Passing. as it does a “closed-circuit | 
| in-the-round”’.. 
«| With. its . utilization | of- ‘Tamps, | in, 

which. the visitor will. enjoy ‘both’ 
‘alternatives : ‘of . witnessing’ the | ; 
‘close ‘circuit ‘performances: on: 

(and, for _ ‘contrast, on both : black- +" 
 &-white and” on “tint sets), and in’ 
the. process . ‘of moving along: will}, 

-Gperation ashe. watches: the. actual. 
' performances, ‘and has. Spread. -be-' 
l fore -him all. the intracacies ‘and: 

: ‘fascinations | of .a= master.: ‘control || - 
‘room that’ represents -the ‘last. word |: 

‘iim, they'll see the latest fashions. 
‘in. sound: development. and lighting: 

‘performance”, and, “standby”. shoss | 
the}. 

exhibit. he. gets a “free audition” 
as he moves on to a ‘revolving floor- 

‘fore ‘than 300° RCA: “monitoring-| 
sets that’ are. being: set up -at. all |. 

(Similarly lost children’ wilt. get | 

posure”. to’ expedite safe return to. 
‘parents. - ‘Fhis, ‘toa,: is Ag ‘great. psy-"} 
“cholagical ‘and. builtin: ballyhoo for | 

‘Within ‘the | ‘compact - “REA Exe 
hibit’ hall. (the building alone cost | 

= Jackie Cooper Switch 
: on “FCC put in. a ‘Tequest. to" Con- _ 
-[- gress:-for: authérity to issue ‘-. 

. regulations. for-sitch devices as: :: 
_.- Garage door. openers ‘and elec- "| 

-but: it “cannot .re- .. 
° quire. that: such’ ‘equipment: be... 

in ‘the Senate ‘by. Commerce « } 
Committee’ chairman: Sen. 

“Half. the live. coverage of Oscar. 
night from: “Hollywood on.CBC:TV’s.| 

‘One- 4 
“s| quarter each -goes to Gillette: ‘of: 

* 1 Canada: . Ltd: ° 
| Bates)and American Hondo Motor 
4 Co.. (Grey). 

Mills &j. 

special: April 10. on--a limited CBC: } 
TV. network. Quaker Oats: of Can-: 

Clark Canada Ltd. one-third. Show. 
will have - ‘guests - ‘Imogene ‘.Coé¢a.. 
‘Bob Newhart, ‘Osmond, Bros. ‘and 

. . ‘man, , Coast ‘pub: ‘director. 

ps As RCA’ 7 “Hewat V Fest. 
STV Ih- the -Round| . 

‘view: ‘of: the stage. ‘plus the. ‘added | 
inducement of refreshment), zand |. 
‘for dignitaries (as when President |. 
Johnson and Queen Ellabetti show | 
up). there is a smart’ loufiget 
room facility, shower: s 

, ig: : 

-ror, bar,:ete. (the only:: one: of: its 
kind: on. the grounds, with the sin- 
‘gle. exception. of-the Simmons Ex- 

eight: technicians, ng three. 
cameramen, to operate’ the Exhibit. 
(which, - incidentally, WHE. also. ina 
clude a-stereo room" fer “sound 
only”. buffs, as was: als included: 
‘in the. RCA exhibit at the Brussels 
Fair.) 

Interestingly ~ 
“programming - former” for ‘the. 
closed-circuitry. obviates the need-| 
:for “production people’ (except; of 
course, .1n* instances where there 
will: be. on-the-air’ origination: from.| 
‘the Fair, at: which:time’ they'll also | 
shave *'atcess: :ta: both: the .16,000-.| 
Seater Singer Bowl and the World's 
Fair Pavillon). 

Marathon ‘Shows? 

“athe: closed-circuit: “programming | 
format” «is ‘of particular interest: 

| -No‘-two: “shows”. will be alike. All: 
“day; Jong there will be a:succession | 
OF ‘vignettes utilizing live,- film, | 
tape, animation; éte. — nothirig ‘to. 
‘run. more than 12 miriutes. Most 
ofthe bluechip . exhibitors . 
“package” . ‘their own 

the anticipated. 70,000,000. visitors | 
‘this | year. ‘. Thus’ the. “RCA .Net-: 
work” will serve as a unique video.| 
guide. for. the Fair. visitors.: For.as 
‘Toney. puts it: “Since ‘it might. take 
as much as three weeks for a vis- 
itor to ‘see. everything, the closed- | 
circuit. network will help them: to |‘: 
‘see aS. ‘many: things. they. might}. 
“otherwise. -have missed.’ ” 

Thus RCA: will divide. the. ‘Fair |: 
into. ¢ight zones and.run ‘a: 10-4 

cod ‘minute. film highlight ‘of each zone 
on. its. ‘appropriate : hour-—Zone 1. 
at 1-p.m.;: ete. | 
--The logistics “of trying to eater. 

to 7,000 ‘to 8,000 -RCA: Exhibit } 
visitors ‘each. day poses a Still-un- [| 

‘problem “for it: 
yneans @ continuous ‘audience turn- || 
over (and “particularly when ‘celebs 
‘are: present. it’s. anticipated: there | 
-Will :.bé - a’ reluctance: to. leave).- 

solved... “traffic”. . 

‘Toney figures. the best of the ‘sev- | 
“eral ‘possible alternatives is. simply |. 
to darken the “house” at. specified. 
intervals and- get ‘em: ‘out. ‘They’Ik 
be back: anyway. _ BO 

To Helm SG. Production 

/ Hollywood, ‘March 31. 

Jackie” “Cooper's ‘ current® " con- 

: _ |.tractual:. commitment” ‘with’ DA-TV |’ 
“to bar ‘the “use of equipment ~ is: delaying” his: joining ‘ “Screen | 

| Gems ; as Coast... chief, replacing 
-Bill Dozier, ‘but. the: telefilmery. 4s: 
expected. to. disclose: Cooper as the:} 

;.: [new Coast. boss. once: his situation 
Legislation was introduced | with UA-TV has been resolved: 

J erome | Hyams,. veepee-general | 

. ‘manager, of SG, here. ‘from N.Y. for: 
. and in the House -by-his coun- .” ‘top: -echelon : ‘meetings - with ‘the | 

Coast: crew. “at Screen Gems, de-| 

{ clined. ‘to. £0: ‘into. ‘details regarding | 

the. Cooper. situation, ‘but ‘in: reply 

‘ta: a-question as’ ‘to. whether. the | 
= producer-director-actor would join 

| SG, replied: au @ hope: so.” He ‘indi- 

Dee cated : Cooper: must. first ‘work: out | 

at his Pr re sent: commitment: with, 

| Gooper - is . “not involved: in- - the | 
2 top. brass sessions at ‘the BevHills j 

Hotel - dealing ~ principally: . with | 
‘plans for: the 1965-66 season. Sit-. 
‘ting in on these meetings ‘are, from’: 

‘Berton: Schneider, : N.Y.: Hyams; . 
veepee-treasurer: . John : Mitchell, 
sales.. veepee; Robert. Seidelman, 
syndication . veepee;. Lloyd . Burns, 
international operations. veepee;. 
‘Pierre: Marquis,’.veepee of --Audi-| 
‘ence Surveys Inc., SG.subsid, ‘and. 
‘pub-promo chief . Dan. ‘Garrett. Pat- | 
ticipating from :the Coast are! vee-. : 
“pee-exec: producer. Harry “Acker-| 
‘man.and. Charles Fries, :veepee and: 
exec... production. manager; - exec 

j made: .the. 

Toney’ Ss. 

will 1 
-Shows:: at | 

least 75 -of ‘them: making: descriptive 
color. film “shorts” for showing. to} 
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(April 17 MM) Gets 

Big British Play 
‘London: ‘March 31. 

British’ ‘tv industryites visiting 
the. ‘Montreux tv. festival this year 
(April 17 to 24), as so far indicated, 
already: tote up to an impressive 
list -of top: brassers. from both the. 
BBC. web, and ‘the commercial 
-ehannel.. 
“Underlining the growing. _im- 

‘portance ‘of the Montreux fete, the 
indies plan: to send. from ABC-TV 
Managing director Howard 
‘Thomas, program controller Brian 
Tesler,. director Philip Jones ‘he 

“Thank Your Lucky: 
Stars” -entry which the commercial 
web is.éntering into competition), 
Chris. ‘Towle: and Mal Griffiths. . 

ing Lord. ‘Windlesham,. program: 
‘controller, John MeMillan, general 
-manager, . “Elkan . Allan, variely. 
chieftain, light entertainment exec” 
producer Eric Maschwitz and super- 
‘Misory film - editor: Charles Squires. 
-From: Granada-TV goes Paddy: 

Crookshank, head of overseas sales, 
John | Hamp, light. entertainment . 
factatum ‘and Philip | Casson, ‘pro- 
‘gram director. — 

Associated. ‘Television is sending. 
Bill Ward, selected as one of the 
‘Panel of judges, and producer Alan 
Tarr ant. yj. 
“BBC's. contingent ‘includes ‘BBC- 

‘1’s program topper Donald: Baver- 
‘stock, design: chief “Richard Levin,— 
light entertainment chief Tom 
‘Sloan and ‘producers Barney Cole-. 
han who.-produced BBC’s entry 
“Good Old. Days,” and - Dennis 
Main. ‘Wilson. 

Tarich Viewers Flip Over | 
‘Hello From Philadelphia’ 
In Goodwill TV Venture 

‘Philattelphia, March: 31. 
-A’ goodwill venture. : inter- 

‘national television production 
finally.made its overseas impact 
Jast week when:a documentary pro- -- 
duced tere by WRCV-TV last. year, ~ 
‘was shown on. a Zurich tv: station. 

: The local NBC o&o outlet played 

of a. cultural. exchange program . 
‘sponsored by: the U.S. State Dept. . 

- Whileobserving all phases of tv 
‘operations at WRCV-TV..” Hitzig 
‘also recorded his impréssions and 
‘experiences. of -Philadelphia in a. 

= --+ documentary that ranged. from 
1 visits. ‘to.-historical and cultural 
“} spots. as -well as to. drug stores, - 
«| fashion | shows. and cocktail parties. 

Program was shown in prime 
time here under title “Stranger in 

Delayed By UA-TV Te! 
|“Hello from Philadelphia,’ ” 

Town.” In Switzerland it.-was aired. 
‘from Station SRG-TV, under title 

with. 
-Hitzig’ narrating *in German for 
the cantons surrounding Zurich. — 

“American w ays . of life” found 
fascinating and aired by the Swiss. 
visitor were the “going .out~ of. 
business” sales; drug _ store. , 
enormity, conventions, cocktail 
parties and that ‘meaningless - but 
inevitable ‘phrase “we. must set. 

ae together for lunch.” ” 

JERRY THORPE IN" . 
PACT WITH MGM-TV 

~ Hollywood, March 31. 
“Jerry: Thorpe, veepee.. in charge 

- of: programming for- Desilu’ Pro- 
ductions -for the past two years, 
‘will move to. MGM-TV._ as a pro-- 
dueer-director when his pact ex-.. 
pires the end of April, under terms 
of.a deal signed. with Mefro in N.Y.- 

Thorpe has ‘been production 
chief at Desilu for.-two years, be- 
‘ing “named: to that spot by. then- 
prexy Desi’ Arnaz. of the: telefilm- 
-ery.. Prior to that he was exec pro- 
ducer of the studio’s “The Un-... 
touchables,” producer-director of a 
‘number. of its “Westinghouse Desi- 
lu Playhouse” segs, director of. 
‘some Lucille Ball-Arnaz specs, ‘di- 
reétor of some “I Love Lucy” seg- 
‘ments, and. director of five Pilots, 
all of which. sold. 

OK. 2006" KKIS ‘Sale 
__ |. Washing dn eA 31. | 

FCC's Broadcast ‘Bureau okayed 
‘the $200,000: ‘Sale. of . KKIS-AM, 

| Pittsburg, Calif., from Pace-Shear 
producers Fred de Cordova and 
Howie Horowitz. ‘and -. Jim. Hardi- ° 

: W. Ernest. Minor. 

‘Radio Ine.. to Major - Minor Corp. 
‘The buyer. is wholly owned by 

‘Associated - Rediffusion is ‘send- na 

‘host for several months in 1963. to ra 
| Swiss, tv.exece Ulrich Hitzig, as part. 
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_RADIO-TELEVISION Weineadsy, April 1, 1964 

“Tele Follow-Up Comment | 
“Bob: “Hope - ‘Presents 

‘The grie-time: movie“ tycoon ‘who: 

“. ‘made millions out’ of a Hollywocd| 
Jb dream. factory,“ only to” find ‘that. 
: = publie tastes have changed. and -he 
_S7no longer :has- the’ gift ‘of. ‘packing’ 
“.} them. in; was the subject of a ‘syn: 
“thetic” ‘drama’ Friday’ (27) night.‘ on 
“" “Bob Hope. -Presents.”” 

the. U. Ss. ‘Was: s highlighted: by. redivety. 
‘anent. the. stabbing © of U:S.::Am-"]) - 
bassador Edwin O. Reischauer. bya 
‘mentally deranged: youth™> Ameti- 

-Emmerson;'| 
“Spelling : Reischauer. . on” the : pro-. 
‘gram, who. said. the expected. ‘things. 
j-about the two - countries: sharing 
-|.the same ideals; and. Shinzo Koike, 
: | Japanese’ ‘minister. - of © ‘Posts. and : 
'| Telecommunications, : -who> ‘said it: 

can* ‘ninister™ John. Ky. 

‘The: drama, an’ original” ‘by.. Rod -would be wonderful if -the: Olympic. 

‘Serling, was: synthetic’ in’. ‘that. the} 

oe tycoon ‘came ‘over’ more’ ‘as a type} 

- than ‘an. individual;. he. also was 

"written. and played: ‘by ‘Rod: Steiger, , "crawler whose ‘margins’ went: be- 
yond -the. tv.. tube resulting. in: some. 
Jost. “words. 

‘in ‘a. -one-key; ‘almost hysterical 
: tone.: “The. drama, though, did. have 

a i interest, in. a journalistic. vein. - 

’ Steiger,. 

” had ‘his ‘best moments: in’ a ¢on- 
| frontation’ ‘with his: daughter. ‘Play-|_ Po 

. ing, the mixed: up- ‘daughter; thrice |. 
~“marriéd,.’ ‘an-orphan: of Jove; : was |. 
“Sally . Kellerman, . ‘She, : 

key,’ conveyed the feeling that she} 

oo _Bortraying a: “yuthless 
. - pirate; ‘the- Jewish immigrant. who | | 
made: it ‘big. as. a “Sammy Glick,’ a 

invat “goat 

events could :. be broadcast . by: 
another Relay * satellite. : 

The’ telecast : ayas. prodiced with 
S| precision: “and | reception ‘was “ex-. 

‘eellent.. NBC-TV_used the. -occasion; ; 
on’ ‘the “Today’”. ‘show, to: insert ‘a. 
‘reminder ‘that ‘it ‘would be: télevis- 
‘ing: the Olympic: games 3 in. October |: 
exclusively in: the U, Se Les. 

Tee [Stage. 2. oo : 
Por the. ‘second: ‘show in its. se-. 
ries: of ‘locally: produced. entertain-" 
iment. specials, WCBS-TV,. -N.Y.; 

commercial: class.’ 
Franchi, -kinda ‘stiff in-a.solo spot; 
-tumed | “Out. to. bean’ engaging -feél- 
low -in-a song-and-softshoe routine. 
With: Burns.” 

simply gee-whiz, - 
- ‘Winduppers...were: Carl ‘Reitier | 

2.000: j:that. Sex -is- okay:.so. Tong. as at. isn’t | 
| taken- seriously.. 

| and. Mel Brooks. ‘with’ their - 
| Year Old. Man” ‘routine. of... disk- 

~~ ‘delivering: ‘the: “typical. hopscotch. P Lo oe 
4 | monology that waxed. sSnappier as-| fT 
¢1it went; ‘Maybe. Burns, .as. one. of: 

‘|. the revered. old” ‘guard,. ‘can. pull it 14. 
-} |. off, but. it- might: have been: the |‘ ye i 
+1 wiser: to.sub for’.some :of .the ‘in- | ¢ 

digo,. ‘especially: a : couple : of ‘Liz: , 
-Diekie-Eddie : cracks, 

all the rendeying ‘was In, the highly |- 

“Patti Page: delivered .. a. “couple 
Of class’ pops. in: knowing: manner, 
and the-threé Lennon: Sisters : ‘Baye. 
their ‘sweet unison treatment to. a- 

‘English: ‘pair .of “moon” ballads... 
translations. of: ‘the. Japanese - talks.)-- 
“were: given -sirnultaneously, . -on:’..a” 

Rudy Cardenas, :a “jugeler who's” 
been aréund’ Seemingly since the 
‘birth of the coaxia}; had“ some new 
‘stuff; and remains ‘a. “sure grabber. 

- |. Mae -Ronay’s. magic ‘is “secondary .. 
(even .sloughéd) in ‘favor. 6f laughs, - 
and he knows : ‘how «to. get.:them. - 
‘Dependable, -too: : 
happy .* Dunhills- "Bye. 

nitery -renown, “and fer this dis-: 
-¥ play. keyed ‘to ‘the. elections. But. in 
very. minor. key, - ‘and -if< not ‘for. 
-some nonsense by Brooks in a Bela‘: 
‘Lugosi: getup,. the, turn would ‘have | 

‘ Show ‘was a little ‘topheavy - th’ Aon . Peter. Bellwood, 
the. vocal. ‘department, especially as.{ 

Italy’ s Sergio. - 

1 PARTICIPATING . 

“4 ‘Satirical . revue, 

were. “the: tap. {7UB- ‘off ‘ona station ‘that last year - 

AS: _ always, lof, sex on the contemporary. scene. 

. Strollers * 

oe 

“Teen Reviews 
THE ESTABLISHMENT. mo. place, brandy shifter. and Dr: “Wat 

“Francis | son. costume, Cabot sets a tone 
Bethencourt,. Alexandra - Berlin, | that ‘thd “pedestrian. story just 

| -Roddy-. ‘Maude - ‘Roxby, | Carole | doesn’t: measure up to: Prospects 
Simpson; - Marian‘. “MacPartland. ‘aren't too good,. ‘unless future 
Trio. - _ | scripts. improve - vastly “over “the. 

Producer: - Peter Cook ” premiere. | Les. 
| Director: Al Kassel” if — 

-. Writer: Cook. ‘| JEOPARDY 
‘With -Art Fleming, host;. others: 

. ‘| Producer; Bob Robin 
‘WNEW-TV, New York (tape) . ‘Director: .Bob. Hultgren 

. Most - interesting trade. angle: to 4-30: Mins.; 11:30 am. “© 
this- WNEW-TV presentation of: the | : PARTICIPATING. 

“The. Establish ; NBC-TY, from N: Y: | 
ment, **- Was. ‘that the - show, “which: New: Bame. show; “Jeopardy,” is 

features. a-standup routine. severely. 7 a fast-paced, ‘heady ‘contest. The 

ribbing" heterosexuality.. and’: an- more. intelligent: women—if they 

‘60 Mins., Mon. “March. 30, 101 Pam. 

| other’ routine’ ridiculing... British’:  havé- the time in the | morning ° ‘to. 

concentrate - ‘on a game — should. ‘government officials for their ner- i 
yvousness about: homosexuality, Was: ‘find some fun in the half-hour, 

_One of the. unusual twists of: this 
killed an “Open End’ discussion.’ . Merv Griffin. package is that the 

This:either indicates a growth: in . 
sophistication ‘by.. WNEW. execs,.or ; : The winning response is to ask the 

‘ correct. questi on, which -would 
‘prompt the. given answer. “Once 
‘ the reverse twist is taken. in stride 

-*The' Establishment,” a London | iby ‘the: viewer, he or she could cafe. ‘group that ‘has Had: a. couple; 
of Seasons’ at. the - ‘off-Broadw ‘ay! 

‘Theatre-Club in. “New, “up” with. the prcper Guestions; 

i while. away. somé time in coming: 

The information sought, judging ' 
_... Mever. had ‘a*chancé.with’'a father ;came. up - with: “Rodgers. &. 

“whose: only child :was his studio. | Revisited,” a’): wholly *, 

Lorenz: . (harry) 

jart: 
ae winning |. 
-_ : James : -_Dunn as the tycoon’s: “ves? throwback: to sonie youthfully. pbril-. 4: = TS 

‘Man. ‘was properly- ‘pathetic. “Anne. ‘liant tunes : ‘by . ‘Richard . -Rodgérs, foe: 

» Eee had a minor role fora: minor ; still: going. strong,” and. his - first |. 

, been: decidedly. dull, 

‘rara avis. on“tv these’ days, -did: a] not censorship). . 2" wife of Mr. ‘Tycoon. 

in addition to: ‘intéo- 
aan ducing: ‘the drama, had ‘a: featured: 

4 -' polé-.in the play, : that .of “himself! 
so Lvemeeeing a: “producer ‘of. the: year” 

‘Bob. ‘Hope; 

- award‘: to: ‘the . ‘eentral. -character. 
7 ~ Robert Culp as the man. ‘Tepresent-. 
2.0: ing) NLY. -banking. . interests, .- 
"young, ‘man. who. subverts - ‘Mr. Big, 

 - Was ‘sketched: in vaguely. : 

; Many- of: ‘Serling’s: lines. packed.a 
punch: ‘As few lines-had- some. yid- |. 
‘dishisms.° However, : it wasn’t - ‘the’ 
lines, punchy ‘or otherwise; the: 
fault.’ “was due - more .to: Serling’s: 

- reliance © ‘on stock. images. 
i+ Ron Winston directed‘in clipped, 
oe effective fashion. _ Dick” ‘Berg: Pro-| 
ee, ‘Aueed. 4 : H oro.: 

Sasa of: Western Man © 
- 1964”. the f ourth and final, 

- documentary ‘in’ ‘the ABC ' News 
-": series, “The Saga. of Western Man, en 

‘was a brilliant - graphic . -essay-“on:| 
‘potential.’ and. nicely .on - 

‘members: of. the. ‘cast, handled the : 
‘narrative: chores... . 

Show, -based on: an EP “oreated : 
‘by- Ben ‘Bagley; ’ was: produced and. 
directed: by Merrill Brockway with’ |. 
“musical. arrangements’ by Norman. 
‘Paris, : 

America’ Ss. power, . 
‘complex: ‘problems, in” the quest. 
Aor. ‘social ideals, - 

John: H.. ‘Secondari’s-s ‘script and |" 
. nariation,: backed. -by ‘remarkably -. 
te probing camera ‘work’ on the. Amer- 
* Jean Scene,.brought-into hard focus. 
. the nation’s. contrasts of. affluerice- 
: and poverty,. youth and: age, energy 

it, and - leisure, - education’ and . igno- 
Trance. and: striving . “for” peaceful 

"goals, against the challenge of. the. a area 
.: nuclear. age.. Mostly. it was “Seeon- |: 
.. dari in ‘voice-over. text to. absorb= 
Ang: ‘closeups of the national -scéne.. 
with. director Warren ‘Wallace and” 
his crew of roaming ‘photogs’ mak- 
ing great. use. of the telescopic Jens 

for :microscopic’*.” ‘exploitation’ of 

Work. - Editing’ was. " equally.- effec- 
tive, bringing out the.. utmost: in. 

the’ country’s ‘perplexing | contrasts. 
“Against the’ billion-dollar pleasure, 
enterprises - were. laid ‘the::tragedy- 
_of: the over’ “65's, ithe ‘poverty: of. 

._~, ‘the ‘country’s. ‘depressed. areas. -the: 
"+": waste. of: resources, thé building 
"Mania, the death of the rural town + “ and mourning . in- ‘Daas. ae 

a Secondari: and ‘Helen Jean “Rog: 
(vers eoproduced. “1964,” an. excel-. 
= ent capper. to this fine elementary, 
en =e series. 7 | Bill. 

 Teday 
7 oe "Phe: first Japan-to-US. “telecast. ; 
a in. history, via the. Relay..11 satellite 
 Jast ‘Wednesday.. (25). morning;. was |: 

” “go brief that it ‘was:a pity sd- much |: 
2 Of -it had. -to be ‘occupied: by: dip-| ; 
“*- Jomatie : ‘formalities ‘and -speeches.. 
Even’ so,:a ‘surprising lot: was eram- |. 

a med into: the: eight-minute. program, | 
_ including. -a view of the ‘teeming 

Ginza ‘at night. cbreakfast ‘time- in|: 
‘the. fountains: in the -the. States),: 

‘plaza. of the: Imperial. ‘Palace:: the 
"-site’ of. the upcoming: Tokyo ‘Olym-- “pies, a look.: inside- the . judo | ‘in-- 
‘stitute’ .with - an’ interview . of - an { ing ‘an okay. account or-better; yet 

‘aS. a cumulative . exercise. thie hour: 
“was not notable. . =.” 
- Because. ‘in style. and: personality. 

.| the. show is commonplace.. For the 

| ‘American student there, and” a ‘per- 
_. formance’ of. the. heraldic music 

specially, ‘composed: for. - the’ Olym- 
Pies.” 

* Along with - these - ‘were short’ 
_7 Messages, from . ‘Japanese premier 
7 ‘Hayato. Ikeda, ‘whose, erecting to 

‘the: 

Schwartz 

TV's 

‘life force. 
Americans at. play . (in. ‘the notable |: 
spas: and. ‘gambling towns): ‘and at 

‘too: good, -nor .the- questions “posed 
by ‘host-interviewer:: Charles Cal- 
lingwood: very interesting.” 

‘more . or. - less’ ~- typical, : 
pleasantly: ‘and with. all hands: giv- | 

interviews, - 
half. an. ‘hour. ‘It: would: have’ ‘been. 

“smarter - just’ to. interview |. - 
the man, ‘and let him’ have: his Say. 
Background - ‘and. other: material.:in. 
-such a: tight ‘situation; .could: have 
‘heen. better supplied by the inter- 
viewer. - a 

| lyricist partner, 
‘Hart.. Except to the. fanatical R&A 
buffs, ‘which. are. legion,: the. tunes 
revived: ‘on : this’. half-hour : outing 
were” ‘obscure. numbers from : the: 
‘late’ 1920s ‘and | early. 1930s, some 

| of :which were. ‘dropped: from: R&H.- 
musicals even. before. they. reached. 
Broadway... But even in _these.-so-. 
‘called flop tunes, the. R&H stamp 

. (OF ‘originality ‘and cleverness’ ‘clear-.| . 
jly identified..the composers. ~: | 
“A cast: of talented.- youngsters; ‘ 

working in. ‘uncluttered. sets, ran* 
-through. the: songs_ effectively: in: 
revue -style. Karén.Morrow: regis: 

| teréd solidly. with her. comedy ren-"|- 
dition. of. “I°Blush,’” while’ Susan‘ 
Watson ; displayed a-pléasirig style 
n° “Ship Without. A . Sail”: -and: 

ve 23 “Send For. Me.” _ Fredericka “Weber | 
{and Cy: Young . did. ‘a bright song. 

_routine’ on “Don’t Teil Your. Folks” 
‘with.’the: former -also: handling ‘the - 

“At (Fhe Roxy:. Music |: 
Hall,’ og. charmingly antique. piece |. 
Jead | on: 

Cy: Young. ‘als6.. did 
“Pantomime.” 

of. material. - 

choreography - by”: Ronald 
Field and continuity: by. Jonathan 

Oe, + . Herm. 

““Chroniclé 
ae “good. ‘idea was. dissipated . ‘on |: 

‘Wednesday's. (25). edition: of .CBS- | 
“Chronicle, caer | ‘half-hour. -de- | 

voted; to” .three-: ‘aged: ‘artists, ‘all. 
over. 70,.:éach’ -active. in. their ° re- | 

| writer ‘Herbert Appleman | ‘cluttered 
the’ screen with extraneous. vapid - 

spective. fields; éach Fetaining) their. 

What. ‘made the idéa‘ ‘Grumble on. 
‘the screen was the unintelligibility |* 
of the:sound. In‘the. case of ‘sculp- } 
tor: Jacques -Lipchitz,. ‘the-.accent of 
‘the: 73-year-old . artist. presented a 
-formidable. obstacle to the viewer's |- 
uderstading. Operatic. star -Lotte 
:Lelmann: -was interviewed at her. 
home....in Santa . Barbara, * Calif.; 
. where she’ téaches: a selected | group 
of* students. - In the* case- of “Mme. 

‘|"Lehmann, ‘the. sound. “'too;. wasn't. ‘Ogiky. ‘Benson.& Mather, said: he 
| couldn’t_in good. conscienée - accept. 
a cigaret- account. : 
ex-smoker,: he: said -he ‘would ‘like. 
‘té:: conduct - a: public information 
program °for. ‘the: government : ‘edu- 3 : squad . to. -work’ against time. For |. 
‘eating people’ on. how. to give up 

: Coming off. best. was. B5-¥ earold 
photographer. ‘Edward Steichen who- 

‘now is- busy..assembling:.a. picture 
- history of. the. Negroes contribution 
to American. Jife.- He’ had. the gift 
“of - laughter - and: . the.” sound .. “Was: 
more. -intelligible. « 

> This: was: one. of: the aweakest out: 
ings” of “Chronicle”; . Ats: oe 
faults. were: glaring: * Horo. 

: The. ‘ollywoed: Palace - 
What: hampers ‘this: ABC: TV: 

vaudeo’ is’ -the. precision. of: pace; 
the - sense.” of. a- mechanieéal: hour; 4! 

“neutrality”. on: ‘the subject of: Cig 
.arets. - 

Last Saturday’s .(28) outing: ‘being 

latest. canter, : George Burns (and: 
-stogie) did the host bit; effectively: 

y/ augmenting some of the turns, and. 

:| York, . translated- ‘fairly well to. ‘ty f 
. : in’ this ‘hour version: (which : ‘had: 
oe , several upsettirig: nips in the. tape j 

“Ka Sullivan: Ga ‘along. the way, though perhaps they : 
“Harry” Belafonte, something of a- were. for. éditing tothe hour and} 

from: the’ preem show, was more 
‘than - the -~most- élementary kind, 

Pit 

;in- a.m.. _ Shows.. The knowledge re- 
t constantly sought from: ‘contestants: 

‘ Various |: 

brief. portrait ‘on’ ‘Tuesday's — 
-edition- of. -WCBS-TV’s 

unfolded : 

much - 

stanza - ‘Sunday: (29). 
half’ was ‘all-his (with ‘his © corps” 
of. folksingers); and:-the balladeer.. 
responded’ with. a typical. class per- | 
‘formance. If’ there’ be a- eavil, it. 
“was” with: the’ ‘star’s:. fallback:-on 
“some. “ overly familiar (Scarlet. 
Ribbons,” ete.) numbers.: 

Belafonte in. extended’. format 
pave -an. otherwise just: oke. vaudeo 
its needed lift. Jack’ Carter’s- mer-* 
‘curial. monolog was ‘a, spotty affair, . 
curial: ‘monolog .was.a - spotty affair... 
‘Lacking, - for one: thing, were some: 
Bauman’ s. Tigers, fromthe’ Ring-: 

‘ling -hig: top; and pre-filmed for the 
‘show, ; achieved. . its interest“ “only. 
‘when. the cats’ were glommed in| 
vivid. closeup. British’ ventriloquist ‘Producer: 
‘Dennis: Spicer - likewise. “rated. : ia 
split -decision, : His.’ ‘joking: avec 
dummy was: feeble, but some voice- 
“throwing. trickery, Stood _ him. 
better: Stead... 

|‘suasive, ‘And -a’ -Coast youngster, 
Karen. Vatentine;. ‘Was -sprung in. 
‘something like “an Annie - ‘Oakley’ 
to strut with - “You Can't” Get: a‘! 

‘| Man with.a “Gun.” For her. youthful 
_} mien, it.: wasn’t the- Ww isest: choice: 
o. of | ‘material. : 

_— . Eye “on New. York 
Ad: ‘man “David Ogilvy’. sat for. ‘a: 

(24) | 

and “ dull” ‘material, which © ‘blurred | 
the outlines . ‘of the mani ©. * 
- When: Ogilvy, himself; ° 

color of. the man was. ‘lost. -when 
‘the’ cameras: switehed: to: associates ‘t 
‘of. Ogilvy -in the agency. biz.: They 
‘added’.few dimensions or: insight | 

| to: the subject. being ‘painted. © 
: Ogilvy, speaking - for. -his: agency | ‘to. give-his characters: a. life. outside: 

the habit.. He -also:-was. critical. of 
the’. overcommiercialization- of tv: 
‘and: -radio,.-and ‘advocated ‘govern-. 
ment: intervention to free’ broad-. 
easting~ of. its’ commercial - ‘clutter. 
Contrary.” - positions: - “were. ..ren- 

dered: on: the issues of government 
-| intervention: re overcommercializa-. 
‘Ttion by” ‘National: Assn. of Broad-: 

‘easting prexy: LeRoy Collins: and 
Charles. Brower:- chairman | of. ‘the: 
board. of BBDO, -proclamied - his 

All. this,. | plus ‘innumierable: other 
. Were... squeezed. . into 

. Horo... 

1 SUSPENSE a 
| With Sebastian. Cabot, host; ‘Arthur | E as host. 

“mM 

~ATice’ Lf i.CBS-TV
- (film)- . I 

. ‘and. Ellen gave. the: outing, a sexy 
‘dressup, but. their. vocal ‘and. terp 

| talents - ‘weren't ‘particularly’ - _per-: 

» Pit: ' Arthur Kennedy: and Martin. Bal-.j 

ad 

“Eye ..on | got’ around. it. 
‘New-York.’ | It’s. a. pity. “producer- would only. have been. an incident, :: 

22° nedy. 
“Was on. [Balsam none, “or.- that the: ‘incident | 

‘camera, he came. across ‘as an-.en- 
Paging, . intelligent man, with ‘some |: 
définite ; ideas about. his trade.- The: 

‘In .faet, as. an psychotic: in’ the’ maternity. ward : 

the: first third of the program they: 
| de-fuse: the’. bomb, ° 

Balsam doing the’ slow: walk” care- verve : ‘to. “carry on. 
‘ful ‘not to shake. the: bottle. .. nee 
finally they tow the ‘barge’ out. of (THE OPEN: GRAVE 
‘the harbor to: safety;-and ‘the only } With Charles Palmer, Maud. Whit- 
‘suspense. that remained was: the 

yep, it was really-nitro... 

‘host: for. the: ‘series is as_preten- 

the- premiere | episode; 
Kenny.” As an. ‘unwhimsical. Alfred kinson- of Toronto had ‘ced. At, 7 

» Liane © Propped. :with- a. fire: a 

-cessful turns in: an uneven hour.. : On, : ‘the viewer must stay” glued ‘to 
‘There also: were scorching -satires : ‘the: set. 
of Ladybird . ‘Joknson.: and: Prime. 4 

exception. of . Alexandra - Berlin) “with a. miss.- Answers, to’ which 
were’ highly’ skilled. in ‘the | cafe- i questions ‘must be. furnished, are 

broken: down into _categories.. To ‘satire . presentation: - . Marian Mac: | 
‘Partland, the. jazz-pianist, and ‘her 
group. supplied interesting: musical’ 

| backing intros.) +: Bill: 

an ing. devises. 

. Horo. 
Kennedy, Martin Balsam, others | a 

‘Gilbert: Ralston. a, GET THE. MESSAGE 
‘Director: Ted Post - | With Frank Buxton, others: 
“Writer: Phil Reisman “Ir, adapted Exee.. Producer: Robert Noah" 
. from story by. ‘Ralston. a ; Producer: Jack Farren vos 
30 Mins... Wed:, 8:30 | p.m, | Director: Mike. Gargiulo 

; PARTICIPATING | 30° Mins., Mon.-Fri., ‘11. a.m. 
PARTICIPATING , 

-CBS-TV’s ‘néw Wednesday. night | ABE-TV.. from. N: YY." 
‘entry has all. the: attributes .of: a {~ ) 

‘unsatisfying yarn ‘that. laé¢ked char-. ‘gameshow. that’ ought to click’ with. 
‘acter.. interest - and: “was ‘woefully i the devotees.. ‘Tt fits. in: the’ middle: 
‘short -on: storyline, /as ‘a. ‘result: of.! of -ABC’s. new. morning -li 
‘which: it! had little to offer: in what | 90 G-T minutes commencing at nn 
the’ series. means chiefly-to sell, to: : 10:30" gong (“Price is Right” and 
wit; Suspense. Two excellent actors, i“The- “Object. 

sam, ‘were -wasted ina. couple. ‘of 
colorless ‘stock ‘reles..-: 
~The teleplay’ kept threatening to. 

‘develop -a- story, but “never really *: 'B 
What © trafispired © 

Tw hich is likely to. make a2 strong 
-tun-of it for‘the-web. ~ 

uxton hosting; is, of course, G-T 
. repeating: ‘themselves. but wth 
i-Shrewd variations. In this version, 
a male team itwo. celebs. and a non- 

; pro) square off. against a femme 

perhaps not even. ‘the climactic“one,; | 
‘Ina. more. competent ‘melodrama. 
Tt -was..a/:totalirrevancy. that: Ken- | 

-had- five ‘kids ‘at- home. ‘and: 

i (title, name, | . phrase, slogan,. etc.) 
os as based . on: one-w ord. written clues 

‘about to: move “to. a safer: job. with” 
can. insurance: company. These were /. 
false threads that got: ‘nowhere. and ‘ 
contributed - nothing . of. substance | 
to. the. ‘story. fabric. ‘They | ‘were. 
, merely the. writer’s: Jame.. attempt + 

COps. the $100 bounty. There’s also 
-a : quickie’ aspect to. the. game, 
wherein lesser. bonus. money. is 

balized clues. . 
. The: session goes at. a’ fast clip, 

Ww with: ‘clean production and minimal 
reliance’ on.the flibness. of the. ‘per- 

of a. hospital ‘puts.:two heroes “of:, -sonalities. -Buxton is pleasant and 
‘New -:York : ‘City’s - ~police- -bonib. efficient: as. conferencier. Monday’s 

(30) -preemer =: pit ed. Abe Burrows 

‘the ‘immediate : situation. . 
A. time. bomb: pianted: by. ae 

thing to a: barge. on. the river, and. I Its. basic sameness. notwithstand- 
this ate.-up- beaucoup time. with : ing, “Get . the Message” has the 

Pit. 
‘And {: 

‘more,;. Erie Ciavering, ethers 
question, did the bottle really con- | Exec: Preducer: Jim Guthro — 

|-tain nitro-glycerine: or. was: it: some: Producer-Director:. Ronald Kelly 
‘thing harmless such as honey? They | Writer: Charles FE, Jcrael 
pull: the ‘string ‘to set it. Off,. and : 60: Mins., Wed., 9:30 p.m.” 

i as CBC, from ‘Toronto (film) 
The use..of Sebastian Cabot .as|° There ‘must have been some red. 

faces. in high places after “The 
tious. and. pointless as the title of |Open Grave” was actually aired on 

AT Mike CBC.. Anglican Kishop Fr ed Wil-. 

(Continued on page: 62) 

Top contestant in the. “opener 

Ministér Home; and a. bright:iam- if won: -about ‘$350. The “answers 
| pooning of religion as surveyed ‘by: range from $10 to $50, with the. 
a. consumer. research: organization. ! ithr ee contestants standing’ the. 
All performers:(all British with the! chance: to ‘lose. all their winnings 

add more life to the game, there's. 
“double jeopardy,” when. the stakes: 

Y are: twice:as much, and other: boost: 

Art. Fleming: had a sure touch 

: . é‘Get. the Message” is. the latest. 
‘summertime potboiler. The ‘anthol-. ‘off the ‘Goodsen-Todman: beltline, . 
ogy series began last week with.an ; meaning it’s. an’ astutely.- tooled - 

Is,”” latter: switched: 
{from NBC, are fore and aft},. 

' “Get the. Message,” with Frank: 

supplied ‘by their celeb teammates.‘ 
First side to rack up three. wins - 

given for correct. Tesponse to ver-. 

' contestants: are given. the. ‘answers... ./ 

The .above-men- : quired ‘in’ many of the eatepories : | 

virtual.takeover of the Ed Sullivan | tioned -confessions ‘of -a . hetero-j leaned: toward the intelligent side, _ 
‘The - second sexual was. one ‘of the. most-. suc ; and in order to follow what's’ going 

o 

squad. The audience - centestants ~ ; 
i are required. to.guess an expression. 

and Orson Bean as-clue-makers op-.- - 
“a. hazardous '-pesite Peggy Cass and Betty White. 

“trick, “but. suspenseless -here' be-! i All of. ’em, : of course, have. :long 
cause. obviously the two stars aren't -|:since. earned. their. spurs at parlor. 
‘going to be blown. up‘so early in: "pastimes, hence took to “Message” 
‘the. game.-Then they. carried: the’: with elan:. 
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S sarwday, March 1 19, Bill Lawrence’ eae of ABC News | 

at beat all competition on the resignation of. Pierre Salinger That same 

day, John Scali also scooped the: field ; in reporting the 

~ impending - : i resi ignation of L Dez an. Rusk. APU PI, CBS and 

: ~ other r news I . _ _ | =iservices pic ced up th 1e story with 
: an n ABC credit, oS okay 

a Nine days earlier, when all three rietworka presented. 
See Hampshire el election specials from 1: 15-11: 45) pm, ABC's. 

Howard K.Smith jj and Edward. P. Morgan attracted a 

2 not-so-surpris sin g aS 34%. share of the three-network 
a audience. The: _ 7 oa other network shares were 41% and 
5%. Said: The V ashington Star: “The production. was smooth, the 

physical setup impressive, and the e performance by the new 

- team first-rate” a. a BRAY 

7 On : Mareh 16 15, in areas where all networks c comp: nated with the 
— ‘same program, 25%. of the three-network audience tuned to ABC 

for or Conretas ion with the President”: » 

~ This sum: ner. and fall, General I Dwight D. Eisenhower, Senator 

Hubert HE Jumphrey and Senator Sam J: Ervin, Jr, will help ABC 
~ cover. the] National Conventions and the events leading up to 
: the Presidential election. mm - 

_ Add the facts that / BCs Ron Coc a ne is tie only 
. early ¢ evening network newscast to show an = a i increase in 

. audience (up 36% ) this year, and that f ABC's S Bob Young | 
_ presents television’ s only late weeknight network — 7 

news program—and it becomes: clear why ABC N ews Poy 
iss moving to the fore’ in n network ne news s presentation. | 

‘Sources: Nielsen. MNA Reports, common markéts3/10/64 and'3/15/64Average Audierice- NTI, September II'63—February "64 ys, similar réports year ago, Average Audience Hommes. Report estimates are subject to qlalifications which are available of request. 



| -VARIETY’s weekly ‘tabulation based on: rativiga, furnished + oy ‘American. Research’ 10: shows; ‘both rietwork- and syndicated, are: isted’ on the. basts of thet ‘sowing, . 

‘Bureau, highlights the top 10 ‘network: shows on a lecal level and offers'a rating | in the total area. ‘homes barometer... *. ‘ 

. study of the. top :10 syndicated. shows in. ‘the 3 same Particular markets. ‘This week ~. Z ‘Various ‘bran ches: “of ‘the industry, van ging from me dia. buyers: jo. Weeat stations 1. 

ste different markets are ‘covered. . ; 7 
to syndicators. will find. the charts: valuable. | 

Kk and dication study, features the: ‘total: area hoines. 4. rediched’ “..” Over the course. of a year, ARB ‘will: tabulate @. ‘minimum ‘of 247 rhdirkéts:: The- 

- and Both metre etwor atings On each. show. The ‘total. atea homes reached reflects .‘ results of that tabulation. will -be ‘found sweekly. in| Variety Coupled. with: ‘the: rating - 

- the audiences on the . basis’ of ‘the. total. market area ‘examined; The metro area "performance. of: the. top 10 network shows, on the local -level, the: VarteTy-ARB. charts. 

; ratings are based” on. the. metropolitan’ markets within the total Greg. . examined. Top: “ are. r. designed. to reflect the: rati
ng tastes, ‘of. virtually every: market tn the. U. Ss. 

| ae : KOKA, WiAs, i ee rer00: soa 4-3, 
Total Area Metro. 

-Hemes. Areéa'||. 
Reached: Rts: 

466,400 | 

423,600" 
:  $80,300° | 
-. 364,100 - 

360,900. 
. 357,000. ... 

" wotal: a! | 
a ‘Homes. 

a 205,100... 
oon WAT cE 292,200 _ 

21 viet KDKA 353,500.“ 
‘| Zane. Grey Theatre. 22: KDKA | -.143,700-, 

oP _ | {Putt Mov. Spec.. .. WTAE | “231,700. : 
147/500 15 | Bowery; Chiller; B. Golf. WIK 123; 100 
(146,400 }Movie. Spee; ‘Beaver...+ :WTAE —, 185,000... 
143,700. 13 | Wrestling. . Hieenetegekees -WIIC: .... 164,900 ~ 
.142;700...-_ 13 | Wrestling © WIC. | 167,500 - 
142,200" |Nurses . 20. oo. s. ww eeee KDKA 355 400 - 
".140,760.. 

K Top. ) Syndicated. Shows. bay & Time | + Sta. _ 

|} 1. ‘Sea Hunt ‘(Mon Fri. 8; 30) eevee a. WTAE. . wee Beonomee 
|, 2. Death Valley Days- (Tues. 7: 30). :.. -KDKA.:. 
3. Jo Stafford; H’wood Palace , Sat 10). WTAE... 
4. ‘Wrestling (Sat. -§:00) ... WHC. Lee's 

5. Champion Bowling (Sat. 45:00). “GWAR... 
-6. Rifleman; Sat. Report (Sat. 6: 30)... .<. KDKA:. 
“9, Zane. Grey Theatre (Sat. 6: 00)... ~ KDKA.. 

‘| 8 Leave Beaver; Movie (Sat. 6: 00). “ WTAE.. 
|| 9. Cerraptors; Olympic. (Thurs, 10: 00): WTAE...... Four: Star. 
10. Stoney -Burke; AFL. ¥B _ WTAE: fon. Economes. 

the Sun: (3:30, §:30). Lea See . qeeeeey Feeeees * 

RK. ‘Top. ‘Network: Shows. Sta. 

ok Beverly. Hillbillies. ~.KDKA 
<2. Dick. Van- Dyke ... 
3. Petticoat Junetlon 2 s.K 
4. Andy Griffith”. .:......KDKA 
5. Ed: Sullivan ... _ a" ... KDKA 
6. Jackie Gleason. veeeees KDKA. . 

7. Nurses. 0.2.2.5. 620.00: KDKA.” 355,300. | 
&. ‘Lassie; Wizard, On...  KDKA' 353,700. 
9. Gunsmoke ™ : .” ; - 353,500: 
10. Danny Kaye Peres: ; “2 351,800:-- 

- 291 lo. 
US. Borax «215,500 1. 
-ITC ~ * 209,700: .21}{Gunsmoke . =... . 
+20 “Fox ‘TV: . 164, 200. 

oocs ee 2 0 0.0 0&8 @ 

Schwimmer 
.. Four Star. 
.. Four: Star 
« MCA-TV.. 

‘Playoff ‘bai Feature. ..KDKA  .239,500-- - 
‘Lassie; ‘Wizard | Oz. 1esKDKA - 353,700 | ON 

SURVEY. a JANUARY 4-31, 1 “so ‘WUHF, 

oo Bonanza. 

Be Beverly Hubilties eeae WISN 203,800 we 

3. Andy: Griffith. . .WISN: °189,600- 

*“g7400 
:. 80,700. 
_ 55,000: 
“"58;900. 

2 Price’ Is Right. 2 WITT: 
| Spts: Wea:' ‘News. - batese WTM) | 

18 | Hawaiian. ‘Eye weet seeeee WITT 
‘| Theatre At. 4.0 US wee 

Ae ‘Valléy’ Days: B: “Hope. (Fri: 8: 30). “WIM. ; us: ‘Borax. 105,500 | 
|} 2.. Leave It:‘To Beaver (Mon.-Sat. '6: 00): WISN...3::.MCA-TV = 
1.3. Magilla; Dick Tracy (Fri, 5: 80). ... WISN. .....Sereen. Gems 

11-4. Yogi Bear’ (Tues: 5:00).::...... wins | WISN. ..Screen Gems. 

217,300 

4,..Dick Van oe :WISN ~ 188,500. . 
5; Candid Camera 

6. Fugitive. 

‘t. Donna Reed 

8. Jack: Paar .... 

9. Sat; At Movies. 

ere ee 

10. ‘My Martian; Wit. On. ai + WISN’ 

~- 172,200. 

I .169,000.. 
(J. 165,300): - 

-:,. 151,500" 
7 150,200 mo 

|| 5. Woody” Woodpecker (Mon: "5: 00). ; 
 @... Huckleberry Hound: (Wed. 5: 00). sees WISN... ee -Screen Gens aw | 
4, 26: Men; Jim Dean. (Sat. 5: 30): ; iteee ..WITI:.: vee : 

. 8. Dick Tracy; Pope.’ - WISN = 
A(Thiirs.. 5:00; Sat., ‘Sun. i: 30). ess 

Vs EIMCA-TV_ 

8. Mickey ‘Mouse (Sat. 9:30)... ce cee ‘WISN’. fees “Buena Vista 
hat Hawaiian Eye. (Mon: “Fri. ‘5S: 00). ws - WITT. oh Warner Bros.. 3 

Bullwinkle _ 
Jetsons. 

7 'Huntley-Brinkley. 

'16} Theatre’ At 4; Sports. : 
|Theatre™.At. 4: Sports... . 
1 Ripceord; .Zeb.. Billings: WIM a 
Theatre At:4.. vanlhas a’ " WIMS 

Dede ss aeedes <WTMIS- 
LT Rawat ee ees reid WTEL _ 

| Diek: ‘Tracy: Magia’ a ° 

. -WIMI | 70;600 
14300 «3 
51,000... 
52;300 | 
36,700 - 
53,200 : 

- B4, 700 , 

"SURVEY. PERIOD: JANUARY. 4: 
- 

3h. t L Penang: Wr et wh 1964, 
"253,400. a 40 It. A Cheyenne 
236,200. . 46 | 
209,500 “414 
200,600... ©: 40} 

kh Bonanza. Laka anes  . WEBM 
2. Beverly Hillbillies wee .,. WISH. 
3..Andy Griffith ......:..WISH | 
4. Dick. Van Dyke. seen WISH * 
5. Donna Reed. -se+.-WLWI "199,000 
6. Lassie; Winard Ox. Lies WISH. .-196,400 
7. Lucy Show. - seb ++ WISH 192,700: 
8. Candid Camera «ee WISH: 189,500 - 
9. Petticoat. Junction. -....WISH . 188,500". 
10. Patty Duke .. .-.. 177,400. = 

(Mon. Fri, 107, 700 _ 51 ‘Huntley-Brinkley oS WFBM~ 92,000. 
oes. News;.:Wea; Headlines .WFBM.. 92,500. ..: 

107, 500 a | Captain Kangaroo *. vere WISH. "49,700. °° 

-- 97,400 
* 97,200 

[Schools 22. -e+ en egee es WISH. 

- 96,700: 

6:80). WEN Warner Bros. - 
2e Three Stooges (Sat. 8 OD) 2se. ces ot _WEBM: 

3. Yogi Bear. (Thurs.: 6:30). a Swen). 4| Cheyenne. vaaggtitete ..WLWI 101,600. 
||. 4. Superman: (Mon.-Fri. : 5: 00). wo ceewe WEE. 5)/Frances Farmer .sWEBM 170,700 

_33:]| 5. Woody Woodpecker.:(Wed: 6:30): : +> MCA-TV _-15.|Cheyenne _ “7: 4. WLWE. 95 
gg|| 6 Leave It To Beaver (Mon. 7: 00)... WETV. .- MCA-TV "4600. ©.13|-Cheyenne .. foe bie eee WLW mn 
38 | 6. Wally Gator Show (Tues. 6:30). 2... WTTV..- -..< Screen. Gems... ‘84,600/ 13 eve ee 6 | 
“9 11:-4.. Popeye and. Janie (Mon.-Fri: 5:30) -WITV UAA, “KING... 84, 400. 12)|¥Fraticis -Farmer; Spts. 
33 || §. Huokleberry Hound’ (Mon. 6:30):...WTTV....Screen Gems 84,200° 
26 : 

‘Cheyenne ..:.... 

1s" Huntley-Brinkley © . 
LD ‘Touche; Magilla: Ceri. 6:80): +4...) -WEEV:.. . .. Sereen Gems. ....78,600 -°°:1 Cheyenne: woe eee weber. --WEWI- 

-. Seren’ ‘Gems: 

“Sereen Gems. -- 
. "Flamingo . 

__ Ao peel “e. ‘ier ce a “31, 1964 

wae CBS Films” 
“CBS: Films 

“7 ‘Gun’ “Will. Travel (Mon: 4: 00) PIX. 
2: San Fran. Beat; Smok.. (Sat. 7: 00)... : KPIX: . 
_3. You Asked For It (Thurs..7: 00) «: “XTVU... “Medallion - 
'4: Bachelor Father : (Tues.” % 00): Lisle less :,.KRON.. . MCA-TV ~ 
3. M Squad (Tues. 7:00) -2: eae. 0: . RPE /MCA-TV. 
6. Ridieman (Thurs. 7:00):. on - . - 
4. Ome Step. Beyond. (Wed: : 7: 0082, ek vals -UKPIX, tee “ABC ‘Films. - 
8. Death Valley. Days (Fri. 7: 00). + U:S. Borax...” 
9. Battle Line. (Wed: 7:00).. 700 5 RON. Official 

10. Everglades, (Wed. TOO). EIKTVO: Economee 

1. Beverly. Tiltbities. wees "KPIK. 
2. Bonanza <2... 00.520... KRON 
3. Dick Van Dyke. ooales vee -KPIX “0 
4. Perry Mason. nh eae ceee -. KPEX. 
5. Jackie Gleason eee ea ie “KPIX: 
6. Password . seeee . . KPEX Be 
J. Lucy Show. sada va - oe ~ “KPIX “i 
8. Bob. Hope :... ..KRON 
9. > Defenders. a 

148,500": uy 

170,500...” 
..158,400. °-: 
-166,700°*. 
‘V71, 100: 

137. 300° a 
.123;600 .. 
157,300. .. 

» 487,800 a 

| Ron. ‘Cochran - News.. weesee KGO- 
|Great Movies. wees 
+Rifleman. 
M Squad .. 
{Bachelor Father’ re 
You: “Asked For It. ....;.KTVU | 
| Battle Line .... “tases KRON 
| Lawbreakers: .. : aoe ‘s2evKRON 
|]One’.Step Beyond:.:.;.. . + -KPIX 
‘| One. Step. Beyond... boise eere  KPIX. 

908, 100. 
= 188,800 
"pe, 000°. 

171,100." 

“157,300 
146,400... 

. 187, 300: 
“130,000 ° 

esse] 
‘SURVEY. ‘PERIOD: “JANUARY. 4 3. ice : : 

BS Lawman ‘(Mon Fri. 5: 30). ieee.) KMBC. Warner: ‘Bros. "102,800 
2. Stoney. Burke; Olympic (Thurs. 9)... KMBC... .Economes. ~ 80, 200. 
$. -Unteuchables: Olympic: (Wed. 9: 00) -KMBC. .. .Desilu. : - 95,900 - 
4.-M Squad. (Sun: 9:00).:...... yaweee peue MCA-TV - 90,500 | 

HS. Magia; Recky Friends (Fri. 5:00): . 2: Ser. Gms; PAT 10,300: 
|{ 6. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00)... Pe. USS. Borax. ._57,700- - 

‘3, Rifleman (Mon.-Fri. . 5:00)... - ... Four Star’ ... 56,800" 
iH 8. Texam; Rocky Friends. (Sat. 5:80). --KMBC- ;,-Desilu; PAT - 52400 -S 

} ® Fractured Flickers. (Thurs. 8:30)... . WDAF. z+ + Desilu; . 46,200 |... 
9. Supercar (Sat. At: 30)... fee bE -RMBC... “ITC: von 46,200 _ 

yg 3 mig ——wpar tiene 52400. . 
PNurses 2.0 nc ees sees -l 

[5 | Danny: Kaye - vee eee KCMO ~» 12 
(3:| Candid Camera ve KEMO ™ 

} Rifleman: Dae cb ales +» WDAF — 
| Donna: Reed © | .KMBC..” 15: 
1 Torey;. Rocky: Melia -KMBC™ .. .67,100° 
‘1 Temple Houston . » WDA. a 
F lintstones ee ar 

Categories;. Bullwinkle ow 

1. Beverly. ‘HILLDEtles .KCMO a 
2. Bonanza... renee WDAR : 
$..Dick Van Dyke. woeces RCMO | 
‘4, Candid - Camera ...... KCMO 
5. Fugitive Lee . eves séce 

6. Andy Griffith .. | pes 
1. Lawrence Welk .......KMBC | 
8, Petticoat. Junction. s+ +-KEMO 
9. Patty Duke. sz 

10. My 3 ‘Sons. 

: sao nen oo “SURVEY PERIOD: JANUARY, 4. 3h; 1964. _ 

1. Bonanza voters ee. KSTP “ 
2. Beverly Hilibiiies »se2>WCCO.... 2 
3. Candid Camera .... T SWECO * 
4. Dick Van. Dyke. ..:.. ~WEEO 3 
5. What’s My. Line. Jane ae WCCO | 
6. Andy Griffith ........WECO®. : 
J. Lassie; Wizard Gz... Wr eES | 
I. Petticoat Junction . ): = 
8. Danny Kaye ......:.. WCCO 
§. Denna Reed. . .. AXKMSP 

Huntley-Brinkley” Va ted ae “KSTP 6 
~  17+Encore; Pro: Bwis Gol. ~KSTP 6 

95,700 6 | News;. ‘Spts: ‘Wea... .-KSTP. oe 
84,000 114 Afternoon  Movie* ee 
79,900. © 14] What’s ‘My Line... .i..:.. WCCO: 
75,900 11/Superman -....°... wees WTCN: 
10,900... | | Woody Woodpecker * a -.-WCCO: . 
'66,300°.. 11}-Candid Camiera.:...:..... :. WCCO : 
64,000  .91 Love: That Bob. .- ws [P. 
‘SL 400. 7. Leave’ it To. Beaver: a ae RMSE. 1 

“Zoo, 400" La Leave It To Beaver (Mon. Fi 5:30): KMSP.. = MCAZTV: 9400 
97,600..- } Ir: 2. Checkmate; NFL. FB (Sun: 3: 00)°.. .. WECO: 2s MCA-TV-.. 

5 |..3. Dobie ‘Gillis (Mon.-Fri. ° 6:00). RMSE... 20 Fox. TV 
’ ./33]}-4.. Woody Woodpecker (Mion: 5: 00)": vee Slweco:. -MECA-TV | 

|. 5, Rebel (Sun. 9:30)... ee ww ve KMSP: |... ABC. Films 
: - 6. Yogi Bear (Thurs. 5: 00).: wot “ . =  :WCCO: : , Sereen’ Gems. 

“4, Superman: (Mon-Fri. :5: 00)... + WTEN: - Flamingo 
7 || 8. Death Valley Days. (Sun.. o: 00): : .KMSP.:. - U.S. Borax - 
9. Sea Hunt. (Sat. 5:30): . :WTCN. .:.. Economee | 

’ 0. Lone Ranger; Magilla Eri. 5: 30)... -: WTCN. - “Telsnd; ‘Ser.. .G. - 
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': Coverage: of Alaska’ s s Ba thquai a 
NB. C. News Scoops Its oes _ 

Rivals. on Disaster” the most ‘marked, a avs 
ON B: Cs substantial advan. 

“tage: alsé: reflected in - last. 
night's. specials, ‘was due in es 

at measure. ‘to station -.- —| . 
“KING, the. network's. ‘affiliate.’ Bays 
. in Seattle, where Samuel. Mo.) * 
Sharkey is managing news die” 

journalistic. annals, 

oo NBs. carried, até 1e PM: 
_; Saturday, the. first. pictures: 

By JACK: GOULD =~ .from’ - Crescent. City Calif; 

CHOCSCKEOSOHOHES OOS ES COLSOCOHR COO HOO RERO LER OOO COE aed 

a a SOOO e ee eee eee ater ene eesseed seaeeee decease eee scorer nceu nse eeesenesreeesseee: 

-_ : Spublte 

“HE: National Broadcasting 
i “Company’s ‘riews depart-~.. 

Lo Soar tnent spectacularly swept. the 
"2" -television honors in‘ its alert 
illu. , dnd’ resourceful coverage - OF - 
> ‘the Alaskan earthquake. 

On: Saturday | ‘night, ‘When. : 
a interest. and”. appre- 

-. 1.  hension..were at their peak, ” 
o... »N'BC. scooped its: rivals on. 

~. some phases of the: disaster’. 
/ "by hours and .on.other: phases. 

_ by: 40 minutes. The contrast... 
‘Of: Performance. was one . of . 

‘and British Columbia..; At’ i ae 
“o'clock, N:B.C, also had’ the’ 
| first ‘Official. 
‘that the death -foll ‘in Alaska 
_ “would. be- 
__ feared, And: at.‘11, it. had :20° 
minutes: of the first motion. 

, pictures. ‘from: Anchorage, . 

confirmation. 

much. Jess": than | 

By comparison-with N.B. c., 
. the. other. chains appeared . to’ 
“be caught :in a weekend of . 
lethargy, ‘which’ they -really. . 
-did.. not. throw off. until ast 
night's: specials.” o 

“> gency, - 

rector. KING was the N.B.C. 
feed point for films and. tapes” 
‘from-Alaska, < - 

~ Incidently,.’ amateur. radio. 
operators performed yeoman 
e service” through: the -emere 

- Last: night,.on the . | | 
* 14-megacycle ‘band, ‘they res. 

. layed messages into and out..-* ~ 
‘of Alaska hour after hour, fart me 

ess*of example. of the. 
vhams: when. ‘disasters. ‘tle up 
‘iormal communication. facili _ 
cties, - 

Look i to NBC Jor the best combination nofn news, information a and entertainment : 7 : 
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- 7 This kind of alert, “thoroi : ia going ‘reporting has made NBC s 
News the most watched and: most honored: news organization in. . 

broadcasting, No matter wherei in ‘the world thes news breaks, and 

| no matter when, the nation ni looks to NBC News to get it. , 

omace asneanen 



— ‘Continued’ front’ page 39 —" ” 

Robert E. Lee asked if WRCV could 
‘pe denied: renewal on: that ground | 
alone. a 

‘Fitzpatrick. replied: ‘teat “ender 
“the public-imterest specter: this was | 
good. enough reason,.bnt then -went'| 

--on to cite: NBC’s dubious position 
jn. the’ quiz: show imbroglio. and | 
the: diversification of ewnerakip is- | 
sues which all added up. “would 
weight: against the we 
Although much of the “dialeg, a 7 

centered. on “Westinghouse, ‘the 
company. | 
minutes. to; talk. Its lawyer Joha. 
Lane ‘oppesed - fhe NBCRKO swap. 

-averring Westinghouse would. lose] 
‘its NBC afBliatien in Boston, somie- | 
thing of. a dash’ of salt in. wound. 
already received when it. traded a}. 
station in.the number four market | 
Philadelphia | fora station’ in- the | 
_fumber. nine ‘market ef Cleveland: 

In the batter’s. box -for NBC was. 
the high powered Philadelphia } Taw-| . 
yer Irving Segal: 
: ‘The brunt of his argument. was | —— 

: directed tosthe inquiries: of Chair-| ...~ 
“ man E,. William Henry. if FCC].:° 

could renew the WRCV. license’ but. _ 
refuse to okay the swap. 

Calling competitor - Philco “the | 
‘reluctant dragon which equates the 
‘public interest with half ‘a million |- 
“dollars,” Segal accused: Weaver of. 
using. a. “numbers - game and. sta- | 

in’. knocking | tistical ledgermain” 
-WRCV’s local live. . programming. 
Segal averred. the | Commission | 

could: hardly pina:“character. dis- 
qualification: on NBC for.action in-|. 
the 1955. Westinghouse trade which |’. .- 
had already been. okayed: by. FCC. | | 

Segal. insisted, in’ answer to: Hen- 

_ry’s prodding, that. re
fusal to: okay. eT 

the “swap would run .-counter ‘to 
all.teriets ‘of sound administrative ; 
and. public policy... 

. Arguing: for. “RKO: ‘was. Harola | 
7 ‘Cohen. who. averred:: the. company. 
“was qualified. to ‘operate: in Phila-: 
delphia: -This .came’ in response to;}. 
-& question. from Commissioner ~ 

_ Robert. Bartley. who asked. why ‘the:|. 
‘ public’ interest would’ be. better |: 
served with RKO ‘in: Philadelphia: 
rather than in Boston. 
7 Deciding the issue for t the. ‘Com-: - 
mission -will. be: Henry, Lee, .Bart- |.- 

:ley, -Frederick -Ford. ‘and’ Rosel 
-Hyde. Commissioners - Kenneth Cox} _~ 
-and Lee Loevinger have. both had | 
prior interest in the case and! have. fe 

“disqualified. themselves: 

Today’ 
of — "Continued from: page o— —. a 

talent. He ‘arrived. at 8:30 a. m.: ‘and. Se | 
sat around quietly. for ‘almost three | 

“ ‘hours ‘waiting to do -his. opening 
- shot ‘of. welcome. - 

“Douglas, ‘author | 

:.Downs and Jack Léscoulie: And at 
‘the Air Force: base, the crew: ‘got |: 
the use. of three .U-2's. for . the. first | 
-tv demo ever ‘of the. famous: (or in-- 
famous) reconnaissance plane. | 

To. describe the :production -coma-| 
: plex, ‘producer Morgan ‘quotes. what: 

.Orson :" Welles: . told:..New =: York c peo 

-friends. when he ‘returned. ‘from | 
-Hollyweod and shootitig. his first, a 
motion - picture, : “Citizen ‘Kane;" 
“It’s the biggest set ‘of ‘electric’ fo. 
trains .in the - -world.” But Morgan| 
says “This is the. only. show I want? 
-to do. It’s: the kind: of -tv.I under-|. -~.-.. 
stand. Otherwise, I'd just \stay. at} ~ 
.home: and “write my novels’”: (his |.“ 
seventh or so book is “coming out | 
in. ne > spring). 

WN EW 
\ 
‘ 

—. Continued from page. 39° — iy 

Ellington, a. Carmen: ‘McRae and. alo 
Sulie London. . Also,’ ‘not: to. give et 
schmaltz a freeze,: the _warbling. af |. a - 
a Jerry Vale. 

_~ Typical of. the. names that. con--| ’ 
': sistently: ‘blossom ‘on the station as| 
“pro. tem jocks or for depth quizzing| ~ *” 
‘are Dave © Brubeck; ‘Joe Bushkin,. 
Miriam Makeba, Lena Horne, Harry 
‘Belafonte, ete. Not. to forget. the ae 
regular slotting of Buddy Hackett, - ee 
qr the Broadway ‘legit reviewing . 
assignments.- that’ rotate : celebs | 
(David Susskind, Roger Price, ete.). 

Albeit. several riotches dowr n am 
Pulse-rated: preference (“rock 
still primary. in the. ‘mecca):: 

consumer  infiuentials,. which’. 
turn has cued ardent. sponsorship “ 
‘that for. years. has -made-the 50,000-. 
watter top grosser’ among . the Ber, 7 
nation’s independents. 

only Tequested ° a fewt-: 

“Toaday’’. staffers |: 
flare used: to this kind of. coopera- | 
tion--Besides the Governor, the show | . 
‘lined’ up. former Ambassador Lewis [| 

- Joseph: . Wood!: a 
 Crutch and other area notables fer}. °° 
interviews ‘with::show hosts” Hugh |: 

the | 
showbiz aura is credited with Help- _ 
ing. the station to a potent share- of : 

Vanier: ‘ARBs 
“particular: market. On Saturdays and ‘Sundays, daytime: feature. slots compete with nighttime pis 
periods for :designation as the top feature slot of. the day. The analysis is confined to the top rated... 
“Reiers stows the ARB measured veried, broken down by days in the week. The ARB maensured 

ie o furnished. Top competition ang. competitive watings aleo Gre highlighted. 

Dallas, Ft Worth e STATIONS:: KRLD, ‘WBAP, WFAA, KIVT.. 

a “SURVEY: DATES:: OCTOBER. 27- NOVEMBER. 19, 1963 3 Omitting: Nov. 3. 5)e 
“Tetal. Area’ ‘Homes: 78.500 ‘Ter COMPETITION + 

_WeAP. Metro Rating: 12 | "BTATION. Zz 

| “Share of Audience: 18 PROGRAM | TOTAL HOMES. 
‘MONDAYS. ¢: 30-4: 30 “To Tell. the- ‘Teuth | . KRLD ea 
Program: MONDAY NIGHT. MOVE | as 6: :30-7:00 ~ °181,0005-. |. 

Det. 26. “GOOD. MOERNENG, ‘MaSS. Dove. 7 Tve ‘Got. A: ‘Secrét KELD 
. Jennifer Jones, Robert Sta a oh) 1800-7:20-. “$97,700 

. 2° 1955,- 20th Century-Fox; Doth Century-Fox. Lucy. ‘Show KRLD . 
Nov.. it u Eatin OF: ane BRIDE” ..- - m 7:30-8:00. "214,800 

oe zabeth ‘Tay Spencer. Tracy. = oe D ‘h | : 4950, MGM, MGMLTY = foe Danny ‘Thomas. KRLD. 
“Nov. 1 “THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE . 220,500 

ROK: ; Kay Kendall © -~ 
1958, MGM, MGM-TV 0° 

“Total ‘Area Homes: boa 100 “Tor. COMPETITION 
“WFAA ‘Metro: Rating: : - STATION & 

Share. of Audience: 34. . ‘PROGRAM. TOTAL HOMES. 
TUESDAYS. 5: 0-545 - ‘Lone: Ranger “KRLD 
‘Program: 4 O’CLOCK MOVIE ~ oS 2. 5 200-5:30- 40,300 

“Oct. 29 “SERPENT. ISLAND”. ee Bs: News. - KRLD 
- Sonny Tufts °°. - 5: 30-5: 45. 60,500... 
1954; Medallion: TV’ - ee ie 

Nov. 12 2 “FORBIDDEN JUNGLE” Oe ae 
. - “Don Harvey, Forrest. Taylor: . 

4950, Eagle-Lion, Prime TV™ 
“Nov. 19 “FACE- ‘OF MARBLE” - 

‘John Carridine Te! 
1946, Monogram, United: Artista: 

“Total Area’ Homies: 35, 700: TOP. COMPETITION 

“WFAA Metro Rating: 5 “STATION & 
ae Share of Audience: 21 PROGRAM. “TOTAL HOMES 

WEDNESDAYS: 5: O0-cuas we SaLone. anger’ om “KRLD. 
Program: 4 O'CLOCK. MOVIE. 6:00-5:30 © "- 43-300. 

* Oct: 31 “DESTINATION... UNKNOWN” -“CBS* News | “‘KRLD. 
-William: Gargen; irene Harvey « a |} 20-5:45 - 61,600 — 
B42, TUT, Sereen.‘Gems: . Pee 
6 «LADY IN DISTRESS” ~ ae ae 

-. Paul- Lukas, Michael” Redgtave.- 
— 3942, ‘Times {British),: Prime. TV. 

Nov. 13 “WEIRD “WOMAN” - 
“Lon aChaney, Atine Gwennis © 
1944, U-L, ‘Screen ems was _ 

“Total Area Homes: aaa 

WFAA Metro Rating: 3 

Nov. 

TOP: COMPETITION 
“STATION & . 

_ Share of Audience: a “PROGRAM TOTAL HOMES 
| THURSDAYS"5:00-5:45._. | Lene ‘Ranger ”  ERLB | 
r | Progra. 4O°CLOCK MOVIE. = ° | 5:00-5:38 $1000, 

“Oct. ‘BL “@OBOT MONSTER” | oo CRS. ‘News * KRLD 
. ’ George Nader, ‘Claudia Bagrett 8: 30-5: 45 “! S7,580 

: 1933, Astor Pintures; Medaltion-TV~. 
“Nor: 7. eR BY MORNING”. - 

: Diana Dors, Patrick ‘Holt © 
'.. .. . 95951, ‘aires Fitshs, Prime TV. : 

“Nov. 14 “CURSE. OF THE FACELESS. MAN” 
_ Robert. Andersen, Elaine. Edwards. 
+ $958, ‘United Artists, UA. 

TOP COMPETITION - "Total Area Homes: ‘67, 500 
“STATION & 

"yaa Metro Rating: 9 
Share of Audience: 2° “PROGRAM ‘TOTAL HOMES. 

FRIDAYS 5-00-5:45: f "Lone Ranger cn _KRLD 
_| Program: 4 O’CLOCK ‘MOVIE * 5:00-5:30 5 59,000 

“Nov. a “V¥Q@ORG0 ISLAND” | eps. News: _KRLD. 
“Boris Karloft "8:30-5:45 12,700 

/ i. 4957, United ‘Artists; UA 
Nov. 8, “GODZILLIA” - © _ 

_ Raymond Buer* : 
11956, Tdho Pro, ‘Showeorperation 

“Nov. 16 “UNKNOWN. TERROR” = © 
John. Howard, Mala ‘Powers. 
~ 2857, 20th Century-Fex, NTA: 

“TOP COMPETITION “Tetai ‘Area Homes: 86, 000 - 
STATION PP Mewo Rating: 15 

- ‘PROGRAM - Te . oy Share of Audience: 25° TOTAL E HOMES 
"| SATURDAYS: “$399-30:30° 0 | Defenders; P ‘Silvets a KRLD A: 
|| Program: SATURDAY AT THE. MOVIES 8200-900 187,200 

Nev, a “LET’S MAKE LOVE”. . ” | - Gufismoke “ RRED 
ce Marilyn Monroe, Yves. Montand: ‘Tony. ‘Randall, -§:00-10:00 :.. 243,200 

-- Centary-Fox, 20th: Century Pox” Le een CU: 
‘Nov, 9 “DIARY OF ANNE FRANK”: hs Days RRL 

‘Millie Perkins, Shelley Winters~ 
‘3959, 26th: Centry-Fox, 20th: Century-Fox 

“Nov. ‘16: “UNTAMED” : te |. 
*. Tyrone. Power, “Susan Hayward, ‘Richard Egan © oh 
, 1955, 20th: Century-Fox, 20th . /Century-Fox - 

= ‘Total ‘Area Homes:. 74, 500° 
~ KRUD Metro Rating: 12. 

“TOP COMPETITION : . 

STATION &. 
“Share of. Audience: 35° “PROGRAM TOTAL HOMES 5 

SUNDAYS. 4: 00-2: 30: oa ‘Movie; Football, es WRAAS 
| Program:. ‘SUNDAY. MOVIE ae “A: 00-1: 45 « 78900 

Oct. QT. P R EI E M PT. E D- he EB: Changing; Live WFAA 
_ : . ve, : i | 1:45-2:30 ° -92;100 

Now 10. “LITTLE PRINCESS” me eS 
me Shirley: Temple, Richard. Gréene,- ‘Anita Louie 
es 1939, 20th Century-Fox. NTA D . |: 
Na Ww “YOUNG. PEOPLE” ..... | a ml 

_, Shirley Temple, - “Jack: Oakie, 'C. ‘Greenwood aS 
1940, 20th Century-Fox, NTA’ 2 ft: 7 

a — Continued from page 19 —- oo 

‘with‘ a reputation for’ honesty and‘: 
—”: Lategrity who. are believable, A le--* 

- good ‘cali mene 

‘weekly: chart “offers: a day by-day ‘analysts o of the top feature. evéning ‘slots. meu 

: a ‘cal boy: wha - is 

of usnaily covers theee ‘er four. weeks. Oth er data such us ithe time slot and total: ares homes, | “] sal . ) 

“~ ‘there. are “more - 

“Gedirey 

gram during 

*|are mostly 

Op ‘He told: of his own ‘experience 
with Robert Burns cigars and that 
‘company’s. special. buy of -his pro-:. 

the Christmas seasen, 
| despite: the myth that tis ‘fiskeners aT 

' @ider ladies. Aféer'thres. 
weeks on. the program, General .~ oe 

‘Christmas: packs. 

trating that: ‘it’s 
_-sary to know. how. many.and.what ©. 
«| kind’ of: People are ‘listening: at, any. wo 

| ‘It's. enough. te ‘icnow,. ‘he said, ‘that: + 
than 200; 000 ,000. ae 

° [sets. -operating,. ‘that 53, 000, 000 of . 
| them. are.in éars, and: that the- A- = 
‘merican .. ‘public.’ has: Spent « -more 

{than a billion: dollars.:for : -the -pur- 
‘lehase. of | transistor | sets. His. im-: 
plication . ‘was. that. they ; wouldn't SON 

7 ‘buy "em: if. they” didn’t. use’ ‘em: a 

a - Godfrey’s.’ ‘appearance was ar. 
‘ranged by WBBM Radio’s special | . 

: projects: manager, Don’ Mann,. who —-:- >} 
is..also. prexy of- American. College ow, Fd 

-fof Radio Arts; Crafts & a 
{the ‘organization ‘which: staged. fhe, oe 
_fevent last ‘Thursday. (26): oe 

~"Boare Blurbs 
| —_ Continued from. page. 31. =e 

‘ernment regulation was preferable. 7 we 
| He further ° ‘inquired if Sanger felt. aan 
tthe QXR. breakthrough: would’; in- : on : 
vite. government : ‘action. - 

‘Harris: further. queried’ “if - goy- a 
|} ernment. restrictions. on-hard liquor- - -- | 
|-would: léad to -similar curbs: om: 2) 2% 
-] cigaret and. beer. commercials. and * 
“other products: affected with. eme--. ee 
tional. implications.” a oo 

1” Ydentical letters: -were sent . to | 
‘| Schenley Industries-Inc;-and| Mec- = | 
| Kesson &.Robbins Inc. which will ~ =: 

_. .| Sponsor programs. on WQXR begin: ie 
Jning. the first week. of April: © 2°04. -. 

In -his ‘speech, ‘Sen. ‘Pastore. re-".-- .. 
| called how in} 1961 after-a look-see:. --: 
the Committee decided on the basis ae 
of. promises: from NAB and the:. - 

. _ Distillers ‘Spirits Institute that self- oo 
a regulation: awould” work. ‘best. . ag 

He asserted there: was-a “vastly. oe 
| different principle”. between liquor. 4 

‘| advertising in the press and over =. 3 
-| radio ‘and tv..In the ‘latter instance’ -"; 

41 “there is no - : protection . “against. ° 
”- |} children ‘and . teenagers" ‘hearing. © 4 

| liquor extolled as a fit product for. - 
a Purchase | by: their. parents,” fre said. wry 

Pay. TV- Vs, Com'l 
— ‘Continued’ from, page 30, — 

|-Brown ‘has jocked: up pay'tv. rights i 
_..:{-te the upcoming Broadway musical. ‘:. - 4 

“| “Cool. Off,” starring Stanley Holla- ane: 
4 way. He-also’ will do a pay-tv:show. ...*-4 

~.| with the Scapino.. Ballet ‘for. Chil-.-". ; 
- | dren, .the ‘Dutch. group. which ‘pere'-:: +f 
-:| formed during ‘the Christmas. holi- 

., |-days at Lincoln Center. The ballet “| ::4 
- [performance © will ‘be~ -widtaped. in-.-. 734 
_ Amsterdam.’ ": - i 

Producer. Silverman: said he tried 
wees to sell. the: Scapino™ Ballet to the. 
_ |10 8. networks. prior .to. the group’s 

-|arrival at Lincoln Center. Three 
|networks turned him ‘down, Silver- =... 4 
{man éaid. Too spécialized was cited... 

as. the. reason for rejection. 
“. “In” pay television’ ‘we. have.: a 
medium - not afraid: of. Specialized: 

| programs,” ‘Silverman: “and - Brown ~ 
~peoncurred., ee . - “ ve ; : ae 

“e, * 

’ 

Baby Food Coin 
“ —_- Continued trom: page 29° — ° 

- nate- quarter. hour out of. the 10 _ 
“| still forsale. ~~: . 

— | Colgate’ picked up. a- minuté- as: 
.] week in the: Saturday night: pix, to 
begin. in January. of next year: 

the “April, :May,. June 

‘web. (second. quarter. has in previ- 
‘| ous years ‘been. 90%-plus ‘sold, ‘but! 
jnever. a -sellout: 

s ‘entries..in ‘the second’ and third = jj 
| quarters ‘is. General Foods with a § 
sit 140, 000 seater: plans le a 

‘Among the late. 

7 Goditey . 
| eited several ether ~ ‘dramitic mic-... 

| cess -stories,:all in point: of iflus-.... 
‘not. really :necés-..".. 

Sciences, -. 

- For the current season, late buys. - % 
have. made the ‘second: quarter 'a.-°'4 

‘{ victual sellout, with only four: scat="..° .§ 
‘tered. minutes: still’ available for. - - 

period." 
Sales. veepee Don Durgin | Says that. . °:§ 
all, indi¢ations. ‘currently ‘point ‘to- |. . 

...| ward: a’ record billings year. for the *: 3 

~~ | Cigar found.that 85% of. its special’... - 
had:: been” sold, * 

-'| something that ‘had never happen-. .. 
‘Wed to the company before: 

goose . : 

meta Nees ime nore coe ak Pn se 
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Leoking Ferword to: Seeing ¥ You at the Convention 

_ SUITES 501, SOTA, 503, PICK-CONGRESS. HOTEL 
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A rom The Production Centres 
‘Continued from. page. 223 

‘new show designed: for the U.K:'s 6,000,000: ‘over-60s., .e Me 
~ signed | by -Anglia-TV. for a. series of. special readin ah 

. Charles  Jarrott. pacted exclusively with: ‘BBC . fon 
months to produce five plays. for the web.” oe ore 

IN ‘WASHINGTON owe | ne - 

CBS ‘is’ puffing. Marvin Kalb’s: hour’ scoop. Tuesday. 24) of release ot 

‘U.S: airmen: by. Soviets in East Germany. wee WRC-TV staff ‘artist. Bob 
Payne will. join Bit- and Cora. Baird Marionettes at~ World's . Fair. in. 

-— WITG-TV's “Community. Dialog” Sunday (29) had panel dis-. oe 
~eussing controversy: over r the location and. design of Kennedy. Center for: 

. April. . 

the Performing: “Arts. e lele WAVA. radio's. anti-ciggie. kick took a new 

- twist as ‘station initiated a “Stop Smoking Course” . ., David Susskind’s 
* “Open End’ will -be seen. here on educational station’ WETA-TV.. on 
channel ‘26. Station also airing.a weekly 15-minute report on Congress 

“by Time Magazine Capitol. reporter: Neil. MacNeil .'... -Former NAB 
assistant. John Perry named consultant to New. York: state Democratic 
Advisory Committee. :...CBS News correspondents George Herman and 

= Paul Niven. ‘back from: vacations in Florida. and California. 

4{N: TORONTO... 
: Freelance TV" ‘broadcaster “Kerry. Ellard Interviewed: 190 Canadian. aoe 
expatriates in the U.S. for-a “Project '64”. show. next Sunday. His main| ’: 
question was. why they had left- Canada. Actor Lloyd ‘Bochner (Richard |. 
Boone. company in’ Hollywood) replied, “If the Canadian government | 
“\:-cuu subsidize film production .s-govcznments do in-other- ‘countries, | 
--E.and: many: other performers would. return to do something we consider 

‘ worthwhile.”:; . . Spence Caldwell, of CTV.and Michael Sadlier, of the 
-CBC,: have: returned from ‘separate. trips: to. Hollywood for their. net- 

: works, They were looking. over next season's new U.S. shows in hopes 
‘of spotting the best. bets to buy. for their networks: Both have remained 
tight lipped: since. returning... .-.. Mrs; Kay Vaydik, wife of an. Arctic 

Drops Plans For 
1 iriffin Show From Fair| | 

_NBO-TV: ‘has. dropped. ‘Its. ‘plans: 
a oly 3 week! 

ork : World’ 
ys ow. from the. New 

Fair's April opening. “has - -been 
slowed by: jurisdictional .. union 
problems and: the: current frantic | 
Srgttruction, 6 still “underway at. the: 
‘site . 

in: half-hour spreads. In the Tues-- 
day night’ 9:30: p.m.. slot, to -be 
taken. over -by.. “Tw3" in: the. fall, 
the network: will. present “Mystery. 

‘Teruns' -from the. ‘old. Theatre,” 
-} Schlitz. Playhouse: and GE Theatre 

— ; Continued frox. page un 

; drama . shows. oe 

' 

his. ups’ and: ‘downs: as. slim ‘vote of 
confidence. by the NAB Board last | 
winter evidenced. But with cigarets| 
already in- the fan and: booze soon 
to” follow, :. 

prospector and 4 resident of Yellowknife, North West Territories since |. 
1946; has joined’ the: CBC’s MacKenzie network, which provides radio }: 
‘programming to ‘the far north of Canada. Mrs.. “Vaydik ‘will .be a.com- 
imentator on the morniiig-series coffee break, Mondays. through Fridays: 
. . « National: Hockey League playoff. games ‘are. being carried by the: 
‘CBC. Deciding games between Montreal: Canadiens. and Toronto Maple 7 

| Leafs are being: carried - in their’ r entirety 

“IN PHILADELPHIA . 
for the United Fund campaign next fall’ . . Perry. ‘Como: expected’ to 
do one-of ‘his tv shows from :this city next: yéar: 

-every afternoon. over WKDN . ....Martyn Green to host the WFIL-TV 
Studio Workshop special program featuring the Frankford High School: 
A Capella Choir, bankrolled by the Philadelphia: Gas Works . 
‘Fogier:.to. be Bill Hart’s temporary co-host ‘on- WCAU-TV's 
Around Town.” Regular Rosemary. Haley on maternity. leave .. 
‘WRCV-TV cited by the: National Headliners. Club for-.: “comprehensive 
-goverage” of the rescue of two trapped miners. 

York: shortly . .,. WFEIL-TV to kick-off “These. Are Americans". a: lialf- 
hour series .of.-gabfests with leaders ‘in. various - fields. * 
will be Richard: M. Nixon ° . 

lems, aspirations. ‘and ‘Progress: of minority: ‘SroUps,_ 

“IN: DETROIT . 

_..AM-FM-TV accouitit.. 

syndicated radio show. heard- in Detroit ‘on: -WIBK.. - WW will broad- 
cast all Detroit Red Wings games: ‘during the. Stanley: ‘Cup: ‘playoffs ‘with- 
‘Budd :Lynch describing: the action ~. 
international Beatle Ball, with 20,000. teenagers atténding,. in. ‘an effort 
to stir up enthusiasm. to. bring the Beatles to Detroit for’a p.a. . ; = 
:Rep. Thomas B. Curtis, Républiean. Congressman. from Missotiri’ who: 
is a member ‘of the powerful House. Ways . and: Means. Committee, awill 
‘be WWJ-TV's “Town Meeting’’ Buest." a 

IN ST. LOUIS . 
“Operation Challenge: « A ‘Study in. Hope,”"’a t public ‘affairs: special 

eee Tommy Roberts, : 

_ publicity director of: Garden: State Park to dir feature-race .of the day: | .. 

- Ann. 
“TV10 : 

‘Houston Hall, lenser. 
of: the. dramatic event at Hazelton, expected.to join NBC News ‘in New. 

the. Collins. .crusader 
image ‘will : come in’ handy for. the 
industry. 

The. convention: of: course will ‘bel: : 
‘the usual scene of continual speéch- | 
es, panel sessions and’ get-togethers, 
formal and. informal. 

immediately. by: a two-hour cocktail |: 
Party. in. the ‘International © Ball- 
room. 

A programming . paitel swith’ net: 
work and telefilm. reps is. “scheduled 
for 9:45 a.m. "Tuesday i in. the Black-. 
stone Theatre ext: to, the Black- 
: stone: Hotel: 

, oe a 

| — 

A "group ‘Of station : “execs. “and 
NAB General Counsel: Douglas An- 
ello will = discuss. .“Freedom. and 

AAR. Syndies 
; Continued from pace 39, = 

pass - king-sized dollars. “The size 
of such deals - commands the atten- 
tion: of top station” ‘brass... 

Many: of . the. trials. and “tribula- 
: tions of selling vidfilm series are |: 
‘foreign to feature selling. : ‘Motion }. 

} pictures’ ‘remain in“ short. ‘supply’ 
. CKLW.. sponsored: the Second ° and: the’ thrust: of. the ‘hours, ‘once | 

considered . competitive . to. motion. 

by KSD-TV, copped .a. regional: Emmy nomination. in the Station] 
‘ Award: competition- Program was. put together . ‘by the station’s Mary. 
ervey Ldward Dewicre and Pat Williamsen .. 

‘Hill’. . 
in the latést edition of Marquis ‘Who's ‘Who of ‘American: Wonien . 
Falstaff Brewing has feturned ‘to- KMOX=:TV’s - Saturday. ‘night . sked: 
for full sponsorship of movies under the: “First: -Run | Theatre” 

five-tninute “Headlines” shaw . . . Bill: McKibben, assistant ‘to the vice 
president of. ‘Balaban. Stafions (WIL. in: St. 

L ‘Broadcasting as a general executive. ” er 

IN BOS TON 

framework of live. audiences, . prizes, . games and. guest.stars. In one 
week, show . ‘guested. Yvonne. DeCarlo, Alan’ Mowbray, ‘Alan | Arkin, 
Freda Holloway. of. “Enter Laughing” .at ‘the Wilbur, ‘and .players:of 
amateur. production, “Arsenic. and Old Lace,” Falmouth, who appeared}. 

Gary LaPierre ap- |: 
pointed to sfaff of WBZ radio news. by Al Heacock, ‘prigram: manager ° 

WTEV, New Bedford, introing new: weekday. program: “Woman,” |. 

in-costumes..and makeup by way. of contrast: 

title. 
KSD-TV’s Chris Condon tapped: for -a Monday-through-Friday |° 

. Vincent: Price will |’, 
be host-narrator for a KMOX-TV special titled’ “The House. On: -Art: 

. Gertrude Bunchez, general ‘sales. manager’ at -KCFM;: “listed | 

Louis),. has Joined. Taft | 

| pictures, -has.-failed to materialize. 
Feature. ‘slots. in most ‘:situations 
have ‘not: ‘given way” to “‘program- |. 

ae os niing of hours.°In the competitive |’: 
...: "| pace against féature slatting, Steve |’ 
| Allen. asa Tate. night | syndication. 

entry" -has “proven to. have:. more. 
Staying. power than many. -of. the. 
off-network. ‘hours. 

abe. 

Distaft Journalists 
Lute ple ren — ¢ Continued from, pase 2) os 

“David Alan show,” WNAC-PV; ‘abbing icads of fan mail; with its:| 

‘and. not’ alone. -on._ ‘the 
“human interest” but over. the hard 
stuff, as well... 

cludes ‘the’ McGrorys, 
-- Today’s riore:. “famous ° crop . in: 

“Fleesons, 
Robbs, ‘et al: 

reflecting tastes -and. interests. of femmesswith Athena. ‘Parker ‘host- 
essing ~- 
John D. ‘Lyon. skedded: for Wed.;. Thurs.; Fri.,. a.m, ‘at ‘6:50°. 
‘WNAC .and..WNAC-TV ‘telecasts. ‘highlights. ‘from 36th anni: dinner 
nor theastern. region. national. conference: Christians and | Jews | ‘Thurs-+ j 
day: (9), 9 to 9:30. pm. from. Statler-Hilton. ballroom 

IN-€ INCINNATI 
Gilbert. Kingsbury, ‘vet: WLW -Radio staffer and. formér Washington. 

néwsman, resigned from the Crosleéy: ‘Broadcasting fold.” to.- ‘become a. 
deputy: highway. -commissioner. of: his native: Kentucky, where hé- is: ‘On’ 
the U:K. board.‘of trustees . . . Bob Keeshan’ returns. April 4 for: two 
performances of his “Fun “With: Music” concert with: the. Cinty.. Sym- 
phony Orchestra, -poptilar- with. his - “Captain Kangaroo” . -Shows..-. 
Art Linkletter. due for. a two-day visit in behalf. of one“of ‘his :commer- 
-cial interests °. 
*WKRC-T newsman. after stopoffs in ‘Texas and Pittsburgh‘; 

Saturday noon shows. of -auto racing ‘and ‘safety. tips... . Waite Hoyt 
named Ohio's. sportscaster of 1963 while: on: 2: WERE with Reds ‘baseball 
by. balloting of contemporaries. 

WNAC starting its lawn and garden = advice: program - ‘with 
, Both. 

-broadeasting.. 
suggested by ‘some as reflecting’ the |: 

‘public eye. Noted in:-this connection | 
is President Johnson’s undisguised | 

Lo ardor | “for: the- ladies as -public 
_/>” |servants—he’s.just. given ‘the’ nod. 

~ /to-one as ambassador. to: Denmark, 
‘and. also .recently . avowed. -desire.| ' 

+ for some 50:top ladies ‘to enroll in 
_ OF | _Sovernment 4d 

Service. . 
: In. -ease, some. “ broadcasters’. are: 

. saying, ‘Here’ s Tooking at: ‘em!”... 

. Bill’ Gill, -former: -WSAI ‘staffer; ‘back in. ‘Cincy: as: 
. WNOP- 

Radio: has Bill ‘Brodrick, ‘sports car. authority, as host. for: a series .of- 

Why: the. seeming new impetus i in | 
ut |. is. .speculative, 

evolving. ‘role. of .women : in:.the 

upper- echelons. . 

Oakland; - Calif: = Radio. ‘station 
KDIA- here. has.” signed | ‘a. -three- 
year agreement with the Oakland 
Raiders .to broadcast - the . team’s 
19-game .slate. for: the: next. three! 
fall seasons 

‘air to be fronted |: 
ai by emcee ‘Mery Griffin because {. 

-99'| the. location was. too “logistically 
. -yough” for comfortable. production. 

‘| Report is ‘that production. of the | 
‘| network’s 90-minute special for the | 

‘units; Kiwanis, . ‘Rotary, Jaycee, church and. other . groups. 
-tion | ‘ofa. 
- each screening: . 

The FCC panel with. ail’ ‘seven, I: 
Commissioners participating will be | 

4 Wednesday. from 2:30-5:30 :in the] 
|} Hilton ‘Grand. Ballroom.. Auspici- 

| ously or ‘not.that will-be followed 
WRCV-TV station manager Acthur A. "Watson named tv. ‘chairman: 

profit: iricrease of 9. 5%. 

- Interestingly, “CBS Films: dis 1, 
‘thinking of packaging a series .of. 
.sports specials as a late. night‘en- | ‘ 
try, -representing. a new thrust. to} 

:.1-come up with someéthing to fill the: 
“void | ‘created, ‘by. fhe feature: ‘Short- 

<7 rae hc 
30) ‘Washington: snow: blitz knocked ‘out: Daviq 

“Open. End” scoop pairing. of Pierre. Salinger ani 
A Monday moraing: 

“Susskind’s: projected ‘ 
Jim Hagerty, - 

Salinger, ‘who. Just ‘ankled the ‘White’ House. to run “for the Senat 
from California; was set to make-an alr shuttle run up to Manhat 
in time: for: a 10. a.m. tape session, but a capitol: ‘snowstorm. kept hint 
grounde 

make their. first: ‘joint. homescreen. appearance. - 

Broadeast Pioneers and. Columbia ‘University... - Project: was: begun ‘16. 
years ago, and to date more than 4,000 pages: ‘of: radio memoirs have 
“been. collected: Columbia's oral .history research office reports that’. 
some: 5,500 requests: have. already been logged for:use of the materials. 
Idea. is. to: preserve the: ‘pioneer: ‘broadcasting. experiences for use’ by. . 
future generations, - 
‘Broadcast Pioneers. prexy Ernést Lee Jahnke’ Jr. -witl screen. possible * 

’ participants in Parlors 33 and 34 from Monday. (6): through. Wednes-_ 
day; with Chicago: station WGN providing. the: engineering facilities 

j and: announcers to conduct: ‘the interviews. 7 

= ABC Radio o&o" S,. “convinced the audio medium: has an. \ image prob- - 
| lem, are campaigning in: their Tespective. markets.to redress the griev-. 

of. ‘local radio’s . devotion. to’ community: -betterment. 

Distribu- 

Except. for some - ‘footage emphasizing: the. ‘hometown . “ABC kilos 
cycles, each 0&0. is. unspooling the identical reel, a: glossy: documenta- . 
tion. of: radio’s evolution from: Marconi. to. the . Present, ‘Stressing: the 

| local: broadcaster as a civic-minded guy.: 
The film is also booked for the, NAB Chicago pow. 

write-down on inventory and plant equipment... 
-Wrather’s own wholly-owned corporations include ‘Disneyland. Hotel, oa 

“Muzak: ‘and tv-and film property,. “Lassie, ” “The Lone. Ranger” ‘and: - 
: “Sergeant. ‘Preston. of the Yukon.” 

Fairriess—the Right to Know”. Mon- $390, 000 or 23- cents: ‘per share over. 1962, Wrather reported. 

day: at : 2: 30 in the Grand, Ballroom. L 
- ‘First.subject | 

“WRCV-TV Jaunches the first’ of three | 
documentaries-“It's About’ ‘Time’. in: a~series. dealing: with, the: ‘Prob: : 

. Admiral. Corp. ‘annual: report, just: out, shows a 1%. increase in “‘con= ee 
‘| solidated. net sales for..1963 compared: to- the: previous year. “Net Sales > - 
| jumped. from $201;505,441 ‘in. 1962 to: $216,146,661. last: year. 
“| dated. net: income. of: $3,024, 532. or $1.24 per “shade - was. reported On. 
.2:442, 546 shares outstanding, ‘compared. with - $1.8 965, 501, or. 80%" ‘per 
Share in 1962. es i 

°) multi-year’ network runs, -encom- oe 

ecutive for the. A ‘R. Gloster: ‘Ad agency ‘which ‘services - the CKEW: 
“Shirley Eder, in Hollywood-for the: Academy. 

Awards; has taped interviews with. Rock Hudson, Leslie Caron, . Ginger}. 
Rogers, Barbara: Stanwyck, Bob Hope and. -Argie” Dickerson for her |: 

Consoll- 

CBS-TV. star. Danny Thomas: has: filmed. a “three-minute. falk: which 
‘will -be. broadeast in. Morocco. onthe occasion of. the fourth-annt of. the” 
first tv broadcast in that Arab country: The film was, made: last - week 
at the. request of the U.S: Information Agency-—and was delivered: by 
‘linguistic. Thomas | An. Arabic.” 

-Winnipeg-based. Selkirk. Holdings. Ltd,, with: ‘part. or * total ownership _ 

‘of four tv. and ‘six. tadio outlets :in ‘Canada, -reports..a. calendar 1963 net ®: 
Earnings reached $190, 719, or 46c per. ‘share, -. 

-National ad. oe 
|-reveriue was. off.in first half of the ‘year, but local advertiser coin rose: 
in second half to. more than offset the earlier. declines. « 

versus: $174, 122,. equal” to 42c.a-share the: previous ‘year, . 

NAB is” ‘offering ‘stations: a: sample. ‘personnel guidebook with sugges. 
tions: on “-filling.in employees’ on. station. policies. © ., 

~ The ‘booklet.-outlines points which would be- included: ‘in: handbooks 
| printed by: individual stations; said its. author. ‘David Doughty: of NAB's 
Dept. of Broadcast: Management... ~. 
-It would include ‘information. on such” items: as pay: ‘periods, fringe. 

beriefits, vacations and basic work. policies “which ‘otherwise’ might be 
| overlooked or taken for: ‘granted, ” Doughty said. : 

__ The comedy, boiled. down to an. n hour, beams tomorrow: night. (rhurs.) . 

FCC. ‘has decided to allow ‘the US. Coast “Guard: to ‘continue using oo 

New York’s Channel 47: even though’ a construction’. permit” has’ been oan 
issued for a UHE television. station to-use the spot. 

has ‘been « no. timidity. - over the} 
years about. featuring the feminirie |. 
byline,’ 

The Coast..Guard can use | the channel. for ‘six: months or’ until tw 
broadcasting hegins: 

* | EXTEND FILING: TIME 

Hagerty desmed 1 a future date uawise,. since: Salinger would then. be: 
well‘along on: the electioneering stump. . So it: remplns tor. the. two: 6. 

24-page booklet: expanding. on. ‘the film’ s thesis goes with. - 

- Profits ‘in” these. were: Up about s 

The extension..had been. requested by the. ‘Coast Guard to complete, . 
an. experimental ‘program being. conducted at Sandy. Hook, 'N. 

Je. wee 

| Yogesh Austria 

Vienna, ‘March 31. 

Yugoslavia, for. ‘many. years. - 

partner. of ‘Austria in various. kinds 

of. cultural life, ‘now™ joins. hands: 
‘for tv ‘production . -also: 

‘first time: an: ‘ Austrian-Yugoslavian 

e roduction. started -in the Vienna: 
oP ' . | sifé. changes. for ‘short spaced. FM .- 
Rothstreet studio,. 

Studio Zagreb ™ (Agram) | sent. a 
full crew. .to: ‘the . capital. to. Shoot | - 

‘| the tv film “Formations” (modern 
| dances) by ‘Vera Maletic with music: 
‘by. Ruben. Radica::. Music will con- 
‘tain electronic parts: besides.-Her- 
mann Lanske (as director) and -Wil- 
fried’ D. Scheib. as. chief. of the: 
production): represent thé Austrian 
sides: Cone! 

~~ Team on TV. Prod. | 

For the]. 

“-Washington, ‘March’ 31: 

ON FM POWER HIKE. 
RCC extended the. filing time on 

‘its proposed rules. giving. FM radio 
stations 
“March 27 to ‘May. 11. 

“:Postponement was * issued - to in-: oe 

increased: - - power from 

clude a.proposal. by. Kear and. Ken-. 
nedy. consulting radio engineers on 

stations and an. alternate FCC pro-. 
Posal for. -higher: antenna. heights. 

_Wedneeday, Apa bt 1964 _ a 

As a: sidebar to next . week's National ‘Assn. ‘of’ Broadcasters: convens:: oe 
tion, ‘pioneer broadcasters: will be asked to tape their early experiences Lt 

| for inclusion. in. the -Oral History ‘projects ‘being collaborated on by the: 
Going into. the ‘Friday 9: 30. pm: | 

slot instead of the Fair show: will | 
be -reruns ‘of variety -shows .from : 
the CBC featuring topname talents | 

Te “ances, having . assembled. a: promotion . that ‘hopefully will inspire. —.. 
‘| “awareness”. el 

‘| Hardly: need ‘be said that the: eampaign is ‘hot shy. respecting the webs. 
.| owned call: letters. - °° : vy 

“-At the heart of it is’ a 20-minute. color filin,. “Saga in. Sound; ” which. Ley 
personalities, ‘management: tier ‘and -even clerical -people”. of the Sta-.. - 
tions are chaperoning ‘to: community influentials assembled by P-TA. 

“wrather Corp. ‘boosted its. Own. profits for: itself ‘and its viholly-owned. ae 
‘subsids by: about: $390,000 for year ended. Dec.-31, 1963, but. sustained. ..-. 
“a. total consolidated. net loss of $2,544, 184. with inclusion ‘of its Tosses: ao 
‘in A, C. Gilbert., of which company ‘owns. 50.14%. interest. i 

' Prexy-board chairman. Jack Wrather reported’ ‘that his operations” 
| own net. profit amounted ‘to $886,966, or 51 cents per share’ on: gross. 
income. of. $12,060,688. Charged: against: this, “however, were $2,849,<. 
| 370; repping 50.14% . of .the Gilbert loss, anda $581,780 writeoff. of’ 
‘excess costs of the. investment in Gilbert’ stock, Gilbert, ‘a toy manu-.. 
facturer;, reported a 1963 Idss..of $5,682, 829, after taking’ ‘a: ‘substantial. oh 

"WRVR; N. Y., energetic “FMer_ owned - by: the: ‘Riverside: Church, is 2 
“going with the cognizance of Shakespeare’s 400th anniversary. -by.. alr- 

: | ing .an: original radio adaptation of the Bard’s “As You Like It.”..°-: 

The reply comment deadline was - ot 
‘also © shifted - from April 10. to 
‘May: 26... 

Commissioner - Robert. 

‘ment were Chairman. E. -William 

Bartley: - 
‘dissented. :Favoring ‘the pestpone- 

Henry and Commissioners Robert : : 
E. Lee,. Frederick’ Ford,. ‘Kenneth : 
‘Cox. and Lee Loevinger. - 2 



Cre t Fitles: The , Mongols The Trojan War, Cartouche, 
; Helen of Troy, Triumph of Robin Hood, Devil of Paris, 
i Lion of St Mark, Joseph And His Brethren and many 

. & others.. Pree 

GreatSt Stars s Jack Palance, A Anita Ekberg, Robert Morley, 
John Drew Barrymore, Jill Haworth, Gordon Scott, Lex 
Barker and a many others... ; 

- et = : See our ‘exciting nan slides, bro- 
welt 1 | churesand surprise selling: aids d uringthe 

word, Wass = 1 | NAB. convention, 

or “PICTURES CORP, TELEVISION DEPARTMENT 
Time & Lite Bide, Rockefeller Ce nter New Yo rk 20, New York "J0de 202-2100. 



JUNIPER. 5-2385. a 
With Milton. Metz; Cassius chy 
Producer:. Metz |; 
90. Mins.;. Mon.-Friday: 8: 30. ‘pan: 
‘WHAS, Louisville... ers 

. WHAS staffer | Milton. Metz- and 
“his audience show. “Juniper 5-2385"" 
{phone | number ~ ‘identifying’ the 
Metz. show) during. which Jisteners 
‘are invited: to call in. their. ques- 
tions on ‘some: provocative: subject, |. 
-had a ehange in-format when: Cas- 
- sius ‘Marcellus -Clay, heavyweight 
ehampion. made ‘a’ guest appearance 
for the. entire -show.: Clay - became 
_interested in boxing as a boy, when 

~ Joe: Martin, local police. officer and 
‘part-time -coac’: of -youthful ‘boxing | 
aspirants,. atranged™ to have Clay; : 
meet other :amateur. opponents. on: 
“Future Champions,” a 30-minute 
boxing show. on. local: WAVE-TV: | 
Rest. of the story has: already. been; 

told; his’ gaining stature ‘by. -win=:-. 
* ning. boxing. medals in. Rome. at the). 

Olympics. and ‘the like. - 

The 

in contrast:'.to-the brash,. “vocal 
_ fighter who. stepped: into the ring 
‘with Sonny. Liston, in Miami, and} 
*. who: achieved. this. lifetime. ‘ainbi- 
tion to...become ‘world’s. champion. 
“heavyweight. boxer. Clay’ conducted: 
himself in: a. su‘odued, modest man-: 
ner,-with hardly any of the brag- 

. gadocio. which’ characterized -his 
prefight tucties.. While ‘he .. 

_.techniques . of good: public --rela- 
‘tions, “his | generous | -offer. to. fight. 
ina’ benefit: for Rudell ‘Stitch 
(Louisville's. upcoming boxer’ who: 

“Jost his: life while’ trying ta: save 
‘a drowning friend’ in: the Ohio 
River). was. laudatory: | 

Phone: calls’ were: congratulatory, 
with just. a few expressing: .the| 
opinion “ that* Liston . would ° win if 
‘there were a. -rematch. Clay” han-: 
‘dled himself well in-:the. ad-lib. 
exchanges: ‘One. ‘listener brought 
a sharp retort: from Clay ..with a 
question about. the : ‘fight . being 

fixed. Clay’s answer “—T don’t ‘know 
nothin’ about that. 

: image “projected . by . the’ 
| chanip on ‘this: q. -&-a. ‘show. “was. 

im-|- 
pressed as. still: cunversed in. the}, 

= about reports’ that. Clay: had. pe-| 

| come & - “member. of ‘the. “Muslims.. 

TV-AM Set Sales 
In Big Jan. Spurt | 

| ies.” . 
“ Thursdays’ there’s “Dr. Kildare” 

| Clay ‘said: that was ‘correct; he had 

"|always been. a Muslim.: He fielded 
a. number. -of:. ‘questions about his 
future: plans; Floyd Patterson and | 
“other | challengers: for his crown,| 
and the like, all. in well-modulated | , 
tones. poh os . 

: Metz showed: his ‘usual good taste} 
‘in- handling hot questions, and re- 
gardiess of the listeners who. tossed. 
‘questions - ‘which ‘were. ‘irrelevant, 
Metz. had.-a pleasant way. Of. telling 
“em .to: stick to the subject,” and |. 
thanking them. for expressing ‘their 
opinions. . *: “Wied. 

"Ratio Faloray 

#. 

7 Tex: McCrary 
“As “WNBC is. ‘essaying | ‘its | 
“more. talk” : programming by. ac- 
quiring’. new personalities, includ- 
ing those fromthe opposition WOR-. 

adding new ‘interviewers. “Among 
these is Tex’ ‘McCrary who, : with 
innate . newspaper. and. show - biz 
‘sense. and: training, has’ ‘gotten: ‘top-1. 
drawer guests and gotten them to 
Say ° something © ‘more meaningfal- 
‘than -punditing- or plugging a: Show. 
OF. picture. _ 

‘Henry A. “Barnes was ‘one. ‘stich | | 
‘last-week and a sample of the Traf- 
fie Commissioner's’ opinion of ‘the. 
metropolitan vehicular logjam may 
be gleaned from these” Barnesian 
samplings: ‘Fhe only way.:to get 
to. the. West Side (of Manhattan). 
is to be-born there”, 

In answer to the: dire: potentials: 
of. the World's Fair vehicular crush, 
a doubeleader. :at.the . new: ‘Shea 
‘Stadium,. ‘Billy ‘Graham: ‘in. person. 
at the Fair, normal airport. traffic, 
and of ‘course the inevitable Jones 
Beach. exodus ‘all: happening on a 
nice summer Sunday, Barnes :sug:-: ~ 
gested “I'd leave five:or 10 minutes 
earlier—the day before”. - 

I fixed Liston.” | 
‘One listener wanted to’ know’! 

‘He also has. some. “cogent” and 
| practical ‘suggestions, and. as far. 

are’ “The Egyptian,” 
“Three -: “Goins in’ thed way,” 

- - ¢fas possible : any’ New Yorker knows = 
‘Barnes .is implementing. some of |... 

.. {| them, but what he thinks of muni- } 
cipal -redtape’ snafuing his’ work | 
is: no: longer: any. secret. down at 
City. Hall. “McCrary brought .it. out |. 
of him again in. no: o-uncertain terms, 

” Abel... 

Washiiigton,: : March 31. 
* Melevision and. ‘radio sales. and. 
prodtction ‘in. January. considerably: / 
-outdistanced the pace in 1963, Elec-. 
tronic Industries ASsii. reported. 

Total black and white. Yeeeiver 
| ‘production. Teached: 642,080 in-Jan-: 
‘| uary:. conipared to - 484 A415 for the: 
same month in 1963. - 

EIA . has” added color ‘ty. pro- ; 
duction: to: its. monthly. figures and™ 
‘disclosed: 88,977 of those: ‘sets. were 
turned: out in January. 

‘Radio, the latter. also. has: been|- Showing a big spurt is. ail< chan 
nel. set’. production jumping .from 
58,032 in: January,: 1963, to: 116, 281 
‘in. J anuary,.. 1964, . 

Also: up was FM radio ‘production 
to. 151,343 this. January: from 87,-} 
oat last. round. 

~ 20th-TV’s ‘Aussie Sale. 
20th-Fox-TV. has dealt: a: package: 

pix all’ had. . primetime: NBC. ex- 
posure the past. two. seasons;- and. 
the Aussie deal: specifies unlimited \. 
‘unspoolings. over a seven-year span. 

‘Among the. titles’ in. the package 
“Roots: of: 

Heaven,” 
Fountain,’ ” “Niagara” and “Heaven 
Knows ‘Mr. “Allison. meee 

Regina, Sask. —. Harold Van 
Wiebe, - program -director of 

| CKCK-TV,. Regina; 
Sask., as s ‘manager’ of: f radio station 
‘CKSL:: 

TV set ‘sales - were. 588-555. in’ 
January 1964. compared . to: 503, 821 

| for the .same™ ‘month: ‘last - -year.. 
ae “Radio sales showed an even. ‘bigger. 

| jump. from 453, 348 January, 1963, 
to. 544,815 this ‘round. _ 

| Truly; ¢ 

‘to. Weyburn, 

than - “what. may be supplied. by 
‘NBC-TV's 

and “Defenders.” 
Fridays ‘there’s “Your’ Ss. ‘Truly, 

“Bob Hope Presents,” * 

Saturday’s. ‘there’ S. a: possibility 

‘Movies,”’: titles. which ° are at Jeast 
three years. ‘old. 

It ean be argued that much. ‘of | 
the present-day. world is. offered in. 
satire. on’ NBC-TV’s “TW3,” the 

. half-hour which : ‘made it for next. 
‘season. There also: could .be some 
Teality surprises. which. could touch 
the nerves of America’s ‘citizenry: 

| in.some. series not tabulated: | 
|; - CBS-TV is of the opinion that 
; while it. lost “East Side, West Side,” 
‘it. gained ‘two. reality shows” in. 
“Siattery’ s. People” and: “Yours 

Danny. Taylor.” Reality 
shaws they may be in the parlance 
of tv, but from all initial. reports 

leaking: out about the shows,’ the 
themes won’t knock John Q. Public. 

ort: his easy chair. CBS-TV: is: of. 
|the opinion. that it’s ‘retained’ its 
mix of reality, escape, comedy, vari-. 

of. 39. late-médel features to. AUus-: ‘ety: showcases, personalities, games, 

‘tralia’s: Television: Corp. Ltd. The: ‘ete: 

smiles from other quarters. 

were sounded out for: they repre- 
‘sent the reality school of: drama. 
‘in contemporary tv. (Susskind next |. 
season out will have “Mr. Broad-| 

dealing with a high powered 
public relations. exec, in the escape 

“i vein). ~ 
*T -swould. hate ‘to. be. ‘trying. to. 
peddle - reality shows . now,” - Suss- 
kind agrees. 
from serious drama.” (Thére also 
-will be no. teledramas ‘culled from 
the literary output of the past , 

| Side,” David: ‘Susskind’s hour which: 
‘had a.one season run..on:- CBS-TV. 
. ‘only to’ ‘be axed. in this ‘Ught pop 

“T wave. °° 

“Wednesdays will have “CBS Re 
, ports” in ‘its. ‘same ‘7:30. to 8:30 
-slot.. That’s it for that night, other 

“Wednesday Night Mov: | 

Danny Taylor,” (nee The Reporter, 
created by Jerome Weidman) and too, hanging over everyone’s.head,. 

lis another facet ‘in this. drive for 
escape.” He-.said he had to sub- 
‘scribe to the phrase. “never under- : 
estimate: the American: public’s ap~ 

of contemporary veality. dramatic 
themes’ on “Saturday Night At the. 

The contention of CBS-TV. drew 

Producers Brodkin and: Susskind | 

“The trend is away | 

Ts Light Pop Wave Era” ) * oe 
; Continued. from page: 23 — 

a 

‘Le. Ibsen, Shaw, ‘Hemingway, other 
than perhaps. an | occasional “Hall- 
mark Hall of Fame.”) 

Susskind. blamed the. demise ‘of. 
‘serious. drama. to. its lack: of popu-: 
larity. “We live in the most affluent’ 
‘society in the world. In the. midst:: 
of: this ‘affluent | Society; ‘there. are. 
pockets of poverty, one fifth.. ‘of. .: 
a nation. The four-fifths don’t. want | 
-to-be troubled by. the problems of: 
}the one-fifth, The ‘starvation’ ‘belt’ 
‘in -America is not -tv’s audience. 
The abundant: audience wants : es-... 
‘cape in its leisure hours. The Bomb, 

petite: for the mediocre.” 

“Times © will ‘change,’ ” Susskind 
‘opined. “Someone will do a success-° 
‘ful realistic drama: and others. will. 
follow.”’« ae 

‘The pendulum - theory” ‘was. sub: 
scribed to also by. producer Brod-.. 
kin of “The Defenders”. and. “Nurs: : 

Y\es.” Brodkin said’ the success ‘of. 
-the “Defenders” two years ago. bred: ©: . 
other series, keyed to more realis-.. _ 
tic. themes. Now its. the days of. °.: 
“Beverly Hillbillies,” che said, with: 
‘everyone trying to. imitate. Paul. 
Henning’s success in comedy. Brod- 
‘kin said he had nothing | against: _ 
‘other. forms. of . tv. fare, but its’ a 
‘little disheartening” to. see all of 
tv. veering. away from the type of... 
dramas that ‘made. “Playhouse 90” 
famous. (‘Miracle ‘Worker’ . and 
“Judgment at. Nuremberg,” . two 
Motion pictures ‘which will be’ pre- 
sented by ABC-TV in its feature - 
‘slot riext. season, had their origina- 
‘tion as: “Playhouse: 90” dramas.) 

“I have no intention. of changing 7 
‘what. I do," added: Brodkin, ‘. 

Loulsvilte-+Joel M. -Thrope,’ Dae. - 

tive. New Yorker, ‘has: been ‘named. 
general manager of. ‘WAKY ‘here: : 

Thrope. went to Louisville with the 
Army in 1954, and upon: discharge 

in 1956 went to. work. for ‘WAVE. 
‘as a salesman. He’ joined WARY. - io 
as ‘commercial manager in’ 1962. 
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rr loaded with action 

‘ant priced for action! 

‘Sold, even. b sfore this first anioancoment, to Chicago, 
Detroit, ‘Los A ngeles, New York, Albany, Syracuse, 

ndianagn olis, Providence, San Antonio and San Francisco! - 
on Here are. 212 really new action- packed features: sees 
<=" gureto attract viewers and Sponsors to your channel, - 
cv" 10. of the nation’s top stations snatched them: Up 
ne before: this first. annoyncement of availability, so’ 

you can bet they're the hottest properties around, 
_Now that the ‘news: is out, we Susgest you call for { | 

_ Seals without delay. - Be cae 

nT 7 FIPTM AVENUE, ge “NEW YORK x22) WY “212 21% Pk 2i9ie 

While you're on the phore.. ‘ask aboiit Westhampton’s ; 

* great Group I of Post-'60s which is-en
 joying substan= 

tial late ‘afternoon: ‘and late. evening.ratings in 37 
s0\.. leading. markets! Every.Group II sale was:made toa. 

- Station. which bought. Group’ I.i.and when a station. 
. comes back for. more, you: can be s sure. itwas pleased | 
with the results! a re | 



nye te inns enss 

_BADIO-TELEVISION 7 

Te Ae oe ee ee et erp eet 

show in the ‘nétwork’s - blurb. time.. 

The lift-might have gone unnoticed, 
except: the local station ‘cut back: to- 
the network just .in™ ‘time ‘o- catch. 

“the | ‘preceding. an- 
nouncement - has ‘been ‘brought: to. 

_ you .aS. a public’ service. ”- Even a 
‘easual listener could . hardly con- 
strue.a-blurb:for the Dune’s: flesh . 

‘the kicker, 

show as a’ public. service. - 

‘On the Ioeal . yadio level, -how-. 
ever, ‘here. area couple. of Tock- ". 
n’-rollers,..a ‘couple’ of: “good: music” 
stations, a couple of “fine” -music : 
oiltlets (FM nighttime split) a. cou- 
ple of Mexiean. stations and. a‘ cou-: 
ple - “Of: eountry-western - “blasters. 
There are a couple of: versions Of 
the Coas*’s “talk back”: telephone. 
shows, :and: some. very hip: deejays, 

even among the. country-and-west>. 

ern spielers. « 

“One of. the: latter flashed . an 
early-morning news. bulletin’ in--an 
interpretive way that should be the 
envy of Huntley-Brinkley. It went 

“Well, Jack 
‘Ruby has fired) lawyerman Belli; . 
something like - this: 

and. sent him. back to California. 

Never shoulda: hired - him -in the: 

- first. place. Down. in’ Houston they. 

got the ‘best lil old: criminal: lawyer. 
.in the entire country; name of Per- 
‘cy Foreman. Story . goes” “that. one’ 
time a Dallas man called ole Pert 
and said, ‘I gotta:see ya. right away, 
Mr. Foreman, E:just shot. my. wife.’ 
Ole. Pere. says, ‘Sorry, man, I. can’! 
defend.-you ‘for: less..than. $50,000.’ 
‘But Mr. Foreman,’ the ‘Dallas man 

gays, “I got a. retainer’ check. for’ 
Se 

_ ” Radio-T¥: Desert- =a 
SS Continued: from page: 39; 

$100; 000 right « in- Tay: hand Says” 
“Pll be: there :in' two. and..a |. 

half... hours. ‘with ‘three’ eyewit- 
Pere, 

nesses. ap 
~ 

Tt: “was * ‘some: hours’ ater that - it 
was announced .¢hat Ruby had ac- 
tually . hired | :Foreman‘. (who... Jater: 
resigned). . 
“Even ‘with “thie” booming. ‘growih 

of ‘Tucson, it’s hard-to. believe that: 
the town can’ support . 14. -stations.. 
But there’s a-mother lode of local 

| spots .(mostly - corn -humor—Mad. 
‘Man:.Muntz now ‘operates. -here),. 
and: even the “sunup-sundown | “cof- 
fee-pots”. manage to. survive (some. 

“A. deal’ |. 
mani, ‘a recent: expatriate of. 

.New ‘Yark’s -Cement: canyons, --was- 
-asked ‘if a lot of that-local- business 
|.wasn’t’ “a/ buck-a-spot” billing, He 

‘| said, “Oh: yeah—but. of. course with: 

studios. are © in‘. motels). 
agency.m 

discounts. ” -As- per: the. national 
standard, the rockers claim the big 
share: of the. audience via the ‘rat- 
ings, and- echo-chambered contest | 

Bs, a ‘| Nell” by: the bartenders. ‘There. also. 
is’ a. ‘flock: of -.restaurants,.. mostly | 
-serving. up” gastronomical horrors, | 
if NBC “Today” staff investigators “sacrilegious”. in: any respect.: 

.-It- might, ‘however, have. offended | 
‘both religious. and. secular ‘Estab- 

promos fill- the air. - 
‘The. local | newspapers, . the ‘am. 

‘Arizona Daily. Star (‘An “independ- 
ent NEWSpaper printing. the hews: 
‘impartially”),. and: the p.m.. ‘Tucson. 
Dail Citizen, cost. a. dime and :can- 

v { claimed. he: located a genuine’ two- run.a fat four sections ° each. on. ‘a. 
weekday.. They. share: business, . ad- 
vertising and - technical - facilities, | 
b hat’s. it. The Star is: Demo-: uy thats. 1 £ . mo} border. town “of: Nogales, Mexico, cratic and-liberal :by the national 
standard, and. the Citizen is right 
wing, currently ‘stumping: hard. for: 
local-boy -Goldwater.-in the’ presi- |. 
‘dential. chase: Both have; ’ lively, |: 
{modern:. makeup, and. both: thrive 

=""I| without ‘a, broadcast affiliation. The 
‘Hi p.m. sheet” has’ a- weekly. “teen” |‘ 
= | spread . that: carries ‘the expected: 

Jacne-cure ads. along | with paid- | 
fl space’ for car-rental: service’ and 

A FACE LIKE THIS” 

4 How about it?) 

IRON POLAO. 
also barmitzvahs - 

‘Representation by — - 

“VAL IRVING. ASSOC, 
Plena, 5-0932.. 

tadio.*.tv.°. stage * ‘films. | 

J denture: cleansers. ’ The. fv. ‘columnist | ——— 
[| on the a.m. ‘paper ‘is not.an ex-po- | - 
lice’ reporter-—he. is the police re-. 
porter,. doubling on the video scene. 

But, “local - eccentricities aside, 
uo I the combo is.a welcome relief from 

-§| the.. singlé-owner " ‘mackerel -wrap- 
[| pers © that . dominate -the . national) 

| picture these’ days: . oan 
Big Tucson ~ ‘has : a “dog: 
A track . for’ Aid bettors . who. have. 
| reached ‘majority; and a thorough- |. 
‘bred track that reportedly will. 

4| close in the néar future. ‘The way'|.. 
the local. plugs have bren running, |' 

| COULD STOP A SHOW! | 
{| middle of a race. A: visitor. Teported 

Otherwise, 

they may. be forced to close in the 

that ‘one six furlong. - ‘race recently 

—that’s exactly: 3236*h ‘seconds off 
| the. Acqueduct- six-furlong’ record, 
just by. way of comparison... 
‘Folks Don't Die;. They. Blow Away’ 

‘try music: .The ‘Tropical’ Inn: has 4 

‘was .won in one-minute, 43-seconds |. 

- ‘But, in the: dry desert. ‘air, -peo- j. 
: ple: don’t die,:.the. say.. They just. 
{dry up and. blow ‘away. (it’s like liv- | 

}d}ing in.a giant, -blue-skied. oxygen. 
tent). And the desert mountain ter- | 
}rain“surrounding Tucson is. covered 
with. thousands’ of Suaguros Cacti. 

Its: known: ‘that ‘Weigel. has - been 

ne ae lel atl le 

But» we do: “know | ‘that Gf you, wis 
advertise it-on KSTP-TV you can“... 
sell. it’. ... and plenty more like it... 

The: Northwest’s ‘first’ TV: 

_..,.of 810,800 :TV. families and over 
Jos Five. Billion; in: n'apendable income, - 

See 
100, 000 WATTS. - ‘NBC 
-MINNEAPOLS ° st. PAUL. 

TELEVISION CORE y 
presents 

station, KSTP-T Veffectively and © 
economically ‘sells .a . market... +} 

_ -| the Champ” bowling. promotion 

" It ‘the. scéne. o gets: a. bit: fmonotonous. ‘ 
| all a passer-through has to. imagine 
‘is that the tall. prickly, Pointy-head-. al 
lea plants, with arms- projecting in|. 
| a- thousand . ludicrous ‘. poses, . 
earacitures of: Leonard . Bernstein 
directing a kiddie. concert: on. ‘CBS: 

-Tucson’s ° “Miracle Mile: ‘is on a 
highway named ‘to. give: New York 
City | traffic “commissioner - Barnes 
the-vapors:— East. Speedway. But. 
he -would-recover to rejoice in the | - 
‘drivers, ‘who. ate strictly | after-you- 

| Gaston. and: wheel cars. without: 
‘horns: And for the. visitor: tenacious. 
enough to hhack’through the: neon: 
jungle . on either side of: the road,' 

|there. really. is: such action. “as a 
{couple - -of :rock-n’ -roll: ‘joints. ‘The 
Blue.‘Note -has .a: Mexican’ group 
permeating the room with the big 
peat. along: with avery - strong. -dis- ; 
infectant; . ‘The. ‘Doll’ House ‘has | - 
the. gringo counterpart ‘with ‘fender. 
‘bass, carpets yet and (when caught). 
practically . all. the: twist *.crowd: 
¢which ‘is just swarmed: up. by. 1‘a:m. 
closing. time). The Tin Ear has. Dixie | 
musi¢ on: weekends.and. Lil Abnetr’s ‘|, 
out-on North Silver. Bell: ‘has: -COun- | 

jazz. singer, : lovingly. ealled::“Dirty 

are reliable. They’ were. in town for 
several days. : shooting, - : ‘and ‘one. 

story- ‘house’ -that’ wasn’t..a -home, 
‘complete with. saloon parlor.. Unless: 
he: drifted -65.. miles ‘south ~to: the 

and. ‘thought it. was. .a ‘Tucson. sub-. 
‘utb,- - his story- is’ unlikely. " The 
Golden. Nugget Saloon: ‘at Old. Tuc- J 
‘son, a feature pix set turned’ into | 
a- ‘tourist, - attraction,. 
cream | ‘cones: ” 

~ Field Enterprises 
— Continued. from. page 43° —— 

¢ Some two decades’ ago, ‘Marshall 

serves ‘ice. 

| Field Ir.’s father.had.owned WJJD, 
* | a -50,000-watt . ‘daytimer, but - ‘gave 

| it® up. ‘supposedly * becaitse-..he: felt 
it-.blemished the’ -Field- image.). 
Quinlan . said : that. ‘among. ‘other. 

things he ‘would look: into the pos- 

sibilities; and the realism, of ring-. 
‘ing . the’ city- with smail. ‘Suburban 
AM. stations. : 

‘As for television, the entire UHF: 
‘band i in. Chi is now. spoken. for with: 
the. exception: of .one- channel: for. 
which ‘there’s:: a.: ‘contest between 
Warne? Bros. ‘Kaiser and ‘a local. 
"group -héaded ‘by ‘Tom: Davis (WaA-: 
.AF).and p.r..man Fred Livingston. 
It’s just conjecture,. -but if the Field 
Corp: is anxious fo- get in the game 
now - the. only Possibility .. ‘would: 
seem to -be .a- coinvestment swith’ 
Eddie.. ‘Silverman. ‘(Essaness ‘Thea- 
‘fres}! or ‘ H&E Balaban: “(theatres’ 
and: stations), -who ‘have ; ‘two: of 
the U licenses . here, or even’ more 
logically ‘with John. Weigel whose. 
“WCIU- (Ch. 26): is on the-air now. 

| seeking ° fresh investment. capital. 
TIn any: . case,” with - the - two. news- 
papers ‘behind him, Field. ( Quin- 
lah). could do:: much: to. -advance . \ 

;spite the. ‘odd’ let-down—chiefly, it-| i] 
‘seemed; due to slight.-script’ weak- | 
nesses—the. nonstop: full-hour show. |}- 
Ano ‘break: of any kind): was. almost 
‘steadily. absorbing. - . i. ane 

exec. producer Jim _ _ _ x 
.Guthro opened the program with: a | "9 pee 
brief, ‘bland explanation. of. his’ aim: |: #: 

| UHF: in -this. market: |. 

Quinlan | told VARIETY that- any 

wo mo | prospective Field. broadcast : group 

: We. don’ t: ‘know. Couldn’ t: _ 
Gare’ ‘less. we oe 

.would ‘be more than:a mere profit- 
‘| making enterprise;“ it: would. be a}, 

_ Kereative one.: He ‘said that -in- addi- 
“| tion to- operating. stations the broad- 
east arm: of Field Enterprises would 

| work.:in. the. production: of pro-|.‘ 
..| grams, pilots and.-motion ‘pictures. 

j.as .aspects.. ‘of-. communications. .At 
_-}least, that’s: how: the. talking’ has 

gone “So. -far, ‘he says: an 

.. | His association with: Field. goes| 
‘| back ‘many a. year, to:the days. of 

_.4the Army-McCarthy hearings when 
| the publisher. called him at WBKB 

| to: propose that - the. paper’. (then 
only ; the ° Sun-Times): and |station 
[split costs.to pipe’. the: hearings | 
‘into ..Chicago... Later they had’ a}. 

} similar collaboration on the: ‘Senate 
Racket Hearings, and: since: then} 
there have. been ‘numerous: pro-| 

j motional. ‘tieups, .as : with :- WBKB’s 
_ | televising of the Daily News Relays 

and the Sun-Times’.-recent. “Beat: 

‘sight ‘unseen, 
torical,’ 

‘duction. . 

q elevision 

“sacrilegious, “unhis- 
offensive. ._To relate: the: 

resurrection. of our Lord to a scene 
in’ a.local graveyard is ‘beyond all’ 
imagining!” 

Former: prime minister’ (Coriser-. 
vative): John’ ‘Diefenbaker. had thun- 
‘dered © ‘that. 
‘Scandalous and: sacrilegious insult 
to. the majority, of Canadians” and} 
asked: 

it was “a- flagrant, 

‘in: Parliament’ whether * it 
would ‘be shown, (A. ‘CBC ‘spokes- 
man: said- the’ same day—36 hours 
before . the’. - telecast—that:. 
about... a “dozen . -complaints: ‘from 
across the. country had. come in). | 

Such’ high-placed. “protests. made 
it touch-and-go «- . whether 

CBC's: program council: in. ‘Ottawa 
{and decided to stand firm. . 

After all that preliminary whoop-' 
-de-doo—guaranteeing. the . show: a 
‘much greater audience ‘that. Jim |. 
Guthro’ s:weekly “Horizon,” usually 
gets, what: emerged ‘was a “genierally: 
strong, . well-produced modern alle- 
gory that’ was. a credit to all :con- 
cerned and could scarcely be: called 

lishments—the | former ‘because, 
while it “showed. . Jesus © Christ 
(Joshua Corbett. in -the’ script) | as | 
suprahuman in. some ways—it ‘also. 
brought: him.down to earth (as the’ 
New Testament does). asa: cmixer, 
with’ ordinary: folks:: 

“The secular Establishment might | 
have - -been irked ‘because. :of the. 

. show’s. “precedental, radical facet: | 
_.. J the - walkout™:in ‘30-odd munition: 

‘| plants across: “Canada. -by workers, 
. whom - Joshua: Corbett.. had’ -per-. 
-{suaded ‘to ‘leave their - jobs—and, 
|most of. them, ‘to: join his:-Peace in 

It’. vividly illu-. 
‘strated -to a. million .or more view- 
Action. ‘movement. - 

ers -that were’ all. munition-plant. 
workers. ‘everywhere to walk ‘out, 
no ‘fresh war materials could. be. 

Tt must | have seemed: 
-almost. as. ‘heretical ‘as the fairly 
produced. © 

clear. implication: that :Corbett had 
heen'.framed by. the ‘state on a 
phony ‘murder rap—and executed—. 
‘to-prevent his contining such. effee-- 
tive: ‘non-violent. tactics.” 

; Continued from. page 51. 

only |: 

CBC}. 
would. go ahead. with: the. show; but: 

|. nized, : 

Reviews 

a shade. less. cautious... But: the re-; 
sult: was,. by: tv. standards, “a: bold. 
effort, and: could be: the. grounds: 
‘work: for. still more: ‘meaningful. foe... 

' incidentally, ~*~ 
used: 167—mostly, extras—and eost: 
ture” work. : -Show, . 

about: “$50, 000... . - Gard.- 

ICAN: COMMUNISM. 

‘Producer-Director: ; 
burg” 2° 

‘Writer: Landsbure 
60 Mins., .Tues. 7:30 ° p.m. 
WPIX, N.. Y. (film)... 

works for .topicality. Nor ‘is. he 
‘apt -to. engage controversy. - 

‘prominent: in. David Wolper’s hews- 
‘reeler’ charting ‘of ‘the U.S, .Com- 
muist ‘party from birth to. zenith to- 

‘All- that.. vault footage..is, 
‘inevitably, a fascination: unto. ‘it- 

- | self, notably when police clubs. bat- 
ter industrial. strikers, and ‘some. --:< 

nadir.. 

memorable moments of. the ‘Welch- 
‘McCarthy® “imbroglio. 

ideological . - flip-flop, © “when * it. 
‘plumped for. peace: before Hitler's. 
invasion of Russia, but. ethereafter 

| beat the” drums. ‘for: fascist..scalps: . . 
‘But, and- apart from the: problem 

“of dmmediacy, : : the © ‘conspicuous 

simplification. Distilling: evil:from. 
‘the . ‘communist’ -eabal ‘is -no- trick, 
but -rather a pitfall. fromthe view-.. .: 
point. that history is neither served tee 
nor ‘illuminated,, and ‘present - -day. na 
moorings. hardly. ‘Strengthened; 
“As. herein - superficially seruti- . 

and: its -faithful.-. 
| were: more scorned ‘than. explained. ae 
‘Contemporaneous | forces. and -cur-' 

‘the CP.’ 

‘rents. were. glimpsed: in passing but 
‘unexamined. :'| ‘CP - villainy. alone 
was’ in focus; and- while ‘the: Wolper. 7 
‘Fecap night reassure conviction and_ 
‘fortify. emotion it: left: the: viewer 
essentially" no: more enlightened: 

- ee, Pie. 

Since Christ: was an ‘avowed ‘op: - 
ponent of both religious and secu- 
ar Establishments of his day, there | 
seems ‘a. certain : poetic. justice “in 
\'the ‘fact that Montreal novelist. (and. 
vet. tv scripter Charles E. Israel, .a. 
onetime rabbinical student, ‘brought: 
out both.points so forcefully, aided 
‘to the full by Ronald (formerly Ron) |'- 
Kelly’s. astonishingly. realistic pro- | 

. Three’ CBC announcers} 
and a: program: host : played them- 
‘selves. and characters’:names were || - 
flashed onthe screen when neces- {|} 

A tribute to.the realism were |}. 
the . frequent. phone calls. CBC }|I- 
switchboards all over. Canada ‘re- 
‘ported ‘getting during: the.show to 

sary. 

ask “Is this yealy happening?” 
Kudos, too, to: the non-name. but | 

experienced. cast, ‘with .whom, .pro-'| 
ducer-director . Kelly: achieved re-|ff- 

“Herizon’”... 

°; ; to illuminate the eternal. values 
created 2 ,000 | years. ago.” 

fors ‘to improvise: on. . 
-Israel- . might -. ‘have ° ‘written - all 

‘stronger script had -he departed |] 
_|more:from.-the framework and been | 

Then, - 
sans ‘titles, | the camera cut toa} Fu 
crowd ‘milling ‘around an-‘open|: |). 
grave witha side-turned. “easket in-|. } <. 
if... Announcer - Gil . Christie han-|:# 
dled. it exactly as: he would’ have |” 
in’ real-life, ‘and-:so. -did his col-|- 
leagues: Fred Davis, . ‘Percy. . ‘Saltz- - | _ 
man and J. Frank Willis .in. later} "Liu 
scenes—latter ' as: the: anchor man |= 
‘back in the studio. Cut-offs, flubs; | 
interruptions—all: | ‘were retained |} 
‘and, for .maximum ‘flexibility, ‘Ts- 
yael- provided very. little complete || 
dialoguue—mainly.. ideas: for. the . ace : 

here; Nathan has: been with the. 
‘radio station since’ 1953 when: he. = a! 
joined the sales ‘staff. 

— LA A 4-0707. 
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Write, wire or ‘phone: 

today for Audition Print. 

625 Madison Ave., i Ye, 
og Phone PLI. “3110 

@ Fwaninne Television Corporation 

THE RISE:AND FALL OF F AMER: : Oo 

‘With Richard: Basehart.. (narrator) m a 
‘Exec Producer: David . Le: Wolper . 2 20.0:: 

‘Alan _Hands- re 

‘The. syndicator- -who- plows the : [ 
‘documentary furrows is perforce 7 
at a distinct’ disadvantage, mainly — 

| because he cannot: match. the net- 

These handicaps, -as before, were - 

. Where - the_ 
hour. was “a- most. damning’ of the - 
party, however, was in. nailing. its 

failure of the narrative :was over--. 
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- Louisville - — “James” “Nabhan. has o 
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1 Approximately 40,000: feet of lg 

‘| Also, 25,000 feet of positive print, 
| partially edited, including the: fol--[ |. 
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Ws ‘Dan, Dick & Bary 

Pinkham Was. eased out of. the 

NBC. Program’ ‘Dept., 

vV.p. 
-CBS);. back to the promotion dept. 
vineyards. where. Pinkham had 
started his ‘tv. vareer. after trans- 

at Weaver's. ‘suggestion,,. 
from the New York Herald Trib. 
sales. . “promotion - sector. And. if 
these represent unpleasant. mem- 
ories. which Pinkham can. assign to 

_Kintner, he. can scarcely. ascribe ' 

any 

; Continued: from: ‘page 28 

‘and. the Pinkham-NBC disaffection |: 
are noteworthy, they fall: far. short 
of assuming the emotional connota-. 
tions: which’ attend - ‘the Seymour- |“ 

-Aubrey;’ relationship, - “OF. lack of | 

}:same. The: stark fact: that. J. Walter. 
“Thompson, the nation’s. largest -ad- 

vertising. agency, is missing: in: the. 

list of the top. 10 agencies ‘of. CBS, | 
‘the nation’s: leading. network (in|. 
| audience).: and | leading advertising 
medium .:(in billing) * indicates | ‘that. 

‘of their ‘causes to*-Aubrey! media-men.can, atid sometimes do, | 

where © he. 

_had worked with Mike Dann (now: 
in. charge of prograins’ at. 

and. ABC's Tom Moore, each: of |'outweigh. media ° values, as the 
whom were: then sfill working ih | fundamental -determinant. of who- 
“Los Angeles. . 

. . On-the. other hand, past associa- | : 

“tions ‘can.work in favor of empathy 

between a-° network and. agency tv 

head. Thus a .Bud: Barry. and Bob. 
Kintner. find their billing-produc-. 

ing rapport. firmly — rooted. in their. 

old. friendship and ‘business: rela- | 

tiionships:of the late ’40s. ‘and. early: 

*50s. when. Barry served: as the: 

ABC. v.p. in charge- of programming: 

under. Kintner, then president . of - 
-. ABC. That was in: the. days. when} 

Goldenson, not. yet in broadcasting, | 

‘was running the. theatre division of | 

_Paramount - “Pictures * for Barney 

Balaban. 

tion’s: --Kintner's patronage ~ of 
Barry's production offerings | when. 

‘the. latter headed: MGM-TYV. in the 

‘Jate 50s, as. they contrasted. with | 
Goldenson’s marked. : indifference, 

is not thought to be lost in Barry’s } 

memories any more’ than it was to: 

‘his ‘articulate’ sensitivities. at. the. 

time. Not that. there is'a Barry .boy-- 

zott at- ABC: far from it. It’s simply. 

‘a case of finding. it “easier and 
‘more’: comfortable to do business. 

_in an atmosphere. of “mutual trust 
“and respect. The Barry Y & R buys, 
which trade observers acknowledge. 

are keenly astute ‘and 100%. ori- 
ented to client. benefit, constitute, : 
nonetheless, a case history in-the 
power of personalities.. For: a fe. 
short seasons ag0, when Barry, was. 
‘still at MGM, ‘Young: ‘& Rubicam — | 
under the tv tutelage : ‘of Pete: 
_Levathes — was’ putting its. big 
“ehips on: ABC arid. was, in fact. 
Leonard Goldenson's biggest cus- | 
tomer,. ‘rather - ‘than ninth largest, 
as at present:. ...- 

a 

FOR SALE 
final ‘35mm black & white negative.” 

‘lowing countries: Mauritania: —_ 
| Senegal — Sierra Leone - — Liberia 

T of the Congo. — ‘Congo, . 

| Can be. purchased very. 
reasonably, i in its entirety, 

for world Use. . 

i ust REFASED | 
| GREATEST ACTOR IN SCREEN HISTORY. | 

COBBY’'S HOBBIES . 
Available i in Black and .White‘and Color 7 

156. Five. Minute Shows Or . 
52 Orie-Quarter Hour Shows .” 

__ FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES * 
Produced by: Calvin Productions, Ine, Kansas City, Mo, . 

For Full Information and Sersening Contcict see: 

PROJECT: TELEVISION ! SHOWS, INC, - 
f 290 N. Woborh Aver. _Chicage.t1 Minots At rue || toe” series’ has: been’ quite suc-. 

o x . 
yy wae 

1» BOB. SCHLESSEL 
[National Sales Manager. 

Nor ‘is a ‘Bud: Barry ‘one: 

‘to forget. past treatment’ — favor-. 
able or. otherwise. In’ this connet- 

ABC's: 

While the . ‘Barry-ABC ‘cleavage 

observers. believe, - in- Seymour’s 
insistence.on playing an active role 
Inthe, programming. and. schedul-. 
ing’ of the networks he. patronizes.. 
Thus, many of the NBC ‘and ABC 
Imaneuvers ‘and strategems for. the. 
coming, as well as past tv’ seasons,. 
were conceived and “suggested” ‘by. 
Seymour. -On .-o¢casion,. “Seymour 

- has-been known to: “program” ‘hoth 
NBC’ and: -ABC..in the same tine|— 
period... ‘Sometimes, the ‘Seymour: | oe 
inspired program: selections. - and.| .: 
‘schedulings ‘are:. followed by “JWT |: 
orders. ‘Sometimes,. the JWT. order 
“is - placed | ‘apposite the very pro- 
gramming . and scheduling. he* in- 
spired. “Thus “Wednesday” Night: at 
the -Movies”,- which -was. moved 
‘from Moriday. night when Seymour 
advised Kintner-to make the move, 
‘finds ‘itself, next season, opposite 

. “Burke's ‘Law,”” which “was: 
“moved. at Seymour's - ‘instance, act: 
‘ing in’ behalf ‘of. client Liggett. & 
-Meyers,. from the. ‘more: rigorous 
‘Bob Hope. compétition,” on Friday 
night, which: deterred :“Burke’s”: 
‘Nielsen - performance, in - its fresh: |. 
‘man year. 

“While . Kintner and: Goidenson 
have -lent:’ receptive ears .to- the. 
‘Seymour: schemes, Jint Aubrey has. 
-Tespondéed in a manner. that jeaves. 
ino..doubt .that CBS is: running ‘its: 
own. network. While Seymour -. is. 
welcomed: in’ the ‘passenger's sec- 
.tion (to his’ assigned seats) in. the 
CBS: super. jet, he’s not: allowed. in |” 
‘the. pilot’s 
frequently - oceupies. {in the’ -co-. 
pilot’s’ seat) when flying. the NBC 
or ABC: ‘schedules...As a result, 
IwT clients find that: they are far 

4{|-more apt to be paying customers of 
1 NBC or -ABC. Witness .the Krafts,. 

Hl the Fords,. the. Eastman. ‘Kodaks,-| . 
‘the RCA’s, the. L&M’s.on NBC. or 

| the recent order.on behalf: of Lever. 
‘|-counsels who seek to-try their.cases 

‘compartment which he 

for Bing Crosby on ABC. 

. ‘That's’ why: today, the ‘networks 
are watching. the. empathic index: | 

| of -agengy relationships ‘as closely | 
las: the~ ‘Nielsen. index. Of: » their)” 

| programs. 

exploitation features to be 

“in. many. a moon: They’ ve 

no word: 

Delay. ‘in. étting | the: ‘ball: roliing | ; 
| ig aseribed toa shortage of writing | 

‘and 
clicks. 

— Contiiuea froin page. 31 — 

meetings ‘of the: ‘United Nations. are 

photographers; 
‘viewers,. -newsfilm: and «tv camera: 

‘Television, and. radio: before. at; ; 
“Was ever. thus. It’s’ just that the: 

| financial. rewards*. -of ‘rapport - ‘and 
the. penalties. - of” enmities:. run 

{higher as. tv costs and: stakes 
Ty} mount.. ; 

atmosphere. of. -affirmative. fiscus- p 
_ en | ‘Westminster at Work,” weekly re- 

| view of Parliament,.closedown, 

as: oF the. most. “exciting first-run science-fiction and me deaf viewers, 

ete" 1950's and early. 1960's. eee some. in: toll ‘olor! . 

[Hd Byron Helms ABC 

‘jelled. 

.° ‘Phe. net has: just give the’. proj- “ 
ect ¥éins..to. Ed Byron, long promi<} .. 
nent. as .an ‘indie. radio . packager,.| 
latterly : an. ‘account. exec in: news} 
‘program sales at NBC-TV..” : 

As. ‘currently envisaged; all -pro- o 
gramming” ‘Byron ‘develops: will go}: 
into syndication.instead of. a net-. 

which|.: _ work slot. Initial: entry,: 
ABC.: ‘Radio ‘prez Bob- ‘Pauley. - “CX 
pects to” bow by. . June,’ ds a 25-|- 
minute - mystery . series: for. night- 

| does. and does not get the business... time’~ stripping . over: .a -26-week 
: The. problem—and it’s just that | 

-to both. CBS and JWT, although a}: 
‘boom to:the other: ‘webs—is rooted, . 

route. Beyond this Project’ ‘there’ S 

talent: the web felt would. be: Up to 
projected’ standards, , 

Byron should: know - his applesy|: 
Heading. ‘his -own: ‘packaging: enter- 
prise from: 1938.to '59,. he. hatched.| 
the longrun.. “Mr. District: Attor-|-° 
ney,” as well as. the “Pot. of Gold” 

“What's” My Name?” : : 

telecast without: any loss: in dignity: 
|or in efficiency, CBS prexy | cited: 
the. example of. the.-UN. in .con- 
nection with his advocacy of freer 
‘access. to-legislative bodies .on: all- 
levels. Stanton, as far.as the courts. 
are. concerned, advocated ‘as: a’ first: 
step the opening up of the Supreme. 
Court’ to:tv:- cameras; followed by’: 
other. courts in which defendants 
don’t appear. in person, but where - 
‘broad legal policy: is. enunciated. * 

As. to the . issues. involved: ‘in: nt 
judicial procéedings‘ and- pre-trial 
_apprenhension and. detention of the 
“accused, Stariton remarked that “if }. 

‘reporters; - _inter- 

men: by :their: methods, . their lack 
of: discernment, Or: their - zeal, do}. 
violence to the: ‘cause ‘of. justice, | 
the situation ‘should. -be. corrected. 

“Tf the police are preempting. the: 
function of. declaring the. guilt - of 
defendants, if-they are publicizing 
confessions,. ‘often. ‘wrongly: extract- |: 
ed from. prisoners, . and: “by” their |- 
actions compromising. the rights. of. 
the. accused, the: situation should ) 
-be ‘corrected.: 

:.“Tf there: are ‘prosecutors who do’ 
violence to the: due. process | prin- 
ciples. that we all prize; or ‘defense 

oustide the courtroom,,. ‘the: situation, 
should be™ corrected. 

. “The. purpose Of: CBS: in: initia- 
fing and financing this. project,’ 
Stanton. said, 

away from _.a solution and into ‘an 

sion. 1 and common. Purpose.” 

~ Embassy 
yt — Continued ftom page. 30 ces —. 

So far no.U.S.: deal. has been com- 
| pleted. for. either series. 

_As:to the: “Steptoe” project, Em: 
bassy: has .acquired. the .U:S. pro- 

|| duction rights - -to. this.: half-hour | 
“ET comedy. series. about a junk dealer. 

and" his, son. The ‘plan’ ‘is.to produce 
1a -completely. . new ‘series, 
‘on the ‘original - British Scripts: but. 
, adapting -them . for - Yank: values.. 

| USS. .cast,. writers, directors .et. al. | 

‘based. 

will be used, filming to. be*-done: 
if possibly ‘in New York: The’ “Step= 

offered television stations: aes “rns OFE ‘with- “Theatre. 625” comprising. 

all been ‘produced. in “the. * 

\ underway: : 

- Fadio|| 
. ‘| bassy -will :be ‘making a. one-hour 
“wa | color. series for ‘ABC -called “‘Her- 

~ {-eules.” It is. due. for-.delivery. for 
1 the .1965 season . and » shooting is 

“is: to Bet the vital |. 
“| matter. out: ‘of. ‘an arena. ‘of .conten- |: 
-tion . that - only’. ‘drives: us- further: 

| music. 
=. -| ret.’ 

“of “Thé- Seekers.””.. 

“.tand “Enquiry,” alternating pubaf-|; 
!. | fairs. programs. | . “Melissa,” || 

six-part thriller serial to. be. ‘fol- q: 

| fair”: 

se 10:00:: 
ae sical 

7 A genes "Network Al 
© “Operation Restoration” | 

-4n-Radio Drama: Pash! : 
| That plan: voiced over’a year ago |. 
by ABC -for the restoration of top-. 
iprade. radio: drama is finally: being _ 

ma “Waiter Thompson" Young &: 
: Young. & Rubicam . 
Sullivan, Stauffer» 

. Compton. 

Wedneaday, Api 1, 1966. - 

6 Top 10 Standings for Jam 64) 

? CBS | 

Ted. Bates. 
‘Benton & Bowles. 

Sullivan, Stouffer 

. ABC 
Ted Bates: are 
: Sullivan, ‘Stauffer: . 
"Benton. &- Bowles . 

Rubicam, 

: William Esty’ . Léo.Burnett | “Se ‘Walter © 
Wade. - 5 .Foote, Cone. & ~~ Thompson. - 
‘MeCann:- Erickson . ; ‘Belding -: : Foote, Cone & 

: Danéer,.. Fitzgerald. William. Esty. Belding 
Post,. Keyes, Dancer, : Fitzgerald’ -Compton . ~:. 

.: "Gardner _ _ -BBDO-~ _. William: ae 
Edward. ‘H:: Weiss Doyle. Dane, ° Kenyon &. 

Po Bernbach - Eckhardt” 
+ Young. &. t bitain 
_ Lennen- & N ewell . 

cessful i in ‘the. ‘U: K. and “Embassy 

‘is’ “very: high: -on its Yank: re-write . 

J potential... 

. Production of the British series . 
is. planned. to: begin: ‘shortly. Work |: 

and © such:. ‘is. ‘already 

7 “Steptoe” will’ take 

longer since considerable, ‘work has 

to be done: A. network deal. 4s eur-. 

rently being: ‘dickered for the latter 

on” _ scripts: 

-as Well as. the’ ‘other: two. eo 

tn: addition” ‘to: ‘all of : this, : Em- 

‘about to start. ABC is now looking 
tat the pilot script. A May 30 lens-: 
‘ing start is currently planned, with 
casting -to ..be:: revealed © ‘shortly: . 

passed - 250,000. and: official - report . 
‘says in. the Dublin area 547%: of all | 
homes have. ‘ty: sets. o: 

This -made-in-Italy series’ will be: 
followed. by. two others, “Casanova”. 
and “D’Artagnon”’: if © appropriate: 
‘deals, like:the ABC agreement, cami. 
be: made. Unlike. the British series, | - 
-which will. be: made. web: or no; the: 1. 
‘remaining: Italo shows won’t be. 
produced ‘without ' network: agree- 
ments. 

DANNY KAYESHOW 
~ SET FOR IRISH T

V vo : 
Dublin, ‘March. 31, 

Outfit “has: also: acquired the. 90- 
minute: “Wagon ‘Train’. series sand 
will be first in Europe - ‘to Screen. ” 

\saga. in -its” ‘Jatest . Jength.. 

Other American: shows: listed for: 
summer include “Mr. Ed”. and “The’™ 
‘Farmer’ s Daughter’: (continuing),” 
“Car.'54:” “Margie” which. will Tee 
place’ “Air Power” . after: April 9; 

“Danny . Kaye’ . and. “Sea Hunt.” 
Show” will replace. “Fasher. Knows OO 
“Best.” 

-TV. set ‘count j in. ‘Ireland. ‘recently’ 

“Wells Fargo” Sales’ 
. ‘Eight markets have signed. for 
MCA-TV's “Wells Fargo.” 
‘In - other sales;: 

| first time by™ ‘a number.. of other 

= ‘Continued from | page 31: — 

replaced’ by: an’ ‘entertainment. spe-. 

.| markets; - “Bachelor Father” -was.:. 
sold. ‘to. KFVS,: Cape Girardeau, - 

;- KRCG; - Jefferson | City,’ Moss. : a, 
and: WAAY,, Huntsville, Ala, . 

‘eial ‘as, for instance, a pop music| ’iyews 
“concert).: “10:05: ‘News, : ¢losedown:: 

educational telecasts:. 9:45: 

beck,’ Shelley “Mann, ete;. 
; News, closedown. ., 

Tuesday—7: 30: “Tuesday Term,” i ee 
“Jazz t- Seok 

625,” ‘featuring..top jazzmen like} D/iFAaS 
Duke : Ellington, sMJQ.. Dave. ‘Bru-|. 

10: 30:| 

Wednesday — Reruns of BBCA| . a=. 
and: ‘BBC-2 ‘shows: — 

: Thursday — 7: 30: “Time Out, ” 
}90-minute mag show. depicting 2 

including | . leisuretime: activities 
‘Sailing,. - fishing,. ‘amateur theatre,| -§ 
-art:collecton: and so-on, including a 
20-minute. ‘section - on motoring. | ? 
9:00: ° Half-hour . -travel. ‘films: and| Zee 

“Middle | = a 
10°15: ) 

| Tie 
“Story, Parade; wo e - untutored: £ egricutturisr © of the 

"75-minute dramas. ‘based on .mod-| seeing these refuges's from. Mayo's cone 

| clinic ‘on the one-eyed monster. | 

| documentaries.. ~ 9:30: - 
“weight” - music “programs. 
News, ¢losedown,. | 

: Friday. —= 7:30: 

ern: novels. 
‘Trial.’ 

8:45: 
10:00: 

“Arrest and 
News: .- 10:30:. 

. Saturday — 3: 10: 

‘4:00: “Open House,” 
hour’ live ‘entertainment: 

16: '00:. shutdown: 
show. 

Wyoming | and - Montana, | followed, 
‘later, by “The Great War.” -a: -26- |. 
episode, half-hour’ ‘documentary on 
the. 1915-18 war. 

Barton” “and Witehwood. - 
Non-fiction: series, comprising the 

science mag. show,-: “Writers’ 
| World,”: spotiight.on authors, .un- 
titled “skein on social. affairs | -and | 
“Workshop, ”. dealing - with’ serious|4 

9:30: “International Caba-|. noe 
‘10: 15: “Conversations ‘of To-|1. 

"|. morrow,” J.-B. Priestley ‘in. after-/| = 
i dinner. powwows with - ‘guests,. fa 
*.4further.. discussion | ‘show “may. ‘bel 

os added’ later), _¢losedown.- on 

* Sunday—7: 00: : News: review. for ) 
: “7:30: } 

- Plays, : ‘or films, or. -music; kicking 
1:25: News.’ 

‘a trilogy. by™ ‘Ken. Tayor' called 
9:00; 

. 9:30: 

{lowed | by “The Massingham Af-| 
" “The Midnight’ Men.” |: 

: “Best of. Both. Worlds,” raw- | 
: “and : 

‘showcase - present world’s 
leading composers - and arrangers. 

V0: :30:. - elosedown. 

- “Compact; ” -Fe- 
| Peats of BBC-1’s twiceweeékly. soap-| 

a two-} 

8:00: “Madame|f 
‘Bovary,”’ four-part serial. to be fol-|4 
‘lowed. with “Ann. Veronica’. “Mary 1 

- 8:45:1 

alternate. ‘showings: of .“Horizon;” a| 
i the. field. 

mid-west are becoming.‘ tired” of. 

Somewhere in this lend there mast 7 
-be .anm_ independent film producer | 

‘| with enough guts to tell two stories | 
which. do not concern the removal:] * : 
of.a gall bladder: The undersigned : _ 
is not-a member ‘of our Jorge social: | 
‘group krown as village ‘idiots. If. 

|. you. listen, we. shall make. a bundle. a5 
ey 30:. Documentaries, kicking off | 4: 
‘with “West Is West.”.a travelog. of | 

“Contact: H. B. LUNSFORD . 
1h North Miami Ste. Pera, sides eee 

- Top: television: station a 
ts major } midwest: market: : 

‘SEEKS. 
a first-rate writér-producer.. for - Its . 
documentary: ‘unit.. Must. have ‘Strong fT | 
--werking: experience: in. all “aspects of | 

if you're the top: ‘man ‘in. 
. your. market and ready to move up, 
we'd like to: hear from you. - Please: | 
.s¢nd. full detaits of broadcast ‘experk: - = 
ence and. productions to:. a 

VARIETY, Box V-3588,. - ae a E 
- 400, North Michigan Ave. “7. we 

Chicago. AL illinois” 

1S v ‘REALLY 

R acktne 
‘WILLIAM HOLDEN? coe 

‘OR. Js. Tr WILUAM HGLDEN 

“Encounter” |& 

"FOR SALE WEST 90'S - 
-One, two bedroom Garden. Floor apart-:| 
ment and others. in Non-profit. Brown-. | 
stone co-op. Beautiful common gar-. 
“den; natural Brick interior. wals,.fire |. 
Place optional: - ‘Low: “purchase. and | 
‘Maintenance, — . 

BO Call 9.10 6: ‘PLM: Week Days-. an 
> MAW 63700, ‘New “York” 

; “‘Telefis Eireann -(Irish TV): has. oe 
‘bought: “Danny. Kaye: Show”: and. ; 
will. share: European: premiere. of 
| the: séries. with: BBC-2. : 

“Leave -It. to... °| 
_-|Beaver”’ was’ renewed by. WTIC, 

a. | Hartford, Conn.; ‘and: bought for the : 



.° in: making the hits, -has -been. con-}. 

s liferation of: disk labels and. mas-. 

“ now. have. to. depend’ onthe : con- 
_.: junction ° of .the ‘right -artist’ with | 
“duneth e | independent’. ‘producers as. J ohnny:|- 

‘| Gregory, Joe Meek,:Dennis.Preston |. 
sf et ‘al. thrive. “by: supplying the ‘big. 
 £waxworks with. disks in. return ‘for 
" | percentage deals, but’ the: larger: 

: j ning. to be. realized: “ | 

L distributes. 

-- the. new orchestra: hopes to be able 

:: LPO, : 

* with the: ‘new, - 

| _Weinesdey, ‘ape 43 1964 : 

iat of Hugo (Peretth). A ed Luigi} 
..(Creatore) have wound: up. their]. 

. Jong association with RCA. Victor. | 
- Separation -was amicably arranged |... 
". by- Hugo: & Luigi‘and. Steve Sholes, |: 
:“ who took.-over as pop artists: &.|. 

S Jedes. Boot Hafen. 7 repertoire -v:p. for. RCA Victor sev- 
.- eral months. ago. “They: will.’ wind 
: up: ‘their. affairs’: at: the diskery 
7 April 30, 
2. Hugo’ & Luigi said ‘that they had _ 
“the, old itch ‘to go into. business.|. : 

What’... business?-| 
-.? Well, we know : absolutely. nothing | - 

about. the ‘sale and manufacture ‘of:| | 

for. . “ourselves. 

iron horses, so it will be the music 7 
~ pusiness. A. ‘number of: ‘proposals-|. 
_jiave: ‘been - made: to us. recently, 

and: we’ -have. been looking. into | 
them.’ But we .cannot opénly ‘nego- |. 

tiate’: while ‘we. are: ‘holding. our a 
present position with: RCA ‘Victor.”:| 

. Hugo & Luigi, ‘were: ‘brought over:|._ 
“to RCA. Victor. five. years. ago after 
 eollecting “a°tiot: track ‘record for |; 
“¢licks : ‘while -at: Mercury’: ‘Records. |: 
Victor .gave the. duo virtually carte | 
blanche.. to’ sign:‘names and turn): . 
‘out. disks: Idea was. to give Victor |W 
‘some: of the freewheeling. flexibil-: 

_.ity- of' the. indie Jabels that were |. 
. dominating. the hit lists: at the time.’|- 

-Since then, however, | ‘the: -char-} 
acter. -of:. the’ disk’ business - thas): . 

: changed : Somewhat: ‘The role .:of | 
the. a&r: producers, ‘once dominant | : 

.. siderably. ‘attenuated .in the - ‘pro-|. 

ters made’ by. ‘artists, -publishers, 
‘songwriters, ‘ete., all: ‘of whom -have 
demonstrated : the - ability to make: 
-the. hits .as well. as the next .man. 
‘The . tight. format of ‘the Top. 40. - 
‘radio ‘stations, moreover,.-has -ham- | 
“strung. the kind. of. “promotional 
‘initiative that. was:.so prominent‘ | 

local. -market that: going into -busi- 
‘hess. as’ an. indie .was: more..a. pipe 
‘dream’ than “a ‘commercially sqund 

proposition. 

- in: the. ‘days “when. disk | “jockeys 
“ were. open to~ persuasive ..tactics.: 
| Al of these factors have. cut’ into 
.: the. averages. of the hit-makers who 

.the right tune with the: right. “a 
‘mount of. Tuck: note 

‘Rival ‘Jones’ 
Tres UA Roca 
“United Artists - Records, which: 

ceunited the soundtrack. LP of the 
is ‘trying :.to] . film: “Tom .Jones,” 

_ block” ‘issuance _of.- another ‘album. 

* and. Bob: Roberts. . 
: While ‘titles’ are.. ‘not protected 

under: the - copyright Jaw;'-UA is”. 
“Tom. 

_; Jones,” has’. beén turned -into -an‘}. 
important property by. virtue of the: 

- film, which the UA. film company: 
The. ‘Theatre -Prodiie- | 

claiming ‘that | ‘the - title; 

tions LP - is. under. attack by UA 
~. for promoting. itself as‘an “‘driginal \ for’ 

cast. | album,” and:. not. .specifying 
~that it “isnot based on the’ film. 
“score. 

~) Phe’ Theatre. Productions. LP ‘is. 
an ‘unusual: project.in that the: score. 

‘and ‘casting have .been designed: 
-’- solely. for. recording purposes, ‘Cast. 
- . includes Clive Revill, Karen -Mor- | . 
-* TOW: and .Iggié ‘Wolfington. . 
_. Matz -. did the «. orchestration: and’ 

| “Bobby- Shad ‘was.. the producer, . 

LONDON. PHILHARMONIA 
WINS QUICK. REPRIEVE: 

London; March:. 31, 
The - London. ‘Philharmonia : Or=" 

Mansream to Ressine / * “chestra, ‘announced | to do. a foldo 
svat. the "end! of the year, has had}. 

. Following. an}: _ “Be swift, ‘reprieve. 
. vemergency - ‘meeting: ‘the 65 mem- 
bers of. the. orchestra..havs: decided |. 
: to-earry on, ‘possibly as the ‘Phil- 
cn harmonia * Symphony. -Orchestra,- 
“us Bernard, Walton, principal - -elari- 

net’: player,. is ° to: ‘be ao ‘member 
SOF the new... ‘orchestra’s governing. 
body. Financing is being secured, 

_ the ‘company is being forméd ..and: 

‘to’ accept engagements in’ the ‘fall. 
The - musicians’. “agreement” with]. 

_ ‘Walter: Legge, founder and. artistic 
’ director. of «the London | Philhar- 
’monia. Orchestra,ends Sept. 7. 
’ Walton says .that Legge, who. an- 
nounced the closing: down of the 

“will. -have nothing _to.: do 
independent, or- 

: ‘chestra. on 2 
= 

‘Austtian Disk Best: ‘Sellers 

new and wider: ‘proportions. ° an 

With their tightly-held distribu- 
tion tieups, the: major. waxeries at 

- Peter 

ier rar eal 
| - Vienna, March. 31... 
‘Das Kannst du. ‘Nicht . . Spier : 

- (CBS) 
: Der ‘Plats. Neben Mir, -Distel - 

: (Polydor). 

APolydor)- 

“London, “March 31, 

‘single. ever to.. achieve 1 000, 000 a 
bor, advance. orders. Pees po. 

“as Francis |” ie — 
. “(MGM)”: -. to 
- Ski. Twist: ceitttersen Toriail 4 

. (Decea) - ee an 
America acc cee wales. ‘Lopez ‘ 

(Ariola/Reprise) Cee 
‘Drei Mesketiere. lees _roboess 
(Columbia) a 

She Loves You: ‘een Beatles: L 
(Odeon) anes 

: “Rote: ‘Lippén ‘Soll: ; . v's _- Richard 
Columbia) chun "ae 

Dominique «Soeur Sourire. _ 
_ .. (Philips) - ! 
“Maedchen‘ mit Hers. _/Kraus 

~T Loves. “You”; * 

Prestige: | Csoere : 
“Status of ‘the British independent: 

record. producer, -who: toils ins. one |. 
of :the. most’ “difficult” markets. in. 
the world,: is. beginning. to take. on | 

one. time’ so rigidly: controlled: the: 

- Now, however, : ‘not: only: “do. ‘such 

Jems,.and fought the tide. of. ‘‘dif- 
ficulties” ‘ presented | by: a market 
that was “locked up tight” by ‘those | 
who got in first. He reps: a prime | ‘, 
case . of :.the . British indies". “new. 
found stance.. a 

J put ..out. by- Theatre Productions'| 
* . under the. same title. The latter LP | 
$s a musical . adaptation - of Henry.|; 
_ Fielding’s. 17th: Century novel with: 
original’ music’. by. ; ‘Ruth Batchelor 

Ember ‘not- only” has’ moved. iia | 

in the past .11 weeks ‘grooved. near- 

“From | 

terday’ 's: 
‘countries, 

- Label. has. a deal with’ EMI: ‘one 
‘of -the Big: .Two ‘.diskeries. here, 

Gone,’ issued: 

ber. in. all . ‘key. anarkets | ‘abroad... 

“From... - Russia: . With - 

.Gone (World: Artists) ‘while John |. 
Barry’ s “Zulu: Stamp”. is also sked- 
‘ded: for American. release- to. : co- 
‘incide «with. the. ‘opening . of the 
-Paramount° ‘film, “Zulu.” . 

_Caravelles Fecent big: hit. in the 
U. S.; 

In: the U. S:. Kruger: -has’ set issues 
Love’” 

( Mercury); Russ. ‘Hamilton’ ss “yale| 
ley Of: Love”. (Kapp), “Yesterday’ S|. 

Kruger «has -helmed.- his “Ember |. 
Records’ ‘label, \ with” its: attendant. 
overhead “and - distribution “prob- 

Strongly. with: : local réleases:’ but 

ly. 50 releases in. overseas markets | 
‘with two—John’ .Barry’s: 
Russia -:With.. Love”.:.and a Chad}: 
Stuart-J eremy- Clyde. single, vat 

in . 

whereby: the Jatter: represents: Em: |. 

“You Don’t: Haye: To Be. a}: 
Baby: To Cry,” ‘was. -independently. 

- | produced:. It’s another. example that. 
‘underlines to. producers ‘here that: 
there ‘now ‘is an. international: miar- | 

for: their -product—where. not et. 
|.S0 long ago there’ “was ° hardly. a 
local. one: aT 

-“Commodore Jazz Disks 

song-, 

“Mainstream: Records; ‘a new- ‘New f 

” York ‘label, is- reissuing the: jazz Te-. 

cordings: originally. ‘sold:.under the’. 
Commodore... label. ‘Later, run. by.| * 
the late. Jack-Crystal and “Milt ‘Gab~ 
ler, now. artists & repertoire. chief |. 
‘for. Decea,. was. “One - caf. the: most | 
“prominent” ‘labels. in. the. jazz- field |. 
during’ the: ‘late. 1930s ‘and. 1940s. ... 

‘Reissués will feature ‘artists like; | 
Billie. Holiday, Lester. Young,. Eddie 
Heywood, Coleman. Hawkins .and ' 
‘Peter Seeger; ‘latter ‘being the folk-: 
‘singer. Mainstream: ‘is . also. releas-: 
ing. two new LPs -featuring “Dottie-|" 
Clark, . a: Washington, D. C.,. 
“stress, : and: Blues sigger Charles 

~} Brown: - ee ch 

: ‘division;. 

| 

-Lordan-' for : 
' Francis, Day: and ‘Hunter. : 

ald Flammer* Ane.,; AS” ‘alternate. 

Honolulu Opéra Season’s S. 

| 1,000,000 Advance Ordes| ‘Aye 
‘London, “Mareh.. $1.- 

‘Duplicating - their. phenomenal | Fa 
feat of racking up 1,000,000 advance |. - ~ 
‘orders for a single, the ‘Beatles’. 
latest: waxing, -.“‘Can’t.. Buy Me. 
Love,’ zipped to No. 1.0n. the local 

| charts ‘on the first day of release. | 
‘Group's previous. single, “I Want | 

_}To Hold Your Hand,” was:the first’| | 

“Lendon; ‘March 31. 

{tons to British popular and light| ©. 
music, have ‘been lined-up for BBC-|: -.. 

| TV. exposure. in. the next few weeks. 
. winners, selected :last’ week -by”‘a | - 
= | panel. of : judges .under  chairman- | = 

" _:.| ship-of Hubert. W:.David,.chairman|.-. | 
| of thé Songwriters Guild of Great. 
_ f Britain, ‘are as follows: .. .-. (FRY. 

Sv] Most. Broadcast Work—John. Len-| oe 
bnon, anid: Paul. McCartney for “Shel: wy - 

-— publisher Northern} - 
| Songs  Ltd.. Runner-up-—Elaine. and] .. 

| Valarie”. Mutagh;. ‘Ray. Adams for}. .: °.- 
“Dance On"; Sydney. Bron: “Music 7 
Ltd. ’ 

EMI.. Records. 
Lennon. and: Paul McCartney for “IT 
Want to.-Hold: Your: Hand"; -North- : 
ern "Songs, ‘EMI Records..: - - 

. Year’s® Outstanding. ‘Song—Cyril 
re | ‘Ornadel::and ‘Leslie: Bricusse for: 

“Tf: I- Ruled ‘The - World”: Delfont . 
Music . Ltd. Riinner-up—John Len 
non and. Paul ‘McCartney for. “All 
My Loving”; ‘Northern Songs. :. © 

‘Year’s. Outstanding: ‘Orchestral/- 
Anstrumental. Composition ‘ — Ivor 
Stanley for: “Carlos’ Theme”; ‘Rob-| 

_-| bins’ Music. “Runner-up — Jerry 
- “Scarlett :.” O'Hara”; ie 

- Year’ 5 Outstanding. Jazz Work— 
Johnny Dankworth for. ‘‘What The 

| Dickens”; Key Music ‘Ltd. Runher- 
up—Bill ..McGuffie. for: “Sweet 
September”; B. F. Wood Music Ltd. I 

. Year's: Outstanding: ‘Score (Stage, 
Cinema, - tv)}—Johnny ” -Dankworth | : 
for “Theme ~“From.:The :Avengers”: |: 
Key -Musie Ltd. Runner-up—David. 
Heneker . for “Half: A. Sixpence”; 
‘Britannia’ Music. Ltd. . 

-Year’s: Most. Amusing: or. Novel 
Composition—David . -Heneker .. for|-: 

-“Flash,. Bang, ‘Wallop”;. 
-Music. Ruriner-up—Benny ° ‘Hill and] 
‘Tony Hatch for “Harvest Of Love’; 
Welbeck’ Music Ltd. ~~ 
“Special Award for Ouistanding 

‘Services.’ to. British. Music—The 
‘Beatles, : Brian. Epstein. and’ George: 
Martin. - 

Special. ‘aivard: ‘in Recognition of 
50 Years’ Service to. the. “Music 
Industry—the- Performing Rights 
‘Society. 

ELECT WRITERS, PUBS 
--TO. ASCAP. REVIEW. BD. 
“In balloting: for ASCAP’s ‘board 

of. review, -the. following: “writers. 

‘Harold | “Adamson 

‘anid. Dorothy. Fields, with “Edward. 
| Heyman. as - alternate, for. Ayricists. 

‘were. elected: * 

in-: the. -popular-production divi-- 
sion; Harold” ‘Arlen; ‘with — ‘Leroy 
‘Anderson. “as -alternate;:: for: .¢om- 
“posers” in ‘the. -pepular-production 

. and: -_ Virgil ° 

| ney; -: with. .Milton ° Kramer, 

of: H. ‘W.. ‘Gray: Music, -was:.elected 
with Harold Flammer ‘Jr:; of: Har- 

AG. Deficit Despite | SRO. 
-. Honolulu,. ‘March. 31... 

drew. a record ‘attendance ‘of ‘11,095; 
virtually. SRO, symphony office re- 
ports, - but - ‘still ‘ended : up: with a 

The deficit will. be: ‘paid- ‘by: a 
Major. business corporation that got. 
‘good © public ‘service: mileage as | 

a ~ Opera ‘season Sponsor. a 

“he: Ivor: Novello. Awards, ° a. > E -Phink-Of You. Merseybeats a 

| sented for ‘outstanding ~ contribu-|. ‘- 

- Bestselling ‘Disk. of 4968-—Jotin oar - 
.{Lennon .and. Paul McCartney for}: .: 
|“‘She ‘Loves. You”; ‘Northern Songs, |. 

"Runner-up—John] : 

\musie to 

‘upcoming: 

‘Britannia |; 

.’ Thomson, : 
“with: ‘Richard: ‘Franko. Goldman. 4s 
alternate, in: ‘the standard - division.:| - 

aan F Publishers elected. were Richard | 
me Ahlert,; of Fred ‘Ahilert- ‘Music; Ar- 

‘| thur-Jsrael,; of Famous. Musie: and |“: 
‘| Alex.€. Kramer, of Beamer Whi 

of: 

Frank Music; as ‘alternate. In: the | 
standard division; Donald ‘H. ‘Gray, J... 

“American “Big’* Brass . Band: -will ; 
\'make'-.a:cultural - ‘exchange - ‘swing 
‘through Africa, - the. State. Dept. 
disclosed : last. week, 

. ‘Meanwhile; headed for: “the: Far} 
‘| Bast: are’ the "Peabody. ‘Singers, a 
‘madrigal ‘group..from: the Géorge 
‘Peabody College. £ for. Teachers: in’ 

| {N ashville. 
Six-performance - “opera .: season: 

- Gantt Buy Me. Love . “. . Beatles 
(Parlophone). 

Little. Children |. .:.:. Dakotas 
(Parlophone). 

” Anyone. ‘Who. Had a Heart an 
Black |] 

| whether’ 
- |: would decide on the merits’ of the: 
 ‘}-case or send the dispute back into. 
:"-{the...Federal Court's procedural . 

(Parlophone) - 
| - Bits and Pieces... _ Clark ‘Five 

«. “tColumbia) .- i 
a Not. Fade Away he “Rolling 

gf: Cf Mecca): - - Stones“ " 
ne | Just: One Look. - Hollies nS 

|: yi atlophone) ve 
Diane -.. “Bachelors 
(Decca) 

(Fontana): - 
~ E Love You. Because . «Reeves. 

(RCA-Victor) © 
-, Boys. Cry. eee Sec eee ec iee: 

“ (Fontana) ad = 

“Music. from‘ ime Hias - provided 
a. boom in gong publishing: accord-'| » 
ing ‘to Arnold’ Shaw, veepee of ‘E. | 

|B. Marks, :pub -firm. eurrently: -in-. 
volved in. several European. film 
publishing. rights: 

“More,” 

sale. in atleast. 10: _years; 

“wonderful; .. Woriderful,” 

“More” up for an” ‘Academy Award, 
he estimates “an “Oscar” ‘would. 
shoot sale: Up... at least. another 
100, 000... 
“Company. ‘also ‘has. ‘Fights. to ‘the: 

“Mondo. Cane... Number. 
-Two,”.. as: well: ‘as: “Fellini's 814” | 
‘and. “Women of the World,”. along |- 

1 with. Several. ‘addi: ional: ‘foreign | 
films. | 

“Reason ‘for: ‘Yncreased attention |. 
‘to sheet-music, according: to Shaw, | 
is: the surge’. of... interest: in. folk 
music ‘.which has. developed | ‘re-| 

“lnewed interest ‘in personal. home 
‘ins‘rument : “playing. Exec ‘pointed. |’ 
out sale’ of ‘guitars, last year ‘ouf-. 

| numbered’ ‘sale of. pianos. and noted | 
songs”. now. published are. made’ 
available.jn guitar arrangements. as. 
well “as other. editions. 

- Advent ‘of tock ? ni? roll ‘dia: much: 
: to destroy. ‘sheet. music sales, ‘Shaw | -. 

| asserted, noting there: is almost: 
‘no. sale in ‘this: field.- Stock orches- 
trations also .chave. died, while ne 

the. 
I “stage band,” published. ‘seores for. 
‘sizable. : college and ‘upper ” ‘high 

{ school ‘orchestras: ’ wh, 

- Upcoming : publishing: ‘deals: ine | 

‘Bar | $19 500° per monthty_ flat. fee on 

new . development | has been 

clude: “Baker -Street”:. and. 
‘num”. Broadway musicals ‘for. pro- 
ducer Alexander ‘Cohen, .aS. wellas* 
anew Oscar ‘Brown - Ir: musical 

corded on: Columbia. 

{dispute over per-program - 
{ing between. the All-Industry TV 
| Station Music License Committee: 

‘British Disk Best ; Sdlecs | 
. London,’ March '91.: 

_ | grams. 
. | ducers of syndicated tape and film. 

. J shows would have to make the 
=| performance 

selé .” | With ASCAP ‘or. directly: with the ~~ 
--. | publishers, ‘since the dbroadeasters’ * 

‘} licenses would only cover Jocally 
we produced shows. . 

| senting ‘the tv. stations, 
“| -that-under the ASCAP consent. de. 
J eree, the Society ‘is. required. to 
ay | submit. licenses. to users “as: re-. 

. “by claiming that the bro 
‘Shaw, - here ‘for: 4wo.- weeks to. 

-| discuss film: ‘and. television: ‘publish-. 
ing rights; : reports: sales: of:- shee‘. 

theme from: 
“Mond6..Cane,”” have. ‘hit. $100,000, 
with’ a: new order : for .20,000. last |: 
‘week, marking: ‘the. biggest - music 

Company’ 'S ‘previous ‘major hit; 
| was- the. Johnny: - Mathis - disclick, 

- which +| 
sold 10,000 copies; Shaw. Said. With | 

‘the ‘broadcasters’: 

“Another round. in a . longpending 
licens-. 

and: the American Society -of Com- 
posers, Authors -&. Publishers was: 

fought Monday: (30) in New York 
| before: the U.S; Court of Apepals.._ 

After’. ‘argument was. completed a 
by both. sides,” it. was not ‘certain. ~ 

the “three-man: court 

machinery - ‘where. it has already 
{gone the full route up to the Su- 
| preme Court: 

The’ case ‘revolves around. the 
request. of: the tv stations for a. 
j new type of ASCAP license ‘cover- 
ing only locally originated pro-. 

Under this license; pro-: 

rights deals. either’: 

Walter. Mansfield, of Donovan, 
Leisure, Newton &. Irvine, repre- 

argued 

“of Sullivan & 
31. Cromvell, ‘special outside’ counse] : 

for, ASCAP, rapped the broadcast- 
proposale asa “clever scheme 

to: get around. Copyright Act and 
destroy ASCAP.” -He rekindled 
another longstanding controversy 

asters, 
who were asking. for the new li-. 
-cense, owned stock in Broadeast . 
‘Musie Inc. which, he alleged, used 
‘a “slush fund ‘to woo ASCAP Pub- 
lishers. ee 

‘Dean: said the broadcasters’ ‘pro- : 
posals. would: -return the musie 
business to. “the jungle,” where: - 
the creator. ofthe music would. be 
“ground: down” ' by” the” ‘broad- 
casters. 
“Mansfield LOSE. ‘te protest Dean’ 8 

‘allegations about the broadcasters’ 
motive in: asking. for a per-pro- 
‘gram: license... He said -nothing in| 

Yelations with 
BMI or ‘with respect to its inten- 
tions to. oppress ’ the creators’ of 
music. ana 7 

y ASCAP Drops: i ‘Drops lis | 
~ Flat Fee Lic. Bid 
‘Under. an “agreement with the 

controversial: per-program ‘jJigense 
proposal ‘to the CBS. Radio. net-. 

| work and: will submit a new. li-. 
cense to the network’ by. April. 9.. 

. ASCAP’s ‘withdrawal of the. first: 
per-program.. license to any radio 
web was joined .by.a move by the 
Department. of. Justice to withdraw _ 
its application to. hold ASCAP in.- 
contempt.in a proceeding involving 
‘an interpretation: of the. ASCAP. 

J consent decree: 
€omplex. legal: “maneuvers stem. 

‘med. from. ASCAP’s imposition of a_ 

top<of..a° per-program trate offered 
‘to CBS ‘Radio; Both’ the: network 

tagged. “Slave Story.” In: folk field, }and the.Justice Department were 

‘Marks’ is: publishing “Tra: Hayés,” | 
‘song about the Pima Indian of Iwo 
Jima; which “Johnny a ‘has: Tes 

of the. opinion::that such a flat fee 
ran counter’ to: the: ‘provisions. of 
the consent decree. CBS Radio has- 

a asked: that ASCAP impose neither 
a. flat fee.nor a.minimum guaran- 

.t tee in any. per-program licensing ‘ 

-- Washington, March 31. 
“Paul: ‘Taubman - ‘and his .All- 

- Taubman gis ‘group ©. will - 

Coast,. Kenya: “Malagasy . Republic, 
(Nigeria, Northern. Rhodesia, Nyas-' 
aland, - “Senegal: Somali. Republic, 
‘Southern: ‘Rhodesia, ‘Sudan, Tan-: 
ganyika, Uganda, Upper’ ‘Volta: and 

2 "Possibly others,” . 

jaave’ 
- Sept.: .J2 :and..return . fri early: De-: 
| eember. ° ‘after’. visiting (Chad, ‘the 
: 

h 

$4,000 deficit: ‘Attendance. was: up. ‘Congo, Republic, Dahomey, ‘Ivory 
1,900: over -the .’63° season “total. 

| agrement..This.is understood to be. 

Taubman, Peabody Singers | 
hh Africa‘Caltaral Trek’: 

substantially: the position adopted 
by. the’ Justice. Department. 

-Meantime,, a. move by™ Metro: 
media’s: ‘Tadio stations, to cite AS- 

| CAP ‘for contempt: was: dismissed . 
by. N.Y. Federal Judge Sylvester 
‘J.-Ryan, whose’ court has jurisdic- 
tion -over - ASCAP. matters. The- 

| judge ruled that. Metromedia. was 
‘}not. entitled to initiate such action: .. 
However, Metromedia, ‘which is al-- 
so. seeking ‘a. per-program license, 
will” benefit: from. the. CBS. ruling : 
that seems to have eliminated AS- 

1CAP’s, flat: fees. - 
Negotiations: with CRS Radio. aré. 

part. of a.-general hassle ASCAP- 
has: bten having with the road: 
casters over new. licensing arr, ange-.- 
ments. Failure of. the All-Industry- 
Radio Committee... representing ov-- 
.€r a 1,000 indie operators to come. 
to terms with. ASCAP. has cued’. 
a. petition bv the’ broadcasters to. 
have. Judge Ryaw. set. a reasonable. : 

sl fee, 

‘Department of Justice, the Ameri- 
can Society of Composers, Authors. . 
‘& -Publishers. has withdrawn its- 
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Mancn’s S. 
Martino $ italan ance’ Tom + oes” 

_ HENRY. MANCINI: “THE ‘PINK 

PANTHER” (RCA VICTOR). Once 

again, -Henry Mancini. has come up 

“with a ¢lick. film. score, ‘this: ‘time: 

for: the: Blake. Edwards. production, 

“The Pink: Panther. ” ‘The: full im- 

“pact. of. Mancini’s. rausi¢ has ‘been: 

packed. ‘into. the title: “song : which _ 

now appears. to be. “emerging - as. 
single hit. supported. ‘bya flock of 
other - versions. In addition, this 
set has avaried group of glossy in- 

_. strumental: numbers, ranging from. 
” Latin. rhythm ideas to “lush ‘ballads 
with choral effects. and. some. Jazzy, 
twisting ‘sounds. : 

DAVE. CLARK: “FIVE: “GLAD 
ALL. OVER” (Epic): “Moving in the 
-wake~ of. The: Beatles, . the Dave: 
Clark: Five “is. .-anothier. “British 
combo: cutting a big swath. through 
the: U.S.” pop scene. ‘In their first} 
LP released’ in- ‘this’ country, ‘the 
vocal-instrumental.- combo - display’ 
the British-accented . rocking | ‘style+": 
whieh seems to have. taken over the 
music ‘biz. . This: group has Iots of 
‘energy, which -compensates.- ‘for. 
‘some -crudities-: In addition. to the 
‘click. title song, this. set: includes 
“catchy. tunés Tike “Stay,” “All. of 
‘The “Time,” :“Bits. and. Pieces,” 

“THE ITALIAN. VOICE: OF- ‘AL: 
MARTINO” (@apitol). : -This: ‘is-.an 
excellent ‘showcasing for: the-.rich| 
voice ‘of: Al Martino, .. who’s very: 
-‘mueh at: :home. with ‘these: Italian 
standards.. ‘Martino. belts. with the 
power of. :the. -oldtime : operatic 
tenors, but: Maintains -a tight. dis- 
‘cipline over the: sentimental effects.. 
The repertory, of -eourse, includes 
“Sorrento,” plus’ * other. numbers 
like © “Maria “Mari,” . “Chitarra 
Romana,” “Rondine. AL ‘Nido, 7 CAT 
Di’ La; ”- and “Don’t Leave. Me 
Now,” an: Italo. ‘tune with. English 
lyries. 

“TOM JONES” “(Theatre “Pro: 
”-ductions). Undoubtedly inspired 
by the suecess of the film. “Tom. 

Jones,’ ay musical - version: Of. the} 

Henry... Fielding | “novel has. been’ 
written, with - book, . “music and |: 
lyrics by. Ruth -Batchelor and Bob. 
‘Roberts....A. top. legit cast assem- 
bled for the. production is headed 
‘by Clive Revill who narrates and} 
also plays a.couple. roles: Other 
players. include . Bob: Roman. ° as 
Jones, Karen Morrow,.. :Carole i 
-Shaw, ‘Iggie Wolfington,.. Darlene: 
‘Zito and. a-cliorus: under the | Gisy. 
rection: of Chuck Cassey. The: ses- 

(Verve). 

umbia). 

-gories, - 
‘ticular’ have .a ‘slick:. séund . and 
‘bright’ feel. . It’s’ ‘an exciting » per-| 
formance... by. the. * unit and .-one | 
‘which. ‘should. ‘draw’: considerable |- 
attention from‘ ‘both. customers and 
‘programmers, 

“IN: CONCERT” (Gateway)... 

, P laters’ ‘Encores’ Top N
ew LPs | 

ment. and ‘they. come off ‘very well: 
‘Two blues ‘tunes by Barry.are par-|/ 
ticularly . effective: 7 
conducted the session, has given it’ 
a §mooth’ ‘and: pro: ‘styling. . . With 
‘the Bart theme to: lead it’ off, this 
‘track. LP.. is. -a. ‘nifty - pie-pegged. 
‘platter; ‘worthy of ‘more attention 
than merely a soundtrack. album. 

“STAN: GETZ-JOAO. GILBERTO m: 
Although ‘the bossa. nova 

-eraze. has:.faded, Stan Getz’s use|. 
of South. American’ music now has|. 
become. a permanent part of the |: 

| jazz ‘scene. ‘In. this set, .Getz’s .sax 

Barry,” 

is joined by..a superb’. Brazilian 
‘singer-guitarist; Joao “Gilberto;. and |. 

‘T composer-pianist « “Antonio Carlos. 
Jobim in'.a’ standout instrumental-|™ 
vocal ° program, - “The.Girl From: 
Tpanema,” sung. ‘in. English, fea- 
tures: the voice ‘of. Astrud. Gilberto, 
-the guitarist’s wife. and. a fine-per- 
former. It’s one’ of the. ‘Standout 
slices” in a _ consistently. ‘satisfying 
Set... 

“ROB: “ATCHER’S: BEST” (Col- 
This is “a collection | of 

early. American folk. songs. sung in 
a -simple . country. . Style by.:Bob |: 
-Atcher, -accompanying ‘himself -on | ° 
‘guitar. Many of. the tunes - are. 
well: known, such: as. 

, ‘Chisholm. © Trail,”::- 
“Doo. “Dah”. and: “She's: All Mine. oa 

“The. .Old 
“Old.” Smoky,” 

“Red River. Valley” and “Barbary 
Allen. ”. Session. has an easy“feeling 
‘as ‘Atcher ‘delivers the . material. 
elearly and without ‘the frills ‘that: 
so™:-many. country” and: ‘folk: artists. 
‘use. The ‘result ‘is’ a fine” ‘country-. 
folk platter.. Some. of ‘ the. lesser-. 
‘known: songs will: be. of particular, 
: interest. to. folk tune collectors. 

APHE KIRBY ~ STONE.. FOUR: 
“THINGS ARE ‘SWINGIN’ ” War- | 7 
‘ner Bros.). 
by the Kirby Stone -Four {ridicates | 
‘it is a. swinging. affair. The quartet, 

As the title of. this ‘LP 

backed : -by: ‘a. breezy” orch’.and: a 
femme chorus, lends its. harmonics 

| to ..an: array: of ..tunes ..such: as 
‘“There’s. No. ‘Business Like. ‘Show |. 
-Business,”” “Hello: Dolly,” “Foo: 
Close For. ‘Comfort,” “Zing Went 
the’. Strings : Of | 

has’ ‘done a. _fine ‘job in: both: cate- + 
“His: ‘arrangements in. ‘par- | 

. THE CHARLES : “BELL | “TRIO: 
- This} 

who. 

SOUND: OF . ‘FOLK-DIXIE”’ 
quest). - 
Dixieland, 

‘sion has been arranged: and. £0Nn-) isa swinging display. of. “hipster: 
ducted: by Peter Matz, top. pop ‘and. sounds, waxed ‘by the Charles Bell 
legit. arranger... The. ‘performances} Trio: in concert <at.. Carnegie Lec-. 
are. fine, and. Matz: has paced the! ture HaH,: the’’smaller* sister re- 
material. with skill and style: Miss. cital: room ‘to ‘the: main. hall. -With | 

’ Batehelor: and Roberts. have: come] Bell: at the piano, the trio: swings 
Up with. clever. narration arid some | out’ on a. variety. ‘of ‘trines: inelud-| 
effective lyrics. ,. Their score fre-' jing. “Green: “Dolphin |: ‘Street,” 

“LAWREN CE WELK 
Presents His New. Hit DOT SINGLE | 

“1 &S OCKHOLM”. 
BW: “GIRL. PROM - BARBADOS" | : 

Bach can. swittg.- JA: sextet. consist-| 
ing of sax;:trumpet, vibes and three 
-on rhythm,’ ‘the Baroque Jazz En-} 
semble hangs: out..some’ of. Bach’s| 
‘tunes .and. fugual conceptions on 
some: modern. lines that are. really |: 

| quite - respectful. of: the -master’s|- 
intentions... Perhaps ‘somewhat.’ too] 
respectful, -but ‘still’ one moré-: in-|. 
teresting - essay” ‘in combining fong-|: . 
hair and jazz. ‘modes. : 

NICK. DEAN:: ene NEW] 
(Re. 

Nick - Dean’ s Deans’ 
a “seven-man - nombe | 

from : Westchester * County, N.Y... 
‘works .over.. some. ‘of. - the “most. 
‘familiar folk: songs. in, jazzy ar- 2 
. rangements, It’s:-not.. exactly ‘anew |:. 
idea, but: this. group has .an*. okay: 
sound on: “oldies - ‘like “The . Blue 
Tail -Fly,”. “Skip. ‘To My~ Lou,”. |. 
“When. The ‘Saints Come: March- . 

’. | ing,”. "Alouette,” ” “Green ‘Sleeves, anf 
ete:: 

(ING -NUN):- 
SONGS” .. (Philips): 

turried .out a charming - program 
of folk: and. religioso. songs which}: 
‘sustains ~ ‘the. impact. her * first’. 
album. . ‘The: . songs, ~-Written. © by). 
‘Soeur Sourire,...all ‘have a . cléar, | 
‘unpretentious®.. ‘melodic structure. 
‘French ‘lyrics - are*. translated in|”: 
-illustrated ” folio. ‘which: ‘makes up| - - 

Among |" 
‘the. standout. ‘songs. are. “Ma. Petite | 
this : attractive ‘package. 

‘Muse;”?  “Kabinda,” . “Ma. Petite |: 
Amie D'Afrique, ”, “Les ,Mouettes’ ” 
“Vo Fleur’ and “Midi.” 

WORDS “OF. an. 
SPIRATION” (Dot): -A’ ‘regular on} . 
ALADDIN: ' 

‘the - Lawrence... Welk - tv 
‘Aladdin specializes. . ‘in: 

‘show, 
inspira- |". 

tional * recitations -: which always |. 
seem: “to strike. a responsive - -chord | 
‘in “the American public. Aladdin } 
-has:: ‘an. effective projection; keep-| « 
ing: the 50.- Sentimentality “under |” 
control ‘without: losing . the .néces- | .* 
sary” “emphasis. for’. this: type. of. . 

he - ‘Teads |‘ 
“Melody of Love,” "Fhe Windows | 
material.” In this. set,. 

of.: Gold,” “The - Cradle’ ‘To: The 

| |oxna LYNN... occ ee ecee 

“SOEUR: SOURIRE: (THE. SING: 
“HER JOY-HER : 

Once. again, | 
Soeur ‘Sourire, a Belgian nun, ‘has’ 

quently.’ moves. into. a modern. pop: 
groove and this ‘jars.a: bit.” But | 
overall they ‘have penned ‘a. strong 
piece. Full .and. entertaining, this } 
“Tom Jones” version deserves. at-. 
tention. It.could be the basis for 
an effective Tegit™ Production « aS 
well, : 

THE “PLATTERS: “ENCORE: 
OF GOLDEN HITS’ OF. ‘THE. 
GROUPS” - (Mercury). 
oldies but ‘Boodies:: trend. still "a 
fave. item. among’ teeners, ‘this 
latest. LP of the Platters. ‘should. 
do well. In it the unit. takes tunes 

-that have’ ‘been identified” with 
themselves. and other: groups: inj 
the pop: market and..dresses. them 
up -in nifty’. ‘reprise . slices. -‘The 
Platters give the tunes strong [{Jj. 

. réligioso, | 
rock and r&b as:well as ‘straight |. 
“pop. stylings ‘on ‘the. various. items. | 

readings, . displaying” 

Inciuded. -.are~. “Sincerely,” “P:S: 
I. Love You,” “Mississippi Mud,” 
“Crying In. the ‘Chapel,’ : “Three: 
‘Coins Inthe Fountain,”- 
others. It’s a fine. session, due. for. 
solid reception by both’ ‘Program: 

- mers: and ‘buyers. | ; 

. “WAN: IN: THE. MIDDLE” (20th-. 
Century-Fox). This soundtrack. LP 

dle” is a nicely-produced disk.’ It 

background piece written. by Brit- 
‘ish composer Lionel. Bart, three 1 
easy-swinging © jazz numbers: - “by 
John: Barry. and -three ‘fitie. ar- 
‘rangements of Glenn Miler. faves, 
“Chattanooga: Choo Choo,” “‘Sere- 
nade In Blue” and “At: ‘Last: * Allt 
are given a slick. Bie band. treat- 

‘With thel. 

“JAZZ ‘FOR. BACH: BUFFS” 

‘LPs. which: have. been included. in. dealer. incentive ‘programs «+ Pia- 

idly: Heart” . and} 
others, Dick: ‘Hyman, who. _ar-| 

| “Work. Song”. and’ “Take “Five.” | Gross,” ae Mother’s - Love’? andi. 
Bul Fhere's’'a -lot ‘to. listen’ to in :the!“An ‘Indian’s Prayer,”::plus.: the | 

and: assorted |. group's ‘work. arid’ each’ member is. pate “of : Cards” ~ 
given ainple solo time: Bell, him-| patriotic and. other. /Teligioso | 
‘self, is’ a -fine- musician who . a tae pieces. 
ploys’ a ‘wide . musical background 
-in- ‘his. technique, including .. ‘elas-| : 
_gics, 

the trio, nicely ‘captured: on. this’ 
‘If’s..a, solid performance. by'| Kaye J Joins $6-Col ‘Musié _ 

Chuck. Kaye. has joined Screen | 
disk. ‘Gems-Columbia, Music -as general 
B AROGUE: ‘JAZZ ENSEMBLE: ‘professional: manager ‘of ‘the Coast : 

office. . . 
He'll be liaison between the pub: | 

lishing - operation - ‘and Jonie. “Taps, | 
Columbia. Pictures studig. ‘exec. a 

(Realm)... While purists. may shudder | 
at the idea. of jazzing up: the.class-| 
ics, . this: ‘group demonstrates: that 

:. Cadence ‘Récords’ ‘preparing “early: release of: ‘the satirieal’ “Batry’ s:|. 

Boys,” which. has - been playing at. Julius Monk's Plaza 9 room‘ at-the 
Plaza Hotei: N.Y." wie - Columbia. Records ‘marking: the opening - of: the | 

among N. XY. World's Fair with release’ ‘of “Man yhattan: : Tower”: with Robert: 

-Goulet and. Gordon Jenkins, -and a new . 

‘| York Wonderland”. . 

ndre .Kostelanetz LP, “New | 

“Command. Records staging an’ “Enoch Light 3 Month": promotion. ‘Ape - 
15-May. 15-w ith deale is. 24 LPs. 

.- contains a title theme and. another|, ay : oer specials on ‘hi 
Light; meantime, is} - 

leaking. reports about a new: “breakthrough in sound recording,” to. be. 
York. ; ; Decca’ has’ ‘kicked off'a Latin dance |. 

promotion: ‘baséd on: eight ‘new: Latin dance packages and. 55, catalog. 

nist Lorin Hollander. ‘recorded. Prokofieff’s Fifth ‘Piano’ Concerto ‘with 
the Boston Symphony, : under. ‘Erich Leinsdorf, ‘for RCA: Victor -. “e. : 

Audio: Fidelity, Feleasing Joe. Basile's “Foreign Film a Festival” Lp. 

. Epic’ ‘label. is’ ‘spotlighting Italy in two LPs, “The. - | 

12°:Greatest’. Hits. of ‘the. ‘San Remo Festival”. and “My: Last Night In : 
Rome” ‘by. Buddy . ‘Greco, aa 

from 20th-Fox’s: “Man in the Mid-]- 

_Mednestay, April 1 1968 oe 7 

“Top Singles Of The | 
~ (Tl he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week’ s 100-Ple US sReleases ) 

Ce vA JONES | 
(Capitol) 22. the: Things That ik Feel 

_. Donna: Lynn’s “Java Jones” (Tidelandt) :shapes*up.as a solid. 
vocal adaptation of the. current’ instrumental: hit, “Java,” which. 

: could pick ‘up. some “additional. spins™ via : this-: cute slice. “The: -... 
-_ Things. That I. Felt”. Cntegrity*)” is. @ ‘neat rocking t ‘ballad : wee cae 
7 _commercial ‘chances..” —_ | oy 

oe oe 

{AL HIRT coe. eesstesestdetes:  6OTTON, CANDY 

RCA Witton) ove i cee be es -Walkin 

ov AL. Hirt’s: “Cotton ‘ Candy” ':(Gallicot) -gives: this. Neto ante 
° tpumpeter: another. catchy instrumental ided-to maintain : ‘the. pace 

: =: -he’s been setting wth his “Java” click. “Wallin?” -(Loweryt). is als. 
| aie a neat melodic groove: for. acrossthe- board spins. ; 

oak a se % 

‘| CLIFF RICHARD. . oe cleo I. ONLY: HAVE EYES FOR You 
TUEpl) ssc ecevee cee: Pm The. Lonely ‘One ™ 

Cliff: Richard's oa Only ‘Have Eyes. For You”: (Remick* ).. ‘show-::. 
“cases. this young: ‘British: ‘singer on a. ‘fine’ oldie. which he handles in 
‘an easy, unpretentious style for easy listening. “Pm. ‘The Lonely 
/ One” :(Duchess*). réverts ‘to: a. hard-rocking. groove which’ ‘should: 
_ have. Amimediate: ‘impact, on the. teen audience: : : - 

# Bos le ; ao 

JOHNNY MATHIS. ...5... eet te THE: FALL. OF LOVE” 
_ (Mercury) ..:. :No : More 

Johnny ' Mathis’ “The ° Fall ‘of Love” - (Feisty ‘adapted. from: ‘a. 
‘theme from “Fall of the Roman: Envpire,”- is. a. bia ‘ballad. with a- 
“* fine lyric which: gets an. excellent: commercial. rendition: -“No More” 

( Gathryl*) ‘ts a very good ballad ‘with a. Pleasing folk. uality. 

ta Maes oe, ve 

BOBBY GOLDSBORO. oe . WHENEVER. HE HOLDS: YOU ; 
(United Artists) 20.0600. _« Jf She Was ‘Mine 
Bobby Golésboro’s - “Whenever He Holds. You” Unartt). Shapes 

. ap: as a.neat contemporary: ballad: which. this: young singer handles. _. :.- 
. with a light - rocking touch. against: @ classy. background. ae 5 She - 

‘Was: Mine” (¢ Unartt) picks ‘up the: tempo. ‘with - a : catchy. rhythne ned 
:slice ‘with: chances.. | _ pn} 

LITTLE PATTIE, . no . 
~ MY: BLONDE-HEADED, STOMPIE WOMPIE 

(World). . Stompin’. At Maroubra." 
Little Pattie’ ¢- “He My Blonde Headed, ‘Stompie Wompie, ‘Real 7 

- Gone. Surfer’ Boy” (Shapiro-Bernstein*).- introduces :.this. 14-year * 
‘old “Australian. songstress: with acute . surfing. number. which. she: 
delivers with some typical. vocal. breaks. ““Stompin’ At Maroubra” 

ee we eae 7 eee se eee eo 

.. 4Shapiro-Bernstein*).- is: an. Okay thythm number with. a racing . 
= “beat: which. wi earn. spins. . 

* * 

THE COBRAS. peel ea ete is weesede “TA LA 
_ (Swan) .. Goodbye ‘Molly. 

"The Cobras’. “La La” ( Styletonet) comes through as-a jumping.” ane 7 
t “rock: number featuring. the. high-flying lead’. “singer of this: teens.) 

slanted combo. “Goodbye. Molly”: ( Farwoot):.is-not a takeoff on. |. 

“Hello Dolly”. but rather -shapes ‘up. as a neat _instrumental Slice: — 
in ats: own. Tocking groove: a a a are 

He . me, . . ate . we i” . fs 

NELSON. RIDDLE. . oat ae ee ees MY: TRUE CARRIE ‘LOVE: 
' (Rep rise) sk ‘Hello Dolly.” 
WN elson: Riddle Orch’s “My “Prue: Carrie’ Love” t Coniet*) shapes. - 

up asa nifty instrumental slice of.a traditional. melody. which. gets’ 
a swinging. ‘workover :.for the- juke .sét. “Hello “Dolly” - (E.:H.: 
Morris). gtves this click showtune @: suitable oldtime: arrangement. 

eb ees le eee os eo o.d © “o's ee 

* a. 
THE: KING. PINS... eee e ewes “two HEARTS _ . 

_ (Federal) .. a wee at Won't Have-lt: “°- 
_ -The King’ Pins’ “Tw. “Hearts”. (J8CE) “moves: down.a rocking - 
groove. with:.a good: teen: lyric: which. this combo- dishes up : with: 
an-arresting ‘high*tenor. lead. Ze Won t. ‘Have.. it” f (Sonlot) ds an: S 

A other okay. ‘Slice. with chances. . oe : | 

THE SPOTNICKS, Coes -ORANGE BLOSSOM. (SPECIAL 
(Laurie). Lend cet eect sles eenas os tm. Going ‘Home 

- The: Spotnicks’ “Ofarige” 'Bloson’. ‘Spesial”™ (Leeds* }. isa. hard. . 
. driving, tion-stop: rhythm instrumental featuring some standout . 
 guitar-plucking: technique. by this combo, “I’m: Going. Home”. ( Sha... 
_Piro- “Berastein®) registers as a. good vocal orn. a a bluesy number, . | 

# * a. an 

7 * os a ae 

—— . 

| [te RODGERS 
ae i FORGOT. MORE THAN: YOU'LL EVER. KNOW 

(Dot). The World I Used To Know: 
Jimmie “Rodgers” cia ‘Forgot. More Than Youll: Ever Know” 

of Travist) isa firstrate . contemporary ballad. with: a ‘steady deat : 
and a ‘well-written: ‘lyric. delivered” in’ very: effective ‘style by ‘this’ 
a singer with. choral. backing. “The World I. Used To Know” ( In*) 
és ‘another: ‘fine Piece. of ‘material. with an: interesting: message. 

[ VICKY. BAKER. wees abe ved ee Dees -YUTTA-TUTTA: 
_ (Léndon) ee dew ae ens See co ee sé “y Am What I Am. . | 

Vicky: Baker’ s “Yutte-TPutia”™ ( Felstedt). hits.as ‘a. bright rhythm 
entry with a-novelty lyric. which. this songstress ‘dishes up. in good -. 
: style. “I. Am- What ‘I. Am” f Felstedt) changes pace with @ } fair " 

slow ballad. cee ee 

THE CRESTS. .. peees A ‘LOVE TO LAST A LIFETIME 

(Coral) : eo Ok ey “we'w eee You. Blew. Out. The Candles — 
- The Crests’. “A ‘Love To: Last A Lifetime”): is a slow rocking - 

ballad - with. a good lyric: which. this. combo dishes up: with the 
“adolescent quality. to. which. the: teenagers. respond. “You . Blew. 
Out The. Candles”: (West. End*) ‘is. an _ okay ‘uptempo: dallad also. 
with, @ contemporary deat... ne hs chs oS 

* ®.: ” 

SIMON SISTERS, . Ce ee ceee _. WINKIN, BLINKIN’ AND: NOD - | 
- (Kapp Vow ee ees cea coe tives aeetee »So’ Glad Pm:Here:. -° 

Simeon, “Sisters”: “Winkin’, -.Blinkin’ and. Ned”. . ( Ryersont).. is 
@ charming, folkstyled ballad: ‘with .a. distinctive enough sound to:., 

: tie offbeat appeal. “So Glad I’m Here’ .( Fall Rivert). is. ‘a more. 
7 conventional. folk number. an good style, . Oe 

“BMI. oe 
“Herm. . . 

| *ASCAP. 



“transducing . which, 
.. palaver, is simply this: ‘transducer |: 

-.. attached .to thée’-instrument con-|. 
:. \~yerts’ energy: of same into a. cor-| 
are '- responding electrical . signal ‘which,. 

~in.-turn, is fed through. a recording | 
“simultaneously ~ “onto. 

the| 
as “mixer. . and’ 

‘tape. - 
original ‘tape to-remain- totally - ‘un- 

& ‘permitting. 

__Wedeesdey, Apel 1, 1964 - OR, : os + _ : oe 

Coast Duo Devises New ra Ted hni 
Alter Basie Recording ing Principles to Develop Hybrid 

Instruments and: Mikeless. Grooving ~ 

Hollywood, * March’ 31 
“Picture half of a fiddle. sans] ° 

“ -sound-box): Wwith:.a. wire jutting ‘out|. 
-- of -its side - ‘beneath ‘the chin-rest.] °°" 
‘Know what- it is?” 
Picture. a. slightly larger. half-fiddle. 
with a‘wire dangling from it: Know]. 

+ oo what. it is?’ A Baritone. ‘Violectra, ee 
we natch,’ | 

- Not in: 200: ‘years has the: violin mre 
gO been: tampered: With ‘as :an.instru-}. ~ 

oe - mental entity. _Never.since. Edison | 
= have..the. basic principles. Of re-}. 
cording: techniques ‘been: altered— |} 

... till-now. There’s.a recording com-| _ 
"1. pany in- Long: Beach (Calif.)- called! - 
Ole Repeat . Records-doing. both. _ 

“* .!2"* “Qwners. Jolin Berry;: the- ‘musiecal| : 
:0imind, and’ partner. Lester Barcus,|. :- 

-. ” the:electronics brain; not. only have | 
als <ereated “&-dozen-odd’ hybrid instru- 
<i © \/yments ‘never before seen or. heard, |: 
“=. " but they. have’ perfected a’ way to-|' 

record: without .. mikes. . ‘Moreover; 
os ‘process . ‘is operative: Repeat’ re-}. 

leases. ‘on: the market are three-fold 
: POP, jazz “and. tonghair LPs.; ©: 

* Mikeless..’ ‘technique ~ ‘called |: 

‘Mikelessness- “permits: 

‘affected’ by. acoustical influences 
; during session. 

_.In short; ‘musicians: ean. Gall their: 
‘shots while playing;: batoners’ can. 
‘tell the tooter: when: his. ‘instrument | 

Js peaking over;. thus reducing use 
of sounding boards. and mechanical 
gauges: to bare. minimum. 

Other - Obviolis . 

‘when. “strings - -are’ plucked, 

and::.(3). recording 

- From. point of: view of the miusi- 
os! cian, ‘guitarist ‘Tony: ‘Rizzi, formerly 

with the’ Ees ‘Brown orch, now: ‘with. 
ol NBC. ‘staff orch : in ‘Burbank, fea: 
2. tured -on. Repeat’s jazz album;: says, 

*. “This is an. exact: reproduction of 
original sounds: :-The ‘way.-music ‘is | 

at Tecordéd . in the’ present-day : pro-| 
ae cess, ‘it. comes: back at you. altered. an 

Berry. and: Barcus’ envision: “ultiz} 
mate adoption of. their. techrrique 

2 by ‘the entire’ disk industry: : - Cost} 
Of. average session, the: partners at- 

2 /étest, 
that’ of norm—due. chiefly to.elimi=| - 

: mation. of most. of the. Amortizing | 
- costs: of. studios. 

Ais: approximately. one-third |. 

-.... Instruments, most of. which’ are!in Paris. (June ‘14); 
Po designed and ‘puilt ‘by: ‘Barcus, are Cathedral: (June. 16) in: Stockholm; 

‘-:. Worth:: about: $1, 000 - each—if . they Lisbon. and .Divonneé;” France. ‘Jan. 

“were. to. sell’ .them: ” Tapes . “are Peerce- ‘participates. . ' 
” slightly higher. in cost in: that disk- |. 
“-ery..uses a. 

It’s a violectra: |: 

‘in. layman’ S|. 

. advantages. to . 
transducing process .are: (1)' broad- 

", ens: ‘scope of ‘usable: instruments, 
bet inculeation’ of. - -wholly |" 
-. ° new: sounds to -music; (2) removes. 
"natural: imperfections. ‘of certain ‘in-. 

zest struments. such’. as guitar’ Ss ° “buzz 
ao ing” 

: “ fience leaving residue of “virgin” 
~..< sounds. only, : 
a, studio is ‘no: longer dependent upon: 
.°) acoustical quality of the room; .any 

.. "; living room, hall or, .indeed, back: 
ne ‘yard: -will serve nicely:: with 

ae Repeat. Records: ‘Uses © facilities of 
nay ‘United: Recorders to’transfer music 

“": from tapes‘to disks. United’s.exéc-| 
. 7 »Veepee and: director. of engineering, : 

"  °. Bud: Morris, puts. it this. way: “You} 
‘get. the. impression the music has 
‘been - recorded: in‘ an“ anaéchoie | 
- room. . It’s. a- shocking. sound and, |} 

:., for the. audidphile, «a. tremendous 
wet ‘boon. The only thing’ is, “for myself 
7. anyway, .I’m. not:.so sure. I. like’ 
wf the idea. of. having. a. string quartet | 
aa in my: “living. room.’ 

ae Rome, March 31: 
: Una Lacrima sul Viso. . Solo ef 

_. Ricordi) ~ 7 
7 Non’. Ho. YEia... --Cinguett - 

“AGGD)... we 
wf Quando Vedrai, Ragaza.- | 

(UA _ = : “Pitney an 
 Ogni Volta’ .. agg. <;Anka~ 

(RCA) : oe 7 
‘Un: ‘Bacio. Piccolissimo. to, 

7 (Caroselfo). : Robertino 
Please, Please: “Me. - Beatles, - 

“ Parlophon) . . 
-Stasera No: No No. 2Germani 

- (Jolly) .. 
| : : Sabato Sera oe i we , Eilippini o 

Elington Rocks 
Carnegie Hall In - 
New York: Return 
“Duke Ellington, just’ ‘pack: from | 

a European. tour ‘and: ‘shortly “en. 
‘route to the Far East, ‘rocked New- 
‘York's Carnegie. Hall last. Sunday |. 

T-night.: (29) ‘with: one. of the: most | 
powerful ‘blasts of. swing heard in’ 
this.. auditorium. in -recent:. years: 
‘The Ellington orch was almost as 
‘hot-.at the. boxoffice: ‘with :a: near- |" 
‘capacity. crowd “of 2, 600: account| 
ing. for a $8, 800° BYross. : oot 

‘Back ‘with ‘the’ ‘basic: cadre. | “oft. 
sidemen who’ have” béen '. part " of |- 
this -organization since ‘the. 1930s, 
the: Ellington. orch. roared. through 

the. Savoy Ballroom in: Harlem of: 
yore. ‘Dazzling, ‘and © ‘sometimes 
‘deafening, ‘instrumental - ‘éffects® 
were generated by. the unison-blow-: 
ing’ of the’ séven’ brass. against the 
five reeds with the. bass,.drum-and- 
Ellington’s: piano. ‘Providing a ters: 
Tifie : propulsive. force... 

"The repertoire was * superb,” ttt 
‘combined _ some. of- ‘Ellington’: s most: 
familiar “oldies, such «as | “The. 
‘Mooch,” “Black and Tan Fantasy” : 
and” “Caravan, ”. with: ‘Some ° -more’ 
‘recent of the. maestro’s. composi-:| 
tions,. such as his “Impressions: of 
‘the .Far East: In every - case, ‘the 
semphasis. ‘was. on ‘the- ‘kind ‘of ‘ins |. 
Strumental.-color * ‘-and™ rhythmic | 
drive ‘that. has’ made: Ellington’ the | 
giant. of big: band: jazz.:— A 

- AMong the.'sidemen;: Cootie Wil: 
liams, back ‘with: Ellington after <a 
‘long - absence,.. standout: with. -:his. 
zestful :trumpet. ‘solos... Trombonist 
‘Lawrence... ‘Brown, : tenor ‘- ‘saxist- 
‘Paul: Gonsalves; trumpeter. Cat. An-'| 
derson and - alto: saxist :. Johnny’: 
‘Hodges also were. Showcased ' very 
effectively; along. ‘with each ‘of ‘the. 
‘other: members of. the: band. 
<Teving Granz 2 Promoted. 

ote 

Bac ARIA GROUP'S 
~ EUROPEAN DATES 

“Bach “Aria. Group,: prestige Jong: | : 
Var - ensemble from. N.Y:,. will. be] | 

“at the . Oslo | 

Peerce. and. Roberta. Peters. ‘poth | 
‘special vinyl: made: by, of the. -Met-.Opera,- sing together; 

Research . Craft - Corp; of L.A:—an}|-May .:27.-with ‘the Stuttgart’ Phil-| 
anti-static ‘dust’ repellent — called harmonic... Both’ are (on. ‘Separate |. 
Polymax,’ ‘thus. hiking LPs. to $5.98: ‘European. tours. at:that-period. -2.- 

_:Tetail” (stereo’ and‘ monaural) ° and}: 
' tapes. (four-track : copies)’ ‘to’ $10.. May’-15 and'‘.at -Amerika. Haus in: 

. Peerce ‘sings at..Baden-Baden_ on, 

Entire process, incidentally;. i 1s pro-. "Leroi ere on May: 20. One of ‘his; 
ae by patents, now v pending. 

Richmond Exoands Staff | 
Howie: Richmond: expanded -: his | 

_ ‘staff last ‘week: with the: hiring. of) 
|: Earry“Coleman, formerly. with Joy). 
A “Music, 

ar ‘Projects, 
as” director: OF “special” 

| Eddie Déane, foirerly. an indie 
- disk producer,.. also. joined.. Rich=| 
_. imond’s 

_-, Happy. Goday, general’ profession- 
oo al: manager, of ‘the publihing ‘oper: | 
ae ation. 

: enterprise. as - assistant’ to-| 

————. 

;anusual .bookings will: be “in the 
| famous: Tivoli ..Gardens of. Copen-.|. 
“| hagen:: on: duly:-2:- He ll- be: -per- 
forining.. ‘outdoors: to:an estimated | 
maximum. crowd | of. 25, 000. : 

“Sales Execs Quit Colpix: | 
_ Recent ‘shuffle. of the. exec. staff. 

| feslgnation ‘of. Erv. "Bagley, : in” 

“charge of merehandisiiig; ‘and. Bob: 
Rosen; national sales manager, - 

Resignations came. shortly: after’: 
the appoiniment ‘of Ray- Lawrence j 

7 a dadcecachatatbted ail a ae 7 AS allanal. sales anABetrs > «+0 ht 

| Italian Disk Best: Sellers : 

(MRE) : 
Citta ‘Vuota’’ alee ees eunes -Mina 

a @RI-FI): ~ 
— Che Me ne ‘Tmporta 1 a Me _ 

Ponit) ; | Modugno _ 

neem fo 

a G mn . t's '$ Ya 
1 At Danish Songfest thy | 
Hypo: Her. Jinging faagel 

‘Rome, . March: 31." 
~ Gigliola’ ‘Cinquetti’s’ 

Fovision audience) - is ‘figured : to 
1 give” 16-year-old : -youngs‘er a fur-} 

| ther boost up. the ladder as. well as | 
7 Solidify - her position On. ‘the - home 
“| market. . 

“Tt should : also. “boost “sales. ‘ott 
“Non: Ho-'l’Eta;” the’ song. which: . 

- ~~ ‘|she -turnéd to’ the San Remo -win. |- 
..- [Pune ‘has. been. doing. well in Italy, | 

: | though. never : hitting. top position, 
| despite: the: fest ‘victory. Iv’s’-now |. 
.expected.. to: -jump, “and. ‘is’ already | 

. averaging - ‘Tanner-up_ Position, An: . 
S various: ‘ratings. +. °-: 

. Miss ‘Cinguetti - “has. also: ‘taped. al 
- . series of: commercials which ..are} 
ks unspodling. on: -RAI-TV—one’ of the]: 

~ | rare occasions: in’ -which.an ad film |. 
‘has been able +o take. advantage of | 

. usually,.|-- 
there" sa waiting. period | of. Several | 
-| months for aii- evening ad spot over: 

“topical . popularity: | 

_} thie Italo. telenet. .. 

Copenhagen . win: by. ‘the: ¢GD: 
“bstar mupses’. a .. long-standing’ jinx, 
| which saw: Italy,. losing out (often 
| badly) « in. ‘thé --International. race,- 
{even in.. years- -where Modugno’s. 
“Volare” oF ‘Rascel’s:. “Romantica”: 
were: in the. running. ‘These -subse- | 
‘quently. ‘made: international grade: 
on: theit- ‘own, Sans. fest boost, ' 

het Prowse 16 
Go: RCA Repacts | 
‘Nero: 01 
“J iliet- “Prowse, “singer-dancer: in 

‘numerous legit’. -and* film ° produc- | 
| tions, has been signed to. Columbia: 
Records. . ‘Her: first:: single, out: this. 
-week; “is’ a .coupling: ‘of : the’ title: 
‘song. of ‘¢he legit musical, “Anyone 
‘Can Whistle,”..and “What. Are You: 
‘Afraid Of??- ‘Columbia ar : staffer |: 
Ernie Altschuler: produced. the: disk: 

RCA Victor: Peter ‘Nero: 
-“Bianist ‘Peter - Nero- has 

his. seven. albums.’ 

- United Artista:. AL Caiots, o 
Betty: ‘Carter 

AL ‘Catola,.. veteran’. ‘éonductor- 
guitarist, ‘Has - beén. ‘Tepacted “by 
| United ; Artists. Records: to: ane ex 

‘has. “been: ‘Associated ‘with: ‘the UA 
Jabel_ virtually: since .its ‘inception 
-and has:turned’ out: several topsell- 
ing. .LPs : based - ‘on: film ‘and: tv 
‘themes. 
UA* Records. “also. added: ‘Betiy 

Carter - ‘to’ -its ‘talent ‘roster. Miss 
Carter; who: has : ‘worked- with’ Ray: 
Charles, wiil cut cher initial UAL 

‘}album this. week.” 

Capitol. Ernie. Fiaias::” 
Ernie. Fields; : trombonist-band- 

Jeader from - the “swing -era, has- 
| joined. the roster of Capitol’ Rec- 
ords. His. first single will “be: “St. 
Louis’ Blues” - coupled-: with :“Lilies | 
of: the Field.” as Tru be out. April. 13. {. 

‘NEW DISKERY BLOOMS. 
“ Stereo’ Oddities: Sammy: ‘Shore 
.. Sammy: Short; a ‘comic, has: ‘been |. 

He |. 2 ‘tapped: by: - ‘Stereo - ‘Oddities... 
bows with a single, “The Girl With. 
the. Cigatet Cough.” ” Z 

Chordettes? J jayce. » Weston. 

| S Joyee: Weston; of the: ‘Chordettes: 
vacal ‘group, . has : joined ~Erroll 
-Garner’s Octave" Music firm’ to -pro-- 
‘mote the Ppianist’s ‘compositions. 

‘folio .-of:- Garner: ‘melodies: with 
lyrics ‘by various: writers:. oA 

‘Garner, -meantime, “leaves - ‘for.a 
+.) four-week. ‘tour -of. Japan in: May-|- 

-) and May-add a brief Swing through | . 
| Australia. 

~Decea Uns Lou Sebok 
“cuts JL Sebrk, _veteran Décca 

“Reeords - ‘sales. exec, : has’ been’ pro-. 
“Mued to-the post £.assistant gen-. 
: eral: sales manager -working: under: 
Sales ‘V.D,. Sydney: N.. G ad berg... 
- He'll. -operaieé. ‘out: OF: ‘the .N, ¥.1 

padauarhiers epee Seti 

. . . . Js *e : 
eee . . oF. . 

wees . 

. . . a 
oad . ry wont 
, 7 7 . 2 ee 

° . oe 

’ 

followup - of | 
‘|her recent-San Remo song festival | 
“win, with -her’ triumph. at Copen- |: 
hhagen’s European -songfest. (which | 

| played : to reported. 100,000,000 .Eu-. 

|. “last “week... 

‘The ‘firm-is currently’ completing. a:. 

oo ea als 

: Beatles to ‘Butterfly? 2 
i: .: Glasgow, March 31:. 

7 “Young. fans. who ‘adore. The 
. ‘Beatles should .be encouraged 

to appreciate opera and attend 
‘operatic shows, city” treasurer - 
- Richard _ Buchanan said : here “ 

He: ‘Was . urging | the: city” Ss 
educationists to okay: a $2,250 

:grant to the Scottish Opera: 
:Seciety: for: a special. May. 21 : 

ni’ for © schol: ‘children.. “The: : 
: proposal: ‘Was. approved: 

_verted;. “but. we “do. want ‘to. 
take --some:. of ‘these: Beatle 
~ bashers .and- ‘teach. them: an 
* appreciation of. Sood. music,’ * 
said: Buchanan, - 

wriLa Disk 
Gives ob Maxwell 
Lots to Harp About 

“Robert: : Maxwell, veteran, : -com- 
‘poser and performer on..the nitery 
and: concert circuits, has.céme up| 

| with the first: recorded: hit in his 
Yeateer -with: the’ current. ““Shangri- 

La” disk for Decea. Unusual angle: 
1 is: that .Maxwell is ‘hitting: ‘with -a 

-| classy. - ‘harp - instrumental | ‘in ‘a 
market © dominated. by. twanging |" 
“guitars. and. teenage. vocalists. -And 
while: he’s riding with his Decca 

hit, Maxwell is also cashing in on. 

ther Deals} 
‘the click: revival of-his tune, “Ebb- 
-tide;’” “by Lenny ‘Welch . on . ‘the 
‘Cadence Jabel. - 

' Although. laying’ off: for ‘the last’ 
‘five. Years. ‘from personal appear= 
ances to concentrate on - writing, : 
Maxwell’: is ‘now ‘accepting. club 
dates again as .a“result of his. new. 

already disk prominence. -: He's. 
-been ‘set. for ‘the: Detroit . ‘Athletic 
Club. ‘in- May. *: . 

Maxwell -and | his Decca: artists 
&. repertoire _ producer, - 

‘im the: current 
‘market,-: was. one -of those un- 
predictable. occurrences that make 
the. music. biz. worthwhile... 
AICS: 

where. the - -next. 
impossible’ to _ ‘dope. out 

‘hit™ is: coming 
. from,” Meyerson added, ‘pointing 

“Shangri-La” 
seemed .to take off’ on- the. Coast. 

| before : spreading | to Chicago, then 
New York where the’ top: 40 ‘Stas, 

to..the : fact .that.. 

tions: are now laying. on it... 
- “Shangri-La” : has been : a- Jong- | 

time: standard in’: Maxwell's ..cata- 
having - been. recorded) | log... 

numerous . times. as’ a vocal: with 
Carl ‘Sigman’ s- lyrics. and used. as| 
a theme song for the “Jack Glea- 

[son Show” ‘on tv. His own ‘slicé; 
however, is shaping up” ‘as the 
biggest. disk.to date. It’s. also his 
first recording for Decca. 

- Maxwell,. incidentally, started: as 
ta Yonghair, -working. under Arturo. 

7 Toscanini .in .theold ‘NBC .sym- 
7s -phony. But having. become ‘tired |. 

-of ‘hanging around’ for the ‘occas- 
ional harp: passage, - he . moved. -fo 

‘the Coast--and joined’ Matty. Mal-. 
neck’s. combo in the. early. 1940s. : 

‘AT DAFFODIL MUSIC 
" Dattodil Music; a ‘subsid’ of Fran-' ; 

:| eo’ Colombo Inc.; the new-corporate | 
_ {name of G. Ricordi & ‘Co.,. has ‘set- 

‘up.a new disk label, DFD Records. 
-|Diskery— plans to. release “platers 

- In: Octave: Promo: ‘Post produced - both: domestically and 
overseas. 

“Lester ‘Sims,: general manager of 
Daffodil; recently. returned from ‘a 
‘tour.- of. ‘Europe, ° ‘where he set wp 
deals with -various ‘disk~ and ‘ub- : 
lishing companies: ce, 

- Schuster to T t Music 
Trewin. Schuster has. been. named 

' Teast. coast. professional... manager. 
| for ‘TM... Music, - publishing: <com- 
‘pany’ owned by Bobby- Darin and. 
managed by ‘exec. v.p.. Edgar Bur- | } 
‘ton: Schuster. had been working for. y 
Hil. & Range.: 
‘2 In . another...” expansion’: _mpve.” 
‘Darin hired Harvey: Geller. as T.M:’s- 
professional manager ‘for the West 

U ateowsaces. (bea TTP eB: 

_ performance ‘of “Don. Giovan-". - 

“We. are not-after the con-- - British disks in the U.K., in Ameri- 
{ca no-less than eight. UX. singles. 
|are riding in the top 30—six by 

atest. release, | 
| Love”), 

Carefrees, 
Blame Me” iooks promising, too. 

Apart from eight waxes (on'six.. * 
: different Jabels) penetrating deeply © 
‘into ‘the singles market, the Beatles | 

. Harry. 
a Meyerson;. said the. breakthrough 

“4 of “Shangri-La” ° 
“been 

‘inked ‘to’ a new. longterm pact, by: 
RCA. Victor: A. heavily’ ‘booked ‘con-. 
cer. attraction; Nero™-has been. a| 
consistent : ‘seller - for: Victor: with | 

the,. Fontana: label : a single, 
Anything” b/w. “Soul Serenade”. 

.}on which Miss. Lynne sings, Ever- 
est -charged: infringement of ex- 
J clusivity . ‘clauses in contractual: 
agreement .diskery has with thrush. 

et oy on US. Carts 
no London, March. 31. 

In just. over one. year, the. cult 
tof Beatlemania, the yen for Mersey- 
_| beat: and. countrywide clamor from’ .. 
| native artists, has not only swept 
‘British ‘recordings. into dominance . 
locally, but- brought ‘about the big- 

| gest and most . significant ‘penetra-... 
‘tion of British’ singers. into the 
‘American : disk‘ bestsellers © ever 
known. © ~ 

“Locally, only four American. art- 
./ists‘ appear in. the: Top. 30° singles 
jists. (Jim. Reeves, Gene : Pitney, 
Roy Orbison and Elvis Presley). 
-a ‘position. almost. -precisely... the. 

-) reverse. that of “two years ago. 
‘Coincidental: with the rise of. 

the. Beatles (not counting | their 
“Can't Buy . 

one by the Dave ‘Clark. 
Five and one by Dusty Springfield. 

Fast rising British recordings, 
which seem: destined to join’ the 

| aforesaid eight hotsellers, : include. 
4 “Needles And Pins” by The Search-_ 
ers, arid “Hippy: Hippy Shake” by, 7 
the Swinging. Blue Jeans. .. - 
Other notable hits. from: Britain’ 
on the way up comprise “From 
Me.To You” and “Roll Over Bee-. 
thoven” by. The Béatles, “White On 
White” by Danny. Williams, and. 

|“Wwe. Love .. You -Beatles” by the _ 
Frank. Ifield’s . ‘Don’t ™ 

also. have. two | albums: on top of 
American charts, with a third some~ _. 
way behind. : 

. While it is. obvious that most of 
the . momentum of the. British 
thrust. is being powered by Messrs. 
Paul MeCartney,. John Lennon, 
George Harrison. and Ringo Starr, 
local producers are encouraged by. 
the fact that.in their slipstream.. 
‘other British popsters have estab- 
lished ‘a foothold in the lucrative 
US. scene. ~ : 

Also - taking heart are other. 
British-baked ‘performers who have’ 
‘peen: knocking hard at the Ameri- 
can. show biz door with varying 

| degrees ‘of success. For instance, 
the- Kenny Balls, Rolf Harrises, 
‘the Cliff Richards, the Acker: Bilks, 
the Caravelles, the Lonnie Done- 
gans.vand ‘several -others, réport 
‘such. a* widening of interest in 
‘British: disks: ‘and. performers -in~ 
American’. that now, as never be-. 

t| fore, they.-stand”a chance of mak- 
ing a big breakthrough ‘across the 
Atlantic. 

| Everest Wats “junction - 
Halting Merc’s Release 
Of Gloria Lynne Disks ° 

Los Angeles, Mareh 31. 
Mercury: Records, under a tem~ 
‘porary injunction granted Everest. 
Records, is restrained from re- 
leasing any and all disks on which. 
‘singer Gloria. ‘Lynne’ performs, ac- 
cording to Everest ‘prexy Bernie. 
Solomon;.: ‘Everest. has sued Mer-.. 
cury and. ‘its subsid label, Fontana, -: 
for $200,000 damages. © 

Case arose when Mercury, vit: or" 
about .March 16, releasing under 

“Be 

Solomon contends that Everest 
| originally inked chirp in October, 
1958, toa five-year pact and, 
December, “1962, re-signed her for 
an. ‘additional three years. 

‘He assertéd: that Everest has re- 
eased about ‘a dozen albums: of . 
Miss Lynne since inception of con-— 
‘tractual ties and that latest single. 
release, .“I- Wish You Love,” .is still 

1-on the. charts.’ 
‘Hearing : for ‘permanent injune- 

| tion: will’. take place April 1 in 
Superior’ Court, LAL 

-| Scot Singer's Soviet Trek 
ane Glasgow, March 31. 

Bill : McCue, Seot singer, is set. 
{to tour Russia’ this fall with the. 
‘English Qpera Group. He will take _ 
part in their performances of Ben- 
jamin Britten’s “Rape of Lucretia”. 
and “Albert Herring.” 

Later in the year” “McCue, an. 
“ex-miner,. will, singin the Henry 
Wood annual performance of “The 
Messiah,” ” condu:ted by Sir Ma < 
- colm: Sargent, ‘af the. Albert ‘Ha} 
‘London, 
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| stacey Sued 90 on 

Oh the Upbeat 
“New York 

Jay-Gee Records has vealigned | | 
(spoken word). label. as..a tiein with its foreign -distribs deals: for the 

Jasie, 

bution for BT. Puppy: Records: ..  : 
The Eggheads, on- ‘the Amy-Mala 
Jabel, were. on the CBS-TV “Garry 
Moore . ‘Show’ Fuesday night: (31): 

. George Doerner -orch ‘opens’ a. 
four-week stand at Roseland..Dance. 

x City this week’... . Johnny Pache- 
co’s Latin orch plays at: the Dakar | ¢ 

“Concert. Hall: in Senegal April. 3-4. }. 
Assn. | 

using Connie Francis as poster: girl. a 

for its 1964 -Chris* mas SeaJs. cam- +: 
Tony Bennett plays. Town ; 

-& Country, Brooklyn, May 22... . 

National . ‘Tubereutasis 

paign ... 

Pianist: Lee Evans, of: Command 
Recards, heading. a. 10-piece. show-: 
band at the Americana Royal ‘Box. - 
It’s Evans’ ‘first gig. since recent 
_back surgery. .., Cecil Taylor play- 
ing Bennington and. Brartdejs: ‘cam- 
pus dates. next week.. : 

Trumpeter ‘Al Hirt. .set. for. a 
string. of” college. dates. through | 
April . Jazz ‘multi-instrumental- 
ist Roland Kirk. returning to. the 
Five. Spot Cafe April 7 through 

... Donna Lynn; 14-year-old 
Capitol ‘songs‘ress, - _inked: for. tv 
dates this month ..... . British thrush 
Kathy Keegan opens at the’ Living. 
Room April'6 . . .-Earl. Wrightson 
and Lois. Hunt at ‘Frederick, Md.,;. 
High School . -Auditorium ‘Saturday’ 

_ (4) .°.... Bernard Green composing | 
“the score for the: Chrysler - Corp. 
*“Show-Go-Round” at. the: World's 

| Fair. 

“London, 
Mark Wynter ‘to. New York May 

15 for vacation and radio-tv. ap- 
pearances.. - 

for 250,000 sellers. :. 

indie diskery, : Strand :. Records, 
“which will ‘operate. by leasing tapes 
to. the. major .outlets. First: signed 
artists’ are. Brian Poole, The Tre-. 
‘meloes,_ Brook Bros., David - Mac- 

THE MOST 
| unea thour 

OY 

THE DAYTONES 
| Hear Them New on Jubilee ‘#5452. 

|BLESS MY | | 
KRAMBULI 

D. J.! s. Don't Pass. This. Up: 

Contact:- STEVE ‘BEAINE. or : | 
MICKEY EICHNER- 
. JUBILEE RECORDS. 
315 Ww. 48 St. N ¥. WwW, Pb? 7-8570. 

eon | Mayers, 

“I/Pasquale was ~‘:violinist with the 
4 New -York Philharmonic: for seven | 

‘seasons;-Grika ‘is from’-the .Cin-|fF 
feinnati-Symph and Mrs. Janson is |f 44. 50. 12 

: Shahan: and Mc--|f.-: 2 

ee aay 

: 4:from® Toronto. 
Ee: tf Comas . ‘played - “with: the : (National | 

Port ‘and Dana. 
labels. Jay-Gee ‘will handle distri-: 

¥ Bob: :Halfin,. | 
Ascherbetg, - Hopwood. & Crew to }. 
‘heim. . ats | “Pop and” Tight music L 
€ catalog. 

All on’ the . same: 
day, Sir Joseph Lockwood  pre- 
sented: Gerry. & the. Pacemakers, 
Billy J. Kramer & the Dakotas, 
and Cilla Black with .silver’ disks |. 

. Peter 
Walsh, manager of Brian Poole & | - 
the Tremeloes, ‘set up his’ own 

The | 

‘slated for a Villanova. College con-|] ” 

erace. ° 

| pacted . Frank: Fontaine, - 
; ‘Monroe, | 
Winged: Victory. Chorus. S 

+. . Red’ Schwartz, national. promo~ 
tion” -director: of Cameo-Parkway |. °° | 
Records, .recoveritig: ‘from: ‘surgery | La 
\at the Metropolitan: ‘Hospital. : 
‘So. Philly. singer: Dean-: Christie's 
‘first, release ‘on Mercury Records, 

A} “Get With It,” cleffed by. two locals;-[ 
| Mercury a&r men Johnny Madera: 

Eight New Tooters Join” 

“eth and "The Kestrels. a
 - 

Philips . Records *: readying ° 
promo: campaign for -its ‘Cacdnaon 

Shakespeare’ s quatercentenary ‘.. 
‘A, -H. -Clemenits; Iongtime ‘staffer 
of © Decea’s ~ 

" ‘presented. with. a-.silver flute byl 
Decca topper . Sir. Edward. Lewis 

export . ‘department, 

on. his. (Clements’). retirement: oe 

~ Philadelphia 
The: . Showhoat returns. to a full-| . 

week policy with: Don: Gardner and |]: 
Dee Dee Ford current, followed by 
King: Curtis, April 6-11; John. Col- 
‘trane, April 13-18; “Miracles, April |]. 
20-25;:  'Femptations,. April. 21T-May 
25. Major Lance, May 4-9... .. . Con-| 
nie Francis at’ the’. Latin’ Casino | f- 
‘through April. 12 | with, Johnny os 
‘Mathis. set. for .April- 43-26. 2. TE. 

| Buddy Greco and. Woody Herman | 
[at the Academy. of Music, April. 5.|¥ : 

The Matys Bros. leave-for seven|{ © 
‘months of bookings. in Nevada, with i 3 
sister Vera joining the quartet:.. * 
‘Sid Pastner moved- his: Strand Ree- t- 
-ords from New York to. set.-up- his 
‘Office and warehouse here. He: alsa. 
entered -the promotion ‘field’ with: 
MHD. Enterprises. : 

| ture will be a “hootenany” at Town |f 
Hall, J une: 6 with: the: Serendipity | 
Singers: . 

” Bobby . “Rydell. ‘having. new - act 
readied. by ‘Noel . Sherman. for. his 

$|-thrée-week: Copa: date;. beginning | 
ao ‘Columbia, Records’ | 

| chief engineer John. Hobart ‘at. ‘the: 
1 Venus Lounge to case the. acous- 
'tics:; Owner Pete: Gerardi (former 
‘Chancellor Records: exec).arranged |f-. 
with. Columbia::to’ wax ‘the Lenny ET: 
rhe t Trio live. from the cafes. J i}fe °- 

May 10. 

our Preps.and Sarah Vaughn 

eert, April 3,° and the Four Fresh- 
men come to LaSalle College ‘the: 
following: weekend. Fo | 

‘Trini Lopez . booked “for | the | ele 
Jersey Derby Cotillion; May 29. :.3 |...” 

| Pailor Ace Tesone © (clothier | for a 
‘Chubby .Checker and. other.show|] ..... 
biz figures),.a bass-man:on the.side, |} 5 
‘sighed for touring dates.‘with ‘Lib- 

. -Billk Honney lining up. 
— | talent for the Greater Philadelphia: oe 

+ Industrial. Trade Fair.at the Com-|#. . 
mercial Museum, May: 9-16. and has 

Cab ‘Calloway. . 

and Dave White,. who wrote Lesley. 
t Gore's: “You Don’t: Own Me. 7B 

Philly Orch to: Replace * 

Philadelphia; March ‘Si... 

; cello: 

pet... 

the’ Boston ‘Symphony; Robert: de 

“a Symphony,. Washington... 

ae 

™ DONNA LYNN. 
‘New CAPITOL. 

ial R 

am JAVA-JONES JAVA" 
b/w “THINGS THAT t FEEL" 

“JACK WOLF. oe, “auos" aower, a 

Vincent Lazzaro, bass, 43. years; Sig- 
‘}mund Hering, trumpet,’ 39. yéars..| 
The. resignations include’ those ‘of | 

: “first ]i 2 
| violinist ‘William -Schoen ‘and.: vi 
‘first. cellist ‘Lorne - Munroe: ° 

local. pubber, ‘joins fe 

His ‘first . ven- |] 

3 Bs. "20 - 

Vaughn|{- 7 
“and. the i 

{P32 28 1 

8 a a 7-82 2 Retirees, 3. Who. Quit 
t Appointment: of ‘eight. new. mu-jf- 
sicians. who ‘will - -join. the Philadel- 

! phia. Orchestra: for the 1964-65. seat} 
son. was announced last week. by. 
“Eugene Ormandy, conductor. ‘They-|J.. -” 
replace five men: who are. retiring | Qn 
\'and three who. resigned. : : | 
New: members. are. Joseph ‘de| 
‘Pasquale, principal. viola;’ Samuelt}’. 

| Mayes, . principal’ cello;: ‘Robert de || 
= Pasquale, Larry - Grika and. Julia | 
| Janson, violins: Winifred: Winograd: 

a “Michael. ‘Shahan, |] 
” HY Rass, : and. Donald: ‘McComas, ftrum- 

: 35.° a 68 “PETER, PAUL & MARY. ‘Wamer Bros) 
wes | Moving. (W.21473). ’ 

 36-.. BE “6 "ELVIS PRESLEY : (Victor) 
ee Fun in: Acapulco (LSP. 9756) © 

37... 37 

3B : =y ~ + 

2 Sa 

q| Mr. and Mrs; “Mayes and. ‘Josephi | 7 
|} de Pasquale are: ‘all-:members of. 

43 <3 az 

ers 
Retiring. musicians . and”: ‘their. 

| years of service with: the. orchestra iv T 
are Charles.Miller, violin, 22 years; |} 

| Aaron’ Gododetzky, violin, 44 years; 
Samuel: Belenko; . cello, -39 years: 

S 46°43 96. PETER, P. 

olinist | Ling . Tung, ‘wha "Plans. tolq ”: 
conduct. . as i 

| ALBUM. BESTSEL ERS. 
Ua National l Survey of Key Outlets) 

This Last No.. Wks. 
Wk: .Wk. On. ‘Charé aa . 

ees Glee be 0 BEATLES: Capito S 
oe aa . Meet the Beatles (12047) 
“2. 8. a AL HIRT (Victor) 
OTe ee = Honey in the Horn (LPM 2733) _ 

3. ae e ~ HELLO DOLLY. (Victor). 
a oe, Original Cast (LOCD. 1087)" 

con waree oT “BEATLES (Vee. Jay) - 
ot o ... Introducing : Beatles: (Le 1062): 

nr oe rom HENRY. MANCINI (Victor) 
ie, of fo) Charade (EPM. 2755) - ; 
"6 6 --5 «= BARBRA: STREISAND. (Columbia) ~ 
we Wok TM (CL 2154) ne 
<2. 8. 34. -JOAN BAEZ. (Vanguard) 
on Wels EV CURS.9094)) 
8. TP 24s 4: PETER, PAUL &. MARY. (Warner ‘Bros 

"lo ae Jin the Wind ¢W.1507) 

98-10. ANDY ‘WILLIAMS (Columbia) 

id” 15° 3 
_: Wonderful ‘World of (CL 2137) oe | 

“3 JOHN GARY. (Wietor).. 
-. .  .7.  Enéore’ (2836)... wore 

It 10.58 :ALG MARTINO. (Capitol) 
oe _. Living A- ‘Lie (Tt. 1975) . 

12° :12-:: 6.- JOHNNY. MATHIS. (Mercury) 
OS, WenderIs the Night (MG 20890) - 
13-11 °10.: KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) — a 

Oo Time to. Think (F-20011): 2c. 

14:..13.. 28° BARBRA STREISAND (Cofarobray 
ye Fas ‘Volume It. (CE. 2054). - any . 

~ JOHN: GARY: (Victor) 
_- Catch a Rising: Star (LPM. 2745)" 

5 ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)... 
| =) Solid Gold “Steinway: (KL 1354): . 

IT; °44 ‘7... NANCY WILSON. (Capitol) 
ves “"¥esterday’s Love Songs (T: 2012) ” 

18 . 17 : 20 THE E SINGING. NUN. (Philips) 
, Soeur Se Sourire ‘(PCC 203) 

| VENTURES. ( Dolton) 
ea by Jhe-Space (2027) : 

20°: 2320-730: “BOB DYLAN (Columbia) | 
“2. :. 0" |. Times’ Are Changing. (CL. 2105). . 

21.18.10: . JACK JONES: (Kapp): - i 
OP Te. Wives. and Lovers (1352) . 

22-19. 16. SMOTHERS BROS. (Mercury) 
. ; °°, «Curb Your Tongue; Knave. (MG 20962). 

23 724... 3°. MARKETTS (WB):. 0 +: 
ce 4. Out of Limits: (W 1537):” 

24 . 25 % z RICK NELSON (Decca) 
. For ‘You (DL. 4479) 2. 

25" zr BEACH BOYS (Capitol). 
nO, « Little Deuce Coupe (T 1998) 

26° 67 "35° TRINT LOPEZ (Reprise) ” 
ol sini Lopez at PPS” (6093). 

27. .33:. 2. -RAY CHARLES (ABC-Par) 
"Sweet. & Sour (480) : a 

28-34... 2: AL HIRT & “ANNE- MARGARET Wietor) 
_o. : Beauty & the Beard (LPM 2690) _ 

- FRANK FONTAINE (ABC)”” 
oo _ How Sweet It Is (470): o 

30..: 27° .:11 LAWRENCE WELK (Doty 
“"< Wonderful Wonderful (DLP 3552) _ a 

. KINGSMEN : (Wand) o, 
oa Louie’ Louie (65' (657)... 

- WEST SIDE yE STORY. (Columbia) 
_._- Soundtrack tOL, 5670)... 

2°. ROY. ORBISON (Monument) . 
a = orentest Hits: s‘(MLP- 8000) - 

More. at: P:Js (6103) 

7 38rT “NEW CHRISTY ‘MINSTRELS. (Columbia 
—..) Ramblin’ (CL -2055) 0 

“GLENN YARBROUGH. (Victor) : 
- 1: Time to Move. on (RCA 2836)... 

- BARBRA STREISAND (Columbia) 

Barbra. Streisand Album = 2001). 

PEGGY: ‘LEE. (Capitol) | 
- In Love ove Again (Tf 1969)” 

Pia “38 cay “AL MARTINO (Capitol) a 
. 2. ‘-. Painted Tainted. Rose. a 1975) : 
ae ae “$1 ANDY WILLIAMS (Columbia) 

9... Days of Wine & Roses (CL-2015) _ 

“SWINGLE. - SINGERS (Philips) ~' -.-) 
| Bach’s: Greatest Hits (PHM 200-097 ye 
“JOHNNY MATHIS 'S (Columbia) © 

.. Romantically. (CL. 2098). ae - 

NEW .CHRISTY. MINSTRELS. (Columbia) ~ 
. Today: (CL: (CL 2159) -. _ 

PETER, PAUL & 7aRy- ‘(Warner Broa 
2. Peter, Paul &: Mary: (W1449).  . : . : 

7 47 442 20 VILLAGE STOMPERS (Epic) _ 
Pet __. Washington. on Square’ (LN. 24078) ~ 

|= 48° 46 48 “BY= VE BIRDIE (Victor) _ 
Ren Fo Soundtrack. (LOC: 1081) ~: 
490 45-137 " THE WEEK THAT WAS (Decca). 

(alc... Original Sound: Track -(DE 9116) . 
50°” 48°. 19) LOS.-INDIOS: TABAJAREZ. (Wietory 

: Maria, Elena (LPM. 2822) 

Th aeth Ave. $2: 

|| two : weeks. 

-delias, : 

Tears.” 

a I ‘Announcing - 
- A Two Great ‘Songs. os: 

= = |r | CIUMACHELLA -& 
— || THE LIGHTS OF ROMA 

“Ta Pan Valley © 

, ‘Nashville, “March 31. 
He: Loeal architect : Edwin: Keeble: " 

drafting final.plans for Columbia’s ~~ 
}new $300,00 studio. on Record Row. 

Construction ‘is, fene... 
tatively skedded to start: May’ 1. 

“ | Occupancy. target date: Labor Day, ~~ 
RCA: Victor’s’ promotionsi-per= 
sonal. appearance group takes. off... 

4| Thursday (2) on a three-week tour’ 
oe, ‘of. Europe.: : Rostér. includes Chet _ 

{| Atkins, “Bobby. Bare, “Jim Reeves, ~ 
| Anita-Kerr Singers, and sidemen:: 

{| bass-player Henry: Strzlecki, drum-- 
jmer.- Kenneth... Biittrey, - ot 
}.Le6 ° Jackson and - ‘Pianist. Deaw :-.* 

.:, [| Manuel, They'll play -p‘a.’s and-tv ~ 
' . fi dates ‘in 13- cities—Hamburg, -Mu-" 
oo | nich, Vienna, Hanover, Essen, Ber- 

ee | lin,. ‘Gothenburg. Stockholm, -Oslo, 
ST | Copenhagen; The. ‘Hague-Ainster-" . : 

“| |-dam, Brussels. and Karlsruhe. °° © 
Songwriter: Harlan: Howard, fore 0° 

‘By RED O*DONNELL, J 

‘guitarist . 

merly ‘with Pamper. ‘Music, ‘formed oy od 
fF -own. publishing: firm—to. be called’ no, 
m5 ‘Wilderness. . Te 
i. Columbia ar’ vet. Don: ‘Law: to: caw 
- | New: ‘York. for. production-of com-. °° >" j 

_- ‘edy.LP. featuring. Jimmy: Dean. and. .~ ° 
_-[ | his‘ tv puppy-teer Rowlf, —— [| Bill Carlisle signed with: ‘Hickory — 

i Records... ‘First. release. this week- =~ 
we tend | is titled “Shanghai Rooster. Pe 

de ‘chartered: . “Nashville* wo 
{| chapter... of | NARAS’ on. upbeat). 
membership: drive. ‘Signed .75 first... | 

Formal report * Slated. hem 
at: Next. tneeting, April .20. : 

‘4 Acrhythm: &-blues: package fea- - 
| turing Stevie. Wonder, Mary Wells," .. -- 

| Marvin. Gaye; Martha &-the Van-° .° | oa Temptations and. -Marvel- ~.-- : 
~ fl-ettes ‘booked: for State Fairgrounds a 

Coliseum. Sunday .(5)._ . 
. . Marion <Worth - did an: album ‘of 

| Marty ‘Robbins’. tunes :.. 
1 Hyland due. ‘in ‘ this: ‘week ‘for-a.: 
I Mereury-: session ‘under: a&rship of 

| Shelby. Singleton 

‘Recently - 

Brian 

Capitol’s : 7 “producer” -M ar v i n 
cy Hughes vacationing | in ‘Florida wie ye 
4] Carl “Smith- set. for. Jimmy. Dean 
ABC-TV" shot. “April: 16. . “. 
Johnny. ‘Mathis : cut.: “Taste ‘of eg 

i : which. “was . ¢o-written - by. 
| Teddy ‘Bart’ and. Paul ‘Wyatt for- 

. Sax-appealing.. 
—. [| Boots Randolph joined AL Hirt. ‘in 
"| concert at Grand Ole Opry. House. 

Raleigh’ Music. . 

: I, Publicty/ Managemen | 

Promotion 

i “Experience/Contacts. | ae 

-Results/ Know-How. 

HOTEL BRITTANY 

HH): E. 10th Street, New. York.3 | io 
Ht ‘Area | Code 212. ~ORegon 7 7-5100- | 

ENTERTAINING BAND’ 
FOR MIDTOWN. 
NEW YORK. CITY... 

NITE: CLUBS 
80x V-3598,. VARIETY. 

{| 154 W. 46th St., ‘New York 10036}. ~ | 

{S (T..REALLY. 

mci (iTTLE 
IMPERSONATING .. 

“VAN HEFLIN?. : 
OR IST VAN. HEFLIN 

--. » Acuff-Rose |. - 
Publications upped: general man=" . ~:| 

_ ffager’ John. R. Brown. to vice-presi- * ae 
“|| dency. = 



oS es Reco’s -“King Of Kings” has 
‘." made the sales charts at No. 25, 

oa iis. that practically all the weight of |f- cE 
- -i+- the local record : biz is behind: it, | 

or : eountry—particularly in” 

"> up: a lot. ofthe. local’ kids’. disk- |] 

“Londoi 
“The Big Push to * et Blue: Beat 

‘off: and. -running—which: has. .in- 
“volved -big: -diskeries like. Decca,. 

Te -Philips and a host of ‘smaller | 
| labeis—is ‘beginning. to: pay off. 

EMI's. much Dallyed. release; of 

~ SINGLE RECORD Tl P $. 
ole une ¢ Index of Performance a Sales) 

‘This ‘Last Ne. Whe | 7 
“Wk. Wk. On Chart,” 

SHE. LOVES You 
‘ Beatles... 

-- while: Philips’ later. release, . "My. 
_ Boy. Loltipop,”: ‘by: Millie has risen} 
:_-to, No.. . . —— 

- But | ris these ‘two: successes. a a 110 
. under’ their. belt, the Blue Beat |} 

: peshers. ‘have. still. a long way tol|i°..2 °° 
"go -to:.catch: up. ‘with’ the current'|} © © 
” fad for the “group. sound”’.. In. Blue. 
| Beat’s favor in addition to the fact 

2 

3 

4 PLEASE. PLEASE. ‘ME 
~ $s .the., -Mushrooming of Blue- ‘Beat iE. 
dance clubs “up and. down | the |f-. 5°. ° 

. : 

y] 

8 

9 

areas Cot 

*:  swhere there is: a Jamaican. ‘immi- | ee 
grant. population: OY : 

=, Another © major: factor-- in. ” the 
~*:Jauneh.. of this. new sound ‘is .that|f 
“$t is ‘already established.‘as a firm‘) 
jukebox fave.. The “jukes: were al-|j 
most... “solely. ‘responsible |. for .the|} 

. '100,000-plus. sales : of. ‘the. Prince |} 
‘:: Buster Blue Beat records put:out|F" °°. =. 

“-- “py Melodise’s Ziggy. Jackson: (who | peer ii — es 
.-. christened ‘the ‘sound. ‘This figure,j{) “".° *~: 

= 
7 
ae FUN-FUN FUN | 

, “5, ‘MY HEART BELONGS TO YOU. 
= _HELEO. DOLLY 

> “BS GLAD. ALL OVER 

es - DAWN (Go. Away) 

" SUSPICION. 

wee incidentally, was achieved: sans. the | Saree _ Terry Sutere_ - me oS ee : = ee JAVA rn 
AL Hirt -; 7 eeeeeeecenee 

Ow rampant promo. — ail’ --10° Ti = 

: “8. “CALIFORNIA SUN : 
io Working’ solidly against the risé|J 
“of. Blué Beat. on the.salésgraphs: is|} 12°" 12°. 
the ‘overwhelming popularity ‘offf—' 0°. >. 
‘The Beatles. With their. new single | 13°. Ta — 
just, out and a -new album. due. eae 

---on :the-.market.’ shortly,. the. Liver- || -——+-_—- 
‘pool foursome: is..expected to- tie |F"°14..-15 - 

"THE WAY YOU DO Tas 
_ Temptations « Cea le daa vee woe 

HI HEEL: ‘SNEAKERS © 

~ SHOOP.SHOOP. SONG ———S 
| Betty. Everett. 2: 0.-.. ssidise OE, We e a ay 

"- KISSIN COUSINS. a 
. -buying: coin - over: the. next. ‘three: YE 

: four: weeks, . 

., Elvis:-Presley..: 4: oe ios waist os ~ WOOD? (UTERIE a ea 
_ er an | wb os 

Four. Seasons . bee endl be bak 

- FROM ME. TO "You. 
. ... Beatles" Bal a aa rr coe esa a S.°. 

“NAVY BLUE... at . 
Diane: Renay’. wl 

"2°. CROOKED ‘LITTLE MAN 

MONEY, 

2. DEAD: MAN'S: CURVE es 

PUPPY LOVE | 

“6 BLUE. WINTER yee Pa 
“ = Connie: ‘Francis beeen es et a, oe 

3 

8 

2 

3 

2 

7 

§ 
" “HUST. RELEASED 12” LP — $5.95. 00. . ; 

- "FA 2484 WOODY GUTHRIE - SINGS V Vol. 20 Of UP pe 
| FH°5212 DUST BOWL BALLADS ~".. “dh 25° 28. * 2 "OTHER WOODY GUTHRIE "RECORDS ute | eee 

“a 241 BOUND FOR GLORY ot og 39-2 
 FA.2483 WOODY GUTHRIE SINGS Vol..2° 0°: f 26 32: we 2 - NADINE | 
FH 5285 TALKING UNION (With Almanac singers) AB ee Fe 
"FH 3485 BALLADS OF SACO AND. VANZETTH . o7. =.22-- 8 

2 

8 

3. 

2 

& 

3 

3 

5° 

4 Of 
FA 2010 LONESOME VALLEY with: others) _... Dale & Grace... 

> STOP AND THINK J ir F OVER oe 

FC_7005 ‘SONGS ‘10 GROW ON Vol. PF 58° 357 —__ wes 

EC 7015 SONGS TO. GROW: ON- FR. MOTHER Wo | . NEEDLES & PINS. 

~"FC.7027 THIS LAND" 1S. MY LAND (With: others):.” |] 295 330 
Write for free catalogue of over-1,000 LP's. . ! wo Al Mettive MORE. AND MORE. 

Fou swasst [Po 7 

= — = 2. |[:.30 26-8" SEE. THE FUNNY LITTLE CLOW
N: 

- STARDUST’. "Program Tips! ee || ot) oe Seer ae a 
AB Sake April Stevens &: Nino: Tempe. rere ar BABY! PMthe 

~ GREATEST | 
‘Lou &: GIA. PRIMA: 

8,..GOOD NEWS” et 
-., = SamCooke... Leelee weed sc sieeee 
3. EF SAW HER STANDING THERE 

" 1 ee - |. Beatles" wees ween ‘ne ee se 
~{Prtma) _— |. tt 4 as . 3s aT HURTS ME... 

‘TH AT’S MY TE an Elvis. Presley. : 

Lee cee eee’ 

“PENETRATION. 
DESIRE AW eee 
-SONNIE GEE... [if 36 T 

(Jarre, ard) 

A gists 'MUSIC.ING. [IP 37-.— © 
; New York, .N. ¥. r0019 a 

v7 immy VELVET’ 
‘Does It. Again! - 

: ANGELITO :: 

‘GUESS WHO 

0 OH BABY, DON'T You WEEF- 

: ABIGAIL. BEECHER | 

10° A FOOL NEVER LEARNS we 
’ > Andy. Williams 2. .--:.: more 

"To The Aisle" 7 WANT. TO. BE WITH you 
,. ‘€ fw |  _ > | Dusty Springfield _ 

‘ * ABC-10528— | fr mes -¥OU DONT OWN. ME 

‘. BIRD DAN CE BEAT . 

WHO DO YOU LOVE. rea 
, Saphires. 220... . se Se eeeeeay eee es Swan 

“% I WISH YOU LOVE Se ee 
‘2+, Gloria Lynne’: oe ae Peeeer es 

“UNDERSTAND: ‘YOUR MAN" 

IS: n REALLY 

“RICH uifine 
IMPERSONATING . 

_ GEORGE RAFT? | 
‘JORIS IT-GEORGE RAFT...” 

448 li. “ANYONE WHO HAD ry HEART 

49. 46. 11 UM UM UM UM: om uM: _ 
| Oe eee Major Lance. - ..:: tees =e Stbee 

50, 49° 11. WHAT KIND OF FOOL 

* : DENG. 2 O81 eCseter es & ee ae ae eae a Se = ap a me te fava ae at natant enn ein Sm aire oar. palm stan” oe. a ae an 

| more’ ed the a.few: cases ks Sunes 

ms ies ‘that it-had number of top S.R.| 

7 |scored ‘with ‘an -RAI-TV. special| 
which. included Gene Pitney, Bobby} 

a | ‘medley. of Festival and other recent 
a es SONS. 

‘Beatles - wees. we, eee vwscecegeess LOlié =f} 
i ee! items (and. some ‘new: ones) are be- 

: Beatles... 25... nee baeew ss aletieeccee.- Vee Jay: . thes oie ee wun 78Y | take .up-'the inevitable - postfest 
: Slack. ' ‘Notable. among - these. ‘is|: 

| Mina’s “Citta Vuota” (Ri-Fi); which 
| now. also has been waxed ‘by’ Gene. 
-MacDaniels in Italian on. Liberty.— 

| probably . too - late to’ catch. “Mina, 

. Beach Boys -’ No oe ere a - Capitol = 

Bobby Vinton... . 2... Fane = i — .. Epic» 

Louis Armstrong *<... ws j un - ses cnas Kapp : i 

- Dave. Clark: Five.. ree ane ee Epic | del’. Mondo” 

|-Calentano’s..“Ciao “Ragazzi” (Clan). 
{| The. Beatles, . despite: relative’ Jack} : 

| of ‘local radio exposure, continue |: 
to move’ up, with “Misery”. joining 

. Four Seasons. Slate = ae - 2 vis , Philips. 

.: Vietor 4 
: ae’ ae a ‘up his San. Remo success by. star- 

‘iRivieras «003002 02000. 05 eo or Riviera J tring :in’ film titled. after’ his. best- 

4} Viso” (A. Tear on Your Face) for}: 
ee Ba Rome producer... ..: Eddie Calvert 

- _Tommy ‘Tucker ......- Lekeds se Oh [joining on “series of shows: ‘and|: 

{| swing. through ‘Italy of. ‘Op. singers, - 
late June-early July. . 1 OEM 

|. Phonogram releases. ‘upcoming. we 
Vee Jay. a ‘Deutsche: Gramophon. Gesellschaft!. 4: 

_Wietor: 

. Vee ay “Hl German: company. fora 
- 2 . ‘|| recording program ..... Phonogram | 

‘@ ae ee stun For :. 

: Serendipity Singers . Sobel vees ma a Slee . Phillips 7 heading company. pop singer-stable | 

. gue : 7 lof. pop. ‘music ‘in “Italy, ‘a recent |”: 
‘tabulation :shows, with 111 Italo] J | 

; | recording ‘companies, 600. ‘publish- a oe 
‘ing “firms, ‘and no - -less’.than™ 6,200] |: 

> es Kingsment. 3000. le: a eetk Wand 

“Jan. & Dean . 2.002: .. oe an es “ 

- Barbara Lewis .. as visg seceereeaes wee ae ela _-Atlantie tt 
So ree | label, .. dedicated: ° . 

. J young: talent.--on the .-rise,. domi- 

4 picture. . ARC; .as: outfit is called,| - 
j gets:. RCA.: pressing © and . release. 7 

| facilities, ‘and already. has: “some | | 
| promising’ names. on ‘its. roster. Is. 

oo: Brenda Lee oh. ze a ig i gieven el «-Decea. 

"+ Chuck’ Berry.” Lele ceaShees cece esae Chive - + Chess- : 

> a Mibelle | juke -séctor ..seems..to” be: Ivana}.[ ’ 

i | SPs 7: . I sides: “Fiocca Fiocca la Neve”, and. 
:. .Searchers - o.oo: Suse e bee Sb we Sates _Kapp - 

Ca ele vetoes hee ee ee ele. _ Capitol . ! boast topnotch.‘arrangements:. 

_“Bobby:.Goldsboro -. we ae tat an be eree d =< ek 

{| Te", equipped’ with a good . ‘beat.| i. 
“ALARC’s fourth ‘new. name is the|}. 

‘single-monikered. ‘Oscar. .He’s’ soft- 
‘f/ spoken- in “Asciuga. quel visino. 

= . _Wietor | : 

Cpt a 

‘ish .ears;, and’ slightly repetitious 
‘and. ‘monotonous: in - “Vola ‘con. lo 
Spider’. 

= ae se Sais: “Victor 
_ Pyramids. =. / 3. “ 7 ae a "Best - 

Rene & Rene... Sean Se Seer “ec Jox | ‘I anguage..45,.“Cin Cin” (Columbia) |} 

| bya change-of-pace,. likeable Ital-| 
4 ignization by the French star: of} 

“A “Never Walk Alone”..Adamo, rela-|{ 
[| tively . new. ‘recruit: for ‘Pathe, has = 

“| Sumglows 5.023.230.0000 0e. 5 = wh -Suiglow . 

‘Freddie. Cannon |=... = ct. Warner’ Bros. a 

Coluibbia | - 

aa errense = . = Sed. Philips I 7 

ae Sammy Davis Jr. See pee nb edi te as Pare : “Reprise, : . 

_ Leslie Gore: ° _ et cece a ~¢ Cia waes we é ace e. _Mereury : + 

:. Trashmen De E eS ek S ee tes: . ms cep seg en's _Garrett 7 5 a S 

ri assnBverest \f. 
- Jotinny Cash. 2... eis. . aoe “3 "eahnit 7 if ‘ 

Dionne: Warwick ‘2... 2... 20 en: — ms | ” Scepter : . 

“sath 1 Okeh- Ur 

_ “ Tams. oe i *- oe . oe * a 3° “see oe ! ae cee eeeee /NBC-Par = { 

1 “Va Veneto Notes 
- £0. far been handicapped by re- . 

| ported. refusal to carry his. songs. 
over Italo radio net. His. latest, 
“Gridare il Tuo Nome” and “Per- 
duto . _Amore,””.. indicate a catchy, 
haunting ‘voice with possibilities if 
a top tune can be found for. it. 

“In this. tespect, ‘and ‘also’ aided. sad Berlin P hilharmonic’ $s. 

| 4th Postwar US. Tour 
‘Berlin Philharmonic is returning . 

fHiext January-February. for its 
‘fourth postwar U.S. concert. tour. 
It will-be booked by. Columbia Art- 

‘Lists Management. whose late chair- 
‘man, Andre Mertens, first brought. 
this ensemble over, not without 
stirring some anti-German senti- 
ment in Philadelphia and. Detroit. 
-A Beethoven cyele. of five works: 

will-be ‘presented’ in Carnegie Hall, 
N.Y. In-all,:there will be 24 US. . 
‘coneerts this time, extending as far 
‘west’ as Chicago. Weinhold : & 
Thompson division’ of CAMI- is 
‘managing.. — 

(RCA). continues! “Eugene Jochum and Herbert von 
strong, as do séveral other ‘pre-fest Karaj an will: conduct. 
RCA pressings, ‘along with Adriano 

By ROBERT’ ¥r. ‘HAWKINS. 

Rome, : ‘March 31; 
the: San Remo. songs continue. 

To: dominate the Italo disk market 
‘several weeks. after the event. In 

Pplacers on. hand, CGD International} 

Rydell and Fraternity Bros. in a 

* But - “gorae! ‘previously. ‘popular 

ginning. ‘to’ move. up once. again to 

however. . 
Rita’ Pavone's Ss “Che ‘importa 

‘Clancys’ Treland Encore 
The Clancy Bros, & Tommy - 

-Makem, who recently wound up a 
tour of Ireland, have been repacted. 
by: Irish | ‘concert promoter Thomas © 
McCluskey for a repeat tour June 
5-28.: 
Folk: combo, ‘who specializes. ‘in: 

‘the recording ‘Of. Irish tunes in its 
Columbia Records LPs, have been 
strong disk sellers in Erin recently. 

“Please, ‘Please Me” in local esteem. 
--Music briefs: Bobby. Solo follows 

selling -song:. “Una. Lacrima: . ‘sul} 

and. Italo ‘trumpeter. . Nini. Rosso. 

. ..Ezio Radaelli guns: his| 
:“Cantagiro”, : @n.. ‘all-star | 

pressings ‘with: which Herbert von|‘] 
Karajan: marks his’ return to, the]. 

Jong-range|. ~ RICHARD | 
‘CHAMBERLAIN | | 

_ Sings 

"STARLIGHT. 
~K-13205 

“Con. Gli. Scarponi e Gli Sci”: Both lang J y . Zz . 
are in the Rita’ Pavon ‘style, and|: - y SP 

. d if os 

also releasing future Jaguar am) 
cords.. platters, ‘ with ‘Ricky Gianco| — 

:; There: are some’ 1,229.-singers, 

‘small orchestral. ‘combos: 7 
- Recént releases: RCA’s new local 2 

-exclusively ‘to}- 

nates the -post-San--Remo - release 

-Hottest- prospect .in the . juve-. | : 

Borgia,’ ‘with: two’ equally ‘strong 

‘Dino’s “Eravamo. Amici” on same : 
label: shows ‘personality .of young-|. 
ster more’ than’ conventional “Cosi|= 

ae | Come .Sei”, while: distinctive. pipes 
‘Tare also’displayed in~. Giancarlo 

Guardabassi’s “Sulla Terra Ho Solo} : 

bagnato,”* which ‘is: keyed to young-|| Te Originel ‘Sound Track Mes. 1 
fom ; 

the. Paramount. Picture. 

- “BECKET’”- 
“Released by Decca Records 

“FAMOUS MUSIC CORFORATION | 

Richard Anthony's “new. Italo-|f - 

should : get ‘good. play; it’s: backed | 

‘the Hip Hypnotist’ 
| April 2 thre’ '22—BASIN. STREET. EAST, New ‘York City 

“daly 22 thre, ‘Aug. 2—WAGON. WHEEL, Lake Tohoe,. Nev. 
"Ang. 6.thré. Sept. 6—INTERLUDE, Hollywoed, Collf. 

Sept. 8 thre Oct. 5—SHOWSOAT. HOTEL, Las. Vegos, Nev. . 
Nev. 13: thra.29—-WAGON WHEEL, Loke Tohoe, Nev. 
eras Mgr: SHELLY DAVIS 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

E . assocutia BOOKING SemPoRATION 
So”. SO WEST 57 ‘STREET, NEW YORK 19. | JUdson-2-7700° 
. CHICAGO. o;MIAMI ¢ ° BEVERLY HILLS ° Las VEGAS e DALLAS x LONDON - 



“The. * 
Romantics - 
‘The ‘Sapphires (3); 
Rufus Thomas, Chris Crosby, ‘The: 
" American Beetles (4); Terry. ‘Staf- 
ford, Leslie: Gore, Good Guys of. 

‘on for an hour and a. half in belt: } 
dine: runoff. - | : 

That ginger Sam. ‘Cooke can. top| 7 

“ ‘performing gifts: and ‘unusual ‘dedi- |: 
_cation to. the ‘noisome. cause. He | 

_4n -léss dissonant ‘ show..‘environs | 
': fur straight upbeat: wailing. all the 

— waye- His: turn:opens with his form- 
“Twisting ‘the Night: 

Away,” 
the act,’ bringing the.-kKids .in- ‘for | 
WvS¢ al. accomp : and: clapping: | 

“Darling Daughter” (Zenith); 

falsetto ranies (the. boys 4) ave} 
excellent : stage: presence); Leslie | 
‘Gore, 

‘to Do”) with. a..mean’ whine: that 
_. punches. it-all, home; Ruby & the 

. Cooke. 

To New: York teenagers, Easter. 

: doesn’t ,mean- ‘the. resurrection | or | 
- Paster eggs. ‘It means ‘rock ’n’. rol} 

‘fn the flesh, and: this “Paramount | 
Theatre. spread. ‘is. one. of. three. in. 

town for. the holidays: (the: Apolio | 

. ‘are also. 
vibrating’ to ‘the: foundations with 

five’ or’so a day). , 

and the Fox, Brooklyn, * 

Amazing thing about + the show is| 
the young audiences’ endurance for 
the. bleat and the beat, which goes | 

all :cancerned. -with yet more ‘ex- } 
citement is. clear testament fo. his } 

eschews: the. subtleties | ‘and dra- | 
matic. contrasts that are. ‘his.: ‘norm 

er diselick,.: 
and jams. straight through: 

Other® ‘standouts: include the! 
Pour’ Seasons, .with. a. lead: singer’ 
who ..has’ what’. could - only - be 
described: aS a: squeezed tenor voice: 
that can “Soar: into” ‘incredible 

——— 

Paramount, N. .W.- , 
- Sam: Cooke, The Four Seasons, 

Devations .- (4), Ruby. & the 
(5), “Diane 

WMCA (6),- King . Curtis Orch; 

the stocky: belter.. ‘of the 
nasty lyric. (‘Don’t Tell Me. “What 

Romantics (5) with ‘their unuisnal 
vocal poise .in. inusually melodic.} 
ballads for thé genre; ‘The- three 

Sapphires,.with their. savvy, young} 
femme lead; and . ‘Rufus .Thomas;:|' 

" whois a genuine: thythm: &: blues:| * 
artist: 

Dean & Jean ‘are okay stylists, 
with driving self-accomp .on. ‘the 
wired . guitars, Chris" Crosby. has 
pleasant, - ‘deep. pipes, but: “needs 
woodshedding in both the. vocal] 
and projection line. Terry Staf-{ 
ford, a tall blond. Texan, has. ‘bet- 
ter. looks than sound. Phe Ameri: | 
can Beetles have ai uneanny. Tike- |: 
“ness. to fhose. wail-Britannica. coun-| 
ter parts. . The Devotions (4)..are 
bilted on the strength of their-cur- | 
rent “Rip Van“ Winkle” hit. Diane |. 
Renay was out with a virus during :. 
show caught. ms 

band with ‘all the. electronics neces- 
gary to do battle with the vocalists: 
and groups. Curtis steps out: for a 
fine soprano sax ‘solo,:a rhythm. 
blues. thing with nice guitar back-. 
ing and echo- chamber: effect on. the. 
amplification. 

jays, handle-emcee chores-and get 
in -a number of: :plugs. for their. 
station's... all-day-and-night , Tock 
blasting. 

- Bill .rotates, “seith Jackie Wilson | 
‘and James. Brown, - -in’ ‘that. order,. 
taking over top ‘spot: from. Sam 

_ Bille 

Philly Aresa Datei in Sept. 
Bows ‘Ireland on Parade’ 

Philadelphia, March: 31: 

Sept. 17-18.. Patrick O’Hagan,. who | 
will be’ featured: tenor with ‘the 
show, said “the. 
put. together by Columbia Artists 
& Concerts.: : 
‘The Irish tioupé of 110° will in- 

chide the Garda Band, the O’Con- | 
nell School of Pipes, the Fara Boys | 
Accordion - Barid, .step. dancers and-| 
other Emerald. Isle headliners. - 

‘O'Hagan: was “making concert Xx 
and club date: appearances -in. this }. 
area’ over St, -Patrick’s: holiday. 
Trish government and ‘tourist ‘bu | 
reau is greatly interested in “Ire-. 
land on Parade” “but ‘not sponsor-. 
ing . ‘show, ‘singer. explained. . 

~ | ban -Mareh -27 ‘and 
| through. April Ss: averaging four 

‘Renay, |. 
Dean & Jean, |. 

| iees:. Except.for constant shrieking 
‘hin the audience..when. performers. 
‘|appear onstage: and. throw their. s 

package: is being} 

Brooklyn, March : SI. 

‘pouring. into ‘the. house during. the. 
Easter: holiday’ to -gander one. ‘of 

Murray - ‘Kaufman's. -best-produced 

rock. ’n’ roll shows. It is: by far. the: 

WINS deejay’ 's. slickest.. lineup of: 
vocalists: who give. the. teenagers 

la. tornado-filled ‘bag: of entertain- 

‘ment. 

: Fox, whiyn 
Murray ¢ the: . ‘“K").- Kanfinan, 

-pelles;. Johnny Tillotson, Dionne 
‘Warwick;. “The Tymes,. The..-Chif- 
fans, The. ‘Kingsmen,. Dick :.& Dee- 
Dee; Bobby - Goldsboro; Little -An-: 
‘thony: ‘&. Fhe. Imperials; Younger 
‘Bros., Earl ‘Warren Band (15) and. 
“Cavalry ° Command” ‘f Velde); 
$2. 50°. admission. - | 

90. ‘minutés: of. topdrawer: rock - tnt. 

roll ‘specialists. ‘Kaufman ‘garnered 

000. . Easter. Week. Tast-. year. He: 

~ Bobbysoxers have been: steadily. | 

The Kids ‘have. ‘bee: plunkizig: . 
down ' their’ $2. 50 each and Setting | : 

‘Chitck Jackson, Ben. E. King,’ ‘Shi-| | 

“New Honoka Cale 
: a Honolulu;. March: ‘31. 
= Genoa: Keawe, ‘vet Hawaiian ‘en- 

Li tertainer, has taken over the down- | 
| -town ‘Club: Polynesia ‘and’ is now: 
| operating ‘it on a nitery’ ‘and. res- |. 
| taurant. basis. 

room” under: its * 

figures on~dolng. slightly better ‘Star-filed.- Paraniount .stageshow: 
this Easter’ Week -run ‘which. be- 

-continues.. 

| shows. daily. 

‘well. ds - ‘Queens. ‘and: ‘Nassau. AL 
though -cops’ are around :‘to. ‘guard: 
the. house « ‘and™ performers; there 
appears. little need ‘for their serv- 

-neekties and bowties: in the direc: 
tion - of. hysterical. fans, discipline 
is’ maintained... 

Chuck.. Johnson, Ben. “EB. King! 
The: Shirelles, Little- Anthony .& 
the | ‘Imperials, . Johnny : ‘Tillotson, 
and the “Youngér . Bros. ‘are . the 
‘dominant . attractions: . They're. ‘un- 
doubted standouts, © Clicking °in- 
stantly- with the. voeiferous young: 
-Sters.--_ 

Jackson, as. the ‘show's’ biggest 
standout, - bowls. - ’em. over with a 

| medley - -of “Stubborn Kind. of :Fel- 
\low,” “E Can’t: Stop ‘Loving You,”. 
“Any -Day /Now;”: and. “I “Don't. 
Want to Cry.”: During, latter num- 
ber; audience. rises.. to. sheer: ec- 
stasy: as . he: -~unknots ‘his =: necktie 
‘and - throws. At. to misty-eyed ad- 
mirers. = 

‘musical zingers : as, -“Don’t . ‘Play. 
That: Song” and. “soul” -version. of. 
the: Beatles’ hit: number, . “All My- 
Lovin’.”” King .also. sets: the ‘throng. 
‘a-quiver with his bowtie gift to a. 
‘lucky’ fan. in ithe front TOW. of. ‘the 

2 J orch. 
‘King. Curtis has. a big, rocking ‘Little’ ‘Anthony & the’ Imperials, 

‘familiar. to: ‘Brooklyn : ‘audiences,’ 
‘contribute’: considerably — -to ©: the: 
Kaufman: package. : with . rhythm: 
“numbers, vocally . and’ dancewise.. 
‘This group. has.:’em ‘virtually. ‘in. 

: the aisles -with. “Tears On. My Pil- 
& plow”. and “It’s: All Right.” ‘The ‘act. 

The six Good Guys, WMGA dee- ' gets | superb. ‘lighting: effects. 7 

“Kaufman’s: ‘Easter’ Show . is ‘full 
‘of ‘references to: the Beatles;” in |. 
fact;. the. “K” bills himself.as “The | 

' Fifth Beatle,” : informing’ the. fans, 
‘Via his hot-selling’: -souvenir | jour- 
nal ‘that’ the Beatles gave him this. 
billing’ and. that -heis the | ‘only |. 

‘| déejay: who: has ‘become : a close ' 
friend of theirs. - 

A takeoff: on the Beatles is given — 
by the Younger ‘Bros., who allude 
to themselves as. “The American } 

headline the annual midnight show: 
‘the. Hall’ Syndicate: ‘gives annually: 
to: wind ‘up. 

‘ Beatles.” They work with a: wide. 
_assortment of guitars: including an: 

. _| outsized one which has more lights. 
_ First big: show from Eire, “‘Ire- 
‘land on- Parade” is-skedded to start. 
-American tour. at the Arena here, | 

‘than.a pinball machine in. a ‘Coney. 
Island penny ‘arcade. 

‘Kaufman, with. his rock n! “roll 
‘productions here, has won -an en- 
dearing ‘following | among:.. the: 

‘this form‘’of..music..in ‘showmanly 
; ‘fashion. If:he isn’t ‘too careful, he 
may ultimately. : wind up. ‘burgo-" 
‘master’ of Flatbush, onetime home 

original rock ’n’ rollers. :: 
Kaufman, Particularly, has been 

deed a. vivid. example of how best. 
to..rack: up racial “peace ‘and .de- 
“segregation , ‘both. on ‘and offstage. 

ans. 

Audience’. “consists. of: ‘teencis | 
-from all ‘parts. of: the :-borough:‘as { 

‘tours;: 
emcees; Lloyd-Price Orch conduct- 
ed by-Slide!:Hampton. At Ambassa: fe 

‘the’ Murray. ‘Kaufman ding-dong at 
‘the Fox in Brooklyn. — stronger . 
‘shows at much less. ‘than $3. 90 top. 

Kin registers heavil with, Such |. 
g. y: lyrics were «frequently . blurred, 

‘both. ordinary faults. with this‘ type. 
| of presentation: An attempt at. spe-: 

-troit. - 
be: ‘compared. to. Louis ‘Armstrong’s- 

‘Allen & Rossi to Headline 

younger set..He has: helped spread | 

of ‘the. Canarsie Indians; ‘America’ $|- 

Eddie. Fisher, “Gordon. &.: 
I MacRae and’ ‘others... ; 

| with: -the.-WMCA-. Good . Guys, a} 
| Torker val at’ the Harlem Apollo, and 

Big Beat On Broadway: 
With’: Birdie: ‘Green,:-Del Satins,. 

Linda. Scott, The: Roaches, The De- 
‘Clay ° Cole, ‘Ralph. Cooper,- 

dor: Theatre;. N. ¥., March 26,. "64; 

$3.90 top.. a eee ee, 

- There's” nightly ‘music: by Miss. 
‘Keawe: and her Polynesians (5). 7 

{ Troupe ‘previously. appeared. in ‘the 
‘same: 
ownership, foo 

Big Beat’ Yielis I} 
| litle B.O: Music 

‘Tn Bway Bash} 
There: are few: things. as: sad ‘as | 

an. abandoned rock. & roll.. show | 
‘and ‘thé’ scant audience: in this} 
‘West. 49th Street. house: Thursday. . 
.(26)..did not comprise. enough peo- 
‘ple. to: rub’ together: and “make ‘a '|: 
firé.: Something «must -be~ ‘wrong:|": 

| when Clay Cole, who runs an early:} 
.| Saturday -evening .r&r ‘show .on 
a WPIX cannot -pull ~a- respectable _ 

"| crowd; aided by: Ralph Cooper, the} 
jock whois: running a “Beat the ;. 
Beatles”: ‘contest: on. WHOM tying | 

somewhere ‘in the. vicinity. of $11 4: in with this: show. 

. former. - 

‘ Gnglish 2 Aerialist Injured... 
Possibly: it- was the. opposition : 

which’ started .on Friday: | ‘a big, |. 

What. baile, ‘eosts ‘to. visit the New York World’s 
. opens April: 23, -will. arnount to for’ Rochesterians is indicated by 

. the’ two newspapers ‘here. “They” are packaging tours to New York. _. 
‘City, and offering reduced price Fair admissi 
with Monroe. County: Days, May. 16-17, at -Flushing Meadows. 9. 

costs, separate: from out-of-pocket my te . Here are the. prospective. basic. 
- expenses of individuals: 

TOUR: I 

ardsick for NY. Fi ia 
“Wednesday, ‘April. i 1964 

‘Rochester. N Y., March 31. 
Fair, which 

One night—by* plane; 
“Leave Rochester—Saturday 

‘morning, May. 16 

. Astoria Hotel, 5. per 

TOUR. ie 

_ Astoria Hotel, 5. per. 

‘Dallas; Mareh 31. ' 

-she brushed against a.guy wire and 
plunged. 40. feet to the packed: ‘dirt 
‘floor before. 3,000 . ‘spectators. ‘in. 
Fair Park: Livestock Coliseum. : 
“She was:-swinging by.a neck. col- 

lar: suspended from her ‘partner’s} j 
‘| teeth .when. her: foot: hit the wire 
| and she: fell; Later: at Baylor Hos- 

tap here.” 

-Cole; a ‘personable’ juve, “emceed: 
‘the ‘Anibassador, ‘bash‘and passed: 
off: the: ghosttown: look’ of : ‘the eve-. 
ning: by” calling -it ‘only’ a ‘dress. 
rehearsal’”’ and. a: reference. to ‘free: 

| Dies. 

- Sinte. r&r, dike’ comedy. gets vol: 
ume-of reaction. depending’ on. the |. 
‘Size. of the. audience, (ie, the en- | 
thusiasm: doesn’t double,’ but: cubes] 
according “to ..the - proportion ‘of fo 
“seats. that are filled), ‘it was mighty | 
doleful when ‘those present didn't } 
pet-.infected by the’ Pockin’ -elappin- | . 

+ bit from the’ stage. : 

Show: “was: way. ‘overmiked | ‘and. 

cial production: was evident in Speé:- 
cial opening lyrics and a -béat med- 
ley. of “West Side: Story” SOngS,, 

| latter: scoring. | - 
‘Potential talent” on ‘hand: was’ in’. 

the. voice of Birdie Green from: ‘De-. 
She... has. “pipes ‘which can 

horn. What .Miss ‘Green needs is. 
dramatic ‘coaching, ‘Tight. clothes,. 

|:-climbing’. -down, and... ‘building up. 
Then, given the- breaks: “she ‘may’ 

- 1 BO” places. 
_Hoyd ‘Price | with: his orchestra, 

» (Continued, on _Page ma) 

tal Sruial's $ Anal: 

Washington: ‘March 312. 
‘Macty. Allen .& Steve. Rossi ‘will 

the. convention of ‘the 
nation’s: editors in Washington. This 

| year’s: party is .set for April: 18,] 
‘}aécording. to Ira Emerich, Hall: ex- 
‘ecutive v:p. who -plans. the: bash for 
-2,000. and books the acts ‘for: it. 

‘Sergio Franchi. and a: “Boston. 
dancer, Leslié¢. Post, have: also. been 

, Newspaper 
Editors: 
‘The. editors, usually’: with a: top- . 

flight: politico: as the Saturday night | 
$6,150 and . attracted 3,400 -to the 
-4,100-seat Auditorium: ‘last. Thurs- |- 
. day. (19).-House was scaled, to:$2.25.: 

“‘Emertch had. Robert Goulet: for 
the’ Hall party last year, In: prior’ 

| Danquet. speaker,.. will have ‘Bob 
yt. | Newhart. Jampooning : politics. in- 
‘istead this-year.. 

‘show in-downtown Brooklyn ‘is. in=}- 

years, he. has:had..Carol Channing, 
Sheila i 

‘Palisades’ Gith 
'Seasonin Boffo 

cus,: 

‘the -park’s. 

| ‘opry” Big $6,150, W’pe 

Roy Clark, Marlin: Payne,. of ‘Bill- 

I Celebrity ‘Concerts. promoted,” 

soe pital - Miss: Mowbray: was reported 
-in-fair condition, .with’ compound! . 
fractures of.‘an-ankle;: broken: ribs}.-J 
and a shoulder: Anjury. 

Start; Big Midway 
By GEORGE. GILBERT - 

Cliffside Park, NU. March: 31. 

: Palisades. “Amusement Park | 
‘opened here Saturday (28) “for. its 
67th consecutive year to a hefty 

132;000 ..attendance. : ‘despite. absence - 
of. its’ customary: -day-and-date. cir-. 

Towing day’s 147:000 gate, said to: 
be the largest Easter’ Sunday figure | 
in'-the park’s. history. _The count’ 7 

| was achieved ‘despite: cloudy : skies 
and mercury. in the upper 40s..." 
Healthy ‘turnout’ over. the . week- 

‘end prompted. Park prexy. Irving 
| Rosenthal: to predict a banner«sea- 
gon for his 110-acre fun. emporium | 

| which’. ovérlooks the. Hudson . op- 
posite . New... York’s W: 125th: St.. 
‘What with the New Jersey. Tercen- 
tenary Celebration .and the N.Y. 

| World’s «Fair . bringing millions’. of 
‘| visitors to the: metropolitan. area‘ he: 
-|feels that the park can’t help but: . 

benefit: from the tourist influx, - 
: “Tm not. worried: about .the | fair: 

|as. a competitor,” ‘said “Rosenthal; 
-“for the Flushing Meadows. exposi-. 
+tion has:no.midway. ‘:Here we have. 

{tian ‘with: 175. rides,-and ‘attrac- 
“tions.” ‘He: added: that: if: he. ‘gets 
only 2% of. the. fair’s: Visitors “it 

-| would make a ‘considerable impact |. 
on the gate. -He pointed out that: 

advertising| and: promo- 
tional. budget has: been hiked 30%: 
to. acquaint. potential. patrons. with 
the fun centré's ‘amusement: values: 
_Although. a circus “had ‘been :.a 

fixture’ for the first, month. of -the. 
park's — season’ over the last - five} 

‘| or. “six years, Rosenthal. said_ that}. 
‘upon’ his. experiences that |. 

the: children of. today ‘are more ? in-: = 
signed . for*.the ‘Hall. ‘Show. which]. 
follows the final ‘banquet: of. the |-. 
‘American - Society. ‘of. 

based 

- (Continued on. page 72) 

: Winnipeg, March. ye 
“Grand Ole-Opry” pulled a solid 

Show .. featured: Buck . -Owens,.; 
Sheb Wooley, George. “J ones: and: 

_Mont:,. -and ‘ ldcally. based, 

In A0-Ft. Dallas. Phinge | 

Ann Mowbray, 19, English. aerial: - 
‘ist. with the Seven: Herwicks in the|:- 

..| Hamid-Morton -Circus, was seri-+| -. 
ously injuréd: during. a. Friday. (27), °°: 
matinee performance here when| 

| Arts’ --Festival;. 
‘| August: 1-2. : . —_ 
|, Bookings’ next. ‘Oxtober and No-- : 
‘vember. ‘include “Butler .U., -India- ” 
napolis, -Ind.; ‘Louisville, ‘Ky: 3. Ste 
-Joseph’s. College, . Cincinnati: Ake. 

‘| ron; . Dayton; Columbus, Ohio,. -and) “ 
Buffalo, on 

It- was: a warmup for ‘the fol: | 

or | reeks. ‘It’s. the -: 

Leave New: ‘York—Sunday 
a0 night,. May 17 -: 

(Rates include air transportation, - -Waldorf- 
cent. New: York ‘City 

“tax, baggage handling‘ and. transportation 
“to and. from New. York. airport.) - 
_ Single Room. —— $71.80. 

Twin Room —— $66" 
Three in Room. — $63.90. 
Four in’ Room .— $62.85 

. Two nights—by plane. 
‘Leave: Rochester—Friday., night, oa 

“May 15.: a - 
“Leave New. York Sunday. 
Lou. “night, “May-17. - OE 

(Rates - -include~ air. transportation, Waldorf: co 
cent New: “York: ‘City 

- tax, baggage. handling ‘and transportation : 
to: and = from. New York. airport.) 

: Single Room * 
“Twin- Room “——— $80 - 
‘Three in Room — $76.80: 
Four: in ‘Room — $74. 80° 

$94... 

Royal Wimipeg’s S 

! Witinipeg, March 31, 

NY. 

Gotta Have 
As Talent Buyer, Says” 

Las Vegas,. ‘March 31. 

“wTalent~ ‘buyers. can’t. wait. : for 
*|} names: to be handed: them..on a. _ 

platter.. You’ve' got. to. go: ‘out: and: 
get. ‘them,” ‘according -to. Stan’ Ir- 
win, :V.p. ‘and entertainment’ direc- oe 
tor: ofthe Sahara Hotel here: 

in’.talent.: So long: as, talent buyers 
“in. Vegas. do: this, then: there’ will: 
be no need .to™ switeh . from the 
riame- formats: Lo 

“Beverly. ‘Hillbillies’ tv. series, Last 
‘season, Irwin ° brought :. in - “Sergio. 
Franchi, Vaughn: Meader, -Shelley 
‘Berman. and Frank Fontaine, among ™ 
-others.. we : 

:New. names: are: constantly ‘pre-: 
‘senting themselves; Irwin: ‘pointed 
‘out; but it takes a-degree.of imag-. ._-.. 
ination ‘to. enyision how to‘convert: ©" 
‘them to: particular situations, a 

| Mich Miller’s Singalong a | 
ing Cafe Bow-in Vegas... 

The. Desert’ Inn, Las: Vegas, will ©: 
4 be. the. acerie: of the Mitch. Miller. 

| singalong, starting July ‘iT. for four. 

teleshow on CBS-TV, ‘He'll have ‘a 
east of 30: on this-layout. 

jamin Morris: Agency is 
alsa. negotiating for the Latin. Casi- - 

“NAG. and ' -Blin- :..: 

strub's, Boston..Last seasop, Miller -_. 
‘went. out on:.several concert. ‘dates. = 
The. , cafe. stands, ares = “change: of _ 
tpace.” . 

The. Willi 

no,. Cherry: <. 

iohs in.connection.._ 

— Summer Tour 
“Royal Winnipeg Ballet closed out» 

its local season: on:-.a. strong: note... 
‘grossing “$4, 470 for.three perform-. 

‘| ances at. the 1,465-seat - ‘Playhouse. 
:|last ‘week: “Dancers . now. lay c& 
for two. months:.to . the. first week 
in June; “when they return to Te-. 
hearsals ‘for. the company’s first 
‘summer. ‘season - ‘in® its. 24-year - 8 
history:. ; ee 

Set. is. the: ‘Boston: Arts Festival, es 
‘July 1-4; Jacob's : Pillow Dance-..- =... | 

| Festival, ‘Lee, Mass., ‘July’ 6-18; a: 
‘Lone: nighter at the U.-of Vermont; 2 Cone 

\ Burlington; July 12; Confederation | -..- 
.| Memorial: theatre. opening, .Char-. ~ 

_..}lottetown, Prince. Edward: Island, 
~EJuly- 20-25, and the Long Island: 

Hempstead, UL. I. eo 

A ‘talent buyer must comb. all. 
fields and use imagination, he add-' 
-ed, in. casing: possibilities: inherent. 

“This year, Itwin- ‘said; ‘hell. pre- SOP 
= sent the first: Vegas: appearance. of. 

‘Johnny Carson, Bill Dana and Irene 
Ryan.. Latter is Grandma on the. 

st: cafe date by. 
© | the’ conductor. ‘and topper’ of :the- 
| “Sing. ‘Along. with Mitch Miller”. 

Vegas Sahara’s a - 

an . i 

. - . or . “ . 

wre nn ; . 
“ oa .a 

. . eos 

RS hac to or ree fee me 



| WESTCHESTER DINNER 
“THEATRE GOES BURLEY | 

” Julie. Wilsker, ‘impresario. of the. |: 

Lowe Ronnie. Pierce, : ‘Eva’ Nolan, 
~“ Agin, Carolyn Fawcett, Geraldine 

‘Baron. and. Milton_ ‘Douglas’ &: Yo: 

ee “Chicago, March 31. 
 Chi’s ‘election-year cudgeling: ot | 

te entertainment spots allegedly back- |. 
_ -ed ‘by the: crime syndicate took): 

a new twist last: week with a raid. 
on. the Follies, one of ‘the Windy | . 

: City’s two’ burlesque. theatres.. Al-{: 
. though the cops: have: regularly: 
‘heen. cracking. down. on: the strip- 

and-clip. saloons, it’s the Arst time: 
.jn' -years. they — ‘have - “busted” - a 
- pay-and-peeK. house. * 

“8.2, @huck™. Williams,. “Jocal chief’ of 
aa “the American Guild of’ Variety Ar- 
7 .tists,and variety performers here |. 
were’ taken.-aback at. the:.arrest. 
The . strip: joint’ raids: had’. been 
mainly based - on’ soliciting «for 
drinks, and prostitution _by-B-girls. 

ic The Follies raid.‘wa8 for. ‘‘ob- 
- scenity and- lewd: conduct,” a:-sel- 
"dom invoked ‘ordinance in. ‘spots |. 
“where: . there is.. no.. ‘evidence “of | 
drink-cadging, ‘prostitution | ‘or gam-. 

“bling. Williams said that. he. had 
. set: a" meeting: with, the. police: to 

- discuss the. implications of ‘the: ary 
Test. . 

Professional observers of the Chi 
strip. scene were also ‘intrigued by] 

the. fact. the. dancer in ‘question. | 
‘was said to. have broken the law] - 
‘only by: removing ‘her costume bras- | 
siere, a violation usually consider-| - 
ed so minor’as.to pass unnoticed. 

‘There has ‘been’ a: “Jongstanding |. 
tacit. agreenient ‘between ‘the-.cops 

”. ‘and the peéelers that: the only types 
of -stage behavior . ‘considered: ob- 
scene .were: bodily. movements -sug- 
gesting... the sexual. act, . ‘touching. 

Or. .caressing: ‘of - the. ‘body: or. re-. 
.. “moval: of..a.‘G-string, It: would. ap- 
* “péar that : the: Dolice. have. lowered:| 

their. tolerance for titillation:::: -. 
-AGVA is - also ‘incensed that 

“-. “when ‘the: one : - stripper was arrest- 
. ed,. the cops. ‘also: picked ‘up “all. of 
‘the: ‘other: six: peelers on. the’ bili. 
and ‘booked. them for ‘the --same 

offense. ‘The: union : charges. marae 
this. is’ “guilt - by . association” — j 
“ony, guilt“is proven, 

Beoeoft ote 

was ‘preceded by: ‘a. : similar foray 
. against” ‘the « Crossroads,’ one ‘of 

seven. surviving Strip joints,. ‘all in: 
"= the downtown-area. The allegation 
- §n-this arrest was that plainclothes |. 
detective.:.was . solicited: for’ prosti- |:, 

- fuition:. Lewd’ dancing was: not. al ; 
: tome, 

4] Bleckpool Okays Anus. 
-Park Complex: Rebuild: 

“Blackpool, Eng., ‘March’ 31.” 

— The- ‘amusement. . park °. ‘project 
_*.pkedded . for: this northwest. ‘Eng-| 
1. -Jand. holiday town:-has. been. ‘given. 

~ thie ‘greenilight ‘by the l6ca] council, |: 
.. which: okayed a. continuation: ‘of 

=~ negotiations. with Associated Brit- 
..’ ish Pictures.- ‘Corp: .. .Butlin's. Ltd. |: 

wand a: private company. controlled 
Tat ns showman. Billy Butlin.: 

"os “To ‘be. “known. as’ Ventureland, 

oe of Stanley: Bark. ‘In ‘its. early. stages: 
it’ will: involve. a. ‘holiday.-. centre 
and an ABC: drive-in ‘cinema. 

- | Following: this first- phase, there 
"are plans*.for ‘a zoological . garden, 
“golf. driving | range, an exhibition 

_ area; leisure. gardens;. a. trotting: 
a track, and | a. - Sailing - and. boating: 

| wish to advise. you ‘that’: the . per=: 
forniance of Ethel Merman at. Place’ 

areas: 
Meanwhile, the ‘Rainbow. Thea 

tre; .-local ‘-Vvaudery - - reeently 
an ‘destroyed by. fire .on. the’. ‘South 
- Pier, -is- being rebuilt: A’ new fire- 

"2 proof theatre: seating -1,300;.:and | 
jengemente 
“kely. - 

costing ~ over: -$220, 000. : is | ‘due’ -to 
open by: June -14,. ‘starting date. of. a. 

-- summer. layout” “booked ‘by! any 
. Parnes, - ‘London. Promoter. ° 

‘ Westchestér.. Dinner .Theatre in. 

‘que’ tornorrow (Thurs) with. Harold 
Minsky’ Ss 
“with : _Svrippers:. April - March: -and 
Jilie “Taylor :as - headliners ° -and 
‘Charlie. ‘Robinson the ‘top banana. “t. 

"Evans, |: 
“Debbie: 

Linda. .“ Shoop, -., Carri 

. Janda. Tound’.out the..company: . 
‘The seven-a-week policy will. add ; 

| ry ‘midnight: show: Saturdays. Dinner:|' 
“ mihimum $6.2 arid . $8. 50. Oni. “week- 
_ ends. . an a 

‘Marika Kilius .and- Hans: ‘Juergen. 

aj which | ‘will ‘run from. Sept.: 1 until 

-by. Will: ‘Petter. _, 

the Kilius-Baeumler duo will. Jap. 
‘Pear with “Hollywood on Tee.” Me: 

Beaucoup Minup 

‘Sunday. : 

\the .non-appearance : ‘bringing -: a 
good deal * 
tumor. .and ‘almost: ‘everything - -eX- 
cept. ‘formal. explanation. woe 

‘included ‘a. local B’nai B'rith. lodge’ 

: : "| itself. to any kind of’ a guarantee. J 

The raid. on ‘the Follies theatre : 

‘Merman.. ‘for a reported $7, 000... 

‘well until © ‘approximately ‘a. week 

..-| when. 
' ‘T through ‘town. ‘that ‘Miss -Merman’s 

‘engagement chad. ‘been. allied: off. -| 

af . Reports” turned. out: to be: tiue, | 
“i except. that: some of: the: people |.” 
} close. to the ‘situation said the.en-.|. 
| gagement. was. “postponed, rather. 

Razed Rainbow Theatre 
had: been - “postponed,” and . that: 

‘man had ‘thrown’ in -the towel when. 
| she learned that ‘only approximate- | 

‘correspondent - recéived..-a'- letter 

‘such time as. further arrangements 

Yonkers, N.. Y., .which had: been | 2: Tun ‘will. re-preem’ at the: John’). 
>: .playin b icals, goes burles-:| . st 
"Playing, ta musicals, “g |! “Returnees. are John ~Bird,. Elea- | 

“Midnight. In’ Paris,” 
idnigl Bately,. who: came in from London, 

‘Will be-.a’newcomer to this’ show. 
Carole. Simpsom: helds over. 

Peter Bellwood, ” Francis Bethen- 

oh, Lshow's. formal’ ‘opening. 

| Vienna Ice Revue Inks 
“World's Top Skating Duo. 

Vienna, ‘March. 31. 
The Vienna Ice ‘Revue: has inked. 

world’s - ‘pair ~ skating’: . champions 

‘Baeumler’ for its’ next. production 

'| Aug: 31, 1965, - Music is by. Robert. 
Stolz, ‘and. the. reyue: ‘is: “presented |» 

Miss: ‘Kilius, | who’s already. te- 
‘corded ‘several disks in Germany. 
and. may. do several vocals: in -the|- 
Vienna Ice Revue: - Following: their |-- 
year’s stint - with: the -latter. ‘Show, | .- 

In Ethel Merman 
Mont! No-Show 

Montreal,” “March. 31... 

Ethel ‘Meiman’s scheduled: two- 
nighter™ personal - 

-and - ‘Monday. : (29-30) - at. 
Place des: Arts, .failed ‘to come ‘off, 

Of:  eyebrow-raising, 

“Miss : Merman’s : date - ‘was. ar! 
ranged. by Ramah . Productions, .a |: 
neophyte" ‘impresario: .outfit, -.op-. 
erated by. Allan Roness. . Deal also.:/ 

which: had’ agreed’ to help ‘fill. 
the 2,900-seat - hotise “but which, it 

Lis linderstood,. had not: -eommitted Car... 
AS. in. other. seasons. the previe WS. 

‘will: have local band-of: Wally John- 
|.son, Charlie - "Kehrer and : Jimmy. | 
James | “for: “dancing, * 
‘combos. for. the. Fegular session.. vo 

“The only. guarantee—again, itis’ 
understood: - because: .... Ramah’s 
Roness: flatly ’ Tefused ‘to: give any. 
kind. of.. -explanation-—was ‘to. Miss" 

-Everything: ‘seemed ‘to be ‘going. 

before..the. scheduled: ‘appearance, 
reports ‘began: - filtering 

than - cancelled...°:.On: Wednesday - 
(25), ‘the. Montreal ‘Star carried an. 
ad. stating that the’ “Merman show. 

ticket refunds” -wete available - at. 
the ‘boxoffice. -.: . 
What: had. ‘happened: ‘was © “still. 

wrapped’ in /a! mass: -of- -confusion: 
and contradictions. at the weedend:.|.. 

‘One’ source ‘said. ‘that “Miss -Mer-- 

ly. 900- tickets: ‘had’ been: ‘sold; -a- 
second. source: said: ‘that. ‘attempts. 
were. being made: to’ retrieve at] 
least part ‘of. the-$7,000° ‘Merman 

“| gurarantee;_ a... third - claimed . ‘that. 
place des ‘Arts. was’ jnsisting. that. 
Ramah _ keep. its ‘commitment.. 

On. Friday (27): the. local ‘VARIETY 

signed by Roiness, stating that “We 

des Arts has ‘been :postponed. until 

can be. made.” mo : 
He. did: ‘not ‘say what ; other: ‘ar- 

“were “Possible. a 

April: Tat Strollers; N.Y. 
A new: édition of “The. Establish- (|: 

ment,’ ” the British: ‘topical. revue,’ . 
is due April. ‘7 at‘the Strollers; N-Y.: 

‘who: went ‘baek to England. after . 

Krimsky-Peter ‘Cook’ ‘spot..-~ 

nor. Bron and: Jeremy Geidt, David 

“The current’ Strollers’: océupants; 

court; Alexandra: Berlin. and. ‘Rod- 
dy ‘“Maude-Roxby, plus. 4. replace=. 
ment: ‘for “Miss Simpson, . went.on |. 
tour following ‘their. Sunday (29) |. 
‘closing. There will : besa. week - of: 
‘preview nights ; ‘before... the. new 

‘scheduled *-for.| 

. two 

|. dance ~ studios, 
f New ‘Establishment? Bows 

Pittsburgh. March: 31: 

A Pitt’s S Syria ‘Mosque : oe | 
ithe. ‘Kingston Trio played to a an . 

oe | sellout. at Syria Mosque last: Sat-} moe 
7p urday (21) for.a gross .of. over $13,-}- 

1500. This is the fifth: sellout. in: the |. 

“Mosque . this: year: 
“Moms”: 
twice. 
The others to: go ‘clean were ‘Peter, | 
Paul: -&. Mary: and. the Nancy. Wil-.|‘: 
son show. House seats 3,782. ‘Two-| 
‘other pop. shows scheduled .ate the | 
Gloria -Lynne;.’ Slappy- White and 
Art Blakey package. on April. 38, : 
and Ray Charles on y Charles on May 1. le 

| 1506 Blaze Hits oe ial 
| Ciney's s Cor 

Cincinnati, Maren: 31. 

park: |: 
- Unless or: ‘Man. River does: ‘an 

” The’. Jackie’| 
_Mabley~ show . ‘sold: out | 

E third 
*, “Damage and. mopup. expense.to 

| Coney: Island caused. by the latest: 
‘Ohio . River. flood..-will - be close. to.. 

| $150,000, the -heaviest . since “.the 
| record .1937 :rampage, Said. Ralph 

‘|-Wachs,. ‘general ‘manager of. the. 
multimillion ~ dollar: _ amusement |: 

: 000; will: have: 160 Tooms. 

Inter-Island Chain Preps. 
~600-Room Waikiki Hotel 

Honolulu, ‘March 31... 

share ‘ownership of a. 400-to-600 
‘room -hotel.that will be ‘built -be-. 
tween .‘the -Moana.: ‘and . -Royal 
Hawaiian hotels: with Roy C.. ‘Kel- 

- pley,. Hawaii’s major hotel:man.. 
_ Inter-Island.: also |: will operate 

A the: hotel, - - tentatively: called the 
) Surf -and- Sand, with: constructien 

_} starting. - this - 
Waikikis: initial: Inter-Island . “Op-. 

fall: It: will be 

-eration,. ‘chain hitherto: having :con- 
fined. itself, to. Kauai. “and: ‘Hawaii. 
‘islands. - 
. Meantime, work has started: on: a 

luxury | hotel for © 
island. © “Resort, ‘the: . 
Beach hotel, ‘will go up near the 
Royal. Lahaina ‘and: Sheraton-Maui 
and: be . built.’:and - ‘operated by: 
‘Leonard . Goldman and” ‘Michael. 

. inns, has a lower chorus scale. Robinson, -of Phoenix; Ariz... 
‘Tnitial “unit, “projected . at $3, 000, - 

‘encore: ‘splurge, as’ rarely ‘happenes,:| - lee 
‘the cleanup .job is :scheduled: to'}. 

‘| permit:.the first: preview weekend | % 
an April. 25: and © ‘the: regular’ season |" 

| opening - ‘May..16.- : 
Water was. ‘seven. feet’ deep: over | 

the Spacious dance -fioor ‘of: ‘Moon- | 
lite Gardens; . necessitating. usual | - 
Sanding and refinishing, a routine 
‘chore: But the -water:- came up‘ so 
rapidly . that. ‘unremoved . ehairs “in |. 

| the. cafeteria. floated. “and:  punc- |~ 
tured. ‘holes in ‘the ceiling, causing | 
the. most: serious damage. 0 

tion of: a new :$170,000. milé-long 
‘train ride. over. the lake «aid -cir- 

| cling. the park, Wachs stated.: The. 
‘ride ‘will. have two: 1863 model en-. 
gines, each. “Pulling | a 70-pagsenger. 

' The-flood: will not delay: ccomple-| 

~ with - “name " 

Sho ov Biz High On 

New License ( 

York’s 

‘just -resigned Bernard. J. -O’Con- 
nell : (elevated - to’: a.. _judgship | ‘by: 

kayoed 
‘V licenses for: eight. ‘Broadway. ‘ball- 
rooms, nixed a.-cabaret ‘license: for. 
that “bunny” : hutch known as: the |. 
“Playboy: Club;: threatened © ‘Sexsa-.| 
tionalizing ‘West: 42d- St. and ‘near-'|: 
Times - Square” grind.. houses. :with. 

“Mayor. © ‘ Wagner) * who . 

2s license . trouble. if ‘they. didn’t tone 

"Minneapolis, ‘Marchi. 31.. 

sentences | and’ ‘putting four: other | 
‘defendants’ .on.:probation, Federal | 
Judge G. H. ‘Nordbye characterized | 
‘as “ruthless”:.and “‘¢alloused” the | 
sales methods: ‘and. fechniquées: used | 
‘in: the fraudulent operation of: the | 
-two. Twin’ Cities: dance studios. with | 
which | the convicted | men. had. ‘been. 
associated. . 

‘These’ ‘devices. ‘to. -bilk- elderly} 
‘women. into. Signing contracts ‘for 
dance - ‘lessons, : were ‘eontemptible;. 
as charged: -by.. ‘the .Government;. the 
80-year-old . judge . told the: offend: | 
_ers.- 

‘Sentencé ‘will be pro nounced this: | 
-week on. two" -other- 0} 
‘studios’ employes. who were. -prose- |. 
cuted ° by. ‘the © Government. and}. 

; found. guilty: ‘by. a jury after: a Jong | 
trial. 

years. -in’-. prison. 

‘Friedman’ Ss. -two-. 

landed ‘him. in “prison, “eventually | 

Starr’ follows’ Oct: 7, then: Robert 
Goulet, ‘Nov. 4; Jack Jones, Dec: 2: | 
- Barry Sisters; Dec. °23. Lisa’ ‘Kirk: 
cand Carol Lawrence. are tentatively, ‘ 
Slated ‘to follow in. that order: . 

‘Season.’ ‘are: ‘Monique Van Vooren,. 
July.6: Mamie Van Doren. July 27, 

n. and. the Barry: Sisters, » AUB. 17. 

-the ‘dance ; 

_ Stanley: “Friedman, Old” ‘Bridge, | | 
NU: the’ ‘studios* .owner, ‘received | 

Ralph} 
O'Grady, a resident: of a jocal sub-| 
urb who.-had’ -been an. assistant 
‘studio manager, was given a stayed | 

* '18-montk prison:.sentence: with. the | 
-provision that hehe released after | 

| five months. arid: then’ ‘be on proba- 
tion: -for.. three. years... 0. 

Pwin ‘Cities - 
‘which “now. ‘have|- 

‘went - -broke,. ‘but’ -before they . did. 
1-s0. the” -Government alleged: that | 
scores - -of this - area’s.-: ‘unmarried: 
women: . ‘were. “defrauded: - out - of: 

| $500, 000. L 
‘Members’ of : the" original ‘company: |’. 

Persian “Room, N; Y, _ 
Sets Next: ‘Season ‘Aa 

“The. Plaza ‘Hotel, N-Y., ‘has intked’} 
the -majority: of its. talent: for next. 

»:| Season: New. ‘semester ‘at the Per-} 
W. | sian’ Room will preem: Sept: 9 With ; 
Xavier: -Cugat™ & ‘Abbe..Lané.. Kay'} 

— : ship. 

“" hdown: their: Jorid advertising, ‘and } 

Jail 2 Twin Cities Dance | : : 
| Studio. Execs for: Waltzing | 
| Elderly Women Out of $8 

| the like: 
“Di. -Carlo ” ‘is: said. to. like. coffee | 

houses .'as “incubators for.“future | 
-Metropolitan .Opera tenors”. and: is| 
reported to be inclined, to give. fun- 
loving New “Yorkers. arid . visitors 

be: it:: ballrooms 
“hostess. dance. 

{more “latitude” 
{with - tantalizing | 
.partners,’ * However; lhe. will “be | 
no. more aj pushover. ‘than prede- 
‘eessor :O’Connell: where the letter - 
‘and. spirit’ of. existing. laws must be 
interpreted. 

Meantime the Parisian: ‘Majestic. 
‘and Horieymoon. Lane ° taxi: dance- | P 
halls ordered. closed last week are. 

‘| still. opén under -a. show-cause 
Supreme’ Court. order, and: O’Con- 
nell, before- exiting: ‘as. License 
‘Commissioner, “also Kkayoed two|_ 
more -which presumably . will also. 
recourse to the. courts for’ ultimate 
determination. . 

“Inter“Island - Resorts" chain- will 

. Maui} 
‘scale, ‘the Thunderbird was Being 
‘penalized by hiring Equity. mem- . 

* Kaanapali: 

. ‘Las ‘Vegas, ‘March : 31. . 
phe largest - permanent - musical : 
eomedy: repertory theatre: in the. 
U. S; is being planned for the 
Thunderbird Hotel here, according | * 

|to Joe Wells, the inn’s president. ~. 
‘He is plotting,a group which will — 
be geared. to. change; shows “every 
eight: weeks with | new. principals.. 
Bits | ‘may be held over: for: ‘longer 

. periods. - 
‘The . permanent - “company, said. 

| Wells,.. will. be. made possible by 
concessions. from Actors Equity 
which reduced the $325 minimum 
eurrent._at. the inn to $300. . Equity | 
js:also permitting longer rehearsal. 

| periods. . Wells.added that if Equity 
‘had. not made the concessions, he 
‘Was’ ‘prepared. to revert to. a ame. 
policy. . 

“He - stated. that - with the former 

bers inasmuch. as the American’. 
Guild.of Variety Artists, which has. 
jurisdiction — in -most - Las Vegas 

Monte: Proser, the “Thunderbird 
: | producer . and entertainment diree-. 
.] tor, is currently: in New. York,. lin-. 
{ing up properties. and talking to 
talent. Some of the legit hits. of 

“|former days .will be :modernized; 
‘with new writing and new. arrange-— 
|ments. It’s likely that. there will 

| be simultaneous ‘performances and. 
| | rehearsals for the new shows. 

.The. ‘hotel, according to. Wells; 
> gets the best. reaction if shows are 

| changed every eight weeks. 
‘Lgreat exception, of course, was. 

- 4 “Blower. Drum* Song”. which. had: 
“Show. biz, ‘coffeehouses and } par-: 

- ticularly © the Times. Square taxi, 
dancehalls. look | kindlier ‘at New: 

“new ‘ License Commis-. 
‘sioner ‘Joseph. ‘Caesar DiCarlo. than 

The) 

two runs at the house. There was 
scarcely. an empty seat during its 
‘first T1-month. Tun. | : The current 
T-Bird occupant: “Anything 
Goes,” : ' which. ‘Wells. "said is also 
| doing. well. 

. However, it's: ‘been found that 
the. inn.-has'to forage continually 
for new. business with longrunning’ 
shows. | With -. more Jrequent 

7 (Continued on page 72) 

Hawaii's Proposed Ie. 
‘Head Tax’ on Tosrists 
Geis No Hotelmen Leis 
a ‘Honolulu, March. 31: : 7 

“Prospect of. a. 25¢. daily. “head [ 
fax” on. ‘tourists. has hotel men in. 
a frenzy. ; 
‘Idea was. recommended. to” the 

: legislature in’ a. “confidential” re- 
‘port prepared. by a U. of Hawaii. 
professor; who contends such a 
Specific, undisguised tax “certainly 

| would not make people feel eRe. 
ploited.”’ 
. Hotel’ Ops: “feel ‘it. would. pe: a 
nuisance’ tax that would sabotage’ 
efforts to. lure: more. ‘visitors, 

_ Typical comments:: | z 
Roy .C... Kelley, owner-operator 

of . Waikiki’s largest. number of 
‘hotel: rooms,. headquartered at the 
| Reef. hotel: “Ridiculous! Tourists 
already are. paying their fair.share 

-| of taxes in the 31296. gross income 

Baker Sr. ‘Taking | Over’. 

oe ‘ Atlantic: City, March 31. 
7 “gat ‘Baker Jr., ‘who last’ season { 
acquired. Schillig’s Escort: bar and 
operated. it under the.name of the. 
‘Stardust Lounge, has. taken over. 
the. nearby. ‘Hialeah.. 

. Stardust: was. gutted by an early 
morning. fire last fall-and ‘spot has 
‘since been. razed. Baker will. book: 
acts. to draw- seasonal. crowd,. “aim-. 

jing at the. -younger set, ‘generally | 
following :the. ’ talent. pattern. ‘Sef. 
‘in other. years. 

‘Levy; Wildwood. nightclub © 
‘erator, -had| it for two -years: ‘and in 
chad. - ‘been. forced - ‘into * : Feceiver-. 

- il. £ °.: */}Perkio. She is drawing plenty of 
~ 1 space both. for the show and for 

| herself as .a representative of ‘it. 
| This latter - consideration ‘has an 
j echo in' a number of touters travel- 

‘CMA Ups Danny Welkes 
' Danny. -Welkes . has. been ‘given: 

veépee : ‘chevrons. at Creative. Man-: 

(Freddie: 
Welkes, | 

with | ‘the: ‘agency. for - nearly. two.” 

_ years, has. ‘been - :working . ‘in: ‘the. 

agement. Associates. 

Fields-David’ -Begelman)..: 

television and - variety fields, on 

{term in the: -yideo sector, 
{signed to join, CMA.” 

' Hialeah, Atlantié. City: 
‘| dent. ” 

‘Welkes originally: was with -Gen- 
jeral ‘Artists. ‘Corp. | and . ‘went “to: 

“Inked” for’. ‘the .-Plaza’s™ summer: 'MCA.. -At the foldo of -that® office; 
he. returned to GAC. After a. brief | 

Te-. 

| tax. which is added to hotel bills.” 
“Richard ‘E. Holtzman, of. Shera- 

ton. Hawaii; A dangerous prece-: 

Proposal. was. disclosed: in ‘a-tiff 
‘over Hawaii Visitors. Bureau funds. 
| Rep. Howard. Miyake, House major- 
ity leader, claims tourism no longer 

{needs the type of subsidy it’s been: 
getting, roughly $4 in State money - 
for every $1 contributed by private 
‘industry. .(essentially ‘hotels, 

| tiers, . tour ops. and restaurants). 

22-YEAR OLD GIRL 
. Hialeah is owned : by Williarh: G.| 

(Rickey) ‘Rich who ‘operated jt last: 
‘season, = taking -over after Hany | i} 

care. 

- SELLS ‘ICE CAPADES’ 
7 Troy, . N.Y., March ‘31. 

“166: Capades” is touring with: a: 
22-year old. ‘girl publicist, Carolyn. 

ling for films’ where neither the 
stars nor other talent consent to. 
‘tour and. the: ‘publicist has to make 
‘with: the personal . eolor. 

- Miss Perkio: majored in journal-. = 
‘ism.at San. Jose. State. College ; ing 

| California where she broke in on 
the “amusement. page | trade’ by. 
.handling films; video and other‘en-.. 
peginment | media ‘on the Torrence: 

ress. 
- Tray was ‘the. 45th ‘town in which. . 

.Miss Ferkio has perked in the Past 
116 months, =: 



Flood ane. 

-” 

“fold: 

--fliets with. local: ‘branch of the’}. 

. Hotel . Assn... 

an ai a “ie Cs ea ; Dees ee 

Bice MO a cer ee 36 
. ou : : an C8 ae et : : . 

By AL DINHOFER 

San Juan; ‘March. ne 

Two major San Juan. hotels ‘have 

closed fheir nightclubs and: another. 
three inns. will either - curtain: or. 

‘heir. nitery. operations. by 
April 15. due ‘to ‘wage.. scale’ con- ‘club. | 

Musicians’ Union.:'The Mardi -Gras 
supper -club in -Hotel” Ponce. de 
Leon, seating. about 200, . closed 
“indefinitely” Saturday. (29). Hotel 
Americana’s ‘Club ‘La. Copa Slosed 
earlier this.month, __. 

Rober‘o Bouret, © Puerto. Rico: 
executive director, 

placed the blame.on the American. 
Federation of Musicians.. - 

He- declined to ‘specify which of 
the other major hotels -will curtail. 
‘night club. opera* ions. - (Contracts 
with hotels expire Dec? 1, 1964; 
Discussions ‘concerning: ‘the | mini- 

; Sheraton, 

of ‘Class-A - rated’ hotels. | 

CONCLUDED NATION 
WIDE TOUR IN THEATRES 
‘America’s: Greatest Exotic  Dencing Star 

a clubs. open. 

ft} then. 
_ {| enough. .increase:. 

| ‘keep the nightolubs. alive. ?- 

Dancing’ Back i in Pitt Inn 

. Pittsburgh, March. 31.. 
‘Downtown. dancing. 

‘the .-Pittsburgh © Hilton:. 

1 Copa lub. 

ee _ Bureau. and the |. N-Y. 

Adele Latour..| 
“Anatomy pgayemen Winner: oa" os, | 

. Theatres, Su; sitece and: Fairs 4 be: 

KAPLAN AGENCY, Inc. 
| _Suite. 804, Palace Theatre Bldg. 

1564 Breadway, New York, N. Y.: - 
‘Plaza 7-T247 

: or in °65.- 

GAY'S GAGS 
Published _ Monthly. Topica! gags. 

| Sample. one liners. Jokes. | 360. 

(latest) $9;.48 back Issues (first) $22. | 

OR 1S IT JAMES STEWART” 
Mi budgeted Fair ‘visitors, . 

| h PR Americana, Ponce de “Leon ims 2 
. 1-mum: “number” oF: musicians. to” be 1. 
; | used. in. each: club. are now-. being: 
{carried out): Individual’. current | 
‘minimum; Bouret | said, are at $126 
a week. The..union ‘will. not allow 
the’ top-rated. clubs: to redure: ‘the |. 
number of Musicians used: in each 

“Tt think. it’s: time the: musicians’ qT 
union started looking reality. in the 
face;” Bouret declared. .“It is: be‘ter |: 
to have 10° ‘musicians ‘employed ' 
than 17° unemployed,’ He “was re- 
ferring:: to... what “he fermed “an. 
‘iron-clad: union: - requirement”. “to 
maintain. 17. musicians. in: all. clubs} 

A spokesman . for’ ‘the . ‘Condado: 
*} Beach Hotel! said the Fiesta Room’! 

will remain . open. ‘during: the ‘sum-. 
mer. ‘season, but ‘tentative . plans 
are to close. ‘the: club two nights - a 
week.. During the. -heavy. - winter | 
tourist. season, the club: is.. norm: 
ally ¢losed only. one ‘night: ‘The 

‘Caribe Hilton ‘and El. 
San. Juan. expect: to. keep’ “heir | 

 Bouret said. “there: are twice ‘as |: 
4] many: entertainment | ‘spots..in :San 
fj Juan ‘compared to. two years ‘ago, . 
Jand we’ve had more ‘than’ a 50%: 
increase in musicians wages’ since’ 

‘There * just Hasn't ~ been 

i With Hilfon’s. Silhouettes 

a i in - a: ‘Pitt 
~{lhotel ona. steady. basis. returned, 

| yesterday (Monday). when. the-Sil- 
|houettes began. .an- engagement ‘at 

. * Lauri 
| Winters is vocalist with the group. 
1 Dancing will:--be from nine~p.m:. 
|}: to: one a.m.. Monday. through. Satur- 
‘day. in. the. hotel’s- King’s. Garden 
room:: Only other..room:: offering |. . 

: dancing. every » “night ‘in. the .down- |. 
|town area’ is the -Pinup™ Lounge, |: 
| which ° is. on. the: Site - ‘of: the. old | 

| 1964 Fair’ s Hotel Rms.| 
= Continued from: pare l= — 

1964-65, 
World's : Fair: Housing. ‘Bureau, the 

“|| smoke -signais: being generated is. 
a.“guarantee.-that. there will always. 

a room available”,: even “with. 
full. knowledge that’ many ‘conven- 
tions had cancelled in '63. (creating | 
a general hotel slump): with an eye. 

“f| to converging. on. Gotham. this: “year. 

-Hickey’ Ss: ‘organization’ theorizes | 
“2 fl that’-of the.-50,000;000." transients 

expected. in’ 1964,” orily. half: will: 
require . ‘hotél-motel lodging, and}. 

. i} that. a large ‘proportion of: ‘the 
flatter will. be -houseguesting ‘ with:| 

friends and: ‘relatives. Even the: 

ments from.-families and. modest- 

a a ‘SULLIVAN’: says: 
-'. “Qne of my favorite acts.” : 

. Latin. Oevarter, "New: York, 19631". ° Poa ae 
“"Traly. @ show-stopping. act.” a woe ee Boe eR RS, ca 

. BOOKINGS: ROSE: ADAIR THEATR. ENTR. 

Palisades 
— = Continuea from page. 10% _———_1 

terested. ‘in. Palisades’ tides. than a 
the show. - ‘under. the’ canvas, | 

| They’ ve seen: it all. on: television. 
- “Fhe. park had’ been: the. ‘site for 

such. circuses, as- Clyde. Beatty-Cole 
‘Bros:, Hunt ‘Bros. .and.. Hamid- 
Morton: But: for the smallfry. -(& 
their elders) - who ‘still have.a yen: 
{for animal acts, Palisades. has come 
up with: ‘a special . free: attraction}. 

that’ ‘includes Torrelli’s. ‘Dog: & Pony 
Circus. and. a trained. goat: turn} 
billed as.Tex &:His Hillbillies. - 
While the’ fun centre has. 10 new 

rides-and a new showboat furhouse. 
(replacing. one ‘that burned down 

|last year), among other fresher fea- |. 
tures, promotion. and tieups are 
the key fools that. bring -people to 
an- amusement. -park, © Publicity di-. 

trector: Sol Abrams is supervising a. 
flock :of ‘stunts that range .all the 
way from: the -park’s Miss. American. 
Teen-Ager.. Contest” to a. - Diaper 
Derby. —_ 
“Other ° ‘prime “tires: care ‘tietips 

with disk jockeys and ‘supermarkets. 

 Dancekall License Nix| | 
: Minneapolis; March 31. 

“The city council. here: has been 
charged . with racial discrimina-. 
tion ‘by a colored: woman who-has: 
been denied a license to operate A 
dancehall in. her uptown. barbecue. 
‘She. alleges that such bias. is - “the. 
basis for the opposition. 

- What: bears out this. contention, 
‘she claims; is fhe fact:that a dance- 
hall ‘license ‘has been granted to 
“Mr.,. Lucky’ S,”. a. teenage - dance-| . 

| hall. across: the: street from ‘her. Artists: has. ‘declared. that’ it cannot 
‘establishment, owned by. whites and ‘make. any . blanket rulings on Hot 
catering to white’ patronage. | 
“It's being pointed out: that. the 

police. licensing. ‘section : has. -re-' 
ported. no. objéctions: to: her :spot, 
but had: brought ‘to. the ‘council's. 
‘attention - instances - of ‘troubles. at 
“Mr. Lucky’s: Pet 
A .Negro- minister “ig ‘one of. the 

delegation ‘that -will ‘confront: the | 
| council’. ‘license’ committee this |second important gambling atea 
week. He says he’s: not supporting | to fall -within the past. few years.. 
‘the license: in‘ itself, but: will come | Northern Kentucky,’ around: the: 
‘to-fight any racial ‘discrimination. at as well --as. ‘merchandising: angles | a | 7 

with such: firms-as Peter Pan. pea-4' the local City Hall. Q expensive talent. users. in Coving- 

‘nut butter. Opening gay, for ex-|. - 
ample. : saw; WABC.- platter: pilot. 

“Bruce Morrow -emceeing. a ‘free 
‘show: which included thé r&r turns 
of: The:. Chimes,- The.” Dubs,~.The |. 
Tokens, The. Paragons, The’ Vidells: 
‘and. Vito. &..The: Salutations. - Ape 

‘the’ Noveniber. elections. 

‘operator. will have a heari 

-claims ‘department.:. 

Chartoff, Winkler J Form * of a er jury’ investigation... 

~~ New Personal Met. Firm |z — 
_ A new: personal . Management | 
firm,. Chartoff-Winkler. Associates, 
has: been started by Robert Chartoff | 

. Sect psoas prema 
po sages 

= NBC-TV - 

” Currently: ny 

THREE RIVERS. INN. 

Pers. Mgt:: BOB SCHWARIZ.. 
106 Ww. 7S Ste sere e. Y. 

pearing as:speciat guest stars were ‘and’ Irwin Winkler.’ Latter -had 1] aa 

tv's Dagmar and: ‘songstress Ber-: been .-with. the “William Morris || 3 
| epaste Castro. jap, [Agency for. some: time,” while. |] 
J Easter Sunday had WWRL's Ne- | ‘Chartoff has been in personal man- | 

gro.. disk: jockeys Hal Jackson: on. agement for several :years. ; 
{hand with.a similar show compris: |’-“Clients: on ‘their roster ‘include | 
ing The Beafle-ettes, Lenny Welch, | Jackie -Mason, :Stiller .&. Meara, |} 
Doris'.Troy et. al.. Particularly -ef- ‘Pamela Tiffin: and The (Coronados.. | 

‘| fective -gatewise: : is a. tieup with . 
'|'Shop-Rite. Supermarkets. ‘A regis-|= 
ter: tape ‘of ‘any purchase at:a Shop- 
Rite ‘store -entitles, the bearer to|" Joe Wells 
free admission: every . Monday“ and.|" . Se 
Friday’ along with three: "Fides" and | Continued from, ‘page 1 — ——s | a. 

a BIEL ee _ ‘changes, it would ber easier’ to ‘get ? 
9 | some ‘of ‘the. heavy B ungers to re- tf. 

{Visa Snag, Cafe Problems’ ‘turn. iH 
b “The ay. is. ‘past, ‘Wells declared, it 

when ‘the casino. can called upon {]-@ ‘Snafu Earl Grant’s Debut - |" ssitue every dgprtment | i 
+a. Las ‘Vegas hote e. tren || ence 

At Copacabana i In Tokyo all-inns, he said, isto make every |} ..~ 
. Tokyo; March. 31. . ‘| department. self-sustaining. Even |# 

Atter arriving. ‘here: a’ day. late’ | the cafe ‘rooms, most of which" lose 
‘becainse. of a visa snag during his’| heavily, can. be ‘made. to support. 
Hong . Kong = ‘layover,.. Earl “Grant. | themselves. The imposition of. ad 
‘gave an” abbreviated . performance ‘$5 minimum for all shows has. in- |} 

‘Ori the: opening: evening. of a. two-- dicated that it canbe done.” Most |] 
night. booking at this .city’s Copa- | of the Vegas rooms, he pointed out, : 
cabana. Result was, that. the “$5.56 | have sufficient. capacity to. be self- si 
cover charge had tobe. scratched {supporting..” ~ tt 
from. at least some of the tabs... |. Wells also: asserted. that’ the era. 
-Grant.attributed his. walkoff to. ‘of: the. old ‘Vegas salaries: is near-. 

“all ‘sorts of ‘nightelub’. problems.” | ing. an. end.‘ The | introduction: ‘of tt 
|'He.-claimed malfunctions ‘of the | legit . shows aswell :as the big:|% 
organ, speaker’ and . microphone | girlie shows has-all but eliminated j[ | 
‘along. with an ~ under-rehearsed |the non-productive headliners. The | 1 
band. “I usually. don’t ‘go on unless | competition is on he -added, for |. 
everything is right,” he:-said, “but | only a comparatively ‘few attrac- : 

‘I felt I had to. BO out and do: some- tions. © ; 
thing.” |: --He: emphasized ‘that: ‘most hotel- | 

. The. following night . everything. men here are’ looking ‘for econo- ||. 
‘was to Grant's’ satisfaction. He did | mies... He cited the case ‘of The 

- THE. MOST-UP-TO-DATEST. line’ for the. Nat. King ‘Cole en- {| - . Send. checks.to EDDIE GAY: ~~ [| Shrine. convention, the -peak New | ‘street for: six nights. at. the New a 

P.O. Box 181, New. York,..N,..¥: 10023 || York ‘event, ‘will require but 20%, ‘Latin ‘Quarter, gagement.. Neither lost. business |] Now. in tt teat Issue, containing ° a 
: of the available 100,000: rooms. ‘| ~ Grant, traveling ‘with “hig: “Man because of the absence of, a chorus, : -Hitles,: hecklers, audience stuff, mone. | 

The Hotel Assn. of: New York} ager-drummer brother Bill, had'|he said.” ‘Wee: Witrese ‘Impressions’ and. a 
IS ir REALLY | will: work: in rapport. so that price| upset .the- Copa - ‘management; by}. In his: own ease, ‘Wells was able | 7 iragnations. political, - Interruptions: | 

|| and location, requests will be shunt-|‘coming. here a day late’ because ‘of. to: pare the member of. chorus boys-| we tne “ ts of ine Day, Tae . 

Rl Hi LIT LE ed among one another; i.e..a-Times| delay in- obtaining -his visa, Billy |.and -girls.in the present. run of-{{_ 25. YR: “SINGLE f ISSUES. $3 
J Square Por priced hotel” request the el ths re to ‘perform: at] “Anything. Goes” -for ‘the winter || Ss _ 

: en | not shunt. the’ query to: the|-the club that nig | when “business. drops nermall - 
IMPERSONATING ‘ 1] posh Regency or .Carlyle,: but. will}. Grant~is here for ‘two’ weeks.'|) Wells is also. ‘mapping. plans” for| $35 YR.—SINGLE Issues 4 

_ ” JAMES STEWART? | have a realistic concept of require-|-He’s.-been on the road since Jan. |-a high. rise. building .and ‘‘conven- 7) NO..C.0.D-%e | 
ia GLASON, 200 Ww. (25,-playing. Europe,. Australia: and New York: ‘City: leer9, ate tion “hall... But no’. constriction f 

| Manila PTO to. local ‘dates. a ‘Idate has been set as yet... 

featuring the only Performing AFGHANS i in the world. . 

irrenty RADIOL CITY MUSIC HALL, New York (aster siow) 
a (Thoaks- to. Russell: Markert) ; 

“uly a7. Aus, 2) HARRAH'S, Lake Tahoe, with - ED > SULLIVAN 

> SVARETY,” w- “March 25,. 1964: 

a times: Ed Sullivan’ Show (Tw). : and. ponies is the. i 

Lee worthy somponent of show biz. viene Ci Pie 9 

Se 7 ee, 

250: West ‘57th Street, New. York 1. 
el 6-1300°- | we 2 1957-58. 

=.  Continied. from ‘pare 2 = 
tection. ‘clauses. against the sudden. a 
‘demise ‘of gaming. In’ other ‘cases 
‘where’ there. is /no- such. clause, | 
percenters have. stated that: they. . 
will cooperate. with. the spot own- . 

ers. by persuading: acts to give the 
‘casinos’ a new. date,” perhaps after. . 

“The. American. Guild. of Nariaty : os 

- ‘Springs. Every: act that | processes J 

a. claim . against ‘an’ Hot. Springs - 
-set-.: 

up, and judgment. ‘will be made on . 
| individual cases: according to. Hal -*:. 
Bongard,* in charge’ Of the. AGVA. - 

The. ‘Toss: of Hot Springs, is. the fa 

Cincinnati. area, which had’ several. .” 

~ ‘| ton,, Southbridge and. other nearby. 
“| cities, was ‘shuttered -as .the. result ws 

+ Syracuse, N.. Yo. Me 
| oe, 

“THE COMEDIAN” |: 
‘a-.90-minute show to enthusiastic | Flamingo. which dropped its:chorus’ 1 * peor sont jReal Monthly a i= 
response before moving across the | line. The Sands also dropped: the || THE LATEST — THE GREATEST. — | 

ks. :: the daroble wuncens ANIMAL evan aa | eee 

Sandard format. of humorous: time deering-do ‘and a. - : 

risHer # MARKS| 
WATCH US—SAT. APRIL 4th | 
THE JOEY BISHOP P atom, : 

piaLetente eit bao nn nt ne te oe 



ol om: TY -Maich, as, 1964. 
ce ‘Living Room, N.Y. 

Alberto. Rochi’s opener gives 
“Dage show. ‘strength. ‘He is a 
a, ‘vigorous. singer: with sufficient 
- ham-in him to reach. out. and. 
° give color. to call. his offerings. 

*Rochi,. ‘sometimes . accom. 
“panying: himself: on the. guitar 

. Land -more. frequently relying 
en the skilled Bob Ferro Trio,. 
“"makes.a strong impression with ; 
songs: reverently and passion- 

|: ately: delivered and | received | 
~ equally « as strong.” | | 

Se : ee s 7 : Ore - a a = = 2 “ay Wee $7 &, New York 1%, " ¥. 

Circle. §-2236_ 

~. 
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aa Te | 
By ROBERT B. ‘FREDERICK | 

“The Year of “the Animals” | erbape 
eould well be the title of this year’s terest in 
version of Ringling Bros. aid-| ~~ 
Barnunt &. Bailey Circus, which |, : 
officially ushered spring into New|... 
York last Tuesday (24). Opening | ~~ 

shoulder. -balancing : routines. «Also |: 
a- good were. The ‘Monroes, The. Dam 

sel | Bros., ‘The Yong Bros.; “The Riget- 
ay | tis and the Del.Morels. o 

_ AS usual,. program included ever 

il- | tines. Of former tops. were Bert 
| Holt (who..works while hanging: by. 

, Dp a ; ‘si 

of beasts as anyone could wish... f has ioe tumbles were © Slayman 

Indeed, they. overshadow the 18] « : 

new imported. acts that get bigger | w; 
but not necessarily more, deserved | 1 | ith 
billing. ere an overall ex-| quentl ‘drops it. 

‘cellence to these ‘turns thig year q y 
but only. two can be considered | necessity . of 

showstoppers. Among ‘the animal | himaelt (wonder ‘what the: stage- 
acts, it’s. ea of the arene ane - teik “(WORGEr wie i 

eight tigers a ers, the |" 
literally hair-raising bit t by Miss Bree. and ‘Barnum «& Balley ; Cireus- 

Chrys. 

Baumann ‘loses. woul ‘impact by ‘any other. phase. They. are efficient- 
working equipment | ‘ly ‘but .sunimaginatively. See os 

. “Welcome - to. the’ Fair," ”. 

‘Ringling 
| John Ringling North. presentation, staged and directed. 2 by. Richard” 

| Barstow;:costumes, floats created and. executed. by Max Weldy; aerial 

| tieclay, Antoinette .Concello; performarice, ‘director, Robert Dover; 

‘1 musical director, Merle Evans; lighting, : George. Chamberty. With 

‘| Charly, Baumann; Kubler’s Chimpanzees, Kirby's Chimpanzees, Blue. 
& Yvette, Aerialgtta, The. Monroes, Dam Bros., 

mE | Sisters, Aerial: Rolandos, Flying » Gibsons, Flying Alexanders, Flying: 

®, | Waynes, Bert Holt, Miss. Chrys, Jack. Joyce’s Camels, Schmitt's Mized 
Group of _Animals, Charles. & Gena Moroski, Capt.: Hugo Schmitt’s 

Tumblers, Bokara. Troupe, The Bisbinis,. The. ‘Georgians, The Det 

Morals, Mr. Andre, Senor Antonio; The Freddis, -Paul Jung, Lou Jacobs,. 

Hl Otto Griebling, Freddie. Freeman, Frankie Saluto, Prince Paul, Dennis 
| Stevens, -Albert White, Jackie: LeCtlaire. Opened at Madison: Square. 
Garden. N. Yor: March 24,: "64; : $6.50 top... °." 

. gramméd as “dedicated to the N.Y. 
World's Fair,” is: just: another . of 

hands’ union. is: doing: about: this?) 
I} but injects considerable humor by. 

making one: of .cats a .comic.. He 
‘saves biggest ‘Foutine for. closing. 
when he exits cats by making. them 

‘It jump fence to get out. ‘Then,. to 

 tumed ‘parades, suggesting | ‘more 
of the Columbian. Exposition. than. 
‘the 1964. spread. “Hannibal CFoss-. 
ing The Aips” is interesting in 

SAGICIANST™ 
| Protessignel, Ametesr, Hobbyints— 

READ ee. 

8, Magic for Sale.: 
C: A) 40 Peges—Published: 
wes ps _ Since 1936. 

Wm. Larsen (Jr) 
ditor 

By Subscription only 
$6.00 per Yea 

‘Sample ee Copy. 
ra 

: ; “Walking My Baby. ‘Back Home,”: 

L he. “escorts. the: ‘biggest ‘and...most | that Captain. Hugo’ Schmitt's: drab-. 

‘formidable member | along ~ exit:| colored’ elephants. consistently. up- 
‘route only to have it’ ‘open a ‘gate ‘stage. their | bright, 

7 | and ‘stroll-out alone... : human attendants: Other displays 

| ONE MAN. SHOW ||. -Misé Chrys, daughter. of. juggter | aré of same pattern: 

Pegi 5, me Yoengotenn, oO: }} Bert’ Holt, “also juggles but. while} 
MS: 6 7: ts Date In 12 Meaths) -airborne ° (or | as someone put: it, | 

“Apel &. bill iton, $4 C. | “hairborne”), hanging Py her Tong. 

a : vcheste i heavy | tresses. For finale’ she's : 

, nie 1:he Mudie) “r, N. ie | ‘whipped ‘to top of arena and: down’ presentation by Ringling of another 
) #|again while Juggling» ‘a. Set. ‘of | (and different). unit. This. may. 

“7 ‘Indian | ‘clubs. | be: the: year: of. the circus. 

“Animalladen. program ‘includes . 

; Jack Joyce’ s: ‘camels. worked . an 

| Tamuir, Mr. ‘Dean's elephant-zebra- |. : “Wo B 0. Beat 

{ilama ‘trio, . Hugo- Schmitt's - as- |- . 

sorted“ Hama-dog-pony . -.group =aaami Continues from page 7? 4 
worked. by. Miss Gena.. Others, and.| - 

| they all are very: good to outstand- well : batoned by Slide. ‘Hampton, 

‘ing, are horses worked by Madan ‘starred in“-the..cleanup. spot,. doing 

|| erste, aus Mac! ga | let of hauls nthe ast | ack Joyce,: ai 
Ethel ‘Jennier’s ‘seals (seals ‘ haye half hour of. a program advertised 

7 || been absent for some: years), ‘Kub- for 8: p-m.,. which’ went up at-8: 25 

ler’s. chimpanzees, . Kirby’s’ chimps 

= .itand, inits way an. animal act-—The- 

I -Hanneford. Troupe:. George’ Hanne- 
ford .Jr.’s ‘clowning. gymnastics get 

Ji the usual heavy response. ; 

fe impeet against potential ter : Wy rifie a e at's 
“JOKE OF THE WEEK" : ane ieee Se aa unexplained. 

CLUB . \ 3 Il peor lighting. Whether of the ‘art-' 
“ynusUAL, . >» DELIONTEULi’. || ist’s doing or a technical. mistake, . 

iption «eee “dl he was top-and backlighted (with 
stoarly, wins and adieen, . colored: lights, yet). while on wire, . 
- LARRY. SYDNEY . . | putting. one. side: completely. in| 

P.O. Drawer E mn it 
wee HIS PTE, Bow ee 

P.0.: sox 30068-V songs, well backed. by the 14-piece | 
Les Angetes 36. 

lifernia 
standing.” 

dances: as the Popeye, ‘the Hully- 
Gully, the Slap, «the - Mashed: Po-. 

: — 
. dish, “the - Hot ‘Pastrami. 

| There was: also: considerable ; 
. mes} hedging in approach . ‘(thought at 

a | first to--be the old maneuver of 

en. Wrreauy . | pretending: to, ‘he uncertain). -but. 
continuing to point. where. sug- 

- |} gested - stunt was . abandoned. | 

ems | Seer. iat a laws probably qui cor- 

€ N WELLES EST | “Other aerial’ groups: fnelude’ La 
. ene inna I Toria,. ‘Senor Antonio, : Aerialetta,. 

and there. -were' a few: moments 

humor “ “when. - The © Roaches, an 

the vocalist, who-also..was occu- 
pied: with eperating what may. pos- 

washboard. — 7 

‘FANTASTIC BOXOFFICE! 

| JOAN BRANDON 
ES. “WORLD'S GREATEST HYPNOTIST” 

‘hair, flashy jackets and the. kind 
4 | of. guitar: music which. must ‘make 
+ |:Ben. Franklin. curse ‘the. day he 
| Went: kite-flying. . 

--Cole . ‘apologized “for” ‘the: ‘on- 

fF: . . PALM BEACH, FLA. JACKSONVILLE, FLA, . 
(DAYTONA BEACH, FLA:. PENSACOLA, FLA. 4 | non, April Stevens-and Nino Tem- 
5 _ OMANDO: FLA. MOBILE, ALA:. —_. | PO, Tone of whom ‘showed. for a: 

” : fos variet Beno cos sCurrentlys ONE WOMAN SHOWS: 0 § y"of ‘reasons. 
Publie Relatioas: 1. Branden, 458 West’ 24th: Strect,. New York , N.Y... ‘CHelsea 3:8387 » 

kkkik kkk ik iKKKK) kik S. ’ . 

1|: with. them, - presumably | ‘with - the 

Thre wu May: 6. 
— 4 ‘Barite. ‘and Sally, opined. “Leve.- 

> Georgia’ arco top the. bale 
presentations. with their]. 

"| popular juggling and tumbling -rou- | 

| his teeth) and. Blue. & Yvette: . 

Arabians. 
4 Biggest. Jetdown: ts the produc-| 

nm |-tion numbers, which usually ‘cap- 
‘| -sule nore of the: circus’ glamorous | 

‘J appeal’ into a: -few . minutes - than. 

Rosems.-Duo, Victor 

| Julian’s Dogs, Yong Bros... The Rigettis,  Jennier’s: Seals, Three Melba | 

Elephants, Jack .Joyce’s Ponies, The Great. Dovat, George Hanneford Cal 

Jr. Troupe of Bareback Riders, The Droguetts, Slayman, Ali’s Arabian. 

‘those : ‘Mahy-nation, : brightly-cos- 
operated | 

‘Peiffer. and. Tal Farlow. 

“ bespangied . 

Surprisingly, the. ‘Madison. Square 
Garden stand’s * heavy ticket sale 
(always -its. biggest) hasn't been | 
affected’ by announced Fair-long 

| Morris . Agency, : 
_T signed with Creative Management |] : 
-Associates ... . Joamna Lester re- it 

| placed Patricia Marand in the teaa|l 7 
‘role. of the Thunderbird, Las Vegas, — 
| Presentation of “Anything /— 

. Edie Adams to. play the Shore- >? BAL 
May 12. follow-|{ SLASON'’S 

ing her Hotel. Waldorf-Astoria: en- |. 

ham, Washington, sLASON 

gagement,. which’ began Monday |f> &e 
and came down at‘10. Built: like a. 
‘middleweight, Price socks out the | 

“band with J immy Tyler, on ‘Sax out. 

| Del: Satins, it that” is the ‘speli-| 
ing, ‘since: no .program was avail- rene 
able except the $1 souvenir. book-| to the- Viennese Lantern. April 4,|}] >” 
let. “Is: ‘mainly such : modern: folk | with anew act ‘written. for fer by if we > Pe R 

tato, ‘ and: -its accompanying.” ‘side 

Linda Scott; of. the Godfrey! = 
show, pleased with: -several-‘oldies 

of excitement and unintentional} 

-Ozatk version of. The: Beailes, did t ee 
their electronic worst: The swivel|. - 
mike kept: -swinging . “away ‘from |. 

Sibly. be the’ world’s: first electric c. ry in: Sydney: April. 20 “for. three |} 
_} weeks, then. ho ‘back: for . a stint} 

‘Other. “Reat: ‘the. Beatles” com-. Ps ' 
petitors. were. The Detours, .. all. 

“It ‘was. the . bright” idea of: pub: | - 

| licist: Max Eisen :that the reviewers |{ 
‘invite. a“ pair. ‘of teenagers : along | 

Sh idea ‘that. through - the “youngsters. 
| ae - N ow ea oh yf the aislesitters: would get a morte 

. Big, ay 8 Bae Ba | favorable: réaction “to: the “Big.|f™. 
| og. am S| Beat”. show. . As” ‘far ‘as. he ‘could {f° ; WSne 4 ae Ce Cal . po ascertain; ‘this critic was the jonly oy 

, ae ee : _ | ‘one we. followed through. His § 
| fi two 17-year-old. companions: were} #” 

and the TROUBADORS.. :) * “{| not as. charitable: as he. “It: was |f- 
--RARRAW'S Rone, : [| like. when’ a. few kids come -over. |] 

al || to the house and try to-sing: ‘and | 
: it doesn’t come: out. good,” “Mar-| 

"New. York [ 
Pat: Woedell, of: the. “Petticoat | 

Junction”: telestiow, added. starter : 

| at: the: Copacabana ‘April. ww. 
‘Ken Greengrass ‘signed the ‘Geed: 4. 

Guys of WMCA to-a personal man- 
agement contract . . . ‘Kate Fenyes. 
bows at - the. Chardas tomorrow 
(Thurs.) . . . Temy Lavelli set for. 
‘concert dates. in ‘Youngstown 
three days. starting April 5; Dillon, 
S.C, -and ‘Rochester: for | 
‘three days. starting April 15... 
Stan Poses joined the Floyd. Green. 
field & Lutz & Loeb personal man- 

“t agement office. 
Merty © Gunty ‘into- ‘the Palm 

ro = ‘Shore. Brooklyn,: ‘April 29... 
Frankie Galen pacted for. ‘the 

. Larry Wilde 
at the ‘Trinidad Hilton. last night 
(Tues.): .:..; Maggie Werth &@ Al 
Valenti ‘set for the cost of Mike. 
Ted@’s: “America Be Seated”. to 
play the New. York. World's ‘Fair 
oo» Ray Meere and Jee Candalle 
Trie current at-Michelangelo's .. « 
Gene & Francesca down for. the 

Claude te. 

‘April 20 . 

ams ... . Cye Baron, who formerly 

Walter, Nancy Steele, 

‘Mardi Gras, -Baltimore, beginning. 
| April 6°. 

Wyler |i 

‘for a week. : 

Pact Holl, Mai 
For. Down Under Tour 

Glasgow, March 31. : 

' Robin - Hall and . Jimmie Mac-. 
‘gregor, Scot folk singers, known . 
jin the U.K: via. their singing in the. 
BBC-TV. program “To-Night,” have |. 

pacted to tour: Australia and. 
| New. Zealand. from April ae te 
‘| been: 

June: 22. 

; ‘Duo is sef to star in six programs. 
|for Southern Television, Eng., on 
their return. Overall title is “Robin oe 
‘and Jimmie. .with . Rhythm - and 
Blues.” 

tv. shows for the BBC in 

‘Savoy, London, starting May 11....j1.-@# 
the Sportsmen's |i 

Show,. Bangor, Me.,. today (Wed). 
for three days .. ; : Gretchen : 
to. alternate in the lead spot for | 
‘the: N. Y: World’s Fair “Wonder 
“World” with Chita Rivera. . if 

| Shérry Britten and ‘Gime Tenctti|t 
| set: for the .Living*Room: starting 1} 

; Syd Rubin new per-ji. 
‘sonal. manager. for singér India Ad-{}. 

‘the. Composer Club, |} - 
opened the Composer Lyricist Club OY 
last week. Initial bill includes Cy:|7.. &. 

° Herman Honigsberg strolling vio- |" 
‘lin’ unit into the. Monsignore Sun-}f. 
-day (29) ..... - 

1 from. Germany and Patricia Pauley |{ 
from: England arrived in the US. | 
-over. the: weekend to join the Dick 

Gisela & Terry Head 

Button-Paul Feigay “Ice ‘Travagan-| & 
za” at the N:Y. World’s Fair . 

| Wayne Storm started. at. the Blue | . 
also | Angel, Monday (30):,, .:.. . Peter: Voss 

--1yejoined “Ice. ‘Capades™ ‘after anji 
. absence of two years. 

- “Wan Johnson. shifted from: Gen: _ 
eral ‘Artists ‘Corp.. to ‘the William | 

(30). 

Booking Corp., .off to 

-» 2 Jee 

Montreal, April 14... . Lily Cavell 

‘Evelyn Leve Cooper. - 
Keegan to the Living Room April 6. 

Steve Allen: 

- Joe. Glaser,: head -of “Associated | t 
Dallas .....|{- 35 on Sins sis, ates st gostne | 

‘Sephie Tucker. into Holiday House,|f- .- eg ninagony rae REISN: 35 for $30. | 
| Pittsburgh, Aug, 24.. Greco |] 3 2 
lined up for the Queen Elizabeth; |i 

~Mare London and - Felicia Saun-. 
} ders: into ‘the Bon | Soir April 14/4 

. .. Shelly. Davis, who ops the|= 

 ~WE: SERVICE THE ‘STARS © 

ny e1aso 
“200 w. sath $8. RY, tes19: co asm: : 
“We. ‘TEACH. a. ond ph 
et a 

Crescendo, L.A.,. in town’ scouting |]. - 

@ . 

” Kansas City 
“Geerge ‘Kirby flies to Australia 7 

following. his stand at ‘Eddy’s end- |} 
ing April 11, He opens at.a hostel- 

at Harrah’s Lake Tahoe... . Dom 
Roth Trio moves out of the Kansas | 
City’ Club..to resume. its annual |{- 
‘spring .and stimmer ‘stand at The ; 
Elms, Excelsior’ Springs, » ‘Opening | 
March 30: for the season. Grover { 

r Ruwe does his ventrilo turn.at The: 
" ‘appearance of -stars ‘Freddie. Can- |: 

extent of the Jaw. 

oe “that | dain exclusive: patent t rights © on. nmy.: 
2 >. -@riginal BUTTERFLY. DANCE, . And | intend . 

“to. prosecute any. infringement. tothe full, 

talent. Ditto George. Marienthal of ||: |. 
Mr: Kelly 's-London House . in: Chi. a i 

‘EMBERS SUPPER clus, Ft. Wars, tad. 

“VAN ‘OAMAN HOTEL. at w tefl. 
4th Retur vo 

Assented. Seokion cons ‘Chiesa 

wil. TRAVEL?. . 

‘Contact 

“> Booking. Throughout. F.E. 

‘Shiba ‘P.O. Box 93.” Gable: 

Tekyo; Japon” 

ex” in its annual 
| stand. in. the "Auditortum ‘April 6 

‘In “August,: they .start in’ 
apother 36°“White Heather Club”... 

Scotland. 

FAR EAST, =i . 

GEKKO. PROMOTIONS - : 7 

‘DANSAW, TOKYO: a 

ce 



oe. Se sae as ‘te why ‘Kawa. } | 
oe ene of the top interpreters 

7 POF songs on the Continent today.  } 
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"Waldorf-Astoria, N. ¥: ° 
Edie: Adams &-Co., including 

Lee: -Shermas. -Dancers. (3),- 
prising WilGam Sumner, Bentley 

ley; ma le ‘quartet; | 

Davis’ orch conducted. by’ Emery. 
. Davis; ‘Horace Diaz Orch; $3. and 
$4- cover. 

‘Edie is a ‘lady. “and. Miss. Adams 
does a ladylike 50 minutes. of.mu-+ 
sical variety ‘which, ‘if:-not -socko, 

the 

runs ‘the. professional .gamut, for- 
tified. by special material by: John- 
ny Melfi. plus other ‘Specials by’ 
“Hugh. ’ Martin, Timmy. Gray” and} 
herself. 

While. ‘she. doesn’t ‘leave ’ tem. 
Miss. Adams }/ 

wisely doesn’t: surfeit. them... Her: 
hungry | precisely, 

repertoire is - sufficiently . varie 

gated | and her intent impressively: 

sincere as she interludes straight: 
baliadeering with novelty~ -varia- 
tions on sundry. themes. | 

Of ready audience: identification |! 
via her periedic ABC-TVeasts andj 2 
her concurrent ‘film stints. in “Mad 

Mad ete. World" and “Leve With 4 | 
she -opens |! 

the: late. prisons ‘Behan. 
- The rest -of. the tines although | 

‘they conjured. up’. dark bar rooms. 
{smelling -of oak -and. wet -cobble-: 
,| stone. streets alien -to’ ‘the velvet 
supper. . _club—proved~ food andj: 

for - the - Jovers of: that: 
peculiar inelange of: lilt;. chauvin-' 
ism, wrypess, sadness: and. poetry. : 

- Tommy .Makem, a non-brother: 
who confesses. to ‘North-of-Iréland. 

The Proper ‘Stranger,” 
in low key and tyrifds seén to di- 

‘rect. customer -rapport as she .cir- 4: 
culates the room thrushing : her |. 

-“Hello Edie”: (Sam, Dan, John, 
etc.) in customer. gladhanding.. 

Harold Arlen’s “Lose That Long: 
Face” opéner segués into a solid 
ballad, “I’m A Woman,” 

‘believable. 
The other tidbits. range. ‘from 

pops: to’ impressions. the latter. 
calling for energetic protean 
changes, interrupted. ‘only ‘by the. 
vocal quartet introductories -as she 
‘peels off. Helen: Kane: 

Liz, Dietrich-and. Mansfeld {and. 
that doesn't mean Richard!). Most’ 
of them are good and supported | 
with suffictent barbs ‘to make ‘em: 
stand un.- However, somehow the: 
Liz &. Dick. stuff has. already ae 
sumed a datedness. 
The “Java’ 

packets of the brand for the. males. 

“test there.. Carrying the commer-. 
cial a step further might. be open. 
to: debate..in.a. class room. Her 
Gershwin . (sans words). “vocalis- 
-thenics is tour-de-force ‘and rates’ 
with her highlight . contributions to | 
the pleasant evening. 

Joe Berlinger, special miaestro- 
‘arranger, batons the. Meyer: Davis| 
orchestra which. in turn, is led by 
the ole maestro’s son. Emery. ‘Patti 
‘Page next. — Abel. © 

Diplomat, Fla. 
Hollywood: Fla., March. 29. 

Van Smith Orch; | ‘$7. 50 minimum. 

Buddy Hackett : played’. the ‘Cafe 
Cristal here several weeks ‘ago and. 
was set for this quick return when 

. hotel prexy Irv Cowan 1 decided. on | 
keeping the. big .. open. 
through: crowded. faster ‘holiday. 
week, — 

‘Tt was. a: wise-1 move, ‘judging ‘by 
tthe heavy biz attracted opening 
night. Patrenage ‘pull 

in a top. cafe... ~ 
Hackett, in “fine fettle, has: a set 

of laugh provoking: ‘dissertations’ 
on myriad subjects. Much.-of: the 
material ig different -from the act’ 
used last time: out, to add: more. 

' ging tothe howl. raising. oe 
‘He has. a running gag on why 

he took up smoking after the Sur- 
geon General’s report; it hits -big. 
with. the..customers,. as.-does his 
rundown on ‘manners and sexual 
mores around the world, with key 
bit the recollection of: visit. .to- 
Japan and his accompanying: the | 
Jack Paars to one of those mixed- 
sex baths. Brought it. off in good 
taste, despite. ‘the shock-angles. in: | 
herent in the- gambit. 

He’s on for an hour with addi-: 
tional. load of literate in-the-news. 
“subjects, all twisted to: the funny- 
bone shots that keep the . Jaughs | 

| -. excellent.” ‘showbacking. Jack’ .En-. 
tratter’s. production’ with. Harold 
Dobrow providing" “stage® direction |: 

high throughout: 
Sedaka is a pleasant young per-| 
‘former. Despite the rock ’n’ roll’ 
rep via his platter clicks and: those 
original compositions, | he takes: up|. 
that: facet.in one short sequence. ”. 
On the straight. ballading .. his! 

we 

‘Makem, Bob - Coes ‘Orch 16); 

+ problem: with an. effectively ‘tx manu- 

an earthy” ‘drink. 
‘song which | she: makes thoroughly ‘ 

1ence participation ‘and: something. 
(“Betty | about a cobbler who .drowned his’ 

Boop”), Merman. Temple, Zsa’ Zsa. | penny 

‘Liam, the: ‘youngest of the. Clancys. 
Bob. Cross did not supply . any 

background: for. the. -act, but chip- 
| ped. ther ise: with. fine dance 

: is : “tralter in ‘o rw. exhausted ‘than ‘he 4s. 
* number | 

for the Muriel cigarillos. which |. 
she shills-on: tv, as did her late 
-comedian-husband, ' Ernie Kovacs. ae 
There are also giveaway.miniature: 

‘constitute. a. 

‘| (Wed.). 

ofa new. layout. . . 
‘brings. out. new facets. in every. 
number, In: fact many of his tunes: 
constitute a voyage of discove 
‘There isperennial freshness in. his. 

li was -bol-. 
stered- whea. Neil. ‘Sedaka switched | 
from ‘the inn’s small ‘Tack Room |. 
for his first attempt. at (a. ‘display | 

‘lines. 

| -by ‘surprise; 

high. tenor- is “applied to. get “full {: 
values .out: of ‘the standards andj 

com-| evergréens, even uate a: “YViddithe 
‘| Momma”. 

“Roton, Alan: Castner; Peter Han- | Pa 
conductor- . 

‘that. earns. the heavy | 
lm. ‘plaudits. 

strong factor in selling his muilti- 
‘talent display, -Delivery is fluid, | 
act . balance as. noted; smartly set. 

} | Wan Smith and: his crew are tops,. 
per. ‘always: af the showbacks, ditto |. 
on the dansapation. 

| Lary. 

Shoreham,. ‘B.C. - 
Washington, March 24. 

- The: Clancy. Bros. °& Tommy. 

$2. 50. cover. 

The ‘Clancy Bros. &: Torainy: 
‘suecessful } 

premiere at. the. Shoreham . Hotel's 
Hakem: wrought’ a 

suave Bhie. Room. 
. Neither the posh’ ‘nitery. nor the: 

‘usual Washington .. erowd. geemed 
the. proper frame for : Trish folk: 
songs sung ‘by four ‘tousled young 
men in white turtle: ‘neck sweaters, 
‘but they managed te overcome the 

factured mood. 

roots, performs’. two .:solos. ‘well, 
“The Whistliag Gypsy” with audi- 

wife, besides: supplying banjo ‘and 
whistle accompaniment. The 

only other instrument in the group. 
is 2. guitar handled vigorously by 

music, eS nF Ned. 

- Sands, Las {Vegas 
Sammy. Davis J7r., Pat. Henry, 

Harry. Noble, : Line (1095 Antonio. 

At the tables—and maybe it should | Moret Orch;: $5: minimum.” 
- Samniy’ Davis ‘Jr. “and Pat Henry | 

pair of © traveling }: 
‘impression . of ‘the late: John. Gar- 
field: in’ one of those. up-from-the-- 

mimes. who. have jast about ‘played. 
every. café of importance in the 
country. . Audiences, ‘by now, seem 
to consider them. inseparable. Al- 

that each purveys. comprise: enter- 
tainment of excellence. . _ 
-Jt-seems unfortunate that. this. is | 

. Jonty: a ‘one-weeker,; filling: in until. 
“| Danny ‘Thomas :.spens . tonight 

‘There are enough | -enter-- 

Buddy Hackett, Neil Sedaka, tainment ‘values here to'stock a lot: 
of “shows,.-and-. per usual; . Davis 
brings’ ‘peak excitement . ‘to ‘the 

{Copa Room.- 
- Fhere’s - isn’t. ‘much: ‘that’s. new - 

with. him.’ His song selection, with 
very few exceptions has been heard | ~ 
previously: | Yet it has the: aspects 

Davis constantly} 

delivery, along with polish, skilled 

‘Davis ‘does @. tot of ribbing. « on 
stage, most: of. his: lines concern | 
items near and dear to him. . He 
kids his. race, religion and. friends. 
There is. Ho’ offense: in any of his: 

What's more; ‘he: infuses the 
same humor in his renditions. The. 

“musical ‘background for seme of 
his major.efforts is either his. drum- 
‘mer or his bongoist, ‘This lean ac- 
‘companiment brings. cut the es-]- 
‘sential :points. with even’ greater: 
force than a full orchestra.” It- pro- 
vides beat “and... excitement... 
gets & peak reception. 

e 

ingly. - He seems : to” 

lines ‘seem to take. the: audience 

lating: to. family: mores. 
ers, he cashes in a lot of mitts. - 
Antonio : Morelli: Orch: “supplies 

comes off well. The ‘Academy 
Award: ‘tunes: with: Harry - Noble. 
chirping, has: lively pace and'-ele-:} 
Bent costuming, : 

a Brien, 

night (26), 
‘one . song peak . ‘to another and: 
Analy. inspired George. Jessel to: 
|-bounce. ‘off . his ‘ringside seat and 

\ aecolade: Franchi as “the: greatest 
| singer. ‘singe’ Enrico Caruso,” -a 

~. | billing . which. the audience accept. 
iy {4 without | cavil: : 1 

+. Franchi socks ‘his wway- ‘through |. 
ta. varied. repertory of top Italian 

71 aad >. American 
throwing in a folk tune, Spanish. 
and French. numbers, and; ‘to. Prove 
that ‘he. can doit ‘effortlessly, a . 
‘dramatic aria’ from. “Tosca.” ©..." . 
“Through it all, Franchi handles‘ 

himself Savvily,. ‘not overdoing. -the 
chatter but. proving himself adept : 
‘with the light byplay. with. the .au-{.-- 
dience and his musical director, ce 
Neil Warner. « deoe 

Franchi worked tinstintingly’ over 
‘some -20 songs on opening. ‘night |, 
before. he finally ‘begged off. His 
vocal range gives. him equal: facil- |.-: 

“Younger. “Than: Spring: |... 
time,” “E. Wish :-You Love:” ““‘Quan- 
do, Quando, - Quando,” “Sholom,” 
lor a ‘flamenco. tune ‘én: which: he; 
-accomps ‘himself’ on: guitar... For a: 
windup; ‘he: does an. Italo version 

» He 
‘| the nude: femme: dancers, Nicky } 

Henry: works ‘easily and - charm-: 
underplay. 

most. of the time and some of ‘his: 

His humor. touches: a: 
variety of subjects,. -much.‘of - it re-. 

For open: |: 

oh ase, : 3 

aa N.Y. - i 

‘Wood, Ken. ‘Michaels, Copa} 

Band; . 
Moro; . 

-orchestrations, Ivan.“Lane; 
‘Franchi’s 
Warner; RO cover or minimum, 

Sérgio. ‘Franchi is: a. powerful 
‘song. belter:-who. generates -audi- 

‘This ‘is the. finale for Cafe: Cris- | ence: tremors: when ‘he’s - operating 

is geared to the. polite milieu of pj tal until next ‘season. 

Waldorf-Astoria’s . Empire 
Room, and is especially -okay for |: 
the relaxed Easter season. . True; 1 
there have. been more ‘electric. in- | 
terludes but her ecleetic repertory’ 

; at full throttle. An Italian import. 
‘who made his New York: debut ‘-at.| 

“, . | the ‘Waldorf early in 1963, he- has. 
|:come: back to town. with: a stand-: 
|-out, sengalog. polished to a high 
‘gloss. during: his: stands: ‘in Las 
1 Vegas and: other ‘spots point. west, : 
1 -A- tenor with considerable . op- |... 
| eratic ‘prowess, . Franchi © ‘works: 
mostly .in- a. ‘class pop groove.. If 
the Beatles are designed for the. 

'| Coke set, then Franchi is tailored. 
for adults who like their drinks} 
-and their. music to ‘be more potent. . 

At his Copa bow last Thursday | © 
“Franchi climbed: from- 

‘big production © numbers. 
spersed. by good. acts and gilded. by | 
mechanical effeets.of taste and in-. 
-ventiveness. ‘It. also keeps:on its 

| toes since many ‘visitors may catch. 
it more than. once: in’ its. two-year’ 

. tenure.. 

-standards,. -also’ 

ity on. 

of... “Chicago”: “and. - “Sorrento,” 
which. Jeaves the” customers more 

Joey. . Forman, : : whi.” achieved. 
a wide. video. ‘exposure: via the ‘Sid 
: Caesar ‘Show” on ABC-TY¥ this sea- 
| son, turns: up here with an uneven 
routine. A. personable youngster’ 

i with a ‘good ‘livery. -he is “handl-- 
'}-capped. by. long stretches. of flat. 

material. ~. : 

He ‘has one firstrate routine, his. 

‘Slum. films.: This - ‘should. be. -reé- 
(tained as the core of an-act which 

{though ‘they never meet on. ‘stage, | 
their: work. seems. to. complement ' 
each. other: The sights ‘and sounds. 

needs extensive’ reworking. tn par- 
ticular, his “Ben Casey”: ‘takeoff 
lacks point and his short: Jokes : 

“ fail te ‘surprise. | . 
--“ Singers: Kelly - ‘Wood: ‘and. Ken |! 
Michaels “eapably front the Copa. 
line’:itt a couple. of wélicostumed 
production. numbers. Joseph Mele. 
band cuts the ‘show nicely. and. 

ae _ Herm: 

Lido, Paris. oe 
_ FOLLOWUP) , 

“Paris, BY ech 24.” 
Book: bir held | this:. Lido’ “show 

over ‘for another year, till next. 
December, instead of geiting its }* 
annual change. However: all. the 

€TY-'| acts are fresh. and the production: 
numbers areas crisp as at.the be- 
‘ginning. It .adds up to ‘an. excep- 

‘| tional offering since the new acts. 
‘Thave greater’ appeal, overall, ‘than: 
‘the first: batch: . ~ 

And. producers * Pierte’ Louis, 
; Guerin: and -Rene: Fraday: keep the.) 
costumes clean and. bright,.and the: 
“show on its toes. Since this present 
entry is one of. the better’ ‘ones: in |- 
years, it still shapes .as. an- eye- | 
filling bright” ‘spectacle... Mechan- | 
deal. effects .are also Kept. in’ fine.| 
working. order. 

- The : Paris” numiber. “with. the ; 
‘perky. and. bouncy. ‘Bluebeli ‘Girls, 
the: nudes and chorus ° boys. along 
with a twinkling’ new :addition. to 

Gorska,. ‘provides ‘a’ zesty. opening. 
The : ‘Western number is also still. 
of. high production. appeal. with an: 
added ‘fillip furnished’ by. ‘oater 

‘Lance ‘King’s rope. 
tricks and well ‘trained ‘horse.. 
songs.. and - 

A-dip. in-the Trevi Fountain: ‘in 
Rome. by nude: dancers: Aleco «&’ 
Vera, the. oriental slave « number 
and ‘the finale ‘all keep: their pace, | 
dash: ‘and knowhow,. 

“© ‘Gerd -Maron’ makes’ pigeons ‘ap 
“pear: at. will, from. scarfs, then as-- 
sembles: a: toy. dog’ ‘and - places it: 
in a ‘kennel’ only to. have. a real 
canine emerge. He has, the: ele-! 

Sergio F ranchi, Joey. Fornian; | 
if Kelly: 

‘Auother Sedaka’ standout. is his Marti. 
_arranger, Joe Berlinger; ‘Meyer | Chopin: interp at the Steinway; a 

Joseph. “Mele” Orch, "Frank | 
staged by... : George’ 

“choreography, Michael .O’- 

musical . ‘director,. NN. ei} 

light. turn ine this’. “bevy OF: fine 

{ gance, aplomb and flair for. a 
over this classy magico bit; 

. Frederic. &: Gina~supply: lilting | 
glides, ‘lifts. and spins as. the. ice | 
skaters on ‘the layereaked-out rink | 
while the Baranton- Sisters’ (2) dot: 
expert. risley with. ease: 
Fred: Roby isa’ ‘suave “venttillo- ' 

‘quist who can modulate <his voice: 
a to’ emanate- from . distances: or. a. 

‘| box and do it: while. smoking, drink-+ 
| ing ‘or. with ‘a handkerchief in‘ his J. 
mouth without losing: an ‘effect. His 
-characters, ‘a, dog and ‘an. ‘alcoholic | 
Indian, ‘are. also: firstrate:. ~~ 
‘Marty: (2); an. aero: turn, ean 

joke and ‘miscue. some of. their ef-. 
‘fects:due to. their expertise. Act is. 
highly dexterous. balancing and do-.|” 
ing a headstand:.on a rubber ball. 
‘Mightily mitted in. this ‘fine act. 

for big : yocks and emerge the high- 

numbers. 
- Obviously; ‘the Lido: wisely does 

not rewrite. its renowned ‘format ‘of 

The: ‘change of © acts. likewise: 
‘gives: a new look. for the ‘show’s. 
second annual stanza." When causht; 
the: house. was full and’ the. Lido is. 
-Still. a: bargain .at: its $7- ‘minimum. - 

-Bumbers are’: 
j slated. fer the next Lido show in. 
“Las Vegas, while others there. will : 
be coming here. This keeps both | 
| rom: Being replicas: “of the. other: 

“ Some - ‘of: these 

‘Mosk.’ 

“ Raaye’, x Co. 
Kansas. City, March: 26. 

. George Kerby, Fred. Muro: ‘Con- 
tinentals (3)5. $2 cover. oe, 

calling it- quits on the live talent. ; 
1 Piush ‘room. becomes. a. straight]! 
‘restaurant . April 13,..and for the 
final entertainment: stint ‘the -usual: 

| two weeks has been extended three | am 
| days: to. close on the weekend: CL): 

The. Eddys’ ‘have done - them-: 
selves.- proud for. ‘the final round, 
bringing. back .George. Kirby awho 

| played .a. successful: date: here only. 
{last fall. For opening show 
oa .70.minuites, ordinarily ‘oo lorg;+ 

he was: 

but apparently not for. this crowd. 
which couldn't seem to get.enough.. 
Kirby makes 70 minutes seem short 

| enough, running ‘his, impressions | 
‘and. takeoffs over. nearly all of. show 

| business. 
- Kirby has. ‘talent: with: ‘an. ‘infec- 

tious ‘manner and. willingness. to. put 
it all.across: He sings.a lively open-. 
er, “I’m a Happy-Go-Lucky Square;” 
and. a mellow “I Left: My Heart. 
‘in San. Francisco,” kids a. flock of 
| people: from. ‘Cagney ‘to Boyer. to’ 
Sullivan ‘and. Satchmo, seven does. 
a. tap. a la Pat. Rooney. His closer. 
is “When: i Grow: Too Old To 
Clown,” raising. a sock hand from. 
the. house. He: makes Ha ‘fitting | 

| farewell. ° 
alternated. with Frank Marti’s cha- . 
tha:‘combo for the customer darisa-. 
‘pation rhythms. 

‘Henceforth “Rddys’ beconie’ ” a 
straight . -eatéery,. catering. to the. 

” | fancy’ trade,. but. without: ‘music or 
| dancing, removing. from = the Balti-. 

_ | more strip. ‘one: more live spot. 
| Some speculation has: risen to tte 
“}effect that before long the .Eddys’ 

will be back in show -business, that 
| they won't be able. to stay. out after.) 
all these years. : 
In the face of ‘television, increas: . 

ing ‘prices for ‘acts, and. Govern-'| 
‘ment tax loads, George and Sam 
‘Eddy say not so. “We're ‘not: going | 

| to stay up-after 10. -o’clock,”: they}: : 
‘say, although the Debonaire. Lounge 
will’ be open nightly until’ 1:30. 

+ (with an entertainer: at "the piano 
bar). 

““Tidelands, Houston 
- Houston, March 24, 

die: Noble. Orch | (5);. ‘$1. 50 enter. 
tainment. charge. on 

superb. 
- Much of. her. material: is. about. 
the gaine—with some variations— 
‘as it. was last. trip. around; ‘but -it 
‘still draws top yocks. She. enlists’ 
ther. musical director—and the: en-. 

4 tire. band—to hoist her on ‘a -stdol, 
‘and'-otherwise. plays on fact ‘she’s 
short atid ‘chubby. Perhaps funniest 
‘pit is her Weaver. High School. seg, 
also: used her last time here. 

- Michael ‘Dees, a holdover ‘from. 
Jast: ‘show, continues to- impress asle 
One of the more. promising young 
singers: around.- Freddie Noble 
Orch. does usual. good ‘bandstand. 
stint. “Skip... 

:Nitwits (10): are a. zany British: 
orchestra with. breakaway ‘instru- | 
amenis,- ‘witty. interludés..and farout:. 
comic characters. They: ‘concertize. 

inter-" 

1 unusual 

After 15 years. “as a top. midwest 
showcase for name. acts. Eddys’ is|. 

-‘Totie. Fields, Michael. Dees; Fred- | 

 Comedienne Totte. ‘Fields 4s" a 
well-rounded entertainer, her ‘pipes 
‘being as: impressive as 
of. comedy, which: “generally Is 

Americana, Ne Ye ae 
Julie | ‘London. with: The. Casuals. r 

. Staged “by . Jonathan ‘Liicas; 
‘Don: Bagley conductor; Lee: Evans. 
(Qs 

Orch, AL: “Conte Trio; $5: cover. 

cana’s Royal Box ‘one. of. the. ‘prime 

rooms in. New York. The names. . 
being | brought into.‘the. ‘Spot ° need... 

‘no ‘intreduction to ‘nitery. spend: 
| ers. It’s: fairly’safe to assume that... 
they’re*not’ only’ well’ known. but ", 

‘talented as. well, 

-Julie Lol don, - who. opened ‘Mon- as 

probably: one: ‘of the. : 

‘| better known diseuses.. For. she ~ 
not only: dramatizes: a: song. “but. ~ 
brings .it down. to. an extremely — 

day | (30).,.. 

‘The: Tisch: interests. are -spatitig 

no. expense: to. make’ the. Amieri> 

‘personal - and: intimate level: ‘She. a 4 - a 

can ‘purr cand she’ can ‘soothe... 227" | 
‘Equally’ important, she can excite. - 

| the average - Jistener with both - 
-voiee - and looks, -and.: provide .an-_ 
evening well: spent for the. average. eS 
rounder... 

Yet. Miss. Londen. in’ her ‘bow: at. Po 
the ‘Box failed te make the most... . 
of her opportunities despite an.ex- © 
‘eeptionally well. ‘designed. act and 
‘native capabilities. - ‘Perhaps the. _.*’. 

opening . night © -cireum- we 
stances: mitigated against her. Miss. 
‘London not. enly ": performed. roe 
|.the Royal Box audience, but. also. 
on ‘radio. It seems. a. ‘mistake to. 
désign ‘acts: for- both media | on. a. 

| simulcast such: as: this.’ 

After hier introduction by WNEW . 
\ deejay =: ‘William B..- Williams,” ‘she! 
did her turn id. a manner that ia)... 

jdicated that she cannot be. a mis-*-— 
4} tress ‘to. both. media at thé same 

4 time. She may imply many things” .-- a 
“3 to the radio. audience, and doesa’t.... 3. = 

‘have .to ‘deliver. as: amuch, | ‘peing 
she hag = 30” 

{to ‘deliver. not only by’ implication, we 
j but look the part .as well. a 

{| only: ‘a -voice. ‘In: person, 

“Miss - London's. act" appeared: to. 
be’ thrown askew by this’ circum- aren 

when ‘she: came | ‘across. “for. ‘those «3 a 

-who ‘paid the’ $5 couvert. For €x-: we 
ample, her delivery of “Bye Bye. ov 
Blackbird” - with. only: the bassist - | 
accompanying - ‘her. -It seemed. te 
‘be the apex of her.act. There were’ 
times..when a break. through > 
‘seemed. imminent, but it. ‘never. On 
semed :to come. off. 

Miss ‘London ‘has: four: ‘boys. be: nes 
hind ‘her for the greater part of _ . 
‘her-turn: Yet she reaches her peak = * 
in. her solos. when‘ she- tries. 5 1: ees 
express ‘herself. rather ‘than ia. °:..; 
numbers. enibellished - ‘by. tTafts. of - 
choreographers,: ‘arrangers, writers 
and what’ have you. She. ‘should _ 

| realize that. her‘ best. weapon is °°. 
‘her. own. native abilities without ---"- 
| interference: from” “ouside later’ 
‘ests, © 

: She’s eoiffed. and -gowned - ars 
tistieally. Her. vocal ' ‘work, . how... 

‘the sexy... _ 
heights. of . her physical: presence. 

-. Miss © London ‘is backed by- the, ola 
‘Lee. ‘Evans: Orchestra. oe 
pianist’ of distinction, appears’: to. me 
‘have’ a future as a. ‘bandleader as. 
well. “He: has drive and. articule-'° 
tion and should, do: well. :in: ‘the 
hotels. ‘Don — Bagley’ conducts for= 
‘Miss . London, - and” the Al ‘Conte. vs 
Trio alternates. a 

ever, never -Feaches 

Evans, - 

Fore. 

Hetel Roesevelt.” i oan 

should. assure. plenty of: business:. 

stant. ‘gusto, and he’s: on 

ps. 

The ‘diminutive Gobel's: routines. oe 
{are simple, ‘but nafurals, frequently: eu 
getting hefty guffaws. One ‘cata- 
strophe leads ‘to another as he tells 
how he feels. He sings, accompany- .. 
ing himsel£— on. guitar,’ and then’ 
‘there's “Alice, my. spooky wife,”. 
familiar - to. most. audiences... He 
weaves fancifully around his‘spouse. . 
for: additional laughs. Comic has’ 
‘a-pros | ‘delivery . and. showmanship: A 
all. the. way -and. ‘closes. Strong. . 

‘for. -Gobek’ Band also. ‘mixes a vari- 
ety: of. ‘hythms.. to -Keep. the ‘floor 
crowded during terp Sessions. . - 

iUz.:- 

_ !. New Orleans, March 27." 7 a 7 
George Gobel, Leon Kelner Orch; woe 

$2. 50 weeknight minimum; $A Sats. ola 

George: Gobel, a ‘longtime favor: ~ 
ite’ here, ‘can“ hold an audience as. . 4 
few other’ comics ‘with ‘his- nutty. 
‘routines... His'. current. two-week << ~ 

_ | Stand. which. opened Thursday (26)... 
‘at . Seymour ° Weiss’ Blue. Room‘... 

| SGobel- ‘embellishes “his material 
with.: a ‘flair, -buttering. up: table-. 

| holders : ‘with just the - Tight brand . . 
-}of: humor: to: keep. them in con:: :: 

long - 
‘enough to. put. across some - slick 

‘fier sense | builduj 

“Leon ‘Kelner ‘and. ‘his. musical: i ° 



no: Sunday’ Show. 

7 

“Don... Ragon_ ‘Orch (9)5, 

i‘ _ing special. ‘closer,’““Phanks ‘a Lot.” 
. Pianist Tan Fraser; ‘her .conductor, 

and - 88; fills” the floor. with: terp’ 

Wednesday, April 1 1964 

TT 

, cro ‘Andre, Montreal 
“Montreal, ‘March 25. 

“8 “Up. Tempo . 64,” ” with “Barrie 

Idaro;: .Joan Stuart, “Charlene 
randolini, Grant. Holden,. ‘Howard. 

“Lever; $1.50. cover, &s Saturday; 

Once ‘again producer Jack Green: 
“ yald has: come up with a winner: 
in this’ series | of - revues. intime | 
- which have’: ‘become’ one. ‘of the 
most ‘popular _ traditions:. on. the 

. _. local nitery scene in recent years: 
‘Interesting thing” “about. these 

:' “Up Tempo”: revues: is that. they. 

ed. intellectual | level . (similar: té|- 
audience that yens: the social. satire 
. stuff at-the Strollers’in New. York, | 

as” ‘against: the: ‘boffo comics), 
“seem to: attract a: wide ‘range © of. 
"patrons. - 

Reason ‘for’ this ‘could: be. Green-}. 
* wald’s: emphasis on. the lecal scene, '| 

oe where’ gags. and. sketches :: ‘about. 
tems: like .the Montreal World’s 
Fair: (1967) - ‘and the ‘struggle: with | 

o Moral Rearmament: experience? by. 
a. w.k. ‘sports: figure, ‘make ‘it. easy 

.. for almost . ‘everyone to get the. 
"“ message’. ‘of : What _ -they’ re ‘talking 
about, . 2 ot 

Revue | funs: “approximately _ one. |. 
“hour: ‘with a five-minute: intermish; 
‘jn . fact,: ‘show = is a. bit. heavily. 

LT - weighted in the first’ half. To. im- 
“prove | the ‘balance; .one of the. 
“stronger sketches could. be. shifted 
‘to the: second - half; without: too 
much Joss to- the: first. . 

- The cast: of five is a ‘delight | 
: Specause: of their .youth..and ‘ability. 
“to “project and deliver. their: materi- 
al without trying. for special: effect 

mas and with ‘a minimum of pretension... 
‘Barrie Baldaro’s comic talent. is: 

_: standout, ‘as is Joan Stuart’s, who. 
‘is something of. a veteran in these 

~. Greenwald revues, Charlene: Bran- 
: dolini purveys..a certain: brand of 
charm. whichclicks, while.’ Grant: 

-Holden-and- Howard Lever’ provide 
i ‘ample support in the various sketch-|. 

_es, aswell: ‘as. contributing. their. 
“Own. solo. stints.: 

‘Baldaro’s. bit on: “the. “Governor: 
* General’ “written by himself and 
. David Harriman, is a gem: 

‘Show._has a. good. chance of. ‘an: 
‘extended: run, with a little. tighten- 

+ ing and shifting © of f material. 
~ fa police raid. 

Siatler-Hilton, ‘Dallas. 
Dallas, March 28.:. _ 

‘Shand Wallis (with Ian Fraser), : 

‘cover: 

Shani Wallis, 1 in’ her ‘first Texas 
date; - makes. the -most :of' an’ im-| 
pressive - “songalog,- fine ‘pipes: and | 
stage ‘Savvy.’to -reap ‘hefty. returns ; 
in‘a: ‘sock - -30-minute turn ‘in: the 

_- plush: - “Empire : Room. .. The. ‘Ted- 
haired“ English. Jooker. ‘is . richly 
‘abetted by. a|-solid:..nitery:. act 
penned: -by | ‘Brian : “Blackburn | -and 

she. deftly . makes: ite an. exciting 
~ show. ; von: 

Opener... is. .a-. “special: bit,: 

Me,”’: comparing .New York to. Lon- 
.don, and she rates immediate ‘aud- 
itor: rapport with ‘the: bouncy lyrics. 
and - lotsa body - English. - ‘Thrush 
~ obviously « -enjoys.: her work, and. 
“proves it with: a _ belting” “It's. AB. 
Lovely. ‘Day. : 

She builds. with: a: ‘ballad: jnedley_ 
of “Bill” and “My Man,”’.. before. 

Been, Around”. and segueing. ‘into’. a. 
rousing. “Bless’em All. to top mitt- 
-ing.. .A.. Tisdue; . 

ballad. Jabout Christine © Keeler 
. grabs. the biggest hand of. all. 

“Miss ‘Walils displays fine phras-| 
. “ing. and: adroit: hand work: with ‘a 

jac - “There. Goes - My. 
and.. begs. off. with .a: rous-. ~ Heart,’ oe 

gets: solid. support: on. the intricate |. 
.. SCOFES. from _Don.- -Ragon’ 5 - house |, 
- “band... Latter, doubling on ‘trumpet’ 

addicts. , 
‘Act -. plays : ‘wo. frames, - with 

‘George, Jessel, due April 9.0805: 
a "Bark. . 

Los. Angeles, - March.. 26. - 

“Amur. 

‘Longterin ‘or. “ghree-mionth péok- 
ing of -Jacques Foti: inaugurates. a 

_ new. policy. for : : BevHilton’ s Ren-. 
” dezvous: ‘Room,’ “prev ously a “new- 
* talent: ‘show’ case: -Foti,. who - ‘put 

‘in. 18. months’ in. ‘the’ lounge; of the}: 
Dunes, Las: Vegas, -hews to the. 
- standard’. Gallic approach" in: his: 
turn from. the-.piano: bench, - but. 

adds a nice, Angratiating: touch of ' 
his own. |: 

He's: especially. ‘good ‘on: ‘story | 
tongs, delivering | a , Poetic: set, of a 

Sa 

Francisco”. 

-but} 

“ey,” 

| rate. 

7 ‘Kin. Sisters: due: April. 9. . Skip... 

#2. 5038 
{- Reeky. Roberts: “& the -Airedales 

Gonzalo ‘Hernandez: 18)5 $5) 

Sage 
Doesn't - Seem Any | Different. toy 

‘aS. well’ as hoofing: :.- 
: Their .sHow includes ‘specialized | 

terping ‘by the sax: and_ bass “along }-; 
‘with Roberts: as well. as ‘Some fren- 

| zied. song, ‘ballad. ‘and.terp inter- 

tere. Sessions. _ 

CR — : Pact Deep: River Bove. 
“Rendezvous Room; L. ‘A. |: : 

* Jacques Foti, no: cover; * no ‘mine | 

; special : “September. Song”. Iyrics |" 
4 to top. effect. His’ “I Love Paris”— 
1 with interspersed ‘gags and straight |: 
‘treatments of.“‘Foggy Day.in Lon- | 
don: -Town,”..“Lost. Heart -in’ San 

“Thank - “Heaven | 
for. Little.Girls”—also comes over |: 

| well. ‘Less: effective :are group of |” 
Hungarian: folk. songs, 
“Kislany- Vigyaz” ‘and “Akacos Ut.” : 

‘Much’ of ‘'Foti’s “between-songs. 

‘and: 

banter - is ‘pale ‘blue; but: nothing 
he.’ “Says. “would disturb: even . the 

:He’s” 
a relaxing performer; a | Bood kick- 

- off Dookin, ‘for. Toom.. 
~: would appear to cater.to'a restrict- |: 8 

younger -mixed. -couple © set. 

’Fess.: 

“ Shamrock,. Houston: 
‘Houston, March 27..: 

Mimi Benzell. has. erédits in about 
every media, including: Broadway.|.: 
musi¢als (“Milk and..Honey”); con- |. 
eérts:. and .supper ‘clubs:-_ And: her: 
pipes’ aré. superlative. - She -bor- 
ows tunes. from. “Milk: and ‘Hon- 

closing - “Shalom. ere 

wisély - adds :-“‘Musetta’s .- Waltz}. 
Song” . from. “La. Boheme,” “her 
‘only :.. aria.” -Miss: Benzell. deserts 
Stage ‘to cruise ‘among: auditors; 

‘Land brings two. femme. patrons. on-| 
‘stage for help in. a ladies’ medley, 
which . ‘plays':well.. 

Thrush gets. big assist from. ‘Paul 
Neighbors Orch, ‘aided: by-’ -direc- 
tion. of: her: musical: conductor, |: 
Philip Fradkin,. While she. builds 
show nicely to big ‘bégoff mitting,. 
it does“ seem: act could usé some. 
‘sort: of: rouser - ‘about | midway—a 
few: dance: steps or a foot-tapping | 
‘tune, 

‘Neighbors’ 

* Show: plays. two. frames,” with 

‘Kear: Samba, Paris 
: Paris, March 28. 

(6);: 
minimim. . 

tial ‘days. 
: Spot was manly -Afro: in style at.| 

first, ‘then.: went . discotheque: ‘and. 
“finally” found’ its’ present formula. | 
-Restfully . ‘lighted and. decorated, |. 
the.club ‘is disarmingly. gladhanded 1; 
‘by Senegalese . owner M. Samba. 
The bands: -play':. alternately. . from | 
11 p.m: to. the wee. hours, and: 

=| there’s. ‘also’ a half :hour show. at 
about 1.a.m..by one of ‘the. -bands., 
‘Rocky Roberts -&- the Airedales. 

- ‘bouncing around: ‘stage: “with “Pve}: y 

‘genre:: - With: two saxes, ‘drum, -elec- 
trie ‘bass and organ, - the: group has} 

‘fine ‘musky: ‘r&b. sound. which | 
is litile’ -known ‘here ‘but is catch-. 
‘ing -‘on =: fast: ‘Besides: the music,’ 
the’ Airedales can: do “nimble foot- 

} work .‘and.: have: .a" _ presence. that |. 
makes. for Jooking © and listening 

‘ludes. by-Roberts. Gonzalo: Hernan-. 
‘dez~: -Orch* Supplies — smart | Latin: 

* “Mosk: 

/ For Metropole, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Mareh' 31: 

The: Deep River. ‘Boys are. pacted” 
“Ito headline: vaude for one week: at: 

the Metropole: Theatre here April} 
27, Act. is: w.k. -in Scotland; where 
it:played the old. Glasgow Empire,*}*- 
now. Tazed. for: property ‘develop- |. 
- ment, - 

US. act will: head a" ‘layout: ‘that 
‘includes ‘Scot - “comedian - Jimmy 
Fletcher, . 
Carson;-.. 

Trish’: ‘comedian Frank: 

“the Langford - ‘Singers, 
| among . others. 

-A “summer ‘season, “phe: “Calum | 
Kennedy. Show,” ‘tees, Off. -at - ‘the’ 

‘Metropole, June 1, 

visa. 

“a ray a) 

“Csardas,’ 7 

including . her ‘opening ‘and | 

: She” also .includes- other - ‘Show k 
. numbers, ‘with a clever. intro: for] 
“Gonna: Build a: - Mountain,” and. 

Inga &. Rolé draw: ‘top. yesponse 
in 10-minute opener with: their ef-'|:. 
fortless- lifts’ and. spins, - 
‘timing making act appear far eas- 
Aer: than: it. is. : They are a hand- | {j- 
‘some couple,- shé.. originally from | fi] 
-Germany, he from Austria. :As. an- 
other © plus,’ she. gradually" Sheds | [= 

| costume. to ‘a. point. Just short of: |. hie 

Orch pein: is. first | 

perfect} 

: ‘Keur’ Samba" is -on™ “the » site ‘of |. 
the “famed. Existentialist: nitery -of. 
‘the early. 50s. It-'is one of: the |- 
‘few:. cellar: clubs with : live -bands,:| 
‘rhythm . and Latino. With a solid 
following,” ‘it’s. registering: almost. 
the same: attendance of its. Existen- | 

~ Nugget, Sparks ~ 
. Sparks, . Név., March. 26; 

imum,: second” show... 

entertainment package that’s. sure 

plus. side for their two-frame. stariza 
at ‘John. -Ascuaga’ 'S.: ‘ Nugget. - “Al 

. tablished. 

she's well.established locally .as-a 

area.. 

opening spot (following the curtain- 

cal department. ' 

‘Accenting- the.: ‘ipcoming ‘Oscar: 

the . nominations. . .for..-best : Song: 

‘she. ‘displays. ‘much ‘savvy ‘in ‘lyrie 

film theme. ° 
* Miss Grant : ‘reprises: (and wisély) 

“iy Could Write. a Book,’ an inven- 

tracing : the high: ‘points in the lives 
of historic ‘femmes ‘:via. hip revi- 
sions: of’ w.k: ‘titles. lending: alliance 
with: the. situation: ' 

Rack ‘to: ‘normal ‘after: its “Jewel 
‘| Box. Revue”. interlude, : the Apollo 
| is- Marking time with.a better than 
average rhythm and blues package: | 

ou le 

‘opening -turn* tops most: of the fol- 

2 exploits. group’s comic ability. 
‘Inez Foxx | &* Charlie; 

brother -voéal duo, ‘provides pleasant 
| but: routine turn; with’ pretty fem- 
‘me making good use‘of male patron: 
as: ‘stooge: for windup. “Ask..Me.” 

-| Slow, “is: ‘Sharp,. funny ‘and: topical: 

. Roberts, a.canny ‘rhythm’ “and: However, frequent: lapses “into.-his 

blues. singer, “ean also” give: - with: 

| h ‘musie inthis: 
“tongue-in-cheek: . ‘the other ‘type’. of : 

normal distinct’. voice indicates 
slurred ‘delivery is unnecessary and 

storv. for. éxample. : 
. The . . Supremes, threé ° “Detroit 

-Substitute. brashness for profession- 

excellent: “Make: Someone: Happy,” 
‘which: ‘they. spoil. with a messy end- 
ing. 
“Deserving: their ‘windup: ‘Spot. on 

| Jon es... 
B: B.: King’ Band, after. frenetic 

| ‘spill. a drop. They-make. for a fine 
-:| filler, ‘and. also double at -the Lido | fioo 

a ‘in, the :second half’ of. the - show. | 

beginning, ‘Provides. ‘solid “support. 
“Robe. : : 

Olympia, 3 Paris: 
“. °°" Paris, March 36. 

Bes Compagnons. De. La. Chanson. 
(9). “Enrico Macias, Eva Demar- 
ezyk,~ Andre. Aubert, ‘Freres En: 
nemis. (2), Trio: Toneleys, Johnny. 
Broadway, F Daniel Janin. Orch- (21); te 
$8. 75; top. .: 

“Les: .Compagnons de la. Chanson. 
‘will not: lure: the’ teeming. seream- 

£12, “ae ak: veel. 4d eran 

Eddie doings. 1: 
“New ‘to Miss: -Grant’s catalog is] 

“People,” from: “Funny. Girl,” -es-. 
_ sayed' with: soul-and authority: in all} 
lranges. Exit is “Wayward: Wirtd,” 
‘the only title ‘identifiable ‘with her | 
name ©ffered. on show caught;. Ex-' 
‘pertly guiding: Foster Edwards’ mu- 
sic ‘men through Miss’ Grant’s ‘turn. 
‘is: “AL. Pellegrini, 

Balt ‘Dana; .Gogi. ‘Grant, George. ; 
Arnold: Singers. & Dancers -(17),:|: 
Foster Edwards. Orch. (10); ; $2 mine 

“Bi Dana. and ‘Gosi. Giant : ‘on : 
the- same marquee: offer a ‘potent 

to’ keep reservations heavy. onthe’ 

‘though current -stint: is. Dana's first |: 
outing - in-this room: (and ‘his debut. 

. |in: the Reno-Sparks -area). he’s ‘es-- 
. identity’. with auditors: 
from. his television show. |. 

For’ Miss” ‘Grant; this: is: her ‘third 

” Mind ‘Benzell, Inga & Rolf: ‘Paul ‘playback in. the Circus - Room: ‘and. 

Neighbors Orch. { 11); mo cover ‘or 
|: minimum. 

‘| Bill “Dana™. Show.”. 

nitery: star, not only: from Nugget]. 
os ‘dates . but. from. many - other: prior: 

ae ‘former Met “Opera - diva. : app earances. in the: Reno-Tahoe: 

Smartly~ gowned ind: ‘eoiffed as: 
‘per: usual); Miss Grant takes the. 

raising production) with a.35-min-. 
ute: songfest -that . showcases to full: 
‘advantage her big: talent . in. ‘the: vou 

cast on. April .13, ‘she. essays two, ‘of: 

“More” and “Charade.” On.“‘More” |" 

consciousness and ‘emotional inter-. 
pretation; and: with - “Charade”. she: 
hushes. the:room as she lends her. 
distinctive . -styling—and :that ° im-. 

| pwessive .way with the plaintive |. 
tones on the. big full notés——to the 

tive. and - cleverly.’ ‘scripted routine. 

‘She's. deleted, | 
for obvious reason, the’ Jackie Ken-} ws, 

_ Haase Reis ; 
ie Apollo, N.Y. ee 

* The Coasters (4);.The ‘Vibrations. 
‘| (5) Stu’ Gillam, Inez Forr & Char- 
| lie, : ‘The ‘Supremes. (3); B. ‘Bu King 
‘Band. (12); “Pressure. Point” AS UA). 

‘The toot.ensemble provides. enough: 
2 decibels . ‘to ‘push’ to. the. moon. and 

‘back, : - 
What) The © Vibrations: “laek’- in- : 

‘vocal. ability, and. that” isn't: bad, a "sicianlike ‘and. savvy: in’ playing 
practically: all. instruments, oF 

~But- more “snap: ‘and: ‘precision 
‘along’ with’ Some :changes.in rou- 

smoothest: terp turns. on the boards. : 
Despite: wide: range -of :sizes : and | 
weights, ‘all five ‘dance with ‘well- 
controlled abandon. Indéed,* their’ 

lowing .acts- with. exception: of. the| 
headlining ‘Coasters: Standout:tune | 
is ‘My Girl: ‘Snoopy’: which ‘also’ 

-Ssister-. 

Comic. Stu . Gillam; deceptively}: 

NInight well. be. dropped except for! 
“occasional: bit, as ‘his funny windup |. 

‘chirps; ‘are all: lookers’ but try ‘to 

‘alism. Their r&r bits; oddly’ enough, 
are-. less: effective. than. an . almost: 

bill, _The Coasters: are as ‘sharp. BS | i ator: with good material to:bolster 
it. He goes over  well..-:Johnny: 
‘Broadway. Palances.-on: a board’ on: 
a Toller,- -juggles judiciously, then. 
puts ‘many © rollers: ‘crosswise ‘and: 
gets. ‘on: - to juggle more. It jis. a 

excellent house . act... Trio: 
Tonelys are. a. zesty. acro’-group | 

| ‘who. can--be ‘shot. into somersaults 
‘holding: ‘trays: of: drinks “and: not. 

‘ble exposure. has: ‘enabled: them : ‘to 
develop a-eool' style that lets. them: 

| Segue : with ease from. a‘ frenzied’ 
| “Satin: Doll’ ‘to.a deliberately: snail- 
|paced “Tweren’t, Nothin’ ‘To. Me:” 
-|. Group, -with dig at hootenanners,: 
wind.. -show.” with, “Along ‘Came 

class,” 

-audience.. complicity. 

. usually ‘good. 

nedy. reference. “Replacement is. ‘al 
‘(lauigh-winner re” the. 

conductor, : 

Dana, despite fact. he’ 3 “had no 
‘Reno-Sparks: nitery exposure, is ‘ime 1- 
mediately familiar. (and - wins. big:| 
welcome). ‘from: his vidseries, “The 

minutes. center. stage. 

With Andrew- Duncan’ ‘acting. as 
interviewer,: he imakes -the intro: 
for. Dana; who comes: on .in pellboy 

| jacket, carrying. a ‘single ‘piece ‘of | 
luggage. . 
in ‘the Jose. role, : ‘tracing. ‘the Jim- 
enez career, acting the. ‘head. of 
the - ‘Central Intelligence’. Agency, 
giving. tips on ‘skin diving, insfruct-. 
ing in judo, making: with .a: “Shake-' 

| Sbearean - “soliloay. in a steam bath, 
as a western ‘politican. ‘weariig. a 
LBJ -Stetson, and as: the: eighth) . 

.'| astronaut, tt 

“For: ‘each. jinage change,’ ‘Dana 

Interviews ‘have 

pulls - the. appropriate dress from 
the luggage. he carries on for his a 
initial bow.” ‘The sketches and story 
lines rate top mention. for original- 
ity and attention. to the topical. 

Dana. reverts to: his. own per: 

for any nitery.) | 
_ Fred Waring: slotted for: April: 9. 

a Long. | 
row 

ene house for the: ‘rock and Twist. 
‘exponents it has. billed. most of the:| 
season, The. harmony | group * may: 
get some Yegulars -but. their lavish 
‘production song numbers seem: a’ 

| little .old -fashioned - thése days.: 
.Moderate “biz. appears . likely: ‘Since. 
they: do have.a following, 

“Unit. still: has nice. ‘harmonies_| ¢ 
‘and pleasant. Songs, and. even goes | oO 
‘in for long sketehlike affairs about: 
fa Scottish: sehool. ora Mexican 
singing © “joust.- Sometimes. 
troupe ‘is -witty,. and. it’s: also“ mu- 

tines could give them moje. impact | 

seem ‘more ‘suitable for. concerts... 

Algerian resident; has ‘a rich melo- 
}| dious: voice ‘and - ‘catchy - songs. that 
mix, Arabic, Italo and Hispano. mo- 
tifs. He .also plays “a: mean -guitar | 
‘and’ sends ‘his. repatriated Aollow-. 
ers into’ ‘frenzies.. 

_ Macias. also: . has ‘the “Inuisical 
knowhow, : ‘projection and presence. 
to: 
Scores’ roundly ‘here .and appears: 
a likely possibility: for ‘boite’ “and. 
ty use in the.U.S, .. 

- House: ‘director ‘Bruno: Goquatrix: 
7 found’: ‘Polish : belter Eva: -Demar- 
‘ezyk. in. Warsaw: But if’ she sounded |” ‘ 
‘fine in her own haunts, she seems 
‘misdirected . and. misguided’ here: |. 
This could be rectified. if her: song: | 
alog. is. cleared up.and. the. right | 
_preducton dress . ‘and: backing’ mu- 
‘sic are given<her’ predominantly | 4 

+ husky, ‘Slavie melancholy numbers. 

He internationally. . ‘appeal’. 

_Andre Aubert. is. a. canny ‘imi- 

Freres. Ennemis ‘do: little ‘patter. 
| ‘Freutines ‘before’ introing each num-: 

‘ber. ‘Their humor - cbelongs | “more. 
in ‘boites, where. there is.a ‘greater 

‘They are a 
little’ “lost ‘and Tepetitious here... 
-Daniel: ‘Janin- Orch: supplies. the 

. Mosk, 
gta di” ~~ 

ue i ane i wal OY a oe 

_Liz-Burton- | v 

‘her. arrangers |; 

“And, : as: ex-]. 
pected, he retains. the. Jose Jimenez: 
image for a large part. of his. 4%. 

‘Dana, 

the 

‘on the. modern vaude scene. They. 

“Enrico: Macias, ‘a ‘former French. 

Otis Regrets.” 

‘interim | medleying. 
and backing. . This change-of-pace. 
‘show ‘should :be ‘an. okay. breather 
‘for the - Slympla's.. real ‘audl- 

. aad mee who have | been ‘crowding | ences.” 
"3 Loins 203: 

“For Lemy Bruce Stat: 
 Well-designed ‘lower-level cof- 
fechouse, ‘opened. in February: by . 
owner Howard Solomon, nas cre-- 
‘ated: little. stir to date. However, 
as one of three local spots operat- 
ing with “authentic coffehouse ‘li: 
censes . (most .java-labeled- opera- 
tions. use restaurant license), Cafe: 
a Go Go introduced a bill ‘Sunday: 
(29). that could start a’ movement. - 
- Booking. of : Lenny Bruce, whose. 

comedy material - has made . his” 
name.a “dirty word” ‘to. police de- 
partments. of many cities, is ad-. | 
‘mittedly ‘an. experiment.’ The fla-: 
“‘gellant-tongued ‘satirist cannot se- 
cure..a. license: to work in local 
drinkeries. ‘This does not. prevent.” 
making concert appearances, as ‘he .. 
@id Saturday.at:the Village Gate, . 
nor working ‘spots which do not 
require liquor. licenses. Success. at 
Cafe .a.Go- Go could open doors’ 
to other acts barred from drink: 
| spots, particularly” some top jazz- ; 

a. talents. * 
“Becatise of Village Gate booking 

(practically next “-door), Solomon 
‘agreed to. forego advance ads. and 

* Cafe A Ge Ge. N.Y.- 
Lenny Bruce, Nick Hendra & 

Tony Ulett, Josh. White. Jr., Rich- 
{ard Davis; $3. 75-$4:75. ‘admission, : 
‘one-item ‘minkmum. | : 

sonality. with: a clever dissertation |- “ee 
ton .self-coined: words he uses. to. 
‘show how: they: ‘would change fami- 
liar expressions. It at times creates 
‘an indigo mental image, but ‘no. of- 
‘fense. . In:-the comedic: areas, he’s 
a winner. all the: way and a.sure bet: 

bill had to open cold: Sunday night. 
‘Spot, which: can. hold 210 but: plans 
‘expansion,’ turned patrons away at. 
the 9 pm. show and had a goodly 

| Showing at the 10:45 presentation. . 
- Evidently, neither lack of liquor 

‘por: the fairly high. admissions _ 
| were obstacles to. the Bruce cult, 
although sustaining power of bill. 

jis. still to be proved, as well as 
1 city reception - of comedian’ $s ma-" 
terial. 

‘Solomon has the show through’ 
| Sunday (5) with two performances 

| nightly, three.on Fri.-Sat. (adding 
late. ‘one: at. 12:30), .plus” ‘Sunday’ 

| matinee. Admission is $3:75 ex-.- 
Jeept weekends. when two prices. - 

preferred. 
seating: getting higher tab. 

- Bruce hasn’t changed unless one - 
considers | that his bite grows. ever. 

z sharper. Stil lacing his stream-of- -° 

($3. 75-$4: 75)... prevail, 

cgnsclousness | ‘patter with plently 
“dirty” words, there’s nothing. 

‘sacred as far as subject matter is” 
concerned. He still gives most 
Mileage to his pet. demons-—racial. 

police. 
tacties, ‘personalities. (Johnny. Car- 

‘'}son got. treatment Sunday), -sgani-- 
‘tary habits and,. always, the merits. 
of marijuana. - 

and religious ‘prejudices, 

Opening. the bill is British com- 
edy team—Nick Hendra and Tony 
‘Uliett: here from Blighty Jess than” 
a. week. . Hendra’ is the standout .. 2 
‘comic although Ulett also regis-. 

| ters impressively.: (See: review -n- 
der New: Acts.).. 

in. the folk -genre but _ including 
such tidbits as: Cole Porter's “Miss 

-package* 

Patronage: ‘could’ Support, Robe. 

” May Fair, Londen. 
_- London, March 24. 

Annie ‘Ross, Tony Kinsey Trio; 
3 50, admission, 

: Latest: junovation at the May 

publicity. on “Bruce “which ‘meant a 

Josh: White Jr., backed by bass’ 
player. Richard Davis, provides. a 

-| rousing. interim. act with a a-short 
‘but solid group ‘of songs, mostly. 

Stature of entire. 
- indicates. considerable. 

| outlay for. talent which only heavy 

Fair® Hotel in. Berkeley Square,’ 
which already: has a pubi‘c theatre 
‘and a private .cinema ‘club, is an... 
‘intimate: nitery tagged the Down-.. 
‘stairs..Room.. The $1.50 admission. 
fee includes free snacks, and drinks. 
are at normal West End prices, -.- 
thus: making a night Possible with-_— 
“out: ‘too : much | of. 7 dent in: the 
wallet.’ 
The new room, ‘with’ its modern. 

‘décor and restrained ° lighting, is 
comfortably. furnished,.and has a. 
fypical. ‘Postage stamp Size ; ‘dance 

is Annie Ross,, who. is ‘also appear- 
ing. in- the. May. Fair Theatre’s . 
‘musical, “AIL in “Love.” She’s a 
hot attraction along the local. nitery 
route,” and. a:‘songstress -with a 
Tich.. ‘and: vivid vocal ‘style. In’ an 
fall” too: brief : ‘15-minute stint she: 
dispenses | ‘a handful of. standards,” ” 
among. them “Such a Lot of Living 
‘to Do,” “Song of Love” and -Rod-. 
gers & Hart’s “Why Can’t. I.” The 
audience» ‘would happily ave’ aC 

| * Muro. eka 
£0. 

i septed MOTO. ose. 
3093 - Ad. ya scat } fis 42. 

“Opening artist in the new. room’ 

gs: 



. 

c- eh: 

KESSLER TWINS & CO: (1) _ Songs 
. Me 

$5. Mins. 
Hotel Plaza, New York 

Blond, beautiful’ and “4dentical : some outrageous mugging. Of vary- 
Kessler Twins (Alice and Ellen) |‘ing sizes and -weights, they're. all 

young lovelies could “be. They're prone position. 
lithe. and: lissome and hip. in the} 
ways.of pop songology but just miss’| side, with “My. ‘Girl ‘Snsopy” their |- 
as Persian Room headliners at the | best: item. Robe, 

Posh Analy theyil be teady avthey { most y they ready as 
impreye in their. ‘concept | of Yank NICK HENDRA & TONY ULLETT| 

“nitery St nothing le in th acm oth . 
There's not cking e | 15. Mins. 

German look-alikes’ lingo or even | Cafe Au Go Go, NX. - 
in ‘song. delivery ne that|°* Team: of” ‘young firitish come-. 
they're just a rniittle ‘ behind : the. ‘dians, recently. arrived: from Cam-: 
1964 standards and. mere than sev-: ‘bridge, make. an. impressive. show- 
eral years behind in. the special | ing in their: American debut. Hen-|- 
‘material. For. this, their authors | dra, a plumpish, droopy-eyed: type, 
should shoulder: the: major blame|tepped by a thatch ef blonde hair, 
because they-~—or their Yank man-j|is the. standout . talent of the pair 
agerial pilot—erred.in. presénting | although .the lean’) and. huagry 
the proper image. — - © [Ulett also- registers’ imipressively.’ 

Their image is Continental; and They do a. series of skits; written 
their multilingual prowess. should | by. themselves, which range in Style 
have been. better merchandised: | from brittle to bread. After open-. 
What they should not be.made to | ing bit. on birth ‘control. (a. matter |.._ 
do. is—{1) a Broadway. show med-| of taking .the right. color pill), they: 
ley fer the obviotis . reason. their.| really warm up-with:a riotous item 
_selections:.and interpretations are | that has:Hendra. trying .to deliver. 
dated, having been absorbed by} the funeral oration “from “Julius 
remote control;.and- (2) that. “Late | Caesar”. while :carrying- Ullett; the 
Late ‘Shoew” | dead. and ‘dead-weight Caesar... | 
‘The tatter, even af - done by na-| .Longest.item is: highlights from: 
tive .American.:  gong-and-dance Biblical. ‘history delivered. -in the 
singer(s),. is by ‘now: a somewhat | manner of:.a..tv. newscaster and 
shopwora approach... The idea of | weather. report.. ‘This. is followed. 
gleaning the: yesteryear hit parade | by a. blackout. ‘Dit -about’ British 
from. the late late telemusicals: of:| police: ‘methods. Their . -German- 
the Judy Garland, Cagney, -Dick.| English. hitchhiking turn is: good: 
Powell, Astaire and kindred genre.| but could ‘stand: editing. After ‘a. 
was eutmoded by some semesters. | blackout on bingo, they wind up 
And the idea of the blond Teutonic | as. Beatles: observing . the -Shake-: 
patooties. doing “I’m. a.-Yankee | speare anni ‘by doing... Hamlet's 

‘work as team (and &3 mest of danc- | 
j ing) while odd member : gets: selo : 
-vooal. One small member is natural | 
Comic and makes most..of i. with 

Tunes are heavy on. ‘the r&r| 

20 “Mins. | 

cept: 

le Dandy” even more se. At. 
‘this point the audience is embar= | 
rassed for the brighteyed, eager-to- 
miake-it. cuties. 

They tee off all right with. ape 
gether,” which. is in the same idiom 
of their finaleing “Without -You”— 
meaning: that what: Alice doves. so. 

“must sister Ellen Kessler, and vice 
- versa—and “Formidable”. is a cute 
‘pilingual ballad. “Identical”. then. 
becomes more of the same—by now {| 
it’s pretty well established. that 
they’re amazingly peas-from-the- | 
same-pod cuties—but ‘they. give. 
themselves .a lift with their’ Euro- |. . 

soliloquy: as a. folk. tune. If. team, 
can continue to come up with such |. 
clever ; bits, :. they». should © Show. 
‘plenty of. potential as- nitery. feam 
or-a. ‘spot’! in a revue... : Robe. 

RALPH. PENA ORCH 
50 Mins... - 
Shelly's Manne Hele, LAS 
Ralph | Pena’s: nine-piece agere-. 

gation is. the. -modern-day. answer 
to the dearth of new and exciting | 
full-voiced” bands with: something. : 
original and-iraportant to‘ say.’ 

: Tn a 50-minute set on. ‘opening 
pean pot-pourri. of Continental night in the jazz ‘oasis, bassist-com-' 
pops in ‘several lingos.  .. 

Then comes that dated Broadway. 
mediey,. followed by “The Best. Is: 
Yet to Come” —which: it: ‘doesn’t 
because. it segues into the Late 
Late Show marathon; followed by. 

a “Talk to. Him” -ballad and: the. 
signoft “Without You.”. “For the 
Broadway admixture. they. switch | 
from their slinky, clinging “gowns 
to. quasi-tux and. tights. “costumes; 
showing: off their beautiful gams. . 
“Phe Kesslet Twins: have come a 

Iong way from their initial segue | 
from Germahy as. number-leaders 
‘with. the Lido: floershow in Paris, 
even unto: a Life cover as. highly | 
photegenic. songstresses, . but - they’ 
must come. still further . when - it. 

comes to. the” ‘Persian Room -en-. 
virons as. a big: league: midseason 
attractien. That is, considering | 
the tradition and impact. in. recent. 
semesters .of. such -lodestones.: as |. 
Goulet; Juliet Prowse, Cugat-Abbe . 

. Lane (who, incidentally, Teopen ‘the 
room's. mew season next fall), 
Carol Lawrence, Catarina: Valente 
eta 
Miss Valente, ‘is. an: example’. of | 

not having made. the grade the} 
first time -out in U.S... boites. But,. 
returning some. years. later, follow- | 1 
- ing further ‘seasoning in- her ‘Euro-' 
pean. tours. with. occasional. guest- 
‘ings on. the Come and. Sullivan 
vidshows she matured into a socko' 
‘single good for:the. Gotham. sweep- | 
stakes or the Navada: gaming stakes’ 
circuit. “Alice and Ellen: Kessler 
have a similar. future ‘but -that's. 
still.on the horizon. : Better author- 
‘ship will be a prerequisite. ae 

Special - maestro: Joe. ‘Guerico; | 
‘fronting the usually : tiptop Emil 
‘Coleman. orchestra, does a capital. 
backstopping job. for - the. - twins. 
Coleman .and : Mark ‘Monte’s Con- 

* tinentals. ditto. okay” on ‘their 
-dansapation chores... .. Adel, - 

THE VIBRATIONS: oe 
_Singers-Dancers. 
10. Mins. 

:. Apollo, N-Y... 
Main ‘quintet “from Chicago. ‘is | pledes. with communication: 

good with vocals. but ‘they. ‘realty |. 
‘shine. with their | erp ‘routines. | 
Whoever conceived the ‘ choreeg-| 

“ raphy should. be | sredited, ‘Four i - 

‘gax-flutist. 

+ poser: . Pena | lead... orch- ‘through 
“Gulf of . Aden”. | 
tempo), - High Fly”: (Randy. Weston: member a8 “sto for ‘her sassy 

(moderate. in 

‘original: and, .prior ‘to: soaring off. 
into ‘he torrid “Serendipity”. closer 
(drummer Larry Bunker whales on] 
this one), Pena dips his men into 
a meilifluous - tribute. to: ‘the late 
‘88er,. ‘Cart. Perkins—“Song © for 
Car during. which: pianist ‘Mike 
Wofford -displays profundity of. 

. | feeling. and impeccable right-hand 
. authority. 
Big Bob ‘Hardaway’ ‘on tenor. ‘SAX. 

excels in all solos, playing in. tradi- 
“tion of. oldtime greats, transitions. 
coming naturally never. stooping to. 
contrivances. Ditto -for’ first trum-" 
‘peter. ‘Bobby’ Bryant . this curly-Q: 
tags in high register give brass sec-.] 
tion a charming © “uniqueness), - alto. 

‘Bud: - Shank and. of 
J-course; bassist Pena himself. Other 
-Pena-. men... are. . fluegelhornist= | 
trumpeter Joe Burnett, trombonist 
Mike: Barone and tuba: man. Soha 
_Bambridge. Sr. 

It’s: a wild,. yet ‘cool, big. yet. 
| small, heartful,- yet. cerebral’ band | 
“a most welcome musical anachro- |. 
nism, . indeed. Qs gen, 

JACKIE’ ‘DeSHANNON 
Songs: - . 
20 Mins. - 
-Gazzari’s,. Los. ‘Angeles ° 
‘Jackie .DéShannson . moves’ out 

of. the folk. field and. into ‘a ‘swing,. 
rock ’n’ roll style. that finds: her]. 
suitable. for: lounges, ‘teen affairs 
and very. likely an expansion of 
her: record work. 

Pretty - little ‘blonde has. a “Wight: 
breathy. delivery ‘on ~ ballads, : as 
with “I. Wish You Love,” but. hits] 
-hard and heavy. on the. rockers like} 
“Needles -and: Pins” anda. frenetic] 
version of “‘You-Are My. Sunshine.” 

_ | In'show caught, backing by Kevin|* 
“ DX:. Gregg combo, was far too. loud 
- Land | overpowered. -Singer’s ‘work.| 

-- 1 But. she. ‘makes up for-it-in ener+ 
‘l'getic hard sell, werks with. a wild 
| physical: and’ visual. style: that . -€X2 |. 

Singer gowns handsomely :to give| 
her .a sophisticated ‘leek quite .un-| 
‘Hke’ most. t performers ‘Of 9 re | 

- a e. 

- Linez FOXX &: ‘CHARLIE. 
en Singers 

a Apotie;. N. Y... ee | 

Ml hough introed. as sister-brother’ 
ao 

- 8. Mins. . 

| Comedy. 

, here. 

- . eye ~ . . . ‘ . ° 
. . an on gs, voy . ve ” -. 

. cece ten ne calls article ee ate! 

Joties .& Irene: Hervey, - ‘Frank 
Sinatra Jr., Dick Haymes. Jr. and | 
now Melodye. ‘Condos, daughter :of |: 

1 Martha R 
are a couple of cuties as. easy. on |-amazingly agilé—the heaviest even | artha, Raye & . Nick Condes :is | xveiyn Pa: 

‘the orbs as°.any “high pocket” | does a. flip and somersault from: ay: 
making her New. York: -cate ‘pow, 

‘Miss Condos is ‘a. singer. of merit, 
‘and-a.great.deal--of promise. ‘She.} 109 
seems to know what she wants to 
‘gay and has a strong idea of how to |’ 

“Bay it. Yet. there Is'a-need. of fur- : 
4 ther.. work’.on: the circuits. She's | 
"| Probing and. digging: for--her | per- 
‘sonal ‘mement. of. truth: “There. are 

| times..when. she comes. of in ‘top. Hu 
form; Her. tunes have interest: and4Ca Toni. et 

“BLACKPOOL TOWER CiIRCUS—Char- |i sincerity. ‘She: has‘ yast:. ambitions ' 
far: beyond that which. anyone of:| Marilees 
her years should. hope for. . 

convittion. She. sings her. piece as. 
she - sees it © with. interest . and 
Strength. She feeds - the | ‘added. 
t™measure - of. maturity .to.. make. 
things © ‘come out right. Personable | 
‘brunet; ‘about. 19. or 20, will. . get: 
that extra: ingredient with further. 
) experience around the. circuits. 

et, ‘Jose: 1 

CHARLEY 6 BAUMANN 

Madison Square. Garden; N.- YS 

Young | -German atlimal: traine?. 
| works: -eight. Bengal: and -Siberian - 
tigers: without: protective: ‘device ex-: 

whip. which is frequently: 
dropped. ‘Ringling Bros. . picked: up 
act from. Germany’ S Roland Circus. 
He's: also worked “with, Moscow: 
State: Circus . in. Russia. °°". 
“Has” complete - ‘control . of ‘vats, | 

using one for “comedy”. effect. Act. 
winds with Baumann ‘accompanying - 

biggest. ‘and ‘toughest. to! exit ala 
[Walling My F Baby I Back Honie:” ” 

“Robe. 

ge 

air :-béar -no ‘resemblance. to: 
each * ‘oblier, Femme ‘is. a bronze 
Bardot :while’male is’a -youngish | 
‘Cab ‘Calloway. type. Voices of: both. 
are: strident.-and: depend tee much ° 
on mike. They’ alternate: on: leads. 
“but lack: Sparkle: ‘that. Sets. off. .an.. 
unusual | act, : 

‘Taps is. closing “Ask Me?” where’ 
girl makes. ‘Clever. use Of audience : 

exit. . _ Robe, az 

THE: SUPREMES. @ a 
‘Singers lt. - 

Apollo,” N.Y... 

| troit, femme singers are uncertain 
|-as to whether they want ‘te sing 
straight or. rock ‘it. Best’ ‘tones are | 
with... ‘Make | Someone : “Happy,”” 
‘begun with. ‘smooth. ballad: tempo |: 
-hu€ spoiled. by. gimmicky ending; 
‘making - “fame” an- sight-syllable F 
word, for. example. 
More: exposure and. ‘professional 

‘shaping .-- 
-larks into | were ‘act: They certainly i 
have the, looks -for it. Robe. .... 

stu 7 GHLLAM. 

16 Mins. -.... 
Apollo, N.Y:~ 

Te “eal although, first. impression is that 
he’s. going “to~. do™..the “drawly,. 

| : ‘Stepan. ‘Fetchit” - bit.: . Material . for’ 
most part is ‘current, Some throw-: 
aways: using items that::.were ‘news 
‘on ‘date. ‘caught.: 
‘some of. spotlight but 1 not ‘to. point 
of. monopoly. = 

Gillam: ‘would ‘be’ ‘wise. to aise ‘his 
‘straight ‘voice, which :is: ‘clear, ‘dis-.| 

‘comedy .: starring. effect : he’ now. 
‘refers. an Robe, 

Reicha’ s 50th Anni 
Dallas, ‘March. 31: 

yi oe “Reichman, weteran band: | 
Jeader. ‘in. this city,” was’ presented 

his 50th anni. in the. musi¢ busi- 

union card. in- 1914. from the. St. 
‘Louis focal. at-the age of. 16. 

Adoiphus - Hotel's. Century: Reom. 

| This: seems: to: be ‘the. era. offi. 
second “generation -acts. when .etd 14" 
established names are. attempting | 
to found. theatrical dynasties. : 
‘There. is Jack Jones, issue of Allan |: 

‘the 

‘| Caron Trio; . 

“| Five,- McAndrews. 

‘Maughan, . ‘Mark 

7 APARTMENT 
j Charles. — 

“| Smoot, Serendipity Singers. 

‘Espana ‘Emilio 
t OPACABANA- Sergio ‘Franchi, 
Forman.’ ‘Eddie. Al 

AWAIIAN. 

routine could: -turn:|: 

4 Reom: Julius’ Monk, | 
‘| Jamie Ross, Nagle Jackson; Rath Buzzi, 

‘Standup comic is: sharp and topi- |= 

Segregation : gets® 

tinet and educated. instead .of low--| Formachini,.Rolly 

7 Tina, 

with -‘a ‘bronze “plaque by’ AFM: 
Loca: 147 ‘here: last ‘week ‘to, mark-|-- 

ness, Reichman obtainéd his: ‘first | 

He's.“ eurrently . ‘playing . ‘at. the fin 

. | Jennie Smith, 

. 

WEEE oF. APRIL 1. 

NEW YORK cry. 
‘MUSIC. HALL. — Rockettes. 

Ballet, ‘Raymond’ Paige: Symph ony’. 

7 AUSTRALIA. | 
- MELBOURNE. (Tivell)—Jackie | Warner, 

Ore. 

‘Janet, Dearness, Joan Morrow, Sue Men- 

‘The Ango. 
eae oly se 

Jackie Griffiths, Mauresx Wilson, : 

BRITA: 

‘Tlie Cairoli _and ‘Company, The Fiying |: 

Bartschelly,. : ., ; 
Poodies, .. ‘aan ovina: Desmond 
Marks, Fuzzy-Ball Kaye and. Tiny T ‘OMNnLy 

er,. Our. Sammy, Little Jimmy and 
Circuscttes. 

COVENTRY THEATRE — Dickie. | “TH 
Henderson, Jimmy Clitheroe, Pinky and 
Perky, Jimmy Tarbuck, Susan Lane, Four . 

_ | Seddard. Dancers, Six In: ‘Harmony. ° 
ONDON | PALLADIUM—Lena. “Hlorne;. , 

|. The. Bachelors, Des O°Connor,. ‘The. Three | 
‘Arthur. “Worsley, “The. Bal: Monarchs; | 

zhe Del ‘Ray. Brothers, ‘The. 
Kuban Cossa 
LIVERPOOL. “aMPIRE — “Dave Clark. 

‘| ton, Dave | Nelson, ; Alan . Field, 
Wynter. - : 

VICTORIA PALACE — The. Georke® 
| Mitchell Minstrels,” John Boulter, wey 
Mercer: and Dai. Francis, ‘Leslie Crov wither. 
Margo. Henderson, George. Chisholm 
The. Jazzera, Schaller, Brothers, The. Ts ve. 
Toppers, : Pat. EM.’ 

“SCOT LAND 
 SGLAS6EOW. “ALHAMBRA Kennett - Me- | Si 

‘Kellar, Rikki -Fulton; Terry Hall, ‘Paul &i 
Peta Page..Puppets, ; etc. 

KING’S—“Old-Tyme- ; " Music-Ball,”. 
Dave: Willis, Jimmy Plant.: Bond Rowell. 
‘Jean .Kennedy, ‘Master’: Joe. .Petersen,. 
‘Davies. -& Gray. onat. ‘GoneHa, ‘Trevor | 
Moreton, 2R 

| GLASGOW: KING'S—Dave - “Willis, Jean}. 
| Kennedy, Bond .Rowell, 

| Jackson, T 
= Master J Jo Petersen, Two Rexanos; Jimmy. 

Nat. Gonella, Ellis: 
revor Moreton, Davies. & ‘Gray,_ 

"GLASGOW . PAVILION—Johinie © Vies 
‘| tory, Eileen Keegan; ‘Sheila Paten, Don |. Poe 
| Gordon,, Bob &. Jack Young, Moxon. Girls, 

EDINBURGH “‘PALLADIUM—Lex.. Mc. 
an,..The . Hi-Fi’s; -Melody-Makers; - 

& Vonnie,- Margo Bentley, . etc.” — 
AYR: GAIETY—Jack | Milroy;. 

Boys, Billy. Caméron,;. Colin’ Beach, .Eve 
Robbins; : Raddy Meneil,. Pamela - Penfold,. ’ 
“Springtime Dance 
GLASGOW METROPOLE--Gracie: ‘Clark: 

& Tolin Murray, Alexander Brothers, Joe - 
Gorden: Folk Feur Dennis “Clancy, : Wy. 
Careys. Alaa. Beale, ete. , 

Cabaret Bills 

"NEW. YORE. CIty. 

‘BITTER: END —Jake Holmes, Fred 

BON _SOfR—Three Flames.* : 
1 sLue ANGEL——Rolf Harrie,: ‘Ketty: Lee. | 
; ‘ter, Dan 

’ hree sharp: ‘Jookers: from: De: | 
‘Elliot 

. CAFE: AU oo Go_Grecco. &: Willard. 
_ CHAR DAS—Bela . Babal - 
Horvath. | Tibor: KOSSY. 
Janos. Hozzsu; Kato - kossy. 
CHATEAU. MADRID-—Los. Chavales. de 

Reyes Gre., Carbia. Ore. 
. Joe 

bert, 3 
- CRYSTAL -ROOM—Ine Mon ney. 
 EMBERS—Joey Bushkin,~ Lenore Pax: 
ton 
9 GRINEING — Kelman’ Banyak, Henry. 

‘ROOM = - Teiko . _Yannagt,. 
Keotu. -‘Beamer,.. -Auletta 
RIVE. :-$POT—Charlie Mingus. 

OTEL AS TOR—Eddie *Lane Ore. 

HOTEL. NEW: YORKER—Sylvia Barry, ' 
of ‘Milt. Saunders. Orc 
" ¥ HOTEL iL: PARK. “SHERATON —_ , Irving 

HOTEL PLAZA—Kessler-. ‘twins, “Emit |. 
Coleman‘: Orc.,. Mark: Monte ‘Ore. Plaza-9 

Gerry’ _ Matthews, ' 

* ‘Barbara Cason, Delphi Harrington, Rich--| 
- Blair, Jan ~ Templeton, “Wm... 2Ray,, 

‘Robert Colst 
HOTEL ST. REGIS —Peter Duchin. Ore.” 

Nancy ‘Manning, Suiat ero Ore, ° : :Walter. 
‘Ray, | Jani: Sarko 

“SAVOY-HILTON-Arturé "Ar. 
turos ore. 
foinee.. ‘SHERRY-NETHERLAND - — - Juli 

ristm 
“HOTEL - "WALDORE-ASTORIA — ‘Edie 

“Adams, " Emery Davis. Ore. Horace Diaz. 
‘Orc 
INTERNATIONAL—“Vive ‘Les - Girls.” 

Mike™ Durso - Orc 
LATIN. QUARTER—Eddie. Albert, Dino. 

& Arry, Jack Le Cayen, 
-Marion ‘Conrad, Jeanne Michelle, Jo Lom- 
bardo: Orc.,, Sammy. Bidner. Orc. -.: 
LIBORIO—Tito. Guizar;. Mambo | “Aces. & 

‘Pancho .' Cardenas . Orc., ‘Candido..- 
LIVING | ROOM_Denise Darcel, “Alberto 

‘NO. 1 ete AVENUE-—Hankinson &. 
| De: Maio, Stan Freeman, : Teresa Celli. - 

‘RAT. FINK ROOM —. Jackie. 
+|: Marty: Walker, Sheryl .E 

RED GARTER-G-String “ Strugglers. - 
RED ONION—Banjoker 
“SANBRA—"“Hora ‘Hootenany”’ “Menasha 

‘Baharav . ‘Orc.,. Gavri. Ders... Margolit An- 
tee Batsheva Baron & : 

Joe Randi, Pepi. Moreal 
- SQUARE 

Dishy, -Dick* Schall,. - Avery: 
Schreiber, Ben -Keller 
Bly Ee. MOST—Morgana, ‘King &- Kings. 

TOWN &. COUNTRY Buddy Hackett,’ 

UPSTAIRS. & ‘DOWNSTAIRS—"Twice 

Corp s- de. 

O’Toole,. Barbara young. Lesley Secombe, 

SYDNEY. (Tivel—Penny Nicholls, Bob. 
‘Two . Pirates, 
Kric Whi ombes, . Mendoxa; Whitley, 

Jet iudson, Harry Currie, Keith. we | 
endy.| . 

“BIRMINGHAM HIPPODROM@_Edmiund Ie 
ockridge, Flack & Lamar; Chris Carisen; | Limbo 

Four . Jones. Boys, Bert Weedon, The.| 1; 
Caravelies,. ‘Marge, Billy. Baxter. 

Daniels and Her Polar 

reagan, congas tes tae |B . stOd ez, cus “Sc anf 
Her most important asset. is ‘her. ‘erty Horse: 

: | Turties, John - 
aT stein. Trio. 

© Mitte, George ‘Méa- | 
Susan iy 

‘| Greenwald, M 
with. _ 

Carr ; e 

‘Glen: . “DESERT 

|-Michael,- Hollander & Hart, Three ‘Scott 

Strings @D we Teg 
“FLAMINGO— Janet. Gayner, Russ ‘Black. = 

Ore. srounse: Harry. James,, Nita Cral. : 

-—Cables, “Fables, Paul ‘Dine. wat 2 

‘Bihy © 

or eat. . Melodye. “Condos. 

tea BASIN ' ‘St. EAST Pat Collings; : Joe. & 

‘Greene, Betty 

Joseph Mele - Ore. 

HOTEL AMERICANA Julie "London, | 
Lee. ‘Evans O 

O'Neal’ ‘Ore. 

Taine - _ Barrys, 

. Sinatra Ore... 

: Brothers, 

Kannon. 

raat ‘Ezra_ Zahavi.. 

‘SNIFFEN’ “COURT. stile Renee, Tayler, |. 

‘EAST—Open Season. at. Sec- G 
! ‘ond. ‘City,’ . Barbara Harris, Severn Dar-}¥F 

- en, . 

{Tack Bedient: 

a | 

: [over Nightiy:* , Jane Alexander, ‘Macia- 
Dixon, F ul - Dooley. 

ee De" Guise Wilson “in This Cor. 
‘ner’ . at Brown. Virgi Curry, Merian 
‘Mer ol - 
SGHNESE LANTERN —aisiia ‘Carille, " 

oen Ore. LiiHan ‘Cavell, Ernest . 
= VILLAGE GATE—Herbie ‘Mana “Ore., 

Jeanis 
en. Barn ‘Stompers, ie. 

VILLAGE VANGUARD—Dudley_ Moore 2 _ 

arriers, Jorge Merel Orc... 
VILLAGE -BARN—Jess. ‘Loug. 

‘Garola ‘Gene “An 

Trio, J on” Hendricks. 

nee 

pas oY og Ladies: 

roline Paul, genbein pias: 
“Boulevar-Dons S), - 

way” . re i 
aoRKe HOTEL —Carmel Quinn, Smmy my 

a e » . " 7 

LE _BISTRO—Ann. Richards, 
Milane: -Trie. - 

tet Jose Bethancourt Trio.. 
MISTER - 

« Cece Robinson, Ben. Arden. Orc.. 
PLAYSGY—Ray Hastings, Dink . 

, Burt taylor. Donna. Fuller, 
| Coleman. pathy Johnson,  * 

“CITY—"New. York ony ae oa 
a are 

‘Hart, - ‘Kadish. ‘Omar: 
{:Shapii. David - ‘Steinberg Bilt Mathien. 

rene Oren Wisk 

Missing ‘dohn: Brent, | face Bur 
? Sally . 

SHERATON | 
Autier, Frank , York. ‘Ore. - 

cocoaNuT SROVE—Rowan’ “ Martin, 
Enzo. : Stuarti. - 

- CRESCENDO—Jack ‘E. Leonard. Vikkt . 

Jack Eitos, 

“yen House — —_ Jerry ee: “Myra, Ken 
m Walliams. 

INTERLUDE —_ - Paul. Wisichell,. Taal 
Jones. . 
, RY Lewi 1$—-Sia Hurwiiz’ Due. 
'. MELODY. ROOM—Rena Paula T 
- SLATE BROS.—Simmy Ben. — ; 
‘STATLER HOTEL—George ‘Labetace 
‘TOWN HOUSsE— Red: N ols Fie 

‘Pennies. - “ 
TROUBADOR—Ainaida | 

| Shaggy “Goriiias. 

‘Duncan; 

Ambrose, 

LAS. ‘VEGAS... 
ve ‘LITTLE CLUS —Barbara. 
‘BOURBON STREET—Peter Anthony .-- 
.CASTAWAYS—“Holiday. In The Ort: 0: 

‘Patti Kim,s: Bobby. 

Jackson,. Sorny | King 
- Danicers,. Carlton Hayes Ore. ‘Lounge: Jan. o 

Di Varieties, ‘Mafalda Trie, 

‘starring. ‘Line. -Renaud.... Lou 
“Vive Les Girls!’ Gwen Harmon. 
Table: . Jacques - _ Foti, - 

REMONT 
_ GOLDEN NUGGET—Buck Owens, 
ray, R 

Qlenn, Kay Hi Spots, 
MINT —“Hong: | Kong ‘Scandals, 

NEW 
Ray Rrara in’ “Fantasy: on Tce,” 
Ward Singers, Dick. Rice Ore: : 
‘RIVIERA—Frankie - Laine, . Gerace Gor 

| shin; Jack Cathcart..Orc:: Leunge: ‘Shecky 
Ayres’. Sparkling ‘Strings, 

Heim Tri 
| SA ARA— Tony Bennett, 

Seriators,. Peter & Hank, Russ. 

‘Stewart. - 
. SHOWBOAT . — Jack. “Jive”: 
eae Tunes; - sohany “Paul,” - Frankie. a 

WS ack. Larson, 
Laura. - 

George "Redvian. L ate SSP ounge: a 
Teagarden, . ‘Fantasies: Beverly Marshall, - 

‘de. Bddie 
‘Lounge: ‘Don: Cornell, ‘Dee ee 

Castro Sisters, . Esauive vel, Lobate ‘Dancers, . — 
 “THUNDERSIRD——Peier- ee Marshall in 

“anything Goes:”. with. 
Irving 

Skeets. ‘Minto 
“STARDUGT—“LAdo. Paris, ” 

een Rodgers, . 
Benson, Benny. Baker, Nat -Brand-. Les Lo 

wyrine Orc. : Lounge: Kirby. Stone 4. Lor-: 
Faz Town ‘Pipers. - 

- TROPICANA—"Folies 
Lounge: 

Paulis. 4, Duborinet $.- 

“RENO-TAHOE. 

Bergere.” a Fay 
‘Vagabonda, Al 

:@0LDEN—Flappet Follies with Vespia~”. 

aldo. Vega _Maddus,.- Elsa & W 
| Ore. Staiton, .G Golden ; Girls, John Carleton: 

HAROLDS _ Trini. ~ Lopez, Johnny 
‘Don “Conn. Ore. . 

 nARRAH'S (Reno) — DeCastro Sisters; 
Nick. Lucas, Judy. Lynn, Joe- ‘King. & 
Zaniacs, Red Coty. 
HARRAWH‘S (Tahoe)—-Anna - Maria: aK. 

berghetth -Vaughn.. Meader, ‘Joba; ‘Bubbles, 
‘Leighton . Noble ™. | Moro-Landis Dancers, : 

Orce,. ‘Lounge:. ‘Eckstine,-.” Jerry 

‘Martin, VS 

| Colonna, TOP Notchers, Coquettes. 
HARVEY’S — Rowan : Galt . 

}Gali, Johnny... Hamlin Ore, ys. Jack. Bedient, 
‘Kings. Four; Frank Fanelli, Bob -Rinard. 
HOLIDAY—Jon ':& . Sondra: Steele, .. 

1 Strings. 
"MAPES—Jan- Garber: Ore, | “Bobby ‘Page. 

Show,. ‘Tunesters,. Joe. Karnes, .- 
NEVADA Lops 

Night: - wis. 
NEW Senn, ‘CLUB:-Skip. 'Connell 

Sparks) —Bill Dana, . 
Arnold Singers: & Dancers, . 

aawards. Ore McCoy Ore. » River- 
leiae “Wavieties,, Cariton MacBeéeth Orc. 

-- WAGON .. WHEEL | (Tahoe)—Rowan *.& 
‘Gall, Naa -Johnny Hamlin’ Orc., 

& Chessmen, Arthar Walsh, 
tT Frankie “Fanelli. Show, Jets,. Beb -Rinard . 
Three, Orrie Tucker: ‘Ore.’ as 

Ellis, . Pascual Olivera, By Ceurer. Tags re 
bord - , Cartons “ 

Jimmy: Palmer. 7 

HOTEL CONTINENTAL—Phyllis ‘Arick, 
Franz | Ber 

|} BDEU PRADO HoTEL— “Hits: of Broad: | 

‘Connie’ nace _ 

LONDON HOUSE—Gene Krupa “Quar- , a 

-‘MELLY’S—Don- Adams, ‘The Jos 
Frige. Trio, Marty. Rebin-. woe 

"PALMER. HOUSE—Allen Sherman,’ Bud 7 o ee 

ieee 

‘Siee: wee 

Co me 
NN_—Jimmy - Durante, Eddie _ 

i eae -Apear’s: Casino . “de. a 
} Paris,” nger .- 

Sultan’s. a 
- Arturo ~ Romero eo 

a Tes . ~ 

“NEVADA—“Harem. - Nights.” “Reysi ‘Te 
-| itians, ‘Singers Three . 

RONTIER—Bobby Wick and. 

“Mero-Leadia.:- = 
neers, Leuis- ovunge: Dona == 

Rickles, ‘Freddie Bell, . "Robert Linn,. Bell 
‘Boy: S$, , 

¥ | Cantor. ~~ me 
- $ANDS—Daany Thomas, Antonio: ‘Moe’. ee, 

reli: Orc, Lounge: _ Johnny. Prophet, Vido 5 
‘Musso,’ Dave Barton, Margaret Ann, Ernie 

“Schafer; rs 

» Leo Wo . nt 
SILVER. ‘SLipreR Hank. Henry, “Basse . 

; . aie. 

Jerri Tyna. ore 

Es- -- 
hoquires, Sparklers. . Chartes Gould's | Satin: a 

. (Fahoe) — Suzie . « . 

a oY . . 

en pote name mart coment 

tad 



oe = the baptisimal fountain (of the chureh S.: Andrea della Valle). ° 

“.. also won. the $2,000 of the Stuart and-Irene Chambers-Award, He 

. _ erated as I was once: again by the 
_moderately.stimulating gambols of} 

oar.) New ‘York -winter,:. endeavoring 

”.. . @itional- ones “of my. own’ (which. 
iS. imeluded: a. new ‘beok,..a revival of 
“2c @ mnusical; anda: series of tv and.| 
ye Yadio: ‘debates on .the. subject: of. 

: “>. @ prematurely ‘and’ incomprehen- | 
os, sibly buried hit-in-the-making), my: 
eye: -was caught ‘by -huge and un-:|.. 

-mistakable | : davidmerrickian © pos-{ . .. 
ters.. All -posters. emanating: from | Fy" 

. that industrious. producer’s cabinet .| 
‘de - travail - are’.eye-catchers; these I 

oie ef! ‘Carol (Channing in. “Hello. ‘Dok | 
-. > Jy!" directed. and. ‘choreographed | 

~ iby: Gower ‘Champion. : - 

-.}: fMames vof “Miss.” Channing, . 
“3 : Champion. and their.:vehicles were 
. positively . gigantic; no other ‘ered-. 

eS its were ‘visible. . ' 

wot, “comedy 
-~ + .ginee 1926. (Londen),..and 1930 

“~.. (New: - York), - 
_ stymied. by. so. enigmatic a descrip- 

_, tion-ef what was touted. ‘by’ those. 
: + .dn the “know .as a. forthcoming 

-“gmash. My first reaction was that. 
- Broadway. was, to be treated to al 
_-Virtuoso ‘display. ‘by two ‘sterling 
‘personalities. — rather “like . the. 

-,ApBa Pavlova-Michael’-Mordkin. 
'.’ @uo of yore, or .¢more. recently) 

_ tandem, or, deserting: the ‘loftier | in 
‘domain, Mike . Nichols. & ‘Blaine. 

o May, ‘perhaps. wae 

. Y-admit to not: having: read the 
“advance: propaganda, «and. ° so. be- 

_ the. somewhat. splenetic; - but. al- |: ’ 
“ways: ‘meticulous: Gower Champion | 

+, tenique: pas de. deux,’ many-faceted |: 
‘7, enough to fill ‘an -unforgettable |. 
"evening. .Not. that Gower needed} * 

/ any. - further -. ehampioring, © 

_ Mames only. ‘on the posters? Was. 
this. to be.a 

--/ Speruisal “of:: the’ program ‘yielded. 

“Jy!” ‘was.a “néw” musical: comedy 
__..”.“suggested. ‘by.. Thornton‘ ‘Wilder’s. 
- > *The’: Matchmaker’,” in turn $s 
- ” gested. by ‘or ‘rewritten: from’ ‘Mr, 
._; Wilder’s “The. ‘Merchant. of Yor 

_ + ers.” 
_- Wilder ‘plays ‘and . enjoying -their | 
. robust ‘suggestiveness hugely. sev-: 
-efal .. seasons: back. -Surprisingly. 

_. tle but ininiediately: following. the’: 
“Bames of* Michael Stewart, credit- 

: ed with the book, and Jerry. Her-'}- 
¥nan,. the .author’: of music and 

ane man. are ‘young, extremely. talented . 
“ae and T already: suceesstul i people. ‘One 

: “An ‘audience. of ‘singing: teachers; ‘thaviagers, -talent-scouts: and: 2 
~prefeasionals virtually filled the Met Opera recently to listen te ~ 
ST finalists who each sang. one aria to piano accompainment and |’. 
- to: seme remarks by Rise Stevens, new co-manager of the Met's. Na- re 
tienal Ce. “Howard: J,-Hook was. master: ef ceremonies: judgin ; 

. assistant) awarded the prizes. 

~night,the piano arid the. singers. (in street clothes) stood: next to: - 

was.won by Robert Goodloe, 27, baritone from lewa, - 
in -his home. 

‘et-eontract. he. 

First prize 
. who. ‘up to now ‘has: worked as public relations m 
- city, Indianola: at Simpson. College... Next te the 

"” gang the aria from. Giordano’s “Andrea Chenier,” “Nemico della’ 
+>. Patria” and he certainly deserved the rhe, also-according te the: 

: heartily applauding: audience, : be : 
. * The other ‘singers. who won “honors. were: Mary Beth Peil:. 80=.... oe 
+ ‘prona from Towa. (Marvin ‘Stoughton Award? Katherine’ ‘Kaufman a Saree 

- K. Weyerhaeuser Award) [| - 2. 
=". + Hfuguette Tourangeau,’ mezzo: seprano’ from. Montreal, Can. (Wik f° | 
= >-*"Tiam J. Fisher. Award): and Maria’ Candids soprano. : from Mas-.. | 

‘ gachusetts (Gladys Axman. Tayler Award).. 

: sopraho : from. Oklahoma (Fréderick : K. 

is -$2,000. Miss ‘Kaufman. in addition wen a contract with .the. 
| Metropolitan. Opera Studio, a performing group. of. young singers. . 
- All award. winners:-ranged in-age from 20.to 26 years of age. <<. 
 ¥t was.the 10th annual. National Audition of the National Coun-: 

a cil (founded : 1954). after. 16: regions, of: the U. 5. and. Canada. were 

es VERNON ‘DUKE. 

* Hollywood, : March’ 31. ae | Stewart: was’ responsible -for. the 

” Sie ‘or. seven’ weeks AO, | invie- : 

with | aor rather under the aegis 
of): redoubtable: Champion, 

the while to contribute. &: few -ad- 

treacly; ‘but _Mr:.. Herman’s. score | 

” (Continued. on page’ 84) 

were. ‘also’ thought-provokers. 
Phe’ posters: announced. the im- 
pending: arrival (on Jan. 16, 1964) To ma a | 
The -. letters spelling ‘out’ she} 

Kr] - 
‘Summer - stock: packager. ‘Floyd 

ducing | for: -strawhat tours: this sea- | 
son; - “Included. in hig initial: lineup 
‘Of -entries | is 
‘with. Constance. and -Joan:. Bennett 

CA practitioner’ ‘of “the musieal: 
-eraft.-¢ music’. division). 

‘I was somewhat. 

Lives.” 

‘ages ‘will. include Jeanne. Crain: in 
“Claudia,” :-° Morey: 

1 Rose. Marie and... ‘Billy “Gray in| 
“Tove. .and:: Kisses,” 
‘Peggy. “Ann Garner and J ay ‘North 

“A Thousand:. Clowns” ‘and 
‘the. Zizi ‘Jeanmaire-Roland © Petit. 

“Besides his summer stock packag- | 
Engrossed’ in- my: ‘own: “sictivities: ‘ing. aetivities,. - Ackerman, - 

‘came. convinced that the’-delicious- ‘Theatre, Chicago, and. the: Swan | 
ly uninhibited. Carol Channing: and’ ot Theatre, ‘Milwaukee.. 

Tarheel Trompe | to Tour were twill: harbingers . of a ‘truly. 

“nor. 

‘Channing: any intensified. caroling, 
‘but ‘the coupling of the two’ names: 
was decidedly: intriguing. Why two 

‘the ° "Flat? Rock. (N-C.)" Playhouse, 

communal, improvisa- Of. “The World of Carl Sandburg” 
‘tion, .a ‘theatrical: -game- of chanee, 
as it ‘were? on . 

. The Credits 2 Pe 
r was ‘wrong, of | “course. ‘Diligent’ 

| and. ‘toured the U.S. a..few seasons 
‘the’ information. fhat. “Hello’ Dol-|'‘ago, “prior to. playing Broadway: a 

by. ‘the. Vagabond. ‘Players. -at ‘the 

“I “-reealled. : Seeing:. both: 

the. ‘legend . “suggested ‘by.. ete.”’. 
eame not. under the show’s new tL. 

stage’ mémaeer’ 7 and 
designer. ae 

lyries. Question: ‘which .of the. two - 
was: open: to: “suggestions? 7 
‘Now, ‘Messrs... Stewart and ‘Her |'N.Y. to. Paris. recently to ‘negotiate, 

; Fugard's s: South African drama. © 

The stage was set for: the ‘first act ‘of, “Tesea” to. ‘be. given: that vf 

Eaeh of. these: awards: | 

an neéd ‘only <pemeraber" “that. “ar 

‘libretti of “Bye. Bye: Birdie” ..and'| 
“Carnival” both -in- ‘collaboration.| 

‘The even younger: Jerry Herman 
made: ah: auspicious ‘debut. -with 
the score of “Milk ‘and Honey,”.| 
& recent’ ‘entry of hit-calibre; 1 
thought :“Milk and’ Honey”. -a bit. 

did its ‘level. best to: make. up for! 
}was:the announcement last week 

- “Pby.: the-. Securities’ & Exchange 
_.:..} Commission. of a simplified proce-. 
*-".| dure -for ‘managements to. obtain 
...fapproval. ef proposed capitalization 
_. for. Broadway. productions. One. of 
the alleged abuses uncovered. by- 
‘Lefkowitz -in-his investigation - of 
|the theatre last fall was: irregulari- 

financial “and . accounting | 
‘[ methods. Coming at the same .time 

hh ‘Acquaintance , 
| to: cover. the. situation; it’s figured 

ties: in. 

‘Ackermian. will. have a ‘sister.. act. 
of superfluous. 

“Old. “Acquaintance”: 

headlining. He’s ‘also. ‘sending out af 
husband ‘:and wife team; Howard. 
Duff and ° Ida Lupifio, - in: “Private: 

“Among: ° ottier- “Ackerman ‘pack-| 

Amsterdam, |. 

‘Dan . Dailey, | 

Marie Wilson in: “My. Friend Irma:” |.. 

- who's. 
headquartered .in New: ‘York,: also-{ 
‘sets stars. for the: Drury ‘Lane }- 

‘Sandburg’ te N.C. Schools| 
-The-Vagabond Players, ‘based at] 

have ‘been. set .by. the State Dept. } 
of. Public -. Instruction.: for ~the 

presentation - - Of ‘60° performances | 

in. a tour. of ‘Notth Carolina: high- |. 
_ schools. ‘The’ program’ of. selections | 
of works by. the Flat. Rock’ author | 
was. written by .Norman.: Corwin: 

1 this’ summer... Richard: North: “Gage: 

|. In- 1962; the show: was: presented | 
ji? - “Heinze. ‘is: ‘President. : 

} Flat: Rock. ‘Playhouse ‘with : Sand=. —_— 
‘burg atteriding- one. of: the .per-| 
formances:, Robroy Farghuar, man: | ° 
aging director and. founder: of the |:- | 
Tarheel :troupe,: is. .stager .of.:the.|” 
production. for ‘the: state-sponsored |. 
‘tour.. The: east comprises. Gil Rog- | - 
ers; Helen Bragdon, Gordon Elliott |. 
‘and Mareia Baldwin. Alan.Sader is 

‘Hghting a 

oa Ae, es a {ions with the League.of N.Y: - 
‘| .. Theatre | John Berry, stager of the ‘Lon. = s is. the institution ‘of . 

don. ‘and. off-Broadway -productions |.- general welfare program... |. 
“2 The present’ Equity-League a 

- production agreement -.eover- ~~ | ° 
| title forthe forthcoming Broadway_ 

. ‘musical, formerly called | “Tevye.” . 

| of “The Blood Knot,” hopped: from | ~~ 

‘for a.-prodaction: there’ of: Atholl 2 

TT Bi way Mores To 

censing. of theatre. personnel. in- 
‘volved in the: distribution ‘of tick- 
ets. ‘The action of Senate. Majority | 
‘Leader Walter: J.. ‘Mahoney in de- 
clining ‘to - ‘permit a. vote. on the: 
measure insiited. its.:death ‘in. the. 
closing rush of. the recent session. 
That: - gives | ‘theatre’ - elements: a 
breather in. which tq organize Op: 
position. to. the. ‘proposal -: and, in 
the. meantime, work. for. a veto. of 
‘the two ‘bills passed. - 

Possibly : affecting. the. situation | \ 

that the..League of .N. Y. ‘Theatres 
‘is: working: out a ‘new; stricter code 

the SEC move may“tend to make 
‘the: : Lefkawitz-sponsored : measure 

“Tt was not: losf on Broadwayites, 
incidentally; that: in nth 
story of the defeat: of the remain- 
ing. Lefkowitz bill, it was. reported} 
as..a-simple matter of fact | that 
Special Assistant’ Attorney Gen- 
eral David..Clurman, ‘who was - in}: 
actual charge of the probe, is due 
to. head . me Proposed: enforcement 
agency... 

Alebery Ban Sheds 
- 30-Week Stock Season| 

. Pe. an. expansion of - its -gseason, |- 
the” ‘Allenberry. Playhouse, Boiling 
Springs, -Pa.;..-is : “planning” a. 30- 
“week .- spread: of 15. ‘productions |. 
‘(each’ ‘running: @: -fortnight) from 

- next . Friday (3) ‘to. Oct: 31... The | 
o program. ‘for’ the. Spot's. 16th. sea- |} 

‘| son’. will comprise ‘three: musicals 
‘and “12. straight. plays. :‘‘Leave: It to: 
Jane,” “The Merry : Widow’. and |. 

‘willl. be. ‘Annie. Get.. Your Gun”: 
‘the’ tuner trio. : 

_ ‘Phree. of the. plays are: comedier-|: a 
which’ opened. and:closed-on Broad. : 
way. this’ season: They’re “The Ir-- 

Soa African Mesical 
Scheduled for. London}: 

Yegular Vérb to Love,” “Lové- and 
‘Kisses”-and “A. Rainy Day in New- | 
ark.” The hit, “Mary, -Mary,”" now 7 
in its fourth year on ‘Broadway, is is 
tentatively S¢heduled “for ‘Oct. 5-17'|-: 
in the: event it’s Feleaséd for ‘Stock .| 

is managing’ director ‘of “the: ‘Boil.’ 
‘ing Springs operation, and Charlet 

Make It Legal? 
. "That old... wheeze. . 

. actors: -ehewing. the’ scenery is’: - 
“about. 

-. apparently. being fak ~ seri- 

Matters being" considered’ by _ 
“the u..ion for discussion in‘ its 

_ upcoming’: contract - -‘negotia- " 

a. dental ‘plan: in. the unioen’s - 

ding. ‘Broadway. and: the road. Ome, 
‘Pires + May's 31. ae 

Henaia, ‘Tebalat: will ‘sing Mini 
‘a “Ee. Beheme” for the. Lyric |’ 
‘Opera in Chicage,- resuming 2 long 
Feensection at. that house. -}talian | 

1 victory 
» | Peltock, -who. had- long been. cam- 
; palgning for such a setup. ~~. 

. a ‘executive 
; ‘post created. ‘by the formation -of | net 

.| the department are: pele. sought | ’ 
Eby. the. unien.~ a 

"knew start As belug planned by —— 
. various elements in: the Broadway |. 2 Mey 

. [theatre te eppose. the efforts of} 
'|N. ¥."State Attorney General Louis| )}e 
| 5. Lefkowits to obtain new legisla-/V °°. 
fF tion¢ to control Jegit. Asan initial | ©’. 
-| step, efforts ‘will be made to per-|. 

_-- | &tiade. Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller | -. - : 
~ } ta. veto the two bills: ‘passed. Te cain 
jcently by the legislators. prs 

“.}- Ws" figured: that: Lefkowitz. will | 
-}rénew his: drive. inthe upcoming 

of ‘legislative’ special session, opening 
April -15, for enactment of ‘the. 

i third. bill. ‘providing. for State li-|: 

e N.Y. Times: 

“ously by ‘Equity. One of. -the’: 

‘lof Britain’s 

‘}soprane is new back in geod’ form }> ~~. 
ing’. and. has chalked: up. several suc — 

“committee (Rudolf. Bing, general manager and John. ‘Guttman. his “rosea ,at’ the Met, latterly in} 

|’ She . had . been. in. poor vaice- als 2 
Year ago and laid off. = year to rest! "Eg 
and: ‘re-coach. a, . Actors Equity ‘has: set, a $25,000 

‘Voudget. 40 cover the first year's. 
operation of the: new. department. 
to extend the professional theatre 

-| throughout ‘the U- 
Eof. the the - department. represented a 

for councillor Nancy - R. 

- Applicants - -for the . 

Milwaukee, March: $1. 
‘A. group fronted by Roger K.. 

Marsh, - owner of Air Equipment 
Ine, “a: “Milwaukee © 
‘equipment. distributor), 
most likely: ‘of. “negotiating” with 
the city fathers for leasing of ‘the. 
‘Pabst. Theatre::for. 1964-65 season:. 
‘Marsh, - 
duced: “Showboat” ‘at the Pabst last { 
‘October and. grossed - $144,000. |. 

in'| Marsh: also had a piece of -“Can- 
.Can”.: production: at Swan ‘Theatre 

-}last ‘season. 

‘Pabst: Theatre ‘Management Co. = get $255 
‘present .management of the ‘city- $270 in 1965. and $285 in 1968 
owned theatre, seeks a-cut.in the 

a. ‘show ‘biz newcomer pro- 

$12,000: yearly: Yental to $1,000 
‘monthly for -nine ‘months..and no 
rent for June,. July or August.. Ex- 
isting lease. ‘expires May ‘31, 1964. 
Originally, 

ing -& 

put the: Pabst - on: the. ‘block: for na- 
tional bidding.. 

Marsh (in proposed group) has 
announced’ that Ray Mitchell, vet-. 
eran. Pabst’ publie relations direc-. 
‘tor, and his wife, Diana Mitchelf, 
‘Pabst. Theatre. treasurer, . will ‘join 
‘Marsh in. Pabst operation. Both the. 

‘| Mitchells would: become. corporate. 
.Lofficers of. the new: ‘eompany. with ‘contract. 

“| Marsh. 

Another executive ot new-pro- 

Milwaukee. nitery | operator 
producer. wo. 

- He ‘collaborated. with. ‘Marsh in| 
producing: ‘successful: - three-weeks'|. 
run “Show Boat,” — 

-Rach, “Comiskey ; &. ‘Vaughn ‘Ine. . 
“Milwaukee Melody: 

Top, and another barn. in Chicago, 
‘operators. - of 

have been:also interested in man: 
agerial. control of | Pabst: » 

‘eral manager of Milwaukee Melody. 
Top, this: group: plans .to produce. 

, (Continued * on. Page ey: 

-London;: March: 31... 

Wait. a: ‘Minim., ” a South African 
‘revue, jis being - presented April. 9° 
at ‘the Fortune Theatre by Man- } 
Jeon Minim. Ltd., in association with 

-| Toby: Rowland. The: Satirical . show 
opened: as ‘an - emergency ; ‘fill-in at. 
Johannesburg’ Ss Intimate ‘Theatre. 

early. in 1962, and: since then three. 
..|.editions have been playing. in: ‘parts 
fof. South. ‘Africa. °. . 

-Loridon ‘will. get the original cast. 
Lof eight; several of whom'were born 
in ‘England ‘and - went to South: 
Africa’ to live. The material: was 

*. 4not in. script: form. For:‘the benefit 
‘Lord Chamberlain; : 

however, the: ‘authors and-.director:| : 
7 ‘Leon Gluckman has been: commit~ 

| fed: to. aper,: o “<4 “Pi P J Ce. pull and it was felt the Jongrun . 

“upiddier’a on ‘the Root’ is. sthet new. 

ventilating | 
appears 

this. ‘group ‘wanted. a 
50%. rental: cut, but the city solons- 
‘declined. : a 

Earlier’ this year, ‘the. city build: 
‘grounds - committee, ‘asked. 

Marsh. deposited. $n 000 in: cash 
~.| with, the. city as security ona new, 
| three-year lease on Pabst,: ‘report- 
edly seeking: a. $1,000. (per month { 
‘for ninee months) and no off-séa-| 
son rent for three summer months. 

“America.” ' 
tg’ comparative playing time of 

" ‘Aetors Fauity, in a new. ‘contract 
__. Jwith 55 industrial show preducers, 
 -hag strengthened its regulations 

| dealing with racial discrimination. 

Been Me iter and tenet 
te lest Jam: 15, prevides fer the 
filing ef charges of discrimination 
with the union. and for arbitration. 

| of such cases. 
U..S. The creation | Equity’s. prior ‘industrial - show 

pact . prohibited . employers from. 
Giseriminating against ‘performers 

| because. of race, creed, or -célor. 
ae However, : there was no specifie re- 

course in the event. a Producer did: 
net. abide by. the rule. 
“In the area of closed circuit tele- 

"| vision relating to industrial shows. 
” Fa matter still. to be. dlinctsssed no. 

later than the middle ef sext 
| October), Equity now has gained 

| /[the right to determime conditions 
#.-}in each situation. Previously, for 

_. [closed circuit tv, performers were. 
paid: ‘either the ‘American Federa-. 

{tion of Television.& Radio Artists. 
~ {minimum ‘or a fiat. week's ‘salary, 
§ | whichever was. greater. Also; epen 
fj for. discussion no later than the. 
‘|middle.of next October is the 
“ean covering extraordinary: risk 
{an injury. | 

. ef the Equity benefits in 
‘the Tew. agreement, according to. 
a union report, relate fo the fringe 
areas, including a# rise in: the per 
diem allowance. from $15. to “$18 
and an-increase in pension and 
welfare contributions from 2% to 
3% ‘of salary. The salary mini-. 
mum.for performers employed for 
a period of two weeks or more. 
goes up $1 to $200. Stage man- 
agers signed for the same period 
‘with shows. comprising le’s than 
13 members ‘this year, 

I£: there. ‘aré. more than 13° mem=: 
bers. in. the company, the stage 
‘Manager now = gets $285 weekly. 
Salaries. for stage Managers have 
ranged from $245.25 to $281.05, in- 
cluding cost of living increase, The: 
salary for models goes from $37.50 
to, $40 a. day, while the daily. Tates. 
for actors ‘iy $90 for the first day - 
and $60 each day thereafter. 
_However, ‘performers employed 

for seven calendar days get $255 
and. similarly-employed stage man- 
agers ‘$285. When the seven-day . 
contract is extended: the daily rate — 
beyond that period is $60: for 
actors’ and $75 for. stage managers. 
*~ The agreement calls for repre- 
sentatives. of of both ‘signatories to | 
meet four times yearly during the: 
lifetime ‘ef the contract. The pur- 
pose of. such meetings, which are 
becoming. a growing practice in_ 
‘Jabor-management relations, is to. 
avoid: deadline deadlocks and to 
permit. adjustment of the existing 

| Hubby. Written Mi Copy | posed firm‘ will be T.-3. arto : 

_Plags Bikagual ‘Dream’ 
As Bigger Than ‘Hamlet’ 
Howard. L. Gossage, who's. part- 

‘nered in the San Francisco adver- 
‘tising. firm of. Freeman and ‘Gos- 
sage, wrote a. gratis ad {one 
column in the March 14. aerus of 

..;}Cue magazine) for the dual lan-: 
According to Elmer. Regner. ‘gen-. ‘guage off-Broadway production: of 

“Life Is a Dream.” He’s indirect: . 
‘ly .associated with the legit ven- 
{ture through his wife, Sally Kemp. 
Gossage, who heads the. cast of 

‘| Roy’ Campbell’s English’: version -- 
lof .the | Spanish. play. by. ‘Pedra. 
: ‘Calderon dela. Bares 

Mrs. Gossage, 2. daughter. of the.. 
‘late. bandleader Hal Kemp, opened 

{last Thursday (19) at the Astor 
Place Playhouse, N.Y.,.in the play 
initially. performed at. ‘the house 
two nights -earlier. by’ a Spanish- 
speaking’ company. The ‘Cue. ad. 
started with the statement, “Now” 
in its 3,879th Smash | Month” in. 
large: letters and then, ‘in smaller 
type, “:... . But. never. :before: in 

The . asterisk’ referred: 

4,283 ‘months” for “Hamlet.” . 
According | to ‘Gossage, Law- 

rence: ‘Goldstein; a. co-producer. of . 
‘the. Spanish-English | project, sug--. 

1 gested. the idea Of: tabulating. the 
number. of months: since :the. orig- 
inal unveiling ‘of both “Dream” 
and » “Hamlet.” It. usually takes a’ 
new off-Broadway production. sev-- 
eral weeks to ‘establish audience- 

credit. might’ ‘prompt a more .im- 
mediate public. response to. the. 
Spanish and. English language 
versions. of . the ‘play. - 



only. ‘previous: ‘Broadway appear-. 

| fiw *b, , 

— = | Broadva ay 
though ‘she's: no beauty, . she ‘can 
apparently. b¢ more. attractive than 
in this. Fanny: Brice: .characteriza- 
‘tion’ and the .1920’s fashions, and 

Fanny € Girl 
Ray Stark presentation: of musical com- 

‘in two acts (16. numbers), with book | 

y Tsobel enna from. her own original 

sior ~ music 7 
glory: Merrill.” Production - supervisi 
Jerome Robbins; staging, Garson . Kanin; 

musical’. staging. Carol. Haney; scenery 

and lighting, Robert Randolph; costumes, 

rene Sharaff; musical conductor, Milton 

Rosenstock: orchestrations, Ralph. Burns::. 
vocal arrangements,. Buster Davis; dance. 

‘orchestrations, Luther Henderson; assocl-. 
ate producer, . Al Goldin: associate direc- 

tor, Lawrence. Kasha; presented in asso- |. 
ciation’ with. Seven Arts. ‘Prodictions. 

Stars Barbra Streisand, | Sydney: Chaplin; 
features . Danny Meehan, Jean : Stapleton, 
‘Roger DeKoven.. Joseph Macaulay, . 
Miller. George. Reeder, Royce, , ‘Wallace.. 
Kay Medford. Opened Marc "64, at. 

the Winter Garden. N. Ya 99.60. top. .. 

ny. Girl” ‘is in the’ book, which. is 

ling talent who struggles to recog- 
Fanny Brice .......«-- Barbra Streisan@/ nition and: :.suocess, finds.” fulfill- | oa im Soa weee: Howard. : 
‘Emma. sistent we + Robert Wallace | ment “in- love, suffers: heartbreak 
Mca Brice’ i Bones ns tten Fenny enters and ‘finally -takessolace in laugh-{- 

r akos een ree. _ 

Mrs. Meeker -...... : tydle S. ‘Fredericks clown-laugh dedication. ‘to her. ca-. 
. Mrs.. O'Malley. ss 5 song) Sacmulay reer. Isobel . ener 'S: yn 
" Tom Keeney .....++++-- os ‘based on. her own: original. story,. 
.. Edd LINES? eetee Danny. Meehan . 

Freckie me ‘2: Dann R: Helou | follows the ‘real-life saga, with. the 
‘Workmen robert Howard. Robert Henson 
Snub Taylor .- 7... 22... : Buzz. Miller | 
Frombone: Smitty. . Blair. Hammond jsages, . ith % i 1 

Five Finger Finney <.... an E. ‘Weeks | - The: songs, w music y ‘Jule 
rum iat vice eeeee Dick Pe 
Bove Solo! cae TITTY ghellie - Farreil- ‘Styne ‘and lyries by. Bob Merrill, 
Folly cirvripissesserts 27g patt Lowe include. several. apparent. clicks, | 
‘Nick “Arnstein” eens ‘Sidney Chaplin: “with | satisfactory. . Streisand. rous- 

Sharon -Vaughn, 
"Diane Lee’ Nielsen. 

Stage Director”. Ps re ra Mare Jordan’ 
_Florenz Ziegfeld. Sei ews ; Roger De Koven 

Two. Showgirls. eae 
all — ‘six. of them solos: -three. in 
‘a tough: success. in. the: secorid act. 

“Mimsey) ores een reas Sharon’ Vaughn |:Qn ‘the : questionable . basis: of.’ a 
. Ziegfeld. ‘Tenor. sudeweceve “John. Lankston |. 
Zivsteld ‘Lead Dancer ..., George Reeder. first. hearing, the: hits: may be Miss. 

fics N Nadler TEENS “2 Jem Eamon ‘Streisand’s .“I'm the Greatest. ve e‘e'e ‘ ee s ét ” “4 , 

Paut. wees nicecceceee Larry Fuller | Star,” People.’ ‘Don't Rain. on 
Cathy — Sesetseeeeaagese ae . o's * oh ean ‘Joan. Cory My. Parade, Who Are You: Now?”: 

Vera. scsecerneercerss seer Laine Kazan | and: “The Music .That:‘Makes: Me. 
Be yx at eee fcc Dp D 7 d- h the -it . 

Ben seeecetesss BUZZ. Miller ance,” .and sucn oO er: ems as . 

' Mr. Renaldi. hdc weesense ese - Mare Jordan 
Bhowsirls: Prudence. Adams, Joan Cory; | “ET Want-to: Be. Seen with You To- 
-Diane Coupe, Lainie ‘Kazan;. Diana’ Lee. 
Nielsen; Sharon, Vaughn, ‘: : ‘Rosemarie | 
‘Yellen, 

- Bingers: ‘Lydia _'S. Mary. 
-" Louise. Jeanne’ McLaren, Joyce: O'Neil, 

‘Rose Randolf, Stephanie ‘Reynolds, Vic-. 
tor R. Helou,: Robert. Henson. Robert . 

- Howard, Marc. Jordan, ‘John. -Lankston, 
Albert. Zitinmierman, - 

Dancers: Edie - Cowan,: -Chirlstine. Dalsey, 
Shellie Farrell,.Ellén- Halpin, ‘Rosemary 
Jelincic, Karen.’ Kristin..: Joan Lowe, 
Jose Ahumada. Bud Fleming, ‘Larry - 
Fuller. . Blair. Hammond, John Nola; 
Alan Peterson, ‘Alan E. Weeks: 

Musical. riumbers:. “Ifa: Girl Tsn’t. Pretty, am. 
“Pm the Greatest Star,” “Cornet Man.” |. 
“Who .Taught Her: Everything?” “His | by:.Carol Haney;: are energetic ard. 

: Love Makes - Me ‘ Beautiful,”’. ‘I Want 
_. to Be. Seen with You ‘Tonight,” “Henry. agreeably’ short,: although two 
” Street?" “People?” “You :Are Woman: || Ziegfeld-style production. numbers: 

“are more impressive for size than 

Yourself a» Man.” °.: - 
Fredericks, None. ‘of. the ‘songs associated 

vived in the show, even asa back- 
ground orchestra’. theme. :': The 

feld “Follies” - 
‘identified with: ‘her. thereafter. - 

“Don’t Rain on My | Parade,” “Sadie,. 
Sadie.” “Find Yourself ‘a Man.’’. “Rat- 
Tat:Tat-Tat.”. “Who Are “You - Now?” 
“The Music: That ‘Makes: Me . Dance,’ ” 
“Don't Rain on. My Parade.” J ish: scenery - -than---had:- been: ‘pro- 

etter costuming -than Irene The news ‘About “Funny Gin, ” 

the new: musical opening “last 

Thursday niglit (26)- ‘at the Winter. 
‘Garden, is primarily Barbra Strei-. 
sand. She's: not ‘merely. the femme- 
star and title player of. this. song 
and dance ‘saga of the early: career 
of Fanny. Brice—she’s. a. talented: 
-performer in’ her. own right..:a}resnonsiblé for the final.-effect. 
‘Striking singer, comedienne, per: . Sydney Chaplin,:- costatred. ‘as 
sonalite. ‘and, ‘from: indications, ‘a, the: ‘gambler, 
boxoftice. name... .. ‘big: love of ‘Miss’ Brice’s™ life; : ‘is 
Largely dite to her, “Fuiny. Girt” properly ‘suave in :the. romantically-. 

should have’ a sizable Broadway | drawn’ part, and” not’, only: gets 
run, although. because of its. re-| through: several ‘songs: without. vis- 

- portedly high. production cost and ‘ible damage, and..as’ he’s. done \.in 
heavy: operating. hookup,: ‘it's: .a 
questionable venture to pay. off or, 
‘at-least, make: -much: profit, It also 
‘appears an: uncertain . ‘bet for the. 
road or. eventual: ‘stock. . 

Miss Streisand’s personal. click: 
‘4s hardly a surprise.: Although. her 

rector and Jerome Robbins as..pro- 
duction: supervisor, ‘but -since the | 
‘latter .took--over:: the: assignment: 

‘ing -lady: appear. at ‘her. best: 

supporting players, Kay. Medford 
|-is- diverting: as Fanny's wrily..ob- 

-dancer.and loyal friend, Jean Sta- 
“pleton”. is amusing. as. a> gabby ance was a couple of seasons ago. 

P B |} neighbor, . ‘Roger -DeKoven -{n a’ small .featured:-role ‘in’ the: 
‘musical, “I Can ‘Get -.It- for. You | 
. Wholesale.” * she has: been:.a rocket- 
ing. name in’ show: business through. 
‘her bestseller’ - ‘recordings — and: 
cabaret ad television. -engage-- 
ments e’s' generally given much | , 
of the credit for. the heavy. theatre | —9- he aL know. the reason why: 
party. and. mail’.order..advance for | .: .- 
“Bunny Girl.” -plus: the fast that | ~: Never Live ‘Over A 
“Interest .in. the _musical. Survived |: Pretzel- Faetory | 
“its unprecedented series. OF premi- “Paul Vroom, Buff Cobb. & Albert. Maire 
ere postponements. .. 

-As it. turns out,. ‘Miss’ Streisand 
is all that: the preliminary: buildup: 
-fridicated. She’s:an. impressive, ver- 
satile talent who: clearly has a big. 
future on Broadway ‘and, in -the’ 
right parts, could also bea bet for: 
‘pictures — :when. the-cycle turns 
and the: ’sereen {fs ‘again: Teady: to. 

producer. 

<four. scenes), by Jerry: Devine. 
‘by’ Albert. “Marre: 
| Howard Bay: costumes, Frank ‘Thomp- 

‘nis O'Keefe, ‘Nancy: ‘Franklin; Lawrence. 

‘Gino. Conforti, . ‘Mare | -Marno,. Panama 
‘Francis . Quartet, . Alan .: ‘North,. - Lorna 
‘Thayer, Robert: Getz, ‘Sidney - -Armus;,: Paul 
Huber. . Opened. March 28,  °64, .at the 
Eugene’ “or Neill Theatre, N: Y.: $6:90..top 

do. musicals. [Rick (oisseretcrssrcsir es Gee enone: 
The star can, ‘of. course, . “pelt [Sam Dacae “Lairence. ‘Pressman 

across a sonz with: a.crescendo’ of.) Wimona. 2s: +++ = 2 Nas rankiin 
power,. dance’ ‘enough to. get by, | Musicians ae Panama Francis Quartet: 
play comedy’ with: a- skillful. off- Robert Millers. vpausse. Robert Jepson 
hand d even hit a. re-|.Cheryt) ::5.:. . and manner: an igrian a. ‘Cheryl. Suh gece ee ae Saunders'|" 

- wards 2000002200200! a ae 6) er 4 .T strained note. ‘0 poignance.. Expe- | Rawar gs oe se robert: Get 

rience ‘will bring. improvement. in. Irispector-: ::-+sssscces . Alan North 4: 
her enunciation, -which’ isn’t. -in- | Mr. Callahan. .....5..5.0..- i: Paul “Huber 

variably clear. on ‘song. lyrics, and Myrna enone! ae naa ‘Gloria “Bleezarde. 
In such’ things” as. variation and | Rhonda. 2 ....0.25.26.: Sally Ackerman 
change: of : pace. : ‘the: nuances . of | Carlotta: Charlene: Ryan. 

‘Attendants: ‘Robert Jepson, Kitty Hiegs 
underplaving “and :greater ‘quality | -Aunt Martha: 
of relaxation and repose. 
Getting: the right parts: may be 

acopbetovuenseoes 

To label’; ae “farce: arousing: is to 
a nrohlem. for: Miss Streisand isn’t | douse: it with: icewater: - If.a“farce | ™ 
the obvious romantic: type. But al- ‘isn’t. hysterically funny. ‘its: apt. ter 

| urday: aight’s 

she -has the kind of: looks and}. 
personal’ “style that grow:.on an 
“audience. The confidence and au-: 
thority that come. with: ‘experience | 
will naturally . help: in that regard. 

‘The built-in limitation of “Run- 

‘tied: to: ‘some’ extent to the facts |: 
of Fanny‘ Brice’s: life. The. ‘flash-.|’ 

Buzz |‘back story. is the’ standard back-: 
‘Stage treatment: of. the ugly duck:. 

Tequisite, comedy. and tremolo pas. 

-ers, The star has 12. numbers ‘in 

| with. Fanny Brice’s career’ is“ re-. 

‘omission - ‘ts. especially: notable. ‘in. 
-the:case of. “My - Man,’” which the. 
-Jate comedienne sang: in the Zieg- 

‘o£ --1921: and. was . 

The “Funny Girl” dances, ‘staged: 

quality, and ‘could have more Iav-. 

| vided by Robert Randolph and. 

Sharaff’s. It’s difficult. to evaluate: 
the -overall staging .of. the show, 

“as. ‘Garson: ‘Kanin. fs - billed: as -di- 

during the. tryout, presumably. he- 
‘made substantial: changes and-. is. 

Nicky : ‘Arnstein,, the 

‘previous. musicals; amakes: the lead-- 

“Among the. principal: featured |. 

servant but devoted: mother, ‘Dan: 
|:ny Meehan. is: likable . as an agile- 

is :.a- 
‘slightly: subdued ‘Ziegfeld ‘and Jo- | 
seph Macaley. a assable: smalltime: 

Milton. Roseristock conducts’ the’ 
‘brassy orchestra on .the apparent. 
‘theorv that: the. audience. is. ny utterly: harmaless... 

| 2.5 Murderer Among Us. | Milan ‘is..generally."believed to” be 
‘the first house-to use:this formula: 

.s6n;. music, Mitch Leigh: . Features . Den-. 

‘Pressman, Martin: Sheen, Lanna Saunders, | 

yee ets $1. 50. Friday-Saturday ‘nights. - 

 o nee Denni
s O’Keefe t-- ee *. < 

tty Barling | 

Eugene O'Neill Theatre, is an :amus- 
ing © farce.. 

deal. 

: “The Ferty. Devine. play”. has’ a 
quiet. first act, .comes-to life a’ bit]: 
in. the.second: act® and is fairly: di-| 

‘It doesn’t} verting in the: third.. 
really - eatch fire, © however, 

frivolous ‘yomp.: 

-The- ‘yarn; which. ‘is. apparently 
‘taken from. incidents in-the author's | 
‘Youth as ‘an eager shoestring ‘actor: |~ 
‘writer-director-hustler ‘around |. the ]- 
fringes of the theatre in-New. York: |’ 
involves. three young: fellows who’ 
occupy: the basement under a: Chi- 
Nnese’.restaurant, are trying to pro- 
duce an art film: short and are led 
‘into a grandiose. financial labyrinth 
by -an. ecstatically alcoholic: Holly-: 

“Although the ‘situation |. 
‘is humorous,. the characters likable 
wood. star: . 

‘| enough . and -the .lines ‘frequently. 
-eomic, the. laughs don’t get: rolling. 
and: audience uproar doesn’t erupt. . 

“Some. of: the trouble. may | be| 
basic—for. example,’ although the |: 
role. of young writer is’ ‘the: one De-. 
vine is- most. interested: in, the: two‘ 

| partners share .the center. of atten- 
tion. Moreover, ‘the souse  Holly- 
wood ‘fugitive .is: the. most’ colorful. 
-and. ‘vital. character, but he -has| 
little . dimension ‘and. there’s. little 
reason: for an. audience: to care: for | 
‘him, In’ ‘short, interest : and. Cone | Jittle man, with his: bonhomie, good 

nature’ but skeptical self assurance, 
ta figure of some depth. and. pathetic. 
if bungling: humanity, while Jess. 

ors 

individual, : “50: the ‘effect : ‘is. seat: 
-night.”. “Henry: Street’” and “Find, tered. 

On. the. other. hand; the. produe- 
‘tion doesn’t. make the: ‘most of ‘the. 
‘material. Albert ‘Marre’s. direction 
lacks. ‘invention -and. ‘visual: humor, 
‘and some of the lines’. “seem: not 
effectively - ‘pointed: : However, ‘the |. 
‘sense’ of pace: and ‘what might be. 
called. ‘performance, depth: are. ad- 
mirable. 

“The. playing: is generally skillful'| 
| enough. ‘Dennis O'Keefe. is ‘plausi- 
ble and both ‘diverting and engag-: 
ing-as the. rumpot picture ‘star who 

sponsibility. ‘Lawrence. ‘Pressman 

‘is -credible as. disarming. “as the}: 
‘serious young scenarist;. and Gino. 
Conforti. and © Martin : "Sheen . ‘are. 
pleasant” ‘as his . ‘enthusiastic part-. 
ners, although: they: haven’t. enough 
‘drive. to provide: the * missing audr- | 
ence. compulsion. 
‘There ‘arée- believable . perform- 

‘ances by Nancy: Franklin ‘as an-im-. 
pulsively. romantic girl. addicted to-|. 
‘worthy causes; Lanna ‘Saunders as: 
‘a hetpful- airline hostess, Sidney 
Armus..as a: not unduly caricatured- 
Hollywéod" -producer,. Paul Huber 
as what ‘could - ‘perhaps be.an -al- 
most-life portrait. of a famous doc-. 
umentary: - producer with a per=: 
chant for booze ‘and:.-trollops, and a 
‘virtual riot ‘squad: of ‘assorted: char-. 
acter. Players. of assorted. Ages and. 

 Howaid Bay, has” designed a “sets: 
‘ting. that is transformed from: what 
-Fesembles an’ engine ‘room to “what? 
the ‘three young heroés are 4villing 
‘to’ accept as‘ home, but the .device-. 
isn’t as. funny’ -as.-it .should: be—. 
possibly. because of budget: limnita- 
tions, - 
AS for. the fitle, it's ‘ain. expres: 

ci Due Gemelli Veneziani sion ‘the. flim‘ star: has. -picked. up: 
during his wayward. career’ and, as'| - 
he ‘explains, -it’s just: 4° -trenchant- 
‘sounding: “phrase’ with. the ‘merit.‘of 
being meaningless. ,, and, : :therefore 

Hobe.’ 

. Jeff Britton: presentation: of comeédy in: 
- three. acts ..- (five -: scenes), ..by. Yves 

Jamiaque,. 

lighting, Fred David “Hays: costumes, 

ducers,.M: J. Boyer and Nan Lawrence.” 
.Féaturés -Tom-: Bosley, Pierre. Olaf, Loring 
Smith,.George S. Irving.’ Edith King, Jane 

Lauri Peters, Sev- 
‘Opened - March: 25, -°64, ‘at 

‘Hoffman; : Dana’ Elcar, 
ern’ Darden. 
the Morosco -Theatre, : 

Marolles. . 
Pertuiset 

Ce, eee 
eee we eset ea sc aad 

wa ves eee Sed ete! Dana -Elcar. 
Mme: Maille -...:.. bese geet. Edith King 
Jerome: ‘Lahutte eaten vecele Pierre Olaf. 
‘Birgasse © 2.2... ee eee Severn’ ‘Darden 
Policemen : NSTEEIEY ‘Michael. ‘Flanagan, 

J on ‘Richards 

b een. botched -in’ 

macabre comedy from ‘the original | 

7 (Continued: on ‘page BL). 
. in . 

and a 

‘doesn’t. ignite. the audience. howls 
that: mean success-. for. a frankly}; 

‘Weber. 

adapted - by’ George ‘ White. . 
.| Staged. by ‘Sam .Wanamaker; settings and |. 

| presentation | ‘ef comedy in three i acts 
aged. Voelpel; music, Paul Reif; associate pro-. 

setting .and lichting,. de P 

$6.90: ton: 
“weeknights, $7. 50 Friday. ‘Saturday. ‘nights.° 
Mile.. Suisso:. : .50.0..2. 6%. Jane Hoffman 
Louisette w20..6. 6.68 i :. . “Lauri Peters 
‘Mayor :... wines iedevdetaes Loring Smith’ 
Cabauche 2.2.2.0... cc eee Tom . Bosley” 

. George. S,. Irving. 

the i a. dull thud.” But. “Never, ‘Live elt — 
| Over a Pretzel’ Factory,”. last. Sat-. ; 

(28) ‘opening at the 

It - offers little.“ for | 
| Broadway,. but may.do as: a:-stock | J, 

| vehicle: and could become :a :laugh- 
able’. picture—20th-Fox ' bought: the 
‘screen Tights” ‘in. a. pre-production ' 

Comment Va Le Monde, 
.Mossieu?: i. Tourne, | 

.Messien!. : 
| cow is the World ‘Going, Mister? | 

lt ds. ‘Turning, Mister!) 
Paris, March 13.-; 

Christian Casadesus: 
comedy. in four. acts by Francois. Billet- 
OuxX. . Staged 

Jacques : Noel; * 00: es, .. ‘Bi ita. Bayance 
and Noel: music, Joseph Kosma;. mime 
and - dance supervision, Genevieye Mal. 

‘Jess: Hahn,’ ‘ Anne 
a e|. 

1 Se ee Secon, Andre: ‘Weber: 

larme. - .Features: . 
Opened. March 11, |.’64,: 

fiber Ambigu, Paris; $3.50 top.. 

» Jose Ha ecctveee vag eed eee nee sces, 

alcoholism in “Tehin-Tchin. ” Here 
|-he” has:-a “Yank and Frenchman 
thrown. together: during: the “last. 
‘War™: and . ‘follows their. . odyssey: 

| across Europe. to. Texas. The -play | 
is.uneven, overblown. and ~ -over-.|. 
written, however, and unlikely ex-+| 
‘port item, with home chances. also. 
questionable. aan 

The. author . has: ‘tried: ‘for. epic. 
-theatre :in the’ ‘Brecht manner, but. 
lacks. sufficient: ‘range, clarity of. 
‘aim: and‘poetic: elan; so. this: tends 
to- get. long-winded. and repetitive.. 
It is also. overlong.. But. there.‘are 
some ‘strong. scenes ‘and some. fine ; 
acting by the ill assorted. duo.: 

“Andre Weber:makes the Frenéh:}’ 

Hahn is. massive, potent: and -dis= 
turbing Jas’. the” egotistical ‘Texan | 
who thinks only of getting “back. 
‘home, and drags. the Tittle French- : 

| stabile theatres. - man’ along: with ‘him. 

Adveitures abound as: they: es- | 
‘cape from concentration canip. hor- |: 
‘ror, ‘almost ‘get: lynched by. Frée 
French fighters, work their way to 
the U:S. with the Yank ‘then killed: 
by. silent ‘avenging cowboys | as: the } 
Frenchman; vows, to. stay on in n spite i} 

‘specializes ‘in imposing on ‘gullible. of it all. 
‘Strangers in.“order to. evade’ re-| | ‘There are. expert ‘sets ‘on “an in- 

clined. stage ‘with fiying ‘backdrops - 
for ‘changes: ..But', ideas are. ham- 
mered at. instead .. of: emerging. 
clearly | and theatrically Satisfying. 

. The: leads. are - ‘supported by 14: 
-mimes,, dancers. ‘and: singers who- 
‘fill. in-'as: ‘counterpoint characters. 
Several songs by Joseph - Kosma | 
chave a good: folkloreic Ting, - and = 
his. background. clefting ‘is also an: 
asset. Chalk this up asa good try 
‘that falls:’ ‘Short -on- most .counts:. 
‘But 
‘among. the-:-critics, 
| generally: downbeat, and may: have 
a’ short run. "Phe. gerieral story‘: 
“value. ‘could. conceivably be- film, 

it-has . created | ‘dissension 
if ‘most: were 

material. . 

(The Twins from Venice)... 
“Genoa. 

country. ‘The - Piccolo : Teatro: of 

and there are: now seven “success- 
ful stabiles in operation: 

Sifice.. there \ -has:.been.:a lot’ ‘of. 
‘talk. in’the US. about. “repertory. 
theatres”. and. the. import. thereof, . 
‘it is ‘useful-to examine. the: stabile. aro 
setup, the latter: being: an ‘entirely: |: 
different : approach . to. the ‘same 
basie problem, :décentralization | off. 
“production. . Literally “stabile.- sim-- 
ply. means - communal, : ‘but.’ these- 
theatrical groups. should: not... be. 
“confused ‘with little -theatre: pro-: 
-ductions in “small: communities: in 
the U.S: 

Stabile theatres are. thorougtily 

Ane “interesting . “story idea has’ ‘pro. and. laok' towards. (hope. for) 
“A: ‘Murderer: 

‘Among ° Us,”" :whiéh : ‘opened - last: 
‘Wednesday. . night: 425): at. the -Mo-. 
-rosco © Theatre. . The : show. offers 
nothing for Broadway or stock, ‘but 
there might: ‘still be .a- picture in. 

| the-basic’ premise ofthe yarn: | | 
- George . White -has: adapted: ‘the’ 

runs,. ‘rather than one-week or two- 
week stands. ‘I ‘Due Gemelli Vene=|. 

produced “by | the “Stabile | . set. in -16th-century’ Scotland: It ~: 
‘ziani,”. 
Theatre| rOF: Genoa is in: its seeond: 
year and seems likely to ‘continue 
‘for ‘quite a: while Jonger,. though. 
not at its: home ‘base. 
The’ system. is’ simple. A-: group 

‘of’ professionafs form’ a. theatrical. 
“company and “firid a. town’ and: the- |: 
atre in. which. , to. settle. "They. dig t 

presentation of 

by -Billetdoux;. - scenery,. 

Francois: Billetdoux ‘was Tespon-: 
‘sible for that~tender tale of. two 
Tejected spouses -who when’ their 
respective’ Ausband and wife go off: 
‘together; “take-up and. drift into. 

Saw, ; -. Paris; 

‘As: for: the title. it is ‘the usual 4 
stock. opening: ‘gambit - between 
clowns. ‘at«.one-ring. circuses ‘here. : 
“This. may- also. bring: up thoughts 
that ‘perhaps. ‘play- is also ‘a ‘ecomico- 
‘eireusy. look: at ‘tankind™ in . the: 
form of:clowns, or another. offshoot: 
-of: the. theatre: ‘of the: absurd. ‘That. 
.is one of .the:main faults of..the | 
play” -in its: mixture of ‘stylization. 
and ; “reality without. ‘finding -: the’ 

| truly. theatrical: solution. 

: Padovani. 

Italy is hhaving- a: ‘Dit. of a Jegit.| 
‘boom ‘these days. and a-good part. 

_|of the’ credit: ‘is: due to the growing 
‘| chain of ‘stabile: theatres. in -the|: 

Glasgow: 

‘up a ‘group: of local packers. somes . 2 : ; 
‘times individual, ‘sometimes . -MUs-.°-- 4 

| nicipal, ‘sometimes. a. combination.” - 
‘of the two. 

. Part of. the déai.i is that’ they have co 
| their theatre: on a yearly ‘basis and-- 3 

| the actors are fiired on a yearly..:° 
basis: When: all.the basie“prepara- 
tions ‘have been: made, the: federal 

management claims that its ‘sub- 

thing. . 
The: fact. remains that. Genoa ‘ast: 

| year showed a.profit; of which it.ig ~" - 
“justifiably. proud, although : there... 

{might not have been a profit. with- "4 
‘out government subsidy..:Localities: =: 
‘point out. that.the. fact-of having: _ 
a subsidy is important not only for .. § 
the. cash in hand: but because. it is... -~-§ 
‘a psychological. prod :to. the. popu-. - 
lace. It: makes ‘a forcible difference | ..- 
between these. -houses | and’ fly-by-:.+ 

| night touring companies:. “I 
This particular production of: an 4 

old Goldoni comedy. surprised the... . 
local ‘management. by the strength 
of its:appeal. It ran about: 100 per- _. 
.formances ‘in ‘its first season (which 

‘government: matches whatever |. eg 
money they -have.. Then they sim- ."°* | 
_ply: go.ahead and. produce plays. ~:'§ 

‘Usually. three or .four- plays are: ~- 
-scheduled :each ‘year,. all‘permitted™ 

bn |'to run.as long as ‘they'draw. Then, =. 
.|via’ exchange with others in- ‘the: Od 
stabile chain. (Florence, . Trieste, .- 

| Milan, . Bologna, -etc:)’ the. year: ig. 
completed. ‘This: makes it: possible’... | 
‘to -sell- six or eight-play -‘Subserip- -  -j 
tions, with the. locally ‘produced ~~ 
works : as the core. In Genoa, the. 

‘scription list-is the biggest in Italy a | 
but. Milan” probably. says. the Same ee 

is not.not bad. for a town of ab
out’. ~ | 

30,000: population and in.a theatre. 
‘of about. 1, 000. ‘seats) and: then. hit. 
the: ‘road via - ‘exchange. to. -other eof 

Everywhere. 
‘made good. 
There .. are ‘about 40° permanent 

members of the Genoa: stabile and .-’ 
16. are’ employed:_in-this ‘show; so: - 
‘the others -were. put.to| work ‘pre- Jog 
‘paring: new productions: ‘and ‘this: - «: * 
troupe’ was: kept moving’: ‘around, =. 
.After visiting’ the. stabile towns, °.% 

| they. went: to. other. Italian . cities. _ 
Now they. are off ‘to visit. such. . 
‘European’ capitals as-MoseoW, War- "= -] 

naturally, Is: hoped  .for, also, 

‘London ‘and - so. -on.. 
Japan. cand. ‘South - ‘America © are . 
‘booked. for: next: year.“ New: York, So 

‘Phe play-is simple, having to do.* 

‘their amours,: their business, their 
‘lives confused, although allegedly a. 
they: are ‘unaware of. one another’s . ~* j 

eo. 

with ‘a-set of male’ twins’ who : get. 

existence: It is “pretty: much. the «<4 
same story’ as “The. -Comedy” -of:- 
Errors,’?: by a ‘certain: British. play- 
‘wright ‘named - ‘Shakespeare Or 
‘Rodgers : _and:. Hart’s 

from Plautus,.: 

obvious: situations, -yet-.-not.:per- 
mitting’ his: troupe: to ham. it-up too 
much. = ‘The - sets by: 

‘are’ simple, © 

undistinguished . and unnecessary... 
| It: is:easy to see why the show ~ .| 
has been: such’ a big. hit in Italy: -- 4 

‘It is not so-easy to. know what its ~ 
fate: will: be ‘outside. Italy. -A. spée- 
‘tator- not. “knowing ©. ‘Italian may | 

‘but... 

average: audiences. may not bother’ 
‘to’. struggle. ‘with the : words. ‘The | °-: 
management | ‘is ‘trying. to ' decide © 
whether to use’ screen subtitles or 

| -simultarieous earphoné translations ©.” | 
“while fouring: in. pon-Italian’ terri- a 

understand | and - enjoy” -it,: 

tory.” Rauf. 

| Baitle Royal. 
Glasgow, March: 17: 

Glasgow ‘Citizens’ Theatre. presentation .- 
of comedy-drama in three acts, by. Bruce. -- 

‘Staged by Iain Cuthbertson, -. — 
assisted | by Glenn. Williams; decor, Juani- . 

Opened * 
64, at ‘the Citizens : ‘Theatre, | 

E. Baillie... 

ta Waterson arid .Jay Clements. © 
March 

“95c° top. 
Sir - Robert .Macsiccar- Lae cece ’ Phil McCall 
Isabel... cee cee ens “yanet: Michael... 

Pees . _.Hannah “Gordon ~ 
Mary ...e.a.e. oes ee. coe + ROS ‘Drinkwater - 
Wily owhiltvée wee De eee sees Walter. Carr. 
Sir,. Ebenezer © Fletcher. . James . Gibson. 
Jami¢: -Soutar | 

A: ‘new : play; “Battie Royal”. is 

“Boys ° ‘from. - 
‘Syracuse.” : (Actually: the . ‘plot. is.” 

‘and. is*. traceable .: - | 
“back: to. the early: Greeks.) -.- 200" 
” It is: well acted,: principally’ ‘by og 
Alberto: Lionello, “who” ‘plays: the.-° 
two. ‘principal - Toles. ‘Luigi. Squar- 
‘zino has’. directed: it beautifully, : .”. 
getting. all. the. laughs out. of the: 

Gianfranco. 
decorative oo 

-and.” ‘a pleasure. (from. a: ‘touring :. | - 
‘standpoint). The. costumes, by the... 

. | same - ‘gent, are: “magnificient.: ‘The’. 24 
music: by Giancarlo. Chiaramello is | 

John, Cairney, ad 

‘promises well. at outset, but: falls a ; 
off badly and is:revived in interest *).- 

ponly:- by” a. humorous: psuedo-trial. 7 
scene.. 

“Written by. Bruce’ Foin . Baille, ae 
an. emigrant, ‘Stot. living in- Mont-.. | 

Continued on: page 83)... 
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~. eretta), 
aon | Dramatic Reading)... 

ane ‘Other -parenthetic | -desigiations. 
. ‘refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
! number of. performances . ‘through. 

a2 Hast’ Saturday, . top. prices (where | 
.., “two-prices-are given, the higher. is 

for. Friday-Saturday nights and. the |. 
lower. for. weeknights), number: of | 

oS de. oe 
7 Asterisk denotes: show. had cut- 7 

Ea = <S 0 
ot Funny A fs 

ee "Broadway * was: spabuait 7 apotts ¢ 
“co. Yaist-week ‘as the. anticipated: ‘week- 
end surge turned: ‘out to be'a-drop.|. : 
a “Business. ‘was fairly brisk’ ‘early in 

| pe: the ‘week, but: ecornked out. Friday 
2: “night .(27) -and . at. beth: perform- 

“ances. ‘Saturday... (28); ‘The - rare 
__.*vevent of the:-Easter- -weekend and | 
"Passover ‘occuring. ‘simultaneously |: 

“7 was" apparently | the key: factor. : It. 
“ dhad” been figured-. to - affect -at-. 

"Lous -week, $71.005 with Barties.": . “tendanee,: but. not ™ so. much. 

Of ‘the : week's ° three ‘openings, | 
“Funny_ Girl” got away to. a strong | 

’ start’ at: the. Winter: Garden, with: 
.. theatre’ party. bookings: a: seeming. 

-". factor, : but’ 
*..+ Pretzel: Factory”- appears ‘doubtful : 

‘at the Eugene O’Neill and “A. Mur-. 
“ger Among. Us”. ‘flopped’ ‘aut - after: 
a .single’ performance at ‘the .Mor-. 

capacity entries 
“were “Any. Wednesday,” “Barefoot | 

os, The. - Deputy, 2 
an ‘Funny: Girl” ‘and: ‘Hello, ‘Doll 

“Never.” Live: Over: .a 

“.,0seo. -Last. week’s 

“tn the: Park, 

This: week: brings” two. openings: 
.“Sporione”. ‘tomorow. night. ‘(Thurs.). 
‘at’ the’ ‘Cort : and. “Anyone | ‘Can 

. Majestic. © 
- Estimates. for Last’ ‘Week —_ ory, . 

"Keys: Cc ¢ Comedy}: ‘D (Drama), 
. CD: (Comedy-Drama),- R.- (Revue), 
MC. Musical-Comedy), ‘MD: (Musi- 
cal-Drama), ‘O° (Opera), 

Rep.. 

‘OP Op: |: 
¢. Repertary),.. 

seats, capacity “Gross . and. stars: 
. Price. includes 10%.. Federal: and. 
5%, repeated City tax (diverted to: 
_ Gn incustry-wide pension and wel:. 

#o fere: “fund). but -grosses -are. net: 
exclusive. of. taxes: ._ | 

; rate tickets..in circulation. 
_. "Grosses normally have been. re: 

-2... duced’ bu commissions, where | the-\" 
“ss. atre parties. are mentioned... . 

“Any ‘Wednesday. ‘Music’ Box. (©) 
oY 46th wky 47 ‘p) -($6.99-$7.50; °1.010; 
$40,000) _ -(Sandv .. Dennis: 

oe Porter). 
‘- Last week, $40, 841. 

Te at - Barefoot. in. the Park, Bittmore| 
© (23d... wk: 179: p) ($6.90-$7.50; 

-$38.692) (Elizabeth. ‘Ashley, 
. _ * Rokert Redford, Mildred Natwick, 
«7° Kurt  Kasznar)- 
ae 938, 733 : with: parties. 

” East. week; $38,657. - 

*Beyond ‘the Frince, ‘Golden {R) 
“495th .wk:.595 -p) ($7:50; -799;. $34,- 
874).. Previous . week, $16, 36R. : 
Last’ week, $17, 597... aa 

Case of ‘Libel. Longacre coy 2sth 7 
_ pwk; 194 p)-($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $40,-! 

eae 936) «Van. Heflin,’ Paul. McGrath, 
: ‘Larry. Gates). » Previous” week, 

“Last week; $13, 301; 

"Chinese Prime Minister, Royale 
“@D) (13th ‘wk: 100. p): ($6. 90-$7.50;. 

“. 11,050; $43, 908) (Margaret Leigh- |. 
“2.5. ‘ton; Alan: ‘Webb,’ John. Williams):! 
co Previous week, $14, 050. Closes hext a 

: ‘Saturday (4): 
Last ‘week, “$11, 487. 

Deputy, Atkinson D) (5th ae 
: ae ‘p).-($6.90-$7.50; 1,088; . $43,246) 

(Emyln Williams, : “Jeremy: _Bre‘t),: 
as a . ‘Previous | "Week, : » $43, 407: with: one: 

ot party. - 
“Last.- week,’ 983 414, 

. party. 

‘Dylan; Plymouth 0) “(rith: “whe 
-. 81: p)- ($6:90-$7.50; | 1,084; $48,369), - 

’ Previous: week >” (Alee.: Guinness). , 
$39, 130:. 

- Last’ ‘week, “$41, 284: 
a ‘Foxy; Ziegfeld. (MC). (6th wk: 

“48 p): ($8.80-$9:40: > 1,628; $78,305) 
32 (Bert'Lahr, ‘Larry: Blyden). Eeeviony a 

ee Week. $31, 461. : 
"Last. week, “$22; 615. : 

‘Funny Girl, -Winter: Garden ic) 
aoe (st: wk: 4-p)" ($9;60; “1,442; $74.516) 
‘. “(Barbra - Streisand, “Sydney - nee ea 

~~. lin). Previous week, » $48,888 for] 
“i seven: previews.” .. . 
ee Opened last. Thursday night’ 28) 

ns to- four pioderately.. favorable: re-:|: 
_ views (Kerr, “Herald. ‘Tribune;, Mec- 

.-Clain, Journal « ‘American; ‘' Nadel, 
-World-Telegram; ‘Taubman, Times), 

a “one pan, (Waits, Post), and one. BO 
a, “opinion (Chapman, News). - 

ais, 7 April 1 1964." 

ver th 
tS $69,930 ind Plus 4, 

formances’ and: four previews.. 

| Way to the Forum, ‘Hellinger (MC). 
(99th wk; .789-p) ($8. 60-$9.40;. “1,572; 4° 
$84,000): (Dick Shawn). “ Previous, 
week, $30,704: oS ; 

wk: -202° p):- ($9.60; 1,453;. 
Previous week: $35, 451. . 

$51,650. 

whe. 1,274 p) ($6.90-$7.50; : 1,164; 

‘Hamilton; Tom. Helmore). Previous| 

Whistle”: next. Saturday. { 4a): at. “the | "ast $15, 848, 

vious week, $4, 109° for: three ‘Pre- 
“views. - 

“DRY ‘one... favorable. notice’. 
Journal-Ameriecan) ' .and. ‘five pans 
(Chapman, - News; . 

‘formance: and two-. previews. 

(70th wk; 557 p) (70th: wk; ‘557. Pp). 
:($6.90-$7.50; 994; $37,000) © 
‘Ford; Maureen’ ‘O'Sullivan, Orson | 
Bean).: Previous. week, : . $30, 813, . 

Don: |. week, $40,737... 
‘Previous week, $40; 134. 

1,186;.- -$58, 000) 
‘Inga’ Swenson, Stephen ‘Douglass).. 
‘Previous: week; $43, 490. 

ne ‘week, : 

ae 

“ence, - “Sally : Ann Howes, - 

“| Piazza)’ (matinee ‘company - costars} 

| Rep)’ (10th ‘wk; 76. p)- ($6-$6.50; 1,-. 
| 158;- $46,500). Previous. week,. $40, -| 

‘with: one 

formances.. of ‘the above shows and i 
“After: the ‘Fall. 9. ee 

-one theatre’ party. preview Satur 
‘day. - “Hight (21). - 

ae | trice ‘Lillie, Tammy. Grimes,. Ed- 
{ ward: Woodward): - 
-$70,1 : $70,105, Shubert, Philadelphia. tand ‘béliévable performance as-the. Previe 

h ? ews began Jast Tuesday, Aig rt. inoffensive. hero; and Lauri Peters 

478; 
‘George . Mathews,: ‘Hugh Franklin, : 

? ov By ‘way: 

et Up, Murderer’ Out 
Last. week, $69,930 for: four. pér- | 

:*Fonny’ Thing ‘Happened. on: the. 

. Last ‘week, "$29, 205, oa 

“Hello, Dolly; St. ‘Jatnes.. (MC) 
(11th :wk: 84 p)- ($8.80-$9.40; “1,609; |. 
$71,331). (Carot.:-Channing).. ‘Previ-| 

. Last.week, $71, 199. . 

Here’s. ‘Love, Shubert ios ‘ein 
“$67, 28) 

” Last. week, -$38, 795. : 

_ How ‘to’: Succeed ° a Business|; 
Without Really: ‘Trying, . 46th’ St, 
(MC) (129th -wk; 1,023 p) ($9.60; 
1,342; | $66, 615).. Previous, week, 

Last. week, : ‘$61216. 

*Mary, ‘Mary,’ Hayes. on ‘(160th 

$43, 380) (Mindy: “Carson,: “Murray |: 

Last week, $15, 253; 

‘Never: Live: ‘Over. a. Brine Fae: 
.O’Neill : (C)° (ist “wk:. 1- pt 

($6 .90-$7. 50; I, 047;. $45, 398). - ‘Pre-]-- 

Opened last” Saturday night’ to | 
_(Mitehell, : 

‘Kerr, - Herald |: 
Tribune;. Nadel, - World-Telegram; 
Tatibman, “Times? Watts, Post).: 

. Last’ week,®: $6, 022° ‘for. one: per- 

Never: ‘Too ‘Late;: ‘Playhouse: ‘C) 

Last week, $29, 245.. 

.. Nobody | - Loves: 
Lyééum (C) (15th wk; 116: p)- ($6:90-. 
$7.50; 995;. $33,000). (Robert Pres- 
ton). Previous week, $24, 414. 

_ Last: week, $24, 435; a 

- Oliver, - Impérial (MD) (64th wh: 
511 p) ($9.30; 1,450; $71,977) | (Clive | 
‘Revill, . Georgia Brown). Previous) 

an.: - “Albatioss, | 

‘Last. ‘week, "$54,166. 

“H1@° in. the:. Shade, Broadhirrst’ 
(MC) .(23d.-wk; .178: p) ($8.60-$9.40;° 

.(Robert - Horton, | 

Last week,’ "$44, 586... 

$9.40; 1,271; $68;128)"(Steve Lawr-|- 
Robert | 

| Alda). ‘Previous week, $94, 263.- 
. Last: - week, $49, 195. “lo 

Who’ Ss Afraid of Virginia ‘Weott? | 
Rose .(D) (77th wk; 608 p). ($6.90-. 
‘$7.50; _ 1,162;.. -$40, 485) - (Mercedes: 
‘McCambridge; Donald Davis, Ben: 

|Haila. Stoddard, Henderson: For- 
-sythe, Bill. Berger). ‘Previous Week, 
$18,095: .:.. 

“Last.: week: ‘$17,916. 

e ‘MISCELLANEOUS: ’ 
“ Limeain Center Repertory. ‘Thea= 

I tre, ANTA...: Washington - ‘Square 

“452: with subscription, for. five. 
performances . of “But. for - Whom. 
-Charlie” - and - ‘three: Of “Marco: 

| Millions.” : 

PREVIEWING. THIS. ‘WEEK 

Cafe Crown, © ‘Beck - MC): (Sam 
oS ; ‘Levene, *. . Theodore . ‘Bikel, . - Tommy: 

Rall).’ Previous: week, . $5, 667 ‘for. 

- High’ Spirits, ‘Alvin. (MC). “Bea: 

<a OSED Lasr. WEEK. 

+L uthe Fr: Lunt-Fontanne : 4D). ' 
(28th - ‘Wk: 211, -p) ($6. 90-$7. 50; : 1, 7 

$60; 432) “(John ; ‘Heffernan, 

Lionel. Stander; .Glyn: Owen,: Frank. 
jouclley).. Previous week, $17,344. | - 

Last ‘week, $22,067. Closed” Jast 

|-009;. :$42,362).- 

cece ¥ single: performance, 

. Guardino). 

fe ter’ 

Las*’ ‘week; $43, 266. for eight per-| 

_|:the end. 

* ae ‘Saturday ‘night 28) to ‘tour? “the ; 
| David. Merrick : “Foundation: ‘offer- | 

~~ | ing has earned about $40,000: profit}, 
oe SO far. on. an. investment of : $90,000. | : 

. Murderer : Among °.Us,. "Moroseo| -f 
ACY ‘(Ist wk; 5° p) ($6.90-$7.50;. 1;-|°" 

-Opens. ‘Wednesday Sot 
‘Previous. week, $5, 244 an night | (25). 

for: eight previews. a, 
Opened - -Tast © ‘Wednesday cnight | - 

(25). to one: approving notice (Chap- | - 
~~ |'man, News): and. five pans (Kerr, | 
“:| Herald .Tribune; Mitchell; Journal-. 

American; ‘Nadel, World-Telegram; 
Taubman, Times; ‘Watts, Post). | 
"East: week, ‘$2,718 for. one: ‘per= 

‘formance and two previews. Closed 
‘last: Saturday night (28) | after“ a 

at: an esti- 

mated, Toss of $155, 000. —-:. 

OPENING. . THIS WEEK 

“ Sponone; Cort | (D). 4$6. 90-$7. 50: 
1 100; $41,482). | 

Shah .. 
(Thurs.).. 
about. $1, 000: for’ two: previews.:. 

~ Last week, $3,700, for: seven. -pre- 

“opens: tomorrow “night | : 

views. 

“Anyone” Can: Whistle, “Majestic 
(MC) ($8-60;:. 1,655; $81,000) (Lee: 
Remick;’ . Angela: -Lanisbury,. ‘Harry |.8 

Musical “by Arthur. 
yp Laurents ‘and Stephen . Sondheim 

opens next Saturday. ‘night. (4), : 
- Last: week, $26, 221 for. six. “Pre: 

‘views: 

. PREVIEWING THIS: WEEK. 

} Cafe. Crown, “Beck... (MC)~ (Sam 
‘Levene, ‘Theodore’ Biekel, . Tommy 

: Previous: week, %, 667. for Rall). . 
oné preview. . 

‘views. 

“High "Spirits, “alvin (MC) (Bea: 
| trice. Lillie, - ‘Tammy Grimes, ‘Ed- 
ward. “Woodwarda).' 

views. 

IRa Greenberg on. - Coast” 
To Stage ‘Kate’:for CLO 
“Edward: Greenberg, who'll stage. 

the ‘upcoming: summer revivals at 
the N.Y. State Theatre “(Lincoln 

‘| Center) of: “The King and .1” and 
“The. Merry -W'dow,” “is in “Los 
“Angeles to direct “Kiss: Me, Kate,” }" 

| which: will be the’ opening ‘bill. of 
‘the’ 27th season for the Civic Light 
Opera’ Assn. ‘thére.:: The ‘Cole Por-. | 

_ costarring. Patrice. 
-| Munsel and: Robert. Wright,” is due}. 
April 20: at the Philharmonic Audi- 

s + Joney; 

musieal, ° 

‘torium. 

| ‘Following. his Coast assignnient, . 
| Greenberg: will return ‘to: 
-Yerk-: to.:begin.: work .on. the State. 
Theatre: ‘Presentations, which 
-Richard’ Rodgers ™ 

‘open: July.: 6 ‘and’: “Widow,” . with 
’| Miss:. Munsel. ‘headlining, is. -Sched- 

a led: £ for Aug. Ti... er 

What Makes Sammy Run. 54) ————_ 
(MC) - (5th: wk; 36 p)- ($B,80-| 2. 

” Shows on way 

der, Having ‘paid. the penalty’ for 
a.cri 

‘The: stor? as’ a sort: of. Fried- 
sich: ‘Durrenmatt-Luigi. Pirandello. 

|:flavor, but: its quality is’ blunted | . : 
in’-the inept : -adantation, the” cha- |.. *: 
otically. .antic | direction, . 
fectedty. ‘elaborate -Seenery.- of ‘Da- 

“| vid: “Hays, - 
tumies ‘of. Fred ‘Vorlue}.. and . ‘the: 
: wildly. ‘assorted : ‘styles | of. ‘the | ac 
t rs.. 

‘Previous . week, 40! 

the: inconsistent: cos: 

“Pierre: Olaf. gives a. ‘restrained 

| plays. the ‘simole. ingenue. ols ‘sim-- 
1 ply. but Tom Bosley, Loring Smith |. 
pnd the. suvporting .plavers. give |. 
‘the -imipression. of obey’ne every | 
‘hake “jmoulse.- ‘The’ r-sult.: 

. : Hobe. . 

“ Closed : last Wednesday - (25). 
after. @ single ‘performance. de 

South “African |. 
° “drama: ‘by. Alan Paton: ‘and. Krishna |. . 

Previous °  week;.. ‘drew, 

“Last: week, $36, 6.194 for five. pre te 

‘New. 

- producing: 
“King,” starring: Rise “Stevens, -is ‘to 

(Ist: wk)” 
(Jerry - Lester, . "Edward © Everett: 
‘Horton,, 

ASid: Caesar)... 
G19 *-at the.- ‘Blackstone, 

the af- | 

RS) -: 

American. 

Boston.. ‘The: regular. touring ver- 
Sion of “Camelot,” with Anne. Jeff-| — 

‘The’ ‘road “followed: AN. - -up-and- 7 
’.1 down. pattern last week. “Hamlet,” 

with® Richard. Burton in: ‘the. ‘title 
?*|part, -was: again the. top _grosser,. 
‘| haying - ‘moved from. Toronto. to 

(wk). 

"PHILADELPHIA 7 
‘Camelot; Shubert (MC-RS) ust 

($6.60-$7:50;. 1,907; $70,000) 
(Anne | Jeffreys, George: “Wallace, 
Arthur Treacher). Previous ‘week, 
$65, 137 at:the Colonial, Boston. ° 
Last, week, $66, 453. 

reys .now the. femme star, was af- 
‘close second” in. its: ‘initial week ‘in|. 

“Philadelphia; 
” “The Hollow. ‘Crown ‘made. . 

‘handsome improvement. in‘ its “sec 
2 ‘week -in San Francisco. : 

Estimates, for Last Week 

> Parenthetic: designations ‘for out- 
of town ‘shows are ‘the same as for. 

-| Broadway, except that. ‘hyphenated: 
‘T. with show. classification includes. 
tryout.. RS. ‘indicates .road .show : 
‘and. BT ‘indicates - dus- and-truck | 
production: Also, - prices: on touring 
shows: include 10% .Federal ‘tax. 
and local: tax, if any,’ ‘but as. or 
Broadway grosses are’ net;.i.e.. ex-| 

‘| elusive .of ‘taxes. Engagements are.} 
for: single week unless otherwise, 

. -noted;: 
Where | “subscription: is 

a “ATLANTA *- 
‘Pajama Tops, ‘Community. (C-RS) 

($5.05; 687) . (June ‘Wilkinson, Rich-| 
| Previous -wee*: “unre-} 

yPorted at 1 the Auditorium, Roches-| (D-RS) (Ist wk): ($5.50; 3.283: .$83;-"° 

‘| 264)... 
| “Gordon, Albert Dekker). Previous” 

ard: Vath), 

er: 
‘Last: week, "$8, 115: with twofers. 

“BOSTON | 
. "Enter: Laughing, “Wilbur: {C-RS) : 
loa wk). $4.95-$5,50; ‘¥.241-''$36,699) | 
Yvonne. de Carlo, Alan: Mowbray,: 
-Irving Jacobson, Alan’ Arkin), Pre- 
vious week, $24, 480 with Theatre 
-Guild-Americani - ‘Theatre’ Society |. 
" subscription. 
Last v week, ‘$23, 089: on -subserip- 

tion. 

1,727; $81,000). .. Previous 
week, $84, 356 cat. the: (O'Keefe, Tor- 
onto.’ —_ 

tive : notices. (Hughes, Herald: -Ma- 
Traveler), 

Rogers, ‘Monitor).:: 
Last. week, capacity: $68, 330 for. 

Seven’ performances; seld out. for}: 
‘the remaining. two weeks of the en- 
‘gagement. a 

CHICAGO 
: ” How to Succeed "in. Business 
Without Really. ‘Frying, 

‘| (MC-RS) © (20th - wk): ($5.95-$6:95:. 
'1-2.100::: $74, 000).. 

54,778. — Contifiued: ‘from Page: 20 —— | 

o. Murderer. ‘Ameng: Us! 
French of Yves Jamiaque;..and the’ 
piece | has: a . faintly.: reminiscent’ 
note. as-a: former Paris ‘success. of 
“undisclosed: title. At ‘any: “Yate,-this’ 
isa thick-fingered ‘treatment and 
it, has been ‘staged: by: ‘Sam “Wana- || 
maker’ as -a_ welter’ of ‘dramatie | . 

“|. forms. and - individual : ‘Styles. - 

if “The” piece ‘is localed:in‘a Freneh | 
town. ‘and the plot:.involves a-mild | 
little librarian “who ‘has. returned’ 
-home . after. serving ‘a prison term. 
and-then“being exonerated: of. mur- 

‘Shubert 

‘Previous week, 

” Last week; $52, 901. 

$6) Nancy. Kelly, : Sheppard Strud- 
wick-— matinée company. Michaele 

“Last week, -$28;776," 

€LEVEAND 

($6.95; | 515; - 

“Paul Hartman, 

Cincinnati, 

pereor © 

($6. 50-$5: 70; 2,081;- 

Last. ‘week, $40, 849.. 

‘MINNEAPOLIS 
- ghousaa. Clewns, Orplieum ic-| 

 ($4.95-$5 .50;° "9 ,800; .. $76,783) | 
(Dane- Clark, ‘Margaret. -O’Brien).: 
Previous: week, . $21, 902 for .seven |* 
‘performances .‘on ‘Théatre . ‘Guild-.|- Seequi 

Theatre: Society sub- |: - ‘seve 
‘scription at . the: Auditorium, 
Denver. 
“Last: week, $22, 731. with -TG-ATS 7 

Subseription: oe : 

OMAHA 
How’ “fo. Succeed | in Business 7 

7 ‘Without Really: ‘Trying;. Civic. Audi- pe 

‘semothing, resembling a shambles. f torium ‘(MC-RS-3d Co:) -($5; 2,610; 
$110,000). 
cat: the ‘Capitol; Salt’ ‘Lake City.” 
“Last. week, 940; 694. ne 

1 $6. 50:. . 
| Nelson, : Joan Eastman). Previous. 
week, "$27, 802. at the . Shubert, 
Detroit. 

“-men-. 

"| tioned, the-gross ‘is: ‘the: net. after 
‘the. : deductions: “of. commissions. 
‘Grasses -for -split.. weeks aré pro-| 
jected. when - shows. Play: guaran- 

. [teed dates. ae 

‘Last, week, $16, 681. for eight Pref | Royal . Alexandra. 
-1,497;.. $23,500). 

Opened March 24 to two. affirma- 

‘Yorker: .mag, 
ee ‘| playwriting cotitest. His ‘“Treasure 
“ On Earth” was the winner of a com- 

‘petition. conducted by the Arcadia .. 
1¢€Cal.} Community Theatre, He was. 
awarded ‘$100 and the. community 

“Who's: . Afraid: of Virginia — 
‘Studebaker. (D-RS) (5th wk) ($5.50- 

| Myers, ‘Kendall: Clark).. “Previous : ber. of il —— 
‘week,- - $27,570, 

Funny. ‘Thing. Happened. On ‘the | 
Way to the. Forum, Hanna (MC-RS)} ° 

$59,000) | ~ 

Arnold |. - 
Stang).. ‘Previous ‘week, $41, 444 at 

e he didn’t commit; he. rea-.| the Shubert, : 
'sons::that® society now owes him a 
killing on the’ house; so ‘ta ‘speak, 
-and- he ‘proposes.to shoot the worst 
vibain in town. ‘There is, of .course,. | kevety: War, Wyndh=m’s.(3-19-' 3). 
a philosophical. surprise twist: at]? in the Meen. “Littie Me, Fisher.” (MC-RS). (ist | 

+! wk). - $75,000)... 
Previous week, $53,-] - 

‘Chicago. - 

"Wings: of 

ano Antonie, Drury’ 

: SAN FRANCISCO | — 
‘Hollow: Crown, Curran (DR-BT) 

(ed wk) ($5.40-$5.95; 1,758; $42,-" 
000). Previous week; $9, 361." 
-. Last week, ($12, 184. 

"Private. ‘Ear-Public ‘Eye, Geary. 
(CD-RS) (1st: wk) ($5.40-$5.95: 1,483; 
$38,000) (Geraldine McEwan, Barry. 
‘Foster, Brian Bedford, “Moray Wat- 
-son). Previous week, $18, 424 atthe *) 
‘Biltmore, ‘Los Angeles. . 

“Last. week, $17,393 with Theatre. 
-Guild-American’. Theatre | Society , 
‘subscription. Loe 

! “ST. PAUL: - 
“Step the World — I Want io Get 
Off, Auditorium (MC-RS) $5.50- 

-2697;. $98;000}- (Kenneth: 

“Last ‘week, $22, 954. 
“TORONTO ae! 

Th One Bed (and Out the Oiher), 
(C-RS) ($5. 50;- a 

Previous. week, 
$20, 867 with twofers..- 
‘ Last week, $20,506 with twofers. 

'Man- for All Seasons, O'Keefe 

(William - Roderick, Bruce 

week, $24,453 at the Shubert, ‘New 
‘Haven: | 

Last week, $33,807 with Theatre... 
JGuild-American’ Theatre Society 
subscription. . 

UNREPORTED 
(Shows. ‘Tisted below were play. 

‘ing guaranteed dates for which... 
1 grosses” cannot. be accurately, fige 

‘Hamlet. Shubert. (D-P) “ist. icy ured.) 
($7.50; Boys From Syracuse (MC-BT), - 

Playing ‘Split-week. _ 

Camelot. (MC-BT) (Biff McGuire, 
‘Jeannie. Carson, Melville. Cooper), . 
playing split-week. . : 

one $0-s0. for} 
‘Richard. .Burton. and negative. for |: 
-the. :show. (Kelly; : Globe): and two 
| yes-atid-no . (Nort: 0 n;. -- American; |Bill Walden Cops Prize 

With Treasure on Ear 
‘William © Walden, of - the . ‘New 

has won. another. 

operation has asked his permission 
‘| to-present the play on two or more 
Friday-Saturday nights during May. 

“Treasure” was one of 65 com- 
‘peting scripts submitted from all .. 
‘over the. country. A previous script: — 
by the same. author has won’ a num 

‘Shows 
J Pigures dennte. opening dates) 
‘All Im Leve, May Fair G-1664). iy Fair £ . 

20-63)... 
‘Difference. ef Opinion, Gr pring a1 21-69. 
Diplomats... W G3). ; 
NOyly. Carte, S-yry (19. i roy 
E’nedy Leves Opal, Vaudeville: (4140, 
Fielding's Hal Hell, Prince Charles. (2-27-€3).. 
‘Formation Dencers, New Acts (G-18-60.. 

a . 

Last: week. $53,510 with: Theatre|. ‘Helf'b stipsace’ Gambriiee ti2l on 
.Guild-American | ‘Theatre. ‘Society. 
subscription. | : are 

@ (3-21.63) 

Shetieshirrv ie 3 
ew noyal. . East 3-10-64). 

2 Palt-Aiew 17% ao 
Mexican Fiesta, ‘Drury Lane : 

“ oh strings, He- Moinsty's «2 30-63)... 

"One for the. Pot, Whitehan 482-61). . 
an Pickwick,: Saville (7 

Poor Bites, Duke re ‘York's. (16-64), 
Relectant - . 

Round ity, Prince Wales (3-28-64). 
Roya) Comm. Revue.. Mermaid 3-11-64. 

L,. Queen's (3-12-64). 
» Criterion - (6-27-63): 

Sr r€ j_. Heed Adeinti CT ote Bh) 

Sound of Mustc,. Palace 316-61 . -- 
poon River, Royal Court (2-13-64). . 

Wree Afraid: Woolf, Piccadilly (2-6-64)., 
the Dove. Laric - 232" 7 

CLOSED 
Lane’ (3-2-64):- elosea. 

last Saturday 2a) after limited. engage- 
ment of 32 performanes. 
Beyond the Frinee, Fortune 6-106); 
closed Saturday en after 1189 perform- : 

“vances. ©. 

‘Previous - “week, $38,225) : : SCHEDULED: OPENINGS. 

| Schosim istress, Savoy (48-f4) - 
: Wait -A Minim, Fe ‘tune (4-9-64), 

oi ‘She Loves Me, Lyric 23-63). 



- eS Tay 

Cindy 
Stuart Weiner . presentation. of a : musi-: 

eal comedy: in two acts, with lyrics and : 
music by Johnny Brandon, book by. 
‘Sauter. and Mike ‘Sawyer, based. on the: 
Cinderella story. Staged: by Marvin Gor- 
don; orchestrations: and: m 

Sammy Benskin; ‘scenery, Robert T. -Wil- 
_liams; ‘costumes, Patricia. Quinn Stuart; 

- lighting. Martin Aronstein; 

64, at the Gate Theatre, N-Y.C.; $4.50 
.top weeknights, $4.95. weekends. 

Cast: Jacqueline Mayro, Sylvia Mann, 
Lizabeth — Pritchett, |} 

Amelia. 
Harmon, 

.Dena_ Dietrich, - 
Joseph... Masiell, 

Johnny. 
Thelma Oliver, | 
Varney, Mike. Sawyer, 
Frank Nastasf, 
Stone. 

‘Thanks fo a Pleasing Score. ‘and. 

‘lightful ‘moments.: But’ every time 

uninspired book undermines it. 
This up-dated adaptation of the: 

Cinderella legend .is set, of ll 
‘places, in’ a New_York. delicates- 
sen, owned by the. heroine’s father 
and ‘stepmother. Prince Charming: 
is the son of a: wealthy’ Gotham: 
family, and. the: big Ball takes at 
the Plaza. 

However, Joe Sauter-“and “Mike. 
Sawyer have - based most of the |- 
book’s. humor. ‘on the..character’ s. 

 Jewishness. The jokes and’ many. 
of the lines are obvious, unorigi- 

“nal, and not: a bit amusing. , 
An asset: is the work of direc- 

tor-choreographer Marvin Gordon, 
who has come up: with some:fresh, 

“lively. musical. staging.. The ‘dane 
ing is -excellent. Thelma ‘Oliver, | 
‘Tommy Karaty and:. Mark. ‘Stone 
are loose-limbed: and’ charming. as.|- 
a trio of terpsing narrators; ‘and | 
Johnny Harmon: is.a_ standout as |. 
the boy who finally. gets the: girl. 
Harmon Sings ‘well . and. acts --ca- 

_ Th ANAL - 
MISA, ARENA THEATRES: 

~ MANAGEMENT: COURSE. 
| _ Course Consists of:. 

“1—Payroll preparation & Taxes _ 
2—Union contracts and | 

| 3—Box Office procedure ace 
-4—House management 

| 5—Office management. 
“Tt 6—Royalty contracts. : | 

7—Presentation and selection. 
‘| 8—Promotion and publicity. 

| 9—Casting and Rehearsing: 

‘# pool of available and Interested per- 
§ sonnel. for stock theatre companies. 

‘Outstanding personalities from. 
| Broadway, TV, Summer. Stock and-the J. 

-§ Metropolitan Opera will be among: 
_thosa. lecturing. | 

EL. ‘Intensive 3 day course giver ‘week: 
fend of April 24,25, and: 26 at the’ 
Dance Players Studio. in New’ York 

Complete cost of | course $58. 00, in. 
‘cludes textbook, illustrative materials “J | 
‘and tuncheon. For information ‘and J 

writes MUSICAL ARENA §- registratian, 
THEATRES ASSOCIATION; Room . 
1020, 322 E. 42nd St. N, YY. 17, N. ¥. 

EMU 2-1197; 

Charlies MeHarry,: 

- Perhaps. in several years.” 

Philadelphia a 

rocicleoneet eee: 

_ Available fer 
“Stesk & acta . “1. 25 Weska5 St... . (Canada) LTD. 
 ‘Theatecs-frems . “New York, N.Y. 10036 - 27 Grenville St. 

Da - Torante 5 Canada - 7623 Sunset: Bivd:. 
‘ Hollywoed 48. Cal. 

Of Broadvay Reviews — 

usieal direc-* 
tion, Clark McClean; musical conductor,» 

associate ; 
producer, Jerry Grace. Qpened March 19, 

‘Tommy-~ Karaty. -Mark 

{| Jones. 
set. by Will am: Ritman. “The Two Execu- di 

ar 1 powertaf suspense play: 
The action is intense, ‘skillfully. 
mere to.@ shattering climax. vo 

i “N.Y. DAILY: NEWS. 

| Lee stunning: ‘Impact oe For’. 
.. shenr dramatic tension and: ex- 

citement, Philly hasn't seen: the. 
equal: of - “KATAKI’. this . Year, :.. 

Waters; VARIETY. 

Poo. GR authentically comic ~ 

John Beaufort, CHRISTIAN: 
| “SCIENCE-MONITOR a 

SAMUEL FRENCH; Nc 

1 pably; his dancing Is. expert. ‘He |: 
‘seems. to" have what’s néeded -for. 

di ay | a juvenile lead ‘ina Broa W ay. ‘and the. situation. seams ‘too - in-. 
-eredible to ‘support’ the’ message... 

| But it. -has © ‘many: impressive mo- 
‘ments, and its gives ‘J ennifer West. 
ae chance to. prove that she. isa 
‘skillful --actress.. 
also.“ good, ‘although: his . role. is: 
less. showy. ‘Both. “Dutchman” and. 
““Executioners” | aré. capably. ‘staged: 
‘by Edward Parone. . 

_, Held-over on-the. Bill i is. Beckett's 
“Play.” ”. which - -until recently. was: 
being. - performed ‘with Harold }- 

: musical. 

-to: be ‘too. cutesy .at times. Joe 

‘Dena. Dietrich. and: Amelia. Varney 

much subtlety: — 
-The older actors: are: ’ stymied ‘by 

sings: ‘one song. effectively, but. Syk- 
| yia Mann, Frank Nastasi, and Mike . the musical begins to. score, . the | Sawyer. are up against ‘sickly ‘ina. 

terial. The Robert T. Williams sets. 
and: Patricta’ Quinn. ‘Stuart. cos: 
umes: are :-laudable. Johnny  Bran-- 
don ‘score ranges from the lushly- |: 

{romantic to the -bouncy. : “It. de-. 
‘served a better book. ° “Kenn, 

‘Triple-Bill.. 
Theatre. 1964. (Richard. Barr, 

three one-act dramas:. 
Beckett; “‘The. Two Executioners,”” by 
Arrabal,. and: Dutchman,” = by. “L 

“Play” staged -by Alan Schneider, 

-‘tioners” and “Dutchman” staged. . by. 
‘Edward. Parone. Opened” ‘March 23; 

_top weeknights, $4.50. weekends. . 
' Cast: George . Anderson, Alice” 
mond,: Robert:. Hooks; . Charles. . 
Marian. Reardon, - 
Stewart, Jennifer. -West;. 
‘Ron. Mack. Peter. ‘Michaels. 

Joining Samuel Beckett's “play 

-one-acters, ... “Two: ‘Executioners,” 

erally). ‘on “the father’s: swounds: . 

the: drama-‘is not: original or-subtle 
‘+ enough to. make. such an often-used, | . 
| theme compelting, . | 

Dutchman,’ on the’ other ‘hhand, : 
fs gripping. Set ona subway ‘train, 
it begins with humor as an ob- 

{viously looney. blonde. propositions ; 
“7a. young | Negro; man. :‘Taunted by 
| the ‘girl, a accuses: Aim of. being: 

- “ ee. Tt: says 

nea aegis _ intensity - -and 

. charm." Patterson Greene, 
° LA EXAMINER 

..@ad that’ can. ever scratch the 
Ree" a a Cecil: ‘Smith, 

“ LA’ TIMES. 
+ amazing and hilarious." 7 

o Hart, VARI ET. 
. Hollywood 

f pense . vee nes TIME” 

| Included: in THE : BEST. PLAYS. OF 1958-1959. 
Louis Kronenbers 

“SAMUEL fReNcH 

‘As ‘the. heroine, Jacqueline’ ‘May-: 
‘ro“is. likable; But there isa. harsh 

| ‘edge to her voice. and ‘she’ tends. 

‘Masiell sings well as'the boy. she’ 
thinks ‘she.loves but doesn’t, -and 

get laughs. as. the stepsisters, .al- | 
though. ‘their’ parts” don't: allow: 

stereotype roles. Lizabeth: Pritch-. 

sprightly. ‘dances, “Cindy” has: de- | ett. as: Prince Charming’s mother,: 

“Mecket-Arrabal-Jones: 

Cliniton “}S . 
Wilder, Edward.- Albee). presentation. of. 

“Play,” by: Samuel: | 

eRol: 

at the Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y:C:; $2: 50. . 

‘| Richard -Waring;. 
; ‘Margulies, ‘Michael. -Shozties: ‘David ‘Harris. 

-at the: Cherry Lane are..a pair: of 7 
‘17th century, “Life Is<a. “Dream” ‘is: 
Still ‘absorbing - theatre: The: :Cal- 
deron:. play,:.set “in ‘medieval: Po- 

-|dand- and* eoncerned with illusion’ 
‘and. fate, has. been. ‘admirably. trans-: 
lated... by. Roy. ‘Campbell from: the 
Svanish, and is ‘being. performed 
‘skillfully at. the: Astor. Place Play 
‘house. ;: 

‘by ‘Spanish. playwright Fernando. 
| Arrabal, and. “Dutchman,” ‘by. a 

"3 -| young American, Le -Roi.: Jones: 
“I 1-The first is ‘a tiresomely: -old-hat. 

-|-work about. a. viperish mother; the: 
4 | second: an intriguing * but. imper- 
‘l'fect- piece -about a. macabre. én- 

‘| counter between a. -white. ‘girl: and. 
Ee. colored boy. ° = -* 

|: In “Two Executioners, "a woman 
| who makes Lady ‘Macbeth look like 

_ | Little. Eva. turns: her husband over. 
| {to the titular eharacters, whom she:’ 
| knows will beat him to: ‘death. ‘Her. 
| |two. -SONS* accompany — ‘her to -the’} 

-{.| prison where he is: being tortured... 
“f {and -although one . of ‘the boys~.is | 
a totally ‘in’ Momma’s control, 

| other ' objects . ‘to her - activities, 
1. which . include’ pourin salt:: 

_ ” Courses of instruction for prospec: - hi he po g 
|i tive theatre personnel. Purpose of FT | | 
these classes is ta provide a trained F | ¢ 

‘of ‘the “acting is- ‘excellent. 

the +, 

Tite 
; brant. ‘Khigh Dheigh is also. fine 

‘y.as:.the regal “but ‘frightened king,. 
‘and . Richard. Waring | ‘and Cavada’ 
‘Humphrey: © are good as “Toyal.|” 
‘cousins’ who ‘covet. the crown. ‘Rich-: 

By play’s.- end, however, both’ 
sons . are: ‘enslaved . ‘by.the sweet-. 

: E talking villainess.: ‘Marian: Reardon, 
+ David: Spielberg’. ‘and George. An. 
L.derson all. ‘perforin. ‘capably, ‘but: 

| Sundays” .at. 3.. 
* An a \ future. issue: 

te message. with i 

mo, | wan of: stigtiacunata® U; 

me this ts. ‘to my mind, very Night on Bald “Mountain nion 7 
* aeeriy. a perfect evening: in the | 

-‘theater—a skillful tour de force: 
. OB: 

” Merry Widow... Royal: 
‘that: sets. the: “pulses pounding | 

Camelat: Her Maje-tv’ S. 

' Naked -Isfand, St. Martins. 

_ |. Philippine Dancers, Comedy. 
f: _Stop the World. yall. a 

Sy ticks uw eget fax ” Heavy Ver 
. importance : Being. Earnest... Old Tate. 

rs: -Physicists,. Ensemble. 

ma _, Riaures Cennte “nasnina dates) 

9, Editor vy. 

” ; Trumpets ‘Lord: 
: aan _ White. Rose & ‘Red. Stage.:73: 

an. “Uncle: ‘Tom, he ‘preaks:: loose | — 
*- il with a. wrathful: speech which is a.j[- 

| blanket indictment of. all whites. |}. 
Ai| The. piece - ends . with a. brutal |} 

| ‘murder. | 
‘Jones: is” ‘Apparently: a talented’ || — 

playwright, ‘but. at this’ time: his. 
passions’ seem ‘stronger : ‘than his | 
craftsmanship. ‘The. play--is erratic, 

-Robert Hooks: is 

Pinter’s \“Lover:’’ Alice’ Drum- 
mond... and’ ~ Ray | * Stewart have 
joined the éast,: along with. Marian: 
“Reardon. » ‘They ‘seém..to be. play-|- 
ing ‘more. for:-laughs ‘than. in the. 
earlier: production... .They are’ also 
‘easier ‘to. understand since... they. 
speak more slowly... ‘Nevertheless, 
this. brief .. non-play: . about three |. 

: people speaking -. ‘from ‘the grave | 
: “{ still: seems more. pretentious than: 

| Meaningful. vas Kenn... 

Life is a ‘Dream | 
'- John Ben Tarver, Jose Crespo; - 
Broad,’ Jerome: Metz .&- Laurence -.Gold- 
stein presentation, 

drama in three acts by Pedro. Calderon 
ela’ Barca,- English version ‘by -Roy 

| Campbell. Staged. by Jay. Broad; scenery, - 
| Vincent .  Placentini- Jr.:. 

Astor. Place. Playhouse. N.Y.C.; $3.90 ‘top. 
weeknights, - $4.50 weekends. 

Cast: Michael Higgins, Sally ‘Kemp Gos- 
‘Khigh Dhieh, . Cavada - -Humphrey, sage, - 

Richard. -Kuss,. David’ 

Although’ it was written: in. the 

‘The style of | ‘the. ‘production is 
‘non - realistic, “with. actors. . often. 
speaking directly to’ the: audience. 
Some. of ‘the: ginimicks. employed | 

| changed. - his: 

Franz. Allers. will conduct | ‘the 
1 revivals of “The: King .and- I. and. 
“Merry. Widow” at the State’ Thea-|[- 
‘tre. at :the Lincoln Center. for ‘the 
Performing Arts, N.Y; 00: =. 

| “Rashomon”. will be presented by’ 
the’ ‘Lineoln Square Theatre at. the 
-Little:-Theatre; West. Side, ‘YMCA, |} 
N: Y., March .26-29° and » ‘April 2-5. 
Sani. ‘Saul, veteran ‘souvenir: pro=- | 

gram... salesman | who's | celebrating - 
his 45th. year in. the’ legit field, «is |. 
peddling : the. “programs ‘for: the iy 

| Josephine: - Baker“ show. at-- the 1 
‘This « “English: version® Mg. being} | 

performed Sundays, . Tuesdays and |. 
‘Thirsdays’:at- 8:30, Fridays at 10] 
and. Saturdays at. 7. A. Spanish. ver- 
‘sion. playing -at the: same. theatre 

seem: ‘at odds. with the mood of. 
the play;: but Jay | Broad's: Staging 
is. generally: ‘effective; ” ‘and « “most 

.” Michael‘ Higgins.- gives’ a. power- 
ful performance . as: the prince: im-. 
 prisoned by ‘his. father lest he ful-- 
fill .a prophecy - ‘and. become a ty- | 

ard Kuss, Sally... Kemp ‘Gossage 
and: David Margulies ‘also ‘perform: 
eavably. 

Mondays:.and. Wednesdays at 8:30; 
‘Fridays. at. 7. ‘Saturdays at. 10. :and - 

will ‘be: ‘teviewed: 
’ Kenn: 

” Sustralian. Shows. 
(Week: Endina March: 28) 

: + ADELAIDE. 

_ On Erinoe -'64.. Pennineton.. 
Opera- ~Ballet,. Her. ‘Maiesty. 

MELBOURNE." 
Barefoot In. Park. Princess. _ 

- Love. Rides Rails, Russell. St. : . 

-Neur Moon, St.. Kilda ‘Palais. 

c DNEY 7 
Black “Theatre. Prague, Royal. 
Boeing-Boeing, -Palace 

De Yau row Milky: "Way, Independent. 

' How to Succeed, Per Maiectv’s. 

- Imporfance. Being: Oscar, Old. Tote. : 
Minstrels, Tivoli. . - 

OFF-BROADWAY . ‘SHOWS. 

- Amorous | Flea, - York (2- 17-64). . 
_ Betty Sponge, East End.- (2-24-64). : 
Blacks,- St. .Marks: (S461). | : 

- Blood . Knot, Cricket . (3-2-64).- 
. Bays Syracuse, Theatre 4 £15-63).. 

_ Caretaker, Plavers: (030-64). : 
:-Cindy,. Gate (3-19-64). ° 
. ‘Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-3: 60).. _ 

af Bouwerie ‘Lane . 1-7-6). 
-| --In. Summer House, Little Fox (3-25-64). 

-r1. In’ White América, Sher: Sa. (10- 31-63). lf 
.-' de; Orpheum - | 

7 Immoralist,- 

. -64).. 
Life Is a. Dream, ‘Astor PL: -@ 19-60), 
_ Little Eyolf,. Actors’ (3-16-64). 
Pinter .Plays,, Midway . (11-26-62)... lie 

--Repertory, Phoenix -. (3-4-84).” 
.. -Six Characters, Martinique (3-8-6). - 

‘Streets of N.Y. Maidman- (10 -29-63). 
|: Trojan .Woman, ‘Circle in 84, (12+ 23-63). 1) 

: Triple-bilt,. Cherry Lane (3-24-64). 

(3-16-64). 
SCHEDULED -OPENINGS - 

‘Salad Mad Cafe, Masque (3-31-60... 
on {" Diary. Madman, Gram.. Arts (4-14-64); 

’. Dream. Swallows, Jan. Hus.” GAt64). 
a Billysoat ‘Eddiey. Writers 15-60... 

Starr’s 
Broadway early: next season, ‘with | 

“at: the. 
Paramus; N... 

by special: .arrange-- 
‘ment with Eric Bentley, under the :spon- 
-sorship . of. Teatro. Espanol,’ N.Y.;- of: a} 

executive pro-: 
Ben Tarver:. eostumes;. Rich- 

“F ard. Sezer: Opened: March 19, 
- Dram: 
Kindl... 

David. Spielberg. Ray |. 
Lynn ‘Bernay, "he 

"64, at the } 

Booth: - Theatre, .: 
Marvin Gordin; ‘assisted. by Lonnie 
‘Dann ..and Dick Natowski : (musical . 

Richard Flusser, | 
‘aided:-by. Eleanore Knapp . (music 
and dance ‘divertissement) and: Eli | 
Ask. (drama: “~program).. John. Sacco | 

|-will be * musical director - for’ 
‘three ‘preséntations.. with . Harry | 
‘Valante.and. Gerald’ Goodman “as 

‘comedy. . revue); 

. Sher. Son 17-21-63), | 

- Leonard - ‘Sillman’ “and : Clifford 
‘Hayman. plan. -co-producing ‘Benn 

“The Family. Way” ‘on 

Michael : Gordon. -directing. 

 Gene--Gross-is in’ the cast ‘of om 
Thousand Clowns’ -which: ‘opened 

ta two-week run last night. (Tues.) 
Playhouse on the ‘Mall, ; 

Pembroke - ‘Davenport - has. ate 
ceeded: Donald Pippin as conductor 
of ‘Foxy: Pippin: has" returned toy tion::for two undisclosed. scripts . 
110. ‘in-thé. Shade.” 

John: Calhoun. ‘has. ‘been. “ap- 
“pointed. ‘business manager .. of -the |’ 
Williamstown . (Mass. Y Summer |: 
Theatre: for the. second consecutive |. 
year. 

King. ‘and I”. ‘and’: “The « “Merry 
Widow, ” to be: presented | this sum- 
‘mer.at.the N.Y. State. ‘Theatre, 
will be. designed, : . respectively,” by} . 
Paul McGuire. and Rouben: Ter- 
-Arutunian. Yuriko will. choreograph: 

and - Zachary “Solov: -will: 
.| handle. that: a ss ig nm e nt. “for. 
- “Widow. me 

Jay’). 

‘| “Kin 2”. 

‘A: ‘dramatization’ by. an, as: yet, 
‘u nsélected. playwright of . Ira. 
‘Hirsch mann’s autobiographical 
book,. “Caution to the Winds;’” with. 
Cardinal “Ronicalli; :-who © became 
Pope. John: “XXIII as the. central 
character, ‘is ‘planned for Broadway’ 

| production Next: fall by East-West: 
|.Productions; composed of ‘Miranda 
“@’Ancona, - Norman. Maibaum, : Mor- 
ton Zolotow and Nancy Levering. 
 ‘Stagers. for the upcoming .three-'| . 
‘part. “Talent *64’?- ‘program, which. 
John Effrat. is” producing: ‘at’ the 

'N.Y., 

his. -associates.. 
‘Bobby- Dean Hooks an actor, has : 

‘to Robert : = name - 

Henry. Miller's. ‘Theatre, NLY: 
‘A new .dimond - shaped, . ‘vaxea | 

Will | thrust stage . designed by 
Steven Armstrong will ‘be used by 
‘the. American. ‘Shakespeare Thea- | 
.tre,. Stratford; Conn., for” its 0th. 
season,. ‘opening ‘next. “May 30. . 
““Billygoat - “Eddie,” - 

|| Grady; is: being ‘produced. by. Jones |} 
a. | Harris.for-an: April 15. opening. at |f- 
a “ol the Writers, Stage; N.Y., under the |f. 

.{ direction: of Sherwood. ‘Arthur. Sets: }1° 
Me and lighting: for the presentation, 

capitalized” at “$15, 000, .are being | 
ae designed. by : Joel. Cook. Sally. Gifft 

“Lis désigning the costumes. -. ~. 1 i 
--|. ‘Michael: Dewell, éoproducer of the 

| National. Repertory. Theatre* has |] 
| been elected to the execiitive com-. 
“| mittee’ of the.’ American. National, 
“1 Theatre & Academy. ‘He’s been an 

. ANTA. board - member for two} 
..j years, 
aa Reproductions. ‘of Cecil -Beaton’s , 
original ‘costumes: for “My' ‘Fair 

| Lady”. are: being used inthe Lau-| 
‘rence Henry Co. stock production || 
| which: began -touring®™ last “night |f° 

“': -(Tues.) at the. Mineola. (LL) Play= | 
a house. Recent cast additions - in- 

‘| clude :Susan. ’ Fellows,. ‘Kennan 
| Hamilton, Constance Moffit,. Carol.|| 

_| Richards and Julie Sargeant: Miss 
|. ee 

Wayne Croft ‘@: ‘Harvey Jason 

Scenery for: the. ‘revivals ‘of the | 
— , Continued from’ page. 4293 

“€omprise 

all. 

-by:: James {1 

-Tharsday Evening, April 2, 1964 —9 P.M. — WRVR Radio —'106.7 ra M.: 
: : OA Radio. Adaptation of " 

William Shakespeare’ 

vey the Actors - 
‘Edward Claymore. @. Terry Croft, o. 

cs “Paul: Robinson 

Directed: by WAYNE CROFT” oy | 
_ Original M Music ic by N MARC. SHAPIRO | _ ro 

Fellows and Hamilton will: under- - | 
study Margot Moser and Michael 
Evans..in the. lead roles: . 
-Richard* ‘Rodgers: will. ‘move his. 

.| Manhattan’ production .offite ‘froni_. 
‘its: present. ‘Madison ‘Ave: location *. 
farther™ up the ‘street: to the Music’ 
Corp. of America Building, St 
‘Kenneth . :J..' ‘Stein, who. 'CO-. 

} produced ‘this’ season’s : bus-and-.. 
-truek. compahy of: “A. ‘Thousand. 
Clown,” planes ‘to. ‘London . today «... 
(Wed.). in: connection with: negotia-— 

Which: he. ‘plans, producing . next 
Season... eee ne Va 

‘three shows at: ‘the Pabst plus road 
shows. . ee 

‘Both: Milwaukee Symphony : and” 3 
Chicago. Symphony § concerts, © will. * - 
-continue: -at-_ Pabst, : according: to. 
Régner, : ‘Main Rach, - ‘Comiskey. 8". 
Vaughn -.‘shows: will be: “musicais.. 

"and. light operas: (same as ‘Milwau- 
{Kee. Melody Top).. - 
“Regner ‘pledged | $1, 000. “monthly 7 
for two years (with a year’s option) SR 
and. will deposit $15,000 in: escrow: “he 
to. ‘manage the Pabst: Theatre.. . 
-Regner, who: firmed: up offer. ia 

writing to City .Clerk. Ray Markey. 
‘on -Friday. (27), indicated ‘he::per- 
‘sonally). plans: operating. the Pabst, 
‘in a tiein: :with Rach,’ Comiskey. . 

.| Vaughn. - 
|. ‘Regner’s:. executives” “will. in- 
clude: ‘Sumner .. Kernan, onetime o 
Fred* Miller. Theatre ‘publicist {to--* 
day producing a : poetic -: mono- -. 
-drama, ote 
Whitman) as. secretary; Paul Davis,, ».” 

.“The Affrontery: of. Walt.. 

Milwaukee. concessionaire, _veepee, 
and Mr. &. Mrs: Francis’ Demet, ee 2 
ee investors; ‘ , 

"HOSTESSES * 

“WORLD'S FAIR” 
FAR EASTERN 

_ THEATRE RESTAURANT 

» Day and: Nite ‘Shifts. 

< Interviews Are Being - 
Conducted : at. 

_RESTAURANT ASSOCIATES - 
5s Ww. 57 St., New. York City: 
‘Inmediate Commitments of-. 
Employment ‘Will Be .Given 

_ts Quafii ed. “Applicants.” 

- For Film Version: of on Co 
A. Ginsberg’ s KADDISH 

~ SEPTEMBER 20 
~ PRODUCTIONS . Nc 
7 ‘is ‘looking for three actors: :e : 

- -45_year ald. heavy woman ns ; 

25-30. year. old man. °F 
W417, _year: ‘old boy 

| “for appointment -eall: cH. 4:1 372 ; as one 

WOMAN WANTED 
With ‘experience ‘in: ‘theater’ tie et § - 
broker's office; typing necessary cket 

§ general clerical experience desirable. : 
Please write stating qualifications and 
 $alary: desired... - 

Box V-3599, VARIETY .- 
154 W. 46th St, ‘New York 19036 

[SIT REALLY 

Ric _— 
ng stig | 

OR. IS wT JACKIE | GLEASON 

«Michele | Keske: . Rena Varo: * a 
“David Ziclin 



~ Shows Abroad 
——— ‘Continued from page. * S| 

Battle Reyal 
real, it. offers most - scope to. John. 

a Cairney;. a local actor, in- the ‘main | 
role of a stranger who is. imagined | 
to be: King: James the Fifth “of: 

: Scotland _in:: disguise... Back -on 
‘home terrain after some time -in | 
” London and elsewhere, -this: young. 
actor. shows charm, confidence and 
‘promise. 

vat “Battle: Royal”. ‘also. offers: meaty.|: 
- ~ poles -to.. Phil: McCall, -a “‘Tocal. com- 

. vl. edy: actor,’.and vet. ‘player: James | ~. 
“.. Gibson... “They: make the . most: : of | - 
2.) opportunities, the: former as. the}: . 
grasping Laird..of. Glendrum,,. the 
. Jatter as ‘his. neighborhing Laird 

; Of Kinellie.. 
: ‘The .- drama © ‘has | richness: “in 

bawdy fun and: lusty !lines; :already. 
scissored by. the British. censor, 

‘but never gets above’ being -a pe-. 
“riod :romp, ‘not.: to” be: taken ‘too 
seriously. 

-° Seottish: “lowland. “phrases” and | Secor Eater | MeWiltanet ire choreography, | 
-.mueh earthiness :of language, and. ough; eye en cee eT March. 

moves” at -a- fast: pace un _ ‘the }5 tgs at Pennington 

“, Jocal: attention. 
“Phe: of the . three. daugh- 
ters,’ ‘all ‘offered: as ‘bed-mates to. 

the: visiting. ‘stranger ‘when: he. is 

“fhought to ‘be the. disguised. mon-' 
“ ly played (and. with’ :: 
arch,. are prettily playe “py | Cer and smoking, ‘the Beatles, tele-. 

“Camelot”: and. even’ the. 
Queen. -But- all iave. an original |..- 

‘the . ‘Tight. ‘rebellious :gusto) 
. Janet: ‘Michael, ° Hannah ‘Gordon 

and- Ros: Drinkwater, who ‘handle’ 
————————————————————————————

 

s | handful of general items, like “‘Sex.|: 

| Index,” ‘in -which a. girl ticks. off: next ”.. year’s ~ 
categories of mailes,.- ‘which. -would | 

' be good enough’ ‘anywhere. 

is highly coinic os the shrew-! 
ae ie wife, and her voice soars : 

; ‘| Wesley-Smith. Opened - March 9 Ds 
. ithe Union. 

Cum nat’l e). 

FOR THEATICL HAULING. 
"ja LOS ANGELES .. 

fe *CONTACT GEORGE CONANT® 

a ATLANTIC: TRANSFER C0. 
OUR NEW ADDRESS & PHONE Is 

10085 RITERNATIONAL ROAD 

sf much good sense’ with her herd,’ 
J} each one.: an’ individual with *-a. 

., | name to her. Is White intending an‘ 
7 allegory: here ‘between goat. and 

| human behaviour‘as: ‘he’ so obvious- 
‘ly: did: :with dogs in- “The. ‘Season: 
j'at.Sarsaparilla”? =: 

aa "PHONE: 716-1870 

~ COMEDIANS and « 
‘COMEDIENNES § 

- whe can ‘sing. (Equity and ne Eauity) 
for, a cooperative Musical... “ 

en a mes te ew 
OW. th She Mew” ‘York: weiss 7 

” ’ 7 the 

; entation. of “an: 
sketches ‘by :Ruth. Barratt, . Lois Ramsey,. : 

oney . and | 

It contains interesting. 

Tee dire¢tion “of. Iain” Cathbertson. and sia Me 
- Glenn. Williams |: 

_- ‘Me .plot - is “‘thinnish,” “and inter-| 

oo est. flags in the ‘second ‘act: _How- 
co Sever,.-a. clever. piece of comical. 

_. + geting. by. Walter, Carr as: a: not- 

“". ‘go-silly ° Scottish’ buffoon. has. ‘the’ 
outfronters Jaughing | heartily, and 

asa -yock-provider; the ‘play. merits 

written © entirely. by 

vision, 

on | | Night: on ‘Bald Mountain 

Adelaide’ Univ. 
if tion: with the. A 
8 | confunction. with ‘the. Adelaide . Festival. 
lof Arts. presentation. of a. a in three. 
acts. Geven': scenes), by.. Patrick . White..| 
Stars ‘Joan. Bruce; Nita “Pannell, Alexan- |. 

| eae 

delicate suggestions |. 
down-to-earth - dialog’ ‘with. ‘great 

ee. ' 

well’. enough served. bya 

“On ‘the: ‘Fringe: 64 
Adelaide, March 12..: 

. Flinders - ‘Street Revue. Pty.” Ltd. vos. 
intima revue, °. with 

Nan . Witcombe, . 
Stephen. Raynsey,. 

.Wayne:: Anth 
and songs | 

‘Lois Ramsey, : Ray 
Wheeler, .. Daphne . Kirkland, 
Johnston, “Rose. Doran, .Wayne ‘Anthoney, 
Meredith .Bowman, Neil Hume. - Staged 
by Alan Babbage:. costumes, Roma Roll;: 

‘Hall, 

This - is . -erips,. “clever”. revue, 
‘Adelaide | 4 

KH is} 
sometimes . audacious - sand. * “even | - 
occasionally borders ‘on. the -out- | | 
Tageous. It’ pokes. ‘a fair share. of. 

‘authors. “Never : malicious, - 

fun: at :the Adelaide” Festival: of 
Arts: presentations : ‘and’ person- 
‘alities; ‘at: Australiana -generally, 
‘and also at. the local-‘scene : (points. 
“upon: which: ‘many: visitors natural- 
ly. miss). 

Inevitable. “pallies - -are- tung: can- 

slant. There. are - additionally .a 

| The -show- runs: 135° ‘einutes, 

the ‘target... 
Staging, : ‘in ‘the “haiids of. “Alan 

Babbage, :is well above average 
and. the cast works hard, although ; 

a it] maybe .. thé ‘talent ..of: some -is. 
' stretched ‘to its farthest. Standouts 

Il are comedienne: Lois ‘Ramsey; ‘who. 
| does an: incredible’ number: .as..a 
| grandfather © talking .. “about. his-|-° 
World ‘War I experiences, and Ray | 
|-Wheeler who. facially ‘is .a..cross. 

| between a male Joyce Grenfell. and 
| Fred Astaire. _ | Sta n, 

“Adelaide; : “March 31. 
Theatre Guild,  gnsoctt- 
delaide ‘Univ. Union, in. 

der Archdale. Staged by John Tasker; 
‘geenery, Wendy 

Theatre;. $2.25 +t Op. - 
Mies 

Barhata. West 
* Robert Leach 

“Mena oeosvepeeteeeaereeo ee 

this; . they’re still - not: ‘completely 
: | | clear; but -have scope - for | in- 
| ‘dividual ‘interpretation: 

‘1 -There’s:an old goatkeeper; crude 
cand down ‘to. earth ‘and . talking 

There ‘is - the. elderly. ‘professor; 
-a literary failure, sexually revolted | 
by his younger dipsomaniae’ wife. |: 
Is: this a ‘cover. up—for what? And} 

"| the wife, starved of her hiisband’s: 
love; seeking out-of life she knows. 
not. what, only. finding ‘happiness | * 

ne : of sorts in the bottle.. 

7 Mox.' v-3601, WARIETY © 

" 154 W. Ath St. Mew York 36, NY. 

"1S. REALLY 

“RiGii (iTTLE 

* The young: nurse, imbued with: a 
father image, ‘attracted to the pro- | 
fessor, eventually. suiciding from 

| the. mountain | and, coincidentally |: 
followed in-the same ‘way ‘by one |- 

|| of. the. ‘goats. The. little. elderly}. 
| housekeeper, shirking responsibil: 
: ‘ity and,. ‘like the others; wanting. toy. 
be wanted. 
The. characters are “Gntriguing. 7 

a but the: web White. weaves’ is: con: |: | 
fusing. He. is “still tog literary, the. 
-purple patches are still in evidence. 
So much of i€ appears trivial:-. 

| .. The author apparently lays. down’ 

CO the: most . stringent : directions : ‘in |. 

= every. ‘Way. “for: those. ‘who: stage } 

. va . age on 
- : . 

— bis: plays. never: : gompromising.” 
2. =| nis would: ‘perhaps be ‘all pa 

| if;: Shawlike, -he knew the theatre. Pe en 
7 rules. - But ‘apparently. he.-doesn't. |3. 

‘straight-forward performance with es mY 

“Battle Royal” may. do. ‘as Tocal: 
boxoffice,:. but. it remains‘. undis- 
tinguished, mixed-quality drama, 
‘an. interesting enough -experiment 

a.compe-: 
tent cast. The setting ‘of: the Laird 

| of -Glendrum’s . parlor, « By . local. 
‘decor: specialists ' Juanita. Waterson 
‘and Jay Clements, is authentically: 
16th-century Scotch. - » Gord. 

Managed to iron ‘outa. lot..of the]. 

‘and clever lighting . effects.. : 

formances. that could “have . lifted: 
{the play. Utterly: serviceable. are 
the three ™ different settings—the. 

| a part ‘of the ‘Bush ‘and a multiple 
= interior ‘set | 
house, 

‘ment on the obscurities: of White’s 

‘Narroway, John Drake; and: Jeremy Wes- | last: ‘play,. “A: -Cherry. Soul, an “but 7 

-léy-Smith. ‘Features: 
"Michael ‘vigorating. 

; ‘Satsaparilla.” ”. 

_ Adelaide; |: a 
. 2 ’ 

zié and. Ralph- Roseman, - disap-.|: 

‘cal business men’ “who: had the ‘sup-- 

' summer ‘season. has. béen. ‘cancelled, 

possibly. eight’ shows next winter, ; 
beginning Feb..-10.- me 

week stands of straight - plays, and . 

| other. city: nearby. ean -be. interested. 

with 31° ‘items, and. about. 80% hits | 
| nite. commitments . have" Tot been 

-have ‘expected to. lose some ‘money. 

Dickson: muslgs Jeremy ‘|. 
-"64y at. 

wivebewee ‘ees Nite: Pannell’ 

“Alexander ja Pes 

|| ducing: Managers: Co.; a, ‘New York- jf 
| pased.: firm, “supervised. *the ‘Louis-.| 

" This latest play. oe ‘Aussie ‘novel- ville
 stock program, According to.|F  ~ y. 

1 ist’ Patrick White. has. theatrically 
J} much more..shape and form: than |# 
|-his: others and; because he.. cuts} 

|] down the number of his characters; 
tells “ more. ‘about: them: Despite |’ 

a Skinner. and Cyril’ Ritchard; 

‘ring - John Ireland. (following. ::he | fon 
| fold | of : the:. ‘bus-and-truck : edition:|f- 
of the comedy in. which he played {f .” 

. | na,” 

‘Palm Béach, as well-as Louisville. |. 7 

Phoenix. 

all right 

| Doctoring from. other ‘hands could 
offer. substantial ‘dmprovements.. : 
“John: Tasker « has ~.staged 

{satisfaction with the. ‘return ef 
‘| Tebaldi-. was obviously a main. 
source of: the he emotion. ~ Land, 

‘Verdi di Requiem. 
Set, (MET OPERA, N.Y.).. 
Good Friday means: “Parsifal” 

‘to Met regulars but as: a- welcome 
change from the. .beautiful but 
‘monotonous Wagnerian work, deci-: 
‘sion. was ‘made to present, this 
year, Verdi's. “Mazrioni Requiem,” 
Last. given in 1959, two of this. 
year's soloists, Rosalind Elias and 
‘Carlo Bergonzi, were also heard at 
that concert. They were joined this. 

| year by. Leontyne Price and Cesare 
Siepi, = 

As the program was in memory, 
-of the late President Kennedy 
‘audience was asked to refrain from 
applause. The Italianate flavor ‘of 
Verdi permeates even. this solemn 
Latin rite, for which it has-been 

‘| criticized: ‘by: those perfectionists 
who prefer. the. crystalline quality 
‘ofthe Mozart. Requiem. However, 
the richness and compassionate: 

esca 

“Mes Opera, N yy: ag 
*Renaté Tehbaldi, after a- year's 

‘rest, ‘has become again. the diva as. 

-‘pretty:-much~ before: in her Jate- |. 
Season. return to the. Met’ Opera. yo 
Her position has been and remains | 
‘special, Not the voice alone but 
‘the -woman’ has: always: ‘béen. held 
in. affection. Ari An almost palpable 
distress wes. felt. by -Opera buffs 
poet she wobbled 4. season. back 

ul (from: her own ‘hig standards.. Tn 
frequel tye viavted. taneous: Beenee the : ‘fnterim,.. rest. and. Te-training 
¥ | and: .a new. ‘sereni as accomp- 
‘Bald Mountain” is an ‘improve-. lished: rehabilitation, It was: notably 

| evident -in' the. non-subscription 
“Toste”’ on a. recent Sunday night. 
-Jt ‘even: seemed .that.shé had im-. 
proved. ‘as an’ actress,. never . her. 
best department, though. she was 

‘an all-professional ‘ cast. He ‘has: 

wrinkles. with: smooth : ‘stage: work | 

The: roles ‘are well. played ‘but 
without” ‘any: tour de. force -per- 

goatkeeper’ s shack ‘and: goatyards, | 

Of . the: professor’s 
displaying. ‘six: different. 

Jacks the excitement: ‘of. the: ‘in- 
, cea ‘Season. - at 

an Stan. 

not necessarily - excite themselves.. 
Tito “Gobbi. as ‘Baron~ Scarpia.. was 
‘on a par with. ‘Tebaldi. ‘The lesser: 
tenor: role was | substituted — by-|: 
Franco: ‘Corelli,.to ‘the ecstatic out-: 

| eries ‘of the audience when. Rudolf 
‘| Bing made: the announcement be- 
fore the curtain,, Opera zealots do |: 
| not. groan: for. Barry: Morell’s’ cold 

“Attendance this. spring “indicated when.-Corelli is” his. “understudy.” 
that Louisville. is not ready. for full: Bing. drew. a: laugh.. -straight_ olf. 

when “he. quickly: ‘stated, “First. of. 
all, ‘Madame “Tebaldi is: in good 
health, ‘and so is: Gobbi.’ ” (An ap-f 

-| pearance ‘of |a- ‘Man: ‘in’ tux before 
in booking the other half. Some-six | the “draperies ‘is always: nervous- 
citiés have-already been ‘contacted, | making: at.the Met) "|. : 
according to McKenzie, : ‘but. defi- . It turned - out ‘to. hée| ‘a three-way | 

| triumph for. Tebaldi; Gob bi,|. 
‘Corelli and: an honorable. mention }. 
for™ ‘Fernando. Coreno’s' amusing: 
| Sacristan:: Such: singing and such 

at: the: local ‘try. Att endance. forthe | reaction’ to ‘singing is ~ rarity. 
four ‘shows’ .was - roughly . 19,000, | Partly this ‘was. due: to the large 
which’ would: indicate a ‘norm. ‘of: Italian: turnout. The local colony's! 
5,000: people’ for. Non-musicals, not. — ——— 
enough for a. ‘full. week’s run: 

pointed the backers, a group . of-lo-. 

port of the local press, the Courier-’ 

oats | ‘could. name. 

- To Expand Next Winter, 7 
|was’ replete. with. enthusiasts who 

feeling of Verdi’s music makes his. 

-ineredible,. of a 
Brown - “Theatre’s' recent stock contributions of his. soloists, backed 

out program was repeated Satur-~ 

Journal and Times. ‘A: contemplated. mollified by a concert presentation . 

_ | far’. y another: “stage. presence | of 
ae _*, Many”. another © prim do { Sock in the Reds ak ae oe 

“Actually this’. was - one of. ‘the 
{ [-Met’s -great nights. The - audience 

~ Bat Drop Summer. Plans NS | exploded not: once. but'many ‘times.. 
* Sy Quigville: “March °3t:. “| 2Re ‘ovations after. the. second. act | work. equally appropriate. Conduc- 

ou - | ere: nearly tor George Solti, with the inspired 

~ | fervor: seldom heard in this house 
season; presented by James McKen-. ‘where the regular subscribers do|by the Met Opera Chorus, made it.. 

a memorable: ‘occasion.. The sold- 

day afternoon (28). . 
- Traditionalists. were. "partially - 

-of..“Parsifal” (Act III, Scene 1) 
with Jess Thomas singing Parsifal 

"Marcia Baldwin, as ‘Kundry,’ ‘got 
in exactly two words, which pos- 
sibly made her one of the highest-: 
paid singers “per word” in opera 
history. Both males were in-excel- 
lent voice and received superb 
musical support. from the Met 
Opera ‘Orchestra under George. 
‘Stolti's direction. Robe. 

“George Peppard, who’ P been ap- 
‘pearing in films during a five-year 
absence from the New York stage, 
is scheduled to. return to Broadway. 
next fall in Peggy Mann's “A Room 
in Paris,” te be. coproduced by: 

Series © will .. ‘likely. 
adopt. a split-week. ‘format, “if ane. 

made. . .... 

“The: matiagément’ is. . reported te: 

[setup : of moré. shows :and. fewer |[- 
performances of. each: ‘May. be tried |F . 
{next -year. | aH | 

o|) “Night. of the’ Yguiana” drew'4,215 1h. > 
-/eustomers.: .“Oh- Dad, “Poor: Dad” the 
was.the. best draw. with. some 6,000 |. ms 

patrons. “Irregular Verb. to Love” |4. we 
“| pulled’ 5,000. patrons “and. “Thous-'| L

o 

and, Clowns”. a. Hight 4 4,000: 
a) Cones 

The. four-week ‘stock season . at jf 3° Off 
the . Brown ~ Theatre, - * Louisville, (h..- 
ended in. March, represented a par-|i- 
tial tieup with two other stock op-. 
erations——the ‘Sombrero. Playhouse, | 

| Phoenix, and ‘the’ Royal :Poinciana |f « 
Playhouse, Palm Beach:. The Pro-:| 

the‘ president, James B. McKenzie,-|[ : -.. 
a six-week season ‘tied up with ad- |{- 
ditional. theatres . is contemplated jf... 
for the Brown next-winter: -. {f - 
The ‘Louisville’ program ‘this. year | = ; 

‘comprised: “The. Irregular. Verb . to. 
‘Love;” : costarring: “ Cornelia: (Us. 

Dad; Poor. Dad,: Mamma’s’:Hung|{ -.- 
You in the’ Closet and I’m Feelin’ ||. 
So -Sad;” starring: Hermione. Gin- }f. © 
gold; “& ‘Thousand ‘Clowns,” ‘star- 

the. lead). and “Night of the. Agua: | a ° “srock TH EATRES: “Attract a new -audience: with 

. the fop. hame. in childrens’ theatre. 

VINNIE THE POOH | 
Kevin McCarthy. and “Vicki. “Cum 
INS. . 

™ verb” was ‘the. aniy. one. of ‘the | 
four. shows ‘o. play Phoenix and: ae) 

Rne new: and exciting: musical play for family audiences 

; |} has been released for stock use based on A.A. Milne’s «| 
- Scheduled BE way ‘Preems : |: * dest! ‘seller. This delightful show is. inexpensive to © 

: “$ponend, Cort (264). ste: ta Ae ‘produce, the. musical accompaniment-can be handled J 
4584). bya piano, and. the: ‘scenery and costume requirements 

Mamist, Lunt-Fontanne (4-9-64). . 

a lyrics, $t. 25... : Royalty. on application. - 

_Matiecal, Res AWin Gl 12D. - 
if. care modest: ‘ It-can attract this important. additional | 

Gate: Crown, Beck 43060 Giseo, ; “audience to-your. theatre and. add a most profitable 

ee HE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Be 7 a9 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 606 1 

'. West: Side Stery,. Center - een. 

‘Blues. for: Mr. Chariia, ANTA | 240). : ‘ or (5664)... |]... dimension  ..to- “your: Season. ‘Playbooks,. including 

W764). a 
“3 Ben’: ‘Franklin, Toatrent. 061260. | ioe 

“Oh Dad” Played: Louisville vand.| 

s My ‘Fair Lady, Center 3-20-64; OTE 
. Fade . Out Hell 

| Maotietie Belacarts aa Resse . a le ) “ . 

Othelle, “Dela mike . 



Followina are "available. parts in~ - upcoming. Broadivay,. ‘off: Broad: 
“way, and touring .shows, as: well as ‘ballet, films, ‘industrial and tele-. 

A ‘information.’ ‘has*.been -obtained. directly. by the. 
-Nartety Casting: Department: by. telephone, calls,” and has. been: re: | 
vision ‘shows. 

checked as of noon ‘yesterday -( Tues,). 
The available roles will be repeated. weekly, until. filled, ‘and. addi- 

tions to the list. will be made only when information is secured ‘from 
responsible parties. The. intention is’ to service. performers with leads. 
provided by the’ managements. ofthe: shows involved. ‘rather than: to. 

AThis, information As published Without | Tun a wild. anose" marathon. . 

eharge). 
Parenthetical designations are as follows: ( C) ‘Comedy, ¢ D) Drama,{ {= a 

4MD) Musical -Drama, (R). -Revue;. (Rep) 7 (MC) Musicat. Comedy, 
Repertory mf DR). -Dramatic Reading, . ( DB) Double ‘Bill. 

| lancer 

N.Y). All roles. open. ‘Send photos 
‘and resumes to Johan -Fillinger-at 

“BROADW. AY. "| 205:-W. 57th St, 
“Ben Franklin ‘in - Paris”. (MC). | °F visit: - 
(c/o Casting Consultants, 22> W:| ““pream. of Swallows”. (D).. 

- 24th St.,, N. Y.).. Available: parts: | ducers, Sylvia & - Joseph. Harris 
‘femme lead, 30-35,. ‘must sing and (145 W. 55th St.,.N. Y.). 

do French accent: male;-.19, like-. 
able, mus¢ sing and dance; femme, 
19, French, must. sing. and dance. 
Accepting photos . and -: resumes. 
through agents. only, ¢/0- above 
address. : . 
“Golden Boy” (M). Producer, 

Hillard Elkins (891. ‘Park. ‘Ave., 
~N.. Y:).. Audition. 12-6 p.m. next 
‘Monday (6) at the. Shubert Theatre - 
(225 W. 44th St., N°.Y.), for Equity: 
white ‘and. Negro. male ‘and femme. 
dancers. ‘who ‘sing; white-Negro: 
character . actors : and Negro boys, - 
9-13 years old. Open: call Tues- 
‘day (7), same requirements as. for: 
Equity, same. time and place.” 

‘OFF-BROADWAY 
“Arms and the Man” (Ch. ‘Pro- 

‘Vura; .. 
and ‘sing well. 

‘Do not visit. 

“Lady ‘Be? “Goa”. MO. 
-ducers,. Keith Holzman,:: 
Kreis. &- Richard: Pohlers. (161. W. 
54th. St., oN.Y): 
‘male, juvenile . Astaire. type;. malé 

30-40, ‘comedian: must sing; male; 

‘chorus boys; : girls, “20s... 
‘and -resitme :to Jack: Levin: .c/0 
above.. address: 
visits: : 

N.Y.), /Three one. act ‘plays. 
{| roles open. 

with classical. acting . background. 

‘address. 
| | performance ‘of this: production. 

- “The. Streets ‘of New. York”: (M). 

. Gilliland 4416 W.. 42d." St., 
4 [| All roles open. . Equity only. 

voices * required. “Mail photos & 
resumes. c/o: above: address. 

7 phone or’ visit. aaa 

tion every: Wednesday at 5 p.m. for 

|[ Ave. N.Y). 

OUT OF. TOWN 
Rainbow. Stage, "Winnepeg, ‘Cana- 

Audition. - this . ‘Saturday: - 

_ WELLS RICHARDSON 
| Hall to CINDY which. sure: da. 

| prises you. by being ‘three or] 
‘four times as good as you 

| think it's going to be! “ Out- 
: standiag (performances - by 

: triple-threat JOHNNY HAR-. | 
‘MON aad MARK STONE. > 

: | “SULEIVAN, WL. : 
Good luck oath totem os if Summer of Musicals. Producer, 

‘youngsters. ope Guy: S. Little Jz. Box 155, Sullivan, 
Tin THE SALAD OF THE MAD 
CAFE! 

jcall male and : femme - dancers “at 
| 4:30 .p:m— 

STOCK: 

DIANE THORNE ced ED. CROWLEY. 
“TALENT §4""—Drema ‘Rev Sth, 5 te 7 P.M. 

oO at the BOOTH THEATRE, New York” 

oC Producer, - 

“Northwestern Productions _ 
(efo Alfred. Geller, 30 E. 60th. St., 

(524 W..57th St.; 
‘casting director, 
Accepting photos..and resumés. of. 
general. male and female dramatic 

N .Y. Do not Phone’ 

“pie. 

‘Available 
parts: ‘male, lead, : DOs, ; embittered, 
failure,’ drunkard, must-have bra-- 

male, .20;--must.play “guitar. 
For “audition. ap-. 

-pointment phone Delmar 22-5 pa 
q d il between ‘mi. . 
at C1.9-1086 any : P No duplicates.” 

‘Pro- 
“Robert.|. 

‘Available parts: 

Yeading man - 20-30, singer; - ‘male, |. 

middle-aged; femme, 20s, must sing 
and. dance; : femme. -dancer-singer; | 

Mail .photo: 

Do not phone: or 
| St. 

Al: Maecenas: Productions . ‘(Bugene |. - 
‘Lion, Box 1137.Church’ St. Station. 

A 
Equity ~ only. ‘Prefer |: 

mature male & femme performers |.” 

‘I Mail: photos. &' resumes. ¢/o above | 
There will be only one]. 

| Producers, Gene Dingenary &. Jane 
N.Y.).. 
Legit. 

Do not 

“This. Was. Binclesaue”™ (Ry “Kudt- 

-tall: femme dancers, experienced in: 
S.f|.modern,:tap & ballet,-at the Casino . 

: | East. Theatre (12th St., and | Second 

| ‘Playhouse ‘and | 

{4)3: 
Equity. male’ dancers ‘at 1:00. :p.m.,. 
femme ‘dancers .at 2:30 p.m: Open: 

—all ‘at Celebrity’ Artists 
Studio (35: Ww. 56th St, N. -¥.). aren 

4 TIL Accepting photos and resumes’ 
from musical and ‘dramatic per- |: 
‘formers. for. Equity. Yesident com-: 

Pq pany: "Also applieant3. for. paid. ap. = 
brenticeships, c/o . above. address, 

‘WILLIAMSTOWN, . "MASS. . 
“Williamstown, Summer. Theatre; |... 

ae “Psacharopoulos | 
1 (c/o: School: of’ Drama,’ Yale Uni- 

“Ac- 

N ikos ~ 

versity, New Haven, ‘Corin.). 
cepting. photos. and ‘resumes for .a 
‘resident. ‘Equity, company ‘of twelve 
ahd ‘a non-Equity.. company . of six. 
‘All types will be ‘considered.. Ap- 
_pointments will be ‘scheduled from. 
photos and resumes ‘received:. mail. 
.f0 producer at. above address. Do 
not phone or visit: . 

Three” “(edueational- 
-Producer, . ‘CBS. 

‘N, Ys. JU. 6-6000):: 
-Paula.’ Hindlin: 

“Camera. 
dramatic - “geries). 

talent, ‘c/o. above address. ‘No: ‘dupli- 
cates... . 
“Lamp Unto: My Feet”. eligi-| 

‘ous-dramatic’. series); Producer, 
‘CBS: (524. W...57th St.) No Y.; JU}. 
6-6000); casting © ‘director, - Paula}. 
Hindlin.. Accepting photos’ and: re- 
‘sumes-of. general ‘male and female. 
dramatic talent. c/o above address. 

“Ballet 

“Music. ‘Ball Ballet. 
+ Director, Marc : Platt “(c/o” Radio’ 
City Music Hall, RockefeHer Cen- 
ter,: N.Y.) Open. call: auditions: for 
‘femme. ballet dancers’ will. be held-|. 
| Tuesdays: . at. ‘3-ip.m. at: the: ‘Music 

“Radio City”: 

Hall stage. entrance {8 We nas 
NY). 

Elaine May Writing And 
Will Stage New Version | 

_ Of Juve ‘Rumpelstiltskin’ 
__Ketres$-comedienne: Elaine May . 

.| is. writing -her: own::version of. the | more: elaborate one?’ - 
| kiddie’ fable; “Rumpelstiltskin. »” and:| : 

IT mused, -observing ‘that..the last: will: direct~.a: ‘stock: ‘presentation 
scheduled by. ‘Laurerice Feldman’s - 
non-profit Dolphin Childrens :The- 
atre.. Miss May’s: daughter. is’ also: 
scheduled to. appear.in the moppet. 
-presentation, due July 11- ‘at. the: 
‘Westport: (Conn.y: Country Play- 
house. : - 

“The Westport theatre’ is: ‘operat- 
ed by ‘the Laurence-Henry : Co., .of | 
‘which: “Feldman. . 

°| Through his’ company, ‘Feldman is. 
also producer of the. Mineola (L..I:) 

co-producer «with: 

As. 

Frank Carrington: at the. Paper Mill 
Playhouse, Millburn; N..J. Both the’ 

‘t-Mineola (and ‘Millburn - spots - are 
year-around ‘operations. 
is .also, producer’.for -the.: new: 
Yonkers. (N.Y) Playhouse,. ‘oper-. 
-ated...by Miriam - I: Elis, and 
Matt. Cimber. ° 

‘at’ 11-.a.m: ‘and::1 “p.m... Saturdays. 
Kiddie. shows. at. the’. Yonkers’ oper- 

| ation are at 1 and 3: p.m: Saturdays: 
Consequently, Dolphin, ‘in- order | 

_[|to have shows: for..the- theatres: in’ 
[| which Feldman is* ‘involved, has.to: 

1 have ‘three -casts performing: ‘simul- 
taneously:: during the. summer, one 

}each for. Minéola, Millburn - and.| 
Yonkers. : ‘The: Westport ‘operation, 

|| because of its ‘Friday. moppet sked,- 
does ° not conflict: with the. ther, 
theatres, ; 

ft} The Dolphin productions, difect- 
j.ed. : by. Richard .. Turmail, : 

. J} stich. titles: as. “Sleeping. Beauty,”’| 
\.“Alice“in’ Wonderland,” “Treasure: 

jt Island,”- “Pinocchio,” “Snow. White 
and. the Seven. ‘Dwarfs?’ and. “Red 
Riding: “Hood.” 
Feldman claims the Dolphin ven-. 

2. ture “is a -losing. operation. which 
‘he’ personally: underwrites.: 
ever, he. ‘considers it a worthwhile. 
project,’ as it. helps to. bring. the: 

‘| theatres. to: the attention. of, parents. 
_-ft whose. youngsters. attend. the: shows.’ 

|-Feldman : says ‘about 100 ‘perform- 
ances were - played: last:.-year | by. 

a | ‘Dolphin: offerings. He’ expects. that: 
ao | figure to approach 200: this year” 

:. The Taming. ‘of: “the - Shrew, ” 
oF ‘geared - -to. ‘Shakespeare’s. : 400th 

‘birthday; opened: Yast: week at -the: 
_ J} Arena ‘Stage,’ Washington, under |:- 
: ‘I the..direction of Mel Shapiro.. The | 

} east includes’ Bella. Jarrett, Jona- 
a th ‘than. Farwell, Rene - Auberjonois. 

and... Ned Beatty.. : ? | 

. appeared . : 

‘names were’ roughly. half the ‘sizé 
of the typé accorded’.the sublime. 
‘duettists =. Channing and Chant: 

| pion.. ~ 

tiny sky, obviously). was the inim- |. 
‘itable David.Burns, assuredly: -one |- 
of ‘the ‘top. buffoons: stil! walking | 

‘name.was in. considerably. smaller | 
type than that of the Messrs. Stew-.| 
“art. and.: Herman; ‘on ..the’ other. 

have. him’. “boxed: in.” 

“quite . painfully” as result. of ~all.} 
those billing - 
joined my. hairline when I. barely | 

| discerned -the..name of Oliver 
| Smith; America’s: busiest and: most 
illustrious ” scenic - -designer, Sand |" 
‘wiched in’ between. 

"| and © costuming ™ ‘people .— all top- 
‘notch, ‘certainly, but ‘even :the di- 
rector’s assistant:got a mention in. 
the exact. same-. type. accorded. Mr. N.: on 

a Paisma Faps—Center, ‘Norfolk (March. ne 

cnaries’ names: were. spelled ° out, 
| came the ‘crashing, smashing, an-. 
nouncement. that the extravaganza’ 

t was, indeed,” directed. and ‘choreo-.|: 
- graphed - by: G.C.; 
‘already noted; were fully as huge 

-|as- those immortalizing the -star’s. 

{to the’: doghouse?.. Why,. for. oat tf 

and: Champion-Five . Inc. - Produc- }§ ; 

‘|had.‘a-.Sardi’s just’ before .curtain {J .. 
‘time? ~ 

producer. | ‘that Gower: Champion was.a man | 

‘turkey. Balanchine, Latouche . and 
I. eodllaborated on: in. the early °40s;. 
‘styled .. 
‘Didn’t -he.-and his ‘theri partner 
Jeanne really. 
““Lady;”.-a_-waltz. Latouche -and 1 

-Feldman. 

‘about. our. work together on the’ 
Ls -- successful: U.S. Coast. Guard “Tars. 

<> Besides, playing Westport: “Rum- 
me pelstiltskin”. will be . presented .at- 

‘the.. other. spots. mentioned - above. 
‘The Westport: ‘Playhouse: ‘presents. 
its. kiddie programs. :Fridays .at.11° 
a.m.'At the Mineola and Paper. Mill v. 
theatres, the. juve. ‘performances are: 

| meat, although: we may ‘be. living || ams 
-in- the Era of. the Musicless Mu: | 
Sical.’ 

-only “danced: but also intoned” a. 
chorus of “You Gotta Have a Rea-'|] 
‘son ‘To: Be .a. Civilian, ” lyric by 
Howard Dietz: . 

-a’ eritical .essay.on: music depreci- 
ation.). We: also live in: an-era. ofl 

| mean a‘thing at the boxoffice. . 

4 let. you. whistle the Scenery, for: all i 
‘they. care.- 

“include } - 

musical ‘show. -was. just. as’ often 

|. VARIETY. would,: ‘put it), 
-operetta, a. -Romberg.. ‘Friml,: ‘Dietz. |' 

-How- | Henderson, 
‘Rodgers: &: Hart, Rodgers | &: Ham- ie 

and. many went on to broader Hor || - PRODUCTION © 
ywood. heights: ‘but,’in’ their orbit, } 
dances by ‘Hermes Pan, Julian} fame 2586 

‘| Mitchell, LeRoy.. Prinz; even. Mi- 1 
1 -chael. Kidd and ‘Agnes. DeMille in 

Pater’ years, ‘were ‘still subordinate : a — 7 — 
‘tothe fact that this was a-musical.|} 1s iT REALLY . 
“and. ‘ipso: factor there had to” be |} 
‘a composer somewheres in the:act: RIC TLE 
-I-say give credits: where oredite {f° IMPERSONATING: 

are: due——but don’t let's: forget the 
oy. swith: the -melodies.. Somehow, 

24 prominently in the | Billing, « ‘with ja 

~“Whisting ti the Dances 
Continued . from. page 79 —— ees 

or. without: that. “boxed” spotlight: ~ 
were -worth ‘Singing, - his Thythms ‘ing which seems to. ‘have become a 

-eminently® danceable, |.a“latterday : program evolution. © 
and “no one, to- the best . of .my |. What would :.another Jerry 
recollection, _ winced - at the. deft (Kern) | _do,: were: he given .-the- 
lyrics: ” . contemporary. billing treatment?. T-. 
Mr. Stewart's ‘and Mr. -Herman’s. shudder at the thought. So square 

-your. shoulders, young music: mak-. 
‘ers, and assert yourselves; :no bill- 
-ing—no. cooing in the _pit.. You. are 

the. scalimenal oo . ‘His - songs | 

~ But waits. “a1g0 starring” (in® al 

~ Touring Shows. 
our funiess . planet.: Mr, Burns’ Boys: From Syracuse bus: truck)—Split--. 

weeks (March 30-April.1 
Camelot—Shubert,”. Philly: (March. 30 

- April 11). : 
Camelot -(ous-truck)—Split-week.. ‘Marcti 

hand, Charles. Nelson Reilly had. ‘S0-April ); Dade. Auditorium, ° Miami. 
his’ name’in ‘a:box..He miust: have |." Coot Of “Gryout | _— “Forrest,- 
gotten some. -useful-: pointers from | March~31-April 11), - -_ 

ter. Laughing— ,B . Jerome Robbins, the’ choreograph- |. 30-April aushing— Wilbur, aston March 
er: who “will. not. ‘sign a contract | .. Funny. Think Happened on the Way to... 
untess the management: agrees: 0) 3¢-April @: Orpheum, Mpls: (April 6-11: 

: 30-April 4, moves to_ N.Y wat 
Hollow . Crown, ‘(bus- truck)—Split-weeks 

Gta rch: 30-April 1 

. ‘Billing ‘Intricacies. 
My . eyebrows, © already - raised. 

Really ‘Trying Ga. Co. Shubert, . Chi 
(March /30-April. 1 1). . 
‘How: to Succeed: in: ‘Business Without . 

Really Trying (3d Co)— J—KRNT, Des Moines. | 
ei. 30: ‘April -4); Murat, “Indpls: ‘(April : 

intricacies, | nearly 

ican. St. L, (March 30-April 
“credits” ac. |. Little. Me—Fisher, Det.: (March 30-April. 

corded: the. ‘lighting, ‘orchestrating: 1 ther—National, 
‘April 4D. 

(March: 30-April 11). 
National 

‘fortum. Dallas’ (March: 27: -29, moves - to. 

Smith! a 
.TO make up. ‘for: the. extra. small. 

print, in -which - the. various lumi- 

31-April. 4): ‘Nixon; Pitt.’ (April 6-11. 
Private Ear and Public Eye—Geary, S. F. 

(April 8-11 

“Univ.-of Michigan, Ann Arbor (March 50)s 
Shubert, | ‘Cincy. (March 31-April.. 4). . 
Thousand Clowns—Auditorium. : “St. -P. 

- (March (30-April . 33. Pabst, "Mliwaukee ao 
the. letters, “as |-CAvril 7-1). 

name..Why was O.. Smith relegated: 

“LAS. PALMAS - 
THEATRE — 

CENTRE OF HOLLYwooD : 
FOR RENT © 
- Fair Rent—No Percentages 
eo ideal Parking. 

Refrigerated Alr-Condiinieg 

. 400 Seats— Large. Stage: 
Phone: ‘HO 7-1288 — 

matter, were. Herman and Stewart,.| 
although’. theirs :.was a- ‘slightly | 

. ““Something’ $-wrong somewhere: oat 

line. ‘of credits. (‘‘a_ David: ‘Merrick: 

tion”): : was -immediately ‘followed '|F 
by a ‘mouth:. watering. description. 
of.:a’ .popular: : Scotch whiskey. |] 
Could’ it have. been the: drinks I | 

No, I felt. sober enough. |} 
Sober. enough. certainly, to recall 

Hollywood 28, Californie.” 

of: unquestionable talent;.. didn’t | & 
he ‘dance ‘ magnificently ‘in: a ripe. 

“Lady . Comes . .. Across”? 

“come. across” . in 

wrote. for . ‘that: opera? And how 

and. Spars,’ * in which: Gower : not 

The . 

DANNY. THOMAS sHow 
’ Menday Nights | 

c CBS-TV.: 
“Musicless Musicals’ ees | 

But" to ‘go on.. “Music is :still.my- a 

: “AVAILABLE. ea ee : 

" PRODUCER - DIRECTOR 
Highly qualified; with outstanding ‘ree- 
ord as teacher, director and. producer : 
in ‘legitimate . and industrial theatre.’ 

“Write: Davis; Penthouse: North, os 

> 150 West. 87th Street, ‘New ‘York: 24. 

(See. “Tisten: ‘Here!”, Ivan | re 

Obolensky Inc.,. which after all,is{] - 

the omnipotent | ‘and, “apparently, I 
omnific stager-choreographer. T 
.-Maybe ‘good songs no- longer . 

“To 'get™ back : to’ the - new : pro- {& 
ducers ‘and.'a/ very old joke, they'll | 

wee “FOR LEASE® 
“TH EATRE-BY-TH E.S| EA ‘My. point. is that, within: mem’ | 

; ‘Matunvets R. 1: Seats 550.- “Unusually: SA 
ory: Of : any. adult theatregoer, the: ‘i -targe stage. $5000. Y¥ir including inn, . 

“restaurant,. bar... - 

oMRS. ‘CLIVE L. DUVAL 
‘4815 ‘Buchanan ‘St.- 

. _ McLean, Va. oe 

identified .as Berlin’s new musical, || .- 
the new Gershwin. legituner | (as | 7 

a Kern iE 

& -Schwartz,. DeSylva, Brown: &ip 
WVineent:. Youmans, SERIOUS ‘COMPOSER’ AND. 

“ LIBRETTO" ‘WANTED: 
FOR: NEW BROADWAY 

merstein, musical. - 
“Sure, each -had- ‘choreographers, . 

WALTER 8 SRENNANT. 
if. if: a musical, he’ helougs: very OR IS IT WALTER BRENNAN. ae hoo 

: ASCAPists, not ‘escapists, after all. ae 

(Figures cover. March 30-Aprit 11) . , 

Philly 

' the Forum. (2d Co.}——Harma, : ‘Cleve (March. —~ 

Hamiet tryout Shiner ‘Boston, (March _ 

1). . . i 
How. to Succeed in Business ‘Without Oo , : 

In Ons. Bed (and-Out the. ) Other) —Amer- 

‘Wash. “March 305, | ; | 

"Man for All Seasons—O'Keefe; ‘Toronto 7 

Repertory: Theatre :— Audi-...” 

“(March _30-April’ 5); . Auditorium; Denver: - a 
).. fle: 

“Stop the World—! Want. to. Gat ‘Of 

“Who's Affaid of Virginia Woolf? @a . 
' Co. )—Studebaker; Chi (March. 30 April 1D. .._ 

1642'N. Las Palmas me “ oe 



. off the discotheque vogue in. Man- 

... Eventually Zeckendorf, -him:s'e1f- 
- ..: @ne Of: the young marrieds* lured - 
- . Slim Hyatt ‘to the discotheque: he: 
7 organized . ‘in. his:. Hotel- Gotham, 

“which continues -its: L’Interdit club: 
oo. exelusively under the. aegis | of ‘one 

monet of ‘Hyatt’s. disciples: . 

‘Tate . ‘Eddy,. 
_. Panama, ‘he was ‘struck. by Hyatt’s: 
.“ savvy-on’- music. and, ‘particularly; 

- his “musical’. tastes . . vis-a-vis -. the - 

~<* everything),~ Bardot- (ditto), 

- 4". the- Sailor,” 
‘ ee dancers do® brief. : ‘impressions “in 
i] the. Paul . Jones-big: - ‘apple-hully- 
_ Bully. school ‘of ad. fib- ‘impressions. . 

- .«has : Searlett : Sanders,- 
Tho Harlem ‘girl ‘whom ‘he has trained, 
_. subbing. .for - ‘him. ‘at. Shepheard’s. 

_).-eotheque, | 
.* Morton, a 20-year -old- white . youth. 

2 _Wedaedey; Apel 1, 1964 

= let —" D sk I | : 
. Continued | from page. 1 

Tow. ‘New: York. (AS. the: dinner : ses- 
‘sion ‘ends, .the room: becomes: ¢con- 
siderably less. bright); . 

: onion at. Le. ‘Club. “This. ‘teed . 

| -hattanin big league ‘socialite style. 

':.  Ex-Mon. Plaisir © oy ° 
“young. Zecketidort . had -an “ate 

. ‘tractive . room; “Mon . Plaisir, -.with 
“equally. dramatic . ‘decor. such. as’ 
“now. distinguishes Shepheard’s, but 
somehow it. didn’t: click, .even: with: 

cae othe | socialite “aura of: ‘Col. “Serge. 
-"" .Obolensky fronting it:. (Latter. has. 

* “since left’. the. Webb.-&- Knapp-- 
“-Zeckendort : Hotels, : ‘of which he. 

“7% ‘Was vieechairman, to return: to -the: 
'-- Hotel St.. Regis, . : ‘originally < built: 
-” by -his. former: brother-in-law, the 
oF jate- Vincent Astor) . . 

ae ‘From: Le Club. a 
: “Hyatt -thus . got . to: "know ° 967% 
. of the. regulars’ as they . segued 
: from: .Lé -Club ‘(Sutton Place «dis-"| 
-cotheque . still continues): to. -the 
Gotham: and: OW. the Drake’ s ene | 
heard’s. Room.- ” : 
‘When Peter” Duchin, son ‘of: the: 

‘Was, ‘stationed in: 

dancing - public. | “Young: -Duchin: 
- (himself now. maestroing “at the St.- 

. Regis’. Maisonette) sponsored . Slim |. 
Hyatt: for Le’ Club. 
“The. secret. ‘ingredient: ‘for’: ‘all 
coricerned is the time.’ to “shine”: 

~ on the: dance: floor,. as wher Hyatt | 
propels. the people. By. judicious. |. 

-whatever Hyatt decides fo play. As : admixture’ of. tunes. and. ‘tempos 
_ geared to. the tide. and the timing. 

of. the customers. he keeps: ‘the’ 
“<l-room vibrant and. jumping. - 

The: snobbery. ‘of being in on the: 
3 any Steps, . be it the. frug,. the 

n”” steps; ‘be’ it. ‘the. froog, the 
7 e 7 gully, the wobble; the bug, the go-: 
'- “go, the snake, - the monkey..or- the- 
“2, Watusi ‘(solo frug),- creates ‘the. self- 

- Benerating . enthusiasms. . They’. Te 
_ + /all..of alike pattern; ‘cirea rock ‘n’ 

ole roll, ‘but: as. the’ Variations ‘become. 
© smore: imaginative- it: “inspires. ‘the. 
ethers - to, hoofology Taher than) 
oan sitting. . 

Talk: ‘Hopeless a 
> For: one ‘thing, the forte ‘ump- 

“ tempo: ‘defeats. ‘conversation. - By 
_Taising the. -sound . decibles,: Hyatt. 

~ «deliberately: : Calls. attention - to the 
“~ dancefloor. .as : “the eentre. ; : Of. 

“activity. This. spotlighting, in turn,: 
inspires the kids. in the frig, for 
example, to.-do . their. ‘stuff. . The: 

~- “\“caHer” ‘of. some group. of -five, six: 
. or seven” couples | will’ say Sammy t 

:(one-eye), Al. Jolson = (one: * “:Davis- 
; Jayne. Mansfield” (two of “knee),: 

‘beth Taylor. (“Cleopatra”); ‘Johnny |. 
Mathis. ‘this. vocal’ stance),. “Popeye: 

and * the” ‘like; The 

_Hyatt:.knows ‘when _-to® cool. ’emi: 
at ‘and then ‘back to bossa. nova. of 

. Brazilian:. “Mardi: “Gras” - melodies, 
‘and in this manne! triakes: the cus- 
tomers: Participants, in. ‘their: ‘Own | 

a ‘show. 
: He . has .. Carried: “the: ne “human 

ae “museum” motif .which ‘Jong distin-. 
“2 gnished. the-. Stork ‘and .. Morocco, 

where. ‘the.. custemers.. make. their 
own fun; to: a further: degree.” 

_ He ig ‘keenly. attuned. to. all new. 
- ‘dance’ variations;- both..on disk and 

_ “by- patronizing, spots: like “Trude} 
1. :Heller’s: in: the : Village, . Smail’s 

Paradise - ‘in Harlem,- the © .Pepper- 
mint ‘Lounge on West. 44th St., and 

the liké:. On -his ‘day. off | (Sunday). 
oe “and at.odd: moments:he .smelis, out. 

new dance’ vogues:. -On Sunday, he 
:a° “young. 

-when’ the: pace ‘is. more. staid: with 
rae ‘weekend. diners. taking it “easier. 
.. .. Another. of. his_. trainees, ‘ Arinette. 

’ -Clark,- now resides over the: turn- 
tables . . L'Interdit. (Hotel: 
Gotham); after. he left . that ‘Spot 

~ for’ Shepheard’s. (Deimonico’s Tre- 
cently. ‘incepted:. its) own. . dis- | 

Tl. Mio, ° with. - ‘Charles: 

-whom.: Hyatt recommended;’ _but 
the: :spot..has yet to catch. ‘on. ‘Its | 
-proximity:to the ‘Drake is: ‘said: to 
‘ militate - against: ity: among | ‘other 
things) 

Getting. Younger’ Set. 
. Hyatt: credits: the. ‘younger “set 

- with being constantly ‘creative- ‘and 
--» Tegenerating: its) awn new_.dance. 

.8tyles which. has always: heen : the. 
‘case -but ‘which. somehow - reached. 

mo fuller. fraition. with | the. dimly lit: 
7 -discatheques of London, Faris- and: 

places. and people, disKs and danée. Crowell: Collier. any): “R241 

| still. another ‘flavor: The. influénceés | Harcourt. Brace. (N ¥.). 

| course .he can-never’ play -2,000..a/. 

‘repeat, *: 

turntables... 

“window. he. sees. first-hand how the. 

i.e. back .of the bandstand, to. chat 
‘with . him: Hyatt. -Says he. knows 

90%. 

‘happenstance ‘because. of. Ameri-. 

= land: ite ds: presumed - Zeekendorf. 

“Actually, “they” re not. nee. ded. 

ing. along . with. the--records does} 
‘give it..a. special cache and, from: 

‘is * rapport ° ‘with the -AFMers,. 

0. anonymous cammed . music: The - 
‘trios are strictly ‘xhythm - pieces— 

-Eliza-. -drums, pass .and. xylo... 

‘or-the-egg to: Hyatt. He gives. much 

tunesmith. and diskery-: executive} ~~ 

‘|. by mixing . with ‘them and -not sit- |’: 

with: the kids.-It is. true, ‘of course;. 

literally * “pring: into. the household | 

-around -L’Inderit: And-in. the back-: 

‘ground — ‘also - ds: ‘Mafalda. : ‘Davis;: 

came up With the idéa-of récreating 
| the: Shepheard’s {€airo).. moult on 

will. churn ‘the. action. 

keall: for ‘a ‘$2-$4: cover © (depending 

: average ‘$25-$30. dinner tab. for.two;: 

, ‘Stocks 
(As of March 31, dosing). , 

J atin ‘& Bacon (OC):-.:20°.— Yh 
| American . Book. (AS)... .40° +214 tL 
Amer. Book Strat. (AS). “44+ VA] 
‘Amer. Heritage. (OC) ....75s+4 34]: 

‘| Book ° ‘of Month. NX). 1414 : 
| Conde - Nast. (N.Y.}° . R+' % 

As: “he _ studies. ‘the. ‘different Cowles (OC):. "Tae I al 

Den 

WB Wins. ‘Sex? Title Suit 
” Warners won an injunction. last 

straining : Albert Ellis, author. of.'a 

Man,”-:and Lyle. ‘Stuart Inc.,.. its styles, Hyatt notices the ‘degree. of! Curtis Pub.. (N-¥.) - BR V4 
‘Teaction.. ‘When. ::Harry. - Belafente | ‘Bsauire Inc. ‘ AS) oe Dk AL $136 " publisher, from.-selling: motion. pic- 

| brought: the’ ..‘French: twist,’ not! Ginn & Co. N.Y.) ener) asd .ture rights. to.the tome. ~ . 
|much. different from. the Pepper-. Grolier (OC). .:.... ~ ne. 4k ‘Film company. “ which’. recently. 
mint ‘Lounge-bred: twist, it gave. it: ‘Grosset: & Dunlap. (OC) 1034 —- ne 

2,398 yas [Sex Gurley Brown’s: ‘bestseller, |: 
‘of the Left Bank and Soho, or’ St: | BOs (Sex: and’: ‘thé: “Single. :Girl,”. 
‘Tropez and’ - Juan-les-Pins | "rt | Bee OO (00) 4: ERT me 4 4 charged: that if. a picture were’ 
‘were not to: be ignored: And when | one R.& W. (N.Y) le ys wiers if marketed: with. the tag of Ellis’ 
‘the. “Mustapha,” -the paso. doble, ; 
the:.bossanova, the “Brazilian y 1 14'| the ...public’s © -thind.” : This, it’s| © 
‘carnival songs..andthe like were: | Macfadden Bartel, bens ‘anetie elaimed, ‘ would. jeopardize. WB's S|.- 
played, _they . too’. got. a. different: | MeGraw-Hill. NY. *. ar’ 3514—A1 - "$3,000,000" investment::in ‘the: "now [--~ 
type of . alidience. reaction. “And j. Meredith Pub. Co. Bag 54, | virtually. completed. ‘pic version of 
that.'went: also for: theé- Charleston. | wot Per. Pub: ee 4934 +0 a Mrs.’ Brown’s.‘tome::_.. *.. 
revivals: or “the Bunnyhops .. and | New. Yorker. (OC). 120: - But ‘in: granting ‘Warners. ‘the re- 
-kindred ‘steps. The main’ criterion; | pocket: Books: (OC). ee BU 1 { straining -order, Justice. Emilio 
to. Hyatt, . As. ‘to “make” sure. the Popular Library OO):.. = Qh 14 1 Nunez ‘refused - ‘to award ‘a ' similar. 

’ | people are” enjoying . it. 99 And: ie Ponular Hall: (AS). ~ 27 15% ‘injunction. ta’ Mrs. ‘Brown. and. ‘Ber- 

| they’re : not;. -he .swifches. tempos ; Random: House. (NE). 2 Souths ra Geis . Associates, publisher of 
‘and .steams up:"a.’ -terpsichorean | Scott. Foresman. (00) * “fh 34. Sex andthe Single Girl.” “Book's |. 
‘storm ‘to achieve. it. : Ht: W. Sams. (0 Oe 3 +e yale y) ‘suthor and. Geis’ joined with ‘War-' 

His. 2,000. platters: produee ‘six: ‘or: Time. Inc.: (QC)... .-- "1144-114 in. pressing .““unfair competi-}. 
seven.hours of dance -music from, Universal. Pub. Co: ‘joo. 5Ig4. 34 
‘among the - sundry, categories. -OF + ti t Ellis: and ‘Stuart. 

‘Western Pub. Co, (OC)... 25% — 734 ‘gations; against Ellis: and ‘Stua - “In. view: of. the fact -that: plain- 

night but if--items: “like the: ‘frug.|. 
-are- hot, - he’s | Often: forced ‘toy. O6=Over. the: Counter. 

UNY-—NCY:: Stock. Exchange. . 

_AS-—American. Stock: Exchange. ‘| 

_ (Supplied by. Bache’ & Co.)': . 
Perhaps. another. secret: “ingredi- | title,” “Justice .Nunez; opined; . “and 

ent; unanticipated’ ‘by anybody, is: 
the “usage «of. two - trios—they | — 
alternate. every half-hour: —. who: 

and advertising their ook: . 1 
in- - Paris. - “For this: theatrical de- 
signer. Peter: Larkin rates the’ nod 
for. the decor... As result, he’s been'| 
given the assignment for the new |} 
motif. of: the :-$1,250,000 :grand. ball- | 
room. of the..Hotel .Astor ‘talso™ a: 
Webb: & ‘Knapp-Zeckendori): oper: 
ation. 7: | 
The: room really starts. ‘ta’ ‘swing: 

at:.11,. sometimes ‘a bit. earlier, and} 
with: .the -exception - ‘of’ Saturday, +P 
Sunday. and Monday, it. rocks until 
4 ‘in the morning.” The ‘Sabbath. 
law. aceounts. for. the’ 3 |a.m.- shut- 

plaintiffs “are ‘not. entitled. to, the while - “Hyatt | . is, macstrong his relief they seek.” | 

Trio: ‘Picks, Up: Cue. and. the: ‘Single “Girl” was pub- 
The. trios © take their. cue: from 

he peeks out of the oblong narrow 
‘ber, 1963. Justice Nunez. also. noted 

dancers... react. They’ in. turn see-| 
‘him ‘and’ many comé: “backstage,’ ” 

* 7 : ra * * 7 — 

‘of. the: regulars: .by-- name, girls. on. ‘their - Social . ‘Telationships 

dating from Le. “Club ; and: down . for: ‘the. Saturday’ nighters./ With men . }. 
Lilnterdit, re -g{and the other two nights are obvi-| on _the ‘other. hand,. the court | 

The: - live musicians - were. <a ously - not . as ‘hectic although. the |: Stress Sex and the ingle 
| Monday: bunch — dominantly... the Man’? is: a“ work. “devoted to.a dis- 

legit casts and the like--when they 
start. to “roll: in. around ‘midnight, } 
‘offtimes “ kéeps - it: Seger anti? 

jourfey: This Wwe oe in "Gotham. with . an excerpt. from the’ defend-- 

‘in years, so.far’ aS a normal ‘nitery ants’ brief © that. ‘their -tome 
operation is. ‘concerned; unless- it: 
was in’ the. ‘good old. . days. of the} 
‘Stork and:.El, Morocco. ©... .. 
: ” Hyatt: is’ .définitely ‘anti-talk._ ‘in.|. ‘tention of making a ‘film d eal. 
‘a-nitery. ““They- have ‘more-fun. if. . 

“perspective,” ‘there | they’re up. there. dancing* and: ‘ify -_ 
‘ag.1 they start to talk:I make the music 

noisier. - Noise’ is - important’: in: a']. 
nightclub. : It: ‘draws their .attention 
‘to. ‘the music and, by: killing. the 

‘| table’ -chatter; - * they - ‘get up “and 
dance, . and if they don’t: know. it: 
then: they’ll know it: soon’ enough 
that: they’re ‘having more fun ‘that; | 
“way, ‘doing: the waddle, the monkey, : 
the: frug, the bossa. ‘Or: jus: a. cha-*}, 
cha. “OF .a. 1 Straight dance.” caer 

can Federation .of “Musicians 
‘insistence: In‘a° ‘private © club dis- 
cotheque,: the: - hanagement - could: -solutions.”. The . 

| brushoff. any” “Local, 802° démands: 
gested. 

compromised with” ‘two - trios. 

‘lends 
| treatment. "7. 

Paradoxically ° the . ‘eanned music 
policy. has. created: employment: for. 

six live musicians. -But:their play-. 

the ‘customers’: Dick Joseph's: ‘Newest 
: tea travel editor “Richard 

‘against. “the: deadpan - dansapation Joseph’s 

“‘ehain “of 24 ‘international and 36. 
domestic” hotels. |. - ‘How new: dances start is chicken- oe 

‘Diek. Joseph and: ‘Hilton’ s. pub-ad 
credit ‘to the ‘recording. ‘people: for: 

being. attuned. to. new trends. and. 

‘tempos: and putting ‘them’ on.-wax, 

from. where . the: ‘disk . jockeys.‘ on 

ceftain’ stations: know how to -pro-| . 

ject it. Or.. the younger. ‘type of: 

-biz: publicizing: dates“ back ‘to the 

~ Producers Org 
“Continued from’ page 2 wt 

gets. the - - ever-changing niew “feel | 

of. things, from the kids tieseelves, | __ 

- Jish) and - HH is: obvious.” 

Wolfe. Kauifman’s “iSyndicate’. 
film authorities in many. far flung |” 
ateas. vIn the’ four. ‘Scandinavian : 

‘eounrties FIAP,” ‘for instance, “will |. 

attempt” fo. ‘spread | ‘tax relief “for: 
exhibitors to :cover producers and. 

and, -if erchance,. pop -is . ‘in’ the distributors | as« well: : In. Belgium, : 

music’ * eanete. Hie’s : Savvy. enough \FIAP ‘will attempt to. soften gov- |. 
‘te latch --onto: . | ee a ernment: interference. in. exhibitor. 

:. Young Zeckendorf got: the ‘mes- | distribution. -contract. relationships. | 

sage -all- right:either from. Le Club, | Negotiations with Italy; France, and 
or young Jeffrey Leeds,. who. hung Turkey: will be undertaken.to. soften:! 

ting ‘in any’. ivory. tower. “Thus, at: 
. 

first-hand they -see. what ~is * ‘in’: | Kaufman, 
Continental: - roving - rep for Sok 

that: - the. “youngsters. ‘themselves. 

the new, ‘ideas. “in. terps . and. tunes. 
Yank, ‘British and others... 

| column for the Chi News, Toronto 

[writes for .. VARIETY as’ circum- 

‘films..FIAP will also study’ ‘the -situ-. tural arts” coverage ‘from Europe. 
ation. in’ Morocco ‘where observers | He. roves all ‘over -the. map. abroad 
detect. a trend. toward. nationaliza- | on. behalf. ‘of Hurok’s ‘concert stars. 
tion.. : 

‘Ttaly will get FIAP help i in 1 Mexi-. 7 . 

-Egyptian-born ‘public © ‘relationer.. 
(she oneé sued King. Farouk): ‘who: 

“s,. Fischer: Seis ‘Out: 
Park ‘Ave: °.. ‘+eo where film authorities have writ- |: .A year - ago. “it . was.- rumored, 

~The - exciting. atinogphere | is: gen- ten..a.three-to-one clause into: the and denied that .S. Fischer Pub-- 
erated, of course, . by. ‘Hyatt’s ‘distrib agreement requiring: Italy: to! lishers, one of -the: largest. in. West. 

distribute. oné: Mexican film in that! ‘Germany, | ‘was ‘considering. selling Anowlédgability : .6f : whatnot to. 
country for, every, three Italian pix. | a -major: share “of the highly. sue- play, as much as:what type: of tunes | 

~The patadox: of the: Drake's. pox-| FIAP moves. to negotiate. outstand-. Schauburg - ‘Publishers. of Cologne. 
office is the: ‘patronage which -pays ing. problems ‘on. a'government level. Reason given-. for. the. potential. 

top. prices: at. dinner” and, 
staying -on, is‘succeeded by. another | 
‘turnover: “of ‘paprika. terpers. .--- 
Dine, drink. and dance. privileges |: 

‘if not|-Wwill, possibly commence -after the | merger-.was- ‘that the owner. of the 
election. of the regional: vice-prexies. 1 Frankfurt. publishing . house, ‘Gott- 

fried’ Fischer, has no male heir to. 
carry. on the. business... .- 

at: the next. assembly. meeting. : 

Delegates from ten countries: ‘ate : 
tended the Madrid’ meeting.’ Span- |’. Now, it's: just been revealed. in 
ish’. rep’ ‘Miguel --Echarri ° : praised:| West.Germany: that.S. Fischer has. 
FIAP chief Ralph. Hetzel for effec- 
tive -dispatch ‘of - ‘agenda: ‘business. 
and. for acéenting economic: policies 
‘and ‘activity. to benefit the ‘film. 
industry ; ‘internationally. - Spanish: 
Minister of :infermation..Frage Iri-. 
barne . “was. ‘guest. of ’ Honor: at. na 
windup FIAP: “dinner. 

on ‘the. night). - This “means . an 

-and: around 11. pucks. after-dinner. 
It’s ‘no. giveaway . for the ‘ids=—also. 
‘the ‘elders, -) 
'-Shepheard’s: is patterned: after. 

the . yesteryear glory : of British-: 
mandated Egypt,. when. Shepheard’s . 
in. Caito” was as: famed: ‘as 5 the ‘Ritz 

'to..a much .smaller..firm, the Aus- 
trian publishers. ‘Ucberreuter, who 
are. known for .children’s --books.. 

'S.:Fischer has. been. outstanding | 

man . writers. as ‘Gerhart Haupt-: 

‘week ‘in .N.Y, Supreme: ‘Court .re= 

| acquired exclusive screen ‘rights ‘to |: 

LA Times-Mirror (OC) - 3516+ 541" ‘book: it. would. cause. confusion. 
in. 

“The Subject. of Harry 
(1963). strayed ftom. Main “Stem, 

tion”: charges, - among: “other alle- 

” -(tiffs. Brown “and: :Geis: Associates 
~ ave.reaped most of. their benefits: 

“ .'dfrom’ ‘the’. impact. ‘of. the’. book’s | 

: ‘fpat defendants : have’ -expended 
.? 41 large Sums of money in. ublishing 

° ms ¥ 2? a these vivid yarns aré film naturals. 

have. | concluded. that. . these “two G 

- The court: ‘pointed | out: ‘that “Sex. 

lished: in May, 1962, while the de-.’ 
fendants’.“Sex and ‘he Single Man” - 

| did. riot hit: the stands‘until Octo-{tre, When actors carried . 

that Mrs. Brown's: book “does not. 
purport, £0. be’ a scientific. study... 
but. rather -is- a compendium «of . 
hints; . tips > and. advice. *to:. single - 

cussion’ of -sex ‘and. associated: 
-problems’ ‘and. ‘thé - -author’s: - SUB-- 

: Jurist: 
‘wrote. that he “completely agrees” | 

is: 
“scarcely. the kind. of ‘book . that - 

itself-.to- “motion. picture | 
Ellis «and Stuart - also: 

: emphasized that: they. had no. in-} 
writer in. ‘Suffern, N.Y. 

“Hilton: International: 
‘Travel: Book” is. being _priméd for 
1965 in. :tieup with . the’. Hilton 

veepee’.John: Joseph (whose ‘show: 

‘old Chi Balaban &. Katz; RKO and| 
‘Valuable and colorful material-in a. 
‘step-by-step ‘shooting diary replete : 

’’..] Universal. Pictures: era). are old: 
==| friends .but':no. kin: : The hookup: 
| between. Doubleday. (wha. will. pub: . 

-Longtime.. Paris: resident | ‘Wolfe , 

‘Hurok, based in the French capital, 
is extending: ‘his, one-man “‘syndica- . 
tion” to. overseas. Thewspapers. . aod 

- He dees-a regular. twiee-s-thonth | | 

Star and. Providence Journal: (still. 

‘stances. warrant) ‘but: plans to add. 
discriminatory taxes. against’ foreign | US. «papers ‘for: his regular. “cul-| . 

--} Feleased: south of ‘the “Rio: Grande. | cessful: business. to the: Dumont-| printed in Japan. 

‘quietly sold-out: the major. share: 
{Hench Jr. 

mag), - 

for. publishing works: of ,tep: Ger-| Vey. Jr. 
{ Oestreich... dJr., 

matin, Arthur : Sehnigzler,: ‘Thomas |:manager. - 

Literati 

: Mann, Franz Katka, ‘Stefan Zweig, 
and also. the” modern. Americans 
like . “Tennessee™ Williams: and 

a| Eugene. O'Neill. 
book:. titled - “Sex :and- the.’ Single}. The Ss. Fischer Publishers “also. 

‘havea large theatre staff, and— 
publish ‘plays (selling the stage” 
‘rights. as well) in West Germany, : 
repping many ‘of the top American” 
playwrights. c 
Both: ‘firms have ~ pefused to" 

make any ‘public. release about the 
transaction,.but, ‘it is apparently 
‘planned that the top. execit: ves of 
both. will remain. . 

Prolific ic “Ex-Stage iManager 
“From ‘9 .O’Clock to Jamaica 

Bay,” by Daniel. Broun (H It, Rine-:. 
‘hart -& Winston; $3.50) is. fourth 

| whodunit from same publisher by 
former Broadway stage manager. . 

| -“Counterweight,” 20 
11962) featured 

backstage locale with’ a stage man- 
ager prominent. among: characters... 

Egypt” 

“but hada pretty actress. in. the: 
‘plot. “Egypt's Choice”. (1963) un-. 
covered buried Confederate gold. 
“9 O'Clock" deals with murder of 
‘a tv: comic, subject likely to titillate - 
certain broadcasting. folk: given. to. 
wishful: thinking. .Characters are 
colorful, ‘situations terse,. details .. 
‘well-plotted.. Seems any or all of 

-In.’65, Dial will publish a long 
show: biz novel by Broun,. “Well, - 

-} Here We. Are in. Sunny Spain.”. 
Title stems from. burlesque comics* 
penchant for setting a given sketch . 
simply by announcing locale; a. de-_ 
vice. developed in Elizabethan. thea- 

signs. 
onstage to identify streets, Ww ‘alls Or 
battlefields. 
“Spain” will trace fortunes: of a. 

Broadway play, “The Sad and. 
‘Funny Death of ‘My Mother,” from © 
desk of dramatist’s ageyit to shortly: | 

4 after Manhattan - opening.: Drama- 
tized are points of view of a-gen-- 
eral manager, the agent, a diréctor, 
femme star, and the audience. It 
“is understood that several Broad-' 
way personalities for whom Brota: 
‘has stage managed provide" har- 
acter ‘source material. - ta 

Broun,.who recently retired from - 
‘Times Square after marrying a 
singer. from cast of “My Fair 
Lady,” now «addresses. his type- 

Roo. 

Bist ‘In Fitm Series = 
Sedotta e Abbandonata fSeduced’ 

and Abandoned}is one of the het- 
.ter volumes, as well as. the latest . 
‘one, in the series dedicated to de- 
‘tailed analyses of Italian films by. 
-Capelli of Bologna. In 243. pages, 
and with 98 illustrations, it. illus- 

4 trates.the birth, shooting, and final : 
‘form. of Pietro Germi’s latest pic, 
‘shot in ‘Sicily and recently released. 
‘here: Giacomo Gambetti, who com-. 
piled. the. volume, gets his. -most. ; 

with interesting anecdotes and in- — 
‘Sight into the director, stars, etc. 

_ «| The picture one gets of Germi is: 
| especially’ vivid, and the “whole 
makes engrossing. reading even for. 

ex-VARIETY: and - now]. the. less_invelved film. buff. 
“Cloth-bound ‘volume is 31st: in. 

: Capelli seFies, and. sells for Lire 
2, 800 GET). - “Hawk. 

_ CHATTER . ne 
- ‘Anne. W. Simon’s “Stepchild ‘In . 

‘The Family” marks the first trade - 
book via Odyssey Press which here-. 
tofore © -confined itself to’ college . 
‘textbooks. . 

“The: bilingual: ‘Honolulu. monthly 
tabloid, The Citizen, has suspended 
publication. » Its. publisher, Tetsuo 
Toyama, plans to shut down his 
‘Kyodo Printing Co. “unless there 

.. |i" someone. interested in running. 
its” printing shop.’ * Toyama, who. 
has. doubled ‘as editor. of the month- 
ly, is 80 years-old and plans to 
devote ‘his.. time completing ~ his” 
autebiography._ “which will | be. 

Holiday : Guide Inc. author ized 
to conduct a: publishing and print- 
ing. business. in. New York. © 

Sky, the Magazine for Air 
Travelers is. the official name of. 
{the new. ‘monthly ‘giveaway. on. 
“most major . US. airlines: and pub-— 
lished in association with them by :‘ 

Ralph W.-. 
is ‘publisher; -Walter: 

ne - 3d, - ex-Curtis, 4Holiday. 
his ‘assigtant:. “David: Me 

editor; ‘William: J. Me- 
“prom 0; George A 

ex-Holiday,... ad 

‘American Heritage, 

Whetso 

Cullough,. 



fe an nl aR Re a aie ecitieee a 

Broadway 
‘Tucson Boys - 

their Arizona. base 
weeks on road.’ . 

David Randolph. set Lillian: Mer- 
nik for May-3 Bach B Minor Mass 
at. Philharmonic. 

Pressagent - Bill . Stuttman ‘ (ex 

after: eight 

20th;. now. freelance’: off. to Europe’ | 
for three-week ‘holiday. aoe 

S. -A. G. ‘Swenson, “head ~ ‘of 
Sweden’s Wivefilm, in from. Stoek-. 

. holm’. next” Sunday” 3). to: seout 
fresh ‘product. . = 

Henry (“Tropic™ of: Capricorn”). 
Miller's daughter, «Valentine -' got 
married Feb...14° to”. Ralph Day; 
‘which makes Valentine Day. Aer, 
new. marital tag.” 

Lambs. Club feted. yet thesp 
Henry ‘Sherwood on. his 80tn at the. 
_¢lubbouse. He made his. acting dé- 
“ybut-in 1994 in-Boston and has been 
a Lamb for 36. years.” _ 
“Film publicist | Harold J. Salern- 

‘son, last.-with: Embassy, will: have 
“charge of the Better Living: Center’ 
account, at. ‘the’ N.Y. World’s.: Fair. 
which the Bob Taplinger: flackery’ 

is handling. - 

‘Signs of .the - times: : the. famed. 
restaurant, -which never advertised 
‘In the dailies: (only, .an. occasional 
institutional . ad) has: incepted a 
campaign: “Milton. Berle eats at 
Lindy’s. How. about. you?” . 

‘Franz. Allers.. will. _ conduct. 
George. Schaefer's -preem :of.:“To® 
Broadway With Love” at World's 

April :22: |" Spec- |: Fair opening. on April, eee |-widow : of. Variety's longtime New tacle,inFair’s Music Hall. (Texas 
Pavilion), -is- directed. by. Morton da 
“Costa. 
Lena Horne | and’. bandieader- 

husband. ‘Lennie. Hayton; Met -basso 
Lorenzo. -Alvary, . concert. pianist: 
Rosalyn ‘Turek “and British im- 
‘presario. Stephen Mason’ off: to: Eu- 
rope — Monday . : 30) - on: the - SS. 
France. 

“Roberta. Schlaifer; daughter. ‘of. 
adman_ Charles ‘-: (and Evelyn) 

: Schlaifer, now at -Columbia.- U., 
studying for..her. master’s | degree |. | 
in Education. ‘Psychology, engaged. 
to Dr. Howard Semer; late sum-} 
mer wedding planned... 

.*Rose. Bigman, Tongtime (32: years) . 
secretary - and - general . ‘factotum - ‘tot. 
Walter’ Winchell, : ‘publicly an- 
‘nounced her desire to leave’ the 
columnist in Jast Friday’s ‘column. 
‘Claims overwork: and: general- far): * 
-tigue but ‘the timetable is: ‘indef. 

; publisher, Frisco .showman-realtor. 
Louis. -R. Laurie . advised him, 
“About 57 years ago.a nice guy by 

That's © my: life story! Period!” 

Arthur F. “Boyce, 65, who’ re- 
: cently retired: after 20 -years: ‘as. 
field . inspector ‘for. the New: York] ‘ 
State ‘Motion . Pictures”. ‘Division, 
worked ‘in the-.chorus of the ‘old 
New York Hippodrome -for four}. 
years. One of -the horseback: riders 
in that period, ‘he later joined” the 
New York State Police. ' 

Bert Lahr heads a list: of-: stars’ 
- who: will perform’ at the - annual. 
-Lambs .Gambol April . 18. . Carol 
Channing is. to< be. Queen. ‘of the |. 
‘Gambol, the third woman -to:. ‘be |. 
honored. by the Lambs, An’ original. 
score for the -Gambol. has: been 

- written by Sammy: Stept. 

i ‘Special - opera . matinees for: ‘stu- 
 dents.‘in tri-state N. ¥. ‘commuting: 

area. started: 27th year Thursday 
(26) when 3,205..tincluding -teacher- |. 

Y ht” “ e” | chaperones caug La. Bohem ‘by falling sp otlamp at Grove: Re-. 
{fused aid. .Wm- “Morris. chief; : A. 

at the Met: © Series. of “matinees: 
(six more through ‘May 5) aré.spon-. 
sored by Met Opera Guild, Groups. 
also get backstage - visit: and . tour. 

Richard Himber,-: quondam- miagi- 
cian but primarily a maestro, going 
back actively ‘into. the. deb: .atid 
society party field with: his dansa-| 

_ pation. Incidentally, the’ bandleader 
is said to be the only telephone 
subscriber whose: number matches 
his name, ice.; by dialing R: Himber: 

number. . 

Nadia Werba, \ife’ of. Vawter 
Madrid cor respondent Hank Wer ba, waiters: at. Patsy: BD Amore's' Walla’ |- 

Chorus . back: -to |, 

-mount’s 
Moderator i is: pie’s producer—David 

¥ Susskind... 

fornia~ New. 
| Colorado - ‘Arizona’ territory, 
| Samuel; .who. has’ won .other ‘prizes. 
‘for her: paintings, topped the 1963 
regional. American - Art . ‘Week: in. 

2 | | reopen’ ‘the formal ‘fall, season 1 of | 7 
a Hite: Plaza’s boite. ' 

‘Camerata Singers, . 

Sunday. (29)- ‘on -CBS-TV's. 
Unto: My Feet.” 0. 

- Henry: Ringling: : \North,. “who's 
handling the Ringling-B&B Circus |: 
‘this: year on this’ ‘side—alternating: 
‘with - brother John Ringling ‘North 
—is coincidentally - ‘showing. --his|: 

}Italian-born (British subject) bride |: 
the Gotham sights. “It’s | her first: 
-time in. America: The. Norths make 
their. home. in Rome. 

‘Bette Davis, playwright _ Edward |" 
| Albee. ‘and ° ‘Herald-Trib film: ‘eritic: 
1-Judith Crist, -.none’ . known for 
timidity; sit ‘as: panelists. April - 14. 
on an NYU. forum to discuss Para-: 

“ “All “The “Way. . Home.” 

.Susskind, 
will. be. a. ‘speaker Aptil 22: at. Syra-. 
cuse. U's ‘TV-Radio Center “Festi- 
val -of ‘the .Arts.”: 

: Radio ‘series was: started a few 
‘weeks: ago by: -the. ‘Metropolitan 

| Opera’s . 
Entitled: “Opera - ‘opies” ite is to. 
‘be heard ‘over station’: WBAI-FM 
(Sundays 1:'pm).-Ga¥fests to ‘date. 
with. Nicolai Gedda, “Thomas: Schip-: 
pers, Blanche... “Phebom; ‘Hyman 
Faine, ° 

vary. has: been -with the. Met. for 
over. 20 years. ae 

' Helen (Mrs. O-- Monte): Samuel, 

Orléans. ' correspondent, - now -re- 
_| siding. in- Tucson,. will not be able. 

Mrs, 

1963: . 

» Gill, USA 
: By. Walter. Winchell. 

Wire: Jack: Barrymore. 2d - (Cara_ 
‘Williams, ‘teéveenus) and handsome ° 
son .(J:B: 3d) stole. show. at: LaRue. 
fon: ‘Strip ‘Sunday- suppertime.:. 

’ Hunt Stromberg. Jr., hosting trif- | 
| fie party . April | 1 at’ ‘BevHills. inn.. 

‘Nixing a biog book - bid: from a : “Annual Eastér - brunch Coconut 
Grove’ Sundaynoon. ‘packed . joynt: 
Adults .$7.50° per’ platé,: tots $3. 70. . 
‘This ‘VARIETY | ‘cub emceed.- 

- the name of ‘Horace Greeley: Bavel 
-M™e a-.one-way ‘ticket to Seattle. -| monthly epic. will be-mailed.: ‘Dread= 

‘| line any ‘day. “Does VaRIETY: ove
r- 

pay, him. way we-do?” 

Photoplay ed must wonder when.‘ 

LAL Herald-Exam’ s cire ‘up: from. 
812,000: as ‘of: March 24, This isnot: 
‘daily average.- 
(Bud). ‘Lewis aiming’. at. ‘mill-mark: 

‘Chasen’s. Satdee: ‘night -un-get-in=-} 
-abel ‘without’ phone. call -24--hours |.: 
| ahead:: ‘Landlord’s:health improved. _ 

“the | . = - 

His |. 
medic. ‘is Dr.: Es ‘Wolfe of MW: ‘54th, 
NYC. TE 

San Diégo ‘Union: editor “Herb |: 
Klein (Nixon campaign. mer. in 60): 

Editor :Hugh: A: 

They were... calling.’ Chasen. 
Skolsky.- of Beverly.’ “Blvd.” 

and Democrat Pierre: Salinger. 
| (seeking. ailing. Sen:. Engle's. Sen-. 
|ate pew). conferred alone in Klein’s: 
‘Office, - Union-Tribune - 

~ Danty Thomas. corked :on. nogain |: 

Lastfogel. at- same ‘table didn't. get 
conked. (Ridice).. 

: Betsy ‘Dunean, ‘making upteenth. 
app: at Dino’ Ss. ‘belongs: ‘in: Bway} 
‘show. 

"Nat. (King) 
‘People. ‘from.- “Funny. 
matches ‘star Barbra .Streisand’s.: 
L.A. deejays Keep: calling that. new 
Show “Funny Face.” . 

that. also. spells out ~his.” ‘phone 7 Owners Mario and Tony’ ( of Mar-. 
‘toni’ ’s) Vince © * Edwar ds’. hangout. 
near. Day : Variety, ‘former - 

who-has exhibited in Paris.‘and ‘has Capri. 
another. ‘one-woman show: “coming 

‘up in Madrid in mid-May, is send-| Jane Morgan ‘and funmedians Allen ; ;’ 
ing. a triptych and ‘soveral. paint-. & - Rossi. 

Biggest Grove. lick 3 ‘in Jone spell: 

ings to the Biennale-at Venice, and'| plus: Enzo ‘Stuarti. ‘Grove dark last | 
one. of her: big ‘portraits is -to-. be ,. week. 
hung-in the Spanish’ Pavilion: at the 
N.Y. World's Fair, : = 

_ MeGuire: Sisters’ follow ° ‘the: just} 
‘opened’ Kess!er.’ . Ywins. at. the 
‘Persian Room- ‘and Esttha. Kitt 
finales: the forracl 
season ‘before © the si 
ments, such ¢ £5 Mami: 
Monte > 

Sor ronlaco- 

» Von. Doren, 

ra a Vooren “and ‘Barry: 

Sat ale take ene. ant: —_— a res 

“Kowloon (on. Pico) pet: chowmein- 
ery ‘of stars:.and press pack. «° 
“Telegram: front confrere to. Lou-. 

ella Parsons. on the: ‘mend: “Get up: 
outta there You're. -in _bed with" 

% » inter-spring the wrong thn. || 
Torker ~ ‘almost.’ got’, 
“hrawi?- Happened #1 
Sad to.em art: *s5 = 

What. Now 
‘into another 
svhen t hee 

“Abraham 
‘Kaplan ‘conducting, will -give -con-|: 
‘certs. April 10° and. 20. as. part ofl. 

|The Lincoln. Center World’s Fair 
Festival. Evénings ‘of choral cham-| 
ber music will be presented. in phil- 
-harmonic. Hall. Group.was featured’ 

“Lamp 

incidentally, | 

‘basso -Lorenzo: _Alvary. , 

Jay : - Harrison, - “Lawritz 
Melehoir.; and. ‘Jerome -Hines.:.. Al-| 

Nancy Ames. 

“Staffers |. 
‘gaped, ‘First time’a “name” Demo} 
invaded. rabid - ‘GOPaper,. -- 7 

‘Cole's. version. Of: 
Girl” 

* Co! ¢nial: have been -eancelled. - spo. 
fr, Morton: Gottlieb... producer, “and mn 
Robert Morley. in. for. -opening. of} 

‘Enter: Laughing” - at} :- 
the | Wilbur. Gottlieb” plans a Bont} 

Next: Rowan. & Martin } * 

1 

~ London 
(HYde Park. 4561/2/3)-: 

” Shant: ‘Wallis - has “gone: “to. the 
‘States for ‘cabaret dates... 

‘Monty: ‘Berman - tossed: an® g0th'| | 
birthday party for, his’ father, Max| 
Berman. :. 

last week-on the’ Carinthia. : 

ket” | 
:Plaza- preem. ; 

“Daily * " Express. film” 

| Conquering. Lion. Pe! 

weekend: ' opening. 2 of 
Fiesta” ‘at Drury Lane; which heis| ~ 
‘presenting with. Victor ‘Hochhauser. To. 

Warner-Pathe . hosted a press]: .. ~ 
in. honor’ of:... George ‘ ‘reception 

| Cukor, director: ‘of “My: Fair Lady,” 
vat Claridges: last Wednesday (25).00 

South. African. impresario~ Leon os ‘job. after. visit with ailing . wife) 
‘Phylitis: in L.A. | ‘Gluckman’ ‘among. : the. : show. - biz. 

bunch. ‘currently: in- - London: Others: 
| round. the town. -inélude © George | 
Marek, Sam. ‘Engel, Oscar Peter- 
‘son ‘and. ‘Al. Lewin. ° 

} for $2,100° as. ‘his. _ prize ‘for ‘being 

showmanship ....contest. . Runner-up: 
Je W. Hare’ received $700. oe 

Fair Hotel, ‘where: he has been PRO 
:| for” the last : few years. :The. Dan- 
{ ziger. freres,. who- recently sold. out 
to.. hotelier .Maxwell Joseph, : are 
‘also -expected to ankle the. opera-, 
‘tion, withi : 

to attend next. Saturday’s (4) ‘dinner. es within: the: the’ next. f few weeks, | 

at the. Hotel -Pierre of the Améri-. 7 
can Artists Professional League’ to” 
accept’ the -grand::prix for 1963. 
‘As. director. of. the Southern ‘Cali- oe o 

“Mexico - Oklahoma «1: 

~ Chicago 
“(DElaiware 7:4984) 

Oscar: ‘Brown: Jr. ‘re-signed’. with 
GAC. and ‘is off” to Sweden: for. a. 
month: of .concerts:’- 

‘Chauncey’: Gray: . orch-. fetiirned: 
to, Pump’ Room of. the Ambassador 

Kast, for ‘indefinite’ stay. 
‘Marshall - Migatz - “bringing” 

- [pata ‘Orch,-. with . Eugene . 
Ormandy- conducting, on ‘May’ 5 at = 

. Orchestra: Hall. 
“Woody . ‘Allen, “who. just’ com-| . 

vat * Mister-) pleted _ three- weeks . 
-Kelly’s,.- returns: Aug. 25. for.‘ a 
week: at Tenthouse . Theatre. with 

“Shrine. : Cireus, : “Which: set! 

Lat: Medinah Temple, signed Larry. 
‘Stein: to. handle. Publicity’ chores 

| again: next: year,” 

‘the: -preem performance. . of: - 

La: Rabida Sanitarium this’ ‘fall. 

Jamaican . Tourist * Bureau’ :in “a 
week-long | promotion by . ‘signing 
“The «. Ticklers, 
popular: in’: the. Caribbean,’ ‘for . a 
one-nighter. on “April 29. _ 

“Boston: - 
“By ‘Guy: Livingston _ 

(508° Little. Bldg:; _LI 2- 5095). _ 

-élot’™ at. the’ Colonial, : 
‘Kathryn Grayson.’ ° 1 
“” Mike : Todd. Jr’s~ 
Seated’” 
stand’ before: the. ‘World's . Fair. 

Charles - River :Valley. Boys in 
concert -at “Kresge auditorium : ‘for 

} MLLTs. “Operation _ Crossroads 
Attica.’ ae 

4 Manny: ‘Williams, : ‘comic. magico. 
‘from, ‘club’ and. ‘shipdates, ‘making: 
nifery. -debut. at -Monticello. with, Michele Morgan ‘and: Marie-France 

. Connie | Stevens... ‘Pisier, ‘His last: pie, ‘La Mort D’Un 
“Two: pie-Broadway shows sked-}. 

ded. for tryouts: here; “World War: 
the.|,. 210” --and . “ool . Off” - at 

Go ttlieb’s: 

den: ‘company: 

Rome 
By Robert F: ‘Hawkins - 

(Sardegna, 43: ‘Tel: :479316) 
“Alberto. Sordi. back: from Prazil | 

| by boat.. °.- 
im -James-- Baldwin’ ‘expected. ‘in, on; 

"| lec fure tour. ~~ 
-Akim. Tamiroff ‘to: " Yugoslavia “Fruth.- -or - 

fer “Marco Polo.” : 
. Mark ‘Forrest in town: “to: ‘shoot [ 

/°The Lion of: ‘Tuebes..’ la 
oF clan. T awrenson doing ‘free: 

NM aresllo: 
: ‘| pwhlished — by: Duell, 

Sisters. “Xavi ier. , Cugat- Abde “Lane: ‘Salling, one at ‘his ‘initial PFESS ‘conf. | Royal ‘Shakespeare Company! Slee, 

a soar for" ° “Look"" 

- Mas* roiannit. os 

he oan Pi ae 

The ‘Kaye Sisters, wk: British |: 
harmony trio; sailed ‘for: ‘New. York: 

‘The: Archbishop. of: Westminster | 
-had. a private .screening. of ‘‘Bec-. 

_ Several days” ahead: Of: dts] 

from: the’ 
». éFitie. 

Leonard” Mosley’ ist completed a 
‘book ‘on ‘Haile. Selassie’ called: “The 

-Sol - Hurok in: “town ~ ‘for ‘Easter’ 

John :G. Roe,’ ‘manager’. of: the |; 
‘ABC ‘Cine-Bowl, collected: a :check; 

“With the change. in ‘inanagement, ! 
Stuart Allen. is. :quitting the’“May|. 

Playboy. ‘Club - ‘cooperating with}y 

a: Galypso *° group |. 

“Ate: Jeffreys: went: into “Cam- |’ 
: ‘replacing 

“America, Be 

‘set. for: Wilbur. ‘Theatreé4. 

Yeux. - .Cernes” 

- ‘duis: here: ‘May "26:30 under Rome: E 
4 ‘Theatre ‘Club aegis. 

Carol. Danell, “here. ‘from. Ger-| 
‘off to Milan. for} ; 

more RALTV. tapes: 
‘Sam Shaw skied. back. ‘to Crete |: 

and “Zorba.:‘the Greek” after local | 
| freelance ‘photo stint; Loe 

new: pactee, | ‘intro- 
“duced to press by Sprint. Records: 

nian | tele . stints, 

-Lyda Ralli; 

at. Grotte. del Piccione nitery..- 
“ Silvana. Pampanini and Amedeo 

Nazzari in Buenos Aires. for Fair- 
films’..“‘An Italian: in ‘Argentina. 7 
‘Antonio! Pietrangeli . 

“U.S; - and. expects. ‘to 
start “The Magnificent: Cuckold” 
early | in. May. ‘Ugo. Tognazzi stars, 
with ” Jeanne 

| Mercier, 
1 Iso in. cast. | 

‘Mexican a 

Moreau, 

las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke. 

¢- ‘Dudley 44141) * 

. Sands - -host. J ackie © ‘Heller : ‘back. 

“Dunes: host.. ‘Billy: ‘Snyder out of 
hospital . ‘where his 
ulcer was’ treated. 

Dick Sinatra, son of. Ty op maes- 
tro- -Ray ‘Sinatra, - ‘signed. for role in|. 
Uncle - Franks 

‘named champion. in ABC’s annual Brave.” 

“None But The’ 

.Bobby ' Sherwood .- and. pride: 
Phyllis : Dorne getting . ‘their big 
-band. back together to ‘supplement 
current act, ..”: 
‘Billy: | -Rose* ‘ gave’. ‘Thunderbird: 

producer. Monte. Proser title ‘of -his | 
upcoming. -autobiog: ° “Whatever: 
‘Happened | To Mé?”:: | 

Albert Finney. visiting Line Ren-. 
‘aud. backstage at. Dunes tells her 

- | he won't work: for a year.or two—: 
-l-wants. to’ see’-the ‘50° states, but No. 
“| one’ will believe him. ~~ 
AT. Yoshizawa; :owner-of ° ‘Tokyo's. 
_ Golden. Akasaka‘ 

shown. the. town -by . Marty. Hicks,. 
ex-T’bird. “producer. | 

| inked Kim: Sisters ‘for’ their first. 
date in-Japan, to‘ follow. their: June. 
‘stint --here'at the. Desert ina with 

| Maurice. Chevalier, : ae 

nitery, | ” peing 

Yoshizawa. 

Paris 
vos By ‘Gene. ‘Moskowitz’. 
* (80 Ave Neuilly; SAB. 0712). 

“Burt Lancaster back to finish. his 
‘starring: role in: The: Train’ (UA). |-: 

-Moiilin: ‘Rouge. nitery reopens for. 
| the tourist season: with its pig pro- I ti 0 Ry -F 

record: ‘of .260,000 “paid Camiectons [ue ion show, “Frou-Frou. 
Thelonius.. Monk: showed: well 

here. for - ‘three ‘concerts: ‘and* ‘the. 
4 Modern ‘Jazz. Quartet: As. due - this 

h. 
Variéty. ‘Clubs’ of Illinois: ‘snared: mont 

VE. 

Pair: Lady," * pic Which. opens at] 
‘Palace. ‘Theatre as’ a: benefit. for. 

‘Duke . ‘Ellington, - -presenited by 
Norman. ‘Granz,. giving’ three : sell-. 
out -concerts at ‘the: Theatre. “Des 
Champs Elyseés. - 

:. Denise :Duval’s. sickness. has held 1 
up the ‘revival of. Francis Poulenc’ S| 

opera. at “Dialog Des Carimelites’ 
the. Opera~Comique. | 

“Seven. Days in: “May”: 
opening: in eight. houses. Director 

- «| John Frankenheimer ‘and star Burt. 
a ‘Lancaster Were on: shand:: *~ 

In. and: out are Tom: ‘Tryon,. Lex 
oh Barker, :‘Rex Harrison; Rachel Rob- 

: erts; Maria. Callas: and ‘Mike Frank- 
-ovich, ‘Columbia © Films -veepée. ‘ 

' Brigitte. Bardot sending ‘a photo |. 
-of herself in a bikini, which has hit | 
‘several ° frontpages, -to.- speak . ‘out 
‘against .a Brazilian. journalist. who 
said: she “was: getting: fat... 

Pierre : Dumayet. resigned: from: 
‘Martin *A. Ruderman, .member. of ' 
‘Walt Disney. music. department, as ne 
‘chairman. of the board. : . 

Michael’ Harvey: called: back. to’ _ 
Hollywood for. role-in-“‘Arrest'And | :: 3 
Trial.” He and Fifi -D’ Orsay: ‘plan=" ts 
ning -a_ daily. interview. : ‘show. on * a: 
ALA 's KCOP-TY: ~~ a 

Richard “Burton: guest at. Ritz | the. weekly paper. Le. Nouveau.Can- 
‘dinner: preceding opening -of ‘“Ham-. 

| let”: at: the Shubert last: week’ (24). 

dide -after .an article’ maintaining 
‘that’ there-.are .too'-many people: 
‘working. the. governmental : vid: set-. ‘up; 

* Radiodiffusion --: “Television. 
Francaise. Fe -also writes for. téle.. 
‘Robert: Hossein . off - to” ‘Austria 

for: exteriors : ‘on -his. new. pic “Les 
(Ringed - Eyes). in|: 

which: he- stars - -and“directs with 

Tueur” (Death. of a. Killer), “also. 
‘opens: here: this. week: 

Albuquercue - 
By. ‘Chick. Mittlestadt - 
G Diamond. 4- 1596) 

Albuquerque -. Journal. feature. 
writer Carl Hilliard wed. to: Lana 
ne ‘Gail Blair. 
_ ‘Smothers’. Bros.. set: for concert} 
: | appearance ‘at U. of New. Mexico 
‘Lon. ‘Abril - 7. with: tickets scaled to. 
top: of. $2.75: - 
Former Albuquerque: radio news 

man. - Neil ° Baird tcok over: “_opera=. 
tion.’ of - indie - station KCHS. ‘at: 

Consequences, . _ New: 
‘Mexico. 

‘Prolific; “Aibuqueraue. ‘quthor: “of 
teenage. fiction, Wilfred. MeCor- 
mick, has: just seen ‘his. 56th. tome 
‘released. It’s “The ‘Long Pitcher,” ” 

Sloan and. 
‘Pearce. | 

skied: in|. 

“Michele: 
and - Corinne “Marehant |" 

‘new-type” : 

Story of. Hank Williams.’ ” 
‘Ritchard: _N-;: Brown ~* (Catibria)> a 

‘and: John C: Rode: (Warner. Bros.) -: 
joined Screen: Producers : Guild: to: . 
-boost’ roster to’ alltime. record, of. 7 

(Par) |- : 

” “Hollywood 
Europe: 

‘during May... 

in-wet pavement. crash.” 

for “Magnificent : Stranger.’ ia 

. Merrick-Shefrin ... Inc., 

parleys. . 

Richard. Erdman” cutting album. 

ated by- Jenna MeMahon. 

Hall: Aug..3 for two: stanzas,” 
_. Robert’ Wise’ inked Danny- Tru= cy 
hitte, 20-year-old: singer-dancer,. for °°. = 

{juve romantic lead in “Sound - -of nD es 
| Music.”. 7 et 

‘Mel ‘Baker’ and - ‘Bob’ - Gottiien oS 
joined: John: F: Dugan Enterprises, Sos 
the former in personal. appearances: a 
field, latter in:ty wing... 

| Hank. Williams: Jr. will. sing. one ES 

of. his late father’s hit songs in 

Heart, _ Metro’s. ““Your Cheatin" 

267. _ 

Phil. Scott; “who: ankled: Universal 
editorial dept. ‘five years’ ago -to. 

+ join Four. Star,. returns: ‘to. studio. 
‘las -assistant to. editorial exec’ Wil-. 
\liam Hornbeck:. 

Paul Wirichell- ‘added new w durnmy 
“| tabbed. Moses’ and: Italian doll: "J 

| named: Luigi: to his longtime Jerry »-:°.- 3 
.;Mahoney ‘creation for-current ven-: ~ 
triloquist ‘stand ‘at Interlude. OF: 
_Phil- Silvers called Sammy Cahn. 

and Harry Crane to pen’ special. 
-material for’“Top Banana’: revival,. _.. - 
opening: ‘Aug. 3 at Dallas State Fair Sohne 
| Music Hall, with. Silvers’starred.” --:.-- 2: § 

‘Bob Herron, vet-film stuntman,“ - 

Allan | Sherman, to: tour: “Orient fen 

- Zsa Zsa.Gabor: ‘smashed. her car 

Clin Eastwood ‘hopped to ¥ Rome Le 

flackery,. oO, 
| opens: Beverly. Hills office “April 1. ©. 

Jeanne Crain to star in. “Claudia” Lo 
at: Drury Lane,.Chi,. May 13-June 1 

‘Nunnally. Johnson retuined. to’. .::-- 
‘London: diggings.’ ‘after :20th-Fox, ee 

‘Mike 2 Frankovieh returned 
fra = Se oe 

“(of ‘Hollywood - anecdotes: ‘for: Cav, ae 
.| alier Records.. = we L 
| Buddy “Ebsen. “and Dona Dou- at 
‘| glas: co-emcee: ‘PATSY: Awards Sate 8 4 
|-urday. at ‘Pantages. —_ ee 
|. Gary Jason, folksinger, Tecuping met 
‘from. -multipte. jaw: fracture | Sus+ 
‘tained. In. auto accident. : 
-Verland Whipple bought: Cameo 2d 
Playhouse, ‘legiter formerly. oper- eo 

“Jack M: Goetz,’ publicity -diree-\.--.°.4 
|:tor | for Consolidated: Industries, on: : 
twoweek Army tour-of duty, °°. 
Phil ‘Silvers. preemis his new: nit--' - . 

‘ery act at Dallas State Fair Music: Shae 

hospitalized in “Cuernavaca after... ° a 

.] being. injured: by . close-range :-dis- 
charge: of: blarik cartridge during . - ... 

cy or Dundee,” Pee scene in.-.Col’s 
shooting in. ‘Mexico. 

Palm Springs 
Kim: Sisters. at: Chi “(Chi 

tome; 

Harold. —Mirisch 

honored . during this ‘city’ S: “Desert: 
+ Cireus—April 8-12: : 

New PS. - National Bank ‘has’ 

- “Aerial. Tramway to. be: starred: in 
‘hale. ‘hour . film: ‘by Lumar -Produc- 
tions. Pic will. promote ‘new. tram- :“ -. - 
way .to far corners-of U:S.A.and-.| °. 
Europe and ‘is: brainchild: of mem-..°. -. - 

| bers -of “Mt.-’San’: “Jacinto ‘Winter Ths 
_{ Park: Authority: wet 
Bob, Hove: joiried’ ‘Jane “Russell. we. 
| ‘Connie Haines ‘and ‘Beryl ‘Davis at’ 2-7". 
| WAIF Ball held at:P;S. Riviera. He’ 
| cracked; “Jessel. is. soing’.to. Israel... 
with The Bagels. They’re ‘Beatles: 
“with holes. in. their’ heads.” Party. . 

| raised $18,000. to’ be- divided: ‘be-" -- 
tw een. inter-country _adovtion. -OL=" 

‘Ranization ” and ‘local PS, Youth. 
‘Center... 
. “Palm | “Sorines Story.” 

tertainers: ho’ will : ‘apnear -pre 
Joe. Snata, Nike. Mitchell; Bobby 
PRamos.. Guadalajara’ Boys,. Marzo’ 
‘Antonio ard Al Anthonv. Fila will 0:3.) 
‘pe. shown Avril 24. at Chi Chi for. Bolus AY 

: $10 ‘Per rdueate. oo 

being. Lot 
| filmed herewith’ proceeds going. to: —°.". _- 
Desert Cripvléd Children’s. League, *™ 
‘will have. George - Jessel. “Eleanor. 
Powell, Tommy ‘Noonan, Ben-Oak-" 

land. in ‘brief ‘cameos. ‘Local. ens * 

: Cece Barker. here. to plug new --. << 
“Fhe Olive: Winked .Back.”: :° 

.-Polly: Bergen | and Freddy. Fields’ 
houseguests : 
manse.:’ . 7 

Marty. ‘Ragaway.. in for “Baster- a 
_ | holidays : also to huddle. with . Red 
7 ‘Skelton - anent.. vidshows.: ml, 

-Goy. John’ Burns of Hawaii and. . 
Gov. Pat Brown of Calif: ‘will be ~ 



"TOMMY: LYMAN : 

éal trade, died March 12. Funeral 
-was held in Chicago March’17, with | . 
burial: at: Desplaines, th 

‘In ‘his heyday: Lyman had ‘Jona| 
-runsin -a variety’ of. famous’ jnti- 
mate. drinking rooms of their time: 
-One- was Kelly's’ of Hester: Street, 
‘Jater” of . Greenwich. Village: He 
 also*. enjoyed extended tenure at 
Harry’s New ork Bar ‘in. Paris.: 47 

- -Apparently’ ‘he mever- ‘appeared 
in, any legit show and: was never: 

: particularly - ‘a ‘vaudevillian. . -The jl 
“April: 22,: 1921. _Assue ‘Of VARIETY |. 
reviewed chim. as: a-““New.. Act”: at]. - 
: the. Columbia: Actually: . it. was. a]: 
Friars: Club benefit. The: reviewer}- 
.eommented ‘that. Lynian.. was -“al- 

_ thost.a boy. tenor”.“but that. his .ap- 
“pearance ‘dispelled any. doubt: that 
he could work ona. stage as well as 
“a ‘saloon fleor... 

“He. “was. identified - {with “ such | 
standards as. “Melancholy: Baby” 
and: “Ace: An. ‘The. Hole.” ” , More Te- 

cent itiformation 3 is: 5 scanty bat’ heic 
. seems to. have worked. Profession-/ 
ally until a few. years. ago. 

.- His survivors include his. widow,| Bé 
‘Dorothy, two: sisters,: ‘Mrs. “Mar- we 

‘ garet - Schnitzer of Chicago,.’ welt 
. Mrs, Vernon: Erickson ‘of St. Louis. 
Also” six ¢ nephews, and. one ‘niece. Was a: 

"ERNEST &. STERN: 
 Srriest ¥. Stern, director. of press. 
jnformation. ‘Hollywood, “CBS-TV, 

* died Sunday {29):in Mt. Sinai Hos- | - 
- pital, 

pital, Los Angeles: at the age. ‘of Slobodke; * “Women of New: York,” | 
‘The ‘Wedding 

48. He died: of a heart attack.. 
He joined CBS-TV' as press info: 

: diréctor in : Hollywood in. 1959." 
: Prior to ‘that. he had. been. director: 

western ‘division. ©. Stern 
. joined“ ABC “as copy. chief. He ‘be- | 
~ came trade news editor in Septem- | 
_ ber, 1951, acting publicity -- man- 
ager. in: 1953. ‘and- publicity ‘man- poe 
ager- in 1954," 
‘Born -in. ‘Cincinnati; “he attended } - 

niisylvania’ s Wharton the U. ‘of :Pe 
‘School -of. Finance and. the © 

: of ‘the. US. “tie: served . ‘two-and-a 
half years in the U.S, Army, serv-. 
ing: Overseas in™-the ‘China-Burnia- |“ 
“India Theatre:. After his discharge. 
as-a- technical sergeant,:he joined 
-Radio-TV -: ‘Daily; where: “he. Te 
mained five “years... : 
| Surviving are his’ widow, ‘Betty: 
two'sons, Fred, 12; and John,. two,. 
and a brother Alfred, “of: New York. 

c BOBBY ‘BARRY: 
. Bobby Barry, 78, veteran. vaude- 
Ville | performer, died March. 23: at 
‘the. Actors - Fund: Home. in. Engle: 
Ww ood, N, J. 

:* He: first: appeared - on the. “stage 
with. his: father, Billy; in the popu-: 
‘ar. Barry: ‘and Faye. vaude .aet. In 
-his’ teens, : he.: played. .in “Hogan's | 1 

‘the’ hospital, -then: to. Hac’s : home 
‘to console his widow, “Ruth. ~Sev- |" 

-Alley”” with :such success that’ be. 
attracted George M:' Cohan.° “He 
Was one-of the original “‘bad boys’”]. 

5 -just: before. “post time,” he’ pave: 
‘his. performance... Oo Bels 

Tittle | 

in ‘Foxy: Grandpa” and. took’ over: 
Mr. ‘Cohan’s role in the Toad. tour. 
By.“:1905,. “Barry | -was “in. 
Johnny. Jones” ‘and “The ~Gov- 
ernor’s. Son”. and four. years: later’ 
in “Knight for a: Day. ” He. toured 

Australia, in: 1911" with. ee ‘Git 
‘Tommy ‘Lyman, 73, _ possibly the 

most famous : saloon.- tenor. of his 
day, and: especially. in: the theatri-: 

“You Atweys Se Remesibered fer 

‘Your Bowetifel: Mesic, Ded 

‘He +had-been with. the Press for 
{40 years, and had. been amusement. 

ae editor. ‘for. Nearly: 27 years. 

‘best—was comic. Joe E. Lewis who. 
‘happened tobe: playing the ‘Cork 
Club. in’ Houston: at’ the’ time Of | sy ‘volumes. Of. poetry. ‘and - also |: 

‘turned: out --librettos.-for operas, 
‘pageants. and musical. comedies. 

editor. .was . dead:. 
everybody . ‘to stand. and: drink al: 

vaude circuit. - 

‘hit of “Maids of America”. in 1916, 

1946. revival’. of 

in* “Burlesque” with Bert. ‘Lahr. | 
‘His. two daughters survive. 7 

” RVING GROSSMAN 

: ‘Beach, ‘Fla. 

he. appeared . were .““Motke From 

, “Wish Me. Luek,”. “The 

way’ Ss Palace. Theatre.” 

son and. danghter survive, : 

“PAUL ROCHULI. Loe 
“Paul. Hochuli, “who. as aimuse= | 

‘Peggy and TerréJune™ 

‘His death followed by four days 

‘as. he recovered from ‘his illness, 

One-0f his: friends—perhaps his. 

Hochiuli’s . death. Lewis : rushed.. -to. 

eral - ‘hours, later, although’ ‘he wept. 

“At the etid’ of ‘the. show’ he ane’ 
nounced that the w.k. amusement: 

“Td Hike | for 

: yull*. 

in’ the: .Taxi.”’. He then played. -f0r} ha 
4 while ‘in ‘the: Columbia. “Wheels a. “Vart 

included. his.- brothers Billy. and | 
Frank ..and: ‘his sisters. Emily andj} 
Lydia. He hada big success. with 
a bit called - ‘¥lugle. Street,” ’ the; 

‘a Columbia’ Wheel.. show... He ‘also’ 
{appeared “ in -the. ‘Theatre Guild’s: 
a ahi at. Who - Gets: 

a ” an tured 
ped” and had x fea Tole | club's annual: Gridi | 

“4 - Hochuli was a top newsman, ‘and |: on 
a ‘often gave'a hand:to the. city. staff:|. . 

.-fon a big breaking story. He. ‘helped |’. 
|cover: the. New ‘London, . Texas, 
school ‘explosion ‘in’ 1937 in “which 4 
several ‘hundred: children. were: 

jeving Grossman,. 63,-a8 member { 
‘of-the national: board ‘of the Amer-: 
ican’ Guild of ‘Variety Artists and |. 
-former leading. actor in the- Yiddish j City. 
theatre; died March 24° in. ‘Palm: nore: 

- Born ‘in. ‘Boston,’ Grossman’ ‘made. su 
his debut when: he. ‘was. 14: years} 

e-| old In-San’ Francisco, in a } Widdish. 

"Hem 1 ssa | iE 
april 4, 1958) - 

company, of ‘which his “father wis Phin ts 
‘the producer. -In'1919 he made his 

hs ;jtwo - Boston’ « 
Os }Picon, : “Menasha. ‘Skulnick,. Aaron. 

; Lebedoff. and . Irving «: Jacobson, | 
| among. ‘others. ° Dol: 

“Among the ‘productions:i in “which: 

‘Mareh,”’. “Ifs a Funny World” and}. 
“Nice “People.” He sang in niteries |: 

r. and. “appeared asa “singer. at Broad~ 

| Active up: to the. 
_ 1 death, . he - last. appeared .on ‘a. tv. 
-_| Show on. WBZ-TY, : Boston. and. ‘at 
_{ Playland .on. Boston ‘Common. -. 

Surviving. are. chis: son, :news- 
‘real’ estate| 

* | editor. of the Boston ‘Globe; and. a. : 
{ sister: ren 7 re 

ning 4 in a Houston b hospital from a ia 

* oF : te - 

BR 
as 

oped 4, 1962. 
_ - “years have passed | ae 

oy and “you @re. £0 dearly. loved. 
oe “and. $0 sadly. missed, .- 

ment: editor of the “Houston. ‘Press. | 

: ford, ‘Conn.,- School of, ‘Tnsuranice, |n 
"After: “an. “association cwith . the |’ 
: Eauitable- ‘Life Assurance: “Society 

to. $30,000,000: |For ‘atime -he..was 
‘to. write. ‘his | . partner. iri the old: Barton; Durs-. 

said. - 

foe | Hope. in town. Sad vs 

2 ‘has beér best_man. * 
atthe late: Jack Carson’s “wedding | ¢ 
in: Houston. several . ‘years: ago. “He.| Mz . | 

‘tration. was. generally regarded as: 
being: less tough’ than that of -his| 

_f00t- |. predecessors, and despite pressures |: 
-eol-'| from trade’ and. religious groups 

- he kept a fair balance. . # | 
ir O’Hora, . who « served: with the 

ighit.| Palestine police-during ‘World. War 
II, later - became . public: relatioris 
‘consultant. for.:a. Palestine hotel! 

Returning to -his ‘native: 

at. the hospital... 
a fochult also’ 

for 

in .the audience whenever Joe. FE. 

might. be 

dent of the Press Club. of Houston, 

. Show. 

Kirby, of ‘Dallas. 

“boy . magician,” 7? he™ ‘appeared _ in: 
“amusement: spots; 

Austin: “& Stone’s -: Museum : 
: Scollay Sq., and “Walker's Museum 

| in: Bowdoin. Sq: -He. later. did:an 
escape ‘act in theatres. throughout | 
the. northeast. 

Kriss: built a Film: theatre 
| Damariscotta,. Me., in 1910 ars 
Screened one: and two. ‘Teel silents.. 

‘World: : War ° -¥, he added After ° 
Punch: & "Judy to ‘his. magic. show. 

: YI d t | Hist ife, ac Di 2 Gol aberg. | and ‘played: in: vaude, amusemen 
parks, carnivals ‘and: -other. ‘sites. 

. ty 

-paperman Paul . F., 

"JOHN Cc. STERLING” 
_- ‘Jonn: cen "Sterling; 45, ‘honorary. | 

at | board: hairman: of This Week mag; 
“fi {died: March :24 in: Boynton. Beach, 
-. 4 | Sla..’ Prior. to. joining. This Week ; 

. i] in. 1936 ‘as. associate. publisher, he |. 
} | was a v.p.-and advertising” director. 

j.of McCall's -mag for 10° years. - 
|: Sterlmg, who. was. active - with 

eS This: Week until last: year, held‘a. 
ge Variety of top posts with the: news- 

paper. supplement iricluding: presi- 
| dent pf Publication Corp.; its par-: 

j ent. company, Dublisher: and. board 
chairman: . | stroke he suffered: Feb: 10: He mall 

and ‘a-rise: in advertising: Yevenue 

tine & Osborn ad agency.. Prior ‘to. 
: {that he was manager of the Ladies’. 

e 4: 

Home J: ournal’s New York ‘Division.. 
Surviving ‘are e his . wile, daughter: 

‘He had Tecovered... ‘from - “the and. ‘two. 
‘stroke ‘to the extent: that. he was|- ~~ 
-able to leave the. hospital. for short : 
‘periods to visit friends. 

—=>__= 

GLENNA. HUGHES © 
|. Glenn’ A. Hughes, °69,- who’ ‘ves: 
‘tired . in: 1961 as. director ‘of ‘the | 
U. of: Washington. school ‘of: drama, '|. 
died : March 21 im. Seattle. He. ‘aus, 

Born® .in-.,Cozad, -:Neb.;- Prof.. 
Hughes was: ‘graduated’ from: ‘Stan- 
ford ‘U: ‘and received: his::master’s |. 

| degree- at the -U.-of ‘Washington. ||" 
‘He ‘later ‘joined its faculty :and: be-. Z 
‘came. head of :the’ school: of. drama: 
When it “was founded. in: 1940.. 
“Surviving: care, two! daughters, a 

tne with me to Paul ‘Hoch Ison 

oher special events: He often ‘was 

‘Lewis opened. a show, wherever ‘it. 

He had ‘served. ; a terin as ‘presi- | 

and ‘had: been = “producer of. the | 

7 ‘aid .Fecords ‘until . the-- act split. 
Lucan carried ' ‘on:as a single-’till he}. 
ve.’ | died in: 1954 in the wings of a Hull 
17, | theatre. His- wife resumed the Old 

-- | Mother : Riley . act .with. “her” Me 
oy 

{Mother is daughter of CBS vice” 
president Joe Ream. ~ 

*) Rowland, ‘but. it never clicked. 

; | artists ‘in. the.. Denver and. “Salt 
_| Lake City . exchange . areas, died { 
| Mareh ‘24: in. ‘Denver: after. a ‘Tong | 

; | illness, - oo 
B Prass, . who . was ‘born. in Russia, 
‘=: eame to the U.S, with “his parents: 

" “when “a: child. As. a young.man he 

Fred x "Kueelond, 76, "known 
ar professionally. as. Fred”. Kriss,- a 
edjmagician for more than 60. years; 
in died. March ‘27 -in, Medford, ' Mass. 

he | Starting in .show.. “business. as: a. 

famous. at the ‘tyrn of ‘the century, |: . 

time -- of: his |; 

. ‘conductor: ‘in 1940, 

'Linited” Artists - ad-pub’: “W.D. “s 
| April 24 in New. York° after, a long 

sons 5 and. three: ‘daughters, - 

group. 
Ireland | in 1948, che: was named 
manager’ of. ‘the Gaiety. Theatre, |: 

pointed filmy censor.": 
Surviving: are. “his wife, “seven 

daughters: and four. sons. 

KITTY MéSHANE - 

Arthur Towle, known ‘professionally | _ 
‘as Arthur Lucan,:died:Mareh 24 in 

xas.| London. . The. ‘couple. bégan.-as. a: 
‘| double” ‘act; . Lucan’ ~:& McShane. + 

Later. they moved. on. tothe. big]. 
. is|time. when they. formed: the Old 

a: sister, Mrs. Betty -Mother : Riley. and daughter act .in 
: |-which.. Miss: McShane - “portrayed | 1 

“| daughter: Kitty: 
The.: duo: ‘scored on. stage, films 

‘| band’s’ former - “understudy, - 

- WILLIAM “PRASS. 

yg @  @ 2.” - 

managed ‘theatres in-:Washington 
pare state... and. ‘Los . Angeles: . before. 

entering ‘the.. ‘film: publicity... field. |: 
“regional ‘publicist: .. for. ‘He.’ was... 

.MGM, .assigned: to. the: Deiiver ‘and 
Salt Lake. City. ‘areas. for -years 
before joining UA in. 1949. - 

df: sister. 

“ANTHONY R. STEFAN. a 
__ Anthony. R.. Stefan, 60,: ‘conductor; 
of” the.” ‘Schenectady Symphony 
‘Orchestra: for 23 years;. died. Feb.: 
s 23 in that city after a long. illness; 
TA. onéetime..coricert: violinist; he .also: 
was. a. member : of the. old WGY 
(radio) orchestra. ‘-.” 

~A . Native © of. Budapest, . Stefan] 
studied. atthe. Royar’. Conservatory é 
there.” -He- ‘made - his . ‘professional 

= 
‘debut: as violinist ‘in Budapest: be- 
fore appearing on the- concert stage 
‘in -the: U;S: He. later” was: concert- 
master of ‘the- Schenectady - Sym- 

‘Dublin.. He subsequently — was) ap-}y 

Kitty McShane,
 66;: vaude | “aome

-t 

dienne - who: . was.“ the. widow... ‘of|- 

"son, 

- Avillian ’Prass, ‘63, for the. “past | 

‘Surviving = “ares: as brother ‘and 
* : - |-Father “is a ‘member of the-radio 

| sales - ‘staff. of The. Katz Agency, : 
. ‘Tne., 

"MARRIAGES | 
Jeni ‘Bowstead:to Allan Clarke,’ 

Eng., ‘March 24. ‘He is” { Coventry, 
plead singer in. The Hollies, pop. 

‘Rose: "Finney to. Richard. Harris, 
<.| London, March 25. Bride is sister-. 

secretary to: Albert Finney; he’s a 
ty script. writer: : 
Patti Reuben. to. “Curtis: “Taylor, : 

‘New. York, March 28. ‘Bride’s with. 
‘NBC's Casting: Dept:.-and dughter. 
of New. York. restaurateur. Arnold 
A: Reuben: he’s: an ‘actor. 

‘Michele Zackheim. to John‘ Gra- 
ham, New York, March 27. Bride’s 
an .artist, formerly: with NBC, he's: 
the art director, NBC Ad “Dept. 

. Gerry Toohey : to Ray McCue, 
‘Lake. "placid, N.Y., March 17. Bride - 

jis..casting director for ‘CBS-TV' 3. 
| “Yo. Tell: the Truth;” he is pro- 

ar ducer of Roy. Campanelia’ s tv show. 

“BIRTHS” 
Mr and Mrs.-Ernie Stewart, ‘son, 

‘Las “Vegas, : Feb: . 22... Father: is 

“Mr, and ~.Mrs. ‘Robert. Cullen, | 
* Philadeiphia, March. 22, - 

Father is RCA-Victor record pro- 
motion. man.: | 

Mr, ‘and: Mrs. Louis L'Amour, 
daughter, ‘Hollywood, March 23. 
Father's an author. 

~ Mr. and ‘Mrs: David Nathan; ‘son, . 
London, March 3. Father is: legit - 
-eritic: of the Daily. Herald. : 

‘Mr: and Mrs..Robert:P. McGrath, -- 
daughter, San Francisco, March 23, . 

Mr. and. Mrs. Charlie Powell: son, 
New . York, March ‘29: ‘Father is a 
meimber of the ‘Paramount: ‘pub. 

1 staff. 
. Mr, arid. Mrs, Al. Lewis, son, New. 

York, March 21..-Father is an actor. - 
‘Mr. and Mrs. ‘Thomas Silk Jr., 

daughter, March 27; Oakland, Calif.” 
This: makes Evelyn and adman 
Charles . Schlaifer. firsttime grand- 
parents, 

| Mr. and: “Mrs. Charles D.. Fritz,. 
‘son, March 16,.Detroit.. Father ‘is. 
vicepresident and général man-— 
“ager of WXYZ. Radio in that city. - 

“Mr, and Mrs. Gordon Gray, Jr.,. 
‘daughter, : March 22, New. York.” 

station: Teps. . 
- Mr. and. Mfs.. Mare. Anderson, 
son. March 20,: ‘White Plains; N.Y... 
Father isa freelance assistant film’ -- 
director. ‘and the son. of. film. pro-. 
ducer, ‘Leonard. ‘Anderson. 

Help My Pictare? 
Continued from. ‘page 1 —s —, 

ity-greed. economics. . doesn’t make 
sense. In the -case mentioned, the ~ 
actor's agent. was less than polite- _ 

‘phony prior to becoming permanent ly ‘informed ‘what™ he could do. 

Surviving: are: his wife, twos sons } 
and. {wo sisters. o 

. ‘AUSTIN. AIRMAN: - 1 
Austin . ‘Fairman;. 72, actor - and: 

playwright; died’ March 26 in: Ded-. 
ham, Mass. He. was. brought. to. the. 
‘US. by. Gilbert ..Miller to” play} 
opposite Mary. Nash’. in “The. Lady”. 
at. the Empire. Theatre, - UN-Y.,: and ' 
‘was Alice: ‘Brady’s. leading. man. ‘for * 
four years.. .. 2. 
‘Fairman appeared: ‘in films. with: 

and others and‘on radio. -with- Fred: 
| Allen,- Al Jolson. ‘and Martha Raye; 
Born in..London; he’ began “his: act-* 
ing. career. at: the. ‘St. “James Thea, 
fre: there. | - 

NANCY: SPAIN. 
Naney: Spain, : .46,. journalist, 

‘broadeaster’ and author. was: killed* 

‘pool, ‘Eng... She wrote 10. books and ; 
shad . been literary.: ‘eritie: of the 
‘Daily, Express. -At the time of: her} 
death she was a: special . writer. on. 

“Miss’ Spain’ was a “lively: and: 
~ Troreetul personality on. radio . and 

tv. “On. radio.- shée-.was’ frequently 
‘heard ‘in:‘“My Word” ‘and..“20 -Ques-. 

a--favorite.- with. . “Something . ‘O. 
Shout. About”. and. Juke. Box Jury.” 

2, “OF: Fred: “Goldberg, 
died 

Father: . =. 

iliness. Also surviving: are his: wife, 
another son - and, a daughter. 

‘Mother, 90, of bandieadet Beniiy 
Goodman,- died” ‘March: 27° in: Chi-' 

| Gago.” Other. survivors include: six. 

Bs ames Cagney,. John: ‘Barrymore ; ¢ 

. Surviving ‘are his’ wife and’ son. | 
Under. Sterling’s. guidance ‘This'| Pe, 

| Week had a rapid growth from dis- | 

the folding’ of the. Press, which | bution by 21: newspapers ‘to 43 | 
was -purchased . “by. the ‘Houston 
Chronicle. He. was . 

-{ column for the Chrenicle @sS.soon. 

ae” =, comes. to 

‘News ‘of the ‘World: and. the magac| 2 
_|:zine, ‘Sheo 

tions:” On tv. panel: games ‘she was | y 

The. client wasn’t at. the. vreem:. 
‘Inthe ‘days ‘when studios exer- 

{cised control, “stars,” were. ‘a 
{minimal aggravation. The studio 
said “show” cand the. player knew 
it was.‘no fooling.. Not so today. 
Press -value of the’ “star-studded 
premiere” stilt remains, perhaps 
more than ‘e ren - with television, 8 
Pbhut the-interference of agents’. is” . 
sowing the whole ‘thing. 

-QOf course there . are naturally. 
: cooperative performers along with = 
the, pouters.. “Companies -have been. 
‘pushing the tv. appearance. and 
personal tour bits. hard lately and 
‘there. have. been ‘those “name”: 
‘actors. who. have cooperated. But 
by. and large, the pub exec. said, 

; the new. guard is: a’ pretty un- 
cooperative. lot, especially when_ it 

‘things like. “preems. 
. These events. will. continue, natur- 
‘ally, but the’ Style and: glan our of 
such events. is. ebbing, no matter’ 

-in an.air’ crash. Mareh 21 ‘at: Liver-* what. the’ ‘press releases say. 

IATSE Vs, Fair 
— Continued. from pare. 1 —, 

rs ‘ith. the. Fair: ‘This. problem still 
-is.in dispute, ‘presently something 
“of.a standoff: . 

. Involved. in the. Monday méeting 
ere. FATSE.. reps’ from «studio 

i mechanics Local 52;. projectionists 
| Toeal ‘306, cameramen’s Local 644, 

“A seript clerks ‘Eoeal 161. and stage- 
hands. Lotals land 4, Also. repped. 
were. the. assistant-directors, mem-: 
bers ‘of .the Directors Guild of... 
America: the . Assn. of Theatr’cal - 

:-}-Pressagents © and. Managers: and: 
others; ‘The: ‘situation is: apparently. 
‘an: : ‘important one to the unions . 
‘involved. and some concrete: action 
to relieve. the . Jurisdictional dis- 

ae Putes is planned. 

| Pianist, has had. his. own “group. in.) 
Sands lounge .sinice hotel. opened.: 
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Motion Plotures:: ORs | | 

| For Summer release: Pandro 8. Berman’ s MGM 
a 

99: 

9 Television: — pee 

For Fall viewings. ces IV 

| Columbia Records: 

Current. LP. , op 

“Man hattan Tower” , 
«For Fall release : 

| Jongs”” : 

‘Personal Appearance Tourr | 

April 2:to April 12—San Francisco 2 

— The Fairmon : 
Apiil 7. to April 25—Pittsburgh 7 

f Twin.Coack eS | 
‘April 27 to May 10—St Louis. : 

; _“Dwection:: ya) A | _ Publle Relations. ae 

| CMA OS THR RLAZAL si \ aN . : merrick-shefrin. e 

a lee an ete ase eee cae et Neda p cevanizazen. siitibae ele ae teenie yn “et _ a _. penn es we 



Examples ¢ of. the. late Président ‘Kennedy’ s wit were. disclosed ::-} 
in heretofore - unpublished | letters. to Peabody. Awards -topper 
“Dean John :E. Drewry .of the Univ. of Georgia. - . 

oe two. letters in. April of 1962: and 1963. ‘praising the: ‘awards ‘winners: 
"but. adding his- celebrated ‘wry. humor. 

| - ~ Published. Weekly. at 184 West 46th Street, New" York,. KN. Y¥. 10038; by Variety, Ine. Annual. subscription. $15. ‘Singte copies, 38 cents, “ 
.. Second, Class Postage. Paid at: New. York. N.Y. 

"Washington, ‘April: " 

‘Kennedy ‘wrote. 

‘His ‘letter -of April 24, 1963 noted- pleasure’ 4 for ‘awards going to-. | 
. Mrs; -Kennedy’s’ “Tour of’ the .White’ House,”. “Adlai” Stevenson | ay 
:- -Réports”. and: August. Heckscher’s “Books. of. Our Time.” : -. : 

“As an occasional amateur performer on radio and | television, . Bey 
oe - extend ‘my: ‘warmest’ ‘greetings to. all of the’ rofessionals. you. honor. - —e today. 0 

In 1962 ‘when: Newton Minow. 
“Peabody, ‘Kennedy wrote: 

‘How Ray Star 
ages of F: 

- By ABEE GREEN 

‘new. -Star over Broadway was: quick-+ 
.- Jy. established at the premiere last |... 
--Phursday.:(26) 6f:“Funny ‘Girl’. at} 
‘the Winter ‘Garden.. Her meteoric}. 
impact. is likened: to “Mary: ‘Martin’s |. 
“boffola’ with “My “Heart Belongs]. 

. “To: Daddy” “which catapulted . her 
‘:to the heights. in “Beaye It Fa. Me" 
in 1938.. ; 

: However, ‘Ray. Stark's’ carefully 
- planned pictu¥e-rights projection. is |. 
“@ parallel .shiéw “biz. saga.- Because]. 

- the. Seven -Arts _partner-producér |; 
ls a of “Funny.Girl’ is. married :to the‘ . 

a Metromedia Ban 
On Union Series 

‘former Francés ‘Brice, daughter of 
the legendary Fatiny: Brice,. and her 
:father. is the: still living. Ni 
“Arnstein, Stark had. to- retain firm | 
control cee. éthical, parental; senti- 

.. mental, filfal : and. kindred:. values. 
along. with’ the .show™ biz: potential | 

_ of any. stage/screen/television. ‘and | - 
- any. other.future rights: attendant |... 
to ‘the -comedienne’ 'S Saga... 

--To achieve this, he made pre- “ 
buying -in® the]:-. 

film rights: of the Several. previous: 
“production ° deals, 

(Continued. ‘on. page: 86) © 

‘Much Anxiety Among N Y. 
‘Service Folk Peering For. 
~World’s Fair Biz Omens. 
The. New’ York hoteliers, restau-|: 

-. rateurs, “niteries, .cabbies, . waiters, : 
‘- pusboys ‘and. ‘peripheral | “services 
concomitant. ‘to @- mass. influx are |. 

_ still: 

ing: that. it.-gets-a-good- press “be-|-. 
_ cause, if for-some. reason, :it doesn’t; 

. we're. not: ‘gonna get. bailed: out.” = 

The 1963 setback- “15 already . well | 
. -known—too- emany- -conventions: and. 
tourists’.just. postponed. coming to 

._ New ‘¥ork-until 1964—but::a-sam-: oS 
‘pling - ‘Of. ‘some - -hotels’ Easter | week- 
end occupancies ‘are even a: ruder 
Awakening, _Even.. this . normally |. 
- lush. period : was .badly ‘dented. ‘be-. 
- cause, once -again, the Big Wait 
ods for April 22 and. thereafter. cate 

A sampling ‘of Saturday. and. Sun- 
day. night ‘hotel .-occupanciés, in|’ ° 
some. key. hotels. over Easter, may 

(Continued on: page 86). 

-program,. 

‘sanguine about’ the ©1964). 
* World's ‘Fair but: all: sure ‘are: root- |. 

according _ to. 

as: FCC: Chairman’ ‘pulled’ in- ‘a . 
' “EF: note -.with - pride that Newton™.N; _- 

. Minow: isto recéive: a. ‘Peabody | Special: Award—and as. s President, - _ Tam glad one of our bays Mmade.it” 6 al, a 

y Bi, His Wife's Mom 
“ptiat Barbra: . Streisand 4s” ‘the |: 

. de Sure to Protect 

No ‘Names Please 
“Edinburgh, April 7. 

‘man* -Publications’ Lid., Tes 
ferred. to. the ‘Liz: Taylor-Rich- a 

*. ard.-Burton: nuptials with’ this 
, -ecomment:.on ‘its front -page: ..”” 

_s “Two famous film, stars were ... 
° Wed: this .week.. ‘We. are. proud: . 

‘| familiar poliey-and.-doctrine), the’ “Rot to: mention their: names. 5." 

Cues Beef toF (C | = 
“Washington, April 7 

UAW ‘culminated - a: series: oth: ; 
1 blasts. to. FCC. over WCBM’s ¢an-]:.* 
| cellation of the. labor-sponsored |." - 

“Eye: - Opener,’ ”: with “ale - 
-demand : the: station’: s: ‘license . bel: : 
revoked, | 

“Union | charged = 

_ (Continued. on. 1. Page 86). 

‘ee > oe P 7 Be wm we 

From Siveden t fo US | 
fy Hollywood, April. . 

July, “pedi ‘between : Floyd: Pat- 
terson ‘and... ‘ Eddie-: Machen | “in 
‘Sweden. will. beam + in- US. and: 
Canada~.via -John.:Vrba’s | _Sports-. 
‘oriented Fourth ‘Network, * -hope-: 
‘fully. on.-as’ many as 150. stations, 

web .- veepee « ‘Don. 
J ohnson, 

- Fight, due: for ‘either ‘July. 5 or: 
12 (both Sundays). at’ approximately |: 

“(Continued on. Page 86). 

oe ; ‘Scrutiny ©: “and: the. cold: glare | of 

The: Weekly Scotsman, ‘pres-" i 
tige weekly ‘published by ‘the rane 
Roy. Thomson-controlled Scots; -’. 

-|the windup session (the inevitable. 

+ ‘accomplishments, 
ae its: value. -; 

Cc. -_| broadeasters” -will leave the-. Chi 

. “The. United. Auto. Workers,: AFL-| 
"| C10; and: ‘Metromedia’s - Baltimore} __ 
-T outlet .. WCBM-AM are.‘ having . a! 

.[-tug-of-war on. the. union. -tabel.” at} 
‘| the: FCC, . 

“in a: sworn: 
‘affidavit’ that: the’ program: . “was. 
dropped. because. of. complaints des: 

By GEORGE ROSEN. - 

. Chicago, - Apiil- 1. 

This - week's annual. ‘convention. 

fairs, plus ‘an~ assortment of “‘pe- |. 
= ripheral” ‘personalities like the Rev. |: 

Billy ‘Graham. and’ Congressional |’. 
“|.Swatchdogs” - like Oren Harris, ‘has. 

.| they” reall here to say the “right. 
-| things ‘at. the “right: time,” both ‘on: 
:and- off the agenda, ‘and: from. all : 
surface. appearances... it. : would 
seem. that” this: 42d anriual .’ get- 

— | groove.” eae 
“But when | “ exposed to ‘closer | 

; reality, . ‘this . year’ Ss. ‘NAB. conven-| 

most: frustrating. ‘and: bewildering | 
‘on record.- Not. that many -a“pre- 
‘vious. NAB: convention -hasn’t’.pro- 
voked’ the. same : sentiments. : 

| with. only:-24 ‘hours to. go before: 

Q&A: involving the’ FCC. members 
with: its aecompanying rehash. of 

{feeling is +unmistakable among: a 
| growing segment. of; broadcasters: 

- | that. the. NAB convention, ‘from -:a 
re fp Standpoing of: format, design © and. 

‘has * ~ dissipated 

‘Come "checkout * ‘tinie - ‘and. 

“precincts “with: just about the. same. 
‘amount: of*. knowledge as When 
they arrived. . 

‘If the: NAB. ‘convention, in, its 
42g year. of. Brace,’ adds ‘up to a 

“ater 

Wrongo P ublicity 
Ag “result” ‘ef. a. ‘eombination - of 
circumstances ‘in: ‘recént. . montlis, 
cdpped. perhaps . most: significantly |. 
by . :thée- Nevada © Gaming ~* Control 
‘Board. shuttering: the: Silver: ‘Slip-. 

per: casino,- in Las: Vegas, the ‘Ne-|" 
| vada - ‘casino-hotel - -operations * are-|".. 

said: to: be ‘mulling. a new. “public ° 
. relations” program: to give. new. i Sked Capsale Marietta’. 

For Astor Hotel Eatery 
‘An hour-long. version of. “Naugh- 

ty, Marietta”: is scheduled to: open. 

-| gloss’ to’ some, tarnished. . aspects. 
The . Silver: Slipper, -whose’. prime | : 
entertainment: ‘attractions -are.the }- . 
marathon: -‘burleskeries | of. Hank}. - 
Henry &.Co.,’ was’ ‘given a surprise 
‘faid. Friday. (3) ‘night and shuttered: 
on_a crooked: dice charge. Within 
‘hours after. the. foldo, a LV. district 
‘judge, . roused «from: his = sleep, 
signed an. order vacating: ‘the action: 
of the. Garson. City | (state capital). 
fraiders.for the. time ‘being and the | 
Spot reopened. . 
This was the: first time. a major 

“(Continued on page. 86) . 

NEES nt a 
of the -nation’s broadcasters has} 
| produced..a- record: turnout at. the |. 

 :}-Conrad’ Hilton. ‘Hotel. 
everybody .who’s - ‘anybody. ‘on at. 

| management level in industry ‘af-|- 

“Practically | 

.| put. in. ‘an appearanice. Ostensibly, eee 
: bargain’ $3. 

| together. is: very definitely. “ain the)" 

tion ..may ‘well ::go.” down “as : the|- 

‘But |. 
the National Assn. for the Advance-| 
‘ment of Colored People, last week 

‘the . 

0. COPYRIGHT, 1964, BY. VARIETY: | INC,, ALL RIGHTS. RESERVED _ . Lt 

is is We | 
“No 0. “Seren Credits - 
When is -a- knight. more: im-- 

y “portant ‘than. a. :king? - When. 
- he -is Sir Alec; .Guinness, ‘the - 

screeni-and. stage actor. Lunch- 
-eon. bite. for: Overseas Press 
“Club members for -the April 14 

- on Broadway in “Dylan, ” will: 
“be $4.50. per. head, | 

“Charge for April 24. ‘Tunch- : 
eon.at, which Jordari’s | King 
Hussein - will. ‘Star. will” De. : a 

AACP D
emands

 

or, to Euek Ban 
On TV 1 
. Roy: ‘Wilkins, exec. becretary of 

Sent-a .strongly-worded telegram. to 
General’. Motors board’ chairman 
Frederic - ‘Bonner, ° “demanding: an-} 
‘swers ‘toa VARIETY story:of last |. 
‘week. (1) -disclosing’. the car com- 
‘pany’s attempts to get NBC-TV to: 
shelve .a. Bonanza” episode’ fea-: 
-turing: Negro.actress Ena- Hartman, ' 
a network contract player.’ an 
Wilkins’ wire to the GM. board’ - 

‘chairman: said ‘the NAACP. “wishes |. ~ 
‘to: know whether .:Variery story ‘is|- 
true or false and what: steps ‘your |. 
‘company ‘is: prepared to take .to: 
eliminate Tacial® discrimination -in 
its “sponsored |. programs, advertis-: 
ing, teorovment a and. ‘dealer: con. 

| .The: wire, sent Thursday (2), ‘had | © 
. .|mot at last report been. answered... 
.. |GM;-through a press.rep, did issue 

a statemént to: daily ‘newspapers, 
| which: said: the company’s ty policy. 
| specified : that. its programs “avoid: 
anything: of a. controversial nature 
‘concerning national. or. “regional 
Lissues,””: and . that’ NBC’ -had given’ 
‘assurances that the ‘Seg. ‘was not 
controversial.” 

The Vantery story. ‘pointed out: 
that. GM.- had’ been applying all- 
the: pressure. ‘it ‘could : muster . to: 

| edpies, with additional distribution. 
- ater be made via the: net’s affils... 

(Continued: on: page 86) 

April’. 16. ‘at’ the. Dutch : Coffee 
House’ of- ‘the Astor : Hotel, . 
The . café-theatre “presentation, 
operating under: the jurisdiction of |: 
‘Actors. Equity, will feature .a cast of | 
{five and will-give-two ‘performances. | 
nightly. ‘Tuesday-Sunday at. 9:30 

| p.m. and 11:45 p.m." Tickets to all 1 
|} performances will: be. $2.90. . meee. 

(Continued: on Page 84) 

guesting ‘of Sir-Alec, currently: - troductory talks by RCA: board. 
|chairman David Sarnoff,. RCA 
-|prexy Elmer. W. Engstrom and 
| Robert ‘Moses, prexy of the. Fair. 
_-|Corp., and several NBC-TYV talents, .. 

| including Hugh Downs, wha. hosted 
“La-tour; “T'W3"” singer Nancy Ames, 
Jwho piped @ parody about. the: last 
|New York World’s Fair, “That Was 

"| the Fair That Was,” comedian. Don, 
ery funny routine 

-yon the: lost-kid service the -RCA. 

__88 PAGES 

—+ RCA, which can honestly claim 
-| that: its exhibit at. the New. York’s 
“| World’s. ‘Fair will be ready on open-... 
jing day (22), gave the press. a’ 
-| 40-minute. preview of the fair-. 
‘grounds tint centre last week via . 

_{elosed-circuit (live and - vidtape) 
: | piped into the Johnny Victor Thea- 

‘tre from. the site. 
“The 40-minute -show featured. in- 

Adams, ina 

exhib will feature; the Peter Nero 
‘Trio, playing from the fair studio; 
and Peter. Duchin and Pat Fontaine 
in ‘a fashion-show bit. 

‘Gen. Sarnoff’s. dedication speech 
4 -camé 25 years after he stood on the. 

' [same site at the 1939 World’s Fair - 
_-Jand. predicted. that tv’ would: have ~. 

‘great. impact.on American _ life. 
The . dedication. marked. the first . 
coverage by American tv of a news 

| event. His. talk in dedication of the 
RCA.1939 exhibit, was titled, “Birth 

Continued on page 86). 

Election Year Finds 
All 3 Networks Bent. 

‘On Image-Polishin 
All ‘three network news. depart-. : 

ments will. be doing some ‘image- - 
polishing this election year with 
‘handbooks, ‘or. variants’ of same, 
-designed to enlighten the. electo- a 

\ rate as to the nature. of the’ demo- — 
cratic electoral beast. 
“Both CBS arid ABC will hit the | 

‘bookstalls with softcover volumes 
chock with history: and other data 
on our election process, the for- 
‘mer’s ‘Via Dell ‘Publishing and 
-ABC’s via. Laneer Publications. 
‘NBC's. ‘plan, . meanwhile, is for a 
-Magazine takeout, titled “Election. 
Almanac,” in the N.Y.. Times the 

] Sunday ‘before the countdown next. 
‘November, -Additionally, Gulf: Oil | 
{sponsoring the. web’s election cov-" 
erage) has ‘ordered some 2;000,000 

-The -CBS. baedeker is edited- by 
* ‘Stanford Mirkin, senior researcher 7 
1for CBS News, while the ABC edi-" 
tion is being supervised by: Rich-. 

ard Hefner, ex program topper: 
for WNDT (New. York’s eduéational 
outlet). -and latterly operating ‘his. 
-OWN © communications consultancy. 

NY. 
There are: a ‘fot. of ‘people at the 

“Convention we'd Ike to say thanks to. | 

McHUGH AND HOFFMAN, 'nc, 
‘Television Consultants 

470 Ne. Weodwerd. Ave. 

| _Ticeleghen, Mickigen . 



wen res 

_Jr’s' espousal of his. 

-all day trying ‘to figure out. new: 

“ways to. entertain the ~ masses, 

Brown asserts. “But an. -unlettered ;. 

‘dance idea that will sweep: the}. 

“country and maybe the world. We 

Negro is, has been and Wilk be: the 

strongest cultural: force in: Amer- 

‘9 

‘Negro . economic ladder, .and ‘ac- 

light blue shirts and $35: neckties |: 

Bui Wha’ Happens When - 

which will have.41 characters. It'll 

Ti: 

the dedication. GF stated that -it: GATT). 

Sabseription Order Form 

| . Fo f 

A a TT OE ECT Te Ae ST 

wo. = vere eee et 

Mem ar bh, 

2 MISCELLANY 

Cultural Top, Ascers
 0 Oscar 

By: MORRY ROTH. 

< Chicago, “April.7. Menotti’s ‘Martin’s Lie 
aE: all .. of- us..Negroes ‘split to | 

Africa, you'd. he. left with: Lawr-| 
ence Welk in America.’ -That’s}.. Gian-Carlo Menotti’s new opera 
part of singer-writer 3Oscar Brown} “iviartin’s Lie”. will. have its ‘world. 

premiere in Bristol,. ‘England ~ on. “hlaeki 

bottom” . theory. of the popular} June 3 as part of the Bath Festival. 
performing” arts in the. U. Ss. 

The "black bottom” “8 | Brown’ s 

term for the: lowest: rung on the] 
network next. ‘season. a 

cording to him,.it has. always. been |. 

one step lower. than the poorest of:|: 

the poor whites and. ‘probably. will 

be -for some time.. And‘. that’s: 

despite the best efforts of the Ad- |: 
ministration’s “war on poverty.” 

“There are these’ guys. wearing | 

Twin Cities « on: 1 Teenage 
‘Nitery Kick; 2 More Win - 

sitting up at: ‘Rockefeller. Center| - St.Paul; April-7: 

“Non-existent hereabouts not long 

1 increasin 
Negro comes home. from: a con-} blossoming . inc gly: 

struction job and. in his leisure: 

time makes up a musical form | or}. ‘wood. 

may °be ‘economically, short-. 
changed, put we're certainly. not 

culturally deprived.” 

Brown believes that ‘the -eco-. 

nomically — ground-under-the-h eel 

i iSes: But this ‘apparently isn’t -pre- 

ica. “Jazz came .from the’ - cotton. 

maintains. 

‘Continued on. ‘Page’ 84) . 
: | consumers: of aicohalic | beverages. 
‘| They're —.pro - temperance — “and 

‘Time’ Flashes Forecast. | 
Of Rain to Fair a 

age nightclubs. 

‘Cities’ area teenage niteries is jazz 
The Out-of - the - World’s Fair music by. sn:all Combos: But there's 

opening in Flushing Meadows, 
N.Y., a week from next. ‘Wednesday 
(22) ‘will still] be::keeping in touch 
with mundane matters. It won't. be 
possible ta escape.. -the. ‘outside | 
world inasmuch. as the news system. | _ 
for General Foods, to be.shown’ on | 

| HELSINKI 1 ‘GIVING. THE 

coffee and:tea: Food includes. sand- 

continuous electrified ribbons from 
11 steel. and plastic. arches: Strate- 
ically located. throughout. ‘the} 
grounds, became ‘operational last |" 
Wednesday (1). : 
The news ‘wilt “be serviced : by 

Time Inc. A deal for the Luce news 
coverage ‘was finalized: a few: days: 
before the dedication. Frank. Shea, 
vet staffer, : ‘was’ put in charge of 
the service. Shea: will have to: de-| 
liver a story in five lines; each’ of 

“Finland ig ‘threatening * 

‘Outright sale~price of. such. films 
amount ‘to’ only: $200.to. $250 per 

‘of th A 
be Time’s only connection: in ‘the of the Television Producers. Assn., 
Feirgrounds, although it is the pub- 
lisher of the Official Fair Guide. | 

Both General Foods officials and 
ie & Life’s James ‘Linen. spoke : 

of “meaningful public’ service” at} 

Va. later this.month to protest_the 

of Article Three . -of - the General 
reement. .on Tariffs’ . ‘Treaties 

went into the project: only ‘to pro- Common Market: : 
vide something of use.and value. to} 

| _ (Continued on page. 86) sConunued- on: page 84) 

Enclosed find. cheek for eclesecsesds 

(] One-Year . 
(2 Two’ Years: Please send. VARIETY for 

a .0 ‘Three: Years 

Scewosescesesusee. 

“Please Print Name) 

Street stevndesbbngenestageaetlieseadgegnetis 

City sesstesatenaeseneeeesees Zon
e... State ecient" 

Regular Subscription Rates 

‘One Yeor—$15. 00 Two Years—$28. 00: 

“Three Years—$39.00 . 

Canada ‘and Foreign—S$1. Additional Per Year 

fo AARTETY nc. 
154 West 46th Street New York, N ¥ 10036. 

Black] Bottom’ Negro iting America’ s Ez : 
‘Brown hr | 

For Bath Ahead of CBS 

‘Opera © was ~ commissioned by 
| CBS-TV in 1962 and it will, receive: 
its American’ premiere. over” ‘that. 

Licenses. Despite Protests | 
the - 

ago, teenage nightclubs now are’ 
in the. 

Twin Cities’ area. The latest to be | 
licensed: are the. Safari and. Maple: . 

-has. played for. me repeatedly” and 

| please: ‘old. and young . alike.” 

Beatles Bia = ‘In order to ‘quality’ as Fe teenage | 
nitery, no ‘alcoholic’ beverages, of: 
course, : can. -be sold on the prem- 

venting the spots from: operating 
-profitably. The. Safari ‘will be: open |. 
only to :teenagers ‘38.to 20. years | 
old: “provided. they - -observe..dress. 

 and.. behavior. standards set: by: it.””. 
-Some. local purists, who« frown |". 

field hands and ‘the. piano: players, on adult nightclubs,: oppose licens- |’. 
in Storyville’ s brothels," ad Brown, ing of the spots‘ because. they. think . 

. ‘ that one of. their effects will be to.| 
“And as for the. dancés, you! make the. young folks adult night-| 

. 1 elub devotees and thus, ‘eventually, |: 

against: ‘adult. hitery ‘going. -How-. 
ever;. the suburban ‘Maplewood. city. 
council went on record .as-not Dbe-: 
‘ing opposed. “‘in principle’ to ‘teen- 

“Most : ‘entertainment _ in” ‘Twin;| 

also some folk. singing’ and: even: 
customer. dancing. jin a few.. Bev-. 
erages are ‘limited to- ‘soft: drinks, . 

wiches, hamburgers, hot: dogs, etc. a 
et | contract, releases the others... 

|2..“You Can’t Buy Me. Love”. was. j 
| certified’ by: the Record. Industry. 
Assn, of: American less” than, two 
weeks: 
eclipses: the’ pace of - the. ‘group’s 

$F. Want: To 

‘Hold: Your: Hand,” which’ is now ‘Lous eracks. about. prominent people: 
“| if-polities and - didn’t: want: ‘to read 

- FINN’ TO U.S. VIDPIX? 
. the: 

United States. and other ‘exporters : 
‘of. television -films with .a .customis: 
-assessment. of «something like $1,-|° 
-800. a. ‘program. This ‘despite the’. 

: Brubeck’s White House Gig 
For. Royal Jordanian: Cat 

| “Will: the: last one out please’ re- 
| member to turn off ‘the lights?” .” 

-Johnson,. like. ‘his | _ predecessor, 
-the late. “Président:Kennedy, has a. 
‘showman’s: ability to. deliver laugh 
lines... Johnson: knows the’ words:.to: 
punch. and. the most’ effective. ways: 
‘fo..pause: | 
J ohnson is. often witty, in private] 

title. John .G. McCarthy, ‘president. 

backed principally by .the “three] 
U.S. tv nets,’ plans to.go-to Gene- } 

action. of Finland | as an. infraction. 

the. foundation. Of ‘the | 

McCarthy. ‘argues. ‘that: Finland 

eee neces vaca es enevesce dees eases. - aT. 

. : , aa . . 7 

= a 

“ED ‘SULLIVAN © 

“Tanz, anticipating. with: pleasure 
14th: appearance” .of - 

ANKA on'my TV. show, May. 18. He 

will. continue: to_return.. 
“His 

vital: talents: are contagious; , they 

US. Charts: Love’ 

“The: Beatles | ‘have. Nailed - ‘down. 
‘another: Gold - Record: in’. 
Can’t. ‘Buy Me. Love’: :with-. the] 
“RIAA-certified: 1 000,000-seller con- 
tinuing. the ° group’s - ‘spectacular 
domination. of .the American best-|.- 
‘seller: lists; 92 2.: 

_At‘the. present time: ‘The ‘Béaties |. 
are riding with .four- other. top-of- 
the-chart hits in “She Loves You,’. a 
“J “Want ‘To - Hold. ¥Your.. Hand:’ | 
“Twist :.and « Shout” — 
Please :.Me:” 

and” 

“She: Loves * “You”. is:‘ on: Swan, 
“Twist.and. Shout” is-on-.Tollie and } 
“Please Please | Me” -is on. Veejay. 
Capitol, which now has them. under 

after * ‘its | release. © 

first. Capitol. single, ' 

- (Continued on Page’ 86) . 

“Washington; April 7. 
Presideiit. and. Mrs: Johnson will|- 

bring the: Dave Brubeck group. into 
the White. House for a jazz-loving 
king. ° 

2 | A Writers ‘Internationale 
: Hollywood, “April 7. 

: National. council: of. the Writers. 
Guild. of America set: week of Sept, II... 

Sj} 27 for'series of confabs in- London‘ 
|) with British Writers Guild: to: pro- |f} 
“WH mote: formation ‘ofan. International 
| F Writers Guild. : 7 

- Proposed WG. ‘would ° ‘einbrace . 
seripters. ‘from: countries ‘such..as-}f] - 

! Australia, |: 
4 | Mexico;’.as.. well as’ United. King- 

if dom, US. and others... A 7 

‘Ttaly, J: japan, 

Who Said Farewell’? | 

“- pers did,” 

ine plus: change. - 

Nationally” ‘Syndicated’ columnist | 
whose ‘popular “LV ‘show: is now in} 

pits’ itth. year on CBS-TYV; says: 

PAUL 

-youthful : “exuberance: andl 

‘owner, : 
‘nouncement of non-appearance was] 
‘made’ to’ the. capacity .crowd ‘and.} 

Vaults 1,000 00 
“You | 

“Please ty 
on: various: labels. : 

' Tune 

‘The: “ Brabeck - ‘quartet ‘will “play 
following: the state dinner’ ‘April. 14 
honoring King ‘Hussein of Jordan _ 

‘who: will. be. ‘here on | an official |; 
yf Visite a 

- It. will be ‘the’ ‘first ‘Jam concert = 
‘ever held ‘in. the ‘Exécutive - “Mane | ff. 
‘sion’s East Room. following a state! {]-. ~ 

Te dinner. The program was selected | 
-. -to please: King. Hussein, Who ‘Is at 

|: jazz. buff. | _ 

-‘-“T have ‘never - announced... “| 
... ‘farewell ‘tours,’ the’ newspa-. | 

. ‘explains’ ‘the ebul- | 
-” lient Maurice- Chevalier as ‘he’ 
..details his: immediate. booking “|f} 
plans. which -teeoff April20 ‘| 
.. in “Scandinavia - 
| “foe be: followed. by. ore in. Ber- 

iP After.a few days’ ‘rest at his’ - 
i] - Paris home, ‘he opens in Phil-. . 

|’ .--adelphia’ May. 19° on’. : 
of 10-U.-S. “one-nighters wind- - | 
Sing: up. in Las.’ Vegas’- Desert: 
__Innin ‘May for. four’ weeks.” 

(10 - -coficerts) i 

Series eat 

Sam 

Wednesday, April 8, 1964 so 

Tip Stamped on Top 0 a 
“AS whee man’s lunchéon ‘for-five at the Terrace Club, ‘the ft oy 

dBE ~ $1, 200-per-annum - membership diningroom..adjacent to thé Top. > =.. 

| L-- Of. The Fair, last -week came.-to almost $16-a-head; ‘exactly $78.03 

oi]... ‘This included. a pourboire obligatoire .(fancyfor. =<: °:. 
|- tips) of 17%.: Originally it was.stamped. 15% ‘for service, but a: -2° = 

-|.- rubberstamp. notation -is superimposed to 17%. Jatin Spe 3 
1: . $10, which figures: ‘$2-per-person. ‘The businessmen: ‘decided | that: . 

-| that was pretty fancy. tipping. - 

‘The tip came to. : oF 

-The::five luncheons were: the: braised. beef. Of the wagon) ‘and: . 
f ; .. there ‘were salads’ (estimated -at $1.25 a copy); the usual rounds of = 

|| .drinks (mo wine); -coffee-: and: two -desserts.: The. Terrace ‘Club... 
“divides its menus. into two. categories—there. ‘isa. separate ‘ménu:). ” 

1 |: _-for entrenients. (French for .dessert). 
Knott Hotels caters. and a syndicate. headed by George: ‘Hyams s 

_..-the. policy. of ‘tariffs. 

of 7 superyialon- eo 

operates. the club. *.The Port. of N.Y. Authority ‘Is said to supervise 
ine The’ Top. of. the. Fair is in the ‘Transportation oo 

‘|. "Zone, and -atop the “TOTF. is. the: ‘heliport: under the ‘Authority's - a 

— TT’ sa Standing J Headline: ; | 
‘Cops‘Nab Lenny Bruce jv! 
Lenny: Bruce has ‘probably been |: . 

“busted” more times than all those 
covered-wagoners. who. tried, © -un-'f 

successfully; - to make’ it ‘to -Pike’s-|: 
Peak. or -bust. Last Friday (3) he. 
got: ‘it- again. . 
Comedian was. ‘arrested ‘at. 10: 30 

p.m; on a bench warrant by N. ‘Y.:| 
-~ police on: ‘a: ‘charge. of. using ob-.. 
== | scene language in his act. Arrest 

' “Was: just before he was due to ‘go. 
..{ on-stage at:the Cafe au Go Go, 
‘:} Greenwich ‘Village: 
| where ‘he. opened. March 29. .”, 

smanager-. 
_An-. 

- coffee. shouse, 

- "Howard |. Solomon; . 
‘was. also” ‘arrested. 

approximately. half*asked . for -re- 
funds: . 

"(Continued on: Page 86) 

President Johnson's s Wit: 

By LES CARPENTER 

“Washington, * April: "7. 
With. ‘comedy. acts--by.. Lyndon|’ 
Baines Johnson:.and Bob Hope; the}: 
annual White House Photographers . 

| ame Mansfield’s Exit 
-ASSn: dinner here. ‘was one of best 

: sta ged in .Washington. : in years. 
followed 

. Hope, doing a: vaude ‘Toutine: of} 
‘five ‘minutes. ‘or so._-Unfortunately |. 
for: his rep as a wit, ‘the President. - 
Placed.an: “off: the: Tecord” ‘embargo |" 
on éverything ‘he said:..This. was] 

: President _ Johnson’ 

obviously ‘because. he made numer- 

“| those. ‘in print... 
‘Despite the “off the record” pro-. 

hibition, no harm could be done 
‘by ‘quoting: ‘his final line as he left 
the: Sheraton-Park: Hotel . dinner: 

“(Continued | on \ Page. 86) 

784 National Press 

Comedian - ‘Irwin. -Corey,: 
scheduled ta open ‘at. spot. ‘yéster-: 
03. (7): was: in’ the. cafe ‘and. ‘went | © 

‘Syd Silverman;. President 
154 West 46th Sta +» New York, N. Y. 

'"  * Hollywood, Calif. 
6404, ‘Sunset Boulevard,- Hollywood -1141 - 

Washington, D. C.:2000 
Building, . Sterling 3-5445 | 

= of Par % Mil oh : 

Budget For a ren 

Prod. in Israel. 
‘Tei Aviv, April qe 

“About: $1;500,000,. o
ut of an:over----° 7. fo 

‘all budget of $3,000,000 earmarked * 
|.for the’ Sophia Loren. starrer-to be.’ 
directed by Daniel Mann, would be 

| spent .by’ Paramount: Pictures in: . * 
Israel;: where the shooting. of this” 
Laurence Durrell: story is ‘sched- _ 
tiled to ‘start on June 14. This was." :°: 
“disclosed. by ‘Martin Rackin, head -..: .- 
of Paramount production - ‘at “the . 
end of his 10. days’ visit ta. this” 
country: © . ne! 

Rackin.. completed : ‘negotiations 7 

_ Assisting - 
in final ‘changes of. the. I: P, Mil- 

‘| ler script - and supervising ; with. 

Cams ‘Variety’ Critic: 
t's All Off Record 

ey understanding | and. goodwill: ‘showa 
| by one: and ‘all, from Asher Hirsh- . 

f: bere, ‘head .. of the’ Asraeli -Govern-~ 

Daniel Mann the - groundbreaking . 
‘for the ‘building ‘of the kibbutz to- . - 
‘be used as location. for the complex os 

rr ano 

(Continued on page’ 86)” 

‘From Israeli Co-Prod, 
Laid to Arab B.0. Worry 

Tel. “Aviv; April: 4. . 
Jayne ‘Mansfield, . according - to" 

reliable’ sources,’ announced: that‘. 
‘she would not ‘star’ in the planned - 
Rex 
‘Morder,”. to. be. filmed. heré, be-- 
‘cause it. would hurt her “standing. . 
‘in. the Arab‘countries and place her ™: : 
‘under boycott.” On the other hand |. 
‘it hasbeen -announced. that.:the :- 
Melville: Shavelson-Michael Wayne. — 
production: of. Col. ‘Mickey Marcus’ - 
bio. would. be filmed here.:next.... 2. °*-. 
“year, starring John Wayne, though’ cae 

Carlton feature | “Johnny - 

not in the:title role of the ‘Ameri- 
can Jewish. hero of Istaél’s ‘War of = 

1 Independence. - 

“Rex: ‘Carlton; ‘of pabagon. hiter- S 
(Continued on. page. 86): _ 

wt : - Trade Mark Registered as . 
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Wail Street’. fee see res a 

ae — oe DAILY VARIETY: " 
tes “ @uptined. in Hollywoed . ‘by Dally. varvery, ‘utea 

rts, $20.9 $25 Feretgn. 

with’. producer Kurt) -Unger: and. - a 
| local kibbutz people,. seciiring their. 
‘cooperation... and: help.. 

SO we. 



“+: S@osts; : . 
extras,. set .operations, ‘film ‘lot. site: 
rentals, publicity. titles, . sound re- 

: “book. about. Kennedy, | 
be reached. -for: comment.- “MPAA. : 

rely -in ‘Washington: ‘said. | . 
-.. they -had:. heard ° no... mention’ Of. |. 

-George. ‘Kerasotes, * | 
and .J oseph Alterman. Attending | : we 

“With Armstrong for: Allied“are Ben [-. 
‘Marcus, -Wilbur’-Snaper, Marshall : 

: When’ he:.-re-- ine and. Milton ‘London. . 

signed. his: White House. job, ‘he let | 

| NELSON SULLIVAN 10. 
- HIFT. SPOT IN PARIS} 

“John "Nelson:Sullivan’ “has ‘béen | 

‘| named Continental. ad-pub director 

Lat. 20th. ‘Century-Fox. In ‘his new: 
| position, -Nelson-Sullivan. “will head-. 

.-} quarter: in- Paris, where. the: Con- | 
tinental distribution operation ” ‘is | 

: Supervising ~ advertising. 
‘and: publicity: for the. ‘Continent 
‘and - Middle: East’ for alt: Fox. Te 
leases. .:. 
“N elson-Sullivan’ s. assignment fol: 
lows -. the - recent - ‘appointment. ‘cf. 
Fred. ‘Hift' asdirector. of: European | 
“production - ‘publicity, headquarter-’ 
‘ing in ‘London: -Hift- had’ previously |. 
‘been ‘based - -in- Paris. . 
‘livan: comes -to 20th: from. a..post as: 
-Europe-Middle: -East-Near East’ pub |° 
coordinator. for Samuel -Bronston. 
‘Productions. Prior. to: ‘that. he ‘was 
Universal's’. Europe - Middle. ‘East |. 
_ad-pub.: diréctor-. and’ held. various’ 
y dther: posts with: Uz 

mie, spokesmen :. 

: ‘ty. Moss Plea Uncovers Metro 7 
As Plaintiff Ag ainst Sam Bronston| 

wT oe ‘damage: suit against San-+— 
08 gel, ‘Bronston: by” Metro-Goldwyn-|- 
 sMayer “came : to: light: ‘Friday (3) |: 

‘when: ‘attorney. . Jesse | Moss.: was'}’ 
mL granted. a request to. be. relieved io 
as. Bronston's - attorney. in thie ac. 
7 ‘tion: 

film,. 
stated that: under. an. * Aug.. 4,-1960. 

 gontract. for: ‘the “production | ‘by-| 
-Bronston ‘and, distribution by..Met- |. 
ro of “King: of: Kings,” agreement | — 
‘at that time provided -that-for any'|- 
“help: that. Metro ‘supplied’ to Bron: , 

me ston; he would : ‘pay. A 

ou On Friday, N, Y. Supreme. Gourt. = 
CT , Justice Louis J. Capozzoli. granted 
.. ~..request by: Moss, former -attorney:| = 

_ 2 2: ©. for Bronston, -to. ‘be.relieved’of.the|—....- 
> -o.” getion: Court ‘said’ that ‘sufficient. 

grounds for. the .rélease has’ been Lf, 
* ‘ghown. by. ‘reason. ‘of. “serious ° dif- 
ferences.of opinion” between Moss] 

: and. the.defendant, Samuel: Brom: | 
ae ston: “Moss, -in:: his ‘affidavit, told, - 
“the: court ‘that..- last. February -a'|: 

“series of. differences occurred’ be: | 
- “tween himself. and. Bronston .con--|" 

. cerning difficulties... with various |: 
‘business ‘enterprises involving |) 
Bronston ‘and his. ‘corporation. - 

bes ‘Bronston.: 
: Feb. 20, the. attorney. said, that. he 

~~ "was no. -longer-employed: to repre- 
“2, sent. Bronston ..or his. corporation, 

me _swhereupon. he made ‘a. motion to. 
"be relieved : of: representing. Bron: |. 
~ ‘ston. in this case. 

“Breakdown “of _damages” 
‘services * which, at. Samuel | -Bron- 

ton : Productions’ : 
= plaintiff ‘Supplied, 

:'scenario,. director, - 

cording, etc. This. was .at™a - “eost 
to Metro of $747, 545, ‘plus’ an. ad- 
ditional: cost of. ‘$11, 811 to’ Metro’s 

British. ‘studio, : “including ’. two 
" {nsurance: premiums | of $1,673 -and ; 
 $3,090,.: $230. -air. “transport ‘andy 

oar ‘other: ‘costs... - _f 

Paper Says Sorensen Te 
~ Succeed Eric Johnston; 
MPAA Wiggles. Eyebrows |* 

- Hollywood, April. 7." 

“Washington | ‘Post. reported - ‘Mon-- 
| committee. . . 7s 

“All of us’ meeting today 2 ate“ex- |. 
tremely ‘optimistic ‘ ‘over fulfillment} -° 
of the-.common. “objective: -of- one |- 
strong. national. association ‘of: mo-=.} : oS 

“tion. picture: “exhibitors; *” they. said. | 
“There “-aré --no.:. insurmountable |. 
-Obstacles. that : ganinot. be. resolved a 

-. day .(6). ‘that Theodore. Sorensen, 
uspeech writer’and confidant: of the |: - 
~ late President John F: Kennedy, is- 
“> “seriously . thinking” ‘of accepting - 

‘the. presidency of the. ‘Motion. Pie> 
.ture Assn. ‘of: America. irr, 

Sorensen, 
-could’ ‘not 

. . Sorensen. asa. possible. suicessor ‘to 
~ the’ late. Eric. Johnston.” ves 

“ Post -averred ° that. ' Soretisen’ s: 
2 “friends’” disclosed . ‘his “interest in 
“the. MPAA spot... 

dt be. known he':would like -a per- 
“ smmanent non-Governinent, job, “the : 
Post said. | el, Soe 

; Merian C Cooper Eyes: 
oF ealures in ‘Thailand 

'. Hollywood, April. yo 
“Merida: C: ‘Cooper; former RKO. 

‘production. chief. and: retired . U:S. |. 
-Air. Force: brigadier . ‘géneral’ who 
flew with ‘Gen... ‘Claire — -Chennault- 

during War Il.’ is mulling produc: |: 
tion of three films in. Thailand, - 

“Prince. Anusorn -Yukol: of.. Thai | 
‘Jand, one: of. -the: country’s largest 
~ ‘theatreowners | and film producers, 
.. has arrived “from. Bangkok. to dis-. 
~ uss ‘the project.” 

- Cooper,” who:. filmed | “Chang” in 
oe Siam in -'1927 - in ‘association .. with: 

Ernest ‘B.. _Schoedsack, -s¢outed -lo-. 
-eations. in. Thailand: Tast | fall : for. 

- “Chennault. ‘of : China.” He -also ‘is: 
projecting a film concerning Thai-- 
” Jand's. World War M: {underground 

__! Metso's: suit; filed in NY, ‘Su
: : 

~-prenie Court, . _asked ‘for | ‘$764,358: 

“jn* ‘connéction. with ‘the ‘Bronston. 
“King: ‘of. Kings.” ” “Company |. 

informed « Moss. ‘last 

“and: 

“request; .. ‘the | 
included. studio. i 

‘east, | 

‘in - ‘Boston: “writing. a. 

Nec eed: a Printed ‘Program. 
-What'may become a game of | ta 

“Jegalistic musical chairs is: in-.°.. 
dicated” by. fact. that’. Metro’s.... ° 
suit: against -Samuel Bronston. 
-"=was filed -by: attorney, Simon _ 

‘Rose, a. member:of the Phillips-.- - 
we Nizer-Benjamin-Krim &. Ballon... 
“Jaw firm;.”.On the. other hand, -... 
Bronston,. in. his © discussions o, 

_Senior of the same-firm. : Up 
to the. ‘present time, Bronston- 
has: designated:-no other attor- * 

* ‘Metro: suit: 

‘Rose « ‘said ‘Friday “that. :the ’ 
Nizer firm. would continue. to” 

‘xhibitors Move 
Nearer Merger 

. Chicago,- ‘April’ 7... 

‘Theatre ‘Owners ‘of Americ3- and 
‘Allied ‘States: Assn.; meeting’ ‘here’ 

[: Monday | (6), have “taken tremen- 
| dous steps forward” in-the. possible. 
merger of: the. two. organizations. : 

Te : was learned: from TOA president. 

John: H. Rowley: and: ‘Allied ‘presi-. 

‘dent : Jack’: Armstrong - that... “an. 

| “agreement in principle : “had. been’ 

reached. as to: the ‘basic. framework ; 

of ¢ a new national trade: association 
representing all. theatre . “owners.” 

Special : sub-committees - will be 
' appointed’ immediately. to develop [| ; 
‘details. “The. proposed. organization 

‘structure -will be. Submitted: .to the 

: respective’ -boards . for discussion 
-.and consideration.and. additional 
“Meetings will: ‘be held, to ‘finalize. 
: the. details, . 

In: ‘the: interim périod, until, cons: 
solidation- ‘has -been. completed,: “a 

| joint ..exec committée’ headed : by. 
+ Rowley.. and-.:Armstrong ‘ will’ be. 
| established. to. act.. and: ‘speak ‘for 

'.|-United . exhibition - on: all - national | 
“! -|.issues of. common: ‘interest. Rowley: 

and. Armstrong. said. their. respec- 
‘tive ‘boards andexec’ committees | 

:| would be- ‘polled immediately ° for | 
authorization | and ‘approval for ‘the | 
formation: of. the: Joint interim exec 

‘in our: “opinion.” 

with Pierre*S; DuPont 3d,. is.’ 
a “being” repped. “by. ‘Louis: Nizer, 

v ney to represent him: in the: 

ep: Metro. ’ Who’ s ‘on first? res ie 

Tyear, : 

‘into the -act; 

‘Representing TOA. at the: | 
ing; in addition. to. Rowley, : are j 

Myron- ‘Blank:] . 

-managers - 

“By. ‘VINCENT. CANBY. 

- Buenos. Aires, “April ?. 

"So: far it’s -love, . Jove,.. love—at:| 
‘least between ‘the: U.S: ‘State. ‘De- 

{partment ‘and. ‘the Motion. Picture j -- 
| Assn..of “America at~this Sixth’ In- |. 
tennational. held ey Film ., Festi- | 

iva ing held this.-year- for. . the |.’ 
first time ‘in the | capital “city: of}. ttatnot enough of: the fabled. - 

‘Buénos Aires instead: of the south: 
Atlantic ° ‘resort : city. of: Mar “Del 

| Plata....-The apparent. ‘cooperation: 
between ‘George. Stevens: Jr.’s mo-} 

‘}tion.. picture--division::of ‘the | U.S. 
. | Information ~ 
MPAA is: resulting ‘in ‘what seems, : 

.* “(at this. writing—to. be a first class: 
[et Showing | in’ pr. and | good | 

. W. . 

Phe Yank delegation,” “including 
=| such ‘personalities as Tony -Perkins, | 

Janet Leigh, :Paula Prentiss, direc: io 
‘| tor: David Miller -(a_ member: of: the | 
_|:international jury)—is,.in fact; one]: 
“of: the best of the: fest. which, ‘this. 

‘is... not . internationally . too.| 

A. kingrin | . never: looked. so virtuous as’ in - 
a “Roman Empire.” 

Agency: and... the 

‘heavy -with “names.” 
-of-the -Yank effort is Karl ‘Malden, 
head ‘of the “official” U.S. delega-+ . 

| tion, ‘a. guy who can :not only. han-| 
{ dle. the “diplomatic” . chores -with| 
-ease, ‘but. who -also. as _an.. Actors 
‘Studio ‘stalwart, can‘ talk the kind 
of ‘cineaste: language: about the. arf] - 
of: films and: acting which in: which’ po. 
film: buffs. . . everywhere. converse... net 

Backing Up. - Malden . is a: strong. - 
MPAA ‘:-group,: headed... by: Robert | 
Corkery: Mexico-based ‘Motion .Pic-}- : 
‘ture: Export Assh.. veep-for Latin | 
‘America: : George Vietheer:. ‘MPEA 
‘veep. whoa. headquarters. in “New 
York,. and: ‘Harry. Stone, the-MPEA’s 
man in- Rio De: ‘Janeiro... 

i eran 

‘the: good. ‘at ‘Teast, to. the. off. shore: 
; visitors: who: now “have a chance. to 

“(Continued on: page 19) - 

That's Youngsten 
In Studio ( Orbit |: 

| of four features. .~ 

. ‘State is: 
’. being. Tepped - by’: George. Rylance, 
deputy ‘public. affairs: officer. at the 
US. Embassy here: 

Fact -that: ‘State is taking’ ‘the fest 
seriously. this ‘year is underscored’ 
‘by the luncheon being hosted ‘at the 
US: -Embassy today (Tues.) by the 
‘Yank ambassador for key members. 
‘of ‘all the: visiting film: delegations. : 

| (The: Yank’s “Love With. ‘The Proper- 
Stranger”. will: be - shown’ tonight. ). 
-Almost all‘ the: delegations, in’ fact, | 
‘are - bringing. | ‘-their .. ‘ainbassadors 

-Not.:to.. be ‘outdone, . 
‘Argentine. President Mléea hosted 
a giant -asado (barbecue) for. every-: 
body: on:Sunday (5) at his, residence 
in: suburban’ B.A, - | 

‘For. these: reasons “the shit. ‘in 

S|. also.-has.come up ‘with two new 
:| Froperti es—both . suspense-myster~. 
ies: ‘These are: .. ' 

" “The: .Man | Who. Shot” Lincoln, ” " 

this-first -for ‘Col, : 
General,” and . ‘the . “MGM. entry,.| 
“Money ‘Erap,”. ‘are: slated -to: face |’. 
the - cameras . ine late’. ‘summer - or |. 

“Those who found fault: with ~ 
-. Samuel Broriston’s. “Fall of the 
Roman Empire” on the grounds. 

. Sophia ‘Loren. anatomy . was... 
shown-in. its “natural . splendor. — 
‘should know that the. situation. . 
a ds. a contractual matter. - ot 

- It: seems. that- Miss ° ‘Loren’s - 

- what: ~ might. -be . termed. an. 
. .“anti-cleavage”: ‘clause, the." 
' result of which.-is: that she’ is: 

. always: quite. ‘well . draped: in* 
pix” she- makes: ‘for him: <In ” 
“EL | Gid;” for example, : ‘the: 4 

. She ‘was: -cos-. 
‘tuumed: to’. the - hilt,-: or -neck: | 

- game. is: true. 

° originated. isn’t acertainable.. 

: Hollywood, - April: 1. 
Max. E * Youngtein: in 10 bus; 

Hollywood’ days, set plans for group |. 
Three: are on his. 

indie deal with: Columbia: Picturés:. 
the other will take him. across. town: 
to ‘Culver City’ and Metro-Goldwyn-. 

a ‘chance; as: 
| things shape : ‘up’. at -present,-: that: 
Youngstein will :be_ bicycling be- 
tween the ‘two’ studios ‘(something | -: 
‘actors are accustomed to doing, but 

Mayet: ~ “There’ Ss 

a rare departure ‘for: producers) as 
“Cook for ‘Mr. 

early. fall. 

Don MeGiuirei ‘hag. been engaged 
to. ‘write ‘the. ‘scriptefor “Mr. -Gen- 
eral,” based..on. play -by Steven 
‘Gethers:. ‘and as reported.-earlier it 
‘will. be directed by Barry: Shear, Up ‘i 
to now identified with-tv.. .~ 
--Youngstein,” in . talks’. with‘ Col’s : 

production. boss, -Mike’ Frankovich: 

(Continued on: a Page. 20) 

"pittsburgh, ‘April 7: 

‘anymore. ° ‘They “just 
_ | want. office. boys’. ‘because office 

centred; 

-Nelson-Sul- “World”. 

.| boys. -eome cheap,” Theatres. ‘are. 
run: today. .by .a mam: sitting be-| ~:. 

:|-hind a desk. somewhere-else.. The |". :~ 
day Of - showman’ who- _kneéw : his. = : 

"Otto. ‘Preminger isin ‘Europé at 
‘the: ‘moment. However, ‘his. opinions |-¢ 

town and. his people . is.-over.””. ©. 
. Speaking ~was.. Carl ‘Schaner: P| 

manager of. the Penn: Theatre here, | 
‘on the-impossibleé: situation- Pitt is 
facing. with ‘its Jineup of ‘hholdovers: 
and ‘reissues. : 
“Schaner ‘hastened’ to. add’ “that 

“Salah - ‘ Hassanein;::-exec. head .of 
United ‘Artists: Theatres, is not Of | 
-this opinion: .Schaner’ was “joining |. 
in: - the: . general... bitterness ‘among. 
Pitt exhibs over the sad state of. 

| the film business. He said. that-the 
? Warner. was: not’ “permitted. to ad- 
_ Vertise - its: coming.” film; . 

coming out: because ‘Stanley: 
Kramer, ‘who. produced ~ “Mad 

‘said ‘most road.shows exercise’ this |. 
right unless the | coming’ Picture, is. 
from: the’same company... 
“We ‘can’t let the prodticers con- 

tinue “to tell. ‘us ‘what ‘to. do.. Phat . 
| (iS: the , basis: of. all: our. economic 

~ Produces Now te 
“Carl Schaner of Penn. Penn Hits at at nN ew Bosses’ : ae 
» Prem Very Demanding 0 on n Theatre Standards © 

CNG “one. . : wants... -showmen ‘as 

“Circus 
. World’’:in. the lobby for the. people: 

| refused : permission, . He. 
- said ‘this situation: ‘is common “and: 

/ problems: ‘Do7 you know that (Otto) 
. | Preminger tells. you exactly how to. 

present ‘his pictures, in fact every-. 
Alm except ow to thread : the 

-Preminger’s: ‘attitude 

are: not secret; having been ‘quoted. 
-hére. on: sundry: occasions. He is in- 
deed a leader among ‘producers ‘in 
jdemandin g. exhibitor maintain |. 
operating - procedures..He._or his 
‘Teps make a habit of attending the-. 
‘atres ‘showing ‘Preminger pictures.. 
They assert that. they -often.- find |. 
-whole reels. ‘unspooled out of focus. 
and that -it is necessary to. call the. 
manager's attention to it: In focus: 
‘projection, -clean Jenses. screens 

| not over. six months old, are.among. 
‘the “demands: Prem. has: mide: As 
to “dictating to exhibitors,” the. 
_Preminger point of. -view’. is.:that 
this is:not unreasonable. “when. we 
pay. for. their: advertising. oan 

From. which’ party: ‘the. ‘clause wy 

-but ° Bronston . has neyer.been © 
‘a sexploiteer:.. Miss Loren has Te 

ime. 

‘over the: weekend with: @ 
: bad’* ‘heurt atfack, 
tor: married. the, 2l-yeur-old ‘Swed. 

. hish blonde twe months. ago.): 

ISU CPi 
| CT | His Fight Manager Nizer Tiec |. 4 ME ly TANGO ~_ Scowls at Trustee & Newsweek 

~+ ‘ Samuel: Bronston. and his .attor-- 

“Bophle U Up to Her Neck ca 
| sultation ‘this past week on two | 

Up; 

ney Louis Nizer. have. been in con- 

.| possible ‘sources of’ legal - action,” 
| one. involving. the trusteeship re-_ 
cently set up by Piérre: Ss. DuPont. 

“3d covering. the: financial workings © 

‘of. Samuel. Bronston Productions _ 
| and ‘another ° Involving ‘Newsweek ™”: 

: Magazine... 
a pact © with - ‘the producer has ~.} -Bronston has, ‘referred inquiries 

‘on these matters to the Nizer. of- . 

fice. but the ‘attorney lias been: tied 

ip -in. court in the. Lewis. S. Rosen- 
stiel. mattimonial suit. 

‘is ‘expected to goon for a couple of” 
| weeks. and may hold up the. Bron- 
‘ston’ strategies: At. any. rate, Nizer 

‘isn’t ‘making “any comment on-mat- _ 
ters pertaining ‘to Bronston at. this : 

This case 

AS regards ‘the trusteeship, ‘set: 

=| up. by DuPont under. the adminis- 
‘tration ‘of attorney Jesse Mess, the 

= “producer. ‘commented | early . this” 
: week:. “I don’t recognize the trus-~ 
teeship.” The: original action. had. ~ 
been described as a ‘“‘voluntary”..°° 
move at the. time’ of the formation .. 

| of: the ‘trusteeship.- What. action |” 
‘is planning to . take © Bronston’ 

against the setup isn’t being pro- 
jected at present.:The producer did. 
say that he “definitely” plans- to 
‘resume production. this summer in 
‘Spain and. perhaps also in Italy.. 
“These are my territories,” he com- 
mented,- Saying. that he intends to 
‘be active -in. both places. 

” Bronston noted that he has five’ 
properties: in hand at present but’ 
that he is nct. sure which he: Blans 
‘implementing first.. 

~ Possibility ‘Paris. -1900° 

‘which _ is currently 

Empire,” and the others are to be 
made-for Cinerama via prior deals. :: 
‘Current status of ‘these deals isn’t. 
clear, considering the trusteeship... a 

| and. its ramifications, : _ 
‘The -possible «action involving 

| Newsweek concerns the magazine’s 
| review of “Roman. Empire.” To-" - 
| ward the end of the review the .° 
. publication comments upon Bron-. 
$ton’s ‘affairs, also quoting an un- 
hamed._ “‘ex-Bronston man.” Impli- 

a cation of. litigation on charge of. 
{ec commercial libel is not confirmed, 

20th Sues Sellers For. . 
‘Inducing’ Bride to Quit; 
Actor in Hospital 

. ‘Los. Angeles, April: 7.. 

Twentieth-Fox 

in Superior 

over’ femme - bowing: out of. the. 
20th production, “Guns of Batasi,’* 
currently, shooting” in England. 

tract ° with Studio by: declining to 
|.complete - here role-in film. _ Actress 
reputedly alked-.at resuming part.- 
in. pie because of. “fliness,” which. 
‘eaused -a production halt on pie. | 
Action also asked -for.an injunc-" 

| tion to restrain. ‘actress from work- 
ing: elsewhere. : 

:It. is not known,- bat. -elsewhere |. ° 
-it has ‘been ‘hinted, that producers |. 

. |’ Who pop. in .on: theatres: algo lodge | 
complaints - against “debris’-in. ‘the. 
‘aisles: and sanitation conditions, in’ 

; toilets. ; — : 

“(Sellers became - | hospitalized 

Tre. Brit sh 

‘One _oft-mientioned possibility is- 
|-“Paris 1900” which has. been slated 
|.for production in Italy as a road- 
‘show attraction: under the . direc-. 
tion --of . Vittorio De: Sica. Other. 
possibilitiés’ include “Brave New. 
World,”. “Nightrunners of. Bengal,’ 

| “Suez” and an histcrical: war drama. 
The latter two titles are pacted to 
-Paramount, | 
handling his “Fall of the Roman. 

-is .demanding ~ 
'$2,000;000 damages: in a breach of. - 
eontract suit-..filed 

| Court here against. Peter Sellers 
and his, ‘actress-wife, Britt Eklund, 

Complaint: charges. that Sellers” 
induced Miss Eklund; whom. he re- * 
cently -married;. to breach her con-. 

feared : 

me Qe Hoey oy . 



But It’s Easy 1 If You re An. ‘American - = - Kirk 

Douglas 0 on Qitestions A Aliens Ask ae 
L ~— 

‘Hollywood, “April oo 
Newly-returned: from. ‘a. goodwitl | 

jaunt through. the Far: East-for the; 

7 0...S. Information Agency, ‘Kirk | so many.” 

Dougias. expressed. the’ conviction | - 
that those motion pictures which } 
have been blasted at home as “dip-! 
lomaticaliy _ disastrous” 
drew the greatest plaudits. 
“There is..no reason,” 

ina picture create a.false impres- 
sion that. America. is all - like that] 
and are ‘therefore. : ‘damaging: | 
Others have feared that. depicting | 
the seamy side of things is similar- |: 
dy damaging. But that’s nonsense. |. 
We. can't anticipate | ‘every minute; 
thought which gees through some- | jntensity.on.the Far Eastern scene, 
one’s brain.” 

Actor, who. said. his’ ‘toiir’ ‘didn’t | 
cost the USIA a cent—‘“my.. com 
pany defrayed all ~expenses’— 

three features.- which haven't: even 

been released in: most places ‘he |. 
“visited. These included 
Strangelove,”. “The . Victors”’. 
“Seven Days in: May’ 
‘costars. in: latter), whieh he. de- 

and | 

clared. were at: forefront: of ‘queries 
concerning Hollywood addressed to} 
him. 

| Constantly ‘asked, he. reported, | 
was. “How can you make pictures | 
‘which criticize |. your © country?” 
Questioners, Ia r. gely-: university. 
students, were “amazed” that. such 
filmaking. was “allowed”. and. were 
very much favorably impressed. by} 
the practice, he noted: . 

Trek had Dou glas- ‘traipsing. 
through + India, Thailand, Philip-| 
pines, Hong Kong and ‘Japan. Ob=! 

jective: of mission, he: said; was| 
simply to ‘afford different. people 
the chance te query an’ American} 
on America, orf a.face-to-face basis: 

£Tt was refreshing to. See - that, 
unlike. many places. ‘in this ‘country, 
“Hollywood - is not a. dirty’ word? 

The best things in air travel 
are on TWA 

Ss Sparkling wine,.a 

World Airlines. 

; ‘abroad ‘great ‘advantage over others. who 

actor'form of communication” which] 
pointed out, “for us to work. from) many others, especially hard-selt |. 
a position of fear, if we are confi-| politicians, lack, Also, since he was 
dent, enough: in what we're doing. | abroad. under ‘the aegis of USIA| 
Some have feared that lush:settings and not. there: to peddle -his’ own 

=. “chief Carl. Rowan ‘in Washington, 
“based: his findings: particularly - on. : 

“Dr. . 

( Douglas |’ 

 icies and’ release patterns through: | - 

Pickman; Joe: Freiberg, Vince Bor-. 

a connoisseiir’ S. menu; , and: a fine 
first-run movie.* What more could you ask for when 
you're. going places? You get them all...at no extra” 
charge ... when you're. a: TWA First (Class Royal. 
Ambassador. In fact, ‘only. TWA treats you: so roy-. 
ally on nonstop coast-to-coast and overseas. flights ° 
to ten of Europe’s favorite cities. Live: it: up hext 
time you travel. ‘Call your travel. agent or Trans 

"The Original Heavy 
” Rome, April 7: - 

. April. 

overseas,” a he stressed “people: are |. 
‘grateful: to an’ industry: which has|- 
brought so. ouch. entertainment, to} ’ 

Bud Elede Chie . 
- Embassy's $. Sales 
Bud ‘Hlede . is ‘moving: over’ from 

United Artists to Embassy Pictures 

. Nimrod, and.George C.. Scott, 
"who will play Abraham. « 

Since. . ‘an actor’ is’. familiar’ “tot 
! many people via: his - ‘screen.. ‘por-| 
trayals, ‘Douglas . said ¢ he -had- a. 

| might have made the tour,:a “plat-] - 

“They knew. I didn’t -have al 
personal ax to grind, ” he related.. 

“T. wasnre. ther € trying. to sell. any: Carl Peppercorn, who Tesigned. from 
‘thing. nae 

. 

- Asked. whether-. he. ‘eficountered’ Embassy several .weeks.: ago. to..join 

any. of” the “anti-American feeling}. 

‘Douglas replied, “T found it just! department: under’ chief Jamies: ‘R. 
‘the: opposite.” l 
He ‘reports. this. ‘week to. USEA] Velde, 

D. C., on Ais trip. Embassy,. Sid “Blumenstock’ ‘has 

| director, resigning from -the .Mon- 
roe Greenthal. ad. agency ‘to: take 

Celumiians Inte’ Chicago 
For Get-With-It Sesh 

Columbia Pictures: will’. hold a: 
five-day” sales convention in : Chi- . 
‘cago. during ‘week of April. 20 ‘for. 
national: division and ‘branch man- 
agers,. h.o, exec ‘Sales . force® and. 
‘company éxecs. . Rube™. Jackter; 
‘Columbia_V.p. “general Sales: man- 
ager,. ‘said’ agenda: of ‘meet, ‘sehed- 
uled for ..'the.. -Ambassador .- East, - 
would include ‘setting . of salés pol- 

Exiting the ad” ‘directorship ‘is. Ed 

‘director - at: MGM. ‘Records, ‘in the 

|& Coe. 

PROMISES’ 10 UNREEL 
the. end. -of the. year. Several “up- t 
‘coming: features | will, be. screened |. 
for those attending. 

Besides Jackter,: who'll Helm ‘the 
conference, . Milt Goodman, Jerry. 

Baltimore, “April ©. 

Promises”. ‘Tommy 

Mansfield: : 

“piomises; 

| Noonan-Jayne .- 

‘elli, Nat. ‘Goldblatt; ‘Martin Kutner, | state: ‘censor: -board : last .: October. 
Jerry. Safron; Dan Weissman,:H: C.. has now been passed: by the board. 
Kaufman’ and: George ‘Berman: will : and will: play. the New-. in April. 

also attend, _ st “Move canie- as. a--surprisé: to ex- 
| hibitors arid others who: have. ‘fol- 
Jowed ©. “Promises” 
‘shown in October to-newsmen, rep- 

eral’s staff. and. members of a 
legislative . -committee- 
‘movie. censorship at the time.” 

a , whathappened. | 

cent ruling that scenes‘shown show- 

-necessarily’ ‘obscene ...and 
not have been’ cut. by ‘the censors. 

. Film) in: question “was 
Figure—Will’ Travel’: 

} Judge court: panel was. ‘unanimous 

Censor . -Board 
j-then ‘had ‘member. of attorney. gen- 
more - City: : ‘Court. 

F | eral’s ‘staff ‘see. “Promises,” and: /-it- was “his ‘opinion that in light 
we I of. ruling: by court: of ‘Appeals in 

. “Have. Figure” | case,. ““Prormises’* 

= They did. 

board : ‘representative, © not. 
frame. has been cut from film." 

“FRIENDS ; OF THE court’ 

ae: | In » Viking, Cas€) os 

s granting of the motion for the two 
exhibitor groups, to. file a brief. as’ oa 

| amici ‘curiae in. the’ Viking case. 

‘both exhib organizations. 

| Armstrong said: 

; “The . Supremeé . Court's 

_ *Films by: 

leet 

oo Richard’: Harris ‘has:.. been | 
|: signed . by: producer: Dino De 1? 
i? ' “Laurentiis. for the role.of Cain .| 4 

‘in “The. Bible;”. -which John _: |. 
-;. Huston starts: directing. here in. " 

|-revue- to the ‘Penn; -Louis. Arm- 
strong, Ella Fitzgerald. and... Dick 

. to: head. up the: company’ Ss: sales de-. 

. | partment.. Jn doing SO. he ‘succeeds. 

exhib ‘Don’ Rugoff in the formation’ 

‘purportedly ‘bubbling: with renewed | ofa new distribution company: 
Elede has. been: in ‘the UA. Sales | 

| joined the company as. ‘advertising |: 

lhe job..He had been with Embassy. 
previously. in -:its..ad department. ; 

: Warner Victimized 
ad. department: ‘of. the: parent’. ‘pie- | ° 
‘ture: company: and with: Donahue a 

- nudie: 

which was” flatly rejected by: the. 

since. it | was’ 

“stu dying : 

| . Rejected followed: _and:- Jack ' 
xe “Fruchtman, ‘operator: of -the New, |: 
| decided: to. sit and Wait. and see | 

What happened : Ww as. that Mary-: 
jind. Court: of Appeals - ‘said in-te-- 

ing nude girls. on..a boat ‘are not | 
should. 

“Have , 
‘and’. :five-|[- 

in- reversal : of . decision” by. Balti-- 

would have to t be. Passed ‘by. board.. fy 

According: to" Frirchtman, and. tot: 
one —_ 

f Joan. Castler:: 
‘Morton Gottlieb © 

Jron and. Allied Gleeful’ of ne | 

- Chicago: April.” 7 | 
al ‘Presidents ‘of both: Theatre:Own-.|"’ 
2 ‘ers of..America and. Allied: ‘States 
‘-} Assn.“hailed U.S. Supreme-Court’s |: Linda Lee - 

= -Kumar. 

Motion and brief were: prepared | 
j:and ‘filed by Herman M. Levy. for. _ 

| .Helen O’Connell. -: 
| In a‘joint statement, TOA: ‘prexy. 
John: Rowley and Allied chief J ack | 

|. Maléolm. Stuart 
" accept. if 

os ‘ance’ of Allied-.and- TOA’ as ‘amici |". 
... “| euriae gives. almost’ two-thirds “of | -. 
“> Shthe theatres in the -U:S:; which are]: 
op net: ‘parties to the Viking ease ‘and |: 
: «J not a part of the Philadelphia ter- | 
oy ‘ritory,- an opportunity to have their | 

_ | views as to-the ‘validity: of splits: : 
--J presented to the-court..We.feel it is |- 

| important. for the: court to know |. 
‘[the impact of its decision : ‘on: the. 

ot entire motion Picture industry.” | 

“Pittsburgh, April ae, 

‘Gregory to the Stanley and-because 
of her lorig friendship -with owner 
“Gabe Rubin, Carol” Channing ‘was. 

; going: to _interrupt..her Broadway. 
run of. “Hello,: Dolly” :to bring. it - 
‘into’ the Nixon. after the run of: 
“How to Succeed ‘in. Business With- : 
out. Really. Trying:’: * 

.° There was-.also ‘the - ‘announce-. ; 
‘ment. that “‘It’s-a Mad. World” was | 
going to redute its. ‘admission ‘price | 
‘to -25¢ on April 18° and .that Frank | 
‘Sinatra and Bing Crosby: ‘would. be} 
in. town ‘for. personal appearances. 
-at- the. Gateway and: Fulton. to pro-: 

| mote-the.. showing ‘of ‘their :film, 
| “Robin andthe ‘Seven Hoods.” ° 

In: ‘another personnel ‘nove’. at : 

"Lancaster. Pa, April -7,: 

“inevitable _ $10,000,000 
Lancaster Redevelopment program, 
StanleyWarner. is casting about for. 

| a@.dtivein site close to the city.- 
‘The S-W real ‘éstate men: have 

‘been. inspecting: a_ variety : of..acre- 
‘age within’ a 3-5--mile- radius -of 
Lancaster, with: ‘most interest seem-’ 
ingly centered on a site just north- 
west of ‘the city, along. a new muil- 

| tipleslane. ‘bypass. spur. : 
‘Ths would put them. close to. the 

“Comet - Drivein, : ‘one. of the. two]: 
‘major open-air stands. here:. ‘Comet 
dis one of. Morton. N. Brodsky’ S oper- 
ations - for’ : the: “Harry” 

-resentatives .of the Attorney. ‘Gen-} 

‘Meagher Into. Shop Plot 
ff, ‘Irving, ‘Tex., April. 7. . 

= ‘Meagher ° Theatres here. 

in. the. Plymouth, Park ‘Shopping. 
Centre: Deal -was* signed by. Jerry 
Meagher, prez.of. the theatre con- 
cern and Bob Richards vice prez. 
-of. the Mayflower, Investment Co. of Vby. DGA” terms. ‘in. order .. for’ the ~*~. 

midwesterners. to work in the east: _ 
Major ‘backers of. 

the merger- were dual cardholders: 

Dallas.. 
- Theatre will. Shave. ‘a: séreen ap- 

‘proximately: 65° feet wide, one of’ 
the ‘largest indoor screens in -the | 
southwest. Projection: equipment. 
will be “capable of: ‘showing. both. 
“70m -and 35m. films. According to: 
plans. there will ‘be: facilities for 
live stage shows or: events. of « ‘com- 
munity. interest. . 

AL AL to N. ¥. 
Gary: Belkin. oe 
Bob Blake... 

* Roger..C. ‘Carmel. 

~~: Lortie. Greene | 
. Don: Henly .. 
Marty:: Ingels 

' - Felix Jackson 
Harry Jackson 

.. Harry Kurnitz. 

‘Jerry Levy 
_ James. MacArthur. . - 
A: Morgan. Maree 3a" 
Vaughn Meader. .° 
-George Murphy 

.: Lawrence ‘Roman - 
Kay Steveris .. 

‘Martin. Tahse © 
‘Lawrence. Turman 

. ‘Margaret..Whiting. 
Max EL. -Youngstein - 

oN, Y..to L.A. 
7 Salvatére: Billitteri . : 
Fred Ebb.: ~ ~:: 
‘Leo. Jaffe 
John Kander. 

-* ‘Gene. Sachs. «” 
Joseph. Stein ben 

‘Farold Colien Riles: the Menagerie 

With ‘Bargains’ April Fool Column 

|. “Already signed. | for’ tie. cast: a 2 

are Peter: O'Toole, ‘who'll play - 
The. news- was. good for. ‘Pitt. 

‘ariusement.. seekers’ on Wed. 
when: they: read. Harold V. Cohen’s | 
column in the Post-Gazette..-Com- | | 
ing. to the city in April, the column | | 
said, were Harry. Belafonte and. his | then: tried. Sinatra,” .Becker- told.:.. 

the. Pitt. Variety: rep. “‘Remember’ ” 
when ‘Sinatra said he wasn’t going. 

|'ta film overseas because he wanted. * 
to use IA men? Well; I ‘took this - 
-at face value and wanted to’ know: 
‘if he was. going to : walk: through: -- . 

.was I taken: It.: ° 
‘wasn’t: until I. checked on ‘the’ stage’ eS Bate 
‘crews: for':the Perin,; -the- ‘Stanley +. 2 

1 and the requirements: for “Hello, - <0: *: 
Dolly” that: one -of “the. boys told Fe 
me it was all'a.gag:”.: ° - on 
‘Warner Theatre. had- many - re 

quests -for “reservations” at the: -. 
25¢. price and: also. for: refunds: On. 
previously . paid. admissions. ‘The-**: .:. 
‘Stanley and ‘Penn had ‘their. ‘sWitch= ~ Pa 

>| boards ‘tied. up..for~two days’ but: 
..| it was: the Nixon that got the brunt. 
_of ‘the. hysteria. Lines: formed on 
‘Monday’ for. tickets: for wpe! 
“Dolly” and’ the - phones — wouldn't: ae 
‘stop: ringing. : 

“The: ‘boxoffice head at. the Nixon, 7 
Leo: Carlin, finally started answer-. | 
ing . the. questions: by - saying “IT. ) ~~ 

4 Mont. know but call. Hareld Cohen. Re 

| ~_|Easterners S. Spurn a 

Directors Guild 

@): 

‘our. line.- Boy, | 

-It was, of course, an. April Fool ; 
colunm and said. so- at the bottom’ 
but evidently ‘a lot of: ’ Pittites. 
“never “got. down’ that far.. Henry ; 
‘Becker, : buSiness representative of 
- the. IATSE Stage Employees: 
Union, stormed. back. to. ‘his. office. 
‘from, the. picket. line: she ‘was 5 Walk 

‘Apfel: who”. has” resigned ‘after. ‘a|~ : 
year, with: the company: . ‘Prior to. 
joining Embassy. he- ‘had. ~been:. ad- 

By Tadercipmen| 
“Faced: with | Toss | of: both... their. So 

downtown. theatres. (Capitol, Grand). 
| under.’ the still - pending. -but “ ap- 

parently © 

DESPITE THE CENSORS 

‘erate: and average” 
‘spokesman. “There. were; apparent- | *... 
ly, many abstentions and. this alone 2°: ... 
was a strong factor in: Vetoing | the: <2 
amalgamation since :no- vote is the |. 

“Chertcoff. 
estate... - Chertéoff :Was ‘a pioneer 
indie exhib: who built.a small. chain ; 
“of. city and. county. film: houses... 

has: 
| signed a leasé for the: construction. |. 

of.:an -850-seat- widescreen.’ theatre: 

“after merger. 

Fulton (there ‘is a contract di 
‘between the theatres.and the stage- ; 
hands’. which. ‘has. resulted » in-a. 
Picket line)... 

prises and. didn’t get. through ; -and 

ling in. ‘front. of the . Gateway. and 

“TI called. Biiig - ‘Crosby: Enter: 

“Hello, ere 

Membership. of the Scree
n Die ae 

. Guild.” of" 

‘rectors International. Guild in New * “) -». 
York has rejected merger with the?” 
‘Hollywood ~ Directors - . 

| America. | In.2 referendum: the ré- 

sults ‘of which : were tallied at the Sones © _ 

weekend: by. the: Honest: Ballot. 
‘Assn. 198 of -an- eligible voting. 
membership: of 510 supported mer- * 
ger with DGA on -the terms-as pro-: 
posed: by-the Coast. unit, falling far. a 

-| short of the required: Majority... 9°. . 
Voting was deseribed -as- “mode: *. 

bya Guild‘ 

Same‘as a- ballot. cast. against: the-. = 
[| Proposal. according to. SDIG ‘voting 
procedure:: which requires’ a‘ma-- |. 

lets: -cast, 

“Also: a: factor in- déteating the w 
merger was..the midwest. “SDIG. . 
membership which has. always. con+ 
‘sidered. the Hollywood. proposal as’. -. 
“unfair because of. heavy: initiation ee 
fees and other elements: required’. 

‘and’ directors associated ‘with -ma-~ 
‘jor Gotham: ‘commercial’ film 
houses.. like’ MPO; ‘Hy. Brown. and ae 

| the like. : oe 

|” Of ‘those who actually ‘east’ bale os 
“| ots, the: voting. was. ‘appraised .as- 

fairly. close. It -was: the abstentions : 
that swayed history. : 

U. s. to Europe 
: ~'Staniey: P; Darer' 

* Norm Deming ° 
{| James Garner 

“ Bill.Gass ... 
Kenneth Hyman’ . 
Robert La. Marchina. 

| - Michael. Manuel: 
"Howard Minsky 

~ > William Ross - 
:./ Mo. Rothman: 
“Rise Stevens” 

| ” Europe to: U. 8. 
Ashley: -Boone. ots . 

. Gil Cates. . 
| Kenneth. ‘McKellar _ 
|: Fred’ Sadoff ~ _ 
yo Sylvie St. ‘Clair. 

N. Y¥. to N. YY 
(Why leave?). - 

“Récent East Coast. huddles. with: 
3 _ Allan. ‘Sherman Lewis -Allen..’ 

_ | Gene Saks”: | 
ae ‘Walter. Wanger ° 

‘Francois or tau 
“Ed Padula. ae 

Dore Schary. ~~" 
“Respectfully, 

(advertisement » 

_—“_ 

| jority of the eligible votes. to: pa
ss... : 

} a measure, not a majority of. bal- 

“(members of: both. ‘guilds. already)”: ; 

Mark Lawrence . tes 
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D. » Laurence, D. ‘Mana and D. and. D. "Wasserman: Join In 
“Venture - — ~ Deal: on. With: Japanese _ 

it there’ s° a: renaissance. ‘of. BD; 
‘in’: motion. pictures in ‘the. near}. 

: future, .the term ‘is_ less. likely. to 
"Suggest an. optical process: as ‘it “is 7 

the three “D’s ‘who: make up New 

- (D)elbert- ‘Mann. and: (D)ale ‘Was- |. 

producer-director-writer |. for Nikkatsu, ‘one. of Japan's” 
i five: majors, 

german, | 
--trio,. ‘selected New: Dimensions - as: 

""l pence,. 

Dimensions. . -(D) ouglas.. Laurence, 

“of: their company policy: ae | 
president producer . hau. a 

- “New. Dimensions. intends 
‘to.entranch itself-in: all) major en-| 
tertainment media here and abroad |. ° 
and then. take off in: all, Girections, 
in many - new: ‘dimensions.”’ , 

. Says ° 

‘Besides . _curtently | ' shooting 
~ “Quick; ‘Before It. Melts” project 
“at: Metro, New Dimensions. ‘has ture was then pulled ‘and re--_. 

‘years. from Hollywood, -will remain combined :forces with. Ishihara’ In: 
ternational Productions, Japanese}. 
company, to shoot.an- East-meets-| 
‘West venture in Tokyo during the 
fall of 1965.-Wasserman will.script,|- 

--three American actors will ‘co-star | _ 
‘with Yujiro. Ishihara, actor-head of | -- 

__ “TIP. Distribution: deal for ‘film’ has |... 
“Mot: been. set ‘but. allegiance’ to‘ . 
~ Metro. indicates: ‘first. Miscussions. _ 
with: that: ‘studio... 
. - Company, : formed: by merger of 

= ‘Laurence. and... Wasserman’s: New 
“Dimensions. combine: with. Mann’s | 
__-: Biography. ~ Productions, 
".* peadying legit projects. Wasserman, |: 
ns whose: “One Flew. Over The Cuc- 
; 2“. 1" koo’s Nest,” recently concluded .a| . 
a ‘Broadway. : run, -” 
- “Man -From La: Mancha” for the 

_ has ‘just’ -begun* both ‘stage. and |= 
. Screen adaptations. of Ibsen's “Peer. ae 

Broadway * ‘boards,’ with a screen | 
version ..as a. future - project,. and |: 

Gynt.”: 
. Laurence, - whose’ forte: is tiget. : 
ting ‘the show .on. the’ road,” has.| 
produced everything * from - Tadio 

: to ‘Las Vegas spectacles.. He's: the} 
"marriage broker who. brought: to- | 

‘gether. Wassermann and Mann. for}: 
the Metro “Quick, Before Ht Melts.” 

- ‘according to Laurence, 
- teamwork, talent and close coopera- | 
tion that exist. within the’ company. rt 

Main.assets of New Dimensions, | 
‘are the} 

- “The three “D's” ‘decide—Dale, . 
dramatist, decides the. value of. the |’ 
‘property: ‘and the: script. structure; 

: Delbert,. a‘ director, . decides:* the 
style ‘and. flavor: of the. films. I read |: 
for the .economics involved, the. 

-.. total’ budget, . whether ” the’. ‘film 
" < ghould be made, where, when and. 

: ‘jn “what .cost .bracket: We. discuss 

~ i the. ‘political: field -has| been ‘that 

“the scope ‘of ‘the film; possible. in- |: 
a. . ternational appeal; and: “what. cast 
-. Should’ be’. utilized.: We -:then’ get): 

_: ‘together for a.complete. evaluation. 
7... @f-all aspects of dramatization and. 
... ,» economies. Unless there’s a:three-D 

‘ apreement -in : which we. lick the:| 
“" “pasie elements of drama, direction, |’ 
ae east’ ahd cost, we. won’t: go ahead.” : 

New - -Dimensions, _already | active 
os in motion pictures and the theatre, 
“Gs also. viewing. television: for. Poe. 
me sible Projects.. ‘ 

oy Vidal, Not Neatral, Argues 
~ Dramatized. Politics Need. 
Not Bore. Ticket Buyers | 

. Films about U. Ss. politics’ have: 
“almost: --all:.. confronted ‘boxoffice. 
difficulty. In: ‘Eiirope the: same. has 
been true in. spades. But there’s no- 
reason why. that. shcouid..be the case,. 

in the opinion ‘of: Gore . Vidal. -who 
just happens to be the author of a 
film about Politics | called: 
‘Best “Man.” 

“The 

-The trouble. with: ‘most: ‘films: in 

°". their ‘authors haven’t ‘known: what 
 they- were writing about, Vidal said 

ov last week.: Also, most films.with: a. 
“+ politico - ‘background ‘Have ‘no point 

7) as. far as politics. itself is concerned. 
|? Phe setting is used ‘as ‘though. it. 

were. -. interchangeable ‘with. . -any. 
other’ story’ framework. ‘which, ‘nat-: 

‘ urally,. ‘politics isnt. 
Vidal, ‘af course, doesn’t feel he’ §: 

“made these mistakes. He ‘property. 
. has. already: succeeded: in’ breaking 

a similar: taboo on _Broadway.. -and,. 
‘considerably updated . and. 'sharp- 

i+ ened for ‘today’s issues, is being. 
‘ released as the: country. is readying. 

“° for: the summer. national. political 
= -. conventions ‘and: politics:is a grow~ 

(Continued: ‘on: ‘Page: 19). 

- bring about . $975,000. into the- 
: company’s .coffers. Starring. [oo 

in this regard. Allied has. moved its 
|advertising ‘and “publicity: . depart- 

‘| ments from the Coast to New York. |." 
-In the. process; Jack. Goldstein has]. 

| peen named national ad-pub-exploi- 2 
weeks at’ first-run houses. Pic- - | tation director.. Sanfo rahams, 

.. strun ous ‘who’ has. run the: departments for| 

’| Woman”: 
| last: ‘November ‘and racked up: 
. “earnings “of. $500,007 -in ‘four. 

is , also}... 

is. -prepping - his}... 

‘actress: said, 

‘brothel, 
Clarence: * 

“ 1 Rouse; 

Le Sexy: Hot Japan 
"Tokyo, April 7. . 

. AE -country girrs’ excursion’ 
“gat. ‘erotic. experiences, . called. 
- “The Insect -Woman,”.is likely. a 
‘to. become. the. ‘all-time earner. 

a A Nikkatsu. ‘spokesman’ said 
the picture:..is: expected. to 

- Sachiko Hidari and “directed | 
_by. -Shohei- Imamura, . “Insect ' 

“was . first released . 

 peleased .-in’ Late February, - 
” double-billed with. “Monday's” 
Yuka.” Its. b;0.. strength. -BUS=. 

grosses, . 

“Tnsect Woman”. cost’ ‘around. | 
$165; 000° to produce in black. 
and: white. ~ 

Its “only: - overseas’ ‘release 
~ thus: ‘far -was‘at-the American 

Theatre. in «Honolulu, . an-.ex- — 
elusive. Nikkatsu house, -where -- 

-weeks, Theatre reported. that. 

Caucasian. 

yet - been made for ~™ “Insect. 
~ Woman, “rom abr oa 

8 ids: from a Toa are | 
er ° ” :) Gotham and is expected to play an 

—E expanded. role in the. new setup: 
_| He’s -. currently. in. Europe :. with 

Giroux ‘scouting. product and. ‘look-} 

a starting. ‘fo: come in. 

helley Winters — 
On Polly Adler: 
Bad, & Ends Sad 

Hollywood, ‘April. Le 
lig: ‘House Is Not ‘a Home,” Em 

‘bassy~ Pictures: production of ‘the. 
Polly.” “Adler - ‘autobiog, 

plays. ‘the wiiadam. 

released: today.” 

- Miss: Winters 
- Greene - 

corruption i 
landlords,. -_pol- 

- Film is: done ‘in: ‘flashback, start- 
ing” with. a. narrative . and ° ending : 
with ©. ‘narration . taken’ from late. 
‘Adler’s own’ book,.” ‘Miss ‘Winters’ : 
‘role -is: that of a. .woman. who “tries 
to. justify her life, but ‘ finds ~ she 
‘can’t. and ends. up. lonely and ithe. within, the: comin g days and. weeks, me 

Picture is. virtually a who’ 'S: who: - 
wardrobe -: of ‘every famous’ star] 
‘Paramount. has had. While ‘she ‘has. 

out: ‘a home. ” 

no.- costuming credit, Edith Head’s 
‘gowns. for“ Caroie™ Lombard; Clara |. 
Bow,. Lilli. Palmer and many -others: 
are used in ‘the film.. Miss Winters: 
asserted she was: told’ ‘by Greene’ 
‘and Rousé their. sélection. of ‘Para-- 
‘mount: for ‘filming’ was . based on 

7 the, wardrobe, there. ran 

“tained for. conti. nue d top... 3 

No. other. foreign. deals have - 

“will be’ 

“worthy of. a. Code: Seal, but Joseph: 
Levine: will, ‘not try, ‘to get: ‘a seal,” 

according to Shelley, ‘Wintners, “who 

Fiin,: Which: covers. 25- ‘years of 

the- late. ‘bordello. ‘operator’ 8. ‘life, 

Sig less. “censorable 
than. ‘Many. - other pictures: being: 

-:| making * deals. ‘with ‘independents,-| 
operating without “a -'studio, -The-. 
Sale. of the AA-lot is: imminent, it 
| being:used now mostly by. outsiders 
| for- Video - filming.” Giroux’s: aim is 
to: get Some quality ‘product’ into! 
release, with’ a-minimum of the ex-. 

. . Although’ it includes scenes of 
‘brutality; ‘sadism, _ rape and : other: 

activities ° conéerned- with life ina 
tributed: 

‘anid: °: Russell. 
‘producers - for Levine, as. 

~ beréating. a theme in. good tasté. Pic. 
includes about ‘50%. activity within © 

| bordéllos. themselves, usés some 20} 
different girls in hooker:roles, also | 
‘will: have one: nude Scene, a. dancer 
\ata-party. : a, 

But . Miss: Winters. ‘stresses: fea: y. 
ture is: “actually | a’ study: of ‘a: sec-: 
‘tion of -American “history ~ that. 
doesn’t: - glorify .. prostitution’ but . 
‘shows: it -to be :the: ‘most. degrading: 
life: ‘a woman ‘can lead,” :-Inter- 
‘twined | are’ ‘partners ‘of’: the “time, 
showing : 
“police, . "gangsters, 

as iticians, all with — ‘their. hands ‘out - 
|. to collect ‘the. money . ‘this Sorded 
calling. brings: in: 

- the: completed “Thin Red Line”... 
Switching : ‘coasts: for. the -ad-pub. 

.operators? | 

a “once ~ “more. : 

ESR ERISA RI 8 RETR ES i. ee OT eee me 

el . ‘Major developments’ are: taking 
| place at: Allied : 
| notable: the item- of “board: ehair-| ._ . 
a man: Claude: A.. Giroux becoming! : - 
J chief. operatiors officer of the com-| . 
| pany with offices‘ in AA’s Gotham) 

-1 quarters. President Steve Broidy is}: 
remaining: on the Coast as. chief}: 

‘Artists, the most}. 

J exee officer there ‘but: the actual} :. 
‘|-pulse-beat.-of the - company... will} 
| centre. predominantly in “New York . 

| as: time goes: by. - oy 
One step has aiready been: taken oe 

‘lon. the Coast with.title of Director 
‘lof Public. Relations. .Giroux ‘him- 

self will also be taking an active. 
. interest: in the workings’ of. the re-. 

located. ad-pub department:: . _ 
* Sales; “under Ernést. Sands, will 

af of. course continue to be directed 
.| out: of .-New- - York.- “Veep. ‘Roger 
| Hurloek, . who.. took. up - office . inf. 
| Gotham a couple of months. ago,| . 
| will stay on Ed a Morey, also a ‘vice | . - 

| prez,. who n° the-com s|. 
it pulled a boff $20,000 in three... r is. pany’ 

: |eoordinator _ of :. operations’ ‘with: 
at: least: 25% - of. patrons: were: 4 

chief exec .in New: York. and the 

Broidy on the Coast; will also con-/| 
“ltinue to base ‘in. Gotham. Georgel | 
‘Buroughs, exéc _v.p.. of: the -com= 
1 pany, is expected - -to- -continue | ‘to} 
headquarter on the Coast... Bob: 
‘Moran, ‘tv Sales: V.D., will. Stay on in 

{ ing. into distrib deals... 

Action ‘by ‘Board. “Chairman| 
| Giroux has ‘been :brewing -for.some 
| time.: He -was. watching... the . com- 
|.Pany’ s' ‘workings:. ‘Then began ‘to. 
| take a. more active role in decisions- 
making in recent months. Actually; 
‘the. switch’ 

| slowed. the: ‘timing. * 

- Gotham. office lias: in: past been | 
more: or less a stepchild, especially: 
in decision-making. All ‘that. will 
now. be:changed... Lately, inquiries: 
-about propertiés; distrib deals shave. 
-been routed:.to Giroux. 
beef up promotion. Also. ‘expected 
are: changes in the sales operation |. 
which how. comprises 31- branches. 
It: is - Giroux’ s plan ‘to. operate. 

- the. company ‘somewhat along the} 
lines of. ‘United - Artists...This’ con- 
eept was alluded to by Broidy. some 
months. ago. The. idea is: to con-. 
centrate.:on buying properties and 

ploitation pix. which the company 
has: been. pushing recently. He -has 
‘already. made. several purchases 
and - Allied,: through’ its deal ‘with 
Ace’ Films, has. other larger-scale. 
items in -prospect, ‘one of.: which -is 

operation was considered: ‘a .must 
-by: ‘Giroux and: others. Goldstein : 
has” been: ‘with: Allied: ‘for awhile, 
‘handling’ national field: supervision. 

| for such pix as‘ “El. Cid” “55. Days 
‘At Peking”.- and. “Soldier: in the 

.| Rain.” -Prior: .to ‘that: he: was with 
involving’ 20th ‘Century-Fox: as eastern: pub 

“TV:-He thas’ headquartered in, New. 
- FYork.: 

These’ ‘moves. ‘which have receiitly: 
taken place are ‘expected to be just, 
‘the: beginning “as far. as..what. the} 
‘Allied’ organization ‘will eventually 2 : 
look .like. Several. ‘other ‘develop-|. 

Second. Given Reason Seeins The 
ments regarding. the. ‘company’ Ss. 
‘operational : format’: are: expected. 

‘Tad Non-Unioa Situation 
Duluth, ‘Minn., “April 

After: being on: the “outs. since 
‘December, 1961; United Paramount. 
circuit’s. local ‘Norshor theatre, the 
.chain’s ~ only ‘one ’.in this 110,000. 
‘population city. and the - -IATSE | € 

“friendly? | 

a tivation. 
“union are’. 

| AUSSIE = Youth: V Vs.. Tradition 
explains, 

‘mount will: garner . 
‘close ‘from. outright sales, percent-. 
age distribution: pacts, ‘and its own. 
distrib. activities from 63-64 stanza. 

“was “expected - toward: 
the ‘end_ of .1963: ‘but complications: 

“He will. 

-director and ‘also served with:David' ‘manager, Alberto Alos;- ar 
O.. Selznick Enterprises and : ‘CBS-. 

commands, kreat”’. 
_|-month’s | -Allied’ Report: The article 
plumps“hard ‘for- intermission’, cit- 
‘ing’ the. need:of film’ fans’ relief: 
during the: increasingly long: féa- |" 
pig as well as. The concession, be ben: 
efits 

‘Reverse: the, order for r eloser ‘Mo- 

Honolulu; ‘April 7, - a 
Japan’ s° samurai: feturer - 

“those Oriental: westerns—are 
beginning to lose popularity in *: 

filmgoers' ‘are young people.. 
:. That's: why Nikkateu Studio is - 
-cencentrating on “gendal geki” : 
(modern) films, a Nikkatsu, aide 7 

‘Michiak!' - “Vesuda: of . the 
* studio’ s- foreign. department, 
eame’ ‘here to. 
tastes: |. 7 

‘He said Nikkatsu is going in: 
strong ‘for -action’ films with 
-youthful ‘actors “of good: looks’ 
‘and = good physiques.” His 
studio’ employs: 8,300. persons, - 
including 300- actors and. ae 

. ‘tresses, and. can turn out some. 
100 features‘annually, °° 

fey Look 
tn oi ed Fo rig 

” Madria, “April 7. 

premieres ¢ sparking distrib: ‘activi- 
ties. for. the: balance of the season 
Tesults: for the 1963-64. period. in- 

\ dicate that. one American company. 
and.one Spanish. company: releasing’ 
Yank ‘product exclusively can boast. 
‘a. ‘Danner. year..: 

According’ to trade: sources, ‘Para- 

Easter . programming. in Barcelona 
Set a new high when six Paramount 
features -.were ‘released. for show: 

-| case. programs,- And” a. recap. of: 
Paramount product - to reach. the 

‘season shows . that. 
Filmex led. with : five; .Paramount | 
‘released four of. its: own,. Murcurio, 

‘Iarket: .this- : 

‘As Films, Nueva Films and: Hispa- 
mex - -each: released: four. and Cea 
‘handled. two: for a.total of 27.. 

‘season on a vigorous note. with 
road show. presentation. of “Becket.” 

Paz, followed. by Gran Via first-run 
screening at.the Torre .of Madrid 
for an expected minimum ‘stand of. 
three months. “Some: Like it Hot’ 
broke all records at the Coliseum 
with. a: 19-week ‘run and a néw high: 
in’ average..weekly receipts. The 
Billy. Wilder comedy could have 

“| stayed longer but had to relinquish. 
the: ‘marquee. for obligatory: pro- 
gramming of Spanish product. C. B. 
Films: put “Pink’.Panther”, “Sum-. 
mer Holiday”, and “Love ‘{s“Born” 
in: distribution .on’: Easter ‘Sunday 
‘and. reports’ smart ‘trade. for -all 
three.- Company _ execs, Casamiro. 
Bori, Jaime Gallart,. and Madrid. 

are. cur- 
rently. , completing - plans: for the 
‘upcoming “road. show release «of | 
Stanley: :Kramer’s “(Mad Mad Mad. 

-|.Mad: World” to round: Out a 1 banner: 
year. 

“TOUTING. INTERMISSION. 

" Heartfelt Motive. 

’ Detroit, “April 7... 
'“*Kommon - Kidney. “Kourtesy’ 

Space... n- this 

. Japan, where about 70% ofthe — 

survey Aste... ‘duplication, 

‘With the. Easter Sunday ‘film.} 

$2,000,000 . or 

Paramount ° expects to end. the: marily 

Cc. B: Films, exclusive distrib for | 
United Artists also registered: mile- 
‘Stone ‘activity.. At..the height .of 
the -season, .C. B. seta record ‘for | 
imain ‘stem activity. in Madrid: with] . 
six ‘pix released at’ the: same: time |. 
‘and. ‘all holding for sturdy’: trade.: 
-Setting the pace. were “West Side}. 
‘Story” with 55.stout weeks of road | 
| show. opening at:the Todd AO Cine 

. shoot - in. 

Hollywood, April 7 

Thus the Alli- 

cause of. economy, ‘but to eliminate 
pointing out AMPP 

and the: Alliance’ have already been 
. negotiating jointly for. several. 
‘years. They’ additionally said that. 
the move was not feasible years” 
ago because every motion picture. 

| company was not in tv film produc-: 
| tion, :but since virtually everyone: 
. is. today,. it-is a logical move. 

Richard W. Jencks, who has been ° 
ent _. }prexy’ of the. Alliance, | ; | 

“.. | veepee. of the new AMPTP, and 
... | John. Zinn, who hag been exec sec- 

"| retary of:the Alliance, joins Jencks 
|in a move tomorrow to the AMPP 
hq -which | now - becomes AMPTP .... 

| headquarters. . * . 
” Charles. Boren. has been exec 

@- | veepee of AMPP and he and | 
4 Jencks made the disclosure of the 

= consolidation. Boren‘ continues as 
chief exec officer of the new com-. 
bo. Boren said purpose of the move 
is- to “bring : under one ‘oof the 
‘major elements of the entertain- . 
ment industry in Hollywood,” term- = 
ing it a “very important step teward 
a much needed unification of the 
industry. ” He said “events of re- 
cent. years have tended to bring 
about. a fragmentation. of our busi- 
ness. Yet. the interests of the re- 
sponsible elements of ‘the industry 
have continued. to have-a common 
ground : and: frequently this has 
brought the Association. and. the 
Alliance together. ‘We have held 
joint labor negotiations. for several 
years and we have developed a 
comMon approach to many industry 
Matters. The consolidation. of ibe 
two groups isa natural step. The 
interests of all concerned. will will be. 
served ‘better by .a single organi- a 
zation.” « 

Jencks, ‘who will function pil 

‘Continued on Page 20) 

Heavy Waters Sshotay 
An Norway—Themed Pic 
~ Directed by Toay Mana 

‘Oslo, April 7.. 
Anthony | Mann” arrived. here 

‘from. New. York following the pre- 
miere wt the DeMille Theatre there. 
‘of Samuel. Bronston’s. Paramount 
release, “The Fall of the Roman 
Empire, 2. which he | directed. He 
will’ soon. roll. his next feature, 
“The. ‘Unknown Battle” in. Norway. 
with: later’. interiors at Pinewood 
Studios in Britain:. . 
Robert Kresker, Manhh’s camera-: 

man on .‘“Fall,’’is repeating in Pana- 
vision-Technicolor 
Ben: Barzman, one “of the three: - : 
writers for. the Bronston epic teams | 
with. Ivan Moffat. on the upcoming 
script. -Another echo from. “Rome” 
is Stephen Boyd, who will have the 
male~ lead. here, alongside _ Elke’ 
Sommer, — 
‘Mann project concerns the pre- 

vention in: World. War II of ‘the 
development of: the atomic bomb 

: | by the Germans who then occupied 
Be Kingdom of Norway: and: ex- 

| ploited its “heavy water,” an. es- 
-| sential ingredient for the creation” 
of fission.-This crucial, little known. 

‘ne | confllict—“The Unknown Battle” of 
: | the -present title—was treated in a 
_ | documentary film some ‘years ago 

‘| by: French director Jean Dreville. 
and Norway's Titus Muller. Mann's" 
Script will be derived. with the help 
{of one of the saboteurs, .Col.. Knut. 
Haukélid, the’ author | of a book: on 
the episdde.. 

- The first ‘Anglo-American film to 
‘Norway. since “The 

| Vikings” with Kirk © ‘Douglas, “The 
Unknown. :: Battle” 

-., around: ‘$3. 000.000 
_ budgeted 

we Consummation. ‘of. the matriage - 
vs between pix. and vidpix was fur- 

| ther. evidenced ‘with the’ consolida-.. 
: ‘Tien of. the. Assn. of :Motion Pic-' 

‘ture Producers’ and the Alliance 
| of Television: Film Producers. into 
one. group, to be known as the 

‘| Assn. of Motion Picture and Tele- 
vision. . Producers. 

‘|ance, which repped major tv.- com-: 
‘panies, goes out of existence. — 

. | Several’ key execs. with com-. 
4 panies... involved. in, the move -ex-. 
* plained: ‘it~ was motivated not ‘be- 

‘inthe field of tv labor rela- 

 “Battle.’” 

in ae sen tet Sone 

ar . 



The Chalk Garden 
GAITISH—COLOR) 

Over Westrical, but. smoothly 
performed drama with obvious 
femmé appeal; has old fash- . 
joned wordiness, but. the cen- . 
‘tral situation is sound. A clzssy ~.: 

fibn- whichr ealls for diserimi- oa 
nating Promotion | for yeaximum 
resulia. 

London; April 3. oC 
Risnk-Universel release: of a-Ross Hun- 

ter production for. Quota. -Rentals: Ltd... 
Stars Deborah “Kerr, Heyley.-* Mills, 
John. Mills; features. ‘Edjth: Evans; Felix. 
Ayimer,. Elizabeth. Sellars, - Lally Bowers, 
‘Toke Townley, Tonie Macdonald:. direst eet. 

ohn |. - 
Michael Hayes from Enid Bagnold’s play; |: 

7 echnicolor), Arthur Tepeteens | 

- 

‘Routine: ‘suspelse. nelle. ex- a 

‘by Ronald me.. Screenplay, 

camera .. 
editor, Jack Harris; music, . 
Arhold. Previewed at. Leicester. Sauere 
"Pheatre, London. Running: ‘tine. NS... 
Mies Madrigal .......--:: me ie ar. 
Laurel ...,.ece.-2022 cee . Hayley. Mills {- 
Maitiand-:.. ‘aa; 1 Wok Mii 
Mre, St. Maughan . . -., Esith Evans |: 
Olivia ” Bliz~beth. "Sellars |-- 
Judge MeWhirrey.. beeen! Felix Aylmer | 
Anna be eescncecen fee : Lohy Bowers |. 
Shopkeeper pee aaee bee incke Townley 
Mrs.: “Wiliams. Tonie Meemil 

The Chalk Gard Ga eden? 

bones - about. its. leit: “packeround. 

Enid: ‘Bagnold’s 

market in. 1956 and producer ‘Ross: 

Hunter and director Ronald Neame 

have not done much to disguise the | 
“ original. Maybe they've treated its 

Marian Nichols , and -. ‘impatient. ami pad 
Walter Macklin 
Joseph Petersen beaewes. 
Lioyd: Kirtse} « 
‘SAC Gibson: White 

over « reverently, 

audiences | may. yearn for: a. shade: 

more physical action -and. clash be- 
tween the. characters. As’ itis, the SA 

. @rama is rooted in delving into. the | Sa--Phitlip ‘V 
minds, motives and. rerctions of ! 
the five standout characters. © 

‘Its strong, - 

eliches. Three. generaticns. of | 
skilled actresses ‘make “the. film]. 
‘sound bait for femme patrons, ‘and,- 
overall, it is a. reasonable ‘bet. ‘for. ‘into ‘theatres. - 
peétter: ; cliss houses... 
‘But one. thing “Garden” is: nat, 

despite all advance ballyhoo.. It. is’ 
not the much-heralded ‘adult, role 
for. Hayley’ Mills that. was. prom- 
ised. Miss Mills vigorously plays a. 
16-year-old girl, in scme ways per- 

ences will feel that 4 well applied - 
hairbrush’ on -her  derriere. ceould 
have swiftly ironed cut. seme~ of. 
the ‘problems. that ‘beset | 
the surrounding: adults, 

The ehild suffers ‘from. the. feel-| 
“ing. that she is not: loved. . Her 
mother -haS remarried. and her 
grandmother-.is ‘more. obsessed } 
with her arid garden. So the ecn-,| 
fused, unhappy irl grows up. injran 
a world of fantasy and lying. ‘On 

woman aS: governess. 
Kerr's background turns out to be 

makes’ nO, 

drama. chad: : Be 

healthy 17 months’ run. at the. Hay- 

4 Directed by: Leslie-H.. 
‘play, Niss;: camera, Robert Hoffman:. edi- 
tor, Leo. H. Shfeve;  muiic, ‘Max. Steiner; 
assistant Girector. James T. Yaughn. | Re- 

if) “ald-fashioned;. eirey ere 
theatrical situation has been given} Sa Vernon ‘Lockhart 
an.. overwordy script by. John} 
‘Michael Hayes, ‘but: at least, it is|..-< 
literate prose despite a number of}. 

picture — is burdened with . ‘rather 
pompous and. often: irrelevant nar-: 

‘her and ‘Tation: about the superb. technique 
fof the FBI... All right,’ ‘already. “It 

is also. ‘tarred . by. dubious . story” 
developments. and some : question-- 
able character ‘motivations. 
strongest asset is its dramiatie illu- - 
Stration of the. .way: ‘the. FBI. zeroes mh 
in on a culprit, in this ‘case.a-de-| 2: .- 

ged and.: embittered:. employee : a ~ 
of a large electronics: company whol! 

to the scené..comes a mystery. | jg out ‘to dispose: ‘of the firm’s three | 
Deborah top -executives.:. 

es 
-| one of the: most promising. new- |l'* 
‘comers in the business. Elizabeth 
‘Sellars, a sorely neglected” British | 
thesp, lias a brief, showy scene ag]. 

‘| the .estranged - maother ‘with which] . 
‘Miss Sellars. copes * “adequately. 
Felix Aylmer. repeats,his. stage role, 

‘| that. of ‘the .judge . who” sentenced. 
“. | Miss Kerr to: death: and: ‘brings. her 

‘| past’ to ‘a head: He does. it with the: 
- know: éffortless~ skill -that: he. has. 
‘employed ‘ia a long string of por- 
‘trayals of judges, archbishops, par-; 
liamentarians, surgeons-and similar’ 
eminent Pillars ‘of: ‘Society--Rich:: = 

BE Cod Cede’ on 

gaming FBI ‘heroics. -. -Modestly: 

sentry. : 

: Honywood,: ‘April 2. 
lan Warner Bros. release of Stanley - 

1} produé¢tion. ” "Stars Jack” Kelly, .Ray .. 
+] fone Reynolds, Peasy EMceay, Carey, Wil- | 

eyno egsy.. Mc athleen 
Crow ‘Jack -Cassidy.. 

‘Martinson. Screen-. 
wiley, Merry Anders... 

viewed at the .studio,. April! 2 _Run- 
ning time, 94 MINS. -— . 
}Robert Po Cannon |... 02-96. "Jack ‘Kelly 
Fred: Vitale. oie 2c ee Ry -Daxton | 

dan W. Nichols: vated - "Andtew: ‘Duggan. 
Insp. Leroy Gifford... a Philip: Carey 
A-Edward P. Fox °. - Wiliam Reynolds 

Deborah : Pannon.’ ‘ate eée gy McGay 

erveteos 

«sete ree Eddie 

A Bernard ‘Lyons ; 
accaro aece éa..--Paul Comi. 

Timothy: Farrell: steers: cose: : Rob Hogan. 
_| Antta_ Davidson | vires . Laura. Shelton 
.;4-Carl’ Rush... “Robert - Ridgely . 

ward ore 

eee 
a ee ee 

« me 

“PBI Code ‘98". ‘was: , originally in-. 

‘tended by. Warner. Bros: “as: a: tv 
special, ‘but now is. being channeled 

It's a. routine meélo- 
| dramatization: :of.. crime detection 

| methods.employed:by the FBI. . The 
Stanley Niss production is shy the 
‘commercial Stature or. dramatic im- 
pact to carry a-program ‘but; despite 
‘its. overextended length, is: engross-. 
ing enough to. serve as: a companion 

ceptive beyond her years. But audi- item.. 
“Written” ‘by ‘the | “producer, 

‘prison . after. a. suspended: sentence enters the. picture. 
for bumping. off her stepsister. 

Edith Evans with turning h 
garden into. something. ‘wort while. 

old piece’ of Victoriana, ‘but curi- 
ously it works, largely. because of.|. 
confident, smooth ‘performances by. is efficient, an appraisal: that: ap-- 
all ‘concerned:: Highly . colored: it |plies” to. the: production of .‘such- 

men as photographer -Robert. Hoff- 
uation that. does produce - -a- plot, [man, editor. Leo-.H.. Shreve, ‘art di- 

is. too. often rector William: Campbell ‘and com- an d the tint job shines brightly in| 

may be, but this is the sort of ‘sit- 

something which — 

“.f : Phe“trio of execs: are. plaved ¢ com- 
She ‘sees in her-‘charge exactly. -petently by, Jack. Kelly, Ray. Dan-| 

the same ‘problems that led her to/ton. and Andrew Duggan.. ‘Equally | 
the dock and quietly but firmly tsatisfactory: as their:: ‘Tespective 
starts. to straighten ont th-~ child. romantic’ -or- ‘matrimonial ‘partners 
When: her guilty seeret comes out | are’ Peggy MeCay; Merry Anders: 
-in-a prédictable, but powerful and |and’ Kathleen “Crowley: 
“oddly moving. scene,.the child .is'} Carey. and. ‘William. Reynolds: are | 
restored to her. mother ard Miss the chief... FBI: -participants,.: .Jack.|° 
Kerr stays on to. assist grandmother | Cassidy. a key figure: in: a: ‘romantic. 

chalk | triangle: and Vaughn: Taylor :the. 
mad bomber. who gets nailed:. ‘They 

On paper, this sounds like a ripe and others in support perform. ably,” 
af mechanically. * 

- Leslie™ H; 

~ missing from modern pictures. The [poser Max Steiner. — -. Tub 
“gloss which Hunter has success-/ 
fully’ employed in. previous | films} 
is here again and he.finds a ready |- 

house on the South Coast of Britain 
‘is redolent of elegance and .better i 
class living (“two glasses for each | 
wine”) and the char acters -are all 
obstinately: wellbred, ‘despite their | 
early upbringing. And. the preduc- | 

‘wardrobe and. set} 
dressing. departments have not put | 
tion design, 

a foot. wrong. - 

Edith Evans, whe’. ‘played the. : 
‘ eceentric grandmother on the stage, 
is a figure of forbidding dignity 
though hardly: sinister enough to| 
suggest the selfishness. and: mis- | 
taken pride which motivates. the | 
plot. Anyway, Miss Evans’ . tech- ] 
nique is- always a joy to watch. |: 
Miss. Kerr. Icoks ‘an: ‘unlikely: jail-| 
bird but gives an aloof and under- | 
standing performance’ ‘while. John: With 
Mills i as a manservant. of . 

‘ness, with some sensitive | scenes} 

” excitin 
. document. . of | 
.Gameés..:'. it gives everyone a. 

F 

“April °21,.. 

‘The Grand Olympics — 
disciple in.director Neame. The }" - 1960... 

talian) . 

. Critic. opined’ that: pie,. orig: 
“inally- titled. “La Grande Olim: . 

‘was “a magnificently: -- picade,”’ d 
‘human and: pictorial 

‘peerless <-up-front: ‘seat... 
. Should” pay: off: handsomely’ in 
all. markets.” ©. 
Orig. Tunning time has been: _ 

‘edited. from 142. to 120 ‘miris.;:': +} 
bits. . dealing.” 

-. With offbeat. sports not of gen- 
~ “eral interest to American .au- | |s 
_,. diences. Film: has English Dar- per. 
ration. | 

. Cherry ~ ee 

-_ Peter de. ‘Savory ‘pseeesoeeee 

| Debt “Collector. te 

hin. Mills |: produced. Okay: -comnpantin. Wilson “ered: 

iss 

: Kathteen« ‘Crowley 
“Merry -Anders ; 

dJaek Cassidy. 
. Vaughn’ Taylor. 

Ryd 
Ken’ -Lynch |’ 

week Charles. Cooper: 

ities of: a young: English | ‘business- 

 Erenels. De Sales 
_ William. Quinn 

-"..! Ros¢ Elliott 

_ William eereaiier Eastern government ' ‘threatened “by. 

‘suspicious " and does some. snooping: 
around, 

‘up: fortune. hunter. and: does’ a: fair: 
job: of it considering the. ‘fusziness. 
-and .inconsistency of. the: character: 
he’s - portraying... 
is.. ‘adequate - as the. wife, and ‘so: 
are.- Dermot . Walsh, -Lisa Gastoni, | 
‘Brian Cobby’ and Jack Allen, in. the oe 

_|major. roles. : | ~ 

guished. craftsmanship . is” contrib- | 
uted. by .camerman’ ‘Basil Emmott;} 
editor ‘Peter: Pitt,: ‘art. director John | . 
‘Farland: ‘composer... ‘Albert ‘Elms.: “yo 
‘Lance: Comfort’s, direction is com- 
petent, 3 in. a mechanical sort of way.’ 

-The lee 

- Sinee: his method | 
is_to biow: up ‘an ‘aircraft in. which 

that of..a woman Straight from all: three “dre. passengers, the: FBI 

‘Secretary. > ee ee 

~ Philip | Girl, in Park 

. fing. his’ ‘characters: too" many ‘lines. 

“Martinson’s : @irection 

‘the’. ‘wnodern apartment. ‘where: -the. 
anonymous S AJorgen:. ‘Ry¥g) — 

the - ‘Olympic: 

‘mination. 

‘Adee quate. “BP erie. 
Brevity: its gteatest asset. 

els 

- Falcon. Pictures’ Telease of. Peter Lam- 
‘bert - production.’ 
Derniol ‘Walsh; Jeanna Dunt 
by . “Lance . Comfort. ~ Screenplay, 
bert,. from. novel. ‘by Laurence. Meyn 
ca bs: 
mufic; . “Atbert~ Elms; - 

30; "64. “R ‘creening.. ‘ins ae anning. 
time, 56M 
Eric: ...: we pao a ‘ 

Robert. cua ccc ease ‘Dermot Walsh 
egress Joanna Dunham 

, Lisa ‘Gastoni ot te e ene ce cena sweueis. 

inlatter «<<... ‘gee 

ase'ea4 Arnold. Diamond 

: +: Richard Golding rae een coe eet ve 

Ce ee ee ee ee ee oe ee) 

Fet er 
Eric Corrie; 

Se eveees ox one o nes ele 

ae se eaee ‘wemee 

Joe. Wadham’ 
: Gertan -Ktauber 

ee Saree eee rees ae 

| secur Omricee panes 

only 5814 minutes’ has a. distinct: 
programming advantage. in this. age: 
of the. inflated: ‘epic and’. too: often: 
‘overgrown | SB: 

“The 

otherwise °: routine crime. 

contrived romantic overtones. . The 
Falcon. Picttires release, produced 

able ‘companion item. . 
: Lambert’s - -sereeniplay, - . 

novel: ‘by Laurence Meynell; relates. 
the’ ill-fated: extra-curricula: -activ-. 

man who becomes .a‘pawn. in some’ 
international“ -intrigue’ ‘involving’ a: 
shipment of currency: to.a Middle 

C: ommunist- ‘infiltration. * The 
scheme. is ‘aborted .when the. poor. 
fellow’s: neglected _ wife . becomes 

. Peter. Reynolds ‘plays. ‘the mixed- 

‘Joanna Dunham 

‘Workmanlike if: 

“Fube, . 

_Selvmorderskolen . 
. _Sehool for Suicide) — 

- (DANISH. sd 
. Copenhagen, “March 31: 

pantadium production and release. Fea: |p, 

cheweceveces 275 ‘Tina Norley. Fashion ‘model. 

‘Helle: Secretary. 2. 
Lone. Hertz, 

a.¢ Boe eegnaen eee 
2" . e” 

. + 
Joeete treet reene 

very simple language inthis film 
which,. in spite of. its title’ _is:more 
of: a. farce. than a. tragedy: ‘Intent’ 
is . clearly ‘satirical.’ Without. allow- 

to: ‘Speak. (and thus” clutter ‘up: for-’ 
eign. screens with : subtitles), . the 
‘director.. tries. hard: to. sustain © ‘his.| 
visual ‘gags with ‘a lot of meaning- 
ful ‘decor. 
“School. for: Suicide” is in ‘color, 

Mr. - 
tries in. vain to. commit: suicide, 

|fed up as he is. with being relieved |. 
‘lof -all personal Problems _ “by: the 

-@ tk 

“Halian, coverage | of the 1969 | Welfare State, 
Olympics, recently: acquired by ©. 
Times Films: and set for U-S, 
preem ‘at - the’ Guild Théatre:.: 

‘was _Yeviewed | by | °:: 
Hawk from. Rome in Feb. 8 _ 

-. 1961, ‘issue ‘of: VARIETY. : 

nished - and: |: Sexily © 
(Helle Hertz) ‘School for -Suicide, 

walk ‘again. - 

‘Suicide and ‘Survival corisultant. 
“ alike’ are. played by ‘Axel. Strobye-| 
with | fittingly - ‘square-jawed deter- 

Strobye . 

: bveen, private. Initiative is is Tepre- . 

* Hollywood, “March 30. 

‘Stars Peter “Stepeety| at 

Lam-:|. 

Emmott; editor, Peter’ Pitts . 
assistant. director, 

Peter’ Medak.. ‘Reviewed at Joe. -Shire’s 

.- Peter Reynolds | 

wesee os * Geaftrey : “Denton a 

lier. 
- Emnest’s Becreitary welae Miele a, Mansfeld 

a) obn ‘Lawrence 1 

“Any” ‘ second.: feature - that: “puns. 

“This attribute: of | 
: brevity. is the most. beneficial ‘com- 
--mercial * characteristic rh 
Great Armored Car. \Gwis dle: ” an. 

-melo-{§ . 
+drama | with. ‘vague: political” and | 

-is’ pushing -up “to” seventh place: 
“Paris When .It. Sizzles” (Par) (2d: 

by Peter Lambert; will be a services. 

‘from... a 
‘capture ninth place by dint of some}. 

‘undistin: “reminiscent of: Boston... 

Oe ‘Allied - * artists. 
Bischoff-David Dianiond production. Stars: 

.{;Victor © 

rected | by Burt Topper. 

perrens 

-| Skiles; assistant director, ‘Clark: Paylow. 
"| Reviewed. at . the- “MIN. - March 31, "64. 

Leo Kroll-... 
“Ete: Penson eee e clos bees > David’ ‘McLean.-|. : 

‘Diane: Sayer 

;. Judy Gringer ; 

“Kod ‘Leif: “Thomsen” ‘speaks ‘a ‘al 

state-run © naturally, but. he. is .a- 
poor: pupil who only gives the. Pub- | 

. : flic Health nurse. a-lot of trouble,-|. 
_— standing. on: his ‘head : mate he. can. a 

oe Trou” - 

- Next visit is to: Survival. Consult: . 
“ant, suppliéd : by. the State: with.}. 
}lavish furniture and a‘ curvacious |- 
. secretary. (Judy ‘Gringer). who«-by |: 
-.Pexposing | her. ‘curves: for. the Pa-{. * 

IL. -| tient’s. -myopic inspection Proves: 
: him perfectly normal. ~ 

“also: portrays 7 
jseveral. ‘other. characters, * all 

=| + Nation val Be oxoffice Survey. now. | we aaa = . 

Trade Contimies Biss World. “Again D No: 1, ‘Jones 
2d, ‘Doctor’ 3d, ‘Newn 

oh! =“ Lead ca 

: wk), 

fillishing:. a strong‘ second, to. the: 
-hardticket “World.” | 

“Dr. ‘Strangelove’. (Gol). { 8th: wk)’ 
-is* maintaining. its: ‘hold on third. 
‘place, same’.as ‘a Week. sao. “Capt.: 
-Newman’’. (UY. (4th wk)” again’ js. 
winding. up in fourth: -Spot. -. 

held. last ‘round. “Seven: ‘Days. in: 

oe “The: Cardinat®™ {Coly: sth” wh). 

wk) is edging up: ‘to.eighth: Bosition | 
from ‘10th place of. a:-week- ‘ago. | 
“Cleopatra” (20th)... (41st: wk) “will: 

[improved ‘biz. “in: several Keys. 

Tsented: by. ‘a “funeral. ‘agent, “very: 
busy, .and> a. sexdoll “Tolling ° ‘on. a. 
‘park bench. 
:, The ‘point ‘soon sinks. in. and it 

‘begins ‘to ‘put ‘on -a little ‘ heavily. 
for and- imagination : and. that is: 
given little chance. of its.own. Still, 
this ‘film has‘ a lot..of :funny: and. 
satirical = points. The. ‘leading - réle, : 
as. played: by - ‘Jorgen. Rye, ‘shows | 
chim: -to. be’ a real comedian ‘in his: 
‘Portrayal of fquitely ‘desperate eiti-: 
zen.” ‘Kell, 

The ‘Strangler 

* ‘peyehologiéal “murder ‘meller © | 
Strong 

~-exploitation. angles: that. should 
: override. story: weaknesses. : eee 

‘Hollywood: March. 31.- 
release. of Samuel 

‘Buono,: - David’ McLéan,: Diane 
Sayér,. Davey ‘Davison,.Ellen Corby. - Di- 

- Screenplay, . 
‘Ballinger; camera, Jacques: ‘Marque te; 

Robert . Eisen; . music, °: Marlin: 

Running time, 29 Mm) ° 
led “Wictor’ Buono a vaceces wtede a 0 he 

rbara.::. eons veces Seevns ess 
tures Jorgen Rye; Axel ‘Strobye; -Hans ‘W. |. 
Petersen,’ Lone Hertz. Written. and - di-: Tally Kati ANEY wesee “‘batey Davison 
rected. by Knud. “Leif Thomsen;. camera Posner... * “ree vy. Michae M;.-Ryan, 

, Eastmancolor), Henning .. Kristiansen; | sot Clyde oc... el: B ay nes. ge ron | 
‘music; “H.. °C. Lumbye, Bent: Fabricius - Dr. ‘Sanford are ee meee ewe Russ’ Bende 
Biorre. Reviewed at Palladium Theatre,_ Clara ..-20.2 2" 22 ean Bat r 

Copenhagen. Running time, "95. MINS. | Kagerton ...:.scsecsecsees NA Sees 
Dre xX’. ae eben peste ; BT ea ‘Fhebma « srtnesseses srs 7-4 Mimi - Dillard 
Funeral.a “agent ... esi, ins W ‘Petersen. Dr. Morton -e os foeeens Byron ‘Morrow . 

‘John Yates 
Si ames. Sikking 

ya SPO ve setee een. 

we * Wiegueesbveeds tesee 

Jack. Rosten bs vee eddans. 

ic Or Masi 

unsolved murders in Boston should, 

ture’s:- -publie™ “fimage,”. make. ‘the 
| Samuel -» -Birchoff-David- ‘Diamond. 
production “a. profitable: exploita-: 
‘tion entry for. Allied Artists.. 
“Another . connection that- might |. 

“prove useful ° in sélling the film: to. 
+the public’is its fundamental rela- 
tionship to a. ropular enterprise of 
20 years ago, “The Joseer * which 

‘The. ‘Night Waich 
.. (French English Titles) 

‘Last . feature made by the. 
: “lates “Jacques . Becker, “The. 

So-he goes. to the’ “richly ‘tur. | Night Watch” was. reviewed: in’ 

secretaried | 
Paris. by ‘Mosk in the April 
13°.’ 1960. ‘issue’.of | VARIETY: 
-ynder French title ‘of - “Le. 

(The Hole). : - Original . 
. ran 145. mins. but Consort- . 
Orion. Films, « which has U.S.. 

_ release, ‘say, that: its 118-min.’ 
‘version was | edited under. 
supervision’: of ‘Becker's ° ‘son 
*. Shortly after his father’s. death, 
and is- version ‘Seen commerci- - - 
ally. in. France 
“Mosk destribed the version 
” he. Viewed “as: . “a solidly. built 

” film: based on @.true story of a. 
jailbreak. Using. non ~actors, : 

picture. tells.a. tale of human - 
'. endeavor: and cooperation. It’s . 
-taut--sans trying for ‘any~un-* 
toward: ! se gambits. Acts... - 

=|. -ing is ‘uncannily: clear for non- ©. 
actors and it. gives: an: “added 
quality," fn 

va ‘aumber of. key: cities: ‘coveréa “Silene 
by. Vanristy - this session - ‘are. shap-| 
ing ‘stronger or: hearly as big as. 

t last.. week,. particularly. -where . the | ..: 
trading: ‘week eovered: the bulk..of| 
‘the. Easter: holiday stanza. : Obvi«|: 
ously, most -houses ..aré © ‘edasting: 

| with: product: Which jiteemed - to. 
2 | take- advantage- of : ‘Easter. Sunday. 

{Ts - a. Mad Worla” (WA): “(20th' 
which_ is $purting in - ‘many: 

‘keys, via holiday. ‘crowds ' ‘and: scale,’ 
‘alker |-1S: ‘Tanding in ‘No, -1- ‘Spot... It-'was in} 

the’ same® ‘position, last, ‘week. “*Eom. 
‘| Jones”. (UA) --(19th”-wk) again. is: "Charles Russell’ ; 

“Pink. Panther” . (UA) (34 wk} isi. 
holding in. fifth. plate, the” ‘Spot it: 

May”. (Par) 7th wk): Swill - ‘finish: 
ixth. and | 

il: 
; ‘psychological.. nature: of ‘the. ‘story, 

‘Selette ‘Cole. 
Sveeacce Robert Cranford’ 

‘Attendant - a) fees es . ae pegs < z ‘ . Vi t 

*. Similarities: between. “The Stran- 
ler” and: the recent string of ‘still- 

if. emphasized. in. molding the. pic-: 

‘ager --of - Loew’s - ‘Theatres, 

- | Rochester, - os 
Springfield, “Worcester, Waterbury, 

. [Hartford ‘and Bridgeport. ea 
|. At the same. time Herbert Brown. ae 
‘|was. named midwestern district. ©": 

. Inanager. . He will headquarter-: at 

ry s a eke a. - “= om oo ‘aie 7%: ; M 

wman’ v Mth, ‘Panther’. Sth 

‘Top: 10: Pictures. at was: 42th a a 
‘week ago... 
“Tiger - Walks”. (BV), “America, 

America”- (WB): and: “Mer, ‘Limpet” 

-order.. 

championship, * form, -: | 
N.Y,,- Chi and:L.A. “Pall of. Roman’ 
Empire,” ‘also : from “Paramount, 
‘looms. big an: ‘Denver and: ‘Washing- 
ton, atid ‘secko in NY: 

playing. - 

{--Muséle Beach Party”. (AD, rated 
brisk in L.A;, Jooks torrid in-Frisco.. 
“Yesterday, "Foday. and: Tomorrow” - 

pand: smash in .L.A.. this: ‘session. .. 
.“The: Servant”: 

ing. ‘up <a. third week. record: at «a 

Fall”. (MGM) Jooms: ‘solid’ if’ N.Y. 
jn Philly... ‘*Flight From . 

Ashiya” (UA), not ‘doing so: well 
this. round in: Chi and LA., looks 
‘good | in. Philly.. . 
Note: The number of weeks. out i 

in: release. for bigger. ‘and. leongrun. 
pix are désignatéd in such cases.. 

( Complete’ Boxoffice. Reports. on : 
4 Pages .. 1213-15), meh 

{it resembles. in genre psychological : 
| murder melodrama), story“ (a mad-_ 
jman: who slays the: ladies): -andan- 
atomical construction of: star (Laird: 
Cregar-Vietor. Buono). * 

‘Bil Ss. Ballinger’ Ss. -seénario de- 

‘pletely warped: his personality... His. 
| fetish . for dolls ultimately. betrays. 

3 him: to. the police ‘just -as- he. isin ....: 
{the -act’ of ‘applying ‘the: coup. de: eal 

; grace. to distaff-victim-No. 11.- _ 
f. direction a 
by Burt 'Topper:and a firm’ level. of . 

-Dramatically skillful, 

histrioni¢ « performance’ - help: “The -- 
| Strangler’ over some Tough spots - .~. 
and keep the picture from-succumb- .” 

.. | ing -to “inconsistencies: of -character 
‘Land ‘eontrivances of story Scattered - 
through the ficture.- An especially .. 
harmful note might very well turn: | 
out; to: be. the somewhat shopworn: - 

‘which: pins: everything. on mama.in. . 
.|an- era when mamas. have | sunk: to a 
new. lows in prestige... . 
Buéno for Buono, a convincing. 

ménace ‘all the; way.’ Phere’ S-always . 
ja place : ‘on -the sereen for a-fat man’ 
who ‘can act, and: Buono -has the. 

Self in these-ealorie-eounting times, 
‘Among: those: who: give. satisfactory 

Bender. Buono’s victims, an array: 

be.a new speed record for-undress= .” 
ing, are Diane Sayer, ‘Jeanne Bates: . 

form creditably.. 

| with ‘finesse by Ellen. Corby. _ 
_Observant. ‘photography by. ‘Jace. 

-ques Marquette, | sharply: .etched 
editing’ ‘by. Robert. Eisen, careful - 
art direction. by. Hal Pereira” and. =.°”. 

| Bugene- Lourie: and .a creepy musi-"" | 
cal score by Marlin Skiles dress up. °° | 

tbe production i in very a oe = 
AS Te.. “eo” th me 

ee NE& Midwest ~ 
_ Tube,” 

‘Theatre: Division Heads . 
- Bernard. Diamond, general man- 

has 
|.upped - William ‘Trambukis, : ‘Matr- °. 

in New Haven, Boston; Providence,: 
Syracuse, Buffalo, ... 

| Loew's State, Cleveland; which will: ~: 
‘tbe “under His ‘direct supervision: ~: 
| Bis territory will include Toledo, 

Akron, Columbus; -Dayton ‘and. In- 
. _ tdianapolis, - For the past.six years, 

‘city manager in. 3 Brown. ‘has © 
“LSyracuse: for: the ‘Schine. interests =.’ 
'} and for séveral-years operated the: 2. 
7 Fatres. s of his OWES 

* yaaa ‘pound: ‘eit ‘the . ~ 

(WB) 2 are: the. runner-up pix in: ‘that © _ : 

There's are a “number. of premising: oS 
films: ‘which ‘did not. show enough =~ 
‘playdates., to: get. -into: ‘the ratings, 9 - 
“Becket” ‘(Par). again “is displaying ste 

‘CEmbassy), - -which continues very oe 
| big:in N.Y, is great in: -Washington we 

nyds, hang: 7 J 

New York-arty house. “Night Must. 

| scribes. ‘the Iatter - phases . ‘of: the: ..: 
homicidal ‘ career of. a .paranoid.:'° : 
schizophrenic. (Buono) whose hatred * :.. 

| of women. has -been’ motivated by. ae 
possessive.” mother .who: has: com-.. 

avoirdupojs field -virtually. to hime °°: 

‘accounts: of themselves .aslaw-en-' ~~ 
forcers are-David McLean, Michael” *. ~ 
|M; Ryan, ‘Baynes. Barron and Russ’ **’ 

‘of. Jadies ‘who -set- what surely. must... |. 

.and Selette Cole, all of. whom per-.° ~- 
“The. one. that got... 

away: is: played .capably. -by .“new-.:." || 
comer «Davey.-Davison,:an actress “:: 
with. a boy’s name. but 8: woman's”. 

| body. “Mean old"mama is ‘portrayed 

‘|ager ‘of Loew's State, -Providénce,....” ; 
to northeastern division manager. ~-.: - 3 

| He ‘will supervise Loew's: Theatres . 
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“MORRIS. e. LEFKO. 
| VICE. PRESIDENT ANO: 

LY have. just returned. | vom. London where F had. the ‘privilege of 
seeing « a rough cut of the screen version of "Tennessee. Williams’ 

: My opinion isi 
necessary. te . 7 ils Of recent: ‘years. 

John Huston Ig di ve. tion's ‘su uirpasses: anything he has. done before 
“and the pe rformances. 0) Richard Burton, Ava Gardner, “Deborah: 
terre and Sue. Eyon are: oe 

© personal production é since: The ‘World dof, Suzie’ Wong yt “and dhe 
- and Seven Arts Productions’ are ceriainly:to be commended: ‘or 
putting to ogether. this unique chemistry of story, ‘stars, director 
and. i property. cp TERE : 

Jur Ye: filming in ‘Mexico, it was ‘kept befo 
“via ad wire este réports; syndicate national : 

national TV. exposure: ‘on NBC-TV's "Holtywood 
as CBS S Reports”. only. add to its Stature. ast} 

ture f for’ summer + playing ti 
oes of course, be. *prdited 

-, 

Sincerely, 



Vauirry's” “yegular - ‘weekly. . 
-bozowce reports are summa |-™. 
ised each month, retrospec- 

“tively. Based on an average of .| 
24. key. situations, the source... |} 
gata constitute an adequate + . 
sampling of current releases” 

.. but are not, of course, fully 
“definitive.” "An index of rela- 
tive grossing. strength in the 
U.S. - Canada, ‘market this: | 

- monthly reprise does not pre-. - 
tend to express total rentals. be, 

By MIKE WEAR ‘on 
‘Helped. this year by having ‘the 

-month of March inclusive of Easter } 

Sunday: and several days. of: the.|. 

: strong ‘holiday week. included in|’. 12. 
‘tabulations, business. in. key cities | 

covered by VARIETY were ahead| = 

of February. bya wide margin. 

Some indication of ‘the. sharp ad-| 
‘ vance is gleaned from the fact that} 

the first four high-grossing : pix]. 

. topped. the $5, 000, 000. -mark for. the} 
31-day month... 

“Tom. Jones” (UA), which ‘tied 
for top honors last. month, “is “cap- 
turing No. b spot: ‘for. March by: a|~ 

healthy margin. This. blockbuster |: 

‘continued. to’ register’ the - same | 

amazing biz in. smaller key ‘cities 

‘that “Jones” had been ‘grossing in | 

the bigger keys. “t's “a Mad 
"World, * also from United Artists, 
copped second place, . easily out- 

distancing its nearest: competitor. | { 

“World” tied for first. place in 
February with “Jones.” 
“Dr, Strangelove” (Col), which 

plainly showed it was going. places 
in ‘the final week. of February, fin-: 
ished third. Its staying power indi- 
-eated it would be heard from addi- 
tionally this month.. “Seven. Days. 
in May” (Par), also new. in Mareh, 

‘captured fourth money.:: . This film 
also. indicated great stamina. .. 
"The: Cardinal” (Col), -which was. 

“second in the ‘previous month,. 
wound up fifth. “Sunday. the New 
York” (MGM), new. in March, 

_-eopped sixth position. “Cleopatra” | 

“(20th),, which was ninth. in: Febru- | 
ary, “pushed up to seventh spot. : 

“Captain. Newman” (U), although. 

grossed 

Cinema 

out. in release to any. extent ‘only. 
three weeks, finished eighth. It’s 
qow. divested of that original de-.. 
seriptive “M.D.” “The Victors” | 
(Col), which was. sixth in the pre-| 
vious ‘month, took’ ninth. place. 

~ “Pink Panther” (UA), a” new- 
comer, captured 10th” position, 
with every indication that it would 
‘be heard from considerably* more |. 
this: month. It- was out in release, 
also, only. two: weeks: ; 
‘“Man’s Favorite Sport” (U). win-: 

‘ner. of eighth place in ‘February, 
‘wound up 11th. “A ‘Piger Walks” 
(BY), a new entrant ‘in March; 
rounds out the Top.12° grossers. It 
seems. likely ‘it. also will: ‘make. a 
showing in April. . 7 
“Love With the. Proper Stranger” 

(Par), which was: fifth in: February: 
“America, America” (WB). 
“Silence” (Janus) were the: rusaer= 
up pix. 

‘Besides “ Capt. ‘Newman’ ’ “pan- 
ther,” and “Tiger,”. which. looked 
to show up well this month, several. 
-other: newcomers hint.some ‘poten- 
tial. “Yesterday, ‘Today and To- 
morrow” (Embassy) is one. of. these, 
because the foreign-made. pie still 
is registering record. business. in|: - 
second. weeks “at two N.Y. houses |_ 
and {is socko in L.A... “Flight. From |.’ 
“Ashiya” (UA) hints. ‘possibilities | 
judged by. its first four. playdates: |. 
Same is true of “Seven: Faces of}. - 
Dr. Lao” .(MGM), top runnerup. film 7 
the initial week.out on distrib. 
“Mr. Limpet” (WB), too.. hints 

future possibilities, with some ‘good 
to brisk showings to date.: “Muscle 
Beach Party” (AID) ‘is, in- a-similar 
category, doing. well on: first two} 

-traction. 

land.- 

will ‘be 
‘Long, 

“Fall of Roman Empire” (Par) i js! 
credited with a smash. opening: 
session at the N.Y. DeMille Theatre | mobile’ 
despite the critics’ barbs.: 
When It Sizzles,” also from Para- mation” 
mount, -looks geared for. strong world. 
{rade based on first. six. playdates.: 
It. did well enough. to. COP - 10th. 
place for the final week jn: March. 
“Becket” (Par)'shapes as a future: 

blockbuster. predicated. on the first 
four engagements. It was capacity} 
at the N.Y.:State last week. “World 
of Henry. Orient” .(UA), coupled 
with the Easter stageshow, . Tegis-. 
tered one of the best Easter weeks 
ever at the N.Y. Music. Hall on its 
second session. 

' “Kissin’. Cousins” | (MGM) ‘did. 
well enough to wind up llth the 

. final. week. of. March. “Charade” 
(UG). was a runnerup pic three ‘dif- 
ferent weeks of. Tast month, « ” 

First) 

‘similar. 

3. “Dr. Strangeleve” (Col) (7th wk)... - 
. “Sevem Days ‘in’ May” (Par) .(6th: wk). 
“The Cardinal” (Col) (14th wk). 
“Sunday in New York” (MGM) (6th. wh) 
-“Cleepatra”’ (20th). (40th wk)... : 

.. “The Victers” (Col) (10th wk). op 
18. ‘Pink Panther” (UA). (2d wk):.... - 
1. “Man’s Favorite Sport”. (0) (th wh), . 

For 14 Half-Year | 
“Jones’ in $31); 
UAL ihe six-month. point: in ‘its: 

U. S. exhibition: career, ‘UA-Lopert’s : 

“| was ‘taken | in-at just. one: theatre; 

week. Ten weeks ago it also opened. 
at Cinémia II, twin -counterpart to 
the. original. house: The prediction 
is now being.made at*UA that: the. 
Tony. Richardson-John. Osborne. pie : 
‘will: eventually gross between $12, = 
000,000 to $15,060,000: ~... | 

‘The nifty. - $3, 500, 000. - national 
gross’ so. far has been - bullt - in. 
about 100 theatres, many: of which 
have only. had the film a few weeks. 
In’ the: New. York ..area, : 
opens today i in 15. additional: houses: 
In the course of ‘its initial: -Gotham™ 
engagement, the film.: has’ broken. 

+all-b.o. records for an ‘eastside. at- 

eral awards and received: the most. 
Oscar nominations. with 10. 

. AUDIOVISUALIZERS 10 
| ‘CONVENE | IN ROCHESTER. 
. Delegates to the Dept. of: Audio: 
‘visual: Instruction: convention — 
‘Rochester, N.Y., _April -19-24; ‘will 

| be: given an international: film pre-- 
“view. as: -kickoft - feature. for -meet- 
ing,.. which will. be -attended by 
4, 000. educators. - 7 

_ Films in DAVI's locker: ‘will int 
clude _documentaries, 
‘animated, . etc, - from Japan, Den- 
mark; Poland; England ‘and-. Scot- 

‘“Seawards the ‘Great. Ships,” 

‘| 1961. Osear winner: from ~Scotland. 
in the best. live. action. short class, [> 

program-planning © officer, 
-Bureau of International Education, . 
US. Office of: ‘Edueation, is. ehair- | 
man of. the film preview: session, 

"NEW-TYPE -CINERAMAS 

Drive-In For. California, | ‘Ten. FOr 

Fitst: drive-in’ ‘and: first portable 
tent . theatres’ to show. Cinerama 
‘will. premiere this month, in Cali 
fornia and England... 

-Cinerama. ‘prexy ‘William R: For: 
man_has -set-““This: ‘Is: .Cinerama”. 

engagements: i a aie 15 opening at the Century. 

The. 1250-car. theatre “will have -a. 

“Paris. touted “by. Cinerama «as: “largest 

"ment will be. mounted. on. ‘trucks. 
Other ‘Cinerama ‘ travelog: pix -are | 

}skedded to: follow run: of “This. Is’ 
Cinerama.” 
other. drive-ins’ ‘near future.. 

permanent. ‘basis will open April 20° 
in’ Richmond, England. . ‘Following. 
‘run; the. 1000-seat. eanvas ‘operation | 
‘and equipment: move ‘to Hove, then 
-Successively— 

| Portsmouth, ‘Poole - and: Paignton | 
for. late suminier and. fall. dates. Pic 
‘there is also- “This. Js. Cinerama.” 
On boards for. openings ‘soon are: 

Germany. 

ee 
a “(in 25-City Boxoffice Check ) 

oh “Tem Jones”. (UA) (18th wk). 
. “It’s a Mad Werld” (UA) (19th wk), . 

“Captain Newman” (U) (3d. wk). _ 

“Tiger. Walks” (BV). (2d. wk). 

_ hides Sevamah For 
| Lakewarn Response To-. 

[: ve Savannah, 'Ga., April: i 
Mil) “Baile” Holden, : “manager - 

| real -put out: with ‘the tepid recep-. 

apparent .. apathy.” 

inches. deep to express: himself.. 

$650,000, most. of: which'| 
Tead:- 

J, where ‘it-is‘in ‘its 28th fe 

movie: ‘patrons, 

Victors,’ : 
booked the. film: for two ‘weeks: 

ing tothe: extent the picture “will 
now only. ‘play. through © ‘Thursday. 

“Jones”. the. Lucas to -see it. Every major 
newspaper ‘and “magazine. ‘has’: re- 

‘It has‘‘also ‘corraled..sev=— 

-| motion ‘picture. entertainment... 

_L tor: ef Community :Relations. for the. 
‘Motion Picture - Association ‘- 
_America,. and known to-many local 

‘Washington, April, 4. 
‘Vietors?. In hér- concluding para- 

Jn 

‘said: . 
‘exciting pictorial - prologue | ‘to “its. 
‘poetic epildgue’- you -will- ‘be: ‘held 
spellbound.” Don't Miss * 

| Victors.’: 

1 ‘The. Victors’. femains . “Bt. ‘the 
art . -films,: 

-only:: What .a shame if several thou- 

tainment, -miss’ it.” 

included. - Vaughn R, De- 

| ANT ITRUST utr MOVES. 

“Portland, “Me., April | 4, 

| - ‘Major film. producers -~ 
violation. of. the’ Sherman antitrust 
act has 

_ England « 
‘chusetts ° where. it was. “filed. in 
‘August; 1962... 

Dover, N.H.: 
| ‘Defendants - ‘are. 
Theatres, - ‘Inc., ‘Paramount: Film 
Distributing. Corp. ‘Metro- Goldwyn- - Englewood, |: California, | Mayer, 

‘screen, 180 ft. by 60 ft, tributing .Corp.; ° 

“picture Screen in. ‘the. ‘Corp. “Universal’ Film Exchange 
Mobile projection equips |. 

defendants - with . attempting: 
suppress and eliminate competition 

Company © “will. “add 

portable - ‘tent. theatre’. on 

‘in: Portland: and Biddeford. : 
AL jury-t trial is “Sought... 

‘Southhampton, 

“The. Yellow Rolls " Rayce”: 

Alain: - : Delon; .-. : Jeanne: operation in- France” and 

Ae "National Convention ‘and 1964 Motion : Picture Industry. ‘Tra de Show. eet 

- “|e Allied States-TESMA will be held in Detroit. Oct. 19-22: : 

holiday. | 

Foreman’ s.The Victors’ | 
Of. 

Georgia ‘Theatre Cos’ ‘Lucas, . was | 

tion’ given. Carl Foreman’s « ‘The. 
-Victors’” (Columbia): and. decided: 

Sto: chide . ‘Savannahans . for’ their. 
“Tom. Jones” has already: compiled } ‘ 

a national - -ZTOSS: ‘of. $3,500, 000. Int 

the New. York ‘market alone. it has" 

‘on the Coast for 4 series of. production confabs , ;. 
. Bill Monohan inked for “Roustabout”’ . 
“which Walter. Reade-Sterling will’ distribute ‘in the. English-speaking 

“So. Holden ‘bought .a acol. ad,.4 

‘Headed “WHAT. A SHAME” in. 
42. ‘point. bold’ caps: type, the: text. 

“Ty “the ‘belief. that. Savannah 
-who. “appreciate |" 

something - ‘outstanding | ‘In’. motion. ; 
picture entertainment, -would: -turn-} 
out in goodly’ number so see ‘The™ 

the. ‘Liicas’: ‘management: 
‘|. “Quick, Before. It Melts”. . 
‘Mad; Mad, Mad World”. in ‘the Pittsburgh area with Misco-Stores, large _ 
local: retailer. . . . Johnny Mathis. has’ etched “The. Fall of Love’. main.” 
; theme. from “Fall ofthe Roman. Empire” .for. Mercury: Records: . 

“Patronage. ‘has’ been- disappoint-. 

‘It.Wwas .a rather hard’ film to. sell |” 
‘to -those .who: should have: visited: 

-Bronston’s. 

: “Mrs: Margaret.: ‘Twyman,. direc: 

of" 

civic groups, has. mailed: out sev-' 
“|-eral. thousand: pamphlets: on: “The. 

rganization’s new officers. ‘bow in. 
graph. of | praise. in. the folder. she. 

‘From .the “first: burst':of. an-] Foundas set::for Fox’s “Zorba the Greek” . 
-Nashville, Tenn., researching for his. role ‘as. late ‘country singer Hank 

a _ “The 
‘| manager Bernard Serlin in. Denver. ‘working on. tomorrow. (Thurs. . world : 
-preem of “Carpetbaggers.”... ©: 

Lucas: Theatre .through: "Thursday'| 

sand Savannah. ‘people. who
 ‘appre- 

ciate. the ‘finest .in -movie- enter= 

To MAINE’S FED BENCH 

been ‘transferred to the}. 
_| ‘Maine ‘Federal. court from : -Massa-. 

-The action .was' 
brought. by: J. -P.. Nadeau ‘and: Sons. I 
‘Inc.; owners. ‘of: the . “Kennebunk mete) 
Drive-In: and’ another ‘ theatre .. Jin, 

New.” ‘England | 
and “The Conjugal Bed, ” respectively 
from her. pub: work .on: Metro’s “Mail Order. Bride” ‘to do a “Dr. Kil-.. . 

. producer Leon: Fromkess has set Sidney Salkow-to direct ©. 
“Blood On ‘the -Arrow” for ‘Allied: Artists, with- Herbert .G. Luft‘-to ‘be-. 

20th .. Century-Fox : Film. dare” seg. 
Corp., Warner Bros. .Pictures. Dis-- 

United _ Artists | receive. the California “Federation : of" Women’s Clubs’. [special merit 7 

Inc; ” Columbia: ‘Pictures ‘Corp. .and . 3 
“Buena-Vista: Distributing - Co. Ine. | 
The Nadeau | firm. '.charges - the 

to -torio De Sica. again : holding direction reins . 
lof independent distributors and .ex- on title. role. in’ Sam..Katzman’s. Metro: production, 

| hibitors. It-charges . that. the: Ken- 
‘nebunk Drive-In was: denied: -first-|. 
run. films -until ‘they. were shown 

* Anatol: “ae: ‘Grunwald, ise 
‘for 

“Metro, | has’ cast Ingrid Bergman, |. 
Rex Harrison; Shirley. MacLaine, 

Moreau, . 
George C.. Scott, and Omar. ‘Sharif. aaa 

“Melts:”. ; w 
Mel Howard has. resigned | as ‘film’ ‘and. trailer: promotion. Supervisor. wees 

‘at UA.-to .work on’ several pic. -properties: of his’ own, ‘setting: up tem- 

Porary. offices. at: Cine-Media in’ New York - 

tae Re oe 
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- Seymour. Poe, 20th's exec veep, back. at his desk. from a ‘Puerto Rican | 

urt Lancaster set to topline in “Khartoum,” which Julian Blaustein . 
will "produce. for UA as a multi-million dollar spec to location in Sudan 

rincipal photography to begin in February, interiors to be: filmed - - pith 
| a Londen studio. Robert Ardrey wrote the. original screenplay. eben 
_ Thecxe ” -has copped Photoplay’s. Gold Medal Award... . Al Hine is... 

“L adapting “The. Unsinkable. Molly Brown” into. novel form, the result=-  .. 
“tobe: published by Gold. Medal Books as a paperback ... : 
. | awarded -the Genesian Award of St. Mary’s ‘college, the. first time a. | 

non-Catholic has been. given: the nod; named in. honor. of. the. patron: 
| Saint: of performers. wee 
‘| Suzanne Pieshette: has. ‘signed. a non-exclusive, multi-pic paet with the a 
| Mirisches;; the - first: assignment..of: which -will be “A: Rage ‘To Live,” 
‘filmization of the John O’Hara novel to be produced by.Walter Mirisech == 
‘this summer. ‘Last -week:the actress completed a contract. with Warner. =>”: 
‘Bros. ...:. Arthur Newman, : -production exec with:Salem’.Productions °° - 

-| and: Kayos Productions, is forming his own. indie firm and has acquired..." ~ 
the: pic rights to “Too Many Spies,’ a fortheoming novel. via Dial‘Press:. 

"| penned -by Richard M 
-over 150 Boston-New 1 England: theatres April 15, the biggest saturation 

| | booking in the company’ s history: ~ 

iles ;.. ..MGM’s “Kissin? Cousins”. will -open- in. 

: John Newfield, Columbia Pictures publicist in Birraingham’ (and a. 
' native son), rejected. ‘an award from city: and: an invite from. Women’s':. = 
Chamber. of Commerce. to participate: in. dinner for “outstanding native... ~~ 
‘sons.”’: His reason was. failure’ of Birmingham. to move “in. the direction: 
“of: full. civil rights for all its citizens.” .;’ 
and New: Jersey will hold. annual. ‘convention. August. 3-6 at Hotel. Con= fees 

. Allied States ‘Assns. of N.Y. 

cord; Kiamesha Lake, -N.Y.: 
David Raphel,. 20th’ foreign manager, “left fast week. on a. 15-day tour. ee 

of ‘the company’s. offices in. central and South :America, ‘accompanied  __ 
by -Fox field. supervisor. for :Latin América; ‘Francisco. ‘Rodriguez. ae 
Dame ‘Edith Evans. on the : Coast prior. ‘to Oscar ‘cast .on April 13:. 
‘Jonas Rosenfeld. ‘Jr. ‘Fox ad-pub veep, and: Mort Segal,. pub. manager, - 

world, ‘set as the official entry at the Cannes Film.Fest later this month 
wn _ Richard: Kallet: upped. from -Metro’s ‘budget: and: special . projects .. 
department: staff to. the post. of accounting manager for. the company’ ce a. 
‘ad-pub. exploitation section... a 

Herb Gillis named. U. Ss. ‘and ‘Canadian: sales director tor special. cat: 
tractions .at Paramount,: his’ first. assignment ‘being. the direction ‘of 
‘sales and bookings ‘for’ “Becket” and. “Fall of the Roman Empire." ” He. 
had: been ‘sales manager for “Empire” since December". | - es 
Weaver, Dorothy Abbott, J: anwary: Jones.and ‘Hal Baylor added to Metro's 

UA has set’ a promotion for “It’s a Mad, . 

‘Joseph Friedman, -Par_ assistant director: of | ad-pub-exploitation, ad. 
“manager. Jerry K. Levine.and Lennen & Newell v.p. Philip Solomon in. 
.London over the weekend to take. a-look at the first rough cut of Samuel: oa 

Tom. McCarthy. has ‘succeeded ‘Tom. .-.*' 
viewed’ it: ‘favorably. Folks.who lo-- /McAdoo,. ‘who. died suddenly last. week, as: editor on..“‘Americanization - 

cally.. ‘support. the  Little--Theatre 
plays, the. Telfair . ‘Academy, . the: 
Savannah “Symphony .and - special’ 
art. films when they -come . along; . 
-would find ‘The - Victors’ superior } 

“Circus World” . 

of Emily” ... .-“Fall of -the- Roman: Empire”: largely repped ‘at the... 
“World’s.. ‘Fair Hollywood Pavilion via. lotsa’ ‘props, sets and pix... | 7 
‘Michael ‘De -Listro handling ‘production publicity on Métro’ S. “Yellow. Soe 
Rolls. Royce” which. began lensing ‘in London last.Monday (6).- ; mal Fs 

Harry. Tugend’s comedy “‘The Wayward Stork”: will be produced. on 
the .strawhat. circuit this summer by Garrick Productions as ‘one of 

: a shows being: tried’ out. for- film: ‘potential in- the -indie’s. deal:. with | 

“Motion ‘Picture Council’s:. American. -Clubwomen ia - Atlanta, - ‘April. 2.0%: aa 

at which time he'll also. ‘screen “Unsinkable ‘Molly: Brown,” in which — 
he. toplines. 

Harve Presnell will be guest of honor of, the Federation ‘of... 

Max Youngstein | will: be- installing officer. ‘at: ‘the: luncheon: of. NY: ' 
Cinema Lodge ‘of: B’nai B'rith: at. the Hotel Astor, April 16,.whén: the: 

.- Ina. Ballin back ‘in ‘New York. ’~ 
after completing her work in “The: Patsy” -at Paramount . «- George 

725 George Hamilton: in: - 

Williams in Metro’ 's' “Your Cheatin’ Heart”. Samuel Goldwyn Jr. . 
to ‘speak. at the U. of Houston: tomorrow. (Thurs:) : . Par exploitation 

Arthur Krim,. Robert ‘Benjamin ‘and- David. Picker: on: ‘the: Coast: to , 
look at “Greatest. Story. Ever Told” ‘and check out other: production 
matters. Picker. ‘plans a week’s. vacation ' after the Hollywood. visit... . 
Walter Stier has succeeded: Mel ‘Howard ‘as: assistant. fo Gabe ‘Sumner, 

| WA:ad-pub-exploitation exec, ‘to. work on the creation of film: material for. ; 
-1 tv. plugging of UA ‘product. | 
}. Steve. McQueen set ‘to topline with. ‘Spencer - ‘Tracy in ‘Martin Ranse- 
| hoff’s filmization’ for ‘Metro of ‘The ‘Cincinnati Kid”...- 
| Srawtord ‘a late” addition to “the. cast .of Joe Levine’s “House . Is Not: 
a Home” . o 
“vices to: syndicate. a specially-prepared set of tv promotion. material on - 

_)“Zulu,”. “Carpetbaggers” . and- “House: Is ‘Not_a Home”: ..-. 
ab arrived at the “Best Man”. preem last Sunday (5) in.a white. Rolls Royce. mol, 

A’ ‘$2, 000, 000 damage. -suit. against: 
‘Charging . 

Broderick: 

. Embassy.:has pacted with Planned .Communications Ser-. 

. Edie. Adams. 

with: black fenders, a gift from: her: late husband Ernie Kovacs: °°. 
“Joseph E. Levine. awarded: the distinguished. merit award. of: the reas 

: Colorado Region of ‘the National: Conference. of Christians and Jews... 
: ‘George Geret ‘set’for Metro’s. “Have: I Got.a Right to Kill,” now... - 
‘Aiming in Paris toplining Alain Delon «... 
-Is_ Not ‘a Home” ... 

Hollywood on “Quick, Before It'Melts” . . Stella Stevens set to appear | 
““Stormfire” in England with Peter Finch, Wolf: Rilla directing and -*. 

“Michael Luke producing. 
Sophia Loren and Ugo Tognazzi nominated for the 1964 Silver Ribbon - 

‘awards. in Italy for-their.-work in “Yesterday, -Today: and Tomorrow”. 
., . Lois Nettleton taking a break 

production. Manager. and Robert Kent. ‘scripting. s. + Don Murray will \. 

award for UA’?“One Man’s Way”. — 
. Sophia Loren-Marcello Mastrioianini, of “Yesterday, Today and To- = 

morrow,” will. be reunited in: “Marriage—Italian.. Style,” to ‘be: jointly 
produced by: Joe. Levine’s Embassy Pictures and: Carlo: Ponti, with Vit-. 

. George. Hamilton takes. 
“Your .. Cheatin’ 

Heart, ‘The Story of Hank’ Williams,” biopic ‘of late ‘hillbilly singer... .. 
Otto Preminger will be: guestof- honor at a luneheon.-hosted .by. the 

‘United Jewish Appeal of. Greater: New York at the Americand Hotel, 
--.| April 30,;.with RKO prez Harry. Mandel chairing the event..--- Anatole... 

-*"|-de: Granwald . will ‘put: Metro’s “Yellow Rolls Royce” into production - 
~| in England. April 6 2 :. Four: Star and Martin Manulis have: acquired’ 

Bart. Spicér’s novel: “Act ‘of Anger” for feature’ production as a- joint :- 
venture . .:' "Michael Constentine. ‘inked. for MGM's “Quick, Before Tt: 

_ Paramount has set: radio 
(Continued, on. Page: 19) - et 

. Jerry. Lewis. :: 

. Steve Brodie and: aaa 
: “Seduced and Abandoned,” - - 

. Allyson Ames into: ay House - 
.Metro’s Alaskans, headed by director Delbert Mann, Ye 

-have returned from ‘the. northland . to. begin ‘principal. photography in. 



~ shoestring : budget: (about: $30,000) |." 
in 13. days—but with a: mighty big 
local’ comedy - talent: called Macht: 
~chal. 

7 ‘Machuchal; as “Adalberto: Rodri- Qo 
ce guez is: ‘known ‘to just abaut. every- |- 

-““pody’.in Puerto: Rico :who: owns a}: :: 
_. 2. -Yadio or television set, has emerged |-: 

' “$n: the - ‘past’ three .years.as a folk- 
‘character. He portrays «a. Jibaro. 
fop,;” and: expresses the viewpoint _ 
of the average ‘consumer in the |: ‘Lembeck- and, Jody. McCrea. .. 

_.Jbackwoods—the fellow. .at- whom | 
..:. ‘the loudspeaker -trucks- and’ the: tv 

'“ commercials‘ are: aimed; : the-“great: 
“American Mr.. ‘Nobody: ‘who: ‘wants. 

-.. "Ramirez from an original script by 
. Eddie. -Miro:.: ‘Cordero will ‘direct | 

ny 

_ photography.. Most of the technical 
7! staff. has been: recruited from. the: 
 / Cinema. Section. of the’ local ‘Divi-. 
“ys sion-of Publie Education, a branch 

a>!) Of . the . Commonwealth’s 
° of ‘Education. = 

“By. AL DINHOFER 

oy ~ San: ‘Juan.; “A prit 1. 
oy “pequena production; ma tittle t! 

: feature film production. in- Span- |: : 
~.. ish, was” ‘begun. yesterday. ‘in: thes". 

town: of Dorado, ‘40 miles from: ‘San’ . 
Juan. The film, called,. eu Alcalde. “>. gsuecess: ‘of ‘its: initialer; “Beach’. 

(The: “Mayor. 6f|- °° de. ‘Machuchal’” *. 
Machuchal), :-is. ‘being ° made . ‘on a 

to. be’. somebody: who. is - ‘not. 
trampled: ‘upon.. ‘(Machuchal is. the} 7 
“Mame ofthe barrio. or small séc-| 
“ tion. of Sabana: Grande from. which 
‘Adalberto : hails.) 

. Fhe -film—a.- ‘comedy: in black ces fs 
| and. “white—is| about: “political “ex- | 
‘.ploitation.” «The ‘story _ has - Adal- 
.. berto running for Mayor: against a 
. lady . candidate. played. “by. Alicia. 
| Moreda: Miguel: Angel Alvarez: co-' 
“": stars as “Johnny El-Man,”-a fast-. 

~ talker from “New York:. ‘Featured. 
‘in: the -cast: are ‘Sonia’ Noemi. Gon-: 
zales,:: Luis Echegoyen; : singer- 
guitarist Gilberto - -Monroig; 

-de. Grasse; :: 

_ The film’ ‘is being produced. by. 
Paquito: Cordero . and . Jose: ‘Raul 

‘and: Luis A. Maisonet - will. handle 

. Depart- 

oT he” ‘real. tar’ is. the | “story,” 
_,Adalberto, said: just before’ the film | 

_ . <eompany’s: -earavan of --cars.. and 
“te, trucks - departed for Dorado: “The | : 

> “story is a -microcosm of. political 
‘exploitation. : ‘It’s a satire-‘on. the. 
ehind-the-scene ° activities. of-.a 
political’ -campaign,.. While it takes 

‘-place in a tiny town -no one ever 
“- heard: of,. the political tacties.- and 
a techniques could take place in a 
a ‘presidential - election. campaign. mm 

-“The element of: comedy has got 
“ to be ‘the thing that sells. the. pic-} 
’ ture,” 
“Puerto. ‘Ricans -here.. and: in’ the 

. States. will no: longer. pay :admis- 

 scripter “Eddie “Miro added. 

‘sion to: ‘see colorful, vistas: -or’ beau- 
‘tiful. country scenes. “We~ believe. 
the day . of. the’ quaint « or; naive 
‘movie. that. depends on nostalgia’ is] 
“at an.” end:. 

“ seript- must’ “have. ‘ideas, - “provide 
‘laughs, and: compete. ‘with films-in 

oo the. ‘world-wide cinema market.” ° 

_” -49'm ‘not. saying “we'll -make.. the | 
‘* = best. film - ever. made - anywhere, 

I’m: saying ‘we'll attempt to ‘make 
an honest film;:a film in ‘which the: 

. Miro. added... 

entertainment . comes from. the 
"essence of -the script,. and not. the} 

-beautiful backgrounds. ar 

..: “El Alealde ‘de - ‘“Machtichal” is. 
‘: also’ described. as. a: “vehicle”. for 
- the: comedy” talents. of.’ “Adalberto. 

_.«,The film’s ‘creators. believe’ the} 
-"eharacter ‘of. Machuchal: thas” that | - 
certain. something ‘with: which, péo- 
ple en masse can .associate. - -They. 
firmly. believe Machuchal.’ ‘can do 
for Puerto’ Rico. what Cantinflas | : 
has: done: for. -Mexico..-: Adalberto, 

-...In-his- -€arly. 30s" began working. as: 
-":. a-padio, script. writer: four’ years]. 
-* “ago. One: of his. scripts. called for : 
"an unsophisticated. jibaro-type:. “I: 

: notice,” Adalberto «recalls. 

played the part .myself.”.: 

couldn't ‘find the , right: .type- (of 
voice): to’. play .the’ part’ on short. 

* The show: Ss: ‘sponsor— of. all: ‘peo: 
wie ’ pleliked . the Machuchal:-charac- 

* ter ‘and. encouraged ° Adalberto. to 
... fatten’. the: role.’ 

io Machuchal. Aeaped. ‘from. radio - to. 
ey the’ new. 
a dimension. advanced his } Popularity. 

‘local .. television, . and. 

"- tures: ‘has “skedded a fourth, 

grosses during 1963,:and ¢cur- 

coup: “by. the - sécond, 

i release «. 

All Balloo 

and. 
---the: “ Dominican’ _ musical’: ‘combo 
Damiron, Chapuseaux ‘and. Sylvia 

“The. 

: “So. 1 

_A¢ year ‘later. 
“Mr: . 

‘Levine and others, including some: 
Par brass. me : 

| More Beaches ’h 
«Hollywood, April” 7 

“American International ‘Pies 

“beach” .-picture; following 

“Party,” ‘one ‘of. company’s top. - 

rent. substaritial biz being run: 
: “Muscle- 

Beach “Party.”” 7 
“Latest. set is ‘eyfalibu,” slated _ 

. to, .roll”'in November :for:. - 
“during . 4965, _ Easter’ 

Week. Third’ is series, “Bikini. 
. Beach,” starts production April. “ 
“> 20, casting: thus. far’ including. . 
- Frankie: ‘Avalon;: Annete Funi-. : |. 

Cae _ ' ¢ello,, ‘Don:. ‘Rickles, « 

Stops Out y 

Paratnount-Embasey ‘opening: ‘of: 
“Carpetbaggers”. at.the Paramount | 
‘in’ Denver: tomorrow (Thurs.) ‘will- 
‘cost about $50,000, according to es- 
timates. by: ‘Joseph . E: Levine: and. 
‘Par. . ad-pub ° -chief. Martin  Davis:.| 
‘This is about:four times: as much as.} 
is: usually. spent to. preem a pic in| 
‘the. ‘Colorado city or one. ‘like. it. 
‘Figured -in ‘is one -of. the most in- |: 

|} depth. ‘pushes. ever. ‘undertaken: by | 
Levine: or Par. ye 
Ata. press confererice’ ‘last week 

‘Levine -“eonservatively” estimated: ; 
the: eventual . worldwide’. gross “of | ° 
“Carpetbaggers”” .at astronomic- fig- | 
‘ures. ~.Pic goes ‘into. general re- 
lease ‘in June. Starting. then and 
througit August, the filmtzation of | 
Harold Robbins’ filmland: yarn .will-| 
‘play ‘some 400- situations. “Embassy | 

.| and: Par: will use the. Aprit-to-June | 
«| period as:a sort -of shakedown run | 
for: its ad-pub-campaign,,. aiming to} 
‘get it. just’ right” for. ‘the - Summer 
saturation. 

“In discussing the ‘Denver. open- | 
ing idea, “Levine: ' ‘reaffirmed: -his |- 

. grassroots ~ ‘promotion | : 
“People: get so -busy in New ‘York 
‘that. they: forget : the’ _ grassroots,” 
‘he commented. “They think. that |: 
if ‘they. go .to. Los. Angeles,.. New | 
‘York and :Chicago, that’s--enough: 

| Well if isn’t2’ As. part of this, the 
showman revealed that he will. be 
“dropping a lot -of things” ‘during 
‘the next couple of months to barn-. 

storm the: country. plugging “Car- ‘said: London’s definition .of :an..ob-_ 
scenity. standard:: seemed. to be. 
based.’ on :“‘sales figures.” * "London. 

: |replied _if-a .book ‘sold - ‘over -most.| 
of the’ U.S..-sans legal: complica- | 
‘tions, it: would. not offend national . 

Embassy: project. with - the. differ- | standards. 

ence . that, Levine’ is distributing ‘it: 
‘in’ the U.S: and --Canada -unlike. 

-petbaggers.” He’ll be heading. ‘pack 
to Denver. this: coming: Tuesday to: 
continue Ais’ lead-in. work: for. the’ 

: preem.’ 

During the press meeting: Levine 
also discussed:“Zulu,” another. Par- 

“Carpetbaggers”’ ‘which: Paramount 
has :for the world. ‘Dayis also spoke. 
‘up ‘about - the. film, | noting “that it 
has been .the biggest-grossing. Par | - 
film in’ ‘England that the -company:.|” 
has: ever had,. including. “10. Com- |: ' 

* mandments. ” Levine predicted. that |: . 
the pic. will. recoup its: entire nega~ a 
tive cost, about: $2,000,000, in Eng- |. 

| land alone.: It comes to the States |. 
this summer. --- 
Embassy prez. noted- that “House | ae 

Is Not. a-Home’* will finish lensing |“: 
‘April 9, meaning that-it: was :com- | - 
‘pleted: in 22 days: He said that: both 

Embassy releases - in the US: and 
Canada. with” ‘Par . distributing 
‘abroad. ' 
‘In connectién. with the “Carpet= 

‘baggers”.. Denver ‘preem,:'a’ ‘party- 
will be-held’ today (Wed.). hosted. by 

+ Texas: “governor .. Jotin “A. - 
‘Deénver’s mayor. participated | in’ a 
‘parade honoring the ‘event. _yester= 
‘day. (Tues.).: Skedded to be‘on hand |.. 

- | on the preem’: are - ‘Géorge : Pep- 
pard,. Martha . Hyer, . -Robert .Cum- 
-Mings, “Edward .Dymtryk - (pic’ 's di-: 

- Carroll Baker. .(in - -from. 
Moses” ‘location -in Africa), 

rector), 

Peaches | : 

--thinking. |: 

“Lave: 

Julie. Andrews. i in “both at the: same. 
., Hme,. re - 

7 eee, 

~ Washington, April a 
“United. ‘States: Supreme: Court } 

‘took. another look at.: censorship | 
|.and‘‘seriously questioned the prop- | 

- | osition ‘that: a- -single. national stand- |: : 
ard of | obscenity”. could’. be write. 
‘ten. . ‘Court heard .oral- arguments | :. 

1 on-é¢ases stemming from the arrest |.: 
» 1 Of a Cleveland Heights (Ohio) thea-:|" 

“|4re:-<manager | for ~ showing. - 
.| Lovers,” French import, ‘andthe |. - 
; burning: of-1 715 allegedly - obscene. 
books. in Junction: City, -Kans:. 

“community.” . standards” 

{| Or. nation,’ 
‘Pinning | his theory that all. states. ; 

“bghould - come: equally under. First }-. 
| Amendment - 
> btriea to run. his ‘theory. through. aye: 

, . ‘| gauntlet .of questioning Justices, |... - 2. yy 
“1. Justice Potter.-Stewart inguired |. oe 

~ how. -the “national . standard’ would |. -- 20." 7: 
-be found: among. -50 states. and- was |” 
followed -- ‘up: “by: | . Justice | Hugo f-.:. 

-protection, : 

Black. ‘saying. “he “was: “bothered” 
by - London’s.. assertion’. that Con- 4: 
gress should. ‘not write such’. rules. 

. Justice =“ William” Brenan ”° in-" 
quired if ‘the community: folerance 

Hired Hand Takes Rap 
; . Cleveland, “April 7. 

Spat final: quarter . hour. ia” . 
” the. French import, “The Lov- 

“-manager. of.-the Heights Art: 
. Theatre. . He: was: fined $2,500: © 
Sin: 1960. for exhibiting. ‘the fea- 
- ture,’ although .he was. -only a 

.aspersion . that - Jawyers.: have -- 

* Supreine Court, ‘hoping for a 
“reversal, . 

Typically: in’ ‘Alm. ‘theatre 
“-paids ‘involving. allegations. -of. 
_ obscenity the: owrier. of the | 
* property | or the- lessee is. not.” 
‘nabbed, and not.even indicted. - 
Blow falls. on: the. hired. ‘hands, a 

of obscenity: “would ‘be: decided: by" 
a prosecutor. “bringing ina -bunch. 
of . girlie . magazines.“ and . saying 
“that’s -as ‘far as: this town goes.” 

Continuing, ‘Justice’ ‘Byron - White 

‘This. led White. fo: ‘say this. ‘tight 
would. still resolve to’ a “battle of: 
cexperts,” ” to -which Justice Harland 

“who” would 

| to . be “reversed, -always . a ‘slight 
. “embarrassment. ‘The- prime. reason | 

“: }the UA event: got the trades was 
‘because of the “hard news” nature 

-added: : inquiringly. 
qualify?” 
‘Several. -questiotis. also. 

: (Continued. on. Page: 20). 

“came 

- MOUSEKETEER’ BEN ‘SACK. 

Spots: This. Fall 

oa ee ad Boston, “April g.: 
Ben. Sack 

pins,” -live-and-animated - release, 
which will open at the. Gary. Thea- 
‘tre here: on’.Oct.-23.. Sack was one 
of: 16 key" exhibs invited..by Disney.” 
‘He ‘was. -handed: a.-““Mouseketeer’’ 
award . from: ‘the producer because 
“Cardinal : Cushing. of. Boston ©, will. 
sponsor preem. of the: “Poppins” | 
here. = = 

A: ‘special. trailer made’ ‘by Sack 
‘With - Disney ‘will. be ‘shown ‘in 
‘Sack’s’. five. theatres here’ ballyhoo- 
ing “Mary Poppins. *-Sack “has. “My 
Fair Lady*” .set in October atthe: 
Saxon,” Theatre, so’ he “will have 

“The |). 

ao ‘falo,, June 30-July.-2. : 
jo Fhe’ possibility | of: replacing the 7 
: ‘presént: .- 
{censorship ‘test..for. a. broader’ na-|° 
{ tional ‘ guideline was’ advanced -by |. 
Ephraim. ‘London, .the N.Y. attor- 
“ney for. Nico J acobellis, the Cleve-.- 

:-tland Heights house -manager::.. ; 
_|° London. said state™ courts. have |" 
of been: confused -on interpreting the |: 

“community. standards” . 
| éstablished: in. the’ ‘landmark Roth | 
case; to: ‘cover. a city,. county, State . 

‘doctrine; |“ 

“London.t. 

ers,’ put -a. ‘guilty verdict on} 
". the record: of Nico Jacobellis, - 

Jamong. others. 

He'll Have Julie ‘Andrews, in Tr | 

“pack from. - ‘Holiy=: 
| wood. -where. ° “he confabbed: ‘with 
Disney. company. ‘on “Mary | . Pop-" 

“Fall of: the Roman: Enipire*- with 
‘the. long-awaited 
“Funny Girl” This divided- publi: 

Results. . Te - nna 

Trio. Off to. Buffalo | 
“ Charles’ ‘Alicoate; Ed. Lach-. 

“man. ‘and Jack H.. 'Levin.. have. 
been designated official. dele-- 
“gates. -to rep. NAY, . “Variety: 
Club, ‘Tent: 35, at-the 37th an- - 
nual: “Variety.” ‘Clubs | Inter--. 

* national -ConVention™ in: ‘Buf: 

‘the: trip. -Capacity ‘will--: be 
limited to 40° with ‘yeservations. 

2 on: ‘first... -come;. first: ‘served. 

the trip. for. half. price.’ 

Jong. about Junch time, for. a single 
reporter at. least.- It was-a ‘case of 

. | Seasons: with ‘Bette Davis as guest 
hired: employe. . It. is. ‘in “the * . and. an.atray of Par brass on-hand 

hope to erasing the eriminal” : ‘Balaban and: ‘sales. chief” Charles | 
-earried: the case to the’ U:S. -. .. ‘Boasberg. | 

as. ‘well, including. prez Barney 

| the. primary objectives in the: MP- 
LAA. clearing: system’ which .also} 
schedules : screenings .: and: ‘other 
press: confabs. besides’ luncheons. ° 

. Actually, this problem: isn’t: new 
‘and.for the past couple of months 

{Screening and’ press - conference | - 
‘time hasbeen. at a -premitm: in| 
New.* York. as: “activity. has ‘been 
accelerated . for ‘some ‘reason. :.In} 
the. case’ in: question, “Embassy -had }* 
originally - cleared an. afternoon. 
time. on ‘Friday. but. then. had to 
‘move: ‘the -- cconference-:. to” lunch, 
fiowever : forgetting’ -to ‘clear. the 
new. time .: “which . UA ° had. already 
logged. It: got a. bit. complicated. 
-because: the. ‘Embassy invites went}: 
‘out: first: ‘and acceptatices. later: has 

‘of ‘the meeting .. while . Embassy. 
: [billed ‘its “session ‘as. ‘a “réception:” 

No one likes to: miss: out on. a: ‘Joe 
‘Levine. blast, ‘however. a 

Although © ‘this ‘was a. ‘ease of| 
, simple error which couldn’t ‘be re-. 
“\Scheduled: in either case for. Vari- |: 
OUS’ ‘reasons, ‘the. ‘Gotham - situation: 
lately .is getting to. be. sort of “who | 
should we bump.” ‘This.’ game’ is. 
played. ‘on the’ screening ~ circuit 
mostly: and. ‘in the ..scheduling of 
review dates: ‘for ‘the. appearance 
of picture. appraisals in: the. trades 
especially but also. in. the consumer 
papers and- magazines. ‘It’s often: 
‘not 2 nice. game nor is: it nicely 
Played. . 

_- Sometimes: ‘things | happen: /pre- 
sumably : in innocence like the .ré-: 
cent collision of. ‘the preem. of 

legit: - bow ° of 

city. outlet. attention: ‘and the: Par 
pub: brass. was: outspokenly - dis- 
pleased with. the situation and. its 

“make up a private club car for. | 

“trying to. cover’ United “Artists 
and: Embassy ‘Pictures: last: Friday 

“(3)- was" ‘something of a. problem: 

omen 

-faining..scenes from 
‘only’ of the ‘ship and-not of the: 
|:players.ete. Carrall noted that the 
‘Bounty. exhibit isn’t connected: with. 

‘the. 
“Mutiny,” 
‘Splitting. 

__Diveiicatin Item For MGM | 
° By EDDIE KALISH 

‘$10,000. 

- The Bounty project. is; in- fact; 

company’s, director of ‘market -re- 
.. {: search: Discussing the new division. 

—__ | Jast week;. Carroll noted that the- 
ses oP branch. will most likely eventually 

__-...4 be expanded to handle other special . 
= “Pprojects but that at present it is’ 
7. Vonly: concerned with the Bourity. at 

“| the Fair.- 
oct. He pointed out that the Bounty 
Je ‘project. is ‘a completely: separate: 

'. .. division’ within MGM, 
y.. | tv and such. The project head cited . 

. Tit as'an example of Metro's di- 
«1 versification activity and made ote. 
‘lof the overall plan to develop the 
‘department. beyond the ship alone. 
In his capacity as Bounty. skipper, 
‘Carroll is also continuing to head. 
the research department and- will 
continue: to do sO in the ev ent: of 

: expansion. 
those old MPAA blues, when two} -:~ 

|-companies ‘logged in: ‘Juncheons ‘atl 
:Lthe ‘same time, .one ‘not. ‘clearing ||: 
| the. slot with: the ‘Motion ‘Picture 

‘Assn. of . America, as As. _ agreed ’ 
we, |procedure. . 

United. “Artists. was ‘hosting’ the. 
press inthe Belaseo Roorn‘at Sardis. 
‘to. discuss :a . picture... deal: with}. 

. documentary filmmaker: David: L. 
+ Wolper:.. At .same: time... Joseph E. 

’ | ‘Levirie -was also. host'.at-the. Four 

Outside The: Grounds 

position at the Fair. Although it is 

yond the fairgrounds: proper thus 
‘it can: be. 
‘paying the Fair’s $2 gate> By the 

Fair’ who may never see ‘the. ship 

Fair Marina but signs in the area 
refer.to the spot as the Flushing 

Although it lies in extraterritorial 

any Bounty advertising: etc..is the 
‘Unisphere (the Fair emblem). shown 
‘nor, for ‘that, matter; is the: Fair 
mentioned except for the Marina 
mention. The Fair, Marina itself 
and ‘Metro-all share in its financial 
rewards. 

Tieups 

aT insure-a more integrated Fair 
la atmosphere, ” arrangements. have 
beer: made with the Hollywood 

2 one - 

locations. Tieup with the latter twe 

‘in Island style nearby the. Bounty 
to serve as ticket booth,. souvenier 
Shop. and office. Trinkets ‘on. gale 
also- have South. Seas flavor, ..- 

has been exhibited for admission 
‘@hargeé © and js .also the: first. time 

incliiding: the Seattle World’s Fair; 
the ship. appeared ‘as publicity for 
‘“Mutiny:.on the Bounty”. and no 
‘tarriff was levied. In these prior 
non-profit, visits it has anchored at 
Vancouver, - San Francisco,. New 
‘Orleans, . Miami, Boston, London, 
Dover, Calai, New York, Washing- 
‘ton, . ‘Philadelphia’ and Oyster Bay 
where it was fitted ‘out for the Fair.. 

“As-a: sideline in conneetion: with’ ; 
the: Bounty, Metro has also: gone- 
-into the souvenier business, ‘selling 
‘everything. from 5c postcards :to a~ 
$35. model kit! The company is also ~ 
distributing : its first 8m. pic as a 
Tesult, .a°50° ft. item called” “Clips 
From-the Log of the Bounty,” -con- 

“Mutiny”. but 

the film. except by prior association. 
No attempt to plug the pic Is made. 
and profits from the exhibit go to 

Metro’ division and nat 
which ‘may be hair- 

HMS. ‘Bounty: is proving a suc 

| cessful. “bit. ‘of. diversification for’: . 
| Metro in its appearance at the N.Y. 
‘World's Fair. Since putting out the ~ 

|: gang plank for the public on March 
.14, the replica of the famous vessel _ 
has attracted some 15,000. adults — 
and. children, at’90c per adult and. 

-|50..per. youngster, providing . an. 
— Ff estimated . Bross to date of. nearly. 

 --Delegtes are’ soliciting Jocal._~ 
and’ adjoining-area barkers ‘to -* . 

-| the: sole object: of a special unit at 
| Metro: called the. Bounty Exhibit 

. “Division.: This. department is run. 
a “by Ronald: Carroll who is also -the 

|. “basis. “Participants will ‘make : ’ 

ike disks,- 

- The Bounty enjoys an interesting. 

‘an official Fair ‘exhibit,:.it- lies be-° 

visited without guests 

same ‘token, Carroll commented,. . 
‘there’ may be those who go to the 

‘because it is berthed some distance 
from. the main grounds. Pecularly,. 
.its location is: billed as the: World’s. 

‘Boat Basin; a confusion he is. at- 
tempting ti t corrected. 

“The way it ‘worked: out, UA got |. ping. to, ge! © 
| ‘the trade press, some newspaper 

Lreps including the N- Y¥.: Times and. 
- | Herald. Tribune and ABC’ Radio,. 

‘Levine. and “Miss. 
-| Davis corralled.:a’ host. of. magazine 
‘| and newspaper people. but did with: 

:. {out the trades, which: are one of 

‘waters, the Bounty must live up to. 
Fair. ‘rules,’ ‘Carroll -noted. Souve- |. 
niers sold at the Bounty site must be. 
approved by the Fair: corporation, .. — 
and: such, However, . nowhere on °: 

Hawiian- exhibits. to cross plug the 

The ‘Fair appearance. of. “the: 
Bounty. is the first time the ship- 

:visitors have been: alowed below- 
‘decks. .In.its previous : stopovers, 

is via~huts .which have been built.: 

os 0 £ a 

rr 
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* > taper. 
=. ° Must’ Fall” “is: grabbing . a> sweet | 

$18,000 and. ‘“The. Doll”. in first at} - 
.. ‘World is frisky.. Monroe dualer:.of | -. 
.. “Seven: Capital’ Sins”. and “‘Blue- }° 
beard”: looks : neat’ in first sesh.7 

Murder’’: i is 

: ting. far. 

_-) Mistress” 
an (Indie), $2,000. 

“) $1,30-$2.50) 

“week, $18,000:.. 

* in -Trap’ 

“500° 

. 4th - wk). 

| “Saas © Kpril, a 
Chi * aiteun: returns . are. mixed | : 

“4 this round .aS. holdovers’ begin. to. |. 
‘Woods preem’ :of. “Night | 

-. “And. Suddenly | It’s.. 
rated lively at: the; ‘Surf: 

Disney tandem: Of 2 
ne “Walks” and. “Arizona. Sheepdog” is. 

_ pulling’ 2 nice. second: Roosevelt + 
"pound, “Captain: “Newman” shapes .|; 

hearty in its Chicago third. “Pink}| ._- 
Panther” -is rolling’ up. a sturdy} 4 

- third... State-Lake session but} 
“Flight. From. ‘Ashiya’ is. tepid for 

vy Same. Qriental stanza. . 7 
- Daydated | “Silence”. is. ‘powerful | 1 

‘at both the Loop. and Carnegie in| 
: third: frames. “Seven Days-In May” ]: 
is nailing...a-‘dandy : sixth United |" 

- Artists: lap. “Dr. ‘Strangelove 
~. hotsy in its Esquire’ seventh.’ “Tom 
_./. Jones” continues’ rousing. in “its: 
aan Todd: 19th. Stanza. a 

~ 4! On. hardticket,: “Becket” is. post- 
> ing: a. lusty. third : -Cinestage’ canto | 
‘while “It’s A. Mad World”: remains e 

.| tacky, . 
OF ‘small-séater. “It's a Mad World” | is” 

; socko in 16th Rialto. week.: 

7 great ‘in. its. -MeVickers.. 20th. - 
ae Estimates for This Week... 

Carnegie: {Brotman). (495; : Sas: 
$1.80)-— 
Good ‘$4,000. Last week. $4,500. : 
“Chicago: (B&K) (3,900; -90-$1. antes 25)-—"Tom . Jones” © 

: Nifty. '$19,000.. Last: week,. ‘$25,000 pn 
*" +. Cinema (Stern) (500; $1.50)—"To | 
rs “Bed: Or Not To Bed”: (Cont). Gd}. 

Last. _week, ; Wk): 

- —“Captain : Newman” (U) Gd: wk): 

” wk)s “$4,000. Brisk’ 
= $3,800., wud 
“2% Cinestage (Poad)” 4, 038; “$i. 5- 1 

$3. 50)—“Becket” (Par). 3d. awk), |. 
- ‘Sriappy. $18, 000. Last week, $19, 000. 

Esquire - {H&E Balaban). (1,236; : 
<$1.25-$1.80) — 

week, $17,000: 
_ Loop’ ‘(Brotman) (608;- 30-$1:80) 

inate -- Continued : on ‘Page. 1D 

“NGI MILD $9,000, 
ST 1.00; ‘WORLD’ 156, 1 

‘St. ‘Louis,: ‘April ™: 

-- mild .on opener at. ‘State: 

second’ Ambassador week. 

Estimates. for This: Week a 
Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 90- 

$1 25) 

, ‘week, -$12;000 
Apollo | “Art: “(Giraee) | (700: 90: 

: $i. 25)... “Everybody .Go © Home”. 
- Indie).‘and'‘“Householder’’ (Indie): 

“Swedish | ; 
“Fiances” i: 

- 
“Cleopatra” te 

Good "$9, 0090. 3. : 
“ | Sizzles” is not sizzling. at the-Music'} . 

“Cardinal”. 
continues . great’ in 17th. ‘round «at. 

There's ‘continuous | 
7} action and. ‘lines “for” “Tom ‘J ones,”.4 °° 
amazing in :16th: at’ Beacon _ “Hill, |. 

6th | “it’s va Mad: ‘World?’ 
smash. in -21st..week at the Boston. |: 

' Estimates. for ‘This Week . | * a we ake 

“Aster (B&Q) 117; 90-$1.80)—] > 7 
“Dr Strangelove”. (Goi): (2d: wk).4- 

> Oke $2,000,. Last -week.. 
‘(indie)’ and 

-Esquire J. abloniow-Komim) 
800;- $l. 25-$1.50):. 
(20th): (4th .. wk). 
Last.” week, "$10,000. 
‘Fox ‘(Arthur) . 15,000; 

wk). 
615, 000..’ 
Loew's” Mid-City Loew): “a, 180: : 

60-90)—"Tori Jones” . UA). * 
wk). - 
$17,000. 

: State - - (Loew): (3, 600: 60-90), —| 
_ “Night: Must. Fall” (MGM). - Mild: 

: $9,000. .. Last. week. . “alone | 
te ‘Against; “Rome”. in die): 

3 “Witch's . Curse” . (Indie), $6.500.. 
Martin Cinerama’ (Martin} (913:: 

‘Mad: World” .. 
_ Big. $15, 000.. Last: 

(4,000; "90- | $1.20-$3.99) — 

‘Monday (6) was. ‘great $17, 000:. ‘Last | ot 
week, same: - 

‘Paris: Art. (Chernoff) (800; su 
a “Summerskin” ‘Undie) ‘and | “Hand |. 

Average $1,300.. 
-. Last: week, “Flamboyants” (Indie). 

. “It's 
hs (WA) Cth wk). 

Pageant (Atthur): 
$1. 25)—America;. America”: (WRI. f°: 
_-Neat -$3,500. .. Last. week, - “Fanta- 
* ‘sia”. (BY). (2d. wk), $2,500. 

’ (indie). - 

land : “Girl ‘With. Suitcase” (indie),. : 
_ $I; 200.. 

St: ‘Louis (Arthur) (3, 800; 48-90) 7: 
“peyton . 

“Mild $8,- | 
"Tiger “Walks” 

“Hustler” (20th) and. 
Place” (20th): (reissues): 

Last -Week, . 
(BV) (2d wk); $8,000. 

‘Shady : Ork (Arthur) (760: 90:. 
1.259 — “Dre Strangelove” (Col) | 

Okay: $2.0 000. - ema i 
i Week, 8 000: 

“7: Come. 
eA. Tiger | nee 

-Tup. ° nieely: 

“Silence” (Janus) ’ (3a. wk). . 

$1.25)- 

ie “Dr, Strangelove” . 
(Col. (7th: wk). ‘Hotsy. $18,000. Last 75-$1. 25)— ‘Love. 

| Stranger”: 
139,000. . First. “week | was $11, 600." 

-T'97-50:$2.50)- 

“Paris 4: 

“Paris When. It. Sizzles”. 
‘ (Par): ‘(2d wk), : Nice. $10,000. Last |-at the ‘Astor. while “Night . Must. 

Fall” | is rated. nice: at Paramount. 
“OF “Women. : and. 

Pleasures” is good - ‘at. West:. Endy 
“Incredible. Mr. ‘Limpet’’ 

ig just good at ‘Mayflower: - Peay 

“Captain. Newman”: turned: in. a 
fat second .routd at “Memorial. ; 
“Pink Panther” is is Ane atthe Gary; 

“Paris When It] $9,000. .- . 
‘Palace (RKO) (2,845: 75-$1. 50) 

“Merlin: Jones’: (BY). (3d: wk). Nice 
: $8,000. . Last. week, $12; 000... 

on: opener, 

90-$1. 25)—| 
“Man’ 's Favorite Sport”. @U). (5th 

‘Good. $9,800... Last. week, ithe Saxon. 

Big. ‘$15, 000. .,Last - week, | 

Ay First week was- huge $30:000.. 

Estimates Are: N et 
| Film gross: estimates -as. re- |. 

“ported herewith from the. varie. 
‘ous: key cities, are. net; ‘Te, 

playing percentage,. hence the 
estimated figures’ are. net. in- a 

: The * parenthetic.. “sdratesion 
- \prices, however, : as indicated,: 
_ include . ww. S.. 

“Louisville, April T.-. 
| Holdovers- make up the - entire 

tineup.. ‘this: -week :: at: :downtown 
houses. Most situations are holding. 

“Love With: : Proper. 
Stranger,’ * in second .at: the P-nt-. 

. Estimates, for. This Week 

Kentucky: “{Switow) (900; - 

Neat. $5; 000. Last 
$5,500." 

— "Mr. ‘ -Limpet” (WB). . (2d 
Oke: . , $5,000. - “Last. week, 

$5,500. - ; 

Ohie:. 

“Penthouse (Fourth: Avenue). (900; 
. With. Proper |. 

- (Par): @d- wk). 

Rialto . 
—It’s 

(1;700; _.'75-$1 .25)-—"Tiger' “Walks” 
{BY) ‘and “Lassie’s “Great; Adven-. 

See 4 ture™ (BV) (2d wk).” “Okay: am 000. 
“Trade. is. “very. spotty. here. this. 

round, with: new entrants not: get-1-- 
“Night “Must. Fall” looks | 

- . “It's: a 
_v Mad‘ World” .:lopms’ socko.-in.‘sev-: 
“) /enth ‘at ‘Martin ‘Ginerama: | 
When It Sizzles’ is. +9 ed. nice in}. 

““Cleo- |” 
.: patra’:-is ‘hep in) fourth: at: the]. 
aan Esquire. - Cote! 

Last ‘week, . 38.000. 

‘Strange elove’ Huge 3¢ 306, | 
Hub: ‘Night’ Smooth 156; 

Boston, April y ia 

Jove”. turned: in.a. smash first week 

‘Cinema. 

in. third ‘ week,. 

Hall .in second ‘session. 

Second ‘week - opened. Friday: _§8). 

Beacon © ‘Hilt. (Sack). (900;. 

-wk), ‘Sock: $18, 000. : Last. ‘week, Z 7 
$20,000. 
Boston” (Béacon * "Eni: - 

Capra (Sack) « “(9005 

Oke” *$7,500,. Last week,.- $8,500: © 

‘yaad? ee “Passion Streei’.” 

(320: SL: 50-$1.90) .— silence” 

‘week,’ $3; 800: 

amusement tax, 

han (People's) (a, 400; “15s 

-Big4 ; 

Paris’ 2G, Jones’ 186 

is -holding. 

PMpAte pe oe 

al —Mr.: Limpet”. (WB). Good. $7-].- 2.7" 
060 or less. Last.-week,:“West Side]. -. 

4 [sto (reissue) : (2d. wk), $4,000. fo 

without usual. tax: Distrib- 1 
utors share on net. take, when ©. “ 

| .and “Barbarians” 
1000: ‘Last week, 

_] (MGM), $8,000. : 

run). 

“(Settns) “ca00s “75-81 25) —1 
| Paris: When. it Sizzles” (Par) (2d 
wk). ‘Fair $4,000. Last. week, $4, 500. / 

a 354: | Joke _ 

“Mad: World”: (UA)| * 

- Center (E. M ‘Loew! . Qian: na: we ° 
‘$1 25) “Naughty... Dalias’’. -dnidie)., 

whe Oke $4,000. I,as* 
Cinema, Kenmore ‘Square ( (Indie) 

o 

(Janus): and. “Old Man and “Flower”. *! 
(Fao"an 17h -wk). ‘00d: $3, 500. Last. 

“fen 500: 90-9150). 
“Love With Proper Stranger’: (cube F.- 
perry Oke & $5, 008.. Last week, “Sun- wy 

‘CLEO” BOFF $14, 000, 
(FourthAvenue). (15100:.) 

|: ‘Mad World” | 
CUA). (16th. wi). ‘Socko. $8; 000.. “ast 
“1 week, $8,500. 1 

“United . ‘Artists. (Fourth. Avenue)'|. 

Wk). 

- ~ EL 85th’ St. (Manhattan); 

ar | day: in ‘New. York" MGM sub m9 
{rune $4,500... 7 

oT Gaty (Sack): 1877: $1. 95-$1.80) | y 
20.00 +P pink - ‘Panther’. (UA) (3d -wk),] - 5°. 

| Mice $10,000; Last. week, $11,000. 4-: 
‘Mayflower: (ATC). (689; 90-$1: 50)42 

" Memorial (RKO) (3,000;:90-$1.80) |" 
1—*“Captain » ‘Newman’: (0). and} 
. | *Dream Maker” (Uy): (3d--wk): Third} 
“| week . began Friday . (3). Second 
{was fat’$17,000.." 

-Music Halli: (Sack) (4 400; 
$1.80) —“"Paris © When “It wie 
(Par) (2d: wk). “Mild $12, 000, Last. 
week, $14,000 

Orpheum ‘(heew): 

“Tam ahine” 

it (NET)” (2,357: . 

“Shock 

“Surfside QT”. {Iindie) Areissue) (2d 
wk). Mild | $3,500. Last week, 
$4,500. . 

-, Park | Square ‘Cinema | - (Indie) “ 
1608; “$1.80)-—"Billy “Liar” (Cont): 

(subrun) and. “Lisa”. .(Indie) ‘(sub- : 
Oke... $3,100, Last . week, | ° 

“Andie)-|: 
‘and “‘One’ Summer : of. Happiness” 

house, . is: continuing: ‘lively. “Tom j (reissue), ‘$3,200. 
Jones,” now. in eighth .at. tae Keu-| 

is’ doing: nicely . for’ ‘this.|-- De 
SW. 

“Young: “and: Passionate”: 

Good”: 
$5, 000, ae 

‘Saxo (Sack). @ 100:: “ $2-$3: 90)2= 
7 “Oude (Col): (17th wk), Great- 

(Ua) i“ > $16,000. Last. week, $17,000: 

“week, 

Andie). 

indie). ad wk), #4 300; : 

‘Columbus, O:, April qe 
” ‘Heldovers. again: tuled- ‘the loeal- 
scene. with. .impressive ~ figures. 
-Chalked up’: ‘Easter. week’ and. ex-. 
pected: - to. stay. -good in the. -post- 

~. |-holiday’ session. “Cleopatra” is’ at- 
. | tracting. great: trade in third-stan- 

;  -{za,. daydating the New Main- and ; 
_4 Beechwold. | 

Merlin Jones” is holding.‘okay in| 
Al third. round at: Palace. “Seven Days | 
} in May’? is: rated good .at_ thé: Ohio |: 
in-third inning. “Its-a. “Mad: World” | 
“shapes - Solid. in» eighth. week at 
; the: Grand. 

Biz. ‘continues mild. at. firstruiis’ a 
here: with only. afew films getting:| ~- 

{ real coin. “However, “Dr.: Strange- | 

' “Misadventures: 

” Estimates. ‘for. This Week. 

$15, 500." 

Grand: (RKO) (860+ $i. 50°82. 75}? 
“Mad. World”. (WA) (8th: wk). Hotsy:. 

° $8,500. Last’ week; : $14,000. or 
Ohio (Loew) (3,079; -50-$1 50)—. 

“Seven. Days. in “May”. (Par) . (3d 
Good «. $7,300. Last. Week, | 

is Weeks 
‘Merlin Jor ones” 

oa Proctor’ Ss; Newark.” 

“Palace, ..86th ‘Street; Skouras’.. 

go- | houses, 

: 42, 900: - 90-: 
1$1 80}—“Queen ef ‘Sheba”_ (Indie): 

Andie). ‘Mild $9,-: "was a. booming. one for many the: 
j{atres. 

1 Paramoun ‘po: “Top. coin is being: rackéd. up: by: 

— | $1.80)—“‘Night Must’ “Fall” (M@M): : 
 . 1 Fine: $15;600.- Last week; : 
‘4Treatment” {20th}: and. “Surf 

ye |Party.” (20th), -$8,000.. 
| Tim: (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1 35): 

‘T ewhite Slaves of Chinatown” and: 

Tt vile; | iger’ 1G : 

Henry” 

‘ing : Daughter.” 

"Paris: Cinema ‘indie’. (608; $i. 75)'| 
‘America, : Ameriea’”: -(WB).. (5th. 

$4, 500. ~Last: week, * 

--Hotsy. 
“Indecent” ; 

“| ond: 

of. 

 Beechwold (Academy-Neth) (360: : 
$1-$2). and: New . Main - ‘(Yassenoff) 
1,100; $1-$2)——‘Cleopatra’’ . (20th) 
(3d wk): ‘Great $14,000. ‘Last, week, ' 

“43d | wk)... 

(Par) (2d wk). 

 {Primary: Firstrun: Showcasés).- 
-(BV)—-$80,000: in 5-day: second: week’ -19.spots. 

|. Loews Olympia; American; Brandt's 
|: Post. Road; 167th St; Randforce ‘Beverly; ‘Town. &- Country's . Sea . 

: ‘gi 
$1 .80) — "Tom. Jones” - (WA) (16th |: Morton * Village, Bliss, Prospect, 

a Island's: Parkway; ‘Westchester - ‘Town. 

: (Week's Secondary Showcases) ° 
“ethe. Prize”: (MGM)--$188, 000 in third week," 16: spots. piel ek 
-Forum, Trans-Liux 52d: St. (Manhattan); ‘Kingsway, ‘Metropolitan; , 

Rialto ( Brooklyn), Continental, Hillside; “Meadows, Fantasy, ‘Frank-.2: | 
* lin; Freeport, Roosevelt Field, Brandt's (Yonkers), 

$191.80) a Vernon, Plaza. Scarsdale, Paradise. :: - 
“Servant” (Indie) (subran). {2d wk). Jos J “The: Cardinal” ACO —-$328, 966: in five days’ of: second week; 

Cinerama, Loew's: 83d. St, ‘Orpheum: (Manhattan): “Loew's. Kings, 
_ Oriental, Triboro, ‘Valencia (Jamaica), New. Rochelle, ‘White Plains, | : |. 
_ Jersey. City;:Century’s “Avalon, Green Adres;: Grove, Plainview. _ 

_, Huntington; Paramount: Staten. Island;: -Bayshore,. Cove,. Patach- _ 
“gque,. Big A, Dale, Luxor, Bronx. Palace, Elmwood; Parkhill, RKO. ‘| 7)’ ahead, “They All Died Laugh- » 

| “Captain | Newman’: (U)—-$275, 000 in: second week,” 4 ‘spots: 1 
. ‘Academy, ' Riveria - (Marhattan): od, 
--RKOQ Alden, Albee:(Brooklym); Albemarle, Proctor’s, New Rochelle, .. | 
Colony, . Elmsford: Drive-In; Fordham; Skouras’ Astoria, |. Midway, Tn 

dng” the Easter ‘holiday.: “period, 
 dwhich . included five days.. for. most. 

_slumped : 
some starting last. Monday (6). That: 
day was -further dampened by an: 
allday rain:. ‘Upsurge will enablé.a* 

}number of ‘cinemas to top their pre-: 
‘vious week's trade or hold virtual-. 
dy even. ‘Last Saturday (4). “night | 

“but, as” -usyal, . 

the ‘Music Hall, with | “Worjd. -of. 
Orient” - 

sions at the’ Par flagship... 

Mad ‘World,”: with a mighty $60,- 

ticket’ pie, 

“Dr. ‘Strangelove’. is soaring. to:.a-| 
wham. $54,500-in its 10th week, day-.| 
dating the ‘Victoria and. Baronet or 
well. ahead. of. the ninth: stanza..: 
“Seven ‘Days: in May’ 

“t socko: with $44, 900 for seventh ses- 
sion, ‘daydating” the. ‘Criterion . and 
‘Sutton, also topping last’. week, 

. “The. Cardinal,” ” “OD. -stibsequent- 
run: held. at smash’ -$25,000 in’ sec-| 

session: at  :the:: ‘Cinerama.' . 
4.“Capt: -NewSnan,”: -also- on subrun, | 
“|wound up: with: a: great’ $25,000: in 

| second ‘week at the Palace. er bet-. 
| ter. than. ‘opener. _ 

COL; ‘MERLIN’ 86, ‘ud 

’-Estimates: for This ‘Week. 

(UA), -Opens today (Wed.). 

Cinerama: (Loew): (1.552: $1.50: 
$2. 56) “Cardinal”: (Col) .(subrin)- 

Initial. holdover week 
‘ended : ‘yesterday (Tues.): was: great 
-$25,000. after $22,000: for ‘opener, 

"1 wk) The 20th round completed: . 
‘Criterion: ::(Moss) . (1,520;.. $E 50-. 

$2.50)-—"“Seven Days 4n- May". (Par)’ 
148th -wk),’ Seventh’ round | finished’ 

‘yesterday. (Tues.): was. smash. $29 
-000: or near ‘after: $25,500 for. sixth]: ' 

Also on saturation booking: 

week, Daydating- with: Sutton. 
~ DeMille . 

Y. Showcases 

" View, “Wantagh, ‘Glen: ‘Cove, Hewlett; Century’s: ‘Marine, Oceana; : 
Queens; Anterhore’s, -Fortway; ~: 

“Loew's: Mt. 

‘Broadway. firstriins ‘boomed: ion. . 

“and © the ~:annual ‘ 
‘Easter. stageshow.: Combo ‘Jooks to 

t+hit.. mighty’ $180;000 -this. stanza, | 
third of the engagement: Saturday } 
night. trade was the greatest ofthe 
run: The - Paramount. also — Teg=! 

| istered terrific. trade, with a wow 
* 1 $175,000 for the 10 ays of its rock-.) saturatior 

| u-roll. stageshow. and “No, My Darl-:} n booking, Now set to stay 
“Aithough™ not .a | 

record, it was one of the: top. SeS-, 

‘000 for the 20th rourid ended last |{eo"), today .Gved.. 
. Saturday: ‘at the Warner. This cov- 
ered ‘20 shows. .The new hard-. 

“Becket,” ‘held witha: 
-sockeroo- $46,000: in- fourth ‘session: 
lat the: State, for 12. performances; 

“Fall ‘of... the. ‘Roman Empire” 
looks : to. wind ‘its | eeenns weenon | 

* eMille’ with. ‘a ‘bo 3 0.- 
State (Traris-Lux). (730; -$1-$1. 50): the D $ 

‘Heavenly ‘Bodies’’” (Indie). and. 
“White “Slavery” . 
$10,000. :: Last week, . 
(Indie): and: “Striptease. Scandals” 

> | (indie), . $7,000. -: 
| ‘West: End. Cinema. (E. M. Loew). 
(500; “75-$1:50) — “Of - Women -and: 
Pleasure”. (Indie); Good. $7,000. or. 
ss Last week, : Hallelujah: the: 
: Hills’ 

~ still . was 

a “Tom 

Astor : {City Inv.). (1,094; 1: 25. 
$2) — “From Russia. With. Love” + 

Last. 
‘week, “Mr. ‘Limpet’” (WB) (2d wk), 
pushed to. nice. $17, 000: after. $14, =] 

| | 500 for opener. | 

: (Reade) (1,463; $1. 50- 
$3.50)-—"Falt -: of. Roman: Empire”. 

| This. session, wind- 
Ang ‘tomorrow: (Thurs.),: is. s- heading 

tor: socko $33; 000: or: close after 
- $47,800 for. first, . over expectations. 
Stays ‘on. indef. © 

‘Embassy (Gu il dd Enterprises). 
(500; $1. 50-$2.50). — “Night Must’. 
Fall” (MGM) (4th wk). Third round: 
ended: yesterday (Tues.) was ex- 
‘ceHent ~$9,000- after $8,000 for” 
second, Also at Murray: Hill, 

Forum. (Norel) {BIS; $1.25-$1.80) 
— “The . Prize” - (MGM) (subrun) 

(4th: wk). ‘Third round ended yes- 
-terday (Tues.) ‘was smash $15,000 
after. $16,000: for - second, 
‘Shame’ (Embassy). opens Friday 
(10), ° 

, * Palace. (RKO) a, 642: $1.25-$2)—. 
“Capt, Newman” (U)-(subrun) (3d - 
wk). Second week ended yesterday 
ATues,): was ‘sockeroo $25.000 after. 
$23,000: for initial round. Also on 

four weeks, 

‘Paramount: {AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)-—"“"No, -My Darling Daughter” AZ, 

Another high’ grosser Was. rE alt enith), Playing two days solo. to. 
‘bring in “Paris ‘When It Sizzles” 

“Daughter” 
paired with TOck-n-rell ; 
soared ‘to an amazing $175,000 im 
‘10 days, not a new record for this. 
Policy but. biggest. 
‘years, a 12-day ageshow plus pic 

‘| topping it. in 1957. Combe plated . 
{o..standing room only up.to mid- 
night... last: ° ‘Saturday’. night, with 
dong lines. nearly every day. : 
“Radio : City. Music. Hall (Rocke-. 

fellers): (6,200; - 99-$2.85)—“‘World 
‘of. Henry Orient” (WA) aad Easter 
‘stageshow.: {3d. wk). This stanza end-. 
-ing ‘today. {Wed.) Jovks like mighty 
- $180,000 ‘or over,: with Avye-show. 

| daily. schedule ‘dropped ‘after Sun- 
| day. (5). Last week was $217,000, 
-Bear peak for Easter week, Stays a. 
fourth, and, maybe longer, 

_ “Cleopatra” (20th) (44th wk), 
‘The : 43d. stanza fimished yesterday 
(Tues:) was: big $21,800 after $17,- 

‘by. having part of it ‘in the Easter 
holiday: Period. :- 

—‘Silence™ (Janus) oth wk)... The 
ninth week- completed . Sunday (5) 
“was Sreat. $11,700 after $8, 000. for 
eighth, 

—‘‘Becket”’: (Par) (4th wk}. 

‘Inatinees, * Stays - on indef. | 

Victoria - (City Inv.) (1, 003; $1 25. 
$2)—"Dr, Strangelove” (Col) {11th 

000 or close after $27,000 for ninth 
week. ‘Daydating with Baronet: ‘ 
Werner (SW). (1,504: $2.60-$4.80) 
—It’s a Mad “World”. {UA) {21st 

“State - (Loew) “1: 850; $1. 50-$3. 50). 
This 

| Session. finishing today (Wed.) - is 
-.~| Heading for smash $46,000 on 12... -| shows. after $58,000 for third, tak-. 

ing in'13 shows plus three student - 

wk). The 10th frame. ended yes-. 
terday -(Tues.) was. sockeroo. $32,-. 

“Raise 

“Rivoli (UAT)-(1: 345; $2.50-$5.50) - 

: : | 000. for 42d week; which was aided. 
“The. Servant”. hit, ‘the: top: figure | 

' of its engagement. at the Little Car-. 
_ negie with a wow $21,000 for third - 
‘session; ‘greatest third week:.at this | 
housé in-years. . “Yesterday, Today: 4 
‘and’ Tomorrow”: held at wow $49,-: 
‘500 in: third stanza, daydating: the. 
Festival ‘and. Tower East.: 
‘Jones’ - pushed:..to- ‘wham: $43,500 | 
daydating “the..Cineéma “One and. 
‘Cinerfia One ‘and. Cinenia Two.- 

‘Rialto (Brandt) (600; $1.25-$2.50) ” 

Saturday (4). was a mighty $60,000, -. 
with 20. ‘performances. The Foth 
‘week was, $27, 000, with two extra 
shows. 

First-Run Arties’ 

—"Dr.' .Strangelove”™ (Col) (11th 
wk). The ‘10th. stanza finished yes- 
terday (Tues.) was great $22;500 or 
‘near after. $20,000. for ninth. Also 
_at. the: Victoria. 
.Beekman. (Rugoff Th.) (5905. 

1s 50-$2)—“‘Aderable Julia”. (Indie), 
. Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, 

7 “Given | Word” (Lionex) (2d wk), : 
:-} oKay -. $3,000 after fine: $6,500 
4 opener. .. 

‘Carnegie. Hall Cinema (FRA) 
1. (330; $1. 50-$2)——Dimka”’ (Artkino) 
| @a- wk). This:..session ending to-. 
|.morraw {Thurs.}:Icoks like smash - 
| $10, p00" after $11,000 for second. 

| wee 

1]: Cinema’ One. Rugoff Th.) (700; 
ae ‘| §1.80-82)—“Tom Jones” (UA) (27th 

“wk).: The 26th. week completed Sun- 
‘day (5). was.. wow | ‘$29,300 . after 
7 $24, 256. fer. 25th session. 

‘Cinema Two. (Rugofe. ‘Th.). (300; 
a $1: 50-$2)-—“Tom Jones” (UA): (9th: 

ft wk). The. eighth round’ finished 
‘yesterday (Tues.) was gieat $14 700 
or near after’'13,000 for seventh. 
Coronet (Reade) (590; $1. 50-$2)— 

“Best..Man” (UA). Opened Monday 
(6), daydating with 34th St. East. 

(Continued « on page 12) 

“Additio nat Picture Grosses | tT 
On Pages 5 & WwW 

Baronet “(Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)- 

_. 

ee Sa) on a a 

ee ae ae nO ee al 



-—S—= 2 eee len 

7 ‘This certificate aboolves the management 
' cof this theatre of ajJ responsibility.for « § 

death by fright during the showing of =f 

| POSITIVELY HO OE MOMITTED MESS) Somos ener 
—--you.agree to release this theatre of 
uw ot resyasiity for death! right! 

swingin’ with the: 
wi) it Hearty set : 



a ‘overcome rain. arid. snow. dampen-}° 

= 7 f morrow’ looks great’. in ‘Embassy 
-. sdebut..: 

third at Keith's. 
‘looms: ‘sock in’ 15th: frame. at, the] 

oe Town. - 

«Sock $10,000: --Last_week, $14,000.° 

oe “Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow” |. 

“epink’ . Panther” 

SS $23,000, . Last: week.’ $25,500 

7 . to pace field ‘here: in” sixth week |. 
“- af- the. 

"o -round at ‘Mayfait. “Pink. Panther” | 

a ‘Senator, “Dr; Strangelove” is ya
ted'| 

"+. good in seventh: week. at ‘the New. 

ar $18; 300: 

“$12,000. 

"~~ §7,000-- 

ws! “st 50)— 
"Swk):- Warm. 27800. : Bast” wee | 500, : | 
be $ B00. K Metro (Un. Calif)’ (1, 000; - $2-4. 

' (Svenska). (7th 
. Last. week, 

! week,” 
(MGM). (3d..wk); $7200. . : 

_ Wednesday, April 8, 1964 

- ‘Washineton,- ‘April: 7. , 

a "Spring - tourists—both. the ‘high a 
me ‘echool and. family .varieties—com-}. -: 
“ ‘bine’ with ‘strong product to put] 
“€@: punch. in -mainstem trade, -and|-: 

~ Breaday 6 Grosses 
: Estimated. ‘Total Gross * a 

': This ‘Week... * 590%, 900 
(Based on 36 theatres) . 

“Last Year oii $664, 260: 
"(Based on. 32 theatres) 

-“Yesterday, : Today. and: To-} . 

“Fall. of Roman: Empire” | : 
vo figures sock in . Warner ‘initialer.|° . 

‘“Pink Panther” ‘shapes socko nh 
--“Tom Jones’ | gy: 

. ‘(Ontario::“‘Séven Days in. May” will| actor Tall 6 
turn in‘ a- hotsy: eighth round” at 
‘Trans-Lux: | “Captain: - -Newman”’. _ 
heads ‘for’ ‘boffa: second ‘session at 

” Retinaates. for. This: Week 
Ambassaitor - .Metropolitan : (SW): - 

(1: 480; ° :1,000 — $1-$1 49) “Paris | ‘currently. 
_ ‘When-: Tt. Sizzles”. (Par). - 
$11,000. Last. week, “Tiger. Walks”) ‘“Seven. -Days* 
(BV), $10,000. 

ue Kansas: City, ‘April. iy fae 

despite . 

‘in: : May,” 

“Beat Devil”. (Indie). “Frim’ $7,000. |-at-- Plaza. was: ahead of. estimate 
- Last, ‘week; “Humpbacked : Horse” ‘and ‘hotsy.in sécond. 
me ‘Cndie)’ $5, 500. | 7 

$4, 600::.. Last week, $5,000.: . 

ED p Strangelove”. (Col) (7th. .wk): seventh ¢:Kimo’ .. round: 
‘continues fitful, but. 

Embassy (Loew) (567; $1 .25-$2)— |- pleasant. _ : 

(mb).".Great $23,000. Last week, |" “Estimates for: This Week 
Mail Order. Bride”: (MGM), $4,000. Gen) (800 $1.50) — 

Keith's (RKO) (1.838;, $1-$1.49)— y,[Jove” (Col) (Sd wk), . Wow: $8,000. m “(U AY. (3d. -wk 
”  -Soeko: $20,000; Last week, $23,000. |Last. week, $9,000. 
2 “MacArthur: (KB) (900; -. $1.25-1 $3) 

: "31 40) — ‘Saturday . Night, ‘Sunday “Cleopatra”’. (20th) : (21st: wk). 

Morning” (Cont) and enon 000: ‘week, $7,500." 
~Top"’:(Cont) . (reissues), Soft | Bmapiire (Durwood). B66: $i. 50. | 

--* for five days. Last: week, “Guest” "$2.50)—"It’s"'a ‘Mad: World” . (UA). 
“ndie),. “$3,000: . - 
Ontario (KB) (I, 240: $1.50-$2)— (et wood 
: “Tom ‘Jones “(WAY (15th. Wk). Big | ‘Kimo (Dickinson) - 

"Palace (Loew) (2,360; $125-$1:80) |#2—"Tom Jones” (UA) (7th_ wh). 
_. Shock . Treatment” (20th). Dull |. 
$8, 000.'. Last week. “Seven: Faces, 
Dr. Lao”: (MGM). $10,000: : 

. . Playhouse (TL). (459: $1. 95°$1 :80) 
—“America; ° America’ (WB) | (ath hy 

“Continued. ‘on’ ‘Page: 1D.- 

Paramount (Blank-Up) . 
} $1.25-$1 50)—"Mr. : ‘Limpet” - 
(2d -wk). : 

| —Parig When: It Sizzles” 
oe (2a: wk).. ‘Warm 8. 500: ‘Last week, 

$10, 000..: 

| : Ps Panther’ ‘Smash $12, on : 
Balto; ‘Damned’ Slight. - |Last week, 

.£- " : 

~186;. ‘Jones’ ‘Great 176): Seven. Days in’ May”. (Par). Big}: 
Baltimore, ‘April: 1. 2 7 $9,000. Last: week, . $11,000. 

, oT om J ones” still stays. amazing |! 

| (821; '$1-$1:25)— 

$1,800. : 

1,219; $1:25-$1.50)\—“Tiger Walk 

a Charles. apnitaren E of (reissues). 
amned” shapes. mild. in: a 

the Stanton:- “Captain Newman”. ‘week, $20,000. 
Tooiiis | lusty in. second week at! ‘the 

eats a “Mad “World”. ‘is ‘séeko. “nl Sunday’ Sturdy $13, 00, 
‘seventh week’ at-the ‘Town. “Seven |. 
‘Days in May’ is: pleasing ° in. sixth |- 

San: Franeisco, April Te. _ is: smash in: third ‘session. at. the : ints. ‘a. Mad" World”. still ° is 

o Estimates: for This. \Week 
. Charles - - (Fruchtman) | (500; 50- 

‘$1. 80)—“Tom - Jones”, (UA) (6th: 
wk). Boff. $17, 000::. * Bast: Week, 

3 Five’ West, “(Schwaber) (435; 90. 
at} 50)—“To° Bed. or: Not-:Ta- Bed”: 
"(Gont) (2d wk). ” Good: $2 300: Last 
week, .$2,800.. -- ; 

Hippodrome: (P-L ad. 800: | "B0-) 
$1 .50)—“Captain Newman” (UW) 4{2d}-“Cléopatra” (20th)..(41st wk). Big 
wk). Stout - SH, 500. “Last - week, $10,000. “Last. week;. $11,000. 

os Coronet (Un. Calif.) (1, 2507. $2 
“2 "Little | (T-L)- 4800: - 50-$1. 50)— $2. 50)—“Pink Panther’. (UA) (3d 

“Cleopatra” (20th) (2d. Wk). ‘Oke wk). | 
mL , $2, 800. “Last week, $3,000, $13,000. : 
— “New. (Fruchtman): - Bae 600; * 50 -: 

" ‘$1. 50). — “Dr..: -Straneelove”: - (Col) 
“>. (7th wk). - “Good. $8,009. ‘Last, week, (WB). : Fine $7,000. 

me “|: Embassy: (Dibble-McLéan) , 400; 
.. Mayfair ‘(Fruchtman}: (100: 50--|$1.49)—"Mr. Limpet” (WB): 
$1. 50)—“‘Seven Days: in May” (Par): 
(6th. wk); ° Boffola .,$10,000- Last. 
week, -$8;000. 

‘Playhouse: . (Sehwabér) 700: 90- 
‘High’ anit Tow’, (Toho) (3d- 

‘comer “Sunday in’ ‘New. - York’: 

Opener. . “Pink: Panther, »" too; ‘still 

. Jones” is. ‘smash. in 16th stanza-at 
“United |:Artists.-° “Capt . Newman”. 

‘Estimates. for: This Week ” 

“Dr. Tao” (MGM) (2d ‘wk),: $7,000. 

wk), . -Fime $9,000. ‘Last. week, $i, - 

$2, 300:: f > ( 

oe Serato “murkely. (9 (990: 60-$1.50) 14 : ——"Silence”- 
. — “Pink Panther’ A (UA) (3d. wk). wk. “Good $4, 000. 
“Sock '$12,000.-\Lesteweek, $15,000. $4,500... 2 

. . Stanton. ‘(Fruchtman) (2.800; “50-{ - ‘Mission: ‘Drive‘ia a (Shaky) (950 
“$1. 50) “Children: : ‘of. ‘Damned” ‘ears; $1.25: person)——“ ‘Muscle. Beach 

(MGM)... Mild $8,000: Or close: Last: Be, . ook. $6,000 wi Solid: ‘$5,800 
“Sunday... in. New York” : -wee 

" _: Orpheum “(Cinedome) 
'B0)—"It's. a Mad: World” ** Rown (T-LY (2,325: $1:50-$2:65)—_ $1 

. . ““Its:a Mad! World” (Ay (7th wk). 
‘Socko. $15,000. .Last week, $16,000. 1" 

. Rex. (Freedman) (590;..$1.50)—- 
a “At Eil’s Place2_(Mfish"ind (2d. wk)... 
Good $3,000. _ Bast-aeck, $4,500." iy hon 

over.” ~ Last: week, $41,000." ” 
Paramount 
i Toe Tiger: Walks” , 

: ed : Aico ‘Sones’ 2086, aoe he 

“133, 50)— 
41 6th: wk), Sock $14, 000. Last week, | 
“h gi8, 000.. a De, . 

Coronet,: ‘Danforth;’ Humber] 
(Rank).-(799;- “1,338: 1,203;: ‘$1-$1 50).1.- 
—“Brass. Bottle”. {U), (20° Wk). Fairy, 

wf: $18, 000... 

KC: May Big 9G) 
“wines” ‘biz is.‘on upbeat: heré 

all-holdover} . 
Good | lineup. « Staiidouts. continue’ ‘to: be} 

“Dr. 
. |Strangelove”:‘and “Paris When. It|* 

“Apex (KB) . (940; $1. 25°$1 49) — Sizzles” Opening -week- of “Paris” | ° 

on oe “Tiger. Walks,” rather: ‘pale: ‘for : 
“Calvert (Mann) (900; $1. 95-$1. 50) l opening” ‘frame;'-has been. joined 

— “Easy Life’ (Emb).(5th: wk). Nice | “by. “Big: Red”. at: ‘Uptown.and Gra- 
vs: [mada ‘and: rated passable iti:second.'| *: 

DuPont, (Mann). (400;-$1 50-$2)— “Tom “Jones” still. is ‘rousing in |. 
. Weather 

is. _ Mostly} 

(Fox: _Midwest-Nat. 
—“Dr. ‘Strange- |’ 

“Capt: Newman” - .(U).. 
mal Smash $17,500. Last week, $21, 000: 

Capri (Durwoad) : 41,260: “$1. 85- 
: “Cardinal” (Col) (16th Wk). - 
Goad :$7;000- On. extra: “week. : “Last |‘ 

Groovy. $7:000. “Last :week;. $7, 300. fe 
(1,900;-) 
(WB) |7. 

Fair $6,000. Last. “week > 

“Roxy (Durwood) (664; 75-$1:50)| " 

Uptown, Granada (FMW). (2; 043: : ~ 

(BV) . (2d: ‘wk)' and “Big “Red” (BV) | 
“Passable Bien va 

; ‘reissties.. : 

’ Frisco; ‘Panther’ 126, 3 
| (Wed,). | | 
* “Tom Jones”: continues’ “its: jet’ 
“speed”. ‘jn. “eighth:“Session ‘at. the}: 
‘Squirrel: Hill. 

‘heavyweight, at. firstruns here: this 
“| pound;: with smash. takings in 15th™ 

‘| week: at Orpheum. - .. However, -new-. 

“Brass Bottle” is mild: in’ second-at.. 
shapes . sturdy. . ‘om: St:: Francis. | “America, America”: shapes: 1-Penn. 

is. socko. in ‘third. at. Coronet: “Fom - 

ja boft. session’ in 16th, week at War- 

looms fine in third at-Golden. Gate, - 

”. Alexandria - (Un. Calif.)- $3-34—. 

Powerful: - 

‘Big - “$12, 000. Last. week, | 

Er Rancho ‘Drive-In: (Anti) (925 ; 
‘Gars:. $1.25. person) —“Mr.: Limpet" 

Okay | 
$9,000. - Last week, “Seven Faces. 

Golden Gate-(RKO) (2,850; $1.25-/| 
$1. 50)—“‘Captain Newman” (U) (3d: 

$7,000. . Last-week, $9,800. 

+s ‘amercia, America”. (WB) (6th wk). 
Steady $3,500. » Last. week, -$4,000..] 

: Squirrel Hill (SW) (800; ‘$i: 75)—1. 
me Tom “Jones”: (BAY 8th wk),. 
$14,000" OF. near, 

- | $15, 000. . 

Stanley. (sw). @, 700; $1-$1 75)—|, -$5,0 
and “Can-Can” |’ Ambe 

| 20th): (reissues).’ Soft t $7 ,000:. Last]: $14 
"Figer, Walks” BV) Ae ‘day, Ts 

“Granada. (Sching) “ “000; $1-81 igy : 
~—"Captain: Newman’ (U). 3d. wk). | 
‘Solid. $6,000. Last, at.week:. 7 

dato: fee 

(COAX A15th Wik). Great $30,000: “or ; 
196:500.. 1 

‘Warner - (swy a. 260; $f 50-$3)-—| 
“10's a Mad World”. (A) (16th: wk). |: 
Whar: SEs Dastaweek, $14,000 

-APar): 42,6465: sige} 
(BY), (2d4 

A€ontinued- on. ‘page bala a 7 as 

“Toronto, April ‘7. 
‘Recently. “opened : “Bécket”. and |.:- 

‘\Yongeun “Tom: Jones” are: Standout} 
“| here this session. “Becket” shapes! 
.| mighty. in: second. round: at Eglinto : 
‘| while ““Jones”” looks:smash in. 15th] 
session .at the Hyland. “Fall of the}. 

|-Roman : ‘Empire’: looks. to -get $18,-|- 
| 000. in: current: stanza. at the: Uni-|° 
| Versity which .is not. exactly. drift- 

‘wood though - rated - disappointing |. 
by “some, : 

Estimates for ‘This Week. 
_Carltan-: - (Rank). - 

“It’s a Mad: ‘World® (UA). 

. Tuast ‘week, $28, 000. : Sy ~ 
~ Eglinton. (Rank) (1, 043: $098, 50). 
—"Becket'?. 
$21,000. “Last. week,” $23,000. 
Fairlawn: (Rank) .(1,165;-$1-$150)| | " 

0th | 
wk). ‘Big .$8,000:"Last week, $9,000 | 

---. Hollywood (FP}* (1,080; SL$T50) |: 
—Love Ww ith ‘Proper Stranger”. 

—“Dr;: Strangelove”: (Col) - 

(Par); (8th wk).. Handsome $8, 500. 
‘Last ‘week, $11,000.” P 

- HYland- (Rank): (1, 357: $1-$1 50) 
— ‘Tom Jones”. (FD) . 15th: wk). 
Smash $23;000: Last: week, $28,000. 

: Imperial, Yorkdale;- Golden Mile 
(FP): (3, 206; 760; 1.004; $1-$1 50—. 

1 “Victors” 
-$15,000, Last week, $19.000:- 

(Col). “3d° wk), 

- Loew's (Loew): (1:639; $1-$1. 50) 
(2d: wk). 

: Tivoli ~ (FP) (935; $1-$1.50) —: 

$6, 000. Last week, $8,000." 
“Towne (Taylor): 693: $i-$t. 50) | 

“America, America”.AWB) (3d who. | Brisk $15,000.. Last -week,. “Tiger: 

Fine ‘$4,600. Last. week, $5 
Boffo $12; 000... ‘Last : week, $5,800... 

(504: “$1 50- (2d :wk).. “Fait. $18,000. Last week, 

‘University. AFP) (1,344; $2-$3 50) |: 
—‘Fall ‘of. Roman. Empire” (Par) | 

$22, 000: 
"Uptown. (Loew) a 245: “$1-§1. 50) | 

“Seven Faces. of Dr: Lao” (MGM) | 
Qa: wk). ‘Shaky: ‘$8, 300. ‘Last. week, | 
“$10,000. - 

$8300. | 
Plaza (EMW). a 630: $1: 25-$1" 50) | 

(Par) 

Yorkdalé: Ginema (Taylor) (450: 
: $1-$1 50) “America, | America’ 

| (WB)-.(3d. “wk): Zesty: $40 000.. s Last, 
[week $4, 600. : 

Rockhill. . (Art - “Theatre Guild) 7 = 
“To. Bed-or Not to| 2 | 

“: Bed (Cont) (2d. wk).. Mild $1,200. cad PRO "Fan ancy oy SG, 

Pittsburgh, “April tad 
“With: ‘no big: -product - available, | 

Pitt déluxers- are mainly.getting by 
| with sock holdovers. and two sets of] | 

“Irma“La : Douce”* -and |. 
oi “Some. Like It Hot” is. rated fancy |. 

in-first at'Fulton. -But “Oklahoma” 
cand “‘Can-Can”’. shapes soft at Stan-4 
ley. ‘and: will come. out tomorrow. 

’.“Captain. Newman” | 
remains: lofty’ in. third: at Gateway. |: 

solid.:.in: sixth’ round at: Shadyside. } 
“It’s a -Mad« World’’: is: headed’ for 

ner.’ 

Estimates for ‘This Week, 

‘Forum’ (Assoe.). (380; - $Y 75) 
“Lilies of“ Field?” -(UAY - (22d° wk): 

33, 500. Last | -week, 
$3; 800. : 

* Fulton . (Assoc): -(1,000:- “gigi 15). 
UA). cand | 

“| “Some Like It Hot” (WA) (reissues). | 
Neat : $8;500:. Last: week, : | 
$5,100. Ashiya” MOA) (2d WIS days), L 

—“Irma: ‘La - “Douce”: 

‘Gateway - “¢ Assoe. y: 

: Penn (OATO). (3: 472: $1-$1: 50): 
“Brass. Bottle” :(U) (2d- wk), 

. Shadyside (MOTC) (623; $1.75)— 

“Socko’ 

“Okiahoma”” (20th). 

“Capt. Newman”. looks: 7 
=| Sock, -in. second’ -session até Loew's. |. 

(2158; $1.50-}. 

“y acket’ Lah 5G, (Par). (2d. wk). Migiey-| 

Good: 

“Niee| 

Pit “Work! 136) 

| round. 

“Flight | 

q 900: gsi f 
$1,75)—‘Captain. Newman”. (Uy (3d 7 
.wk).:: Lofty 99, 000... $ ‘Last - week, 
; 10;000. : 

|-$15, 000. Last week, “Global. Affair’ 
(MGM), $5, 500... 

W |. Paramount: (AB PT). (3,000: 1-1, 
$1: 49)—“Tiger .. ‘Walks’: . 

‘Slow |-. 

- Last” “week, i 

0 Bik a3 

“Tey Giy Grasses 
‘Estimated: ‘Total Gross. 
“This:. Week. . “$2, 980,500. 

“(Based ‘on 2 cities: and 264. 
_ theatres)... ; _ 

Last Year. ” $3. 613 300. 
(Based on 22- “ities and 272: 

‘theatres, ‘chiefly First. runs: in- 
_ cluding W. YY.) oe, 

eee s* 

Cleve.; Paris’ 
~ Cleveland, “April 1 

Only three. important. newcomers: 
here this week, with “Straitjacket” 
‘best-with a brisk session at:the Al- 
| len. “Paris: When It Sizzles" shapes}: 
‘slow on. opener :at State.. “The Si-|., 
lence” is’ nice in: first at- Colony. 
_Art. “Dr, Strangelove”looms. big}; 
‘daydating ‘two: “smaller” ‘houses in|: 
sixth sessions.. 

“Tom Jones” 
shapes. big: in: seventh at the. Ohio.: 
“It’s a Mad Wor! 
‘Palace stanza. - 

" Estiniates tor This Week © 

"alien. “(Stanley-Warnér) © (2 ‘B66; 
 $125-$1 50)—“‘Strait-jacket” (WB).: 

| Walks” (BV) (24 wk), ex 500. 

ce 354; . “$1. 50) —“‘Silence”™ (Janus). 

“Capt. “Newman”, looks “okay in| 
"| third. at the ‘Hipp.. 

a As socko. in 16th} 

ers eee ra + 

Los Angeles, ‘April i 
. Firstruns. ‘here continue in the. 

“| groove this week, soarked by a pair 
of-new. enttiés. which are showing . 

’-Lexceptionalstrength on multiple 
~ Fruns 
‘Thatch -of Sstfong: holdovers “The 
.. Cardinal,” in..first general release, 
is” headed ‘for.a wow $36,000. or: - 

“Muscle. 
ch Party” looms-bright: $19,000- 

Lor: lose. in: three locations, ‘also: 
: opener: / ; : 

plus a. great. reissue and a 

over.in five _situations. 

“South . Pacific,” back. an: reis~ 
sue, is rated smash $16,000 in open- 

| three houses: - 

| tow”: Tooks great $26,000 in third 
week ‘at ‘Fox-Wilshire.- “Pink 
Panther,” also’ in third, -is boff 
"$25,000. at ‘Hotlywood Par. “Seven 
Days in May” is sock in fifth at the 
Chinese. -: “Dr.. Strangelove" is 
lush in seventh: atthe Beverly. — 
: “Becket” looms sockeroo $24, 000. 

‘in third at ‘Warner Beverly. “It’s 
a Mad World” ‘shapes. boffo $27,000 
in, ‘29d week. 

- Multiple spreads. include “Cardi 
nal,” at $171,000. in 28 ‘spots, and. 
“Muscle | Beach. Party, ” $199,600: 
for 29 spots. . 

‘Estimates for This Week 

Hage: Wiltern .. 
politan-SW) (1,800; 825: 2,049: 

1,535; 2,344: $1-$1.49)—“Cardinal” 
‘!(Col) (ist “general: release) and. 
“Great -Armored Car. Swindle” 
(Fal).° Wow $36,000 or over. Last. 

| 1-week, Baldwin, Iris, Los Angeles, 
. Colony © ‘Art | {Stanley - Warner). “Tiger Walks” -- (BV), “Big Red” 

(BY). (reissue), 

|.(MGM) (4th -wk). 5.800... Wiltern 
Continental | Art - (Art “Theatre ‘with Hollywood, Warren’s, “Sunday 

Gitild): (925; “$1. 50)—“Devil . ‘anid 10] 
Commandments” (Indie): “We2k. 
’ $1,200: ‘Last’ - week, “T. ‘Love. “You 
‘Love”. (Royal),. $2,200. . 

. Heights Art (Art: Theatre Guild) | | 
(925;..$1.50) —.““‘Dr. Strangelove”. 
(Col) (6th: wk). Big. $4, 700... “Last : 

«| week, $5,600...“ : 
| ‘Hippodrome. (Hipp. ‘Bldg. “00 ot 
| (3/500; $1.25-$1. 50)—"Captain New-|- 

} man”. (0) (3d) wk). 
| Last | week, $10,000... 

Ohio: (Loew) (1,020; . $1. 95-$1: a5). ; 

Okay: $8, OuU. 

—“Tom. Jones” (UA) (1th: wk). Big 
$13; 000.. “Last, “week, $13; 300... . 

- .Palaée: “(ERA Theatres) ‘a, 265; 
$1 50-$3)—“It" $a Mad. World” (UA) 
(16th: wk). 
‘week, $13, 000... ; 

State. (Loew) (3, 450; $i 65) —. 
“Paris. . When It Sizzles” (Parae 
‘mount), Slow. $10, 000..:Last, week,. 
“Seven: Faces: of. Dr. ‘Lao” (MGM) 
(2d: wk),: $9, 500. | 

“Westwood: ‘Art. (Art: ‘Theatre. 
‘Guildy. (9553. $1.50)—— 
love” (Col) (6th wk). Hotsy $3, 560. 
Last: week,’ SM, 200... 

Doctor’ Lively 6G. 
_ Bult ‘Tiger’ 9G, 2d. 

ae Buffalc, Aprit 7. 
*pirstrun: ‘biz -is _perKing | this 

“Dr. : Strangelove” 

in second at: Paramount. : 

"Estimates. for This Week: 

Kissin’ “ Cousins”’ 

Nice” $8,000. Last ‘week, $14,500. 

. Center : (AB-PT) (2,500; -$1-$1. .49):|. 
—"Dr. . Strangelove’. (Col). Socko. 

wk). Fine. $9; 000° or less. Last week, 
$7,000. 
Teck: (Loew): (1,200: 

—*It’s Mad World” (UA) :(2d wk). 

. Solid 312, 000. Last! 

“Dr. Strange- {. 

~ 1 50)——“Mr:: 

- Shapes ]- 
socko. on opener at. the. Center. 
“It’s -a’.Mad: World” -looms: smash ° 
in ‘second at the Teck: “Capt. New- } 
“man” is rated. solid. in third at- 
.Granada.. “Tiger ‘Walks’ looks, fast 

Buffalo (Loew): (3,500;. .$1-$1.49} | 
(MGM). .and:| 

“Battle ‘of World” (MGM) (2d..wk).| 

(BV). (2047 

'$1.25:2, 50). : 

32.000. 

in N.Y.” (MGM), 
(indie), -$19 500. 
“Beverly: (State). - “, 150; 

" . (Continued on page: 17) 

Per Sock $6,000 In 
_ Hels: ‘Jenas’ ockeroo- 

“Tiara’ Tahiti” 

. Minneapolis, April 7." 

week at Lyric. 
‘ous . holdovers, -roadshow - pix,. 

-4 Patra,” 

Cooper.. 
Judging. by the way’ ips _per- 

forming “Tom. Jones,” now in its 
4 Seventh week at World, should be 
| around. for. - many weeks more. 
“Kissin” Cousins” and .. “Capt. 
Newman” ‘still are ‘frisk. in. third 
trounds. a 

‘Estimates. for This Week - 
“Academy (Mann) (1 3050;. $1.25- : 

(WB). (3d. ‘Limpet” 
wk, Sad $2,000 in three days. 
“Avalon (Frank) (900; $1) For~ 

bidden Sands” (Indie) and “I'm 
‘| All’ Right, “Jack” (Col. {subrun). 

(1,300: $1.50- 
| Moderate. $1, 100. 

Century” (Par) 
$3. 50). —-.. “Cleopatra” (20th). (41st 
$4000 Steady . 34, 500. Last ‘week, 

Cooper: (CF) 1905; $1.25-$2. 50)— 
“How | ‘West’ -Was Won” (MGM) 
4(57th wk). Wow $10,000. Last 
| week, $13, 500. | 

Gopher ° (Berger) - (1,000; $i-- 

* Lyrie - (Par) (1,000; $I-$1 25)— 
‘paris ‘When It Sizzles”: (Par)... 
Fast $8,000. . Last’ week. “Tiger: 

| Walks” (BY). (2a. wk), $4,000 . 
Mann (Mann). (1,000: -$1.25- 

$1.50). — "Dr. wtrangelove™ (Col) 
(6th wk): Big $7,000 or over. - Last .. 
‘week, $8,500. . 
Park | (Mann) (1,000: 51 50 

wk). Nice. +4, 500. Last week, 
Smash $13,000. Last week; $11,000, : $5,000... 
Cinema. (Martina) (450;.$1-$1.49) |: State” ©? 2;200:. 1.25 - ). 

. — “Tom. Jones”. (UA): (9th: wh). ; Nice ar) § $ 3, $1 50 . —“Captain ‘Newman’: (Wy d_ wk). 
Brisk .$7,500. Last week, $6.000. © 

Suburban Werld (Mann) (800; 
S12 “easy Life”. (Embassy). (2d. 

$1,500... Last. ‘week, 

World: Maan) (400: $1.25-31. 59} 
—“Tom. Jones” (Lopert) (7th wk). 

aed chant swale sh 2 200. 

ing frame. at the Egyptian. “Tom. : 
+ Jones” remains standout on ex-: 
tended run with a wow: $26. 500 for - 

“Yesterday,. Today and Tomar- -. 

Baldwin, Iris, Los Angeles, Vil-. 
(State-FWC-Metro-. 

$11,700. Village,” 
“Nice $4, 800. Last..week,. “Easy Life” “Charade” ” (U), “Wheeler Déalers” 
: / Embassy). (3d: wk), . . $2,400. 

$1.49-- 

96, ‘Heev’ Loud 106 
‘The Loop had only two new-’ 

comers - this session, with “Paris 
{Wher Tt Sizzles.” best. with © sock: 

Among the numer-. 

“How West ‘Was. Won” and :“Cleo-. 
have gone into their 57th *.. 

and 41st: wecks,. respectively, for-.- 
“mer: still being smash | cat. the... 

$1.25) — “Kissin” Cousins” (MGM) 
(3d aa wk Hotsy $5,000. Last week, .- 

“Seven ‘Days. in May” (Par) (8th. 

2 iit ae ae ata we OF OY 

Oe ww. he, 

aor, We as 

Py ree” OY” a Oe Pa SUE > URNS Ee ree TE Orme IY OP Ee RT er EY ETN We Cae CC 

‘OS ‘Who mie am. «4 . 
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"MASSIMO MIDA, GIANNI PUCCINI: =~ : 
_And-MINO-GUERRINI, © 3S | 

"LANA VON MARTENS, MICHELE ; 

~_BAGNO, PHILIPPE LEROY, FABRIZIO . | aa 

CAPPUCCI, GASTONE MOSCHIN, 5 ag 

(Except aly, Switzerland-and Great Britain): : 

reat ale ot Rt ot 



“Dr. Strangelove” 
fourth at. Madison. 
“of: Dr. Lao” .is: rated: brisk in sec-| $23,100. 
ond. week at the Fox. “Paris When" 
It: Sizzles”. stays torrid in second: at} $1 65-$3. 50)—“Becket’”. * (Par). (3d $13; 500. 
“the ‘Michigan.. . “Pink Panther”: is wk). 

Le big: in. second:. at the. Adams. . 

(926: -$1.25-$1.49)—— 
Sizzles” (Par):.(2d..wk). -Hotsy: $15,-)- 

, 000: Last week, $18, 000. yo. 

. Palms (UD) ‘(2,995; $1 25-1, 49): = 
ee “Horror. of Party. Beach” (20th) and /. 
'-. “Curse of Living - Corpse” (20th): 

..' Good "$15,000. Last ‘week, “Tiger. 
“Walks” (BV) !and:. “Cavalry : Com 

mand” - (AA) (2d wk), $13,000. : "|. 
Madison (UD)(1,408; $1:25-$1 aay} . 

—“Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (4th. wk). } 

oa ~ Detroit, April y i 
Great’ biz: continues ‘to be. mile |, 

among’ ‘the firstruns here this: week, 
Newcomer to.the Palms ‘is. “Horror: 
of Party Beach,” -and it looks. good, 
“It’s. a Mad World” roars-to a re- 

. sounding. total ‘in ninth - week at/ 
‘Music « Hall: ° 
wham: in: ninth session : cat, ‘Trans- $29,300. 

“Tom. J ones” .. “stays 

Lux Krim..*:" 

Estimates for: This ‘Week ~ 

Big $20, ‘000. Last ‘week, $23, 000. 
fe -Grand ‘Circus (UD): (1,400; $1. 25. 
ee $1 49) — “Kissin’ Cousins” (MGM) |. 
_ “(2d wk). Fine. $10, 000.’ Last: week, 
J $14, 000. : 

. Adanis” (C omni wal ity). ‘a, a50: 
$1: .23-$1.50)—="Pink - Panther” (UA) 
(2d wk). . Big $15,000. Last: week, 
$14, 000. °°. 

“United: Artists: (WA). (.667:'$1: 50- 
$2 50): — “Cleopatra” (20th): ‘(4Ist} 

| a wh), Oke $7,500. Last week, $7,300. 
“ Musie Hall (Beacon: Enterprises)| : os a. 213; -$1:80-$3)- — “It’s: a: Mad} 

+. World” (WA) (9th: wk). Mighty $4le, 

vy Last ‘week, $14; 600: 

i BIB, 100. : 

sy §2.40)— 
o. , th wk).. 
mt week, $20:000. - 

‘«".” “Cinerama (Pac) (915: $1. 49-$3 50)! 

1000: Last week, $32,000, 
Mercury: (Su b ur ‘D: a n ‘Detroj) 

.. (1,468; $1-$1.80) — “Captain New- 
man?”..(U)- (2d °.wk).. Trim, $14, 000. 

"“‘Trans-Lux:” ‘Kri m: “(Prang-Lux) 
: (980; $1.25-$2)—“Tom ‘ Jones”.:(UA)}. 
(8th wk). Wham $30, 000. Last ‘week, ! 

$81,000; 

“LOS. AN GELES 
“(Coritinued from. ‘Page. A5).- 

62. 40)—"Dr. Strangelove”, (Col) ath 
Last® ‘week, . 

won't. ‘be around: much ‘longer: | 
“a 408: “$i 49-| 

“Seven Days: in May” (Par): 
’ Hotsy” ‘$19, 500." * Last. 

wh). Loud | $16, 800. 

‘Chinese. (FW). 

—Mad.: World” (UA): (22d ‘wk). 
"Boffo $27,000. - Last week, $24,500. 

“$31: 25)— 

-..Prin- - Metropolitan): 

Crest (State). -(750; -$1. 25) “Mr. 
--Limpet -.(WB):..and_ “Legend — of |. 
Lobo’? (BY). (reissue). (3d wk). Neat | 

. $2,800:.. Last. week; $3.000;. ”- 
oe Egyptian: (UATC) (1,392; $1. 55) 

ci: “South: Pacifie’® (20th): (reissue). 
Smash $16,000: -‘Last' week, “Car-'|: 
_ dinal’” * (Col) - 45th WI, ‘days), 
$11,900. °° - 
EV Rey. We): (a56:: ‘gi 35:81 A9)'| 

ot “Charade” (U) (M.O3: and “Man 
“in: “Middle” ’ 20th): 
Last: week, 

 ACWBY, 

‘Slow $3,000. 

issue) (5th: wk). ‘$3,0 
Fine Arts (EWC) - "621: 1.50- 2)'| 

¢ § $2) | fourth: full week, —‘The. Silence”. (Janus): (9th wk), 
“Sturdy $3,000. .: Last ‘ week, : $4,200. 
“Fox: Wilshire (FWC). Cd 990; $2- |: 

ne 62. 40)—" ‘Yesterday, Today,. ‘Tomor: | 
“row”? (Emb): (3d wk); 
.900 or near, Last week: $27,000. - ” 

Hillstreet - (Metropolitan), ‘2. ,752;. 

(UA) and “House of... -Damned’’:| 
_ 420th):.(2d_ wk). Slender: $4,000; Last. 
“week - with . ‘Four - ‘Star, Loyola, 

” $12 600; 

“Hollywood (EWC). (856: $1: 25." 
. $1. 49)-—“Sunday in N.. Y.”. {MGM) |. 

wont, Qdowk).and “Global: Affair” (MGM): 
“.." reissue). es Trim. $6,000. 

. Hollywood ‘Paramount. | ‘state 
(1,468; .-$2-$2. 40)—“Pink Panther’’. 
(UA) ‘(B3d° wk). | Torrid. $26,000:.-or | 

“near.. : Last week, “$25,000.: 
‘Lido. (F WC). (876; $1 50-$2)-— |. 

To | Bed. or Not.to Bed” (Cont). (2d- 
WK). “Fair 88) 800. ‘Last week, 

$4, 000. 
“Loyola, Pix, “Warren's: “FWC- 

(1, 298: -.156:- 
ae A ,757;. - $1-$1. 49)\—""Muscle : Beack { * 

a Party” (AI) and “Summer. Holiday”. 
oe) (MAD. Bright $18,000 or’ “better:. 
Dae Last.” ‘week, Pix, “Kissin” Cousins" 

’ Torrid $15,000, Det: Panther’ | 

; World Wow 416, Doctor’ 206 ee nap ore "Good. $4, 200. Last | - 
| week, .“To Bed. or Not. to. Bed”: t 

‘sizzles’. in $5. 50)—*Cleopatra” - 
“Seven Faces. wk), - ‘Modest $19, 000... “Last ‘week, 

$22,000.” 

| dating with Tower- East: 

$1.25-$2)—“"The: Servant” (Landau) | 

after: $3,500 for second: 

‘| morrow - -(Thurs,) - is” ‘heading: ‘for |: 

“America, | America” + 
“Mary,” “Mary”: _ (WB).- Are-: 

ah _| ahead, “Stray. Dog” (Toho) (5th. wel 

‘Smash $26; om 

“Flight . ‘from: “Ashiya” |- 

1: (Par). -Opens_ todav.: 

“SAN FRAN NCISCO - 
(Continued from. ‘page. 15). 

: “Whos: ' Slow. $8,000. ~ Last ‘rook 

| Live”. (Union). . 

(MGM; “Four for. Texas” cw. (re- (Cont), $1,800 in. fifth. - 
issue) ia. wid 3: ove .: a ‘ 

rpheum air, Vogue (Metro-. “Sunday. in. New “York” . (MGM). 
politan-State-FWC). (2,213; -:.750;| Sturdy ’$13,000. or near. Last’ week, 
810; $1,25-$2)—"Tom Jones” (UA) | Giobal. Affair” (MGM). Qd_ wh), 
(19th | wk): Orpheum,..15th; Picfair, $5 500, 2. 
Vogue)... Wow. $26, 500: Last week; ne 

‘—“Dr..Strangelave”-(Col) (7th Wik); ‘Pantages (RKO): pia. $250: Big $7,000." ‘Last. week, $14,500, 
United. ‘Artists (No. Coast). a, 148: 

Warner. Beverly: (sy: ¢ 1, 316: wk). . Smash: ‘$12, 000... . Last Week, 

: Fine $24, 000. . _ Last’. ‘week, | 

“Warner Hollywood (sw). ‘oof: wk). 
ooo = 1:25 - 2.80):— “H Ww. 
: ‘Fox (Downtown. ‘Fox. -Corp,): 5, i$ $ ow . West. Was. $3, 500. 
‘041; “$I. 25-$1 49)-—"Seven’ Faces’ of | 

“Dr. Lao”. (MGM) and. “Centurion| 
*‘and® ‘Gladiator’ -(Indie) (2d. wk). 
Bright $17,000. ‘Last: ‘week, $29, 500. | 

“Michigan - (United | Detroit): (4,-1 
‘Paris’ When. It: 

Won”. (MGM) (59th: wk). Rich $19.-) 
500. ‘Last week,. $21, 400. ° 

BROADWAY . 
-1 $18; 000." 

| *. (Continued: from page 13). | 
“ing” {Conit). (3d. WKB: days),. ‘tea |" ee rape gh  estivall (Embassy). 646: $2282. 50) A 
—"Yesterday,- Today. and: Tomor-. Denver Tiger’ 6¢ 

"Warfield AFWO): 2 656; - $1 25. 
| $1: 50)—“‘Muscle ‘Beach- Party” (AD. 

- 142d wk. Good $8, 000... East: week, 

row": (Embassy) . (4th --wk);. ‘Third | 
‘session. ~ ended °: - Monday. - (6). ‘was. 
‘socke $27, 500. after $28,000; ‘yéecord 
figure for’ second week. here. ‘Day-). - Denver, ‘April -7. 

; “Biz, “continues very steady . here 
“Fifth Ave. Cinema: (Rugoff” Th.) ‘this round. as far as. the holdovers 

- (250: $1: :25-$2)—"“‘Open:’ “Door. and 

First’ round completed ‘yesterday. ‘offerings. - Two heavy . snowstorms 
(Tues.) was thin $2,000-or less. Not | also . have” ‘hurt, ‘Fall of Roman 
exvected to stay here long. - 

aie. ‘Third frame finished. Saturday |. ~ Paris: When. It. Sizzles” | ‘shapes 
\} (4) was. great. $11,000" after. $13, 900° good: -at’ -RKO: ~International - 70 | 

for: second. - while “Tony Jones” shapes. lofty. in 

° Guild (Guild) (450: “$s. mB) seventh -:. at . two. smiall-seaters. 

“Mistress: fcr Summer” (Indie) (2d | “Capt: Newman" looms: big in: third 

(Thurs.) is. héading -for- big: $10,000 | rated okay: in :third at the Denver, 

‘or near after’ $15.000. for opener. |: ‘Estimates - for. This. Week | 

“Fact: that ‘tlie: Music -Hail “has ‘been |. 
“getting long. lines’ nesr this theatre Strangelove”, (Col): (5th: wk). Good. 
‘is riot hurting its trades ° | $6,200. Last week, $8,000. 

‘Little Ca {Land A 72: 
ile rnegie _CLandaw). :(4 — Cant: Newman” (UW): (3d. wk). 

(4th ‘wk): ‘The third. round ‘finished |: Big $8.000. : Last: week. $8, 500. 
Sunday- (5), was. mighty $21,000; ‘to | :Cnoper: - -(Coover): (814;. 

‘ton last week’s $19,300, and biggest. $2. 50)—“How. .West.. Was. Won"). 

1-of run here. _ Opener . was: $20,400, (MGM): (55th: wk)., ‘Soek ‘$i, 000. 

‘amazing in/view of séason: ‘Last week, $14.200: . 
‘Murray: Hill (Rugoff Th)” (565; ( 

'$1:50:$2). —— “Night Must... Fall’: 
(MGM): (4th wk). ‘Third-week’ ended | Bie $14,000 “or ‘near. - Last. week, 

a ; Gtobal - Affair” (MGM),. $4. 000: .}yesterday- (Tués.)- was: fair: $3, 800 | Denver’- (Fox): (2,432. $1.25)-— 

|“ Paris:(Pathe:Cimema) (568; $1. 50-. “Tiger Walks”. BV), 3d, wk K). ‘Okay 
'|-$2)—"OF. Wayward: Love” (Pathe) | $6.000.: Last. week, § )sigg | 

“Esquire .(F6x) (600; $1.25)—“To ‘pated. big on opener ‘at the Fox: 
| : “Night'-Must Fall”. shapes. brisk 

at” Arcadia. 
‘looms 

(3d -wk)..Seeond round ended ‘Sun-. ia 2d wk day: (5).-was slow. $2,600. -Likely-| Bed 51.700. to Bed {Cont 2a wk 3 

(6th.. wk)..-This. | session ending -to- Last week, -$10;000.. 

‘smash $13, 000: or near after $19, 000: 
‘for ‘fifth. 

Sutton (Rasott™ Thy’ ‘S61: ‘$1. 50° 
$2)—“Seven Days~ in: May”. (Par) 
(8th -wk): Seventh; session finished. 
yesterday (Tues.) -. was: -sockeroo |" 
‘$15,900 after'$14; 500. for. sixth. Day-} 
dating. with Criterion. . ; 

‘34th Street. East. (Reade) (456: 
$1 50-$2) = “Best. Man” |. (UA).| 

| Opened Monday- 46), ‘daydating ‘with{ | 
| Coronet... Last» week, subsequent: |. 
trun.” 

“Toho Cinema: (Toho) (399: $i. 50-| 
$2): —_ “Challenge to. Live” (Toho). 
Opened - “yesterday. : -(Tués.).. 

$5. 500. Last week, $6,000. 
Crest . (Wolfberg). ” (700; “$l. 25: 

|-ments” . (Indie). : 

$1,000. 

“Tarai! ‘Dall KG, - 

- . Providence, April.-7: ; 
5 days); fair $3 900. after’ $5, 400. for} - Blmwood’s -9th~round of.. “Tom 

- Tower East : (Loew). (588; ‘st. 50-| Strand’s ‘“Cardinal” _is.: big. : fifth. 
$2). —.-“VYesterday,’'Poday and: -To-| |. Third of “Captain Newman” still 
morrow”. (Embassy). (4th wk)? Third looms nice at. Albee. State is.dull 
frame’ finished. ‘Monday. (6). was| with.“Tamahine” in first Majestic’s 
great -$22,000. after. $23,000. for ‘sec- “America América”. is disappoint: ; 
ond. Daydatipg ‘with. the...Festival. ing on opener... 
Trans-Lux:East (T-L)- (600; $1.25- _ Estimates for ‘This’ Week .. 

$2)"The : Silenee” ©, (Janus) ° uvth| 5: “Albee (RKO) . (2,200; -90-$1. 25) 
wk). Ninth s@ssion ‘completed ‘Sun- ‘Captain Newman’ (U)-and.“Dream 
day.(5): was great. $9,300 ‘after $7,-| Maker” (U): (3d" Wk), Nice’ :$5,000° 

after” hitting $6,000 |. in :sécond.. 
. Elmwood. « (Snider) . :(2,200; - ‘$1- 

| $1: 75)—“Tom « Jones” -: (UA).-7(9th 
*| wk). Socko. $1l, 500, . Kighth ‘was 

"Last. week) ‘$10,000. : 

-500 | ‘for * -e'ghth., Daydating with, 
Rialto. . an 

Prans-L Ae. 52a: St. (TE) (640° 
$1, 25-$2)—"Paris: ‘When At: Sizzles’ 

with nice $8: 00. or:: ‘Rear: ‘after $9. 
‘000: for second. . eek, .. “Mr, 

$1. 25-$2) — ““Fo:-Bed. Or “Not ‘To |} $6;000:. 
.Bed:?’ (Cont). (subrun). ‘Opens today | 

BV). (2d--wk\.- was ‘good $6,200. - ~ | Last” week, “South” ‘Pacific’: (re- 
 World:. (Perfecto). (390; -90-$1. 500:| issue), ‘$7,000 in.9 days. .- 

—Psychomania’. (Vic) ‘(8th wk),: 
‘Current’: session : ending : tomorrow |} $1: 25-$1 75)—"Cardinal”. (Col): (5th. 
(Thurs.) looks dike big $8, 000 after. wk).:: Lofty. “$5,01 500... ‘Fourth, was: 
$10, 800, tor seventh. -|'$7,000." _ i 

St. Francis” (Par) ~ (1,400; ‘wo: 

“Stage Door. (A-Ry (4a; ‘$1. 75-$2) i} 

$2-$2.40)—“Tom “Jones” (UA). (16th 

“Vogue (S: F: Th) (365: "$2-§2. 95)'| ¢ 
— “The. “Easy Life’. (Emb) : -{4th 

“Stout - $3,000. - Last week, wie), Light : “$12,000... Last. week, 

are concerned. ‘There is only. mild 4 
See AH the People” (Indie) (2d. wk). | interest’ shown in‘ the new -screen | -- 

‘Empire’’.. is: “doing - big” ‘on “hard-| : 
$1.80)— 

“| (6th ‘wk):: 
week, $15,000: 

‘Fine: Arts (Davis) (468: $1 80-$2)' ticket ‘but seems to: be. not quite up. 

|— “La: Bonne: Soupe”. (20th). (4th | to. hopes: - 

wk).. This’ round wiriding | tomorrow | at the Centre..“A’ Tiger- Walks” is. 

|Last - week; “Passionate - Demons” 

Aladdin (Fox) 900; $1.45): — "Dr. (Indie). ‘and. “Lowest Crime’ ‘Minaie) q 

-Centre (Fox): (1,270; $1. 95-§1: a5\ 

a lence” Loud $i, 000, 

- Denham (Indie). (800; $1. 95-$2. 50) 
—‘‘Fall- of Raman “Empire” (Par)..| 

‘at.’ Stanton.. 

on. - initial 
- ‘RKO. : International .70:: (RKO) | 

Plaza (Lopert) - (525; $4:50-§2)— | (4.550. $1-$1.50)—“Paris’ When, It 
“Great. Dictator’. (Indie) - (reissue): Sizzles” (Par). (2d. wk). Good $1, 500. if 

“Flight.. From |. Ashiya’: 
Okay. for. opener at Goldman. wae 

_Towne.. (Indie) (600: ‘$1, 95-$1. 48) ; 
—“Tom Jones” (UA): (7th: wk). Tall, . 

tNew. York”. Ms 

$1.45)—“Tom“.. Jones” (CUA): “Cth $7, 000. 
wk), Big $6,000. Last week, $6;500.4: 

Vogue. (Art Theatre Guild) (450; 
$1.25) —“Devil .. and: -10. :Command-. 

“Fair . $1,100...Last | 
‘6s mo 1$ week,” “Day. me ey (Indie), (4th wk). 

- ‘jweek, -$4;800: | 
| Fox: (Milgram) : (2,400; 95-$1. 80)| 

Prov ‘Jones’ $11 500 
‘|Okay $7,000.. 

. Jones’. is’ still ‘smash ‘topper here:'|- Man’ s Way (UA), $6,000. 

| “Silence” (Janus). ° 

$1. 80)-—“Dr. . 

n M 1:25) 
“The Prize” (MGM): (subrun), held * « _@iaiestic: (sw a.20 0 ; O08: Dis-. 

-appointingly ‘slow ‘at $3, a Last, 
“Limpet” .(WB). and: 

.. Trans-Lux : 85th: St: (TL) (550; “Ballad of. “Gunfighter.” - (Indie), ° 

*’ State..(Loew) (3.200; °90-$1.25)— 
(Wed. y: In: ahead... ‘Morin | Jones”, | “‘Tamahine” : . (MGM). Mild” $4, 500. A: 

“CHICAGO 
--¢Continued. from. ‘page 13).- 

—“Silence’”’ (Janus) (3d: wh). Smart. 
187, 900.° Last week, ‘$9,0 

McVickers (Beacon) (1, 100; $2.20- 
1} $3.80) “It’s: Mad’ World” (UA). 

Smash . '$25, 500.: Last (20th™ wk): . 
week, $26,000: 
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65:90) 

| eq Capital“ Sins” (Indie). (reissue) | 
and, “Bluebeard” -(Indie),' Fine’ $5,-' 
000. Last. week, “Shameless: 
Women”: (Indie) ‘and - “Hot Money 
Girl”. (Indie), -$5,100: 

Oriental. (Indie) (3, 400; 90-$1 80) 
- — Flight’ From “Ashiya” (UA) (3d. 

$14, 000..- 
“Roosevelt, (B&K) C1 400; 90-1.80).| ~ 
—‘A: Tiger. Walks’’ (BV) ‘and: “Ari-| 

’ | zona Sheepdog” (BV) (2d wk). Busy 
$14, 000. Last. week, $18,000. - 

: (reissue). (2d -wk), $3,600 
Todd (Todd):. i, 089; . 90-$1 80)— 1 

“Tom. Jones” (UA) (19th: -wk),. Big 
. $21,000. “ Last. week, $22, 000. . * 

‘Town | (Teitel) .. (640;" $1. ‘25-$1. 80) ; 
—Beat: The: Devil”: (ndie). :(re-. 
issue). Sparkling $4, 000. Last week, 
“Sanjuro”. (Indie), $3,500. 
‘United Artists. (B&K) (1,700; -90-| 

“Seven. Days In May” (Par). 
“Torrid $lT, 000. ° “Last. 

“Woods: . (Essaness)’ 

dinal” (Col): (13th. wk), $12, 000: ..-. 
“World (Teitel) : (608;. -90-$1 80)— 
“The . Doll” (Indie). - ‘Sock. “$7, 008. 

(reissues) (2d. wk), #: 000. . 

Philly, ‘Newman’ Smart 
© 2G, ‘Night Brisk 96 

Philadelphia, ‘April 1. 
Most situations currently are “doe. 

ing fine.. 
{ing on. opener. at - -the’ Lane ‘while. 
“Global. Affair,” : paired with “Mail: . 

_| Order Bride,” shapes: slim in first 
“Capt. Newman”. As. 

“The Silence” is boom- 

stanza © 

- Estimates. for This ‘Week. 

: Arcadia (S&S) (623: $1 20-§1. 80) 
—“Night Must Fall’? (MGM). Brisk]. 

‘Last. week, ° “Sunday. : in). 
{6th © wk), 

Boyd (SW). a, 536; ~ $2-$9, 75)|. 
“Mad - World’”’ (UA). | (16th *..:wk).. 
Great $16,000. . - Last’ week, $18, 000. 

(Goldman). ° (6303. 
1.49)——“‘America;. America” (WB). 

“Neat at. $4, 100.. : Last. 

$9,000. 
(MGM) 

Bryn: Mawr. | 

—“Captain ..Newman’”’ ).: ' Big 
. $24, 000.. “Last ‘week;. “Seven ‘Days. 

in May” (Par) (4th: awk), $t2, 000. 
-Goldman (Goldman). (1,000; 95- 

$1. 80)—“Flight from Ashiya” (UA). 
Last: week, “One 

‘Lane *.: (SW) - a, 000; - 

or ‘near.-” Last week; “To Bed Or 
Not to’ Bed” (Cont): (4th wk), $2;700.1 
Midtown (Goldman) (1, 200;- 95-| 

; [ny ae ee Big ‘ mi, 
a Lusty %, 

-$1.50)— 

"$1 49)— 
Loud - -$11,000 

‘Jones’ Boffola 126 
. - ‘Cincinnat}, April %. 

An Eastertide: ‘splurge carryover. 
‘bodes well for ‘firstruns here this” 
stanza: However, “Man In Middle,” — 
the only new- “downtown entrant, . 
looks only okay at Albee. “Seven 
Faces of ‘Dr: Lao” rates socko in 
‘second round at Palace. Longrun-. 
ning “It’s a Mad World” at Capitol * 

{ahd “Tom Jones”: atthe smaller . = 
‘Times . continue: sockeron. = 

“Merlin Jones” 
holdover stanza ‘at Keith's: “Cleo. 
‘patra’’ is. -perking: some next-to-last: 
j-week at. Grand.. “Silence” remains 
potent in’ ‘second: sessions: at Es- 
quire and. Hyde Park. arters. Re- 
issued. “Last ‘Year at Marienbad” 

{rates fairish: ‘at’ Plaza. 

Estimates for This ‘Week: | 

Athee. (RKO): (3,100; $1.25-$1.50) 
— “Man - In. “Middle” (20th): Okay 
$8,000: or -close.. Last. week, . “Mr, 

“State-Lake (B&R) (2.400; 90:|,Limpet” (WB), $7,500. 
1 $1. 80)—Pink: ‘Panther’: (UAy (3d. 
| wk} Exeellent $19, 000 or: close. 
{Last week, $20,000. - 

| Surf (H&E -Balaban) (664; $l 50-4) 
‘$1 .80)—“‘And -Suddenly ‘It’s. Mur- |’: 
der”. (Cont). '. Brisk - $3,500.:.-Last 
-week, “Wuthering . Heights”: (Cont). 

- Capitol (SW-Cinerama) a 329: 
“$1.25-$2.75) —-“Mad. World” (UA) 

| 6th : wk), Sock $13, 000. Last week, 
$14,00 0. 

>” Esquire | (Cin-T-Co) (600; $1 25). 
—'The Silence” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Swell $2:000 after $2,600 opener, 
‘Daydating with Hyde Park. ae 

* Grand (RKO). (1 396; $1.80-$3)— - 
|: “Cleopatra” (20th) (41st wk). Okay. 

~<- + $4,500- in “next-to-closing ound. 
‘Last: ‘week, $4,200... | 

* Guild. (Kilgore) (272; $1.25)— . 
“Aliki-My _ Love” (Indie). . So-so 
-$1,000.- Last: week, “Room “At Top” 
(Cont): and: “Saturday Night, Sun-- 
“day . oe onine: (Cont) (reissues), 
{$1,200 

me | 2003. .  90- 
$i: 80) —“‘Night: Must: Fall”’ (MGM). 
Solid” $18, 000::. Last.. week, .Car- 

‘Hyde ‘Park: ; 
$1. 25)— 

: (Cin-T-Co). (700: 

—‘Seven Faces of Dr, Lao” (MGM) 
| (2d wk), Solid $9,000 or near. Last, 

_y week, zoomed 0 $15,500, on juve 
{rush “during Easter . holidays. 

‘Plaza (Fine Arts) (600; . $1.25)—- 
“}Last Year at Marienbad” (Indie) 

(reissue). Fair $1,200. Last week, 
“Story.:Joseph. and Brethern” ‘(In- 
die), $I, OS0,.. .: 

Times: (Mid-States), (660; ‘$1. 25. 

week, $13, 500..- 

6. 500.. 
Walley: {Cin-T-Co) (1.275: $1.50) 
—"“Captain Newman”. (U). (2¢: wk). 
Fairish $8, 000. Last" week, $7,500. 

Probing the Psychic 
‘Coast’ ghosts beware! Hans’ Hol: 

er, writer-lecturer who specializes 
in. ..something | called. parapsy- 
chology, will fly (release did not 
say -how).-ta Hollywood April 16: 
to. address: the. Americati Society. ._ 

| for. Psychic Research at the Holly= —~ 
wood Roosevelt: on April.-17. ‘The: 
author. of “Ghost Hunter” returns” 
‘east. (transmutation: or American .. 
Airlines?) for -May 1. lecture “at .-- 
Brogden ‘Hall, Wilmington, N.C. 

Holzer. who. has. syndicated radio 
show; “Sixth Sense,” on WBIC, - 

} Bayshore, (L I) Station, expects to 
do a. lecture series'in England in: 
‘August.. He's a member. of the. 

$2.50): —*Tom “Jones”. (UA) 6th} 
|} wk). ‘Wow. $25, 000. - Last. . week, | 
-1$29,000.. 

“Randolph: (Goldman): re 200: 95- 
. “Strangelove” ~ (Cob: 
(6th wk). Nice $10, 000, : ‘Last week, | 
$16, 000... } 

‘Stantey. (SW) (A. 450: $1. 49-$2. 50) | 
: >—Cléopatra” (20th) - (41st. -wk). 
Fast $10,000. - ‘Bast week,;. “$11,500... 

-: Stanton (SW)..(1,483: . 95-$1. $0) 
“Global. Affair” (MGM) -and “Mail | 

| Order Bride”. (MGM): ; 
Last. week, . 

Trans-Lux - (T-LY: A 500; 95-$2)— 
“Charade”. (U) 15th wk). Nice. 

$5, 260. _Last- week, . $6,500. 
World. (Rugoff) . (499;. 95-§1.80)—| 

{“America, America’’: (WB) (4th wk). 
{Trim $3;800.. ‘Last week; $4,800. . 

‘Strand (National. Realty). 2 300; : Yorktown ‘ (SW) ‘ (1,000; $1. 49)— 
“My — “Name: "Ys fyan” (Indie) « (2d: 
#200 ‘Sorry. $2,000. Last week, 

: Slimr: $7,500. 
. «Tiger. Walks”. BW)... 
(2d !wk),’ $7,500. 

British . ‘College for. Payehle 
Science: - oO 

WASH INGTON 
__ (Continued: from. ‘page 15). 

wk). 9 ond. $5; 500. Last week, 

lara ¢TLy. (278; $1. 25-$1.80)— 
4Indie)- “(2d wk). |. Hep .. 

$5,80 

“Lorna” : 
$7, 000. after; initialing at $7, 300. 

Town. (King) (800; .$1.25-$1: 80)—- 
“Captain. Newman” (U) (2d wk).- 
Boffo $13, 000 after, Anitialing: ‘at: 
$15,000. : 
“Prans-iux. (TL). (598; $1. 49-$2)— 

“Seven: Days’ in. “May” {Par) (8th’. 
‘wk). Hotsy $11, 590 or. over. Last 
week $12,000. - 

: Uptown. (SW): a 300. $1,65-$2. 75) 
—‘It’s a Mad.’ World” (UA) (7th 
wk)... Smash: $20,000. Last . week, 
$19,000... 
"Warner. (sw) (1,250; $f. 50-$2. 75) 
“Pall of Roman Empire” | {Par): Big . 
$18,000. or close.. Last week; “Cleo-:. 

. patra” | (20th). « 3th), $9, 000. 

bids hotsy in 

“Silence”. (Indie) (2d wk). : 
“Okay $1, 500. Last week, $1, 800. | 

.~ Keith’s. (Cin-T-Co) (1,500; $1. 95-" 
| $1. 50) — “Merlin Jones” (BY) - (2d 
wk). :Sock6: $10,000. or near. Last 

| week,’ ($14, 000. 

Palace (RKO) (2, 600:. $1,25-$1. 50). 

—‘Tem Jones” (UA): (8th. 
“wk),. ‘Boffola $12, 000° or close.: ‘Last. 

Twin. Drive-In. (Cin-t-Co) (West. 
side only. 890 cars; $1)—“What's-. 
‘Up Front” (AD and “Strange Crea: 

.1-ture” (AD. Fair $4,500. Last week, 
“Kissin’ Cousins” (MGM). and’ “at 
‘War With Army” (indie) (reisssue), . 
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EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 

SENDS - 

LOU STOUMEN 
WRITER * DIRECTOR's PRODUCER 

Jack Kaufman, Carlos Clarens, Ezra” 
Laderman, Whistler's Mother and the: 

entire crew and cast of characters’ 
upon completion of an ‘unprecedented. 
motion picture... 

a film from Raab-Stoumen Productions, Inc., 10 East 53rd Street, New York City. CO 5-2945 ° 

RHEE 1a NU SU9 eT Bay its 3G GUA Tok. tout ghee, ° @LSME GANS ANTE UT RG, QateO NS A eke a 
™ a oo 7 ne oo ; ° . : en a i , - we as eT at . no. ‘ a . . ” . eof. oe arr . - cee 



“Latest. ‘gelected. ‘city ‘breaks. “for t 
2. Otto Preminger’s “The. Cardinal,” 

“those. in L.A; .and ‘Chicago, are. 
_ showing same. buildup- pattern es- 

> tablished’ in. 10° _previous ™ cities 

Carnal in Mal ‘i Giy Sh Showease|= 
-| Argentine ‘scene’ :and to: get. toy" 
‘know the ‘nation’s. most important | 
‘eity. | 
however, “remain ‘disgruntled... ‘The | 
annual trék to the beach. 300. miles . 

heast, 

Texeuse: eee Pi teriinas and president. of Columbia Pictures 
In-. 

ternational, flew'to London-to pow- 
| wow with-the new BLC (British 

‘Minneapolis-St. Paul, with 30 the- 
atres -grossing $66,625 -in. - first. 
‘week: and Pittsburgh’s 26 sélected 
-houses : totaling. $60, 014 in: first’ 
~week. 

.*.. 7 where. the’. Columbia ‘elease. has }.. 
started: city-break. runs. : 

First ‘three: days: (last: Eri Sat 

— Continued from page 33 — 

In- ‘San Francisco; the Cardinal” . 
"| did .$37/355:. in: “five: theatres; . ma 

‘wife.:. 

“8 A. Film Fest : = [Tout Master Le
 Lectu - 

expefience * ' something - of ‘the. par ’ 

‘The . Argentine: ‘film “people, 

~ Rothman Sees. ‘Balcon | 

n | maybe..get: away. from ‘or“‘with -the |. 
B.A.:is.-home. to. them - 

On ingore Tate Ps Procedure | 

“Mo _ Rothman, . ‘executive. vice-- 

.. | .bly “fewer houses ‘than: usiial ‘on: 
 @ity. break .and. ineluding: ‘no drive- 
«i... ims). ‘This is” after 4. weeks. at. the |. 
et Woods. ” |} 

on Milwaukee, $28, 875: in 11 houses, 
- Sun;):of the. Chicago run - grossed. | ~ oT: 
-.-$138,000-in “21 theatres (consider- |’ 

MORE OF ‘EVERYTHI 
"DEMANDED BY EXTRAS 

and 
| thus ‘the: ‘chances. to. kick up: heels | 

: ‘{have, ‘been ‘substantially: reduced: 
‘The. ‘shift, however, makes: much: 

| sense’ financially. - -Budget for this}, 
-year’s fést.is estimated. at’ ‘apptoxi- 
mately. $135, 000, against: - about | 

Lion Columbia} management -since 
Sir ‘Maleolm Balcon’s.. group was. 
given control.. BLC :is. Col’s: distri- 
bution. outlet inthe UK.. 

. Walter: Reade. ‘Jr..'is the: ‘Amer: |” 
“ican partner. in Balcon’s. combine. 
but’ Rothman’s’ meeting. ‘is. essen: 

In LA, where pie had a 14964 - ; 
‘week. hardticket fun at: the. Egyp-'|. 
tian, “‘The Cardinal” ‘racked .. up 
$164, 000° for. same ‘three days in_18° 
hardtops:: ‘and: nine drive-ins, Suc-: 
cess. of. ruris is. credited ‘by. ‘Colum- - 
bia ‘v.p.-general salesmanager Rube’ 

.Jdackter: to. the ‘selected zoning” | 
:.., , policy: being: ‘used, which. means. 
. houses are. bidding. and. result. is’ 
“~ higher. rentals. 

“Hollywood, April” %, 

“Wage hikes” ‘vidpix residuals, i im-. 
‘proved. health: and: welfare ‘pians’ to 
‘include. -dependents, « and. . holiday | 
and: ‘vacation “pay .are, among . de- 
‘mands. ‘asked. by.the. Scréen ‘Extras. 
‘Guild: : in: ‘negotiating - ‘proposals | 
made. to: the Assn. .of Motion :Pic-. 
‘ture-and: TV’ Producers ‘and ‘other | 

- 1 $200, 000: for: the. Mar Del.Plata. af-| 

‘since. almost. all: travel: is. via the| 
‘state-owned | Aerolineas Argentinas, + 
{the -government really is just tak- 

‘true:for the room and board, -: with. 

fairs." Of. the .overall budget, : al-. 
most half .goes: for the ‘transporta-. 
tion: to..and’from_ Argentina of the 
visiting .. delegations, - : However, |: 

associates. New. York exec will be 
back. next week. foo. 

Gore Vidal 
ing money “out. of ‘one: pocket” and | 
putting it-in another... ‘Same’ holds. 

sion.. 

| tially with | Balcon and. his- British | 

— Continued: ‘from’ page — — 

ingly. ‘important | topic. of: ‘diseus-. 
“Best :-Man”: itself. deals: with |. 

signatories .. of : the. guild’s.. basic’ 
| agreement- last: night. ~ 2 {all delegations billeted .in’ ‘the “Al- backroom dueling .cver the. nomi- 

_FIcTumEs = 19 

: Hollywood, ‘April’ 7. 
. _ Over 150 pressagents attending 

| the Publicists Assn; . first: annual 
‘|.awards luncheon, held -last. week 

Hills Hotel, wete: . 
‘presented. with. at ‘five-point “‘pro- 
‘gram designed to raise the 
‘standards and performance of. 
‘Hollywood ‘pressagentry. Plan was: 

at. the Beverly H 

‘developed and presented by Henry 
‘C. Rogers, board chairman of. 
Rogers. &- ‘Cowan - ‘praisery. 

‘His recommendations. included. 
the adoption. of a code of. ethics 
and standards’ of practice for mem- 
bers of the association and a- pro- 

.| vision for suspension -and/or ‘ex-._ 
: = pulsion. for violations. Rogers also 
*| proposed. a pub workshop where:_ 

} apprentices “and 
. | learn from ‘studio pub. directors . 
and: suggested that indies ‘like his ~ 
organization would willingly. share 7 

juniors ‘could 

responsibility. 

- The chairman also asked that 
‘unit pubs be given screen credit: "In ‘Philadelphia: 

...- eity -break“ of 15: theatres: grossed |° 
“. $152,305 in its first: week; the same: 
- houses - continued in. their . sécond 
Week ‘for total:.gross: of $135,000. 

aon All but.one: house will: hold. third: 
ol week although: original - ‘booking 
..Was-for two.) °° 
In New York; the ‘pattern. con- 

- _ tinued | when,,-after <a, 16-week. re- 
‘served-seat.. Tun. at’ the’ DeMille | - 
Theatre, the picture. played a 26- 
theatre: “Cardinal. Showcase : Pres-. 

“entation” for.-a -first-week . gross of. 
-_. $367,124. and ‘followed -up with’ 
” / $328,966. for first -five. days of :its- 
* .second week. Columbia reported. 
- otal..of - - $696, 000 - is. 

-_.- highest ever’ recorded.-by: a: multi- 
wey) Fun. Columbia’ release: in the’ N Ye]. 
oe areal... 
ue - Other “cities ‘using ‘the’ pattern’ 

include. Detroit, where 21: hardtops: 
and 13 drive-ins- grossed $154, 258. 

the . 12-day. 

. jn. first-“week: : Cleveland, : ‘where 
‘23 ‘houses -. did . $102;000- in’ first: 

“almost: sal | olding. Over; Z | week, 

where. pic 2 
played “first.run. for more.- than }-7 

. ‘threé ‘ months’ before .a- selected 

“Present: SEG. -pact,. -in. effect since: 
July: 15. 1960, expites-June, 30. this 

: year. a 
SEG also ‘seeks national recogni- 
‘tion of the guild:.as“the exclusive. 
bargaining agent for all work with- 
in its jurisdiction: (exclusive of N. XY. 
‘where ‘Screen Actors. Guild reps 
extras); and ‘extension ofthe: Hol-: 
lywood: ‘extra’ zone from. 300. miles. 
in’ radius: -to. 900: miles. oh 

| Examples: - . Of. . the: wage - “hikes |. 
‘are: . for. general: ‘extra, from $25.47. 
a. day sat. present to- $30: -statidins, || 
from ‘$23.59 -to- ‘$30, with the addi- 
tional requirement: that: a. standin: 
for.. more:.than: one: actor ‘on the: 
‘Same “day “get: an: ‘additional’ $25; 
‘dress: extras. and. Straight. viding, 

‘from. $33. 54. ta $37... 
-Guild- ‘ proposes.- ‘that ‘ail reg: 

Listered “extra: -players employed. ‘on 
a daily basis shall. receive’the same’ 

employees. in. the’ motion” picture 
industry, .that.is (2.449% ‘for: holi- | 
day pay and 4% for. vacation pay.” 

|portedly™ ‘is state-owned. 
|-tion, by- “having the. ‘fest in -B.A., 

‘pick. ‘up: the. travel and. room: tabs | 
-for. local: journalists. * 

into. their participation . this... year | Oklahoma. ‘The- author feels strong- 

“moves: to” ‘curb: the’ Yaniks access to; and: abroad... 

. |would result in “fewer, Yank. pix. 1 Vidal noted that special plans have } : 
‘| available, . would: be. extremely ‘Un-| hen ‘developed: for. the ‘picture |: 
{ popular. with. ‘the: public, as well aS} when it goes abroad. ‘For, one thing, 

-allowances’ ‘for . -holiday ‘pay: and. exhibitors, 
‘vacation: pay’: as. paid to“other daily } 

vear . Palace :Hotel,. which: ‘also’ re-: ‘nation. :of-a presidential” candidate |: 
In. addi- ‘and’ therefore” couldn't. “be” ‘more | 

timely.) 00 

‘As to ‘the: playwright himself, he 
has been: a’ congressional | aspirant, | 

W 
While ‘it’s ‘still too early- to. tell, it). Dae. pre Recublican® 2ath el 

seems likely’ that the: obvious’ er- trict ‘asa Democrat. He is also the | 
forts’ which’. the. ‘Yanks. have put, grandson of Sefiaor' T: P. Gore of: 

‘the. . government no" ‘longer has ‘to 

praiser who does the out- 

may. Have a beneficial effect: on the|-1y about politics ‘and. says of films { 
‘crucial ‘talks..now- going on. for a; ‘and legit, “anything: you can do to! 

‘hew 'U.. S.-Argefitine. film. agree-! get-pecple interested in politics is} 
ment: - The popularity: of the Yank | well -worth . doing.” ‘And,’ despite 
personalities at the .-fest: reflects ; their reactions at ‘the | boxoffice | 
the ‘tremendous popularity of Yank previously, people. are ‘generally |; 
films “in “this: “market. . Thus, ‘any | interested in’ it, ‘both: in: the US. 4: 

the’ ‘Argentine - ‘market, or which | : Speaking of the: foreign: market, : Rog 

; -  preducers Stuart Millar and -Law- | 
. Thée..film: pact ihegotiations, How: ‘rence ‘Turman and ‘Vidal will get: 

being ‘carried .on by ‘the MPEA’s| the leading tv. ‘commentator in-each |. 
‘Corkery.- ‘are. complicated _ - by. ‘the: country ‘in which the film will be 
fact: that the. government:.is' now} shown ‘to ‘narrate a special. lead 

| working on. an overall revision’ “of |. into the film, present in: the Eng-j- 

‘Dab Gepantinte £2 2 £0 the stndio 
‘pub department or individual 

‘on. the grounds that they make: 
‘a contribution equal:to many other’ 

>| studio” workers who presently get. 
‘screen. notation: Yearly awards . 
‘given ‘by the ‘association to the. 
studio. pub department which con- 
pilgn of ihe “Dest »» Bublicity cam. 
Pp year” to the ‘in-. 
dividual 
standing job of the year: were. ; algo 
proposed Roge on- 

\be known as the “Mike Todd 

~ New York Soundtrack 
‘ —— Continued’ from ‘page “10: 

promotions: in ‘Gotham. for “Paris. When. It® Sizzles" ‘on. stations WHN, 
‘WINS. and: WABG, deading. to: the: pie’ S.- “April 8: * ‘showcase"’ ‘opening 

eee UA's “Best Man” will have a charity preem | ‘April 21 at. the: Varsity. 
: Theatre, Palo. Alto, ‘Galif.; for: the’ benefit. of .the charitable community 

ws Program of the local. unit: of the Junior ‘League. - EE 
a Barry. Shear, : tv director, ‘signed. by. Columbia to. divect. (as. ‘first 3 in 

. ‘multi-pic deal over next five: years): ‘A Cook for: Mr.. General. ” ' Feature 
is initial’ project. of. ‘Max. E.. ‘Youingstein’s indie : -company. for Columbia: 

... Society. of . Cinematologists,: ‘at annual. meet in’ March: at 
_ Iowa, Towa: ‘City, elected . Erik ‘Barnouw, Columbia. ‘U.: professor, - prez | 
'* of organization. Also:‘named’ were :Mrs.: Eileen Bowser, MMA Film Li-. 

release - 

‘brary, treasurer;’ John. Kuiper; Iowa. State, secretary; ‘Robert. ‘Steele, 
--\. Boston. U.,:counciJman.:Elected members were film.-critics: ‘Hollis Alpert, 
i -Andrew Sarris, Richard D. MacCann and Dwight: Macdonald. : 

-Casino Films “have. set: N.Y. first booking» of. Observer Films’ 20: “min: 
Selor: film “Cool Wind” at. the Fifth: Ave. Cinema. David Sawyer directed: 

_. Short, filmed: on--N.Y: ‘waterfront. and: ‘Long. Island Sound... .-. Columbia |: 
a ‘Pictures: ‘exec v.p.- Leo Jaffe’ to. Washington’ Friday (2). “as. ‘frst: stop. on - 
: ‘western trip ‘for. series of. top-level ‘confabs at: studio. :- 

. Ernest Laszlo, . set: to: photograph. Stanley. Kramer’s “Ship: ‘of “Fools”. 
He. also: “shot. “It’s A’ Mad: (4). World”: and “Judgment at - Nurenberg” 

William -E.- Yurasko’ appointed: film’ buyer for Stanley; ‘Warner's |:* 
- New York-New Jersey..zone. He- replaces. John. McKenna, transferred to, 
N. Y. home office as asst. to Nat. Fellman: 

an “Lawrence - of Arabia, " opening : in -Rio- ‘de: -Janeiéo: ‘during: recent 
me ‘evolution; did ° 1016. biz. at ‘Capitolio. Théatre ‘during’. first: four ‘days: |. 

~~ Someone suggested SRO dué to greater safety indoors. | 
“Long Ships’. second. week’ on Rank Circuit's London houses: “brought 

..Columbia’s. 

- _g¥oss for-run to: $288, 400. 

Joyce. Jainéson | serving: as: hostess. for American ‘International: Ty's! 
po éxhibit at TV.-Film Exhibit convention. in Chi: this::- week: -She’ll: also 

. mention her. pix for boss. company AIP . 
- “manager, vacationing. in. Nassau: this: week.” 

. Jocelyn. Brando into Elliott: Kastrier’s’. “Bus Riley’ 8. Back: Th Town” 
. She'll play ‘mother ‘of male. lead: Michael ‘Parks in Universal. ‘release. 

. Universal press’. dept: ‘receptionist: Sandy. Slavik. set :for. film debut 
‘in: -“McHale’s Navy: an “Requirements? She looks ‘like Sophia Loren. 

Ed Heiber, AIP eastern. div 

: Howard‘ M looksee: in : ‘Lond n ‘of ‘Samue]. Bronst r’s | insky taking .alooksee: el on's ! year-old. Teatro. San Martin, where | for ‘the ‘screen’ but ‘nothing ‘is: de= “Circus. World,” which‘.will. get Cinerama:releasé. here’ in -June.. The 
‘Cinerama‘ veepee ‘will also‘check plans. for. “frst portable tent theatre 
there. :.:: Howard St.-John into “Strange. Bedfellows,” Panama & Frank 
. ‘production for ‘Universal release. .Richard. .B.. “Graff, ‘asst. to Universal 
- general: ‘sales ‘manager, on. special. assignment. to MCA:TY to. handle 
“sales for closed-circuit: ‘telecast: of “900” -Mile-Race. ~" = 

. . Robert Rossen’s “The Hustler” ‘begins. a. ‘return ‘enigagement. at: the} 
“2. Murray: Hill Théatre, ‘N-:Y.;. this ‘Friday -.(10) 2:2 . John in 
the. Tnterboro - ‘Theatres ‘accounting department, : ‘also. an: off-Broadway.|. 

. Sandy Howard, prez of. the-pix-tv producing company bearing | 

any Montahez, in 

thesp-. 
his: ‘name, on. the: Coast setting distrib plans for his. “Diary of a Bach- 
| -elor’’ ...i, Audubon Films.-will release: “Dictionary of Sex” this! month 
a the: New Yorker: Theatre -began presentation “Of ‘a. eyele” -of 28. 
- ‘Humphrey: Bogart pix. yesterday (Tues.) ; 
five-minute’ fashion reel for tv pegged. fo Debbie. Reynolds’ costuming 
in: “Unsinkable ‘Molly: ‘Brown.”” ~-.- 

~ Because he believes that. the historic pattern of feature releases 'i in. ‘the 
N, Yo. Exchange territory as well ‘as ‘the .current “showcase” pattern 
could’ be: improved, N.Y. film man Benjamin: D. Gladstone -has: devised 

, . his own. distribution -plan-.which he wants to: discuss ‘with distrib and: 
exhib’ reps.. Divided into -first, “second: and : third: engagements, ‘system | 
‘bypasses. road show : attractions nad ‘exploitation: features: but . divides |: 
‘rest. of releases into three cat. ‘Ties—important;: quality and. Jesser,. 
‘With. + suggestions for. vr. Feleasing - “rerns’ bo ‘three, engagements,. zs 

-been.. Tony” “Riehardson’s, 

“| the 1957: film. law, ‘which - governs 
2 -all ‘aspects of. the film industry. 
Here. Conceivably; terms -.of'.a' new 
{film pact might ‘be outmoded in-a 
| couple: of: months: time by- changes 
in: the -film: law. ::.Thus there isa: 
‘chance: ‘the. Corkery. may. get’ viny | 
a short-term . ‘pact, as opposed | to. 
the two-year ‘pact, which set year-:- 

| ly: number: of import licenses: ete. cy ht 
j-and’ which expired -March 31 last. | 
Still unresolved—and of particular : 
importance | ‘to. the. ‘Yanks—is the 
“status. af ‘two decrees. which (1): re- | 
quire: “Yanks-to distribute . one Ar- 
‘gentine ‘film for each six:U.-S.pix! 
they: ‘handle, and {2)- ‘call. ‘for. ra 
prints of: imported: pix:to be made + 
‘locally: As of: April -1; both: ‘decrees 
went into- effect. (after being held ; 

. in ~suspension - ‘for: a. number" ‘of! 
‘months), ' ‘though ° there. ‘is ‘no- sign: 
yet . they. Will: be “enforced. . 

Jones’? Here,.Too . Lae 
‘So. far, ‘fie .only.film to be shown 

to: ‘get -unequivocable - praise. ‘Has | 
. “Tm. 

Jones,’ an’ . Out+of-camp °° 
‘which. ‘opened ‘the. fest ‘Wednesday * 
.(Q) -night,. If. set a. high ‘standard: 

‘entry | 7 

lish ‘version . aiso,. which describes : 
the ‘workings of' a political conven- : 
‘tion, that. they are held every four. 
years. and. for: what: -purpose and ‘so | the 
on, The. commentators may also be | 
Spliced. into the pic in: ‘spots. as for- 
ign correspondents. in place of | 
some of U.S. commentator Howard |. 
K. Smith’s Scenes. fo- “bring: the. 
Tocals ‘up ‘to date. 

international ‘: interest’ in. « “the 
bomb.” He. also said that, as far-as 
the’ legit. “Best. Man“ anyway, . he 
: found . “that people in other coun- 
“tries saw. a lot. in’ common. with 

- | the: political backbiting ‘and.-wran-* 
‘{:gling in: théir own. lands and -iden- 

tified: with it, Politics is-a kind of. 
international . Sport: ‘is. what. it ; 
amounts tos. . 

-ful,”ig -also.in- the political vein. 

“Best Man” did: well. abroad: ‘as al 
play. and: Vidal wants. to get: the. 
- Same: adapters. who. worked. on his |. 
légit, show -to do. the foreign film 1° 
scripts. He feels there is-a strong | 
interest... én U. S.° “politics: abroad, 
particularly. since. the- “‘Kennedy.|. 
| Administration: -and with all the |} 

_* Vidal's next file: project, an orig. | i. 
inal’ called: “America. the’ Beauti- |. 

| course. of” the -now-famious © 

| Jones”: ‘eating scene;.“Now here the! done as he. intends it. 

spooled. 
‘ing. actually. houses. two -theatres : ' Fourth -Century.-Roman emperor : 

: presentations. : 

2: Metro has: made. a-special |: 

‘San Martin: ‘seats. 

{| which-.w ill. -be hard. for: any: of. the : It deals with. right. wing-left wing } 

alt _controversy | ‘and has some: pretty. 
also’ sponsored ‘ one. ‘of the. fest's | “hot” stuff in: ‘it, so hot. in: fact that’ 
“more amusing. - anecdotes,” which! ‘ some. companies ‘have chosen not; 
may or may: not be apocryphal; the: to handle it. Millar’& Turman will 
translator - who - was: assigned: to’ again. produce ‘but:-NVidal insists. on. 
_Mme. ‘Tea; wife. of. the: “Argentine | ‘autongmous deal forthe. pic, such: 
-president, avas heard-to say;'in:tne:as with. United’ Artists on. “Best 

“roo! Man,” so. that. the script - will ‘be! 

19. éompéeting. films. ‘to. ‘match. 

‘director-. {5° dramatizing. the. “erude! ‘Elsewhere; he ‘and ‘Sam: ‘Kaienian 
table manners ‘of ‘the: 18th Century , have been discussing the possibility. 

a English. ”)°. cE 2 (of ‘Vidal's. adapting -Hans. Hellmut | 
Another’ unquestioned’ hit” ‘is. the» ‘Kirst’s: novel: “Night of Generals”. 

the Todd Award. 
noes, ‘praisers were huddied at 

-BevyHills to: honor ‘producer. 
‘Stanley. Kramer and trade editor 
Don Carle. Gillette. 

US. Technicolor 
To Own British 

Holiywood,. April 7. 
" Mechinicolor - Corp.. of America 
expects to complete shortly a deal 
that will give it complete owner- 
ship of Technicolor Ltd. of :Lon-. 

Agreed purchase price is ap- 
‘proximately $4,500,000 for : “acqui-. 
sition. of the 15540, 340. ‘publicly-. 
‘held British. shares; ‘representing: 
about ; 49% ‘control. 

don. 

The United 
States company owns about..519% 
‘of the total stock of Technicolor 
Ltd. 
. Approval of the. trarisaction by: 
the: Bank .of England is expected 
to. be “shortly.: forthcoming, it 
‘was disclosed by Pztrick J. Fraw- 
ley JSr.; board ‘chairman and chief 
exec officer of Technicolor iInc., « 
the ‘parent ‘corporation. 

_- Financially, and also for its: cone” 
tributions’ to refinement. 
three. color process, British Tech-. 
nicolor has figured. importantly in 
‘parent ‘Techni’s ‘growth ‘most of. . 
the last..29 years. Technicolor - 

| Lta.” ‘was. eStablished in 1935. The: 
| first” film to. use its facilities ‘was 
“Wings of the. Morning,” .pro- 
duced under the old Quota-Act by. 
-20th-Fox in England. 

’ The British plant of late years 
the: fest. pictures are - being.-un-. cided. Also, his ‘first novel.in 10. has -been processing ‘an average 

- The. ultra-modern. build- | years,: “Julian,” - ‘dealing - with: ‘the 

‘which are. usually: devoted to: legit |-who tries -to ° ‘Kill off ‘Christianity | 

of 200,000,000 feet:.of film: annual- 
ly. Jt. handles’ the ‘bulk of color 
processing of ‘prints for American 

The: total of -1;627 ; “will. be out in .June via’ Little- ‘companies in: the Eurovean mar-. 
seats::' (1,071 “seats. -in ‘the larger | Brown, Sam Spiegel had expressed. ket. While ‘“Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer 

are ‘resétved. entirely~ for official! Vidal: turned him down. 
fest and government: people, -while j - 
the. ‘public sees, the pix at another « 
downtown ‘house, ‘the -‘Trocadeto. © 
- York ‘where he is ‘still active. oliti- _ The* only scandal to- develop thus: York where. pe prints of 20th’s 

azine—i well In: ‘addition: to. these com- 
One local. .Paper j Hons | for Show Mag iad 'panies;’ Techni Ltd. also handles. 

_4 prints: ‘for. . Universal, 
United Artists, Warner Bros., ‘Par- 
amount and Disney. 5 

moreover, ; 

fa¥ concerns: the’ ‘allottment. ‘of. the! éally and the ‘will cover, the conven- 

reported ‘t hia t. government minis-} still is one: this” summer. 
ters,. secretaries; and assorted: fune=i_ Tels 

‘tidnaries had: been assigned-no’ Jess! delegations (about 250), the. ‘Argen- 
than 1,000 of. the, 1,627 seats. avail-| tine industryites. (about: 200), and: 
‘able (one minister, in fact, was. said j. the:.-more..than 300 -press people. ' ‘does: processing of .8mm 

the alter, interest’ in doing ‘it. as a film. ‘but; does its own color lab processing ‘auditorium: and 556 in sini Lin: this country, the job is turned 
Politically, Vidal may’ “be a ‘dele- * over to Technicolor Ltd. for prints 

gate ..to. the ‘Democratic national j ;to. be distributed: in Europe and 
: convention this. summer from New ‘other overseas: markets. -Conipany 

ad credit on .overseas 35mm 
“Cleopatra” as’ 

Columbia, 

‘Technicolor: Ltd., 
audio- 

to: have been: assigned $0 séats’ for} It’s a. tight Squeeze: ‘and.a big head- ‘visual education pix made. in £ng- 

An. Just about, 600 for call the: fest: elbaum. | ae! 
‘himself, family: and friends), esi ache to: press chief Edmundo. Eich- land. This,: too, is big business in 

a - Blighty. 

‘gram would enable. ‘inception: of 

of the 
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"PICTURES 

Living Look- Alikes For Nasty Nazis | [adm elon ha aedy nen 
a Wednesday, April 8, 1964 

THE HOLLYWOOD INTELLGENTSIA | 
bert Penn ite z andony Touse centers . 

.on..an: ‘imaginary. Fiddlerstere. ‘Tennessee ‘which’ is. to’ be fiooded ‘to 
/ Make a dam. A feature motion picture is in prospect ‘and at:the locale. 
arrives ‘an. independently . wealthy (sic) film: producer..and. ‘an .Oscar- 
‘winner screen writer who just happened ‘to: be born there. The waters. 
‘will eventually: risé and turn-‘the nearby state penitentiary. into’ an: ° 

| and: that. is: hat. Wolper. needs’ to. 
‘\-go-into E. ‘Germany: to. record some | 
| of -his.scenes.. He.is not having -an.|. 

_: “| easy ; time convincing ‘the -E... Ger- 
man -. government - to’ allow.- his:} , 
camera. crews - beyond. the ; Wall. 
: |-Also; -he. would like ‘to: get hold: of. 

| certain: footage presently in E. Ger- 

~ 

Wolper Will Mix ix Simulated and Actuality.™ 
Footage i in Documentary 3 For Theatres: | 

* David L. Woiper’ s first theatrical 
: venture, 

will be-made over the: next. 12 to 
14 months, 

‘sources, 
‘made by- various cameramen. dur- 

ing Hitler’s reign, as well as some ti 
-. of 

‘historical moments involving ‘the. 
on which. there is. “10 

specially-filmed “re-creation”. 

dictator, 

footage ‘available’. 

¢ Alan ‘Bullock,’ author of. the 
Third ~ Reich exploration 

nical 

include Britain, WwW. Germany, U.S: 
official ‘sources as: well - as ‘G:Ls 
who recorded ‘some history, ‘scenes. 
from “Triumph -of ‘the. Will” -and. 
others: In the case of ‘the Russ 
footage, Wolper revealed : he :‘is 
paying $5 to $20 a-foot but’ de- 
clined to estimate. eventual. costs. 

to be a: United Artists | 
release, will be an over-§2, 000,000. 
documentary ‘on the rise. and fall | 
of Adolph Hitler and the: Third 
Reich. The two-hour film, which 

will. contain ~ footage: 
purchased by Wolper, froin. -Various.} 

including: the Russians, 

“Hitler: 
A Study in Tyranny,” :will be tech= 

advisor on’. the “project. 
‘Sources for available’ film material 

of a rights: agreement. 
As far. as. the’ plan to ‘simulate. 

is | 
conducting a hunt ‘for. look-alikes. 
non-ayailable. - -scenes,. -Wolper. 

to the figures in Third Reich. his- 
tory including: such ‘as Hitler: him-~ 

Documentary - filmmaking. ° ‘tech- 
niques. will be ‘used so as to blend. 

jthe new ‘material with: the old un-- 7 
noticeably. 

-Wolper . believes ‘that. some Sof ke 
the. film . material’ he has. acquired |. 
for the’: ‘picture, which | ‘is as. yet |: 
‘untitled, has - never’ ‘been: seen be- 
| fore. in. “US. - theatres: or -on.. tv.. 
“His. re-creations.. of .. ‘behind-the- 
Sceties.. events will be’ ‘filmied sans- 
dialog so as hot. to: show the’ dif: 
ferences between real ..and . new, 
“narration being -the . main : vocal. 

The : narrator - Auimselt. technique. 
has yet: to ‘be. signed 

F easy: task: either. | ee 

UA is. s financing | the. ‘Ritler Project. 

. SAM SPIEGEL GETS. 

‘Hollywood, “April: 7... 

. Waterfront, * 19545. 

tion Picture Arts: & Sciences.: 

| {man “hands. ..This isri rovin an : 
In: some. ‘cases. he is ; buying. footage "t P g. 
outright. and in others it. is mOre |". his ‘deal. with | UA: may. be the’ 

first of others. “Wolper’ is presently +} 
talking -with: the company about 
‘other - projects - but nothing - has |. 

“| been. firmed He has been ‘actively |: 
involved_ with . UA-TV - fora while, 

self.’ Eva. Braun, Goering,. -Goeb- | 2°W.. via’ various specials | he ‘has: 

bels, Chamberlain, ‘Mussolini. Once 
found, these doubles will. be filmed 
in -the ‘actual . historical locations: 
“were particuluar ‘events took place. |. 

|‘made : for...its. distribution and-.the. 
“Hollywood. and’ the Stars’’ series. | 

ARV THALBERG awa = | 
Sam. Spiegel, Producer: of three : 

Osear-w.i in ning films—*On. ’ the |§ 

“Bridge on: the 
River Kwai,’ 4957: and “Lawrence. 
of: Arabia,” 1961—has.-been voted. 
“the” coveted”: Irving . .G. -Thalberg:|’ 
| Memorial: Award by. the Board ..of | 
| he Acade f Mo- [ee 
Governors of ‘the Academy of } | benefit © an placing ‘the total. ‘Te- | 

. } island. In that penis the author’s. brother-in-law, .an ‘ill-starred. M:D,. ~ 
who. shot his. wife’s ‘first lover: years before and- escapes. to try.- again: 
with the film producer, now: ready towed: her. The making. of the film 
‘never occurs in the Story, for the author. takes. the bullet: ‘intended. for’. 
-his employer... : 

This. novel. may ‘well: interest: film folk since its prose ‘is ‘far’ suiperior~ 
‘to’ its. contrivences.. Only. Warren’s own skill. as a. descriptive writer: 
makes the. cornball thing stand: up at $5.95: 
Incidentally,’ the: Hollywood Oscar-winner- ‘would also’ rate’ a ‘prize: 

for. all-round ‘confused-as-in-literary-heel: traits.. What.“Flood”: is sup=-- 
posed..to. prove is confusing to. at:.least..one reader and. yet the ‘sheer.’ 
_Skill of the prose. keeps interest until the: ‘plot: breaks down into: sheer. 

a Jetdown at the finale. 
J|- “Seldom have -two guys’ from ‘Hollywood been: “addicted. to: ‘surch: ‘intel- 
, ‘lectuak: conyersation. And ‘several of. ‘the hillbillies of: Tennessee: are re- 
markably erudite.. . . , . Dont = — 2 

| Pix & Vidpix Makers As One 
“Continued: from. ‘page. Bi 

-AMPP. was, ; organized - in 1923 ‘as. .. 
‘the. ‘trade association, of the. major" 
film: ‘production * companies, - -and*. os: 
the Alliance was. formed. in 1951 “By i 
major vidpix - firms.” | 

tions. under the new: setip, said Al- 1: 
liance - ‘member | companies. were’ 

unanimous. in. taking. the step in 

the: belief. the: consolidation ofthe 
‘two: groups: will: be.. of ‘distinct 

| Wacky hilarious j journeys. on ‘board 

“the fictional 5.3. ‘Flying Wind.. ve 

‘There You Are, 

|-sources. of. the | association ‘at: the. ; 

disposal | of ‘each. and every. mem- |. ° 

ber. company; no matter’. ‘how: 7 - 
small. *.- Jencks . opined that - the | « 

‘| Last. reeipient: of award was ‘Stari- |” move: will also create “sounder and |. F 

[Tey Kramer: ‘the: ‘year. before, for,| more ‘stable employment and -Ja-| 
FAME. 0 oe ‘lpor: relations. policies to: the bene- | © 
a Among’ Spieger’ S.- other top. pix: fit of: all ‘segments of the motion. 

; were “The African: Queén,”- whith’ ‘picture -production community.” ..: |- 
: Alliance: member. companies: will: ‘won the. late Humprey: Bogart- al 

it Ironically, : producer’ s.-'“Law- 
= | rence” swept -the™ board. with. 
- Jseven Oséars: but. Spiegel was ‘over-'} 
| | looked last. year by-.the: governors, ; 
who did not vote a ‘Thalberg honor. 

“Noval by. “| best-actor award in 1951, -:and. be- repped -on .the AMPTP. board - z * a, ween | 
“Suddenly, East: Summer. moo of directors by George Elber, first ee . “ROBERT. - 

| Spiegel marks:the 14th producer exec Won we of Four Star; Saul. Cy . . he cos 
{to win the. award, established. in. Wels ow, veepee. of Bing Crosby “Ml IRVISH 
+1937 for “outstanding: motion: pic- Productions; ernar eitzman, | w MIRVISH” : 
‘| ture production”: and voted. by. the veepee, Desilu;an additional board |. . oe 

| Board. only in ‘thosé. years in. which member -still tobe nominated by) ~ 4S. WONDERFUL! as 
] its’ rnembers feel-theré is a desety- Amigo.: Productions, Bellmar _En- 
: ing recipient... -AWard. “itself,, how= [erences “inn ada Produetions, 
‘}ever,. has :been:. awarded 17° ‘times, | yberry” B af *|ductions. and. Tycoon Productions. 

‘Ot: ‘concocting ‘funny. episodes that Get. : 
even funnier. as they develop. He‘is.a § |. 

Lt master. of the: running: gag; Nery enters”. _ . 
‘|-variance due to-fact.that. Darryl-F. | - taining. | af 

ee: | Zanuck, first recipient in’ 1937, has boat pie studios Mice. epped | | “uth Weekly _— 

ave [won -three’ times (also 1944. ‘and | Gordon’ Stulberg, Columbia; Bonar'}” + Down: to. ct ae 
G* 2 | 1950);.and Hal. Wallis. twice: (1938,: Dyer, Walt Disney. Productions: | a 

2 | 1943). ‘Rules . now “prohibit any’ in- ‘Saul Rittenber ¢. MGM; “Bernar d | each Pleasure!" pa 

Z | Gividual receiving the: ‘award more “Donnenfeld, - - Paramount: “Fred” —Bert Lahr : "7 

z. | than.-once. ‘| Metzler, .-20th-Fox; Anthony. J.| — Starof. “Foxy an 
+ -Other:. ‘recipients include Davia. 
1 Q., Selznick, 1939; Walt - Disney, 

Y | 1941;.. Sidney Franklin, 1942; Sam- |- 
-V uel: <Goldwyn, . -1946;. ‘Jerry: Wald, -|-. 

Frederick, Universal: ‘Robert. Blu-| . 
mofe, UA;. _E. L. De-Patie, ‘Warner 7 DUTTON 13.95 ! 

\\ | 1948; Arthur Freed, 1951; Cecil B. _AMPTP officers will be ¥. Frank | _™ 
) | DeMille, | 1952;- George “Stevens, Freeman, :board. chairman;: .De- 

| Patie,; vice chairman; ‘Boren,. exec tf. : 
~ F11953;; . Buddy - “Adler,.. 1956; Jack) nd Frederick, vee- 

me eee Warner, 1958. hae u veepee; Broidy a ederic e 
a ‘pees:’. Alfred “P:.. Chamie;~ veepee- |- 

; __] Secretary, ‘and. Jencks, veepee. .. - 
| Present AMPP. members are. ‘Al-. 

Earl Bellamy” s “Fluffy” -SMied Artists, .Col, Disney; MGM, | 
“| Earl Bellamy,: who Aas. been con-. Par, 20th, U, ‘UA. and Warners... | 

. | ceritrating - recently... ‘on: directing .| ~ - Alliance: members . ‘are Amigo, : 
‘| tv shows, has been. Signed by: pro- | Bellmar, BCP, »Calvada, Daystar, . 

_ +] ducer Gordon Kay to. helm ‘Univer-. ‘Desilu, .Flyirig: A, Four.-Star, Jack-|. 
= |sals “Fluffy:? 3: Chertok, Mayberry, Revue, T & -L, |} 

| oe . SA Tony: Randall will. ‘ead. “original ‘Tycoon’ and ‘Wrather Productions. ‘|. 

‘BLENDED SCOTCH Tae. SEPROOFS RENPELD ERTS LTD, N.Y... comedy clr cumeran tis month | | 

= Hear... 
a | Hollywood | 

’ Commentator. 

The oldest name in ‘scotch 

is the right name for. the best 
raietete tae 

“B00 STATIONS ~ a oe 
“INCAMERICA - Youngstein 

“at mace Continued from Page. Bi — . 

| novel by. Philip. Van‘ Doren. Stern, | -— 
ao J which ..deals' with: plotting the. as- |. }- Available Now! We offer to mafor: [Staten arene bots || — @fa 1 

ms - corporate and oa Booth,- “Tes: understood. ‘that’ there | 123 East 54th St. New York ; eo 
, ~~ jnstitutionat user S Jf will be only -a. brief appearance of |. _ Ploza 1-6655_ on © o 

- DISCO U N’ a aselected program: - [eentorihg’ onthe before and after|| (© es = os fs centering on e. pe ore an a er | 

co PONS > . <0 savings. coupons” ‘|. Further along: in. preparation; ‘aS. BPN , en 2 oe 

U for attractions. «| eGry  avoee” a secent novel’ be| | [234 W. 44th ST. NEW YORK | 
| Richard Martin Sterne. “This sus- |] * - 
_{ penser will: be. seripted by: ‘Robert | tom 
‘}Goldman and Fred. Coe, with. ‘Coe : 

7 at-the fair: exhibits, 7 — LA 4-0707 _ 
rides, restaurants: 

— , for attractions at 
7 and shows. ° - ‘also signed. on ‘as the director. | ai 7 cg AKE TRUSSELL'S . 

‘WORLD’S. - feat gamenere planed east Grit] arte Hours rormny: | 
_ Meal fors a- [eet te slose for sans of 5 wre senctraund erect ot 
_ “Sales incentive programs! “op .|Honal Broperties which have been} tier ‘hentpas adie “sug eac ee, D 
a FAIR» - Product promotion; | ——————| ieee te ee 2 - 

) ~~. Premium promotions! | | eae | 
“Employee programs! | ‘SPECIAL OFFER F 

~~ ~-For further. information. “y TELEPHONE. ANSWERING 
‘write or calls: } > SERVICE. - (| eco eee 

AUTHORIZED DISCOUNT. PLAN. CORP. $2 Pen wen RADIO CITY MUSIC: HALL as 
, Rockefeller. Center ¢ PL 7-3100: 

 Mon:. thes Fri. 

JU. 2-6730: : 
minimum four weeks 

ALFA ‘TELEPHONE 
"ANSWERING SERVICE. 

305 Fast 45th Street: 
‘New York 36, N. Ye 
ey OR: 9-9280 

“| PETER SELLERS) =. fe 
) Pools PRENTISS.« > Angela LANSBURY] 
[|<] in STHE WORLD OF HENRY ORIENT” 

Afen Arts Co ampaniy Picture from United Artists i in ColeF 

a3 ON GREAT STAGE “@lorp of aster’ ands, te aa 
SAUCE m EASTERLAND” Mee 



.: fich’s | book, - 

_Wodnesie. ‘April 8, 1964 © _ PICTURES _ 2h | 

A " mse “Sod Quotations 
: Week Ended Tues. ¢ 7 - 

““tSouree ‘National ASSN. oF ‘Securities. Dealers. tne.) 

4 : : Bob Abrams, Bernie Rich 
Combining to Package ° 
“Screen, Video | Activities) 

‘Hollywood; ‘April :7.- 
P “Bob “Abrams. and. Bernie - Rich,. 

ca formerly’ ‘associated with. “Eddie 
: ‘Fisher, have. formed Selena. Enter- 
. prises for ‘motion. picture-tv. pro-- 
duction, management and packag- 

selves :with= Mike Todd “Jr, 
- + nitery. musical ‘version of: “agpand: 

*?.the World in 80-Days,” -to. be fol-}. 
-“lowed -by. bus and: truck legit -tour. 

that ‘ran’ last summer : at N-Y.’s 
.Jones.. Beach. © Similar’ productions 
“are planned for Todd-owned “Peep 

: Show,” “Stars-and. Garter;” “As the 

“Girls Go”.‘and -“The-Hot: Mikado. ” 

“National: - Performing . “Arts is 
booking **World”: tour. ‘Spread will, 

_- include live ‘elephants, camels: and, 
--@f course, . a balloon, “as ‘well ‘as. 

-eight .. stage ‘hands: two.” assistant 
: Stage managers and othier. Staffers: 

oN. Y. Stock: Exchange 

-other:- Spanish | 

: she. is -now. filming: “The. Treasure, 
| of the > Amazons.’ mo Tae 

“196364 “*Weekily: Vol:. “Weekly - Weekly, ues, “Change: 
‘High - ‘Low * aes ~ in-100s- High... “Low Close. : “for. wk. 
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“ACourtesy of: Merrill : Lame, Pierce, Fenner & Snitth, Inc.) aes 

“Over-the-Counter. Securities ; re fe 
e 2 Bid: Ns es 

7 Conitnonwealth Theatres of Puerto. Ries *. "538 ce BLS ee 
Four. Star ‘Television. . cher ie Bis “ER 

-Gen:: Aniline'& Film vere eee ia ee BAT EB 

"General Artists. Corp... beck an He Aetna TYR or 
, General Drive-in 00 20 ceyet eee 10% TSA EH 
.. Magna Pictures. .... ret ceeded UD 2B es 

-". Medallion - Pictures oeaee Peed tee eee AG ETM MA 
". Pickwick. International. pebete ee aleve ee Ql aA +B | 
"Premier Albums’, ."-.: ;. CURL eet C/E 2 SO Pd 

-.: Rust: Craft: Greeting : ‘Cards. eae See's 1394, 5%. 
~~ Seven . Arts: Productions Cone Pee eee EM PTSD . 
WA, Theatres . 2.2... hihi fs 2 BY 9%. a VAL 
: ‘Universal Pictures; vee nee eee, GF TO ot 
Walter’ Reade-Sterling. ‘tne. es aee wie 1236. 28AS 

--, Wometco™ Enterprises . wicaa ge dealers oe ee: 344% BOM = 
=: Wrather Corp. ne ee oe: a) eee : 

| SPAIN DELEGATION 
10 BA’S FILM FEST 

. Madrid; “April. He 

‘Heading the junket > wag “sub: di: 
rector ‘general - for.-cinema: Floren- |. 
tino .Soria... With . -him:. were . pro- 
ducer Tenacio Iquino and’ director 
‘Mario’.Camus. who will present the 
‘official - ‘Spanish ‘entry, a. 
Sanchez.” ‘Producer Jose. Maesso| . 

nj and director’: -Royira-Beleta - joined. oa 
‘the. sroup. ‘to. support. “Los ‘Taran- | _ 

‘invited. by. the. fest to. compete: . , 
‘for official awards. or : 

Show: is designed: ‘after production |» 

tos,” 

_Others ‘in. | the’ deewation:. 
cluded. San. ‘Sebastian fest. director:|’ 

‘Jose’: 
Suarez and-Julian Mateos. ‘Actresses : 
“planing: in “were° Elisa Montes .and 
: Helga -Line. _Awaiting | the- ‘delega- 
tion in. ‘Buenos. Aires.-were | Uni-’ 
espana exec. David :Jato..and ‘Span-. 
‘ish screen star. Emma ‘Penella,. who 

Fernandez - -Cuenea,. * actors © 

flew ‘to: the: fest from Brazil where 

et 

"] Strangle’ Downtown 

LEN |: 

chester): 
Prudential’s: Bayshore -. and. Pat- 

| chogue . (Suffolk: County): will. - alos 
re : Court adopt ‘a rule’.of “hard core. 

_ | pornography”? father than. continue | 
‘|to. interpret the more vague: con- 
‘|cent of. obscenity.’ - 

. | "The: Addams - “Family,” 
an seen’ on ABC. riext ‘fall. 

| “Topkapi” -- 
“| ductions. are. “Loved .One,” ‘Cin- |. 
. -einnati: 

wo piper." 

| | Jinn Grainger Back: 

| -~ Allstar Distrib’ ee 

_.}mer,.- 
|: Peak”” Pair ‘were: acquired: from 
_ -Alexander-Ford-duPont, of which 
oF ‘Alexander, was veepee: : oo 

A big ‘Spanish delegation planed | 
| out Tast: week to the Buenos. :Aires.|- 

Film. Festival: to: join’ ‘up there. with! 
industry. figures 

already: in, the “Argentine. “capital 

tity.” 
-. Ing. “Duo® has acquired. Willie Hein-|". 

“The Lonely Con-: 
“queror,”’ for first feature film deal, 

“as a ‘coproduction- with: Modern Art 
~ ", Films ‘of Berlin, Pie will: be lensed. 
oe there. fo 

ol. ‘Phey’ve. also” “associated | them: 

the’ Field”. 
|-ously* 
t ‘programimed:- 
‘had ‘been dropped when an original. 

available... . ne 
“Young fk. at — 

|. Date Extended to Nabes ‘| 
~ On .2d-Wind: ‘Showcase’ 

Strangelove”| ; 

| kicks. off a, 15-theatre “ showease” | 
run in, the: metropolitan. area: on 7 

. ‘April 12, This ‘will be in :addition |+ 
to ‘current . engagements at. the|= 
_ Victoria . and.’ ‘the’ Baronet, “Man: 
_[hattan. - tek od: 

1 Added. ‘starters. “for: ‘the. ‘Stanley | 
| Kubrick “suspense - -comedy ‘include |:s 
Century's . Kingsway: -and’ ‘Rialto, | : 
-Randforce’s Ss Duffield. 

‘| Loew’s . 
| -tury.’s’ Roosevelt’ Field. - fand : ‘Fan- 
tasy,.. Baker’ Ss. Bethpage;:. Brandt's | 

-|- Merrick: anid : Town: &: Country’ S|. 
"| Glen: 
| Loew’s. . Mt: Vernon - and ‘Island 

~ Golumbia’ Ss “py, 

‘Paradise “(Bronx);: -Cen- 

. Cove: * “(Nassau | County); 

Brandt’s-. Yonkers -(West= 
“Century’ Ss - Huntington, 

Plaza, . 

Show the. film. 

[fu FILNWAYS’ HALF YEAR | 
“NET-AT $148,564 

; Net income: after taxes: of $148, -: 
- 564. tor 25¢-per ‘share.-on 601,492 

. | Sharés outstanding): was ‘yacked up. 
:* py. Filmways Inc: for. Sbemonth. 

| period”: ending. * “Feb. - 

. | ahéad” of. net.. income. for” entire. 
Ue preceding, fiscal. year... | 

ae -Gompany’ Ss: three ty. shows; “Bev-. 
_ erly ‘Hillbilliés,” :“Petticoat..Junc-. 
_|-tion” -and “Mister. Ed,” -have’ béen. 

’ |-renewed-by CBS anda’ new. ‘Series, 
- will”. _be 

. “Motion: picture activities include: John Corrigan, : prosecuting’ attor- 
= ‘three pix: in or. réady for release— | 
'|“Wheeler Dealers” (Metro), “Amer- 

. -| deanization -of, Emily” » (Metro) - and: 
(UA).- - Upcoming“ pro- 

fa ‘and: “SEhe | | Sand: 

- Hollywood, April. 4. 
* “y. R (Jimmy). Grainger, oldtimer 
_ distribution executive, has emerged: 

“| from ‘retirement to. join newly= 
: “|-formed - ‘Allstar... Films’ “Inc.,. 
‘|-veepee .in- charge of. ‘distribution. 
| Firm was organized: by: Alex -Alex- {: 
“4 ander,’ -prexy;: Jules: -Salkin, . exec 

_ | Veepee;. and: June: Starr,. secretary: 
7 treasurer. © 

. First. two- ‘Teléases. will ‘ba ‘Lovell. 
2] Italian: Style,” starring Elke -‘Som-_ 

and: - “Storm, Over ‘Silver 

{Brooklyn}; | trial court would find: and use the: 

. * Sum,. 
| pointed out president. Lee Moselle f. 

~ “Lis: approximately two and, one-half |” 
- }times’ . Filmways’ ‘net. income. for. 

same.. period. last: “year: -and “even ’ 

No » Hard Core Rule 
— ; Continued. ‘from page 1, — 

‘down: from. ‘the. bench -as to: ‘how ‘2. 

*| national: ‘standard in. ferreting owt. 
smut: Justices Stewart. and. Arthur. 
Goldberg. both’. ‘expressed doubts. 

cutors:- could: be. depended:-upon to 
‘determine. if -a -book« or. film -had 
violated. the’. national . ‘Standard - of 
decency. 

 Londori also suggested the High. 

“Chief: . Justice. ‘Earl . ‘Warren: ‘said. 
thie. ‘court ‘would . ‘eventually. -have’ 
much -trouble defining | “hard core 
pornography” as it did “obscenity.” ” 

suggestion would turn :the ‘court. 
into ‘the: “top: censor,” and London. 
replied: ‘the. court: has. already been 
in the. “position. 7 

The ~ -attorney -’ insisted “phe: 

considered. obscene ‘under ‘the 
“hard core”: standard and. averred - 
that it: had. been exhibited in toto: 
in. 100. U. S: cities. arid. another ver- 
‘sion: minus 130: feet or 30 seconds’ 
playing time was exhibited | in Bos: 
ton and New York. ae 

ney. in Cuyahoga:County in whieh 
‘Cleveland: Heights: lies. He. said 
one Ohio. justice termed: the picture | 
“worse” than hard core pornogra- } 
phy. (This is- the ‘film: -whoSe- final: 
15. minutes ‘brings a runaway wife 

| and -her- love..into. frolicsome~ tub" to. 
a - ahd -bed -action—Ed) © | 

_Corrigan. averred _ ‘the: ‘proposal. 
“bor national “standards would re- 
-sult-in “hodge podge” and. ‘pointed. 

to’ the impossibility. of “enacting: an. 
obscenity: law. oe, 

‘tices. of local. judge in issuing | war- 

ing: for: Constitutional” insights | on 
obscenity.” Soe 

‘Chief. Justice. “Warren: “suggested: 
the: state authorities .should -have | 
prosecuted’ the sellers rather than 

. |-purn. the works, .~ 
‘Los: ‘ "Angeles | “lawyer ‘Staniey | 

Fleishman, ‘repping -the book sellers 
P-K News: Service,. did, ._ however, 
rest some weight on: ‘the: eommuni- 
‘ty’ standards ‘argument: “He ‘ques- 
‘tioned the:jury’s evaluation in the 

sb ease- ‘averring several. experts dem-. 
onstrated: that. works such .as. “Lady | 

Nain Religious’ 
‘Valladolid,’ “April 7 

“he “Mfani gillla- ‘Citta”® (Hands-on the 
en ‘Gity); ‘one of the ‘three Italian fea- 

- -..-tures : entered.:in' the- April 12-20, . 
2 judge: issuing- the warrant for con-: 

fiscating ~ the books only. : ‘read | 
Ba International Film: Week of. Religi- 
a “| ous & Human Values, ‘failed: to. get: 

|, censor. “elearancé. Italians wilt only. 
| Show: Ermanno ‘Olmi’s | “T Fidan- 
\zato”: (The. ‘Fiancees): | 
I. Wermiuller’s | “I Basilischi.”” Despite. 
‘earlier. reports. that Unitalia. con- 

| ditioned: participation | on fest ap- 
‘Fproval- for. “Mani,” the’ Italians 

_: |-Chatterley’s -. Lover,” - 
| Cancer,” and “Tropic of Capricorn” : 
[had more. four-letter words and. 
vivid: ‘descriptions than the “Night- | 

and Lena]’ 
liam’ Ferguson. said ‘officials -fol-'} 

|Legal Reality’ Sufices ity. 
His. brief; filed: before. the. argu- |: 

’ > “Tropic - of. 

stand”’ paper -back ‘in. question... 
Fleishman charged . the. local. 

racier. parts underlinéd in- pencil: 
‘by: the ‘Kansas Attorney General. . 

Rebutting; Attorney-General Wil-: 

‘lowed . Supreme: Court. guidelines: 
on obscen 

have not. protested, <nor withdrawn. tents, was. signed by - attorneys | 
Other -* last“ minute 

indicated . -that © .previously. 
“Freud. 2 - (Universal) 

version. print ~ with * Spanish “. or 

program) ! 
‘changes affect: ‘Yank entries.’ Festt- 
‘val. :director. Antolin .de..Santiago|. 
revealed-the addition :of ‘Lilies of 

(UA):- and ‘ -simultane- | *: 

general: of..17 other. states. indicat-' |. 
ing’. their: ‘approval of . the: Kansas |. 
action. oo a 

chartered: ‘to ‘deal in. motion pic- 
tures, ‘video: films .and equipment, 
with New’ York “ ‘offices. - Capital 
f stock consists of -200- shares,. no 

French subtitles could not be’ ‘made ‘par value... Béndes, Stark Se Amron. 

“Ts
e Stu

ff —Pi
c i : 

‘Tecording . attorneys. “as 

“Dogs dia. not. seem the paying: customers’ best. friends last Friday (3)! 
ine: at Bradndt’s Beacon’ on Broadway.. The: audience was openly: razzing a. 

20-minutes.Paramount-released short; “Born. ‘Hunter’, ‘which has to do 
with .a very. remarkable; but: humble, hound. from Harv .Butler’s ‘much- 
identified | bréeding-and-training schvol at Allen, Okla, Made by Pandora 
‘Productions. with the “cormmercialism showing: through. from start: to 
finish, the. theme. of dogs bred to. point quail in. the middle states,.and to 
také cups and- ribbons -at .a‘-serfies of. contests in Oklahoma, ‘Nebraska, 
Iiinois: and other places, ‘eould. not: 
-of.:apartment and: ‘hotel dwellers. ‘What made. the thing ridiculous: was} 
shaving. the narfation “in ‘the dog’s . 
-cornbail - ‘theme: ‘Song. The audience. reaction to’ shorts prompts: the 
wonder. sometimes Ww" ‘ether the: eirciit -bookers ever view them. or take 

7 them: on. faith, Or. does. the: ‘booker | 

have been. further’ from the interest 

name,.so. to. speak. That, and. ‘the 

know ‘the Beacon n audience? 

New Leitmol i at Nort Central: 
_Reasing Distribs Is Pleasure 
~ But Segal Is Profitable: 

‘that ‘.local: judges, juries or. prose-: 

‘ Justice. William Douglas: said the. |'son- could be. their failure to pro-. :- 

Lovers” ‘would "not. “possibly ” bel 

. Léndon’s. view. ‘was. disputed ‘by 
the: utmost. showmanship, sell: our 
films. to the. limit, make our ‘thes- 

" The--Kansas. ‘book: burning: argu- 
ments, centering more: on the: tac-.| 

rants,. was not particularly reveal- |. 

: ‘comipetition.. . 

hii Whéelock’ ‘Productions;. Tae: 

interest,” was denied Wed. 

By: ROBERT REES 

-Minneapolis, April 7. 

Two thirsty for North Central. 

| ‘Attied ‘ 
(Wed. deo 

One, independent 

‘derant time. to lambasting. film 

companies for ‘unfair sales policies . 

“that allegedly “murder” small town, 

: theatres. 

Two, exhibs’ will pay. tribute ‘to 

| aaily newspaper: amusement editor 

Bill Diehl. 

_-Exhibs attending ‘convenition; 

Jf will ‘be. told by: regional president 

Ray Vonderhaar: that another roa~ 

‘son,.as. important as. ‘sponsored. tv 
and * general distraction, exists. for. 

their boxoffice: troubles. “That rea. 

“mete their: ‘showhouses, attractions. 

-and- even. themselves: adequately, 
{which might well lead to financial 
difficulties and even. extinction. 

“This * may: explain decision. of 
‘NCA directors and Vonderliaaar to. 
pay less. attention. to denouncement — 
of: film ‘companies. and more: to.- 

shop” will be held. to. help theatre- 
‘Gwners. sell their theatres, pictures: ~ 

ft and. themselves | to advantage. 

“It's necessary for: us to. display . 

tres valuable’ assets to our towns. 
and. take active part in community: 
affairs,” will be Vonderhaar’s mes-. 
sage, “This convention: wll. pave 
the. way for such developments. 

“Exhibition: can. be made ‘profit ~ 
| able, even in face of such tough 
entertainment.’ opposition ‘as free 

-tion of ‘the need. for improved PFo- 
“motion.” 

. Even. $0, ‘the’ “convention intcnds.. 
Vie impress: upon the film compznies — 

that: also essential’ to survival are 
more ..orderly. product réleise, 

tion of forced - bidding, parcentzE> 
| in. -smaHler~ situations; arbitrer 
withdrawal, . ‘showcasing . and. 160 

Circuit. owner - and - 
NCA chairinan Bennie Berger. AEE 

| undoubtedly get in some. ef his 
usual - lambasting of . distribuficn 
‘tride. practices * and. policies,. espc- 
-Cially: spotlighting the dangers: to. 
indie exhibitors. of fhe 60% ¢-nolook 
business. 

Ey’ ‘Seibel;, “United | ip. amount 

| of ‘citing.a newspaper amusement: - 
editor. and: chose. the NCA met to 
.do it. ‘Recipient | will -b2 Bill- Dich | 
of two St. Paul dailies—the Pioneer - 
Préss “and. Dispatch. Presentation | 
will -be- made by another hon-mem- * : 
ber, circuit owner: Ted ‘Mann. 

‘Convention: ‘speakers - Will also 
-include . ‘Allied . States. - president 
“Jack. ‘Armstrong and exec. dire ector: 
‘Milton ‘London. - 

» Sadge Denies RKO Et AL.--- 
Dismissal: on: Traster 

REO Theatres, List ° Andustr’-s 
and. other’. defendants’ “motion. Foe 

| dismissal of anti-trust comple mt.” 
by Unison. Realty Corp. and Palh-r 

tiffs’ are not” ‘the. real- parties Hy 
(1): wy 

1 NY. Federal Judge Inzer'B. Wryat 

that action may be. continued by or 
against ‘the - original party). 

In: action; ‘jnitiated’ in. 1959, BE. 
herhad assigned: claim. to. Bree’ . 
Theatres. : Defendants moved. 
ground | ‘that,. ‘after. .artion 

its. “Assets . 

Schiffman: . They.‘ concluded. - the t 
the ‘claim .was..assigned to the.” 
‘individuals. Althoug!r plaintiffs did. 
not. dispute: claim, court-overruled 
“the ‘move and denied the action, | “ 

meeting. here. _ tomorrow 

jendent exhibitors? 
body is. not giving usual prepon-' 

most: from smaller communities, 

showmatiship.. A lengthy. .“work-. - 

_tv, but this is contingent on realizi-. 

fairer ‘selling: terms.and elimin-- 

circuit ad-pub chief and not a mem-.: 
‘ber: of NCA,.. -conceived the: idea 

Realty: Co., on “ground. that pla®: Sim, 

: - Court ruled ! ‘jurisdiction . Of fs - 
Laction- for. alleged violation of te 
‘antitrust laws. is based on. certatn. 
federal. laws” (which state, in ‘part. 

= weg aon 

‘Started, Unison was dissolved ard 
distributed: ‘to © stock) 

holders Leo. ‘Brecher: and “Frank 

| 
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Meaning that, at this. very moment, there i is-an. 
international film festival i in: session. at the Argen- ; 

tine. capitol, moved | there. from | the. resort, Mar 

Del Plata, the earlier. host city. (i's: autumn. down _ 
there just’ now). ° “The. B. A. =event: follow 
three ‘weeks the: interhationial: film: festival: at? 

Cartagena, i in the. Republic of Colombia.° ‘Late in 
1964, still another. international film: festival willl 

take. place | ‘in “Acapuleo, ‘Mexico. . | Thus, Latin” 
America alone has three major. events. 

‘There is” an: Asian Film Festival ‘annually, 

“yotating from. country: to. country, and there: is a. 

film festival | in’ _Melbourne, ‘Australia. ; So the. 

(phenomenon. is geographically widely dispersed. 

it shows even. in the Near East. at Beirut, Lebanon. - 7 

a by:only * 

7 But. the. “original sead-bed. of international film eae ; : 
“festivals. remains. Europe. and. of: the big ‘events Wee 
“there, - ‘every. ‘summer." season,: the: first: notable. : 

7 convocation: of. buyers. and sellers of features isc” oanee 
always’ the one at Cannes. To that. exciting. resort oa vy cee 7 £ 

and’ ‘imarketplace, “this: ‘weekly. addresses. ‘itself 
— ‘every. spring with a. data-crowded, . fact-packed, ms 
: ideo-saturated. annual: compilation. °. = . _ 

The wealth. of: ‘special text: ‘lone’ assures: 5 the 
value. of: this. closely-studied, _avidly-retained, 7 
long-afierwards-quoted special, edition. “Add. to" 

._that- consideration the.. ‘jet-sped- circulation . at. 
| _ Cannes: itself. - -Here. is the reference ‘volume: ‘pars. 

“excellence, relied Upon. for: insight and. foresight _ - 

at all the international film festivals which follow. 
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werk; sales huddles °. 
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“London” - =. 
National: Filni Theatre. will ‘be: ‘moving: to .a- ‘temporary } frome: ‘from. 

‘May ‘1,: while the. existing: theatre onthe South Bank is. being. rébuilt, 
‘and enlarged. 'The NFT will be housed. at the “new- cinema in ‘the 

'-: Vickers Building. on Millbank,’ - Meantime, : the NET is -présénting’ a 
"program : of: German’ ‘films. of the. '30s, . ‘including. “Phe Blue - Angel,” | 

“The Congress. Dances;” “The. Last: ‘Will of -Dr;. Mabuse”. and Leni. -Rie-. 
*rifenstahl’s .“Olympiade,. Berlin: 1936; which ‘runs-for three: and a half 

_ hours:: .Next month the NFT will present ‘4 tribute-‘to Robert Hamer, 
: who. died. recently.: 
 and.:Coronets,” -and: “It? Always’ Rains: on: Sunday”: ‘Filming’ has. 
- started’. at: Pinewood on .the’ third James: Bond. ‘yarn, - “Goldfinger,” 
with Sean. ‘Connery: again: playing’ the lead: role; : 

production is: budgeted’ at / over. “$2, 500, ,000.: A replica’ of Fort’ Knox: 
_hhas been..built- at::the: studio; ° ‘Guy: Hamilton - is. directing,. Honor 

os Blackmiani ' is: playing: Miss - Galore. and others: in’ the cast-include Shir- 
ley. Eaton and. Harold: Sakata:: 

_ and Paul. Dehn’: 
On April. 18... 
“Rattle of a: Simple: Man” ‘at:the Associated British Elstree Studios 

. . from: a- -screenplay. by: Charles ‘Dyer: ‘-hased on his. play. of the same name.. 
“Top roles are played. by. Harry: H.. ‘Corbett and Diane. Cilento:and. Wil-: 

. liam Gell is associate producer. 
" Sociated. British-Fathe. , 

Roma” 

wes _ Steve. ‘Revved follows up -“Sandokan,”. which. ‘geportedly. tas: toss
ed | . a 

$800, 000° in three. ‘months’: ‘Italo -dates; “with.. “Pirates ‘of. Malaya”’ for |. 

Filmes-Fono Roma .- .... Dino ‘DeLaurentiis is producer with most. “Sil- 
ver Ribbon” ‘awards - (4). ‘to: his credit while: pic with: all-time’ record .is 

 Mittorio DeSica’s “Bicycle Thief, with’ six; 1963 kudos: this :-week: by 
- Italo’ -Film .Crities “Assn. Report: here that’ Catherine: Spaak has 
re, ‘some: Hollywood: bids.’ after US. ‘debut of latest, ‘“Empty..Canvas”... *. 

eae Carl Mohner cast: in. “The Last ‘Gun,” ‘Cameron. Mitchell: topliner 
"+. winder’ way’ here... 
ae | oe Tunis .after. troublesome. navigation: from. its “Yugoslav part ‘of 

a origin « 

. Viking -ship’ ‘replica . -used -for .“The ‘Long ‘Ships”. 

.. Hungarian. Film Week planned for Milan’ in April .. 
_Days.in “May” opened: to very good:reaction: here... 

“Marco .Polo;”. Horst ‘Buchholz starrer, heads’ ‘for Egypt. after’ £ Yugo. 
“i. .slav location work, producer Raoul Levy reported during, Ronie. stop- 
over ._.“I, Dolci’ Inganni,” first Catherine. Spaak pic made. here some. 

fos .-years.. back ‘by Alberto _Lattuada® and’ first cut..and. then - -banned,” ‘has. 
7. been okayed: by censor. ‘and: gets. new. local launching. . 

Jo, 2: trouble . finding site.sufficiently high +o: ‘accommedate Sistine ; ‘Chapel. 
ae “sets. for. ‘Agony and Ecstasy,’’ which Sir Carol. Reed. ‘guns ‘here.in June.. 

Milan ‘paper,-I1 Giorno, . quotes thesp” Gino. Cervi. in. beef. directed | 

;.20th* having |i 

7 at -Paramount:: ‘for. trimming a scene. out: of - Italo. version of “Becket”. 
’ '. in. which he ‘appears: opposite : ‘Paolo. Stoppa, ostensibly to, avoid ‘dis-: 
we Pleasure from Catholic authorities; thesp implied le might. sue, paper | 
“Said , ;. Piero Gherardi, nominated for costume design. for’ Bit ‘and. 
. “winner with “Dolce. Vita,”: is. handling. same : -chores ‘for. Princess Sora- 

-ya’s pic: debut: in “DeLaurentiis’. “The: Secret” ... 

the: time - -you read. this.’ 

e * Paris. 

‘Canines. Filmi: Fest. jury which. ‘begins. April-29. and: now winds May 14, 

legit... critic. Jean-Jacques: Gatitier; Charles . Boyer, Fritz - Lang, Rene 
Clement, Hispano critic Joaquin -Calyo-Sotelo: ‘and: ‘Swedish - critic 
‘Floris: Mamstedt.: ‘There ‘will -also:be. a: Russian. and’ an Italo rep:: 

wh Joe Losey’s. “The Servant” . getting a ‘gala opening: under the auspices 
* of the: Syndicate. of. French film and: tv ‘Critics . - 

-Estella. Blain and. Sophia Daumier. First: two- are “dramas and latter 
: ‘Writer - ‘Andre: Couteaux’s ‘prizewinning comic 

‘book “Un. Monsieur’ De ‘Compagnie’ (A- Hail: Fellow: Well Met) :is: the 
basis of : Philippe. De Broca’s next pic. with. Jean-Pierre. Cassel. . -A |. 

* ‘comedy - of manners and”-morals,:Couteaux. read’: the Script: and: found. 
“Nothing - left: of. his: original - practically... -He'says::he ‘is not’ angry: but 

8 is now. -writing-.a screenplay: so his. ideas. will ‘get directly-on’ screen ; 
_ «33. Oskar Werner ‘set ‘for-.a.top role. in. H: G..Clouzot’s “Hell,” and. then |» 

ot Paul: Graetz’s” war pic “Epitaph ‘for an. -Enemy’’: and ‘Stanley. Krameér’s |: : 
7: “Ship of: Fools”, . 

-“2°150,000: admissions in 14 ‘weeks. and. moves over’.to the Gaumont-Pal- | 
“-: ace later: this month: to“ make way: for Samuel. Bronston’s “The Fall of 

. Alain: Délon to. -play opposite | 

_It’s‘A Mad, Mad; Mad, Mad World’’(UA)- has‘ taken | 

+ the Roman Empire”. at the ‘Empire ~ 
* Shirley’ MacLaine in one: of: the. episodes’ of: ‘the British pic. “The. Yel- 
- low: Rolls Royce”... 

7 ; Jean. Seberg. dubbed 
“vherself. for the: French version of. “In’ The Frerich. “Style”. (Col)... 

we, J Seven Days in: “May” (Par) getting: ‘neat. reviews :and-- ‘probable . biz to 
ct _mateh. « One critic: felt nothing. like’ this ould: be made’: in France. ad 

‘Tokyo: . 
~ gta 3 Wery “much. ‘in: a ” tanigte | ‘is ‘possibility.’ ‘of. ‘séreen.- quota ‘being 
imposed’ when‘ thé: import: licerise:: ‘System .is- ‘dropped . come July 1. 
Most Japanese exhibs and; producers -are..in’ favar’ of .a.: protective: 
screen quota against thé expected flood -of foreign ‘films. ™- But’ there’s 

. _.been no- indication ‘yet -of: what. formula: might be: applied «.. 

‘in Hollywood. His ‘film “Twin: ‘Sisters -of -‘Kyato’”” is “a. “nominee . 
Although ‘lensing started: here almost.two years ago, the’ Daiei:Harold. 

. Hecht. film “Flight: From. Ashiya’’: -was released: only: lately: After 

“bo. as! “not"up to expectations”... . 

“here arid abroad by. Toha': ba .. Elvis Presley in “Fun in Acapulco”. (Par) 
. doing ‘boft: biz at. Hibiya <-. 

' -Kalovy Vary ‘and Buenos: Aires . 

“topper, Noboru: Watanabe ~ . 
terrific b.o. at::-Marunouchi. Toho : 

with . “Nippon. ‘Herald. prez: Katsumi -.Furukawa *; 
Fox) ‘holding’ o.k.. ‘at, Yuraku-za. while’ “It’s 

. for: r Plecaginy in. Sune. ae 

pnterna national Sound Trac J 
a igh pix studios at the present time. |. -— 

‘More’ and..‘more films are being |- 
‘made, ‘most of them with: an. eye on 
the. international ‘market... 

is. about -to: “start” ‘production ‘of |: 
“Brollopsbesvar” 
bles) --after . an. idea -by’: the late : 
Stig -Dagerman. It. .will -be..an--ex- |. 
‘pensive. production because. it has: Onna 

Among his* best-known. films are -“Kind ‘Hearts. only. top-rank names: in the. cast.” 

‘playwright .and:.by many consid- 
‘ered the Strindberg of our Benera-: 
‘tion... After: his. suicide -in: 1954, : 
many. ‘of his works: still were'.1un- 
published,: He is’ ‘Credited. 'with be-. 
ing. ..able © 
conflicts artistically, 

’ Albert. R: Broccoli. 
_and..Harry- Saltzman are “producing” for ‘United : Artists: release and the: 

The. screenplay. is. by Richard. Maibaum 
.. Hayley Mills ‘will. be celebrating: ‘her-18th. birthday | - | 

“Sydney: and Muriel Box. are producing ‘and directing | - - 

foreign film ° ‘distributors. in. .-the. 
:U.S.: and: now a veepee with WA, 

production, thinks one of the main: 

‘Sellers’. ‘market.since the last: war, |. °0.¢ ° 

‘| other _-nationalities; ee ps 
could bé bought for: ‘Taybea couple.| 

‘grossed eight or.nine thousand :dol- de : . 
Jars. fhe.distributors:made money.| =...‘ 
Theatre: overheads; were also more |...’ -:’ 

‘prices’ still: Ted to. good takes. 

jn. those: ‘days brought in $40,000 

-SiX firstrun - showease . houses: for. 

Embassy ‘Pictures| toreien. ‘pix 'in Gotham: then ‘where. 

._.Amay have bought: “High. Infidelity,” an talo, oepisoder, ‘for: the US. ieee 

we “seems « ‘something’ of -a° mishomer { 
- rn | to him. After all, most of. the ‘great-. 

Arthur. Schlesinger Jr. will be the American: member of the © coming est, films of | all time - were “made 

| th id: olly- 
‘rather than 13, dye to the many: pix.that wiil be in the:running, “Other there was. no.need’ to’shunt: Holly- wood. ro in | 
jury - members | are. French .critie . Vera :Volmane; :French writer: and’ P. dir et nto... SP ecialized 

: -|-Styn, ‘and’ Irwin Shapiro: were also 
| distributing : films. 

. Séveral. actresses: 
_airing pic ‘scripts they. have. penned on their . tives: on tv, :radio and: in: 

the. press. with some producer interest ‘awakened. Spilling: thesps: are- 
éPier Angeli, now. winding a. role in ‘a. French pic “Oss 117,” and-loeéals.. 

‘cess, . “the.” 

‘system - starting July ° I, the: Fi- 
‘hance Ministry ‘has. given approval | * 

at . Locarno Film Fest in Switzerland, in July, will: 
| give-out the Council of Europe Newsreel prize . period. from. Aprii- (beginning -of 

.:| Japan’s fiscal: -annim) -until ‘the 

porter-distribs ‘with. the number of |.” | 
‘children’ ‘can’t -watch. the : fictional. |- 
‘deaths of ‘cowboys. ‘on films, ‘but 
ean’: watch ‘the. real: “deaths - of |* 

mount,.. 5°: (18);.- 20th-Fox, . 5 (18); ‘Cypriots - ‘on. television,” comment | 

. Shochiku | 
director Noboru’ Nakamura will attend Academy. ‘Award’. ‘Geremonies | eluding Buena. Vista: and BCFC),|. 

| | Artists, .4. (15). Universal, 4. (15);. 
and Allied Artists, 3. (9)... 

almost:.a- week .at the Piccadilly; a Daiei spokesman: ‘described: the |: = 
“Castaways”, opened ‘strong, wind 

Buena: Vista International -Far East’ supervisor Alex. Caplan. ‘predicting }.. 
"..:,..‘film. will. earn ‘something. like. $415,000. in: Japan... ‘Actress. Keiko | 
. << Kishi, wife -of. French : director Yves: Ciampi, returned: to’ go before |: 
o/;: “the..cameras ‘in indo. production of “K-waidan”..with: Tatsuya, Nakadai. | 
°/* Based. on’.a“Lafeadio Hearn ‘story,- budgeted : picture. will -be” handled | 

Japan -will confirm participation in six 
» International Film ‘Fests this” yeat—Cannes, ‘Berlin, San -Sebastian,. 

: Oakland, Cal.). 

0 TTS TE RT OSS ei. see a al aol ee Ra ie cr note ee 

- a . -_" . ¢ nn weet ate . : 
. . . a . : -- bese, . . ms 
Dossy wo tte : - a a : : - : : 

Shows Real tal om 
i “Stockholm, March. 31; 
There i ‘is a‘great activity. in. Swed- * 

| Woman in Dunes’ late: 
Tore’ ‘Sjoberg’. of. ‘Minerva’ Fitm | | 

Cannes Pix Fest: Baty 
= “Tokyo, ‘April 4... 

indie production “Suna: = ‘no 
(Woman. in. the’ Dunes); 

(Wedding. Trou- ° 

t di- “Dagerman’ was. .an_ ‘outstanding here, Was, chosen jas 5 alate’ an est 

‘national. Productions’. “My Enemy, 
the ‘Sea” as “entries -from. Japan. 
:On.- roadshow: :just. completed at 

to” yee erotical. earned. ‘a .Tecord :$140, 000 in 48 
day 
"Toho. “is. distributing. in: Japan 

| called: World: Films; Most plaudits. 
‘It have been. for: director . Hiroshi 

oe are ge wy eg a olan: _overseas’ rights -. are | being: an Apae FLX: {handled -by Indepro- international, 
ad pe CUCL Use © .the: export aré. of a new company. 

Pic is. - for’ World: release. ‘through. As.) 

‘Claimed: abroad. 
"Paris, “April: 1 jo 

ly a. Lopert; one of. the ‘early: 
here: .of Teshigawara’ 3 first fea- 

1: c 
who. is here on investing in. foreign: tare © pit 

“eral. release.. 
changes -in overseas pix: setup: in- played only. ‘art: houses, -. a 
the U.S. is. that.it: has become: a: 

When: ‘he. started. in. business: in |: v 
‘| 1937’ a’ French _ pic,..or- those: of | X 

‘Lopert: said. |} 

‘of: thousand’ dollars: and” if: they |". ; “Sh 

SS Spokeyoy April 7. 
- “in the face. of mounting criticism, 
“| Shochiku decided. to.scrap-plans to. 

reasonable’. and lower” -admission 

‘Sure: -he admits ‘that. a real ‘hit. Make: a feature: pic based on the 
alleged. ‘activities of Akira--Nishi- 

while: one. today can take in-$400,-: ‘guchi, -who- has. confessed ‘toa se- 
000. But there were perhaps. five or: 

been tried. Believed to be the. first 

there are. perhaps. 25.- ‘today. . 

And. that tag of “art ‘house’. Still | scheduled production. 

in’ Hollywood: .But ‘im pre-war. days |.Oita -' Judicial Affairs 

houses.” 

. Batk when. he’ ‘started,’ Joe Bur- 

‘And: the “few | harmed -by such a film. 

houses ‘usually specialized with:the | 
‘Little Carnégie. -using: British . pix,. 
the 55th:Street, “with ‘French; the 
‘Stanley, ‘Russian. ‘Another’ one, the 
Film ‘Arts housed his first big suc- 

French’. -Mayerling, me 

-quest to Shochiku calling: for can- 

\ It. pointed. out* that’ while the ‘con- 

which. ran 40: weeks,” 

“Eyes ‘of ‘the: People” and; ‘accord- 
ing to. Shochiku, ‘would have shown 
that, crime does not “pay. 

JAPAN OKAYS: INTERIM 
~ IMPORT PIX LICENSES 

i . Tokyo, April .7. - | Rap Great Britain’s $. Pending: the “expected | abolish- : 
ment of the film import’ license ~ Censorship: of Texas 

Oldham, Eng., April 7: 
for interim’ licenses: to cover: the] 

“here following. the local watch com- 
‘anticipated’ free-market: _There | } 
were .77.: interim licenses ‘granted.. 

Following | ‘Lists -. - American im- 
Friday -screening’ of “Four ‘fer 
Texas” (WB). ©: 

“It seems “ridiculous: that. : our 
interim licenses: and.” parentheti-: 
‘cally, ‘number ‘of ‘annual. _licnses. 
for. last: year. : MGM, 5: (19); Para-. 

‘Warners, .5- (19);: RKO- ‘Japan ‘(ine sed. one. councillor. 
. » Another: - 

5 (17); ‘ Columbia,. 4° -(14); ‘United. 

Inside Stuf—International al 
without incident. .: But.‘on, the evening’ of their .final - performance: in 
Rome’s’ Palace. of Sports’ ‘a. group. of: young: people started : ‘to pelt the 

——s! 

“The. Language ‘of -Flowers”’..is .title. 
cola Scala prepared. the: production::: .Monte Carlo orchestra. Was con- 
ducted by: Piero. Bellugi (formerly. conductor at ‘Davenport,’ ‘Iowa: and 

were . the: chief interpreters... ca I ee fe 

Firat Avistrian performance: ‘of Rossini’s.. ithe Count: ory” will be : 
given: by. the Volksoper .on: April 22. -A- new: production’ ‘of Richard. 
Strauss’ “Daphne” will be-.the: Vienna Festival's: contribution. to. honor 

- the: “composer's ‘100th. birthday on Sure: a ce a 

os ! Spot: as Ross | 
+, 

. which : has been doing -great: b.o.: 

lineup. It: joins. Ishihara Inter-. 

.810-seat Miyuki-za:° here, “Dunes”. 

‘| Teshigawara, who :is ‘being hailed. 
& | by..some: ‘as capable. of being ac- 

“Kashi... to Kodomo". 
(Swamp Terror), this time in gen- 

‘Picture . previously. 

ries -of :murders | ‘but. has “not: yet. 

re.) time: a: Japanese filmery  bowed..to. 
| publi¢ censure,. and. cancelled: a. 

‘Pressure, against. ‘making ‘of ‘the: 
film was spearheaded. by the Civil 
Liberties. Protection. section -of the. 

‘Bureau, 
which brought -the::matter-. “before | 
the . Justice. Ministry.. Nishiguchi' S| 
‘aged. father - had. -first.. protested 
against’ the announced. pic, saying | 
his family would be immeasurably : 

In ‘stating its case, the’ Civil | Lib- 
erties agency made a- ‘written -re- 

‘cellation . of. the’ production. plans.- 

‘stitution guarantees freedom: of: ex-. 
_. pression,-‘each individual has . the 
:Lrigh€ of having his honor. protected. 
| The. picture: would ‘have been called. 

Film.” ‘censorship: in ‘the -U.K. 
came under fire.at-the local. ‘council 

“suggested that | the 
‘Whole. ‘business. of. film censorship‘ 

| in” England: Fequired - ‘a different 
as approach.: . 

one .|- mand.’ Gatti, 

“Soviet. Army Chorus- has ‘been. touring. Italy; playing. to big: ‘crowds 

“Ne ew work by Renzo. Réssellini was: pééently premiered. at the’ Opera’ 
‘in - ‘Monte ‘Carlo. » .Importer-distrib. Fuji: Eiga,'| Milan's: Pic=. 

- Scenery and costumes. by George’.Wakhevitch. - Ro-. 
‘Sanna. Carteri, Fedora. Barbieri, -Alvinig’ “Misciano: and Rolando Panerai: 

j | SPEA). 

‘{NTERNATIONAL 

od cms Politico a ales on 
’s Pix Play France 
_By: FRANC OIS PASQUALINI.. 

a Marseilles, April 7 
Animals, film: producers and 

Spanish-speaking political leaders. 
| were. in the Marseilles spotlight: 

again ‘recently with the showing’ 

of. two. of Frederic Rossif’s films 
at. the Varietes. His “Les Ani- 
-maux” was acclaimed as an out- | 
standing. full-length documentary, :.~ - 
and: his “Mourir a Madrid” (To... 
Die in Madrid), a collection. of: old. 
international newsreels . on the | 
Spanish Civil War given unity: ‘and 
purpose through his running com- 
mentary, got a special boost from 
the ‘fact. that it had been pre- 
viously. vetoed by the French: ‘For- 

Z: eign. Minister in -order to avoid 
offending. Franco. “When the ban. 
jwas lifted, Rossif came to. Mar- 
-seilles. to. present the -film him-- 
‘self. Rossif, who is also. a. French. 
tv reporter, revealed that he. had 
had’ political trouble of this: kind 

| with the. French Ministry of In-- 
--Success ..of. “Dunes”: has brought 

abput slated “re-release: in. June. 
formation a-few years ago, through 
his” ‘refusal - to. remove ‘from: a 
retrospective telecast on Marshal 
Petain’s 1941 visit to Marseilles 
a newsreel scene showing ‘a crowd. 
‘of cardinals. and other high Catho- 

‘(lic church dignitaries welcoming 
.[-the-top-:Nazi collaborator.’ Rossif, 
‘who has been called “a_ ‘movie 
“encyclopedia” by American ‘ex- 

"| perts, also disclpsed that he had 
--fdone “To Die in Madrid” as @ 

'. | tribute’ to Hemingway. 

-Cayatte’ 's ‘Double. Fil’ 

‘Andre .Cayatte, whose 
double. film “La. Vie“ Conjugale” 
‘(Married Life} was billed simul- 
‘taneously. in. four local theaters: 
The ‘expression “double. film” 
stems from the fact that the basic’ 
‘screen. story’ is told twice, in dif-. 
ferent. terms. One version, : “Fran- 
coise ou la’ Vie Conjugaleés,” offers 
|the wife's -viewpoint (she’s. an 

while “Jean-. 
Marc: ou la Vie Conjugale,” the 
‘husband’s account, makes him the. 
‘hero, a victim of his wife’s alleged 
or actual unfaijthfulness: and social 

angel, of course), 

ambition. 

‘A shrewd “You be the judge” 
‘blurb’ is flashed on the screen 
‘prior-to the showing of each film,,. 
‘explaining. that what follows is 
only.one side of the story, sO that: 
the curious. patron, ‘as soon as he 
or.she has seen it, rushes for the 
1 theater. where’ the. other side is 
being. shown.: While one -knows no 
more about the truth after watch- 
‘ing. both ‘versions, from a ‘box-. 
office standpoint the -stunt. proves. 
surefire, -Cayatte, a former lawyer, 
has’ obviously | capitalized on ‘his 

}-legal’ expérience by. turning this. 
| firsthand observation of the qual- 

-_ ‘State-. . 
-tments .in divorce suits into a - 
_ , | money-making idea. 

‘Cayatte’s: film savvy was. further 
| illustrated ‘during ‘his. Marseilles: 
‘visit by his explanation - of -why 
he chose Jacques — -Charrier* and 
‘Marie “Jose “Nat as the stars for 
his -déuble film: both actors had 

| had. unhappy marital experiences, 
esnecially. 

ity.- of ‘marital’ partners’ 

-Charrier, who was 
Brigitte. Bardot’s former husband. 

“Two are Guilty. ”) 

Cayatte made 

in: his latest, 

-Boxofficewise, 
this. interesting "remark about ¢in-- 

.{emas:-in general: “The. best thea- 
tres are not the one’s ‘pilling the 
best. programs ‘but those with a 
Targe-size’ car ‘park in: their 

‘| vicinity.” 

Another Pic on Castro 

.|. French playwright, film. pro- . 
“|-ducer and: exnewspaperman Ar- 

! whose allegorical. 
play, “The. Voyage of the Great ™ 

{Tchou,”.. made one of his. cats. 
famous in Marseilles ‘during. the 

‘choir ‘with oranges ‘and: shouted “Remember Hungary”. as the group‘ ‘play’s two-month run at the Iocal 
Sang “Russians: do--not. want war.” -Police moved. in’ and: charged. 1S 

a ; . French film. critie and historian, Youths " ‘with: h disturbing: a. + public, Spectacle, 

es Georges . Sadoul,; infor three. ‘weeks: of. :cinematic..sightseeing. in 
-* Universal prez Milton -Rackmil and v.p. -Americo. Aboaf:. ‘due: ‘for | - 

See . Disney pictures ‘will ‘play, Toho: houses for.:first time'|: 
' in’ five’ years.as “result of. package deal . 
who ‘absorbed -Shingaiei, ‘has - ‘been reriaimed: Europe . Films. under’ new. 

- Sex-laden “Sin: inthe: Suburbs” did’ 
“Nippon: Herald pacted with -Ti-: 

tanus for distribution -here. of “oT. “Malamorido’”: in. deal. agented | by 
'-. Robert M. Lury. of Select International Films, Titanus’ territorial ‘rep.. 
-Titanus exec‘ director Alfredo Burla was on ‘hand for formal: signing |" 

“Cleopatra” : (20th=.| 
, a: “Mad, ete.* World”. (WA- 

.. . Cinerama). falling. ‘off 'at Shochiku Central | oe . *Cardinal” ACoD. slated 

‘Theatre Quotidien; dis planning ao 
film .on Fidel Castro, a’ .subject. 

+ which ~ seems. to fascinate an-. 
other - - former journalist-movie- 
Mmaker,:.since it has ‘already. in- 

spired| Chris Marker’ 'S: “Cuba Sit” 

: Disney's: *“E obo". made a sensa-- 
tional: Marseilles debut at the Stu- 

| dio. under auspices of the local: 
Societe: -Protectrice des Animaux 

‘On exhibit in the the-- 
atre’s entrance ‘hall was <a’ live, 
caged “wolf, a Disney. gift to the 
Port of Seven Seas zoo, and mo- 
Mentarily being used as” a box- 

“office. come-on. 

| ‘Another French producer who - 

recently paid. a trade visit: to. Mar-. 

‘geilles. is 

“(Cayatte repeated the. technique 

a. ES Bee! ek Sea 
“ 
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‘entire’ event, lasting. until . APproxi- | 

“to date. ‘The 200-225 expected. in- | 
_Stallations: will - provide. approxi-|’ 

MCA-TV;. with ‘the: optimism: of 
a youthful. scientist starting his | 
first: experiment, will. soon tackle | 
its first closed-circuit, telecast—the - 
May 30 “500” Mile: Auto. Race. at 
Indianapolis. 

“Optimistic - feeling” of the: com: 
pany, according ta Richard ‘B: Graff, | 
asst. to Universal general : Sales | 
“mer. Henry H: Martin.and now.on-. 
special assignment. to MCA-TV: ‘to 
handle sales, is based on: 

(1) The tied-up rights to: future a 
telecasts of the event.(for at least: 

which. will] 
enable them to- work. out any bugs] - 

that a first try may bring -to light.| ; 

and to assure ticket’ ‘seekers Of the|.-: 

event's. permanency.. The -knowl-|.:- 
edge, believes: Michaels, of | being | 

permanent : will help sell. future mo 

six years after 1964),. 

years; 

nical. “and broadcast. crew. of . 102, 

which - includes: nine . announcers; >| 

of 

equipment, some of it. permanently . 
elaborate = outlay (3) An 

installed, at the Speedway; 

lations to be set. before the event. 

Over 70 had been firmed as. of :last]. 

weekend. with most of two months | . 

to g0; 

prehensive advertising ‘Kit ever 

devised. 

Graff. said: that. 12 cameras and| 

30° microphones will, be used to 

-eover the race, A complete studio | 

has been constructed on the Speed-|" 

way. grounds. Although this - year:| 

telecast will be in black and white, |- 

studio is wired for full. color ‘tele- 

-easting. in subsequent years. ..Lim- 

ited: tape coverage. starts May 1, ae 

with. full operation scheduled. by} : 

May 23, enabling complete. coverage |. 

of iast two. days of qualifying time. 

trials. ‘Some of this ceverage will. 

be used. on telecast, prior to ‘start. 

of race. 

“With concentration of. ‘five cam- 

stop. ‘point, ‘other. cameras..and an- 

nouncers will be placed. at strategic 

points, particularly. turns and back 
stretch... This’. will. give: spectator | 
a direct view of every foot of the’ 

race and fast coverage by announ- 

cer. Inserted occasionally. will” be 

brief taped comments. by race per- 
sonnel—track . authorities, drivers, 

mechanics, -etc. More..than 9,000 

‘feet of coaxial ‘cable will be. used: 

with two cables..to every..camera.. 

Three switchboards will be used. 
for. internal communications. 

The: “500° was - selected by MCA-}" a 

TV after an ‘extensive. survey : by 

MCA-TV sports: supervisor - Jay 
Michaels, which. indieated the race 

-had greater. family ..appeal © ihan. 

other events. A comparative study 

-of sport . events :made. by -Sports: 

Attendance-Triangle - Publications 
and ‘quoted by. Michaels said. that 

attendance_of. estimated. 35,000:000; : 

‘at auto racing last year’ ‘exceeded 
figures for all other sports Cexcept 
horse: racing). 

Telecast will begin at noon, EST, | 
which means West Coast viewers 
avill have to’ be in seats by 9-a.m.,: 
PST. Graff sees no problem in fact: 
that-show, first big daytime. closed- 
circuiter,’ ‘Tnust. convince spectators.|: 
that it’s worth their’ giving up four: 
‘daytime hours, and On a, national 
holiday. | 

Span of. four hours’ will | eover 

mately. ten minutes ‘after ‘finish 
and, ‘as “MCA. men. were quick .to } 
point out, with no danger of.a quick}. - 
windup as in some ‘previous tele- 
casts; Estimation is that.event will} 
be all-time record, topping : even. 

(5) Wide ‘distribution | of : -ayhat| 
MCA-TV claims is‘ the most. com-} 

Of ap a on Cable - 
Ticket Taker: ‘at 95. 

-Minneapolis,. April. T 
“icket-taker | -Chariles..’ ‘Cobb. af 

|. at-the Minnesota. Amusement *- 
~'@o:Lyrie will be 96 :years.old:... 
his next birthday. ‘At ‘another ~~ 
MAC. house the. age is 84 and. . 
at: threé Ted Mann ; theatres 
the. age‘ range ‘is 75 to 86. . 

takers, ‘including - Cobb, . have 
‘Deen enjoying ° perfect ‘héalth 
-ever -since they’ve been on 
“their present jobs and declare. 
: they ‘experience no difficulty” 

in staying. ‘on. ‘their feet. for’ a” 
total ‘of..six hours ‘and- some-. 
times more daily... 

e's Office. 0 - 
Bob ‘Carr:-. Lyrie . ‘manager, 

(4) An estimated: 200-225 instal-| says that.Cobb'sets an.example ~ 

every. "other. respect... 

Bri tish Actors 
- Equity | xed 
At Toll Terms 

“London; April -7. 
“British ‘Actors Equity,in its 33d 

annual ‘report, .has lambasted the 
‘Government for limiting .the: size. 
of: the: projected toll tv experiment: 
which should be rolling here by: the 
end of the year. -. 

eras and three announcers. at’ start- | - Union;:.which recominended’ the 

establishment. of paysee ‘to! The: 

full national toll. system: would .:. 
have‘ made possible: -a . close ‘and 
correct. relationship: .: between. re- 
mauneration of performers. and: the |. 
size of ‘audierice- which they. serve. 
|..."This experiment is. ‘pathetically: 
‘different from anything . we’. advo- |. 
‘cated. The whole: of the. transmis-: 
‘sions will be:on. wire and. different . 
companies . have . each. been given 

a absurdly small areas: in’ which - ‘to 
; operate. - tou, - 

“It. seems ‘inconceivable that’ ‘any, 
of: ‘them, shduld*be..able even to 
‘recoup, the cost ‘of, .e.8., ‘the: am-. 
bitious. program of opera. ‘Accord- 
‘ingly, it- seems: more’ likély that 
the toll: tv: experiment, will. be.used. 
less. for purposes of genuine. tele-| 
vision than asa. ‘sort, of. additional. 
cinema.” on 

Report: oes. on: Sey is. ‘impossible 
‘to: believe that this: form ‘of .experi- 
+ment can ‘do what the Government 
claims ‘to -be ‘its. . purpose, i:e.: to 
show whether: tollvision is accept- 
able to the public’ or ‘could find |. 
sufficient new program material to 
justify. itself 

- “This could’ be shown - only. in 
an:-experiment ‘on .a scale” w hich: 
‘would ‘give a reasonable oppor- 

+ tunity: ‘ta: enterprising: experiment- 
ers . of -recovering® their” costs © on 
that ambitious type. of: prcgram. 
which. voesibie tolivision: ‘would: 

Pilkington: Committee,” says: 

make Possibles' 

BROADCASTERS: ‘OUR 

“All of these eledrly ticket-° 

, ‘<The 95-year old. Cobb ‘didn’t’. . 
a start his. present “show. ‘biz: 

(2) A highly-experienced iech- : 

“Joseph. E, ‘Levine, ‘Embassy: -Pic- 
— tures prez, last week reaffirmed his | 
- feeling’ that -‘‘we don't - belong. dnt 7 

exhibition,” "- “referring : to “his: com- | 

. less, he indicated. that: he will ‘con- | 7 
tinue to - -operate | the -Festival 
-Theatre on ‘W.. 57th: Street’ and: is 

| ities. essential to pic. production. He 
: used. “The. Easy ‘Life™ 

| allowed to’ practically sneak “into | 
* |: Boston despite the fact that he con- 

sidered it a-sdlid boxoffice’ prospect |. 
“| with the. right ballyhoo. He: lamed- 
“| the: -situation.on the fact that “his’|" 

that for. 93 years he e hi ad or to... local exhibition: holdings: were -ab- |* 

a telegrapher in-a stack brok- mae 
sorbing: too. ‘much. attention. . 

| which’ first Jaunched him into the 

- for-all other of the: theatre's | film, biz. In’ New York he’s. ‘part ae 

~~” employes, being always: on the 
job. at -10° a.m:—never. late— - 
“and : ‘being: ‘conscientious - aes 

‘| nered with ‘James: J. Mage. in’ the.|- 
‘Festival: operation ‘but. still. his. staff. 
spends. time and. effort. working’ on. 

:: | things “related. to’ the house. when, 
| Levine feels they. could -better ‘use: 
"| their: time on picture promotion. 

jocalled Néw Embassy (no relation). 

Tomorrow”. is topping “82” biz. in 

off-Broadway situation. 

feel that Embassy -.doesn’t belong. 
{in exhibition, it will: continue thea- 
‘tre operation; in: New. York at least: 
Having | one’s ' own - ‘showcasé for’ 
one’s own hit apparently is just. too 

‘comes: one oo 

Tucson . 
e ve Sani 

~ mueson: April’ m. 
Atlas Television &: Radio Ine., ‘an. 

Arizona. corporation, has filed. ani” 
|application.. with. the: FCC: to: oper- 
ate here 24 hours-a day; with pay 
tv from 7. p.m, to.midnight.. With 
FCC approval, it plans ‘to’ be on the’ 
air: about Aug. : Pee 

’.Fronting: as president. of the 1 new . 
venture . is Mrs: Margaret ‘Kay. of 

‘Yaw. firm 6f..Holesapple, Conner, 
Jones, ‘McFall ~ & Johnson, which 
-also | has radia. interests. on. the” 
West: ‘Coast. - 

“Other | principals © are Ray mond. 

Johnson, : Darrow, D’ Antonio, 
‘Hayes &~ “Morales, ' ‘vice - ‘president, 

| and. Paul--Hosking, credit ‘Manager. 
of San Xavier. Rock -&- ‘Sand :Co., 
‘secretary-treasurer. 
ler: of: ‘ Chicago, - “formerly - 
WGN-TV, there; : ‘will be: direttor: of: 
engineering. 

. Lady president. ‘said: ‘the ‘station 
oy. would employ about 15° persons: amd | 

-| would - have .a monthly: “payroll - of: 
| $10,000: The station © probably . will ° 

“Why Production 1 Demands |" 
Shake Him Out ‘as Exhib) 

proceeding with construction of the |: 
| Lincoln’ Art: Theatre: ‘In: the: same ‘|. 
area,, en yn 

.Some. months, ‘ago, speaking ‘be- 1 
fore. -the - press.” in.--Boston,: Levine | .. 
had commented: that his exhibition: 

| holdings: weré. taking time. and. ef-'|. 
fort away’ from ‘exploitation: activ- +]: 

aS. an: ex-. 
ample.of.a- ‘pic. which-he admittedly : 

al) Phe Embassy ‘prez™ “subsequently |. : 
‘sold his, Boston. theatre’ interests, 

‘ Despite the distraction: the: the- 
| atre has ‘proved a- good. showcase 
for some of his pix,. although it has. 

-| played other: company’s. product.as |. 
“| wel: Federico. Fellini's “842” was’ 
a resounding success: ‘daydating in: 
the © Festival - with.- the -Broadway-: 

|. reality.” 
“There. are, however, a: number: ‘of ; 

{major “hurdles: ‘still:to. be° ‘sur-. 
| mounted, not: the: least of which is 
the ‘active: resistance to the setting’ 
up .of-the new: service ‘by’ a vocal. 

His-current “Yesterday, Today and |~ 

“So, in: -spite. of Mee vet 1 head= =: 
‘aches. may be-inyolved and regard--| 
less of.the fact that the ‘prez may: 

_tempting—until” ‘the. night’ buyer 

Hayes, associated with’ the firm. of 

eral release theatrically, 

the Liston-Clay fight, record holder: 

sLos. ‘Angeles, : “April 7. 
National. Assn, _ 

general counsel Douglas Anello 
mately: 600-800,000 seats in’ ‘both | 
the U.S. and Canada. : °. 
First N.Y. spot. firmed is Island: 
Gardens; Long: Island, but: there. 
will be outlets: in -all boroughs, 
MCA-TV said. ‘Pact- with Speedway 
requires: no outlets. be signed with: 
in 150-mile radius. of. Indianapolis. | 
This means. “elimination (as custo-. 
mers) of such large cities: as. Cin- 
cinnati, Louisville, ‘Dayton, 

‘render. ‘service to. the’ Joint. ‘Com- 
mittee Against. ‘Pay TV... os 

| California Jaw which ‘permits. pay Chicago and Detroit. 
Whether a .smash or ‘only.-ai tv. in- the state. Also .at. meeting-| 

‘moderate success, first. telecast w ill} were. Joint -Committee . ‘chairman | 
‘be sounding board. for. future 

and Michaels, ‘will “have heavy: em-. 
‘phasis on sports but ‘anything will |: 
be - considered. with a national..|: 
regional or even sectional appeal. 1. 
‘Looking: far ahead, one: that: will; 
get top attention is ‘the 1968. Olym- 
pic Games in’ Mexico. City. 2 Mark . Hanna: 

and. Ered. Stein, 

‘ing - indie: “film ‘production < 

ROCKS AT TOLL-READY’ 
of. Broadéasters |. 

met with reps of the: Citizens. Crue. 
sade Free: ‘TV. here Friday: (3). to| 
explore.’ ‘ways. and. means’ NAB can | 

NAB went.on record as: opposing | 
pay tv. in. -any form at its. directors: 
meeting: in:. Florida ‘in: Feb:. Anello - 

“ete, |.diseussed methods -by which.:NAB | 
Closest major outlets will: be im: could aid:in campaign to: ‘repeal the | 

Philip F; Harling, Robert: W.. ‘Selig, | 
events. These, according to Graff| Arnold | ‘Childhouse,,. Don ‘Gutman | 

z convention in Chicago. 

transmit. from atop ” the . 17- floor’ 
Tucson, House. fare 

“Atlas applied - 4B: operate * on. 
Channel 40. of the UHF: ‘Tange and, 
since «it will: ‘not have- major .net-- 
work: affiliation, plans: to buy syn-" 
dicated.. shows; . “Movies : and. Aocal 
shows. - , 
Mrs. Kay" said no” Schedule’ of 

‘charges. thas been worked. out, but. 
that the: pay period: y will _ Specialize | 
in. Sports. events. ; 

Frank’ Gorshin and: his personal 
manager, Léonard ‘Grant, : formed: 
GeG Productions. to.: ‘Imake fea=' 
‘ture films: and. develop: tv proper- 
ties, initial feature to be. oa In- 
cident on a. Quiet Street. 7. ee . 

‘Dimension 150°’ projection 
‘process; will :be guest | luncheon 
“speaker. .on. Saturday - tI. at- the 
Theatre Equipment : Dealers * “Assn. 

culty; - 

_ “Married ‘Talent 
“Bradford: Dillman. ‘and Suzy: .:} 

: - Parker (Mrs. 

_ ,Hine’s ““‘Child’s -Play,” to’ be. 

this summer, . *~ 
‘Hine, | ‘who was:. “exec “-pro- 

-. ducer ‘on. “Lord. of the Flies,”: 
believes in husband-wife teams - 
as” pic’s:. director-writer. 

_Sesyle. Joslin. (Mrs, ‘Hine)." 

British Toll Malls 

(1) Aid to Exhibs: 
c()) Pic Clearance 

. ‘By. HAROLD MYERS" 

—_ London, April. 7. 

“Last obstacles are being “flat: 

tened. out, ‘and: all: the signs point 

4. 

to the payvision . contractors receiv-| 

ing their. licenses. -from’ the: Post- |. 
” master-General, -by~ the time ‘the 

“There are’ still: ‘out-. | 

standing ‘problems, -but- areas of | 
month’ is out. 

disagreement are. “being | ‘narrowed, 

‘and: a final “settlemenit - ‘is -within 
sight, thus - ‘making ..a full: start. of 
the ‘new. “service. something of: a 

‘group of inderendent -picture- thea- 
tre. operators who. fear their. liveli-. 
‘hoods are. at stake. 
exhibs: -have_ formed themselves |. 
‘into an active defence organization, |. 
‘agitating. for. the maximum. protec-} 
tion ‘as ‘well. as: seeking” Tigid - safe- 
‘puards, .among. ‘them ‘a: restriction 
on the showing, of feature films, be. 

‘| they” British: or American: or: “con | 
~-/tinental:. wk 

:$mall . theatre * owner. 

fund. which -would compensate ex- 
hibitors for. a loss of: income, ‘and. 

| even.-for- total. shutdown, though the: 
methods”: by. which - ‘sueh. .a ‘fund. 
‘would. be administered have -yet. to. 

| be resolved:; The income, however, 
‘would be based:on‘a. percentage of. 

‘reveriue, and all the. coin would go |- 
into a common ‘pool. for: the: bene- | 

| fit of the’ ‘independents. 
Tueson, ’an..employe .of ‘the local }-"-'npe. payvision contractors. are | 

‘also reconciled to.the fact that they 
will have to.contribute their whack: 
{to the ‘statutory Eady fund, though:| ! 
/ once: again the mechanics. have yet |: 
‘toa be worked. out. 
-clear,. at ‘this..stage, whether. the. 
contribution . will be: ‘calculated ‘On. 

\ the: basis. 
whether it: will be. confined to. the |" 

, | revenue. -received:on | ‘the showing fo. 
Melvin: Berst-. 1 

‘With.|- 

of -  total....income, 

of féature films.: =.-:. 

“Also: to: be: resolved is the. ques- |: 
tion of. ‘the: time: gap: between the. 

‘| presentation: ‘of “a. feature: on gen- 

availability: for screening . via. pay- |" 
tv. “Fhe indies are: clamoring for a 
minimum : six-months ‘interval, but: 
this would be totally. unacceptable 
to: the feevee. outfits. They feel 

‘\ that. the gap must’ be narrowed ‘to 
days or, at thé most; a few weeks: if 
|they are. to have. half a ‘chance: to: 
{make a go: of the trials... : 

_. One area which’ loomed. as: a ma-{: 
‘jor danger-point, however;-is likely. 
‘to be agreed. without: much: diffi=. 

The origirial draft license 
prepared. by. - the ™ Postmaster- 

General “recommended. a “British 
Be film quota. of 30° percent,. -compar- | 
able with the theatrical quota, but: 
ithe: unions wanted it-lifted to. some- 

thing approaching the’ commercial 
tv 86 percent. quota.. 

mendation : has been -Jost -in .the 
-- tshuffle, ‘and. the draft license ‘still: 

| 7 incorporates the 30 percent tecom- 
—— | | Dm: Richard Vetter, coinventor of. — “the 

. Julian. Myers, publicist;. enter. 
with’ 

“Mistress of. the - Sea i" Setipted by: 

mendation, 

. “The. five payvision “outfits: hiave 
drafted their own. observations - ‘to 
thése outstanding problems, follow-. 
ing. their .meeting with ‘top. Post: 

- -LOffice. officials. last. ‘Wednesday (1). : 

Diliman) | will.’ 
"head cast. -of. “producer: Al. -. 

shot on: ‘Cape. ‘Cod. locations =. of 

3s. . 

These. indie | 

pay television; 
says. :the. etter ‘to ‘staff: 

-It is still-un-] 

Ory" 

and” its: 

‘of -.$5, 431,930 

‘It: appears, |. 
however, aS. if ‘that latter recom- 

: _ Dat I Successful sa a Be In lt - i “ ; 
pS NBC-TV’s: board chairman’ Robert 

5, , Sarnoff: and prexy. ‘Robert Kintner.. oe 
| predict. economic failure’ for pay ~ .. 
‘television, but, unlike the current .° .- 
stand. of .the National” _Assn;. of. : 
Broadcasters, the network-execs do. 8. 
not .think there - should: be. Federal .-: °. 
legislation to. prohibit - payvee by: 
wire.. 

- Sarnoff ‘aud’) XKintner discuss ‘pay- 
vee at: length inthe. lastof their. 
‘occasional letters . addressed to all” 
personnel at .NBC. -They-.cite:-the-- 

| fact that -payvee -has come to the 
.. | fore .again ‘through ‘recent. efforts 
{of Subscription Television Ine. to.” 

| establish: pay-tv in- California: and... 
'| NAB’s switch to advocacy. of Jegis-. . 
‘lation against payvee. .~:: ao 

- “On. the basis of. NBC. Feseateh, a 
says the letter,” ..:. . we ‘have’ serious. 

-| questions: -aS: to whether. it can.suc- . 
‘| ceed “economically. Certainly. none -* 

| of. the Systems that“has gone. into 
‘operation: in the past: has given any. 
‘cause for optimism - about: _pay-tv’s’* 
‘future. The fact that:pay-tv has‘rot’. 
got. off the ground: until how, .how-- 

-!) ever, doésn’t mean that.it may. not: 
‘at some ‘time. in- the future- if such.” 
a system. ° Should succeed. ° econ-. 

-omically,; we believe ‘it could-do
.so 3°: 3. 

only by. outbidding free broadcast=\ "=". 
ing. for the talent™and attractions a: 
that have demonstrated popularity.” 
-Such~a: situation, the, execs: feel,” 

would: : ‘give’. thése. attractions a. 
‘Timited ° audience, -which:: “searcely © 
seems: to square with the. public’ ~-- 
interest.’ 37 ‘Subsequently,’ ‘they - say, 

‘| a - significant minority would . “be: 
forced. ‘to move. to’ ‘payvee, ‘thus. 

{ weéekening the economy. of. adver-. 
tiser-supported tv: and: limiting the.. 

| ability “of: sponsors to ‘bankroll .a: .°....- 
variety of specialized programming,” “.:.. 
particularly. news, info and culture. ..- * 

“This is. why we have opposed. 
turning over broadcast. frequencies 
to’ ‘pay-tv. and. subverting them. to. | 
‘the : ‘purposes: of ‘narroweasting, s 
say Sarnoff and: Kintner: “We. re-. 
cognize- that: : wired. pay-tv “could. 
have the same undesirable. conse-.. - 
quences: as’ pay-tv .over. the” air. © 
‘However, unlike the NAB, we: have.. 
not. thought. it appropriate in-prin- «=: 
ciple:to oppose wired pay-tv;, which. _ 
‘will not deprive. free broadcasting ~ 
of. the. frequencies that: are intend-. . 
|ed for service to the entire public.”. -_ 

~ |: The “exees - say. that NBC has: no’ ~ 
‘present: interest: ‘in entering. pay 

> operate ‘the. ‘trial runs in. London a4 ‘ty, but if. it should. prove. to be’ 
and: the provinces are ready to. do. 
‘all . that - is. reasonably possible - to. 
help” the 
‘They've. agreed among’ themselves a 

|to. the .principle -of setting up:a 

economically . feasible . and thus a 
.“vanquishing - competitive force,” . 
they: would. have. no. choice. but to. wae 
-enter the field. 
“One area. of - programming ‘that’ 

-has“Jong. sweétened the dreams of .. -”: 
romoters is sports," mS 

“Yet, 
ironically, sports programming’: 
Offers a striking illustration of what 
commercial television already offers :: 
free ‘of charge, both. in quality and~ we 
quantity.” » Ee 

.The ‘execs. ‘go. on. to ‘cite’ “NBC's. atte. 
recent moves. on: the sports Scene,.. my 

1 including” the: recent ‘NCAA: and. +... 
American League * football” ‘deals, °° 2.-- 
‘summer Olympics, ‘continued. World: ae 
Series coverage ‘and increased bowl Magy 
football schedule.” ae 

TekePromptr, @ 
sings $80.33 

.-TelePrompter | Corp: chad | @arne.. | 
ings ° Of $80,363, equal- fo Ile a. 

| share,’ 
were. - $4,896, 368... 
compare with the 1962. totals: which ..:. 
showed ‘earnings. -of $55,957, equal... 

‘in :1963.. - Gross revenues |: 
These. . figures. 

to Seven. Gents a: Share, on: a- ‘Bross 7 

Irving “B.. ‘Kahn. i thaitman: and: 
| prez, predicted. growth in- ‘profits: 
in 1964. dye toa greater emphasis 
on community: anteniia tv. ‘Systems. . 

‘|and: related activities being under-. 
taken by TelePro.” He: ‘said. that © 

the 1962..and °1963 figures are not ~ 
‘comparable. sirice the ’63 totals re- — 
‘flect .. 
manufacturing ‘divisions. Of . ‘Cherry. . 

the . _ disposition of | ‘three 

Hill, N.J., as of Sept: 1: 
Accordingly, the 1963 ° Aumbers oe 

include._a net: non-recurring ‘gain ..:. 

| of $106,370 primarily from the-sale’ * 
of. the. properties, which was-more.” 
than. offset: by. a-loss for “eight: 
‘months of. operation: of .the Cherry 
Hill divisions, Kahn: said. Mean- . 
‘while, ‘all of: the: Tetained. divisions: **- 
‘of the... .;company.... aré- :reported ~ ** 

(operating ‘profitably. Sale. of . the ~ 
manufacturing divisions wil] enable. . 
greater: concentration of CATV,. 
‘Kahn’ noted. : 

TelePrompter’s ‘annual. meeting | : : 
will be’ held. a May.’ 5,, Kahn i reported. a 
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a olins 5-Point Progress Pro jection 

“public “the great democratic values of free.:broadcasting. : 
. the ‘importance’ of not having the best of it. -drained : off. for only. -:. 

.. “the. benefit of a‘limited number who: will ante ‘up’ special . fees for’ | 
ithe: special privilege,” ‘Promising. a. Class System. in. television . 

.- based'on ability to pay; ~: 0+." r, 
’ “'4)-Strenghening of “government - relations; by: ‘seeking ‘to: work.” 

-.. Constructively- and. in- harmony with ‘those in ‘authority “but. reserv-. : 

7S gervest os. : 
“2 §)- Broadening’ the: vision’ and: service. ‘of broadcasting: through 
a willingness ‘to serve the. nation and™ the cause: of. the free ‘world.. - 
‘The NAB leader suggested: here that just as the-Peace Corps rep-:': ‘goer,.'is; to compromise. the dollar | » 
“resents a: beginriing in’ making friends'‘ofpeoples.:abroad, com-:. ‘income. whose ‘level and ‘resultant . 

*- munications can ‘take the néxt: step: toward: the same end. ‘Collins vv 
‘said. he would soon appoint ‘a- ‘committee. on- international broad-. 

oy casting. to explore. the. need. ‘for. ‘more NAB: effort on, ‘an interna: 

Ne ’ Chicago, “April 1. 
“Along: with ‘an upbeat: progress ‘report’ for’ the. “year. past, -citing 

: made by NAB’s new. “Broadcast Rating: Council, ‘Gov, ‘Leroy: Collins.” 
-°.. ‘offered--members. of the industry: organization :he-. ‘presides. over « 
aes onward-and-upward.: prescription for: ‘the - year 1964. - _ At con- 

"pists of: = * 7 
oe D) ‘The further. ‘development. of broadcast coiles, including. greater hearer 
wt “public visibility” and greater industry reliance-upon them; - ’ 

2)..A° substantial: -improvement- of radio programming, “ied by.” 
: the innovators;. the men of inquiring. minds. and. the. men: who‘ be- - 

liéve. in. research: and. realize they..do not now have all the ariswers;. 
* strawmanship. : 

3.) and. 
8) Active “ apposition: to . pay-tv ‘through’ impressing © upon. the 

oxy dng? the power. to ‘move ‘with force . against . any threat::.; that. - 
ca would. destroy our: dawfal: freedoms Or “hamstring: ‘our efforts to: 

| everything is. 
{ pigeon. holing, : committeeizing. and. - 

a casters: are. as if. by: covert covenant, 

. ne > Will, provide. it. : 

king of war against. anti-demecratic 
__’ forces: which ‘¢an only” be: won: by 
“the ““Powers- of Freedom.’ ” -The 
: war ‘must. be waged, ‘he said, to 
‘ achieve: the: true potential of radio. 

> and: tv,-.and_ it . requires. ‘talented.|: 
oe and” creative. ‘people.: .McGannon:| f¥ 
“termed.” ‘it a - human’ stride. “that {q-. 

7 ‘broadcasting’ must: ‘make “to ‘keep | wae 
pace ‘with its: technical strides: SAT , 

“, Yelay satellite, remarkable as. itis; | - 
cannot. produce: television shows,” ; 
‘he said. . 

“thought -: 

ae ABC-TV, is. back in: proadeasting: 
“iS. AmOW as. ‘a partner in.-his-own ‘tele- 

Ci kv le wision station rep. firm,.: National | 
““:... Television Sales ‘Inc: It’s his third |. 

';'- Move. since: being deposed. as ABC- | 
OV. préxy—the first having been 

“3; Wwith-“Warner Bros... and -the most’ 
ne recent. with “Revlon-Schick.-: 

: ‘tional: level.: 
In. point. of pay-ty, Collins: told. broadcasters that. much’ of the. 

public: ‘is being tempted. by. ‘improbable promises .by ‘pay-tv" pro-:..|. 
 ‘ponents,.and they have not been | effectively. warned of: the. irre-_ 
‘parable’ damage” the pay: system can cause ‘to.’ free. tv... 
7 should puncture.a few” promotional. balloons,” : “he ‘said.’ - 

2, “Tt is “not: primarily ‘competition that we- Oppose,: alttiough, ad- 
* mittedly, broadcasters have self-interests involved . 

of the. facts... 

; _- be closed. a 

" “We 

. 1f the public 
"|, .is aware of what: pay-tv will do to family budgets: and family view- -- 

“ing: habits and still wants’ to pay, broadcasters ‘can, ‘and.-doubtless: | 
‘But. first thé. public shouldbe made ‘better .aware *- 

Tf there is: not. developed. a sufficient . public. ‘under-" .- 
standing. of ‘its. stake; a door. may ‘soon be opened: that ‘can. mever. 

“Westinghouse Broadcasting. prexy 1: 
Donald H. McGannon, upon receiv- | 

"Ji: fng: this “year’s NAB ‘distinguished. |. 
wl-": gervice -award,.‘told fellow. broad-. 
.-. @asters that it owas: ‘both their], 
: .privilege™ and. obligation: to. assume 

_&-leader’s role: in: the national: mat- 
‘ters of civil rights and: ‘poverty, and 

- ‘further he urged them to wage war 
:;. -.0n what he termed: <The: Poverty | 

ote of ‘Ideas, | 
The Jatter, ‘he. averred. is. a new. 

Broadcasters: he’ ‘said: “ must: be 
leaders: . and: action 

(Continued: on page 50): 

e lie Treyz' § New 
"Slatin Reppery 

 Chicago,. ‘April hy ae 
“Ollie: Tre eye, ‘former-.: .prexy :- Of: 

“Treyz: is..associated in ‘the. rep- 

Binghamton: 

-: Laverred,: ‘is. indeed. Tamentable,. 

s for War on’ Pover yot Meas : 
“Chicago; ‘April. 7. ae 

“| tamed: post-Minow FCC: | 
_{ made. ‘previously-. arch Republican 
‘broadcasters the very. citadel. of 
‘Democratic. Support.’ Such’ a. situa- 

| tion: gives the idealists, the remain-. : 
‘ing vestiges ‘of Minowites, ‘little to. 
talk or dream. about. With’the vast 
majority there is little concern that 

Pt 
| BY GEORGE ROSEN 

| “ Chicago, April.7:° 

-. Shadow - ‘boxing, 

being. -bypassed in. “the: official 

agenda: and in the: ‘public speeches. A 

“For to ‘grapple- ‘with. the.:real,. “ 
aa ‘tneaningful- issués, in thé opinion of |: 

mahy'an astute, veteran’ convention- |: 

, profits. ‘have thade ‘quantum jumps. - 
-|in the past: year as. to astound even | 
- the most optimistic breed of broad: 

feaster,” . . 
And ‘thus ail is "éomplacency— 

and- ‘even: “the silence -from - the | — 
“White House ‘inthe. form ‘of. no}. 
official « greetings from: the’ Presi- 

‘| dent ‘of ‘the-.United . States, which* 
-|has always been ‘customary in. the. 
‘past, .is. ‘understood.’ 

‘| “Lyndon” is -one- of their: fellow | 
a broadcasters, - and ‘having: “waxed |- 
wealthy ‘in their fraternity, is. in- 

| ‘clined,-as they understand, to-avoid | 
‘any. ‘semblance. of open - fellowship | ; 

™/ with the ctiosen few hundred who} 
*.Lare making it: big. in. their Fespec- |. 
tive’ communites: nae ‘ Gann anon $ Swi 2 at Intellectual ls. = : 

m bo Ask Better TV But Don't Watch; 

- After: all |: 

ore “ Bor. LBJ's “Better Deal” in fa | 
~.easting . is now: administered - bya. 

‘It had 

| -yesterday’s :tv: wasteland: is. more 

Triangle Tintups 
: Chicago; April. 1. 

Status of color on Triarigle. Pub- 
lications” stations finds. WFBG; Al-| | 
‘toona, and. WNHCG, New Haven, set 
‘to join. two other Triangle. outlets. 
this month. capable . of telecasting 
‘fil ‘in color: - - 

WFIL; “Philadelphia, and WNBF: ; 
already : telecast: : in’ 

‘colar - Jocally. ’ Triangle’ Ss station” in 
‘Fresno, KFRE, ‘is | expected’ to “Join : 
.the ‘color lineup. this ‘year, with the: 
‘question of WLYH, Lebaron, going 
‘to: ‘color. remaining open. 

4, 

| To Get Involved’ | 
od “Chicago, “April- a 

_Kecepting ‘the | complacency : “of 

; | today’s: ‘broadeaster, NAB’ ‘prexy 

| LeRoy. Collins’ ata: pfe-conivention: . 

-news conferénce on Sunday..(5):had 
‘some: unkind: words . fo ‘say about 

‘the | “broadcasting”: fraternity,’ Par- 
‘ticularly: ‘their. ‘unwillingness .. to 

“become. involved”. in: -worthwhile: 
programming undertakings, 

as ‘serious. drama. 

Said Collins: “1 want: to: see ‘the 

broadcaster be a “Teader—a force; 

but he’s. got. to: ‘be. ‘willing to. get 

more - ‘involved Ahan: he’ hhas- ‘been 
oy so. far.” 
Sopery- venture with Tom Judge,. ex- |-. 
* CBS-TV..Spot Sales, and -Jack:-Moh-| 
Jer of Storer. Television Sales. He. 
‘describes: ‘his: new ‘role. as-that of a: 

_hard-selling “proxy” sales:manager 
+ for a-short: list. of ‘tv: stations’. and. 
“Bays he’ll -call: .personatly: on: top. 
. decision: makers ‘at the: -agencies. 

«The ‘firm: has a ‘temporary “address: 
J; > On Lexington. ‘Ave: in “New... York 
“" and is. initiating ifs s Pitch for clients 

at. NAB. ‘. 
fusal. - to: “become: involved,’ ”" “he 

| lustrated -. 

B as Refasal i 

‘conterence-. 

tf like .a: ‘desert, so. long .as:“it’s-yield- 
= ing the evergrowirg bounty: of com- 
‘Ymercial network: cleararices,. com- 
‘pensation. checks: and spot dollars: 

- Semblance: of 
respectability. and. responsibility, 

But to: retain ‘a 

Gov. Le: Roy. Collins ‘has -dutifully 
tilted: at-the old: windmills, furious-: 

‘fly: battering.the old -straw: men as. 
the’ insiders | cheeréd. on ‘his “‘ideal-- 

| ism.”:: The ‘trick “is. to. embrace . a-|- 
highsounding, piously: worded: reg- 
‘ulation. that indicts, for example, a. 
ciggie. eammiercial: that’ is. oriented | 
towards teenagers, but at the same |° 
time «is ‘sufficiently - ‘vague (as “Al- | + 

‘pre-convention. “ 
| news conference ‘on Sunday) to per- | 
mit the full flow .of the .$130;000,-: 

+000 in’ ciggie tv: ad revenues. that 
‘| helps make tv broadcasters ‘so -tre- | 

. mendously. prosperous. | im: ‘the, first: 
.|-year of the -LBJ.era. Th 

-Thus,.. Gov... ‘Collins’. “press - con= 
a ference. ‘and : adroitly. worded re- WY. 

marks. to:-news. correspondents Pron poe, 
vided: a respectable facade, but. left cee ee eens 

. of N ¥; and 2. N yy. ‘tavestor, ‘Wal: 
| ter ‘R.:Schever.  *. 

in’ “his © 

unanswered: ; 

= ‘What about-. publie- “service?. 
-'| the - NAB~ ‘provided - no forum ‘to 

explore: | ‘or’ ; consider” “this.” 
question: | 

and. art ‘lies’ in. his. production: and. 
: distribution of. foreign-vintaged. ‘pix, 

such : 

“o ‘debates? While Collins at his-press. 
issued : a. ‘supporting: 

_platitude,. the « broadcasters.” were. 
privately banking® on:what.they are: 

(sure is the. LBJ. disposition. to skip. 
‘them. this year. . 

- | debates would preempt. four’ highly. 
“Generally _ deploring : the. sad. “profitable: prime ‘time hours and 

state . of. ‘tv: ‘programming - “in: ‘the 

aréa: of live drama, Collins ‘likened | *: 
the : indifference: ‘of . the. average: 
broadcaster: to: the casé_ of. the. 38: 
‘witnesses to: the .Fecent- ‘murder. of: 

‘| the woman in Long-Island, not: ‘ope. 
of: whom’ madé: an. effort to. inter- | 
-vene- or: notify - ‘the police. Such’ re-.| 

3. What ‘about -the. Presidential 

‘After - all, such 

‘the broadcasters are just as: against 
poverty. as the ‘White ‘House. - a 

7-4 What. about: ‘commercials? .N¢ ow. : 
‘that: Congress - ‘has: forbidden - :the. 
FGC to. establish” rules and. © -Feg- 
ulations . and” lias: ‘tossed the. hot 
potato back ‘to industry “‘self-gov-- 
-ernment,”. ‘the ‘issue was magnif-. 
icently. committeeized ‘and’ other-: 
wise ‘subdued; ‘by: every. ‘parliamen-. 

arr tary: device’ known, to, >. obscurity. * 

At ‘this’ year’s ‘NAB ‘convention. |= 

©! ft dished: out a-rib toast to the 
: affiliates at the network's an- ~ 

_ Vital ‘|- 

2. . What . ‘about: better’ ‘program- 
ming?’ ‘While’. there. ‘was: a. ‘panel 

| discussion. that probed into this: 
issue, - its’. ‘most “illustriots: ‘partic: 
ipant: was Joe Levine; whose .con-. 
“tribution: to’ Amieriean tv culture’ 

“Oh Park 

‘NBC's Atti Rib: Roast | 
° Chicago, April’ i 

Last. “Week - NBC" ‘trimmed 

“The real issues, the ‘vital matters ; a “Chet Huntley's beef. This week | 
‘that: are. ‘really: on the. minds. ‘and: 
| consciences of the’ nation’ s broad={ 

|*-- gether’ with -the affils.at-the - 
i on ‘Corirad Hilton: by shipping out. 

nual. NAB ‘convention: get-to-. 

“-@n ‘masse that... cast. of .“That. . 
Was The Week- ‘That.. Was” ‘for 
, a half-hour of: “trade stuff.” It 
all came off in good style. 

..Sario in-charge of ‘the. ‘enter-. - 
tainment, could have gone. the 

”.“‘safe” - ., way. ‘by © spotting < the... 
web’s. comics and. personalities ;. 

L Sounding: “click, . 

Goldenson Fiahis 
‘1Front Pitch For'| 

| —should ‘be -brought under Federal. 

‘Seats On AB-PT 
-. Chiéago, April. a 

phobably | “the: hottest . off-the- | 
agenda item: at ‘the NAB Conven- 
.tion.‘here’ was: the--wide-range. cor- 
ridor- discussion and: -exchange_ of 
views: .anent - -Leonard : Goldenson, 
‘president of. American - Broadcast- 1 
ing-Paramount -Theatres;:. and. his: 
impassioned: speech: to ‘the. affili- 
ates : advisory -committee at last | 
“Saturday’s 

meet. at. which. Goldenson. “asserted . 
‘and — categorically - ‘promised ¢ that: 
‘neither: .Norton.. Simon:: nor any | 
other: prominent. ‘financial’ ‘quarters |. 

closed-door: ABC-TV 

Dave. Tebet; NBC's. impre- ° . 

‘but -itistead he. elected to. go°..: 
~ with the rib & roast technique...” 

| 2 It was: good fun, with _Henry..\. 
= Morgan in’. particular. 2. i ; 

lV zag Free & Fee 
Co xistence & Let Public Decide’ 

~ Chicago, April t 

Once again. ‘the FCC: gives the: 
| NAB no. Shoulder to cry. on: 

‘Only 24 hours. after the. broad-. 
east: organization: declared war on 
pay-tv, via its leader and spokes: 

-{man Gov:.. LeRoy Collins, FCC 
chairman E. William Henry soberly 

4iviewed the growing reality of: pay 
‘|-systems .as. perhaps. desirable’ and- 
| spoke. of it as, at this. stage, an 
enigma’ meriting the: commission's. 

study: and attention. -His speech-— 
his debut before the industry body 

“2. .as ,Suecessor. to Newton Minow— 
clearly implied a willingness to let. 
‘the” public cast. its vote and ex- 
{pressed a: private hope that the: 
‘pay-and free systems might coexist 

‘|in.a.way that would offer greater 
{variety ‘of -service to the television 

‘consumer. | 

Played -against. Collins’ address 
of: the . day before {see. separate 
story), with: its assertion that pay-. 

| tv-spelled doom for free television | 
‘|-as, it’s: known today,. Henry's words 

. struck. a: dissonant note.” 
| However, broadcasters were . able 

| to- ‘take heart from Henry’s .yiew 
that pay television——even in the:. 
wire form. that is now being set up 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco 

control so that it may be “a: supple- 
mental, not a substitute service.” 
“Wire: pay-ty sho 

justification. It cannot. be so justi- 
‘fied. unless it brings to the public. ~ 
‘a~ greater variety of 

| through specialized high. - quality 
programming. And in my. opinion,.- 

choices 

if pay-tv is-to come into our homes 
it’ should not be allowed to bring 
the. sponsor’s commercials: with it... 
If viewers ‘must pay for additional. 
programming, they must not ‘pay 
twice.”. .: 

{Continued on. ontinued on page 5 50) 
buying heavily into -AB-PT would. |- 

The: ABPT boars decision. re : 
. today. ceived. Strong |: support. 

(Tues.) ‘from: ‘major.: ‘stockholders 
throughout ‘the - country, - “who . ex- 

: pressed. their. feelings - in calls to. 
members of the board and to com- 
pany. officials’ attending the: ‘NAB: 
convention. and at. headquarters in 

Goldenson:’ “th u s 

agreed. ; 

But.” in: -pival” ‘network ‘suites, 
-where : key’ officials: of. the. ‘other: 
webs: also participate. ‘in: talks ‘of 
their. own:. there was: less certainty. 
that _Goldenson ‘would : not. indeed | 
face a: proxy: ‘fight, -particularly on. 
the ‘issue. of cumulative voting, -re- 

| tention” “of: which in. ‘the AB-PT 
corporate’ “structure «would. give’ 
minority stockholders definite seats | 
fon the board... ol. 

The. AB-PE - peard:’ ‘will ‘propose 
the elimination of cumulative vot= 
‘ing. at.a’ special stockholder. meet- 
ing May: 19. . Under. cumulative ‘vot-. 
ing.’ 350,000.‘ votes - would ‘be’ suffi-’ 

‘Teient . to. elect. one: board 1 member. | 

“vehemently: 
spiked- reports: ‘that -:industrialist. 
‘Simon ‘would unseat’ him and ‘told 
‘the -key. -affils ‘ that.” Simon would. 
-not:.be ‘able. to get a Seat: onthe: 
-board. because it. was: inconsistent 
with corporate. ‘policy. to. have 4 di-- 
rector whose . other. business -inter-- 
ests are -competitive. with the net-. 
work -.advertisers, . ‘Goldénson’ ‘said. 
‘he -took.. the matter. up. With: the 
other. board members: _ and they : 

-be ‘allowed’ seats..on his 14-man' | oe 
‘board. Goldenson: ‘told ‘them: he’s | 
fot. “the tickets”. from’ holders -of.|. 
35%: of ‘the. stock. to. retain abso-|* 
Jute. and tight corporate control. : 

Anew group bidding. for: a voice |. 
|on- ‘the AB-PT board consists. of a |: 
‘combination of-two ‘mutual. fund. |: 
-eompanies, Putnam: Growth Fund | 
of: ‘Boston and’ Oppenheimer: & Co. : 

Bieta for uf 
Chicago, ‘April T. 

Television: has: proved itself too:..~ 
— valuable an instrument of informa- 

tion to be barred arbitrarily from 
courtrooms, from legislative -cham-..__ 
bers or hearing rooms or from any — 
other. precinct that. is, or should . . 
be, open to the ‘public, NBC's" 
Julian ‘Goodman, v.p. in news and 
public affairs,.told the. Assn, for. 
Professional Broadcasting, ‘Eduta- . 
tion in assembly. here.- 

».:.|° “Like -many of the greaf tech- 
“1 nological ‘advances. of.: the. -past,” 

‘-Tsaid Goodman, “television has. ar-. 
rived ‘providentially ‘at a time when 
its ‘capabilities are*‘most needed 
by the. ‘Society it serves. With ifs 
ability’ to. arouse interest, to eom-.- 
Mmunicate experience directly :' to. 
‘the .total public, television could 
not’ have: been better. suited to the _ 
complex | needs of-a- modern: de-. * 
-mocracy if. it had. been’ specifically: . 
designed for the purpose. We will 
‘not ~-be: doing. our duty to the- 
future, unless we see that it. has. 
every ‘opportunity © to fulfill that 
potential.” ” 

In: Goodman's | opinion; iv ‘ard: 
| the public’ alike “have proved. the* ri 
maturity beyond any dispute.. It. 
can no longer be reasonably. argued: 
‘fhat.‘television. and by inference 
the. publie at”. large, do ‘not. have 
the judment. and responsibilitv to 
‘be. permitted access. to events that. 
are otherwise open to the. press... 
‘Nor can it be maintained that our’ 
cameras. which were permitted: in-" 

1. side. the: UN General “Assembly. 
‘during the missle crisis and: inside. 
‘the church during the funera’ of’ 
‘President’ Kennedy, . 
‘tracting to be allowed to” /POyer © 
tha Senate. herring of the. Bobby 

are. ton dis- 

Baker. case, 7. 

‘not be al- 
| lowed to. grow like Topsy,” Henry | 

| said.. “For: pay television.in any 
form must have a public interest 

Giving the pay system its merits, . 

a tb ee: 

“ed ek 
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“By LES. BROWN * e 
; ‘Chicago, | April. A 

‘The scene-stealer at. this. year’ ‘al 

NAB sideshow on the: exhibit floor : 

"—making the most sensational. de- ter divvy. of 25c per. share on. out} 

+ 

"AB. P's Me se Dinyy 
“Directors of. “AB-PT,. the ABC} 

‘net parent,. declared-‘a-second quar- |}. 

but at. a convention. since Ampex Standing common... 

video: tape — is the Tanner. .Elec-| 
tronic Survey Tabulation paiel|' of record May. 15. 
truck, the brainchild of a 28-year-| -° 
old Californian, Jim Tanner, which 
most: broadcasters. seem. to think: 
.lor hope). will replace . television 
‘Yatings as we know-. them today. . at 

It’s this year’s. answer to: ast |. 
year’s: big. NAB' problem,. the new: 
foolproof system to measure tele- 
Vision” viewing——assuming “it has. ‘as. 
much merit as ‘the: broadcast. engi- 
neers who have checked.’ it.- out] 

and “at last”. to. “will revolutionize} 
‘gudience research and. tv sales.” 

- While it has inconspicuous. space 
on the. exhibit floor and is so’ or-| 
dinary ‘looking that. it’s. easy. to] 
-Iniss among the. electronic wonders | 
that surround: it'in': the fantasy} 
world. that -has been: made of the 
Conrad. Hilton Jower Jevel, ‘it’s- get- | 
ting the greatest. word .of mouth of. 
all. Just how practical a- system. it| 
will be. remains to be seen, ‘but as 
it’ stands now on the’ ‘exhibit: floor. 
it’s. the answer to a. broadeaster s| 
dream. 

Where it goes from here ‘depends 
‘on whether a.-national. firm. will! 
lJeage the vehicles. from: the inven- 
tor, who’s not interested in’ going 
into the rating. business himself 
bit wants only to supply ‘the: tech- 
nical equipment. Tanner: States. that:| 
while: there have been’ ‘numerous. 
inquiries from: prospéctive users of 
his travelling tote’ board .as. yet. 
there’s been nary a one. from any| 
of the’ existing rating services: He | 
wants it to be the: uniform ‘system 
-Of the tv: industry, controlled: by} 
the industry. but with. - a: ‘private; 
ecmpany. operating: its: . 

The compact panel. truck “with. 
the-electronic unit mounted: inside’ 

| Of the Syndie Pie 
Seem to think—and ‘the comments} < - 
etched in the guest book-at. the ex-|) ~~ 
hibit range. from “unbelievable” |: 

. {in-the main at. the ‘Conrad Hilton, 

- It’s payable. June ‘45 ‘to. holders | 

Fim Mavericks’ 
‘At Chi Get Slice 

Chicago, April. ™ 

dicators—that that elected. not: to | 
‘join. -TFE-’64—include MGA-TV, 
‘Walter. Reade-Sterling, - -Metro-TV, 
syndication ‘subsids of the three 
networks, and others.” 

‘ Fortunes of those syndicators dle- 
pended. on -the ° ‘desirability - -of the. 
product, with traffic heavy at MCA, 

‘of. these. hospitality. ‘suites, located. 

-seattéring’on different floors, that 

‘draw. In comparison; some of the. 
smaller. ‘film ‘syndication houses, | 
which threW in their lot with FFE-| ..: “‘™:® 

''64,.. benefited : from the traffic ni a 
pulled: in by the. major : TFE- firms | 
‘such: as. ‘Screen .Gems,. ‘United. |’ 
“Artists 'Belevision, =Seven © Arts 
Associated;: ‘Four Star, Desilu, et: al. 

cast buyers.. There’s ‘a pinch on the 
‘pool of gocd, commercial’ ‘product 
“gvailablefor. syndication, and’ ‘the 
need | of. : “such product . stimulates. 
-the’ visits’ “by: ‘broadcasters. Ta 

‘ABC’ Films used the’ convention 

-lies. with the specific’ Stations. GF 
R networks involved.’ ee 

MGMN-TV, ABC. films, and a: few : 
‘others. It was obvious from’a.rcund 7 

| Abe Voron Hens: 
‘the: smaller. film: firms. Just didn’t | 

and. a bizarre rotating. directional! to kick off- the third: year of .“Girl 
antenna: projecting from the. front] ‘Talk,’.: the half-hour: across-the- 

build. And he says he’d lease them | lasted’ many’a touted. action“adven- 
through a cost-plus basis: At:an av-'| 
erage speed of. 15 mph ‘(although itt ABC’ subsid also. ‘bought. 14° sand- 
can count just.as accurately at. ou} and-sandal features ‘(Joe “Levine et |. 

ture:series: The Hank Plitt-helmed ; 

mph) the unit can. tabulate, several | 
hundred. tv sets. per ‘minute or: an. 
average of 4,000 per half ‘hour. 
Fifty trucks moving at that: speed | 
“ean do 1,200, 000 sets.in normal ‘ur- } 
‘ban. density in’ four. hours, 
‘apartment — “buildings. containing 
‘several ‘handred: sets. “present “no |: 
problem, The: counting automatic- | 
ally: stops at thie speed .of.5.‘mph|- 
and there’s. ‘supposedly no chance 

more than. once.: 

Magnetic impulses’ picked’ up. by 
the rotating antenna are. registered. 
‘electronically on tape. inside. the} 

to a central headquarters. ‘where. 
it’s collated ‘with’ existing Stored | 

(Continued on Page. 56)" 

NAB Launches 
Rat 

The NAB’s “Rating ‘Council, set 
up to. monitor :tv and. radio: rating 
‘services in the wake ‘of. the .Con- 
-gressional hearings last. spring: into | 
the: broadcast. numbers, - last week. 
sent three CPA firms into. the field.| 
‘to begin” auditing the - cratings in 
‘various. markets. ae : 

and | 

te ‘Audit| ) { ‘senting. all- ‘segments ‘of the indus- |" 
try, didn’t” come ‘up. with ready. an-. 

_swers: under: -the Kleiglights. of the. 
was. 

‘al) for ‘tv: distribution, First major } 
sale on “Breaking. ‘Point;” -off-net- 
Work ‘series handled. by... 

tions. © 

New ‘product’ of: Metro, MCA: 
etc., keyed for the: convention. ‘Push 
‘already has: been: tabulated... 

Programmatic Theme, 
truck, and .the tape is then taken = 7 oo Chicago, April y 

ing “tv. a 

nearby ‘Blackstone Theatre, 
understandable.” 
The: ‘key programming problems 

though. were. explored ‘and there | 
j was some food for: thought offered 

The audit follows a compilation ‘to... the assembled: -broadeasters; | 

of: criteria ‘for broadcast ratings. | 
.that ‘was outlined at: a meeting -of- 
‘the Council last -week... At the ses- 
sion it was announced : that” NBC 
‘research’ veepee “High . -Beville 

who filled: the house.. Whether. the-| 
issues: raised become as fadéd..as|- 
‘an ‘old show. on- David. Susskind’s: 
“Open. End” remains -to- be. ‘séén. |. 
It would: be useful for: ‘the. ‘NAB: ‘to. 

would chair a. committee ‘dealine Pave | another. program. panel next: 

with. the accreditation procedure 
year, . ‘under the banner -of .“prog- 

‘py : NAFMB::-for . her. - 
ABC service tothe FM industry’ and. 

Films... was with Metromedia ‘Sta- | 

, | “of Seven Arts: ‘Associated, syitdica: 
‘Innovation of. this: year’s NAB‘| 

convention, a’ panel discussion ‘ on. 
_.| PV. Programming, put -'the.. spot-" 

| light’ where -it ‘pelonged—on - the 

-.1 erucial need both .on the local aiid | 
{network ‘level -to: keep “pace with | 

, ‘the: “American appetite: ‘for watch- |. 
4“farm: team” for network talent.: 

That: the. ‘six-man ‘panel, “repre: | : ie 

) “Ta “TNA “CLEARING —— 

‘the. Station Representatives. “Assn. 

t-Ed- Codel : has: written - a: letter. to; 

5 oF NAB Code | Authority ‘director, | 
| Howard: Bell: taking. strong. -excep= |"! 

_{ tion to. the. idea. of- establishing a 5 

| central. : ‘clearing: house of tv- ‘ad |. 

- copy: and the- checking .« of product 2 
| claims. . 

|." Codel’s’ letter stites,: iynite’ ‘wet — 
‘energetically support ‘your’ efforts - 

.to: ‘eliminate . advertising . ee 

‘that - are- ‘detrimental. to the: ‘best pe 

| interests: of. advertising ; and. to: pub-| ° 

Film eyndieation houses, ‘which | lie’ ‘acceptance,’ ultimate: acceptance | 
elected’ te be:.on their’ own, had 

| varied. fortunes. at. the NAB. .con-. 
vention here. Maverick Film -Syn-’ 

“or rejection: .of “zany. ‘advertising 
‘must. -Temain: in the hands: of the 

individual broadcaster. a 

“He added, 

broadcasters, ‘but final-. judgment 

| Be cast Assn.| 
ae Chicago, April 7. 

Abe. i ‘Voron, ‘WQAL,: Philadel- 

- phia; was’ elected ‘chairman of ‘the. 
-board: of. directors’ of: the National 

The .major ‘syndicators. outside | sen 
TEE fold. apparently had no -trou--+|- 
ble in attracting. potential “broad-. 

Assn, of: FM. Broadcasters. 
‘NAFMB,. moving. into ‘the: field’ 

of . ‘awards, - ‘announced. . that: .-a 
“major”: awards. program. for FM. 
was ‘launched this’. year “to. com-- 
memorate the 25th ‘anni of the first: 
‘Yegularly’ scheduled FM broadcast 
from Alpine, ‘N.J.,.and- in honor of: 
‘the ‘late Major: “Edwin - H.: Arm- 
strong, the inventing father. of FM. 
| The Armstrong. Memorial ‘Research 

- costs tanner between $10-$15,000 to| hoard. daytime ‘strip which ‘has out: |:Foundation: ‘ 
‘awards “program, 
which -will. range: from’ entertain-7: 

js “sponsoring “the. 

ment ta. community Service: . 

Mrs.:. Marion - -Arnistrong,” the 
widow. of the inventor, ‘was ‘honored 

“significant 

for her - ‘untiring ‘support. in fur. 

(AB? s ‘Variation G On ¢ an n ‘Open End’ , that any tv. set. would. be. counted: dL. ; 

‘tors; - -and ‘Joe Levine, the ‘Biotion 
picture producer.. _ 

. Highlights ‘of -.the. 
raised ‘were: these:. 

“1. Need: of ‘tv to: dévélop. new. 
talent, both. “before and: behind ‘the 
.camera, “Dann: invited. local: -broad- 
casters ‘to. ‘become. sponsors - of. the 

_auéstions 

‘Joe ‘Levine’ 's Pitch. . 

Q. Growing | dearth. . _of.. motion 
pictures” ‘available. -to...tv.” Motion |" 

‘picture.: impresario: J oe . Levine 

daring” and: telecast the ‘sophisti- 

‘void, if: a proper. econoinic. Haison 

easters,. apart: from: the networks. . 

=The- ‘frame. of ‘reference. of. “the | 
panel was free (commercial). ty as 
we know it. No one dealt’ a curve 
to the. advertising ‘fraternity, - 
the rating gameé,. as establishing 
‘terms of reference :held_ out: by- its i 

-FOR ADS DRAWS RAPS| - 
‘Katz. reppery- exec’ and: prexy. of 5 | 

‘claims: pT a 

“An ‘advisory office. 
-| designed. to ‘counsel -and. clarify. 
‘Code interpretations: might - well 

| prove ‘to be: a real help. to adver-. 
‘| tisers and. ‘their ° agencGies,. and. to: 

-. }award | 

'KTHI, - Fargo, . 

Vas. 

‘status. soon, and join the “inilitary” 
‘brothers of. the fraternity. . ne 

deflating the Levine balloon about 
‘the: need: for :“‘guts; Sd when Levine | . 
cited a slang: expression on.a net- 
work. show..as “an example. of guts. 
Dann underlined: the need for fresh |- 
‘talent, citing. that: ‘as ‘the: “crisis” 
sof -the industry. 

7 spoke highly. of the:rating pull of: 
.pix.on the local: level’ -and -ques- |. 
tioned. .the pe -of features. on. the | 

n i 
networks, That may endear him te ‘ment award. of’ the ‘Broadcast .En- 

gineering Conference went to John: 
'W. Dewitt Jr.,. president of WSM... 
Ine., Nashville. ‘The’ citation recog-. 

asked the’ broadcasters: to. be.““more’|:his . ‘company, which pursues. that: 
“policy, : but it. won't endear him to . 
the pix ‘suppliers; Metro-TV, United . 
_Artists Associates, . ‘et al. who have. 
‘sold ‘and hope to ‘continue: to’ sell. 

peated” pix’ in late-night: ‘spots. -Rob-. 
|-inson Said indie producer:, such as’ 
himself: could possibly . ‘fill «the. 

could’ be established ‘with. br oad-/‘hope for. more first-run. -vidfilm 
-| product. ” . 

‘Group © Ww" 'S “Pack explored the: 
‘possibilities. of group. operations | an 
getting. more and mere into. the 

or.| programming act. He,. too, saw the 
-need,: for the. development. of talent, 
and his” -yéarning: for programming - 

for: those: rating services that don't. 
eonduct® surveys ona Tretilar basis | 
and those that are local or. re= 
_ gional in. scope, : 

~ Council was also briefed. ort. “the 
“studies and activities. of the. Com- 
Mittee on . National TV’: Audience | 
_Meastirements: ' ‘via. a presentation 
by ABC veevée Julius Barnathan 
and. NBC’s Beville. Bot 

Mt Pies ae E cle = 

= Ving: the. ‘group: stations; Bob Rich, 

‘ress. program ‘conference *69.””. -proponents | as an alternative. way 
.This time out, staged ‘across -the: of - nurturing. fresh’ approaches: to. 
street from the . Conrad: Hilton L new programming. Pay-tv w as.men~ 
Hotel, site. of the NAB. meet; was’j tionedenly in passing. : 
called - “program conference. ; "64." Levine in ‘his. opening reitiatks 
with ‘the. participants Heing- “Nike 
‘Dann, ‘of. ‘CBS-TV; representing the | 
netivork. view, Hubbell Robinson,- 
the. view. -of ‘the:. indie. “proditcer:. 
Dick Pack, ‘of Group W,:represent-. 

“ty: is an’ entertainment. Jaggard,” 

-acknowledged: that: he-didn’t: know. 

be” Tiopes: to. end ” his “eivilian” 
= Sa owe 

ee apy 

‘came out. like .a lion, warning that: 

‘but: before the: discussion ‘wes over. 

‘too much. about the: médium,. that. 

+ Chieage, Apa: 1. 

Dick Pack, wR. programming 5 chief, told the NAB ‘convention’. 7 
delegates. at the: program symposium. ‘that. the: tw j industry ‘should: aan 
| warned by the film. business:: 

.. “In. ‘its gold-and-glory “days,” 

and: management. arteries. 

of: Hollywood’ s ‘decline... 

paid. Pack: the “Hollywood | film” 
: ‘industry ‘allowed itself. to ‘become victim’ of: hardening of creative: 

Tv competition: was not the only cause - 
“The: bright - hustling. young producer’ of... 

the '20s° pécame the. mighty: studio head of:‘the "30s and °40s-.and .. 
Oe the tired’ tycoon of. the "50s “and: "60s. . And: benéath ‘these’ ‘grand 

7 only: from. cans of. film. 

old men’ there .were ‘no resetves; ‘no: creative or executive: ‘defense - 
“in depth;-no. preparation for future. ‘manpower, one 

“Local stations’ and: groups: have’ special responsibility: t ‘to find, a 
- ‘train ‘and : develop people. for their own future—and for. the. ‘entire a, 

industry. Local. stations cannot allow themselves ‘to become: mere... °° 
‘pushbutton-ride-the-network: satellites: or t Programming. Jocal: hous are 

a Chicago, April: 7... - 
South Dakota Broadcasters ‘Assn... 

‘received the. first. annual NAB code’. 
-authority 
its. distinction’ as the. ‘first -state 

‘Vattaining 100%. subscription | to. the}. 

‘Radio Code.’ The new: award;: es- |. 
tablished at. this..convention, . will 

‘be given™.each: year :to the. State: 

Broadcaster Assn. ‘deemed: to have 

|made. the most ‘significant™.con-. 
tribution: to. strengthening industry 

| self-regulation. © In making ‘the 
code. authority” director 

-| Howard. H. Bell. ‘said ‘the South 
‘| Dakota. broadcasters: accomplished 

‘| «what! they “did “not, because’ they: 
‘| were. “destined . to; but: because. they. 
| were. determined to.” 

“award. of. - merit’ 

| ager. of Polaris ‘Broadcasting, |’ 
| :squired ~“‘Miss’ Tall U.S.A.” Carol 

‘Dettman, at: the convention: to: pro-. 
‘mote.the new tall tower. of Polaris’. 

NCD... boasted: : ‘as: 
“highest. man-made. tower” in the 
‘country. The'gal; a six-foot beauty, 
‘got an acting ‘job. out-of it. Martin-|_ 
Umansky; veep-general: manager. of 
-KAKE-TV;. Wichita, and. also. man- 
aging director of | ‘Wichita -Com-. 
‘munity. Theatre; signed her. to. ‘play " 
‘the’ Julie Newmar: role in: an: “Up-- 
coming production of. “Marriage- 
_Go-Round.” 
will’: move Polaris’ headquarters | 
from: Evansville, Ind., ‘to Chicago). 
‘Shortly. ol 

‘categories ‘for |. - —- 

Shively, incidentally, 

The - ABC: “cocktail ‘party - 

a‘ single: picture: 

ABC ‘affiliates’ poard: elected |* 
Tom. -Chisman, “WVEC,. Norfolk; if 

_ chairman’ this, year. . Vie 

:. Dann, all the. way,.played ‘it. cool, 

-Seven- Arts A scociate’ S Bob. Rich 

to the. networks. -He ‘held out some 

seemed to respond ‘to’ Robinson's |. 
‘eall ‘for: station sbuyers of © “indie. 
‘producers. - 
“Jules: . » Power. a ‘moderated’ the 
panel in okay.-fashion’ and Clair: 
McCollough did: the -introductions. 
‘The. ‘questions - ‘from ‘the. audience 
were few—indieative that. broad- 
-gasters, | while - they ‘do have -prob-" 
lems, are enjoying. good profits and: 
Tecord. audiences... 

for} 

© | bassador. East,’ . 
"|;made ‘a -handshake deal ‘with Chi-" 
cago gossip. columnist Irv Kupcinet: 7 
-to..: syndicate . 
‘WBKB talkfest, 

‘Telefilm: ‘Associates, 
” Gems. : : 

ne mnvention Capers 
{ chairman: -is- “Herb - Cahan,. wiz, a 
‘Baltimore;. secretary,. Burton _La-. 
dow, KTVK ‘of :Phoenix, and 4 treas- 
urer - Robert. ‘Wiegand, tof 
Columbus. me , o 

Sterling (Rea). ‘Quinlan - Cor- 
raled five -members of. the: FCC:... 
staff plus commissioners Robert. :E. 
Lee and. Frederick ‘Ford for.‘an ‘in- .:- 
formal:.junch on Saturday - with - ; 
-the brasshats of Field Enterprises. 2 
‘Inc, ‘Chicago. publishing: . house 
‘which: he-is' steering into ‘hroad- 
casting. . Quinlan, -a former. veep” 
“of ABC, _attended the various. net- 
“work. functions that” day as. * still ‘, 
‘a*“member ‘of the family. He had 

= resigned” in - January, ‘but with, a 
aa : consultancy. ~ ay 

Richard Shively, veep: ‘and. man- 
“Michael - ‘Reddington, exec * pros 

ducer for Associated: Télevision: dn 
London, : taking. in the: ‘NAB ‘ses-. . 
‘sions as..an ‘observer: -Reddington __ 
‘is ‘in the U.S. onan Eisenhower’ 
Fellowship, “grant. ‘to /0.0.: “Ameri: 

. can: Ay. 

Bennett’ Korn, - ‘Metromedia’ YY gp 
‘cheiftain, on the scene for: “smoke-. ve 
filled -raoms” ‘powwowing - in:.. bid . 

to NAB board fo project Metror. . 
media : move prominently. into. ine oe 
dustry ” affairs. 

AL: (Sussman, WBC. Pi ro. g ram.” : 
"| Sales; hosting: reception for. Steve -: 

this ‘| Allen, in: from‘ Coast ‘to meet: sta-... 

-. | -year- was such: a roaring. hit that: 
: photographer: Mickey™ Pallas ecom- 
| plained ‘of not ‘being able -to’ shoot 

.“Theré were so: 
“many people. I -could. never. ‘back 
“UP, far enough. to: focus,” he said. 

~ | thering ‘the work of her late hus-4 
| band:' ‘She was’ presented with ‘an: 
‘engraved plaque. to commemorate 
‘the’ formal. event.” 

tions carrying his sy ndicated show, - - 
Also-on’ hand ‘to “greet, customers © -°. . 
-and - ‘potential elienits: ~is - ‘Star: of 
‘WBC’s other’ syndi¢ated’ daily 
‘show, - Mike. Douglas, ’ ‘from ‘Cleve 
‘Yand. ‘Both Douglas: and ‘Allen. are: 
| ex-Chicagoans. aa 

‘Missiig from the NBC-détii ‘shin: 
dig is. network -prexy: Bob - Kinter, oo 

‘| who.was forced to-remain-jn New .-:.:": 
“York ‘pecause of back: ailment.” 

| However; ‘board chairman Bob’ Sar- 
+-noff- was on deck along. with other. 
“| NBC echelon... — 

At the ‘Pump. “Room, at ‘the Ame : 
Harold :Goldman _ . 

-.his Jong-running = 
_“Kup's: Show: an 

Carl Havérlin, ‘retired. BMI prexy 

the . music . licensing firm, 

new mobile tv’ ‘rating device). and’ 
lis working. the’ test booth. on. : the: . 
exhibit floor. 

This: year’ s engifieering ‘achieve- 

nized. his pioneering spirit’ in *:: 

broadcasting engineering, his. ef--: 
forts. to foster engineering: | 
vances: over . three decades,’ : 
‘contributions in.the field of ‘vadar- Lo 
and radio astfonomy: and.:his leads. 
ership of 4 Station “‘consistent with 
‘the: ‘highest: ‘ideals -of his. ‘Pro- 
fession. ” 

Jamies Garity TE, “owner: and op-- 
‘erator. of - _WNEM-TV, - Saginawe :.- 
Flint;, Mich.,* said. he’ was’ all. for: 
the: Television Film: Exhibit at the... 
Pick-Congress ‘Hotel; “He ‘said-on- :_-*" 
‘one floor he: can practically: pro 
‘gram - his’ station ‘by-visiting sup-.- 
pliers, which for him happen ‘to be: 

National)" : 
and, Screen. . 

Seven Arts: -Associated,:. 

to muster | ‘support. for: his. election... 

who's retained as a ‘consultant’ of... 
‘is: dou- |: : 

‘pling’ as .a cofisultant. for ‘Tanner. .\:.’ 
| Electronic’ Survey: Tabulation: (the ©. | - 



_. advertising. 

EM by: 
VPS: and director of. Media -for| 
‘Lennen: &: Néwell, highlighted. one 

| Strouse in Plea . 

* mural: rivalry and intercine bicRer- 

.chairman “of the NAB Radio’ Board |. 
“at. the.-annual radio . assembly’s 
~,eonclave here. “We. have-a: ‘common 
“goal; said.. Strouse; 

. .-better -radio. 
::.. publie..-and,., 
building’: a. Solid. and: profitable 
business.” ~ 

VE RR TE ES PTT 
wr ott . 

7 “NAB. ‘prey, Gov. LeRoy ‘Gollins,: takes extcotion ‘to Hep. Eine 
"- manuel Celler’s. (D. -N. Y.): view that: the.code. authority ban.on hard | 

‘It’s not hyprocrisy,” . Collins: said ‘at the” : iquor ‘is hyprocritical.' 
-; traditional: pre-conyention press. 
aa -want to advertise if. they. didn’t: 

nks Callers A Wet 

SOT TT 

conference... « “Distillers © ‘wouldn’t: - 
think it’: -would. promote. greater. 

use of their ‘product. The sale.of more ‘hard-liquor: in: ‘this ‘coun: 
F try than. is now going on -is* ‘not in the: ‘public: interest. ” ae 

felt’ the..same way: ‘about ‘cigaret a 
“J. don’t think it is good for broadcasting to promote .- 

He. Said: that ‘in: principle he. 

”."the- use of -cigarets either... An-adult should ‘be able. to: use his own. 
"judgment. as:to whether or. not he wants to smoke ‘cigarets, but: ‘We 
-owe. it to -his-. children, not to impress’ them | -with- the glamor of _ 
= its. use.” — 

“Collins; with. apparent pleasure, stated’ ‘that: he has felt: no- ‘ine | 
“dication: that’ a ‘sizable’ number of . broadcasters. would. follow’ the: lo 
_WOXR lead. and. go. after hard. Mauer advertising. Cn 

7 poh mI Mores — a la 
- Chicago, April ti 

“For the. frst ‘time, the’1,200 FM | 
. stations in the'U.S. plunged "into the | . 
numbers game on a: national. scale,| . 

and, on -the basis | of two..separate | 
: studies, there were forecasts. that| . 
“FM. in the U-S.. has finally. “come |. : 
of. age” and “will jurn ‘the: ‘Profit 

“corner.” . ne 
Other. highlights: of: ‘the -eonven- 

... tion: -of . National. Assn. of FM}: 
: “Broadcasters..(NAFMB), ‘held. ‘here| 
’ dim the Conrad Hilton, in. ‘conjunction 

with “the. ‘annual - -conclave.-of..the 
. National | Assn. of - : Broadcasters, 
were ‘these: . 

OD. Federal. ‘Commutication. Com-| 
Page missioner Kenneth Cox took a posi=| 
~~ tion ‘to: discourage: duplicating. ‘sta- |: 
..: “tions. AM and FM. outlets .with com-}: 
1 amon ownership and the same pro-. 
"gramming. Of all: commonly. owned} - 
.-.. AM and FM stations, there should} 
"pe no’ more than 50% swith’ dupli- 
ee cating programming, he ‘said. Opin-|. 
“jon he expressed was. ; 
he -indicated that ‘there - was. sup-}. 
port. for his ‘position | among ‘other ot 

ore commissioners... oo 
.2.. A). “qualified: éndotsement “ort 

‘Herbert © Zeltner, senior 

of the. working | NAFMB sessions.” 
AS ‘Special: ‘Pulse survey: anda]: 

separate study by SRDS. Data ‘Inc., 
‘+: put - FM: broadcasters .in. the na-|: 

-. + tional. numbers: game. The. ‘Pulse} 
“1. Lgtudy, encompassing’ ‘the: top:' 10} 

’ markets in.the country, found that}. 
:. about 42.5% of the homes fabulated| | 
"jn the.. signal covérage: -area -had}- 
.. FM sets.. Of the 23,465,000. homies! - 

‘in. the’ top: 10 markets, §, 973, 000 had} 
7 FM sets.” 

Pulse further: reported that about 
“"*. 86% “of the. FM homes listened ‘to 

~ . FM: during. the . past week: of the 
poll, while 46% listened™ “yester- 
day.” Of greater importance to the. 
‘gale _of.- thé. FM medium, .: Pulse}. 

: found’ that 44% of the: daily -FM 
_ listening ‘homes were’ not reached 
. by. ‘AM-radio: The Poll. which -se- 

_. +» @ured.- the .44% was confined - to 
flo those_ “people. . who_ ‘reported ' ‘that 
“" >) they listened: yesterday. to FM radio 
"and: to ‘those who :were 18 years.‘of; 

age.and over. -This ‘finding. was un- 
er ferlines -by ‘the FM. broadcasters} 

(Continued on r page 64) . : 

fo End Bickering 
‘Chicago, April, 7. 

oA plea ‘for. ‘NAB. to-. end. ‘intra- 

ing: was sounded. by “Ben Strouse,. 

Tistenitig for .the 
-at. ‘the.:samé ‘time; 

He expressed ‘Belief that tlie ins 
‘>. dustry is maturing and: its manage- 
“ment is “maturing.. 
: ‘healthy. and. profitable.’ " 

oo Baw,. 
_ gains* ‘(200 -AM.. and. FM ‘stations) |: - 

- Strouse 
the. ‘NAB. -mémbership 

3%. reassurance: that. more |and- more. 
--Yadiostations. are ‘looking’ ‘to NAB 

- as something more than-“just” an | 
: tion trade: or "business associa- 

; on. on . 

his. own, bu€|.. 

“of. biiilding |. 

‘We are. big,| 

ee GIS ee ae 

| ‘ext | ae r 
as Toni Moore & & Co. é ain tl DELEGATES) *» 

Chicago, ‘April, 7. 
Going ‘by. ‘the -yox pop “in: the|: =" 

7 | Conrad: Hilton’ corridors: this year, 
the broadcast.-code is at ‘a critical]. 
‘juncture. For: how. do - you ' “codify |" 

+ the broadcasters’.own best judge-: _ 
ment,” which séems to be the con-|- 
sensug. on. how to draw. the fine line}. 

| in the matter of. tobacco: and alcohol the N AB- ‘convention, -is* the 

: When ‘WQXR.. cracked . ‘open: 7 z Triangle 
:-} can’ :of worms ‘in announcing. its]... 

blurbs? . 

aceeptance of. booze: “commercials, = 
Te issue ‘involved -im-=}- 

"| mediately related itself to that of]. 
the - moral 

aa _cigaret commercials in the wake of 

“Raincheck on Radio” 
ae “Chicago, April Tt. 

“Radia: ‘operators,. needing. an’ ° 
’ efficient. rating. service..more — 
desperately. : than their. tv. 

-. brethren, .were- somewhat. dis- 
appointed to learn that Tan- 

~~ ner’s ‘traveling -toteboard -(or’ 
by. its. formal handle, Tanner 
Electronic Survey :‘Tabulation) 
isn’t as yet tefined for, tadio. 
., tabulations. - 

“oer is telling them: “to look-for * 

::. He confided to ‘Variety that a 
- solution. to. the : Tadio problem 
“is on the way that, through a 
“slightly different process from: 

pable -of: -eounting. transistor 
sets ‘and :auto ‘radio as well’as.. 
plug-ins.: He.-revealed too.that .. 
an ‘airborne. unit: for: tv tabu-.- 

= lations has -already progressed. “ 
= past the. drawing board. stage. 

Maximum Service 

Chicago, ‘April 7 

-“share’ the: networks” proposals, 
which they: dénounced’ at-their an- 
snual: ‘membership meeting on.Sun- 

‘day. (5): “as - 

“grams.” They. .-also : felt. that. the 
proposals”. raise “serious | “questions 
‘under the . First “Amendment: and. 
Section © 326 . “of the’ ‘Communica 

: tions. “Act. . 

4 iee® group: ‘as actually: threatening 

| the. growth: of. the. band as an im-' .. 

position’. of: a. “forced feeding”: ap-. 
‘proach: When Congress: passed the 

‘would require. seven years. or more, 

-and. MST: reminds.: ‘the “Sharethe 
networks” exponents that. ‘Congress. 

business principles. 

any other. in 18 of the top 100 mar-. 
kets. with - fewer: than. three VHE. 
outlets. | “CBS-TV-- ‘and NBC-TV,. 
‘which. both oppose the. proposal; of } 
‘course,- would. thereby. be -required * 
to ‘give’ up some. affils to’ ABC-TV. 

‘in’ certain. markets.- _' - . 
MST: membership,. at same ‘meet: 

ing, ‘adopted a ‘resolution to :work- 
vigorously. for the: ‘sound: develop-' 

system, and: to oppose all Proposals | 
. not d in n harmony. with It, ov 

To 
“Share the Show’ | 

‘inconsistent. with .. a 
licensee’ S.: freedom. to ‘exercise. ‘its 

OWN: : judgment. to. select its pro-: 

“One: "suggestion “that: “the : net. F- 
“works? . prograny. ‘wealth. ‘be. ‘Spread 

_all-chantiel- Teceiver legislation® ‘it: 

- | recogni . 
ogn ized. that: UHF. develop ment for. the televising of booze. com- 

| meréials. ‘But Ed. ‘Wallis, manager. 
-| of |- WIND * 
‘observes: “Its. not the. kids who: go. 

| to ‘bed. at 10:30. that -I’m’ worried: 

. would. ‘be - ‘eonsistent- “with: Bound 

ment of .an 82-channel national. tv.| 

the ‘Surgeon ‘General's report; ‘and 
the whole question is com) licated 

as the} 

sanction -of: the. Code. while: the - yoom, utilized for good: follow-. 

by the fact. that. the latter 

former has not: 

. : Attitudes - -of ‘the: ‘broadcasters - 
'| surveyed: usually depended on the 
‘{mores. of their sector of the country, ° 
| and on whether they operated AM, 
‘tv -or FM. In general, the FM. boys 
| seemed’ .. the’: most -. receptive to} 
-whisky. commercials: and. the ‘leas€|:- - 

an receptive to cigs: - With. “the TV} 
-.erowd | 

J around, and the AM operators seem. 
‘|the most nervous: and: undecided 
: about. the whole ‘thing. “ 

‘it’s’ just - the: othér | “way 

7 ‘casters are. of two minds, that their 
"| feelings as: individuals. and. -as Mem- 

However, inventor. Ji im. “Tari- = -bers of. an industry were :at. odds. |- 
| This ..is: perhaps: best: typified in aj. 

-” a surprise-within six :monthis.”’ - statement of .a: Texas: AM -.chain, 
-who .asked' for. anonymity: “I have|” 

[five stations in five dry counties.. I] 
| wish that:both the counties and the 

stations. were wet.”.-A large:number| 
the. tv: gadget, would be. ca- - -of ‘broadcasters..who. favor. drink| 

themselves. are. strongly against the 
‘advertising of spirits on.their media 

-| because. they fear a reaction from| 
}the. community: OF. : because | it's 

_| Just not: right.”.. .- 
1 Some are ‘enraged by” legislation 
“J initiated _in ‘Cotigress . to - outlaw 

‘|. booze ‘advertising in: broadcasting, 
_| while . others - indicate ‘that. they 
would find. comfort: ‘in’ having the 
‘problem solved: for: them. that way.|. 

| .And’as for the NAB. Codes, most |: 
| of ° the’ -broadcasters:: interviewed 
Swore: by ‘it and hoped’ for ‘sub-. 
‘scription to. it-but, had to allow; 

that - they “could, “nol. realistically, | 
longer hope’ for. it. 0. be all’ ‘things 
to" all stations. 

* Outspoken Critics . 
“Oe. ‘of -the ~ more. ‘outspoken | 

‘critics of the’ Code:.was. C: :K.|- 
“Maximum s ervice ‘Telecasters. 
pledged: militancy” ‘to -any: and all: 

Patrick, prexy and general | manager 
‘of ° “WCLYV © (fm),.: 

um.’ 

out :a- ‘single ‘complaint fram_ lis- 
teners but,: ‘in’ fact, with ‘a good. deal |: 
of. favorable opinion. ‘We do have! . 
laws -in' Ohio which prohibit: dis: 
tillers. ‘from advertising. on radio} - 
‘prior. to 10:30 p.m: :and_ we: abide a 

. by ‘that law.”” 
A -time ’ salésmar _ “for Crosiey|_ 

‘stated that “he. ‘would like. ‘to ‘sell 

to help’ the development ‘of: unr | aed. liquor: advertising. for. .tele- 

a E } was assesSed by. the maximum. sery- 
‘vision. ‘and. felt. that: the medium 
was ‘being discriminated | against in 
the competition. with print. - 

. Some: broadcasters ‘asserted. ‘that |. Y, 
if: 10:30 P.M. is considered. a: safe}. 

:| time. for: sophisticated themes: on. 
ty, ‘and. for, the racy. business that | 
‘goes’ .on in: Johnny™ Carson’s “To-|. 
night” Show, «it ought .to..be okay “contributions... to | 

. Major: awards went'to Congressman | 
“Oren. : Harris, 
‘House Special Subcommittee “on 

: for” his. work in] 
probing. . the. -Tating: ‘services, to 
Dallas affil WFAA- for-its contribu- 
tion’ to. coverage of. the assassina- | 

| tion . story;. and. to- Cities Service | 
Oil Co. -for”’ the 
commercial: by an, ABC: ‘Radio. ad= | : 

(Group ‘W); 

about: .but. the. ones who. stay. up 
‘later. They’re: thé most: susceptible 

: | group,’ and. they’d be. totally. | .eX= 
‘The’ allusion: was’ partly to. ‘an’ s 

-ABC. . proposal that: rio. network" 
»+ should: have- more .VHF affils than. 

posed: to, the advertising. an 
_* A-station exec. in. the: employ ‘of 
‘a- network, and - therefor unwilling : 
to’ be ‘named, stated: 
-mercials.. ought: to: be. ‘all Tight, as 
-long as the. distilling of spirits is.-a 
legal ‘business ‘in: this country. .As]. 

‘tions wére awarded: to. representa- 

“Liquor com-. 

long. as-there. is no. law against.the’ 
making and sale. of liquor; no: one. 
ean. rightfully’: legislate that. one’ 
medium; out ‘of’ all. media, should 
not: be- ‘allowed ‘to carry. their ad-. 
‘vertising.. If: radio and. tv- are: sg 
much: stronger - than”. any. other. 
media-~s0 potent ° and: SO . “far 

(Continued : on’ page: 66). 

erecting . the .Inn’s facade, - a 

activities that. ‘they are conducted, 

Cleveland, who 
-said,:“the NAB Code is archaic, ‘out-} 

. dated ‘and. discriminatory ‘to us’.as| 
a.medium: It dates back to ‘radio| th 
when. radio was a children’s .medi- 7 7 

‘He .-said.-that - his “elassical|.. 
‘music’ station -had ‘carried hard 
liquor advertising in ‘the past ‘with-| 

. Chicago, 

: mercial.” s 

- Conversation ‘Piece 
‘Chicago, . April 7. 

‘Conrad: Hilton Hotel; ‘site’ of... 

Publications * : suite, . 
“redone by White Horse Distil- ; 
 leries to resemble’. the: White 
Horse. Inn, of: English: literary 

. fame. 

conversation, Ale “and roast 
-“ beef were served. An accident... 
preserved a.cool climate in the 

.- ship and the: saleof Triangle-. - 
- ‘syndicated. properties: -When 

_ window ‘was left ‘open, . Once 
“the facade was up, there was - 
-no. getting behind. the wood 

‘ paneling: to ‘close: the. window. 

Harris: Don't Let 
|Your Businessmen! 

Helm Pubaffairs’ 
Chicago,’ ‘April 7. 

Rep... Oren “Harris (D., Ark,),. 
who. has’ ‘given’ broadcasters some. 
‘uneasy “moments ‘as. well” as “some: 

showed. some. 
sympathy. for NAB's. drive. for }: 
greater. freedom: from ‘government: 

comforting © “ones, .. 

“Tt's. our | “concept ‘of | business 

on’.the :whole,: in: ‘conformity. with 
‘the. principle, ‘let the. buyer “be-- 
ware.” Professional conduct, ‘on the ; 

|other ‘hand, | is supposed. to. be: 
| governed - by:. 

. ib straint: and. codes. of. good conduct, a 
. | he said. 

-He ‘deplored . ‘the: ‘oppesition. he| 

discipline, . “ gelf-re- 

‘detected: within the industry. :to 
the codes insofar as: they. propose 
to.: deal °: with. the. ‘length’ and. 
‘frequency of commercials, or ‘with } 
the type of merchandise that: might: Tuesday: night “Pyeoon” 

/ ‘the. Thursday. night. 
| “Bewitched” and the Friday Night 

“Continued on. page. 62) 

ABC Radio Takes Cue 
From TV, Struts Its** 

oh an Chicago, April 7, 

ABC Radio, ‘taking ‘a:.cue trom 
ABC-TV, ‘went ‘the. affluent. ‘way |: 
this year at the ‘NAB, putting on.a 
“show forthe. assembled affils at the. 
nearby: Hotel. Continental.’ ~ 

'- Business was‘held ata minimum, | 
with the ABC Radio -affils| - break-. 
fast featuring web-talent ina revue. . 
Meet. ‘also. utilized as the occasion | 
to distribute ABC: Radio’ ‘Ss first 
annual. awards for: 

‘Chairman of : the 

Investigations, : 

vertiser during: 1963." 
‘Each ‘Congressman: on: the eight: 

“member Harris committee- also -re- 
ceived ‘citations. In aduition, -eita-. 

tives of Pepsi-Cola ‘ahd its agency 
BBDO. ‘for. 

and: Néedham, Louis & Brorby, for 
-the “best ‘dramatized. commercial;” | 
and Mennen and “Warwick &. Legler 
for. “the. ‘best. straight copy, com- 

oa Ta eS Ret RS ct te el a a al eda Lae anna te alee anal aL eee le ee ae 

The: ‘pub that reeks of nostal- ~ {5 
gia. drew a lot of. traffic and - 

[- Sunday... night. . 
‘Monday. night pairing of “No Time 

Stuff at NAB Hea 

“outstanding | 
broadcasting: ada 

“most ‘creative. } 

“the best. ‘commercial a 

| jingle”; Campbell Soup. (V8 Juice) | since 1957, and was: with 
before going to ABC .in 1943. He‘ 

‘Chicago, April 7. 
, Its “becoming -traditional for 
lager ‘to steal the showmanship 
‘laurels. at. the annual NAB confabs. | 

“Liveliest- hit ‘at: :the’. “staid. -{ What ABC accomplished at last 
year’s convention (when it won an . 
‘|overwhelming. vote of confidence’. 

| from ‘its affiliate body as: it put 
|its stars and prime time format 
‘ton parade in a jampacked Inter-. 
‘national Ballroom at the Conrad - 
| Hilton’ Hotel). was ‘duplicated in 
spades last Saturday (4). 
“Neither. Nielsen nor general 

viewer reaction (in the three-web 
competitive race) can dim the 
‘lustre or high enthusiasm of these - 
ABC .pre-convention’ “in-person 
spectaculars” ‘and this year’s sneak- 

| preview was no exception. 
- No matter what the Nielsen 

. countdown on the ’64’65 seniester, 
| no matter that of the 14 new shows. , 
which preemed last season most 

‘lof.them. fell by the wayside in. 
{the hotly-contested race for ratings, 
|Tom Moore and his programming 
aide Ed Scherick were the heroes 
of the day—and into the evening 
‘for the banquet festivities—as they 

| trotted forth (both in -pilot: form. 
and in personal appearances) the. 
7:30 to. 11: p.m. schedule that will . 
bow : next September. 

Like ‘last year and the year be- 
9| fore, it':was an ambitious, show- 

‘manly and costly “ABC on Parade” 
jJundertaking, but in terms of af- 
'|filiate pledges of renewed alle giance 
(and./a hope for the futuré that’s 
‘been getting increasingly stepped- 
up-support from the recent: batch‘ 
of 30-market and national Nielsens) 
-well ‘worth the. effort: and pain-- 
staking homework. * 

and in getting a sampling of what's 
on tap for. ABC viewers, the affils 
seemed to register their strongest. 
‘approval. for the Sunday nizht 
recent-vintage ‘features out of the . 

‘|UA ‘stable; the Monday night 20th- 
‘Fox series “Voyage to the Bottom 

1 of ‘the: Sea,” the Thursday night : 
“Bewitched” series and the Friday. 
night: “Addams & Evil.” 
All ‘told: it’s 

diverse. schedule yet evolved by 
ABC,.: but. as accented by Moore, - 
situation comedy in half-hour form 

| dominates the plotting among new 
‘entries for the new semester, as 
evidenced: by ‘such - ‘series. as the 

“Broadside,” the 

For Sergeants” ‘and “Wendy & Me” 
and’ the: Bing .Crosby series; the 

(Walter 
Brennan); 

Mickey. Rooney series. 
..| . Other new entries, ‘in addition 
_| to’ the: aforementioned, include. the. 

‘| twice-a-week.' “Peyton Place” | (out 
‘tof 20th):. “Johnny Quest,” action- 
‘adventure ‘eartoonery ahd “12 
O’elock. ‘High’ (20th). Officially 

announced. for return are the Jim- 
tmy Dean Thursday night. hour and 
‘the Saturday: 7:30 “Hootenany. ” 

-If some. affiliates were: disap- 
pointed in the fact that 10:30 to 11 
was being: returned to the stations. 
}on: only two -nights. of the week 
(Friday ‘and Saturday) instead of_ 
the. four that . appeared. likely a 
few weeks back, there was. com- 
‘pensation enough | in the high spirit 
and renewed. verve and zest of 
Tom ‘Moore & Co. — 

ing success. 

Aeronsky Shift Shifts 
From NBC to CBS 
“NBC. ‘news. commentator Martin | 

—Agronsky swings over to CBS-TV, 
effective Aprit 20, and: will con- - 
tinue to. operate out of Washington. 

_ Agronsky - has been. with NBC : 

NBC 

will have no specific. assigaments, 

- | working ‘on ‘regular Washington tv 
a hewscasts and. also radio. 

Like last year “ABC will premiere. 

restraints but stated that ‘the. ‘in-| the new. season with 14 new entries, 
‘dustry might make. better progress | 
if it left the responsibility of pub-. 
lic affairs to broadcast profession-- 
‘als and took: it’ out of the hands.} 
of. broadcast businessmen... 

“probably the most. 

For: this. was ‘Tom Moore's show. 
-——and he. brought it off with tell-. 
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‘Talkabout talent... 
_ “easicous has it! Many of the entertainment - 
* = “world’smost delightful and most sought-after 
.- animated stats are Terrytoons-born and -bred..- 
. Big stars like Mighty Mouse, Tom Terrific and... 
-, Lariat Sam,énjoyed bymillions eachweekon 

- the: CBS Television Network: Or Hashimoto, : 

~ Sidney and Hector Heathcote, starring on the. 
_ NBC Television Network. Or Heckle & Jeckle,..-*: 

vos, Deputy Dawgandtheentire cast of Terrytoons.. 
 -Classics,syndicated: throughout. the world by . 
CBS Films. :(Terrytoons theatrical ‘cartoons. 

..are distributed world-wide by 20th Century- 
‘Fox.) And more on the way! Lune, Gadmouse, 

__-.° Astroniit, Pitiful Penelope and Duckwood ate 
a _o, Vamong thenewstars on Terrytoons’ launching - 

pcs pad. Talent? Y You know itt "Te omeny oons 

| * ADWision 9 of CBS! Films. Inc. . 
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A bevy. 
and broadeasters hea ded 
parade of 20° applicants for” the 

_spot to be ‘vacated’ under FCC. re-| 
KRLA-AM, 7  yoeation- order ‘by 

Pasadena, Calif. ~ 

the air ‘May = 1 and .the proposals;{: - 
swamped in on FCC to either move | ° 
it all over Southern California or 
leave it. in its lush. ‘Pasadena | loca~ 

tion. 

Bob Hope, Art ‘Linkletter, Nat 
King Cole, Goodson-Todman tele- 
film and program packagers, John. 
‘Daly, Richard. Adler, Horace Heidt, : 
Broadcast | Music. Inc. prez. ‘Carl 
Haverlin, “moneybags Edwin 
Pauley, political | pollster |, ‘Louis: 
‘Harris, American - ‘Pay-Tv ‘Corp. 
prez ‘Richard. Moore, former. CBS | | 
execs James. Conkling. and Michael | ©: 
Grilickher and Simpro Productions: ot 
prexy James. Simon. ;. 

First 
soared’ as high as $430,000 with |’ | 

prizes for- Goodsoni-Todman. game several first year. revenue. predic- 
tions. hitting. $1, 600, 000 ‘and SE- 
400, 000. : 

The Goodson-Todman’ ‘prowp 
filed. as Goodson-Todman . Broad-' 
casting Inc: to’ continue KRLA’s:50 
kw operation in Pasadena. . Pre-. 
dicted were first year. revenues of. 
‘$1,200,000 and: first year-profits of |: 
$120,000. Listed -as-. stockholders 

-. were John’ Daly, Richard - “Adtler,.(: 
Louis. Harris and. Robert. Steward, 
exec’ pnoducer of “The Price: As 
Right” and “Password. an . 

Goodson-Todman. wholly. owns. 
‘Seattle Broadcasting Co,. Hcensee 
of KOL-AM-FM-in: that city: < - 
Heading the. ‘stockholders 

Western . Broadcasting ‘Corp. : 
‘Bob ‘Hepe who owns 25°C 
shares. Pay-see ‘chief 
“Moore is. company prez- while ‘Ed- 
win Pauley. is listed as: a 15°. 
ee. and Art Linkletter is posted 

The ‘Hope. group set: first’. ‘year. 
costs from a Pasadena operation at. 

of} 
was. 

$1,600,000. and estimated a $200, 000 |.G-T -shop, the others. dealing. only 
profit. 

Orange . Radio Ine, hoping. to: 
move the :allocation. to Fullerton active © 

“Queen: For a Day,” the’ “Steve’ ; 
general... manager Allen. Show: and “Art: Linkletter’s. 

‘listed James: -Simon,. <a . former’ 
KFWB, | L.A., 
among’ its 16. Shareholders.. James: 
Conkling; now -prez of “Interna: | 

_tional Education Broadcasting |- 
Corp. of Sherman. Oaks, Calif., and |. 
Michael ‘Grilikher, formerly. with 
‘CBS-TV in: Hollywood and” novw |. .: 
C/G Productions. chief. were. ‘also ” 

_disted. 
Company Said it: “could: pull 3 in 
$975,000 - revenue 
profit from a Fullerton: operation. 
Horace Heidt, posting” personal | 

assets. at “$4.582,807, ‘filed : as. .the 
one stockholder: of. Radio Southern. 
California te. . which ‘would 
operate: a. Pasadena station. ~ 
Operating the outlet -with his 

sons Gerald and John, ~ Heidt} 
averred he could. garner. an: $80, 000° 
profit from $800, 000 revenue. . 

_'. Nat’ King’ Cole was. listed as. a 
five percenter in Pasadena: Com- 
munity. Station Inc. which wants to} 

* continue present operations. Actor 

‘(Continued on outinued on page ¢ 60) ° 

Reds Beef. Up 
‘Ton Curtain 
Washington, April t 

_add oomph. to -their radio propa- } 
‘gandizing, the -US. Information | 
Agency. reported. Aiming their 
heaviest barrage atthe. Far. East, 
the Reds .upped..:their broadcast] 
hours by 381- weekly. ‘to'a. new: ‘high. 7 

“Of 4,288 per week. The. Reds now 
Dbroadeast in 67 languages: - 

Both. Moscow. and Peking - — 
which of course are’ beginning ‘to 
spout different. lines—boosted ‘air-| 
ings ‘in Mandarin to Indonesia and 
upped their tempos. in ‘Viet ‘Nam; * 
Japan and North Korea. ©”: 

Cuba continued its: broadcasting | 
adding programs in Creole anda 
Paraguayan ‘Indian. dialect.. Nearly 
150: hours of propaganda program- 
‘ming now. comes -from that island: 

Broadcasts ‘to Africa rose only. 
by 11% ‘compared to the 50% 

: “|: make those fall: new-model 
‘The outlet on 4100 ke. goes: off’ : 

‘year’ pro f i t estimates oe 

‘| dropped . by’ the packager ‘in. favor 
of:..a former employe. (44, years),” 

Eddie Finch: Latter: has: chung out. 

his” own » shingle ‘aS a ‘prize-. Pro- 

of -the |: 
‘Richard'| 

and.” $125,000 |. 

e. 9-1 BCP'’s:: 
‘ | People.” Rapf was’ exec: producer. 

| Fine. and . Friedkin © Produced | - 
a “Breaking: Point” for. BOP: 

- Communist. ‘nations. continued to! : 

"Tren body Waals Wn on n Pasadena 
‘Washington, ‘April. %.. + 
of -big name. show. folk |. - 

the | “Detroit's TV. Collision | 

‘the race for primetime. tv. to. 

. “announcements. 

: mobile, Dodge and Plymouth—-.. 
-:. have. already . bought | into. a. | 
single: show — ‘NBG’ S-:, 

on _ Wr catesday Night: 
‘Among: the. names applying were * Movies.” 7 

Dick | Robbins No 
‘Ged Nests At 

After’ -eight- years “of “proinoting 

shows, Richard. Robbins. has. ‘heen 

curer for a coupla . daytime. ‘pro- 

grams, “Say” When” on. NBC-TV 

and - “Price Is ‘Right’. via’ ABC-TV. 

Cancellation of Robbins’ ‘services. 

“came ' even though, . he’ ‘states, his 
contracts ‘were: not . to. run out |- 

and 

May 1:on “Say When. *” His | ‘G-T 
‘association: dates - back’ to | |. 

» (Via NBC), 

till ‘April- 24 - (for. “Price”’). 

the 
Jaunehing - of. “Price”. 
‘about: eight years. ago.. 
Finch, as ~Robbins* aide, appar: ve 

ently had ‘the: intimate. relationship: 7 
vis-a-vis 375 . Park: “Ave. giving: his |:"" 
duties what a‘G-T exec. terms “con: |: : 

_bstant--surveillance.” — ) 
“Price” and. “When” are ‘the only. 
significant’ prize. .shows~ out: of. the 

in: nominal: cash ‘awards. 
. Robbins | has: additionally » ‘been. 

“in “prize promotion - “for 

House - Party,” which. valignments, 
of course,. continue. - 

any, re: ‘his G-T contracts,” 

NAME. IRVING ELMAN 

“Négotiations ‘: between... Bing 

‘Crosby ‘Productions and - the pro- 
ducer-director-writer ’ team of Mort. 

| Fine ‘and. David: Friedkin for: the 

pair ‘to: become ‘producers - of “Ben 

“Casey” next season’ have collapsed, +Colorizer 
, and BCP has. Signed: Irving ‘Elman, 
t“The Eleventh Hour” ‘producer, as) 
a result. - 

- Parties couldn't’ ‘get. together on. 
‘various.. -stipulations. | Wilton | Schil- 

-- Jer continues. as- “producer OF - the 
"1 Vince Edwards series next season, 
< | but:-BeP” tried.-to sign. Friedkin-. 
_. | Fine as alternating. producers ‘with - 

since Fred Friedberger. Schiller, . 
‘and. “Matt. Rapf who. produced. 
“Casey” : : ‘this season. have. joined . 

- “Slattery’s: 

| CBS RADIO POSTS 
new series, 

CBS-TV’s ‘Studio Center 
To Lens 3} Hrs Weekly 

| year: 
Hollywood, ° April. ay ie 

.compared to three. hours" for this 
past; season, ~ 
-“Gunsmoke” ‘and “Rawhide”: will 

work film comedies, 

Williams. Show,” : all 
boost: last’ year. The ‘USSR added/ entries. 
Bambara—a_ West African dialect :. 
“spoken. ‘in Fed-leaning “Mati and: 
Guinea. -R«JI programr ‘ng there | 

‘totalled 332: hours weekly. 7 

past season one: other show; “The 

exited the web sked. 
ented Adventure,” but’ that. hast 

‘Detroit’s car: ‘makers | threat-"- i 
‘en.to run over each ‘other. in.’ : 

~ Woh jake Sats Six 
Three. ‘competitors * — “olds-- | 

om | 

| “Prelude. to. War,” 
saille Treaty, Nazis’. taking over of |. . 
Austria, ‘and ‘start of World War.| 

II: “The: ‘Battle of Britain,” dealing 
with Dunkirk, Nazi bombing. attacks | 

RAF. strikes against. 
‘Berlin; “The. Trial: at Nureniberg,” | 
on. Britain, n-Todman 

| trials: 

‘BEN CASEY’ PRODUCER: 

‘sponsors as Wynn, Oil. Co., 
makes: “ari” oil “additive; “Wagner 

ings: Midas Muffler Co. - 
was. a broadcast. original); plus air| 

Panies. and: engine makers. 

CBS-TV. ‘will increase its: ‘tele-. 
film production at Studio Center. 

|-for. the:1964-65 .season, ‘with. three-. 
and-one-half hours’ weekly. of pro- 
‘gramming™ being lensed there, as. 

‘continue: iti production at the. ‘for-| 
mer. Republic lot,. anid also: to. be |. 
lensed. there will. be. a‘ trio of. net- | 

“Baileys ‘of | 
Balbao,” starring Paul Ford; “Bill. - 
‘and. Martha, ” starring. Bill ‘Bendix’ 
and Martha. Raye; and ‘“‘The. Cara: 

half-hour: 
“|. from: ‘Santa ‘Monica.. 

CBS-TV had in production. “this | 

: shots,” 

~ BSTV Sat Ayem RO 

| schedule for the’ fourth season. 

" Hollywood, “april * te 

- Wolper productions has ‘skedded:. 

dealing with the Nazi war criminals: 

“Japan: A: New 

Russo-Japanése | -war’.and the . Jap |: 
dreams of. expansion, “leading. up to. a 
|the. bombing: of . Hiroshima; 
“Korea,”. story: of the North Korean. 
Communist. Armies”. 

UN "police, action.’ yy 

NBC. Radio’ S$ Central Dir.” : 
Picks Up $361,000 From/: to: screenplay’ his original: comedy- |. 

[New Offbeat Advertisers 
Chicago, April To: 

Network: ‘Yadio, forced ‘to -live. by 
its. wits in the present advertising| -. 
climate, has:to be credited with-do-|. _. 
ing: perhaps. the most.creative sell-|-f 
ing-in -all. ‘broadcasting. While’ the | 

} television . webs: pretty much live: 
off the. established. advertisers, and. 
the local stations mostly: trade cost- |. 
per-thousand for’ the available: spot | 
‘dollars; the “network:. Tadio - -boys |. 
keep. scratching™ ‘for’. 
{new advertisers ‘who've never: ven: . 

‘No ‘comment. from ‘the Specialist : 
‘as to ‘prospective - ‘legal action, “if 

“originals,” | 

tured into ‘their. medium. before::- 
NEC ‘Radio’ s central division re:. 

cently. racked up substantial: “orders | 
from five such customers, “the 

_ whole bundle toting ‘up ‘to: $361, 285. 
|The: five include. such: far. out ad- 
‘/vertisers: as.a ‘fishing tackle outfit. 
tZebeo).and a'‘maker.of conventional 
household - -locks (Master-- 

an - “Ring 
“The . other 

paints, — $63,000; 
Wyler - Soup. for. its, instant: foods, 
$124, 000. 

In: recent. years, “NBC Radio: has 
also :‘turned up .’such’ other offbeat 

‘which 

Electric: Co.,. which sells brake lin-. 

conditioning : ‘companies, - boat .com-. 

18%: HIKE IN Salas! 
- CBS. Radio, | riding | ‘its - sponsor 
| prowth ‘curve, has posfed ‘an 18%. 
}inerease in sales for: this ‘quarter 
over the” comparable” period Jast 

"Prexy. Art. Hayes. ‘reported tat 
the end of ‘our first. 90 days of: ‘seHl- 

of last year’s total: business on -its 
books. .. .‘Arthur. Godfrey. Time,’ 
Heard ‘for. 50 ‘minutes | across the 
board ‘and. representing: the -Breat- 

program in’ petwork. ‘radio, should: 
soon be: SRO”. ee 

ABC Radio ‘Sells “Oscai? 
Milani. Foods; ‘through. Golden | 

Pick. Advertising, :.picks up. the. tab. 
‘for.. ABC ‘Radio's coverage of. the. 
“Oscar” ‘award. show April | 13. 

Jack. Linkletter: is’. ‘set. for. ‘the 
blow-by-blow, with film: ‘designer 
Edith Head calling - the fashion 

. “CBS:TV, ‘which | has a three-hour |" . 
Saturday’ ‘ayem: cartoon’ bloc. next J. 
Season, has:run up. the SRO flag]. : 
for. its: ‘entire. Saturday. morning |”. 

‘The SRO- for. the. period : also | * 
holds: true to. all: intents ‘and: pur- |: 
‘|.poses --for . the: “opening | “Captain | 
| Kangeroo’ 8 to 9 am. show as well. a 

David L. Wolper plans six: hour-. 7 
long:..tv ‘documentaries for: next |” 

_. | season, ‘in an-extension. of. his joint | 
. venture deal with UA-TV: on ““Spe- |. 
_feials | of-the Times’? series. | | 

- about the Ver-" 

“Russia: The Uneasy: Truce,” |" 
about. the. Russian army revolting | 
‘against the: Czar,’ leading.:.up -to 
WWI, and’ through the days: of-| 
Stalin, -Hitler,: the Cold ‘War. and +. 
the . nuclear races. 
‘Dawn Over Asia; " dealing. with 
Japan’s...win. over . ‘Russia® ‘in. the 

invasion: of |: 
‘South, Korea, ‘and--‘the subsequent ‘ductions ‘expired’ :March 31,. 

| the: ‘midst - of. negotiations . ‘with | 

(when. it |. 

| will: be. “Hoppity Hooper,” “a car- 
-| tooner: at. 12:30 p:m:: (with General 

“land “Shenanigans,” a: game. show 
which . Milton Bradley Toys:. will}. 7 
bankroll. oo 

-. Also | going: ¢ on: the het ‘for. the. 7 
first time, both after syndication | 
‘exposure, -are “Buffalo Bill Jr,,”. a 

urday - lineup :at’ 9:30* a.m., 
“Annie Oakley” at 10:30. Both are 
‘out. of. ‘the’ Gene. ‘Autry. ‘vidfilm 

ing, CBS. Radio ‘already has 71%. hopper 

Cecil; 2. 

Tom Gries to Direct 

; hour-Tong: show... . 

eat 

on Week Ending March 22 ) 
Homes a 

: oo 1. (008) 

Conservative Party. Political . Broadcast—BBC ioeee, 9546: 
_ Coronation’ ‘Street -(Mon:)—GRANADA | cer eccees ves veees 8802 | 
Coronation. Street (Wed. )}—-GRANADA | Saescaeaces neces 8500-, 
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“Sykes and a Following BBC ° 7192. - 
Sunday . Palladium—ATV : whee ee ie | -6800: -.* 
Dick. Powell. Theatre+BBC. - wee eeeees So peda «« 6539 

! Emergency-Ward _ 10.. (Bri. ai — : >. 6408... 

7 Arthur’ ‘Haynes : ‘Show—ATV. ae eee etc ee recat rece cess & 6148 
The Avengers—ABC | eee oe ee waters . Soe cate wee 6146; 
“Studio "64—ATV. ioe... ees : , 6146. 
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Big: ‘Night Out—ABC. -...0°.: 22.26% a wieeven eds eten cies 5885 ° 
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More Annual Awards Piling Up 
With IR’ hy New Legion of Honor 
g Howard’s 1 Fim: 
May. Tie Up With WB| 

Hollywood, April 7: 

~ Prodiicér-creator-writer Cy How: } 
ard, whose: pact ‘with Desilu Pro-- 

‘is. int 

‘Warner ‘Bros. to bring: his indie Ww 

| company to. that studio. : 

. Howard, ‘just ‘signed: by. Warners 

drama, “Community: Property,” . for | 

‘Frank. Sinatra at the ‘Burbank: lot, 

-| would: ‘develop: new. ty properties | 

under the deal now being, talked-. 

_ InBid For Kids 
Tn: addition to-its. just-antiounced 

show lineup for | next season; ABC- |. 
TV -is\ also. beefing. its. ‘Saturday 

and. adding. a. couple of brand: new 
‘stanzas. 

As. ‘for the Sunday - commercial | 
‘time: breakout,. the net will. ha 
‘the field to: itself (So it now see’ 
‘since’: “neither - “NBC. or CBS. open 
up: pre-noon, .. ~ 

Kicking. off. ‘Sunday’ for ‘the kids.]:. 
‘in. the’ fall willbe “Porky. Pig” ‘at 
‘10:30 am., 
-winkle” reruns, ‘and “Discovery,” a 
‘with: Wrigley and Chunky under-’ 

v3) 

followed”. by:. “Bull- 

stood. ready ‘to repeat, ‘sponsorship’ 
of the last, which | now. beams Sun-. 
days at.1 p.m. 

‘ABC's: Saturday” ‘sked ‘come. ‘fail 
will ‘ineept an hour ‘earlier, at. 
9:30 a.m..The brand new offerings 

-| Mills .and “DeLuxe . Toys. riding), 

kid oater which will open. the: Sat-. 
and : 

Rest-of the sked bills: “Beany & 
“Casper _Cartoons’’ and. , 

“Bugs Bunny: ne oS 
~ p 

ee 

~ Reporter’ Shows 
“Hollywood, April %, 

Ton. Gries: ‘has’ been ‘signed ‘to 
direct. 13 of the: first 26 “Fhe Re- 
porter”. .vidpix: ‘segs. being pro-|’ 
duced by..Keefe Braselle’s produc-|- 
tion. company for ‘CBS-TV. for 
next season. Arnold - Perl As pro- | 
ducer. of. the series. -) 

‘Harry - 

” . wee : . 
oo em Daal Rice are a AN eS 

+ 

“FChicago, 
0. ington. carried the day, however, ..” 

'Batrance of. ‘the ’ “International: 
Radio. “and - Television - - Saciety 

| RTS) -in.the annual. award field: 
became official, with the announce-... 
ment that IRTS, on an annual basis, 9-9). 

Six: would. ‘present: - awards.. in 
categories. 

The. six “categories” are. ‘Show- - wo, 
manship, . ‘Outstanding. Radio Pers... 

Outstanding Television’ ” 
Personality; Qverall Treatment of oo 
:News,: Creativity in the Use of the’ 

sonality, :: 

Broadcasting Medium, and. Special’ 
Recognition. oe 

: With the exception: of: “one - on 
‘perhaps. ‘two ‘categories, : -these ‘are: 
-award. areas. not: eovered in ‘cate-'- 
-gories - of ‘major’. awards..:To be 
‘known. collectively. ‘as..the Legion - 
‘of Honor, the. awards will be ‘pre-.. 
‘sented for. the: first time ‘June. -4. 

| during ‘an: IRTS banquet: at the 
7 _Waldorf-Astoria. : 

At thesame time, it’ Was: ~ digs 7 
| | closed. that’ the ‘entire. slate of. in-" 

[s ioaied | 
-cumbent, “officers ‘has | been. nomi-.. 
nated . for. reelection: | ‘Sam: Cook. 
Digges..of- CBS . Films ° as RTS _ 
prexy. heads the. slate. This. is the ~. 
first timeé.in the 25-year:-history of. 
the. organization that’ officers ‘have. . 
‘not been: changed following 4 one-: 
year term. IRTS nominating chair- 
‘man James Stabile said ‘that the. 
nominating committee. felt that -a 

Sunday © forenoon. 90-minute : kid-:| ‘two-year term permitted the presi- 
dent .and ‘his colleagues ':to carry”. 
‘out: a society . program”. more ef- aan 

‘moppet: schedule for. the fall. by: | fectively.- 
‘opening up-the ‘net an hour earlier | ; 

‘Lock)..| 
Both. ‘went into: “Monitor,”. ‘the for- 
mer: ‘in a-nine week plan sponsor: | 
ing ‘sports and the: latter in: 10} 
week -participations 
‘Around the -World.”. : 
newcomers to nétwork: radio. were}. 
“Holiday Inns, with .an- $86, 000. buy; 

‘-and | 

‘The Legion of Honor awards will 
| complement: the established IRTS 
Gold ‘Medal award. The activity. es 
for - which an. .individual-. or”: an’. 

| organization .is’ to. be judged :for:.— 
| ‘the Legion award must have. taken. ; 
{place -between | April Ly 1963 ang 
{April 15,1964"... ae 

A. jury. of. 12, mein. ‘and. women, poh er 
chosen’ for: their long ‘experience ‘*: © 
‘in. broadcasting ‘and ‘broadcast ad<° . 
‘vertising “and .to ‘be ‘known .as ‘the Se 
‘Legion: of ‘Honor Committee, will — 
screen. all. nominations. This: com -. 
‘Inittee will submit those candidates - 
it. ‘considers. worthy of: final. con- 

.| sideration ‘to the IRTS -board 01 
-governors :whose: 17. members wili. 
make the final. ie final judgments. ao 

| NABET =~ 
ees To . 

& Me. AB
C Pact 7 _

 
“The: crisis: air-~‘at - ABC: ‘ended oy 

last. week when NABET in a: na-"".: * 
tional ballot .voted to accept the... 0 *:» | 
web’s latest’ contract offer, this one... -- 
substantially like: the. one rejected © °°: 
earlier." The- vote was 558 for.and '. 
461. against; -with New. York: and 
San Francisco opposed..-.Locals: in. 

Los Angeles : -and Wash-.- 

The new. pact. is for 38 ‘months, 
“| retroactive to. last Feb: 1: ‘Jt. pro- 

vides for a 114% expansion in the-:- 
pension .plan, -a ‘small--pay: boost | 

{approximately - -$2:. per.:week) -for.. . © 2:. 
‘|L.A.. clerical - ‘personnel, and clari-* = *". 
fies “experience” ctiteria: for news: . 
positions in Frisco... | 

‘Status quo ‘is: “the issue of téch- 
nician jurisdiction ‘in’ Gotham :and. 
L.A. ‘relevant “to. remote: taping: ~~ 

|This -was a key Score’ point, ‘with 
wees the : engineers,: and: still-‘is,- since. 

-Guardino stars in the. ‘the ‘technical chaps’ are: fearful for “ 
some jobs: _ 

RI SRR at Reni ee antl te a 
i . wy oe ‘8 we 
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of her. letter to’ CBS. prexy - Frank |. 
v Stanton» “who I am sure has never| 
heard ‘of: Alto, ‘Texas, and: very. 

Keon Splges 
e ecials 

“The United. ‘Nations’ is ; slated to 
mo: get more ‘network “exposure .in up-" 
.°*-goming months than the World org} 
“fas had -since its. start ‘via six spe- 
- .¢lals..to’ be ‘aired ‘by..ABC-TV. and 
7 NBC TV that ‘will reportedly... be}: 
_ bankrolled- by: Xerox with’ an: esti- 
‘mated. budget :.of - $4,000,000. 

“i: As: planned,. the. ‘specials. will. be. 
produced. ‘by such film notables::as | ~ 

- . Joe Mankiewiéz;. Sam: Spiegel,: Otto-| 
-. -Preminger,. Fred. Zinnemann. and’ 
.. Peter’ Glenville. “Frank Sinatra is. 

_. mentioned. . among © ‘namés | to = star- 
"therein... .ABC is reportedly sched- | 

uled: to: air four’ of. the. Specials. : 
‘NBC two..: 

‘Deal, in which’ the “name” pro-- 
ducers “will ‘Feportedly* work for 

-. Seale, ‘was arranged: by: Anna -Ro- 
-senberg, _pubrelations: : ‘consultant 
‘to the’ Motion: Picture: Assn: of |.0 

_ America; and’ her - husband: Paul | : 
A ‘who’ heads ‘the. : UN's) 
a Pund ‘for Major’ ‘Technical Assist- 
_ance:. Activities, 
large. contributions . for: ‘the. world |™ 
OTB. os ae . 

“5° Hoffman, . 

7 had. them tied at 17:4, ° 
“™ CBS, “which dipped. to ‘204 trom ‘the ptevious. 91. 9, won. ‘WL out: _ 
‘of the: ‘Top. 15: shows,. with NBC ‘and ABC ‘getting two wins: apiece. 

-: in’ the Mon--Sat.-7:30-11 ‘p.m.*‘and Sunday 7-11-p.m.. sweeps, On” 
** the ‘half-hour wins, CBS: Pocketed 25, ‘fo 13. for. NBC: and: 12. ‘for. - 
oo Tom. Moore’s lineup, 
°. +. On-Nielsen’s 30-market' chart (week. ‘ended: March 99); ABC: ‘tor a 

‘the. third: ‘consecutive lap notched a-,17.8, but upped .its share. (by: 
520%) ‘to 29-2. ° NBC: fell off: to 15.6 and a: 25.7: share, ' while: CBS 
~ @limbed -up- with: a. 19.4 and -3I. 9 share. oo, = 

‘Following. are Nielsen's. TOP. 10. for the ‘period: 

‘Beverly. Hillbillies: (CBS). 
. -Bonanza.. (NBC) : 
”. Dick.. Van. Dyke. ‘Show (CBS). eee. esos eee ces esas tees 
' Andy’ Griffith: Show: (CBS) .. 

Danny Thomas (CBS): 

es ‘another NBC-ABC deadheat t for second iy ‘the. new. pm At 
Nielsen™ (fortnight ended. March. 22), with * both: edging “up frace 

. tionally. at CBS- expense. to a aM oe ‘Nielsen's $ first Mareh report. . 

Ses swe ces eeesens “See eoence- 
ve 

- Petticoat - Junction (CBS). “oe. eee beds pees need bene ree ee 

“ Luey. Show (CBS)... e056 fs. eos os. , 

‘Ed Sullivan Show: (CBS) 12 yseseieietelieveceuieate 
ae Patty Duke Show (ABC) teSepeass fate reve e: 

*..° Red Skelton Hour (CBS). »...:<. 

weedae a Pedi e Lae yes merry . 

, “2° 39.2.° 

34.8 | 
32.8 : 
L3Lt 
(295 = 
7280: 

28.3 

os ep eee “s . ence as eo see ‘ . 26:8... . 
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- Compiin From Moppet ‘Cues sppet Cues CBS Brass. to Restore 
| “ ‘Capt. Kangaroo’ on. Texas ‘TVer 

Stanton’ 

Washing ton, April. 1. 
‘A . plaintive. lettér’ from -a: little: _ 

girl in .Alto, ‘Tex. for the. return | 
of “Captain. Kangaroo” on her local}. 

tv ‘station: created ‘a’ flurry of let-|: 
. ters’. in’ Gotham- and . Washington | - 

_- and: helped: crack the: ‘myth, of. the: 7 
we “big . bad’ network... -- a oe 

os) Phe: episode - began. when: ‘Anne: a 
pe -Singletary: of ‘Alto carefully ‘printed. 

In: a 

station relation . authorities: that |: 
‘under. no- circumstances’ could we. 
Carry the show.” --- 

- Lewin ‘promised - to: send. Jeopies | 

likely -is not aware. of. Lufkin: or | 
 KTRE-TV.”. Lewin :added, though; 
‘that Stanton “also. is’a good. friend |. 

-:.0f President Lyndon J ohnson :who} : 
‘{s aware of a ‘network's: responsi-|- 
pilities:”. 

‘Copies of the’ ‘perining “went to 
- President: .Johnson ’_as.. CBS’ Ed 
Scoville | and to FCC’ as : well as: 
‘Stanton... : 
A. month: later * Lewin: ‘sent the 

girl another: long -letter explaining 
he ‘had: been : to. ‘New’ York ...and. 
talked: with Carl. Ward, web. veep. 
-for | station. ‘relations. ~ 
seemed, -enjoyed - -his Texas ‘mail 

/tContinued on. page: 50) 

of | Home TV: Tape f for $500 7 
- Home’ tape tiovies_ in prime- a 

a ‘time are.in the future with. an- 

-. (with... accompanying : drawings. of ~ ‘inch ‘tape and fixed’ head,. is 
she Rear ary, 7 fin cask a} 
': letter to E-T ufkin, ‘asking |. : ty 

“please . pledse brin Y ‘ba eke -the 7 Made by the Winston Research:. 

_ Program.” ” * 
oe ‘long | reply KTRE’ prez | 

+ Richard Lewin said .the show. ‘was. 
dropped .“because ‘CBS’ made “us| 
. drop: it, We wanted: to. continue | 
"the program: bit were told by: ‘CBS }- 

- home’ tape recorder. 
. also has” ‘possible -- industrial" .- 

‘Ward, -. it} 

| for . “live”: 
‘Meeting ‘Of: the: World,’ ” which CBS- 

“Meet: the’ Press”’. 
‘world ‘figures to. make. their posi-. 

-which. “collects 

‘vision tape recorder “for. the 
public at:a cost-of around: $500.. 

- A. model ~ of “the. Fairchild - 
‘machine, which has.a fourth- — 

“press “Thurs. 

Corp.; -a Fairchild subsid, the 

uses): will be: demonstrated for .... 

7 future. - 

ik ready $ ‘Quest 
Fo or Some Fr

esh — 

‘News Approaches ‘A. ‘triple thrust: to more: fully. 
realize “the electronic -age of: com-. 
munications” was outlined by. Fred. 

‘in: “hig -first. interview {- . Friendly, . 
|-since. assuming: the Presidency - of 
“CBS: News... : 

.It’s Friendly’ Ss. contention. that. tv: 
‘news should ‘be ‘as,.close: to. “live” 
as possible. The newsreel ‘approach 
for -‘spot: :news is. -outdated ~ ‘in. 

|: ‘| Eelendly’ s opinion: For that reason,. 
‘CBS News prexy: is hard ‘at work. 

. 4 exploring -what”he. called. “revolu-. 
--"| tionary” ‘techniques in 

| equipment, which. would: facilitate 
‘| and cut: the costs. of “live” coverage 
‘| of. news events. 

- The. time is. not too. distant. ‘when 
‘anything ‘happening in. the. United 
‘States Can. be. seen: on. television: 
within-'an. hour:or two; and within 
12. hours, from. any. corner of ‘the 
globe: In. a:-year,: there ‘willbe a. 
} communications : satellite ‘Friendly 
pointed. out, :which. will. be: available 

pickups. :“‘The:. Town 

place‘ on -:tv,”” ‘Friendly. continued, 
exploring. another thrust in. another 
‘direction ..: He mentioned‘ the Lee 

even though dramatic. What he had 
Jin mind -was.:the’ example ‘of. great | 

“origi-. 
nating: news, ‘either through ‘their: 
own .initiative in ‘digging for news: 
and/or’ their’ liaison | with’. leaders | yjed. away” and: duly .causing’ BBC 

newspapers - ‘making ‘news, . 

of the world..- 
-Just,.;as* “Pace ‘the Nation” _or 

tion. ‘clear, or make -an announce- 
ment, “our. regularly scheduled. tv 

(Continued, on 1 page 50." . 
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{ hounds, . 

” plaints” :* ° 

” ‘handed: out: by: BBC.: 

‘ It.is anticipated: that. “hundreds ‘FCC. General: Counsel. 

join: a new. law. firm. Starting: here} 
‘under “Paul: :O’Brien, an. exec . in|} 
the ‘Gene Autry ‘enterprises. : 
“No successor -has been -named.to. 

-Paglin’s spot ‘and: it’s unlikely. ‘the |. 
Commission ‘will :talk about filling - why: he -wanted it. 

nouricement. ‘of. Fairchild: Cam-. . | 

era & Instrument Corp.'s ‘tele- “| of thousands”. of signatures: will be 

oo manifésto—due.- to “be.” 

‘slated 
(which’ an 

in - electronic ° 

affair. . program. 

‘Oswald-Jack : ‘Ruby, Dallas: incident,|-. 
in «passing, . as. nothing | desirable, 

‘Graham -Greene’s™ 

are used ‘by. 

“TEN TAN A 
London, ‘April: 1: 

- The’ 

action, a: fox- ‘torn: to . pieces - by 

| lieve..that tv’s policy of’ adult. pro- 
| gramming ‘is. -tending to undermine 

| Christianity; ‘morality, -health and 
vitality. Headed: up - by’ a -teacher | 

{and., housewife, .Mrs. Mary: White- 
; 73 : | house, the ‘movement is reportedly | 

. ‘catching fire” and spreading. over .. 
1 the whole nation especially ‘amongst |” 
people. .who.' are. 

‘evasive: ‘answers : “to. direct ° .com-= | 
“fed cup: with]. 

that; 

appended .. to. Mrs:. “Whitehouse’s 

“belittle or. destroy 
-yvalues” ‘and ‘to- present. “disbelief, 
}doubt and dirt’ ‘on: ‘the: part | of 
broadcasters. BBC: is: “particularly. 

in’: the. document |. for- a 
“stream of suggestiveness ata. time} 
when crime, . violence..and : veneral 

. “disease ‘are ‘steadily. increasing.” 
ae manufacturers in. fhe. near ooh Mrs. Whitehouse’s 

TV ‘Campaign—is: becoming effec- 
| tive -enough : to. get national press 

Clean-Up’ Spread. . 
“aioag with. the- seemingly rapid. 

"| spread: of the clean-up-tv © ‘cam-. 
| paign,. “it : may -be a measure .. of 

an | general public reaction. to ‘ ‘earthy”: 
dramas that BBC-TV’s. plays are: at. 
{a :low. ‘rating: ‘ebb... One. informe 
| source’. “reveals that: BBC's stock: 
with.‘ the public. ‘is..at -its lowest: in 
‘eight . years’ due ~mainly ‘to. "the 
relative unpopularity. of ‘plays.”” 

“habitual game ‘of 
coital. consequences, * hardened in- 
‘dustryités .aré -also’. beginning: tol. 
‘wonder whether. it is.-time to put 
the’ brakes: ‘on; Outside the. U:K., it’s 

‘Beyond . this,. 

following Rediffusion’s screening of 
‘a stripper in ifs “This Week’ pub- 

(for which’ the. 
‘company. ‘was Severely’: rapped: by. |: 
the - ‘Independent | Television .Au-| 
thority), the ITA ‘subsequently de-| 
manded that Granada-TV: cut strip-| 
‘per. sceries. from ..a. factual. docu-| - 
mentary: ‘study. of aspects: of: show| " 
hiz.. 

earlier - this “year. for | political 
réasons—so™ upset. some - of - BBC’s 
own’ board. of- ‘Governors: ‘that even. 

clean. “up: of the smut in-the show. 
Howls. of Protest: . 

openly: ‘the high . sophistication - of 

Train. ” And- ‘internally,: more than 

to’ -make ‘public. apologies. or, . at 
‘Teast, causing - ‘the web: ‘some .em- 

At-is: being: said- in the: “huisiness 
‘that BBC's. new. line:-in -sophistica-. 

“(Continued ‘On. ‘Page. 58) .. 

“esuper sophistication” - “ofl. Hot 
. British television which. has allowed 

- Jon ‘the ‘air “such “artistically ‘ad-]. 
venturous” scenes: as‘ a. ‘stripper. inj - 

‘he spne-meaning bite “gags. - 
_ _/ plus unabashed: :sex. emphasis ‘in|’: . wot] i Vteleplays, may: have gone just about +. drink. after. drink without any 

a as far as it is going: to' go. - 
| ‘Indications ‘'are-‘that ‘the - ‘pound: _ 

or ‘aries of acceptability—often tra- 
| versed at brink-edzge by video pro-|. 
__|ducers-here—have been transcended |. 
-/-onece too::often. And now it séems 

. | that the broadcasters will. be ¢curb-|" 
-ing..their .own artistic. licence to]. 

-|some extent in the face of Tmount-|:-. 
|.ing. evidence..that :in ‘some cases] - 
j over-the-air ~ -Pealism * ‘ean 

=| offence; 
AS ‘public movetnent’ “bent ‘on 

|eleaning ‘up. British tv’: is. being |™ 
‘activated by: local femmes. ‘who be-. 

cause 

they: claim,:: are}. 

“sent to} 
| Government, ‘Post. ‘Office’ and ‘BBC. 

officials—which.- deplores... alleged |. 
_| attempts. :to - 

‘being. ° ‘demonstrated. for: ‘the’ oT P 
(9) and Friday: .~ 

, -tmovement— 
fe “| tabbed. Women: ‘Of Britain’ -Clean 

.*' And coincidental. with . the. ‘grow-. 
‘ing. body: of . “public. * dissenters 
[against ‘what’ has’ been‘ described 
as BBC-TV's. 

It is ‘known. within: ‘the: biz, - to0;. 
+ that the blue air of. “TW3"—yanked. 

“of the: potential of. ‘worldwide: elec- 
| tronic eommunications, inthe view. 
cof the new. CBS ‘News prexy.: °°... - 
“We. want. the riews event to. take'| before -it ‘was. finally yanked Cor-|: 

‘poration ° top: ‘brassers. ordered’ a 

"_Foilowing: the howls of: protest; 
it’s thought that .BBC ‘will not’ hur- 
riedly:. attempt: again: . to “ éxpose. 

: “Stamboul/ understood. to. “have ‘been. selected. 
because . of -ITV’s: desiré to" get. a 
non-national - impartial’ interviewer, 
‘Collingwood; too, did’.a successful. 

one -BBC - ‘producer: has had his’ 
‘Knuckles. rapped - for. ‘getting: “car- 

barrassment and - several “prestige | - 

points.” 

oy 
Drink; Dank; Drunk 

- Perth, . ‘Scotland, - April: 7 
wy ‘retired . schoolteacher and 

temperance campaigner. Alice’ 
Duncan; wants | actors. to get © 

. drunk: on. tv. . 
portray “people - consuming 

‘effect,” she said... “This could. 
be ‘very’: dangerous - and give. 

_ young. peoplé ‘ and ‘motorists. 
the idea: that they. can drink ._ 

ing them..: |. : 
“y- have written . to. the 

BBC. complaining about. this. ° 
I-think. they should ‘ban. tele-_ 
vision ‘drinking. | But; if they” 

actors getting. drunk.” 

agin Resigns 
‘As FCC Counsel 
To Join New Firm| 

“Washington, ‘April - 7, 
Max -Paglin resigned suddenly as. 

-He -will 

the vacancy: until. members return 
later‘this week. from. the NAB Con- 
‘vention in. Chicago.. 

other FCC. possibility ‘is Asst. Gen- |: 
eral ; Counsel .Daniel. ‘Ohibaum. -. 

- There. was also: ‘speculation the |. 
choice. might ‘come: from- the out- 
side as the spot is fairly lucrative. 
' plum for. election year dangling. - 

Commission. and. insiders . were 
taken -by. .surprise : when Paglin, 

q|a 21-year FCC employee disclosed. 
he was. joining the ‘law firm. Four 
other -parthers. are -from - Dow; 
Lohnes. © & - Albertson. which: . has | 
communications .” dealings. . 
are William .Grove, ‘Leonard Jas- |: 
kiewicz, ' Harry. ‘Sells: and Carroll}: 
Gilliam. “Another. ‘partner,. Keith 
‘Putbrese, ° ‘has been: “an associate 
with, Smith:.&. Pepper: | te me 

The. firm..will’ carry the ‘names y 
{ of all’. ‘partners ‘and. nas handle. 

ral pr d 
argued, thie: sexposure: in series: like: general. practice. as well as ealing 
“Maigret;” :. is” a hamper: to sales}|-: 
‘and, . for most. countries, bedroom 
“scenes. have to be: -axed.: S 
. “some” * tradesters 
read: significance’ into-the fact that| 

. They 

with . Federal - courts and agencies. 
- Paglin: will, leave his FCC duties. 

|.May. 1. ‘He was “upped . to ‘General 
Counsel -‘in':: 1961." when 
Minow- became chairman. 

CBS News: ‘Lend- ‘Leases’ | 
- Collingwood to Britain - 

“Loridon, “April Te 

CBS. News | is. engaged. ina form 
of: lend-lease program ‘with: Britain, 
acceding to a- request of Britain’s| 
Independent: :Television. Authority | — 
‘to. lend. Charles Collingwood for a 
‘series. of political -portraits:. 
- CoHingwood,: one. of CBS: News 

ace: correspondents, -will: interview: 
the leaders. of Britain’s:three. major 
parties: ‘for. telecasting by ITV. prior 
to. the upcoming. ‘national ‘ ‘elections 
in Britain. ITV is. the central or- 
ganization. -of - British ‘commercial: 
programmers. ..Collingwood- . ‘was 

interview © with. former. ‘Prime .Min- 
ister Maemillan, An the. past for: 

next Fall, “The Addams Family,” ITV.:and: BBC..: 
‘Collingweod. ‘will do’ the yidtap- 

‘ting prior to his moveover to. Paris 
in .mid-May,: ‘when: he assumes the: 

a=! post as European correspondent. for’ 
. TCBS ‘News. ‘ 

(L aked to
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“Most. ty. plays ~ 

“insist on drinking for. the. ‘sake _- 
1. .0f realism, ‘then’ let us see. fhe.” 

- letter from. 
: |Eugené'L: Burke, who asked FCC 

agreément. 

Newton 1 

ture °: -film, 
‘Déalers” ‘released | through Metro.. 
‘Teleseries included “The. Beverly 
‘Hillbillies,’”* 
‘and “Mr. Ed.” Company has: a 

‘release, 
Emily,”. and. has another feature, 

“Washington; April a 

Th the Austin, Tex, CATV battle, 
:| capital ‘Cable ‘Co:. Inc. (the- com- 
‘pany. with ‘a link to Mrs. Lyndon B. 
Johnson's. -broadcasting’ interests). 

|has told the FCC it won't furnish | 
‘a copy of. the option. agreement. 
permitting KTBC-TV to buy up to 

150% of its: stock by January, 1966. 

|. KTBC-TV, the only. commercial 
tv. station in Austin, is owned by...” 

-|4he. First Lady and her two daugh- 
ters, but. all their: stock is in an. 

‘continually without “it affect.” i evocable trust. 
Capital ‘Cable is one of two com- 

panies operating CATY in Austin. 
: 1 Ft’s a Little Rock, Ark., outfit with _ 

Winthrop Rockefeller - 
--(brother)-a major stockholder. Be- 
‘}eause -it- has a wired system, At. 
requires no FCC license. 

{Nelson’s 

‘TV Cable: of Austin ‘Inc. the. 
other .CATVer, uses. microwave, : ~ necessitating a a FCC license, which - 

fit has 
““: EV Cable’s effort to get a waiver 

The. issue before FCC is. 

on a. prohibition in its license 
. stopping it from bringing in a: 

. {program from any distant city 
[which KTBC-TV ‘intends to~ air 
{within the next 15 days.:- 

(KTBC-TV, as the sole commer- 
cial station, with all three networks . 
‘to pick from, schedules many high- 

‘rated shows on a delayed: basis. 
TV Cable wants to rush -all. shows 
into. Austin ‘on their regular . net- 
‘work. hour.) 

FCC ‘secretary Ben F. -Waple had 
written Capital. Cable. last :-week. 

{ordering the company to turn. over 
the. option agreement - with the. 
Johnson station. . Waple didn't say. 

But an FCC. 
‘spokesman: told Variery ’ it: ‘was’ 
necessary to see the document to 

If the Commission chooses from: determine how much truth.was in 
‘within ‘its ranks, Deputy: General 

| Counsel Henry: .Geller. ‘is. high “in 
‘the: speculation ‘because 6f his po- 
‘sition under . Paglin : ‘and: his: ef= 
‘fective -relationship. .-with . FCC: 

_| publicity. “And some’ viderix are} Chairman. E.' William -Henry. -An- 
"| Fight : in the corner of the ‘women- 
[folk OY 

the claim of TV Cable: that it,. as 
a licensed CATVer, was: operating 
ata competitive. disadvantage in an 
Austin. squeeze play, with KTBC-.. 
{TV and Capital Cable doing: the. 
squeezing. 

Capital Cable. responded: with a 
its D.C. attorney,. 

‘to tell him which rule FCC had— 
‘if any—to require’ such private. 
corporate information as the. op- 
tion contract. Burke said he knew 

.|of none, .and that such disclosure: 
‘would “violate corporate integrity” 
jand: be a. “detriment” to the com- 
‘pany in a rough. “competitive sit- 
uation. 

‘Burke did digest the ‘guts of the 
Texas -: Broadcasting 

(the new name for the old LBJ. Co.) 
ean. buy as much as 50% of Capital. 
Cable. by 1966 by paying ‘Capital :- 
| cane ‘its “actual: expenditures on" 

(Continued on page 54) 

ilnways GMs, 
Net Up to 1486 

Hollywood; April 7. 

‘Rilmways ‘Ine., tv and- feature 
| film company, reported net income 

Fo or Political Portraits| 
‘over $58,036 profit for correspond- 
jing: period last ‘year and 21.37% 

of $148,564 for six months ended 
Feb. 29, 1964, amounting to-156°% 

over firm's net income of $122, 408. 
for the entire preceding fiscal year. 

‘Latest. figure repped: -25¢- ‘per 
share on 601,492 shares outstand- 
ing ‘as compared with. 10c per. 
share on 590,004 shares last. year, . 
and against 21¢ per share for’ pre- 
vious full: year. Total reyenues be- 
fore taxes ~for: latest six-month 
‘span were $7,601,207, compared 
to $5,195, 896 last year. - 

‘Take was drawn. from most part 
from three tv series and. one fea- 

latter “The -Wheeler:. 

“Petticoat Junction’ 

fourth tv. show coming up on. ABC 

recently completed’’a second Metro. 
“The, Americanization of 

“Topkapi,” - ready. for release 
os through United Artists, 



| Connect the numbers. and ‘you have ¢ one of : 
.-, the world’s most familiar i insignia... | 

: “We'v ve nothing against i insignia, but. its our 

a deelingt that a network can be recognized just: 
2s readily. by the caliber of its. programs, To 

-get down to cases, there’ sone network thats”. | 

oO replaced. an. entire evening’ Ss “prime-time: 

prog ramming with “The: American Revolu- 

‘ tion of 63, a "a three-hour report ¢ on civil rights. . 

C oO set the entire nation talking about its bold ; 

-and irreverent. satire series, “That ‘Was The 

aon . ‘Week’ That Was.” 2 

< o ‘ereated “Exploring” and “The Children’ 3. 

“Theatre,” network television’: $ most cele- | 
_ brated | programs for youngsters. aceeiras 

o explored the inside of the Kremlin—a feat ; 

even Russian television had never achieved. 
to. produce. one of the classic ' Program

s te. of 

: television annals, ee 

o has scheduled a an unrivalled sports lineup 
=. next season, ranging from NCAA football to 

the World Series, with: most, events i in ‘color. 

O-pr esents: television’ s. ‘most honored dra- - 

‘matic program: The Hallmark Hall of Fame. 

o stars television’ Ss most i impressive array of 7 

talent, including such: favorites in next ; sea- : | — 

., $0n’s schedule. asd ack Benny, Shirley Booth; ae 

~. Johnny Carson, Richard Chamberlain, Perry ~ Como, Alfred’ Hitchcock, Bob Hope, ‘Jack ~ _ 

Paar and. Danny’ Thomas—to1 
name: only: a few. oes 

o televises the nation’ 's most. distinguished ‘ 

‘newscast, the “Huntley-Brinkley. Report.” ad 

oo consistently draws the greatest. nuinber of 

viewers to its coverage of such special events 
. as conventions, elections or space flights... 

: ‘Alli in all, it’s the network whose balanéed arid - 
oe wide-ranging schedule. makes its identity 

unmistakable. 

Of course, if you can’t, get. through. the ° day ves | 

»- without: seeing our signature, just connect. oo 
as the dots. Obviously, though, it’s the first time : ; . : a” 

os our identity has ¢ ever been a Wuzzle, : 
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. vertisers with a yen: for. FM, 

With 
first-ever hour-by-hour Pulse’ study. 
of the top 10: markets ‘unveiled | ° 

Yast. week. in Chicago ‘is that .step- 
child FM, at least for the here and |. 
now, is chiefly dependent- for ad-| 
vertiser. receptivity on tts © ‘image 
asa marketing specialist. - 

_For‘all ‘the static of. the - Pulse, : 
report, this’ has: heen the ardent] | 

_ thesis of .FM boosters -all along—|".. were utilized. to promote. the-- 
“that. the megacycle- band ‘délivers, |: 
df not numbers,...a: ‘class ‘audience | . 

(They. fly.}:- 
‘dig ‘stereo, fine wines, ete) | 

‘There: has. been a flow of impressive my 
-evidence, too; that this is'a growth a 
audience, per the Hoopers in. Philly; i= 

‘with spendable iricome.. 
jets, - 

- Chiezgo, L.A, and elsewhere.” 

‘listenership. has. been. too. fragment- 
ed to. tempt: most ‘timeduyers ‘and 
naticnal - advertisers. . 
vent .the: “numbers. gap,””.there |! 
have evolved. diverse plo-’s, one: of 
Which, 
sue,. sceks. ‘to inspire the ‘gr ouping | 
‘of FMers in the, seme 
sell. combined: circulation - at ‘cost: | 
per-thousand comparable to a single | 
-afHuent... AM.. ; 

_Anether; . cued by: FA's : -appeal.| 
for the higher brackets, extdls 
unique - programmatic: : concepts. as}: 
a -refinement ‘of ° the selectivity. 
theme crooned “by...FM chaps - to 
advertisers. Thus, RCA... formerly 
underwrote a. ‘stereo: concert series 
via, the’ QXR> network; ‘and,. per- 
haps’‘as.:a@ more. pointed. example, 
TWA. currently -has: multi-market. 
sponsorship :of “The World .of Ad- 

_ venture in Music.” Packaged and 
pending for key markets is a “Paris. 
This Week’ series geared for -the. 
Europe-bound traffie, hopefully | for 
Air France sponsorship. 

Proponents. of. the:: multi-market| F F 
program . identification concept’ ar: |. 
‘gue that for: image-conscious ‘ad- 

“E'S 

the far wiser. course. than, -buying:} 
station schedules, ‘however. astutely. 
Investing in station schedules, they} 
Feason, 
sponsor .wwhether. the” ‘program ‘or j 
the. station has or has ‘not. per- ; 
formed for him. -i Conversely, the: 
surer gauge for..an .advertiser: is 
the identical ‘concept. in -several |. 

. markets.) How that. sits ‘with. sta-. 
tion stewards. is. another - ‘story. 

~ At any rate, the gambit is neither. 
new nor. has it enjoyed much ad- 
vertisér vogue . to.. date. TW.A’s | 
“World of Adventure in Music” ‘ist 
the only. current such undertaking. 
‘by a “national: advertiser. Airing: 
since last September on nine Sta- 
‘tions in five ‘markets. (three ‘more. 

disks and commentary by. “Frank 
“Waldecker). by Gene -LaBrie,. and 

(Continued on | page 58). 

Mayer's $ Playback’ 
In Chi WBKB Slot 

‘Chicago;. April %, 
Phil Mayer was named program: 

‘director of WBKB again, and this. 
time the appointment holds. “May-. 
er, who. comes -ffom WGN-TV 
where -he was asst. program di- 
rector, was initially hired. away | 
by the. ABC ‘owned ‘stations divi- 
sion two: months ago; but .‘he 
quickly. retreated. to his. “old job 
when he. found he was walking: 
into. the storm. that . was. then 

division prexy Ted- “Shaker. ‘In: 
fact, it- was the abortive ‘appoint-: 
ment : of: Mayer. that touched . off: | 

: the .cloudburst. which eventually 
‘resulted ‘in Quinian’s . resignation. |. 

imnocent of the. intra-} 
company. frietion, had. heen. hired | 
Mayer, 

the first time to replacé Quinlan’s 
‘program director, “Dan Schuffman, 
whom Shaker .was: trying to move 

the test of Quinlan's. Iocal authar- | 
ity, and sho?tly after. he. resigned: 
Schuffman ‘followed. Quinlan‘ S$ suc-: 

“-@essor, - Tom “Miller, interviéwed+ 

possible replacements -for. Schuff- | 
man for. two weeks and. then: an- 

Junder., the banner. of EpiColor *64, |” 
‘has’ titles -such as’ “Sign: of the 
Gladiator,” “Attack On. The: Nor- |” 

“nounced. the hiring of: Mayer: 
-Mavyer, incidentally, had. worked: 

for several ‘years, under ‘Ed. W ar- 
ren -at WGN-TV.: Warren -is. now 
prograin .director of the ABC-TV |S 
‘ownéd-stations division’ and: doubt- |" 
Yess: Mayer's ‘sponsor,: although | i 
‘Miller insists the choice: was’ his 

1 soe + Hite own." 

} / now Jook here sat: i the ‘greatest. 
~ "Yet taken overall; as the afore: 7 oe 
‘said. Pulse reinforces, the. medium’s } 

F M Group Sales To tireum-| 

ceperatély “covered this is-| . 

market: to + 

LOCAL TV-RABIO & SYNDICATION A, 

~~. ‘Hand Hewn Program Pes 

‘What may be. reaffirmed by that + 

J erry Makes “Marry” 
' Chicago, April. 7. 

‘A baby. elephant just: ‘made it: - 
through - -the- doors of. Desilu _. 
Sales at. the” -Pick-Congress 

- Hotel; where : TFE-’64 is. hold- _ 

baby — -elephant ‘and’ .a chimp. 7 

-_sale: of | Desilu’s- off-network | 
skein. - - “Greatest 
Earth.” mo 
Circus’ -motif® was ‘picked: up: 

*.. Dy: pretty: ‘gals, - trainers, etc.,. 
. With press agent Jerry. Frank- 

_ Show: on. 

‘en delivering the ‘spiel’: “and : 

attr action, » 

Solves Riddle 
6 Circulation | 

'...Chicago,- April. ’ a 
PM “Gperators, whosé - problems. 
stem, basically. from ‘theif medium’s 
fragmentary - audiences, are: being 
-pitchéed.:a plan. that may: help them 
-to get: more .of.:the national ad- 
vertisers’ who. are interested ‘only 
In’ mass circulation. The idea is for |: 
several ‘FMers ‘in‘ the. same ° ‘market, 
to band together. as...a group ‘and 
‘sell their combined. ‘circulation. .as |- 
‘though: they were a single. AM] © 
station, ‘at a comparable. cost-per- |” 
thousand.” 

The plan- is. the: brainchild. of | 
FM. Group. Sales: Inc.,: which. has | 
been piloting the’ idea in. Chicago | . 
‘and ‘Los Angeles. for. nearly two 
‘years with reasonably. good: results, 
Moreover, the.-Federal. ‘Communica-. 
tions ‘Commission, “which, clearly 
wouldn’t endorse such. a. -procedure 

Jeaves unresolved for. the! for AM or. tv, has thus far looked: 
kindly. on. it for. FM: because it | 
deems: it in ‘the. public. interest. to. 
enhance. the competitive status of 
that medium. - " 

the combination... rate 

(1): there. is. 
no conflict of interest. ‘by one of. 
the’ partners in. FM Groiip - Sales. 
Inc., co founder ‘Les Vihon,* who’ 
is also. a. Station.. owner: ‘and (2) 
there is no. possibility’ of ° unfair | 
competition’, with - the: FM. stations |. 

are said to be.on tap), it is pre-}in :the same market that: don’t!. 
packaged ‘inclusive. of brand new} choose: to. join the group. Re the. 

‘former, Vihon has’ dropped -out:. of: 
corporate. participation to :.satisfy.| 

[the commission; and. as_ to the’ lat-. 
{ter, FMGS. has ‘assured -the. com-. 
‘mission: that partieipating ‘stations 
‘will not share knowledge of: each 
other's. rate structures, .that each. 

|.of:. the group. ‘stations. will be. ‘en- 
[couraged to. keep an. individual rep, | 
‘and that: the group. rates will not| 
work’ an. additional ‘hardship. ‘on 
‘stations: that do not join. 
-As-.FMGS: prexy Art ‘Sakelson 

explains it-in. the ‘proposal. circula-. 
ted..to FM ‘operators, 
many. accounts that: want to~ buy: 
‘bits. and pieces’ ‘or - can’t ‘afford |- 
to spend | big money in’ FM. ‘This. 
is. where’ the individual ‘rep: .can. 

“Fhere. are 

do 4 job. Media buyers for‘selective. 
and specialized. accounts -can. - ‘and. 
will take the time to look. at. sta: 
tions individually:. 7 
“But when. major: radio schedules 

are ‘bought, -only®, the well. ‘known 
brewing. between WBKB © ‘veep }* - 
‘Sterling (Red)--Quinlan. and. o&o'|" 

, (Continued : ‘on page. 58). 

sor Gems. Preps _ 

“Chicago, April 7.: 

.. With. features in heavy demand, 

Screen: Gems. let. it. be: known: that 

“lit will soon release. another | pack- |. 

out of ‘the spot. This brought: on-|28e of pix, again of more. _Tecent | 
 Vinitage. 7 

- Embassy Pictures”. ‘success w ith 
sand and. sandal. pictures. has. trig-. 
-gered::activity by American. Inter- 
national and National. Telefilm. As-.|, 
sociates,. American - International,. 

‘mans,” “Taur: The. Mighty,’ ” “Colos- 
sus & The Amazon’ Queen.” " 

National Telefilm Associates, in 
its package. ‘of-.13,. has: “Blood: and 
Sand”?*-and - “prince. Of. ‘The ‘Vik- 
ings": a ET gL: Tyee Dis “oayud. 

“Walter Rogers, 

.Krelstein, ° 

‘that, perhaps;, 

company -- 
‘ected for the. study ™ because “it: 
‘Was .a pioneer ~ in “broadcast: edi-.| 
torializing. 

think: ne 

“| victs © 

"They Say. Mebbe 1B)}. 
: Atla‘ ita, - : April yi 

“Jack Williams, executive . secre- 
| tary. of the Georgia Assn. of. Broad-|- 

. | casters,. ‘Ine. has made-a. prelimi- ' 
nary: report: on. speakers lined ‘up| 

‘for. four-day convention, J ne’ 13-4 
16, ‘at. Callaway Gardens, , ‘pear. Pine} 
Mountain,. Gar! 

| » 1: Headliner, .of: ‘Roth: anniial’. eon- 
_ing: its: meet this year. : The: -| vention. will be Texas Congressman | 

| described as. “al _ 
‘dynamic. fighter for- ‘broadeasting’s | 

- | freedom.’ eeras : 

| “Other ~ speakers already: in ‘the |" 
. bag, “Williams. reports, - are: “Harold 

president of “Plough. 
| Broadcasting; Prose -Walker, 
| Collins. Radio. Co.; 

of | : 
Avery Gibson |. 

‘Loft -HR. Television;: Hope: Martinez,. 
| of BBD&O, New. “York; -and others. | 
{An invitation has been. Assued to] 
} FCC’ S ‘Lee ‘Loevinger..- 

Asa ‘teaser, ‘Williams added: ‘that 
| “one: ofthe biggest. names in the 

‘National - ‘Democratic Party.” ‘will |. 
‘address the conventon, _ 

- This has «. aroused’. ‘speculation’ 
President © Lyndon |: 

‘Baines. Johnson: will come south toy: 
address. the parley. ; ; 

“In. addition -to’ GAB. ‘parléy- chief | 
| engineers from GAB. stations will.| 
+hold: their first annual: engineering | 
conference Sune | 16°. cat ‘Callaway 
Gardens. | 

Station Chins 
Ae Studying’ 

Raleigh, N: G., “April. TZ: 
Radio. -and ~ “television ‘ station. 

| WRAL: says’. it: is: One. of the two 
stations ~.whose  ‘editorializing is: 
-under™ ‘detailed. serutiny- by" ‘FCC. 
Ac J..Fletcher; president” ‘of Capitol - 
Broadcasting . Co, issued «a. state- . 
ment after ‘it was. learned: that. the | 
station’s license’ renewal: has ‘been. 
delayed: ‘pending : study: . “The: FCC} 

‘Whether or ‘hot the’ government ‘declined to comment.- 

Agency does grant ‘special: dispen- |- 
sation” ‘to 
agreement for: FM. depends. on’ ‘its | 
being. satisfied’ that . 

Fletcher said.the’ company i is not 
-alarmed by: the- study, and that the | 
FCC “has expressed no. ¢eriticism:| 
of its’: policy. | ‘Fletcher’ said’ :the® 

understood | it.- was sSe- 

“Despite ‘this: ‘investigation | and. 
withholding-of renewal: of: license, : 
this .station. in «its. editorial . policy | 
has not. deviated... one. iota from. 
its general. purpose “of: promoting 
free enterprise.. and: condemning | 
‘the -actions.:of those who. would 
‘complete: the conversion | of . ‘our. 
-country to .a--socialist form of ‘Bov-.. 
ernment,” Fletcher ‘Said: 
- “We: cannot: - believe :: ‘that: “our. 
operating license would: be: placed 
in. jeopardy because. we dare .t0 
state clearly-labeled: editorial views. 
that aré-not: pleasing to some. We.|: 
have. proceeded with our right. to" 
editorialize « ‘without’ fear. of: ‘re-. 
prisal. If: there is room: for fear, 
then. it ‘is indeed | later, than. we 

Fletcher. said: ‘the commission 
has-not criticized the ‘Station's edi-. 
torial: policy. .. 

‘Democratic , “guberna-| 
UL. ‘Richardson 

Another: - 
torial" Candidate, 
- Preyer, . recently refused. to. -par-" 
ticipate” 
originating from * :WRAL-TV_ ‘be= | 
‘cause he said the ‘station Was Ppar-. 

| tial: -Fleteher .said ‘“Preyer’s. coni-. 

in... a. political debate’ 

plaint was “entirely. unjustified. 4 

. 3° . Chicago, April i oa 
- oPelevision: subsid of Allied: ‘Art- |. 
ists:has dipped into the remaining|| : 

|-feature library cf..its parent com-: 
pany: and has’ ‘come up. With. ‘re- 
‘leases. as recent~as .1963 theatrical: 
ly: The. more recent: pix. are’ being f 
sold. to tv stations,” on. a delayed 
basis. - = 

thé new AATV: feature -package: : 
“Billy Budd,” -Robert ‘Ryan, Pet- 

er. Ustinovy,. ‘Melvyn Douglas;- “Con- | 
‘Sammy: 

“Davis Jr; ‘Broderick Crawford; Rod |- 
Steiger;. “Cry. of Battle,” “Hitler Aor 

‘4.3. Ben. ‘Gazzara, - 

“The. George. Raft. Story,’ 
‘War: Is. Hell.” Mae 

and: 
si e3° cores co 

Ts Editorials 

|Gotham | 

+ WRAL's dicense : expired Dec. 1, 
| 1963... io 

Another: Package} RIGHT: UP. 70. 3 

RELEASES FOR. ri 

"These are’ some. “Of thé. titles: ‘of | 

“Now. Comes BARB. 
_ Atlanta,. April 7... 

A new “organization, - ‘Busl- 

“nessmen. Against © Regimented:: 
" Broadeasting (BARB), ‘has been:*-’ 
"formed .- in Georgia.. - | _ 

. Chapters have - -been “acti-’. 

vated: in: Hinesville, ° 

“Glenville and Savannah. . 
“Other : ‘units: are’ organizing 

“in Albariy and ‘Macon.:. "| | 
“BARB was organized to fight. 

“: alleged. inéquities.:.in: FCC’s 
Fairness. Doctrine and: to. take 
~other’-action: opposing ‘govern- 
_ ment. regulation. 

Kidshows Propel 
WON- TV Into Tie 
For Chi 2d Place 

“Chicago, April. ”. 

Largely. on. “the Strength of its: 
© 93. powerhouse: ‘kidshows, WGN-TV . 

BG 3 ; has jumped: ‘into.a tie .for. second, 
>-}place in’ this. market..in the. just} 

-published °: February | “ARBs. | The 
. “| Chicago. indie, : ‘Teaching | ‘its. high-. 

’ Jest notch. yet during ‘a fall-winter 
|tv season, scored a 23 average. share 
| of audience “in the ‘signon-to-sign- 
| off breakdown. putting it.on a par. 
‘with the NBC anchor; WNBQ. Mat- 
ter of: fact, the Tribune Co. flag-: 
ship. topped. ‘the. NBC station - in. 
total ‘homes, - 156, 600 to: 154,300... 

in ‘the: nation, a status’ that appears 

‘with non-affiliated stations in other 
‘markets. The closest: runner-up, -in 
point of. relative metro. audience. 
-shares,.. -would. be: Time-Life’ s 
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St... -Paul, 
which: averages a.17 share ‘against | 
threé-network. competition.’ How- 
ever, it still. places fourth: in a four, 
station: market: 
-By. the: ‘same. ‘yardstick: WNEW, 

‘New. ‘York, ranks third. among in- 
dependents’ in the-nation. with a. 15 
share. of its: market,. although WGN-.| 
TV. concedes. it’s ‘unfair. to compare* 
independents : in ‘six-. ‘and seven-. 

.j station ° markets with those having. 
no other indie competition, - ‘The: 

station,’ . 

‘total homes: with 329,700, more. than 

twice- WGN-TV's total, having: the. ‘a5: newspapers (aside from the New... -* 
advantage of a larger market:- 
Other: independents | getting: ‘bet= 

ter than a-10%, Share. of: their mar- | 
‘kets: from: ‘signon. ‘to signoff, in the | > 

latest ARB survey,- ‘are CKLW, -De- | 

WOW A Accents | a
 -troit-Windsor,: witha 14;- KTVT; 

Dallas-Ft: Worth, ‘with 13; KTVU, 
San Francisco, with 12; and KATU, 
Portland, ‘Ore:, with. ‘1. fps 
WGN-TV has -run-. ‘ahead of | 

WBKB-TV. (ABC) “for: ‘much: of the | 
‘current season and has maintained | 
‘its. 23% -share.-for the past two |” 
rating . périods. But ‘both. ‘WBKB| . 

|and WNBQ ‘each lost audience in f.. 
the. latest ‘survey to the front-run- 
ning ‘WBBM-TV, and. that: gave the 

“indie a clear. edge. over the ABC. 
station and a-tie ‘with WNBQ.. In- 
‘dicative’ of. where WGN - 
‘Strength : ‘Ties: is that .the. ARB 
-analysis - of © audience: ‘components. 
(men, :women, teens ‘and children) 
shows . the. Trib. Station. fourth . in 
‘all. categories save the last, where : 
{it is-a whopping ‘first.: 

... While. 

| market during the summer months, 
especially: during baseball season. 

| Texas Court Proceedings 

--Austin,--April_ 7. 
Beginning | in: ‘June, the U. of: 

‘Texas law. students: will be able ‘to. 
sit in: their. ‘classrooms. and.. watch- 

“! Travis: County court proceedings, 
on closed. circuit: ‘television.:- 

cases’ will Be. televised. except when 

will be. on videotape. - 

Baxley, i 

Rivers,” a 

the.. program. 
however, apparently helped tocalm. = 20. 

jthe. community and permit-more. => : 
! rational: ‘discourse’ -on “the  contton 
That. would: seem to. give WGN _ rs, 

TV claim. -to.- being the top” indie |- 

‘been. ‘a prod. to: action. 

show *- over Connecticut's 

a. *Metromedia, 
‘property;..tops ‘all’ jridependents. in: 

TV’s| 

the second place tie. 
ws ‘represents ‘WGN-TV’s zenith. dur-. 
jing a regular: tv’ season, the.indie| . 
‘has: been ‘known to. run. first in the. 

"Wired In’ for Students 

‘Both: ‘crimitial and. civil - distr ict: 

participating “lawyers object. Some| 

The’ special room ‘with the’ tele. 
vision. facilities . will hold. 70: -stu- 
‘dents. It'is a part of the $1, 500, 000 
k addition to the.law building. tine 

c fo Three Sa For 7 é oa A An 
. ‘Whereas most’ ‘Jocal’ ‘pubservice rs 
[ programming~is just’ that—local— Coe 
| producer-director : Jerry Levin «of 
| WNEW-TY’s | (N-Y.): 

‘part: of northeast New ‘Jersey... In 
{other ‘words, to -quote. the station, 

oe “We’ Tre. truly: ‘local. 29 ; 

The . Sunday. half-hour. ‘ prime=". 
| time (formerly at 8:30. p.m., now at = 

| 8) dialogs,. therefore,. ‘Tange: from | 

“Community oe 
"| Dialogue”: is” a. rover” boy whos@.. .--. 

| purview stretches. to all..points of © 
j the channe] ‘5 signal perimeter. So 
‘that..ap&art from . Gotham. and: en-__ 

‘| virons, the beat ‘covers the south. © 
| ern flank of :Connecticut:and.a good 

New. York City (“Fhe Taxi. Fare— -.-. - 
| Fair?”), to Connecticut (The Dirty - 

insufficiency. © Of 
to. New. ‘Jersey ™ 

“| (“Will There ‘be. an ‘Income.’ Tax”). 
Levin, who ‘came. to’ the. Metro- . 

anent - 
sewage. disposal), ’ 

| media | flagship ‘from: WBBM-TV,;- 1. 
‘| Chicago, .. and : “Westinghouse, - im. 2" 
| Cleveland; ‘stressés ‘that community. 
service. means: the: total coverage” m 

|,area. must. be = served. 

The ‘show's’ title. is. forthright, 
Says: the. producer: !We: Very care=- 
fully: ‘try,.to give a cross-section of © . 

This is a shade distinct. -.. 
4+ from © - trying for exact balance. of -°.. 
opinions.” | 

| viewpoint, . and “thus a° more -ac-*. -- 

at hand. 

‘Thus, When authorities” ‘on. “the: 

‘curate. (as a rule)’ barometer -of’--: 
communal ‘sentiment. . On. an issue cd 

q.t.. ‘bought an old manse_ on’ resi-: a : 
dential Staten: Island’ as a “halfs 2° 
-way” house. for dope probationers, | 
revelation -of the ‘move™ ‘outraged’: " 
most: local folk; and. the.:prepon- ~ 
derant reaction was ‘so ‘reflected. by... 

Airin: g° the > 

versy. 

Otten 

issue, *.... 

program’ 5. residual : eff ects. 
‘to; be verified by :ARB comparisons {a jheit not always, the citizen dia | 

logues, . “in ‘combination . with ene». 
suing -newspaper . publicity, . have: 2: ¢- 

“Shortly .° 
after taxpayers ‘waxed. irate on the: -: 

“dirt
y: 

oes . 

rivers,”’ the ‘board: of:.aldermen in an 
Ansonia (one. of three towns. im= a 

‘voted: to. 
|proceed with . ‘éonstruction: of .a*. 

»1 sewage. . disposal plant, 
posed a. bond: issue to: enable said a 

mediately: concerned) 

construction. | 

“SOF. course, * Levin. ‘admits, “we. 
dia a show. on ethics. (among. New: 

“and: - pro«:..-. 

York: State. -lawmakers)and’. they: 
‘defeated .it”—an™ allusion to . the.” : 
watered-down measure ‘re. conflict 
of:-interest that finally: cleared the 
‘Tegislature’ in Albany... a 

Levin, who. regularly scans ‘some: - ne 

‘York dailies) in the. tri-state. area,. © - 
Says. he seeks. to: air’ issues that.” we 

: (Continued on ontinued gn page 6 80) 

- Chicago, “April 1 
An gitNezro. discussion. ‘program: _ oe! 

of two ‘hours’ duration is the:latest ~~ 
innovation of WCIU, the: new UHF.. 
station . here -whose: pledge to" the. -. 
FCC. is to. serve ethnic and-minor-: -. * 
ity. groups. New gabfest, t

itled “On. °°” 

Target” and’ moderated. by : ‘come. : 
‘munications 
‘Randolph, has ‘a full sponsor in 
‘Nelson “Bros, Furniture and hag. ::../ 

‘consultant: ‘Harland 

been: given the choice ’10:p.m.. ‘Sate 
urday. slot following’ the: station’s' 
most. ‘popular show,” “Bullfights. 
From. Mexico.” - 
It’s the ‘fourth. program currently": . 

on Chicago tv. using. the format of: |. 
*|a marathon’ chinfést: and is.one of." - 
| three- such: offerings: ‘on:. Saturday ~ 
{nights:. WBBM-TV’s. 

| and: ‘WBKB’s 
T still . in“ head-on., competition’ after’ 

“At: Random” 
“Kup’ ‘Ss Show” - are: 

midnight on ‘Saturdays (fhe Febru- - « 

course), and ‘Norm Ross’ “Off . -the 
‘Cuff’. is still a Friday. ‘post-mid- 
night. entry on WBKB. : All use 
Negro panelists. with Tegularity,.. 
+but ‘the’ WCIU.. program. will ‘ad- 
dress: itself. exclusively to’ Negro. 
topics, 2 

._Premiere © “program” Was: On. the. a 
.| subject.. of: :“*Civil ‘Rights—Money ~ 

and... Votes. * Future -outings ~ will’ 
take on such subjects:.as welfare, 
Negro’ | “taboos, retarded ‘ghildren 

‘Ln: problems, ‘of: exxeonvicts:: a2" 

‘ary ARB just’ out. ‘shows the’ ‘ry * 
| Kupsinet-moderated. ‘panel holding ~ . 
Ja decided ‘edge ‘over the: two hour: 

a) re 



_ y panic.- button, - 

- 2 

“Take Fa icators? 
“Chiago, “April - *:. 

In: the. midst of ‘the’ ‘Yapprochement ‘with. the NAB,. more. thai.” 
one: film ‘syndic¢ator-now.is thinking’ in .ternis of ‘the possibility of 

so). the’ éstablishment. of: a film ‘syndication: trade organization. 
“>: Television”.Film: Exhibit’ of: the ‘past ‘two, years proved that: film . 

: Phe: 

_ syndicators ean. ‘work together for a commen: Boal,. albeit: the ‘goal 
“sis limited, 

Tf film syndicators elect. to return with the. NAB, one. ayadiator. | a 

ys organization.” 

‘He said such’. ‘a. trade. or- 

~ gram’ :suppliers ‘doing business : with . -both the. network.and the | : 
local ‘station,. it. .was..argued, need’ not paralyze ‘the effort. of a.‘ 

trade! organization's work freeing more. local ‘time. for. Syndicated . “ 
Programs. ’ 

[2 Artrade’ organization, t00;. it: was. ‘aereed, would. ben more. effective 
aa telling the full syndication story at a:NAB conclave, (there’ was . 
_— sone .criticism that-the’NAB film panel did not have a ‘spokesman. - 

identified with: vidfilm..servicés or séries .on its panel on ‘programe. : 
- ming.: Bob. Rich,.. of Seven. “Arts Associated, is identified with. fea-:* . 

"tures rather. than: vidfilm programming.” Selection of: Joe” “Leyine,’: 
- '. of Embassy. Pictures, as. another r party, to. the. NAB. ‘Program: panel, 7 
a baffled. some. syndicators, 

om | we Need to Pash Panic Button 
Cues Collins Booze Blab Sane 

* ‘Washington: ‘April: q.. ‘+= 
NAB ‘prez Le Roy. Collins said{:* 

advertising break: |. ‘t he .-Jiquor : 
_-throwgh: . by.. WQXKR, ..New . York, 

<3” vshould: not ‘lead:-Congress..to- ‘enact-| 
I ing. ‘panic-stricken.. antibooze mo 

: ~~ blurb: legislation... : : 

i" "Responding to 2 “batch of liquor L. 
, letters. mailed last week.by House’ 
Commerce ‘Conimittee - chairman’ -. 

. Oven Harris.:(D-Ark.). Collins: tried 
-- to head: off the inevitable: Congres- 

siorial : pressure . stemming. ‘from. 
the. ‘QXR. policy switch, | 

Collins : admitted 

for. restrictive legislation.” 

ee “Without. specifically: méntioning. 
“-@QXR,- Collins. continued, © 

“sional: .deviations, “however, from |" 
aa self-regulatory. standards -: should 

not. result “in the’ imposition _of: 
~.. government regulations . on ‘an en- . 

.° tire industry.” 4: 
al Tefusal -:'to: “push » the se 

‘indicates a. slight | Ui 
* shift .in NAB. thinking. since. the}: --.: 

..¢ Word” first “went: out -that. WQXKR!: g 
“would ‘air: ‘booze‘commercials. - | {\@ i 
”:: First. thought ‘of NAB brass was| 240: i: 

ok for: Congress to .exert pressure on}. ag 
 *” QXR: ‘atid: the industry, ‘realizing | ** 

‘Collins’. 

_(Continited: ‘on. ontiniied: on “page 8 5a). 

zs FCC Parcels Out 
Station Penalties | 

” Washington, ‘April. I. 
"FCC. was busy..on the revocation: 

and forfeiture’ fronts: slapping dis-' 
*eiplinary actions.-on stations in 
‘Rhode - ‘Island, Alabama. and |. 

—_ Florida. : 
+ Commission © affirmed. its: ‘order. 

wie ‘of. Feb., 1963, revoking the. license. 
ot OF WLOV-FM, ‘Cranston, R.1. Re-. 
‘. Jecting: the reconsideration bid: of. 
~.". (Neighborly: Broadcasting Co. “Inc., 
. FCC pointed to the station’s record. 
“of ~-rule violations and : financial | 
” “irresponsibility. mr 

‘In view “of ‘previous - “failure to 
 @niploy’. a. qualified. staff or provide. 
“good. faciliti merit, FCC.|: good facilities or equip | Hearing Examiner's: Anitial - Deci-| 

. Sion. in Februaty, 1963... 

In his ‘dissent, ‘Chairman: E. wil- “, 
iam Henry : -averred “the record |: 
“discloses .a- marked;.:overall pat- 7}. 
térn :. of. misrepresenting-- ‘certain. 
salient facts and‘ of failure ‘to dis- 

- gaid it could’ not bank on. ‘the . -out- 
let's promises. to do better: in ‘the 
‘future. 

_» FCC notified: UHFer’ “WwMSL-TV | 
"2: Decatur, -Ala.; of an apparent $500. 

liability: for failing to. comply: ‘with | 
log-keeping : ‘requirements... 

_. Logs of..outlets.. licensed. ‘by Ten:. 
. “nessee Valley.Radio and Television: | 

-. : “Corp. did. not. list- each: program” 
fon broadcast. and sponsors’ names-nor | 
..! did. they..tell if sponsorship: had}: 

:- Deen’ announced, FCC’ said. It was 
‘the first ‘time (a. station. ‘has. -been’ 
pegged for such an offense... 
: Slapped: with. $500° covertinie pay- 

*"" Ment notice.: was .daytimer . WIII- 
it AM,. ‘Homestead, Fla. .Commission | 

2" gaid.. ‘station - licensed. by’ Seven |. 
-League :Productions: repeatedly - 

ah Lee, rand | ‘Brederiek § Fords: broadcast ask sat hours.:1 AEE 

atiy “wide. : 
a spread . ejection .of ‘self-imposed|* ° | 
‘standards. could: develop- . pressure ‘s against Duggan. sténimed. from’ 

““Occa- | 

‘of . 
tion.” 

FCC: ‘emphasized’ ‘however;: that: 
{had ‘its: decision ‘been- closer: to 
the events of 1954 or if. a stronger 

j record .showing. had been ‘made. it |: 
4 might have | come’ ‘to. the’ “opposite: ‘thing of the past, with the’ syndies: 
conclusion. | 

| squawks’. that. divided : ‘film. ‘syndi-| . 
‘eators: from NAB- -officialdom, | was}. 

7 teplaced by ‘purrs”of satisfactions. 3 

the: end of. ‘the: 
equal” status. of film syndicators: at] 

--T next. year’s* annual coriclave looks | 
:..| good. This ‘year. out, :a. band of 181 

| film . synditators; rallied under the}. 
_| flag .of 'TFE-'64, again proved: that]: 
they. were. “popular: with ‘brogd- 
casters of. the ‘mation. : ” 

Teo0Ks LIKE Mo 
| OF RUMP sits. ‘Mak 

1: Enclose Pr be By: ‘MURRAY HOROWITZ. . 
": Chicago, April a Ae 

past” convéntions, - raucous 

Possibility’ that. 1965 may:. see 
“separate _ but 

- “The: purrs: of Satisfaction. ‘haa | 
* many. ‘signs. . 

°1.-For the: first - time: in ‘many | 
’|-years, ‘NAB. sponsored a. panel on { 

. 4tv:-programmting, ‘with : ‘syndication 

. | pepresented:.. by Severi: “Arts. As- 
__ | Sociated’s: Bob Rich. (See’ separate k. 

| story).’ 

2 The presence: of TFE-64 ‘was 
‘recognized: tn: the. official. “NAB : 
guide: for : conventioneers. 

TFE“64,- in” ret ve. up| me in. return, “gave. up on the.NAB. panel, “Program, Con-. ~~ ‘its: _Fump status - and ‘associated it- 

“Deferred. Payment - 
_ Chicago, “April. i 

Pom. Duggan} -KTLA ‘(Log 

contempt: of. ‘court citation. in: 
-- Chi. last week ‘when. he came 

- custody: by’ two ‘sheriff's depu-? 
ities. ..and: -began~. the. 10-day ’. 

sentence immediately after the . 
funeral. - a 
The. - contempt’ “e hi a rges.- 

remarks -made.on his old Chi 
-,.tv show about a-divorce:case. in. . 

which’ he was. involved. . 

F eC Clears Davis 

Washington, “April 7 

| ‘Deciding station -prez- ‘Howard 2 
| Davis. did . not. deceive. the Com- |’. 
mission, 

In -its' latest look; the Cominis- 
sion. majority. decided. Davis’. con-. 
duct. was “marginal, ‘but. falls- short. 

establishing “misrepresent 

- Cornimission’s *action ‘lipheld” ‘a 

close other pertinent. facts ‘with | : 
the*: intention.’ _ Of deceiving | ‘this 
-Conimission. me 

| Henry. ‘said’ “FCC ‘can’t “forgive | 
because - the. .issues. and ° ‘forge > 

‘arose 10 years “ago, . He: also- -re- 
| fused to. back: the’: majority's :view 
‘that part of the imbroglio stemmed. 
from. Davis’: bookkeeping: ‘and: ac- 
-counting inexperience.” 

Favoring Tenewal. - “were - ‘Com- 
‘missioners Robert. Bartley, : Robert 

wha STB TAO. ‘in | Federal. CIM: it) 

Angeles) tv .-personality, “was —[: 
. arrested’ :.on- a five-year-old wo 

.totown : for. his. father’s’ fu-: ~ neral.. Duggan was taken into - 

. ECC... ‘renewed. .:the “-li- 
os cetises ‘of . ‘KMAC-AM, : ‘KISS-FM, 
qSan- Antonio, : : 

Ina 3-1 decision, FCC said that |. 
l pavis’ ill-fated. attempt. to garner. 

a. San. Antonio. television: outlet .in. 
1954. did ‘not develop:.a.. record. 
showing _misrepresentation: 

| that. time FCC threw «out his‘ /ap-. 
plication. : ‘ charging: ‘he. had: con- 
-cealed’: and. “misrepresented -. his: 
financial. ‘qualifications, — 

At 

| self with the NAB.. -The NAB ‘sign: 
1 was. ‘prominent. in. the | ‘main social | ¢ 
. | event sponsored. ‘by. ‘TFE, the Sun-. 
| day. cocktail party... ar . 

; “These. and - other - ‘developments 
‘indicate: the ‘thaw in what had been | 

..| a. frozen ‘relationship. between the 
| film. syndicators and. the NAB. ‘Next: 
_year:: holds: -out -the. ‘possibility - 
that there may. ‘be a-reunion: of the- 

| parties, with film syndicators hold-. 
‘ing their. conclave. under the NAB 

at umbrella. : 

’ What: are some’ of the highlights 
‘of: TFE-'64?.... 

| «1. Neither. rain nor. winds’ kept: 
“I broadcasters. away. from™ the TFE- 

—_ "| cocktail : ‘party,:. attended .-by..some 
_}-1,200 - .people,.. “held - at .the. Pick-° 

| Congress Hotel,. two. long : blocks. 
‘| away. from ‘the: Conrad Hilton, site” 
of the NAB. meet: 

| 2:. Rooms of. the film syndicators: 
“|. were. smartly ° cand. colorfully. dee-- 

1 orated, in many. instances. themed. 
a] to “the” product. sold: by. the “syn-. 

dicator. 
“fe 23. The ‘action in’ most ; Pick- 

a. Congress -hospitality . ‘suites was. 
| lively, ° 

: terested: parties, the .buyers, . made { 
| the. fourth” floor. rounds. _at- the 

_ | Pick-Congress..’..” 
4: The -film* syndicators ‘dealing| 

with’ - features - had. the . Breatest | - 
play. As ‘one feature film. exec put | 
it, “this is the hottest: market ever } 

: for. motion. pictures.” anna a 
What now is: ‘dividing, the NABI. 
and the . majority of film’ syndi- | 

if not ‘cluttered... “The in- 

_eators ‘seems small in. comparison 
“to previous ‘years. Many: key . syni-’ 
‘dicators, | now ‘under. the. TFE: ban- 
ner,. ‘in ‘private’ say they would re- 
-join-NAB as: associate. members, if 
- film: _Syndicators. at.. the . “annual 
NAB: meet’. would be ziven “one: 
hote!. floor,..in - which. ‘to. exhibit 
‘their. wares. ‘and meet. theii: cus-. 
“tomers. The . second ‘conclave .of |: 
-TFE, like® the - first, ‘proved : that: 

‘-| film: ‘syndicators’ can conduct. their 
affairs: in. a businesslike ‘manner,. 
-without losing some: of their. color’ 
‘and .flair:. The -hard-sell . “girlie” , 
‘atmosphere of years gone. by. is a: 

looking. and - ‘appearing: very much: 
ai like their more staid: ‘NAB. brothers. 

ON Dakota’s $s ETV Grant: 
'.. Washington; April 7:.- 

‘173 * grant’ -from... the. “Dept. - 
Health; Education: and. Welfare. 
EW: ‘etv’ anatching | grant goes: 

to the: North - ‘Central . Educational 
‘| Television. ‘Assn:'-Inc. in Fargo, 
N. D., 

-frams’: to’. the © Fargo-Moorhead, | 
‘Minn; area: an 
HEW. - has. now : dished’. out 

$3, 023,445.-in etv. “unds. with. an-.} 
-other-'43- ‘applicants . seeking: ‘$7,- 

. “Film ‘syndicators’ at. the: conven-||.: 
‘He said. ‘the foundation. could: ‘be the® groundwork a ‘L:tion drew -closer’ to. the. tv. estab-4. 

.Jaid - by- the ‘Television Film “Exhibit,.-representing the’.common: ‘.|lishment. The sound: of dissonance |: 
“I+! effort: of 16 film syndicators this. year.: 
on ganization : ‘for’ the: first time ‘could ‘establish ways. and means. of 

securing telling research, expanding © the: syndication : market’ in.* - 
“the US,,: and even work in: & common effort ‘to secure more. tocal’ 

-. time for ‘syndicated’ programming: : ‘The. complication of some pro-. | 

oO week's could be the topper. 

}clated v.p.-Bob Rich reported. that 
‘there are. approximately : 1,200 to. 
1,300 post-'50- features that are now} 

; available. ‘in color. . 

‘panel represente 

their respective -. countries, 

; North: Dakota's ‘first- ‘edueational 
television ‘station received a $130, - 

‘Of | 
| Giorgio ~ Vannucci,” 

.to- ‘build: KFME-TV : Station, 
‘which ‘will .-get’ some. programs: 
from. etv . outlet” KTCA-TV,.. 
neapolis-St. . . Paul, - will. - air’. pro- 

Lee, “Toronto:.. 
-Min-. 

Pittsburgh, April 1 
“KDKA,. like’ ‘all: radio. sta- 

. tions, has its share ‘of, strange . 
“requests but. one. was last: 

Joel Giuditta of Waterbury, 
7 ‘Conn.,;." wrote in .and'. said,.- 
“Please send me a copy of 

your. radio station.” ws 

- Features in Tint 
a Chicago, April + 

scious. tv market, Seven Arts Asso- 

- Rich represented. the syndicators 

ference, ’64.” 

tion 
“Said. he to. the ‘assembled broad- 

easters: “Over. the- past 16 years 
‘has. grown. from: 

childhood ‘to full ‘maturity. Today, | 
we represent a highly professional 
‘billion dollar business, providing 

film syndication 

‘you with. a wonderful. array of top 
quality - programs, pro= 
duced, to bring: you by: far ‘the larg-}. 

4-est portion of the advertising ‘dol- 
lar.” 

‘Rich’s. inclusion | ‘on- the: program | 
d:. a. victory for’ 

syndicators. who; for. years, had ail 
but “been | ignored. 

to: say. 

[MCA TV's Int’ Reps 
Gather on Ceast For... 

- Hollywood, ‘April 7. 

International. Division. 

ness .and ‘political : conditions ‘in 

forum playing an important role ‘in 
MCA . TV'S . approach . to ‘global 
video" sales. MCA’s. “dominant”. 
position in. “foreign distribution is. 
-attributed: to the." combined ‘spe-- 

'| cialists ‘talents of the. group .of. 
| ment who. head .up.the company’s | 

| ‘| foreign ‘Offices, Adams. commented. .: 
Among. - those participating inj 

the: global . talks: ‘will be Brian. 
Brolly, ‘London;:: ‘Robert Hussong, 
Paris; .. Franz Elmendorff,. “Munich; 

Rome: “Ron: 
Brown; Sydney;.” ‘Richard * Miya-. 
moto, Tokyo;: Francisco - Padilla 
‘and. | Mauricio .Bolanos, ‘Mexico; 
Herb. Stewart, W: L. Smith, Robert t 

Robert. Mercer, |: 
Montreal; - “Ralph... Franklin, . ‘Herb: - 
-Stern,. N:Y::. Bob ‘Bramson. and Al . 
Green, Chi... 

‘ Taking part: from. ‘Universal: City: 

David: 1-Skepner and Ralph Jarvis. 

-It appeared.‘to be 
ealculated.:to’ win friends and- “in-{ 
fluence’ people in favor of syndica- 

TV, .  Scranton-Wilkes-Barre. The. 

1 -Time-Life _ 7 
Bakersfield: Midwest. paid $10,085,- 

under certain 

‘by the NAB. 
Rich, as the syndication spokes-j ~. 
‘man, ‘acepted {hat victory. with. 
grace, using the oportunity | 

-J a’ ‘good. ‘word : about the ‘local. film | 
salesman, . the - local” program top-. 
per, and. the: wide range of product: 
‘available. to. the local market. He | 
also. managed to. deliver the. com-. 

j mercial. that stations, when buying 
‘and programming syndicated. prod- 
uct, retain “the largest portion. of 
‘the: advertising. dollar.” . 

4 Transcontinent will 

~ Annial Sales: Seminar |: 

Purpose of the. annual: forum is] 
for MCA ‘personnel ‘to ‘meet: and. 
exchange ideas. and review : busi-: 

E of TV Stations 
hain at Max. Strength 

~ No April Footer was last Wednes- 
— day’s 41) cash’ transaction nailing 

). ~ }down the deal whereby Taft Broad- 
- Leasting acquired broadcast proper- 

’ {ties from liquidating Transcontin-. 
_jent Television Corp. in. three mar-. 
(tkets—Buffalo; : 

_ |Seranton - Wilkes-Barre—for the 
~ .Jchamp price of 

’ assumption of liabilities). ‘Taft.thus 
]j becomes dominant among the group 

__.J operators, at least with. respect to. 
_j numerical strength. It’s now the 

only one among the multiple owner-. 
; ships networks included) to hold- 

iP 1 Pes 30 TV 

‘Kansas City and 

$33,000,000 ‘(plus 

um tv licenses—five 
e |VHE and two on the UF band 

The transaction received the FCC: 
greenlight: last Feb. 20. 

: Also transferred. in the package 
a deal are Franscontinent properties. 
Jin ‘San: Diego, to Midwest Tele- 
vision, and at. Bakersfield, . Cal., 
to Time-Life. Broadcasting.. These’: 

"| acquisitions, ‘together with Taft's, 
Tepresent an aggregate ‘purchase 

To: an. ‘increasingly: eolor t.. ‘price of $38,500,000, plus assump- -. 
tion: of certain ‘current’ and. long- 

O-/ term... obligations and contingent 
tax liabilities ‘by the purchasers. 

Broadcasting’ s largest. previous 
transaction: was: the $24,000,000. 

|paid by United Paramount Thea- 
tres in 1953:to acquire ABC, there-". 
after taking AB-PT. for its ‘cor- 
‘porate billing. 

New links :in the. Taft chain. are 
WGR-AM-FM-TV, Buffalo;. WDAF- 

-TY, Kaycee; and WNEP- 

Ciney. outfit.:now owns seven: ty 
.Stations, five AMers. and five on - 
the FM ‘band. (latter. separately. 
‘programmed. for “good music”), 
Besides the acquisitions, Taft. op- 
erates. in Cincy, Columbus; ‘Birm- 

}ingham, and Lexington, Ky. 
Midwest Television _ acquired 
KFMB-AM- ¥FM-TV, San Diego, and 

todk over KERO-TV, 

000 plus: assymption, 
conditions,. of. tax liabilities up ‘to 
$150,000,. ‘and Time-Life wrote out 
‘a. theck for. $1,565,600, . 

Under liquidation terms which 
already have stockholder approval, 

keep owner- 
ship of WROK-AM-FM in Cleveland 
through a. subsid, Northeastern 
Pennsylvania ‘Broadcasting. . After: 
the selloff, Transcontinent directors 
authorized ° liquidation distribution . 
of $20 per ‘Transcontinent share, © 
plus a proportionate interest in 
‘Northéastern.. All is payable April 
14 to holders. of record April 9 

a 9 

on the Big: Board, will finance their: 

Toans, ‘and. the rest in 

F Conversion; 

. ” Chicago, Aprit 7. 
“Latest estimate of UHF. penetra: 

tion in this market, according to 
sole U outlet here, WCIU, is that: 
-approximately 205,000 receivers in 
‘the ‘area-are capable of picking up » 
‘the: | station: “ That’s supposedly 
based on manufacturers’ estimates. 
of converter and. all-channel . set 
‘sales, ‘plus the. ‘guess that when 

| the station. signed on last January 
50,000 “sets: were. already. in use 
that could receive UHF. : 

Station. survey of manufacturers: . 
and distributors indicated that 75,-_” 
000 new converters have been sold. 
‘Since .January and 50,000 all-chan-" 
hel sets. An additional 30,000: sets 

| are deemed receptive to the UHF: 
station. through master antennas in: 
high: rise. buildings. Those figures 
plus the. estimated original 50,000 
‘Teceivers. bring the total to 205." 

- WABC-FM_ GETS. RENEWAL. 
» Washington, April 7. 

FCC's - “Broadcast. Bureau re- 
-Mewed ‘the license of WABC-EM, . 

' ‘New York. _ 
will .be’ Peter ‘McDonald, veepee, | 
‘Who ‘will chair-individual seminars, : 
‘along ‘with “Adams;. Raphael Etkes, 

‘Grant to the ABC 0&0 was made 
without: prejudice to. FCC’s Net-. 
work. Study: report, or ‘other Com-.: 

| mission inyuiriés.: 

: $33,000,000. payment. in-. 
| cluded assumption of some $6,900,- 
1000 of. Transcontinent © liabilities. : 

4 Taft, which is publicly owned and 

portion of the purchase through’. 
“combo: of- $13,200,000 in bank: - 

Jongterm ' 
. Hoans: from: insurance outfits...” se 

Representatives ‘from ‘nine. for- |: . 
eign ‘countries ‘in which‘ MCA TV | FY 
-maintains | Offices’ are. taking ‘part | @: 
‘in. afi ‘international . sales forum | Wa 

| for one: week;. which began Mon-| 
day (6)--at” “Universal ‘City studios... 
Global :sales ° sessions: were called |. 
‘by Berle Adams; . exec -veepee ‘of | 
MCA. TV" Ltd., in charge ‘of. ‘the 

a. 



1963 was a year. of 3 innovation. The“ new ABC” " was.a guc-. 

€eSS,: Seven of its new shows will be back this fall. ‘That’ S. half. 

~ the: new shows. we programmed. (Not: even ty Cobb hit. 500. ye 

Almost’ all-of our returning shows :are: ‘having their: “best: : 
years ever. -And: that includes such long- -time. favorites as: Donna 

Reed and Ozzie & Hartiet. 

Current ratings. show ABC i in. its best competitive position ” 
. “af the season—with 20 half hours delivering 10 million: or more: 

fo ‘Average Audience. hormes—and half again as many. programs oe 
| ak in the. Nielsen Top Forty. as another. network, competitor, - 

| Our new shows are playing ; a large part in this: gain. The. he 

. F ugitive! has joined the ranks of television’s all-time greats. Patty. 

Duke has runoff witha remarkable share‘of the young: audience.. 
. "Outer Limits and Burke’ s Law have bécome popular viewing... 
“habits. So have F: armer’s. Daughter, Jimmy Dean and Hollywood: o3 

De Oy 

Palace. All of these new shows will be back next year: an amaz- mn 
os ing 50 percent of the shows that made. ABC‘ ‘new’’ this season: oo 

--ABG made news in news this year, too. Howard K. Smith ‘ 
ae and Edward. PR Morgan, paired { for the New Hampshire. Primary, ~ 
“were: hailed. by critics as the hot new news team. 

“Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Senators Hubert ~ a Hh ‘Humphrey and. Sam J. Ervin, drow were: signed t to. 0 augment 7 
: ABC’ $ political convention: coverage. 
.<In sports, ABC’s ‘Winter Olympics‘ coverage reached 35 mil- 

i lion different. homes—more than two-thirds of all U.S. “televi- 
os sion homeés i ina two-week ‘period. ABC will continue its Olympic 

3 coverage during the trials this summer. . | 
Most i important, ABC i is on the move with a: stable base of" = 

an Proven e entertainment on which next fall’s schedule i is s built... a 

‘Sources. NTF Feb- Mar. 1964 ‘Average Avaiencs, -repulat programs. : 

Winter Olymp: cs Nielsen Special ar, n alysis. 2 weeks snoing Feb: x 1964 4 oS -. 



we 

1964. will bea a year of opportunity. This fall’ 3 ABC schedule a 

‘has réal roots. Our ratio of new shows.i is decreasing while that of Fe 
-the other networks i is increasing.’ pas rr 

| We've got momentum. Every single o one of this: year’ 8 girna. - 
tion comedies will be back next Season

. So will long-run favorites — oo 

Tike. Ben Casey, Wagon Train and Lawrence Welk... Boe 
~ =We've got a.schedule’ full, of 1 new. ideas: Peyton Place will be: oe 
the! first serialized: drama: ever to ‘appear: in prime. time: Jonny. ° 
Quest. will introduce a new kind of animated adventure: ‘The: ; 
7 ~ Addams Family: will bring Charles ‘Addams’ famous: cartoon: a 

: characters to life. Bing Crosby wil appear | in his first continuing, A 
©, »..television:series.. Bewitched, one. of the most: ‘sought after prope 

“. erties of the: new'season, will be treating viewers to contemporary _ 
~ Witchcraft on’ ABC. els _ 

. There will be seven Dinah Shore specials both nighttime a 
and daytime. “Walter Brennan--will. be: back. with.a new ‘show. .. 

ll Broadside: and No. Time for Sergeants. are two. sure- -fire new a 
| “¢omedies: There. will, be exciting. adventure i ina unique setting fs : 

__-on, Voyage. to-the Bottom of the Sea. ‘Suspenseful: drama on-12°° 

“O'clock High. Mickey Rooney will star inanew family: situation” 
a comedy. And George. Burns and. his cigar T return to re leion By 
= in in Wendy and Mev _ — : 

>, We're not. alone in sensing a an. exciting’ year + for ABC. 
We've gotan: ‘unprecedented list of new and | returning spon: | 

sors with us, with names representing the’ entire alphabet of top 
‘American advertisers. And the list continues to ‘grow... rn 

~ To sum up. ‘We: have stability—based on proven : entertain 7 
ment and momentum= prodded on by. exciting new: ideas. ee 
Wee can Yt wait until you s see Our. encore! re 

oo a foe wt we 
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ABC ( ‘International Television— 
the world’s largest buyer of programs for 

telecasting outside the | 

Ben Casey asks for. sutur es. in n Avabic and. 4 Spanish: “Little _sthedulitg in any or all of our far -flung mar kets 

J oe” Car twright gets the girki in Fr ench and J apanese. _ a, » And then we'll help you. ‘show the wor ld! ar 

‘Shows like ‘these are weekly hits: with. 16,000,000-for eign: “The ABC Worldvision Network: Canada, Mexico, Dominican 

families. Families: ser ved by the ABC Wor Idvision Network, 3 . Repiiblie, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Niear ‘agua, 

Ifyou! have apr ogy am with univer ersal appeal, talk to ABC. - Costa. Rica, Panama, Venezuela, ‘Ecuador; Br azil, Ar ‘gen 

Inter national Television, 2 tina; Lebanon, Tra: an, Niger‘ ia, Jé apan, Okinawa, Philippines, a 
We'll sive you: complete, infor mation, about ‘costs: sand Austi alia, Syri 1a.. we 

ABC International ‘Television, Ine. . 
A, SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING- PARAMOUNT THEATRES, INC. 7 WEST 66TH: STREET; NEW. YORK: 23, NEW ‘YORK. CABLE. AMBROCASTS’ : 

LONDON: Richard Job Lite. 109, Park Ste ect, Lendon, Wt England, Cable: DICKIOB LONDONWI JAPAN: amneficar: Broadcasting Company, ‘Rm. 615, ‘Asahi Shimbun Building, Yurakucho, Shlyode- ‘ku Tokyo, dipan, Cable. ANICOCASTS._ 



ooo Coast 

ductions’: “Meri in. Crisis”. 
-ah unusual. tribute, devoted his syndicated: ‘column’ last:week in praise’! 

~, of-:the- ‘Tate. Ernie Stern, : who had been: in. charge of: CBS-TV Coast | 
: . publicity ; Jack ‘Sterling -show ‘becomes ‘a permanent: feature. off | 

© low. an. account exec for NBC-TV ‘Spot:Sales .°: 
in New York, ‘has ‘signed on with WBBM-TV as. gales research. director | 

IN. ‘NEW. YORK . re 

: ~ Broadcasters’ ‘annual méet: April 27. 

on Public. Administration in N.Y... 

- Strategy: Seminar . at. Carlisle Barracks. in” June ; 

“Committee © -Richard | Heffner, - 
“pendent communications consultant;- has. “a: ‘deal. with. Simion &. ‘Schuster 
for. a book onthe role of. broadcasting- ‘in: ‘American. life . 

- “Alan Dale has incorporated | himself. . projecting an album. ‘and. ‘post- 

_ Bob: Toski: will also spiel . Gimbel Development . Corp. ‘prepping |. 
- Sights -and Sounds,” what ‘it ‘calls a “new. concept”..for a ‘tv-musical |” 

a . Lisa. Howard, haviiig: staked out} 
Cuba. as .a prime: ‘beat, will’ front. “Cuba: and. Castro Today” via ABC 
:. show, To be filmed. on “location: . 

EV. April. 19: 
Ann. Morgan 'Guitbert, featured. in CBS-TV's “Dick Van Dyke Show, nf 

poe -in town from Coast .;.: Don Knotts. back to. Coast. Louis. ‘Teicher, 
‘-CBS-TV. director: of. miusié. ‘operations, -back from ‘Coast. 

in Richmond,: Va: 
_p.a. in: Australia. and ‘vacation*in: ‘Tahiti.-. 

“*ment = 

Boast ‘Mockridze Show’ . 

‘eon. of the Community League for Retarded..Children ~. 
exec ‘proditcer - and director of “International Show: Time, ” back. in 
- NY. after six ‘weeks of: shooting. circus . sequence. in “Munich, ‘Berlin, | . 
.- Budapest, and: Bern, ‘Czechoslovakia .. Bery! : Berney’s. Alt Join 
Hands” on: CBS-TV will stay: on the’ ‘air. . during: the summer: via reruns 
for 20 weeks.. CBS ‘News’. Peter’ Kalischér, who ‘won on Overseas 

. Press Club: award, has: been signed- by Random. House to-do a book on 
“his:18. years as a Far Eastern correspondent. 

: augurated. { twa: weekly ‘series of. special ‘reports: on: -the- -Civil. Rights 
--' “debate: 

. Hollywood: columnist. Hal Humphrey, ‘in 

2 “The Top of the World” restaurant at the N.Y. World’s Fair.- 
‘ NBC News general - -manager: Robert (Shad’) ‘Northshield. back. from| 

three . week:.tour ‘of web’s news: bureaus in Europe .. .:NBC producer 
~ Craig. Fisher takes. his. “Sunday” show. ‘to Washington Sunday (12) for 
cherry. blossom. festival.” “‘Toddy.” girl. Maureen O'Sullivan will ‘also | 
pbeé- on-hand. to crown festival-queen ;. NBC. Press’: Alan: Ebert. wings | 

. “Bonanza’s” Lorne Greene |. 
<.. “<in‘town for ‘taping: of NBC’s. World Fair spec, on Friday: (10). ...' “Say: 
pea, When’. model ‘Ruth Hasely. ‘back! from Augusta, Ga,, “commercial task | 

Lo “NBC’s: pub ‘affairs ‘mer. - George _Heinemann . ‘speaks’ at: Children’s]. 

to Hollywood..for féature assignments: . 

Theatre: Showcase today: (8). at -YMHA in city: - ‘“Today”” writer- 
reporter Paul Cunningham. speaks. at ‘luncheon for. ‘Community’ League 
for Retarded Children at the: Biltmore. Saturday -(11) ... .. Tom Donovan |. 

_ signed: to. direct. NBC-TV’s. new. .daytimer “Another. “World” - «which |. 
debuts. May" 4. 
April 17°. 

- Mew:posts’ at: NBC ‘ops and engineering: 
Larry Sissen,: ¢x-ad-promo writer: for. WPIX,” ‘hahied ad-pubrel- top- 

per for -KHOU-TV,. Houston. “Mel Bailey: and Art .Forrést,. exec 
“producer and director of. WNEW-TV’'s “Wonderama” kidshow;: heading | 

. for Finland. to scout locales and facilities for a May s stanza . 60,8 + Nicholas 
- D.. Newton. signed: on with: the. WINS: sales ‘staff, 

IN’ HOLLYWOOD. . 
. Steve Blauner, who quit. personal!’ managing: Bobby ‘Darin’ ‘to! ‘take | 
an executive “production : berth’ .at. Screen Gems,’ reportedly . will be 
No. 2 man. to: Jackie Cooper when: he becomes: head. of SG production 

- after. June 1 “when Cooper’s ‘pact with UA-TV. expires’. KNXT | 
“mewsman. John: Hart. drew: the plum assignment ‘from_ ‘CBS-TV, that. 
-of -bureau head. in . - Washington. for the. web’s western. division’ coals 

.,-. Hollywood. Ad Club. poured for six femmes: whe were inipaneled to dis- | 
 euss “How ‘To Sueceed in ‘Advertising ‘Without: Being ‘ar- -Advertising | 
man: Among them’ were. Mrs. Gail: ‘Patrick : Jackson, ‘executive. pro- {| 

ducer : -of “Perry Mason,” and “Alberta Hackett (sister of Hal), KNXT| 
“Manager of. business affairs’ : Director ‘Seymour Burns. followed 
producer Cece Barker and head. writer Ed Simmons off: the Red: Skel- 
ton’ show... Berns joins Simmons:on the Martha: Raye-William Bendix | 
‘comedy on CBS-TY:-* Only. réplacemént .to date by Skelton is Mort |" 

.: Lachman as producer .~:: .- Arizona. ‘deejay Joseph: Patrick. sold ‘his 
. Flagstaff. station for $44,500 : . . KLAC’s: appeal for aid: for the earth- 
‘quake victims of. Alaska brought : over $1,000. in cash .and 50 tons: of.). 
food.and clothing. Thé station’s Charles Arlington and John ‘Dickson |. 

7 flew the: cargo to the Air Force. hase in Anchorage in a-plane-supplied | 
by. Strategic Air Command -. . Walter Bunker; head. of Young & 
-‘Rubicam’s. ‘Hollywood office, "beefing. up for. the new season: with a 

. Wesley ‘I. Dumn, owner ‘of .a | six-week. ‘jaunt through ’.Europe'.'.; 
Seattle station but living in Pasadena, was “unflattered” by the. ‘item 
that he had‘ retired. from broad¢asting . 
Hollywood edifice. will: be dedicated April. 21°. -... Big’ deal- bulletined 
‘at CBS Television City:. ‘the CBS barber, Mr. ‘Cal Shipp, ‘will be here | 
Tuesday: instead of Monday”... KMPC. Sportscaster 1 Bob » Kelley'f forced | 
A to take- leave of absence. after, second heart battack. - 

+ 7 | bait: the ratings for its politico cov- 
erage this.year, has added:ex-White {: 
. House: staffer Arthur’ ‘Sehlesinger|- — 

Bob: Pauley, ABC ‘Radio. prez. set to: ‘ovate cat. the ‘Texan: “Asin. of |e 
. Martin Waldman, prezy of |: 
~ Communication Planners; speaks April: 416 at. the National Conference: 

. Bob Fleming, ABC News bureau: 
topper in’ Washington,: will attend ‘the. “Army. “War - College: National- 

Carl” Grandé, 
sports. ‘topper : ‘at: WNHC, ‘New: Haven, voted: top: sports ‘spieler® in .Con- 
mecticut:. by - ‘the: National : Sportscasters and: Sportswriters . “Awards: 

ex-WNDT. and latterly. an - “inde- | * 

se . Singer | # frontiersmen.” 
17. midnight, teleshow .as..first ‘projects Ben” Okulski, sales service traffic |. 

’“manager-for WABC-TV, appointed account: exec:-in. the sales: dept.:: 
-< -Chris. Schenkel’ will anchor: Sports ‘Network's ‘April. 18-19-. ‘coverage 9 Scalia Bis ~: of the Houston Classic golf. tourney. ‘John Derr, Jim McArthur and: 

wot . Father’ of 
Bud Materne (CBS-TV. v.p. and.-eastern ‘sales manager), died: ‘last. week | 

. Jack. Benny’ back: ta: “Hollywood: after: month’s’ 
. Phil Silvers ‘to Washington |.. 

. sApril . 15. ‘to launch “64 Savings Bond’ ‘Drive for the: Treasury’ ‘Depart-. 
. Sal annucci,*“CBS-TV. v.p. of. business -affairs, back from 

“Otto Preminger- guests" today (Wed:) on WCBS Radio’s.| 
:-Sam ‘Cook: Dizgges, administrative v.p.. 

-of.CBS Films, seryes:as toastmaster Saturday (11): at the: Annual lunch | 
1 a - 

-CBS ‘Radio: has. in- 

“Edmond O’Brien. “signed ‘as ‘host-narrator: of . Wolper Pro-' 

‘Tony Randall guests with. Beb Hope ‘on ‘NBC-TV. 
NBC News sponsoring a “broadcasting: “internship” for |: 

- students. of "american University in“ Washington. ,’. NBC. News: Wash-] . 
a ington: correspondent - Martin. Agronsky. out of: hospital. and Tecouping |: 
’: from. injuries .received-when home. caught fire last week :'. |; Joey! - 
| Bishop’ s NBC-TV wife Abby ‘Dalton named. Queen of N.C.: ‘Azalea. Fes-/ 

. -fival . ..: Thomas. Tart,..Michael. Prescott. and Richard. Zelig upped. to 

os RCA, Victor ‘Records new | 

ABC News, ardent: tor: names. to} 

Jr. 
'Wheress: the ‘web's other “guest |: 

‘stars”—Gen. Efsenhower'and.Sena-| 
tors: Humphrey |.-and © .Ervin—will | 
play- more: limited roles. for the net, 
owing - to - their | Partisan ‘involve-|' 
iments, ‘Schlesinger .is set to pundit |. 
straight saianaiae election night | in ae 
November, 

- Washfagton, April 4. 
FCC” took a long look .at nine: 

applications -of. Sanford’ -Schafitz. 
and tossed out: a. mixed decision’ on 
‘proposals for. his Pennsylavnia and 
{Ohio Stations; ©’. 

: Commission: ‘denied : renewal. ‘for. - 
WWIZ-AM,. -Lorain,- 'O.,'- averring |-"" 
‘Schafitz had. transferred: the outlet | . 
to ‘the Lorain. Journal -without. ap-j ° - 
‘proval and. violated technical .reg- | 
ulations besides. A- bid’ for ‘formal: 
transfer ‘ to.- “the . Journal. was. also” 

j cession. to.Sir. Arthur fforde, who. 
retired. recently: for: health: reasons.}. 

Trejected.'- 
‘Similarly. nixed ¥ was: ‘the: ‘bia. ‘of 

‘Community Telecasting Co.,. owned: |’ 
‘by Schafitz and Guy Gully, -t0. as- 
Sign. ‘the: ‘construction - permit of 
‘WXTV-TV.. on. 

-License. for the outlet -was. also re- 
fused. - 

needed - to: grant: the’ switch. 
“Schafitz did .get. FCC ‘approval 

‘for license. renewal.‘of- WFAR-AM, 
‘Parrell, Pa. Commission. decided | 
‘station's’: programming. . met : the 
town’s needs and that. the outlet’s 
practice did not substantially vary |. 
‘from’ Schafitz's’ promises. : 

WFAR application: © 

VsP'S 2506. sur iS. 
_ MGM TELESTUDIOS| 

"Video: Sports.” ' Productions, : of | 
which: Gustave : Nathan ‘is: prez, .has 
filed’ a :$250,000- damage: suit. ! in 
N.Y.:Supreme Court naming: MGM. 
Telestudios,.The vidtape. operation, | 
in turn; . has. counterclaimed. in. 
‘quest. of . $25;000,. ‘including: monies |" 
it: says are still.owed by VSP.’ ~.. 

:. [She packager contends that the. 
oe ‘Metro subsid furnished. inadequate - 

-. Pteehnical. faciilties ‘for the. taping| - 
.of ‘a -stanza: for its. “Journey Into | 
Sports” half-hour skein, fronted by. 
-baseball...ace “Mickey “Mantle. Seg |: 
‘in: question,.on subject. of golf, | 
‘was to. ‘tiave: een: taped at Shady 
Oaks: Country ‘Club’ in Ft. ‘Worth. . 
--Telestudios -denies “the ‘charges |. . 
re its facilities -and: claims that: a 

contract..It also says another: ‘$5,000 

wise: not: been ‘paid. 

Weslinghouse Ups 
~ Mikita, Herman: nis 

Ay pair. of Group W. execs,. Joseph: 
Ke Mikita’and Herman -Land, have 
been. handed ‘promotions... 
“Mikita -has_ been. ‘named ‘to the} 

‘poard and upped: to. vp. for finance |: 
He 2was fér- 

- Land 
and administration: 
‘merly. : only. ‘finance® v.p. 
‘takes over new post of. ‘corporate 
projects: director; after. more than 
two. years as: + head. of creative Serv- 

a ices. : 

oo IN" ‘CHICAGO . 
“Gop. gubernatorial: hopefuls ‘Chuck Percy: and: William Scott ‘nixed'| 

“-» @ debate, so WBBM-TV. will do a back-to-back: “Target: News” program 
aoe Saturday (11). with:each facing: John Madigan in a-30-minute grill ‘ses-| 

‘sion... . Sheldon Cooper ‘was: upgraded to. asst. program: manager of}. 
Bs WGN-TV, -Tetaining: duties as éxec producer, upon ‘Phil -Mayer’s move |. 
to: WBKB 

ne joins WMAQ as manager. of special: projects, a program post.. He'll also. 
‘do on-the-air work .|. . Gene Bohi, onetime sales. staffer for WBBN-TV, 

+ Frank. Daly,. ex-T'VB 

“Vee “Barn” Dance,” now: on. WGN-AM-TV, becomes 40 years old. May 2 
-«¢ a.« George Stone’s “Promenade Concert” on: WMAQ ‘marks: its 20th) 
anni this. Sunday ..:..: Frank Ee 

“oR ‘fhe issue of. “shared. time” for parochial and Public’ schools to be 
+ (Continued on Page | 64) 

. Stanhope Gould named.-to.the new post of exec producer] 
ws “of ‘WBBM-TY. News,. with. Mort Edelstein. Moving up to his -previous 
spot as assignment editor ..: ; Chuck Benson, coming from WGR, Buffalo, 

Eeynolds.and Hugh Hill prepping a. special 

‘tions. wT 

” Sitverman’s 3 ABC Slot 
Ed Silverman, ; a -roving ABC: ; 
Newsman,-has.been tapped for the 
hew ‘post ‘of assistant:.to operations. 
director. Don Coe, with responsibil- 
‘ity: for planning © and Coordinating : 
the: web’s news coverage. He'll also |: 
‘double : hence. as” -weekend - ‘news |. 
manager. 
Silverman fag. een’ with: ‘the. niet, 

since: 1963, including ‘a two-year. 
hitch.:as news topper for WABC; 

“ the N.Y. Tadio flagship. vo ~ 

“|= Radio ‘Atlanta: ‘is. “backed by. a 
| -. group . -headed* by  financier- 
|. Oliver. Smedley and expects:to .- 
.|?be. achored and operational 
Sometime. next month. : a 

. channel 45° in. 
Youngstown,.” O., to: WXTV ‘Ine: . 

FCC ‘charged = WXTV|- 
In| skimped -in .supplying information ; 

| More Halt ir. Series, 
Commission’s: decision: overruled | -. 

an ‘Examiner’s recommendation’ in:| -- 
March, 1963 which‘advised | ‘okaying |" 
‘the “WWIZ. -applications.. The -Ex- |: *: 
‘aminer.-had- ‘suggested. denying ‘the |: 
WXTV: .bid .and.. “approving” ‘the 

continue. on it next semester. | 

| ick Van Dre 5 Show 

“yg For. the Sea-Saw 
oe London, : “April va 

Success of Ronan ‘O'Rahilly. 
in” establishing ‘an offshore | 

_eommercial ° ‘Fadio ’. ‘station | . 
“which ‘transmits: to the U.K.,.: 

_is: encouraging. -at. least. ‘one. 
other .. “pirate” broadcasting — 

Bode outfit, Radio’ Atlanta, to. get - 
: "| into ‘operation. 

‘Plan, it..seems -ig. to. berth” 
| “| “tadio Atlanta less . than. five 

_. miles ‘from, O’Rahilly’s Radio. 
|: ‘Caroline,- -avhich. is riding . an- 

- chor nine ‘miles off Harwich. 

Normanbrook New 
hhairman of BBC} 
- Pa London; April: ™ 

Lord Normanbrook hag been ap- 
pointed chairman: of BBC in “‘suc- 

New: chairman, ‘who. takes up his 
‘duties: when. the new BBC. charter 
comes: into operation. in J uly, - -was 
previously Secretary to: the: Cabi- 
‘net, from: 1947-62, and head of the: 
home civil. Service ‘from: 1956-62. - 

Sir: James" Duff, who :has been| 
‘acting. as temporary chairman’ of| 
-BBC,. -reverts to his former. role of 

| ‘vice-chairman of the Corporation. 

Londsn, April. 1 
“Radio. Garoline a: j commercial __ 

; | radio. station set aboard a onetime 
[passenger ferry vessel 
thas become the first commercial 
radio station to beam to Britain - 
from:’.an- anchorage just Outside. 

-| territorial waters. 
‘Berthed approximately five miles. : 

lon the east coast of the U.K.,: the 
‘ship ‘with a. powerful radio trans: 

| mitter. is broadcasting 12 hours a 
‘| day (6 a.m.'to 6. p.m.) of ‘music to 
‘these shores. So far the programs 
jare not supported by advertisers, 
| though the intention is that they 
should be. 

It is claimed. ‘that Radio. Caro- 
7 line’ s signals reach London and the 
Home Counties, ‘but no audience 
Surveys have yet. been carried out 
{to establish these initial | claims... 
‘| There. is no doubt that the Caro." 
|line’s transmitters are powerful. 
enough to reach the capital's popu- 
lace. because’ signals were picked 
up loud and clear at VaARtety’s. 
‘London bureau.-on the first day of. 
transmissions (March 28).. 
.Man behind Radio Caroline is 

28-year-old Irishman Ronan O'’Ra- 
| hilly, .son .of. a wealthy “business. 
man, Aodogan O’Rahilly, whe owns 
the. port of 'Greenore where : the 
-TYadio ship was. fitted out for broad. 
casting: 

According to O'Rahilly Jr. the 
investment in ‘Radio Caroline so 
far ‘thas involved $750,000 and he 
estimates that it will cost. between 
$300,000 and. $350,000. a year to. 
‘Tun, not counting programming 
costs. 
‘Utter secrecy. with which Radio 

Caroline - .was 

‘O'Rahilly. ‘to start without adver- 
| tiser support, but he reports that 

-- | their interest. in the station now 

“Fewer 90-Min.. Shows 

Hollywood, “April 7. 

lined - uptodate,’ should provide. 
more.-jobs for Hollywood workers, 

-\it-was reported’ in a survey. made | 
“} by the tv: esearch committee of. 

| IATSE: ‘cameraman’s -local - 659,. 
‘which found next séason’s. picture | 
overall. “encouraging: ? 

-Conimittee . said there will. be 
more: -half-hour : ‘series and - less'| 
-90-min: shows, thus meaning addi- 
tional crews and jobs. ‘Hour. series.: 
will be. abaut the same: in number, 

jis. contravening certaiii. interna- - 
tional: laws (though it has mever. 
clearly emerged what these laws. 
are)? Also the native Coast Guard: 

’{ claim that Radio Caroline’s signals 
‘}are blurring thelr ship-to-shore 
| transmissions and, In case: OF: euiere.. 

| gencies where a jieteat is } in- 
; yplved. the. coast 

AS ‘VIRGINIAN’ PRODS.| 

the. group. ‘reported... 

NY. vidpix production will hold | 
its ‘own. next ‘season, according. to:| 
‘sales firmed.:up for next semester, 
the: committee ‘sald. 

TELFORD JOINS MILLER | 

- Hollywood, ‘April 7.. 
Winston. ‘Miller ‘will continue as. 

Alone of: two producers . on Reyue 
VSP. check. ‘covering - ‘$10,200 was’ 
Stoppéd;'* constituting: : breach ~ ‘of 

studio’s - /90-min. ‘series. -,The. 
Virginian” next: ‘season, ‘and: Frank | 

{Telford joins the. series as. the} 
allegedly. owed: it by VSP. has, like-. other alternating producer, | in as- ls 

oo signments -just., set “by. exec pro-.|: 
op ducer Frank Price, . _ 

. 43° Telford was: ‘producer. of Revue’s]}) 
->_4 “Destry”: series. for. part.of ‘this| 

‘season, being. replaced later by | 
‘Gene Coons. That series has fin- | 
ished production... Don Ingalls, who 
-has ‘been an- alternating ‘producer 
on. the. - NBC-TV. : show, - will. ‘not 

Plans are being finalized for Clu 
Galager to -join ‘the cast of regu-. 
lars -in the 90-min. series; which |. 
begins. production | for. next. season |: 
“April .13. Thirty.” segs: ‘ave’ ‘been | 
ordered... as. 

Both, ‘execs,: as before, report. tol: 7 
Rolland: Tooke, ‘exec vicepresident 
‘Of ‘the ‘Westinghouse gtoup opera- | 

__ Repacts Persky, ‘nt | 
“Hollywood,. April: a 

Bill Petsky and. Sam Denoff, who 
wrote 13: episodes: of “The Dick. 
Van. Dyke Show” this: season, have] 
been” -Signed _ as story. consultants | 
for the series and. will write 20 | or 
‘More episodes. for the program. : .~ 

_ Cart”. ‘Reiner ‘will’ continue to 
| | write. ‘for. the. series, but will de- 
‘vote-. more time to. 
| duties... “Reiner | also.-Is 
under. exec. “Producer. "Sheldon. . 
‘Leonard. { months, but w thout. being: billed, 

‘production. 
producer, 

Good News to IATSE| 
- Television’ s 1964-65~ season; as: 

| that it has ‘hit the airwaves and the 
- headlines has exceeded: his initial 
-4 expectations. . 

| vertisers, he contends, are now in. 
Large national ad- 

dickers over airtime. 
-Programwise, the new station is 

broadcasting a.continual stream of. 
“pop.-musie helmed by four disk. 
-jockies—Christopher Moore, John 
Jumkin, Simon Dee. and Cari Cen- 

| way—and is avoiding. “stepping ‘on 
anyones. toes” at thig stage by 
closing -down. ‘as. Radio‘ Luxem-_ 
bourg, European -based’ commercial 
station which also. beams to. 

‘| Britain, -opens up. . 
While Radio Caroline is out of :- 

the ‘British Post’ Office's -jurisdic-- 
tion.by. anchoring in international 
waters, it is still: held by some 
Post Office officials. that the ship 

Bt ‘Oat aon at least 
0 cnann broadcast oser 

to the coast guards freqnercy thar 
does the Caroline and, anyway, his. 
‘ship’ would immediately go. go. to the 
aid OF any other vessel: in distress, 

“NBC-TV's program promotion 
magazine; ‘ ““Startime,” ' which last 

‘) year was peddied to 1 000,000 view- 
ers who sent i ‘in a quarter via on-air 

| plugs, ‘will reportedly be repeated 
this: year with modifications. 

cessful. “Startime” is ‘said. to have 
_ | been .a ‘costly proposition, and the. 
{mag for the new season will cut: — 

. _.| the-buck in. production tab. Also, 
“| the. text. reportedly will be toned 

| down, last: year's having been con: 
‘Sidered Tengthy and high-brow for 
‘the average viewer. — 

Bigger pix of talent and news : 
‘personalities that can be cut out 
and pinned up will. be featured. 
‘along with simpler blurhe, is. 3. the 
current. /Teport._ Lo 

KATZ: PRODUCES “NURSES” 
‘Arthur: Joel: Katz, who is ¢.m. 

for Herb Brodkin’s Plautus banner, 
‘henceforth . will’ rate a "producer's 
<redit: on’-“‘The Nurses.” 

_ He’s been on the. joh for several 

conceived. and... 
-anchored. -offshore,. has necessitated 

Although. considered highly suc- . 

_ 8 
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TELEVISION REVIEWS. _ | ; Weidniéeday, April 8 8 1964 

NM. ADE IN 1 AMERICA. 
With Hans Conried, Jan. Sterling, 
Don. ‘Murray, . Walter - ~ Slezak, 
others = - 

Producer: Steve Carlin . 
30. Mins.; Sun., 9:30. “p.m. . 
CBS-TV (tape) : 

CBS-TV end MGM-TV,: carrier 
and producer of the new. quiz show; 
“fade In America,” have: been: 
enough ‘impressed | ‘by: the 14-year.| 
“success ‘What's My. Line” on fhe. 
sume web te rewrite it. 

“But, by. the old show biz axiom, 
“Vou. ‘don't: rewrite .a hit,” ““Amer- 
ica” has a poverty of riches. in its: 
millienaire guests. The ‘only not- 
able thing ebout: this: replacement 
for’ the second. half-hour. of the 
J udy: ‘Garland.. variety.’ ‘show. is 
emcee’ Hans .Conried; an. enlight- |: . 

Mayor’ Wagner toa thick slice. of ened and ¢lever.. man doing. the 
Jthn ‘Daly bit. here (Conried can be 
seen in .more compatible: frame,. at 

day nights on. WOR-TV. as host of 
Jay Ward Product’on’s. zany syndi- 
cated half-hour, “Fractured Flick-' 
ers,” where -his fine talent. for 
blunt irreverence: {s put to fullest: 
use). And Conried 2s host: was.an- 
afterthought, Bob Maxwell. being 
seratched. at the last minute. .. . 

‘This is: “What's ~My: Line”: right - 
down the line, except guests. are: 
folks who have packed. in a. mil- 

‘lien bueks or more (emphasizing - 
the show's theme. that. “the United 
States is still the land ‘of boundless |: 
opportunity,” and one of the best. 
fambits of “Line ’ has been elimi- 
nated. That: is: ‘that the. identities. 
of the puests on. “Line” are re-|-" 
vealed to the’ home and studio. ‘cee: ‘Paul Anka, ® 

young ‘slicker..under ‘ordinary. cir=| audience for the ‘benefits: ‘derived. 
from the old dramatic’ gimmick: of: 
‘having the aud in-on something the 

knew 25 much in Ancient ‘Greece 
when it. came to. theatrics). — 

Opener guested a: woman. who. 
has made'a fortune on plant foad, 
aman who did ditto witha rubber-. 
tized dish rack and authoress Fan-: 
nie Hurst. She Avas the counterpart. 
of “Line’s” mystery celeb. She. was 
shown at an odd-angle in. ‘shadow. 
The’ panel didn’t identify. her— |. 
with this viewer's empathy,. since: 
he thought ‘it was Judy. Holliday. 

Regular celeb~ panel’ has some. 
sight values with. “blonde Jan: 
‘Sterling and Don: Murray’s good: 
looks: and Walter: Slezak:seems a: 
bright addition: It will take Con-|.+ 
ried, however, to bale out the non-.| 

“was. a.. fumbling: |} sense... There. 
throughout: that may. clear. up with 
practice, and-some. disturbing. blips. a 
In -vidtape. editing. _ Bill. 

_ MARK OF: JAZZ 
Producers:. 

Searza . 
Director: : Searza 
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30. p.m. 
WHYY-TY; ‘Pailadelphia . 

Sid. Mark,. jazz buff and WHAT-’ 
FM. jock, helmed’ this. half-hour | 

session which was: distinguished. by” 
‘its: high rapport: among ‘the partic~: 
ipants. This. set had‘ the Wes Mont-. 
gomery Trio as. performing guests 
‘and. pianist vocalist Buddy Greco” 
‘and conductor-composer Jimmy. de- 
Priest at the round table: ~ 

Montgomery’s guitar, organ and’|: | 
Corelli - in a. renditien . from -“'Ca- 
vallaria. -Rusticana,” 

“drums group. played. in: its elegant. 
style, with each note. given tender: 
consideration by : guitar,..and not. 
hypoed: by frenetic drumming ‘or 
organ riffs. Genuinely enthusiastic, 
“Greco. called Montgomery. the: 
“greatest guitarist: around.” ..° 

Both Greeo and dePriest had: just 
reiurned .. from ° appearing - before’ 
royalty: Greco at.a command. :per- 
formance in London; dePriest. on 

Thailand. | Musicians. agreed that 
although. kings and: queens were 
only human beings, . they: ‘were. im-. 
pressed at. such events. . 

Mark’s: questioning brought out 
the. fact. also that both artists were: 
jn the process ‘of | finding. them- 
selves—drummer: dePriest is -en-- 
tering. the conducting field cand || 

“knocking: Greco after 20 years: 
around” as .a lotinge’. pianist’ and 
sihger has moved. into ‘standup. 
vocalist spots’ in the big rooms and. 
on concert stage... 

Scearza's direction coupled” with 
grade A. lensing ‘made what: is. or-- 
dinarily | a graphic¢ally- uninterest- 
ing’ set-up achieve pattern. and | 

’ depth, “Mark of - Jazz” adds an- 
other entertainment... plus ‘to |.the 
roster of the.’ Rnilly educational: 

‘ station. _ Gagh. 

TEX. weasters: MEET : 
- Austih, April 7, 

The. spring: "convention. of aoe 
Texas : Assn. of - Broadcasters will. 
be held in Galveston, Tex. for two 

‘days opening April ‘26, ‘according 
to Steve Cowan,. of. Galveston, the. 
convention chairnffn. 

; CAREERATHON | 

Producer:. David ‘B.:-Fein ©. 
| Director: Fein... 
|.90 Mins., Sun., April 5, 6 p.m. - : 

a ‘| WABC-TV,. New York. _ 

-| Rico's: Départment of Labor: went 

| bookmaker ‘terms — 

the ‘abstract: values of an. educa- 

tion. A solid course, in counterfeit ‘those. answers: light -up,:.explana- 
tions. follow: and ‘the. fun. hope- | 
fully ‘begins... : . . 

Questions: on ‘the preem session, 

‘participants are net aware of. (they | duction ‘mishmash. of..musical’ and 

“acoustics. Many. of the. talents lip- 
‘synced. their -disk hits’ for’ okay” re- 
‘turns.’ But. when a singer like Teri. 

: a 

‘wheeze, something is drastically 
wrong. “AHan ‘Sherman's | cynical 
‘drop- out. fight song. was: the ‘single: 

Sid Mark,- " Viicent ‘together on Sunday (5) ‘had a more 

| | sophisticated mien than is. normal. 
+The flavor. was: définitely interna- 
| tional: ‘and: the. level: of perform: | 

‘taken by. Nipsey Russell ‘who gave. 
a fresh and’ lively account of him-. 

-turns.. He seems. to” be surefire, in 
“most: any medium. 

a State Dept. visit to the King. of [ 
of ‘the’ crowd with. his ‘assortment | : 
-of inanimate. assistants... Although. 
his :turn. isn’t’ much different. than 

tusual, it’ remains. fresh. There -is; 
‘of. course, ‘Topo Gigio,. the Italian 

‘tomimed a piano. recital effectively. 
Again ‘Sullivan introduced’ a new. 

Britisti Frock :’n’' ‘roll group, The 
Searchers. In :conmymon With most. 
of the: imports. ‘of this genre -on. the: 

-|-Sullivan. show,. they’ indicate. vocal. 
and musical: ‘mediocrity and boom | 
b.o. Even the’ kids: brought: in to 
whoop it: up for, ‘The Searchers. 

With Paul Anka, thers. 

In ©. this well-meaning, _ special 

glomeration - of | _‘finger= - shaking 

‘adult educational -factotums | and. 

‘mainly bleating teen : rock n’. roll 

talents. 

‘prime “beef: identified .. as. world 

east by New Yorkers, earlier Sun- wrestling. champ (there’s a career), 
were full of. threats. and cajolery—— 

“stick ‘in high school, kid; -or the. 

‘automation, boogeyman’ will: get 
you~. .°. Get. that. diploma; buddy 
boy; or you'll never. own a ‘Thun- 
derbird.” Joseph: Monserrat; ; chief 
of the migration. office. for ‘Puerto 

so. far as to: ‘couch, his down-talk in 
“no price; 

‘man,” he said. about: the: ‘odds on 
the drop-out... ‘It: appears ‘that -no|- 

gizmo, one, in this: hell-bent-for-the-buck 
society, will hazard .a: comment on 

ing might be the real-answer. | 
‘On the entertainment side, .em-. 

ani © experienced 

cumstances, ‘was: bogged. in-.a. pro- 

camera - miscues. ‘and. “atrocious: 

Thornton . comes’. across . as. 

success of the. entire’ 90 minutes,. 
Others..on: the. bill were Charlie’ 

Manna~ (in | an :: embarrassing . bit: 
about what goes ‘on in a teen head), | 
the Willis Sisters, Johnnie Tillot- 
-son; © Brian - Hyland, ‘Lesley Gore 
and others, Bi Ue 

jrae CELEBRITY:GAME. 
_.. | With Carl. Reiner, others.“ 
i ‘Producers: : ‘Merrill Heatter, Robert . 

back-to-baek — “with — 
America”’ 

the crawl as “consultant.”. 
for laughs, :.of course,: “and -Sun-. 

‘The adult. ‘nabobs,, ranging: from -day’s.. (5). ‘preemer . managed: a. fair) 
‘bunch: of "em... --. 
With: .a. ‘rotating panel. of’ nine: 
‘showbiz celebs: (its. ‘only - distine- 
tion); the. temptation” to: ‘Step -on: 

fate is -.questionable. ~ 

‘Quigley. 
= Director: Seymour Robbie | 

-1 30 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m. 
AMERICAN TOBACCO. 

-f Sullivan, Stauffer, . 
Bayles) ..'- 

“The: Celebrity. Game,” 
“Made . 

Colwell & 

. represents. 

Garland’s: - ‘hour,.. premises .. its 
gamesmanship ‘on armchair. psy- 

| chology, and: you. better. believe it: 
because Dr: Joyce: Brothers | is on 

the. next. fellow’s line. is: awesome,. 
‘but: discipline. on ‘the initialer was. 
‘commendable, .This partly. owed to. 

_ the brisk’ manner. of Carl. Reiner. 
_in - the.” ‘lion-taming - ‘moderator’s: 
-chair.’ “Reiner. is” a. - fairly, fleet- 
tongued - ‘guy -himself, and:. gave: 
‘some ‘indication he: won't. ‘brook. 
too: -much = : competitive. nonsense } 
from the guest talent. « 
“A question: ‘is. tossed . thé ‘nine. 

‘stars. “They. respond “yes” ‘or “no”. 
-by a ‘concealed lock-in electronic | 

nd it's: ‘for ‘a: trio of: con-|} 
testants ' ‘to: anticipate | how the:re- 
Sponses went. |: As: the. - -contestants, 
run “through | ‘the celeb: lineup, 

anid : presumably typical of. what’s: 
ahead, ran from “Will a Wwpman. 
fall:in: love.-faster with aman who 
has. “money?” -. to: 

(The 

But in’ the. primetime league -its. 
-For CBS, 

with 90 minutes of . panel’ shows 
going: for. it: Sunday . ‘night; - it: ‘may 
he. they’ ve Tun. out of categories.: * nS 

| Pit: 
an 

ka ‘Sullivan. Show - 

a Sullivan's “CBS-TV. "get: 

ances was. very. high, 

There. were ‘some: lnistial turns. 

kura’ and then into “Swanee”’ in 
‘English. Their sound is: excellent } 
‘and the stage deportment. is color- 
‘ful. 

‘Another’ “highspot™ “was” “Franco. 

“but: perhaps: 
the -most : entertaining: Spot. - was: 

self. The | Negro comic within a 
‘few: lines: established: himself -and. 
then: topped * the. . occasion . ‘with a 
demonstration.. of ‘modern. - “dance: 

" Wences ‘also. ‘took: | the. ‘measure 

mouse who-is.-virtually a.fixture on 
this’ show, and Mata & Hari pan- 

seemed: ‘unusually ‘reserved. . 
In- the: closing: slot, : Teéesa 

Breivey ‘delivered “Bye Bye Black- 
‘bird”-for- good ‘results and. the show 
was completed with:a- compilation | 

| of World. Fair’ ‘sequences ‘narrated | 
a well 1 Py ‘Sullivan. Jose. : 

‘The Lieutenant. 
Rejected first in script’ form: and 

“finally. in its-eomplete’ state by. the: 
-Marineé Corps, this. episode ‘found 
its way. to the NBC-TV airwaves 
Saturday ‘night (4): without. official: 

or Sanction, Tes. not: clear why" thie 

“Tele Follow-Lip Comment 

mother. - 

sue, but - the * eautious, : funda- 
mentally. inconclusive . results are |’ 
disappointing.. 

” Shaw’s.. teleplay: ‘poses the: ‘prob: | a 
lem of what to-do. about:a Marine 
sergeant who is being. . considered: 

“>| for. officers. training ‘but whose 
mother is @ registered’ ‘Communist. 
agent. It boils down ‘to a “question - 
of individual. rights vs. the security |- 
‘of the -Corps.. There: isa -melo- 
dramatic. séene.. in’ which. the. lad 
‘confronts: his: mom, - ‘who- is princi- 
pal speak@r-‘at a peace rally, and 
defends: the. Marines. against | cher.. 
-Ultimately,. the: sergeant is rejected 
‘for ‘officers schoot “not. because - of 
his. lack of ‘loyalty or- guilt by: asso- 
ciation: ‘arising’ out ‘of his mother’s 
beliefs, but because: he has allowed. 

asa. - Marine (a ‘fistfight and © an 
over-the-hill. venture). 
Had the story. conie. to grips with 

the. -issue. by - ‘keeping the.‘ central 
character - an: -emotionally. stable, 
‘ desirable - - officer candidate, a. 
‘meaningful: point. ‘might. have been 
/made: ‘But; even:so, how. about the- 
“‘boy’s" loyalty . “as. a. ‘sergeant—or 
even -aS' a mere private?.. Officer- 
ship. seems: ta, be. basically: ‘irrele-| 
-vant. where | ‘loyalty js the issue.” 

‘The: episode: contained ‘some. in- 
; tense, high-powered | histrionies:. by 
‘regulars Gary Lockwood. and: Rob- 
‘ert: Vaughn, Walter. Koenig as the 
sergeant and Neva Patterson as his 

rected crisply. ce Tube.’ 

“CBS. Reports 

The ‘backgroud. of. ‘the : ‘frustrat: 
ing: Vietnam ‘situation was given, 
‘some: of ‘the . - principals ‘involved. 
yes their say, and no words were 

(Continued, on page. 52) 

CHANGING MATILDA. 
. ‘With | Chet | Huntley; 

. Producer-Writer: . 

—_ 60. Mitis., ‘Tues. 10 Pan... | 
.CBS-TV, f H da: (ta 

| aimed. at. the. ‘mighty. tin “numbers): oB rom Hollywood ( pe) 

-Jegion of New : York. City © ‘bigh| . 

‘school drop-outs, ‘WABC-TV regis- 
tered. one’ of the weirdest : ‘90 .min- 

’-Tates: on-.record; Live. from: Elysee: 
Theatre, “Careerathon” was a‘con- 

: NBC-TV- (film, ‘eolor) 

which | 

'CBS-TV's 
new. panel ‘~parlay’ in lieu of. Judy. |. 

‘ Show’ Ss. 

-esting hour .of television. . Birch’s 
footage. revealed Australia ‘asa 
‘cheerful - land of. charming” tradi-- 
tions, wide-open for expansion. into 
‘the interior. and full of. ‘opportunity . 

‘its. uneasy: involvement with: Su- 
| karno’s Indonesia . owing to: shared: 

its |. 

“Do European 
Jactresses. “have. . more. sex. appeal 
‘than. . American. actresses?” . 
response was. T ‘to | 2 in ‘the nega- 
tive.) . 

- “Celebrity. Game”. ‘may” ‘be. ‘To: 
Jess: consequential,.or imaginaiive, 
than :some .of ‘the’ daytime parlor: 
‘games «pitched. ‘to.. the = hausfrau:. 

what seemed to be the - genuine 

}in-. the - desolate: 
‘school is ‘attended. by. short . wave | 

| Sidney. where .the: Evropean influ-. 
‘|ences* now..show themselves in 

+ | fashions, the arts, drinking customs 
> | and - popular - -SONS.. - 

4 | change: going on in. ‘Australia was. 
. epitomized. - ‘by: a. sequence on /a. 

¢ {beach in which a-voeal group: har-/| 
»|-monized: a:::rhythmic - 

: ] Matilda” jn Italian: ae 

“USMC was. so" “concerned. “Nother : 
‘-Enemy” does set: ‘up a controversial 
-premise, ‘but then proceeds ‘to side- 
step trouble.in as neat an ‘example. 
of dodging: the issue. as: one could: 
‘expect td find. Producer.Gene Rod-. 
-denberry’ and. seripter. Robert J-: 
-Shaw: rate ‘some. commendation for 

starting off with. the Little. ‘Singers |! least -approaching a ticklish. is 
of Tokyo garbed in bright kimonas 
who rendered. the. traditional “Sa- 

tional symbols . of’ travelog’: Au- 
Stralia, the Kangaroos’ and - ‘koala 
bears, : 
‘seen. ‘only: in the: Yoo.. As it :was 

| pointed. out; | that’s” practically | the 
only place. ‘the. native Australian 
ever sees: them. This in point: of | 

and ‘misconceptions. “in . order - fo: 
realize. Australia: as: Ht is today." 

With. Alfred Drake, ‘others _ 
‘Producer: Michael. R. Santangelo’ 
‘Directors:. Joseph _Wishy, : Gordon 

-WOR-TV, N.Y: tiape) 

Bernstein-Sondheim-Laurent “West. 

‘Shakespearean, hosts in! forthright, 

‘variations © include Gounod's. opera, 
‘the .Todd ‘Bollender -:‘choreoed 
‘Tschaikowsky.. ballet;. and the “To-' 
night”: ‘seg from ‘West Side.” -All- 

English by Frank: Porretta and-Lee‘! 

well-done; : albeit: ‘the: Teast: charm- 
ing, since’ it is basically: a pale car- | 
-bon of the original. Bollender’s’ bal- 
‘let. is a captivating opus (the clas- 

Vincent McEveety - di-| sie ‘score. doesn’t. hurt; it), danced: 

-{Emily. -Frankel. 
¥ finale from “West: Side” isa re- 

. Tn: ‘maiiy: ways,. Wednesday's ay 
| édition of “CBS Reports” ‘on: the. 
.| Vietnam war. ‘was. _Unsatisfactorily love. It’s ‘fine . pairing. 
rendered. | 

flagship’ was,’ however,. jarring: for" 

8] sequence. had. ‘concluded, 

reporters | 
‘others: 

Gerald - Green: 

‘HUMBLE. Ool.. 

“(M eCann-Erickson) 

“It’s time to: dispose of: ‘the old | 
‘fravelog ‘cliches and. recognize ‘the } 
new Australia: a melting pot ‘of 
Anglo-Saxons. and -middle™ Euro- 
/pean immigrants,.an industrial and 
urbanized nation that is enjoying | 
‘great - prosperity, . “and: a. country. 
that. may play a crucial ‘role’ in 
world affairs with the: natiorfs of 
Asia. . 

crisp. and: often witty script by pro-| 
ducer -Gerald Green. and: lively. 
pictorial accompaniment ‘by. direc- 
‘tor-camernfan William Birch, 

Not. quite:.a. news special "and. 
neither a trayelog, it had elements 
of both and was.‘a thoroughly inter- 

for the “new. ‘settler, Whether in. 
the: . cities’. or in the outback; .the 
‘way of. life. was..so’- attractive it. 
seemed. almost idealized, but. Just 
when ‘the. country grew most. in-| 
viting Huntley. added the: ‘perspec- |: 
tive . of ~ Australia’s: -place. ‘in. the. 
modern world... 

‘He: noted ‘its proximity ‘to Asia, : 

governorship. ‘of New Guinea, 
growing: trade with-Red China, the. 
diplomatic : embarrassment : of its 
immigration | “restrictions. ‘ against. 
Africans, ‘and: the coming threat of 
the Asian upon ‘its Jabor market. 
‘The: “cameras. were thorough ‘in 

the: tour of the. country. and caught 

flavor. of: Australian 1ife, “whether 
‘interior. where 

radio and — medical. help: flown in, 
or in the cities like’ Melbourne ‘and. 

-The. cultural 

“Waltzing 

Not “overlooked: “were. ‘the tradi- 

-but:. purposely. . they ‘were 

the need. to eradicate the: fiction. 

ROMEOS: & ‘JOLIETS: A THEME’ 
‘WITH. VARIATIONS: — 

Rigsby . 

Participating a 

This: one: polishes the’ * Westing- 
|-house: ‘Broadcasting escutcheon.. It’s 
a classy hour. on the Romeo & Ju- | 
liet theme ‘from: Shakespeare. to: the. 

Side’ Story” klondike; 
with tasteful: revererice. 

|. Alfred Drake, . himself. “an. old. 

produced” 

sparing fashion, and ‘the .thematic. 

in. the wake of, to be -sure, the 
Bard’s ‘original. - “balcony scene,” . 
‘which gets’ an‘ excellent etching by | 
Paul ‘Roebling . and Olga :Bellin, . 

‘The - ‘operatic excerpt, sung: ‘in. 

Venora, is, ‘like the other sections, 

agreeably : by" ‘Terrence. ‘Miller. -and. 
The’ elinch. 

prise . for Broadway. original. Larry - 
Kert, with ‘Marlys Watters ‘as. his 

This airing by the. RKO: General 

(a) ‘the calibre. of.-blurbs, and ‘(b) 
an _ impatient: cut. to a. ‘detergent 
commercial ‘even before the ballet 

» Pit. 

ao ‘Producers: .. 

‘This -was. the thematic -es-: 
“gence of-the: Chet Huntley-narrated ; 
special. -on..NBC-TV . last week, '.a: 
‘program | ‘that’ was- favored. with. a 

60 -Mins., Sun,, April: 5, 6: 30 P m, a ‘ald’s life from his birth in St. Paul, 
“| in ‘September, 1896,°. to “his. death 

+ in. 1940,. was: several’ months in the 

| produced and ‘directed, 

a WIZ-TV camera .-" crews: 

"em } 

| -subject.: 
-versial figure.. 
some tolerated him, ‘and ‘some dis=~ oy 

|.liked..him..:-He was-not the: stuff” 
of ‘which. saints: are-made; and the. - 
-harrative ‘approach is, ‘at times, too. 

1-dolorous for the subject... 

‘ANATOMY. OF ‘A’ TEAM: THE 
1964: ‘WHITE Sox". ony 

With: Jack. Brickhouse, narrator; ‘Al 
_ . Lopez, Ed. Short, others = 

‘Dick - . Hance, 
_ Rosenberg - “te ; 

a Director: Hance =>” 
_ > | Writer: Rosenberg". . 

~ | 30.Mins., Mon. 8:30 p am.” 
‘WGN-TV, -Chicago. (film). - 

For ‘the. uninitiated, WGN-TV’s . 
‘special. Teport from the White Sox: 
training camp” in. . Sarasota, : Fla. 
probably. answered. a. number of 
‘elementary © questions - :about pro- 
fessional baseball, but .the> buffs 
‘would have found: little’ in“ it. to. 
‘satisfy . their: curiosity about the . 
1964 edition of.the southside. team. - 7 
The questioris that need answering - 
this time of year.centre on how: the 
new: team shapes up at. each posi-. 
tion; how the rookies Jook and. what ©. 
the. pennant -:: prospects are. Pro-. 
ducer : ‘Dick:.Hance’ made. it less a - 
‘preview. of. the -ball club -‘than a 

| peak. af. the. workings. ‘of a: Spring. 
‘training camp. . 

Since it: must. ‘be assumed that the 
audience ‘for the special . report . 

| would be. approximately. the same” 
as. that for the regular: season tele-" ae 

-casts,, much of the ‘footage would. 
have. to :be: evaluated ‘as common- 
place or..even superfiuous.. Except. - 
‘for. an.. occasional instance, as when. 
‘manager. Al ‘Lopez: ‘and™ general | 
Manager Ed Short. -analyzed the: 
batting’. of ©: power . hitter © -Dave - 
Nicholson, the. program. was’ ‘Sure. 
-prisingly. lacking ‘in dope.. 

Much. time was’ given to mony. 
‘Cuccinello’s: “explanation of ‘the. 

| coaching: signs,” Something _- that’s ; 
done at least once‘a.year. during the 
regular season in the pre-game pro-- 
-grams:-: Ditto. J: .C... Martin’s* @xe 0° - 
planation of ‘the catching signs and . a | 
the unrevealing~ small : talk-“-with: 
owner’. Art: .Allyn.”.Of even. less. 
value. to < the’ true--ball’ ‘fan—and. 
‘especially. those. who ° ‘passed “up. 
Andy- Griffith ° or “Wagon “Train” | 
‘in: :their : Monday ‘night ritual for - 
this. White . Sox special—-were the’: 
lengthy - interviews: with. a. couple. of. 
baseball ‘wives. - 
The .club:: house; “the; training 

room and the. practice. field: were. 
shown; -but to paraphrase the Bard, 
the player’ s the thing, and’ Players : 
‘were scarcely: ‘on: ‘view. There. ‘Wwas,. 
however, .a good. glimpse. of rookie : 
second. “baseman. Don Buford". in. 
_action,. and this. was ‘a: piece’ of: * 
footage. thatthe buffs’. ‘must-have 
been”. grateful. for: More - Of: the: 
sort: was. needed. . aL Les. Bh 

MARKED FOR ‘GLORY: 
Narrator: ‘Joe: Templeton - * 
-Producer-Director: Jolin Q. Qiigiey = 
Editor; H. Prentiss. Crouse: ae 
Writer: Gwinn Owens. ° 
60 Mins.;: Thurs., 9:30. pn, 
WIZ-TV,. ‘Baltimore. (film) © te 
BALTIMORE FEDERAL» SAVE." 
“CINGS... 
“| WIZ-TV, ‘Westinighouge “outlet, 

“holder. of the .1963 DuPont. Awards 
_} for: “outstanding ‘and ° meritorious | . 
“1 serviece,”. gives. further. ‘and - more © 
' conclusive. proof..as to. why it won. 

| it, with “Marked. For. Glory,” ” ‘their | 
-hour-long ‘biographical look::at  F.-. 

_. f Seott: Fitzgerald,. the. ‘author: -whose © 
"| tragic: life: paralleled: ‘some -of the * 
: characters: ‘he. “wrote: about in’ his 
|. novels..- 

The: special,” covering: - Fiteger- 

‘who % 
‘tapped. 

many sources. for: the. biography.” . 
jour-.. 

neyed to: Chicago, : Minneapolis, 
Wilmington, “, Washington, . -Prince-. 

| ton, -Conn.: Great’ Neck, -N:. Y.s 

making. John. .Q.. ‘Quigley,’ 

‘|-Boston- and’ New: -York> City “where: 
they: filmed ‘interviews with: ‘people 
who knew the. -author,’ ‘These in-~ 
‘clude John’ Biggs Jr., chief judge”: 
of the Third U.S: Circuit. ‘Court | 
of Appeals in "philadelphia: ‘Lois ~~" 
‘Moran; actress and Louis “Azreal, 
‘Baltimore. ‘News-Ametican colum- 
nist. : 

- All. this. has been: “expertly 
matched. with. some 200 still. photo- 
“graphs - ‘and decuments,. rare film 

| clips of. the Fitzgeralds ‘and.. news: . 
‘Teels that. serve as. time bridges: © 
“The serip t ‘written, by Gwinn. 

. OWens:.and based on: the. Fitzgerald -. 
biography .. by. Andrew ~ Turnbull,: 
‘was: excellent -in- Providing : both - 
fluidity and cohesion. - 

_ If there is.any ‘fault to ‘be found, - 
it -isa:-minor .one. The: narrator. 
delivers: the. script ina manner that: 
is not: always’ ‘harmonious: with the _ ; 

Fitzgerald was: ‘a’ cuntroe -: ea, 
Some liked him, ' 

‘Luce, 

Sak 



_.,., Jurgens, . 
.. Nora. 

Clavario, Gigliola. Cinquetti, Sa- 

oo “over 

“into 

- forgettable, 

ae DETECTIVE eae 
With John - ‘Wood: “Brian “Oulton, 

ad ‘Director:. Sherm.Sutton: 2.0 
: 60-Mins.; “Monday, 9:25 p.m... | 
i .BBC-TV, ‘From London «. -: PN 

In BBG-TV's ‘first packaged an- 
‘linked by: Rupert j 

_Davies who has clicked. both Tha- 
’ ‘tionally | and ‘internationally. . as} 
~Sintenon’s: ‘Maigret: the idea isto. 
‘present:a series. featuring: the: best 
fictional detective in the. world. 

/.2.-Initialer dealt; with -Proféssor 
mS Gervais Fen, a University: ‘don ‘with 

_-:. a passion ‘for. crime. detection: who: 
7... Solved. by ‘swift deduction the:case. 
i? of the-missing topshop.. Created by 
wt 2 novelist . Edmund 
“oo. “fadapted’. by | 

- thology: ‘show, 

: [BUROVISION. ‘SONG. ‘CONTEST. 
_ With -Hugues. Aufray, 
'. Grenloh, Arne Bendikson, Bjern | . 

- Sidmand, Lasse- Martensen, Udo | 
“Rachel, Matt .Monro; 

‘Anneke 

Nova, Romuald, Antonio 

bahudin Kurt, Anita ‘Traversi, 
-.” Robert’. Cogoi; Nelly, . Tim, ‘and 

Ok “Tony, - 

-<, Jacebs, Kai - 
-- JReyal Danish Ballet. Dancers | 
_ Preducer:. Poul-. Leth Sorensen 
"90° Mins., ‘Sat... 9° pam, ~~ 

Ts ‘BBC-TV, | from. ‘Londen - oo 

It. was .Denmark’s tar’ ‘to act ‘as’ 
“host: for the Ninth Eurovision Song 
_Contest, : 
their entry: copped’. -first’-prize . last 
year. Held in. Copenhagen’s Tivoli 

=: Gardens, producer.Poul Leth Sor- | 
~ ensen . nicely ° captured a sense’ ‘of : 
“eccasion and: the show. was..charm= 
‘ingly hosted : ‘by: Lotte. Waever,’ * with’ 

:-*. British -. viewers: ‘getting a ‘voite-: 
7 commentary from’ David | 

-* Jacobs.: Sixteen nations: took :part, | 
: : -Jand -alse’ voted-. of! .a European | 
=". sound. hookup: “by - allotting- nine. 
__/%_-points among ‘the. three songs they |. 

‘considered. best; - excluding: . their ; 
‘own. “Votes were recorded. ona. 

.. large. -electrically-operated .. - board, 
“: rather - too’ intricate for. its” pur- 
: “pase: 

Lotte :-Waever,. | 

‘Which: : seemed’: just. “as 

“. The.’ ‘punaway ~ swintier.. ‘was. val. 
* pleasant” ballad: from* “Italy, ‘Pm 
Not ‘Old. Enough: Yet,” “and | owed 

... »as‘much -to its. performer-‘as: its: 
“2. 1 :,eomposer. : 
..! - Sola. Cinquetti “delivered it -with 
aoe touching. ‘simplicity: and poise, . ‘was 
an “skilfully. picked: to. fit: the Ayrie’s 

and ‘‘scored a.” personal |. 
. Success: In° fact, there couldn’t be. 

“ mhuch ‘dispute about .the - verdict, 
especially as the: standard. of. the |, 
rest. “was generally... low. 

‘Sixteen-year-old .. Gigli- 

message, 

. Britain’ s: .Matt-. -Monro.. ‘setaped. 

self: was slightly. less : ‘relaxed: than 
Jr. (> usual, ‘but.-his - polished. phrasing . 

thr stood | out. | dn’ this, largely: abysmal 
ae company. . 

The rest. of the. ‘feld’ was. stiietly 
although: Denmark's 

--“About- You” and Monaco’s “Where 
. Have“: They. “Gone?” 

..: -agréeable. than--most. : 
et formers, Anita’: ‘Traversi, represent- 
° S.- dng --Switzerland, -.was ° effectively 
“o-. punhehy, and . Nelly,. from. . ‘Spain, | 
vere ‘displayed: undoubted: vigor. .. ~ - 

‘under. ‘16. 
Ls ‘guest conductors, was ‘fine, andthe’ 

"interlude while the juries assessed: 
Lt) their: votes : was taken by a: snatch. 
.,.- Of .ballet.on the. ‘Harlequin’ theme; 

- Orchestral: -backing, - 

which : : Passed :. the_ ‘time: without-| 
a filling: its. 

_ > Apart from. “Miss. Ciniquetti;’ the 
“most exciting moment..came ‘from 
some: offscreen “demonstration. by. 
-anti-Franco. agitators: . This - ruffled: 
“the normal aplomb of” commenta-. 
tor David Jacobs, who. took it as a 
personal. ‘affront. Apart - from’ this 

~ testy . movement,” his- description 
‘was as placid 2 as the: contest ‘itself. 

2 - Ota, . 

| Baskcomb). ° 

-Jvor Salter, Richard ‘Wordsworth, 
- Philip Ray, Enid Lindsay, Derek} 

Hodge, | 
VIA ‘CRUCIS- 

' Francis, . Christopher’ 
Philip. Latham, Nicholas Pennell; 

_-:, Susan Farmer, Barbara | Couper; 
. -. Graham: Crowden,. Sandra Barry, 
 vAmy ‘Dalby-.. . 
Producer: David. ‘Goddard 

Crispin 

David: 
Mortensen .. -Orch, ; 

“too. 

+ Writer: . Bill- ‘Strutton.. 
60 Mins:, :Saf., 10:50 p.m. 

| ABC-TV, from: Manchester. : * : Patrick .-:O"Donovan, » 
It’s a tricky dilémma to think up'| 

ta. replacement for.the popular. an 
fashionable “Avengers” . skein, now 
-having’.a seasonal siesta, and ‘ABC- : 
‘TV decided: to: -work out a similar. 

with :the segments: re- 
‘volving around . an ‘ outfit’ ‘offering. 

Morrish),-. 
petent™ ‘piece’ of ‘work: that involved: 
‘them..in the art: racket: ».A -costly 
‘Monet. was. desired. by. all: sorts of. 

second place. with :-Tony 
... Hateh’s “I Love the. Little Things,” 
2 a gay and ‘jaunty.-tune-. that clings 

.-. to. the memory ‘and should do. well. 
os in: the local’ charts.-.-Monro~ him- 

were. more | 
Of the. per-. 

Director: . Giuseppe ’ ‘Sibilla, ‘Mario 

ane 15 Mins.:. Fri. S255" pm. 
° RAI-TV,. from: ‘Rome: Eurovision) 

‘and 
ace | _seripter - Jolin. 

(“Zeas’”’). Hopkins, ‘the piece set’ off 
. ‘vat: a. cracking:.pace. and’ never Iet } 
“lo (EP until the. murderer was revealed, 
"Given ‘that -the-condensation’ of | 
8 full blown novel ina ‘tv. play is | 

.". No. easy -jcb, ‘especially: if atmos-. 
-", “phere. and. characters are to be ; re- 
stained, this was: nevertheless manh-. 
f Laged and ‘characters blossomed - Tre- 

a freshingly in a whodunit frolic: re- | 

anni with. enough red herrings. to 

Sustain. a whole ‘series, - ~ 

“Though ‘this. first shot: was: ‘not 
wholly’. ‘successful: .in* ‘bringing a: 
‘novel to the screen, .it: proved. there. 
‘is. still a wealth of: rich writing to 
be tapped. Artists involved in this: 
inaugural . ‘seg ‘rallied -in‘ ‘sterling: 
‘support and. director Shaun Sutton j : 
‘pulled’ every trick’ out .of the bag 
|.Gineluding “Dick Powell” type still 
photography. seattered throughout. 

. the production). fa: “Keep. ‘the show. 
no Moving. 

‘Nothing. “aia spared in -produe- | 
‘tion either. It’s plain. that, with the: 
Same good. intentions and endeavor,’ 
‘the’ rest cf the series could. easily |" 
produce... not only: Some .new and. eS 
-original-. writing ‘for. the medium, 
‘but some. fir st glass. “eee vete | 

- att... - 

THE PROTECTORS: 
With. ‘Andrew: Faulds,: Michael “Ate 
__ Kinson, Ann -.Morrish, ‘Barry 
'-- Justice, : 
Martin ‘Miller, Gordon Gostelow; 

‘ others 
Producer: Plichael Chapman 
Director: Peter ‘Hammond 

formula, 

protection: and security. at.a price: 

‘The Tegulars. ‘are. a trio ‘made. up. 
‘of Ian Souter. (Andrew Faulds) and:| 
Robert. Shoesmith : ‘(Michael Atkin-: 
son), ‘who run the. business, ‘and a 
bubbling: secretary, Heather - (Ann 

--Tnitialler. ‘was ‘a. com- 

dubious: characters,:: and, when.” it 
was ‘alictioned, ‘they: all: appeared” 
looking nefarious. 
‘by .a .comely - blonde | (Elizabeth. 
"Shéphard), who. ‘was if cahoots with: 
a: -boyfriend - who -had quarrelied 
with “.his » art-dealer —boss:: 

S|-wanted to.do:him.down.: They. had 
-to. sell the. picture: quick- to‘-get 
their money: back with profit, :and 
it was ‘Ian Souter’s. job to’ watch: it. 

 Skulduggery.. ‘was predictably at: 
tempted,” “and -. foiled,. and.’ Bill. 
Strutton’s - script. merely | had the 
‘disadvantage that’ the: payoff. “was'| 
signalled : too: ‘obviously: from | way 
‘back..: It’s too. early to say whether: 
‘the: ‘series - will ‘catch .on, as none: 
of ‘the ‘permanent players: - was 
‘given a ‘chance to register a: third. 
dimension and there was ‘little out 

ut- 
Andrew Faulds, bearded, burly, and |- 

| man-of-the-world, and..Ann. 

trast.. -in - their’. relationships: 

rish,’ bright. ‘and breezy, showed 
signs of development: —— 
. Peter Hammond directed Michael 

|Chapman’s. ‘production: with: a nice 
feeling “for. the: off-beat’ ‘melodra: |; 
‘matic,:and guest thesps varied from | 
the’ ‘slick. (Elizabeth Shephard, Mar-" 
tin: Miller)’. ‘tothe: clumsy’. (John; 

In‘ fact, : the: opener | 
‘Was a. nose. ahead of other runners | : 
for its fluency, -but- not: sufficiently 
individual, to be: a surefire. ‘winner. : 

{Otta, : 

Producer: ° ‘Luca ee Schiena 

Conti .: 

As usual. on. such occasions; RAI- 
, Py - gave exemplary- coverage :.to 
‘Pope ‘Paul VI’s..Good Friday ‘cere- 
mony ‘of the’ Stations: of the. ‘Cross. 
-between’” Rome’s ‘Colosseum . and. 
the Palatine “Hill. - ‘Beamed.-: -across 
‘Europe: Via ‘Eurovision, it ‘was.‘dra-- 

striking]. 
| throughout; transcending. even the 
ceremony. and Feligious. aspects. ‘of. 
‘event: . °:- ; 
Q :RAI-TV: ‘mobilized: 12 cameras: 
‘for its: coverage,” Dut made. it seem’ 
‘even. more’ ‘than ‘that ‘impressive’ 
total:. Vast number of: arcs. helped 
light. up “the entire. Roman Forum |: 

matic. .and. - visually - 

‘area -as it-has probably “never: be- 
fore been seen, for: an: unprecedent- 1: 
ed ‘visual. . treat..; Camera. positions’ 
were’ -aptly ‘chosen ‘to. catch” ‘the 
ceremony. and. sideline’ events -in’ 
technically. prohibitive . ‘conditions 

(due to‘the. long: Toute covéered— 
on -.foot—by- Ponfiff)” made: more. 
Aiffieult by a driving rain: . 

- The- logistics must. lave. been 

"Elizabeth | Shephard;'| 

“John Baskcomb, ‘Billy. Milton, | 

It was. bought | 

‘and’ But the facts. were less important 
‘than -O’Donovan's detached, but: 

implicated,.. account of them. He 
‘closed. with .a -tribute.to Ireland’s 
“present congeniality and peace,-and: 

Mor-.| 

hazardous, ‘but: ‘director’ ‘Guiseppe : 
Sibilla, his -assistant Mario: Conti,. 
and. coordinator-commentator Luca }. 
di. Schiena (who’s-.won recognition: 
for ‘similar--work on Pope John’s. 

general public. :. 

SAS. noted, “interest: for noii-Cath- ; 
olie viewers was maintained. by. neat 
‘digressions “from ‘main. ‘evert’ to 
glimpses:(and comments) of: nearby. }: 
monuments, majestically. lit. ard. 

‘jJensed.. Pacing’ and sober; -under- | 
‘stated, commentary ‘‘added to the. 
general - high’. quality. and,” within 
limits ‘of. event, : : dramatic: sense of 
mis-en-scene. . _ An? Outstanding. 

Hawk. "achievement: 

rM A STRANGER HERE. MYSELF ; 

Producer-Direetor: Malcolm % Brown 

60. ‘Mins. Tues, 9:25 Pan. 

‘BBC-TV; from: London: 

Ireland. is: a: constantly: "ee 
ing subject, and it has rated a cou- 
ple of hour-loig documentaries on 

| the commercial web during the last 
 pyear.” But “Um: a- Stranger Here 
- _ Myself” proved. that the theme. is: 

-. .| not? exhausted:: ‘It':was -an: elegant’ 

Irish-Englishman who: had. ‘severed. 
| his links: with ‘the..country, ‘and it 
‘was matched,.in-Malcolm Brown’s}: 
outstanding™ “production, by. stills, 

. O'Donovan’ S. method: “was. 5 té ‘sift 
Irish. history, and. the. passions and. 
-cruelties “t hat’ punctuated — 
‘through. his ‘own- ancestral memory. 
of the . country. ‘The: ‘improbable 
‘miseries: -of the. Great Hunger a 
century” ago, the deprivations that.|. 
Jed’ to: the’ coffin-ship: emigration | | 
of more. than 1 ,000,000. Trishmen ‘to 

| the :U.S., the’ ‘barbaric. shooting - ‘of 
the nationalists . who -made’:a. bid. 
for independence i in 1916-—all these 
‘were present in the script, -as: well: 
as‘ mentions’-of* the Irish literary. 
revival at the turn ‘of the century. 

‘it: ‘made a” poignant. coda to the. 
-stormy proceedings : earlier :on. 

.A-group of able, but: ‘anonymous, 

‘like Parnell, from poems. by: Yeats, 
all aptly ‘chosen: to illustrate. the : 
‘theme;.-And ballads. were. simply. 

concentrating. the despair: ‘Sung,: 
: and. the ‘hopes. . 

corded. Past.” _ Ota. . 

"Poca Vv Followup 

“BBC's “Bestival” bronght z a. ‘taped 
-version: of -‘T. S... Eliot’s’ .standout 

* play © of. the“"30s; “Murder ‘In The 
Cathedral,” to. the: ‘screen ‘as .a fit-| 

: | ting prelude. to Holy Week: medi-' 
.tations. The -play. was: ‘produced -at 
Canterbury. Cathedral, -the. actual 
scene of Becket’s: ‘assassination, ‘and. 

“| this. turned: -out . ta. be. ‘a’ -double . 
-| edged sword.. The dank, grey. cor- 
j}ridors. gave an ‘air-of doom and 
‘menace tothe surroundings: ‘On the 
‘other: hand, director George RB. Foa, 
who otherwise: ‘did (a. -good ~ ‘job; 

-off his authentic. background. 

- But, ‘primarily, “Murder - In’ The 
Cathedral” is a play of moving and. 
‘meticulous: ‘words -and: the. success | 

tof: the program. depended _ on. the. 
-Cast’s -ability to put over. those |-s 
words with significance, color ‘and! 

ut: did, be. 
‘topical: - 1. 

. Show-:: caught. Jead ‘off: “with al. 
fascinating: 20-minute - glimpse - of} 

\powerful -’ emotion; This: 
admirably. a 

arrival. af . Canterbury. ‘of. ‘Thomas 

and ‘the Pope, . but:his relationship: 
with King Henry; his closest com- 
‘panion’ whén. Becket himself -was.a 
roisterer,. is ‘suspect: Except | for. a 
few - faithful . priests his return: to 

1 Canterbury is. regarded as 4 menace 
to: future. “peace; and Becket, him-: 

death ‘and “Paul's. ‘Coronation) made 
‘it:'seem a- bréeze, at. least. to.: ‘the 

| sent to “murder him ‘a beautifully 
poised: piece- of rhetoric. Any fault} 
‘in, the -.::unassuming Cusack: as: 
Becket. was the: difficulty -in be- 

Denis. Quilley,. John Bennett, Es- 

| delivered, if: rather on the lines of 
. fa board. of directors: explaining the} 
- | dismissal - of. a longtime ‘employee 

‘to. the. rest’ of: ‘the: -staif.. It. ‘could 
have been: even more effective had. 

.,{ the: thesps :.addressed: the -rest of | 
ae the cast . -instead. of the: camera, . 
oa directly. | 

‘slotted. Well into . the ‘atmosphere. 

Canterbury, ‘ably led by June Tobin 
‘and .V. 

‘full, relieved one or two overlong 

_ |tand: searching. essay :by- journalist | interludes: from. monotony.. 

himself . an | 

. Cusai kK’ itive acting, 
contemporary: ‘prints, and a‘ small} ck’s sensitive ac ing 
amount. of live “film: that. vividly |" 
‘embellished. and enhanced O"Dono-1. 

‘|-van’s: narrative. ae 

bird trying to-capture an unnatural. 
glamor. She trotted out a. cod. 

1 his automobile.:It was an<appealing 

thesps ‘voice-overed extracts from: 
the ‘speeches. of ‘political’ ‘figures: 

‘than their uncertain: ‘clowning. Miss 

no or a aa - 

It. was,.. in. fact, a. faultless: ‘and | ged ‘between an up-tempo Lone- 
brilliant’ ‘program. in. an. idiom. that. 
-is natural.to ty, which is well suited 

| to ‘stich ‘personal ‘expression and: 
“| to: ‘isolating : Aetails. from. ‘the Te-'|. 

mo | | Topo. Gigio; wittily.manipulated. by 
| Maria Perego, returned yet again 

| with’. simple.:and- coy - antics that] 
!were different rather than hilarious. 

{|| Unannounced visitors were Stanley 
‘Baker and James Booth, garbed ‘as} 

in. a takeoff ‘of the battle sequence. 

‘show took in. “Beat the Clock” ..and 
a nifty: Pamela Devis routine. for 
‘the terpers. | Jon. Scoffield’s -direc- 
tion. was ‘smart. ‘ 

‘tended: ‘to move his: cast . around al... :. .. 
‘little too | restléssly: ‘as’ if ‘not. tol. 
‘waste - the. opportunity of . showing 

of the better. quality. averages in} 

‘The play. ‘started coldly with: the| - | 

Becket.-from France. ‘He is ‘on. good |: 
‘terms with both the King ‘of France Branzi, 

capital: It’: furnished : an. ‘offbeat. 
pictire ~of: life, . habits, » and: garb| 
(spotlight ‘on.’ hats,’ -shoes), . 
hobbies in the long. “Russo ‘winter, 

self, senses. that he. is doomed. to 
martyrdom. a 

Cyril Cusack. played. Becket with 
intelligence. anda quiet passion of 
mind-and ‘soul.. His Christmas ser- 
‘mon’ was a. masterly triumph and. 
-his final.denunciation of the ‘knights: 

lieving that ‘he -had--ever strayed, 
hewever: little, from his vocation. 

formed a. varied: and insidious. pack’ 
of: tempters. ‘and . knights. ‘Their 
apologia for: their. crime was well 

. Priests;: ‘attendants and messenger|. 

The -Chorus of: -the “Women. of 

sweeping prose and verse: to its 

Stuart Durant’s. designs blendéd| 
‘well ‘into..the™-authentic. Cathedral 
scene.: Mostly the remembrance of}. 
a satisfying and- though provoking | 
play came from: Eliot's me. Be and 

ich. .° 

“Sunday: ‘Night at ‘the Palladium 
': With musicomedy and ‘revue star‘ 

Dora Bryan topping the bill-for the 
‘first time, and. ‘the Mary. Kaye Trio, 
in. town’. from. the . ‘States for .a a 

it - was. nitery: ‘stint, -in ” support, 
quité.an engaging: lineup for this 
“Sunday. Night.at the Palladium” 
segment from’ Associated. Tele- 

nocence. that appeals i in Gmall doses. 
and she deployed. it with- profes- 
sional flair in a: cozy, but scrappy, 
‘act, Her: entry, backwards down a 
flight of-steps,-mocked the Marlene 
Dietrich routine, and: her: material 
dwelt: on: the theme of a homey 

dance. number,. astonished: when she| 
was thrown. -around by the. chorus. 
‘boys,: and embarked: ‘upon a: So-so 
phonealog asa wife. explaining to]. 
her. husband. how: she had crashed |: 

‘personality: display, but it will need 
stronger: sustenance fram the script, 
the next time around: | 
-- Zippy vocalising ‘from” the Mary. 
Kaye Trio came over more strongly. 

Kaye. herself scored ‘in “My. Funny. 
Valentine,” which was neatly pack- 

some . Road” arid: a briskly gay 
* _. River.” ‘The-:act.. was’ cer- 
tainly. polished, but ‘not quite ex- 
trovert: enough for. this gusty. venue. 

. The’ - miniature ..mouse-puppet, 

their roles | in « the currently Te-) 
leased .:“Zulu”.. movie, and they 
froliced ‘with. emcee Bruce Forsyth 

This was..a. moderately funny. plug 
of a movie: that-has been_ praised}. 
for: its fidelity to. the’ facts, and .was 
thus -somewhat tasteless. But: it 
would jhave pleased: Joe ‘Levine: : 

Forsyth. was: well up to form as: 
anchorman, .and: the ‘rest of. ‘the 

‘Otta. 

ns che “TVT 
Giorgio: Vecchietti’ S° weekly 

video: magazine. continues” in ‘its’. 
Monday. night. spot and’ boasts one 

-locai. video... Show has its natural} 
u Ss: and’ ‘downs, ‘and recent. RAL 

ikes have Tesulted. in © sub-par: 
fare, but: ‘it generally - ‘Manages to 

interesting, ‘informative, and. 

RAT'S. man - in the - Soviet. 

and). 

and:-could make~ an - interesting 
item for foreign. nets:. 

Follow-up. ‘was a Visit to Harlem] 

eronica Turleizht, handled a} 
tricky. chore well and. using: Eliot's 

by Carto. Mazzarella; anottier RAI 
emissary, . keyed to the decline of 
the area as a bohemian and 

Sugar Ray Robinson, and. others, 

- Midwives, ‘their plight .and. low 
pay in the Italian hinterlands, was 

Giulio Moretti). It was ‘effective 
in its plea for more attention to a 
‘profession which, in the words: of 

considered. an interviewee, is- 
“archaic.” Interesting, but less im- 
-pact-ful, “was London coverage by 
Gianni. Bisiach,, of the South 
African Freedom : movement: and 

capital.: -Editing, narration, 
other: technical factors were tops. 

Hawk.. 

| Studio 64 
The light” touch being in: short 

‘supply. on:all. local drama skeins, 
“The Happy. Moorings,” from the 

64” hour, It had a frolicsome plot, 
and ‘also cunningly reunited . two 

Martin and Roy Kinnear, in a dif- 
: ferent context. 

Within® its . allotted span, the 
piece packed plenty: of twists and 
turns. “Because her future husband 

-;-could ‘not .risk| the -scandal of a. 
| divorce, Jocelyn. {Millicent Martin) — 
hired a professional co-réespondent 
(Roy Kinnear) to. go with her to 

:. “boatel.” 

Murray), and: the place was owned. 
-by Jocelyn’s ‘ discarded - ‘husband. 
(Nigel Stock). So an intricate : series. 

1 of. contretemps was. established, 
-arid -the plot purred. along nicely, 
with: the -husband. refusing .to. take. 
action about the divorce ugless the 
fiance guaranteed that his firm, a 
construction company, ‘would .not 
built a main road near. the boatel, 
thus’ ruining. his business. The 
writers overlaid. this with a theme 

ture atid: spirit in the new Eliza- 
bethan age, but this was take-it-or- 
Jeave-it and largely left, 

Nigel Stock, .who. gave a. well- 
‘judged. display of comical cunning, 
and Roy Kinnear. had his moments 
as the fumbling co-respondent. Miss 

show slowly frothed, rather fizzled, 
| but David Greene's: direction. was 
smooth and. detailed,. ‘helping the 
‘gener al impression ‘of casual 
escapism. Ofta. 

TV ACADEMY SELECTS 

_ The National Academy of Tele- 
vision: Arts -& Sciences committee 
Set. up . to: select official U;S, en- 
tries in foreign fests has picked 
Six tv’ shows for. the. Cannes Tele- 
vision Film: Festival. 

Selected from more: than. 35 ef- 
‘tries: were “The Making of a Pres-. 

_}ident,”-Wolper Productions; “The 
World ° of Maurice Chevalier,” 

“Ten Seconds That Shook. - NBC;. 

the: World,”. Wolper; and (fiction), 
| “Bringing Far Places Together,” a 
“Naked City” episode; “Blacklist,” 

+ “The Defenders”; . 
‘unteer,” “Comhbat.”.- 

Committee, which screened the: 

and “The Vol- 

entries ‘over two weeks,. included 
chairman Ted Cott, Betty’ Furness, - 
‘Ernie: Kinoy, Worthington Miner, 
Larry Creshkoff, Wes Harris, ‘Rich- . 
ard Pack,. Herb. Sussan, Prof. Rich- 
ard Goggin, Anne Pomex.. ‘Bert 
Gerard, Beryl Pfizer, Burr Smidt. 

Kellert ‘Reps Fabian Shops 
ou -Albany, April 7. 

AL Kellert Agency has been ap-— 
pointed advertising and public re- 
lations .representative. of. the Fa-. 
‘-bian-owned 35-store Latham Shop- 
ping: Center, outside. Albany; per 
general manager - ‘Jack: Merritt. - 

Kellert is a: former. commercial 
manage of WOKO and an ex-chief’ 
barker. of Albany Variety. Club. . 

‘musical: mecca, replaced now by. 
‘Greenwich Village. Featuréd were 
shots of key Harlem spots, plus in- 
‘terviews with John Lewis, Odetta, 

the third topic covered. (director 

its. major exponents in. the British. 
and: 

|“TW3” personalities, Millicent: 

a riverside inn, laughingly. dubbed . 
_They were followed’ 

‘there by the jealous fiance (Brian. 

that concerned the lack of adven- 

‘Best . ‘performance ‘ came .. “from. 

Martin had ‘little. to do, bat did it 
.with charm,.and nice farcical: cam- 
eos -were: forthcoming from. Philip . 
Locke: and Jaek MacGowran. The. 

SIX SHOWS FOR CANNES 

= 

‘prolific. Keith Waterhouse - Willis .. 
Hall team, made a welcome entry © 
in Associated TeleVision’s “Studio: 
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€ riday 10: 30-11 pm). 

aa Back- to- -back adventures of the air _ 
| age:a new network series followed: by — ; 

‘MGM-TV’s first run syndication series, ~ 
ZERO ON E of 39 half-hour: episodes. 7 

= A natural programming bloc 7 
™ A highly promotable first-run sow 
. An immediate + eraenllty Jas for sales 

See. any >M GM Vv salésman. today’ : “ : 

NEW YORK - ‘CHICAGO « * CULVER city- CHARLOTTE: TORONTO. 

i om aoe Se ; woe 7 / ne on . - os . . : ww . =o 



RIETY’S: “week tabulation. based. on . ‘ratings’ furnished ‘by American: “Research . 

T Auteon highlights | ty top 10 ‘network. shows. on a. tocal .level- and: offers” a. rating: - in the’ total area ‘homes: baromete
r. 

"study. Of. the top. 10 ‘syndicated shows in: the same ‘particular. markets... ‘This’: ‘week . 

| siz. different warkets are covered. te syndicators will find. ‘the charts valuable. 
a: 

: Both: the network arid. syndication ‘study: features. the total. area’ homes: reache 

. and the metro’ area ‘ratings on ‘each show. The total area homes. reached. réflects. J 

the. audiences’. on the basis ‘of. the total. ‘market ‘area. examined. The metro. area A 

| ratings are based’ bn: the metropolitan. markets: ‘within. ‘the total « area } examined. cn are * designed to. reflect’ the rating | tastes of virtually, every. ‘market in. ‘the. U. S.. 

| “Tot. Area es 2 
‘Homes : Met. |. 
Reached - ‘Rtg. 7 

“Homes. “Area || ana ae 

Reached. Rtg. RK... ‘Top ‘Sgndicated ‘Shows ‘Day & Time! “Sta. — Dist. - 

218 0 oe sl. . hav. In ‘Paradise Sat. 3: Boo wea J -WDSU,, 20 Fox Tv. 
Re Bovanza:: PU Saale WDSU > . 205,900. - 48 

3. Candid. Camera, sebieeee: “WW 174; 400 :: 48} 

4, Dick Van. Drliewssrere) WWL . 166; 400 ; (77 433) 

‘5. Virginian --WDSU- 14, 100... : 31 I 

6. What's: My. Line. : WW. 142,500 =| 

RK. “Top Network Shows “Sta. Top Competition.“ . Sta,~ 
63, 000: Twilight:. Zone; ‘Spis., - SW a 

) 61,600. 

= 92,300.23 ° r Hi Ste WWE 3 WL 1. Be verly i bi ies. es, | Weekend: News: “Spts.. WL 

Naked ‘City: (Fri. 10: 00). “Cee  WWh.. a ~ Screen’ Géms.. _ 75,400 “£24. 
< Yogi: Bear (Mon: -5:00): . we Me ~.WDSU.-. -. ¢¢Sereen’ Gems |’: 75,300 18 
. Highway ‘Patrol. (Mon.-Fri. “6: 00)... .WWL..  UA-TV - ©@ 73,700 20 
. Huckleberry’ Hound’: (Thurs. 5: 00)... -WDSU:. :, Sereen | Gems -- 72, 900°. 18: 
. Woody. ‘Woodpecker. (Tues. 5: 00) .-:..-WDSU.. -. MGA-FV | - 67, 600° }38616 
. Magilla. Gorilla; Star. (Wed; oe 00)... :WDSU,... Sereen Gems. : 66,400 15 
. Popeye. ‘Theatre (Sun, ‘8: 20).: vie WWE UAA, KING 65, 500 At 

'Official;"Borax "65,200. 15 
+ Rogers ‘Synd. « 64, 400 2 AL 

‘Esso. Reporter;. News... -WDSU' 
Early - Show; ‘Edit; Spts.-WWL 
‘Huntley-Brinkley’.. vadaat . -WDSU - : 
‘Early Show;. Edit;. “Spts. WW... 
Early .Show;- Edit; : Spts: -WWL - 
Early. Show: ‘Edit; Spts..WWL’ |: 

| Brok.. Arrow: "Wizard Oz. 2 WDSU : 
Fnny; ‘Stgs; “JFK: . : 
‘Red. Skelton.-.. 2... ee WWE « 

| | “2 40/000. 
1. Bob Hope ...° 2 +..s., ~-WDSU 141,000. 33 13,500 
8..Mon. Night Movies. fers = WDSU: : 133, 100. a 39 5. 

9. Ed Sullivan... .. “WWE 132,500 "361 9. Peter Gunn; “valley: Days: (Tu. 7: 30). -WDSU?. 

10. Dr. Kildare aoe LL WSU, 132,300" BE o., Ror Rogers’ (Sat. 7: ae es -WDSU.. 

*s SURVEY PERIOD: JANUARY 43 ; ‘ 
= TATIONS: ad wo vo 

° Jack: Paar deeasereebees PRC 

| Flintstones -...%; sheees -KTRK™ 
wp eteowes “KTRK |. 

126, 900 . 
- 137,800 

* 448,800.- 2% 
"33500 Te 

KHOU... lic- 
:.cr1-KPRC..-, 0 ATV 

258,500. 491-1. Jo Stafford; “Hitchcock (Fri. 9: 00). 1 Beverly Hillbillies | 
Re Dick -Van_ Dyke... Lott. KHOU 224,400 45: ey Stoney: Burke (Thurs. 6:30) - 

6 shows,” ‘both - ‘network and® a: syndicated, are: sted On : the’ baste of thetr showing ; agg 

: Various branches of ‘the industry, ranging: from. media. buyers to local stations 

* Over. the. course of. a ‘year, -ARB will, tabulate a ‘minimim ‘Of . 247 ‘markets. ‘The: - 
results of that. tabulation will ‘be. found. weekly in Vartery Coupled with the rating 1 . 
performance of the top 10 network. shows, on: the local level, the. VartetTy-ARB. sunt ; 

ee 

~ STATIONS: “WW “WDSU,. WWE. “SURVEY PERIOD: JANUARY 4 31, i. 

- Homes 

155,200... :. 
88,300 50 
"138, 500 

42,300: >. 
=. 37,400. 

26,600": : 
< 90,900" 

Captain Kangaroo: cra WHE, ay AT 7,000 -, 

* 160,500": *. 
. Bonanza - 

: Candid Camera’ ee ;.. KHOU: 
5, Fugitive 
6. Burke’s Law ... - 

7. Combat _ 
8. McHale’ s: Navy- 

9. Andy. Griffith. tages ode KHOU: “170,600 

169,400: 10. My 3 Sons... 4.0K 

‘| "245,300 
~ 208,300 

K .--203,900 
182,600 
180,100 
172;500. 

- 170,600 - -- 

38 | 3. 4. 
289. 
33. ‘5. 
35 {| 6 

“Dragnet: “Wyatt: ‘Earp (MEF: 330)... KTRK.. 
. -KPRC, ae 

‘Huckleberry: ‘Hound. (Thurs. & $00). _ > KTRK.. 

Divorce ‘Court (Sat. 5:09) . - lywio 

Death. Valley ‘Days (Sat. 6:00) -: 

<gg tt . Casper (Wed. 5:00): .. 2... .se lees Seek 
“gal rs Woody. Woodpecker (Tues: 5:00)... ..2. -KTRK..:: 4 

9, 

34! 10. 

Superman;.‘Sugar ‘Bowl (Sat.- 3:00). . 
Popeyes Magilla (Erk 5:00) ye 

. /see- KHOU: 

‘KPRC. 
“KIRK. 

wk “-Sereen’ Genis. 
1 US. Borax - 

wee Flamingo ates . 

. Storer ~ 
ABC... 89,300 4 

2" B2,400..< 

B00. 
"70,400 > 

43ll - : "< FDonna Reed. 
; + MOA; 7 | Hontley- Brinkley’ 

16 |'Wide World ‘Sports .: wevese -~KTRK. 
7 Olympic Games eases -KTRK : 

° seeee iKPRC 

5| Rescue 8.2022... ‘ey 63e0 0SKHOU- | 
| News;. Wea: : ‘Sports: evede MERK 

Bt | Rescue 8 Ce RBOU 7 

3| Larry Kane eplenesite, 
12} Rescue: 8 wi ieeeeees fans ERHOU. 

69,700: 

72,600." 
_ °° 95,400 
13,900: . 
2 112,000 | 
 §9,200- 
63,100. 
- 58,700 
61,200. 

Bans wit em 

_U. S.. Borax * * 165,800 ) Hoyt. Dixon. Show. ceeds “WLW 
: Buena Vista. 146,900. 23 Huntley-Brinkley _ Leaves WLWT. 
_ -Warner | Bros... ; 137 7100 _. “221 True Adventure. © 2.05 -WLWT * 

” . Password. - dee Cae peste WEPO- | 

114300 ‘21 | Wanted,” Dead-Alive.: éeeg.WKRC. 
“5, Ripcord; Everglades (Fri. 7:00). ....:WLWT. 7: UATV: ‘107,800. _|- Whiplash 3.2... 65. c WRC ° 
.6. Woody: Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).:..WCPO... :MCA-TV_: 101,200 18 | News Reptr;- ‘Wea; ‘Spts..WLWT . _ "$9 {| 3 Youi Bear (Mon. 6:00)-".:..... 205, WEPO:....Sereen Gems 96,000 .. 15) News Reptr; Wea; Spis..WLWT 

8. Ozzie And: Harriet: ... WKRC *- "182,000 37 || & Wanted, Dead-Alive (Wed. 7:00)....WKRC...:CBS' Films 95,600.17 | Wonderful World °.. -:..:WLWT- 9..My 3. Sons.....--..--:WKRC™ 177,000: | 37 || 9. Bronco; -LBJ;- Reb: (Sat. 6:30)...:.:WLWT....Warner Bros. 93,100 | Midwestern’ Hayride, pty WLW 
10. Combat” ‘ «411,200 _ 39 10. ‘True, ‘Adventure (Thurs. & 00): ; teoes. --WLWT. --Teledyname, 8, 500 

MEMPHIS, 

7h ‘Death “valley Days. (Tues. ": 00): an “WERC.. 
2. Mickey Mouse ‘Club (Mon.-Fri. 6:30):WKRC.. 

| 3. Sugarfoot (Thurs. 7 00)... vents ve wee, :WKRE. , 

ve  Wonderfal: World: (Wed: 7 00). sane |. aWEWT.: 

1. Bonanza .........2+-.WLWT: -242,500- -37 
2. Flintstones ....¢......--WKRC-:~ 212,500 >. 334} 
3. Patty Duke .....5....:WKRC .,-200,600 “" 3ry. 
4. Donna Reed. ; “SSWKRE 199,100. 41 
5. Hillbillies: Basketball | <WEPO. ~197,700.": - |. 36. 
6. .D. Van Dyke;. Bsktball. WCPO 183,500 | “, 735, 
I. Satv At. Movies . ... . WLWT 182, 400: ,27 

109, 400 
92,500 

Trans: Lux 

160,800 

"TENN. 

apebaeees. WMCP. 

‘2. ‘Beverly. Hiltbillies ae “< -WREC. 

‘3, Candid Camera °..:...: ‘--WREC * 
‘4. Petticoat Junction ae +f WREC | 

| roe nee nici BO. 

205, oe 45 11 AL ‘Amos and. Andy. (Mon. Fri. 6: 00)... “WREC.. CBS. Films - 494 ‘0 | : nl Dobie Gillis: 2 56:100 
187,400" 38} 2. ‘Jungle Jim; Early. Movie (Sat. 12:30); WREC..... Screen. Gems: 106,000. - 26 
146,500° 39 ||. we | _ 
144,600. 30. 3. Grand Ole. Opry: (Sat. 6:00)... _.WMCT. WSM-TV:” -94:400- 

rt eee "4. Superman; Jungle Jim (Sat.' ‘12: 00). -WREC..:.. Flamingo." s: G: 80, 100 
* 135,000 3511/5, Hercules: (Sat: 920005 es ons ebupeee -WHBQ. :..Trans, Lux...” 14,400" 

"133,300, ©. 32 ||°6. Wrestling (Sat. 3:30).. cpieeetates WHBQ-. 20° Fox ‘TV ' . 62,100. 
131,800: 25 |}: : a 

ee Ps | iy 6 ‘Three: ‘Stooges. (Sat: 8:30)... eb See ee _.WHBQ >... Screen. Gems” 

8. Perry Mason ....-. rer REC 128,300 °.29|l"s” Rebel (Sun. 9:30). 2:20. tte. “WHBQ..:.ABC Films: 
9. Pve Got: A. Secret. tebe WREC 126,700. 23} ie ‘Phit ‘Silvers: ‘Show (Mon.-Fri. $: 30). -WHBQ...; :CBS : Films 
10. Alfred } Hitcheosk, bia amibias 126,400. Qu .20 Fox TV 

WICHITA, 

I.. Bonanza’ : oe KARD*- 

2 Beverly ‘Hiltbillies. . ‘aes. -KTVH™ 

3. Andy Griffith. viewees .KTVH | 

4,.Candid. Camera shee KTV" 
> Dick Van. Dyke.. wees .KTVH. a 

6. My 3. Sens... sates KAKE | 
1. Sing With Mitch... . »- KARD* 

“8. Petticoat Junction. dese KTVH- 

i 9. Lawrence Welk ore KARE? 

"10. ‘Jimmy Dean: ::... -KAKE. 

"Includes Satellites * 

Lk Bonanza - “WHRQ. 
Western: Thea: ‘Pre’ oym: WHBQ:” 
Sugar Bow); Boys; Quiz:..WMCT. 

13 | Fantastic Features ween. -. WHBQ 
{| American Bandstand. s..-WHBQ. 

5. Andy. Griffith ©. Hector: Heathcaite | Lew eletes a 
6. Dick: Van Dyke. | 

}. Virginian. - 

"23,900. 

- | Rhods; Golf: Spts.:-Spec:. “WMCT a 
[5.| Ruff. and. Ready woeettes WMCT ~ 

64 What's “My | Ne foo eg WEEE 
8| CBS. News. ... achewsegesrs ~WREC . 

, + j Amos. 3. and. “Andy. _S WREC © 

| "sare : = > cae KAKE, ms 

145.500 °° | L Valley. Days:. Basketball Sat, 7: 30). “KARD*.. US. Borax of 68,800 . O71) Lawrénee Welk . wees lieeeKAKE 
maomed 2. Yogi Bear. (Thurs. - 6:00)... 00500: .IKAKE. ;.. Seréen. Gems 61,000 30.) News; Wea; “Sports. waee eK _ 
112,800... 42 |! 3. Huckleberry ‘Hound - (Mon. 6:00). “VSKAKE...: Screen Gems 53,000.29 |News: Wea: Sports.’.....KARD* ° 
“98,500: :..30']) 4:: Woody.: Woodpecker. (Wed. 6:00)... «. .KAKE:...MCA-TV' .: 50,300: ..  .27 | News:.- -Wea; Sports.....:.KARD* | 
97,400. :38|{ 5.-M Squad; Olympics’ 0. *: *. “KAKE. «.. MCA-TV a 43, 300: .22|-News;. Wea; : Sports... ..:. KARD* :" 
93.700... 35 If _,. (Tues. 6:00; Thurs. “9: BO): reat nhs a 7 “5 {Suspense Thea; P- Como. KARD* " 

"99 900. ed HG. Roaring 20's (Sun. a: 00): _KAKE ‘Warner Bros. 35, 400: 19° Candid. Camera.” Lode ey -KTVA 
ee opp SO te a _~{ What’s “My Line.. »KTVH.. 

_ 92,500. 9. < 27) Po ‘Ripeord: (Mon. “Bri 5: 00)... Las 1 OARDE Aan _ "32,200: +. 10|Big Show ~... me Tt * 22600 
88,300 “> 29} 7. Law And Mr. Jones'(Sat.:9:30) /:..+. + -KAKE.. -Four Star ... 32,200 © 16|Gunsmoke::-..... eeeaseKTVH |“ 72,000° 
“ 87;600 :, Be}: Popeye. ‘And Pals. (Sat. 10: 00). : ebaase KAKE:. 7UAA, “KING 02t, 800 12}: Dennis“ The "Menace: -7 KARD* 

) Fury ....5...000.5.. “. 1-KARD*. 
*-B7.500. + Ofivial 26, 100: |. 9M. Bay Wizard Oz. -+--KTVH 

. 81,000 
97,400 
-87;100 

eal % Biography Sun.” 3: 500). aves URARD* - 63700 

_ STATIONS: KORA, wry, KOVR. 

a 103,000. 25. Virginian . eae nee whens KORA. 
“959,000 20.1 Cheyenne -.: 3°. bavecoe  KOVR.>-.” 
91,800. . .20: 3. Star: Theatre oadcale’s KCRA a 
88,900 . 24) ‘Channel. 3: Reports. :1.- KCRA 7 
“8 Bold. Journey . SS 7 

US: ‘Borax. 79,300. ...19 | Cheyenne: - 

"i, Stafford; Duke: Ozzie (Wed. 7:30) .. a TROVE. ITO 
_ e sorta (Tues: 7:00). 00... .02- :. KCRA oo eaemer 

3. Beverl Hillbillies a KXTV. ] a a 1s ime Wrestling (Sat. 6: 30). eee . KOVR ies ~CFECN-TV | 

4. Virginian vejeelbgees RT ae ee oat If 4. Cheyenne (Mon. “Fri. 6:30)... . KOVR. “Warne Bros. 

5. Flintstones ke ; ‘ ae ee . 36 is 5. Death ‘Valley. Days (Wed: q: 00): Diese RCRA, 3: | we 
oe on wrt rp: 351 6. Superman; Magilla. (Wed. :6: 00). wees KOVR: .... Flamingo; S.-G. 74,900": 21 Huntley-Brinkley - 6 Donna Reed - KOVR: © 131,600 35° ; 7 Int'l Shwtm; Risties Sea KCRA. 126500 27 |. 7. Huckieberry. Hound (Mon. #: 000: . KOVR: -.... Screen Gems 
8) Lawrence Welk... :.KOVR |: 125,600. 29 R - Leena ae ie whe ee ton a 00): nts RS MG Films: : roa _ oe .. Leave Oo Béaver { on. | van MEATY : : 9. Dr.. “Kildare mn : ts o* - ~ -KCRA.. 14.8 300 . 7 29 10. Yogi Bear. (Thurs. 6; 00)... fee :. . - KOVR:. 

SOE Bonanza . wepate ; ; TTT 200 _ a” 
a Disney's. ‘World °, KGRA © 145,300 

' 95,900- 

‘ . ; oon e ° ° KCRA 

72,800 20. ‘Huntley-Brinkley ” . = fees -KCRA. . - 

-...: 91,100 15. Cheyenne . ates ease / KOVR a 99, "400 
+ Screen: Gems = _ 89.009 “19. Huntley-Brinkley | --KCRA Pe 94 (700 - 

SURVEY raion un ‘ : 3 E i | 

50,600. i: 

ve i : “se : i : ine: 

“E1400. Oe 
27,500". 22 

84,800: | 
37.100 

“5 ver re: nana a a1; 1964 a 

92,200. “2.5 
"38300 =~ 
44100 

: “47,200: .. 
48,400:. 

36,600 — 
34,200: 

"SURVEY PERIOD: JANUARY: 4 31, 119 cs 

| = 

"37, 900. _ 2 
‘93900 5° * 
69, 900. 

"95,200 

“103,100 = 
112,990: 
106,900" 

106: 8007-0 orn 
95,600 0 
“88, 000°. 2 

110 400. oR 
103,900...” 
114,300... 5 > 

138,200: 

53,400." 
- 46,200. 3: 
25.700: .- 

_ 122.100: -: 
"78,200. 
© 124;800 _ 



ah 

_ “Because C CBS 5 Radio has the iengést’c contin- ine ; 

Ang tecord of audience leadership... | 

“Sast>s -.Presents. the most. outstanding a amy. 
ern ~ of top personalities and pr ograms... 
“aS So". Delivers the best station clearance pat 

— emi, confirmed by: electronically-checked . 
oaeaae _ Reports e every month... _ — 
ae - Supports - your advertising by adver: - 
ne, tsing itself 12:months a year... ears 
us 5. Produces results: provable, documene 
oe ted: sales results’ that: keep surpassing « our 

. S advertisers’. expectations. : 
— That’. why 3 more. advertisers ised: 1 CBS: | 
ook. Radio than: any othernetwork last year, And ee 
- : ee that’s why-our sales for the first 

Bm AS half. of. 1964 have already topped _ 

: “s Tast: year’s. entire. first half—with “ 

io ee months still to gol a 

Sou curees: Leading Wal tion al Aves rtise r-BAR Reports, , and Nielsen Rodio trae x: Exe tudes deveticers on feliglous bioades sti, ec which CBS Radio does not si xocept epossorsntp.® 

Statement on audien ed.on n-Ni elsen Radio Index éstima ates (plug-in sets.only) su bject to o-qua alfications whic ch the CBS Radio Network will wo nein From aun 196 
‘to: Present nthe AE ABC Radio “Ne twor k was snot reported ot this service. - 

47. | 



~ ARB FEATURE FILM CHAR’ F
j Bi Bris 7, ) = T 

For t Rin 1S - 3} | . ‘Wanery-ARB’s: ‘weexty: charte “offers” a ‘day-by-day’ ‘analysis of the. top feature: ‘evening slots tn. a. : 4 Yr. Tig = 
- “particular. market. On Saturdays Gnd. Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with-nighttime piz....”} a 

|e periods. for designation: as the tap feature slot.of the day. The: analysis. is confined to the top rated: °°} 
feature. slots.in‘ the ‘ARB measured period, broken down: by. days’in the week. .The ARB measured | |. 

ha | Out let - . \period: usually” covers threé.or four weeks. Other-data stich as:the time slot: and total area. homes lab: 
wts furnished.. ‘Top competition dn¢ competitive. Fatings. also are: highlighted. 

Omaha, “April 7: Loriden: a : a 
Owen » pane exec veepee of Cleveland * @. STATIONS: KY W, ‘WEWS, WI. ° SURVEY. DATES: JANUARY 4- 31, 1964, aE “Ap art: from normal taxation ‘on 

tati ns | £ lomes: SE! me a ? . 

romotion.. It: lets: down the tele-| wo - Shore of Audience: Ao an es ‘PROGRAM - oe ‘TOTAL: HOMES the « end of Suly will: withdraw. an. oS 

promo medium, he says, and fuels a es ee | extra. $140,000,000 from ‘the video: ~~. ’- 

: , eae MONDAYS: 7:30-9:30: - rs so Wen. Train: 0. Limit  WEWS.. | ind hrea fs. 
the print ad proponents. a “oP SL 28 2:80-8:00" 219,800 |industry ‘during the’ next. three®".:.. 

The g.m., true. to: his” preach- Program: MONDAY NIGHT MOVIES ew oa : an re - : years. (period ‘of ‘new’ indie* broad-*. ....”_ 

ment, has for some’ time-.embar- [ 9 Jan, .6 “SEVEN CITIES. OF. GOLD”... "- oe “Yve 'Got ‘A Secret . Wwiw:. . ‘| east..licenses). “And, not comsider- 9) -°-) 

goed newspaper. arid. billboard}. =-. © ‘Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn - ' of 8: 00-8: 30. - 236,600." ing transmitter. rentals, ‘the 'com-" 7 +... 

blurbs for his station. Not'to omit|: . ..1955,.20th Century-Fox, 20th’ Century-Fox * te ae ‘Shc ' oa wiw ‘| mercial web: will’ contribute more: « 
; | Jan. 13 “SINGING IN THE:RAIN” 02 =: 2. aLuey Show, - ___ [ than $210,000,000. to: the national... 
the power of- network. program- "Ge ly “Debbie R id Saree " 8:30-9: 00 266,500 jth h oo 

ming.. Saddler ‘says’ that, a. station |°: 7 ene ‘Kelly, Debbie -Reyno s. i Se “TP EXe equer during. ‘the. next: fares 

‘out to inspire. consumer. — confi- - 1952, MGM, MGM. - -" ae Gennes ‘Danny: ‘Thomas _ Wwiw | years. . ooo 

dence must. identify itself. with |.. dan. 20 ACTION OF THE TIGER’. Pe ap “9:00:91 30. “= 292,700 “These are the” ‘éaleutstions - of 2 
‘the commonweal .via ‘public: jnter-|° Van. Johiison, Martine. ‘Carol eeanrce b i. _ Le | Lord . Derby, chairman “of: Televi- ~~ 

est programming - and the. support 1957, MGM, MGM - no a E Jos LL wee ' | Sion. Wales And- The. West. In -his 

- |'statement : accompanying “the. ‘sta- . 
| tion’s accounts, . to. be- presented to. a 

eh ing | _..."--: | shareholders: on April 23,-he says ~- 
7 -- | that TWW's “contribution” by way. °. 

“TOP ‘COMPETITION .°’ [of ‘transmitter: rental (which -de-. 

of local good causes. F 
It’s such ‘strength ‘of image, he on 

“.¢laims, that-has made-KMTV‘gen-|-"" © 
erally dominant “in. - the’. three: | 

“Jan..27 “HOUSE OF BAMBOO” : 
* ‘Robert. Stack, Shirley ‘Yarhaguchi., 7 oe i 

..1955,, 20th Centuty-Fox, 20th. Century-Fox a Pa 

stafion Omaha- market,: The -ARB 1]. : Total: ‘Area Homes: 154, 200. 

- consensus puts the. station ‘an. top {| . “KYW. Metro Rating: 13° Pe STATION & -: |-erues ‘to the Independent. Televi-: 
: the 3 to 6 p.m. competition, and.|-" b “PROGRAM a TOTAL HOMES | sion Authority): and. the. ad’ Tevy a 

fn the 10° p.m. news sweeps... ‘In Share of Audience: 31 owl: probably be in: ‘the region ‘of on. 

the sevenday - Nielsen’ primetime} TUESDAYS 5200-6: 30. | . Comedy’ Clubhouse” WEWS*. - "1 $3,000,000... aes 

audits. station is likewise akead Program: EARLY SHOW “Bs 00-6:00 210,400 © |. _ Says Lor a: ‘Derby: lewhile” it Gg ae 

(albeit. hv. thin.-margin), and in}. Jan. ov “SUD AN® ” 7 — : ~ Dateline: News; “Wea WEWSs" Nene ‘that no new. industry has <2" 

recent years: las. also’. led. the way oo “Mafia: Montez, Andy: Devine. : oh 
in Niel arter-hours.: fot 6: 6:00- 6: 30. 141 100 . j developed at.such’ a rate and’ with | 
in Nielsen qu - 
As an example of the station’ sy 

pubservice spirit, Saddler cites 4 
his dispatch ‘of. a- news team: to 
Vietnam: -for ‘a special report:: 

And in: the do-gosd department. | Rhonda Fleming, " Macdonald Carey 
exet. points” to, the time’ when ‘he- a 1956; ‘Columbia, "Screen Gems. . 

pave ‘the local. ‘medico— profession. a 7 Jan. 28 “THE _PERSUADER” a 

sesame to promote the “Sabin} ~:~” William ‘Talman,- James Craig. fos 
Oral Sunday”: (ariti-palio. innitiuni- | ee / 1957, Allied Artists, ‘Allied Artists. TW. 
zation) . campaign. of ee 
That .-Vietriam. ‘project, Saddler |= aan 

 .. 1945, U-1,°Screen-Gems -.” : 
Jan... 14: “SUSANNAH- OF. THE. MOUNTIES” - a 

; Shirley Temple, Randolph: Scott”. 
, . 1939; 20th Century-Fox, NEA... 

an. 2 “ODONGO”: a 

-. | such’ spectacular success, (ag tv}. 
| within: - living ‘memory,.. “it is also”: - 

..| true that :.no- ‘new: ‘industry: Aas. -:. 
ever ‘been ‘called. ‘pon: in its. ine. 

| fancy .to ‘make: so adult.a contribu- . 
‘tion . to. the: National: Exchequer.’ ” 

Later; Lord Derby. “regrets” the... 
_ shortterm. ‘licenses issued : by. .the © 
“PITA ‘since: the three-year . limita-. - 

tet, ot ae. 0, | tion. “makes. planning ‘difficultand 
rr \ inhibits : proper * training’ schemes | . 

TOP COMPETITION oo: _. .. Vand the-long term. development ‘of .* intimates,- might:"have ‘been <a: oe aS cies “Total Area: Homes: 150, 400, : * 
tougher decision. to make ‘were: it.}0 25-5. “KYW ‘Metro. Rating:. 13 — a STATION: & lagen talent. on _ 

-noft. for ‘money saved by- stays ing | pO ae . ~ PROGRAM ® i “TOTAL HOMES “But, he’ 'states, - ein view of -< a, ‘Share of. Audience: 3 | the “intended. introduicti fom: 
out. of print. | : Ci d el bhi oe. WEWS |the intended. introduction of .a 

: ‘WEDNESDAYS :00-6:00 omedy’ Clu ouse oa . | Second commercial channel, it-was..: 
1 6 » | Program: EARLY SHOW. 5:00-6:00. *, 177,100" | probably wise -to' contract “onthe -: 

4 STAR’ 5. DETECTIVES’. Jan.. :8. “CRIPPLE. CREEK”. | o | Dateline: News; Wea." WEWS _. | footing that’ when it comes into’ 
‘George Montgomery, Karin. Booth 6: 00- 6: 30°. oie "437,000 “| operation: fresh ‘contracts ‘would:-: | 

phew ee then: be. offered ‘by. the: Authority.” re 

|. For..the- year. ended: -Dec.-- 31, / <-° 
_ | 1963, TWW -showed: a ‘profit. of... 

~~ 1 $1; 152, 761 . after: ‘tax..of "$2,263,251. =>: 
are ‘Previous year’s. after-tax :. profit ©. 

“ "7" Lwas $1,617,020. In ‘its first - ae 
-lyear of operations,” -TWW: (Enter, 
| prises) Ltd... ‘the. station’s. ‘legite.. 
‘Yoriented : ‘subsidiary . _ contributed . 

__. [$186,027 to: eroup ‘Profits: before - | 

JOINS CENTURY CLUS - 
Four Star’ Distribution - reports | 

it has hit the -100-mark-in. sales |. 
‘with | the... two-way, . -off-network 7 

package, “The Detcetives.” © - ‘Mickey Rooney; Anne - James. | 
‘Sales that put the-series, w hich fed | .1952;Columbia;, Screen: Gems — 

is in -both half-hour. .and - hour . Tan. 29 “SCANDAL SHEET” — . 

format, in the~century club, in-|°:". 9 =. ~’.-Broderick Crawford,- Donna’ Reed 
clude’ WGN-TV, Chicago: WATE- |.” 1952, Columbia, ‘Screen, Gems . . 

TV, Knoxville;’ KELO-TV, Sioux 

1952, ‘Columbia, ‘Screen: Gems - 
Jan. 15. “STAGE TO TUCSON”: rn 

. !.Rod Cameron, ‘Wayne | ‘Matris ° 
lle "1951,. Columbia, Screen: Gems, 
“Tan. 22.“SOUND OFF”: © 

Since OR t Total Area Homes: 160 200 TpP COMPETITION. J | --Notwithstanditig: “the, ‘slight in 
Meridian. - “KYW. Metro Rating: 12: ° “STATION & ‘crease in ‘profits, : the: 1963. divi- eS 

There .are.67. halé hours - avail: |. Share: of Audience: 32 _ PROGRAM. | TOTAL HOMES dend_, was. maintained: at: 95%. 7 
able ‘and 30 hours, and FSD. has - 
filmed ‘a “special -sét. of, “bridges THURSDAYS: 5:00- 8:30" re 
with host. Robert. ‘Taylor | that ink: ‘Program: EARLY. SHOW: 
the. half-hours “into -hours along]! © Jan. & “THUNDER BIRDS” 
with another set- of. bridges: that |: _ Gene. Tierney, Preston Fostei * 
break the hours in half, 

: 1945, RKO; Banner | 
Billy Eckstine Hosts . Jan. 23, “HANGMAN'S KNOT” 

O0-Min. WPIX Srecial ; 
WPIX-TY, NEY:, will: vidtape - al 

-90-minwte talk. and: variety: special . 

with. Billy Eckstine -hosting:.from | _ 
the Roundtable nightclab with an | — 

. ‘Comedy Clubhouse, = a WEWS. 
"8:00-6:00 - “s)-195,100 peur CHANNEL. 10° 

—- sm TS |" OPENED TO BIDDERS A 
“ye Washington, April. Joo 

| Ece opened -eharinel ‘10 in’ ‘Due 
| luth, to “all, bidders. and” proptsed.” . a 
an. ‘interim: operation. on the space. ©... 

‘| to -speed . up..a-. third © television: re 
| service for that’ city. . > oe bts 

' -Mové. caine in’ wake of. Commis: re 
sion’s refusal: to reconsider a .de=' 

.. Leision. of ‘last May- ‘denying WDUL Low: 
Television .Corp...more. time” to..'. — 

ODE 1942, 20th Century-Fox, NTA‘. | 
Jan. 16. “TARZAN AND THE ‘AMAZONS" 

. Johnny. Weissmuller,. “Brenda Soyee 

-: “1952: Columbia. Sereen ‘Gens . 
Jain. 30: “THE PATHFINDER” a 
OG . George Montgomery, Heléna: Carter. 

1953, Columbia,. ‘Screen Gems . 

eve to developing a Monday-Friday |. - Total Area Homes: 148, 100: Spe wo 2 TOP. ‘COMPETITION re | complete WHYZ-TV as channel 10°. :. 
strip to follow.: the. syndieated. : KW Metro. Ratin Ay . \ sent STATION. & .\|im Duluth, A ‘menth | later FCC SF 
Steve Allen show.’ . See, ™ 9°. _ - PROGRAM “TOTAL: HOMES | -brushed-aside an application. ‘to oe 

Titled, “Saturday Night in: New | 7 ‘Share'o of Audience: 36 a sell the. outlet to: Producers Inc. 
York,” the preview: ‘fape,, to ‘be | FRIDAYS. 5:00-6:30. | cee | op - Comedy Clubtiousé -WEWS: {sn cits’. 4-1 decision “FCG. ‘said 

- produced April ia Belafonte: ‘Program: EARLY. SHOW... : eee core pecs: 5200-6200 _ 184;400° | the. ‘channel. is. ‘available. ‘for, as-"~ 

Orsc eRean and | Nipsey. Russelt.|- Jan. 10 “DOG OF. FLANDERS” - a oe fe ; ‘Dateline; News: Wea. “WEWS..° | Signment and" invited. competing =... 
. Urson. a deal between : ‘Frankie Thomas, Helen Parrish eae 7 6: 00-6: 30 147,100 '. applicants to .propose’an interim.- ~ 
It’s a -copro uction deal . between | - . 1935; RKO, UAA oe a -! Te | operation ~. in’: ‘order ‘to -speed ' ae 
WPIX and. Teletape Productions, | Jan: 17 “THE SAR ACEN ‘BL ADE” ” : _ bop 7 Luis ae service. pone 

‘Air date is yet tobe set. | 7} "Rieardo: Montalban;. Betta’ St: Jolin: | ooh _ 12D | oe . -| ye 4, |.) Dissentin was "| Mitinesotan ne 
WPIX: has also ‘bought an Inj ‘1954, ‘Columbia, Screen Gems... ee " | gbissemting Lée |. Loevinger. .. .. 

tertel A. G.. S0-tniiute, music i pe= 2 lyan: a “HELL BELOW ZERO" -. | Backing:.the refusal" to. reconsider“... 
cial, “Hello. World.” produced sin)...’ “Alan Ladd, Joan ‘Tetzel a hos ee oe ‘|-were. Chairman E: William Henry” 
Hamburg... Air date’ “will, .be -an-y + 1954, Columbia, ‘Screen: Gems.-. °F | and Commissioners ..Robert..Bart-.-  -° 
nounced soon, Jan, 31° “TANGIER”. : mans op: | ley; ‘Robert E.. Lees. and ‘Frederick a 

| oe . Maria ot see ‘Sabu. Robert Paige an Ford. _ 
: Yo. 71946, “U- Screen Gems" FO a: in ar oe an | eee 

WHDH's “Sheyway. Patrol a en —— Sa ne PARC = |": 
Falls in Hub. ‘Harbor. foo Totel Area Homes: 358, 000° | ‘TOP COMPETITION - |? Ants ; Film Package 7 

- Boston, April 7. [> ° _KYW Metro Rating: 35 Pee oo gpATION: &: | rae 
WHDH's ° “Skyway pa : helt | . ‘Share of Audience: S2: “PROGRAM: TOTAL HOMES) Sold i In 20. Markets. 

copter, carrving vet. traffic: report= |: °. = . . 
er Bruce Teltad fell. in the drink. SATURDAYS 9: 00-11:13° . Lawrence. Welk. one . WEWS: ~ Ad. - Seven’ Arts. has notéhed sales in: 

Friday (3) just.seconds after take-. ‘Program: ‘SATURDAY AT THE ‘MOVIES | “9:00-9:30 | a 358,400: 20. markets: to date for its volume.” _ 
off ffom Logan airport. The . -chop- : Jan. | 74 “DADDY LONG. LEGS” a - - Hollywood Palace’ mS ‘WEWS ; 12 package of: ‘215 Universal. post-50. 

“per lost altitude. and sank’ into|’° -: °° " Fred Astaire, Leslie.Caron? -.:: © Pose. «, 9130-10: 30 a 7 254,200 | cinematics, Latest: sales, all. inked | 
Boston harbor..Talford, his ‘left leg}°.°" . . _ | 1955;.20th Century-Fox, 20th, Centity Fox | ; -|last- “week, inchide “WAPE-TV, 
in a cast from. a: fracture.-of. six |. “Jah. Ut “IMITATION GENERAL”. Gunsmoke « WIWw. wl, Birmingham; _ WTPA-FV, ‘Harris- 
weeks ago ina skiing. “mishiap,{-- ©. ..:° -Glenn-Ford, Taina Elg.. 10: 30-11: 00 . ; 231,000 - | burg; ‘KSOH-TV,. “Las - “Vegas;. 
swam 75. feet to: safety. with the j- :.1958; MGM, MGRE.. . News; Press. Box. Wiw ; WGKT,- “Miami; WRGB, Schenec-.** 
help of the pilot- “Richard ‘Bruce | “San. 18 “THE. NAKED SPUR”. 
‘Lord, 28, Brooklyn,-N. ¥- 00 85004 

' It was the first such ‘mishap’ for: : 
the 30-year-old Peahody -newscast-| . - 

,er.and. tv annauncer, who has been |”. 
“making two flights. daily for nearly: : 
three years,: 

 -$1:00-11:15 182,300. | tady; - ‘and WSYR-TV:: Syracuse.” wes 

IR 7 wa a Some top ‘fitles.in the new batch - oy tt 
we of features are. “Magnificent Ob--\-: -:. 
_, | session,” *“To Hell and : Back,” “Six. <2! ~~" 

. . ~~" Bridges: to.’ Cross,” ‘and - “Win ae 
OA ee chester '73.” Pix are-beinig offered =. *_. -. 

“ ontinwed on pase 62) oe . in four parts, or in one: >: Package. ee 

. James: Stewart, Janet Leigh’ 
et 1953;. MGM, © ae 

Jan. 25. “UNTIL THEY “SAIL” . 
-;Paul Newman, ‘Joan Fontaine 
1957, MGM, ‘MGM - 
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99 hours and 39 half-hours of big Tv entertainment... 
“ 7 _ big ratings! This outstanding network series” 
which Newsweek called “the best and most stylish show 

on American television” continues to win new. 
: _ laurels i in ‘syndication. More than 60 
=" “stations have already licensed 

| 7 Naked City...and 70% of 
them are programming it in prime 

_ time against top network 
“competition. Here are just a few 

“recent ARB ratings results... 

NIV, St. Louis 16 

Richmend —14 

Charlette 16 

_ WALT, Dulath —22 

. . . 
: . eee ° a 

7. 

a ee 

ooking for Action? 

‘Naked City has it! 



. tended, 

» | ‘RADIO-TELEVISION _ 

"Friendly $ Quest for rae mi | | 
newscasts should. get a. "similar | 

play.” In that way, ‘Friendly con- ; 

“our regular newscasts. : 

‘recounting. won't be exclusively ret 
what happened in the news, but 
they will be originating. news: as 
well.” That commanding position: 

of. electronic: journalism has. ‘been 

assumed by: broadcasting’s | ‘cover- 

age ‘of elections. It will be assumed _| & 

in other areas, too, Friendly avers. 
‘The third area in. which Friendly 

is moving. is that of “digging.” He 
has appointed Jay MeMullen’ to 
head up a-newly. organized unit: 
within CBS. News, the. function. of} 
which will be to- explore in. depth 
various news. areas. (MeMullen. Was. 
the. “CBS Reports” * - producer- 
reporter who did. “Biography: of a 
Bookie Joint” and the more recent .. 

Moe. 

dope. traffic). . ; 

News helm from Dick Salant about 
four: weeks .ago,. 

has been named ‘exec producer of 

'. staff. producer, 
whose ‘¢redits. include’ the: 

the. Schools.’ _ 

“Ina major partielpation. ‘deal: for| pecan 
the. eurrent. season’: on. CBS-TV, |. “.-.-.,,. «s 

. Johnson’ s:- Wax ought. a. saturation Teaders" ot their commiunities.. To 
contract. in ‘the evening and day-} 
time. schedule. . 
Johnson's. ‘inked. “tor ‘participa. 

tions. in: “Perry” ‘Mason, ”- “Alfred 
Hitchcock ‘Hour,” “Rawhide,” “East 

“Suspense, ” 

Friendly; who took 0 over r the CBS. 

3 ‘foresaw some] : 
changes: within’. his division,. al-]:, 
though he declined-at’ this tinfe to. 
spell. out: specifics.’ Arthur D. Morse 

Side, - 
‘“CBS Reports,” a post: formerly | 
held by. Friendly. : ‘Morse had: been. 
a “CBS Reports” 

‘docu-. 
‘mentary. on. the cigaret-cancer. con- 
troversy. and . “The Catholics - rand} .. 

Houston, ‘rom. ‘Beck: has” ‘been. 

named. news director’. here . for 
KILT, ‘the :Gordon McLendon. Op-: 

erated: station: Beck . ‘comes .. from. 

KTRH here. CO 

-““Mfason,””: 
| “Route: 66,” 

West. Side; ” 

“Great. “Adventiire,' r. “Route: -66,” 
“High. Adventure,” and the series 

jof summer specials. : Company also. 
bought 81- minutes. in the: morning | 

: | all its powers to help. enlarge “the: 
franchise of. all .Americans”—this. 
‘appropriate to his ‘main theme that. 
‘broadcasting: is’ deeply -rooted - in | 
the essence of democracy ‘and that 
‘all power — of mass media. derive: 

minute; -plan:: or 

‘DuPont signed for participations 
in “ESWS,’ ””? . “Rawhide,” “Nurses,” 

. “Hitchcock” and “Perry: Mason:”. 
‘Nestle - bought.- participations - in 

“Suspense,” 
‘summer. 

.“ESWS,”- 
and -two - 

series, “Celebrity -Game”’ and the 
series of ‘hour: outings,. called. “AU- 

a Time Specials” es . 

fail’-in this regard -would ‘be an 
| irreparable’ default.”: ‘He said. that 

f radio and ‘tv ‘were “ not’ merely 
mirrors of ‘society: but.also a force | 
within it, :a.force’.that ‘must ‘be 
guided. toward: good. uses and:away- 

He said that. from. evil:ones.” ' 
American . Broadeasting, | . 
takes - both. - its - 

* which 

racy, would ‘be remiss. in not using 

‘from. . ‘the -. people. themselves.” 
-These’ ‘media, -he said, only become | 
big.when millions of people. choose 

_..-to"make them so and ‘continue - ‘to | 

“| selection of prejudice, to everyone. .- 
| This .simply is not. true: in other chee 
o societies,” he-said. ae 
| © MeGannon received. - ‘the . indus-.. ne 
mh ‘try’s: highest award ‘for what pre--.°.- 

.| senter Gov: Leroy Collins called 
| “his. innumerable and inestimable .- —. 
-services” to the industry, The re- 
ward ‘itself recognized specifically — 

| his leadership of Group W and the © - 
‘innovations. and: 

| existence and| 
strength from. ‘expanding: -democ-. 

~ McGannon Raps Intellectuals 
; Continued from. page 25 ee 

be vital only: through | the Beople’ a 
choice. : 

> MeGannon devoted’ much. of his. 
address. to- answering. ‘intellectual 
critics: of tv’ and tadio. whom he. ~~: 
‘equates. with Alexander Hamilton cle te 
as. having high motives. but. a - 
questionable instinct” for . -democ= 
racy.. They are, he. ‘said, “The elite’ ~ 
who: have ‘always. found it hard to . 
trust the. people's. judgments and: 
tastés, even though history «has ::>..~ 
‘so. often reversed such ‘a Jack of) 
faith.” The. intellectuals, he ‘stated,..: 

: Wednesday, Aprit 8 et 7 : 

‘ask -television..for -more . serious: 
progranis and yet. tend not to watch: 
it themselves... They . fail -to under- 
stand that: modern mass media are. 
something new .in. history, and fur-: 
ther. they*are stubbornly:.unwilling | 
to accept. “the basic role of ad-. 
vertising. as ‘an. ‘inherent Part” ‘of 

| the American.scene.” - 7 

ce | “They do. not see that advertis- a3 
; ing with. all. its limitations, is ‘the - 
voice.of democracy’. without. prior. uo, 

~ Henry Challenges 

om 

inspiration - he: :. 
-generated. therefrom;: ‘his. ‘pioneer- . 7 

-|ing of and superior. service..in ‘the... -.. 
“| group. operation. concept of. broad-- oe 

“s ‘J casting; his dynamic: participation .. ... 
_ fin: industry. affairs, 

through chairing NAB committees; 
| and. other services.to. his com--..- 
munity’”.and country: and fo: the a 

. academic World. ° . 

‘mueh of it:::. 

“ow "hula de 

. —= Continued. from page. 25 — 7 

| he- said that’ -community:. antenna. Ee 
a (which. he “Tecdgnized . as itself. a 

oe form” of ‘pay-tv) - and wire enter- on 

| prise’ are “not. the invention -of- © 
ea | money. mad: moguls but primarily a 
“3 -|Tesponse to - expressed. . publie:: 
% | needs.” ‘They are betting, hie said, - 
fy [that the .American. viewer wants... 
cs | something more fron his: television 
se. | set than the: Present. system: makes ~ 

available. “ ot 
sce 1 °..Of CATV: he said, “we should oe 
coe seek: ways. to integrate ‘it fully into . 

=.) our. national ‘television system: We” ~ 
+ should not shrink from hard choice: 
| when . community “antenna tele- 
|-vision, threatens. to: thwart~ basie - 
purposes of the communication ‘act. 

| It must not: be permitted, for ex-." 
- | ample, to hamper the: development oe 
. | of. UHE... But. we -must’ make: a - 
. | strenuous. effort-‘to. find measures, wo 
| which will allow. both kinds of tele- 
‘| vision: to survive.” * _ 

%. | “He warned: the ‘exponents. of free: os 
- |tv that. they “cannot get protec- :. 

_.} tion: -without . providing ” a’ service — 
_| worth: protecting. -.You cannot beat oo 
" something. ‘with: nothing.” Mors Es 

Yes, le - 
| —., ; Continued from page $1 i ——- "e 

BREN ees 
* SSeS = 

JOHN CORBETT © 

SPEAKER OF THE vous | | 
12: 15 = 12: 30 P, M. ‘Mon; thru Fri. 

“BILL AND MILDRED MILLER: 

"MEET THE MILLERS 
“1:0- 1:30 P; M. ‘Mon. thru Fri. 

“These two daily weekday p programs sof WBEN-TV. feflect the practical 
side of selling .'.'. the side. advertisers like to be on. _ 

Practical Because their. ‘content is all shout the home, ‘homemaking, 
home planning, home ‘cooking which is: what people. at home find | 
interesting and informative: In Western New York television, WBEN 
‘is the only station. where they. find such programming. : 

Both John. Corbett and the ‘Millers have enjoyed top audience loyalty, 
-for over a ‘decade, proving their: worth’a as: entertainment and. at 
their value to:satiafied: SPONsors... 

_ | would’soon go to KTRE. a 
|. Lewin ‘said. little Anne’s letter ma 

_Javerring..“We are most ‘gtateful.’ 
‘Lto those af ‘CBS. who. were far... 
“| more: understanding than . perhaps: 
| those. of. us - far. “away. would give. 
them credit.’ 

7° Lewin received a thank you: ‘Rote. 
"from the girl and also a letter a 
_: from: -FCC .-Chairman .-E.. ‘William - 
| Henry. who said it: was. “hearten- «© 

_ Jing” to find a licensee who. would : 
go to such time consuming lengths . 

: | to, 2 help a-young correspondent. - 7 

“Te you are interested i in: the: households. ‘that last year spent ¢ over 1: 3 are | | | as —T =| |] mid-west are. ag 
billion at the retail level:(plus the vast Canaiian market): you'll find 
them on-these Ch: ‘4 “home’’. shows. And you will find these. experienced — 
TV salesmen ‘ f° ‘at home” with, your product. et 

Nationally represented by: tari & Pas. | siscesntgee te tlle si : . ch de ‘ner. concern the removal | 

1] © Contact H. B.LUNSFORD -J "| 
| 18 North Miomi Sta Peru. indiona a ee . . affiilate of WBEN. radio” 

The Buffalo » Evening News Station” 

anda result “Captain. Kangaroo” wat 

had -broken:the ice at the net,“ 



7; syne. 

Wednesday, April 8, 1964 
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as wiohest RATED. HOURS. FoR on STARING 
-Here’s the program that offers just about: every- Z | . 
thing—?77 Sunset Strip. Bristling-action. Breath- “ng a. teen-age must. When the up-beat theme 

_taking -suspense. Bright: romance. Bustling’ 
‘humor. Bouncy music.:And best of all... bulging _ Millions: of television. viewers—and even non- 
‘network: ratings: Over the. first four of ‘six sea-. ‘Viewers, 
sons 77 Sunset Strip ran.on the network, Warner.” 
Bros. produced 149 hour-long. episodes, ‘These, 

the highest rated: episodes i in the series, are now ~~ 
“available for the first time onan 1 individual ae 

oo» market, basis.” 

. Averages 40% Share. of Audience . | 
During the first four seasons: onthe. ‘network, a 
8 Sunset Strip. averaged:a. ‘whopping: 24.6: rat- : 
Ing, good for a 40%. share of.audience.*. ‘These . 

2 ene sia a ace ce ele 

investigator Series. When. “Kookie,” the jive- 
“talking parking lot attendant made hair-comb- 

musie of 77 Sunset. Strip caught the fancy of 

Stars Zimbalist,. Smith and Byrnes ~ | 
a Starring Efrem Zimbalist,. J ras Stu Bailey, 

- “Byrnes: as. “Kookie,” a7. Sunset Strip also fea-. 
> tures:Louis Quinn ‘as. Roscoe,’ ‘the horse-racing. 
.. Specialist: with a-nose ‘for news, and Jacqueline 
’ Beer as-Suzanne, ‘the pretty Gal Friday. Big. 
name: guest. stars, too! Ask about Warner Bros. 
‘new. Monday-to-Friday program concept—“The 

_are the seasons when the dashing team-of Bailey *~ Sunset Strip.” 2 

and id Spencer: set t the standards for future private... : Nielsen National; Octave averanee 1958-59, 1958-60, 1960-61, 1961-68 - 

"WARNER BROS. TELEVISION DIVISION. 666. Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y, Circle 6-1008 
Also: ROOM FOR. ONE MORE + » THE DAKOTAS - “THE GALLANT MEN - CHEYENNE * - HAWAIIAN EYE - LAWMAN 



| minced. in. spelling ‘out: the. _pre- 
AL) carious’ ‘position of- the ; U: S; and 

‘+ our “friends: there... ‘For ‘all. that;: 

QB -Of course, the. pictures -were. 
there; always a‘ tv ‘plus: factor viz 

‘big | opportunity, . “though, . 
missed. Most everyone in the doc- 

| umentary made a point in. stressing 

a -non-government’™ native, a 

ithe: “man in: the paddie” feel 
{about the - new-.. government’ of 
| General. Khanh? How ‘did. he feel 
| about past’ Saigon: rulers? Does he 

“ | key: to the: Vietnam situation, he 
{li should be one ofthe. focal: points 

Of 'a. documentary. on that: subject. 

The. ‘program, | in the ‘main,. of-. 
7 fered. a “view. ‘from the top,” Jead-| 

| uation: ‘There’ ‘were. interviews 
| with: the new Vietnam ruler, De- 
|fense Secretary Robert: Mc-. 

| Lodge, all spelling out the..tough, 
\ hard: road there:. Madam. Nhu, in 
Paris, . offered...some -: counter- 
punches against. official U.S: pol-: 

ail icy, in her interview. with: Charles 
| Collingwood. . a 

In’ the. opening: segment, Sen- 
} ator- “Wayne - ‘Morse ° was -on ‘the 
a Screen: ‘for.. a few. moments saying. 
we had no . business. ‘in Vietnam. 

| again, ‘illustrative ‘of the - choppy 
‘pature of. dhe documentary. - 

{o. " Repertoire. Workshop. 
Ror: its : contribution. to: “Reper- 
toire' Workshop,” the ‘series of 

‘CBS o&0's, the New York flagship, 
} WCBS-TV, ‘came up last Tuesday: 

‘young : Gotham . artists of Puerto: 

‘large. ‘segment’ ‘of ‘New ‘York’s 
‘Spanish-speaking population who’s 
d4mage has been.widely identified 

| “West. Side Story.” 

| played = more. ‘sedate. and... -cul- 

f their ‘poetry, - SOngS- and. dances: 

&-Jaime Rogers headed the dance. 

| with their: folk: dances which were 

. graphic. treatments. _ 

LATEST. 
MARCH 

| NIELSEN REPORT 
WABC-TV, New. York. 

‘tion of’ a-pep tune, You’ re Too 

the. classical: ‘vein, tenor: 

art songs. Pianist Saudhi..Adelina 

Antonini’s. large 

Tent style. | a Herm. 

“Jack. Paar. Program: 

| but Oscar Levant and Robert Mor- 

‘understood, ‘was unwilling to re- 

nient for-him. . 

‘eriti¢s:”. On Elizabeth. Taylor— 
call. her: the’ other. woman of. the for details ¢ contact | year.” 

AL ODEAL, President 
{I} reactions of a baby at. birth. 

“Inc. a 

lead-in* airer. S 

oe 
Soe . Ley te et 
oe 8. ee wee 

WwW Followup. Comment 
Continued - from page 2: 

said at the. signoff, “we re. on: after 

‘books: to. you.” LED 
“Il though,.. the. viewer “:was. offered. . ——— 

IJ little that couldn’t be. found in an} 
{educated ‘Treading - -of -lewspapers. : 

| premise: that the. viewer has the '. 

{a viz the’ print. news medium. Ajtiop and let it. 
was: 

the Manager” (KGO-TV, San Fran- -.. 
‘ciseo): has its- points, ‘Second show | 

| that .the war will. be won or: lost: ing Thursday’. night ~ 
‘on. the basis of ‘which ‘side ‘wins. back: 
‘native support. Yet, there wasn’t [4° 
one -interview of : any length with}. 

- vile 
| lage leader: for. example. How. does. 

‘care who occupies. Government | . 
“|: House’ and,’ ‘if:. not, why. not?: If}: 

- Hi the © “man ‘in |: ‘the “paddie”. is the’ 

‘ers. telling: about. “the Vietnam. sit- |. 

‘Namara, Ambassador. Henry Cabot critics, who he.said serve no useful. . 
in} purpose when‘ they review. a show. :- 

‘His . ‘position. was never’ examined} 

Shows . locally produced by’ the |. 

| night (31). with. a. Showcase for|} 

; Rican heritage. It was, an interest-. 
ing glimpse at the culture of aif 

\only with. the. steaming tempos of} | 

In this. half: hour. titled: “Feliz | 7 
‘Borinquen” ‘¢happy -Puerto Rico), |} | 

| the’ Puerto Rican performers dis- | 

tivated facets of. their lives through |f - 

Raul. Davila, an’ actor, introduced |} 
{each of. the turns. ‘and also effec-|} 
| tively” recited’.an English transla-|. 
|tion of Puerto. Rican poems. Polly |§ 

troupe “which contributed the}f 
| liveliest ‘moments. ‘of ‘the. stanza. 

J given. very ~ sophisticated - choreo- if 

-‘Carloa Pinza.was the ‘voeal. ‘star if 
of the show. ‘with her saucy ‘rendi- | 

il Dangerous,” and of a ‘lilting. folk. f- 
| number, “Lamento . -Borincano.” In |f. 

‘Emilio |. 
| Belaval -and “soprano | ‘Martina’ Ar- | 
royo eontributed two. fine. Spanish | 

| Ramirez also-sparkled. in -her per-|f 
| formance .at the keyboard. Alfredo |. 

studio. orchjf- 
| backed up -the. principals. in excel- 

ley filled. in. admirably. Clay,’ it’s 

|hearse ‘and ‘he also regarded the||. : 
| Program’s taping: date (two weeks||. . 
| prior. to: the. telecast) as inconve-. 

Levant’s quips. flew fast: For ex- 
aniple, on the “Sinatra: Jr. kidnap-.| 

| ping—“At first. I suspected music 
“T'd a 

: Effervescent and articulate, | 
| “Morley: expounded . on a-variety- of 
topics ranging from’ gambling tol m 

- Paar, who.charitably. dropped. his 
“feud” ‘with the preceding ‘That || 
}Was the Week That Was” program, | 
| “for. Lent” as he put ‘it, resumed} 
[his disparaging references to his| 

“In any event,” ” _he™ 

a a ee ae i car 

Henry Morgan... Teads. ‘the’ -comie. ” 
Gib. : 

. Ask ‘The ‘Manager (G0-FV) 
‘Based :” on the very. Sonitimate |. 

right to ask. qué stions . ‘ofa tv. sta-. 
iow ‘how he‘ feels : 

about the fare. ‘offered. him,.“‘Ask - 

(26)- - 
smoother. than the preem: a month - 

"Format has David _M. Sacks, ABC « 
veep and-:general- manager of. the 
station, ‘seated : ‘at -a desk,” with. 
George Rodmnian, station’s- compet-. : 
ent public‘ information’ chief, ‘feed-. 

eect pe 

ing‘him queries sent in’by vox. Pop. ee 

: Unhappily, the program doesn’t 
‘come over with’ much impact.. ‘Ques- 
‘Hone. ‘generally. are. on. the blah | 
‘sides 
‘Greatest Show’. on: “Barth”? Why 

{What . ‘happened -. to: The: 

doesn’t Dick Stewart. have* a ‘Jarger 
“studio?” ete. 

‘Sacks, a_ ‘persoriable, ‘warm: guy - 
off-screen, comes: . off - strictly ‘on 
the frosty side. Articulate and very. 
opinionated, he Seems. a little. too" 
high-handed 

“Sacks opened. with’ a ‘plast’ ‘at tv: 

Their job, in-his view, is to: print’ 
info on television (and: KGO sends: 
out more— “information” - than | any - 
other local. station). He came up. 
‘with an observation. ‘about. how 
critics. may have damned: “Beverly... 
Hillbillies”. on. its birth, as: if the 
success ‘of. that . show. made. ‘fools: 
.of : alll. ‘who ‘saw it .as -pure. corn. 

‘It’s: billed as spontaneous. and “UR. et 
rehearsed. and undoubtedly :is. 

‘Placed.on the -defensive.. by ‘a _ oe aaa 

letter. r. apping. ‘
the. “hypnotic” Ana-:: . 

: {ein .commercial—“PAIN ... , tension: 

Horo. Lete—Sacks: alibied it by. saying. 
the presidents. of the networks: had” 

| cleared it, even. though b he reserved: 
‘his opinion. * : 

.. PAIN. ... . headache . PAIN © 

' Cwin..: 

cad 

AA Ode, 2g any Sri ee Bat ft 

‘ 3 i a 

| ‘Adele Latour. | "Cassius ‘Clay; ‘heavyweight champ | - 
‘arid. converted lack Muslim, failéd | 
to guest -on -NBC-TV’s ‘Paar show}. 
Friday (3) ‘as. originally-’ -scheduled. 

: ‘Anatomy Award Winner: 64 

Open! For Limited Engagements 
For Engagements in. _ 

. Theatres, Supper Clubs ond Fa Fairs.” 

KAPLA N 1 KCENCY, INC. 
Suite 804, Palace Theatre Bias 

“1564 Broadway, ‘New York, N ‘ 
‘Plaza 7-724] 

New York's largest specialists 

‘motion picture. 
-&TVinsurance 
- (cast; film,: weather, liability, . 
cameras, PFOpS, Plagiarism. . a) 

WINKLER ASSOCIATES; LTD. 
120 W. 57 St, sNew York 1 19, , Circle Ie7-3365, 

ae oS - 

“AMERICA’S GREATEST.
 i- 2 

_ DANCING. STAR 



Group Wput. Mike Douglas. on television five days: a week: and. 
Steve Allen ‘on: “five nights a: week. ‘Each heads -90- minutes. of:. 
big-budget big-star entertainment. ‘that ‘brightens: the television. 

Both shows grew from one: idea—the continuing. need to create’ 
“fresh, new.entertainment for -the: Group. W: stations. But they are” 
produced i in two. totally. différent: ways... 

originates from KYW-TV in Cleveland. It is ‘produced by KYW. 

te . co yet we fare . SD gm o - i -_ 

. a naery "ee 

we . . 7 . oe . 

. . ry . wa ee 
wee ano “ 

TV with the creative backing of the Group:The. Steve Allen Show 
is produced by.the Group ‘itself in Hollywood: | 

‘Group. W productions. can: be Steve Allen; Mike Douglas, a 
“series on. Communism ‘in. 33. lectures, Specials for Children, or 15 
cameo: productions on ‘American. art. Each.is a. direct result of the 

_.cteative; fin ancial, and: management resources: of the Group. Each 
_ Points up the. Tole of. the Sane. as a vital a sin force, along’ ‘with 

. 7 . ae . a . . may 
. : . a nd a . 

. mo ° - . _ 

ee ne ce ee te oe ere 

«ws ton wr. Sees teense 



2, -presented at the. awards. luncheon on S 

“Wednesday, April 8)-1964.°° ° 

Television. and ‘radio: stations were. ‘honored over. the ‘weekend: at. the. 
| 30th. annual National ..Headliners Frolic ‘in: ‘Atlantic ‘City. Plaques were :. 

aturday (4). Television awards : 
were given to WXY¥Z-FV, Detroit, Mich, and its. -presidéent,. John: F:. | 
_Pival,. for outstanding ‘television editorials; to KMSP-TY,. ‘Minneapolis, 
for. public : Service as exemplified. by: “The Forgotten”, in which conditions. 

». in’a Minnesota. security hospital were’ brought to. light: ‘and ‘to WRCV- 
‘TV;: Philadelphia, -Pa.,: and. Robert .J. Shafer, news director, - for -con- 
Sistently. outstanding: coverage. of news events: as exémplified.: “by. its. 

. -comprehensive. coverage: ‘of the. ‘dramatic rescue: ‘of two: miners imprision- 
ed. in an abandoned shaft. for’ two weeks: . - 

| -.In- ‘the radio category, awards went ‘to: KNX,. ‘Los. ‘Angeles. for. con- . wo | 
o sistently outstanding: coverage: of. news ‘events; WSAC, ‘Fort Knox, Ky:,../ 

- | and Byron. E.. Cowan, president, for consistently: outstanding editorials; - 
| WAIT, Chicago, . Th, and Maurice Rosenfield, executive director, the 
Public. Service Award for its. successful ‘campaign: to free a. mati 1 facing: 
death. for murder. following conviction. eight years earlier... er 

7 it won't’ ‘get. NBC. News: back: in- ‘Moscow, ‘but. the récent memo “to: 
me ‘staff from NBGC-TV toppers Robert Sarnoff and Robert Kinter reported- . 

ly. will have its: upbeat ‘effect behind the Iron. Curtain. ‘NBC News staffer: 
Tamas .G.’Madarasz. wrote’ identical ‘letters to Sarnoff and. Kintner, 
‘advising that. their ‘letter, which frankly. discussed the NBC’brass_posi- 

.. | tion re ‘pay television, ‘made.a great impression: on a. friend visiting, the. 
7 U, S. from Communist: ‘Hungary. : m 

‘Madarasz: said the friend was. “amazed: at the. informal: tone in “whiéh. Peet 
-it was written, andthe lefter told: her. more about .the ‘American Capi- o 

-| talists” than I could: have.” #e said, in fact that the letter made as great: . -° 
‘an: impression on the visitor. as the tour of NBC and Rockefeller:Center: 
“She will take with her back to Hungary lasting memories. of: the: United. : - 

-} States,among them. the memory of your letter; and -I am‘ sure many .- 
_0f: her husband’s: pupils (he’s a high: ‘school ‘teacher. in. Budapest) wits 

: Share those memories. with them."" ce ; _— eee 

Preview: of: Saturday's an: ““Defendérs” episode, starring ‘Milton. a _ 
..| Berle in a ‘dramatic. ‘role, ‘will be held. today ¢(Wed.) ‘at Friars .Club. - 
| Reason ‘for’ preview. is position: Berle. holds . with’. organization, ‘that of - 

oa Abbot Emeritus. -For. the preview, : CBS-TV and arrangements com~- 
. | mittee ‘of. the.-Friars Club will. co-host a cocktail party. Film will be 
- | Shown: in ‘the .Milton: Berle Room of the Club and’ .a direct telephone. 
- } line’ will be. opened to Berle’s. dressingroom..at the Desert “Inn in Las: 

‘| club’ comic; faced . with an. incurable: disease, who attempts | suicide.. 7 
-...1 Script -was: written: by: Roger. ‘Lewis, former United Artists ad-v.p. - 
no Vegas for. some. initial reaction. . . Tn the: episode Berle lays a" “night. 

:| ° Both. BBC:TV and _Gianada-TV in: “Britain ‘have. ‘withdrawn, ‘their ; 
support. from. the quarterly “Egghead” tv: ‘publication: ‘Contrast: which 
1they launched. ‘three . years. ago in: conjunction. with. the: British: ‘Film: ” ~~] Institute. LY oo 

; “According. to. the: spring’ edition. of the: paper, ‘the ‘sponsors: “felt, ‘they. re 

‘Jin the ‘Code ‘are “needed and. 

an | amended.” 

_[}age as the ‘amount of: stock bought. 

_ ‘could. no longer. ‘support it. and appeals: for coin. from -other. quarters 
" |-have ‘failed.. .Idea was for it to build up circulation ‘in order to ber a 

come : self-supporting. | So far ‘it has -not done so: . an 
Mag. will continue under" the: aegis. of ‘BEI but will be cut. in. sizes: 

| “Much: ‘praise is: acetuing ‘to: WHK,. the ‘Metromedia AMer. in: Oleve- 
Yaad, for: distribution of its.“Hymns of Your Church” LP, billing. the 

-| choirs of 10- churches ‘in. the Cleve area... Originally, release was 
‘limited to ‘churches im: the town, but. distribution .has since. been ‘ex--: 

: I tended globally . to: religious and. governmental: leaders, including ‘the ~. 
"| governors: of .all 50 U.S. States, for. which: ‘there's ‘been: heaucoup. _ 

| appreciation expressed... 

“Annual: advertising ‘awards luncheon (bestowing. the “Silver Nail” a a : 
and: “Gold -Key’). auspiced_ by .the Station ‘Representative. Assn... is: 
down’ for April-28 in the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y... Guest.'s peaker will : 

[be Walter E. Rogers, chairman ' of the’ House’ “subcommitt jon. come... 
munication and power. 3. Oe 

. *, nn. 2 — . ao ‘ a exercised,” Burke wrote. - a = wee 
~~ Panic Button -| FCC ‘also ‘had asked’ both: eom-: - 

panies for the number_ of CATV 
Continued. from. page 3 — subscribers each has. : 

- -Capital Cable said.it had. 106 ‘on 
myn ome mle ‘March 20 but was ata disadvantage 7 

| questiorinaire seems to. reflect’ a ‘because TV Cable beat - it into 

“T new. feeling that. ‘trouble ‘could be: operation :by. four. months. . 

. [invited: by: creating the impression |: TV Cable said it had 2,264 but is 
losing - customers because of: the. 

catores, Mie Code be cee in to blackout. on: programs planned for © 

‘| -Jn° response to. “other: ‘Harris. 
| questions, : Collins -: extolled. self-. 

| regulation: both. by radio-tv. and 
-| distillers, praised: the Code ban on} 
‘booze: ‘and ‘other’ morally. and |} 

a physicaily ‘Sensitive © products, said | 
| no. more ‘rules. than already listed |f.. 

week, TV Cable, said, 23 3 customers _ 
quit, . 

2 | averred. there.“ was. a distinction |. a 
- | between ‘hard liquor - ‘and. beer and 

| clgaret: advertising. a 

‘|: ‘Collins: averred there. “has been - 
: nothing. to indicate’: any: likelihood | a 
‘of change” in the Code’s anti-booze | f. 
provisions, ‘even though the » Code 1. 

Jis cont inu a ally. reviewed . a n a —| JOHNNY GILBERT 

: _EMCEE® ®. SINGER e ANNOUNCER 

. currently: | ~~ Capital Cable [pe | 
—. ‘Continued. from. page . ——4 tT “PRICE 1s- RIGHT’ | 

the: ‘property. in. the same: percent: t: ; “ABC-TV ': a ‘ 

Mane BERGER, ROSS & STEINMAN 
PL. 1-2156. 

‘Dir.s. FRANK ‘COOPER ‘ASSOC. 

1° “Texas Broadcasting has” no. con-:| 
-| nection with:nor voice... in manage- 
jment:or financing of Capital Cable. 

.[ unless’ and until’ such option: is. 

“HOWARD E STARK 
“ Brokers—Consultants, 

1. 50 East seTH STREET 2 “NEW YORK, N. Y. _ LDORADO 50405 

ithe future -by*KTBC-TV: : Last. :- 
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‘NEW! Support material for. EASTMAN Sound: Recording Tapes. ise ~ New uR type”. binder. This. gives a ‘smoother, ‘tougher. surface, 

DUROL. Base. A. specially prepared form:of cellulose. triacetate "thereby, ‘reducing tape. noise-and: distortion; ln: addition, it provides 
. smooth; tough, durable, highly: flexible— provides. high. strength with __seftreme abrasion: resistance; preventing. oxide build-up at. the head.- 

low. elongation. When: equipment accidents happen, ‘it breaks. clean. - oe >= Even. more ‘important, however, are the amazing magnetic properties e 

me 

“Splices. are made. easily; quickly—with:, minimum program loss. | oe Poof. coatings of “R: -type”” binder. which. make ‘possible two. superlative 

Another important | feature: “Lifetime: ‘Coding.’ your assuraniée: of __dapesboth available now’.- “., a 
“highest quality. Printed: on: the back of all EASTMAN Sound Recording... At leading electronic supply houses:: Ask for Type A303 for all 
Tapes-is a continuously: repeated, ‘permanent legend. This: identifies “general: recording - work.” It, has ‘vastly. “Superior low-print. through. 

‘Eastman Kodak Company as: the manufacturer and. ‘provides. a, “characteristics. Need a ‘special: purpose. high- output tape. with re- 

“convenient means. of: indexing. these tapes. ae Sp a, “omarkably low noise performance? Try ‘Type. A304! 
- - oad : . rind ca te . oe oe ee . ret a a . we: 3 we eight . a .. A ; _ 1 

“os . : : woo wy ws, _ we —_ . ; ; 

. . - . . . cane . . . “; . . - . 

For infor mation, see your electronic:
 Supplier Or write: = : . 

| 

Magnetic. Prod ucts Sales 
i ae ; 

: 53 ee a = oe eee a . oe oye o we | i. 2 ‘Unique ultra: handy Thread- Easy Reel with 

RsRRER RSE SASS Sen dandwe enn cnhasssecdrsnesetdcons anced . indexing: scale and built- -in splicing jig. 

a Tie aad awe. 



Tanner’ $ Travelling Tote 
; Continued from. page: 26. 

information ‘for _&: demographic at 

breakdown. | 

The mobile: rating. machine . ‘nas | 

upstaged a number ‘of other. nota-| 

ble exhibits at - -the. convention. 

among them the four new ‘items 

which CBS Laboratories i is reenter- 

ing. the equipment business, ‘those: package. for. remoteés, “a miniature |: 

being. technical. innovations it has + 

‘developed : itself. "They include 

Volumax; an “automatic peak con-" 

troller described. as a successor .to 
the old-fashioned limiter, & ‘single 

unit digital: - display kit | originally 
designed for CBS News’. reporting. 
of. election ‘returns;.a solid. state| .. 
signal generator for testing..and ad- | 
‘justing. video equipment and com- : 
‘ponents; and ‘2 line .of. solid: state{. 
video amplifiers for. color or black- “ 
and-white. 

Miniature and. highly: portable 
tape recorders-and television ‘cam-. 
eras, capable of being used in 
news coverage, interviews and: on- 
the-scene commercials, are: other. 
revelations of this year’s. electronic 
wonderland. ‘Fhe Sylvania. ‘00m, 
16-pound camera. -with -a- built-in 
monitor,. one of ‘the smallest tv 
cameras . yet developed, . ‘is: being 
shown, — For newereel. work it’s in- 
tended. to be used with one of the 
pint-sized. tape recorders, such as 

PEED RIEL ANEMEPIOID, 

RADIO-TELEVISION ae 

the 78-pound. Machtronics. ($15; 750). 

Or - :the 96-pound : Ampex. VER66G} 

($14, 500); or the: two-piece and con- 

siderably heavier’ Sony: : ($13,900) | 
‘the: latter ‘two. using. two-inch tape. 
AM are’ capable. of working out: of 
the trunk of-a car.: : 

Sylvania. also - has a miniature 

‘camera that comes with -a 2,000 
megacycle ‘studio ‘link. transmitter. 
for sound. and picture which the. 

| operator - ‘straps onto. his. : back: 
ABC-TV: has” ordered. a dozen of 
these for.its coverage of ‘the poli-|: | 
‘Ucal: ‘conventions at. $16, 500 each. 

"By Bristol Myers’ Exit 
‘Young &. Rubicam’ 3 tv ‘publicity 

‘department, which ‘has ‘been dras- 
tically. trimmed: in’ the years in| 

| which shows. have. ‘been™ ‘sliced. ‘up: 
amorfg several ‘sponsors, received. 
‘another setback this. year as -Bris- 
tol-Myers withdrew. its. $50,000. un- 
-derwriting . of publicity ‘for CBS: 
TV's “Candid Camera.” ; 

Now. manned bya mere two men, 
‘the Y&R video drums. will ‘still 
beat. for suchas the Gulf sponsor- 
ship of: the" coming elections and 
Goodyear’ s gold series. 

=| Radio Web for Schools 
‘Launched With $66,000 | 
~ Grant From US, Agency a 

Washirigton, ‘April . 7. 
Plans’ to ‘link the nation’ S schools 

in a live. non-commercial radio net- 

work. were’ ‘underway: last“ week, 
with. a. Kickoff. meeting i in: Washing- 
‘ton. oo 

“One “necessary. 

: NAEB’ “will: handle. the coin. dur- 
‘ing - a’ nine-month study: of ~ the 
needs and possibilities inherént .in 

., pine 
oa 3 hookup. .: 

Meeting here,. a ‘jiational: advisory. | 
ecommittée’- of. “university - ‘broad-| 
casters . “and. professors - which.’ will-|. 

announced. _ 
‘broadcast “exec. Jerrold: Sandler}. | 
will. be the staff. topper” of the. 
program. ‘Sandler, who is. now on]. 
leave from. the: Univ. of: Michigan, 
will ‘be backed by: Theodore Conant, |. 

‘gram » toppers: — 

edeational . - communications 

oversee the - ‘project, 

presently -a-- consultant. with. the 
National ‘Film. ‘Board of . Canada. 
The staff will ‘have. Offices ‘here 
fand in Gotham... —: 

Initially ‘the project. will. ‘center 
‘in the east and midwest with, hook- 
ups in Boston, ‘Philadelphia, - ‘De-} 

asst: ° 
Ew) BK-TV.- 

| Holt. and: ‘Chicago. as. well as. in 
Washington. and New. York, .- 

“ingredient 

Money—was.. added: with.. the | an-|- 
houncement that’ the. U:S..: Office 
of Education issued ‘a $65:895' grant. 
‘to: the National Assn. ‘of Educational. 

; Broadcasters. for. the. plan, * 

fe ” Ottawa; “April. 7. 
wien the ss Princess 

. ‘Messer 3 i « a 

‘+ Breakdown” in. this capital ‘in *SI,t | 
‘Don Messer’s network. radio. show z 
‘zoomed in popularity. In'5é“Don[ ¥ 
Messer’s Jubilee’. began weekly on[" 
CBC-TV’s. web and. .soon topped |. 

| “Ed Sullivan’ Show”. ‘as. ‘Canada’s | 
‘most: “popular. (except. when. up 
’ against national-league hockey). © 
Monday (13): ‘Messer, who. studied | 

Violin - and. falk™ music. in Boston, | 
‘marks. his’ 30th. year: in:'network| 
broadcasting ‘with a‘ ‘tversion of 

”..{one’ of. his: ‘earliest radio shows. | 
Besides regular singers ‘Marg | Os- 
burne’: and -Charlie .Chamberlain, | 
he'll. have originals ‘Duke. Neilsen, 
Ned: Landry. and George Cromwell. | 

| Chamberlain “was. also. an. original. 

| Storer’ s. ‘Swap: 
Mee - Milwaukee, ‘April Ya 

Two. of” ‘the . Storer “stations, 

WITI-TV, Milwaukee, and. WIBK-.| 

TV, Detroit,: ‘have. ‘Swapped. pro- |: 
Dean.” McCarthy; 

who - had ‘been: operations: ‘and pro- | 
‘gram manager of the Milwaukee 

-{ station, was switched to the Detroit: 
‘anchor: as ‘program. ‘director. 

He’s succeeded. in his. previous | 
post by’ Bob Oliver, who. had been |. 

Program . ~ director ~ of 

os 

WHEN IT COMES TO WOMEN...we've got al the good numbers 
In the. booming 5th market, WJ BK Vv covers the biggest spenders like an umbrel la! Who: are the 

i biggest spenders?The 18- to-39- year old queens of the pocketbook who shower: uswith affection: 7 
We've been going steady with them fora long, long time because we’ve got whatit takes to keep: - 
them ha Pppy . +s . intriguing programming, featuring: great movies:and variety shows, the best of 
CBS, a full hour of dinnertime: news. Call your: STS man. He? It introduce you to.our charmers. ° 

siwaueee : 
WITETY .. 

MIAMI s 
cWweBS. 

-CLEVELAN D*. 
“wi Tv 

_ CEE LAND ©. 
Wiw 7 

a “ATLANTA 
S oW NAGATV 
ae 

‘svorER ° TEL. EV IStON SALES. INC. 

~ a IMPORTANT STATIONS i = 

‘Hepreientatives for ‘alt Biorer television stations, 

IN: IMPORTANT MARKETS. | 

=|ote 
— ‘BROADCASTING COMPINY af 

Sa aie. ene ne ee ete ete Te 

“Frentywood: "pelt Be 
As the: “USO. ‘cannot send’ per: 

‘formers. fo entertain: the ‘16.000 oS a 
-~ULS. servicemen. in. ‘South Viet--:- 
nam,° Hollywood showfolk are do- 
‘ing, ‘it by’ proxy—via™ what prob 
ably will be: one .of ‘the most: star- 
studded: and: talent-enriched radio 
. Shows ever taped.. 

} out of ‘Saigon. April. 26.” 

Certainly . ‘not: since height “ of. . 
: | World War IF has.there been such 
pan undertaking—and ‘probably Noe. - 
even that conflict | Saw. so -vast.a- -. : 

ie, so’ much: top: ; show planned, | 
‘talent: on-ofe program.” ~.. 

Unique aspect of South Vietnam 
is. that American troops have no = 
area—either along’ fringes of fluid. 
hit-and-run war in the field where 
they ‘serve. as: advisers, or. in “Sai- ~ 

| gon:..itself° where - rear.’ "echelons: 
awe based—at which. large: groups 
‘can © be concentrated | ‘to. -wateh a” 
‘USO:..show or any ‘other type en 
.tertainment .. involving . ‘eoncentra-. 

‘| tion - Of ‘onlookers. : - 
_ Miet.Cong red infiltrators twice. 
have: bombed film ‘theatres. in .Sai-:. 
{gon attended -by - ‘American * Serve 2 

an bes vt . soe yt 
t . yo, wat : Sorte 

o wo. “ oo . . . ” 

SECA OS ae ema eke te ye terormebe Aa eeasee 

‘Hal Kanter’ has ‘been: mustered 
as producer ° and how: in. turn is: - 
‘enlisting top. pix,.tv. and musie: 5 
‘names. He. also. will: tap- top. seript- 5.5 - 
‘ers and get. it-.all down- on tape -. 
‘for airing:by Armed Forces: Radio : 

icemen. No attempt™ eve
r has-been 27.0". 4 

|.made to put ona live show: for. | 
‘they, a 

Henry “Cabot 7 

‘them -in ‘the © boondocks: 
- would: ‘be sitting. ducks. 
‘ Consequently. 

‘| Lodge, U.S.. ‘Ambasador ‘toe South. 
| Vietnam, and. Gen:. ‘Paul? “D. Har. 
| Kins, who. commands: U.S. troops © 
‘in that ‘compat: theatre, asked . Ed- 
-win ‘Bond, exec: direétor - of. USO, > 

+ to: “help | ‘in situation:. 
Lb. Bond appealed. to William Mor- 
| vis’-ageney prez Abe | -Lastfogel,.. . ¢f 
} who. was ..wartime head -of. USO). 2) 
‘| Camp | Shows. ‘The giant radio prae 
| eram project. thereupon -was born. 

‘It will. be -recalled - that last... 
| Christmas | Bob . ‘Hope. vlanned. en- 
| tertaining in South Vietnam,. but 
‘was. detoured' fo Turkey ‘at insist-~. 
fence _of.. Gen. -Harkins. ‘When. and. 
| if-situation permits, USO will send. : 
{Small- units. to. area. 

{NBC Racks: thi SRO For. 
| ‘World Series of Golf? 

" Chicago, April 7. 
The 1964, edition of. ‘World ‘Se- 

ne ‘ries ‘of Golf,” two-day: tv" tourna-. 
|-ment to’ be: :carried on. ‘NBC-TY. 
---Sept.’ 12-13, - has wrapped. up. its... 

A , "|. Sponsors: with Zenith Radio: Corp.. 
‘going: for 50%. of the*coverage and. 
| United Air Lines and Kaiser taking. 
‘a quarter each. Zenith has-been _ 
an underwriter ‘of the event “since. - 
Lit was started two years ago. *°. 00. : 

offers" pt ‘o-golf’s. top. oo 
prize, $50,000: for :the’ winner, . and. 

. “Series” : : 

annually ‘involves ‘the. _winners.. of 
| the: Masters, PGA;- US. and British. 
|-Opens.: Television coverage’ ‘is of.” 
‘pthe: final six holes: ‘in. each. round, 

. For 90: minutes -worth ‘on ‘each the 
| Saturday and. Sunday afternoons... 

CKXL: 4006 Sale. 
Calgary, Alta., Apxit Tt 

Sale of radio. station CKXE, - 
| Calgary, ‘to... James’ and - Donna. 
‘bPryor. of Winnipeg. has. beén.:rec- 
-f ommended by. the Board’ of. “Broad- an 
| cast ‘Governors. in. Ottawa. 

-Thé. Pryors will: ‘acquire. the: as- 
tsets of .CKXL © from. ‘Tel-Ray.. Ltd oe 4 
which js‘ moving. into new, ‘unspeci- -. 
‘Ffied fields of endeavor. Sale price. 
Lis $400,000: — 

‘Fransfer will’ be: ‘completed on 
‘or about:: Soril : 30. a 

oe ee ee 
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Television’ ints better méments, shows ~ “every. ‘week. ‘More young ‘married ad ults sa 
“people faces from all over'the world. People Look; Life or-Post. Active people: ‘Today’ Ss ¢ 

want: to. be. entertained. : informatively, and: big buyers. They’ re: ahead of the readers. an 

“television. is. capable. ‘of- drawing from. : : Look, Life and Posti in purchases of Ehouges, © | 

ywhere to. “provide: entertainment and. < appuiances,. insurance and food: 2 

information. os — fo “Ar AV Guide’ magazine, your - national. a 

IV ‘Guide magazine. isa commentary on’. : _ advertising will. ‘be seen and” tead. ‘Starch 

‘everything ‘people see. On. telévision: and”: _proves, ‘our ‘readers read from. cover to: cover. Se 

‘want to know more’ ‘about. Our viewpoi int is . We' ve gathered possibly: the finest mass: 
‘a magazine.viewpoint. Not a fan. magazine: “magazine audierice. there. is. You-can Teach 

“ Not-a house Organ. We are a-cocked eye: * 4t-for half the: ‘Cost. per. thousand: of Look, 
«brow to television and: the television industry...” _Aife of r Posts: ’ ae 

We have nearly 20 million primary readers ‘Why don't you 2 i : | aa 

ar See 

- 

- * 
vt 

4 : 

~ 

- me 

. SOE FACTS. AND. FIGURES: ‘ABOUT OUR 
_ MAGAZINE: TY GUIDE. magazine guarantees 

-. a-ciroulation of 84 mitlion families: it cu rently 

~ detivers: 9, , 300,000 weekly. : TY GUIDE maga- 
“zine teaches well over five. ‘mitlion young - 

" shaivied: ‘seaders—gnore than any other maga- 

zine published. ‘Compated swith Look, Life and 

Post, Vv GUIDE reaches more. families with 

-‘ehildren, more families with automobiles, and 

“ more families who Spend $200 ‘or ‘more. on 
"household furnishings per year. The median 

. income ‘of TV. GUIDE: households is: $7503. 

TY: GUIDE offers two. to. three. times. more 

“primary: ‘feaders. per. advertising ‘dollar than 

any other. ‘mass weekly ‘OF biweekly. 

Na et Magazine Report, 1963 

~ ate: 
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AM stations: are. . considered unless. 

it can pe proved » to the. _ buyers’ ; 

satisfaction. that. a group . of. FM 

‘stations can ‘deliver a. larger audi- 
ence (at a good CPM) than’ some 
of. the AMs.” This, he asserts, is. 
the only way FM can offer a “mass” 
to. mass advertisers at present. He 
adds that media: departments fre- 
quently don't bother with FM in| 
making mass buys because. it: in- 
volves too much work for the little} 
money involved:: whereas the single | 

clicked. ‘off | ‘on. billing, ‘single order -and | single 
-CP4M- ‘calculations for the ..group 
buy makes for the same: ease and 
efficiency: as..a single AM station). 
affords, 

To. date FMGS. has sécuted more. 
than $300,000 worth of :group busi- 
ness from such sponsors:as Allstate, 
‘DeCaf, Corn Products, - : Lorillard, 
Carleton cigs, ‘American’ Express, | 
Texaco, Phillip. Morris: and :United,. 
Pan-Am and _Nationai Airlines, 
many of. which had. never used FM} 
before. The Chicago group is made 

She brews a great pot of. coffee. and”: 

swings ‘a mean typewriter.. But don't ask. : 
“her what:a roll-top is.’ She'll tell you it's a 
new:kind of hair-do. For she lives in one- 
world~—today’ S world. We at WABC know” 

_ her world. So... 
We give her news (every halt F how, . 

Allan Jefferys’ yeviews (all: the latest. 

Broadway shows)-/ ‘And the music modern 

FM Group Sales Solve 
‘Continued. from page. 34 

: KNOB, 
‘Sales : organization. hopes. initially: 
to-set up’similar. groups in the}. 
‘top 10. and. eventually. ‘the. top 25 
markets. . cos 

TER IS NTT ee ee OE Ee AE 

__ Basoommevmier _ 

up of five Stations. (WCLM; WDHF, ° 
“‘WFMF, WFMQ‘.and “WKFM) ‘and. 
‘the Los Angeles of ‘eight (KBIG,. 
KBMS, KFMU,. :KGLA, KMLA, 

“KRHM and. KUTE). The 

“Eight ‘new . -gales 

123 | markets... 

: New: ‘deals’ tabulated by distribu. 

tor: ‘United Artists Television in-. 
clude:. .WALB,. ‘Albany, Ga.: - WJHG, 

Panama .. City, Flia.; : 

Macon, . Gas 
. Fla; WRCB, Chattanooga,- Tenn.; 
WKOW, Madison, - Wis:; XETV, . 
San. Diego, Calif. and’ ‘WNOK: 
Columbia, S.C. rae ve 

we 

WMAZ-TV |: 

‘WFTY, . Orlando, : 

a “America digs. Herb Oscar Anderson gots 

her day off to-a bright start...tells her. 
.. how.to” dress for. the weather, ‘how ate. 

her train: will be. When she’s home for: an - 

evening, Scott Muni: ‘keeps. her purring 

With: ‘music and masculine charm. ‘The: 

‘Bruce Morrow Show tucks, heri in at night. oo ON... 

"But if. ste doesn’t feel: like sleeping, 

~ ABC-TV Daytime Bizz. 
Arnav Shoe’. Corp.. inked. fora 

‘regional . buy: of: minutes ‘through-. 
:} out. ‘ABC-TV’s. daytime ‘sked -start- | _ 
-} ing -in- August -to.. bow its “A-OK |* 
Children’s Shoes,.new ‘line. of plas- |i 
tic ‘bootery : for ‘youngsters: ‘Leber, 
Katz. &: Paccione is.:the agency. 
‘The campaign is for. the northern : 
states.” 2 

* The: tietwork. also’ renewed day- 
time “blue-chippers Bristol-Myers, 

| Whitehall, General-Foods,. General 
- | Mills. and: Lever for the Second and: 

re = Bo ! third cuarters... : 

“Bat Masterson’ Sales «| 
_have.. been’ 

“Bat ‘Masterson. ae 

putting: the. Gene. Barry starrer” in 

Wm: Morris Taps Kolmer 
“For: Brillstein’s: Spot 

- “Loyd: Kolmer. has been named 
‘head of the William Morris Agency: 
sports dept. Chore will be assumed | 
along: with ‘his. current assignment 
which -is: in- the’ commercials. field 
and the: ‘servicing of: various shows: 
‘Kolmer. succeeds Bernie - Brill- 

_|stein who resigned to. go with the 
.Martin: Kunimer~ Agenicy. - -Arnold: 
‘Sank ‘and ‘Bert Kammerman’ have’ 
Brillstein’s other duties: split. be 

“tween: them. ; | 

; lite. WABC stays with our. gal..and she 

-’stays'with WABC. . 
. One more thing about this girl wonder:: - 
she shops ‘on her Junch. hour till the cash 
registers ting tit! = : , 
“Got the -picture?. Give her: the: word 

WABC . 
een AN ABC. OWNED RADIO STATION 00. ; 

a = Represented by Blalr Radio - 

moment. is. Roger: Colman, who 
doubles as an FM rep (28 stations), 

| and. -who-: hatched the ‘pending 
‘|! “Paris..This Week” half-hour. for- 
‘| mat for a-potential Air France ride: 
‘|. (In LaBrie’s ‘truism, “If you want | 
{to buy time. you. don’t need me:”. 

This.. is: by way. of accenting’ his 
function’ as ‘factotum,'a role. that |: 
‘includes. a followup .assist on mer- 
chandising the show. Virtually ‘all. 
that. remains for. Foote, Cone & 

billboards, : “The. show has mid- 
evening ‘bookings on. two ‘stations: 
(for -alternating. nights) in’ New 
York, San. Francisco,’ Boston.. and: 
Eos: Angeles. In Chicago, it’s a one. 
station carry.. - 
AS a. ‘series, the LaBrie package 

FM Pushers Vaulting. Cap 
‘Continued from: ‘page ‘34. 

is contracted - by  PwA through 
1964: LaBrie has some..other ideas. 

+ cooking,: and assertedly_ other spon: } 
‘sors awaiting. . 

Apparently the medium’ S ‘only 
Lland’s’. Golden - Age: 

° other. packaging. practitioner ‘at the | . 

Wednesday Ape & 1964 

is not “Just music,” but an: explor 
tion of the realm, from ‘The Chile 
dren (disciples) ‘of Bach” -to “Eng- 

bethan to Elgar.’” 

speaks: of FM ‘as “the last source 

admonishes the. contemplative. ad- 
vertiser to regard the ‘medium “as... 

| a 52-week . buy”—and, ‘of ‘course, ° |. 
to. think of it in terms of concept...” ~ 

Multi-market ‘amortization. of said as 
concept. is, of course; implicit for -:- 
a national advertiser. given “the : 
cost-per. economics. of FM, and cér-- 

Belding, the airline’s .agency,. is. to| tainly where: a programming. ‘mid- 
‘supply the hour’s.two low-key com: 
mercials plus” ‘the ‘open-and-close | 

dleman. is involved. 

. Meanwhile,..as “between: : Colman oa 
‘and: LaBrie, there is a ‘cheerfulness. : . -" 
.of outlook for the medium. Colman, 
without . clarifying... his . optimism, 
declares that timebuyer. fidelity. to 
numbers. is: “cooling;” to..the. ad-. 
vantage of FM: -He also remarks 
that. agency _: folk are. nowadays::.. * 

* about the.’ 
| medium, while. LaBrie independ- «.._ 

a ently’ suggests the same by .assert-.- 
ing. ‘FM's figures: ‘‘are finally start- 
ing to ‘make ‘sense - to. people.” | 

more. “anxious to. learn’ 

Such. ‘comment - ‘adverts | to. (a) 
a the: mounting FM set sales—from. 
- 11,500,000 -in 1959: to 5,100,000 last: 

Lyear ‘and. a projected: 6,400:000: for’... 
‘this,;. and. (b) the mounting tunein 

fas .a- corollary.’ This last’ is not: 
‘uniform on: the: FM band, but cer- 

. tainly” ‘Has.. been invigorating: the —. 
“Tl elass ‘clientele: stations. Chicago’s -.~ 
| WEMT, for: instance, is consistently. 

oufpointing some of its AM. rivals.” <— 
(and getting richer-in the process); 

--/ and there's ‘also .the “Philadelphia 
| Story” — 
fers that :vaulted:no less than three - 
| FMers (WPBF,.WPEN. and WDVR) . 

-_J-past the NBC-.: 0&0, | _WRCV ( AM; 
a that: 4s). 

the.J anuary-March | Hoop- 

” British Size 

director-general and * 

“curb”. Sir 

-But probably. the major: factor in 
this’ particular. squall, which ‘local- _ 

ized -- itself over : Parliament, was. :.--:. 
| certain aspects. of BBC-TV- political waa. 
{video coverage, : ‘principally the ex-.  ~ 

_ | posure .of. politiciaris. to: severe and” 
ne searching on+sereen scrutinies _ 
‘| deemed unfair:in some high’ circles,. 
i Appointment: ‘of . Lord’ Norman-.. 

_| brook °.as’ ‘Corporation:-. 
“4 gives ‘little. clue as to any change. in. 
BBC-TV -policy. for he ‘is .an ad-~ 

‘4 | mitted. fan -of, both. “Z Cars”. and: 
: : . TW3", 

® | occasion been .deeply. involved in -: 

chairman 

two. shows: which have.’ ‘on 

oe . should-it-be-screened? ' controvérsy. 
| His: reservations on BBC -program- 

ming: are not -yet known, however. -. 
“|. In. his: role as “buffer” between. 
‘| BBC ‘and: the Government, which 
[has sometimes ‘been sorely ‘pricked. 

__J by ‘the web, it: could ‘be that. he has 
plenty... ” 

Denver— Frank: E. ‘Roberts, tor- Se 
: ‘mer Portland, © Ore., radio .news- -.. 
man, “has” joined: KBTR “here ‘as 

. [news -director. and . head | (of: Pron, , 
4 gram operations.: “ ° ae 

Roberts. - will: ‘diréct : both; “news. wl TF 
. [and other program. activity: at the. 

1 station; which schedules six « hours we 
of ‘news.‘a. day: 

|jpuoby meee 
Mgt.: FRANK.FASKE | 

50. Broadway, Broskiye, N N. Y 
EV. 4-6000 

from” Eliza: : 

AS... an apostle “should: LaBrie 

TELS Cute tran aces treet 2 ce Ra ce a a ee See WINS, 

"y . _— . ; 

(Air Tia ater wali obser alana ations aad en YT aN Ae lle EE a 

“Continued from page 31 — oo 

” tion—whieh ‘has ‘been’ ‘developed -_ 
since | Sir. Hugh Greene took: ‘office.: *. 

if . Since. 
| Stuart ‘Hood moved in ‘as program”. 

‘| controller—was one of the contri- |. 
| butory, factors ‘in. the: birth of the |: - 
. f recent: clamor. for. a “‘stfong”’. BBC: © 

| chairman: ‘who : could: 
| Hugh’s influence.’ 
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|at an inexpensive . price for large : 
advertisers: to. ‘build: image," but ° 
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By: JESSE. ‘GROSS | - 
South Bend, April qT. 

The. annual. liquidation . of. WJA-: 
TV, a teenage project. here, . has 
begun following completion Satur- 
day (4). of its local tele quiz. show, 
“Can You Name. It?” WJA-TY,,.a: 

venture .in|- 
South Bend, is the firm name for.| 
Junior Achievement. 

fhe corporation of: high school 
youths responsible . for | the. total 
production, . ‘selling. and televising 
of “Name It” over WNDU-TV, ‘the. 
Notre Dame station affiliated ‘with: 
NPC. here. — 

“Name It” was. the third ‘Junior 
- Achievement project. to be carried. 
over WNDU, all running 13 weeks. 
During the 1962-63 session, the 
program .was also: a quizzer, | “Th 1 
Could - Trade -Places,””’ and in the 
*61-"62 semester the teenagers from 
the South Bend: and neighboring | 
Mishawaki- area. put together a 
varity show. “e, 

“Name It, aa which was telecast 
Saturday nights at 6 p.m.,. was a 
half-hour. entry as were. its prede- 
cessors.. The show, sandwiched. be- 

tween network - sports. andi ‘news 
programs, was in competition with. 
news on the other two tv stations. 
here, WSBT-TV and: WSJV-TV, -af- 
filiated’ with CBS. and. ABC, re-. 
sp°ctively.. 

The ‘kids ‘not ’ only. ‘do: virtually 
all’ of the production work on the 

with technical. assistance. 
from WNDU staffers, but they also] - 
solicit advertising..and write “most: 

‘shows 

of the blurbs themselves. ‘The 13- 
week stretch alfows: for: 52 one- 
minute commercials:and the young- 
sters have been scoring. a complete 
sellout. Each minute went for $48, 
‘but if. purchased ‘on. a “13-week. 
basis the cost per minute was re- 
‘duced to. $45... 

- Annual capitalization. of $300 tor 
the teenage corporation is raised 
through the sale of stock at 50¢ 
a share with a’ limitation of five 

Teenagers Learn Al ian ABC $ say : 
South. ‘Bend Youths. Youths Produce Quiz: § Show 

: For: N otre’ Dame. Station. 

| allen, -mayor of South Bend, ‘and |_ 
“Mrs. Margaret Prickett,. mayor: of} 

| Mishawaka. - 

‘|lar parttime employee. He's: the 
- | only: highschool student. employed 

128, “Name rr miests were : Lioyd | L 

Weinstein, ‘incidentally, ‘is also | 
- associated: with WNDU as .a‘regu-: ae DeCoy and ‘California as-. 

ssemblyman Mervyn Dynally were 

‘were. sold to the station. : 
were rented this season for.“‘Name 
It” at.a-minimal fee, On “Places” 
‘$160 in prize money was. handed. 
-out over the -16:: weeks: ($5. per 

“1 by. the :station- which. does: use |~ 

“shares per. “person. “Last: season,. a |'Notre Dame ‘students. He. began |’ 
. .|.profit: of. 22c ‘was paid- for: every’ 

50¢: ‘invested. Around .$2,;200.-was: 
‘| grossed bythe venture ‘last season 
on which:.the net was: around. 
-$1,700.. “This ‘season’s: gross. is. ex: 
‘pected .to’ be the same. with..a'. 
higher net because. of lower costs. 

'. Liquidation’ of. the. video venture: 
at the end.of. the. 13-week: cycle is 
‘required as all Junior Achievement. 
companies. throughout..the . country. 
are. established and. dissolved dur-.|- 
-inga period: running. from October |. 

-.-through the end of April. Junior-}. 
Achievement. is: an. educational or-'|- 
ganization sponsored. by ‘local. busi- |". 
nessmen for. the ‘purpose of. en- 
_abling. teenagers to learn how: busi-. 
Ness operates. ‘through - the. ‘estab-. 
lishment .of- miniature. corporations 
under the direction: ‘of-a counseling 
‘body, In ‘the case of’: WJV-TV,,. 
the counseling As. undertaken... by 
“WNDU. 

. Counseling the. students on the 
“Name It”. 
Brown, a “WNDU: ‘salesman; ° 
Siminski, a ‘producer with the. sta-' 

venture ‘were. Dale 

tion, and Mrs.. Ann ‘James;.of the 
WNDU. auditing department... ‘The 
teenage executive. producer of the 
quiz show ‘was Gary: - Weinstein: 
. who. - also . functioned in ‘that: ¢a- 
pacity: ~ on: last season’s. 
‘Places”” program. Incidentally, - all 
‘but ‘two:.of the “Name-It” shows. 
were live: as -compared. to - only |. 

‘men, grocery clerks and now an in- 
‘| the-flesh” Mr:-.Clean..:are telling 

three ‘live’ editions of : “Places.’ ”. 

and. at .the end: of .the. ‘semester 

prize), but. for “Name It” gift cer- 
tificates.. provided by. local . busi- 
nessmen in exchange for free. 
plugs were. owen away. On March 

Bill 

“Trade. 

The teenage -eorporation ° pays |. 
‘the Station’ $40 per “week.. for 
‘rentals. .Last season sets, flats; etc., 
‘built ‘by the -school. Aids, cost $63.]. 

‘These | 

‘working: at. the station: ‘last sum- 
‘meron the production staff; mainly. : 
as a. cameraman and” averaged 
‘about 35. hours: work weekly. Since. 
the start. of. School last. September, | 
“Weinstein has been. “working at. 
the station:from 8. ‘a.m. to 10-p.m, 
daily, prior ‘to. the. start of. classes, 

Baty Fon urness Blasts 
Ww sDistaff Cliches! 

~ Columbus, O. , April 7. 

“More” “realistic” 

‘Betty. Furness, radio: and. ty. per- 

‘sonality, in an address before ‘mem-] - | 
bers. of ‘the. Columbus ‘Chapter. ot} 
‘the Academy of. ‘Television~Arts & 
Sciences here, ~*. : 

Miss’. -Furness. ‘made: the. ‘point 
‘that there are no normal-type. gals 
shown.: on the typical: tv ..show: 
“They are either. scheming’ to. out- 

completely -scatter-brained : types,” 
She said, Miss Furness. ‘pointed. out 
that ‘even -some | ‘programs: with. 
‘families don’t have mothers, citing| 
“My: Three Sons” - and” “Bachelor 
Father" as: ‘examples, : 

‘cials, ‘she said. “Appliance repair 

women how .to Keep: their. -homes 
clean: and. in. repair.’ an 

Miss Furness stated: that she felt. 
‘there. is a definite” ‘need for a 
good : afternoon ‘women’s : interest 
program. on. the. néts. ‘‘Not just a 
‘cooking and sewing. show, but-one 
along the lines. of. the ‘old ‘Home’ 
shows.” It need not: be elaborate but 
it. ‘should: ‘give’ women: credit | ‘for. 
some intelligence ‘and their. impor- 
tant. contribution: to: all . areas. of 

| modern life.” > 

‘ning for. the. spot. . 

for five years. thereafter. to the. etv 
-station “was Crown .City Broad- 
‘casting Co.. Tt: predicted. ‘a first year. 

| Profit of, $429, 473.’ Among. its 12 ‘cast: Foundation | which : tried: to» 
‘save. KRLA from | 

| axe by. operating it with profits go-" : 
ing to the Los:Angeles- educational © 
tv. station re-applied .as the: ‘Oak Es 
Knoll" Broadcasting. . ‘Corp. “It. re-:°.: 4 
-questéed-.an: interim Srant, for the flee 

~.| diréctor of ‘WAII-TV, Atlanta .and 
‘WIBC-AM-FM, - Indianapolis. 

{to move..its. station in Long. Beach: 
portrayal . of} fo Pasadena. 

|women. on: ty’ was -ealled. for. by ; 
costs. 

-of. limited. timer. KGBS in-LA, also. 
‘pumped ‘for KRLA’s - frequency.: 
Standard -figured it could clear a 

enue coin. 
‘profit -at $16, 472 a-drop from the 
$59,054 tallied in :1962. 

‘smart their husbands. or: they :are}. 

ported. a . profit: 
‘in. 1962: ‘to, $5, 223, 780:| _ 

last year... 

tried to get in” on’ ‘the: Pasadena 
; Act. 

‘The tv-highlighted. inadequacy. or. 
“Women. has even reached .commer-{ 

Broadcasting: ‘Corp. which operates 

Palms. 

‘Malibu Broadcasting Co. ‘Trying to 
“wiggle ‘the. frequency to ‘Arroyo. 

“move the frequency. to Whittier. - 

--/ Publishing - Co., ‘licensee of. KTNT- 

. _Wedneadey, April 8 1964. ; oo 

~ From Hope To Goodson-Todman 

listed: among the 30 shareholders. 
‘BMI. boss Carl « Haverlin.. was 

among 52 stockholders of the Voice 
of Pasadena Inc.,.a° group of adver- 
tising. and broadeasters: in: the: run- 

-Promising - to: donate - ‘all- of: its 
interim ° profits : and 10% of ‘coin 

partners. is. Robert . Valliencour, ‘.a 

’ Averring it: could pull: a $420, 000: 
profit was KFOX. Inc. which. wants 

‘Company predicted 
$840, 000. revenue: 

Standard: Broadcast. co; a Storer: 
Broadcasting subsid: ‘apd. licensee. 

$200, 000: profit from: $1,500, 600: rev- 
‘It: listed~ last ~ year’s 

Parent. company. Storer also: re-: 
‘decline: . 

$6,264, 641 

- Several. ther ‘neighbors’ also: 

Among ‘thei were Broadcasters 
of: ‘Burbank which. holds 20%. of 
KBLA, Burbank and - “Hi-Desert 

daytimer. KDHI.. in’ Twenty-nine’ 
Hi-Desert requested 

| KRLA’s: frequency. and. some. of: its’ 
power: for its operation, re 

- Trying to manuever: the® alloca- 
tion. to: Topanga was. the Topanga. 

Grande was KCéH which: operates 
there. Arthur: Crawford, owner’ of. 
KCBH-FM, Los’ Angeles, applied | to. 

“The “Tacoma . (Wash:) Tribune. 

; Continued: from. ‘page 3; 

AM-EM-TY: - there ‘holds sninority’ 4 
interest’.ina. company which. ape. 

and. $420, 000 . 

from! 7 

" ayem. 

tions in. Pasadena. 

‘Ji. Flynn.” 

$2206 

The bilsiniess:eivie ‘group: ‘Broad- 

outlet. 

‘tute “of Los : Angeles, “licensee ‘of 
-KBBI-FM; Los Angeles and KBBW,:: 
San Diego. 

— : — . : = Moos GE ———= = = - 

Jerry Levin 

“have. a ‘pervasive. concern. ” Often, ve | 
therefore, “aq ‘story. cay. “be repre-.. 

| Sentation’ of the: broader problem a 
besetting a while. area. or.-state” =: 
Choice. examples . -would . be: ‘the. 

stanzas on. lowering the. voting age, . 

and on medical care. for the: indl-": 
gent:.in : New Jersey’ S- Middlesex ° 
County.. 

3 ‘Not. at the outset: (nearly a a year: os 
‘ago), but’ soon after; “Community. ‘ 
. Dialogue”: began hitting the -Mon- 
day news. pages in New York. This::.: ‘: 
mow occurs with Virtual clockwork, °°": 
as ‘with also..most’ other ‘Sabbath = *.:. ” 
newsmaker shows via Gotham radia a” 
and stv. 

peat 

PoP boy yA 
mn oa roy yo. 

1 Yow Nae iN 

plied. to.continue KRLA’s . operas: 
‘Heading. the: 

Pasadena Broadcasting: Co. ‘is Los: 
-Angeles ‘pubrelations man Edward 

“Trying to. move the allocation. to. 
Costa - Mesa—Newport | Beach ‘was: 
Charles Jobbins. ‘He: submitted: the *.. - 
lowest construction. cost estimate _ 

the’. revocation. °°: 

Also: ‘filing. to: ‘keep the: present we 
-/ operation: : going --were.. Pasadena ~~ 
‘Civie Broadcasting, California’ 
Regional Broadcasting»Corp. which: 
promised. locally ‘oriented cultural - 
‘programming and. the Bible Insti--~ 

—- Continued from page. Er ae
: ee 

“Dialogue” does a. channel 5 reek, 
Bach following Saturday. el 

seaman ria ieee 
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On The ¢ Waterfront « eee + Sayonara’. Paw Me qn. in: the e Gray Flannel 

Suit. oe Ruby Gentry « eae . The Old Man and the Sea. ees. — 

The Bad Seed: eae , Duel: mn the Sun. Pea _ Battle Cry. oe 

“ove . The Spirit of St. Louis hee . No Time for ‘Sergeants 

aed Hercules Poy _ Atilla: the Hu un wes . The Pajama... Va SF 

Game. ; eae _ A. Face. in: the Crowd’. ee Kiss Them : _ Al a 

“for Me. wee  Indiscreet . ee + The Gift of Love . one . on all Pe | 

| Man i in a Cocked Hat ewe » Home Before Dark 

eee Top Secret. Affair. oes « Too M uch, Too 

Soon « eee +The Lady K ilers vee sand more, 

_ Auntie Mar ame’. nee + The Dark at the Top of the Stairs . vee: 

The Ni un s Story. eee . Bachelor Party cee . Cash M Call. 

ee pc ce Palace « aes Se arjorie M orningstar:. coe: Tall Story 

“eee . The Fugitive Kind « eee: ~The He anging Tree, vos He appy” 

». Anniversary «. one . The M iracle ees iH ercules Unchained. oe: 

‘The Night. H olds Terror. ese Thief of Bagdad .. vee Walk | 

Into Hell. see Wonders of. Aladdin .. eee Aphrodite _ 

with many, many more eto come! 
- 
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“Harris On Public Affairs 
Continted ‘from. page Bi —————— ae | 

‘national résoiirce, ‘so: are ‘trees— oo be. advertised: ‘on. the | air, and: he 
assessed this ‘opposition ' as ° “very 
‘real ‘and very, very. dangerous.” 

“Tf. broadcasting is to. survive -as. 
a free medium it must. become. 
more professional.’ ‘and less~ com- 
mercial: minded. Broadcasting is 
too. important. to: be left exclusive- 
ly to the- mores: of the “market 
place.” 

The Congressman’s “address. to 
NAB membership ‘served a8 a pre- 
face to two papers and a panel dis- 
cussion on:the subject:of “freedom 
-and fairness-—the right. to. know,” 

. which was flawed. as a convention 
feature by the lack of. a devil’s ad- 
vocate. It apparently had been: ex- | 
pected that. J. R: Wiegins,- editor | - 
and exec viceprez, of. the ‘Washing: | 

would play the |. 

“ABC Film's Brazil Deals . Aan: 26° “CAUSE FOR:ALARM”: © 
J +++, Loretta Young, Barry: Sullivan. - 

ton Post ¢D.C.), 
articulate heavy but ~ instead 
crossed them and ‘started -an argu- | 

Better. than. any of. the | ment; 
‘broadcasters. on the. panel, as. to 
why tv and radio deserve. _total 
“freedom. of expression..: 
He noted that 

electronic media ‘might ‘involve the 
Toss of. license, broadcasters were 
understandably: going to. be. very. . 
timid and careful. about. what they. 
say. Told that the press was envied |? 
for the immunity it had: from gov- | 
ernment restriction ‘he said, “Tt. 
* the. broadcast airwaves are a 

Avorn row 
WA 

ventana,
 Malk k 

“BY \ 

‘By whose measure 3. ‘the 
| Broadcaster’s. neck to. be 
|. stretohed and cut to fit the 

“regulated” cloth? —- . 

|. nications Commissions. |. set 
the pattern: through inter- - 

pretation of the law, based “for the continued growth of 
-. the art of. broadcasting. 

ae ~ pf 

To put the word Broad-. | passed a ‘few million visiting ‘tour-. 
|-ists...Once restored td. its: original 
| form, Anne: Baxter. posed - for. the } 
photogs - while . Sol: Lesser; “prexy: 

on what the. Chairman feels 
is the. public’s interest? 

_ Should the - members Of :- 
_ Congress. make specific. the 
. intent and integrity of that: 
- body by setting forth a new 

| Communications Act?.. =~ 
-. Should the ‘National .‘ As- 

- . gaciation -of. Broadcasters. 

| friendly sovereign? 
‘Or should the individual 

- -broadcaster,. who. is older:.in 
time, talent © and... “under- 

Guy ‘Gannett Broadcatng Services : 

Jobn Blair 1 Compenies ® CBs ‘Television 

NAB ® I. 10-2 Mort. Bassett Co. HT. TAC e BPA 

if. the. -corise- | 
quences: of. free expression in the | 

Vales and, in sum,: “make. the 

casting’: in the words of - 

admirable training. For the -- 
. . Broadcaster . ‘works - entirely. 

- adopt the role. of watchdog : 

and policeman as a sort Of The public :is “ quick to - 

7 Somewhere... between - Ivory. 

and. a: diminishing one at. that: Re- 

‘s1 mind the government. that. wood | es 

‘pulp-is.made from trees, and that’s 
what. we. publish: our papers on.” | 

‘The two papers, that ‘of Wiggins 

_Wednesday, ‘Apat 8, 1964" 

y ARB F EATUR URE FILM CHART 
-Vantery-ARB's ‘iseekly chart offers. a. day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in. ra . we 

particular market.. ‘On Saturdays. and~Sundays, daytime feature slots. complete with’ nighttime pix 
. periods for. designation as the top feature slot of the day.. The analysis. és confined to the. top rated :. 

feature. slots.in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week: The "ARB measured’ 

and the other of:Rex Howell, prexy |. °° 

“improve their image” or : show. 
“better and ‘less obtrusive | conduct | 
in the -courts if the news media. 
-are-to win the. fight for access to] - 
‘court .rooms and other, hearing'|. °°. 
“rooms from, ‘which ° they: are mow] ~~ 
barred. -. 2 

For’ the: “rest: ‘of it, “the: panel} > ° 
: pretty" much belabored the. obvious, 

ABC Fitms’ within. ‘the past three: i 
| weeks. has. Tacked ‘up 48 sales to] = 
stations “in Brazil,. 
global sales topper. Harold ‘Klein. |. 

; BCs Od Coast Studios, | Z| 
~ A26-Year Old Landmark, iF 
Making Way. For Bank| . 

4 radio network;, ‘is. skedded to be top.|. 
| guest’ speaker ‘at. ‘the 13th: ‘annual 
‘New: Mexico Broadcasters’ Assn. 
convention : in "Albuquerque. April |" 

Deals. ‘involve seven: properties, 
including “The: Fugitive,” “Break | 
ing- Point,” = “The New ; Breed, ” 
-“Combat’’ “The. ‘Rebel, rn *“Casper,| . 
the Friendly ‘Ghost: and. Company," |. 
and “Ben Casey.”, 

‘The Portuguese-dubbed. ‘3 hi ° ws|. 
will air in 15:Brazilian markets,. in| 
cluding. Rio" and . Sao. Paulo. | 

\ RIDIOTY, 

sae i 
“standing of the business set Ct. 
“the pace of programming... — 
. carry the: torch of viewer and: 
listener rapport ..:..lead the . 

Should the Federal Commu- way :in divining - the needs | 
and. ‘wants of an audience - 

daily: decisions’ ‘that auger 

Robert . Louis. . Stevenson, 
“Nor . will ‘the. practice ‘of. st 
‘Broadcasting | afford. you 
pleasure only; it affords:an - 

upon honor.” ..:- 

pounce. on the rats in -every.. 
enterprise... Though. broad" | 
casting isnot. Sully free’ of 
_problems.. it ‘does_ ‘operate 7 

/Soap™ and - Sir-:Gala- 
i flad, as. anyone who - 
has” ever.-met..and. - 

talked: with: Droad= ..| 
casters. Gutekty. . 
learns.: ' 
By: whose “measure | 
-is- the - -Broadcaster’s “1 
‘neck to ‘be stretched’ 
‘and cut? «0. " 

: There are many. who" 
brandish. competitive | 
tongues. and swords. .. 
‘Dut the. militant -- 
. broadcaster does -not ~ 

‘will. gladly wear the } 
measure. of cloth put . 
‘together. by the. mil-: : 
lions. of American 
‘viewers and Hsteners. 

“Vice » President x | | 

‘according to] — 

fear thé truth... He -} claimed that. 

“HY west..in the. direction: -Of . Beverly . 

| Hills. and: Santa Monita”. and. “the 
{new plant. ‘was .;opened "without. 

T| premieres.” 

-of Krex-AM-FM-TV,. Grand Junc- oe 
tion, “Colorado, ‘both. stressed- the [ -- 

.| point. that” ‘both ‘electronic and | 
‘pencil reporters’ ‘would. ‘have to. 

SUNDAYS’ 10: 00-12:00 © 
Program:. SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE. 
Sane 5 “MOON FLEET”: 

“1955, MGM, MGM: 
Jan: BR “CONSPIRATOR” 

1950, MGM,.MGM.. 

.1952, MGM,: MGM - 

_ 1951, MGM, MGM: 

“Totol Area Homes: 274, 600 

_WEWS: Metro Rating: 29: 

.. Stewart: Granger, ‘George Sanders. 

‘ Robert Taylor, Elizabeth: Taylor | 

Jan: 19 “THE ‘GIRL IN’ WHITE” |” 
: ‘June. Allyson, Gary: Merrill 

‘(Continued . from. page 48). 

~ “periog usually ‘covers three or four weeks. . Other. data such as the time. slot. and- average share. ia 
| audience is furnished, Top: competition. and ‘competitive: ratings atso are. highlighted. _ ; 

“TOP. COMPETITION - ook 
STATION & 

: R “TOTAL HOMES - Share: of Adience: 54 _: PROGRAM at 
* Candid Cainera . a a 2h 2 

10:00-10:30 | STE: 900" , 
What's My: Line? a WW 
-10:30-11:00°” 5 264,000 

“Sports; Late. Show: KYW 
o AL: 15-12: 00° GA L00. 

_ Hollywood, April 7. 

the. big. steel. ball .will-. ‘start: 
‘| swinging Text. week to demolish a 
| landmark: that’ ‘stood its corner at’ 
Sunset. &.. Vine! ‘for. the. past 261°: 

years. Last rites: were said “over| 
the NBC’ studio ‘last. week at. 
‘ceremonial driven’ to cover. by. tine 
| Seasonable rain. -On the site’ will |' 
rise a. complex of. steal -and con- |: 

| crete—a high rise. office building, 
_*: Ff hotel. “and. an. edifice.’ to: house. 

“| Heme: Savings &: ‘Loan, owners ‘of. 

. fj} the. 
_ 4 bought: by: NBC. in’ 1938 for: $250, 

|.000. and: sold ‘for $3,500,000: 
ty “NBC. radio and :tv is ‘low con- | 

| ceritrated. in “Burbank. The “mid-'} 
‘Hollywood . site. was: in its. second. 
life: asa’ landmark. for - millions |: - 
of visitors. ‘Previously ‘it had.-been |: 

| the: studio’. of = Famous - ‘Players-'| 
|.Lasky, forerunner. of - Paramount |. 

{i Pictures. -RCA moved Into its own. 
i t building. a. ‘block. away. 

“Raising © a ‘capsule : of memora- ; 
bilia from. the :well in: the: founda- | 
‘tion’ for’. further. repose: in. the 
Hollywood museum ‘set up ‘a-stub- 
born resistance. : Jacked: tothe top. 
it was found: that. the.:bottom had 

| slipped: its: mooring sO ‘Salvage Op- |: 
4|-erations.: were. employed.- 

| Serve,. - however, as: enough . ‘of. ‘a. 
{ceremonial ‘to mark. the passing’ of 

square block, “which ‘was 

a “broadcast. ‘studio through. which 

of the ‘Museum; ‘said a few. appro- 
| priate” words. and John ..K. West,. 
‘who. commanded $- the - electronic 

- 4) citadel for a. dozen © Years, was. 
jealmly | nostalgic: ° 

‘NBC “inoved . from. the: 
‘back ‘lot’ of: RKO. in Hollywood..to.} 
its” palatial . new. edifice, . big time | 
“radio ‘was just: coming -into® its. 

| own.” -Amonig’ thé:-.shows that: took 
‘the Hollywood - signoff on. ‘the ‘net- |} 
work. to .christen. the’. “last -word’’.| 

‘A/}'in’. radio’ faéilities were Chase & |-- 
| Sanborn, Jack Benny, “One. Man! s | 

When 

Faraily,”” Amos ’n’. Andy, Lum- ° 
|| Abner,.. Marion’ ‘Talley,.: ‘Rudy. Vale: 

| lee,. Bing Crosby,. ‘Maxwell ‘House, 
Hollywood Mardi Gras; Burns: and 

| Allen, Frank’ Morgan,,. ‘Fanny. Brice, 
| Robert Taylor, Tyrone Power, :Jim- 
mie. Fidler and: -Elza. Schallert.. ‘To 
give the studio" a.stature compara- 

1 ble to “N.Y. 
‘City—without ‘West- added. as later 
became -eustomery. 

“it. was “called Radio 

NBC: publicity’ at -the ‘time. pro: 
‘the Studio.” faces 

klieg lights ‘or. parade: of celebrities 
-which : ‘chatacterize ‘all. Hollywood |. sen 

- NBC: “Carnival” - was |" / 
“| -accorded~ the™-honor * of being. ‘tra 

op) first: Show to. come. ‘out of the’ ew a ‘a. j Studio. - a 

. * Columbia, 0.  Paal. E. 

= J Le traffic manager. 

tion, KENN is ‘association Prexy. 

It. did: 

"ent, 

(Snook) oe 
Neal: has been appointed -program.|° 

|. director of WBNS radio,. Columbus; a 
| succeeding Parke: Blanton, ‘who. re- |: 

“4 signed - to take” a~ “position | with 
“WTOP-TY i in ‘Washington, DC. J. 
-Neal joined: WBNS in 1934"as a] °... 

‘musician: ‘During ‘the :30 -years ’ of |’ . 
‘association with. the: station he has|-:- 
{served as” musical Sirector and] 

~Albniquerque, April. Lo 

‘Robert RR ‘Pauley, prez. of ‘ABC| 

17-18. 

Skies Hotel ‘here, 

Other speakers - “booked - include 
Stephen . Labunski,: general. man- 
‘ager of WMCA in: New ‘York, Alvin | © 
M. King: of.NAB and state’s ‘gover-| 

| nor, Jack. Campbell. 

Bob Williams of. Farmington’ sta- 

Evelyn Lawson’s ‘Ter 

“New. Bedford, _Mass.; April 7. 

for..13 consecutive “weeks. 

the Cape.. 

who ‘is ‘a’ newspaper correspond- 

Cary to Desilu Int't 
Hollywood, April Y 

‘Pauley. willl be featured. speaker 
a}at.the convention's opening. night 

banquet on April 17. at. the ‘Western. 

was: 

- With Cape Cod Players |: 
: Star Nite, a new: half-hour va- | 
riety show, produced by. Evelyn | . 

_ | Lawson, featuring: ‘performers. ap- | 
pearing in Cape -Cod .Strawhats |. 
‘and . niteries. ‘during: the summer 
‘season; will preem June 23: over. 
WTEV,: .Vatice ° ‘Echersley, - general 
Manager, announced. It. will~ run. 

Because. of its: three major. sum- | ~. 
-mer theatres, - niteries and ‘other: 
‘Summer - stock companies, 
Cod plays: host: to more ‘show: busi- 
ness’ celebs ‘than. any other area 
of ‘it. size ‘in the. country.. In.’ addi- 
‘tion to ‘the. visiting ° stars,. ‘Many | —— 
names.-in the. lively: arts are per- |. fs 
manent or summer residents of 

Cape. 

stated... Each: segment. will. 
have. a. -definite. format désigned | 
to form: a: framework: that will en- | FF: ..: 
hance: the: star’s ‘personality. and |. - 2, 
arouse - public ‘interest. in. vehicles |: 
currently. playing ° on the : Cape. : 

“Peta Cary is: being transferred a 

“Tor SI % 000 aid | 
“Art. _Franklin,, Manhattan’ public- 
ist,. is asking $125,000 in damages 

in a. ‘breach | of. ‘contract: action : 

tions: “fled. Jast week” in | N. Y. 7 

‘Supreme Court.:. The * suit | ‘origi- |. 
Nally named. NBC as well, but web™ -. 

| was dropped as as -codefendant . : 
‘when it ‘was learned the: ‘statute: ‘of 
limitations was operative. ve RB ky 

“The suit claims that in a 1958 Cnt 
agreement. with. B&E, Franklin was... 
to serve as. p.t. counsel and “ade: 0. - 
visor” for all B&E: shows aired by. :-.”: 

-[NBC, Plaintiff says the: contract: 9. ~ 
1959, | ‘breached. Jan. --23,. 7 

and alleges that the network “ma- ao 
_.| liciously”” induced: ‘the break. 

.Franklin: says his pact’-with B&E: 
called. for. a $450 weekly. fee;. Plas oe 
expenses. : _ aa 

Automation Marches On: : 7 
aw ‘Honolulu; April. 7. 

KGMB’ is the fourth - Of Oahu 
‘island’s: 16 ‘standard-band_ stations . 
‘to switch-to automation, with about... 
80%: of ‘its air. time. being: fed Vides 

: its” new’ ‘equipment. - nee 

~ Exerything’s - automated - except le 
for news, . special . ‘events: and am. 
‘across-the-board °.afternoon disk ©... -.: 
“jockey show.. On- Saturdays. and ** 3..)°°. 
‘Sundays, it’s operated. entirely, BY: Tae 
automation, — a 

”. “Star. Nite ‘will. not be just: an |) , 455% 
interview: program,” Miss Lawson, |. :}, gs 

to Desilu ‘Sales International divi-| % 

April 18, “when: he and . ‘DS veepee- 
general. manager ° Richard: Dins=|f: 

| more. leave ‘for. company’ s ‘London. 
-offices.. *- 
_J erry: Lee, previously with: ‘MCA- | 

TTV: and. Official Films, has’: been. 
named western. sales. manager. and 
Hurley Graffius,. who. has’ been ‘di-: 
‘rector. of. biz-. 'affairs, 
named. ‘southwestern: sales * “man-| 
ager. ce, hn ae 

A Novel by 
ROBERT Fe: - master of the runnin Nery enter- 
MIRVISH pote ‘taining. ° SpoLlshere 

‘DUTTON | 395 

-He begins.-a/¥ 

|i: decumentary unit. 

has been | 

| “Wacky hilarious j journeys on ‘board 
the fictional s.s. Flying Wind. 

| Tiers You Are, _ 

“7 MIRVISH. 1s WONDERFULLS. - 
at concocting. -funny episodes that get 
“even funnier.as they develop. ‘He jis p 

Cr “Publishers” Weekly 

at « «Down Je Eaith Pleawrat” | 

. Us : “ Stor of “Foxy” ; 

sion, after having been western and |’ .* rr 
southwestern sales. manager for the |: 
‘syndication. ‘company, 
tour of.. Desilu’s ‘foreign offfices Top television ‘station | 

vol major. midwest. market 

SEEKS... 
a “Arstirate: writer- -producer . ‘for . its 

Must. have strong. . 
. Working experience. in all. aspects of f- 
the field. if you're the ‘top man In. 
your market and: ready to move up, . 
we'd like.fto hear from. you. . ‘Please F .- 

‘. gerid: full details of. broadcast experk: a 
ence and. productions t . 

VARIETY, Box v-3500,” ‘ 
“ North Michigan Ave., -. : 

Chicago. Ws iingls cts 

ee ” 

eYou? 

a 
_ Bert Lehr 
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Four: years. of peak: network. success... ; ‘universal. parental 
_ acclaim...unmatched response. for. sponsor. promotions...these 
are just: a few of the reasons why Robin Hood offers unsurpassed. 
» strip programming. ‘Add to:these. proven: assets an enthusiastic. 
audience that not only watches the program loyally: but: makes — 

7? Ita part of its playtime...an audience that draws addi- © 
}. tional recruits ‘each year as a new generation dis- 
“Covers. television-you can. see why Robin. ‘Hood fs 
unrivalled for station: and sponsor. ae OE 

“new series ont man's s invincible 
“willto su urvive-SURVIVAL! Twithd 
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From The Production Centres 
Continued trom page: 39 = 

aired ‘April 21. the’é eve , of: the school board meetirig - . 

of -NAB8’s*Code Authority ‘Howard: -H. Bell. cut a “Your Right. To Say 
It" protram this week on the broadeasting: challenge. to’correct program 
and commercial abuses . ... Norman Ross doing another medical-special ; 
for WSKB April 19, this ‘one with Dr. Erich: Uhlman, “The Man. Whol. 
Knows Cancer” ...... George. Condon, : whilom ‘WBBM-TV press chief, | 
is new p.r. ‘manager for. Alberto-Culver . -WIND. doing. a two-part} 
documentary on .the’ X-15 rocket plane, with’ Jim Slade reporting’ on-': 
the-scene -. 
“WGN Ince. this. month . 

Announcer ‘Carl Greyson’ becomes:a 15-year man: ‘with || 

Meister Brau. on WGN. Radio ‘clocked. five years: last ‘week, 

IN LONDON .. 
Post: Office's. Febraay- figures for: the total: tv. jicénses. holders here’ 

amounted to 12,863,011 and sound radio license - ‘holders . totalled :3,- : 
| .weathergirl Mary. Frann riamed.hostess for a ‘new. “Perspective”. p.a. 028,603 for. the same month . Ulster-TV. bringing, in: a new. hour 

long. family : magazine program. " (parade, ” coordinated: by. Mike ‘Kent 
Roy Orbison ‘set for ABC-TV’'s’ April. 18 edition of “Thank Your 

Lucky Stars”. . .Granada-TV. picked up. -and slotted the Robert Taylor 
show; “The. Detectives, ” which goes out: Tuesday $ ‘p.m. from April 12: 

. New fest of Christian Songs due from > “ABC-TV next: Sunday.. 
“Titled “Hallelujah” they feature Salvation’ Army- Bands,. guitar-playing | 
priests and Christian folksingers .. . Same. station to launch’ a new. 
religioso. documentary, from. April. 12°. . Peter Dimmock,: BBC-TV's 
sports chieftain to. quit: his: on-screen - ‘activities. to. concentrate ‘on. ‘ad- |. 
ministration. of : his- department. 
of “Gunsmoke”, 
ing night of his. "vidshow: on: BBC-2.- Associated . Television. signed. | 
Beverley Todd. of-the “No Strings” ' ‘Tmusical. cast to a prime “spot. on |: 
‘the “London Palladium”: ‘bill, rae 

“IN WASHINGTON’. 
CBS. correspondent’. George : Herman’ “feted at luncheon. ‘April 2 atl. 

chichi Georgetown City Tavern. on his 20th anni with web. He réceived 
a set of pewter tankards from. ‘CBS News. veep and general manager 
Blair Clark’ who came down from Gotham for the fest .:. . Mac M 
Garry of: WRC will.emcee Wednesday. (8) Cherry. Blossom. get-together | - 

« WTOP-TV is breaking ‘in live | of New York State Society here . 
with reports from CBS. correspondent Roger. ‘Mudd on. civil rights. fili- 
buster. in. Senate ,.... 

Chamber of Commerce polled “local residents on political. preferences} 
with results broadcast on WTOP radio-tv.. .. 

Virginia, suburbs 

IN PHILADELPHIA . 
Dr.. George Gerbner, ‘associate protestor: at’ the: Tiistitute ‘of. Com: | 

_ munications Research’ of the. University. of Iinols, named dean -.of:| 
the Annenberg School of: Communications of the Univerny xf Penn-. 

-TV news. sylvania. .He assumes .post in summer. (July“1) .. 
correspondent Lisa Howard to receive the-1964: Award for outstanding 
achievement in journalism ‘and communications from Theta Sigma Pi, 
at the women’s es aniiual: dinner at the ‘Warwick (24)... ..} 

PAUL BUNYAN.... 
- bales wallop. : | -_ 

The first and biggest station in the ~ 
vital Northwest area, KSTP-TV. - 

. Berves and sells 810,800 families with 
‘a Bpendable income.of more: than’ | 
FIVE. BILLION. DOLLARS, 

2 co Check your nearest’ + Petry office’ is 
is for the details. - 

=~ 100,000 WATTS -* NBC 
: a "MINNEAPOLIS + ST: PAUL. 

MACFADDEN. BARTEL: 

£UD 

“MACFADDEN-8A 
MACFADDEN-BAR TELL MEN'S GROUP 

VWACFADDEN-BARTEL 

= ‘Edwara Devetiney, gomotion : “director ‘for “WERS. (Evening. Bulletin-| 

| with: his “Baseball Wrapup”: 

John. Callaway 
moderating 4 néw WBBM Radio pubaftairs. opus, * ‘Opinion. Unlimited’ | 

- War d : director. 
- i WG N's. Ward Quaal, agency..topper Fairfax Cone ari rec ‘+ Charities ‘Appeal for. ‘the third. ‘consecutive. year. ones ‘Vincent D. Judd, 

-Motor :Co., Philco’s parent:‘company, for: the. manufacture of a: ‘Portion 

. .Franklyn MacCormack’s all-night: stand for}. 
. | KMOX. radio’ ‘weekdays... 

+ terior decorating,-.ete.) for housewives..: 
‘| produced. by KMOX-TV-: featuring Globe-Democrat Food. Editor Marian.|-:: 

| St.. James slotted.a ‘drawing .contest for the kids ‘onhis . “Corky the 
Clown” show. and ‘pulled: a whopping 13,000: tallies .. - 

‘weeknight KSD radio. 

IN ‘SAN. ‘FRANCISCO. 
. Rediffusion: started a néw.‘series-|: 

._ Danny Kaye: wings. into’ “London April 27. for open- 

. Ethel Merman. recorded: a 50-minute: “KFRC.. 

five-a-week’ ‘morning. bash . 
“by Corbett .Monica:.and Barbara McNair ;::. . Helen’ Bentley of. KCBS 

Educational outlet. WETA-TV- preemed four-pro-: 
gram series ‘Religion and the Arts” Friday. (3).D.C. chapter. of Junior |: 

‘WRC-TV aired -special| 
ir aws for re idents‘in'n near northern | 

Sunday (5) om Virginia neome. fax. laws for res a by 7 {ning on the air contest.in’which it is offering pay listeners 1964 Federal. 
a Income 3 Tax’ up to $250. So far. station has received more than: 5,000 

“f entries 
“| Naney. Antes, NBC's “TW3” girl. who eame in Monday (13) to entertain. 

ed”. minstrel | show,. which’ Plays” the Wilbur Theatre: ere: before’ its 

“across: the board inspired. by WNAC-TV prexy William McCormick «. ... 

=] show. 

IN THE. LAND OF | 

. _,. [slated for: Minnesota. State Fair Hippodrome in St. Paul..Arena which | 
~-L as. capacity of 12,500 will-be scaled from $2.50 to $5. -Promoters had. 

ane mighty KSTP-TV packs B real AM: and -FM,.-ABC< affiliates in: Twin. Cities, will ‘broadcast. from. ‘the 12 
_| Symphony Ball’ here April 25; feeding: part: of the. coverage to the web.|9 
'|-Show will feature “Minnapolis - ‘Symphony. ‘Orchestra. and Meyer: Davis’: 

|IN- TORONTO 
a Hamilton’: Ss. (CHCH-TV: beginning. this week’ and until the - end. of: the | 

| coverage. as. an: experiment. Jast summer -and: it: was. an-instant hit. They. | 
~ tate ‘the. first station in: Canada to. offer the races. every day .... Alf 

.. || 12-week nature ‘series; a new hour-long film. drama‘ series. about present |; 
day life in. an industrial: community “and a new children’s series:.on 

-1-series—‘The’ Plane Makers’”—-focuses on the Scott: Furling. ‘Aircraft Co.,. 
‘| and.'the. stories deal‘ with people who work ‘there ;:;. “Dr..-Finlay’s| 

' “Casebook,” and-hour long BBC film’series that proved popular last. sum-|F i cs rs EAVALLARO._- | 
-E mer, : will’ ‘be back. again this year. “Singalong Jubilee”, from: Halifax,||- =. Pub. Relies 

2 May. has been sold to. Associated-Rediffusion Ltd. of ee. 

Wednesday, April 8, 1964 

TOM DUGGAN QUITS. 
KYLA IN SILENT WORE 

Hollywood, April 7, 

|| Station), appointed to:.the: new post of editorial director ‘for WIBG. 
Coe -WCAU-TV’s ‘award-winning documentary “Conformity,”. selected | . 
for showing. -at: ‘the: 1964 American Film Festiyal ; ‘Les: Keiter, | 

TWFIL, WEIL-TV“-sports. director, - to. follow. each. "Phillies’. telecast | 
, John» ‘O.. Downey, CBS -veepee and | 

‘general manager of. WEAU,. ‘to setve on CARE’s public: relations ad- 
‘visory committee .. . John A. Scheider, CBS v.p: and g.m. of WCAU-: 
TY, appointed. chairman: of the advertising section: of the. Catholic to himself. 

formerly : -with- “Bendix. Corp., ‘appointed Manager of the auto. radio |. 
operation: of : ‘Philco’ Ss. ‘Lansdale division. “Firm-has contract..with Ford: 

of ifs radio Tequirements for the. 1965 | Ford. line: 
| signing, “effective - 

IN ST. LOUIS: . 
Grant Williams. moderator ter a ‘new “At Your ‘Service”. feature. on 

-The show : tailors its. topics (fashions, ‘ing | 
.. “Food ‘For Fun,”:a program |'as-scheduled. 

O’Brien, will..be. the’ stafion’s offering. in the. annual’ public. affairs 
Series exchange. between. CBS o&0’s . . KPLR-TV. will. televise action... 
from. four .NAB- playoff .games’ starting ‘Saturday: (11)-. ... KSD-TV 

show: designed: for: ‘college. and upper high school students ’;.. . Clif 
. planned. 

. Howard DeMere | 
running a series of -telephone: ‘interviews: With . ‘prominent. recording. ; 
stars. of the ‘past on his: ‘Metronome’? seriés, a: ‘Vintage, music show on | ~ FM Moves 

* Frank G. King, KTVU: vige president, named. general sales managér | Unduplicated audience basis. 
éffective: April 1...) KRON-TV- looked:. into “farm workers ‘problem 
Sunday in its symposium; “After Braceros, What?” with ‘three ‘experts 
‘pontificating * *,-. Fred Van: Amburg, ‘night: deejay, - has: switched: to 

-Saine station has. appointed. Carlton | ‘Cordell news director 
; Mel forme slotted: for the current week.on Dick :Stewart’s KGO|! 

. He'll be followed. by Bill:Cosby and then : 

casting media: 

served: as commentator : at- fashion and’art show. for . benefit .of.-the 34 market: survey:. 
‘Sisters of Notre. Dame de. Namur ..... Radio KSFO bought a 900-pound |" 
shorthorn steer. from .a .youthful 4H. breeder. at.a livestock expo. and 
handed it over to. St. Anthony’ ‘S dining Yoom,: a local ‘charity.: 

IN: BOSTON . 
= Tony. ‘LaCamera; ty: sditor. Boston: Record ‘American, and. Tom ‘Covey, 
-yeep Bresnick Agcy., did stint on WEEI’s ‘Conversation’ Piece” with Paul 
Benzaquin Friday” (3) discussing. * radio tv ratings atid audience -prefer-| 
“ences”... A new daughter, -Jolina Jo,’ arrived March 31 to. family. of. 
WNAC-TYV _program. director: George. W. Cyr. .. WEEF currently run- 

and: different | kinds’ of- people. 

the ‘use . of. major.. appliances: In 

‘their-own.. - |. 
‘- NAFMB.. ‘prexy, in: his“ ‘report, 

‘predicted that the gross ‘would . WBZ-TV. p:r. chief. Joe Ryan: hosting. press: luicheon for climb to.- $100,000, 000. the next 

at. Boston ‘Press Club’s annual. awards. dinner *.-;-. David ‘Allan show :on 
WNAC-TV: hosts Mike. Todd Jr., Monday . (13) ‘on his. “America: ‘Be: Seat-. 

World’s Fair. run. in: New. York . . Lighting’ ‘director -Ferd “Manning. in| 
Hub. Monday’. (13). to” conduct ‘seminar in: creative lighting: techniques | of FM by. advertisers. = 
at -WBZ-TV-. . .°WNAC radio ‘continues. with -its:, yak yak: programs |. 

“Paul Benzaquin. featuring a “hat: line”. news: commentary on: his WEEI | 

* Appearing.on THE NURSES © IN. MINNEAPOLIS . 
Perry’: ‘Como’s: special to be- televised from U.: of ‘Minnesota campus | 

‘Thursday. (9)- will include comic. Bob Newhart,. pianist’ Peter Nero. and 7} 
thrush: Keely Smith: University glee. club will::take part, too: 

- |.Closed circuit:.tv of. the. Indianapolis 500-mile- Memorial. Day race: “is: ties 

$2,500 in advance ‘orders before mail order opened. last: week . |:. KRSI 

band. -KRSI -has arranged to air. the event ‘in ‘Stereo through: its AM 
and. FM operations. : aa opens Mike,” Ww . 

Four. ‘horse races” ‘will, be’ “earriéd ‘live: every’ day: except: ‘Sunday. on 

‘Canadian. racing season... Nov: : 28. ‘The: Hamilton station tried: race 

oo Thursday, April. 9th In. ve 
“Space .are highlights. of: this:: summer’s CBC-TV: season. The drama: 

M0: 00 P.M.—CBS-TV  - 

also will be back ... ..A Wayne & Shuster special. seen’ in Canada. last k wren win 

CORPGRATION VIEL. | WAUKEE 

KCB 
SAN DIEGO 

Fast d2nd Strew:. New York 17.4 

RIEL WOMEN'S GROUP 

PAPERBACK BOCKS 

TELECURACAS - TELEARUBA 

‘Tom: Duggan, KTLA’s. controver= aan _ 
sial news ‘commentator, has exited“... 
the.channel. for reasons known. only... ae 

Duggan, with. KTLA for the past’: 
five: ‘months, phoned station veepee- 
general’ - manager ‘Stretch Adler’ 

| Friday-. (3): to: tell him ‘he. was. re= . a! 
_ immediately. fee” 

: Adler,’ but: told ‘Duggan: to put if: =." J 
‘| in writing. Duggan then wired his: -° * :; 

official. resignaticn, and did’ not: °°" 
‘appear on station Friday. night: (20): ante 

‘Adler. reported. ‘Duggan: gave. him wad 
No ‘Treason. for: his’ action...Duggan:.-. 7] 
‘has ‘been. sharing: a commentator-.. . ::- 
type program. on KTLA. with Bill’ -:- | 
Stout, on-in the éarly evening and. 24 
late at’: night. | No. replacement is a 

— 7 _ . aS oy wo - role — : 

=, j_ Continued trom. page 21 a | 

-| seeking. ‘to. sell. their ‘medium on: an” cae 

Educational and income Tevels of’: _ 2 
FM homes were found:to be greater for 
than the norm. for . other: broad- ae 

Phillip .-W.. 'Wenig,. “SRDS. ‘Data: ee 

prexy,.. reported. -that “his major * 
findings were thesé; based. on a top. 

1: FM and AM were: ‘two. Separate -’= 7 
mediums, reaching different: people le, 

. 2. In. light of the better -income .- 
‘and -. educational «levels | of-.: FM | 

| homes, these. homes ‘were: rich ‘in. 

‘consumer Products, FM. homes held. : 

forecast that.in the fiscal’ year... - 
‘starting: July. 64, FM.. broadcasters : 
will Sross:: about - $40, 000,000. He.. 

fiscal.year, on -the- basis:.of:-in-"” 
creased sale’ of: FM sets, the. sales’ ’ 

|.ammunition “beirig | supplied .- by. - 
researchers;.. and:: the - growing use| 

“JACKIE PRICE | 

“THE LEOPARD KILLER” © 
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6 HABIO-TELEVISION oo WARIETY See 
‘tion with « broadcasting. via “the | : 

7 [ Be ny ipod to a hasn’t |: 
| Dar: cu arly: e be to. : assuage’ : 

NAB’s Own Vast Waste and particularly 
z of IB, as: many eontend,. ‘the ‘broad- ly 
a ‘Continued: from, page L — casters: ‘themsélves ‘are. in large| = = | , 

lace for. camaraderie | ‘sues, whether it’s - the - new. era “of measure to blame for their lower-| : - 

and ore eae or to witness. at| CATV. 1 the. chafenge of ma or. cf commun in (fhe. begad ‘spectrum superior “ te o
les that every broaeating i ae os 

atest: fashions. in!:the: aforementioned Whiskey and of..com cations, i 1 - 

eeshety “anc syndicated ‘film, or} cigaret “advertising, the conven-| in ‘part to- ‘their own- inertia: and Iwould have. to agrée that they, vertise.a legal business, I personally: . 

‘an. opportunity for the network} tion provided little | if any: fresh selfish .. Jack ~ of - involvement © as, 

officialdom to greet their respec- ‘enlightenment. Mostly | Laat ae mung te aneipt an ready. and) potent.” oo ‘is modified.-: It’s just. not ‘for tv.” 

iliate body, the question is; for e er-sanctum -‘deliber- |: a | 

tive ain joes this. in Stele justify | -ations: ‘and considerations of “the|- cause. that . -would © conceivably: rpChick, Klin eryEM, Group |S ales wiarstall Carpenter, | pres y aot - 
‘the time, effort and expense in-| directorate. '. All: in good: time (but: translate’ itself ‘into. an additional. tillers get ne Bost advertising in|advertising can be handled tote: 

volved . for the ‘individual NAB; certainly: . not: at the = over-popu- | source’. ‘of: evenue. They - like the }. g ing’ 

membership? lated .. sprawling: NAB ‘colivention).| way things. are. going, -with billings 

‘Ona more meaningful level, they} the broadcasters’. will. know. where at new ‘peak levels; and: their. com~ 

already. know most: of the answers,. ‘the: ‘stands * and what’ ‘will be. ex-: -placency- Shrieks. - “Otherwise,: it’ 8: 

the byplay and. the maneuverings, | pected | of him, =o argued, :they -couldn’t .care ‘Tess 

even before check-in time, to. such} “The ‘refusal: of President -John- who's. doing what to whom _ 

vexing: and disturbing problems! son to “extend: greetings to~ the Ste indi ae a tac mt 7 al 

that beset’ the: industry, such ~ as; convertion (even. as_a gesture: on. the joan 1b th as ‘1 are ae 

overcommercialization, ‘ piggyback- tape), despite’ official NAB - per-| F e 10Cal boa as, assume appa : 

ing, the - cigaret-cancer “contro: ; suasions and: the known: fact. that}. ng MG oportions, tlins ; th 

versy, the booze: blurb, . the ‘dog-! lie’s already.committed himself ta |.,, ait in” ite. bec ns. remains ae 

house status of their leader, ‘Leroy; address. . the annual publishers’ | i. mae US vera f 0 5 rt 

Collins, the “better. deal”” ‘persua- : conclave,’ has hardly’ the’ effect of. the ee a new: ht 0 bly eh 

sions of FCC: chairman E.. William: | bolstering the egoor’ the stature}. hoe angus ry". might cath ye en 

Henry: and; in-the: case of. the af-!of. the.. convention  delegates.; P10n or ome bi st a man Oper- 
filiate, the kind ‘of shake they: re: They’ ve long. been. -conditioned: to ators’ in Sitar nh ucra a in- 

getting from the network... Butt this “second-class citizenship sta-| pe is Wat ay rs. tee an 

they also know that, ‘in ‘terms of.'.tus; partly. of their: own: making— |: oday:.is Walter Rogers, chairm 
: - {of the. communications’: “subcom-: 

resolving: has of. the: ‘important: is- I but. the fact that thet LBJ assorla: mittee whose: needling of Henry 

‘|.and his FCC™ brethren. and pro- 
° industry. ‘stances: have. endeared: 

« | him as. ‘the: sweetheart of the kilo- 
Tet. cycles. - 2 

2-1 - They. “played it’. gate: ‘(and - with 
~ |-eomplete. justification): in ‘the..de- 

., }signation:.: of: : Group | .‘W’s-- Don: 
wee McGannon. for. this’ year's | distin-. 
"| guished service award,~ for.. few 
.. | will: argue “his ‘contributions for .a| dealing item: "The ‘code will néed |. 

_<-|more:-purified industry ‘have. been refinements and. perhaps a little}: 
<= -| enormous.: The’ applause: for. “man more phistication:”” : . de 

é£ | of the year” McGannon “was sus-|-, Martin Umansky,. KAKE-AM-TV, po 
% 4tained and ~ enthusiastic: - (But ‘Wichita, Kans.: ‘Liquor is: ‘iMegal |: * 
#* | that’s about as “sustaining” as any|in our state, ‘so it’s totally out: of | 

v | of-the broadcasters want :to-go.)'If| the question for me. And yetsI feel | 
| | they . were attentive tothe -’64 that, for other markets, perhaps the} ef -| agenda “with. its all-too. familiar code ought to‘be.relaxed Svertisine|. a 

%-- land pat :format; -it’s. because noth-: so” that hard. liquor. -advertising | _ 
ing; -but- “nothing | Was . asked. of could be carried in the late. hours. 

, | them. = If advertised discreetly, it might] 

a Whatever the’ solution. toa more. | help ores to. , inate cr Woe 
woah constructive meeting ‘of. the indus- re i d ha c reat cree 

"1 try. minds ‘(and there~ appears to ood advertising creates a certain. bp increasin ‘agitation: for att? amount of knowledge: An alcoholic . 
ee Pest a sépar ain of the AM boys | 28 going to be an alcoholic whether 

”--from ty with their. own. individual. we advertise: whisky or not. 4 RE AL EST ATE t.- 
| conclaves :.to permit a’. ‘proper’ Wally Nelskog, ‘prez an g.m. of 

KIXI, Seattle: “We haven’t even|. 
_| probing-in-depth ‘and: thus allow. ‘considered taking: liquor ‘advertis-}"3 

| for. a-“‘convention : format”. with a 

| broader definition of -thé ‘issues ‘at dng. However, if fhe hee si is modi ir SSS eS -| broader. defini ‘fied .we’d take another ‘look, but|] 
| stake), it’s: generally conceded that| this is by no means to.say that we'd | 10. Decontrolied MODERN. APTS. 

“2 ‘Tnot° until’ such: deni as: NAB van use’ it even then: As. for cigaret |]. (FOR EXECUTIVES ‘AND OFFICERS} 1, 
; °° ":/ spell out ° “needs: angrier ”. broad- advertising, the’ best thing to do is|  BLUS:. MAIN FLOOR FOR... .| 

;.‘L easters”- will the industry organi-|to ‘take all of’ it: off the top 40}] ‘SHOWROOM or, NEW YORK. OFF. 
-gation. be in ‘a. position | to. don. its: ; mo or stations.” 

oe ‘proper. ' ‘mantle. as’ ae meaningful ‘Ralph: Beaudin, prexy- of “WLS, 
and’ creative force. me, 

- Breasters On Booze & Butts 
; Continued. from page 21: 

even buying: ‘it..When it comes. to}-tion ‘the: audience is sophisticated. 
-glamorizing’ drink, how. do you top|:enough to handle it: But. ‘personally 
-the glamor of a -western hero or aj I don’t.- ‘care ‘to promote the use of 
‘private’ eye slugging one down be-| tobacco and never have, even -be-" 
fore he. goes after his. man?” - |fore the: ‘Surgeon. general’s. report. |. 
Ward Quaal, exec. ‘v.p.. of WGN: I’ve. had: occasion’ to ‘turn down. 

Ine. . Chicago, and ‘a ' staunch. ex- tobacco. advertising, “but I intend | 

‘ponent of: the. Code, sees. the need | 
for’ ‘revisions. to cope’ with. _the 
booze-arid-butts problems. He: ‘Says: . 

| “Fhe broadeast ‘Code ‘will. have to 
‘come up with narrative. material. to| Vertiser who. wants to:serve-them:’ 
‘serve: as. guide: posts, asking each]: “Gordon. Brown,. owner of. WSAY 
station to cope ‘with the. problem| (AM). Rochester, N.Y. and. WNIA.. . 
‘according to his own situation. The 
-No. 1.responsibility - of the code 
now. is: to halt the dramatization to 
‘youth: that. there is ‘something at- 
-tractive..or good :~ about’. ‘using 
‘tobacco. ‘It is. ridiculous. to deprive 
‘cigaret: companies. of ‘our advertis- 
‘ing facilities, but they- will have to 
use: -more.. discretion.-.-and* with 
-cognizance of the fact that. we have: 
an. obligation to:the people: we are| .. .: 
serving. More people die. of obesity oo 
‘than: of. cancer, so that carried. to}. - 
extremes: food’ becomes. .a. death-|.. - 

| sophisticated: people | might. not’ be | 
allowed. to -be “served by... in ‘ad=: 

are getting into ‘hard: liquor. ad- 7 
vertising are inviting stricter -Fed-.. 

rates.‘ Multiple ‘and. corporate. con-:" 

tendency. for: ‘the fast’ buck: 

uses: 

) —. the | world’s hy 

(also. ‘rental: units) | 

Dept v. Stamford, Conn, vos02~ (203) 324. 616 7 

‘Chicago: “‘the Code needs our. sup- 
port.:or it is- nothing. This ‘station 

_} goes’ with the Code. If. whisky | is |] 
‘| considered . ‘unacceptable; ‘we _won’t| 
| allow it on.the station. If the. Code | 
j-were to: permit it, then. we. probably 
| would too.” ©: — oe 
on Bice, & ma, KINT-AM-EM-|= to <a 

T Tacoma, ash.: “the problem |. ie 
is § ‘strictly one of: euligren. vs some- SMITHTOWN, L L, ESTATE We. 

. {thing you .can’t _ control .an }- : a: 
wouldn't take liquor advertising | |-. ‘; 20. ‘ACRES : 

even if the code were modified.” |] In,the, center, of superbly est 
‘Elmer - Troutman, .. asst. “mgr. attached garage. Price $135,000. 00, . or 6 
WIRC-AM-FM, Hickory; 'N, C:: “We " Owner:'GENE SMITH” , 
have had. beer advertising for some|{ Box. #97 or r S16 JU 45730. 
time and we took. some ‘wine. ad-| = 

| vertising {with some. trepidation | 5 
a. few months ago, but there ‘was no 
unfavorable reaction. ‘We're in what| 
is popularly. called ‘the Bible Belt,’ | 

| and Code-or no. Code: I: strongly | 
doubt. that’ we. would ‘take ‘hard 
liquor advertising. ‘The. community 
‘wouldn't: go. for: it.” 

‘NATIONAL ORGANIZATION | 
- 39th ST. and’ LEXINGTON AVE. 

. NEW: YORK | ; 
20. YEAR LEASE for WHOLE BLOG: 

‘Park South Realty. Co. - MU. jaan 

- | Pe Performers ¢ on n Swedish 
W Get 35%, Pay-Hikes . 
© d-Month Dispute: Ends I 

-Stockholm,, April 2. 

. ster a ‘nearly. four: month- wage’ 
| dispute -betweén | the. .Swedish- 

7 Broadcasting: Co. . and the Swedish | - 
‘| Theatrical: “Union, © the - ‘groups 

{| agreed. on an. average .wage raise 
_ of 45% ‘for .dramatic. ‘performers. 
-- |The increase. means. that perform- 
*Lers ‘will ‘receive’.53% - -mofe.. ‘for |. 

radio: ‘appearances. and .35%% ‘more. 
| when: ‘they:. take part’ in® television 

‘{ programs. = 
i. The new: ‘agreements: ‘cover all 

Swedish: ‘and- foreign: dramatic per-. 
| formers. : Although the: Swedish! -Richard. Brown rez KPOJ, ‘Port- 

Transistor Tape Recorder Works on Flashlight i ‘Batteries. of _ | etic Union did “not. get* as land, Ore: “ Aidiough 1: think! 3 
“Think of it: A 7-pound, cordless, tape fecbrder that lets you-record: 7 its oh ai age oator Erland decoy | 

. (and. ptay back) any performance, anywhere; any titie—auditions, read--:. | son. ‘said “We -teégard: this -agree-|. 
ings, rehearsals, fessors—iniprompty, ar’ scheduied.. ‘emusic: OF. Spoken = iment” as‘ a big step. forward: - We |. 
word—with big machine, professional fidelity... =. “=-[also hope: that. it -will -help. other 

___ This new, allttansistor, Continental 204" vevords tand plays. back) cultural worker's who: appear’ on| 
up to 2 hours an 4 single: x reet. Ks dynamic. roicra phone a3) ae radio and tv.” “TTS 

‘sound within, 3 broad radius. with: astonishing delit | - Reliable ‘sources. siy. that. now |{f 
Ba , wittastes tt ; that, ain dramatic eee ‘suc- | | 

= nsures: iOn-tree partorme:: | ceeded in. getting substantial raises |} i stant- speed motor ‘with capstan drive i sul res at eh fr om. the. ‘Swe dish Broadeasting L 

& PERS ee ae a Co ey . ‘wi soon. sg ar te gotia- at 

gE see See i ear it ty OS oe “coe {tions for ‘similar raises from. the} 

Write for brochure WS arth american P : {fim industry. . ee 

NEW: YORK: RENTAL 
May i" to November t. Spectacular ‘Centéat”. ; 
Park -eoeperative -in- historic - Dakota Apart- - 
ments. Spacious rooms, magnificent antique .§ 

furnishings. .. ‘Living room, den, Venetian dines 9: 
ing reem, 2 master ‘bedrooms, 3 baths; huge 9° 

closets,” fireplaces. New ‘kitchen -all. ‘madera 
-applianees.. -Linen,-- silver “and. china, - “Air 
* “conditioned threugheut. 
Wel te Aer Phone #63, . 1 West. 72nd | Street - 

WAM AEE 8 8 

SU. 7-893! 

VT ETL ONT Ce, 

E yust a? pe 
GREATEST ACTOR IN SCREEN HISTORY | L 

‘COBBY'S HOBBIES 
4 _Avcliebl in Black and Whife tnd: Color oe a 7 

156 Five Minute Shows.Or -:. 
52 ‘One -Quarter. Hour Shows: - 

| FOR CHILDREN OF ALL. AGES: 
eeicaees — | - produced by Calvin Productions, Ine., Kansas City, Me. i 

For Full tnforniation and Scresning Contact... 

BOB SCHLESSEL. / © PROJECT: TELEVISION. SHOWS, INC. °F 
f s30N. Wabash Aver: Chicago, HM. Mlineis a“ .2-5664. | . 

wanennretee rd 

. ’ 

derpecroryvers. 

a Ailanta—Two . new . FM statioris : 
| soon ‘will be on the. air in. Georgia: |. 
{ many ‘Americus; at and WJAZ, » AL “National Seles Monger _ 

CSTR ETO OTS ELIOT IVE N IIS} 

Z Write, wire or r plione: 
: today: tor Audition. Print! . 

625 Madison-Ave,, N NG. FALENSION 6 oe Phone PLI- 310 
presents C } wa O°. 

need: ‘harnessing. But the: ‘plain will not.have hard Jiquor. advertis-" 
truth: is~ that they're. not: all: that | ing.on my. station even if the Code ~~ 

the. world on, television. without fully,. and. on. a classical music ‘sta-":... 

to: get. involved .in’. advertising... 
liquor. It: seems: a':shame’ that — 

(AM). Buffalo, ‘and’ bart owner: of . 
WOKR-TV, Rochester: “Those who: >.“ 

eral’. control. and we'll eventually-: a | 
end up with ~ Federal control. ‘of «.. “ 

trol: of the. stations has ‘invited. dB 

“revolving stages ee 

| “Teacing producer of “turntables” - 
- Standard .:«. Custom «: Portable - i 

WRITE: . mactan Machinery Co., tne. icitecoa’ St. * _ 

“EXCELLENT for: INSTITUTION. of. von 



By) DAVE ‘SJAMPEL ~~ 

’Pokyo, “Novi Ve 
#gome. jazz. i is ‘more: far. out: than 

“"elassical music,” said Benny Good-|-: : 
“Tt's ‘a, fact, “not. a. matter of} -- “man. 

“criticism.” 

Goodnian : | “was : 
unique merging:of jazz. and clas-} 
. Sical for his sellout eight-city: Japan 
swing. ‘In. the first half of his ‘con-|:"° 
“certs, he. soloed. with ?a -35-piece| °: 

‘ chamber . group -from. the - Biippen 
46 on-| 

' .Philharmonic.’ on: Mozart’s 
a _ certo for Clarinet.” For the balance }-. 

of his: program, ‘Goodman ‘assumed | 
-a more: familiar. stance with a-new]™ 
jaz. -quartet, -featuring. Richard 
“Shreve on piano, Monty. Budwig on|: 

: . Dass. and Colin. Bailey: on drums.. 
“It’s a-very interesting experi-. 

-Mment,”: ‘the ‘clarinet maestro - ob- 
served, “But-I. did this last:year in|” 
“New: ¥ rk. and Pye: wa Ss Mone ‘a 
Ree ec in eae avs ae 

wm Foe 

“; don't: go,” id che: said. . 
“There’s no: ‘joubt. in my. ‘mind ws 

“that some: people-don’t like it,” he|- 
an ‘continued. : “I think there are some} 

. jazz ‘diehards. who. don’t like. the]: 

. ‘@lassical part: ‘But you. ‘can't. lease] 
Spee 

“J think the tinie: will come when | © 
this. ‘willbe :common_ procedure,” 
- he. ‘reflected. “Tm nét really trying |: 
“to: convert. atiybody. -But- it’s .a 
funny thing, when people. see some- 
‘body < friendly . playing classical |- 
-music. they accept it better. It’s: stil] 
my clarinet,’ _ but. using. a different 
vocabulary,” 

-. Although he-i is ‘not .as actively in-} 
“volved: in. the. jazz. wars .as in ‘the. 
days: when: he pioneeréd.the. -wide- 
spread -acceptance of. that: music. 

., with. his: brilliant’ big. bands’ and| 
7 combos;:Goodman’ demonstrated in|: 

-his performiances. that ‘he. is not yet 
"ready" to take a back seat.. 

- -& Changing. Business 
a Te: always had trouble: ® eplain- 
ing this, but you take a fellow like}. 
Isaac Stern. He doesn’t: tour . 50: 
“weeks. a year.’ That’s. the nature: of 
: Ur ‘business now,” Goodman. said.. 

. “Being that- this ‘business ‘has be- 
 eome- a concert: ‘business; -we use. 
“-the’ ‘same ~ procedures,” che: ‘added. 
“At the time: when we ‘used to 

_ _ work 50 weeks a year, ‘people. -asked |. 
now. we could stand the: pace. Now 
they ask- why. we. don’t: work more.’ 
Goodman has little: sympathy for| 

. those | ‘jazzmen who. complain. about | 
limited job. opportunities. 

“T think. one of :the things’ about: 
“: Jazz musicians. who squawk—and: I 

_ . Suppose. I'll -hhave-to. speak generally: 
” a —is.that they.:have a holier-than- 

.. thou. attitude,’ | Goodman. opined. 
“They: should” keep -in’ mind that 
‘there is :an ‘audience and. that}: 
‘ “people. don’t have: to like what they 
_ do... ‘I. think |-a little. self-criticism, 
isn’t bad. either,” he said.: 

Goodman. does not. concur. that |’ 
Things are © ‘especially: difficult ~ in} 

2 (Continued, on page: 72)" Oe. 

SHOLES COMPLETES 
~ VICTOR: A&R. SHAKEUP 

* Joe: Rene, - Andie arranger-pro- 
. @ucer,;: has : joined RCA. Victor’s 
. New: York pop artists: -&. repertoire 
staff, With this. “appointment, -pop 

- a&r. chief Steve Sholes. completes. 
_, the. reorganization ° of the. depart-: 
“ment.” ‘In: the: wake ‘of ‘Hugo . & 

Luigi’s: exit. from. the: label, ‘Sholes : 
said: he’ll review all ‘independent: 
‘production deals: ' 

- Sholes - plans* to: “unify” the- New: 
- “York, Nashville and Hollywood a&r’. 
operations. and: ‘the = radio-tv’ ‘pro- | 
‘motion. force. He ‘added. that _pub- 
_lishers will be told: which: a&r- ‘pro-" 
' ducer: ‘is responsible. ‘for® the. re-! 
_fordings of a Particular’ artist. 

- Masical Heist _ 
” Honolulu,. April. 7, 

‘Thieves ‘raided the Musicians. As- | 
= »..:sociation’.of . Honolulu office™ ‘and 
a ie walked : off. with. ‘$1, 800. worth . of! 

equipment... 
- , Loss. “was. itemized. as - a: $1. 200-1 
“eaiem ator, .a $400. + *~awriter- and. 
ee: $200 adding 3 machine, « me 

: discussing - his - 

oy - (RCO). SAL eT 

sold eo 

men = ome: 

‘ cs nan Ser >a Norman 6 rai 

‘i J ttalian Disk Best Sellers. 
- Rome, April: ‘fe 

-, The Mimporta Mondo. Payone 

| - Chieago;: April. a: 

tions. between the all-Negro Local 

208 and: the ‘larger’ ‘Local 10. haye 

‘what: the negotiators: have: failed to 

months. -here, - 

many of the disagreements that had’ 
been’ resolved through: bargaining, 

better compromise. 

British Musicians Union 
Explains. Units Exchange. 

“London, ‘April Th. 

‘local beat groups with ambitions 
of going to the 'U:S.. that the -MU’s: 
one-for-one. exchange. agreement 
with: the American: Federation. -Of 
Musicians: ‘stands’ for ‘STOUPS. as . for 
‘other’ tooters. 

‘who pioneered the: initial- exchange 
agreement, © the.” Anglo-U.S.: 

a _group-for-group - basis. 

“Francis. said. it: would. be per-| 
| feetly. ‘acceptable- to. the. union_ if, ’ 

oe ‘say, -an - American® jazz band: was |” vt 
‘imported. into :Britain in exchange | - 
! for a: local beat. group. ' 

- " Clarification ‘of -this- situation—_|. , 
“bwhich in.-fact thas been. operating | 
‘since the days: when: American: 
lrockers. like’ Bill. Haley came .over 

Concert, and. iv-radio - “engagements, | 

|s0-vear- history,’ - : : 
‘Society ‘of Composers, . Authors © & | ; 
- | Publishers. is: now. finding. itself. in|..""~ 
‘Tthe most preCarious: situation: since |~ 

* Lacrinia: sui Viso. wie ae Le Sold | . 
_ /4{Riccordi) _ | 

‘Non. Ho. ‘PEia. Leeann .- Cinquettl a 
(CGD) | ; 

‘Quands: Nedrai Baca 
(UA) ae " Pitney cm 

Ognt. Vola. 7 .. Aka a 
(RCA). 3°. 

: Please, Please. Mee, . Beatles be, 
‘(Paflophon) . an 

Un Bacio Plecolissime mo 
_. (Carosello)’  Robertino a 
Sabato. Sera ceases --Filippint 

- Citta ‘Vuota. ae wes o» zo --Mina ‘. 
* (Ri-Fi):: fe 

‘Stasera Ne Ne: ‘No. - Germant au 
(Jolly). -- x. 

The. are ‘merger. negotia-. 

been: taken’ out.of the hands of: the’| 

Chicago . disputants- by. : American: 

Federation’ of Musicians’ national: 

“prexy Herman Kenin. The. two Chi 

Jocals.. have ‘gone. “past: two. ‘dead- | 

lines. for. the: ‘completion . of: the: 

negotiations set by. the national ‘of- : 

fice | and. ‘the ‘case will go. from: 

“i local mediation ‘to national office 

. arbitration, *. a 

Kenin: has. in ‘his hands- detailed |- 
‘proposals for. ‘the: ‘merger: as. seen. 

by: both. Windy City. ‘locals. ‘and: it. 
will .be. up to him. to: do ‘py . fiat’ 

do-at the bargaining tables in, six” 

“While . the..two ‘locals. have: ine’ 
voked a veil of secrecy about’ the |- 

>| proposals, it has ‘been learned: that 
there ‘|..are large’. differences of 
opinions: in’ the ‘two ‘presentations. 
‘One Local 10-negotiator:said that |. 

the. proposals. -actually : incorporate | 

“Barney Young,. that ASCAP. ‘writers 
conduct.a ‘freedom march” against |' contingent -of local -waxers.. 

has: still found :time: ‘to .-record. 
Richard: Anthony; Bobby Vee. ‘arid |: 

‘but that: the two Jocals: had revived . 
‘them .in- order to: end Pp. with. a. 

| Deal Continues With ‘AFM 

| vision’: and . 
operators, with | which - ASCAP:: is|~ 
‘now: _attempting to open’ negotia-|. 

“| tions. ASCAP  criginally . -pranted. a 
“In other words; ‘for every ‘British: 

‘outfit: that -plays. the’ States,. an: 
American. . “counterpart” must.’ be'| 
booked in ‘the U: K. “within a-‘rea-- 
sonably., short. space ‘of: time.”. Ac-. 
‘cording to Harry Francis,: MU exec | . 

‘eX-: 
‘changes- need ‘not, however, be on 

oO there on “Aug. 20. : 

to.:the U.K: in: the. ‘early ‘days of: 
the: Yank rock: ‘’n’ roll -boom—comes |‘ 
Jat. a_ time - “when. several . British | 

Tenne combos: are dickering. for U. Ss. 

“I RCH , ur 
By. HERMAN: SCHOENFELD 

“At ‘the. ‘financial ‘pimacle. ‘of. its|" . 

the. American a 

‘its 25th birthday in 1939- when. its| - 
janes. was blacked. out: on the. air-} 

-~ | Janes: 2 

‘The ‘new: critical juncture. ‘again 
““l finds .ASCAP’ at “loggerheads with} . 

| the broadcasters over new. licensing |. 
agreements. About. 85%. 

is:.now -hanging in the 
balance. of current . “Htigation and, 

- negotiation. . oe - 
_ ASCAP ‘is ‘facing é 

ap. ‘to ‘one. proposition—the~ ‘-broad-1" 
maas | casters want :to :pay- Jess:money for| = 

~  P Rausie perforinante rights. The in are - 
‘ ..:- | dependent. .radio ° stations:. want. 

|: .:{reduction: in the “ASCAP . blanket | 
~-+' >.1} license fee; the. independent tv) #7555 
e . ._ | stations. want.'a new form of per;| .., 

eae |:Program ‘license. in which. syndi-]. { 
‘cated shows would. -be.. excluded]. « 
fromthe deal; and the radio net-| 

. }works, led by CBS Radio, also want| <= ~, 
| a: per-program license that will not|  . 
| involve’ any flat fee or. ‘guarantee of}. - 
“| any minimum payment to-ASCAP.:} i 
. ‘All of these. hassles, are now. in the}”: | 

courts, ‘chiefly. in 
‘Court which - has : jurisdiction : ‘over |: 

| rates ‘under the antitrust decree. . | 
‘ASCAP's frustration in attempt- 

ing ‘to come to terms: with ‘its big-: 
gest user of music was. reflected at} 
‘last: week's: meeting’. of” the New} 
York membership ‘at a 

N.. -Y. -Federal | 

cana :Hotel:. 

satisfaction with the turn of - events 
was also. distinctly’ heard in’ the 

} noe against, ‘Broadeast - ‘Music 

lisher on the board, but stated: that 
‘this was not ‘the: opportune time to 
Jaunch such. a fight. - 
- ASCAP. ‘ prexy ° “Stanley ° : Adariis: 

also. applauded a: proposal; ‘made by| - 

‘the broadcasters. -. For . the. past 
decade,. Young has: been a doggedly: 
litigating anti-BMI zealot’ but... his. 
onetime affiliation: with.. BMI ‘was 
thrown. coldly. in his face by. Pinky. 
Herman. 

Herman” 

: Hopeful: notes were. struck: in. Te- 
‘ports ‘that: ASCAP was now in ‘the 
process... of . developing : ‘new - cus- 
tomers. “Among them -are’ toll-tele- 

community | antenna 

cuffo license .to: the Hartford ‘toll- 
‘tv operation because of. its. experi- 
‘mental .naturé, but. now: “feels the 
‘time ° has come to set. a Feasonable. 
rate. 

"ASGAP will: be making ‘a special}. 
foreign: distribution of. $1,067,999 in| 

7 'NARAS Making Titi 
= | ‘Grammy’ Awards May 12'. {-Tessler joins’ Colum’ - 
on National Academy. of Recording |: 

4d Arts” & Sciences: will . make. 

“Grammy”: ‘awards . on. ‘May 12. vat’ 

" |-eeremonies.in :Los_ Angeles, New 

May from “ coin. received : from 
England, Sweden, and Italy. 

_ Stravinsky’ Ss. ‘New Work | . 
J érusalem, ‘April. 7: 

. 1964 Music Festival. in. Israel: : 
“is Igor» Stravinsky’s newest - . 
“work, “Abraham - and. Isaac.” 
Robert | Craft: will ‘conduct ‘it. 

7 Composer oe ‘Prince. ‘Igor? “aS, 
che -is sSometimes.-called) - ‘got. 

: the: inspiration when: he’ vis-". 
ited Israel!’ in. 1962 as : a Buest, : 

. of the. “Festival.” oe 

: variety: ‘of } 
resistances from its. ‘various ‘broad-. 

-' [east ‘customers; but all: of :it adds}. 

at the : -Ameri- 
’ While. ‘much - of. the 

griping - -about: ASCAP’s ‘leadership |- 
‘eame fromthe circle of perennial 
‘dissidents, ‘a Teal undertone. of dis- 

A demand’ was: made by veteran 
‘songwriter Johnny . Redmond’ that}: 
-ASCAP publishers with BMI af- 
filiates step off the-Societv’s board : 
ASCAP’s: general: counsel. Herman 
Finkelstein said he too. was ‘Opposed 
to ‘the. dual ‘allegiance. of. any--pub-.|: 

Stones. ‘composition, - 
Belongs To Yesterday, out: another.| | 

“Pm : Going. To 
Find Myself A. Girl” by The. Avons |} 
‘and Joe Meek’s “‘Lips Are Redder’| 

‘1 On: You,”. whic! were flown to the.| 
‘US: immediately after. the session. : 

we is ~ another -perenhial: 
A ASCAP critic - whose -- customary | 

| lengthy: broadsides now ‘have. ‘to. be 
“1 trimmed to: a fiye-minute. floor dis-. 
| cussion. - limit: Herman was ‘unable 
-|to formulate any. specific: critique 
‘within his meager allotment _ of | 
‘time: and was‘graré:d a five-minute 
{extension ‘Which’ also. ‘Proved insuf-). 
7 ficient. ° 

Britain’ S Musicians Union: in: the | 
‘last few. days has ‘made ‘it plain. to: 

World” premiere during : the. as 

British Disk Best: Sellers. 
cs ‘London, “April. 1: 

Can't Buy ‘Me Love . . Beatles * 
- (Parlophone) «= ; 

. Little Children: ; :. ... . Dakotas 
(Parlophone) :. = 

Just One Look .... soa Holle’ 
:. (Parlophone) oe 

“ Not: ‘Fade Away... re ‘Rolling. 7 
- (Decea) - “Stones 7 

Lt Bits ‘and Pieces. ca “Clark: Five. 
- (Columbia). a 

- (RCA-Victor). - 
Whe Had a Heart™ 

‘' (Parlephone) : © . "Black 
7 Girl: Belongs. Yesterday’ 

- (United. Artists). Seeks "Pitney. ; 
I Believe. ..... «: Bachelors: 
‘Wecca) - : 

~Boys-Cry ce i sete K 
wee = (Fontana) - Ce ae, 

‘as: sparked a “search. ‘for ‘British. 
platters ‘and! -songs, . a. ‘further de-. 
“velopment ‘of : the.:success British | + 
record. Producers. haye at the :mo- 
ment .is. the increasing numbers 
Of Yank’ artists. who are ‘waxing, 
while‘ on: Visits to the- U.K. © 

Following Bobby’ Rydell's. ‘hit a! 
‘while. back: with his British-made: 
“disk, “Forget Him,” . ‘the.Pye label:|’. 
has ‘reéorded- other. -American.} . 
-vocalists like Sammy.. ‘Davis Jr., 
Chubby. ‘Checker. and ‘Big ‘Dee Ir-. 

.-| win, “Frank: Sinatra. also: recorded. 
for. Pye on. his. last: visit ,here. 

Decca, -Roy Orbison. . “was 
committed: to. wax and Gene Pit- | 

-on the ‘Norwegian Hsts with “De- 

” At - 

‘ney, who. hit. here witha Rolling 

two. British: titles, 

' EMI. like’ most. other diskeries, 

some Continental: artists such as 

ploy three jnusical .directors on 

composer-arranger. - 
As ‘one Decca. Spokesman: said: 

in. “Tt: seems - Britain’ s': success * 
America ‘is. attracting .a lot of 

Americans to our. recording. studios. 
Equally, it, seems our record pro-. 
ducers: aré ‘more determined ‘than: 
ever to. prove ‘theif: worth as. ‘hit 

= director for. CRSC:. makers: of world: lass.” 9. 

- “| sound”. 
- prominently. displayed 

- -Enighters in this- country, the expo- 

: Kgne™ : 

ah 
| kind by country artists, most of. 

>. | whom have limited their overseas 
“| appeatances to: U. S. Armed Serv-: 
[tee- Camps... 

“That. Girl. 

Murphy’s British: album, There are” 
“Johnny” Gregory, . ‘a top’ maestro 
with: ‘string. arrangements; Johnny | 
Dankworth, leading ‘British jazz ar- | 
Tanger, and Tubby Hayes, ‘another 
acknowledged jazz ‘musician. cand}. . 

“+. “The international disk: business’ 
is now witnessing: its heaviest, two-. 
‘way. traffic in talent. While the 

| practitioners “of the “Liverpool | 
‘have been and. will be 

in one- 

nents of. ‘the “Nashville Sound” 
s°:.| will’ be--maintaining the balance 
-/)-of trade ‘by: touring through Eu-- 

| rope. It's 
{plan to merchandise disks with 

+ : {the vazzle-dazzle of in-person | ‘ap- 

ensing Fieve Yeu.Because «.. "Reeves an Pearance ‘by the artists. 
0 el... we 

Society’s revenues of nearly’ $38,-| . Anyone. 

all part of a deliberate 

Sparked by climbing sales of its 
.-:'Leountry artists abroad, RCA Victor 

laid the groundwork for a. tour by 
four of its top Nashville names, 

y {Chet Atkins, Kim Reeves, Anita 
Kerr and Bobby Bare, through. 
.Germany,. Austria, Denmark, Swe- 
den, Norway, Hollang. and Bel-. 

pai, which opened Saturday (4). 
Haniburg, is the largest ‘of its: 

“The Nashville artists. will be 
a paid ‘minimums. against percentage. 

> wy for their concert appearances, but. 
.. | the chief consideration isthe mer- 
s *| sbrosd. ‘boost to ‘disk sales. 

-' 71 abroa 

"European. impresario Karl Buch- 
| man is promoting the concert tour, 

| but” the idea for it stemmed. from 
Dario Soria, RCA Victor's v.p.. over © 
the international-disk division who 
is now in the-Far East studying the. 
potential for. similar. promotional : 
-activity in- Japan. Dick Broderick, 

| merchandising manager of Victor's.» 
international disk -department, 
‘helped lay the groundwork for the 
- Atkins, . et. al., tour, 

Impact. of ‘the country genre 
Overseas is indicated in -the. fact: 
that. Jim ‘Reeves has racked up 
‘combined sales of .riearly .800,000° 

| on two disks in England, “Welconie 
{to ‘My World” and-“I Love You: 
Because. ”*:. Bobby. Bare has: heen 

troit City” ‘and “500.Miles From: 
Home.” :Atkins has been. a steady: 
: seller throughout Europe: 
“Tour. of.'the Nashville artists is 

“part: of a calculated . worldwide 
promotion. for all of its artists: via 
live appearances... In the past year 

ks coping with an increasingly large |". so,.tours have. heen made by 

But it. 
Paul Anka;” ‘Neil. Sedaka, ‘Della. 
“Reese; Al Hirt: and Peggy March, 
Miriam Makeba. goes over in’ May, 
opening at. the Olympia: in Paris, 

;Germany’s Rex. Gildo. If Connie | May 13-14." 
Francis. comes ‘in: ‘in May, she..foo. |. 
iS. -expected . to. press, “a. “couple: of 
Sides here for. ‘EMI. 

Philips -is according. US; jazz 
‘singer. Mark Murphy unprecedented: 
treatment. In an: effort to. -estab-- 
lish. him ‘here .as:.a. leading ~ jazz 
vocalist, the’ label ‘plans “to: em:. 

The” “Atkins troupe | “will play 
concerts: ‘every night through: ‘April 

| 23,. covering 12 cities and. some. 
“Army bases.. Werner Muller’s orch: 
will. accompany the American art- 
ists, - There. were plaris to’ record’ 
the. troupe on tour, but local union 
aestrictions have caused RCA: Vie- 
‘bor. to Shelve this project. 

COL STAFF SHUFATE 
UPS WEISS & ATHERS 

‘Eugene Weiss, former: regional 
| Sales ‘Manager for. the northea astern’ 

area, | has been: promo‘~d - to gen- 

eral manager: of Columbia. Records: . 

Sales. Corp, ‘Maurice. Hoffman 
moves into - Weiss” former slot 
while. William’ Farr. mercandisjng’ 

hos heen as--. 
| Signed ‘additional resoon* bilities. of : 
‘training field 

|. York. and. “Chicago. ° “Awards will 

a cover. 42° categories ‘in: all . phases. 

. cof. disk: ‘making. ~ ae 
* Final nominations, on “which “the |: 

|. NARAS * ‘members . will! ballot. ‘to! 

select: The: “Grammy”: ‘wilners, are | 

fy due. to. ‘be disclosed this: week. 

its ‘tion. and: ‘nierchandis: on 

i ; foreign . publicity. 

sales - nersonnel... 
| Weiss will-report to, Bill. Gallagher, ° 
4 Columbia's. v.p. ‘of mr ting. - 

. Jack 
R- cords: as" 

manager: of intern: tinal, promio-. 
srvices,. 

Schein, v.p.. 

In’ other Staff assiinieenis 

reporting . to Harvey : 
and. Beneral ‘Manaver of Columbia © 
‘Records 
‘moved: over from. United ‘Artists, 

‘Internation: ‘J. ‘Tessler 

where he. was. assistznt dir: ‘ctor: of 

Richard: Killough b's 
moted: -to associate: 1... "Ete. “in a 

/Columbia Masterwi rks vartsts “8. 
jrepertoire: divishsn dren his forme. 
er slot as. music 2diter.. ao 
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Village Stompers Top New Albums 
| “THE. BEATLES SECOND: AL-| which diverges from the. maestro’s 

BUM” (Capitol). This. followup to} trademarked « “swing - and - sway’: a 

the Beatles’ first smash LP shapes| sound. In this set, Kaye has varied: 

up as another. smash. The combo | the’ style, : ‘using organ effects for. 

ig now hotter than ever .and this. rocking overtones: ‘while.:yet. main-- 

LP. contains two: of their top :num-| taining an. ‘overall: ‘smooth, ‘listen-- 

bers, “Roll. Over,. Beethoven” and} able - ‘sound. ‘Book... “inchides ° such 

“She Loves You. ” Other big ‘num-: ‘standards and ‘recent. shits , ‘as 

bers. are- “Long Tall ‘Sally,”* “You | “There I've. Said It Again, me Wash-. EE 

Really Got a ‘Hold -on Me,” ‘ington Square,’ “Dominique,” E 

“Money,” © “I Call “Your Name,” | “Fools. ‘Rush: In,”: “Danke Schoen” - 

“Please, Mr. . Postman” and” “T'll: ‘and “Red. ‘Sails: In. the. Sunset." 

Get You:” The performances’ are]. pRANCOIS. RABBATH: “BASS| 
properly juiced up with pounding BALL”. (Philips). This. is. another | 
beats and high-flying vocal sounds. striking jazz session ‘out: of France. | 

A photo layout on the jacket: will Bassist’: Francois . Rabbath™ and 

please this combo’s juvenile. fans. | arummer. Armand Molinetti ‘com- |. 

E LVIS PRESLEY: ° KISSIN’ .bine’ talents.to produce some ::com- |- 

COUSINS” (RCA Victor}. ‘Once |pelling: percussive: “and . melodic 

again, Elvis Presley comes up’ with | sounds. The- qmascularity’ ‘of: Rab-. 

: virtually’ an automatic LP hit.) bath’s pass is: particularly extraor- 

‘Taken from the soundtrack of the dinary,. extending the instrument’s 

‘MGM pic of the .same.. title .in|}range with some. near-incredible 

which he stars, a solid selection. of | ‘effects. .The. duo's.
 talents are. dis-|: 

tunes‘is delivered with savvy: by} played -most sharply: jn. numbers | 

tie «singers, whether it be a light-| titled. ““Walpurgis;” “Ode. ‘D'Es-. 

country item like . “Smokey-.Boy,” | pagne’: and “Basses - ‘En | Fugue.” 

a Hiltine ballad like “One Boy Two] Any-of the other nine. numbers ‘are 

Little -Girls”’ ora: rocking number just _ as interesting. in “different 

‘like the title song.. anes noe alse “ways: 

two non-film songs, “Echoes ol) -,, FAL OF THE: ROMAN 

Love” -and “Long Lonely - ‘High- | nae | UL, OF THE ‘Dimitri 

way.” | Tiomkin’s’ big. and. ‘blustery | ‘score 

ROBERT | GOULET.» GORDON for: Samuel Bronston’s *‘Fall of the 

JENKINS: “MANHATTAN. ‘TOW- | Roman Empire” | is. ‘presented. by. 

FR” (Columbia). This is .a top) an 110-piece ~ “London \orchestra 

fight production - ‘of Gordon Jen-| under, the baton of the composer. || 

kins” rich musical: bouquet to ‘New.| The. fulsome ‘backgrounds: -have’ t 

York, .a. full-length -work.: that. has:| been. nicely captured an
d, for some.| fl. 

had: o*ly two. other disk ‘Versions. -Teason, are. almost more’ “effec-) 

since it. was written: a: couple of | tive. on. wax . than “they. . -are —= 

decades a%0- Robert. Goulet. -han- {in-. the film . where the . ‘music , ‘be- ney 

dies, the narrative and vocal assign- | comes. 
obtrusive after. a. time. rot : 

ment. in impressive. ‘style; regis- |.the disk, Tiomkin: selected some 6 

tering wit i special ‘forée.-in the ‘the more: Jistenabie themes, ‘many: 

class‘e. “New. York's. ‘My Home” j of them: quite rousing. .Those: wish- 

‘and the ballads and special mate- | ing.a bit of: musical. ras LP a 

rial, “Nover Leave Me,” “Once | from. the. film:.will find. this a 

Upon a Dream” and “Married f. substantial and. often.” -Tewarding 

Can Always Get”. As conductor, }effort. -- fin: the next eouple of weeks. 

Jenkins . has . shaped. the. orch. and |” JIMMY: “SoMIT H:: : WHIO’S. 

chorus. into a swinging | -erisemble.. AFRAID OF. VIRGINIA “WOOLF?” :|:. . 

which h*ndles its own material | (Verve).. Organ ..: wailer . Jimmy: 

lucidlvy and -backs up’ Goulet” ex- | Smith has. a. spirited : ‘and. swinging: 

cellantly. A ‘montage ‘of color | session with this album, material 

photos of New. York round. . ‘out | for which was, arranged. by Oliver 

‘this attractive double-fold. package. Nelson..and Claus Ogerman.. ana | &Fssing act. 

though . Smith: is -on.‘a high .and|- 

THE VILLAGE STOMPERS: driving pace. ‘throughout -the® set,'| 

“MOR® SOUNDS. OF WASHING- | there: is a lot happening ‘in all that}: 

TON SQUARE” (Epie). The Vil-| noise:. The “Who's ‘Afraid .of -Vir- 
lage Stoners continue to blend | ginia “Woolf?” of the LP’s. title is 

folk and Dixieland stylings: for solid. va two-part. item’ with lots. of hard 

effect. After taking. off with their ‘blowing. by . ‘Smith. : The - driving: 

“Washin~ten Square” slice’ - some sounds ‘build .to big and: Joud pro- 

time beck, the group. has become | portions: and’ get « « their. message 

femly ettablshed in the widening | across ‘with relentless zeal.. Other. 
Ive Eeaaue market, with its many bits are largely in ‘this vein. ‘Those 

ofehoots, This. takes ina. large| who dig ‘the: hard-swinging organ 
eron. In this. EP the. unit. should combo. “sound: will -have .a.. ‘ball. 
errral_ considerable attention: Joe] Others: better stay. away or be 

Sherman hes. provided the ‘slick’ sizzled to: ‘death by. the. ‘drummer's 
Stompers - arrangements. for .“ the we cymbals. | 
ovting and the instrumental group|” , ” ; 

takes off strongly on them.. ‘SURF PARTY’ (20th. Century: 
| Fox). Jimmie Haskell‘and By’ Dun- 

- GLORIA LYNNE: ‘% WISH. YOU -ham- -have penned. ‘some . yollicking. be. released ‘next ‘week. 

LOVE” (Everest), .A fine song-isurf “music sounds’ for:.the film.| .. 
stress, ‘Gloria. Lynne. has- cracked “Surf: Party.’:, Contributing : their. 

into the bestselling: lists with the.|-vocal: and instrumental ° efforts to 

.. ck title song of this LP “I Wish} the. ‘picture and this “LP. are such 

You. Love” ‘becomes: the takeotr} as ‘Jackie’ De Shannon, °“ Kenny 
point’ ‘‘or-. an. excellent songalog |} Miller, the Astronauts, the’ Routers, 
domonstrating Miss. Lynne’s: blues-: ‘Pat Morrow: and. the’ Big. Wheels. 

favored stvle on. a group of stand- ! Alk Provide. ‘rocking. ‘performances, 
avd: ballads. She registers with. 
-partienF-r. effectiveness.on songs 
like “This Is. My- Beloved,” “Indian | 
Tove Call’’°*I Know. Love,” “If! 
You Love Me™ and “End of 2: Love; 
Affair.” 

eOTINCY. JONES © EXPLORES | 
TUT =YTSIC OF HENRY MAN- 
CINI’ (Vercury). Arranger and} 
former handleader’ Quincy . Jones |: 
has nrenared and executed 4. fine 
tribute to composer. Henry Man: 
cini, Plaved by groups of some of} 
the ton tooters on the hipster cir- |. 
cenit todev, fhe ‘items, culled from | 
Mancivi's film. and ‘tv.scores, are 
‘presented with, slick jazz. phrasires, 
that svt oT -the Mancini ‘sound with. 
style ae rhvtimic quality. There's |. 
a hin egret ‘t’rouchout ‘but’ nots. 
far ect 46 fo: eliminate ‘squarer | 

-Mane?si tf ASL Withal, a fine set of. 
musier siges which: deserves’ pro-| 
grarnrat 2 mnd-buyer attention. . 

 SAMTEIY. KAYE “ORCH: “COME 
DANCE ™D. THE. HITS” (Decca). 
Seitone Tove, after: a long: absence: 
‘from t&- h't- ists, -is. ‘surging back | 
into c>*tsntion.-with. this entry: |: 
His  ‘%swincing workover of the | on. Life™. 
Die ten; “Charade.” picks. up con- | Itatian- Style, 
siderasle. momentum, in, a Broove: | Broadway: Pressagent..” 

~ LAWRENCE. WELK 
Presents His New Hit DOT ALBUM 

“EARLY HITS. OF 1964” 

‘habit “and. this - session . 
please ‘their taste. a 

- JACKIE WASHINGTON: “VOL-| 
UME TWO” (Vanguard): The Van- 

coming up- with fine folk talent. and 

Jackie Washington is a perfect ex- 

|} ample... With .this,. his second. LP 
for the company, . the: singér-guitar 
player does a nifty job: on..a darge.| - 
array: of folk items. He has a clear, 
‘simple .approach . ‘to -a.song both]. 
vocally. and. instrumentally. Folk-1: 

. niks will, dig. this second effort, 

o | Chess: Johnny Nash’ | 
- Johnny. ‘Nash; pop-- singer’ ‘tor. 

erly | ‘with | -ABC-Paramount,’ has | 
been 

“Liberty: ‘The ‘Ventures 

“Deutsche Grammophon. 
- . Evelyn. Lear: *: - 

“Byelyn: ‘Lear, ‘American. soprano |" 

clusive 

‘will be -a Richard Strauss song re- 
cital, and: Bach’s’ “St. John Passion” | 
with. Karl: Richter. conducting.” 

Colbix:. ‘Rip, Taylor , 
.: Rip.- Taylor, . comie,: . has. ‘been: 
‘signed. by: ‘Colpix Records: His first. 

rete Reprise: ‘Michael “‘Callan:’ 

a, pact to. cut an album ‘and’ two. 

will be-a ‘coupling of. “Some. Days. 

= sree ed 

Tsder’s ‘tour’ ‘of: college: campuses: ‘as part of: ‘the. “Ford” Caravan Roar 

Music” are -Tiparm Music’ has published @ “Claney’ Bros: & Tommy. 

Maken « Songbook": culled: from.. their ‘Columbia Records: ‘LPs: 

Capitol Records. EP. ‘He records. his. secorid ‘set ‘May. 1 ‘before going’ 

on a “thi ree-month. ‘European ‘concert. tour ws 

shortly: ‘be. ‘recording* ‘the - Broadway “cast.” ‘album | of -““Hamlet” : “with,| 

RK chard: ‘Burton in: the lead: . Columbia’ ‘Ss. ‘releases this month include | 

1. popular, LPs,. two. ‘Latin-American -albumis | and: eight “Masterworks | 

Empire.” 

Ag. of “The: ‘Columbia Encyclogedia. of Music’®. ‘with every--Side .°..|- 
Se ‘dy Collins and Judy Henske’s folk LPs on: the Elektra. label getting 
sales boosts via their. concert and night club--dates . Rich. Little, 
‘Canadian impersonator, working. out. the format’ of his Christmas LP. 
for Eanitok . 

. Enoch Light unveils his new. Command album sound ‘tod: 7, (Wed.): 

‘Boxaffice Records. issued its first .LP,: “Bedtime Stories, 

a: I a latest “Unforgettable”. LP... 

‘under ‘the baton. ‘of Haskell -who| a 
has. a big. musical section of the|: 
‘LP. to himself. Surf music has be-|: : 

come’'a ‘part ‘of the. teener:.sound|: 
should |. 

guard’ Records has a knack’. for.|.. 

Wh. same foe-tapping Parlay. of ‘vocal: and instrumental effects: 

‘signed - to..Chess Records, | 
‘Chicago-based... diskery. Leonard | ~ 
Chess,- prexy. of the: ‘diskery, will : 
‘supervise. Nash's recording “.activi- |. 

| ties :-with his first. releases: due | out: ; 

Ss {| FARON’S. FLAMINGOS. 

The | Ventures’ have ‘had. their |’ 
‘original five-year pact with. ‘Liberty | ..: 
Records, extended for. another two| 
years. Combo is the. label's ‘highest e 

| could. have. handled. it. 

-who is now. a regular: member of | 
the” ‘Berlin, Vienna: and Bavarian. | - 
opera. companies, has’ signed. an. éx- }- 

“eontract ---with -Deutsche.+ - 
‘Grammophon. Her. first: recording |.. 

“Singer Michael-Callan has: inkea-} Q 
I -eomes across. asa‘ slotp,. rocking: slice’ by ‘a good: blues singer’ who 

singles for Reprise. His, first "disk |: ~ 
. ‘turestonet). picks. ‘up » tempo with. an interesting’ rhythm: & blues 

| Everything Goes Wrong”. and My, , 
Home ' Town." rm 

— JON EARLY: 

Mem. Records ‘tying. ‘in ‘an. “LP ‘herchandising- caripaign ‘with Cal okay ‘
uptempo: number. | 

Singer-writer ‘Rod | ‘McKuen’ ‘on a 2i:city: tour: ‘to: ‘promote. his “first | . 

~ Columbia Records will | 7 

LPs.in’. addition. to. the: soundtrack’ “from “The Fall : of the: ‘Roman,| | 

‘To ‘promote its” ‘asic 55-album: “The. Columbia ‘Masterworks. Libraty | 
bai Gre at’ Music, ” Columbia . is: giving. away. free -a ‘two-volume ‘10-LP |. 

. Jane Morzan now preparing: her second :LP for Colpix | :- 

- Rusty Warren coming up with her first: ‘serious -LP;! “At Portrait 
se catchy number due for. Spins. 

* “with: special: Material. written by Eli Lloyd Hoffman, 7 . 
wa, : 8 co ae *ASCAP, 

| _Wednedey, oe 8 1964 

Top Singles Of The Week 
ad he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

LINsssesscsaveeseses 2) SOULVILLE: 
(Columbia)... eo ee Gat Blues 

Aretha. Franklin’s “Soulvitle” -(Non-DeLaruet}) is a: fast-moving . 
‘} blues: number whith hits. with ‘powerful: impact via this songstress’. 
|. performance ‘against a Swinging : ‘background.. : Hail Gal Blues’? ” 
..(Modern Aget). also gives her.a- sharp: piece. of -material to work. 

' out stylishly: Both. sides have been culled from Miss: Franklin's a 

“e. . a” L 7 an 

|THE FOUR SEASONS: . a eee 2 _ RONNIE, 
(Philips) vss ESE Bora To. Wander © 

. The Four Seasons’. “Ronnie” ( Saturday-Gavadima*y” ‘registers. as. 
ie another. nifty ballad dished up in commercial ‘style by this: hot™ -. 
| ...pop quartet: “Born To..Wander” |(Saturday- Gavadimia® ): is a ‘dood. = 

Fale ‘styled slice also. rendered sharply. 
*, on #0 _ 

JAMES ‘BROWN. ween ener ee HOW: LONG: 6 niniaad - 
(King) . “Again * 

= James. Brown’s . “How: Leng’ Darling”. ¢ Lost) is a hardhitting. © 
blues number which this singer projects with his. down-deep style.’ 

eee we te 

.. “Again” (Robbins*) is a sedate slice .of this fine oldie which could © 
‘get another Sukebor spread: on the strength OF, the: new version. 

a 

TACK. ScoTT. eee eS "WIGGLE ON our ' 
~" (Groove). ne eb elaS Slate “What” A Wonderful: ‘Night Out. - 

Jack Scott’s “Wiggle: On: Out” 6. Jack. Scottt) swings. smoothly. 
"down. @ rocking .groove :with .a*.cute lyric’ ‘which. could ‘catch on . 
: “big: via ‘this arrangement. for voice and. guitars. “What.A Won: | 

° 6 — ee. 

_ derful. Night: Out” ( Jack: Scottt) is a: pleasing ballad with. a light i 
country Flavor.’ 

oe ee = 

RAY ANTHONY. .........++-EET'S ALL: DO" ‘THE. swim 
(Capitol) - Pelee oa oe ee eg. Everybody Do The Swim. 

|. Ray: Anthony’s. “Let’s All-Do. The Swim (Kinglet}) hopefully: 
iz ag aimed.at launching a 

new. dance, “the swim.” The-n
ame may’ 

_» be-new but the beat is the.same old. rocking one: in an: uptempo. 
“ groove. “Everybody Do The Swim” (Kinglett):is more. of the: 

=| GARNET. MIMMS..2...¢e.00sbeeee teen 
eR + 

_ United. Artists) 2.26. oe. wewbeoewe Ae Ouiet Place. 
Garnet . Mimms’: “One Girl”: £. Keetch: ‘Caesar. & Dino- Ritten-* 

am houset). isa strong ballad in. the: contemporary. ‘groove which . 
this young singer projects in striking | ‘style for- ‘across-the-board 

| 4mpact: “A-Quiet Place’’.(. Rittenhouset) moves with a. neat: beat. 
7 through. a good. Tocking number. : Ste oo 

* os a i. 

7 LETS STOMP pier 
- (Golumbia) ~. ME, Baw . Sete 

Faron’'s Flamingo’ s ‘nets’ “Stomp”... ( Roosevelt?) is.a Meérsey 

years.ago and could: “ae on the. current tidal wave..of British: ... : 
rockers, “I Can Tell” erkshiret): is. a@ ‘typical - rocking number ~. 

* -délivéred ina. British version: of | how. an. American, blues singer. . 

. ce a 

: | BURL IVES ..2s.. 0-05-0070: FOUR INITIALS ON-A TREE 
" (Decea) sscclesesecaen wee 0 Phis Is Your :Day- 

‘Burt Ives’ “Four Initials On A Tree”. (Pimpert) . -gives this. -: 
peteran folksinger . a solid. ballad. idea: which: should get: wide: cir. 
‘culation among all: age groups. “This. Is’ Your: Day” -( Hatlyjo: -Pat*) »: 
4s another r highly pleasing side also: due. for. lots OF spins. 

DIANE RAY: weedees = NO: "ARMS CAN’ EVER. HOLD YOU: I 
(Mercury) ba See oe eens wh. eb. Tied! Up. With: ‘Mary: 
“Diane Ray's: “No. arms Can: Ever. Hold You” r Gilt). 4S--@ ‘well «. 

| apritten,. ballad: slanted--right | for ‘the. ‘teenage. ‘market . via. this:” 
”l songstress’ rendition. in .the: modern manner. 
-. - Mary” ate Raleight) ‘is a. “edte rocking. ‘ballad | ‘also with. 

release; “How Does I. Feel,”: w
il 7 good chances. . 

_ | BILLY BISHOP... 

“Tied Up’ With -- 

* . Sg i 

TORY oo ss — “Honey “Man : 
Bully Bishop’ Ss. “Birmingham. “Tait” (Charleston-Jonathan. ‘Gl

ennt yo 
ee cee. 

‘gives new impetus -to this’ familiar melody. “Honey” Man’ ~(Pic- 

. entry. ; etn! 
UK oe ° ED, a, 

2 - THE: BEST: MAN. 7 

' “(United Artists)’. : wee eee « Mt: Happiness: 
* Fon’. Early’s “The. ‘Best: “Man”: “Wnited “artists*), -the ‘title. of ~ 

“which is pegged to. the ‘upcoming UA. film, is a ‘solid ballad. with. 
- {-. @ well-written. lyric which this: newcomer handles. veriy effectively _ 

“in legit - style. “Mr, Happiness”... ( (Unartt) changes: pace with. ‘an oo 

FREDDY. . meee BY. THE. WAY. = 
ACMGM) 20. 2 eee ee ri "Wold. You In My: Heart: . 

. _. Freddy's: “By ‘The. Way" Roosevelt) gives this: German. singer - 
@ lilting ballaé which he -handles very. skillfully in English. for” 
ig potential in this” country. “Pu Hold You In My Heart” { Adams: 
Vee. & Abbott) 4 is. a Aair’ ‘oldfashioned tupe ‘of sweet. ballad. 

DICK. & DEEDEE :. Seek. oo Needs nes 2 .NOT. FADE AWAY 
“(Warner. Bros,) : | -The: Gift - 

Dick. &. Deedee’s “Not ‘Pade: “aay: ( Nor- Va Sake) hits. hard as 
fresh rliythm. ‘number: which this. team ‘projects: sharply - against . a 
catchy. background:: “The- Gift’ (Odin*) changes ‘pace. ‘with a Tilt- 
ing. ballad with. a L fine lyric, also handled very. ‘well. 

KING'S: ‘ALLEY. BAND. 
“(F our. Corners) . wile Ce a cee we ne ee . Grasshopper ._ 

King’ s Alley Band. “iging’s. “Alley? ¢ ‘Shapiro-Bernstein®). shapes: 
:. up as. a-colorful. instrumental: import from. Germany that. fits -into.. 
all programming. formats. “Grasshopper” ¢ Mills*) “As ‘another 

“Herm: 

_4BML. 
ore met te -_ 

ONE GIRL. Rat 

I Can Tell’ 

beat takeoff on a rhythm. number.-which was <a. hit. a: couple: of - WE 

. _ BIRMINGHAM. AML ee 

“KING'S : ALLEY) 2255. 
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BEATLES (Capitol 

-. Original Cast (LOCD- 1087). 

a ” ... Meet the Beatles. 2047)" 
“20° 2° 220 AL HIRT: (Victor) . 
oy. Honey in-the Horn: (LPM: 2739), 
. 3. 4. |B. BEATEES (Vee. Jay) = 

. ivf. Introducing Beatles (LB. 1062)" 
“"4-<<3_". 9" HELLO DOLLY Victor): 

6... BARBRA STREISAND. (Columbia) oo 
oe Wel ME (CL 8159) 

"6....5 _-16 HENRY MANCINI (Victor) 
anes See - Charade. (LPM. 2755) a 7 
PES” 25 PETER. PAUL & MARY. (Warner Bros) 
qe oe a In. the Wind (W 1507)... |... 

78° 7.35. - JOAN BAEZ. EWanguard) 
Be hes Vol. - W-(URS. 9094)--:5 !: 

9 13° iL “KINGSTON TRIO- ‘Capitan 
ee Dime to-Think (T2011). | 
is 100209 it ANDY. WILLIAMS S (Columbian 
per. ‘Wonderful | World: of f (Ch: 2137). 
dT -1l =.9"” AL“MARTINO. (Capitol): 

Pees lo. Living AvLie (7.1975): 
t. 12. 17°. 8 “NANCY ‘WILSON “(Capitol oe 

| Oy rs Yesterday’ s- ‘Love Songs (T. 2012)... 

130010 °«- 4° «=YJOHN GARY (Victor)... es 
pee ‘Encore. (2836). 07 7 Doe ee 

fc ‘14 14 29. “BARBRA. ; STREISAND. (Colum a To, 
Po Volume ff (CL.2054) - oe 
Pes. ae SMOTHERS BROS. “(iercury) Den 

| eee a _ Curb Your Tongue, Knave (MG. 20862)" 
om | ee “LAWRENCE, WELK (Dot) .- 20. : 
— ee aa _. Early y Hits ‘of 64: {DLP 3572) 

“17-16 6 ~ ROGER: WILLIAMS: (Kapp) ~ 
a Solid Gold Steinway (KL 1354) 
igs 2i- a "TACK JONES (Kapp) > 
oe, "Wives and Lovers. (1352) 

7. JOHNNY. MATHIS: 'S (Mercury tm, 
Bo es “Sender Is the is the Night: (MG ‘20890) 

-20.°° 20° |. za |. BOB DYLAN (Columbia) 2. 
re ~ Times “Are Changing. (CL 2105) 

“25 — “ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) . 
as : ‘Kissin’: Cousins (LPM 2894) ° 

22... 1+. SERENDIPITY SINGERS S Phillips) - 
Ja its PHM: (200-115). 
23:. 19 11°. VENTURES. Molton) 
ne cere (7 Space (2027)... 

B24. 25. 19° “BEACH ¥ BOYS. (capital 
oo or Little: Deuce. Coupe. AT. 1998Y. 

a 

82 126° WEST SIDE STORY (Cohumablad 
ee ee Soundtrack (OL. 5670): 

ee ee 8 21 TR ” THE ‘SINGING NUN ‘1 Philips’ 
oe TE Sea e Soeur Sourire (PCC 203) . SS 
QT TS CHAD MITCHEL}. TRIO Mere 

|. an. Reflecting” (MG 20891)" -_ 
[28-234 = MARKETTS (WB) 
Boos. 0 2s Out of Limits (W 1537) 

“P29°27 3 RAY. ‘CHARLES. TABC-Pan) ; 
“Pow +. | Sweet & Sour. (480) 2°: . 

“28 3 AL HIRT. & :-ANNE-MA ARGARET Wieton 
ae i “oo. oe  . Béauty'& the Beard (LPM 2690). 

‘IT: 31.29 -5 *-FRANK FONTAINE (ABC) 
. FY How Sweet It Is (470). 

“Jf 82--°15.-°°21. “JOHN GARY ( (Victor)... ~ 
Shee att) Cateh’ a: Rising Star (LPM 274i) 

-RICK- NELSON (1 (Decea).” Sok Kor You (DL 4479) . 
SE ; 3e “3 GLENN YARBROUGH (victor). 

s,s imeé to Move On (RCA: 2836). Q BT 

| msc 
————~ “I “Legions ~ 

; Le | soundtrack/original cast. Fecording 

_- F-where © 

an “Melzer;. 
mie of the’ ‘Guild: 

“Barbra Streisand. Album (CL. 2001) 

“ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
__ Fun in Aéapulco (LSP 2756) © 

26-3 3t 4 “TRINT LOPEZ (Reprise). 
eras 0. Srini Lopez at PJ's. (6093)-- 
TP 36- “a0 "LAWRENCE WELK (Dot). : 

ca as 1.2 Wonderful ..Wonderful (DLP 3552) 
a 0 a > PEGGY LEE (Capitol). a 

oe oe In Love Again. (T. 1969) - 
oo I 3g. 30 re “SKINGSMEN | (Wand) * . 
Bea lsd... Louie Louie (657)... ' arene 

. 39° 35. aCe “PETER, PAUL & MARY (Warner Bros] Se ts 
ae eres . Moving. :(W . 1473) ee 

40. ae 52 ~ ANDY y WILLIAMS: (Columbia) ~ 
a cre eS __ Days of Wine & Roses (CL: 2005) 
2 r 733. "53 .ROY ORBISON (Monument). . 
Oo LS: Greatest Hits.(MLP 8000). = re 

oo ae a7, “B38 NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS ‘Columbia 
a ran ~ Ramblin’: (( (CL.2055) « --. shake 

1 ..43- a 26 “AL - MARTINO (Capitol) 
; ae . Painted . Tainted. Rose: (T° 1975). 

4 4a 3k Tr :  *FRINI LOPEZ (Reprise).. 3 
eR S oMfore cat P.d’s (6103). oe 

45.: 45 :-2. NEW.CHRISTY: ‘MINSTRELS: (Columbia 
"-Today (CL 2159): 
“BARBRA ‘STREISA ) (Columbia) > 

. n _ - JOHNNY MATHIS (Cohimibiad , _— 
mae tS Romantically (CL 2098)” we 
49-46 = 97 PETER, PAUL & “MARY- ‘Warner Brest 
heh Lo) Reter, Paul &- Mary. (W: 1449). | 
50 43. 23 | SWINGLE SINGERS (Philips). 

we Bach's" 5 Greatest Hits (PHM sae 

= fy -over® the - hospital's... closed-circuit. 
‘~ [f system: for’ ‘the. entertainment: of: 

. Songs. used’ by - the. 
“musie groups. contain. the: lyrics of! 

a [| hundreds | of . ‘standards .. most: ‘Fe- 
wo |-quested by: the'singers; 2.0) 2:4) 

i * Keconipaniment. ‘is: provided : by | 
eh volunteers. ‘such: as: Alfred - E.- Si-} 

{+ mon,: . WQXR, . 

aa | the ‘veterans: - 

oo light 
"i Kramer, Dorothy Fields, 

7 2) Biship: Leighton - Guptill, . of. Wat... 
ol. 9) son-Guptill: publishers;. 

. #}-Bill Stutman; ‘Tom - Shepard, -Col-. 
- ---umbia . 
mF Elou Williams, |: 

a “each year in which ‘the. GI’s..work} 
[is judged: by.a panel of celebrities. 

a | with . prizes “for the .top.: entries. 
-- | Arlene: Francis, Garry: Moore. and} 
fi, Mike Wallacé’ judged such: a. ‘con- 

: Rest, recently. _ _ 

| PP&M Lone Yank Winner 
j|-In Britain’s-Gramophone 

Record: Retailers’ Awards . 
‘London, April 7.2] 

“Gramophoiie | ‘Record - Retaileré |" 
“Assn. in , its” 

“Blowing: In The ‘Wind.”:. 
Best. pop: singles - -went..to- The 

- Beatles: for. “She Loves You,”. best 
“2. fl) light” voeal to Harry ; ‘Secombe for’ 

‘Ty “lf I Ruled “The World,” ” -best light. 
‘orchestral ."° to. : Ken | 

“Last: Patrol,” «best 

“Pickwick,” . -best: «.-children’s 
aa | disk. to: Wally, ‘Whyton: for “50, AU-| 
= || time. ‘Children’ Ss Favorites. - 

- Best “spoken. ‘word | record. “was 
ae | : “Pace to: Face with Gilbert Hard-. 

‘In: the jazz: ‘field, -best orchestral | 
t récord:. award went. to. Kenny Ball |: 

: album... and:}- 
| the best’ modern jazz. ‘wax ‘was 

for his” “Golden Hits” 

Johnny | Dankworth’s. 
: Dickens.” 

Hh. Classical: ‘citations went: ‘to. ‘Sir 
4| John: Barbirolli . for “his “English. 

if String: “Music,” 2 - Benjamin Britten. 
‘§|} for. his. 

“;. 9) Nillson for. “Siegried ‘and London | 
“f ‘Wind Soloists ° ‘for. Mozart — Wind: 

“War. Requiem,” - 

a : Bede Network 
~ Marks 16th Anni 
phe: “Bedside . Network . of - ‘the. 

mi Veterans. ‘Hospital. Radio & Tele-: 
|-Vision “Guild,. ‘comprised of broad-. 

_ . PV easters. and. ‘songwriters, will ‘be. 
|. Marking» its 16th anni. “April 17-.at}, 
‘a ball. ‘at -the. ‘New «. ‘York’ Hilton 

Bud" Collyer;'. Beatrice 

-ineluding: Mrs. ‘Perle’ 

‘Co-chairmen. Of | the: “pall. are | 
tt ‘Mrs Oscar‘: Hammerstein‘ 2d; Saul. 

J. Turell,. “president . Of Walter | 
‘Reade-Sterling : ‘Ine:;- "Robert :: CF. | 
‘Hurleigh,:' Mutual ~ Broadcasting |: 

“AH System - president; ‘and: Mrs. Hy-|- 
“Seeretary-treasurer | 

“| who. also heads the. Saratoga Per- 
“During: 1965; the ‘Guild: ‘brought 

7 a its: “show. biz therapy”. to 123,122 /. 
Patients via volunteer teams. which 
helped ‘the-. ‘hospitalized ‘vets to 

<I) tape. musical. ‘and .and radio- ‘script 
| shows. The volunteers do. not en- 

- fii tertain, but ‘assist the ‘patients: in 
| ‘Tecording their: own . shows. « : 

- ‘Volunteers ‘also: help. in two out- |. 
I) patient clinics in the .N.Y. aréa. In. 

.. {| Pittsburgh, ‘tv., programs ’..are. :pro- |. 
“ J] duced: by.. teanis: ‘of Guild: members‘. 

‘and: ‘patients:- 

| include plays. written: by _patierits, | 
| interview. ‘shows. and:* discussion 
‘programs which are. ‘played. back 

N: Y;; ‘director of | 
composers - ‘Alex | 

Walter |. 
“music; 

publicist | 

“Records © Producer; - ~and | 

* The © Guild: also. holds: contests 

in “National - Record |: 
|.Awards, . has:: ‘cited. only. one Amer- | 

ican’ ‘act “in the -org’s. top 16 pop: 
‘and : ‘Classic disk- categories. - for 

| 1963: Artists “are Peter,. “Paul &.- 
“ #-Mary,: Warner -Bros.” ‘pactees, :Who. 

collected: the’: accolade ~for - best ° 
J country * and.- western/folk:- music. 
_ side, 

Thorne’ Ss 

:|Philly Orch’ $ 
2 fying,” _best- humorous - Yecord . was. | 
3 “Foot. Britannia,” best dance’ disk’ |- 

il was Joe. Loss’ “‘Go.” ‘Latin. ‘With 
“Loss,” best: non-English. record: (in: |: 

“77: J flanguage- of ‘country’ ‘of. issue) ‘was:| - 
(AF) Phe. Singing Nun’s. “Dominique.” . 

“What ‘The |: 

Birgit | 

ASCAP prexy ‘ Stanley | 
an -Adams, will be guest. of: honor.: 

- Adams. +was - ‘chosen asa. repre. 
ae | sentative. ‘of the. tausi¢. ‘biz. whieh: 
.. J has. © contributed . 

:~ | share to the. Bediside ‘Network’s 
]} Service - ‘to. ‘hospitalized . veterans. . 

Ao The Hilton: ball will: ‘be.a fund- 
raising event with: a- large: roster 

-:: | of -show “biz ‘names. participating, | 7 
an |-including : Richard. Rodgers; Gwen 
_-Ry-Verdon, . 
4} Lillie; Allan: Sherman: Sally Ann |. 
i Howes. ‘and. Carol: Knox, 

{| othérs.~ A: contingent. from. ‘Wash- 
_ ‘ington, .D.C., 
The ‘Mesta, -will ‘also - ‘attend. 

‘ important, 

among | 

“Bedside : “Network” ‘shows: ‘often 

an Unit's P N. Y Preem 
“American - Jazz. Ensemble, 4 

‘group. of U. S, musicians. residing 
in -Rome,~ are: making their New. 

|York nightclub ‘debut ‘at’ the ‘Vil- 

pooked here:.for'a.one-night per- 
formance ' at‘ the Phoenix: ‘Theatre, 
N.Y.,. but now may extend ‘their 
stay. ‘beyond. the. two-week - stand. 
at ‘the Vanguard. 

Quartet is made up of. ‘clarinetist |: : 
Bill. Smith, pianist Johnny Eaton, 

‘drummer .- Jerry. Tomlinson | and the union’s membership the work- 
‘ing musicians and their immediate. 
“employer, the’ bandleader. . 

bassist. Barre Barre “Phillipe. 

‘Summer Hgtrs.: 

Philadelphia, Aprit. i 

- The’ ‘Saratoga. ‘Performing’: “Arts | 

Center, »Saratoga’ ‘Springs, “N. Y:; 

} will - become © ‘the. permanent: sum-' 

home. - ‘of. the . Philadelphia 

‘Orchestra in» August, 1966.. An- 

‘nouncement -of . the. ‘move. “was. 
‘made. jointly ast ‘week by. “Dr. 

a Harold’ G.. ‘Wilm,, chairman. of the’. 

| Center’ s. “board:. of. directors, ‘and 

mer. 

1. the. orchestra, 
The: opening, -séagon ° wil. “otter: 

1:20: “August concerts, - 

for’ ‘four consecutive. weeks. These { 

‘will’ include two fully-staged. oper-. 
| atic :pérformances: and: four -sta- 
dent: concerts. Eugene Ormandy, 

the Philadelphians’ “regular. con- }. 

ductor, will” ‘be music’ director. of: 

‘the: Saratoga Festival. : 

theatre located in a sloping. wooded 
Site “in. an 1, ,800-acre, : ‘state-owned 
reservation: “south - “oF “Saratoga 

rounding’ Jawns, - On 

: “Amphitheatre” will: hold. a com- 
pletely. equipped stage, stage house’ 
and orchestra pit. The total cost of. 

including. .land-{ 
‘scaping. and. construction of ‘exten-' 
the’ installation. 

sive’ parking’ ares. is estimated: at 
| $2, 400,000. - 

“Philadelphia | Oich’s participation | 2 is 
in: the festival will- make it the first ; 
major symphony * to :give perma-. 
hent ‘year-round. employment to its | 
‘musicians. . . . | 

‘toga. Festival is Richard: : “Leach;: 

forming Arts Center. A former pro- 
gram -director at’ Lincoln: Center, | 
‘Leach ‘expects shortly to announce | 
an additional four-week program j 
for ‘thé month of: July. at the New| 
“York: state Spa. ae 

Col Nabs Track Score. 

Ore estra’ Leaders ‘Assn’s Suit Fails 
To Void 802 Deal With NY. Hotelmen 

—+ 

Saratoga. Springs 

Springs. Plans call for a capacity 
| of 5,200 -seats” ywnder. cover. and .al} 
fresco. accommodations. for ‘an’ ad- |" 
ditional .7,000: -persons on. the: ‘SU: 

- Efforts by the N.Y. Orchestra 7 
1 Leaders Assn. to break an agree- - 
J ment ‘between Local- 802, the N.Y. 
lunit. of ‘the ‘American. Federation 
| Of: “Musicians, and the Hotelmen's 
Committee. and the Restaurant 
‘League of N-Y., 
‘eral. Court: last week, . 

lage “Variguard”” tomorrow. - ‘night | 
-(Thurs.). ‘The combo was. originally 

failed in. N.Y. Fed: 

Judge Dudley B, Bonsal denied’ 
Angie” Bond «and other’ orchestra 
leaders a. preliminary injunction 
against ~ ‘the - terms of labor .con- 

|:traets negotiated by Local 802 and 
{the users of live musicians, 

‘The: Orchestra’ Leaders: have . 
been waging along battle against: - 
the AFM: policy of including within” 

.In this: case, the court. refused” 
a ‘to: grant™an injunction against the. 
"|. 802..contract ‘on the grounds that 

1 the. plaintiffs failed to show ir 
d’reparable harm and . because ‘the. 
‘}-practices. under. attack. are’ long-— 

_ | Standing and had the acquiescence. 
-1 of. the plaintiffs. The basie conten- 
‘tion of. the union-is that the. user. 
“Of ‘the music, and not the: band- 
leader, is’ the real. employer of. 

q the: musicians, 

Local 802, ‘meantime,. has estab- 
lished. a “policy that. orchestra vr 
leaders who are employers may not 
attend. the April price list mem-' 
bership meeting: which will: vote 
‘on scales and other terms and. con- 
ditions of employment. Union. took. 
this action to conform with various 
\‘Federal: Court’ decisions, although" 
there has ‘been’ no ruling - Spegi- - 
fically compelling he union to bar 
the orchestra leaders. 

‘The ‘Orchestra. Leaders . jhave 
| been. fighting. for such a -distinc- 
tion, but are: protesting: their. ex- . 

tive” ‘3 week | clusion. on: the grounds that they 
are still dues-paying members of 
‘Local -802. and cannot be prevented 
‘from attending this meeting since 
‘the bylaws do not differentiate’ be- 
tween" orchestra leaders and - side- 

. men. 

‘Orchestra Jeaders ‘have been 
“ campaigning against. increases -in. 

a (the, ‘sidemen. prices, claiming ‘that 
Ground. will: be- broken in’ the} ' 

fall: ‘for: an- open-sided © “amphi-: 

“these. ‘uneontrolled increases” 
never. took. into .consideration 
whether the public could or would 
-pay- for them, “These arbitrary in--:: 
creaseS,”.-they- contend, “‘have re-. 
sulted in ‘the steady decline in the 
“use. of live music.” 

“Main spokesman for. the Orches- 
tra Leaders and’ plaintiffs in varie. : 
ous ..action:’ against. Local. 802 and 
the AFM are Joseph. Carroll and. . 
Charles Peterson. They recently: 
‘moved. to:'set up a similar organi- 
zation of orch Jéaders in. Chicago, 

In ‘another action. involving: 
Local. 802,’ a. group of ‘iusicians. 
-brought. suit: in N.Y. ‘Federal Court 

1 against the local’s: officers. Action 
eeks a permanent injunction -re- 

straining them-from. violating par- 
liamentary. procedure in’ member- 
‘ship. meetings. which, it is charged, 

| | have: been ‘adjourned -before com: 
Execitive: director’ ‘of: ‘the Sara! peting, its: “business, 

Victor Rolls 2. Mos Drive 
To Push Presley Platters 
Amidst’ all the hoopla about The 

a : | Beatles, RCA. Victor ‘has’ izunched. 
~ {a two-month campaign ‘in behalf of 

_| the: 
“tehamp of. the. disk business—Elvis 

Presley.. 

contemporary.. heavyweight. 

“Campaign ‘will mark 

To Goldwyn Jr. ’s ‘Love
rs’ : Presley's: eighth: year o

n the label 

Columbia - Records | “prexy . God: ! 
dard Lieberson, who recently pre-{. 

land. ‘the’ sale : of ‘over. 100,000,000. 
‘disks’ worldwide. .- - 

The: Victor drive is’ keyed to the 

| an offbeat ‘book. of wit - ‘and. humor 

Was “published. March 21 in Eng- 

‘over. 100,000 ‘copies. 

wo 000; Copies. 

sented a-gold disk to-Samuel Gold- | release. of Presley's new LP, 
wyn-.for the . “Porgy: -.and Bess”: “Kissin* Cousins,” but ‘will also 
soundtrack: LP,: has .now- made’ a: ;focus.on the. 36. single, 20 LPs and. 
deal. for. the. soundtrack - score™of | 23 EPs. all still active in the Victor 
“The Young. Lovers,” whieh .Sam-_ catalog. 
uel. Goldwyn: Jr. is. both ‘producing |: 
and. ‘directing: -Film- is. ‘scheduled: 
for summer release. a 

‘ ‘Sol Kaplan, ‘who “wrote the’ score | 
for “The Victors,”  hias the: ‘music : 

‘Gurwiteh Joins ASCAP 
As International Rep : 

fovers for. “The” Young | ‘Arnold A. Gurwitch has joined 
Lovers.” the. “American. - Society. of Com- 

:| posers, ‘Authors. &. Publishers as... 
oA Beatle’ 8° Book J international representative, work- 

ing ‘in: the Society’ s foreign’ depart- 

‘ment | headed by Dr.: Rudolf. Nise : 
sim.. Gurwitch ‘will tour abroad on” 
goodwill. missions:to ASCAP's.:-for-. 
eign ‘affiliates. He is an.- attorney 
|who .had. been. with. the. law. firm’. 
of: Rosen, Seton” & Sarbin. 

In. another’ -staff ‘aAppuintrnent,. 
: S&S’: -American edition will” tee- j David ‘H. Harmon was named dis- 

off with - a first print. order. OF. 50,- [Siete manager. of ASCAP’s New 

“John. . Lennon, ‘the songwriter- 
member of The Beatles, ‘has. turned. 
‘author for ‘Simon. & Schuster ‘with 

titled - “In His. Own. Write.” ‘It: 

land. and. within . ‘two : weeks: sold ; 

Orleans office. 
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INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL HUMORIST, 

* ‘RUDENKO BROTHERS 
- Foremost Jugglers 

3: iM. MALDONADOS 7 
= Dancers Supreme” 

‘Extra: Added. Attraction 

THE HILARIOUS . . 

RCA Recording Artists 

° Mey: 15+SAN FRANCISCO, “CALIF. 
May 16—LONG. BEACH; CALIF. 

x i 17—Matines—FT. “WAYNE, IND.. 

Ly 17—Evening—ST. ‘LOUIS, MO... 

Mey. 19—DALLAS, TEXAS — 

_ May 20—FT. WORTH, ‘TEXAS 

Mey. 21—HOUSTON, TEXAS 

‘Moy, 22—PITTSBURGH, PA. 

Mey 23—CHICAGO, mu 

May: 24—Matinee—ST. PAUL. MINN. | 

May: 24—Evening—MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Moy 26—SIOUX: FALLS, IOWA. 
May ‘27—DES. MOINES, IOWA’ 

May 2¢—CHARLOTIE, N.C. : 
“May 29—BALTIMORE, MD. 

Moy 30-—PHILADELPHIA, PAs. 
Mey 31—-Matinee—CLEVELAND, OHIO” 

May. 31—Evering—MILWAUKEE wise. 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

- ASSOCIATED. BOOKING CORPORATION 
JOE GLASER, President. 

59 WEST. ST ‘STREET, NEW YORK WwW. - Sato. 2 2-700. 
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o Béatles 2052020000 Succ. __, Capitol of ' Canada’ | ats 40 BASIL KING 

- Barbara Lewis |... oe eae Legvev eee Atlantic { Announcing - 
‘}| Two.Great. Songs... oh - 

| ‘CIUMACHELLA & &.. 
| THE LIGHTS OF: ROMA 

Beatles 0... wale tbsp ieee t
eenies s ‘Capitol a 

Beatles 8-10... ue ae 
velit ven eVee Jay | t 

Bing Git Fe cee oe | 
-— _Amperiat: ff 

vere fentule visa Otho | a -_l 

=, Jani & Deat.n ses ee on . 2. Liberty | | . 

see ||[ ARTIST-DISK DEALS’ 
| Witbourre Harvill Compost (copy- wes 

at right” songs): interested. ‘in conta
ct-" 

o “1. Besley. Gore ...:.. Peeereee es eteaiss-Mercury..” 

Beatles... Bivins. Lo oetieve.Vee Jay 

ines 1 yestment agent, ete, & _ 
Peter, . Paul: & Mary. 5. . ec. ees oe ; = Ww. B. , 

EBB MDE 
__ Lenny Welch’ - 

__Sunglow : a 

. whe | _. Capital « of nat 

at ‘Swan. ||| | 
. a pove you Se a a we wate oe api, . if -. 

L cote vee 
. A 

| ; 

| Fas Disc , eque 
Ss. Chicago, April 7. 

"Disk: ‘twirlers in. ‘Supper. | ‘clubs. 

|| may be: all the rage‘ in Paris, cat. the: 7 
|| Hotel: ‘Drake ia.. New. York, -and on... | 

oe {|:the Coast,. put: as. far “as: the’ Chi-~ 

“JF cago Federation of . Musicians is 

| conceriied: “its: 
| away, from -my door.” 

“discotheque stay 7 

Chi. ‘AFM prexy Barney- Richards a 
a | has., ‘flatly’ ‘turned. down... requests 

from: the -Buttery. in the: Ambassa- 
{| dor. East ‘and .the Town: & Country. 
+:Room.: in * the Palmer ‘House for - 
| diskologist shows with or: “without. .- 
supporting. live: music per the AFM: “es 

‘Shepheard's oan. cfg 

As with "ae hotels in’ the ‘Windy a 
Richards’: 

‘Local: 10° ufiion:. execs ‘have exe 
| pressed <-surprise’ that: the : ‘New. 
York local -went : along ‘with the 

4} compromise... A 
it,” a board member told Variety, =" *| 

| “it : is 

“Any way -you - ‘slice. 

taking | “work. away. from: 
musicians. The . ‘players : are. being Le tay dl 

I] put: out of work by their’ own rece..." | 
“” ‘[Ferds- and’ are ‘not. being. compen- a 

. [ sated. for Gt. : 

“The - edict: “prings © ‘up. “the. - pos-" 
-|}{ siblity that ‘Chi? may--be- used as. ‘a’ 

~~. |i} base fora new attempt bythe AFM. . 
| to get. performance.fees from:.rec- 

a ords per ASCAP:. The issue, which. 
was . kicked- around | Congressional - 

| hearing” ‘rooms ‘for. years, .may be .:. 1 
‘| in for another round: of. discussions. : | 

‘BROCK PETERS 

"talents, | he sé e. ‘transports. pewisters wherever 

aad. ats: whatever: mood he. wants. ne re 
. VARIETY, “—o 

- Gurventty’ “Appearing. ‘in: . 

“THE PAWNBROKER: 
:, L-SHAPED ROOM . 

‘el 63796 7 

ar rate 

‘tag publisher; publicity agent. or ine 1 

| music to Suit Al Moops | | 
_ ones nie at 8253 ‘Appleton Drive : a | 

_ * Louis : 32,. -Me,... 

~ ENTERTAINING BAND. 
FOR MIDTOWN. = 
NEW YORK CITY. 

NITE CLUBS) 

BOX ¥.3598, U8 ie. ey 
“154 LW, Abth St., New’ York 10036. aa 

‘thumb-down .-is-.. 
| final since : he.. ‘could «cut off. ‘the eR ag 
{bands from the: -important: conven- ©: °°. -] 

-}-tion ‘and ~.club: date. biz’ in. the .: 
‘I hostelries.. The - Ambassadors. .‘and.” 

- ithe ‘Palmer: House’ -are..even-less :"° § 
|| likely to test: his "authority because. <9 
|-of. the..former’s: traditional Society: fy 
“band: policy in the. Pump Room and: 
the latter's show Policy. in. the Em-:-. 

#| pire: Room. - a 



~~ with feline fun and j joyous 

© Tiber Twist” and “Cham- > 

2 Wednesday, April’ 8, 19640 

WITH HIS LATEST FILM SCORE! 

- This time the score abounds: 

_ Mancini melody. A romping 
package that includes tunes. 

like “It Had Better Be Tonight,” " 
“The Pink Panther Theme,” 
“Something for Sellers,” “The. - 

| ‘pagne and Quail. So, stockthe | “Panther” as fast as you can!” ee 

it's s a. cat of a different: color ws ' 

_ _ LPM/LSP-2796 
. pink Ba NT

HER 
|e 

“P1000 bate np ame .ocer So VERE ERAN Oa f4 
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: ~ Taide rng . Les Brown a Spells D Martin | a _ 
|. Jn. ‘ist Grove, L.A., Stand | ; 
Soar Los Angeles, April Vo 
7 "Freddy. Martin, tew- entertain- 

‘|ment director for. Cocoanut Grove: 
and’ whose. own oreh “holds - an. all- 
time longtime record: ‘there, has set 

| Les | Brown’s. band - ‘for: its - first. 

“th te he Upbeat 
“1 Corp: :S ~“Show-Go-Round? . at. the 

“New York . tWworld’s Fair. ; . Songstress. Berna-. 
‘Dolores Hawkirs. has. ‘been. set. to! dette:. Castro" into. the “Boulevard, 

the -Academy: of. Motion. Picture. Arts. & Sciences to sing the song, 

“ABC-TV. : Miss ‘Ranieri is the. wife. of. Riz Ortolani, : ‘composer’ of the 
tune from. “Mondo Cane,”, :which- won ‘one. of ‘the’ five song nomina- 
tions. Her rendition. was..also heard.on the: film: track and .was. one 

: < _ tin : 6 sy record. for MGM_ Records... ~ -| Queens, ‘April 17. for.10 days. . [Grove ’stand-June 4-July 4.-Martin|o¢ the over 65. disk versions of “More” whieh . publisher. E. B, , Marks. 
Singer-guitarist.-Eddie. Hazell - ‘into | ———_——. oe WHEE be: playing: Newporter Inn, | Music snagged : since. > the pic was. ‘released. ; 
the Towne, Toronto, June .‘15- for | . near Balboa,’ all ‘summer:- = : — 

two-weeks < .; - Shapiro-Bernstein |: London Meanwhile, Martin. will . “gelect: - 
| other. orchs to: -Jater -spel. his crew. 
during summer - at. nitery. 

F alk Music, Jamz Bashes 
Helped. Soothe Studes At 
Flac 's Muscle Beach’ |" 

‘MuSic formed. a new: ASCAP. sub-| “Panorama,” BBC-TV’s top cur- 
sidiary, Camelback Mountain Mu-j rent affairs entry, profiled | Brian 
sic... Benny ‘Goodman will-play' fpstem, Beatles’. manager. : 
during: thea opening performatice Granada-TV. dickering. ‘with. Yooal 
of a néw. Georze Balanchine. ballet, | diskeries..re. the‘ release . of an. 
to music by. Morton Gould, at’Lin-! sibum of its’ just-recorded beat|. 

-eoln Center April 29.” . ‘spectacular featuring’ Jerry. Lee. 
Jimmie Rodsers,. Gale. Garnett ‘Lewis and: Gere Vincent... Little | 

and other folk. acts © ‘touring «col- | Richard..returning -here. May. oe 

leges. Avril 8-23 . .Award. Music Ditto’ ‘Connie. Francis, “it’s “re- By ODIE: ANDERSON‘: 

signed Gregory. Carroll‘ and ‘Paul | ported ... . Island’ Records, one ‘off. ” 
Kaufman. to exclusive writing. ‘pacts ‘the- small waxeries here partly re-|". 7" Daytona Beach, April 1. 

Chubby. Checker opens-at the. sponsible - for getting the.: ‘Blue |. ‘The: ti arate of ‘college. and: 

Casino Royal, Washington, April-13:| Beat phase off and Yunning, ‘se- aaa udents -engulfing.. this: 

, Columbia Records leased ‘space: | cured’ a. deal with: EMI -whereby | ¢4S! de orida _ eachote, ny. to. vary. 

in "1650: Broadway for _its Black- | the .. major’ ' diskery: ‘distributes |. + ing cores oat the past two wee a 

wood ‘Music subsidiary . ‘Hilda ‘| Ysland’s: 180-tune.-: ‘catalog *~. is now subsiding, leaving. in - its $2. 98 and, has sold. cover. 5,000 ‘copies to date. | 
Polak joined s‘aff of Gerald W. Searchers’ rhythm ‘guitarist’ John. a wake an pvalanene "of empty “beer |: : 

‘Purcell Associates in ‘charge, ‘of McNally to be ‘hospitalized _ for a sig h of F roliet ‘from. cit lice.” 

concert bookings. . minor surgery following = UU. Ss. The - exodus : ‘followed he eli-. 
Wemar Music publishing - ‘the. tour.. ae coe : : 66 -_ ‘matic - ‘Easter Sunday. peak,: -when- 

Jounny Brandon score | for: indy ee ‘an “estimated 90,000 students, at a 

Kaye touring the. nation starting | ratio :of. about eight boys*to: each 
.. | girl;- wound. up -the .amnual’.trek- 

with Skyway Room in Memphis’ - a ee 

‘Hotel Peabody ‘April.17 .-.. Bob.” wren sun, surf and “suds” 
Hilliard writing the lyrics” to: Ber- |. | ler -- The: Fecovery: from: ‘the ‘vacation: 
hard Green's music for Chrysler -will ‘doubtless take’ longer. ‘than: 

‘that “required for récovery.’ from | 
the mid-term exams, which. prompt. 
-the celebration. P Students. “were 
Stacked in most 0 Daytona Beach’s i) ne 
some 40, 000 .room ‘rentals—-re- f Washington, April q ti ae 
‘ported .an ‘averaging $10:-per_day'| “the Roger Wagner 1 for. e. 10 | 
per. person and: some‘ went. as ‘high Las: Angelés March 31 fora‘ 10-|F ¢ 
“as $25-a.day per. week swing in | Central. America, Ate 

Exaggerated: cowboy. hats, of the the: State: Dept:: disclosed : here. : i 
‘Homer & Jethro type, were every-|...Group. ‘was. selected. on basis of . 
‘where,. with a barkeér-type’ plastic recommendations- from. foreign | 
bowler --- <- available: at ‘concession service posts in ‘the area:.and from. 
‘stands. along the beach.—-‘running.| the Dept,’s ‘Advisory: ‘Committee on. 
‘second in'the- choicé for headgear: |.the Arts to. send a’ choral group | 
Frilly bikinis and Bermuda shorts. fo, that. part. of Latin. America. | | 
weré ‘topped* with heavy- college | 
‘sweatshirts, - -Many : bearing . identi-, 
| fying school names, . 

Convertibles, * conipacts. and | ~ Goodman o on n Jazz 
sports cars bore license plates ‘from | 
Georgia, the: Carolinas;:. Alabama, — Continued from page 67 — ‘New - York; jOrio, t sand Kentucky jazz today, He pointed to such’ suc- |. 

predoininantly, ‘with. a sprinkling. ‘cesses ‘as Miles’ Davis, Thelonious 

slice ‘by. Miss Lynne: has ‘been -the biggest: to. date and has established. 

among current Pop hits. 

Lyle. Kenyon: Engel ‘has. ‘come cup ‘with an ‘iausual pocketbook ‘com- 
| pendium for Baiitam titled.““500 Songs That Made ‘The .All.‘Time: Hit. 

publishers:: Engel also packaged ‘a “Betsy. McCall's. Song Along Party”. 

“Bight. “BML-affiliated” composers | have: ‘been awarded "1964. John 

They ‘are William Balcom, Gene Gutche, Robert’ Helps, . Ulysses Kay, 

tenberg.. They were part of..312 scholars, scientists and. artists who_ 
+ received awards totally $1,882, 000, ‘representing the Jargest ‘sum ever. 
{granted by. the ‘Foundation: a ‘“ . . . eee 

| Wagner. Chorale’ $. Goodwill i THE MOST - 
Tour. of Central America | UNPOPULAR GROUP 

Maryland U. “Singers . 
ick in: Mediterranean) 

, Baltimore, April 7: - 
“Although a. late “February .con-. 

cert date in. Cyprus was cancelled 
‘because ~ of.’ political - conditions; 
‘current tour .of University: . ‘of 
Maryland :: Madrigal Singers. has 

‘| been -a’ musical. click and .a ‘peace- 
|} ful. visit--to ‘Near East, members. 
report. 

| ‘The: Singers, a. group. ot. 16 
undergrad .and: grad. students, are: 

a ‘making. tour -as part. of- ‘State 

| Dept.’s. cultural exchange’ program. 
i 1(one of six:-academic. units: -par- 

oes - 2 ticipating) ‘and: have. sung or: will 

| une. ~ | sing in Greece, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, 
! WISH: ~ - | Lebanon,. Morocco, ‘Tunisia, -Tur- 

1 -| key: and the. UAR. :Specialists in 

I KNEW. | Renaissance ‘and 16th-17th madri- 
|| gals, they've added works-of. some}. 

WHAT Basse | Sonenporary” American, com- 

9 or THe! WEEK 
GINNY 
ARNELL 

‘SINGS __ 

THE DAYTONES 
Fair, New. York. State Pavilion. 

{| Sunday: group. sang in. Palestine’ S. 
‘| Garden of: Gethsemane. 

nel of de earances. - at’ the ‘from other states and:in addition |: 

oe and a aoesiges. cutee and. University | to the: thousands..from ‘Florida. : ‘|Monk, . Ornette . Coleman, John ‘ble “ KRAM BULI 
HE'S MY LITTLE DEVIL’: 1 '| of “Athens, they- have: concertized|~ Many: students brought their. ‘Coltrane. and ‘the | Modern Jazz | 

a eo ~L at such’ political Opposites. as: the: ‘awn * musical. ‘instruments, «horns, | Quartet, citing that they: are mak- 
Ang. it on their. own terms. | 

- Goodman: then. lashed” into com- 

iments recently: ‘made in: VARIETY. by] 
‘Norman. Granz.. Here in. January 
with Ella’ Fitzgerald, impresario 
“Granz, who:had presented the “Jazz |. 
‘at ‘the Philharmonic” tours,” ‘said,. 
‘Jazz was never: really big in| the 
United. States.‘ and. now there’ s| 
almost nothing. left: tet 

A.resident: of. Switzerland. since| 
1959, Granz.- had noted . that: he| 

guitars. and bongo drums, . and. im: 
._promptu ‘hootenanies . and. jam ‘sés- 
‘sions sprang up. along the 23 miles. 

Purkish . Airforce.. Base. -at© .Izrin. 
| and the ~ Greek towns of Thess 

Ec tilene, rete an 
| lente Ton members report, |-of public ‘beach ‘at all hours“of. the. 

yg: |}owever,' that subject-of Cyprus is|day . and ‘night, to. ‘supplement. 
):: }rarely: if ever raised. with: : them: planned entertainment | Provided’ by. 
a s ‘scratched “Clty: tather's a ust to be on safe side... Sera ee: | = Gued.-by- belief’ in ‘the ‘soothing 

|: | charm ‘of ‘music, a ‘group. of folk. 
.| music “artists: ‘sponsored ‘by the 
| Bord Motor Co: and’ a second: jazz 

|. group headed. by the ‘Rev. Ed Beck 
of Nashville, ‘an All-America U. of 

K 13226 p. i 's. Don't Pass This Up. 

* Program. ‘Tips! 

- MOORGLOW - ais - || Ti Cleffer John. ‘Thompson 
Estate. Set: ‘at $1, 049 277 | all hadn't promoted. a. JATP tour in “BAJA | 

Tucson, April 7.: | Kentucky. basketh player, . an the U.S. .since 1957::and. ‘claimed, 
An amended | inventory. of. the | Sponsored “by the Toca. minister: “I'm the: only: one who really ‘made _MARIMBA BAND 

“association, _were: imported. ‘on ‘a 
trial basis: 
“Both: ‘groups ‘gave scheduled. con-. 

‘certs and informal.’ day. and night. 
performances, spiced. :with -talent. 

| money. in‘ -jazz.”: He. said too,- when {Atena) 
‘| Teflecting on. the ‘pre-war . big: ‘band 
era, “Benny: ‘Goodman. ‘and ‘Arties. 
Shaw were. not. really. jazz bands as |’ 
such, They: were: basically . dance | 

en | estate of. Dr..-John. Thompson, 
<. [| composer. and music educator who 
“* [died here “March. 1, 1963, lists" the 

*’. 4 appraisal ‘at: $1, 049, 277,. which in- a | 
it. | cludes music. copyrights valued. a _hunts among. the revelers. The suc: | hands.” 

OT eS ner assets: were. ‘peal | ‘es- “cess ofthe. venture ‘was: acclaimed o 

| tate, stocks, ‘bonds ‘and. cash: -Prin-’ 
cipal beneficiaries in the iwil. are 
‘his widow . and two sons." oe 

1 cans ‘ Latter -were . considered -ac-. 
DEL SERINO “JOINS BOURNE. ceptable’ ammunition by. Dash: ‘Var. 

e ino, | cationers- who found lisp easure |All. h tak I 
New CAPITOL joined Bourne Music's: staff, -work-| in any particular event. cau ne “peonle, ‘and “nae “al - 

nega Pecial: Release _— ing with Larry ‘Taylor, general. Pro-y “The excess ‘of. manpower ‘gave \cireus out of it it le 

| b/w THINGS THAT I FEEL" * - “Bourne. recently: formed its. own. day: -But: applied "sexology seemed ballets ‘and ‘other. will - pres $, and: if me | 

‘JACK wou Es cauee’ 8 BOWER |Jabel, Murbo: Records, and has Js~) to be nixed, as the hordes of col-: takes a-bath he’s doing’ it because wes : sued several: ‘albums ‘fn ‘conjunction legians. ‘exhibited. a. marked. prefer-. 

‘STAR pusT. 
“NINO TEMPO AND 

: APRIL STEVENS. 
saveninsn AMD vececden. 

MILLS MUSIC, INC. | 
y |New York; 'N.-Y. 10019:] 

‘To this, - “Goodman: responded, ae 
“He s always. been. considered the]|.V, 
patron..saint of. jazz, -yet. when the|@' 
‘business ~ gets ‘alittle. rough; he]: 
‘runs. And I think. things had. ‘opened |. 
up .a. Jittle..for:jazz before he came|f—— 
into it,’ Goodman wryly. ‘offered. |}. wm 

‘when, after’ the. initial session, ‘it. 
“was © ‘reported by: ‘cleanup... crews” 
that ‘the. surrounding. ‘aréa was 

|-completely lacking in’ empty beer 

“DONNA LAN 

-he. wants ‘to. But.: certainly anybody | with its. educational. department ence “for togetherness, ike ch ‘who Tuns away from jazz-like. that|| from 

To | Prompted oer 500, it gather- has no right speaking about it: -| ‘The. Paramount Picture 
|: ; “Nothing’s changed,” “Goodman . 

Although bars: did. -'a- batiner asserted. “Jazz musicians © have |} “BECKET” | business . with the usually. well-: 
| -heeled. ‘youngsters, it was - -obvious. 

Pp E t E @ | that: ‘the. majority,: even. amon 
—_ EE EGE E R -W@ | fraternity friends who fanned. the quit. The jazz situation is not that. 

|. ‘bad, And if, it-is, youl should: go out | firewater flames, .were novices: with }. eee 
q | intoxicants ‘This,: plus the uncoop-: and do ‘something about it! - 

-W@ | erative: sunshine; probably» ac="| = 
CURRENTLY ON. WORLD D WIDE CONCERT. TOUR af counts: for: students departing -with: 

POLAND - *: 

- SOVIET UNION 

always had. problems: But: you don’t || 
‘|.come in for the. short ride‘ and then |] Released by: ‘Decca. Records: 

_ FAMOUS music ‘CORPORATION 

{| more. headaches - than sunburns, 

| Boosey & Hawkes Names : 
. W. S.:Pope V. P. -Gen. Mer. | 

Pt. WY Stuart Pope has been. named: 
@ |.vice-prexy and general. manager ‘in |. 

|| the U.S: “of . Boosey” &- Hawkes; 
‘| music... publishers.. He ‘succeeds. 
+ David - Adams: who returns to.the: 
London’ main office to take over: 
the top music post. there.. ....° 7 

-| Pope. ‘most. recently had been. in: 
| Johannesburg, : ‘where he was gen-| 

 -eral- manager of. the. South. 1 African 
-opbraneh, ~~ | 2 

* Columbia + Records Folkways Records. 

REPRESENTED BY on 
HAROLD LEVENTHAL Management, tne: 

200 W. S7th St. _New York 19 N.Y.” oo 

a ne ‘ 

ae, ’ _ 

"GIS Ran 

Mrame tec 

Area Code 305 - UNion 4-2733 

“It's ‘more: than ‘a: coincidence. that. Katyna: Ranier! : was selected by * 

“More,” on the: awards: ceremony show ‘to “be- telecast ‘April 13 over. 

| Once. again; there's! evidence that you Y ean’t keep: a “good Song. down. set 
| “I Wish You Love,” which has been- haying a.good ‘run in the bestselling. :. :. 
| charts via the Gloria’ Lynne recording’ on - the Everest label; is a:1946 ~~ 
copyright by Leeds Music: Tune was written-by French singer-composer: le 

“1 Charles: Trenet::.Charles: Beach wrote: the English lyric in -1956:and-... : 
since that time the .song. has. picked.- up..55 different recordings..The - ’ . 

“I Wish: You: Love” ‘as a good sheet musi¢ copy. seller, a relative rarity): Lee : 

Parade.” . Tied to. the. sing-along -cycle, “it: ‘includes the--lyrics ‘of 500 -:. 
standards with due billing to the authors and. coypright credits-to the ® ... 

‘record as a promotion for McCall’s. magazine. Mag. is: advertising. it at. ; 

Simon. Guggenheim Foundation Fellowships in. music. composition. we 

Roger Reynolds, ‘Halsey.-Stevens, Lester. Trimble ‘and. Charles: Whit-:-- 

July 16th at the New York World's. : 

‘Heer. Them Now on Jubilee. ae : - 

BLESS MY LOVE] 

: Contac: Steve Blaine or Mickey -Eichner. bo: 

JUBILEE RECORDS. a 
315-W. 4s sta NY.19 PL 17-8878. oan 

| te Orig Sou Taek Mae | © 



“Tooter Union Hits Back at Hotel Ops {TOP SHLARY LURE. (Webb Hotels to Form Talent Buying 
Tn Shuttering of Major ‘San Juan ns | 

|R&R ‘Cavaleade of Stars’. 
- San. Juan,’ “April . 

*Abrahain- ‘Pena; - American - ‘Fed- 
- eration.of Musicians’ (Local 468) 
: | president,.; ‘expressed surprise that. 
-: his. union ‘is being “blamed for ‘a-|- 
' ‘decision. to curtail. or. shut down - 
four. or five club operations. in ‘San |: 3 
“ Juan-. “hotels” during © the ‘ coming |- 
_.. slack ‘season. -He- ‘described the: ‘Te-: 

... ports ‘as -planned. “to: discredit ‘mie 
* “personally and to-weaken the mem. bership” . for ‘upcoming © contract | 

negotiations. 

- «Roberto | Bouret’, _ Puerto’ Rico 
“Hotel | Assn... executive .- diréctor,. 

|. told the local press“four or five San: 
-. Juan Hotels will .either “curtail: or 
-. elése.down nightclubs. by April 15. ”: 
- Bouret - placed : the -blame on: ‘the | 
_ musicians’ union - because. of: what | 

“an : ‘iron-clad.” Te-. a -Bouret- ‘termed . 
~ quirement” to. maintain .a minimum 
a of :17° musiciaris in’ all. clubs . off 
a Class- A rated’ hotels:: 

‘The . -Americana: and’ - potiee ‘ae | 
Leon : hotels: already : have “closed 

their nightclubs, and-La Concha‘ is || 
- on the ‘brink of ‘shutdown. - Another |. 

: - hotel, the Conado’ Beach,-indicated 
“its nitery. activities’ would be closed [ 

"two night’ a week: during the off-4 - 
-. season: compared - to: one’. night. oft 

oa during. the winter.. 
7 “This cis. a ‘traditional weapon a 
7 hotels, . “said - Peria. ..: “They "say 
~ ‘they’re going ‘to .cut’’ before: wage: 

., ‘talks begin. He-asserted that ‘hotels: 
“are: ‘attempting to. put the: working’ 
" “musician . on ‘a seasonal basis. “We 

“(Continued on. page 78): 

: AGA Refuses Booker’ fe 
= “License to Salmaggi- He’ I 
-. Seek Producer’s Permit’ 

7 Guido: Salmaggi, ‘now.a resident : 
a ot? Honolulu; capital. of . America’s 4. 
- island, staté, does -not foresee him- | 
‘self unable: to function® because’ of: 

- “the denial of his application: for ene |: 
'." franchisement as:a‘ booker by ‘the j 
:. American Guild of Variety. Artists. 
'.. -He learned.of the union’ S- rejection’. 

. after leaving New York. : : 
AGVA invoked.aii old: ‘ruling tiat }- 

: no. talent. ‘booker: connected. with. an” advertising’: agency’. may “be: 
2 Jieensed. “An. ‘apparent . fear that’ 

-_ Salmaggi would. collect. .¢ommis- 
gions for hiring. talent’ for the ad 
_': shop: lies behind ‘the ruling: .. 
_ | +,.Salmaggi makes his. headquarters: 
> ‘in: the Honolulu offices of The 

Advertising © Agency:: ‘The 
letterhead ‘thereof -identifies him |: 
--as director of ‘the: Theatrical ‘Pro- 4: 

‘Milici *: 

“motion: Dept... Salmaggi said that 

the agency would “handle. his .ad- | : 
‘vertising:. on theatrical. ventures, 

ne not. ‘the. other. way round. - 
". However,’ ‘per: suggestions. made 

Ln, him, -Salmagei- ‘will apply :to. AGVA | 
for a producer’s’.franchise-- since. 
this .will be his~ essential ’ role -in:{ 
promoting big name. one-nighters. 

vt, in the. Hawaiian city.. Additionally | 
he is--contemplating.. straight con-: 

certs. which: would. come ‘under: the 
...- jurisdiction -of’ the American Guild’ 

*.- Of. Musical: -Artists: ‘He reports: him- | . 
- self'a member of good: standing in‘}. 

_ the International Assn. of. Concert. - 
a ., Managers. oy - 
. Salmaggi- is: ‘due: ‘again’ in: ‘New. 
: York next month when he: will-re- | 
‘ eeive an. award:-at. Carnegie Hall 

. “on ‘May 23 ‘from: the: Federation of | 
.: Italian-American. | “Democratic. Or-} - 

=. ganizations..-This is: an: -echo. ‘of ‘his | - 
. . 10. years: at Brooklyn’s ‘Academy ‘of. 
“- ~ Music in: ‘presenting ‘weekend grand. 

_ Opera, . prior. to ‘moving to” Hawaii: 
“with ‘his:.family.: “His brother, Felix | April- “16. with Lloyd. .Price’..as 

.| headliner. . ‘The Birdland, currently | 
-. "Lon: ja: weekends-only’ policy, . will: 
. change to.a full date ‘with: the. new 
. Show. / - . 

Birdland: long was the one of the’ 

* Salmaggi; now. is impresario. of. the | 
eg Brooklyn Opera Co. 

' 5006 Historical Project 
. Bow. in Myrtle. Beach’ |; 
“Myrtle. Beach,- S.C:, “April. Te. 

A: $500. 000: historical’ ‘and enter= 
-tainment™ _project:. will open:: here 
<= Memorial Day’. weékend.’ It - wil | 
' -féature “a: ‘reconstructed. . ‘Indian 

~ Village,. a- ‘Fepli¢a - ‘of. the: ‘original. 
.: -Fort- Carolina, : re-enactment of .an- 
attack’ on-the- ‘fort from 4.. ‘Spanish 

wo ‘ship: and’ other .attractionns.. | 
'. Backing the venture.-is -a. ‘group. 
of - businessmen from, Anderson 
and. Greenwood, S. ce a 

; committée _ over ‘his: firing: » 
_ Leaders. ‘of the. Pitt: branch, ‘fol- a 

a. “meeting - “last. ‘week “at |]: 
AGVA -headquarters, ‘arranged: for. 

Solid $6, 064 in. ‘Winmpeg 
ae Winnipeg, - April 7: 

oF “Cavalcade -of -Stars’’:. ‘grossed: 
$6,064: and drew ’3,022-rock’ 'n’: -roll 
‘fans. to the Civic. Auditorium’ Tast 
Saturday (28), Capacity. is: 4,100: 

. Show, which-headlined Dion, and 
featured ‘the Ronettes. and’. Myron. 
Lee, surprised with ‘its. solid. take. 
Earlier in: the: week; the first of two 
performances scheduled - on’. the. |: 
Saturday : Right, was: cancelled: with 
only. $150-in the ‘till: Boxoffice. was 
‘expected : to -be--slow, .but “a: Heavy - 
door ‘sale turned. loss to a profit. AY 

- Promotion Was by” radio’. station 
CKY* and ‘Trans-Canada Attrac- 
Hons... 

Navarro’ $ Firing 

“Pittsburgh, ‘Api: To 
“Nat. Nazario. Jr:, 

‘Artists ‘ag “its héad- here. for * 25 
“years “and::was. the . only’: ‘original 
executive’ member of: the union: at: 
‘the - time of’ his” ‘dismissal. ‘two: 
| weeks” ‘ago, is’. riow ‘in’ the’ middle: 

“showdown * fight between |- 
over -400° imiembers - of : the: Pitt]; 

\of, a: 

branch : and. the. ‘ational . interim 

lowing 

‘all: members. to-file.a formal pro- 
test'-.of..: Nazarro’s ‘dismissal.: 
addition to AGVA_ iniembers, . other. 
labor. - léaders . 

‘burgh, | 
in’ the. -protest. ‘Nazarro- has. -always.| | 

It was -the- inability: -of the first 

(1940... Litomy asked: Nazarro, a 
| promineiit show | biz. figure here at 
the time, -to ‘smooth out. :a ‘few’ 
‘rough ‘spots in- AGVA’S organizing 
attempts. and.’ when | Nazarro ‘did 
.the job, . ‘Litomy: turned ‘the whole. 
‘deal: over. to: him. and. went back,” 

-}-contract® called ‘for- “Beatty-Cole 
‘Bros. to pay Pugh $520 weekly for'| 
-the’ girls’.‘services.: AGVA. scale’ in- 
this situation. is . $100 - per-- per- |: 
former: Union. charged that. Pugh}: 
told ‘the girls. they. would: ‘get: $28. 
weekly, and. out of that. sum they. 
-were-to reimburse~.him : for: their : 

‘but when the union. decided. to bar |: passage from England. 
‘its = Teps : ‘from . ‘outsige ‘work, “he: 
“was paid: $50. ‘a wéek: Some. 23° 

to ‘New York.. 

Pitt. at ‘the time; a. few years after 

‘as emcee for. over..a year at’ $2, 500 
a- week. He vas. permitted. to. ‘con- 

no salary connected: with the’}6b 

years.” later, his. Salary had.. gone 

for : expenses. :’ 

. Continued. On! page. 76y 

han Flies Birdland, N 1 

“After - hany “years “OD, a-:: Jazz 

under | ‘the. -new:. ‘blueprint ‘goes: in 

most™ successful: jazz. rooms in New. 
York. |The.’ -progressive™ jazzsters | ~ 
-made ‘it a- hayén’ for a-youthful set | ; 
"of: cniterygoers, : ‘most.. of‘ whom’ sat: 
“in: the. gallery - where. ‘they’ could: 

ing. anything. -:". : 
Birdland, of late; has been handi-: 

“capped” because. of the: failure Of. 
‘| new names ‘to cone along in ‘the 
jazz. firmament,. and.-due : to” -ins- 
‘creased. competition. from. Green- 

| wich: n’ Village. spots, eae 

1- ‘ereasingly _veering  -outside ‘- 

‘Stirs Pitt Protests | 

AGVA, US. Dept. 
Foil Scale-Cutting 

In: 

-who., ,have ¢. “been | 
‘friends of: Nazarro since he took]. 
over :as. ‘manager: of Local. 7, Pitts= |. 

in ..1940,. are: ‘also’ joining | ~ 

been active in trade union. affairs | 
in. Pitt and. is a- delegate to: the |: 
Allegheny. County - ‘Labor:: Council: 

‘AGVA ° ‘executive’ “Seeretary: : here, 
‘Les Litomy, : tO get. along  with.|’ 
“other © labor.. heads that: _brought |" 
"Nazarro into: the’ picture -here: in. 

‘Nazarro was. a club. date’ “act. in: 

‘he. worked‘ at. ‘the: Penn Theatre 

| tinue: working. ‘because . there - was’ 

to. $100: a. week: with, an extra: $25 | 

- National: ‘interim: ccominittee Te 

~~ 

Shifting to- Revue Policy ‘Abbe May: Fulfil Dates 
ABC Booked ‘With: aéal “Green Leaves” 

1 their. return to: Japan for 10 days: 
of,-bookings in Tokyo and other 

|-cities. from: May 23 until. June: 10. 
The freres played: ‘Japan once’ be-{ 
‘fore. in- ‘April,. 762. Mort: Lewis. of | 

policy, New “York's: Birdland: «will |: 
shift ‘to a-revue format. First. show - 

-new.act on:his own. He’s combined 
-with Dorothy ‘Dandridge. and bongo: 
player. ‘Candido: for..a: turn. which | 

the Masonic... Temple, 
Windsor, . 

a 1D. 

IN AREESEATAS| Combine With Vegas Tah 
| Gealls Rolls 2d Hellenic” 

"Major: ‘heailliriers - ‘activity. is: in- 
‘the 

major ‘cities. and into. the ‘suburbs. 
While’ New. York :City nightclubs, ae 
‘olitside. of hotels, -face:. a: name| 

| blackout, the: suburban: spots ‘with 
‘their huge : ‘capacity and -Kingsizéd 
parking .lots are “able ‘to . snag an 
ever-mounting:. ‘supply : of “.names. 

“| The latest to enter the-namie. buying 
sweepstakes in the’ New -York area] a 
‘is. the San -Su San, Mineola, L. -1L,; 
which..is. throwing. out offers up: to 
$15, 000 for top talent.- 

‘spot ‘is: one. of. the: highest salary 
‘dispensers ‘in the: country outside 

of Las: Vegas. 

-portedly. drawing about. $10,000. for 
10: days, at that stte.:In addition, the 

on the bill ‘with, him: 
: There- are.’ other:- “e'yex More Raids Hi Raids Hit 

spot that will require’ a-lot.of bank- |- 
‘rolling. Buddy Greco is paired with |. 
Ronnie. Martin -and - Billy~ Eckstine |" 

‘is. coupled: with: _Nipsey: Russell,: all}... 
‘of whont comprise: among. the most |” 
expensive* “eards in. the: ‘New York - 

“who ‘had served | that have- been set at:the Mineola. 
the. . American Guild ‘of - Variety. 

area. - 
- Most: major. headliners, also. Ww ork: 

‘ing .in television: and/or filmis;’ are. 
f{ now: -éonfining’ ‘their nitery. dates’ to 
fas. _ Vegas, . ‘Lake: ‘Tahoe, Miami 

- (Continued: om page’ 78) 

being: imported into. the. U.S, to 
work | under established *. ~ union 
scales.” “Eight | girl, accor ding. ‘to 
“AGVA, were brought. to. the U.S. 
Nia: Florida. ‘to--work in the. Clyde}. 

‘Circus .through:: Beatty-Cole’. Bros.. 
eontractor : ‘Digger ‘Pugha -British 
“subject, : 

AGVA contends ‘that: the original 

.for which. ‘they . were: imported. _An- 
-other ‘was. deported last week .after:|° 
being:. nabbed as: . 
‘AGVA ‘then intervened -and. 4: 

_| ordered _.the | circus . ‘to- pay. union | 

a. shoplifter. 

‘seale for the remaining | ‘performers. 
-It also: got the Immigration. Service. 

‘| to ‘help. end. this. scale-cutting prac-. 
| tice: -by- working. with- the “union. in. 

cases: of’ this. nature; ° 

_, Banidleader: Xavier - Cugat. ‘and 
: singer. ‘Abbe Lane having. separated 
maritally ‘and probably profession- 
ally,.. indications. are«that ‘the dates 
‘booked. for the duo ‘by Joe: Glaser’ Ss 
‘Associated: Booking. ‘Corp. “may. -be 
‘shifted:..to. Miss “Lane- as. a ‘single., \Li be ace Smash $21: h $21 50 

-| Liperace -Smas 
The ‘team. has . been’. booked . to Te a $ 0." 

reopen. the séason _ at-.the-- Hotel.| 
Plaza’s. Persian. Room, ONLY:: “Sept. | 
.9. Inn ot: et. ‘Deen: a rised. 

view: the proceedings - without cbuy-. : has, not. yé PP 

Nothing. is definite yet. 

of: disposition, “of. the -date. 
-Meanwhile, :  Cugie . is | testing” a 

breaks: in. -at. the Elmwood- Casino, 
, Ont, 

This. amount ‘is. on ‘par with. the 
‘deals. -pacted “by.’.the.?:Town.. &{- 
Country. Club, : -Brooklyn, but: “under: 
those. shelled . ‘out by:. ‘the ..Latin: 

: ‘Casino; Cherry. Hill, N.-J. The latter. 

-chestra,.- 

‘Sari Su San has ‘booked: Pat. Henry | 

clubs.” Thursday. (2), 
persons ~ in 10 ‘striptease’ “spots. 1 patronage . fram. ah 

Fest April 21 in. Gotham 
- James: Geallis. whose eredits in- 

clude produttion .of a number. of: 
‘low-budget. - feature films,’ 
‘peating his last- spring venture in 
concert : -management.. ‘He'll. -unveil 
second _. arinual Hellenic-Neat 

East - ‘Music. Festival April‘ -21. at 
Philharmonic Hall, N.Y. Greece, 
‘Lebanon, . Syria _ and “Armenia” will 
provide . talent, 

Ethnic. ‘components ‘are ‘purpose- | .- 
ful, ‘in ‘order to: dispose-of tickets 
to the foreign ‘colonies around New:| 
York. and. ‘Chicago, :the.. two -prin- 
cipal: ‘stands;:-He. -proposes. to. -tour 
‘his company to-‘campus and other: | 

The San Su: San’ Féportedly: ‘og. | Sates, as yet unbooked. * 
: fered: ‘$15,000. to. Johnny: . Mathis,.[ 
-|who turned down. the date. -The 
‘4 bills thatthe spot ‘has been booking: 

\ are -fairly.-high, Jerry Vale: is .re- 

‘Gournaris, - Buddy Sarkissian -.Or- 
-Eddie- Kochark, Wekki. 

Obadia,. Belcanto Trio; ‘Kakraman, 
George Stratis, ° Others: | a ill - bei 
added. ot 

ON 0. Stripers 
New. Orleans, April 7. 

is re-. 

‘Linéd up for the unit are Nicos: 

oe as Starters 
- Las. Vegas, April VA 

‘The first talent buying combine 
: ‘between: Las. ‘Vegas and: Lake 
Tahoe: is ‘now’ being formulated. 
The Sahara Hotel here. will- te 

| paired. with the new Sahara-Tahoe 
now . ‘being: ‘built: by the Sahara- 
Nevada © Corp.,. a. Del E. Webb 
“Corp... subsidiary, In addition, it’s. 
anticipated . that ‘the .huge buying. 
power of these hotels will be aug- © 

- mented. - by. :an. expanded. talent. 
-poliey:. at: the: corporation’s down-. 
town: Mint, which is. m-pping a '22- 
story’ highrise : building to be 
Started: shortly... 

The Tahoe operation is* expect= 
ed. to. open: in June of .next: year. 

147 floors with. the main nitery’: 
room séating iabcut £39 and the 
lounge ‘having. a a capre’ iv. of. -near-— 

‘Lly..500." In. additien to the Sahara, 
| which -is'in the name rwcepstakes. 
in Vegas, the buyint puwer of this“ 
| combine is. expecied ig be. enor-. 
j mous. Net fisurin’, ia. tesa ‘eal- 

; culations is the .irr1’s sister Phoe- 
‘nix Towne House, cr renily. under 

construction, which will - be 
[opened next “vear: yith compara- 

| tively. modestly. basscted. enter- 
|taingent: 

The expansion cf the’ “Webb 
‘hotel. holdings is g-"ng on: ‘under: -. 
direction of ‘A. A. ?cCollum, ~. 
president. of the Sah-ra-Nevada. 
Corp., who -succesded iilten Prell 

lin. that post when latter moved. Up. 
"Police. -continued.. their erack-.: to, ‘board - chairman. 
down. on: Bourbon... ‘Street: night-| 

arresting. 507 
‘ McCollum” painted out. that 

Vegas, - particularly is attracting. 
ine. ‘easingly. 

Police. -Supt. ° “Joseph. ‘I... Giarusso. i wider orbiv.. He cited the ease of. 
“| Said’ legal. ‘steps. will ‘be™ ‘taken: to; ‘southern California 

"pmer. | put the clubs out of ‘businéss.: 
_|: Raided were the Sho-Bar, Blue 
a “Angel, 

- 1 Den, : "Chez *. - Paree,: 
-Papa’ Joe’s Ringside, Old: French} 

“Club; - Gunga. 
‘Circus _Club; 

“Flamingo .: 

Opera’ ‘House, ‘Hotsy.’ Totsy -* and. | 

wh'rh in ‘for-".. 
years .provided Les - ‘Vegas’ 

-With:.75%% :of its patrona‘e.. - Today, 
that area provides -oniv - 65% of 
the ‘visitors. coming to the resert. 
But. because of California’s phe- 
nomenal. ‘growth, he added, there 

Freida’s Parisienne: Those arrested. are more: tourists from: the. Los — 

permits. ie 

‘included:’ ‘dancers, ‘barmaids, -bar-. ‘Angeles | area today. 
|.tenders and. the: “holders of liquor {. Part. ‘of... the Nevada ‘growth, 

‘McCollum . Said, stems from the 

It'll. be a .’8£0-raom structure on . 

Scheme i in Circus | 
“The: “American - ‘Guild. of “Variety 

“Artists and: the: U.S: Immigration. 
Service have ‘tripped | uD a: scheme 
whereby : ‘circus; _petformers: were |- 

‘Guys’ and -Dolis ‘strippery was ‘pad— safe to..assume that they'll draw. 

“stripping | is... finished. in. 
Orleans.” -They_ ‘pointed: ‘out. - that | hara. 

of ‘date here. 

(dancing. when ‘they reopen. 
‘At. the . outset. one of: the- ‘girts | pine anc a 

- refused to..work on.:the Webbing 

Brothers F our r Playing 

. Giarusso . ‘said’ police. ‘made. an | phenomenal ‘selling to huge or- 
“in-depth” - ‘investigation . of: ‘the ganizations. : ‘Las Vegas, he noted, “ 
clubs which he stated were victim- | is: selling. conventions io. an ever 
izing. patrons: and. perpetrating sex. | widening. aréa, and once the: su- 
crimés, i per-jets now ‘on. - the drawing 7 
A -few ‘days before ‘the. raids, the | boards become a ‘reality, it’s fairly 

locked: for. one -year ‘under ‘orders | visitors - from ~ ‘Europe. and other. 
issued by Civil’: District Court} ‘Parts. of. the ‘world: as well. 
Judge Fred J, Cassibry: : {:) One -of ‘the -factors contributing: 
‘On. the” ‘heels. of: ‘Thursday’ s{to. the tourism. rise in. Nevada -is. 

‘yaids;- -two- Bourbon: Street nitery-| the ability: of. the resort to: handle 
proprietors. said they have: elimi- ehildren. The Easter schoal: holi-~ 
nated . ‘striptease: shows “because| days has. been attracting the fam- 

‘New | ily. trade, particularly at the ‘Sa- 
For.’ that reason, its not 

changing ‘times “and. the district |.likely_ that the Sahara will-turn to | 
attorriey.. have’: made. stripping out | a nude. policy. since the faniily:- 

trade ‘is. to. ‘important to. it. : 

Northeast England, Once 
~A Vaude Stronghold, New 
-Flourishing With Cafe Acts a Ni tle- T _ April 7. _ 

‘The Global Jet Circuit | _ Cabaret eet feril new. 
‘vogue. .as-niteries and restaurant 

‘Jet’ age | show: ‘business. permits: ‘floorshows boom in this. northeast: 

The clubs are. ‘Poodle’ s Patio 
and Madama Francine’s. ‘They will. 
close .for : about a “week: for re- 
modeling and: will offer bands and. 

‘such : jumps. as the Brothers Four) England’ area, formerly. a strong- ° 
closing: in. Tokyo" June 10 and. being. hold. of vaude. 

Leelling. 

in London. June 13. for: réhearsals }-. 
-of: the - hew - -BBC-TV- commercial. 
network. “From. England: the. folk- 
sters go. to Sweden and other Euro-: 

‘| pean” -bookings 
‘weeks, 

for -  four-to-six’ 

Their. click. “Green: Fields” and 
- disks ‘sparked’ 

ITA is. handling | them. 

~In 2. East: One-N ighters.| 
__ Liberace séored - heavily. jn:.two.| Cabaret. -Room._ 
-eastern ‘concerts . last .:.week.- -His |:Hotel.: 
‘date -at' the Durfee: Tlieatre, ‘Fall | 
‘River,. ‘last Wednesday: (1) resulted. 
ina record one-day gross of. $12, ; 

- Tieved ‘due fo a new yen for live 600. Top was $6... 

Amid a store of: nightelabs and 
restaurants. - ‘now . featuring live 
‘talent, ° mainly * warblers, are two 
‘prominent ones, La Dolce. Vita and 
‘The .Blue Parrot: La’ Dolce Vita 

“| has. bid. for Buddy. Greco for a six- . 
‘night - ‘appearance at a salary of. | 
$6,000, .and. the Blue Parrot res- =. 
taurant ‘is. billing . name acts like’. 
Shirley Bassey: 
Clubs .in ‘the. Neweastle-on-Tyne 

city. area iriclude Alhambra’s Old- 
Tyme Music Hall, The Cavendish, 

“1 Club A’Gogo,. Club: 69, Emerson's, =: 
Flamingo, . ; Lido Continental ‘and a 7 

* | Michael's. 
.. The mining . town of Ashington; 

in: Northumberland, .features the 
its- Portland... 

‘Local and ‘London acts are... 
‘booked, . and the room has a resi- 
dent line of. “dancers, 
Current: boom. in hiteries is - bes. 

‘Liberace. also ‘did ‘excellently: “at acts following a surfeit of.tv, plus 
-Seranton, | a natural followup to the: void 

Starting. “Monday, “Friday ; (3) with: $8, 900° at a. $5: ‘caused: by - ‘the: shuttering of local 
; vauderies. : | 
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Ava Say
s Agents o

r 

To Get Around 157, oh ane Bat 
“agers, it’ may ‘attempt: to: ‘aid ‘the 
agency. org by enforcing. ‘existing 
legislation, ‘that performers may 

The “Amierican Guild of: Variety 

Artists. and. the. Artists’ Represen- 
tatives Assn. are’ on the: verge: of | 

-jurdisdictional tiff over the 
“question. _ of. : yariety ., concerts. ]. 
AGVA charges its jurisdiction. was 
bypassed -at a recent’ Allan Sher-: 
“man ‘show in /St;.Louis. ‘ The per- | 
formance ‘was -ruled a straight con-} 
cert and under: American Guild of} 

* Musical Artists. jurisdiction: _ 

_ AGVA- has | ‘taken the “position.” 
‘that this is a test case which:may]|. 
determine ‘the future of ‘all ‘such | © 
concerts. “AGVA Spokesman : re- 

called. that a ‘recent. ruling ‘by the 
union’s national board‘ Tejected an 
“ARA.: request ‘for a- 15% -commis- 
Bion .on promotional dates: 

AGVA regards the Sherman con- 
“-eert as a- promotional. stand. under. 
.{ts jurisdiction. and feels that ‘the 
shift to another union. was : made} 

franchised by. AGVA: 

la. High Court. Upholds 
Peeler’ s Obscenity Rap. 

“New- -Orleans,: “April y 

French: Quarter | stripper. 
Vines and: Agatha. Sullivan were 

ver © Frolics.. “Glub On: 
Street, for. “intentionally’ perform- | . 

in order: to circumvent. its 15%. 
commission ban. A discussion. of 
the matter. was. held ‘Monday’ :(6) | 
with ARA and: other meets are. also ; 
slated. ~ 

ARA, in ‘addition, is ‘seeking talks 
with AGVA on the status ‘of: ‘per-. 
sonal managers who’ bypass. talent 
agencies. Although AGVA has no; 
“Jurisdicion_ over personal man-; 

ments.” ”? 

inal - District - ‘Court found ‘Miss 

April. &, - 1963. 
Miss Vines ~ ‘appealed, alleging 

‘insufficient to ‘sustain’ .a .guilty 

(Miss Vines). performed. these 

= § intent. Of arousing sexual: desire.” 
a | Miss-Vines-was sentenced. by the 

‘lower: court to pay a fine. of $300 

SMASH HIT | “Prison.” 

JHE GLAMOROUS NEW: ai 
m3 | . : Dave Clark 5 i in 1 May 99 

‘ : § The ‘Dave. ‘Clark . Five wil get] * 
| § their first’ Carnegie: Ha Show folks are raving about ‘the ° ¢ 

all new Hotel Avery,-All new, | 22te. May, 29° under auspices, :0 
large, beautifully furnished de- : . 

hate rooms with private bath; te- 9} p.m. Earlier times’ were. sched- 
evision & fadio. Air: conditioning, # | uled because of the.extreme. youth 

= _AVIRY é WASHINGTON StS. | of the expected ‘audience.. 
a ‘Theatre Three,. headed. by ‘Sid 
= Bernstein, ‘also: produced ‘the .East= 
=| er week rock: ’n’: roller at the 

| || Paramount Theatre, N, Y.: 
“THE COMEDIAN”. 

' only Real ‘Monthly. 
PROFESSIO AL GAG SERVICE | 

THE LATEST — THE GREATEST — | 
_ ‘THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST. = [| 
Now In. its. 160th Issue, containing | 
stories one-liners,.".poemettes, -song | 

‘| titles, hecklers, ‘audience. stuff, mono-. 
. logs. parodies, - .double gags. bits 

‘| Ideas. Intros, ‘impressions . 
. personations, political, Interruptions.” 
“Thoughts of the Day,.Humorous Views 
of the News. ‘Vignettes, ‘ete. (20 Pages), | 

S25. YR. SINGLE ISSUES. $3 

$35 YR-SINGLE. ISSUES 4. 

: We C.0.D.'s oa 
SILLY GLASON,: 200: Ww.: -§ath St... 
New York City 1019, co 51316 | 

-Regina, Sask.; "april Te 

Fotal attendance. “Was: {Sy (22). 

|| caliy by: Charlie’ Underhill, ‘fea-: 

tSheb. Wooley: : 

“| Wen. APRIL ‘eh: | 10 ame 
NEW. YORK WORLD'S FAIR 

WORLD FOOD. PAVILION 
Concessionaires, a -ONEDAY Operators ae 

ONLY! 
- Onthe Premises 

: a you've sive 2 up on “workieg the Fate beceuse of high costs... DON'T! 
Now. you can get choice space, some of it. already equipped, te. the 
spectaculer. World of Food at the price: you. set: yourself! - Don‘? ‘miss: ” 

“AT YOUR.-PRICE! 

out on this one day opportunity to cock [a on 160. million. customers. fa 
the best spot, in. the biggest Fair. of ail times? _ 

f. BIG FREE EXHIBITS FINEST LOCATION 
oe INSURE PROFITS! “ON. FAIRGROUNDS. 

You: can't miss when big space, free Werle of -Food is. {ust 75° feet teem” 
exhibits. by such famous: names .as Main gate where 65% of all visitors ; 

Lipton, - ‘Whirlpool, Knox will enter: and leave. 1, eR at onty 
Gelatin, Morton . S3lt and. many -.). .tRT, BMT tar ine 
others are Pulling In, customers for - . Re to ‘parking ~ 

. um. . 

“COME TO THE AUCTION AND: GET YOUR spoT. 

OAT A BARGAIN!» 
For further Information. and. Brochure. contact 

_ J: L. TODD. AUCTION CO; 
oe 49. West 37th Street, New York City 
oe Phone: 212 LW 4-2500. 

“LICENSED e : BONDED © bd _INSURED- 

TGrrsecucteveceeereeverseoe eee pe etate 

be booked: only’ by agents: ‘who- are | 
| at the. cinema: . 

|. - Stewart’s. current : highland ‘and . 
: lowlands . -Swing’ ‘will ‘be™.-mainly | 
‘pthrough. cinemas ‘on the Caledon- | oe 

has started. a“.drive to raise $30, 000 to. build: Scotland’s.: first - water- = 
‘therapy treatment. pool for spastic: children: - In. the: past. ‘eight. yéars, 3: 4 
tthe Mr. Pastry Swimming: Pool. Fund, ‘founded: by “Hearne, has raised: - | 

| more: fhan. $300, 000. towards; the: Provision » of 36. similar Pools - Ravine _ For ‘Sexual: Indecency’ fs 
“the: Louisiana « -State Supreme | [fF 

Court has upheld- the.. obscenity . 
conviction of Barbara Jean iL 

iss. 

y arrested. Jan," 11,.1963, at ‘the Sil-| : . 
‘Bourbon: 

“ing. "in the: presence -of’ other. per-"} 
‘sons. . with | the: intent - of - ‘arousing 
sexual. desire, ‘sexually — ‘indecent |: 
-dancing;: “posing : and. body: ‘move- 

Judge I Bernard Cocké of Crim. 

- Vines: guilty’. on: May 13, 1963. Miss |. | 
Sullivan: was: found. ‘not. guilty. “On - 

that: the. law and the’evidence were: 

‘verdict: However, Justice Frank W.- 
“Hawthorne ‘of the Supreme Court- 
opined.that from the evidence pre-. 
-sented. at hier trial. “the inference. 
is “inescapable and: the appellant’ 

‘moveiments: :and.,-actions with - ‘the 

4 | and mee 60. days in the: “Parish: 

‘Bow at Carnegie Hall 

N.Y.;.|' Hall. - concert. ‘Saturday’: (14), . 
‘bard .of ‘the. boulevards fed more.| 
than: ‘two dozen of his compositions. 
‘toa ‘largely: French. ‘audience over-. 
fiowing the hallto 250 chairs : on. 
stage, delivering. the ‘well-paced. 
program in . two - 50-minute acts. | 
Ever ‘mindful of his ‘U.S_ listeners,, a 
Aznavour’ explained. the theme or}. 
-import -of. his French ‘lyrics and in| 

. -some Cases. ‘Sang. ‘a. good English 
-* translation, * : 

| || Opry’ Tall. $8, 140, Regina’ | 
| fastidious ;.restaurant,. -or the guy 

| Theatre Three Productions. They'll: 
“do two. ‘shows -at-5 p.m..and_ 8:30: 

A ‘healthy: gross. of $8,140. was 
racked. up for two ‘performances. of" 

\*Grand Ole Opry” in. the :1, '860-.. 
lseat Exhibition. Auditorium, Satur- 

1}:3,529. Tickets were. ‘sealed. to: $2.50. : 
|. Unit, booked: by “Marlin ~ ‘Payne. 
‘of Billings, Mont., and: handled: lo-. 

Thtared Buck -Owens, George | Jones, }!: 
|} Bey ‘Clark; ‘Ernest, Asworth’ and: 

-Got To. ‘Learn,” 

}loud . and — 

COME TO THE ee | 

_Exaggerate, ”. 

| | Stewart's Highland Swing | 
Glasgow, April 7... 

Andy “Stewart.” 
comedian - who. recently .returned. 
from a qujck . tred. to the: U.S. 
Starts a tour - of principal » Scot 
towns. .April-'23. at -the® Alhambra. 
Theatre, Dunfermline,’ .an area 
‘starved, of. live yvaude. He will head’ 
a “package. ‘show: for’ three: nights 

jan Associated. ‘Cinemas : circuit. 
‘| He'll spend ‘the - summer ‘heading. 
his own show at the H: M:: Theatre, 
Aberdeen, before’ short .:séasors ‘in 
‘Newcastle-on-Tyne- and. , Liverpool. 

“4 

Charles Aznavour _ 
“ (Carnegie Hall; NX). 

“Felix G... _Gerstman, in associa- 
tion withHenri. Goldgran presenta- 

Sim, : contrabass; Pierre Urban, 
guitar. At. Carnegie 1 Hall, » April 4, . — 
64; ‘$5.90. top. _ 

have not. seen. ‘him, : is built : like 

Eddie - Cantor, “with -the face and 

delivery of: a latterday’ ‘Al J olson. 

‘There isn’t ‘the rieh, ‘honeyed. voice 
of. Jolson, but there is a more SO- 
phisticated showmaiiship. and there. 
-are. all those self-written songs, Ace: 

cording to. the. Gallic: authority: who}. 

| Sat. alongside. this: ‘reviewer, “the 

ancient art. of: the. trouvere, or |: ; 
Provencale.. ‘troubadour, has. -been. ' 
revived:in“Erance and :Aznavour is 
one: of- the four new practitioners 

| using the: medium, ‘of pop: ‘ditties: to. 
{carry on an ancient and. serious. 
art expression. He is also. a terrific. 
‘entertainer. 

In. his. ‘Second: ‘annual: Catnegie” 
‘the. 

‘First impression ‘is that’ ‘this guy 
could’ .be -a.. waiter: in. a - not-too- 

who talks bafbers into: letting’ him 
put* showéards. in:-their. windows, | and September’. 

‘héadlines. the Republican « State af: "| 
‘Convention: ‘at. Albuquerque, N.M, 
May -23 : 

but as. he warms” up, his:: person- 
ality: impresses. so deeply. that he | 
‘won’t be. forgotten. or mistaken for 
anyone else. He -may be the ‘image. 
‘for: Pierre ‘Average, . but: -he’s also 4- 
what.’ ‘every’, Parisian. housewife. 
‘would like: her. husband to. be 
The songs run. the range from 

“Come See- The Com- 

asks . “se Qui?”, 99. 

‘Chevalier . 
| Protruding : lip. 

‘For all of. this: ‘there’ ‘was. no |i 
| Beatle-like. ovation; : but. plenty: of {ft 

sincere: -mitting.” He {f 
roused them: with a ‘wailer titled: 
“I Lost My:-Head,” got big-returns 
from : “Lazy. Days: of. Youth” in 

| English, :.picked’ a‘ woman: in ‘the |F 
| front ‘row as. the. target for “You | 

‘and’: switched. from |[- 
upbeat to: “bhies'’ as.. fhe “Situation 

. called. for. a) 

cp}: (Backing - the chiatiter-. was. a’ ea- r 
; -pable imported. group,. consisting of | 

-B} Andre: :Gerard, —drums; Francois | 
Guin, ‘trombone,. Pierre Sim,. con- |} 

‘| tfibass,. Pierre. Urban, ‘guitar and | 
Henry Birs, whose. otherwise okay. 

‘|-piano. was’ much: ‘too. intrusive on |i. 
.| Several - -of the . supposedly ‘piano | 
'}Passages. 

- If the N.Y. ‘State Legislature: ts —— 
‘going. to pass any laws. to help. the |} -_" 

| theatre, the first one should make |j.°"" 
ita penal. ‘offense ‘for a’. “photo- [Ff . ne 

‘} | grapher ‘to wander about .on stage, {K. | ; : 
4 | destroying : the mood. ‘at‘'a' perfor-"}4::: EW 

.J| | mance, for. which an audience hasjf.: | 
o paid. its: Money,.. as” one. did here. 

‘on ooo wt: ae "arid, - hogs i nena 

“Seot | ‘minstrel: ; 

. even opera. 

tion; assisted by:Henry. Birs, piano;.| 
‘Andre. Gerard, drums; ‘Francois {fi : 

| Guin... trombane and. flute, ‘Pierre 

‘Charles Agnavour, for: those: who * sino Royal, Washington, ’ ‘starting: 

April: 30 .: . Betty. Madigan lined 

‘| Aruba,..June. 29, ‘Mi Velasco goes 

“set-to entertain at the Texas Prison 
“Rodeo, Huntsville, Oct. 18 and:25 

|'Fontaine booked for .a- String of | 

a ‘promotion. ‘tour. for “Ice ‘Trava- 
‘ganza,” the’ blades ‘show he’s: “-pro- 
ducing with Paul Feigay for the | 

& Tommy -Makem. tapped. for. the | 

Edmunds. has. signed. with’ -GAC | 
and is booked -for’a séries of fair. 

“Dallas, “April’:29 ‘for 11: ‘days : and {if 
‘the . Tidelands, Houston, : “May az 

“Baby,. you've. let yourself become |: for a week, 
| Slobby,.so-try to jack it up: because 

‘| I still: love. you”..to a* barker ‘type 
| of: rowser:, 
.| edians!” Along’. the -way_ he - likes 

-€'| Paris in ‘the month: of May, - begs- 
1 “Sarah” to write the. folks a letter, f.. 

advises. that: “You've aS for six days . 
bemoans. that he |. 

-[ | is 20 years older. that his wife and. 
tT hates her ‘second - ‘husband already, poe a) 

‘A plays an old; -unsuccessful song & |4 a = 
{dance man ‘waiting’ in the - wings 

§ | to g0 on, and. achieves the. miracle |. 
fof | ‘doing -a valid’: impression ".of'] 

‘without Strawhat. Or 

Broadway” ‘units. has been. booked.) a 
‘into ‘the Candado Beach -Hotel;, | 
‘Puerto. Rico, ‘June ‘4° for a: month {ff 
with. options...:. | 
‘inked for: the Sidney, Ja. wfair Aug. jit te. 

Bostéi’ s “$30, 600; 000° ‘War Memorial Auditorium. in. ‘the: ‘back -bay 
. But. city -officials still 

have. not come to grips with the need for. adequate. parking for the: 
| new. convention centre, . which is. also. expected to’ be“a showcase: for™ 

section: is expected. to be. open in -November::. 

one-nighters,. ‘concerts;. band; ‘circus, :vaude.. attractions, . ballet © and. 

| Meantime,. it’s understood -that Donnelly“ Memorial 

_ + 

* Richard ‘Hearne, English - aude. performer. knowa. as Me “Spastry, 

:| the UK. 

age ree | | “The. Alhambra Theatre in Bradfora, wie north ¢ of: £-England. vaudery; 

a 7 Pop. Concert re j recently staged .a special. golden jubilee bill ‘to ‘mark 50 years of show: 

—— : Freddy, Frinton .and: Billy ‘Dainty. \- House opened: in March, 1914, ‘with 
‘| the Wylie-Tate revue,. “A. Year- in-an Hour,” | ‘Starring. ‘Nellie: Wallace. 

| An independent’ theatre, the Alhambra: is ‘the only - survivor of Brad- 
| ford’s. six theatres. and: music-halls. » are _ ee 

biz. . Artistes:-who participated “included -Yaria, Edmund’ Hockridge, : 

Vane, Cale Dates 
New York | 

. Ponicie Ponce. pacted for: tne ua- June 8 for’ three days . 
Barton ‘skedded for the’ ‘Rooster- - 

up for the “Aruba Caribbeaii,| 

“BR ane | 
‘TOP TALENT 

KEN. CURTIS 
Singing Film Stor. ' 

in’ Aug:. Bl. Harmonica: Rascals. 

. Anita Bryant: to work. the Rut- | fl 
land. (Vt.)- Fair Sept: 7 . .. Frank | 

‘one-nighters in May by General aE ‘Also.on TV's o 
‘Artists. Corp... “th ‘“RIPCORD” ; : 

‘ Personal- manager Jerry: Levy: ‘in. W 
from the Coast ..°. Van Johnson | -"GUNSMOKE™ ” 
“set -for /a 10-day : nitery. tour . of 
-South “America:: starting ‘May’. to. 
Itinerary includes. Montevideo, |i] | TIMMY. AY BROWN 
‘Buenos. :Aires,. Sao. Paulo, . Rio. de} ° . Singing Halfback =. 

| Janeiro and Lima . , Maria. ‘Man-| No: ‘1 Ground Gainer of the. 
yille started at Tilly's: Monday (6):  PHILA.. EAGLES © 

Skater: Dick Button ‘ off - ‘on. MERCURY REC! RECORDS 

BILL LHALEY | 
KING OF ROCK ‘N: ROLL 

~ Oveter Barrill.Club. 
Quebec puebec City” 

~ BOBBY LE Lewis 
| “TOSSIN’ AND. TURNIN' a iz 

 ABC-PARAMOUNT RECORDS 

5 FEMALE 
-BEATLES 

Fast Rising. lnitrumental 
ot And Vocal: ‘Quintet... 
_ Wael: ‘New Record. Release 

_VERA ALLIK | 
Finland’ 's Youthful: Stared 

“in: “OXANA‘’ 

ne STEWART. 
Song. Stylist, Current: 

‘Sheraton-King Edward: Hotel: 
“Toronto, Ont. - a 

‘SISTER. 

‘ROSETTA 
“THARPE 

World Fomous Singer-Guitarist: 
: Return Tour-in April. =) 

of British ‘Isles =: 

Write: — ~ Wire — Phone... 

iL JOYCE AGENCY 

N.Y: World’s Fair... . Clancy Bros: 

Crescendo, “Hollywood, ‘May 6. 

. “Chicago | 
"Trini - ‘Lopez has’ :béeen : set”: for 
Mister Kelly’s. July 27-Aug. 12°. 
Jack Jones. down for: the ‘game 
spot: Sept. .21-Oct: 10°. “0 Jimmy |: 

‘dates. in the ‘Midwest - in. August }ff . 
. Frank Fontaine | 

. Julius LaRosa plays || : 
the. Chippewa, -‘Wisc., Home: Show | 
April” .23-27, . the Cabana ‘Motel, ai 

One of ‘Bob. ‘Simpson’s- “Hits of 

Jimmy Dean is 

«Jimmy D 

"SB West 48th St. a5 

” Dir.: Marry Greben, 203 N. ‘Wabash: AN. “PL 7-1786.- co 59857. 
 DEarborn 2-0996,. Chieago, ‘Ufinois.. : Affiliated Offices: © 

GAY'S. GAGS” 

Phila; Les. Veges. Europe 

‘ Published: Monthl Topical’ s..- 
Original ene liners. jouer Sere || 

| BUCK. BUCKLEY 
Sis 

pack Weswee (latest) im i. pack. Issues 1 ener 
(latest). $97 46 back Iseves (@rst) ($22. FE 

' Send checks: to: EDDIE GAY. . eh. 

. Bex, 181, New. ‘York. N. ¥.: teens. af 

RLSON . 
“Kevisrs 

“down for The. ‘Ai-Sar-Ben, "Omaha, re 
. Eileen. -. 

‘tail, ‘Detroit, May 18 for ‘Six days. —_ : - 

gg wih Oe. 
Sy UY. VEGAS 5° 

i> - VARIETIES -[ 
md - REVUE FT 

oason at 

, birmingham, ® | 

Feeling: is that the approxiinately. 3,000. parking spaces |: -~: 
to “be provided ‘within the huge ‘Prudential Center; : ‘now :under: con-.-... 

| striction, will. take. care of only ‘a fraction -of the cars’ of those at- ° 
tending events.. 
‘Fheatre; recently sold. fo the Christian Science. Church, will ot: hook 
after, June. — oe ce 



. . N.Y. Paramount: scored an impres- 

its" show, . while’ the: ‘Brooklvn: Fox. 
-? taped ‘out a: merry ‘$155,000. “for. 
Jo. the same. period Which. ended: Sune} os 

oy ly day.) 

eer two-a-day: basis atthe Ambassa-| ; 
> dor. Theatre, NVY., “a. legit ‘house, | . 

7 “stein ‘of Theatre: Three. Productions 

. mer: 

os ~: gtaff.. Included:.in. the layout ‘were 

3 '-. & The ‘Romantics, Dean Jean: ‘Terry. |. 
“Stafford, Chris -Crosby,..American: | 

oe Curtis. Orch: : 

7, man. 
ve, SOhMny Tillotson, ‘Diane. “Warwick, | . 

ee ‘become the only’ major istageshows 
_., in the’. New. York area. with .ex- 

_Wedncsday, April 8 1964. _VAUDEVILEE 75 
at 

iat 1 his i We sry BO. Beal 

“With NY, Pars 1756: Bllyn Fox 1556| 
| signed. for a:show packaged : by | 
:Raoul- Appel ‘at the’ Toyko- Hilton |. 
to:make an extensive tour of. U.S. 
‘hotels under. bariner, of ‘Associated. 
Booking. Corp. 

ABC v.p: Bob ‘Phillips. caught the’ 
show - ‘at the -héstelry™ during his | 

A, Rock: *n’ -Foll paid: off. in ‘the New. 
oh York area: in: two’ ofthe three .in-' 

‘igtances where it waS'tried during 
“the.Easter .school: holidays: The: 

ception: of the: Radio: City. ‘Music: 
‘Hall. and the: Apollo,- which : ‘are. 
‘regular - vaude: users, The Brook-. 
lyn Fox: has ‘been. having these .dis-: 
‘plays twice. annually, the other try. 
being ‘during The’ Christmas” holi-|- 
days:. ‘The: Par - venture. marked 
the. first stager in’ six years. 

| Nothing Like Cafe Field - 
For: Polishing an ‘Actor, 
Eddie: Albert Points Out 

._ Ability: to: play. the cafe. field. is 
one of-the ‘best: bargaining weapons 
a. performer. possesses, according to |: 
‘Eddie * Albert,.: now ‘at the. Latin. 
Quarter, ‘NY: ‘Prior: to his current: 
tour, he: ‘hasn’t. appeared in niteries 
for. a. decade.” . a 
“Albert. now says he will ‘devote |. 

four’: months -of “the ‘year. to’.the 
cafes. ‘Through this move -he hopes’ 
‘to increase his’ value in -television 
and films by: giving his acting, skills 
a. sharper edge. 
“Albert declared: that. most. Holiy- 

woodites would like: to. go either” 
on stage or. in ‘niteries but are not: 
doing. so° -beeause of one’ factor— 
-terror.’ It’s especially: prevalent. in 
the: thespians .-who. have . devoted 
‘most - of. their. ‘careers to. films: and | - 
tv. : 

give $175,000 for. the 10-day run-of 

?he ‘third venture, ‘projected. ‘on 

“gave-two shows: and. fizzled: out. | 
‘Layout, .sans film, was headed: by}. ; 
deejay. Clay. Cole, ‘who: brought in) 
an expensive cast. with him 

“". thé. Paramount’s " presentation, 
* headed by :the -Six: Good: ‘Guys -of 
“"WMCA, was produced by Sid Bern- 

in “conjunction with. Martin, ‘Kum- 
It. was: one. of . the: rare in- 

“ustanees in which a show was booked 
‘under: -auspices . outside the Par: 

-’ Sam Cooke, Jackie Wilson, Bobby: 
"Rydell, James: Brown’ & Revue, 

‘ Eeslie “Gore, Four Seasons, Ruby: 

*. Beatles; Devotions and the’ King 
Pie “was* “No: My 

- Darling. Daughter” (Indie). | 
‘The - Brooklyn . Fox ° cast - was’ 

: headed. -by. Murray: “The: K” Kauf- 
It included: Chuck. Jackson, 

There. are ‘many: ‘performers. ‘who 
can. be perusaded. to appear in.aj{ 
play, where:-writers. and directors. 

| shape: the: ‘show. and ° the: perform-.| 
‘ance, But: in cafes, an ‘artist is on | 
his own completely no: matter how | 
many. :boys: or girls: are ‘behind: him. | 

| o£ how many: writers and’ cchoreog-.| 
‘[} raphers: have. labored .over-his act. 

| ‘Albert. said: that ‘a‘good: cafe ‘act; 
dias: ‘far: as. he “is concerned, is. never 
4} the. same’ twice. In -fact.he-is .con- 

‘sidering ‘introducing a. fire-eating’ 
HH bit. in his. current LQ: stint: He. 

| learned how to: eat’ fire while: work-: 

“The: : Tymes, _Dick -&: Deedee, 
~ Younger. Bros.,.among others: .Film 
‘was. “Cavalry “Command” (Indie). . 

‘The -rock: ’n’ roll ‘sessions have 

| Reuben.” ‘The only part he: doesn’t’. 
like about it is the gasoline fumes, 

{= Albert asserted that a performer 
‘| really -has no: way’ of:: ‘completing 
his. education ‘until he: starts meet- 

T| ing the: public. By working. cafes,’ 
[| he feels that he.can get.the-most |- 

“Firounded instruction. . It - is" also’ 
2 easier. to adapt'to. other fields. when, 

“Albert: personally got: his. ‘basic. 
| edueation ‘in legit through -a series | 

_ [| -major smash was ir “Brother Rat,”. 
“8 where ‘the. audience - would . return 

after intermission still laughing’ at 
the’ noted: curtain Jine. at, the’ end. 
of the. first act.” eS, 

. | McKellar & Scot: Unit. tOn { 
a | 11-Wk. Down. Under: Tour. 

} Glasgow, “April: 7. 
oe Kenneth: ‘McKellar, a top. Scot 

‘|| singér; planes’ from‘ here tofnorrow. 
/(Wednesday) for: an’11-week ‘tour: | 
of .New.:Zealand and ‘Australia: In-} 

[| the vaude. unit ‘with him. will be. 
Ti Jack | Radcliffe,.:Scotland’s senior 

‘comedian; - daniceband. 
| Jimmy. Shand, : chirper. Moira ‘An- |: 
jderson; .and. folk : singers - ‘Robin |. 
| Hall . and: ‘Jimmy MacGregor. ; 

‘On-. his :. return, :: McKellar will 
‘I sing in_three ‘recitals: at- the Inter- 

hational- Edinburgh : Festival. “He. 
-then. planes: out. for . a. 10-week ‘tour: 

| Of: North. ‘America: : ee 

* Ken Martel Thins TTA. 

TL You should’. wee if you re 
| promoting shows. in Brit- > . 
gin. ‘His name:.GEORGE - — 

_ PINCHES. . Hisjob:.Book- | 
‘ing Controller, The: Rank. - 

Organisation . Theatre Di. 
tf vision. 7 2 

qe Over 50: movie” theatres." 7 
* inthe Ronk ‘ciresit are. 
: equipped for full stage” ~ > 

f  ghows - ond: personal’ Gp-. : 
: las pearance. tours, These. 

"fl theatres represent. a total: -. : 
~ oT qudience: capacity of 

~f - 100,000, . City - by - city. . . 
./ ll - guide to technical: facili-- oan ie “Ken Martel, who. last. week : re-. 
“A. fles - end any. further. i in- ras D ‘signed. from. General Artists Corp.’s 
orn wi formation: from:— peer | tv dept., ‘has. joined International. 
i ly | Talent. Associates . ‘where -he. will: 

coordinate. the eastern .and: Coast: ’ * Geeres | Piriches,. Besking ' 
“11° Controlter,:The Rank: ail tele section.:’ He: will. work ‘with. 

B\" Organisation Theatre * -E Harry -Bell and. Dick Birkmeier,. 
Division, ‘ra i ~~ “who. will continue’ in. the: tele. and _ 
‘ nen SW, Enjtand.:, || Commercials wings. at ITA. - | 
ef Tal Victoria 6633. “In. another move, Shelly, Brodsky’ 

ET, Cables: ‘resigned from ITA to join the. Mar- 
“eg SEMAL LONDON: swi. tin Kummer office. He'll work inj}: - 

oe “[thandling talent as well” as tele: 
Packaging.” , | 

NOW - 

NI ICK Lu CAS. 
iat ee 

» Thro ny, ACCAMT CON. 

e Set t “Tokyo by Night Unit mie Bak ba Buf Wi ‘Paes Tn) & Disount Les Comis 

‘Ling 

| of 'Geéorge -Abbott hits, His. first 

“April :..15 :-bill;.. 

Jackie. 

maestro | 

ever handled,”: 

_eity s New. . Latin®.. Quarter, 
-{singer played. ‘concert. dates,’. ac- 
“} companied |. by - -conductor-pianist |. 

4Singer’s Dot. 

about: a. i return’ tour.. 

moat “Tokyo; April: : 
Contracts ‘have: reportedly . been’ | 

. |Visit-here a ¢oupla months ago. and 
‘| launched: talks with Appel ‘at that 
time. Appel, 

| hotel's ‘entert 

| “Unit, -to. be tagged “Tokyo by | 
| Night?" hag Will headline ‘Wilma. Read-. 

. ‘Chiaki, - both: 
-thrushes, and alsp:10: dancers and a. 
few -showgirls. 
‘Hiraoka,: ‘whose-.combo ‘had been. 
backing. the acts during their out-. 
‘ings at the: Hilton’s: Starhill | ‘Sup-. 
per club, is: ‘expected to’ make the’ 
trek . to. baton: the’ ‘accompanying. : 
Yank: bands, at’ least during | ‘the 
early. ‘dates, - i, 

aychoreograpner ‘is. the 
iriment: coordinator. 

and - Keiko - 

-Vibes “man. Seiji 

All’ of: the” performers are: Japa- _ 
nese. except for -Miss -Reading,. a 
sepia singer. from - _ Jamaica - Sith 
lotsa. looks who has-. been’ playing 
tthe Far East in: reeent years. . 
-.Shipping out May 6, the: ‘package 

will: ‘play the. Hawaiian. ‘Hilton. en: 
youte, then. the Claremont: mear. San 

| Shelly Davis, t wood Cafe 
Op; Turns’ Do-It-Yourself’ a/ 
Act Buyer For His 2 Sites 

‘Hollywood, April. 7. 

Shelly Davis, who assumed: oper- 
‘ation . of :-the local Crescendo. ‘and: 
‘Interlude Jast-autumn. after having 

‘the ° niteries: when : they: 
were. “owned . . by. Gene: Norman, 
-avers. he:no longer-is: Boing: to book | 

flacked 

talent” ‘blindly, . -but hit’ the. Toad; 
catch’ acts ‘before ‘buyin them. - 

ing. in. Marc. ‘Blitzstein’s : “Reuben |. ying. 

“Buying © ‘from. . ‘agents’. 

‘great. talent. and big’ draws.” .. 
Davis ° 

turns. are: - 
Henny - Youngiaan, . 

‘Cosby. | and: Timi ; -Yuro, | May 
‘Vernon,:. -May- 275° 

For Tour of US. Hotels’ 

and :'G.. Williams 

“Booking. from. .a- catalog won't . 
‘answer the problem *° of: ‘putting 
good: bills . -together,” he. argues.. 

“available 
sheets. without personally. Scouting: 
an ‘act can: ‘make -you ‘miss: ‘some 

‘admits.’ he: - has lately | - 
bought’ some. acts: blind,. but quick- | 
ly. advises - that. a: new’ flock’ :of |} 
‘openers set: over - coming : -months |] 
‘all have. been: 0.0: d by: him.. Among : 

added’ to | os 
Clancy Bros.,. » Bilt. 

6:15 
‘Phil | 

a 7 Buffalo, “April. 1. 
~ - eBuriesk ‘is back,” it ‘says here. 
And _you’d’ better. ‘believe: it. ‘Be 
cause -it says. here’ also. that . Sts | 
live ‘at. the: Palace” with six ‘(count | 
*em)* strippers: and four (discount’ 
em) comedians,:.So what do you 
want ‘for $1.80? -Egg in your ‘nog: | 

1 gin; ‘just because. it’s: Easter? 
The. Palace is off-to-Buffalo 

again :with: this’ ‘burley. pitch: coyly | 

well has apparently. run. dry and 
the : house ‘is ‘resuming its ‘tradi- 
tidnal 30-year. burlesque . policy” at: 
least’ for the’ nonce. And. thereby 
‘hangs this review. 

“What. has. .kept. this ‘operation: 
alive’ for three -decades: is .some- 
thing for Shownien. to ponder. ‘The |: 
-medium. which ‘once ‘farnished the |. 
training ground. ‘for. numerous na- : 

international . ‘stage. 
celebrities has: now deteriorated to]: 

: the: ‘point ' of no. return. | Z- 

| Francisco;. Palmer.-House, -Chi, and - . 
‘the ‘Waldorf-Astoria, . N.Y., before: |: 
‘moving into the Riviera, Las Vegas, 
fore ‘a Jone run. . 

tional. . and 

: Scanty: Talent’. 
"There ‘does. not’. seem: : ‘to be a 

ultimate.in the art | of | epidermal 
‘display : which:.at’ timés . almost. at- 

| tains. ‘the unattainable.’ a . 
The. “comedy” As practically ‘in: | 

describable: ‘Everything. goes—and |f. 
all ‘the way, One of the most .in- |] 
teresting manifestations of the per-'|. 
formance is that. while the . ap- 

wo | 

ling and most seductive of the strip- 
| pers ‘was ‘merely desultory, the. 
comedians. ‘Grew roars of laughter. 

a Scatological ‘Levels 
“The comic. interludes are inept 
variations. of the old burley rou- 
tines: such as the doctor’s office, 
the restaurant-comic waiter bit and 

| the honeymoon hotel gambit — all. 
brought down to the lowest. ‘scato- 
logical. levels. - 

titled “Gee. Whiz.” It is’ announced_| ~ Ke 
.as being “the: only. burlesk in New 
-York’—which.: looks like - Ba. break : 
‘for’ the rest of -the State. : 

- The peeling follows a drought: of. 
_several months dedicated ‘to nudist 
‘pictures at the spot. ‘Now, the. nudie. 

-The only attempt to. get. off: the 
subterranean floor of -single:-en- 
‘tendre is Bobby Gross, the emcee 
who does..a straight ‘singing. bit; 
‘and Mickey Jay, one of the come- ‘ 
_dians, ‘With an. outdated brass horn 
offering. | The. pit ‘orchestra ¢on- 
sists : of four | ‘white-shirted union- 
ists; the drummer contributing the: 

| prime ingredient to. the bump and: 
grind proceedings.- 

For the record and in spite of. 
-the foregoing. business at -the sup- 
per show Wednesday (1): (usually. 
an ‘off-night) was. close to capacity. . 

es .; Burton. 

‘Juliette: Tops Calgary Show. 
Calgary, Alta.; April i a 

Juliette, singer who ‘has had. her 
‘own .Canadian: Broadcasti oy 

smidgen: -of talent in a whole: sea- + ng Corp. 

| son’s stageful. Current show marks. 
__[ the. beginning’ - of: resumed.’ stage 
burlesque’ policy: for. the .Spring | 
‘season; with most of: the. personnel 
in for two-week . ‘stints. " 

Company comprises 10° ‘people 
with Jet Powers, Ann Young, Miss | 
Jubilee, Joni Jones, ‘Shimmy ‘Queen |: 

‘as. strippers :in’ 
: that: order « ‘and: with: the -alleged 

J comics as: interludes. ‘between each: 
‘grand peel. The’ freatment starts: 
with ‘the- younger. and. less: experi-: | 
enced ecdysiasts and progresses: to |} 
the smoother and ‘more’ sophisti- | 

| cated. exponents, All reveal the 

television : _show for the past eight 
‘years, will. headline. the Calgary. 
Stampede grandstand show, July: 
6 to.11. 
Show, titled “Say It With Mu 

sic,” is’ being produced by. Ran-. 
dolph. Avery. of Chicago. 

allisle | FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONA 

COMEDY MATERIAL - 
‘For every branch of theatricels - 
“WE SERVICE THE. STARSI”. 7 | 

335 Gag. files $15, plus $1. postage 
FOREIGN: 35 fer se 

‘03 Parody. ses . 

oe 
6. 4 fer .$35—Ne. § far for $30 SS 

‘e minstrel (white tace) cudest $23.0 
o “How to Master the Ceremonies” ¢ | 

$3 PER COPY . no €.0.D,'s. 

BILLY GLASON i. 
206 W. 5th St. N.Y.C, 18019 CO 5-136 

(We TEACH M.C’'lng end COMEDY) I: . 
<Let a real Professional frain yeu) J. 

Books, pe 
« : Blackout Books irs Each 

Dlause for even the “hardest work- * 

‘Foster, -June 17:. ‘Barbara “MeNair, at 
ve, .{ duly. 17; ‘Womenfolk, Fran “Warren, | won 

-Pearl.- -Williams,. Peggy Lord
’.and |} flys 

Lenny. Kent: for . subsequent slots.. |. 
‘Davis: ‘also. feels “there’s. more {4 

PAT BOONE SCORES IN. 
T2DAY TOUR OF ail : 

- Tokyo; “April 7. 

rising - new . young:. talent to’ bell - 
”.| fourid in. New York.than Hellywood.| 
, | --as: far’ as niteries: are concerned, }f 
“especially in: Greenwich. Village, ay ° 

“Promoter: Tats: Nagashima, : ‘who | te 
‘Has. preserited: many top names {|i 
‘here: called’ the just-concluded. Patti. 
Boone 12-day. ‘tour. of four ‘Japan. 

Rey cities “‘the most: successful. T’ve 

Except for two. nights - in. this 

Paul Smith, drummer Stan Levey. 

played by. the Sylte. Sisters:. 

the | so 

‘and’ bass player Sam: Cheifetz. First }{ 
‘part.-of the shows ‘in .the. halls was jf 

” Tickets to: Boone’s dates: were | a 
virtually ~ sold out’.in advance—a |]: . 
rare:: ‘situation here.: -Audiences: 

in : the’: aisles. : 
“High. expectation ‘of promotional io 

values. from Boone’ Ss presencée. led 

which: presses: 

ovérflowed .: to” ‘Standeés: — right | a 
7 ‘through the final hight. and’ in some |f 
cases ‘there. were - ‘also. fans: Sitting. a. 

4to release ‘of an: extra. shelf of his]f -... .- 
=| Tecords shortly. before his~.arrival. |} .° 
: disks’. are .-handled |[: . 

2 [phere by. -Ken . Cole's - Cosdel- Inc., jf 
and : ‘distributes | - 

i | through - Victor ® of Japan. Cole had |i: 
§| Boone’s-final’ pair:of concerts taped: | 

Result will -be a: Dot: LP for release.|¥ ; 
Aeere. ‘with. at least several‘ singles | - ao : 

from: the. sessions making: the. US: won 
: market. | A 

: Before. the’ unit's. departure for’ ae 
“coupla. ‘shows: in-. Hong - Kong, | 

. Boones manager: Jack Spina was|f. . 
huddling - ‘with. promoter: ‘Nagashima , re . 

os. "Easy: click. . oe 

“KING of the TRAMPOLINE” | 

says: | 

“DIeK...| 
ALBERS on the trampo- 

Hine. He. leavens his - 

3 eye - popper acrobatics 

| , with a comicality that | 

} sends. him off with | 

‘honors. 
Pit. 

‘Currently 

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 
NEW YORK 

- Opening July 27 (with. ED SULLIVAN) 

‘HARRAH, Lake Takee 

| elevision — 

ea “ED. ‘SULLIVAN. SHOW. . 

MONTREAL - = ~ PARIS — - VIENNA — - DUSSELDORF 

| 2 AUSTRALIA 
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16 _NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS. | Wednésday, April 8 1964 re
s 

‘Basin St. East,N N.Y. | 
“Pat Collins, Joe: & Eddie, Red 

-Hudson-Eddie_ Rebert-Tom .H our 

Trio, Louie : Shelton, Gerald. Tom-: 

_linson..and Barre Phillips, &. 50 : 
aa “was a . misfire, ; 

| Gavin’ and.his: femme. partner : 
“Maurey Haydn are young enough: Harrah's t by. Art: Barkow. 
and. new enough ‘in- the trade ‘to’ 
‘rescue, their: ‘overplayed attempts: 

cover . charge. 

Eastern. bow. of (Migs) ‘Pat: Col- 

lins, - - elf-labeled “hip” -hypnotist 

who: has: ‘built a considerable ; fdl-. 

‘Yowing. among the: younger -Holly-. 

wood crowd via a long stand at the}: 

Crescendo-Interlude - ‘there, was an. 

auspicious , one fora: first: ‘Gotham 

stand.. 

The word had evidently spread’ 

‘eager. subjects, - including some 

transplants - -from the: sexy blond 

mesmerizer’s Western - _ theatre’ of 

operations. 

Big experiment. ‘here will be to} 
see if audiénce grows. as -it did} ..- 
in the California. climate. Opener - 

‘Sprink- | 
‘Cross. Orch (16); $3. 50" cover, 

exposure. to": Sheaid provide renee | - 
rations, shou rovide plenty |: 

Te eanner t p ; P nae come - home’ te Gordon -&.: ‘Sheila: 
“MacRae.’”” The: MacRaes, of. course, 
‘have. never: lived here, -but ‘they. 
; Hotel’s| With a collection ‘of: : . 
have. played. the ‘Shoreham: ores. titles,-and then, as-she’s explaining |: 

suggested that. it: might. 
ling of ‘celebs, ‘some’ with previous 

‘of columnar tidbits. 

Basic appeal of -act is,. naturally, 
funny reactions ‘of. subjects to‘her. 
commands, . suggestions ‘and ques- |: 

“Blue. Room. every year: since way 
. 

tions, The ‘fast. résponse.-to.- call | BI the importance-of a lyric, she’s in-| “Carmel. Quinn, Jimmy | Blade E Pe 

for. ‘subjects probably seemed ‘pe Sua ofa result “pas, been. ‘terrupted by Bubbles’ “séat, .siiiging Orch; “$2. 50-$3 cover | fener ant. also ape aM a Ure 
suspicious to first-time viewers.. 
‘She'd do well “to only -accept as. 
many as she can work. with. - With. 

_seven males and five females, some 
were Biven. nothing todo. = 

‘Phe’ -physical .bit in. which Migs:|« 
Collins stretches a rigid-male be-. 
‘tween. two chairs, supported. only 
by his neck.‘and’ .ankles,: could : be 
used very early as it probably con-. 
vinced onlookers of authenticity 
of ‘act more than. any other. bit. . 

‘The wide variety of ‘types “mak:. 
ing: up her ‘first. show gave act.an 
‘added > boost --as* it.. included ‘an 
actress, actor. ‘and. writer. ‘who.ré= 
acted in some. unusual’: ‘Manners, 
particularly the’ writer . who -con-. 
tinually ‘fought Miss. Collins’ con-. 
trol with hilarious results, : 

Interlude - ' Crescendo - 

Hudson. 

Opening bit. features Je o@ & Ridie, . 
Negro singing: duo, who had rough 
time getting noisy crowd to. listet.: 
Their vocal. effects, while excellent, t. 

' would be “better. showcased’ ‘in a: 
Their seleé- | 

tions are’ offbeat for ‘Basin Street | = : 
more intimate spot.. 

Fast. 

They: have Nan 

trapuntal.. Their. . repertoire 
broad enough to include. folktunes;: 
real. and. madnufactured;: ‘such - bal- 

“Muddy. Old. River,”’.’.a.]" 
- gional. . ‘director,: phoned. - “Nazarro: percussions. around the: ‘world—also- 

shows: originality. .. ‘to tell him he ‘was. fired, a.memo}|’' “The -Moro-Lan dig: ‘Dancers - op en 

lads. as 
weird arrangement by Bob Gibson: 
of “Frankie and Johnny” andeven.- 
a Show tune—“They Call the. Wind. 
Maria.” . 

“But pair. ‘tends ‘to’ stay" on- “too! 
., long—10 tunes per show is too. hard’ 
‘on their. voices; and: unnecessary. 
Their numbers’ could be shortened | 

- for. better. effect. ‘Singers . have: 
their. ‘OWN. guitarist, Louis - Shelton. ‘too sorry about léayin and.:added 
(fact that he’s” an. ofay- from: little: “Py. ay if the protest is. ‘strong ee o 
-Rock is pointed out, unnecessarily). . 
House :* has 

Barre. Phillips: ‘to round out trio.” 

. During engagement, which winds ! “as: well: 
May 13, ‘two shows: -will -be.. pre-! 
sented. Mon. -Thurs., Naree on Fri: - 
Sat. 

Ella Fitzgerald opens’ May: a 
so “Robe. 

Miste er. r Kelly's, chi. 
Chicago; March: 30.. 

Frigo. Trio; $2. 50 cover, 

Until. they invent: a " éomedy : mia- 
chine that. dreams. up -fresh. gags: 
and punches them ‘across..at com-: 
puterized. Jevels . of.-exact ‘timing |” 
Don Adams will. have. to do. And f . 
he’s doing it very” well at. Mister 
Kelley’ s ‘to: highly receptive audi- 
ma ‘Perhaps because of the fa- 
maliarity brought. about ‘Dy his: tw. : 

hos. getting nearly: as} 28e" in every. area ‘in. the country. a--small. stir ‘in: the more discrim:* 
» man yoel:s. ‘on. his: str igh lines 

y oe f. ines | the little. performer,’’. Blake said: 

-exposure, 

as he is on his: payoffs. ve 

Adatns. is a-brash,. ‘glib. and gen:. 
erally inventive. raconteur. despite 
an -oecasional time-worn anecdote: 
He covers the subjects. that--affect. 
us all at one ‘time -or. another, 

- such as a. fearful, ‘airplane flight, | 
his frustrations on the: golf. course 
and the. ididcynerasies of wives. 

He also has: .a neat. -panhto bit | | 
‘going in a silent. reading of a sexy. 
novel, and. shows. a.-nice. thespic } 

touch’ in| “his ' *takéott “oF “the” ola 
films. about - the: ‘British in India| 
arid in‘ a. “sketch: on a. ‘school for:| 

of. young married .life'‘are- ‘broad 
“where they ‘ought not..to be broad. 

ft and their turn shows a. lack . of. 

discipline and. tightness:. Family” album. It’s a first-rate show | 
as Thursday's. (2)-opener found the]. Miss. Haydn: ‘is « ‘the: most. frequent. for pure entertainment Walues.. | 

Basin Street East tables: filled with. 

‘significant size; and their regular 
‘fortnight ins the city. means’ busy, 

1 ery. 

“hig?” and “hers” team this round;: 

- Sheila. MacRae’s © mimicry of Bar- | 

‘of music, including a ‘serenade to’ 
|Allan Sherman;. beginning,. 
Allan, . 

| and othérs.”: 
- owner. |. 

Shelly Davis. isin east with. ‘act ‘to. 
get it started. Miss Collins is. ably’ 
backed musically by her:own trio— 
pianist Eddie‘ Robart, .drummer 
Tom How: ‘and ‘bass: player. Red. 

‘of. camedy ‘and. ‘music; at ey | 
| tailored to bring out the charms of | 

‘Bob. Cr: SSS. . orchestra. : 

“experimental | - 
‘sound, always pleasanteven ‘when | 7 
using cross harmony ‘or ‘being: con= | 

is. |. 
-portedly- “removed Nazarro cas’ van tates top: mention: for. “inventive- 

ness; and his . story of .a- janitor: 

‘Woods to confirm ' ‘the dismissal. 

‘provided. drummer | anyway? I -have-n nt wale 

Gerald Tomlinson: and. bass. player. for ites cause. er n to fl d 

ont 

‘Lends “meet at the .salary. bait get-|:. 
- }ting,. anyway. I will get. severance | -. 

i. “/ pay, I suppose, and then: there's’. ing of. Vie Dana and Simmy Bow, 
} a: few -weeks vacation. pay. At first ‘the Brothers ‘Slate have ‘a bill that. - | 

TT felt ‘like going into’ New.. York 
| with-.a..club: but it’s almost ‘time | tastes. “Dana. ‘will . be bait: for the 

‘| [worried about ‘my.future.‘ There piraaaa jfashler, colony. of saloon- 
. , »/atics. while Bow’'s -popilari - 

Don. Adams. ‘The Turtles, John. ;| certainly. isn’t any. with AGVA, more mature 

7 member. Ted Blake. said.that: the 
-whole™* branch. manager. system - is | 

+ being carefillly® ‘checked because of. 
" “Little ‘Napoleons”. who haye “goné | 

-Jaek: ‘Haley (Ist V.p.). slate - -is “very: 
concerned | with: the? brancli “man- 

“Marraliss Lake Tahos 
_-Lake- Tahoe, ‘March. 29. 

umpires.- . Tanne. “Bubbles, 
“The. Turtles; the: opening’ -att; | Moro-Landis Dancers (15), ‘Leigh- 

“although: ‘Jimmy: ton Noble :Orch (18);. presented 
by. Bob... Vincent; 

would. be. tough: to top by" any 
at. satire. Standards. 

‘Fheir . ‘Spoofs of. ‘folk: ‘songs and: 

‘a smart bit of booking; and’ Meader, 

locale,.. is -w:k. from -his - 
Focus, 

offender -in - this. area’ of -aimless=' : 

-| around.’ But she retains that clarity 
‘+and | purity ‘of. tone. that sets. her. 

for them in the future. ». Mor. 

"Shoreham, D: C. 
. Washington, March. ‘31. 

posite extreme ‘she’s a. natural: trad- 
Gordo n. & Sheila. MacRae, Bob} ‘ing: lines. with Bubbles ina Buck 

“7.1 &- Bubbles routine or: working. tan- 
“Wel-| “The introduction went: 

“Porgy” ‘and’ Bess"’: medley. . 

dramatic: “Irma La: Douce,” 

8 nk. wickets at Bernard Braloye’ swe | makes with a.couple of stories and 

“The. act. ‘is: inostly new. for the} 

Standout in. the:fresh material is. Along” demonstr ation, - 

‘tux, - two.. duo. to’. “Summertime,” 
bra. .Streisand.-. She. takes: “Miss 
Streisand” through “several. pieces revival, a. high: ‘point. of the. -turn. 

Bubbles’ 

this..is mudder...”..-- 
Fanciers. of ‘the MacRaes: “would the score. | 
be disappointed, natch, without in-|- 

Expertly.. 

her. spoof. of..Carol. Channing as a. ‘stanza is. Bill’ Cassilli. 
Charleston: ‘swinging. type ‘singing |. - Meader; in. his new: ‘act. ‘eschews 

“Bye,. - Bye - Blackbird,’ when’ the. any: reference to the “First: Family’ 

greeting, is no longer. a: farewell album; but ‘continues ‘to . accent 

but. a hello. ae a political satire. He has topical lines. 

incisive and - observant. - 

tlie goodlooking. couple. . He ‘also. earns.-good- endorsement 

‘Fine™. ‘showbacking and. . dance. 
tines, too,. ‘are “provided | by - ‘the 

Carp. . 

various political. terms.-Some of his 

= ‘full awareness: of. situations, . both 
| local.and national. 

- Meader | smartly - paces. ‘the. fact, Nat Nazarro__ 
ae - Continued: from. ‘page. 3 =e! 

-hitting ‘at. Government. subsidies, 

“economy: ‘move:” 

Lou’ Smolev:. the’ asters’ re- | being: fired-—and the resultant ‘re- 

‘following from.-'v. p.. Johniiy. 
the .curtain. with: a. “Winter: Festi- 

Smolev. told: Nazarro that* he was} val”:..production. “Albeit .spring ‘is 

| being. ‘replaced ‘by: Matt. Irving who 
‘has: beén  Nazarro’s . assistant - for. 
the past. six. “years... : fo . -Efelded: :. 

“Nazarro. ‘said that he’ was: “not -. Tony. Martin and” Cyd: Charisse 
. Long.” 

“enough:-but ‘what. good is the job; 

, Los. “Angeles, “April Tc 

10 can ‘get. other. jobs: ‘that pay. -just’ 
_ ' rohan: Trio: ‘ . $1.50... cover, _ tune 

““T -have had - trouble. making ‘drink. minimum. woe 

“In their current: two-week: book- 

should -appéal to .a_ wide. range “of. 

Meantime; AGVA national board [Utes to lie: with: the more mature, 

alienate ‘the following of the other. 

into business ‘for ‘themselves. ae 
While he did : ‘not’ “include. 

Nazarro- in: this. ‘sweeping condem- 
nation, ‘he | added: .that,- the: new. 

But. it’s 

up-and-coming, . “comedian. > “who, 

from ‘. influential: - ‘appraisal - 
‘word-of-mouth, could. cause ‘at least 

“We: are pledged. to look’ out for nating circles of:this.community::: 
Me Yet the beauty of his unorthodox 
We are: ‘concerned ° with ., things:| comic’ style’ is “that: it’-can."be ‘en- 

like: dressingrooms; better working. joyed..on two levels: :The-‘more: in-- 
conditions,” welfare and. firm con- tellectual recipient. will appreciate |- 
‘tracts. We... are also: doing every:. 

| thing . to -protect”.the . performer | while’ the - less - cerebrally-inclined 
‘the. literate essence’ of ‘his. ‘work. 

“against: the ‘unserupulous: agent. ‘It: customer: “will be pleased. by... his. 

and ap-, 
‘ehelt : ‘is: supported: visually. by an’ 
-anatomically’ ‘spectacular . female 

Lhe’ calls: “Luigi” and: musically: by. 
‘vocalist - Tony. -Romano. 

primarily + “fn. ‘the: direction: “of! ‘mod>jcombo (Ade. 

is this typeof. agent that presents ‘S | unpretentious ‘delive 
the worst ‘evil - in our -business,.” ~ P TY 

reason: NARIETY- said -Nazarro - “was'| | Bow’s: comic | arrows are. pointed 
fired, rT See no réason ta. doubt: ite 

Anna Maryia: ‘“Altberghetti:: with 
Vaughn. Méader, 

produced - ‘for 

Current bill’ at Harrah's Tahoe 

' “Teaming Anna’ Maria 
Alberghetti-:and..John Bubbles is|- 

‘despite this being his debut in this 
“Pirst: 

Miss: Alberghetti; no stranger -to. 
Mess, but: the ‘duo has an‘ amiable} the: Tahoe shores, ‘has .a completely. 
‘comedic. rapport. ‘that. speaks ‘well ‘new ‘image ‘(and show)’ this time} 

apart. from ‘most: other. pop ‘singers.- 
|.And’ in. the . coloratura. .aréas ‘she 
‘displays ‘exciting eclat.- At the. op- . 

dem .with the. -Song-tap artist in- al 

“Miss.. Alberghetti : opens. with: a. 
segues _ 

: “Carnival” a 

‘from: backstage. While : the: .song- |. 
stress changes’ from ‘a floor-length. 
yellow :.clinging creation, ‘Bubbles: 

‘|'a toast before ‘showcasing. his. lego-/. ‘Always. a ‘performer ‘of freshness, | 
ania ‘talents in-a “Ti and Ta : 

m 4 P P grace and. charm,..she now rates 

‘With: Miss ‘Alberghetti in black 
| liners eapable of creating the ‘sort 

‘and follow with a: “Porgy and Bess”. 

“Hell Taspy...pipes.. and. Miss || 
eH0, | Alberghetti’s tonal clarity: are skill-| 

fully. ‘Dlended on. & medley from | from a pert chirp-with a basic Gae-]- 
lic gambit to‘a well-rounded :enter-| 
tainer with.'a ‘maturely beguiling 
way. with’ an. ‘audience. ‘There: is -in: 
“her: turn’ a. blend: -‘of naturalness 
cand. ‘Know-how -that will. keep” ‘her: 
‘in demand fora long time-to come. 

Topliner’ s. exit numbers are “Non. 
‘clusion of. the’. standards, such: as | Dimenticar” and’ “Sorrento,”. both: 
his ‘medley: of- “Oklahoma!”” ‘songs. essayed’ bilingually. On. the latter, 
“he did: ‘in the film ‘and ‘her. impres-: ‘she’ $ highly,’ ‘impressive - for: ‘sensi- 

sions of. Liz ‘Taylor, 2828 Zsa’ Gabor tivity on ‘the high sustained. notes. 
-‘batoning - the Leighton | - 

“In need. of. ‘updating, however: ‘is | Noble’ band: for: Miss: Alberghetti’ s 

“Nixon;- -Glenn,. “et: al, ‘and ‘they are: 

of in. ‘explaining the. origination’ of. 

| stuff is lost on. those’ non-politically}- 
oriented, but. the ‘material indicates. 

-“Purn “Around” - 

here, ‘the: ‘production -. ‘is timely. VAC 
heavy snow was blanketing:: the’ 
Tahoe’ area‘ as’ ‘the | ‘production un-. - 

. V combo (4); 
minimum: - 

Vie: “Dana;. Simimy: ‘Bow; ‘Eddie : 

‘More discerning pub. prowler. Nei-| 
ther. performer: ‘should. appreciably: 

’ Dana. is the headliner ‘and. per-. 
forms: his ‘singing chores skillfully.” 

Bow. at’ ‘this juncture -who 
‘merits. special. attention. . He’s an | 24, 

were-he to be given a ‘sizable’ -boost’ 
cand 

peased. by -the’ occasional. quasi-. 
| The Haley : ‘slate is: ‘also: pledged four-letter : low-comedy-type: ‘relief 
‘to: economy.and since this is. the | he inserts, 

[ ern. ‘Scientifie 

world: .He’‘alsa Sings: - 
Dania’ S ‘stage. presence and show: 

‘manship savvy are very impressive | 
for. so. relatively ‘youthful a. per- 
former.. His. singing is: ‘competent, 
and che: seems to. enjoy most. the 
| tiines witha: big beat, on which: he’ 
gives it the old. body English. Occa-: 
sionally. there’s ‘some. lyric. feeling: 
lacking in his interpretation of.a 
‘ballad - (such as on. “Charade”), but: 
‘he gets the right air of -drama into { 

“Softly,. ‘As. I] into another ballad, 
Leave. You. There.” ~ 

-- The Eddie: Graham | Trio, ‘back-: 
stops vigorously, and: percussionist. 
Graham contributes a-dazzling solo 
complete’ with: ae tube. 

ube, ©: drumsticks. o 

Drake “Hote. Chi: 
Chicago, March 31; 

Carmel. Quinn: was in’ rare - foun: 

in “her hour-long. opening. night |. _ 

‘show. at. the swank: Camellia House. |. 

with ‘that handful. of: -intimery top- 

of party: spirit and. ‘electricity: that} 
| goes with only | the. bluechip’ supper 
club: acts.. 

‘Miss Quinn: has subtly: ‘graduated 

* While her ~. act. is’. essentially 
molded. of tunes from the.ould sod, 
‘it: is considerably. enhanced ‘by her). 
engaging patter and. byplay with 
the. audience. | 
night caught. ‘she | treated: several 

tables partially: cut’ off from. the 
‘stage’ by. a. pillar with several, num- 
-bers" sung ‘at: their: table, chatting. 
“with: on-mike | “and. bringing . them 
into: the. show, 

’ For. instance, ~ ‘on 

. Her : ability’ to disarm ‘patrons 
was also evident in her medley of 
old ‘tunes which brought forth one]: coloratura’ -sopraio’’but here: she 

handles ‘lines deftly : ‘and. ‘her .. few. 
-/ song. spots “are” ‘taken: care of eK: 2 

‘| of the better: ‘singalong" Tesponses. 
_ ‘heard in.this.room. °°... - 
a miakes. no: attempt to -over-sell. His |: 

~ special lyrics.-to. “Old. Man: River,” |: 
“Miss. Quinn’ s Irish numbers: ‘were 

all - well-received, 

ing . ‘reridering ‘of Mick - McGilli- 
ligan’s. Ball,” a> wistful handling: of 

‘Interlude, LA. 
Los Angeles, April. 2. 

Paul. Wirichell, 
“$I. 50° ‘cover, ‘two-drink 

he exposed” opening” night in, .a 
turn. that encompassed an extended 
‘hour and 10. ‘minutes. . 

. Winchell. is) a. ‘gifted, ‘versatile| 
and imaginative... comedian-mimic- 
‘ventriloquist: but, by: too thorough- |. 

| ly.: exploiting. and~ exhibiting ‘too: 
-many. facets’ of ‘his talent over. too} 

pact. ‘of his. act.- 

‘His-routines include’ an “upside: ; 
‘down impression of Jack E. Leon- 

a .live-and-tape. . vocal ~-duet | ; 
with: dummy Jerry ‘Mahoney, ‘some.| > 
lip. ‘syric shenanigans ‘with. mein- 
bets ofthe audience invited: on- |. 
‘stage, straight impressions of ‘vari-/: 
ous. celebrities, an exchange ‘with |-* 
a. dilapidated. J apanese. dummy 
named “Moses,”:a -bit in’ which. he 
‘portrays - - the. ‘voice-from-within a 
‘pregnant. customer, ‘and a Charlie 
Chaplin takeoff. To’ ‘cite - just. a 
few, the. Japanese dummy bit, ‘the 
lip. ‘syne: Toutine and the: vocal : 
duet : seem ‘expendable. . 

“It’s ‘a one-month: booking. Win- 

Tube, 

“gobbledegook and. 
. ancient mythological nomenclature.:| a 
His. dissertations ‘sound : like. non- 1) _ 
Sense, but the nonsense -has’ roots.: 
Hidden: ‘beneath: his madcap mono- |- 
log is a substantial amount of aca-J . 
‘demic . information -and an: aware-" 

| ness-of facts and topics that, prop- 
‘erly. fractured: ’.or . ‘deflated - into. 
comedy. form, might: amuse: his jit-1 5 
tery: contemporaries. in a ‘red-tape: 

among -them|. 
“Took. To the Rainbow,’ "a. roister= 

‘and, of course, 
| “When. Irish ‘Eyes : ‘Are Smiling.” | 
A special ‘nod. goes to. accompanist. 
Joe Merman, whose zest for. play-. ‘ 
-ing -is ‘exceeded ‘only. Pe his ‘skill in 
backing Miss: ‘Quinn, “Mor. oat Six weeks, : ‘four ‘nights a week. If 

mo ovening night.‘reaction is any in-~ 
dication, revué -Gan. run as, ‘long’ a 

| as ~.the: four principals’ can stay. : : 

Tony. Romano :. 

‘Tucson;: 
‘comic-singer - booking routine ‘to~-.. 

Jong.a haul, he ‘heutralizes: ‘the | dance ‘music. this -month—and: his . 

pleasurable. effect | of his choicer: 
: dil h = |: | ‘bits -and dilutes - t e overall im- lan d rhythmic Ted’ Fio: Rito: group, 

and: ‘his’ 
; days.” 

Blackstone;. ‘Chi 
: Chicago, ‘March. 30.. 

“Wieky: Autier; Frank: ‘York: Orch; - 
$2. 82. 50. cover, .... ; 

‘In that specialized world of Con- - 
‘tinental ‘ chanteuses. who - work the. 
‘swank -hotel. ‘supper | ‘club: .circuit, a 
Vieky Autier. is’ a. wholesome. look- © 
ing thrush unlike her’ more -lac- ~~ 
| quered.: colleagues: .: 
1 double as oné of: those attractive - 
Parisian shop: ‘girls who make: girl-' 
watching: worthwhile on _the 

‘She could also’ 

‘Champs: Elysees. . 

‘al: disuses. . It’s. particularly effec. 
tive inher sensitive handling of...” 

“Mon: 3. such...Seine. standards .-as 
‘Manege. a Moi”. and “Et Mainte~’ 
Nant.” .:. — ; 

She. also. ‘smoothly: ‘renders ‘Un. 
-der Paris Skies,” ”-“A Quoi Ca.Sert:.. 
L’Amour,”.. a. bubbling - version .of ~.: 
“Rha Chansonnette”’ and a. pensive | . 
“reading ‘of -her- Capitol waxing. ot: 
.“Amor, Mon Amour, My “Love.” . ~ 

At the piano, Miss ‘Autier dishes. 
‘Vout ‘a ‘clever number. in: which’ she 
| counterpoints the bass chords’ of . _.. 

| “Tea For: Two” while playing. the. ..-: - 
| melodies . of. other tures ‘with-her.*- ”. 

-Gammon’s, Pitt.” - 
7 ‘Pittsburgh, April’ re 

“ “400: ' Miles’ Off .Broadway”, an Ba 
original. musical. revue - “produced 
by: ’Don  ‘Brockett;. 

Phyllis: Sydney. and Joe Negri Trio - 
(Negri, Jimmy. Scholl ‘and ..Nick 
Summa). ‘Comedy “material -and 
lyrics, McCully; music, Negri; $1. aa 
cover Wed, -Thurs.,. $2. Fri-Sat: ; : 

‘Every: -necessaty: “ingredient. ‘of 
Success . has been lavishly poured’ =: |: -.. 

into’ ‘this. fun-filled. revue - for: the. “.-.." - 
entrance: of- Gammon’s into’ the’ ~:~ 
‘nitery field. Producer Don Brockett": Boon 
‘was, Handed’ a.yock-packed ‘script: : 
to ‘work: with: and. he came up. with =~: ' 
the city’s. most talented. performers:::... 
to. handle the’ SONS, skits and lines: 
Show “isa: triumph . ‘for: Esther | 

iapiduss | (name is ‘for. real): She: 
has beén ‘doing: club ‘dates around | : 

town. for. years: and“is_ an accom-° 
‘plished . comedienne. ‘Tn. ‘this :revue® | 
she’s been handed- different: ‘materi< 
al that she. fields: with aplomb. and": --:~- 
polish, and- Sets the. fast” ‘page of © 

.{ the ‘show.. 
t Phyllis - ‘Sydney - is. ‘another dis- 
-covery. in. a: different setting with 
this. revue.’ She's an. accomplished. 

cellently.: 
-Bob McCully’ and Joe Negri, “who woe, 

collaborated: on thé show and its © 
‘predecessor, “An Evening ‘Without. |... 
‘Desdemona. Fink,”:. have ‘come. up" 
“with - another: hit: in both writing 
and: ‘entertaining. Boys are’ éxpert 7 
in . devising . topical and. Satirical -- 
material and: know how. to. deliver : 
it. - wy 

: Show. is’ scheduled to. run’ “for - 

‘taway from. their daytime duties. - 
. Joe ‘Negri’s ‘Trio plays. the music ~ 

with the skilled precision that has. 
marked their. work: in Pitt. a . ° 

, | Past 20. years. 
“ae. Pp aul: “Winchell” aisearded |" 
about. half his material, he'd: have | 
about ‘twice as good an act. That,-|° 

_ | at-any rate, applies to the routines |. 

“ Skyroom, Tueson’ 
> “Fueson, March 31. 7 

’ Fed Fio. Rito; -Orch:{6);. no cover, ~ 

two. drink minimum,
 closed. ‘Mon-. ae 

| days: * ae “8 

Mike ‘Crino, ‘Skipper of the plush - 
Skyroom : atop the. ‘Arizona. Land | 
Title Building in downtown . 

‘switched his customary 

gamble - ‘is. paying off . -handsomely.: a 

-Crino’s choice was the.fistenable: ... 

which includes: drums, bass,’ tenor’ 
sax, . guitar, . “aceordion . ‘and.’ the’ 
maestro. at. the piano, Latter’ s book’ 
is. aimed..at the. 35-year-olds ‘and 
up—and ° Twist: tunes-or.top pop. 9). 

numbers are ‘out, unless requested... 
Result is a.floor full’ of dancers, ° -..: 

‘a busy Fio and a happy. Crino. .: a 

in the biz: ‘some 40 years, organized 
‘The: balding Fio Rito, who's fsa 

his. group last. November for a take 
Tahoe date and. played. the Fremont. 
Hotel”, _Skyroom ~in- “Vegas - .before 
coming ‘here.’ He says. he’s booked - - 
solidly. ‘for the: ‘remainder: of. 1964. - 
At show - caught” (29), Fio“ Rite. 

| featured. such: ‘standbys . as “Toot 
‘Toot. ‘Tootsie . Goodbye;” . “Charlie 
‘My -Boy:”-“‘No' No. Nora,” “There's . 
‘a Tavern in-the Town,” and others, :"._ 
‘Group: cuts. two ‘shows: weekdays, .. .: 
‘and. three - on ‘Fridays’ ‘and | Satur--: ¢ 

Trump. 

‘Too, she-has:a- softhy’ lyrical voice - 
‘instead of the throaty pipes usually”... 
‘associated with: the’ more-tradition-.: 

with’ Esther -.. 
Lapiduss,° Bab; McCully, Joe Negri, ° 



-.. tradition. 

__Weiinesday, ‘April 8, 1964 

-Riviers;. Las Ve; as 
‘Las Vegas; Marc 30: 

“Louis Armstrong rch. (6) 
” Jowel Brown, Kay ‘Starry Jack: 
7 Cathcart. Orch 418),.. Chorus’ 09}. 
2 $5-mindmnum, ap 7 

ong. ‘ couple. of "show bie ° ets, 
a namely Louis. Armstrong. and Kay 
'. Starr, hold the reins at the Riviera 
"for: the next: four weeks, and there’s 
“no quéstioning: their : ability to: do. 

it effectively. OF ‘Satchmo is back 

:on: the boards .after..leg surgery. 
“His ‘trumpet,. gravelly’. vocalisthen-| 
jes and: toothy: ‘grin -aré.-backed ‘by 
>. five -veteran. instrumentalists who 
.-eome close:to the best New: Orleans’ 

. . There’. ‘isn’t: much.. pretense’. ‘at 
7 production. packgrounding . for the 
’ “current show,. but with such’ ‘enter: 
:. tainers .as-. _Armstrong ::‘and': Miss | 
.° Starr: there is: little need: for ‘it,..In. 
= several numbers Miss:Starr has. the 
‘aid of four--male. singers, -but:this’ 

’ eomes “long after .she” has demon-. 
strated ‘amply: that. she ‘can’ hold: 

of. standards, most: of. which. have 
b n-disk ‘hits, associated with: ery” 
ee ‘| nesian ‘(and the daughter. of the. : eareer: 

7+" “Phe opening: production number, | 
“eredited as a: salute. to. fhe: Palace | 

“nothing:). ”.. two-a-day: ‘-tradition; ” 
---more. than.. a. ‘standard “hitempt to 
- warm up. the stage’ ‘for Armstronp’s | ' 
“troupe. ~It’s.: a holdover - number 

‘utilizing - the.~ attractive boys: and | 
girls. from the: ‘house -line: 
‘Then. for.-a halfhour: ‘Satehmo. 

“Bathes ‘the audience -with that-sun- 
: swept boxoffice . personality, aided 
, - importantly: ‘by this group. of -bass, 
'” piano, “drums,: clarinet” and -trom- 
~ “bone.: Jewel Brown: is:an. attractive 
.-. songstress .-.with:- the: ; ‘ group:- who 

-clicks ‘strongly on a ‘couple of num- 
7 bers: that break: up the: troupe’s en-. 
ve semble work and. solo-breaks. | . 

“+. Through “it.-all.. Armstrong, with 
the standard horn-‘and “kerchief ‘in. 

ings. With: “his . tootling and- voeals, 
‘of which: Ais. ' 

his: standby: “St. James Infirmary” 

-and. “Saints. Go Marching,” “among: 
vt others. . 

- Miss’ Starr, Gnéluding the ‘finale. 
oo piece. ‘with: Armstrong, did :almost 

-an- hour: at. the - opening, and - she’ 
.. -held:. the’ audience ‘all::the: way.. 
- She . goes. through” a: ‘well-paced |. 
: ‘turn : of. approximately 15 ‘tunes; i 
from" the opening “Keep _ on. Smit ; 

_ “Wheel ° "of |: : ing” to: finally, - her 
Fortune” ‘disclick. 
The finale with: Armstrong | is ali 

7 warmly ‘sentimental ~ - closer: - that 
yieéds*- a-. Httle: - ‘tightening. But, | 

~ ‘withal,-Kay Starr remains an. art. 
“> fulcinterpreter of a lytic, whether 
It’s a ‘ballad or rhythm fune.. ‘both | 
* of: which she: ‘Puts -ACFOSS equally: 
a ‘aS. well, | Kahn. 

Troquois. ‘Gadens.. ‘[tville 
- Louisville, April. 4, 

, Irwin: Twins, . Jan. ‘Street. Frank. 
a Link, ‘Hollywood. : . Debs:. 
Lt MeDonatd. Orch; $2. 50: minimum. ’ 

In anticipation ‘of: ‘visitors. soon 
_ to. move. .in. for “the © Churchill: 

_ ‘Downs. race. -meet | -starting.. Avril 
25, preceding: bya: week the Ken-. 
-tueky” Derby,” Ifoquois . Gardetis is 

: Offering: a’: modest_. ‘budget .. show.) - 
- Headed. . by --the.: Irwin: Twins" (rer 
viewed’ under New Acts.) 

Frank: Link, -emcee. and comie, 

‘. ppens with ‘a friendly style of story |. 
rapport ‘telling ~ and.”-establishes 

“with ‘the customers. He-introes the 
Hollywood. . Debs; .who step off. a. 

:. precision . tap ‘routine, followed: by}. 
;- a costume ‘number. madé appealing; , 
“by. Strobe lighting’ on ‘colorful 

". costumes; scanty. but cute: 
Bilt highlights exotic: dancer Jan. 

. Street, whose. ‘shedding: of. costume 
is’ more dainty - ‘than: frenetic. Gal: 

paces. her routine..in: good taste, 
and femmes’. Ain’ the. audience:.ap- 

‘parently eyed lier performance: as. 
™much as the males.: 

. Long. established ‘spot intends. to. 
‘book some top. acts; if. and. when. 

‘available. It. has’ set Joi. ‘Lansing. 
John" 

-“Gatewood;. piano stylist and local: 
‘has. his’ 

for an’. “early. ‘appearaiice. . 

“ keyboard. - practitioner, 
usual grouping of music: lovers in 

: ‘the: Lounge. : - Wied... 

. Queen's | ‘Surf, “nenotuta | 
Honolulu, April 2. 

“Blaine Frisbie’ 's Puka. Puka- ‘Otea 
~ Troupe’ 13) 5. $2. 20: minimum. 

“What: started. ‘as. a. “hobby ‘two. 
years ago -las ‘developed into the. 
‘most exciting. pro: troupe - of: Poly-. 

-: Nesian: dancers, singers. and. musi-. 
- Clans’ ever. ‘imported to.’ Hawaii. 
. Each entertainer ‘is-- from... Tahiti, 
Samoa --or™ Rarotonga, : each.’ hand:| . 
. picked by: Elaine Frisbie; and each: 

.. Sontributgs supptantialy ‘0 to the suc: 

with | 

b.o. ‘recor 

-Sary and “wise; : 

While the routines are both. auth: | E 
entic-.and disciplined, performers.|.. 
display -individual..enthusiasm: and |. 

though each .show. runs- about 55] | 
repertoire © changes. for. a 

- hand,” Weaves through the: proceed- | different. ve 

“Hello,” Dolly”. re-- 
- ‘cording hit is- ‘mevitable along. with’ 

Sticks” ny: 

. songs *: 

Chiarleston, 
| Ball” and a ‘soft-shoe: rendering | of 
“Two A. Day.” 1. wt 

‘The  “Bén ; ‘arden’ “house” “band. ' 
‘astutely picks- up. the. whimsical 

rn are? 

’ cess: of ‘the: hottest: tropical show Be racers 
this ° side ‘of. Tahiti; . iB 

: Run in this. spacious. Deachside BS 
bistro is nearing the énd of its first | 
‘year, with. just about every. Waikiki | . 

being broken by the |: 
fast-paced: show -that ‘draws. Ahome-. RS 
‘towners as well as‘tourists, fh BS 

_ ‘Troupe . numbers | 13," but’ ‘work: BS 
‘schedules are staggered : -$o. each} Kes 
‘night’s performances. (3) are staged}: 
‘by -10. On’ a seven-nights-a-week |. 
‘grind, talent rotation is both neces-}. 1 

a collective. sense: of. ; -humor. Ale |. FS 

minutes, .. 
each ‘performance:. 
- Solo and-ensemble. Tahitian’ dane: | 
es, complete -with frenzied: hip: wig: |” 
gles” that --would -.make ‘many an | - 
“exotic” dancer. either blush or turn = 
green with envy, are so “uninhibited. - 
‘as they come, but. far from ‘vulgar. 
The: gals are’ ‘comely, .thée: guys"are. 

a stage alone. with. her ‘repertoire’| handsome—and the . show. sparkles 
with’ sun-bronzed. sex appeal... 

‘Miss Frisbie; herself. half-Poly- 

late. author’ Robert. Dean- -Frisbie, 

Seas)’. 

‘struction trade journal. ‘She's been | 

some’ years... 

cial booking was -a- series ‘of ‘week- 
-end dates. at an “unlikely; : then- 

and. wanted. fe see ° 7“ ‘something | 

Speneecliff ‘ 
chain éxecs,; hunting for-a surefire 
show for. the Queen’s ‘Surf, prompt- 

_ ly ~ -pacted: Miss Frisbie — ‘and ‘her 
troupe. Contract. runs. through New 

beach park. Walt.” 

. Palmer ‘House, ‘Chi | 
~ Chicago,’ April 1.- 

$3.50 cover. - 

but ‘this is’ the first: timé his home- 

‘ town: folk has been able to; see him. 
in, a nitery setting... 
It’s a puzzle to: some tow ‘Sher- 

man’ “has made. stich’ ;a :smash_ out | 

of the oldest. of parlor: amusements } 
His: ‘song. substi-| ° 

put™ they = are | 

neither. terribly: hip: and: seldom ||: 
blue—the-: usual | formula for. :suc- fe 

—Song | ‘parody. 
tutes. ° “are clever, 

cess “fn this. format, 
Certainly Ps good. ‘part. “of. hist note 

| appeal: is: his -own .znlikely .stage’| - 

7 image—portly,owlish. ‘and ~puckish. 
Too, 

with.. ‘an “air | of boyish 
naughtiness © “as though: ‘expecting’ 
the . teacher “to: .come® ‘back in. the:|, 
room before ‘he- -finishes.. 
Perhaps. for: this. reason, “his. hest: 

number remains. “Hello. ‘Mudduh;. ' 
‘Hello Fadduh”’ with: its” evocations: 
of an ‘overweight .. child ‘eompenhsat- | 
ing. by--being . overly. bright, . Much’ 
‘the -same applies . to’ ‘his -“Over=| 
‘weight | People” . version ° “08. “Over. | 
The . Rainbow.” 

Storm”). 

- at 

prea 

Spark Town. ‘Strutters: 

tone - of Sherman’ s ‘turn, and, per: 

usual, contribs: its’ own: prime brand 
Of dance: music.: 
‘Jane ‘Russell, ‘Connie. Haines - & 

Beryl. Davis open a AprH 15° for. two. 

vers, 7 SOIC Mot 

who made his. home’ in .the South} 
isthe. wife. of Don. Over, \ 

publisher. of a thriving. ‘Pacifie: con- 

‘a solo. name:. performer . here- for) 

‘She. ‘asgembled a troupe. “Of fellow 
‘Polynesiaris.. more’ or less for the|’: 
-fun .of it;:.and..entertained: at’ pri-|. 

- vate. ‘parties. First major. commer- 

unknown. fledgling nitery, the ‘Sand-: 
‘box,’ midway . between. the. airport | 
‘and downtown Honolulu. It was .a 
lucrative - deal . for.‘ cabbies -.whoj 

. | picked = up* - Waikiki tourists -who|. 
“already ‘had. seen Hawaiian: ‘shows |. 

“nitery- - ~pestaurant’ 

Year’s. Eve,’ after :which ‘the. ‘pic- 
| turesque hitery+once the mansion 
of the late millionaire Chris Holmes |-. 

|--is' slated” for. ‘demolition; - 
‘the site ‘converted: into, a ‘municipal | 

“with. } 

a ‘works: well-for the ladies:- 
1a -sensual ‘style; - ‘polished: “presence . 
| ‘dnd. a..certain: dynamic. flair. that }- 

“1 give “him: eonsiderable- appeal. ‘for | 
‘A: ‘nice. ar=} 

Tangement | ‘of “Rxodus”’: is’ his’ top. 
-_ Joe: Campus - As. _ arranger- 

+ conductor. 

“Dan. Rowait and Dick. “Martin: ‘are’| 
-just- fine, ‘but they - need. new. :mate-| 
rial,. ‘But. they: are. saved by. their]. 

- These . are - two _ Of: ‘the |} 
: Queen Elizabeth, Monti 

“ ANan ‘Sherman ‘Bud © : Cece: : 

Robinson, “Ben: Arden: Orch;: $3: 

Allan. ‘Sherman. Opened to: a  jam-| : 

packed : house. ‘at ‘the spacious. _Em- | 
pire. Room, . -and thé enthusiasm. 

with. which his ‘preent” show. ivas- 

=} received ‘would seem. to. portend..a. 

‘Vbusy .two:,frames. for: this. poshery. | 
‘+ He’s: "played | ~Some * ‘concerts -here, . 

i brilliant, breezing -close: 
the |.Style: ‘somewhat: ‘Femindful ‘of Jack 

NELSON EI EDDY. 
‘Now ‘looking. forward. to: his in 

year as-a.night-club performer, with 
gorgeous. GALE SHERWOOD, - 

-| the Saddle‘and Sirloin, Tueson, “Best. 
act .of the year in | ucson,” - Claimed 
Dick Alexander in the Arizona Daily 
Star. last: season. Bookings. are. ‘now. 
coming . in’: for °1965:. 

A.P.A. Ine, ‘handles ” 

Cocoanut ‘Grove, LA. 
- ‘Los: Angeles, _April 4A 

“Rowan. &. Martin, Enzo Stuarti; 
$3. 50: cover. plus $3 minimum. : 

‘'Something® “old: “something: new 
is: on. the. ‘current Grove. ‘bill, Enzo | 

‘Stuarti.. is: ‘the. newest. -singer™ to. 

make : a’ Tocal |: ‘nitery. pow, - -whilé 

have... developed: a: following - with 
essentially: the: same. material 
they: ve. used ‘for: years... ; 

- Stuarti,. another:-of. the: big'v voice, 
designed: "for. romance, ‘Jfalian. sing- |.” 
ers, comes. on with -a- smooth* act 
‘that: runs. the -gamut- from:. “Yours. 
Is My. Heart. Alone”. through . “Ar- 
rivederci., .Roma;” 

closing. - In“this case, the: latter is. 
“Pagliacci.” me 

- Stuarti is: ‘fine: when he. ‘relaxes ; 
But: ‘in. the . pleasant. melodic. area. 

‘his sell. isa bit too. hard. 

As’ ‘a: performer, however,  Staartt 

average "audiences. 

entry, - 

delivery... 
funniest eomics Working... 

‘Martin? ‘S : grinning, © 
concentrated. character, .. for ~. 
‘stance, “gets..a-- perfect’ “foil in 

; Rowan’ § ‘staunch. straightman.. Pair 
have * ‘superb- timing.’and: an. innate} 
‘sense’ of . audience ‘communication, |. 
even working : in, Stapstick burlesque,| 
style.” 

for. dining and Saneing.. "Dale. 

Bon Soir. N.Y”: 

Ma‘ge.- Cameron; 
Tiger ‘Haynes. Trio; $5. minimum. 

"Joining holdovers. Karen “Anders 

‘and Peggy. ‘Hadley: in ‘this - - Green- |: 

“wich: Village downstairs “club: are-| | 
{how smoothly - projected, to ‘get his| redhead. singer-comedienne’. Marge 

‘Cameron. and comic -Jerry: Collins: 

’ MissCameron’s. strength. -is in 
her: special: -material, - -as . displayed - 
in-a ‘hip, cynical number. on. name-- 
‘gossips, ““Dirt,: Dirt,, Dirt;”.a ‘goug-. 

‘He also: has a ‘superior ‘talent for | ing satire ..-on- - Richard-. Rogers’. 

‘word imagery. in: such numbers as. 
“Skin”  (“You. Gotta -Have Heart”) 
and «.“Walk ‘Through. The: Bronx” 
‘Walk . ‘Through -The .. 
Opening. - night: customers got ‘a}: 
bonus in that: Mimi Hines. was’ in: 
‘the’ audience: and joined: ‘Sherman.|- 
in’ his version ‘of: “Small “World.” - 
fae Bud: -& Cece - Robinson. are “yét= | 

- eran’. headiliners-assists._” 
‘Empire. ‘Room .and: they” carry: off 
th r t m othl and t. el ere. chores - smoo y st | his punchlines: whether: they : take |. 

Or not—“Aren’t you: folks’ .a: little | 
éarly. for-the’ Pair?”: “I remember. 

“These: Are the “Things. I. Love” (as: 
auditioned. by. a. “stripper): and. a 
‘standup bit on’.a: Rheisigold .Girl 
‘who has become a beer. souse. The. 
rest. of. her | stuff—the “blue ‘jokes. 
told. straightaway and: the grievous 
Dallads—she can. ‘throw. out; 

“Gollins opens “slow and: ‘builds: to 

E. ‘Leonard, ‘he broadsides the audi- 
‘ence: ‘with ‘a flurry. of insults tO cap. 

you from three: ‘years ago, Madame. 
—I-never forget’ a: -dress, 2 

With sharp timing, he slips in’ ‘a. 
lock: of swish, bits with appropriate |. 
-accents.” He can soar.on his theme, 
with the likes of such bitter. remi-: 
|Niscencés as: the crows. for enlisted: 
Men and the .doves. and ‘swans and. 
things for. officers.. 

na fas wis an
 ier eat | 

ata ee Mn en 

Rowan .&. ‘Martin ‘are. regulars who | 

a romantic’ ‘med-.| 
‘ley.’ and-! the. inevitable Operatic} 

He has. 

dumb .- “sexe . 
ins. 

Bil oe 

"Sands, Las “Wegna’ 
- Las” Vegas, April 1. 

* Danii: ‘Thomas, Piccola ‘Pupa, 

| ‘Harry Kofal, Walter Popp, Antonio. 
Morelli Orch, ‘Line;- $5. minimum, 

“And lots ‘ of 

‘Qne of the paradoxés of Thomas" 
career is-that he can. go - directly 
from the push-button. show biz that: 
‘is’: ‘television: ‘back Into‘ the.:saloon 
‘biz with .a facility: that. comes’ only 
-with-experience, and. showmanship. 
‘He certainly has ‘a’secured grip. on. 
both. experience ‘and. ‘showmanship 
as he. parades’ his wealth.of mono-; 

logistic .and. other talents for an 
2 hour on the Sands. stage. : 

-The best comedy ‘is invariably by. 
{those who. resort .to their humble- 
.| beginnings, and. it’s-no casual ¢coin- 
|:eidence : that: Thomas- recalls,. for’ 
much of - his effective. comedy, . his’ 
struggling -Youth in a city long the.: 
butt - of - the. show-: biz. ‘jokesters— |: 
Toledo. His. marital. ‘life, his com- | 
ments on. income tax, a travesty on 
“South Pacific,” his parrot ‘story— 
these are some “of. the: humorous. 
‘pits | with. - which - Thomas -demon-- 
strates how. to. win. ‘audiences, and 
influence . business. : 

‘This isn’t- entirely Thomas’ ‘show, 
He -has..'a. 12-year-old Poon eke 

e. 

‘found in Italy ‘a. year: ago, and. she’) . 
‘Sings up:a storm. Does three num-. 
‘bers ‘with the assurance of ‘Thomas 

and only- ‘Thomas could. 
. follow. her: oe! 

Opening night she Brought down 
the ‘house -with ‘her. .two Italian 
rhythm - numbers’ and ..one. ‘Yank: 

namied Piccola Pupa, - whom 

himself,’ 

standard, the latter with Thomas. 
‘Youngster « has’. appeared. -Tecently 
On. Thomas’ tv. Show. : 

- Walter. ‘Popp. remains © iPhomas’ 
able musical director,--from, the}. . 
piano, with Antonio “Morelli’s -house. 

“The” show’s, only: ‘production 
umber, .at the .opening is distin- 

.: | Moreover, Sinatra Jr. goes off key °: 
“J oceasionally, - 

orch. 

‘Buished by the 11: gal lookers. 

| Show: is: in: for ‘three: ‘weeks.’ 
. Kahn. 

..Montreal, ‘April. 2. 

Carnen. “Cavallaro, 
Orch (12), Salle-Bonaventure Trio, 
$2.50 cover, $3" Saturdays: no Sun- 
day show. 

_NIGHT. cup. REVIEWS | 

ea I show. biz ‘narrative; * involving ’ ‘ant 
' | the absurdly. titled acts from Frick |. 

NY.) & Frack ‘to you name ‘it: At one 
“i [point he laments ‘the: fact - that: he | 
‘I: |doesn’t have Lenny. Bruce’s guts. | 
I | He’s ‘just the right shade of -blue 

Se | as is; however, and is: particularly 
AGE ‘suited to ‘club work that’s dust this | 

Ss side, ot. the- pokey. ee 

. “Danny: "Thomas is: “back. at. the 

; Sands;. his ‘pérennial playdate ‘since 
| he. opened: the hotel almost a dozenj 
years -ago, and his yeturn - ds - the. 

_| signal -for: two. things: ‘entertain-. 
tment and" business. 
| both: It’s. doubtful. if Thomas. ‘has 
“j ever, been better.. “°°. 

(has. a fine’ tonal quality, 

Nick. Martin 

‘Ja: ‘considerable lift... 

Club ‘Tropicore, PR. 
.San Juan, March 28. 

* Tommy Dorsey Orchestra Re- 
vue, Sam Donahue, Helen Forrest; 
Pied: Pipers, Frank Sinatra Jr.,. 
‘Charlie Shavers, Jeannie Thomas; oF 
$5. cover;: -$5 minimum, 

"Musical nostalgia is the forte. at. 
} the: ‘Tommy Dorsey Orchestra Re- . 

'., |Nue. at Hotel .Et-San* Juan's Club: 
_ | Tropicoro.. Unit is billed -as ‘the: 

| Tommy Dorsey. Orchestra by vir-. 
‘tue. of acquisition -of original 
‘Dorsey band orchestrations. leased 
| for. five years’ from. the. late band- 

leader’s -estate. - The powerhouse: 
‘crew is headed by'Sam. Donahue, a 
competent ‘and versatile musician. | 
Format is highly reminiscent of — 

the “big band”. ‘stage. shaws that 
toured. ‘theatres throughout the’ 
1930s-.and:1940s.- Show features: 
-vocalist. Helen.Forrest (long with - 

“the Harry. James.’band); the Pied’ 
Pipers .vocal quartet sla permanent. 
fixture with the. venerable Dorsey 
band); Charlie Shavers 4trumpet- 
‘playing: sideman and jazz -soloist); 
songstress: Jeannie. Thomas,- ‘trom: 
:bonist Larry O’Brien and Frank: 
Sinatra Jr.: 

‘Show - opens. with: ‘a. “medley: of. 
Dorsey faves: ‘Opus 1,’ “Yes,. In- 
deed” and “Song of India,” Group 

and. rips 
into. a fast-passage with precision. 
Shavers eontribs a smooth trum-. 
‘pet rendition. of. .““Embraceable 
You,” - with intricate embellish- 
ments, an updated, ‘upbeat “Dark 
Eyes, ” plus - a: -: couple of blues. 

Saccharine ind sentimental tunes” 
‘rendered by: the Pied Pipers in- 
clude “Sunny Side of: ‘the Street,” 
“Look at Me Now” and “Let’s Get 
Away From It. All.” -Quartet is 
‘well-rehearsed, . but. doesn’t. always 
stimulate the excitement the yes- 
teryear Pied Pipers did with the 

| assistance of. Jo Stafford, and Frank: . 
Sinatra Sr... 

without ‘lyrical ‘conviction, he leans 
heavily. on: his ‘sire’ for style. He 

| intones : and..gestures as. does his 
father tilting.. his head slightly, His 
choice, of songs are all Sinatra Sr.°:. 
pop classics: “Pll : 
April,’ “I Only Have Eyes for You,” - 
“Tl. Never ‘Smile Again,” “Nancy 

_ | With the Smiling Face” and “Night 
and Day,” among: others. 

Young Sinatra ‘does not have the. 
lush -vocal quality associated : with 
Sinatra Sr.,or the ability to slur 
‘a passage” ‘with: ‘liquid sensuality. 

‘But despite all .these 
faults, he has" ‘spunk. and. a Prom- 

! ‘| ising | future. 

Miss’ Forrest still has. her -own’ 
|'sound, ‘passion -in her delivery. and 
Ja- fine ‘Stage presence. She war-. 
bles such oldies..as “Lonesome 
Road” and “I Don’t: Want to Walk’ 
Without You:.”- ‘Songstress scores 

| heavily and gives the Dorsey. Revue 
Din. 

: Aside . from. the’ fact: that Sina: ane 
tra. Jr.'s voice ‘is: undeveloped and 

Remember 

“ings. are’. by. now so familiar that {. 
‘Freddy “Martin: orches stra, ‘and ‘the : 

Eddie ‘Bergman ‘ ‘Stings’. “continue | 

| know ‘what he’s getting long’ before | 
; walking... into: the elegant Toaom. . 

eral Anders .&° Peggy rate), | 

he . delivers.- his retreated - J erry - Collins, 
fin -a -style that”is. lyrically -roman- | 

‘tT tie, but. never lacking: the impecca-. 

Carmen: “‘Cavallaro’s ‘rane styl- 

King’s Clab Dallas 
7S ‘Dallas, April 1. . 

‘Dave Madden, ‘Lynda. Freeman, 
‘Raul. Arrambide, King’s Club Trio; 

* private club, 10° ‘cover OF. mini- . 
mim. . : 

there’s.. hardly. ‘a customer sitting |. 
through - the- Salle “Bonaventure’s 
45-minute current show. who doesn’t | : 

What: he gets,. in fact, is. ‘true |: 
Cavallaro, with the. sweeping hand | . 
movement and: delicate fingerings: 

Dave Madden ‘scores solidly. in 
his ‘first «fortnight.. here and the. 
fesbonsive: a lure it by word. of 
mouth, should lure lusty. biz to this 

ble ‘discipline. of. a “piano ‘virtuoso. . ‘plush intimery.. “Comic. is ‘bullish 
:- Cavallaro, moreover, “doesn’t de-|-with ‘surefire original material, 
pend. on. mere. sound, : no’ matter. and has flawless: pacing . to reap 

musicaf message across. “Rather, he biggest returns, 

never. lets upon his showmanship, | “Madden ‘uses. headline items and: 
{worldwide évents, adds fresh 

which is. ia sell beanie music| punch: lines, and with his nervous, 

In: a: 

formal repartee. with-the audience, 
‘or’: lighting carefully ‘designed | to 
create ‘am 

“Since ‘showmanship ds. a key: to 
‘his. success. :in the. case of. the’ cur- 
rent Bonaventure.:Stint, it’s: unfor- 
tunate: that the room “Jayout: does 
not permit a fuller. view of .Caval-| 

|laro’s hands working the. full length 
of -the- keyboard. . 
numbers ‘includes -almost - every-: 
thing: from. “‘Dancing In ‘the Dark”. 
to: the background music. he’ did for 
‘the’ Eddy: Duchin” film, _*Voodoo. 
“Moon.” 3) 

‘Also rat- 
‘ling plaudits: for 4_good: show-cut- 
ting. job is. Nick: Martin's. band... 

It’s all. a: display. of. ‘mood. ‘creéa-. 
tion. followed: by. brilliant -pyrotech-- 
nics.- at. ‘the-keyboard. . But’ the 
audience™ is captured with little. 
trouble: Cavallaro had: to: beg off 
Jon night: show caught. — 
” ie Jose, GEee9.iz s sad Lian. 

>| the - laughs: .. Tolling for 
. Initting. ~ . 

His - choice. of: 

ul oug MeeKB I Ee a! 

almost apologetic’ delivery, ‘keeps. 
hefty 

He satirizes multiple subjects for 
his: Steady ‘score, but smartly never. 
‘steps on his laughs.as he offers new 
twists on tv: plugs, Metreécal, safety 
‘belts, new cars and fallout shelters, 

‘Sock’ routine -is his Leopoldville 
‘Hootenanny, where he dons purple 
flasses, red beret, a weird robe 
and .strums | guitar while’ singing ~ 
parodied lyrics of folk tunes. Mad- 
den should click in top clubs. with’ 
his beaucoup. material. He has. to 

“| beg’ -off here. after | his 40-minute 
Much | ‘of: Cavallaro’s S- “impact can g 

be ‘traced: to. his: : ‘own sidemen,,| 
-Frank:: Martinez - .on.. the. bass ‘and | 

| Joe Testa: at the.drums, 

‘Stint. 
‘“Femcee Lynda: “Freeman offers. 

pleasant. ‘vocals .between. shows and. 
‘Mexicantroubadour Raul. Arram-: 
-bide;.a fixture -here, table strolis © 

‘| with guitar ‘and his Spanish songs... 
for: continuous’ entertainment. . 
House trio has little to do at show-. 
time, | except Jaugh, but. dispenses 

. good dansapation: 
Show runs .a: :fortnight, with. 

{ Jerry’ Van Dyke. due ‘April. 13 for 
8.64. 1 Bara, & 



NEW. YORK city. 
"= Music HALE — Rockettes.’ Corps’ de 
Ballet, Raymond. Paige’ Symphany mes n 

AUSTRALIA «' 
. MELBOURNE (Tivoli) _Jackia- Wainer, 

_ Evelyn Page, Katherine & Karen Kessey,. 
‘Yvonne Barrett, Joan Stuart, -Angela 
O'Toole, Barbara Young, Lesley Secombe,. 
-gangt Dearness,. Joan Morrow, - Sue Men- 

ts SY ONEY. (Tivolli—Penny Nicholls; Bob- 

‘Andrews, The D’Angolys, Two Pirates, | 
“Andrews, 1 ‘Eddie. Mendoza, Eric: Whitley, | 
‘Jef Hudson, Harry Currie, Keith Leggett, | 
_Jackie Griffiths, ‘Maureen ‘Wilson, Wendy 
-Faulkener. wT 

BRITAIN. 

BIRMINGHAM ‘HIPPODROME—Eaniind |: oe 

Hocktidge:. Flack. & Lamar, Chris Carlsen 7 

Four «Jones Boys, Bert “Weedon, 
Caravelles, Toni et..Margo, ‘Billy Baxter... 

_ BLACKPOOL TOWER CIRCUS—Char--. 
lie Cairoli and - Company, 
‘Marilees, Lilian ‘Daniels: and: :-Her -Folar 

Bears, -Konyot’s,.Chimpanzee. Rodeo. The 
4 Rodriguez, Circus Schumann's. 12. -Lib-. 
‘erty ‘Horses .presented by Billy Baker, 
The Ascots, Kimi Yokoi. Sre-Hee- Troupe, 
Bartscheily, . Evelyn. ‘Hans "and $ Her 
Poodles, ‘Radi Liata,. “-Desmond. “and: 
Marks,, Fuzzy-Ball Kaye and Tiny. Tommy. 
Gallaher, ‘Our Sammy, Little Jimmy: and 
the Circusettes. .. 
COVENTRY-—Dickie Héndergon, Jimmy 

‘Clitheroe, Pinky and:-Perky, Jimmy Tar- 
buck, Susan Lane, Four Gale’ Boys, Los. 
Flamencos, Uzo. Garrido;: Billy’ ‘Winsor; 
Alexandra’ Dane, .Malcom - ‘Goddard Danc- 
“GES, Six In Harmony. - 

LONDON : PALLADIUM--Lena’: Horne, 
The Bachelors, Des O'Connor, | The Three 
Monarchs.. Arthur. -Worsley,.: The |. Bal 
Caron .Frio,. The -De 1 Ray ‘Brothers, ‘The 
Kuban Cossacks... 

' LIVERPOOL .EMPIRE. —. ~ Dave. " Clark 
Five. McAndrews: & Mills, George . Mea- 
ton,. Dave’ Netson. Alan Fieldi~’ Susan 
Maughan. Mari:: Wynter...’ 
“VICTORIA PALACE —. The "George 

Mitchell. Minstrels, -John Boulter, ~ Tony: 
Mercer -and Dai. Fraricis; Leslie 'Crawther, 
“Margo Henderson. ‘ George “Chisholm - & 
-The. Jazzers, Schauer Brothers; The. r.. Vv. 
Toppers,, Pat. Ellis. : ; ; 

SCOTLAND. 
GLASGOW ALHAMBRA—Kenneth: Mc: 

Kellar, Rikki’ Fulton, Ferry Hall, Paul &. |. 
Peta Page - Puppets,. etc. - 

KING’S-—“Old-Tyme - ‘Music- Hall, ae with} 
Dave Willis. Jimmy. Plant, Bond. Rowell,’ 
‘Jean... Kennedy... ‘Master’. Joe Petersen, 
‘Davies. & Gray, Nat. _ Gonella, 
Moreton. 2 Rexanos.*~ ” 
GLASGOW KING’S.-Dave:. Willis.. dean’. 

Kennedy, Bond. ‘Rowell. Nat Gonella, ‘Ehis 
Jackson, Trevor Moreton. Davies: & Gray.. 
‘Master Jo Petersen, Two Rexanos,: Jimmy 

- Plant. 
Plant scow | PAVILION—Johnnie-.  Vie- ; 
‘tory. ‘Eileen Keezan. Sheila Paton. Don 
Gordon, Bab Se Jack Young, Moxon Girls,.|- 

etc. . 
EDINBURGH _PALLADIUM—Lex |. “Mc- 

Eean, The. Hi-Fi’s. 2I¢ ‘lody-Makers, . “Carr. Nei 
& ‘Vonnie. Margo: Bentley, : ete.::. -- 
AYR GAIETY — Jack Mitroy, Glen” 

Michael, Three Scott. Boys, . Hollander- & 
Hart, Moxon. Girls. : 
‘GLASGOW. METZOPOLE — Clark. al ent,’ 

‘Murray, Jae_ Gordon. Alexander - ". Bros... 
Alan Beale. Ivy Carey, -etc. 
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE THEATRE 

ROYAL—‘“An Evening of Old.Time Mu- 
sic Hall.” Morris. & Cowley, Dave ‘Willis, . 
Sandy Powell. Vill. Summers, Marie: Lloyd, 
Geddes Brus:: Joan. Hurley, | Davies. . 
Gray. Nat 'Gonella;.Jimmy. Gay. 

Cabaret: Bis 

NEW. YORK: CITY 
APARTMENT . _Melodye™ “Condos.” 

Charles De Forests. 
BASIN ST. EAST--Pat Collins, Joe &! 

Eddie 
BITTER END—Joan Tolliver, Jim; Jake: 

& Joan. 
BON SOIR: — ‘Three. Flames; “Marge 

-Cameron, 
BLUE. ANGEL— Rolf. ‘artis, Ketty. ‘Les: | 

“ter. Dan Elliot. ‘g- 
‘CAFE. AU GO GO_—Greeco:. & ‘Willard: 
CHARDAS— Bela. Babal -Orc.,'. Elemar } 

Horvath. Tibor Rakassy... Dick - Matta.. 
Janos Hozzsu, Kato .Fenyas.. 
CHATEAU MADRID—Los. Chavales. ‘ade | 

Espana. - ‘Emilio -Reves Ore... Carbia’ Ore. ° 
_- COPACABANA—Sersio * “Franchi, - Joey 
Forman. Eddie. Albert. Joseph Mele Ore.- 

, ‘CRYSTAL ROQAI— 105% Mooney 
EM BERS-—Joey. Bushkin,. 

ton 
‘GRINZING . —_— Kalman Banyak. ‘Henry. 
utz: 
Ee WALIAN, ROOM—Teiko*- 

Keolu Beamer, aAuletta’ Orc. \ 
FIVE SPOT—Sonny Rollins &. Co. a 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc...” .: 
HOTEL AMERICANA—Julie™ ; London: :| 
ee Evans Orc. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER-Sylvia “Barry, | 

Mi tt Saunders: Ore 
HOTEL “PARK “SHERATON — “Irving | 

Fields 
7 HOTEL” PLAZA-—Kessler . Twins, 
Coleman .Orc., Mark Monte Orc. . Plaza-9 ; 
Room: Julius. Monk, Gerry Matthews, 
Jamie Ross. Nagle Jackson, Ruth Buzzi,- 
Barbara Cason, -Delphi_ Harrington; . Rich: 
ard Blair.. Jan - Templeton, . _Wm, “Ray, 
-Robert Colston 

‘Yannagl. 

HOTEL . ST. ‘REGIS Peter. Duchin ‘Ore... 
Nancy — Manning, Quintero "Ore, “Walter; 
Kay. Jani Sa rkozi 
MOTEL 'SAVOY-HILTON— Arturo “Ar. f 

turos. 
oe HOTEL” _ SHERRY-NETHERLAND - _ Su! 
Christman: 

+ HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA _ ‘Edie. 
Adams,’ Emery. Davis ORC, Horace _ Diaz 

Ore. ; 
INTERNATIONAL —"Vive. “Les, Girls.” “TD 

“Mike Durso. 
‘LATIN SUARTER Eddie Albert; Dino 

Formachini, Rally: &: Arry. Jack Le Cayen., | 
Marion. Conrad,’ ‘Jeanne -Michélle, Jo. Lom- : 

Kaye |: bardo Ore... 
Sisters.: 

“Sammy” Bidner . Or., : 

LIBORIO=-Celia: Cruz, Pancho Cardenas. 
Ore. ‘Candido.: 

‘LIVING. ROOM—Kathy ‘Keegan. 
“Anderson, ° Bob Manning, Bob. F 

NO. 1 FIFTH AVENUE—Hankinson 
De. Maio. Stan. Freenian, Teresa Celli. 

RAT. FINK: 
. Marty. Walker. Sheryl :Easley. .. 

RED GARTER--G-String. Strugglers. © 
RED. QNION—Banjokers. -. - 
SAHBRA—“‘Hora .Hootenany” ‘Menasha 

Casey 

& 

+ Baharav Orc.. Gavri. Ders.. Margolit An-. 

Fexa. Zahavi. Kory, ‘Botsheva Baroa™ & ra. 
‘Fu ’ 

SNIFFEN: COURT: ‘INN—Renee: Taylor..| 
Joe. Randi.- Pepi Moreale 3. 

vO den, 

- Jennie Smith, 

The: Flying }- 

+D* ‘Lacy OFc.:. 

. Trevor ae 

-: acters. 

Lenore Pax- : . 

Emil} 

erro Orc. - 

ROOM — Jackie Kannon. 

‘| Varieties, Carlton . 
‘SQUARE EAST—“Qpea Season at Sec-} MacBeth. -O 

_end. City.” . Barbara. ) Harris, Severn: Dar-: 

= Py ys 
.Schreiber, Ben ioe Jet a 

: THE. “MOST——Morgana ‘Hing’ & Kings- - 

“UPSTAIRS. © 
: Over : Nightly;” Jane. Alexander, :: 
tyre Dixon,. Paul. Dooley, Richard ‘Liber- 
thn. ‘Mary. Louise ‘Wilson. “ 
ner” -Bill Brown, Virgil - 

' Mercer; -Carol Morley. 
Curry, 

Lillian * ‘Cavell; Ernest Sehoen ‘Orc: '. 
VILLAGE GATE—Nina Simone, ° Stratus 
Near East.’ ‘Ensemble. 
VILLAGE: -BARN—Jéss | ‘Long, 

‘Allen; Gene. Allens. Barn. ‘Stompers, Lou 
“| Harold. Orc. 

“VILLAGE VANGUARD Bil: ‘Evans. *: 

- CHICAGO 

tre,” -June .-Ericson,: ‘Haskell ‘Gordon,.. Ann. 
Hilton, Ross, -Lashbrook, Bert -Vallencourt. 
BLUE’ ANGEL-—— 

‘roH, Lord. Montego, Lord. ‘Smiley, 

: CONRAD HILTON: — “Ladies - Fist”? 

f McClean &. Caroline Paul, Boulevar-Dears: 
S),. . “Boulevar-Dons. _O) Jimmy Palmer, 

re. * 

Franz Benteler ‘Orc. 

way” 

Blade . Ore, 
LE “BISTRO—Ann - Richards: 

Milano. Trio. -. 
‘LONDON. HOUSE--Gene Krupa " Quar- 

tet;. Jose Bethancourt Trio. ~*~. 
‘MISTER. KELLY’S—Don:. Adams, 

stein Trio. - 

& Cece Robinson, Ben Arden Orc.-:-  . 
PLAY8OY—Ray. Hastings, Dink ‘Free. 

‘man,-:Burt ‘ Taylor.” Donna Fuller. 
‘Coleman, Cathy Johnson. . © ~ 

Missing,” John Brent,” ‘ack Burns, 
Elder, Sally . Hart,. ‘Gene .: Kadish, .. 

- UShapli;. David ~ Steinberg, ~BilI- Mathieu. 
SHERATON. BELACKST 

“fates ‘Frank York | Ore... 

al .. . LOS ANGELES. 
COCOANUT .GROVE—Rowan & ‘Martin... 7 

Enzo. Stuarti . 
“CRESCENDO—Jack E. 

‘Carr. : 
‘Leonard, 

‘Steve. LaFever.. 

- SLATE BROS. —Simmy Bon:. 
STALE H4#O1 EL—George - 
TOWN © ‘HOUSE—Red Nichols. 

Penn nie 
TROUBADOR—Hayt “Axton,- 

ve “LITTLE: CLUS—Monte Mansfeld. . 

“LAS “VEGAS : 

- Libesa ce 

Peggy. Lord. Patti- 
Stevenson. Ore. - 

. DESERT. 
Donn. ‘Arden Dane¢ers, Carlton. Hayes: Orc. 
Lounge: (Pinky:.:Lee, Davis .: & 
Mafalda -Trio; -Lilting. Strings: 

lp DUNES —Frederic . “Apear’s ' 
aris? 

Kim,- 

“Casino. de 
Jstarring : _Line Renaud. . 

Table: Jose Mario;. Arturo: Romera, Strings 
pap. 

"EREMONT—Cables, - Fables. Paul. Dino.’ 
~ GOLDEN ._NUGGET—Buck Owens, Billy’ 
Gray, Ronnie Pearson, Judy Kay.. 

: HACIENDA—-‘“Les -:Poupees:. de Paris.” 
ink. ‘Spots;- 

: MINT “Hong “Kong: Scandals,” 
Moreno’s. . Artists - and Models. 

tians. : . 
.- NEW! “FRONTIER—Bobby Wick - 
‘Ray: Brand in . “Fantasy ‘on. Ice;”: Clara 
Ward. Singers. Dick Rice Orc.’ 

Jack Catheart -Ore. Lounge: Johnny. Des-. 
mond, Jack: Ross. Betty Ayres’ Sparkling 
Strings. ‘Marty ‘Heim. Trio... - 

: SAHARA--Tony. Bennett, Moro-Iandis 

Prima, . Gia. Maione,. ‘Sam ‘Butera, 

H  SANDS.—Dariny ‘Thomas. ‘Lounge: Mar-: 
tin Denny, Johnny Prophet. :Vido Musso; 
Dave Burton, Ernie Stewart. | 
SHOWBOAT — Jack “Jive”: 

Twin -° Tunes;. Johnny. Paul, 
. ¥ankovice,: Leo Wolf:. 

. Frankie 
roma 

SILVER R SLIPPER-—-Hank ‘Henry. Sparky | - 
Kaye. Lili “St... Cyr.. Jack Larson; Eddie - 

Innes, : Danny ‘Jacobs,. 
George: ‘Redman ‘Ore:..: Lounge: 
-Teagarden, ‘Funtastics,. ‘Beverly Marsh al 

; Skeets Minton 
"STARDUST—“Lido de-- " Paris,* 

O'Neal ‘Orc... Lounge: 

Laura Bel -Mar,. 

Don: CorneH,.. De-. 
Castro -Sisters, Esquivel, . ‘Lobato ‘Dancers, 
‘Nelida. Nalani Kele. | .. 
-THUNDERBIRD—Peter Ly Marshall - in 

“Anything: Gaes.” with Eileen ‘Rodgers, 
| Patricia’ Marand, Irving Benson. ‘Benny. 
Baker, ‘Nat’ Brandwynne Orc.- Lounge: 
‘Tremers. Brothers Castro,: Micki Lynn. 
| TROPICANA — “Folies Bergere,” --Ray. 
‘ Sinatra Orc. 
_ Se ‘Rogers, Al DeP atilis -4, Dubonnet' 3° 

_ RENO-TAHOE | . 
“ G@OLDEN-_Flapper. Follies with Vespia 

! Brothers. . Elsa &.- 
: Don: Staiton, Golden. Girls, John’ Carleton 
> Ore. : 
i. HAROLDS - —. Trini: ‘Lopez, -Johnniy 
| O'Brien. .Don-: Conn. ‘Orc. -- 

‘ HARRAH’S | (Reno) — DeCastro . ‘Sisters, 
Nick - ‘Lucas, ‘Judy-: Lynn, - 2 Kin ng - & 
Zaniacs...Red Coty... - 

OSHARRAN'S - CTahoe)—Anna “Maria: Al 
‘berghetti, ‘Vaug shn Meader,. Jolin Bubbles, 
Moro-Landis Dancers, ' 
Ore. --Lounge: . Billy :- Eckstine,. 
Colonna. Top Notéhers,. Coquettes,"- - 
:-HARVEY’S—Florian Zabach, .Curtiss &i 

J erry. 

: ‘Tracy: Town ‘Pipers, Jack. Bedient, Chess- | 
men. en. Jets ;:We Four, Orrin Tucker Ors, 

DAY. Jone -& Sondra. -Steele,. 
‘quires. Sparklers. Charles ‘Gould's : Satin 
Strings. 

‘Max. Daffner. Trio: 
“NEW CHINA. CLUB—Skip O’Gonnellt: ; 

NUGGET. {Sparks)—Bill Dana:. 

‘Foster: Edwards Orc.: .. 
RIVERSIDE—Arthur Waish,. Riverside 

rc. . 
WAGON - -WHEEL | ‘(Tahoe)—Rowan - & 

Martin. Gali Gali,. Johnny. Hamlia: Ore, 

In’ This. Cor- }° 
‘Marian 

J eanie . 

“Calypso .Nights’” Lord - 
Carlton,. Sami Coe & Anita, Georgia Car-'|- 

Ar. 
to | vues - Porothy Donegan. ce 

Clay, Pat! &: Victoria. 
INTERLUDE | ‘Paul. Winchell, Tani. 

Jones.-- 
‘MELODY - ROOM—Jack “Costanzo “Quar- 

|-tet, Jacqueline’ Fontaine. - ; : ; 

Five | 

“Five 

Reese, 

‘Lounge: 
| “Vive. Les’ -Girls??* Gwen Harmon. Sultan’s 

Johnny - Olenn,. Kay ‘Houston. 
_ Pat. 

NEVADA— Peter “Anthony, “Royal ‘Takit- in 

‘RIVIERA—Kay. Starr, Louis © Armstrong, 

Dancers,. Louis ‘Basil Orc:..Lounge: Louis: 
Char: | 

Sibel, {| upper’ talent: echelon hasn’t’ moved;. 
.| but. the agents . Say -that. some. are 
‘on the -verge of -accepting.” Eddie 

Lounge: Perez Prado;. Denis: 

~Behall, "Avery | 

men: < 

“TOWN a. {COUNTRY Buddy Hackett, “s 
Cass’ IR 
-&. DOWNSTAIRS—"Twice s 

MacIn-" 

-.VIENNESE . ‘LANTERN— Maria ™ Carillo, 

Franklin, Roy Sedl 

THE ‘BELFRY “Noises: te The’ Thea: | 

-aka, 
.Van. Smith: : Gre. 
‘CORAL. BEACH-—Steve. Alaimo; Bobby. - 

Hackett - 4,° Mal . Malkin 

mmy 
| Frank’ Sinatra’ Jr... Helen Forrest. Charlie | 

Denoh ue, Pupi Campo; ‘hes 

 DIPLOMAT—Buddy. Hackett, Neil Sed-. 
Dick _Haymes Sr... George Foster, 

Ore. oa 
Nennett Dancers, Bea 

CASTAWAY S Gospel _ Singers, ~ ‘Tony § 
‘Foster, Joe Nero. &. Dixiecrats.. “Kirby | 
Campbell, Wri ttes. = 
. DEAUVILLE — .To Dorsey -Ore:s-f- 

‘Chester’ 
Kalmus 

-EDEN:: roc — Belle ‘Barth, Escobat ‘Ore... 
Ric hard’. Tucker, ‘Monroe - Kasse Orc... 
-FONFAINEBLEAU—Len Dawson 

Pat: Galo, Hi Lads, ‘Ziggy Lane: 

Orc.,- 
‘| Gonzato- Baer’ Orc., Chero Del Prado: Ore., f 3 

LeBisTRO—B ily’ Dantels,: Pat Morte 
J Benny’ -P 

“MURRAY ” BRAN KLIN'S - : Murray 
Cys. Harvey ‘Bell, Guy: 

Rennie. . : 
PLAY ROOM Dakota . Staton,’ Mickey’ 

“Gentile. 3, Eddie” Sack 
THUNDERBIRD—Richie - Bros, “Berj 

Lucho Navarro, Well¢. &.Four Fays,, Mar-}- 
uel Del: Tora; Marie Langenbein,. Ernie 

‘Riordan, 
‘Gary Goodrow, ‘Larry © Hankin 

‘. HOTEL, CONTINENTAL —Phyllis “rick, | FAIRMONT - HOTEL--Ernie ‘Heckscher | - 
-[Ore 

DEL PRADO HOTEL “Hits. oF. Broad- : - Lye 

” DRAKE. HOTEL Carmel Quinn, Jimmy, . 

“Corinie : 

: Vaughn 4,: Jimmy Holmes: ‘Phyllis Branch. 
‘TONY’S FISH. MARKET—Milt Trenier,.| 

Nights. we 

--71,700. seat Star: Theatre, Nat King. 
| Cole: placidly: anfurls «a. three-hour 
:+ Singathon before - a _fotally mixed 
SRO house; °~: 7 

. But even: ‘more. startling are “his 
42: talented. Merry. Young’ Souls— |: 

GALAXIE. _: Nooney: ‘Rickett. WV... Joni 

“and” terp Tine: - 
tion: to. Cole & = Co.’s ‘efforts. from 

:| the: ‘outfront ofays and sepiaswas 
a ‘palm-thumping, whistling. stand- 

Remarkable Rubin, . Arabian . 

‘SAN: FRANCISCO” 
“_BIMBO!S—Lili St. Cyr..-..:- 
“THE. COMMITTEE—Kathryn_ Ish, “Fen 

Hamilton | Camp, - ‘Scott. Beach, - 

hungry: (John: Gary, 
Turtles: 
INTERLUDE--Don ‘Washington, Merrill. 

‘Hoover. Trio. 
JAZZ WORKSHOP Art, Blakey: Mes-. 

sengers: | 
The |: 

Turtles, - John‘ Frigo Trio, Marty - -Rubin-. 

OLD TOWN: NORTH—Addiss’ &: ' Crofut.: ! 
PALMER HOUSE—Allen. Sherman, Bud. 

io on . -BROADWAY— 

Ken. 7. 
- Rusty: Carlisle, : 

‘SECOND... CITY-—-'‘New “York. “City - Is . 
‘Ann .}- 

Omar} 

FONE ...-— _. Micky” 

{Terri . King, ‘The, “Henchmen. an 

Vitek] 

“DING'S Betsy. - ‘Dunean. ‘Jack: Elton; | 

ICE HOUSE—-Shagey Gorillas, Stewart |™ | 

‘don’t’ want . to- work. half. ‘thie year 

vadded. 

- LETTLE. FOX— “Private: Lives,” 
ore aie” alters. ahy. . 5 i ‘a any 

MEGOON'S— Turk. Murphy. and, ancy stand gives: moments: to‘savor.:' 
an obliging. gent with-. a: géntle,}; 
‘unpretentious mien; . has himself. 
a. wonderful’ time . onstage recall-. 

Hayes:: . _ 
OFF. BROADWAY—Mel. Torme. “ oa 

"Onder. the Yum 
Tre 
PURPLE. ONION —Albert oT, 

SAFARI. ROOM: (San: Jose)—Millé Bros. 
- SHERATON-PALACE-——Bola Sete. ; 
SUGAR . HILL—Shirley ‘Horn 3. 

' THE; ‘TRIDENT | (Sausalito)—Jean ‘Hof. 
Tran: ‘Ore... «. . 
“TIN. -PAN . “ALLEY ~ «Redwood: City) — 

* ‘Tooter Union. 
— ; Continued: from page. 73. — 

and . starve | the: other half, ” ‘he. 

A threé-year contract with. fiotels 
.exnires.. Dee. 1964: Pena- ‘declared + 
‘that. if a new. ‘contract isn’t agreed 
‘to- before. that: date hotels will’ not 

 castaways--"Holiday In’. The “Ort, 
“Bobby | 

Ewa on. a. ar-round basis 
INN. — Miiton ~ Berle: Show, Be S ye - 

have- musicians... He indicated what 
his. 1 .600-member - union will ‘be 
secking: in the coming negotiations: 
a oe will, insist’ that imusicians. get 

I will 
also. insist “on: a guaranteed. annual 
Wage . for -musicians. whether. clubs 
are open..or not. This means ‘those’ 
‘clubs. that are closed: Will be. asked 
to. agree to a high scale to: compen. 
‘Sate, ‘for-the closed perisds.”’ = 

*FLAMINGO—=Mitzi_ Gaynor. Russ. Black. 
Ore. , hounge: Della ‘Reese; Nita Crul, Bob! 

“mums,” .he pointed. out, * “according 

and: t: 

S Waldo. ‘Vega. Maddus, | 

Leighton - Noble. ‘y 

MAPES—Jan | Garber ‘Orc, “Bobby. Page 
. ‘Show, Finesters, Joe -Karnes. : 

NEVADA: LODGE. ‘(Tahoe)—Sawyer Sis, 

; ‘Gosi . 
Grant, George Arnold Singers. & ‘Dancers, 

‘that he’ is- rigid. on maintaining ‘a 
“Pena . rejected: the -sug gestion 

17- -piece’ band: in each- hotel . room. 
“Each room -. lias different ..mini- 

to : ‘its: “needs.” 

~ Suburban Names. 
—— “Continued. from page. Ky — 

Beach . and. ‘Cherry ° ‘Hill, N. Je The 
‘agents Say. that it’s ‘still too. early. to. 
tell’ whether: ‘the: ‘Fown & Country 
‘Club: 6r the San Su San will be 
included. in that ‘select: ‘itinerary. 
‘However, . they feel -that'-if.. the 
‘money: comes. up somewhat. : 

‘Schafer; . either . ‘of - these: .two- ‘spots, - 
headliners. may come in. | 
The. San Su’San kas. been throw-| ; 

ing. out offers. to Jimmy Durante, 
Peggy Lee, - .others.. ‘So. far, - the 

» The-.midcity.. cafes,. “such * as. the. 
Latin’ Quarter’ - and . . Copacabana, 
Basin St. ‘East, with half the T&C | 
capacity, cannot consider: these five-. 
figure. ~ offers: . Thesé ‘|. -bonifaces 

hurt ‘ by” failure. to. get 
tractions: 

The. trend. foward. ‘suburbia. ‘plus 
‘the ‘static ‘capacity: of the.. ‘urban 

cafes. of: their’ top. stars.. Bonifaces, 
‘thus’ far,’ have.: come “up: with’. no 
temedy to counteract, ‘this: trend. 

Test ‘Youngman. For’ 

“Henny” -Youngman, ‘who : ‘was, on: 
the Jackie ‘Gleason romp for CBS 
last Saturday. (4), isto be tested: in’ 

«| Hollywood -for*.the new Bing. Cros-. 
by .. videocast. - 
from the’ Crystal. ‘Palace’ in St. 
‘Louis, “where he’ is: currént: 

Had’ a: run of eight. appearances. of. 
late on. the ‘Johnny Carson Wy: ‘ses- 
jSion, © -  : 

eaansaia: . 

‘Helen. ‘Humes; 

‘Berry, 

“the. 

readily admit. that they| fae. been} 
he: top. at 

boites;. tend. to starve the’ bigcity- 

New: Crosby Videocast 

He’. “proceeds there | 

He’s 

Oliver 

, ‘through: 

-} sings. 

cellently. by the muted ‘trumpet. of 

tends to-put the outfronters down 

like features, complexion rivalling. 
color ads; ‘jet black hair piled high 
on. ‘head, .dressed’in aqua-blue. 
lame. Japanese’ ‘traditional kimono | 

| and obi, 

belts, out” “Bill - Bailey. ” 

‘that: can. lift and ‘scar.and. reach: 
hushed whispers as when ‘she:sings | 

“Shoji” 

Phoenix,. April 2. 

Nat. King ‘Cole tn. “Sights and : 
Sounds” - with. Pete ‘ Barbuti, the} 
-Merry Young Souls. (12),:Joe -Zito} - 
‘Orch..(19); ‘produced: ‘By. Ike: ‘Jones; 
presented by Buster .Bonoff; staged. - 
by Jack Regas; lighting, Robert | 

. Borod: ‘admission: scaled i from $3. 50 ; 
{to $6. 50. 

street a piece at Buster Bonoff’s 

an .integrated -boy..and girl ‘song 
The curtain reac- 

ing ovation. 

ing “Dance, - “Ballerina, Dance,” 
“Laura, mm “Mona. Lisa,” "Ramblin" 
Rose” and. a Passel of: his. other 
disclicks. | noe 

He’ shepherds. the: Young “Souls 
their -. intricate, - ; disci- 

plined- turn. consisting. of. western; 
‘|-blues. and “Broadway medleys like |. 

“point. She: ‘is: ‘given | further ‘assure’ a- ‘benigned; fatherly © doyen. . He 
also: -clicks -- 
noodling at. the .88’s, backed ex- 

Reunald: J ones. 

young neophyte scores: nicely. with. 
his. r&r .and = airline : -barbs. ‘Even 
though’ ; his . ‘material. 

yockster. lacks. ‘onstage : poise. -and. 

when. his - ‘patter. starts to sag. But 
with a bit: more. exposure - ‘and ‘con- 
fidence. he will be. a strong con. 
tender ‘in’ the comedic. derby... 

lights with elan and David-Schup- 
back - controls:. the complex - Star) 
Theatre: “sound. board. |. efficiently. _ 

AKL YOSHIMURA 
Songs.- a 

| 25. Mins. _ a, 
Monticello, Framingham oa 

Snyder (Snyder’ s “Water Follies,”) 
Aki Yoshimura jis a Japanese doll | ; 
5-3. whe unleashes: a ‘big’ belting 
voice singing “American: pop songs. 
in .U:S. style for a stud. in-incon-- 

n{ gruity which has ‘to be seen. to: ‘be 
believed. 

Here’ S.. “authentic beauty. ‘cameo. 

who = snaps. her.: slender 
fingers’ evoking images of tea 
pouring and flower: arranging,- and. 

down - pat; ; 

an: interperter, . put. it’s no. ‘mere. 
copy. She’s gota ‘big driving voice 

‘Japanese - children’s | song, 
-(Honey * Bear), in. her. 

native: language: _ 
-This.is her first.U: Ss. appearance, : 

and © ‘the: 21-year-old: lovely. laoks 
“| destined . for. big* things. Tremen-. 

On the Coast he. is -dated for the 
- Crescendo’ Cafe, “April. 15-May - 3, 
also -a@: one-time - April 25 on. ‘the: 
‘Hollywood... Palace. ‘telecast. 

7 ' One. of ‘thé. contradictory: com= 
‘mentaries of - the. day is ‘taking |’: 
} placé ‘in Phoenix... Militant. pickets | 
from CORE and the. NAACP are. 
angrily . storming the : bastions - of. 
the: State -Capitol- ‘with ‘sit and] 
‘Sleepins : demanding ‘equal : ‘public 
accommodation laws ‘while, up the 

: Jackie | 

For: Cole. ‘butts this eight-night. 
Cole; |. 

- consistently | while. 

Comic’. Pete Barbuti, a bearded: 

is: sharply: 
honed and -: richly ~ original’ . the |: 

- - English, with a Japanese. accent, _ | 
. "| -with flawless. musical, ‘beat, 4s some- = 

' “iF thing:to hear: “ 

: Imported. from. Japan ‘by-'Sam | 
| presence, : 

, Posh nitery, rooms. : . 

— But ‘kudos- aplently = are. "garnered . 
| by’: ‘conductor: Joe Zito. who paces. 

| his: 19- men through. .one-: of | fhe: 
most complex: folios. heard One: 

- iApolto, NY. 

Jordan: (with. the: Lalo. Wilson 
Quartet) La: ‘Vern - Baker,. Bunny” 

‘..|| Briggs, -Llayd ‘Mayers’ Trios. rhe: 
Ugly: American”. “¢ G).. Oy 

The | Frank. ‘Schiffman - “hosptee.. 
‘underwent ° a. _Jast-minute change. 
‘when ‘one of the Soul Sisters teok 
ill. before: ‘showtime’ and : ‘Bunny... 

ing with ‘the. Lalo Wilson -Quartet),: 
“Moms” ° Mabley~ and: La 

‘Vern. ‘Baker, _the - Apollo: has. a. 
-change- of pace ‘bitl .in ‘which’ the © | 

“| More ‘traditional vaudeville’: weri- ~ - a 
tes. are’ more ‘evident, . 

Phe. topper: is “Miss “Mabley ‘who... 
‘js.a fixture in the’ Harlem: ‘environs, «. : 
Her - homely. humor -. keeps. ‘the: 
“Apollo customers: extremely: happy, 
tand with: --her parodies on pops 
“woven -together © in’ an- integration’. 
medley : she “wraps up. the. house 
with .ease: and assurance, 

-happy sound. even though. he -has ‘a. 

“He has ‘a West Indian | 

beat anda humorous” delivery, that": 
. “Keeps. him. far ahead of the: audi-. ; 
1.ence. 
- and: continues . in. high, gear. until 

ii bowoff. “ 

He: -hits his. stride’ ‘easily’. 

‘Miss - ‘Baker is:. énother’ ‘strong. 

ance. by the ‘piano “backing: of. Lee. 
“Anderson, who “has supplied ‘her. 
with some’ sparkling arrangements. _ 

tL Her highpoint is: a multi-tempoed’ . 
délivery’. of: “Street: . Where. :: ‘You - 
“Live,” a ‘clever and extremely. Me-- 
‘lodic : -treatment: of the My” Pair: 
Lady” ‘excerpt. 

-Bunny. :Briggs is. a ‘smooth ‘and’ 
effective tapster who ‘infuses nue 

into - his -: 
he: Scores 

MOTous. © improvisations * 
legwork.. ‘Per’ ustial, ” 
strongly: /° .. 

-The music is cin ‘groups.’ Aside 
. ‘from the Jordan. combo, there’s:the | 

“Robert Barod. manipulates : whus| Lloyd: Mayers ‘Trio -which. supplies :- 
competent showbacking’ ‘and offers - 
a ‘Pleasant solo: Piece. on its own.. 

J ose.” a 
“< 

Opening ‘with: a Japanese. song, - 
“Suki: ‘Yaki,” she ‘shows ‘slick. stage” 

-moves - about... mike ‘in. 
hand. ‘winning big. response... She. 
-builds. to. an: emotional. “Sayonara” 7 
‘in Japanese which ‘jolts the audi-*| -' 
‘ence ‘with: impact netting her large. 
‘rounds | of. applause: 
--Undotbtedly. the . ‘most | ‘beautiful: 

| Japanese. girl to: set’ foot: .on. our: 
shores, and. with. a voice . that : any ° 

}:of..our ‘distaff. - ‘top. pop : ‘singers: . 
‘ ‘would envy; Aki." Yoshimura is a™ 
sure: bet.for tv, films, musicals. and::. 

“Guy. 7 

: IRWIN: ‘TWINS 
Singers 

Miss’ ‘Yoshimura ‘studied singing 15 Mins. 
in Japan: Sang in. nightclubs. ‘there, 
and made. several films ‘in. which |.; 
She. sang and. ‘danced. ‘But.. her. 
swinging style, as ‘U.S. flavored as. 
‘hot :dogs;: was learned. frem Ameri- 
_ean platters in. Japan: in ‘long. and. 
‘ardous study. Possessed: of’ a fine 

| musical ear, . she’s. got: the words 
and. music. ‘of. the. pop. songs” she - 

although she | 
|. speaks . little English. and | needs 

Iroquois Gardens, Louisville | 
‘Personable ‘identical. twins, Lyin * 

and” ‘Glynn ‘Irwin, two - lads. ‘who: 

YS are. 

how .to- ‘project.: ‘Working - close. ‘to’ 
the mike;: they Synchronize — ‘body: 
‘movements. without. exaggeration. -. 
Their’ youthful cleari-cut-. ‘appear- . 
‘ance made excellent: impression at’ 
show caught. 

- Opened ‘with: “ef: ‘Can: ‘Take His 
Baby: -Away,;”: recent. ‘Columbia’ re- 
lease, .and: closed with the flip. side. 

} tune, “Vera Cruz.’ “Moved. at a fast 
clip through. “Be: ‘Bop A ‘Lila,’ 
“Jezabel,”’: “AML iT. Have: ‘To. ‘Do Ts. 
Dream.” 

dously photogenic, with a voice.that |- 
-surprises, she presents a-well:-bal- 
anced :Stint::of ‘songs. in. Japanese. 
together. with the: wild numbers 
‘she’s pulled off-the platters. “Mack | 
the Knife,” sung. by Miss ‘Yoshi- 

mal + PuER J HICK Fapanese. costume in. } 

“With © ‘a little’. maturity, cleaner = 
enunciation of. lyrics, and’. more:: 
‘exposure, twins: should: be ‘ready. ‘| 
‘for regular bookings - at: ‘niteries. ee, a 
With a little more. seasoning, these 
boys. should. Take the grade. TT a 

‘Wied, : = 

Jackie’ “Moms” Mabley,- ie 

- Jordan has’. ‘never ° ‘abandoned a. 

different group. of musicians work-_ & 7 
{ing ‘with him. 
| Jazziness, combined with. a: “strong. - 

Briggs walked: into ‘the breach: In _. o 
concert. with Louis: Jordan’ (works - ae. 

vocalize in the folk and pop: idiom, | a ae 
‘with two: guitar” accomp,..are newe.. | 
comers ‘who.“have iad ‘tv. showings . 
and, Columbia recordin 
{ smooth. workers ‘in their: harmoniz-.°— 
ing, have pleasing pipés, :and know. ’ 

yo 



\ -vestablish - 
-. yepertory companies, with :mobile: 

- touring ‘units, in major: population 

" sought. | ae 
producer Philip Rose is being used:| y | on ‘ie 

_ by FST as the mailing address for'| I yyy 
-" eontributions, ‘scripts and offers. of: ava 

2. Ossie. Davis, 
oes Douglas. ‘Turner and Ann: Flagg: 
.-. ave-on. thé production schedule of. 
:°, “SFST,-which intends using specially } 

~- Music,” - 
_ Brooks,’ 

: stock fours this summer by. 
<-..: K. Lerman ‘and Bret Adams.: The. 
a “Lady” | ‘package, which: Bill’: Fran-: 
‘cisco will direct; wil open the 14th 

... Beason June’ 22. of. the’. Corning: 
: MN, ¥.) Summer. ‘Theatre, at ‘which 

, blishing live 

Co. dure -of- the newly-formed. Free 
” “Southern: ‘Theatre... -.~ 
Yo The: plays - care: to" “be: presented 

-" Jpefore Negro. ‘and, in’ ‘time, © in- 
°° 4egrated audiences. <FST,. ‘which. 

* ‘also.intends using. integrated casts 
4 some of its productions, hopes.to 

‘centers . throughout. the ‘south, 
.  " "A. mumber of - prominent per- : 
a formers. ‘and -others” in- the -arts,.} 
- “poth- Negro and white, are spon- : 
-.... goring the undertaking, : for ‘which 
Sie fund of -.$100,000 - is’. being: 

The office. of ‘Broadway |” 

participation.” 
. Live theatre; the. ‘FST. Believes, i 

-.ayill provide. the -most: effective} - | 
“means. of filling -the: “void created}. *.”:. 
by. the: degrading effect-of inferior | -- 

education. in segregated: ‘southern | - 
schools; the omissions. and-distor-]|  __. > 
tions of local. press, . radio and tele-(|. - 7 

. -vision,: which - effectively - keep: the } 
“-< Negro.in ignorance of:the problems |. 
-"”. which : most -directly concern “him : 
“land. the. deliberate. exclusions. of | 
~ the Negro. ‘community. from ‘all but. 

the most. meager: cultural resources: 
_ that ‘combine ‘to ensure ‘the -intel- |. 
_Jectual and: cultural isolation of. the ; 
Negro in: the. south. me, | 

by. Langston: . ‘Hughes; 
oY James. Baldwin, John: O. Killens, . 

Richard Schechiner, |: : 

Plays: . 

“équipped. central - “theatres plus 
-- eonimunity: | ‘eenters, 5 
ee ~ehurches: and fields: in rural, areas. 
+ :. 4.) The “companies. will comprise |: 
woe participants. ‘from . the: local Negro 
-."eommunities and, with; the coopera- 
_ tion of ‘the appropriate unions, pro-: 
o fessional: actors, directors and tech: 

. Bicians. 
“) Ehere’s... to. “be | no: _ admission 
-charge to ‘the ‘productions: - 

‘munities. Each of the presentations 

«Continued. ‘on Page’ 82) 

° Pay Lady’ ‘and Sound’ 
tock Packages-For - 

2 Season at Corning, NY. 
---Packages of “My. Fair: ‘Lady,”. 'cQ- 

an starring ‘Allyn. Ann McLerie: and 
-George:* Gaynes, - and - “Sound... of 

headlining 

| . ‘Lerman: ‘is the producer. - 
, “The “Music”. package, which Bob : 
. . Herget will stage, will be the wind-| C 
“up bill of the Corning season, which: 
:--will.also include resident: company | 

) presentation of": “Oh Dad, Poor} 
2° “Take: Her, She's: “Mine,” [#08 

“A Rainy Day -in Newark,” as well | 
Fas) a- production . of:*“The . Fanta- | 

: -gticks,”. starring. Moreley' Meredith . 
‘of: the Metopera. “The Fantasticks” |-_ 

“38 a’ special: production Lerman is |’. 
=. doing with John. Daggett’ ‘Howell of)’. 

‘Dad. 

as the Chautauqua Institute. 
“fey. vA ceompany --of 18. ‘will “be ‘used. 
a for. the.“Lady”. package, priced: at 
-” “around. $5,500... The . tab: “will -. be 
-:-, about the same. for. the. “Music”. 

“package, which ‘will: employ. a-com-. 
-. pany. of .19.. Esther: ‘Scott, resident - 

. “designer: at the Corning -showcase,’. 
. is doing: ‘the designs for both pack-: 
ages. Don Jennings is. musical -di-: 
rector: and -Ken- Costigan’ advance’ 

“Lady. ” | 

Al. Evans is musical. director. and 
director, ‘respectively, for’. 

Ed. Aldridge advance. director,. ‘Te- 
- _ . spectively, : ‘for “Music.' wo 

- “8 ‘State: Council. on -the: ‘Arts. 

A pilot préject, a8 a start. toward — - 
: theatre in the], gp:0:° me 

. “. deep. south -to:. acquaint ‘Negro j; 

-’ -gudiences : with plays that reflect} -—" 
"fhe. straggle “of - the: “American |" 
|. ° Negro, “is. ‘scheduled for: this sum-. 
> gmer in. Jackson; Miss... A 10-week |: 
 “geason of legit offerings is planned } 
.. forthe Masonic. Temple. there be- 

ginning: June. 33 .as-the initial ven- j resional 
‘the US 

“permanent ... stock -and |]. 

- schools, ° 

weal Five‘). 
“.~- Offerings are’ planned for. the ‘pilot : 
.* gedson in Jackson, with the plays |. 
“2. t0 be presented also in nearby..com-. 

“Lawrence | 
-ate-: being . prepared. for. 

r’}: 

jall the- company’s " shares;. having. 
.. * Besides his stock ‘activities, Ler- } 

..o Man ‘is: also administrating~ thé. 
. ‘Touring Arts: Program at. the N. ¥. 

- the * founders. an? 

‘which * 
] theatre will present in: ‘celebration : 

- At: 
the’. end of. the year, Schach : is: 
‘slated to go. to.-Tel. Aviv ‘to direct. 
“After : the. Fall” for: the Camert 
‘Theatre: there. : 

‘of ‘Shakespeare’ 8. 400th. ‘anni: 

Pan Alley: ‘version of ‘the. ‘Actors 
{ Studio, will audition a - musical: 
adaptation . of Joshua’ Logan’s 
“The -Wisteria’ Trees”: April 28 .at 
‘fhe Maidman Theatre, N.Y.,:before 
{an ‘invited: audience. of ‘prodiicers, 4 

[RITA MORENO SET FOR” 
This. ‘nusual” ‘event will’ be. ‘the .” 

last. of three: one-hour - ‘show¢ases {. 
to: be. presented at- the: Maidman. 

“consecutive “Puesday {°- 
f ‘afternoonis © at. 5.- P. m.; “beginning | 
‘next Tuesday: (14).-- 

. The. Musical “Theatre “Workshop. 
“was established: four years ‘ago by. 

| Broadcast : ‘Music. Inc. ‘to. provide { 
composers’ and — lyricists - with’. “an: 

Lopportunity :to. work creatively: in 
‘the theatrical: medium... This takes. 
in exercises: ranging - ‘from. musical | o 

| adaptatioris” of - classics. and. 
temporary -dramas_ to. the creation. 

‘directors; “music. "publishers: . and 
agents. eat 

‘on’ “three... 

of. original works, - 

will: conduct: the 
showcase: programs. The ‘adapta- 
‘tion. «of “Wisteria,” 

limitation, “is” ‘titled, - “Dancing; 
Dancing;. ‘Goodbye’ - ‘and. has - book 
‘and ‘lyrics -by: Marvin..Schofer: and’ 
‘music . by William | Goldstein, “It 
originated’ as.a workshop exercise, 
‘as. did “Hexagon,” .:which ‘will ‘be 
next. Tuesday’ 's' workshop’ presenta-: 
‘tion. “Hexagon” is. an original-mu- 
‘Sical :- with book’ by- Raleigh Bond, 
dyries.. by - Francine::. Forest - and 
‘Music ‘by- Gordon. Eis. “Incidentally, | 

“|: Logan’s -*Wisteria”.is:. based._ on 
““The . Cherry t Anton. Chekoy's.” 

Orchard.” 
‘The April 21. ‘offering - will con- ; 

‘sist. of.. songs written: to‘a variety: 
of plays With. music and. lyrics. by 

(Continued, on ‘page. 82). 

Century Lighting. Sold: 
Ed Kook ‘Remains: Prez 7: 
The. Century. ‘Lighting - ‘Co., 

president:: 
‘The entire. stock. of Céiitury . is 

included in the: sale. Kook’ and. his: 
daughter, Patricia: ‘K. Gibbs, : held: 

bought ‘out several: other“ partners. 
‘about. a. year ‘ago. ‘Century “was! 
formed -in 1929, with, Kook, one eof. 

Leonard: ‘Schach, ‘South. ‘African. 
| -director-producer, is. in: New York 
following a. ‘three-month’ tour. of}. 

repertory. - companies‘. in 
: He’. made. the ‘trip;. ar- 

| ranged. by the. American National: 
Theatre & Academy, as.a guest of |& Ug . 
the U.S. State Dept. While in}: 
‘Madison,..Wis.;.he directed a-pro-|. ©. 9 
duction - at ‘the. Union. of {Hodag, "+ . &- 
by: David ‘Peterson: :. ye 
‘Sechach returns. to. ‘South’ “Africa. oe 

‘soon’: to. stage. ‘Twelfth Night,” | : 
that. country's . ‘national | 

"The BMI Musi¢al. Theatre’ ‘Work: | | 
‘shop; regarded ‘by some as .a Tin. 

‘eon- 

“which will. 
naturally: be: auditioned. in. abbrevi- |. 

‘| ated. form. ‘because of: the: time 

‘Bruce Birkenhead to Do. 
‘Scozzati Play Off-B’way:| 

’ Bruce Birkenhead, business ‘man- | 
| ager- last. summer. at, the. Cape Cod 

‘Joan Bender, ‘William Dyer;: ee | 

{Sherwood and’ Patrick. O’Neal. are 
- Jearmarked ‘for: key. 

:. O'Neal | also scheduled ‘to. ‘direct.’ 
The © presentation, © “budgeted at 

$20; 000, ~~ will -. have. /seenery - by 
. a | Phillip ‘Rosenberg... a 

“4 leading’ firm: ‘in legit, Television |. 
and architectural . illumination, has}. - 
been © bought - by > the” ‘Progress 
‘Manufacturing: Co., ‘Inc:, “of. Phila- | 
delphia, ‘a producer. of. Tésidential. 
‘lighting fixtures-.and ‘other. -elec- 
trical equipment. However, . it: will: 
‘retain. its ‘name and. identity, ‘with: 
‘the same _ personnel: : and | -with 
Edward F. Kook. continuing - ast. 

m ‘ney, Md, Se a 

"Mets ¢ Tonring “I Divas 
- _. Minneapolis, - April- a: 

‘from six: to four 
so days, and seven to. five per f° 

a -- Hformances, the annual Metro-. [Bg 
- -politan Opera. engagement at. j .:. 

| Northrop Auditorium bere, | 
'... May. 21-24, will. present Renata. a 

| -Moffo,' Joan *. +t. Pebaidi; - 4 
+ Sutherland * a. n ao ‘Leontyne | 

| Ppriee in. “‘La- Boheme,” '.j 
2 7 7 _“Manot,”: “Lucia: di- Lammor-. res: 
re ie moor,” “Don: Giovanni” and sn 

"Male. ‘complement.’ will’ in- 
7 a aude Richard, Tucker, Cesare. A 

“Siepi, Jerome ‘Hines, Giorgio‘. 
“ Tozzi, Carlo. Beaconzi,. Ariselmo:. 
: Colzani and Theodor: ‘Uppman. = 

:- ‘Minneapolis, April * 1 

being somewhat. naughty. ‘in spots | 
and ‘scarcely: a. show. for. the . juve-. 
nile’ trade, .. the : touring: “A: ‘Funny: 
‘Thing Happened. on the: Way ‘to the 
Forum”-.has: ‘gone: after. youthful 
patronage, including even teen- 

/:Jagers, for its engagement: at’ the |" 
| Orpheum Theatre hére this week.| 

.- |]. Highschool and ‘college. students j 
~ "| were: informed ‘they’d be. ‘admitted |. 

to the better seats onthe ‘engage- 
_ ... | ment's ‘first two nights, lastnight - - 

~{(Mon.)..and: tonight -(Tues.), atthe) . (ty | 
4. .-fsubstantially reduced price of $1.95.) 
2 4 che regular top. is. .$5.95-$6 50, the} 
3" latter: on. Friday. -and. ; Saturday 

. inights. ..The young patrons had to} 
tbay their tickets: dast Friday: and, 
Saturday: (3-4)... 

: Explaining - the. inducement, the. 
management. referred: to: producer’ 
“Martin Tahse’s: program. to inter- 
ést: young people’ in. the. ‘theatre. 
and to-give. them an: oprortunity to: 
see - good sheatres: at prices: ‘they 
can afford.” ” 

London, ‘April’ 7. | 

‘Theatre. on April. 29, swith Anne 
Rogers. starring. . 

: Miss ‘Porter. has: had to. withdraw. 
owing to an acuté.‘attack of jaun-|. 
‘dice: Miss Moreno, who appeared 
{in ‘the: film. “West Side Story,’ way 
abe making her: "West ‘End debut, 

‘The “upeoming™ “ ghiowéad® ° series a — 
represents the first-time the work-] 
‘shop will be ‘displaying: its mem-}. 

: | bers’: ‘works to.'a ‘collective group’ a 
of. -proféssionals: from. the. theatre | - 

‘| and‘ publishing ‘fields, . 2 
Broadway’ m:u si cal conductor | - 

/ ‘Lehman. Engel, who's: in charge of. 
ee the. workshop; : 

Francisco. The -presentation .is. a 
tuner with: book by. Richard: Morris, | 
Music -byJohn Kander. .and. lyrics |. 
by, Fred’ Ebb.. Kander and Ebb 1. 
‘planed. ‘to‘the Coast’ last Friday. (3) {. - 
to confer with.Tahse and Morris. 

- ‘Tahse,.. currently - presenting » “A 
Funny Thing Happened: ‘on “the 
“Way: to. the Forum” on: ‘the road,’ 
is due back at his New York office . 
this week. . 

moving. ‘into’ ‘the. off-Broadway area. 
as’ producer ‘of..“The™ Bouzingos, ” 
by Richard .- Scozzari: . Madeleine 

Toles, ‘with 

“Players: Plan Summer. 
Players Ine: “will, ‘begin. ‘its 14th. 
season July. 7 at St.‘Michael’s Play-: 
house,.: Winooski: -Park,.. Vt." 
‘schedule’ will. run six. weeks. Don- 
ald Rathgeb. is resident. manager. 
Of: the: operation. 
The company is ‘also 4 touring. this 

| year-with “Oedipus Rex” and: “The: 
‘Taming ‘of-the Shrew.” In addition, 
‘arrangements ‘are . being. ‘diseussed. 
for..another: ‘overseas. trip :-before 
‘the ‘company | -assembles | ‘at - St. 
Michael's: ‘in’ June. 
‘During. - the summer . “another 

Players. company. operates. in . ol- 

“Although it-has the reputation of |‘ 

|:play. .: 

“LOVES ME’ IN LONDON | 
"Hollywood: actress: Rita - “Moreno { 

\‘is. to’ take over a leading role’ in } 
“She Loves Me,” from Nyree:Dawn. 
‘Porter. ‘The tuner, ‘a-hiton Broad-. 
way, is’ “due. ‘to open: at. the. Lyric 

j-out’ a. license. 
ment. was. brought: to. the. attention. 
of . Alexander. Racolin and Martin | 
‘| Rubin, who.hold a. 20-year. lease on: 
‘the Gramercy. ‘Arts, - they. “dispos-: 

of contract. 
The} 

7 Midway: Theatre, NY, . 

Mare Biitestein, who. was killed 
; by brawling: seaman ‘on a: 
-jisland: during the winter, will: ‘be: 

"| memorialized ..April: 19 at Phil-; 
“4 harmonic’ Hall, N.Y. Phyllis Cur-. 
. 1 tain will ‘take ‘the’ title rele in a 
. |) revival .of ‘the. composer’s: opera, 

foe “Regina, ” 

1 Hellman drama, “The Little Foxes.” 
| Julius Rudel, head of the NY. City | 

_] Opera,: Will’ conduct; as “he :.did. 
“| originally. in. 1953. . ‘Miss: Hellman. }. 

1 will. read .a. ‘narration.. 
. “Whe -second: portion: ‘of concert | 

{ will, be-Blitzstein’s first big 
“The. ‘Cradle Will Rock.” : 

Leonard ‘Bernstein will ‘handle the | 

based on the’ ‘Lillian 

success. 

baton. It is: intended . to set.up a 

‘name... 

ing. Actors Studio revival of “The 

‘Perhaps... by 

‘berg, her mother. and the wife of 

artistic: head’ of. the: ‘Studio.- ..°- 
- Although’ an ‘April ° opening. on} 

“Sisters,” 

| pleted, ‘it's assumed that the pro- 
+. a -{ duction will bé:delayed.. Miss Stan- | 

ol. [ley is to play Masha..in as Chekov | 
‘ 2 1 comedy-drama, and 1 Miss age will: 

Cate’ on. Bn way. Next Fall We 
“Golden - -Gate,”". earmarked ‘for. 

f |. Broadway production: by. Martin. 
“Tahse, is. to begin a: tryout ° ‘tour. | 
Sept. -28 at. the Geary. Theatre, San: 

portray ‘Olga: : - 

The. “Sisters” ‘production’ is “be: 
|.ing financed. from thé proceeds of 
a grant to. the Studio: from. the Ford) 

° ‘Foundation. - 

Off-Brway “ ‘Madman’ Sets | - 
Hearing. Due.on- License 
“Diary of a' “Madman”: ‘Wilk have 

its- American -preem April 16. ‘at 
\ the Gramercy Arts. Theatre, N- Y.. 
‘The opening was originally: set for 
April. 14 at-the.:same house. .* An 

‘-order,. ‘signed recently by NY: Su-! 
ipreme' Court Judge Frederick: 

© | Backer, adjourns | ‘until. April 20 a 
hearing * to’ show .cause: ‘why ‘the 
suspension of. the. Gramercy Arts” 
license. by. former. “N.Y. License 
Commissioner Bernard ‘J. . ‘O’Con-{& 
neji should be upheld: - : 

«The adjournment. "Festored the | 
theatre’s jicense, which | was_ sus-: 

{pended March 23° for 90 days ‘be- 
jcause of a film society. which was. 
using the’ premisés for..a- Monday. 
night series of documentaries: com- 
mitted | an alleged violation. by..ac- 
cepting money. for’ admission with-. 

When the ‘infrirfge- 

sessed the film. society for violation 

- Racolin ‘arid Rubin- are. co-pro- 
ducers of “Diary” with Ninon Tal-- 
Jon:. Karlweis and ’ Alex. Hassilev.: 
The Gogol play; with Zack. Mafalon 
playing the solé‘role. evenings and. 
‘William . Hickey, :the ‘show’s direc-. 
tor, - spelling him -at’ ‘matinees, is . 
now giving previews, . 
t: “The Pinter” ‘Plays,’? which had 
to’move from. the’ Pocket. Theatre, 
'N.Y:, -when. the - house™:.was’ 

| porarily closed. recently for’ ‘show-. 
‘ftem- 

ing..an unlicensed. film; “is now -at 

Se Hal, NY. 
] tempting te eae the union in 

stage } 

has withdrawn 

‘Lee Strasberg, who is. staging . the 
‘Anton’ Chekhov ‘work; is: set to ‘be 
stand-by ‘for the three. title. roles: } 
‘It -will be’ her first acting . assign-' 
ment. in some years. Strasberg, be-: 
‘}sides being the director, is: the 

raed ministrative . body will make. any 

Broadway. had been. anounced for} 
no. theatre. has’ ‘been | 

_ | booked. and, ‘with casting ‘not come }- 

By JESSE GROSS 
* Actoad Rauity je again embroiled 

Yt0 a factional ‘fracas. agi Bel- 

the election . officers: and. 
councillors ‘that’s to be completed: 
May 8. The retiring prez, leng- 
Tegarded..as a moderate, has. 
claimed that. the: faction is repre- 
sented by. ‘Eddie Weston and 

| Theodore ‘Bikel, the nominating. 
J committee's. candidates for the 
posts of. president and first vice- 
president, respectively. 
Bellamy is supporting an opposi- 

tion ‘ticket on whieh the prez and 
first. veepee candidates are 
Frederick .Q’Neal ard Lillian. Gish, . 
respectively. At the annual’ Equity 
meeting. last Friday. (3) Bellamy, 

Jin New-York. fr the Coast to. 
‘music. theatre award. ‘in Biltestein’s | om preside, was. criticized by William 

. 4Prince: for ‘publicly attacking 
4 Westen and Bikel in a.N.Y. Times 

oso “interview March. 31. Besides the 
T1.. 4) factional charge, Bellamy also ac- 
“-".. 4 eussed the two. of conducting “un- 
ae ‘principled - 

9 | campaigns:. 
and: misieadi ng” 

‘The. Friday :.session, at “which 
) ‘candidates for officer and council-. 

| lor ‘posts in the union. made. state- 
> 4ments, was open. to 
i bers only. It’s been learned, how- 

a J 1 ever; that aside from the remarks 

Kim Stanley, who- withdrews ‘sev- 
eral weeks ago from the forthcom-. 

Equity mem- 

| by” the ‘eandidates, the only discus- 
sion in connection. with. the elec- 
tion. . was Prince’s criticism . of... 

] Bellamy. ‘and latte ra-. 
Three Sisters,” has ‘changed her} ¥ the rs Teltel ae 
mind- ‘and agreed ‘to appear in the 

| coincidence, |: 
: Susan Strasberg, ~who was to have 
| costarred with Miss. Stanley ‘and. 
7 Geraldine . ‘Page, - 
from . ‘the _production. 

‘No successor. has ‘been. enkaged| 
‘so far: to.replace ‘Miss Strasberg in‘ 

| the role of Irina; but Paula Stras-. 

tion of his factionalism charge. 
Big. Turnout _ 

The ‘meeting. drew an: unusually. 
large turnout,’ many with more : 
than. just. the. election.-on their 
minds; Of. major concern was the 
recent hike .in' Equity dues. and 
initiation fee. Discussion in ‘this. 
area Tesuited in the adoption of ‘a. 
resolution asking the Equity coun- 
‘cil to restudy the changes: 
instituted in the dues structure. 
The council; in a ‘referendum. of 
the ‘membership, had urged ap- 
‘proval of the dues hike because of.” 
increased. ‘expenditures, and it’s 
considered: unlikely that the ad- 

drastic. changes in the newly-, 
adopted dues setup: | 

At the meeting, which ran about 
‘four: hours, the membership 
decided: against floor discussion 
after the reading ef the: campaign: - 

(Continued on page 82) 
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Of Madrid’s ‘Ferem’ Co. 
‘Madrid, April 7.- 

American legit interests made an. 
initial: appearance. on the Spanish 
Scene when Gilbert. Miller. and. 

| Spanish. producer-director |. Jose’ 
Osuna: opened .a coproduction ver- 
sion. of “Funny. Thing Happened 
on: ‘the way. to. the. Forum”. in. 
Madrid last ‘week. “The deal was 
made. with Miller’s. general ‘mana-. 
ger, George Banyai, who is repre- 
sented here by: Andres Kramer. . 

' ‘Coproduction. with Spain is not: 
‘as formidable as it seems.. Theater 
‘budgets, even for a hit musieal . 
comedy, areonly a fraction of 
‘stateside’. figures. While amounts - 
are not revealed, Miller’s participa- 
tion’ is ‘estimated: at under $5,000. 
-” “Funny ‘Thing Happened” opened . 
lat the Téatro Maravillas with a’ 
‘libretto adapted for Spain by Jose’ 
Luis Coll and Manuel Ruiz Castillo, 
and an adapted score by Moreno 
Buendia. Unable to come up with 
a suitable - local - version. of ‘the 
original ‘title, ‘Osuna named, it 
“Golfus de. Roma”. _ 

‘ Jose Sazatornil ‘stars as the slave; ae 
Erasmo: ‘Pascual and. Carmen Mar- - 
tinez play .Senex and -kis wife,” 
Domina; the ‘role of Philia goes to 

| Aliefa’ de. Ia: Victoria: her lover is. 
‘Pedro Pecci: Yenanacio. Muro is the 
‘second . ‘slave, and Ricardo Royo 
‘plays’ the victorious soldier. Eye- 
filling © courtesans . were ‘Yeeruited 
from. among: foreign beauties ap- 
pearing at: local cabarets as. ‘well. 
‘as. from local guapas. . 

Ranking cartoonist, Mingote, de: 
‘signed sets and. costumes. The. 
latter, fashioned daringly for Spain, : 
were buttoned up. considerably fol-. 
lowing: traditional censor modifica- 
tions .at- the final rehearsal -per-. 

, «A formanee. mr 
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“conformity. : 

a former who sings acceptably, ‘gets | 

~ . . 
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“Anyone Can Whistic 
‘Kermit . Bloomgarden ‘&. Disna.- Krasny | 

‘presentation of musiéal comedy in three | 
acts (14. ‘mumbers), with book by Arthur 
‘Laurents, music and lyrics: by . Stephen 
Sondheim. Staged by Arthur Lai 

"Sponono” ‘ 
in ‘three acts ‘(14 scenes), by .Alan -Paton 
and. Krishna . -Shah. Staged -by -‘Krishna 
‘Shah; settings, Pamela Lewis;. stipervision 
and.’ ‘Aighting,_ Paul 
‘Ruth St. Moritz; : 
‘John Boyt; 

urents; 
dance and musical staging; Herbert. “Ross; 
scenery> illiam - and. Jéan > COS-: 
tumes,: Theoni.. V. Aldredge; Vighting, 

“Jules Fisher; orchestration,” Don Walker; 
vocal arrangements. and... ‘musical. direc-. 

costume supervision. 

‘Bokwe, J. P. Mohapeloa, Gideon’ Nxumalo. 

n,. Herbert. Greene;-’ dance. music..ar- “Opened. April 2, °64, at the Cort: The=tre; 

Bone ette ‘petty Walberg: associate | N.Y.;:.$6.90" ton weeknights, $7.50. Friday- 
producer, Arlene Sellers. . Stars - Lee. Saturday nights - 

Remick, Angela. Lansbury, Harry Guardi-:| Sponono.- stdcedees | Cocky” “‘TthotIhalemaje 

no; features Gabriel. Dell;. Arnold Sobol- | Principal . Seetey i yeibes Michael. ‘Goodliffe 

off, James. Frawley, Peg. Murray, Don. ‘Elizabeth ... streoiersrs Ruth. Nkonyeni. 

‘Doherty, Sterling Clark, Harvey.. Evans, | Walter asesecs. Joe 
Larry_ Roquemore, ‘Tucker Smith. Opened. 

» -‘Ha’penny: _ agence teeeseass _ Apri 4 455. ey tov the “Majestic Fheatre , Me, Mabaso ” urfeeretgten lone! ‘Ng akane: = 

Sandwich Man | weno teeseers “Jere ‘Killion - Mr., Makatini ereeneaees 7" e apa |e. 
ty joan . “ee ne aséees “Jenene Tanzy.: . ‘Mrs. Makatini - ecestareeeoce hyllis Mie omo 

‘Johannes © Mofoking. . wee see giiney 
Mrs. “Schroeder agetbeaeeees ‘Peg Murray Reformatory. Boys .. 
Treasurer Cooley .......+ Arnold: Soholoff |. 
Chief: Magruder ..... oo James Frawley | 
ControHer Schub ......:..--. Gabriel Dell: 
Cora Hoover Hooper: -. Angela ‘Lansbury. 

- The- Boys Sterling. Clark, Harvey 
Evans,, Larry Roquemore, Tucker Smith 

‘Manana,~- Ernest §Mohlomi, 
..Motha,. ‘Barney Qhobosheane. - 

- Semenya, John. Sithebe, ‘Victor’ ‘Shange, 
. Douglas’ Xaba: oat 

| Sangoma - on Sere eseees Fay Apple . Lee Remick Imbon " 4 rr Douglas Xaba. 
oR Rowden ,Hap good. . ee --Harry “Guardino Court © Attendants.-.Barney) Qhobosheane, 

., June ..: Se LEE Janet Hayes | . Gideon: ‘Manana, Caiphus “ Semenya, 
John: seit iaeagnéedaese ss), Harvey Evans _John. Sithebe Paul Makect 

Martin - wevecseeseses. Lester Wilson. Chief: Counsellor .--:..-:.. aul Makgoba. ‘old Lady. sesceeee Eléoriore Treiber -Chief£ ‘Attendant... . . Vietor’ Shange 
Telegraph Boy" "os. Alan Johnson. Choir -.... Osborne. ‘Ferdinand. Meader), 

Oszood. .. vee "1°7  eoreta ‘Creighton | .Marig --Khule, . Virginia’ Mablane,.’ Mar- | 
‘Others: Susan Borree, Bettye Jenkins, |  garet MeIngane, Gi ened wathomee 

Patricia Kelly,- -Barbara ‘Lang, - Paula |. Ernest Mo om. ‘' Sinks pas fone 
Lloyd, Barbara Monte, Odette Phillips, |: bert Manana,. Paul" Makgoba,. Caiphus 
‘Hanne-Marie - Reiner, -Eugene. Edwards.. Semenya 

Dick.‘ Ensslén; Loren - Hightower, - Jack.|- 
Murray, William Ren Don Stewart. . -, 

N + «67s. oe 

Saeed ees ee uke, eSriracie| nofio”. on Broadway?. The South. 
Song.” “Simple,” “A-1- March,” ‘Come. 
Play Wiz Me,’ “Anyone ‘Can Whistle.” 
“A- Parade in “Town;’’. “Everybody. Says 
Don’t,’”” Ballet, “I've Got You- to Lean 
On,” “See What. It Gets Yau,”- Waltzes, 
“With: So- Little to. Be. Sure OF” 

‘Krishna ‘Shah,. opening. last :-Thurs- 

| Whatever ‘it’s supposed - ‘to. ‘pe: 
getting. at, “Anyone. ‘Can’ Whistle” 
should have. the distinction of not. 
leaving . audiences © apathetic. - Ef it: 
isn’t entertaining, ‘it’s..at least’ apt’ 
.to,.be: irritating.; Don’t look here. 
‘for a rational “explanation: of: -the. 
-show, which opened. last: Saturday 
night. (4) at the: Majestic’ ‘Theatre. 
‘Just -put. it down as. a boxoffice. 
dodo and of: negligible’ interest for 
stock or. ‘pictures. Me 

Certain details are: ‘presumably 
obligatory...’ The ‘Kermit. ‘Bloomsar-: 
‘den-Diana Krasny. production . as 
a: book ‘by: Arthur Laurents, ‘with 
‘music and lyrics by Stephen: ‘Sond- 
‘heim, in: what’s. evidently meant. to’: 
be_a-Sort of song. and. dance -thea- 
tre of the’ absurd.: Laurenits: staged 
the. _remorselessly © froliesome~ per- 
‘formance, with antie and frequent- 
ly: good ‘choreography - by Herbert 
Ross: ‘The Stars are Lee Remick, 
‘Angela: Bansbury and. Harry: ‘Guar. 
dino. 

‘The book: is a kind. of SUPT ealist | 
fable ‘about a -. corrupt ~ Never- 
Neverland: town in whieh the: sup-. 
posedly..crazy. people-are sane. The 
point .seems:‘to be something. or 

_-other about” the. stultifying effect 
ofthat pathetically. riddled target,. 

Miss. Lansbury plays 
a earicature mayoress. Miss Réem-:: 
ek: portrays a-nursé who can’t" let 
herself go. excépt when: she sports 
‘a red wig and .a -transvarently. 
hogus. French accent. -Guardino. 
enacts: a visiting. nut: who: ‘is mis-- 
‘taken for a‘doctor, romances the- 
nurse’ and finally | teaches her toy, 

relax: and be herself. 

Maybe it’s supposed. to bé' Brech-. 
tian,.-or something, : ‘and. obviously. 
it's “meant to be- symbolic, pro-. 
found, sophisticated: and clever as. 
_all get out. ‘By normal entertain-. 
“ment - standards, however,’ it’s an: 
‘enigma — .a large, © “pretentious, 
‘numbing shambles. There’s- not..a 
- genuinely. memorable: sang ‘in: the’ 
show, although -the ‘title. number, | 
nN Parade: in “Town,” “Everybody . 

Says. Don't’” and “So. Litt! eto Be 
“Sure. of" -are- briefly, mildly listen-. 
‘able. 

. Miss.. Lansbury: is-a- solid: .per- 

ism. Even. at best, the Mary K. 
‘Frank adaptation: is ‘unsuited for 
‘the commercial : requirements ° of: 
Broadway: or, for. that matter, 

for” pictures.” 

theatre training. center for | “hon-. 
‘|.Europeans - in- ‘Johannesburg. . 

volves the futile “attempt. of | ‘the 
dedicated, 

sive inmate. As it: happens, ‘the 
youth. -a- real - rotten. “apple 

ja . oo a a tee a 5 , , _ STEREOS " = os : rarer 7 at — ae 

forgiveness | ends: in tragedy. : 

‘repetitions ina primitive . narra- 
tive ‘style, “accompanied by fre- 

tribal dances: that-add: atmosphere 
‘and texture, “but retard. the-action. 
Whatever effect the. basically real- 

the long. first ‘two ‘acts: is tossed 
away; ~ however, «in: a: wildly’ fans 
tastic’ dream. courtroom. . trial - 
the third. -act,. presumably intend: 
ed. as a “parable: oe 

: The ynoral- of this. lurid. conclud: 
ing pasage is evidently. -a ‘modern 

a? = — ~ - — aa — 

eer , : <. 

pressed. - ‘repeatedly : by’ the -$eem- 
‘ingly- well-meaning | but- invariably 

.dorsed. by: ‘the. principal, the .lop- 

Christlike. obligation: is..to be end- 

just once, to--be’ linforgiven. |: 

. there are. séveral ‘vibrant: ‘and grip- 

~her-- Jaughs: and thas‘: professional ‘in the second act; The -cas€. in- 

presence . and’ - authority. _ Miss | 
Remick from films ‘is a trim. looker. 
(at. least :-when . she’s”. not :in’ :‘that’ 
unbecoming wig » “and ‘the gandy | 
fown and. flushed: makeup that -¢o } 
with it), as well as a fair enough 
dancer: and - singer, but riot yet: suf- 
-ficient. command. or magnetism’ on: * 

> the stage. Guardino is. an’ ade-}-. 

Goodliffe,: portraying: the . school- 

Tlhothalemaje, Ruth. Nkonyeni, 

| kane: ‘Tt is a. large: cast. 

with - mike-atnplification, a 
singer. -House- “project.” It’s 
Ross’ ‘5 choréography is “electrify- | its . element. ‘on. Broadway.’ “how- 

ing, “but his staging’ of musical. ever, . 
‘numbers: is . excessively: ‘roguish.|-modest . patronage . by New ‘York’s 
William and Jean Eckart’s..scenery | large international ‘segment. not- 
‘isin the ornately. cutesy. mode: of. 
.the rest: of the show, and the The- ‘personnel; . 
-oni V..Aldredge ‘costumes: tend to} : 
be. either: deliberately Taggedy. or | 
elaborately fashioned to show: the 
human. anatomy, to: disadvantage. - - 
_ ‘In -a_season. already: notable for. 
musical. ‘mishaps, "- “Anyone. Can: 
“Whistle” is-an outstanding Hobe. | 

obe. - 

- Hobe. : 

‘Blair, will. appear.in “The. Hap- 

Mary K, ‘Frank presentation . of -drama.- 

Morrison; costumes, 

‘traditional chant © arrange-. 
.ments,. Gideon’ Nxumalo; -additional. chant - 
compositions, Fela. Sowande,- John Knox | 

- Ngoetjania ° 
Spike. "Molestane | nates. Ferdinand Mafata 

otha | 
‘Osborne -Ferdinand;- 

Paul. Makgoba,. Herbert -Manana,.Gideon |. 
‘Sidney 

‘Caiphus’ 

> Vinah’ “Bendilé: 

|. John: © ‘Lesko. : 

What ‘is " there: to “Say “for Spo. 

African drama:by Alan: ‘Paton. and |. 

day night. (2) ‘at. the Cort‘Theatre, 
-is..an unmistakably . earnest work |-. 

“with Jinteresting: elements, fervent | -* 
performance. and..a-third act ‘that 
falls to’ pieces--in ‘muddled symbol- 

stock. It. ‘offers racti¢ally. nothing’ 

The 
locale. is a reform ‘school ‘and in 
adjacent” Victoriatown,. a. ‘suburb. 
of Johannesburg;. and the: ‘story ‘in-| 

" eompassi ionate'« princi-. 
pal ‘to rectaim-‘a likable and “re-: 
matkably- -articulate. and: . persiva-' 

‘whom. his colored: ‘companions -see’ 
through ‘as. a vengeful, self-excus-. 
ing: hypocrite,. so the white school-: 
-master’s - ‘sympathy.’ ‘and repeated 7 

quent. native chants ‘and’ occasional: 

istic’.- plot .. ‘manages to- convey ‘in.} 

revision of..the discredited’ turn--| 
-of-the-century colonialist ‘theme. of. 
the’ “white. man’s. burden.. ‘As eX: 

recalcitrant ; youth, ‘and ‘finally. en- | 

sided’ philosophy: is that. in - this: 
bi-racial situation the white: man’s | 

‘lessly forgiving’ bit. failing. that] 

Co-author - Shah has - ‘staged. ‘the b 
. performance: with. .a:"sense of. -di-: 
“mension; but faulty pace, although 

| ping scenes, notably a, brutal: fight 

cludes: one ‘English: actor, Michael. 

master,--and sich : : jaw-breaker- 
“named: native principals as -Cocky- 

-Joe Ngoetjana, ‘Ferdinand “Mafata,’ 
| Philomon ‘Hou... and: Lionel . Nga- | 

“Sponono”- is an admirable. pioj-| 
uate. leadin ‘man and, ‘at. Jeast,| ect: -and,’ ‘on. its: : -home-- grounds,- 

, i loud probably a -credit. to: the..Dorkav: 
: Simply: Gut: of | 

‘despite ‘the. possibility ‘of | | 

-ably . the ‘resident. United ‘Nations 

David. ‘Nelson and his wife, ‘Tune: 

-| piest: Years”: at the Avondale. Play-: 
house,” “Indianapolis, - starting “July. | 
-7.-.and: at. ‘the.’ Canal~ Fulton: (O.): 
‘Summer. ‘Theatre. the week : 
July. 21. 

, of of) can: theatre should Miss. this. entry. 
OM ge woop Rodo. . 

(Feldman & Rolin Drop | 
1 ~ Jack. Perry’s ‘Easy Does’ | 

- Laurence | ‘Feldman. and. ‘Jack, 
| Rollins:. “who. récently. -tried ‘out |. 
“Rasy . Does -It”.- in - winter. “stock, : 
have * “dropped. the. script: ‘as al 

J ack _ 
Perry. play, which. ccostarred Tom |. 
‘Broadway. prospect... .The 

‘Poston’ and Elizabeth. Allen, ended: 

Bosley Crowther. a 

: sie Ont of Town -Philemon .How. |]... | 

Cool Oft | _ 
-” Philadelphia; April K 

‘book by. Jerome Weidman: 

‘Herbert . Machiz;~ -musical - staging Bob 
-Herget; scenery; Stewart. Chaney; ‘light-' 

rangements;: 
tions, . : 

Genevieve Pitot; orchestra- 
Larry: Wilcox; 

Hermione -- 
Damon, 

‘Baddeley; features Stuart 
Sheila Sullivan. - 

31, "64, -at* the Forrest. Theatre, : Philadel- 

Clara. Farrish - : 7 an aeaeetn ’ Sheila. Sullivan 
‘Lester. Linstrom’ :...... Stanley. Holloway 
Bessie Linstrom. Seese Hermione: -Baddeley: 

Mistress Bessie: 
‘Irving. de: 
Bessie: Diamond . 
Bessie - Crepe. de “Chine oot 

; “Hermione "Baddeley 
Policeman:. Tewlea Lease Stanley Holloway 
Bessie Bucks? ney Hermione. Baddeley. 

~ | Bester: Lenz’ . 

. ‘Hermione Baddeley 
- Stanley” Holloway. 

“«Gool - om” 
-musical ‘at. the. Forrest, appears. ‘ins 
eseapably - ‘headed - for the “deep | 

| freeze. “The: show’ was. unready. at]: 
‘the. preemi,. with’ ‘the. cast. up.in. the |: 
air, the. scenery. -a . Shambles . and 

| the ‘audience. ‘receiving. every thing. 
(The ‘pro: - 

| : +: duction closed Saturday might (4). 
“Sponono”.. was: ‘originally’ dorie. 

at Dorkay_ House, - ‘a.:-musie - and.}.’ 

‘with.’a .mortuary ‘chill. : 

=—Ed.)" 
Jerome. Weidman. 

modern. version : “of. the. Faustian 
legend. in. the. tuner. . 

ceptor command... A disillusioned. 

Cary - 
‘Hermione Baddeley’. and Stanley’ 
-HolHoway,. playing the operators: of. 
‘a sort / of hether-world -DEWline,. 
descend. on the..wife .and: ‘trap: her 

‘tury mutation .of her ‘husband. 

in the 
‘building. comprise most. of the- ‘ace. 
‘tion; which “grows’ ‘insane ‘as well. 
as confusing. ‘The dance ‘sequences, 
except for ’.a™ ‘hopeful : .softshoe -by 

‘tured ‘leads, Stuart . Damon: . and 
Sheila: Sullivan: as: the. young,:cou-. 
ple. “The: latter .are : personable. 
enough. ‘and try hard ‘against the: 
‘material and its Jeaden reception. 

stops --as: ‘Secognizable. ‘procedure. 

combination’ of" tnodern awareness. 

his’ lyrics -and* the | ‘book: lack the 
chic and wit ‘to put over. SO. fanciful 
a ‘project. - | 

Stewart Chaney’ S: ‘séttings are. on 
‘the. rab. side as well ‘as. eminently 

7 unworkable.” : Gagh.~ . 

~ Authentic Americana 
- “Tent Show; ae by: Marian: McKen-. 

‘about dramatic tent’ ‘shows as: they. 

husband | lived. the. story’ here. re-. 

‘mentary (and .a very’ good: one) of. 
a form.of American show’ biz. which. 
-has.. survived. ‘movies... radio, tele- 
-Vision, ‘depressions, wars and fam- 
“ine:: . Little’ “known to :savants.. of. 
the great. legit, ‘tent: Tep.has moved 
across .our -land. for’ generations; 
sometimes a family: enterprise (like. 
‘the. McKennons’ show), but always: 
peopled. by: eanvas-biting pros who. 

ern - times.” | ~ 
. Plot. line ‘holding. ‘this little. yol-: 

ume ‘together: ‘is: slender: but. the 
color. and ‘valor of wandering’ arte 

-in: one-week stands:.on. small. town 
vacant lots -SomeWwhere 
the: water. tower’ are: ‘caught in 
‘these. pages. with fidelity. and 
“warmth. |» 

No. reader’ seeking to understand 
enduring’ folk ‘ways of the Ameri-: 

el al De Da a 

a © six-week tour early :in- “March. 
at. the . Yonkers. (N. Y,). ‘Playhouse. 

* Also ‘in the. cast- was John Crow-. 
‘ther, son of N.Y. ‘Times film. critic 

' swang;. 

| musical staging. Alfred Rodrigues; film . 
|. direction, 

=~ Hewitt-Jones... Opened -March ‘28, - 

or : Kolumbo 

- Barbara: ‘Griner presentation of. musi¢al 
comedy. - in two acts.. (seven, scenes), with: 

‘Music. - and .} 
‘lyrics “by: Howard - Blankman. . Staged. by- 

‘ing, ‘Klaus. Holm; dance: and music | ar- | Mrs. Jones 

poune $ Girl | 
musical -director.,: Deb 

* Stars - ‘Stanley. Holloway, ‘Ran 
FBI Agents. 

Gloria’ | peers Jenny 
1 Fran wee 

. Stuart ‘Damon. 

Opened. March. 

‘Y.. M02 wo eeebesced: ::Stuart’ Damon | Kooky' Girl - 

2 "" Hermione ‘Baddeley. ao 

“Roses. 2 “Just Imagine What ..a Bli: 

Stanley . ‘Holloway: 

“the: four-c character 

‘is. ‘telling’. ‘a: 

-The switch } 
lies ‘in a ‘sort. of | ‘heavenly: inter-- 

‘young Wife, -‘tired. of. -her drab 
apartment | and: breakfast quarrels,. fe 
‘voices ‘the’ wish: -to™ ‘sell | cher. soul. . 
fora ‘night’ on:-the ‘town ‘with. a] 

Grant-type:-for ‘an’ escort.’ 

with Satan’s emissary,:a 15th -cen-. 

The. ‘devices ‘by’ which | the.. ‘good. 

> The” script is overwritten. ‘aiid: ‘angels’ trap -the :couple: 

‘Holloway, are entrusted to the fea-- 

The four principals~ are better. 
in: -the. vocal: numbers,: where. they |’ 

2 ean’ at . ‘least - ‘welcome the. song’ | 

and . the’ prettily: -Yeminiscerit; but: 

‘non: (Exposition; $3.50); is a hovel. 

“still flourish - in the: midwest and. 
the south. - Sirice“ author - and ‘her : 

‘eounted,. book -is: ‘actually: a-docu- | 

a. permanent ™ situation. - 
event, 

the | entertainment. value. -of - the- 
-show, 

‘ate: part. of ‘a closely-knit family, | 
the true strolling Players. of mod-: 

"| ists.” who, play .dramatic repertory |" 

“was.” correct, but. | ‘elligent ‘Life on “Earth” As. “not! 

Is There ‘Intelligent } Life | 
= Vallone, : but. stands ‘or. falls | as an. On Earth?.. 

Brighton, ‘March: 20. : 
-_The | London Co. Cdnternational -Plays),. 

in ‘association . with Arthur -:C, 

presentation of.a. musi cal in two acts as 
scenes, 15 numbers), in the Living. Scréen 
‘process; by: Robert Crean, based on the’ 
‘Alan Dunn book, ‘with. additional. material 
‘by Robert Van. Scoyk;. words and music. 
by. ‘Michael Brown. Staged by’ Rulph .Al- 

book. direction, James Gilbert; 

John.~ ‘orchestrations, 
‘Norman. Paris; musical” ‘director, . 

*64, at 
the Essoldo ‘Theatre, Brighton;. $1.75. top. 

sec eeeseseeaes "Ivor Danvers 
.oe+ Meg Walter e soon sdocesoes 

‘Gate- Guard’: wees seseeese ers Ken. Robson 
Ben ; Leon: Thau. 
Orderlies. ‘Victor Fiattery, ‘Stanley. Fleet,.|- 

‘bri an, Hew Kelly 
Commanier : -Conwa an Hewi ones- 

y- .. Hope Jackman. 
“Pearl Prescod j. 

* Linda Bywaters |. 
_ Carol Thomas | 

~ Stella. _ Tanner 1. 

eas verce eerste eerste veemeaeead * 

Mom steeds esenes 

@erseseeeeeeceesn 

ak oS eee see 

WS ise y Greenland 
‘Kingman 

Beth h McDonald re a a 2s ar) apececees 

‘Freddie .........06. sees Victor Flattery: 
Loll; (6) ‘eee eeseoe sees weer eee Anne. Hart ‘ 

era ewe vee .- . eoeee ° " "Beth: McDonald 

“Senator... .cccceeeeceee- Thick Wilson’ 
ee ee ee 

Filmed Parts: 
Bt) ( ere : Cardew Robirison: 

Koko .. coo... ee cede: John Rutland 
Musical ‘Nurntérs: “ry. Dreamed “About 

Do,”. “Crisis,”. “If: I Had’ a Man;”’ “*Com-. 
-municate. with Me;” “Is There: Intelligent 
“Life on. Earth?” “Undercover.” 
Let Nothing -Come..Between. Us,” “Good: 

| bye Old. World,”: “Blue-Green Planet,” | 
“Nice Cold” Beer. e *““We’re -Gonna . Have’ 

Fun,””..“‘Love,”” You're’ Sicky, ‘Sick Sick.” 

{The, Truth.” ; . 

Bhat) fat } | 

"After years. of planning and prep- 

‘aration. Ralph Alswang thas .made 

Living ~ Screen: a reality. ‘This. ‘is 
the process ‘ whereby’. ‘motion - pic-. 

‘ture and live action are integrated 

‘to ‘provide ‘a unified entertainment. 

“}-—not.. just. as: ‘a ‘gimmick, but: as 

|.a means. ‘whereby’ the resources of 

both. modes - of’ presentation are: 

fully: harnessed to complement, one 
another.” 

Living Screen. is:- a ‘substantial’ 

advance: ‘on. ‘the - Czech — Process, 

viously at the’ ‘Brussels ‘World Fair. 

That achieved. ‘its main’ effect: 

by having artists: step. -out of ‘the: 
sereen: onto ‘ the..stage... ‘That>.:-was- 
pure gimmick, though. with. obvious 

“potentialities, which have ‘not. ‘sub- 

sequently been developed. . 

where: the Czech’ process stopped,’ 
and‘ has made.a bold. -effort to |: 
combine ‘poth film. and: live‘ action |. 
into .a unified whole. The least. to‘| 
be: said . is that .it works; the’ best |- 
that its ‘potentialities are enormous 

new... dimension — in. mass. 
‘tainment: : . 
-For. the initial ‘production. SAL | 

swang ‘and his ‘associates, Arthur | 
C. “Twitchell in:the U.S. and Derek ||. 

Howard -: - Blackman’s«.. score: ° isa’ -Glynne_ in. ‘London, have chosen. al 

‘satirical musical depicting. the. ad- |: 
ventures of..a. Martian. who. lands | 
‘on earth in a’: : flying. Saucer. The 
‘subject matter may ‘have its: -weak- |- 

.” | Tesses,. but it is‘an-effective instru-- 7 
‘ment. for: demonstrating. thé poten- {: 

|-tialities.:  ~ 1 
‘The animated: -film,. produced. : 

-[and directed by: John. Halas, pro- |-: 
| vides a background. which’ would |: 
| not’. have’ been ‘possible . by . any |- 
‘other means of. presentation. -The |. 
:35m. ‘film: covers the entire stage;. 
‘though -bécause. of: the position of | 
the. projector in. the: demonstration }- 
theatre ‘in ‘Brighton,.: most of. the ' 
ceiling was. omitted.: 

and. eould . ‘easily. be corrected. in 

it does not, .detract- from 

culations -as to future possibilities. 
In selecting the initial. vehiclé, 

a. hard choice. had to. be -made, 
‘and the. decision ‘taken -is bold. 
The. show. could easily: have been 
over-ridden: with. gimmicks, -with 
artists walking - in and ‘Out: of the 
screen to_ demonstrate. the © pos-" 
sibilities of the fechnique. But that 
could’ have easily have’ .reduced | 
it: to the level: of a circus ‘sideshow: 
Instead, - 

determine . ‘whether. the decision: 
"Ts" ‘There. In-. 

: 7 

‘Twitchell, 
Ralph Alswang and Herbert -R; Steinmann, . 

Burt. 
.Rhodes.. Features Ronnie. ‘Stevens, Anne 
‘Hart,. Meg. Walter,. Ivor’ Danvers, “Stella. 

| Tanner, Hope Jackman, Leon Thau; Brian |. 

onnie Stevens. 4 

“Gloria | J ohnson : 

jas. her: buddy, ~ 
p. Can]. 

‘their - 
lively ‘numbers:: include. 
“Just Imagine. What - a: Blip Can 

OWT @’ re ° “Do,” 7 
“You re || Gonna = Have’ -Fun”’ 

‘Sicky, Sick .Sieck.” . ~:~ . 
-Of the three’ Martians: involved 7 

in .the.. ‘plot. only... ‘Ronnie Stevens ©: 
‘is seen -alivé on stagé.'‘The other’. 
_two..:  Cardew. Robinson and John. : 
‘Rutland, _are. only~on . film “and.” 
-that limits: their. possibilities, : al-: . 
though. they more than.adequately 
fulfil.’ their’ requirements. Alfred -. 
Rodrigues, - under .the overall. guid-" 

| ance of “Alswang, has’ staged. the : 
‘musical numbers’: | 

| james Gilbert has handled. the. . 
‘book skillfully. ‘Through their com- q 

“Alswang ‘has- started far bkyond. bined ‘efforts: Living ‘Screen comes. . 
alive: and: it’s Just beginning. . 

and that it-opens up. possibilities |. 
on the ‘widest ‘scale,. demonstrating 

that.‘these two visual arts: can. be. 

+ jointly. “harnessed to. “provide ‘ay 
_eniter-. pe - 

~~ White ‘House, Miller (5-19 

'. .Hang Head Down, C 

‘That. is. a-minor: defect; ‘however, 

Tn any: ° 

- .Wings:--of Dove; 

- aw in Love. May. Fair ‘916.64. ‘losed. 

a: ‘subject :- “has : ‘been’  . closed: last Saturday (4; after ‘127 per: 

“chosen in which: the’ gimmicks are. 
” “west: of fof a secondary 

the prime factor has. been to: devise. : 
an. entertainment: per: ‘se, -with ‘the | 

-| novelty ‘values as an. added: attrac- 
‘tion. ‘Time arid. the boxoffice . will | .- 

importance*’ and |. « (omsances. 

'. elosed March 28; after: 87 performances: 

: Schoolmistress, . Savoy ? (46-64). 

“" Subtopians, New Arts. (4-14-64): 

dependent" on technical | gimmicks a 

integrated _ entertainment. « 
The book, by Robert. Crean; has” 7 

its: slender. moments, “but. Michael. : 
- Brown’s’ sOngS | and ‘lyrics | ‘afte at- 

‘| ceptable ‘and. there: are: ‘exciting’ 
‘production ‘numbers ‘making. ‘ef- |} 
fective use of -backgrounding - by ~ 
the drums .. in” the ‘pit. The. plot.” 
outline. is’ slim, . and: mainly con- 
‘ventional, but the subject ‘matter,* _ 
allied to the Living Screen process, ‘| 
‘provides’ the basis. ‘for. effective. . ; 
‘visual backgrounds; | 

._In ‘its own right,. the ‘boo! ‘show | 
might be rated’: a * questionable ° 
‘prospect, but allied: to the new'- | 
‘method -of. presentation,: it has a: .: 
novelty . value. which «cannot. ac--. 
curafely. be. measured: by ‘the. con- : 
ventional yardstick. . 
In the: -live action “cast ‘there’ q 

are ‘a’ number of sturdy - -perfor-.. 
: ‘mances, - ‘notably. by: Ivor .Danvers -’ 

aS a-radar ‘man who first ‘tracks 
the flying -saucer; Anne -Hart:‘as - 
Ja voluptuous... holiday: maker: in.” 

| Miami ‘caught.up with -the Visiting 
‘Martian, Meg. Walter. as: Danvers’ : 
loyal sweetheart and. Stella Tanner |} 
(one ofthe singing Tanner: Sisters) | 

Ronnie - ‘Stevens, 

Thau ” 

“Undercover” . SONG. . 

- “Nice. « Cold ° Beer, ” 
and 

Myo. 

| Scheduled Bway Preems : 
West’ Side . ‘Story, Center (48-64. 
Hamlef,. Lunt-Fontanne (4:0-64);. . 

. Baby Want =a Kiss,. Little. 13-60). 
- Cafe Crown, Beck (4-20-64). v4 

, Blues. for Mr. .Chartie, ANTA 2-21-60), - 
-Porgy and Bess; Center | (5-6-64), Do 
Sunday -Man,. :.“Morosco: (5-12-64). 
‘Roar Like .a Dove; Booth (5-15-64), . 

- Royat "Shakespeare, State" 6-18-64)... 
19-64): 

 Pihe ooreeys Genter ee . - e ny e er ).: 

7 Hamlet, Delacorte (6-10-64 6. 
ng and U,: State. Cree ae 

Othello, Delacorte. (7-8-64).. =. -. as 
Electra, Delacorte. 6-564). ee 
Merry Widow, State: (8-17-64). ; 

. Ben. ‘Franklin,. Lunt-Font. cwk, 10.1268); 
wv 

C Figures denote opening. dates) 

Boeing -Boeing, Apollo. 2-20-63). 
Caligula, Phoenix: (48-64). ° . . : 
Difference of Opinion, Garrick (11-21-63),. : 

; Diplomats, Westminster (12-2 1-63). . 
E'body ‘Loves: Opal, Vaudeville. *(4-1-64)." 

: -Fieldina’s: Hall, Prince Charles (2-27-63). | 
. Formation Dancers, New Acts. (3-18-64). . 
Funny Thing Happened, Strand (10-3-63).. 

- Half a ‘Sixpence, Cambridge (3-21-63): - — 
comedy (3-19-64): 

Hedda. Gabler, St. _ Martin’s (2-12-64). 
How. to: ‘Succeed, Shafteshury (3-28:43). 
Kayf- Up West,: Royal, East . (3-1 0-64)... : 

~ .Lovely War, Wyndham’s. (3-19-63). ’ 
Mexican: Fiestz, Drury. Lane 3-30-64, 

.. Minstrels, Vic, Palace (5-25-62). «= 
. ‘Mother's Boy, Globe (3-19-64). -- 
_Mousetrap, Ambassador: G 1-25-52);" 

_” No. Strings, Her. Majesty’s. (12-20-63)... 
- Oliver, New. (6-30-60). .. 
-One for the. Pot, Whitehall | 2460, 

'.”. Pickwieék,: Saville. (7-4-63). 
«Poor Bitos,. Duke “of _York’s: 16.64): 
‘! Reluctant . Pee : 

nor. does. it. upset the ‘cal-|. r, - Duchess -.(1-15-64). 
Repertory, Aldwych: (12-15-60). 
Repertory, National: Theatre- “40-99-40. 
Round Piccadilly, Prince. Wales (3-28-64). 
Royal. Comm.. Revue,. fg vermaid : GAL6N. : 

1, Seagull, Queen’s (3-12 
- Severed Head,° Criterion: (6-27-63). 
-. Six of One,. Adelphi (9-26-63), -.°- 
-~ Sound of Music, Palace: (3-18-61). - 

Who's Afraid: Woolf; ‘Piccadilly: 06:64), | 
Haymarket © (12-3-63);; 

° ‘transferred ‘Monday. (6) from" ‘Lyric. 

‘CLOSED . 

~ Jast Saturday « Bs: 
‘ances... 
7 D’Oyly: Carte Opera, 

after “28: -perform- 

Savoy: “G2. 16-63): 

. formanees.. : 
~.Man in the Moon, Palladium: (13-23-63): 

closed Iiast: Saturday. @),. after 156 per- 

‘Spoon _ River,” Royal.’ ‘Court’ (2-13-64); 
-eloséd March.-14, after 36 performances. 
“Monsieur Blaise, . Phoenix | (1-9-64) 

“SCHEDULED OPENINGS | 

- Walt a Minim, Forture: (4-9-69.: 

She Loves: Me, TYPE (£29.60. 

:ao big - name. q 
orally: in’ ’ revue, “disappoints : as... 
‘the Martian and hardly seizes the ©: 
opportunities the role offers. How-.-., 
ever, -promising. ‘performances are. | 
‘given - -by.. - Hope: Jackman, Leon. ne 

and: Brian .- --Hewitt-Jones, Le 
‘while’ Geoff 'L’Cise, Victor ‘Duret 
and : Johnny” Greenland, ‘as. three. | 
.FBI. agents, ‘have. a ‘solid. hit with - 

: Other: :. 

“Crisis,” ae 

‘expertly and... 

“LONDON SHOWS - 2 

“ a 



val Gt 

, Broadway ¥ was jumping. last: week: " 
‘with . Easter. vacationers. contribut- 

. ."fng‘to the ‘substantial. gains.. Regis- 
=! tering’ the . biggest . increase . was | 

‘: * “What Makes Sammy ‘Run? which:|° 
oF topped’ the $60,000 mark. Continu- ; 
- ing -in’ the - capacity: ‘groove ‘were. 
i “Any - Wednesday,” 

* house ‘record for . ‘the. second suc-. 
‘cessive ‘week, as: ‘well as: “Barefoot |. 
: “The | Deputy; my 
“Funny. Girl’ and: “Hello, ‘Dolly: 

-in':. the | “Park,”: 

oi week's. 
> 3° and. “Anyone Can ‘Whistle.”. There 

"were two closings: Saturday night |" > 
(4); “The Chiriese: Prime Minister” | 
‘and. | “Never - Live” ‘Over. a. Pretzel | 
Factory” . 

56 p). ($8:80-$9.40; . 1,628; 
a ‘(Bert - Lahr,. Larry Blyden).. 
~. -/Mious - week, $32, 615). 

516) 

“S$ 71;381) | 
_, vious: Week, $71,199. 

DT OS oT RE ese 
° oe o - 

‘Prospects ... are”: “glum ‘for. last 
two! _openers, 

’ Estimates . for ‘Last. Week 

. Keys: CH Comedy); D (Drama), 
op (Comedy-Drama), R- (Revue), 
22°! MC .(Musical-Comedy), MD.- "(Musi- 

” :: eal-Drama), O° COpera), 
. .:‘eretta), 
aa Dramatic Reading)::. . 

. “+. Other parenthetic . designations : 
ae te refer, respectively, to weeks played,. 
.. number of. performances ‘through | 

last Saturday, ‘top.-prices - - (where: 
.- two prices. are given, the higher. is}. 
for: Friday-Saturday nights and the.|” 
dower. for weeknights), ‘number of 

.. _, seats,: 
“<> price. includes . 10% Federal and 
" - 59 repealed City tax (diverted. to. 

- ‘an incustry-wide ‘pension: ‘and wel-. 
a “fare. fund), but grosses. are. net: |: 
a te., exclusive .of . taxes. « 

Rep. ‘( Repertory), 

-capaciiy “gross .and . “stars. 

Asterisk’ denotes show: had cut- 

cs fate. ‘tickets. in. circulation. - | 
: Grosses. normally have been “Te-. 

_- duced’ ‘bu. commissions: where. the: 
ve atre. parties: are’ mentioned, . " 

‘oye FF (Any ‘Wednesday. ‘Music Box. ey. 
th. wk: 55..p). -($6.80-87.50:- 4 010; 

“. $40,000). (Sandy “Dennis. Don Por: 
ter). Previous week, $40 B41. 
“Last. week, house record; ‘$40,937. ; 

we, -“Mpiestic 
PMY 41st wk: 1») ($8.60: 1655; 
” ..°$81.000) (Lee Remiék, Angela’ Lons- 
i. bury, Harry. -Guardino)... 
— _ week, $26,221: for ‘six. previews. . “fe 
*.-Qunenéed last Saturday ‘night. 44) 
to two, raves”. (MeClain, - Journal-: 
* ‘American: Nadel. World-Telegram), 

-” -one..aualified . disapproval... (Chap- 
-.".Man, News) .and three pans.’ (Kerr, 
"> - Herald: “Tribune; Taubman, ‘Times; 

-... Watts,. Post):, 
“oo Last--week,.- $32,728 for opening |: 
| “performance” ‘and ‘six’ previews... + 

a, ‘Barefoot: ‘in: ‘the: ‘Park, Biltmore: 
| (C): (24th “wk; 187. Pp) (36. :90-$7: 50; 

994: $38,692). (Elizabeth: : Ashley, 

‘ . Robert. Redford; ‘Mildred Natwick, 
Kurt ; Kasznar). 
$38, 657. 

Anyone. Can Whiste, : 

Previous 

‘Last: “week: $38, 861... 

L *Beyond the ‘Fringe, Gotan:
 (R)- 7 

~" (76th wk;. 603 ‘p): ($7.50; 799; $34; eh 
an ‘Previous week, $17 597... 

“Last week,. $18, 198. 

a ‘Case of Libel, Longacre tD) (26th 

whe 202 p)- ($6. 90-$7:50;: 1, 101; $40+: 

. 986) | (Vani Heflin, . Paul : ‘McGrath, | 
s Larrv.. 
"$13; 301... 

Gates). “Prev ious ” 

: Last: ‘week, $19, 368. . 

“Deputy; Atkinson: (Dy: (6th wh: 
AS ‘p)- ($6. 90-$7.50 

Emlyn’ Williams, . -Jeremy « Brett). 
Previous . ‘week, $43, ait with © one-| 

"4,088; -$43 246) 

party: 
' Last. ‘week, $43; 488. 

Previous, "week. 

" Last. week,-$47,088: 
<Foxy,: Ziegfeld: AMGy: (7th - ‘wks. 

$78, 305)-| 
_Pre- 

- Last week, $37, 961.” 

“Fenny Girl; Winter Garden: “(MC) 
(2d: wk); 12 Pd. ($9.60; 1,442: $74,- 

(Barbra: ‘Streisand; Sydney | 
:-Chaplin).: :Previous’week, $69,930 
~ for four. ‘Performances : and: ‘four: 
_ Preview 

Last week, $73, 097. “with parties. 

on *Funny Thing Happened. on. the 
Way. to tlie Forum; Hellinger. (MC): 

. (100th. wk; 797. p) '($8.60-$9.40;: T- 
a ‘572; -$84,000). (Dick . Shawn), Pre-. 
: : vious week, $29,895: . oe 

- ast, week, $38,538. 

(12th . wh:.: 92 ‘p): ($9.60; ° 
(Carol. oo 

Last week, $71,391. : Sy, 

‘which -. set ..a 

‘$61 216. 

“Sponcno”: 

| $37,000): 

OP. (Op 

‘tt€live . -Revill, - 

— Last week, $62,874; 

1,186; $58,000) 

1 American; | 
“negative: . noticées- 

. ‘Tribune; ‘Nadel, : ‘World-Telegram). 
Last week, $7, 508° for: four. per-: 

formances and: three previews. | vs 

What Makes ‘Sammy" ‘Run?. Bath: 
“St.* (MC). ‘(6th wk; 44° p) 
‘$9. 40;. 1, 271:: $68, 128) (Steve Law-i 
‘rence, ‘Sally, ‘Ann ‘Howes, . ‘Robert, 
Alda). -Previous* ‘week, $49, 195... 

‘| $7.50; 

_ Previous: Week 2 

 Ttre,:. 

“week; 1 
“ESBut for “Whom. Charlie” 
+ *Mareo Millions.”.. .” 
- “Last. week,. "$40, 747 with sub- 

$7.50; $45,398)... 

“Here's: ‘Love, ‘Shubert (MC): (27th 
Wk: 210 p). ($9.60;. 1,453; $67, 923). 
Previous week: $38, 795... 

Last: week, $48, 805. 

‘1,342: ‘$66, 615). - 

Last week, $62. 684. 

“*Mary, ‘Mary; Hayes. (Cy: “(étst't 
“wk; -1;282: -p) -($6.90-$7. 50; 1,164; | 
$43; 380) . (Mindy ‘Carson,-- “Murray: 
Hamilton, jam: Helmore). Previous: 

~, =*theim: opens: ‘tonight (Wed.) ‘as :the 
, | first. in a series of . three: “musical Me,"’: 

Last week; “519 $82." ol 

Never Too Late, Playhouse (6) 
“| (Tst wk; 565 -p) ($6. 90-$7.50;- 994; | 

(Paul. Ford, ° Maureen.’ 
sullivan, -Orson: Bean): Previous ” 
week, ‘$29, 945: ' 
_ Last week; $34, 027. Martha Scott 
takes : over “April . 27: for . “Miss 
O'Sullivan’ who! Ss: leaving. ‘the cast: 

R_| to. become a regular on the -NBC: | 
TV: “Today. Show.” id to 

‘Nobody .. Loves - 
Lyceum - (C) “(16th © “wks: 

_ Last week, $27, 611... 

: - Oliver, ‘Imperial - (nD). (Gath: wh; : 
519 -p) ($8. 60-$9:30; .1;450;: $71,977) | 

Georgia. Brown): 4 
Previous * “week, $54, 166. ° 

110° in: ‘the. Shade,” 

- Last: week,’ $48; 970. 

 Sponono, Cort - (D): (st wis 4. D)| 
($6: 90-$7.50; : 1,100; $41, 482). ‘Previ- |} 
}'ous © week; . $3, 700° for: Tseven.. _pre- 
views. _ 
"Opened ‘iast Thursday night 2} 

‘(Chapnian, }: 
News: ‘Taubman, Times), two quali-. 
‘fied .. ‘approvals (McClain, Jourrial- 

Watts, Pest) .arid:..two | 
‘Herald. 

to. -two endorsements ~ 

(Kerr, 

: Last. week, “$60, 224. 

| _: *Who'’s Afraid. of Virgina Woolf? 
‘Rose (D): (78th .wk; 616: p): ($6.00- 

1,162;° $40, 485). “(Mercedes { © 
‘McCambridge,. ‘Donald. - Davis, -Ben.} - 

|. Piazza): (matinee ‘company. costars. 
‘Haila ‘ Stoddard, ‘Henderson... For-| 

| sythe, Bil Berger). ‘Previous, week, >t. 
: $17, 916.. . 

Last week, $23, 658. 
“MISCELLANEOUS. 

Lincoln Center: ‘Repertory Thea-. 
ANTA’: “Washington. - - Square: 

(Rep) - “(11th -wk;- 84° -p) . ($6-$6. 50: 
1;158; - $46, 500):- ' Previous | “week, 

$43,206 with subscription. for eight 
performances : of..“After- the Fall, a 

and: 

Seription’ for. same Yepertory. 

PREVIEWING: THIS. WEEK 

“Baby Want © ‘a. Kiss, ‘Little : ic). { 
a | Beg an, L Previews: last, Monday: night 

(6). 
aia Piymouth . {D). (12th: wit: t* 

_ . 88..p). ($6.90-$7. 505: 1,084; - $48: 369) | 4 
- |ATee- Guinness). 
— sizes = 

: Cafe: Crowa,_ 

views. ; 

CLOSED. Last WEEK. 

Chinese. Prime: _Minister, Royale 
* tw (14th. wk;.108'_p) . ($6.90-$7.50;. 
1. 1,050;- $43, 908) (Margaret Léighton, 
Alan: “Webb, ‘John: Williams). Previ- 
ous week, :$11, A487. . 
‘Last ‘week; $16,654. 

‘ment. 

‘Never: Live Over: a. :-Pretzc} Fae: 
tory; O'Neill (€). (2d. wk; 9-p) ($6. .90-° 

‘Previous: wéek,.1. 
$6,022. ‘for — one . performance’ and 

-" two. previews... - 
1 lLast week, $3, 767. Closed Satur: 

oy = day, night: (4) at an. estimated loss 
“Heilo, «Dolly, : “St.- James. s of: its. ‘entire $126, 000 investment: 

OPENING THIS: ‘WEEK. - 

rns | | National: “Repertory | - : Theatre, 
‘ a ae HBelases: Rep). ($4:95-$7-50; 4, 008; ae 

4 1 334; - $69, 549), 
Tammy-. -Grimes,” 
ward): Last week,. $60,901 -for eight 7 
:. Lester.’ 

: | Fleteher and Richard- "Homer. -pres-. 

“How - ‘to : ‘Succeed . i. “Business: 
Without. ‘Really Trying; - 46th. St.| 
(MC). (130th :wk; ~1,031..p)- ($9.60; 

Previous . ‘week, 4 

‘Robbins, - 

an . “albatross, | 
“124 . p).| 

A$6.90-$7.50;4 995: $33, 000) (Robert: 
Preston).. Previous © ‘week; $24, 435, 1. 

“Broadhurst { 
(MC). (24th: wk; 186 - -p). ($8. .80-$9. 40; 7 

(Robert, “Horton; | 
; Inga Swenson,. Stephen: Douglass), 
‘Previous: week; $44, 586. . “gt 

($8.80-.. 

as well”. " proportioned, : 
_ |.comfortable but: acoustically a “dis- |” 

“Beck * (MCy: (Sam 
‘Levene, .. Theodore. Bikel: * : Tommy: 
Ral).: Previous week, $16, 681: for 

| eight. previews: ~ . 
Last week, + $22,914 for. eight pre- 

o oe .Sances,- 
| seems. to’ “‘be:made up ‘of unrelated: 
‘sounds ‘to a. great extent sucked up: 
by. the ° surrounding “atmosphere.. 
But. as ‘the piece’ is. one--of. those :so |. 
fashionable in: ‘the. ‘contemporary . 
Music field (aleatoric, ‘it is’ called), 
a-scheme for. ‘pérformatice ‘which: 
can ‘vary from: ‘one. evening. to .an- 
‘other. | 

“| other’ ‘performance. -of “Hodograph T 
1” will be much. ‘more. shecessful— i 

€lésed 
Saturday ‘night (4) at-an estimated. 
‘loss ..of its” entire. $125, 600" dnvest:, 

aoe - - Academy ‘presentation. of National. 
6) 4 ;.. | Repertory: Theatre..productions of. 

Anton Chekhov's “The. Seagull” 
-. Vand. Arthur Miller's” ‘The: Cruei- os 
: ‘ble”; ‘opened ; ‘Sunday - (5). | 

99408 031). Last week about $6 poo} he 
- *; {for four. Breviews ‘at: the. Belasco. tt 

‘High Spirits, “Alvin (MC) ($9.60;1. 
{Beatrice 

Osterman.. -Robert 

entation ‘of: musical. ‘by. ‘Hugh. Mar- 
tin“and Timothy Gray, . based. on. 

“Blithe . Spirit"; " 
. | régistered a nice- increase in tlie. 
“second week: of" its - Philadelphia. 
‘stand. 

The. two companies: of “How to: 

Noel -.: Coward's 
opened: last night. (Tues,). 

West ‘Side. Story, - City. Center 
(MD) {$4.95;- 3,015; “$91, 000). NY. 
' |-City. Center: Light Opera. Co.. pres- |. 

entation: of “revival. of . musie¢al,.|: 
based on. ‘a: conception. of. Jerome | 

with ° -book “by Arthur. 
-Laurénts, music. by .Leonard: Bern- | 
‘stein. and Tyries ‘by: Stephen. Sond- 

productions.’ 

‘Hamlet, Lunt: -  Fontanne® “pl. 
($8: 80-$9. 90; 1. 478+ $73,062). Last 

| week, $81, 539, a. house record, at. 
‘the’ Shubert, . -Boston. 

Alexander’ “H. Cohen — presenta: 
tion: of John‘ Gielgud’ ‘production;.| 
opens - tomorrow - night (Thurs,). 

‘OTHER “THEATRES 

-ANTA, Ambassador, Bairymore: 
Booth; - _ Broadway, . Hudson, “Mil 
‘ler’ S,- Moroseo. 

Concert Reviews - 
Interlochen Svmphony 

(Philharmonic Hall, -N-Y.) 
“fe “This non-union, youth: ‘orchestra 

delighted “a Tear ‘Sell-out.. audience 

in ‘Philharmonic’: ‘Hall: with. /a: pro- 

gram ~ which . included ° Alan’ ‘Hov- 

haness’ | “Mariations and. Fugue: ‘for. 

uy “Orchestra.” -Work is modern and 
t exciting and: Should -be. ‘enduring. 
Hovhaness “uses Western notation | 
‘but achieves .an Oriental musical. 
Janguage,, including . quarter-tones,: 
that is legible to the. ‘ear and pleas- 
ing to the comprehension:. - George |" jected - when shows play” guaran. 

‘skill and. understanding. A. Clyde | e4 ates. oe 
-C. -Wilson .” conducted: ‘this. “with 

‘Roller. : - batoned 
““Birebird” ‘suite, - 
-formed. -by - the. - -ensemib‘e. 

the. : Sttavinsky 

Joseph -E. ...Maddy;’ 

liam’ °. ‘Schuman’ Ss. 
Triptych: ”...-. Don Gillis’® 
melodic: and- evocative “Five Acre 

: Pond”. in its - first: N.Y. _perform-= | 
‘ance, and Deems’ ‘Taylor's “Through | 

1 The’ Looking” Glass’ : with a droll 
narration. Dy, Linda, Hunt, ' “ar Su: | 
‘dent. : “beve. 

Contemporary Music | 
. Society -: . 

“(Guggenheim ‘Auditorium, ‘N.Y.). 

-.Guggenheim | Museu‘h’ Ss: hall is 

appointment, -something. between: a 
blotter;-a sponge and a ‘cotton’ ball:: 
A’ ‘saving grace was the -type of 
music:.selected for this concert ‘as 
percussion. was. -represented in all 
types, sizes. and shapes. ‘Though | 
sounding. dry it did- sound, whereas:| - 
‘much of -the rest: was: muffled. { 
Music- ‘which came. off best ‘wes Tan | - 
‘Hamilton's. 

- | Cello’ and ‘-Percussion”. (first .per-' 
++ formance) andthe late Colin. -Me-. 

«] Phee’s “Invention” and ‘“K'nesis.’’: 
“Canticle. ‘No.. “5” 

““Dialdgue ‘for . Flute;: 

Lou Harrison’s. 
seamed ° interestingly. scored *e€x-. 

‘Brown's . 

t_is. probable: that. an- 

and’ ‘audible: ld 

"Goth. - 

‘Lillie, 1. 
Edward. - Wood-. 

Atryout.--RS - 

-also « well-per-|..: 
First: 

‘half. of ‘program. was “gonducted by | 
founder ~ .of 

_ | Initerlochen:. ‘who “led: his’ charges’ 
7 through. Philharmonic. Chief... Wil-' 

“New. England’ 
. sweet, |. 

($7.50: 

‘Without ‘Really « ‘Trying, . 
|-OMC-RS).:.(218€. wk) ($5.95-$6.95: 2,-/: 
‘1300: $74, 000). ‘Previous ‘week, + A 

elegant: .. and” - 

Clark). Previous: week, "$28, 776. 

. Paul. Price ‘was. ‘the: “conductor, oi 
‘Harvey. and: “Sophie . Sollbelger,: 
‘David -Soyer,; “Henry : ‘Brant, - Nich: | 
-olas * Zumbro =— ‘were the instru- 
_Mentalists: and the. very- active. per= | 

sf cussion. was. manned . by. .Wayne |. 
Brotherton, Richard . Fritz,” Robert: 

.| Lepre; Alan’: - Silverman, Richard |. 
Wildermuth. and Howard ‘Zwickler. Le 

| Wik} $5: 70-$6 50; - 2,081: 
(Sid Caesar). 
$40,849 with. ‘Fisher. Playgoer, sub- 

Playgoer: subscription. 

Tune ‘Wilkinson, Richard Vath). 

“Business: was * generally’ big. on 

‘the. road: last week. “Hamlet” held 

“QS top-grosser, ‘with | a ‘house record 

“Camelct;’ ” “again. ‘in- ‘sécond: place,. ” 

and: . Des . “Moines, :. 
sturdy takes ‘were. Scored by zy. 
Funny . Thing» Happened : on . the. 

‘and “Little Way - to. the ‘Forum’ 
in: Cleveland: “and - Detroit, 

respectively... 

tour. 

‘Estimates for Last. Week: 

shows . anclude’ 10% 

noted:: 
Where. : subscription og” mene | 

tioned: the gross ts the net after : 
the . deductions . of ‘commissions. 
Grosses jor split “weeks - are -pro- 

“BOSTON” 

atre « Guild-American’ ‘Theatre : So- 
ciety subscription: - 

: Last. week, $17, 990." 

. Hamlet, Shubert (D-T) ‘(ad wo 
1,727; -$81,000).. ‘Previous| 

week, $68, 330 for ‘seven’ ‘perform=/. 
ances.. 
Last week; hiduse record, $8, 539. 1 

-_ - CHICAGO | 
 How:: “9 ‘Succeed ‘in. Business | 

“Shubert. 

901.. 
“Last. ‘week.’ $64, 625: 

$6;. 1,200;. $34,000). (Nancy Kelly, 
Sheppard. . -Strudwick). : ' (matinee 
company Michaele: Myers. Kendall 

_ last. week, $30, 156.. 

- CINCINNATTY 

Previous -. -wéeek. 

-for March 30 performance: ‘at Univ, - 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor. : = 4 

CLEVELAND * 
Funny Thing ‘Hapnened. on : the| 
‘Way. to the Forum (MC-RS) (2d wk)|. 
($6.95; .1,515;. $59(,000) (Jerry. Les-}. 
‘ter, Edward Everett : Horton. Paul} -. 

 Previoux 

Last: week, $58: 239. 

ae “DES: ‘MOINES 
“How. to Succeed .. .in- _ Brsiness 

Witheut Really : Frying... .KRNT 
(MC-RS-3d. Co.}. ‘Previous _ week, 
$40:694,. Civic, . Omaha: = 

Last, week, $61, 635... 

DETROIT -- 
“Littte- Me.. Fisher. (MC-RS) (2a 

$75,000) 
“Previous.- week, 

scription.: | 
Last. week; $52 384: with: Fisher 

‘NORFOLK 
“Pajama Tops,. Center | | (CRS) : 

(Anne: Jeffreys; ° 

Trying”. were also: hot’ in - Chicago |’ 
-while -other |- 

- Enier. ‘Laughing. Wilbur - ORS) 
(3d: wk): ($4: 95-$5. 50;. 1. 2415 $36,- |. 

699) ‘(Yvonne de Carlo, Alan Mow- | 
-bray,. Irving: Jacobson, ‘Alan: Arkin), . 
Previous. week,. $23, 089. with ‘The-’ don,. 

Previous - week, 
fers, : Community, ‘Atlanta... 
Last. week, sellout $26,532. ‘witht 

; twofers:: _ 

| for the. ‘Shubert. Theatre, Boston. | 
PHILADELPHIA. oe 

‘Camelot; - Shubert (MC-RS): (2d 
wk): ($6. 60-$7. 50; 

George. ‘Wallace, . 
Arthur Treacher,’ Hobert Petersén). 
Previous week; $66,453 

Last week, “$12,725, 

Cool. off, "Forrest. (MC-T) {ist 
wk). .($6.60-$7:50; 1,760; $65,000) 
(Stanley Holloway, Hermione Bad- 
‘deley). | 

Operied here. March 31 to: three. 
Pans {Gaghan, ‘News; Murdock, In- 

. -lauire } 

‘A Man for AH Seasons” “was 4 irer; Schier, Bulletin). - 
hefty. ‘in. Toronto,. and -“Luther”. 
‘started |: its | -post-Broadway 

| promisingly’ in Washington. “Who's: 
Afraid. of Virginia Woolf?” did well 
‘in’. Chicago: . and ° “Pajama: Tops”. 

| went clean on: ‘twofers in: Norfolk. 

‘|: "Phe. Broadway-bound “Cool: Off". 
4 collapsed in Philadelphia Saturday |. . 
|:(4) after the first week: of: a sched- 1. 
‘uled d fortnight tryout. * 

Last week, $10, 800 for seven per- 
formances.:-. The production, cap- 
italized "at $200,000, folded’ here 
Saturday : (4), cancelling ‘a sched- - 

juled second week’s run at the 
Forrest -and ‘a Broadway | booking 

started... 
April 28 at the. Royale Theatre. 
which was. to ~ have 

ST. Lovis J 
‘In: One Bed (and Out the Oiher), 

_ | American (C-RS) ($5.90: 1,863; $31,- 

“= 4-500) Gules’ Munshin, Greta ‘Thys- ; 
-Parenthetic: designations. for. out: . sen). 

: -boftown shows are the same: as: for] 
| Broadway, except that. hyphenaved |. 
T with show classification includes. 

: indicates Toad show }. 
land BT” incécates © bus-and-truck | 

| production. Also,. prices: on touring: 
. Federal tax: 

‘and local. taz, af any, but : as on}, 
Broadway grosses are: net; 4.0. @X-: 
‘clusive of taxes. Engagements: are 
for ‘single. ‘week ‘unless . otherwise : 

‘Previous week, $20,506 with 
twofers, Royal ‘Alexandra, Toronto. . 
“Last ‘week, $20, 015° with ‘twofers: . 

ST: PAUL 
Thousand. ‘Clowns, 

(Dane Clark, ‘Margaret O'Brien). 
Previous week, 

‘Minneapolis. . 
- Last week: $17. 040 with. TG-ATS 

‘subséription. 

-. \SAN-BRANCISCO. - 
“Private * Ear. and Public | ‘Eye; 

Geary’ (GD-RS).(2d wk) $5.40-$5. 95; .. 
1,483;. $38,000) (Geraldine McEwan, . 

| Barry. ‘Foster, Brian Bedford, 
: Previous “week, . 

. $17,393 with TG-ATS subscription. 
“Last week; #20, 576. with TG-ATS 

Moray Watson). : 

subscription... 

7 TORONTO 
Man | for AN Seasons, 

Albert - Dekker): 

O’Keefe subscription... 

‘Theatre de France, Royal: Alex- 
| andra ($5.50-86.50:. 1.497: $43,670) 
(Madeleine | Renaud, Jean~ Louis 
Barrault)_ Previous week, unre- 
‘ported. . 
“Last. week, $25, 456 for. five. per-: 

formances of “La Vie. Parisienne” © 
‘and. three: performances - of “Le 
Mariage de Figaro.” Both. offerings 

| reeeived rave reviews. (Evans, Tele-. 
: gram; 

wn - Globe)... 
“Who's. Afraid’ ef Virginia. Woolf? - fares 

Studehaker {D-RS) (6th wk). ($5.50- 

Berry, “Star; Whittaker, 

- “WASHINGTON a 
“Luther, National (D-RS) {1st wk) 

($4.50-$5.95; 1,673; $48,926) (John 
Heffernan)... Previous week, $22,-.- 
067 with: twofers, Lunt-Fontame, 

‘| New “York: 
| Last: week, $36,990 with TG-ATS. 

| subscription. 

‘Stop: ‘the -World—1_ Want: ‘to ‘Get | 
-Off, Shubert. (MC-RS) ($4. 55-$5:50; 
2,028:;. $53,669) (Kenneth. ‘Nelson, | 
Joan *: Eastman). - 
$22, 954, ‘Auditorium; “St; Paul: - 
Last: week, $12; 332 for seven: per-| 

clusively for -percussion . from ‘the. “formarices, plus $4,000 guarantee: 
tinkling - sounds.‘of- little bells- to. 
the -deep Tumbling® of drums .. 7. 
but. the: resonance: to. give -its “true | 

+ value: was: non-existent. . The: Other |. 
“| -works:.- by: -Bo ‘Nilson: and ° ‘Earl. 
Brown were .too. “far out”: to be } 

! fairly * judged: under’ ‘the ‘-cireum- : 
66 99 me 

“Hodograp! nd ‘Hartman, Arnold Stanz). : 
week, $53, 510: with TG-ATS ‘sub+} . 

| scription. ~ : 

7 UNREPORTED | 
¢ Shows listed ‘below were play- 

ing ‘guaranteed dates. for which. 
.. | grosses. : ‘cannot. be. accurately — g- 
ured. J: : | 

‘Beys- From Syracuse 
split-week. 

_ Camelot. (MCBT) (Biff McGuire, 
t Jeannie. Carson, Melville Cooper), - 

| split-week: 

week. . 

Bis of London 
London, April 7. 

The last. two plays of the current 
4 season at .the’ Ashcroft: Theatre, 
. Croyden, will -have Sarah Church- 
ill in the. jead of “Fata Morgana” 
-and:Clive Brook in a 
gan: adaptation” of “The . Judge’ s 

_} Story... -- . 
| . Bill Fraser ‘and Betty. Baskcomb: 
‘star in Terence Frisby’s “The Sub-- 
- topians,” 

a Mor- 

which bows in at the’ New. 
Arts. next Tuesday (14). 
Ann Jellicoe will translate Che: 

kov’ s “Ivanoy.”. Tennent will pre- 
sent. it in the fall. 

-Pressagent. George Bartram. has 
| chalked up: 10° years blurbing for 
| Harry Secombe. - : 

.. - The Royal ‘Ballet i is signed for a 
| ses. teur of the. US.. in. 

$8, 115 with two- oe 

‘1,907; $70,000) 

Auditorium . 
(C-RS). ($4.95-$5. 50: 2 697: $79, 000) . - 

$22,731 with TG-— 
ATS subscription, _ Orpheum, 

; "O'Keefe . 
{D-RS) (2d: wk) ($5.50; 3.283; $94,- 
587) (William Roderick, Bruce Gor-:. 

Previous: 
| week, . $33,807- ‘with TG-ATS. and | 

| -Last week, $53,660 with. TG-ATS: 
| and. O'Keefe. subscriptian, ean 

(MC-BT), | 

Hollew. Crown . RED, Split: 



‘provided: by the:managéements of: the. shows: involved: rather. than to 

- charge). 
a Parenthétical. ‘designations are as “Follows: ( C) ‘Comedy, (DY ‘Drama, 

-(¢e/o._ Casting -Consultants, 22 .W. | 

(c/o: Alfred Geller, 30 -E. ‘60th. St:,. 

. parts: ‘male, ‘lead,. 50s,-. embittered, an 
~ fajlure, drunkard, must. have : -bra- 

and sing’ well. 
-pointment phone Delmar Hendricks 
‘vat CI 5-1086 daily. between 2-5 P. m, | _ 

vision. shows. All information. has’ been: obtained directly by ihe 

checked as:of noon yesterday. (Tues:). 
The available roles. will be repeated. weekly until ‘filled, and. ‘addi. |' 

tions to. the. list will be: made. only when. information 4§ secured from} 
responsible parties..The intention is ‘to sérvice: performers with leads 

run-a wild, goose marathon. {This * information sis: published without 

(MC) Musical.,Comedy,.. (MD) Musical . Drama, (R). Renies (Rep) 
Repertory, f DR) ‘Dramatic Reading, (DB): Double Bill.” 

+ 

| Producers, Gene Dingenary: & Jane 
iH| Gilliland. (416: W. 42d St. N.Y). 

|.All roles open. Equity. only: Legit. 
voices “required, Mail :photos..& 

BROADW AY: 
Phone. or’ visit. - 

“Ben Franklin in ‘Paris” (MC). 
“The Amorous. Flea’: (Mo). 

94th St... N. Y¥.. Available parts: 
femme lead, 30-35,. must sing ‘and. 
do French: accent;: male,’ 19, - like-. 
able, must sing and’ dance; femme, 
19, French; ‘must sing and dance. 
Accepting ~ “photos - 

“terior, 
ingenue 

production: .*.male, “19-23... 
good comedian; “femme, 

and .- resumes. 
‘able’ to. cover: juve and. play older. 

address. agents conly, © cio ahove |: man -(45-50); - -eharacter.. ‘male and} . 

“. {femme coniics, servent ‘types loud | 
“OF F-BROADWAY: | voices, with. some ‘dance. experience; |: 

“Arms and the Man” (C).- Pro-| character male, 45-55. “Mail photos. 
: | and. resumes to John. Fern, .(York. ducer Northwestern Er goth Sta | Theatre, 6 ath "St: “and. First, ‘Ave. 

N.Y.). All roles open. Send ‘photos N.Y): : 
and resumes to Johan Fillinger at “This. Was: Burlesque”. (R) ‘Audi- 
205 W. 57th St., N.Y. ‘Do. not phone: tion every Wednesday.‘at 5 p.m. for 
or visit. ; tall femme dancers, experienced: in. 
_ “Dream. of Swallows” (D). ‘Pro: {modern, tap & ballet, at the Casino 

ducers, Sylvia & Joseph - Harris. 
(145 W: 55th St., N. Y).. Available.| Ave Ne ¥.).. 

’ “Ulysses: In. . “Nightiowa’ (C). 

vura; male, .20,: - must ‘play ‘guitar (226 -W..47th ‘St, N.Y).: 
.For audition .ap- for: readings | ‘through. “April 10,.on 

the. ninth floor. c/o. above: ‘address. 

‘STOCK 
“EPHRATA, -PA. ao 

Ephrata. ‘Star Playhouse... Pro-. 
~ "| ducer-direetor,. John Cameron. {e/o 

<4 P.O: Box -334,..Ephrata, Pa.). Ac-. 
J.cepting... photos. &: resumes . from 

Do not. visit. 
“The Streets of. ‘New. York’ wn. | 

: tacky hilarious j journeys on n board: 
the fictional. 58. Fiviog W Wind rae * 

| Equity ‘résident company, also job- 
}. | bers. & apprentices, clo above’ ad: 
| on dress." 7 

- 'SUELIVAN, “TLL: . 
Summer. of Musicals.. ‘Producer; 

‘Guy S. Little. Jr. Box 155, Sullivan, 
‘| Ii: Accepting. photos and. -résumes: 
-from “musical and ¢ramatic -per- 

Wt. formers: for Equity -resident com-. 
1 -pany.: Also applicants’ for. paid ap-. 

.| prenticeships, - /0 - above~ address. . 
| “, Lon ..Broadway. as _ ” 664 

2” ‘hi , 

‘What “Makes Sammy: ‘Run? | of. ‘the. nominating ‘committee, the |{- 
+ second the majority report | ‘of. the 
nominating “committee; ‘the - third.|} 
the.:minority ‘report’ of the 

in addition, ‘makes the. gab | ‘nominating’. committee.’ and ...the 
| fourth a. Statement by: O'Neal. ° 

cireuit «with lectures’ on. “American ‘The material. was-.to: have been | 

_ published: in. the ‘order outlined -by | 
‘|: the . council, However, the nomi-- 
‘| nating» Teport. was: left out. ‘of the. 

“WILLIAMSTOWN, “MASS. 
es : Williamstown. Sumnier «Theatre., 

*MIRVISH wo! .. } Producer, - Nikos, ‘ Psacharopouilos.| * 
Is: WONDERFULI”. *V(e/o. School of ‘Drama, Yale: ‘Uni- | 

“at c concocting funny episodes ‘that ‘get * 

‘even funnier. as they ‘develop. He is a 
_ Master ‘of the ronning gag. Very. enters = 

| foining. _ Publishers We ekly 1 All types. will: be’ considered. “Ap- 
| | pointments -will:be scheduled ‘from 

\..Down to a “ 
bai Don ay > : to: producer. at. above. eee Do}. 

| not: phone ‘or visit. —Bert Lohr = F : Popes 
Star of “Foxy” eee “POURING 

oo. , L“The Irregular Verb ‘To Love” 
‘DUTTON 43.95 \(e).- ‘Myrna’: Loy..stars,-. All other 

a roles: open.. Mail photos &. resumes. 
1 to ‘McAloney. Productions (853 7th 

| Ave., N.Y. ). Do not Phone « or: visit: 

oe “iCamera- “Three” “feducational-. 
5 | dramatic ‘series);, Producer, ‘CBS 

|| 524: W. 57th St. N. Y5:JU 6-6000);. 
‘Paula Hindlin,. [| casting - ‘director, . 

1 Accepting. photos : ‘and’ resumes .of 
general male and female dramatic 

| talent; c/o above: address: No dupli- 
cafes. 1 DANNY THOMAS SHOW. 

Morday Nights 
_ _CBS-TV ous-dramatic series). 

16-60CG):. casting: director, ‘Paula 
my Hindlin. . “Accepting - photos and ‘re- 

NOW | AVAILABLE. 
REHEARSAL TH EATRE- 

_9 The Japanese Gardens Theatre, above. 
| the Riviera Theatre. “97th Street and. 
| Broadway, New York.- Full stage— |. 
.32' deep x 75'%’ wide—Separate Prin-: fF 
cipal and: Chorus. Rehearsal: areas. 
Reasonable rates.. For information— ’ 

.§ Barry B. Yellen, | JU 60500, 

No duplicates. 

. oe 

“The ‘Magic. vue? This’ one- 
FOR LEASE © 

‘| THEATRE-BY-THE-SEA. 
Matunuck, -R. fT. . Seats 550. . Unusually | 

fi large stage, $5000 “yey including" ‘inn, 
.§ restaurant, bar. - 

MRS, CLIVE. L. “-DUVAL 
4815 Buchanan. St. 

ele ‘McLean, va. lon. 

fat: ‘the N.Y. World’s .Fair:: ; 
open -tsnor-. and: “bass. voices. only, 

Tment. 

ob, a S es Sao ee ee ae, et ee . 

(Aprik- 6-11); “ 

. - |Lresumes c/o above address. Do not}: 

‘Shupert: ‘il. yReRY r 
Available. parts ‘for. touring». com- |. i 
pany and/ or understidies. for N-Y.- 

East Theatre » (2th St.; and: Second |: : 

Producer, ’ Equity. Library . Theatre. 
. Signup. 

ao versity, - -New.. ‘Haven, -Conn:):: Ac--|: 
“| cepting: photos .and: resumes. ‘for. a: 

| resident Equity” company. of twelve. 
and..a- non-Equity:. compahy: ‘of’. six:, 

| photos and resumes received; mail-|. 

“| sumes of general. male. and. female} 
-J} dramatic talent,.c/o: above. address | 

| hour version’ of ‘the’ Opéra will’ be: 
presented. “throughout. ‘the. summer 

Agma-’ 

aa should ‘contact. Mr.”. Friedberg. -at. 
4 Sacramiento: 2-3220. daily:-from 9} ‘bréos > and, Diahann Carroll. 
‘a.m.-5 | PB mM. “for. Audition: appoint-| ; 

| Touring SI Shows 
f (Figures. cover April’ 6-18). 

LI. .Boys: From: Syracuse - dbus: trick) —Split ; 
‘weeks (April 6- 

‘ Camelot (bus: true) —. Dade,” 

‘Enfer ‘Laughing—Biltmore, iL. ~ fA April 

the’ “Forum (2d -Co.)—Orpheum. . 

(April - 6-18). . 

Really Trying | -Qd. Co. Shubert, ‘Chi 
(April 6-18). . 
. How to. Succeed . in: ‘Business without 
Really Trying” Gd: ‘Co. }—Murat, Indpls. 
(April .6-18).” . ; 

‘In’ One Bed. and, Out the - - Other)— 
| American, St. (April . 61D: _ Hanna, 
-Cleve.. (April 13: ig). 
' -Little Me—Fisher, “Det. - “April, 6 18)..: 

Luther—National, - Wash: 

Man-for AN Seasons—O’Kéeefe, ‘Toronto. 
aner. Capitol, ‘Montreal. 

“Wis: 
Music. ; Hall. Omaha — (April 15-18): 
’. Private Ear and Public: Eye—-Auditori- 
-um,. Denver: (April 8-11,.‘cloges). . . 

- Royal - Shakespeare: Theatre—National; 
Wa ash. “(Anril ‘14-1 8). 

“April. 13-14); 

Boston: “ “GID; 
.Thousand Clowns. — Pabst, ’ Milwaukee 

(April | 7-11); ‘American, St: L.: (April. 13-18). 
o's. 

Cincy. {Apri 1918). 

“B. Ml. Workshop 

‘Hail, Robert Hughe Ss, 
‘Mitchell, Don: Parks, Jerry. Powell, 

and Cy. ‘Young. » “Some. OF . ‘these 
writers. have. pro credits while 

| others .will - ‘display: ‘their. talents :in’ 
a: professional’ atmosphere; for the theatrical - ‘unions, says, “We.:can’t 

| operate:in 1964 as we did in 1919, ” first time. . 

Young; ‘itieidentally,; has: written: 
the. -book; music. and: lyrics: for. a 
‘musical. :version.. of .“‘The Italian 
Strawhat; optioned recently. “by. 
‘Broadway - producer-actress Hailaj 

“Jo,”: the : musical. ver- 
“Little ‘Women, ” which. 

‘Stoddard. 
Sion - of . 

.'-elosed ‘off-Broadway: ‘last ‘Sunday 
- 3f.(5),. was.’ -adapted : by. . “Parks and 

‘Dyer.: Both’ were “responsible for. 
the. -book’ and’. lyrics, -with . Dyer}. . 

-\'sent out personal-let-te rs. of) «. 
da: ®. ‘after. 63. erformances. ° 

“endorsement ‘and will: soon. send ‘a} aes P 
mailing to the ‘membership. Ballots. — 

‘also contributing the music. 
Sachs and. Mitchell,. as ‘a work- 

songs to: go. with “a. scene-by-scene 
outline | ‘of a musical: ‘version of a 

{ Streetear Named Desire.” 
: Admission. to the “workshop - is 

“meet: the requirements - ‘(affiliation 
with - “BMI is 

size. There . ‘are: two groups, ‘each 

‘Engel, who's.’ ‘associated. ‘With. BMI 

156th: show. o 
Engel is also. partnered ‘in. the 

Operation ~ of: the. Musical Theatre 
‘Academy;:.a school ‘for’ performers; } 
~and, - 

Musical theatre. - 

Southern Theatre 

; will | have” a “different: director: 

Richard : -Schechner; editor ‘of ‘the 
‘Tulane . Drama. Review. ‘and. pre-. 
visuslv ‘mentionéd | as a: participat-| 

ling. playwright; ..Ted ‘Shine, Pro~. 
fessar. ‘of: theatre - at: Howard Univ., 

, land. Frank. Greenwood, .a director : 
land: writer on the: Coast; are com- 

7 mitted | to. the’. program: for. this 
| year. aa 

In ‘Jackson: “EST ‘will be assisted 
‘by’ Tougaloo College,. an. accredited ' 
| interracial. institution, ‘and the 
project ‘there willbe called’ The | 
Free Southern “Theatre of ‘Touga- ! 
loo College. - The - ‘staff. includes 
Gilbert Moses, drama director; Wil- 
liam “Hutchinson, ‘ technical.‘ direc- 
.|-tor, ‘and - John ; ‘O'Neal and . Doris: 
Derb ,. ressagents.. 

“Lamp ‘Unto’ “My: Feet” ‘relia 4 vB s 
Producer. J 

CBS. (524 W.-57th ‘St. NL. Y.;° IU} 
Tougaloo, and. Moses,’ .O’Neal and | 
Miss Derby are_on: the. staff ofThe. 
Student. Nonviolent * “Coordinating 
‘Comimittee..: The idea for FST: was’ 
‘initiated ‘by SNCC, and-.the - Jack-. 
son . project: will -- fall under the: 

al Danner. of the Council of Federated’ 
| | Organizations, ; ‘which includes 
‘mayor civil. rights groups in ‘Louisi= 
jana ‘and: ‘Mississippi. ° 

“¥ST.. ‘sponsors. Seen ay om) arene 9: “Hiclude ‘Harry.’ 
- | Bela‘onte;, Lincoln Kirstein, James 

Baldivin,: ‘Robert Ryan; Ossie Davis, 

§ton. Tlughes, Sidney. Poities... ‘Lor-- 
Haasberry,- Robert. Nemiroff, : 

- O'Neal,. ‘Tom Bosley, 
Sherwood, . “Hal. Hol- 

Yr sine’ 

‘Fre aar cx 

7 7a0 tote 2 “n2 

Oe 

i Miami 
(April 6-11);. Split-week ‘(Aprii 13- 18). 

- Following’ are “available” “parts. -in. “wpeoming: : Broadway, off: Dron: 4. 18). 
“way, and touring shows,.as' well as ballet, films, industrial and. tele- |: Funny. Thing Happened. on. the. Way to 

‘Mpls. | 

: 
‘ 6-1 - ‘A di Ls A il 13- T 

“Variety: Casting Department ‘by. telephone: calls, and: has: been re- Spr. D5 Auditorium ‘St. P. Apr 
. "Hollow: ‘Crows. Gustruck)—Split-weeks | . 

‘How fo Sucteed : in Business ‘Without: 

“(April 61D; | | 
-tShubert;. Boston (April .13-18)..- -* 

(April . 

‘Pajama: Tops—Nixon;. Pitt: (April 6: 11); 7 
| Orpheum, . Madison,. ; advocates — 

-- Stop. the World—F- ‘Want to ‘Get. Of— 
Forrest, 

Afraid. .of ‘Virginia: ‘Woolf? . (2d° 
be i Cine Capel . Chi - April. 6:1));- ‘Shu- 

. er > 

soprano.: ‘with. ‘some dance experi: | = 
| ence; male, young, character ‘actor, |: 

— ‘Conitinued from Page. 19° — 

- Mel 

- Jim’ ‘Rusk, . Norman:’ Sachs, | Treva. 
| Silverman;: ‘Pat Welch, | “Don Wolf 

| ‘seeks. 

"| dramatic & musical. performers for. ‘Shop. exercise, have" compléted 14. 

by: -audition: and is ‘opén‘to. all who+' 

hot.’ necessary). 
‘Classes, ‘however, are .. limited in 

‘comprising. - -a-b.0 ut’..20° . persons. 

as. a consultant, is currently active 
‘conductor , of 

Weiaeeday April, 8 1964 

factor. The | exchange - “between 

the. category of new business. ™: 

the hospital. after a routine opera- 
tion; was not: present.at the. meet-| 

‘| ing, but. Larry ‘Gates spoke. in--his 
‘behalf. . Ruth: Gillette,” who . chad 
‘been. chairman. of the. nominating. 
-committee, spoke in behalf of: Miss. 
‘Gish, who was also: absent. Weston 
‘| anid” Bikel. did their: own talking. © 

Both “Weston ‘and. O’Neal have 
‘come out in ‘favor. of union. im-. 
“provements © ‘and their. platforms |: . 
seem: ‘somewhat «. similar: : Weston 

an increase ‘in rehearsal - -pay. - to 
the performing -mininium: level, 
better protection .. for American’ 

|:actors in- connection: with the em-: 
‘ployment. of .aliens  and™.a better 

| Zoyalty. and ‘residual ‘setup - for : 
= | actors. ee _ 

| O'Neal’ wants” to: organize: ‘thet 
| Equity. office “in the most. modern | 
‘bway. Possible and .:make it: more: 
Tesponsive to - the. - members’ 
needs.” He’s for : wider’ national 

protection - for. members. in.- the 
area of: pay. tv. O'Neal, who. also. 

merger... “between * parallel . 

Weston, -whose suppofrters | have 
I gent: out. a. ‘mailing to the member- | 

campaigning | - 
vigorously ‘backstage. at ‘Broadway | 

He ~ planed-. from .New |- _Billygoat. Eddie, Writers | 4-15-60. 

ship, .has. been’. 

theatres. 
York last Sunday (5) for :Chicaga 

dress . the . 
‘meeting _ there. next - Sunday ™: (12), 
Backers. of the O’Neal- ticket- have 

for’ the. election are’ to: be. mailed: 
by. Equity: no: later than April: 17,1 F. 
with “the: counting .. ‘of Ballots} 

|| scheduled. to. start':-May 4." nan 
..Equity. ‘is’, also: : Sending | “out 5 ; 

| special mailing. in connection with if 
‘the..election because of: a. “clerical 
error”. which -resulted..in an omis-|{. 

issue of |] 
Equity, the :-union’s official : pub- |} 
sion. from - ‘the. April: 

lication.’ The Equity~ council - had 
directed’ that the April issue carry |} 
four reports relating ‘to. the elec- |]: 
tion. The: first’ was to be the report }{- 

Magazine and’. the- minority. report. 
‘ran first,. followed by the majority 

a Cont; nied from: ‘age 19 mums‘) report. and- then: O’Neal’s_ state- | = 
| ment. -Weston’ complained. to. the} |. 
[ epuneil and .it was decided. that co. 

in -.the order |. bee oa the “four reports, 
originally designated, be. mailed 
to the membership. - 

‘Weston’s © supporters, it’s .stated, 
‘“Fwo. fine. and experienced . ‘men 1. 
are running . ‘for the“ office” oft]: 

in: ..rapping | | 
| Weston and. Bikel, said” “they: were [fF 
‘attacking. everybody. except : their. 

‘president. Bellamy, 

opposing candidates. 

Prince .and. Bellamy ‘came under 

O'Neal, ‘recently discharged from. 

“increasing ‘the. effi-|. 
| ciency of. the. operation. of the. of-.|_ 
| fice” and.in “policing.” contracts 
we. -alréady “have.” He <also ‘favors: 

to continue campaigning, prior to |. .- 
“moving | on to Los ‘Angeles. to ad- 7 

Equity . -membership - 

In ‘the. :- mailing "Sent: out Dy. 

~ Equity Election Getting Warmer 
; Continued from. Page. 79: 

| speeches because . ‘of the time president. ‘He ‘was-the. nominating 
-committee’s. original candidate ‘for- 
the: latter ...office: in the’ current 
election, ‘but.declined the nomina- ~. 
‘tion via. a’ telegram: which ‘stated,...°. 
“Trust you. will not. think’ :me.:.~ 

but. -* 
‘considering my: years of service ‘to. © 
Equity... and™: knowledge. of the .-:. 
‘affairs. of our’ union, ‘I -felt.-I de. 
-served - ‘greater’: consideration.” “In” 
any event,. ‘many: thanks to-all of. 

presumptuous or.  egotistic,™- 

you, : -but~-I- cannot:.'accept . the. 
nomination” for “First NicePresi- . : 
dent.” o ge 

Mario io del Monaco Okay: 
” London, April. Te 

“Tenor Mario del. Manaco is com- . 7 
pletely ‘recovered from:.the. auto-. 
mobile accident . of ‘several. ‘months: - - : 

| ago...He ‘will return .to the stage" | 
-as Otello. in ‘Covent. Garden: ‘on. “ 
April 11.: os 
In May. he will sing. ‘Wagner's. | 

“Rienzi” at La. Scala, Milan. - ae 

: OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS .- 
am | Figures ‘cenole “opened dates). 

. Amorous: Fléa,. York. 17-84). 
Blacks, St.'Marks (5-461)... —-:: 
‘Blood Knot, Cricket (-2-64). 

‘Boys Syracuse, Theatre. 4 4-15-69). ns 
and’..Canadian. representation’ on] yatak eres 

| the _ Equity © council .and ‘is-“con-|” 
cernéd about-‘such’-things.as the| : 
alien” emplo' ment: roblem.. and |: . 

PB y! Pp -. Life Is a.Dream,- ‘Astor PL (3-19-60.. 
. ‘Little ‘Eyolf, Actors . (3-16-64). | 

. Caretaker; ‘Plavers. (1-30-64). 
‘Cindy, Gate (3-19-64). 

. Fantasticks, Sullivan ‘St. (5-360). 
“Immoralist, Bouwerie. Lane -(11-7-69). 
In White America, Sher.:Sq. (10-21-63)... 

"Pinter Plays, Midway (11-26-62). 
‘Repertory, Phoenix. ‘(3-4-64).. " 

- Salad. Mad ‘Cafe. Masque: 3164), 
‘Six Characters, Martinique G-8-63)- 7 

. Streets of .N. Y.:: Maidman* (10-29-63).°: 
Trojan Woman, Circle. in .Sq.. (12- 25-83). 

’ Triple-bilf, Cherry Lane. (3-24-64).: lite 
. Trumpets Lord: -4° Sher. Sa. °112 21-63), 
7 ‘White’ Rose & Red, Stage 73 (3-16-64). 

SCHEDULED... OPENINGS. 
‘Dream. Swallows, -Jan Hus. (4-14-64). 
‘Diary Madm an, Grom. -Arts. CEI R64): . 

- Marietta,. Hotel - Astor.. (4-16-64).. 
Knack, . New. Theatre. 5-20-64). ~ v 

“E€LOSED. 

‘Jin, Summer House, Little Fox...3-25-69:: 
-, Glosed” last: - "Sunday .’ @) ‘after’ TS: per-.. 
“formances.. “:. _ 
Jo, -Orpheiim . (0-18-64): closed last, Sune” 

BILLY DE WOLFE 
“HOW TO SUCCEED IN 
.. BUSINESS WITHOUT . 

“REALLY TRYING” “| 
- Shaftesbury Theatre - oa oor 
Lendon Ww. Cc 2, England — - . 

_FOR THEATRICAL HRULING 
* in LOS ANGELES. 

| CONTACT GEORGE eae 

~ ATLANTIC TRANSFER: C0... 
OUR NEW ADDRESS. & PHONE: IS ~. 

"10053: INTERNATIONAL ROAD 
Los ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

“, PHONE: 716-1870 

-, According - to a. member of the | = 
union, the attacks: ‘referred. to ‘by |= 
; Bellamy, - were. allegedly. . made 

union’s exécutive. secretary, Angus 
Bikel has. stated, 

| onions him. Helen Hayes ‘and the 

t Duncan. 

AL sidelight to. Weston’s. eandi- | 
‘daev' ‘is that he’s from. the chorus 
cranks,. and: it’s the first time since/}- 
the merger of Equity and Chorus || © 
Equity - that anybody. other than 
an. established: principal: has been’. 

“ya candidate for the presidency . of: 
-the.. union.: It's ~ ‘also understood | 
j that a” number of. those who sup-/| 

. We 

have. never attacked’ ‘anybody 
os b except. on the: basis of laxness in. 

- Hutchinson: -is- drama ‘diréctor . at I performance.: of union. duties;. the | f:$ 
only “issue “‘at~ stake: And “Weston |[--: 
has. attacked: ‘inefficiency in office |» 
‘procedure: wherever’ it existed:” .~ 

“FULL ry PART TIME. 
“HELP ‘WANTED — MALE | &- FEMALE De. 

“Well Dressed & Attractive—Age 25-35.. 1. 
. Tremendous opportunity. for unlimited f. 
‘earnings—3. months——Presentation of J. - 
World’s Fair & NYC Discount Book |. 
($200 vaiye) to executives of large 
Sar 33. interviews: Wed- "Fri. 12-3, Th: 

5611 Northern Blvd, “tnd, fl)" 
ae eens, N.Y . 

Now ‘Available for Summer Bookings 

~ LOOKING GLASS: REVUE 
“CHILDREN’S . THEATRE .. 
direct from. 3 yrs-in new york 

Contact: AMERICAN TALENT. MGT. 
200 'W. a7 St, Nyc. 1¥ €o 54300 

portéd*:.O’Neal -when’ he. was..a/j™ 
“Ruby. Dee, Theodore. Bikel, -Lang-. ‘candidate for the top office six 

-vears | Ago. ‘aré now ‘backing Weston: | [Broadway producer has under option | 
Others ‘see this as the. ‘beginning | 
of ‘a: longrange ‘push. to. get: ‘Bikel | 
: into. ‘presidential post. 

O’Neal, the. first... ‘Negro candi: | 
The" -actively — ‘participating in - : date for the office of. Equity. presi- 

Ithe FST. Productions will be. ‘paid. ident; Is. - the incumbent first vice- 
~ 

“ATT: "STOCK THEATRES, 

new, sure-fire. musical hy: well. known 
vauthors. .Wishes to ‘try ies NY, a 
small. theatre, within.. 150° miles NY. 5 
Resident company: preferred. - a 

BOX V-3602, VARIETY. en ae | 

154 | We ‘46th Sti ‘New. York: seas: a 

Le fel le - oe _ a zo nitnoinesnatavaeratend 

‘Betty-Sponge, East. End: (224-64): closed woe, 
‘last. Sunday (5) after 49 - performances. .° 



+? pevival ‘of -a& ‘comedy-drama in 

". -. Opened: April stn. “64, at the Belasco ‘Thea-. 

"Mash 
re Semyon- Semiyonoviteh “wedvedenko 

... ‘rina: Nikolayevna.: Atkaci 

2 Boris: Alexeyevitch . ‘Trigoria: 

— liya. “Afanasyeviteh ‘Shaniraev 

a Maid ae 

"|. the’ National -Repertory. Theatre is. 
‘making its’- Broadway bow:. with, 
ls Anton | Chekhov's. “The -: - Seagutt. ”~ 
“2 [It’s nota memorable | ‘production, |: 
_':. ° ‘peeause.the acting’ is- uneven, ‘but | 

-:/ 1: $f 3s competent and: indicates: that}: 

a company. have: been fortunate.” 

ao - “able translation of. the play is used,. 
= has’ staged. it ‘skillfully and taste: : 

i. ‘fully, : ‘and ‘she illuminates. the role: 

o Q and-is particularly. fine in:the third: 
" ,Scene.‘when.she is. at one. moment 

/ imploring © Trigorin not~to leave} 

"5 east as Nina, and is only partially |: 
|. 72 “successful . as ..the.. breathless, ro- 

“ fs ‘a Cape Cod. ‘Summer Theatre (near 

Wat. “all: that. mushy. stuff.”: ‘The 
. 1 -choriis ‘was ‘in: fine form: vocally: 
eee | and. that's ‘the: most : “anyone. could 1: 

sk. © 
| “Donald. Oenslager’ 8. scenery. ‘te-| 
‘mains: ‘more. functional:. than. in- 

wg “However, she is. moving. lh the last. 
act,. ‘when..-the ; ‘disillusioned: Nina 
returns to the. country. estate... Far- 
ley -Granger is a believable. Kon-. 

ntin; ha D is amus- 
: Producers, Michael. Dewell . and@ Frarces ]:; sta oi T “a yer avid. 

The. Seas a 
Aimerican National Theatre & “peadextiy 

":" presentation | ‘of . the National - ‘Repertory: 

‘by Anton -Chekh ae ti ace (four scenes), by on ekhov; trans- 
‘Jated and: staged - by Eva -Le-Gallienne. 

'the.: greater part. of ‘them © ‘being 

‘Ann Dougherty;.. settings,‘ Peter. Lurkin; }, and. : . podge .. result: ‘contributed - ‘more 
See nes, i eacti olte a peeviges, “Robert | ceive | bright colors:than authenticity. For Musser; production. sup i r Denholm. Elliott, is ‘not. a ‘con: 

‘Calhoun; musical director. Dean Fuller. vincing ‘Trigorin. ‘Similarly, ‘Bar-= 
Sachs: effected a. Kabuki-type make- -.- tre,. No.2 Ys top weeknights, . $7.50 “bara ‘Stanton, though - effective. ~at 

a ; . which. ly HRS gs Barbarn, gent | times, gives. pale, low-key, per~| Ftv Oriental look of the elers. [formance that we not do full jus-| 
‘tice. to. the role o asha ere 
lis -good ‘support, : however, from’ evening ‘with. Same: cast. 
Ben Yaffee, Betty Sinclair’ and es- = 
pecially: ‘G. Wood. 

- Peter. Larkin’s. two: settings are. 
right, particularly... the. . drawing: ADE 
‘room. de the: second, act, * exequted [fh 1 
‘in. shades. 0 own, gold..and -or- 
‘ange... -. Alvin: :Colt’s costumes "are: in the Summer House | 
suitable, ~ “and - Tharon: /-Musser’s | 
lighting As. ‘fine, 

; n. Vatiec’ 
om Pyotr Nikolayevitch ‘Sorin. Thayer: David 

, Konstantin” Gavriloviteh’ ‘Treplev . 
oan _, Farley. Granger 
“Yakov -Fred Ainswo 
a Nina “ihaitoviis Zarctchnaya ! . 

an . Anne: . Meacham 
: Polina: Andryevna vee ‘Betty’ Sinclair. 
: Yevegeny Sergeyeviteh ‘Born -G; “Wo od 

Eva. Le. Gallienne 

Denholm Elliott 

- Jerome Raphel De Kenn. ‘Staged by “A 
Cook :°... eaegeeccesses Richard - -Bowler. “| Smith; costumes,:Ann Roth; lighting;. ‘Tom 

nate oe eee ce ge Susan | Carr. = ‘| Skelton; music - arranged: ‘by Nite. 
“| Miguel; - Production ‘supervisor, Lyn:. Aus- ?he. Lower. ‘wepihs” | tine Stars. Leora’ Danke Estelle Persons, 

, Phoenix Theatre qt. Edward ‘Hambleton, . Opened March 25, ”64, at the Little -Fox 
“Norte Houghton; managing directors): by-| Fheatre, N. Y.5-; $450. weeknights, $4.95 
arrangement.with the Assn; of Producing weekends. : 

- Artists, revival of:-drama.- in., four .acts:. Cast: : "Leora:. *Dana,. ‘Estelle. Persoris, 
-by Maxim Gorki, translated: by Alex | James Farentino,- Dennis - Cooney, Susan 
Szogyi. Staged ‘by. Ellis - Rabb: ‘getting, 
“Jamies - Hiltons gomtumes, Naney 
“Qpened 'M Maret h 30, G8 , at. the Phoenix | 

heatre;- $ 3 
. Cast:. Ellis Rabb; Eve Roberts, William’ oe 

Gordon Gould,: Jan Farrand, |: 
Sparer, Clayton Cor- |. 

“After” “two. Seasons on’ “the: road: 

Tanzy;. Peter Gerety, Philip 
‘Nito. _San- Miguel, “Eric. Sydne ey. 

- the cities and towns ‘visited ‘by- the | rarsen,* 
--. | Joanna: -Roos;:. Paul 

‘Eva Le. Galli he d os zatte. t Richard. Woods, John Ragh Pente- | nne Ww ose- a mir- ur, Sydney Walker, 

va . St ae Marchand; Joseph Bird, \. Keene 

The - Jane ™ Bowles . play: 

misfits ° who .use different ‘Methods 

of: Irina.. She makes ‘the vain and: 
‘selfish’ actress. a. pathetic. figure,. 

repertory. group at its best. Staged | faré ‘better downtown. 
‘with’ insight, “and -imaginativeness |° - 
by Ellis: ‘Rabb, the. prodtiction..con-" moments’ as a woman. who seems at 

her, and-at the next. powdering. her 
nose. with: complete assurance... . -and ‘the. pathos of. the: Maxim’ Gorki tical, but~ turns out. to’ be.~ as 

‘ Anne. Meacham. is. riot’ ideally | drama:-, troubled and. desperate ‘as the rest. 
- AS the. residents: ‘of: ‘a. “hellish: Of 

fiophouse, "26 ‘actors work: ‘together: a: drunkard, ‘matiages to. evoke. sym- 

{smoothly . and - -effectively, « almost, pathy, “but is: stymied . ‘by. the" “Un 
| like ‘- instruments...:.in . ‘a. ‘well-re- convincing. part. : 

‘| hearsed - orchestra. On. James‘ -Til- 
ton’s properly. repugnant ‘set, ‘they | an: whose. retreat from..the world. 

| bring -the.-group- of ‘assorted, dere- |is “the: titular. ‘structure, Dennis. 
lets to life. Cooney- ‘as -her -husband;. ‘Kay. Frey. 

| mantic - girl of the. early. ‘scenes. 

Foe 

:.{man.. who brings “hope: into: the-|.a waitress, all have opportunity to. 
“¢ [house «temporarily.. “Also | skillful Show: their. talent, but. can't.:make 

fe .| are- Clayton ‘ Corzatte “as an. actor | the : ‘Toles - ‘credible. - “James _.Faren- 
‘| turned ‘drunkard, Paul’ Sparer as a | tino, 

| noble. who --has -‘seen:: better. days,” 
John. Ragin. as-a thief.and Richard.) 

‘| Woods -as: the: owner of ‘the estab-. 
| lishment. :. 7 

‘they. ‘can as boisterous. Mexicans. 
Oliver : Smith’s.. set’ and = ‘Ann 

, AY ; '- Tom -Skelton’s lighting . is an asset. | -{.. The: play. reaches: its: ‘peak. at the |The. staging, by. ‘Alfred. Ryder, 
tO 2: /[end of the third act when,-with“al- | helpful, but doesn’t- save. this. “un- 
‘HOTEL . 'Tmost: unbearable ‘intensity, a girl is satistying, ‘tedious. drama,, 

wae t 

ft erful: scene, 

-_ttortured, -.a. fight: breaks put andy 2s | “Kenn. 

wots “ sad joa “will enter-the |. man. is ‘killed. Some of. the ‘acting. a ce 

world of the fuxury hotel. Taste... ‘here ‘is a- bit. shrill, but it is a pow- - ‘The @ ‘Sala ad of ‘the Ma a: 

fully.decorated rsoms and suites, “superbly Staged | by} 
: -elegant dining. facilitiés, cane Rabb. ; = 

“2 ventent parking and trantperte- ~- | “Lower Depths” ‘isthe most. im: hay, Slerte Dénorm Proiuétions 
~ tien; attentive -service—all are =~. pressive of -the APA’s current -of--|:staged by Danny Logan. Musical director; 
 Veurs ‘and at‘a surprisingly made | ferings. ‘Although George Grizzard, | Donald: Chan; setting.'and lighting, Jim 
y / Joe Rule;- costumes, Rita..Bottomley: Opened. 

.. “est price. oe posd al Tovith, ane the fou Ger; | March - Bu, (4 at the “Masque Theatre,, 
*- [ry Je wi é comp ur-. : “PHONE SU. 7-4200°: [Nez 

- allerton:. HOTEL. 

: Cafe” 

ing. its last New York. stand, ‘are! oj<5: ‘Murphy, Norman, Danny" Logan, 

7 ‘missed, the: ‘group is. sult excelient, Farber. 

. Michigan oe at jteren it ——_— Henn: _ “Salad. “ot a. Mad: ater ale 
Home: o n McNei oe ‘wretche ittle revue; notable.only 
BREAKFAST CLUB. ‘The Mikado. >| Pr its appalling taste. The first act, || 

Radio: Program moss ‘CENTER, N.Y) | [ait that ‘this review:can cover, “is | 

) ‘matinee; ‘the audience for the first. 
: “Mikado” of the. -présent - “spring |: 
{séason. was too “young: to be mis- 
{ taken. for ‘dedicated : Savoyards, ‘Not 
;every tot. came equipped: with ‘such 
a “hip”. commentator ‘as the. pair | 

| who had- ‘Leonard. Bernstein. in. tow.: 
But moppets..gave the performers 7 
close attention: sarid “hearty” Re zat 

SUMMER THEATRE, 
~ FOR SALE. 

| ‘onusuan ‘OPPORTUNITY to. acguire - 

dertaking. . Kenn: 

NY. City Opera Schedules 
. Large Pea eratic fol- . 

' Et lowing. - success operation— 

: $9,800. NED” PROFIT ‘every. summer. . } plause.. 
theatre (therefore,- non-Equity §): Adults: ppresent,. however, ‘were . 

recommended). Does a- “gell-out buai- - 
ress. Sale includes valuable real es- ff moré. ‘reserved. P erformance, : ‘had | Russian -* » operatic.” 

| tates the theatre itself, parking. scen- "J some ragged: ‘moments, less in the | Shakespeare’s’ play, : 
Props & costumes. Ready.‘ to. 

en June 15... Has. ‘iaweek ‘season 
“ but tis heated. &: could ‘operate -year- . 

“Found: ‘Owners retiring; will sacrifice 

7, building, equipment, good will, 
| ete). ‘tor | : $35,000. And only $10,000. . 

7 down and the ‘ba lance over. 

25. years.. only 38.500. will . 

version. 

-the- ‘acting. - While. Dean: Ryan. “got 

|‘than. stager Dorothy - Raedler did. Opera. English lyrics. will be added.. 
with heér ‘cast, the - orchestra “at! “The: Shostakovich: - score: 

| least’ was bound: ‘by: traditional | -ar- 
rangements . while ~ the - 

‘pay Bank, tter yet, 
be needed te acquire everythi: bal- - 

: een ‘of $6,500. out: of ‘this. year's box: 

office - profits. Ydeal' man. and’. wife . 

@ set-up. Most unusual, Tell: something 
of. ‘yourself ™ in’ first. letter and ‘a 

sointment 's will ‘be made -for- March. 

if NOX ¥-3603, VARIETY. | 

154) w. % St. New York. City 10036: 

| Carte’. to some: uniquely-. original. the. ‘Production, - Lott 
i | + aman. Kelley SRO. a A we Siar 
4 ightfully ‘broad ‘performance: that |. = 

-even ‘the. tiniest .ticketholder could | _ Australian: Shows 
‘understand’. and ‘appreciate, -had 2 ¢ Week. ‘Ending April, a 
j.only:” Herbert Beattie’s “snobbish |’... _ ADELAIDE ise 
|jand ridiculous Pooh-Bah: for com- “ bperananet Mi taouane”™ 
petition: and. quickly..captivated the |” Y 

|| audience. :George. ‘Gaynes ‘Mikado Camelot, athe nat _ Martin 
tand. - Evelyn -.Sachs’:-Katisha - cor-|' + ils,. Ru 
{nered.: most of ‘the. other laughs ~lBfop the’ World, THealt = 
‘bit David Smith’s Pish-Tush failed}: . SY - al” 

| to. ‘manage the absurdities of: ‘Gil-. : “Black Thestre Prague. ‘Roy 
bert’s: es. . }| “Do- Yeu Know Milky ‘Way, Independent, 
Wale Diard’s ’ Nanki-Poo™ “and ~. Henry. V. Tent. 

‘Carol Bergey, Mary..Burgess and]. imports ‘Succeed; Her Majesty's. 
‘Marlena. ‘Kleinman’s: three. .little|... 

—t eins. from. eehool. waxed’ Properly J 

“American Paws 
: ‘Forum 

an fe -Presents--The. Golden Plays. 
an Gorden Shody, Spinner Boy ‘nd 
The Exbibie by ‘JOSEPH: GOLDEN 
Apri: 13th end 20th ot 8:40 P.M. | 

SP Babe ts tnvited 2. 
Dieta ‘DAYID: 6. KENNEDY. 

Smpertance Seing. tr, old Tote. 
Minstrels; Tivoli. 
Physicists, v Bosemble 

Al demure, ‘thereby. losing. ‘Many of ; 
‘the small ‘spectators: who. squirmed. 

‘spired While - ‘Patton -Campbell’s ‘Thousand Clowns” - at: the Play- 

“house. on the Mall, ‘Paramus, N, J, 

{apparently : rentals,’ The | hodge- for a fortnight starting April 16.. 

some ‘unexplained: reason, * Miss 

| with: Peter Bellwood, Paddy: Ed- 

Performance | was’ repeated. ‘Sunday. 
Robe. ; ‘tured. ‘Peter. Cook is: producer-di- 

wey | FEctor. | 

| lI Off way Renews |] second “edition, .{s conducting . an 

| | others. interested in the art of the 
'| theatre at. the. Mermaid Theatre, 

: ” Peter: Goldfarb presentation of a drama. 
“in two..cts (four scenes). by Jane. Bowics. 

Ryder;. settings, Oliver 

‘Monday: (13) following two. weeks 
_of Naval Reserve submariné duty. 
| He's being: spelled. by Joel Wars 

‘Tyrell, Mary. Grace - -Canfield,- ‘Kay’ Frey; |. field. ” 
Potts.. Coco Ramirez, Rosemary: De. Angelis, Jan] 

Mag panre ‘Ynanager. forthe upcoming George 
8 We George-Frank Granat produc- 
“agg a |tion. of “Ben. Franklin in Paris,’ ; 

>. Jane ‘Summer: House” is. a ‘Inisty, half-: 
written - ‘drama’: about: a ‘group “of | by the-.porcudngi. team. ‘Davis: is 

; —— -’, ‘| to”escape reality. A Broadway. flop. 
“Phe. Lower © Depitis,” fourth: play several :years ago with: Judith .An-: 
presented this ‘season by. the. Assn. | derson:-and’. Mildred’ Dunnock~ in, | 
of. Producing Artists, : shows’ the |‘the-Jéeads, the. play: is ‘unlikely . to 

. Broadway... 
Wednesday,” in which George. and 

other. producers; 

‘EsteHe-.. Parsons : has: “effective | Gottites madé a’ quickie trip’ to 

veys. the intensity, ‘the: sordidness | first’ to -be. cold-blooded and.:-prac- | night (Tues.) at the Biltmore The-| fi 
| atre there. of his presentation of 

‘of the::characters.. Leora Dana, as “Enter. ‘Laughing. ” He: planed te} 

“Stein, who adapted the comedy,| 
\and Gene “Sachs, ‘who: ‘staged | it.|]- 

Susan: ‘Tyrell ‘as. the. young ‘worn. ‘Gottlieb: ig: flying’ ‘back to ‘New}|: 

rehearsals of “The: White. House,” 

ssydney. Walker-’ gives. a. strong. Las. ‘a “thoroughly : confused. ‘young’ ‘bert Miller and Helen Bonfils. : 

“] performance’ ‘as | the. wandering -wise : lady; and: Mary ‘Grace. Canfield: as. + 

‘song at the: Stage 73, N. Y.,, begin-| 7 
ning next’ Monday (13), ~*~ 1. 

’ Coco - Ramirez, ’ Rosemary 
. | loquacious - tramp,. Ellis ‘Rabb (as .a DeAngelis. and Jan’ Tanzy ‘do what | 

| acters: b: Josep: Golden. to he pre-|f : 
‘sented: next Monday night (13). andj}. 
‘the following. Monday. ‘eve (20). at} 

1 the: Sheridan © Square « Playhouse,|f 
ISN. Y., “by: the American. Jaywrights | 

Forum: - 

‘Roth's: costumes _.are- suitable, and | 

‘| the. Poor. .Baker”. for Broadway | 
' | Production by Hillard. Elkins. 7 

‘succeeded: “William. Ball. in. that |} 

Cast: Marguerite’ ‘Davis, ‘Mark. ““Maione,'| 
| 

“| list for its Tony Awards from ATW | 

ate a..1 pm. Sunday capacity. devoid of. merit. The. show was: 
written, -and. ‘directed’. by. Danny. 
‘Logan; -whose hobby, according to. 
the cutesy~- ‘rogram: notes, . -is un- |}. a 

~ Revised Russe ‘Macbeth’ | . : 
“eLady. Macbeth’ of: -Mzensk” the} 

‘Tevised and }]-.. 
| generally excellent: singing ‘than: ‘in} re-titled: as . “Katerina: Ismailova”: 

(is that-simpler?) will ‘be staged: ‘in | 
“better. results. from. his. musicians thé spring of .1965 ‘at the N.Y. City ||’: 

was |T 
bamied. by: Stalin: and‘ not: heard in.} 

: Dont Telt Father, St. Martin's. 7 eo dhe 

importance “Being. Earnest, .Old Tote. a 
Oses [reas ebertues Biel. 

: Jan Murray,. who. finishes. a. ‘two- ‘subscribers to. members” of. “the 
week'stint next Sunday. (12). in. “A. 

nominating committee ‘for this 
| year's . ‘awards. It ‘comprises N.Y. 
‘Daily® News” ‘drama critic John 
Chapman * ‘as ‘chairman, N.Y, Post 
-aislesitter Richard Watts Jr, pro- 
‘ducer Jean Dalrymple,. N.Y. World- 
“Telegram and Sun ‘columuist. Nor- 

e-|ton Mockridge and Al Flte--hfield, 
‘caricaturist, for the N. Y. Times. 

. The’ _Ephrata. (Pa.) Star. Play- 
House, formerly the Legion Star 
Playhouse, has ‘scheduled a June 
-4-Sept. 12 run for its 1lthe season.’ 
John Cameron is producer-director.. - 

‘open ‘lass for students, ‘agents and|". Joel Cook. nd Sally Gifft. are 
designers of. the sets and costumes, 
respectively, for the off-Broadway 
production. of “Billygoat Eddie.” ~ 
Colin Romoff will ‘conduct “Fade. 

‘Ouit—Fade In,” which will. have 
‘orchestrations dy: Ralph Burns and 
Ray. Ellis, vocal arrangements: by 
‘Buster. Davis and dance music ar- 
rangements by Richard De Bene- 
dictis. - 

-. Barry Nelson will take. over the 
-starrit g role:in “Nobody Loves An. - 
Albatross”. when Robert. Preston. 

a|.vacates the assignment May 30. 
| ‘Fommy Brent is pressagent 
for -the Bellport. (L:1.) Gateway: 
Playhouse . ‘which opens ‘its 1964 
season: June 16 with “Oh. Dad, 
Poor Dad . . . 

Granat are. partnered: with” three}... Walter ‘Pidgeon js scheduled - to 
7 ; jtour the summer ‘theatres in. a 

Floyd P. Ackerman package ‘of 
: “Take: Her, She's Mine.” 

“Donald MeKayle is’ ,chorecg- 
rapher for “Golden Boy-’ 

goes -into' the- Copacabana, N.. Ys 

A Coast. edition ‘of. “The. Estab: 
lishmen *. opens next Tuesday. (14): 
‘at the Little Fox’ in. San :Francisco. 

Paul Me- 
Scott. fea- 

wards, Harvey. Jason, | 
Dowell : ‘and. Patricia 

“Sonia. Moore. - ‘author® “of. “The 
Stanislavski “Method, ”- now in ‘its 

N. Y., on Monday. evenings patil 
the end of. May... .*. 

Scotter. Teague. is due: back: in 
> the cast of “110 in the Shade” next 

Edward H. ‘Davis will be getieral 

‘well as ather presentations planned: 

general’ manager. for -the current | 
production. Of » “Any: 

Broadway © producer. | ‘Mo orton 

Los Angeles for the opening last}. 

the Coast Monday (6) with. Josepn|{ 

York. today (Wed.) for.the start of}: 

Which. he’s .coproducing with .Gil-|}- 

Greta. Keller. will: appear | in: ry 7 
series of. four Monday evenings of} 

‘Tomi ‘Ronier- will | _appear™ in 
“Spinner: Boy,” : one of: three. one- 

Sam. Wanamaker isto ‘direct | ; 
'| George: Zuckerman’s “Remember |{ 

OH ‘CURSED SPITE, 
RICHARDSON will not be 

Opening in HAMLET. 

Tomorrow night! 

‘Jules Fisher is: lighting designer. | 
for. “The “White * ‘House,” © which {f° 
Henry Kaplan is directing, having 

assignment. . 
The American” ‘Theatre - “Wing, || 

which” has” ‘broadened _ the. ‘voter 

“On: March ath. ‘The Amen Corner + opened: toa glowing a, : 
7 ovation, “Reviews ‘in the local, New York, and foreign press: | 
“have been ‘high in praise of the writing, directing, acting, : i 

|’. and set’ design. Recipient of the gréatest. accolades is an. 
“actress: from ‘New York; ‘new: to the Theatregoers of Los 

| + Angeles.’ ee - 

‘Unrestrained : and ‘inprecedénted praise ‘befitting the 
fi rst lady of. the American Theatre—' ‘fantastic. . . superb 
«ss consummate . . . magnificent «s+. phenomenal... 1. 
fabulous"—continues. to appear in print... Nightly, she 

: sontinues to-receive standing. Bravos. | 

‘Here i in the entertaitiment. capital of the free world. much. I 
less praise has-resulted. in significant parts in film or on TV, 1 
*.On: March 30th the “industry” -discovered this magnificent. 
‘vactress and she was offered one day's: work as a maid—a. : 
~pole.in which. she. would speak eight lines, : 

ot MONE: DAY: “AS: A. MAID’ 

We think that phrase would make: a nice title for a feature | 

- singers’ | the Soviet ‘Union. for’ years: SJulius‘} we. 

thespic ‘styles ranged from. D'Oyly | Rudel. will produce: and. conduct _ 

: | movie. - 

- The ‘performance of Miss Bea Richards is indeed unfor- 
a os | “gettable. and continues to soar and: sing, to be a shattering | | 

and. beautifil experience in. The Amen Corner, a play by 
“James. Baldwin: in. its world premiere. at: Frank Silvera's | 

| ° Robertson ‘Playhouse... We are grateful for the overwhelming. . 
4 _ tesponse which fas: necessitated our. adding Tuesday eve. 

., Performances. 

“THEATRE OF BEING PRESENTATION oo 

first ‘and’ second | night Broadway. a 
press.‘ lists, - has. appointed the “ 



” Hearst's ‘Salute To. Times”. 
On the: Macy’ 's-doesn’t-tell-Gim- 

bels premise, ‘any ‘newspaper’ s 
‘community. welfare ° “campaign. is 
never saluted by a.competitor or 
colleague, no ‘matter - how ‘good— 
in fact the better ..it: is ‘the. least 
likely. ‘this’ will .happen: 

But Hearst's N.Y: - ~ Journal 
American: “not: only.’ saluted the. 

N.Y. - Fimes’ “important job. for} Max: ‘Hartis.- A “Freedom. to: Read” : 

New. Yorkers:. today’ ’ but, ° 

the shocking Kew. Gardens! 

how..a. lone ‘woman: was. permitted | 
to be thrice-attacked:. (fina Ely}. 
‘fatally despite the fact that 37—~i 

--eount ’em, 37—'good. people. 
“saw the man stab: the: woman: ‘and: 
heard her cries.” he 

$9 ‘preoecupied are New - “York-: 

ers today: with. “not wanting to get, 

‘mixed up. in -anything,”’ and mie 

sumanly a reflection of the na-! 

tional inertia and “breakdown | 

morale. and: responsibility. that. the. 

woman's 15 stab wounds, in three. 

by ‘37 of her. neighbors ‘resulted: it j. 

the. Times’ Page. One blast. whieh: 7 

the Journal-American : picked. ‘up..- 

proval:,. Poles. have «made the |- Macfaddei: Bartel. AS): "614 : 

rounds. with: propositions to. print! wecai: (WY, : any pene) 
books, magazines, etc, (in: French | weGraw-Hill- (NY): "3684 rat A 
or. ‘whatever : language). “for. diffu-} qreredith ‘Pub Co. “O734 + 144 

of! sion’ in France.. Apparently .- -the ‘Nat’l..Per. -Pub- (OO) 1234 ieee 
Poles can print books,. pamphlets, ‘New Yorker (OC) ....121) 41. 

magazines, especially’ in’ :color,. a: a|-Pocket Books OO: : Bie 

a‘.acks, witnessed at divers: times: great. deal cheaper - than. is possible | ‘popular’ Library: (OC)... 21% 
in. France..They. ‘claim ‘that, even | Prentice Halt (AS). |... .2744- % 

not one single phone’ call. tothe with: the ~ addition . of -tariffs;: the} Random House (NEY 313565) 

neares: poiice station. This. was: total costs willbe much cheaper. » ‘Scott: ‘Foresman. (OC). . [28M E114 

Poles say that “for the moment” “H.-W. Sams - (OC): : 3214 

‘they ‘are: concentrating’ on. the Time’ Inc. ° 4{OC) 119- +4 

| Freneh, market, but: hope te ‘spread: Universal - Pub. €o.. (Oc) cipal 

Busawaia’s Cainsse. Restaurant _ 

When Art’ Buchwald was. sta-| 

_tioued ‘in. ‘Paris -he financed’ his 

‘Indochinese chef in a Chinatown 

restaurant ard -by the ~ifotel! 

George V.and it was doved to bel for « their - work “in merchandise, | 
its Le. “French ‘books: and. mags. ‘aa instant. click. considering : 

--bankrollers. Among them. were/ are 

Sim _ Spiegel, - ‘William . 
“Darryl.: F-. Zanuck,. 

‘Harry E.. Gould, Mike- Franxovich, 

agent-cum-producer: Charles K. 
“Feldman: and- kindred jet sot snow-} 

m “fn. 

© “ag was ‘such’ a. big’ ‘hit. that none 

of ine’ bankrollers " ‘has ever been 

avle to get a table’in the miniature. 
bistro-chowmeinery and, one. in- 

vestor’s: CPA. had the temerity. to 

“ask Buchwald .how come ‘no. divi- 

dends. 
* tioned in Washington, roie «tue 

~ aceountant as follows: 

ment, 1 visited’ him.in t've:. PanAm 

“Bldg. not..long ago ‘and. you can 

‘imagine my "dismay. that . ‘amongst 

all the holdings: he had listed under 

his vast corporate umbrella’ no: 

reierence was made to: Chinatown: 

But ta answer: your letter .:con- 

earning the - semiannual. check. 
‘which skould-:-have ‘been’ sent out 
on Jan.-1, well, as you.are probably. 

aware, France. has recognized Ped |: 
_C‘tina, This seems to have. affected |: 
‘our investment. ‘though I am- not 

quite sure how. All I know ‘is that. 
es: since fhe French recognition. 
“of Peking,: gy: Chinaman. refuses 
ty answer. his mail, is withholding | ' 

he receipts. of the restaurant, and]. 
has. given all my - -emissaries - fa 
-Fough time. 

“{. finally: contacted my. ‘lawyer, ‘South-: ‘Bend. -(Ind:)- atea, .with.. a 
Charles ‘Torem, “of Coudertiyen for: a- career ‘asa newsman; 

Bros., who is‘also a good’ friend. Of| will be aided ‘by a permanent $500 
| scholarship in Indiana U,'s: depart- 

Mr. 

‘Me. Gould,. and pleaded with. him 
t» d9o-something about. this matter. | 
‘Mr. Torem. also has not. answer edi 
any of my ‘letters, .so I can. only! 
assume he ‘has: Bone over to. the” 
‘Chinesé side . .-. Iam: ‘well .aware... 
fiat.most of Mr. Gould's ‘fortune. is. 

-. tied up in Chinatown- and “I. am i 
honing .to ‘snag -a. Chinese. fortune 
evikis to: find: out how he will. come: 
out. This is one of. the strangest , 
‘investments .in the history.- of! 
Chinese~ restaurants. ‘I personally ; 
‘have lost between. $6;-$7,000. but. to. Fewards and : satisfactions: fo. be: 
make up for it I have had nothing: 
but assravation « 
-time, lease bear . “with : me. WV 
must - fight the “Yellow: Peril’ to-.: 
gether!” | 

. - 

The Group’ ‘Banned 
Mary | “McCarthy’s. “novel, 

Group,’ 
Melsourne freely © for‘ 
“month, 

scuad, and: booksellers. have had to 
withdraw all copies. The: publisher, 
Hutchinson’ as expected to: contest . 
the ruling. | 

_ Viet oria | is. the: only. ‘Auetralian 
‘es ee a — —_—_—_ eee 8s ot ee 

$1600 CONTEST 
for WRITERS. 

OF. UNPUBLISHED: MANUSCRIPTS. 
Send “for contest rules and. free: 
Brochure on: publishing your book. 

‘fn case of ‘tie. 

Piss 

-dupkcate: prizes: awardea 
Dept. VA 

| HOLLYWOOD COLUMNIST] 
7 Hollywood columnist with ‘contacts: and: 
an. “in” with celebrities for weekly 1 

§ column with expanding: national news: 
‘J -paper. |Get én on the ground floor. 
_f Sand recum Marvin S. ‘Weiss, | 

$9639. NL Pulaski ‘Ra., Chicago, ininois,. | 

— state which: has banned the novel, |. 

have boomed. | 

‘by | ‘Committee of ‘victorian writers: and | 
courtesy of tie Times, reproduced | artists: and’ ‘others interested in’ ‘the’ 

‘ban: also i is being formed. 
. (Queens) ‘photographic montage’ of” B. 

..-olden, | 
industrialist |- : 

| Press. is: running ‘for presidency, ‘of p. m. 

The columnist,. nov “sta-' 

“Concerning Mr. Gould's invest} lities to. outsiders. balenced  the'}:. 

-TIn the. mean-* 

- romising . ¢ ndidates.: 

eaut Press, 101 Fith- Ave. N Y: 2 Winging out.” 

emer 

-businessmen~ and stock: ‘in. it. has. 

Publishing Stocks 
"(As ‘of. April 7, ‘elosing). 

Allyn, & Bacon (OC) -: 20%. % 

‘consequently sales in other: states |". 

In Adelaide noted . Aussie artists: 
attending the Adelaide - Festival: of |. Anierican. Book »( AS) ©: 40° 
‘Arts. there; ‘have: signed a state-| Amer. Book Strat (AS). 44— 5% 
‘ment condemning. =the . banning: | Amer, Heritage (OC) ,..-744—-:56| 

: Among 38. signatures are ineluded | Book: of. Month WY). 11. ae HH 
Russell “Drysdale, -Sidney Nolan,: .Conde :Nast. (N -Y.).. 
“Xavier Herbert, Alan Marshall. and | Cowles (OC) . _ 

Crowell: Collier ix): 
Curtis ‘Pub, (N.Y. «.. 

- Esquire ‘Ine: (AS) 2.2 es) 
4 Ginn & Co.. AN. ‘Y):. 

. Grolier - (OC). 

RAL 

oe 5 a © © e180’ e 

. Poles. Worty. French. Pubs | OE. 
“French publishing... circles~ are Bavden ‘pub. (OC) 

‘upset: by the. recent. appearance. of Hearst . (0C). : 
a-strong move by Polish. “printers, Holt R:& W. (N. yw: mt 

-apparently with government ‘ap- LA~Times-Mirror 100): 35344 WA 

38 4. 
8 

‘their activities. _ internationally: Western. Pub. ‘Co, (OC): BB 

‘What - is - especially. interesting: to |= 
‘publishers, and worrisome ‘to print-|]. 
‘ers. and unions, is .that the. ‘Poles |- 
are willing. to accept. part payment | 

0C—Oier- thie. Counter: 

NY—N: ‘Y. Stock ‘Exchange. 

“AS—American ‘Stock “Exchange. © 
_CSupplieg by Bache & Co.) 

“No: Hotelier. He. Lo: 

wiline L.. Ryan, - of: Associated |. - New: ‘paper's competition will be’ 

s “-Club’-on a: tion, . ‘the .Qverseas’ Pres Atlanta: Newspapers. Ine:, formed. 
_after ; late’: former ‘Gov. -James M.. 
Cox of: Ohio : purchased. Atlanta 
Journal. * ‘and -. Hearst’s: -Georgian 
_and: Sunday. American (which he 
folded) “and subsequently. merged 
it with: Constitution. i ‘in. 1950. . 

| platform °: of : ‘skepticism: ‘about. the 

‘11-story™: : hotel-resfauranit-catering 
‘building ‘now escunied hy. the club. 
Previously. it: was: the Notional’ Re-. 
publican - Club, | ‘which. suoposedly’ 
failed: to: solve. the" economics of so- 
enormous a’ structure. Ryan argues. 

‘that even if. wholesale. serving. of |” 
mea's to: ‘strangers ‘ard ‘renting’ of a ‘West: Sige. w ¥.) News" 

‘Some : 23. stockholders are. the. 

books the: “white elenhant’” edifice 
“Mav. ultiniately , ass troy the. quality: 
OE: the -club. : 

Meanwhile : ‘the ‘cli: is in ‘the : 
red month after: month, dues tive [mer dhewspaperman; “a theatrical 
Fone 10, -membetship.. drives. are producer, .: realtors, ‘brek2r-. busi: 

bringing .in’.outsiders “in: ‘nuinbers.- 
‘Ryan .-daclares.. “working ‘newsmen: gist and. accountants... 
are being. ‘priced: out of: the. res- | 
taurant .by:-soaring charses.”” ~ f. 
. “Why burn. un’ enervy, on. hotel 

:| News:. Bott 

‘playboy’ ‘Shares. the Wealth: - 

‘management instead of developing 
the-kind of World. Press, Conter we. 
all want?” asks. Ryan. He adds, 
“We can-get out ‘of all—or. part 
OF ‘the. building.” arn . 

year. This’is .in, addition’ .to’ the. 
$3,000: fees “(and.. under). paid. for. 
tea, avicles and: fiction. «.:" 

Daiiy’s. ‘Journalism | ‘Scholarships: | 
-High ‘school. senior “boys..in‘-the ner's fheory | 

bonuses. in - -appreciation.. ‘of their 
repetitive 

ment: of: journalism, Donor. of.-the. readers: 
; scholarship, whieh: becomes: effec- 
itive: next. fall, is: the. South Bend 
“Tribune.- ae 

. “The purpose: lof the. ‘scholar=! 
-shitp.” '. said °  Frankiin, D. : Schurz, 
! president’ ‘and.~’ editor - “of - The 
. Tribune, Mig” to. interest. ‘qualified 
young men in newspaper.:work asi lish’ .a Minneapolis daily . news- 
a Careér: and to. emvhasize: the op- | 

for’ 

. --MeGovern’ 'S. _Mpls. Pitch 
Te 6.000. :of ‘the :many. locals. 

| solicited respond to the appeal: of 
' Francis.-: R. -: :-McGovern: to. ‘come 
‘| across: ‘with: $28. inadvance. for :a- 

;present two, . the.’ Jointly . owned. 
Morning |. ‘ribune’ and Evening 

: Star. ate 

“portunities public _sérvice,'! 

found in‘.this field.” .- : ke 
/Schotarship- will, be. awarded for. sans-. .financral,< interest © in 

‘ one. year. but may-be renewed. for! Minneapolis ‘Daily’. Here"d - which, 
ore. ‘or..more . yéars’ up to. four} came-into éxistence in 1962. ‘when 

: “years: -A’ winner ‘and an: alfernate!-,. “strike. “closed: down | ‘the: two. 
“ywill be chosen from the “most; 1 regular: dailies for six montis ‘dur- 

‘Announce- |: ‘ing which--it.. operated . profitably, 
2 '-ment of. the award . will ‘be: Jnade | minus eompétition.. However, 

‘which has. been on sale in: Oe i s-ecomp ever, 

‘the: last - 
-has now been ruled as. OD- 5 

s°ene by the Vicforian Police v-ce 

early: In. May. : wea 

-Hisrry’ Golden's | S0S. - 
STaking a page out of. William -F: ; 

Bue} kley- Jr,’s pitch. for- “donations” | - 
and. “contributors” .-.in “order | to | 

"keep: his. foundering..National Re- | 
, .¥lew going, _ Harry: Golden.-is.-ditto- |} 
“ing. with ‘the. ‘Carolina © Israelite. ° 

+ Fhe’ difference... ‘says “the- ‘editor=': included: Arthur Miller’s 
| publisher, - ‘is that he: is not so-j The: Fall,’ oe inaugural . ‘play. ‘of: the 
; liciting $580 -and.. $1,090... “pledges: 
That: pitching - for three-for-$10 new | 
- subseribers. 

“tossed. in the sponge: ° 

Hot’ Satevepost Edition. 

ning Post :(20c) ‘at 50c. 

tre;. 

a ‘gift’ his “newest, | “Mr. Kennedy / Prepublication rights... : 

| >, ; : 
and the. Negroes, et ich. World’ As: Pprolii ce eo. "Farwell - 

seater 
Luke ‘Green’ g: Post: | offiéer for ‘the Adelaide: (Australia): 

“Duke: Green, associate -editor of | “does research: ‘work. on: them . the 
ithe Atlanta “Journal, has’ ‘been }-alternate ‘years: he is. not: working 
| named ‘editor of the Atlanta Times; [ 
ja néw- daily. scheduled- to -g0:'to|’ 
press shortly. Times is backed by 
a group of Atlanta. and - ‘Georgia- 

Fest‘in 1962. Farwell ‘and wife Noni 
Spent . six’ ‘months “in: ‘Tahiti. and 
“The - Last “Days - 
which. is. being: ‘Published . do ) Lon 

“74 Rye 

. BA Wet 
1036— 5 | 
a Vel 

| Grossett: & Dunlap: owe: “pial 

28 
mies 14: | 

Ve: oS “Greatest - ‘news..story. Daried in 
remarks |. - 7 ‘the - 

Ys| Canada Week. new” weekly: pub- 

>. | $20,000,000:, from: ‘the -Bank  '-of 
'. [-Canada:_ 

7 > ——jthe-bank’s annual: report for. 1963, 

aI ‘been. on ‘sale for a coupié ‘of years.” 

Journal, and: ‘a.m: Constitu- : 
‘owned |.and. operated “by | 

New ‘owners ofa regional mhidtown Jot 
‘Manhattan weekly, the West. ‘Side. 

, Group includes: attonneys, a for- : 

‘ness men; “social worker, > Bsycholo- 

+Playboy has incepted-an’ ‘escalat!’ 
ing $250, $500, etc. bonus-for- each | 
‘successive story sold” -by’ the same’ 
‘author’ 'to-the. monthly. within. oné.}. 

_Editor:publisher. “Hugh. M. “Het- | 
‘is’ that:. : worthwhile 

writers. ‘who land more than once! ~ 
in. -Playbov should. receive: ‘these 

Popularity: . “with, his, : 

*. 4 1962: at his. Lampasas, Texas,. ranch’ 
.:dupon : learning .of. his’ ‘incurable. 

‘throat cancer, died April. 4 in Roll- 
‘Lampasas. } 

; one-year. -subscripticn;- he'll: estab- " 

paper: to. compete. with. the. city’s: 

“MeGovern .. was- ‘editor: “Of. but | 
- the 

+ shortly after the. Star ‘and Tribune: 
'/Tesumed © publication . the:. Herald: 

_-| business. . 
ot ‘Holiday’ Ss: ‘special ‘issue already has. 

- Doubleday’: bookshops ‘sell - the: 
Feb: ‘1 issue ofthe’ Saturday: Eve-. 

"Reason: this-is the edition which | 
“After. 

ANTA.. Washington: ‘Square: ‘Thea~ 
! in its entirety. ‘Viking -pub- 

| “|-lishes | ‘the: book ‘version: .at--$3.95. 

af As a bonus, Golden. will: ‘send: as | SEP-~ paid Miller $25, 000. for. the. 

| for. 
“| prestige morning: sheet.. 

..George Farwell,. public relations |. is’. title. . of” ‘new: 
monthly magazine. about. the Scott- 

| Festival. of Arts,‘ writes. books’ and. 
}promotion-scribe: . Norman Shan-} 

for the Festival.-At the end‘ of the} 

‘in: : Paradise .. 

| “| don: by: Victor. ‘Goilanes. liter ‘this ir 
year, is the result. 

‘10: books: to ‘his, credit, as well as 
many. radio plays, 

_Fethme Pablicists’ Shifts 

| time ‘incumbent Mrs. Lynn Caine, 

* | baby. 

‘triumvirate - ‘outfit’. is. Pearl. Good- 
win, -ex-Jo ohn: Wiley. Co. : 

| * Buried’. ‘News: Story 

financial: pages,” - 

‘lished - “by. . ‘Canada “Month. mag. 
Story referred.‘ to: 
‘after: the. assassination of President 
John Kennedy, the: Federal. ‘Re- 
serve Bank of New York. borrowed 

-(government’s . central 
bank). ‘Reason: to backstop ‘-any. 

Bank of Canada. ‘Governor Lotiis 
‘Rasminsky- ‘disclosed ‘the. ‘loan | in 

said. “the money was repaid “by 
mid-December.” 

Featuring Maxine: Mesinger . 

‘Houston Press, | transferred. to the 
‘Houston - Chronicle - -when': the’ 
Chroncle purchased. ‘its evening op- 

The . ‘Chronicle _ 

2 9 More ‘By Brand we 
. Folksinger Oscar Brand,-a pro- 

is:‘Humorous Hootenanny,” a. ‘eol- 
lection of .whacky folksongs, to. be 

> J -puitar accompaniment, and has the 

folksong.. : 

folktunes. presented 1 in: the: kit. 

“CHATTER | 
“Mrs:- Ruth” ‘Howell. (Stanley) 

York... ‘newspaperman who..: com= 
mitted - ‘suicide in November - of 

‘ings-Brook Hospital; 
| She: was former music. critic. of the 
Washington Star. 
‘Don Freeman; ‘San. ‘Diego. ‘Union- 

Saturday -Evening. * ‘Post “with a 

issue)... 

late “Ted Patrick). and-. publisher 

are ‘scheduled -to. interview | Chan- 
cellor’ Erhard - ‘and West’ Berlin’s 
Mayor. Willy: Brandt: ‘along with. 

.| native | ‘writers’ 
and: ‘political leaders. 

pieces: ‘scheduled ° ‘by British author: 
V:°S; Pritchett :on““‘Who. Are- the. 

‘Germans?”, - Neil . : Aschierson.. von. 

Searle on illustrations, ° ete: 

_Broadway,” 

The - “Seotsman;, 

“Beatscene” « 

ish beat. scene, edited by television 

‘non, and: published at 10c. |. 
‘Esquire: Inc. has declared. a: divi- 

derid of 15c.a share, and a 5% 
stock dividend. “It’s the first’ cash. 
‘payment. declared: by the: company 
‘since 1958.- 

. At the end of “April the ‘Parwells =. 
are: off to Greece, via Britain, |. 

| where Farwell will. work:on.a novel : 
“| about. Tahiti, a. historical novel and |: 

‘a’ book.:on Australia — as well-.as. 
ook. research. for. a later Greek: 

: 00 . 

English-born . ‘Farwell has over: 

Mis. Dolly : Guinther’ switched” 
from.” ‘the: Coward-McCann-John 
Day-Putnam’ s -parlay. to Farrar, |. 

_| Straus: & Cudahy; sueceeding long: +" 

- who. has’ retired: to mind, her’ new: 

“Immediately. 

- Maxine. “Mesinger,. for several:|-- 
years columnist-reviewer . for. the | r¢aaits.- 

time that. ‘New. York: high ‘society. - 

‘had*: discovered ‘the Twist’. at_ the — 

‘position - -and shuttered, the. Press H 
| operation. last ‘week.’ 
| as ‘giving: the 
7 ‘paper's . new: columnist top: promo- 
+} Hon: efforts and. maximum m display. 

| lifie writer, has. two more books:|-” 
‘due from Alfred: Music. The “first: 

{released - next month... The. second. 
Lis: ‘more in. the nature of a text. in. 

make-it-easy. assist of: a. disk pack-' 
aged with ‘the. book, on which 
Brand sings. the first’ verse Of. each. 

‘musical’ ’ forms, oe, 
-Cuban ‘rhythms: and- classical. ap-.- 

: _-.| proaches, to basic: jazz... The’ ‘great-." : 
‘| est white’ contribution. has ‘been. in. 
their. Players. and | Hot” in. “their, . 
“innovators.” .. .-.-- 

Walker,. ‘widow: of the: former. New t:. 

‘piece. on Donna Reed (March: 28 

Holiday’s new editor,’ Don. A. | 
Schanche - the. just succeeded - the | 

‘James: M-: White. visiting Germany. |’. | 
‘this. week “in - connection -with: the® 
‘upcoming | (October : 64). issue | -de- 
voted entirely to. Germany. ‘They | 

and _illustrators,. 

German. -youth,. Joseph. _Wechsberg: 
on. German. ‘music, Hannah: ‘Arendt | 
on. “The- Jews,” William Manches- | ° 
‘ter ‘on. “The Krupps,” an Ronald.” 

-Audrey Williams on- writing 
regular. ‘pillar “On' ‘the Boards ‘of |™ 

‘on New. ‘York shows; 
| Edinbargh 

“seats about: 25. 

“Black Bottom’ 7 Nogre 
— ‘Continued. from page. 2 — : 

name”: ‘ them—the Black © Bottom, . 

the. Charleston,.: the | Lindy: ‘Hop © 
| and all. of: the. variations on the 

Twist - “stemmed : ‘from | “the * poor. 

[N egroes: “Why. they: - haven't. 
mo ereated any new daiices in ‘Europe | 
{since the gavotte, they” ‘just. keep | - 
“importing. ‘ours.” .And. by’ : “ours” - 

he’ ‘meanis ‘the: ‘American: Negro: - 
' Negro-Inspired: ‘Dances . : 

‘Asked: ‘if. 20th: century . PPOgress:. 
‘Might: not ‘cut.-the ‘Negroes - off. - 
from theircreative taproots, Brown’. : 

| replied:. 
“Succeeding Mrs. Guinther at. the. ae 

“It'll. change things. With -: 
diesel“ engines, the. ‘train | whistle - 
doesn’t - blow. ‘any: “mote and ~ it’s... 

| been. a long..time. since ‘anyone ad-.:.\.:."~ 
vertised. a sporting house by blow- -.-*.. 

‘ling: a trombone. over the: tailgate. Tae 
Of a ‘truck... _- “ 

“But as “thé: old “saying. goes’ me 
‘you’ ve got to pay.‘your: dues.to .__ 
‘sing the ‘blues’, and the Negro: has 
not .only paid. ‘his ‘dues in bitter’: ” wt 
living; : he. is ‘a charter member. ‘of ° 
thé .element.!of. our : society - that 2: | 
gets. the leavings of ‘life. There’s ’- 
-that special. quality ‘of - ‘Joy. . ‘and: . 
pain. that the: Negro: has. Jearned oa 

. the. hard Way." - 
| drop in the: ‘value. of ‘the American - 
| dollar.. | 

_ Brown relates: how’ he: ‘was: sence” 

: Improved: the Twist . 

coi was. held’ in. ‘a-juke. joint, ” he: 
“and. it- was right at the 

Peppermint:. Lounge. -But.’- these. 
kids. had already ‘worked. out three 

| or- four...variations: on: the Twist,:- 
like the. .Watusi,. the Roach and the . 
Horse. ‘Sure. énough, a couple ‘of: 

‘| months later - these same = “dances. 
~: “ [were all the’-rage’ in. Twist: clubs’ . ar 

... |-in the: United . States::and . Europe.. an 
If that’s not, creativity, what is? °°: 

“Jazz? | It’s . -the: greatest. popular: arn 
-art form éver. created: by mankind. me 
‘and: it. was invented: and is sus-.- { 
tained by. the. Neégroes.. The. blues, eo 
the. hot jazz ‘of .the:.’20s, boogie’. /: - 
.woogie, bop,- cool: and: rock. and... 
roll: have-“all: got . ‘the: “Made By - 
‘Negroes’ stamp. = 

“Pm. not’ trying -to- depirecate- the’ 
-contributions made..by white mu- . -: 
a sicians,. but. they: have mostly-been.-. ‘.- 

In: this. “way.” the guitar student, | 
who: doesn’t ‘read music, will hear 
the correct.melody and ‘pitch. of ‘the 

‘in the nature: of | applying. other. 
“such * as’ Afro- ~ 

Brown: is “éurrently "preparing. 
for’a. month-long concert tour of .- . 
Sweden. “He is .also his: own indie .:: °° 
disk:: “producer and “has | cut four:. ~~ 
records: at his..‘own’’ expense. ‘that 0 
he’s trying - to. “sell: to-the major. 

. companies. Also on tap’ is a. series 
-of -. concerts. for... the. . Canadian. 

| Broadcasting : Company’ s. “Parade” 
-show,,.and he- is. . working on: a Pilot -. 

Copley News :Service. tv .ed and = ABC-TV. : 

» VARIETY man" there, “eracked. ‘the | 

~ ivng | the Fina? 

is. _ setting’ back : the’ ‘soon-expected 

“greater. freedom of international 

is due to. Finland proposing 
to. Se 

verely, . tax telepix of-foreign. origin . | ~. 
-while exempting ‘its.own producers.

 wis 

The. Finnish situation” has been 
acute. for: the: past’ two- years,” the 
government favoring its “own - tele- 
vision. network .at expense of the. | 
theatrical: ‘feature producers of the ..°.. 
country: . There. has. now been::a — 
‘change in favor of: theatre. features . °° - 
but apparently ‘part -of- the. new hone 

Scheme: is: to ) penalize. imports:, a 

“Capsule ‘Marietta’ 
— ‘Continued. from page. 4 = 

‘and: liquor. will be: available at. an ror - 
additional charge. ~ 

Carlton ~ ‘Productions Tic, » ‘eom- = a 
‘and Red Weiss; is. producing. the ao 
priséd’ of Josh: Baldwin, Jack.-Friek - -".. 
operetta, :in which’ Marcia King will - 
‘pay: the title. role. ae 

“ lated version, ‘with ‘music’ provided.“ .~ - 
by. two. pianos, was. adapted. by Alan’ -. 
James and- is: being” directed.- ‘by: 

The ‘abbrevi- 

Brian ‘Shaw. : Bill Memmott is.mu- + 
sical: director... ‘The’ Coffee: House’ 

called. upon ‘by | Chicago. welfare ..~ ~- 
‘officials to. talk ‘to and entertain .“:. . 
the Egyptian Cobras—the toughest a 
‘of Chi’s Negro gangs with ‘along — . 
‘record. of zip-gun. fights, bicycle ., 
chain” -whippings.. and’. one’ ‘known a 
case. “of. outright. murder, 

Continued. ‘from page 2 — — Be 



Hearing. ‘Month. is-‘Joan-: ‘Fontaine. 
‘Previously Nannette. Fabray. : 

Sot Honor to. William Weissel;: asst.: 

‘a Viennese. . 

ish Appeal. luncheon: on 

Wednesday, Avet 83 1964 

. Broady w 
Josephine Baker. guest” at: to: 

“day's (Wed.). luneheon’ of ‘Overseas | - 
Press” ‘Chub. . . 
_Honorary ‘chairman - ‘of? Better 

Austria - handed" Grand’. ‘Insignia. 

mer. of" N. Y.. Philharmonic... He’ S- 

Otto. -Preminget Wilk. be ‘the 
guest. ‘speaker. at the. United aso. 

‘April 30; 
: ate the: Americana. .: -. oy 

| 2 and ‘Robert O. Reynolds. have. been'| ° we 
. insured. ‘for. - $1, 600, 000°: each-. “by. |: : 
“Sthe’ Massachusetts. ‘Mutual: Life. * 

‘Business. “partners : Gene. ‘Autry. 

“Increased usages ‘of coinmachinés: 
(automatic venders, - ‘jukeboxes, toll 
| “¥oads:.for “exact change” --entree; | 
_” ete): ‘given as’ reasons for short-. 

ages of coin, Even the banks: have'| 
‘become ‘worried... wt. . a © 

“Bob: Kintners (NBC. prez), ‘engaged 
‘to: William- Thomas: Oliver, : sénior.|__ 
’- at Bowdoin: College.. Bride-to-be. is 

“ Jege.. Both. ‘plan to - ‘join: ‘the: Peace. 

'-Corps after: their marriage. .- 1, 
.. “Erader. Vie’s ‘celebrates its. sixth | “Bob: ‘Newhart’ “will: be: garlanded 

. anniversary: April. 13 --with an -in-}- with | the. Notre.-Dame “Club: of 
" vitational:: .celebrity: party. and: the | 
introduction ..ef- its new fortune 

—- Laughlin’ “se “The. ‘Neurotic’s. Note- 
--book,”’ 

-_ Bobbs-A errill. : 

“Hotel, Grand ‘Bahama Island, will: 
be. the: 40th hostelry to. be -man-: 
“ agéd by: the Dinkler Hotel: Corp.) 

 veasing,- ‘the -seeond. ‘on- the island. 
. |.The. Bahamian © Club; - -in Nassau, ‘is 
8 private casino. ve 

“2. Irene’ (and: Vernon). Castle, now | 
-. 71, who’ -came-.to.: New - York. as. 
a honored. guest of a Hotel. Plaza din- : 
oer: ‘dante’ under: ‘Ballroom Dance’ 
Mag! auspiecés, - ‘sounded. Off ,on: to-- 
“_day’s. > Twist ‘and. | “other 
“dance “styles—and - “naturally” got 
" “beaucoup” press. Space. 

back . from | Hawaii.: vacation... 
Ye ‘caught in one of. those tidal ‘waves, 
... backwash-of the Alaska. earthquake, . 
i whieh’: chased beach: hotel: :guests: a 
:* fo - ‘high: ground “until: 3-in-the- [: 
_*porning “for ‘safety... ‘It’ was- eerie |. 
ot] but. not. dangerous. he. reports... 

. 26-year-old ° 
‘maestro-son’ ‘of ‘the ‘late. Eddy and |. 

“eur- |. 
.“nently at the St: Regis’ Maisonette, 
engaged .to. socialite - Mrs. :Cheray. 

- Georgea : Zauderer, - who. resumed 

_ -lét”. premiere.: tomorrow (Thurs.): 
‘ hight-at -the’ Rainbow Room which 
- teed. --off its: post-opening ‘. night: 

5 businéss * with “Funny Girl” . and 
“this: past. Sunday:-with the. Eva ‘Le- 
 Gallienne: Lincoln. Repertory. sup- 
“per. 

oS nights a ‘week: . 

better known’ as Toshiba, unveilipg 

° “Thursday. (16) - ‘with -a. “pécktailery- 

and. all (the. trimmings. The ‘Doug- 
. Jas Leigh - -installation . will use To- | 
_ Shiba’s. own ‘light. bulbs, especially. t 
flown in’-from Tokyo. - 

at attached. .five  Rolls-Royces at - the 
”. just-opened ‘auto . show “at the. 
=. Coliseum.as ‘part of: his $27. 231.94 
.”. damage suit © ‘against, the British | 
-* aitomotive.-coneern. : This results. 
from. a. Jeastom-built” Rolls: che th 

Loew’ Ss. ‘Pheatres has ‘taken: ‘a 1401 
year. lease. on.the two-story ramp- 

' garage-on the. ‘northeast ‘corner of |}: 
“1th “Ave. and °53é St. .as auxiliary; 
parking space ‘fer. -its. Americana‘ 
Hotel which. is south. of. the parking |. ; 
Jot. es 

“Susan Kintner, “daughter ‘of - the’ 

‘a Senior: at: Middlebury . (Vt.) Col- 

cookies ‘inspired. ‘-by.. Mignon. Me-' 

-bv arrangement - “with 

“Lou | Chesler’s-. ‘Lieayan’ “Beach 

‘Lucayan . chas «..its.: -OWn “gaming 

‘Serky”. 

RCA exec Frank. M, Folsoin; just 
was 

. Peter = ’ Duchin; 

Marjorie . “Oelrichs:* ‘Duchin,- 

‘her ~ maiden... name’ ‘following ; : 
divorce: “AL, Sune wedding is | 
planned: 4 ani 

The. 

discipline. « 
Same-day: ‘eocktaileries are ‘beitig: 

held here. and: in Paris. tomorrow: 

-* (Thurs.) to. launch.the 13th. annual. 
’: April-in. Paris ball- which ‘is. ‘sched-: 
__uled. for: Oct:-30: at. ‘the first major: 

' function. in. the ‘newly- rebuilt pall-{- 
:room - of. ‘the. Hotel Astor: . 
“party: is: in the Hotel de Ville. (City: 
Hall) and - ‘Gotham: shindig | at the 
Pierre. = *’ 
_ Alec Cohen hosts ‘the post. Ham- 

‘The: RR, ‘since Jerome Brody. 
took: it. over. is now. open: seven. 

- Tokyo Shibaura Electric Ca.: -Ltd., 

“its new ‘ spectacular - ‘Times. 
- Square—a.. 1,800: square. “fob: ‘Sign | ¢ 
_-on-.-47th: “and: - Broadway. .—-. next... 

Irving. Geist, w:k. .in show biz,: 

oy Teak in 196i for $23,000,. with fe 
_| which. the industrialist. was dis-]-. 

‘satisfied and sued: It was. replaced, on 
but: not: to. his Satisfaction. 
Gail . Benedict signed. . as. guest |: 

‘|commentator for the: International | 
Fashion Festival at the Desért Inn, |- 

|. Las Vegas, and takes. five ‘days .of |: 
j leave. from..ier. p.r. post: ‘at: the 
Savoy. ‘Hilton’ to handle: the assign-} 
-ment.. She'll introduce the. top for-; . 
‘eign. designers onthe: 18th and the} 

_|-American. group-.on. ‘the. 19th, ‘She 
L-recently ‘appeared.. on~. the - 
night” ‘Show with: Jobnny. Carson. 

“Chicago 
mi (DBtaware 74°84) - 

Bak. Corcoran, . ‘press ‘agent : “for 4 British production . company. : UE: 

_ Michael: ‘S.:,Baumohl- planed to} ‘Drury Lane. “Theatre, « on.. ‘the: sick | 
list." 

= “Garden. ‘Distoiet” 
Stage ™ Guild’s 
April 10, ‘AI, 17. and 18... 

Sherman . “Wolf, . former. veepee : 
at -Aaron . ‘Cushman — Associates, 
opened ° ‘his: own ‘pubrel ‘firm: - ” 

of ‘Dimes. - 

-Chicago’ Ss “Decency. -In’-Entertain- 
ment” ‘award at the club’s ‘annual 
dinner at Palmer House, April- 13.° 

“Larry © Garnello,: business - “man-. 

“T9- ‘. 

Tendon 
(HY de. Park 4561/72/39. 

“larry -Secombe guest: of. ‘honor 
“at the ‘Easter parade celebrations: in 
Battersea “Park. 7 

“Dorothy. ‘Baker’ opened’ a ‘thee 
‘week : cabaret: engagement - at the 
Society ; ‘last week, - , 

-Decta® Records: tossed a éocktail: 
-ery-at their West End headquarters | 
‘for: Peter, Paul and. Mary.. 

gala. performance | .‘of . 

Ealing; on April 22." 

=}. Roman Polanski, the’ Polish di- _ 
‘ yector of. “Knife In Water,” Joined |. 
| forces . ‘with Gene -Gutowski- Ana]. 

+ Ni: YY. over. the weekend. for confabs 
- Chicago With Seven ‘Arts. atid -Universal; He 

next presentation ‘will be away from his: London base. 
‘{ for. about. two “weeks, : 

Granada, _Associated-‘TeleVision, | 
{ ‘Rediffusion ° and. Four™ Star: joint |: 
‘hosts, at‘a Dorchester Teception -on |. 

“Bob Newkirk’ will be. preem “act | Monday. (6) for. Gene” Barry, “who. 
when the” ‘Edgewater Beach.. bows. 
its. new: ‘Marine: Room; “April 14... 

Phil Ford &: Mimi: ‘Hines. set so 
many: ‘midwest..club dates ‘that*they . 
‘have taken ‘an. apartment .at. Astor" 
. Towers for ‘five :months.:.. -- 

“Lew -Dav enport penned a revue, 
“Windfall,” whieh will be. present- | 
‘ed June 5 ‘at Theatre First. ‘Open- 
‘ing. night: ‘is. ca: ‘ benefit. for’ “Mareh. 

stars, ‘in. “Burke's. Law.” ro 

‘producer of the. Children’s Film 
‘| Foundation, and Avill: start -his new: 
‘position: July :1, after.hé has com- 

“| pleted’ “Eagle Rock” for the. CFF. 
Harold..Cheshire flew to Buda-. 

pest last weekend; ‘at the- invitation ; 
Lof the: ‘principal: of the Istvan. Bar- 
-langhy . School. of: Pantomime, - for. 
lecture. demonstrations and’ a. per-- 
formance : at othe Budapest ” ‘Youth | 
Theatre. - 

The Queen-: Mother attending ate 
-Ibsen’s}.. 

. “Brand” at the Questor. Theatre, ia 

“Sel Hurok, ‘celebrating his: 78th I 
birthday this week, made his debut, 
“in West End: management, last. Week: | Ww: 
with the ‘preseiitation: of: the. “Mexi-: 
“can © ‘Ballet at the Drury ‘Lane. °° | 
Henry: Geddes naméd executive: 

1 a 

een 

“parting . the’ theatre. to join’. Elec-: 
ager. ‘at. Drury Lane -Theatre,’:de-. 

Paris}: 

‘tronics’ ‘Representatives « Associates. 
His: ‘Drury: Lane. ‘Teplacement * is” 
Tom. Cunningham. « nn 

man ‘and: host. of WNBQ's 

-.WGN’s’ 
farm service. ‘director, agriculture;. 
-andSterling: (Red) Quinlan, broad-. 
cast -- exec . of | veld Enterprises; 

| communications. ae 

Td Aviv 
i a “By ““Azaria. Rapo port: _ 

(73. Ahad: Hoam ‘St.:° Tel: 235066). 

“Dr. : ‘Ophira.- Bar-lan; 

‘tor a: brief: private: visit here,. Seen. 
‘touring some of the locations used’ 

Cel, Coitedian’ ‘Orson: Beaii- bought. ‘a i presently by French. and. ‘Ameri. 
three-story ‘building-‘on | West. 15th: ae 

__. St.-where he will establish a. ‘private |° 
*~school for children from. 4-7 years. 
.. “Classes: start in September. - 
15th St::School, as it will-be called,. 
7 will operate’: cn’ the: Summerhill 
: (England): System—some. 45 years |: pla. coercive: a ‘old—which ds based. on non | Ricordi, 

4 the Israel ‘Opera: concerning fees: 
for local. productions ‘of . Puccini- 
operas. These will be resumed. now- 
‘and: include “La Boheme,” “Turan-: 

can. film: companies. . 

conéluding ‘his second. tour of this 
-country,. concertizing with - -orchés-: 
tras. and - playing © ‘chamber. music, 
most suceessful- ‘once. more. 

Italy’ Ss: ‘music: publishing* house, 
-has .come to terms - with 

dot,”. “La Tosca”. and. “Girl: -of the. 
Golder: West? 0 

podium: during the ‘recent ‘series: 
-of. the ‘Israel. Philharmonic. con}. 
eerts.. Israeli-‘singer Nathania’ ‘Dov-| 

| Yat. repeated . her:. ‘New ‘York: fest: 
-(under’ ‘Leonard’ Bernstein), sing-- 
‘ing -- the: ‘solo. -part™ in. Mabler's: 
‘Fourth: symphony. 

. “Une - Soiree A Paris,” with. 
Zizi Jeanmaire: ‘and a. ‘troupe . of 
40°: ‘Singers: ‘and’ dancers, 
warm: -audiencé. reception’ -at’.Tel | LBJ? ?.Figurés. Hearst exee F Con- 

“nuff. running for. Congress as Demo. 
-in. .NY. versus -Ogden -: Reid «Jr. 
whose’: family owned HerTrib, | 
| “Voice of ‘the,.GOP.” 

‘At last night’s. Grove. bash. ‘top 
surprise. introductee was -our. 

that defense. 
table: promised’ they’d: put’ ‘on stand: 
(ag “the real -mastermind : of Sin- 
‘ign Jr. ‘hoax. press, stunt, te”) but 
didn’t. : 

had <a 

Aviv’s - Frédric . Mann: Auditorium, 
but. received. mild reviews. only,. at. 
the ‘start ‘of’ a: two weeks’ tour ‘of 
‘Israel. :.The: -Yves: : ‘Saint-Laurent, 
costumes; Stole the show. -. - 
“The. -Italian-Danish | cireus, © ‘Pak 

miri-Benneweics, “set -up:-its : huge 
tent Jat ‘the. ‘State. ‘Plaza in“ Tel: 
Aviv’ and: ‘started ‘a. -most - success- | 
ful venture, : playing” ‘to: Gapacity: 
audience. and enjoying: high, eriti- 
cal. acclaim, The company: includes: a 
Moslem’ a¢robats. from": Morocco, 
.the ~ Gli Hassani, 
granted special. ‘visas by the Israel 

who. had: been 

Government ‘in. spite’ of. the- fact. 
that . -Morocco. doesn’t: Tecognize . 
the existence’ of Israel. . 

Radio: . station:- WGN: : ‘eurtently | 
‘conducting -. search” ‘for “folk -and 
bluegrass ‘talent, :with.a top..prize. 
‘of -an Epic “Records | ‘eontract.-and- 

_1 a one-week engagement: at. the ‘It’s’ 
Here- coffee.’ “house. ‘Plus. ar ‘fepe 
recorder. -: ‘ 

. “Recipients: cf the. “Jaycees’  an-: 
| nual: “Chicagoan. of Year”: award: 
ineluded «Louis | Sudler; . business-- 

-“Artists’. 
-Showeise, ” cited: in the category of. 
 arts;: - Orion’ - Samuelson; 

‘head of 
. ‘Suber. music - publishers, chosen ‘to: 
‘seat (on -the: board - of ACUM, the: . 
Jocal ASCAP; 

: Jack’ “Garfein;" ‘ fitm - ‘director, “in. 

‘Pianist Clifford “Curzon and. con-. 
= ductor’ Istvan Kerteez . shared the. 

belted. 

| Press. e1ib). on Meaning | of Free: : 
Ponenes Aimed: at Tocal. Fed Courts. 
‘Cork a 

| "Herkx cire ‘not. ‘Up ““feom"*: 82. 
000 _: UP from: Aas 00, to.. 812,000, 

OB way’ Thi in- 1 wood - 
BY. ‘Walter Winchell : 

‘showfolk ‘honored: by. G-men wiih 
pew: near--FBY’s' W.--G.: Simon; .-at | 
Capacity-packed Kowto on: “ta-ta: 
event, Mr. Simon resigned - after 
/mearly 25 years:” ‘Chief’d. Sinatra }: 
Jr: : kidnap’: ease, ‘Greenlease | child |- 
‘kidnap-murder:.. “Weinberger | baby |: 
-kidnap-murder” near: NYC.: c 

Prolific bookwriter- Richard’ ‘Gen: ; 
-Man’s ‘tome “That. Kid: ‘The “Story 
Of: - Jerry - Lewis,” 
here: 

sition L: -A.'news media: which: flang 
67th *: - birthday... party. for.” this 

7 | Grandpa‘ at. Grove last: night... Re-: 
~ L- moved: couvert charge ($7 per pair) 

wal only. (End of Lesson-in-Reporting!): 
: ar Veteran film pet ‘Preston. Foster. 
Landstar: Vera: Miles. “-gemceed |. 

| Safety. Couneil ..affair - ‘attended | ‘by 4: 
over 1.500. WARTETY'S cub fractured, 
‘crowd. with ‘old’::safety - slogan - on |: 

“My. -back ..of. big... truck: “Watch! 
Rear—Not. Hers!” 2° 
-Mass: 

‘L. A: “news: people: . -Peebeedee?.. As | - 
in The- Pea-BODY. Award??? . 

: _(Whut. school didjiz ‘went at?). - 
- Flutist - “Jean: “Pierte.’ ‘Rampal, Jim”: ‘Wilson, giant-sized - ‘KNXT- | 

‘CBS ‘eamerate.. (his camera. and" 
floodlamp: ‘wrecked by -over-zeaious: 

|'Fed_. cop.::when: . Wilson : ‘snapped. 
Sinatra - Sr.’ in Fed: Bldg. garage ‘| 
during. -Kidnap- ease) . arrested:. and | 
“charged. with ‘violating Fed Court’s 
-edict banning ‘Jlensmen. U-S..Attor- 
‘ney Francis C: ‘Whalen :wants fo: 
drop: charge - but: KNXT ‘rejected 
|;same.. Plan. test’ case, slong with 
“AP, UP, ete: 9: 

Manny ote on: band chief ‘here; 
‘| -guided New York ‘scribe into. rally } 
for Ike. at Biltmore -Bowl’ where. 
GOPeople refused’ admish: without: 
pass. ° 

1 ales to: report. society: stuff. 
Hearst :blatts. coming: out: for. 

guest, “the “Wes” . 

LA: Times: city. ‘ed Hank: Osborii 
out © ‘furious: : “critique *. (at 

.” Speedy. sellout: 

‘Ambassador “ did: ‘not: pick up. tab |: 
! (as: ‘VARIETY 'erratumed) for. oppo-'| 

Salinger: quarters: in LA" vat. 7 
Ambass’ ‘Royal Suite.” “(Sech Airz!)| > 
-““Cholly:. Angeleno”. (Lynn. Spen-. 

Cer) ‘back: at. Her-Ex ‘society.: desk 
| after’. long | jliness. : Started. ‘with. 
“Hearst 45: years . ago .as police 
Scribe. after: college: One of first: 

‘christened : 

‘The -blatt's me. “Bud”
 Lewis, « ay ar 

[ed of ex-LA Mirror... -! _ oe 

Ne: Y. Journal - ‘Amerieaii - ‘com> 
posing room:.“slowdown,”: ordered |-; 
‘by same Union that. started. A14-"|° 

[| day. strike last: year, depressed ‘all 
NY ‘news ‘people wondering What- | 

| Next?22.° 5. 
Dorothy Malone, “Oscar: “Winner. 

*1:(1956), -going slightly: dafty: waiting. 
“for 20th : ‘to. sign ‘her for tv series. | 
Two’ episodes’ in “the can, bat. no ®: 

{ sig... 
’ 

Paris. 
By ‘Gene’ ‘Moskewits” 

“Yeo Ave Neuilly; SAB. 0712)" 

- Vet | ‘film. “producer. 
‘Lourau “reelected head ‘of . the 
Ss dieate of French ° Filmi ro: |. 
yn Pr “| tor” of Republic . Pictures of New ‘ducers... 

herself':and her’. children. 

from different. countries. 

“Screen stars Jeanne. Moreau: and| 
Serge. Reggiani’ may take top roles. | 

{in a French Jegit version. of ‘Arthur’ 
next: 

+ ‘Liberties. ‘Union.. 
Miller’ s. 
season. 

After. the - Fall 

“ Dan:- ‘Oppenheim in to jmddte : ‘mal 
‘with © local.. - playwrights. ‘and * di- 
‘rectors. on’. promising. plays’: for 
‘Broadway as well:as.the possibility. 
‘of - ‘making’: a “Yank-slanted tele | 
‘series! 

Sofas Funny Thing Happened,” next. 
season at the Palais Royal. Yank 

| producer Arthur ‘Lesser produces 
2 with: “Madame De Letraz. aan 

we “Weik, ‘batoneer,’ one of: few |. _ Actress" Marja “Mauban ‘penning |: 
a novel ‘about’ an: aging. actress” 
reminiscing:.. She: ‘herself. : is” still: 
‘young :and..star’ of. the hit ‘French | 
transposition. ‘of :- Jean - Kerr’s 

and. French: “gymnasts, ° 

‘SON, . international 
.cireus. 

and then an: 

; Sports: » 

ful “The Three Musketeers” 
season,  wWith- - : Opera |: 

‘and dean: Mare Thibault... 

~ Malaysia 
2 “By Gerdon Ooi. _ - 

3, ‘Raffles Place, Singapore, 
Tel. 10606/43505). . 

zine. - 

"Phe. Troika - ‘Restauranf,. “new 
ere, dispensing - ‘Russian | though. 
not necessarily’ ‘Red. cusine. 
’, Kemanan “Motel | - opened’ - 
“‘Trengganu;, on Malaya’ Ss 

“Story ‘of.-Three Loves’ breaking 
record “at: Odeon: ‘Katong. -Another |: 
pic doing record biz is “Fun. in Aca-. | 
‘pulco” (Par) at. Cathay. Cinema. | 
.“Tarzdn’s ‘-- Three - Challenges”. 

New. Year ‘season; pic was’ shot ‘in. 
nearby: Thailand and. the admission. 
Price: was. :norma!.: 

doors away from the :world-famed. 
‘Tiger ‘Balm .” Garden, Singapore’ Ss" 
No. .1 tourist. attraction. ~ 

ist: Promotion “Board, .. 
Minister - K: M. - Byrne,. 
Sydney ‘where he headed ..a 12-man 
delegation at the .13th. “Annual: Pa-. 
cific. Area’ . Travel . __ Association 
(PATA). Conference: 

it: will. ‘Pele .. ‘to. bring in: more 
' Visitors. 7 

- $10,000. :at Universal’s 

a in” 
. 

‘Music: Hall - and. the legit ABC |
 den” Fashion .Gala.- 

, ‘May: disappear next season.. 

| .. Hazel - Seott’ playing- nightiy’. in. 
‘Mae. Mercer’s. Blues. Bar boite:.. ‘~ 

. Georges 

7 starring: in 

"Madame: ‘hus living’ here, now | 
charges . for’ tele’ appearances . to |: 
Taise ‘money for living expenses: for 

First Military Film Fest will-un- 
spool in. Versaillés,. June. 2-8:"Films - 

ill. be all: ‘sorts:. of © army shorts | - 

 ¥ves. - “Robert - "will “stage | ‘the 
7 French. ‘version. of Yank legiter, 

“Mary, Mary,” on. legit ‘stage here. . 

‘Comirig Palais. Des: Sperts shows} 
‘include a performance. of Russo | 

Mexican. 
‘Folk. Battet,. Jazz: ‘Fest headed. by. 
Ella - Fitzgerald - and: Osear Peter--| 

“Hotiday 6 on. Tee" doing even bet- |: 
‘ter. than last -year with big atten- |. 
dance hikes because. of bus service. 
from outlying districts. ‘It is draw- 
‘ing. daily around: :$2:000. over last-j: 

year ‘at. ‘the. Dig-seating Palais Pes | 25th year as honorary chairman of 

“Albert : ‘Sarfati. will, - produce at 
‘musical version of that old faith- | 

next.| 
-director'| 

Georges Aurie doing the music. and | : 
edy team ‘Roger Pierre 

“Gov. . Peabody’ Ss “mother. starring comedy oge . 
‘ Gailed ° in’ deep Southland . with. 
other. .Civil “Rights” demonstrators) } | 
‘called ‘“‘Mrs. -Peebeedee”’” by. many 

a J try: Club, 

Diners’ ‘Club: here. has conie: out: 
with a bi-monthly. members’ ‘maga- 

iat 
Rast 

lists ~to. cater, to: American tout- | 

“Cathay’s: Hong Kong ‘production, : 

(MGM): drawing capacity crowds at {~ 
Odeon . because’ of. current ‘Chinese | 

“David ‘Miller to -Apgenitine Film, 7 
‘Fest as: only U.S. member of jury. 

. Stefanie | ‘Powers reoptioned by 

:, Walter Pidgeon to tour strawhat 
circuit - with. “Take Her, She's 
Mine.” - 

‘Jim: Richardson retired ‘after 33 . 
years with Fox. West ‘Coast as. the. 

a aire: manager.. 

John: ‘Payne . ‘and: Lisa Kirk to 
a head ‘L.A, Civie™ Light. Opera’s 

-{“Here’s: Love.” . >. 
- Hollywood Nuscum set to clear. 

“Chalk Gar- 

‘Columbia Pictures for another year. 

Joan. Shawlee. ‘returned from - a 
“Guerrillas . in. Pink:- 

Late’. in. Philippines. 
“Phil. Gittelman switched from. 

Shafer office as associate, 
‘Ralph : ‘Carter, managing direc. . 

Zealand, “-homeward-bound. 
Ken Drake heads newly-opened 

Jack‘ Kruschen . tees’ off 15-day 
Pp. a. tour on May: 4 to: bally Metro's - 
-“Unsinkable- Molly. Brown.” | 

- Sam... Marx,. vet. film . producer,. 
‘set as ‘West. Coast rep of .Keefe 
Brasselle’ s Richelieu Productions. 
-Gene Kelly succeeds James Whit-: 

more’ as.co-chairman of Hollywood : 

Helené -Towers. agency to. Hal - 

“Chicago. office of. ‘Hanna-Barbera = 
1 as veepee in charge of sales. 

“Arts Division. ‘of: American Civil : 

“Bob Hope. will receive third: an- 

‘award - May. 
‘Angeles Press.-Club. 

“headliner of ‘the - Year?‘ 
‘# from Greater Los’. y 

Edgar Bergen breaking in his’ 

Tucson, - “before. opening at. ‘the 
Roosevelt, ‘New Orleans. 

“Mia. Farrow, . daughter of: Mau- 
reen “O'Sullivan: and late John 
Farrow,- hopped to London to’ re-. 

‘tT place. Britt. Ekland in -20th-Fox’ 
& “Guns: ‘of - Batasi.” — 

" Vivian’ Blaine © replaces ‘Betiy 7 
Grable. as femme star with Dan’ 
‘Dailey in “Guys and: Dolls,” Sei- 
‘den-Bufman production : opening 
May 5 at: Cocoanut Grove Play- 
house, ‘Miami. | 

‘Everett. Sharp resigned post of : 
veepee-general sales manager : of 
Manhattan Films International, @f-— 

general. manager ‘of Sero Amuse- 
ment Co. . 
. Mrs... Ida. Mayer Cummings. hon-: 

ored.. last. Sunday. at. Ambassador. 
‘Hotel . with: Silver’ Jubilee -dinner’ 

| celebrating her 25th year as prexy 
of L._A: Jewish Home for the Aged: 
‘Mary Pickford: also ‘installed . fer. 

‘home... 

‘Palm Sprit Springs 
“Bill ‘Bendix spending most of his 
time at: his manse at Canyon Coun- 

Desi “Arnaz and . Hoagy - Car-. 
. “michael - ‘amid. Golfers at Thunder- 
‘ ‘bird Country .C 

“Rod Serling vacationing at White 
: Sun Guest Ranch‘ after completion . 

-| of 150 “Twilight Zones.” _ . 
“Doug McClure feams with Duke = 

Mitchell” to break-in new ‘act. at 
Palm Springs Ranch Club.’ 

a 
a 

‘fective May.:1, to become exec as~:- 
sistant to. Robert Benton, veepeee. .. 

Alan’ Jones. bought .former. Al. 
‘Jolson estate here after selling. his . 
‘manse at Eldorado Country Club. 
Kim ‘Sisters, appearing | at -Chi” 

Chi, practice several hours’ a. day 
‘to perfect the instruments they 
‘play. in’ their ‘act. 
_ : Frank Sinatra. and Harpo: Marx. 
‘are .on .a: citizens . committee to 
raise funds for a JFK statue to be. 
placed. at new P.S..airport. - 
George Murphy, a candidate for 
US. Senate, - ‘addressed ‘a meeting 

club ‘at Indian Wells. Hotel. 
Fifteenth annual: ‘Racquet.. Club - 

‘}of the Palm: Desert Republican _ 

tennis . ‘tourney was played last’. 
weekend with Dinah: Shore and 
Donald Woods among those vying 
for champion- honors... 

The- Lion . ‘City “Show, “‘now- re- | 
“to ‘read. ‘Lion’ - City” 

Nightdub, has moved ‘house:to four. 

Buddy: Rogers, Hugh O’Brian and | 
Bullets. Durgom in the throng at 
opening. of Johnny. Bash’s Club= 
house.. The .Pacers ‘Plus..One pro- 
‘vide lively -music. at night spot 

_fowned: by Bash‘ and Jack Narz... 
‘Chaiman of the. Singapore ‘Tour- 

ex-Health . 
back’ ‘from’ 

Mrs. George ‘Hearst chairmaned 
Desert Press Club’s Awards dinner 
‘Saturday © night... Event.: honored 
‘Charlie. Farrell -for his. ‘contribu-. 
tions: at Palm ‘Springs: Past. recip- 
‘jents’ of Press Club award have. 

-| been Bob Hope.and. Gene. Aawry =: =. 
..“T6 cope: with: the inflow. of tour- | 
ists. into the. island, the ‘Singapore . 
‘Tourist Promotion Board. has been. 
éstablished, along. with. the Singa-. 
L-pore’ ‘Tourist ‘Assn, -on: the. govern-. 
“tment Tourist Information. Centre, 

Leith -Stevens'..sweating out 
Academy Award night by. building 
at . “Pinyon ‘Crest, in: the’ pine- 
‘Covered snow: country, 15 minutes 
‘from .Palm Desert:.: He “will live. 

| here and commute.to L:A. for “Mr. 
Novak”. tele chores: ‘as ‘well as film. 
assignments. oa 



Ray Stark & Fanny Brice 
““.\../ people. of ‘all. ‘Traces,.. colors.’ and. 

_———— Continued from page 2 

scripters who: ‘had worked: on. the. 
Fanny. Brice story including - the- 

current libretto ‘by Isobel Lennart, | 

based on her own. original. story. 1.” 

“Thus: Stark not only” owns the 
preproduction ‘film rights ‘to her. 
script. but any other ‘participations 
by Jule: Styne .(music), Bob “Mer- 
rill: (lyrics), and” previous ‘screen- 

_play and other treatments he. had’ 
commissioned: Ben Hecht’ and the 
Ephrons (Henry and: Phoebe ).” to 
do. Ditto all rights for’: use “-of- 
Nicky Arnstein’s | ‘identification with 
the Fanny Brice saga; the Brice’ 
estate .(which includes Mrs. Stark, 
nee Frances ° Brice, now -better: 
Known: as Fran. Stark in * BevHills: 
circles, . -and..her’ brother, 

“being quite. a “painter” 
Coast}. 

Whether Stark; despite: his ‘Hook: I 
“up with Seven. Arts, will’ produce: 
the film. on his own “which he. 

‘doesn’ t. anticipate can happen for. 
“two or three years: because of. the |- 
legit musiéal’s seeming - Broadway. 
click). or in ‘association: ‘with. an-. 
other . “major. studio, - is. for. the 
fit'ure. Columbia ‘offered him. -over |: 
‘$400, coo and 25% % of. the: world |. 
rights three’ years .:ago; : ‘he- has: 
similar firm, offers ‘from ‘Warners: 
and Metro.. 

_ “But if? somebody. was. “te ‘lay: | 
$700,000-- -on_ the. ‘line;: that. only. 
would: make: me--even on: the. story 
- property investments: not counting. 
the more than $500,000. the ‘Broad- t 
way stow. cost. to. bring. in: The 

600G-oIus,. of coutse. is. “not call" 
mine.” says Stark. . : 

“Backers in = ‘Funny. Girt ‘had: to” { 
be bought out, in: -adyance,. for. the | 
“‘gyme ‘reasons as with’ the. present 
show's authors, the Ephrons, Hecht » 
‘and .a’l ‘the ‘others.’ Point: is: that. 
nobody can do anything to’ jar the- 
image. of . my" wife’s mother : and 
father, whom Barbra’ Streisand. and. 
Sydney Chaplin Personate — on-. 
stage.” 7 

8-Year-Old Project 

“He is. also. noncommital of -how 
much’: the 83-year-old. Nicky . ‘Arn- 
stein, now in: retirement: on ‘the 
Coast, was. paid other than stating 
negotiations with ‘him ‘started. some 
eight years..ago when the. Fanny 
Brice bit, for stage or screen, ‘Sstart-.| 
ed to fultninate. ‘Phat’s when,. in- 
-cidentally, Stark details: he. had to. 
trade “The Maltese Falcon” ‘Yemake 
Tights, which he -acquired. from 
Warners, and. cede them to Metro. 
in exchange for the Culver -City 
studio. “springing” Isobel Lennart 
to work on the libretto. He seem- 

ingly has great. respect for the lat-: 
= ter, citing her “Hollywood | record 
as “a five-time: Oscar. nominee”.: 
She. already had written. a -film 
treatment before..the segue: into 
producing .- it. as a: “stage musical’ 

... first. 

It was becatise of fall. awareness 
‘of authors’ prerogativés . that: he. 
-bought in all rights ‘“‘because. then, 
‘if it’s no good, T have the privilege’ 
-of not. making ‘it. Phere. can. never 
‘be’. -the . desparation | problem - of 
‘Salvaging’ ‘a. bad investment” as 
would be the.case with anybody 
else. who: is ‘not so’ sentimentally 
and intimately tied up with’ ‘the: 
_subject_ matter. If it’s :right,-and 
“obviously we think ‘the stage .ver--| 
sion is now close: to ‘right’, awe'll 
then proceed to produce. an. equally: 

‘right’ motion picture, ‘However, the’ 
fact that. three. major : sttidios.:had 
marked: interest. in: the. property|. 
_before—-and most certainly all will 
‘from now in—certainly attests. to 
its filmusical . potentials”. 

Toa VARIETY man's wonderment 
jf the authors and he must. ‘cer-. 
tainly have been tempted to violate | 
Broadway tradition with an ‘original | 

Brice, who has, the roles ae gross: $80,000 at the Winter Garden.. 
‘on: “the - 

‘tra -boxoffice . had: to. open... 

‘Another * Starkian ‘footnote’ on a 
é|.- 

‘explains the last one as: being an] .- 
‘accommodation * to a theatre party! © 

+ and, -contrarily ” to’ general impres-|. 
‘sion, 
us” because the:show was kept out. 

4 lon). enough. ‘to make it. “right” al-. 

erat “earlier. ‘party bookings. 

Nevada: casino ‘had been® “charged: rr 

with using loaded -dice.. The’ Slip- |. 
per is dominantly owned by. Robert.| 

(Oe ‘Shuize, a former’ pitcher for. the. _ 

| defunct’. Hollywood - ‘Stars “baseball. ; 

| team. - ‘Although. ' “the. 
: (shaved so that the. 6-and-1 com-: 

“bination: does~ “not: come . up’. as. engineering : skill: which. ‘one day 

“oftens. charge ‘took -place™ ‘at- one of. | Will bring: the world: to the’ home.” 

| the ‘two. dice ‘tables, 105. slot: ma- 
chines, _a-rouletté wheel, five’ black-. 

| jack: . ‘games: and: a “wheel of .for- | 
tune” ‘were also’ shut down by the} chairman, ‘Appropriately, the 1964 

o, “World's Fair .coincides with ‘a-most ‘Sti t ng. Control ate’ Gaming. Contro Board. important. ‘development in. the Tife|: 

in: the spotlight ‘with more: than 
their share of notoriety of. late:via 

‘sueh:- diverse items as’ 
‘Felt. .Jungle,’” current © bestseller. light through . outer” space. The 
: which’ includes. ‘some lurid‘ accents | “technical-‘méans now exist. to: give 
on. Vegas' gangster . control; ‘Sen- 
ator. Barry Goldwater's: $3, 000;000: ‘mension that is. Mistinctively: global . 
libel. suit: against the authors there- in. character.’ sae 
of, “because. of inferential: -friend- 
‘ship* with - Gus" ‘Greenbaum, “slain. - Sarnoff a “major ‘prophet”’:in his 
former. Owner of the Riviera, Las.| -portendings of the. futuré. of. video 
-Vegas;.‘and last: :week’s:.Life story:|in 1939, and. added; “He is a fcre- 
| feature..by-Paul. O'Neil, -on:Dr. Ed- 

| ward: Q.. Thorp, © He. is. the Ph.D. | Fair,. introducing. OUF.. Communica: 
mathematician. on faculty’ at New | tions Center,.and an- -all-seeing: color: 
Mexico: State ‘Univ. whose: ‘mathe- | tv ° “closed-circuit: ‘network © within. 
mati¢al-' ‘genius. lias ° successfully the. Fair which: ‘enables. millions of: 
beaten. the Nevada. casinos. time -visitors. to see. themselves. as they: 

-and: again. He even Wrote’a book. 
‘on it, “Beat The Dealer”. (Random’ 
“House, 1962), with: accent: on “21” | 
or ‘blackjack. -O’Neil’s. story baldly | sim 
states. that. as. soon as: Dr. Thorp |: 
‘is. Tecognized—he. “wears. -disguises,, 
changes. his spectacles. for .contact| 

— { ‘television: at this. story is 5 true” your. 
- | company: has incaleulably: ‘damaged. 
| not - only. its.own prestige but also 

“served: that- ‘Jerry Robbins’. work. 
with - ‘the show _ in’ the’ Jast “four | 
weeks. “was. inéredible”): eT 
Of ‘his - ‘Star, -he feels’ she: was. ‘a. 

‘Breat song: seller in-Boston-—as. she. 
‘inany: medium. and in any’ -place— 
but that in the transition’ from the |. 
break-in dates.en route« to. Broad-. 
‘way “she also: became a -great:act-. 
Fess, truly the. ‘Funny 'Girl’.”. In- | 
cidentally; her, deal puts. ‘the © 21--| 
“year-old. songstress up there with. 

Martin), : Said.” -to. -be guaranteed . 

“Funny. -Girl’’*at- $9. 60 top. cai- 

“AS ‘for. ‘the hazards: of “overwork- 
- ing”, “he. Says both he. and. Miss.| 
Streisand - agree ‘she’s: “young. and: 
in a ‘nitery: . act .she- Sings more. 
songs. ‘twice: nightly: than in eight-| 
_a-week shows here”’.. . J 

. Morning: aftér: the notices: ‘there. 
was an unbroken : line, according | 
to Shubert: spokesman, ‘and’ an: @x-: 

those’ “postponed” - Openings; 

“now... the “party agents ‘Jove. 

though, admittedly, it:snafued. sev: 

“Las Vegas 
‘Continued from: page. 1 ra. a 

“flat. dice” 

“The. ‘Nevada casinos’ ‘have been | 

“The Green 

‘glasses, - changes: attire, and: other- 
Wise. tries to look. as anonymous ‘as{} oe 

the’ big: girl: stars (Merman and}. 

$5,000: — ‘again producer Stark | 
| copped: a. plea — and: a percentage. | a 
;Qn :this. he -too was ‘vague. .Costar. i. 
| Sydney ‘Chaplin is ‘on - flat: terms: 

=| the university: on Wednesday M.. 

tors Bldg. last’ week.” = 

‘| -ried signs reading: “GM. discrimin-' . - 
=|.ates | against. non-white: ‘Perform: 7 

. ers 

” dia: not coniment 9 on the: “demion- 

‘the. ‘image *.. of © 

= nations. who believe. that our coun: 
try stands’ for equality: and. justice 
for -all. mankind. Repudiation. by |: - 

- General ‘Motors. of this principle}: 
at this time is‘ particularly: signifi-- 
cant ‘in light. of: the ¢ivil rights 

is ‘no--time ‘for. a. Imajor: American 
‘corporation “to «line up”:in open 

corporations” to. take: affirmative: 
> | action: in n enalt of. human, Tights, 

for. all. " 

“oat Baez & CORE Picket GM 

oo5 “Austin, Tex., ‘April 7. 

Folk’. singer’ ‘Joan .Baez.. mee 
more ‘than 200 ‘civil tights’ demon-|' 
strators - ‘who jammed’ the ‘front of|- 

| the :City.. Hall: here Thursday (2) 
‘while: Negroes: appeared. ‘before the 

civil rights: ordinaice. ° 

. Miss Baez: exhorted : the “erowd; | ; 
many . of: them studénts | from the | 
U. of. Texas, to: ‘stage. more demon- 
-strations: ‘The. singer remained in 
the. city. follawing. two concerts at 

Charge. Performer Bias . 

- Detroit, A pril 7 

In® protest: against: ‘alleged | Segre: 
gation in-industrial’ shows; -mem-=.} 
bers of. the: ‘Congress: of Racial 
Equality. picketed the General ‘Mo- 

. There: were no. “incidents. . 

‘Strations. 

"Sarnoff 25 Yrs. Later 
— Continued trom. page: i — 

ofan Industry,” and in-it he ‘made: 
‘reference to. tv as ‘that “miracle. of 

His: dedication. remarks of Tast “three outside plants: are. pressing: 
“the coupling of: “Can’t : Buy’‘ Me | 

‘week: ‘simply ‘picked up. -whére: ‘the. 
1939 predictions. left ‘off: Said ‘the |. 

of ‘television.’ Through communica-. 
‘tions-satellites, such as Telstar and. 
Relay, ‘international television: sig- | 
‘nals*.are:-moving | af. ‘the. speed. of 

television. a new. programming. di-. 

Fair ‘Corp.: - prexy Moses. ‘called ° 

runner here. again. today ‘at the. new. 

‘and: others see: them. General Sar- 
noff can:tell you how’ close we are’ 
‘to live. worldwide ‘color television. 

Par’ s Loren Pic 
=. ‘Continued. from. page. 2% — 

America.‘ among. 

crisis’ confronting. the country. This. 

support. ‘of - exclusion. based: upon |: 
-ra¢e:. .It:is a ‘time: for~ men and: 

icity “council . to urge a. municipal 

They car-| 

GM : 
hovering around. the. 4,000 ,000 sales’ 

as “Can't | Buy: 

a built-in. Gold Record since Capitol . 
“had: order- of over 1;000,000' even - 
| before: the release. date, ‘According: 

+ | to- Voyle. Gilmore, » Capitol’s.. v.p.: 
over | artists. & repertoire, 
“Buy. Me ‘Love’ had. an initial’ press. 
|.run of -2,000,00. copies | and ‘sold 
three-quarters of that in. the: first : 
7 10 ‘days, - 

“Paul McCartney during their stay 
“You Can’t Do That” |-— 

‘has -beén includéd - ‘in the. -Beatlés’: 
‘second “LP... along. with two ‘other |. 
‘hits, “She. Loves: You” and: “Roll : 

— Continued from: page. 1 

=f “cancel”. 
. | contract - expired ‘on’. March 20: 
a Charging UAW with attempting. to. 

| gmbroil the commission. in censor-. 
‘SNip, 

_Possible—the: casinos send: in their, ment. Film Encouragement. office’ 
‘mechanics (cheating -dealers).. This | to the: last: laborer; helping’ to lay. 
is. one of : the. -boldest--allegations - -the--special road cut in.'the. hilly 
in ‘a’ national magazine. Obviously,. ‘Tandseape ‘Of “Western. : “galilee:.. 
‘Thorp: quickly: becomes .a: marked |: .Some- equipment". 
jan. As the pit bosses recognize. brought from Rome, to. ‘augment | 
this | skillful: ‘and ‘ scientific ..black- 
jack. ‘playing. methods, Ahey send number .of. Israelis are going: to: 
in: “new. ‘dealers, ’ = ; 

-.{ seemed excited by ‘some’ .actors | 
|: they saw and. more sO. ‘by the. chil-- 

Not. allow . any ‘sponsor—labor or 

an ‘instrument - to:- 
. ‘parochial .. views’. 

would: be 

locally’ rented: items and a large.| 

_be in. the picture: ‘Mann and ‘Rackin |: 

musical : “by repriseing .the classic |” 
“My. Man”. in that secord.act, Stark |. 
says that that’s “what he. might ‘do. 
in the ‘film: version... - Ll 

At the moment: lie feels Bartrra | — color. © 
Streisand is as well known through ‘get NBC to. drop the show, threaten: ot 
her records. and general exposure | ing’ to take the case. over. the heads |= 
as Fanny. Brice, and probably even { of: network program. execs to net-| .: 
more so: to: the..present’ genera=)| work. ‘board chairman Robert Sar-}™..: 
tion, so _ that: ‘whilé the -subject }.noff. | A: méeting of NBC. officials] te . 
‘matter ‘is’ one. segment. of: the {and GM. and Campbell-Ewald -.ad — 
comedienne’s. struggle’-'to. Zieg-|agéncy. execs. (for.Chevrolet, “Bon-|-. = 
feldian, heights . fand. her abor-? 
tive: . romance with the. gamblin”. 
-‘man) , the intent. was to cloak the 
‘vehicle . with original _song-and- 

_ dance. material.. Accent, in fact; is 
“jn the pop. dansapation metier;' so: 
far. asthe words: and music. and | 
Carol: Haney’s. musical’ staging. is 
concerned. (Jerome Robbins jvas 

-only called in latterly:to work with 
Garson. Kanin’ who. directed. ‘Stark } General. Motors in’ 1964.'seeks to. refrained from any statement. - 
feels ‘there is much credit-for all, bar Negro performer: from its. spon.. 

“:!dren-and . some “of the’ kibbutz: 
:{ members: whose faces and: person=. "NAACP. & Tome 

— Continued. froma page £ 

- Jayne Mansfield 
‘Continued. from, page — — 

afternoon, March 31. The network} U: S.-Israeli.: coproduction of. . the 
at: that time: stood. fitm-on its: plan 
‘to air.-the stanza; titled, “Bnter | ago but- last’ week ‘the: letter : re- 
‘Thomas: Bowers, ” on Sunday, April ceived announced that. Miss Mans-| 
p2a. ~'| field, shooting, presently: in Beiruth, 

Besides its request: ‘for. answers} Lebanon; ‘bowed-out .and: the “deal 
to, -the VARIETY story; Wilkins’. wire £ the 
to Dorner declared, “Variety -re- | Ment: man in’ charge. of the encour- 

* sone went 

' ality. will: add. to Ane, 2 Picture’ Ss local. 

anza” ‘bankroller.) was held. Tuesday national Films, had’ negotiated the 

“Mansfield picture ' about- ‘half. year |} 

is off. “Asher Hirshberg, . -govern- 

| ports.-almost - incredible: story. that: agement. of : local..film pr ‘oduction, 

‘few years ago. 

uled: for™ next. year,.in: “eolor; is: 

and: shooting. should: take. place in | 

Mr.: -Shavelson. said’ this was. not 
‘going to bé an “anti-Arab film,”. 
but. rather “another picture ‘about 
-a.-fight for.'freedom, a ‘kind: Of 
| sequel t to: y'“Exodus'.” ”. 

~ Lonny E Bruce 
— Continued: from. Page .—— — 

on. for- ‘Bruce:: ‘He | ‘also: ‘played. 
Saturday-Sunday performances. and 
will - continue. for two-week “date.. 
House is given over on. Mondays to 
experimental - ‘entertainment. | 

- Other: than: ‘concert: date. at vie | 
Jage Theatre on March 28,. booking - 
at the Cafe au Go Go was first N; Y.. 
appearance . ‘for’ Bruce ‘in several: 
years, m, 

“Warrant Was. _ issued - on ‘basis of. 
a tape Tecordings of . bit’ made. first’ 

-| two. nights. of. program: by. two plain |: 
| clothesmen. . Bruce. was . released 
on. $1,000 bond. put. up by Solomon::. 

| Latter. ‘was released in-: his: own. 
recognizance. _Both men are sched- 
wed to appear ‘in. Criminal Patt, 
N, Y. Supreme Court... . | 

— Continued from page. 2. — 

mark. 

“Me - Love” had” 

“ In :addition. to Capitol facilities, 

Love” - _and the. flip, © “You: -Can’t 
Do ‘That. mo 

- Both sides” ‘were written: by. ‘two. 
of: the ‘Beatles, John... Lennon. and 

in the U:S. 

Over ‘Beethoven.’ ye 

~ Metromedia Ban 

jJivered from reps| of | ‘DuPont ‘and 
-Coea Cola,- charging. the Show was. 
‘controversial. oO 

Striking -back at: “UAW's.- -as- | 
sertion: ‘that WCBM violated.” its 
programming promises. ‘to... FCC, 
Metromedia | ‘referred to’ ‘the UAW 

7 petition | as..a--“mass: of misstate-. 
ments, ‘innuendo - and: half-truths, ” 

~ Metromedia’ averred - it. ‘did: not 
the ‘program: but. that’ 

Metromedia said - it: would. 

Management—to: use : -WCBM. 
advance * 

“as 

contrasting ‘opinions. 

Wha’ Hoppens | It Rain 
— Continued. from ‘page Qi 

the. ‘fairgoing public. . 
iterated ‘the: ‘importance of such. a 
service. i 

cally: that it. would. :give weather 
‘forecasts,’ That’s something that: 
will. have ‘to .be:' considered: in. a 
calmer. -atmosphere. | A’ prediction. 
of imminent showers tnight provide: 
a stampede. 

“Sue Amacker -- ‘new “manager of. 
the +Fine™Arts,. Dallas. - 
‘assistant manager ‘of: the Fine Arts, 
‘Denton, ' ‘Tex. Her assistant’ man- 
ager. here: ‘is Jim Wilson; ‘promoted 

| fromthe Capri in Dallas. Houses}. 
- Col. Marcus’ life-story had ‘been | 

“now that ” we’ Te in,’ ” butt he ‘ob- ‘sored program, ‘Bonanza,’ ‘on NBC | planned: for’ motion Picture reat | 
are of Trans-Texas Theatres, Cire 
cuit. | ca te 

The. present.’ produetion, -sehed- 

based.on the Ted Barkman: story. 

New . York, West. Point,. Washing- | 
“ton, ‘France, Germahy, England and |. 
Istael, ‘with an ‘international cast:. 

| voice: : 

+ for - U;S;: : 

its: - 
without. ‘airing. 

‘Linen. “Tee. 

| Of. ‘course; ‘there will - be lots ‘of 
ot unresolved questions. . One: of the |- 

=| strips. demonstrating the operation 
-| stated ‘that these:pillars of wisdom 
_| would be ‘to- provide -information‘ 

_ | of all types and it stated specifi-. 

—_ ; Continued: from: “page. 1 

She -was |}. 

| ment: for’. some: : time ‘end: rights
 t 7 — —— on | 

‘this West Pointer hero, who. died}: 
‘on:.the -outskirts..of- Jerusalem: a|- 

few’ weeks. before. the. .establish-| 
“ment ‘of the “State of - Israel,. had} 
‘been. ‘negotiated with. his. widow a 

“LBs Wit 
— ; Continued ‘from. page i 

in. the Bob. Hope class’ in comedy.. : 

“Iwas ‘invited to spend. the night 
in the White House «but can’t do-: 
it; I don’t: have. ‘a. Alashlight,”: ” he * 

| gagged. - 

-|.. On- the:- afternoon: ‘before the: oo 
-dinner, President and Mrs; John- 

. - 1 Son had all ‘the entertainers in. the’... 
-.| White House::for:'a: -complete: tour, 

_ including all. the -ro 

but -didn’t ‘tisk ‘humor in: “-pubile: 7 
{until a few--years. ago.. The more 
he has done ‘it; ‘the: more his des -. 
livery. has’ ‘improved. The -verdict: . 
at: the ‘Thursday night (2) photog- mere 
‘raphers”. dinner. was that LBJ is: 

‘Hope was .in-top form: and. had 
a--White House’ wattage. crack, too. 

‘in’. the . 
| living. quarters. : ‘President. Johnson - 
Was::the guide, even taking: ‘them: | 

an . . “ . - 

me ee 

‘into’ ‘his: -bedroom. for ‘a: look: at me 
where he. sleeps.. 

~Mrs.. Johnson - ‘served. the. per- a 
| formers | ‘coffee. Few people, ‘in-or. ~° 
out: of . show. -business,.. have ‘been 
entertained on the second: floor. 

‘Besides Hope,: the cast ‘included - 
the. ‘Jane ‘Russell-Connie | ‘Haines-. 
Beryl Davis: ‘Trio,;. Lestie Uggams 
and the dance: team, of Lowman: &. va 1 

: Lawrence. 

Shows at: ‘bandits. attended” by: nS - ; 
a President are. normally. held to-45 
minutes: or. less, ‘This - one: ran. al noes 
most an. hour. and. ‘a half. 
“With the: Charles:Cliff-Orchestra. 

turning. ina fine job. all evening, 

Leslie :Uggams--opened ‘the. show.’” |] 
with some: high charged numbers: > 

.. | like “Rock-a-Bye My Baby,”.. which: 
| overtaxed «the strength . of: ther. 23 

She: had - one _appropriate. Tod 
| time in the performance. before the. *: 

“He’s - Got . ‘the . Whole eae 
World in -his “Hands.”.. ° a 
President; 

Lowman '& Lawrence have much’ oa 
a | style and originality in their.mod- — 

They. clicked -_. . 
fine in ‘a:number with ‘a-medley of.- ~. 
“West. Side . ‘Story’: ‘tunes: as, the. an 
accompaniment. an 

“Can’t | 

ern. dance: routines... 

“Miss... Russell, “Haines | anid. “Davis. wD 
drew. ‘Ovations. from ” the.” crowd: _ . 
argely. ‘malé):-with some ‘spirited: — ; 
spirituals trio singing and a-solo.... 

‘[-by: each. Miss Russell: was ‘smash’ Lh 
in a_red ‘spotlight. Pounding: out. -_ 
“Mack: the .Knife:” - 7 
-Hope sang: one: number ° “with op 

|them:. in 
> The: Motion Picture: "Assn, are J 
ranged - for the: talent. Joel: Mar: oe 
‘Bolis ‘staged. ‘the ‘show. Lee: yo 

telecast:. 

measure. ' 

- Machen gets. 30%. of: ‘the ‘anchil-. a 
diary. | ‘action (primarily.:tv. coin) ° 4 
which... his “manager . Walter Mins-* .~ 
koff ‘estimates. will be worth some ”. § 

| $60,000.. Word’ from: .fight’s: ‘pro-.) 4 
{moter Al Bolan is ‘that-Patterson’s. -:. 
tv take will ‘be about. ‘the: same ag: | 
‘Machen’s though his :basie guaran-, .° 
tee. is . more. Bolan,:.incidentally, - 
“stated that the final:terms for. the ~ 
Fourt~ 7 
had.’ not’ ‘been: shaped. and’ ‘that... 
‘present ‘committment. ‘hinges on. a. . 
“handshake” ‘agreement... 

Johnson,’ who- asserts. that” 90%. a 
of the. nation’s: sets will be. within. aa 

': lrange. of .fight .signal, says that-. ”. 
—=.| station ’-charges - will be: computed: ° 

|-an a‘percentage of the. regular net-. - 
work ‘rate. . Web. prexy John: Vrba~ 

jis: . preséntly:“at_ the. National: Assn, - 
_Convention. ‘in ° 7] 

Network ° to... beam. - fight 

lof . Broadcasters. 
Chicago, dining up stations. an ae 

~ World’s Fair Biz 

occupied,. 30%. ‘on: Sunday; B‘hotel,. 

46° and. 60; C hotel: ‘72: and. 62; D 

hotel; 68 and. 60;. E. hotel: 53% Sat. 
and: 46%' ‘Sun.: By hotel .30°: ‘and. 453. 
‘@ hotel, 71 and‘74;.H hotel, 64 and. 4 

|60%;. I hotel_ 57° ‘and.- 79% on Sat.- 
land Sun. .4Obviously,. the. -actual 

names. are skipped here.) - 

76%; last. year it-'was 100%. 

waiting’ for the fair to- open ‘so:.the. 
a 1 Easter - business. Was’ ‘Tauch | “better.” 

Taped Be | Bout | 
oe = Continued from. Page 1 — 

{5 PM. will beam. directly. to Lon- a, 4 

“| don where a, tape. ‘will. be" made... 
“back-up” a 

5 | tape wiil also ‘be. made at the fight: -°- 
site (Stockholm: or Goteborg). and. 
flown: over to: US. as: a protective: ne 

net 

be-had from: the following’ figures: 4 
| A -hotel. Saturday : night .was. 47%. 

-A-mass ‘popular’ tourist Hotel. was 
The... | 

‘motor. ‘inns, however, ‘are doing . 
‘80-90% of occupancy capacity.” 
Last year,. at least; they: ‘weren't ee 



Wilbur “Mack, 91, ~oldtime vatide- 

March 13. . 

‘ceased .1934.) One of: the ‘oldest: 
film’ extras, which he became. after: 
“a long period .as-a. comedian: and 
‘character..man,° ‘he Fetired’ ‘several: . 
years. ago... 

. But at the. ‘age of. ‘90 “Mack. ‘stiti 
“was playing: golf - ‘and ‘remained :a 
dapper: dresser, :Gne of. his trade: |. 
marks when ‘he: was appearing ‘in. 
-yaude ‘with ..his then-wife, - Nella:Films for several years, where she 
(Walker), -. Jatter ‘now., Jae “Screen 

. actress, 

tic: stock. company, with. which ‘he 
toured : for four years. 
wrote .a. vaude - 
““Blirtation, ”: which “he presented. 
over the} Xeith-Orpheum.” circuit, “neapolis’ ” 
for. several. years. 

‘When talkies started. Matk fol- | 
owed ‘the exodus: of many. variety” 
artists. from the older. medium and. 
‘started in. films in 1928... He first. 

in 
‘While:at WB.-he| 

“The: 

_ Argyle Case”; . ‘at: Metro ‘he’ was | 
-seen ‘in’ “The Girl Said No” and. 

at. Fox. Films, | . 
“Annabella” and “Up. the’ River.’ my 
-He was. active until 1959. when he |’: 
began. to. take only occasional : ‘film | 

“appeared - ‘at - Warner - Bros: 
“Honky. ‘Tonk: 
did: -sueh “other “films as’. 

-“Remate Control”: 

: assignments. © ; 
‘Surviving, are. his. wife,” actress 

‘Gertrude Purdy, and a Sister, 
Po 

PRANK ‘AL BURT - 
Frank A. Burt, 82, retired ‘vaude- 

‘ville - comedian ‘Who « worked with |# — 
his wife -as Burt. & Rosedale, died:| B- 
‘April 3 in. Brooklyn. Born. Augus- { 
tds Berek, he changed: his name: 
° when he went ‘on the stage at. canto 
a as. a dancer. 

--, sBurt Jater’ - ‘becainé- ‘a: Dutch 
‘comic: and. added: a flute as. well as: - 
other. “instruments to “his:‘act. He (3 .." .. 
met.’ Myrtle. McKinley, :a.-Coast.| 
Florodora. girl, ‘and they™ were wed: 
-when: he’ was ‘21, Their adventures | . 
were’ described in “Mother Wore 
Tights,” a. ‘book by. their daughter, 
Mrs, - Miriam - “Young. ' 
A film version of the tome; - star= 

: ring Betty: Grable and Dan Dailey, 
‘was released by 20th-Fox in 1947. | 

| Shortly after her -marriage,..Mrs.:*}- 
; Burt’-retired. to rear a. family but |. 
Was. recalled. to. the: act: ‘to! fll a. 
_ Vacaney..~ 

- Burt’ &.~ “Rosedale ‘toured: the | 
Keith, ‘Loew’s.:and Pantages: cir- |. 
cuits aswell as playing. the. Palace, . 
NY. “Burt. also.: ,appeared in ‘the. 
‘Shubert ‘musical, “Pacts. & . Fig- 

- ures.” When vaude: started to. fade, 
- he- ‘hecame a. Fefrigeration sales- 
‘man, 

: grandehildren; 

° ELAINE. ROSSLYN © - 
| Elaine Rosslyn, femme . halt ‘of. 
the former’ vaude duo. of Plant: &. 
‘Rosslyn, long ‘on. the U-K; circuits, 
died recently in Blackpool, Eng. 
She was. a. member. of the “Rockets” 

‘company at the London Palladium ‘sharcholdes in radio station-CJME, 
Regina, Sask.;. when: it. Degan - in|. 

| 1959, .and a. member. -of: the. board |" 
-of. directors, : died. ‘March : 18: in|. 
Regina... ‘A son, Marshall, As: -Presi-, 
dent of the ‘station: eye 

When. she first: met. her: ‘husband, 
actor. Jimmy. Plant..: 
“Pair. toured the™. UK; » and’ alge 

n. ‘South: . Africa. and | Australia. 
‘later. years, _after her. husband. be=. 

‘tame foil. to comedian: Dave . Willis: 
in Scotland,. Miss Rosslyn . retired | 
from show. biz,. and, with: her: hus- |. 
“band, * “managed: a. hdstelry, : the 
: Grosvenor: Hotel, w.k. to: the: show: : 
“biz fraternity: in: Blackpool,. Eng. - 
Survived’ by “her: ‘husband, .. and. 

two. ‘daughters, ‘Pamela ‘arid - Gay; 
both . former | actressés:. ‘Pamela is: 
‘Wife of - actor ‘Larry: Noble... 

- EDWARD. VAN SLOAN: 
“Saward Van. Sloan, “82, stage and 

‘screen. ‘actor. who Jaunched his 
“Career. -in. 1910 - 
‘Greenwood - Tree,” died: March 6. 
in his home town. of San Francisco, 

zwhere he retired.in 1946.. Prior -to. 
Many years on the Broadway. stage, |, 
he... appeared: : in, stock. in. ‘Canada| 
and New Jersey. . 

- Van Sloan: went | to. Hollywood in: 
. the early - *30s,: and: was “seen ‘in 
-more than’ 50. films. - . Among. them. 
‘were’ “Dracula,” . *Frankensteia, . 
“The: Mummy,” “The: Death.-Kiss;” 
a and the “Man. Who. “Reclaimed ‘His 

. Head” 

“He: also 
sketch | tabbed | 

“Besides his: wife, ‘also: surviving. 
are ‘another ° daughter ani: ‘three’ 

.-:. } tional Opera’ Company. .of ‘Edin- So 
fs burgh. At. the time of. her death, 

-"-lshe was: residing with ‘her: daugh- 
‘tter who is-head of the Department | 
‘of Music of. f'the Buffalo, Museum: of: 

J 

‘_yéars; 
‘tensively. on” ‘USO-Camp.” ‘Shows | 
‘during ‘World Wat II. He: also. ap-‘ 
peared: on: the Ed. ‘Sullivan - and A: 
Gaty. Moore ‘tv. shows: — ne i 

. “Under the. 

™ ve was. an” n advertising ‘and: person: | 
oi pel exec with Riverview: Amuse-| 

{ment Park in Chi. 

\ Sister. survives, ee 

@came M.. ANDERSON _ 
Claire. ‘Mathes Anderson, ‘68, for- 
mer. Mack Sennett. bathing. ‘peauty 
and silent Screen leading: lady, died} - 
March 23 in: Venice; :‘Cal. She got 
‘her-break shortly: after World War} 
I.'when. an: actress’ in. a Sennett | 

| comedy “refused to enter a ‘lion’s| 
‘cage and the. producer: placed her 
under contract when she undertook 
‘the : assignment. | at 
“Following. Miss ‘Anderson's tenure . 

with ‘Sennett. Fox| nnett. she. was - with: Fox ‘Maui ‘Publishing -Co. and: editor of: 
‘the Maui News. for ‘28 -years, : ‘died | 

| March 29 on: Maui island;. Hawaii. 
. Publishing company also. ‘owns. and‘. 

oe Vtadion KMVETV and: _KMYI 
' tradio : 

played -opposite such: stars: as Tom 
. | Mix and John ‘Gilbert, She retired 

. Launching his career. as a : black. - 
face ‘comedian, he became .a fea- | 
‘tured -player. in’ a repertoire ‘com- |: ; 
pany.at 19. .He organized, ‘man-.| 
aged and: acted ‘in his own drama-} : 

in 1925: 0: : 
_-Brother. survives. oe 

“WILLIAM: SAMUELS’ 
William Samuels, 52,. jazz vianist | 

whose Fecording. of. “y Cover. the |". 
Waterfront”: scid ‘more than ‘1,000,- 
000:-copies, ‘died. March’ 23: in: ‘Min- |: : 
neapolis. -He::was: ‘playing: ‘at. Min- | 

Hotel. - “Sheraton Rit} ; 
‘shortly before ‘his death.” 

When only 17 Samuels was tour- | 
ing ‘midwest ~ cities. ‘with. chis 15- 
piece band. 

der. the: Gaiety label. 
His wife: and. six children sur- 

vive. . ae 

“ILL: ADAMS. 

area, where for one year she: was 
lat the: Frolics, and. six: months: at 
Helsing’s.... - 

howling. alley. oe, 

“BEATRICE MIRANDA™: 

| ‘pr. ano — leads — in: “Butterfly, 2. 

“Tosca” ° and “Gotterdamrung”
 

| 

in England. 

Science. 

” GHARLES: E, ‘ELLIS | 
Charles .E. . Ellis; 

‘Survived | by” his’: wifes 
sister and. two. brothers. rl ta 

. OE TERMINI, 

In -show : business «for: about. 56 
Fermini - _entertained : “ex- 

_ Two. Sisters: ‘survive. Sy os - 

~ ANGELO. L. FILOGRASSO - 

years, died. April. 1 in. Chicago: He. 

‘His. iast picture § was “Coe 1: 
[Jumbia’s: “Betty. Coed” in 1946. 

-yillian -who played the major cir-'| 
‘quits: as. member of team: of Mack me 
& Walker and for years. appeared |. 

‘on the:screen, died. in. Hollywood, 7 
(Not. to .be confused | ’ 

with playwright Willard Mack, -de- |: 

‘He was best noted for |: 
his-own jazz.trio. His Iatest.album, | 
““Sing’n Swing’n,” was released un- | 

Berit ‘Adams, 41;. tap. dancer’ ‘who iz 
played. the “Iidwest™ during 1946-} 

453. and ‘since had appeared in shows: 
in Las Vegas, Tahoe and Reno, was 

| killed: in‘ ahead-oncrash near the 
en ‘California-Nevada border: March 30 

“w Loving Memory | 

MAURICE ‘ms | , 

in an. , accident - which. ‘aimed. the 
“tlives of five: persons. - 
’ | midwest tenure. was in. the: Chicago: 

At. the: ‘time. of ‘her. death, vate] oe 

. “Beatrice. Miranda, ..prima. ‘donna 
of the British National Opera Com- | 
- pany. from -1900 ‘to. the 1930s, . died. 
March 19. in Buffalo... She sang so- } 

“Upon her. refirement in the mid-. - 
1930s. ‘she directed the. Scottish Na- |’; 

. Nladimar (Wally). Guterson, Hol-.| 
lywood inuisic ‘conductor, died there 
‘March’ 28, He ‘was at. the’ Orpheum |: 

a founding . 

son,: a 

a . Honolula April 3..- | 
a | ‘Sorrell, survived . by wife. and|. 

Joe “‘Teimini, 72, Tongtiine. ‘vaude + four children, “underwent 34: opera 
comedian; died. ‘Mareh 20 in: Miami | 
- Beach. after’ ‘a long illness. A pan} 
.tomimist, he had played: 42° -en-.-. 

| eee at. the Palladium, -Lon- 
: 1 don, aswell as. dates in’ some. of. 
> | the: ‘top. theatrés in the:U.S..7 | 

“Angelo “L. -Filograsso;-.67, -seécre- 
tary of- Local 750 of ‘the’ “Ticket: 
‘Sellers. Union for.:xaore .than’ 30}. 

was. also. treasurer of the National. 
-Assn. of Amusement Parks,. Pools: 
and: ‘Beaches. From: 198. ‘to: yee 

ve. 

"ZACK: HURT: 

| and. ‘sports: broadcaster:. who. : was. 
“known ‘as the. “Voice. of the Fort 
| Worth © Cats 
“} Fort Worth ‘after suffering an: ap- 

’" died March. 31. in 

‘parent: stroke. He had ‘been in. fail: 
-ing: health. : 

‘Hurt, in ‘the late 19408. and ‘early ” 
“50s had. a-show on ‘the Texas State]: 
Network. originating - from * KFJZ, Doe 
Fort. Worth; He .was with -KFJZ|- 
fi 1933" until. his. retin men 
rom £ t-two ‘died: of a heart attack in Hellywood 

-|-Mareh ‘25, His most. recent . fea- 
° "tures were. “Damn; Yankees” and |. 

““Critic’s: Choice.” 
-working. ina “Destry™. ‘teleség at. 
‘the time’-of his‘ death. 

years ago. - _ ae 

_EZRA J. ‘CRANE’ _ 
“Bara J.-Crane, 62, head’ of. ‘the 

- Crane, ‘born: in Honolulu, was: a 
° director of: the: National ‘Editorial |. 
Assn. 

JOHN McKERNAN: 
"Sohn. ‘McKernan, 

had ‘gone to. /broadcast. a ‘basketball | 
ournamenit.: a 
‘He had been. editor: ‘and: publisher 

‘of ‘the . ‘Penobscot : ‘Times in Old 
‘Town, Mé., 

“LEON. “GOODMAN: 

tising ‘execuitve,;. was: 
air crash. March 21- at: Liverpoal, 
‘Eng.. He was. chairman. of TV Com-| 
mercials. Ltd. and head of: Leon! - 
Goodinan. ‘Displays Ltd. of ‘London 

heal 13, A93E 

— Leon: ‘Goodman ‘ne: ‘of. Amer 
- Most: of :her. ica.:*He was. a: pioneer. of ITV's 

“Advertising . -Magizine.- —_ 

dent. 

HENRY. PINCUS”: 

in ‘that 

or publicists:-for: years : in the. San 
Francisco. Bay'area.. 

of. the: Stage ‘Door, Frisco. A. sister. | 
also Survives. . oo . 

-VEADIMAR. GUTERSON. 

‘Theatre, -Los “Angeles, - for years |. 
cand - toured - -in “Showtime,” with 
Jack Haley and Ella Logan: He also | 

od conducted ‘at at. the Majestic. Theatre,. | Surviving ‘are - “another son: vand. a 

N.Y. — ‘as 
His. wife. cand two: children. -Sur>, _ 

| -Vive.. Doe le 1 

VICTOR: G. (wie. SORRELL. 
Vietor.. G. (Vie) Sorrell, - former |: 

: Seattle radia executive - and an- a 
‘| nouncer. ‘who: moved to ‘Hawaii: in} 
1939 ‘when doctors. told him he had: 
‘less: than a. year to: live, . died. in : illness. 

Ar 

Bene Detween ” 1956. and. 1961. 

BARBARA. ‘DALE: 
2 “Mrs. “Barbara: Dale, wife of Gen:|: 
eral: Artists agent Fred Dale, died 
OF: -a-liver. ailment” March 31. in 
Hollywood:. _She -formerly was alc 
film. editor. at: WGN; ‘Chicago... 
. Two daughters also ‘survive. 

“JOAN “WERN ER: LAURIE. 

HAROLD KN ETTLES™ 
Harold Knettles; 54; sound utter F 

‘at Paramount, for 29 ‘years, .died: 
‘March, 31 in. Hollywood, He most 

Zack ‘Hurt,. 62; radio aiinouricer - 
‘gang ‘and. acted in: Broadway plays 

appeared in 
““Pypgmal 
Jiady to. William Farnum and I Den 

"Wife, son: and: daughter survive. | 

. | Paramount's. “Glass. Key.” 

49,.a. Maine} 
‘broadcaster and’ ‘newspaper :man,|- 
died March 20 in-Boston; where he| 

. sports: editor: of the} 
"| Bangor. (Me.) Daily. News and a re- 

‘porter for.the Framingham: (Mass. yt. 
. Evening News... op 

Leon Goodman, 54, ‘tv and “asec 
killed. in “an. 

| ham, Eng. 

| theatre he opened: on: Main Street | 
‘in. Tarrytown, : N-Y,; died ‘March .25}- 
in :‘Tarrytown: : In. "1910 he: .estab- 

His: wife, ‘also’ died | in the ‘acei- 

at Henry Pincus, 63, longtime man- : 
Ply ager of ..San Francisco’s. - ; Larkin’ 

7 | Theatre, ; died. ‘March: 27: 
 heity, His ‘father, uncles. and -broth- | 

{ers had-also been theatre managers'} 

._.. | time: ‘pianist and entertainer for: 50 
. years, died ‘Marchi 3 an that- city: . 

. “Joan “Werner Laurie,. -48, editor 
of She magazine, was. kiled’ in. van: 

:|-air crash March 21: at Liverpool, 
Eng. : A widow, she is Survived ; by}. 
‘two ehildren.. | _ | 

| eae ‘recently: in Edinburgh. . 

“Esseldo Cinema, Stockport, Eng., 

recently 

ELSIE L. ‘SMITH © 
“Mrs. “A: A. . Southwick; 86,’ “who 

under name of Elsie Linehan Smith, 
died-: March._26: in Cleveland. : ‘She 

ion” ‘and. was .a leadin 

O’Sullivan.. ~: . 
“Surviving is a. SOD. 

- NESDON BOOTH . 
“Nesdon Booth, 45,. ‘film-ty’ actor, 

Wife and three. children survive. 

“FRANK MARLOWE - 
° Brank: Marlowe, 60, * seteen-tv 
actor, died ofa héart attack: March: 

‘Hollywood... He ‘was’ par- |. 
| ticularly active in. the 30s, when. 
30: in. 

his: credits included stich ‘films. as 
4 Fox: Films’ ‘Now -Fll. Tell” and 

| Wife. survives. a , 

WANDA ‘PHILLIPS: 

Toronto, Ont:, where she had been 
a writer with: the. -Canadian Broad- 
‘casting Corp.,. since 1948.. 

_ Mother: and. a sister survive. . 

SLEYBURN: M.. ‘McMANNEN 
“Leyburn M.” McMannen, .61,- ‘fim | 
‘projectionist, . died. of lung cancer 

“N.C. He. 
had. “been - seriously , ill, for. Pasty. 
March - 20°. in’ Durham, 

three weeks... 
eral: nieces ‘and. ‘nephews... 

HAROLD. PETERS : 
"Harold Peters, bern Harold Ginn 

a pianist: and ‘bandleader, ‘was killed 
{in .an air.crash March. 13 at Shore“ 

with “Pechnicolor, oo 
fale, Se been. ye 20th Fox |. 

} following -departurs m. Par: 
“1b. Wife, three - daughters. and. ‘two His . 

' = py brothers survi 

wife father, ‘brother | soa |New York, March 1.. 
on | two. sisters: survive. os, | 

“Prince ‘of ‘India,”| 

lL eiony Lalli, 
Bride is. an: editor | at: Ziff-Davis; 

-He had been ‘ton, England, April 4.. Pride is. 
| danicer: he’s one of the Patt ton Eres, ° 

| | comedy act. 

, | Beat 

| Bruce, 
=r" | He's a singer ‘with the “Stirs and 7 

" Garters” ‘ty show... 

| “MARRIAGES” 
‘Susan Slavin. to Larry Moss, 

Bride is an ~ 
actress; he’s.an. actor. 

oe a Margaret Laura: ‘Cohen to. ‘David 
‘ft Immanuel Leinsdorf, April 4, New. 

-York. Bride, .a’sophomore at. Sarah - 
.Eawrence, is the daughter of Apra- 
‘ham W.. Cohen, editor-publisher ‘of 
Chartcraft . Stockmarket Advisory 
Service, - Larchmont, N. Y¥,;-groom, 
a-Columbia senior, is son of £ricn 

| Deinsdorf: ‘the .conductor, now mti- 
.,-| sie-director .of- the Boston: Sym- mo 
oe -Phony ‘Orchestra... i‘ 

“Cele. Goldsmith to’ ‘Michael Ane 7 
April '4,, New’ York:. 

groom. is: With - Crowell-Colner. 
“Pub... Co. 

Valerie Cébucha to: James Pat~ 

“Eleanor Leith to Ron Barton; 7 
‘| Dundee, Scotland, April. 3." Bride 

, {is a tv. folk-singer:. Ahe‘is a camera- 
man for Grampian Television. 
-Geraldine Scott to Bill. Kerr,.. 

Kingston, Eng., March 28. He's an | 
actor. a _ 
Marti . Webb. to. Alexander Bal- 

four, London, March 29, Bride. is 
oS Yeading lady in’ the musicomedy: 

7 ‘| “Half: A Sixpence:” he’s an actor... 
Sheila . Devitt .-to.. Michse} Gil-'. 

“Wanda Phillips, 38, former. script. leney, London, April 2. He is pro-. 

‘writer with radio station‘ ‘CERM, 
Regina, .Sask., diedMarch .16. in|’ 

duction. - assistant — of: ‘BEC-TV- 
drama. ~.. .: 

- Jackie’ - “Knight | to. Gil - ‘Dova,: 
Blackpool, Eng., recently. ‘Bride is: 

Alex 
| singer; he’s: a juggler. 

Claire. | McNaughton to 
Paisley,,, ‘Scotland, March. 

1 28.. ride isa dantcer. : * 
Angela” .Langton -. to - Michael. 

‘Rowiatt, . ‘Ewell, Eng:, March. $1. 
Both are singers in the. BBC-TV 
“Black and ‘White Minstrel Show.” 

” Sheila. Prytherch ‘to © Fommy 
Speke, ‘March -.26. 

Patricia . Ann Mulhern ‘to. Mi-- 7 A chael: Spodick, ‘New™ ‘Haven, - “April. 

4; He's associated with ‘his f-ther, 
Robert :. Spodick,-” 2 Connecticut 2 
exhibitor. oo 

.He.-was assistant: leader ‘at But-|- a 
}lin’s Ocean. Hotel, ete Eng. . 
fat: the. time. of his, ‘death 

Robert Goldblatt, 80, “owner : ett 
‘the’ Music Hall;.a_ motion picture 

lished the Electric Theatre, : the | 
first film house’ in = White. Plains. 
‘His: ‘son, two Gaughters and a sister. 

“| Survive. . 7 i are 

Leonard Gray, 50; former vaude- i 
‘yillle performer,: died. March 28: in: 
Newport ‘Beach, Calif. ‘He was a: 
‘member of his family’s ‘act ‘called. 

-which. played. 
‘all the. major. vaudée circuits :includ-| - 
‘ing the Palace Theatre.: His. wife | 

, od and: five sisters. survive. | — . 
His: ‘brother; Charles, is ‘fhanager : * 

“The. -Six: Grays,” 

daughters. survive. 

vision : ‘personality Tom .Dugzan, | - 
‘died March 28 in: ‘Chicago. Also 

daughter. . 

route: from ‘Chicago ‘to: Hollywood. 

“Charles s. Cray; 73, owner ‘of the 
‘Star’. ‘Theatre, St. ‘Johnsbury, Vt.; 

| died: there Feb. 29. after. a: long 

Mother: ‘0. ” Orlatidus’ ‘Wilson, 
‘tember of the Gelden Gate. Quar- 

“|e. died” -March 419, ‘Chesepeake, 
(Va oo ; 

. "Mother, "74; “of ‘Everett E. e. Ever: 
ett, nightclub | and. tv” comedian, 

.. 1 ¥.p.general. sales Manager. ied March 27 in Revere, Mass.. 

- John (Jack): ‘Heath, 16; Chi fag- 

Father. of Bruce McClure, véouel: 
lis Julie: DeJohn,. ‘of DeJobn Sisters. - 

me singing act.. | 
and. ty ‘producer-choreographer, 
died recently in Glasgow. : 

“Colin ‘Muir, nianager of the Ritz 
Theatre, Linlithgow, Scotland, ‘died 

Vincent O’Brien, 5B, manager of. 

died: there: Tecently. 

’. 130. Father -is WQXR,._N 
motion - manager: 

-. Floyd Wyatt, 52; city. manager tort 
— Fox West -Coast.. Theatres, 

os ey Manager .of . the. academy : theatre,. 
lin. Inglewood,. . Calif.; ‘died March 
28 in Inglewood. His: wife. and. ‘two: 

and 

‘New. York, April 1. 
reporter :for. the N. ¥. World-Tele-. 

- op gram. & Sun; mother is a. Long 

‘daughter, « 
‘Mother is, tv: actress Ruth Franklin; * 
father'is-a theatrical agent. 

BIRTHS 
vr. and ‘Mrs.. Lea Ashton, son, 
Glasgow: March 29. Father is. ‘a 
BBC-. television director... _ 
-Mr..and Mrs. : - Gordon Reddick, se 
daugh ter,. - Glasgow; Scotland, 
‘March 27. Father is a tv announcer: 
and actor. | , 

~ "Mr. and : “Mrs. ‘Lloyd * “Moss, 
daughter, North Tarrytown, .N. Yu5 
March 5.. Father 4s a WQKR, N.Y., 

o ‘announcer... 

‘Mr. and Mrs.. Robert Sherman, 
son, New ‘York, “March ‘25. ‘Father 
is director : ‘Of. WOXR, ‘N. Ya: spe- 
cial . _ programs; paternal * grand- 
mother. is: concert | ‘Pianist. Nadia os 
Reisenberg... 
Mr:. and: Mrs. Jerome Green- 

‘berg; © -daughter, Brooklyn, March’. 
oY, pro- 

. Mr.-and Mrs. Ed Baer, $9on, ‘West- 
port, Conn:, March 30.. Father is. 
host -of ‘WMCA, N. N. “Ed. Baer 
Show.” -: > 
“Mr. ‘and. Mrs: dim Shumaker, . 

- | daughter, Columbus, O.;- April 1. 
{Father is program: ‘promotion direc- 

- Jamies P. Goss, 29, father of. tele: for of. WBNS-TV.. 
‘Mr. and Mrs. Lee: ‘Towrisend; Son,... 

‘Father is. a. 

Island. ‘Star-Jc ournal s¢ribe. 
Wife, of Oliver E 3. “Johnston, vee=| 

- ae ‘pee. of Walt. Disney. Productions, 
.| died: of: a ‘heart :atack: March /19.en: 

-Shelagh.-. Delaney, daughter, - 
‘March 4, London.: : Playwright (“A’ 
Taste. ‘of Honey,” 
-she: is the mother of a baby girl, 
‘but so. far has not announced any. 

etc.).. announced . 

marriage or other details. — - 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R- Shack- 

lett, daughter,” April | 1, Nashville, 
| Tenn.* Mother is Brenda Lee, the 
‘| Decca. disker;. father: is a Nashville 
music’ publisher. Prematurely born 
‘(by ‘six. weeks) baby weighed 414. 
‘pounds at birth: and is in serioous 

-teondition. / 
Mr. ‘and . Mrs... Robert’ “Letko; 

‘daughter, New York, April 1. Fa- 
ther is:son. of Morris Lefko, Metro Z 

“Mr. .-and Mrs... Joshua: ‘Shelley, ; 
son, ‘New: York, ‘April 4, Mother is. 

| actress: Molly McCarthy: father is 
a producer -with Talent Associates. >. 

Mr.:and. Mrs. David J. Patterson, : 
son, Indianapolis, ‘March 29. Mother ~ - 

‘Mr. and. - Mrs. Mort. Schwartz, 
April’ 3,. ‘New York... 

Mr. and ‘Mrs. . Michael. Vale, 
laser “March 18,. New York. 

‘Mother... 
‘James; : father s. an: actor. 

is. : actress-writer Nancy 
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a that, by .year’s end, even his. most |: 

...* hellyful of the Bard: . 
Naturally, Stratford:o n-Avon wil 

“_: poorest hamlets. A-lot of this will 
_ eertainly be rubbish, pleasing: ‘only 

a Pubihed Weekly at 154 Wert. 46th. Street, New York, N. Y. 10036, by Variety, Ine. -Antiual subscription, #15, Single, copies, 35 conta. 
ol, ‘Second Class Postage ‘Paid at New. York, N.Y.° a 

ss COPYRIGHT, 1964, BY VARIETY,. INC, ‘ALL RIGHTS: RESERVED. 

By! DICK. “RICHARDS os ; 
‘London, : : April: 14: 

“Even to the Swans on the River | 
Avon it” must by. now. be evident |: 
that the 400th anni of Shakespeare’s |- 
birth o¢curs: April -23.. There will |": 

Tepresenting. 105) be: 117 - flags, 
* eountries, .to- prove: it.- World  over,. 
“1964 will be. ‘remembered as - ‘the | 
: year of ‘Shakespeare- -hi-jinkery.” 

i: /Floufing. the old. adage. ‘that--a| 
. prophet is without honor in‘: his|.~ | 

own ‘country,.. Britain’ is: falling. 
“over backwards :to. give. ‘the: event]. 
a boost, In ‘fact,’ ‘there. is a slightly. |' 

- jaundiced:- ‘camp - that... maintains. 

. gtoie fans. will. . have: had.’ ‘their 

: be the -focal ‘point of: the’ Shake-:} 
..\: sp@arehead: The: bosses: of ‘taverns, | ‘ 
one caravanserai ; and | - 
, shoppes,”’ plus: the’ ‘vendors of sou- |". 
.. ‘Wenirs,. are: gleefully anticipating: 
> Sponanza.. biz. ‘The. usual row,. ‘ins }° 
.”- separable: from .any big. event, ‘is. 

“ye -olde.. tea:. 

' bustin’. out. all. over: : This time, 
the.. squawks are: .over. the local. 

‘-eouncil’s: decision: to. hike: ‘the. rates 
+. Of ear parking. - | 

: *. Throughout. the: county: a “rash: 
of well-meant. plays, masqueés ana- 
pageants are planned for. even the: 

to... theatrical: -. costumiers: .The 
thought’s. the thing, | however, .and 
everybody: wants: to. gef- in: on. ‘the. 

. act. of. Taising a toast to- Will. 
=. Its even Suggested: ‘that in Lon: 

don the paltry bust of “Shake- 
-speare standing. forlornly. in. Lei-|: 

cester-square Gardens. seems | to be | 
. getting ‘slightly more: respectful. 
treatment. - than” usual ‘from. ‘the 

= pigeons. - 
' - + But. despite - ‘all the’ folderol. 

- ae, will. apparently. be. genuine 

' (Continued on. page: 70) 

On $ fay AFM. Local 
 Chides Kenin for His | 
“66. Integration Delay | 

- Chicago, April: 14. 
ne Execs. of: Leal 10,. Chicago. Fed-: 
a eration. of. Musicians,. are doing-aj ~~ 
’ not-too-slow ‘burn - over the action.|- 
of’ national AFM. prexy.. Herman: 

+’ “Kenin-in putting: off:until- 1966 the |. 
_ ?* merger of: the. big Chi. local:and. its}. . 
_». -all-Negro ‘counterpart.“Local 208,.: | 

The -Keénin .“‘plan”. comes after | 
. 1: §ix -months © of “enforced ::negotia- 
i. tions | ‘between ‘the. two ‘Chi: locals 

_. that ‘started: last’ year after 100: 
"members. of. ‘the - Negra: local 
“marched to. Local. 10: to sign. “up. 

wag. reportedly’ made ‘at instigation ~~ “of the national hq. .: 

. portedly angry: at Kenin to.a man. } 
‘.... Prexy Barney. Richards ‘has: pub- 
_ . licly accused the national: topper of. 
“unwarranted — foot-dragging. rr" ‘One. 

(Continued on. page 82). 

_: lations ‘division .of the United... 
. .y Jewish Appeal :of-Greater New. - 

“AD ‘Natural. 
 Intetnal Revenue “Service : 

“topper Mortimer. M.. ‘Caplin ° is] 
- the honored ‘ -guest.. .at:--the ©. 

_ ‘annualdinner of ‘the. adyertis-.. 
'- ing,- publishing. and- publie re-... 

> York: at- the Hotel. Americana. . 
-May 19... 

_- ° His theme, “ndvertising. and ; 
7 the. Expense Account,” . we 

Foxy’ Will Fold 
ae Oddin Red; 
hh 2 Time Loser 

phe. elosing fiext “Saturday: (18) 

this’: season- for’ a ‘regular - -road 
“break-in ‘ ‘prior: to: going: ‘into: the 
Ziegfeld, . will : represent. a loss of 
around $350, 000, 9 7 af 

The Canadian government: ag: 
‘understood. to have provided. much | - 
of. the bankroli-for: the initial: :pres- |. 
-entation,. which«was. produced pri-.| ° 

. | marily" for the Yukon. festival by. 
Broadway ‘producers ‘Robert White-- 

| head’. and- Stanley. Gilkey, - in .asso- 
‘| Ciation” ‘with -Canadian Theatre Ex- 

| change Ltd: The’ “presentation - at 
“| the. Ziegfeld, : produced’: by David 
“ Merrick,’ Was. capitalized at: $350, 4 

“000;, with: Provision: for. 20%. over- 
, all: 

Bert: ‘Lah ‘and . Larry: ‘Blyden: 1} 
-eurtently ‘costarring in the .musi- 
cal, are ‘repeating the’ roles” they 

-tContinued ‘on page 70)” 

Ex:Ruby Stripper Jada 

"Minneapolis, April-14. 
Jack Ruby's shooting of..LeeOs- 

wald- -has catapulted : a“ stripteaser’ 
‘tagged’ Jada‘ from: amusement world 
nonentity :-to -local.. .éntertainment: 

‘She -was working: at. 
‘Ruby’s ‘Dallas : -nitery. at- the time 
prominence... 

he. killed: Oswald. and. : ‘On - the 
strength. of. that fact: was ‘booked 
into -Augie’s here: as the” latter’ S. 
floor ‘show. headliner. 

The Local. 10° ‘tiegotiators: are ‘re={.. While -in- her. first: Augie’ s week 
‘the: loéal.: EL: Lago,- a- theatre with: 
‘a sexy: film. policy, opened. “Naugh- 
ty - Dallas’ (Indie) ‘as ‘its -.twin . bill 

| topper and: its newspaper. ads’ billed: 
Asada. as ; the: star. 

| corporation. : 

‘By ABEL ‘GREEN. 

. oe ° 

eominaly. have ‘instired ‘their in= } 
dustrial shows. with. more than suf--}.. 
ficient: showmanship ‘as. part of the 
shill. ‘The “products” : exhibits ‘are. 
‘all ‘there: at :the.end'’of. the trail, 
: following.: the sundry - “show’’ . and: 

i / (Continued: ‘on. ontinued :on. page.’ 70) -. 

a London, April 14; 

Seven. Arts “and: Sam- ‘Spiegel’s 
Horizon. Pictures are ‘now Tevealed. 
-as ‘substantial ‘stockholders. i in Cale-. 
‘donian Television. Ltd.;::the: com- 
‘pany. which’ has: ‘been. "awarded. ‘a 
franchise -to. run.‘a’ ‘payvision: ‘SeLV=. 
ice in-‘Scotland.:- The amount: ‘of, the biz pickup, -Julie London, ‘at | 

” the. Americana, - for “example, . ‘has |: 
‘been doing some of the best busi- 
ness.of the year in‘ that inn: There 
-were . approximately.’ $13,500-- ‘in: 

the investment, ‘however. has not, 
as’ ‘yet, ‘been. ‘disclosed... 

The -7A. holding is in: ‘the ‘name. 
of. ‘Seven. Arts: Productions : Ltd.; 
the British outfit which is. directly 
linked: With - ‘the. Canadian ‘organ-}.: 

af ; ization. . - Norman Katz is the. ‘com-} . 
‘| pany’s nomiiiee on. the board, with | 

. 1 Kenneth: Hyman as an “alternative |. 
| delegate. ° 

| A Mpls. Pic & Cafe ‘Star’ . 
Irwin: Margulies .is: the 

board: Tepresentative - for: Horizon |. 
Pictures., - : 
“ additionally: 

stood. that: 7A “and” Horizon. “have 
equal holdings. in the. outfit.’ 

‘Caledonian: TY, in common with 
the:. other. four: payvision’. compa- | 

| nies,’ expects to receive its license: 
to. operate from the. Postmaster: 
General within the- coming ‘month, 
and © provided there: are “‘no-:last- 
minute. obstacles. they all: aim | ‘tot. 
‘start. their . piped - service . in 

fal of this year. ee 

Nobody is « rooting. more - than | : 
' ‘show: ‘biz™-in . general, along . ‘with | _ 

civic.. proponents..and® native’ and} 
transplanted New. Yorkers, not to}. 
{ mention. -the. interests . most. ‘vitally. _ 
‘concerned, ‘that: the. : New’. York |... 
|:World’s: Fair .1964-65, which opens : 

| exactly a week from today, i.e. on |. 
‘| Wednesday, April 22, ‘is everything | 

Oe ‘that.‘a: “fun ‘fair’ should be: Un-|" 
-|.doubtedly- most. concerned ‘thatthe. 
-paccent -will ‘be ‘on: “fun,” ‘meaning 

| that it willbe “an. after-6” €xposi- |. . 
“f tion-—as: Broadway: pits it—is Rob- |": 
“t ert ‘Moses, the president of the fair |= 

“Fun: fair”. seemingly |- 
has been: a. sensitive..phrase. with |: 

} the admittedly. dedicated civil ser- 
“Tvant since a “VARIETY. Story’ ‘over: a: 
“year™ ago ‘echoed -.some. concern, |: 
“within” savvy. show ‘'biz. circles; ‘as | 
to whether. or ‘not ‘the reliance. ‘on.|-. 
“industrial ‘showmanship. will: be" 
‘the. answer. |. ve “af 

‘of “Foxy”: at. the. Ziegfeld Theatre; |. 
'N: Y.; will put the musical -in -the'|- ti 
unusual position . of . ‘being. a two- 
time loser within. a period of. less 
-than : two - -years. An original 1962 
tryout :version; which ‘closed aftér 
‘playing ‘seven. weeks at-the. Dawson. 
City... Gold - ‘Rush : Festival : ‘in: the 
Yukon ,is believed to have.dropped |: ° 
over: $406, 000,-..It’s. - expected. ‘that: ~~ 
the. current. production reactivated.| 

1 Arts & Spiegel 
~ Inon Scot Toll} 

.. flower for the -former. = | marked the Legion’s.30th anni. 

Katz,. “Margutiés | 
and ‘Hyman have: ‘personal holdings. 
inthe company, of~* which : labor | 

an ab pom ond Her shi Aang ‘contribute ‘to the “Save The Chil- 
managing ‘director. : It: is under-. 

‘ps in ‘the LP: titled, 

=the. 

TxeW YORK, WEDNESDAY, APRIL: 15,1 1964" 

a rat ma
e 

Loew's: Greenland.” 
| George: “J essel ‘- ‘claims ” 

“ to’-play: ‘a. benefit—Harry |S. 
.., Truman’s:: ‘birthday: ‘in ‘Wash- . 

‘ington—come_ May. 8. - 

-Thule,: the. US: 8th Air. Force 
base. near the North Pole, and 
flies back the.same: day:.to be. 

in: the ‘capital ‘to: toastmaster ~ 
-the diriner at.the Hotel May- — 

dent's: 80th | ‘birthday. 

Fai ait $ Advance 
- Guard Areal. 

last -week . ‘also: contributed a lot 
of parties... foe 

>" ‘Phe- jnerease at: this time height - 
|ens the feeling that the Fair will 
‘bring’ visitors and will- help. ‘Some: 
cafe ops are. hot completely | sold |: 
as ‘to .how’-many. Fairgoers- will | 
patronize. ‘eabarets- at night: after): 
trudging — * around’ ‘Flushing, - 
meanwhile none is quarreling with 

(Continued ° on. page 58). 

| Churchill Okays Disking 
|. His: Speeches for: Charity. 

Sir: Winston. Churchill. has au-: 
‘thor ized: a limited..run of: the -Col-. 
‘pix.album- of his. ‘speeches : on. con- 
dition that’ the record “company. 

copyright. ownérship of -the speech- 

Churchill, First | ‘Honorary Citizen: 
‘Lof ‘The. ‘United States. ”. ; 

‘Attorney ‘Solomon ‘Granett Tep- 
resented -Churchill- in. the. negoti- 

al sation with Colpie. 

[85% 
‘| ceived some form of. Legion of 

- * |Hotiowood 
| mittee. _said, . 

‘but |: 

: ‘cally-loaded. show, 
the :.Fair’s.” apening. ‘day,. ‘Wednes- 

“Sir ‘Winston. 

‘By. LESLIE ‘CARPENTER 

sO -." Washington; April 14. 
“AL ‘warning - that “powerful. fac- - 

’ record for’:the longest’. jump: | ta ie NE oening on tite , 
policy..of pre-code days: was issued. 

| Bishops” (14) by a Roman Catholic 

; Committee. | : 
. From’. May. .4-8. he - “will . be. ops’. Committee. 

7 making: ‘his.. ‘fourth : foray” to.” : Television. Committee’ -did have’ 
“‘|-some-: praise for the U.S. film. in- - 

The Motion Picture,. Radio and. 

dustry ‘averring a. “commendable” 
of -Hollywood. pictures re-.- 

Decency’ approval. Statement 

In-its downbeat ‘reference to the: 
“factions,”. - the com- 

“If these producers 
“were. to have their way, nudity and 

ce ‘various forms of voyeurism would 
| become - ‘standard “elements for 
film: treatment. rar 
But the: ‘committee: ‘also pointed 

” ‘direly ‘to’ what it called “a ‘Tew 

ng Cafes 
‘and far more serious problem . . .. 
the growing. ‘tetidency ‘on the part 
‘of “some filmmakers to.. challenge... 

‘| the . Judaeo - Christian - vision of. 
The: N. ¥. ‘World's Fair has al-: 

‘ready. ‘brought. ‘som e.” benefit -to'|. 
‘the: beleaguered’. ‘Gotham. ::niteries. 
Many. coming into: the. city” in: ad- 
“vance ‘of the. ‘fair’s - ‘opening: has’ 

__| perked up ‘nitery. ‘trade consider-. 
..| ably..Some. top exhibitors are run- 

| ning ‘previews .and° ‘Jetting - .dealers. 
‘land: others look into the ‘Flushing | 

-l exhibit: in advance: of the April: 22. 
|: opening. These parties, have: ‘helped 
; considerably.” 

* “The: Auto Show ‘at the. Coliseum ; 

man; 9”. a : 

The’ trend in. -Hovertiy un-Chris- : 
tion’ -and° anti-Christian . themes” 
‘was- more discernable in. foreign 
and indie productions, ‘‘Neverthe-- 
‘less, the committee | averred, “in | 
Hollywood: . there: are ‘already. 
enough signs. to justify concern.” 

The. committee: rapped the “cov- 
ert attempts ‘to.condone and even 
promote” premarital Sex aS an ex- 

| ample of the trend. Terming these 
: ‘productions * 
honest: in their ‘manner. of presen- 

“fundamentally . dis- 

{Continued on page 70) 

NBC's Biggest Show 
hh History’: New York 

_ World’s Fair Opening” 
now in production on that 646-acre 

| set. ‘called. the New : York -World’s 
Fair-is being” billed as the “single; 
| largest. show. ‘in. the: ‘history of tele- 

‘covers Jast week:.and, for the Bec. vision” bythe network’s veepee. 
in charge of special. ‘Programs. Ed. 

: | Friendly.: 
The | ‘star-studded and - techni: 

scheduled. for. 

day; April. 22, from 7:30 to 9 p.m.,. 
is estimated ta.be costing between Ee 
$1,250,000 ‘and $1,500,000 for time.” +)... 
:and. production. ‘Sponsor. ‘U.S. Steel, ; 
‘via. BBDO..ageney, .is, in addition. 
to. bankrolling, busily’ shooting spe-. 

dren Fund” . and: “Freedom From} 
Hunger Campaign,” both of which 

“.|-were -designated. by. the ‘former |. . 
| British Prime Minister:. 

‘Churchill’ has - -explicitly. retained 

cial . blurbs *'on . toeation: for the. 
costly: spread. 

‘While allowing. that: coverage. of 
‘a. five-day ° political. . ‘convention 
May bea bigger ‘tv event; Friendly 
points ‘out- that.-his P.. TT. -Barnum:. 
biing for: the -Fair ‘extravaganza 
is based on-its. being an entertain- 
ment rather than..news or docu- 
‘mentary ‘vehicle. It’s impossible at. 
‘this time fo say. how many per-— 

{Continued on page 7) 

the ‘NBC-TY 90-minute’ special: .- Re 



British actor: Peter Sellers’ re- 

cent: serious heart attack: in ‘Hol-! 

Tywooed..-has’ not. only ‘brought a 
number of necéssary’ changes of] '- 

- plans for, United ‘Artists. There |. : 

have been two significant. develop-: 
-ments which the iliness, ;which is 
“no Jonger critical, has :tended . to 
emphasize. _ (1). Seldom. has the 
American public so sympathetically, 
followed the bedside’ news on a 
British player and (2). seldom now-. 
adays does any: foreign. star. get 
such. a build-up by American’ show-- 

: men as that accorded. . Sellers: by 
UAL . | 

Many British playéis: have; “of 
course, become: great favorites “in | 

‘the past. Ronald Colman. for one. 
Rex Harrison, Greer Garson, ‘De- |- 
‘porah Kerr and -David Niven for | 
‘others. And- so on. But the} 
great buildups ‘were inthe -era. of |. 
studio. exclusivity,: ‘when:. the in-.} 
dividual company stood to. reap. 
solely the harvest. of ‘popularity. 
Sellers’ situation :: is .. virtually 
unique. because it lies wholly. with- 
in modern. trade conditions. 

-Yank- audiences: have greatly ad- 

“ OFUS, Acceptance, Bald nBy UA 
Pola} Negri S. H'wood. Base | 

. San- _Antoriio, April. 14: 
‘Pola: Negri says she is planning 

‘to return’ to ‘make. her “home in| } 
‘Hollywood: and ‘will attempt. a new | 
full. time _career’ in _ films. : 
staged a. comeback in Walt : ‘Dis- r 
ney’s: “The Moonspinners.” 

Miss -Negri-is: slated: to. Sell the . 
‘ome ‘she inherited here. from. her. |. 
friend, ‘Margaret. Weat, ‘and: move J. 
‘to. ‘Hollywood... _ t. 

| Widow: Repubishing - ao 
A J. Balaban’s Memoirs, | 

_ Proceeds. to Show. Biz 
“Mrs. “ALS (Carrie) - Balaban, 
widow. of the: former mariaging -di- 
| rector. of:.the Tate. Roxy: Theatre,: 
N.Y.; and-cofounders of the .Bala- 
ban. ‘& ‘Katz .theatre circuit, is: hav- 

Performances,” : 

mired a number of British play-: | morial edition. 
notably Harrison, - Sir Alec. 

(Continued on. page: -69). 

ers, 

Delon, Having Won Spurs 
In Italy, Now Top Male 
Money Star in France! 

Paris, ‘April 14.° T 

After Brigitte Bardot; {t 1s :gen-!. 
“erally conceded that. Alain’ Delon 
is the second French: film: star ! 
name with the: biggest “pull 
abroad. His ‘take per ‘pic ‘is. now. 
‘only second .to. Miss Bardot.. And'| 
at -28, he: ‘is already: his own. pro- |: 
ducer. ; 

On the set of. his jatest pic “Lp 

company Delbeau; formed : with: 
manager Georges. Beaume, copro- ‘she -ig also. revamping ber pam- 

‘phlet, “What. You. Will See. -in“Is-: 
rael,” ‘for. republication: ‘in. Gen 
eva.. 

5 | with : the. Sohpie” Tucker Play- 

duces .with Metro-bankrolled com- 
pany Cipra, Delon points up how 
it all happened: - The title means}: 
“Death of a Wolf”. and. concerns 
the recent Algerian. War. . 
Delon Ianded: coveted: parts . in 

Luchino Visconti’s “Rocco -and His 
Brothers,” René ‘Clement’s “Pur- 
ple Noon” and Michaelangelo -An- 
tonioni’s' “Eclipse,” all_ made in. 
Italy. 

French producers. : 

After “Any Number Can; Win, v 
‘by the local. Cipra, which: turned 
out to be a bonanza in the foreign. 
field, he was in. In’ fact, he was 
given rights to. Japan and South} 
America in lieu: of -a lesser ‘pay.. 
He turned it into a ‘lucrative swap 
by ‘selling it for.$125,000 in Japan 
alone. Soon. getting: from $180,000 | - 
to $200,000 a pic, more. than vet 
Jean Gabin. or Jeanne Moreau, he 
formed. his. present . company. 
Delon: now feels, that. he is. a Pro. 

These got him known’ in| 
arty houses around.the world.and| 
brought him to the ‘attention . of |. 

Proceeds will go to the. -various 
‘actor guilds: . According to Mrs. 
‘Balaban, her husband - always felt 
‘that he owned much’ to the ‘Jittle 
actor who. helped : ‘him. make. good. 

This, is: one’ way. Of ‘showing: his. 
appreciation. 
Book was. originally. ‘published. 

-by. Putnam in 1942; ‘but. because of |. 
, the war: was unable. to: carry out} 
certain contractual. eommitments, 

1 h verted: ‘Mort du Loup,” which his own as baretore 8 ‘vopyrigl t re 

~ Mrs. Balaban s also. disclosed that 

“She'll: :print.. ‘10,000: ‘copies 

ground in’ Israel - as. -beneficiary: 
“She lives: part: of the. time. in}. 
‘Switzerland . 
there: around June. ae 

and. | she'll 

Chinese ‘Propaganda 
 - Washington, “April 14.” 

“and -:television—boomed |~ 

cording © to. the: JU. S.. Information 
Agency, 

‘She ft 

-toms barriers: evaporate. 

“ Fe- 

his Broadway. activity. . 

‘return 

-12-months and. though it’s: been’ said | 
‘before I feel it’s. important to say |” * 
again:- “whether it’s a. concert. hall, 
theatre, .. or ‘auditorium, “once . ‘the 
‘music starts’ all - language: and cus-' 

music is a clear’ indication. that all 
‘people are united”: ‘An, : ‘one. “world. 

iing -her late husband’s”-memoirs |): . 
1 “Continuous. 
| edited for publication | into ‘Q: her 

Mrs. Balaban, ‘now. engaged in|. 
mo | updating the book which‘'she orig-} 

{dnally . worked -on- ~with,. her. :-hus- 
band, plans: ‘to. Yepublish: the book |" ° 

}in. Geneva in ‘a: limited . edition. i 
Only’ 5,000: copies will -be.-printed. | 

| Half of. them: will go into. a. eloth’| 

| edition. to-sell for $5. ‘and the other | - 
half: into ‘a. ‘paperback : at. $1.95. 

Fa or oc Bradvay 
~ With 

“Joseph: -E. Levine. has. made ‘a 
deal: for the production ‘of:a.Broad-|- 
way. musical next season: ‘to be: co- 
produced with David Susskind and 
-his’ partner: Daniel. ‘Melnick: . De-- 
tails: of the project. are unavailable 
‘at: present, none. of ‘the participants | 

-:| wishing to-do. much talking prior. to 
‘a press Parlay slated for later this 
week. ” 
Levine. has. made. ‘one: “gtab” at 

became- the principal :angel bebind 
‘the Establishment~‘Theatre: Co.,..an- 
off-Broadway ‘project. ‘spearheaded 
by. Sybil Burton, Peter-.Cook and. 
Ivor David Balding.” The Embassy’ 
‘Pictures. prez has often commented 
that he was. interested in extending 

‘Susskind. has; -been <a 
‘producer. on. a “couple of occasions, 

_ineluding:““Roshomeon”” ‘and others. 
“.°- | Neither: has. done a-musical before. 
-."Bhe issue -of. film rights. is a major 

: [consideration : and. it: is. figured that 
| Embassy. will _ figure, Strongly” in. 

‘Red. Chinese propaganda » ‘efforts. this. 

| am: | 
‘with. new intensity. ‘last. year; ac- 

‘The . Comininist. Chinése | over-}:" 
seas. broadcasting hit a- new. high | 
‘of 898 hours. weekly. with. 509 hours |. 
beamed to. the ‘Far. East, | 

On the - film. front; Peking. pro: |” 
duced: nine : ‘full-length - ‘documen- | 
-taries and 30° short. subjects which | 4, 
have ‘been: shown in° 65: ‘Countries. 
on five. continents. : 
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1-elubhouse. . 

‘Hollywood,: April 14... 

bership ‘composed mostly of New | 
--:| York’ Lambs and In: present prem-. 

= | at ises for 35. years, will erect a. new. 
Plans. ‘call-..:for. new |. 

structure to: include: 40. apartment} 
units, ‘a. theatre, dining. rooms, 
library, athletic facilifies and other t 
club. works, >: 

- Present. ‘ocation, ° 

dy Carmody to Pasture. 
“Washington, April. 14. 

Jay” “Garmody, 

|} at the National Press Club...Loew’s | 
| area” manager Orville Crouch: is 

il arranging the $7: 50 per affair with 
proceeds (going-.to the Catholic: 
Univ. ‘Theatre Building fund. . : 
|The . Friday . roastbeef. lunch has 
been: given.a. special: dispensation ||} 
by: ‘the- “Archbishop. of Washington: {I 

Critiés* Richard’ Coe:of the. Post 
and James. O'Neill” of the. ‘News | 
lauded. Carmody, dean of. fhe: D:iC:. 
Treviewing Corps, in. their, ‘columns.| 

rey Ss CL! Se 

| Calls Actors 6 ild 

| . Interracial ‘Showboat 

PAUL ANKA. «© 
T’ve. visited 26 countries these: past] = 

‘Love :of: 

Susskind| 

‘Joe.. 

Actor-Son « of Red Lewis 
Rues. Vince. Sheean Tomie | 

Broadway,” coproducing “Peter ; -Us-| ; 
tinov’s “Pheto Finish”: a couple: of. 
seasons back. He also not Tong ago 

“Dorothy” ‘and Red,” ‘written about 
the: married life. ‘of his parents. tb 
Actor. 

| winning” novelist - ‘Sinclair - Lewis}: 
and political journalist Dorothy 

won -Thompson:: 

Broadway a 
earth | able to. report: . -objectively. 
‘on anything,” said. Lewis, ‘almost: 
34.:“Mr. Sheean is very, and ‘I hate 

| No Place Like New! 

_ Masquers Home 

‘Sheean pictured himself. being the 
Normal bystander in: the book. 
“That. wasn’t. the case at all. “He | 

{ wasn’t" just a pleasant young man |* 

kook.. . He .. was 
| Lewis Said that. Sheean considered 

his: mother. to be. a combination: 

-“Masquers Club; ‘formed. here 

40 ‘years .ago with a charter mem-: 

A - North. 
| Sycamore’: . -half ~ a ‘block: ".above-| 
‘Hollywood -Blvd.,. and :valued .at | 

if about $156, 000, .will. ‘be'sold. Harle- | 
dt] quin “Frank. Faylen: has appointed {Hi 
‘aways and -means- committee: and 

“Hf | five. working ‘committees: to: submit. 
j}|'a mastér plan. Néw: location. -hasn’t |}. 

yet. been: decided. upon, nor cost. of: i 
: -upeoming: Project. “aa ote 

‘f longtime: .drama'|j}..== 
‘and’ film .critic of ‘the. : Washington |} 

| Evening Star, will. retire . May. 1: 
‘Suéceeding him. will be associate | 
‘drama ‘editor _Harry MacArthur. . 

| ie ‘Carmody,..who has .been’‘ review-. 
di\ ing: for. the Star: since -1933, : will | 
be feted at a. luncheon. “April 24: 

| Mill Sp 
- Oscar’: S$ "Top Rating 

75.3 share of. audience... : 
. Web’s own projection. of this. ar- 

ee oe rives ‘at: national tuné in of .ap- 
J proximately 30,000,000 homes and} 

| |a- suggested. viewership of 70, 000 mf. 
: 000 Persons. 

- -Plays to Segregated 

. Cape. Town, April 14, 

4-Manca. on 
‘The’ production “was” a. ‘great. hit 

after his success in- “Showboat” . in 

ee Toronto, ‘April, 14; 
“ketor. ‘Michael. Lewis, 

of . Vincent © Sheean’s- ‘biography, 

is-. son - of Nobel: prize 

“‘Sheean. © is. the. ast. ‘man. ‘on 

to.use. the term, neurotic. He: can’t 
remain ‘aloof ‘from his. subjects. 7 

ae ‘major: Lewis ecmplaint is that 

on the edge :of things. He was .. 
“very. - . kookish. > 

big sister: and mother -corfessor. 
“And I think. his. reasons for writ- 
ing the book ” were. very: “un= 
fortunate.” 

em Tre 

Audiences i in So, Aft : 
ruling’ could present “very serious — 

| problems to “production companies - 
“which require foreign. actors.”’ 

‘for: ‘white audiences only, and, :by| f quire .10relg 
special | ‘permission; performances: 
‘are ‘arranged’ for non-whites, but’. 
when ‘the Johannesburg. Dramatic}: 

; | Society staged “Showboat”. the cast: 
4-was mixed for. the first time on. this} 

"| stage but. the audience was’ still 
. | Segregated. ‘The cast. numbered 100 / 

of. which. 44. were. members. of. .a 
[non-white theatrical: ‘and -cultural 

. | organization .. called - Eoahn' Group: 
4 which ~is. trained by. ‘Dr. Joseph): 

be worked out’ satisfactorily. 
‘hope ‘that. good: sense . and.. good © 
judgment. will: prevail.” Pe 

under . the. wire” 
actor - Ww. rner Peters. for’ the. Perk. 

‘and one of the biggest draws next]. . 
to “My Fair. Lady.” Inia Te: Wiata|. .. 

ee a ae ae ae ‘House, on on, and Sadler’s We IN 
| atalie Kalmus ‘Alone, 

Johannesburg, and took the part of | 
: His. interpretation ‘of ‘Old | 

_Man River” forced  Fepeated. “en-). 
cores. ce 

_Wedicedays. Api 15,, 1964 iS Paar 

ic ay 
Not Slow, | Runaway’ Pix 

Hollywood, April: 14: 
* Producer ‘William Perlberg aims 

- a broadside at .backing ;by - the. 
wr special ‘Nielsen -for the. New. Se 

|| | York” ‘area gave. ABC's © Monday. 
an i night Oscarcast .a ‘52:4 rating. for’ 

reen Actors Guild of a new.U:S..; 
‘Labor: Dept. -directive: which ‘ will 
‘make. importation of. foreign thesps 

| for, American: ‘pix. difficult.” Same. 
_Vview,. in: essenee, was expressed ‘by 
director. Mark: Robson.. Both are - 
readying | features -at '20th-Fox:. ; 

Said Perlberg, “It. ‘will have ‘just- - 
the’ ‘opposite ‘effect: of. what the: 

-| Guild has ‘in . mind:’ “Instead. :of.. 
7 bringing  - 

: }here. it- will: drive. it away. It wills 
{tend to increase . ‘runaway’ instead 

| of lessening: it.’ 

more | production’ . back | 

‘Robson, now ‘p r eppi. ng yon" - 
Ryan’s: Express,’ ” .. observed. that. 

His 
lm, he. notes | ¢alls - for. “Many } 

‘Italian. and: German: ‘thesps. ‘Plan’ | 
however is still to lense: exteriors, | 
in’ Italy: and bring~cast. back heré. 
for interiors, He: deems: it: unlikely -. 
that: new ‘ruling: will: force: them: to .. 
stay: overséas for . interiors, aver- ° ~ 
ting “I trust-that the problem: oi 

‘Perlberg ‘Says . he : ‘got. in: “Just: 
‘with .:German: 

- (Continued on page. 71). 

"At 84, in Rosindale. 
‘Hospital Near Boston: 
rn “Boston. “April 14. 

- Natalie: ‘Kalmus of: Technicolor 
‘fame lies in . Roslindale ‘General... 

| Hospital. where. she- celebrated. her. 
playing | 84th - -birthday Wed. 

‘King. ‘Henry: VIII in “A: Man for} 
All Seasons,” ‘doesn’t: think highly 

(8). with no. 
one. on. hand. to share her. birthday” 
cake except ‘the corps of: sympa- 
‘thetic nurses" “who: presented. it: to. 
her. 

“Discovered in n the hospital, where: 
she has been: a ‘patient for - the last: 
‘two’: years,.. by “Mary.: X. Sullivan, °: 
former drama. and film editor’ of — 
the Boston Sunday. Advertiser, now 
-a bylined’ ‘reported -and. feature - 
‘writer on the - Record : American, 
-the 
“wept tears - of ‘pratitude, ” a 
Sullivan reported when the. cake 
was wheeled in: 

Lewis admitted -he has :read: only'|: 
_ }Snatches of the. ‘book, finding it: 

cofounder «of - . Fechnicolor 

Mrs. Kalmus: ‘after. divorce. from: 
‘the ‘late Dr: Herbert T. Kalmus, 

| founder of the color :process,. re-. - 
mained as color director fo: Tech- 
‘nicolor: ‘at, a. salary of. $32,000. plus. 
$7,500. ‘alimony: She still. receives. 
income from the company... : 

But, Miss - Sullivan. told: ‘the: 
a | VARIETY. Tep here, “There were no : 

‘cards, no messages, ‘no ealls from” 
her many. friends and onetime -AaS- 
‘sociates in the film--business: ‘Pere. 
‘haps they: don’t: know : where she - 
-is, and perhaps..a: ‘story in VARIETY-*. 
will ‘bring. forth. some’ cards. and). 

. messages. for her.” ”- - 
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be. 

° Hollywood, “Apri ia: 
“Adavéssing” “the ‘Society: “ot. “Motion. Picture | &.: Television. ‘Ene 

.. gineers-here last. week producer: ‘William. Dozier touched upon. the + 
failure .of the film industry,:as ‘such, to :make provision: for. ire | 
manpower.” ‘He~ deplored © the ‘reliance “upon. bright. : sons - and 
nephews and in-laws: 
but. it created. needless. distress. . “Said Dozier: “How «many. times - 

-: have ‘we .all witnessed the’ tragic. spectacle -of a successful: father a 
or. uncle or father-in-law in-our. business being: determined his:son, “ 
“nephew or: ‘son-in-law. ‘will be an: equally. smashirig success? - “May-" 
‘be the:son, nephew or son-in-law would:have made a’ ‘great. surgeon: - 
/6r stock broker or lawyer but instead he has been ‘ptished, prodded: 
‘and forced-fed:in.a desperate effort to: make him: a-gréat. producer. - 

“Sor lexeeutive, resulting only.. in the father or uncle resenting every= - 
-.. ‘ohne else because: his son. or: nephew. just: hasn’t got’ what’ it takes, | : 

: Not only: didn't..it- work out-.on’ ‘occasion. . - 

. talent : -union-“reps_ are. studying ° ‘a 

_ pplan. for: ‘a. proposed: motion. picture: 
‘production. ‘subsidy, outlined. at al 

‘the - ‘Assn: of “Motion.” Picture. and: ° 

I 1M “Ay } | tt Future Fi 
=+ “Despite: his present impasse. with... 

Pierre: .S..: DuPont,:. HI, 
-Bronston” 'S relationship. with. Pafra--. 

‘tmount Pictures. with -regard ‘to 
{ future. productions remains. | un- 
| changed, .: prez 
noted: last. week. ‘The.-Madrid-based.- 
‘showman... -has: pacts to. make two: 

-| more pix’ for ‘Par. “These contracts 

ape Pass ‘Christine Keeler’ ~ 
- Hollywood, “April 14 . 7 ‘Sydney, April 14. - 

Stiidio executives and. labor. and _ Australia’ s.'. censors’ ~ have. 
“. given> the: greenlight .to’“The- 
—_ Christine ‘Keeler. Story; made 
-“4in “ Dénmark, ‘on: an 
Only’? basis.. Censors ° clipped © 
the . pic: to. a. ‘Tunning.. time: of 
60 minutes. 

By ‘THOMAS M. PRYOR’. 

meeting . Held - in = ‘ offices’ here. of 1. 

“Adults + 

Pic. “will ‘probably: go~ into a 

a the: - -proposed . . 
“Plan” (see separate. story): but. an 
- informal | canvass: ‘of trade views |. 

--.. foreign. locales, 
co be sanctioned in given’ cases. 

Comments ‘elicited: as to -pro- LR Unions, Cus. 

* cand the son or nephew winding: up a miserable, unhappy. misfit.” a 

: Opinion of Craft Leaders Favors, 
Some Showmen Cautious On, ‘Subsidy’ 

., By MICHAEL, -FESSIER Jr. -_ 

-Héllywood, “April 14. - 
- pight. secrecy’ prevails still as to. 

“American ° Eady ; 

-here by. MARIETY | ‘finds - everybody wt 
- liking the propésal of raising pro-|-- 
*. duction subsidy funds by. collecting |: 

a ‘on .every ticket ‘sold.| 
‘: This. might ‘roll: up: something like |. : 

$100,000,000. “Precautionary: ‘meéas-|  - 
‘ures: would assure: all of. its serv-|-" - 

-¢:° jing.’ feature: ‘production. ‘in. the: 
oa United. ‘States, and. with: “Ameri¢an |... 

-- union “labor. A “10% -leeway. *for| - 
if’ justfied,: might}. 

“pennies” - 

. 2"> “posed, subsidy ranged from the. 
"strongly - positive :¢omment. by. 
‘. American © International. - Pictures|. 
prexy James H; Nicholson. ‘to. the|? 
«qualified—tntil. he ‘knows more de- |" 

“o> tails ° : firsthand—observation’ of -di-]_ 
oo '. Fector-producer.- Robert Aldrich.” | 

“It. ean do. a‘ lot towards: ‘help- . 
ing: ‘Hollywood ‘regain’ the. lead’ in ; 

al _._Production;’ ” :Nicholson* declared: |* 
.""" “How mich: ‘and‘how’ soon? Be 

“3 “casked’ ‘Aldrich, -adding, 
“./ pe’a little. suspicious. if the Motion: 
_.°. Pieture Association -is :behind. it.’ 
. However,’ he. asserted that .a-.plan 

“YT have to 

along’ the ‘lines - of an’ .admission 
‘ticket. surcharge. to. be’ pooled- for 

. production;. 
on the’ face of it: 

(Cotitinued on page: 18) . 

CLEVELAND JURY VIEW: 
“Cleveland, Apjril 140: 

- “proriises: Promises, ” the Jayne oy 
. Mansfield: film; -was . ‘Officially. - de-}. Al 
: Clared: ‘by <a. Cleveland : jury. and 4 
. judge to™ be obscene—at. least in 

© this - area... : | 
. . Common. ‘Pleas Judge’ Hugh Cor- |: 

_ rigan, ‘who heard the case last. week, 
turned “down. request: “by: “Bexley |". “ 

. Art ‘Theatres Inc. for.an injunction} 

.-against., East. Cleveland officials. . 
. Latter. had banned the film: shown 
atthe Continental: Art Theatre after’| 

. complaints - that. “Promiseés,: Prom-. 
“ases" violated. community. standards. 
iJ ury 

“had - ‘previously. ‘found ‘it. ‘obscene 

“them ‘in final -hearing:- 
..° “Producers .and directors, of. this 
. ‘movie;’ ” ‘he’ said, 
‘sary: -to include * three: scenes : in 
“which ‘Mansfield displayed fully her. 

--" -elephantine “eharms,.. 
..: b¥ writhings,. ‘squirmings and gyra-- 
~.. tions. Several jurors said, ‘after the” 

trial, that. they ‘summarized “ their 
-opinions of . the sex-boiler.: in. two 
“words: Tt. ‘smells.?- 0-0 

: Sheldon. Berns; ‘attorney .\ wha: de- . 
| : fended ‘itfand: the; ‘Bexley. Art The= 
-*Jatre-Inc., charged that. ‘the jury was. 
not equipped: to make :an ‘obscenity 

- judgment, but lost the battle.. East’ 
*-Cleveland’s. assistant, Jaw director, 

-eials against. *profit-hungry: exhib- 
itors” who’, violate: 
decency.” me 

‘is “a: “wonderful idea” 

of. ‘nine - men’ -‘and - three: 
: ‘women, who’. viewed’ ‘the: picture, 

“found: ‘it. neces-: 

accompanied | 

stamina - 

‘setting: 
.. Donald Barklay,. said’ he ‘considered: 
the jury finding as a guide line ‘for’ U.K: : 
future.action by enforcement .offi- 

“standards ; af ; 

[Tonas Mekas’ Two. ‘Trials 
. Trial dates ‘on “two: “obscene” <. 

~ films: (i.e. homosexual), ’: orig- -:: 
_inally~set.. for. April 6° and 13. 1: 

: and have. beén- rescheduled’ for 

.“Gase . On, . 

.Jean- Genet-.film. “for which: 
Jonas’ Mekas. ‘was. arrested on”: 

. March AB. el: 
“ Second is: case - of ‘Flaming’: 

: Creatures” * for. which. ; Mekas . 
had “been | arrested zy “week. 
earlier... ‘Trials: ‘will be" held in. 
NY: Criminal: Court. 

tee 

‘Following a ‘round of. diseussions: 
@ group. of 12. eastern film: produc- | 
tion ‘unions - and- ‘guilds’ met .-last: 
‘Monday .: :(13). in: New: York ard 
established . an: organization: to be. 
‘known as . the. Joint ’:Council of | 
Motion Picture ‘Production: ‘Unions, * 
The group‘. also. adopted a six- 

‘point program: ‘aimed at encourag-: 

a ‘| ing eastern, production,-elimination. 
Of ‘the “about-timers,” ”. Herb’ ‘AL 8. P 

“.. Jer; biz rep of Cameraman’s IATSE}: 
Local: 659, led. the . parade. :. “lm 

“-plad- to ‘sée_ an awakening ‘on. the. 
. part. of - employers: ‘to realize we'll . 

oo of. the. East * ‘Coast ‘Motion: Picture: 

of jurisdictional. labor disputes ‘and. 
. removal of on-job irritants. Another: 

m.| purpose - is. to » “combat, ‘non-union : 
film. ‘production... 

.. Steve: D’Inijillo,. exec. ‘secretary 

Council, a.:group of IATSE film 
‘| locals: which - first: Suggested forma- |: 

| tion of. the: new: body, and. ‘business 
Manager ‘of ‘projectionsts . Local “PROMISES” IS OBSCENE] ** 306, was - -elected president. .of ' the. 

"(Continued on. 1 page 20)... 

averaging. 

This ‘score -is being” ‘registered 
mainly: by - -10- ‘features: - “Included 
“among - them .is ‘‘“West. Side. Story”’ 
which is in its 111th :week in Paris. 
and “has: carded some ‘other Super 
runs. like 71. weeks. in’ Barcelona,} 
where ‘itis holding. Also in.the long| 
run. groove is-““Irma . -La. Douce,” 
‘which .is repeating ‘its US. Staying: 
‘power. demonstration... abroad. The 
tpic- is: in: its. :28th - week- in -W: 

-| Germany. and. ‘is. ‘showing: ‘similar 
in. situations zal’: over, 

Europe. 
Anothiér. ‘hefty. “contributor - 48 

“Brom: ‘Russia’: With’ Love,” : which 
chas recently : opéried in New York 

records . but: 
which «has. - been. showing: “in ; the. 

-and :.elsewhere*. abroad for. 
several -months. It-is -running :two- 
to three times: ahead of: “Dr.. No,” 

“showcase”: 

the first James Bond’ pig.and‘a. film 
Ew which: was. a substantial ° success.. 

~- | Television - 

= “copies.: of* ‘the. ‘proposal were i: — 
“. 2] tributed ° ‘to about “25 -persons. who Lr 
a | attended, .all: sworn-to secrecy... ||) 

‘| ‘Subsidy “plan; not’, unilike ‘Brit. |M , 
ain’s. Eeady. Plan, in some respects, i 
calls’ ‘for a ‘surcharge’ of a. few cents; | 

per. ‘tick- |» 

et on: admissions, “Whether: or: not: |. 
‘the: proposal. -has beén- submitted |: 

‘+ on. ‘an: ‘exploratory. basis’ as. yet. ‘to | 
+ the Federal ‘Government -is -un- |. 
known, but: it’s anticipated that“in | . 
‘any’ event: the: blessings: of: Con- 
ress would be required:’. 

‘Idea ‘of a: Subsidy has been. “under. 
consideration for‘more:than a. year, 

. and. it’s. believed - ta. have’ drawn: 

~ May: 12. and |18;. First-‘date is. ~ 
“Chant - -D’ Amour,” me. 

approved, 

At verage Bok Fa ar 0, 

“United Artists 4 is. ‘headed. tor. its 
biggest : overseas ‘year... For the past. 
14. ‘weeks... the: company has ‘been 

$1,000,000 -‘a -- “week in 
foreign . film . rerital- meaning: earn-| 
{ings of, over. ‘$14,000, 000 abroad 
‘Since. the’ start. of. 1964. This. is.aj- 
record: for: ‘UA,: running ahead. of. 
the ‘previous:.: high- ‘by more. ‘than a 

.. and” Judge -Corrigan | agreed: with couple million dollars, 

another large’ grosser.. in theU:S:, 
which has been scoring. well in the 7 
U:K. and. in S.E. -Asia. ‘and is play- 
art ‘second. and third. runs in. ‘Paris 

‘still: -- 

the - States, is. also. mopping ‘abroad; 
‘performing. in‘ the same. manner as 

| “Irma” also, “It’s a- Mad, Mad, Mad,. 
Mad “World” is showing. ‘strength in 
foreign’ marts, repeating its strong 
‘Showing. Stateside.’ Also. in on the 
-action. is-‘‘Kings of the. Sun, ” a big. 
outdoor ‘adventure - yarn’ which: 
didn’t. ‘exactly: clean up at- ‘Christmas. 

‘epics. :‘‘Johnny Cool,” another less 
‘than. stirring : performer: here,.: .is 
‘drawing. “some: _attention: abroad: 
The: ‘gangster opis: is: particularly. 
Streng in’ Frante.. 

‘the. ‘pix: themselves. that: are. help- 

-overseas.. 
booked: and handled: in a way which 
is- providing ‘Maximum loot and-t'e 
compahiy . is: spending © ‘to.. ‘promote. 
During | Easter . week; -for example, 

firstrun engasoments, ‘in 38.- Paris 
“theatres. Hike" any. holiday period. 

', Producers. | 

jiess than five: ‘apparently, 

7 exhib: OFgs, - Theatre’ Owners ‘of =. 
-| America’ -and. Allied, Statés “Assn. | 
“of Motion Picture Exhibitors. 

“The: current: proposal: differs’ ini- 
my portantly - from Suggestions. ‘that | 
‘were :being -considered: a few_years | 

=. | ago. “when the first serious. thought. 
was being ‘given fo a possible US: 
film - production™. ‘subsidy. - At’ that. 

'{time, the idea. was’ that a certain. 
percentage’ of the Federal Tax. col- 

A orm 1 East Coast 
~~ Joint Council 

lected: at film: : houses: ‘would: be 
channeled: into a special production 
fund.‘ Now, however, the ‘subsidy. 
‘fund would: be tacked ‘on’ and ‘the. 
public- would pay. it without: involy- 
ing - the | 10%: Federal:‘tax now. im- 
posed , on ‘theatre. admission over: 
$1. . 

U. S.. ‘workers, 

It's. -believed . . “that “Spyros. Pp ; “Story”, 
Skouras, board chairman’ of : 20th- |: 
‘Fox, isa. prime-mover - ‘behind ‘the 
subsidy: ‘plan... ““Skouras, - 

* (Continued: on Page 20)". 

Then -  thete’s “Great... Escape,” 

Tom Jones, ae “OAS: hotsy pie in 

time.for UA in‘the U. S. but -which 
is. doing nicely: overseas as do. most 

: There are. ‘other: “factors. esides 

ing’ UA. to its new’: fiscal . position. 
The’ product . is: ‘being. 

there“ were. five. UA pix: ‘plaving 

~ . « r 

me. . so. fo epee” 

. Printed i 

: fo get ‘a’ 

’. Furthermore; “es reasoned. -that |, 
no... “price-fixing: .charge .¢ould’ be 
Jevelled: ‘in’ the case of: the. plan: 
now . under - consideration . -betause. 
varying. admish. ‘scales would. con-_ 
‘tinue: ‘There's. “no. law” “against :'a 
theatre” Taising ° “prices, ‘any. more- 
‘than there is against a merchant—. 
providing . no secret. “conspiracy”. 
exists. Should the: “subsidy ‘plan be 

-it -.would | not: be* any’ 
‘secret and the funds. would: be: used. 

“| only “fort qualified « pictures to be 
produced-in the United States.and- 
thus provide more employment’ for ; 

Several 

, f f $1,000,000. Wee 
’s Biggest O' seas Year| 

now. seems assured when.-all’ angles 

side of: the pond, - the. recent - Sale 
‘of a new block of -pix. for network]: 
airing. .and other fattors.afe con-j 

| sidered... The _ company’ has its. most: 
| active summer in. history slated for: 
‘the coming months and. all ‘of these 

aaa fiseal_ Breatness in. “64. 

art -houses" ‘via ‘indie: interests: . “5 

“eae Soy : UA Sanguine 
‘glimpse’ 

‘George*. Stevens’ Bible 

on. | more serenely. ‘ZA’ simply “won't. 
.| discuss _ the. cost.’ Estimates - ‘have 
run. ‘to. $20, 000,000.. on - 

The viewing party: ‘included prez]: 
ehairman 

Robert. Benjamin, ‘exec: v.p. Arnold 
| Picker-and. v.p.-David: Picker, Also 

‘on hand was Cinerama prez William | 
The’ Cinerama chief was 

‘particularly: interested since |: 
Stevens has-yet. to make a. decision 
as-to. what . process. the ‘pic ‘will 
‘eventually. be made. in.. Both the} 
possibility ‘of -a three-panel. or: a’ 
single lens. -Cinerama-. print. -has| 

- been discussed, as well-as. just 70m} 
ultra - panavision, in which it was: 

| Bronston’ has’ steadfastly asserted 

“Arthur. - .Krim, ‘board 

Forman. 

lensed." 

‘valves, ’ 

‘was allowed:to. pass:. 
| | Anyway,.the UA: brasé i is now out| 
to - quell -industry-. qualms. about 

related. to: doubts: about} 
‘more Biblicals. They: are: also calm- |: 
_ing, themselves in. the process.. The: 
film: is’ Dresently” slated: to. open: in 

“Qetober. a 

this : ‘theant - considerable. retrn: for 
the. ‘company. © 

‘Way Pendulum” -.and™ “Goldfinger” 

‘shooting | stages. . “The.company is 
also at work in ‘Africa’ where. “Mr. 
Moses” .is. being: made.. And. there}. 
‘are several - other’ “projects slated. Broke. Back Last Fatl—Now Writes. 7 
for . foreign Production on’ the UA a 
‘books.*: ~ :. a 

With. ‘things - ‘progréssing™ nicely} 
for: .the “company.. at the ..U:S.. 
wickets, this foreign pic ‘perform-| 

| ance’ could: ‘push. ‘UA.to a. record 
“year in 1964. The: first half. of the 

; year . has. already been: projected 
for new. ‘highs, ‘a prediction. which 

such ‘as. -b.6. performance: on:.both 

e‘orrents are, seen, as heading’ UA 

* Several “United ’ _ Artists: officials |. 
journeyed to: California last’ week: 

‘at* the first: 
lengthy. assembledge: ‘of. footage for 

- Saga, 
“Greatest,” Story . Ever: Told:’’. Al- 
though they only" saw- about . ‘half 
of the eventual film, they returned 
‘to New York breathing considerably 

- At any’ ‘rate, ‘the: returning execs’ 
were ‘turning. on “the “enthusiasm. 

‘A statement. was -forth- 
‘coming: from. UA. which ‘predicted 
‘that -“Story” . will’ be viewed by}. 
“more: people throughout the world. 
for’ :a- longer. period of time: than: 
has been true. of any. other pic. yet} 
made.” ” A: few weeks. :back a pub. 
‘exec,. ‘in discussing ‘the film for the|. 
press, ‘commented. that "St. will be 
running: as. Jong: as there ‘is a UA.” | 
This provoked some comment about} 
‘the «possible --necessity: of such .a 
Tun considering the ‘cost but- that. 

UA .is. also: perking | on ‘the pro- 
-duction- side overséas.. In: ‘England, 
-the: company currently. has -three 
pix in-work, ‘The Beatles, * One 

7 s, «Alp Studi 

Barney Balaban 

still. stand. Paramount is adopting 
la wait: and see attitude. as to their: 
‘starting, ‘and ‘so on. 

. Films in prospect aré 1) “Nights 
runners of. Bengal” and (2) “Suez.” 

“| Actually; -eonstruction had begun. 
“jon “Nightranners”. at the time. of 
|-the trusteeship: action by Pierre S. 
-| DuPont IIE. The producer also has - 
| pacts with Cinerama for the ‘pro- 
| duction ‘of “Brave New World” and 
1-“Paris*.1900" | and’ Cinerama and: 
| Par are: sharing. the release of the 
‘completed’ “Circus World,” Ciner-: .” 
ama. handling: the roadshowing: and 
‘Par’ the: ‘general release | in.: the 
U.S:. 
“Bronston' has: “expressed himself 

again -as .having. definite plans to. 
resume. production by this summer,- *-: 
-although’ ‘he’ hasn’t. yet decided 
which pie. will roll first: He has 
commented that-perhaps two films 
‘may be in“the works within the 
next. few-months. Balaban said that. 
‘Par is. waiting to: see how Brons- 
ton’s. financial : situation fares. 
When” is the ; ‘unanswered ques- 
tion. _— 

production - by” Bronston, 

employment at “generous” salaries 
for. Spain: of many. craftsmen. Also 
there is the ‘matter of the planned 

studio-on the ‘plains of Las Matas 
outside’ -Madrid which was to have 
‘been .a ‘major employment impetus. 

that his present in-town studio will 

‘The Spanish. government hopes so. 

“At. the moment, . “however, tre 
producer ‘still has the. ‘trusteeship 
to: content with: He commented 
last’ week. that he doesn’t. “recog- 

‘all the. same. It is. understood that 
some © ‘legal - action regarding the’ 
‘setup is planned’ by Bronston and 

neither :is commenting on that sub- 
Ject, until a move. is actually made. 

COMEDY ABOUT DEATH 
~AND MADE IN BOSTON 

Boston, April 14. 

“The. Play- 

‘summer. Producer is Richard Hil- 
liard. All local- financing (amount ’. 

“| kept secret). is proposed. 

Hilliard, “who came to Boston: in” _ 
1962 as:a “producer for. WGBH-TY, : - 
Channel: 2, educational station, will ° 
detail project at press confab’. at. 
Parker’ ‘House today. (Tues.). Hil-. an 
liard ‘has: ‘been - -prexy ° of General ~ * 
‘Films -Inc, for. eight years, and has 
been involved in five. feature films, 
‘all -of -which: are in theatrical dis- . 
. tribution. | 

(third .of the: James Bond series).|--: 
In.Paris UA “is trying to get: “The 
Train”: into - the -roundhouse.:: This | - 
‘costly -item. is: now in its: final 

“The - “Playground” is called a: 
comedy about ‘death... 

GIDEON: BACHMANN'S MISHAP 

And: ‘Tapes From Rome. 

"Gideon Bachmann, former presi- 
‘dent of ‘the American: -Federaiion ._ 
of. ‘Film Societies; ‘and in -the .p:st™ 
two: years. an’: ineessant. traveller 
-among the film festivals of Europe,. 
including - most. ‘of. those 

at tte, 

Rome. His long: silence is. now ex- 
‘plained: he broke | his: spine .last 
August. ‘while: scouting: the film's in- - 
dustry: in ‘Yuogslavia. | 

“. The’ American’ is .at work com-=" 
-pleting’ a -biography © of:. ‘Federic 
Fellini for publication by Simon & 
‘Schuster... He’ continues’ his.” fim 
(commentary. series. on ‘WBAE ‘New 
bork, via | tape. 

‘Samuel ~ 

. Aside “from | ‘the interest of a’. 
couple of: companies in a return to, a 

the ~ 
Spanish ; government fis also under-: 
stood ‘to. be: concerned. The’ -pro-- 
‘ducer. had .a'clear and appreciated. 
effect on the local. economy via his -- 

construction . of :a new $15,000,000._ 

not be put. on the. block and that. 
his plans for the new one continue. 

nize” the. arrangement but it’s there: 

his attorney Louis Nizer but, natch, 

J General : “Filnis: Inc: plans a 90-. 
| minute: feature film, 
| ground” to. be filmed in Boston :this 

in the ‘ 

oN : re 



By CHARLES LAZARUS 

Montréal, April 14. 
Showing in Mor.treal ‘currently, 

at two theatres, is a rather unique: 
film which is ‘doing solid business 

‘and which, according to the new. 
French-Canadian: wave of intellec- 
-tual ‘freedom. fighters, . ‘may : well |: 
set the path for a unique: feature 
production. industry. 

Name. of. the film is “Trouble: 
Fete,” whose’ free. translation : is’ 
one. which. is. controversial and. ‘al- 
‘Ways creating. trouble. 0. : 

It is -playing. at. the- St. Denis 
and Bijou. theatres, with . _respec- 
‘tive seating. of 2,600. and 800; at a 
flat $1.25, and has been. submitted 
as ofe of the Canadian selections 
to the Cannes Film Festival... 
Whether it. will ‘qualify ... , “Cannes in the final: rounds,. will: be 

known Soon. 

What ' ‘makes the venture so ‘un- 
usual and appealing to the ‘local. 
experimental film ‘fraternity, and. 
intriguing. to the hard-sell, ‘com-' 
mercial film boys -is‘ its - success | 
reflected ‘along these lines: -” pts 

. Acceptance ‘by the ‘public’ ‘int 
terms: . of * poxoffice—although - it 
should: be noted that a bulk: of the: 
‘business -is. that: of: students. who- 
“possiblysee their own ‘reflections. 
in the frustrations of. the : “young | 
male lead in. the. film. 

Acceptance ‘of the- idea. that, 
while it maybe a tougher way to. 
do things—after all, rich is better; 
than poor. — meaningful pictures. 
can still be-turned. out.by those |- 
with a ‘pankroll of integrity ‘and: 
purpose, and little more ‘than. 
dreams, devotion and ° ‘equipment 
that is little more thant the very. 
basics... 

In other words, ona ‘cooperative | 
basis; even if-it goes back centur- | 
4es to the barter system. of. doing.; 
business, ob 

It. all started’ in June: -of. last 
year ‘when Pierre. Patry, who has} 
“been active in film. work locally} 
for some years, -~had an idea. 

-pand. with: Jean-Claude. Roy, ‘devel- 
{oped the. cooperative idea, set: up] * 
\the production -group which: was 

(correct)...and}- 
went to.. work: selling this idea to|- 
‘almost. anyone: he’ knew. that: was |. 
interested in “better”? films. with 
a touch. -of realism: aan 

‘Everyone was ‘to be: paid; at. the - 
| - recognized * salary. scale,’ but 
‘eredit”’ against the | ‘film’s. ‘future |” 

“participation”. 

doubling’ of. the: “original . salary: 

- This -: formula: was: applied ‘to| 
everything. and. everybody © to-.the Jack NBN Mstein 
Start of distribution ‘beyond: Meont- } . a 
‘real, which: incidentally, is await-|. 
ing: the. news. of- how : the: | film | 
makes. out: at. Cannes. * 

catled.: Ca-operatio 

profits. “To. this: was added - a 100% 
‘clause: | 

credit, .natch), 

Once. the : distribution. aaa ex- 
ploitation . of the film: is: -begun, | 
‘there vill ‘be. a. 25%. payment of | 
‘each. contributor’s “wage when the 
gross revenue: ‘of the ‘film. reaches |. 
25% of ‘production: costs. : 

a. special. ink: that only became ~ 

“on | - 

‘(also . ‘ont’ 
-which::” “means a 

~ Danger of Subtlety 
. Chicago; April 14." 

-, A promotion’ stunt for. Uae: 
“From “Russia “ With:. “Love” 

|. came. a-cropper last week Suen. Pe 
| a “secret invitation to.a Screen-'' ' 
“f-ing. turned out to be top. secret 
to get the bearer: in. 

The invite - was: ‘printed with - 

_ visible when soaked’ in water. 
- At least one. ‘press guest! at a. 

“ sneak’ preview at ‘the ‘Woods’ - 

“the. blank ‘piece of paper for 

(and 7 “matter : Straightened. ° 
moistened) out, n 

‘| Heats AA aes 
AM Home Spread 
. Jack: Goldstein; ‘ad:pub-exploita-| 

!tion - national © “director ‘at: ~AlHed|: 

-: Brochure: “issued . “at. the tiine the | Artists, has. formalized the running 

"film opened March 20. says: 

Patry,. will ‘permit. you :to’ under- 
‘stand: intimately, the world of a 

young, * 
dian teen-ager; 
good: and. will: be- popular. ‘Never- 

\theless, one may deplore: that. this: 
‘feature’ length: . -adventure- had: ‘to 

and. federal. governments: . . have 
‘not yet -taken ‘upon - “themselves 
(the - responsibility) of helping 
film-makers. practice their art: If 
Canada ‘were to produce. only. 10 
‘films as- - Z00d : ‘as ‘Trouble-Fete 
every. “year, ‘our: country would. be; : 

. “on. ‘the world map. ‘to: stay.” 

_Among: ‘the: ‘commercial. outfits 
!'who- cooperated ‘in..the prroauel 

tions,:: Incro’ “Production, : -Morride 
Production, : Serge ‘Roy. 
‘ton; and: Crawley: Films.. 

All: except. Omega’ and Crawley: 
Patry, working on a screenplay. by are relatively. smalt ‘operations. 

middle-class, -French-Cana-. 
- The film is}. 

‘Produc- 

of -his -department .which is. now 

'Trouble-Fete; oe Alm. by: Bj erre| ‘set up and ‘functioning out ‘of New 
York:’ As forecast here, Sanford | 
‘Abrahams, ‘who. ‘formally ran ..the 
department - ‘from ‘the - Coast; stays: 
there. as. public. relations director. 

_ Marty. Weisre,. formerly -assistant- 
‘to’ Abrahamis,- has: shifted from the 
‘Coast: to ‘Gotham. to bé¢ome as- 
sistant to. Goldstein.. Lee. Bergman, 

be produced ‘on. .a- precarious - fi-| 
nancial basis '.Sirice_ the: provincial. 

who had been. eastern pub’ manager 
has -had_ the’ “eastern” dropped 
from: his: title and: is’ now -overall| 
pub: manager. Jack: Schachtel. con-. 
‘tinues. as biz’ manager’ for ‘tthe de- 
‘partment with Sam -Hart as his. as- 
sistant. Harry. Goldstein i is- exploita: 
‘tion. manager. 

- In’ noting. this. lineup, Goldstein: 
- commented that ..all : department} 
heads | assuming .éxpandeéd' 
| duties. “Under. ‘the: former. system, | 

| the all re orted.to Abrahams on. 
of. the. film were - Omega. Produc-+} ye P mm the Coast who. made’ all . the : de: 

cisions .. by ‘phone, . ‘letter: “or. wire. 
Now. the boys.‘will get.a- chance. to} a 

;‘|earry..on more’ for: ‘themselves, : 5 
under Goldstéin: of . course..An in- 7 
creased ..ad-pub’ overall . campaign| 

. for future product is the plot, work- | 
-| ing more: closely -with the‘sales .de- 
‘partment: which has “always. based | 
in ‘New. York. One of:the. problems 
with-the company’s. arrangemént: in | 
the past was that sales and ad-pub}: 
-were run -from’ ‘opposite - shores 
thus. hampering coordination. : : 
‘Also, ‘board chairman. Claude‘ A. 

at | Giroux, : who ‘has. become: chief 
oe ‘operating: ‘officer. of. the. company 
a headquarters. in ‘Gotham,’ ‘jis ex- 

a | pected to play an active. role. in: the |: 
ac | operation .of the~™ “ad-pub : depart: 
ss |ment. His more.‘aggressive think- 

-Ling and planning‘ ‘are expected. to} 
‘push the company: to ‘a more. active. 

3 | position in. the “pic market Place 
: -and: sales aréna. ’ 

| Spara Blade it 
’. = Good on. ReRelease| | 
General re-release’ of Universal’s 

“Spartacus” in the greater Cincin-' 
ey | nati:area rolled up $18,000 ‘in five: 

: ‘drive-ins and -three. hardtop. situa- 
* | tions. Mutli-theatre territorial. en- 

gagement was. ‘backed -by, concen- 1. 
trated ad-promotion campaign. The | 
Madison, ‘Covington, Ky.;. booking || 

; ‘outgrossed original: engagement - of 

oa 

The best things i in air travel 
are on T WA. 

Sparkling, wine, a connoisseur’s ‘menu, and a fine 
first-run movie.* What more could you’ ask for when ~ 

- you're going places? You get them all. :.at no extra~ 
charge... when you're a TWA First Class ‘Royal... 
_Ambassador. In fact, only TWA. treats you s SO.10y-.- 
ally on nonstop coast-to-coast and overseas flights” 
to ten of Europe’s. favorite cities. Live it-up next’. 
time. you travel. Call your travel. agent or .Trans.- 
Word Airlines. 

oe 

_ gerry ‘Franken. - 
{+ “Ronald. House. - 
| -Ernest. Pintoft 
de Ay “Scheider: 

- Sarah: Caldwell” 

1. Dick. Dinsmore 
1° . Keir Dullea’* | 

_ | - Steve Franken *-. 
"f= Anne’ Jackson _ 

- . |. “Robert “Lantz 
Bruce ‘McClure: 

“Ray Milland. 

.) Louise Rainer). 
“1: Donald S. Rugoff 

|.°Eeo Van Munching.- 
i) El Wallach ~ =~ 
1 Alan ‘Webb: 

so y : . . ee 

BEER ae. 

‘the picture. At:the Twin Drive-In; | 
| Woodlawn’ Drive-In, -‘Forest -Drive-: 
‘|In-and Westwood, film. outgrossed |: 
| Universal’s. 
| the Mariemont, At -topped. “Come 
. September”: and ‘at: the Montgom- 
ery Drive-In, “Lover. Come. Back.” 

“Thrill: of -It: All”;. at-| 

- Similar | type. engagement. - -has" 
‘beer ‘set for: the St. Louis ‘area, 
9 opening April. 22. oO 

a NY to LAL 

US. ‘to Europe © 

. , Peter Carey 

Carl Peppercorn’. 

; Asye: i 

: Dreyer $. Latest Film, 
“got an unbelieving stare ‘from ~} 

|. the manager when he presented - 

admission. - It took’a trip- back _ 4 
to. a‘ utility: room . to get the _* |. 

“Ordet- 93 

‘and-white and: wide screen.. Pro- 
duction costs are: expected to run |: 
_a-little. more than the average for 

[holders of record. -May 1. : 

|: Beverly Adams |.” 
|. Hanna. Ahroni 

“|. Jaek Carter. 
_}* Jack Fier =. 

--/} . John. Gabriel 
. |. Dale: Garrick’ 
ToT. Wolfe Gilbert 

- William Je: ‘Heineman. 

oe : David: Levy . 

mi ~ Jeff Livingston 

“fF. “Jonas Rosenfield Te - 
|. George Schlatter.” 

. [Mort Segal... ~ 
Richard“ Sylbert | 
|. Henry ‘Tobias .. - 

tS oe Wolhandler 

Wednesday, Apri 15, 1964 . 

| 1 de Wes Sa Th TI | ose ate 
siecion, Intl. Takes ‘Lead | in, Constant 

“Lighting: Up" as Stage ‘Business 

dust Launched, Asked 
To Venice Film Fest 

" - Copenhagen, April. 14... 
Carl ‘Dreyer finally has. started 

‘shooting: on: his. latest. picture, .a 
5 _|-screen version . of Hjalmar Soder- 
| Derg’s ‘play; “Gertrud’” 

-woman torn. between: three men—. 
\her . husband; " ‘the: lover. of ~ her. 
| youth ‘and © “her: ‘present. -lover. 
| Oziginally, the play: was a liberal- 
1minded .defense for a-. woman,| 
\eaught. up in Victorian: moral . de- 
‘mands versus: new: political : winds: 
“plus the cali of the flesh: Film|! 
script, written “by. Dreyer : during 
‘the ‘last six ‘months is not expected | 
‘to stay. within ‘such narrow limits,. 

‘Cast © for’ ‘“Gertrud” - | includes 
Nina Pena, : ‘Ebbe- Rode, 

‘Rode, all seem rather - -unlikely 
choices ‘for a demanding role, but 
Dreyer prefers .:such.- actors « ‘to. 
more established: ones. 

‘camera. ‘Bendtsen also ‘did Dreyer’ s 
Film will be in black- 

a ‘Danish | non-color. film... 
‘The. Venice Film Fest: has. in=| - 

vited. the’ Dreyer: film to be shown |. 
‘as Denmark’s official ‘entry ‘late. 
in August. Dreyer: thinks: the film. 
May. be. ‘ready.: by » then.. ‘The Mu-. 
seum of. Modern ‘Art in New. York 
also. has. asked permission. to show 
“Gertrud” during the museum’ 's 
“Dreyer, Week” next September. . 

Nelson Ene Tenanting 

Hollywood, April 14, 

formed ‘production unit of’. Fred 
Engel and‘Ralph Nelson has: moved. 
onto “Universal lot. with an. 18-. 
‘month ‘program.. Involved are three. 
production or. co-producing deals 
‘with three separate distributors. 

Engel, . ‘former. GAC exec, ‘will: 
“prepare projects while Nelson first: 
directs the Robert. Arthur. produc: |; 
tion;. “Father | . Goose,” . formerly. 
“Place of Dragons,” Cary. Grant- 
Leslie Caron starrer, for. ‘Universal 
release. 

Projects. on N-E program ate | read, “Russia” . grossed ‘a hotsy.. 
$411,897, : ‘another: record. For’ its 

“The Seven. File,” one of two-film. 
pact: with: UA, and “The Pied 
-Pipers,” for. Universal release. Also 
planned ° - ‘co-production — of: 

—-141 “Serateh a ” Thiet” with Jacques |: 
| Bar’s ‘Cipra. Films, | ‘to’ star - Alain. 
Delon, with | Metro. releasing. 

“Col ‘Ady. to Schlaifer 
Columbia‘. Pictures has: -appoint- 

Led Charlés ‘Schlaifer & Co. as. its: 
new ad agency. Col’s- biz was for" 
“merly -. handled: by.” ‘the, - Monroe 
Greenthal- “Agency:. 

Schlaifer, ° which: has - offices. in| 
New York. and: Los Angeles, re- 
“cently » ‘acquired | Kaiser, Sedlow. & 

0 e. . ‘Temple’ in an. expansion: mov | the thir d such - opus'.with. “Gold- 

. about. 10° Bond :~ 
| adventures. ' care: ‘planned ‘and ; it 

"Columbia: Pictures has: declared 
a- regular . 
$1.0614.. per.-share on the. $4. 25. 
cumulative preferred. stock. 

“ors $1 06 Divvy: 

‘quarter dividend ..‘ of 

-Divvy. is. .payable. May .: oe fo 

“LA. to’ NY. 

Joi. Lansing ” ; 

.Joe Lebworth ; a 

Mike’. Merrick. 
oe Arnold Picker ” 
»|-David Picker 

Sid Raymond ©. 

- Sam: Weisbord' | 

_ASvemen semen. ee 

about. a ‘Beach; rr 

 Bendt. 
‘Rothe and: Baard Owe.’ ‘Except for 

‘With’: Love’’. 
bang Jast.week, establishing a new... 
‘first-day.. ‘Yecord : for: either “pre . 
‘miére’’ ‘or. “Hollywood... showcase” : 

U Lot for.18 Mos. | 
ing . day...gross+ in’ 30. “showcase” . 

Nelson-Engel Productions, newly houses,” 

performance. 

the’. first. - Bond. .opus~’ 7 
which: was -also..a ‘hefty. ‘performer. cee 

-It ‘was, in. fact; the. -- 
champon - the: old “showcase” - Jay- © 
out. before ; ‘the. “Major - ‘circuits: got ™ 
inyolved.: 

: finger.” , 

ee ant ated 

tures.. ‘if concerned, James -H. Nie. | 
| cholson and Samuel Z.. Arkoff; AIP. oo : 
toppers, sent out the. word | last 
‘week. (8) that, effective with. its.” ..; 
“next production; there. would ‘be-a 
complete _ ban. on. ‘cigarette. ‘smok- 
ing. by. characters, in’ all: "Produc: eG 
tions: eG 

First. feature’ affected is “opikini at 
which director’ William: © 

Asher: rolis' April 20. Reason for’ |: 
\the. ban, says Nicholson,” ; “the: 
majority’ of filmgoers ‘today: ‘are ‘be- 
tween 15: and -25, the young people... «.-. 
of. America, and the. part. Of.the -.-.. 
film. ‘audience. ‘which “.we’re“most | °°. 

“especially Our’. teen ee concerned, 
agers. ms a 

“Our “films: can’ set: ‘an: 1 -example' - 
by. showing. that -:smoking neéd. not 
‘be a part: of ‘everyday ‘life. Thée~ .. ; 
-characters. can clive © ‘their. fictional. mo 
lives in just. as exciting “a manner: : 
as ever without ‘smoking, . just’ as: * 
“we can. live our. own’. Jives: -fully’-.-* 
‘without. smoking.” 

a Speak. for or. yourself, in!) Jim)” 
Palladium: produces: the: film | 

with - “Henning . Bentsen _ at... the’ 

(Ed. 

B. 0. Bells Ring Fo or 
Bond, Sexy Sleuth 

United Artists: “From. “Russia 
hit: ‘Gotham: “with: a): 

in New York. .-The-company: “wasn’t 
taking . any chances’. of coming up 

1 with egg on -its face-with this-one, _ 
| however, spending upwards of $50.- 

—|.000' in the New York area alone-on.’ .: 
D advertising, a: hefty figure for. ae _ 

multiple telease albeit: firstrun. -- ”:. - 

“Russia”: logged: Be. $56, 573: open: 

“including. : the Astor. on 
Broadway. and various RKO, Skou- | 
ras and other-théatres.’ According-:- 
ly, this’second. James Bond adven- -. 
ture yarn seems surely: headed -to- - 
ward. repeating: its sock. European ; 

Overseas it has run. 
two. and three: times -better than 

“Dr, No,” 

in the States.: 

‘For - the “ figst: five: days. “of. the 

first. “showcase”. ‘week it will sure-: 
ly. top. the. $500, 000 mark: 

‘UA’s™ $50, 000 Gotham ad nut in- cose 
‘cluded- Some . $23,000: in. newspaper 

. | advance and first. week: trumpeting. 
On: ‘tv. the. company... spent. about 

| $16,000, with $6,000: going to. ‘radio ~™ 
1 and $2; 200. for. subway advertising. . 
+ Although: the: ‘total is large, it isn’t. 
aS ‘much, as‘ was: ‘shelled. out for.“‘Dr.: 
No,”: which. :got.'a $61, 000 Gotham 
push ‘when Bond and’ “Showcase”’ 7 

| were ‘both. in ‘their: ‘pic, infancy. : . 
“Harty Saltzinan and. Albert. “R... |. 

(Cubby): Broccoli, producers of the = — 
| Bond pix. via their Eon’ Productions 
‘in’ England; ‘are . presently ‘making. 

Ino call, 

looks like’ a*solid gold’ series. for. 
UA .‘and;.. ‘incidentally,’ Sea Con- 
‘nery who portrays. Bond. in the ‘pix: 

| Since. ““Dr,” No” he: has: . sprung 
into demand, havirig made. “Wom- 

“Len: of : Straw” for UA and “Marnie” ..-~ 
| for Alfred Hitchcock ‘and Universal, |. 

-: | His deal with Eon-is exclusive but™ 
Saltzman and Broccoli have figured ... :~ 

‘\ that: loan-outs help ‘them, as’ well oe 
_ as keeping Connery happy.. mos 

7 “Europe to: v. Se 
Tom Curtiss-: ae 
Kenneth McKellar. 
George Rosen: 

qe Tony: ‘Walton: - 
. : . Felix. de. Wolfe - 

N. Y. to Smail Point, Me. 
(and ‘back).’ 

. Bill Cannon and ‘Mark: Lawrence : 

Via Pathela Foldblatt’s Boat. 
. {00 syecing, in 1600 Broadway. yacht basa) 

~ (advertisement) - 

city LER OO 
a) OP (eB ee le 

: “ Smoking is - no. > joking miatter’ ‘as oo , 
far’ as American: International Pié-". ° 

‘note—:. .. ; 



“os award, 

:* tion after being: No. : xs ‘for: ‘two. 
f+. weeks’ in a row.. 

-~ dng sixth. . 

tts 
‘Biz Turns Uneven: ‘Jones? Back 3 in: 1 Birst,: ‘Doctor’ 2a, 

» World” ‘3d, “N ewman’ Ath, ‘Empire’ Sth « 

“Trade i in ‘most key cities covered ro 
py: VarIeTy - this: stanza is down 
sharply ‘from last: (Easter).:week’s 

+: bbiz. Plenty. of rainy. weather proved. 
-a ‘downbeat. factor : while.-fine. out-. 
“door.--weather... over .weekend |. was’ 
“also: blamed. for offish trade. Likély 
.a dearth: of: enough: strong’ ‘product 

“:4° to: go around was more..to. -blame_ 
’ than: either: of. these: factors. 

_As. if -getting ‘geared’ in: antici-|.,; 
_pation. ‘of the best picture Academy 

Tom. Jones” : (UA). “(20th 
- Wk) is : climbing . ‘back: - into. ‘first. 
place. “It’s, a Mad. World”:.. (WA) : 
“(21st wk) is slipping.‘to third posi- 

Second. place: ‘is. _ going. “to. “Dr. 
eS ‘Strangelove’ (Col): (9th. wk), ‘high- 
 - @§t. rating it. has’. won. although 
“. near -the top’ .for - weeks. 

- “Newman” - (U) . (5th : wk). again : ‘is’ 
~ “winding -up fourth. _ apallof ‘Roman Empire”: (Par): 
yd wk) -is: capturing, fifth’ money 

although. out’.in only. five key 
<0) -veities: currently. .It? looks to -:be. 

- heard’: from ‘additionally. 
Panther”. (a) {4th wh); is finish- 

“7. Days. in: May” (Par) (8th: wk) 
wont is. 'winding™ up’ in-"seventh- ‘spot. | 

vil)" «Paris When It: Sizzlés” (Par): (3d | 
wk) | will. ‘take™. eighth... ‘position, 

2 ‘“Cleqpatra””. ‘(20th) - (42d wk): is 
finishing ninth. ‘Night Must. Fall”: 

le (MGM) (3d ye) will be 10th. 

“America,. 
‘Limpet”’ (WB). .and “Seven. Faces 
of ‘Dr.. Lao”. (MGM) are the: Tun- 
‘Rerup- films.’ 

“Capt: |. 
its: openings in’ N-Y.. 

..p(AA)-looks torrid on. first? week: in: 
Boston: “Yesterday, Today: and To- 
morrow” (Embassy) still is. socko. in’ 
“LA... and- Washington | and” ‘smiasn 

“Pi ink {2 ‘two. N.Y.. cinemas. 

{pages .8- 9-10, ) 

“éSitence? ; ; (I ands). ‘doth wh: ‘ts1. 

pushing. up: ‘to 1ith. position: “How |: 
- West: ‘Was. “Won (MGM) 61st wk), 
helped “by” ‘boosts from” Academy. 
nominations, | -rounds ‘° out. “Top - 12. 

‘America’ . (WB). 

’ Several. new’ ‘pix, “just : ‘Vainehied: 
this: ‘week, hint high potential. “The: 
Carpetbaggers”. (Par). is heading for 
‘a: new. ‘record: ‘in. Denver. on “its |: 
preem ‘week, after a new high open- 
‘ing day. “From Russia With Love’. 
(UAY looks’ to be a:real blockbuster 

. judging from. -its showing’ in N.Y., 
-where. it is “smash at the: Astor ‘and 
equally. great. ‘in: a batch “of Show: 
case: theatres, *:.. 

“Best: Mani”: (WA) is rated big: ‘on 
“Strangler” 

: “Tiger. Walks”. (BV); 

Chi, looks: okay. in -L:A. 
‘Note: 

in: release. for - bigger. and Iongrun 
. pix’ are designated in.such cases. 
( Complete’ Boxofies: ‘Reporte’ ‘on 

Big Promo Blow tc tofi 
As ‘Mutiny on Bouiy’ i : 

‘Standard Width But Uncut Time | 
_ “cyrutiny’ ‘on. the Bounty," ” Metro’ s+— 
-"/ $19,000 000. Marlon. Brando-starring |. 
"| (opus which travelled some troubled} 
'.: fiseal seas its. first time-.out as. aj. 
‘)’ "roadshow presentation; will ‘be. re- 

* issuied ‘this’ summer. in 35m. general" 
‘Felease. 

So TO. date,.* “Mutiny” has’ “played| 
oo orily. a ‘limited. number of: hard-|- 

-" ticket: dates.. The pattern: for. the. 
- -giimmer’s re-release. will be.a: -wide 
“Spread. encompassing .a. “concentra: 
‘tion’ on drive-ins ‘and other prime 

". warm.:weather outlets in.a ‘national | 
: ful: conclusion : action: ‘initiated: by: 
Michigan: . Allied ‘eight - years ago. 

saturation. campaign. -Metro prez 
Robert «© H.: O’Brien: -. has: been 

.-, promising: stockholders. that | 
. “Mutiny” was: not ‘a dead.issue and 
a that there was: still revenue in the 
’”* ‘yehicle and the test: of his faith. is 
now ‘at hand. on 

> The company. has been. keeping 
2 ‘its. plans: for the_ reissue ‘ under}. - 
-: wraps.: Not ‘in. any of. its. conversa-|..... 

tions. or. printed : matter _ ‘have- the! (t- 
ideas | been . ‘advanced. -This «is. a} ‘ 

- “somewhat. Strange © ‘approach . .con-| hv" 
_ sidering. the fact that the.summer| | 
buying - season::-is. already in- full}. #*... 
Swing. “and: promo pushes: for, sum-| ~. 
mer Treleases.are already. underway}... ‘ 
_at-most,compariies, including Metro. |. - on 
(A-big. ‘Splash trumpeting: the Bie "S| 

a - the}: 
Mutiny” print “won't. ‘be ‘cut!’ or|: 

‘return: Js. ‘anticipated. ) 
“Tt. _understood -. that. 

. tampered with for general Telease, 
- except ‘for . the. elimination’ of the 

Oy oar . jntermission. ‘Latter’ -is. standard 
‘= policy _when - roadshows : ‘go grind: 

This will mean. a running . time of. 
- ‘slightly ‘over three. hours,” the 
:. major. drawback .of which is that 
“Jess ‘shows. can be: unspooled’ per. 
- day. ‘Nonetheless, most -hardticket 
’ ~pix moving. to a. saturation: policy 
have: not been - ‘trimmed for ‘the 

oe sake of. an’ extra. show.. ©: 
As’ a- spécial- gimmick, “Metro! S|. 

N.. Y: ‘World’s Fair .. exhibit, the 
“= $750,000. ‘replica. of HMS. Bounty 

-be plugged -via .a special bit’ of 
‘footage: tacked on: the. end: of the: 

_.: pie inviting viewers. to be sure and 
'-..:..-visit:the ship when. and if they. go 

-" -to-the Fair. In: her. first-commercial 
veriture’ (the other showings were}. 
free to. the public and. staged for’ 
publicity purposes) the Bounty has. 
-been doing well at the Fair- Marina, 

“with: the. exposition’ not even open 
“yet. ‘It is hoped that the*ship: will 

“Jpe lable. fo recoup “its ‘costs, -or..al| 
Temained . Open. . ‘By “the weekend, 

. Pall: was. back: «ta ‘normal, however... ‘I 
“ goodly Portion, ‘by. ‘the: end: of the 
Wer: run, 

year,” 

” Bains coutect 2006" 

“Airconditioning. 

* Detroit, - April 14. 

‘atea ‘received checks from. .the 
‘City of Detroit. totaling. more. than | 
$200, 000... 

The payott brought io 4 a: | Suécess- 

against. a ‘discriminatory... tax -.im- 
‘posed |. ‘YU p on - water-cooled’ -. air- 
‘conditio ning equipment. ‘The. 
litigation- -twice went. to: the Michi- 
gan ‘State - Supreme | Court . and 
once - to. ‘the US. Supreme: Court, = 

an Steady Down 
“Rio. De Janerio; “April: 14 

° While” ‘Brazil’s political’. ‘futtire: 
still.. is" ‘uncertain, . local reps.. ‘of 

that ouster ‘of : 

will be: done. to: curb this nation’s 
Spiralling : inflation. ° Goulart,: they 
say,. could -not,. or would: not,. . take 
the. drastic ‘measures ‘necessary to! -- 
-Stablize * ‘the. ‘eruzeiro.. which,.. two: 
years ‘ago;: was. valued .at : about: 300 
to: the. U.S: ‘dollar, .climbed. to 900 
last :year and now stands at’ about), 
Al ,800 ‘to- the ‘dollar: 

-Yank-- “biz? was. For : ca -while;: 
growing - ‘g02. rapidly © here’ that .it 
‘could. keep:: up: -with. the: currency 
‘devaluation, ‘that is, ‘total .dol ar 

used: in the filming. of ‘the pic, will remittances. ‘continued. to ‘grow, OF. 
rat: least;.remain at’ an even level, }:. 
despite” ‘the: -inflatien. In’ the “Jast. 

‘inflation: : ‘out-. however, 
stripped. any: possible: -biz' increase:. 

During .the: two. ‘days last “week 
that the. nation. edged. towards out- 
right-- civil war, ‘nearly. . ail. enter- 
‘tainment’ biz. ‘came. to. a standstill 
here. Firstrun film theatres: were | 
tlosed both: -Wednésday - and: Thurs- 
day © (1-2), though : “some” sebruns 

j . “Mr, . 

+ ‘| audiences’ can. 

okay. “in. 
ie Louisville, ‘looks good. in: ‘Chi, “Po: 

Bed. or Not To Bed”: (Cont), fine: ‘in: hibit, -which .Cinerama has done. for 
‘the U.S. Government, will indicate: 
that ‘audiences. will ‘actually have}’. 
to learn. a. new. way -of looking: atj | 
‘life-through-movies. It willbe some-} . 
‘thing like. walking dowit a. strange| * 

; Street... Our. techniques . produces} 
_ the. real “feel”. or aura’ of an. era.’ 
. | At-one time 55. ‘viewers will. sit 

:>\-} int: -an- open. ‘conveyance ‘and - ‘be 
“~. . Lwhisked:. through something. like.a 

“np big, ‘twisting tunnel, comprised of 
"| some-.120 “motion . ‘picture screens 
| of various sizes and ‘shapes. Some 
‘1 2°000. viewers: an hour. or 20,000 a 
| day ‘can be accomodated: at. this}: 

exhibit ‘which’ is under supervision | * 
of U.S. Commissioner N. K. ‘Wins-} | 
‘ton ‘and--the U:S: Dept.. of: ‘Com-|: 
‘merce: ‘There will: be’ 12. -yehicles, |’ 

‘| one departing. every. 80 seconds, all’ 
|.with individual seats outfitted swith 

:| a@ personal. Speaker system: so. every | : 
J-viewer. will have .a-clear narration. 

Wieeally Taxed on: ae ote nel selector speaker. system‘ with’.a} 

‘The: number. ‘of - ‘weeks ‘out. 

-| ehoice - Of = narration 
French, | Germany. Spanish, Ttalian| 

“Some. 43. 8 Michigan ‘Allied: .mem-|:9°_ English: - 
bers in the Metropolitan Detroit: 

Yank. ‘film. companies: here. feel |: 
resident “Goulart: 

at least. spells ‘hope that: something 

| POINTING Mis 
A. prediction ‘that motion pictures]: 

of: the future ‘will make today’s| 
‘techniques obsolete: was. made. this| - 
-|week-by Arthur Finston, exec: pro- 
ducer for Cinerama at. ‘the. N.Y: 
World’s’ Fair. In-two: different..ex-| .-. -: 
hibits. .at ‘the Fair, according . to 

'| Finston,° Cinerama:. will’ show: how |- 
‘be. taken.” out “of |... 

their ‘traditional - “three © walls-and-] © 
screen “setting”: and. ‘made actual 
participants... 

. > “At -the- ‘Federal Pavilion; they, 
will be carried through. the ‘screens, 
‘while .viewers -of.. our: Spacearium 
‘film’-at' the Transportation - ‘and 
-Travel Pavilion will. be surrounded 
by’ the picture,” o | 
The” new Cinerama. techniques 

‘are: ‘described; by. production. -di- 
“l'rector Jeremy. Lepard as “Environ- 
mental Movies:”...“We. ate. using 
projected movie: images: to. put. our. 
audiences “into  a- ‘situation,” he 
-added. “This: is: really the future: ‘of 
motion. - pictures; added: : realism 
‘through new “theatre - “designs - ‘and 

. new.” projection.: processes, . so that}: 
: people: will actually find themselves | 

Stalls Vas 
in the: action.”. : 

. The Federal Pavilion | “film. “ex- 

One. vehicle’ will ‘have’.a five-chan: 

in: either 

Narration, - written: - “by. self 
‘Specialist Ray: Bradbury, is spoken. 
by John: McIntyre - of the “Wagon 
‘Train’ tv series. Over. 170 film: and: 
slide projectors are ‘used during: the 
‘13-1/2 minute ride. The. show, .en- 
titled. !The American. Journey’? 
begins. with ‘the. historical: begin- 
‘ning : of North. America. and : ends 
-with some. ‘startling . rocket effects, 
-courtesy-of NASA.and the US, ‘Air 
‘Force.. Material ‘was provided. “Dy. 
100 historical : ‘societies, Library of. 

~} Congress, National... ‘Archives anid: 
>», 4 the. Smithsonian. Institute.. ‘There's 

’ -feven a’ movie ‘sequence - -With- a. 
oe montage of.-early. screen’ stars.: 

me Hope Brazil 
rated:-by Rod. ‘Serling,-it. will. be 
‘Shown. .at- the’ ‘Transportation ‘and 

the: dome- -giving. the. Sensation | ‘of 
‘completely surrounding - its: audi- 
ence.: 
Viewers: in seats which tilt : ep to 

‘35. .degrees,. are made space. _tra- 
‘yelers ‘speeding backward in. time. 
and out: into space, The show, ‘15: 
minutes.. Iong;. was - filmed | -via: 

animation: techniques, ‘scale models, | 
live-action. photography: and a com- 
bination of microphotography’ and 
optical. effects: Graphic. Films,: L:A., 

Finn Takes Up. in | Denver 
ot Denver, April 14. 

John: ‘Finn, “for. the _past:6 years: 
with. ‘Universal in the Boston ex-'|” 
change, has: ‘been named: branch 
manager’ of ‘the . Denver. office. to. 
replace. exiting Murray Gerson: _ 
--Ahe.-Swediow, Western Division: 
Manager ‘of. Universal with head-. 
‘quarters: in San Francisco has been 
lin. the city. supervising the ehange~ 
‘over. 

oe . eos Sita iceman Tak ead con a 

- 27 

. | he. - declares. 
- The. ‘Spacearium Show, -“Fo. the: 

: Moon ‘and Beyond,” was: produced 
‘| by. Cinerama. and’ co-sponsored ‘by,|. ° 
| KLM Royal. Dutch Airlines. .Nar-| . 

, Fall of Roman Empire’ 
| Travel Pavilion on’ the: inner. sur: . 
face. ofa 70-foot high: dome. for an} - 
‘audience. of 700. seated= below: and 
‘within . it: ‘The -70m- projector‘ ‘sits | 
on the’ ‘floor. at ‘the center of. the] 
dome. surrounded. by. viewers. . It}. ” 
-shoots ‘the™ picture up. and: out into 

mn at World: § Fair 
“Wal Bea ef Lata Poni 

FEDERAL OKAY. FOR. HARDTOP. 

National ‘General “Will, Erect - at 
Vegas. ‘Shopper. Be 

day. (10): ‘granted. :permission | ‘by 
N.Y... Federal: Judge ‘Edmund ; L.| 
Palmieri to“acquire a new conven- 
tional. theatre. to be: constructed. in. | 
‘the:: Charleston: :Plaza - Shopping: | 
Center, ‘Las: Vegas,..to ‘be. ‘operated. ; 
on a first-run. basis.:. — 
“J udge Palmieri: said “phis’ is ‘the 

‘first time in ten. years'a-new the-. 
‘atte has. been: built there. The peti- | 
tioner has sufficiently. demonstrat- 
ed that. the new: ‘acquisition will ‘not | 
unduly ... restrain opposition, -de-. 
spite. objections by ‘Huntridge- ‘The-. 

‘amicus | - 
curiae” arid: ‘who operate & theatre 
atres: ‘who . appeared : as.” 

in. Las Vegas. is : 

| lexhibit at the N. Y..World’s Fair; 
‘Aside . from _its function as as an. 

the Hollywood Pavilion is planned 
by: its designers: as a major plugola™:: 
centre for. the film biz in.the east.’ 
this ‘year and: next. Accordingly, 

--| several. events | are being plotted 
°National ‘General. Corp. “was. ‘pri. ‘with premieres, . anniversaries. and” 

‘Other industry occasions, all: aimed 
at making: the Pavilion. the hub of: 
pic glamor in the east. 
In tonnection with this, Pavilion 

touters: Lee. Savin. and George 
-Murphy have lined up two gold 
Lincoln ‘Continentals.to take. visit- 
ing --v.i:p.s,° including film _per-. 
-sonalities and execs, to the site as - 

| the: guests. of the ‘Pavili6n, picking 
up the tab for their day at the 
‘Fair. Special guides: are being hired 
‘to ‘show filmdom’ s. finest around 
the. exposition. oe 

Savin and. Murphy’ have been 
anaking ‘a .strong pitch. ‘to . film 
‘companies to try. to get them to use: 

| thé Fair and Pavilion to spotlight. 
_| pub activities: This ‘will benefit the. 

_-| exhibit; of course, ‘but it will also... 
1 work well for the companies, Savin 
| and Murphy feel, because. of the . 

_| concentrated - press activity ‘ex- 

* Hollywood, April: 4 

torney - “Martin: * ‘Hersh, * 
pointed. Hollywood. rep: “for.- Ideal 
Pictures,..a..narrow . gauge . 7 ‘distrib’} 
with offices: in, .25--cities. - 

centers. on, . features. . with -time- 
‘obscured ownership. ‘Hersh. “terms | 
16m: potential. of such product, “fa 
sleeping, giant.” 

-which ‘are’ suitable’ ‘for. church. and 
school. screenings. -for . adolescent: 
audiences... “Films: “should - “have | a 
‘good | ‘moral: tone: though: primary | 
goal is entertainment, He says. Fact. 

{that .they .have.-had™ tv: exposure: 
does not detract from: their. utility, : 
Says he. Ideal is. specifically after | 
pix “which ° have ‘had a theatrical 
Yelease.in- the: last. ten. years,” ” he} 
adds. : 

“Deals toi films : are made’ on n basis | 
of ‘so-muc. 1-per-showing on five or 
seven yea: contracts, percentage. of 
-price Idea. is‘able ‘to ‘get ‘for films. 
or flat pure 1ases, ‘Films. can be had | 
‘for : prices ranging from: $15-$25 a]: 
“Showing: up toa’ “high of. $50, says |~ 
-Hersh:. Flat buys ‘range: anyWhere | © 
from $1,000 to $5,000 to as high as7- 
$7;500 : for - -exceptionable product, 

be" charged to. Screenings. . 

As Kaasas City: aa 
For Showmen’s: 

‘Kansas; City, April 14. 
“Motion Picture’ Assn. here ‘is | 
sponsoring. ‘premiere. of. Samuel. 
‘Bronston’s | 

| Empire”: 
Capri ‘Theatre. ‘It'll: be benefit. for: 
‘the - Crippled: “Childrens. Nursery | 

| School:. Date is. April-.22. “Associa- 
‘tion’. includes. - “persons. . from > “all 
. branches of the film industry.” 

‘Capri. showing is ‘scaled to ‘gross |. 
$3,800, and MPA seeks to come: up | 
with more’. than‘ °$2; 900 for.. the). 

‘produced. the film under the super-|'N ursery . School. Seale ‘is’. $2 /bal- 
vision of. Lepard and Finston.. 

“Fall. of: .the “Roman 
.Via- Paramount at’. the 

-eony, $3. orchestra, -: with: limited - 
| number of “gold seats”’ at:$10 each.. 
‘The -1,200-seater of. the: Durwood 
circuit needs to bea. virtual. sell- 

- | out to realize: the’ desired figure | 
“for: the. charity. “" 

Richard Durwood, “president: of. 
circuit, ‘reported at ‘week-end. that 
‘the. receipts” already are ‘past the. 
-half.way mark.:‘Reservations and 
ticket details: are. being. handled’ 
through *Fom Gailey, MGM -man-|: 
ager. Picture opens its regular en- 
‘gagement on. s hard-ticket. Polley 

‘| April 23, ° 

‘All’ deals include} 
stipulation that-no admission: may | 

which. necessitated surgery. 

-l pected’ during’ the. Fair’s run. Also, 

2 +viding a. coincidental . and . advan- 
ve -| tageous situation. 

| “Indie. ‘producers. ‘are .exhorted: to. 
‘lift some of -their. old pix out: of the} 
‘vault. and make them available..to 
|.the generally ignored. field of 16m 
distribution. . ‘Plea -came«:from . at-} 

~ just -.ap- 

the Pavilion ‘is. quite close to the 
‘press. headquarters, thereby pro-' 

_ “Among = ‘the* ‘gimmicks ‘the. boys. 
are . trying to establish is the 
naming of a “day” at the Fair tied 
with. ‘the  preem of: various pix 
throughout ‘the: run: of the exposit 
tion: An -example would be “Un-. 
sinkable - Molly’ Brown Day” and 
there would ‘be various -activities 

| carried on. in connection with such. 

Hersh’s. drive’ to. unearth. product ‘an event. They are.also trying to 
get.-companies to hold opening. 
hight celebrations at the. Pavilion 
and. “Molly,” -which ‘opens this. 
{Summer.at Radio City Music Halli, 

Particularly - “sought |. “ate: “filing ‘is one being. ‘dickered ‘with. ° 

” Other “Special - events. ‘being © 
‘worked. on is a first anni costume 
‘party. at: the exhibit to celebrafe. 
the sustenance of. “Cleopatra,” an 
event which -hasn't: been. yet... 
‘There are others..as well but the. 
companies ‘have been’ Slow to react 
to suggestions. It- is. figured that 
once the Fair gets rolling and is. 
‘an established’ success (hopefully )- 
‘that . ‘more’ cooperation will be: 
__ (Continued on Page 2D 

Loss-Unloaded Theatres 
-Curtail Second Quarter 
Profit for Loew's: Chain 

‘quarter ended Feb. 29 for Loew’s 
.Theatre “Inc, was: $374,200, almost 

| double the $192,200 for the same 
- 2 period. last: ‘year and. equivalent to 

‘[15¢ per share of common stock: 
-A net loss .on . disposition “of 

| fixed. assets’ (including: loss on. sale 
|of ‘theatres .in depressed areas), 
1 however, resulted in a net loss of 
| $21,800 ‘for the period. Loew’s de- 
| clined to explicate. what theatres or 
3 | towns - -were shed. 

: Income of $757, 500. for the six 
-months ended: Feb. 29 was up from 
.$592,100 of previous. year but net 

j loss ‘on’ disposition. of fixed assets. - 
restricted: net: income’ to. $361,500, . 
down. from: ithe $682, 100 of previ- 
ous year. 

| MAGDALENE MASKELL’S” 
- BAD AUTO CRACKE? 

Los’ Angeles,’ April 14. 
a * Magdate ‘Maskell, cofounder of: 
.Blowitz-Maskell pub relations firm 
(now: “Blowitz-Thomas-Cantan). . 
recuperating ‘satisfactorily in val. - 
ley’ Doctors Hospital following an 
auto accident: ‘Sunday (12) in which 

4 she:. suffered - seven ‘broken. ribs, 
concusions | and™ internal injuries 

The 
publicist, now: corporate secretary 
of. BT-C, was: ‘thrown. into a free-. 
Away wall. 

“Partner. Bill Blowits. died in N.Y. 
‘March 14 after being struck down. 

: a hit- and Tun. ‘driver. on: ‘March 

"Gross. income: for the second-*°... 
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FILM REVIEWS. Sf. 
j Leif Erickson, “wlth. “tatlatachory | The Carpethaggers 

R VISION—. support from Arthur..Franz, Tom |"bino charges.” ‘ 
(70m eericOLOR). or  ‘LTully,.- Audrey: ‘Totter, - Anthony . In Guarding’. and. Culp, ‘the: pic-|@ 

- pwarde, Charles Lane; ‘Tom Lowell, | ture’ is endowed. with two. solid 
From Harold Robbins” “beat: John .Conte,. Vaughn Taylor, Fran- 
seller, a. lusty but erratic, “cesta: Bellini and Victoria Jean.: : 

sometimes . ‘distasteful - film. |. ‘Director ‘Edward. Dimytryk. ‘has: 
‘Could ‘be het meneymaker.- | fashioned. some high-voltage ‘indi-. 

is ‘vidual scenes: out of .-Hayes’ -melo- 
Hollywood: April’ 6. 

the. story is ‘Shirley.Eaton. ° 

soon. belong. tothe: world: _She’s a 

‘actors, Reither a particularly «big 
name but. “both. - intelligent and: 

‘| spirited: performers: - - The.girl in}... 
‘Miss [..:. 

‘Eaton: hails from. England. but. will |- 

‘siderable opulence and Paramount, 

making. potential. 

‘mended fdr youngsters and there. 

tionally ‘after an ‘unbroken string 
‘of brutally cold-blooded dealings, 

are fuzzy, and vital motivational 
‘information about the focal char-’ 

‘why he is the miserable critter he 

“than an unconvincing afterthought. 
There’s nobcdy to root for in “The: 

‘drama, : but ‘overall -has not“ been 
Paramount release of Joseph E. Levine 
reduction. Stars George Peppard, - ‘Alan’ 

Martha. tori 
M 

Bob _Cuntmings, 
cbetr: Ashley.’ Lew Ayres, 
Balsam, Ralph Taeger,. 
Lest’ srickson, Carroll. 
by Edward Dmyiryk. . Screenplay, John 
Michael Hayes, from’ Harold Robbins’ 
novel: camera (Technicolor), Joseph Mac-. 

ak Brac! ht; 

apet. ector,. 
‘music; 

DP. 
Donald; . editor, 
Elmer Bernstei 
Michael Moore. Reviewed at: afiudioz April, 
6, 64. Running time,. 150 MIN 
Jonas Cord ore seeeees George Peppard 
Nevada Smith . ceceee «+ Alan Ladd. 
‘Pan; Pierce ewe we vpeoevns Bob. ‘Cummings 

Jennie Denton .- eaee rtha Hyer 
Monies Winthrop - nerees "Blizabeth. Ashley 
McAllister .9 0 c. .eceeene ‘Lew Ayres 
Bernard B. Norman ° . Martin Balsam — 
Buzz Dalton. ..:. 0.22%. ‘Ralph Taeger. 
Jedediah eee. a oe es 2 Archie. “Moore 
Jenas: Cord Sr. eosceas cc. “Leif. Erickson 
“Rina vedo karan cee eecedces Carrol] Baker 
Morrissey _.. «.,. -. ce cece ween Arthur Franz 
Amés Winthrop ..........--: Tom 
The Prostitute. wheness 7 *"AUares ‘Totter 
Moroni wows ce weewee: Anthony” Warde 
Denby von teen wesw cery Charles Lane 
David Woolf eae a eee ecese: ‘Tom Lowell | 
Enis Lig ceececeeesess John Conte | 

: ‘The Doctor se eee erie “Vaughn. Taylor | 
Srninie ‘Randall meee -_ Francesca Bellini: 
“Jo-Ann. welees ence Victoria Jean 

Joseph E. Levine’s. screeiy. ‘ver- : 
sion -of* “The Carpetbaggers”.” is | 
_Justy, vulgar and gusty and, on one_| .. 
Notable occasion,. painfully brutal: | 
Jt projects. with harsh, ‘driving |. 
force—often erratically—the. ‘same } 
two. basic elemenis that: propelled |. 
the novel into the. bestseller. lists. | Tc 
One is the underlying connection 
of its principal ‘characters. to sey- 
eral real and glamorous. people. 
around whom. there. has always cir- 
culated a certain aura of mystery. 
The: other isa notorious reputation |'75-po. 
—a hint of sexual wickedness. Add 
to these alluring: features an array |: 
‘of fairly salable: marquee names. 
and a physical production. of con-. 

by accompanying it into the. mar-: 
ketplace with .ah explosive -ad-- 
promo campaign, would ‘seem. ‘to. 
have an attraction of great money-- 

That's the sunny. ‘side of the pic-. 
ture, but there's a: negative. side, 

too. For despite’ its. gaudy. and | ments ‘prevail and. should pave: the 
way to commercial succéss ‘for the. 
Ivan’ Tors: enterpri: ise, ‘produced: by | 

glamorous ‘sugarcoafing, “The Car- 
petbaggers” is hardly to. be -recom- 

will be adults who ‘will -find ‘this: 
‘@ rather distasteful melodrama that | 
wears awfully thin long before its 
kingsized running time’ of 150 min- 
utes. is expended: 

The story of 2. ruthless, emo- 
tionally unstable chemical-aircraft- 
film tycoon is told in a vague, often 
lurching manner in. John: Michael 
Hayes’ scenario-out of Harold Rob-. 
bins’ tome. The career cf the 
“hero”—a heel in fact—is traced. 
sketchily. from the point. ‘at which 
he succeeds his™. . just-deceased. 
‘father (whom he. detests) in. busi-- 
ness to: the phase in which-he man: 
ages.to pul himself together emo- 

business and. personal. 

Psychological facets of ‘the. story 

acter is withheld to the point. where 
it no longer really seems to matter. 

is. His sudden reform: i is little more 

Carpetbaggers.” And Hayes’ scréen-. 
play never seems: to miss: an oppor- 
tunity to slip -in ‘connotations of 
sex, whether or not they: ‘are neces- 
sary... The dialog is: . frequently 
clever,. but thoroughly . ‘artificial. 
And there is an accompanying: nar-- 
ration that: seems quite superfluous. 
and too. pretenticus. . 

_ ‘Phere are. several competent per=. 
formances. George Peppard growls 
and glowers his way through | the | 
Pivotal role,. wearing one basic ex- 
pression—a_ surly, . like-it-or-lump-- 
it look—-but there is: an underlying. 
animal magnetism to. this perform-. 
ance’ that demonstrates. Peppard | 
just nieeds the right. film to make a 
big explcsion. Fhe late Alan Ladd | 
limns with conviction ‘one. of ‘the | 
few appealing characters—the cow- 
boy. star who ultimately restores.| 
yeppans to his. senses: The -climac- 
i ¢ fistfight between these two’ will. 
make the audience’ wince. 

Carroll Baker has the flashy role | 
and. of a Harlowesque. sexpot, 

makes the -most of it: Elizabeth 
Ashley, currently a ‘toast-of ‘Bread- 
way, is considerably less: ‘auspicious’ 
‘in: this screen assignment. ‘as the 
hero’s long-suffering wife. . 

- Other. major roles .are “played | 
capably by Bob Cummings, ‘Martha 
Hyer, Lew “Ayres, . Martin : Balsam, 
Raiph Taeger, Archie’ Moore and. 

wae alte ee ade? EER 

| composed. for “Walk, on, the: Wild 
y.| Side.’ ann 

stock African adventure * 

4 the | ‘Umfolozi. Game. ‘Reserve. 
Zululand, South Africa, and the. ori- 

‘ing 

‘able to: avoid ‘a rollercoaster effect 
| Ia the flow of the story. The going |: 
:| gets pretty. tedious ‘and-er¥atic after | 

ea | the first few vicious clashes of per- 
sonality. Energetic cinematography 
by Joseph MacDonald is. an‘ asset,. 
‘but more. editing by ‘Frank. Bracht: 
{-wouldn’t ‘hurt this picture a bit. 
“Lavish, -colorful .sets have. been. 
designed ‘by. art directors Hal 

‘| Pereira and Walter Tyler. :Edith: 
‘Head's costumes. are sleek and: ‘Te- 

| vealing.-A Jot of skin to-go along |. 
with skin-deep: characterizations. 
-Elmer Bernstein’s pulsating - score ° 

kson | Sounds a ‘great. deal like the one ‘he |. 

“Rhine - 
-(COLOR) 

Engaging : African - ‘adventure; oS 
- filmed on-the-spot. Humorous : 

casional story lapses. 
- able bo. Prospects. - 

Hollywood,- April: “10. 
. Metro release. ‘of. Ben: Chapman: produc- |° 

Shirley-|: ‘tion, . Stars . Harry .. Guardino, -’ 

Art’ Arthur, . .. Screenplay... 
: ~ story;... from... -Arthur’s . 

"64. Running. time, 92, Mi 
Alec. Burnett. at keewseee "Harry Guardino’ . 
Dr. Jim’ Hanlo on tess ears Robert. .Culp 
Edith Arleigh =. ee cewaceess “Shirley -Eaton 

le sevepiberesdeedyee .Harry Mekela |. 
Haragay . ees _ George: Lane: 

Production: ingenuity: and ‘a ‘sense 
of humor combine_ to, distinguish 
“Rhino” ‘from. most-. of the. Stark; 

melo- 
dramas of: recent years: Pound for: 
‘pound; dollar for. dollar, it's-one of 
\the. best. films: of its -type™ since: 

| Metro’ s. “King. ‘Solomon’s. Mines.”. 
| Phere are flaws‘ apletity; to be sure, 
especially: in its. ‘haphazard . ‘story. 
construction, but the favorable ele- 

Ben: Chapman. 

“The. Metro. release - was filmed at. 
‘in 

-| the-spot photography. gives the. pic- 
‘|ture that. fresh, ‘authentic ‘flavor: 
that. cannot be: duplicated by: mere | 
educated svlicing ‘of. stock. wild ani- 
mal footage, the :methad._ employed: 
‘in so-many Dark -Continent. dramas 
of the . past. several : years: - The 
‘screenplay provided. for this: ambi- 
tious. enterprise was’ penned by. Ait 
“Arthur: and Arthur Weiss, and: they. 
have -comeée up -with a ‘Servicable 
‘and, in \.several - instances, . -highly 
amusing script for the occasion. 
‘It concerns the idealistic and some- 
times:“physical. tangle’ between: .a° 
white -hunter:.. (Harry ..Guardino) 

land a. zoologist . (Robert: Culp) as’ 
‘they beat. around. the. African bush: 
(in search of nearly. extinct white. 
rhipo—the object being. ‘to. tran- 
quilize. a .male.. and‘ female Speci- 
‘men via hypodermic : needle. ‘gun.so. 
that’: they may be captured’ and. 
transported to-a- ‘game reserve for 
“purposes of preserving the vanish-. 

‘Guardino’ Ss -: greed : ‘species, - 
causes complications. until. he. re= 
forms after : his: life. is‘ saved by. 
Culp. . we 

Although. scattered: ‘story: artifi- 
cialities and - irrelevancies mar the 

{flow and blunt. the. impact of 
“Rhino,” itis on. the ‘whole’ ‘an|-. 
engaging film. Director “Tors: rates | 
| major credit for ‘the success: of. the 
‘enterprise, ‘but he’ also: is Trespon- Loe 
‘sible for. ‘such: ‘superfluities ' as ‘a. 
‘brush fire - sequence, evidently. :in= |. 
‘serted ‘for. pictorial. value, and: a]. 
pulsating. animal stampede that. is-| ° 
‘clumsily: *: ‘Incorporated . 

story. | 
The better-than-average - “humor 

for the' most part, a‘ credit. to. the 
creative perception. of. Tors, - the 

tongue-in-cheek. fistfight. ‘sequence 
between Guardino and ‘Culp: 
which ~ “reaction”. 

‘ment ironically,” ‘ 
and who’ s really. the animal areund 
here, “anyway?” |. Warren’ Adams’ 

jediting has .a lot to. do :with. the. 
humorsus impact.of. this passage, -| 
as does the intimate animal photog- |-£ 
raphy by Sven Persson:and Lamar, 

{Boren.- ‘The .eamerawork. ‘iS ‘an. .es~ 
Recially ‘telling. ‘Plus ; factor’ in. fis], 

and” vivid: 

‘It’s. 

Tube. | 

Pe with Audie ‘Murphy... 

‘Robert Culp. Directed. by Ivan | Ri 
Arthur. |. 

; “camera | 
“(Metrocolor), Sven. ‘Persson, Lamar ‘Boren;_}' 
‘editor,. Warren Adams: music; Lalo ‘Schif- |. 
un. ‘Reviewed. at Wiltern. Wins. April . 

: ‘Current t dng of’ the ‘budget west 
| érn . field: .appears ‘to. -be- “Audie 
Murphy, ’ who rides again jn’ this 

added. pictorial values, of Techni- 

| ‘somewhat ‘for its tendency to drag 
in: the latter ‘half.. Although there: 
are no -surprises.in the’Grant Why-. 

action, to appease the’ ‘diehard west- 

os “Banat as. in 

Ante.” the | 

| Chevalier, Jayne Mansfield; Michael: Con-" 
.nors;. . 

quotient that. reinforces “Rhino” is,- 

‘finesse of the: ‘cast ‘principals, and. 
‘the resourcefulness of ‘the. prodic-| angela 
-tion staff. For example, there” is:a| 

| shots. - of... the 
| friendly. ‘neighborhood | wild ‘beasts’ 
have: been’ inserted. ‘as if. to -com- 

‘who's’ ‘(Civitized. 

‘knockout, : and. ‘knows. a_ ‘thing. or. 
-two- about acting. which, . 
case, is: ‘énough.. 

Fred Turtle’s. soundwork: is alert -G 
and ‘Lalo’ Schifrin’ has 

contrbiuted an’ ‘riorthodox: musical 
score. with :a bright personality. 

got. that : ‘Mantini-like sparkle.. 
Even. the. main° ‘titles come up with}. 
a few surprises ‘like’ “animal. -imi- 
mobilization”: by Ian Player. (golfer | 
‘Gary’s brother) and: ““psychopham-. 
‘macology” ‘by Keith. Ss. Ditman: 

Tube. 2 

‘The OGulek Gon 
“ (PECHNISCOPE—COLOR) 

Routine. Yower-berth. “western 

. Hollywood; A pril, 7 
- Goeieaas Pictures. ‘release: of Grant 
‘Whytock production. Stars Audie: Murphy. 

1. Directed. by’ Sidney ‘Salkow..: Screenplay, 
‘Robert.-E: Kent, based on ‘story. by Steve. 

. | -Fisher;- 
“approach. compensates: for oc-. | 

Pavers: | 

- camiera.. (Technicolor), - Lester 
Shorr;. editor, Whytock; music, ‘Richard’ 
‘LaSalle; .. asst... director, :" He 

.-| Helen Reed -.......2.06 2 Merry ‘Anders 
: | Séatty Grant - “ovens peweesae.s- James Best. 

Spangler -...... fees ees ee» Fed de. Corsia 
Tom Morrison ss:.ce:e+ .. Walter Sande 
Rick. Morrison ...... : Rex Holman 
Reverend Staley - see ewee ~ Charles ‘Meredith: | 

n ‘Evans ‘peseese- Frank Ferguson 
Cagle. ‘Vaaere sidpe eseg ee ears ‘Mort: Mills |. 

Donovan ... 2 sce ves cece de - Gregg: -Palmer 
George Keely: :..5..3..: - Frank: :Gerstle: 
Dr. Stevéns. ..:....5.20. ‘Stephen Roberts: 
Mitchell .-. 1.2 ..0.ce0e+--.- .Paul. Bryar 

° very. 2 ‘Man: eweeeecese “Raymond Hatton 
Mike wee hbeee segeseteeess W Villian Fawcett 

conventional © sagebrusher. . from 
Admiral Pictures. -Theé Columbia 
release is alittle long for: the com= 
panion slot in:a program, but. the 

scope and Technicolor: compensate. 

there’ s enough toek production, 

ern. buff. 
‘Murphy. is: “east. as. a. “gunslinger 

‘in the. process of. yeforming in :Rob-: 
‘ert. E. Kent’s Screenplay: from’ a 
{story by Steve’ Fisher..: Riding back. 
‘to his home town, he comes in-con-: 
tact :.with ‘a band. of: desperadoes. ‘: 
who want to “enlist his: ‘aid .in their. 
plan to raid ‘the town, in which he: 
‘is .-not thought | of: too highly. In: 
‘stead: he ‘alerts: the townspeople to- 
-the: threat and. ‘supports: them.. An: 
‘the defense. 

- Murphy is ‘an: appealing’ western: 
‘hero, still. boyish i in: appearance ‘but? 
-all man’ when it comes to.scruples| | 
‘fists or six-shooters. Reliable, hard- |: i 
‘working Merry - Anders :is his ro- 
mantic partner. Third: member of. | 

. the. triangle is sheriff:James Best, | 
and it. doesn’t. take long to see. that: 7 
he’s. going to -bite the: dust. Bite he |. 
‘does, Best... performs : ably, ‘and ‘so 
does “heavy”? Ted. ‘de Corsia,: who ; 
-has. a. great. laugh. for a. villain: 
Adequate’ in key roles are. Walter - 
Sande, Rex Holman, Charles. Mere- 
'dith, “Frank Ferguson. and.:-Mort 
“Mills: Sidney. Salkow’s. direction is | 
‘undistinguished, but .creditable. *- | 

. Satisfactory; if stock, production. 
| contributions. are. ‘made ‘by..camera- 
men ‘Lester « ‘Shorr, are’ director 

| Robert. Purcell and‘ compeser -Rich- 
| ard: ‘LaSalle. Producer Whytock did}: 
the ‘editing. He should have done: : 
more of it. Jt Ens - Tube. 

‘Panic Baiton 
: . (SONGS). . 

B. > 

- Parker, Mansfield: names ‘make | 
"the appeal for marquees. Filler. - 

zi ‘overshadowed. ‘by a numberof. 
much more interesting’ subsidiary Gorton “Associates. 

(Ron ‘Gorton) - production. - Stars ‘Maurice 

features. Akim | 
Direct 

Eleanor Parker: ° 
Tamiroff, ‘Carlo. Croccolo. 

tized .by Mort. Friedman, -Gorton).: ‘Trade- 
ie N. Y., April 3. "64. Running time, 
70. Ml 

wo: Maurice Chevalier 
ve aesee siveoce.-- Jayne :‘Ménsfield 

‘Frank week ms ebeedceced] “Michael. Connors. 
Louise: . wee soeeeees s’.Eleanor Parker 
Pandowski: ele asta wees - Akim Tamiroff.-| 
‘Guido - Carlo: Croccale, beer E eewme tease - 

pote eT 

‘This indie ‘production was ‘started. 
‘back-in 1961; being: filmed in Rome: 
and: Venice, ‘Italy. It has. been 4: 
long. time™ ‘in ‘getting: to. market. 
Despite-a ‘east: headed: by. Maurice. 
‘Chevalier, Eleanor « Parker © ‘and 
‘Jayne:. Mansfield, -this ‘is . skimpy | 
fare for lower half: of dualers,: 

‘“Pani¢: Button” starts. ‘out like. a] 
melier,” turns ‘to. ‘SeXy, romantic 

“(Continued on ‘page. 22): 

An her 

its ‘color.. 

rbert —-S. | 
_ | Greene.: Reviewed ‘at the’ studio; April 7 - 
{. 64. Running time, a MINS. 

Ajtay; - 
‘Bodrogi,. 
Miklos Jancso.. Scréenplay, Jancso," ‘based. 

Chevalier, 

release’ of: Yankee 

byt 
‘George Sherman. . Screenplay, Hal: Biller. 

. from original story - by. :Gorton (drama- 

film, notably during fhe @ climactic _ 

[Ba 
‘Les. Tarantos.. 

(The. ‘Tarantos) 
{SPANISH-COLOR) | 
‘Buenos Aires, April 14, 

“Tecisa “ production. Stars. 

Antonig: Singla,. Aurelio. Galan,. Antonio 

‘de--Rozas;: music, Emilio’ 
G 

Running time, - 322 MIN 

tion, anyway in “West: Side Story”), 
: Los’ -Tarantos’’ comes: -aS 2. stun- ‘ 
ning ‘surprise. The. pie (Spain’s en- | * 
‘tryin this year’s foreign: Janguage | ° 

=| Osear: derby): is ‘a. wild,’ 
‘drama,. exotic in its’ passions’ and | | 

) Film is-.a fine ‘bet for 
.: | artie release ifi:thé.‘U.S. The film. | 

immediately *. -Tecalls. - 
| pheus” in its: remarkably | success- 

ful fusion of music;. dance™ and 
-drama,- ‘a. romantic: folktale set -in- 
a. grimly. Tealistic Setting with no: 
apparent. ‘clash’ between. cinema | 
styles. ‘Director -F: Rovira’ -Béleta. 
has, in:fact, succeeded in ‘blending. 

1 his "extremely. stylized tale: with :a-| 
}-completely real . physical - 
‘ground ‘to an extent. seldom} 
jmatched by. most American 
‘musicals: : © 

. “Tarantos” - comes “close to being: : 
1 a “dance opera,”.-as' it. unfolds the |. 

pulsating 

“Black. Or- 

tragic | | Story of..a\ pair -of ‘young 
lovers. Whose’. marriage. is: opposed 
by their. feuding - gypsy . families. 
The ‘setting. is Barcelona and: the, 

| gypsy camps © high. on: the ‘out-:| 
‘Skirts of the city. The gypsies ‘don’t. 
live ‘so. much by’ their dancing. as. 
in their’ dancing ‘and it’s: in: the. 
flamenco and the constant: flamenco: 
beat that the story Tolls on at .a} 
‘furious, “relentless . pace. Rovira’s. 
“accomplishment | is ‘that the . danc- | 
ing tievér seems. quaint, nog ‘are: 
there any “set pieces.” The. vigor. 

make the tale... 
Setting. ‘the. pace for the entire 

indeed. praise: 
Most - importantly, however, the [ 

film succeeds as a film. Color and |. . 
-camerawork are. 
The: individual - images. ‘are rough. 
and : alive. and. seldom artily self-- 
conscious: . -Director _ Rovira . has 
“seen:to it” that next: to: “Los. Taran- | 
tos,” -“‘Garmen” would. probably: 
‘leok : like: ‘a Romberg. operetta... 

Anby.. 

_Oldas: Es Kotes. 
(Cantata)... ° 

. GIUNGARIAN).- 
Buenos Aires, . ‘April 14, 

dios - Hunnia . production. “Stars. Zoltan 
‘Latinovits,. with - Miklos Szakats, 

Bela: Barsi, t Domjan, 
Maria Medgyai. Directed’ by 

Gyula 

on’ story by: Jozsef - Lengyel;:. camera; 
“Tamas -Somlo;. music, Balint ‘Sarosi.. At 
Buenos. Aires. .Film - Fest;. April 6s °64. 
Running. time,” ‘101. “MINS. ~ oy 

Tf this. ‘film. can be. taken as an. 
indication, ‘the arts.in Hungary: are. 
how: Swinging to. the. kind: of per- 

though |. Sonal - ‘statements . which, 
common ; in the. ‘West, are seldom 

made -’..in Red- Bloc. . countries. 
| “Cantata” is:.an- extremely subjec- 

- | tive. tale,: the’. search. by -a young ° 
| doctor to find some: meaning in his | 
‘life: as’ he -pushes. towards ma-{ 

"| terial. success... . Unfortunately,. like 
‘| sO- many. first novels which tackle | 
‘the ‘same dilemma, 

* | character, : Tather. fuzzy: and» ‘Vague 
though undoubtedly~- ‘sincere, is 

‘characters. . 
‘Story: covers. several: days” in the 

‘farm ‘where’ he. grew up. and where 

-director Miklos. _Janeso” has. not 

interior. emotions, the. ‘film . does 

though - disturbingly clinical, 
quite ‘appropriate, 

-quence.set'.in an: artist’s. ‘studio 
-where.. the _doctor’s old - friends 
raptly watch a crazily avant: ‘garde. 

|} Picture. totally" ‘concerned: with}. 

Carmen. 
‘Amaya, -with Sarita Lezana, Daniel Mar- | 
tin, .Margarita Lozano, Carlos Villafranca,:| 

ades: . Directed. ‘by -F. Rovira. Beleta. 
Screenplay, Beleta; camera, Rafael. Perez 

Puiol, Fernando | 
-Morcillo; | Jose Sola, Andres -Batistax. : 

At’: Bi Fil 2 2 7 764. uehos Aires Film est, April 8, “ ‘view of a-rather hip, - intellectually: . 
+ active - ‘Hungarian: ‘Society ‘is. someé= 

To a reviewer - who had - ‘pre: | 
“viously: felt: that. the “‘“Romeo. and | 
Juliet” theme had. just. about: had: 

_Vits: final: Teworking for this’ genera-.| 

back-: 

imaginative. -It all -adds up 
Western. in: ‘which the. peasants. are.. . 
the ‘good: guys and.the nobles,. the: 7 

‘film is the performatice ‘Of the. late | ; 
Carmen Amaya who, as: ‘the gutsy 

‘| mother-: .of.: the gypsy 
comes across-as a sort of musically: ; 
.exalted Katina’ Paxinou. The. re- {°° 
mainder’ of the dancing-actors come : 
close ‘to. matching: her, which ° is. 

‘and .the®™ strength of - ‘the dancing. 

“Romeo, 29. : 

extraordinary.. |. | 

Hungarofilm presentation. of an: Estu-' 

‘ Andor - 

-hot-. impressive. 

‘the central - 

tion. 
Campoy, Diana Maggi, Ambar La Fox.. 

life. of this doctor, ‘beginning with: 
‘his routine: in the. hospital, taking |... 

: ‘him’ back : to:. his old” bohemian |: 
‘| haunts. and; finally, to: a ‘visit to the. 

his father is now- dying. ° Although: something - 

‘been fully successful in dramatiz-. 
ing. in’ cinematic terms. the hero’s | 

contain: ‘a Humber of vivid; - poig-: 
nant” ‘scenes, including ‘a “Closeup 
view. of ‘a ‘heart. operation” which, 

. There is also «an: “‘amvising - ‘se-' 

“geese. > Gays. ‘the. artist angrilys: uy. Pa ee 

have: just ‘shown. you: the film and: 
o you .ask me’ what: Iam trying. to” 

say!”), ' 
“Less” interesting ‘are. the doctor’ s. 

encounters: with a couple of former- 
amours, ‘as ‘well: as_ his final- -resolu-" 
tion. that: life, after all, is meant-. 

‘one’ s family and’: friends: : Film’s 

thing of .an eye-opener,. ‘but. is 
hardly enough to indicate. ‘any com- 
‘Mercial b.o. suceess Stateside. Film 
is well-acted ‘and - all technical 
credits | are  firstrate. » Anby. 

“Tndor * 
/(RUMANIAN) 

res’ Enianoil Petrut, 

ton, Olga. Tudorache, ‘Ion Besoiu,. Amza. 

. Bratu; ., camera, .’ Constantia. ‘Ciubo-. 
taru; screenplay;. -Mitnea Georghiu. At 
139 MENS. ¥iim.- Fest, _ Running. ‘time, 

“TP ydor: is an. “épie” that might 
best be. described: as. anemic Eisen- 
stein.. It “would... tend: to “suggest: 
‘that . ‘the | Rumanian : ‘film’ industry 
is not .yet. ‘prepared - to “undertake. - 
large’ seale_ _ Productions Of this” 
type. . 
Film, des ‘pack: to. ‘Rumanian hiss - 

‘last century, showing ‘the: ‘struggle: 
‘of. the ‘people for liberty,. ‘With: the“ 

+ Boyards:: ‘and. Turks .as oppressors. - 
Tudor,. the: hero, is’ murdered: vat” 
the very -moment his revolution. is” 
approaching . suceess, and there is. 
“a. great deal: of intrigue. in ‘the up= 

| per- -echelons of. society. 
’ Dialogue™ is at. times’: appalling, 

and the whole pic has‘-a Raive air, 
too simple. characterization,. ‘a..gen-- 
éral lack. of. subtlety’ ‘and: ‘poor. 
handling of mass Scenes. : Lensing, 
in black and- white.. scdpé; ‘is’ un- 

 fo-a. 

heavies. — Social’ content, As. on: a 
rudimentary ‘scale, ® ; 

- This Dic. unlikely « to “earn ex. 
posure. in the West. . “Chile, 

The Man in the” 

Vladimir. Pogacic: 
Hliic;) camera, Milorad. Markovie:... At: Bue" 
enos . Airés Film Fest, April 2s. “6. ‘Run 
ning: ime, 88 Mi NS. 

An: ‘interesting. ‘script. ‘is. : wasted. ' 
[by director Vladimir: Pogacie. ‘The. 

a7 “story, . >. 

a if Yugoslavia, concerns Zhiko;:‘a-lit-- 
"| tle man who triés to avoid involve- «. 

set in. wartime “occupied | 

‘ment in: the. issues. ‘of his. time | 

gle between the: Germans ‘and the’ 
‘Partisans.. “A.- series -of__cireum-. 
‘stances, which are - ‘strange’ but .at © 
‘the: same. time’ credible; “puts. him: : 
“right in. the middle ‘of: things,” 
forcing. him. to make: a-choice.. - 

Zhiko finally dies a hero’s ‘death, 
| but his dilemma is. hardly convine-. 
ing because the pic. does not. pene- 
traté. deeply: ‘enough : and - the “ac-. 
tion- fails to build. up:.Suspense and. 
excitement. ‘Technical ‘credits ‘are. 
barely adequate and. the ‘acting . is . 

Strley ‘for. the. 
Yugoslav. market. ‘Chile. 

--Placeres. Conyugales 
: (Conjugal Pleasures). -- 

- (ARGENTINA) | .... 
_ Buenos: Aires, April 14. - 

‘Argentina. Sono ‘Film: ‘presentation of: a. 
Nicolas’: Carreras-Guido - Parisier. modus, 

Stars Luis’ Sandrini. Ana. Maria 

Dirécted by Luis: Saslavsky. ‘Screenplay, 
‘Abel Santa ‘Cruz: and: Saslavsky, based on: 
a play by Carlos. Liopis; camera, Alberto . 

‘| Etchebehere;. music, Lucio. “Milena... At 
Buenos: Aires ‘Film, s west... April 6,: 264. 
Running | time, 3° SINS.” “ 

opake | “La Ronde”. and cross. it 
- with. “Kind: Hearts and Coronets,”” 
and:. you" might. - come. .tip.- with. . 

‘resembling: “Placeres ~ 

in ..its home.’ market,: 
though: it’s” hardly weighty. enough — 
‘to .buck:: the - competition | outside 
Spanish. ‘Speaking | territories. Pie, 
‘based on.a well-known. ‘play here, 
shows. its legit. origins, ‘both in the 

to ‘be lived in “full. commitment to 

Buenos :Aires, ‘April 14, . 
- Bucaresti: ‘Film: Studio: production. “Fea-. 

tur George. Vracas | 
Lica Georghiu, Alex. Giugaru, Geo Bar-. . 

Sie 
OS oe ‘Ale ie ” 

Pelea, -Foma | Dimitriu. Directed by -Lu-: a . 

- Fhotograph 
(YUGOSLAYV) _ 

: Buenos: Aires, ‘April 14.: 
A ‘Jadran: ‘Film (Zagreb) . production... 
Features Nicola: Milic,. Olavera . Markovic, : 
Milan. ‘Pusic; Tomanifsa. ‘Duricko,:" Janez 
‘Vrhovec, . . Severin: | Bjelic.. - Directed © by.: 

'Sereenplay. ‘Dragosilayv _— 

‘| specifically. expressed in. the strug-*: 

—" 

Conyugales”: (Conjugal ‘Pleasures). |. i 
‘This ‘broad, stylish * farce looks to - 
clean up 

1S! exaggerated. acting manner and‘in ~ 
its ‘formalistic -progression. of 
scenes. In this case, however, that 
only: adds ‘to the charm - i 
Story, set in. Buenos Aires circa 

-1900,: ‘concerns the. ‘woefully inept’, 
(Continued on: ‘page 22) : 

tory. during. the. first: half: of “the Doe 

a 



“S “a -fest background .. 

° terpreted ‘by :Perkins: 

“Buenos. Aires, April Ta . 

ied Pi 
‘Saturday (11) here (not Mar Del Plata) made. the following: awards: " 
Best. Picture—“I Campagni” (Italy) - 
(@ilm also won Critics. Prize, International. Oattiolic Fim ‘Office Prize: 
Best ‘Screenplay—“I Campagni’’’.” 

an ont Actress—Natalle | ‘Wood: in “Love: With: The: Proper stranger” F 
'-.. (Warners 

oh. Best Aetor—Vittorio . Gasman - ‘and’ Ugo. Tognazzt for: “The “Mou- 
Bes sters”: (Italy) . 

Best Director—Karel : Kachnya for - “The Hope” (Czechoslovakia) -. 
Epic Johnston. Award: ‘For: ‘Human. ‘Values—To “His ‘Own: ‘Blood” 
- (Russia). 

Special: ‘Award for Best. Production—To “T93 Tarantos”: (Spain) with 
special. citation: to. date flamenco dancer .Carmen Amaya. | 

_ Best. spectacle production: “Tudor”. (Rumaniay. -" an 
Best Spanish: language film: “Demon in. The Bload”- (argentina) ” 

chez” (Spain) ~ 
Best actress Jin: cy ‘Spanish language filmi’ ‘Pina Pellicer, “Dias ‘de 

Otono”: (Mexico) ° 
Best. -director of: a Spanish. language films. ‘Maris, Camus, # “Young 

: -Sanchez” (Spain) 

Art e The
 2 oe 

By VINCENT CANBY | 
an Buenos. “Aires: ‘April 14. 

“Final day ‘ot _Atgentina’s Ss “Film. Festival. (Saturday) went:.through ‘as. 
‘planned. despite” a. ‘bontb: thrown early that:morning damaging: front: of 

“Teatro San Martin. .....somebody doesn’t like: festivals .':.. or those 
_-who-show up *..; ., Janet Leigh accepted the award. given Natalie. Wood 
' for “Best: Actress”. . 

“the two: great. powers. was enthusiastically applauded .., .“I.Campagni;” 
.the: Italian’ film. which put Best’ Picture, “Best ‘Screenplay. and. other. 
awards. into its’ basket here .was reviewed” in: VaARrETY some time ago. 

product unreeled. at. ‘the’ festival. here. ap-. ig). previously: unreviewe! 
‘ears: on the review’ page. 
.MPEA- veep. George Vietheer, | who ' was in. Rio during recent: ‘unpleas- 

* antness,. reports : the ‘following. anecdote: as. testimony to the -high 
_-Yegard:in which film: people. there ‘hold’ Harry: Stone, the. ‘MPEA: Rio 
“man, who had come down: to:B.A. for th® fest.: -Aceording ‘to Vietheer, 
‘when. it first appeared that the Leftists: were going to win: “out, a Yank. 
film man called: him. frantically: “My God, : the whole’ ‘country’ s. going: . 
. Communist: ‘and. Harry Stone‘ isn’t here!” .. 

-”.” Competing with the Buenos. Aires - Film. Fest’ for “the attention: ‘of: 
the public ‘was: the ‘in-person. appearance here of: Sir. Ralph ‘Richardson | 
and the. Shakespeare Festival': Co.. ‘They're doing | “A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream”. and “The: Merhcant. of Venice’’:..:: 

grated to: Israel, has ‘returned: here .to live: 
‘Cracked a Brazilian’ newsinan here for . ‘the. film’ fest: “owe. fad “our 

. British director’ Clive. Donner, whose. ‘Seven Days in. ‘May’ in. April”... 

+... Nothing But’ The. Best’’: was his country’s: official: entry..at- the fest, 
“nade the24-hour fiight from’. London to B.A.. to. spend ‘two--days here. 

and: then. make the same long: ‘trip. back. -He’s directing ‘a playin 
: About ‘halfway. through. London - and. couldn’t Stay any longer.’ ...: 

Spain’s “Los. Tarantos,” ” the: audience at ‘the Teatro. San Martin broke 
into thunderous .applause’ for: one particularly moving flamenco. by the’ ‘Argentine’ fest. 

‘ship, under fest prez: ‘Lucas. De-: 
mare, -a.rep- of the Argentine direc-. 
‘tors. guild,. séemed: quite- okay but] . 
this: fest . neéds—maybe ‘more than:| : 
anything else—a permanent chief} 

|to.assure some ‘sort of. continuity. in ‘TL. 

Brandts’ and. Malden take off for Hollywood. and. Perkins for New. York policy: and ‘procedure. 
. -You. Can’t Win. Dept.:. Perkins; ‘who was probably’ interviewed,.| 

av photographed, - pushed, shoved; mauled and: -otherwise. adored by the: 

“<!. Joeals’ more than -any : -other personality. at: the fest, refused one after-. 

; “noon. 46 let in’ a: lady. reporter who was. ‘banging on-his door during” a 

late -Carmen.. Amaya. -.- 
‘Harry: Stone, the MPEA’s. man in Rio,. Teft. here. Sunday. (a3) to escort 

_ Janet Leigh, husband Bob. Brandt,: Tony Perkins and Karl Malden on 
--"l @ quick. -D,a. ‘and -looksee through. ‘southern’, Brazil, winding. in. Rio- at. 

“\ “midweek. | They - were to be guests of the ‘governor of. the’ state. of. 

“Parana. (Brazil) Monday (13) -night’-at’a “special American Film: Night. 
- Mr. & Mrs. David Miller. flew to Rio: ‘directly. ‘From Rio the Millers; 

* pare. siesta.:- The. next‘day shé wrote him ‘a long .abusive. letter”. 
7 - -And then there was. the little ‘boy. who: -asked. Miss. ‘Leigh in ‘shy,: hesi- 

tant ‘English:: “Why are you so hice ‘to. us? 
oo like’ you.” . ..- 

- Whatever - ‘else’ they say. about® the B. A. Fest, “it. ‘certainly had: its 

fair share. of . -lookers; inéluding | Janet Leigh, Britain’s: ‘Sue Lloyd, . 

-France’s Catherine Deneuve, Italy's Silvana. Pampanini,. ‘Mexico’s: Pina 

- Pellicer, ‘Russia’ 3. Via Artmane and: Germany’s: truly” ‘spectacular Ma- 

opisa: Melk. These, . of ‘course; were in ‘addition to such local . talerit .as 

mo, Graciela. Borges. and ‘Libertad. Leblanc: and: native: RON-pros: ‘too. -nu- 

-Merous and anonymous. to mention... 
‘Unifrance ‘chief Robert . Cravenpe looking. tor a. new ‘man in’ ‘B. A. ' 

y }stant ‘contact which over. a: period The former Unifrance rep -here has. been: transferred. to: ‘Spain’. . 

French ‘star Lino- Ventura. reportedly was confined to the ‘Alvear: 

Palace Hotel. fora day. because. liis passport had: expired.’ Matter.was 

eventually ‘fixed .... “The Czech | delegation had. a close call on their 

a another: .The auto -was demolished .but they. wére ‘Juckily: unhurt. 

7 Local: traffic may: well. be. the: most ‘chaotic: in. ‘the world—a: 24-hour 
oe “chicken”. Trace.° 

-:" jell: before he starts the 20th. project: late. this «year: ‘Yank diréctor |-dc 

“> ‘got good treatment. from the ‘Latin -press. and, 
J.-L was a bit ‘goggle-eyed -by the fest’s end . 

:-* his--press conferences, ‘reported that’ according. to Orson Welles’ con: 

ception. of “The Trial,” ” Joseph .K. was: guilty: - . Another interesting: 

in: answer to a question’ about: the. passivity. of J oseph’ K. as. in- 
“Any. ‘central ‘role in a Welles. film is liable to. 

Tony. ‘Perkins, at one- of 

|-.quote, 

be -a passive .character. -.-Orson . ‘likes. to. have. things. happen to.-his 

characters—he’ 's..more ‘interested. inthe: plight. of an individual ‘than 

- in an. individual: who. tries - ‘to change’ the world”... . Dramatizing: the. 

“new: internationalism of films.-was the fact .that- Yankee. Perkins, .un-} 

_— doubtedly: the most. sought after’ of the offshore personalities at -the |’ 

= fest, was. seen’ ina French | entry,, “The Ravishing Idiot,’ ” in. which he 
a eostars. with Brigitte: Bardot. 

-- Columbia: ‘has - picked up ‘Leopoldo *Porre-Nilsson’ 3: “ephe “Werrace” 

at.last ‘year’s Lineoln Center. Fest) for- “Yank ‘distribution .and- 
made ; a four-picture deal’ with the Argentine di- 

. (shown 
. reportedly 4 also: has. 
Q a Continued ‘on: “page: 18): 

-. rd . a - a i a “ 

Sixth’ ‘annual: ‘Argentina. » Tatesgatioucl” Film Festival. which. ended} | 

to. the 

: gentinos 

. Rober€. Corkery, MPEA veep who. headquarters 
din Mexico: City and. is. ‘fluent. in Spanish, handed the ‘Eric Johnston |... 
‘Award. given: to. the. Russians, and this: gesture ‘of: harmony: between | - 

here. 

| German fiinctions. 
‘avoidable | faux . ‘pas, © 

. Vittorio Gassman. 
‘and. diréctor . Dino. Risi ‘here: shooting * “An: Italian in. Argentina”. with 

; , David Kohon; the young: Argentine director who 
_. --imade the highly: successful “Three Times Ana’”.a and. who last.’ year emi- ~ of. picture to entice biz. elements 

‘the ‘latino hemisphere... . 
‘be. of: real“ value '.to offshore. dis- 
tribs seeking to. launch. their ‘prod-" 
uct: in. South. ‘America: via. the... 

BREAK PIGGY BANK 
“FOR ROONEY SQUARER | 

Moot point. 

‘Her. answer: “Because. ‘3 

4,000;000-plus.. 

+ tion. 

‘portant - friendships, 
‘well as. social.. 

i arrival ‘when: the car. bringing them. in from the airport. ‘collided: with. . 

like all the other jurors, 

-ter.-0f : the nation’s. citizens’. 
rere ‘is the center: of ‘all Argentine 

; ae WSR Gok 
“UMGALKES_ tS 

a Col. ¢ Glenn Cancels Out - Buerios ‘Aires,. April. 14, 

film :festivals™ ‘on: almost. any conti- 

‘mutually . 
charges. of. being. either (a) too. 
“festivalish” : in -tone and quality,+" 
or (b) not sufficiently. meritorious | 

'-|for unreeling” at .a festival. 

Y _ Best.actor in a Spanish: language. film:. Julian. Mateos; “Young: si festivals nowadays’ but fall victim |* 
to-one or. two films ‘slipped into the 
diplomatic pouch and embarrassing 
to: everybody... 
could. explain. the: presence. here..of.| 

| the United Arab. Republic’ s. vA Man: \- 
lin Our: House.” 

Only “diplomacy. 

‘Actually this year saw. only a few: 
truly exciting films in ‘the’ total.of'| _ 
20. One of these, ‘I Campagni” |. 
from. Ttaly“ won. the ““‘Best. Picture” |. 
prize. 

.-| Tarantoe,”. drew a “special”. prize: 
It ‘helped. the: festival over-all that. 

‘Tit ‘was inaugurated. by :the United. 
Artists - - Lopert ° 
Jones.” 
laurelled feature of this. séason,. 

-Another, from ‘Spain, “Ios 

“Tom: 
most- 

-Telease, . 
_ Probably - this | 

“Jones” - “Was | out’ ‘of - competition: 

a “German Faux: Pas ; 
“polities also. “got ‘into. the. Sebi in- 

the: acceptance’ by fest. authorities 
‘of. the official . German - - entry, 
“Druchbruch Lok ‘934, * a blatantly: 
anti-East ‘German ‘propaganda film 
which bored. even - western. viewers. 
-and- so irritated the Russ. delegation . 
that -they. henceforth boycotted all 

Fact. that there were even. “fewer: 
‘offshore producers and distributors: 
here this: year than at past Mar. 
Del: Plata fests would seem’ to ‘in- | 

| dicate. that future. fest heads. i6f the 
Argentine; affair (the:: - presidency. 
rotates ‘each year): ‘must. succeed in 

| getting - a- generally higher quality 

and those ‘reporters. who - have -an: 
international. readership. A‘definite : 
‘plus. this ‘year. was the. greater’ em-: 
phasis on. reporters from ‘all over. 

This. can 

‘The. 1964 leader- |: 

Anyone. ‘for Swimming 

‘Whether or. not: this. fest wiil. can: 
tinue: to. beheld in: B.A: ‘is still a 

Few.: Argentine cine='. 
.|ma people would vote for: keeping | : 
it ‘heré,. not: simply. because ‘they 
‘like. the ‘vacation atmosphere ~ of 
Mar del Plata, but.also because they. 
feel. the fest .is. lost. in- this: city. of. 

In Mar’ Del Plata, 
all: ‘delegates, foreign. and. domestic, 
were billetted together in one cén- | 

|tral spot, making for much easy, 
impromptu’ -exchange: of informa-. 

Here,: the’ locals, | living’ all 
over the city, didn’t. have. that. con- 

ofa -week -or“ so .may breed im-. 
economic - “as. 

For offshore delegates, of course,. 
‘being in B.A.'was:a: good deal more | 

(interesting than:being.in one of :the 
: 1 provincial | cities. . 

2. David: Millér’s next’ firm. pic commitment is “The: Praying Manitises” | 

” for 20th, but there are several. other. deals,. any. one:of .which ‘might. 

. There. -already is 

oza, Cordoba-. or: 
latter considered ‘a. particularly: at- 
tractive possibility. © Located :-high: 
in the ‘Andes,. about 800: miles from 
B.A.,. “Bariloche . is fast ‘becoming. 
very .. ‘much ‘in’? ‘with . that. -portion 
of ‘the jet set. ‘which either. skis ‘or 
fancies itself in :stretch. ‘pants. : it- 

‘Buenos. Aires, on: the- other hand, 
not: only: has .an ideal festival the- 
atre in'the lovely Teatro. San Mar-: 
‘tin: (containing three ‘auditoriums): 
but. also, -because.. ‘almost: one-quar- 

live. 

. (Continued On: ‘Page. 70)" 

argentina’ s. International: Film | .. 
‘Festival: which ended ‘in: this city |'* 
Saturday last. (11):-was- “typical - of}: : 

. Few.}-. 

It. was: ant 
‘unredeemed. 

-by. any. artistic considerations. 

‘those used in Texas; Aulanta, ‘Char-. 
lotte. and. Pittsburgh. : 

has ‘ only one drawback’ as. a. fest |-: 
headquarters: no. theatre... °" 

Hollywood, ‘April 14. 
Rod. Serling. replaces. ailing 
astronaut Col. John Glenn “as 
Narrator of Cinerama’s: Space- _ 

-|nient: -That.is fo say, ‘the films. pre- |“ 
{serited . were’ -subject,. alternately; |-: 

. contradictory | - 

ariam. -‘presentation . for: ‘the. 
NY, “World's Fair. . 
“. Fifteen-min.- film: titted: “T> 

|. - the ‘Moon. and Beyond,’ has 
~ Jeremy Lepard as Deegan’ 
. director. ° oe 

Karl Malden As 

Buenos ‘Aires, ‘April 14. 

the sum. of. all. of us... Star added: 
“J -eame. ‘here ‘with. love -and. affec-|| 
tion’ and. that: is. what. I: have re- 

ceived from you.” There was hard- 
ly -a: dry. eye: in‘ the houseful. of | 
often. ‘prickly’ Latinos. : 

‘Los ‘Angeles, April 14. 

ment. - 

Superior . Court. ‘has ‘revoked. ra 
$126,000 ‘trust fund. ‘set up. for.| 
Rooney in 1940 when he was 20]... .. 
(a. minor): so. actor could pay... of | hii ft 
$87, 198 in Federal and: $3,812: State.|°° 
income . taxes and. “get Bo fresh] 

“Under terms of fund. when: ‘set | . 
-up; Rooney could: draw only inter- |. 
est, not principal, until-he was 60. 
Attorney. for. “Rooney. told. eourt. 
that . ‘interest on. the «tax de-: 
Jinquency. would: equal: the. entire. 
amount ‘of ‘trust fund. if ‘it re-:| 
mained. 1 unpaid until he. was 3.60. 

“said”: ‘that. tion’s activities, - 

Board ot directors of American. | 

{ Broadeasting-Paramount Theatres 
“flas: week (6) unanimously voted to: 

; recommend : to). -company -stock- 

holders (at. a special meeting on 
‘May °19). an’. amendment to the 

| eorporation’s charter to eliminate 
~ | cumulative. voting. in election of 
: directors. 7 

: Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT presi- 
. ‘dent,’ is girding for a showdown 
-, ‘Dattle -with . industrialist ‘Norton: 
=|-Simon, - who ‘has become a heavy 
“Linvestor- in: AB-PT and wants. to 
- } put? a representative on.the board 

|(as a. starter,), ‘He could do. so 
with - 350,000. shares under the 

| present - “cumulative voting pro-.. 

Yank Conscience | cedure. He :was holding more than - 100,000 -shares: a coupte of weeks. 
‘ago: when he informed Goldenson- 

: -of. his. intentions.-The special meet: . 
A Targe - part. of ‘the’ credit for 

the | im proved. norteaméricano 

“image” at: this «year's: ‘Argentine 
film. fest. must inevitably go. to. the |. 

official | head: of: -the U. Ss." delega- 

tion, . ‘Karl Malden. Star. . -worked. 

long . hours at. the job,. ‘which. he 

| performed somewhat like : a benev- 

-:folent Marine’ drill sergeant keep- | 
Ving - his’. rookies: ‘in ‘line:: Malden. 
‘saw: to” it that’ the: Yanks ‘were | ' 
repped - at every. -official. function,-| 
that’ they” arrived. .on’ ‘time and}. 
that there..was some. accommoda- 
tion: for straggler-victims . -of the. 
‘Latin: ‘American ‘sense | of punetu| | 
-ality. -. - 

"That the star’ Ss. “hand-across:the-| 
sea efforts were equally. ‘success- | 
ful. was ‘reflected in. his being{ 
named the muy ‘simpatico .actor at 
the fest. ‘And, at the award. cere-' 
monies, he received ‘an ovation for-|'* 
“his short but: pungent . -acceptance | 
remarks. ‘Malden recalled a ‘speech |: 
from © “that - ‘great “Russian. play-| 
“wright,. “Maxim . Gorky,”.» who. -in 
“The: Lower - -Depths,”’ 
“man - is. not’ you .or you ‘or you. 
But. man:isyou and you. and you, 

ing: on May 19 will be held: one 
‘hour in. advance - of the regular. 
annual assemblage. 

buts 
said ‘that .Goldenson, in an Gat? 
report to the board, had “reviewed 
the requests from two different. 
groups. for Board. membership. * It. 
also::said: that. he had discussed: 
the: requests: with ABC network . 
affiliates at the. NAB convention: 
in Chicago and “in all instances, © 
wholehearted ‘support ‘was feceived | 
to. oppose. the. pending Board mem-- 

: bership’ reques 

-The procedure. ‘of cumulative vot- 
-ing,:: which ‘ allows a’ minority in- 

: ‘terest . ‘to. eleet .a board member, — 

‘Was a. provision. in the original. 
charter of: Paramount. Pictures,. a” 
predecessor. corporation. The board 
said. that’-it -had . carefully. con-_ 
-sidered. ‘that matter before teach-— 
ing: its‘ ‘conclusion, 

“It is’ the- board’s - decision: that 
‘the. ‘broadcasting. ‘business, ‘ which. 
constitutes most of. the corpora- 

is substantially: 
Fegulated. by the Federal Com- 
munications “Commission and 
subject to. responsibilities beyond. 
the’ requirements of -normal com- 
‘mercial: enterprises. It said that 
the broadcasting industry ~ must . 
operate jn the public interest “and: 

-f eannot -be. subjected to the. will of. 
; - [Special interests.” 

The ‘board. ‘also noted that the . 
- ‘cumulative voting provision -was’' 
Va. device. by. which. two. different 
groups had attempted to gain a 
séat:on.the board under circum-. 

ok "| stances.which it considered against 
“Mickey: Rooney,. who. went into: 

| bankeup tey. last August. but still 
|-was: Hable - for. ‘$91,008 -in. Federal. 
‘land California, State ‘back .income | 
‘taxes, .is. ‘square with. the govern- 

‘the best interests of the company 
and its. stockholders, It felt that .. 
the’ presence on the board of a 
rep of a special group would be - 
divisive. and contrary .to the- best 

|-interests ot AEE. and. its stocks 
‘holders. 

LINT AND BUNUEL 
-AS ACTOR'S FAVORITES 

Buenos Aires, April 14.. 
‘Federico Fellini’s “814” and Luis . 

Bunuel’s. “The Exterminating | 
enetag were named -best foreign- 
Jan ge film and best foreign 
Spanish language film, respective- 
ly, for 1963 by the Argentine Actors 
Assn: and: the Assn: of Argentine 

{Film Journalists. Awards were at- 
-".. | nounced at -a charity bail. ‘spon- 

s TACTICS ON: ‘BRASS! 

‘Universal’s 
opens: in.more than 100 theatres in 
the New England: territory. Friday 
'(17) as. part.-of.a-territorial-satura-- 
tion. . Campaign: is back by ad-pub- 
promotion. - ‘campaign ‘similar * to 

“Pwo. ‘special | ‘field: eps are. already 
me he territory and 12 cities: 
working tine “Flare ‘settings, Gori ‘Munoz, “Los Ino- are conducting “Harem Girl” 2on- 
tests, ‘with: tie-ins with. newspaper, | 
‘radio and ‘tv. promotion... 
sal’s Magic. Carpet. -will visit. many |" 
‘communities in: the .five-state’ area. 
Following series of territorial play- 
Offs, “Bottle” ‘Is scheduled : for: a 
“May release... - 

} a ‘as -follows: . 
= “The: Brass - Bottle” ; 

- Univer-. 

oo gtr ae . “Ae “ 

‘| sored by the two associations, at — 
- the’ Alvear-Palace. ‘Hotel. Saturday np 

Fit 1 Into Cod-and-Bean, Area with 
talk “in. the local -press ‘that next | _ 00 Prints 
year's fest. ‘may “be -held.-in. Men-.| ° | 

Bariloche, ‘the | 

(4). night. 

' Awards for. Argentine films were 
best film, Fernando 

Ayala’ s “pala Catitiva”: best. -di-. 
rector, Juan Antonio Bardem, “Los 
‘Inocentes”;. best actor, Alfredo. Al-* 
con, “Los. Inocentes”: best. actress, : 
Susana .Freyre, - “Paula - ‘Cautiva’’::. 
best newcomer, the_ child: actress 
_Belita, featured in Leopoldo Torre- 

-|Nilsson’s ‘“‘The Terrace”; best black- 
and-white.: photography, -Alberto 
Etchebehere, - “Los Inocentes”; best 

centes’”:. best music, Astor Piaz- 
zola,, “Paula Cautiva. 

Because there was no clear ma-. 
jority. in. the voting, the associa-. 
tions. made no awards for. original. 
‘Screenplay, adaptation, new male 

2 "personality. ‘nor. color. Photography. 

wf re =f “, 

News © “handout. on: action: did : 
“not ‘make reference to Simon 

is wel. 



‘Los Angelés, April 14. + 

- ‘Firstruns here currently: are. tak- |" 
‘Ing. it. easy although the overall |” Key City Grosses 

outlook is fay okay. despite gen . cet 

eral] Fr. onday because’ of |. 
eatery Oscar . telecast. Pair.’ ‘of _ Estimated, Total G Gress. 

openers are showing well in. miuilti- | (Based: on 24 cities and: 279 

Bles as well as. hardtops.. “Captain |. theatres). . . 

“Newman,” on first general release, |: — wy 
shapes socko $28,000 in five while |. “ast Year -.-. 
“Paris When It: Sizzles” looks-good | 
$22,000 or near ‘in ‘four houses..|- 
“Mail. Order Bride” Tooms slender f 
in three spots. 

“Tom Jones’ is. still smash’ vat |¢ 
. $24,500 playing three ‘houses, one 
of them on 20th week. “Yesterday, | 
Today and. Tomgrrow’’ “shapes | 
sockeroo $21,000 ..in fourth: round J. 

at Fox Wilshire.. _ 

“Pink Panther” is: rousing $18,-| 
000 in fourth Hollywood Par -week:., 
“South Pacific” is hefty. in second-| 
Egyptian stanza. ~ “Becket” © looks 
solid. $20, 000. in fourth at. Warner, 

Beverly. |preem ‘at Paramount.’ 
On ‘multiple: front; “Captain 

Newman” is likely: ‘to hit. $176,-. 
000° in 30 spots, “Paris” $140,000" 
in 24 .sites and “Bride” $102, 000. 
én: '25.. 

Estimates for. This Week 

Baldwin, Hillstreet, - Hollywood. 
(State = Metropolitan - FWC): (1 ,800; 
2.152: 856; $1-$1.49)—"“Mail Order. 
Bride” (MGM) and “Muscle Beach: 
Party” (AI) (m,o.).. Slender $14,000 
or close. Last week, Baldwin—with 
Iris, Los Angeles; i vilaee, Wiltern, houses. 

“The Cardinal” (Cal) (Ist general | . 
release), “‘Great_- Armored Car) ‘austen fer: This Week. 

Swindle (Fal. $36,100, Ey “House | ‘br. Strangelove”. (Col): (eth owe) 

of Damned” (20th) (2d wk); $3,700.;Good $5,000. Last. week, $ 
Hollywood, “Sunday. in New MGM) . 

“Global Affair’ .( ‘| 
(MGM, gibt Aaale | Olay $6,500, Last week, $8,000, 

. Beverly (State) (1,150; $1 49- ‘Cooper _ (Cooper) 

$4, 406,050 : 

cluding N. Y.) 

Chaggers’ Giant 

: Denver; “April, 14: 
“Big news. here currently is. the 
mighty. take being ’ registered. by 
“The | .Carpéetbaggérs”: on’. world. 

new: record. ‘looms for: full -week. 
Launching:.of the. new pic. ‘prought 

{stars “and: : producer - ‘Joseph E: 
~-| Levine. ‘Initial’ days. was. an: alls 

time. high for. the house..: 
‘Elsewhere, it’s.:mostly ‘holdovers 

or extended-runs.. .“Fall of Roman 
Empire’? - 
seater . 
“Tom Jones’ 

Denham “second 

40) — “Dr. Strangetove” (Col). | $2. 
ian. wk). Big. $13,500. Last week, (MGM). (56th: wk). Big: $8,700: 

$15,400 Last week, $10,500. 
“Chinese (FWC) (1,408;" $1 49:}| Denham - (indie) (00;. $1 B= 

$2. 50)—“Fall : a) Roman - “Empire” 
$2.40)—"“Seven Days’ in’ May’’ (Par)-| 
(6th wk). Fancy. $12, 000. Last: week, (Par) (2d. wi ‘Sock $10,000. “Last 

$19,000 vi 
‘Cinerama “4Pac) (915; $1. 49- | aad 

(UA) (23a.| ° $3.50)—“‘Mad - World” - , P 

; | “Young ‘Swingers (20th) (2d wk). 

wh), Slick $24, 000 .or: over. Last Nice $8,000. or: close: Last’ week, 
week, $26,700. ‘A ; Loyota, | $14: an 

. Crest, Ir os. Angeles, Loyola, : = 

‘Wiltern. '(State-FWC-Metropolitan- |. ‘Esquire - (Fox) | “600: “$i. $5 

SW) (750; 825: 2,049: 1,298; -2,344; “Cleopatra” (20th). Stout '$ 

 $1-$1 49)—“Captain. Newman”: (U) 
(Ist ‘general release and opr | 
“Bottle” (UG) fm.o Boffo 1, 
Last ‘week,. Crest, - (1,530; - $1-$1.50)— “Mr. Limpet”’. 

ae * a Sizzles” ’ (Par) (3d: wk). (WB), “Legend. of Lobo" (BV) ‘re- Last- week: $7, 500. 
issue) (3d: wk), $2,500. Loyola with 
Pix, Warren’ oo “Muscle . ‘Beach “Paramount | “oWoltbere) 
Party”. (Al), | “Summer. Holiday” $1.25-$1.45)" 
(AD, $18,000. 

Exyptian {UATC): U1 392: $1. 55)— 
*“South Pacific” (20th) (reissue) (2d | 
wk). Hefty. $12,000. _ Last week, | 
$15.900. | 1 | 

—Tom.. Jones”. (UA). (8th wk),. 
wwe Brin ueaatenat a Good $4,500... Last -week, $5,500: 

_ Crest: «Wolfberg) : (7005, $1. 25-) ot a, Ni: LP, EBL AM | Gna sone CUR) nw 
“To Catch a Thief” (Par): (reissue). |Good $4,200.’ Last week, ‘$6 ay: (480: 
Good. $21.000. ‘Last week, EI Rey:|: Vogue (Art. Theatre Guil y: a i 

“Charade” (U) (Moveover), “Man ‘9 a $1. bras vlog (Indie). 
“in Middle” (20th) (subrun), $3,200. | Mild. $1,100. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; '$1.50-$2).| 2 100. 
—‘Silence™ (Janus):-.(10th. wk). |® 
Fine $3,000. Last. week, $2,900: “| 

Four Star (UATC) (868; $1. 25-$2),| 
“Sunday in New: York” (MGM){ Cincy ‘Brisk: Niet ep 
(m.o.} ‘and “The ~Prize”: : (MGM) | 9G; World’ Hot $12, 500, 

(subrun). ° Tepid $1, 500. ~- : . 
__. Fox ‘Wilshire (F WC). (1 990;. "$2. | 
-$2.40)—" Yesterday, Today, “Tomior- _ 
row” .{Emb) (4th. wk). —Sockeroo |. 
$21.000. Last week; $25,300. aan 
‘Hollywood Paramount. (State)! : 

qa 468; $2-$2.40)— "Pink Panther” | despite * income- tax deadline. and 
(UA): (4th’ wk); Rousing $18, 000.- | baseball ‘season's . opening : “frame. 
Last week...$21,000. __L“Night Must Fall,” Jone: downtown 

Last. week, .“‘To Bed: or. Not. To. 

Bed”. (Cont) (2d wk), $1. 700... 

/ RKO. International 40 - (RKO): 
“Paris. When It 

Fair $4, 500.: 

(2, 100; 

‘week,.. “Irma. La. Douce’’ (UA): and. 
“Some | Like It— “Hot”. (GAY treis- 
sues), $10,000. 

Cincinnati, April 14. 

Lido — (FWC) A876: ‘$1. 50-2) newcomer, ‘looks good “at Albee.| $1 50)— “Purple Noon” (IFD) (2d° 
“To Bed or Not To Bed” (Ster)..(3d |- 1“Cleapatra’”’. is exiting after-a_ fa: | wk).-. . Okay”. $3, 000... " Last week, 
wk). Okay $3; 000. Last : “week,! ‘ vorable. engagement and _42-Wweek| ‘$4,000. 
$2.900. _.Leew’s (Loew): (1; 639: $1-$1: 50): 

- Orpheum, Pictair, “Vogue (Met: 
7 -ronolitan-State-FWC) (2,213; 750; 
80: $1 .25-$2)—-“Tom Jones” - UA) 
(20th wk,: Orpheum: 16th, Picfair, 

tinuing as stalwarts are. “It’s. a Mad 

>{the: Times. -In- their third Weeks, 
yore cveek $5400." 500. OF ‘close.’ ‘Merlin Jones”. rates. : nice. at 
Pantages - (RKO) U 5i2: | $2. 50- ‘Keith’s, “Seven Faces of. Dr. Lao” , 

$5 50)—"“Cleopatra” _ “¢20thy {43a j bids okay, at Palace and. “Captain 
wk). soy $18, 000. Last week, Newman”. ‘shapes ‘soft at Valley:. 
“$18 906. Hilltop arters are in‘so-so-trend. 

Warner Beverly iswa rs | 316: Twin Drive-In, which. operates. ‘the | 
$1 §5-$3:.50)—“‘Becket” (Par) | (4th: west side ‘throughout the -year, has} 
wk). Fine $20, 000. : _ Last’ week, ‘opened the other. half where:.sub-! 

. $22. _ {| tuns of: “Four ‘For -Texas”: and “AL 100. 
.Warnér Hollywood (SW). (1 291: 

$1 °5-$2:80) — “How West: Was | 
Won” (MGM). 60th - wk). Classy} 
$19,000. Last week, . $19,900. 

Summer Place”. look © S0-SO, 
' Estimates for This. Week |. 

*. Albee” (RKO) 43;100: ‘$1 .25-$1, 50) 
—_ “Night Must: Fall”, (MGM). Goog 

of 0, Today Great 1G 

"$3,850,900" © 

(Based on 26 cities ‘and 299... 
theatres, chiefly Sst runs: tn- h$1. 50)— 

$37,000 in Denver| Dangerous Love ;  Attairs” (indie). : 

It did” SO}. 
well in the ‘first. five - days that. a| 

personals... by -many..of.the film’s| “what's 

“East: “4. For Texas” 
| Summer ° 

Modest $4, 000. | 
Valley -(€in-T-Co): “O 275:. $1: 50)|. ll-| shapes .sock. in sma (U). (3d wk). | — “ round. | 

* still is good in eighth. Soft: *: 009. . Last: week, $6 000. . 
session daydating . two. “very.” small . 

(900; *- $1. 45)— 4 

‘Centre (Fox) '(1,270;. $1: 25-$1. 45): = 

—Captain Newman” (U) (4th: wk). [Ee 

$1.65-1 
—“How -West | Was.: “Won” | 

| reissue of “Lawrence of’: “Arabia” 
is doing boffo trade in. three houses 

| ‘opening week ‘plus. some ‘five’ other | 
-houses and two ozoners. And. “It’s 
im Mad World” still is okay..in' 17th 
{ session at Carlton if down sharply. |. 

‘third Eglinton’ round. “Tom. Jones”: 
“is rated wow in .16th ‘stanza: at Hy-. 

‘shapes. -good on opener in’ three 

‘looms. boffo’ in third. session at: ‘the 
‘University. : 

-“Carpetbaggers”” SF 
(Par). ‘Giant’ $37, 000. ‘or close. : Last |’ 

{$1 4000. 

whe. 1. 95- 1.45) ‘Coronet, Daaferth, “Humber 
To Undie) (600; $ $ 7 (Rank): (799: . T, 328; iD oi 203: “$1-$1. 50). 

‘Boffo: $36,000 or ‘near. Last. week, 

“Devil | 
”. ndie), 8 

and Ten Commandments’ O | wk),..Big $7, 000: OF. near. “Last. week, 
a 38, 000. 

Oo Hollywood (FP). i 080: $1:$1. 50). 
| 27 ove With. “Proper ‘Stranger’ | 
|tPar) (9th wk). Big” $7, 009. “Last. i 
1. week, $8,500: . 

- - Hyland (Rank a 957: ‘$1-$1 50) 
— “Tom “Jones” (IFD).: (6th wk). 2 “Vth; ‘Merlin’ 76, 34) 

“Olney firstruiis are. in- brisk ‘step 

reeord tenancy at the Grand: Con- |" 

‘World,”-boffo in 17th lap. at. Capitol. Nice $15, 000 or’ ‘Hear: Last week, 
‘and “Tom Jones;” great in ninth at. 

- Tor) © (693: . 450. -$1-$1.50)—“Amer- 
“+ ia, America”. (WB). (4th -wk).: ‘Sock 
$9, 000. or. close. Last: week, $10,400. 

_|{“Why Bother to Knock”.(7 Arts), 
Fair - $7,000.--Last week; 
| Faces of Dr. Lao". (MGM), $8,300. oa 

| ($8,000. ‘Last. 1 week, “Man. in Mid " 7 

Capitol * (SW-Cinerama) - 

“The -Silence” : (Janus) .3d-. Wa). 
Okay. $1, 400. Last week,. $1, 800. . 

$4,500 ‘or. better: for ‘final week ‘ot 
a ’[ theatre’s Jongest run, ‘Last ‘week, 

“1 $4; 600. . 
Guild - (Kilgore) (272; 

Hyde. Park. : (Cii-T-Co):: 

Keith’s 
“Merlin. Jones” 

Palace: (RKO). (2, 600: ‘$1. 25-$1 50) |: 

‘Last. wéek, $8,000: . 
‘Plaza (Fine. Arts). (600; $1. 25) — 

|So-so $1,200. 
Times (Mid-Statés) (660;. $1. 95: 

L $x: 50) — “Tom Jones” (UA). (Sth 
wk). Great . $11,000. | or over - anter| 
$11, 700:in eighth: session... .- 

Twin Drive-In : (Cin-T-Co).. (800 
cars each side: $1)—West:. 

(AD)... Fairish’ “$4,200... Last - week, 
“Up. -Front”. . (AD: “ana. 

“Strange | Creature”: (AD), “$4,800. 

Place”. : WB): 

—“Captain- Newmén” 

_| Arabi 2 Hu ae 

“Toronto, April’ 14.” 

the Montreal’ Canadiens. in; seven’ 
| games. will cut..deeply” into -film { - 
biz “here. ‘currently: ‘However; the 

“Becket, *” too, ‘shapes: wham. in 

land. . “Paris ‘When. It:. -Sizzles”.| . 

spots...*“Fall of Roman” Empire” 

Estimates. for This Week| 

Carlton: (Rank). (2, 158;.- $1. 50 
$2.50)—“It’s“'a ‘Mad World” (WA): 
(17th: wk):. Good : $10, 000. Last week, 

Lawrence ~ -of Arabia” (Col). 

“Brass. Bottle” (U)..$18,000. 
-Eglinton (FP) (1,042; $2-$3. 50)— 

“Becket” (Par) 3d wk). Wow: $20, iv 
G00. ‘Last week; $21;000. °. ~... 
~ Fairlawn. (Rank), (1:165;: $1-$1.50). 
—“Dr.. ‘Strangelove’... (Col) (11th: 

Wow. $20,000. Last week, $23,000.:. 

International ' (Taylor)’ (557; “Se. 

“Captain™ “Newman”. (Uy (3d. wk’. 

$17,500. - 
Tivoli .. (FP) - “(BBS “$181 50)— 1! . 

“The: Cardinal” . (Col). (14th: WK). fe 
Big $5,800... Last week, $6, 000..-: 

. Towne, “Yorkdale. ‘Cinema: (Tay-. 

“University. (EP). (1,344: '$2-$3. 50) - 

(3d -wk). Boffo $17, 000 Or... ‘near. 
Last week, $18,000: : 
<Uptewn. (Loew): (2, 245: '$1-$1. doy 

“Seven: 

° ” . 

im. a, 329; 
“: .h$1 25-$2.75) —:“Mad: World” (UA)| = 

||} (17th wk), Hotsy’ $12, 500. The. 16th} 2 
.- Week was. $13,000. °. io 

' Esquire (Cin-T-Co). (500: $1. 25)—| | 

Grand- (RKO)' (1,396; $I. 30-$3)—| 
“| “Cleopatra”. (20th). ' (42d wk). ‘Oke |’ 

: “$1, 25) . a 
ae “And: ‘Suddenly. It's - Murder”. (n-| 

die). Fair $1,300. Last week; “Aliki-| 
| My Love” (Indie), $1,000... - 2 | 
/ (700: | : 
$1 25)—"Silence”: (Janus). 3d WK), i 
Fair’ $1,000.--Last week, $1, 200...” 

ACin-T-Co) a 500; $1. 25- |: | 
(BV) Ba | ¢ 

; |: WE). Nice. $7,000. after $8, 000: ‘tor|* 
fe: second. 

‘Seven Faces of: Dr. “Lao”. (MGM). a 
| Ga wk). Pleasing’ $7, 000. or near. ; ” 

“Com- 
| mando” | (AY) and “Torpedo: Bay”. 

-second - ‘at - Fox. 

(WB) ‘and “A: 

. '} $1 .49)—“‘America, 
1 (5th wk). . 

Troato; ‘Love’ 1G I 
Sturdy $16,000. Last. week, 

“tele coverage | of: the semi-final i 
+ playoffs. of: the ‘National. Hockey: | “$1.80\—"Flight. From Ashiya” WA) 
League,’ in ‘which: ‘Toronto ousted (2d wk). ‘Fair: $5, 000. ‘Last ‘week, gl25 Strangler” (AA) and “Sen 

‘cret Door” (Indie):: oo, 

Last week, “Naughty Dallas”: (In- ¢-. 2 
| die) and. “Passion : ‘Street” : (Indie). 

| (2d “why, $4, 000: 

(MGM) ‘and. 
(MGW), '$7;500..: 

, “Charade” .. 
$4, 200. Last week, ‘$5; 200. 

$4,200. Last- week; “Name: Is: Ivan” 
(Indie). (2d. wh), be 000. . ; 

: Jones Wow $26, 000. hh | 
Pay ‘World’ Ditto Both! 

Sth; Doctor” Big. 186|s 
Imperial, Yorkdale,. Golden ‘Mile |- 
GFPY (3,206; '760;.1 004: "$1-$1: 50)— 
“Paris “When. It. Sizzles” (Par), 
-Good $14:000. Last. week “The ‘Vie- tors”. (Col), $15,000. ‘wow in ninth round. . 

World” at . Musie Hail. looks. great, 

-| fifth | Found . at Madison: 

|:sion ‘at the. Michigan. 
man” - ‘shapes-fine in third at Mer- 

| cury.: 

(5, 041; $1.25-$1 .49)—“Seven.. ‘Faces 
of: ‘Dr. ‘Lao” -(MGM)) and “Cen-} - 
turion “and . Gladiator”: (Indie). (3d 

$15,500. 
—“Fall of Roman Empire” (Par).|. 

| (reissue). 
“Paris:When It. Sizzles” (Par) (2d 

Brady Gres 
"Retimatea Total Grose 
This Week «0.0.2.0... "$582, 500. 

"(Based - on 35 theatres): 

‘Last Year... 0.08502. “$818,100 
(Based: ‘on 34 theatres) 

Philadelphia, “April. 14,” 

opener’ at Stanton. Reissued “814” 
looms .trim at. Yorktown on first. 

rated: -mighty’ in seventh Midtown 
week, “It’s .a..Mad ‘World” . Jooms 

Estiniates fer ‘This Week . 

- Bryn | ‘Mawr (Goldman) - (630: 

week, $4,100. 
Fox (Milgram). (2 400: 95-$1. 80) 

“Captain Newman”. (U). (2d wk). 
4, 000. 

.Goldmian (Goldman). (1, . 95- 

$7,;000.. 
‘Lane. (SW) (1: 000: . '$1,49)-—-"Si- 

ence” (Janus) (2d. wk), Noisy: ‘$6,- 
500. . Last: week, ‘$11,000. 
-. Midtown 

000. 
Randolph (Goldman) (2,200; 95: 

week, $10,000... 
Stanley © (SW): (, 450; 

(20th). (42d wk); $10,000.:- 

(20th).. 

- Trans-Lux. (T-L): :(500:. °95-$2) ‘- = 
{U).-@6th . wk). - 

“World: (Rugoff) (499:.'95-$1. oie 
}-“ America, America” (WB) (5th wk).| 
-Fine $3,400. Last week, $3,800... : 

orktown (SW) (1,000; . $1.49)—1 oy '3q) paris’ When It” “Sizzles” 
(Par) (3d: wk). : Mild: $10, 000... Last 

= jweek, $12,000: : 

|. Orpheum. (Loew) (2:900; 90-$1.80).” 

“gig (Embassy) (reissue)... Trim’ 

Detroit, April ‘14, 

Jones” ‘at Trans-Lux Krim: Shapes. 
“It’s. a Mad. 

alsa in’ ninth. 
“Dr. Strangelove” stays. smash, in 

Pacific”. is back fora profitable ‘ses- : 
“Capt.. New-- 

“Pink Panther” looks. smart 
in third frame: at the ‘Adams.. 

Estimates for This Week - 
‘Fox ¢. Downtown «= Fox -Corp:).- 

wk:) Fair . $9, 000... ‘Last’. week, 

Michigan: (Wnited Detroit) (4926: 
$1.25-$1.49)——“South: Pacific’ (20th) 

' Oke’ $12,000.: Last. week: 

wk), '$10;000. 

~ (Continued on page 107" 

at this’ stanza. 

“Lin. first week at. the- Exeter. 
sas | in: ‘Trouble’. “is also. okay at. the 
a Pilgrim:: le 
“> “Mir, Limpet”. is slick in ‘second. we 

“ht 8¢) 
__| second.. at, Astor.’ ° 

-“Three-day downpour this session: 
‘is cutting into. biz-at first-runs cur- 
‘rently, -However, -“Fall: of Roman |’. 
“Empire” shapes.very. big on_initiat 

| week: at. Stanley with © $2. 75 - top: 
| “Shock Treatment” is only. mild on | 

“Capt. Newman” looks sturdy: in: 
-“Tom..Jones”. is 

Arcadia: (S&S). (623: $1. 20-$1: 80): 
—‘Night. Must Fall”. (MGM): (2d } 

| -wk). Busy '$7,000,-Last week, $9, 000, 
7°. Beyd. (SW): (1,536: $2-$2.75) —|- 
7 “Mad World” (UA) (17th wk). Lofty “ 

$15, 000 or over. ‘Last week, $16,000. 

America”. (WB) } 
-Pleasing: $3, 800.” “Last 

-Monday ~(13). 
‘Last. week, $17, 500: 

(Goldman): (1, 200: 95-: 
$2. 50)—“Tom Jones” (UA (7th wk). 

S |-Mighty $20,000." “Last week, $25, = 

$1.80) —.-“Dr.- Strangelove”: Col). | 
7th: wk). Slick ‘$8; 000. or near. Last _ 

$2:$2:75)—_| 
“Fall of Roman ‘Empire” (Par). Big 
' $19,000... Last. -week, “Cleopatra” | 

| “Stanton (SW) -(1;483:. 95-$1 80 | 
“| “Shock Treatment”: 

| eDreant _ Maker’ 
Fourth week “began “ Friday : (10). _ 

*| Third was. stout $15,000.. os a 

. issues): 

“Tom |. 
“Girl | In Trouble” ‘: 

$8,000: Last week, 

“South | 
"13003. 

Palms «UD): (2, 995; $1. 25-$1.4 49) 7 

f 10G Tia rari’ a 0K 6G f 
- . Boston; “April cy ae 

Biz’ éontinues ‘spotty ‘at wickets - 

; here; with: only a few new entries 
“Strangler, ” ‘based - ‘On... 

-| the Boston: strang’ing. murders, ass 7 

JT hotsy ; ‘at. the Center for..opener.. 
“Tiara Tahiti” finished. up at okay. 7 

“Girl ~ 

“Tat the. “Mayflower, and on “multi-- ; a 
ple-run. in 35 suburbans~ ‘nabbed pnt 

“pr, 
over. ‘$95, 000. ‘opening . -week. 

Strangelove” -is smash’: winner. ‘in’: 
Captain - -New-.. 

man” looks. hotsy at Memorial for 

third round. " - aes 

“Night. Must. “Kali” is. fine. in-sec-. - 
ond’ at the Paramount. “Of. Women 

and. Pleasure”. shapes. stout in- sec 

, ond. vat ‘the. “West End Cinema.. 

“Tom: “Jones” - continues -preat - ‘at. 

‘Beacon Hill. in: ‘17th. week. : “Pink 

Panther”. is rated: sock. in: 2 fourth. . 

at: ‘the’ Gary... ne 

‘(subruns). mu in ‘17th - ‘session: at
: the ‘Boyd. |. Estimates ‘for: This ‘Week: 

‘Astor. (B&Q): (41173. 90-$1. 80). 

Third week operied. Friday. (10). * 
| Second -week,. Smash: $23, 000.~ 

- Beacon: Hill (Sack). (900; $1-$1.80). 
——“Tom Jones”. (WA). (17th wk);. Big | 
$18, 000. - Last. week, . $18,500... MF 

‘The; 21st: week | ‘ended. . 
was” great. $17, 000. 

(22d . wk). 

Capri. (Sack): (900; | $1-$1. .80).-—"~ 

Oke. $5,000. Last. ‘week, $6, 000. 

Center. (Eo M: Loew). (2; 250; “90- 

~ Cinema, ‘Kenmore Square (indie) : 

Big $3, 500. Last. 

“Exeter (Indie). (1, 276: “90-$1. io) 
“Tiara. Tahiti” (Zenith) (24 wk). 

‘Mayflower. (ATC) (689:: -90-$1: 50) 
-“Mr..:Limpet” (WB) (2d°-iwk). ~~ 

Bright $7,000: ‘Or: near. ‘Last. week. Pag 
_ |: 000, over:-hopes.’. 

‘Memorial (RKO) (3,000: '90-$1 80). 
“Captain. ‘Newman’ (W) and 

AU)”: (4th = wk). 

Music’ Hall “(Sack)” (4: “400: ; 90- 

— “L-Shaped “Room”: (Cont) and. 
‘}*Sundays. and. ‘Cybele” (ndie)- (re- 

“Queen of Sheba”. ‘(ndie) |: 
“Barbarians” : (indie), $8,000. . 

‘Paramount: (NET) (2, 357: 

Hotsy: $14, O00. Last week, “ 

Pilgrim. (ATC): (1 909; 75°$1.25)— 
ridie) ..and.-: 

“Love. on “Riviera”: Indie). - 

Chinatown”: ‘and “Surfside 77". {In ms, 
die). “Areissue) (24. wk), | $4,000." 

Park’ Squaré Cinéma. 
‘$1 .80)—“Billy Liar”. 

and “David and. Lisa” (Cont) ‘(sub 
| Tuns). (2d :wk)..- Good’ $3, 000. Last” Mo 

WER $3, 300... 

' Paris Cinema Gnaiey’ (608: $1.75). an —"Ameri¢a,. ‘America’: (WB). (6th: me 

wk). Nice $4,000; Last week,.$4,500. 

- Saxon. (Sack).-(1;1003. $2-$3, 
90)-— WB 

“Cardinal”: (Col): (18th: wk): . ‘ Socko, 
$18, 000. : Last week,. same. 

"State (Trans-Lux) (730; $1:$1:50)._ 
“Heavenly. Bodies” --(Indie) :and’... 
“White. Slavery” (Indie) (2d..wk).: ~ 
Perky $8,000. Last” week, $10, 000: . . 
,, West End Cinema (E:.M. Loew). : 

75-$1: 50)—“Of - ‘Women and. 
rH easure’’. Indie) . (2d. wk). Potent: _ : 

198.000. Last. week, $8,000. 

“Dr. Strangelove” - (Col) (3d: - wk)... - 

 Besten. (Beacon Ent.) (1,354; = 
$1.20-$3.95) — ‘Mad <World”; (UA). ° 

“Servant”. (Indie): (subrun) (3d.wk).. °° 

‘Hotsy: $10,000... 

(320: -$1.50-$1. 90)—“‘Silence”. (Jane -- 7 
| us) ‘and: “Old. Man ‘and . -Flower™ “ 
+ (Indie). (8th: wk): 
week, $3,600. 

Second’ week opened Saturday (11): 
First. week, ‘okay’ $6,000. i 

Gary (Sack) (1,277; “$1. 25-$1. 80)... 7 
—“Pink Panther”.- (UA) (4th wk): oo. 

| Socko- $12,000.. .Last week,- ‘$10, 000. °:.°: 
-Mild.|° 

$8,000... Last. week, “Global -Affair” |__| 
“Mail . Order Bride” 

Weak .$7,200.. Last. week, aa 
and: 7 

‘age 
$1.80)—“Night. Must’ Fall” (MGM)-..- 

f. (2d: wk).’ 
Overall biz ‘among. the ‘arstrung.| $16. 600. . 
stays - first-rate: this -week. 

Perky= . - 
“White Slaves’ . 



‘a good second Woods frame: . 
Tiger .Walks” . shapes - ‘trim in: third |. 7 

Roosevelt’ roid. ‘Captain “New-|" prices, however,. as. indicated, . | 
man” ‘is. “snappy. at ‘the ‘Chicago: fay” 
: fourth. : = 
Pink. Panther” is iallying ; a slick:| 
fourth. State-Lake™ lap. 

ae “The Silence”. is -grabbing’ a hep: 
7 ‘fourth frame at.Loop and Carnegie. | 
_ » Of the longruns,’“Seven Days In |. 

ta ‘May?’ is notching. a sturdy. seventh |. 
“2°. United Artists: 

Strangelove” remains’ torrid’ in ‘its |. 
7 “Tom Jones” is’ 
mailing a terrific: last: five. ‘days: in| - 
“-) ftg’ 17th Todd | week.. 

- $3.50). 

" "'$1.25-$1.80). — 
SF OL LR Ee Owe OPEL OTH ‘ Msp ar . 

rae ” Dam oo . : . a” 
ur ‘ . . . . se » 

. weet a 

EY 

errr 5 cere 

. toe toe aan) 
. ' 

“Sadist”: 
“Last “week... 

‘gmash. in ‘second at Eimbassy. - 
-of ‘Roman ‘Empire’’’ looms: g1 eat: in |. 

“Silence” - (Janus). ° 
“near, Last-week, “Beat: Devil” (n- |" ve 
-- die), $4,700... : 

Calvert. (Maina) (900;. $i 25-$1: 50) 
.. <= “Easy: Life” ’. (Emb). (6th. wk)..1¢ 
a Okay. $3,500. : Last ‘week, ‘$4,000: 

-“Pink: Panther”. 
_ Boffo. $18,000.. ‘Last’ week “$19,000, |: 

“Chicago, Apeit’ 14; 

“One. ‘Man’s 

- “Night. Must Fall” is. registering 

‘Daydated |. 

‘-séssion. < 

Esquire ‘eighth. . 

 Hardticketed: “Becket” * is: still 
strong in ‘its Cinestage: fourth. 

- Estimates for. This Week. 

“ Carnegie (Brotman) - (495; . $1. 25. 
“2! 4 80)—“Silence”. Janus) (4th wk): 

. Smart $4,500. Last week, 
Chicago (B&K). (3,900; -90-$1. 80) 

-. =——“Captain Newman’. (U) (4th wk). 
-. "> Nice: $16,000: Last -weék, $19,000. 
2. (Cimsema.- 

‘Tg Bed. Or Not. To. Bed”. (Cont). 
eee (4th wk). Nice. $3; 700. Lask: Week, 

en " -Cinestage.. (Poda) - ‘a. 038; ‘$1 15-4: 
ope (Par): 4th wk),: 

i Strong. $17,000... “Last. “week, $18- | 
‘500. 

‘(Stern).- (500; .. $1:50)— 

“Becket” 

. Esquire. (H&E: Balaban): a 236: 

“Shap 

MeVickers (Beacon): (1, 100: $2. ‘20- | 
$3. 80) 
(21st -wk).- -Smash’ $22, 000. or close. 

Last week, -$25,700.. 
Monrce: (Jovan) A, 000:. 65:90) — 

° “Right ‘Hand. of Devil” (Indie) . and 
- Okay. $5,000. 

a “Seven. Capital ‘Sing’ {74 
(Indie) (reissue). and. “Bluebeard” |’ 
ys (Indie), $4,500, - 

(Indie). 

:: Oriental’ ‘(ndie) (3 400: 90-$1. 80) 
—"One Man’s Way” UA). Slim 

“jis 000.:.Last week, “Flight. From 
Ashiya’”’. (UA) (3d: wk),.-$12,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1, 400; 90-$1 80) 
, (Contimed on. Page 1 10) | 

De re Jone Wow "206 
‘Empire’ Lofty 126, 2d/' 

-Washington, April: 14: 
Washington’s © big «spring: “time | 

bash—the Cherry Blossom. Festival: 
has. nipped . film ‘biz in the’. bud 
-a bit this round. However, : 
~~ Jones”. looms. socko in 16th session | — 
Sat the Ontario. 
* figures boffo - ‘in. fourth frame. at . 
Keith’s. . ; 
: “Seven Days in. May” is hefty ins 

on Hinth ‘round : at “Trans-Lux while’ 
- «Captain Newman” shapes nifty in- 
“> third - at ‘the ‘Town.. 

* “Pink ‘Panther” 

“Fall 

first: holdover ‘week: at ‘Warner. 

-. “It’s a “Mad -World” ‘still’ is Sock- |: a 

-> eroo ‘for. eighth. session’ at Uptown. } : 
. Estimates for ‘This: Week . 

-" Ambassador.- ‘Metropolitan: (SW). 
. (1,480; 1,000; $1-$1.49) —. “Paris 

* When - Tt Sizzles” (Par) : (2d - wk). 
Fair . -$7, 000... “Last. week, -$9,500... 

Apex (KB). (940; $1.25-$1.40) — 

- Dupont (Mann) (400; $1: 50-$2)— 

‘MacArthur (KB) .. ~$1.25- 
. $1. 40)—-Shakespeare . Sontvale pix: | 
Okay %6.090. ‘Tast. week,: ~Satur- 
ot f. (Continued: on page 10). : 

-Weduesday; ‘Ape yy 1964 

wi Tal ry With "ay Sh 

o— 

oh Chi. firsirun. biz: is sluggish: cur- 7 
i gently despite “good ‘weather ‘as 

_:,. holdovers begin. to. show their. wear; 
Joo New this: round :is-. 
Way,” which ‘is Fated ‘a light: $13, | -.- 

000 on Oriental bow, and Monroe ; 
tandem of “Right Hand of. Devi 
and “Sadist;” which looms’ okay... 

Dr | 

$4:400. | 

OR . “Dr. “Strangelove”. 
1? (Col). (8th: wk). ‘Tall $14,000. Last 
week; ‘$18,000. : at 

Sous | Loop: (Brotman) (608; 90-$1 80)— 
or Silence”: (Janus) (4th wk): - 
To $8,000. Last ‘week, -$7,900. ° 

—It's. a Mad. World”. (UA) |. 

(17th: wk). - 
‘week, ek, $11; 000: . 

a Kimo (Dickinson) (504; re 50-$2) } 
"|< “Tom Jones” (UA): (8th - wk). 

3 $1.25-$1, 50). — 
| (3d). wk). ‘Fair. $6,000. Last week, 
made 000. 

1°. Plaza {(EMW). (1, 630: “$1. 25-$1. 50). 

“Tom ; 

Granada, ‘$8, 000. 

“Yesterday, ye 
is rated 

‘and 
the.’ Palace, new’. ‘bookings: “here, D 

| “Newman”. |: 

is. big. 

“Big.” $8,000: or- wold: 

$1.35'$3) | 

‘Island’ - 

.. Estimates ‘Are Ne et. 
- Film. gross ‘estimates: as re" 

‘ported herewith from the-vari- - 

* without ." usual: * tax. Distrib-.~~ 

come. 7 

‘The: ‘parenthetie ° admission’ oa 

include. U. S.. amusement. tax. . 

Horrors Mod 

Kansas City,. ‘April, 14, 

local ‘ozoners: This looks: fair.’ ' 
: On the extensive holdover. front, : 

Mr: Limpert” is’ sagging «in third | 
‘week. “at-. Paramount: .but.. “Seven. 
Days. fn May” still is. neat in third. 

-“Dr, Strangelove”. 
‘shapes -solid..at the. Brookside: for | 
at the Roxy.- 

third session;. “Tiger. - Walks”. “is 
| rated. slow’ at ‘Uptown, ‘also ‘third. i | 
'| Hard-ticket “Its” a. ‘Mad World” 

“Estimates for ‘This. Week - 
‘Brookside. 

Gen. }). (8005 - 

Capri: .(Durwood):. (1,260; 

(1,219; $1.25)—“Horrors of -Party-: 
Beach”. (20th) -and : “Curse. f° Liv-: 
ing. Dead’ (20th). Reaching for fair 
$10. 000: or. close: Last: week, sub- 

'Enipire. “ (Durwood). “(866; $1 50-| - 
$2 50)—-“It’s: a’ Mad “World”. (UA).|-: 

‘Smash. $11, 500.. “Last 

Plush :$7,000. Last ‘week,’ same.. 
Paramount (Blank-UP) . 

“Paris When: It. Sizzles”: (Par) 
had’ wh. Fairish. $6,000, Last-week, 

‘(Art - “Theatre : Guild). 
“| (p21: -$1-$1,25)—“Trial and Error” 
(MGM) and “Kill or.Cure” (MGM). 
‘Mild $1,500. ‘Last: week, “To Bed. or 
‘Not. to Bed”. (Cont) ‘Qa wk); ‘$1, 000. | 
Roxy (Durwood) - (644;".'75-$1.50) | 

$8,000. 
Rockhili 

—“Seven ‘Days ‘in: “May” (Par): (3d 
_wk). Neat $7,500. Last week,. $3.09. | 

'|.$1.50): : “Tiger, Walks” (BV): (3d/; 
‘Uptown (FMW)... (2,043; 

wk) and’ “Big Red”. (BV) (2d wk). 
Slow |. $5,000.. - Last week, . “wath 

‘Newman’ Big $12, 000, af - 
Col; World’ Sock: 106 | n 

_ Columbus;. 0.;: ‘April 14, : 

‘Took: okay - on openers. 

‘pleasing: in ninth week at Grand: 
- Estimates ‘for This. Week.” 

. Beechwold --(Academy-Neéth)_ and . 
New: Main :(Yassenoff) (860; 1, 100; i 

wk)...Hefty’ $10, 000 ‘or. ‘ear: Last: - 

, ‘week, 
“Dr, “Strangelove” : (Col): (8th .wk),- m 
Big. $8,000. - Last ‘week,. $10,000. 
Embassy - (Loew) : (567; 

- = “Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow’’. 
‘(Emb) (2d wk). Sock | $17, G00 after |. 
opening | at $21,000 

” Keith's (RKO) (1, 838: $1-$1 4g) 
(UWA): (4th. wk): 

$1-$2)—"‘Cleopatra”™~. (20th): . 

‘$12,200. 
‘Grand. (RKO) | (860; 

‘Mad “World’’... 

May.” {Par),.$8, 500." 

ous key cities, are- net; ie, --} 

* -utors share on. ‘net take, when |, 
4. playing percentage;. hence. the’ - |? estimated. figures are: net ine - wk | $6; 000. ‘Last .week;,- 

~~ | ins” (MGM). arid. “Battle of: World”. 
. (MGM) (2d wk--8 days), $7,300. - 

. Fine $5,000. Last*. week, . $6,000. 

; ‘$1-. 
$1.49)—“Comedy_ of Terrors”: (AT): 
;and “Night Tide” (AD. ‘Slim $7,- 
-000 in 9 days. Last, week, “Tiger | 

| “Walks” (BV) wrt wk), $8,700. : ; 
” Teck * (Loew). (1:260: $1.25-$2. 50) 

. (WA) (3d- wk). | 
Solid’ $7,000. ‘Last week, $12:500.." 
Cinema (Martina) (450; $1-$1 49) 

~ $10,000in K. C 
“only. two. first-run - pix: opened || = 

+hére this round, one. being .a: Brit- 
‘ish. semf-art duo .at- the. ‘small |- 

_ | Rockhill, Other. one is. “Horrors of |.~ 
"Party Beach”: and: “Curse ‘of Living. 

Corpse” ‘at Fox Granada and three-/: - 
-Okay $4,000. .Last ‘week, $5,000 

21 $1.49)— 
wk). Neat $5;000. Last week, $6, 600. : 

(1,000;  $1-: 
$1. 50) —’.“Captain® ‘Newman’ . (0). 
(4th: wk). Sturdy" saa 000. ‘Last: week, 

Doctor 
Shapes. sock. “at: ‘Empire’ in’. Athy 
‘Stanza. t 

- (Fox. - . Midwest-Nat; : 
$1: 50)—"Dr. Strange-'| - 

love”’’ (Col), (4th wk). Solid $5; 000, 
or: near, Last week, $6,500: - . 

“$1 85-' 
$3)—“Cleopatra’”: (20th) (22d: wk). | 

| Sturdy $7,500.. ‘Last week, : $7,000 
Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth) | 

(900° cars each), Boulevard -(Rose-' 
dale): (750: ears), Granada. (FMW) 

-Albee’s - 
:“Majestic’s 
fairish. State. is .on- Poor. § side ‘with 

Party” 
‘week. “Captain '.Newman” 

m6 ‘900; 3. 
-*Mr, ‘Limpet”’ (WB) | 

‘$1. 75)—"“Tom-. ‘Jones’. 
| wk). Wow: -$11,000.: latent. 
week ‘was $10, B00. 

“Captain Newman”. ‘at: ‘the: ‘Ohio |=. 
“Incredible . “Mr. | “Limpet” at|° 

“Cleopatra”: is. seontinuing. | 
i. chefty.-at the: ‘New: Main. and: Beech- |" 

“Hs a” Mad. World”. -shapes. 

‘$i 50-$2. 75) te 
(UA). (9th wk), | 2 

‘Socko: $10, 000: or: "over... Last. week, 4 
$11,000. . on 

|. -Ohio. ‘(Goew)- (3, 079; '50-$1: 50) “ 
|“Captain: Newman” (U). “Big ‘$i2,- | -. 
400. Last: week,: “Seven | Days. in}. --. 

Palace (RKO) (2, B45; 50-$1, 50) 
“Mr: -Limpet” (WB) and: “Thunder |: 

-(WB).:. Adequate - $8,000: 
‘Last . week, “Merlia. Tones": BV), 7 

. ae :000. ; 

= Tero Week $7000, + ” &
 oe 

| Buff; ‘Newman’ 96, 4th Bway 5 vetys A 

o --Tpade shapes uneven: to-dull: this mS ays 
a: ‘stanza: with little or no ‘help ‘com- 

‘{G- fing - from newcomers, “Comedy of); 
'| Terrors” shapes slim’.on: opener at] -.”” 
‘Paramount..“Mail Order Bride” is |“ 

—| rated: dull in -first- at the Buffalo. |- 
[It’s @ Mad: World” looms solid-in 
| ‘third. at .the: Teck. “Captain .New-| 
“| man” is: fine. ‘in. Fourth . at two 

theatres, 

- Buffalo, ‘April, 14... 

- Estimates. for This Week . 

“Buffalo. (Loew) ' 3, 500: 

“Young: Racers”... (Indié),' 

Center (AB-PT): (2,500; $1-$1.49) 
—"Dr. Strangelove’ (Col): (2d. wk): . 

— =| Big $8,000.‘ Last. -week, $15,000. . 
.Century (UATC) (2, 700: ‘$1-$1 49) 

—Captain Newman”: (uU) (4th: wk). 

Paramount: ‘(AB-PT) - (3; ,000;" 

“Mad = World” © 

~<“Tom: Jones” \(U:A).- “(0th | Wk); 

Amherst . “(Dipson). 
‘Tom © Jones” : (UA). 10th 

-Granada (Schine) *: 

$5,000 aaa 

: Providence, “April 14.. 

day ‘travelers'‘ and’ aiso ‘helped 
| downtown: film: “biz here: On the. 
socko. side ‘was ’ opening. ‘week: of. 
“Dr. ‘Strangelove” . at the: Strand. 
-Also. ‘still. smash “:1s° 
10th. round of. “Tom: Jones.”. RKO 

“Man . ‘In. “Middle”. 
“Strangler” - are. “only 

“Night Must Fall.” 
Estimates for- This, Week. 

. “Dream: Maker” 7 W) “Gd Wk), | 
$4, 000... 

-Elniwood. (Snider): (2,200: ie 

-- Majestic (SW): (2; 200: ‘90-$1. 25). 
“The. Strangler”. (AA): ‘and. “Secret 
Door”: (AA). - Adjoining. “city’s 
drive-in : showing™ of» these | -two. 
films is not: helping’. one bit. and]. 
looks’ fairish -'$4,000: Last’ week; 
“America~.America’” (WB), $3,800. : 

State. (Loewy). (3,200; ‘90-$1 25)—: 
| “Night Must Fall’. (MGM). Fairing. 
[very badly at $3,000 .or near: Last | 
week, “Tamahine” - (MGM), ‘$4, 500.. 

Strand . (National Realty) . (2,200: 
Strangelove” | te : 

(Cob. - Mighty: -$10,000:.. Last. week, third 
"| “Cardinal” (Col). (Sth wk), - - $6,000. 5 

$1.25-$1:50). ——.“Dr.”- 

20 ‘spots: . 

Proctor’s, Ni ewark::’ 

Palace, 86th Street; .Skouras’ 

+.In,. Pelham; Sunrise Drive-In, Whitestone Drive-In. : 
“Paris: When. ‘Ht ‘Sizzles”. (Par)—$125,000 ‘in:.19 spo ts: _ 

- : Paramount, Trans-Lux 52d: St.. (Manhattan); ‘Loew’ 3 Mt. ‘Vernon, a 
" Plaza, . _Searsdale;.: Yonkers; ‘Bronx ™ Paradise: Queens’. 
‘Bliss; ‘Hillside: Brooklyn ‘Kingsway, Rialto, Metropolitan; Nassau | 
“Glen. Cove,. Fantasy, ° Roosevelt ‘Field, ‘Freeport;. ‘Suffolk Retent. et 

$1. 50-$2.50)— 
_ -- (QA) (16th wk). Sock. $10,000 after 

‘|. 15th week’s $6,500. : 
1 United. Artists (Fourth Avenue) 
| (1,700; . 75-$1.25)—““Tiger Walks”: 

Great Ad- 

“7 -Rialto;. Shoré. | 

‘two prize. boxoffice ‘days.’ 
"| isa very spotty Broadway firstrun | 
-1setup which. was further ‘damaged |: 

‘$1-$1 49) 
— ‘Mail Order Bride”. (MGM) and. 

‘Dull: 

“Kissin”. ‘Cous- 

(1,000; : $1. 

Ins ‘addition, | 

Elmwood’s’ 

‘and 

. Albee. (RKOY 2, 200; 90-$1 25) 
: ‘Man In Middle” (20th): and “Surf: 

(20th). -‘Fairish. $5,500. Last: 
-(U): and: 

(4th: wk)... 

a Showcase. 

(WA) “(0th 
“Ninth | 

| Cineratna, Loew's 83d. St., Orpheum (Manhattan); ‘Loew's Kings, : ; 
’, Oriental, ‘Triboro, Valencia (J amaica), New Rochelle; White Plains, . 

. Jersey. City: Century’s Avalon,.. Green Acres,. Grove, Plainview,. 

* “Captain: Newman”. (0)—$160, 060 in thitd week,’ 24° spots. 
. RKO. ‘Alden, ‘Albee (Brooklyn): ‘Albemarle, Proctor’s, New Rochelle, 
Colony, Elmsford ‘Drive-In, Fordham: Skouras’. Astoria, Midway, . 
Walley. Stream; Calderone, ‘Central, Town, Squire: Westbury. Drive- | pa 

“From Russia With ove”: (WA)—$428, 000 ip Ly days, 29. - spots.” 
. RKO Coliseum, 58th -St.; Astor; -Skouras Riverside (Manhattan): 
o Skouras Valentine, ‘Forest. Hills, ‘Merrick, : ‘Bronxville, ‘Cove,. Play- 

- house: “Rivoli - - (Hempstead), Westbury” Drive-in; RKO Castle. Hill, 

iia Calan Naa ae 

‘deat “outdoor. ‘weather, 
last. Saturday .and: Sunday,.. hurt. 
trade at’ Broadway © deluxers’ those. 

‘Result 

a’ bit-by" ‘telecast: of: Oscar. awards 
Monday (13) jnight.:. ; 

‘Bright. feature: of current ‘stanza 
is some sturdy to smash new: prod- 
uct. ‘From :Russia “With. Love” 
is hitting: a smash. $35,000 or close 
opening week at the Astor, and is. 
doing. .equally:-well-on ‘Showease. 
1“Paris’ When. ‘It. Sizzles” looks’ 
good . $24,000. or: close at: the. Para- 

_| Mount ‘on. opener -and: socko -$12,-|; - 
4000: in’ first “at the Trans-Lux 52d: 

Street.' “Best .Man’” landed: a big 
$22,000 opening. round, daydating : 
the Coronet. and 34th. ‘Street East..| 
“World of Henry. Orient’” : -with 

‘| stageshow. looks: to hold. with big: 
$135,000 in fourth session at. the: 

| Music ‘Hall; ‘and ‘goes. a fifth week: 
|*Fall of -Roman Empire” still -is |: 
'socko at. $24,000. in. third week’ at | — 

| the DeMille. «It was-hurt as. ‘were 
Yall. hardtickets - this. ‘session, “as 
compared ‘with: a week. ago. ~ 

: Some’ ‘idea _of how badly biz is|. 
down from a week ago is’ gleaned | — 
from. what: happened to. 

which.::was. socko}. Strangelove;”. 
$37,000: in’ 11th stanza; . daydating 

‘|the Victoria’ and Baronet, : down | 
- ‘some $13, 000 froma week .ago. : 

“Becket” vis. ‘heading | -for boffo — 
| $34, 500 - in. fifth .session at the. 

| fair. $14,000° of less in. third week 

‘Prov; Sai 11G 
| in. ‘eighth. “round, -. daydating ‘the’ 
{Criterion and: ‘Sutton. 

“Ydeal’ “Weekend ‘outdoor “weather 1: 
had the .roads crowded with. Sun-. 

--f State. “Capt, Newman” is down to 

” "Seven 
Days - in May’’.is. off to big $21,500 

$28: 000 this . week;- daydating the 
Cinema - One. and: -Cinema | ‘Two.| 

it ‘is ‘racking up. a} 
“huge ‘$201, 469. An: 15. Greater: N.Y. 
Theatres. 

aistiniates: for: This “Week 
‘ Astor (City : Inv.) -(1,094;" 

‘Initial round. fin- |. 

. Cinerama.- (Loew) | (1,552; $1.50-. 
$2.50) — “Cardinal” (Cob). (subrun) Joo 

The. third’: week. ‘com-| .. 
‘pleted - -yesterday: (Tues.)...was big | 
$19,000 ‘or near after $25,000 for 
‘second. Also. playing | ‘secondary 

(Moss) a 520; ‘$1. 50-| 
'$2: 50)—“Seven Days in May’: (Par) |. 
(9th. wk). Eighth stanza ended yes- | 
terday.. (Tues.). was. sturdy. $14,000} 
or close after :$26,000. for. seventh: | 
‘Daydating with Sutton..Got -some | . 
aid from. a -Preview-: Jast. night. 

Jat: firstruns here this week. Ken-" 
meeting. 

: Criterion 

(Tues.).: :- 
DeMille: ‘(Reade)—_ (1, 463: 

$24,000: after $33,000 for. second. . . 
_Embassy. . 

(500; “$1. 50-$2. 50): — 

terday . (Tues.) ; after $8,500 | for 

: Huntington;. Paramount Staten’-Island; Bayshore, Cove, Patach- 
'.oque, Big: A, Dale, ‘Luxor, . Bronx-Palace, Elmwood, Parkhill, RKO": 

:- 1 and likely to do bright $8,500, Last 
Lp week, “Mr. Limpet” (WB) (2d wk),. 

-Academy,: Riviera: (Manhattan): 7 : 

“Meadows, 

_ Kenmore,’ ‘Dyker, Madison, Keith’s- Flushing, Strand, White. Plains; - « 

T . Wantagh. 
-Fabian's Fox; Elnsford Drive-in,” Belair; ‘Town: and. Country’ s 

“both. 

jtoday (Wed). 
| Newman” (U} -(subrun) (3d wk), 

fellers) (6,200;. 99-$2:85) .— 

.Stageshow: (4th wk). 

“Pr, . 

$2)— 
“wk)... 

| yesterday (Tues. ,000. 
“Tom: Jones” ‘is landing a: : great | y y was great $20,000 

$1. .25- 
{$2)——From. Russia — With Love” } 
(UA). (2d wk). - 
ished. yesterday (Tues:). was wow | 

| $35, 000-or over. - Also on. Showcase 
2 where doing equally as well. ~ 

oF 109° Lively $8,500; 

; $1. 50- 
$3. 50)—‘“Fall - of. Roman Empire” | 
(Par) (3d wk). This: week winding. 
tomorrow. (Thurs.). looks - like. big. 

(Guild Enterprises): 
“Night Must: 

Fall" (MGM) (5th wk). Off: to. okay. 
$6,000" ‘in’ fourth: week:.ended yes-.: 

‘Forum “(NoreD) (813; ‘$i 25-1 80).| 

k's NY. 
(Primary: Firstron. Showcases) 
“(Week's Secondary | Showcases) « 

The Cardinal”. (Gol—$167, 000. in. five. days: ‘of: third. week, = 
. .| wk). Nice. $5,000; same as seventh 

*$1.25) 

"|-95-$1.25)—“Love- 
| Stranger” (Par) (3d wk). Big $9, 000. 

Second. ‘week was same:. 

“Sh; a m e” 
‘Opened. Friday .(10).. Hit. big $11, 
000 in first. three: days. ended Sun- 
day (12), 28 

Palace (RKO) 6 642: $1.25-$2)— 

“False. (Embassy). 

“Operation Petticoat™. (Uy) and 
“Pillow. Talk” (U) (reissues), Open 

East week, “Capt. 

dipped to fair’$14, 000: or less after 
‘$23, 500 for second.: 

‘Parameunt - (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—"Paris When: It Sizzles” (Par). 
(2d . wk). First round ‘completed 
yesterday: (Tues, ) was good $23, 000. 
On Showcase. 

Radio City "Music: ‘Halt (Rocke- 
“World -. 

of Henry Orient”. (UA) and Easter °. 
This session 

ending. today: (Wed.): is heading for 
-big $135,000. or. close after. $175,000 
for -third: Holds .a ‘fifth. week. 
“Pink Panther”. (UA) .opens. April: 
.23 after five weeks of “Orient.” 

Rivoli. (UAT) (1,545; $2. 50-$5. 50). 
- “Gleopatra” (20th): {45th wk). 

The 44th round ended: yesterday: 
| (Tues.) ‘was fair $14,000 or: close. 
rafter’ $19,000 for 43d week: .~ - 

Rialto-(Brandt) (600: $1.25-$2.50). 
—“The Silence” (Janus) (11th wk). 
The. 10th ‘week: ended: yesterday 
(Tues.) wag big $9,000 or near after. 
$15,000. for. seventh. Also. at Trans- ae 

$1. 50-$3: 50). 
“Becket” (Par). (5th wk). Current - 

Lux. Fast. 
State. (Loew): re 850: 

stariza: ending today. (Wed:) looks | 
to hit socko $34,500 for 10 perform- 
-ancés after. $46, 000. for 12 shows: in. 

at the Palace, with. two : reissues | fourth... . 
replacing - today :. (Wed.). Victoria (City: Inv.) re 003; $1. 25. : 

The 11th frame completed 
“Dr, Strangelove”. (Col) (12th 

or close. after $32,000 -for 10th - 
week,. Daydating with Baronet: 
‘Warner (SW). (1,504; $2.50-$4:80) 

—‘It’s .a..Mad’ World”. (UA) (22d 
wk):. -The- 21st * ‘session completed 

_| Saturday (11). “was lively $22,000 for: 
-| Standard -10.-performances after. 
$60,000 in 20th week for 20. shows. | 

-First-Run, Arties 
: ‘Baronet (Reade) (430; $1. 25-$2)— 
“Dr. Strangelove” (CqJ) (12th wk). 

|The. 11th round. ended yesterday 
(Bues.) was smash ‘$17,000 . after 

(Continued, en page 10) 

L’ville; ‘Stranger’ Big. 

Louisville, April. 14. 

weather; ‘combined. to beef. up biz 

tucky. Education _Assn. . 
-brought :in large. groups. of teach- 
ers: from all parts of ‘the State.. 
“PT 109” and “Palm Springs ‘Week: 
end’? at the Mary Ann is the only’ 
fresh entry downtown lineup, and 
Shapes lively. . 

“Love.. With. ‘Proper. Stranger.” 
‘in third at the: Penthouse will equal 
last wéeek’s take. “Tiger Walks” at 

‘}the United Artists is rated okay 
“It’s. a. Mad 

=| World” at Rialto: is being helped. 
'’~ | by.-school teacher . trade, and fact © 

| that the kids. had a. vacation.. It 

Sixteenth stanza of 

an a : . - 

96; ‘World’ 106, 16th 
Conventions, ‘and pleasant spring” 

looks. sock: “Toty Jones,’’ in eighth A 
S ‘| at the Kentucky. looms ‘nice. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Kentucky. 
$1.25) — (UA) “Tom... Jones” (8th 

week. 

‘(Switow) (900; 75-.- 

Mary Ain . (People' ’s) (1,100; 75- 

‘Liveliest spot on. Fourth: Street, 

$5,000 
Ohia- (Settos) (900: “75-$1.25)—~ 

|-“Paris. When. It Sizzles” (Par) (34. 
wk).. Brisk : $5, 500. “Second - was. 

Penthouse (Fourth Avenue) (900; 
With: Proper 

—*“PT-109” (WB) and “Palm. 
‘Springs -Weekend”. (WB) (reissués). 

Rialto (Fourth. Avenue) (1;1005. oy 
“It's a Mad World” 

(BY) ” and... “Lassie’s 
‘T venture” (BY) (3d wk). Okay $7, 000. 

a, ‘Second : week, $7,300. 



"Pathe Wow SI : 
Baltimore, “April. 14: 

Still. in “the: lead. here. currently [| , 
is “Tom Jones,” .boff in seventh 
week at the’ Charles. “Pink Pan- 
ther” loaks sock in fourth: round: at 
the Senator. “It’s a Mad. World” |. 
Js holding. strongly. in™ “eighth. ses-|. 

“Captain New- sion at the Town, 
man” is big in third: at the Hipp. 

“Dr. Strangelove” shapes . sock 
in. eighth at the ‘New.: “Seven Days: 
in May” is sturdy in-seventh round 

_ at Mayfair. : “Cleopatra”. is. fair’ in 
third. at the ‘Little: “Incredible Mr. 
Limpet” Tooks: slight in- first week 
at the Stanton: “High: and Low” is. 
holding. up ‘in fourth at the: ‘Play-| 
house. 

Bstimates for This Week 

_ Charles 
$1.80):. —. 
wk).. Beff 
$17. 000. | 

‘Five West (Schwaber). (435; “90- 

(Fruchtman) (500: 50- 
“Tom Jones” - (UA) (7th | * 
$16, 500. ‘Last. ‘week, 

$1.50). — “To. Bed. or ‘Not to Bed’|: 
Cont) (3d -wk). Warm: $2, 000. Last 
-week;.. $2,300. - .- ° 

-Hippodrome “(T-L) 41 800; “50- 
$1.50)—“Captain Newman” (UW) (3d. 
wk). Hep. $10, 600. ‘Last’ week, $u- 
500. 

Little © (T-L). (300° .60-$1. 50) = 
“Cleopatra” (20th) (3d wk). Fair; 
$2,900. Last week, $2,800. - 

_ New (Fruchtman) - (1. 600; 50: 
$1.50) — “Dr. _ Strangelove”. (Gol): 
8th wk): Sock $7, 300: Last. week, . 
$8,000. 

Mayfair (Fruchtinan). (700: 50- | 
$1.50) — “Seven Days. in -May”.}- 
(Par) (7th wk). Strong $8, 000. ‘Last 
week, $10,000... 

Playhouse. { Schwaber}: (700: yU- 
$1.50) — “High and Low” (Toho) 
(4th wk). ‘Steady: $2, 090. Last week; : 

same. ' 

—"Pink Panther’ 
Boff $11,500. Last- week, $12: 000. . 

Stanton (Fruchtman) (2 800: 50- 
$1. 50)—"“Mr. Limpet” (WB): ‘Mild 
$6,000. Last. week, : “Children: of: 
Damned” (MGM),. $8,000. 
amen (T-L)Y (1,125. $1. 50-$2 65)— 

‘Strong. $15,000; .Last week, same. 
_ Rex (Freedman) (500;: $1 50). — 
“Rell, Bare. and Beautiful’. (Indie}.| 

- Oke $2,300. Last..week, “At “Lil’s: 
Place” (Mishkin) | (2d wk), $2;500 
after opener did remarkably. well. 

World’ Socko $9, 000, 
Port; ‘Jones’ Big 106 

Portland, Ore: ,April.14, 
Bulk of strength ‘currently. ‘is: 

with the longruns, with the three 
newcomers highly disappointing. 
Probably the dullest new. ‘entrant | 
4s “Mail Order Bride” - 
_mount. “It's @ Mad World’’ ‘still is 
mighty in 17th round at. Hollywood. 
while “Tom Jones” looks great in 
ninth © the Irvington; “Dr. 
Strangelove” shapes tall: in. . third |: 
at the Fox.. 

Estimates for: This Week 

Broadway (Parker) (i, 890: “gif 
$1.50)—“Captain. Newman”. (U) and: 
“Qne Man’s.:Paris” (Q).: 4th’ wk)..| 
‘Nifty $4, 000. Last ‘week, $5, 600. 

Cinema 21 (Foster): (648; $1. 50) 
“America, America” (WB) (7th wk):. 
Snappy $2,500. Last week; $3,000. 

Fine Arts (Foster) (421: - $1 50)—| 
“Irma La Douce” (UA) (m.o.)- and: “Mary, Mary” (WBY (reissue) (13th } 
wk). Nice ‘$2,000. Last ‘week, “$2, 200. 
Fox (Evergreen). (1,600: $1-$1.49) 

—Dr. Strangelove”. (Col) (3d wk), | 
‘Tall $6,500. Last week, $6,300. 
‘Hollyweod © (Ev ergreen) _ 

$1.49-$2.75) — “It’s: a- Mad World” 
(UA) (17th wk). Sock $9, 000. Last | 
‘week, $9,300. 

Irvington (Smith): (650: $1.50—| 
-“Tom Jones” (UA). (9th: wk). .Wow | 
$10. 000. Last week, $10,400. 

Music Box (Hamrick). (640° '$tet 
$1.50)——“‘All Way Home”. (Par). So- 
$0 $3,000.. Last’ week, “Paris: ‘When 
It Sizzles” (Par) and. “Tammy. ana | 
Doctor” = (U) (reissue). . 
.$3.400.: 

‘Orpheum | (Evergreen): (1 536: 'g1-! 
$1. 50}-—“‘Shock. “Treatment” 

$5,000. ‘Last . ‘week, 
Rain” (AA) and 
manche Creek” (AA), $6,300. 

_ Paramount (Port-Par) (3. 006; $1- 
$1.50}—“Mail Order Bride” (MGM): 
and “Palm Springs Weekend” (WB) | 

--@eissue): Slow - $4,000. Last: week, | 
“TI. Want to Live” and “God's vittle| 
Acre” (UA): (reissues), . $2, 300. | 

{showing.-of “Tom Jones,” in sixth | 
taweek. at ‘the Blue Mouse; and ““Dr.. 

6th wk) 

| love” (Cal: (3d wk). 

. (20th) 
week, $9, 700...” 

1 gy 15) —— 

| Way” 

Senator: (Durkee) (S60: 60-$1 50) 
(UAL: (4th. wk). 1 

| $22:500' for. 10th ‘week.’ 
Beekman (Rugoff Th.) (590: $1.50-+ 

a Mad World” (UA) (8th wk). I}. 

(330; $1, 50-$2)—“‘Dimka” (Artkino). 

at. Para-| 

(2,188. 

2d | wk), 

(20th) [. 
sand “Man In. Middle” (20th): Mild | : 

“Soldier: In: 
“Gunfight Co-| 

lo Hotsy $12,000 In 
Seattle; ‘Doctor’ 106, 3 

‘Seattle, “April: 14° 

‘However, “Mr. : ‘Limpet” is 

Big news: is - ‘the continued. socko. 

‘Strangelove,” ” in third at. Coliseum. | 
. Estimates. ‘for This Week .. 
‘Blue Mouse: (Hamrick) *. (739: 

$1.50-$1.75)- —‘Tom Jones”. “AY 
Big .$12,000 - OF. cover. 

Last: “week, $13,300. ~:: © 
‘Coliseum (Fox: ‘= -Byergreen), 

a 870; $1.25-$1.50)- —"Dr,; Strange- 
“Swell. $10, 000. 

Last week, $12, 700. 
Fifth. Avenue: 

“$k 50-$2)\— 
(6th wk). - 

(Fox Evergreen) 
(2.500; =. “Cleopatra”. 

Martin: Cinerama’: (Martin ‘Thea- 
tres) (870; $1. 25-$2.25)... Dark this 
Week. - ‘Last week, “‘How West. Was’ 
[Won (MGM). (52d. wk), great. $17, 
‘600 in 9 days. - 

. Music Box. ‘Hamrick) (838: -$1.50-: 
. “Iria | La . Douce” . (UA). 

438th - wk). ‘Solid. * $6; (000... 
week; $6, 600... “ 

- Orpheum (Hamrick) (738; 
$1. 50)—"Mr.. Limpet™: (WB). = 
$6, 500..° 9 
“Paramount. 

(3000; ". $1. .25-$1: 50) 
UA). _and - “Great “Escape”. 

(UA). (reissue). Sad -$3, 000: ‘Last. 
week, “Muscle. ‘Beach. ‘Party”” (EFF): 
and Pyro" (FFY (2d. “wE),. $5,400, 

‘BROA DWAY_ 
(Continued from: page. 9° 

$2)—“‘Adorable™ Julia” (Indie). (2d: 
-| wk). First: week completed Monday . 
(13) - was ‘unattractive: “$4, 000 - (Or 
elose: 
‘Carnegie - “Hal” ‘Cinema’ (F&A) 

(4th wk). Current: ound: winding 
tomorrow:'(Thurs:) is -heading ' for.. 
‘great: $8, 200: after $10, 500 for. third | Park. 

| 800d: in ‘second at Lyrie..: 
week... 
Cinema One: ‘(Rugoff- Th) (700: 

_}$2:50-$2) "Tom Jones”. (UA) (28th -_ 
wk). The 27th: session ‘ended . Sun- | 

.| day (12) ‘was “wow. $17, 300 . after: 

on saturation booking, ~ a 
April. [oe 

Cinenia: Two. (Rugoft ‘Th.). (300; 
$1. 50-$2)— “Tom © . Jones” ° (UA) 

yesterday (Tues.) was great: $10, 700 

completed Sunday. (12) - was: “big. 
$12,000. ‘Daydating. with (34th St. 
East: 

_ Festival (Embassy? (546; ‘$2 $2. 50) 

| pound. completed: Monday- ¢13). was. 

for. third.. Daydating Tower~ East. 
“Fifth. Ave.-Cinema (Rugoff: Th.). 

«(250 . $1.25-$2)—“Open . Door : an 
See All . World” (Indie). (3d. «wk). 

‘on opener. 

wk), 

$11, 000 for third. 

“Mistress ‘For’: -Summer’* (indie) | 
(3d. wk)... ‘This: frame finishing 

$5.000.. after. . $10,000 for’ second, 
“Olympic ° -Gaines” 
April. 21... 

record third week’ of $20,900. : 
Murray Hill (Rugoff Th.) (565: 

“$i .50-$2)- —‘The .. Hustler” (20th) 
(subrun). ‘First. week, looks. like. ‘big. 
$8,200.. Stays. on. 

$2)— 
Opened. “Monday *(13).. 

ing tomorrow | (Thurs.)’-‘looks:. like 
sock. $12,000: after. $13, 400: for. sixth.. 
“Modern. Times”. (indie) opens: next | 
Friday 
Sutton’ ‘mugoft Td. (564 $1. 50- 

It’s virtually. 100% holdover. hete . 
‘this’ round, with the. two. new ‘en- 
trants. not: creating - much 
ment. 
Fated. ‘good on opener at. Orpheum: 

excite-: 

$1.25-$2)—"The - Silence” . t 
(11th. wk), The 10th frame: ended?| 3 7, 500. 
“Sunday: (12) was nice “$5,500. after ‘sins’ (MGM) (2d.wk), § 
- $9,300. for: ‘ninth. ‘Daydating with. 

| Rialto. 

Big $9, 000. Last. 
| Boyant ‘Sex’. (Ellis) woe wk). This. 
“week winding “° 
(Thurs.). ‘is "heading - for. sturdy | 
$7;500.-or close after. 88 000 for. 
eighth. round. 

Last: E 

rs 25-| 
Good. 

"(Fox-Evergreen) . 
—"One :- Man’s| 

-the longruns: 
‘May” 

$29,280 for.26th week. Now play! ing. 

(10th wk). Ninth: week’ “-completéd'| 
| girl and. _ Warr Minister” ° 
4subrun). 
week, 
and: ‘I’m -. All Right, Jack”. {Col) |: 
A(subrun), - $1,000. . 

Campus (Mann) (600: $1. 25)": —: 

or -close. .after «$14,500; for “eighth... 
. Coronet (Reade). (5907 '$150-$2)—. 

“Best: Man” (U) (2d). Initial. stanza 

| “Yesterday, Today ‘and.:Tomor- |: 
row’? (Embassy) (5th wk)... Fourth. 

great $21,000 or. close -after $27, 500:}. 

‘Second. week. ‘ended’ yesterday | 1 05)" "coven Faces“ of Dr. Lao” 
“(MGM). 
“Singin’ Cousins” (MGM) ‘Gd Wk). 
‘$4,500. . - 
Lyric. “War: a 000: $1-$1 25) — 

“paris. -When It. Sizzles”” (Par) ‘(2d 
wk). 

(Tues.) was lean $1, 900: after $2, 000 | 

“Fine Arts (Davis): (468: $i. 80- $2). 
—'La. Bonne : Soupe”’ (20th). (Sth * 

Fourth. -session , ended | Satur- 
day’ (11). was: Smooth $8,000: after, 

Guild: (Guild) (450: $i2$1 (5). 

| $1:50) — 

‘tomorrow “Thurs.): looks. like: fair. 

“(ndie opens. . 

+ Little Carnegie (Landau) . “( 472: 
+$1.25-$2)—“The: Servant”: (Landau) 
(5th -wk).- Fourth’ week endéd Sun-: 
day (12) was ‘socko:.$14,500 : after. 

Paris. (Pathe Cinema) (568: y 50: 
—-“Bandits of Orgosolo” (Indie). 

tain -_Néwman’ 
_Plaza:. (Lopért) (525;" ‘$1, 50:$2)— at’ $1: 25-$1. 50. Lo 

. “Great. Dictator” (Indie) (reissue). 
(7th final wk). Current: session end- | $1.25) 

“$4, 500 or over.. Last.-week,. 
Life™ tEmpbassy):: (2d: wk), $I, 500.. 

ete o #2)—"Seven Days in. “May”: (ary ee o-: 
"| 6th: wk). ‘The eighth round. ended |. fr 
' Lyesterday (Tues.) was fancy $7, 500 | | 

Neva 106 
“after ‘$15,500 for ‘seventh: . 
4th Street East (Reade): (456: 

$1 50-$2)—“Best Man” (U) (24-wk). 
First week ‘finished. Sunday. (12).} 
‘was ‘fine : $9, 500. Daydating™ With 

‘t-Coronet. . : 
‘Toho Cinema. (Toho). (299; $1. 50-1 

| $2)-—“Challenge To- Live”. (Toho)'} 
(2d wk);. Opening session completed |: L: 
Monday (13): was’ fair. $4,200." “Life |—— 

‘of Oharw” (Toho). opens next Mon- 
day (20); «: | 
ne ‘East | Loew): (588; ‘$1. 50-" 

‘morrow’”’ 
| Fourth stanza ended : Monday. (13) 
-was sock $16,000. or - near’ after 
$22, 000 for. third. week." 

“Yesterday, “Today -and ‘..To> 
(Embassy) - (5th .. wk), 

- Trans-Lux . : East. (EL). (600:: 
(Janus): 

“Prans-Lux ‘52d: St: (13) (640°. 
$1: '25-$2)—"‘Paris When - It Sizzles’ 
(Par) (2d wk). Initial round. ended 
yesterday (Tués.). was ‘smash. $12.-. 
000 . or... 
‘Paramount. 

over, ~Daydating With 

World” (Perfecto) - (390- 90-81: 50) 
—“Psychoniania’* (Vic) and “Flam- 

- tomorrow 

Silence’ Noisy $9, 000, 
Mpls; ‘Dr. Lao’: $4, 300, 
Party’ Smash $12, 000}. 

Minneapolis, “April: 14. 
There are. some. Loop. ‘newcom+ : 

“ers: this session, ‘but: some. are of 
‘minor ‘biz calibre. 
‘the’ freshly. atrived “The Silence,” : 

| daydating in’ two: Nabe’ ‘first-runs: 
‘Touching in‘the ads upon: its: sex: 

| daring and: -peing. a. Swedish ‘pic-} 
{ture 
ee area city,” - 

big. 
“Seven. Faces of Dr. Lao’. but-only- 
“Muscle .Beach.. Party’: 
well, ‘being smash in first ‘at! State-. 

:.- The’ - still. high-flying’. “How - the’ 
“West ‘Was ‘Won” and “Tom Jones”. 
are in..their= 58th’ and -8th.. weeks, : 

| respectively; aré- “standout. ‘among. |- 
“Seven” Days: to. 

in ninth. round is big atthe |. 

in. a heavily’. ‘Scandinavian- 
“Silence”’ - looks 

Two “downtown, riewcomers, 

is doing 

’. “Paris: ‘When. It: Sizzles” | is” 

.. Estimates’ for This. Week. = 

-‘Readérny :(Mann)* (1; 050: $1. 15- 

(15). 
(WB): 

Opens . tomorrow 
“Mr. : Limpet’”” 

| 42d. wk).. -oKe:. $2; 000" three, days cat. 
-$1.25-$1.50., 

- Avalon: “Opraiik) (900: ° $1): —: “Queens Wild”: (Indie)~ and. play: : 
(Indie) . 

‘.S6-so- -$1,200,.. last 
: “Forbidden ‘Sands” indie). 

| “Silence” (Janus). ‘Lively M4, 500 
or; Near.. 
‘Century. . (Par) - ( 1, 300: . $1: 50- : 

$3. 50). -— “Cleopatra” (20th) (42d 
wk)... Mild - $4, 000. Last. week; 
$4, 000: 
Cooper” (CF) (905: “$1. 25:92. 50) 

“How .West .Was’ Won”. (MGM)||. 
q | (58th. -wk), Wow $10; 000. : “Last. 

week, $9, 800... 
‘Gopher “Berger) “, 000: -$1-]. 

Fair $4,800. Last’ week, 

Good $5, 000. or over. ‘Last 
week; $8,000: . 
Mann. (Manny: “4. 600: $2, 25: 

= “Dr Strangelove’: (Col) 
(8th: wk).: 
out. after: ‘this stanza: . 
$7, 000.:.- | 
“Orpheum - “( Manin) we) 800: . 

*-( Indie): 

Park .(Mann). (1.000;.” $1.50)°—~ 
[Seven Days to May” : (Par): 9th. 
wk). 

| $4,500: 
‘Big. $4, 000. . 

-, State (Par) @: 200:: 

. Last. week, 

‘$181 25) —, 
“Muscle ‘Beach: Party”. (AT). Sock 
at © .$12,000.:: ‘ Last. “week, -.“Cap- 

‘-Suburban:. ‘World: (Mann): 
— “Silence” (Janus):.- 

’ Wearld. (Mann) (400°. $1.25-$1. 50) | -. 
(8th © -wk):- 

.. ~"'Tom: Tenes” (UA)-: 

‘(3 wk): 

| $7; 400: 
Musie ° Hall ‘Beacon. Eniteprises) | 

‘a. ‘Mad }. 
Wow | 

jweek,. $20, 000. 

Newman’ Good $16,000, | 
St. Loo; “World” 146, 8th | 

Impressive ‘is }- 

‘at. ‘Ambassador. 

‘| issues): : 

$1.25) — 

.000:-or better.. 

; wk): 
“$15, 000: 

| $1: 30-$2:50) - 

Big. $5,000, . but . bows: 
“Last week, | 

gy. 
| $1. 25)-—“At War “With _Army”* (In- 

die): and. “Night. Passage” (Indie). 
Give. way... to “Mobsters” 
‘after. five. days. Dim -$2,000- in :5j 

et days. ‘Last .-week, stageshow. a © $1.25). 

* UY. 3d wk); $7,500 

(800: 
Trim 
“Easy. 

“DETROIT 
“Continued, from: page: ‘py 

: “Horror ‘of Party’ Beach” 426th) 
‘and’ “Curse ‘of. . Living: Corpse” 

| (20th) (2d: wk)...” Good - $13,000. Last. 
‘week, ‘$17,000... + Stanley. “oats 

sparkling. ‘as: At. heads for another. se a : Madison (UD). (1,408; $1.25-$1. 49) 
~—“Dr: Strangelove” (Col) (5th wk). 
Great $18, 000... Last week,. $20,000. 

:. Gratid Circus (UD).(1,400;, $1.25- | 
irs .49)—"Two Women”. Andie) and 

ood: “gio” © :(Emb) © . (re-issues) 
$8, 000. ‘Last: week, ‘Kissin’. ‘Cou- 

Adams (Community): 

$13, 000. . 

“United Artists (WA) 1, 667: ‘$i. 50- 
$2. 50)—‘‘Cleopatra’”’.: (20th) . (42d 
wk).. Steady $7; 500:" 

(1,213; 
World” - 

$1.80-$3)—“It’s. 
(UA) . (9th. wk). 

$26,000. ° Last: week, $36;100.- 
Detroit). 

(1 468; - $1-$1: 80)-—‘‘Captain New-. 
man’ (A): 3d ‘wk).. 

{,000-: Last ‘week, $10, ‘400. - 

‘(Trans Lux). 
- 1980: . $I .25-$2)—-“"Tom Jones” (UA) | 

“Last: : 

_Mereury: (Suburban - 

Trans-Eux « Krim . 

(9th wk). Wow: $26.0 000; 

St. Louis, ‘April: 14, 
” Several -r ‘new. pix here this week 
but. only, ‘some reissues - ‘of. fresh. 
bills. are- doing much. “This Sport- | 
ing’ Life”. looks: okay. for: an: oldie.| 
on opetier. at: the ‘St. Louis. “South 
Pacific” ‘likewise “is okay. in_ first 

“Tom Jones” is} 
in seventh . week at _ 

Loew’s Mid-City while “It’s. a. Mad | 
World”.is even. doing: better in}. 
eighth ‘at:Martin Cinerama. “Capt:|__ 
Newman”. is good on. opener: at the 

rated «= big 

Fox,’ 

Estimates: for This Week: 

‘Ambassador: (Arthur). (2,970; ‘90- 
$1. 25) —"South: Pacific” -(20th), (re-. 

ao Okay: $8, 000: ‘Last week, |'¥ 
|-“Paris’ ‘When Tt: ‘Sizzles” (Par). (2d 
wk), $9,000:- 

$2. 65)-—“Fall. of . Roman: Empire” |’: 
(Par): 

of: ‘Last. “week, 

polio Art ( Grace) « 

(Indie): - 

“Householder” (Indie), $2,000. 
: Esquire: (J ablonow-Komm).” 

‘800: 90-$1:25)—“Cleopatra’”’ (20th) 
(5th wk). Good: $7, 600 or Jess.. Last | = 
‘week, $9,060: 

- Fox. (Arthur) 6, 000:. 90-$1: 25)—~ 
“Captain. Newman” (U). Okay -$16,- 

Last : ‘week, 
Favorite.’ Sport” * AW), 
$9, 000. 

: Loew's. “Mid-City (Loew) (1,160; | 
60-90)" —_ “Tom, Jones” (UA). (7th 

week, Big $14, 000, ‘Last 

- State. 
“Night Must Fall” (MGM) (2d wk). 
Slim ‘$7,000. Last week, $9, 000... 

_ Wednesday, Ape. 151 1964 | 

t & Newcomers. 

“| Pitt deluxers: this. round: re 
Faces .of Dr. Lao”: is. soft at the 2°. 
‘Penn on opener, “Night Must Fall® 0°. 3 
shapes <as only. fairish in first af 2 

“$s.° SHI oe cs 

: the Squirrel. Hin” 

“a, aso: [a 
| $1.23-$1. 50)—“Pink Panther”. (wa) |: a 

Smart: $10, 000. Last week, | 

Last ‘week, a 

Good $10,- ' 

| Sheepdog” . 
| $9,500... Last.. week, $14,000.- 

wk)::: 

(700%. “90- 
-“Brief. Encounter” (ndiey: 

and “I:-Know. -Where I’m Going’ |. 
. Mild- $1,500.. Last week,. 

- | “Everybody Go Home” (Indie) and 

(Loew). (3 600%" 60-90) —_ 
| $6,000. Last week, 37,000. 

ied Se 

“Pitteburgh: ‘April 142° 
-aré -Hot.-- pringin 

‘much’ ‘additional wicket. activity a 

- “Tom. Ji ones” - 

“Captain -N ewman’”?. —_ emai in 8 
slick in fourth. at’ Gateway.. 

oy | , 

“Seven. . 

“It’s ‘a > - 

Mad. World” ‘is headed ‘for a. boffo: - 
17th :round :at the.. Warner... 

“Estimates for This Week. 

. “Irma a - 2 a] 

La. Douce” looks. okay: in: ‘Seco
n; oS 

at Fulton on reissue. pon 

Forum ‘(Assoé:) :.(380; $1.75) tee | 
“Lilies of. Field” (UA). (23d --wk); :- 
Boff- $3, 500. * Last: week, $3, 800. ne 

$1-$1,75). 2 oo 
(UA). and 2: 

| “Some Like It Hot” (UA) (reissues)... 
_ Okay: $5, 000.. Last week, ars 

Fulton (Assoc.), (1, 900; 
; “Irma. ‘La™ Douce”: 

(2d wk).: 
$8, 500. - 

* Gateway (Assoc: ) a, 900: ‘$1-$1. 75) ane ; 

Slick $7, 000. East. ‘week, $8, 000: 

Penn. (UATC) ‘(3,472; °$1-$1. waa An 
“Seven Faces. of ‘Dr: Lao”:(MGM). Shel: 
Sad $5,000: Last week, “Brass Bote: 
tle” (U) (2d -wk), $9,000. 

“America,’ - America” . (WB) 

| week, $3, 200. . 

‘Squirrel Hill isw (800; $i. 95) an 
“1Trom. Jones” (UA) (9th wk); Amaz- : 

‘ing $13,000.- “Last week, $14,000,- 

‘Stanley. (SW). (3; 700; 

issues), $6, 500.: 

"CHICAGO. 
(Continued from. page. 6) 

__eniget Walks”. (BV): arid: “Arizona: 2. os a a 
(BV) (3d: .wk).. 

State-Lake - 
$1.80)— 

(B&K): - (2,400; 

‘Fast. $16, 000 - OF: lose. 
week, ‘$18,000. Bo 

* Surf (H&E: Balaban) (664; $1. 50- 7 
$1: :80)—"Suddenly | 
(Cont). (2d. wk): 
Last. week, $3,800. | 

It’s -Murder”: 

-$1-$1 5) 
| “Night Must Fall? | (MGM).: Fairish’ . 
|-$9,000. . Last: -week,. 
- (20th) . ‘and: ““Can-Can'* (20th). (re- 

“Oklahoma” 

‘Warner (SW). (1, 260: $1: 50-$3)— 
“It’s a Mad World”. (UA) (17th wk). 
‘Socko. $12,000. “Last: week, ate 000, 

Shadyside. (MOTC) (623; ‘$1. 75) re 
(ithe 2. 

1 wk). Still ‘in’ chips at 92, 300, Last i 

“Pink Panther” (UA), ath 
“Last on Le 

Lively” $2, 500. ma 

odd (Todd). (1; 089: 90:$1. 80)—. i 
—“Tom Jones” 
(Cont). (2d: wk):. “Lively. | 

‘Last week, $21,000. : 

(UA) (7th:.wk), -.: © 
“$2,500. ° - 

| Hot $14,500 jin. five. days . or near.. ot ee! 

, < 
at 

Town :(Teitel): (640: $1.25-$1. 80) 
—‘Beat -Devil’ (Indie) 

"United “Artists ( (B&K) (1.700: 90- 
-“Man’ 5 | $1:80)—“‘Seven Days. In May” (Par) 

(Sth, wk), 

“The Doll” (Indie). (2d. wk).. 

-.Martin Cinerama : (Martin) (913: 2 
— “It’s 

Pageant |. (Arthur). ee 000: “96: 
$1 “25)—“‘America, _ America” (WB)}. 
: (2d- Wk). Fine $3, 000. Last. week, 
$3,500. 

: Paris Art (Chernoff) (800;, 

—“This Sporting. Life” (Cont). and 
“Lord of Flies” (Cont) (reissues). | 
Okay .$8;500. Last’ week, “Hustler’” | 
(UA) and. “Peyton Place”: (A): (re-+ 
issues). $8. 000.. 

- Shady.’ Oak 
—- “Dr: Strangelove”. (Col) 

(5th wk). ‘Niee: $2, 500. Last week, 
: ne 000: 

- Shaw. Pie i in ‘Honolulu 
* Honolulu, April: 14.. 

tures’ ‘vy. Tang. Po’ and - Betty. Loh 
Smash. $7,000." ‘Last. week, $9,000, ‘Tih... : 

“Mad: “World”: 
(QUA). (8th. wk). ‘Big. $14, 000. Last! 

‘|. week,’ $15,000. 

a $y 
“Summerskin” (Indie) and “Hand |* 
in “Trap” (Indie) (2d ‘wk). Dull}: - 
‘$1: 000. Last: week; $1,200: 

: St. Louis: (Arthur): (3,800; "15°90). 

(Arthut): (760; . 90 “Lorna” 

. | -wk):: 
“Géiisolidated ‘circuit booked its |.$8, 000: - 

-| newest. Chinese-language import; a 
Shaw’ Bros. : color (Eastman). ‘film | ~ 
re-titled “The Love Eterne,” ‘into. 
‘its. downtown. Princess, for a. first-: 

| run: - Showing. 
Film; with: English. titles, fea- | 

wk). 

~ WASHINGTON _ 
. (Continued | ‘from page. 9) | 

(reissize) ._ 
“(2d wk): Brisk. $2, 000. Last. week,, : 
$3. 200. | 

(Tth |" wk). : Sturdy. i ,000. : |Last 
week; $17, 000. 
‘Woods (Essaness) (1, 200: - : 90- 

$1.80)—— “Night : ‘Must. Fall” (MGM), wt 
(2d. wk). Good. $13,000." Last. eae 
‘week, $18,000. cote, 

. World. (feitei) : (608; “90:$1 80)— le 
wie. a Be BY 

day Night, ‘Suriday Morning
”. (Cont) ee 

and ‘Room. at Top” (Cont) (reis- so 

—‘Night Must Fall. (MGM. Big 

“$1.50-$2)— 

‘Socko $20,000..-Last: week, $21,000. . <2 -. - 
Palace (Loew) -(2;360; $1.25-$1. 80) 0: 

: sues), $3,400. 
‘Ontario. (KB) (1 240: ; 

“Tom | Jones” (UA). (16th. wk). -.” 

{$11, 000. : Last: week,. “Shock. Treat- a 

ment” (20th), $6,500. i. 

Playhouse (TL) (459: $1.25-$1.80). - 

wk); Busy. $5; 500. Last week, 
$4. 500. 
‘Plaza (TL) (278; “$i 25-$1. 80) — 

(Indie) | (3d. ‘wk). 
$6. 000;- Last week, $5,500. - 

“Slick: ” 

— “America, _Ameri¢a”: (WB) (5th... 

Town (King) (800; $1.25-$1.80)—" 
~ “Captain. ‘Newman” (U). (3d: wk)... .. 

| Nifty: $10,000." Last’ week, “$13, 000; eee 
4. .Trans-Lux (TL): (598; :$1.49-$2)——" 
‘-|“Seven- Days -in- “May”: (Par) th oe 

Hefty.” $9, 500. ‘Last. week,” eee 

Uptown (SW): (1; 300: $1 65-$2: 75). wae 
—“It's. a” Mad: World” (WA). (8th 

‘Boffo $12, 000... Last” Week, 
$16,000. “s 
“Warneér:(SW).(1,250; $1,.30°$2:75) © 
—Fall “of Roman Empire”. (Par) : 

. (2d awk). Great. $12,000 2 after, $15,- 
; 500. on debut, 
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” Hollywood, “April ‘14. ‘ eee oS 
Herewith’ ‘the. winners ‘in: “the vote covering 1963" eli-- . 

...gibles .for..the- Academy of : Motion Picture ‘Arts. &. Sci-~ 
‘ences :Oscar. statuettes. .These . were. presented: in’ cere- s 

-- monies. from: the .west. coast. telecast over. ABC. Separately, 
: -the: program Atself a3 ‘feviewed.. in: this i issue’ s television: 
- department... : . 3 vo 

“BEST MOTION. PICTURE OF THE YEAR” 
“tem. Jones,” “AD: Woodfall’ ‘Production, © United” Artis: - Le 

a gest’ SCREENPLAY—BASED ‘ON. ‘MATERIAL ee 
/ Lopert: Pictures. Tony: Richardson, Producer. 

| ‘jest FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM OF THE. YEAR 
vel: “FeilericoF Fellini's 8,’ ” A Cineriz: Production x dtaly).. _ 

« ae a + 

a BEST. DIRECTOR - 
“Tom Jones”: 
hopert, Pictures. Tony ‘Richardson. . . 

Sr re 

‘BEST : PERFORMANCE BY AN. ACTOR 

duction, ‘United Artists. a . 

7 BEST PERFORMANCE BY. AN. ACTRESS - 
a “Pairiia: Neal. in: “Hud,” ” 
* _ Paramount. , 

as ke a 

pelt “BEST r SUPPORTING: “ACTOR: ce 
an Melvyn Douglas: ‘in “Hud ”. a ‘Salem-Dover. Production, a a 

Paramount. ae - = 

UA Dominates Awards | 

ae) "United: “Artists, which last year’ “copped: ‘citly a: pair. of. na 
ste: “Oscars, snapped up. seven. ‘Golden Men this year ‘inthe: .. 
. .. 36th annual. Academy. derby. - | 

: three: closest. competitors; “Metro, 20th-Fox and Paramount. 
-.. with’ four--apiece. . ‘Metro's take was augmented. by a SCi-_— 

Wey lan entific or technical, award, only one: 2 handed out: in current: a 
a sweepstakes. - Cos : 
-.. -?Two other - majors. garnered: ‘one “apiece, - ‘Warner Bros: a a 
for: black-and-white’: art: direction (“‘America, America”™),.: °° ey 

; ‘ Columbia, PE ad: 

at, however, last year’s leader. with. seven .Oscars,-:all’ ‘from. 
vA“ Bawrence © of . Arabia,” - ‘shared... lustre “when: the Irving... 
oi, ,G. ‘Thalberg- Memorial Award. went to. one of: ‘its: Broz: “ 

One ducers, Sam: ‘Spiegel... a a be t ke é bi ‘ Qn : 
’*s wins were. divi e tween. our ea ures, it. of —” * "BEST COSTUME’ DESIGN, COLOR. PICTURE. | 

-a 20th” Century-Fox “Ltd. -MCL_ Films. S.A.-' 
20th’. Cents Fox 

Columbia Pictures: for- cartoon short subject. 

these “Tom :Jones” grabbed best. ‘picture, best: diréction, 7 
*. “Cleopatra,” - best ‘screenplay, | best miisic ‘seore: - Best actor :award ‘went 

- to Sidney: Poitier for “Lilies of the: Field,” best’ ‘scoring. of: 
‘music to. arma La Doute,”. ‘Sound: effects: to: ats. a Mad." ; 
_(4): World.” 

“Cleopatra’”’ was responsible. for all of. 20th-Fox’. ‘glean- — 
° “Ings, | ‘best .color cinematography, art direction - and: set® a 
: decoration, costume designing and: special -effects.. Metro _ 
turned to “How the: West Was Won” for three of its-nods, .”: 
‘put its statue for: best. supporting ‘actréss.:cathe from Mar- i 

_ garet; Rutherford'’s matchless ° trouping in: “The V.LP.’s” : 
+. West” ‘contributed best. Story: and- screenplay, film. edit oh 
Paes “ing ‘and ‘sound recprding.: - a 

-Paramount’s quarteét. was. dvawn- from: ‘pair ‘of. pix: ine 
cluding: three “for “Hud,” :with Patricia Neal and Melvyn =.” 

* Douglas. capturing. best actress. and. ‘Dest. supporting. actor,” - 
“Hud?” likewise - ‘respectively, for. work in. this. ‘film,. 

* ‘showed. -for.:- best: black-and-white. ‘cinematography. . 
Best: song. “Call: Me- Irresistible,” ¢ came from “Papa’ ‘a 

Delicate Condition.” 

‘a Woodfail Production, , oH nited Aste * iis West: Was Won,” toca & Cites. 7 ° 

It’ far: outdistanced its. a 

“BEST. SUPPORTING ACTRESS © 
Margaret Rutherford An: ‘The, V. IP. 's,”" et Golden. 
“Mayer: re Deo, . age: ay o 6. eae 

“BEST. STORY AND SCREENPLAY WRITTEN 
"DIRECTLY FOR. THE SCREEN | 

ned i ‘The West Was Wen,” “Metro-Goldwyn:Mayer’ & as | 
Cinerama. Story: and. ‘screenplay. ‘by Jas ames ‘R.. Webb. 

FROM. ANOTHER MEDIUM. 
“Tom Jones,” ‘a: Woodfall: Production; ‘United - “Astin 
_Lopert I Pictures. ‘Screenplay. by. John. Osborne. et 

“s ome . -e oe el, an 

“BEST FILM. EDITING - 

srama,. - Harold Fy Kress. - os PALE, 

~ ‘BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY, COLOR PICTURE : 
‘use, Poitier. in “Lilies of The Field, aay Rainbow. Pro: S “Cleopatra,” ‘a 20th:: ‘Century-Fox. Ltd-MCL Films: S:A.- 

“Walwa. Films. 8. A. Production, : 
Leon: Shamroy,. ‘6 hag. - 

~ BEST. ACHIEVEMENT. IN. CINEMATOGRAPHY, ae Salem-Dover': - Production, ; 
BLACK-AND-WHITE: 

On wt : es ”. A Salem - Dover Production, Paratiouat. Jamon 
“Wong ‘Howe. : ee ot 

se we . 

BEST ART DIRECTION, ‘COLOR ‘PICTURE 
— “Cleopatra,” 2-20th Century-Fox: Ltd-MCL ‘Films S.A:-° 

“Walwa’ Films ‘S.A: Production, 20th: ‘Century-Fox... John” 
". Decuir, ‘Jack. Martin: ‘Smith, : “Hilyard: Brown,- Herman. - 
Blumenthal, _Elven <Webb,. Maurice Pelling. ‘and Boris. 

>) Juraga. Set.-Decoration - oa ‘ “Walter. mM. Scott, Paul S.: 
Fox ay and Ray. ‘Moyer. , wi 

ae < cn ee OA, 

BEST ART DIRECTION, |. ~- ae 
- BLACK-AND-WHITE. PICTURE > 

"hamerien America,”. an: Athena Enterprises. a ; 
_Wartier. Bros. Gene Callahan: ~ 

oo ele, 

- BEST COSTUME DESIGN, 

_ Pictures. : : Piero Gherardi, ie nae 
vig . - eo . : ee ee 

_ Walwa: - Films ‘S.A: : Production, - 
irene. Sharaf, Vittorio Nino Novarese and’ -Renie,- 

ca eee oe 

BEST. SONG FiRST ‘USED IN AN. ELIGIBLE - 
“MOTION PICTURE... 

“cat Me. Inresponsible” from “Papa's s. Delicate Condition, 
* Amro: Productions, -Paramount. Music. ‘by. James - Van. 
“Heusen. Lyrics by ‘Sammy: Cahn.” | 

“BEST. SCORING OF: MUSIC—ADAPTATION | 
-OR TREATMENT 

7 (FOR ‘WHICH ‘ONLY. THE : ADAPTER AND/ OR MUSIC 
- DIRECTOR SHALL. BE“ ELIGIBLE). ° 

. “tema La. Douce,” ‘a Mitisch-Phalarix Productioi, ‘United’ 
Artists. Andre: Previn. Sear cies vet 

20th Century-Fox, | 

= "BLACK-AND-WHITE P
ICTURE - : . a. A 

“Federico. Fellini's 8¥4,"" x. Cineriz: ’ Préduetion, ethane 

OUTSTANDING. ACHIEVEMENT | IN MUSIC. aN 
‘CONNECTION ‘WITH: MOTION PICTURES 

“(BEST MUSIO SCORE—SUBSTANTIALLY ORIGINAL. 
weer: FOR: _ WHICH. ONLY THE COMPOSER ‘SHALL BB 

ELIGIBLE), " 
hem Jeaiea,” a “Woodfall . Production, ‘United Artists. 
- Lopert: Pictures. ‘John. Addison... | 

“oe ®. 1 
BEST “ACHIEVEMENT IN. SOUND a 

 Aipew “The | West. Was Won,” Metro-Goldwyn-Maye?. 
_ Studio: Sound Department.. ‘Franklin’ E.. Milton, Sound 

* ae a 

‘BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN SOUND EFFECTS 
ate a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad Werld,” a Casey Production, 

“United Artists. Walter G. Eliott. 

BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN ‘SPECIAL EFF ECTS. 

tra,” a 20th. “Century-Fox. “Ltd -MCL._ Films .S.A.« 
‘: Walwa. Filme S. A. ‘Production, 20th: Century-Fox. Emil: 

- Kosa, Sr. . a ; . no, *. ee * i. ,; 

BEST ACHIEVEMENT. IN DOCUMENTARY 
"(FEATURES) 

. “Robert Frost .-: A Lover's Quarrel. With The Werld.” 
~ WGBH | Edueational: Foundation, ‘Robert Hughes, 
_, Producer. , 

(SHORT: SUBJ ECTS). 
a “Chagall, " “Kaatboac’ Film Enterprises, ‘Ltd Flag. Films, 

_, Simon. Schiffrin, Producer: | _— 
. *. * * a: a 

. od 

"BEST ACHIEVEMENT IN SHORT. SUBJECTS: 
oo CLIVE. ACTION SUBJECTS) * 7 

aw Occurrence ‘At. Owl Creek Bridge,” Filras Du Cen- 
~ taure-Filmartic, Cappagariff-Janus' ‘Films. Paul De 

- Roubaix and. Marcel: Ichae, ‘Producers. as 

(CARTOON SUBJECTS) 
the Critic?” “Pinto® - ‘Crossbow |: ‘Productions, ‘Columbia, 

: Ernest ‘Pintoff, Producer, oe 

No Hersholt, or r Class I and a 

car Hollywood, April 14, 
Keademy ‘of Motion. Picture Arts -& Sciences this year 

| made: only. a: single: technical award,: entirely bypassing 
” both. ‘Class..T. and: Class: II to ‘hand out. a Class WI Sci- 
entific or. ‘Technical _Award.. Nod goes. to. Douglas A. 
Shearer and -. A: Arnold ‘Gillespie. of Metro for the en- - 
© gineering of an. improved’. “Background. Process. Projec- 
tion. System... -.. 
‘Board Of . Governors;: ‘on: récommendation ‘of the. ‘Com- 

~ gnittee,. ordinarily: makes at: least one and. usually several 
Class Il” awards,- although - no. Class ¥ award ‘has been 

vo made since 1957. Last year. four’ Class. II and. two Class 
“JIT awards were distributed, the: previous year. three 
"Class: I and. two. Class TIT awards. 7 | 

- Governors: this. year. ‘also. are completely bypassing. the 
- gnnual Jean Hersholt ‘Humanitarian, ‘Award. and all Spe- 
cial. Awards, according to .an Academy n. Sole 
_ special | vote of ‘any kind: was the Irving G. ‘Thalberg 
_ Memorial. Award, which -went to. Sam - ‘Spiegel... a 

‘This marks. ‘only. the’ ‘second. time that: the Hersholt. 7 
“Honor has. been ‘skipped. since’ it. was established in ~ 
- 1957; when Y:.Frank. Freeman copped ‘prize. None was 
handed out. in 1959. Last ‘year, : ‘Steve _ Broldy. 1 received 
» the award,” i” m 

TATSE Stu Mechanis Local52. | 
of Brethren From ul - Accepts 45 

Commended ‘yt Toll 
‘Last Monday - night's: “Oscar” a re 

” show. on. ABC-TV .was: the. ob-) |-: 
ject. of. some. “promotion from a 
"am -unusual. source—the RKO ~ | Do, 
~ General. -Phonevision ‘tol 9p. Lip UR fa! 

-. mechanics. ‘Local: 52’. and. Nassau- 
': Suffolk: stagehands ‘Local -340.:are 

-? to Michael. Myerberg’s Long. Island 
.../ Studios.. The :-first pie to be. -made 
~ . there under: ‘the merger, in fact the 
'- first.to go since Iast’ summer when: 
“The World.of. Henry Orient” was] - 
“" -made: there, :will..soon. begin. Fréd]- 

Coe. will put. his. filmization -of :the: 

“Bitects. of the ‘merger -. between} 
-. International ‘Alliance of Theatrical: 
Stage Employees..New York studio 

“ poginning. ‘to. be. felt at52: So far 
the .‘Tocal “has admitted .45 new 

- members: to. its’ ranks. -from‘ -340;} 
“these men of course continuing. ‘to 
“hold 340. cards separately. for: legit 
work, - 

” “This. swelling ‘of thé. ranks: iwas. 
“anticipated, ‘naturally; after. - the: 
“merger was. passed. The way it. was. 
set up- 340.-men: were | enabled: to 
join. 52 for :film. work at a con: 

* .siderably-reduced:. initiation.“ fee}. 
--i::thereby allowing - them .te .work.on 
.: -pix..throughout New.. York, .Nassau 

|’ and’, Suffolk: ‘instead. of just the. 
-7 <* latter two-/areas, ‘while continuing 
arn with legit in. ‘Nassau-Suffolk. . 

Also. a predicted. side effect. of. 
the. merger was its’: being. an. aid 

_ Broadway... Glick «A> ' Thousand 
“Clowns”: into. production.- Starting}. 
May At, with Anteriors | at’: : Fhe 

by .52 

crack without contracts.. 

‘offices. Mare” | Saland filed. 

’ Studio: ‘and. locations | ‘in: Gotham.) 
One. of the things the. merger did} 
“Was. ‘to.. remove jurisdictional -bar-}. 
riers. between New York and Long|.’. 
Island,. thus: eliminating. travel time|™ 
charges and _so.on,.:and this is seen}: 
as. ‘fostering ‘the “Clowns”. start. 
“Another . membership ‘develop- 

ment at :52 ‘has been. the admission{-. 
within recent: weeks of 12/newsreel|.. 

-|soundmen: and: ‘electricians.. These} - 
‘men. are: employees ‘of the news|: 
‘units at ABC-TV, NBC-TV, UPL ‘and |“ 
‘WCBS. With the 340 men:.and| | 
these, 52’s.ranks have been swelled} 
by 57:-new men in the-past- couple} : 
‘of weeks: and: this ‘is: quite: a step} 
in ‘an “era ‘of continued. labor ‘re-|. 
‘luctance ‘fo. open: its..doors,- -espe-| 
cially in-the-overall : ‘theatrical: field, 
to number ~ of. new. men. Expansion | 

is: .cited: “by «some: labor|”. 
observers. as a ‘mark of. -growing| °°. 
progressiveness. .within:. that local] .. 
and ‘perhaps the. parent: IATSE in|” 
general, . although ‘there are still). 
some mighty. tough union nuts. to 

Premiere” ‘Productions: Inc... has 
been“ formed to eonduct a‘ -busi-} 
ness. - producing: . “motion. pictures | 

_ eration: in Hartford. - 

The. toll outfit” ‘seit “out ry -| | 
«special ‘mailing | piece to - its a 
* 5,000 clients advising them. to: 
“tune in ‘the. ‘competitive web to 

_ itv:. ‘supplenients 
newspapers, 

be. the: policy: i in 1964 as. well.” 

Jack Ir. Vice. R: Zanuck 

. Hollywood, ‘April: 14. - 

|-approve: -all . advertising, . 
-| tion ‘and. ‘publicity released -in' con- 

On Producers: Guild : 

"y ack: Watner Jr. has. been. elected 

‘to. directorate” Of. the~ Sereen, ‘Pro- 

ducers . ‘Guild; : “succeeding Richard 

| Zanuck in -three-year~ term ‘which | 
still: has two. to. go... cas a : 

' Zanuck. resigned’ due. ‘to. pressure | 

and. recordings, - with’ New. ‘York of ‘work’ as ‘20th-Fox studio Pro 
a duction: head, ° Te A 

“Motion: Picture. Assn: of. Araeri-a 
ea’s-Advertising ‘Code Administra-' 
tion reviewed, during 1963,: some’ 
77,657 nits. of advertising, public- 

watch the-Oscar presentations. iy and exploitation material. 
“The mailer -was backed up by -| 
. full-page ‘ads' in: the’. weekend . 

of.. Hartford ~- 
- After: plugging . 

_ ‘the. ABC event, : the notice. 
_ listed” a group ot pix nominat- — 
ed for: awards.-and ‘noted . that: “| 
all of these pictures: were .. 
_geen. at” ‘home. on: ‘Subscription: 
TV,” continuing: ‘that such’ will” 

_ Lesser-known partner. of. indus- 
‘try’s . Production -Code _Admin- 

z istration;: the fact that ACA must, : 
_promo- ; 

nection .. with. all - ‘ code-approved 
films, is: still news to many people. 
‘Michael’ Linden, Ad ‘Code ‘ Ad- 

‘ministrator; believes that. the de- 
: partment is: ‘unique in one respect. 
‘|“It is remarkable. that the major. 

- | companies, in an ‘industry handling. 
=| nearly $1.5 billion annually. in con- |". 
} sumer: expenditures” in the -U.. S,; 
| should continue: to. submit yolun-. 
tarily all oftheir ad and Promo- |: : 
tion. material: to . their. Sself-regula- 
‘tory: body.” 
is: ‘unfortunate ‘that only- organized : 
‘and responsible ‘segments * of the 
industry...are: required ‘to ‘submit: 
their’ advertising - for. code. review. 

" “Tf all: motion ‘Pie- 
-| ture.. advertising - -had“'to meet. our 
-Standards,; I’m sure. that ‘complaints 

‘He feels,.also; that: it |. 

‘and. clearance. 

about: ; film. - ‘advertising . "would 
diminish rapidly.”. 
_MPAA . s acquainting ad. d depart 

ménts- “Of ‘American. newspapers 
with the code with the hope that 
they'll eventually. ‘accept, with lit- 
tle concern, gode-approved. ads. . 

+Exhibitors. are urged to- spotlight: 
‘the. .code-approved. insignia | when © 
‘placing: ads. 

AAC’s. work in 1963; -because of 
fewer ‘pictures, ads, posters and. 
other: accessories . totaled | 5,861,. 
which. was 14% ‘less than the 6,817. 
Feviewed in 1962. ‘Rejected and - 
revised materials in these cate- 
gories total 8.22%, an. increase. 
which, ‘according to Linden, reflects 
the ‘difficult advertising problems 
involved in # in today’s: adult s: adult ‘market, 

| Up Frank Diaz, raak Diaz, Ex-Usher 
‘Los Angeles, April 14. ; 

“Frank. ‘Diaz, who. started his 
career as:: an. usher with Pacific 
‘Drive-In: Theatres, .has been ap- 
pointed South. California division - 
Manager of. circuit.. He. will work. 
‘under supervision of Pat R. Notaro, 
“circuit director of operations and 
‘spend most of his. time in the field 
‘directing district. managers. 
He most recently was field super- 

visor. of ‘snack bars, “moving up: to 
new. Post. oye 
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“Based on the Book by ‘CORNELIS: RYAN ° 

feta 

Mobile, Ala... 
- Hot: Springs, : Atk. 
Pine Bluff, Ark... 
“Bakersfield, Calif. 
“Riverside, Calif, a 

~ Pomona, Calif. 
San Francisco; Calif,: 
‘Oakland, Calif: 
Sacramento, Calif. 
San Jose, Calif. 
~ Stockton, Calif. 
Fresno, Calif. 
Salinas, Calif, 

. Boulder, Colo.. | 
“Colorado Springs, Colo, ‘Salem, Ore. 
Denver, Colo:.-. 

“Grand Junction, Colo. . 
Hartford; ‘Conn... 
New Haven; Conn, 
New. London, Con: 
Wilmington, Del. - 
Pensacola, Fla. 7 

_ Albany, Ga... 7 © 
“Savannah, Ga... 
Boise, Idaho” | 
Idaho: Falls, idaho: 

“Pocatello, Idaho - 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
-Chanipaign, Il. 
Springfield, ll. 
Rockford, Me 
Bloomington, Ind, 
‘Indianapolis, Ind. - 

- Evansville, Ind, 
Muncie; ‘Ind, 
Cedar Rapids, lowa. 
| Des Moines, Towa. 
~ Dubuque, lowa:. 
Rock Island, lowd : 

Sioux. City, -lowa. 
Waterloo, lowa 
Lexington, Ky, 
Fall River, Mass, 

‘Lowell, Mass, 
-New Bed dford,. Mass,” 
‘Pittsfield: Mass; 

: Worcester; Mass, 
Portland; Me. © 
Ann Arbor, Mich 
Battle Creek; Mich. 
~ Bay City; . Mich. 

Flint, Mich. .. 
~ Jackson; Mich. 
~ “Kalamazoo, Mich, - 
Port Huron, Mich. 

~. Muskegon, Mich... 
~ Saginaw, Mich, 
Duluth, Minn. °. 
Mankato, Minn. 
Minneapolis, Minne 

:~. Rochester, Minn, 
St Cloud, Minn, 
St. Paul, Minn. : 
“<3 Winona, Minn. 

Frederick; Md. 
Biloxi; Miss. 
Gulfport, Miss. 
“Helena, Mont. 
‘St. Louis, Mo. oe 

-. Grand Island, Nebr, 
Omaha, Nebr.” | 
‘Lincoln, Nebr... 
“Las Vegas, Neve 
Asheville, N: CG. 
Durham, N, C; 
High Point, N. CG. 
Hickory, N.C. 

- Raleigh, N:.C. © 
_ -Rocky:Mount, N G. 

"Wilmington, N; C..” 
“Winston Salem; N, c. 
Charlotte, -N. C. | 
Columbia, N. Ce, 

*-Minot, N.-D-.. 
Grand.Forks, N, D 

~ Fafgo, N: D.- 
- Concord; N. He 

--. Manchester; N. He: 
Nashua; N. He 
‘Albuquerque, N. M: ; 
Sante Fe, N..M. 
Atlantic-City, ‘N. a 
‘Camden; Ni. 
Ocean City, Ne Je: 

_ Manahawkin, N. 7 
*Frenton, N. J. 
“Wildwood, NJ. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Dayton, Ohio: 

Middletown, Ohio 
Newark, ‘Ohio. . 
. Zanesville, Ohio 
Columbus, ‘Ohio 

a Wednesday, April 15; 1964 = | 

| Bieninghan Ala. 2 

“2 Johnstown, Pa, 

Richmond, Va. . 

- “Cleveland, Ohio 
Cuyahoga Falls, thio 
Canton, Ohio’; =. 
- “East. Liverpool, Ohio. 
Findlay, Ohio. 
‘Lima; Ohio. 
Mansfi eld; Ohio’. 
Steubenville, ‘Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio Lie 

. Warren; Ohio’... 
=" Youngstown Ohio” 

~ Oklahoma City, Okla. 
* Tulsa, Okla, ee 

-. Eugene, Ore. 
- Portland; Ore. 

“Roseburg, Ore.. 
“Philadelphia, Pa, 
Reading, Pa. : 
- Harrisburg, Pa. 
_- Allentown; Pa,-° 
* Bethlehem, Pa, 
‘Butler, Pa, 
Lancaster, Pay : 
Chester, Pa.- : ne 

. Chambersburg, Pa, 
-Faston, Pa.. ~ : 
"King of. Prussia, Pay. 
* York,:Pay A 
Pottsville: Pa, 
Williamsport, Pa. 

_. Lebanon, :Pa.-~: - 
Sharon, Pa. 

Scranton, Pa.’ 
Wilkes Barre, Pa,. 
Sunbury, Pa. ~ 

- Bloomsburg, Pa.. me 
-Hazelton, Pa... 
State College, Pa... 
Shenandoah, Pa;- 
‘Lewistown, Pa, 

- Washington, Pa. 
“Charleston, S. C. 

~. Greenville,-S..C. . 
“Spartanburg, S: C 

Aberdeen, S, D.. 
-- Stoux:Falls; S.- D..: 
Rapid City: S. DL 
Austin, Tex;. 
Dallas, Tex. - 
Jackson, Tenn. Feds 
‘Knoxville, Tenn 

_- Nashville, Tenn... 
“Logan, Utah. 
'.. Salt Lake City, Utah 
~~ Charlotteville, Va, 
.: Danville, Va. 
“Lynchburg, Va ee 
~. Newport. News, Mas. oe 7 
“Norfolk, Va. 8 

”- Roanoke, Va. fae 
Harrisonburg, Vie ae 

_.: Petersburg, Va.” 
*. Staunton, Va. 
Winchester, Va, 
Evereit, Wash. 
Olympia, Wash: . 

- Seattle, Wash. 
_ Spokane, ‘Wash. 
~ Tacoma, Wash," 

~~ Superior, Wis. 
"Madison, Wis... _ 
* Racitie; Wis. - 
~ Sheboygan, Wis. 
_ Appleton, Wis: * 
"Fond du Lac, Wis. 
Oshkosh, Wis, °°: 
“Schofield, Wis.:. 
~ Fau: Claire, Wis. 
’ Bluefield, W. Vac 
Charleston,.W. Va. . 
Hiintington, W: Va: 

.. Parkersburg, W. Va. 
Wheeling, W.Va. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
Calgary; Alta:, Canada. | 
‘Toronto, Ont.; “Canada S 
London, Ont, ‘Canada: 
"Ottawa, Ont., "Canada 
Vancouver, B; C.,. 

Canada 
- Halifax, N.’S.,.Canada: 
Ste ‘John, New Foundland, 

Canada” _ 
28t John, New Brunswick, y 

. Canada: oe 
Kitchener: Ont, Canada” ee 
“Sudbury; Ont., Canada 
- Nictoria;:B. C, Canada - 
“Winnipeg, Man., Canada. :.. 

Regina, Sask., Canada. . 
Saskatoon, Sashes Canada 
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Inside Stuf—Pictures 

“The: producers since. decided- to ‘follow. the: American’ Civil 
. mo Liberties: Union line, oppose: all forms ‘of classification ‘and restriction 

_ Portugal's ‘Premier. Salazar ‘is the: target ‘for. ‘his repressive measures’ *: 
“- against’. any. political : opponents. 

- with: “prying” ‘into. ‘Lisbon’s ‘internal. affairs. Se can 

oe “This “is néw ia: postwar: Germany’s: film: ‘biz: five. of: a- season’s: :: six'| case,” “per ‘pattern | of Universal... 
a commercially ‘best’: German-language . features come: from the same’ With | ee and © Captain | 

~ producing (Rialto: Film Preben Philipsen).. and. _ distributing (Constan- Newman”: after. the’: ‘Music ..‘Hallk; | 

ss “held ‘April 16-26 with-.11. programs: slotted. in‘ the 10 day. périod.: ‘The 
-..non-pro: event, .not ‘tobe confused’ with ‘the full fledged ‘Vancouver: |: 
an ‘International Film: Festival which. is: now in ‘its. seventh _year, was the. 

--.. conly one’ of .this:: -type. ever: presented in ‘North: America: when: first: 
” = "staged ‘here ‘in. 1962. 

“people. ‘Will help. a Montreal. group ‘produce an amateur. film festival |’. 

Por “have. been. entered from '31- countries. and’ will: ‘be. in: \ competition: for 

"«" Switzerland’s: oldest. production company founded “in 1924 . by: Lazar 

we ‘conference - ‘of Society. of «Motion: Picture: ‘and Teleévision- Engineers 
“. "-e@onvened: at “Ambassador Hotel .in L-A. Designed | ‘for. motion. picture, |. 
ae telévision and commercial: photography, it: weighs. only. 12 pounds : -and.| 
. is described: ‘by-:Robert : Kleinfeld, Sylvania’ veepee,: aS: a major ‘im= 
_Provement | in. modern: ‘studio. lighting. It will. ‘sell. for" Tess than $139, 

OS includes: part: of Hollywood. - 

"exe assistant . to: 
“< prez Arthur B. -Krim: He has-been. 

.. exee assistant ‘to. Coast: operations : 
“yp. Robert: Fs. ‘Blumofe ‘for the 
_ past four: “years.” ° 

< children -attend:” 

. already -Knows:- 

angles of. morality. 

: “Have. “The. ‘Movies - Become. “Adult-Or - ‘Simply. ‘Aduiterdus’ %» Dan. 
_ Jenkins’: article: in the May issue of Pageant,;, manages: to. cover seven 
pages with as: many: “scandalous”. Photos. ‘as editorial matter. : 
most. part,. the. flashily-titled article is ‘a: rehash of what ‘the’ public: 

Although. he ‘says | nothing: new, he ‘does. say it:in an 
engaging; readable: manner. His. observations are not always’ accurate 
-—“Tea and. ‘Sympathy”’ -was - filmed*:- with. John. Kerr;. who originated: 

» “TES”. did: launch. Tony Perkins’. career, ‘but. 
only’ because: he followed: Kerr ‘in the ‘play.: . He. frequently | quotes. - 
the roléon Broadway... 

Production Code Administrator -Geoffrey.. Shurlock,. ‘but:-in:one’ place 
“has: Shurlock say. that’ “Legion..of: Decency ratings ::are. available: in- all 
‘churches and. ‘in all didcesan - ‘publications” ‘without making it tear 

__ IST & SECOND 
- Lack “of: test’ was . -soutided ‘ ‘by: ‘William H: “Mooring: ‘gyndicatea | 

_. iCatholic ‘film ‘columnist, ‘as te-“‘The: Green. Sheet” and the :planned | 
doubling of its’ circulation. : “He ‘characterized -the ‘move as, “intended J. 
to strengthen. the’ resistance. of the Motion ‘Picture -Assn.” 
t. said, puts ‘out “The: Green Sheet.”. 
me themselves: are ‘determined by civic groups). 

ote seriously urged ‘upon: the. ‘film business -by” your Bishops’ Committee |: 
: |. which heads the :Legion of Decency.’more than a year -Ago;”. Mooring 

- - wrote. 

—which, he]: 
‘This is’ ‘partially true; : ratings |: ° 

“Such classification was | 

‘quo .in’ greater: New. York con-|- 
‘tinues -with : Unitec. Artists, ‘which |— 
‘started. the- idea‘ in the- first: ‘place; 

iy -and ‘insist. that. parents : assuine.‘sole* responsibility for the. ‘shows ‘their | woe. much in-.the thick: of it. 
Mooring questions Green Sheet | alertness to. “many. ting . five’ --pictures- 

| calling . three . ‘cases 
-run.: ... 

For. the. 

“opened. last: Wednesday: (8): in 23. 

‘throughout the Gotham: area: ‘This. 
is oné of -the: RKO-Skouras. “show-]. 

‘is the: first appearance of the. film: 
‘in the. area, it ‘is living up ‘to the 
full . notion of: 

ALY-FIRST nun) 
Chic 

The. “showease”: assault on status’ we pe been 

Prem Party Pearing 
‘Honolulu, ‘April 14:. 

“Technicians. cand | “cast. of. “In. 
‘Harm's - Way,” an Otto. ‘Preminger 
‘production’ to be released by. Para-| jnount, :are due here soon for ex- Government will.. ‘Jack Clark, prexy 

terior. filming, that’s expected - to of Allied Theatres of: Ilinois,. as- 
ember, ‘. .|serts-that Chicago’s showcasing has continue. ‘into ‘mid-Sept 

‘theatres ‘Much of: the filming will take] created ‘a situation of “poverty. in 
the midst of plenty,” and he recom-. place: at Pearl Harbor - Shofield 

‘|mends. that. a-national ‘‘czar” be. Barracks, Hickam. Air’ Force’ Base’ . 
and’ Bellows Field. Search: already:| appointed’ to arbitrate disagree- 

ments as to which theatres get the ‘is--under way “here:to locate ‘old. 
World War II equipment; Ancluding pictures and_ to. mediate, rental 

7 percentages... : 

re - Chicago, ‘April 14. . 

ft exhibs. and -.distribs here can’t 
Jiron: out. some ‘of the’ kinks in the: 
|new “showcase” system. of play- 
dates, prevailing for the ‘Chicago 
market, there is. a ‘danger that the 

‘Within. recent - weeks, UA -is: put-].. 
-dnto- -Mmultiple | | 

releases ‘of. one sort _or:.another, | -: 
a: “showcase” 

Most ifirstriinninke™ “of: these. is 
“From Russia With Love’. which |’ 

“Hollywood Showcase” 

case” tracks....Since the run Yeally. 

“showcase”—first- 

Anat ‘he. meant alk. Roman Catholic: ‘churches and. publications. « 

. the Portuguese ‘government. are’ Robert.-W. Kenny. of ‘Los ‘Angeles ‘and |. 
-.- Robert E.. Treuhaft of San-Francisco. .: Latter is ‘the husband. of Jessica. 

"- -Mitford,- -author of the: ‘bestselling - “American Way..of .Deéath” .arid a 

for the “Hollywood: 10”: in the. House Un-American: Activities :Commit-- 

' -tin-Film). ‘companies. 
, Season ‘is the westeérn. “Winnetou, ‘Part/T’*. (Rialto-Constantin). . 
' spot. is currently. held. by “The. ‘Squeaker’’- (Rialto-Constantin) ‘while | 

__.#"Fhe House in Montevideo”: (Domnick-Constantin) -is. third: :: The -fol- 
‘- lowing: three: spots: in ‘this category (German-language. films) are held | 
_by “Room 13,”. “The Black Abbot” ‘and “The Indian Clott "—all Ri-- 
~. alto: productions, all Constantin’ ‘feleases’ and: all crime thrillers,. 

--$3;500 “for the “five stories judged. -as' the ‘best by.-a jury.. Participation 
f is not restricted to Swiss authors alone: 

_- would welconie it if themes’ ‘were: ‘connected. with. Switzerland . one -way 
; or the. other, although. this.- is’ not: a condition. wu ee _ 

oe, subsequent. coupons: attached, should be ‘sent. to. the ‘Corporate: Trust| 
Dept.’ 

Alcs Republic. common: stock: ‘in March ‘to bring his: holdings: i in. \ this, class 
te 114, 800. ‘Shares._ wows _ he 

“ sional Record... ~ Lawrence J. Quirk, editor. of TV & Movie’ Album: mags 
and nephew’ of two ‘former’ Massachusetts Congressmen, had’ an: article 

wie ‘the Proper ‘Stranger”.‘(WB)- for. a. benefit theatre. party ‘to raise "funds | 
me for, campaign year expenses: at, the Paramount: Theatre. - foe 

eS : Arnold Burk } New: Aide . 

~ point a’ new ‘assistant | ‘shortly,. ‘it’s:|. 
“expected.” 
. has ‘been-with UA since graduation |. 
from Columbia Law Sehool.in 1955. 

. ..He. was“ a--member: of the legal: 
~. department : for ‘nearly: . five years. 

os and. ‘Recomning : Blumofe’s’ right 
“<< Rand, 7: 

Ashiya” also’ ‘goes ‘the: same. route 
shortly. - 

Within . “the “hex. “week, 
World: of ‘Henry: Oriént”:. will” be}. 

- Two. of: the. four- lawyers: “¢ordially- ‘invited to. leave: the’ country” by 

Music Hall, having: completed a - Kenny.-figured: as_- ‘principal. attorney: 
“successful .Easter. :run: 

specialist. in civil: rights. cases. 

teé: probe of: film: writers: and. Commie: infiltration: in, motion pictures. 

at... that | time. ' . “Orient’’ - 

Per “Film-Echo,” : the. -current winner -of- the | and. ditto ‘Metro’: s “The. Prize.” 
Second. os 

week at. ‘the. Coronet..and: 34th 
‘Street: East; wil. -- spring : onto 
“showcase”. via-- RKO-Skouras: on 
May 6.: This:is a rather quick first- 
run trip.-but ‘has ‘been. ‘specially. 

the. film, leading. -to: :a: ‘hoped-for 
killing* on. “showcase.” : Here. -again 
“showcase” ‘is being’. ‘used - as a 
followup~ “multiple -: ‘to.: a initial 
‘showing* and not .as- firstrun. itself. 
This -is the. emerging: “pattern. 

[A similar’ “secondary sliowease” 
developed. with -UA’s 

A Second: Vancouver -International: “Amateur” Film Festival will be 

‘It. is. still. unique in. ‘this respect. but “VIAFF: 

immediately following. the .Vancouver ‘one. -Between “125 ‘and 130 films 

donated: ‘prizes: totalling’ $2, 500.. “TE: & IL but: moved :into 15: addi- 
. ; ° oe ya. * 1 tional . Gotham -: area. . houses . .as 
On: ‘occasion. “of: its. ‘40th: -anniversary,. Praesens-Fiim - G@. Zurich, 

‘not billing the move as a “show- 
Prizes total | case” development... Pic, “Wechsler, has set::a:.contest’ to. obtain . new: ‘story’ ideas... 

‘Deadline ‘is June. 30.- 7 
‘Preaesens specifies that ‘stories and/or. ideas’ submitted should ‘be- of | ; ‘Shirley.’ Clarke’ s..“Cool - World,” 

“literary. value” . and. preferably ‘concern: topical. - themes. : . Company | giving it.a total: run: of 11 weeks’ at 

frame. at: Cinema I.: 

“Republic Corp. will: ‘purchase: ‘Its 4% debentures, “due. June. 30, 1965, hich - 
at a price. of. $97. 15 Per. hundred. plus. ‘accrued interest,- “prexy ‘Victor. |g “usage toy ‘tie eee 

Carter. ‘declared such. debentures, with’ June..1964:and Ese aed aha a a ihieht hits in. Manhattan. 

Of. United California ‘Bank, : 108° .W.. “6th: ‘Street, Los “Angeles, 
for. processing: : 

Carter “disclosed he. had’ purchased: an ‘additional 25 300. shares. of its 
Sutton --Theatres.: True: - to. 

the’. multiple’: as ° al 
‘| spread: It did the’ same thing: with. 

Sylvania’ introduced . ‘its. new. 2 000-watt precision - ‘Studio® hight as 

case”. tag. | 

tors” and. others, is: beginning :to 

| come-: for. ““showcase.”” ‘Instead --of 
primarily. being. -the © firstrun 
multiple. ‘plan: it started out to be, 
it has now: become mérely a: high- 

Ife: ariyone tiag been’ looking ‘for. Garbo ‘ately; ‘She's | in. 1 the. ‘Congres-. 

‘he had written on Greta Garbo.read--into the: ‘Congressional Record 
on March. ‘25 by.- Representative: Alphonzo Bell: (Calif, whose, Aistrict. 

“Republican. Town, Committee of. Needham: ‘Mass. ‘picked ‘Tove. with -holds’on at its. ‘Broadway. ‘and /or 

eastside . houses. | S.lowly,. the 
‘| pattern “is”. ‘drifting ‘back. to the. 
” | traditional patterns ‘of. the. Past. - 

| Demos Freres Go. ‘Art SO 
To U A’s ‘Arthur B. Krim | re “Chicago, “April 14, /| Briton i in Japan, 4600, 

: Balmoral: ‘Theatre - on: Chicago’ s|- 
Arnold dD. Burk has been: named | orth side ‘is converting ‘to -a ‘first-| 

run art “policy: April 22: after ‘15: 
months -as:.an.A- and B-run house.: 

‘|The: theatre-is owned ‘and ‘operated: 
‘by three. ‘brothers, Petér, .Lambros. 
and. Chris ° -Demos.. -The - 510-seat 
‘house was: built in. December, 1962.’ 

The ‘Balmoral’s’. ‘first. pic. under: 
‘the ‘new. policy will be ‘Julie The 
Redhead.” The : Demos.- brothers: | bagsy- ‘prez’ Joseph E. Levine and’ 
decided. upon. the: art: ‘policy when|:Eugene Frenke. It ‘will location ‘in: 
they found ‘that such™ art, films. Japan and.base in Hollywood and 
-as. “L-Shaped Room’ and “Women| js. planned ‘asa mult ‘milion: dollar 
of ‘The World’*’-were . outdrawing production. ‘No. director’: or * ‘east 

| their. Fegular. subrun pik... ae have: ‘yet been. aslgned. - 

:Trumbo’s: Embassy: Pic 
"Embassy: ‘Pictures. has: acquired 

‘the. rights to an..origirial . screen- 

the. true | _adventures - of a ‘ship- | : 
“wrecked - ‘British | sailor | who” ‘rose: 

| to. power..in the. Japanese court. in’ 
the. early .1600s, - 

Burk * will . ‘move. “to: New. York: 
early” in. July. ‘ Blumofe' will. ap:. 

-Krim’s | “new. ‘assistant 

run ‘multiple. release. “Flight. From |. 
“Wayne: and. Kirk: Douglas, : ‘will: be. 

| quartered: : at. ‘the’ massive. new 
‘Tikal hotel and apartment gomplen. 

Metro’ 5 2 Qt ( 

“The 

about Teady. to. ‘depart -Radio City |. 

. Dtring: 
‘Easter’ week itself, ‘the’ ‘pic. grossed’ 
‘$210,860; ranking: ‘among the. top}: 
10.:grossing  pix..to play the Halt| : 

likewise} - 
‘breaks on’ ‘an. RKO-Skouras..“‘show-|.. 

“Best. Man ” which | opened. “tast |, 

The .16 weeks ended March. 12, the |. 
‘second: ‘quarter, resulted. in a cnet 
profit “of “$1,201,000 or 47 “per 

plotted by UA ‘to build: interest: in. 

‘show a net ‘profit : ‘of °$1;886,000 or: 
73¢. per. share,. as against a. ‘oss of: 

‘term: 

> J helders,::prez ‘Robert. H.” O’Brien. 

“Tom Jories”. 
last ‘week. ‘It -is: holding. at Cinema] 

‘well. In. this case, however, ‘UA: is | 

-inei- 
‘dentally, moves ‘out of : Cinema I 
around: ‘Aprik. 20 -to-maké way for. 

tions; - 

‘as other. pix in. the: Company’ 's. hefty: 
summer | ‘release sked.. 

‘the--house. It.is already i in its. 28th] 
: | the sock biz“being done: around ‘the 

‘Another. example | of. the- ‘ater: | the’-West: Was Won,” noting’ that 

tions. - a 20-theatre spread today (Wed.), ‘| that the company: is beginning to while: holding at the Criterion and 

policy, however: Par. isn’t’ billing’ 
“showcase”. 

| “Love. With the. Proper Stranger’ |‘ 
but. has. always ‘avoided tt the: show-: ‘strang gth for- Metro's’ ty operations, 

noting a 2 f. $5,254, 
“Out. of “it “all; and“ experiences noting ‘a.28-week. profit of $5,254, 

like. “The Cardinal,” | “The. Vic-| previous “year: : 

emerge: the. shape- of things to 

noting‘in this connéction the recent. 

block: of 30. of the eompany’s ‘post=| 
°48 pix ‘for web. airing: He. cited. 

toned - limited niultiplée: followup pi airing. “He cit 
to the: firstrun- engagement. “The 
main .:thing..seems ‘to -be: that, ; 

-except . for. the. Music ‘Hall; “a pic | Records’: release of: “The: Kennedy 

/-also’. that, in-line: ‘with Metro’s.po-- 

| ogne, Germany, has’ been sold" Te-: 

before’ taxes. ’. 

“play: by’. Dalton Trumbo. Called 
““Will Adams,” script is ‘based. on. |: 

letter: ‘was a quarterly. divvy check 

-Pie~ will be ‘produced - by. ‘Em- | 
‘beet ‘authorized . to- conduct ‘a thea-. 
tres arid drivé-ins business.sCapital. 

sot Viiled: © 

trucks and: jeeps... 
Crew: and cast, topped by: John “It’s a suggestion. that can be exe. | 

pected. to fall:upon deaf: distribu- - 
tor: ears. The preferred-theatre. 
{and limited. Tun approach has pro- 
}duced. a cash bonanza for major. 
“| distribs, he implies. At this point, . 
os compromises ‘and adjustments 
{would have. to-favor the exhibitors. 
1 The present ‘Chi “showease”’ 

method ‘of 12 to 20 preferred A-rug 
kena ® i : , houses adds up-to a- bottle “cork’’ 

‘in distribution, Clark maintains, 
‘| with ‘a ‘backup. of films behind it 
{and -an: economic vacuum in. front. 

Vet of-it. He wants the new windfall 
| sbread: at he ‘with. some. of the 
|less-favored . houses ‘gett g an oc- 

” Métro’ s: seal ‘position continues to reflect: recovery’ from’ tosses, | casional shot at the big. grosses. 

The current bee. in Allied’s bon- 
{net “is: “Tom Jones,” which is .go- 
ing. into 20 nabe houses April 17. 
aftéer.a smash downtown run. Bid- 
ding on the ‘picture was: limited: 
to theatres which would take the 
pic for a minimum of four weeks 
with-a 70% distrib rakeoff. Houses 
willing to take it for a longer run. 
were given: a preference in the 
bidding, . Clark. Says. 

“It's “obvious: that. no distributor - 
with a big. picture ready for the 
‘outlying houses is going to bypass. 
‘those 20 big theatres,” Clark main- - 
tains. “So, for from four to seven 
‘weeks the smaller houses. are going 
to have: to scratch..around for 
product—and_ I -fnean scratch.” 
To -date, the: Chi :subrun. show- 

-cases.(and one major firstrun show- - 
case) have reaped nothing but coin 
in ‘the nabes. It’s the. first’ sig- 
‘nificant factor: ‘in revitalizing outly- 
ing’ biz in. years’ and: has both - 
slowed the. annual ratio. of nabe 
‘theatre shuttering and has caused. 
‘investors :to take. another look at 
Situations for out-of-the-Loop sites. 
But the system has also produced. 
a-.wider dollar gap. between the 
large (and better situated). and the 
smaller. houses. * Experience has 
-proved. -that-. the’ selected A-runs 
tend to take. the steam out. of a 
picture before it ‘gets to ‘the. re- 
maining: B-run houses, 

share “as ‘compared. with. ‘a: loss :of 
$6, 350, 000 or - $2: 47. per share -in 
1963... . First’ half: figures’ for "64 

$8,716,000 or: $3. 39. the: Previous. 

Tn -his’ quarterly letter: to: stock: | 

noted. that there have been “major: 
improvements” ‘in’ pic: production 
and’ distribution and. ‘repeated ‘his. 
prediction . made. at. the : February. 
stockholders”: - ‘meeting. : ‘of | ‘rising. 
operating. . profits. in- ‘the: second 
half of. the year.'-He cited ‘in this 
anticipation two- particular. ‘produc- | ’ 

“Unsinkable: ‘Molly . Brown” | 
and. “Night of the ‘Tguana,”’“as- ‘well: 

The ‘prez. also:.drew attention to. 

world: by ‘the 35m. reissue’ of “How. 

it is ‘attracting -grdsses -represent- 
ing .107%.. of: the. record-breaking |. 
“Ben “Hur”: in|: comparable ‘situa- |. 

He additionally. commented 

show. benefits from. other prior: is- 
sue§ -like “The ~ Prize,” (“The 
Whieeler-. ‘Dealers,”’. “Children: of. 
the Damned,” “Mail Order Bride” 
and. “Kissin” Cousins.” : 

O’Brien . ‘reported continued| 

Razz ‘Goldstein Borrows | 
An. Adjective: : ‘Incredible’ 
. “Phe Incredible Mr, Limpet, on 
‘Warner's -. “fishy” . comedy which © 
was abit: slow getting hatched, is 
‘more than making up for time fost: 
in.‘ getting released by rolling up 
some “incredible”. grosses, accord- 
‘ing to WB VD: Morey: (Razz) Gold-- 

000 as. compared: with $3,266,000. the 
He: related return- | 

ing and: new shows .as projecting a. 
solid -future.for the division, also | 

option: exercised ‘by NBC-TV. onal; 

continued strength ‘of ‘pres'48 fea-| stein. 

tures: on ‘tv: as well. - é eo Meu: Easter ‘holiday : with mass re- h rez. made note-. 0 a re-. 
The prez. ma lease’ of ‘kids largely accounted for’ 

seventh day grosses tripling those. 
‘for opening day in almost every 
situation pic has played. Gross for -. 
Seventh day. compared to opening - 
‘was, at .Keith’s; . Syracuse, $2,386 
to. $422: Monroe, Rochester, $1,952 

| to’ -$386; « “Showease”-N.Y., $28,- 
B75. to -$5, 885: ‘Stanley, Jersey City, 
$1,531 to $414; Paramount, Newark, 
“$857. to © $273; Stanley, Utica, 
$1,937" to. $345; L.A. multiple-run, 
‘$13,725 to. $4,950; Warner, .Mil- 
waukee,.. $1,009 to $244: Delman, 
Tulsa: .$1,124..-to .$302; Strand, 
‘Albany, $1,032 to. $400; ‘Troy, Troy, ©. 

| $764 to $253; ‘State, ‘Schenectady, 
*. Cambrook - “Theatre ~ “Corp.” has | $776: to. $246. . | 

One ‘situation’ where it started © 
‘good and. maintained. steady. pace: 

Years,”. the only. recordings. offici- |. 
ally~ licensed’. ‘by trustees. of the 
Kennedy Library. : ‘He reported |: 

licy. of reassessment. of i is. real estafe 

sulting -in ‘a: nef gain of -$663;000- 
LAS similar. ‘fransac-. 

tion’ in the samé quarter - ‘last: year 
resulted-in the'sale of. MGM's Lon- 
don - office--biiilding for $2,264,000. 
‘Accompanying: ‘the = president’ 'S:. 

at the. rate. of STE ‘per share. 

-stock:consists of 200 shares, no par} was the Fox, Atlanta, where 
value: :-Weisman;:“Celler,: -Allan,; grosses for first five days Awith: 

Friday. (opening). ‘were. $2, 246; Spett &-Sheinberg of ‘Manhattan | 
Mab Dee 12,812; 2,737; 2,289. and 2,302. 
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 Jatest’ pie,- 

. for 20th’s 
which A: C. ‘Lyles set in. motion last week. as ‘his. third’ oufdoor: opus-|: 

“ack: in New York last. ‘week after. Coast studio, huddles -: 
"": .Kreger;.charge. nurse.in the: Paramount. medical department; ‘and- Louise | 

__: --Parente, who. holds: the same spot at UA, in Pittsburgh. attending ‘the| 
.. ‘annual meeting. ofthe. American Assn. ‘of Industrial Nurses. 

.4 “John: Goldfarb, :Please: Come Home”’. . 
. 22. opens. April* 22:in a'-“‘premiere. showcase” spread in’ New. York.. :With |. 
"2 it on. the: bill will-be a. shortie called. “The Beatles Come. to Town: ms 

‘Sir John Gielgud set to: appear in Metro's: “The. Loved One,” to. be an 
cee Pat’ Buttram signed for-Par’s ‘“Roust-. a 
. > about” -and’ motorcycle . stunt. riders - Arthur. Levy. and Ray: Kellog. will| 

-: do their. stuff in a carni:sequence. in the pic . 

. Stock last. ‘week -: 

New York ‘ca Tr rack | 
. UA, ‘which is: always one > for: ‘trumpeting ‘Dress. pieaks: has ‘been Keep-| 
“ing one such under wraps ‘involving. Peter Sellers who is off the critical, : 
~ dist in Hollywood: after a serious heart attack. ‘The. break.was a -several- 
© page Spread. in Playboy: mag -with. ‘Sellers ° portraying ‘various: lovers’ 
_,: throughout history’-along with some: ‘posed. femmes. but because. his} 

“World of. Henry Orient,” isa “family picture”: and. be-{ 
cause it has ‘been. Playing at ‘Radio “City: Music’ Hall, this” particular’ . 
‘break went. uncrowded. 

. Peter Glenville atrived: in Ne ew. York over - the weekend: ‘having - com-| 
. pleted:.a: European promo. tour.for.' ‘Becket”:....Edmond O’Brien inked |: 

“Rio -Conchos” ... . Virginia Mayo into: “Young Fury’ at Par, | - 

’-In-a row: for. the studio... ..UA-Lopert’ s'“Tom:.Jones” Will: be’ playing. 
il in: 400° U.S: engagements by’ April:-22; including several. hotsy holdovers * 

Kathleen Freeman:into Metro’s “The Rounders”. : 
“Jean-Luc. Godard (currently here) purchased. ‘film: rights ‘to the Ameri: 

- Gan. mystery novel, “Fool’s Gold” for $10,000:. Its author, Delores Hitch- 
‘ens, ‘who has. written - -20. novels: alone :and collaborated | ‘on six more 

... With .-her’ husband,’ Hubert. Hitchens, a specialist in railroad. crime. 
' Latter’s- son by earlier. marriage is Gordon Hitchens, film buff: editor 
and. documentary. producer : Star. Weekly, national ‘mag. of Canada, 
_has:.:sént Frank. Rasky to. Hllywood to. track down Canadian and other 
“talent there ‘for’ prefiling.’. 

‘the - phrase borrowed. from. this’ journal... ; _ Celeste: Holm: ‘makes, the 
“identification ~ ‘in- the. film, 

“Ely A. Landau has: ‘enrolled’ his firm as” an: ‘Independent. Film’ ‘In- a 
Se ‘George. Chak- | oy porters. & ‘Distributors -of America (IFIDA): member : 

iris ‘back-in- the: States after his tour of European: capitals’ in’ connection 
. ae with the third ‘anni.of “West Side Story” for which ‘he: copped an Oscar 

o ‘Italo’ publisher-film. producer: Angelo Rizzoli arrived in- the U.S; 
yesterday: to dicker:- ‘establishment of a distribution: arm for his’ Pix in 
.the States. °: 

: Jonas’. Rosenfield . x, Fox: ad-pub. V.D., and ‘pub. manager Mort. ‘Segal 
“0. Sally: 

.. twpie 
‘" composer-conductor. Johnny Williams’ inked | ‘to pen the: ‘score: to _Fox’s 

. directed: by ‘Tony Richardson: 

. and. coproducer of. Metro’s “The: Outrage,”’-in- Gotham for biz. huddles 
oe . 20th will put: “South. Pacific” into 15 additional .re-releasé engage-: 
ments this week: : oo .” Paramount | sreissuing: “Hud” in. 68 Gotham thea-. 

Jy ees. today (Wed.). accompanied ‘on: the-bill by “Come Blow Your Horn” 
: Ralph -B.. Serpe, Yank rep for Dino De Laurentiis huddling with: 

a the’ producer. ‘in Rome -and. Lon: Jones,: pub: director for the Italo: pro- 
* ducer, is. in’ New :York, from Rome -for meetings’ with.U.S Canadian 
_ad-pub_ chief Arthur. Manson on the “Bible”: campaign... ... 

‘Alfred Katz,- UA. foreign sales: Vv.p 

-~ product...’ ..Néw American’ Library: has. zone into. its: second printing 
of its - ‘paperback. edition of:Jéan Anouilh’s “Becket,” ” which has. a-ecover 
ete. tieup with: the Hal :Willis-Par ‘pic . . Mitchell Kowal .in. ‘Chicago 
“ from. the’ Coast today (Wed.). to screen’ ‘his. new. Polish import “Guests: 
‘Are Coming”: for exhibs —.. . 20th’s “Shock: “Treatment” will ‘open An 
“24 new: ‘domestic engagements. this..week, : 

i Gore Vidal, who. suffered .a. torn ligament: in: his right ‘toot: running 
‘to. catch a’ plane in :Washirigton -(where..else?), last week,’ off to the 

“. Coast from Gotham to attend. the préetii. there’ of his “Best ‘Man’? April 
“2 21 at the’ Varsity Theatre “and. ‘to. do-some Promo work .in front. 

'. ‘Chill: Wills inked: for Metro’s “The Rounders”. . :‘Paramount’s. annual 
co" report figures expected within the: week and UA's will. most: likely. not 

be far behind.. 

oe ~ Seymour: Mayér; Metro: ‘International first: vp., in Tokyo. for a. ‘series : 
eal of ‘regional meetings with: the ‘company’s .Far East. sales. personnel -in- 

* .-Hong Kong (April 14). and Manila ‘(April -17): as. well . 
.Orgosolo,”' ‘Italo pic written, directed: and: lensed by Vittorio De Seta, « 
_will, have:.its ‘U.S.: preem April 13 ‘at the Paris ~Theatre, -Pathe-Con-" 
‘temporary. Films. distributing... .: Metro: is so anxious that the trade’ 
‘know .that -its “Yellow Rolls. Royce" ‘has: begun’ ‘lensing. in London that 

-.. ‘producer: Anatole: De. Grunwald, ‘is: cabling, ‘wordy: wires to that effect 
“from: -abroad,” 

: Besides . that" double-truck.. in- - Sunday's (12) “times; “Warners has. : 
Ue another ‘and -more -subtle angle to ‘its. longrange ad: campaign. for “My |. 
woe: Fair: Lady.” 

"8 “Watch. this: Space. ‘for ‘the. most. ‘loverly”’ announcement ‘in. motion 
“Subway. placards: blossomed ' last ‘week, ‘Teading . only 

picture. “history”. 2. Catholic. critic: John E.. Fitzgerald. ‘takes two pages. 
_in the. April 12: “Our ‘Sunday- Visitor’’. to. explain | the Second: Vatican 
Council’s “Decree on ‘the Media of ‘Social: Communication”. .. Sam 

.:, BZerinsky, ~ -coproducer * of “W.1.A.”: (Wounded | In | *Action);. ‘back from. 
-Philippinés with ‘completed work print::.. Pic:.-was. produced ‘under: 

_ _ Myriad “Productions.’banner,. features. Steve: ‘Marlo: ‘and. Maura: “MeGive-.| 
ar * ney... . 

ov Le ‘“Lionex Films’ has acquired Antonio. Pietrangeli’s “Love A La Carte” |. 
7 “with: ‘cast headed by:.Simone: Signoret, Emmanuelle. Riva, ' ‘Sandra Milo}. 

Myriad ‘is ' ‘Negotiating - ‘for distribution. : 

.and: Marcello: Mastroianni; : ‘for early: summer. release, - 
: Italy. in. 4960; “Was originally “Adua. -E Ea. Conipagné. ” _ 

. Charlton ‘Heston’ was: Vawarded. a‘. 1964: Northwestern: U. 
- award”. ‘last ‘week -at the school’s. New York ‘Annual Variety Night at 

: Pie, : ‘made in 

the Lamb's - Club. His. wife,. Lydia, - accepted -for:--him: ‘since. the actor f- 
is on. location in’ Mexico’ with’ “Major. ‘Dundée” and ‘Judith. Crist. pre- 

‘ sented.. 
- ‘Metro’ Ss: “36 Hours”... 
'- mnanager. Jack Fier in. New York scouting. locations’ for. UA’s “How. Ta 
‘Murder ~:Your | Wife”. 

- .Melodyland. : ‘Joseph. ‘Brenner... has. acquired. “The: ‘Moral. and the 
immoral” for" U.S.-Canadian. distribution. - _ 

-Dino De Latrentiis. ‘hosted 100: visiting | US. ‘newsboys: in. Rome tast{* 
week to a tour of -his “Bible” exhibition and posed for photos. with. the |* 

22S oboys;. as ‘did director. John’ Huston and -Italo comedian Alberto Sordi. | 
fe “Youngsters: are on a European junket sponsored by Parade “Magazine... 

George Hamilton back. in. Hollywood: after a Teséarch trip ‘to. ‘Nashville, | 
‘Tenn... , prepping. for his role.as Hank Williams:in MGM’s “Your Cheatin’ | 

- Heart” we Bache &-Co., the. investment --house,.-was - touting Disney | - 
. UA currently. perking -in ‘the. Gotham. area. with 

'.- six. pix in ‘release... 

_Art Say. and Par studio: Portrait. photog: Hal Bulloch... 

‘Universal's 
- “tating by ‘the. Legion. of. Decency: ‘with récommendations as. “superior: 

: family . entertainment”: .° . ‘Reoss-Hunter’s “Chalk: ‘Garden’ awarded 
. Parents*. ‘Magazine’ “special : ‘merit: ‘medal’: for: June. or 

‘Terry Hatch ‘new account supervisor fof: Fred. A. “Niles ‘Communica: 
- tions. Center,” Chicago"... °: 

“include. -such intriguing: ‘items -as “Modern Obstetrics: . Normal: Deliv- 
ery”. Ae ‘John. Anthony. Hayes, ‘actor in: Columbia’ 3 “Ride: ‘The’ ‘wild ‘ ay 

(Continued : on: 1 Page 20) - we eS _ an a 

. : Army Pictorial: Center on.Long Island } 
‘has. -made:-a ‘telepic for. ‘Overseas. intitled -“‘Soldiers: In Gréasepaint, my 

Bri tish (i “ ow. ; 
~ UA's “Flight From Ashiya” |" 

: ~ Michael: Kanin, author |" 

a _in Mexico City on ‘the: first lap 
-of an- extended | Latin “American | tour ‘discussing - cufrent and.upcoming |: 

«Bandits of | 

Follet”:. : 
“Swordsman. of Death” '(Sanjuro). 
‘The current ‘release: schedule « also’: 
‘includes. “Women: of the: World, ”. 

“applause : 

. Jamies: Garner -back in Hollwood after shooting in Lisbon: for 
‘att director. Richard. ‘Sylbert ‘and production: 

;, Connie Francis. on the’ Coast. appearing at 

“Carpetbaggers’”. getting” ‘plugged. this week: aty: 
“the - International : Bhoto ‘Fair. in: New. York ‘Via pix: by unit. stil man: *. 

ao; . Lae woe, tale | ‘ ey te hoe 
: . vote . : solo 7 

‘oe - oot “we a) a. b oa wee 
". “. . “48 " . - 

© : os _ oe OM toes - -. - + . "oye : . . ae . 

> - " : . rae > a ° . 
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+ 2 . : l Film. ( omplainies In Box; ; 
"Den i ederal 3 Peete. As‘ 

— +" _ Film” Producers Assn. + an east. 

Tom Jones’ May Be Hit 
“But North Central Allied - 
“Hits Terms Versus Cast 

Minneapolis, - “April: 14, : 

to make? . 

reviews, it. recéived: somewhat: of a‘|.” 
slap’ atthe. annual convention. ‘of | 
North. Central: Allied; this -terri-{ - 
tory’s:. ‘national : Allied cunit,, here: 2 
‘last ‘week. . 
The ‘verbal’ blow. -aetuaily was .. 

| struck. at: the. picture’ s. distributor, : 
* | United: ‘Artists. _ f-. 

‘ During : a: discussion. ‘anent: per- a 
‘centage, charges. were. made that:| - 

-up. to.90 ing de ded. for |*: . up. to-90% is being deman /up;-and that the Federal Bank. © a movie that cost only $400,000. to. 
make. . [UA. says: “Jones”. cost” $1, -} 

|300;000). ©: 
- .There.: were’ “glaring errors an 
‘NCA.-riembers” figures, UA: " People: . 
here: are. é. sayings 

“Loiidon, April 14. 

been, accorded: an X_ certificate,|. \ 
‘which "imposes «an. automatic : bar a 

he 2 Contrary to some: reports which | 
havé: been .circulating in the: trade, 
Paramount: isn’t: planning: any . de- | 
‘mise of its: ‘Telemeter’ .tollvision | 
division: prez: Barney Balaban af- 
firmed this week; In fact, he’ noted, 

on- -under-16s.. 

is now -finalizing plans. fora dual 
“West. End launchings in two of his} 
‘first: run’ art ‘theatres within © the- 

4 coming: week or.two. He is. ‘pre- | 
‘Senting. it in! the. same: dubbed ver~.|. 
‘sion’ as-.used’ by Janus. Films in | 
‘America, and . confidently - predicts 

. {that it will ‘develop..as. one of the’ 
company’s: all-time: -b,0.. ~champs., 
There §‘is,. it appears, also: ‘a possibil- 

. | ity of a ‘full circuit: ‘release, -which. 
is: ‘quite. unique | for. an import’ of 
‘this nature: |: °: 
The. ‘presentation’ ‘of: “phe Sie 

lence” ‘is the: spearhead of the. com-. 
‘pany’s 1964--.schiedule;” which” ‘in-’ 
cludes’ a.-number of: major. Euro-. 
pean : and: . Japanese --productions, | 
‘among them, Henry Clouzot’s 

with ° ‘Romy 

: “Du. 

| Fond..de -la: Nuit,” 
Schneider | and : Serge Reggiani; 
Francois . ‘Truffaut's: fLa 
Douce”: Louis: -Malle’s ” “Le. ‘Feu. 

: and... Akira ‘Kurosawa’s: 

Jean: -Cocteau’s. “La ’.Bélle -et- da 
Bete” and “Orphee,” “Mondo: Cane” 
and: “Mondo Cane No. . 2," B48" ”. 

and. “Mama Roma. aaron 

: Rive, who. ‘is: partnered, in Gala. 
with. William: Boxer, is a member ! 
of the’ ‘Variety... crew. and. will. be 

. - attending the ‘international: -conven=" 
-| tion ‘in: Buffalo. next. June.’ On “his: 
return’ he will go into: immediate 

| production ‘with: his: latest ‘British: 
film; “Lion Man,” which is a com-: 
bined Galaworld ‘and Gordon Film 
-venture.: “Richard Gordon: Tepre- 
sents Gala: in the U.S. The :com- 
-pany’s: recént - British’: productions. 
have included 

| “The. Boys.” 

«Dig Dynan ‘Downtown De enver 

“Devil Doll" 

town: 

“as up. to 90% being. demanded for 
“a picture: that. cost. only, $400, 000 Joe 

‘Although * “Tont Jones"’’ “Quay ‘is.|- 
/preaking | ‘boxoffice records: for a- 
‘non-roadshow picturé: and has ‘gar- |. 
nered ‘unanimous: : newspaper rave |. -- 

~ Passes. Silence’ 7 
cs situation. | 

Ingmar Bergman's “The Silence,” : 
‘which ‘has. already - ‘proved. to. be: a: 
good.-grosser. in the’ United States: 
as well--as “fn ‘Europe, : has. been. 
passed by. the. ‘British ‘ film .censor™ 
with little: more -scissoring | ‘than: a’ 
‘few. frame -cuts. It.-has, inevitably, | - 

Balaban: Par Not 

The -filim, is. “being. distributed. int 
Britain’ through: Gala Films, and 
Managing. director: “Kenneth” Rive 

“Peau 

‘see. it via. pay ty.: 
‘5,000. sets” ‘on the. line at ‘that. time. 
‘This was’ considered ° an. effective! 
showing but, of coiirse, didn’t. make |: 

and 
| ing | ‘things up. 

Other ‘houses had: special. matinees, “shoppers. bargain’: “hours, " 
am Salute: to. Armed Forces programs’ ‘anid ~ various’ :events to ‘tie. in 
with the theme. of “Dynamic: Downtown Denver,” all of. -which: “was... 
designed: ‘to-“reverse the trend. to the: countless “Shopping. seentres. 

BL Which now ring: ‘this: burg. . oot 

Situation i in Chile” 
Buenos’ Aires; April 14.. 
“Robert - Corkery, ‘the Motion | * 

Ameriean : veep; took ‘time: off 

here last. week to make ‘a quick’: 

. remittance. problem... ‘and, ..to © 
-Speed: the issuance: of. import - 
licenses:. -Dollar-short :.:Chile 
promised. in November,. 1962, 

‘backlog » -of 
over the. -next. 18 © 

.. then... substantial” 
”- dollars” 

- the remittance of.current: earn-. 
‘Ings: However, -they::are now 

‘four “months - behind on the. | 
backlog: -and six - months. be-.. | 

- Ahind on “current”: earnings... 
_Corkery: reportedly received 

“assurances that the dollar. re-- 
“mittances’ -would: be. ‘stepped 

of:.Chile. would: speed: the: is- 
|... Suanee of -import licenses. In‘ 

the case of the latter, the: situ-: 
“ation: has been complicated: by 
the: fret ‘that the Bank, when. ~ 

“J dt issues. ‘the ‘import . ‘permits, 
'. Gs also” required: to: issue '- 

=p Bethittanes: ‘permits for the: . 
.- amount. ‘of dollars repped ..by. 

| -:the cost of prints and. ‘ad-pro-. :. 
|. motion miaterial.. These .“im-.- 

port dollars” have not been ap- “a manufacturer, the requirement 
| for -bidding on’ government. con- 
.| tracts is tha: .a company not employ 

aggravating 
- the ion ‘tough. remittance 
“proved _ recently, 

@-meeting was: held. last Thursday |: 
“(9). at which: the future of the ‘sub-| 
sid was charted. 

' Telemeter . ‘prez Leslie. -Winik, 
also. -comnienting™ ‘on -the:.toll- arm, 
said that ..several- negotiations ’ in-! 

| volving product. ‘which ‘have. been, 
‘in the. “works for. somé: time. are 
-coming to a head.-.Also, other de- 
“velopmental ‘plans. involving Tele-|. 

+ meter equipment . are understood 
to. ‘be ‘progressing - ' satisfactorily.. 
‘The result. of ‘both of’ these: factors |. 
will. - mean" considerable. ‘progress | 
forthe ‘subsid within. the’ next. few | 
months, it was. projected, although |. 
‘not spelled: -out: : 
‘One. project which. Telemeéter has. 

| been. trying.-to activate is the. -re- 
showing: of- “Showgirl, * the Broad- 
‘way show: starring Carol. Channing 
which it: produced for. toll at a cost 

1 of | $100, 000. --It has. -been ‘shown 
but. once in the: -Toronto ‘area: at: 
_which time: 37%. of: the total num-. 
ber .of : Subscribers. paid $1:50 to 

. There were 

but ::a ‘dent-in the. overall nut: - 
‘Pat Weaver's Subscription. TV. on 

the © Coast. and” the. ‘RKO. 

so ‘is Telemeter interested in re- 
‘screening ' it in Toronto, -consider- 
ing .the. success- on. Broadway . of 
“Hello Dolly,” another‘ vehicle ‘for 
-Miss-Channing. A stagehands: union 
demand that. #16, 000: be. ‘paid for 

Denver, April 14 

Daily bargain ‘specials were: offered. by riost of the: tetail -stbres Q 
46 1” 4] -an e theatres -outdid. themselves: with- special events. -A Week.” 

‘Island: of the Blue. Dolphins” has’ been: given. ‘an. “Ady: ‘long: free. cooking and) homemakers -s¢hool-was ‘conducted .each-:-. 
-morning by..Ralph” Batschlet, ‘manager of: the 2,432-seat. Denver, | 

Me 
*3 

to okay the. remittance - of: the «. 

“months and to keep. abreast on =” 

Yectors. divsion. - 

General: 
‘Hartford’ toll setups. are reportedly 
(interested. in. showing. it -now. and. 

_PICTURES, 7 3s. 

Service’ 

. : [coast organization which represents 
a large percentage. of commercial 

| and industrial” filmmakers, : 

‘manufacturer: This is: because (1) 

: | FPA- feels that 
‘trip.:to: Santiago, Chile, in an -. at’ commercial -pro- 

effort to clear. up. the. dollar * 
duction is not a service actually. and 
(2) because its’ service rating with 
the SBA. jis cutting producers out’ 
of. considerable: government con- 
‘tract. work; : 

Reason. for’ “the conflict over: 
government : contracts ‘stems from 

.+ the “fact: that companies classified 
by the SBA as:a. service. must not 
fexceed - a.- certain. gross. dollar. 

_| volume to qualify for contracts, AS 
“|@ manufacturer this is not the case _ 

because the requirement then is.” 
that.a firm in question employ less:.- 

-|- than’ a given number of’ workers. 
-{ Commercial ‘filmmakers don’t make 

it’ as..a’ service but. ‘would easily 
-| qualify -as a manufacturer. 

| As it stands now, a service must . 
| not ‘gross in excess of $1,000,000 

| to bid for governnient work. This. 
+eliminates almost..all commercial 
filmmakers, | In appealing to. the 
SBA,. the FPA. got at least . this 
point across and the Administra- 
Hon is raising the. limit to $3,000;- 

This new top isn’t in effect 
‘yet Dut” éven when it does take 

| effect, FPA claims that the new. 
dimit won't help much: 
The ‘major ‘difference is that, as 

more than. 750: workers. There ‘are 
practically no. commercial film: 

Phouses . who employ close ta 750 
people'so this would be a require-.. 

| ment. easily filled by FPA members 
and “just about. any other ‘for that... 

, pater 

FPA exec: director Harold Klein 
| has been. in Washington ‘pleading. 
the producers’ case on.a couple of 
occasions. .So far the. most he's 
‘been: able to ‘accomplish has been 
the raise in top to $3,000,000:. But 
he isn’t satisfied and is still: aiming 
at the reclassification. He will meet’ 
again. in another month or: SO.. 

.Government’ contract work, is. of 
course, of considerable importance 
to- almost all forms: of . industry. 
Commercial filmmakers are. fre- 7 
quently in biz» jams: and ‘the more 
government. work they could. corral 
the better. It.seems.a difficult task, 
however, to convince the SBA’ that 
a: ‘commercial ‘picture maker .is::a.. 
manufacturer and not a service as 

|-he ‘has been carried on the books. 
‘for some time. 

Screen Directors tat As 
Home for Assistants? 

A possibility. exists that thé. 
Sereen: Directors » - International. 
Guild may ‘at some future date at- 
‘tempt to-establish an assitant di-. 

A .few months~._ 
ago, the Coast’ Directors Guild: of — 
‘America’ took into: its ranks the _ . 
assistants ‘-who. beloriged to Inter- 
national Alliance. of ‘Theatrical 
Stage: Employes. ‘Local 161, ‘which. 
has remained in existance as” A. 
script’ supervisors unit. 

It: is pointed ‘out that the SDIG 
{midwestern arm :presently..has such 
a subdivision. : 
‘however, includes: assistants in. its. 
regular . ranks, making. no. distine- ; 

- The parent. SDIG, 

tion. The: result is. that, while as- 
sistants .are- ‘séparately, represented 
.on: the. ‘Coast. via DGA, they: have 

‘na individual. representation in. the.” 
East... Although ‘this is not of. ma- 
jor. consequence, the. move. is. part 
‘of thé. growing labor . re-thinking: « 

‘| that. has “begun. to develop ‘on the 
e | Atlantic shore... 

- No action . in “this area will. be 
even seriously. discussed for at least... 

|a month or two:pending the SDIG. 
_| elections which | will. be held May. 

It will be up-. 

“All: the ‘first. run “houses “this: week cooperated. with. the iia | to the new: administrations to take 
” town: ‘Merchants: Assn.: and the: Rocky Mounfain News for a. week 

- sof. special. activities. that: pulled: a. lot. of. People « to. the centre of... 

27. in New © York. ° 

up or reject ‘the. ‘suggestion which 
.| has been kicking | around the guild" 
lately. “Other movés, . aimed at 
strengthening: the guild’s positon, 
‘are also: being tossed about in the 

| aftermath. of. the: membership’s re-- 
jection . of merger terms . Froposed - 

DGA. . 
: packed the house. . Midweek saw. the World Premiere of “The €ar-| " by. 

| | S‘petbaggers” (Par) at-the Paramount. with stars in person. and: agjuch 

‘Sturgis-Grant: Productions, industrial film- c OF the ‘ballyhoo. of ‘the.’ old-days. 
‘Makers, ‘observing 15th. anni with record six films in the works. «. Titles |- 

Vivien - Leigh makes her first: 
| Hollywood ‘appearance since .1951, 

‘when -she did “A Streetcar Named 
Desire,” will be in Stanley Kram-- ..: 

fer’s “Ship. of Fools” for Columbia 
wo Pictures. 

has. 
a “J:been: trying to. get its classification - 

* Picture’ ‘Export ‘Assn.’s. -Latin.|'by the Small Business Administra: 

ftom.the Argentine. film fest ~ tion changed‘ from a. service to a- 

a a 
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._ » those 
“brought. in. 3,400 ° shares“. through 
*'50%- owned. companies’ and:...1,400. 
through "foundations © giving - him: 

_Wedaesday, Ape vis, 64 

eb. it to. 0 March: 10)... 

7 "Washington, April 14 

' David. Satnoff sold ia : big. chunk 
of. Radio Corp. -of America. stock,’ 
William::S. Paley. did likewise’ ‘with: 

CBS shares and Harty. Brandt ‘made. 
- J. “heavy: additions” to’. his’ ‘Trans-Lux 
“i: “orp... holdings. . to: highlight.” ‘in- 
i jsider : deals.. for" Feb. ‘AL. to March, 

| fo ‘round. 
:. As reported. by the Securities ‘dnd 
‘Exchange: Commission, Sarnoff: dis- 

.. posed: of 60,000.RCA shares, drop-j- 
“ping : his: total “to. 137; ,235...In other. 
RCA: deals,” Melvin. Kearns picked |: 
‘up: 1,908. boosting his’ total to -3,114- 

- and ‘Robert ‘Werner: took - ‘an’ option 
“on 8; 424. upping. ‘total. to- 23, 424°. 

At CBS, ‘Paley, sold: 65, 500: shares. 
 “Jeaving- -him’ “1,391,968 “personal | 

ha “holdings. - He: owns” ‘another 297,430 
“-> through... a’ “holding” company: 9 178, 
asa ‘trustee:.. ~ | 

Directly.” ‘and 

-al holdings ‘boosting. that. total -to 
', 131,985. |. Through. “wholly: owned: *: 
- companies he.‘ gained : 9;200: ‘Taising, 

holdings. . to. -19,836..:: He 

totals: ‘of 10,212" and: 52, 237 -Tespec- 
‘tively in those. categories: His: wife 

a also. owns ‘20,265. 
"Other ‘insider deals’ ‘reported by 

~- SEC™ 
_ noted) ‘were: * 
> Alliéd- Artists .= =. ‘Roger ‘Hurlock q 

cat privately. -purchased ’ 400. ‘for-. total 
2° 415900... 

Capitol Cities. Broadcasting ‘Corp: 
‘ _ Roger’ Peebles took. option:.on first 
«- 1,000: and.- ‘Daniel: -Weinig:. ‘did. ‘the. 
 game~on 1,300: for total: 2,600. 
a Columbia ‘Broadeasting—Samuel 

Factions Marshal. 
‘hl Directors Vote! . | 

_ Seréen™ ' Directors . International. 
: Guild. ‘will ‘hold: its” ‘annual. election | ; 
of officers : at: the: body's ° “May: 27 

‘ menibership | meeting.in New. York.. 
i. - A:slate of candidates is now ‘being: 

| ‘firmed -up:by the nominating. com=|. 
“mittee. to -be ‘mailed’ to members. : 

The - way things. appear to be 
shaping up,. the elections: will re-. 

.: :flect the. continued. struggle: ‘within 
‘the: guild-.of- factions. favoring \im-. 
mediate. “merger with -‘the © ‘Holly-: 

:*. wood Diréctors: Guild. of America |. 
3 and.those opposed. to amalgamation 

_ until what: :the: group considers .to. 
ope? ‘satisfactory. terms are worked 
out! In. a. recent ‘referendum, .the: 

SDIG. . ‘mempbership. ‘voted. ‘down - a: 
merger. offer ‘by: DGA.. ‘The SDIG. 

is: continuing to ‘maintain its merger. 
“+ committee in-the hopes: ‘of startiiig. 

Jo gome_ fresh | talks on: the “subject. 
:*. “Next: move, however, : the - ‘guild 

" :elaiiis is up to: ‘Hollywood, 

- .One-stipulation Iaid- down. by the | . 
_-. ‘nominations. ‘eommittee..is. that “no: 
. @irector who is: also. in:a ‘position 
-. to -hire other. directors;. “such ‘as:.a |}: 

‘_producer-director,, -will be perimited 
 *to-run’.for. Guild ‘office: This is. 

_ being | ‘done in. the 
Tunning - ‘an. election: ‘on.. the’ issues, 
‘with no. ‘employment pressures ‘be- 
“Ing brought to.. bear... There “are: 
‘directors who. also ‘operateon the | 

*\gide. of management: from: time to 
-'¢time and it is’ also figured that 

anh bargaining. position: ‘of. the. Guild’ 
“Jv. - Would. be: . weakened - by ‘having 
iar divided loyalty. : 

New. Baffalo Playolf 
Pattern. Reaches Peak 

: Buffalo, April: 14. 

“Current. teridency: toward. -mil- : 
“tiple day: ‘and: date bookings reached:| 

-' a: peak here = Easter ‘week when: 
| Elvis: Presley’ s:.“Kissin’ Cousins” |‘: 

(Metro). was - exhibited - ‘firstrun: at: 
we. : Buffalo 
. (Loews) and at. the ‘Aero, Sheridan: 
oe and. ‘Star’ ‘Drive-ins, ‘Each * of” the 

‘the : downtown © + ‘Shea’s-. 

. ment’ and. operation. 

Also; at ‘the:same time ihe ‘first 
run'-Century (UATC).. is : ‘showing - 
“Captain Newman” (U). day... and 

_ date with Schine’ s Granada. . 

os “Fo top. the’ disarray, : ‘Dipsén’ s |. 
Colvin, north. side-nabe, is showing | 

“Paris: When. It. “Sizzles”. - (Para- 
mount): on. an. exclusive: first. run 

* for. the first. time... ; 

added 200. for. ‘total. 3,355. 

(Common. “unless "otherwise 

" l that his company “would ‘release, 
‘starting in July,: “The Devil’s. -wom= 
an,” “Highway. Pickup,” “Chair. dé. 

L -Lanterns”’ . 
‘Train Robbery.”, ”. 

“Devils” Womian,”: “the: 1960 
‘French-Italian “Eva,” ‘stars: Jeanne 
Moreau - and: ‘Staiiley - Baker.* Di- 
rector is Joseph. Losey, whose “The: 
Servant” is playing here currently. | 
‘Featured in..the film is Verna-Lisi, 
now in Hollywood : “as. Jack. ‘Lem: 
‘mon’s- co-star: in “How to. Murder |- 

‘The. film, ‘to. ‘be. re-. 
| leased i in “July, presents no dubbing. 
problem. as it. was originally filmed 

| with an: ‘English: ‘soundtrack. : 
“Highway Pickup” was produced” 

by: Roger’.Vadim and’ directed by |... 
| Christian. ‘Marquand. - Under. . 

| Your . Wife.’ ” 

interest: of. a 

‘Irving Soehin. 

os 8 & Sal 

leaving him 1,508. J..A..W. Iglehart |‘ 
purchased’. 220 ‘and pulled in 20,000| - 
through a. Stock “split: ‘giving: him 
40,000. 
Columbia: ‘Pictures—_Rube. J Tack: 

ter: shed.:2,900: leaving . him: 2,946. ;" 
-| Stanley. Schneider. picked” up. 269° 
for. total. 687. and: Sol-:: ‘Schwartz 

:Decea ~ _ Records :—' MCA: Tne. 
bought 1 277. for total 1,397; 597... 

‘Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ..: 

._ Mevielab Film: Labs Ins, —. ‘Har- 
‘Brandt - .through the’: Brandt. 

Foundation disposed of the founda- 
tion’s. 1,000. _He ‘still owns 2,028. 

National, General—Eugene. Klein | 
added: 3,000: personals: for * total } 
241,787...He holds .another - 15,818 
in-a partnership: ‘and .:3,120: through. 
a . foundation. ‘Samuel ‘Schulman 
disposed : of 6,700 - -with: 48,928 ° re+ 
MIaining. Of that ‘total 2,500 . was. 
‘transferred. to ‘ex-associates, . 1,200 
‘sold’.-in ‘a. private. transaction. ‘and. 
3,000 “switched : in. lieu of ‘counsel 
‘fees, * 

Reeves: Broadcasting —: ‘Morris. 

Taft: ‘Broadcasting-—-William “Hati- 
| hee took. option:.on 106 for: total. 
1,247. and ‘Lawrence ‘Rogers IE. did. 
same’ on :1,470 for total: 5,005. R. T. 
Schlinkert. ‘shed “800 of ‘prior 832 

. | and Charles’ Taft: ‘sold 300. ‘Teaving |: ; 
“him 16,052. | | | 

Times. Film Hired Ba 
(France; Greece; Brazil) | | 
For Marketing i in 1964 

In ‘addition ‘to. acquisition of the. 
“Grand Olympics,’ ” Italo film. cover-. 
age ‘of. the 1960‘ Olympies ‘in ‘Tech- 
nicolor,. ‘Times, ‘Films -has:.also. set’ 
‘for .1964. distribution three French 
‘one Greek and one’ Brazilian. film.. 

Jean’: -Goldwurm, Said: ‘ast. ‘Week. 

Poule” . (tentative title), SThe Red 
“and © 

‘French. title: 

mascope and‘ ‘Eastmancolor.: 
“Chair de. Poule,” scheduled for. 

' October’ reléase, . “wilt be given a 
new. ‘English . title.” ‘The Julien Du-. 
‘vivier. suspenser ‘stars. Robert Hos:, 

| sein: ‘and Jean :Sorel. ~ 
“c+ :“The Red Lanterns,” ” one of the: 

: “best foreign © language -_ ‘nomina- 
'_|-tions” ‘for the Academy. Award, ‘is: 
“| Greek. production. directed by Vas- 

| Ite: wilt © -be-.re- | silis - Georgiadis. 
leased: in sub-titled version at first, 
followed by a. dubbed’ version. - 
“The . Greatest Train. Robbery” 

is’ a. Brazilian thriller, the: title. of: 
which: fs: self-explanatory. at will 
be dubbed. 
- Financial ‘investments. in ‘these 

“six: pictures: is over. $1, 000, 000 . ‘ac- |. 
cording. to general sales manager. 

“This is ‘the biggest . 
expenditure:::we - have. had. ‘since. 

| the ‘company. was formied:-in. 1946. 
for one- year’s’ ‘product .. and: this: 
is: only” “April. ‘When: -Mr. -.Gold- | 
-wurm -goes : ‘to. Cannes he may. add | 
13. few more. pictures.” . 

Barbara. 
Taylor. once married;. join ‘forces. 
again professionally. as ‘costars’ of . 
‘William. :Castle’s” "The e Night t Walk aa 
Ler" at Universal... . 

: Income Ri | 
--Loew’s Theatres: Inc.—Jay ‘Wells | 

sold. 5,000 through: a. -holding. com~"|. - 
‘pany with: 15;100- remaining: in ‘that | 

| bracket... He: personally holds. A, 933. 
}-and_ his: wife owns..3,450. - ao 

Wil: 7 . 

iam. Parker, through : the. Parker — 
Corp, let’ go ‘of: the: corporation st 

” ony 500. ‘He still -holds “1,000: - 
‘indirectly. Brandt | 

‘pulled in- 17,500 Trans-Lux’ shares.’ 
Of that. ‘amount :3,500 were: person-. 

F 95% .. 

“also =: 

| oil’ company). 

“The” Greatest 

its 
-“Les- Grands’ Chiem- 

ins,” .it."was ‘shown’. at.“ the 1963 |. 
Locarno: Film: Fest. An “August re- 
lease, it-will be dubbed. Starring‘ | 
‘Robert: Hossein, - ‘Renato - ‘Salvatori‘} : 
‘and: Anouk. Aimee; ‘pic is in. Cine- 

-| portant’ casting: of key: -roles. in | 
some shooting and. Teady-to-go ‘fea- 
tures. ‘Charles . Boyer. will. do. his 
first. Hollywood ‘feature in. ‘almost | # 
‘two years with one. of the. leads. in 
“The’ Favor,” -.a- ‘Universal-Lanker-.|. 
‘shim-Gibraltar’ production . written]. 

‘Stanley’ -Shapiro . and Nate. 

“Stanwyck. “and - ‘Robert s 

ae 7 they. just. won't, consider it’ 

Loew" 3 + Chieftains Disperse 
- Two--days ‘of meetings ‘of Loew’s:| . 

|} Theatres division. ‘manager: ‘and| «7 
home office execs and. dept. heads}: ~~ 

“Co-chair-|°:- 
J/men’ of: the confabs were Arthur | -: ve 

| M. Tolchin, -asst.: to. the president, |: : 

TT pean s sold 3,400: with. 3,556 temain-’ 
ing: William. Fitts’ disposed. “of 2,200° 

‘| concluded. Thursday. (9). 

“Bernard -F. Myerson, exec. y.p. and. 
Bernard: | “Diamond, general -man- 
ager. : 

‘ville ..Crotich: (southern), 

Brown .. (midwest), _James®. -Bruns 
and Dan Ss: ‘Cohen: (Greater. N.Y). 

- 

Fore
ign P

ar Sy
 

‘Foreign’ inconie ‘for “March ‘was 
higher | than... any 

ern | Supervisor,’ 

company. has ended -its’ association 
there’ .with Robert Lary, ° ‘who: had 
been its special rep, and.is in final}. 

\ steps: of setting up .a representation 

lifting. . of.”-its | licensing. arrange- 
ments: by - the ° Japanése.. govern-" 
tment, ‘now. scheduled for July. 1.. 
‘AIP’: has. a’. temporary’ agreement s 
for ‘distribution until then. 

ment the AIP’ product. : 

Distribution 
‘been set: ‘during the last: ‘few: weeks 

Trinidad, Chile, . _ Peru, . Greece; 
Spain, . Iceland... Liberia - 
Jamaica,” ‘ deals. that” -are | : supple-. 
mental to. existing ones. 

“pore, .. the -Philippines; Australia; 
Iran, Traq; Greece, UN troops: in _ 
the Gaza: Strip,.and ARAMCO (the: 

“Horne will «leave: 
April" 20 fora fast Swing: through 
‘the. Caribbean. before. departing}. 
“May . A for the Cannes ; Film Fes: 
tival..; 

‘Horne ‘said that’ ‘decline. in! ‘pro | 
‘duction by all. the Major companies. 
puts: AIP..in much. better Position 
than ever «before: in- concentrating |*: 
“on: the : world ‘market.: He. agreed 
that. AIP. ‘would consider: coproduc- 

| tion. with: foreign. companies. but 
only. on a good, ‘completed. script. - 

Asked whether the- ‘pending deal: 
in Japan included: tv, ‘Horne said : 
that. -he ‘did . not: discuss" ‘tv.-as he 
has -hothing to ‘do with: it ‘(even | 
‘though me has: 2. newly-formed ; 
ty. arm), 

Basy Casting Directors 

versal has necessitated fast but. im- 

| by... 
'Monaster: Rock ‘Hudson ‘is-also top- 
lined, with’ start set for. -mid-July. |“ 

--Terry-Thomas. has. been set . by: 
producer-director Melvin Frank for’ 
a-guest bit in “Strange Bedfellows,” 

| headlining Rock Hudson, Gina Lol-” 
lobrigida and -Gig. Young. The Brit- 
‘ish comedian checks in. at. Univer- 

-{sal_as soon’ as he. winds VA's “How. 
To Murder. Your. Wife.” «=: 

Michael Parks’ younger. sister’ in 
the. original by. William Inge. 

..Verboten, Natch_ 
The one theme a ‘motion: ‘pie! 

ture. cannot: have if -it- ‘wants:. 
to. be shown by Inflight is that : 

“involving. travel disaster. .. 

‘No: ‘use’. even “screening” 4 - 

‘Division + reps: ‘attending: were Or 
‘William: 

Trambukis.. {northeastern),. Herbert: 

|. continental - 

previous: 
month: in ‘the ‘history- of American. 
‘International Pictures, per ‘its’ for- : 
eign’ distribution v. P:. David" ‘BD. - 

. Horne. ee TD 

‘Just : back’ fcom: ‘seven weeks ih 
the: Far.-East in which “he: ‘made }. 
some distribution. deals. (reported. 
in April.1 issue -of Variety), Horne. 
‘also: set-William. Dow. as. Far. East-: 

replacing”. - Ed. 
Ugast, ‘Dow will ‘h. a: in Tokyo: ‘The. 

‘deal -with one of::the major Japa-’ “Downing” s Reserv ation: 
nese’. distributors. Deal. :is pending. . " sather not :have films. shown" 

‘| --idea, generally,: but said that ub 
“hé:had “pointed out ta the film — 

oo companies” that planes com- — 
'- ing. into New. York: is. Radio... 

Horne: reported that AIP is. ‘curs. . 
. feritly ‘negotiating. for. ‘distribution 

~f;of.-a ‘package. of ‘major- company. : 
{reissués' in the Easta8.a service'|- 

| to."its’ franchisers .and. ‘to. ‘supple ~~ Visit his: theatre: If- they. were 
|-:, shown, .on the: ‘plane, ‘the. same. . 

“picture - ‘that le was showing, .:. 
~" he considered it ‘a. conflict ‘of 

interests. “on the part of. the : 

‘agreéments. have’ c 

‘in: East | Africa; Venezuela, | * 

“and: |. 

“Also to |: 
‘pe-served ‘are. Hong Kong, Singa- |: 7 

-=.they do.with a Alm after: it has" 

the’ ‘present. - 

-clude: - 

As U Turns Up Steam 
- Acéelerated. production at. Unis" 

day: 
rights. to: process for approximately, 

| another year. but Inflight ‘has Jong} 
| been negotiating: with. other. major | 
| airlines. - 

- Cost of. installing system. in. one} 
plane, ‘according ‘to Flexer, is’ ap-. 

‘Kim. ‘Darby;. tv. actress, has. peen: 
: inked’ ‘by producer.. Elliott: Kastner. 
‘to’ make. ‘Her film .debut: in-“‘Bus - 
Riley’s ‘Back In Town.” ‘She'll. play |. 

‘By ‘ROBERT Be FREDERICK © 

With. the. exception. ‘of ‘Warner 
} Bros: -and.: Disney product;. the: ma-. 

jor’: film ° companies ‘are: -going 
along : ‘with the ‘showing of. motion |.” 
‘pictures. ‘to. ‘Passengers: on.” trans- 

_-Antermational and: 

ong 
oo * ‘Trans-World. Airlines‘ and Anflight, 
which. equips: and. shows: the -air- 

: 7") borne: features;: was: really ‘solid- 
"| tified 2 when .the- 

~:[dast week that:. service. would~ be 
.we |.extended -to- ‘eross-country . coach. 

| passengers :as. of April :26. 

-airline .. 

‘The new - audience, 

$1 for: use of earphones’ if ‘they’ re |. 
interested..in hearing . as. well: as. 
‘Seeing : the proffered. films. 

- Abstainer: distributors from ‘the 
plan - -have ‘their “own:.reasons why |. 
‘they'd rather’ have ‘filmgoers do 
their. viewing: “between - flights 
tather than Inflight, ‘reasons ‘which 

: ‘probably. aren't . as: inflexible. as 
they: sound, | 

Buena. Vista: president. trving. i. 
Ludwig said;-of the Disney: -policy, |‘ 
“We do not: feel -that. we have. to} 
da what’: everybody. else: is doing. 
‘Our pictures are,perhaps,: a. little 
‘different: than. the. -Other “fellows 
and, “until: we: Bet a + better, feeling 

One theatre operator. who'd: 

_-to “passengers: on- “planes” come. - 
:. ing into’ New: York: -is Radio 

“ .City’Music:Hall prez Russell _ 
”": Downing. ‘He’s not. against. the: 

-: ‘out-of-towners- who planned to- 

~ .-patrons.: 

“idea as “long as-they’re. show- 
“ing .something ‘that."has been’: 
here already. I don’t care what. 

: heen. here. an 

‘of the manner in which: ‘our. family- 
| type pictures will be shown; we're 
“just going. -to-- wait....There’s no} 
Substitute for.a. theatre: filled with 

| children: and: their. parents... That. is: 
the only. reason. we: have. abstairied.| - 
so.. far- from: Showing - on’ board | 
airlines.” _ 

‘Warner Bros.: ‘attitude: was also in 
the’ “include. me’ out”. ‘category for. 

we have. any “plans to do ‘so. :.We 
have’ ‘investigated’ the ‘idea. and doa: 
not.:consider ‘it: a. Nery. ‘good busi- 
ness Bossibility.”. Le . 

Happier Ones - 
Happier. about: ‘the whole ding | 

‘apparently, are. the .other::majors 
- ‘who've been serving: Inflight -for| 

Some time. Upcoming. bookings nef: 
“Paris: When” It. Sizzles,” : 

“Honeymoon : ‘Hotel,”” “From. Rus- 
‘Sia With. Love,” “Third--Secret;” 
“Wild: and-° ‘Wonderful, ”. “"Raino; ” 
“Best Man,” : ‘World: of. :3 
Orient,” :: Pink: Panther,” : © 
‘time Story, ” “Signpost to Murder” |. 

‘Looking ‘For Love”) and, possibly, “ 
and: “Chalk Garden.’”’: 
TWA. has had | Inflight. setvice | 

since 1961. and; actually;.served as 
testing. ground: “for: ‘development of}. 
process ‘over : ‘the. ‘preceding. five}, 

yyears, 
- David: ‘Flexér,- president of. ‘Wn-|’ 

“flight ‘and its developer, ‘said that 
necessarily. slow growth ‘of .com- 
pany. was -result of the. necessarily | 
large technical and ‘financial: out- 

“TWA has. exclusive: -U.S. 

proximately. $25,000. .and- it must} 
‘bé in‘alf planes before service can’ 

{be -miade available: to the . public. 
-.| “You can't advertise it ‘until you 

~ have it throughout ‘the fleet,’ ” said 
| Flexer: - 

Installation - is’ ‘far’ fron. simple.. 
‘Time: ‘required. is approximately’. 

| 48 © “down”. ‘hours ‘but, - while™..a 
plane. is’ down. every ten hours, ‘it |- 

». }-seldom ‘is: doing’so. at. Kangas" City, 
{the installation ‘point, for. a- con- 

: secutive’ two: days. Potential, even 

“romance : “between. 2 

stated. 

‘however, -20 lines,” 
i On Iht ile be: Téquired to come up with| 

ert a -l it: costs.- 
Plane. ”* 

‘Contract negotiations with these . 
airlines-are long, drawnout affairs _ 
and create: another delay: in the. - 
spread of the system. All equip-: 
‘ment used 

| flight, which..alsé buys and books: 
the films. . “TWA : buys. the total: 

: service. 

“[ have nothing against the © 

“A. company - spokes- 
‘man:in “N.Y. said. “Warner: Bros.. 

- Tisn’t selling films to Inflight : nor: do} 

. / ther Majors G Co Airborne 
10on ‘TWA,: is large as the airline 
\has 25 | ‘domestic ‘and’ seven trans-. 
atlantic. flights. daily” that can use 
‘the service. 
- Pakistan | ‘Airlines has also been 

‘using: Inflight. on its London-East 
flights since April 1962. 

20 Potential ‘Users 
- Flexer: said that approximately’ 

20 international airlines are: 
potential ‘eustomers, 18°‘ of them 
‘having. North -Atlantic-to-Europe 
flights... :Not all, however, have.a 
‘large’ number ‘of planes. to. equip, .. 
‘such as TWA’s 50:and Pan-Am’s: 64. 
“We expect:to be ‘on half. of these . 

‘but the. said Flexer, 
half that: represents. 15% of global 
traffic. :That’s why. we'll do busi- 
‘ness with the big lines even when 

$25, 000. to. equip one 

is the property of In- 

“Operation : is ‘completely. auto- 
; ‘matic as.useof an operator would 
make it economically unfeasable. 
‘Two projectors, showing the same 
feature, - will be used when. coach 
showings start... “The. first-class 

—|-sereen. is. two. feet. X four feet, 
| with . a 20-foot throw; coach, be- 
cause of.a necessary 52-foot throw, 

[will use a. slightly larger 30”-x 60”. 
screen: . Flight - ‘engineer turns on. 

1 service © 
{mechanical ‘failure ‘if. comiparae . 

-| tively simple. Major repairs, which’ 

and can’ repair 

Inflight people say are.very rare, 
|-would require turning off :service, 

“| :-Film purchases are handled. out 
of Inflight's NY... office: . Director - 
of film © Gndustry Affairs. Max 

os Fellerman -and.. booker Bob Pigue . 
‘|.see an average. of five‘ features a. 
week: With weekly change (made 
mid-week: so weekending. regulars 
.won’t .see ‘same. film), 52 features. . 
a year are needed and are usually — 

| bought in groups of six, 
| Inflight pays film companies: :a- 
‘stipulated fee per showing, . which . 

.is-the Same. Tegardless of feature 
or company. The 16m_ film .must : 

{not run. much. over two hours. 
This: is necessitated not only by 
.| flight time but size of reels: which: . 
are-much larger than would be re- . 
quired in. ground-based operation. : 
With no. room for -changeover, all 
film: ‘must go.on one reel. Longest 
film ~ shown: to’ date has :- been 
Metro’s 135 min. “The Prize.” . 

. Most: popular films ‘shown are 
comedies, mysteries .and. ‘musicals, 
although TWA reports. it has had _. 
comparatively few. requests from 
-customers' for. “particular: films. 
“They're. more concerned: -with 
‘whether they’ve seen the feature. 
already,” said TWA’s Dave Mof- -. 

“It is true that we've had fett.. 
flight reservations changed .be- 

Apeare | ‘psy aeploqyeess 3y} asnel. a 
|.seen..the film or wanted to. catch - 
one that. om be shown on a later. 
flight.” 

Stanley Warner 
| Notably Enhanced 

Stanley Warner Corp’ s consoli- 
dated. operating profit: for quarter 

|:ending Feb. 29 was almost double 
profit for same ‘period last. year: 
‘Amounted :to $846,600,. equivalent | 
of 41c. per share. Profit for same 
‘quarter last year was ‘$429, 200 or 
2ic per share. 
For the six months. period ¢end- 

ing Feb. 29 figure. of $1,973,900 
equalled to. 96c per share .com- 
pared with.52c per share for simi- 
-lar ‘half-year prior. . 
_ Stanley Warner charged $368, 800. 
to: earned surplus during this six 
‘months,:. amount resulting from 

} unusual property: dispositions. Dur- | 
‘ing -same ‘period last year, charge : 
of $10,100 was. made: 

Merchandise ‘sales, theatre ad: 
“missions and other income amount-: 
ing to | $35,102,100 was racked up 
for the three months" compared to. 
similar income .of.:$32,672;900 last. 

| year. This: ‘income, for’ six month 
‘period,’ amounted. to . $72, 021,900, 
wp. from: 1963's $66,881, 700. 

gheatre Network. ‘Television: Ine. 
fas: merged :TNT. Electronics Inc.,.. 
according ‘to -a certificate filed at 
Albany. y by Weil, Gorshal & Manges. 

any : 



Just Like Polities ~ Amusement Stock co
n 

New Haven, ‘April. 145. 

Week Ended Tues. (4 J 

0's Perennial | 
And Burden of Len Res 

Recent : UPI ‘dispatch: on . ae ; 
gag review. of :‘Cleopatra,” pane 

~~ ning .the pic brutally,’-which .[°. - 
. appeared. in Harvard’s humor. ~} 
_— publication. Lampoon, was read.-. ee - N.- YY: ‘Stock Exchange. | a : Net: : 

<a * An.a ‘prime time . WELT news- "© 1964. ; *Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly - Tues, Change. 

Voyeurs” ‘ay L At Per] inute} © ast, | High Low in 100§' High Low’ Close for wk. 
= ale So. many ‘listeners, jfhinking. ‘15% 13-- “ABC. Vending 7230 “16%: 1434° 1656 41% 

: : ls vt : - 183 . WV 54 Al . : S oe 7 r 3 . . 3 . 1 ; 

‘Chicags, April 14. tend Picked Big Market: fo manager : of Whalley ‘Theatre ae 718 3616: Ampex» on 2 “ 11% 16% 2 14 + 
Chicago’s. South State St. peep! 1. where film” had just extended. . ||’ ° 1814 12%. Chris Craft 580. 186 1h. 1786 ok 

_ shows got.a reprieve from last week| Leto: its 20th week, that he. wan-:.. | 2458 .21344: Col Pix +: 2. ..131:. 23144 2116. 2214 SBR Playoff. For ‘Olympics’ 

and their duties. It has never -been| 
tested in a higher court, a- task that. 
would come. under the ‘jurisdiction 
of the corporation -counsel.. 

“when the city’ 's corporation counsel) “|: Bled . .from® the. Station eu 1. 46%: 4544 “Decea |... Pe gS gg’ - 4534 - 4534 0-25 Vy. 7 s 
overruled a police department re-}- |: time” on.same ‘period next day . |°: 4614 BBO 101g: ART; ‘ye t 

‘quest for a perusal of the films. The _ Stops ; With Tokyo. Gui. ‘to. explain’ gag nature of. the © | | ie ieee oe Kak. ono. . age 6. . jorse item oe 

-one-eye flesharamias charge 25¢ for| Times Film’s’ releasing’ of “the |'” dispatch ‘and give. a-\fast run" | 6%. 534: EME <2... ..1136. | WMS 6340. Ble 5g eh 

= kid minute glom “of ‘posturing Italian-made “Grand Olympics”. of down of ‘the picture's success. _ 28%. 2136 “General Tire. 689°. 2714°°..2546° 2354 Se aan 

Police ‘Capt. ‘James. D: Riordan,| 1960. is admittedly. to take avast : =|. | 1456 1256 Glen Alden.: 219: “1416 135%". 14 + % a 

| i{ tage of public interest-in. the. games : 7958 64. .. Litton Ind.-.. 887 727% 6914 act) cree ok 
First .Distriet. commander, ‘said | tag: Pp 73 90 ii ae Saaee ees | 

‘Tokyo. next'Fall.._ . : uN _ 2434. 1716 -Loew’s'Th,...°116 22% 2156 2204 
films shown in the arcades were | in oKyo ne - . Graf ts’. Opinions — 6054-5234. M sre Reig UEARE ear . 

under titles for which petmits*had |", Distribution: of Grand Oiym-|. 6086 ©5234. MCA Inc. ..- 24 551" 549655. 8B ai 

he v6. Hel pics”. will be limited: to. this siim- | 34%. 2716 | Metromedia . 189 - 3384. -3214-° / BBM A, ’ 
been issued. many. years ago. Pp — ‘Continued from page’ 3 — . 34°. . 2934. a . Spgs So ool ap : 

said. he believed that the: onerators|.mer. and no. prints: will. -be. available |. | he a. MGM. . 387 3512" 33 2 84a te HUB. a : 

changed the films, -but retained: the after’ the. Tokyo | games ‘begin. in never. eliminate foreign: Subsidies,” rt. 1 pote: aoe: Nat GT Corp. 172 2 De BM. £ ran eee ft 

“ ‘However,” Riordan. “said, “wel te make a profit troni"Grarid Olym- going ‘to. compete is by: ‘having: our]. 62°78 5414 “. Paramount . os 146. 6142. (5998 “69: cn — _ 

have beet. ‘unable- to: review. these pics.” ‘There. will be-only.a limited:| own ‘subsidy, We: should’ have ‘had : 183% 145% Polaroid is . "598 172%: -160°% 16534" +516... ct 

movies ‘because there was .an in-| number ‘of prints, possibly ten or'| ‘it three’ years ago. “But® ‘better: how| 397A | 33’ RCA Baers 3638 — 35%8 ss 353RQe e —-19 ae 
junction issued in. 1951 which pro-| twelve, so -exhibition- must’ be re-] than - never.” 7 oe TA. Republic. . (141. 98 BA BRA. 
hibits policemen from even.enter- stricted to larger cities...We hope}. ;. ; Sb TS¥2 14%.: Rep., pid... ‘VW 15%: ° 1S 1518 4 a? 

ing one of the places to check on} to find, in each one, a staall house} v ve: been arguing ‘for it for five |: 2912 | .24%2 - Stanley. Wars. (106 29% 28% 2845 
any titles already permitted.’ ” "PRE |-aple- to play: it. right: up: until. its: -years,”. asserted’ Cartoonists IATSE ; . 4416-~ 38 © os Storer. 5... 73. 4814 424-4316 1184. eh 

injunction | ‘based: on police.: ‘rarass- withdrawal in. September.” "| Local: 839:rep Larry Kilty “I -start-|.- 2994 225% Taft Baest.-.. 58 2934 274% 27% > lh. 

ment)! raised some legal eyebrows| Irving: Sochin; Times’ sales: chief fed - ‘when subsidies -were.. a dirty. 274". 2158 20th-Fox' _. “366 .242 ° 2258 23 

when it was issued because it was} asked. about ‘his “successful .selling word... It: is:ironi¢ to see the .pro-| 2856. 18% . United Artists 514. + 29... 2614 BY a oo) 

considered ‘to have. interposed : a of “Mondo Cane,” ” reported. that it ducers. come to. the. conclusion: that “14% ; 113%4 ‘Warner . ‘Bros: S:$446 1s 12% + 456 — +1% eet Oe 

court decree between ‘the - ‘police has racked up. well over $1, 000,000 -subsidiés. are the answer..-I° ‘would | B78: cers wees 437 8414. 82. Erion ieee a. _ 

call it rather late foresight.’ mo 

. “Electrical ‘Workers’ IATSE. Lava} 
40 rep. Vince. Murphy. declared, - 

‘in’ film’ rentals .to date and,: as. ‘of 
July 1, should: reach. the. $2; 000 000} - 
mark. “We. spent more money on. 

ae : Ameriécin. Stock Exchange eae 

BO 2MA.. Allied: ‘Artists. 36 21% 5A. ae “12Y%. as i. 

‘prints .of. this- picture,”.-he’ said ,-| Subsidy: of any. kind: would. be wel. “120% ~: 93% BalM’nt GAC. 37° 10% 103% *- -1084.-5. + HR. 

operatars to nowt all the: atcade “than on. all: other’ films “we've. Te- -comed. It would help ‘spur. ‘produc-} JB Oa Cam-Parkway 260~0" y 638 ; 638 eas 

-year for’ inspection, but: .city cor- leased ‘since 1946.” Times Films-is -tion ‘of. pictures | here rather. than ee 2738 = 20. Cap. Cit, Bde.. 91. 26% 25560 3616°- 4 5G". 

poration counsel Johin. (on Melaniphy currently fighting. : a ..$3,500,000 out: of . the. country: ” love a 1314 °10 ee ‘Cinerama Inc. :689. 11%4 1.101% 1016: = % 

said that. this would-‘ ‘placé’ an -un- damage. suit, an. “invasion. ofpri+|- One of those. expressing a “ginal > 8 ...,656 Desilu we 6450. 788.0 TI Wh — % 

] burden. on the exhibitors. and} vacy’’ claim based. on ‘one. ef the]; ” “|. .916° -714  Filmways “ee 14 SBR 6 BE Be oo 

‘the city.” {sequences taking place:-in a.West fletiy enthusiastic! view was Walt 1154 9146 Movie Lab... -7 934... 936 (9934... YH yf 
“The city’s . “eéngorship” code. Coast Vic. Tanny ‘reducing . parlor. -|¥ine aslong” as the government 171234: 934: MPO Vid. 39.-..103@ = 97: 103% eae 

(Chapt. 155. of the: Municipal Code} : Sochin «believes. that. “Mondo | giant. get ‘involved. .. “I’m : always: ROB. 256 Reeves Bacst:- UWG- Boo 2 2s: eras | 

of Chicago) ‘casts’ some. doubt on Cane”. is the highest ‘grossing for-} joer of. g overnment inte ference AY S236 “Reeves. Ind....°479- 4140 - i 3%. 143%: - +e 

Melaniphy’s appraisal: of the situa- eign film handled by any independ- | 1 the ‘pility of hamst | 17 144 Rollins. Bdcst. 37. 17 >. 16% 1614: H- 

tion. It specifically includes (‘'so-| ent. distributor ‘sinée “And ‘God and the. possibility of hams He “23 ...18% Screen: Gems:-9 .20%°° (919 20%" 4 He 
called”) penny: atcades,: and -states: ‘Created _ Woman.” n cee | the production of pictures.’ €| “2034 1754 . Technicolor ° - (3732. 19M VI5R 1734. a TB 
“The permit herein required shalt}. ‘| feels, however,. chances _ are. tne|- TY. --434.. Teleprm’ter. I be BY C4 

‘be obtained for each. and - every. __| proposed subsidy. woue turn outs a. ar 11/16 Tele-Indus. 3...310-. 9%.) % 1 /16- “4 /18 
picture or series of. pictures .ex-} So Ou Ie Nex | “major stimulation’ to “production.” |... -1.43 1004: Trans-Lux PPS gaia! 4934: 1294. ee 

hibited . .. ”’ The ‘chapter makes no t y Among those who: de clined to get pains a eS. ar 

mention of titles cng ak thes § ews : too’ strongly. on record ‘until. pre-|- * Week Ended Mon. (43). 
motion pictures, on | eise ‘dimensions of the subsidy plan|: + Actual. Volume.” Oe . 
themselves. Paragraph 4 of Chapt. _[are. “made “known ‘were. Costumers | |”: t Ex-dividend. Ct 7 
155 states: “Such permit shalf be th cores: Vith IATSE-‘Local-705 rep Bill: Howard |. | 

eiett re any, ‘vhich: ea mation| 4 | ‘and: producer; William. Perlberg.|:: “(Courtesy of Merritt 1 Lynch, Plerce, Fe enner rk Smith, Tne. ye 
icture film for : yoo 
a requested has been. ‘produced. att: 6 “Both averred that from what. they. fs 3 — - - 

of} knew of: the proposed plan that ‘it oe the affice of the commissioner Come | Jome’ ( ‘oDy 
police for examination or censor-|.. was okay, but reserved -additional |. “Over-the-Counter ‘Securities’. 

ship . “Unless. they -kill. the goose with’ ee ab ee they knew} Saar Son Bid Ask we 
- out..1 : se ae 

ine asic to the. stando eee grow | over exposure,. 20th-Fox may ‘reap. Howar dalso statec a: that heé-v So oul a 7 - Commonwealth ‘Theatres af Puerto Rico - ‘5IR “BY a er 
‘that the arcades are contributing ‘some golden. eggs of. unexpected. like stipulation: included. erent Four . Star. Television -:. esee ete ae. BUS . 

to the coffers of an organized crime | publicity from a stunt pulled. by: would insist: subsidies. be’ ‘extended _ Gen. Aniline & Film). - ~. vi va aaa: 0 BAT 4 

syndicate. Just as: the. cops. ‘have| its” publicity. department—a stunt: te only th mad the Hi 1} | General Artists. atl : a any | ‘ie .  % 

cracked ‘down. the strip joints. for| So old in: the annals of promotion i ood. ose Pe t in in the: : Ol-| ° General. Drive-in? © se eee eden. "1056 - 113 Lg 

the same reason, they’d now. like that. it could almost. be. accused ‘of: ree area,” Du ate an. after- _} Magna ‘Pictures. LeU deeeeunebendagen: 1% ‘WY wy 

to pet. their hands, ‘on ‘the. Peep { “flackery-quackery.” ‘| thought - commented, But ‘as. al: Medallion. Pictures — aretedteceeeseeeeges "16 Se VIM 

shows.  ‘The-studio’s. full page. ‘ad: in the. member of | ‘IATSE. TI. ‘SUPPOSE: 1 “, -Piekwick International wala SEDI - 46> = 5Ya ak 36 

However, there is: within. the city ‘April 8 edition of the N.Y. Times, shouldn't Say that.” .-: ‘\-- Premier Albums... 2 leiceccessesesee.s 6 6%. 136 

administration a group which feels} ‘reading . “John Goldfarb, please.| ‘: Director Mark: ‘Robson. cited’s suc- . Rust Craft Greeting Caras we eelele ele obieel” 18%» 1458 Oe MQ 

‘that cutie-per-quarter galleries are} come home!” and’ signed, “‘Shirley”-|:céss of Britain’s. Eady Plan as indi-|' Seven. ‘Arts. Productions: | oe 18% (1436). 49% |. 

publicly. harmless: if :semi-porno-| invited him (and any innocent read-'|.cative -of“help a subsidy of this|.’ Transcontinent: Television jPevegsccesenns 2198) 023. 2 op Ye le 

graphic. This school feels that the| ers). to write Box X7969. Innocent | type could tender.the U.S. film UA. Theatres aceon stares eees wae ites or)’ 934°. aa 

nudie niekleodeons. are ‘the: last} readers,.. being. notoriously. im-|industry;” ..:..“so' we ‘can ‘live. to}. Universal Pictures 2: °° faeces. 66.55 TOD 

vestige of the “live” town that once| patient, didn’t .wait -to write: but ‘make. another. ‘film, another day.” | Walter Re de-Sterling Inc. veveccsecosece 298 928% uF 

attracted tourists and convention-| deluged ‘the. Times with more than |. pirector.- Jean‘: Negulesco . also - Wometco Enterprises . bales cesseatie cee 7; J 86% Ly 

eers and should be left alone. 600. telephone calls by the ‘next:|’ _ Wrather Corp. Destlevebeeesereees BOBS MIB OO 
oe cited the Eady Plan: ‘aS“an example 

| day '(9), wanting: to know if John: of .what might’ be realized: here.: a. 1’: Goldfarbs ma chad’ returned. , Several’: Goldfarbs |” - “Banks there [England] have be: | seemed. genuinely ‘concerned, » «- 
The aftermath may (and threat- come ‘more ‘willing-to take ‘chances. a 

‘with young. talent.. -They: don'ty « ens. to be). unexpected. First:on the 
-have.-to extend. so much- capital, * bandwagon was . Kinney - Rent-A- ‘ 1. 

Car. with a full page. ad: offering. ‘Mey don't: have. to: take. $0. many: of 
chances.” . : ‘ John” one. of ‘their ‘vehicles* wh, "Continued from ‘page. 7 
He ™ ‘opined that ‘this’ method ofl ‘The ‘more - patient. -among : the |: . : | note 

Lyr?s, those. who .actually write in | “guaranteed: . “financing”. -‘might rector. ees | Another: top Argentine. director, Fernando. ‘Ayala, held. a Ta 

to Box X7969; will find themselves | make: the: industry. less ‘dependent. special. screening: for fest. ‘délegates of ‘his- latest” Pic, | ““Primero_ Yo” ae 
on a:20th-Fox. mailing list. fora ‘on stars;.observing there ‘might be| (Me ‘First), which - will: ep. Argentina ‘at. Cannes: ‘Thext: month.:” Title 

more of a. willingness to go. along | song looks ‘to-have Stateside ‘disk possibilities: ; Se . Among’ the. local. series of plugs for a motion- -picture 
(named “John © Goldfarb,’ Please'|‘with: “a’-good. story: and. the. right re 
Come ‘Home’—what' else?): starring actor” inctead. of 100. king " always to U.S. Embassy. people. ‘on-hand -at the various. fest’ functions was: infor- cle 

above-the-tit! e. ‘bait. : © | mation: officer Nicholas. Ruggieri, No: fest” neophyte: having. been: broken os ‘an actress. named “Shirley” (Mac. 
-in at. Venice during: his: tour of duty in Italy- e— ? Lo fe. 

Laine ‘who else? - we . Plan. was outlined last. Wednes-|+ - ws 
| day. at a-meeting of. studio execs; | At his. reception. for. the foreign delegations. Friday. (0); the Riissian’: vs 

i Habor and talent reps, atthe’ offices. ambassador. ‘served. no: caviar,’ ‘but: there: was lots of Coke. on hand, cag TD 

“=| of. the -AMPTP:. ‘Proposal. ‘had’ pre | poured: ‘from those: ‘Targe, family-sized ‘bottles. ... « One “of: the: few... 400 
| viously ‘been’ taken up, with toppers | North “American: distributors to attend ‘the ‘fest was ‘Guy. "Labreeque,... ae 

1 iment oe erbantrations ‘tie peare |veeD of: Cineart- ‘Films - of Montreal: In ‘the course. of his visit, - ‘he: ON be 
yee: picked up. Canadian theatrical: ‘and tv’ Tights to. ‘two: local: productions - States Association. of. Motion: Pic-. en 

Sharif is referred ‘to’ as.a bit play- | ture ‘Exhibitors; for. without. their “Primero. ¥o” and. “Los. Evitados,” which just Boes: to: show. that t pring='. sleet 
ing distribs: into: this festival ean be good: business. ’ eF. inAmerican films bécause - of ‘willinghess to- cooperate the. plan’ : . 

imperfect English. The’ statement: couldn’t ‘get. off the: ground: “About: half way: through: the fest, ‘one. ailing” member of: ihe Yarik an 
Ss: ‘untrue and must be challenged. +.. “Pheatre “Owners. ‘of Ameri ca | Poe 
Omar: Sharif, “who ‘speaks .im- |” ‘is stalling on any reaction. 1 ca delegation; ‘seeking - advice. from... one. of: the pretty. young _Argentine: ote 

man, producer, Metro: Benjanzin | peecable English, has ‘appeared in | . the proposed ‘American Eady” 7 interpreters, asked: “Tell: me, Adrianna, have :you ever. chad hives?” fos 

Kalmensén, exec'v.p., Howard. Lev-.| three American films. An: “Law-|  propésal: to subsidize U:S. fea: | 4dzianna, ‘cheerfully: “Oh; no! What. do : ‘they. taste: dike?” “After 10°: 
ew asst: Secretary. Warner Br 08 rence, of ee rmpire, ree re .” tures ‘through. a ‘surtax on tick-" ‘days, everybody had had: their. ‘fill of hors: d’oeurves « Yank: -delega-. 

preside ene 1 -- ets. ./ Unlike. :th  f : J 4 
Picker, v.p., United. Artists: Walter |.ceived’ costar. billing and for his'| ” ethene, which: Peerat ish: : tion: gifted’ their chief interpreter, : Jean Gonzalez, an. island of” sanity 
M. Mirisch, v-p.,' Mirisch-Co,; Rob- |. efforts’ in the ‘former,’an Academy.| — one would be’-in-trade... An - and. ‘humor in. what often appeared to he ‘a.sea of confusion;. with an. 

ert Hi O'Brien,- president, . Ben- | Award nomination. as well. In Fred |: important ‘date .is -May 5, when "| alligator handbag: . Peon 
jamin * Melniker, .general counsel; ‘Zinnemann's ‘upcoming ‘Behold ‘A J. - | - Catherine’ ‘Deneuve,Jacques’ ‘Demy ‘and ‘Michel Legrand, ‘the star: ee 

. . TOA will: stage a- “meeting . of | 
Metro: Milton R- Rackmil, presi-| Pale’ Horse,” he :is ‘starred with .. Minds. .\.in. Manhattan, -after “director. and.. composer, “respectively, .of ‘the French’ “Parapluies de 
dent. Adolph Schimel., .v.p.-general’ Gregory. Peck’ ‘and | Anthony, ‘Quink., _ Which. . “a. “position . may.: be .. Cherbourg,” which -elosed ‘the fest at an out-of-camip | screening Sate 7° 

counsel, Universal: William “Perl- |. ©: Sincerely, . fF - adopted..: - Exhibitor | coopera-: -['urday. night, stopped ‘off for a:Rio visit-en route home. ..:.Also-off to... . 
berg. Pertberg-Seaton Prods.; os - Richard Kahin _ -} . tien “is, naturally, ° -of the . es- "+ Brazil was: the. MPEA’s- veep Bob Corkery, to: size up. Yank: film situa: oes 

Spyros P. Skouras, - “(Columbia Pictures)" Le sents, : ps tion, post. revolution. © ve Ls 
7 

(Source: National. Assn. of Securities. Deaters ined 

Art & The. Argentinos 
HETZEL ON BOARD; 

MPAA’S CAST STANDS| | 
Ralph Hetzel, acting president: of 

the Motion Picture Assn: of Arcer- | 
tea, was elected to the board of di-}' 
rectors last week (7) as board-| 
‘unanimously reelected all: officers 
and all board members. _. 

Officers, in addition to Hetzel, 
are Kenneth. Clark and. Charles 
Boren, exec v.p.’s;) Geoffrey. Shur-: 
lock, William. H: Finéshriber’™ Jr., 
Manning Clagett, Edward. Cooper, 
.v.p:’s; Sidney: Schreiber, secretary: |: 
Stanley oR. Weber, treasurer; - oe 
Thomas. J. -McNamara, ‘asst.. treas-|-- 
urer; Robert T..- ‘Watkins, | asst. | 
treasurer-asst. secretary. ° : 
_Board members, besides. ‘Hetzel, 

are Barney. “Balaban, - president, ; 
George Weltner, exec v:p., Para-. 
mount - ‘Pictures: Steve. Broidy, t 
president,” Edward «Morey, v.p., 
‘lied. Artists; Abe Schneider; | im 
president, Leo . Jaffe, exec v-p:;, 
Columbia: Pictures: Pardro S:. Ber- | 

Lingustic Sharif 
_ New: York: 

Rditor;: " VaRIETY: 
‘In -your ‘review of: “The Fall “of: 

The Roman Empire,” co-star: Omar | 
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PICTURES. 

apres ne to Share
 Exhibs fs ‘But In General State. Does Weil As: 

Peeve at Sche o-Church 6m Fins” 
Independent Film | Importers “Se. + 

Distributors of. ‘Amieriea has issued |- 
a statement via its exec. ‘director | .- 

Michael F, Mayer ‘rejecting.. fhe} ° 
‘eéntentions made: with growing | — 
.foree lately by exhibitors and ex-' 
hib organizations. to. the ‘effect. that | 
the Hcensing of .16m_ films. for } 
showing to colleges. ‘and religious. 
organizations is harmful . and con-. 

/ unfair | stitutes. in. many “cases; 
competition. 

theatremen are 

holdings, 
Iems of | exhibition,. 

he states. 
It is. IFIDA’s. position. that’ for: 

‘eign films generally ‘cater to. a: dif-. 
ferent type of audience than. U-S. 
features and that their release in™ 

I6m “long after initial. release”” 
not. truly competitive. .Also, ‘the 
arganization claims that there are. 
many . situations.. where’ 16m rev-. 
enues exceed those of 35m and that. 
this should be considered . by ex: 
hibition because it is. essential ‘to. 

the theatre business. that distribu- 
tion e€xists ina. healthy and profit ; 

-| Sturges, 
‘make a top action film-these days.” 
‘Pic. has. :a .76.;day" shooting: ‘sked | 
with ~ Tensing : - Sites-... 

able state. ~ 
The IFIDA’ statement says- “the 

organization “resents” the actions” 
of exhibs who, “while. they never. 
play a foreign ‘film themselves, | 
nonetheless. violently. object to any 
school, «church or fraternal: organ-: 
ization having the: privilege of play- 
ing our product” in 16m. “These - 
exhibitors might well play: same: 
{foreign films “before: complaining: 

‘so bitterly.” The organization also 
asserts. that “selective”. 16m show- 

institutions often’ develop interest 
in. pictures and that. future theatre. 
patrons may come from: this source: 

IFIDA suggests. that exhibition : 

eoncentrate .on others. and_ “leave . 

them alone. .“Exhibitors. ‘should. 

-better turn their attention: to such- ; 

matters. as the. current. ‘showing: of | 

‘American films. on. television: ‘in 

direct competition with -them,. 

rather than shouting ‘abuse’ at the. 
alleged 16m menace.” Of course, 
one of exhibition’s ‘biggest battles 
in recent years. thas been in this: 
very area — the. ‘showing: of Te- 

-cent-vintage pix ‘on tv. 

in closing, IFIDA' states: “We ado 

tribution of our films on 16m. .We: 

are, however, agreeable « to. “re-. 

and.for our reasonable friends in 

“exhibition that should prove. ‘quite i 
There is no mention |: 

made of what such a “reasonable” iF 
sufficient.” 

clearance would be, however. | 

US. ‘Eady Plan’ 

- years: ago in an. ‘interview. ‘declared 

-himself in. favor of a Government. 

‘subsidy for the American picture’ 
industry. He was present. at’ -last. 

week's ‘Meeting here as WAS. Ralph. 

Hertzel, acting prexy of the Motion: |. 

Picture Assn. of America, who. 

assumed his. new position after the 

_death Iast August of Eric Johnston: { 
“A ‘| by. Henry Fein and Edward Eyer-: ‘As part of the. ‘subsidy ptan,:and 

a feature ‘which would make it. at-- 

tractive to exhibitors, is a condi- 

atres would bécome “available: to 
pay-tv, when and ‘if’ it becomes ‘a. 
commercial factor, until. at’ -least. 

one year: after the: theatrical: run, 
The industry's refusal to. forego. 

subsidies: offered |. by | production 
foreign countries,. and which. érea- 

“runaway” problems. for Hollywood 

workers. led recently to: the: break-. 

up of. the joint labor-management | 

committee which had: been trying 
for a couple of years to resolve. this 7 
situation. 

Invites to several ‘top union “yep-: 

resentatives to. yesterday's Meeting 
at the AMPTP. offices was’ viewed. 
as a step toward healing the. 
preach. Among those «at. sessions | + 
were John Lehners, Film’ Editors . 

H. O'Neil Shanks, | 
Joseph |! 

Youngerman, . Directors.’ Guild of | 
; Thompson, 

Sercen Actors Guild, and. Charles. 
‘Boren, exec, veepee, and Alfred P. 

176, 
Extras 

‘Local 
Screen Guild, 

America, Kenneth. | 

Chamie, ‘secretary-treasurer, of the. 
producers. organization. . 

has’ -been- 
‘pudget ...on”™ 

Al V-P, 

Doing Their Fighting?’ 

Jimes Films will. ‘continue ‘to. 
. fight. film: censorship. : : a 
_ “We. have fought - more cen- 
sorship fights : than — all -:the 
major companies. ‘put - to--- 
gether; Luckily. for the entire 

‘But It: $  Oater 
. ‘Hpllywood, April 14.: 

. Préducer - director J ohn: ‘Sturges 
‘handed | “a $4,500,000: 

comedy. western’ -he will rein - ‘for 
| the Mirisches, as United Artist re- 

jg | lease. Film. Jaunches: July -6: with 
‘Burt . Lancaster. set to “fill” one’ Of | 
“pic's six. star. slots. 

Budget ° TS: . one: of . the highest 
‘price’ tags ever put. ori an. oater,” 
‘though. considerably’. shy. of such | 
recent:mammoths as Metro’s “How 
‘fhe West’ Was “Won” ‘and. ‘Warner. | 
“Bros.” “Cheyenne Autumn.” Shrugs | 

“Phat’s: what ‘it :costs to 

now. being { 
scouted’ in: a’ -variety. of .areas in- 
‘cluding some in. New Mexico; ‘Colo- 
‘rado: and: Utah: ~ 

Yn: addition. to. star. roles, ‘there. 
will be-some. 20.feature. parts in 
film, Sturges Sees an average’ day’s 
‘location call at - -about:-200, ‘includ-. 
ing. both — extras: - 
“players. Director.. calls it ““a- big, . 

ings in educational. and religious | 

‘and. “featured: 

complicated _ picture,” :.-citing . 
“trains, indians ‘and ‘horses”. among 
complicating. physical considera- 
_tions:.: He ‘estimates. that: budget 
‘breaks. down to: roughly: 50% - for. 
above the line (cast, script,. ete.): 
and 50% for’ below: the -line: costs:. 
Director: is. not. nervous about’ 

lining up ‘needed stats by blast off 
date, feeling that there will be -no. 
“problem. in inking most of .the- 
“first - choice”: 
however, ‘that “Shirley ‘MacLaine 
‘was ‘sought ‘as female. lead in. ‘pic. 
‘but..was unable ‘to.accept assign-- 
ment. because. of another: commit. 
“ment. . ae . 

not intend to: relinquish the ‘dis- 7 

| Comerford Chain + (Coyne) 
sponsible clearance . between: thea- - 

trical and non-theatrical showings: . 

‘thesps.... “He. notes, - 

Leases. 1,000-Seater: At 
“Gateway Shops Center | 

“Seranton,, April 14, 

Ground. has been. broken for ‘the: 
fitst new. conventional ‘theatre to:|:. 

| be constructed i in the economically-'}. 
1 distressed Northeastern * ‘Pensyl- 

| Vania: area in. the last decade. | 

———- Continued: from. ‘page 3 —_— oe ‘The. : playhouse,: ‘the “1, 000-seat: 
Gateway. Cinema, also ‘will be. the” 
fitst in this area ‘to be construeted - 
at-a. ‘shopping: centre in Edwards-. 
ville,’ a village. between : this | ‘city | 
and. ‘Wilkes-Barre. 
“Leasing the: “one-story ‘structure: 

is. Comerford . Theatres. Inc., ‘which . 
expects to ‘have ‘the house in: op- | 
eration by fall,- It is being built: 

man Jr., co- owners. of the: shopping. 

‘centre, 
tien. that no picture made: for the=.]. ~ Comerford, ‘which: operates some 

-45: ‘theatres in Northeastern -Penn- . 
sylv ania and Southern. New. York 
State, has meanwhile named one 

\ot its vicepresidents, “R.. Willard |. 
Matthews, to. ‘succeed William. 
Yurasko | as “head | film. buyer. 

| Matthews, - formerly: head of ad- 
“ted to a large extent. the ‘so-called vertising .and:. publicity, took . Gver- 

the new. duties April.1 after -Yur-.|. 
ASkO. resigned to take another. job: 

‘Now: handling. the. ‘ad-pub job. is. 
Edward McGovern. ve 

“Comerford chain changed’ hands 
last fall-in a multimillion | ‘dollar. 
‘transaction. which. Marked ‘the ‘exit 
‘of the Comerford family. from the 
business -. ‘founded: - Dy’. the - late 
Michaet.. E Comerford. Attorney 
Thomas. -Friday, son-in-law of.- the/ 
exhibition: “‘pioneer,. disposed. of- his. 
: interests. . 

Stock : of. -the. eompanies linked. 
as. Comerford Enterprises was ac- 
-quired: ‘by John-E, Coyne Jr.; now 
the’ firm’s president: - ‘His. father,” 
John. E. Coyne. Sr, ‘is executive’ 

and” gm" , 

Jean Goldwurm: asserts. that * | 

industry. most: -of ‘them, “have q 
; oa been: successful. we. oa 

Mayer Starts out. by saying that | 
IF IDA is: not unsympathetic with} 
the problems of exhibition.:since |' 7 

“valued custom-| fF 
ers.” Alsoz he notes, some. IFIDA |. 4 
members themselves have. theatre | 

thus. sharing. the -preb- |. 
“We are obli- | 

gated, however,.to reject. the ‘eori-.|. ; 
teition that 16m showings of any'| © 
and all films: should ‘be. barred,” |. 

January and 6.9% . a year ago. 

“*allélujah. ~ Train,” | 

gotten: : together: 

4 coming. . 

GEORGIA. UNEMPLOYMENT 

6. Jobs: 

its: . strongest _ 

‘1 before in ‘February. and. 6 900° more | 
{than in. January: *~ -. 1 

Nationally, unériployment edged 
slightly lower :‘in' February, “but. 
remained. at .a:-much - higher Tate 
‘than in Georgia.. -The.U.S,-idle rate. 
was6.2% in- February, -6:4%: in 

Metropolitan * Atlanta: erp lOy- 
; ment totalled : 478, ,350.-in’ ‘February, |. 
up. 1,800. from: ‘a year ago. Unem-. 
‘ployment. in . the ‘five-county: area: 

| totalled 15,500. or 3:1: percent. in. 
February, | down: 150 from J anuary, | 
but up’ 100: from a Year ‘BgO: TEs 

Roadshowing In 
Wake of eas, 

Denver, April 14. 

The. opening of. “Cleopatra” in a 
pop. price run - ‘almost ‘immediately 

‘of. some patrons. and. exhibitors... : . 

the argument. that. if the “public ‘is 
‘going | to ‘be tapped: for road ‘show 
prices, the identical -.merchandise 
shouldn’t be. offered a few.: ‘days 
later as regular - film: fare. Of. 
course. the pop run:'is” 33mm -in- |. 
‘stead of 70 and. its a: grind. show- |. 

ing. instead of reserved. ‘seat. Jopera- “Kilo Forty” in, the mystery .and: suspense ‘category. .. He’ -will put -it 
‘tion. . 

| .if one wishes: to: “see: ‘the films. any-: 
| where near soon -he must pay the 
‘deluxe: scale, ° what: ‘effect’. ‘will the _ 
“Cleo” - opening .at: pop.. prices: on | 
| the heels: of. its road. show. engage |. 
/ ment, have on. them? Such‘is the |- 
‘speculation * Ain. film. trade, circles. 
here. . 

"East Coast Council 
= Continued from page: 3: — 

‘organization.: “Also -elected®. were |; 
Jim" Gartland,: business .” ‘agent of 
‘studio mechanics Local .52” as Vp. 
-and::- Tommy. O'Donnell, of - -Theat- . 
tical Teamsters. ‘Local: 817 as sec- 
-retary-treasurer. | 

Additionally, new- unit. will, ‘Seek 
to avoid work stoppages. and strikes. 
through’ collective: cooperation ' and. - 
action. 
“Participating: in. the’ Council are: 

Lecal .-52;- ‘Washington,: “D.C: me- 
‘chanies : local ‘22;. ‘makeup | ‘artists. 
Local 798, : wardrobe. “Local .764, 

Painters, - Paperhangers .. and - -De- 
signers ‘International ‘Brotherhood, . 
.seript -supervisors Local. 161; The- 
atrical Teamsters: ‘Local 817 - and: 
‘editors. ‘Local, 771. Although. ° ‘the’ 
editors: exec’ board shasn’ t yet rati-. 
fied the plan,’ it- is ‘expected | ‘that 
it.: will’ doso: shortly. 

‘after. to. establish . a more. concrete 
plan of .. -action. 

diverse. . group: ‘of unions 
in’ harmony to 

-diseuss their” mutual.’ ‘problems. 
|. Formation. ‘of. ‘the organization - Js. 
‘Seen: aS'a ‘recognition | ‘by. labor. of. 
the. potential’ of eastern filmmaking 
and it .is:--hoped that some. con-. 

the | ‘structive’: ‘developments. on. 
‘eastern. labor. Scene will, be forth- 

"atlanta, “april 4c .|-> aries,”-produced:by the Fred A. 

“More “than. -67,000° (Georgians | 
| were: unemployed in. February, the | - 

first..official estimate of total. state- | 
[wide unemployment. ever. revealed.” 

* “This: was - the. lowest. February: 
| jobless level in: at:léast five -years, 
| er’ Georgia. Dept. of : ‘Labor. i fe 

| . On top of ‘that, Georgia’s. non- |. 
| farm’. employment. 
| registered 
year gain in 13. months, « ; a 

‘Department. reported’ 4 $45: ‘800 | _ 
, Georgians held: nonfarm. jobs : in}. 

‘| that month, 41, 800 more than“ever - 

in. February.| 
year-to- . 

| Sure”: is henceforth: professionally Anthony: Hayes. 
take note.) | 

John. W.. ‘Wacky Finn, “‘Universat’ Salesman: in. ‘Boston. :since. “1958, a 
‘promoted | ‘to - Denver branch -~Manager effective © 
Teplaces ‘Murray Gerson. . 
/Run?”. gets N.Y. Cinema “Lodge. of B’nai B’rith’s 
: performer on Broadway’” plaque at a Hotel Astor. luncheon on April 16.°°-. 

| “Cinema. Distributors . of ‘America’ western -div. sales . manager Pat! =|. 
- |-MeGee to’ Frisco, Seattle ‘and. Portland. for multi- sepenings of: CDA’s .: :” 

. Cocoanut. .Grove, “night ‘spot in. L.A’s ‘Am- *-”: 

vf tion,” Hollywood... pub: relations firm: 
‘| clients “as: ‘the occasion demands,” : ‘While ; ‘remaining -individual: com- 

-_.| panies. w+ <The : Flesh: Eaters,’” ‘CDA. Telease, into. 60-house multi Tun’. 
ot in ‘Chicago. with May 22 opening. 

‘| heim, as ‘site of its 1964. national. conference. : : 
7 ‘Cody. IJr., Vice : Commander, ‘Air Force Space * ‘Systems’ Div.,* will ad> 

.| dress. the June: 4-6 ‘conference. Other speakers include title art ‘expert’ 
‘| Saul Bass and Mt.: Everest expedition. leader Norman Dyhreénfurth. | 

9 |. Diko -Dimitroff has formed: Diko: Productions ‘in’ Athens to, produce . 
“The Loves of the Greek: Gods,” beginning in January with interiors -. 

Planned. pic. had: been”: tra 
engagements this wéek . 

-The fact.that the spec’ didn’t. do | 
too. well ‘during. ‘its road ‘show run 
and “is apparently. ‘faring. well at 
the lower. tal‘tends to’ “accentuate: 

“With: “both Sam. Bronston’ S. “Fall 
of the ‘Roman: -Empire;” ‘and..Hal 
‘Wallis’ “Becket” . from ‘Paramount : 
opening... ‘here: this month: at road|- 

‘| Show: prices with the inference: that : the. Tights: of Arthur. Miller’s “After the. Fall” -for: Italian’ staging by-- | 
Franco Zeftirelli, “possibly - with. Vittorio. -Gassmann in the -Jead!.: The . - :- ae oy 

‘in. Germany, Switzerland, —- 

Tin: Florida. ... 
camefamen Local”: 644, - assistant’: 
directors of the. Directors Guiid of. 

4 America, - Screen. Actors Guild, pro-| 
‘jectionists Local. -306;: ‘Mechanics 

“The. organization will meet: next feld, UA-legal veep . 
‘Monday’. (20): and. bi-weekly there-. 

This’ move by: 
‘pactern: jabor « is : ‘the: first: time in. 
Atlantic coast pix history that: this. 

“have | 

and Nat: Perrin Scripted «. 

_ a | a ; nt Wesnendey, April 1 15, 1964 

~ Films s Tar f-Softening Col 
us: ‘Dept. of’ Agriculture’s 70m film, “Bounty Without. ‘Bound- Ll, 

| Niles. Communications: Centers, . Je 
_: was screened ‘yesterday . (Tues.) at. 20th-Fox Theatre for William :-".*. 
-.. Morris Agency ad and marketing execs,” :One ‘of first: Government... .-. 

other coun- . 
‘tries, Morris..men feel techniques used -in film’ may haye applica-. " 
; films aimed ‘specifically at. ‘softening. tariff . ‘stands: by”. 

tions. for future. films..to. be made for other purposes: _ 
Group | were also" shown. Niles? 35m . Technicolor; Cinemascope - 

a “pie! made for: Greyhound’ Ss: NY. World's’ Fair exhibit. 

“New York Soundtrack 
Continued. from ‘page 15 

-immediately: -- 

“outstanding new. 

“Common ‘Law “Wife”. 

He. 
Steve Lawrence of “What ‘Makes: Sammy. 

(Film historians 7 _ 

-bassador :-Hotel, got. a- ‘ citation . from L.A: .City.. Councik’ Friday: (3). ee 

man. 

Goodman. Organization, L.A: ad agency, and the Jerry Rose -Organiza- 
" Macy-lovesGimbels | _atrangement.’. has been inaugurated’ by. The’ 

They'll service -each’‘other’s | 

-commiemorating its: 37th anni which. makes. it oldest continuing, supper= — _ “ 
club-restaurant: in’ U. S. according to new general manager Fred: “Hay: 

‘Industry’ Film: Producers -Assn. has picked Disneyland’ Hotel: “Ana - 

in. Greece. and Spain: and - ‘exteriors in Greece... 

- General Joseph Jeo. 

offered ‘to Spyros Skouras and Samuel. Bronston: but neither: was -in- *: 7 

Ty o 

- Universal’s ‘Brass: "Rottie” magic carpet, ‘prought into Gotham for 
: two. days advance: promotion: got rained. out. on.. -some.:events’ but” 
‘managed: to: make CBS and.’ABC: news shows. 

*““Crossroaders:. in. Africa.” 

five grants to aid. filmmakers: with: specified | projects .. 

Columbia. release starts shooting. ‘June 22 in Hollywood. .- Charlie 
; Cooper, London clerk who. won. $630,000: in .a soccer. pool, turned down 7 
role in William Wyler’s “The Collector.” 

* Jerry: ‘Silverstein, - 
/WNDT.. “Places: in the News”. -producer-host,. has _recorded English © 
narration for. -USIA’s® 
directed the half-hour color’ documentary...” Latter’s Film: Comment, 
observing its first anni.with establishment. of. ‘Anniversary Awards, ~ 

‘Vivien Leigh . 
signed for role.of Mary: Treadwell in. Stanley. ‘Kramer’s. ‘Ship of. Fools.”’. 

| terested. .-::; 20th-Fox is ‘releasing | “South .Pacific”. ‘in 21 hew. ‘domestic. ee 
:. . Metro: can’t stop: crowing about.the success: °°! 

of “How. the West Was. Won". in its 35m release... ‘So: far it, has ‘set 13. ss 
“(about ‘17 days): following: its -39-'|° 
‘week-top hard ticket showing. at $3 |. 
‘has left: a. bad. taste: in the. mouths |- : 

‘Gordon: Hitchens...’ rn 

British. actor ‘Trevor: Howard- has. ‘acquired film rights to. a. novel ort 

before: the. cameras in Egypt, starring himself.’ ‘The book. has. already 
“been. published . in England: ‘and French, Dutch ‘and. German publica-. 
tions .are in prospect. ‘It will be published in -U.S. “by. Holt,. ‘Rinehart 
and Winston in May. The. author is Miles Tripp. ..:.~ 

Italian’ film’ player: Marcello . Mastroianni. reportedly “wanits. to. buy ways 

play:has been- ‘scheduled - for: next. sea: 
‘Austria,. ‘Holland, Asrael,” Belgium, Denmark, Norway, (Finland | and: _ 
Ireland. .. 

“Keenan Wynn signed. for. AIP’s “Bikini Beach” me, MPAA’ “supple: 
|. menting “World” of Henry Orient”. promotion ‘locally. -with a pluggy 
mailer: . 

_ | Artur -Brauner’ s' German-filmed “Fanny: ‘Hist? | 

. “Father Goose,” now: before: Universal’s color ‘cameras, gives studio.- 
-Columbia’s « tie-in: with: ‘Coppertone - on... 

“New. Interns” will. use pic's. Michael: Callan. and Bar- . 
bara Eden .in “ad campaign | encompassing. five. magazines,.. 100. -news-.. 

Photo-Cine-Optics ° "V.p. general 
‘manager ‘Dom: (Capano attending . ‘Society. of: Engineers | convention. in 
‘L.A. | Western office ‘manager. Irv..Turvey ‘also. taking. in’ meet. : 
Paul Henreid: heads for: Ireland today (Wed_,)- to: direct: Alsa_ “Prod. 's : 

‘Miguel’ 

Syra, nitery -danéer, ‘signed for part: in Albert ‘Zugsmith- 

three current. shooters. : 
Robert ‘Cohn’s 

papers. and. 2 000° radio ‘spots«: 

“Light Out of. ‘Darkness”. at Ardmore’ Studios, near’ Dublin: 
Salkind ‘production ‘has. 10-week: shooting sked: starting: May. 23. 

George Weltner, Paramount exec v:p., ‘spending the week vacationing. °°" ~ 

. City College of New York (CCNY). planning
 to discontinue...’ .. 

“Suellen: ‘Hutner, of - Screen. Gems, who. is. "the daughter. “of: United: el re. 
Artists’ ‘N.Y; Publicity manager Mike. Hutner,. has: become: engaged: fo 7 , 
‘eb: Gelman, a Pittsburgh-non-pro.  .. 

- . Irving Sochin, -general sales manager. ‘of. Timies Films, now is a vie" 
* | President of. the.. company.. . 

its Film. Institute. next year after 23 yéars of operation, a decision: which : : ~ 
‘is: ‘eausing debate among students and alumni. . J 
: Producer Sam. Katzman, ‘director: Gene Nelson; musical: director: Fred - 

-Karger and _MGM recording. supervisor ‘Frank Milton all in: ‘Nashville, 
‘Tenn., ‘taping music. .for ° ‘Metro! Ss. forthcoming - ‘Hank. Williams . biopic 
“Your. ‘Cheatin’. ‘Heart’. 3 

: Leonard ‘Lightstone, Embassy exec‘v:p., -getting ready for his annual: 
Cannes Film’ Fest. trek. . . producer Lawrence ‘Weingarten © ‘back ‘on 
the. Coast after’ conferring ‘in--Gotham. with” Metro. execs.on: home 
“stretch. plans. for the “Molly Brown” : ‘opening .. 
“mMount’s 
‘its: first week: in’ 29. ABC: theatres. . . 
week exploitation. tour in Hawaii. for. Metro’s “Advance To the Rear,” 
prepping ‘for the ‘company’s - “The. Rounders” which‘ rolls. in: May. - 

‘Western ‘Publishing’ is distributing -a- 
‘cartoon. book version of Samuel. Bronston’ s'“Fall of the Roman Empire:”’: 

scenic: artists -Local 829° of the'|’: 

. Joe Levine and Para-.: fon 
“Zulu” is.‘slaying *em.in- ‘London, grossing. $278,436" during: eo 

.-Glenn: Ford back. from a.-three-.: 

William :Bernstein . ‘appointed exec. assistant .to“-Herbert. T. Schotten-. ee 
Anthony Perkins ‘winding a special. Brazilian 

“goodwiil mission” - $ponsored by. the -U.S: State Department 

of “Best. Man” whieh he produced . with Stuart Millar . 
» Lee. 

- Lawrence Turman back on the Coast following: the Gotham opening ee 
; Metro’ s.“Viva...~ 

‘Las: Vegas” - spotlighted | in’ the. May ° ‘issue of Séventeen mag-. 
Tracy in New. York. on a holiday ees 
' player,. in town ‘too... -. et 

: Robert H. ‘O’Brien, Metro prez, and” company exéts “Maurice: I: Sil-. wee TE 
" verstein,. Robert M..Weitman,. Benjamin Melniker and: Frank | Rosenfelt. 
‘pack: from: a. joint London: studio visit. .. : 
-in “I'll Take Sweden,’” for’ which. Tuesday. ‘Weld is being dickered as a~.:* 
‘possible costar, due. to roll for United. Artists in July. with: locations in” 

, Ann. Sothern, also a “Best Man”: a 

Bob -Hope set. to: topline:. . a 

Sweden and. interiors: in. Hollywood: Edward Smail is producer-director_:- a 

#8 895. ‘Bross in. ‘the 250-seater. 

. the. reissue of “Beat ‘the Devil” continues. ae a 
to pileup “hefty. biz, in. openings ‘around thé country; -most: recently 
compiling’ a record first. five days: ‘at the: Cinema Theatre, L. Ay with: a 



_ “Tom. Jones.” 

Shakes . if ar lert| 
“New. Haven, April: 14... 

Sofa Connecticut theatre ‘owners reor-. 

oo. “ganized: - d. and reactivated’ Allie 
Theatres. of -Connécticut at a “meet- 
ing: here™ last: week. The: 31 Con-: 
.mecticut ‘houses became’ members |: 
“of: both -Allied. ‘Theatres - of: ‘Con-: 

. “nectieut and’ ‘National. ‘Allied... 

.. “Robert -C.. _Spodick, | who. ‘with 
Leonard E. Sampson ‘and: ‘Norman 
_; Bialek, ‘operates: the. Nutmeg: Thea-. 
: tre.. Circuit, .- was. ‘elected : interim: 
| president. and a National Allied di |. 
‘rector. ATG. ‘h.q. will: be -located- 

- here, -Election -of directors - _and © 
# . other” officers’ deferred™ ‘until’ ‘or- 
a ‘ganizational ' meéting. to be- held: in 

a mea future. 
. ,Repping. National ‘Ried: “at meet’ 
were . Presiderit .Jack : ‘Armstrong,. 

Oo ls exe: director “Milton. H. London, 
av 7, exee,, ‘committee: member: “Wilbur 

“Snaper. and | NA” director : Trying 
PE Dollinger, 

“FOR THE COOL WORLD! 
- World préem for Shirley Clarke’ 'S 

“The. Cool. World” will be- today. 
.. (Wed.) -at:-the: Pagode. “Theatre. in: 

os - Paris. Pic, which was shot entirely. | 
“in Harlem, is concerned -With. the | 

-:. world. of :a-‘15-year-old | growing. ‘up: 
-” there. and_ presents.:.two. -non-pro’ 

teeriagers; ‘Hampton Clanton, and: 
“Yolanda : Rodriguez. *°, | 

. ... Fred Wiseman: production; ‘which: 
was” ‘shown .at last: year’s Venice- 
Film Fest, will: have its’ N.Y. “open- 
ng. -on. April 20 : at: ‘Cinema II, - 

“following. the 1 run: of cutrent tenant 

‘Comma Li law Wile’. Dates 
a Los. “Angeles; ‘April 14.. 
noes ““Cornmon: ‘Law * Wife,”’’ “Cinema 

- “Distributors. ‘of « America. releasé, |: 

‘Premere’ & Perimeter” 
Both for Us Newman’ | 

“Premiere 
| Showcase” _and. “Perimeter” ‘dates. 

. “Captain... New- 
“man” in the greater - N.Y. vatea'| 

_ (from: Pic; ‘including . an. album: | 

‘at. ‘meetings “were: 
‘Ted: Arnow, David’ Weitzner, Rob- {| 
ert: Diem; ‘Klenert, ° ‘Loéw’s. ‘Thea- | 

"grossed : $223;900 ‘in - first: week. of. 
= multi-date- first run-in the Greater - 

oe “L.A, area,: according” ‘to. M. Ripps, 
Pic, booked: into | CDA: ‘president. : 

32 drive-in and. hardtop situations,.. 
os is being held over. for’ second week | 

in: most: situations.” 
“Western. division -sales. manager | 

Pat: McGee has..secured: ‘multiple- 
situations — openings. ‘for: “Wife” in: 
. the: Frisco, ‘Beattle and - ‘Portland. 
areas. oy 

== | miere Showcase”. 
| drawing -$287,521. ‘in the first, epee 

‘ eri-. 

‘800 STATIONS . 
_IN ‘AMERICA. : 

Rata 

‘motion picture. 
& TV insurance 
* (cast, film, weather, . ‘liability, - 
cameras, PTOPs, > Plagiarism.» we d 

“WINKLER ASSOCIATES, | LTD. 
_ 120 W. 57 St., New York 19, Circle 7-3366. 

“JAKE TRUSSELE'S re 
ARTER HOURS POETRY: « :. 

Written from a background ae experiences, ty 
. fa. combination amusements: celumnist, jazz dite. 

I leokey, sportswriter, radio commentater-sports-- 
easter, managing editer, band - leader, - and 

“BL. Asseciated:. ‘Press.\ correspendent.: Nothing else fF 
‘Bin. the ‘world : like” it, _-Fee your eepy send 
: $1:00- te. Jake - ‘Trussell, ‘-P.- 0.. Bax. -954,. 
Kingwille, Texas, :. ; 

—- -nii0 CITY MUSIC mt 5 
_ ‘ Rockefeller Center « PL 7-31 

oe PETER SELLERS: | 
; Pavia PRENTISS:« ° Angela LANSBURY. 
"Lin “THE WORLD OF HENRY:ORIENT® “|: 
mi A Pan Arts Company Picture: trom: United Arhsts.i in ‘Color : i. 

Ton GREAT: ‘STAce “Glory | of Easter” ‘tat 
me ALICE IN EASTERLAMO™ a) Days ; 

Wontar, st u, 1964 

1 | meter”. 

oe | favorably | 
- . * J) “Charade’ 

een U \! on: “Premiere.” 

: | Branche,. 

| ‘Glenn Miller Story’, ’54~ 

an Winnipeg, ‘April. 145 
-atom. Jones” » 

‘of: Universal's 1954 “production, 
“The Glenn Miller Story.”: + 

day, set a4 new ‘daily record, with 
‘| gross‘ at-.$3,177,. breaking previous 
‘record; also: held: by. “The. Glen | 

: Heavy - ‘business’ ‘Miller’. Story-” . 
that: day, -had- some. 800. to. ‘1,000, 
patrons turned : ‘away... 
Odeon, operated: by. Odeon:Mor- 

ton. ‘Theatres Ltd., 
-with Rank’s. ‘Canadian - ‘subsidiary, 
-with  -its. sock’ business, 

“The- ‘locally-based: chain operates 
four. théatres -here, and: ‘one . in 
Saskatoon, ° ‘Saskatchewan... 

-Odeon: executive, ‘Paul. G: More}: 
ton, estimated that. “Tom Jones” . 

| would gross: close. to’ $15, 000-in ‘its |. 
a second: wéek, and . was. ‘banking. on: 
| the. . “Academy. ‘Awards. to: help| 
maintain’. -pace..- 

| picture. would’ run: “six -to : eighit 
t-weeks at the Odeon, ‘and. ‘then’ pos- 
-sibly’ have -.a further - Tun. at: the 
| Kings;. the’ _chain’s 5. suburban: first 
run, house. 

Not one. of. the: half. dozen: Cana- 
‘dian. Situations: in- which.- the“ Pic- 

‘Tun, “In. “fact: the. T yronto. playdate 
.recently- broke’ a daily. record. on 
its fifth Saturday:. Run here’ is sol. : 
strong ‘that “Odeon - executives de- 
scribe: it. as . “incredible,” 

“Tom Jones”. continues - to’ show. 
‘boxoffice ‘spunk. ‘with a> $201, 469. 

.:| showing in its first five. days: ‘of “a 
~_‘|.15-theatre ° ‘multiple « break in. New 

“York::.. While. the. United: Artists. 
pic was. compiling. this strong per- | 
formance, it also racked. up $30;039: 
“in its‘ 27th-‘week at. Cinema a ‘and’ 
{eighth week in Cinema I, 

“First “12 < days: “of - 

1for - Universal's: 

rolled” up $737,800. - 
. Pie drew-. $248, 269. in- first. five |. 

| days. of second: week .in’ 24 “Pre-. 
_situations;. ‘after: 

(with “two. Jess... theatres)... 
theatres. 

| week, ‘25°on. second) recorded. $66,-. 

| Hollywood.” || 982 for first, $135,028 for first five 
. Commentator: 

{| 923s of: second. : 
“Newman” is’ ‘booked for “four: 

week. ‘dates’ in “Premiere” -houses, 
: . with ’- current . receipts: ‘comparing 

with. same. company’s, 
” which . did. . three weeks 

NAMED FOR PHARMACIST 

< Operate April’ 30. 

; “Albany, ‘April1 14. 
: The 1 ‘000-seat theatre under. con-. 

struction ‘since last. August... in| ~ 
{Latham — several 
| Albany - and - from: Troy—will. be’ 
.| Called The’ Branche, Scheduled ‘to. 
{ open. “about April. 30, it would 
| like - to. have .. the’. opportunity of 
‘playing: first-run and Second-run | 4 

Kove Production 
~ Studio Contracting: b 

. miles. 

| product. 
So - John | G.. Wilhein;. 

‘on’ the Watervliet- 

tion, Location. is. 1500. feet: west ‘of 
fl the “intersection of Routes: 9 and. 
§|.155—where: a- Shopping "* center” is 

operated.: 

L New York Theatres]| 
‘documentaries on ‘mining .-and--:oil 

“Prospectors? Films Dues 
‘Milwaukee, April: 14, 

With ultimate ‘goal . -of ° filming 

7]. [ Sevglopment, ‘exploration and: pro-: 
=> feessing: . 

| Museum Institute Ine: ‘filed. articles} T 
thie “Anthony © “F.:- Lucas: 

‘of: incorporation | in. Madison.: . 
- New -group,. “which: named - itself’ 
‘after. - Yugoslav Mining engineer. 

-|Tueas, also -intends to: collect, -pre-. 
‘serve | and. exhibit ‘items related, to. 

: mining” and oil r industries. oe, 

‘a Wimipes Top.
) 

| Se r For ‘Bondage’. 

See 6-8. Weeks Certain| ; 
a (United ° “Artists. 

“Ktter” “several . years inactivity, Lopert) tied ‘a house record ‘in ‘its 
‘first week at: ‘the 1, ,088-seat: Odeon. 
Gross. was: $17; 100; . ‘Same: as’. that 

‘The third playing : day, a Satur- 

~“local.: partner} 

helped. 
make- the. week ‘the . biggest, by. fee 
.20%, ‘in ©dedn-Morton’s.- history. | man” was ‘rated: Class..A _ 

morally” unobjectionable 4 for adults: 

He . thought: the}. 

“with: 
-somie-.of. the longest : ‘lineups’ of. 
“ticket: ‘buyers ‘in local hardtop his>| 
‘tory’ ‘prompted, even: on. weekdays. : 

Si dr 
(nine: -:on - first : 

Theatres; - 

i000. Seats, Due “To 

Ray * “Marshall, : 
Letter, Century. Circuit:’ 

-Columbia_ reps..were ‘Tra ‘Tulipan, 
‘from. ‘aide to -Robert S. ‘Ferguson, .Rich-. 

‘buyer | 
| booker: for ©. ‘Altros Development:| 
‘Corp. the theatre owner, -notified |: 

| Albany ° Film.. Row. ‘House: has, 35}. 
‘|. mm.. . Simplex: ‘equipment. | a 

James H. Branche, who éperates 
a: pharmacy . 

| ‘Shaker. Road, ‘about two miles west. 
1-of. the ‘theatre,.-has. been active: in. 
‘promoting the. theatre’ S$ .construc- 

“LATEST: ON DECENCY 

And - 
“Wayward ‘Love’ 

val aspects . of. ‘its. story: deyelop-.|" 
ment: yy | 
‘Pathe’ Ss ” Ytatian’ - ‘import, : “of 

‘Wayward: Love” received the: Class 
‘Cc {Condemned) ‘label. with the -ob-. 
‘jection that’ it: .was. 
trilogy, whose. ‘subject. ‘matter. in- 
cludes. marital: infidelity, seduction 
‘and illicit ‘sex, in. its ‘treatment.‘is. 
grossly’. - suggestive cand. Pornio- ; 

- graphic. ee 

Universal's “ “Bullet” for. a: “Bad 

and, adolescents. : 

PLAN "THE: PUSH PANEL 

“Dr. Strange- 

reminded. group ~.. that, 

each: exhibitor... No - film: 

not be ‘overlooked, even.. with | exe 
ceptional . “past.” ' performances:. 

: Three Columbia: ‘field. men’ ‘have: 
been ‘assigned exclusively- ‘to “Dr. 

-engage- 
n¢'| ments in the NEY. area. One will: 
7 2 | work: with colleges. and. Universities | 

_f in, the’. area. 

- Tie-ins ‘ have already. been made. 
with: “26. Barracini-. candy. ‘stores: 
(second ‘Columbia’ ‘pact with ‘sweets’ 
company in four months) ‘and ‘sec- 
ond. printing ~ of. : Bantam’s: paper- 
.back”.goes into : distribution: ‘this. 
“week. Record stores’ are. pushing: 

Strangelove” . . Showcase: . 

three; -Colpix recordings. ‘of. music 

‘Exhibitors . 

tres;. - Murray Alper, ‘Erwin’ Gold, 
ney™ . Friedman, 

boro;: Al. Shapiro, ‘Sami ‘Greenberg; 
‘Robert: Honahanh,. I -Rosen,:- Ivan. 

'|-Eggleston, Associated Independent} _ 
Emanual- Adams, Nick | = 

‘Patrick, Adams. ‘Theatre, ‘Newark: |. 
‘Merl Burdett, Menlo. Park Cinema; f: 
‘Gus- Birnbaum, James — “Alliegro, i 
Scarsdale... Plaza’ ' 

[Ben Gladstone, - “Ruth: - Waskawic, |’ 
2} -Town - ‘and © ‘Country; “Martin . | H. 
Newman, 

‘Charles: Ww. Call, ‘Sylvan ‘Schein, 
“Hy Landerer, Jim Murray, Arthur |: 
Felton; ‘B. Hansen, ‘J:-R: ‘Weinstein 

| Jy: ‘Jackson, Tei Sherlip, : B: -Tauritz, 
.B..- -Seiftied, : Ly, 

ard. ‘Kahn, national .ad-pub :coordi- 
‘nator: -Bud- Rosenthal, Pub: man- 
“agers. re, a 

- Knoxville; ‘April: 14. 
“Bias for. onstruction. of_a.$175,- 

000. sound. motion picture: and tv. 
| studio--are: ‘being. processed by ‘the. 
Knoxville. ‘purchasing ‘department. ” 
The ‘studio will -be. located” on city: 
‘Property in- a ‘Suburban western: 
area. a 

The: new. “shidio. will be- ‘aug 
mented: ‘by.- the- ‘Chilhowee ™ Park 

=. Administration’ Building; which. has. 
‘| served: as’ a-site .for two: previous: 

: “ALL -the'| 
“| Way .Homeé;”: and --Landavu’s - “The. 

-Fool: Killer.” Mayor John. ‘Duncan 

‘productions.- . ‘Susskind’ Ss. 

said. the. new: studio will be of the 
most- modern. design | and’ will ‘be 
available. early: in. June. at nominal. 
réntal. - 

‘Construction: of: ‘the: facility: is: 
part. of the. Knoxville program: to } 
attract. major. motion‘, picture. and 
tv. producers: ‘to use the ‘East- Ten-’ 
Nessee. area for. future film Produc. 

. ‘ons. : - *. : . . 

For 1° 

’ Metro’ S-: HOE “Human. Bondage” o 
has: ‘been given a Class‘B rating-by } . a 
the ‘National. Legion » ‘ef Decency] -- =... 
“with”: the. - ‘US:: .Roman° Catholic |: * 
-group’s ' “objection: that. “this: film | - 
‘tends ‘to compensate for: its-weak-|" .-- 

‘Eness in ‘credible character motiva-] *: 
| tion by: exaggerating: the sensation=- | 

“an. ‘amoral. 

AID. 

: ‘American : citizeris. - 2 

‘Despite ‘tollvision, and with: ‘ad-} 
vertising-supported’ telévision hhard- 

longer as. aj. 

“little . fellows”. ° 
| right. and left... 

. Berger. lambasted the distribs for| 

_ Albert: Lowest: | 

forthcoming. Itis. “well documented ae ee 

. Harold. H::-"Newman, that . “Hollywood. originally ~wasn’t|-"* i 
, | even:to:be. represented at the.Fair.|: £4 

‘One’ “feature of . the Hollywood . 

‘Marina, 

ee ete Tk - 

. . wr, ad . -. es 

IZ. 
ve i] 

By LES REES. : 

et Minneapolis; ‘April. 14:. 
“Bearing. ‘In : mind ‘the. previous 

: regime. of North Central “Allied.and. 
-its tendency”. to’ -use’ verbal. bull- 
‘whips. upon the hides’ of..the. film. 
‘distributors, - their. terms, their. at- 

their al-: 
leged heartlessness- to” small town 
‘exhibitors,. the latest ‘convention of 
the. regional : uit: -was ‘remarkable 
for not ‘whipping the ‘old villains. |: 

-F Only: a minimal. amount. of-time| . 
and energy was devoted: this. spring : 
to: the classic ‘foe. .- 

titudes, - their. :manners, 

“The ‘substitute: heavy iwas: toll- 
| vision, as testing in: Hartford; Con- 
necticut, cand ‘Toronto, Ontario, ‘and: 

: as: ‘pending: in- California> ‘and’ else- 
| where, In ‘this: respect the theatre- 
-|men-: of -North Central’s-zone (Min-. 

FOR.‘DR.. ‘STRANGELOVE? 
: » Final meeting. in’ an. intensive’ 

series. of: ‘merchandising. ‘planning 

sessions. was held last. week .(7) at. 
Columbia Pictures: hio. for '38: ex: |. 

| hibitors .repping- “‘show¢éase”’’ thea-: 
tres. in ‘metropolitan area. ‘playing 
“Stanley ~ Kubrick’s. 
love.” -Confab outlined. full- range. 
‘of. ‘promotional: ‘ammunition cur- 
rently. available’ of. “Strangelove. ” 
Robert S. Ferguson, ad-pub. veep, : 

- despite |. 
‘tremendous business’ film-is doing, |* 
it. still needed ‘personal : ‘touch ..of. 

‘is a 
‘guaranteed | ‘absolute’ success “in: -all 
‘situations,” he told: ‘them, and.‘an 
‘intensive --local:: ‘campaign “should. 

nesota, both Dakotas; western Wis- 
‘consin) -see “nothing © but : threat: to. 
the. boxoffice of. their operations if 

a boxoffice charge is installed~ in| chip NCA _ has become a. foremost 
. | national Allied : ‘unit, has increased. 

the homes’. .and_. apartments. | of 

ly. :mentioned ‘any : 
threat;. the exhibitors: tended ‘to 
sound. optimistic. notes: Improved 
‘grosses « -were.. reported: _That; ‘of 
course, is the nub’. of.. the: case ‘for 
either glee or grievance. with small 
community : ‘theatremen,. as. ‘indeed | 7 

| the. latter national Allied executive. 
‘Not: only: ‘was the previous: bom-| director from. Detroit while finding 

‘bardment.:of the ‘film . .companies: 
| Missing. - _Contrarily,. there. Aas even. 

showmen: of- any. size. 

some: ‘kind:‘words. expressed.. ‘Noth- 
ing gushy, tnind. you, but kind:. Also’ 
-Berieral . acknowledgnient that pro- 
duct: is: averaging . out better. 

“The. fact: was: “stressed ; that: the 
biggest - “evil”. eonfronting : ‘exhibi-; 
-tion’s “existence. is “the. big | bad 
wolf” of pay-see, not trade practices 
or advertising’s’. own video. .. .. 

. However’ two- dissenters, and one. 
| pessimist, imade . thémselves “heard 
‘briefly. Bennie. Berger, former NCA: 
president arid now board chairman, |. 
continued. in: his usual role of. film| 
-¢ompany ‘hater.. ‘He declared ‘that 
by. not sélling films to. the smaller. 
exhibitors: on an “ability: .to.-pay”’ 
“basis distributors : are. ‘putting the 

‘out :. Of | business | 

demanding percentage : up to: 60% 
and: higher for the better: boxoffice 
pictures. in the smaller.-and- lesser 

| grossing. situations. Later: bidding 
* Randforce;’ | for pictures, es eciall ‘the .:no-see. 

‘Harry-Padva, Stuart Kolbert; ‘Inter- P P y -sort,. came | under the. fire -of. Jack | —_ 
. ‘Arinstrong, - national Allied. -presi-; ."¢ 
‘dent; one of the speakers. ._ 

_ Undoubtedly at Berger’ § : insis-| 

- Hollywood-at- Fair 
- Continued ‘from: page — — 

Pavilion which: ties in: with’ ‘all. of 

this isthe fact that: the ‘various| @ 
| exhibits: contained’: therein. will. be}: “@ 
|.changed. - ‘as. ‘the | Fair ‘runs,’ ~-par- 7 
ticularly.“ “between . ‘the — first © ‘ Six|-- 
months :and second ‘year: Thus some]... 
‘Space--will--be’ in’ revolving. .availa- |. 
bility. SO. ‘to speak: for: appropriate : 

. setups. wit | 
-|: °-Some: ‘changes have. already. been 

' made: :A ‘Section. of: the. | 
|‘Days- In May” set has-been added,| 
‘bringing the total to seven ‘pix and | 
two tv" shows: repped. The original}: 

| plan:.to. have .a-section where the} 
7 ‘filming of.a pix.was.to be simulated 

“Seven 

space shortage. ‘There: is: now ‘the 
chance~.of.- an ‘exhibit - of Molly]: 
Brown”. ‘costumes’ -and: props ete. 
which wasn’t in.the: original -plar:] - 
‘Also, the Pavilion lias made a deal] -.™ 

“| with Dino ‘De. Laurentiis to: display : 
‘in: ale 

future ‘exhibit .a4nd’ the Tara. set}. 
from: ‘Gone: With: the Wind,” now | 
in. Atlanta, ‘may -be .transported .to| 
the. Pavilion. and put on. ‘permanent: Tt 

| TELEPHONE ANSWERING 7 
- “Exhibits: ‘for’ the. ‘opening will f | 
‘inclide. ‘Cleopatra ;’’.“South 
Pacific,” “West Side. Story,” oa “King 
& I," Ball: of the Roman Empire,” 

-| “Molly, ” Seven. ‘ Days’. and “tv's 
“Dr.’ “Kildare”: 

articles ‘from. “The. Bible”. 

display. .. 

-and: 

ig r 

-has -been scrapped” because:-of a}. — Lah 

.“Gunsmoke,” |.4- 
plus: the Cecil B. DeMille: Museum: | 
The Bounty, .anchored: at the Fair|-§ 

is also being plugged at} 4 =... 
the Pavilion, where the tariff:is|§ °° 
$1.25 for adults. rand. § 50c. + for kids | 
over By t Ti 

1 4 Only aBit 

e Its I omer Waspish Self 
‘Ttence,. a resolution was presented. 
| hitting the film companies for what 

was. @alled their present sales policy. . 
‘of charging. the small independent ~ 

| exhibitors “exorbitant” film rentals. 
and ‘especially :assailing percentage 
‘in such. situations. Adopted unani- 
mously,: the resolution. asserts. that. 
in. consequence of this sales policy : 
the -public in many «small. ‘com-° 
munities ° is being deprived of the: 
chance to ‘see the top pictures, 

‘The. ‘resolution «calls ‘upon - the: 
NCA parent: body, ‘national’ Allied; 
.te- condemn this sales policy strong- ae 
{ly and to exert every effort to have. 
| it eliminated “‘so..that all theatres. 
‘will be. able: to. buy. top motion 
picturés at prices. their boxoffice 
justifies and which will enable them 
to. continue to. live.” 

-However, ‘anot her resolution 
lauded NCA ‘° President’ Ray’ Von= 
derhaar, ‘who was re- elected, be- 
cause | under his. one-year _leader- 

its ‘membership: considerably and 
has: done much to: help the. area’s 
exhibs. in: ‘many. ways. 

Opening * ‘the meeting, . -Vonder- 
haar ‘called. “upon | exhibitors. to go: ° 
-all out: in- improving’ their. - show- 
manship and. public relations and 
‘prophesied ‘good times ahead. 

‘Armstrong . and ‘Milton London, | 

fault with competitive blind bidding. 
for pictures and ‘emphasizing how 
much of a threat toll could. be, also. 
pointed out that forthe first time’... 
in.a long while. ‘theatre business is ~ 

{very much on:-the upgrade and the 
| future... once - more Jooks | bright 
again. . 

. The public : is. ‘coming “back | to the 
theatres,” asserted Armstrong. who 

{also - ‘said. national Allied now has”. 
its most: units, 15, and ‘largest. - 
‘membership | ever, He pointed out, 
too, the many. new four-wall. movie 
theatres being built once more. 
: Arnold... Childhouse, . California 
Crusade for. a’ Free TV chairman, . 
one: of the speakers, ‘appealed. to 
those present. for. financial support 
in his. state’s current fight against 
Pay: TV. A number of - contribution | 
pledges followed: his talk. oS 

‘Vonderhaar ‘joined Armstrong 
‘and London in-calling on all of this 
territory’ Ss exhibitors | to leave no 
‘stones unturned. in their efforts to. 
‘knock out community antennas ag 
well as toll. . 

a “Weeky hilarious j journeys on. board 
_ the fictional 5.5. » Flying Wind .. a 

7 “MIRVISH 
ts WONDERFUL!” | 

al Concocting funny episodes that get’. 
even. funnier os they develop. Heise | 
master, of the. running: og. Very enter-. I: 

os ining. ‘Publishers’ Weekty | 

*. . Down to” 4 _ , , 

Eat Pleasure |” Ww } 

7 Star of “Foxy” 

"DUTTON 13.95 

‘SPECIAL OFFER 
“SERVICE 

‘$2 PER WEEK 
Man. theu- Fri. 

JU. 2-6730 
minimum four weeks 

ALFA TELEPHONE 
ANSWERING SERVICE | 
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Panic Button 
-comedy and winds up.as a. wild; 
slapstick farée which’ strains cre- | 

— sistant: seripter ‘Wwhose, -eontribi| « 

from. ‘page a 

LD’Orsi-, and. others ‘provide: ‘okay. 
| backdrop: action. 

Lensing: ‘by. “Sandro: * -D’Eva 
dulity. When it is catching glimpse classy, and. the settings also raise 

of Rome arid the canals. of Venice, 
this: manages to hold interest. ‘But 
in between are ‘sandwiched some 
banal comedy, stilted acting, and ! 
absurd story development. . 

Yarn is concerned with. a- syndi:! 
cate ‘Pagano. Enterprises) - whic 
finds it must pay heavy incorre 
taxes unless it can lose $500, 000 in 
2B month’s time. Idea has been-used, 

this: notches. above: the usual rou- 
tine Italo’ comedy. Ettore ‘Scola’ Ss 
direction... this . first: .fedture ©. pic: 
chore after longtime writing stints): 
is spirited. and fast-paced.: - 
Added - to: the’ production’ S ‘gloss: 

-+ is. an” apt -musiéal’ backdrop. ‘by. 
‘| Armanda -Trovajoli,, replete with 
:-eurrent-hit tunes: and oné’ future: 

the tile song sung. by Michele. one, 
» Hawk... in various forms, previcusly :on: the |. 

screen. But here it’s manhandled | 
on scripting. and. titespian efforts. |~ 
Syndicate -decides the production. 
of a tele pilot. film in Rome is the: a 
best and fastest ‘ay to drop that 
kind of coin. 

Even the charm of. Chevalier’ S. 
singing two standards fails to -save | 
‘this tale as it is unfolded with’ one ' 
after ancther stilted performance, : 
and indifferent direction. Plot -hes 

- the. dramatic pilot short winning 
the prize at the Venice Film Fest. 
as the most original comeuy shown.) 
at this show. 

‘Chevalier, cast : as..a- wished“up | 
actor, does well enough when-given: 

half a chance. But in’this produc- | 
tion he is not the Chevalier: of 
-“Fanny.” for instance. ‘Statuesque’ 

is the .amateur+t 
thespian ‘enlisted to co-star. with]: 
Chevalier in the tele short.. li: her |: 

Jayne Mansfield’ 

few love scenes with Michael. Con-.{ 
‘nors she does surprisingly. -well,.| 
and, of course, ‘looks her usnal self | 
in a bikini. ~ 

‘The. camera ‘is flattering: to 
meither Miss: Mansfield nor Cheva- 
lier. Connovs makes an: okay’ pro- | 
duction chief working - onthe tv | 
pilot. Akim Tamiroff is an .eccen-. 
trit drama instructor, recruited .as| 
the. pilot’s. direétor, but ‘not ‘up ‘to | 
his usual standard. Often rated one. |. 

talents |: 
Eleanor Parker. walks through:-her | 
of medium's _ neglected:: 

yole of Chevalier’s éx-wife: Italo | 
comic Carlo. Crcccolo makes some- 
thing of a minor.role.. © 

George Sherman has ‘directed. 
much better pix, but. perhaps ‘he. 
should: not be. faulted:in view of 
the material given him. It. looks as: 
if several cameramen. worked © on 
this ‘but: none. is ‘listed ° nor vis the operator. and. others are relegated ;: 

+ 

-Frenesia Estate 
- (Summer Frenzy): a 
‘((ITALO-FRENCH).* 

ee Rome, ‘April. T. 
Cineriz. “yelease of a: Gesi-Cisa- Federia- 

ea- 
Philipe : Leroy,. 

ese Films. :Agiman - co-production 
tures ‘Vittorio ~Gassman, | 
‘Michele Mercier, Sandra -Milo,. Umberto 
D’Orsi, Graziella Granata;- Gabriella Gior- 
prielli,: Amedeo. Narrari,: 
Directed. by --Luigi 'Zampa.- 

lage, Scarpelli, Benvenuti, - 
:Scereenplay;; 

editor,  Eraldo ‘da ‘Roma: music, 
Ferrio.. At Arlecchino:. Rome. Running | 
time. 1 o Mi INS, 

Lightweight ‘comedy. of. sumimer | 

okay” moments. ‘being thrust’ by 
‘tedious ‘ ones.. * Chances ~ are * offy. 
both. in‘ Italy” ‘and abroad, though:' 
names will help..carry it: here. . 
- Several *-plot. .lines.. are . inter: 

‘twined, not always too. ‘clearly, in 
‘contributions ‘by. five ‘scripters -as- 
sembled ‘for. this. item: Strangely; ; 
for. a.director of Luigi Zampa’ S$ .sta- |} 
ture, few, of characters ‘come’ off.| 
‘with | any: depth: ‘The. exception, | — 
and. it’s ‘the . episode which . takes | 
‘up ‘the: “most: footage,. involves.! 
Michele | Mercier . - “and Vittorio: 
Gassmann.. He’s.. an: : army: "ofticer; 
shé’s: appearing. in’ a. visiting- 

‘sees: on. a weekend furlough, ° 
Though. 100° woman, she’ can’t. 

convince him ‘she’s ‘only subbing’ 
as..a “female- ‘impersonator . for. :@ 

~| defecting colleague,, Gassmann is 
“1 good, -and. Miss. Mercier: is easy” on 

eyes, . ‘and the. ‘sequence ‘bprings} 
forth: the.: ‘pie’s: - main. Jaughs:. 
‘Others avvear ‘in. minor: capacity. 
‘Sandra Milo is. “wasted as a pastry: 
-yendor: :Philipe.-Leroy, as’ a vocal ! 

Leo. Padovanni:: 

‘DeBernardi. . 
; Mario Monicelli; camera, ‘Mareella- Gatti:. | 

Gianni ! 

‘doings: at: an. Italian’ Riviera re: |. 
sort. - “This: is uneven, alternating'|~ 

“Py Abaron, Amir,’ narrated. by 

film's editor. Where ‘the. title was ‘to. minor’ appearances.. In ‘another 
dug up is anybody’ s guess, Wear. 

———- = most, steals’ picture: as an: elderly j 
_ [male model posing: as a-rich noble- 

-man ‘and trying: hard to. aet athleti-. 
‘Cally. young iin. order to - -impress- 

Parliamo Di Donne- 
(Let’s Talk About Women) -- 

(YfALO-FRENCH ). 7 

| good: segment, Amedeo ‘Nazzari. al--; 

j and -. 

. Rome, April. TW 
Cineriz velease of: --Fairfilm (Marlo ! 

Ceecht Gori-Concordia - ‘Film (Paris) © co- 
‘production. Stars Vittorio Gassmann: fe7- | 
tures Svilva Koscimna, Antonella.. Lualdi, 
‘Walter Chiari, :Eleonora Rossi Drago, 
Giovanna. Rolli, Jeanine Valerie. D‘rected. 
by Ettore Scole. Screenplay,. Scola. and | 
Rnegero -Macesri; camera.’ Sandro D"Eva 
-editor, Marcello . ‘Malyestiti: music. 

Running time, 110 MIN 

Fairfilm producer: Mario: cecenit 
Gori continues to ring. the bell with 
slick, fast-paced comedies, . and: his. 
latest. is no exeeption.. “Parliamo,” 
apart from apt direction. and’ writ- 
ing, has Vittorio (Easy Life™) 
Gassmann: for an’ additional. .b:o- 
boost. This. should give: it: ‘notable’ 
projection both in this eountry and 
abroad. ‘Theme being the_ female. 
of the species, and man’s involv-' 
ment ‘therewith, thus : also. has 
fewer limitingly local ‘aspects: to 
brzke foreign audience interest: 

AS. patterned in Gassmann's pre- i- 
vious. “I Mostri.’”” film. is series of 
vignettes, . all featuring. Gassmann 
but in various rules: And all. wind 
avith O. Henry-styled - blackouts. 
Some are lightweight, -a - few tele- 
graph their solutions, but mest are 
frankly outspoken in terms of lan- 
guage and situation, ‘though. never:, 
vulgar. : 

a Gabriella Giorgielli. a’ Iocal femme,: 
‘t and thus make his longtime mate} 

Ar! 
‘mando. Trovajoli. At ctropolitan, ° ‘Rome: : 

2 bea -Padovani, : ‘jealous. . 
Zampa’s * direction, as noted;. 

| haphazard: and: obviously burdened 
‘by too many. plot ‘skeins: Technical |. 
credits. good: ‘Breezy musical: track. 
by. Gianni: Ferrig. ‘helps. ‘this. 

“oe Hawk; * 

Amore in 4 ‘Dimensioni. . 
' - Qlove in. 4 Dimensions) 

(ITALO-FRENCRH). 
‘Titanus release cf rn Adelphia ‘Comp. T 

“Cinema f 
Fea- 

I 

a) ‘Tas ‘(Rome)-France ° 
= (Paris) coproduction. : 

t 

tures ’.Cylva. Koscina, Franca. Raine; Gas-) 
tone: Moschin.. Frances - ‘Polesello. * Carlo 
Bageno,: Isa’. Crescenzi; ‘Carlo . 
Philipe LeRoy, Lena. von. Martens. Fa--t: 
drizio. Capucci, Michele Mertcier. ‘Alberto. 
Lianello. Directed’: -by . Massimo. Mida, 
Tacques. ‘Romain, ‘. Gianni’. : Puecini; “Mino. 
Guerrini. Camera, Dario: Di. Palma, ‘Carlo 
di. Palma. Torino. delli-” Colli:: editor, 
“Franco: Fraticebi:-- music. 
‘nino. .AtCor<¢a Cinema, Reme. “Running 
tinie.: ‘Vas MI NS.” 

popular: comedy: vein, with” polish ;: 
and: ‘piquant. _aspects’ ‘to. ‘indicate. a-| 
lively “fifth’?. dimension,.. namely 

both: here and in. the foreign mar- 
ket. Format and. exploitable aspects. 
Naturally assist - in making: ‘film 
saleable.- | - 

First bit, “Love. ‘and. the: Alpha: * 

Giuffre, } 

Frarico: Man-. 

. Four-episoder “in: the: currently | 

.b.0..: prowess in- most situations | 

Most statements ‘are Tis ible: bet”: shows the primary ‘urge. ‘over- 

throughout while the -fadeout.:one eoming lingual -obstacles:in- tale of 
is given an. ironic dimension Trot Sicilian | ‘country. ‘yokel being won’ 

known. to protagonist. Variously | over: by - ‘old-maidenish northern 
involved. with Gassmnann* are such} gal. It’s ably. acted ‘out. by Franca 
attractive. and able partners. -as| Rame, ‘as the | woman, “and. ‘by. Carlo 

Sylva Koscina, as ihe girl who waits I Giuffre, as the. “illiterate country 
too long tobe seduced ‘by ‘him: : I 0 se 
Antonella Lualdi. who - has: a: last ! Second ‘segment: ‘is * 
‘fling with him. befcre -rushing. off ! ‘Life; ”- in: which: Sylva, Koscina-sets |, 
to get married to. another: ‘man; {up ‘another Woman: ‘to’ Seduce her | 
Eleonora Rossi. Drago,” Giovanna : -husband so. she can. be -free for her | - 

' {own ‘lover, ‘only: to. have Jatter-: Ralli and others. 
The star here truly. deserves his j falling: for the very gal.she’s. hired | 

rank. Gassinann -is - on: ‘screen to do. the ‘job. -Svlva Koscina ‘is: 
throughout, in various guises, and | the wife, Gastone Moschin fhe’ hnis- 
does: an outstanding job ‘in the- sev-| band, © and.’ Frarica.. Polsello; - . the’ 
eral - -characteérizations, _cbvionsly: Sancy. third . element. . 
‘relishing every bit of it. The audi-| Number | three 1s°-“Love .“an d: 
ence is crit him (all the” time. Art.” ‘nerhaps the subtlest of quar-. 
.Walter Chiari is also go in. a | tet: Here. a noted but lav. script 
‘segmentary role, | while Umberto pions 

Avi ‘ate 8 ae vee 3 ey + 

weekly. closes: an.eye when can: as- 

S salaee ueaeem  oadeee, ill a wen aaron 

tions, he realizes, are: very : ‘Vital 
tg: his fading. career) falls -for™ ‘his | 
ait: wife.. Philipe ‘Leroy is::the. writer, | 

__- | Lena Von Martens. is a: looker as:|; 
“| his’ ‘wife, . ‘and Fabrizio: Capucci 
Sketches’ a “neat. cameo | AS the’ as- 

ig | SiStant. 

Fourth - ‘item ‘outlines a: new 

vised: by a call- girl, “Michele. Mer- 
ken § 

e ‘to. ‘fainting spells . in “ the 
city °. cemetery, : . 

‘Lionello - who “displays. afresh | 

‘milk. situation for: whatever | they. 
‘are. .worth.: All. segments have -slick ' 
“patina and savvy . pace and. mount- 
“ings,: assisted ‘by lensing™ ‘by. ‘three. |: 
cameramen . and- single’. musical] ‘| 
“scorer... -Franco: ‘Mannino.. The ‘pic. 
is? “skillfully put’ together. techni- 
cally. Hawk, 

: ‘Tomorrew’s Yesterday | 
at. (ISRAEL) - 

Tel: Aviv, ‘ ApriL- 14; 
Geva Films ‘release of the: Baruch Aga: |" ve 

dati © ‘Itzhak -Agadati production. : -Written.: 
‘directed... and” ‘photographed by — 
Agadati, ‘edited ‘by Nellie. Bogor. ‘com- 
mentary. written’ -by - Gavriel Zifront ‘and 

Zalman Lev- 
| yoush,  Ya'aéov- Ben. ‘Hertzel and’ Rivka 
-Michaeli.. - Music.‘ written, arranged - “and 
‘condacted : by Noam: ‘Sherif. © Black’ ‘and 
“white. ‘Reviewed. at ‘the. “Yaron ‘cinema, 
Tel-Aviv. Running tinie: 90 MINS.- . 
| Members . of young’ Collective settlenient: 

Meir :Teomi,; Avraham  Ne’eman, 

last 3° “years. vand - excerpts from | 
his: 1932" first. . Hebrew-spéaking | 

became 16 years ago. the: State of 
rIsrael- : . 

'- Being. himself one: OF: the’ young.-. 
tsters_ sent. by his: ‘parents in- Tzarist | 

‘and his: séarching eye.-Thé. result 
tis! a: sometimes: moving, sometimes: 
| entertaining panorama. of:: people | 

“Ways of” living, © of: ‘historic. 
vignettes, and -ancient:“newsreels;. 

“The narration (and ‘the excerpts | 
: from the’. 1932° “This: is. the’ Land”). 
aims. at projecting the naive, ideal- 
istic: past;. ‘with a grain -of:. ‘contem- J. 
‘porary. “salt.” ”. “They ‘looked. funny, 
our elders — but they. ‘meant: it, ant 
‘kind -of benign antly ‘approving: . Tt 

| works, most of the ‘time and. evokes |. 
{ the mood that:..adds a sentimental | 

| thrill.:to the . healthy - curiosity. 
| Apart ‘from-’the’ ‘many. ‘informative’|..--.. 
‘scenes,..there’ ‘is: a Thythm’ to. this | 
film, ‘ and:".a syrithésis of. folklore 1 
and: popular. music, extremelv : fas- 

Sherif. 
To audiences: “abroad, Jewish and 

non-Jewish, ‘there . should 

‘Adequate « English - ‘narration. ‘would 
suffice.. Apart from: the beauty. of [ 

~"|.many shots, there ‘are.candid, shots 
‘Of: such: ‘international . figures-: .as 

ing: Weitzmann).. 

Abdalla.of Jordan), ‘Lord. ‘Balfour 
and. General Allenby. © 

- Framing the picture: are shots of 
4 Baruch Agadati, among’ his. water- 
-color-on-silk-with-oil-effect. - “paint-. 
‘ings; (an- original ‘device ‘of ‘his), in 
his forty-five year old wooden’ hut, 
‘a living: contrast -to the. now-build- 
ing. -33-stories’ Shalom.: skyscraper, 
just two blocks. away. The. picture: 
does well. bridging ‘the 50 years be- 

| tween : ‘these two. : Porte: 

#Tove: ‘and a 

“Replace Gutted Fiesta 
- Casper; Wyo., April’ 14.. 

-. Commonwealth: ‘Theatres’. eXee, 
‘Richard : O’Rear ‘stated. heré ‘that |: 
-his company. is going -to-.build a| cessful - 
‘new theatre in Gillette, ‘Wyo., ‘con- 
struction’ to. start. ‘right | ‘away. :, 

- The new: house, ‘which - promises: 
‘to ‘be one of the niftiest in this ‘part 
of the ‘state: is: being erected. to re- 
place. ‘fhe: Fiesta ‘which “was. de-, 
Stroyed ‘by. fire tecently... 

es. a + - AG ve er Sale” za ee 

cst Absewe ui casi nae an : os _ ccaencizabee 

highscaled pickup. gimmick. -de- 

She’ poses: as a recent widow |. 

where .: well-to-do} ! 
“| widowers pick” her up, ‘Jatér: to: be. 
conned: via the usual: racket. ‘Miss: 
Mercier performs:ably. and. is most: 
-easy’ to. look at;: but it’s: Alberto} 

} comic personality. {and a: -startling 
| resemblance = =~" physical. and. artis- } 

~ tie)--to Peter: Sellers: He - ‘should | 
22], 80" places in local. ‘pix. |: 

J “Direction by ‘four different: peo-'| 
[ple is ‘on. éven,. pro: level. “They | 

-. .|.Eseobar;’ editor, 

_ Rephael’ “‘Kiatehkin,. Moshé Churgel, wf: 

‘Combining: actual “docuinentary’ 
j material ‘shot: in, Israel during. the | 

featire-tilm shot ‘in the: then-called. 
‘Palestine, Baruch. -Agadati, ‘dancer=’ 

‘French transvestite’ show . which hej | painter-artist-film: showman’ assem- 

| beled a variety. of scenes, historic |- 
‘| occasions. and everyday. Scenes de- 
|picting the life. of: the..Pioneers, : 
[became 18 ‘and ‘fathers. of : what | 

Russia ° ‘to: study .in ‘the first He-.|. 
brew... Highschool, ‘Hertzliya,. in: the: 
then. just founded city of Tel Aviv,. 

ees 

Continued . 

_ Placeres. Cenynugales | 
rE cattempts of a wife and her would- 1 
be lover to. murder her. appealing: we 
nitwit of @ spouse. The wife, played | 
with amusingly bland: sweetness: by | - 
‘Ana- Maria. Campoy,- reasons that: 
since’ she..cannot bear: the idea of | 
committing adultry, ‘there. is: noth- 
ing:to do-but dispatch ner husband, 

had his eye on all the: time. :’ 

| complemented. by the™ 

ease, ‘color’. photography. - 

okays. as: are all. technical: credits, 

Young ‘Samehez 
(SPANISH) 

. - Buenos. Aires, April 44.) 
REL 

no -: Bonetti, Luis Ciges, © 
t Nieva, Luis - Del. Pueblo, 
Manuel. Bronchud. Migtiel Graneri, 

Directed by. Mario. Camus.. 

Juan Luis -Oliver. 
' Buenos ..Aires.- Film ‘Fest, April 5s 
Running. fime, © 106. Mi NS 7 

Otherwise,- 

; ‘field, Robert. Taylor, Tyrone Power, 
did: the’ same - story. ‘back “et. “al. 

in the. -1930s. and 1940s.:. 

‘the: same. things - happen | in . these |. 

_ Wednetday, Api 15, 1964, 7 

“ht ‘Argentina Festival 
from ‘Page: 6 —Ss eas 

‘which she forthwith’ attempts to do 
. via arsenic ‘and homemade ‘bombs..- 
AC large portion of ‘the B.A, popu- 
‘lation is éradic¢ated,’ but her’ -hus-. |. 
‘band lives on.and, in: a twist. finish, 
he survives- to: marry. a- girl he’ d. 

In: the. key role of the: husband, 
‘| Luis. Sandrini“is. wonderfully: fool- | 
ish ‘and total sincere. Subsidiary 
performances. are in the‘same-. vein, 
Luis ‘Saslavsky’s diréction has an |. 
‘appropriately airy’ bounce, “nicely: 

handsome 
“period sets: and. costumes. In this’|. 

would 
“have. been a definitely plus, but the 
black-and-white lIensing is quite 

‘Espana, S.A. production, “Stars 4. 
Baruch } -Julian: Mateos, with Carlos Otero, Erman. |’ 

‘Consuelo’ .de |. 
Juan. Torres,. 

-Luis- 
Romero,.. Manuel : Ruiz, . Sanchez . Merayo.: 

Story: and 
screenplay, Ignacio -Aldecoa. and - -Camus;. 
camera, Victor . Monreal;: “music, - Enrique. 

a 

. "Exposes ‘ot: some * of. ‘the. ‘evils | 
which: surround professional :box- 
ing. ‘unfortunately: : are rather: old 

} cinema < hat.:. 
‘Sanchez’ might be - -expécted. to 
cause a. .much - greater. stir in the 
international” market... than: now. 
seems indicated: This official Span. 
ish:entry at the Buenos: Aires-festi- 
val is nicely: acted, ‘directed and] - 
photograplied, -but".none of. these 
‘virtiies. can. disguise’ the ‘fact. that 
it’s. basically. a cliche. John Gar- 

|-ending only implies. hope of regen: -- 

“Young 

For. overseas: audiences: the pie« | 
ture“has‘a certain uniquefess in its. 
contemporary: ‘Spanish: locale. But 

| Nadeje 
(The. Hope) | 

| (CZECHOSLOVAK) - 
Buenos Aires,. ‘April 14," 

A ‘Barrandov Film . Studio. productioa, 
Stars” ‘Hana Hegorova; Rudolf © sin 
features; Frantisek Peéterka;. Otta: Sima- . 
nok, . Vaclav - Neuzil, Frantisek, Vicena, 
Jaroslav. Nikolny, Josef Barta. Directed 
by: Warel : . Kachyna. - “Screenplay... Jan:.... 

| Prochaszka, : Karel. Kac a3: camera, Joe | 

April 8, 74... Running ‘time, 92: -MIN NS. - 

the point of view. of : ‘conventional. 

bilitieseven in. selected. arty situa-. 
tions: But. this: does: not prevent it! 

-honest ‘filmmaking. : 

swapped: his self-respect ‘for. alco-'- . 
hol.. 
‘well - ‘on “his way ‘to ‘becoming. ‘a: 

| perately: trying: to. -Feturn.- him. -to. 
| the. .straight' and narrow...” 

The. relationship. ‘between. these: 
‘two. characters. ‘is: beautifully ‘de- 

‘indulging . ‘in :romantic - overtones, 
In fact, the honesty: of.their pres-.: 
entation leads to: ‘the film’s limi--. 
tations . as entertainment. : Director ... 

| acters or..try: to make. them per-":.~ 
‘sonally-, . ‘attractive. Instead, -he: 
views.. them | with. sympathy | and 
understanding -: for. “their : plight, 
‘suggesting ‘a great. deal more about: 
their lives and’ problems ‘than ‘is: 
actually- said. He is greatly helped ™ 
by two ° ‘good performances, ... -of 
which: Hana - Hegorova’ Ss: 
standing. : eo 4 
“Story: is told in: a straightforward. 

“manner;- without. unnecessary. em- 
broidery.’ Lensing and ‘other tech-- - 
nical credits are good. The. film’s 

eration, instéad of forcing. a defini-- 

interesting and ‘positive: approach: 
to the theme ‘of..an individual - uns 
‘able :to. adept to “society. : Chile. 

sef Vanis;. music, Jan Novak;“editor, - Jan.--- no 
-Chaloupek,. At. Buenos Aires Film Fest, we 

A. slow, heavy pace. prevents’: otk 
‘this. pic. from: being: attractive from. -::. 

entertainment; limiting . “itS:. possi- ooo 

from, being a piece. of serious and : on 

Story: concerns. Luin, a Jaboret a 
on a co struction job, who-has. .:-. 

When’ the. pic. begins, he is 2°. 2. 

Bowery-type character... His: fellow’: °- o 

| workers“ despise. and dislike “him, -*. 
| -except-Magdalena.*Shé -has ‘an -un-: ©: 

‘certain: reputation ‘of--her: own..and® : 
a gives him-her ‘help and: loye,; des-\ 

veloped, without .at any moment- Web 

Kachyna does not.idealize his char-: .. - oo 

AS. ‘out: 

back... in. 1909, :Agadati ‘proves in| 
| this ‘sémi-documentary: feature, his’ 
love of the subject;-his poetic. ‘skill | 

‘gyms. and arenas.as used to. happen + 
‘in those.just off Broadway. “In the |’ 
title role, Julian. Mateos | Bives. ‘an |.° 
‘extellenit. performance -as ‘a -young | “.; 
boxer who, -disillusioned -by. early. / 
doublecrosses,. sets out. to make as: 

Zerw any. Most. 
AThe. Lost. Bridge fe 2 

(POLISH) a 
“Buenos. Aires, : “April 14°: 

production. (Warsaw).: . Features - Tadeusz: 
Lomnicki, Elzbieta. Kepinska,. Lidia Kor-. |” | 

cinating most of the. time, by. -Noain: 
‘| Regnier. 

“be. 
-enough ‘appeal in. this: fare, in spite. 
‘of the-local. nature of .many. Scenes... 

_Albert- Einstein: in. the 1930s visit- | 
-Wiriston -Church- | 

ji (in “the” 1920s present ° at -the:| * 
wedding” of - ‘Lord. Samuel,’ among: 
exotic ‘Shieks‘and ‘the. late King |. 

Jastint, 

J “much dough as: he can, either clean 
‘In © appearance Mateos or ‘dirty. 

looks: something: ‘like a husky Alain 

“has. none: of that. ‘earlier. ‘film’s 

ties, © * Anby. . 

(FRENCH) - 
- ‘Buenos. Aires; ‘April 14, 

.-Gaum ont. (Paris),- 

Blanche, 
Horst.. Frank, 

‘Blier,: Francis. 
Sabine, . .Sinjen,. Charles 

Adapted . “by. Albert. Simonin © from - his 
novel. “Grisbi: or..-Not Grisbi’’; -dialogue, 
Michel Audiard:. music;. George Delerue. 

Running, ‘time.- 97 MINS, 

a slapstick farce. orice: it gets: into 
stride. Though not’ :consistently 
‘good; this. has ° amusing situations 
and some. first-rate gags.: | 

members - are ‘far’ from enthusiastic 
‘at the idea: of.a takeover by an 
outsider.. And trouble soon: brews, 

J to the.. tune’ of mayhem with . all 
Fernand; after: kinds .of: weapons.” 

a’ great: ‘déal | of. ammunition. -has 
been: “spent, - “proves himself the- 
boss. and everyone who hasn’t been 

1 killed. in. the: Process feels: quite 
‘{happy. 

Ventura plays” his’ ‘ustial’ tough: in 
| but. in’.a :light vein while Bernard. 

‘| Blier. turns. out: to be. an. amusing 
| heavy. 

only real asset is ‘Michel Audiard’s 
Sophisticated. ‘and ingenious . dia- 
logue. Should: be good. in. the home 
Tharket.” Stateside” shances are 

Se eee 
. 

mes Poreerare : woe: 

Delon and overall the film’.rec¢ails 
the. Delon-Visconti. “Rocco -and - His |. 
Brothers: ” “But . “Young. Sanchez”’. 

Social. and ‘Psychological eomplexi- 

* Directed by- Georges.. Lautner. 

At -Buenos. Aires. Film Fest. April. 5 "64. 

An. unéven | film, marred by - a 
far. too slow ‘beginning, turns: into. 

Fernand’ (Lino:: Ventura), owner | 
of a ‘small tractor factory; gets him- 
Self ‘involved with ‘gamblers and 

.| gangsters. ‘when asked to take care.| ~ 
of a. dying friend’s daughter. The |. 
‘friend headed-the syndicate, whose | - 

“Fes Tontons”. may beconie: suc- t 
in “Specialized - situations . 

particularly: in Latin America, but 
:. [fromy an artistic. point of: view,, it’s. 

Chile, .. wo 

eR ees So 

‘sakowna, . Wojciech Stemian,. Mieczyslaw. a 
Voit. Directed by.. Jerzy Passendorfer. : 
Screenplay,. Ronian - Bratny; camera, An-— 
toni Nurzynski; ‘music,- Tadeausz: Baird. |- 
At: Buenos . Aires Film. Fest,. ‘April al "64,. 
Running. time, 85. MINS... 

The “postwar sttuggle’ between : 
‘Ukranian: fascists. and the Polish *: 
army isa ‘soméwhat ‘local: matter.“ 

fare ‘| And: it. evokes no emotional .echo. 
Les: Fontens: Flingueurs with foreign patrons, “Hence the *- 

film,: -however' competently - and 
honestly: ‘made; does" not... succeed: 

‘Corona .-Filmproduk-: in bringing out universal issues. . 
tion . (Munich),. Ultra ‘Filmi. Rome)’ copro-.|: 
duction: .Features Lino . Ventura, Bernard |; 

Claude — Rich, : 

Photography . ‘and’. acting: aré... 

the- pic had been more” explicit re-" 
garding this, ‘its foreign’ chances .’. 
would - have: been- much : improved.” 

hard job to. ‘Prove that he is: actual-- - 
y Polish." = - Chile, ve 

Episcopalians Map 

Atlanta, “April: 14." 

enter a bid. for primetime’on tele-> | 

. programs: putting Hollywood talent. 
‘into -  Teligious - roles.:, Episcopal .. 
Radio-TV. - Foundation‘. -Iné,, with. 

‘rolling’ several months ago.:: 7 

Two of: thé first series of: i3 pro 

‘series will be known as “One. Reach: : ; 
One. ” : 

show, titled: “The ‘Late. Liz,”. based -” 
fon’ the ‘story. of.-Gert-.Behanna, 
‘whose: autobiographic: novel of: the: : 

Ss |same: title. had nationwide distribue- "=. 
tion’ in“ paperback form,. is'sched- © 
uled for-‘April- 27. ‘at 800-seat Com- 
munity” Playhouse.. ‘It was: scripted’ 
for. the ‘program, by Stephen ‘Lord. » 

. Le be ay 
een ~ 

As it stands,-they are ‘very: limited. °- ..°: 
_./The story. concerns:a Polish: ‘6ffie’:. *-"':- 

cer who, disguised as.a Ukrainian...“ 
infiltrates the enemy, killing their | ~ 
leader’ and afterwards finds ‘it:.a‘?.! 

30-Min. - Religioso: Show ve 

Episcopal. Church is preparing to: ay 

‘vision. ‘with:.a seriés of - half - hour’ nO 

headquarters. here,:.started the. ball. o 

grams have been completed: -and *'- :.. 
- |-the premiere. of. one starring Lynn |": :. 

‘Bari: will be shown here. April 27°. 212°. 
at the Community Playhouse. The’. 

“Atlanta | ‘premiere’ of. Lynn. “Bart: : ee 

wo Ea Ee 

I tive: happy. end..In toto, it is am .- 0.2. > 

- Filmi: Polski release: of a Tluzjon’ Stuato
 . 2: Bee 

‘good. but the ‘historical ‘background a - 
is taken too much for: granted. If. ~~ 



of the Roman Empire” ‘at ‘the: As- 

- ": at. the ‘Leicester. Square Theatre: 
“How 

Down: Trend : in 
“Cleopatra” |. ; 

_ “ svamary's’ ‘LONDON. orrice © 
et) ie st. James's. Street, Piccadilly.” “INTERNATIONAL 

London: “April. co 
The “eoldest Easter holiday- week- 

end in-more than 40 years, coupled 
. ‘with the arrival: of: two. hew major 
“: blockbusters,.- gave~-a~ powerful 
“spurt to West End. firstruns, With 

_: Only a couple of exceptions Fesults ot 
" were ‘beyond hopes. ..- 

Dominating thescene are’ “pall 

a -toria, ‘and’. “Becket” ‘at. the Plaza: 
“Former notched.’a yvecord -$27,500 

:° opening frame’ and is. heading for. 
a Mighty -$25,000 ‘In’ the. second: 

round. The first. week of “Becket” 
hit great. $26, 000, ‘and .the’ second |: 
round is: running almost neck-ana- 

“‘néck. Both filmis have dotie: capac- 
tty: at. every ‘evening performance, 
with the.. advance. building: day. “by: 

o day. 

a AS Distant Trumpet” ‘got. off. to. 
“a good start-at the: ‘Warner. with a 

*~: stout -$19,300- in “opening | stanza. 
~ “The. Chalk’ Garden”. is heading ‘for. 
a sturdy $12,500 in. its. first-séssion 

“Among: the longrunners, .. 
” West: “Was. Won” . chalked..uip a 
- whopping $24,100 in -its 74th “week 
-at: the’ Casino while. “Tt’s: a“ Mad | 

: “World”: looks’ ‘smash. $22,000 in. its | : 
‘+ 18th” Coliseum:.week.. 
8 ‘Was over $29,000 ‘in its 35th Do-]_. 
‘-o. minion ‘Week. and “Tom Jones”. hit}. 

:* $14,000 ‘in <its 40th frame: at ‘the. 
+ London: - ‘Pavilion... ) 

. Arabia” was’a whopping. $16,800 -in 
60th. round. at: the Metropole: : 

"Estimates: for Last Week 

Astoria:~ “( CMA). (1 474: 

“breaking - $27, 500. opening: round. 
. Carlton (20th): (1,128: :70-$1 15)—. 

_“Trma. La_ Dotice” (UA): (8th: WK), | 
a Lively ~ $9, 000 «= or. over. 
- week, ” $11, 000.:- 

Seventti 

_ May”. (Par) follows. ‘April.16..: 
~.* Casino (Indie) (1,155; $1. 20-$2. 15) 

~? “Hew. West. Was: Won”. (Robin-| 
“2 MGM). (74th. wk). “Faney- $24,000 .or 

: _ near. oa | 
Columbia (Col (740: $i. 05:$2. 50) - 

(BLC) (10th |- 
““akk):” Sturdy: $10, 900.” Ninth. week, 
= — Dr.” Strangelove” : 

$13, 100. - 
- Coliseum (MG): a 795: ; “$1.20- 

$2 46)—“It's a° Mad’ World”. (UA) °- 
(8th wk)... Smash’ $22; 000: or ‘close: 

_: Dominion: (CMA)- -(1, *712; - $1.45- 
a | decline | in’ “imports © 

41962 to the’ 1963 figure.. 7 
| A later.37% reduction-of the, tax |! 

| fielped . spur. - ‘imports _ foward - the: 

(Continued. on. page. 25) 

: Dangerous To Bat, But = 
Danish Film: Critics... 
m) for. ‘Strangelove’ 

‘Copenhagen; April 14. 
_ ““wavance - - promotion :of . Colum-: 
bia’ s. “Dr: Strangelove”. “here. was | 
. heaviest: for an: American film ‘in| 
long time; a ‘dangerous . process as 
‘Danish .film: critics are ‘notoriously |. ap 

"gavage. Too much advance ‘buildup |- 
7+ tends to. make™ them’ extra... sus-{: -: 

' ‘picious. Engagement of the’ Stanley | . 
, Kubrick at Carl. Th.’Dreyer’s: Dag- |" 
‘mar Theatre. grossed 25,753..kroner 
($3; 848): in first three days; ‘follow- 

"<ng. sucéss’ pattern. established in 
. London, Amsterdam ‘and’ Milan.. 

“Strangelove”. ‘copped. = more 
. hewspaper space in fortnight~. be- 
fore. the opening than any previous 

coverage. usually : reserved: ~ film, 
“for. the’. -Denmark-Sweden soccer 
match or a “wedding ‘in’ the . Royal 
‘family. -A ‘series of.. previews* for 
Danish: intellectual groups; political | | 

. and science ‘editors: of newspapers 
and ‘tv, clergymen‘and*even “Ban-: 
_-the-Bomb” ~ groups. ‘helped © create 
“advance -comment.. Columbia’ also. 

staged a  “white-tie”, opening night: 
, to rival those at the Royal Theatre. 

Critical Teception to the pic was 
nS in nature of “raves,”. with toughest | 
reviewer—Kris: ‘on the: ..afternocn’ 
“BT” ¢ 
four ‘preatest: ‘filmmakers ‘in. -the 
world—not. just a man: with: a mes- 

“: sage to humanity, but: also the man 
* -dn whose ‘hands lies: ‘a new future | 
for American -film art.” -- 
“The ‘public? Tickets are. sold out 

a. week. in’ advance.” - 

Meanwhile Te italy” 
Milan; “April” 14. : 

-. “Dr. -Strangelove’’ . grossed, in 
“first . ‘three days ‘at’ the Cavour. 
--Theatre * 
(SLL BAO): 

here, : 7 400 000 ~ lire 

. Loe eos 
a oa 

lk ohare len Lash ae
 » Tru 

‘ended. when the Japariese’ govern- 
‘| ment. agreed’ ‘to -pay. $360, 000 to.a 

school: and: .converting: it. into a 

.compensation, 

“Lawrence - or} 

peers oo gr: 15) °— “Fall of. Roman’ Empire” 
ou. ; (Rank) (8th. wk). Heading’ for.-great: 

~~“ $25,000. or. better after. record-'| 

“Sevel ‘Days: In, 

|: wage-material price. increase... 
Revenie . from - film. exports.. was |’ 

-around - 
‘three: ‘quarters. ‘of 1963 compared 

‘the. total 436. ‘imports. . 
-were the US. SR. -with. 19, “United: 
Kingdom with: 15. and: Italy: with. 14. 

A: 165%. tax. increase. in: “film. 

“deceased : famous -physicist..and ‘ex- 
‘plorer : ‘of. the’ stratosphere :and - the 

| provide visitors. ‘with. ‘the « unique 
-opportunity. of a.dive into Lake of |. 
“Geneva, if only : to a. “depth”. ‘of: 
about. 1,000 ft,: It is. -planned, how-. 

—calling Kubrick“one of the | use the submarine. .for. 

to 4,000 : ft.. after’ the -Expo*-has 
“It: is ‘pointed.. out: with: 

pride. here. that- this .is. the -first |: 
“| Swiss-built. submarine. The “Swiss. 
| Navy" has’. always’ ‘been a global: 

‘ended.: 

aok | ever,.seéms to be the fact :that. cost 
* [ot construction has .snowballed 

| from a ‘blueprinted: $350,000 to ‘an 
‘éstimated ~ final’: budget - of. five 
‘timés. ‘that . amount;. or: $1, 750,000. 

wd will: be $9: 30 per person,” 

Geisha Se School Seine he 
“46. Costs. Japan $360, 000 

Tokyo; April °7.: 
. A. 14-year-old: legal. "wrangle 

geisha community. ‘for. :damages. 
incurred with the 1946 ‘takeover. of. 
the Nyokoba™ Cion geisha: training: 

Cabaret. for: U: S. _ military forces 
personnel, - 

‘The. building’ was ‘released to its pe 
‘owner in:March, 1949.:He appealed | ¢q4 / 9 
to the. Tokyo: District’ Court for}. 

claiming - ‘this -hadt 
-been promised .by- the - prefectural. 
|-governor :of that time:- The- court: 
ruled..that the. government. should |“ 
‘pay: $777,000, but ‘the government |- 
-refused.-ta: accept that. figure . and}: 
‘lodged: repeated’ appeals. - 

:Final - settlement. . was . réached |: 
| out. of ‘court. . ; 

Andia’ $k ‘atures | 
_ | torio * . DeSica's 

“Film. production’ in India. ‘gon- ele 
easing... downward | " with. 

‘studios ‘hampered. by: rising ‘costs 
“| and. a. lack of capital, ‘the U.S.. 
-| Commerce. Dept: ‘reported... In 1963. 
.thére were 298 -feature . films. ‘pro-.) 
-duéed, -a ‘slump from. the.-312 in|; 
‘1962 and the: record 320 -in .1960. 

Bey “Washington, “April 7: 

tinued - 

Despite - the decline: there is: con- 
| Hinted. ‘demand: ‘for: color -:films..: . 

--Production “costs. jumped ‘about 
{20% last year. and ‘are: expected 
to go higher-in= 1964- with fees for |. 
top. .stars: rising and. a~ general 

$2,500,000 for. the - first 

with: $3, 000,000.-for “all, of 1962:: 
“U.S. films : acounted. for '.65.. of I. 

Following 

imports; imposed last : March, .was 
cited: as” ‘the cause for the drastic 

from. 221 -: sin 

‘| end of last year. 

‘| Expiration. in. -Mareh of a. 55%" 
-| import: quota . ‘worked. out. by: the. 

Motion. .Picture:’ Export.. Assn. of 
| America.. and. the. Indian. govern- 
|-ment. tends’ to cloud. predictions, ‘of. 
the future: market. . 

“But for Tourists "Only 
°°. “Tausanne,. April . 14, . 

a ‘submarine Tor tourists,: -ealled 

““Mesoscaphe,”” 

Exhibition: -starting. April. 30 for a 
} six-month: period.’ This - exhibition, 
takes. place every. 25 years in a. 
different. Swiss’ city, - last one: ‘hav-] - 
‘ing been: in. Zurich® in’. 1939, and}: 
offers: a- panorama of - Switzerland |. _ 
embracing ‘all .aspects of. industry,,| 
culture, : _ farming, . tourism, Carts 
et. al.: : at 

Submarine, designed - by”. Swiss. . 
Scientist... . Jacques .- ‘Piccard, ‘and: 
named after his: father, the '1962- 

deep seas, Auguste - Piceard, will 

ever, to. 
deep-sea’ esearch ‘purposes -down 

gag: A: less: gratifying. aspect, how- 

Fee for.a dive. ‘in. the. ‘Mesoscaphe 

.| fortunes ‘and .a. movement: toward |" 
| fewer’ productions; Shochiku-" dis- 
+ closed - plans to° slash... its ‘Kyoto| 
1 Studios Staff: from. 335 to: 187. | 
| Studio ‘made. ‘15 . films’ last -year| 
"and. is’. expected to Jens. only.’ eight; |? 

‘| 1964; ‘at. these .’studios. “The | Kyoto 
studio will: come. under Supervision | 
‘of © _Shochikw’ ’'s°. main. Studios at 

hiku,. ‘one of: Japan’s five. majors, 
‘said “he ‘would. not. take : the . ex- 
- pected: action Defore. consulting: 

that” 

; ‘night © We 

- ‘and. Silvana “Mangano, for’ “Processo 
Male. 

‘supporting... “performance... déemed: 
-best was that. h*‘Folco ‘Lulli: ‘for. “T 

an decor... 

° telelent. 

Windup - “speech was - the: rauch- 
+ expected. first public one by Italy's: 
cf mew: Minister. for . Entertainment, | 

- + Achille. Gorona:: If.- industries had 
hoped for :any ~ concrete. word of : 
support: ‘for. the’. ‘ailing’ -film- _ big} 

J economy: * here, 

“will be a. ‘come-on 

of -the ‘upeoming : ‘Swiss - - National |’: . 

Lalu’ New Record. 

‘mount *: 

$15 
WwW 
‘Associated-British. circuit” 

‘of. houses was the:.Cliff ‘Richard. 
musical, “Sumnier ‘Holiday;” 
grossed: slightly | Tess than. $200, 000. | 

- ‘a: Joseph :: -E;. Levine-" 
‘Paramount : coproduction produced 
‘by .:Cy ‘Endfield and Stanley Baker, 
‘also broke. house records in 28 out 
of. the: 29. situations, an 

- It started. its sécond leg ‘of. ‘Lon- |" 
don felease ‘south -of.-the. Thames : 
ast -week,-where it. ‘was: continuing: 
its | record-breaking: ‘Spree. -Open- | 

ue than: “Summer : Holiday.’ — 

r ie Would Cut 
“Kyoto Studios’ sua 

‘Tokyo, April. 7. 
In view of J apan’s declining film 

mainly’ Samurai. action fare; during: 

Ofuna, near Yokohama. _ 
“President Shiro Kido--of:. ‘Shoe: |. 

with-- ‘union’ Officials. | He | ‘added. 
the . 

tion. 

| ie ofltalo 
- Crix Awards | 

: winner -of each of five world. areas, 
‘is another - MIFED ‘date: At~ same 
meeting; trophy for Latin America 
(which:-was -not assigned.last year 
until. final- data. could: be ‘assem-. 

announced: | and: 

“Rome; “April 7: 

“Bederico™ Féllini’s - BYE 
swept: 

“Bicycle . “Thief.” 
. copped . ‘traditional: ‘Silver: 

“best film”? ‘award. ‘is voted: as-it’s 
‘felt -that - : best. ‘direction’ implies |. 

‘work ‘and: ‘music.. 

- These | “went. * 
Fellini, : . Angelo | 

“respectively 
‘Rizzoli 

‘performance, ‘and: ‘Gianni di Ven- 
anzo for: his. Tensing. and Nino Rota 

|} for. his music: ee 

‘Other: “prizes. “went. to: ‘Ugo tog} 
nazi; best actor - ‘for.his role. “in. 
MT Ape. “Regina” ©. (Conjugal- Bed), 

di' Verona” .(Verona™ Trial). 

Compagni” “(9.: + Strikers), -- Giu- 
seppe - Rotunnu* won. one of :three 
prizes | captured ‘by. “The Leopard” 
for. his. color: lensing: Others: went 
‘to Piero: Tosi ‘for -his: costumes ‘and |. 

and: Mario. . Garbuglia for: sets 

“AT awrenée of. “Arabia” 

ings; -which - “Was ‘followed’ by:...a 
‘ball in. ‘honor *. of. “winners,. 
picked’: “up - 7 “by.” (RAIITY,. 

“they .. ‘were . dis- 
appointed.- Minister: ‘confined : his. 
talk ‘to. ‘noting : ‘that current Probe 
Tems, were re being discussed discussed, ’ 

hh 29 Brit. 
London: ‘April 14. 

“After. its: nine ‘week pre-release’ 
run. at. the Plaza Theatre;, the .Para-: 

_ showcase - 
Circus, gmnere, at 

“Zulu” : ‘wound ‘its. ‘first 

tablishing a new. alltime. high. -. 

nearest rival.for the same. number 

which. 

“Zalu,” 

ing day:was -around: $4:300 better 

displaced’ - -personnel. 
+ would -be’ given other. assignments: 
within Shochiku’s s. “Vast organiza: |. 

last. 

‘the. ‘Italian. . Film} 
Critics Assn. awards. ‘Film: ‘walked 

| off. with: six- kudos thus. breaking: 

alltime: record—six, ‘prizes. for. one | ‘ 

pic—set many years.:back “by. Vit-|. - 

Paris -Fistrans 
‘best pic); production, story, ‘screen-| 
‘play, -supporting . actress, camera)’ 

“to 
whose |. 

-Cineriz produced. the. pic,.. -Fellini-|’ 
and: Ennio .Flajano: for. ‘original 
story, -duo:: plus Brunello: -Rondi 
‘and Tullio Finelli for script, San- 
dra Milo’ for * ‘supporting female. 

: "walked 
, off. with. “best foreign film’ ‘rib: |: 
‘| bon at same event. Entire ‘proceed-. 

was. 
_ Italy’ S$] 

Tulip.” In. -four ‘weeks, 

Question of Britain ee Fim 
fea for 1965 Again Brought Up, . 
With Two Prodcer Groups Split 

tay Sideline Events - 
» For Milan Film rir! 

‘Rome, ‘April - 1. 
“Warious. ‘sideline _ events ‘are. 

‘skedded - for the ‘upcoming’ “(April 
15-25) Milan Film:: and _TV-Film 
Trade Fair (MIFED), ‘for: the ‘entire. 
‘duration. of the. event, now in ninth 
semi-annual: installment: . ’ 

- MIFED: leads: off. with | a three- 
day presentation ‘of the: Hungarian 

‘| film, in“ tandem. with Unitalia and 
participation of ‘Hungaro | ‘pix top-| 
pers. Also..on the agenda is a 

.| meeting. of the International Pro- 
‘| ducers. ‘Federation: (FIAPF), 
International’ Exhibitors U: nion|: 

“| (O.LE..), and ‘of the International 
-. (Cinema: Bureau (B.I.C.), the. 
| Jindustry . summit. organization 
| headed : ‘by Eitel. Monaco. aot 

assigning: ‘the >| 70, and probably: more, British 

all- 

Committee 
“Trophy | of Five Continents,” 
award going’ each year to top. -b.o. 

bled) - : will. . : be. 
awarded: | ols 

‘Paris, April 14: 

Paris: . _ firstruns . since | 

‘some “strides: forward. 

arty. houses. 

“That: “Man: from. Rio’. (WA); 
“French item taken by UA: for world 
distrib, - ‘followed by. 
‘Soupe,”” -which ‘20th-Fox. has. Then: 

“Black }*; eomes... the. swashbuckler: : 
“Rio” had 

288,563 ‘patrons, coupe,” “a 177, 318; 
and “Tulip,” 175,951: 

of the'| 

~ Drawing Better 
, Ninteen - ‘pix ‘have drawn” more. 
than ; 75,000 admissions in :their|.- 

“January, |. 
which is three’ inore than last year. | 
-With Paris usually setting. the pace: 
for later gross results, . ‘it-is felt that 
film’: -attendanee is finally ; ‘taking 

‘It: As: ‘also- noted. that” ‘entertain- 
ment, action” and“ suspense items: 
are..the. thing,: witha few ‘dramas 
‘doing well ‘when: -having players. | 
Cold. weather and. : the’. :holidays: 
helped, but “it! is thought - that: ‘peo- 
‘ple. _are going. out’ more ‘and ‘have 
-a yen for lighter. film. fare. How- 
-ever; the ‘weightier “The “Silence” 
is.” doing -good biz 3 in. fire. small 

figure.. The trade viewpoint is that 

- Of the:top: ‘pix, W are’ -Freiich. OF. 
‘French. majority coproductions,. six. 
are. American, one British and: one 
Italian. Leader - is ‘madcap. actioner: 

“La Bonne. 

* Yank ‘western . “Rampage”. (way. 
came next followed. by “From Rus-. 

By HAROLD MYERS. 

London, April 14. - 7 
"Should there bea change in the: 

British Film Quota for 1965? This: © 
is eurrently. ‘a hot local topic which 
has. once again. split the two or- 
ganizations. representing British. 
film producers, On ‘one side,: the’ 
British Film. Producers Assn. has 
come out in: favor. of! maintaining - 
the status. - quo. with’: ‘an. official — 
Quota, of 30%, provided. there’ are 
adequate guarantees. from the two. 
‘major. circuits. On th¢ other hand, 
the ‘Federation ‘of. British Film 

again has advocated an increase in 2 
‘the: percentage. _. 

Both ‘organizations were in. ex- 
ecutive. session. last: week.. At’ the 
BFPA, the council had a ‘detailed 
analysis. of British © “production . 
prospects forthe 1965 Quota year, 
‘witha estimate. that, not less than 

first features would be ‘available 
for’. exhibition, against 74 ‘which. 
‘were registered in 1963. Taking 
into ‘account a number of varying 
factors. and: possible . repercussions 
overseas, the. BFPA. Council de- 
‘cided against ‘campaigning for: an 
‘increase in the Quota: 

‘Instead, it decided. to ask the 
| Board: of. Trade to seek assurances 
from: the two major circuits—as 
was given in the current year— 

_,| that they: would play at-least 45% 
British first. features. If: such une 

| dertakings- are not: forthcoming, —- 
the BFPA will havea second look - 
at the. problem. before the expiry. an 

| date. for recommendations “next - 
‘| June™ 30, ‘and: may’ possibly _ make 

revised recommendations. 
Federation Plans ‘Under Wraps 
. The. Federation, | ‘however, is. 
keeping. its propofkals under. wraps, 
‘though’ during the peak of the re- 
‘cent British -production. crisis at 
the tail.end:.of .last -year, it advo-. 
cated. an. immediate. increase . of 
‘the Quota for 1964 of up to 50%.. 
And ‘in this: regard, it had the sup 
port of all the studio ‘unions.- 

At its .meet:.-g last week, - ‘the’: 
Federation stood by-its policy for 

reluctant: to indicate whether it’ 

increased from 30% :to. 50% or — 
“whether ‘it .favors:-a. compromise. 

it is. probably: standing pat on. ifs 
50% figure, notwithstanding the 
‘fact: that. at that time tthe amend- 
‘Tent’. was ‘made, such a drastic. 
inerease’ was mainly regarded as. 
.@ stimulant’to maintain. a reason-.. 
able level. of. production in a ‘per- 
iod ‘of: acute -crisis. . 

-Before: the’ president of ‘the 
Board-of. Trade makes ‘a. final deci- 
‘Sion,. he will take into account the 
views of the: Films Council, which 
‘is: expected to make recommenda- 
tion’ to: the Minister by the Middle. 
‘of May. “At the: time of crisis, the 

“Makers, ‘which. does. not: inchide~::: 
the. ‘two majors in membership, - 

a higher Quota, though has. been - 

‘Has asked for the percentage to be . . 

‘sia With Love’ (UA),-with: the lat-.: 

“pix called .“La- Vie ™ Conjugale,”. 

ontinued .on page. 25) 
ter : ‘attracting ‘151, 897: in only: ‘two |: Continued -on page: 25 
weeks. “Francoisé;” . part. of :two | 1 

_ ‘Chambermaid, ” 
-F (Col, 

in. May” (Par). 

- Piccadilly + 
grossed a. hefty |. - 

On ‘general rélease on: the} 

by. ES" . 7 

In -29 ABC: ‘suburban. situations, a 
it’ grossed‘: a. “total. $242, 118. Its. ° 

_Elizabeth-: ’ Ashley... 
‘|actress Sabine. ‘Sinjin..” 

-showed next: “best, ‘with “Diary. of |. 
“The Vietors’|:- 

“McLintock!”" (UA).‘and: the | .. 
bother’ ‘part. of . the: two-pic™ ““Con- |: 
‘jugal, . “Jean-Mare,”. following, in: 

“|-that order... . {oo 
7 ‘Brigitte: ‘Bardot opus. tq: ‘Ravish- |: | 

Ling’ Idiot,” costarring Anthony Per- 
~».| kins, was next. Also: showing were 

LS | “Johnny: Cool”. (UA) 
“| Panther” (UA);. “French comedy 
. “Rob. the Bank” and. “Seven: Days 

Last: ‘named did a. 
‘sock: first: week of 79, 717 patrons: in 
eight houses. .. wD, 

Top: German. Comedian: 
Pacted: by. Columbia | 

Frankfurt, ‘April, 1; 
Top German: comic Heinz ‘Rueh-. 

“Ship of: Fools;”. based ‘on the click 
‘novel - by: ‘Katherine. Ann Porter. 
Stanley Kramer- is set: to produce 

| this: pic, ‘with: other top roles set| 
for Simone: Signoret;. Jose Ferrer, 

and German 

Ruehmann: flies to Hollywood. in 

mann has signed'a Hollywood ‘Con- |" 
tract with Columbia ° Fiims... 
will. play’ the role: of Lowenthal in: 

* He: 

June with shooting’ due to: start. on. 
June 15. It-is his first role in -an 
American film; though for: several: 
‘decades ‘he: has.. been a leading’ 

. 4 German comedy: star. : 

Spoleto 1964: Fest Of 
“Two World’s Program 

Now Nearly 100%, Set 
'° Rome, April y 

| ” Strauss? ’“Rosenkavalier, ” di- 
“rected by: Thomas. ‘Schippers, will 
‘open this: year’s Spoleto Festival 
of: Two. Worlds: Opera will be sung 
in. German, : -with. French. nouvelle = 
“vague » ‘director Louis ‘Malls han- 
dling — direction © chores for ” Bala 
opener. os, . 

Dates . for « “this “year’s fest: are” 
7 }sune 19 to July 19; Remainder: of" 

_.| program also largely: has been set. 
~ | Paul. ‘Taylor: Dance Company will 

‘perform a ‘world preem, “The Red. 
“Room,” ‘with °“‘Aurecle,” “Party. 
|| Mix x”. and: “Piece. Period” complet-* 
ing. the terps slate. . 

‘Princeton University Choir is 
‘booked for three concerts with the - 
‘Trieste: Philharmonic Orchestra, 
London. Balict: is slated to appear 
in’.July,: with. Margot Fonteyn. and: 
Rudolph Nurev toplining, 

‘There’ll.‘also -be traditional: con-. *. 
certs. in. Spoleto. Cathedral Square, * 
-chamber..music sessions at the 
Caio Melisso- Theatre. Two Italian 
presentations are_a still unnamed: 
Italian company will. give a special 
legit ‘performance at Spoleto. 
There also will be a series. of pro- 
grams..- “dedicated. . to” Italo folk 

ao singers. 
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- This is the first big e event 1 of the summer series: of big film . 7 ‘ Jos | _ 

o festivals. As before, it is. ‘commemorated by. a distraction-. 

proof; ‘money-minded, “market-serving, market-detailing: oe oe 
me . sperial edition. t goes by jet direct to ‘the. festival. 

~ “Ideal For ‘Your ‘Advertisement 

Sy 
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or filming. ‘John. Wyndham’s 
7 “Village. ‘of the Damned,’”. which the same ‘team made for. Metro. ° 

_ one is being. ‘made ‘independently, and they are aiming: at a. major. 
*) ‘distribution “deal: . 

‘West. End: April. 23 for a_hardticket. run at. the. Odeon, Haymarket.. 
The pic. originally: played’ 10. weeks at, the. Leicester- Square. Theatre. 

‘VARIETY’S'. LONDON. OFFICH = 
-. ,, 49° St. Jemes’s Street, Plecadilly 2-2. . 2 

| “London 
” Producer. ftonald Kinnoch ‘and. director Wolf it Riihé'c completing ‘plans 

“The. Chrysalids.”: He .is-the author’ of. 
‘New 

‘Carl Foreman’s: “The. Victors” returns to the 

- -Entries. for: the -Council..of Europe. prizes,: which will be handed’ 
out: ‘at the Locarno Film: Festival, have to- be- submitted ‘to: the U-XK.. 

‘The Rank ‘Organization’ distribution. in. 
_ 2° Denmark . is. now: in- ‘the haniis ‘of’. ‘Gloria-Film. ‘Previous deal with. 
= Eagle-Lion Film terminated: on -March ‘30 .. 
-"", has’. acquired “distribution rights to three ‘shorts: ‘following: the first 

. preview. by. Derek. Hill’s ‘Short Film Service.. A- new ‘program, - includ-. 

le Marturano,” 

vs.) tries: 
'2.) “Market: 
“i... among: ‘the: EEC: nations—that. :a 
-:: film -from .any of. the “Six should} 

. “automatically: ‘qualify for Quota: in 
call the ‘other: community. nations—— | 

-~ eould-have serious ‘eofisequences to 
all: film exporting. nations, particu: 

“Monday. .{20) *: 

I Prepping: a “Production of “Merrie: “England,” ee 

". Of:a Chambermaid”’. : : 

~and all, ‘like .a: similar-s¢ene in -his. ‘La Belle ‘Americaine”, - 7 
ye ‘Cukor’ ‘looking’ for: books - OF. plays fora company: he has formed.” Like |: 
“*.) others, he:-now wants to own his. future: directorial projects.” 
-. Lnot found anything definite as ‘yet. 

-" young. singing ‘idols... 

Ttalo: items: for upcoming’ Riviera. event 
-: Gold’ Chaplin statuette for “816”: 

' Rome release this. month: . 
. ‘Inessi,” directed’ ‘by ‘Mino Guerrini, which: Franco. ‘Cancellieri produces.. 
>: “Whatever -Happened : to: Toto. Baby?” is title of latest spoof. being 

; .. Newspaper teaser ads. asking people: 
to phone a-certain. number are ‘eatching on: ‘response -has been. Strong E 

"-to-two recent ones, .one: boasting ‘pre-recorded’ -pitch, for. latest: Pic - by: 
- Alberto Sordi, other by: Italo: ‘voice posing: as-Paul Newman and. asking - 
“people to :sée “The Prize”. - 
-direct: “Casanova,” 

a “fn turn is s slated for, “Ta Suora Giovane” (The Young. Nun). 

' fing two ‘American -and_ two - British. shorts, ‘has “been: set: for . tiext | 
. Extraordinary. general. meeting: ‘of Rank stockholders | - 

okayed. necessary. resolution for: a new” scrip: issue.: Allotment ‘letters oe 
plders: this: week... ..: ‘More. than $350,000 |. 

of .the’ $2,000,000. budget for. “Goldfinger”. is being. spent on sets and 
will be .going- out’ to ‘stockholders: this: week 

backgrounds.. “These include a ‘reproduction. of Fort: Knox; ‘a Miami. 
Beach‘‘resort hotel, ‘a..Kentucky. stud. farm. and Goldfinger’s: mountain 

- stronghold in: the: "Swiss Alps... Albert.-R.: Broccoli .and Harry :Saltz- 
man are filming this: James Bond yarn: for United: Artists ‘release °. 
‘Delmore. Film Productions: which : have conipletéd “Just. For. You, ” 
‘color musical,. at Shepperton, “are. prepping:a: remake of “Cléchemerle,” 
under the title. “The Scandal ‘of. Cockmagee-’ aa “The. company -. is. - also, 

: Pe, Paris’ 0s) fe ie 
Episodié feature pic of a: few: years’ ago. “The, French Woman: and, 

“Love” - will have ‘a. ‘followup - which: will concern the ‘SOx | education: of. 
children, adolescents, teenagers | ‘and: couples”: 
‘these days. are mainly. ‘éseapist fare: ‘via the. French - actioners: “The 
-Man From Rio” and “‘The Black Tulip,” “‘To Russia. With. Love’’: (UA), 
the. all-singing “Umbrellas. of Cherbourg” | ‘plus. Luis Bunuel’s. sharp. 

~ look. at- 1920s: mores: and. morals- in“ his: French made ‘pic “The. ‘Diary: 
. Longtime Yank --resident ‘Alex Zion “made . a 

two-reel. French. ‘short - ‘On. a drug- addict “Flash”. two: years’-ago. with: 
U.S." ‘actor - ‘Garry: Goodrow . and: jazzman: ‘Zoot. Sims.’ 

‘planning . .:: Robert Dhery. vexed .at. 20th-Fox.for a scene: in. “Move | 
Over: Darling” ‘“which..shows Doris. Day.: caught. in-.a ear that’ goes 
through a. leaning: setup. ‘Dhery. feels it is too much, shots and ‘angles 

He- ‘has 
: French director Rene. Clair. is 

' finishing a-script “Fetes Galantes”’. 
. fan mag: ‘Cinemonde. and. ‘it will: ‘Henceforth ‘give: even..moré space: to 

‘Roger : Vadim . ‘winding “La 

. Rome’- 
"Massimo | : Franéiosa-Festa . Campanile’ dizectoriat- “partnership. ‘ splits |. 7 

after. their. current™. “Voei : ‘Bianche”’ pic: for Franca Film, ‘their joint| 
company, -Franciosa: directs “Tl Pigro,”” “Campanile © “Ta ‘Costanza: della". 

—, ‘Ragione”’. . “Seven, Days. in May”. in successful Rome English-lan- 
oi guage . pow -at special’ ‘MPEA screening. for .Embassy’ pic; : and’ Yank |. 
ok, colonies in Rome «.. 
=" pix. 

.-Folco Lulli turns director after actingin-80 Italo 
. George. Cukor here for.vacation:.;. 

-Girardot. costarring - 

-Clandia Cardinale ‘back. from ‘Far’ East: swing, busy dubbing “Bebo's 
Girl” (Vides) info French... ... Yank execs. in.town:. Dave Lewis, Metro, 
and Ilya Lopert,. Eric: Pleskow, Norbert. Auerbach, ‘UA . ..“Marriage, 
‘Italian: Style” gunned: in Naples: last week, Sophia: ‘Loren and. Marcello | 
-Mastroianni in.new: pic version ‘of. ‘Eduardo. DeFilippo ‘play, : “Filumena. 

which. Carlo. Ponti’ and Joseph Levine. ‘are: coproducing |. 
Favre. LeBret,. -Cannes” Fest. topper, _ ogling current. and - choice 

‘Rossano Brazzi into “Tutti. Compro- 

prepped: by. Italo comedian . 

.._Mario’ Monicelli now rumored set to 
project originally’ ‘slated for Mauro Bolognini, “who 

~ Britain Boosting F ilm Quota? 2 
’ Continued front, page 233 

Films ‘Council: was “split _almost. And. it is. the British who fear they 

| weeks. . toy 
selection: panel by April 23. ‘There are awards. in two categories, for |: 

: features. -and . newsreels .. 

Contemporary * Filnis |. 

- George. 

~ Pathe. Marconi investing’ in film | 

| . Michel. Andre will do the French sketch: of.a: 
| four: episode. pic,’ with. others. from Russia; US. and ‘Japan., - Russian 

_ _... bit: is’ finished ‘by. director Elen ‘Krimoy;: Japanese -one ‘is being. done 
“="- py. -Kaneto.‘Shindo who ‘did:.“The :island,” and indie Yank filmmaker. 
.“Morris Engel’ does thé- ‘Yank ‘seg. Called “All the Children: of~ the. 
.._ World” it- deals “in. ‘moppet themes’... 
Ronde,” . based.on the Arthur | Schniztler play, which: he claims. is’ not: 

‘a remake’ of.the Max. Ophuls. version’ of 1950. -This one: takes place: in |.. 
Paris just, before ‘World’ War T:.and.. not ‘in: Vienna... Also, . this : is. ‘the: |: 

a ‘first time. Vadim: has’ accepted a Script: he: has not. worked : on;: p play: m wright: Jean’ Anouilh did. it, a } Israel. 

bo < Rossano Brazzi and Pietro |. 
; '-Nofarianni have: Set ‘up ‘Archimede Film and. ‘started first -production: | - 
“La Ragazza-‘in Prestito” (A. Girl: for: Hire), “with Brazzi: and Annie 

Sandra. Milo, ‘Anna | ‘Karina, ‘and Jacqueline 
_ Sassard.reportedly™ set. for: ‘Valerio ‘Zurlini’s next pic, . “Le Soldatesse” 
“(Some Girls for the Army); lensing’ in ‘Yugoslavia. in. May. 

.. Federico Fellini awarded |. 
“Ingmar Bergman’s ‘“Silente” gets'|- 

(2, 200) (70-$1 .73) — 
| man” :(Rank-U) © (3d: wk)... 

|.600;° 
a | April ne 
2 ‘Plaza: “(Par) - d, 989; 91-2. 81); —, 

“Becket” (Par). (2d. :wk). 
-| fo wow $25,000 for 14 perform- 

ances. after $26,000. opening. frame. |. 

50-50..:on the. Quota: issue, . with | 
only a. narrow ‘margin in: favor. ‘of | 
maintaining :. "the: “Present -. 
quota, - 

involved . 
' The: present :: proposal 

30%). 

-. ‘Reason. For: ‘Standing. ‘Pat. on 30%] 
~ One of the reasons. advanced by: 

... the BEPA ‘for its: decision to. stand | 
“by -the -30% was the’ -belief - that 

this. would -help..the. current .agita-. 
«tion against the-move for a-“global 

: European. Quota”. for .all the coun- 
-in - the. .Commoni. © 

‘may be-on the worst end of ‘the 
receiving line. wee 
‘There is one possible: factor. that}: 

| ‘could . ‘upset ‘all -calttilations.. 
there is a June General Election, 

30 ‘expiry . date, drastic - “policy. 
‘switch,..so: far: as’. film - Quotas» are. 
coricerned, is. ‘not : "be ibe. over- | 
ruled.. 

_: This would. involve a. ‘snap’ -deéci-: 
sion, but.there is a 
that a. ‘Labor: ‘administration. (par- 
ticularly ‘one'-helmed by Harold 
. Wilson, who- had: firsthand | experi-} 
ence ‘in :the film: industry: as Board: 
of.‘Trade president) would. be pre- 
‘pared ‘to take .a gamble—even | -at. 

AS Tarly. ‘the: Yanks: and _the- British, Auch an early stage: in its: career. 

Af}. 

a growing: belief'| | 
18th wk). ‘Brisk $6, 500. ‘Seventh was. 
$7, 000. 

. London,. ‘April: 14. 
AS ‘London: cabdriver. with. a gen-. 

| uine: ‘cockney.. .accent * has: been 
4% | signed by Norman ‘Panama to. ‘act | 

: -"-\-ag technical adviser-on. Panama’ &-| 
¥Frank’s now-filming: “Strange Bed- | 
fellows;”” in. which Gina: Lollobri- | 
gida; Rock Hudson:and Gig Young’ 
star: He. will be- flying. out to® the) 
Coast. at.the end of, this . month: 
‘A’ London: taxi: has: been- spe: |. 

‘cially: imported for the production,’ ; 
and the driver, Harold. Richardson, | 
will coach Arthur Haynes for.. ‘two: 

F rancolsraek CoProd. 
“With Eic

hmann ‘Trial As 
- Dramatic Key: Situation 

.Tel’ Aviv:: April “14;. 

turning - ‘point ‘with . the Eichmann 
| Trial-in Jerusalem, went before the |, 

....|.cameras on’ April 8 ‘in Jerusalem. | 
a |: Actual scenes from. the trial of the D 

Nazi arch-murderer, sentenced’ to}. 
death: in Israel. more :than two |” 

a years ‘ago, would .be. ‘incorporated |: 
|-in_ this. Israel A.A.A. Films produc. 
‘| tion, to- be distributed. locally. -by: 
Chen and: in’ France: ‘by. ‘Tenouji 
Fil: 

Pix pacing. the -b.o.: ba ms. Starring ‘i in. this story. of ‘people, 
Jewish: ‘and. non-Jewish, “whose 

\lives. have been ‘influenced. by - the. 
“Nazi* holocaust. and who. .find in: 
the trial a ‘sense of: -Tebirth. and ‘a |-: 
: feeling - of ‘relief,- France's. Fran- | : 

It -hasbeen- for= | cose ‘Prevost, Michel ‘Auclair, Jean 

-bidden | sinée : then as. ‘being conducive -to: taking ‘drugs: or: -eondoning 
_ the practice;.. Some, however, feel ‘it’s’ an objective look at: an‘addict 
.-one lonely. ‘night’ in Paris, arid -. takes no sides... Zion would like ‘to |. 
“distribute it, and: ‘get: some ‘money: back .and go: on ‘toa feature -he..is: 

Negroni . ‘and Maurice. Poli... Also. 
| starred. ‘would “be two Israeli: ac-: 
tresses, : Gila. -Almagor_ and. Batya 
‘Lancet: 
Phe Glass | ‘Cage happens’ to 
be” also. the. title. of -a- book by: 
Asraeli poet Chaim. Gouri, who re-: 
ported: daily ‘scenes from the Eich- 
‘mann. Trial,. ‘and’ which. had ‘been |. 
acclaimed, : “both. in -Israel: and in|; 

; ‘France, ‘where. a-French. translation: 
-had - been: published, as. most stir-.| 

| ring’ and. impressive: .The author 
‘had: been ‘notified. of the coinciding 

in. 

view of the ‘serious. treatment : “of 

the. subject ‘shown: in. the script'|. 

(which -had’ been nade ‘available | 

title ‘but. doesn’ t. ‘object... to ‘it, 

‘to: him by. writer-director Philippe 

Arthuys). 
“Director : of. p hoto era p hy “Gs: 

‘Georges’ Pessis, who already. ‘shot. 

three - colorful, “documentaries. in 

~ London Grosses. 

wk). Sock $29,000: . 
Empire (MG) (1, 330:: $1 10-$2. 15) 

‘$10,900. ° 

‘Leicester: Square Theatre (CMAY 
$|°(1; 375; $1. 05-$2. 80) — “Chalk Ger-: 

den” (Rank-U). ‘Heading for ‘sturdy: 
$12, 500. 

: London Pavilion (WA) (1; 217: 710= 
$1; 75)=—“Tom Jones”: (UA). (40th) 
wk). ‘Great -$14,000. : 
-Metropole (CMA). (1, 394:. 

(BLO) {60th - wk).: 
800. mh 

Heer rn tn en a | Tarver As Adviser |) : 

assohaninat Soe Track; i 

-155 ‘minutes a large. ‘part ,.of the 

—‘The Charge Is: Murder” (MGM). 
(2d: ‘wk),. Fair: $7,208. : - First week,. 

“Children : of Damnea”’ 
(MGM). ‘follows’ April | 8° 

10-|." 

$1.75) — “Lawrence of ‘Arabia | © 
‘Whopping ‘$16,- - 

Odeon’: Haymarket (CMA) (600: |: 

[tao Tourst Assn. 

_INTERNATIONAL 

re es Bodeet 
= Drive to ) Regain Lost German Biz 
Medica Named as : New 

. Dublin, April 14. 

Trish. Governrient has appointed 
a doctor. to” be film..censor ‘in suc- 

_-| cession to: late Liam O’Hora,: who. 
“JL was: & barrister. o a 

Dr:. ‘Christopher. A. "Macken 63. 
| who has.a medical practice in here, 
isthe appointee. He: has been. long’ 
active in ‘public affairs..A member 
“of the-Dublin-City Council, he’s on} 
the ‘hospital board: and -the hoard 
‘of . the: National ‘Organization for 

4 Reliabilitation.. z 
“The. Glass. Cage” Franco-Israeli . 

| eoproduction eoncerning six people 
whose lives:reach their climax and |: 

Entry i in Stockhol’s 
“New. American’ Seties| 

“Creatures”. - was’ a that . - porno- 
graphic film: On Saturday - (March 
“21)- K. G:. Hulten, ‘Curater . of ‘the. 

1 Modern .. Museum, - 
‘Stockholm . police -to. ask .whether | 
action could. be ‘taken - against: the - 

thi i ‘The: olice. an-: showing of this: pic: ? . |. cheese costs: 30% to 40% more at. 

“phoned — -the 

‘swered, yes... 

ern Museum : -decided. not to show 
the film’as they did nct.wanet: to- Bet 
involved. ~ in”. legal . ‘proceedings. 
“Creatures”.was going to be seen. 
by members” of the Modern Mu: 
-Seum’s film’ studio. Tickets are not: 
sold to’ sirigle - films but. énly to. 

“the whole series.. “The New Ameri- 
‘ean ‘Cifiema” series includes films 
by: Gregory Markopoulos, Stan Van-. 
‘derbeek, Adolfas. -Mekas, George 
Landow, . Richard Leacock, : Stan |: 
“Brakhage. and Jack Smith, -among 
y others. . i 

About 350 members, among ther. 
ony ‘Erik Skoglund,” chairman .of_ the. 
| ‘board of film censors, turned. up| 

- | fer the film’s showing to: ‘hear ‘that 
_.| Smith’s’ 

“Continued. from. page 23: = 

$4.20) —. “Cleopatra”. 20th): (35th 

“Creatures” - would not be 
shown and was being . replaced: by. 
Andy Warhol's “The Sleep:” Within} 

audience had: left the. theatre 

* Hulten ‘felt’ ‘that ; the: Museum | 
‘could not-take the chance: of show: | 
‘ing -the film:and stimulating a new |- 

.| debate: about: censorship. The. de-}- 
‘bate about “agi” was, 5 sufficient for | 
the present. . 

Japan Becomes Aussie 

"Sydney, . ‘April. 7. 
‘According: ‘to ‘the Aussie over- | 

‘seas. revenue - department, - on F- apan.| 
has now become Aussie’s best .cus- 
tomer - ousting. England. and. the 

$1.05-$2.80)—-“Charade” (U): (im. 0.). ° U. S. 
Brisk. $9,000-.or- better: - 
_Odeon; Leicester. ‘Square (oma) |, 

=“Captain New- 
. Likely 

$12, 000 or close,” Secorid was. ‘$15,- 
“Stolen Hours” 

Likely. to: 

Rialto * (20th) -: (529: 70-$1.20) 
>| oping of Spies” (BLC). (3d-wk) and’. 
“State: Secret” | (BLC)- 
‘Moderate - $3;000.. Second was. $4,-1 5 

4000.. “Irma La. Douce” moves: over: . 
from. ‘Carlton on ‘April. 16:.. 

(MG)... (430; 70-$1: 05) —" 

and: if: a“ Labor. Government ‘is. ré-. ,, “Zulu” (Par) (m.0o;): (Qa: wk). Smash 

turned to. power: before the: June]. 

(3d_- wk). 

Ritz 

$6, 500: ‘Opener :was: $7,000. - 
‘Royalty (Indie), (862;:70-$2. 50) — 

“Best . of. :‘Cinerama”™. (Robin) 2d 
wk): 

‘Studio - ‘One. 
Brisk: $11,200. - 

(Indie): 
$1.20)—“Incredible. Journey”. (BV) 
(8th: wk)..and . “Waltz: King” (BV) 

Warner (WB) (. 785; 70-$1. 15) 
“Distant Trumpet” - (WB) (2d wk). 
“Okay. $11,000 or near. ‘First week, 
$19,300... “Anatolian- Smile”, (WB) 

| Preems’ on n April 9. - ae 

lions of. :doltars.and a -major. boost.| 
(UA).: ‘hows. 

‘seeking carbon . Sales. on. a ‘major 

‘Currently, - 
| Centre ‘in. ‘this: territory is telecast- 

‘| inga series titled “Japan Today” 
over commercial stations with: good 

| results.:: 

(656; 50- “Wren, ‘indie ‘producer, ‘has: cleaned 

to Aussie. later. this year... 
| Rudas is: another indie revtie pro- 
|. ducer in: the. field - with. Japanese: 

-| talent.. Rudas is dickering present- 
‘ly. with cinema. operators here-for. 
a: - house’: takeover ° to. play. his. 

a revues coast-to-coast: . 7 

’ Japan’ s. _main;: “purchases trom 
this. country are. wool,. ‘wheat: ‘and. 
-eoal.:A' Japanesé trade mission re-. 
cently completed deals worth mil-. 

to. the. Aussie-. economy over: a 
lengthy term. Japan in ‘return. is. 
‘ow: seeking local deals covering 
the ‘commercial field, such. as. auto- 
‘mobiles, : toys, . fabrics, ete. 

. Japan. has been’ selling.’ projec: 
tion-room ~ _equipment: for . some. 
time here and. is ‘now Teported 

basis. 
Understood that’ Jap - film. /pro- 

|-ducers are anxious: ‘to -get more 
product into the art cinemas here: 

‘the. Japanese. ‘Trade 

‘In: thé: ‘stageshow ‘field; Harry. 

up in: ‘New Zealand.with Japanese 
revues. Wren will ‘bring the shows. 

Tibor. 

“Stockholm; ‘April ras | 

The Modern: ‘Muyseum’ here .de-. 
cided at ‘the Iast minute ‘to ¢ancel. 
‘a’ ‘showing of “Flaming Creatures,” 
j:a 25-minute experimental. film by 

-| Jack. Smith... The: film:- was ‘to be 
-shown.as a part:.of a series of “New 
|American Cinema,” which is being. 
run‘ in conjunction: with an exhibi- | ©” 
tion of U:S. pop art.” a 

“A week: ago an-item appeared in’ 
the’ ‘Stockholm-Tidningen, -a. daily: 
“hewspaper, in. which it was claimed. 

tthe beauties of Italy. . 

. Hulten said Officials: of the ‘Mod: | 

: Meyoshi, 

Bonn, April 7. — % 
“Operation “Tae ‘has been 

\kicked:.off.in ‘West Germany, with 
- Trish Film Censor , the Italian’ Tourist Assn. having 

tripled its. budget, up to an: all-. 
|time high of $500,000 ‘to lure the- 
jaded German tourist back to Italy. 
Last ‘year, the. tremendous drop- 

off in German. tourists, who had 
been the biggest spenders. along. 
the warm Italian beaches, was. at- 
‘tributed to the crop of anti-German 
films. Also ‘to’ the. Communist- 
inspired. uprisings and demonstra- . 
tions against: the Germans in. the. 
beach: areas, and to the general 
feeling of unfriendliness. in that’ 

| usually charming country, Ss 

Now, the Italians. are ‘anxious to 
| get that: hard‘ German currency. .-- 
back in their cash registers because 

... |the Germans have ‘been turning: to 
- | beaches in. Spain, Yugoslavia . and. 
[North Africa. - 

‘Italian Tourist Assn; ENIT’ held 
a special. meeting of its directors 
in, Duesseldorf, scheduled: a press: 
confab here, - is sending | special. 
color brochures printed in German 

.jto. the | ‘large ‘and. small German. 
cities ‘and “offering films: showing 

Evén the: 
Italian - Minister ‘of. Tou rism ~- 
cropped.up in-Germany to show his — 
goodwill and. that of his nation. < 

. Show. Bleak Side’ of Ifaly 
Meanwhile, ‘though, the German 

papers. ate heavily larded with the. 
bleak: ‘sidé- ‘of the. Italian: tourism 
picture. '-Prices. for Italian food ~ 
‘have gone up. about. 12% in the last. 
year, it was noted, and even for. 
the’ frugal. ‘German campers who™- 
are in-search of a. ‘low-priced: vaca-: 
tion, the cost. of: a slice of Italian 
bread. _ ‘covered. with salami or 

the camp cafes than it did .a year. 
ago: A cheese sandwich: is now. 
‘priced at 20c,-salami on bread is | 

4+ 30c, and ham. ‘sandwich is from.50c.: 
to: 15¢,: it ‘was. claimed. 

“Inflation has hit the gas "tanks, 
too, With the price: for a liter of gas. 

| (ess’ than. a. third” gallon) now: 
pegged at 18c although foreigners _ 
who buy.:gas coupons from a con- 
trolled. center. ‘can get. a slight re- - 
duction. - ° 

_ Meals in most leading restaurants. 
have ‘gone . up from 5:to 10%. in 

‘[Itaty, it. was reported. And ‘most 
of ‘the :.coastal. hotels have jacked 
up: their: prices. : Even prices. for 
souvenirs .and ‘picture postals are. 
on: the.-increase; so the Germans: 
who do show up had better bring 
‘more money, these- stories warned. 

| New. Nippon Film Co. 
— Would Export, Import 

Fare; Also Make Pix. 
- Tokyo, April 7. 

A new. ‘motion’ ‘picture. import- 
| export and production outfit called. 
World. Film: Co.,. Ltd: has been’. 

J] launched here: with: exec’: staff. 

Number One Customer! composed. of. veterans. in - film: 
‘circles. 

Company is topped ‘by Atsuyuki 
president, formerly in 

‘the Shochiku sales division. Veepee 
is: Hisai Ise, with. Paramount pub- 
licity here for over 30- ‘years. and 
more ‘recently. operating .as an 
‘indie. providing various motion Pic- 
ture: services. Business manager is. 
Masami Fujita, who was with Para- 
mount.in Japan for 25 years. Presi-. 

‘1dent of World Films' export arm,. 
Indepro International, is Goro. 
Uzaki, who had Jong service in 
‘Toho’s' Los . _ Angeles: and” N-Y.. 
offices. 

‘World . Films”. ‘major ‘kickoff ” 
project: will. be. overseas Selling of 
“Suna-no: Onna” (Woman in the ... 
- Dunes), a smash artie hit in Japan. 

t and a late Cannes Films Fest .en- 
‘try. Meyoshi-and Ise are expected. 
‘to. survey..markets in. Europe and ~ 
the US. Company also has Over- 
seas sales rights - to: “Kashi tn 
“Kodomo”: (Swamp Terror), the first. 
pic. directed. hv... Hiroshi “Teshit-a- 
-wara. who. did “Woman. in- the. 
Dues.” | 

- Bxeers of the new outtit. point ‘ont . 
that. while there is plentv.of clamor 
here: over. ‘anticinated flood of: im- 
ports with: exnected ‘freeing: ‘ne - 
market from: July 1 . theirs is only 
companv setting: uo. for .exports.. 
-Thev claim’. that:-in addition. to:. 
handling indie. product, thev: are - 
also being: approached. by . Japan 
maiors to try- for ‘Overseas sales. on 

. certain ‘films. 



ey 

Chicago, “April 14 
Matters of .. wired. 

munications Commission’s 

cerns editorializing and. ‘political 
broadcasting, were among the prin-: 
cipal concerns of broadcasters. in'} 
their q.-and-a. session’ with the 
-geven commissioners at. the wrapup } 
of last week's National Assn: of. 
Broadcasters convention. The FCC Z 
boys, per usual, gave the customers | 
their money’s. worth, and it might } 
be said that NAB ‘delegates. this. 
year learned more of. value from }. 
the final event than from all the: 
rest of the wordy meetings. ° 

Im passing, three of the: commis-. 
sioners gave their bléssings- to: the 

chine 

‘the trade for the first time at the 
conclave. Commissioner Frederick |. 
Ford rated the machine as having |. 
“interesting: possibilities,” Robert 
Bartley said he hoped - Nielsen 
would look into. it,:. 
Loevinger opined that’ if. it ‘proves 
economically prattical “it. will be: 
a better rating | system Ahan. any 
available.’”” 

A question. on the -possibility. of: 
modifying the” fairness doctrine 
brought the response ‘from Com-. 
missioner Ford that the basic prin- 
ciples and policies of the FCC still 
stand. and that the basic document 
‘would remain unchanged, . -but :he 
did indicate that. the commission: 
‘would soon issue a “primer”. on 
editorializing. and ‘political ‘broad- 
casting that would. be a. collection’ 
of factual situations: on which the 
FCC has ruled: He‘ said, however, 
that broadcasters: would ‘have . to |. 
bear in mind that’ “what is -fair- 
in one situation may not. be fair in 
another.” 

Ford and Loevinger: fell into. a: 
debate over the: fairness - of -net- 
‘works broadcasting election results. 
from the east coast ‘at times of day 
when the West . Coast polls are 
still open. 
“it may’ be an interference. by 

‘broadcasting in voting: procedures” 
.. ahd he. advised the . broadcasting. 

industry to review the problem so 
as to be above | criticism. . Loev- 
inger, however, argued that: it ‘was 
not the duty of the commission to 
see that-.all processes of democracy. 
be instrumented and. added, “I 
don’t think-we. can ban. it: on radio. 
and tv. .We can’t ‘suppress | the 
mews and shouldn't try.” Ford’s 
position. was that the. western voter. 
migiat be influenced by the reports |- 
to go with the drift-in the east, 
while Loevinger allowed. that. the 
early tallies from the east’ could |: 
have just the opposite effect.. 

way.” 
CATV Inroads 

To a question on. the:inroads be- 
- Ing made by conimunity: antenna 

systems. into commercial television, 
‘Commissioner Kenneth Cox ‘in-. 
dicated that the FCC was..con- 
cerned about it and.that it had al-. 
ready issued rule making. proposals. 
anent some form of :regulation.. 

But Loevinger inserted. that’. an, 
industry has to expect moments of: 

~-erises and he told the NAB ‘dele- 
‘gates twho. had heard their. prexy,. 
Goy. LeRoy Collins, .wage war on 
the pay systems only two days be- 
fore) that “it will not do to. say 
‘this jis ‘a. chailenge: and therefore 
‘we must oppose it’, If. this.is- ‘the’ 

‘ approach by broadcasters to prob-. 
ems. of your industry. you'll live 
‘to regret it, because if you» want | 
regulation for your - competitors 
you'll get it for yourself’ aswell.” 

Loevinger 

tors. He. ‘said. further, 
know the. answer to the pay. tv: 
problem, and I don’t think that | 
anyone else’ on the”. commission 
‘does either.”. 

UHF Stockpiling ” 
Commissioner Robert .E: Lee: an-: 

swered a broadcaster who- alleged 
‘that. television’ set ‘manufacturers 
were stockpiling VHF sets, and. 
that this was slowing the develop: | 
ment of UHF, thus: 
perience, there ‘is. no significant |. 
stockpiling of VHF sets -at ‘the: 
manufacturers’ .. 

pay-tv and { 
CATV, and of. the Federal Com- | 

“fair- | 
ness doctrine,” especially. as it.con- | 

: ABC Happy Over mobile audience measurement maz- |: 
(Tanner Electronic Survey |: 

‘Fabulation). which was exhibited to |: 

and Lee; 

Ford’s: view was that} 

“O'Toole” 

“The 

voter in the west. might - be’ so}. 
outraged by. the. trend ‘in.-the east {°. 
that he'd cast . his. vote the. ‘other ° 

admonished. broad- 
casters to adopt “consistent. prin-. 
ciples”: that would: be. as applicable |. 
to themselves as to their .competi-. 

“I. don’t: 

“From our €x- i 

ABC’s Werner ‘Tribute. 
ABC-TV’s “Wide - World. of 

‘will pay brief tribute: to ace 
Yank skier Buddy Werner, 

- 7 

basketball. 

to feature ‘Bob Beattie, coach. - 
| Of the U.S. Olympic ski team, 
“who claimed Werner’s.. body 
for’ return to. the: States. = + 

{on . ABC. 

The ‘first 30-market.- : Nielsen 
‘available. ‘since “O’Toole’s”. debut 
on ABC (for the last’ two’ weeks. of 
March) in the Thursday: night 9: to 
9:30 slot; ‘find it. topping: oth. “Dr. 

“Perry. 
“Mason” ‘on CBS by a good margin.. 
In its half hour against. the hour 

| shows, “O'Toole”. ‘pulled: a 21 rat- |: 

Kildare” on NBC-: and. 

‘ing for a‘31 share of° “audience 
‘against an 18.6  rating:-and. 27.4 
Share for “Mason” and an. 18.8: and 
27. 8:share for “Kildare.” . 

‘duction | company, :. has” 

markets: already’. sold.’ 

night had .. little chance~ against 
“Lassie” -on CBS «because. it has | 
little: ‘appeal for. kid audiencés. Al-. 
though: Firestone could-be accused’ 
of a special. interest: in his new off-— 
web. syndication : package, it: ap- 
pears. his crystal. ‘ball was none-the-. 
Jess unclouded. 

im Is On for Govt. 

Washington, April. 14. 
“The ‘boon: is on for. Federal edu- 

cational: television money,. the gov- 
-ernment’s etv ‘expert told: a House | 

; Appropriations subcommittee. Lot 
-John Bystrom, ety. topperin ‘the 

‘Dept: ‘of - Health,: Education: and-} 
Welfare, told the House: Appropria-. 
tions subcommittee. that- next year 
“will mark the peak of demand for 
teach-vee ‘Federal ‘grants. _ 
: Bystrom. was: justifying. the De- 

.partment’s budget: request . of $15,-. 
300, 000—compared: to. $6,500,000 
last’ ‘year—with « ‘assertions. it. will 

-a Tiew. peak.* 

tures would reach’ $22, 700,000,:.he 
- added, :But-even this: amount won't’ 
‘be able ‘to:fund all the applications 

strom. predicted. | 
When asked: by: “subcommittee ° 

‘chairman. .Jchn Fogarty .(D-R. I): 
-why only $934,000 has ‘been ‘issued |- 

SAG WORKING ON NEW 
_ TELEFILM. DEMANDS} 

“to stations: sO far, Bystrom replied 
‘the program is. going through. the 
usual ‘bureaucratic: growing pains | 
facing - ‘any. new operation and. will 
‘soon be going ‘full. tilt. 

. In response to..Rep. ‘John Lesin: | ~ 
: 8. Mich, who! wanted ‘to Imo. governing actors’ appearing. in vid- 

Lwere. getting, Bystrom .. estimated 
. the: few studies on this. estimated : 

average. ‘one’ out of six adult: 
viewers. for a: regular evening. 

“Storer: Divvy . 
Miami Beach, “April 14," 

; “Directors of . Storer Broadcasting. 
level... It “doesn’t. declared a regular. quarterly ‘divi-. 

make good sense to them. There’ dend ‘of 45¢. per Share on. common | 
seems to be some’ at the - tetail: i stock. 
level, in some cases. about. 

(Continued, on page. 45) 

Six} It’s -payable June 9 to holders of 
“record May 21, me 

“Sports” stanza’ Saturday \-(18) oF 

who was killed’ in that. snow | 
-avalanche at St. Moritz. :.Seg ||. 
will. . replace . | “Olymple | Arial: Sy 

-Show’s tribute is " expected: 7 

“ABC-TV. is: jumping. with. ‘Joy: 
‘aver. what: appears to be a long de- 
layed. Nielsen. hit. The © situation | 
comedy “Ensign: O'Toole,” ” ‘which™ 
-madeé.an. unimpressive rating score| 
on NBC-TV, is knocking over tough |: 
competition in its ‘current re from - 10 -to.- 15%. of _ the’. sets. in 

‘| Europe." will be’. -able to receive}. 

color: 
8.500,000 new. television sets; black 

and’ white of course, are purchased 
-|‘annually’ in'Europe. Price for the | - 
color’ sets would. be. about: thrée | 
times that of | ‘the: black-white: Te-+. 

Britain's $ ; ABC J v | 
_If- the record. holds, there’ sa a 

chance’ that ABC. and. Four. Star |- - 
will get together. on a revival of. = 

first runs forthe ‘coming season. | 
| Meanwhile, Four Star. Distribution, |. 
the syndication: wing: of ‘the ine [ 1 

e|- 
“O'Toole”: reruns off NBC. on. the’ 

| market : for a ‘fall start : ‘with | top. 7 

FSD. topper. Len Firestone. sev-. 
eral weeks ago. was. predicting that: 

-would’ take off in‘ its. 
ABC summer rerun, reasoning that: 
_the: show on NBC. early.. Sunday 

RV Appropriation | 

tie: in--with the -new. ‘demand. for: 
| all-charinel ‘tv sets which. is hitting ; 

coming in for. Federal. coin,: > By-: 

he German Vv Industry 
‘for- Color, 

Frankfurt, _April- 14. 
The’ West German television. set 

* ‘makers. are “getting ready for:color }. 
television. ° - According to. a’ rep of} 
the. Philips’ company, the. German|| - 
‘set makers are prepared. to adapt|' 

‘1 their color: reception séts to.:any |. 
one of ‘the three. methods, ‘Ameri-: 

{-can;-German or French, ' ‘which are a 
Now . available:. They are. waiting, 

-|.only: for word: from: the European a 
| Radio. and. Television. Union .as ‘to 
-| which: of thé three ‘methods will}: 
‘be. adopted | for. Buropean trans- 

“OToole’ Nielsens Inission. ° 

transmitted |: : from:’ 
Eurovision. ‘viewers, 

England 

It is also. expected that’ by: 1970, 

shows. Currently, - ‘about 

celvers.. 

ells Rediffusion 

“London, ‘April WA 

that ABC-TV shows are: now being | - 

‘seen in the: capital on ‘weekdays as | 

well as weekends and ‘that. for the] . 

first. dime, ABC-TV’ has‘ effected: f: 

local program ‘sales’ to another. : 

1 major commercial: contractor. on a | 

: | financial, not exchange,. basis: ees 

|- “Rediffusion’: Ss decision. to’ “buy. 

| | from: : ABC-TV has now. “opened Ap. 

an. across-the-board _ ‘market «for 

“ABC-TV which; of. all. the: indies, 

| probably ‘has-: the. most * difficult 

‘franchise to’ operate, carrying ‘as it}: 

does the full weight ‘of. production 
and. studio. overheads of. a :major 

. Station. while having: only. two days 
On: the air. — 

in ‘London on: weekdays, as well as 
at . weekends 

ming. notwithstanding the fact it-is. 
‘only. a Satyrday-Sunday outlet. The}. 
nabe: stations incidentally, are .en- |: 
.titled to take. what shows they, want: 

| when. they want. ; 
If ‘the request. is ‘granted by. Con-| 

gress, - total: Federal.etv. expendi-. 
- First effect’ of. ‘the: ‘screening’ ‘of 

“Big Night Out” in: London was to. 
| accelerate’: ABC-TV’S.: ‘trust’ in the. 

20 toprated :shows, an ‘achievement 
which: may be: ‘duplicated. now -that 
ABC-TV shows. ¢an be: calculated 

other ‘three: major’s Product: . 

_ Hollywood, “April 14. . 
“Improvements” . regulations 

pix’ pilots. and. “tighter. restrictions 
on’: exclusivity . 
among” “proposals ' currently being 

a hammered . out: ‘by ::Sereen- Actors |- 
| Guild, in. preparation. for: upcoming 
‘negotiations with ‘producers:. ~ 

ik: SAG's. current vidpix | ‘pact : exe. 
-l pires Jan.°30, and it's anticipated} 
that.new negotiations will probably. 
‘get under way. in’ May. “Meanwhile, 
Guild execs - have. been holding 

| meetings here and in N-Y. Working 
‘on new damanids to be made: when 

. they meet with producers. hoa 

“and on the third admirable: 

Hope for 66. Tecaff ‘ : 

The Philips spokegman intimated vs 
‘| that. by* 1965, . ‘the final: ‘European, — 
system | would be accepted, and! ¢° 
probably’ ‘py the beginning of 1966, | 
the first’ color. shows . would 3) C 

1) : 

| Big Night’ Show 
In “an! ‘unprecedented... -move, 

‘Rediffusion, the London’ ‘weekday 
‘Major. commercial ‘station ‘helmed 
by John ‘MeMillan,; hasbought’.11 |. 
“Big Night Out.Shows” from ABC-| wa... 

|-T'V, the weekend-only major which, 
‘operates in the. North ‘and: Mid-| 
lands.” ‘Significance of the: buy is |” 

.Thomas-Sheldon Leanord comedy 
“eombine™ have. ended. 
-Desilu prexy ‘Lucille Ball . ‘has : 

ee {rep. are over. -- 
“But now that ABC: can get shows 

(when Associated: 
Television takes-over from: Rediffu- |. 

+ sion); the. smallést ‘of. the ‘majors 
‘can at least get-national, seven days 
a week exposure for its program- 

Rogers,. a ‘Stamford,- Conn., | 
‘ing . firm, for.. $1,300,000. "Sale. is 
subject to approval ‘of. Federal 
Comimications Commission...“ 

on a full network -basis. as. is. . the | 

_ } Publishers of the:-magazine. bought: 
“| the-Atianta.indie: from Rounsaville }, 

| web jin 1960 for $1; ,600,000.° 

Esquire, ‘said station: was sold be- 
‘cause his company. felt it was. not 

| getting © sufficient. return: from . it. 
and .wanted. to put their. capital to: 
work jn. other. fields... 

in ‘telefilms. -are|-. 

and Dayid . Brinkley. 
he - was: assigned to. Bonn, «and -was 
‘assigned to’ New: ‘Delhi about a 

N ¥. World's Fair impresario Robert Moses had: some “trenchant” - 
| observations to make‘ in his luncheon address: to. the International: : 
| - Radio. and TV Society at the Waldorf-Astoria. 

ob.” “We shall exploit every faculty and branch. of. human: knowledge : 
| .-.and look to you to broadcast what: we show... - 

“-“Tf IT may. be. permitted. a broad generalization, ‘and assuming’ 

of Bethesda, — I hear tales, p 

‘your audience to be a third young, a third. middlé-aged.:and a 
of third elderly, I -would. say that your. (broadcasting’s) influence on .. 

‘| . the’first' group has as yet. been negligible, on the second improving, |. 
If this be. ‘treason—well, you hardly. =. . 

‘expect a Niagara. of molasses from. one moving closer to: the Pool’ - 
perhaps apochryphal, .but with. the ring - 

~~ ‘Of truth, . of ‘Programming based on haphazard. night. telephone oe 
a ‘calls by ‘rating services, sample. sausage machine ‘ballots, ‘applause’ =~ ° 
“meters, noiseless: Univacs, all accepted substitutes .for. ‘good judg-. . 
‘ment and courage...No doubt. the most. conscientious juries of the ~~. 
: Nobel. and other prizes’ also’: make occasional. mistakes; but they . . 
are at least aiming: at. excellence without -artificial aids. © A ‘ribald. 
friend. of mine bet that he:could buy. Phi. Beta Kappa’ keys. at/pawn- =. 
“shops: on the Bowery: He picked up: 18. in: an hour ‘and had the. 
.game success. with ‘foreign: decorations: Picking | winners | seems 

-. always to have been a. difficult business. : 7 
“The critics have an. easy time. broadcasting from: ‘their ‘sinall. 

; “Ivory. ‘Towers, amplifying’ catcalls and Bronx cheers. with ‘exuber-..”: 

‘praise. 

tant. Spite,.or muttering in: ‘their beards. and. damning. with. faint 
‘They: ‘build. nothing. They are the jeering section at the 

_ great games, the eunuchs of our battered caravanserai:: 
with: the wind. : “As the quaint. phrase goes, pay them: no mind.” .". 

They go 

New -Walper Division. 

Hollywood, ‘April 14. 

‘by. Harry: Salter and Nat Ligerman, 
‘slated to originate: from Hollywood..| 

| Salter, originator of radio’s:suc-. 
“ cessful “Stop. the. Music”. program, 
‘has been signed’ by ‘Wolper. 3s con-. 
sultant’ and: will’ ‘work on the : new 
ty. y-project... oe 

Hollywood, ‘April 14. 
“Those: ‘negotiations: for: a merger. 
of Desilu. Studios and the :Danny 

any such “marriage, ‘and as a-.re- 

sult the months-long talks - involy- 

ing Thomas, . ‘Leonard, Miss- ‘Ball; | 
and the “William. ‘Morris ‘Agency 
‘aS ‘Feps.. of: ‘Thomas and Leonard, 

and- Mickey Rudin, as Miss. Ball's 

-Overtures | originally had: ‘been 

“made by WM on. -bebalf. of Thomas 

“and Leonard. 

SORE SELLS TIS 

. Atlanta, April 14. ° 

Esquire; inc, ‘sold its only. radio 

‘| station, WQXI, Atlanta,. to Jupiter 
-@. Broadcasting: .of / Georgia, -Inc.,. 

property .of | Fox, .. Wells, .. and 

- Transaction . ‘marks. end. of Es- 

quire’ ‘s. entry : into broadcasting. 

A. . ‘L:... Blinder, © president - of. 

“Anderton Exits NBC. 
NBC: News correspondent. Piers 

‘Anderton, . who’s” .been - 
Delhi. for the. network, -has ankled 

with. reports that he may. Join the cs 
ABC news: operation, . 

. Anderton joined. NBC News in’ 
‘57 as a writer. for’ Chet. Huntley 

In: ‘May 61, 

year ago-in a ‘routine. shuffle es. 
_ correspondents, 

wal Code to Split | Piggy 

ot Tn. line: with © further. diversifica- 
+ tion of corporate activities, a new 
“| “live” television . division : has: - been 

a ‘originated . ‘by... David L. Wolper 
">". Productions,: New. game, 

1 panel shows: ‘will: be. ‘developed. and- 
“produced: under this wing in: asso- 

-| ciation: with.. United. Artists-TV for. 
‘the 465-66: season. 2 

First half-hour ‘program planned: | 
is “Stop the ‘Camera;” cocreated.|. 

quiz ‘and. 

~ GEORGIA AM OUTLET 

invest- 

.in New 

“Viewer
 Inpress

ion Is
 i
 . 

Chicago, ‘April. 14. 

not: ban. “piggybac ie “commercials . 
but. instead will treat them. -as’ two: ° 

: separate - blurbs. This. by’ way’ ‘of 

trimming down: “the | ‘appearance... - 
of « -over-commercialization;” which: ~ 
Code... Authority. ‘director : Howard a 

‘H ‘Bell sees as one. of: the: more: 

rent problent . with - “commercial 
practices. » 

Said Bell, during the annual piteh y 
‘for. the. Code at last. week’s National - 
‘Assn. of ‘Broadcasters - -convention, 

‘powl.: There. is no.. place ‘to -hide. 
What -goes on.:...The appearance- of: 

| over-commercialization ‘is: no: ‘less 
j/important: than. the fact. of over- 
commercialization. . If three loosely - 

| integrated. multiple ‘product: -an- 
of nouncements ' impress -the viewer 
| as six commercials, then the viewer i. 
thas. ‘seen Six. commercials.” . The 
-|essential test .of: any’ broadcast’ 
| practice, he ‘said, is ‘public. benefit. 

‘Merger Now Cold 
‘{moral relationship to the question. - 
.}of hard liquor’ advertising . which -’: 

Bell had nothing tangible to offer : 
on: the question of cigaret- commer-. 
cials and completely ducked ‘their 

the. Code prohibits. He did’ state; 
however,. ‘that he hoped..that~any.. -. 

Code. Authority at any early stage - 
so-that difficulties can be resolved 
‘before’ they. get out of. hand. ” . 

(A: ‘few. days. earlier, the® ‘Radio 
‘Code -- Review.” “Board proposed: 
amendments for tobacco -advertis-. 
ing, specifying that.the copy should | 
not ‘state or-imply claims regarding 
health nor suggest that: the. use of 
tobacco ‘contributes ‘to individual: 
t achievement or. ‘Personal: accept: : 
‘ance a 

-As to the. new Television. Code. 
ruling: on’ piggybacks,. Bell. said, 
“Weare ‘merely - calling : 2. “spade 
a “‘spade—and”. two ‘spades, 

| spades.” He: stated that the rule is 
| designed to.encourage the -produc- 

two 

tion of integrated. product ome - 
mercials - which: will ° ‘be: ‘accepted. 
by the viewer as single: announce- 
Ments. The matter :will be brought « 
to the attention of . . advertising: 
agencies, he.-said and added’ that 

. -| the: Code. ‘Authority. ‘was going to |. 
break new. ground ‘with agencies 

‘| to. let. them : now. what the. .Code: a 
stands" for: 

Similarly, che reported ‘that. the = 

would ‘give more status to. the ‘sta--.. . 
jtions -displaying. -the - Seal. .-Bell: ' 
called” the Television Code 
consvience -of the industry. “6 9 OUT og 

“the. 

Hippocratic Oath.” wy 
“He reported : that Jonah-~ Gitlitz. : 

{had ; joined the» Code: Authority: *. 
staff as his:assistant and. as a public... 
information... specialist. to _ instru": -. - 
|ment: the publicity campaign. -Bell-.. 
indicated. that there was-a ‘possibil- |: : 

on ‘the Code and.-:.self-regulation 
Mor us by. subscribing tations. tae 

| A new. amendment .to.:the ‘Tele-- ~~ 
| vision. Code, effective Sept. 1, wilF.. 

For ‘Live’ TV Shows: 

serious: aspects -of .television’s: cur- . 

“The television screen is a ‘goldfish... 

problems ‘arising in the “sensitive ~ 
‘area” of cigaret advertising would 

decided. she is,: not. interested. in. be called to the attention of ‘the. 

Code’ Authority - “was. launching” a. 
| mew ‘campaign: this. year to. tell the: 
tory. of the Code Seal to the :publi¢ 
‘so that they will know that. “some- . 
one. other than: the FCC—the .in- | . 
dustry: itself—is - ‘eoncernéd | -about.: . 
television . problems” and. is work=  * 
ing towards their “improvement. -°~ 

. Public: “understanding: of. the Code - . : 

lity’ of a professionally-produced film" 



; a 24 to have’ far reaching consequences, ; 

oe, Dick. Dorso. has: resigned .as exec |. 
“yp. -of United’ Artists Television to} 

“become a v:p. and. partner ‘in the} 
. “Ashley-Steiner-Famous.” Artists| - 
‘shop. Dorso, who. made. a’ ‘network. o 

‘program ° splash. for. 'WA:TV, -be- |}. | 
“comes.” “one.” of -gix’- partner-stock- 

_ holders. ‘in the organization headed: : 
up by: Ted Ashley. and. ‘Ira Steinér. |. 
' The: switchover: willbe effective int. 
oe week: or.10 days... -*. 

ay was: responsible for ‘such. -eurrent: - 

Duke,” “hie “Fugitive,” ‘and next] 

i peut allegiance froin. NBC ‘to 

oe stogie maker last week widenéd ‘its: 
commitment to include minutes on 

__.-“The Hollywood:Palace and “The 
-..:, Sbawrénce Welk Show.” It previous- | 
“Jy had spoken for | “Broadside” and. 

" o.“Wendy -and:Me;” - latter. .opus: te- 
-storing . George “Burns: to. Regular 

“peyton: Place, the. nighttime two-a-week “(tuesday ' ana Thitrs- . 
aa 9:30-I0 p.m.) .soaper -on. ABC-TV-.‘next season, should ;make’ 
SRO ‘status well before the: September. gong at the.rate: sponsors -. 
are signing up. “As of ‘Tast week, in fact, sonly two: minutes were © 
awaiting: commitment. 
Re client. ardor, a Televant ‘tactor ig the feeling. (hope, : at- least) : ‘= 

“~~. that. “Peyton’ s” novelty. could duplicate here. the. wham audience’ - 
thrall in. England for “Coronation: Street,” likewise a twice-weekly. 
“primetime: entry, the: click of which: inspired the: “Peyton” concept .. " 
as a Yank innovation. 

- Advertisers .already” set include ‘Brown &. ‘Willianison: for: ‘alter= us 
7 nate ‘Thursdays; ’: Clairol; for. alternating ‘Tuesday: and “Thursday. .-- 

.:” minutes; Contac, : alternating . Thursdays; Dodge, riding with the~.. 
Tuesday. outing. straight through;’ and Speidel, . with ° alternating 
-half-minutes in the Thursday. segs. ©." 
8012 O'Clock High,” another freshman ABC éhtty, ‘and: also from” 

_ the  20th-Fox - lot, has sponsor -allegiance. to date: from. Brown & 

and,” makes A-S: a. Féeal conténder an 

7 sweepstakes. 
~~* s producers like:Herb Brodkin, ‘Nor-|: 
"man. Felton, ‘the _David. Susskind: | 

Dan Melnick: Talent. Associates, | © , 
and: of’ course Desilu,. the agency’ gs 
has resources. in’ depth that: trans- a 

tized..to “see. how: “A-S follows - “UP 
. its. manpower, coup. Sot. 

Colgate’s sA 

-eulated . that something: like '75% 
_ ef the advertiser's nighttime. net--} 
work coin has been placed in Tom |. 
~. Moore's. lineup. It translates ‘into’ 

“al neatly’ $8,000,000: vote’ of confi- 
“dence for the. new-new ABC...” 

"maker will. be hiding: with “Ozzie 
 &. Harriet’’’ (alternate half-hour), 
plus minutes in “Combat,” ”. “Burke’s. 

day Night. 
. week). a 

_\' ” ‘Williamson (alternate half-hours),. 
. °: Bristol-Myers -and All-State. ‘Insurance.’ 

| iat 30 to. 10:30. p.m. Friday. slot.) 

| By ‘SYD’ ‘SILVERMAN - 

Ta. a. ‘development: that is woud 

“The ‘acquisition . of . ‘Dorso, who 

geason’s CBS entiy” “Gilligan’s Is-|; 

the:- rietwork® ‘programming: 

‘Nia its. independent 

cend . a mere ° : sales. ‘Tole. 

In. fact, there are: ‘some. ‘in’ thes} 

Sioa industry ‘who’ ‘liken ‘the new’ :A-S|: 
ool. “status to! that “of: the’.old . Revue. 
+... operation prior’to the “spinoff . of 

_: =. the MCA:talent agency.. 
wl. 2S tend that A-S will be able: to: pro- 
Coa -. vide many of the creative services, |: 
°°) again via: the indie. producers, that: 
"marked the former: Revue “pack-. 

“age” ‘concept.. It’s:.this ‘ability - to 
“deliver the - complete 
‘and all -it entails that has. ‘many a 

They con- 

“package”. 

network ‘programming exec sensi- 

Confidence Vote Ir 
‘ABC-TV. -next: season; ‘it’s now. cal-. 

As it now. ‘shapes, the dentifrice: 

Law” (alternate week), “12 O'Clock : 
High” (alternate. week): ‘and-. “Sun-: 

“Movie” ' (alternate: | 

- Rivailing the ° Colgate: 

“On. ‘top. of: previous °puiys, ‘the 

coaxial: exposure. 

i ner at at bbe. Steiner 

- tioneers,. ‘they - were . bumped 
' /from “one. flight’ to : another, |: broadcasters are united under: the 

| manners of: National. Assn.. of | 
| Broadcasters: to- wage | ‘war with. 

my 164-68 | 
: splurge’. on the net will be Con- 
‘solidated Cigar, , whieh likewise is. 

yin: ‘for nearly. $8,000,000 “ 

hexpeetedss" no Peas 

‘and. half-minutes. from~ Contac,. 

~ Son of “Great. Debate” 
The Miké: Dann-Joe ' “Levine - | 

“debate at the. National Assn. ee 
-* Broadcasters convention didn’t -. 
vend “in ‘Chicago, - The tv. and’. 

- motion “-picture .. impresarios:.: | 

happened: to. be-booked: on the... 
- same ‘plane from ‘Chicago, 

“Weather ‘being what. it was ~ 

‘parted ways in-N.Y., still: argu-~: 
ing. the: merits of: their. respec- 

- ‘tive . ‘Bositions. on. entertain-- 
ment... Like © other -: conven- - 

spent | ‘hours ‘in. ‘the’ ‘air, hover-.'. 
. landed Jin” 

‘Philadelphia, and wound up. 
taking 2 car. to fog-bound N.Y. 

Ld | hea To | 

9 ” Hollywood, “ApH: 14: 
: “Unianimous approval’ for “coun- 
‘cil - recommendations of demands} 
‘against agents’in upcoming nego-- 
tiations was voted. Thursday’ (9) 
‘night by about. 200. members: of 
‘Writers ‘Guild of America: ‘West. ; 
..Key proposals: in‘ the -demands 

are.a WGA plan to ‘eliminate the | 
agents’.current practice of getting 
10%. off ‘the top : of: a. television 
package, writers -feeling: this:. big 
‘bite. acts..as a. deterrent to sales. 

is. Writers’. other . “key -demands. 
against agents’ receiving: 10% of 

~ residuals or royalties,: the seripters.|: 
"| arguing. that since it. was: the. guild. 

.<-[ which: on two occasions went .on |: 
' +1 strike to:achieve these gains’ ‘and 
oT agents had nothing to -do: with] 

-| them, ‘they. are. not entitled to. the: 

‘Another proposal’ ‘is: that: agents’. 
pacts: ‘be. trimmed to.one year for | 
services, and:six. months for: materi-| 

+ al: Present. maximum term: of. pact} 
is four years, but.a writer by giv-|. 
ing: notice ‘after two-and-one-half} 
years ‘ can: get: out of. his” pact in|. 
three. years. - 

‘Interestingly, ‘the’ first member. 
‘of the. guild to. go on..record: in‘|-- 
behalf of the agent demands :' was’ 

J also an agent-—Dick Irving Hyland: 
| Hyland said he wanted. it known 
he was the: first’ to. vote for the 
demands : ‘against | the percenters. 

| Cornel: Wilde,.:.actor-writer,; spoke 
“against. the agents’. practice: ‘of rak- 
ing in 10%. off the. top of a tv|.: 
package, arguing: that if: ‘an-.agent: 
packages a. picture, he ‘is. -entitled 

{to 10%.of the: person. he'reps, not | 
10%. of. the entire film,. and: he did-: 
n’t see why - the- same - shouldn't 
prevail ‘in ‘tv.- 
: WGA’s pact ‘with the agents ex- 

‘| pires June 15..- Negotiations | -will 
he conducted with. Artists Managers 
Guild here and Society of Authors 
Representatives; agent group. in. the : 

| east. 
-“Morgan- ‘Cox reported ’ ‘on prog: 

ress of ‘the. guild’s ‘royalty. plan 
in -yidpix,: ‘and said“more coin was 
coming’ in: ‘from: thist Ahan Bad. been 

: Hthe: ‘counifry. 

: ‘ast ‘week; they spent nearly 18. 7 
--hours together before ‘they. -: 

cas News’ Unique 

a ws 
By MURRAY: HOROWITZ: 

“The o Aly: ‘two. ‘developments | |: 
‘which. may .rock the tv establish-| 

| ment, ‘entrenched as never. before, |: 
| are pay-tv and the growtl: of UHF.. 
:-Those . looking ‘for new. _prograni- : 
“ming horizons. on- the tv -screen |. 

‘ fean’t -see. anything: less: than “an | 
: fconomie qovolution. ‘to change the | 
vestablishe programming patterns: eo 

| —an ~ economic: revolution. of’ :size |: civil rights..: 
| J and -seope’ that. altered Hollywood , 

This’ one, ‘Boes cin: the production patterns. 

ing, . it ‘ain’t. 

“It was television’s. economic: » dine, : 
| pact. that made. Hollywood. ‘change’ a 
| its. ‘ways; .killed the. market. for the’ 
“B's,” and- ‘altered the. ‘production i 

- goals. of: severy major - Studio. [=== 
inicepted: a.: revolution, echoed | 
throughout the world, .reverbera- 
tions ‘of. which. are: still shaking | VV 
the ‘film ‘capitals from. Hollywood. 

a “to: ‘London to. Paris. a 
- The upstart. medium. which shook ae 

\ the: fashions -of. ‘entertainment, |. °“.": 
: “|News: and - advertising, . deep. ‘into"| ... 

| its. second. decade, rich and ‘afflu-- Poly 
Lent, Now looks with deep. suspicion _ 
:on “a - possible. alternative “service. | ' 

.| With. the:exception of a few mav- |** 
ericks, .. notably ‘RKO. -General,:| 

‘over-the-air. ‘pay-tv,. as well”. as 
cwired.” “pay-tv systems... A: long,'t 

"| fight. is-in ‘the making, .and. the 
‘pay-tv. entrepreneurs. had better be 

’|-well - heeled financially . for the 
| strugele.. re 

-UHF, 5-Years. Away 

“pees for another: five years; when 
t’ 

‘criculation to make’ programming |: 

looks -like.“the lesa .affluent: will |’ 
have ‘to. do -the pioneering,. .this'} 

_|.time, though, aided by the all-pur- | 
‘pose: tv ‘sets; legislated into exist-: 
ence. by. Congress, a. piece of. leg-: 
islation. ‘which ‘won: ‘the support ‘of 
‘the webs: Only when and if, UHF. 

| stations: grow in number: will they 
become™a really competitive force ! 
to. the. current tv establishment, | 

- The: more immediate battle re-| 
volves around | Pay-tv, with: NAB: 

. (Continued on- ‘Page 46).: 

Election Returns” 
‘Sale to NY. Times | 
New. York “Times, 

whereby ‘the newspaper has ‘the 
yights.-to: use CBS. News Vote Pro- 
file- -Analysis (VPA).: ; 

=: Milestone’. deal: ‘which marks ‘the f 
purchase of a broadcast news serv=| 
ice by a newspaper, ‘is said-to. rep-- 
‘resent. a. substantial sum of. -money, 

dramatizes ; the clear edge. ‘broad: 
casters. have ‘assumed ..in. rendering | ” 
election - ‘returns and -: predicting.|. ° 
‘wianers..’ CBS. ‘News’. ; 
‘scribes the ‘body of-voting informa--|:. 
‘tion: and analysis that gives exten- |. 
sive ‘information: ‘on. voting ° per- |: 

VPA. de- 

| formance ‘among ethnic, :religious, 
and -other..social- groups. VPA also 
“permits ‘early and accurate’ deter-. 
mination’ of. the ‘outcome: of Traces 
-On- a- state-wide basis. ‘throughout: 

0 ‘tet = a 
By BILL GREELEY 

| “One thing is for certain in the 
aftermath. of Aer VARIETY report - 

, that General . Motors recently 
: ple wilt unde of Colored F 20- . {sought ‘to’ shelve an NBC-TV “Bo- 

. wide '. elosed-circuit telecast”. . trese” Bae Hatton! Negro ac- 
“May'14 to raise: $1,000,000 for. -] oe aan— communica: | tions between ‘the car company and 

the: National Assn. for ‘the. Ad-. 

“NAACP’s ‘Closed-Cireuit 
The National - Assn.’ for ‘the 

-Show: will: originate - in “New 7 

| consists. of- a . pilot,.. 
-which: he: made in partnership: with 
‘UA-TV and CBS-TV. .Show is ‘not 
on the. web sked for next season, | 

| but CBS. «has. - ‘until - -June- 1 to 

; “UHR, as a consequential. force ti’ 
_| broadcasting in the: U.S., isn’t. ex-. 

Top ‘for : UHE - economically: feasible. 
"1.Neworks;, ‘which ‘have ‘been: burned 

trying. :to operate ‘UHF. stations. in |: 
the past, have adopted. a: wait. and. iz 
‘See. attitude .on UHF.:. Again it |: 

estimated that there will | “be |. 
‘sufficient - ‘all-purpose’ -tv. sets. in| 

“recognizing | 
the. unique election’ Feturns: service: 
rendered. by.CBS News, has ‘made. 
a- deal for .'the. ‘Nov.. 3°-election, 

tooms would - 

York ‘at Madison Square Gar- - 
|.-den and Los Angeles -at. the. 

: Educational. ty--to’ “date: instead 
™ of offering a. true: alternative serv-[ 

Lice, is beaming “what. many: believe |. 
-.:| to be. a: subsidiary’ service. Educa-.| 
- 1 tional ‘tv:in’ the U.S, is likened’ to |. 

‘a ‘Harpers versus: a: Life; a BBC, |. 
with ‘ample. monies: ‘and. a tradi-. 
‘tion for winning | a. Popular: follow- 

Sports. Arena and.-be :piped to 
halls: in’ from. 45: to 50 cities. 

The “Freedom Spectacular,” 
‘a. two-hour: show, will. observe 
the 10th anniversary of. the Su- 

“dawing > _ segregated . | schools: . 
‘NAACP prexy Roy. Wilkins said - - 

‘|. funds. raised from: the show: 
‘would help. meet..the ‘rising -— 
*eosts of bail bonds: for: civil — 

in the: South. 

‘preme:’ Court's. decision -out- | 

" rights demonstrators . arrested. | 

==s!man- Frederic Donner, 
_ ‘}been Janswered. The. same day, 
. | however, a GM spokesman report- 

- Jed ‘that. a ‘wire from GM - to 
‘NAACP had. ‘been sent: Thursday 

; vancement -of Colored People’ are 
in sorry shape. - 

As reported. in this paper last . 
| week, : NAACP head Roy Wilkins .- 
‘Fsent off. a scorching wire to GM, 

. demanding to know if the facts set 
{forth in the Vartety story were 
true, and what steps GM was tak-.~ 

| ing. to “eliminate racial discrimina-. 
tion ‘in its. sponsored programs, ad- 
vertising, employment . -and dealer. 
contracts. mo 

AS late. as last Friday, a NAACP : 
spokesman | was saying that the 

"| wire, addressed to GM board chair- 
had not. 

-|(2), the. day the: Wilkins. wire had - 

“Hollywood, April ov 
J ackie Cooper has checked’ into 

Screen : Gems, ‘even though’ it. isn’t. 

yet official that he’s to ‘be the tele- 

filmery’ 3° hew. ‘Coast chief. 

change. its. mind. ” 

ETV Group Says. FOC 
- ‘Papers -the: 

‘Columbus, O., April 14.. 
The. Federal: 

-commercial ': assignments, paper. 
-of which: stand. little majority - 

chance of being activated,” charged. 
the. Midwest Program ‘of. ‘Airborne’ 

} Television. Inc., which telecasts -to: 
schools’ in. six ‘Midwest states. : 

ice, FCC in October released \as-. 
signments and. included ‘none for. 

| MPATI. ‘The: educational ‘net; in a» | 
“| report to FCC, said that ‘its: studies.| 
}:show only 35 of. 235 UHF channels | : 
“Lset aside for ‘commercial ‘use: in. its } 

six-state region’are on the air and | 
only 12 of 59 channels reserved for’ 
‘educational’. tv.:have ‘been: put’ into. 

Setting aside. channels: for.| 
commercial stations that. cannot 
use.: 

reasonably be expected. to come 
into being, while :preventing. expan- 

600,000 : students . ‘in :10,600:' class- 
be ‘a waste of the 

UHFE spectrum,” MPATI charges. 
SMPATL ‘represents ‘a ‘$20, 000, 000 

investment: and: is owned by mem- 
ber schodls.. Since its. beginning. in: 
1959 it has envisioned a six-channel 

| operation: to. meet the: demands of: 
variety, sources: for. Sducation. 

‘Desi to A'S. 
- Hollywood, ‘April 14: 

its exclusive agent: for: television. 
. Switch -. 

obviously does not. believe 
‘| plications in:the wire were. without 

“Commiunications foundation: An: NAACP Tr egional . 

Commaission - has. been “saturating 
‘the. country with: ‘large ‘numbers of. 

+:-MPATI claims this policy of the }P 
| FCC has.prevented. the. educational | 
’net:from expanding. The nef .cur- | 
| rently. operates ‘two. UHF. channels’ 

‘| and-wants six to ‘expand. its ‘serv- ABC May Set Up. 

” Desiti Productions: -has.. ‘signed 
_Ashley-Steiner-Famous * Artists. .as. 

away ‘from?-.GAC.: ‘was. 
made: by -- Osear~. Katz, ..newly-ap-. 
pointed: exec v.p.:in charge: of Brox 

a duction: ‘for: Desilu. 

", | been’ received. 
A copy of ‘the wire reportedly 7 

‘sent. by GM, bearing as signature 
' | the initials LGs, was. forwarded to... . 
W | Varrety. It. states. the company ty — 

‘policy. of avoiding “anything of a 
-}eontroversial nature concerning. 
national or regional issues” in its. 
tv shows, and contends. that. the 
company asked NBC to review the. 
show — for possible controversial 

. ‘material (which ‘is in essence the 
‘fstatement -handed. to daily. news- 

Actually, . ‘Cooper’ s. taking © ‘over: y. 
-ean’t. be .official until. he is free-of 
{legal commitments. with UA-TV 
-and.. CBS-TV. ‘The commitment : 

:“Calhoun,” | 

papers. following. up the VAnRteryY.. 
story, Which: pointed out that GM 
‘tv. and agency. officials were mak- 
‘ing every effort to. get NBC brass’ 
to replace the stanza. . 

The- GM_ telegram also took 
‘sharp. issue with “the implieation 
in your telegram. that General Mo- 
tors practices . ... racial. discrimi- 

I nation in ‘its ‘sponsored. programs, 
~ oe advertising, employment and deal- 
Fer contracts,” declaring the charge 
_ “without foundation.” 

. Whether or not the NAACP did 
_| or:.did ‘not receive: the wire (or it. 
‘T got. lost in. administrative chan- 

With: Timed, Chamels nels), the -civil-rights organization. 
the im- 

meeting was slated for last week-: 
end at Indianapolis to specifically 
study and discuss the General Afo- 
tors’: deficlencies in hiring. prac: 
tices (in the broader aspects be- 
yond’ show biz angles). ‘A spokes- 
man told Varrery that GM “is the 
worst of the Big Three” car com- 
panies. (while making it: plain that 

“ (Continued on vontinued on page 4 42): 

— Havana Bureau 
Correspondent. Lisa Howard’ 3 . 

‘apparent rapport with Fidel Castro - 
may pave the way: for ABC News 
to establish a ‘bureau in. Havana, 
where none of the three nets has” ~ 
permanent | ‘repesentation as of - 

At any rate; ABC has been: in-. - 
vited to set-up shop in Castroland,. 
and the web has replied it would 

} now. 
Sion of -its program: which reaches. 

‘be: willing, but——.Meaning free 
‘of. restrictive’ conditions, including 
the. right.to ship out film sans. 
looksee: by ‘Cuban -bureaucrats. As 
yet there’s: been ‘no word either a 
way: from. Havana... 

‘Yank news media tepresentation 
- Vin. Cuba is. minimal, but may be 

: | encouraged by. ‘the. recent. return 
_ | there ‘of. the N.Y.,Times: in the. 

J person of Juande Onis. Except for 
sometime. limited visits for. spe- 
‘cials, -etc.);-. the: webs“ have been 
absent from. the scené, which is 
‘only. partially explained by censor- 
ship, since other lands where net- 
work newsmen regularly roam alse. 
impose - - news-gathering: fimitations . 
int varying degrees, 



casting - - Paramount. Theatres this. 
week were receiving notice of the 
anni meet May 19 at corporate h.q.-| : 
in Manhattan, and with, it. notice |. 
of the special meeting on same. 
date wherein. the company hopes to 
repeal the cumulative. voting : by- 
Jaw. 

- This last is considered. key effort. 
by present management to thwart 
financial. community maneuvers to 
land a man or two on the: AB-PT. 
-koard. | 

_ ‘Special meeting - is vealed | “for | 
10 a.m., and the: regular powwow | 
gets. the ‘gavelled start: an hour: | 
Jater—-barring timetable upset. 

Prexy statement discloses. that 
amount of outstanding common fa tabulating . ‘center at WBAP, the CBS- 'PV—Paramount TV Production 

_RADIO-TELEVISION 

Is An nual Meet May 19,
 | 

Special Conf ab on. Cumul
ative Vole . 

Stockholders in American. Broad: + >= 

NBC's C Coverage Pha 

Fort Worth, April 14... 

‘Campaign 
series. 

The vote-gather-abulating system, 
4 which. has” ‘proved. so: effective - in 7 
-other- primaries, will ‘be. cused in. - 
the: Texas. primary. 
“NBC News: will staff. each of 

+ Texas” 5 254. counties ‘With. reporters. a 
who will telephone the returns .to |" 

For Texas. Peary | 
NBC News. will cover the Texas] | 

_| primary Saturday,: May 2; with] [| 
special programming, part of “The |: 

and _ the. Candidate”. of 

~ JACK. BARRY © 
YoNoW- “producing - five -pilots ‘tor. 

stock of the ABC parent at close {NBC affiliated television station jn. ‘Development * ‘program. 

Gf biz. April 6 was 4,586,205. shares. 

After special | meet disposes. one: 
way or other the cumulative. vot- 
ing issue, regular meeting ~ “will | 
vote on extending Price. Water- | 
house = as 

sidents, one of which’ would -put 
a $200,000 ceiling on. AB- PT. execs; 
the other ‘intended to. eliminate. 
extra compensation.’ “and © ‘fees to 
company directors. Mar.agement Of 
course opposes both. : ; 

AB-PT. Remuneration 
As disclosed in the company’s 

statement of .the May 19 annual.} 
meet, top-paid exec’ with the. com- 
pany is prexy: Leonard Goldenson 
whose “aggregate” recompense 
Jast year was. $125;000.: 
«dudes mionies the corporation's 
key employees incentive compen- |. 

. sation plan.) Simon Siegel; exec |: 
V.P., Was paid $78,000. Ev Erlick, | 

. received | 
$52,500: James Riddell, ‘viceprez. of 

an 

veep-general counsel, 

the ABC. division, $67, 500; | 
David B. ‘Wallerstein, AB-PT. di- 
rector and head of. the Balaban &) 
Katz theatres. subsid in Chicago, 
$60,200. (inclusive of $100 weekly . 
-expense fee). These were” only 
talaries listed. | 

Under the incentive: plan, Gold- 
enson pulled down. an. additional. 
$35,000 in fiscal '63, - and Siegel | 
rated $29,500. . Directors. and. offi- | 
cers as a. group collected total ‘of | 
‘$73,500. - 

Amounts available under plan | 
pivot on 1 corporate: profits. profits, oe 

independent ' auditors, 6: 
and two: proposals from noisy ‘dis- . 

(This.. eX |: 

7 duces 

| Fort. Worth. - - 
| The: . tabulation; center. will. con- 
| sist of. 25 operators. receiving. ‘ealls 
from: Texas. ‘counties as-soon as the 
results are available, as. well‘as. 30° 

| adding: machine ° ‘operators, -mes-. 
sengers and -supervisors. .: WBAP- 
‘TV’s “Blue Room’ has ‘been set up 
for ‘this expansive. and’ detailed | 
operation. | 
Frank McGee, broadcasting from:! 

| will be. ‘produced - by: Chet Hagan: 
| Phe coverage .will include bulletins 
and: “flashcdster” r Teports. 

Leonard to Profs, , 
‘Help Improve | 
Television. producer .. 

alma mater, Syracuse U., asked ‘the 
academic world for an assist in im: 
Proving tv. 

via their theatrical, facilities.to com- | 
pile the “mass. of material waiting | | 
‘to be identified; correlated and or-'}. 
ganized ‘into .a body of knowledge. 

may. be: evolved.: The: study of this | 

of the theatre arts’ departments in* 
our. leading. universities.” 

“Leonard, ‘whose. company "pro-.| 
Dick+| the | ‘Danny: ‘Thomas, 

“l'Van Dyke and Andy:Griffith shows, 

RCA’s Record. 

quarter in the eompany’s 45-year: 
history with profits up for.the 12th 
“straight quarter during the. first}. 
three months of this year.. 

_ Profits after. taxes. rose 250% "0 to} 
$21,000,000 compared with $17,300,-. 
000 in the first three months of 
1963, ‘the best. previous first quar-.. 
ter in company history. 
Sales of products and services 

were up 6°° to a new high of $461,-. 
400,000 compared with ‘the. previ- 
ous record of $436.000,000 for the. 
first -quarter of 1963. . 
RCA chairman Gen. David: Sar- |. 

noff and prexy Dr. Elmer E. Eng- 
strom said that among. contribu-|— 
tions to the first-quarter sales rec-. 
ords were tv receiver dollar sales; 
up 18°; a doubling of RCA color: 
‘tv picture tube sales and the. best: 
first quarter yet for NBC: with | 
profits up 25° over the. -compa- 
rable 1963: Perton. | . 

SIGN 14 SCRIPTERS. 
FOR METRO’S. ‘SOL0"| 

Hollywood, April 14. 
MGM-TV producer Sam Rolfe 

hds signed. 14 scripters. for his. 

ls same ‘thinking figured” 

"Thad a lot. of questions for study by 
qualified: Students. of the’ theatre: | . 
“Why has: tv developed such a 

. preponderance of: male stars. when { 

$71-Mil. Quarter 
RCA reports the best first. 

most. ‘sponsors would prefer. to} 

ing; with their -message?”’. . 

‘comparable: to the structure of the | 
short story. or: the. one. act Play?” | 

ever quality; ‘have’ less acceptance | 
than inferior shows: with continu- 
-Ing:: character?” ~: ” 

And, “I‘would greatly: ‘appreciate 
a study in depth. ¢ ofthe. controver- 
sial laugh. track, an 

NO TINT. FOR 20TH’ | 
“BOTTOM OF THE SEA’ 

“Voyage - to ‘the: Bottom | of the. 
Sea, * from. the :20th-Fox ‘lot, wilk |. 
be: black-and-white: on ABC-TV. 

7:30-8:30° p.m: slot, thus washing |. 
out: original. plan to film the series. |. 

-consideration of story. values, and 

| plans: for the teleseries. 

have | added ‘another. $20,000 - cost’ 

Solo” series on NB€-TV next sea- E the -eXpense. . 
| As ‘of ‘now, “only. Coca Cola, nas | ‘gon, and has also set George. Lehr’ 

as his assistant.. Lehr was assistant * 
to. producer Gene Roddenberry..on 
the studio’s. “The Lieutenant” se-. 
ries this season, last season was | . 
assistant. on ‘Fhe Eleventh. Hour,’ i a 
-ulso at Metro. 

Scripters set by Rolfe are “Brank 
end Tem Waldman, Arthur: Aley, | 
John Booch, Meyer Dolinsky, Alvin j 
Sapinsley,. Archie Tagland, Robert; 
Towne,: Gustave Field, Alan Cail-- 
lou; Harold Jack Bloom, Dick Nel- |. 
son, Clyde Ware and Doug Morrow. 

Hour-long ‘series, 

tion June 1. 

which. stars. 
Robert Vaughn, goes into Produc- 

NBC's 

; made, a | commitment to. the’ series. 

~ Liston Clay K 0. ‘ARB. 
| packed. a ‘punch for ABC ‘via Sat- ;. 
curday’s* (11)" “Wide. . World... of | 
Sports,” gaining - ‘the ‘hands-down | 
decision for. ‘the. 5-6 p.m. period | 
in the overnight. Arbitron: : 
~The» bout . pic helped. “Wide. 
World”. to a 12.8 .average: rating | 

| for the hour,.. while -the:.Masters | 
Golf-match on CBS. nailed a:6.9.and- 

“Sports, Special” pulled, 3. 0.. 

‘WBAP's studio, will. be: anchorman | 
‘tof ‘the. television coverage,. which 

‘Leonard called on. “universities 

from. which «valid. ‘generalizations } 

‘material is the. clear responsibility J 

reach women,: who-do the. market- "| 

“Is. there an_emerging form for. 7 
the half haur. or hour. teleplays | 

“Why. do’ anthologies, of: what-" 

next season: in the “Monday . night |- 

in- color:: 20th’s. theatrical .release-| 
{some years: back, ‘from whence the: 
‘skein derives,”-was. a: tint: job- in. 

‘in.. “early 4: 

| per: seg, and ‘about $600,000 - over : 
jie ‘season.’ Simply. not -enaugh | 
color. sets cross-country ’ to _warrant . 

The Liston-Clay . ‘title fight. film : 

aa ‘London, Aprit- 14: 
Gerry Le Grove, -Scottish-TV's 

| program’. topper; -is - scheduled’ to 

19 - on.‘ a. week-long. trip, . ‘prime 

‘Series”’. to. a: ‘British. Tegional. sta- 

sold. to the BBC network. 

may take a.- ‘chance: and. buy. “the 

skein . if, in . his opinion, © 
‘property. is hot ‘enough... 

two: -cans:of STV film—one a: print. 
‘the. station post-. graduate 

medicine. series, the second. of. its 

ments, “The. Fighting. Scot-: ” 

Brit. Prod. Harry Fine 

- ‘London, April 14... 
' Producer. ‘Harry - Fine,:. respori= 

sible in- the past. 18. moriths for:-33. 
-vidfilms including the: “Man of ‘the. 
“World’*: ‘and “Sentimental -Agent”’. 
skéins, is. readying . another: tele-. 

“The Further. Adven- | 
tures of. Ton : Jones.” Show: will |: 

| be made by Fine’s ‘Fantale Films 

production unit at either Shepper-- -Honolulw facilities, Wayne ‘Killmer 

film ‘series, 

ton. or Pinewood: this: summer. : 
-Budget for 13 * one-hour’ ‘seg- 

S ‘ments: has: reportedly. been -set.-at: 
almost $1,000,000 and. writers ‘such |- 
-as /Tudor™ ‘Gates, John Hopkins, 
- Jack. ‘Whittington, ‘Jesse : ‘Laskie’ Jr. 
and: Peter Lanida are being imen-. 
‘tioned in.connection with the show: 
Tan. ‘Stuart, ‘Black, associated - with. 

editor. ; 

"WARREN. EXITS DESILU 
i . Hollywood; April: 14: 

producer” Charles Marquis War- 
fen -has. exited ‘Desilu Studios, | 
‘where he. developed. a. vidproject |” 
‘which. he had: created: 

“Ae -60-min. 
oater. 

“ABC's $6-Mil f for Politics” 
Further indication of. ABC’s 

‘challenge: 
-" work . news .. sweeps is. 

:  qweb’s « “coin ‘commitment: for’ 
», this year's: political. fireworks. | 

. It’s between. .$5,000,000. ‘and: 

; 

., promotion. ' . Or: SO. _Jump from. the”. 1960. 
7 budget. 

[ ‘the: current: budget is‘still,con- : 
_Siderably. : “ynder CBS. _and. 
“NBC outlays, but stresses that * 
in terms of: basic on-air“ per-. |: 

formance, “You don’t: “have -to >of 
¥ Jot. ‘where “Peyton” shoots. = --mateh doliar: for’ dollar.”. oe 

plane: out. for New. York on April 

object. of which will be to-0,0. the'|- 
i new. U.S. shows, Exec: points: out. 
{that requirements. of: :Sceottish-TV |- 

-| from the. point of. view of: program |¢ 
‘| acquistions is often: different from. 
.| the rest of: the U-K.. For:instance, 
+|STV was. the -only British . station: 

“"h ‘to: run the “¥ank-: “golf champion: 
, ‘ships series, ~~. 

be: On a. ‘previous: trip, ‘Le. Grove . 
= ; ., ‘found - ‘that American. ‘distributors | 

“| were loath: to’ sell: the “really. big}. 
‘Sheldon 

Leonard last week,. speaking. ‘at his‘| 

Switch to ; 
tion; .unless -that.’ station. ‘bought 
the. full U.K: ‘tights: He ‘claims he |. 
‘Showed. ‘interest. in ‘both: “The De- 

| fenders” and. “Dr,” Kildare” ‘way. 
back: in 1961 ‘but could not. effect: a. 
buy..Both shows were subsequently 

-{ end. of June. - 

This. ear, : he..sa S,. his. stati on |. 
Rd y : talks is ‘a ‘new Hall -game. show, : 

‘full: U:K.- rights’ to: ae major’ Uz. Ss. 
. the: 

Accompanying. Le Grove will be 

Maps ‘Tom: Jones’ Series 

| new owners. 

many ITC: vice is ‘set as. ‘story: 

_Warren: series for ™ “Desilu: was. 
oo, of “The. Green. Horns,’ *.. 

For tv, ‘color. processing | “would 

. “| World” 
| - $6,000,000, with: ‘upward of an-..” 

other $350, 000° allocated ‘for -.| 
_That’s.a: four-fold: | 

a she’ll- ‘be: concerned: with As . ‘the. 

- First Meeting \ 

| Walaa Jackson’s 786 
Sait Ys. TV Enterprises 
‘Mahalia’ ‘Jackson and an- Dlinots- 

based firm—Songs For Praise Inc. 
of which : the: Columbia’. Records 

i | artist is president, filed a: breach. 
|) of contract suit. in- Superior Court, 
JU:A., Friday (10) against Television. 
- Enterprises ‘Corp. and prexy. 
‘old Goldman. ~~ 

‘Har- 

Miss: ‘Jackson, “repped by... Jaw. 
= ‘firm. of: Ely, Kadison | &. ‘Quinn, 

_| charges. the defendants’ breach of 
‘a distribution deal-‘on. the. Mahalia } 

[Jackson -Television Show .(80. five-. 
| minute 
amounting to.. $78,348. 

\Le Grove, Scot v Topper, | 
‘Te 0.0. US. Properties & 
~ Show Off 2 of His Own} 

segs) - ‘caused « ‘damages 

‘Suit. further ‘alleges that Gold- 
man, also a.:: shareholder © ‘in’ the: 
plaintiff -corp:, breached ‘his. fiduci-. 
ary. duties to ‘Songs. For Praise by 
virtue .-of::the manner «in which |. 
he’ operated the: defendant. firm, 
Television Enterprises. 

Complaint: also. charges. Goldman | 
|'and the defendant corporation have 
_garnered .additional monies from 
distribution .of the. “Mahalia Jack-. 
‘son. Show; whieh. have.-not. ‘been: 
paid to the plaintiffs. Latter: seek 
a. new: accounting. oF 

Tmpressions May 

“Producer ‘Monty Hall is “under= 
‘stood’ to. be holding confabs..with 
‘ABC-TV exploring. the ‘possibility | 
of. 
switching ° from NBC-TV. to: ABC= | 
‘TV: _Daytimer ““YFI". has ‘enjoyed 
-& two-and-a-half year ride on NBC-. 

“Your .: First’. Impressions” 

TV and- is:up for renewal at the. 

- Also. involved in’ the ABC-TV | 

“Three. of a: Kind.” - ABC-TV ac- 
quired... “Price ‘Is Right” - -and | 

“Missing: - Links” ‘from. 1 NBC-TV. in’ 
‘the Past. a 

4 HAWAIIAN STATIONS: 
-documentaries’ on ‘Scotland’s: Tesh: a 

SOLD TO US. GROUP 
~ Honolulu, April. 14. 

Owiers ‘of . Honolulu -: -Star- 
-*'| Bulletin have agreed to‘sell KGMB-. 

TV and KGMB radio, Honolulu,, 
and ‘KHBC-TV ‘and KHBC radio, 

| Hilo; to the 
‘Heftel interests of . Utah, Arizona: 

Glasmann-Hatch- 

and Idaho: - 
‘Sale of . the ‘CBS. affiliates ‘is. for 

“an: undisclosed price: and. subject,. 
-of course,. to. FCC approval. 
Cecil Heftel, of Phoenix, said the. ; 

an-to retain Joseph |. Pl 
Herold ‘as. general manager of the 

as. station ‘manager of. -KGMB_ 
‘Tadio,’.and Harold Marques - as 
KHBC station supervisor. . 

Idaho: ‘':-KGMB-TV_ was: 

. operation in © * 1952... 

im Ph ABC-TV Consultant |” 
|TIMELIFE BCAST 

CORP’S SWITCHEROO 
_Irna’ Phillips, the. radio-tv: script- 

er. who’ 3 been known. ‘as “queen : 

‘of: the. ‘soapers,’” ‘has: signed. on | > 
. with: ABC-TV~ as. ‘consultant. for } 
. . ‘nighttime: dramatic programs. This’ 

‘| “is ‘possibly a precedential: ‘post, for. 

‘one. thing, and for another | ‘gives | 
". . | Miss: Phillips association ‘with: all| 

‘in~-the . _three-net= 

“the ”~ “As. The. World: Turns”. for CBS 
: -daytime; ‘and: will author. “Another 

three: webs: ‘She: currently Scripts, 

bowing On NBC. “next 
month. .. che 

~ Among the next-season. programs: 

“| two-a-week’ “Peyton. Place”. series, 
.An- ‘ABC: exec atknowledges . which - -ABC is- frankly touting as. 

| primetime’ s . “first: serial. drama.” 
Miss’ Phillips: has’ ‘long. been. Chi- 

: cago-based and: presumably, will do: 
the’ commiting. bit to the 20th-Fox 

—— : ram Di Directs Feat On te, B 

Mainland ‘group owns radio and/. |: 
or. tv. outlets.in Salt Lake City and 
‘Ogden, ‘ Utah, and: Twin. Falls and. 
‘Boise, - 
‘Hawaii’s: first: television ‘station, 
beginning © 

i. KGMB Radio fates back to 1930. 

et for May in Nv a 
Chicago, “April 14, 

at new industry organization, the : 
| National. Assn, of Televis fon. 
‘gram: Executives, which. ‘alrea 
has signed. up 50 member stationg oe 
has its first meet May 11-12 at thé - 
{New York. Hilton.. Stan Cohen, -di¢ © 
rector. of program planning and . . 
‘promotion | for ..WDSU-TV, ° New ceo 
Orleans, is - chairing the Jnterim <” _ 
‘board ‘until: Permanent . members. 
are. elected. 

_Agenda- for the. ‘tnitial conclave Ly 

“ness?” in- which: Bennett: Korn of 
Metromedia - and. Mike - Shapiro. of. 
WFAA-TV;. Dallas, ° will . take © part, 
and one on. “The: Network’s Rela- 
tionship’. to Local . Programming” 
whose panel’ will consist. of:.ABC’s: 
Julie Barnathan, -CBS’s: Mike’ ‘Dann. 
and NBC’s. Grant. Tinker. mo . 

includes - a’ session titled “TV Stas~”: 
tion: Programming: | ‘Art ‘or. Busi«  ~ 

: Lew. Klein, of: WFIE-TV;’ Philee * _ 
delphia,. and Roy: Smith, Of WLAC- 
‘TV, Nashville, Tenn., will. ‘Speak. on .-: 
““Suecessful Formats. for. Handling ~ 

2! Politicians..and Political - -Issues”s ~ 
and. the topic, “How Does a. Station - 
Seek. Out Community. Needs?”. 
will be discussed . by | Wes Harris . 
Of : WNEC-TV,. New York, and ‘Tom .*- 

group, 
“Where: ‘Do.- You | ‘Find. ‘Talent?”:. -. 
has been assigned: .to Bob :Guy of *™ 

Jones. of: the’ Triangle : 

| the. Storer - : stations «and. ‘Chuck 
| Hinds of. WBBM-TV; “Chicago... 

FCC commissioner. Robert © rE “ 
Lee. and. Washington ‘attorney Ted 

| Pierson. will address themselves: to 
_| the. subject. ‘of. “Government’s -In-- 
‘| fluence on Programming”: and: Sid: 

speak: on... 
Trends. 
Features & Series. wo 

ABC Spt Hot 

“Present... and Future 

| Cohen. of Film Service Corp:.and.. ..- -. 
| Joe Kotler of. ‘Warner Bros. will”: ” 

in Film . Programming: 7 

_ Sales Pacing 
Fact that’. ‘NBC ‘and. ‘CBS ‘have 

‘been the: ‘sports: page ‘headliners of. 
late (with NCAA, ‘AFL, NFL and... - 

| kindred tazzle-dazzle): has - ‘tended ©. 
‘| to- obscure. ABC’s: very-much-with- 
Lit status in- ‘the ‘sports. rivalry. “In: 
range of ‘Programming, ‘including: . 
bluechip. events, .ABC is actually a 

image: 
: Sales: execs. at the web‘. 

‘| chip ‘in ‘the ‘additional point: ‘that: |-- 

formidable: ‘contender for 
honors, . 

ABC’s sports sked. this semester is acs 
almost SRO: - 

Backtracking’ to ‘the. Winter . oh 
Olympics’ package (with full spon- 
‘sorship billings: of ‘$5,400, 000), but .. 
excluding the every-Saturday “Wide: 

| World of Sports” spex,: the net ‘will. 
be'-spacing nearly a score of. ath 
letic. events this. year. 

Apart. from: the. windup -season of: : 

lege allstar-NFL champs tilt. 

ney, Buick “Open, . 

18 AFL. games, ‘the ‘net: has’ lined... 
jup a‘clutch of bowl and: “classic®: -. .~ 
gtid contests, including: the ‘Gator, 
Bluebonnet, ‘North-South, Liberty, 2” 
Coaches’ ‘All-American, and the col- eT 

Golf.offerings ‘jriclude: the ‘Arnie . 
Palmer-Gary Player. challenge tour-.. 

“Thunderbird | 
Open, and: the: American: Golf Clas- 
sic.. 
tap per. -the: U.S: ‘trials ‘in. July 

| for the summer Tokyo games. ‘And 
4 also . ‘upcoming. ‘is the “Yank-Soviet _ . 

- | track” meet, oe 
Sales. nabobs at: the. web: are also opr 

Trah-rah-over the 90% ‘sellout status‘ 
of. the: weekly “Wide. World” series. - 

a ‘Washington, ‘April 14.: 
> A Time-Life Broadcast corporate 

More Olympics. coveragé is on: 

os 

‘switcheroo -was okayed “by . FCC's . 
Broadcast Bureau. 
‘The exchange, sans coin, puts the. | 

| Time-Life stations under ‘a. new. 
-Michigan- ‘subsidiary.: of. the. parent 
Time-Life corporation. “The old... 

| Minnesota corporation: and. the new 
Michigan’ entity. have. the same. . 
‘monicker —- “Time-Life * Broadcast 
‘Ine.. 
Under | ‘the. switch “WICN-AM- : 
TV, Minneapolis, ‘which was :pre- 

|-viously wholly. ewned by the parent . 
corporation, “comes  wynder . the 
‘domain of the new: Michigan | or-** 
‘ganization. : “Falling into..the. same 
‘corporate. parentage - are -WOOD- 
-AM-FM-TV, Grand. ‘Rapids, Mich. 
apeli WEBM-AM-FM-TV, . Indian- . 

h ape 1S. . ; . 



whether the: 

Chicago; April 14. 
Superintendent of » Chicago Public. Schools Benjamin Willis,.a 

'... Man with a public image-to improve, has turned to the mediuin 
_. that: he: spurned, .television. | Always an unwilling ‘interviewee, 
:- and: ‘especially when ‘he was at. ‘the. centre. of - ‘controversy, Willis~ 
has impressed. televiewers .as- arrogant,: feisty and-evasive: ~~ 

Whether under ‘political advice, or out of his own ‘realization. S 
that’ the school ‘system :and he personally aré in need of better : 
public’ relations, ‘Willis. has suddenly arranged: for a:raft of expo- 

. sure. on. the: local airwaves... He’ll-take part in a new Saturday . 
~ afternoon. series-. on. WBBM-TV called. “The Growing. Years,” - 
which. will attempt to show: what's. being done to upgrade:teaching 
methods ‘in the Chicage ‘schools;. and he will submit.to a 10-week | 
series.of appearances with his. advisory staff.on another half-hour: a 
program thatis: to be shared ‘on an alternate .week basis’ by.” 
‘WGN-TV. and WBKB.. .As yet,. ‘there’s ‘nothing ‘set' for WNBQ, 

“ probably ‘because of commentator. Len _O’Connor’s. ‘continuing ° 
“snipes at Willis and. a documentary that. ‘advocated a survey that’ 
Willis ° opposed. 
The school superintendent is regarded variously ‘by: the public: | 

-.as a symbol of de facto segregation in public schools, as.a petulant 
autocrat who qilits. when he does not get his way: with. the. School. 
‘Board, ard as: a: greedy operator. who: took: a side job: with the 

i public school system: in Massachusetts although ‘he was already - 
-."* one .of the ‘highest. paid public officials in the nation. . Presum- 

' - Jably, the new television series ‘are e intended te give a better. ‘per- 
_ Sonal account of him. 

 Yerox-UN 6 Drama’ $ 
oo  CBS-TV, ‘in a'statemient: of policy, — . 

, ‘spelled out why it-rejected carrying | 
‘any of the six ‘Xerox drama specials, 
on’ the “United Nations. ‘The six}. 

' spécials, :now Stated: for. ABC-TV 
- and NBC-TV starting next January, |" : 

v-.- are: designed ‘to: dramatize the full ... television ‘history -in. the. mak-: .. 
“ scope of UN activities... -... 

“We. -cannot - fairly. or 

play: God: by - rejecting - 

-to. propagandize for some less. popu- 
lar, objective,” said Dick. Salant, | 
’ wp, and ‘assistant: to CBS - prexy: 
. Frank Stanton, in. a Policy 3 mem: | 

poe po Japanese ‘people: ‘in ‘Tokyo. to s -oraidum. 
. “Acceptance ‘of this series: ” “the a 

--memorandum | “continued,” “cannot - 
be:.ad hoc; it would: establish a 
vital . “precedential ‘principle. And |: 

6, the’ John. Birch Society. could : 
‘demand that we broadcast a series}. 

'. of documentaries and. dramas, pro-|. 
+. @ueed- by -it;. designed..te establish |’ ~.. 

~- its. virtues. Or the Get the UN Out/- 
‘of the’U:S:. Committee could make. 
a. similar demand. © 
“The * quéstion, then, - 

not.” 

he! propagandistic* in 

* (Continued. on Continued on page 4: 45) 

a “Hollywood, "April: 7a 
Producer Harry .Tugend . has 

_ ‘been signed. by Bob Hope's. Hopics. 
‘.....-e@ompany. to-produce all six of the. 

- «hour-long. . films | made” under... the’|. 
Hopics aegis in the Hope-Chrysler. 
anthology series on NBC-TV. next 

~ geason: Tugend: produced - five of. 
Hopics’: six  telefilms « this _ ‘season... to. renew the contract. of fhe union, 
‘Other pix in the anthology. are pro- 
‘duced: by ‘Revue, - ‘with Dick Berg 

: “as exec: producer... 
New deal,. which. gives. Tugend. a 7 

-pay. hike, also ‘calls..for additional |’ fs 
duties on his‘ part: Where this: ‘past |- 

- “season, ' the. Revue-made: projects}. : 
were. “scanned ‘by. Hoje’s ‘agent, 
James. ‘Saphier, : for approval on be-- 
half ‘of. the: star-host,. ‘Tugend next: 

-- semester - : will okay the. Revue 
woe -| across a residential area ‘and across | 

i: Hope will ‘star in two of: the’ six. 
_ |. filmS, ‘asthe did this-season.. ‘Tugend |: 
et ig currently negotiating for prop- 

7 projects: for the ‘series. 

erties for the 1964-65 semester. - 
Tugend’s original: ‘comedy, “The 

. Wayward, , Stork,”’. goes — into. -re- 
hearsal in. N. YI une 15, with Philip: 
Langner. and Joel ‘Schenker . pre- 
‘ducing ‘the ‘legiter: ‘United Artists. 
As bankrolling the, “venture. . 

“ properly - 
permit. such .a series. ‘because. wel! - 
agree with its purpose—and. then}. 

another} * 
. d od: . 

. Similarly arranged ‘series design pick. up” a: 15° to * 20-minute.” 
_. Show in which Minister Presi- .~ 
~ . dent ‘Ikeda and. Post. Minister 

‘is: not |: —_ 
UN" is good or. bad: low 

Or whether. * those -who propose | 
cs these: programs are benevolent andj § 4) 

_ worthy... ‘The question is whether] ™ ~~ 
‘this is good; responsible broadcast-| wy 
‘ing and journalism. ‘Clearly,: it is 

“The heart of. the’ CBS-TV. objec Ie 
tion-i is that the series content. would og 

“nature and] .- 
outside the ‘control of the network. | i 
-.. When first’ proposed’ last fall the|‘ ~- - 
‘90-minute specials, - ‘which | have le 

{: The United Auto ‘Workers,. -AFL+ | 
“ee ‘CIO, revealed its plant. to hit Met- 

| romedia: with a. double - whammy. 
.| protest ‘over cancellation.” of 5-2 

| union --. sponsored: - ‘ program © on | 
| 'WCBM-AM, Baltimore. §-. 

1. UAW? petitioned. FCC. to: ‘reject | 
; ‘Metromedia’ 's bid - to ‘sell... its 

. | KOVR-TV;. Sacramento - te... the: 
McClatchey’ Newspapers. Pointing 

'- 140° the ‘company’s. prediction. ‘it | 
“would be going after another Cali- 
fornia outlet, UAW said- it ‘would. 
oppose - any: ‘attempt by Metrome-'| 

Frankfurt, April: 14.° |: 
On April .16 ‘Europeans will |. 

we, 7 be able to watch international : 

*. | ing," as the first’ direct. trans-* 
 ‘imission from: ‘Telstar II. will - 
-bring >a program: direct. from. - 
Japan to. Europe. : 

‘The. .¥rench. 

- Koike send. ‘greetings from the 

; Europe.. 

on Eurovision. Street -scenes - 
: Of “Tokyo, pictures. of. temples . 

- andthe Kaiser's palace, . Will -.- 
“also be presented. Aim of the? 
/program. is. to stir’ Up’. added 
interest: for. ‘Olympic. 
Games which: start October, 10 a 
‘in ‘Tokyo.  -.. . 

"Washington; ‘April, 14. 

dia’ to-increase its holdings. 

‘broadcast -. properties. 
hassle arose: when WCBM ‘failed 

‘Program, “Eye Opener.” 

= Tornado Warning 
“Wichita. Falls, ‘Tex., “April. 14. 

when .a: tornado struck the city. 
Thousands watched ‘on. television |. 
as ‘the. S. ‘shaped funnel “weaved | 

Sheppard. Air’ Force. Base... .:. 

a: tornado. ‘strikes... 

-tornado, mentioned: Tying down. in. 
j their. ‘alls, ° 

‘Award | “nominees,” | . 
1 zones, ‘prexy: of: ‘CBS © ‘Television | 
I. ons, Being more ‘specific was | * _ 
-|Hal Hough, v.p. -of. program’ serv- ams hada °63-salary of $114,- 
| ices . for. the CBS : o&0’s. - 
+ wouldn’t: play ‘Tom: Jones,’ ‘Room. 
‘at the. 

"1 Tomorrow,” ‘he. said, 

“station | at - 
‘Plumeiurbodou is scheduled.to.”' 

Hough” stated, 

The ‘Union’ faverred. Metromedia} 
was “not ‘a “fit. applicant” : for’ new, 

The DAW 

Two‘ nights. prior to .the- tornado | vot 
the. ‘outlet. had”. télevised:. a 15s) 
| minute..program on ‘what to do ‘if. 

One » ‘thing. 
| ‘mentioned . was. to ‘£0. ina hall: and} 
lie- down...if. there: were~ no “storm |: 
 ¢ellar: Some of the survivors of the:|- 

“Apive: ‘CBS-TV. “e&o" 3, “which. ‘in | 

: their: feature. ‘booking: operation, Ll 
‘| could ‘be: compared. to N.Y’s Radio|’ 
City Music Hall: have a sufficient 

‘| backlog. of “A” Pie for another. five. 
to ‘seven years. 

‘What. ‘concerns. the. pix: ptogram- 
mers ‘of. these gold- antenna ‘sta- 

| tions is not only the diminuition of | — 
the cinematic’. product ~ pool, but |: 
the adult nature of ‘current motion 

| pictures. 7 

Look’ at ‘this yeai’s® “ Aeademy, _ 
says... Merle 

Top,’ * "Yesterday, - 

ilustration..- 

ob ‘The: ‘magnitude’ of ‘the: golden 
_— antennas of. the CBS o&o0’s can be = owned. by William. 'S. Paley. 

~ and. associates ‘is’ 2,130,4 ee: 
2,130,478, ac ‘| but there is every reason to think 

| the. contagion. may spread, _Biven 

.. | gléaned ‘by: the grossing perform-.| 
: | ance of .WCBS-TV,.N.Y. The flag- |. 

“i. {| ship: station in- N.Y. currently ‘is |. 
| grossing around : | 

ae’! nually, the top money ‘maker in the 
| nation andthe world. (N.Y. Radio 

“| City :Music: Hall pulls in close to |” 
: From Tokyo With Love 2 

$40,000,000 . 

$7,500,000 ‘annually at the box-of- |". 
‘fice, according ‘to. estimates). Pe 

The- 

Features’. ‘Future: : 

Q retains ‘its: ‘policy of. trying’ to: be}: 
| the: Music Hall‘of the air, are ‘not, 

—=\-he stated. In- this. ‘connection, he. 
| metitioned’ some _-titles which | he 

_~ Lconsidered - unplayable -— by - 
_.{ 080’s, Other stations with ‘different 
~ [standards '—; not necessarily better. 

_ <i f/— ean: choose -to ‘play those. pix, : 
s)he acknowledged. (“Room at ‘the 
. | Top,” distributed. by Walter Reade- 

Sterling, has: had. wide tv. exposure, 
MF |-and in ‘many - instances, ‘to: ‘good | 

: pFating, results.). © 

CBS 

“Hough, wha said that: the .CBS-. 
| "TV. o&0’s would fetain. their. Music. 
Hall .-status despite | the’ growing 
shortage: of pix;.said the: -problem. 
“of violence and blatant. sex cannot: 
‘be’ solved by ‘relegating: such. pix: 
to. telecasting in. the late. eyening.. 
‘Teenagers © ‘compose - a ‘signficant- 

|'slice: “of. late. night ‘audiences, he. 
said. -Sex in a comedy situation, - 

is. much more: a=. 
‘ceptable. : _ 

: Hough said. he. personaliy. ‘en- 
‘joyed: “Tom: Janes” and “Yester- 
“day,. ‘Today, Tomorrow:”. in. the the- 
atre. . It’s..one . thing, : though, - ‘he 
maintained ‘to be a paying patron 
of a theatre, choosing. the film to. 
‘see, and ariother. thing to telecast | 
a movie -in the home, ‘which. can | 
be viewed without conscious. choice 
and without Yegard to age. 

“CBS Television Stations - ‘ prexy. 
{ Jones- -had no ready. answer to the: 
i problem,: ‘other. than:: saying the 

0&0’s: will eontinue to be avid bid- 
a ‘ders for: pix ‘the.’ stations. consider, 

‘- KAUZ-TV. .was:-. “indirectly cred-| Sti eR 
ited with saving a number of. lives.|* 

” Shuffle-Oft: to: Chi. 
Ron Cochran's « Staff - 

ABC. News. continues to.: suf. 
fer. ‘erosion. : 

the evening news ‘strip; Ev.. 
Aspinwall, ‘moved. to: Chicago: -: 

ran’s. secretary, : Valerie. ‘Reich-: - 

| —to™ ‘become’ .Mrs.. Aspinwall. 
“Date As. 5 April 18. 

| sews % 

- CBS prexy. ‘Frank Stanton } oh 
"salaries of $150,000 each in °63. ~. “ 

‘James Aubrey’s salary was. 

“We | 

by way: of. 

an-:|° 

_-. shares: 

1 $40,000,000 poured into. the | - 
till ‘of WCBS-TV. by advertisers is |’ 
“an ‘estimated’ figure; ‘derived: from } 
|sources. other ©. than... Jones‘. and |. ; 
1 Hough, who. declined to address |= 
‘themselves . to. 0&0 grosses. 

..{ features. play a significant role in 
that $40,000,000. payoff Asn’t any | Wy mn 
“secret, for. ever since. pix: made.| U¥ a 

| their “mark in? tv,, the’ CBS-TV | =. | 
-0&0's have - been . giving . them} - "§ 
“prominent... display. on their -non-.| |. 
Network ‘schedule, buying’ heavily | ~ 
into: the libraries: of Metro, Colum- tT 

aa ‘bia, ‘Universal, ‘et al.” 7” 
./ “Phe direct: transinission will, oe on 
a be shown. throughout ‘Europe... 

That | 

: “What. of the future?’ CBS ‘o&o 0. 
_ : VD. - -Hough ‘Said ‘standards | -change. 

| What was-chancy and iffy 10 years 
|-ago now is being: played on tv, he 

‘| said. Judicious: editing ‘can “make 
_ |-some - pix, ‘playable, he went. on.” 
| Other pix, though, if the.CBS o&0 |: 

Haymes, : 
Clary, Larry: Storch, Forrest Tuck-. 

: Right”; 

| Truth. 

Last: Friday’ $ ‘do. session haa 
formerly . with |. - 
‘Marty: Ingels ‘of | y-Ingels 0 ‘all ‘CBS-TV’ $ dramatic series orig- 

inating fromthe coast, and_ his ~ 
new. assignment . ‘will also include 

- ‘Tom _ O’Malley,. 
+ “Candid Camera,” 

“1m Dickens, He's. Fenster,” ‘and 
2} Dudley.’ Moore ...of ” 
| Fringe”: : playing : “Password” : and’ 

| “What's . My Line?.” Two femme 

‘His associate . producer on...: 

‘demonstrate: a couple ‘of things for 
‘| an. observer: ‘those. eld pro. panel- “in. January as bureau chief “in: “| 
‘ists on’ “Line’’- ‘have. learned a: lot the Windy” City:. Now Coch-> . 

_man, ‘is: also- heading for: ‘Chi. 

“Bloom ‘At the 2 Top 
According: to the ‘CBS proxy. 

statement, . jasued for tedays 
stockholders 

listed:-at $124,904 as prexy of: 
“, (CBS-TV; and Merle S, Jones, ies 

. prexy : ‘of CBS ‘Television Sta- 

CBS. Radio prexy.. Arthur 

Columbia Records: - 

Number. Of: ‘ghares of ‘stock 

‘cording to the: proxy statement. 
Fin re individual Paley was. 
liste 

‘close: to. 25, 000 shares... Ot 
ae ts addition to: their. respec- 

tive salaries; Aubrey received 
‘$100,000 as paid out additional 

- compensation, Paley and Stan-_. 
- ‘ton,-each $161,875 paid out. as 
: additional : compensation. . ; 

goes on in: the: conference room at 
| Goodson-Todman. They ‘sit | “around 
end play games—their own. 

-- At” Teast .that’s 
‘every. other . Friday. afternoon. This 
frivolity,. however, ° is not just a 
warmup. ‘for weekend -: festivities. 
‘It’s a hard search: for: celeb panel 
talents to fill the. needs of the.score 
“f games the company: puts.on the 
‘networks each week.: Last year G-I' 
‘had to fill 640. celeb ‘spots: on fheiry’. 
shows,.. 
“These fortnightly suuditions | -are 

conducted: by ‘Bob Bach,’ associate 
producer . ‘of: Goodson-Todman’ s 
“What's. My Line?,” who’ ‘started. 
the whole thing last September and |’: 
‘who ‘keeps. a large chart in -his‘of- 
‘fice on the guest tryouts. Roster: of | .. 
hopefuls is a. diverse ‘cross-section |. 
-of.show biz and. related fields. It 
+has“included Brian O'Doherty, N.Y.| Ii, 
Times art critic: and WNBC-TV dis- 
cussion-panel- host; Blanche The- 
‘bom, Bert: Bacharach, Dagmar; Rita] 
Gam, Ted’. Steele, . ‘Gloria Okon,| | 

| ‘Long John ‘Nebel, Les Crane, ‘Rob-| 
ert Earle, -Johnny Desmond, Bar-| 
bara Baxley, ‘Corbett Moniea, Bob] © 

‘Robert | ‘Anita -: Louise, | 

er,’ Nancy. Berg, Joya: Sherill, Ber- 
nice Massi and: numerous . others. . 

- System has’ ‘turned; up a number 
‘of. new: panelists, | ‘including... _ Joey 
{Forman for “Missing Links”; Dar- 

“The «. Match}: 
“Price 3]. 

Jane Harvey, . “Passwora’™: me 
“To. Tell: _the 

[the new policy ‘of Strengthening . 
| program . operations — in Hollywood. 

ryl: Hickman,. for 
Game”:: .J oel: ‘Gray, 

Nancy Dussault, 

“Beyond. | ‘the 

guests were uniable to make it. 
The conference room éontests 

in: their 14 -years onthe: air - (the 
“hopefuls: took .a- half-hour to sight 
in on’ a. ‘single segment), and: the 

im | games off the airs can ‘be gamier. aT 

1 In New’ York, 

“Hull Hayes’ salary: was put'at |! 
Today. |" $65,000, Goddard Liebarson, on cone 

.| town’s-stations no longer fear au- 
”: | dience .. defections. if 

-|- should ‘credit. the other fellow’s 

‘: ,000;. and. ‘Richard 8: ‘Salant, “: 

‘as holding: 1,749,956 - 
“Stanton 300,528 and. 

x Aubrey. ‘was. reported ‘to own. . 

Tt ‘should. ‘come as. no ‘surprise. “els 
anybody. in’ the ‘ty business. what 

_ What’ they do ‘attention’ to “the panel program - 

‘tempt to cover the whole g 

By JACK PITMAN 

: foyness and old. 
enmities have been going out of 

fashion, “Broadcasters have begun. 
. acknowledging pne another, . aad 

Ps. 7. 
ot es on in ‘thing, some 

top, 

interview. stanza. As yet this is a 
very limited courtesy, to be sure, 

enough time 

: For another consequenice of - the 
a citydesk furnabout, | the griddle 
‘| format cooks on all 
|Sunday in Gotham. It lends.a cer= ° 
tain tone to the logs when they're © 

{shipped down to the FCC; and. if: 
you can land with credit on page. 
one of. Monday’s paper: what better 

_ | way to.burnish. the e image for com- 
| munity service? 

‘With these inducements, there’s. 
|. } hardly a major licensee in. town |. 

Be {who hasn’t found room for the’. 
~-"Tformat in his Sunday schedule. 

_-:| Even the .“rock” stations are with 
lit, and. the resultant clamor for. 
| politicos and other controversial-- 

‘ « lists sometimes 
| ones on the, bicycle. | 

has the .cholcer - 

Distinction 

“another facet to this is the grim. 
‘rivalry in the nation’s top market - 
for news. and pubaffairs distinction, 
Some of the operators don’t. take.. 
chances in ‘the image race. At one © 
station, the on-air prome for a 
Sabbath Rewsmaker session calls 

that. :makes news in Monday's pa- 
pers.” And there’s WNBC-TV’s at- 

with “Your ‘community - minded: 
station” at. the identification . 
breaks.. (No. room for’ any others” 
under the. toga.) 
As. for ‘the hewspaper’s gener- 

| osity. with credits, there’s a theory 
‘that’ by: their exaiple- the blatts 
‘hope to persuade station news edi- 
tors to uniformly perform likewise, 
As. it stands, some do, others don’t, 

However that May be, the more 
cogent : ‘Treason, expressed on both 

. ‘(Continued on page 43) 

B Hiwood 
Holl lywood, April. 14,. 

‘William. Froug has-been. named 
as exec producer of dramatic pro-- 
‘grams.of CBS-TV.in Hollywood by’ 
coast program: ‘veepee Hunt Strom-. 
berg. Jr., in the. latest of a series - 
“of top. ‘echelon ” ‘Moves made: by. 
Stromberg since his appointment - 
last. month as top: program. man for 
the” network -here. Sol Saks was. 
recently, - appointed. by: Stromberg 
‘as “exec: “producer in the area. of 
comedy programming, as. part of. 

.Froug, in his“new spot, will be - 
in ‘charge of. general. supervision of 

substantial involvement with pro- 
‘gram development... 

| . Froug produced: “Twilight Zone” 
the -past season, .and prior to that 

| was ‘producer of “Mr. Novak” ‘for. 
MGM-TV. He began as a pro- 
ducer-direetor with the Columbia 
‘Radio. Workshop, . and was. named 
program: veepee for CBS Radto in 
‘Hollywood: .in 1958, moving Arito 
tv. the: next. ‘year. 

-burners come.- 



At KNXT,; good news travels fast and and far. Tt has to. 
to keep Southern Californians up-to-the-minute on. 
-what’s happening: throughout. their: booming; multi-_ : 
‘faceted state, the nation’slargest. 

Latest example: Channel:2’s recently-established 
Sacramento. News Bureau, the first and. only news .. 
bureau established. by a Los Angeles station. in the. 
state capital (365 miles away! ds And the only. television 
news bureau located right in the. Capitol building. - 
Each weeknight, on “‘The Big News” (which reaches 
more homes per quarter hour than all competing | local 
news broadcasts combined"), viewers are taken to the. 

ty 

“CBs Owned « Channel 2, ‘Los Angelés'- Represented by CBs Television Stations National Sales || 

4 
3 
2 

“Capitol v1 via. special filmed reports. For the first ‘time, oe 
‘audiences are in close touch with the Governor, mem-" oe 
bers of the State Assembly (50% of whom are from the |: a 
“KNXT coverage. area) and other state officials for 
immediate word on-matters of vital concern to them- 
~ selves and their community... 

-KNXT’s: Sacramento: News Bureau typifies. local 
television that-ranges far and wide to hit home. Thus, . 
-: Southern Californians seeking a clear picture of im- 
‘portant events—world, national and local—need travel: 
-only as far as Channel 2 on the dial. That's one reason. - 
they. make that trip so often.- : ae 

; Lt *Latest ‘ARB éstimates, 
* pubjcet to qualifications which KNXT 

will supply 0 on request. 



:  gnajors.. . 
.. ghows “represent. 25. hours. ‘Of. pro- |. 

“gramming. in. aera tas a. — aaa 
to ours” = wee an as. compared - “dows will be: shut: before .the :.- 

mock pub. is locked. in place. ook 

.* for:- the. :Wiajors, ! 

“+ cause’. when they’. present..a series | 
{dea © to’ ‘the. web,. 
‘usually tell him. what- ereator’ will. 

‘be involved’ in: the follow-through‘} 

~" Show,” and in earlier years, 

plum: London ‘area. 

acs ” Rediftusion, | London, weekday major commercial It oo. hitting a hot: stride in: its race for ratings with: 
For. example, the skilled deployment. of | ‘pro-. 

BBC-T 

of +.) gramming. on. ‘the: Monday-te-Friday -run, -yielded the: big indie 
nine places in the. London: area's ‘Top 20 shows for the week ended - 

“oc: March “29, 
ft. Rediffusion’s. ‘figure’ compares. ‘with BBC's ‘lesser- performance pe i 
AS ‘of five :shows in the: Top .20' (though all ‘BBC's shows are in the. | 

-.-.° Top 1D -while Associated. TeleVision, ‘which | the" London... 

~ +" area ‘at weekends, ‘has. four shows in: ‘the. same list. Granada's dane 
‘..” ‘networked “Coronation. Street”. (Mondays. and Wednesdays) gives oe Sates 

‘the. Northern major. the. remaining. two Places: in’ the. top ‘score oe i 
. shows. 

of Hollywood, April. 4. = 

“Indie. telefilmeries, which gained | 

. dominance. over: the’ ‘major’ studio] 

a ‘vidpix- ‘subsids only -recently,. ine} | 

crease. that. edge- ‘for: the: 1964-65 _ 

season, with 37 shows on: the ‘net-|-°-Triangle stations are planning~ tn 

-..- qyorks, ‘aS: compared to. 23 ‘for the |. 
worn: Fonally, ‘the’. indie} . Additionally, : 

from the majors. <- .. 

Total. score: for. next” ‘semester a 

., isn’t.in’ yet, as ‘there are still ‘afew |* 

decisions. to: be made, principally. , 

at ‘ABC-TV, but opviously ‘the re-{} 

- maining “deals. won't: ‘reverse the iy 

. ‘indie. edge over ‘the majors. 62° f° 

« ° Factors for the: indies’. boom in} wy 

‘dmportance . are “diverse, but prob- | 75 

ably the leading . reason: is: ‘the AU 

-"Ipenchant. ‘of: CBS-TV’ for.'indies.|- 

‘Virtually all of - its’ ‘product’ next 
season will. be. from ‘the smaller: - 

in-line - with prexy. |. -: 

2° James T. ‘Aubrey Jr.'s preference | - . 

” - for the indies. and his. belief -more-|° - 

‘eompanies, : 

tailor-made : product © comes from: 

- these. sources, . 

io For. ‘example;. Revie: ‘studiog,- Neo. 

Pin the. industry. volume-wise,: has 

“only cone: series,’ “The Munsters;” 
_on.. CBS-TV: next: season; Aubrey | 

on :that: idea, ‘Aubrey — ‘believes 

__, Strongly in. the manpower involved: 

Pin any series the web buys.."  ~ 

‘Still: another;- “and obvious, Tea- 

<° Jivered most. of. tv's hits.-overs’ the. 
“ _-years, coming: up. with .series such |’: 
~ as “Ben Casey, » ~The Lucy Show,”: 
The Danny Thomas. Show,” “The. 

“The | ‘Beverly Hill-. 
“The. Dick. ‘Nan * Dyke | 

“Drag 

oS mS Jones (Questions fia 
os Sieve ‘Alison’ Ss ‘Ae vise hee issent” Commes 12 ie 

network: “talent were: 
some. skepticism by Merle Jones, 

: CBS ‘Television. Stations prexy.: 

Defenders,” 
hitlies,”’.. 

: 7 net” ang. ST Love, huey: . 

" Washington, April 14. . 

He may- ‘not: be a ‘station: owner |" 
“but. “WWDC’s: Steve. Allison’ has” 

--: been anything ‘but silent: during the. 
Pacifica brouhaha. 

* The reason FCC. “Carman: E 
. “William. Henry... might. ‘not. have 

a ‘mentioned: Allison’. ‘in his ‘Chicago. 
“'..:: eritique ‘of Pacifica vis. a.vis:com- 

..-mercials, ‘was that’: 
~ "' “pegistered his. abjections to FCC’s 

'-v-proposed. blurb ‘curbs on ‘his: night- 

Allison . also 

ly talk show 
"Like almost | ~ everything ~ ‘ else. 

Allison - ‘talks ‘about, his Pacifica 
“jibes: at FCC: did not: ‘80. ‘without: 
4 listener opposition. ' 

— colloquy. 

“principally be-- 

they" .cannot |: 

; On Pacifica ‘Brouhaka 

fb program . sales. gold has: 
Jopened up—a strike. 

niffeance, 

Rediffusion’s ’s big. pall in the capital: on ‘the week in question: '..erease: America’s world: -Midfilm. 

A E, also: accelerates ‘the station's participation inthe network Top-20 . 
> listings’ “where, . ‘with seven. shows installed’ therein,’ it is far- atid i 
"away the most: successful. program: station of the week. In: the -- 
“+” network. chart,-BBC-TV. has four: ‘shows, ditto ATV. | Granada has 

7 three and ABC-TV. has ‘two... | 

~-Toeidoa ‘Apeit 14: 
ae “Fieh: new: vein: of: European. 

been - 
of such. sige | 

‘atid of such a rick. yield, ; 
 eubstantially increase. 

[aales.. total. © 
J ¥f the: vein. does ‘not. run “out! : 
‘alter’ the first pickings, offshore 

~ Yank prospectors ‘whe: toil in the .|’ 
- [rock-hard European. markets. stand | . 

===| to make more from their localized |. 
‘1. 4} centre of activity than’ is currently.| 
“+ being: made globally. If, at: the | 

eo ES. “| moment; an. American hour. skein 
can be expected to make aything. 

"Have. a flash: Whatever nse | 
= “Feblays at. next. year’s... NAB’ : 
“powwow. (in: Washington), the « 

"to. reprise. their.“ White’ Horse = | |b 
Inn, one of the: big hospitality ~ - 
“suite. clicks. at. the. “Chicago: | 30 

_ than vine gouig Tate. el wage | 
‘Sold: to BBC-TY ‘and. eight: con- |. 

meet. . 
-“Phis time, "though, ali win- 

Lt: “'Chieago, Apri 1 . 
‘WBBM-TV. attempted. to glam-| earned 

‘ 'Jorize. its. coverage of the Illinois 
prifnary: returns: today: (Tues.) “by 

latching - onto former ‘Gov. ‘William 
: G.. Stratton as its political. expert, 

hag let it be known he has no: yen:}* ala ABC-TV. with’ former ‘Presi-|- a 

dent Eisenhower in, ‘upeoming 8, 
events. 

“WBKB; in a : similar ‘competitive 
‘bid for “audience;. made. local use| Vaely 2.4. 
‘of ‘network commentators Edward)... 2° 

P: Morgan. and Howard K. Smith]. ¥- 
‘who: :-had..come in to. cover the]. ~ 
Presidential. primaries. for. ABC: | ~ 

oo The. network felt the . additional |. 
-. gon: for :the flourishing of. the: in-. | 

: dies is their success, They have de- i 
lish. them ‘better: ‘here... 
‘CBS had: sent: in’ ‘Walter Cron- 

‘kite and ‘NBC. Frank McGee ‘and |" 
‘Sander Vanocur, but they: cofined. : 
-their service . to" the network . Tre- 

local exposure given to its new 
one-two punch would help. to. estab- 

ports.. 

Team’ Tales 
| "Proposals ‘that’ local: “Broadcast: 

as ‘the “farm. - team”. for 

: Jones. said ‘he: agreed’ in“theory 
‘with the. proposals. ‘He also. pointed: 

out that- the five CBS-TV: o&0's 
- have" the...““Repertory.. Workshop” 
‘} project, -designed: ‘to: utilize ‘and 
Showcase local talent, a project! 
which: occasionally © has 
its -participants: to. bigger ‘things. 
‘In practice, - though, he said sta-: 

3| tion managers have advised. him 
that in the cities of St. Louis, Chi- 
‘eago. and’ Philadelphia; : there . just: 
isn’t enough - local. 
‘port a ‘richly ‘financed,. prime time | 
‘local series. in the . ‘dramatic: and 

«| musteal- et. ne, Louis,. ‘Chicago. 
| kets 

-Among. those heatedly urging. a. an Vadelphia -are the «mar 
_ closer : ook at: ‘Pacifiea’s contro-. other than N.Y. -and Tos: Angeles, 

_. Wersial. programming... was: aD 
an ‘American Legion ‘topper. - if 

“Since Henry let. the secret out in: 
- Chicago, Allison brought. back, the. 

Pacifica topic. for review in his. 
advise : ‘and ‘dissent’: Style nightly. 

‘graduated 

talent to :sup- 

in. which CBS-TV thas” o80's.) © 
The “farm team” talent . propo- 

= ‘Sals - for’ local: \FV:. broadcasters 
“were: ‘made -at- the. recent National 
Assn: of : Broadeasters - convention. 
by. Mike Dann, CBS-TV program- 
ming V.P., cand. Dick: Packt of ‘West- 

ih -Finghouse. 

‘met... with ' 

wo +2." fron. $24,000 per segment (in. prac- | 
-L-tice}- to $40,000 “(in theory) ‘from |: 

yam | round-the-globe _ sales, ch 
| Here .on in’ US. ‘distribs ean. look | a 

; incladed) 

tinental Inarkets, . the ‘Kaye show | 

the. Kaye _shows will take 

 Feportedly 

26- episodes). from. BBC; a= “web 
which ‘previously. balked at: figures. 
beyond. $7,000 per hour—have 
-pare the.fact that; as ‘savvy dis-: 
‘ribs have. .always. suspected, ‘ie. 

: (Continued on page 43) 

national” program exchange: . 
eight 0 broadcasters from. 
countries beginning- in. May. © 

- “International ‘Hour: Music. from 

wood Bowl by KNXT, Los Angeles, 
- in in cooperation with. the: Composers 

and -Lyricists Guild . of America,. 
Al Will be. the CBS o&o0 contribution 

to the exchange. Actor Ray Milland 
| | will ‘host. the program which will | 
ry. present motion picture scores: and | - 

‘songs performed: by leading com-! 
posers . conducting the: -Ho 
Bowl Symphony. 

- Following -the American | -broad- 
‘cast of the Hollywood- program on 

| the network’s o&o0’s, it will-be seen. 
jon the facilities. of ‘overseas. Bevet. 
.easters- participating. in. the 
change. As. in the past, each broad. 
‘caster’ contribute -a one-hour 
_program to the exchange for ‘show- | 
ing in. all participating countries... 

participate’ in the °64 exchange: | . 
‘PROARTEL. (Argentina); Austral-: 
ian, Broadcasting. -Commissic 
adian: Broadcasting .C Corp.; Radio-|. . 
diffusion .Televisi 
(France); RAI, Italy;: = Tokyo ‘Broad-|- we 

Norddeut- ‘casting ‘System, (Japan);: 
scher Rundfunk (West. Germany); 
and. ‘Yugoslave Radioteleyision 
(Yugoslavia): Frarice . ‘has. entered 
‘the project: for the. first time... 

England _- isn’t. - “represented”. be: 
‘| cause ‘BBC ‘and ‘the commercial |: 

| broadcasters. there are of the opin-. 
ion that the U.S. market: shauld be. sold. al sold, as opposed to a program ‘con- 4. further. scope: ‘ight. well: neces- 

sitate. dn increase in the $11.20 11-| 
“cense ‘fee- before the general. elec- 
‘tion:. Such _.a ‘move’s considered to 
be. Ld major Vote Toser, . oe, 

tribution’ -to. .the © “Ifernational 
Hour” project, aimed at granting a 
showcase for programs. from for- 
eign sources. and’ increasing inter- 

" tnational understanding. . 

t eked at. the hospitality ‘sulte 
of Desilu Sales. at the recent 

then from | 

Aus- |. 

it is -estimated. 

The: ‘CBS. “oko. tv ‘stations: * lt 
‘conduct their fourth. ‘annual -inter-. 

‘Hollywood,””. produced at the Holly- 
David Niven; 
‘Charles Boyer, to NBC-TV for the |... 

The’ following: broadcasters : will 7 ne a 

on; Can-. 

_LOCAL TV-RADIO & SYNDICATION _ 

~ Chimp’ 3 Champ _ 
. “Chicago, ae 14. 

The ‘chimp 

eo 

- Television Film Exhibit here 
‘made -such’a hit with Desilu © 
thidwest :. sales ‘ manager. “Bob = 
Neece. that. he went out. and... : 

.. bought a chimp. for himself. 

“travelling with him’ in his sta-: 
tion wagon, along with nega- . 

:". tives of the “Greatest Show on” | 
-: Earth.” “It will epen: doors,” 

he ‘Says, . ‘reterring | , to: the. 

_ Loe 1 
. Four. Star T 

| . : (Tues. that. it is “looking forward. - 
4} in excess “of $43,000 | ‘per ‘show, |-wi ! fo the. fiscal ; 
-} whieh ‘compares. with: the more | be 

. - pnormal $16,500. sales. gross for -an | thi 
,.. | hour telefilm: sold in identical. mar- 

. | kets. If: current. dickers. , with: such. 
| nations ‘as - ‘Portugal, 
tria and: ‘Switzerland. metdciatiac 

inte. ‘solid ‘sales, it 
~ OF gat 

$50,000 . “per hour, “out: of Burope 
| and the U.K. .-. 

. Unprecedented. “vigor of the 
‘TKaye sales: .—. . which 

earned:.-$15,000. per “episode fer’ 

Toss for the Srst half of the current —n 
fiscal year. 

“Thomas J 

season and . 

fiseal.. year, ' gross: 
4 $5,262,459," cempared: to-$11,718,-' 

[Net loss fo a eriod was $239. pe et loss for period was | 
. fel | 154-as. opposed to a-net profit for 

ov ..Ethe- same period _ last ‘year of 
«MSE "| $187,117. 

“-} “Phe. Teport cited two ‘special 
em| reasons” “as contributing. ‘to. the |. 

| loss... ‘The. first was that. Four Star | the 
. [had- only ' one: show. on network ty.| 0° > 
‘The report said’ the second ‘reasoh 
stemmed from the production and. 

-with:| subsequent cancellation of the 
other } 

‘however,. the 
company reported. it had: sold “The ' 

a.new hour show starring P 

“New. Robert ‘Taylor. Show.” 
“At the same time, 

Rogues,” 
Gig | Young. and 

i F ; i i 
Neece plans .to “use the || 

- chimp on sales calls, the chimp . : 

Ty. an -interim report: to stock- |. 
holders, ia mott, | twe 
president, ‘and: "George : A Elber, +1] 
exec v.p.,. said. the ‘company. will 
have a greater: number of films: and | ponent, 

- livé. shows’ on tv. during the 1964-65 | Ponning 

._pating.: ‘“eontinuing . ‘advances also|. ! 
within our other divisions and sub- | 
‘sidiaries: Pe 
Four Star reported: ‘that for the | 

laid | 26 weeks ending Dec. 28,. 1963, the 
first half: of the. company’s current. 

income. totaled: 

oe ie 

i 85 

i : i zg i z ig 
i be f Hl 

ai the push ‘towards its its ultimate 
rating . supremacy, but 

While in some cases the new web 

1964-65 season. and that the. high-}|.:e*e%. ® 
Gene rated “Burke’s Law,” starring fo 

Barve had: been. renewed by. ABC-} 

Shareholders. also were informed am 
that reruns ‘of. “Ensign. O'Toole,” |} f. 

Hywood. originally’ shown on..NBC-TV, had |” 
[been sold to. ABC-TV for weekly 
broadcasting” this spring: and. that }. 
“Celebrity Game,” | 
show.. with ‘Carl Reiner.‘as host, |- 
|had heen purchased. by. CBS-TV. 
[tsb being shown Sunday’ evenings.. 1. 

tion, Four .Star re 

(Continued on age 43) 

apes April. 145. a 
* Postmaster-General, minister ‘in ert 

+ charge. of broadcasting, has. limitea |: 
‘the. time -BBC-2. can stay on the ar- 

‘| waves to'30 hours‘a week (not. in- 
cluding: outside: broadeasts)..' _ 

BBC-2, the UHF, 625-line service 
which. the Corporation. launches. on 
_Monday (20) has been™ temporarily} 
curbed, it’s: said,. because to grant 

‘a. new, panel}. 

April 14. ‘Cincinnati, 
tat Broadcasting has been suick : 

it had completed ‘production. of its | some exec Jugs 
first. full-length’. -motion | pire, ce 

‘moted from manager to: ‘g.m. of. 
WDAF-TV; and Nick Bolton, who” 
has been gm: of WKRC-AM, moves. 
‘over. to ‘WDAF-AM in 
‘capacity. 

Replacing - Bolton at” WKRC is. 7 
‘Jack. Remington, vet on-air. .per- 
sonality here, and latterly the. sta-. 
tion’s prograir directer since ’62.: 
To complete the musical chairs bit, 
his. p.d. berth has’ becn. handed to 
Ted McKay, chief announcer - at 

i the. station.” 
t 

same 
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7 Stour of. o’seas. offices. 
Me returning. to.New: York: May” 4,. “st 

*. signed of at°20th:Fex: to’ produce ABC-TV’s 
_ ‘- Seamans. and: Bob- Sammon Of. ABC. ‘News. are. westward: ho, scouting: 

"Oliver, a senior at: ‘Bowdoin College.” 
Tet “Corps: following - nuptials. ° 

_ *"-"CBS-TV. v.p. of ‘daytime sales, ‘back from Chicago. ‘business ‘trip 
. 22° Joseph -Wershba has joined “CBS Reports”’.’ asa. -producer .. 
“Godfrey: makes his legit .play.-debut. this ‘summer at the Bucks. County. 

ae - Playhouse, New: Hope; Pa., as the Stage ‘Manager ‘in- Thornton -Wilder’ S|. 
Ve ee Our. Town: ” Chris’ Schenkel has -heen :named National. Sportscaster:: of | 

. the Year’ by the Salisbury’ (Md.)- Chamber. of: Commerce 
CBS. Radio, .Pubaffairs. ‘flack, teaching: a course: in’ English. composition |: 

- . Richard -D- Heffner,. formér: program manager of .WNDT,’ 
“ONCY., will be host of. ‘the: National Education Television’s new 21-week 

-.« Rudy: Vallée. signed: 
.as. host. .of: the new summer variety: series: ‘featuring: young. performers,. 
-to:be telecast ‘by CBS-TV-™ for. the vacationing: “Danny. ‘Kaye Show:’ | 

7 _:, compulsory retirémént ‘age . 

.. . AMinters spectals ‘next season ..°.” 

~~ whieh worked succéssfully for “That: Was the’ Week: That: Was,” -will ate at 

IN. ‘NEW. YORK . Regal, eee nee | 
is Don Garrett, Screen. Genis 5 pabret topper. winding v up. jury: y duty 2 and 
ile be ‘baek at. ‘his desk- ‘Monday. (20) :. : “Table. tennis-ifiados” ‘is the. 
.. coinage of :a. WNEW-TY: pubber’ apropos. the: station's just-conclitied’ 

.~ junior: table. tennis. touriiéy- Promotion with 600-odd youngsters.. 
<eoinage, too... j 

-. -ABC- prez. ‘Tém Moore has” a : Monday: (20) junck’ date before the ‘Holly: 

as wood ‘Ad. Club: to speak on “A: New:Era for. Sports Through Television” 
ia. Anna May. Franklin has. joined’ Plautus Productions as. assistant to: 
the. ‘general. manager, Arthur. Joel- ‘Katz. — 

“manager for the’ ‘Theatre. Guild: before’ joining: ‘Plautus. .. 

Sam: “Weisbord, Coast : topper : of the William . Morris . ‘Ageiey. ‘tele: 

dept.,: arrived: ‘in |New. York last night. (Tties.) ‘to’.confer ‘with. “Wally. 
7 ‘Jordan,. N. Ys. agency’ s tele head, “On: Programming development. for next 

"+ .§eason.,: 

‘NBC “News: “chieftain: Bill. ‘MéAndrews Teaves’ today. (15¥ for. antatal 
. He’ll | visit London, . Paris, ‘Berlin ; and Rome, | 

‘Guy ‘Lombardo. will strike up: ‘his: and for the Mets shea: Stadium 
; Richard. Goldstone - opener April: 17 via’ WOR-TV- ‘and WHN radio - ill: 

‘B “Peyton. Place”, . 

Oregon and: .California: primary::coverageé sites. ABC-TV: repeats” 
its. “Making of the President 1960” report -on-: June tls; . Paul, Anka. 
“makes -his.14th Ed Sullivan ‘guester. May..17..: ABE ‘News’. f£The 

“7. Soviet: Woman”: nabbed, -an :Overseas’ Press’. Club’ ‘citation ’ ‘for -“best.| ae 
+ television reporting-from . -aboard’?: 
: Reports”. on .ABC-. Radio; ‘resumed’ ‘after a two-week holiday’ abroad. 

“Ape 27." 
_Naney- “Sureck,. who’ as: “Naniey’ Hamburger | was. “with ‘the’ NBC. Press 

7 Dept, a few -years.:ago, ‘has: come out of: retirement: .to- handle. public |: 
relations. for ‘the Telesun Foundation. “which - As: producing | a series’ ‘on. . 
“ the: United. Nations. . 

NBC. ‘board - ‘chaikman Robert | Sarnoff. ‘presented : ‘the . first: Electron 
tes. Merit ‘Badge -of.. the’ Boy: ‘Scouts: at. a. Waldorf-Astoria’ Juncheon.. 
“Yesterday. he addressed the annual RCA Controllers. meéeting in L.A. 

:NBC. prexy. .Robert . Kintner. ‘announces the engagement. of “his 
‘daughter, Susan’ Kintner, a. senior at. Middlebury CoHege, to. Thomas’ 

Couple ‘hopes. to join: the’ Peace. 

a Morey Amsterdam, back. to the Coast and his’ “Dick Van Dyke” fiim- 
a ing. ‘He ‘also is ‘writing, a new book;:a comedy. bio, “I Remember. Me.” 

- Herbert. “Anderson, : who: ‘played the ‘harassed: father- in “‘Dennis,. 
The. “Menace,” ‘set’ ‘for two: serious: dramatic stints in’ CBS-TV’s:“‘Raw- 

. hide”. -and. “Gunsmoke” . ‘ 
". ‘information, on Coast .. 

“o> NLY: ‘production of. “A. Hatful .of | Rain’” next. weekend: . 

Arthur 

. Eliot ‘Tozer; 

--at-CCNY : 

pubaffairs: series,. “OF: People and: Polities.” -. 

Arving” ‘Mansfield - produces °. rge Schlatter. signed. as Producer | 
7 of. the three ‘Texaco. Meredith ‘Wilson specials on CBS-TV. .: 

— Mimi. Benzell ‘this “week. started her. interview show: for ‘WNBC from. 
< the: Cafe Francais: in Rockeféller Plaza:. . : Donald’ McGuinn joins 

Doyle-Dane-Bernbach : as radio-tv ‘department: administrator; a newly- 
‘created post: He was with Geyer, Morey, Ballard; Inc... 

the Institute of Culture of.the Americas, today (15)... ABC ‘newsman 
Art: ‘Van ‘Horn: -commuting. to. Hollywood. for. negotiations on: his pro- 
“jected.-tv series -. 

_ Bob: Curran: joined: NBC. Préés * as‘a: 2 sports. publicist . NBC: Inter: 
_. national’s:Marvin Goodman répresenting web at. Montreux Filmi Festival, 
-: Switzerland, : starting’ Friday. (17). He will visit NBC-I’s London: ‘office.|. 
‘before. returning to N.Y... . , author James Baldwin ‘talks. about his new] 

-. “TW”: regular| - 
Sardy. Baron . ‘penning a. musical. comedy’... : NBC - News ‘producer Fred} 

co . Richard: Schickel, | 
~. book”. editor. on. ‘NBC's “Sunday,” in England‘ ‘filming’ ‘at -‘Shakespeare}- 

: NBC. News ‘pub, ‘affairs director. Ed - Stanley: speaks- to. 

play. on -NBC-TV’s : “Today”. ‘show. tomorrow (16). . 

Freed. filming in Boston: for.a June: -Dupont spec’. 

exhibit 
iS NAFBRAT- group ‘May «26 -in “Columbus - ¢ Sigma-Delta. Chi and 

a ‘- Women’s. League: for” Israel ‘honored. “NBC's: ‘civil rights. ‘special : ‘with: 
(04> pubserviée: awards .. 

Sparks; ‘Nev.. 
‘Bill’ Dana back from stint. at. Nugget- Club: ‘in 

‘Radio’s - exec. committee of affiliates... . Bette “Davis. ‘on Jack..Paar’s 
“show. April 24 . ... NBC News’ “Sunday”: “will cover dedication. of Michel-. 
angelo’s. “Dieta” ‘Sunday. (19) at the: World’s’ Fair ..,..: Cyril Ritchard 
guests.on “Dr: Kildare” May 7°: :).: NBC. Sports veepee’ ‘Carl: Lindemann 

a a headed: ‘a Seven-mani contingent: ‘to-Japan last week for: final. Olym-}, 
- Johnny Carson. ‘will star. at-the Sahara ‘Hotel in’ Vegas}: ; 

“depth,” has: been. pretty. ‘well’ aban-: 
:doned by, televisior. and; radio; 

‘pics: “plans: . 
for. month * ‘beginning. July. 7, . ““Today”’ show. talent ‘coordinator 
Dick -.Ariette. in ‘Bimini the Bahamas. with ‘the US. : ‘fishing ° team. for. 

- «the. White ‘Marlin tournament, which ‘wil be filmed and: seen: on “Today” - 
2, April 20, 

“IN HOLLYWOOD 
on ** Herséhel Burke Gilbert moved. ¢ over from. Four: ‘Star to: ‘CBS-TV as: 

“.. -musie director ‘in ‘Hollywood: He. siicceeds -Lud -Gluskin, “who. reached |. 
_ . Perry’ €ross,-producer -of ‘the expunged ft 
“>. Jerry: Lewis. Show, is (NBC-TV’s choice’ to: produce: the six: Jonathan 

‘KHJ-TV. stored.up 21. old films from]: 
ic | Walter. Reade/Sterling for. $185, 000°: to. bolster its claim. as: the largest 
“ac. stocked: library in:television. : 
“. . David: Tebét inspecting the - new ‘product for.a year hence ‘or maybe: 
2. for- year-end fallouts: While here. ‘they ordered. two: more filmed’. two- 

Lit’s:. a. “world : ‘based. : upon: tinder- | 
.Standing, --not : agreement, Dut: “un- 
derstanding.” lee. 

Swing,: 77, “said: that: when’ “we ro 
_money | maker’ ‘for ‘years- with its” 
‘mail order. catalog of: the air,- ‘em ; 

NBC! 's Walter Scott, Mort Werner and 

-hour.‘shows from- Revue: for. its: Project: 120. series. The snéak: preview, 

a ‘be -utilized ‘next season in prime .time. to test the strength ‘of: pilots 
= Tom: Greenhow, -who. recently departéd -as coast tv head" of: McCann-.| 

_ Erickson, joins ‘his ‘oldboss, Pat. Weaver, at. Subscription, TV::... NBC- 
me . --TV: didn’t have too much: Tuck: Selling: “Kentucky’ s‘Kid” so. ‘they ‘changed 

“the: title! to “Kentucky Jones.”: ‘Mebbe. putting. the gimpy. ‘leg. back on| 
. Dennis Weaver might help; too’: Says. a: -press’ 3 release ‘on Bing Cros-. 
‘by’s new. situation comedy on “ABC-TV; “this engineer was oncte.a band. 
‘leader ‘and will help’ rationalize’ a. casually - integrated song by’Bing.”| have . ‘to know. intimately: about 

‘things’. In: other countries. : It’ll- be 
‘a . hoisy, 

_ world," 0. he: ‘concluded. 

-Like at the drop | of a signal |: .. Stan. Brady, packager: of “Teen “Age 
. Trials” and" “weekend Parents, aa ‘hospitalized. for. fatigue: we'e “Bonanza” 

“(Continued 0 on page. 44). 

as + t [Nac inertial In. | 
“Big: Overseas Sale| 

-: “NBG. ‘Jniternationai © last -.; week |: 
wr + ‘peddied’ “packages... totalling : 133.1 .. 
7 _{ hours of programming: to foreign |.. 

: | broadcasters. os 

"Odd |.) 

Miss. Franklin. was. business [ 

| Broadcast - 

-hours: - ‘of: ‘the. 
“seriés, . 

-Arish. Télevision bought 13. ‘stan: > 
-zas of: the half-hour: off:web com- 
peays “Car, 54, ‘Where. Are You?" at 

Ted Koppel; ‘who fronts..“Flair | 

ABC's” “Queen: For a. Day”. notches: its: 20th. anni. the. -week. of 

Charles ‘Steinberg, CBS-TV v:p..of public 
"Dennis Feeney, thesping son ‘of. CBS-TV .as-. 

: ‘sociate. press “info- ‘director Harry Feeney,.starring -in Marist. College, 
e. Curl, , country. ‘where BBC is ‘in: competi- 

‘tion: with ‘the -commercial channel, 

‘point “up : on ‘the* “preceding twa. 

-, Desilu’ s: 

. Joe-Franklin’s 
‘WOR-TV “Memory “Lane”. strip ‘guests Roque Cruz ‘Gomez, ‘prexy: ‘oft 

. . Alvin ‘Mifelom takes. over ‘as director of “‘Goodson- 
“~~ Todman’s “Missing: ‘Links” ‘with. Mike: Gargiulo” Tmoving. to G-T"s, new | 
» “Get-the Message”. - ' 

Carl; George. ‘of - WGAR;. Cleveland, ‘named~ to. ‘NBC. 

Federal... “Nigerian =. 

. Greece, 

way” ‘and “Opening. Night.” 
. “The - World. . of.’ Billy. Graham” : 
was. ‘ordered. py Dederlandse. Tele-. 
visie. Strichting ‘in ‘Holland, and 
Sierre. ..Leone’ Television. bought: 
34 more ‘episodes of. “Dr. Kildare.” |- 

Of": - Northern |~- “Corp: .. 
Nigeria: also: bought 34 more -“Kil- 
dares, *? and. Arabian-American. Oil: 
‘Co.’ ordered - 26. of. the: “Medico 
-dramas- ‘for its base :at. Dharan. 

French: Canadian’: ‘Broadcasting: 
Corp.. bought: seven’ NBC: telenien-: _ 

‘| -taries.” and:Mainichi’ Broadcasting; - 
-of Osaka: Japan;,,..ordered .:21 half 

“Wild Kingdom”. 

“London,. April 14, : 
hadordiig’ ta” ‘Television: “Audi 
ence. Measurement’ Ltd., BBC-TV 
is -beginning. to ‘pull. back’ some of 
the leeway between itself: and ‘the: 
‘commercial “web. - Ratings: : ‘organ- | 

Jizatiqn © “reports: ‘that. the: indies’ - 
| share: of ‘the network viewing audi- |. 
ence: for the four: weeks of “March: 
‘fell. one percent to 61%, following 
‘a.62%--share for the previous two 

‘BBC's: share. of: audience. months. . 
for . the -month. ‘was: ‘thus’. -39%,: a 

months. : 

In most’ areas. throughout. “the 

the. Corporation : showed: a ‘slight 

TV. beat: a- commercial - Station; “if | 
TAM figures are taken.as-a guide: 
‘Nearést BBC: gets. to a 50-50 share. 
with the: indies‘is in. the ‘Southwest. 
-where- Westward-TY,: the:commer- 
‘cial ‘web -:affiliate;- holds: sown’ al. 

: | CHANNEL WV BOUND 
ar the’ nation’s ‘three main mar: 
kets, London, - Midlands: ‘and . ‘the | 

“North, ‘the ‘indies. Score” 59%, - 59% |“ 
‘and 64% ‘tespectively ‘leaving: BBC} - 

| trailing:.41%, 4%. and 36% ‘in the : 
4+17.to Jacksonville,.Fla.; to help: a. 

station: there. nab a network Affilia-, 
‘tion. 

‘Commission: asked: ‘conimenta ‘on 
proposed rule - making to assign. 

‘17 “now . reserved for }:, 
Palatka’ to’ ‘Jacksonville’ ‘which. 

51%" slice ‘of. ‘the: audience to" BBC- 
6.49%, >. 

same ‘markets... 

Over © the . ‘tiret. ‘quarter, “ppc |. 
gains. 2%-.-on the previous quarter. . 
to snhatch..a 39% ‘share’ of. the. na= |} 
‘tional’: audierice, against. the" con- |. 
‘tractors S1%:: - : 

I Raymond Gram Swing: 
Ratio News Now Like 

“Raymond ~ JGram : Swing,’ vet 

recently took... 

‘Calmer,:-Swing’ said: “T think it’s 
a@. great Joss that giving. the back-| | 
‘ground. of . -News,., giving . news - in 

tign ‘with - télévision: adopted :.the 
techniques. of ‘television. and: began 
‘giving - headline - news. and’ brief 
news. 

just Rleadlinés and brief Trews. We 
have: to. understarid:.-If--we’re. go-: 
ing” ‘to shave: a world ..of : safety, 

get Telstars.-and other means of 
international. communic¢ation, this} 
is .going to. become. even’ more} 
formidable - a task~-for.. television | 

-notably ‘in: the: south, cuit into: it: will be shot: at ‘Boehm Aviaries in 
with.. their. own. ‘similar programs. ! Washington. Crossing, N. J.,. with: 

' Earlier: jockeys were: Uncle Tom. _Edward. «Marshall Boehm, 

and radio’ because . we're. “going. to 

. Taucous;: -disputatious | 

 Felevision - 
‘Service in’ Lagos ‘bought. 15 includ- 

| ing five shows. from NBC’s Project |. . 
20 and. specials’ on Britain, ‘Shakes- = 

The City | 
‘Vand” the : World,’ on “Ernest Heming- 

| play, . 

~ Rating ices | 

gain; though in no. case. ‘does? BBC- 

‘Brady, . 

-| channel. 

; Palatka ‘for: educational use... 

“Rust. Craft, -Broadeasting - -Co. ° 
which holds’ a construction: permit 
for WRSK: in Jacksonville said ‘the. 
lower’: assignment. would:. aid - its | 
quest for. web. affiliation... Company | : 
‘promised’ to proceed: :immediately | 

TV, Need: Background” 
newscaster ‘who..has -been: making 
news himsélf .of-late—he. has. just 

- published’ a. book: _ Good Evening”. 
' swing at. the.. 

medium ‘(radio) that nurtured “him: 
on. CBS. Radio's “The World ‘To-. 
night.”.In- response ‘toa. question: 
“by. €BS- News correspondent ' -Ned 

“Tt was ‘really: the ' ‘function: of S 
radio; “beéatse ” radio ‘doesn’t ap- |: 

/: peat to. the eye, it: appeals to the... 
“x: ]. mind, and I think: that radio, when- 

‘Tit: found. itself: in. strong. ‘competi- 

, don’t. think we: ‘ean ive: on 

re “LOCAL ‘TV-RADIO. & SYNDICATION _ 

“a US Shows a es 95%, of Aussie 
W Audience, Advertisi 
At $30 000 wn for Com Stations 

"“WJBK’s “Tiger: Baseball: 
‘Detroit, April 14,“ 

Eos. Angeles, - 

well will be back: for thé play-by- 

manager Bob Scheffing, 

Morgan, Doney: Repeat 
Names: at Cleveland: 

: - Cleveland, April: 14, 
Harv. Morgan, -KYW'S “Program 

~, .. PM” and. Jim Doney, WJW-TV's. 
oa | “Adventure: ‘Road’”.- 
"So Wwinners.- as: the: 

+ Cleveland . held ‘its: third. annual 
awards. luncheon to: honor. the. best. 
in newspaper, radio. and. 5 

‘was featured 

taped. . excerpts ° from: 50. old-time 
5 radio shows; Jeff Baxter: and Jack. 

| Riléy «for. ‘their afternoon - WERE 
disk. stanza; television—_Mike Doug-. 
Jas of: the syndicated Westinghouse: 

|:“Mike Douglas Show,’’-and Dennis: 
McGuire, former -KYW-TV, for. a 
three hour Good Friday. telecast... 

“FOR JACKSONVILLE? 
Washington, April 14: 

FCC proposed switching: channel] 

‘would.. shift. its channel. 36- to 

with’ construction: if if, received ‘the 
. assignment: 

. Commissioner Kenneth: Cox: dis- 
sented. . Favoring.. the -proposéd: 
-rules':were Chairman. E; Wiliam. 
Henry and: ‘Commissioners: Robert 
“E: : Leée,. ‘Frederick Ford. and Lee. 
Loevinger. 

Tiger. baseball: telecasts will j: 
‘beam: ‘via’ WJBK-TV for.the 12th 
consecutive.. séason,.. Starting. with: 
-Saturday’s-.(18)- opener. here: versus 

‘Station: will éatiy” 41. games. over . 
.the Season, inéluding nine at home: 
-and.15.. ‘night. contests: Ernie Har-. 

alternating | -with.... ea Tiger. 

~ Press Club. Awards 
| here. are ‘TCN. 9 and ATN 7. Both 

| Keyers. ‘are’ backed by powerful 

‘were repeat. 
‘Press (Club of: 

There | are: 

“Burns’: Show, ” 

+'$50,000,000. -by 1965. 
i commercial: operators are. hard- 

‘presséd- fo find... additional: - time 

. a . 

ing Revenues, : 

7 ‘Sydney, April, 14, 

Next to: the United ‘States Aue 

| stralia is. the most American-mind- 7 
ed ‘country. in the world. -This fact 

is- borne out by trade information 

centres here, plus ‘the. wide: range 
of -U.S=made goods available. to: 
eager buyers—from, autos’ to cigar- 
ettes, 

In the. field. of entertainment, : 
television ‘product -is a. major: rev-: © 
‘enue-getter for the: ‘American pro- _ 

| ducers .with this: year seen .as: ‘a «. 
real , topper for. ‘the Uz Ss. teevee dis-- ~ 

| tribution. a 
‘Ty Down. Under: has spread: its. 

[wings ‘and. is now geared into:.all” 
‘country. centres, with: commercial. 
station. ‘operators able to- offer. 
sponsors ‘a blanket. coverage via 24 
Stations. Key. commercial outlets _ 

newspaper: groups with associations 
coast-to-coast. The Australian 
Broadcasting Commission,: govern-: 
‘ment controlled, operates 12 ‘non-: 
commercial stations. but only ‘gar- 

-: | ners .a minority of Aussie viewers, 

_ For Morgan it. was his. thitd win; ..| who ‘prefer the-top American shows 

this time. for -his -“Nine«. Children 
and the World of Great Art,” an 
-gn-the-spot recording of their. ‘tour. 
of-the Art-Museum.-For. Doney, it}... 
was. award . number two. . i. 

Other . broadcasters ‘who. were. 
winners: at’ the luncheon in which . 
Bill Veeck, ‘one-time owner of ‘the. 
‘Cleveland = Indians, . 
speaker were: radio—Bob Miller, 
WERE, : for ‘his’: almost ‘three-hour 

televised. ‘by ‘the commercials. Gen-- 
eral opinion here points: to-a 95°O_ 
U.-S: product coverage.: | 

- ‘Pop. Shows. 
U. S: shows in popular demand 

““Red Skelton Hour,”: 
“Jack: Benny Show,” “Lucy. Show,” 
“Ben : Casey,” “Greatest ’ Show: on 
Earth,” “New. Breed; “Leave It 
to Beaver’ ” “Beverly “Hillbillies,” 
“Academy | Theatre,” - “George ; 

“McHale's - Navy,” | 
Star Theatre,” 

“Travels of © Jamie. . 
“The 

“Nurses,” — “AL 
“Plintstones, ” ” 
McPheeters,”. 

“Alfred Hitchcock Presents,” “Dere: 
Ty. ‘Mason, 9). “The Lieutenant, 29. “Are: ‘ ‘ : 

Jrest and “Trial,” “Grindl,” “Wide. oa 
4 ” 

“Newspaper. winners were’: Tom. ‘Country, 
Louis | Clifford::.and ‘Bob. 

‘Modic, Press; Wes. ‘Lawrence. and. 
Mrs... J osephine Robertson; Plain |" 
Dealer.’ a 

“Lawless Years” 
“Disneyland. i 

- Sponsorship. Solid 

_ Aussie ‘sponsors are™ spending. 

and — 

| Approximately: $30;000,000 ‘ yearly 
with the.commercial ‘station, This 
figure is: expected to increase . to 

‘Right. now 

‘Slots for : sponsors and are present-. 
dy forced to. use anything ° from. 

} Stew: to. 12. spot ads in. an hour’ Ss 
| Show. 

- Sponsors,. finger-pulsing viewers, 
| will: only. back the U.. S. “product, 
knowing ‘that the Aussie’ viewers 
Bive this ‘product first preference. 

Currently: there is little activity. 
in the local: production: field, main-. 
dy because of high: production _Costs,. 

j restrictions: by Aussie. Actors’ Equi-: 
‘ty and’ the refusal of ‘the govern- ° 
{Ment to give any. financial ‘aid to 
‘the: ‘homebrew. producer, . 

TV and Pix Mix. 
“The Aussie cinema has ‘Tearned he 
fo live with.teevee after fighting-..° 
‘the: 

| Key. pie. circuits are plugging -t op 

| pix. Via..commercials and finding a 

“enemy” for a lengthy span.» 

Sood payoff.in increased interest... 
Distributors, likewise, ‘are: backing ~ 
the: loops - In. major . teevee ‘selling 
campaigns, . 

This’ winter, package shows fea" 
7 ‘| turing local: ty talent ‘will go: into: 

WCKY's ’§ “Jamboree? Calls 
Tt Quits: After.19 Yrs, 

”. Cincinnati, ‘Aprif’ 14. 
“WEKY's 

benched -.’ -over. the week-end “to 
make room~ for airings of Cincy! 
‘Reds baseball, outletted to: the: ak 
station Burger’ Beer. network,. 

‘The: “50 ,000- watter, which ° ‘elaims | 
the second iargest nighttime audi-:j 
efice in. the: nation, gave the library. 
of..10,000..records: and --albums -to 
Jimmy ‘ Longsdon, ‘ jockey . of. ‘the } 
‘show for. the: ‘past twoyéars:. He ‘is 7 
launching _ “his” own. Mail. oorder 

:-F business: 

“Jamboree” Chas, “been ‘a. spiel: 

bracing. Bibles, tombstones. and you | 
name: it items: Small stations;' 

, 19:¥ear-old country 
‘music “program, “Jamboree,” “was. 

.] suburban and country . cinemas in’ 
j association with pix. First in is’ 
Brian. ‘Henderson “and his’ “Band-. 
stand ‘Revue,” with other local tal- 
ent shows. being: geared. to follow, 

Understood also that the’ Hoyts’. 
‘pic loop, ‘with 4 wide suburban and: 

; country coverage,. will play pack- 
age shows-in a-hid to win back lost 
teenage and family biz. Other 
loops are’ ‘tipped ‘as ready to follow 

: the Hoyts" play. | 

TRIANGLE SERIES 
~_ HAS REAL CHIRPS 

Triangle» Stations ‘will produce: 
fin color’ for: fall-.preem. a show . 
on. the..bird. kingdom, “The. Won- . 
der: of Birds,” 

“The. 65. ‘slated. stanzas will. be 
‘seen: ‘on. Triangle. stations and: will 
also ‘be ‘up for syndication. Series 

Jones; Nelson King,. Martie Rob- + thologist and porcelain artist,- as. 
Jverts, D Don: a Davis and. Wayne Rayney." : technical: ‘director. 

Fugitive,” - 
“Jackie: ‘Gleason Show,” “Combat,” " 

-ornie 7 



~ One hundred of the ‘most lavishly produced cartoons « ever. ‘created by “ 
Warner Bros.. for theatrical. distribution are now available to television. 
stations. ‘These fully-animated post-’47 productions have never traveled. 
‘the rabbit-ears of a TV set before.:They star Bugs Bunny, Daffy. Duck, « 
Elmer Fudd, Foghorn Leghorn, Road Runner, | Speedy ‘Gonzales: and 
other world-renowned Warner Bros: personalities: Running 6: to. 614 min- 
utes.each, these 100 new-to-television cartoons, are available in’ black- 
and-white or: color—for Fall start. Annnd.. ess that’ S$. what? Ss. uP, Bugs! 



$ Mins... Sun, 10 pm 

_Nedneate, Anat 1) 1966". “TELEVISION REVIEWS —_— 

a Sally aad, ‘ka’ meal 

D-TV (film) mo 
(M eCarin:Erickson) 

aan Sally Rand, .who has. ‘been 1 a ‘thin-| 
wt @lad. midway’ ‘attraction’ since’. the. 

* . World’s Fair of 1933, set aside -her 
: plumes. and .balloons. long: enough: 
49 ‘do. a -loving’.narrative. for :the |. 
: NBC-TV Special:.on the ‘insulated ; 

ful documéntary. which deserves a world”: of :the carnival. 

Buttressed: with the “statistics that 
>the American carnival is a billion- 
> dollar ‘business that plays to:-more’ 

people. than: pro. baseball, “basket- | 
ball’ and -footabll combined, . Miss.| 
-Rand - toured. .viewers. from. the 

_ carny.- winter. quarters” in Tampa, 
Bla. 

circuit, with concentrated. Stops - at. 
_. such. locations: as Calgary, Alberta, 

‘around. the nation’s’ carnival 

-and Sti Charles, ‘Minn: - 

..:.. With’ seript,’. direction. and. pro-| 
“:.. duction by NBC's. Chet- Hagan, the. 
~~ sghow’s most..reportorial_ ‘sequences. 

‘concerned the inside angles on the 
“midway ‘games ‘and hoked-up- side- 
‘-“show ‘attractions ‘and. the” relative 

-, economic status. of carny owners—’ 
a - from ultra-affluence to break-even: 
At either extreme, the. show. pro= 

‘. vided: - the. carnival.’ folks. with: a| 
.. boast: about: their. ‘good: works ‘for 
a crippled children, and ‘the. network 
2 with a ‘chance to. air some: pretty 
“hot. scenes from. a: “midway ~ skin 
~ show.: All ‘in Jall, -it was a good. 
~ chance’ for’ the- “mark” to see how 
‘the. carny ‘views: him.’ NBC. news- 
easter -Ed Newman gave Miss Rand 
atm assist on the narration: © Bill. 

" pAvVD ALLAN SHOW. 
-- With Paul -Mann MT ay 
‘Executive. Producer: . ‘Stan ‘Porter. 
ws Producer-Director:: - Sim ‘Coursen™ 

he WNAC-TV. Boston: (live) : 
30--Mins... Mon.-Fri.,: 12. pm. coke 

; : " alities: ‘in, “legit - tryouts, - : touring ; 
. --, Companies and ‘niteries is: certainly 

.the “David. Allan “Show,” --WNAC- |" 
TV's live’ entry with: a live’ studio | 
audience. - ‘On «stanza. -caught,.. his. 

vp Buests | were .. Alan‘ “Mewbray...‘and | 
..,.. ingenue: Freda. Holloway of .“‘Enter | 
: *+Laughing” playingat the ‘Wilbur. 
ot Appropriately: enough the majority 
<) @£. the -studio...audience. :in :the 
:.Camelot Room.:.of the ‘St.. George 

ono : Hotel, where” the sesh is held, ‘that 
; day were from: the Falmouth The- | 
vatre: Guild - Cast, of. “Arsenic ‘and 
“Old. Lace,” -in makeu P ~and| 
i costume, we ; 

Young, - “Bersonable ‘host David. 
a 4 Allan’ conducts ~ “warm, «. friendly | 
wt -interviéws with guests. in which he. 

brings. out: facts. about the -person- | 
“: ‘alities: that: he as a sintere.appear- | 

_. ing: fan would. want..to know... For. 
-. + instance he found. ‘out: that ‘Alan. 
a “Mowbray had ‘appeared: .:in. 301 |- 
3. . films, .. has’ .a nightclub act: as~.a| 

~ standup” comic, ‘and a-tv:-.series, | 
. “Sheriff From: Piccadilly,’ * which 
”. he’s. trying: to ‘sell. He: ‘then “gave. 

. “Mowbray over: to the. studio ‘audi-|: 
“Tenee- of amateur® thespians - for. 
. press confab": questions: 

‘Freda Holloway, * “a ‘Lowell, Mass.,. 
-- Native, came. «across. “warmly: inl 

-.ghat - about “her -role, Visits with |. 
: fier: “mother, ' and - her.” ty run as} 
“Jill Malone” in ty’s “Young Doc-| 
.tor “Malone”.and: ‘how it: affected |. 
her public récoz in: supermarkets, . 

. includes :a cash. prize of $500.” 

a - Previous award. was~ the: Free= 
Lot dom Foundation’ s. “George ‘Wash- 
ington -Honor © Medals.” | 
Pawn,” played: on all .CBS . 08&0's, 

_ presented: the story. of Sam Blow. 
Vf “=a.” Missouri - 

*.-" “Dred Scott,’*. whose awsuit-: for | 
_ » freedom in. 1846. contributed great- 
“= Jy. to: the: cleavage. between North’ 
ce ‘and South. . 

dept, stores’ and subways. - 

Ge . 

“KMOX ‘AWARD 
«St, ‘Louis; “April: 14. 

_XKMOX-tV’s 

and Local . ‘History ‘Award which. 

“The 

slave: nicknamed 

‘POVERTY. 18 ‘PEOPLE we 
‘With: Edwin Newman. 

‘| Producer-Writer: 
:..- | Director: Don. ‘Luftig: 
“....1:30. Mins.; Sat.,: € pm enn, ; 

WNBC-TV,. N.Y. on 

from. poverty. : Aa 

“The human rieaning’ -of : this, cola. 

Director:. John ‘Degen 

a area = 

- Looker. 

| Writer:. Burlbaugh " 
Allan. :puts on a: fun and: games 
audience - ‘participation. seg: and | 
this “orie: was’ song. Temembrances | 
“in which pianist Paul Mann played| 

-" evergreens. If. participants. guessed.| 
“the ‘name. of ‘the’ song within two] 
“years, they won‘ 4: prize. If not, .a 
consolation. prize: This: framework | 
gave host: a.chance to plug his own |. 
song, “The Language ‘of Love”, in: 
a running. gag with. Mann... 

“ Show: -is” ‘a. - Tively,. ‘entertaining 
showe ase. for -incoming’ ‘stage, 
screen. and nitery. ‘talent exposure, 

. “Repertoire. ‘Work: | 
‘shop”. production “The: Pawn” has: 
‘won two awards, the: -latest. being.| 
the’ ‘BMI-American Assn. ‘for: State’|. 

ae - came. -out a. “big: ‘winner, . 

Dick Etison 

“Poverty: ‘Ts ° People, - produced: 
| by NBC's. flagship station: as. part|’: 
- ofa series on New York, was.a con- 
”. | seience-stirring: documentary about 

poverty. in New. York. According to 
-the statistics cited, one person out 
of five can be classified as suffering 

statistic was turned into a power- 

.wide audience, particularly among. 
the: -decision-makers- for the city. 
With. Ed. Newman “as narrator 

and. interviewer, the show focussed. 
on’ the ‘so-called “triangle”. ‘in ‘East 
Harlem, .a 35-acré concentration. ‘of 
Negroes and Puerto Ricans.who are| 
-hemmed: in,.by.. ignorance. and. dis- 
-eriminations: as effectively’. as: if 
‘there:was a literal wall, around, this 
ghetto. - 

pee t 

in’ rhe: story, frankness. ‘through | “in. 
.terviews with families in this area 
‘as well'as some community-leaders. 
‘The rats,. the garbage, the despair 
.and--the- sparks of. revolt. ‘Were -con-: 
‘veyed. in ‘a. journalistic. style . that 
‘did: not. at. all. gloss over the: ugli- 
‘ness -6f the situation; The” viewer 
felt;. in. ‘fact. almost: ‘smelled, ‘that 
this ‘was; the: bitter: ‘truth. Herm.: 

THE [MINNEAPOLIS - ‘STORY.’ 
‘With Jim MaeDougal. others: 
Producer: Bill. McGivern . 

‘Writer:.McGivern.... 7 
30 Mins:; Sun. 1 pm. © 
| KSTP-Ty, Mpls. St. ‘Paul ape): 

‘where KSTP-TV :holds forth.’ ‘The 
sus Hubbard NBC affiliate. prop- 

erly. 

American. City” -awards, . 

At the: outset the program . had: 
‘Minneapolis . ‘Mayor: Arthur. Nafta- 
‘lin: ‘before ‘the ‘camera expressing |. 
his’ great pride over. the city’s gains 
‘which. ‘resulted — 
‘Among the ‘accomplishments 
-pointed. ‘out. by him: ‘were the trans-. 
formation. of .. what chad. been: -a{. 
blighted downtown. area . into one 
that. ‘now: boasts _ Many "new, | im-. 
pressive’ ‘structures, ‘represting © ex- 
penditures of. millions ‘of dollars, . 

- What. thade. for program appeal 
1 generally was the festooning of ‘all 
‘the -talk “with ‘ action. shots “com- 
‘prising’. photographs,’ drawings ‘ete. 
Mepicting the: city’s. -early -/ and. 

. present days.and much live camera 
work: “Viewers were . taken. from |: 
the : city’s . very. beginning,’ step by.| 
step, to the present - day: 
-Ypon Robert G:- ‘Gerny, a promi: 

nent Minneapolis. ‘architect’ -who, 
with his’ associates, has been. play- | 
-ing:a leading role ‘in’ ‘tiaking “Min- 
neapolis a leading: city, there: de-| 
‘volved much of the’ task of. telling 
the. story. of . this tnunicipal ‘prog- 
ress. and’ ‘what: further. -improve- 
‘merit’ the future. fikely :h ‘holds. “He 
aid: this ably.: * Rees.’ 

THE. ‘QUIET ‘REVOLUTION | 
‘With Adam Lynch, narrator - 
Producer:. Georze Burlbaurh, 
Director: . ‘Jack . Elias - 

30°Mins.,. Sun., 6:30 p.m.: 
‘WIIC,. ‘Pittsburgh 

“This. - interesting, | thougtit ° “pro- 
voking ‘ty’ adventure - caught. the | 
‘spirit and. drive of a group. of: Pitts-: 
burghers. known as -“The . Trend- | 
“makers.” _Thiey ‘are’ all successful 
professional and ‘business men and. 
in this show the: general discussion 

| Stayed : around: the present. social |. 
| revolution.in the life of the Ameri- i 

can: Negro... 
“Ts as quiet revolution, ” ‘narra: : 
‘tor” Lynch -said, “and. the weapons |: . 
are words, thoughts, ambitions and |: 

a -| dreams...The: enemy. ‘is bigotry and: 
- the’ old. order. . The purpose. is. a 

new: identity.’ an 
. The’ group, “all of: “whom: are 

‘Negroes, discussed" the -Ways’ to”ap-" 
proach a. new image . -and . found 
‘themselves. arguing -. with them-. 
selves -as. time’ ran out... ‘The. ‘abso-. 
lute lack: of artificiality: ‘made this 

| seg ‘a’ standout... -Oné man said: hey. 
quit.a.job in.a bank because ‘we: 
were’nt: ready. for - each’: ‘other. : 
Others: talked - freely, ‘on: problems | 
‘and were: interrupted:" ‘by others 
‘who wanted: to get their two ‘cents: 
worth in: There could -be. a lot. of 
soul. searching. as. a. ‘result of: this: 
‘show. ° ‘NBC’s ‘affil: here,. WIIc; ‘put. 
-all their: top’ hands: on. this. mee and. 

it.” 

oe : ] BASEBALL: 

felt ‘that: such ‘an. airlane |’ 
‘tribute - was. due. ‘Minneapolis since}. 

‘1 Gt’s one of 11 ‘cities to: be honored 
"Hub’s tv_gift'to show biz on-{ by the National Municipal’ League | 

F person. ; and. Look magazine with 1963 “All- 

‘jin the [award.: 

“MORE “THAN | “al 
GAME... 

With Joe Garagiola,. Jeffrey, Price; | 
. others.- 

‘| prod,-Dir.: Walter Kravets vy 
| 90-Minutes, Sat., 4: 30 p.m. ras & 
‘NBC-TV. from N. Y.. eee ; 

- NBC-TV, ‘which. ‘is: atriving’ ‘for 
sports. supremacy. ‘in: the three. net- 
work. chase, . made « such ~ a:. con- 
‘descending. - Bow. to. “professional 
baseball that’: this. ‘intended -90- 
minute: telementary. turned-into an 
-hour:.and a half blurb for: the so 

+t called “national pastime,” 
‘very. dull: one. at’ that. = 

cand a 

Apparently the show. ‘hig slanted. 
at a kid-audierice, as. the format. had |- 
Joe Garagiola,:an NBC. sports¢aster, 
formated with 'a young kid,’ Jeffrey: 
‘Price of Newark, N..J., -who. played 
‘Bobby: Smith, a ‘sandlotter- fulfilling 
his dream .of: talking: with ‘all ‘the’ 
‘baseball greats. It's ‘unlikely - that 
any. kid. other: than: the ‘mythical 
Bobby : Smith could. be conned into 

- believing baseball is «as much:more 
than. a game. as was’ purported ‘here. | 

. emcee:spot. ‘for the. first..time, ap- 
peared. at ‘times: to be.on: the point 
of saying’: something: 
but, managed ’.to. maintain a. digni- 
fied: approach. . to. his-- duties: ’His_ 
-few lines about smoking :were-un- 
inspired. All concerned. with ‘pro-'- 
“duction: activities are to be. com-- 
“mended °-for. the: fast’ -handling:. of | 
the. awards: and..getting the recipi-. 

- Blooming among the -hearts. and 
|| flowers. spread “ by. baseball : com- 
jnissioner -Ford. Frick, former mab-. 
ager Joe: McCarthy; Roy. Campanella 

| and others, were Casey Stengel, in: 
‘full-throttle: on the. glories * of the 
new* Shea. ‘Stadium: ‘for his- New 
York Mets,.and the colorful umpire. 
Jocko. Conlan: There- was a ‘load: of. 
‘archives film: fillers -on:: old.. stars: 
and World .Series . games. . 
“Web: did much. better a year: ago. 

with ‘a’ bright, .sdrdonic’ season’s|-n 
--| opener. helmed. by Joe _Garagiola 
__ftatking. to adults: we - Bill. 

7 emia eo 
“| With Lottis. ‘Lomax: “Malcom. x, 

Theodore J. ‘Berry; Diane: Budan, 

tits: avowed ‘purpose’ of .. being. al: 
{ salute* to one. of the? Twin. Cities} 

“ and. Pat Murray no 
‘Exec.-producer:. Jack: Reilly. ae 
‘Producer-Director: ‘Roger: ‘Ailes. = 
60° Mins., Sat.°4 p.m.: = 
‘KYW-TY; - ‘Cleveland. 

-studio ° “Key” guests, controversial 
and/or: -enlightening, . the : program: 

. provided: an.-informative : public af- 
- fairs. chapter. for. ‘the cosmopolitan 
“Viewer... a 

-On- stanza caught; ‘Bud Dancy. of 
the. _station’s. -news. department; 
“teamed with. Louis: Lomax, ‘noted 
‘Negro author. working on a KYW-: 
TV. assignment, to” interview “Mal-. 
‘colm:. X,: the ‘controversial - racist. | 
‘The. ‘dialog’. was’ both ‘provocative.| ae 
“and::reyéaling; “and’. although: this. —_ ; 
| carried’ the bulk of. the time in} ~ 
comparison : ‘to. other -Sepments;: it 
‘seemed this- ‘could ‘have been. given 
‘an’ even. greater- exposure in. light |. 
|-oF events that had: been-crystalizing 
in the - community badly-torn: by. 
school integration: Maleom X again. 
‘showed :his. glib: capability and pro- 
jected ‘with’ the’ feeling: that -has 
made him .a - tube. ‘personality, 
‘Lomax’ Ss probing . on. ‘the’ Teligion 
issue .and* Malcolm’s. views_ on: the. 
“Black: God", were’ revealing © ‘as. 
was Dancy’s efforts to pinpoint the 
Suest's’ newsmaking | opinions, - 

“In: the other segments, ‘Pat Mur-}. 

‘hands. “Miss’ Dian ‘Budan, - Miss 
"| Clevelang, ° 1964, .needed:-no addi-. 
tional: visuals, and. showed - herself 
| a-capable’ young lady. Rev. ‘Gordon, 
‘Blasius. of ‘the Presbyterian radio-1"the: Wind.” 
television- office. lent. |-an. added |. . 
fillip.in his comments on: the use. of | 
Stan. Freberg’s .' funny’ 

Mt ark. 

“Doss 1s. ‘PEOPLES’: PREZ” 
Worthington, ‘0, April 14. 

“Bowman. Doss, ‘ who” “has... been |: 
‘elected © president . of’. Nationwide | 
Insurance. Companies, Colum-. 

‘|*bus O:, has also been’ elected gen- 
eral ‘eLairman of the” board .of. 
Peoples . ‘Broadcasting: Co, He .suc- 
‘ceeds Murray: D: Lincoln, ‘who: re-: 
signed «both ‘posts . but: “continues 
“as a: IMmember-. OF . the. ‘board - "of 
-directors.. 7 

“AIL” other | -effteer’s, 

ris. ‘Owen,;: “Newark: ' O.; and. James 
‘Lewis,: Hamilton, 

The. -..com-: 

ington. and:’ Cleveland; --O 

Unlike" former .. years; 
no ‘lengthy acceptance. speech, ‘pos-.}. 
-sibly due :to the fact, that not many ~ 

| winners ‘were Physically present.: 

-This ‘was: a welcome. ‘respite ‘tol: 
the usual bland: Saturday..afternoon. 
‘television ‘diet. . In. bringing te the; 

: ACADEMY. AWARDS: 
‘Emcee: Jack: Lemmon -. 

“Love . “Letters”. 

.acceptance.. of. - his’ 
-trophy,-- and- the « audience's: reac-. 

:Feligious’ 
‘commercials. Production and. direcs, 
tion ‘were: ‘both professional 

tunes) 
‘with the exception of Miss Ranieri. 

«More”’ 

‘fieadéa: by: 
Herbert. Evans, - “president |of. ‘the. 
Fadio-ty firm, wéré. ‘¥eélected: Fer-'| 

0: ‘were named: 
to: the. Peoples’. ‘Broadcasting . ‘Co. - 
‘executive. “committee. 
‘pany. has * “radiostations: in Worth: 

and: 
1.) Yankton, S.D.,: and, a ty. station’ in. 
J Stoux: City, Te... noe 

The 36th ‘annual ‘Academy Award’ 
presentations on ABC-TV. ‘Monday. 
(13) .were. notable: for the presetice: 
of. restraint, ‘dignity, excellent: tim- | 
ing —and the absence of excite- 
mient (with.a couple. of exceptions). : 
-They.: decided: to play. it straight | 

| this ‘year’ and: were, just a bit. too 
successful. ° 

‘This was, “the year that” “was—a. 
‘year ‘when .the first major trophy | 
‘went ‘toa Negro thespian; & 
-when: filmg made: - in‘: Hollywood | 
took: . only '. one less | ‘than -films: 
made: elsewhere:. a year when the'| 
French. ‘dominated: the short ‘sub- | 
‘ject. ‘field: when 17 of the individual i 
winners. were... spot Academy ; 
“members; eee 7 

~ Jaek Lemmon, ‘taking ‘over “the 

‘irreverent,: 

‘ents ‘on ‘and: off the stage quickly. 
there. was 

Tf canything: ‘could be called a 
a “show stopper’ .it’ ‘would have: been’ 

the: fast and- funny recovery by. 
Sammy Davis Jr.. ‘when, making the | 
music awards he: opened the wrong. 

| envelope and..read the name- of 
.'- | the winner. ina second category—. 

“They:.gave me-the. wrong envelope, 

Producer: ‘George en 
Network producer-director: Richard 
Dunlap: . 

Music’ director: ‘John. Green” 
Writers: George” Axélrod, a hard 

Breen, Mort: Lachman, Stanley 
. Roberts, - Melville. Shavelson . 
Two hours, Monday (13), 10- p.m. .. 
‘PROCTER &. GAMBLE, : AMERI- 

* CAN. HONDA MOTOR‘ co, 
‘ABC-TV, from.Santa Monica‘ -.: 

': (Benton & Bowles:- - 
Grey, Advertising) 

this? a: 

light: ‘witha superb: rendition of 
some Salmost”.. Oscar . winners, in- 
cluding: “It’s: -“Magie; ar “Change: 
Partners,’ ” “vain That Got-Away,’”. 
“Pennies From. Heaven,” “It Seems: 
Ive “Heard . That. ‘Song - Before » |: 

and. -.a’ rousing. 
“Blues: in the: Night: ” ‘His: intro- 
ductory. : bit: with - fast - ‘takeoffs. on 
James Stewart, Edward “G. Robin- 
son and- Jerry. Lewis’ indicated a 

- | possible « ‘solution: to ‘future cere- 
‘monies. Lét ‘all the’ stars and sing- 

ray carried the ball ‘and: his: deft:| €TS Stay: home: and Jet: Davis play 
cand friendly. ‘questioning. made for 
‘an - ease’ and ° ‘conversationability 

-| that provided the: ‘necessary. con-| 
"| trast to the volatile Malcolm, x Seg-} | 
- ment. 

Nice. use Of. Visuals: also’ helped 
Fin the ‘dis¢ussion with. Dr. -Theo- 
| dore. J. Berry, “noted” expert .on/ 

everyone.” It ‘could: be © cheaper, 
‘faster and Ammeasurably more en, 
tertaining. . 

: Emotional. peak.” was. 

best acting 

tion to the news:.—.a first in. Oscar 
history” —. -the. first..major award: 
wot by -a- Negro member of. motion 

Only.. ‘previous: ‘winner. 
was: the Jate- Hattie MeDaniels. for | . 
.a supporting: role: in “Gone: With 

pictures.” 

- Although. “Tom 5 énes” took only . 

four -awards;. 

‘Williams. 
was. “generally . unexciting 

who sang ‘her. ‘husband's 
with «beaucoup: feeling: “-: -. | 

Flip ‘remarks -were - "kept. to. al. 
minimum: indicating that: present- |: 
“ers. had-been ‘rehearsed “with a'} 
firm hand, This might. explain. 
Shirley.-MacLaine’s.. “‘Hello—that’s. | 
‘all’ I'm allowed to: say. tonight” 
(which possibly’ stems from a-some-. 
what longer’ speech -made at .an- | 
other awards. ceremony. last month). : 
‘Ed. .Begley . also. commented “I’m 
‘not. allowed to. ad lib—last “year, 
Wwhew!?. 

~ a oe tf wee 

a year. 

Anan home permanents, Robe. | 
. Wait until. ‘the NAACP hears. about j. ———___— 

~e mart TOWN MEETING 
‘.’ J With Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, 

“out. need: “of aisle mikes. 

“A ‘Abeit litle or No Ecitmen 
I made for’. a“ more. dramatic pro- “ 
gram... Formerly restricted ‘to the. 
‘best film” presentation, clips were 
used this year to illustrate such 
awards as.costumes, special effects. 
and. the acting. categories. 

‘John Green’s handling of | the 
‘musical. portions. of the program 

| varied from a delightful potpourri 
of Arthur Freed pop tunes to open 
the show, to the. tricky musical ad- 
libbing : necessary to. ‘support _ 
nominated and winning films, 
through ‘all the music. inserts.. 
‘Sol Siegel accepted his Irving 

‘Thalberg trophy with dignity and. 
sincerity, . ‘presented by Academy. 
prexy. Arthur Freed. 

. Presenters, as usual, ‘sounded. 
like a. ‘cross-section of Hollywood: 

| “stars” -with both longtimers and ~ 
| new. faces on hand, including Steve. 
‘McQueen; ‘Tuesday | Weld, Angie 
‘Dickinson, Shirley MacLaine,’ Sid- | 
ney . Poitier, Ed Begley, Debbie 

‘| Reynolds, Donna. Reed, Julie An- 
drews,.Shirley. Jones, James Stew- 
‘art; Anne Baxter, Fred MacMurray, ... 
Sammy. Davis Jr., Edward G. Rob- :: 
inson; Rita ‘Hayworth, Anne Ban- 
croft, Gregory Peck .and Frank 
Sinatra... 

‘Although there’ didn't: appear .to 
‘be as many. comimercials this year 

| they did seem-longer and duller. 
Alice Fayé and June Lockhart may . 
not be the best saleswomen in the 
world: but they could be the long-. 
est winded. Procter’& Gamble and. 

{ .-merican' Honda Motor Co. shared 
the sponsorship: and proved: that: 
motorcycles are more interesting 

oy 

Ven Marshali 
| Director: Eugene. Holowchak™ 

30 Mins.; ‘Mon., 7 -p.m. 
-WWS-TV,. Detroit 

Gov. Nelson: A. Rockefeller, - ‘on 
the - basis - of . this exposure, is an. 
‘affable, articulate Republican can-'. 

.{didate for President who lacks 
|.fire, flare. and: fight. His tv -pres-. 
ence. is. almost. mot present, being 

- 1 notably © flat. ‘and without mage 
neticism. ~E. 

‘His ‘opeliing” statement. was: a 
“| graceful: thanks. for inviting him 

| to appear. ‘Then he indicated ‘he 
|-wanted to. talk: about 

The “delighttul ‘Davis: “was: “f 
‘also. thé ‘program’s miusical : high- 

fpreign pol- 
icy,. but:-his. following words indi- 
cated - he «didn’t have anything - ‘of - 
substance . to: say. He merely indi-- 
eated. he was in disagreement with - 
‘President. Johnson’s foreign’ poli-. 
cies, without spelling out what his. 
own were. 

“Moderator Ven Marshall . called 
for questions ‘from. the studio audi- 
ence, liberally sprinkled with high 
school and college students. Rocke-' 
feller undramatically made the fol-- 
lowing: replies: He .doesn’t know 
what to do in’ Vietnam because’ 
the. Administration has kept the 

|facts from the American people; . 
the. disagrees with Sen. Goldwater's . 

-| opinion. about: forrner Ford. Presi- 

" peached. ‘dent Robert McNamara ‘who now 

‘with. Sidney Poitier’s. close-to-tears: | 
is - Defense. ‘Secretary;- he doesn’t 
want to be vice president—“I was 
“hever. any .good: as standby equip- 
ment”:. he’ is opposed. to’ Red 
“China's admission into ‘the UN, 
but. if Red Chiha is admitted the. 
U.S. should ‘stay in. the UN, 

‘Rockefeller’ S answers were ‘well- 
phrased and delivered in a friendly’ 

}.manner,: but. the point is that. they 
lacked: point and immediacy. Since. 

the:: importance: of | he_ obviously -was. not /excited,. he 

-those . ‘awards. (best! film,’ director, 
screenplay. . from ‘another: mediuni, : 

| original: score). ‘more.. than out: 
. | weighed. the four: given. 20th-Fox’ s 

of “Cleopatra. ” Biggest surprise was | 
- {the fact. that “The: Cardinal” ‘won 
5 ‘nothing. “despite” its. SIX". nomina-. 

- | tiotis.- Se . 
The " presentation. va ‘nominated 

’ songs by: ‘Harve :- Presnell,.. James: 
“Darren, -“Katyna -Ranieri ‘and: -Andy® 

(who -did®:two. of .. the} 

lulled his tv. audience into -'a. 
‘ho-hum’ attitude toward the. can- — 
-didate, but certainly not. toward 
‘the. issues: confronting the: nation. 

The production values ..of © this 
‘show: were excellent. Marshall, .a- 
vet newsman, was. an unobtrusive. 
but. ‘firm: moderator. ‘Director Eu-- 
gene Holowchak ' and technical -di-: 
rector. Charles Michaels : deserve 
credit for excellent sound pickup 
from the ‘studio. so that questions. 
came:.through loud. and clear with- 

Tew. 

: > 

‘COFFEE WiTH: CONNALLY’ 
San: Antonio, April 14. 

“texas: Gov. .Jotn Connally will 
‘hit the television campaign trail at. 
8 a.m. Monday in the first. of a 
series of three-day-a-week | “Coffee - 
with Connally” telecasts. — 
The goyernor’s ‘Austin campaign. 

headquarters... said ..the programs - 
| will. be telécast. ‘at 8 aim. each. 
Monday,. 

{through May: 1 - over. KONO-TV: 
_ Added-u lise- of film lips this year her 

Wednesday and Friday 

ere. ; 
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’S “PETER GUNN,” 
star of the Broadway smash musical,” 
“HERE'S LOVE” 
and the u pcoming CB TV o & 

network series, “MR. BROADWAY,” 
stars in. 

ae 7, 
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ONE-HOUR ADVENTURES 
FOR MARKET-BY-MARKET 
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Original music by 
SSS 

OR 

ee a ee : a A : "award-winning c composer rot “Peter Gunn” score, 

winner of three Oscars peu 

1962 Best Score’ Breakfast at Tiffany’ S$. 

1962. Best Song” ‘Moon River 

1963 Best Song. Days of Wine and Roses 
and ji just nominated for his fourth Oscar. oe 

1964. Best Song, Charade. 

nso 
ANP ONS 

“Exciting hero 
. “Michael Strait, free lance photographer-" 

corer whose assignments take him 

| to the news and action centers of the 

; world. Paris, Rome, Berlin, Africa, Vietnam, 

India; cas he Il go anywhere, anytime to 

* cover a story = — -OF uncover one.. 

Intriguing stories 
as varied as the locales i in which 

‘ they:take place... 

“OAS adventures i in ‘North Africa eo 

_Anternational intrigue i in Vietnam @. > 

Se ee ae 
e Plastic. bombings in Paris. 

“CIA drama i in Berlin. 

a ‘a kidnapping plot i in: Greece’ 
ved 

ye vand more of this kind of action! 

oe ‘te ‘ production 

“that captures the drama and excitement of the 

* places and the people . See with backgrounds 

actually filmed on the scene of the action. 

eee, ‘TELEVISION CORPORATION © se 
(555 Madison Ave, ‘New York 22, N. Y, Plaza 5.2100" Se 

a ‘Gt. Cumberiand. Place, London ¥ wi, ‘Ambassador 8040.. e 100 University Ave. Toronto i, Ontario, Empire 2-1166 

- Mexico City, Paris, Rome, ‘Busnes hires, Sydney, and offices in principal cities in. 48 countries. around the world. 
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VARIETY'S. weekly’ ‘tabulation based’ on: ‘yatiigs furnished ‘by American. ‘Research 83 shows; both ne
twork ‘and syndicated, ore. Usted on: the basts ot their ‘showte ‘tip 7 3 ; 4 2 

‘Bureau, highlights. the top 10 network ‘shows':on a local: level: and offers a rating : nt the. total. area. homes barometer. " Be pe 

study oft the top 10 syndicated shows. in ‘the. same, particular. markets: This ‘week 2 Va branches of the industry, ran nging from’ me edia buyers! to locat ‘stat 25 os a. 

| siz. different markets, are covered. - . _ _ to syn no mt will find the charts valuable. ations 3 3 

: d dication. study “features. thie ‘total’ area homes ‘reached oe Over ‘the’ course of a. year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of. aT inarkets, ‘The : 

| and Both fem enwork and. sym each show. The. total: area ‘homes... reached - ‘reflects. _ results of that tabulation: will: be. found | weekly. ‘tn VARIETY | Coupled with. the. rating: | 

- ‘the ‘audiences . on the -basis of. the. total. ‘market -ared | examined. ‘The. metro. area ®.. performance’ of the top 10 network shows; on the local level, ‘the Vakrety-ARB ae 

J. ratings: are based on the: F-metropolitan markets.. within the total: area. 2 examined. Top. 7 are designed ‘to. reflect, the rating: tastes of virtually. every. market. na the U. S.. 

BOSTON 
on pan 

ree STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC. S sunver PERIOD: neni’ 1-28, “ie ae 

“Tot. Area Met.| 1 a Met tro: ) “Tota Area e Homes. Met.. , Homies: : Area a otal. ; 

Stas neh ~: Dish Reached. Top. Network ‘Shows’ ‘Sta: = . RK. 
1. Ea Sullivan ve 
2. Bonanza Peed eee *: _ 

.. Jackie- Gleason’ ..’. 
: Beverly. Hillbillies 
. Lassie te ate 
. Candid. Camera ewe weae 
. Dr. Kildare - a vos WB! 
. Dick Van. Dyke: - bo eee .. WHDEH. 
. Jack Paar .. ; wo ages eneee ceccewe ry 

_— & 

o ow we. pte : WHDH:. 

. Perry ‘Mason . CIEE wees a 

‘Reached _ 

‘694,300 
Z, ~~ 603,200-. 

'..- 539,000. 
475,900 

- 444.400 - 
443,100 

: 437,900. . 
-499:400.-" 
427,400: 

7 425,2 200 0. ue 

_Rte. RK: Top. Syndicated ‘Shows Day & Time’ 

.e ‘Leave. It To Beaver (Sat. 7: 00): wees SOWBZ... 
“3. Fractured Flickers. (Thurs. 7: 00). 23.2 WNAC.. 
{| 3. Dobie Gillis; Olympics (M-Sat. 6: 30}. WNAC:: See 
|| 4.Littles&-Hobo;. LBS. (Wed..7:00)...: .WNAC..:. 

_5.-One: Step Beyond: (Mon. 7:00).....<... _AWNAC.. 
6. Phil Silvers’ (Tues: :7:00). ..”. SEE 

‘H%. Death Valley Days. (Sat. 6: 00); veer WB. 
4} 8. Checkmate (Sat. &: 30). Peewee ete 

“9, Battle Line - (Sur. 4:00) sve ee ease Ay 
10. Wyatt Earp; Jr. . Bowl. Sun. 5:30). 

WAC 

"WBZ... ade “ABC. Films 

dee - -MCA-TV 
+ Desilu 
20 Fox. TV... 
s+ Storer . 
: ABC Films . 
. CBS Films...” 
SUS. Borax : 

WBZ... es » MCA-TV 

Official 

353,500 
329,700 

* 308,500- 
--'266,800 

- - 260,200. 
“254,300 
196,800 
193,400. 

- 184,100 
151, i. ; 

Rtg. |: 

\Lee Marvin .”: 
| |} Huntley-Brinkley. - 
| Eyewitness News:. Wea. 
| Huntley-Brinkley - . _ 
.|Huntley-Brinkley ... 7 
| Huntley-Brinkley. ...... : 

.| Wide World Sports... Ld pees  .WNAC._ 
| Olympics; Bowlers Tour. »-WNAC.. . 

| Wide _ World. Sports... 
|-Lassie -- 

7 Wide World F Sports. . 

‘Top Competition, 
Cad 

een ete “e ce oe 

oe ee ee ee ae a oe 

-WBZ:... 
-WBZ... 

..WNAC . 

. WHDH- 
-/WINAC | 

“151; 100. 
.. 337,100 

* 295,900 
342,200. . 
- 384,800 
370,100 
170,200. . 
178,200 
200,400 

‘444,400. iy 
196,200 :..~-  *}. 

sao KDKA, WTAE, WIIC. SURVEY. PERIOD: i shan 1528, 

1. Beverly. THis os , .KDKA 

2. ‘Dick: Van Dyke. we vees .: .-KDKA . 

“. o. ve eeaes 
“-KDK A 

oe “B.. Ed: ‘Sullivan. 7 

de Andy: Griffith .. 

a 5. Jackie: Gleason:. 

Te. Donna Reed: 

8. “Nursés 

8. hassie. 

ee KDKA: 
‘6, Olympics; Burke’ $s Law. .WTAE “ 

"484,200. 
465,700. 
443;800. 

383,200 
"368,300 
361,700 

- 354,800. 
A 354,300. 
‘A: 354,300 
E + 5352.60 

45a 
44) 
46 ‘st 

(33 Ht 

32 io. 

38 ||. 

34 | 

bat. S 

See “ 

. Rifleman. (Sat. - 6:30)... . on ‘sbewe -KDKA. ces 

. Death Valley. Pays: (Tues. T: 30). ‘aes KDKA.. 

. Zane Grey: Theatre (Sat..6:00):. ees -KDKA...;.. 

. Stoney” Burke: (Sun... 6: 30). : .WTAE:. 

: Leave Beaver: ‘Olympics: (Sat. 6: 6:30). WTAE.” , 
. Champion. ‘Bowling. (Sat. 5: 00)... et WTAE... “ 

veh e eee 

se @.08 

. Battle. Line; ‘Stump. Stars (Sat. 10; 20) ‘WTAE... 

. Target Corrupters. (Thurs. .10: 00) .W WTAE... 
Kort Bear (Thurs. T: 00). ee eeaeds ... WHC. :. er 

Sea ‘Hunt (Mon. Fri. 6: 30): bieute vow enn _ WTAE. . wee UATV 
, Four. Star” 
| U.S.. Borax... 
SRour Star 
sUA-TV. ° 

MCAZTV. 
. Schwimmer 

Official : 
. Four Star 
: Screen: Gems. 

166 900 | 
147, 300 

129,000. 
123,400... 
421,400: 

276,700 
206,600 . 

190,700." 13 
2 174,300 
- 178,900. | 

‘CBS. News . 
17 | Studio Wrestling. 

‘| Combat 
eee 

“ee ecto 

3. Studio Wrestling .. 
3. Plm.: Springs Golf; Thea: WIIC.: . 

| Golf; Thea;. Music; Spts. WHC =. 
: Gunsmoke _ 7 lees cA’: 

ete ew ew ee, -iret-KDKA 12.|. Nurses - 
A3' World ‘Tonight News. 

pasar ete t es 

voce ec KDKA | 

i os oes ° WTAE mS 

| Studia ‘Wrestling. . . 

3 | Lassie §.... 
| News;.- 20th. Century: . ae -KDKA. 

-WIIC.. ” 
-KKDKA: 

-WIIC | 

--KDKA” ; 

193,400. Soon db. 
200,200.00 Ee 

290,100 ©. 
193,700 = 

_ 854,300 
"". 187:900 

200,200 
198,100 

. 107,000...°° 

354,300 ©] 

231,300 aaa cas een 

a es = inion, isa n sunve poo, mua 2 

LL ‘Bonanza oe 
2. ‘Beverly. ‘Milbbitlies sees KMOX 

3. Dick ‘Van ‘Dyke. lems wade 

“4. Andy Griffith ....05. 3 
5. Ed Sullivan =... ¥ 
6. ‘Danny ‘Kaye. 

8. Petticoat. Junction. 
9. What’s. My Line.. 

RSD 

-KMOX = 

Lied. JKMOX 
7; Candid Camera........KMOX. 

ute KMOX, 
--KMOX : 

10. Lawrence. Welk ce we we, ~ KITV . 

400,200: 
"377,900. 2° 
-. 853,800 °° 

. 303,000 
296; 100." 
274,800 °° 
“260,300 
251,200. 
'.248;300 
“242, 000: 

1, 

eer 

2 Death Valley 1 Days. (Sat! 6:00)...<. 
. Rifleman’ (Mon.-Fri. 6:00) -3: 
. SS. S. Popeye: (Mon. -Fri_. 5:00). ‘ 

Trails. West: (Sun. 5:30). . nae 
. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 8: 30)... . 
Naked City: (Sun. 9: 00): rigs ea weeetal SKTVI. . eee 

4: 30).. KSB : 
Yogi Bear. (Thurs.” 5:30).'....- a RPE ay 2s 

ee ees 

. ‘Maverick (Mon. Fri: 

KSD.. . ee “ 

KSB. 8, 
e » Ld e e os .KTVI.. vie @ 2 .e@ 

KMOX. vee 

9, ‘Huckleberry: ‘Hound = (Mon. 5: 30) 2 ee, -KPLR.. vie oes 
. I10.: Wrestling. (Sat. 5: 00). eee Viet gee RSD. Te. s- --20. Fox. TV 

“US Bow 
“Four aes ; 

‘Screen. Gems" . 

Warner Bros; 

‘Screen Gems. = 
Screen: Gems 

"121 1-700 | 
- 110700. -* 
84,700.” 

80,500 °° « 
+.29,900 

76,300. 

74,600» 
71,800” 

271,700) 

, 15 : 

13 
“AL. 

TL 

10 
10 

10: 
10 

‘Maverick: 
| Wide World Sports. 
‘Mr. Ed; .20th: Century. - Od 
Huntley-Brinkley . oe 7 

) | Candid:. Camera: -.......-KMOX. 
-}What’s. My. LANE. «y+ 2 

Three. Stooges - 
“1S.S:. Popeye.. Lepeleee see3s.KMOX 
Huntley-Brinkley | 
-Huntley-Brinkley.~ ;:. . ye 
| Early: Show. ease Reed ™ 

=" 4; “Editorial. eee ~KMOX” 
6:00 News; Wea; Spts.. . KMOX ; 

-KMOX . 
-KPLR. 

-KSD.° 

162,700- 
"120,700 
78,800. : 

3 176,800°- . 
' ) 957,400 ~. 

- 113,300 -. 
260,300 - - 
248,300. 
74,200 °. 

‘88,600. 
119,000. 
121 200 
108,400. 

- s —— 60 a Patch Beant
 1228,. 

1. Ea Sullivan Show... .KPIX' 
2. Bonanza |. 2.22.5 .20. EK 
3.. Jackie Gleason ©... 
4, Beverly Hillbillies. . 
5. Lucy Show ©. : 
6. Defenders; B. Crosby. 
“9. Dick Van Dyke. wesizeeaKk 
8. JFK Awards; P - Mason. -KPIX 
9. Password Saeed: 

wo. a KPEX - 
ww KPIX. 
-KPIX: 
“KPIX 

PIX’. 

497,400) =: . 401 
, 410,400... 33]f 

353,900... 29. 
325,600” 
"322,400. .26. 
“319,800. -26 
819,600... 
“305,100. 
“304,600” | 
297,300: 2 se i 

rc) r a, ‘¢ eae 

od ag s ae 

San | Francisco. Beat: Gat, 7: 00). ; 
M: Squad (Tues: 7: 00). 

. One-Step Beyond (Wed. 7: 007" 

.-Rifleman (Thurs. -7:00).. 
; Have Gun; Jazz Steve. (Mon. @: 00). 
. Detectives - ‘¢Thurs:. 7:00) 206 oe leo ve. 

CKPIX: 1: . 
SURPER, | ee 

. You Asked: For’ It (Thurs. 7:00)... ::KTVU:.:: 

. Bachelor: Father . (Tues. 4 00) vevees -KRON.-. 
0. »-Ripcord (Fri. 7:00). mest nteney SI LIERG a ¥"-) . 

_.KPIX, Veen 

. Battle Line (Wed. 7:00)... pec aae: 

CRs: Films - 
MCA-TV: 
ABC Films 
. Four.: ‘Star - 

“MCAT . 
-- UASTV" Les. 

. aia 200 
205,800 2 
185,000. 
180,100. © 

_ 167;200 - *71 
_! "165,000 <2." 
“144,800 

M- Squad -: 

Great: ‘Movies oh 
Bachelor: Father . weenene : .KRON' 
Battle ‘Line .. 
-Detectives -: tee 7 4 
Flying: Doctor. cee. 
‘Rifleman - 2.3... .... decks . -KPIX: 
|One Step: Beyond! 
| Rifleman: ...- | 

ee 

‘| Lawbreaker Nie ee a aoe woe oe +.KRON: 

~_REON . 

-KRON:, 

XE se rae: oe 

- 143,600 © 
: 136,700. 

144,800" 
165,000 : 

-~7’ 132;900. 
--180;100. ... 

985,000 2 2" 

(105,800. 2°"... 
120,000... | 

1. Beverly Hillbillies: ee 
2. Mr. Ed; Wizard. Ox: v2 oe -KEMB 
3. Dick Van Dyke. os eee KEMB 
4. Bonanza .... ? 
5. Lassie; Wizard Oz. cee. KFMB 

os ‘@ © eee -KOGO - 

1. Candid Camera; ;..,...KFMB. 
6. Disney’s. World. 

8. Perry Mason: . wes eediee KFMB. 
9. Jackie: Gleason . ms. ooeee+ KEMB. 
10. Virginian... 22.22.22, -ROGO : 92,600: ° 

1. Beverly. Hillbillies - cease WBNS 

. Be Flintstones: 

3. ‘Bonanza 

4. Donna Reed A eesese. 

5. Patty Duke. GPed tae WINN 

6..My 3 ‘Sons... 

I. Combat: .- , 
s McHale’s. Navy . 

9. Jimmy Dean -. 

10. Dick Van. Dyke. 

waewess| 4 

“.KFMB- . 

ar om -WIVN’ 
.. vies reese .. WLWC 

i. WIVN:. 

SES ches . -WIVN.. 

428 500. 9) 
© 114,700. ° = - 
114,000 

_< 108,300 
105,300° 
“99:900..°: 
98,700. _. 
97,400": 
94200 

173,200 _ a 
163,7 

161, 100: ° 
159,300 

IN 150,800: .. 
148,900. ~ 
-_ $144,200° 
“143,700: 

“142,900. ~ 
141,600 

26 | 
34 te 

2. ‘Biography; “Wizard Oz. (Sun. 6:30). 
|. 3, Rifleman; Wea; Mr. Ed (Tu.Th, F 6): -WBNS.. 
4. Death Valley; Password. (Sat. 6:30). rar. 

j} 5..Gun Will Travel (Sun. 7:00): 
|l-6.. M Squad; Hitchcock (Fri. ‘10: 30)’, 
\|..7. One. Step Beyond (Sun, 10:00)... 

~ {| 8. Shannon : (Sun. 10:30)..... - 
9. Bachelor Father- (Thurs. 3: $0). ebewee :. WBNS:.. , 

Lawes + KOGO.. .: 
vclee KFMB?..: 

- .KOGO..:.- 
(Fri:_7:00). 

ens 

. .WLWC. : 

.-WENS..: 
0). 5... WIVN:. 

oasseleWEVN. ‘* 

0. Pinbusters: (Sat. i 90)... . WIVN... 

“Trans Lux.: | 
Crosby - ‘Prod. 

1]; 6. Manhunt (Tues. 700)... ne pM 
Oi) 7.°M Squad :(Sat: 6:30) 2220 05.. - 2. -KEMB 

-§.. Stafford; Ozzie; Duke. ‘Wed. 4: 30). TV 2 cee 
'9.°Sea ‘Hunt . (Thurs. B00). 3 KEMB. 
10. Battle, Line (Tues. ae :00). ee eee 

+) MCA-TV | 

ie Ont us. Borax. 
Z Fractured. Flickers: (Sat, 7 00). wesee  RPME 

| 3. Biography. (Thurs. .7: 00)... 
:33||. 4. Zoorama “os 

|| 5, Across The -? ‘Seas (Mon: " 000": 

. Desitu :: 
Official: 

Screen. Gems 

* Official - 
. Four ‘Star’. 

- se US. Borax: 
“CBS. ‘Films _ 
MCA-TV | 
2 ABC Films: 
- Screen ‘Geins: 

:- Romper. Room : 

91 700 : 

80,800 - 

69,000. 
_ + 65,000". 22 

. - 59,100." . 

ot BB, 900. ae 
yt us 55 400. 

. 86,600. Hoe 

92,600... 
“10,000 2s. 

«63,2005 * 
* 61,600 
58,700 
.56,300° 
“56,100 = 

4| Sea: Hunt « 
-|Premiere’ Movietime. 
| Outer. Limits -.. 2... ..-... XE 
| Battle: Line -... 
Tat] Showtime — Sneeseees :KOGO | 

3 | Virginian 
| Biography _ 
| Manhunt - 

— News. 

Jack Paar 

| What’s | My Line. ceeeces. 
| Flintstones ms 
1CBS News 

on Popeye; “One of Kind:. 

she eeee ss 

Stee cecseees 

ae 2:8 7.9 @ eo ‘@ eee 

“@ oO ee 

dite ew ters Oe Oe we 

ee eS e-e «6 

‘Look: Long: “Spts;: Fea. ~..WBNS ; 
AFL FB; Showboat;' Str. .WIVN 
‘Home. ‘Edition: Lele we ges 
Midwestern. Hayride” a 
Lassie;. Wizard Oz. 7 eee ee 

Rifleman; Jack Ruby: oe -KEMB 33 
Int'l Showtime. eb ceee . 

.KOGO 

“.KOGO. 

.WLWC. 
_-WLWC.. 

. ie WLWC™ 
Candid Camera ........:WBNS: | ~ 

:-WBNS' © .- 1 

“WBNS. 7 . . 

1964, . 

1964," 

: ae a _ 
. : . . eo “oe .. . 

Pa “t 7 . . . . a . * on = hee: SaaS Beg te Tye A ry nd eremeuerinmttn fe ean at — ~~ = . . 

. “. " . “tt _ we . aye ‘ : . : 

7 
vibe 

ct 

T° 

- 
P 
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PICCADILLY ciRCUS 

~ LONDON SW. I | 

39° 

- proudly c announce their exchiive representation 

a of the following Television Series:— 

| THE ete xh SHOW fo HATTIE : ACKUES 
se on ‘tn ee & 2 “MISS: ADVENTURE” 

_dune Laverick with 

‘Lionel Murton - 3 _ wy . John Amatt 8 ‘Maurice Kaufmann 

Danny Grover: : — on ‘Tony: Britton wy Bill Kerr. ae 

ps ete, ‘ete . pope “Jameson. Clark. Yvonne Romaine _ 

Loe Ts es A i ae - George Coulouris th John | Stone” ~ 
” Directed by Bill: Hitchcock: a 

> Written by Jimmy: Gratton & Aisociates- Pe eB og Pee op ta 

“on ‘Associated- Rediffusion. a Network es ee eee : P reduced. by Einest Maxin 
Now: in its Fou rth Year - ae a pou on » Written’ by. Peter. & Marjorie. Yeldham 

Provided aby Foster 1, V. Productions tt til b eeu Ltd. 

: a a “Jennifer: Jayne - wie -ete., ‘ete. 

fe HED Dick VAN DYKE snow 
a | a with. ee 

"Dick Van. Dyke» 

© Mary. Tyler Moore’ 

Morey ‘Amsterdam 

_ “Rose Marie 

“Produced by: Sheldon: ‘Leonard: : 

com Cree _ Created by Cart Reiner tor Calvada’ Productions: 

On B. B: c. Teleevision: 

every y Friday at 7: 35. _ cae Loe oe ope. 

| My FAVOURITE mM ARTIAN” at Pinky and Perky’ $ “Melodymaster” 
“with | : Presented by dan & Viasta. Dalibor 

- Ray Walston 2 ae pes bale ‘8. .C. Television every 

Pamela Britton ee po ae a ap im 

; Ann 1 Marshall - ms ee Ga 1 Pin! ny and F Perk ky's s Pop In” 

< Producea by Jock Chertok Television Ine. ae Mag. aa . a 

Created, by John. L Greene. as 

“on Associated. Redittusion, ee RS 
eee ereeereneees eee, * Curent on Avro Television, Holland 

end. Gronada Television eres Pod aon 

“Presented. by Jan. 2 Viasta Daolibor . 

for. B. B c. Television | 

“PICCADILLY HOUSE = a _ REGENT 5367 81/8 jac (Ht faa) 

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY = ‘onreueion LONDON SW. 



IT MISERABILI: (Les Miserables) - 
With: Gastene Moschin, -- Giulia: 

Lazzarini, Tino. Carraro, -Elsa: 
Albani, Aldo Silvani, “Antonio 
-Battistella, :Cesarina| Gheraldi, 
Achille - Millo, ‘Mila ‘Vannucci,. 
Angela. Cardile,. ‘Roberto - Bisae- 
co, Dina Sassoli, ‘Roldano Lupi,; 
Loretta. Gogzi, others. JE 

. Adaptation, | ‘screenplay, and. dia - 

logues: by Dante’ Guardamagna | 
Based on “work by Victor. Hugo. 
Director: Sandro Bolchi 
40 Mins. Sun, 9 pm. . 
RALTV, from . Rome: (tape) 

Probably the most” ©). itious . 
venture of. its. kind. ever attempted: ° 
by. RAI-TY, if not: other: nets, this 
new version "of. Victor... Hugo’s }. 
‘mar athon classic, “Tes Miserables,” 
is. slated to run :for -10 weeks .and 
a total of 11 hours and’ 20. minutes. 
On the. strength. of . the ' first! 
episode, it looks: like. ‘another. ma- 
jor achievement in RAPS. popular | 
string. of -serials,- 
ratings vvavisioned: It should: also" 
win critical plaudits: — 
’The Hugo ‘tome—or:. ‘tomes! 
furnish ‘almost: ideal material. for .a 
popular ‘serial: destined - to ‘charm. 
the. general public” te. which the 
video -‘medium “plays. while’ “not; amination of the hazards fo nerves failing’. of - British’ ‘tv, jazz’ lovers 

jand_ health caused by the super-|- assert, - but .the -Feason- this .music 
sonic © boom -that~ will, necessarily: | form - ‘seldom. -reaches.* -prime time: 

effending the. taste of the. ‘more 
highbrow ‘viewers. The. ‘problem | 
of course,. and: despite: this ‘itern’s; 
over-eleven ~hour running: : time, is’ 
adaptation. 
glance,. Dante. Guardamagna | ap- 
pears to. have done.a standout job 
in -this ‘sector.- -It’s a literate script, 
which sets the. scéne. rapidly, 
clearly, yet ‘immediately: hints...at} 
depth of thought. ‘and: theme. in 
things to eome. Sandro ‘Bolehi's | 

direction’ is 
‘suited to the. - medium; - ‘direct, 
functional, and ‘effective. ‘He*-Has 
‘not. cluttered. the: scene with .an 
infinity _ of characters and ~ plot 
ines, nor has. he over-simplified.. 

His -story shortcuts are‘ adroit, the: 

concentration 4S. on. the. essential, 
-yet the © baekdrop:. flavor” with] 
“which. Hugo enriched his tale -is. 

riot: Tost. Sets (Maurizio Mammi”) 
and. costumes » - (Maurizio. 

‘RADIO-TELEVISION _ 

Again at an” early. 

likewise . ‘eminently | 7 

-Mont=!. 

V Reviews 
| Michael. Flanders, took in’ ‘onthe: 
‘spot film -of ‘work in progress, as. 
well as.statements and observations’ 
‘from the . chief * personalities | in- 
volved. . 

: There’ was a. ‘wealth of fascinating 
‘detail... ‘On -the. ‘human: level, . the: 
experts: were shown ‘learning: ‘each 
other’s language .so that: they: could |° 

t-communicate. and working without. 
‘friction towards the common: goal. 

1 On. the technical plane, the: pro= 
-‘| gram “neatly . disclosed: -the *con- 

mt siderations ‘governing, for. instance, 
\the choice of metal structure for a 
plane that: would. fly at. twice the 
speed -of. sound: ~It-.- pulled*:.1i 
punches about: the difficulties, . and 
allowed chief. objector, the. Swedish | 
‘Bo: Lundberg, to ‘state’ his:,case 
against. the aircraft's. ‘eoncept.. ‘He. 
; feared the lack of ‘control. by ‘the 
pilot, the inconvenience . to’ passen- 

Tays. at. such. high - altitudes.. Some 
with excellent! of these. questions were laconically 

in-. ‘answered .-by those ‘involved, . 
| cluding Sir George Edwards. of: the 
British Aircraft: Corp. . 
|. . Final part of the program, whick 
enthralled. throughout. its. generous | 
70-minute’ running-time. was. an ex= 

‘accompany. the’ introduction of the! 
planes ‘on commercial ‘routes: This |. 
aspect was less reassuring, . except: favor—the’. top: jazz MD- 
that everyone. seemed conscious of 
the. -problem, | without. _any. firm: 
‘solution | for: it.. 

‘The: American project, $0: far. less 
pretise.in. formulation, loomed. as 
a threat to the Concord, and there}. 
was more. “speculation about it than. 

! firm. fact. The American’ point “of 
view was ‘put. by: ‘Najeeb: Halaby,. of | 

! 

the -Fedeéral. Aviation. Administra- 
-tion, | ‘which:. has. already’ ‘received: 
‘orders for: a plane that is not yet 
in production. or the speed. limits | ‘modern’: 
not’ fixed. . 

skills. ‘enthusiastically, 
ting a worthwhile. -eandy floss” half-- 
our. 

gers of being strapped in for hour- |: 
long. -periods,-the danger. of cosmic} 

With Cleo ‘Laine: 
-Narrator: ‘Tony: Britton. 

-Music: Johnny. Dankworth .: 
20, mins.; Mon., 9:10 p.nt.. 
| REDIFFUSION, 

‘rounder:: 

_largely. © aided .. and 
abetted by ‘the expert. 

effective, routines: geared. to: Done-. 
gan’s ° .particular.” ability: 

musical’ finesse’ ent. excitement ‘to: 
‘the. half: dozen: numbers involved, | 

o. were the. able Raindrops with pert 
thrush: Jackie Lee. ~~ . 

Leading: light etitertainment: pro-. 
ducer | Fraticis, Essex ‘applied. his: 

_ tight-knit- 

. “Watt, | : 

LYRICS BY ‘SHAKESPEARE 

Director:: ‘Robert Fleming ° 

from. Bh ion 
Lack.: of jazz. on,. the Video . air- 

“Waves _ ‘has. always’ Deen :a: -marked. 

: was plainly outlinéd- by this Show. 
It: had everything . going in’ its: 

in the 
country, Johnny. Dankworth; the 
leading ~jazz - Singer, ‘Cleo Laine. 

‘the. buffs, _ . 

ear, however, . -the. flute-like. pipes 
- Miss Laine. .cayorted | “nimbly. 

through, _Dartikworth’s - “complex 
'. arrangements — ‘firmly. | 

‘based... on -Shakespearean: " éharac=: 

.. It ‘was, ‘in tact, ‘a ‘comprehensive ters” and. ‘happenings—with © such}. 
_account of a’ vital and. fascinating | ease and ‘style-‘that, for a. few.-at|. 
-subject, and :another .. feather. dn. Teast, ‘the: show. will. (Bo. down ° as. ‘a 
caw ston’s. -much-plinmied hat. 

"Ota. | 
{golden interlude. 

Dankworth’s.. own. ” genius ; was’ 
‘also. in -full evidence. with. a verSa-. 

everde) are-in the no-expense-be- *. i tile ‘and - colorful scare,. which | 
spared RAI-TV tradition, and they, THE | MORECAMBE. * “WISE, ‘cauild well be: developed for a full: 
me true. Production - gloss” it With ‘Eric Morecambe, Ernie Wise, ; _ album. a 2 — Watt. 
evidén = fiieaseeernmnste 

The ‘acting “is: excellent. With = ae Raindrops, Jack ‘oma THE: LONG JOURNEY 
this effort, -Gastone: ‘Mosc hin, who ¢: Orch... ~ ” “Producer: ‘Philip Donnellan “, 

has. built a steady. career: through : ‘Producer: ‘Colin Clews.” Writer: | Donnellai: - ‘ 
character’ roles; -becomes. a major : ‘ Writers: S. C: ‘Green; R.. Me Bills. 145 mins.;-‘Tues,, 9:25 p.m: 
star aiid: fully deserving of -handle. ‘ 35 mins.: 8:25 pam: ae | BBC-TV,. from Condon 
His: legit.-backdrop shows in. -his.; 
easy ‘dominance of: his key” Jean |" 
Valjean role, richly modulated: and . 
physically well ‘suited. Giulia ‘Laz-! 
zarini, aS Fantina, -is. already ‘well: 
known to Italo televiewers, despite ; 
her youth. She. -registers solidly.’ 
Tino Carraro “has . another ‘solid - 
characterization: to ‘add to “his long. 
jist in. Javert, the grim persecutor-:: 
Aldo. Silvani Iends assurance’ and: 
‘makes some iniportant: early plot: 
-pointsas the priest ; who first. re-. 
-instills: confidence - in, Valjean: ‘the 
freed but. ostracized: jailbird. He is 
one .of ‘the’ most:-. 
satisfying vet. performers ‘in. the 
local medium. Remaining east 
seen so far measures up. 

_ First segment. ‘already - hints. at 
‘various. major thenies to comé ‘in. 
the. course of lengthy - tale, which / 
assumes epic’ proportions in the. 
original, Within the limitations | of - 
the video. medium, and ‘if ‘current. 
indications hold, ‘this RAI: produc=— 
-tion pramises: to. be a most satis-. 
factory. visualization ‘of’ ‘Monsieur 
Hugo's epic’ tale. Hak.” 

SUPERSONIC ) 
With Michael Flanders, narrator 
Producer: Richard Cawston: 
70 Mins., Tues.; 9:25 p.m.. 
BBC-TV, from ‘Londen 

What makes Richard’ Cawston so. 
outstanding a. _ producer. -of. docu-*” 
mentaries—his ‘progranis: on the; 
world influence af: tv and. the. life:. 

“of airline pilots havé copped. him) 
‘awards internationally—is -that he! 

consistently: 

:| knockabout ° 

A ssociated = TeleVision, ; ‘from, 
. London. 

: Joining“ a- ‘lengthening ‘litte of | 
: video productions: that: have. pre-- 

. Past: masters: at the standup’ gag: | sented the.’ ‘inside stuff”: on: erring 

gery trade, ‘Morecambe & Wise. are teenagers, this: documentary added- 

the ratings, for like. their. previows| said, but_- went over ‘the: same 

which ‘has made them, hgusehold 
names locally. . 
“If some oftheir routines, ‘milked | 

of ‘every: -possible- -yock-making 
possibility, . tend .to: be. “stretched: 
to ‘the :breaking” ‘point, “they”. are 

- fortified’: ‘by. facial expressions . and |. 
“superb. timing - ‘that: defy. all. resist- 
ence: to’ laughter.. At: ‘this. point, | 
"M&W: are without. equal~ in “their | 

-chandling ‘of golden corn. as. devized 
by Sid--Green’ and: Dick. Hills. , 
:Punctuating ‘their: in-cess ‘an ty 

j stream of banter this time out was. 
“the man with the golder trumpet” 
Eddie - ‘Calvert, who,” with “the aid 
of -his -€. Men, : ‘polished :. ‘off: a 
honey sw ‘eet. ‘version of. “Crying. 

+. Frumpet.’ ad Show. was unobtrusively. 
, brought . in’: by ‘producer..° Colin’ 
| Clews. -whose deft handling of. the 

“| puPTING. ON’ THE. ‘DONEGAN. - | 
- With: ‘Lonnie ‘Donegan, ‘Clark’ 

Brothers, Raindrops, Jackie Lee, 
i Peter. Reeves, others -. 

| Producer: Frances: Essex: 
‘riter: Dick: ‘Vosburgh 

| 30 mins; Friday, 10: 05.-p.m. 
‘bri ings: a strong narrative ‘and visual : Associated Television, from . ‘Lon: 

flnir te subjects. that might’ easily | 
oget bogged: down in ‘technicalities.| 
-Even those : -only.” languidly 
ested in 

inter-} t. 
the Anglo-French.. colla-} 

‘don... 
‘Dappér. Lonnie Donegan: an. ex- 

‘perienced -performer . ‘and’ : Singer: 
‘who. has. ‘been riding” the ‘crest -of. 

boration over: the : Concord. .pas-; the. pop -music‘-wavée. for a..number. 

| sketches: underlined | * 
the-.comedy. and Kept the . show |- 

me moving electrically. . Watt... . | : = 

ww ell. suited: to. the intention . of the}: 
-is. ‘to ‘explore “uNn=}: 

‘senger aircraft could. not fail'tobe| of Years has also ‘firmly. implanted. 
intrigued. by \this’:lucid ‘exposition | “himself. in the’ ranks ‘of local -all- 

round. family entertainers. “He ‘is: 
as suecessful now. without a‘ guitar. 
as he is behind one,.a factor which. 

of its backgroynd and problems, z 
“The Concord. project,. Ww ‘hich’ may; 

result in the first: supersonic com- 

drama: 

mercial. airplane, is “the: résult’ of 
pooling of resources by British and: 
French government ‘departments, 
factories,. and teelinicians: It-.was} 
-Cawston’s brief to outline. this co- 
Operation in. All its. manifestations, 
and ‘he “pulled it off triumphantly. 
His. “script, clearly “spoken. -by 

justifies the® “change. in: pace. of. his: 

network. 
In the: segment’ caught, he ‘ shed’ 

his jazz-flavored c&w. yodelling-and. 

Tetredd ATV: show, out.for a fur-. 
ther. prime. time. Spin: ‘on the. indie 

exchanged his’ beat-.group ‘for a |.U 
seata of singers, and. hooters in & po 

‘shows, this’ oné. ‘followed ‘in the}. ground - with. a..different. “cast.” 
funnyman-straightman. rou tin éj. ~Shunning ‘any form’ -of'- .cOm- 

mentary,” -producer-writer-director 
Philip.-Donneltan ‘shuffled: together 
a. collection of -teenage ‘viewpoints, 
as: shared ‘among. the. .“runaways”. 
and: the’ ‘beatniks: Clip}. as a.col-. 
‘lection ‘of conversations: -with. lost. 
and’ lonely souls, were individually : 
“okay, but: as <a ‘show: they missed: 
gut. Primarily: because : they. were | 
in, no way: linked: to:a-theme, ‘made- 
no ‘point--foror ‘against anything’ 

. 1 and: lead .: to- confusion: -7 
However, ‘photegraphy' by . ‘Peter: 

‘Bartlett was sharp and: ‘editing: by. 
Edward :le. ‘Lorrain’. made. ‘consider- 
able. impact at ‘times: .And .there 
were some. -neat. background. 
‘touches, 
written... folk. music - -Which. seemed | 
‘exactly ‘to..fit the. ‘pathos in-the un-: 

| hinged: and” wild : ‘life these often. 
misguided youngsters indulge ‘in: 

Watt.’ 

Foci TV. Felon 

“Festival: - 
Od: ames: Hanley” ST 

‘al- 

it made.:an unusual ‘offbeat. entry. 

series, which: - 
familiar : avenues. ‘of legit and:: ty 

“Miss: Vaughan: (aniiette Crosbie), 

| lergic to:human contact; living. in‘a. 
private world .of her own .devising. 

} passion ‘for her, which. he : vented in 

door, :AS an’ ‘earthy. complement: to 
this. odd- affair, Mr. Jones: (Kenneth 

~ «Continued on Page 42). 

-“¥ |: Sans: guitar=save’ ‘for. one - > cnn. 
| ber—he. ‘scored: as ‘a freewheeling |} : 

¢ | personality whose: lyrical : ‘wit’ and ||. + 
{ inborn «showmanship: ‘easily  sus-.|) -'-. ~ 
tained a.lightweight: half hour. His: 
dabble. at dancing: “Was: a: neat: first |" 
‘time. click, . 

Clark’: 
3 Brothers. . plus |: the. mounting © of 
‘firstrate : “production: ‘numbers , by 
‘Leo:. _Khraribian. . | * 

Emphasis: ‘of. ‘the: ‘show. was: on 
“uptempoed: amusing numbers. with 
-‘simple,;'..but well concéived ‘and 

Backing. 
.the star; whose. agile: -Jarynx .and 

7 “Say. Nothing” 
lmade. a ‘notable ‘segment - -of :BBC-. 
|FV’s unpredictable “Festival” drama 
skein. five: -.Wweeks © back,. and, - 

-| though: his * “The. ‘Inner “World -of: 
‘Miss. Vaughan”: was ‘less successful, 

‘lodger in a séedy ‘Welsh’ bearding- 
house, was.a secretive Spinister,;al-: 

plaintive ~“ adoration “outside: _ her. 

Stanza. the status. of a real: shocker. 

‘| te’s’ intro for -the following week’s 
| show, 
‘and : the: -pacing needed. for: a top- 
‘grade: variety- show..- 

‘the show with “a solid: production: 

‘such ° "as the - specially |. 

‘A local. minister had a. fruitless | *- 

| recently .has: ‘begun. ealling: for a 
oy ‘reexaminaton.:. of’. the’ ‘American. 
7 “| mythology -: of. omnipotence,. -Lipp- 

’ ./mann’s* point .of, view has-been 
' | greatly. : reenforced, * 
not. popularly -accepted.. Sevareid 

os skillfully”: 
opinions : 
Cuba, the:status of the” ‘cold. war, : 
‘the. possibilities. for a solution’ in| 
“Vietnam, 

| course, .did not. flinch..from - reiter- | 
cating. his- estimate. of. Charles De- 

who was-the first to. recognize that. 
the postwar. epoch ended * about’ 
five years ago. : 

The. concept, was good, the’ execu-|' 
tion immaculate:."Fhe.-result?: Too! mann also made incisive comments 
‘far ‘out ‘for: ‘mass * ‘audience ‘con-| about the .- upcoming. Presidential 
“sumption, . and : “probably ‘some- “fF | “elections: and.the various ‘Republi- | 

- ‘His: chief forte, | 
‘For the ‘most ‘sophisticated ‘jazz’ however, lies -in- the international. 

‘arena where careful * listening to 

as: emcee and performing - -some. 

pumber;. prefaced . by" his - comedy. 
hat-trick: routine,. and some byplay.- 

i 
teaching. a group. of Hollywoodites 

‘a very: “witty gallery: of -impersona-: 
“tions that. mark this’ youngster. for. 

“showmanship,” 

‘sing just in.case. nebody was. ‘is- 
tening during. her first number, . 

; ‘Yeonoclastic’. 
A speed, and: did not ‘spare the}. 

+4 | ‘Gueceéstul. shfitover that ‘adds peer {4 + 
and stature. to his. image as an “all, 1 ce 

| cBs Reports. oe a 
- Once again, Walter. “Lippmann 
returned to “CBS... Reports” : Yast |. 
“Wednesday - night (8) to. air “his 
views in «a: stimulating: one-hour’ 
| discussion with. network. commen- 
tator. Eric. .Sevareid. -Lippmann'’s. 

strates his: sure command. -of :con-. 
‘temporary. history. | and ’ ‘its under- 
lying. -trends, 

“Lippinann’s impact ¢ on tv stems 
7 trom: his. lucid formulations and: 

‘| the. total absence of.’ punditry. Be-. 
hind his quietly unassuming style, 
-Lippmann succeeds. in introducing |. 
ideas. that quéstion..and undermine |: 
‘all. ‘the - furidamental - ‘assumptions | 

_ fob ‘American foreign ‘policy. — 
Since. Sen:. .. William Fulbright 

‘though -- still 

‘elicited = 
about :: 

Lippmann’ Ss 
“Russia, China, 

etc.. Lippmann,- of. 

Gaulle as'a° genius. ‘of: a ‘statesman. 

-On. the ‘domestic. ‘scene, . Lipp- 

‘can: : contenders.. 

Lippmann’ § ideas -would give’ this 

* Herm.: 

_ - The. Hollywood Palace 
"With: ‘Donald. ‘O’Connor: fronting 

; sparking ‘song. -.and -.-dance bits, 
ABC-TV's ‘Hollywood Palac¢e” 

“contributed. the -sharpriess 

‘0’ Connor is,. of - course, ‘far more 
than a -walk-on emcee. ‘He. ‘opened : 

of, “Let’s Face the “Music” and then- 
pitched - up- nifty. bits -at.. other. 
points:..with .his” Tea | For Two” 

Jerry. ‘Van Dyke’s brand of. low- 
key - -comedy, delivered” while _at- 
tempting to- strum a ‘banjo, hit the. 
mark .after a fast - ‘eurtain-raiser ‘by. 
the” bi¢vele | act, Fhe.’ Frielanies: 
Van., . Dyke's’  reoty-toot-toot.. banjo: 
‘version of - “Hello: Dolly”. got. him | 
off: strong. - 

Rick Little, a’: Canadian, ‘“imper- 
‘sonator; was one of: the., show’s top’ 
“highlights:. “Little's - routine,. in, 
which jhe mimicks James~ Mason: 

to. ‘Tecite ‘Shakespeare, ‘constituted 

the big ‘time: . .2 +. 
The Four. Little “Angels, a. ‘quar- 

tet. of... Negro. moppets : from .:the’ 
same. family, ‘were, wholly_winning. 

followed. by. 2 

“Tarzan :& His Lions - was another 

head . into the ion’s mouth: (the 
“teeth looked real); Tarzan: was.ob- |" 
“viously. prepared. to do anything to- 
‘Bet. a. ‘hand, which. he: Tiehly: de- 
served, : 

* Fran: Jetiries. was “another : im: 

pact. turn with. her: two. songs; First | 
“was .an undulating bossa: nova ‘that: 
“framed her: physical” ‘assets “rnost 
‘effectively, and .sécond. was: a bal-: 
‘lad,.“‘Nobody’s Baby,” in which she 
‘demonstrates. that. she: could. really. 

his: dieting -expertize: with O’Con- |: 
“nOF, was particularly sharp for this | 

Leonard - -tossed ‘off: his: 
lighting : 

‘session. 

- humor - ‘at 

For. 
‘troupe of ‘fierce. Cossack riders’. 
‘might have: been given more time. -"" 
Violetta & Alexander’s Kiss” risley” 

| torch. spinning ..was another. spec-. 

‘competent. - 
direction was + tempered. and: ‘fine, ©. 

‘| handled ‘his. cats’ with. bravado. and> . a ae 
-When. he: put his |." 

3. 

| ‘White House occupants from. Bia: 
peppery remarks, =. 
‘The W ellington” Singers. a ‘folk « 

combo, had‘ a.-very -brief.-bit’ before - 
O’Connor | -brought the . show -to. 

_ Herm: 

a ka. Sullivan. ‘Show - mS 
“Ka Sullivan, ° on’ his - CBS-TVer =. 

cently. toured the -U:S. By. -use ‘of -. 
excerpts: and full acts, he; relayed *. 
-the flavor. of the .-Russo ‘troupe, - 
which incidentally, seemed like’ one 
of the-.best assemblies’. of - circus: 
acts ever ‘under one. tent. cot 

*. Sullivan. had much to. work: “ith, 
lots: -of sequences. ‘to’. select: from, - 
‘and.’a wealth ‘of: details to: provide. - 
grand -effects. ‘There ‘is somé quar- : . 
rel. though, with’ the acts that: were ~ 
glossed’ over. with brief. sequences. 

‘example, ..the . -Khodzhbaev . 

tacular:‘turn which might have been © 
shown ‘at. ‘greater: length.. 
However, there..was the: thrilling 

work. of” the: Viadimir. Dovyenko. : 
1 troupe of. teeterboardists' and tum=.~ 
blers.. One of the most ‘spectacular. ° 
‘tricks. of all-time: was the complete: 
somersault ‘of .a- man:.on high: stilts. ~. 
Filatov’s- Bears, -the-: hand-to-hand-.; a 
ing’ by. Kaseev’ & -Manasaryan; ‘the . 
‘midair. spinning by Sinkovskaya. &° 
Lisin, :‘and. QOlkhovokova’s © Dogs 
"were among: -the éxcellent. turns 
viewed ‘on - this’ layout. . 
This -is. the: second: ‘Moscow: State. . 

Circus - -présentation by. Sulliyan- 
‘this. season... This. show’ was‘ ‘caught ~. 
during. its’. Minneapolis. run... under’. 
‘the auspices of. impresario- Morris: 

\ Chalfen.. The previous: presentation .. 
..| was. taped in. -London, and brought. 
- | CBS-TV: alot of. grief: since: Chal- 
“| fen. protested ‘that ‘he “lost : consid-. 
| erable business because it was. pre-..: 
}sented during therun: and many ~ 
|:presumed that -i it: comprised: ‘his*. 
Present collection « of acts.: 

came’ with a”. -erackerjack. ‘Stanza 7 
Tast.. Saturday - night: “(ID. -Particu- 

platy since every turn on this. bill, 
| up. to. and including Jimmy Duran- 

“J ose. 

LF ‘Defenders: _ 
“Milton Berle, . the: ‘actor, held’ the: 

center. of the vidstage in ‘Saturday’ S.- 

close’ ‘with Ja: Sing’ You: Sinners”. 7 
Production number, 

reputation..as. America’s ° most. dis: : _ 
‘tinguished political columnist .can: c ; 
only ‘be enhanced by. these annual 
tv.-outings. in which ‘he.-demon- : Sunday (12). caught the spirit. -of.”. 

| the Moscow State Circiis which: re-: ~ 

| by “Defenders” episode and ‘came: . a 
|:off: effectively. “He ‘had -in. outline” 
“a tailor-made™'script -in- the ““‘Die® 
Laughing” outing: written by- Roger. 
Hill _Lewis,. dealing . with.” ‘a bige 
‘time -comie ‘who.’ finds: that « he’s.” 
stricken” with. cancer,’ wand tries ° 
Suicide. 

- Berle, though- in’. ‘his “thesping 
transcended - .the - outline; brought - 
‘conviction to his:role, ‘catching the. he 

‘The: per- ies OS 
formance, really, was: better’. than:. 
the Lewis.” script: 
‘managed ...-to 

+ despite. thé. ‘morbidity: of. the: ‘situa- "> 
‘tion. 
it’touched ‘on: many. subjects—that _ 
‘of a man’s right to commit: suicide,. . 
the morality.. involved: in mercy. 

|.deaths,; ‘the.law arid, the * vagaries. 
‘of. psychiatry—but:, it did not fate* 
cup. squarely: to: any. “of. these. big:: _ 
‘issues, In: the’.last few: minutes; it - “eo - 
took the’.easy: way out, .making: E...:.... 
G.. ‘Marshall: the hero, lawyer Mar= - 
‘Shall proving that: his. client Berle:.. 

nuances and the. depths. 

-The teleplay __ 
retain . Interest, 

Where it: failed -was ‘that’~ 

didn’t -want: to ‘commit- suicide -and © 
| therefore: should not. be- institution-. 
alized. in a. mental hospital. Against 
‘the: bigger ‘isSues ; ‘yaised—and - ‘the -. 
prospect ‘of the. principal's. death—". a 
the solution was. more of. an artifact: 
than.a dramatic ‘Solution...’ with. their... opening - ‘rundown* of |: 

| nursery’ rhythms, | 
“| rocking. version of. “Thou. Swell,” 
L with. O’Connor. in the lead. 

Marsha - ‘Hunt. “as: Berle’s wife’ 
seemed oiit, of key: she.looked:more_ 
‘like:a society | matron: than a big-' oF oe 

© | time comie’s: wife. ‘Lynn. Loring, as: 
j: the daughter, was’ ‘understandingly. °: 

socko visual: turn-in. which..the. ani | 
i|-mal. trainer, | draped -according™: ‘to: 
al) character with © a.tiger loin. skin;: 

distraught.. -Others- in the. cast were’ 
Stuart... Rosenberg’ s. 

‘Horo. : 

“Perry Como. ‘Show- 

son, ‘Perry Como. travelled to the 
U.. of Minnesota ‘and ‘delivered. an- 

-.. entertaining - hour. -Thursday”. AO 
night: on. NBC-TV... ae 

-The vidvaude layout’ for “Como’ S - 
“Kraft: Musie ‘Hall’ was: well paced". 
“and: guestars Bob Newhart, Peter. 
Nero and Keely. Smith worked well. 
‘singly. and in combo: with the ‘star. a 
“Only jarring note,; which had‘noth-". .’- 
ing.to do with the show; was .NBC- 

| -TV’s “news. pickup fron: Washing-- ; 
Jack. BE: Leonard; in a ‘spoof of | ‘ton ° of. - President .. Johnson’s, .an-- 7 

mouncement of a 15-day: truce_ intet 
‘the rail dispute. It ruined ‘a New:, 
hart. comedy’ routine. -* 

(Continued on page 41). 

“Como, ‘playing -before . the col. . 

“For his ‘sixth Special’of the Seay . 
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’ RADIO-TELEVISION 

| ‘Mactadden-Bartell, the cpublishiag-broadcasting “umbrella, has’. -ae-- - ; 
-- Show”. this season,’ has ‘been: © | 
- signed. by. Don. Feddeérson ‘Pro-. 

gained a. pair of. trade publications, Super Market. Merchandising and. : 
“Super Market Publishing -‘Co., publisher |. 

of the two books, will i operate aS a. #-wholly:owned pabsidiary_ 0 of Macfad-. 
den-Bartell. 

on, “Those frisky: 3 youiig’ fillies ‘trolicking in. the. jmeadow 3 with ‘a: eigaret fe 
. between. their fingers: ‘will have. to trun elsewhere for. their. ty -residuz.|‘ 

_‘‘als.--The order has come down to all commereial producers,. according 7 
- to David Commons, director. 6f commercials:for De Patie Freleng En- |:: 
terprises,. to’ demand .a. signed. affidavit from “each: subject. that they-|"- 

oe fe ge 

oo, Storer’ S: “WITL-TV. “has. ‘gone. award ‘happy in “Milwaukee ‘this ‘season, f 
* . taking top -honors in three of © 
“week it-won both .tv:awards made by.:the Milwaukee Press Club, one 

_ for its news: coverage’ of: the Northwestern: Railroad train-truck rash, 
“the other for community service’ with: its special | ‘documentary, “A Day |: 

’- With the Braves.”:'Two. weeks ‘earlier -it hauled in seven trophies. from| 
“- the “Milwaukee Radio-TV. Council,’ more than: ‘any ‘other -tv_ station:.- 

and. in February. it took the “Newsfilm Station of the Year”, award. made 
_ annually: ‘by. the ‘Wisconsin Press ‘Photographers ‘Assn. 

he principal ‘local competitions:. ‘Last 

“WKEX: TV. “Richmond, ‘Va., ‘Yespondéd: ‘quickly: to” the: tragic: “earth. 
. ‘quake. that ‘struck: ‘Alaska: Five: days. after: the quake, station: undertook 

a. concerted ‘pubservice’ drive. to raise’ funds for the. Alaska‘ disaster 
‘victims. Spearheaded by news director John “D.- O’Connell,. the: drive 
‘had netted $2,000 ‘after just four air pleas. When. he. was news director: 
for :WXEX-TV’s. sister radio. station WLEE, O’Connell .collected $5,000 | 

- ina week for: families. of storm-battered’ Chincoteague. ‘Island off the 
coast of Virginia. “Salvation. Army: ‘has: forwarded: ‘funds: received. ‘in 
the. Alaskan drive ta.its hq i in: Alaska." TLR Jobe, 

‘Reporting: ° the. calendar’. 1963. pet. of ‘Ganada’s “Selkirk "Holdings, 

vs qe ‘series such. as “I.-Love Lucy,” 

. Natalie: Wood. ‘Joey: Bishop, - Lucille Ball, Bob” ‘Hope, ‘Saridia- Dee, les “Pete & Glad - Show”: . and 
on ‘Sammy. Davis Jr., Milton. Berle, : Robert. Goulet and Raymond Burr have |: - y 
-... peen: lined. up. ‘thus: far..to- participate: ina taped. radio’ show 'to be aired |: 
for U.S: servicemen ~in:: South VietNam ‘April .28. . 

: supervisor. for the: USO. affair is Jack ‘Kaleheim, arranging the talent ae 
oy with: ‘Abe. Lastfogel, head. of the: ‘William: ‘Morris ‘Agency. - 

- (Coast. ‘production 1: 

Vinry- (April :1) erratumied.: by: switching the ‘company's. A. 4: ‘from 
. Ednionton, Alberta, fo ‘Winnipeg. ; ; Edmonton it is. 

Ww Followup Comment 
; Continued from: page. 0 ee 

i lege: “crowd - at “Northrop - . Audi- 
_.,. ,torium,:: appeared - to~-be: enjoying: 

~" “his -audience...He came ‘on win-| 
ningly’ with: “Hello: Dolly” and half-: 

a.» Way: through did‘a melodious: song-. 
- alog’in. fine. style, Keely Smith, an 
“artist who can do wonders with: an 
. old tune, had some. fun with ‘Let 
“Me Call. You Sweetheart, among 

- other numbers. Pianist. Peter ‘Nero 
. showed his virtuosity by combin- 
- ing Beethoven .and Cole Porter, |a 
- ‘mixed. blessing: for the: ‘pop. overs. | 

7 wand the long-hairs, - -albeit an.inter-|. 
“esting exercise, 

-. comedy routine was killed by the} 
“rail: strike: ‘announcement. . 

- U. .of Minnesota glee. club. and. 
* all-girl. cheering: Squad | ‘also’ -did 
their: bit. : Jn ; Horo. 

Bel ‘Telephone. Hour. 

a * Nostalgia seemed tobe the prime 
Saini of the “Bell. Telephone. Hour’’|: 

- Tuesday - (7): with ‘Ginger’ Rogers 
. dancing - ‘and vocalizing - the. mem- 

: erable “Numbers® from’: her. motion 
_ _ picture’ hits, and big-band. singer 

'_-: “Helen. O'Connell. in a-medley of her 
“hits of the late ’30s and: early "40s 

“backed by Red-Nichols- group. 

.- seed,” | 

Miss Rogers, who ‘also. hosted the 
hour, looked great and danced with 

:--- much the form of old if her. singing 
‘voice has faded to a noticable deé- 
“gree. ‘Miss. O’Connell’s S$. pipes: loud; 

_ lear and- swinging. in..a -Timdown |’ 
of the clicks she. had; mostly while 

“with the’ Jimmy. ‘Dorsey ‘band. 
For more ‘memory-lane . “stuff, 

7 ‘composer - Hoagy .Carmichael nar- 
“J ohnny: “Apple- rated . his : suite, 

; "while the. show . chorus 

900" 00 E sis St. 

Ph ave 

=| the- issue..of alleged: police ~brutal-||'. - 
-And at his: boldest, one of: the |q | 

“Well,” actually’ 

ot 4 W. 44th ST. NEW YORK] | 
_ a TA: are = mee 

Newhart’s - key} - aan 

-linstead: :-he ‘was, an’ 

‘shoulder. - 

deck. - 

| formance, - 

— | yf ity. 
+4 tbrasshats replied,’ . 

"3 1 Lit: is -nothing - that: is: taking. place |f 
nF [oes my - time . in- The | 

. ‘ment oe 

worked ‘out the narrative in| ballet. | 
‘It.-was not: nearly as much. fun. as. 
the old schmaltzy . animated: ver-. 
sion. done originally. by. Carmichael | 
and: Walt. Disney, .- ‘but. 
oser’s’ music. and- narration. made: 

for pleasant: sounds.:” ran 
“Opera. ‘stars. Robert. Merritt’ and 

. James. _MeCracken made : ‘an. im- 
pressive... first: appearance « on. the. 
hour: with. Selections. from. Verdi’ s|- 
“Otello.” 

; ducted the: ‘BT orch. 
Donald. Noorhees - con- 

Bille 

"Open: End” 

“David. ‘Susskind was a. lamb’ on his: 
‘Sunday’. (12). -WPIX,- N-Y:,- “gabfest 
‘with a: cluteh: of. New: York. City’s: 

-Had he seemed the. least 
| bit. sheepish ‘his performance might. 

-.- have. been. mitigated. somewhat, : but 

top cops. 

indomitable 
cheerleader: . for—in : His © words— 
“New York’s ‘finest. i 

‘It proved a two-hour. eominercial 7 
for ‘the: ‘Iocal:: “constabulary, with |. ° 
‘timeouts - for’ eonimercials. ~ 
spirit. . of. -. Comm: ‘Murphy’ musta © 
‘been . hovering. ‘at. Susskirid’s | -- 

“The. .-force * -is- “Mnuch-} 
.| maligned, ‘he told. the ‘brass ‘on}.- 

“And. -wouldn’t “you know]: 
he’d ‘align’ himself’ ‘against. “molly- _ 
coddling” of delinqueénts;. oblivious |’ 
to. the: irony | Of. his. ‘own. ‘Partisan=| 
ship? 

largely:. propaganda?” |: 

|: WTAR. ‘Network Feed. 
For. MacArthur. Rites: . 

Norfolk-Newport: Ni ews, “April: 14,° 

the com-. 

‘The ” 

‘There were’ ‘other moments. when’ 
a viewer. could really drop his jaw. |. - 
Quoth:Susskind: “‘There’s no. wan- 
{ton - persecution - (by.. the™. cops) of }*. 
minority groups, is. there?. “Isn't it]. 

"And: more|{ 
cruel ‘than ™ “embarassing © Was.“ his |" - 

== poser. to | a’ Negro. ‘captain: what r 
‘|could -be--done’ to. convince’. the}. . 
‘| Negro- ‘and. ‘Puerto: Riean populace. 7 

“that: there’ is no white man’s. su-| | 
. premacy, that “law and: order. are - 
being. upheld. rary coe 2 

Kern’ s 35 ‘Sons. 
‘Hollywood, ‘April 14, 

“rected. “The. Joey. Bishop §-. 

-- ductions to direct. 35- segs “in. 
‘the.“My Three Sons” “series, © an 

|: starring: Fred: ‘MeMurray;. ‘next, fot 
oo semester. on’ ABC-TV. 

“Fedderson, the director having .- 
-worked on Fedderson’s :“Date.. 
‘With. the... Angels”. 

“aire’’. Kern has--also. directed . 

'. derson is: exec. ‘producer, . ‘Fred. 

Hartman: producer. 

"Philadelphia, " April’ 14," 
, Gov. "William W.” Scranton ‘pre- 

-In- -accepting,. - Goldinan | “ noted 
f: ‘that: the. gift..came “at a most.-op- 
:| portune | time.” : ’ “WHYY - 
‘moved - over. the - weekend. - 
WFIL’s. old: studios’ in: West: Phila- 

|-delphia, “We. dre in the big leagues. 
. 2 now.. The. kind action. of. Triangle: 
== {Publications (owners of the. WFIL. 
he property): and :this grant. from the’ 

‘state: make. this a’. very auspicious 
‘occasion,’ ” ‘Goldman said. : - 

stations 

‘into. 

Arthur. “The - (Continental Army 
‘Command- Headquarters made the 
designation. 8 

producer. - 

the arrangments. for... WVEC-TV: 
In ‘addition. to“the Tidewater ‘sta- 
tions; WXEX-TV, the NBC: affil: in 
Richmond: 
‘Army’ ‘Mobile unit - Were. _Assigned 
to the operation. .: :: le, | 

and the. Fort Eustis 

.The’ session. ‘oiherwise was
- ‘pro: eee 

Asie): _ Pit, 

: “Greeisbore.” EE N. ‘c, Jin Gray, | 
; | | news. director: for WPAQ, hasbeen |}. 

i-| named .v.p. for radio .of. the U:P.1.14 
‘Broadcasters ‘Association of NE-C1 

FF} The . association represents. some |} | 
[1.80 ‘radio and: television stations. in | 

. the state. : rm | ih 

} | nounced: for anecdotes, deployment}... 
 & fof. troops, various ‘techniques. for|. - - 
(coping with. citizen. anarchy,’ .and}. © 
& sundry kindred peeks ‘at police :per-.| « 

There .was some atten-|J- 
2. | tion, with “platitudes,. to. ‘the “issue.| 1 

-@ J of: police” handling’ .of ‘civil rights | 
jz demonstrations;.. but. nary”a word. 
&.|from ‘the | pivot: re. “top - ‘cop” ‘at- |. 

:| titudes and/or~ directives. about the {]. 
| state’s new: and’ controversial: “stop-| 

> | | and-frisk” law.. : Ms, 
“6 At his: boldest, "Susskind: raised | 

“FACILITIES. 
ae Sound : Stages. “at -_ 

Artransa Park ore . 
 Ag2ft. : we. TS. 

“34... 61. (x "36tt.: 
25H Off. .. 7 

: +s, 24%. x. 14%... and | 
eo -28ft. x 26ft. x ‘TOft.~ 

* Camera eaquipine nt. of 
"Includes Mitchells... §. 

s+ Arrifiexes . - 
Litt Auricons. eee De. 7 

",, - Sries. 2 te 

‘Lighting: Is: ens = 
tees mest com. we 

: vsh 
. Miteraitys) to. tight: - 

-, 3 ful-length mov-) - - 
. les, at ‘ene-time, 

*. ‘Sound: “equipment. —_ 
toes include= - Westrex'' f- 

ej w:-: agra. 

Magriasyn=. plus a. 
full range of: mk. 
‘crophenes...:¢om- 
pletely oa eavipped © on 
Fecore ins. Theatre... 

» Jamies N. ‘Kern, who. di--: . 

It’s a reunion for ‘Kern and - *. 

series - in’ | 

are. more than .30-years old. © This is in ‘line. with the ciggie. manufac :. 1957, and “also “The: Million: - 
. turers: campaign to direct sales appeal away from. -youths,.. ; 

_| for: -divvying - up Ultra: ‘Hi 
quencies. Comments - were also. in 
On: a. ‘Proposals 1 for. an- ‘airborne iv. 
system, OT bey 

”- The. overall: consensus from: the. 
‘comnients was that very few parties. 
tare. happy with: the FCC. proposals, 

“| charging, either far..too much: or 
Fem $ $125, 000 Grant, 

“To Phillips’ WHYY- TV 

Series ‘ resumes production = 
> at Desilu Gower. May 11:.Fed-. . 

Henry, associate’ producer, Ba: ra 

_| Saturat 

-Tidewater’s WTAR-TV:: “Won: ‘the: 
designation ; as the network: pool. sta-: 
tion for the funeral procession ‘and | 
‘services. for ‘General’ Douglas. Mac-: 

|x THAT. AUSTRALIA 
‘ | HAS WORLD-STANDARD © 

| LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
Ae Hairy ‘Weir. ond $ _ 
| es: the Hecht-Hill, Leticester Unit- will tell vid 

: you ‘that for technical facilities, “dowa-- .« 

— Rs Es ard Jang’ Scheme 
~ Draws : 
7 “Washington, “April: 14, 

“RCO: premiered its own. “Black- 
| board Jungle” -as. nearly _100 .con-} 

testing broadcast interests prépared. 
for the: rumble over allocating edu-. 

, cational ‘television channels:. 
The first prelude i in the. spectrum 

Assn. of. Educational Broa casters 

-far too little. has “been. ‘proffered 
for educational needs... Lo 
On the airborne proposals,. “pearly |’ 

lL everyone. was trying. to shoot them 
down before’ ‘the. -Jaunching. | 

| sented: $125,000 ‘in. state funds to}: 
:| William. Goldman, . president: of ed-. 
uicational -.station.. -WHYY-TV.. ‘The. 
sum. represents - a capital grant of: 
-$100,000:to: assist. in. the’ purchase 
of new. studio: equipment,. ‘plus a 
$25,000: operating - grant: to. assist. 
in improvement | Of: WHYY’s. ‘in--. 
school ° programming. -- 

Airborne Television Instruction Inc. as 
to. ‘put its six-state’ ‘experimental.| | 1 

| Canadian tv be extended to cable- plan. in. orbit: using © channels. ‘72, 
94, 76,78, 80 and 82, The fixed 
services goes - “from - airplanes to |- 
schools. Flying. higher, Westing- 
house Electric. Corp. suggested a 
national | airborne’ ‘system . using 
channels: 66: through, 83... 

‘Most: of: the: ‘comments’ “coming 
in.on FCC’s and’ NAEB’s allocation 

organizations. ‘trying to manuever 
-particular channels. into their. area. 
for educational use. . = 

ABC. ‘accused | NAEB © of: trying 
‘to ‘reserve the better: U. channels 
‘for non-commercial use. ‘The. web 

“= | said. NAEB’s table -was “‘too- highly 
” avith. non-commercial ale: 

‘| locations, 

Island. 

” Maximum Telecasters: Assn: 
backed ‘the more limited FCC pro- 
posal, based largely on state. plans, 
over the more grandiose’ computer- 

| prepared ~ NAEB -table.. 
‘For: all. tv. and radio aspects ‘of he P 

‘the’: ‘network : -pool, ° Joel . ‘Carlson, ; 
| manager of pubaffairs ‘and news: de-’ 

\. partment. ‘Of. :WTAR, : was. named. 
Pool. coordinator- -for. 

.WAVY-TV : was: Dick .-Paul; : L. Ww. 
(Duff) Kliewer. ‘was. ‘in®: charge _ of allotment. In comparison the -air- 

borne ideas drew. almost ‘unanimous ~ 
objection: except for ‘a. few.. nos-. 
trums.: of support. from ‘Midwestern 
educational. interests.” - 

NBC. charged a nationwide air- 
ma borne system: ‘would. “seriously. re- 

Di YOU KNOW? 

Kramer as well a 

under" is on- world stendords. Artranse technice! facilities. 
Park Studios in’ ‘Sydney—Australia's larg teges 
est end most: complete film production ._ tic 

with: ‘the world’s best. 
sanipment-on.¢ por 

: | ARTRANSA PARK TELEVISION PTY. LIMITED. 
[WARRINGAH ROAD, FRENCH'S FOREST, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA: 

al iN NEW. York: OFFICE: 2 

sols a 

| duce” 

‘Scramble . ‘eame .as- the. diverging. 
_| Parties filed comments on. propos. *s 

-lof the Commission: and. the ‘National 

‘(which . handles © - broadeasting 

plans ‘were: ‘from state or. Jocal. etv. 

WEST 43RD 'S7., ‘NEW YORK 36, NY. Toh, LA 4.9058 

V Allocations 
broadcast. service on the: 

channels. the air boys. “requested. 

_ A broadside. of. “usurpation and. 
preéniption of ‘valuable: channels” 
was issued: against the idea. by 
Electronic Industries Assn, Almost. 
expressing the sentiments. of .the 
‘opponents of. its own UHF table; 
-NAEB . ‘dubbed the sky-vee. pro- 
posal.:“a noble. experiment, ‘but an. 
‘unrealistic approach. 

‘Fre- |. 
‘Midwest. Program defended its. 

‘operation as the “most efficient and 
economical” to meet the growing: 
needs for in school tv. It charged. 
FCC and NAEB with. creating an 
“artificial - _S¢arcity” .. of ° allocations. 
by: misjudging economic, engjneer-. 
ing’ and commercial requirements | 
for. education. 

SE Coin BBG Wants: 
Cable: TV Regulated 

vo Ottawa, April 14: 

“wir ‘the content stipulation. for 

relayed - ‘Programs. from the US. 

‘Board. of “Broadcast Governors 
and”. federal Dept. of ‘Transport 

jin 
parliament) : ‘have. jointly recom-- 

] mended that-‘cable tv be subject: to’ 
the same regulations as regular 
tv-—notably. ‘in. program content 
and“ in. license applications, both 
new: and renewal.. 

National — - Community’ 
Television _ASsn. 

Antenna: 
contends. that - 

‘cable’ tv should ‘not be regulated * 
by. BBG. because it is not. broad- 
casting but: merely relaying. Also 
‘that regular. tv is already: over-. 
protected. and. that anyone. ¢ould f . 

Among. ‘the. filers backing: ‘UHF 
put up- a. - 300-foot anfeyna to. in- 

-expansion..was . Embassy: Pictures |. 
Corp. which expressed a desiré to} 
build an ultra high station on 1 Long, 

tercept signals,.as NEATA does... 
Alhough ‘they: haven’t been men- ¢ 

tioned, two thoughts in BBG’s col-: 
lective mind. may be; unrestricted. 
cable tv might. ‘be considered un-: 

. fair competition’ ‘by U.S. vs. -Cana- 
dian ‘advertisers, since the former 
‘have’: to’ pay“ nothing—unless. to 

{| NCATA—for the wide extra ex- 

Critical of the Commission were ‘posure; ‘and: (b) saturating Cana-. 
NAEB, the Joint Council.on Educa- 
tional Broadcasting and the Nation- |. 
|al Education: Assn. ‘All charged the 
Commission .with: being short sight-| 
ed and chintzy with its educational : 

‘dian. homes with: exclusively. U.S. 
advertising is another step toward 
painlessly: imposing. “the American 
way. of. life” on Canadians. 

Des Moines - — ‘Eawin T. Elliott 
has. been named peneral manager 
of radio station KSO, Des. Moines. 
Whitehall .Stations, ‘Ine. is. the new 

. eo of the Des ‘Moines AM. -out- Te a 

No. 8 OF A SERIES. 

Tels 40,9319 
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DICK JOHN LEAVES WHC: | 
FOR KNBC, HOLLYWOOD | 

. Pittsburgh, April 14," 
Dick John, news: director of . 

WIIC. has resigned” to take a job. 
with NBC-TV. in Los Angeles:where |... 
-he will have a regular 6. p.m. news= } 
‘east. John had: been. with. the ‘sta-.|. 
tion for several months ‘when he | 
developed ‘the “‘Dateline”: eoncept. | 
“which put all the news, sports and. 
‘weather under the same. heading. - 

‘This concept will be dropped by - 
the station, according to a decision |.-. 
made by operations. Manager Shel- | 
don Weaver. Each. ‘news. show. will 
now. have a separate identity. For. 
the ‘present, ‘Adam. Lynch, the LE: 
p.m.. newsman will. double © at..the | 
6 p.m. time until. a new: man is-}° 
found or the substitution is made - 
from the. present staff’ of Larry }'- 

-- Gaffney, Regis Bobonis, Matt Mat-1{ 
thews, .Red Donley «(sports direc- 
tor), 
and. Lynch. 

France’ s ‘Michel Legrand 
In Israel for TV. Series l fe 

Tel Aviv, April. 14, 

Michel Legrand, French’ compo. . 
ser-pianist, spent a week in Israel 
Tocation- -hunting ‘for the first of a 
television -series. ‘projecting — coun-" 
tries. and people he visits. His: visit 
to Israel would be. the firstof. the | 
30-minutes “features, produced ‘by. 
Pierre Veille and cirected. by An-|. 
dre Ceremans for an Israeli-Swiss | 

Tsrael’s | 
A.A.A. Films ‘and: Teleant. Corp. - 
-co-production between: 

of Zurich. 

‘The television features would. ie 
depict. people and ‘places | ‘without. ; 
any commentary, or dialog, using a 
‘only pictures, rhythm and. music, | 

as. ingredients. | 
‘Interest ':in the series has: béen|——— 
shown and some distribution ‘con-}" . - 
tracts’ have already: been signed, * 

mostly folklore, 

with. five European networks. 

Klavan’ s Tany Book. 
“We Die at Dawn” by Gene Kia | | 
van (Doubleday; :$3.95) is..a. zany |. 

report from the front half ‘on’ the. 
“ padio comedy: team of. Klavan- &.| 
(Dee) Finch: who have assailed: the 
6-10 am. airwaves. 
York's : station WNEW-: “since Nor}. 
vember, 1952.- 

“Since the. joshers must. arise- in 
respective Long Island residences [| 
each weekday morning at 4:30, this 
book gained a title: Typical of the |, 
volume’s merry: tilt. is its. alleged. renee 
“Forward” by. Senator. _Barry Gold-j. 7 
water. This © contains’ ‘one word: 
“Backward”! - : 

For its revelation of: an ‘aspect: 
of American mores. ‘in. this tantivy [ 

- era, copy of ‘this book: probably 
should. be. deposited. in .one-of :the™ 
innumerable time. capsules. ‘Robert | 
Moses is sure to sink: in Flushing / 
Meadows. during: the. wor ben Pe 

9 2. . 

Foreign Vv Follownp 
— Continued from page 40 aan —. 

Griffith) made love to: the. Jand- fo 
.‘Jady,*a skittish matron:whom he]... 

despised. The strangely ‘haunting. _ — 
events took place in an atmosphere | ..’. 
of. Welsh puritanism, which tittered |.” 
about sex.and felt guilty ‘about it.}.” 

Upshot was that. the minister... 
tried to break. through -f0 Miss. 
Vaughan, who. ‘conversed. with. an 
imaginary Colonel on the seashore. 
But she could..not see him, ‘so; ~ 
wrapped up in her personal fantasy, 
and he wandered -disconsolately | 
away. 

Hanley’s: dialog was firstrate | in'}. 
its. acute idiom .and its occasional 
poetic flights.:. 

stayed: ‘static, and’ the mournful | - 
devotion ‘of the minister required. a 
more explanation. 

Gilchrist. Calder’s: direction: “of mo, 
Peter Luke's production was. excel. Lo 
lent, providing a sturdy and. imagi-| 
native visual’ framework..- Annette |- 
Crosbie was ‘well cast. as the odd‘. 
spinster, and carried off: her imagi- 
nary conversations without: falling 
“into. comic: bathos: William Squire | 
coped ably with the devoted minis- 
ter, but the most «stirring ‘per- |: 
formances came..from Kenneth]: 
“Griffith, revelling in. the’ vulgarity 
of his common-man_ character, and]... 
from -Hazel Hughes as ‘the -Bro-|. 
_tesque landlady. It made a curious, 
but worthwhile, e entertainment, 

Bridgeport--Steve Powers, for — 
merly with WICC, has’ ‘been named _ 
news director at WNAB, Succeed= ' 
‘ing Robin Sunde, 

Bob ‘Cochran, .Mark Schaefer | 

“from ‘New a 

But the. situation | -. 
“needed more.focus. and develop~ 
ment. to strengthen its. hold. “It/ 

| fia 18 “THE BLACK SCORPION”. :_ 7 am 
‘Otta: fo 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Vanerr- ARB's weekly chart offers a: day-by-d ay. analysis of: the top feature. “qvening slotstn e. wo 
particular market. On Saturdays. and Sundays; daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pis _ 
periods for designation as the top feature. slot of. the day.. The: analysis.is confined to the top rated. = 
feature slots in the. ARB measured period, broken down by. ‘days.in the week..The ARB measured |.” 
period usually. covers three or. four weeks....Other-data such as the.time.slot and total. area homes a 

. ee. furnished. Top: competition ‘and. competitive: ratings: also are highlighted. ea . 

Pittsburgh e STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE, WIIC: . ‘SURVEY. DATES: JANUARY: 4. 31, “1964. : 

Total, ‘Area: Homes:: 172 .700., "3 TOP’ ‘COMPETITION. oar 
‘STATION & . 

7 ~ KOKA, ‘Shore of had 2 ae | PROGRAM. “TOTAL HOMES | 

MONDAYS 55: 00-62: 30. = | _-“ Adventure. Time. WTAE | 

Program: EARLY SHOW. | : a oa - §:00-6:15 7 206,300.” 
Jan: : 6: “TARZAN’S SECRET: TREASURE? | oa Ron. Cochran: News. -- WTAE 
aes ‘Johnny’ Weissmuller; “Maureen O Sullivan. | . 6: 15-6:30 © '144,100- ..~ 
a 1941, MGM; Banner. Cee a So 
Jan: 13 “BLOOD ON ‘THE MOON”: . of 

| a ‘Robert Mitchum,: ‘Barbara: Bel. Geddes . 
. 1948,. B.K.0.,-U.A... lt “S 
Jan, 20. “CARIBBEAN”. : ET 

~ = John: Payne,: Arlene - Dahl 
- 1952,. ‘Paramount, Coloramia , 
“Jan. 27 “SHE. WORE A: YELLOW. RIBBON” 

. John Wayne, Arlene Dahl. 5 
1949, R. K.O., UAL 

“5OP COMPETITION. “Total Area ca Homer 183.400 | ao 
a STATION’ &. _KDKA Metro Rating: Wo em pe » a ® - AL HOMES "Share of Audience: 39 °° =| PROGRAM. =——TOT 

SUESDAYS- 5: 00: 6:30 °° | oe Adventure ‘Time. “WTAE 

Program:. EARLY: SHOW, _ | §: 00-6: 15. 213,500 

“Jan. “SANTA .FE “TRAIL” "Ron. Cochran News - WTAE 
Errol. Flynn, Olivia . DeHavillanad 16; 15- 6: 30 82, 300 

Warner Bros., .1940,.U.A;- 
‘Jan: 4 “GOLDEN EARRINGS”. ; . 

2. ‘. Ray “Milland; Marlene Dietrich 
“:  "}947,. Paramount,. MCA: 

Jan. 21 “THE, NAVY COMES: THROUGH” 
: Pat O’Brien, Jackie Cooper .” 

—— 4942; RKAQ, UA: 
Jan: 28. “THE EAGLE. &° THE HAWK” 
aa _ John Payne, ‘Rhonda Hjeming 

1950, Paramount, ‘Coloramia : 

Total ‘Area: ‘Homes: 133, 500. TOR COMPETITION 

-KDKA Metro Rating: 14: , STATION & 
- Share of Au dience: 38 PROGRAM TOTAL noms | 

| weDNESDAYS 5:00-6:30. 7 Adventure, Time ‘WTAE a 
Program: EARLY SHOW. . 4°. .5,00-6:15. 196,300. - 

Tan... B “FROPIC. ZONE”. _ Ron Cochran News WTAE. 
| .. Ronald : Reagan, Rhonda Fleming” a 6: 15-6; 30 139, 000" we 
“si. 4953; Paramount, :-Colorama.° : 

“Jan, 1S “THE. WAGONS. ROLL. AT NIGHT” 
“Auimphrey: Bogart, Joan Leslie." . 
.1941,-Warner Bros., U.A: a an 

Jan: 22. “THOSE REDHEADS. FROM ‘SEATTLE 
* «Gene: Barry,- ‘Rhonda. Fleming 

-1953, Paramount, U.A: 
29. “TARZAN’S ‘SAVAGE FURY” 

_. Lex: Barker; Dorothy Hart: 
11952, R.K.O., Banner | 

. “Jan. | 

TOP: ‘COMPETITION Total ‘Area. Homes: 1 121, 200° 

—KDKA. ‘Metro Rating: 13... “STATION: & .. 

, . Share of: ‘Audience:: aT PROGRAM TOTAL HOMES 

‘THURSDAYS 5: 00-6: 30. oa _ Adventure Time WTAE. an 

‘Program: “EARLY. SHOW . : _ 3: ‘00- 6: 15: mes ~ 491, 300. 

Jan. 9'“PRIDE OF THE. MARINES. Roa Cochran ‘News. WTAE. 
-John. Garfield; Eleanor. Parker - woh 6: 15-6: 30 _— -138,800°-* | 

. “1945;° Warner: Bros., U. A. 
Jan. AG. “BERLIN EXPRESS”: - a fa Joop. 

“Robert. Ryan; Merle. Oberon ° oe 
1948, -R.K:O.,” UA. eee et Paes RT 

Jan.: 23 “EASY. LIVING” ” Bre 
"Victor Mature, Lizabeth, Scott an 

fs . 1949, R:K.O.,’ UA... 
_dJan. 30 “ESPIONAGE. AGENT”: a 

“Joel. MéCrea; ‘Brenda ‘Marshall 
1939; Warner Bros:, UAL ; 

“TOP "COMPETITION 

WTAE Metro Rating: 7 nee a 7 S : STATION &. 

FRIDAYS. a: 15-1545 mo as, » Steve Alien. KDKA. - 

‘Program: MILLION ‘DOLLAR ¢ MOVIE “TL:15-12: 45. 123,100 
"Jan. 10. ‘UP’ PERISCOPE”... an “Gateway: Studios. “KDKA 

: . James: Garner, Edmond: oO’ Briet. 2 » 12: 45-1: 45 oS 8, 200: 
:1959; Warner. Bros., ‘Warner. Bros. Tv 

“Jan. 17 “BLOWING WILD” ot 
2 Gary. ‘Cooper:. Barbara Stanwyck” 
. 7 1955, Warner’ Bros.,. _ Jayark: Films 

Jan, 24. “BOMBERS B-52” : 
Natalie Wood, Karl Malden. ot, 

as ., 71957, Warner: ‘Bros.,- SAAR: ve 
Jan: BL “ATTACK”: Ton ms Ble usehe DE. 

Jack: Palance,: ‘Lee: ‘Marvin _ ee ee ee 
1956,: United Artists, U.AA.- es ae ue 

“TOR COMPETITION | “Total Area. Homes: oo 000. 

WTAE Metro: Rating: 25° CO “STATION: & | 
Share of Audience: 41 ae “PROGRAM. TOTAL HOMES | 

SATURDAYS 6:30-8:30. = os ce Wrestling ‘Wiic. 
‘Program; ' PITTSBURGH. MOVIE SPECIAL: _ 6:30-7:30 - 159,400. 

Jan. 4 “HERCULES”. we . Jackie Gleason _KDKA 
- Stéve ‘Reeves, ‘Sylva’ Koscina.- — 730-8: 30° : 357,000 

ao - 1959, Warner. Bros:,, Embassy: |. 
“Jan. AL “THE ‘WONDERS. OF ALADDIN” 

- Donald: O'Connor, Noelle: Adam’, 
1961; MGM; Embassy- 

_ Richard: Denning, Mara: Corday 
- 1957, Warner. Bros., ‘S.A.A. 

Jah. 25, “MASK OF THE: AVENGER” ~ 
: . Anthony. Quinn, John Derek. - 

A951, Columbia, Screen Gems: 

"Continued o on’ 1 bake’ 10, ~ 

“? Leland | 
- agency. |. 2 
|: Stern: plans a -global- trip: and | ‘on a 

‘| his: return will | enter. indie Pros, Poe 
duction. Me epee 

| said. 

ca 

. -|'wire stated, 
}.use: of.. talent. in television, -radio 
‘and other.‘entertainment fields, ‘the oe, 
‘|General Motors: nondiscriminatory-: to 
-}employment . policy .is in ‘full.ae-. - 

’ |-cord. with: the . nondiscriminatory.- 
| policy’ adopted -some-. time ‘ago’ by. 
.|the American. Federation. of Radio |. 
| &. ‘Television: Artists. and: ‘Major *: 

_-}elements of. the! broad¢asting,. -ad- 
- | vertising and recording industry. . 

J... “General Motors dealers are ap-" 
| pointed: from ° among. the large. 
;{number of applicants - which: “our.” 
‘| automotive and other divisions. al- 
‘ways have. for their franchises. Se-. 

fat STERN | RETIRES, 

Hollywood, ‘April Ya. . 

a} Revue. veepee George Stern,: one to: 
- of the founders of the. telefilmery..- 

| in 1950, has retired .after'18 years . 
-with MCA: With Dick Irving and -.. 
‘Karl Kramer, Stern founded what". ". 
has become the top telefilmery: in.” 2 

the: industry volume-wise.. _ gt 

‘Stern; who: joined MCA’ in. 1946 
as an ‘agent, ‘moved into radio. pro=.°:. 
-duction _and .. later produced. the o:s., 

| pilot : of.- Revue’s.: initial. series,“ 
1 “Stars ‘Over. Hollywood, ** based on” 
: J} a-radio show he produced: He sub--- -"- - 

-T sequently. produced several ‘series; . ° °° 
and later-moved into the.. exec « 

| -Veepee ‘ranks of. the company. ‘Bess ° 
| fore. joining: MCA, he was-with the) 2°... 4 

--Deverich. ee -Hayward-Nat 

oe Femme: Viewers. Campaign ~ 
|. To: ‘Clean Up’ ‘Television. - 

eee - Glasgow, . ‘April 14. 
"“Women:: ‘viewers. are... rallying ; es 
round ‘a ‘campaign. started here to. ~ 
“clean” up” ‘television plays.-: The. 

| campaign. is being spearheaded: by : 
ja city housewife, Mrs. Mary Mid= 

_+ {'dleton; who launched: her first’ at-" 
“tack with @ letter in ‘a daily news: . 

| paper. Result. was a -flood of .cor-- _ 
| -respondence. from: all: parts. of the: »:- me | 
| UK. applauding . her. action. and eet TG 

a Pledging ‘support. ° i wt, 

-|- >“ have had hundreds of. Jetters a 
7 of. support, : ‘and more are arriving ©. 

| by . every post,””: Mrs. :: Middleton we EY 
“The Scottish’ Housewives’... ...... # 

‘| Association and. the Catholic Wome ... 
--Len’s League have promised. their: a 

>| help.” «=. Py las 
Femmes plan’ to sead ‘their’ let- wea 

ters en masse-to both the British... 
Broadcasting Corp. and tthe British. . 
Independent Television “Authority. Dts Davy 

| “What .we ‘are trying to.do is. to... - 

added’ .Mrs. ‘Middleton: 

GM & NAACP. 
a . — Continued from” page 27 — 7 . 

| the ‘others, ‘in. NAACP" s -opinion, - 
. | were: also: far’ from. satisfactory). as 

__. | And. the .Seven Arts’ Chapter: of °° 4! :- 
- “| the New’ York.-braneh: of. the’ Cone. 

| gress of” Racial: Equality. (CORE). 
continued . to. ‘picket GM. ‘in New::-:. 
-York last. Week. (at the: auto show). 7-2: ... 

. 1for.. the.. company’s. ‘alleged: total -) 
" lack. of cooperation. .in:.the hiring... 
of Negro talent’ for its industrial . 

.| shows, a, 

“The copy of ‘the: GM-to-NAACP 
“With respect’ to the 

aT lections are’ made. on the ‘basis of. | 
‘| ability, ‘experience .in' our line of ~ 
. | business” and financial‘ responsibil-..- 
‘ity. As. independent: businessmen, : 

: aa dealers of course determine their " 
Ds lee personnel | policies, and ‘prac- a 

A ices.” oe, er 

- The. wire then: ‘quotes ‘the’ ‘com- 
| pany’s - ““Tong-standing written . _pol- vee 
-fiey of: nondiscrimination: ‘in: em- 

ployment, ” which: calls--for exten--. 
{sion ..of:. opportunities to qualified. 

. .| persons regardless of’ race, creed,: oe 
Ue. ‘color, sex .or. national -origin.: The. 

wire finally. claims more than 41;,-. - 
000. nonwhite . employees for: the 
company, 

* NBC Tnt’’s Obit Deal 
-: London, April - 14, 

N BC. International;. whose . Lon- 
don base. is captained - ‘by Gerald 
Adler, ‘is. making a deal with ‘Re-::. 

; diffusion whereby... NBC: .makes-. ‘ 
‘| available to: the British’ commercial. Pa 
:-| major_.all NBC’s filmed. obituaries ol 
fof: ‘prominent Americans, - 7S -_ 

Dickers : follow . the. ‘successful. wt 
‘showing on Rediffusion of NBC’s  _ - 

| obit’ on’ General: MacArthur. If. - 
. | deal goes-through, it will. mean ‘Re- 
| diffusion’ -has day ‘and date the =" 
[same facilities for. screening obits Se 
on Americans as ‘has ‘NBC.- 

-| remove, completely. from: television. re 
the smut ‘that has-been. prevalent,” =... 

“We. are’ 
ooo chiefly: ‘concerned ‘about . dramatic 
ae productions.” oo 

og ae ne 

TCE Leslee rgean Lye eyes one te pe 
aR MERC A A ek Rs Gace ihe. 



ay Producer: Joe. Cook 

. ~-Resembling. a. “eoiteee ‘pull ses-: 

~ 
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ae LIVELY. ARTS” 
, With’ George. ‘Gerdon, inoderator, 

“others a 

, 30 Mins., Sat, 10:30 pan oo 

‘sion, with. the. “talk: loose. and. free, 
is. “The: Lively: Arts; a new weekly 

oa program on popular. ‘entertainment; 

‘moderated. by George: ‘Gordon, -as- 
. :). -geciate prof. of communication..arts 
oat New. York BD? 's. School’ of. ‘Edu- 2 
! @ation. 

_For the Saturday | - faiy “night: 
““ppener: at. 10:30 p.m., the. half’ hour. 

mr “ was devoted. ta. thie - ‘theatre. ° Off- 
-, Broadway. producer «Julian. Beck 
- Said that: nothing ‘Jess. than: “total 
revolution”: could: cure -the’ ills: be-. 

- setting: the theatré: Columnist..Hy 
’. Gardner. said. he agreed with Beck ae “Wp -to:.a. point.” ~ With. this: “total fo 
.. revolution” sought py. Beck should 
be. was - never explained, “although 

-theré’ was : some . 
_. Beck's dissatisfactions with the cur-. 

-- rent theatre in the U.S. Up to what: 
point: did Gardner- agree: also was: 

--Jeft. open, as ‘the: ‘Program came. to: 
an end. 

- "Columnist: ‘Gardner. “lamented: 
that we live in.the age of “Beverly. 
‘ Hillbillies” 
“much: ‘featherbedding-” kiting -. pro- 

-:, duetion costs: He~ called: off-Broad- | 
‘~2" way the.“minor leagues, ” which. up*. 

* | was’. so-S0,.- with’ Garagiola’s.. base- 
ball. lore proving ' a Key ‘contrib. « 

if: / Miss Benzell:has-:no: ‘great verbal: 
gifts, ‘put | her : hair. is’ down-,and 
she. is refreshingly ingenuous. . She}? 
doubtless has’ a-large fund -of: péer- |: 
sonal. anecdotes: (in: grand’ opera, | | 
who .doesn’t ?) which. will come-in } 

| handy when there’s. ‘danger. of . fay. 
ull in: ‘the: ‘proceedings. 

set Beck, whose. “Living . Theatre’ 
_ was: padlocked by. the. Feds. for. ‘tax 
7 ‘delinquencies. : 

- Beck. spoke of ihe “ice scandals”. 
“and. held-out. the contention -that. 
‘there’s. too. “mueh “sham commer-: 

_. @ialism’..onand off-Broadway. ‘The 
_ i: ..-theatre, “too, he said, may be.play- 

S..dng to.a large. extent to. a. “‘deca- 
..£ >" dent. court,’” the -affluent. set whose. 
re partonage may. make OF: ‘break ay 

“ov show, : : 
At. was: a: ‘mind:ringing: session; 

; next Saturday’ night ““‘comics . ‘and: 

~ Jisteners' then could have .rore 
. distillations.. of. thoughts, : ‘usually a’ 

= —- “Continued trom: page: 293 —. more Satisfactory experience. wo 
‘Horo. _ 

"| LUNCHEON: WITH “MIMI 
With Mimi Benzell,. others - 

| Producer: ‘Michael, -Klepper.. ; 
“1110 “Mins.;. ‘Mon. -Fri., T: 10. ‘p.m. 

° WNBC,, ‘New. York’ 

‘markably, ... 

and there’s: far.too 

| build -and :: ‘Keep ‘audience. 
|. ance. - 

> eulture” “will be ‘examined. «Pity |, 
“more .. thinking. -wasn’t: done :prior 

*-to, coming “before. the mike. The 

Met . Opera: ‘star - Mimi: Benzell, 

Her’. 

Ultimately, ‘of. course, : the stanza 
| will. require: strong ‘guest appeal to 

- allegi- 
» Pity 

W. Y. Papers 

: ‘sidés,: is simply. ‘one - of: “good: jour- 
|nalism”—. the. ‘unequivocal - ‘identi-. 

iL | fication -of-.a. news: source; * That, it 
}-wasn’t: ‘always the practice: (and, of |; 

{h| course, still isn’t in many- markets): 
.{f | only suggests how. ‘emotions ‘can’ 

affect” better - journalistic judg- : 
a ments. ; 

“Growing ‘Acceptance ~- 

_ | the: evolution” -of citydesk attitude 
. dias. 
"|| press that :we’re here to stay.” And’ 

an- editor. at.one of the. afternoon: 
|} | sheets adds: a comment, .among | 
“I others, :that ‘the broadcasters ‘have 

‘become “more ‘enterprisifig,.. more 
conscious : ‘of their potential.” (Pre- |- 

||. : = 'Mgts, Wiliam Morris: Agency |} fake See a deserving of —— = sumably, : 

any place: ‘elub--KSTP-TV. E 

: ; The. Northwest’s first TV. tas. ° . 
tion, “KSTP-TV. serves. ~and. , 

sells thia vital market most. 
: effectively, x most economically. ee 

: . 7 ie Chambers has: taken over at WMES,. 

‘The: Northwest area ‘is. really” 

: < big league. 06. -810, 800 TV. 

“a. growing - acceptance. by ‘the. 

therefore, 

“homes and ‘over $5. Billion a 

vin spendable i income, 

Why’ ‘not. sign’ up. o, with’ the... 

. = Continued froin page 3K 

“The: -Out of. Towners.’ ” 
ture, with ‘a cast headed by ‘Glenn: |- 
Ford. and. ‘Geraldine Page, was:pro- |" 
duced in association’ with. Martin |. 

- and. ° ‘Biography: | 

ast year.’ 

. — Continued from’ Page 31: 

| of course, is. in the mining. 

In Kaye’s Gase,. his star: ‘status | 
~ Vand ‘international following. are 
oS ‘proven and: invaluable. instruments. 

| Not... ‘only has. the. show. struck a | 

other~ 

= acknowledgenient: i in print) “Bane | 
‘News exec’ can. now ‘say, ‘too, that: 

_||-4it’s- parochial - to avoid “source 
a identification. Re 

41 West -of the: Hudson, the ‘reaps |” ae 
_-}| prochement story is’spotty..In some.| --: 

~ | markets, -especially . one-ownership'| .. 
-/-newspaper. -towns,. the. local ‘press 
.| lord‘ tends: to regard | independent 

- {station - ‘managements. as. China-like 
| outcasts:. - 
1° “Puning: ‘in and: “ticking. off: ‘the | 
F commercials, though, he knows the. 

whose. Tepute’ with the masses: ‘has 

been enlarged in recent’ years. ‘vial = 
‘tv: ‘guesting: and. a: ‘Broadway. long-. 

»1.run in fhe “Milk and Honey” tuner, 
‘is the latest~-addition’ to” WNBC| 
‘Radio’s” -gab-minded. schedule. 

“Luncheon With. “Mimi” 
| strip. ‘teeupper Monday « (13) “was: 

‘surprisingly. -smooth,.: albeit unre~ 
-with- a. ‘Buest Hist” of. 

sportscaster. Joe ‘Garagiola, funster: 
‘Tom ‘Poston, .and- .a- femme (non-= 
-pro) - chunt ‘ of: Miss Benzell’s--who 
‘waS.-0n ‘as rep for Boys’: ‘Town. of 
Italy, put: plenty. willing. to. chip, 
-in: on the. general palaver, . 

‘Session originates from. the ‘Cafe | 
: Francais, ‘at the edgé of the J Rocke-. 
feller Plaza ice rink, which. cireum- 

intimations’ of -stance: ean : ‘obviously: give the: tap- 
‘per a “crutch” ‘when ‘the. conversa- 
tion: slumps; as‘it did several timés 
‘on the’ ‘opener. “How- ‘sustained. the: 

|} gab can be. will, o£ course;. ‘depend 
-on guest: chemistry’ in large: ‘part. . 
This*‘is .typical~ hausfrau fare, the. 
‘talk: béing- largely . escapist, ‘which | 
is ‘allright “so: long ‘as the. panel. 
can. ‘keep ‘it. breezy. and reasonably" 
‘amusing. In this respect,- ‘the preem 

Buy: out. there’ As: NO: myth.” 

4 Star 

Manulis . Prods... 
Prods. and was: financed by Warner 
Bros. ‘which also.will- distribute the-}.: - 
film. The script: was..:written :by.| 
Tad ‘Mosel. and directed bY. Delbert: 

: Mann... af |: 

- Commenting: on 1 the growth: of its if 
‘other ‘divisions: and - subsidiaries, | - 
the .company noted | that. ‘Four Star‘ |: 
Distribution . 
|owned’ domestic subsid, - 
its’ sales: during. the ‘first half: of. 
the current fiscal-year. by approxi-- 
Mately 11% over the same -périod 

‘Four. Star’ Television In- | 
ternational, ‘another ' wholly-owned |- 
‘subsid, “formed in. Feb. 1963: to]: 
distribute ‘Four ‘Star’ films in. for-- 
eign countries, : registered ‘sales: of | 
$1,411,653. -in' the. 26-week period © 
but. said _only - - $400,884 * of this” 

- Lamount “had been. recorded - as- ‘jn- 
‘come “because revenue. from. for--| 
eign syndication: is: ‘recorded only: 
‘as it: is- s-Feceived. Are 

‘Corp., ‘its : 

Danny's § Sales. 

European | tv minefields cari yield 
a lot: more: ‘paydirt than the lie of’ 
the land would. first indicate: ‘Trick, 

Sales. pace “unprecedented in - ‘the | 

annals... of - American. series | sales 
-history,- but-it has: won overEuro- 
- pean... buyers:: to. sueh an: ‘extent 
that, ‘universally, jt is being. bought 
‘in':blocks' of: 12. Shows and:in each 

-Slots . on. ease prime “showcast”. 
-stations concerned. - 

-interesting : new 

‘tribs have’: found’ the - continental 
stations often’ ‘willing. :to- pick-up 
vonly. a few: isolated. segments out of 
a. Series.. | _ 

“Tt is | now ‘thought. ‘that: Kaye's |: 
-strike—at 300%: over - the- ‘going 
rate—will cue a lot: more = “star” | 
-selling - ‘to. the ‘benefit. of ‘Ameriéan | 
‘big .international | headliners: who |-: 
have - established reputations” ‘Over 

- "here." ‘But ‘there. is; a question, in 
‘| some 

“WA NT 10 PLA
Y IN. : industryites’ 

vein. 

“Jt vis. “interesting. incidentally, 

Adanta—Two | Georgia’ stations 
iiave acquired ' ‘new Managers: Jerry. 

7 ./ Ashburn, and Pat Steed. ‘is - new 
. | chief: at. ‘WDOL, . Athens.” 
“1 Steele. is: new production: -manager. 

of : WJIBF; ‘Augusta. :.Jaek -Turner,: 
| ;WCHK;: Canton, staffer, ‘has: .re-| 
.'Fsigned. to work: for: Southeast Poul-} 

v: Ptry -and. Eee. Assn a ; 

100,000 WATTS °- NBC. 
“MINNEAPOLIS + ST. ‘PAUL. 

‘Dave 

The. pie- y. 

wholly |; 
“inicreased | 

cfeator.. of ‘her 

.:.-../ outlet, -K 
3 — | with, WIND 

Ls in *1946:. Mrs.. 

J ocelyn. Stevens, : 
posh Queen. ‘Imag; has. been named| - 
‘as-.one of: the. syndicate‘ of backers | — 
behind: Radio. Caroline, the pirate} © 
‘broadcast. station anchored -Off ‘the _ 

. : | East coast..of ° ‘England... : : 
‘Bulk’ ‘sales’ of Kaye. is’ also: ‘an- |... 

factor. - 

A station pubrelations:mari-views |. European’ sales, for previously. dis- 

‘minds: ‘as -:to |: 
1 whether: Kaye -has- Picked: up. the 
. ‘first. and. only ‘nuggets in. this new: 

THE BIG LEA Po 
GUE: ae ‘that. ‘Kaye’s. wholly-owned hotseller |: 

| is” being: sold :by: Ashley-Steiner for 
‘av .10%  -slicé: of. the. international. 

-}-sales. aétion (as: against’a. 40-50% 
|-eut taken by. a-distrib). To-the -star; 
‘European sales, , if -all - estimates 

"+ |. mature,. will -mean :he - will : gross: 
: | from. each of his: first, 12 vidshows |. - 

| a: total. of : $28,00. from continental 
| Europe; a total: of $336,000.' In ‘ad-} - 

._ | dition; the :26-segment sale to BBC 
a He ( worth: “around $390,000 to ‘Kaye, 

making a U. K-Europe “Aggregate. 
me of $760 000.: a 

=a xvi’  Offshere "i casts 

“pix Pull. Profits 
-Phose hot-shot. titles skedded . - 
for. the -ABC.. “Sunday . Night ~ 

_ Movie? ‘marquee ‘next ‘season 
are: working their .magic: Al-. 

| ‘Teady.. committed: are -Dodge,. . 
” “via BBDO: Plymouth, via:N.W. > 

: 7 * a Ayer; : 

= “bras, through: ‘Paepert, Koenig’ 
and.” -Exquisite “Form. - 

“& Lois: *: 7 
Among: ‘the. ‘Dateh. ‘of’ Glassy. 7 

. ists: package .- are: “Exodus, ” 
“Billy = ‘Wilder’s ~“One;. . 
‘Threé,” “Some "Like. it: Hot ao 
- and. “The - ‘Misfits.” .°-. 

Dodge and Plymouth. parked. 

"Web, buying into- ‘several. other 7 
‘Shows. ; 

‘the: pre-Xmas period: 

Virginia Mittendorf 
Quits: Air After 31 Yrs 

a - Tucson,. April 14. - 
“Virginia: -Mittendorf, hostess" ‘and | 

Virginia” . .tv. show vhere : weekdays 
-at::Il .a.m., and a 31-year: vet of. 
radio and: tv, ‘ealled it. quits. after. _. 
‘her: ‘Friday: (10) program: : _ 
Mrs. Mittendorf,.:who. has ° also” a8 

doubled. as’ traffic ‘manager of: her 
ILD-TV.,.. enteréd - radio'| - 
, Chicago, In''1933,: and}. - 

| was’ associated wit¢h. ‘WOOL, : ie 
. "| Minneapolis, before she came. here 

--Mittendorf gave |... 
“personal. reasons” for: her retire- | | 

‘ment. Her ‘husband, Eugene. S. |. 
‘Mittendorf,- was - -KOLD general |: 
‘Inanager until-a ‘few: weeks ..ago |. . 
when ‘he. was : stricken.” by. failing | 

Dt ‘health... oO 

Stevens Named | as 5 One.” 
OF: Caroline Directors : / 

“ London, April -14:. 
Leading: ‘magazine’ ‘Publisher _ 

who.. owns: the| 

‘Stevens. is joint managing ‘direc: 
tor with Ronan O’Rahilly. in Planet |*. 
‘Sales Ltd: eompany which handles} 
ad ‘Sales for the station. (O’Rahilly} 
-is-also managing director of Planet}... 
‘Productions (Bite): Ltd. ‘the Parent 
company). ” ® a 

Now i s. “Stereo TV 
“Montreux, April 14, 

a presentation’ of stereophonic: ‘TV. 

Television ‘Festival. which. opens 
|. Friday (17), for the annual “Gold-| _ 

‘en ‘Rose - “of -: ‘Montreux” competi- |’ 
tion. The: ‘stereophonic . “TV - pro-. 
gram. will be. a. concert given. by |: - 
Frank. Pourcel’s Orchestra de Mus-}. 
ique Legere,: Paris. ‘It will. be fed 
to:-.monitors- over «the -specially-. - 
‘prepared closed-circuit ‘system | ‘in| ; 
the. Montreux Palace. i 

“-ELINSON PRODUCER DANA. 
‘Hollywood, ‘April 14. 

* Jack “Blinson | has: been named| # 
producer of “The Bill Dana'Show,”| “3 
half-hour comedy. series. which. Te-| 8. | 

_ {turns to- ‘NBC-TV next Season. .- | ~ 
‘Elinson, . with’ Chuck. . Stewart, |:. 

“The. Danny” Thomas|:” 
Show” -On.. ‘CBS-TV:: ‘this past: sea-]° 

‘Thomas .is ending the longe.| ZZ 
Tunning ‘series, following: this se-|.@ 

‘Elinson. was. a. comedy|.- # © 
‘scripter : before becoming . a. -pros |": 
‘ducer, He. replaces Howard: Leeds, | - 
who: has. been. named producer . of | 

produced: 

son: 

mester: . 

“cinematics in the’ United: Art- ... 

va’ total of -.$2,500,000 .at_ the... 

ABC’ last week ‘also. yacked: 
up soime.:next-season -biz’ from © || 
DuPont, .a scatter buy. covering |: 

.. outside British territorial waters, . 

“Visiting... With.} 

“Biench’ ‘and Swiss ‘TV. engineers | © 
are. cooperating at Montreux: for. 

The .. demonstration.. will take]. 
place. ‘during: “the ‘International: - 

Causing Plenty of Londen Static 
London, April 14, 

“Radio ‘Caroline; the ‘pir ‘ate: broad- 

_}.casting. station, moored. aboardship 
| just. off. the E.iglish east. coast,. is: 
| causing: a‘. considerable ™ stir “be-~ 

*.J.eause it appears,’.at the moment, : 
{ there. is little. that.can be done to- 
stop ‘the | sfation from beaming. 
music: ‘to. London and. vicinity from 
“6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Not that all sorts of flack hasn't: 

. ‘peen” thrown. out-in the hope that 
‘the. ‘ proprietors—Irishman._ Ronan. 
O’Rahilly- at their” helm—will up 

“Two, .; anchor and’ vamoose. For Parlia- 
‘mentarians. there’s. No such. Tuck, 
however,.the station is still coming 

: through loud and clear and has 
now evolved such ‘hints of its 

} intention. to ‘stay aS a-rate- card 
and a.London time-sales office. | 

: Jn: Parliament, the possibility. of 
legislation . to: counter the. ship’s 
activities. from: its vantage: point 

is being. considered by Reginald. 
| Bevins, the ‘Postmaster General. He’: 
| said : he had not overlooked the. 
possibility: of jamming the broad-. 
-easts..““There is even,” he said, - 

| “the. prospect of concentrated: ‘ac-. 
1 tion. before. Jong by ali the Euro- rel 
Bean’ countries.” 
In. .the - meantime, Bevins said 
he ‘was relying on British ‘adver- 

(Continued on page 4 44): 

TIME | 

: Sharpscherthinken | 
; sootenratennnit 

‘uppensnapper 

‘How do you order 

‘tare with mushrooms? 

7 How about prime-timesse 
well done with audience? 

We got that! 
: : ABe is different 

dn Milwaukee. _ 

Wow is it different 

“WTlVis -—ennsistently the best 
prime-time buy. 

witi-tv ): 
Milwaukee . 

& st ORER STATION. 

Jack. Chertok’s 1 new. Series, ‘Living Be tiete * 

wl © MCMLXI Trans-Lux Televiston Corporation Ail 

695 Madison Ave. N.Y.C., PL1-3110 [XX \ 



F rom The Production Centres 
Continued | from page 33. 

producer David Dortort scouting locations i in: ‘the Florida keys for a new. 
series he'll propose to NBC, me a ol: 

IN. CHICAGO.. 
Paul Saliner. quit. his’ on-the-air work at WGN. last ‘week to join: Jim | 

Hanlon’s ad-promo ‘staff, working: mainly on. special promotions ‘and 
client relations for both WGN stations... -WMA 

Steve Krasula,. who. has. heen foerchandising . manager. for .Q, now 

takes the title of ad-promo-press relations. director. Chet ‘Campbell and 
Dan Anderson henceforth concentrate on the tv. station exclusively . oats 
Some 14 WBKB. engineers’ will. be: transferring to New: York. in the 
next couple of weeks to complete: the move. of ABC-TV. network feed 
operations from here. Along: with them, ‘floor. managers: Joe. Lauth and}. 

ears | 
Bud Wendell. “doing: five-minute. Sunday -*‘Ad-Lib” ‘on. advertising. beat 
over WCLV . 

Howard Shapiro. will go to the web as associate. directors -. - 
Roebuck picked up-the whole tab for WFMT’s Tuesday: night broadcasts’ 
of Shakespeare plays, 32.in all and each in its entirety ... . Phil Thomp- 
son. rejoined the WBBM Radio sales staff: after: a stint. in tv sales... < 
WGN ‘radio ‘and :tv’ will’ preview. the Illinois. pavilion at. the New. York 
‘World’s Fair in: special: programs next Tuesday (21). Virginia. Marmaduke 
(ex-WMAQ and WBKB). is working with WGN at. the fair as interviewer | ¢ 

for: Mike. Douglas show. 
“public: affairs. 

-and producer. of the. special events centering onthe Lincoln. exhibit : ; 
“Between Teens,” a conversation ‘series. for . th... ‘teenage community. 
becomes. a ‘Sunday morning entry:.on ‘WNBQ -April 26, under YMCA| - 
auspices. . Film, maker. Henry Ushijima ‘produced.-a 30-minute. film 
to serve as. Mayor: ‘Daley’s 1963 progress report with ‘Norm Barry..as 
narrator . . 
research coordinator, a new post there .. Glen Clots, :who’s worked at |’ 
a number of midwest stations including: WOOD-AM-TV, Grand Rapids, 

. Mich., joined WGN News as writer-editor > 
this - week's: “Current” Ste on: WBBM. Radio. to career "women; 

IN LONDON 
Producer John Morley, who. helms. ABC-TV's click. “Big Night Out”. 

‘series to U.S. ‘to 0.0. entertainment shows .. 
Out” headliner Bernie Winters hospitalized: 
midweek commercial -tv. contractor, organizing a. mammoth. beat group 
contest: in order to discover: the vocal talent. that-should’ be on: record, 
but isn’t . 
glia-TV screened: in the. commercial. web’s; ‘‘Play.Of. the. Week” skein, 
racked up the highest, audience ever for an- Anglia. play:- ‘Tt. was. seen 
in: 7;454,000 homes . : . CBS’. Charles Collingwood recorded in their 
own home in the. three major ‘political | party leader—Sir-Alec Douglas 
Home, Harold Wilson and Jo Grimond, _Associated: TeleVision. “will 
present the interviews as ‘Sunday. p.m. features from Aprik 19°... .-Hot. 
from BBC-TV's . medico. series “Dr. Finlay’s Casebook,” Bill. Simpson 

“recorded a couple of sides for Pye Records, “Sentimental Reasons’” 
“and “My Love Is Like: A Red,.Red Rose”... .-Ulster-TV. mounting sone: 
ef its most ambitious’ shows. from. 6-7. p.m.. called: “Parade.”’ ~ Show’ 
has. three program directors’ and three resident. "Journalists. writing: if. 
Jimmy Greene is compere . - . Armand. and’ Michaela Denis back’ on 
BBG from this.week: with with new naturat history footage... .-Re-. 
diffusion presented ‘the -local science. museum ‘with its original | “eall- 
sign clock following the: -introduction. of the station’s new-on-the-air’ 
title and modern. timepiece — ae 
May 2 edition of. ABC-TV's “Thank, Your: Lucky, Stars." ” — - 

IN W ASHINGTON - 

time doings-—The Cherry Blossom Festival:. . . Ernest Borgnine attended. 
the festivities: as... 

_.., CBS News: Diplomatic: correspondent .Marvin. Kalb talking up the 
-Sino-Soviet. split and’ implications | for. US. at: June 5 conference ‘of. 
Council of Foreign Relations in Gotham... .: WI'TG-TV. took’a‘look. at 
urban - renewal controversy: and run-down. neighborhoods . near. the| 

KGMS ‘aired house: and -his. family, ‘who also own the Globe-Democrat. in: St..Louis.. 
-Peltason stated. that. the. ‘reason. for the: Sale ‘was the illness of Tenne- 
“baum: Peltason: will. remain. as. general manager of KTVI-TY. Price: 

Capital in its “Community Dialogue,”. Sunday’.(12).. 
“Trends. and Strategies”: special Tuesday | (14) with. ‘pollster Sam -Lubell 
and. campaign MImanagers. ‘for © ‘Republican . ‘Presidential ‘candidates .as 

- guests . Library of: Congress. and: Office of ‘the: Secretary of Air. 
Force requested tapes of CBS: Reports “Vietnam: The Deadly Decision” 

WTOP. radio’s Jamie Bragg aiid WNEW’s Gene Klavan in: ‘mutual 
put ‘society. Klavan, prompting his baok “‘We Die at.Dawn” on Gregg 
Oliver's. WTOP. interview show: gave credit | to..Bragg ‘for making. ‘Al: 
Hirt’s ‘Java’ song: a big hit ... The. leading GOP. advocate ‘in the 

day (12) on WTTG-TV's “Opinion in. the Capital” ”. -WMAL-TV’s 
documentary- on: child: béating: was: screened. “at. ‘recent conference. of 
Maryland. Chapter. of the. National Assn, of Social: Workers. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
‘Veteran. performer Jack ‘Smith siated ‘for: thie Dick Stewart Channel| : 

7 daily ayem show for week of April 21-27. . 
- Russ Hodges; Bill. Dana. and a. representative. of ‘Gamblers Anonymous 
-for “I-Want to Know”. . : Chronicle's’ Terrence O'Flaherty. ‘accompany- 
ing Shakesperean expert Dr. Frank Baxter on. trip to Stratford-on-Avon. 
for material for the latter's new ‘progtam, “The. Fair’ Adventure,” “in 
which the doc reads from the Bard :.. : Don Devendorf producing. . 

Count Marco’s daily 15. minute. of girl-chat ‘on KGO-has been. _syndi- 

with Evalee Harrison calling the stretches . . Gorge: Gobel due in town 
this week to tape six: of the Ernie. Ford. Show, ‘which he’s taking over}: 

“It’s: Your Money,” a 30-minute . dis- | 
cussion of finance, to: be hosted. ‘by: Dick ' Chase—no: relation to. bank-—}. 

‘py local erix . 

during. the vacation season. 

KTVU art director Ian Zellick’ addressing American. “Assn. ‘of. University 
Women in- Orinda, Calif... oe! 

IN DETROIT... 
Erik Smith, ‘completing’ his ‘studies in. ‘mass’ : coftitnunication: at Wayne 

fas Eugene. (Garfield) Clark Jr... . 

| this month... Produced . in cooperation .with Minnesota: Dept.. of - Agte) 

State U. has. Joined the promotion, publicity and. research department 5 

among. a group of newsmen attending . a’ U:S.. State. Department’ brief-: IN: “CINCINNATI 
ing in Washington ... . WXYZ disk jockey Lee Alan donating all pro-| 

“Set -Me Free,” to.the Detroit: -YMCA- Summer. 

at.WJBK . ;. Austin. Grant, news: director of CKLW-AM and TV, ‘is 

ceeds of his: record, 
Camp Fund °. > WIR ‘will: broadcast the ‘Tiger Bames for. the ninth.| 
consecutive season. Ernie Harwell: and Bob: Scheffing will: handle the. 
mikes. ~ ’ 

Al Koski, WXYZ eity-county. news: - bureau chief, off to: New York: for| 
-5 Fred. Wolf, of WXYZ-TV, Nationally | press preview of World's Fair 

“known tv bowling’: commentator, ‘in’ Akron’ for ‘the: 11th. renewal -of 
“Championship Bowling”... . CKLW is inaugurating: a ‘new’ series, |‘‘In 
Search of a Solution: Presidential: Succession’ and Disability,” featur: 
ing. U.S. Senators. historians and political scientists -in ‘the symposium |. 
program .'... WJR- news and public affairs department readying’ “By 
the People. ‘For: the :People,” 
with Jim: Harper. as narrator . 

. WJR-resumes. marine weather forecasts, Le | 
Robin Seymour, disk jockey, will hést a new: CKLW-TV. show. “Teen 

Town,” on hour-long pot pourri of teen interests on: Saturday after-. 
noon. 

: Gov. Nelson. Rockefeller. will guest:.on -WWJ-TV’s 

| Q is dropping: the 
Doug Pledger.deejay’ stanza that it’s been carrying via audio tape. from} 
San Francisco: The NBC ‘radio. station; incidentally, has -split -itself |. 
off from its ‘tv ‘sister, WNBQ, in‘ the area of promotion: and. publicity. 

with senatorial . candidates -. 
; Bill Jorgensen: resigned as: KYW-TV. news voice, the: station’s third) 

W ‘pm. “newsman to: quit in ‘about. four’ years. 

: Larry Atterbery’ devoting program | director. for WERE... 

WNBQ plucked: Dick Zimmer. -from WBBM-TV.‘as sales| 

a “‘Thenting. her. 6:15 p.m. “nightly stint . 
minute Sunday “Ad-Lib”.on ‘advertising. industry. on WCLY : 
.Day. started cross-the-board: ‘five-minute - business show:: on. ‘WEWS: at 

| 6:45 p:m.- 
. Meantime, “Big Night “James Sieger" exited: KDKA for KYW-TV publi¢ affairs: department | 

. + » Rediffusion, :London’s. oe 

LIN: BOSTON... 
: Anna Neagle starrer ‘Shadow. In The Sun,”..which.:An-|°’ 

“EVs Joe Ryan. and. staff. at:: ‘Golden’ Swan_beanery. yesterday, Monday | 
13), and. guested at Boston Press Club: annual ‘awards dinner. that night 

15th ‘anni “of “its. “Late. Show;” - first ‘feature. film,. 
- Kruger,’ Mary: Maguire, went.on a Sunday: night back | in 1949. 
_LaLanne, the exercise. king, visits: Hub ‘Monday (20). for. interviews and 
‘promos in a week ‘long series of events for his slimming programs. on. 
“WNAC-TV: Cardinal Cushing did. a:show with: ‘Paul Benzaquin on|: - 
/ WEEFs 
America... 
Young, sales: ‘manager:. Joe Cullinane, promosh manager, attending spe-|- 
cial’ meetings: with: CBS radio ‘spot sales reps and other CBS. execs at 
‘Pheasant’ Run. Lodge; outside Chicago, Friday: thru: ‘Sunday (17+19). 

“Yank ‘singer Roy. Orbison set for. [.- 

-. (10) .as’-part’ of .WEII’s -promosh._ for ‘Salada Foods . following: through |. 
_ Joe Cullinane, WEIL adv. and ‘sales Promosh: manager: brainstorm. 

IN. ST. ‘LOUIS *. Local stations were. adjusting telecastinigs’ to. Washington’ s big Spring: 

“Special: Honored: Guest” and ‘crowned’ the Queen |° 
‘KTVI-TV, the’ ABC.. affiliate here, by ‘purchasing the’. stock -of. “Paul |. 
‘E. Peltason, Harry Tennebaum,; Herbert J. Klein and. Richard ‘Stein- 
‘metz.. The . -Newhouse: Corp. has: owned ‘approximately | 25% of the. 

radio. ‘will. broadcast. the: full: schedule of: Missouri U. Football. in: ‘the’ 

‘commentary. . 

Bobby Baker .imbroglio, Sen. Hugh: Scott of Pennsylvania guested Sun- ober erations” ‘manager, : 

IN. MINNEAPOLIS. 

roadshow: “A Funny, Thing ..Happened ‘on. the Way to :the- Forum,” | 
Made. ‘guest appearanteés..on KSTP-TV’s 

55, 600: requests for. .tix when: the «show ‘was beamed last frame. from 
‘5; 000-seat” ‘Northrop | Auditorium on the U. of. ‘Minnesota ‘campus... 
St. Paul: hockey. fans . complained. bitterly because no Twin. Cities radio | 
‘Station. carried. the: St. Paul. pro. hockey’s” team’s. championship: series. 
although ‘WLOL ‘in. ‘Minneapolis .. aired ‘the rival Minneapolis. team’s. t 

‘| preliminary: playoff - games 

KTVU has lined up. 

cated to KABC-TV. in Hollywood. ..“Take:.a Break,” a series of} Broadcasters. and Sportswriters Committee: . 
5-minute ‘exercises. for. people who hate to exercise” broke in Moniday- 

. from: Taft. Theatre. were. ‘Rick Jason, ‘Tim | ‘Considine, Virginia. Gibson, | 

‘jet,.announcer Ed Kennedy did. WLW-Radio' coverage of 2 ‘Saturday | - 

‘afternoon. Reds-Yankees: exhibition baseball game: on. WLW-T in. ‘Tampa 
‘and: that’ same. night. back te Cincy for: another ‘Royals-Ceitics game.on 

wifey J Jo. Ann, . on a 45-minute. a.m. “Open. House” ‘studio ‘session: week-|* 
. days: 

a study of the Michigan: ‘Legislature, ; 
. WJBK. ‘disk ‘jockey’s: are: giving. away | 

“Good Guy’s Sweatshirts” and entries. are: reported in the. thousands: 

| United Fund 1964. campaign -. 
the: “Freedom. Speaks” “closed circuit: telecast: at ‘the Arena. (May. 14) | 

- Frank Tomlingon. is the’ new: mews. s. director of. E WSR, replacing |" fn 

7] 8| George. Kendall who resigned ‘te 8 ww women’ 3: ‘editor Fran a 
was named one of. Detroit’s “10 ‘Top Women”. ... Charles E.-Gunn,. has 

| resigned. as ‘general sales ‘manager of CKLW-AM-FM with: E.. Cc. Met- |: 
| Calfe, - director: of sales and. operations, replacing. him on- an: interim |. 
basis ...\,“Dave Klemm, WXYZ director: of. promotion ‘advertising, will |: 

| speak on: “Career :Opportunitiés ‘in’ Advertising” at. Indiana University: |. 
«+ Lee Alan, WXYZ disk jockey, returns to. the air. after a ‘month | 
‘convalescence’ from. severe injuries suffered in an: ‘ auito ‘accident .: 

. CKLW disk jockey. Tom Clay 

won two ‘Associated: Press: news, s. awards. . 

IN. CLE VELAND . 
Bill. Jorgensen. has. ‘resigned’ as: “the ‘major. newscaster at KYW-TV. 

land. has.. tentatively . ‘been. replaced" by staffer Bud Dancey.. 
third . top.. Westinghouse : newsvoice to. leave in about four. _years . 
WERE helping to ‘promote ‘Cleveland Indian ticket: Sales: “with - ‘Randy-| 

WPVI. ‘cele- | Hall; deejay, ‘doing helicopter promotional ‘Stints — 
brated. eighth anniversary on. the. air’ Dorothy . Fuldheim gets. a 
15-minute ‘noon newscast : ‘augmenting . her 6:15. p.m. daily gab . 

. Charles Day. initiated WEWS cross-the-board” business. 
news . tv. show at 6:45 p.m... 
at WERE .. Chris. Millec doing: three-hour risk . beat from. Encore 
Room.. Van: ‘Lane ‘again - pacted: for WERE’s seasonal ‘horse race. 
coverage: “Launa: Newman left TW3 to become -talent ‘coordinator. | 

~ James ‘Steger’ exited KDKA. for. KYW-TV. 

. Charles M.. pease. named ‘assistant sales manager, KYW.TV . 
Ws W-TV Doug Adair and Joel: ‘Daly. doing: half-hour weekly interviews. 

=: Steve Allen feted (7) by Westinghouse |. 

. WPVL. ‘celebrated ‘eighth anniversary | 
Dorothy Fuldheim ‘gets ‘15-minute ‘WEWS. newscast ‘at’ noon. aug- 

- Van ‘Lane -pacted for. WERE's. horse -race. coverage . 

- Rocco: N. Urbisei. back with. KYW-TV- Braphne ‘arts: after’ army stint. 

‘Nancy Ames" of “week. Phat. Was” hosted at. press: confab wy Wz: 

. WGBE-TV, Channel 2, televising the 1964 Godkin lectures Sundays 
(19): (26) 3--p.m: .. WEE! running “April Showers” promosh: in: which]. 
listener's must ‘estimate total’ month’s rainfall . ...WNAC-TV: observing 

“Black . Eyes,”. Seen 
ac 

' “Conversation Piece,” discussing. ‘churches’ missions ‘in Latin 
. Don Trageser, . CBS: veep; general. Manager : -WEEI,. -Tom | 

Two Caral Nashe models, ‘Margie Keenan and Leila Shear, passed: ‘out | 
Salada Tea ‘and. Krindelman’s- ‘coffee ‘beans on- Boston: ‘Common. Friday 

Sy | | , 
“Newhouse Broadcasting. Corp.’ has. acquired. sole ‘ownership. ‘of | 

stock: since 1957.: It is the broadcasting. company. owned by S, I. New-||: 

was, not discloséd.. The. sale “is ‘subject..to- FCC approval . >-KSD 

fall,. with: Ed. -Macualey : doing: the ‘play-by-play and Jim Burke color 
. Jack :S.: Sampson has :been: named. v.p...and g.m.. of: 

KXOK..radio: (at Storz. station) and. Bud WwW. Connell has been appointed | 

.-| drawn-:the offer. of ‘a license to: the ©. ~ 
ae | Station in view of Government’s ‘: 

. Comics: Jerry” ‘Lester. ‘and ‘Raward Everett: ‘Horton; here starring’ “in le 

““Treasure| Chest” Jast -chapter | 
‘Sponsors of- Perry. ‘Como’s :NBC-TV © special. were ‘bombarded. ‘by } 

. Minnesota: Twins’ tv’ arid. radio an-'| 
nouncer. Ray. Scott: named . ‘Minnesota’ s top. sportscaster by. National 

. Producer-writer. Martha 
-Crane here: last: -weekend. to address organizational meeting. of ‘Minne: | 
sota’ ‘chapter. of American. Women :in Radio and Television: 
‘Mrs, Sara. Carey,: ex. radio continuity. director. ‘of ” KDAL,: Duluth: | 

named: to ‘same post - at. WTCN-TY. “New CBS-TV. quiz .shows | 
“Celebrity | Game”: ‘and’ “Made -in. America” ‘were panned unmercifully | 

chief. Elton: Rybers are out at ‘KSTP Radio. New. ‘operations. ‘manager | 
. KRSI carried’ Academy: Awards last 

/KSTP-TV: ‘preemed: new weekly agricultural. program. 

culture, ‘show AS hosted. By. ‘David. Stone: and : ‘De. We, E. Petersen - 

Guest: ‘stars for. Variety | ub, “Terit: 3. telethon - aired iy: WKRC-TV} 

Billy Lee, Will Hutchins, Juli¢ Newmar and Louis Nye... .. To'-get’ by 

night ‘Royals-Celtics basketball game in. Boston; ‘and -next. day. did the. 

WLW-Radio .... -- ‘Fred ‘Bernard, WLW. announcer, ‘teaming. with * his| 

Joe Cella, former Crosley. Broadcasting exploiteer, has opened) : 
his own: ad. and ‘publicity. agentey_ here:: 

IN: PHILADELPHIA . oy 
"John. ‘O. ‘Downey,. CBS" veepes - "gina “general manager . of. WCAU, 
appointed ‘vice. chairman of division “C” (steel. and electronics) for the 

3 WDAS deejay Del. Shields to emcee: 

“ ; . 

Ske » Mayor. James i. .. ‘Tate named: ‘Marvey L. Glascock, ‘WIP Vp. ‘and. 
(Continued: on: page 46) 

:“Town : Meeting” | 
“| J. « Charles Fritz,.veepee and general manager. of WXYZ is the proud: 

papa. of a son, the sixth: frisky Fritz... 
‘and. his: “wife, Joan, : will. take: two teenagers, “winners - of: a contest: that. 
‘attracted many ‘entries, to England for a week. vacation ; a - WXYZ! had. 

: U. S.-and: back... 

He's- the’) 

~ Bob ‘Miller named: program manager | 

-Bob | Miller . named. 

‘Bud, Wendell pacted for. five’ 
Charles 

Program .director.. Leigh: ‘Kamman:. and. "production | 

Wednesday, April. 15, 1964. 

Fi im German TV Show. 
On Bremen Crossing 
. ’ Frankfurt, April 14.0 

mn ‘novel television show is being J 
| produced for South: West ‘German - 
‘TV in’ -Baden-Baden, aboard a 
German. . passehger. ‘ship enroute: ‘to 
America. And‘ ‘part ‘of the: fee: for. 
the ‘top: international - talent. -par-- 
ticipating: in..the round-trip. to the. 

*Musie onthe - Atlantic” is. ‘the. 

“York... a 
Stars - include the. “American 

‘sen, and American: dancer-chore- 

the: group” 

‘Mueller. 

| fit .with the: gala stars on. board: 
| performing. for- the “abip’s, _ Pass 

| engers, re 

Ralph Edwards Lines: Up” 7 
Ni ames For T&C ‘Festival 

Albuquerque, April 14... 
Several ‘tele recording’ personali: 

ties are in the entertainment pack- 

Lineup: includes, in_ addition to- 
Edwards,;. Bob. Barker,-.em¢ee ‘on. 
‘his: daytime. “Truth or” -Consequen- ; 
ces” NBC show: singer. Wayne - 
-Newton,’ composer. Buddy | “Pepper: 

ter. 8 SO ita Tee 
= - Lon, ° wo : . a on — — = 7 

Caroline 
— Continued. from. page | 43. 

tisers: “not to. use Radio Garoline.. : 
The. principal advertising associa- 

|.tions—-the. Incorporated: Society ‘of. 
British Advertisers, -.and . the. In- 
stitute. of Practitioners in. Advertis=: 

they.’ will boycott the’ ‘unathorized. 
station. . 

attempts to ruffle’ O’Rahilly’s calm, -. .. 
are . “Phonographic - 
-Ltd., diskery-owned company which’ -.. 
controls broadcasting of disks. PPL - 

ever, if'such a -writ can: be ‘served 
on a ‘vessel outside the. Jurisdiction 
‘of. British” courts. . -.. 

- Performing ‘‘Rights: ‘Society: has wo 
done an about’ face and -has with-_ 

obvious eagerness. to scupper: the : 
Pirate | broadcaster. : ; 

‘Throughout, the Caroline crew. 
has: remained. calm. Having taken . 
“the. ‘best. legal~ advice.: in’ :the.. 

standpoint .‘as ‘the’ ‘Jaw: stands" at. 
the... moment, | 

‘Ship. is”. stocked with: mote. than 
-3:000 ‘disks and. enough | food ‘to,. 
‘withstand a. siege for many weeks,. 

missions continue.” 
No... firm | advertisers: ave: yet. : 

landed - -on. account : execs. desks: | 
‘Reportedly, Dutch advertisers (used: . 
“to: pirate broadcasting in-the shape .* 

that 60%. of the Dutch. population”: 
are. ‘listening. to. .it):..are. making .~ 

| interesting ‘noises -in. connection 
, a with support forthe. Caroline -sta-. 

tion. The “Dutch, it’ seems, .are.- - 
interested in the i6e per: ‘thousand. a 

line. 

not,. at the: moment,. any intention 

Dutch. . ‘They; :are. after” ‘the > bigger . 
Pickings ‘in the. UK. 

_Winnipeg-——Board_ Of Broadcast. _ 
LS Governors ‘granted. a license ‘to:the — 

_ ‘non-profit ‘organization; 0 operate. 
“@- private: 

a’ television ‘ station. at--Churchill; -. 
Man... 600 ‘miles. north’ of Winni- 
peg. The station;. which: will: be the ‘ 
first: in the’ ‘community. of :1,500, is 

I Same . 

‘title’.of. the “unusual. show,.. being’ 
' directed by Dietar -Proettel on. * 
‘Germany's: largest. passenger. ‘ship, -*) 
the Bremen, now: in transit to New a 

singer. Bill. Ramsey, ‘(German ‘song=-. -: 
stress Heidi Bruehl, Will Schmidt," *~ 

| the Danish violinist Sven: Asmus- 

oghapher . Gene :Reed.. Along. ‘with... 
is_ the station’s: own. yO 

orchestra. conducted by Rolf. ‘Hans a 

In addition, ‘the: Travellers Aid. 
Society is doing a one-night bene- - 

{age skedded for the 15th: annual... . 
“Ralph “Edwards Fiesta” skedded = 
in ‘the New: Mexico-town ‘of Truth ..::-” 
or Consequences. (named after. Ed-. one 

«| wards tv. show) on ‘April’ 23-26: - 

‘and. Billy. Strange, a regular on.-.:. 
Tennessee. ; ‘Ernie Ford's daytime: ee! 

180 \-ing. (which. together rep approxi-~ us : 

“> |mately 90% of the local. ad’ coin)— » =~ 
| have: already. given assurances. that. 

Moving | in: “on other. fronts’. in’ _ 2 

“Performance *~” 

is : seeking -.an:-injunction- against ~~ - 

‘Caroline to. restrain it-from-using:”: 
British disks: It is not.known, how- .-:~ 

world,” crew.duly reason that they. 2. 
-t are “untotichable”: from |a legal: 

and the 12. hour solid music trans-" Lie 

-been set, though it is” still- early.” : 7 7 
The . rate. cards. have” only just): 

of. Radio. Veronica: which -claims ~ me 

cost. being. offered by. Radio. Cato-: : oe 

But O’Rahilly’ and his boys. hava ee 

of going: over ,to ‘proad¢asting | im. .. 

‘to commence. programming within: ae 
a-year, with "| construction to start eo 

i before June, - 
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~ Those: Xerox-UN N Specials 
————————— Continued: irom page. 29% 

' garfiered the support of. top. Holly-; 
“Wood: talent; ‘ “were to. consist | -of. 

documentaries: as well. as dramas. 
The: plan. was’ later. ‘changed to 
‘drama’ vehicles: exclusively. . 

: “Those. who. have proposed. it. to 

CBS have made’ it crystal clear that: 
the: ‘primary: purpose: is not drama |’ 

but is to prove apoint—to feature] - 
‘the ‘UN. ‘in’ “some .favorablé way.’ 

- This’ may, well be a ‘worthy purpose. 
But..it is not. the. proper ‘Starting 

». point for drama or: musical, particu-. 
* Jarly when it is .produced’ under: 
the control of the very organization 
which is. the. subject matter of the’! 
play... Put ‘in :their best light,. the. 
‘circumstances here. ‘establish -not 
‘a ‘dramatic purpose. ‘but a. public 
-relations purpose, “CBS: does. .not 
-believe ‘that it is proper: ‘to -broad- 
east. under. the guise. of drama: a 
‘play’ written of controlled: by the 

~. ‘subject: of the play.” res 
.. ’ Fairness & Balance’ _ 

- According to. the. CBS memoran- 
dum, CBS was told: ‘that'the ‘United 
States’ delegation.:to. the. UN: -in 

_, general and Ambassador. Stevenson 
dn, particular would have. final re-|.. 
sponsibility for content, taste and |: 
treatment: | 

“Although ° we: “have” “contended 
that: ‘fairness’ ‘and .balance: require- 
ments ‘do ‘not: apply-.to. dramas—an- 

.. issue unresolved.:by the FCC—it' 
“ may. be. that: ‘those. requirements, do. 

~ APARTMENT 
’ Avelleble’ Beginning May 15th. 7 

' One or Two: Year ‘Lease. ... 

Fashionable. Upper East Side. ; 
Lerge Master Bedroom, ns 

‘Guest Reem. and Study 

with Bath: , 

Large Living - Dining Room a 
‘Combination, 

- Modern and Traditional Spanish: | 
a ‘we Fireplaces, Large. Working Ber | 

T.. Completely Modern. Kitchen— . 
AIT Appliences ~ as : 

_ Contact: R. WAGNER’ 
a “Rm. 4530° i 

“30° ‘Rockefeller Piezo, nye, 

“Or Call: : Circle $-0333 

oo POUND 1 RIDGE, N. ¥. a —_ 
‘LOOKING for:a ‘HIDEAWAY? : 

> 9 Seeluded rusti¢ ‘8-rm. - Ranch: . 
Lake; furnished; fee... living | rm., 

tm." medern .- 
es fat 

: fplee, der,: 
let. .. sereened ae . 

hath, ans. Fm. 

Day SPO und: Ride 4 5470, 
“Evenings—Riduefteld, Conn, 438 - ae 

” SUB-LEASE- APT. S 
“BEVERLY: HILLS, CALIF: 

“writer's Apt. 5'Rms.; ‘charmingly. turn. 
_@ duplex, '-T.. ‘Tease. Half block off’ 

Wilshire Bivd. 2.Bdrms.,.2.Bas., Liv- 
ing Rm., Dining Rm.,; Kitch. $350 per. 

* me. - ‘Call: Beverly ‘Hills, . Caiif.. a 
, CRestview. $0348". 

| SMITHTOWN, L Lee ESTATE 
— = 20. ACRES. 

. the. ‘center. ‘of: ‘juperbly ‘restored: 
- Colonial, ‘14 rooms,. 5: baths, - ‘three-car 

attached: sarage.: Price $135,000.00, - 

“Owner:. GENE.. SMITH 
ex #97. or. 5 “JU 45734 

_ SUMMER, RENTAL 

- mle : * beens Tbsey 

a 7 . ale conditioned. "Beating. ‘bathing, fAshing from: 
Seonie: spectacular, forn'a: Aully=te., 

- $12,500; 
22 Box V-8804, VARIETY. | 
a W, Mth St, New York iene 

“1 “CBS | “Reports”: 
| known. “activities: of . the. United 

/TREAL ESTATE! 

Eorly French, Period, with Bath... * 

Combination Modern Traditional Ih 
7 restrictions.. 

- fi that the. shows must fall-in. thé “‘en- 
- tertainment”.. and not-: the .‘‘docu- 

mentary” ‘category, that’ they : ‘must, 
not: -solicit funds. or ‘make: any: 
| appeals. for UN. support, that: they. 
}-must ‘be: -produced. by..the:: ‘promised 

, = 17 proval.: 

Private . ‘read. 

| ‘networks. .” 

apply where: the very: purpose. of |” 
the dramas, as heré,’is to prove: - 

|.a point..So there-may be the neces-{ ° 
sity: of producing offsetting dramas,” 1 
{a ‘potential: development | ‘labelled | 

: 1 “absurd - programming” . “by. the]: 
memorandum, ‘which : also. held]. °° 
“there is‘ .....a substantial. seg-| . 
ment -of.:‘the: American. population: a 
which. is: Opposed . to the UN.” 

‘The ‘memorandum Wwent.on to say’ 
‘that CBS-TV. has:and. will continue |. 
to cover,:the United’. Nations, : the: 
‘web’s coverage. for the 20th anni} _- 
of. ‘the UN:.to: bé reflected: in’ a. 
variety . Of. programming forms,- the 
contents. of which, ‘though, will} 
pe’ -eontrolléd ° : by CBS-TV.. CBS: 
News, ‘plans .a, “Town Meeting | of | 
the. World”. in. ‘April 1965," using] - 
the .communications. satellite, and | - 
hopefully® originating in.San Fran- |: 
cisco. (where .the.UN .charter. was} 

Washington; .London-. and | ssigned),”: 
Moscow. : Planning has begun on. a 

Nations and.. “Twentieth Century” 
is. investigating broadcasts. on the 
World. Health: Organization. or on r. 
other - ‘branches. of ‘UN activities. : 

Xerox: Corp., ‘spending $4, 000: 000 
on the: “Help the UN” drama:series, 
‘has ‘placed four ‘of. the. ‘outings: on 

, | ABC-TV: and two. on:NBC-TV, after. 
‘getting a. turn-down from: CBS-TV. 1. 
The ‘cost of the dramas would have |° 
‘been. much. higher, considering the. 
producing, acting, and: writing ‘tal-. 
-ent lined-up, had. it. not been for: 

+ the: fact that many: -prominent:peo-. 
«| ple. associated - in. ‘the project: ‘have 

agreed. to ‘accept: no ‘compensation: :} 

Project, ‘designed. to further ..in- 
: 1s $ | eon peace :and. ‘understand-: 

: ARO SeeeDaSie ~ | ing; -has° élicited:the.-support of 
os U SHED LUXURY “{ | producer-directors: Peter Glenville, | . 

F RNI | | wicz, Otto Preminger, Robert Ross-|. 
- | en, Sam Spiegel and . Fred. ‘Zinne- |.” 

\man.. Writers preparing scripts -are.| | 
{Reginald - Rose, Tad“ ‘Mosel . and. 
| Peter . Stone. ‘Mosel, ‘for Instance, 

is. doing ‘a. drama about-, refugee 
Seamen,, who could’ not find ‘asylum 
in .any country «. until : the - United. 
‘Nations, ‘solved: their: “plight. ; 

Stanley. Kubrick, Joseph L: Mankie- 

‘In: ‘agreeing. to ° air. two. ‘of the: 
UN. shows, ‘NBC. set’ forth a Fist: of |} 

_Network.’ ‘told- “Xerox 

big-name talents - and- ‘have’ big- 
‘name -stars, and that the network |’. 
must retain. the: right. of: final Ap 

‘Over “at. ‘ABC, a “statement” on. 
|.production. of : the. ‘UN programs: 

{| says they. “must. fit: into, oF comply | . 
“f} with, - our... dormal: .program . oper-|" 

ating © “and .. continuity . 
“Policies.” 

- Phis means: no. serious ‘obstacles |: 
-are anticipated... The net As. de- 

= | lighted with the project. . 

Th ‘the midst: of the controversey 
| surrounding: ‘the network, ‘United. 

' “I Nations. drama seriés, a spokesman |. °: 
~:§|:for..Telsun : Foundations ~Inc., the. 
~~ producing :.organization : said. that 

| the networks’ “will ‘have final con- 
trol” over the dramas. 

._ Edgar. : Rosenberg, 

-on... some’. lesser- 

‘leaving. a: rock.’ 
6- at -Musie. Hill. 
‘The photographer. Said he asked | : 

Clay: inside. -the hall . if ‘he: ‘eould |” 
take a picture: of him, “to” which } - 

pay cme!” 
Jones said: he heard::a $300: asking 
price: quoted. as tke fee... ~- 

‘Hearing. ‘of the case’ was ‘contin~” 
ued. when’ Robinson’. demanded * a 
jury. ‘trial. He ave ‘Miami as. chis|: 
home. re ; 

acceptance | an 

| Gt Wants M. & mM 
Hollywood, April 14. 

Goodson-Todman Productions... |. 
_}oc-is “negotiating: for the produc. - |” 

| -tion team .of Herb’ Meadow © . 
and Jack Meyers. to. join GT -: |. 
with ‘their indie company, and: . 
prepare. -pilots -for’ the 1965-66. ° |. 
season, G-T..coast chief-Harris.. |- 

..Katleman.is: handling. negotia- aon 
‘tions for his. firm:~. "|: 

: Meadow, ‘a. producer-writer, 
created © 

; ‘Meyers . Was: 
a CBS-TV, - 

TV Lenser ys Assault 
To Cassius Clay’s Mgr. 

“Cincinnati, “April 14. 

nN jury trial for ‘Archie ‘Edward. 

Robinson, -28,. manager: of” heavy-'| 
weight. champ Cassius Clay; on an| iN 
vassault. and « -battery charge filed 

| by’. Frank. Jones, © -37,. ‘WCPO-TV| 

"cameraman, is -sét. for: April, 24 in 
Municipal ‘Court. 
Jones *-alleges* ‘that? he 

‘Clay _ replied:. .““Well, 

Nex ew: Frises. ‘Telefilmery 
« Plotting New Series 

.San ‘Francisco, April 14.. 
‘Independent -Prodticers. -“Associ- 

ated;. with . Bruce: P. ‘Campbell : “as” 
prez, is - nomenclature - for. a new. 
filmery' here’ projecting theatrical,.| 

>” tv and’ ‘industrial ‘film “endéavor. 7 
/ |. Outfit hag -leased : a-:large ware- 

house and is coriverting it ‘into. two" 
soundstages,: hopeful of recouping | _ 
lost: tv blurb billings that: have fled: 
Frisco. because of. : ‘inadequate. stu- ; 
dio. facilities. °. . | 
In’ the - “ehtertainment ‘sphere, ; 
company. is prepping atv series 
‘for.Ken. Murray, and novelist ‘Eu- 
gene Burdick -has been - ‘tapped. to 
‘script the: initial opus.: . ... 

Campbell : was associated with the 
| late Alfred: Levy (Talent’ Associ- |:. 

: [ates-Paramount);. and:earlier- with | . 9" ” 
j.comedienne- Carol Burnett. Other [°° 
| execs are Morton P.. Beebe, ‘George’ : 
Cc. Walker: and, Robert. Nagy: we 

Buckeye’ S. -WRDV Buy | 
Washington, ' April 1. 

FCC's: Broadcast: Bureau okaved ee 
the: $814,000. sale of WROV-AM; | 

_ «| Roanoke, Va... from WROV. ‘Broad= 
.:-Feasters Inc.: to WROV- Radio:Ine. |: 

The buyer is a-wholly owned sub- -. 
‘sidiary: -of: the” Buckeye Corp. «- wot VEAL 

Selling . interests - were. ‘Burton ao ae a 
‘Levine, -. 
the ‘Nidra Levine end: Cy Blumen Seanad: 

‘production ae " sempet 
‘executive. and: coordinator. for Tel=|. °-E 

J oseph: ‘Goodman, 

‘sun, - said it:.goes. without saying|" ~ 
| that: the networks are’ “masters of |°. ~ 
4| their own house.” “Each drama will |*::"* 
“have :to; conform: to network’.con- |... 

| tinuity acceptance, and.that,.as the |... 
“dramas; ‘are: developed there . will |-- ... 

|be a mituat exchange of informa- ‘| 
‘tion. between the. ‘producers - and |. .- 

“He said there will -be'}: : 
{| no solicitations: of funds:.He:said:| 
-{{ the stories will, be culled from: the| °. 

| files of. the: United ‘Nations,’ much.|’ 
| as seriés are based on the files of | '. 
| ‘police departments, U:S. ‘Treasury, [a 
fT] et. al: He didn’t. want. to. engage} . 
‘Ii. in. public ‘debate. on the: Positions. 
as taken ‘by ‘CBS-TV.. | wit 

ad. - Decatur, Ga._WLKB, “dark here ' - 
| for:more than a year, has been sold | 
a A Joel | Lawhon, ‘of Greenville, S.C... * 

| “Have” Gun :— Will: - 
“Travel”. with~Sam ‘Rolfe; -has -- | 
been. active. on..a ‘number. of | 

“series, ‘his’ Most. .recent.:.work .. 
- being with: “Arrest and Trial.” : ~ 

‘formerly ° with, | 
Pe “ “| quires a “substantial. interest in. the 

| cable. tv system, . expires by” ‘the 

"| cable. company, _ there: shave -‘been 

“Was: 

‘pushed in- the face’ with his“ own. 
‘camera by -Robinson when -he ‘at-1|" 
tempted: to: ‘take: a picture’ of. Clay | -. 

n’ roll show, April 

nos years. Programatie-had been: oper-. 

: ‘Wrather. Corp. Under terms of.the|'- 

Leon | 

old Radio Program: Getting Taped Replay in Many 
_Markets — ~ Residuals to. Talent. or Heirs 

as’ cane OPTION. Detroit, ‘April. 14. 
“ola Yadio shows: which faded: 

‘away: are. being. heard: again. “The 

:.| Green: Hornet” is being heard. in 

| Pontiac, ‘Mich. and. such major. 
cas’ op otion in Canada’s Vanéov- cities. as. Chieago, Los Angeles,” 
ver Cable’ Co. under which if ac Boston; Washington, Cleveland and 

| Pittsburgh. | | | 
- Taped: replays of ‘another. 

Option ‘was: acquired ° last: Oc: whilom fave,.-“The Shadow” | ‘also’ 
| tober: and: extended’ in. December. | is. available. 
Since CBS’ move ‘to acquire a sub-|. “The Green Hornet, * along with 

* | ‘stantial . interest: in: the Canadian. “The. Lone’ Ranger” .and.. “Chal-. 
Tenge: of the Yukon,” ‘were created 
‘in the 1930s by: George W. Trendle 
land: . originated from Detroit. 
Trendle-Campbell Enterprises: still. 
own ‘the “Hornet,” although rights. 
‘to. the: other shows have been sold. 

| Has: ‘Until’ Apeil S0th. $0. Decide, 
. Native. Opposition ‘Growing: - 

| 80th of this: month. 

native moves both: on’ the. govern= 
‘mental -and. -quasi-governmental 
levels . looking with’ suspicion :on 
merican: companies securing. ma-' 

“jor stakes’ in: Canadian. broadcast- 
ing. facilities.. There also. have been: H.. Allen Campbell, prexy "of 
restrictive proposals. ‘In ‘the. face of Pontiac Station WPON, and. an ‘as-. 

“| this; whether. CBS: chooses, to ‘ex-| sociate .of -the. Trendle-Campbell- 
ercise ‘its. option: ‘Is. a. “moot - ques-, frm, said: “We have learned that. 
tion. et Se, Cs jn. this aréa’ there -especiallly\ has 

been. great interest. ‘shown recently: 
‘lin “bringing” pack ‘The Green 

_ | Hornet.’ It: seems to:be one of 
the most’ popular; shows, and we: 
‘plan-to.add “The Shadow” and the 
‘two: shows willbe heard. from 4 to 
5. p.m. ach. Sunday.’ ” 

--Residuals are: ‘being payed actors 
in. the ‘shows, or their heirs. ‘Some 
of. the actors have been located as 
a. result...of. AFTRA’s appeal, 
published in VARIETY, for. their. ad- 
dresses so that. residual payments. 
can be e sent to. them. 

—— Continued from: page 26 — 

months worth: but. they’ Te. taking” 
a calculated . risk.”:: Lee: revealed 
that the. ‘commission - was: trying. to. 

“Service offices will: be . ‘opened. get some .excise ‘tax relief: on the 
dn- ‘Log -Angéles,’ Dallas. and © St: all-channel sets so.that the: jmpact is 
‘Louis, shortly, . according. to. ‘the. _on the consumer. ‘might: be: greater, . 
Prexy Esau: ne > .| He said’ Congress. will -be asked ‘to 

pass it into few for. tv. sets only: 
“1 and. stric or. the: purpose. of 

‘Calgary, Altaa—A. F. ‘Shortell; ‘of|’helping UHE to ae: ‘Purpo 
| Lloydminster;| has . been. elected. Commission. chairman E; William. 
-president of.:the newly-formed Al-| ‘Henry : assured.’:the- ‘broadcasters 
berta Association . of. Broadcasters. _that--the “FCC :-would. never hand 
G:-R. A. Rice, of. Edmonton, ‘is v.p..|. down ‘a. ukase “on: - programming.. 
Directors:are G. A.. Hartley, of Red | “We may ask. questions,” he. said,. 

Deer; J. A. Love, of Calgary; Or-., “but. we cannot - dictate . what. must 
-ville- ‘Kope, ‘of. Medicine: ‘Hat. 2 | be. programmed.” 7 

|Programatic Sold be 7 
- Esan’s Schedumatic 

Programatic. Broz. déasting. Serv- 
Ice, ‘radio’s oldest fully automated 
service, ‘has* been’ sold to Schedu- 
{:matic -Corp;:,- a: ‘holding. company, 
of which’ John:-Esau ‘is.prexy. ‘and 
Robert | E.: Fender, “sales v.p. -- ; 

‘Esau: has been general manager. 
of ‘Programatic.. .fo-. the ‘past- five’ 

ated by’ Muzak, a division ‘of the |" 

‘agreement, the - newly-formed . cor- | 
-| poration -will . continue: its’ music | ——— 
taping - activities ‘at’-Muzak's N.Y. 
studios for a-‘short. ‘period. of. time 
to avoid ‘current service interrup- |. 
tion. to Programatic subscribers. . 

y i ” ge “Wacky hilarious j urneys on board 
4g ky blero sf vite Wind... 

) “There You Are, 
- But Where AreYou? 

“UMIRVISH. 1S: WONDERFUL!” 
A: Nevel br: et. ‘concocting. funny’ episodes thot get ae 

. ' even funnier os. they develop. He is a ay 
ROBERT F. imester: of the running gag. Very enter-" mot 

. MIRVISH, G toining. o a!  *Publishers’ Weekly | | oe 

ee Te a 7 ra : _-Dws to Eoith Pieesure 1" 7 

395° Star f"Foxy” 

THE WO.T FAMCLS HORROR Fly 

‘The original great horror films| 
_....7 that-made motion picture and TV 
te “history. ..are still making Tv 

chistory from coast-to-coast!- 
"Available only from: 

__ SCREEN GEMS, me. | 

> “Film & Tape _ 
EDITING 3 & 

Pe ee YORK cavers seeeoes (AREA CODE 212). 



Oyen 

toe, ” ani Eric Sykes, a “Dick Powell { 
Theatre’ :and so on,’ BBC-1 will. 
undoubtedly slow: the rating climb 
of the new giant. But, given that 
BBC-1 and BBC-2,. planned, jointly.| 

‘at the’ ‘Corporation’ s- ‘central will ty, 
i 

be . geared to. getting the neéwer'|. 
-frol at- White. City, London; w 

web .firmly on its. projected path 
as quickly: as possible, the. shifting 

- and swaying: in the: indies’ .’camp: 
looks ominous for the hundreds: “of 
‘BBC staffers:-who haye cpeen work- 
ing day: and night, to. get their 
baby off.on time. oe 

Inside Opposition . 
The. indies, -headed by a: corps | 

of showbiz execs. by. now. deeply} 
experienced. in. the’. technicalities | 
of network launchings,. are cur-; 
rently debating ‘their strategy asi 
a unified network. ta steal: the fire 
and the thunder from. BBC's. 625- 
line project. It’s. said in inside. cir-. 
cles that the.14: commercial opera; 
tors as never. before. are linked in|. 
a new, close ‘cooperation and are! 
uniting their resources to stall a 
common competitor: - - which, 
sotie measure, threatens their cur- 
rent domination of the ‘airwaves. 

| The two majors initially affected 
by BBC-2, Rediifusion and. Associ- 
a.ed Television, who with. Gran-} ; 
ada-TV. and ABC-TV. supply. by. far | 
the greater proportion ‘of the com- 
mercial web’s program fuel, -have|’ 
aiso’ maneuvered _ individually .to-/ 
deflect the audience-seeking course 
of: BBC-2. - 

“For instance,, Rediffusion. “‘dat- a 
terly- Associated-Rediffuision), : 
der the control: of. wily broadcast | 
campaigner: ‘John McMillan,. chose 
the days immediately -before -:the ;- 
big BBC Iaunch, to step. din. with at. 
launch. of its own, thus. siphoning |: 
off some of ‘the “New” and. “excit-.: 
ing” glamor- trom ‘the. projected" 
BBC-2 blow. “S 

. <MeMillan - ‘not. only -revéaled! 
‘some of his own: “new”. features— 
such. as a ‘station: name: change,’ a. 
different call sign, a ‘freslt sigha-.. 
ture tune—but . ‘enlarged. on such | 
“exciting” projects as three major), 
specials (including the . first’ TV; 
spectacular’ written -around ‘the; 
Beatles,)..a. new. comedy show, a 
new dramatic Series, ‘and a’ new; 
interview skein “tamong- other 
‘fresh features: ~ 

Basically," though, ‘Rediffusion’s} 
sehedule_ is unchanged. from. the}: 
five star winning . jineup .which, 
with. the exception of -'Fuesday | 
nights, has been keeping the indie | - 
way ahead. in thie. nation’s leading; 
tnarket. . 

‘Associated TeleVision, _under | 
aegis of Lew Grade. who with’ “Val. 
‘Parnell ‘launched. their ‘own.’ sta-. 
tion’ back’ in: the ’50s, ‘is. also ‘pre-| 

“senting as solid a line up of tried; 
and tested ‘winners. as. -he can 
muster. Into the. key” “anchor slots. 
where Grade could have positioned. 
new audience traps, he has elected. 
to stay with shows. -which have 
proved successful on previous 
runs. (thougt. ATV. is taking ABC- 
“TV's new actioner “The Protect- 
ors”). 

Promos In High Gear a 
While’. the commercial majors! 

‘un- : 

ing’ 

= 

post at. Border. ‘Television,’ “the |. 
south-of-Seotland. ‘and . northwest | 
England: commercial tv .station,. to 
work: forthe: British - ‘Broadcasting : 
Corporation -here” On. radio. and. : 

‘Move reflects the trend of: BBC-' 
tv. in: recruiting: extra staff. for de- 
‘velopment: of their programming | § 
‘in Scotland, with: particular. ref-.|. 
“erence: ‘to: feeding-into_ the new. 
BBC-2. ‘network... 

| CBC Moves Tio N New 
&, 750, 000: Ottawa Hes 

Ottawa, “April. 14: - . 
Canadlan-- “Broadcasting Corp.'s 

h. .q: 
moved. .” from..- 

"38, cost $218,500. a year in rent. 
“CBC staff. architects; directed by. 

| chief. D:. Gordon: ‘McKinstrey, de- 
signed and—with. CBC: engineers—: 

Dt supervised: ‘construction: -by. Dell 
Censtruction. ‘Ltd:.-« 
(Broadcasting. opetations: continue 
at. CBO-—radio—and CBOT-CBOFT. 
—English ‘and ‘French tv-—in- nal ers and. Kathy’ ‘Kirby. - eau Laurier . ‘Hotel. and west: end 
‘espectively). 
“New. ‘h.q. has | 175. ‘Offices with 

112,500. sq. ft. of floor ‘space for 485 
; employees.. 

raft. foundation... 

Jerry. Paris to Direct’ 

wey Hollywood, Aprit: 14. : 
~ Jerry Paris. has -been. signed.-to 

direct .a’ minimum: of 20- segments |." 
‘in the Dick -Van "Dyke series, and. 
six’. Bill: Dana" episodes: for next 
Season, 

. Deal. ‘for. "Paris. was. ‘made* with 
! Calvada “Productions, which’ ‘turns: 

and Amigo Productions, producers 
‘of “the Dana series on-. NBC-TV:: 
"ark Reiner is producer of-the Van 
.Dyke ‘show, and Sheldon Leonard’ 
and : ‘Danny: Thomas -helmsmen . of. 
the’ Dana_ series. “Norman ‘Brokaw 
of" the © William’ Mors ageney | 

| agented, the deal... 

_CKLWs New Pix Plat 
. Detroit, ‘April 14. 

_CKLW-TV,, ‘is - ‘adopting - -a-- con- 
cept of: it : pt of: its parent ‘RKQ General. Dimmock,BBC-TY’s head. of out- 

‘its ‘new. feature: ‘film. ‘show. side broadcasts; Ray.Galton & Alan 

“Encore Theatre.” ‘The plan. is. -to. 
offer: one. ‘selected motion ‘ ‘picture . 

for. multiplying. audience: expostire, 
with 

‘over -a--period. of ‘five : successive. 
nights. The film will-be shown in 
‘its entirety each night... -. - 
Show -beging “this. week, . ‘replae- : 

‘in: the. 
11:25 p.m. ‘spot. “Starlight,” ” a sep- 
| - will 
‘continue ‘to - be. shown on. . Sunday's 
only 3 at AL: 20. Dm. 

“Starlight: Theatre”: | 

atate. program of. movies,. 

Toronto. . 

_ | earliest.:: announcers: 

[ Willis; . creator of BBC's. (and. thus’ 
longest-running © series. 

“1 “Dixon. Of Dock: “Green”; 
| Wolstenholme, . 

: Britain’ Ss). 

| Forsyth, -: 

.Whaston-Salena_Bill: Brown: has i 

- are in the main relying .on. their} been appointed Manager of the 
old - safeguards to. ward. off. the WSJS: radio. program» ‘department 
heat of BBC-2-competition, latter's! in Winston-Salem. : He is being 
promo generators,. now working. att transferred. from: the " Fadio-tele- |: 

fill tilt, are being. supplemented : vision 1 news $. department to. his new 
by the powerful forces of the TV! post. 
manufacturing. biz which sees: the |. — 
launch of BBC-2 as its. salvation. —_ cal Th tens, 

Pouring: in an intense on-the-airf- °°. 
and: -press advertising campaign, {.::.... 
the. set ‘makers, second only to]: ~~ ° 
BBC itself, have generated a- Tot jo: "Te 
of excitement about: ‘the new UHF | eS 
medium. both: in.: London, «where; 
‘the web will take. off, and..thtough- |. 
out the. rest of the country, which | 
‘should be seeing the web by. 1970.| - 
-The. question of -whether,  to-. 

gether, the vast ‘selling | forces. of |.” 

~ Countdown in Progress for BBC- 2 : lf Fein 
“Continued from: ‘page 3E: 

to Palm Brit Pioneers | 

- London,’ April 14: .. 

‘Baird, is ‘organizing a Baird Festi: 

‘the Royal ‘Albert. Hall to mark .the 

Warter, - chairman * of: “Associated 
| British, Sir.J ules. Thorn, chairman™ 
“o£ ¢ Thorn : - Electrical:- Industries, 
transport minister. Ernest’ Marples, |. 

staff Ain: “this :. capital: - - has} j 
“seven downtown: 

spots tothe. new,. $2, 750, 000. CBC | 
Building: on -14.: acres. at. town’s 
edge.: Old: offices, “occupied . since | 

impresario Bernard ‘Delfont; Peter. 
Cadbury, . chairman’ of “Westward- 
TV, John L: Burgess, ‘chairman of 
Border-TV. and.a host: of others. 

“Mrs: : - Margaret. Baird, widow .. of 

‘slated for. the’ five hour show are 
the Ted. Héath: and Johnny ‘Dank- 
“worth. orchestras, -Acker. :Bilk . and 
-Ahis band,: Freddie” and the. Dream- 

Highlight of: the. one:shot event 
is the’ ‘presentation of . 30 John‘| . 
Logie - Baird..silver. .medallions for 

Its -exterior-. is . sand. “outstanding .contribution to tele- 

stone and: green granite, -fronting |. 
| .steel-and-concreté ’ on. a concrete 

_ i +: 2.) €arliest: -pioneers - 
; Taynton, first man: ever seen .on. 
“| tvz- songstress - Gracie. Fields,. ‘first |: 
‘| artist ever. to. ‘perform. on ‘tv. (she’s: 

', +flying . from: Capri-'to pick up .the: 
20 Van Dyke Segments. 

: the: host -of chorus girls. involved in 

vision:’ Those to be awarded . are: 
Benjamin. Clapp, : ‘one: of ‘the: 

‘in. ..tv;:. William 

citation); — Moira. ‘Tracey, - repping 

early +ransmissions. 

-of the -first -thrée -plays on: BBC- 
TV; comic: ‘Arthur. Askey, ‘in at the 

| start of tv; “Cecil: Madden, assistant. 
‘to..the controller. of BBC-TV: ‘and |. 

1 producer :: of the” first high- ‘defini- | = 
out the DVD ‘show: ‘On’ CBS-TV, tion. tv. service: in‘ the. ‘world - (in 

| with Baird: “George :Campey, ‘BBC's 

a. ‘Senior ‘video: announcer. | 

Eric: “Robinson, vet: tv. ‘orchestra 
leader;. ‘Sylvia: -Peters, one of the 

‘Lord . (Ted) 

‘prominent 
sportscaster; | "Donald: Baverstock, 
program controller. of BBC-1; Peter 

‘Simpson, : : 
Franklin Engelinann “the ‘brain, ‘of 
British.”.“tv”;* Sydney’: Newman, 
‘BBC's: video: drama- ‘Doss. 

Patrick. ‘Macnée, -noted -aictor in 
ABC-TV's: ‘actioner “The ‘Avenger’: 

actor 

‘/ ning, established. . tv ° -thesp; : Bruee. 
- commercial: web’s 

‘| rated compere; Joan. Kemp-Welch, 
Rediffusion - producer. ‘responsible 
for the first night: transmission: of 
the . ‘commercial | web ‘in 1955;: Mi- 
chael . Peacock; program controller | 
of BBC-2° (which bows - on. April: 
20); Henry: Hall, who celebrates. 40. 

ne i years of _broadcasting. 

At Royal Albert Hall} Le 
“Radio ftentals, ‘a set: manufactur- 

‘ing-hiring. chain which has @ strong’ 
link with video pioneer: John Logie. 

val ‘of Television. -on “April. 16. at. 

‘growth: of tv:in the ‘past: 40.-years; |. 
Event, . ~which: has ‘all ‘the« ear- 

-marks - of. a: “ring-a-ding . Splash, is. 
being: supported | by: senior. ty in- 

.| dustry: execs: and. ‘other.. prominent | 
a show ‘people . — including®. Baron 

| Thomson. of Fleet (formerly. broad-.- 
—l easter. ‘Roy. Thomson), Sir. Philip. 

‘dering: around unshaven and dressed‘in old. clothes ‘since -last fall. . 

the /-ty: .pioneer,: and Dr. ‘Maleolm | 
Baird, his: son,. will: ‘also be: ‘present. | 
‘As: will -a string - of writers, :pro-. 
ducers. and. artists. “Among ‘the: acts 

‘gets. the rights . 

-eivic appointment. . 

George. More: Q’ Ferrall, ‘producer: 

1936); Thornton’ Bridgewater, “head. |" . 
of BBC-TV" engineers, who worked | 

| publicity. chieftain;. ‘Leslie Mitchell, _ 

ye prexy “LeRoy: “Collins issuing an 
- anti. ‘broadside; and Federal Com- 

From The Production Centres 
| Continued, from. pane “ ; ——eE = wt 

em, , to:the Mayor's Citizens’ ‘Committee for Law-Day-; ; S WRCV-TV 
‘cited by the: Roman Catholic Archdiocese . for. ‘its special programs: om... - 
the: beatification of Bishop Newmatn ... . Fred Walters, former senior. -™ 
legislative’ ‘correspondent forthe AP in Harrisburg, joins the’ WIP: —- 
news staff... .. Over 10,000 listeners phoned. the WCAU-TV .studios. 
during the annual -income.tax séssion, “Is It Deductible?”..... WFIL-TV 

Programs. are. tv’s. first: ornithology: series . . . Charles S.- 
‘Grill; former - ‘Admiral ‘exec, appointed national manager. of Philco . 
Corp.. . Stan Moderski,: longtime -WPEN- engineer recupping . from a 
a heart: attack . . Johnny Carson .to -be. honored: with the Television-. 
“Radio ‘Advertising Club’s anniial Liberty Vell. Award. at the. Broun: 's 
luncheon at the Warwick: (May » 21). 

IN. ‘TORON TO . 
-CKEY city. ‘hall. repoiter Don 1 Ker | in. his oft: hours has bee. wan- 

He’ 
has: been. doing research. with a tape recorder for programs: on. prosti- + 
tution and:. drunken. derilicts.. Kerr. even persuaded police ‘to: throw. . 
him into‘ the tank as ‘if. he was ae ‘normal grunk’ so he cowld.-observe 
the: forced sobering up process... .. Melvin Belli, Jack: Ruby’: s colorful 
defense. lawyer, was. interviewed.. by. ‘Pierre Berton on ‘his late night 

. ty. show.’ ‘He discussed - judicial procedure and problemg’ in. the’ U.S..°-°. 
e's ‘On the same show: Friday, former Toronto. and now ‘Broadway. ~- «. 
actor Don. Harron ‘joins: Toronto actor. Larry Manin in a satirical look... 

. Morley. Callaghan’s novel “More Joy: in.Heaven,” ©.” ‘at Shakespeare .<. 
inspired ‘by the. killing -of a famous Canadian bank robber, Red ‘Ryan, 
is being performed as ‘a.six part serial: on CBC-TV. John ‘Vernon stars. 
as: the: robber =. Barry Morse (Lt: Gerard in “The Fugitive”). and -- 
Australian actress: Zoe Caldwell costar in. a romantic French-Canadian 
‘tv play.“Step Out of Darkness”.which will be seen late this month. . 
‘Tt was: translated. from the French : n eby. director Mario. Prizek. i 

| IN. PI TTSBURGH 
-Max: Reilly; ‘a. member : ‘of: the "gales. staff. of KDKA-TV, ‘has: ‘been: 7° 

‘named national. sales. coordinator “for: the’ station.” 
will take Réilly’s. job onthe: sales staff... 
-will. not broadcast the: Steelers’ ‘football. ‘games. this - year. 
‘tion’s sports. director, Joe. Tucker. who. -has broadcast Steeler. games - 

aA 

“Donald: BR.” 

-The: sta-. 

Since 1936,.has been: -given permission:to‘go along with the station who 
Chuck» Brinkman, the top ‘rated night jock with 

KQY, ‘has’ been ‘hired. to” “handle the ‘Dave Clark Five. concert’ at: the” 
Civic Arena on: June.5 2. . Paul. Long ‘of: KDKA -lashed ‘out’ at the 
Pittsburgh. Press: again: ast” weéek.for breaking.-a release date on /a--._ 

This is. just. another chapter - in the long feud be-.. 
tweén:the paper:and the Group: W stations... _ Liz Seneff, local folke," 

.| Singer, was featured last week on: the ABC “Hootenanny”: : show .: - 
-News: bulletins broadcast. from the’ scene by. Mike Levine in: the KDKA’ woe 
news. mobile unit are now being. sponsored by McDonald hamburgers - : 

Steve. Monheimer, a Penn. State. student, is. the new: “intern” at 
KDKA. He ‘will. learn about t broadcasting: Ahrough: a. 10, week Stay. at a“ 
‘the station. i 

-_ Economics: "Key To Ww Future 
“Continued from page. at 

eas 65° colorcasts,° beginning next” fall, tagged. “The. ‘Wonder of ». a 
-Birds.’* 

Cote. 
.. After 30 years, | WWSW. oS 

viée near “Toronto; the. Tomas. Pe 
STV wired service: in California,.- 

Kenneth |... 
local}. *- . | 

The issue of: ‘pay-tv in this: Presi- F 
-dential election. year has taken on. 
‘political overtones, with.more fire- 
“works inthe. offing. In California;. 

-elick- comedy -:writers:.| 

Ned .Sherrin; who produced. “That 
| Was ‘The: ‘Week. That “Was,” 
Rupert: Davies who portrays *Nfai-. 
-gret’” in the BBC skein: Ruth Dun- 

. °top-. 

‘munications. Commission chairman 
E.. William Henry: taking. the: posi- 
‘tion that pay-tv. ‘should be given: 
a. trial in the market. place. 

| “Election ’ Issue 

voters - will. ‘allot’ in- November .on 
-whether to. ‘outlaw. tollvision-in that 
state: Sylvester. (Pat). Weaver . Jr. 

| has. ercssed ‘over from: free (com-: 
mercial). tv: to -head-up Subscrip-. 

. | tion Television,. the Santa Monica- 
based firm. Weaver, in response to}. 

issued: two. 
broadsides, one attacking ‘the -Col- 
the NAB. convention, 

lins position, and the other praising 

pected: to -be ‘operating in: Santa 
Monica and ‘San Francisco. 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
LP VanterY-ARB’s ‘weekly chart. offers a : day. bi day: analysis of the top feature: evening stots tn a 

“particular. market. ‘On Saturdays: ‘and: Sundays, daytime feature:slots complete with nighttime pix - 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day: The analysis is confined to the top rated: 

“ feature slots.in' the: ARB measured. period, broken down by days in. the week, The: ARB measured 
“period usually covers three or four weeks.. Other. data such as the time stot and average share of =: 

7 audtente. is furnished. Top. competition and. competitive atings also. are highlighted. 

the: manufacturers. ‘and - the: ex-|- -. (Continued trom ‘page 42) . - 
ertise of upper. echelon exees. at | TO a 

BBC ‘—men like direetor-géneral | _ Total Area Homes: 289, 300 7 TOP COMPETITION 
Sir Hugh Greene,. program. topper 7 WTAE ‘Metro Rating: | 3°. res he en ‘STATION. &. 
Stuart Hood and. BBC-2 program } "Share of Audience: 59 PROGRAM “TOFAL HOMES 
factotum Michael. Peacock ‘who 1 - ce | 
can to have rejuvenated BBCI | § ‘SUNDAYS. ‘9:3051245-- . ; Bonanza. “WHC 

can... successfully keep the. mam- ‘Program: -SUNDAY NIGHT ‘MOVIE, SPECIAL 9: 30-10: 00 ea, 

moth: UHF: projectile ‘off: the} Jan, 3 “AUNTIE.MAME” _ . Candid Camera ) 
ground. will: not be. answered: for}: “Rosalind Russell, Péggy Cass. 2 10: 00:16:30 . 348,300 . 
some time. a (1958; Warner ‘Bros:, S.A.A, a hat’s Mi ‘DKA oo 
But if BBC-2 gets. a good’ blast’ Jan. 12 “SAYONARA” : = Ww at’s My ‘Line | 

off. on April 20, the long: haul into: - Marlon Brando, ‘Red. Buttons. Z *20:30-11 00. 343, 500 
the’ rating black wie at. Teast. be a 3957; Warner. Bros., S:A-A... Chiller o wie . 
started. oo Jan. 19 “THE NUN’S: STORY” ns peek 15-12: 30 -§8,100 

<. "+! Audréy Hepburn,. Peter: Finch aan a 
‘Lindsay ‘Shift 3959, Warner Bros., Warner Bros. TV on 

‘Glasgow, April .14. Jan 26 “ALEXANDER THE GREAT” |. .- 
Maurice: Lindsay, - broadcaster 7 

and interviewer, is quitting. his |. "1956, United Artists, 
‘ Richard. Burton, Fredric Maroh 

U.ALA 

off-Broadway, productions, 
‘Ole”. ‘and “Streets of ‘New York. ” 

| Tolivision : 
“Brown, who ‘committed: the . afore-- 
‘mentioned productions’ to: -vidtape; 
says he-:tries to lineup attractions ‘= - 
which normally~the public would *. 
“-have:'to pay for and which wouldn't ~-"~ 

the. ECC. posture: assumed by Henry. 
‘Months ‘ahead:. of . the.. California: 
vote, the. ‘Weaver-helmed. Subscrip- 
‘tion. Television wired service is.ex-. 

‘To. date,. the. ‘Hartford | over-the- 
air experiment being conducted. by: 
RKO General and Zenith, the. wire 

| # systert. Paramount ‘Telemeter, ser-: 

spokesmep,, ' a 
awhile . cback. .: Two .. speakers — 

| favor ‘of subscription tv-were lined. -.. 
| up. National Assn.. of Broadcasters’... - 

| prexy’- LeRoy - ‘Collins --bowed. out — 
| because. of prior commitments. that 

have allowed:.some wheéling and... 
‘dealing. for attractions. Examples’ 
-of.the attractions secured for pay- .- 
‘tvare the. vidtaping of N. .¥.’s “Up- 

| stairs’ at’ the: Downstairs’ ’ satirical . 
revue, “Spoon - ‘River . Anthology. ” 

“Ole, 

“entrepreneur - Arnold: 

be: shown, for one reason. ‘Or: an- 
‘other. on free tv. 

Mass ‘Appeal. 

- That free - (commercial) . tv. can: 
| ante .up ‘kingsized: monies. for. ‘pop- 
ular attractions isn’t a-moot issue 
any -longer,:. witness the. multi-. 
‘Millions paid for football telecasts. | 
| What is a moot point is. commer-: - 
cial -tv’s. ability :to ‘program less 

_| than, fiass ‘appeal -attractions, ‘those 
that have sizable ‘audiences yet. 

- fail ‘to meet. the needed: ‘Nielsen >. 
_numbers. That’s. the area-in.ques-. ~ 
tion .at. this: point,: along ; with the’... 

—| home boxoffice | “pull ‘of | eurrent oe 
-| features, sports, ‘et al. " 

Other than an: conor: disloca-. 
| tion: which may ‘pe ushered in by. 
-| pay-ty, ‘little is seen that. will rock: : : 
_| the ‘current ty establishment. Ponts 

A forum: on.the issue. of pay-tv oe 
‘| slated” for: Thursday’ (16), night. by 
| the N.Y. Chaptey ‘of. the National  -. 
:| Academy:-of. Television Arts. and - 

=| Seiences. has: been.. postponed. in-’ * 
‘| definitely, because: the. ‘Academy -: : 
‘eouldn’t “get':-.anyone to speak 

: against | toll television. oo F 
‘According to: an..Aea d. em y. 

-. the. forum ‘was set 
in.- : 

..|night: Attempts to. secure network «. 
| spokesmen to voice their. opposi-. ~~ 

| tion to pay-ty were met with vague. 
_ | references of current court. litiga- 
.-|.tion. surrounding: the  issue.- 

“| two -pro-pay-tv . speakers: who had . 
4 - been. set for the now: indefinitely — 
{delayed forum had. been -John ‘H. 

| Pinto of Phonevision : and Donald - 
1¥F.- ‘Conaway; . national exec. secre- 
“tary, of. AFTRA. ' 

“The 



a “Epic ‘Records, ‘Columbia, Records ———— 
-"<gubsid_ -which \.had...been’. chiefly]. - 

on “Iknown ‘for. its’ line .:of* imported 
:..'.. Jonghair ‘LPs, has. developed : into’ 
“one ‘of ‘the hot :pop -labels..'Switch |: 
of accent ‘stems ‘from development. 

:ef-a ‘click pop: roster. over the past |.. 
: year when. Len Levy took over the}. 

. reins’ of - ‘Epic - and. ‘reshaped... the: 
_ Jabel into” a ‘swinging indie-styled | 
a ‘company, - 

Currently Hiding. with: ‘the “Dave 
“Clark: Five,’a- British Coribo,. Epie: 

“has-been. scoring: with: such names 
“<_< "-as Bobby ‘Vinton, Adam Wade,-actor |. 

'~ - George Maharis; Buddy. Greco and 
-:° Cliff ‘Richard_- ‘Latter - ‘is’ another: 

- British import who ‘has’ shown con-.|. 
- siderable: strength. in .the American. S 

= ‘tmarket Nia - his ‘Epic: ‘releases: 

. “was: the first Epic. single ‘to. top. the ce 
“".. *°. 1,000,000. marker and got the. label |’ 

- off . Winging: Jast-year along’. ‘with 
.. Rolf. Harris’. Tie Me: Down. Kan-| 

. ‘.. garoo Spor 
. Levy.: ‘thinks: there’ s. "more: ‘than. 

pot ‘Juck in coming uP -with’.a’ hit. 
. Ss Fe’ s been’ placing heavy. stress on: 

‘Werchandising ‘angles. to .sell his. 
product, coming up with: extensive |... 
displays. . and. other point-of-sale: ee | 

/ Material to retailers. a 

a administration, OF gg 

Epic. has - been - pushing. its :disks |) °° - Ig 

* via a.spread-of paid'-spots on: radio |: 
-.. which ‘has’ been paying: off in’ Ane}: 

. ‘creased - turnover of records. 

Under ‘Levy’ S:: 

‘Epic ‘will. be marshalling. its. ‘full 
strength. to’ meet: ‘the ‘anticipated. 
demand for the Dave.:Clark ' Five |: 
disks. when the. ‘combo. ‘makes | its |. 

_-Teturn.‘for.a 16-city: cross-country 
.. tous - to... this - -eountry 
_- ‘The .. ‘group’s first. . disie. 
‘All ‘Over,” .has’ already topped the 
-. §00,000. marker ‘and. is building ‘up 
" momentum with: ‘Bits: and Pieces.” 

A third | ‘Clark* single fas’ been 
oe “placed. on . the “shelves with .“‘Do|:. 
.t You Love “Me” backed. by: “Cha- 

‘«  quita:”. In :addition, :the “Glad All. 
“Over: "LP is “also” emerging. as a 

aon . a hit LP in The Village | Stompers”: 
Wea s “Washington: Square.” In ‘addition, |; 

 -Qester “Lanin. ‘and / his:. orch have |. 

powerhouse: LP for Epic: . 
_Epic, moreover, ha§ come up: ‘with 

been. 'a steady. standby for. the label 

” Jabel for the rhythm : &. blues. re- 
eases. ‘Okeh:hit. the pop charts last. 
year, with Major Lance’s: -“Monkey 
Time,” and has. @ new. hit. in. “The | 

:Dr: Feelgood, -once known as Piano. 

.: Sin Jean years: :and: fat: ‘The Golde- 
- Briars and the Freewheelers are 
” two more: promising folk and. Dixie 
‘groups on. ‘thie. Epie. roster.. 

 Gevy - has reactivated. ‘the: Okeh 

‘Matador. » “Two. other r&b-artists, 

Red, and . Ted. Taylor; ‘have ‘also 
“been ‘consistent sellers: for: Okeh. 

:Epie, which works mostly. through’ 
me ‘indie distributors, is maintaining 

| = Bais 
Beatles. Litiga ‘| produced — this: ‘set with Joseph |. 

o[Ferry. vo wh, 1. 
“‘Twentieth-Fox i is ‘releasing. “Gen- 

its high standards: ‘in’ its iongplay. 
‘releases. ‘while trying: to .build’ al}. 

: -. rounded. catalog, including Jaz and. 
a ethnic. disks. 

‘Hollywood. “April! 14. 
“that Jorig-spinning litigation in- | 

volving’. Capitol. ‘Records Vs. Vee-: 

Jay” “Records has been. settled | out. 
of court, diskeries. have jointly- an-. 

> nounced.. “Agreement | -between 
: - * Robert - Carp, ‘veepee . and: general 

- counsel for Cap, and. Mark " Sands. 
. ‘and. Jay Lasker --of -Vee-Jay. - was | 
reached here late. Thursday: (9): 

‘Capitol agreed to drop ‘its tem- 
-porary-: injunction ‘against - ‘Vee-Jay | 

(acquired ... February 
Court: of -Cook .County, Hil.),. “pro- | 
viding .. Vee-Jay accepted: license. 
from‘ Cap to. sell. its Beatles prod- 

- uct, royalties from. which : to. go ‘to: 
~'- Capitol. Additionally, : Capitol - re-. 

ceived “substantial “payment” : for}: 
‘ past.” : Beatles. royalties, - 
--cénsing - fee. for future sales,. 

Plus: li-. 

Asked what. was meant: by. tab: 
stantial © - payment,’ 

‘: Alan Livingston - declined. to. des-: 
as ignate. exact figure: but: did say it. 

: gost: : ’.Vee-Jay_ “several . "hundred 
thousand: dollars. or 

ever picked up a- tab for.a disk, 
- “company publicist.: The event . 

‘| peated - 

‘of. the: 
John’. F.- Kennedy’s .assassination| 

| last November when numerous: doc-| j 
‘umentary LPs. about JFK's. career. 
‘were. issued. : 

.In’ Gen. MacArthur’ s. “case, the 
‘diskeries had: been preparing their 
‘LPs. during. the long final phase of} | 

May 
“Glad 

“General _of the -Army.- 

/ . * "Assn. of Graduates of. the ‘U.S: 
i ‘Military’. 

set is. being” sold -at. $2. 98.. . 

- Atlantic “Records is: "putting ‘out 
“The: ‘Complete’ ‘Life - of : Douglas 

t MacArthur 
. -Words.”. 

| material. ‘from Speeches: and. inter- 

ABC-PAR GROOVING IP 
~ OF OFF-B’WAY ‘CINDY’ 
_ABC-Paramoutit is following. up: 

in. -Circuit | its Broadway-cast album release “of | 

-Capitol” prexy. 

‘players.. 
" ‘Bical. conductor : of the show. oa 

"Hello; Solly.. 
Sor Handwerger, veteran eae | 

fe ‘promotion chief for MGM.-Rec- : 
-_-ords,’ was feted at ‘a- ‘surprise . 

“It -was. the =~ 
. first: time that the ‘trade press: 

-IMarked Handwerger’s” 24th oA 
~ year with: MGM. . 

‘Over: ’ 85... ‘membera: of” ‘the 

-:-@Fs,.. other diskery. ‘execs, : vad. 
agencies; were” on.hand ‘to 
-salute ‘Handwerger. Henry. a |: priet tare” 

Winton’: disk;’“Roses -Are Red.” | Brief, RIAA exec. ‘secretary, 
- “pregefited a gold disk to:Hand-':. 
‘werger certifying that she ‘has -’ 

i neas.”” 

Diseries Rish 

{... inimediately after the: ‘amnounce- -what baffled by:the record industry | 
muddle, : ‘has: indicated ‘his’: hopes 
that. FTC: -and: the ‘industry-. can 
solve. their’ myriad: ‘problems. with- 

‘ment.of Douglas MacArthur's death | 
last: ‘week, ‘albums about” the five-. 

star. general were being rushed: tos 

the market. ‘The. disk industry: re-| 
me the ‘same: pattern 

eriod. following - President 

his: illness. -At.“last. count; . four 
| Jabels,. -MGM, RCA Camden, "Aflan-' 
tic and. 20th Century-Fox, were put: 
ting out--news: LPs, while - ‘one old 
Ibum* about the general, - 
Chesterfield label; was reissued. 

“MGM. ‘Records. eame ‘out - ‘with 

MacArthur—The. ‘Life: ‘and .Légend 
of ‘The. Old Soldier’.”. Over: 50,000: 

--: bwere .shipped | last. week: ’ Material. 
‘was culled from: the. tv: -documen- 
tary, 
and from.MGM ‘film newsreel’ clips | 

' “Perspective on Greatness,” 

of the. war years. 

on its MacArthur ‘album’ to-:the |. 

‘Acddemy. The. two-disk 

Through _ ‘Bis :: 
: This” LP:.. will contain 

views. ‘Stan Burns is’ narrator ‘and 

eral Douglas’ MacArthur—tThe. War 
Years.” The material was compiled |: 
from the soundtracks. o mee Fox 
Movietone Newsreels: 

- | the. popular: apple wine cafes)... -. |. 
- The quartet, who have ‘appeared | : 
| OW the. ‘Stagé and radio, .-are . _Mak- 
‘ing. their first: record. with. CBS, 
under. a three-year’ contract: ‘Ink 

“High. Spirits”. -with’ an off-Broad- |. 
‘way “cast. album: ‘of: “Cindy,” which © 

opened March: 19° at the Gate: ‘The- 

atre, “N: 'Y. 

-Music ‘and lyrics for “Cindy” i js 

| by Johny: Brandon; with the book |’ 
‘| by . ‘Joe Sauter and Mike Sawyer. 

‘Jacqueline | Mayo; Johnny: ‘Harmon, . t 

‘Sylvia. Mann - and Lizabeth:. “Prit- | 
chett. are “ among “the featured: 

‘Sammy-. Benskin.is ‘mu- |... 

: luncheon | ‘given by the music =|" 
-.frade:. press. at Al” & Dick’s;... | 
“ONCY., “Monday: (13). 

:¥ ~~ friends ° jn ‘the. busi: ot 

-on the 

Douglas: 

| CBS. DISKERY. DIGS 
RCA. Camden Teleased a. double- | 

LP : package ‘titled. “The: Farewell}. 
Addresses = of. Gen. : ‘Douglas : “Mac-| | 
Arthur,” . containing - the: complete 

-] speeches’ that '.MacArthur ‘made‘‘to: 
‘the-Congress-on April 19, .1951-and 
tothe U:S. Corps ‘of Cadets at. West 
‘Point: May. 12,. 1962: 

RCA: Camden is paying a v royalty | 

_Tecord,. 

- Own | girl: 

~ [PRAISE ARM ARMADA | 
| FOR LEADERSHIP) 

Washington, April. 44. 
The’ “fnal®. version of - Federal 

7 Trade- ‘Commission record: industry: |": 
‘rules should: ‘be out. :by:: mid-June, 7 
informed: sources. predicted. . 

- Crystal‘ball gazers. come up with | 7 
‘the . ‘prediction’: FTC -would: -an-|.-; 
nounce -April- 22 ‘deadline for. filing _ Ss 

‘| additional’. comments:. on” :the: ‘pro- | -. 
‘| posed ~ industry trade: Practice | 4 
: ‘rules: 

1 OE: that’ meet caused. Ht. to be moved 
“| batk, : 

“Meanwhile, it was. distlosed that} ‘ 
Rep: James“ Roosevelt. (D-Calif); 

*.,. | who. headed a hearing last. Fall on |. 
J the record” industry, is keeping. a } 
| close’: eye on the” ‘Commission. -Pro-y 
_ ceedings. 

In a: letter to “Amos: Hetiener | 
mat president: of the :-American.:Record | 

Merchants. .&. “Distributors © Assn... 
(ARMADA), Roosevelt termed’ the |: 
“ete. gathering: a _Jandmark” con- 

-|-ferenice:: “ 
Though‘ the’ ‘Commission fias. been: 

acting: on. “dual distribution’’ since. 
_2.41919, its'disk: venture is. something | 

_p {of a° “departure : ‘from’ ‘earlier: prac- 
‘| tices in- applying various. laws such | 

= jas’ the Robinson-Patman Act. - 
Roosevelt,. who. had. been ‘some-| 

out resorting to: further. Congres- 
sional action ‘which would be time: . 
constiming and. ‘mired. in. complexi-. 
‘ties... 

He praised: ARMADA: for its rolé 
in the conference. ‘averring, - “You. 
lave. chosen the one: route. most 

. |likely “to ‘return .your- industry-’to’ 
a semblance. “of. order’ and ‘Sta: 
-bility.” 

. Once the industry’ comments. are |. 
in, FTC. lawyer John. Benton. who | 
‘has’ beer overriding © the :disk. do- 
ing, wiil:.submit: a confidential: re- 
port. and:'set -.of recommendations: 
to. the. full: -Commission.. 

His’ report. and.‘ the. ‘advice. of: 
‘Commissioner John . ‘Reilly - “who 
‘presided at the. hearing, will: prob-: 
ably * carry ‘the. most weight: with 
the other Six. Commissioners’ un: : 
familiar with, ‘the: industry... 

‘Frankfurt, ‘April 14, 

record list ‘in. “West. Germany. . 
|; The‘ new ‘diskery here;: headed. 
by ‘Wolfgang -Mitulski, has. the hit 

: “When. Cowboys Dream.” 
TI was’ “cut. -as the. first’ record. by: 
blond world -ice:- skating | champ | 
Marika Kilius, who: is ‘a Frankfurt 

of. course. 
-Now: CBS. has: signed - the Jacob: 

Sisters, . Johanna, ‘Rosemarie,..Han- 
‘nelore .and. Eva, who have been |. 
‘Tegular.. ‘performers on. the. lacal}- 

“Blue |: 
-, | Bock” (after. the: name. of. one: of 

television .-show - ealled . 

tial title. is: ‘Dreams ‘of : Love. “Are 
Beautiful.” MPG 

Norway's s‘A 

. finalized)... 

mat -Originally the comment: ‘deadline. 7 
mh was set.for 20: days. after the trade | 

‘| practices conference | of: March 13,4 
Music’. biz, including  publish- - “lout delays in. getting the: transcript 

. Streisand; : 

FRANKFURT TALENT | 
-| operation: which ‘has: put so many} 

CBS. Records, which’ only: a: ‘cou- of. the: aa opened cast. LPs: over 

ple of months. ago opened its own: 
pressing: and’ distributing organi-{-, 
zation. in: ‘Germany,.. is going. at a 

| brisk - pace’ and. already. has “two: 
disks - by. local ‘artists ‘on: the: top: 

:CBS also - has’. the. initialer 
platter. by. another’. Frankfurt. local. 
‘singer, - Bernd: Spier’s '“‘You. ‘Can't 
Forbid Me,” ‘both: sung in: ‘German, ri}. 

_ ‘national: ‘film; 

British: Disk Best ‘Sellers | 
- London, ‘April-14:. 

oe “Can't Buy. Me. Love. ‘Beatles. ' 
i . (Parlophone). - 7 
Le Little. Children. . Dakotas 

(Parlophone) 
Just: One Lock © sees: Hollies — 
(Parlophone) * 

5 Believe. ~ Bachelors ae 
_'*. Decea)’ Dog a 
‘Not Fade Away a we Rolling 
(Decca). Stones 
“I Love: You Beéause .» Reeves - | 

_. ARCA-Victor) | 
ve World Without: Love. Peter: &.. 

. (Columbia) - Gordon: 
- Girl Belongs Yesterday. 

' (United. Artists). . 

-{Deeca) ™ 
oe Bits. and. Pieces’ . 

_ (Columbia) 

P a ‘Smash In 
-]st Wks Release| 
. Capital. - ‘Records? ' 

“Funny - Girl, 99: 

“shaped. ‘into . an: 
mediate _ hit following. its: Telease 
last week. 

starring | “Barbral 

-Diskery;. which : began shipping 
platters less than three days after 
recording ‘sessions ‘Were: ‘completed 
on. Sunday :(6),’ racked wp ‘orders. 
for 60,000" LPs° ‘by the end of. last. 
-week, “Capitol _ estimates that ‘the 
album “is ‘a- sureshot to. -top the 

1 °250,000.. mark. within. a couple - -of | 
‘months. *. .-.- 
“Impressive figures on. the Broad-: 

way. ast: .album raise questions 
about who will get -the soundtrack 
LP . ‘Tights -when -the © filmusical} 

J-version..is made. ‘Columbia. Records]: 
-has Barbra. Streisand: under. con- 
‘tract, ‘But did hot. ‘pick ‘up. its - ‘op-|. 
tion. ‘to: get. the. Broadway cast 
rights to. “Funny - -Girl.”’. 

erful selling peg in its record’ club 

thrown ‘up. two fon selling Broad- 
way..cast sets in “Hello: Dolly” . for. 
‘RCA ‘Victor and “Funny Girl” for 
Capitol, Columbia has.a big edge! 
in ‘its Jong : ‘series of. Broadway cast. 
sets . that. have. ‘copped ‘gold disk’ 
awards. - 

Leading the” ‘field, ‘of ' coilrse,. 4g 
“My. Fair. Lady,” followed. by such 
‘LP .clicks ‘as “South. Pacific, “West. 
‘Side Story,” “The Sound: of Music.” 
“Camelot” and. “The Flower Drum}: 
Sone. 9 : : a 

Schroeder: Music Inks” “ 
-. Writer; Film Music ais! 
_ Aaron: Schroeder. Music, | “whieh, 

ae 

swood; has signed writer deals with 
Bronisiau Kaper:.and Pete: -Rugolo. 
-Schroeder ‘has also picked. up fhe 

‘rights: to the- film - -Music: for- Ely 
Landau’s: “The ‘Fool!- ‘Killer; * Sam- 
uel Fuller’s. production ‘of “Shock. 
“Corridor” and- the. ‘American-Inter- 

. “Pyro.” an i 

ASCAP” Income _ 

‘ |-Shapiro:- Bernstein © 
TONO’s. income. ‘comes. ‘dominaintiy: ‘from. radio. and ‘ty, “$140, 000;. 7 

stage (variety, ‘musichall etc.), is: next. ‘with. $90, 080; restaurants . 
and nitéries, $88,000; -cinémas, $80,000. ' i 
12000." from. foreign: ‘societies. and. -miiseellaneius; accounts for 

original. cast 
album: of.‘ the - Broadway. : musical, 

*jm-} 

Ray... Stark, Seven. ‘Arts exec. who. 
: {is-produe’ng the Broadway : play 

. » and. holds. the picture -rights, will 
determine what label will make the 

| squndtrack LP. for: “Funny - Girl.” 
“Columbia,- of’ course,. ‘has.a pow- 

“Tne Subsid Lael T Tower Records 
“+ ‘Capitol. Records, now riding at. 

- 

: granted a 

UA Wins Writ Wins Writ ¥ 

‘the fastest clip-.in.its history, is 
setting up an “independent” subsid - 

{Jabel,. Tower Records, named after. 
‘the shape of the company’s, home- 

: Foffice- building in Hollywood. New. 
label. will. initially. release. singles 
‘to be followed by album product; 

: Gorron R. (Bud) Fraser, -cur- 
| rently: head. of. -Capitol’s ‘inter- 
national. division, will run Tower, 

|} reporting directly to Capitol prexy , 
‘Alan: W.: Livingston. Vito Samela 

* ‘will be’ national ‘sales: and: Promo: 
| tion. manager... 

. Unlike the Capitol disks which 
| are’ handled” through company- 
|owned branches; Tower. will ‘sell 

through independent distributors. 
cee Pitney... These are yet to be selected. Tower 

Tell Me When: oe -Applejacks -| recent one-price-to-all policy which’ 
“Reet Five ; | rackjobbers unhappy. 

-will -not. be. bound by Capitol’s 

has‘: ‘made -sub-distributors and 

New: label will also give the 
, Capitol - ‘family. far greater. capa- 

| EMI. - 
'. | bonanza with The. Beatles, an EMI. 

‘-".- group, the U.S. -label was. forced ‘to"*: 
“..{ turn down: ‘handling such groups 
"Jas. Dave’: Clark. Five and Jerry & 

bility.to handle artists who are hot 
for. the” parent. British company,. 

While -‘Capitol struck a 

‘The. Pacemakers, ‘both with very 
great: potential. . 

The. formation: of the new label : 
will: now ‘enable: Capitol to wrap. 
up any artist'or group which zooms 
up via its overseas affiliations. _. 
“Tower ‘will: also take. material 

from .. independent . producers and 
masters from Capitol’s a&r.. depart- a 
ment, aS well as creating its own | 
‘disks. Fraser said that Tower will 
not have. a regular release pattern, 
but: will rather operate on a fast- 
‘moving... record-by-record - basis. 
“‘And:.as soon ‘as have our first hit’ | 
single”, che’ added “Tower. will. be" 
in the. album business.” business.” . 

S. 

Shad’ $ ‘Jones LP 
United - : Artists. Records was. 

“preliminary injunction 
in :N,Y:. ‘Supreme. ‘Court last: week. 
against. Theatre: Productions’ use 
‘of. an. album: jacket on. the Bobby 
Shad - _produced album, “Tom. 
‘Jones:”: .; 
. Judge. Irwin D. “Davidson ‘said: 
“When we examined the material 
‘as set'up.on Plaintiff's jacket {UA) 
and as set upon defendant’s jack- . 
et. (Shad), there appears a likeli- 

| hood ,of the public being deceived 
| into believing that. defendant's 
compositions have some .connec- 
tion. with the motion’ picture of . 
*Tom Jones’.” |. - 
The, Shad . ‘album of “Tom. 

Jones”: is an original musical ver- 
‘sion of the Henry. Fielding. classic. 
UA:. Records, which put out--the. 
film. ‘soundtrack -LP, objected: to. 
‘the ‘fact ‘that the former ‘album. 
jacket claimed .to -be an “original 
cast’. set. . 

"| BEATLES NAB ANOTHER. 
~ $1-MIL ALBUM SELLER 
“It’s: getting to- be routine. The 

Beatles’ “Second: Album” for Ca- 
Fito]: racked up. over $1,000,600: 
worth: ‘of © business, ‘calculated at 
the, ‘manufacturer’s. price, on the 
very first. day of its: release, ac- 
‘cording to Stan Gortikov, v.o. and. 
‘general manager of : Capitol. Rec- 
|ords: Distributing Corp.. This :LP. 
has become the: fastest-selling LP 
in the history of the label. « 
‘Capitol has..oncé again applied - 

Pe to the Record . Industry. Assn. of.:: 
America for.- official c2rtification. 

= ; ‘of the. album's Gold Record status. 
“It’s the fastest such application 

at in’ RIAA's history. . 
Norway’ s TONO. (Norsk. Korhponist Forenings Internasjonale Li 

: Musikkbyra), the: Oslo-based | performing rights ‘society, was Tate 
in reporting its last (1962)" audited income which-came to $450,000... |’ 

“A(ATHe ‘1963: figures, estimated to be up. a. ‘Dit; have* yet. Hot. been. 
. STEVE. ‘Mooute tc TO DORSEY. 
’- Steve” Mogull, formerly with. 

Music;. has 
joined: Dorsey Bros. Music's - _Pro- . 

-.fessional. department. . 
-T¥erbert Wise is general | manager 

. of: ‘the firm: which is part of. the 
op! Consolidated. Music combine. . 



~~ 

CHAPLIN: “EUNNY. GIRL” (Capi- 

Merrill score ‘has been put into the 

“flock of” show-stopping” numbers, : 

‘guch. as “Cornet Man,” “I'm, The’. 

“Greatest . Star,” “People,”: “Don't 

‘Rain On My 
Sadie,” and whether’ it’s: ‘a. razz-ma- 

-tazz show biz tune or a.tender bal- 
extraordinary |. 

‘Streisand, 

_in other “‘numbers.: 

‘ENOCH LIGHT & HIS: LiGat |: 
BRIGADE: : “Dimension - 3”: (Com- 
“‘mand)., Enoch ‘Light has .come ‘up. 

velopment | of. three-channel record- 
ings. 

each sound has ‘great definition ‘and. 
- clarity to highlight’. the 

Is Dream of. You,”: “Life Is Just 
A: Bowl of Cherries,’ 4 Adio,” “The 
Hawaiian Wedding Song”. and. “Its 
‘Only a Paper Moon.” =: 

“VOICE. OF AFRICA” (ROA Victor). 
.Once again, Miriam. ‘Nas. fashioned 

“ring LP. 

-on folk material from ‘Afri ica, Cuba 

_GETTABLE” (Columbia):. 

Makes” and ‘Evil Gal Blues. ” “She 

‘BARBRA STREISAND-SYDNEY, 

tol). If..the. Broadway . musical 

biography of Fanny Brice-is a great 

‘showcase. for Barbra ©Streisand’ 's 

talents, this original cast version is 

equally. so0:. Miss: ‘Streisand’s ‘ per-}- 

formance of © the. Jule~ Styne-Bob: 

‘groove. ‘with: unusual. vividness. “AS 

“In the show, Miss’ Streisand does a 

Parade,’*. “Sadie, 

lad; she. extracts ° 

emotional . power out. of the: ma- 
terial. . ‘Sydney ° ‘Chaplin. registers’ 
nicely in..his «duets. with Miss. 

““You Are Woman” and 
“r Want To Be Seen With You To- 
night.”” Danny. ‘Meehan; Kay- Med- 
ford, Jean. Stapleton’. and John. 
Lankston contribute- some : support 

with another contribution. to. the 
stereoephile’ Ss. paradise: with his de- 

for the - ‘conventional two- 
speaker. arangement.. This: is a bril-. 
liant- demonstration. ‘disk, in. which 

‘illusion 
created by this pracess:.. . Musically. 
It’s a superbly: swinging | collection, 
including such oldies .as. “All-I Do 

MIRIAM: ‘MAKEBA: : up H E 

a group of varied ‘songs irito.a stir- 
In. this ecollection,: she 

delivers © one _ art: tune, “Willow. 
Song,” and for the rest. cncentrates: 

and Israel. The African songs get. 
the most exciting performances: by: 
Miss Makeba _atrd. a. small. instru- 
Tiiental combo. 

ARETHA. FRANKLIN: “UNF OR- 
Billed ‘as! 

a- tribute to the late Dinah Wash: 
“ington, . this: “set showcases « Aretha |. 
Franklin in“a standout: perform: 
ance. An excellent: blues® stylist: 
with a distinctive. attack: unmarked 
by any: tricky: effects, Miss .Frank- 
lin sings several of .Miss:. -Washing: 
ton’s hits, including — “Unforget- 
table,” “What A Difference A Day. 

also superbly belts numbers ‘like: 
“Cold, Cold Heart,” “This: Bitter 
Earth,” “Soulville,”. “Drinking 
Again” and. “Nobody Knows -.The 
Way I Feel This Morning.” ‘Robert | 

: Mersey’s arrangeménts. Jend ‘an im- 
portant assist. 

‘CLYDE MéPHATTER: 
OF THE BIG CITY”. -(Mercury). 
With items like “Deep in the Heart 
‘of. Harlem;” “My. Block,"’. “Spanish 
Harlem,” ““Chinatown,’ * &C on. ey 
Island,” “In My Tenement”. and 
others, Clyde McPhatter takes. lis- 
teners on a musical tour’ of.:some 
of Gotham's locales. It:is.an. atmos-. J 
pherie . array, ‘with a. social: com- 
-ment: strongly implied ‘in the. tunes.. 
McPhatter gives. the -songs .. 
strong, emotional: pop. ‘sell, ‘spiced. 
with ré&b. stylings. 

teeners wilk. dig. 

PETE FOUNTAIN: “NEW: OR-| 
‘LEANS AT -MIDNIGHT" | (Corab- 
One of the top exponents ‘of ‘the 
classic jazz clarinet sty le, Pete 
Fountain, comes up’ with ‘another. 
one of: his musical. promenades 
down Bourbon: ‘Street. This is*a 
firstrate instrumental ‘offering “in|. 
which Fountain, backed by a tight- 
ly. knit rhythm, -blows some ‘ spark- |. 

-ling .sounds.-on nuinbers like: “I: 
Want To Be.’ Happy,”" 
Lullaby,” “Ballin” 

-“Brahms’ 
The 

The Republic” 
Boogie.” ' 

and . 

showcase for Rod: McKuen. .A- ‘PEO- 
lifie songwriter and. fine’ singer, 
his work is well: displayed. here, 
arranged and conducted by. Bunny 

-ances on, 
Marching. In,” “Pve Got :To :‘ Live} 

“Songs” 
‘Like A . Motherless..- Child”. - 
profound: bite. The straight. instru: 
“mental. numbers are _ all sharply” 

swinging. ot 

eidentally, . 
_Everest Records by film actor: ‘Tony 
Curtis’: 
‘Florence: artanged.. and... ‘conducted 

-bler, Allen is. equally strong. with: 
-ballads: and: “uptempo sides: He has. 
‘chosen.:a-hip array” ‘of - tunes. and 
-Plorence ‘Has.-dressed them’ with | : 
“just .the-. right. fit. for: the. singer. 
It’s. a‘ solid disk . ‘and ‘one. which: 
could step. out: ‘in ‘hipster eircles. 

o “CABIN IN THE SKY” (Capitol). at 
| Vernon: Duke and John Latouche’s |. 
|“Gabin.. in’ the. Sky”. 
around since 1940 and is currently. 
enjoying: .a’ -reprise -off:Broadway... 
“This LP’ is-by the new production’s 
‘cast ard features. Rosetta Le Noire, | 
Ketty Lester, Tony. Middleton, Sam 
“Laws. and . Bernard. Johnson. The 
Duke-Latouche ‘songs: come ‘strong- | 
‘ly ‘alive’ with .this. grooving. and 
legit. ‘buffs ‘will be pleased: with: it. 

Sy Oliver's: 

| fans and ‘pop ‘music listeners ‘alike. 

‘PATRIOT. GAME”. (Elektra). .The. 

named Clancy and they remind :orie. 
of “the. Clancy © Bros.” 
-Makem,. _a highly. successful “Irish |° - 
-tune purveying. unit, The Ramblers: 
“sing with spirited: style, delivering 
‘a hefty: number of’ ‘ballads and ‘up- . 
tempo tunes:. Itis a pleasant-sound- 
-ing. unit | whieh. disyplays Arish |" 

‘known: ‘but. much: is not. The: trio 
serves it all. up with a: ‘Spicy. taste. 

\ attention... 

“SONGS - | 
CIETY: OF LOWER BASIN: 

| Alan Lorber |. 
arranged and conducted. the session |]. ° 

which. is by no means: a- normal |ft" 
pop musie tour. of.New York. It {Hi. 
is highly. personal. . arid’: ane’ that: 

Jack,” 
“Midnight Pete.” “Battle Hymn ‘of | 

“Midnight} 

, earlier compositions, 

“ROD McKUEN. SINGS ‘ROD’ 
McKUEN” (Capitol). This ‘is a nice. 

Fountain’s : New Orleans’ Top New LPs| 
Botkin and Freebairn Smith, Me 
‘Kuen ‘the. singer ‘has a simple; easy 

even . further | up. the. rshow biz 

ladder.. : 

Bassist Ray Brown and -vibist. Milt 

‘aspect of ‘this’. ‘driving » ‘set is the 
presence of gospel. -voealist -Marion: 
‘Williais, .. 
topranking. billing... 

“When The Saints’ Go 

The ‘Life I Sing About - ‘In. (My. 
‘and “Sometimes - -J.. Feel’ 

have 

“DAVID: ALLEN: eT HIS. 1s MY. 
LUCKY -DAY” ‘ (Everest): /With..a:} 
hip. -lilt . to his ‘Style, - singer David" 
Allen: scores in this LP’ which, ‘in-: 

was ‘produced. -for: 

Curtis. - Enterprises... Bob: 

the” groovy. ‘session. wA Savvy War-- 

has. “been: 

The cast ‘has a.stylish:. “savvy and: 
“orehestration -- have 

|:spirit. and effective: simplicity.. It’s. 
a nifty reprise. LP which: deserves: 
considerable * -atterition from’ legit. 

THE IRISH RAMBLERS: “THE. 

Irish Ramblers. are three brothers: 

& Tommy. 

charm.: Some of the. material is 

ofthe: green: which. should: abtract: 

“NBC's: CHAMBER. MUSIC $0: 

STREET” (RCA -Camden). ‘A. nos- 
‘talgic.trip ‘back. to- ‘the 1930s. is: 
provided: here in- a collection® of 
cuts-from the. NBC ‘Chamber Music: 

-Lower - Basin. Street, : Society. of: 
featuring performances.- ‘by: ‘Dinah. 

Horne ° and Harry: Levine. &. his 
a | Dixieland Octet.’ It’s ‘a’ delightful 

Session | with - some “spirited, and 

‘ords : 

and. 23° EPs - ‘ee 

last. ‘December, - with | “a. memorial. 

tion .. 

style and this: pattern fits smoothly. 

“with. the pleasant. simplicity. of the. 
arrangements of “his .melodic | ‘and. 
flowing ditties. ‘Withal ‘a. ‘nifty -pop. 
item which: should help propel him |: 

“RAY  BROWN-MILT: JACKSON: af 
éMUCH. IN. -COMMON” (Verve). 

who: certainly .deserves |. 

Her perform- ‘swinging . performances : of “some. 
memorable ‘tunes: Among the lat-.| 
ter sare’ - 
‘Street Blues,” “St. Louis. "Blues? a 
“Body and ‘Soul,’ "9. “Careless Love; aan 
“and | “Beale ‘Street’ Blues.” a 

“BILL | -BLACK’S. COMB 0: 
(HD. ee 

evet-shuffling | “beat of: . ‘the: Bill |" 
Black. combo’ -gets. another strong | 
workout ‘in: this: rundown of .some | 
famous: -blues.. numbers, The’ Black | 
sound:.is fashioned for easy: dancing |. 
with | its firm; unvarying ¢hythm’| 
structure. In this: LP; Black: dishes | 
‘up. some: great: oldies; ’ 
“*Birth of “The- Blues,” “Blues In|. 
The: Night,’ ” “Basin Street. Blues,” | 
‘St: Louis Blues”.: and. a. Pounding | - 
tv: ‘theme, “Peter. Gunn.” rn 

. PAT: BOONE: “AIN'T THAT. A _ 
Pegged: to-the hit]. 

“this”: -is*-an.- attractive} ue 
~ Wrapup’. of . “recent -- ‘pop... entries. | P 
‘Boone. varies ° ‘his: style from. the |” 

“Ain't. That. al: 
“Shame” | ‘to. the - eountry : ‘flavor. ‘of |. 
““Phat’s’ Me’: Without “You”: to the. 
- Straight: bailad . genre -of.. . 
‘Morning’ Or -Always.”. ‘Other“stand-- 
“out. numbéfs-.-'are™ : 
‘Somebody’ 's Fool,” “He'lk ‘Have: To 
Go”, and “Venus.” : 

“SHAME”. (Dot):: 
title: -tune,.: 

2 of Col’s 3 Rip C Chords - oe 
‘Injured i in. D.. Gragh 

Columbia - -Fecording ” artists,” 
‘fered | minor . 

Shore; Patil ‘Laval. &- His. Wood-: 
-windy: -Ten,. Sidney «Bechet, Lena’ 

Jackson, backed by’ various. small | f 
combos,. turn up-with a ‘powerhouse |: 
jazz .set.. Perhaps. the most. striking |. "LAWRENCE WELK 

_ “EARLY HITS OF. 1964” 

“Mood: ‘Indigo,’ ” 

PLAYS “THE: “BLUES” 

rocking -sound. -of . 

“Sunday, | - 

BUFEY. ‘SAINTE-MARIE: 

- Minot, N. ‘iD. April: 14.. 
Two. ‘of. the’ three: Rip. Chords, 

foot embarkment: : 
Phil Stewart. and: Arnie “Marcus 

‘were: taken to.St. Joseph’s Hospital 
‘here. ‘for several. days: - 
Shirley Ellis. ‘and ‘Lincoln. Chase, : 
her 88er, riding . in:.same ear;. - also : 
sustained minor™ injuries. . 

Rich © _Rotkin,* the: 

Ne D. ‘for a. date. . 

Cyril: ‘Ornadel,- ‘British ‘composer-conductor, “starting a y promotion |: 

tout of the: west in behaif of his-nine. instrumental ‘LPs. for. MGM Rec- | . ; 
. Elektra’ Records. projecting. 40 releases. on. its” lowptice None | ~ 

such. label this: - year, after issuing. ‘the: first ‘group ‘of 10: 

has. ‘expanded. its: Elvis ‘Presley. ‘campaign. by adding. : six ‘Gold Star |" 

singles to the. singer's ‘catalog. ‘which riow- “numbers 36. singles,’ 20 LPs, ff 

_. Gian-Carlo.- Menotti’s - new. ‘cantata, 

Bishop: ‘of Brindisi, ” will be: recorded. by: RCA Victor: ‘with, the > Boston . 

Symphoriy Orchestra’ under. Eric ‘Leinsdorf, . ; | 

Colimbia : ‘Masterworks paying. tribute to. Paul Hindetnith: who died 

Leonard | . 

Bernstein conducis the |N, Y. ‘Philharmonic “in: ‘one. of: ‘Hindemith’s: 

“Concert “Music. For. Strings: and: ‘Brass, ” while | 
the composer. ‘batons. -his works on the. ‘other. two. LPs -*. . 
Records showcasing: Willis: Jackson’s. albums - in. its’ April Sales. :promio- |: . 

Columbia is: issuing seven: four-track stereo. tapes, -including | 

issue’ ‘of. three’ albums: .” 

Presents His. New: Hit-DOT apm | CHARLES AZNAVOUR. ee ce Sea 

. “Basin 

-including. 

: ‘Everybody’ Ss” 

b ‘ps . 

MY: WAY". (Vanguard). A strongly |» 
“emotional: style :is' the. trademark, 7 
Of . folksinger | Buffy: Sainte:Marie,.| 

| who -gets. off. a-solid- ‘platter. with. : 
this. outing. Accompanying’ ‘herself. |: 
‘on. guitar,. the ‘folkstress wails “an: |: 
array of: ballads and: ‘upbeat. items 
with intensity, and feeling. ‘Folk- | 
niks. will ‘dig -her: ‘ways ‘and. the un-: |. 
;usial nature ‘of ‘some of her mate- |" 
_vial.-“This. ‘session should -do- well |.: 
in the- evel-potent folk disk: sweep~ 
‘Ss stakes. : _ - ; 

TE VILLAGE, STOMPERS. 

suf = 
‘injuries. last’ week 

when. their car, linked. to..a trailer, eS 
went out: of.control on an- ice-slick,: |: . 
-jack-knifed:- -and : “went “over a “60- T 

: Singer |. 

“third. “Rip 
Chord, . was "travelling. -in : another |~ 
car with ‘singer Dion Di. ‘Mucci, but'} 
pair. were not involved in accident. | . 
-Troupe- was en: route « “fo Fargo, se oo. 

‘stress slants wits bie returns in “the. ‘pop: ‘market: eOntia” me “Chap toe 
|. pell*) is another. firstrate ballad. with. solid, ‘pop Potential via. an. ° 

|CHIP TAYLOR:..... 25 cH a : meglay Shree oe I ¥ 

i RCA Victor . 

“Death . Of. “the |? 

‘Prestige. 

“Manhattan Tower,” .““What ‘Makes ‘Sammy. Rur” ‘Broadway: ‘cast:.re- |}. 
. Several] -‘Gondon ‘distributors’ . -sales- cording .and five _pop-albums*: - 

man off to: England : as prizes in the Tabel’s Mantovani sales. contest. - 

T ‘op. ‘Singles Of The Week - 
a he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

(Columbia) - bien elle e edd ae eee ee ba ee « SUMMER: Song. 
Louis - “Armstrong-Dave - ‘Brubeck’s: - “Nomad”. .( Derryt) gives. 

| “Satchmo, awho’s riding high: with . “Dolly,’ "an interesting piece. of. 

material which is. surefire for wide spins. “Summer'Song” (Derryt): 
, Ghanges pace with a pretty: slow:tempoed ballad which, Armstrong - cod 

yo. _ handles with customary ‘Skill. - a : coer 

-(ABC-Paramount) , Something You-Got_ Baby: 
| Fats Domino's. “If You Don't Know What : Love Is” .¢Anatolet) ~: : - 
im _ gtues this: veteran performer: one. of those bouncing rhythm tunes" 

“which -he. ‘knocks. of with solid: impact. “Something You: Got ™ 
Baby’. Tune-Kelt) § is: another nifty bluesy slice ‘also due. for wide: 

; . - attention. ° 
a . +. ot * _ oe . chet = . = so . 

(Verve)is oe. ee ee , Et Pourtant. 
Charles “Amavour’ $ “La Maina”: ( BIEM ) showcases this. French: 

hese yy ans 

LOUIS. "ARMSTRONG-DAVE BRUBECK. Sheela "NOMAD. ~ 

.LA MAMA 2 

‘performer, now touring. the U:S.,-on one. of his dramatic ballads -:.... 
which. he. projects With compelling force. over the .barrier of: 
language. -It could come. out. left. field; much like: those Italo” 
‘numbers where. the lyric is secondary: tothe mood: “Et-Pourtant” 
_.(Leeds*) is another one. of : his compositions, which. rates glose 

3 attention. . 7 . “, . | 
a * 

JOHNNY SEA.. 

~ Johnny ‘Sea's. “She Waves: “Ail Over Me” ( ee ano stems. from 
the ‘backwoods : but. has -a ‘clever. tyric performed with a sound 
‘which. could - go far in. the pop market: “There’ 8 Another Man" 
¢ Triot) is. an. okay: sli ice pleasingly performed. ° 

« "lk net oe . 

FREDDIE CANNON. -OK WHEELER, ‘USED CAR. DEALER. a 
(Warner. Bros.) .....:. 0: “Odie : Cologne. * 

| idge-Halseon* ): registers as @. frantically | paced rocking viumber - 
' with acute lyric and sound. which will score. with: the. teenagers: : 

“Oléie Colegne”.: ( Claridge-Halseon*) ' ‘is a. similarly: ‘styled. high: | 
; flying thythm. ‘slice. = 

PAUL ANKA... ees, MY BABY’S. COMIN’ HOME. Eo 
- (REA: Victor) ; : re ee . eae ‘No .No-: * 
‘Paul Anka’s: uty Baby s-: ‘Comin® “Home” ® ( Soanka: Triot) ‘Gs... 

a: hard-rocking  numbér with a ‘blues feeling which - this singer — 
handles . effectively. 
rhythm idea: .that— could. take. “over - the . action. . 

ge # 2 a 

| MERRY CLAYTON. re eee LA LA JACE. SONG so ; 
(Capitol). . wie bee wae See ete Joie eae beats .. Beg Me:. 

“Freddie Cannon’s- “OK Wheeler, The Used ‘Car: Dealer” ( Clar- «: 7 

JuysMY BABY, WALKS ALL OVER ME 7 

wae” 

“No No” (¢Spankat)* ‘impresses as a’ bright, Ley 

. Merry. Clayton's “Lar La. ‘Jace Song” (T. M4). ‘shapes. UN. GS - a 
an. original : rhythm - ‘slice: with a Latin-flavor. overlaying - a Tock: 
ing beat. which’ this high-pitched singer projects: to. the hilt. 
“Beg Me” (TM: +) is: another : neat. uptempo. slice. due, TOR, Spins 
- among. the juke. set. . : 

CAROL CHANNING -. eee os 
. (RCA Victor) : Put. On Your Sunday Clothes. 

Carol Channing's: Sa. “hong, Dearie” ‘(EOH: Morris*),, “from ‘the...’ 
current Broadway hit “Hello. Dolly” in. which she ‘stars, gives this” 

_ showtune a rollicking ride. which .could- propel. it to a. big* place 
on. program, . schedules: “Put-'On.. Your Sunday . Clothes” -(E.H. - 

. “- * 

(Epic) ee eS ee ee wna ee The. Bridees of: Budapest © 
‘The - ‘Village “Stoppers” rom Russia With “Bove” | ( Unartt). 

- ~- work. over this. pic tune with -a: guitar. ‘sound, which: could -put:-it - 

group’ 2 Dizie-styled, sound. : = 
* coe a 

“Rick Netson’s “The: Very Thought oF. You" (Witmark* ) updates 
- this” ‘standard with a ‘rocking version in ‘which: this’ young singer 
_hits the teenage target: with -his simple. voeal. “I Wonder’ 4 (Silme}) 
‘ts. an okay" contemporary: ballad: alsa nicely handled. 7 

SARAH. VAUGHAN. 
* Roulette) Only 

ered 

eoewreerwepepes-6¢ 0 @ ee @ © 8.0 @ 8 © © 8 - © ©@ © eo & oe ee «@ 

“arresting: slice. OO 
ae te 2. 

oo eee on ae: 

“> (Mala) : ee bN ede Seles e's ._ Joanie’s Blues’ 
Chip - Taylor’ $ “On My Word”. ( Sea. ‘Lark _Enterprisest) is a. 

Catchy rhythm tune’: which* this newcomer . delivers. with a neat. 
sound tailored: for. the teen .set.: Joanie’ $ Blues”: ( Sea: Larkt) 
-ts @. good slow ballae instrumental. a 

THE DRIFTERS. Lesecae eee wee eee eel -ONE Way LOVE 
_ (Allantic) . - woes ieed ‘Didn't ‘It 

The ‘Drifters’. “One. Way. Love”. (3 Keatch: Caesiir’ & ‘Dinot)- hits. 

Fe AT, Mt). as. an : okay: rhythm. side: 
ee aS + . oe 2 

BRIARWOOD SINGERS. 
ae LOVE ‘TASTES. LIKE STRAWBERRIES - 

"United: “ Artists) , 
The ‘Briafwoods. Singers” “Love ‘Pastes ‘Like. Strawberries” (. Al . 

lendalet) : ‘impresses. ast. standout entry.in the. folk. genre; a very’: 
pretty tune” handled: with”. taste. ‘and - style. . “Two. Brothers”. 
af Haworth?) is another good folk song about: ‘the Civil: war : 

- erm. 

7 *ASCAB. - BML 

SO LONG: G DEARIE 

‘on top of the stack of versions: of. this number. “The: Bridges of ::. ... 
Budapest”. -(Rayvent ) - 4s : a. colorful. instrumental’ featuring: this of 

Morris™ from the same. show, is an okay: song : ‘but with, Hester. | a 
| impact. a - a 

FROM RUSSIA WITH'LOVE E so 

RICK NELSON... 6... ©: THE VERY ‘THOUGHT OF. You ae ; 
‘(Deceay Rr. es Dee ide tat a Wonder" 0 ¢ 

THE WALLFLOWER WALTZ. qh ; 

ON. MY. wins 

-as @: ‘swinging rocker. sharply -arranged_ by this fine combo: “Didnt - a 

. . “. . . “a ° 

: oat ar 

Saafo vegans oF Unga wen pes 
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we THE SINGING NUN—Soeur Sourire . 

ee GREAT: 

2. pHE’ GOOD - “LIFE--Sacha 

A BLUESETT 
“GRAVY: - WALTZ——Ray «~ Brown, : 

LAWRENCE: OF’ ARABIA— “Maurice - ‘Jarre . 
ANE”).| TRINI. LOPEZ. 

SWINGLE SINGERS 

‘WASHINGTON’ SQUARE—Bob. Goldstein |" 
’ Best: Vocal _Performance—Female | 
THE. BARBRA. STEISAND © ‘ALBUM—Bar-. 

“oo BLAME IT ON. THE BOSSA '.NovA— | 

CONVERSATION 
‘Evan 

os -“CRISS-CROSS—Thelonius Monk 
. DAVE: BRUBECK AT CARNEGIE HALL} 

eo 

_Weineety Apt 151 1964 

Col, Vier, Cap; Philips: yhilips Lead ti in ‘NARAS’ 63 | Race 
:For, ‘Record. 

- Nominationé for’ the. 1963 Gram: 
iny Awards of the National’ Acad-: 
emy-of Recording: Arts: Da Sciences | 
struck’ a neat. balance among’ the 

_ top companies for .the: “Record : “of |: 
“the: Year.” Columbia came. up: with |". 
-'two of: the. ‘five,. disks by. Barbra |- 

Streisand :and Tony. Bennett, while} 
_ -RCA_ Victor, “with | Henry. Mancini; 
moe Capitol 
- Philips “with” ‘Soeur - ‘Sourire, took | 

‘ene nomination: apiece. : 

with: ; : Jack: Jones;. 

Jn: ..the ¢. album: category, . : the | 
Philips ° label, ‘a Mercury subsid, 

_ took. the lead -with- nominations: of 
two’ imports,’ The French’ :Swingle |. 

Hits” 

“and. ‘Soeur : Sourire’s. “The Singing |1. 
‘Singers’: “Bach's . Greatest 

“Nun. ais 
“Miss ‘Streisand’ “also conped - ani} on 

album... ‘nomination * on. Columbia |’ 
“along with. Andy. Williams, while 

.v an -Al Hirt, LP -was- nominated : on. 
the Victor. -Jabel. | 

ceremonies on May 12. 
‘Following are’. the- Tiominations | 

in the. top pop. and ‘longhair cate) 
, ‘gories:- 

‘Record ‘of the. Year - 
THE : DAYS. OF: WINE AND” 
... Henry ‘Mancini _ 
‘DOMINIQUE—Soeur: S 
‘HAPPY, DAYS: ARE. HERE B AGAIN ware | 

. bra. Streisand 
I WANNA BE ‘AROUND—Tony - Bennett. 

WIVES. AND ‘LOVERS—Jack Jones 
‘Album of the Year 

os BACH’S- GREATEST: HITS--The. “Swingle: 

‘ALBUM. I 
veroatl, d. 

oe, THE DAYS. OF WINE... . AND | -ROSES— 
|OUR DAY WILL “COME —Ruby- 

“Singers: - 
- “THE. BARBRA. STREISAND - 

- -Barbra’ Streisan 

oa.. Andy Williams”. - _ 
. HHONEY: IN- THE’ HORN—AL Hirt” 

- Album of the Yen Chascieal | 
TTTEN: | WAR REQUIEM—Benjamin BR 

- Britten, . cond. London Symphony. Orch. a 
“'& Chorus 

| ‘DEBUSSY: LA. “MER/RAVEL:. RAPENIS | 

° 
cond. . AND CHLOE—George - . Szell 

Cleveland. Orchestra ~.. 

and William ‘Warfield 
. PUCCINI: ‘MADAMA: ‘BUTTERFLY—Leon: 
“1. -fvne, Price: Richard © ‘Tucker, ‘Rosalind RING. 

., Hiias. 
“Song. of: the- ‘Year vo 

: Cate. “ME - IRRESPONSIBLE: — ‘sami 
Cahn, Jimmy. Van. Heusen 

-[ HE DAYS OF WINE AND- _ROsES—| 
Johnny Mercer, Henry ‘Mancini |. 

‘Distel, | 
Reardon 22.1. WANNA BE _AROUND_—Vinimerstedt, | 
‘Johnny: Mercer .- 

WIVES: AND: ‘LOVERS—Burt Bacharach, 
ae "Hal David 

Best. Instrumental - “Theme 
E—Jean “Toots” -Theilman ” 

“ MORE. (THEME FROM “MONDO 'C 
—Riz . {Ortolani, . Nino “Oliviero,- Norman 
Newell; Cirociolini ° 

bra Streisand. 

Eydie .Gorm 
DOMINIGUE—Soeur, Sourite (The Singing 

: y 5 
PM..A: -WOMAN—Peggy Lee 
[HE WORLD...OF $Barhte: MAKEBA= 

“Miriam Makeba - 

‘Best. Vocal Performance—Male a 
“BU STED—Ravy Charlies - « 
- CATCH A RISING ‘STAR-—Jobn Gary. 
-*PHE DAYS: OF.’ “WIN E ‘AND RO 

Andy ‘Williams 
. IF WANNA BE AROUND—Tony Bennett 
NES AND LOVERS-—Jack.’ Jones... 

Best: Instrumental 
 - Jazz. ‘Performance—. 

- Soloist ‘or. ‘Small Group. - 

.- '—Dave . ‘Brubeck. - Quartet: 
- @- TO’ GO!—Andre . Previn, with © “Ray | 

Brown, Herb. -Ellis and Shelly Manne: 
-.":<QUR: MAN: IN NEW ORLEANS--AL Hirt. 

PETER NERO IN . ‘PERSON—Peter ‘Nero. 
mbo 

- SEVEN STEPS. TO ‘HEAVEN Miles: Davis. 
nce “Best Instrumental . 

7 - “J am Performanee—Large Group -: : 
“ENCORE: :- WOODY HERMAN, 1963. 

‘. FULL. NELSON-_Oliver. Nelson Ofchestra 
‘GERRY. MULLIGAN. °63 
OUR MAN IN-NEW ORLEANS--Al Hirt 

+ QUINCY: JONES .PLAYS THE: HIP ‘HITS. |. 
'. SEVEN STEPS TO HEAVEN-—Miles. Davis | 
we Best ‘Performance by.‘an Orchestra: 
rae ‘, ‘For. Dancing ::. 
a ‘ENCORE: Woody Herman,. 1963. 

- FLY ME TO- THE: MOON~ AND™ “THE 
; BOSSA: NOVA PROFS Tee Harnelt 
> THE PAGE 7 AN. EXPLOSION IN, 

P. MUS ie 
. QUINCY JONES. PLAYS. THE HIP HITS 
RICHARD RODGERS _ BANDBOOK—Leés. 

rown . 

"1, THIS. TIME. “BY. ‘BASIE! HITS OF ‘THE | 
“.:.50°S AND 60’S—Count Basie. . 

‘Best. Performance by a. Voeal. 
we. |. Groun 

BLOWIN’ “IN- THE. WIND_—Peter, “Paul! 
and: Mary. 

WEY. LOOK Us. OVER!—The Vs - swith | 
am 

THE HE Lo’ Ss HAPPEN TO BOSSA NOVA: 
.- LIKE. SING—JACKIE* AND ROY KRAL. 
WAITIN’ .FOR THE EVENING | TRAIN—.| 

. . Anita Kerr Singers’. © . 

Best Original Sctre From. a Motion | 
.. .. Pieture’’or: Television. Show™ 
: “CLEOPATRA—Alex North - 
‘THE. DAYS - OF: “WINE ‘AND: ROSES—| 

“Henry Mancini 
“. LAWRENCE: OF -ARABIA—Maurice -Jaire.! 
*s MONDO | CANE—Riz* /Ortolani:.: ‘Nino Oli-: 

_viero. 

.TOM- JONES—Jolin Addison __ a 
ne Best Seore From‘ .an- ‘Original - 
ns ' Cast. Show Album ©. a 
ne HERE'S: LOVE—Meredith « Willson. ote, 

and. 

noses] 

‘| Original. Cast: , 
George ‘Grizard “with” _ Melinda | 

 -fANorEnER ‘SATURDAY . NIGHT — Sam 

&. Apiil 

‘SCENES. . “FROM” -GERSHWIN’S: 
_PORGY. - AND:. BESS--Léontyne_ “Price | 

Jack |. Ur 

WAL K-R IGHT- IN. {album)—The ‘Rooftop: 

. THE WORLD. OF ‘MIRIAM 

Steve: : 

| On Beatles Queues 
Ses]: 

‘+ forcing. the eity’s, Beatle-mad -fans 
,. | to: avoid ‘queuing: for tickets. Aim 
--|is to prevent. ‘scenes such’ as. have} 

happened elsewhere, iow ae over-.|: 
‘| night: sleeping on sidewa ks. ‘and : 

‘WITH MYSEEE BM day-and-night long queues. °~ | 
‘Authorities will ask. the: manage- 7 

ment. of ‘the ‘Odeon Theatre, where 

of the Year’. 

and vont. Jones 
SHE | -LO VES -ME—Jerry’ ‘Bock. ‘and, Shel- 
don Ha irnic k 

TOVARICH—Lee. Pockriss, ‘Anne Croswell | 
Most ‘Promising New Classical. 

A Recording Artist : 
THE ABBEY SINGERS: (Vocalists) 
REGINE CRESPIN (Vocalist) . 
COLIN. DANIS: (Conductor): ’ , 
‘ALIRIO DIAZ (Guit arist) - 
JOHN ° OOGDON: (Pianist). - 
FOU TS’ONG (Pianist) : 

. ANDRE WATTS -:Cianist) © 
Best’ Comedy eeformance:. 

BILL COSBY IS: A VERY FUNNY. ¥FELLO; 
RIGHT! 

CARL REINER A AND. MEL. ‘BROOKS AT 
HE CANNES... FILM . FESTIVAL 

Allan: ‘Sherman 
T. AM: THE. GREATEST!—Cassius: ‘Clay .- 
‘THINK ETHNIC—The. Smothers: ‘Brothers 

Best. Documentary, . ‘Spoken. Word. 
_ ‘or. Drama Recording... ; 

-(Other Than Comedy) 

with Dane Clark, ‘Anne Jackson, Lotte 
: Lenya,‘ Viveca. Lindfors, -. 
-kovec; . ‘Michael Wager 

NEDY. arty “PRESIDEN- 

Narr. 

‘Broadway . Cast 
‘1 WE SHALL OVERCOME. (The March on. |: 

* August 28, . 1963.: “Aw. ‘Washington wee 

thorized ‘recording) 
‘WHO’S' AFRAID OF VIRGINIA “WOOLF? 

- Hagen; 
Biba 

». Best: Rock and ‘Roli Recording 

-Coéo 
DEEP Pi “PURPLE—Nino Tempo. 

eve 
WILL. FOLLOW | SHIM—Litéte ~Pegay 

. March. . 
IT’S MY ‘PARTY—Tesley. Gore * e 

romantics 

ee aa: 

DETROIT | gee Bopy Bare 
FLATT.” 
"HALL Lester Fiatt. and’ Earl : Scruggs 

LOVE'S: “GONNA | 
Owens -... 

NINETY MILES. ‘AN HOUR— Hank. ‘Snow 
‘THE PORTER ® :WAGONER SHOW--Porter 
eagoner eo. 

F FIRE—Johnn aah . 
SAGINAW,. MICHIGAN: Lette: ‘witzell 

Best Folk Recording . 
BLOWIN’ IN’ THE WIND—Peter,: Paul “& 

|. Mary 
GREEK, GREEN—The ‘New: Christy Min- 

S #3—Judy | Collins: re! 
EITA, SINGS FOLK SONGS—Odetta 

“Singers. 
WE: ‘SHALL. OVERCOME—Pete Seeger- 

‘MAKEB 
“Miriam Makeba 

” Best New Artist: of 1963, 

Glasgow Slaps Ban 

“Glasgow, “April 14° 
* Magistéates: here Have slapped 

“another ban.:.on. The - Beatles. by: 

‘The ‘Beatles are. billedto appear 
| April 30, to ‘issue all: tickets. for’ the 
‘show by mail. | 

Glasgow’s: "police . “boss: _Jaines : 
Robertson; ‘says’ it: is in the ‘best } 
interests of young people,. and par=: 

| ticularly . teenagers,’ not -to endure |* 
‘the severe: hardship of’ having: ‘ta 
‘queue. overnight for theatre tickets. . 
A certain amount: of hooliganism: 
‘had. attended: .such: lines. in. Edin- |= 
“burgh and. other cities, -he.claimed. 

- The show in question, ‘set. for: ‘the. |-- 
1 city-centre - ‘Odeon: ‘Theatre, part: -of | 
the: Rank - Organization,. is the re- 
turn treat-promised.the. city’s juves. 

|-by The Beatles -when. they. clicked |. 7 
here-six. ‘months ago. -On that ocea- 
Sion:the Liverpéol Sound had ‘such |.’ : 
‘an’ efféct on the ‘youngsters that | 

| they. had. the baleony: of the ity’ s]- 
{ Concert “Hall :(a- ‘former -einema) - 
“swaying | dangerously:.: 

-An’”. Odeon. ‘Theatre : spokesman’ . 
‘commented. to Varréty: “There has: 
‘never. been. any: trouble: -in. the. past, 
and. quéues: have «started ‘only a | 
few -hours ‘before. . the : booking- 

‘tastic popularity of The Beatles chas 
tobe taken into account.” ~ |... 

police. have: denied ‘the. Glasgow. ag 
. :| magistrates’. “suggestion: that there’ 

‘were _ Signs: of ' ‘hooliganism: on. the | | 
| -part’- -of: young. fans in “the. queues or 
oH there. ae BY oh 

meade Sehiwarts and. ‘Howard | 
e aa 

7110 - IN. THE : SHADE—Harvey -Schmidt.| 

“MUDDUB.. “HELLO FADDAR— 

parently, : - by: 

THE BADMEN—Pete. Seeger ‘and others . | Negro. ~ 
BRECHT ON ..BRECHT—-Original Cast 

Final - ‘winners |. 
. will ‘be -annouiiced - by: NARAS: An}. 

_ George’ Vos-|. 

KEN 
TEAL . “se [YEARS (with David © ‘Teig -. as-|- 

STRANGE. INTERLUDE—(Eugene O'Neil: 

-Arthur . 

The. 

HELTER: OF YOUR ‘ARMS=-Sammy: 

| aN SCENE-—Chet © Atkins. 
‘Best Country & Western Recording 

| LIVE. . “:HERE—Buck | ” 

A=: 

ta: Little . Bird, 
: Satan”... 

which: 

‘ch ester, . 
‘fort. - 

| Office. cpens. I° suppose the: fan: |. . 

| Brim Chamber: Prize ne 1 TAA! 
‘Spoleto, April | 14. 

‘Festival - of: Fwo. ‘Worlds 
“here as | offered - a. $500. prize... 
~ for..a chamber. -music. work to. .| 

- be performed at’: the . 1964 
|: “aperitive ... Concerts” . 

-:° Conditions: not more” than... 
a 40 musicians and composer. not. 
. more: ‘than. 35. .years’. old. 7 

German Neg 
~ Music New K 

“Brankfurt, ‘ Apiil 1a 
| Latest’ kick in the West German 

./-record : industry. is American’ Negro - 
spirituals—translated and: Sung: in. 
‘German. 

:-Called- “German “Negro”: music, | 
the: songs have ‘been inspired, ap-| .- 

attempts. of the Ger-|' 
jman - Protestant - and Catholic: 
}ehurches. ‘to: -pep - up: their. ‘cére- 
| monies by. ‘presenting the. rhythmic]. 

Spirituais with: | , German | 
words. 
The ‘Protestant: Academy: ‘in Tut- 

zing. recently offered. a competition | 
for ‘religious “hits,” in--which 350 
“composers. participated . with ‘about |’ 

‘Winner’. was " Pastor} . 
‘with’. -his.|. 

“Thank You, Thank: : You,’ Thank| 
You”. which aped. the rhythm of |: 
many of the Negro. spirituals in: at 

7100. entries.. 
‘Martin °.G.- ‘Schneider, 

lively .. ‘four-four time.: 

' Now: Danke” - -(Thank™ You in| 
German) has’. been ‘recorded. by | : 
Jpop German. singing’ ‘star Ralf-Ben- |’ 
‘dix—and has already sold. 250,000 
-Platters.. Se 

Deutsche... Grammophon * 

as a deliberate: ‘attempt -to capital- 
ize“-on .the : most beloved . Negro: 

SCRUGGS AT CARNEGIE: spirituals, allt ‘ranslated ‘into: Ger-. 
man. 

| -Such: songs as. “Joshua Fit. de 
Battle. of. Jericho,” 
Moses” ‘and “Down. by ‘the . River- 

| side”. have been” turned. into Ger:. 
|man Negro classi¢s by /a. talented 

1 trio. Texts are done by.Ernst Bader; 
‘son of ‘a. pastor: who also composed | 

“| the words to the hit. platter “Tiri- 
tomba.” Arranger. is Horst: Wende. 

{Singer is: Knut Kiesewetter, twice 
the ‘winner ‘of. : ‘German, jazz: con- . 
tests. 

* German churches” “recently. ‘of- 
~ | fered “blues: for. Christmas,” little 

../ shepherd. ‘Calypsos, 
'-|“Jesus: You “Are My: 

Life” and slow. foxtrots like “Like 
I ‘Was. Seized: by |. 

‘Symbol for 

- As: these © tunes’ have: caught on, 
° the other record: firms have: Deen. 
quick to follow. Latest platters. in- 
troduced include The’ Fellows; sing: 
ing: for Decca with. “The Time is 

{Coming :Again.” “a. pressing from 
English-born disk-jockey John Paris 
who: has. his own’ German ‘shows |. 

_fand makes:records here, with “One 
: Knows Everything” for’ Bella Musi- 
| ca; - Polydor. artist Freddy. Quinn. 
with “Boss,” and - Lys‘ Assia . with. 

|All. God’s. ‘Chillun ‘Need. Shoes" _ 
all: in, German, of: course... 

Car-Shuman to Clef 
 Off-B’way: 

Earl Shuman. have: ‘been: tapped: to. 
write’. the. score: for - -a musical; 

‘Book. is’ ‘being. written by. ‘Man- 

Thurber. 

‘Robert. Burns, the. Scot - poet. . 

. (from... 2 
as -noon.to: one o'clock each day)... | 

|e Darling Caroline - ‘eves: “Ronuy 
“~.. *. (Telefunken). 
1: You Can’t Forbid Me’. ~ Spier _ 

- (Poly 
dor) has: -also céme' ‘up ‘with. an. 

{ album, selling ‘for 18: -marks. ($4. 50) 
titled “Halleluja.” This is regarded} 

““Go : Down | 

‘half that number... 
the collegiate concert: stands have’ 
‘been replaced ‘by the folk acts...” 
“About the ‘only: sure thing ‘that 

“lan orch Jeader. can count on. these: 

the ‘college. proms. 
since these’ all take. place. in .a-mat-: 
ter of ‘weeks, if one expected: to}. 
‘make &: living from the- proms he‘d 

‘tangos. like 

Mitty’. Score. 
'::Pop sengwriters Leon: Carr. and. 

“Secret ‘Life of. Walter . Mitty,” |" ee 
4s. being - produced: ’ off-| 

Broadway next “fall by. Joe Map- 
Its their ‘first . legit | ef-|. 

chester’ from the: “story, by. James: 

German Disk Best: Sellers 
° Frankfurt, ‘April. 14.° ° - =|. Hold: ‘Your Hand - nas Beatles: 

(Odeon) . 

(CBS) 
ki "3 Cowboys Dream. Kilius _ 

(CBS). .. 

(Columbia). . 
- Place: Beside Me’ pees Distel “ 

_- (Polydor): 
. Lady Music Depress Mare . 

' (RCA) foot wo 
America. pees aes - Lopez cn 
“(Reprise). ve 

., Stories. of: 20:Yeer-O1d a 
“ (Polydor) Le Fritgeh © 
. “Mexico. ape wee eeserees '; Presley 
ARCA) |: a So 

Folk Fad Ds De 

: ‘Chicago,. April 14.: 
‘whe dance ‘pands,” ‘those that have 

survived . more .than ‘a “decade of. 
| declining’ ballrooms ‘and playdates, | 
have been dealt. another shattering 
blow ‘by the folk: music trend. of the. 
past: year. «'- : 

‘Where, for. ‘several years, ‘college 
dates have been the-bread and.but+ 
ter:-of the. band. biz, now: these | 
bookings. are: ‘being. eut out: from. 

unpder-: them :: by folk . acts © 
hootenanny :units since they've. be 64% to 36%. come the rage: of the campus.’ 
Ralph | Marterie, ‘who has’ kept a. 

band together since 1948, says that 
while. a: few: years’ ago. he. ‘could 
count - on °75..to 80° college dates a 
year, he‘ is now down to less ‘than 

days, : according ‘to. Marterie, are 

have: to be :in 3,000. ‘places ‘at-once. 
"The. erosion. of the -eollege con-. 
‘cert dates “began in. the early. ’50s, 
:Marterié points out. ‘Prior to: that | 
time the’ .big. ‘name ‘bands. had a/ 
virtual’ corner on that market: Then } 
_aS-bop, “cool” ‘and. ‘progressive jazz | 
came to the fore; more of.the dates | - 
‘started going -to the small -combos.. 

But the folk fad has pre-empted. 
‘a far greater. number of dates.than j. 
did: the’ combos . and | occasional. 
‘variety : -aets.:. 
widely scattered now,” says. Mar- 

| terie,. “that we spend more ‘time in| 
.."fthe bus:than’ we-do on the stage.” 
- -| His band logged more: than 100, 000 
"| miles” last year. an 

“You don’t have: to. be a. veteran: 

“The dates. ‘are. SO 

to remember: that if you picked.’ up |: 
a- college .date' in. Des Moines ‘you 
could arrange a dozen.ballroom.en- |: 
gagements. in -between,”: Marterie 

FORM: ‘DUNING ‘MUSIC. 
Hollywood, April 14, 

‘Duning: Musie Co, has: been |. 
formed by: George Duning: in asso- 
ciation. with Aaron Schroeder, N WY. 

publisher; ©". 

” Robt, Burs Pamed Own Words 
_ Ayr, “Scotland, April; 140 

Four. small. volumes’ af “Scottish songs ‘have fetched a record. 
.... price ‘of. $16,500 ‘because they contain 3,000: words of comment. by. -| 

This is. $4;500 " more. than was. paid 
: for. Burns’. cottage birthplace at. AHoway, near’ here: - oad, 

. On- one page the. poet. ‘-has” ‘penned: the: familiar words ‘of. aud | 
. Lang: Syne,” “a. tune: sung all over the world. 

‘Burns | himself, ‘in’ his- notes, is. caustic about’ some- of the: ‘songs: _ 
- Fr’ instance, alongside: “The Banks. of the . Tweed,” -he has: ‘written: ae 
os “The music:-is good, but the .verses -are just. ‘above contempt.”-:. — 

“he says: “I. would’ have. ‘prevented: |}. 
| But he,regards “There’s: -Nae Luck. Aboot the | 
--. House’ as one of the most -beautifuk songs in’ any. language. a 

‘Burns’: atinotated. copy ‘of. the: “Scots Musical Museum” ‘in. four - 

Of. “The. Fairest: of the: Fair,” 
such. an abstirdity,”” 

-yolumes’ has: been: bought by the. ‘trustees of the ‘Burns Monument. 

“Alloway, | near here. 

| Quariteh. Ltd. 

aa “known: to: have changed. ‘hands. ‘there in 1940 for $155 500, :. 

.2 The ‘private :deal was ‘concluded by the trust’ “sécretary; Woo 
= Dunlop.- Deal. ‘Was. completed with the- London ‘firm. of. Bernard: |- 

-t Denver Symphony, Miss Black was 
-The volumes: have ‘been in. ‘america’ for; some years; cand, are 7 

ean a, ‘Mountain News. 

. |: The.volumes: are now. ‘on exhibition’ in, Burns: Cottage: Museum at: 2 
In -Edinburgh, ‘meanwhile; “the ao 

“Phono & nh Saisie d ‘ NAB Meet 
-+ ‘The boom of the plionograph and. 

‘tT the ° Record industry Assn. 
America, in ‘a talk to the NAB- 

” | yecords’ . annually, 
| about. 6, 500: singles and better than 
13,500 albums. The..number of. disk 
| companies, he added, has grown 

-1 from several. dozen in 1948 - to 
=|-several thousand in 1963... 

and. 

Tn: most cases. 

“And, he adds, | 

Enoch Li 

a“ “But that's all. ‘gone. now. ”: 
a _-} Recording is designed as a three- 

_ {channel process: with a resultant. . 
increase . in clarity and: separation. : 

record - industry since Columbia 
‘Records introduced the longplay 

‘disk was:drawn ‘in some. vivid: sta- 
tistics at the. ‘National Assn: of 
Broadcasters’. ‘meet in Chicago last. 
week. 
Henry Brief; exec: secretary of 

o 

radio Panel, pointed out: that frem_ 
' estimated 17,000,000 home. 

: Red. ‘Lips for Kissing. Richard: . phonographs in °1950, the figure- 
‘rose to over 40,000,000 in 1963. 

- | Disk sales rose from $172,000,000 
‘Tin 1948 to” about. $600,00, 000 . eur- 
Lrently. — 

- Brief said. the | disk: industry for 
a- number of years has been re- 
Teasing. ‘more: than 10,000 new 

composed. of. 

Last. year, : over - "$400,000; 000 
‘| worth of. LP disks were.sold, run- - 

.:. 4d ning’ the full gamut of: repertoire 
-Vmaterial. Brief noted 

Bands New B Blow, 
| beat music; by the age of 15 or 16, 

~ Marterie Moans| 
| towards -pops,. 

that . there 
‘are: marked changes in the. buying 
habits of. people about every .10 
-years in age classifieation. 

A 10-year. old. buys ‘mostly. teen-. 

the - interest _ ‘in ‘teen beat music . 
declines. and. there’s .a- movement 

light © classicals, 
country. &: western, jazz, folk and 
classical music. Purchases of pops 
and light classicals increase right. 
through age 60. while interest. in. 
other categories reach a. plateau at 
‘about 25:or 30. — 

. Brief asserted that those. who 
earn over-$7,500 2 year, accounting - 
for about 36% of the population, 
puy almost half. the total records. 
Males - account :for 52% of total . 
record purchasers. but females out- 
strip males in single purchases by 

‘Brief said that the disk industry 
invested “about $68,750,000 “jn 
creating new records, with an 
average cost of: $2,500 to produce a 
single and get it out in the field as. 
against an average cost of $15,000 
per album. Individual singles. and 

‘| albums. would, of” course, greatly 
divérge from the average. 
Because the disk industry and: 

radio broadcasters’ are so closely” 
interlinkéd, Brief - proposed the 
‘création ofa joint: committee that 
would discuss ‘mutual discuss ‘mutual. problems, - 

sht Bows 
New Hi-Fi Wrinkle 
‘Enoch. Light, head: of Conimand. 

Records - which ‘has been. among - 
the successful pioneers in. high- 
fidelity recording techniques, . in-.. 
troduced another wrinkle last week. 
with his “Dimension Three”. devel- 
opment... New process is designed 
to.give:a third dimension to stereo 
recording - via the sound of three 

| distinct . channels with only. two 
speakers. 

‘Light. "accomplishes this. audio qe 
lusion Via a.center “ghost” speaker. 
which is created. by. the placement 
-of the recording mikes andthe ef- 
fects of the other “two ‘speakers, 

Light kicked off the new process 
‘with : ‘release of .a new Dimension 
‘Three’. LP. featuring his Light Bri- 
gade orch. on a group of standards, 

“Persuasive “Percussion” LP. ‘disks of 
--tnany years ago | and later followed 
-{UD., with: 
| technique. on. 35m film. 

: | Helen Black Retires As - 

its “magnetic - recording 

. Mgr. of Denver Symph 
* Denver, April 14.: 

‘Helen Black, for 30 years man-- 
- lager of the. Denver: Symphony 

. Orchéstra..Assn., retired from ‘the. 
organization | coincident | with the: 

"| group’s” final ‘performance of | the 
at 1963264 season. -. 

Despite. .-a ‘heavy snowstorm ‘a 
huge: crowd “turned ‘out. to pay 
tribute’ to her: and. to Saul Caston, 
conductor» ‘for..the past: ‘14 +=years,. 
who is. Jeaving the. sympheny -and 

: returning - ‘to, ‘his ative’ Philadel- 
'. |. phiaa. -. 

Before becoming manager of. the 

film:and drama. editor of the Rocky 



_Wednesday; April 15, 1964. 

a | Scot Teens: Who Quened | 
| 60. Hrs. for The Beatles || ° 
| Were Show Themselves | “ 

: Edinburgh, April 14: _| 
“i.  Pecriagers who ‘queited. for. over: 
60 hours -for. ‘tickets’ to -see. The: 

| Beatles. ata. -one-nighter’ ‘here. 
April . 29. ‘became a show ‘in. ‘them- | 

i selves ag. they ‘squatted - on. the | 
sidewalk -outside . the’ ABC Regal 1, 
Theatre... - 

People. traveled: for miles. to. see: * = 
the - -Juves, ‘their. i.verage: age 14,/]- 
protected ‘in: rugs’ and - drinking | 
‘hot - coffee and soup, while’ tran- j} 
‘sistor.radios and” ‘record-players. 1 
“dispensed ™ Beatles. ‘music. to: them : 
on ‘the. sidewalk. - 

When - -janager- “Les” ve 2 a 

| ALBUM BESTSELLERS | 
{A National Survey of Key Outlets) 

SINGLE RECORD TIP. s. 
(Tune Index of Performance. a (Sales) 

A’ This ‘Last. No:. Wks. | 
. Wk. Wk. On Chart 

TO" “BEATLES (Capito) 
es ___Meet: the: Beatles: (T2047). 7 

- “AL HIRT (Victor) ©: | 
“Honey in the Ho: Horn | (LPM 2733), 

_ - BEATLES. (Vee Vee Jay): 
Introducing”: Beatles . (LP 1062). 

“HELLO > DOLLY. (Vietor)..’ 
_ Original Cast (LOCD 1087): . ee 
BARBRA STREISAND. (Columbia). are 

“Vol. (CL & 2154): a ae 

HENRY [ MANCINI (Vietory,- 
. Charade | (LPM 2755) 0 ¢ - 7 

- PETER, . PAUL ¢ & MARY EY (Warner. Bros. 
In the Wind. (W 1507) - oe 

"JOAN "BAEZ (Vanguard) 
oes Vol TE CGRS 9094), 

‘9° 10.127 ANDY WIBLIAMS (Columbia) ~ 
or __. Wonderful: World of (CL 2137) 

10 ==. 1” ~BEATLES (Capitol, “= 
; Second ‘Album (T. 2060) — 

“AL. MARTINO. (Capitol) 
Living. -A Lie (T 1975) . 

ee me ee ee ee 

SOHN: GARY (Wietor). 
Encore. (2836). 

NANCY ‘Y WILSON. rréapiien 
. _¥esterday’s: Love Songs. (T: 2012): a, 

30." ~ BARBRA . “STREISAND Columbiay_ TS 
- Volume il (CL. 2054). * 

“TACK JONES “(Kapp) . 
“Wives a and. Lovers (1352) -: a, 

~—_EUYVIS- PRESLEY. Y (Victor). ye 
* “KKéssin’ ‘Cousins (LPM 2894). 

an oe nee a 

“ROGER R. WILLIAMS: (Kapp): ' 
_ Solid Gold Steinway (KL. 1354). 

~ SERENDIPITY SINGERS: S (Phillis) 
PHM. (200- 115). 00~O 

~~ LAWRENCE : WELK (Det 
Farly_ Hits « of’ 764: (DLP 3572) 

BOB DYLAN: j-(Columbia): © 
_ Times Are. Changing” (CL: 2105) 

“WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia) ~ 
: Soundtrack (OL: 5670) | Soe tke 

"This Last No, ws | oo aoSy 
Wk. Wk: On Chart” Ses eal “ ae RE “Label 

Ro “CANT BUY. ME LOVE: ve er 7 
“Beatles... we ial Set! Seca wed eee — Spee Capitol oS or 

TWIST z SHOUT: care a 
- Beatles 20.6) oc eee eek eed cede ollie i S 

SUSPICION: : a ae o oa | 
Terry. Stafford. . Loe eee ie oe 

. HELLO DOLLY a 
~Louis Armstrong ...... 

_ DO YOU WANT TO KNOW A ‘SECRET - 
~” Beatles Lawes 

‘CROOKED LITTLE MAN oe on fe 
Serendipity Singers... oo boda Be Phillips : 

2- 2° 2 

opened: up the ‘boxoffice: 12 hours{f 
earlier ‘than skedded,: . the: «first |] 
teenager : at. the. window -was .13-:]- 
year-old | -Carolyn “Woodman, Of 
Edinburgh... who: ‘had. ‘undergone a 
-marthon - 62-hour ‘sidewalk ' vigil-|}. , 
‘She received a ticket for each per= se 
formance and a bouquet.” oe 
A line ‘of: 1,600. ‘fans stretched : 

round the. theatre’. when ‘the boxe: 
‘office opened. They: faced. biting ||. 
winds :during | ‘the. night.. “About.-t. 
‘200. weré “turned. away. without |f . 
tickets, and. thousands of ‘mail: ap-| J 
plications. -had to ‘be refused. *.Po- | 
lice - officers” - praised: -the:. young | ; 
‘fans for their behaviour. while en-.: 
amped outside” the. theatre.: ay 

Tn Pan Valley 
_— By. RED. O'DONNELL. J Jt | 

Nashville, April a oe 
Fred, Roster; ‘president. of Monu- 

ment. ‘Records - (whose : artists “in- . 
clude Roy Orbison, Rusty Draper; 4.2. 
Boots... Randolph, “Bobby - -Moore, |F- 
Grandpa: :Jones;. et. :al.), Said © he |] - 
thinks ‘The. Beatlés. . are’ going tot. 
dast longer- than. 2. lot. “Of -US .SO=ERR OL. 
called |.experts -surmised.: “I be-|f- ya7 5 — | 

lieve,” he added, “you AL 7 es ; ss -~ Dave Clark Five... .. ae heen dae lou beees & ‘Epic: : i 
from them through. most.'o at —>37-— ; a 

‘Tt!-was, Foster; who in late 1963,;)| —°~ 24. t Tan & Den: cone atl, 
predicted in VakreTy’ that- Beatle- 1 naa an ean 
mania” would be the’ next big trend J. 19- 19" * 3) “MONEY BR ee 
‘in ‘sounds. * *, . ws _Kingsmen fees Vale Fat wets a Se “eye ore on ¥ 

- Todd-Briar . Records’. prez - Paul i ‘JAVA. . we ee eee 

Cohen: “signed:"- country — singer |]. Lab ewe ea 

Donny. Young;. formerly with Ray. tL: 

ose: a 8 
a4 10.1 
a 

“5 a ° 

6° 6 17. 

> oo 

; 12°. SHE LOVES You 
ort. Beatles«..; 

~).GLAD ‘ALL. OVER : ee Oe 
- Dave Clark Five... 2.0.00 bec cee ene +: Epic oe 
SHOOP: SHOOP SONG, 7 en | an ie 
Betty Everett. 2020. a be, Mee Jay : 

- MY HEART BELONGS TO. YOU. a 
- Bobby: Vinton |: >... 

». T WANT TO. HOLD. YOUR Hal HAND 
Beatles 

"296 

Cee @€ wm ee 

iL it “ag 

12°13 «5 —PLEASE PLEASE ME —— me 7: = 
Beatles 2.0.66. cei .56.2- sipueae ween Nee. nay; a 
‘THE WAY YOU DO. THINGS - co: mae 

_ Temptations. ee dade eg cl bee ce, , Say tal. Gordy 
~ FUN-FUN FUN: SE 

13°° 12 9. 

4 14 

ae ag _ Beach Boys... wie aa ao weve. Capital. | 
Ab 18 SHANGRELA © a - 

_..«, Robert Maxwell. ives o'e gus 

|. .NEEDLES. & PINS” fo A os 8 
Searchers ....:.:......%. Cae DBaeelieeced- : Rapp 

>. BITS & PIECES. 

fa 
_-Deéea: | 

7, 17«oTSCt 

18 22 2 

20° _ 5 
| om 

wT | 
“FOREVER - 

_Crusader Lo L 7 

fees snes eee eee Vee ay a 

ee 

, . 1 
« eo 

“DAVE. CLARK FIVE BDI 
_ Glad All Over (LN 24093)" 

[ FOUR ‘SEASONS. (Philips) 
Dawn (PHM. 200- 1245 ! 

Price... banid:. | 
AL Hirt: here ‘to. plug: “May” 1: a 

‘opening of his. new Bourbon* Street {| - 
jazz.club- in. New Orleans-French |] . 

'_-.-* Four. Seasons: -:..”. a aks wea Laeeheee Philips : mo ae 

. Pete iDrake.’, wees aoe Sita te el 

DAWN (Go. Away) 

‘WHITE. ON" WHITE 
‘Quarter.’ .-:.... Mitcli “Miller a brief; aa (3aT oo 2 

visitor,..en- route from Los~ Angeles! 
: seul : 

to. New. York... Recalling’. days ‘of, | i 
we SL Danny Williams * 0. so en. Pees Sa 
“16 8 KISSIN: SSIN: COUSINS" on oe . 

i‘ Elvis Presley. lesen on ee we ele eae 

“HY HEEL. SNEAKERS _ arr 

.Tommy Tucker © . ete ole. an cece eee za i: Ches
s _ ee 

-. HEY, BOBBA NEEDLE ee ras 

aera -Chubby Checker. eer 

a 30 

15 18." -SMOTHERS BROS. {Mereury) =. 
° . Curb ‘Your. Tongue, , Knaye, (MC 2 20862)" 

2 © «Q.. 2 KINGSTON | TRIO (Canitol)”- eS — ne 
| | | __ “Time. to Think (T. 2011) . eens ee 

~ RAY ~ CHARLES. “(ABC-Par)_ . ee 

Sweet: & Sour (480) 2 |: 

: BEACH. BOYS (Capitol | 
Sut Down. Vol. Uf. tT. 2027): 

“—PHE “SINGING NUN: Phitiow 
__ Soeur Sourire (PCC. 203)... * 

~ JOHNNY: MATHIS. ‘(1 (Mereury) - 
Tender: Is, the Night. tMG 20890) . 

ELVIS. ‘PRESLEY. Victor)’ 
Fun in Acapulco (ESP - 2756) . 

HENRY MANCINI (Victor): food 
” Pink: Panther (LPM. 2795) wae a 

~~ JOHNNY CASH | Columbia) 
Ring of Fire (CL 2053) 

-yesteryear'when- he -was first: a&r 2. Wistor-!: 
man..to™ Fecord: gountry: music. by; | 
‘pop singers. |. We 

The. - c&w * ‘show | arranged. and ao 
sponsored. by. the: Country Music|} -”: 
“Assn. for. the ‘Detr oit ‘Aderaft. Club |] '5 
Friday“ (17), is to:-be. :emcéed’ by ROLL OVER BEE BEETHOVEN 
“CMA.: ‘president: Tex. Ritter: . Fea- |: gh . Beatles 

a ; © Capitol of Canada’ 2 

tured’ will: be. Jimmy.:Dean, Sue|f 28 -27: (2. YOURE A WONDERFUL. ‘UL ONE 
‘Thompson, “Roy: Clark, the’ “Mari-} “le 

° — Marvin. Gaye. — ws Hi aie = : oo <a 
ee ® ‘Tamla . ' . 

john Wilkins, Singers and™:Harold {J 29 © _ STAY.” - ] a 
. Bradley's: band from Music :City. Do Four. Seasons. . ‘ove ee pete oP ne cue. Wee Jay 

| Joe Allison - is ‘producer- writer: for |f...30° 41° 2° “THANK Y(¢ YOU ¢ GIRL. = sre seaneas | 

‘the event;...whichi is: scheduled at it Beatles 20... pe 

the. Latin: Quarter: . : wh 37 : “TR. ae a THINK . a 

Sonttiy, - James - ‘cut: an LP. for} PE Renda. Lee 
Capitol, - . Piano duo of. Ferrante|| 99 77 pncieeharianesasiack 
Be: ‘Teicher: “slated for... concert ‘-at ves 

— Le 
og 26 22° wee es “4 se tet 

47° 18 
ae _ 

Vo a) | Chuck. Berry.) 0. 2. he zene Pre 33 ey “BOBBY VINTON: (Epio — Tre Weare Memorial” Aiiditorium, ; April]. ,———=}—.—— " << — ST 
ee “Phere I've Said’ It ‘Again (LN 24081) 22.°... s ASCAP’s local office signed. ‘33 ; f2 &. wy eur no ar a ces Pee 

oni | /-Motovin _ an 
"CHAD MITCHELL. TRIO. ‘(Mereury) : 
-. Reflecting (MG. 20898)" 

“VENTURES (Dolton). °°" - 
In. Space: £2027)... rt 

- ROY. ‘ORBISON: (Monument) | 
Greatest Hits. (MLP- 8000) . 

WHAT. MAKES SAMMY RUN: “(Columbiay 
Original Cast (KOL 6040): a en 

KINGSMEN (Wand). 
Louie Louie (657) naa a 

“JOHN: ‘GARY (WVietor) we a oe 
Catch: a Rising: Star’ (LPM: 274s) : 

| JERRY VALE (Columbia) © on — a 
TH the ‘End. of Time. (CL 2116). 

TRINE “LOPEZ (Reprise). '2 
- Trini Lopez at PJ'S. (6093). 

-— 2 

"AL HIRT & Sr Oe i (Victory 
Brau’ v-& she Beart (LPM 2690) - ott 

“14 RICK: “NELSON ( (Decca) Nn 
For You (DE: 4479) es me 

ANDY: WILLIAMS: (Columbia) oo . 
Days, of: ‘Wine & Roses’ (EL: 2015)" 

" PETER, “PAUL & MARY: (Warner: Bros.) 
__Moving (w _J473) oe 

writers” Ray. Carroll, William Par- 
sons and Alf: Bartles: who- are. pac- 
tees with .Vanilla. Music. pubbery. 

Columbia’ ‘inked ‘the: Slater Bros. 
(4); a folk-singing group::: .°.:‘Coun- 
try: artist ~ ‘Glenn . ‘Douglas. Tubb 
(nephew. ‘of. Ernest): cut. his’ first; 
Singles. :for. “Philips. label, : 
‘Hickory. ‘Records’: promo. Tep . ‘Joe’ 
Lucus: ‘eovering ~ his’ territory |.on: 
crutches; result of broken: Teg, Sut: 

27° 334 aR 2 ALL MY: ‘LOVING: 
arr “Beatles ye fate 

THAT’S THE Wi WAY. BOYS “ARE 
Ca Lesley. C Gore... 205.5"; Le 

36 ~ VAINT T NOTHIN’ ‘TO. ME™ 
ee Coasters . . 
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_— Swinging. Blue. ue. Jeans ....-. Imperial - 

~ "DON’T LET THE RAIN i COM DOWN 
| fered in fall. at home. - | rn rae Serendipity. Singers 

| Rey “Orbison. ‘aecomipanied by! : "39.°. 440°.2--° EBB -T JIDE «2 
A| wife. Claudette). ‘off: to: England, ‘and [Fo lee Lenny’ ‘Welch eo ka 
{| month's ‘tour. “Orbison: will be fea-{f- 

_]| tured-on: show.in London with:-The!l] 
a0 | Beatles; : shares - -top-biling: 

{| Eddy.Arnold isto sign. short-term |) 
“i non-singing contract: next Mondav {4 
“ F{ (20Y as -flying . (what. -else?): ‘public | 

| relatians: rep” With, ‘Eastern * ‘Air-_ 
Jf Tines. “Deal is -for.16°.weeks: ‘this |]. 
-.-summer. and: will find the RCA Vie-1f- 

tor: artist. visiting 20-key -cities.:on.| 
hand-shaking our in-behalf of:thelf’. 

| airlines:: He'll. be * ort. ‘road: .four |f 457 
{days ‘weekly, : according: to ‘present{ ff)“. 

- . . . " 
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2 300 4 7 TELL IT-ON THE:MO MOUNTAIN. en © 
. Peter; Paul-& Mary. 
a © “SAW. "HER STANDING THERE 

ss Beatles 2 weve ee 
FROM. ME: TO. You" 
Beatles. -° . 
ee — 

1 43. 33 
__ Capitol ” 

530 ie 
Vee. Jay - Pome 

“Bobby Goldsboro 0020)... s.. cage’, ae : te ~~ ia - plans, calling on Rewspapers, and - 46 as ove To on 

“ara” a Swiniane ‘srmenns ‘oinipgy ———— |}, SHORT sons taken vounai| ggg Qmn ssaeas Monnet, 
"Bach's. "Greatest Hits. (PHM 1 200-0971 ing affiliation: with [[. # Lo Four’ ‘séatons é . 

-s& we @'@.e 2 * 2 

“13 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) 
_- Wonderful. ‘Wonderful. (DLP- 3552): 
— = 

NEW CHRISTY M MINSTRELS: oir 
__- Today: (Ci, 2159).° af 

27 AL MARTINO (Capitel) 
Painted Fainted | Rose ey 1975) 

. fl} Shelley: ‘Synder. ‘and: signed ‘with. ncaa nae = phils © 
| |-the ‘Moeler-Denny Talent. Agency.|[} 48:..—*~ 1. | MAKE ME ‘FORGET . ron 7 
Young. said. the. Parting ‘was on-alf |... Bobby Bobby Rydell -.. 02... es. 0 6.0. sieseets -Cameo a i AE * Meantime, Young |# 49° 38 CO "10 NAVY BLUE ea TS 

; and. Preston Temple (who. edits his | i. Diane Rena... 
: |} monthly country musie newspaper) |F: 50... 33° “10” _ CALIFORNIA SUN. 
fi are ‘opening -a_ printing. Plant on. | ne - Rivieras. 

mm | ‘Record Row. May. : 
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“ performed : at..the New York World’s: ‘Fair next. ‘Wednesday.. (22). as. 
4-. -part of: the opening day’s: ceremonies, Paul: Laval -will conduct: the 

... five-movement symphonic work at:.a site at the fair still-to- ‘be. ‘selected: . 
. Grofe, whose works: are. published by the- Robbins Music’ ‘wing’ of. the 

a Ariother - special ‘work. for the Fair: has heen written’ ‘by. ‘Norman 
‘Dello :Joio.: whose. composed ‘the ‘score: for. a: ‘film ‘to. run -continuously. 

4. eireular’ theatre. Unique projection system will completely surround 
4. - the audience with sight and ‘sound. EL B. Marks. will ‘Publish the Dello, 
; Joie, score... 

_. Reasons.” 

_Weinesda, Apa 15,3 1964 
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MUSIC SEL 

ae ‘An new. | work. by. Ferde. Grofe,, “The: Woild’s Fair ‘Suite, i will bel 

Big Three, is slated to attend the performance: : 

at-the Port of N.Y. Authority: building in a specially . designed. .400-seat 

closing: number: of ‘the 

: “So you: want to: awrite. a fugue - 
“You've. got the. urge ‘to ‘write a. Fugue.” 
“ You: got the ‘nerve'-to write a fugue - 
“So, “fo ) aheai and. write. 1a: Fugue. ° one 

jie eo peur Bu Kein But He Wan slo S. Tooter Balance Enforced ous US: : “composer-players: study-. oy 
‘ing-in Rome -played..a- first’ half ‘of a 
Debussy, - 

rary -music,”” and: later joined: by}. 
‘rhythm | section ‘Swung Porter ' and 
‘Rodgers. - 

‘did: one effective. ‘original.. - This |: 
Po, oa . aa | _.{was “Concert Music for Jazz -En-} 

— Te 2p | semble", 
7 “ Gien: Gould—the Canadian: piahisthas: “recently: ‘appeared on. tvs} 2: 

yo not. as a: performer but as .a composer: -- As.‘a 
4 /...program. on -which he: ‘explained’ about. the’ nature : of. a 

:. - offered ‘a Choral piece: called “So You. Want ‘to Write a Fugue." ” 
Lee follows: ‘words. have been Printed.” in the: G.. Schirmer newsletter: BS 
follows: -. : . 

‘fugue, he| _. 
. Some wo 

; ‘ment with: ‘Columbia Artists~ ‘Man-| 
a > - bagement ‘Inc.’ presents Bill: Smith; on 

"s. : [elarinet; John: ‘Eaton,: piano, ina | 
ee: program. “of. ‘contemporary -musie 
.-}and' jazz ‘with, the American: ‘Jazz'|: 

' | Ensémble..’Barr.e- Phillips, bass;. 

“pil Simpson, Scot actor. who. ‘plays. Dr. Finlay. in the’ British: ty:| Gerald: “Tomlinson, drums... At’ 
ee T geries “Dr. -Finlay’s” -Casebook;”: -is providing - the’. U.K: ‘answer:to the 
“7. “American medics, Doctors Kildare - and -Casey, both ‘of. whom:: have |: 
on -gortied.. into :the music -world. “Simpson, billed’ as “Dr.. Finlay, has-‘a 

.} new: disk on. the Piccadilly label- titled” "J: ‘Love You for. Sentimental. 
a On’ it, he. doesn’t: actually sing, but .merély whispéts « the. 

“words huskily. against. a musical background. On? the flip-side, tv 
-~ medico,- who . was born: in- the- same" rural.-terrain: as poet ‘Robert 

.. . Burns,. ‘Teads. ‘the: Burns: love: poem “My.. Love Is: Like - ay “Red, Red. |. 
i. “Rose, ” . also against the. music: -for background. ° mo 

against a pre-recorded. ‘tape, giv-| : 
‘ing.a‘ fine demo. of -stereo -sound. 
‘Ofcourse, this. could goon indefi- | 
nitely; recording | another layer. of. : 
“variations: each | time. 

“LL did a solo demo’ of new: possibili: | - 
(ties with the. instrument, virtuoso- |: 

‘UL of Minnesota’ s " Aptist™ Course’ Ss - annaal ‘Masterpiece and: Celebrity| 
_ - Series offerings for.:.next season, ‘disclosed last week; include. ‘several 
overseas. attractions. Masterpiece. sériés..will. comprise Mexico’s. Ballet} 

Folklorico;. Warsaw - Philharmonic ‘Orchestra, ‘Norman Luboff. Choir, 
‘Canada’s. ‘National. Ballet;,.Metropolitan: Opera’s Roberta Peters _and:|: 
Robert: Merrill, ‘and: Pianists Leonard Pennario and Alexander: Brailow~ 

“sky. Celebrity ‘series patrons will -have. Mantovani and. his Orchestra, 
. Royal Irish. massed: ‘bands;. bagpipes, drumpiers and dancers, ‘among ": 

‘at same: time, 

-fhese. -acrabaties: into 
| Right - With Me: are 

~ MIXES, LONGHAIR, JAZZ): 
- Wrongo. billing. here. : “Pwo. seri: | 

x “Sessions. and-. Milhaud; 
ardly : the ‘advertised . ““contempo-.|- g 

tamping ASCAP's ‘Anni 
US. | ‘Postmaster. ‘John. AL 

. Gronouski is givirig his Yecog- 
.. However | ‘jn. “the: last. halt. they: 

in. which. they Played _ 
.| +, special. American Music Stamp. - 

A a ee Details -‘on: design,:..date of. 
Y American Jazz. ‘|. ¢ Issue,’ ‘etc:. have. not: yet. been. 

7 ‘Esenmble. ° 22 |. completed. : 
: Phoenix. ‘Theatre; “by. prrange- _ - American- Music Stamp. will 

piece’ tothe fine arts series | 
. that reproduce: works. of ‘eee: | 
American ‘painters. | 

Japanese Auds 
~ Find No. ‘Ghost’ 

Phoents, N. Ys, April 6,. "645. $4 top. : 

‘William: O. ‘Smith, -elarinettist, : 

foc Tokyo, April 14. 
wise,. achieving: double. ‘tones, with.|: 
growls, : “jumps, - falsetto, vibrato; | eoncer ‘ned, . 

and other ‘schizoid:| The ‘first. of the “‘ghost”. bands. gen- 
tootings. -He ‘later. ‘Jaid' some of 

_ Pianist. of duo, “John. Eaton, is military clubs... 
- strenuous’ four - ‘member:. per-| “And -while’ spplaiise” was: ‘not: ak 

... nition to.the. 50th anniversary ~~. 
‘of the American ‘Society..of - 
: Composers, : : Authors .&--Pub-.°|: 
lishers. via’ the issuance of: ao 

‘restored. He 
...| union’s. protests had spurred the 
| U.S. Labor “Department ‘to rule 

serve. -aS- & Cultural. companion. 

AS’ far as the Japanese. fans: are: 
1 there is. nothing- spec-: 

‘fast-fingering ‘with sustained tones | tral about the Glenn Miller Orch. 

erally. drew: -good_ houses™ during 
“Hts. AML its ‘extensive: Japan tour, which ‘in- 

“eluded - concerts,. niteries. and vu: S, 

ce other “units. Season begins: next winter in: n: Minneapolis; 

7 ‘its. ‘work -in behalf ‘of needy. professional: musieians and ‘their families, 
“As: selling a Jimited. edition. of a: special ‘LP. featuring the late “Arturo” 

. - / Toséanini: conducting ‘the: NBC ‘Symphony Orchestra -‘in - rehearsals: 
-*.... Walter Toscanini: prepared. the ‘disk as.a memorial tribute to his father. 
:* The: disk. ‘will be ® given: to --anyone making ‘a ‘contribution . of: $25. or 
“-!; more = to ‘the : Musicians’ ‘Foundation.’ ‘Several. other disks sb ‘Toscanini. 
— and others will: be Biven: for donations from $10 to $20... . he 

Musicians: ‘Foundation’ -in- “gitempting:: to. Taise’ $50, 000° ‘to. sitpport 

tfeble—on.. shis - Solos~ only, : _fortu: 

lous “Gerald . ‘Tomlinson on. ‘drums 

” expatriates, in Italy. .’ 

former. He swings left: foot wildly: 
‘while - beating time: vigorously with: 
right. . and: ,Wwhamming. | ‘keyboard 
‘with .a ‘busy ‘bass anda nimbie. 

nately. . Unclear . ‘if ‘the. effective. 
‘Barre Phillips on-bass and meticw-. 

"| were.- : picked up: here™ or: are. -also.|: 

ways... fortheoming ° from... -all-Japa- 
‘nese. audiences at the ‘opening of!" 
‘such . Miller’ standards as “In the.|: 
-Mood,” “American Patrol,” “Tuxe- | -. 
‘do. Junction,” “Little. Brown. Jug”: 
and “Chattanoga Choo ‘Choo,”. the} 
response at:the.close of:-each offer-.|: 
‘ing. indicated. full: appreciation. . 

“While * the. ‘band ‘naturally . dis- |. 
‘| ‘pensed’ a” generous’ helping of. the: 

a ‘ rr Pa aes . Paiet ° fab lars a _ N . v on aieitiabeatniies oo: te gst “ voc ie 

. . . ‘ . . . ‘ ve . . . ar . . aoe " ~ 

. . vot . aa oe val . ian . . t* ") . 

«a o : ee . . 

- J be. Heinz Walberg... 

on rene my “ ~ 

den-Bartell 

~~ COLPIX LABEL PACTS | 
WEISS-SHERMAN PRODS. Sere sie “ad Col st 

‘arid:-Dimenson. Robinson had: been |." 
a connected. with: Zodiac Music. and | et 
have. been signed: to. ‘on-exclusive | ‘Palette: Records. - ; 
pact by Colpix: Records. ‘Joe Sher- |" a 
.-Man.was onetime artists .& reper- 

SOIT re ora en te ter eg nen atone oe eet PRT EE ata echa hat EPCOT ona OE 

. of . red . . ‘ . . . . at 
. oe ond oat ‘ . . . . . . .?¢ wt _ . . 

. . ° . woe . . . ae 

one, * “American Federation ‘of ‘misicians is picking: ‘UD. ‘the. ‘tab: for . 100 
young: string: instrumeittalists* in. the U.S. and: Canada’ at the: -eight- 
week scholarship school :at™ ‘Michigan State U.:.June 21 to: Aug. ‘15, 

sponsored -by. the’ Sixth -Annual ° Congress. ‘of Strings. . ‘Congress *-of. 
=" Strings student body is. limited. to 100 winners:of. community. auditions. 

- €onducted | from now to: May 1 by AFM. locals:*In. past. summers, guest, 
” eonductors - at ‘the school: ‘have included Erie Leinsdorf, Soset : -Krips 
and Eugene. ‘Ormandy, among. others. ' a Oe : 

—_ 

: Mayor- ‘Thomas: F. -Shebell “Of: “Asbury: Park, where. * Songsinith: 
songstress _May Singhi-’ Breen ‘ (Mrs: ‘Peter De Rose) now resides, offi-: 

no -lally - proclaimed. April 23-30..the. 11th ‘commemorative: -anniversary ‘of |. 
* the composer : of. “Deep” ‘Purple’. 

_: Time. To Say Aloha,” 
:.. jon Mareh 1963. Vincent. ‘Lopez. and’ the’ Arried ‘Forces Radio:.Service |. 
°~ (on which, -ASCAP. prexy- ‘Stanley ‘Adams and: p.r. Richard E. -Froblich | 
ae will participate), among others; will Salute, the late. tunesmith. 

‘and. -many other. song -hits.”.:‘If’s 

This will ‘also: -be recorded ‘-by RCA ‘Victor. : 
ance will: take. place: ‘June: a5: at: the Vienna’ Festival: 

- A aiew - ‘instruction: book: “for. ‘drummers, “published: by. ‘Sani. “Ulano: 
- has. come up-with something: novel in. music notation, a. circular musical 

2 Staff: which can: be read. clockwise or: counterclockwise. Standard. ‘bars 
: -” ‘are’ omitted in. what is ealled:“‘free-style rhythm: studies” which, it is |. 
i. Said,: can. compress avast: number of. ‘mathematical: Thythm: patterns 
= vot in a small, Printed: space. ae - Pt i 

. “Music to Nudge ‘You To Sleep, 4. a ‘premium. LP. ‘produced: by: RCA. : 
“Victor, ‘is. being distributed: by ‘Abbott’ Laboratories to physicians. to:plug |- 

“>. {he-drug. company’s new sleep-producing drug; Placidyl. ‘Disk contains 
es Freidien light. classics: recorded. hy: the. Boston Pops. orch: ‘under: r-Arthur 

vs Sar —— oe oo. 07 Cer is. playing: to. ‘solid biz. on’ his. 
--}eurrent U.K. -tour, which: reaches. 

here’: . Phursday .’ (16) ° and Edin- 

ieldler.. 

“-pauk Denis: ‘and - ftelen “Martin, writers, "anid: Gene. ‘Dauber’. photog: 
: rapher: ‘sent. to Nashville - for. “several.” weeks -to.concoct a séries of 
articles: -on’ the. country. music activity: t there. for publishers. MacFad. | 

{:the * publishing - ‘companies; - . Screen. 

Weiss. - Sherman . Prodiictions | 

be? a potential «draw. at: Max: ‘Gor-- 

opened’. last Thursday (9) if they 
‘catch on with. the. young. crowd. At 
‘Phoenix: Monday: (6). their’ ‘draw. 
| was scant: and. surprisingly. mature. 

-:| Downpour may have been respon- 
‘| sible for-former and ‘the:old “con-. 
‘| temporary musie” for..‘the ‘latter.. 

‘tag would -have. felt short-changed |’ 
by .the meager. (5). jazz portion ‘of: 

‘words by:Miss Breen; was the last: song :he wrote | the “total: one. ‘hour; -25 

“ al _| Trinidadian Cleffer Sues. 
on * Gian-Carlo “Menotti’s- work: wphe: Death: of ‘the: : Bishop “of Brindisi,” ie 
> . willbe “heard ‘during. next . season in Boston and NCY. under: Erich | 
".Leinsdorf who will also play it in Tanglewood on Aug. 18, ‘with “Justino |. 
‘Diaz and: Lili,Chookasian as soloists and: Géorgé ‘London as the ‘Bishop::| 

. First European | perform- 
"Conductor will’ 

: ‘also: known as. Hubert: RR: Charles 
‘and’: The. ‘Lion, : filed: ‘suit: in. N.Y: 

~ -| Federal. Court “last. ‘week against 
-| London. Records, Frank. J. Guida 

‘and. .others.:.He ‘charges -infringe- | - 
-ment:.of his tune; “Ugly. Woman,” | 
‘by the ‘defendants’ ‘Song, “If: You | 

: hat: year. . 
‘Jazz “Qarinetist bandiedder: 1 ‘Pate ‘Fountain 1 was. presénted ‘the: ‘annaal copyright that: ye 

; -. distinguished . Salesman’s . award: at:a banquet: of the’ members’: council 
.: :ofthe Chamber of: Commerce .of the New Orleans. Area. at the .Jung 
-: Hotel: last. Tuesday - (7). He’ received. ‘a: certificate: of: ‘merit and a plaque 

-. “$n recognition. -of:-/his ~ ‘fame’ :as -a. ‘clarinétist known - everywhere. ‘as- 
oe, “Mr, New. Orleans.’ ” ‘Trumpeter. Al Hirt: ‘was § similarly honored last. year.|" 

| righted 
same: words. and. tune. as his. tune. 
-He asks damages and: ‘impounding | 
of. all’ alleged: infringing. copies. : 

T thar ‘Howes, is. a: near-sellout.-Ad-.|: 
a ee -}-vance_ biz: has. ‘been_ practically. -ca-"| 

4 pervise - the” legal - “ppérations “for: 

[st ‘stand: trek. . 

“Combo: is far ‘enough. “offbeat: to | Miller: faves,. it: did not religiously 
adhere ‘to™ the: ‘original . arrange-: 
ments. “We like’ to think: of it more | : 
‘and more: as’ a modernized Glenn. 
“Miter. -Orchestra,”.- said. Ray. Me- 
Kinley, its director. “For example, | 
‘nice’ .as it is, we wouldn’t think. of 
doing . an. arrangement as. thinly-. 

‘don’s: Village‘ basement where’ ‘they | 

‘voiced ‘as ‘Sunrise ‘Serenade.’ Har- 
monies have improved. a. Tot since 

- Anyone: attracted: by - the :*‘jazz’”’:| those ; days.” bon 

{main Miller’ characteristics, espe- 
‘minutes - 

playing. ‘time- ate “4. top. Leve. < | McKinley; ‘This: is,-of course, the 

- [the same lead an octave below..: 

~London-as- Song. Pirate 
- Raphael: ‘DeLeon; | a Trinidadian 

they. are, a 

Want : To Be. Happy.) 20 

- DeLeon. ‘contends that: ‘tie wrote 
“Ugly -Woman,” (a.. calypso. -num- 
b to. 1945. ‘and: secured the 
eT, Prior ‘band almost: continuously. since its “He. asserts 

that’. the: defendants’ song; . copy:|.inception, - doubles: ‘as conductor 
‘in ° 1963," embodied - the. 

‘bone: and: Herb: Lorden.. on. tenor. 

Shepherd, a throwback to the ‘van- 

‘attention’ here..* ‘Richards’ Boff U K Biz | 
Glasgow, - April 14... ‘of ° the soloists ‘seemed.‘ready. to 

“Clift Richards; ‘English pop sing- 
finements, . McKinley: said, : 
‘people: ‘want the Miller stuff. “That’s 

burgh tomorrow (15).5'. 
.. Four, according: to. piotoler: av. come : ‘back,’ 

little?" °° 
This. ‘Glenn ‘Miller. Orch’ is ‘the 

pacity. nb ni h doing.a 22-day-| only band legally authorized to go 
Our ee int re mene borrowed .from ‘the - Miller: style. 

"So Mee 7 miss |e orch is owned ‘and. -operated by 
. =| the Glenn. -Miller estate. and. yields 

“Hey, Rocky! 
| widow. 

The. ‘Chad ‘Mitchell .. to's [Tt was . launched June 6: 1956. : 
: “Teeording ‘of. “Barry’s’ Boys” “There. ‘was .né: Glenn ‘Miller. Or= | 
on the Mercury label,.a spoof. “{chestra: at. that. time,” ‘McKinley. 

“But we: ike to maintain “the |: 

gially. ‘the: reed: voicing,” explained . 

- ' | trademarked Miller - ‘blend ‘with -a: 
|-elarinet lead and: a. tenor: playing | . 

1: No. attempt is made ‘to copy. .the’ 
solos. in. the Miller originals,. Me-. 
Kinley. pointed out: “If they: can’ 
-play,: E let :them’ play,’? he said.:|~ 
“There’s: no thought ‘of. trying: to. 
play:..tenor like ‘Tex “Béneke | or 
trumpet. like Johnny’ Best, _Bood as | 

: Topped: by reed man Lenny Ham-- 
bro, - -the . McKinley . edition .of the. 
Miller orck“has some fine. soloists.| Motion of “Asscciated Artistes In- 

| Others include -Bebby Finley on 
s| trumpet;. Jiggs Whigham. on ‘trom-. 

‘Hambro,’. who: has’ been‘ with « the’ 

when ‘McKinley. is offstage. or ‘oc- 
cupied at the drums. He also takes }- 
solos ‘-on. clarinet, tenor, alto’-and. 
flute. And -auburn-haired Joan} 

ishing ‘tribe. of . band: ‘Singers, got ; 

When it.was meritioned: that some |. 

{ burst. from. their ‘commercial con-: 
“The 

-why. they:come. If we didn’t do it] 
| they’d be. disappointed. - “But. if we } 

we'll “spread, ‘out: a 
|. big.-impact.in. the .U.S.: 

She feels that in the past ‘her. 
-récords weren't given enough pro-| 

‘an. income — to: the late Jeader’ st 

‘oriy Benjamin. . 

< -toire ‘director of Epie. Records: and’ 
“vi! George: ‘Weiss is*a composer who! 

 used.to collaborate: with. Bennie 
OeT) “Weiss-Sherman. :: have 
*% already. ‘brought’ “comedian Rip. 

*: Taylor ‘who. cut. his. first single. for.” 
the ‘label ‘recently... -'" ~.-° 
"Meantime, - Irwin | ‘Robinson. has 

an been: named : attorney. for. the. :mu- 
7: sic‘and disk: division of Columbia. 
a -Pictures-Screen . ‘Gems. Hel” ‘sus 

* Chas. Schicke Joins Col 
“Charles Schicke. has‘ joined - Co-: Pe, 

Jumbia ‘Records’ ‘ special. - projects:|- 
division - as ‘director OF education to 
“gervices.: pe 

‘He'll report to “Albert “Shulinan, 7 
i veloping. techniques: for ‘marketing. 
Manager .of special.-projects,: in de- |. 
Columbia ‘praduet . for~ educational | 
services. for. Columbia | Records: : 
"Bales, Corp.. oy 

comers, 

ere go. 

of Sen. Barry ‘Goldwater, has: .. - 
cued. WNEW : Radio ‘to. offer. - 

_ equal. time” to- all ‘qualified: 

: two: “minutes: and’:38 -seconds, .. 
"= “equal time will mean just that... 

‘Ereddy Robbins :aired the. disk. -. 
_dast Saturday ‘41)- and: made. -: ; 

. “the offer: ‘equal time. awhich: is. 
; / Required) under: FCO ules. : He 

; Long Asland until we. formed , the. 
band,” ree 

recalled. “Tex. Beneke, who fronted |: 
a. Glenn ‘Miller. band during. the 

|. postwar. ‘period ‘until about :1951,: 
= --phad broken with ‘the. Miller estate. : 

Since” “the .. trio’ $- disk’ "puns" And of:course there’ were guys. who ‘ 
\Iaid ‘claim to "being some -kind’ of. 
successor. of - Glenn, . but. they. had 
tiothing ‘to .do with. it. The music’ 
was locked. up -in-a warehouse on 

. American. Federation. of: “Musi- 
| cians. _prexy ‘Herman. Kenin says 
|he is not “bugged” by the ‘inva-.- 
|-sion. of The. Beatles, but he does. 
|.want a musicians’ trade balance to 
be enforced between the US, and. 

; Britain. : 
. Kenin. declared: he has already 

‘received “convincing reassurances”. 
{from - British: Musicians. Union 
execs that such ‘a balance will be. 

‘added that the 

that after April 15, under. the Im-. 
migration . Act, . foreign performers 

+ with no cultural talents will not be -.... 
exempted from: clearance certifi--" 

| cation. oa 
‘Kenin. pointed: out that contracts 

} for: return of ‘The. Beatles and an-~ 
combo, - the- Dave: | other . British’ 

1 Clark Five, are now in the process 
| of being reviewed by the Musicians. 

_| Union... In return, American. musi- 
| cal groups. will. visit England. 

‘Kenin said the. Beatles. are :¥ 
th Miller B; all d phenomerion ‘that..should be seen’ 

emplary group of young men who 
| have reflected. credit both on them-. 
‘selves and: their. ecountry—not to. 
overlook ‘the. accumulation : ‘of a 

to be believed. “They: are an ‘ex- 

lot. of cash.” cis 

Helen Shapiro, British 
Teen Chirp, Sounds Off 
On ‘What's in a Name?’ 

‘Tokyo, April 14. 
“Teenage: thrush Helen Shapiro, 
who. rocketed as: a chart-topper 
three years ago with a recording. 
‘of ‘Please Don’t. Treat Me Like 

-| A Child” when: ‘she was a. 14-year- 
old’ London’. schoolgirl, disclosed 
that ‘she and her parents wanted 
to change her name, but that 
others: talked them out of it. 

“F didn’t . figure’ Shapiro waS & 
great stage name,” she said here. 
“But it hasn’t really hindered me. 
“In England, lots’of people think. 

it's Italian because of the ‘o’ end- 
ing,” . ‘observed the. singer, who 
-wears a Star of David necklace. . 
“The. only time it. surprises people 

“|:is in New York,. especially - in. 
' “Sometimes. ‘taxis,’ ---she added.. 

when I’m riding.in a cab in New 
York the people I'm-with will give 
me .a. big’ buildup with the driver : 
and try to explain wno I am.” 
(On these ‘occasions, she noted. 

the: ‘driver will. invariably turn 
around, .cast a look of skepticism: 
and “growl, “Oh yeah.. Then why 
didn’t. she change her name?” 
-“But. it’s completely different in 

“England, * the singer cited. ‘There 
are not ..so: many. people named. 
‘Shapiro: in. Enpland:” 
“Miss “Shapiro is here for a 

coupla weeks of nitery, tv:and U.S.- 
military club dates. Under - pro- 

ternational - of Hong. Kong, the 
thrush previously ‘played - ‘the: 
Crown Colony. and from ‘here wings 
to Singapore, ‘Kuala Eumpur. and 
“Manila. for . additional engage- 
‘ments on cher first. Far Eastern. 
‘swing. 

. The: singer, whose booking at 
Copa. was only: her - 

second nitery date, says she’d slow-. 
this city’s 

Jy- like to’ work inte the cabaret 
groove, but not forsaking the teen-'* 

i age scene. >. |; 
"Eventually; Miss. Shapiro would. 

ike. to. crack the American market | 
in a big’ way...Although she has 
appéared: on. the. 

.charts, _she's~ ‘hasn't: yet | -made a 

motion... But: now,. Miss_Shapiro 
‘points: out, with: disclicks ‘by Cliff | 
Richards, the: Dave Clark Five and.” 
‘Dusty. Springfield; ‘in addition to:- 
‘The Beatles, .on-:the: U.S. charts, 
English artists. must get. more’ at-. 
tention in America. 

“Tweson’ Boys’ Fair Date 
: - Tucson, April 14. 

* Tucson “Boys.* Chorus - 

has, ‘been. ‘invited’ to sing at..the 
New: York - -Fair on Arizona Day, 
May 8: °:- 

Group. ‘starts: next week: on see- 
ond: leg of. tour, which takes. in the 

_ Pacific Coast states. 

“Fd Sullivan. 
Show”. ‘and had a’ number ealled . 
‘Walking Back to. Happiness;’ re-~ 
‘corded in. ‘Nashville,. on the US... 

‘returned 

home ‘from first leg of its 11th ria- 
‘tional: tous: Jast. week to learn it-. 



. : pean. tour. 

Py Do ecih po tn the Upbeat 
- quartet’ oper at. the: Crystal. Palace, er New Orléans, April 14: 

St. Louis,“ April 20°. . ..-Atlantic. “Rock* ’n’ Fell. singer-pianist- Clar-. 
‘Records : distributing Al .King’sence.“Frogman”. Henry has been 
“Reconsider Baby” on the Shirley | cteared: of ‘any ‘obligation~to.° pay 
Jabel ... . Roy. Berry, managing di-| 10%: ‘of. his earnitgs to. a: Néw Or- 
rector’ of Campbell Connelly Music [ léeans: manager: Judge. Rene--..A. 
in London; spoke. on “The. Music’! Viosca_.: of :- Civil-:District-. Court” 
Publishing : Business ; in. England” | ruled -Wednesday :(8) : that’ Pascal 
yesterday -(Tues.) at . the. ‘Interna-. 
‘tional Record ‘&. Music Men‘ Ss: Club: 
luncheon... a 

~ New York 

Nancy Wilson; Catinonbail ‘Aa- 

_derley, Joe Williams. and Billy Tay- 
ler will star in the United. Cerebral 

_ Palsy. ‘penefit at Carnegie Hall. May 
8B. . .George Doernér. band held. 
‘over “at Roseland . Dance - City’ ‘for 
two. more weeks”. . Pianist. Joe. 
Bushkin . ‘puesting ‘on. the - “Bell |. 
Telephone. Hour”. May.5 . . Nino. 
Oliviero is co-composer-. of. “More,” 
theme of “Mondo-.Cane.”. His name | — 
‘was inadvertently « emitted from: faye" 

CE 

artist: to a contract, -did: “absolute- 

an tions.” . 
‘Marcello - prought. ‘suit: Jan. 30; 

“Pondon - '| 1963, alleging’ he deserved *$70,000.}. 

storyin last week’s issue . . .-The| Tan’ ‘Hockridge; .son ‘of singer. Ed-| from ‘Henry's: earnings since 1908. + 

Feur. Seasons signed for'a series of | thund Hockridge, joined Pye Ree- 06> dom enna obo reaoede had: 
gne-yanters over the” next” ‘two! | ords’ exploitation: department.:. 

month 
“ oup, “The ‘Jo 
Timi Yuro. ‘exited: ‘Liberty “pee: | Salvation Army | er up, _ oo oy 

_ords . .. Cadence Records: issuing ‘Strings, prepping. their rst -€X-|. 
‘the “Plaza Waltz,’” dedicated to the terided-play. disk; . “The. Trumpets. 

Plaza. Hotel: It was the closing num-}-Of-The Lord,’ ” following their elick. 

ber in Julius Monk's revue; epimé | single, “It’s-:An Open ‘Secret, ” 

hn site a Ne Mal: Braveman, han-4 which: warranted ‘release . ‘in. ‘the 

dlini -publicity for-the Gold Bug, | U.S. anid: earnéd the. group ‘cafe 
new jazz rocm in. ‘Greenwich ‘Vir’: dates. : -In conjiinction with. Lena 

sane . ot’ wat earner aga | Horne’s “visit here, EMI released. a}: 
N emorta a ayton pri 66: 
... . Miriam” Makeba - at. Philhar- , new: Horne single, He: Loves’ “Me.” 
monic. Halt ‘Saturday (18). 2. Jan. “While : ‘Beatles’. ‘ager: ‘man George 

.Peeree will sing: at. Philharmonic | ‘Martin is. readying. a. tribute. to, the 
Hall, ‘April 29° with. the: Bach Aria | ; group : ‘via. an ‘album of. their: songs 

Group: and then take off for a. a Buro-| recorded ‘py a ‘36-piece. ‘orch, Decca 

| has rushed outa. “ special . by, the siened tract with: the. Gal 
_| signed © a “contrac wi e. ale. ‘Merseyboys. featuring. 15 composi- “Agency in ‘New. York. | 

tions by - John “Lennon: 'and -Paul|:. Besides’ -. dismissing © “Marcello’s 
McCartney. ' . ae New ‘album series ‘suit’ against. Henry, Judge’. Viosea 
‘by: EMI, -aiming. to dramatize the| ordered | Marcello to. ‘return’ the: 

tf 2) $1, 100, to. Henry. a 
Cathy Woodruff at the Blue. Angel | lives,- events’ and-speeches of,*fam: 

; for four weeks . . . Gene =| the tite Laat onto e, “Denes Witt | B RITISH DI 5 K EXPORTS 

| SOARED: 33%, IN JAN. 
|} Hams, : whose © disk “White: On 

por. THE “White” Is’: climbing: ‘in’ the US., 

WEEK: London; April 14; 
; “British disk biz, ‘boomed: as Never 

leaves for the States April 12. 

= Solemnis’ Plays Israel | | sla ere upwards 
| ewe Some Think: I. 

spiral. .Board.of Trade: figures’. re- 

=~ Too Christian’ a Work 

appearances., 
Henry. ‘testified ‘during: ‘trial: of |. 

was playing. ‘piano: for $8. a five-|" 
hour | night- at Joy's ; Lounge ‘in-} 

1Gretna, across . the-- “Mississippi. 
river frorn’ ‘New -Ofleans;’ when. 
“Marcello got..him: to. sign’ the: ‘agent. 
‘contract. He- said. the -$8 - “wages: 

|. were | below union. scale.- <<. 
Henry. said’ he ‘arranged: for ‘the: 

recording: ‘of his -first hit, “Ain’t 
Got. No! Home >’ himself: and. that'|' 
after. -he - began. “making. a splash, }:°: 
around the country.” he paid Mar- 

| Cello ; $15,100... 
When Marcella. did little’ to fur- 

-ther-.. his: career,. Henry ‘said: he’ 
“Joan Baez conicertizing. vat the |. 

Westchester . County: Center Sun-. 
day (19)... . Martin Salkin, Decca 
“y.p., in Hollywood to coordinate .a 
promotional drive. ‘for:. the label's 
instrumental :artists . . .° Thrush} 

GINNY. 
ARNELL 

SINGS 
1 WISH 
KNEW 

WHAT DRESS ~ 
TO WEAR 

and. 

HE'S MY LITTLE. DEVIL 

K 13226 

against . 
| year. . 

Hike | in: ‘sales - “was: ‘the result. of: 
increased: activity both-at home and} 
abroad, ‘the. export’. sales | figure: 

$4, 648, 000. the. : : previous 

| veal that ‘during | “January, . 1964, 

Tel Aviv, April’ 14.. 

: - “Nissan Solemnis,”: by Beethoven, 

|. will: ‘be oné of. the: highligtits . of: 
‘Pnext year’s ‘Israel. Philharmonic’ Or: 

1 | chestra’s ‘programs. This: will mark 
-| the first . public ‘performance’. -of 
| such. a :work here.: Many . Israeli: 
i : people ‘consider: “it “too Christian: a 

“| Dependent’ upon 30,000 subscrib- 
ers and. ‘single. ticket: sales for 90% 
‘| -of its: revenues, and. deriving only. 
:| 10%. from. -grants, the local. Phil-|. 
-|harmonie ‘is: one’ of: the: world’s} 

_ |-busiest: Between ‘the three ‘major | 
| cities here; Tel. Aviv, Jerusalem | * 

{ |.and -Haifa.. it. plays. 188 concerts. 7 
‘| annually. .This ‘puts a strain. on 

- + program-making, ‘which perhaps 
4. | explains the decision ‘to: disregard 
fhe, Prejudice against “Solemnis. ” 

| | Wein Shifts His Ohio Jazz. 
Fest Into. Crosley Field 

_-' Cincinnati, April 14.- 
George Wein’s third annual Ohio. 

| Valley. Jazz Festival will move from 
_ || Carthage Fair Grounds to the more 

{| suitable Crosley Field, home of the’ 
| Cincy. Reds ‘baseball ‘club,. with 

GARAVAN bookings for another. all-star line- | 
“The Many Moods of Tony” || UP” ‘of talent. Dates. are Aug. ‘14-16. 

“*-Weln'’s. advance -slate includes 
TON EE Louis: Armstrong;. Duke Ellington, 
causeeseveauvsauaeaoua: f- Woody - ‘Herman, Sarah. ‘Vaughan, 

MILLS MUSIC, INC, . Dave. Brith, Eon ‘Dizzy Gillespie, . 
New York, N. YY, Toor o\ivmne.* Smith ory Cole and Gloria 
a vo ‘Lynne, 

‘previous: J anuary to’ $694,400: . 
Production of. ‘both : ‘albums.. and. 

45. rpm. disks was up’ on. the ‘same. 
“month : a. year” -previous, albums. 
totalling: 2:758,000° against 2,046,000 
and : medium - players - reaching 
7,864;000- against 6, 510, 000 the pre- 
vious. January.- on, 

———, 

“ Cleve’ 5 ‘Spring P Proms. 
“Cleveland; April. 14. 

: Cleveland. Symphony: Summer |: 
Orchestra, ‘under. _Louis ‘Lane’s di-. 
rection, will have guest artists. in 
Six “$pring .--prémenade™ concerts 
in’. airconditioned” ‘Severance Hall) 
beginning - June 21.: ; - 
Martyn. Green is’ appearing. in-al Two From Top. Album | 

; the Shelter: of Your Arms 

SAMMY DAVIS'J JR. 
eprise) 

| assisting - “east, . June: 13: Harvard 
“| Gleé Club. and. Radcliffe: Choral 
‘Society. are ‘performing - Handel's 
“Israel in Egypt”: June 16..Concert 
‘pianist Fheodoré Lettvin- has: been 
slated - ‘for ‘June - 18° An. a Brahms: 
program. , 
-Opening atiraction | is. ‘hot. yet’ set 

in. series which closes June 20 with: 
‘a. Viennése program.. This .spring 
promenade: schedule ‘was. arranged, . 
it was‘ announced by A.° Beverly 
Barksdale, . manager ‘of the Cleve- |’ 
land. ‘Orchéstra;: as. a. ‘bridge: be- 

|.tween: Winter. syinphony. concerts at 
: | Severance: Hall and: summer. pops 
+ concerts: An” downtown | Civic Audi: 
fortum. m3 a 

-Ttalo. Disk Beat Sellers” 
Rome, April 14; 

ae ; ae as oe | Egerima sul Viso-.....-. Solo | 
Mar. 23 th ‘Apr: 4—ROARING 20's, Al . M... r| © (Riccordi) ' re 
a Pr. : O's, bugquergun, N: M. _ Non. : ‘Ho. “PEta... --Cinguettl 
Ape. 8 thre May 5—RIVIERA. HOTEL. Las Vegas, Nev, (CGD) x 

ao, ando Vedral Ra ama > 
“May 7 thru 24—GASLIGHT ROOM, Son: Diego,’ Calif. ae a Quando tt | 5 ~Pitey. . 

May 28 thew July 8—HARRAH'S CLUB, Lake, Tehoe, Nev. eee ates ent volta. ee Anka” 
‘July TO thru 19-—CACT ‘ ekpet. ae 2 Un Bacio: Piecslissima” eta 
uly m —& C us PETE'S Je Nev. es oo ie (Carosello):. | “Robertino.- 

Sept. 10. thru Oct. 21—HARRAH’ s clus, Lake Tahoe, Nev,” a. oa fee Citta Vuota eee wee te eee Mina- 
te (RERD- eS * 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY ‘BY . -Pieta. oe ees chs 2 weet ovale 

ob: - (Pathe): a t__ ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION che Mlimporia Mondo: Pavone 
, . AREA). 7 : 

_ JOE GLASER, President - | A _ Cin: Cin... weds Anthony. . 
| 50. WEST’57 STREET, NEW YORK.19 ~ JUdson 22-7700": ‘en (Colunibia) * oe . 

| CHICAGO  MIAMI's BEVERLY HILLS. « LAS VEGAS . e DALLAS e LONDON ff/- ° '‘Stasera No No No... ‘German: 
be _ Molly) 

New Orle
ans Court R

ules) | 

| merly with Chancellor Records, has: 

‘by United Artists Records. Artists | 
&:: ‘repertoire staffer. .Jack ‘Gold | 

‘record an ‘album. - of.: tunes - from:|: 
“Muscle Beach Party,” a. film in: 
| which’ “Avalon: ‘stars. © 

Marcello, after: ‘signing | ‘the Negro |: 

‘UA ‘Records. v.p. ‘and. eneral man- |: 
|.ly nothing. to carry . out his obliga- |: D. B 

“Marcucci, - 

No Featherbeding hn 
"| earned about: $500,0 000 . in personal 

the case ‘two. wéeks °ago,:-that’-he |° 

‘fnember- has. defended: the union’s. 

‘bers. .be. employed to. play during 
| Toéal « engagements of  tourintg|less) cost $150, while:-a: cabaret li; ” 

straight. Jegit dramatic attractions cense ‘can cost ‘from: $700. ‘to $2,000 .. 
‘when : the~ ‘theatre. ‘management. depending upon the seating. capac ' 
‘deems: their services unnecessary. 

letter: to the’. editor | published by 

editorial taking. the union to task 
‘for what: the daily. alleged to: be 

.S. Le: “Haugesag in the letter. 
term’ ‘jobbing’. means’. casual .em- 
‘ployment, usually weekend: dances |; 

~ Fand- an “occasional - Show. engage-. : 
ment. 

ope “Many . musicians ° have. devoted | 
years of. ‘study, energy and : 

couraging suddenly to: ‘Tealize that |} Ee 
after all of "your: efforts | “employ-. : 
ment isso. scarce..The music busi-{] 3 
ness is highly competitive, not only {f° 
‘musicians against. -Musicians, but. 

. professional against. amateur, etc. 
| diskeries” sales totalled’ :$6,568,800 |: 

‘cannot Help our standing: in’ the 
| community..- 

leaping more ‘than 33%. above’ ‘the: = 

| tion. conjures. ‘a vision in the. public | f 
-eye of music: being forced on aj} 

I ‘understand, _and..you even pub-. 
lished this’ a’ “few days prior to the 

Lew: men ‘on. dramatic: shows at an. a 
“Leven - ‘lower. rate: 
Vo !T his” 

‘sounds. like a device to. keep. miusi- |: | 
‘cians employed a little more. regu-| 
jarly.” | 

‘Gilbert. & ‘Sullivan program; ‘With |... 

‘board. member said that: Kenin. has |} 

them with .an - ‘exeuse.’ 

‘the “concessions. . ‘that’ the’.11,000- || 

: month. war. of attrition that ‘will: 
“ make the . eventual - merger. even | 

|} more. difficult than now. 

{protect both. the: job and property. 

_ | tory. ‘to. ‘the final: merger” and for ag | 
~ | a limited time. afterwards. ° tj 

oe | is being’ set up immediately. to} 

‘}-Until-1972, the Negro members of |- 

io be. known é as ‘Local, 10-208. 

woke a, : 
ee ee eee 

rece pa Me, 

_Wedneiey, Apel 15, 1964 

United. Artists: Frankie Avalon ‘Woild Up Tooter 
Work i in Taverns wl 
The’ “Ticonse. committee... of ‘the 8 

‘Chi. city: council -last week .voted™ ~:~ 
-|to amend: the; municipal code to-: | 

Deal was arranged ‘by. Si: Mael, {permit taverns ‘or clubs. hiring only: ..-: % 
musical ‘trios’ t0 ‘permit the spots to. .:. 1.2) 
use: up to" eight pieces ‘without: buy- >, 
‘Ing. an expensive | cabaret . license.* 

-|The. change:'was “steered into. ‘the 
- legislative - - channels: . by: Barney 
.| Richards, -.. prexy: - of... the’ Chicago. me 
| Federation of Musicians (Local 40. "oo 
| AFM)... . oe 

- The’ amendment: will’ ‘go to the re: 
fill council. April 17; but’ ‘commit -*... J 
tee’ endorsement’ ‘usually’ results."in © .:-*-. 
passage of’ such measures. In sup- | --:: 

“;port.. ‘of the change, Richards told = 2.5 
the’ committee that.it:would.mean.:°  -; 
-employment ‘for: - several’ ‘hundred’ Bd 
more’ musicians,.. The -annual-mu- | 
sie and. daricing. ‘license - ‘(trios -or . 

Frankie Avalon, actor-singer. for- | 

been signed-to an, exclusive: pact |. 

‘went. to California: ‘last. -week to 

ager, and- Avalon’ S Manager, “Bob: 
who’ is _prexy ~ of the 

Chancellor label. | 

‘Mpls., Tooter Claims, As: 
‘He Hits Sheet’s Editorial 

“Minneapolis, April. 14,: 
oa ‘Minneapolis Musicians. Union 

requirement. that -six of its mem- 

ity of the club. : 

Richards ‘said. ‘that - the: primary. 
impact’ would be upon nabe and =. 
‘suburban ‘cabarets. and dance halls, -:- 
which; ‘for: instance, might like to - 
inerease the: size of their bands for: — 
holidays: ‘or’ -weekends. |. He. -em- 

| phasized . that : the. ‘increased - -num- 
ber ..represented...a: maximum fot... 
ani purposes of the: cheaper: Hicensé . 
only... ae, Pe aett 

-His ‘comments - were. made.in..a. 

The. Morning ‘Tribune -here.. This 
avas. -in- reply to ‘the. newspaper’s: 

“featherbedding” practices. 

“T am‘a. ‘jobbing’ musician,” “Said 
“The. 

oney.| 
‘Tt: S ‘dis=: to Perfect their talents. ° 

also musicians against--recordings, 1 4 

“Attacks such as yours: ‘certainly. 14 

Why not. give ‘some 
-publicity to the scores..of benefit re 
performances’ in. which- ‘Musicians . 
participate”. 

“Your ~ DONNA LYNN: 
‘New CAPITOL. ~ 

, Special. Release - 

-“JAVA-JONES" nt Java). 
b/w “THINGS THAT: t FEEL": 

. JACK WOLF. eae “Bues” BOWER’ 

‘featherbedding’ alléga- 

theatre-owner against his will. Yet} 

editorial, ‘the. contract. that... the’ 
-union_ has with this particular thea-| = 

‘|terowner gives him. a -substantial | — 
| reduction’in the going pay rate per. 
‘| musical show in return:for hiring. a 

not - sound” like'l] fj 
so. much as Vit|[:. 

The Orginal Sound. 1 Track Music , 

“from 7 

does 
‘featherbedding*. 

The Paramount Picture 

| “BECKET” | 
Che s Integration Th Released: by. Decca ‘Records. i 
a Continued from. page 1. — a 

1 ‘FAMOUS: music CORPORATION . 
put. off the’ merger. as a play. for | = 
‘votes from ‘the 35 Negro locals in| === 
the © upcoming - ‘national. ‘AFM - e:ec-.| 0m ) THE 

: “WIS SISTERS. 
with Their Big TV Hit. | 

“My Preposition Baby" ve 
SO BIW 

“why Don't ‘They y 
Understand”. ey 

_ _ ABC-10546 

tion. The - other .Negro- locals,::he | Sr 
said; like 208, don’t want. to inte-'| Zi 
grate,: and Kenin’s delaying action | Saw 
with the Chi locals’ will. Provide | 

The : Windy City. merger negotia: | 
tions. went sour when: lawyers from |} 
both. sides discovered that’ ‘many of || 

Member ‘Local. 10° ‘was. willing - to] 
| make-in order to’ facilitate the|™ 
’ | coupling’ were. illegal under. exist- | 

'| ing. labor Jaws..A. stalemate ensued | Se 
| when: it. became évident that: the-|} 

_. {Merger would simply mean ‘the: dis- = 
‘solution’ of Local 208.. 
“Many. of .the musicians: feel that 

the. delay. will--result. in an -.18-| “Announcing 
| Two Great Songs. 

zal CIUMACHELLA & The AFM kase is. designed to| Hip. LIGHTS OF ROMA — 
rights. of . -both locals with specific |’. 
Safeguards to ‘be in force prepara- From the 

St ul medy 

ANTING 

H.t It. 

R 

am A 
v 

iw: ‘joint: exec: advisory committee 1] og. 

Ulu 

A- “start .the ‘amalgamation © process.. wee 
ro 

MILAN FLORENCE ROME ‘Local 208 -will ‘be assuréd - repre- 
sentative | of. their - own: ‘choice. in A MUSIC PUBLISHER 
the..merged unions. New: local will} S Be HOLDING CORP. 
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2 Smothers Bros. | Score 7 

So oe 

a . ‘ 

Tokyo,. April. 14. 

Rising. popiilarity: ‘of ‘country nal 
“western: ‘music. ‘in. these - parts.. is 
- “being reflected in upswing of book- |. 
- ngs: of. performers in: the: field; - 
not. only on ‘the: U.S. military: ‘club: 
“eircuit, ‘but also: on Je apanese. con- 
eert: time: " 

Big: success: scored here recently’ 
* by. ‘Hank. Snow. on. 12-day” Japan | a¢ - 
- -tour—which included | only" ‘one 
* night: at. a: :U. S.- “military - club— | 
. ‘showed. strength © - of. c&w* music: 
“among: Nipponese. fans. In Snow’s: 
first performance before” foreign | 
audiences. in. his’ long. career, he 
played to:SRO houses... 

Result - is’ that Victor. ‘Artists ot 
J japan, “which promoted Snow here, . 
is bringing. Roy Acuff ‘in Jurie..|: 
These tours. naturally: are designed: 
‘to push record sales. by Victor. of 
Japan . of. which. ‘the. talent. agency: 
cis an offshoot. 

‘The US. military ‘dircuit. in the | : 
; “Far Fast,. ‘long | a. likely © market: for’ 

a c&w performers considering that 
“big. percentage of the. GIs are from'| : 
regions’ ‘where that music. is “native, 
“Ais: -also ‘going ‘more heavily . on. 
artists. from the. Nashville - orbit. 

* Reasons. for ‘boost in: bookings” at 
- this: time are more organization to 
‘the setup, more. willingness to. pay 
at least moderate prices by the. 
_military:: -clubs:- and ‘ support of a. 
_ beer dealer. on Okinawa, one of the} 

. GI strongholds in. these’ parts... 
" Upcoming in late April‘ is. ‘Littie 

Jimmy Dickens ‘with. Mother. May-. 
belle. Carter, and daughters Heten 

_ dealer. operating on OKinawa.”. 

“In. ‘addition;: “negotiations. are 
Sunder way: for. Johnny.-Cash to re-" 
“turn. in the summer with June Car- 
“ter. Cash made an ‘extensive ‘swing. 
‘of: South ‘Korea. and Japan almost 

. two years ago on. a’ non-commercial. 
* -YSO -junket: playing for. GIs. His. 

oh only. non-military. performance. that 
” trip ‘was an. adniission-free, date in | 
| Tokyo. mee 

_In-same’ field, ‘Rusty. Draper has 
* twiee toured ‘these parts. ‘under : Pro-. 

a ‘thotion: of Tom Tom: Nomura.” 

AGVA HIKES WOOD 
“SCALES; 1ST SINCE. 59 

Hollywood, April 14:. 

~~ American’ Guild -of Variety. Art- | 
ists” local: here .is instituting: ‘scale. 
tilts: in “numerous. niteries, and’ leav: 

- ing some status: quo: Hikes are. first: 
‘since’ 1959. : 

Minimum’ at: Dino’ sis‘ up “from 
~ $150 to $170; Slate ‘Bros..$125., to 

$150--and. three stripperies, Largo; - 
Pink Pussycat .and Body Shop, are: 

_.escalatored. from: $125 ‘net to -per- 
former: to: $135. All: deals are. for 
six-day. weeks. ° 
‘Holding. the line: are "Cocoanut 

“Grove, where’ minimum .is' $175; 
‘Hilton “Rendezvous Room. .$150;:: 
Crescendo; $150, and ‘The Losers, 
$125... Ye Little ‘Club has ‘balked.|. 
‘and ‘made counter proposals, now: 

| Geo § “CORE Dates 
“Ih: Mpls. & Schenectady |: 

being studied .by union.. 
as Incidentally, tallest mminiminy tab. . 
has been” placed on. Jerry Léwis’, |. 
from: $150- to: $200—but . ‘that ‘spot: 

_ currently is using no ‘talent. - 
Meanwhile,” Ernie. :-Fast; 

union’ 's national exec. ‘interim com- 
“mittee, 

‘running union, * “as there | -4Js-.-no 
- National exec secretary, | 

“were. “booted. 

Per Contract Teer Plays: 
‘Segregated Jackson: Date | 
a “Holiday. on Ice”: started’ an en-| 
gagement:. ‘in | Jackson, ‘Mississippi, 2 oe 

- last night (Tues.). despite. ‘protests.| . 
‘from the’ Student. Nonviolent ‘Co= | ~ 
- ordinating ‘Committee: SNCC had |. 
asked the American Guild -of.Vari-- 

ety Artists - to -caneel the ° engage-. 
>ment because the date .was being 

| dinating” ‘Committee. ‘The. Schenec- 
: tady. SNGC is sponsoring the -fund- 
raising: event‘: at. which’ the” Free-. 
dom. “Singers. will also. appear. - 

- Played in the’ City: ‘Coliseum. ‘which 
vis: ‘a’ ‘segregated facility.: 7: : 

.A- “Holiday: on :Tee”’. spokesman 
- declared -‘that the date’ -was ‘being. 
“kept. in keeping: with: its contrac- | .. 

>) tual obligations. Engagement ends’ 
~ Saturday ( (18), ee ae 

‘ from|- 

‘is here from ..New.. -York-} 
parleying: with Jimmy, Kelly, “west-. 
é€rn regional | ‘chief. of. “AGVA.. “In-. 
terim committee . ‘of. ‘five. - “As: now. 

Last. tw O° 

Maine Churches: ‘Urge - 

.. Portland, 'Me.,. April’ 14. 

The: ‘executive. committee of the 
ne “Maine ‘Council. . ‘of Churches «. ‘has* 

called upon all organization in this. 

“blackface” . Minstrel 

and. untrue stereotype. aoe 
-. The. ‘appeal. -Was.. ‘included: An. 

» { four-column:.. ‘advertisement mabe a 
in ~-the - ‘Portland. Sunday | | 

| the ‘driving forces: behind: the. popu- 
. | larity’ of folk music on the nation’s: 

“-.| Campuses ° this. season. 
| don’t ‘take. the music too seriously, 
| Playing | it “mosfly. tongue-in-cheek. : 

{ The’ ‘Brothers -. ‘Smothers’ -conie:]. 
_ [across fine -in.‘a- college- audierice; 

‘and ‘show: why. their -albums’ have. 

! lished 

Telegram. ‘{n- a: campaign | “to: end. 
facial . Siscrimination. in Maine. 

Beatles’ $40, ow 
(6 b). for 2- Nites. 

’ The ‘Beatles: have been foreed 

Limelight Productions and. Theatre 

The Beatles ‘to: the U-S: ‘and which 
‘promoted: their ‘Tecent. . Carnegie 
Hall, 'N.. 'Y., ‘dates.’ . 

$40,000 000. against © 60%. 

Theatre- ‘Three. had first call. -on 

to play. Carnegie Hail when. he was 

“Three topper, the ‘British rock. ’n’ 

“Up. - 

|.sameé musical temple. 

1 have to be shifted ‘to ballparks. ° 

| down. ‘There: is a: -great deal. of 

30G tag will. be somewhere around 
| $50,000, Promoters also fear: that,: 
-while.. the. ‘Britons are now .hot, it 
L-may be an wen ts eri ao . 
in “Au ust when ey’ tour the 

eu v | field. ‘by. alternating. them between’ 
a -| both > .spots.. 

* ae 

Ste Paul,’ ‘April. 14.. 

“Congress. of. Racial. Equality |: 
(CORE) wilt sponsor. a Minneapolis 

organizations 
of the one-nighter: “engagement, 

“Part of US. ‘Tour aan 
a Schenectady, April 14. 

. Dick. Gregory will: “appéar * at 

part of a nation-wide | tour to bene- 
fit the . Student: Non-Violent -Coor- 

Proceeds will be: used mainly in: 

South... 

. Blackface: Show Ban. 
. | New. ‘Mexico. -fieldhouse- last | “Tues: |" 

‘day: (7). for a gross of $10, 000. Show. 

is ‘part of: ‘a. string of one-night con-. 

State to halt. ‘entertainments such’ 
-Shows | 

which. ‘“depend for their supposed 
‘humor “upon. the representation ‘of. 
{a minority in terms of 4 Prejudiced , 

7 {the audience. 
a | student: concert sroup ‘Sponsored 

‘| bestseller. ‘lists most of ‘the: winter. 
1 They .add -fun.- to: folk music, high |. | : Produce Shows Ati 

Vegas’ Tallyho | 
“Steve: ‘Parker has’ been: named |° 

>t At Tenn is St dium _|jinks and: hilarity. to: the hootenan- 

‘and play very ‘little: of. the. material | ; 
It’s practically: ‘all one} 

big... subdued: . bit ‘of foolishness, |, 
which: pleases: and delights.. 

straight. « 
N YY "by previous’ ‘booking of: “Toe 

‘Capades”. and -move. to: the Forest. 
".) Hills: (L: 1.);-Tennis ‘Stadium ‘Aug.. 

(28-29 with “ a ‘surrounding ‘show. 
‘Promoters ‘are Bill. Grumman ‘ of: 

-well-done ‘with guitar-playing ‘Tom: 
‘doing most: -of :the -comic. -bits : ta. 
straightman’ -brother. Dick on -bass. 

q | Humor is the major part of the act, 
and ‘Anita ‘slated. to follow. Tex | Three Productions. -which brought P: 
‘Williams will hit here..in, June ‘for. 

“ at- least six weeks ‘of touring: US. } 
‘military bases ‘in: Japan,, Okinawa, T 
‘Taipei,: the- Philippines. and South 
Korea. .acts ‘will . be promoted: -by. 

~ Tokyo-based. Eddie Sereno ‘in:.con= |. 
“Junction | ‘with Dave’ Moore,. ae peer 

‘They. could add a:few more selec- | - 

Liverpool group. is ‘guaranteed tions’ without ‘the buffoonery:.. Not. | 
for both |: 

= The Beatles ‘for:several :U.S; dates. solnd 
- 1 because’ of Sid Bernstein, who first. . oe 

persuaded the “Mersey Sounders” Blue A in 

with -General’ Artists’ Corp.. GAC. 
tis -now booking. The -Beatles ‘and |. 
offered Bernstein, now. the’ Theatre’) . 

tollers: in: Dallas. No deal f is ‘firmed | 7 | 
. 7 ‘The: “Blue Auigel, -one ‘of: ‘New 

Bernstein, meanwhile, ‘is: Hopeful 
that: the -wave of British’ rockers 
will continue: He. has ‘booked: the: 
Dave Clark Five. for .Carnegie Hall | 

_| for two. nights : starting. May... 29.: 
“| They'll do-two-shows each date. He 

~-| has also’ seta more orthodox singer, 
Jerry’ Vale, ‘for the following night 

(81) at: ‘Carnegie... Bernstein has 
also, set. the: Serendipity. Singers-for. 
a. Thanksgiving -Day bash at: ‘the: 

_as-one ‘of the top talent incubators 

petition ° ‘for reorganization. under . 

a. few -days, . according. to: ‘Charles 

: Deaver Show Bu Geis 
The asking. price ‘for: -the’ Beatles 

‘has now mounted to $30,000 for: a. 
night. It’s. ‘only: possible .to- play ! 
them in. kingsized spots and pef- 

| haps some: of the. ‘promotions. may 

‘Max Ine.” after Max -Gordon ‘and. 

‘with 
trepidation: by. promoters inasmuch |. 
as the breakeven ‘point. ‘with’ the 

Village’ Vanguard, which: -is... un-— 

a “Belafonte, - 

he twin Cities chapter ‘of . ‘the. 

-or St.Paul appearance of comedian | . 
‘Dick: ‘Gregory : on. May :10. in. ¢on- |. 
nection. with .a. . fundraising - ‘cam=| 
“paign for civil. rights ‘activities’ by. 
[the Students: Non-Violent’ .-Coor- 

-| dinating Committee: (SNCC) in Mis-. 
De ‘Sissippi this sumer...” - 

..| “CORE heads‘say they hope to.en-: 
| list: two or three. other ‘Twin City. 

in the -- Sponsorship. 

summér’ Ss. 
 Aquatennial. celebration: will -be-a: 

-. | $65,000. “tent vity” - for. displays, } 
Shows | and ‘restaurants at the foot 
ef the leading | ‘downtown. business. 
thoroughfare... 

L mi number. of:‘impressive . new’ struc- 
1 tures, including. two leading hotels; 

‘there'll be ‘up: to. 50. ‘vari-colored. 

‘be Polynesian and: another French, 
-Similar...to’ the ° enes “in adjacent |. .: 
‘hotels that, will be their: operators. |: 

There'll also-. be’ a ‘stage for the |. we 

Proctor’s Theatre: ‘heré April 20. as’ 

With NM. Collegians. ha - 
~ Pulling Boffo 106 Take) 

Albuqiterque, “April. 14, 

; “Hear Z 

‘Action Krendl in Chi Despite | 
Cops’ Raids Vs. Strip-and-Clip Joints: 

“whe Smothers. Bros., in first con- —<— 

. cert date. ‘here, pulled a “crowd: of 

about 5, 500 to: the 7 ,000-seat U. ‘of: | 

cert “bookings being’ played. across 
the: country by the: twosome. . 

‘Tickets ‘for the date were priced | 
at. $2.75- for the. general public and” 
at. $1.75. for students, with. col- 
legians ‘making: up: ‘about: 80%, of |. 

-U. of New. Mexico 

the lash. 
‘The’ ‘Smothers Bros. are’ one: “of 

--But - they. 

been so firmly “anchored |in- ‘the. 

ny hit. parade.. 

‘| cepting ‘20: minutes intermission—:| : 

* Material. . is well-written _ and 

but ‘they do.'peddle a song ‘nicely, 
if’ and when they play it. Straight. |- 

to. say, “however; ‘thatthe somic 
stuff. doesn’t elick. . It does... 1 

a Mitt. 

‘Under ( ( at 
York’s oldest, niteriés: and: regarded:| v 

in the cafe field, last’ week filed.a 

Chapter. XI of: ‘the. Bankruptcy ‘Act. 
‘Listed: were. $126,230 liabilities. ‘and. 
$36,446 . assets: -A- ‘schedule: ‘of .pay= 
ment ‘would: be » submitted. ‘within 

Mintz,” -attorney | for. the: spot. . 

‘The - Blue “Angel. - is. - operated | 
under: the corporate name: of Her- | 

Herbert. J acoby, ‘its founders. 2 
Gordon < last: year ‘bought ~ at ls ~~ 
Jacoby... -and has ‘been’ operating 

| solo, Jacob: . incidentally, en- 
_ With that asking price, the ‘sell. ys y, is op 

ing of The’ Beatles has been: slowed. 
ing a new’ nitery; | ‘The Caprice, .|. 
tomorrow ™(Thurs.) in ‘partnership 

.bandleader-singer. | “Bobby, 
‘Short: and. Martin. Scheer. - mo 

Gordon, who: -also - ‘operates the.. 

affected by the: reorganization plea,- 
has: been instrumental ‘in. dévelop- | 
ing’-someé top. names :in..the. cafe” 

-Among ~ those -: -who: 
played these. spots include: Harry: 

- Eartha | Kitt;: -The 
-Weavers,. Kingston: “Trio, 
lighters, Shelley. Berman, Nichols 
&. May, Woody Allen, -and others.: 

‘ADD 656 TENT cny’ 
‘TO MPLS. ‘AQUATENNIAL 

..._ Minneapolis; ‘April 14. 

A new. v feature to be added to this |: 
(July. 17°26) ‘annual 

‘In a vacant Block, framed. by a 

tents: One of ‘the ‘restaurants will 

local Old Log ‘Theatre pro dramatic |_ 
| stock” -conipany:and .other groups | 
to perform, “Dancing Waters” from: 
‘the - : Minnesota. State _ Fair." and. 

the: ‘voter: Tegistration Aarive- in. the. ‘booths ‘to -supply~ ‘information on a 
ds Plt Cet yother’ of, the festival's: aspects. _ 

_ | wha. managed. the.” 
‘studio, were ‘sentenced -to “prison | 
‘terms,.-The. other: five ‘defendants 
“were put. on probation. Two. more 
defendants remain. to.be ‘sentenced. 
Friedman, who - ‘drew. two years | in 
. prison, - ‘says he'll appeal. - “he'll ‘appeal. oO 

They’ re’ on. for: ‘two. hours—“ex-. a 

fea? 

:| Please Come. Home” 
his wife, Shirley ‘MacLaine, ‘and’ 

sper MI 

‘Carl: Jones as. emcee.. 
‘eludes Lei “Becker, : Carol: ‘Harris, - 
Jane . “MceGeainor, . 
and ‘pianist. Dick Smart, presenting. 

_ trio. . 

Court Bars. New Trials in: 
Mpls. Terp Studio. Fraud. 

' Minneapolis, ‘April, 14. 
Federal Judge G, H.: Nordbye: 

‘denied new trials for seven .officials |: 
-and employees of two defunct Twin. 
‘Cities’.- dance .studios. who-.were : 
coiivicted ‘by a ‘jury: of participating | 
in a-scheme. to defraud: elderly: fe- 

Old Bridge, 
‘N.I., the studios’ owner, and Ralph-| 
O'Grady, a local ‘suburban resident]. 

Minneapolis 7 

male ; customers, . 
Stanley © Friedman, : 

\Steve Parker eParker To 

entertaininent . director |. and. pro- 
ducer.of ‘the new’: Kings. ‘Crown- | 
Tallyho Hotel, Las. Vegas, in. a}: 
deal. which: makes. ‘him. a. member’ 
-of. the -inn’s:.board and gives. him’. 
a Slice - of -the ‘place. Parker will . 
-producé’ the ‘show: in: the’. hotel's 
150-room. main: room ’ ‘and. the 400. 
seat: lounge... 

a | the 20th-Fox. film,:“John :Goldfarb,. 
which. stars 

Peter -Ustinov.: 

is 

Denver, April 14, 

opened “here - ‘last: Sunday 

of the. Old -West.: 

Doe” Tabor - and-: Alfred. Packer, 
“billed. ‘as:.“‘the:. cannibal, ” created |- 
the. most ‘interest, : according to} 
manager Al Ritter, during its open- | 
' ing ‘-week.. ‘Admission is: 95¢. OR 
' adults, 55e.. for. ‘children. 

“Lime-. | 

Honolulw’ S Room at. Top” 

“Honolulu, April. 14... 

cal blackout. ‘skits. and. ‘single’ acts. 

Sally: Blair - is : initial headliner. 
|-Her husband,” -Rene_ de eet “This Was Burlesque.” 

* Cast! ine” 

material -written, directed: and pro- 
‘duced: by Wright- -Esser,- operating | 
manager, sof. TRG: ‘TV. 

“Edmonton's New ‘Cafe 
' Edmonton,’ ‘Alta... April: 14 

‘New local diné and: -dancery is. 
the. -Penthouse, «atop - the: Caravan 
Motor. Hotel, “with seating: for. 220. 

Music. is by: the! “Ron: ‘Johnson, 

-The Tallyho was « originally’ built, 
|-with the idea that. there’ ave people = 

A wax museum, ‘first ‘of -its kind 
‘for: ‘the - Rocky ‘Mountain region, |. 

(12). 
‘Licensed -undéra. franchise by. the | 
National. Historic Wax. ‘Museum of. 

| Baltimore, the Denver concern fea- | 
‘tures 97... ‘figures. in 35. tableaux, 
-80%: of which: are. characters, out | 

- Reopens With'Sally Blair | 

Lindy - ‘Adains ; 

‘ civic: 
7 + effective June 1.: AY successor. “Wall 
“| be named:.soon.. 

; a ‘Chicago, April 14. 
~Open’ season on’ Chi’s bistros and 

‘strip-and-clip. joints. continued . un- 
abated last week .as G-men joined: 
Windy City. police in raids on cafes: 
alleged to be ‘backed by members. .- 
of the crime syndicate... 
‘What a few. ‘months .ago was -. 

thought ‘to: be a- Passing legal Bes-. 
-ture’ in: response to a_.series of 
newspaper exposes has® ‘turned into 
an- apparent’ war of aftrition 
against ‘the .saloons ‘that trade on 
watered. whisky’. and ‘greedy: ‘bar. 
sirens. <= 

Despite the more stringent en. 
-forcement of the law, attendees at 
Jast..- week’s “National: Assn. of: 
‘Broadcasters ‘confab: reported - that 
‘there’ ‘was...plenty of -“action”. 
around the Loop. for those seeking .. 
‘jt... However, it was also the con-. 
sensus.. of . those’ that toured .the - 

; conventioneer traps that. the Jadies:- 
who collect. swizzle-sticks for ‘profit 

. were: ‘models of decorum.) 
-G-Men in the Act 

‘The: Federal government got into 
the. act: when. 50 agents of the~ 
Alcohol & : Tobacco Tax unit de- 
scended: upon : five’ bars. on the 
niorth side ‘and two in “a western 
‘suburb: and’. found ‘suspected vio- 
lations at-every place. . ; 

: At-the ‘Tender ‘Trap Lounge near 
| the Rush: St. play. area, the agents 
‘found: the ‘spot: lacking in’ liquor 
purchase: records ‘required by. Jaw: 
and. “reqtiested” that the’ owner 
close the place until further. -in-. 
vestigation. ‘ould ‘be made. 

The.-‘Trap features a. running 
serenade of. Frank Sinatra records. — 
“It recently. reopened . after a-vice : 

“Parker” is. ‘Noe: stranger. ‘to. ‘Las j raid: ‘closed. the bar. last April 

Vegas. ‘He. was: the - producer’ of. 
1 “Holiday: in. Japan” “which was’ a 
, major - hit: at’ the’ New: Frontier: 

; Hotel ‘under. Bill: Miller's aegis, and’ 
roduced the “Philippine Fes- |. 
which had: a‘.run at -the } 

|-Dunes.-‘He’s presently. working: on 

-when’ two. men. and three women 
“were. - arrested... The “Backstage — 
Lounge, further north, ‘was found | 
‘similarly lacking in liquor records. 

Other spots raided for suspected: 
label switching. on liquor were the. 
.Celebrity Lounge, the Nite-Life 
and the. Walton. Club. In the north- 
western. suburbs, the - ‘revenooers.. 
‘raided. the: Club D’Or and Pepe's 

| Supper Club and came away with i 
bottles: for : testing. . os 

Way ‘Out's Revocation a 
’ Karlier- ‘in the week: Mayor Rich- 

1e. ‘ard: J. Daley: revoked the. license 
age. thous. Tt boasted: a: “well. | 
stocked. library: However; the lit- | 
erary crowd didn’t. show. up, and’ 
‘hotel plotted. a: casino. and show- 
spot. “The. original management:-has. 
‘sinee: bowed -out,: Jand | onstruction : 

now. _ Boing ‘on’ under: new. 
auspices: 

‘of. the: Way Out Lounge, 827 No. 
State..St., on the grounds that the 
Manager ‘and bartender -permitted. 
two:women to solicit policemen for 
‘drinks .and: prostitution. Another 
‘bar. to have its license lifted. was 
‘the’ ‘Seventh. Hour, on charges, that:: 

“} the. bartender - sold liquor to 
minors. 

: The crackdown: onthe. ‘peel par- 
. lors. took on a-political twist last. 
week - -when it was discovered that 

© First Wax. ‘Museum | the county building commissioner, . 

Erwin) Horowitz, was: a ‘member 

| of (a Jand trust. that’ owned the . 
‘properties which housed two of the | 
more. notorious spots, Eddie Foy’s . 
and. the Crossroads. ‘County. board. 
-chairman Seymour. Simon said that. 
he was “looking into the matter.” 

. Chi saloon savants, “who. usually. 

take: the. periodic. crackdowns with’ 

a ‘grain. of ‘salt, are now wondering: - 
} if - perhaps the: ‘cops don’t really. 

Unsinkable. “Molly. ‘Brown, “Baby | a 
mean. ‘business’ this’ time. 

VILLAGE THEATRE, NY, - 
IN 2D BURLESQUE TRY. 
” The. ‘Village Theatre, N.. Y.> will 

: fiouse. a.second | ‘purlesque. try this -.. 
:Season.. “International ‘Playgirls of - 
64": hasbeen: set to open at this 

“4 house. iinder: the auspices of pro- 
Room at the Top. nitery, formerly 

known. ‘as ‘Phe Clouds, -has."been 
. > d- 

redecorated ‘and. ‘feopened: under | ere Sothern has been signe 

new- ‘ mariagementt,. with entertain- 

‘ment consisting of’ a series of topi-.| - 

ducer Martin B.. Cohen in- associa- 
tion. with Trans-World: Productions. 

as .a lead’ and. Art: Mooney will... 
conduct in, the: pit... 

- This will- be the. ‘Second: burley 
‘show in the lower eastside ‘sector... 
‘The: Casino Fast ‘Theatre. has the a 
longrunning ‘Ann Corio. starrer, 

| Aikenhead to. Manage 
‘$4-Mil Saskatoon: Aud 

‘ Saskatoon:: “Sask., April. 14. 
Roy. .M. Aikenhead; manager of - 

“ Jubilee Auditorium : in. Calgary for. 

{six years, has. been named ~man-’ 
| ager £0. the. ‘proposed $4.000, 5000 .. 

“auditorium in’ Saskatoon, . 

: Aikenhead, who: went. to Calgary. a 
‘from Saskatoon, returns as project — 

| manager: until the aiditerium. is -. 
‘completed ‘in: 1967. 

:t continue. as mnahager. 
He then will. 



_ 54) UN -¥. WORLD'S FAIR 

A variation of history repeating| 

_itself seems in. the. making as Mike| 

Todd Jr. unfurls. his. . 

-Fair in Flushing: Meadows, ‘N.“Y- 
On a similar oceasion,: the senior’ 

Todd. made hay .by.: ‘crashing: ‘an 
earlier -Fair~ with... -a fast-moving 
musieal | novelty.” The 
Todd’s show, however... drew: a: so- 

-50 $13,050 .at: its Shubert) Theatre 
“preem here “April 8-11. -Five per- 
“formances. at’ $5.40: top opened ‘to 

after. favorable - word-of-mouth. . 

AS a: ‘hedge against possible} 
racial resentment, ‘pre- opening | 
‘bally stressed ‘the. non-blackfac 
absence-of-Uncle-Tom-gags * “aspect |: 

.of the production. * This... hardly} 
seems necessary: -as the’ Presentas} 

Ameriea, Re. Seated! i. 
Mike Todd's Minstrets presenta-| concert. “halls, “whether: the- mate-' 

{-rial qualifies. ‘as. operatic. or - popu- |. tion in three.‘ parts.. Direeted by} 
Ronny. .Graham,- produced. by 
Michael .Todd St... 

“Ronny “Graham, 

: sketches; Gossett, Peter. Conlow; 
and lyrics by David Axlerod; music 
by Sam Pottle; settings ‘and:“cos-i Americans 
tumes, .Winn . “Morton: -lighting, : 
Peggy Clark; choreography. Peter |: 
Conlow; musical: ‘direction. and .ar-| 

! “moderni} 

minstrel show” preparatory: to: in= 

‘stalling it-at' the. upcoming. World’ s. 

‘agreement 
weeker in-the Vegas. inn, 

younger | 
‘pearance each séason. at each hotel. 
‘It’s the. first ‘time * that. a Miami. 
Beach spot -has inked .a- multiple: 
contract.. Bath. hotels. are operated ) 

a negligible advance but picked up (P¥=7 ‘Morris: “Lansburgh. 

Mike Todd. Jr’s ‘America, Be
 Seated!” i = 

A Hip Minstrel Show i m Pre-Fai ai Bow |= | 
New Haven, April 14. +- 

Goulet Inks’ 3-Year Deal 
With: Vegas,. Miami Hotels: 

‘Robert. Goulet :. “has - ‘signed | a- 
‘three-year deal - for. ‘the Flamingo- 
Hotel,- Las. :Végas, and “the Deau- | 
Ville, Miami Beach. He'll ‘start: the J. 

I with | & four- +; ‘Oct. | 

 Goulet’s deal : calls" for’. ‘one’ ap- 

Luciano Virgil Co. Bows. 
US. Tour ‘to’SRO. Ethnic’ 
And at Carnegie Hall, N.Y. 

7 Ethnic- appeal . -entertainment © is 
today a standard commodity in the 

| in assbciation. ’ Jar.The present, instance. combines: 
w ith Leonard P. Gaines. "Featuring |, a: powerful’ pop. baritone,. Luciano. 

Timmie Ragers,| 
Ribi Osterwald, Mae. Barnes,. Louis! 

Virgili;: “who .. ecords. for. . Capitol; 

‘conducted: by! ‘Stan 
Free: 

The ensemble | will’ -play. three 
“weeks of-dates in: the eastern: U.S: 

| concert. tour—that- he is. a. ‘master: 

-about 4,200 in the: 5, 000-Seat- house. 

Tease ‘of the same. artists. the. band-.|-, 

| ABC-TV ~ airer,. 

| troing. themselves: with a’ four-line |. ; 
. oetic- vocal. to establish Tap ort |. 

with, surrounding, talént from. Italy: P Pp 

‘and <a’ : pick-up . ‘musical : unit.’ of |. 

rangements,. Sy Oliver; prodiction Hall -audience’ ‘is presumably _ typi-. 

Feld Now “Unit Reviews | 

‘Lawrence: ‘Welk ‘Show: 
- _ Albuquerque; “April 7 j_— 
Lawrence » ‘Welk &. Orch: (25), 

LLénnon. ‘Sisters . (3),. JoAnn Castle, : 
“|. Aladdin,: _Myron | Floren, .Barbara | 
Boylan, ‘Bobby. Burgess, others.. A |. 
‘Lawrence ‘Welk. production. ° Atl 
Albuquerque Civic. Auditorium, 
April 5, "64. $5. 50° top 

- New. Orleans, “April 14. 

Lawrence’ Welk: proves” again— the’ shooting. at 2:30:a.m. last Fues- 
-in the: debut of his: new ‘spring. 

‘lishment. -- 

Confined. to. Mercy. ‘Hospital ‘is 
Carlo. Montalbano, operator. of the 

showman. who: knows. how. to’ pack-. 
age and stage’a Slick production.:| 
The. first . of: ‘Welk’s string of seven |. 

_one-nighter: concerts, held: -at. -Al-| 
buquerque’s ‘Civic’ Auditorium, . -it 
was well received: by a crowd. of 

tion was: escribed. as.. _ fair. 
It’s. a two. and a half-hour show- |. d 

Bourbon ‘Street’ strip’. joints. “in- 
leader: spotlights : ‘weekly’ ‘on: his | 

“and. .-he’s:, woven | 
‘them. into™.a- ‘smooth,.. well-paced 
‘unit. He’s ‘takén ‘his. 25° talented: 
‘musicians, along. with: some -13 spe- 
‘cialty performets, wrapped them: in 
the : band’s. standard book; -added | 
a healthy - touch | of . nostalgia,- and} 

Cynon with & aa each: ‘of “the. | Guide Michelin’ Ss: New. 

Star Ratings &: Upped” 
feattired performers, including: the |. 
band: men—total of: about ‘40— in-'}. 

= Paris Prices. (Again?) 
By WOLFE. KAUF MAN’: 

Paris, “April” 14s. 

| persons 
them: was - Montalbano, “who. Was. 

on the premises.- 

‘with ‘the audience. | * j 
It’s a! corny trick, ‘put ‘it: gets the | 7 

audience ‘in Welk’s* palm; and. hel 
never lets: go:"From:-then on, it’s:). 
one big ‘old-fashioned musical con-. 
cert; reminiscent. of Saturday. night 
ina small-town: --"” 

a Gunman i in ‘Shooting | 
: Of N.O. Strip. Joint Op 

day (7) of a Bourbon Street night-: 
club. operator outside : chis: ‘estab. 

Blue: Angel,..a striptease. spot:. He: 
‘underwent. surgery..for-.a- gunshot’ 
-wound: in the’ abdomen. His -condi-. 

volved in a’ ‘large-scale | crackdown * 
by.- police’ recently: in which : '50- 

‘were . arrested. . Among: 

‘booked with’ allowing. prostitution |’ 

“Prices: ‘are- going’ up: and good: 
; eateries * -are ‘disappearing. - That 

seems to be the lesson -of the new. 

“They segue into a Victor- Herbert: 
medley: then to. ‘the. ‘cute and tal- 
‘ented’. Lennon-. ' Sisters—long’.~ 
‘mainstay - onthe: weekly’ tver, ‘After: 
-that ‘it’s’-a bit. ofthe ‘band,’ inter-. 
Spersed: with a vocalist. from’ time 
to time.: ~ 

- superrised by “Moe. Weiss. ‘With cal. ‘the clientele is likely to be 
Jtick.. De “Lon, Rito: Froehlich; Val 90°S ‘Italianate. ‘That helps. account. 

Pringle, Brandon “Maggart, Joleen! for- special enthusiasm ‘and: .shout- 
‘Fodor, -Lola..Falana, Maggie.: Worth,ing. and a. general, “European” ‘at- 
Lau ‘Kristofer,. Nicole _Karol,. Suz mosphere. 
anne Charnéy,: Al Valenti. Opened!: “There “were a. “number: ‘of little 

Apri uber B40 tpn Haven; | touches: which ‘must. strike ‘Yankee . 
. | mo ‘spectators . -aS ‘Curious.. Why does. 

Po itn ee eT Virgil Ww ear that iridéseent jacket? 

a ‘ek “Not, surely, . becausé’. ie thinks |& Mary, “Liberace, 
tion shapes “up: “with only slight | ‘strong “and - the. old.. ‘Glenn Miller 

The band does. takeoffs’ on: the. 
New. ‘Christy’ Minstrels, Peter’ ‘Paul | 

Louis .Arm- 

‘Guide: Michelin, . which . has just 
‘been ‘issued: The annual listing. ‘of |. 

a Fretich hotel’ and.” restaurants. 
gastronomy is. accepted - -by - most: 
experts as virtually gospel. It. lists; 
and..grades practically alt. French 

-|hotels and--‘reStaurants. . 
‘generally : eredited with being. im: 
partial and. ‘accurate. To: gourmets . 
the ‘Michelin. judgments . ‘are the: 
last. word. ‘The .néwest ‘one’ lists 

‘and ::- 

resemblance to the: oldtime ‘version |: 
of this.type of diversion: The inter- 
locutor-end men. format .is neg- 
-ligible ‘and the. pattern. Jeans: more: 
foward vaude, with ‘various. special. 
tics: being handled . in’ ane. 

‘Fodd: 

gait: Several phases, howeyer,: 
especially a last part pageant, are 
_due for revision, not only because 
of. their. tendency to slow the show 
but: also to get. the running time 
down to the point of ‘doing two?. 
performances. a.:night, which: will! 

has — ‘assembled: a liveiy|. : 
rvroup of performers: involving -con-|: 

_ suderable talent. For the. most part,; by Erberto Landi. 
- proceedings hop .along at @ ‘peppy | gilt’ supported - by Dimari. Sisters, 

: Dino Giacca, -Egidiana Palmieri,. 
| Frank Bernardi and Stan:Free Or-' 

April uy, 64: $5.90, top 

this is‘the apex. of. American. -Show-- 
‘manship? .. Rather . it: ‘suggests’ -Cab: 
Calloway: of: tong. ago. Curious, too,. 
thie: _Presefitation - on: : stage Of an 

—- 
. 

chestra,:.- At: Carnegie. ‘Hall, . -N; Yi |: 

"award: to ‘the baritone from: Fer. 

—, | everyone: a proper showcasing. -. 

“Luciano Virgili: Con 7 mi 
Ail-ltalian talent unit. presented, 

Euciano- Vir: : 

be the ‘Fair schedule, 

In typical minstrel fashion, eV ery- 
body does a ‘variety of . things in, 
addition .to his’ own. specialty. | 
“Ronny Graham makes. an. efficient. 
interlocutor. in: a: rather lengthy as-j.. 

| net Branca;- the ‘Italian bitters ‘one 
j swallows with courage for .an. ‘up-.| 

set_ stomach.. 
hard to figure. 

Odd; too; 

wallops. across’ a lively -vocal,’ Mae: gown, - A” good | trouper, . 
Barnes’ deadpan fendition of. spicy; looked ‘abit’ zonibie in. the. curi- | 
lytics Fegisters amusingly, . Louis! ous. lighting: us an 
Gossett hits a good comedy vein, |. 

Other. good: contributions are Val. } ‘and an. appealing. personality. Very ; 
‘Pringle’s fine voice, Maggie Worth's} tall,- theré-is about ‘him’ a. ‘Sugges- | 
coloratura, Brandon. Maggart’s | tion : Of a young . Gregory ° Peck. 

laugh-provoking delivery, Lou’ He ‘sings with gusto.and authority, . 
Kristofer’s hoofing, Jack De- Lon's| and until ‘the - ‘stagehands. come. to.! 

tonorizing, and a: variety of support! lead. him. ‘off stage so -that the : 
rom. -Lola_ Falana,..Al Valentfi,. 

Joleen : ‘Fodor, © ‘Nicole Karol, Su-! Fity, audience — -adoréd ' him. 

zanne Charny, '- Another. ‘standout ® talent: “in: tt Ir: the: 
_ The’ Sam Pottle:-David Axlerod unit: -is::tenor; Dino .Giaeca. Unit: 
score hits an-amiable average andj carries its own emcee,. Frank. Ber- 
there’s a temperate display _ | nardi:. His. “style is. Ttalianis ; 

glitter -in the physical production! --Erberto ” L ‘andi. “staged: * iid * 

f ‘g tumes: by. Winn} of Sets and costume , booked: the. tour. It fs certain “to:: Morton: and . lighting... by Peggy 
Clark., Sy Oliver. conducts éapabiet draw forth. and: Please. Its. Land 

= and. .. and, a8 a side observation, :miusical! audience. 
numbers .-- come. "across better’ in} _ 

Embers; N NY. Eyes. Late: 
first segment; with. bandon stage, 
than | théy do later ‘with. musicians ; 

‘Biz With. Midnight Show | 
The: “Embers, N.Y.,. which. has/: 

shifted to pit and: singers having to. 
project: over them. 7 

“America, Be. Seated!” may bel 
the forerunner OF a revival “of; been on a musical. policy, ‘As vin-. 

{ augur ‘ating .a: midnight show April | 
las” 

iminstrelsy. ‘Bone... 
ao ; with | Tessie. .O'Shea,- English 

| comedienne _as::‘the 
. Houston Cont’t Expands ines Miss’ O’Shea. had’ been ‘i 

;now-¢losed.. Noel: Coward” 
Bookings” in Its’ Nitery.; musical, “The* Git’ Who. Came to} 

The Continental Hotel, Houston, Supper.” 
will expand cafe: operations in. the} ~Miss.- O'Shea. ‘as ‘Well. as: others 
new. French Quarter.:Club of: the? coming . in, will give one: ‘show: 

hotel. Barbara Velaseo has been: set: i nightly “at- midnight: in. -what> Will. 
far April’20 to fellow the run: ‘of :-be-billed. as- “Twelve, O'Clock ‘The-. Cinerama_ in. many. instances, 
‘the. current. “Latin front: -Manltat- ‘atre.”"” But.: the: display;. ‘however, 
“tan” revue. Spot will be booked: ‘by: , will -be- advanced. to 10: 30 p.m, on 
-/Sammy Roen, out of. Miami- Beach. } : Sundays. De 

Hotel's managet - is. James Ry “Idea: ‘is to. catch the: after theatre. 

: i $ Wax noid Film 
The | connection was 7 

“was ! the “green spot” 

‘signment. . Timmie.. Rogers : scores}. on the’ girl” singer, Egidiana Pal-} film. Is. likely.to'-be ‘one of the 
“neatly on comedy,. Bibi: Osterwald | ‘mieri : who''was Wearing. a. green more potent. public relations. wea- 

‘but she! ‘pons’ in..years. to ‘vome: Johnson’s: 

: : But, of: Virgil himself “there” is ticks. suchas its tower in Racine, 
Peter Conlow shines in a terp. solo.* no : qtiestion.. ‘He has a fine: voice i: Wis., 

lights. may. be ‘put: ‘out.. His capae- 

initial - head-_| 
the'| 

‘legit 

sound, ‘Standouts - ‘are. ‘many, -time |. 
and space ‘in ‘the: show. are limited: than in. 1963,-three “less: two-star 
This’ results in ‘far. too much talent. ‘Festaurants .. ‘and 20: Tess - one-star 

and. not. enough time to really give: eateries, 

Especially ‘noteworthy -in ‘the 
crew is trombonist Bob: Davis, ‘who’. 
plays a top. horn’ and pets two brief 
Spots. to. prove . the. ‘point, - 
Others: worth: more. than. a “paés- 

‘ing. note: * JoAnn Castle, ’: blond 

(Continued on ‘page ‘56)°- 

thie’ top ran 

|-Three: two-star: f 0 0 de ries. are 

~ Potent Soft
-Sell Goodwil 

‘the. ‘non-commercial industrial, then: on it. shows the: ‘joys of. child- 

. countries, *- Scéties ‘of the © young 

Wax, Which : ‘through. the years. has. 
“sought odd ‘public relations. gim-- 

approach in: goodwill with its “To} by-.. ‘all. ‘peoples .. ‘throughout .. the 
-Be. Alive” which: seems’ to ‘be. ay “world; and. it’s nice : to: be heré to 

! milestone in the ‘commercial. ‘pic-} enjoy: thems. °°. 
'ture field, _There is not a. single |: - Although: it may ‘Hot. be one. ‘of 
sales spiel’ in the’ “picture. |.the . ‘most * ‘vigorous © themes,. 

| privilege to ‘be: living” at anytime, | Johnson’ s Wax to.pursue that line 
"anywhere and. proves it? ‘through a‘ of. thought. 

‘ute -color. ‘presentation in- the: ‘500-; 
séat - panoramic.“‘theatre.: ‘at’: ‘John-| expand, and what’s more it-carries 

;.son’s Golden: ‘Rondelle. at! the N: Y.: out the’ Fair's. theme,.. “Peace 
| World’s Fair. - . | Through Understanding.’ o 
One: of ‘the -most. striking facets | 

Lo: this = “presentation is’ the: film: christened this.” process.’ Tri-Arc 

Aa 
i 

(Process - made .-via three: ‘SyYNCro-, ' .335.. -There’ are. commercial . possi-. 
4 nized’ cAmeras:. and ‘projected’ on | bilities in. this’: triptych form in 
‘|-three: $treéns. each of which is: Sep-j{ ‘which ayone of: the: screens can’ be 

| arated: by. framed:. There. are ap-. used independently. The. Eastman- 
‘parent. ‘advantages in ‘this type of | color: .is- soft... and . ‘appealing, - “and: 
iscreen- structure, _; the - Gene: Forrell - score .accents 

AS; presented: ' by... “its” makers: 1. brightly’ keyed. themes. : 

‘moments: -. 
“To Be. Alive”: presentation. in 

| the: ‘disked. ‘dome. of. the .Johnson 
Pavilion is. only. one. facet. of - the 

Hammid; the three - projectors. can; 
either. show Telationships - between| 
three.. ‘Separate: filmed entities: or: 
can. show. a. continuots* ‘strip... of | 
action..In the first. case, the -sep-; ! firm’s” display. ‘The. Lippincott &: 
“gration “is ‘a: ‘definite . _asset, and: Marguilies design: . ‘itself. 
‘when’ ‘connected - ‘strips are. shown, | themed ‘to. inspiration. with arches |. 

reaching. above the ‘dome: housing 
\ the ‘theatre: _Ramps take. the fair- 

-the: mouldings: are no bar to.a’ con- 
tiriuous. ‘line’ -of : thoughts... “The -ef-' 

' fect. . is: very - much’ like.” that ‘of! oers from ‘one.-level to. another 
with little _strain, | “‘and--on_ ::each 

a. “Well. Scripted - 

4 their. sequences. with care’ “and “its 
effects have. been” ‘measured for 

lone less ‘top (three-star) ‘restaurant. 

C The: big shock ‘is: droppifiz: the. 
-Cote d’Or of. Saulieu from three to}. 7. 
‘no stars.’ This | ‘leaves only” it ‘in | Said that: he .“made a. good: deal.”. °. 

, five of them in Paris: 
| (Lasserre, Maxim’ 8, Tour. d’Argent, 

Laperouse.. -and. Grand: ‘Mefour). 

ree (Continued. on page- 58) | 

‘hood... ‘and ‘motherhood. ‘in’ various) 

Satisfying ‘their curiosity. of ° the: 
world: about them,- people - pursu- |: 
Ang. everyday . activity. in .work and | - 
play. contemplation: There’: is“ an]”. 

‘-eFeated” -by Frank: Lloyd’. underlying | theme in that the. same | 
Wright, ‘has ‘provided an: ‘unusual! emotions: ‘and. feelings. ‘are. shared | 

| sonality, | 

‘it’ 
OT | “Be: Alive” says: ‘that: it’s a: seems -right~*for -a- firm. such“ as. 

It operates. interna-. 
‘delightful | and thoughtful 48-min-| tionally, ‘needs peace. and an: ever. 

increasing economy in ‘order. to 

Thompson , & Hammid = have | 

: Edward | 
Francis - ‘Thompson -& Alexander | Field’s narration. has a lot of. poetic 

‘level-are various ‘product: exhibits. . 
The. “filmmakers. have. selected} There © ‘are. “teletypes ‘answering a 

‘series. of questions on household: 
“problems . and. free . shoeshine™ ap-. 

‘Shaffer, who previously: had: been | ‘trade by nabbing. a :theatrical .per-: 
‘with the Cabana Moter Hotel, Dal- ‘sonality. Other legit performers are 
las.: The: new inn lists actress Doris. being” approached...to: ‘double into. 
Day.as. one of its. owners. nO ‘the Embers on that. basis. _ 

variety:. “To Be ‘Alive’. opens’ with’ 
| scurrying. mob: Sequence ‘presented 
with dizzying. ‘speed. and thence: 
into” a Scene Of - tranquility. From| 

paratus. Latter is ‘no. small ‘public 
relations. stunt. ‘since’. one “needs! 
plenty © ‘Fe-sprucing - cafter framping 
around. the ‘Brounds. SOse: . 

_ Aligns Beaucoup Live Tal ant 
-+ ICOUp 1. the. Bronx; (NY.) 

j. amusement park, will: ‘become - one -.- 
of: the . largest: stageshow users in 
the country. this summer. Irvin 
Feld,..:presidént -. of. Super ‘Shows’ 

 VIne.- ‘anid: ‘personal manager of Paul 
‘A man described. | aS..a-habitue of. 

:.| French: Quarter’ night: Spots” Was. 
_ »} being: sought. in” connéction “ with |}: g- “! three. shows daily. for: a. total of:six.. 

‘complete layouts in its Moon Bowl..: © 

Anka, has. been. named booker of. 

-full shows;* each: one ° ‘slated - for - 

The .Moon . Bowl will, start. with: 
-weekends: on: ‘May. 16 and. go: full- 
time. June 20 until Sept. .13,- day’ 
‘before the’ N. Y. public: ‘schools ; 
open.-After that. the - park. hopes — 
to. continue “weekends,:: at-” least. 

‘tinues,” aceording : to. the - park's a 
“|: general Manager Art. ‘Moss: 

The: Blue '- Angel: is ‘one. of. 104. os 

| first. time. that... Freedomland. ‘will™ - - 
‘The Moon Bowl policy marks the 

have-. an. extensive . entertainment 

bands..: 
first.- time”. for - fullseale” shows,’ 
virtually: on” a continuous basis, at 

oof no extra admission nick. 
The .shows.- will be geared’ taainly - 

i. to- the. teénage level: The first bill. 
“| May 16° will be: topped“ by “Trini -. 
‘Lopez with’ Solomon. Burke, and,: 

o}Dionne: “Warwick... Alfernate show...” 
‘will. comprise. The..Orlons, :Garnet :: 
|-Mimms; and‘an'’ orchestra. "The May - oe 
23 Jayout. will consist: of: ‘The Four’ | - 

44 Seasons, | 
-4Cannon, | “The -Rivieras, ‘and. Paul" 

Williams. Orch, who ‘will split into- 
two bills. . The’ “May. “30 card will-:. 

Gore, '. Terry © Stafford, ~ 

.Betty ‘Everett, Freddie. : 

‘be- “Lesley | 

Orch. Each layout: will ‘last for 40 || 
minutes. : 

policy, 
gotiating for-sports. ‘personalities to 

in various sports by personalities : in ! 
that. field. . “ 
"Moss : also: ‘stated ‘that: he: had " 

-purehased . the ‘German-made_ Wild: 
Mouse : ride :which - had been 
-originally intended: for- the N. -Y. 
World’s Fair. The: Mouse .had been. 7 
‘purchased by. Texas oilionaire H: L:. 
“Hunt, whose. leasé: was: cancelled. : 
(by the Fair. Moss,. although. refus- "= 
ing the: divulge -the: purchase price, 

Other new rides at. the. ‘park this ee 

season :will include ‘an Eli: Wheel, | 
‘Paratrooper, Rotojet, a whip, . and. 
‘a kiddie ride wherein, sulkies are- - 
pulled. by goats.: One. of the build-: 

Price policy this year. will be. $1 
ft at ‘the front gate. plus purchase of _ 

| individual rides. ° Various.: discount | - 
“{plans.’ ‘will -be. in effect. for: the - 

| rides. - 

Getter 
‘According | .to .. Moss: .the. - 

: various. packets are. now being ‘sold 
by -travel : agencies. : He. said - that. 
.23,000. Girl _Seouts: will. have’.an. - 
outing at Freedomland May. 23. | 

GRETA KELLER OPENS 
‘RUN AT STAGE 73, NY. - 
Greta ‘Keller, . Continental: ‘singer: * 

greens. with~ an. ingratiating per 
‘has “been:'.around long 

eridugh to build a following, which 

-almost’-filled’ the. intimate - plays% 

house.on .E. 73d. St. Monday : (13) <=. 

at $4:50. She is .also infor’ next: 
‘three Monday nights. : Pop diseuse:~ 
delighted .. the faithful : -who'- are 

more. accustomied: to listen’ with a 
glass. ‘of something in ‘hand, - that. 7 
‘in ‘a: knee-bumping - off-Broadway. | 

‘60%: of.-the. potential: ‘for “a. con- 
cert tour, needing firm. judgment. - 
to: weed: out - weaker. “items, some-° 
‘one’ to ‘dress her smartly, ‘to. curb *-- 
a few distracting mannerisms,: and; -.. 
most .of all, to: -bring. out a unified. 
“character, like'a Piaf, Pearl Bailey: 
or. :Hildegarde, - to “carry through ..; . 7 
pa full evening of song. = == or 

‘Miss Keller is too defensive and 
apologetic - with ‘the .“‘September .. . 

the-. Memory,” “These - 
Things,’”. “Get: Along: Without. You :. 

| Very: Well”. most. -effectively. She. -’ 
amuses by- switching . the : gender :.: 
n. “Go Away _ Little: Girl”: and. 

intros 
:Rain” and. “Other: ‘Woman: In His” 
.Life”’ ‘to -fine..résponse, Same -goes -: 
for her: French: numbers, but: the .. 
‘German: ‘section ‘ ‘could.’ ‘stand. .a“ 
‘couple cuts..A Kurt Weill medley 
scored, ‘with. “A: Touch of. Venus” - 
‘tops, ‘Likewise a Richard--Rodgers, 
“No-Strings” medley. Paul Mann 
accompanied: with deftness. ‘Light--: 
ning was over-wattage, ‘overworked: 

sand. not t always flattering. Leve. 

the ° venture: which ‘will. use two’. 

‘while the N.Y. World’s. Fair con- :° 

‘format: In-‘the. past, there were in- oa! 
dividual names. along with. dance. ~ 

This year : will: mark the -. 

Shirelles, “Angels and King Curtis: ~ 

: In addition: to the enlarged: ‘show Loe 
‘Freedomland. ‘is: now -ne-:* ~ 

appear in a. Sports. ‘Clinic ‘where .-- 
, | Youngsters: will be. given instruction: 

ings” :at.-the ‘Park “is -being™ cons, a2 
— | verted. to .a: haunted castle. 

of. American’ and” European...ever- ° 

house. Miss.:Keller showed about -. a 

Song” type of.. riumber, ‘but’: ‘puts 
‘across: the” ‘nostalgic “Thanks: ‘For: *.- 

Foolish... - 

“Cloudy .: With. Occasional . . | 



a : ‘convertible,’ 

“?.: prehistoric “creatures... | 
- Off the lush vegetation;. thev- warily 

-... observe the world: around them for-j 
.°"jvatural enemies and they. fight ‘off 

- ‘such natural phenoniena. ‘as‘.erunt-- 
“It's -a- believable t 

_. world’ that .was depiéted. in. enter> | 
. " taining” and ‘educational. terms. 

oG wheel: 

ios Din itis Ys 
‘With GM Among Fairs Top Sos : 

thi, ‘automotive ‘giants, ‘Ford. ‘and +- 
27 General Motors,-: are: likely’ to’. be 
“the: tops ho w.m en. of: the: N. “Y;. 

“World’s ..Fair which preems: in. 
Flushing : ‘Meadows. next ‘Wednes-'| 

--- day (22),. 
.Jast blade ‘of grass,-and each’ ‘has a! 

. display ‘ that: will vie. “for top .atten- 

“tion, among. the ‘free: shows... 
‘Ford ‘hes’. used“ the. ‘talents ; “of! 

a | Walt Disney: to” provide’ ‘the -design | _ 

_ and space: “Like - mst - of” Disnéy’s. 

“o": othe® works, it has-charm and: ap- 
“~ “Speal to. youngsters and°a lesson for} 

; It's. a ‘Waluable: 15-4 
+ ‘minute: course in- anthropology at-} 
| -one-end: and a delightful excursion |: 
-: ‘into storybooks ‘at the other.” Ford: 
oe ‘Seemingly can’t’. smiss- under these. 

Sene circumstances: eo : 
0S. The rider’.goées into. a prand. new. 

the: steering: -wheel, . 
gas and: break: ‘pedals. of: which’ are |. 

ae battened down. because’ the: ride is. 
-eontrolled on. tracks ‘and any’ addi- 

[tional movement, would ‘set the: car. 

elders ‘as well. 

off course. The: first item: seen.is 
-" view of the fair: before it hits the 
‘darkened . tunnel’ . The major: “dis- 

S.play inv this area is..the: world ‘of 
i. the ‘caveman hefore and - after. the |. 
.” invention, ‘of the. wheel.: The’ pre-. 
“2 historie: ‘animals’ ‘devicted are life-. 
~ 3. LVife: They move as living creatures 

: -woulddo; . their.:skin ‘has. texture | 
and. ‘form and their ‘surroundings |. 

“are excellent. depictions . of the fot, ‘much.-’-boxoffice: “boodle through 
“ est “primeval. 

‘Disney- has ‘used a process: ‘Known. 

. as animatronics to ‘give. life to these 

_ ing. “volcanos. * 

/Comeay: Relief” 

nat “Disnev.. ‘has thrown ‘in. a. “few | 
-- dashes. -of -humor in; the Sequence | 
"4 @oncerning. the invention.. of: the 

“The. grin. of. vast satisfac-. 
-. tion’on the face of the inventor, “his: 

a acceptance ‘of | -aecolades : ‘when: he: 
“. 4 goes ‘off ‘in” a. cart, pulled. bya 

woman. with | -a “babe strapped‘ on. 
her back, ‘and a panel in which an |: 
‘excited individual: tries: to. tell: an-. 
other. ‘of. a wild: animal” approach- |: 
“ing - at his ‘back, provide. a few. ; 

“Each. are ready. to. the'|-. 

\In That Lucrative - 

“They. feed’ 

Talent Exit for N. y. Pair 
~ Shuffles. Honolulu Acts |. : 

. - Honolulu; “April 4 
Jesse “Kalima - -atid: “his: ‘1000 

:- Gabby” ‘Gomes: and: :Leinaala | are. 
; featured - ‘with Kalima’ 's group. . 

* ‘Booking ‘fills vacancy. created by 
departure of Sterling Mossman and 

“By ‘0 ‘RANSON: 

. ‘Coney. Island, “spurred on by. the |. 

World's Fair,’ 

Its. ‘grizzled. showmen- “appear +0 

tbe’ “Working on. the: likely ‘assump-" 
- tion | that the ‘World’s: ‘Fair ‘will be. 

up to its clavicle primarily in gigah- 

-his Barefoot Gang after ‘a lucrative. tic preceptorial: and industrial “ex- 
Tun of - ‘several years.::Mossman_ has.. hibits. and - that: the: only . way. : to 
the -Hawaiian: show. concession. at siphon - off ‘some ‘of. the. biz-from 

|the “beaten “grasses-.-of Flushing | ' 
Meadows is: to sell the Surf “Ave-{ 

Nev. Sets License “Go 

Come’, tO} 

the. State’ s “New York: World's Fair 
-exhibit:.: . - 

. Rene. : “Palo - "Quartet, : 
dentally,. has ‘opened. a three-month | 
engagement, in ‘the Hilton: Hawaiian. 

“| Village's Shell” Bar, returning . to. 
“home. port”: 
‘mainland ‘trek. .. 

Bob Hope Soloing 

vatter. “a: five-month 

College 1-Nite F eld | 
. Hollywood, “April 14." 

Bob: Hope” has ‘younded - up: $6. 

one-nighters - in fieldhouses ofthe 
Jargér- universities -that he :is con: 
tinuing to ,harrow that. field—and 
hereafter: ‘won't:take any name acts. 

{with him,: not even a: “band: Comic’ 
will go. it alone,.and pick. up: local- 
orchs and acts at, each:date played. : 
“His fee, now, according to. Mark 

‘Antony, - Hope’ s road. appearance: 
manager, is flat $15,000 per: night. 

-. | Out. ofthat he: pays supporting 
<.-[ talent, Hope:-had been booked’ for 

‘May’ :9: Show ‘at. U: of Indiana in | 
‘Bloomington. * ‘But: advance racked: 
up by, sales to students and towns- | 
‘folk: proved. so: large, -he: was:asked 
‘and ‘will “do: a: performance. follow- 
ing. night. So: his. gross there. will:| 
be $30,000. On. April. 25: he - will 
play; ‘at: $15, 000, at Duke: Us, _Dur- 
‘ham,. NAG... 
Extension. ‘of luérative- college: 

dates followeq SRO biz Hope aid 
_ {Continued ‘On: Page | 56). 

“eoinci- | nue ‘and:. boardwalk lures” with a 
slogan. _aloiig’- these --  lines:. 
the. .Fair for Education! . 

| Coney for. Recreation!” ot 

When _ ‘Grover’ . Whalen’ go 

Swim at Coney!”:. 

from. “the © boardwalk « and . the 
salami-slobbered: Atlantic jOcean. -. 
To .get ‘this $1; 500,000. ‘attraction 
under- -way, aS-befits.a-new- entrant | 
for - ‘Coney’ Ss: “Summertime - masses, 

‘Management, planted a: 
time. capsule,. -OF Astrocule, some 32 
Astroland’s 

feet. below sea’ Jevel.: 

“When the. ‘archaeolégical scholars 
of the’. coming: centuries—the ‘fu- 
‘fure -. 

‘deep ‘in: Coney. Island ‘sand, -they’ll 
learn,. for example, that, the Beatles 
(not: Kilroy) were there. : : 

- The items cached ‘in. ‘the- Coney 
time. capsule ‘included one: Beatle} 
wig,.-one ladies’: ‘smoking: ‘pipe. be- 

‘sexy: two-piece bathing .-suit;: two 
Nathan’s hot. dogs. -(sans~ mustard), 

false eyelashes, : plastic fingernails, 

mal (Continued on: page: 56): 

~—NISHVTLLE 
a “| pxotie’ 5 Bathing’ ‘Net Too, 

“Laseivious’ -for: Honolulu | 
iS: Yeglamorizing: it- a - |Jabor. “problems :which remain un- 

t self: by: sticking: ae zircon-studded } 

| Pounds: ‘of Melody” tops: the new.. tie-pin int its rayon: cravat. . 
| talent ‘roster at the. Barefoot : Bar: 

: "39 
~"|-World’s.Fair got-under way ‘on the.] . 
“{¥Flushing ‘Flats, Coney’s-. shownien | : 
jabbed ‘the: Pair ‘in the. ribs ‘with . a |: 

“refrain: that. went. like. this: 
; at Flushing! 

‘| *<One of ‘the first’ .of_ the’ farned'|’ 
| Brooklyn -Seaside’s . jabs: ‘at . Bob |: 

‘Moses’: World’s Fair was. delivered |: | 
-at: the recent groundbreaking cere-. 
monies. for the Astro-tower, one. of. 
the tallest: structures of: its’ kind, at: 
‘the--new amusement park, lugged’ 

| Astroland. The park- is on.the. old 
:|.Feltman_ ‘site, a *kashe-knish -throw: 

“Sweaty . 

‘Schliemannis ° and :.Carters—- 
Stumble. -on :.the~ contents. . of: the |- 
-Astrocule’s - ‘treasure: trove buried: 

‘[Tegedly it’s 
lsome’ basics from :a: female’s. ‘hand-. 
bag ; (circa: ’64): “metal -haircurlers, 

‘Honolulu,: April: 14. 

bel,’ ” ‘on a: lascivious: ” 
char rge. ‘She. was arrested. ‘at the: 
Forbidden. ‘City: nitery while:. ‘per-} 

| forming ‘a.“bathing”’ .act.. 

Gal. pleaded : ‘not. ‘guilty cand at 
‘May trial date “was. ‘set... % ik 

Hearing ¢ on Vegas 
Slipper Dice Case 

‘Las. Vegas, “April Va 

ing’. ‘before. the: board’: of -Carson 
‘City next Tuesday : (21),-. when: ity 

ill b -decided whether the ‘casino 's. 
Megnee - | theatrical. cable, loads, needs ‘and. license ‘will be revoked. 

‘Several hours..after. agents ofthe |* 
‘control. board and sheriff's deputies 
closed... the. casino, a show ‘cause. 
‘order. was’ signed. by. Dist. - Judge}: 
David: Zenof.- which: resumed: .gam- } 
‘bling at the :Silver Slipper. How- 
ever,.the. Judge’ Freversed.. himself’ 
-at_a hearing on April 6; and -the 
‘casino was shut down: again, except 
‘for-108 slotmachines. .° | 

- Members of. the control - ‘board: 
say dice. were picked up: from the 
tables - one. week. before the. raid, 
put, in“ a. sealed’ envelope, and- 

| signed’: by : ¢asino manager - ‘Tony |} 
‘Canino. Canino: claims that the dice 
were planted.on the: table by” an. 

| outside party... — 
decked with: phoney diamonds,: ‘a.| - Silver - Slipper’s.. major. stock: 

holder _ is Robert : 0. Schulze. -al- 

against’ this spot. ‘Sonietime “BEO,. 
a 21. dealer was. involved: in .a.com-: 

: - Police - “Vice -Squadsinen * went, 
Te ‘night: ‘clubbing - ‘and’ endéd -up’ by. 

“arresting” exotic dancer ‘Patricia | 
‘Nelson, . who. bills: hersélf ‘as: “Jeze-: 

conduct 

filmmaking.. 

‘locals | work: on. 
| basis with ‘Local 3 handling -con-. 

‘The Silver Slipper. éasino,: which | ‘tract electrical ‘work. and 52 doing - 

was. ‘closed: April. 3 by. the Gaming: | 

Control: ‘Board for “allegedly. ‘using: 
dishonest dice, comes up for a hear-. 

‘the.. “second: ‘charge } 

‘plaint tothe commission but was, 
‘lreleased, | ce a . 

| ie FOR On Eve of NY Y: World's F Fair Union Feud 
Over fi ining & Electrical ‘Gravy’ Jobs 

By. EDDIE: ‘KALISH® 

‘With . the: opening ‘of the N.Y.,. 
“World's Fair -now ‘only a ‘week 
away, ‘there: are’ still jurisdictional 

‘resolved..: Among: the prime com- 
battants are Local. 3; the AFL-CIO 
International. ‘Brotherhood of Elec- - 
‘tricians and’ Local 52, the Inter- 
national - Alliance: of. Theatrical 
Stage Employees: studio mechanics 
unit.. in. Gotham, ‘which - includes 
theatrical. electricians. Also. squab-' 
bling are theatrical teamsters Local” 
817 and‘standard haulers. - 
The. -52-3- hassle -involves- the* 

me handling: of cable and: other electri-- : 
jeal work for filming. done ‘at. the 
| Fair. The contract electricians are 

“| elaiming that all ‘electrical ‘work: 
at the Fair is. theirs up to the use 
of equipment. for purposes: like 

52. says that: the 
Making’ of - pix: at the Fair -is no. 
-different from anywhere else and 

| that such work is clearly theatrical 
/and: ‘in its. Jurisdiction. . 
Under: normal] . ‘conditions, | Hoth 

a. clearly-defined: 

the. theatrical.- For the Fair, how- 
‘ever, the electrical brotherhood has . 
taken a -firm stand ‘that it must... 
bring cable, switches ete: to the 
‘job with - 52. there only to: operate 
the equipment. The IA unit: claims, 
naturally, that. it: knows more about 

‘such cand _ that. ‘this type of work 
rs not within the ‘province of Local 

“ $o far’ both .. sides ‘are. at . an 
impasse as. far. as solving the dis- 
pute, each local. taking. an adamant. 
stand on. its position. Affected . by: 
the’ hassle are makers of docu- 
mentaries, commercial pix,” some 
‘theatrical. exhibits and others. To. 

-| date, there have been: some pix 
made ‘at the.Fair and these have 
settled; the ‘matter’ case by ‘case 
‘and: :in- different - ways. But. the 
major. use of.. the’: Fair as a site’: 
won't .begin | until. it ‘is completed 
and. ‘open ..and. then the trouble‘ 
could start. ‘As it stands, it ‘doesn’t 
look ‘like. a ‘settlement Is near. 52 
won't bargain except -with 3 itself 
and. ‘this: hasn’t worked. Another 
course would- be. for pic producers 
to take the matter -to the Nationat 
‘Labor Relations: Board. (NLRB) for. 
arbitration. 

moe "Maintenance 

: One: ét the. factors. in Local 3's 
: position is the.fact that; once the 

lot out to. panels inspecting exhibits | - 
| of Ford products of ‘the future. and |. 

laugh: lines‘on this display. ©". -{.- 07 a y : | on _.” The ride closes with a glimpse. of | -g-V 9g = r. shly Tm ti a £ tu 1 IT| - 4 Fair ‘is open, ‘some ‘of its men -will 

Mie automative word to come. in| (oy VE sH igh ly magi ina ive fu ura a na © |i ek ct 
2s'-4yiewer..debarks ‘the -car to | walk: potas a Meee eo the. installation will have been. f . % 4, qT ai ir J aecomplished. Naturally :the broth-.. 

erhood: ‘wants ‘ to: ‘keep its finger. 
in.’ the pie. and - this. fight over. op display: of possibilities..of things *~ y 

aan _té. conie.on ‘the: immediate horizon. 

2} valthough ‘pictures- have. been” pub- | 
ve lished’ ‘because. of one of the : Ford | 

By. J OE COHEN - 

World. Fairs seem’ “to: pring. out 
‘the. Barnum ‘in big. business. -Gen-. 
eral | ‘Motors ‘got. a. major taste of. 
heing an: impresario. of: a hit. show 
in. World’s’ Fair Tin. 1939-40: when 

There is, .of- course, a -chain.‘of |. — 
7 Ford ‘Cars’ ‘and. trucks: that ‘pass in? 

" view.. ‘Interspersed, - ‘at.-odd: times, |. 
4s“ a covered car. -It’s a. new: ‘Mis-: 
tang, still to. be. ‘unveiled’ ‘formally, | 

-|-phones . 
panoramas, - The viewer: is: treated 

itsponsored, thé. First. Futurama. "| bilities. -available with: materials. 
* (Continued: on: ‘page . 56)... 

| Hawaii’ S. SRO Barefoot 
Show No Paradise To.” 
200 Foiled Ticketholders! 

-Honolulu,. “April- 14. 

Single: * performance “of” ‘the 
- World's - Fair-bound : “Barefoot - in|. 
** Paradise’::show’ was a‘ ‘gold: mine: 
._.that-. backfired” when some ‘160. to 

ed 200 ‘ticketholders : “gouldn’t get in,: 
o" veven: after : standing. in Hine: for’ 
oe . hours.’ 

At’s 

_ combination: ’ of:* -uverselling,.. 
‘many’. ' camps, and: 

3 ‘refunds: - 
:Dome,. Before - the. show, already | 

was” crowdéd - with persons * “who- 
a -had: ‘paid. $10 on a. combination 
: dinner-show. basis. : “Paradise” 

Ubibit. 
‘basis. 

indicated: that -- the. “Hilton 
Dome: rhubarb” ‘was. ‘caused’: -by «a 

-t00 
oe . shortsighted. 
nt - Planning: ‘What - -made -:it worse |. 
“was. the fact the” boxoffice ran out | 

Of cash and ‘had -to ask. ‘many . of 
.. the . “turned-away ™: ticketholders’ to] 

On. va. _Brivate concession 

TS -at-it® again ‘with. Futurama “II, 
‘.: - which .again™ promises 'to‘be one of. 
4 the great industrial: hits- of the Fair 

| which’ ‘opens: April . 22, 

The automotive: colossus ‘poured 
_ ‘lim $51; 000,000 for: ‘its current, Fair 

venture. “There: are’ ‘possibly a lot 
of. laymen - ‘Tiding~. ‘through “ this: 

exhibit “ who: will. authoritatively 
“proclaim ° ‘that. it:was worth it. .Of 
i course, it's. GM's. money... in. two 

future as" ‘depicted. in’ “this “pril- 
‘liantly . éonceived ' display. : 

‘The -new. Futurama’. is- a direct 
-decendent™ of «the ° original. ‘which 
“was designed - by the’ late. Norman |: .’ 

-Fhe 1939-40" version: Bel: Geddes: : 
‘dwelt. largely: ‘in..the world as in- 
‘fluenced: by --the.: “still ising ‘auto-. 
motive. industry.’ ‘Many’ of" the: pre-| 

| are 
“have: ‘already; ‘come:. “to ‘pass. “The 
new’version. has gone in-for a. much: 

“¥eturn: ‘the next day. for their $3. 50 ‘wider. orbit:. It: concerns itself with: 
| the: World: to: come in- ‘outer-space, | 

moon. ‘exploration;: ‘research . 
Antartica, ‘underseas. living, ‘desert 
Feclamation. and ; ‘finally the bright. 

s.| and: -shining- “world. ‘of the future. |: 
It?s ‘a- comparatively - brief. ride: 

Of about - 15 -minutes with. ‘three- 
~Vabreast. Seating | ‘with ‘built-in ‘ear 

“Again:. 

equipment will. | relay. important in- _ 

ooms As j Repeat: Smasheroo of 
to-a. wealth of: detail“and- dazzling 
imagination. - - Most. -of ‘the lads : at 
‘the drawing boards<have restrained; 
themselves :’ from. .-going’ -t0o. far. 
They. have merely shown: the ‘possi- 

‘and discoveries: ‘at. hand.- ‘It's ‘not 
fanciful - Buck: “Rogers.” stuff, but. 
items ‘that. the’ present generation. 

= /.can bequeath: to. its- successors. | - 
The: ride: is summarized: in its| 

‘final sequence when.a city of metal. 
and: steel-:with :plenty.-lebensraum 
for everybody. - 
plazas, . roadways: with. electronic 
control of ‘traffic, clean ‘and :sharp 
‘arehitecture befitting the ‘new ‘ma- 

. The. buildings; 

terials; can be done. with ‘sufficient 
1e.|. courage: and vision. . It's ‘a.promis-. 

‘ing. and -gleaming: world. that ‘Gen-| - 
\ eral’ Motors. has ‘presented: for the | 
urbanites . of. the future... °< 
-, From: ‘Space: to. the: ‘Aqua’ Hilton. : 

‘The ride. opens with “an. astral 
interlude: in ‘which. the. major item |- 
“shows, how: man ‘cari. explore the 
craggy moon’ surfaces. -by- bririging 
with him. his. own. oxygen: .:There|" 

‘ingenious modular - vehicles| —. 
which conform to the ‘rugged - to-= 
pography. ‘of: the moon: Weightless 
‘men ‘navigate in ‘Space probing’ for 
-useful discoveries. : 

..Reentry. “to “this : ‘world ; 48. via 
“Antartica. . Here, ‘according to GM, 
the -future world citizens ‘will. de=| 

‘in|. -vote themselves. to research 
laboratories ‘carved from. snow. 

‘ingenious..- : vehicles 

explaining ° “the “various: 
{dersea” sequence. shows men “in 
|-octopus-like.: vehicles “probing :thej. ~ 
“underseas - ‘search. for minerals, new'|: 
‘sources of .food.:and shows - the]. 

+ possibilities. of : vacationing: “under-. 
‘seas at the Hotel Atlantis...For the 
‘ showbizzer, ° a “string. ; “of. “Lloyd |." 

~Zormation. in’ miliseconds: “The in- 
+} theatrical: work. is seen as an’ at~ 
tempt to.do so. Although it primari-. 
ya a \ contract labor source, Local 3: 

“(Continued on page 56). 

Seattle Center: Gite 
| Bridges-like’ acts’ can -even: form}. 
an-“aquatic. ‘borscht: ‘circuit in--Nep-! - 

‘sector: is the ‘building up. of jungles. | ° 

‘rolls along to: create “elevated. high- 
-ways that will not. be impeded -by 
‘fresh growth: Desalinization plans 

ated. 

‘only’ ‘excite arid impress, but .also: 

“among © those. seeing it.“ The - Fue 

| autos of ‘today.. The. housewife. is 
1 given’ a -look at --some gleaming 

and} 

Of ’62 World’s Fair). 
“Preps Its 2d Season _ 

Seattle, April. ‘14. 

The Seattle. Center - is. preparing s 
for ‘its second season, opening June 
1; with Center presently operating: 
Some facilit ies’ and. ‘the majority 
.to be open ‘May 1.° The Space* 
Needle and - restaurant’ - operates - 

will make ‘deserts habitable in. an- the. year:around,. as do the thea-: 
other sequence: eee - [te (Playhouse, Opera House, Arena 

a. “wondrous ‘vision -in: ‘this | : The’ ‘Junie. opening will find. a 
completely ‘landscaped - and refur- a 
pbished. Center -. (site of the 1962.. 
World’s. Fair). ‘Facilities. will in- 
‘elude the Food: Circus, an amuse- 
ment centre; restaurants,. the new- 

.{ dy: converted ‘mammoth’ Coliseum, 
International . bazaar and other at- 

tunes ‘domain... It- seems “possible |~ 
according to: GM: a “fe 

“Another: - “attention compelling |: 

A laser ray’ fells: the . vegetation, 
‘and ‘a: huge. road. ‘building. factory: 

display.” tsa ‘show. that. will not 

may. cause some. cerebral. churning 

turama | indicates An. exciting new. 
world : -to :come: eo 

The GM display also ‘takes’ the 

viewer through the world. of today. fractions. . ‘Summer - operation will be . tied ~ 
Its display ‘of products shows..ad- in. with celebration of Washington, 
‘vanced -model tars: as ‘well as the State's. 75th anniversary. 

. New: ‘operations direc‘or for: the. .,. 
‘Centre, taking over May.1; is Max- - 

kitchens as. ‘created: for. various “yen G: Burland of San’ Francisco. 

couiitries.. He ‘succeeds ‘Donald. Foster,-- who 
“In all, ‘GM's: Futurama is'a blue has’ been. acting. directc’: since 

print’ for’ living in-.a- civilization | Ewen C. Dingwall’ left to. come 
‘that ‘is only’ a. short time. away. and director’ of ‘San - “Antonia (Texas) 

(Continued. on. Page. 38). _ Continued Ont page. 56) . 



56 VAUDEVILLE 

Tokyo; April 44: > 

Tourists now go: to. Las Vegas| 
for. more than. gambling, says Milt-} 

“con Prell, board-’ chairman. ‘of - the 

-Sahara-Nevada- ‘Corp.,. which oper-| : 

‘ates. the Sahara ‘on. the ‘strip’ and. 
‘the Mint in the. downtown: ‘sector 

of that city. as: well. as: affiliated: 

hotels -in Lake Tahoe, Fresno, ‘San. . 

Dieo and. Phoenix. 
“It’s. getting to be a: résort town,” 

-Prell said. - 
people who go to Las. Vegas today 
dont even gamble.”: ~. 

‘He - hastened to.- ‘add... “however, 

that gambling. is. still: the. backbone} 

of the Las. Vegas hotel action, with} 
the added revénue from the casinos 
enabling : the _hostelries to . offel 

. first-class. accommodations, restau-. 
rants, entertainment. and recrea- 
‘tional facilities at moderate ‘rates. 

“Vre're Now ‘getting a-big sumimer 
famil: business,” Prell pointed out.. 
He noted. too that- the ‘Sahara ‘has: 
convention | facilitiesin its two ball-> 
rooms . to handle. ‘4,800 - people ‘at. 
a time. ~ 

. Prell. headed a. ‘délegation. 
“to. tubthump ‘the - attractions of’ 

‘Sahara-Nevada. hotels to-the: Japan: 

ese press,: 

keepers: in’ “Tokyo, Osaka, ‘Kyoto; 
and Nagoya. The only. Las. ‘Vegas |. 
outiit: to -undertake. such a promo-; 
tion. campaign, ‘chieftains of. Saraha-: . 

‘Nevada: ‘made :a. similar. excursion | 
to Tokyo- about 18 months ago.- 

. -Eyes Japanese. Tourists 
Prell confirmed the obvious, that. 

the treks “were designed. to turn: 

some of. the. Japanese’. tourism ‘traf-? 
fie to the Sahara..as: of. April 1 and 
fie new fiscal year, when: -restric-; 
tions --on Japanese : travel. abroad : 
were eased. 

Asked. about the: ‘$500 per person 
limitation in spending. money that 
will prevail, at lea: t officially, Prell 
acknow ledged. that. _the -amount-+ 
wasn't very much. “But,” he added, 
“it's the volume: we're: after.” 

He had ‘little. doubt that even! 
‘with such sparse’ spénding, ‘a. cer-! 
tain. amount. © of “the. 

LV Becoming Reso
rt Town, S at 

Milt Prell Notes on
 i Ly ‘Sa 

.| dropped. to n6-Sstars, ° 

“More -than -half. of the} 

he re. 

travel: agents. “and inn-.. 

les Tour 

Guide Michelin. 

four of these .réstaurants' were 
which ‘is |} 

-drastie. There are "33. ‘new restaur- |. 
ants . ‘sporting : “one-star while: 53. 
lost. the. designation, for -a: total. of 

“4-555.. In all, 9.907 restaurants. and. 
{hotels are listed in: the book; 
More to the ‘point (for: us work- 

ing stiffs) - 

to the effect that. costs have gone 
up: from. 10 to:15% /in the past 

Other .économic -bird-wateh-. 
jers-.¢laim: that:.costs in” France: 
| have gone up. ‘about.. 50%. in: the. 

year. 

* past” five years,- _which is: all. of. a|® 
piece, and which contrasts’ sharply. 
 with.the. official. ‘government elaim | 

: that ‘prices’ have’ been: ‘‘stabilized”’ 
since the entry. of- the current 
regime. : 
live in Paris. are under the. impres- 

gone up even more.and that over- 
all “costs right: -now are higher: in 
France than’ in the. US.- 

‘that ‘small - bistros .. all. over -the 
“country | ‘have gone into a -much:} 
; higher: degree, than ‘in the: past: for. 
fixed-price | ‘meals: at’ a “reason- 

jable™ tap. ‘Tourist board has been. 

that. the. meals. actually - cost’ what 
> they: are” ‘billed : to ‘cost, -without 
! surprises. Wines, “cover : charges,” 
et¢., are’ usually: ‘included—though | 
| there are still quitua few. (frowned | : 
! upon. ‘by. -the tourist - board). who}: 
* claim to sell a three or four course’ 

meal, 

as much ‘as. billed, or.more. -:: 
‘Another interesting. ‘factor ‘is: ‘the 

Japanese | spread: of .Diner’s Club, American. 

| Pals”: -routine.. 

Continued from page. 54 —= 

dropped, ‘all. in. ‘Paris, the | Bisson. 
San Francisco — and.” Chataigner,. 
-making: ‘a total ‘of 61. Curiously all: 

’*years ‘back,. 
-with the tuné- ‘most, associated with 

“ bmale, 
jugglers. ¥epresenting: China; while | 
Eddie Davies teams with Charlie. ‘is the fact: that the] some: "amusing: banter | 

Aichelin - ‘drops a:.eareless - ‘phrase }: 

Actually, : Americans - who-+ 

! sion: that’ prices . “and” costs have|' 

An interesting: point is . the -fact| 

watching : these carefully.” and’ is: 
making .an ‘earnest. effort: ‘to . see: 

then add.‘on ‘all sorts: of |.. 
: ' extras, making ‘the. total cost twice 

| has now . decided that its “Suris- 

foreign currency. traveling. .allow- Express. ‘chargé. accounts, ete. : Past |: 
_atices, would trickle into’the casino | year “has. seen. their. ‘emblems ° ap-|/ 

coffers. “People from. all over“the pear virtually everywhere: Which 
world love to gamble,” he. opined. | } may or: may. not be “good. There. 

“And they'll do it whether APS. in; are those’ who claim that..restaur-| 
nit «les, dimes or dollars.” 

Claiming, advantages of Las: ‘Veg: 
as-over other sun-baked communt- 
‘ties; Prell said, “If you go to.. 
Florida resort you might. ‘spend | 
$100 a day for a room. We charge! ~ 
$16 a day and. you can spend ‘the: 
difference gambling: ‘It’s ‘the fairest |. 
‘gambling in the world.. We. ‘keep 
a very small. percentage."". 

Retaining. Name. Policy oe 
Whilé. some ‘of. the” ‘other Las 

Vevas’ hotels have. gohe “in for; 
splashy production shows in recent 
years, Prell. said the. Sahara will 
adhere to its. policy of presenting | 
mame headliners. “The more other 
-phices that go for production: shows; ! 
the stronger. that makes us,” -he: 
added. “And we give ‘good: pro-| 
ductions with our shows. too.” — 

We noted that. he recently Signed-;. 
Jo’ inny. Carson of: the “Tonight” 
‘telethon to a three-year. pact..Car-|_ 
som. will make - his. Eas: ‘Vegas bow. 
with. four’ weeks. at the- Sahara 
this sumnter.’ |. 
Quéstioned about a recent popu-| 

lar tome.on a. ‘“surefire’’ system. to 
beat blackjack, which. has generated | 
‘a stir in gambling ‘circles; Prell} 
submitted. “That book: has. 
Gur business. 
' “Sure, it cut .our. percentage.” 
he added, “but it made many. more 
players. And: there’s ‘no such thing 
as. beating the percentages... ce 

' “I'd like to find a guv-to write 
‘another book. like. that, as Prell ‘Said. 

Bob hb Hops. 

Sept 
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last month: in whirl of - ‘stiows at] 
‘Tulane, LSU and Baylor. On. those }. 
dates he -carried- Molly Bee and | 
two other ‘turns. 
- Meanwhile, only one other p.a. 
‘ex-ursion .is on. the. Hope booking 
shoet—a four-day stand in Seattle ; 
fairgrounds”. coliseum ‘starting } 
June 24..For ‘this caper; “Hope: is 
down for flat’. $100.0000° and will. 
suppbtiy bevy of name acts in addi- 
tion {0 a name. band... (can’t be 
‘Les ‘Brown this. time: for ‘Brown: 

will. be - “entamped - at. -Cocoanut 
Grove). | re 
Theréafter; - starting J uly. 6,: 

Hoy starts:‘in Edward Smalt- pro-: 
du‘tion for ‘United. Artists, ST NH: 
Take Sw eden,’ ” 

ia 

ants- who ‘agree . to accept. and. 
‘honor - ‘the: charge. accounts, raise 
their prices. to. ‘make: Up the dif- 
ferential.” ; 

There. are. still. no. new ‘hotels in’ 
Paris: perhaps. the .. most. under-. 
hoteled:. major world. capital, but 
‘two Hiltons are -en.. route: Rising 
costs’ seem to. make. ‘no difference.’ 

l'Roonis.are at & premium. arid you. 
have ‘to. know somebody. to” get a}. 
| place. fo: ‘bed’ down. most: ‘of: -the: 
year. © In. the, “small. ‘side-street. 
hotels the. ‘Tourist: ‘Board: ‘Seems. .to 
have. a bit of am ‘improvement. Al- |. 
| most - -all of: them. (at -the ‘express | 
plea of | the: Board) :now. include 
breakfast in. the ‘overall price... 

. 

| 

“Unit Reviews. 
—— Continued from. pare 1s — 

- Lawrenee.: ‘We ‘ih ‘Show. 

; ——__ 

looker -on. Piang wno swings . the} 
‘ricky tick. piano mightily; multi- 
‘talented - violinist - vocalist - clown: 
‘Aladdin; -. singer. ‘Bob. Lido;: 

Burgess;. : 

Welk hasia’ ‘money-winner. in this 
show: 

It’s a. happy fomp that's smooth, 
- Steik and. sharp. ae * Mitt. 

—— 

ives «Evening of o1a-tyme|" 
“Music Hall. 

oe “Glasgow,” ‘April 1 

Ring’: s.. Theatre, Glasgow) . 
- Don -- Rass . presentation, 
Dave’ -Willis,: Jean. Kennedy, - Bond. 
Rowell, Ellis Jackson, Nat. Gon-l- 

{a.. ‘Frevor Moreton, Davies & Gray, 
Jimmy.:Plant,: Pan Yue Jen Troupe | 
(3), 
Orch. 
“Dave | ‘Willis, - 

Two -Roxanos,. Alex Ss ™m iz tt h 

comedy. click of..this nostalgic lay- |) 
-out,: ‘featuring - veterans and near |. 
veterans. Show is striving. to bring 

> back “some of.. the warmth : and}. 
" i gaiety -of. ye-old- tyme. English, and, 

Scottish. music-hall. 
With his: amusing. face, eyebrows. 

“that ‘almost. talk, and” a simple. An- 
onetime | ‘fectious aumor,’ _ Willis, 

‘thémselves'-and with a: Fair com- 

4! saw. men... These. too, are’ jurisdic-. 

| Fair. The .disputes:.are-. similar ‘in 

| nature." . - 

‘and. 
helped | dancers. Barbara ‘Boylan and Bobby: 

It “Has .a’. built-in audience . 
‘from. its: ‘top-rated’ weekly - ‘ty .ex-" 

vr posure; but’ it ‘should " also attract, 
by ‘word-of-mouth, ' lots ‘of. others... 

‘ing commercial filming: No settle- 
tment for. this situation - ds ‘seen ‘in 

with | 7 

7 _| Whitney -at-the-Beach-. 
“69-year-old” -come-- . 

dian: -with a Chaplin: style, ‘is“the| 

‘| comedians, ° 

finale <by--- his . 
Jimmy- Plant,. 

‘Ellis Jackson; ’ billed - -as <. 

despite chis years... 

also-. scores, 

‘him, “Georgia. ” 

_ The Two. Rexanos, mixed: duo; 
lare--a lively. opener. with comedy: 
‘acrobatics, the .: male” half | Staying |- 
over. for. walk-on. pits: between acts. 
The. ‘Pan: Yue - “Jen.. ‘troupe - ‘(one | 

two. -femmes) | care. skillful 

Gray.” for” 
and” ‘crosstalk... 

' Trevor. ‘Moreton "provides mem- 
ories ‘of ‘the famed: ‘English. vaude: 
star,:-the: laté: Florfie Forde; ‘ with, 
a ‘Dame. study ‘in “which. he- 
gorgeously gowned, ‘to:gasps ‘of. out. | 
fronters:. Jean. Kennedy; a rough- | 
-gabbing «. ‘comedienne, “essays . | 
vigorous’ comedy: patter’ “act that 
has-. many. crude--edges_ ‘and: lacks 
subtlety.’ ‘and ‘cleverness; and she ‘is’ 
the’ onty. weak, $ ot on a bal (of: 

y" P -| tion car in the: shape | -of .a huge 
circular ‘plastic cabin” (now being: 

‘sound ‘performers. . 

Bond - Rowell; dapper” light. -en-. 
tertainer,. now. also in the-:veteran | 
class,’ wins applause with his sing- 
ing. of*. such ‘yesteryear .. tunes. as 
“When . the. Red ‘Red. Robin.” ” 

Bill is ‘held: together by: a music: 
hall. chairman in,:the: time-honored 
‘style, . . seated. onstage and intro= 
ducing the. various . acts with ‘the 
usual : buildup: Role.'is portrayed, 
with ¢ampétence. by Jimmy: Plant, 
himself ‘a vet. trouper... 

Gord... 

Union Feud 
— Continued from’ page 55a — 

‘diction includes: “bringing -. -power. 

‘tothe. source of photography. 

-QOne_ ‘feéling. ‘is: Lsure. “among - ‘film: 

-producers: The ‘dispute. thas tobe 
‘settled soon because: there ‘is. .con- 
‘siderable.’ film . work ‘ -plannéd. -in. 
‘connection with the Fair. ‘A’ fight: 
over. cable hauling and ‘the like} 
could- severely: hamper . ‘such ‘work: 
‘There have. been some ‘meetings: on. 
‘the: -problem* among | .the.. unions 

‘mittee: but. ‘the electrical: ‘situation 
‘remains: troublesome. “Stagehands| 
‘Local 1,. TIATSE, ‘has. ‘worked “its. 
jurisdiction - out (with. ‘Local. 3 as 
far’ as. theatrical lighting, at exhibits 
is concerned. : 

: ‘Phere “have. been. ‘and. continue 
to ‘be other: disputes. -The- ‘theatrical 
-teamsters”.vs: regular: haulers - ‘is 
“one ‘arid’ there has been. some. -dif- 
ficulty - between. -AFL-CIO: carpen-: 
‘ters and | Local: 52's" hammer ‘arid 

‘tional hassles: The’ ‘latter’ has been 
settled. for. the. most. part: but: the: 
‘teamsters: ‘situation © continues, .in- 

-| volving - which ‘holds sway jn“..the 
ong ‘and short-distance. ‘hauling: .of | 
‘exhibits: and. other..matter” for the. 

nature ‘to. the. electricians -problem: 
being : ‘theatrical NS. ° -contract in 

. Also; the. Screen-. “Actors. “Guild: 
Film Producers : Assn.” dispute." is 
‘continuing. ‘This is over new scales. 
|for- Fair. work imposed | by .SAG 

seales,, which. run. two to: three 
times. that: of” the: regular’ rates 

[worked out ‘in. negotiation govern- 

the. offing. 

” Seattle 
—<— ; Continued ‘from ‘page 35 — 

| Hemisfair: ” Burland . was: assistant 
direc‘or, ‘then. ‘director--of. opera-. 
tions: ‘for. the: Seattle 1962 -World’s 
‘Fair and. -since -has. been with. ‘the. 

in San ‘Francisco. 

Century: 21-Centre;. “‘Ine:, 

been. managing ‘director .‘of Greater 
Seattle, Inc., for the past.'14 :years;. 

the - new: ‘organiza-ion. a 

‘trom 
| the ‘original ‘Billy . Cotton ‘Band; an 
a . another. : “seasoned... ‘performer | 
. with. know-how, _and. dances: nimbly: 

Nat “Gonella, |’ 
leading ‘trumpet maestro. Of ‘some |. 

“notably. 

° News, Jewish. ‘Forward and El Di- 

\beacon: will be placed atop... the 

Planes.” 

~Coney made. eértain ‘that: ‘no vant. 
'dals- would raid. the. capsule in the 

» | foreseeable future: 

Leorps - of. 60... bare-kneed © moppets:’ 
‘Shivering on ‘the wintry midway. 

‘dered the lyrics to. the acéompani- 
tment. of the glockenspiels and drum 
_ [PY attles” of - the.- teenage musicians | 

hand, shellacked the:builders of the 

the” shorefront. .: 

-|“Who wants a. big bagel in: the. sky?. 
It’s. ‘flights.-of fancy like: ‘this that: 
give - . Serious-minded -; ‘men © some- 
‘thing to ‘shudder about:” - 

‘with a salute to the one-time nickle 
empire for maintaining” ‘its zest for] 
the . bizarre.” °° ° 

eluding: such. hardy- perennials, as 
‘the Cyclane,.: the: Thunderbolt : and |. 

iment. of Building. ‘under the. profes- 
sional eye of chief ride inspector 
-Bill, Olsen. 

without negotiation with producers:. 
-FPA’ members, for. the ‘most: part;1:- : 
have refused to ‘pay. the- SGA: Fair} 

‘shortly »: at Astroland. 

diving-bells. which drop 30 feet-into’ 
a: pool: of water resembling the bot- |. 

— ‘feet-in diameter, carries 15. passen- 
"sf gers.—. 

- der: -the. superb” direction .of° Aqua-: 

s| gone conclusion: that. this- brilliant 

operations 

tracting many :visiting the World’s 

opera-. 
‘ors ..of -the - Centre, will. merge’ 
sometime this ‘fall ‘with - .Greater : 
Seattle. ‘Inc. “At that ‘time, aecord- } 

Camp,. ‘Veteran ‘showman. ‘who. has | 

will ‘become promotion: director for: 
Sone they: change to a. seven-day’ opera 

[top star of ‘the: Auld. ‘Lang Syne |= 
| has.’ the. outfronters.| 

:| happy in-memory ‘and .rouses high | 
| quota. of yocks. ‘He jis. joined. near { 

former. * : partner,’ 
for. a typical . “Old | 

photos. of Feltwian’s: ‘from. the 1910 
‘period, ” al Feltman’s : ‘menu. (circa 

door showman ‘Samuel _Gumpertz’s | 

Scrapbook. of March 7.1927; 

were. the front. Pages of. four: mews- 

papers: N.Y. ‘Times, -Amsterdam 

ario- of March T,- 1964—thus taking 

ments of the- Brooklyn’ Biarritz. 

‘phagus went a glossy photo’ of. the: 
| proposed Astrotower. which, “when: 
‘completed, ‘will rise: to more. than’ 
300 feet.and will. be ‘gandered . for. 
‘some 37 miles in: all directions... 

<The. Bagel In. ‘The’ Sky’ 

‘the. . Parachute “Jump ~ ‘(the 739. 

Steeplechase. Park. : Builders of the: 
‘Astrotower : say that. the observa- 

dubbed... “the © ‘bagel . in the- sky’’) 
will ¢arry 60: passengers.as it spirals. 
to.the top and:then descends,:. A 

tower, thus . ‘displacing © the Statue 

“America, 10, incoming ships and 

sealed. the iron: tube” with eclat.. 

was. played by-’a- ‘drum: and ‘bugle: 

A’ powerfully built’ ““sopraito” ren-. 

recruited.: from - the Major. . Irving |: 
‘Lehman Post. ‘of. the ‘Jewish~ War. 

‘sembled ‘picnic: grounds. 
cooperation of. pressagent Bill Doll, . 
they: evolved “a: ‘wonderful scheme 

| to clear ‘the-buildings. At 4:30 p.m. =: 
‘it... -Was’: announced -that.. ‘visitors |. 
‘could view..2 rehearsal: of’ the. ‘Dick 
‘Button-Paul. Feiga, ice show in the: - 

Veterans... Mary Hill Moore. is re-. 
portedly | Frederick Fried; ‘Press- 
agent. for: the park: 

:On ‘the. eve. of. the ground-break- 
ing and, .time-capsule-planting ‘cere- 
nionies;: the ‘editor of the: Brooklyn 
section | of. the : N.Y... World . Tele- 
gram, with impish- Underwood. in‘ 

ride ‘for ‘desecrating: the: Skyline : of’ 
“Who..wants an- 

outlandish |Astrotower - along” the 
shoreline?”:: the’ editor’ detonated: 

tor, however, ended -his phillipic 

: (Astcoland’s. 7 entrepreneurs: are 
not alone | ‘in. trying. to steal some |. 
of ‘the trade from the’ flats of} 7:2: 
Flushing. - _ Coney’s conglomerate 
assortment ‘of. rides: and slides, .in-. 

the Virginia Reel, lave ‘once again’ 
been. okayed by Gotham’s. ‘Depart- 

Olsen - ‘this: year’ ob-. 
serves his. 25th anni. as: the city's 
official. ride. tester. . 

‘New: Rides. 

“Among Coney’s new rides is the 
Double: Diving Bell;: slated’ to. open. 

Attraction. 
consists. of two - ‘bathysphere - type 

“}tom of ‘the sea. .Each bell, ‘eight. 

- The: Coney. Island. ‘aquartum,’ uin-. 

Fist ‘Christopher W. Coates, shifted 
from ‘a Wednesday-through-Sunday 
schedule’ to .a seven-day basis’ start-. 
ing Easter Sunday. It is .a:fore- 

and: fantastic . collection ‘of. fish’ and: 
sea. mammals will: be a magnet: at- 

Fair... Latest. arrivals. to join - such 
stellar. aets as the electric. ‘eel and 
“Olaf, the. -Walrus,”..are: six white |” 
‘wooly sbaa-ing”™” harp: seals from: 
Newfoundland. - . 

. Most: of - Coney’s. ‘attractions; no- 
tably- the ridés, operate on a ‘Sun: 
day-only: sked; ‘from. Palm. ‘Suriday. 
‘to. Decoration’ Day; at. which: time 

1903).and” a page from the late out-|: 

Also * “preserved. in. -the- ‘eapsule 

‘setupulous care’: ‘not to slight’ any 

of the English-speaking or foreign- | 

tongued eléments . of the city. who| 

regularly. séek “out the: blandish- | | 

Also ‘into the ‘Surf: Avenue: sarco::} 

The Astrotower. will: ‘reportedly : 
a.|be- more than. 60- feet: higher ‘than. 

World's | ‘Fair -: attraction). now... at’ 

of “Liberty as’ the -first' view. of: 

“Park manage- |: 
|ment hired a bona fide welder who |= 

The ‘resident - orch | under” “Alex | 
. Smith ‘Showbacks vin, rent. -vein.. .A special song, “Oh Astroland, My: 

Astroland,” was written for the’ ‘OC- f 
=|-casion ‘by. a: “famous “poet” identi-: 

fied as Mary. Hill Moore. The song] 

— 5 Continued from page. 35 

pinkissimo ipstie and’ ‘strips: of 
trading Stamps: © ; 

‘tion..: 

walk, 

‘tion Day...” ok 

The -gendarmérie’. have: let: it:. “be. 
known: that they. will. crack “down 

manners * ‘at’ ‘the’ 

kootehy..” ‘Nor. will the coppérs -per-- 
‘mit .anly cozenage and chicanery to - a 
be: practiced... on-. ‘the. - perspiring | 
proletariat at the. .games;. Tides: and... 
comestible. stands.: 
:Coney, .itt the fina

l analysis, is: ges 

‘powerful-suction pump. sucking .in. 
the. less. affluent of the. metropolis 
and. offering .them,. 
the popular-priced. rides ‘and. games, 

and’ ‘the: sea.: 

"Ford: cM 

made via” pushbuttons, ce 
“The display. -was. viewed . ‘Sunday 

(12)-‘in. an’. -atmosphere: which” re- 

New. ‘York | ‘City. ‘Building..: ‘It wag 
a. rehearsal, in an unfinished audi- 
torium - sans: .sets, ‘costumes. Or: or-" 

-ehestra. Sequences were gone over . 
and over, and pretty. soon the view-: ~ 
ers felt that they :shouldn’t. have” —- 
‘left . the. comfortable atmosphere, a 
the viands, drinks and the polished * 
-architecture. of Welton ‘Beckett -As-- 

‘Fhe edi-| sociates. who designed « the. Ford 
‘Wonder Rotunda : with: its. 290, 000. 
Sq. ft. of floorspace. . 

‘Futurama’. 

of ‘the Flushing - exhib. - 
‘Just how far away: GM's concep- ; : 
‘tion of the. city, of ‘the. ‘future will. 
be may be ‘seen by the -fact that..--:. 
the’ 1939-40 show. projected élover- 

‘leaf. intersections; ‘major: highways: .*: - 
| running ‘through the. heart: of the... 
city. unimpeded’ by urban‘ ‘traffic. °°” 

_| problems,. the fusion: of..urban. and 
; suburban living into a huge: mega- 
.lopolis, ‘separation... of. commercial ~~ 
|from residential areas, and‘the:use |”: 
of highways.and motor:cars to knit... 
.the nation together in: a more ¢o-. ::.:. 
chesive manner. Pretty, good : ‘Nos- we 
tradamusing:. 7 . 

few" highway - problems: and | -Das- 
Senger: subs will ply the undersea =} 
: lanes.: ‘There. ‘will “be: considerable: wT 
industry since it'll: ‘be: an. area 
which. in‘ the future may. ‘supply. . 
mest of:the world’s food ard-min- - 
eral ‘supply. ‘Living: and: .vacation 
-ouarters ‘will be-set.-up and in- 
‘dividual | vehicles: especially” suited. 
for watery. “travel care “in- use: 
(A major“trowble:-could ‘be the ° 
future version ‘of scuba: equipment - 

S}—a-guy ‘mau ‘not beable ‘to tell: . 
whether. a. girl is: ‘worth following: moe 
or not.) . are 

: Phe Futurama’ has: a ‘Capacity: of. _ 
70,000: during a. 12-hour day: A-pas- - 

‘¢ senger’ snakes. along. on: a. track. 
1/850 ft.:long and a slow’ pace of - 
about .a_ mile anda: quarter. But... 
during the 15. minutes riding time, 
a..viewer is. transported. a | quarter 
century into fhe future. ° 

Other. items in. the ‘capsule. wane. 
. During. Easter .- Week: the.” 

‘rides. were in full swing.every day, ~. .. 

The - smoothly-managed :. Steeple: i 
chase Park’ opens its. gates:on. a. .- 
Sunday-only basis May 2: Starting a 

| Decoration. Day;: the public’ is. ad-. |. 
mitted from. Tuesday’ through Sune 7°. 
day. As ‘for: the Parachute. Jump, : 
the Tilyou attraction on. the board-. 

it Opened ‘for. Sundays .on:.” 
Easter Sunday and goes on.a séven- 
day-a-week. ‘basis’ Starting: Decora-.. 

‘Those: ‘hellbent': on. experienciiig .. 
‘more titillating: sensations—watch-. 7 
ing, for ‘example; female.. midriff: ' 
‘muscle-movets: and fan: ‘manipula® 
tors in: the ‘purlieu ‘of. Surf. Avenue 
—are doomed: * to. disappointment. a 

in ‘addition ‘to: Loe 

two. of the. choicest free acts‘on'. _ 
the .broad’ strang, namely, the sand _ 

vet . 

eet gteenye 9 = ae depiemetpstere ctor ad Beets Da tated ret a Ee a ene 
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scions took ‘the: -ear- out on’ a. spin | 
and left:in‘a ‘parking lot. . There-is:: | 

algo .ax showing: of- oldtime’ ‘Fords = *.*: 
-and models of. ‘cities ° ‘around. the |... 
world. The commentary. is’in’ ‘four.:-°* 
languages and selection. can be 

With: the Fee 

. Jose... foo 

will’ be one of thé great smashirogs z : 

eee 

ee ee a c ne . ES ae Cen ree ones 
5 . os - 

‘The cunderseas - sequence, ‘shows. Lh 

. ae . 
peg ie tt te 

web a anlat es 

FO ae 

jon. any dubious. diversions: featur- °.* 
. ing the less decorous belly-terpers. . 

“Like the. guardians. of morals and... 
high-falutin’” * - 

World’s : Fair, /Coney’s ‘keepers. of |: 
the. .peace - won't: tolerate. ‘Jatterday,. 
accelerated versions of the hootchy-. : 

“ . awe 

mage nes ee ere la gah amen ape oernateeratat ns ated nn Late PEareaian Cat ante n 
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7 - Be 6 si sds Hera Frame 

- There's” a “New Boy. Ih 
a “town, Girls! a 

a2). His name is‘Enzo- iinet 
Chess A handsome. bloke who ‘ar: 
ere “rived: from: Itdly- in 1945. 
_ sand “was schooled.‘in New 

“os 4 Jersey. He sings Songs. ‘Like *’ Mario’ Lanza and Mr, Ca-.|. 

po He thade his, West: Coast -Tuso: of the long ago, His foo. 
: “debut - last. night: ate the :-: és am cee 
| Hotel Ambassador’s.°Cocoa: setae mater ; ot hd = 

night’s:- | 

ee Sighed 1 when. he. lett. the qe 

>} and Holly Wood ‘plus a New: Stage. ae 

_ ~ a boid... 

| Sorker or two. 

; = Nut. Grove: ‘before . Mr... and. - 
_ “-. Mrs. Los Angeles and ‘their. 
>. | two daughters. Beverly. Hills 

‘The - jam-packed - Grove “ 

“He | Say, bt 14 

ay. WALTER WINCHELL 

“Cahn; who were ‘introduced Le. 
by: Rowan & Martin: ‘(they “|. 

- followed:-Mr.. Stuarti’s -ex-. |. 
citing ‘repertoire ‘of. songs) |-- 
led: the ‘hollering: and clap’. . 

ee ping. « - 

“The best tenor. ‘since. : 

version .of.:Caruso’s: famed |." 

Grove: -population. i 

Enzo. to Bed. Dowa a My 
2 Be oy! 1° 

ey “almost smothered him with... 
./ [deafening applause. oS"... 

earplercing 0.2.0 c0 ees “Bravos,” - 
ieee | whistling’ and love. . 

‘Edw. G.. Robinson; os 
os “Groucho. Marx; Gienn Ford, © 

"| ‘Laurence Harvey, . 

. Liz. ‘Minelli, ° 

,. Earned deafening applause at end of each 

* umber and unrestrained shouts of. approval. 

- HANK GRANT 

. | and: Academy Award Wine 
| ner. Somposer athe am Lu e el. ce : 

| dimmy.McHugh,. Patti Page, -- 
<“) Mrs, J. Barrymore Jr. (Cara. 
“4 Williams), Michael. Wilding, . =. 

& George. © os 2. 
“Hamilton, Barbara’. Rush,. "=~ 

Gracie’ Allen ~ | 

COCOANUT. GROVE OES et GO” 

ENZO STUARTI. A HIT 
 MAGNIFIQUE « 

LGitizen News. 

ENZO STUART throws ¢ away 

‘more: high notes with ease: than: any 

tenor. on nthe nitery: beat 

we —ARMY. ‘ARCHERD 

-WINTER/ KAFAFIAN a 

- Public Relations. 220. 

- PAGERAEL ASSOCIATES ~- JUBILEE RECORDS 

| 
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Mi 
ORGANISATION 

Ho) be)\ 
~ T ql E ri TR E 5 | 

INGE oF WALES |. TALK Tow 
| THEATRE, PICCADILLY, W wore corner 

T D’S.G 

pennan seuron "THEATRE serait, 
STEWART CRUIKSHANK BERNARD: DELFONT. | 

present -_ _ ‘Presents: 

-BYGRAVES 
. ROBERT NESBITT's 

er new MUSICAL” Va non: ‘O'CLOCK REvug: | 

wgOUND ABOUT |_| .-ROMAN. HOUbaY”| 
ILLY’ a - - : and. at. MM: *30 P.M. 

ae 

Miers URRAN. VE. MARY. KAYE. TRIO. Directors pick H 

~ SAVILLE 
THEATRE, Ww. . 

‘BERNARD ‘“TOM we 
DELFONT & ARNOLD fo 

“PHOENIX. 
» THEATRE, Ww. = 

“BERNARD DELFONT. &. 

“FREDERICK GRANVILLE © Bresent 

"HARRY SECOMBE"’ - 

“PICKWICK” CALIGULA 
By. ALBERT. CAMUS: 

Director: ‘Peter Coe 

present. 

PALLADIUM 
| “LESLIE A, MACDONNELL e 

BERNARD ° ‘DELFONT 

[present | bet 

“INTERNATIONAL - 
| _MARIETY © 

‘with. 

“LENA HORNE 

“D “AVID “HERRICK 
n- asso

ciation 
with. 

BERN: ARD. DELFONT 

“The Thor Ci Matralie cea 

and. - 

also World
 Touring: ce

s _SET. T OFF” re 

‘MORECAMBE. & WISE SERIES” 
CHARLIE DRAKE. SERIES _ 
TONY HANCOCK ‘SERIES. 

MOCANARD 
ORGANISATION 

We) pre) 

a | ‘boro, NAG: 

“Tt Only. Joss. 

| “000: for: that. 

“EY Billy... Livingston>. 

Uh & Maria Jelinek,: Cathy Machado; 

Dire ctor: Peter | oe an | City, Mo... April. 6-12; $4: top. 

Tl Seem - that: 
_ | - have worn itself: thin, but the: exact 
4 opposite. is true this‘trip. The show 
1} is: glamorous and. eye-filling, there: 

4) is: refreshing’: ‘new -talent .and_ the 
- Ht: boxoffice plays 4-méeérry tune. 

; - | all-time. “champ... “probably ©. | 
-f}more. than $85,000. better. than }:. 

a = | last. ‘Possibly. generally. better €co- 

ay ‘weather. aré- big -plusses ‘in: this 

|j|.a..good show: are always good box-. 
“I office - -Mmeditine. | 

i costumes, : 

‘Honolulu, April 14: 
“ginger ‘nicwn as “Screaming 
J ay” : 

i a 20-year-old - ‘girl. ‘friend: ° 
}... -Girl: allegedly- stabbed: J alacy 5. 
: ‘Hawkins, 

Hollywood, “April: 14. 
Lawrence Welk ‘troupe. retiirned | 

ot Sunday (12) from its. aannual- one- 
nighter | ‘Spring ‘tour.. <The . seven- 

and ‘Charleston, . 'W: Va.; 
incurred - by ‘promoter | 

‘Bill Daly... ‘on- tour. was -.a- $14, 600 
‘gross’ in. Albuquerque, N-M. - 

“Meanwhile. Welk show is “booked 
{| to. play~ Chicago ‘Stadium. Sept:. 22 
}at 50th anni party: of Employes’. Or= 
‘ganization ~ of . Illinois. Bell: : Tele- 
‘phone; : ‘Troupe. will “seta flat $25, -. 

Tee Show Review 

ee € apades 
- Kansas City, ‘April 14, 

‘Ice ‘ebtravapansa” in:-two-acts pro- 
‘| duced by John H..Harris; costumes,. 

-conductor-com- 
poser,. James N. Peterson: produc- 

lighting,. James. ‘Moser.. ‘Cast: Otto 

‘Doug’ Austin; -Romayne. & ‘Steele, 
Brigitte, Alan: Konrad, Hans-Leiter; 
Jan Tors; “Doris. “Winter, . Three 
Britises, ‘Hugh “Forgie, ‘Labrecque 
&. Busse y,, Spanky. the “Chimp -& 
Dave. Pitts: ‘Line, 48 girls, 30 boys. 

: At Municipal Auditorium; ‘Kansas. 

After rt years: “arouiid. at “would 
“Tee .Capades” : “would: 

“Judging by. the take; upwards - of 
$210,000. for 10 shows, this is. the 

doing 

the next. best. year—the one before 

astounding record here:. But -hard. 
| work.in promotion, advertising: ‘and: 

The “usual “array -of ‘gorgeous 
adept. staging,” skillful. 

‘Skating ° and corny: ‘clowning: are 
; }-all: -important ingredients in: this. 

‘| -show.. -And: the talent roster jis .a 
. department: in. which‘“‘Ice ‘Capades”” 

y never had .a™ shortage. - This time 
|-around - it has an -unusually good: 
| pair. in the- Jelinek . siblings, Otto 

- fl and “Maria, billed as. the- world 

“Really Screaming? Now. | Lipin sabi St = 0- Horsepower: 
Hawkins. ‘was.. hospitalized ° 

‘with a stab. -wound, reportedly re- |" 
ceived. in ‘the: Waikiki apartment of | 

a "32, “nitery . ‘entertainer, | 
a | during | an. argument. . 

|| WELK SOLD $203,136. 
HIN: SPRING 1-NITER TOUR: 

‘eity’. trek: through. seven ..statés | 
Hl wond ‘up. .with:a New Orleans stand. 

‘Saturday: (11. that ‘gtossed.. ‘$29, 125. 3 
. Previous. takés . were’ Louisville,. 
mf "$28, 901;° ‘Dallas, : $29, 660; . -Gréens- | 

$34,000; ‘Tulsa, . $32; 400, |: 
$35,050. : 

| Welk} , 
-T} entourage - Was guaranteed; $20, 000 

| per night. 

“haute. - -ecole’”’ 

‘TF tion. -coordinators,- ‘Rosemarie Stéw-}. ° 
\‘art; Robert ‘Dench, Donria Atwood; 

-the | aficionados. - 
-wouldn’t. know”. a. 
‘hand from a pas-de- trois, the grace: | |. 
- ful: stallions: and ‘their. aecomplish-. Stags 
“ments. tend to become ‘repetitious. |f' 
But even for fhe uninitiated. it 

‘is. still something: of an experience, |f -:. 
thanks to the illuminating.and -nos- |} - ; 

|.talgic narration of bearded ‘Tony: 
-Kraber and the obvious enjoyment |{f la“ 
the animals: get. out: of their work- |.[-~ 

It is -one animal. act . that |]. 
doesn’t. seem to “have. been ‘tor- 
“outs... 

‘Bale Trots to SRO 806 in Philly Bow 
By JERRY. GAGHAN 

" The’ ‘horse is‘a. noble. animal and | 
‘a hot ticket. as well. To. assay. the 

| quadruped’s . true” ‘nobility and. its |. 
‘unprecedented: drawing power 4. 

| visit: is -in-‘order ‘to. the .20-horse-. 
‘| power. ballet. that trades under: the: 
name of the’ Spanish Riding School |. 
of Vienna, ‘This. four-centuries-old.: 

| institution ‘that became. known. in 
America’ through Wal t. Disney's 
“Miracle of: the. ‘White Stallions; ee 
is ‘displaying . for: the. first time - in. 
this: country the brand: of : -horse- 
manship:that has made its fame 
‘unchallenged. 

“Col. - Alois ‘Bodhiadjsky, “the. for- |} 
“mer: ‘Austrian. hussar,. is the regis- 

“ Lipizzaner Stallions © 
Philadelphia, April . 14. : 

‘trian... Government,...-the “Spanish. } 
‘Riding School -.of . Vienna, under 
direction. of -Col.: Alois Podhajsky, 
in two acts. Production - by. Col: 
Podhajsky; | ‘musical arrangements, 
.Dr.: Lothar Reidinger, . conductor;. 

“narrator, ‘Tony: 
__ | Kraber. At: the’ Arena, -Philddep- 

lI | phia, April, 9, °64; $6 top, 8 

Felix ‘Popper; - 

-The. Viennese flavor ‘ is - re-created 
| with ‘imitation: crystal chandeliers. | 
dangling. from.., the. Arena~ eaves: j f° 
Flowers -bank the rim ‘ofthe saw- | 
dust ‘covered ‘rink, raised with nine. 
inches: of topsoil: AL 30- -piece Sym-’. 
- phonic-style: orchestra , adds to the 
‘Danubian ballroom ‘effect: - “with: 
classic dance. time (Mozart; Boc-. 

-cherini, von: Suppe,: Strauss,’ Cho- | 
“pin, -ete.), whilé-the graceful] steeds |%= 

|-and. .their - impressively. costumed |. 
{riders’.run through a. series of | 
‘quadrilles,- minuets, . “gallops: and 
‘marches with beauty and *preci- t 
sion. 

-| mented: into its tricks. -Consider- 
| ing thatthe Lipizzans have played | 
‘one. stand; Vienna _ for 400. ‘years, 
‘it’s: an exotic treat. as: -well.- 
“For..the horse: fanciers, ‘the: show 

rates’ “somewhere between . ‘Mecca ||, 
‘and: ‘Lourdes:: The pony’ pilgrims . 
piled © in’ by ‘bus:.and: conveyance. 
ftom. over’ a -Six-state. radius. The. 
‘Arena just placéd one ad and the | 
‘second -Frequested: ‘that no-more. 

Columbia’ Festivals. Inc. presen: | vs 
tation, ‘through. courtesy -‘of “Aus- |. 

t alternate. , nis. 
, S
o
o
o
 

6 

i} seur- of: the -peerless: man: on aj. “Bottoms.” 
| mount, With -his. squad.:of riders 

| and ‘grooms,. he. demonstrates. the jf. 
art .of ‘horse | ‘training known .as'| 

. Chigh: school), -al- | 
though. for the ‘Lipizzan white 'stal- 1. 
‘lions -high school is. the: equivalent |: | 

yof a- Ph:D.. ‘degree. -in. any, . other 
stable... 

The fine points are. strictly for = | 
‘For . those. who |} 

courbette-in- || 

, . ideas; , 

| personations, _ 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous. Views. |. 

‘Czechoslovakia - in uy by. “Gen: ' 
George C. Patton’s 2d. Cavalry: A 
halftime .. fuss...over’. this ‘event,’ 
known ‘in: the ‘books ° ‘as “Operation 
-Cowhoy,””. was made. at . ‘the. stal-«. 
lions’ “Arena. ‘debut.. 

The. Austrian. consul and a inil- ms | 
itary representative - ‘from ‘the Em-- 
bassy:-made presentations. to ~Col. 
Charles’: H.: Reed, present’ CO of 
the -2d;- Sgt. Joséph: E. Carpenter, 
of - Englewood,. NJ.,..the. first. U.S.‘- 
soldier to reach: the horses,” ‘and. 
Major Louis: T.. Holz,:.a Philadel: 
phian who -.took’ part in the :-mis- 
Sion. Col. 
‘Patton rescue. -story.: “The boys. 
found them by accident,’ ” he. -said. 

_| "I think they™ were really: looking | . 
t for girls.” ns “oS 

- Bottoms if to Vesas 
Las. ‘Negas, ‘April. 14°. 

Bill. ‘Norvas,. entertainment di- 
rector of The ‘Castaways, has signed. Trtet 

for. an.-April- "18: 
‘preem, ~~ The: intimate- ‘Tevue: ‘has- 
been: running at. the Dallas : ‘Adol- 

“Bottoms Up” 

phus -for .four ‘ years.: 

_ Dir.: Harry Greben,: 203 N: Wabash: Av. 
DEarborn. 20996, Chicago, IMinois © 

“BUCK BUCKLEY 
. OA 

‘“\ QUARTER wit 

n ~Gaitcentty’. 

Ae Tovrins West. 

vith. . 

VARIETIES 

birection. 

“CARLSON 
ARTISTS 

CORP.. 

“Birmingham | a 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
1 e Only. Real. Monthly . ..- 

“ ‘PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE .. 
| THE -LATEST. —. THE GREATEST -— 1 

' THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST . 
. Now... in. its ° 160th ‘Issue, containing 
stories “one-liners, poemefttes, . song: 

.. titles; -hecklers, audience stuff, mono: . 
- dogs,. .- “parodies, . double gags, bits}. 

‘Intros, .- Impressions" and ‘-tm- - 
‘political, interruptions... 

‘Reed. discounted the’ _ 

Comedian Red :Foxx. returned to ~ 
-| the ‘Castaways ‘Sun. (12) and: will” *. a 

act: nightly © with. Ba on 

. . _ aoe 

emcee APO eA eS mene Caren em RS pee Aen en ae ts rm 

a o . . = ‘ . 

. ‘ 

. ee ' . of . vet . . . ° . 

. m4, . . . . 

_ o te . yo. wean .? 

: a . . ] rr . . noes 

aE A A a ea Dae Are at 8 a st ete oh acementer tate ensaral Bt r+ roar Sg pp 1 * ohne SEAS pew. ‘ cai 2 2 

present. a ~ a] 

4 RLD— | . “‘pistent. fo. 

| want TO GET OFF” " | “Stop THE WORL
D we 

—— <I WANT TO. 

“fi Winter. 

1 of. Cleopatra;. ‘Hugh Forgie:and his. 1 

|| =apmas. Cotitinued from, page. pa ” 

os} ‘Collins, the - hypnotist,: who. is cre- |: i 

of. the News, Vignettes; ete. (20: Pages) . 

$25 YR SINGLE ISSUES. $3. . 

$35 YR —SINGLE ISSUES $4 
-. No C.0.D/9 = 7 

BILLY’ ‘GLASON, 200 WwW, 54th. ‘st. 
New. “York ‘City 10019, CO 5- 1316 

‘champions, “and: spotted | deep” in. 
the ‘first act. they impress, strongly 

| “with! skillful acrobatics. - 
|}. Other.’ cast, °.members:. are old 
‘faves. here; from:the smooth adagio 

1. work. of. ‘Romayne. & Steele, to. the | 
whizzing whirls. of Doug . Austin,|: 

|. and ‘Alan Konrad, and: ‘gal. skaters | 
Cathy. Machado, Brigitte ‘and. Doris }. 

mail orders be:sent in:- -Some 22,-} 
000 : ‘seats for -the. four-night. stand, | 
with. more. than an $80, 000. gross, ||: 
were ‘sold. ‘SIX ‘weeks in. advance of Ww 
-the .opener.: 

‘The. visit ‘of. the white. stallions ||. 
“to: America and Canada has. to do:|'— 
with the rescue: of the: ‘animals inl. 

Comedy. is. ‘represented: by. ‘Hans: 1% 
| Leiter in.a ridiculous interpretation, -GLASON'S "FUN-MASTER 

_ PROFESSIONAL - 
” COMEDY MATERIAL 

or every branch of: theatricals- 
AWE SERVICE. THE STARS!” 

(Workout for Handbatancers): ~ 

Easy. to ‘Carry, Practice: Anywhere: 
' (AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES)” 

‘. Address - inquiries’ to: 
P. 0, Box es ‘Sth Street, Brooklyn, is, Ne oy, 

| never-tiring badminton’ antics, the} 
1 ' Three: Bruises. Most -novel turn is |. 

| Spanky, the. skating .champ chimp, 1 
and his handler, ‘Dave Pitts. Other | 38 cag files $15, plus: $1- ‘postage. 
‘novel . bits.’ are . contributed ' by: Jan {4. OREIGN: 35 for $30. 

+Tors:.as, a duo’ of dancing ‘dolls,:| - 3: ‘Parody - -Books, per: Bk.. mire 
and ‘by :quartet. of. king-sized kang:.| {» 5 Blackout Books - 1-2-3 Each | “$25.0 TIE: 

\-aroos, skating: about on: their. huge: | eminetrel for si5T Ne: 5 for $30 : 
| tails. 2. |] 2 “How. to Master ‘the Ceremonies” 2. 

Opening .. night attendance was} ..)$3, PER COPY’... . NO C.0.D.'s" - 

‘up; - group “Sales. ‘were. especially ae ee Ao of 
good, ..and . the. entire. engagement ° 900 Ww. cut 84 s LASON ‘cos. 1316" | | Gatest): $9; 40 back 

pleasing to customer, and producer} - Send. checks: to EDDIE GAY. “(We TEACH M.C’ing. . and. COMEDY). 
alike. Quine. wet areal ‘Professional. train” you) - 

GAY'S GAGS 
* published. ‘Monthly. Topica. 

| Original one finers.- Jokes. : Over 300... 
‘Sample Copy $2... $12 per Year. Six: 

sues (fi rst). $22, 

” Fair: Perks Cafes 

t ond: week: in"a: row, Miss. London ||. 
“has ‘gone into. ‘percentage. ‘figures. |} < a Y 7 | , « 

; The Latin Quarter: and: oe Co- |}. | 
paca ana’.also" have - perke and} = 

‘41 Basin Stf.. ‘East has moved ' up nice-|¥. and the TROUBADORS - 
ly. Latter is’ primarily. ‘due. to: Pat |} ~HARRAWS: Reno 

Thro May 6 © “ACCENT recone {| ating. a ‘Bood-word-of:mouth. for. the | lth le 
| ‘Spot. - a 

| Quickest Way Seats . 

back issues (latest): * 12 back issues-§ 
s 

]:P.0. Box 181,:New. York, Ni Y- 10023 oo 

a er ce il en La ee De 



Ey elégantly. gowned: by Cy Cook and. 

= est: ‘ally.as’.an:’ ‘entertainer... 

_Nedesden, Arai 15, 1964 BS? ee eg 

: . , . Ah; ‘Hab-Cha-Cha"" 4 ‘and. “something . Cave,: ‘Vancouver 
Vancouver, April ‘3. 

"Shelley. Berman, .Fran° Gregory, | 
Dancing’ ‘Debs ..(5), -Fraser. Mae: | 
“-pherson “Orch - ADS ®. 75. admis.) 
Sion. Se, 

. ‘labelled “Cuckoo-barra” ‘which .fea- |. 

great, bird. *: 

"Whatever : reservations | m ni Z h t. 
“have: existed lo¢ally as“to Shelley 
, Berman's ability asa cafe. conse-. 
"dian .are ‘completely. dispelled by 
the: sock’ ‘performarice. he produces | 
for “his Cave “:debut. Heretofore | 
only in. Vancouver for two separate | | 

“‘concert.. appearances in the. plush |.” 
atmosphere: of the. Queen. Elizabeth |. 

.. Theafre,’ he :. Shows: commanding | 
“nitery’ expertise: - he _ works |: 

who ‘support’ ‘him skillfully are. 
‘saxist “Dave - Harris; : guitarist’ Gil 

‘Roten. aa 
Show's ’ in for. 40 ays: “Tubes: : 

Hotel Roosevelt, N: Os. 
_ New Orleans, April 10:. 

stage with: mike ‘in. ‘hand for: robust 
repartee. with ringsiders. 

: ‘-Only for two or. three. ‘set: pieces | 
per . his. bestselling ._LP’s. does ‘he |. 

- "perch: ‘on: a. stool’ to -utilize. his. 
_trademarked .. telephone: Overall,.| 
-"Berman. offers a solid. 55. minutes of 
- brilliant: satire, wickedly sardonic | 
“wit. “and “genuine, bellylaugh: 
humor. : | 

“His preem. night. “was: one of thie | 
. most: heavily’ ‘attended ‘ openers” in 
'.Cave history, ‘and he ‘didn’t let any 
of his auditors down: ‘Opening. with. 
: caustic” comments. on tv commer-: 
“dials, Berman: ranges far ‘and: wide 
for: topics on - which. Ato" ‘vent ‘his. 
satirical. ‘spleen. 

Pina’ “Robin, “Leon- Kelner’: ‘Orch: 
| $2. 50. weeknight minimum; $4. Sats. 

Seymour ‘Weiss’. phish: Blue’ "Roan 
‘when’ : he ~ 
Carthy; 
Klinker; Mortimer -Snerd,.. et: ‘al., 

Thursday- AO). 
Bergen’s showmanship’ ‘and. choice | 

of smart. comedy material for. .his 
family. | of:- dummy personalities |: 

his long. absence.: He: also ‘has. ex- 

“:malice,’. -Tetain .. the. : average guy. ad: Jibs. ° 
‘touch,’ ‘the: common -‘'denominator 

~-(albeit’ in’a- saloon: setting) -that :so: ventriloquist’s ‘wife, 

‘recording ‘studio. “work: -and is the. laugh. lines’ and sings: one: “SORE, to 
., factor ‘that: ensures instant ‘Tapport nice Fesponse... — 
> and: communication | with his: ‘audi-| Bouncy, iittle - Tina: Robin tees 
* ence. . . | off ‘the’ new lIayout with a songalog 
oe Fran - Gregory, ; in ‘support of of -newies. and. oldies: arranged ‘by: 
~ headliner,: ‘was: a promising young cher’ “spouse,” ‘Sam: 

Z ishe:. married: Vancouver. Sun. col-. out’ “The “Wheel ‘of: Fortune’; 
“umnist Jack’.Wasserman' ‘and. as-|.Roberta: Sherwood,’ in.. her husky. 
_. sumed” semi-retired , status. as :'a| Voice . with. Up. ‘a: Lazy’ River” 
” West. Vancouver. homemaker“ -and Teresa. Brewer . with her” booming 
mother. Her® ‘professional. appear-} “Put Another. Nickle In” and ‘others. 

anees in the ‘past: few years: have- ‘However,-’she’ has‘‘a. talent -all- her. 

- been necessarily limited.’ But when'| °w2 ‘and doesn’t * need. to - imitate. 
she does. take ‘an engagement. she other warblers. She. closes to heavy} 

a “shows ‘she- still has. ‘the ‘pro ‘touch: ‘palm-pounding. . 

ae pean blond looks ‘to light; tmusical- crew give the ‘show top 

An’ this outing. Miss. Gregory is. ‘greens,. Latinos ‘and other tunes 

takes full ‘advantage: of .excellent 
‘backing: by the Fraser ‘Macpherson | 
house. orch and ‘some’ top ‘arrange-|. - 
ments ‘by Pat: Trudell to create. apn. eae ae 

__ Stir. ‘of. vocal. excitement...“ ’ a : 
‘Miss ’ Gregory’s’ 20-minute. ‘turn ae ° Liberte; NYS Hae 

” ‘takes in’ some eight songs,. ‘includ-|.. ‘Gelia. Cruz. & .Co.:: 
‘ing. “Let.- There -. Be. Love” - and. Fire Revie’. with. Candido, : ‘Wal- 

the: knee-action. sessions. -; 
“Show. uns: until. April 29. 
ne. 7 oa Liug: ey 

“Let’s Do It,’ * among. others:. ‘Singer fredo, de Los - -Reyes: Orch,. Pancho’ 
_ throughout - has | good - stage © pres- 
ence, radiates. personality: and. de- |, 
; Servedly. rates hearty : ‘auditor, re-|. 
“ Sponse. | 

"Next: Mickey ‘Rooney. ‘with ‘Bobby: 
Van, opening: “Thursday (16). . 

? Shaw 

Cardenas “Orch; $6 | minimum: 

- “Perez. ‘Blanco: has made’ the: til 

- es ' + spot.. is:.Celia’ Cruz; a vet -enter-| 

“Ye Little. ‘Clap, LA. i brought .‘in .a- revue’'.to -give her 
Los | Angeles; April: er ‘suitable. production.. 

Monte: . Mansfield, : Dave. “Havil- 7 
“ands two: eink . minimum. stituted,.. 

-::' | shows”: 

Tn ‘an. intimate club like Marshall tie opicana pom ge oes ne of 

Bases TEC poring san be dead: | lavish as those of the Cuban large- 
himself” too’: seriously: and: let. “it | seater . 

| show. It’s just. not the. proper |: 

_.Savironment for. ‘that type. of: : 8P° volatile - Eatin singers. The. cream- 

prea on rect ti two-way: llistration of colored. senorita gives a: Jively re: 
the pitfalls of: pretentiousness oc- 
@Uurs.. in: the current . offering. of 
_-Monte . Mansfield, whose ©. act: 
smothered by the artificiality ‘of his point.‘up.. her ‘tunes: Each one: of 

: style, ; cand. Dave ..Havilland, whose’ her ‘endéavots . is’ geared: to: those: 
very: unaffectedness, is his staunch- -who . remember -her. work” ‘in. the}: 

; ‘Latin’ American < countries: ;-- 
“Top-billed «Manisfield:- plays - the | Although: this is her. first. U, S. 

. - ‘smooth, debonair troubadour in‘ his | appearance. in. many “years, . Miss 
--” set .of.. eight songs: He’s:fond, of | Cruz has: maintained -her audienze 

strolling through. ‘the: ‘audience: and’ through. recordings: disked. ‘mainly. 
making g£00-g00 ‘eyes at:the patrons | in South Ameriea. She’s one of the | 
as he croons away. ‘This device. has | topsellersin the Latin: sections ‘of | 
some: merit: in: ‘Yarger- rooms in.that| town. Much of.:her’ repertoire. ‘is 
it | brings. - a: faraway’. - performer: ‘known ‘to-her. compatriots: ‘as. . is} 
..closer-to his audience. But-in: the| evidenced ‘ by. applause.. ‘aceorded: 
' COZY: YLC: ‘an entertainer As: Close ‘her when tunes are recognized. - 

enough. on ‘the stage... -Miss Cruz’s:. English: /tunés © fre: | 

_As -for ‘Mansfield’s. vocalizing, he| ‘quently. “sound -phonetic.:- They’ re} 
“seemed. jittery and-uncertain open-| ot her strongpoints, but. are de-]- 

ht.. Several times::he -f ‘livered,. ‘presumably, as-a_ ¢onces:| : 
ing night. Seve orgot, sion’ to- the. gringo trade,’ which. is. 

also’--part ' of. :the.. -Liborio ‘scene. | 
--his’ lyrics “and: on; many oceasions 

~ notes emerged flat. He might, brush: 
Up ‘on: the .words: and music ‘and ‘However,. ‘all’. her- numbers are 

:-deemphasize fhe’ ‘staging. imagery excellently received.” 
‘for a better -act., ; 

' Havilland ° is ‘an. “engaging . Jad. 
. from. Down | ‘Under: “who: ‘strums. a 
‘guitar and reels « ‘Offa batch - ‘of | 

. popular ’- - folk tunes, ‘mostly. of 
_ Australian - vintage.’ Unlike’ many| 
Of. the: new: crop of. folksingers, he: 
- comes: to’ ‘entertain’ an audience, 
.not: badger-it with ethnic affected- style. 
“ness. : His : selections include. “Tie|* The ‘Walfredo de ‘Los ‘Reyes. and 

topped’ “py. .holdover’ performer |: 
Candido: who. does - his::own- bongo. 

‘companiment for, Miss Cruz. There 

excitingly. figured) girls: along with | 
a-pair of: lads..who provide ‘good 

Me Karigaroo.-Down,”: “Marianne,” . ‘Pancho: Cardenas musicrews. pro-. 
« {Waltzing Matilda,” harmlessly ‘vide the > backing and dansapation. 
Tsque- item, evidently. ‘called: “Ooo, je: O Fece, 

tee ae ota Soe we ee c- 7 ee bad “ewe en ener as. 
cae : od ., . . oars : . . . 

“| tures bird: calls. ‘Havilland: does a 

-For “Mansfield’s” set, no: “fewer | 
. than. five ‘musicians’ crowd onto the} 
‘|-YLC stage,-which may .be-one ‘rea-|: 
‘son. Mansfield “wanders into. ‘the 
throng ‘$0 - ’ often.” -The ‘musicians | 

‘Hintz, bassist Jack. Smialley;. pianist’. 
Ronnie. Phillips . and’ drummer. Roy}, 

+, Edgar. Bergen, ‘making his | ‘firet} 
appearance: here- in.‘a. ‘number: of 

1 Of '- ‘professionalism - acquired . from. 
‘previous. exposure and a refresh- 
ing naivete-that is evident’ through- 
out. their. energetic. ‘efforts . is: as: 

trotted’ Charlie. ..Mc-' 
‘Podine- Puffington; ‘Effie 

out of" their trunks. opening ‘night 7 

‘makehis act still seem. fresh after. 

cellent rapport with the more:-¢on-: 
‘vivial’ diners, -working™ them ‘into. 

“His. observations,. untinged. with} the show. with sharp and: ‘timely. 

“Also. working: in. the: net: is: the 
Frances. A. 

* distinguishes his .concert stage.-and | honey: blond, she’ has.- some. good} 

.Klinger..-. Miss |: 
~-voeglist out. of Los Angeles before. Robin. mimics Kay’ Starr. ‘belting 

‘strings | Of 
Maestro eon | Kelner” and: ‘is 

drawer . ‘backing: and. - mix | ever-| 

to” keep: the. tables: empty. during 

(6). in. “Latin ' 

\porio a haven forthe. expatriate 7 
‘Latin~ ‘American: . performers. who | ': 

~.«-normally found ’.Cuba’ a profitable |. 
| stop.. Latest‘ Cuban fave ‘to, hit this‘: 

\tainer for’ the’ Habaneros, who has} 

The layout,.: as ‘presently ‘con-| 
is reminiscent of. the}- 

at: the. ‘well-remembered. 

“but. the: “same: flavor. is |- 

: Miss: ‘Criiz is: oné. of the. “more, 

cital in. both: Spanish: ‘and: English: | 
‘Her performance. is: flavorful ‘and: 
‘at: times torrid! | “In| addition; - she} 

18] does: ‘copious -‘terp.’ ‘interludes’: ‘to: 

turn: and. provides. background.. ac- 

are. four- ‘tenred ‘costumed. ‘ and |: 

7 ‘surrounding ° production. in. “Cuban | - 

‘Latin: Quarter, N: Ye 
“Diamond Fair,” with The Kaye. 

Sisters (3), Jack ‘La’ Cayne & ‘Gel: 
Rolly: & 

-Arry; Ana. Raines, ‘Hill. Roberts, |? 
Jeanne ...Michelle; Diamond “F air. 
‘Show. Girls (13), “L.Q. Showcase - 

‘Somina, -Marvyn - Roy, 

Dancers... (14); Diamond - Escorts 
(4): ‘Jo Hombardt: 
minimum. 

The US. debut Of the Kaye Sis-- 
" fters, | a ‘trio of. ‘English -cararies, 
| proves:’a’ successful experiment: for 
(the -.L.Q.’s. E. -M. Loew. ‘and: Ed. 
‘'t Risman: : ‘The’. well-filled :: ‘bundles, 
from: ‘Britain, ‘after’ a: slightly: -stiff- 

Z ish start, warmed UD. ‘to. their. Te. 

‘minutes. 
tee a. they've ve; worked. "many. 

| spots in’ Britain..and ‘on. the Con- 
‘tinent, this. date: is. the sisters’. first 
American. effort. ‘The: combination 

‘welcome. in an: act as it is. Yare, 

across” with. strength.. For a closer 
‘they. change again (with no loss: of |” 
time to bright blue. flapper frocks |. 
for. a. fast.” ‘windup. of . the “1920s: 
and- the music: Of ° ‘that ‘period. | 

: Nuribers -vary” ‘from: the- opening. 
focky. rhythms (not, their. best with: 
the . unnatural | stress: “put ‘on ‘their: 
‘woices): through’. music ‘hall. oldies: 
and ‘tunes from: ‘the: Charleston’ era 

" works: : : 
Best. 

Latter . group™ even: | 
“Barney : Google.’ 39 

‘ized: 
‘Their dancing -is. ‘equally. ‘good: * 

- Also: new: on ‘the. bill.-is Marvyn’ 
Roy, “Mr. - Electric,” whose Sleight 

- | of. hand - effects.- are iluminating:- 
‘With ‘a. fast-tempoed ‘routine’ which : 

- Telax: 
‘investigate “his: :mian-" 

euvers,, ‘he builds effects steadily: ‘to: 
-his -sock . closing ~ -bit : of. ‘passing 

lit. “bulbs. from’ his. 

never . allows. -viewers: to. 

‘enought - - to’: 

mouth. : 
‘Holdover. ‘acts are ‘La ‘Cayne & 

Somina> kno¢ekabout dancers ‘whose 
slick: terpsichore. is: well: ‘received, 
and” Rolly " &~ “ATTY ‘corpulent 
comics. who. get. more. “action” out: 
‘of -. their . -prominenit. tummies. than’ 
a ‘belly :dancer.: _ - 

: 2 Phe”. ‘production. “numbers. con-- 
| ‘tinue, the: opening: bit: proving ‘that. 
diamonds. are. a girl’s best. ‘costume,’ 

Lombardi’s *” musical - 

talent-loaded Show, . 

Los Angeles, “April ‘T, 

no: cover,’ NO minimum. 

| Frascati, is“ in.;good. ‘hands for the 
‘next:. folir: weeks: ‘Unlike that. of 
the: ordinary. ‘keyboard. stylist who 
toils:.: 

background. 
With the. Stalwart and. expressive 

support:: “of bassist _Al- McKibbon, 

wend his. way- through: ‘an. astonish- 
ing: variety... of selections. “ranging |. 
all the: way from. Duke’ Ellington’ st 
“Satin Doll” “to’ Chopin’s: ‘“Rain-. 
-drop” ‘prelude - in. a.D-filat major. | 
‘His work: isa mixture:of. jazz. and a 
classically-oriented:: stylings: 

Jackson's remarkably. fertile mu- 
: sical imagination. : -brings ' genuine | 
freshness" and. distincti 0. 

stinction . to “such | ‘them,: Nelson Eddy &-Gale Sher- overworked: standards : as: “What's 
‘New?” -and: “Dancing On. The Ceil- 
ing,” -On_-the ‘former, ‘his: Jengthy. 
élassical ‘statement at’ the. outset . is 

cession. of familiar refrains: oO 
ae “Tube: 

Desert: Inn, Las , Vegas’ 
Las ‘Vegas,. April 7. 

"Pinky: Lee ‘Revue; Davis. & ‘Reese; 

in ‘the. lounge “is paying. off. with 
this -: “doubleheader.: Pinky. “Lée’s 
Tevue,: 

Toom.. and had. standées ; ‘for first 
week. 

- Lee’ s ‘show: is a ‘romp “which you. 
| would. ‘expeet .to.:‘find- iri‘'a main 
showroom-—it’s: good, _spicy,funny, 
‘adult fare.: ‘Teodoro Morea, a. bril-: 
\liant: flamenco. artist, is aboard with 
| his. + daneing; Donnie Brooks: is. boas 

os . 
ae wee 

Orch; 8, 50.) 5 

‘Smartly gowned. for. ‘their open: |." ae 
ing set-in pink sheaths; they switch |~ 
into form-fitting | black. suits “and |: 
bowlers: for an English - ‘medley. At}. 
is‘. here. that’ they- ‘start’ “coming: 

“single 
number: is a ‘beautifully - harmon-| - 

- “Underneath: . the’ ‘Arches 2". 
“whieh. features the tunes of . ‘that. 
‘area. | 
léads: the ..combo., with “ his: sharp. 
clarinet: In: the erew.:are. Norman: 

of, Sultana, belly: dancer. : 7 
‘Stephanie, a dark-haired ‘femme, ' 

‘| impresses:: ‘with - her. tunes. : which} 
include ‘Never On Sunday,” among. 
others, ‘A :bellydancer -is-‘a.‘belly- 

-| daricer, butSultana lias ‘touches: of 
‘the venerable Oriental movement, 
‘and scored :.lustily -even. ‘though 

if “worn in the Tight places. : Jo. 
‘ aggregation 

---| contribs. powerful ‘support. ‘for ..a: 
Robe: en ie 

Villa: Frascati; Ee AS. _ 

- Calvin: ' Jackson; “Al. Mee phon: ; 

SaWith Calvin’ Jaékson, ‘thie ‘Willa difficult to put over. in this: room:. 
She is as excellent. with: her: piano-. 

‘the: | restaurant-cocktail 
Tounge- ‘sbhere:" Jackson’s ‘music.:is: 

| rich- and: inventive- and not: to. be 
telegated”. to™. mere, atmospheric | 

‘Jackson, in ‘a: typical - -set,.- might. 

follawed: by a delightful: jazz. pas>. 
Sage in:.which the melody ‘is sus-: 
tained by - his. left: hand- while the 
Tight. bats ‘out ‘a- contrapuntal: suc- 

|.a-place’ to’ break in our “act : ‘for 
‘Vegas. mo 

produced. ‘by: Frank: _Sennes;. nol 
, cover: or minimum, | format; Eddy. opens. as’ a" :singlé. 

‘The. ‘surrounding’ " production. is} | with “Great Day”. and “September | : 
Phe’ Desert. Tan’ 's. policy of. names | Seng” - before. bringing: on the: at- 

alternating. - with -Pepper|ing.as. they romp through the duets, 
‘Davis & Tony Reese,: packed.. the | 

| her shortie outfit, this time coming 
‘on.’aS.-a cigaret: girl. More™ patter |. 

“NIGHT cLuB REVIEWS. _ 59 | 
7 ‘handsome. 3 young. singer “with great; 
potential; Andre: Raymond does a 
novelty doll dance which probably 
would be more effective if the-time 
were. cut:. in half; -Tanya Lemani 
is a:-luscious -bellydancer’ ‘with: ex- |: 
citing torso,‘tosses; and. Sue: Lyman 
ds- a pléasant™ song-sellér.:. _ 

: Lee’s. 21-year-old. daughter Patti} 
joins him in‘ some: delightful ‘song |. 

- Jand dance bits, nearly: stealing the/ 
show from the star. She’s‘a. shapely 
looker. with plenty of talent.” 

. Lee, backed. --by ..the~ “Musical 
‘Wades: .(5),. dominates : the. festivi- 
ties, ‘clicking: big. with his. music 
-(vibes),- blackout sketches;-and his 
‘wk. brand.-of: comedy peaked by a 
‘very funny - Striptease. . - 

‘Davis &. Reese are in. fine form: 
“| for ‘ this ‘outing; the -oafish Davis 

gets solid -yocks with his outlandish 
dialog and wonderfully: funny. face: 
.The.: ‘handsome . Reese. is ‘an ideal}: 
partner,: is effective with his’ ‘Songs. 
and. straightman role. Embellishing 
act is the. lovely. chirp . ‘Carol Lee}' 
and The. Cousins’ (4) “‘with..a high 
light: “West. Side Story” takeoff. 
This ‘bil. in for: elent weeks; . 

ay " Duke.: 

“Winage- Gate, NE Y.* 
. Stratis . Ensemble - (5); : 

Stephanie, George. * Morel, 
“Sultana,,. 

Simone. &., Quartet; $3. admission. 

combo:: This. .Negro’ group goes. in 
for straight jazz: ‘licks. and a. touch. 
“of Latinesque.. 

-The- Oriental flavor. is built ‘up. 
by.the Stratis. Near-East, Ensemble, 

‘George. Stratis, —a Greek, 

Gold, a‘Jewish lad from Brooklyn, 
who ‘handles: the “vibes. and. piano; 1 
Joe ‘Marrapodi,. -Greek-Italian,. per- 
cussionist; . Louis. Mavrogian; a. 
Syrian; ° ‘who plays. bass: viol; andj. 
‘Nick: Patides, . Grecian, youth, ‘who. 
manipulates - ‘the bazoukee,. a Jong- 
necked: mandolin... ' 
‘Outfit builds. an. ‘excellent’ Orien- 

tal: atmosphere, interrupted: ‘py. the” 
| singing of Stephanie. It is'a perfect 
setting for the finale; the ‘gyrations 

perhaps too: heavily | clothed.” 

call for: very - quiet. vocalizing— 

playing: as her: warbling. Her :four- 
‘some: backs. her ‘handsomely, with’ 
Montego «. ‘Joe. scoring with: his 
conga | playing. ‘Miss Simone .& Co. 
are™ -due back. here in- -mid-June. . 

‘George Morel, 

re 

Saddle. & Sirloin, Tucson |, 
‘Tucson, April:'8. . 

Ted -Paxson; $1,50 | cover. 

No.. ‘matter’ how" often. ‘you- “eateh | 

wood” remain .a refreshing act. And 
it’s a/‘tribute’ to. them: -that ‘they. 

teontinue to draw constant. praise’ 
‘despite -the - headaches they must 
‘have. with. local musicians: As here, 
-where ‘Eddy’ Ss: right-hand man. for 
37 years, Ted Paxson, fronted: six. 

| ‘other’ pieces with. ‘sheer ‘bravery. 
-: “Also. refreshing -is‘ the fact: that]; 

a this is an established'act that does- 
‘n't -explain ‘its. Tucson’ stop’ with 
the. slough-off: “Well, we needed 

‘Adhering | to ‘their tried-and-true 

tractive’ and ‘talerited {Miss Sher- 
wood. : He straights for’ her. clown- 

Eddy ‘also does another solo stint 
to give ‘his. partner a: change into: 

and. ‘songs: and the: 40-minute stint. 
is.. wrapped’ up. ‘Auditors: beg ::for’ 
more but the pair wisely “get. off 
to keep all appetites, ‘whetted. 

= Trump... 
Be ae 

_ “, their - 
“{puildup and background... 

‘The bulk of the membership in: 
‘the current troupe has had con- 

| siderable experience. locally. 

“Art: DiLugoff,. Village: “Gate: im: 
presario, veers: to. the Oriental -at- 
mosphere: ‘with this cursent layout: 
And jit: plays :and“ entertains: much: 
better than it. looks on. paper. For: 
contrast,. he has. singer Nina ‘Simone 
‘and - “her: four-piece | -instrumental 

“Nina }: 

| Argentine | ‘gui-|" 
tarist;. iS: a: return. booking. at’ the] 
-Gate.- ‘His .“‘Granada”. and “Sum- 

| Mer: ‘Time” are. standouts, and ‘he’ S|. 
‘excellent | on: all. ‘his. instrumenta-| 
tions. P aa 2 ‘Wear: * 

Nelson ‘Rddy: & Gale ‘Sherwood, . 
‘++ Bud ‘Osborn: Orch’ (7), directed by 

Tiouty Bee due April 24. 
1 Pave ne ee anes o, 

“‘Strellers, N. a ae aa 
“TR Establishment,” with John 

David © Battley,:. 

ers, John Bird;. Peter: Cook; ‘miusic, 
Vo MePartland Trio; $4.50. 
‘top. . ch. 

Members: “of. The’ _Establish-- 
ment” - company : periodically re- 
turn: to England, look over the sit- 
uation in the mother country, then 
‘report back to the colonists in what 
has come: to..be ahighly amusing 
manner. The current show “The 
Muffled ‘Report, ”. is -probably . one 

+1 of ‘the: most: amusing safe shows 
‘they’ve. ‘done:in the U.S. Not only: 
‘is the. ‘material. clever and brittle, 
but they seem: to have: caught on: 

| to" ‘American show biz. methods. 

‘ The gifted . company current” at 
John: Krimsky’s boite on the site of 
the ‘old El Morocco; has. considier- 
ably. more punch than some of its 
previous. efforts. . 

| the unnecessary gab, spiel more. 
Jon germane matters and - they’ re 
“(keeping it/down, albeit still giving | 

sufficient . Subject: - matter 

The 
company, as: presently constituted, 
‘works. together excellently - and ~ 
seems: to be: able to communicate 
with . ‘each © other “more readily, 
.What’s more, .a central theme gives 
the players a hetter peg on. which to 
‘operate and the filmed. sequences. 
are -generally directly related | to 
the subject. at hand. 

- In “The - -Muffled : Report” ‘the 
general premise: is to: have . the 
Conservative | Party. fortified - with 
a ready: report to. whitewash the 
administration: should: any scandal 
of the Profumo-Christine Keeler- 
Mandy. -Rice-Davies. variety plague 
‘the:party .at ‘a: future date... 

“Jeremy . Geidt:: is a bumbling 
British - jurist - while John Bird is” 
‘the. party genius who suggests. the. 
Teport: | They provide the thin plot . 
elements.. ‘However, the. various 
sketches. with - ‘Eleanor ‘Bron. and 
David: Battley give a lot of sub- 
stance to the story line.. The skits 
generally. ‘come’ off, : most: are in 
fin, taste, and. al are a lot of 
un, 

There: are times when: Miss Bron 
has to ‘dotible into parts obviously 
conceived for ‘a male player, of 
which there ‘is -an. apparent insuf-. . 

‘It’s-a- ficiency in -this greuping. 
‘bit difficult. to pieture_ her as a 
|lad, but. she manages to “contribute 
'|Jaughs ‘even. in: thi - 

The ‘Stratis..combo set.‘here ‘for | é is. situation. The 

[four weeks. .Besides: their ‘instru: 
‘mental work, members of’ the. out- 
| fit’ also contrib:a: couple of songs. ©”: 

Miss Simone is effective: for. the} 
most’ part but seems to’ have erred 
‘by ‘including. severa]- numbers. that | 

‘songs’. again. are: by..Carole Simp-. 
son’ who infuses her interludes with . 
some. heady: listening, - 

It’s. one of the moré ‘clever. eni- 
tertainments: in the: off-Broadway 
genre.” ; 

MePartland. _Trio’- provides the 
-entr’actes.. and -also. ‘showbacking 

Miss McPartland Is... 
‘a gifted ivoryist ‘and: She. has com- — 

where. needed. 

petent help to aid her- in- making 
‘Some thought. provoking variations. 
on. selected themes. | ve Jose. 

Stailer-Hilton, ‘Dallas 
‘Dallas, April :10. 

‘Géorge: Jessel, Don ‘Ragon Orch 
(9); $2. 50-$3 | cover. 

* George Jessel, who first played: 
a “Majestic Theatre vaude date here - 

| 53: years ago, made an impressive 
local: . nitery..- bow ° ‘Thursday (9). 
‘before. the: largest ‘Empire Room 
opening - night : ‘crowd | ‘in. recent 

: months. ° 

_He’s. still highly. voluble; a solid 
entertainer ‘whose’ offerings range 
from the risible to the sentimental. 
He maintains. a big’ score .through- 
out the. yarn spinning and vocal 
-efforts. - It’s “his last. time. on the 
‘boards, as. he - assumes an. Israeli 
diplomatic post in September.: 

‘Jessel “touches. on :show: biz hist-. 
ory ‘tastefully, Many. of his tales 
in’ religious vein,.:and- rates im- 
mediate. ‘rapport: with. his fans. In. 
a nudist colony routine, the laughs 
build. ‘arid’ ‘he’ kids himself: “ET 
looked at. one. two -years ago ‘and. 
it ‘eost.-me “$250,000; : that’s. why 
‘I'm working this. saloon’ tonight!” 
Nostalgia. sets in:with bits about 

Al. Jolson and’: Eddie" ‘Cantor, and. 
he:: mimes ‘ them. .with -yocals. “Of 
“California, Here: I Come,” “April 
Showers”. and “If: You Knew Susie” 
for nice returns. After a 40-minute 
‘Seore, Jessel begs off with his trade- 
Marked. poem, 

Don: Ragon’s house band ‘gives 
capable showbacking for the song . 
‘Session,.and lures the leather push-_ 

“Old Friends.’ ” 

ers - ‘with ‘top dansapation. | 
Jessel plays two weeks, with 

Bark. 

Bird, Jeremy Geidt,. Eleanor Bron, - 
Carole Simpson; 

‘staged ‘by . Stephan: Vinaver; writ-. 

For the group: 
-|has learned ‘to eliminate much of. 

For. “added ‘ measure, the Marian: 
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"NEW YORK city - 
a MUSIC HALL — Rockettes. 
Ballet. Raymond | Paige Symphony Ore. 

AUSTRALIA - 
MELBOURNE. (Tivoll)—Jackie. Warner, | . 

Evelyn Page, Katherine & ‘Karem Kessey, 

Yvonne Barrett, Joan Stuart. Angela. 

O'Toole, Barbara Young, Lesley Secombe. 

‘Janet. Dearness, Joan Morrow. ‘Sue. Men, a 

‘ove. 
: 

SYDNEY (Tivoth—Penny Nicholls, Bob 

Andrews, ‘The D'Angolys, Two Pirates, 

Balcombes, .Eddie. Mendoza,. Eric Whitley, 

Je& Hudson, Hurry Currie,:. Keith: Leggett,. 

Jackie Griffiths. Maureen Wisen, 

Faulkener. 

: BRITAIN: 

BLACKPOOL ‘TOWER -circus— har: | 

‘Nie Gairoli and’ Company. The Flying. |. 

Marileeés;. Lilian Daniels and ‘Her Polar 

Bears, Konyot’s. Chimpanzee Rodeo. | “The: ; 

4 Rodriguez, Circus Schumann’s. 12 Lib- |. 

WEEK OF ‘APRIL, 15 

ad den. 
}-Schre 

“Corps dé |* 

Wendy ; 
[tailtian, Cavell, Ernest. Schoen Ore. . <: ‘| 

VILLAGE. GATE—Nina~ Simone, Stratus | oka 

Van: Smith Ore.. 

Show, -Amin: Brothers, Leonard: Sues, Lou 
Wills’ Jr, Royal. Quartet.. Ned Harvey’ 's 
-Ore., » Rod: ‘Rodriguez. Rhythms.. 

&-. ‘DOWNSTAIRS—“Tvice. 
“| Over. Nightly,” Jane Alexander, MaclIn-. 

UPSTAIRS 

-tyre Dixon, Paul - ‘Dooley, Richard ‘Liher- 
ai, Mary ‘In This ‘tial, Mary. Louise : Wilson... ‘ 

Mercer,. Carol. ‘Morley. 
VIENNESE “LANTERN—DMatia Carilio, 

} Near. East: Ensemble. : wy 

VILLAGE" ‘BARN-—Jess_ Long, 

Harold Orc.” 

-erty. Horses. presented’ by Billy. .Baker, |: 

‘The Ascots. Kimi Yokoi, See-Hee Troupe, - 
Burtschelly, Evelyn _ Hans and Her 

Poodles.: -Rudi__ Liata, . Desmond and | 

Marks,. Fuzzy-Ball Kaye and Finy tommy - 

‘Gallaher, Qur: Sammy, Little. Jimmy, aud: 

‘the . ‘Circusettes. — ; 

COVENTRY—Dickie Hendérson. Jimmy. 
‘Chitheroe. Pinky and Perky, Jimmy: Tar- 
-buck,: Susan -Lane, Four Gale Boys, Los} 
.Flamencos,. Ugo Garrido,. Billy” ‘Winsor, 
‘Alexandra Dane, Malcom Goddard. Danc- 
ers. Six In Harmony. = — 

LONDON . PALLADIUM—Lena 
The. Bachelors. Des .O’Connor, 
Monarchs, Arthur ‘Worsley. The. 
“Caron Trio, The Del Fey. ‘Brathers, BILL: 

Finch. 

MANCHESTER PALACE ; — The: 
Ramberct. 

VICTORIA PALACE - 
Mitchel] Minstrels, John. Boulter, .. 
Mercer and Dai .Francis.. ‘Leslie Crowther. 

Horne. 
The 

Margo Henderson,.. George Chisholm ..& 
The Jazzers, Schaller Brothers. The T.:V- 
Toppers, Pat Ellis. ~  - 

SCOTLAND 
GLASGOW 

‘Kellar, Rikki Fulton. Terry Hall, Paul. & - 
Peta Page Puppets, etc. . ee 

KING'S —“Old-Tynie Music-Hall,”**~ with. 
Dave Willis, Jimmy Plant, Bond Rowell, 
Jean Kennedy. ‘Master’ Joe Petersen, 
Davies & Gray, Nat ‘Gonella. — 
Moreton. 2 Rexanos. 

roll, - 

OF 

Bal. : 

Ballet . 

=~ The. “George . 
-Tony. |. 

7 | Spring’: 

“+ flads, Connie Milano Trio. - 
ALHAMBRA-—Kenneth Mc- |. - LONDON . HOUSE--Billy Maxted's Man- 

hattan Jazz: 

Trevor. . 

“CHICAGO 
THE BELERY-""Noises In. The Thea- 
tre: ‘June: Ericson, ‘Haskell Gordon, Ann; 
‘Hilton, Ross.:Lashbrook, Bert Vallencourt.. 
‘BLUE ANGEL—“Calypso ‘Nights’. Lord‘ 

Carlton, Sami Coe & Anita, Georgia .Car- 
Lord: ‘Montego,. Lord’ Smileys . 

D’Lacy Orc.. ao 
‘CONRAD | ‘HILTON. - —_ “Ladies: ‘First’: 

McClean & Caroline -Paul, Boulevar-Dears |. 
_Boulevar-Dons - 5), - Jimmy Palmer 

OM APPY - ‘MEDIUM—Three - Cheers: "For! 
The: ‘Tired Business’ _ Man. Downstage) 
Room—Rolf : -Har 
‘HOTEL ‘CONT FINENTAL—JoAan “val. t 

Franz ‘Benteler Orc." 
DEL PRADO Hut EL “Hits” of. Broad: ” 

way’". revue.: 
DRAKE HOTEL—Joe E. Lewis, Jimmy 

Blade’ Ore. * 
EDGEWATER - BEACH — “Swing: ‘Into 

Bob - _Newkirk, Claire ~Perreau 

Orc 
Le. BistRO—Pat: Galléo- “& The: High- 

Band. 
MISTER ‘KELLY’S —  Shiecky ~ Greene, 

‘Judy ‘Curtis, . John Frigo ‘Trio, Marty. Ru- 
| benstein.: Pris.- 

‘OLD TOWN: NORTH—Richard & Jim: 
PALMER -HOUSE—Jane -Russell, : Con- 

nie | Haines. & Beryl - Davis. ‘Ben Arden 
GLASGOW KING’S-—Dave . Willis, . Jean |. Ore 

Kennedy, Bond Rowell,. Nat. Gonella, Ellis: 
Jackson, Trevor. Moreton, Davies & Gray, 
Master Jo Petersén, Two Rexanos,’ Jimmy 

’ Plant. 
GLASGOW. PAVILION —» ‘Johnny Vie- 

tory: Bob & Jack Young. Jolin Mulvaney, . 
Eileen Keetan, Three Bells, ‘Moxon Girls.. 
EDINBURGH PALLADIUM — Lex ‘Me- 

Lean, The Hi- Fi’ s, The Melody Makers, 
Mirza Bentley, Carr 2 _Vonuie,. Moxon ; 
Girts. . 
BYR. GAIETY —~ Jack * Milroy. ‘Glen | 

Michael. Mal Hollander & Esther - Hart. | 
Three Scott Boys. Eve Robbins, Roddy. 
MeNeil., Pamela Penfold, Billy ‘Cameron. 
Colin Beach, Springtime Dancers. - 
‘GLASGOW METROPOLE—Gracie Clark 

& Colin. Murray, Joe Gordon Folk Feur.- 
A’exande: -Brathers, Dennis Clancy, Ivy; 
Carey, Alan Beale, Moxon: Girls. : 
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE THEATRE 

ROYAL—“An Evening of Old Time Mu- |.’ 
sic. Hall.” Morris’ & Cowley. Dave Willis,. 
Sindy Powell, Jil! Summers. Marie. ‘Lloyd, .:}- 
Geddes. Bros... Joan Hurley, Davies. & 
Gray. Nat Gonella, Jimmy Gay. = 

‘Cabaret Bills 

NEW. YORK. city: 
APARTMENT | cea. 

Charles De F at 
EC nSIN ST. EAST Pat’ Collins, Joe. « 

ene® END. —Joan. Tolliver, Jim. Jake. 

BON) SOIR—Felicta Sanders, 
‘Flimes. . 
BLUE (ANGEL — “Godféey | “ Cambridge, 

.Kathy Woodruff, Wayne Storm. . 
CAFE AU GO GO —.>. Lenny. Bruce: 

Hendra. ‘& Ulett. Shawn Phillips. - - 
CHARDAS. -Bela Babal. Orc., 

Hlorvath, “Yibor. Rakossy. 
Janos Hozzsu,~° Kato. Fenyas. 
CHATEAU. MADRID—Los . Chavaies - 

Espana -Emillio..Reves Orc... Carbia See 
COPACABANA—Los. Cincos.. Latinos 

Jan: Murray. Pat- Woodelt, Eddie. Albert, | 
Joseph Mete.-Orc.-. ae 
CRYS AL ROOM - iar, ‘Mooney. 
Or BERS Hoey | Bushkin, - Lenore Pax-" 

‘Melodye. iB Condos:, 

“Three. 

Elemar 

" GRINZING ~ Kalman Banyak.- ‘Henry 

WAWATIAN ROOM—Teiko | - Yanagi: | 
Keolu: Beamer. Auletta“Ore. | 

FIVE, SPOT—Sonny Rollins & Ca: 
HOTEL. ASTOR.---Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL AMERICANA:-Jiulie - ‘London. [ 

Lee Evans Orc, : 
HOTEL NEW ‘YORKER:—-Sylvia. Barry. 

Milt Saunders Orc I 
HOTEL PARK ‘SHERATON - — _trving 

Fields 3. ’ 
HOTEL PLAZA—Kesster Twins, Emit 

Coleman Orc., 
Room:. Julius. Monk. Gerry  Matthews,. 
Jamie Ross, .Nagle Jackson, Ruth Buzzi. 
Barbara Cason. Delphi’ Harrington, Rich-. 
ard Blair, Jan. ‘Templeton... ‘Wm. - ‘Ray. 
Robert. Colston - - 

HOTEL. ST. REGIS. --Peter Duchin’” Ore: 
Nancy Walter 
Kay, Jani: Sarkozi 
HOTEL SAVOY: HILTON arturo: Ar 

turds Ore 
HOTEL SHERRY-NETHERLAND _ sau 

Christman. 
HOTEL. ' WALDORE-ASTORIA 

Adams, 
‘Ore. 
INTERNATIONAL—“Vive: 

Manning, Quintero. ‘Ore, 

‘Emery Davis -Orc... Horace. Diaz. 

Girls." 

TIN: QUARTER—Kaye- Sisters. Rolly 

Les . 
:. Mike . Durso Ore 

Arry. Jack Le Cayon, Marion Conrad. | 
Ke Michelle, - 
Sammy Bidner Orc. ~ 
‘LIBORIO--€ “slia Cruz, Pancho Cardenas 

“Jo” Lombardo ” ‘Ore 

Ore.. . -¢ andido. 

LIVING: ‘ROOM—Kathy ‘Keegan. Casey | 
Anderson, Bob Mannin"™,’ Bob Ferra Orc.: 

NO. 1. FIFTH AVENUE—Hankinson -& | 
De Maio. S* an_ Freeman, ‘Teresa - Celli. - 

RAT: . M — Jackie ‘Kannon, | © 
Johnny. Johnston, Tobi’ Townes. | .. 
RED GARTER—G-String .  Steugglers. 

_ RED ONItON—Banjokers.- . 
 SAHBRA— “Hora Hootenany™ Menasha’ 
Bos-rax. Ore... Gavri Bers. Marsolit- An- |.’ 

“Charisse, -Moro-Landis. Dancers, : Leighton 
Noble Orc. Loungé:. Billy Eckstine, Jerry. 

‘+ Colonna; ‘Top Notchers,. Coquettes. ; 
|. HARVEY’S—Florian Zabach,. ‘Curtiss. &: 
Trac¥, Town Pipers; Jack: Bedient, Chess-. | 

Kors, Be *sheva - Rzra Zahavi, 
Leo Fuld. 
“SNIFEEN COURT . INN—Renée: Taylot. 

Joe ‘Randi, . Pepi Moreale 
SQUARE: EAST. “Ope2a Season ‘at ‘Sec 

B ‘ron - 

‘ond. City.” Barbara Harris, Severn’ Dar. 

‘Elder, Sally . Hart. 
‘Shapli. 

‘tet, Jacqueline .-Fontaine: ° 

Ne ile. 
YE “LITTLE, CLUB--Monte’ ‘Marisfield. 

Dick Marta. "t 

z Gray... Ronnie ‘Pearson; Judy 

-Jack- Cathéart Ore: - 

Strings. Marty ‘Heim: Trio.: 

Mark. Monte Orc. Plaza-9-}. 

Baie - 

O’Brien,.- ; 
-HARRAHW’S (Reno) — DeCastro Sisters, 

Joe: ‘King . &. : 

PLAY SO0Y—Bobby Byron, ‘Berle Wil- 
_liams. Nick Noble, Toy. Petty... ‘Jadie Thor- 
‘Danielle ‘Dravor. — 

- SECOND CiTy—“New™ York City-: Is 
Missing.” John: Brent; ‘ack Burns, Ann: 

‘Gene ‘Kadish, . Omar. 
‘David, Steinberg. Bill “Mathieu . 

‘SHERATON. BLACKSTONE —Tont’ Car- 
roll. Frank York - Orc. Sot 

LOS: ANGELES ° 
‘COCOANUT GROVE—Rowai & Martin, 

Enzo Stuarti.— - 
CRESCENDO—Henny, "Youngman, Mary. 

Jack : Elton, : rns ts 

= THE: ‘TRAVELLERS . ne ny «! - 
‘| Songs. ™ a woe 

Ford, Frank Fanelli. 
DINO‘S—Setsy.. ‘Duncan. 

Steve LaFever.. 
IcE ‘HOUSE__Shagey Gorillas. Stewart 

Clay, Pat-‘&. Victoria. -. 
“ INTERLUDE—Tani - Jones. 
MELODY ROOM—Jack - Costanzo" Quar- 

‘SLATE BROS.—Simmy Bon. -- 
Su AFLER .. HOTEL—George - 

WN HOUSE—Rea Nichols. & Five. 
Pen 
TROUBADOR—Hoyt “Axton, Freddie. 

ALAS. VEGAS 
CASTAWAYS—“Holiday “In” The 

ent,”.. Peggy: Lord, : Patti. ‘Kimmy. Bobby’ 
Stevenson: Orc. - 
DESERT .INN _- Milton- Berlé Show, 

Donn Arden Dancers, Carlton Hayes: Orc: 
Lounge: Pinky Lee... Davis ‘&~. Reese; 
“Mafalda ‘Trio, Lilting Strings: ~ 
‘DUNES—Frederic ‘Apcar’s.. “Casino - de: 

Paris.” ‘starring - Line. ‘Renaud. 
“Vive Les Girls!” Gwen. Harmon. -Sultan’s 
Table: ‘Jose: Mario, ‘Arturo Romero ‘Strings. 

FLAMINGO=Mitel Gaynor, Russ - Black. | 
Qrc.. ‘Lounge: Della Reese, Nita Crul, ‘Bob 
Sim 
"EREMONT-—Cabies, Fables, ‘Paut-. Dino.- 
“GOLDEN NUGGET—Buck open. Billy, 

ay. . 

-HACIENDA—“Les Poupees ‘de -Paris,” 
‘nk Spots, Johnny .Olenn, Kay esa : 

a . MINT—“Hong Kong Scandals,” : 
{-Moreno’s - ‘Artists and. Models... “ 
‘i NEVADA—Peter Anthony, Royal. ‘Tahi- 
ians 
"NEW |  FRONTIER—Bobby- Wick 

Ray “Brand in - “Fantasy «on: . ice,” 
Ward Singers, Dick: Ric¢e -Orc.. 

. ‘arid 
‘Clara 

’ RIVIERA—Kay: Starr. Louis ‘Armstrong,. 
-Lounge:. Johnny Des- |. 

mond, Jack’ Ross, Betty. Ayres’ Sparkling: 

 SAHARA—Tony.. -Bennett,. 
Dancers, Louis: Basil Orc.’ Lounge:' Louis: 
Prima, Gia Maione, “Sam | Butera. .Char- 
acters. 
-“ SANDS—Danny. Thomas. ° ‘Lounge: : Mar- 

.tin Denny, Johnny Prophet. Vido Musso, 
Dave’ Burton,. Ernie. Stewart. 

SHOWBOAT — Jack “‘JSive’” : Schafer, 
Twin.. Tunes.” Johnny’ “Paul,: Frankie. 

v 

-Yankovic,.Leo Wolf. 
SILVER 

‘Innes, Danny. Jacobs, . 
‘George Redman Ore.- - Lounge: ~ 
Teagarden, Funtasties, Beverly ®: Marshall, 
-Skeets. Minto 
STARDUST. “ido ‘de. Paris,” - Eddie | 

-O’Neal.. Ore... Lounge: - Don. Cornell,~. De-. 
Castro Sisters, Esquivel, Lobato Dancers, 
‘Nelida. Nalani Kele.: - 
‘THUNDERBIRD—Peter.. L.- Marshall in 

“Anything. Goes.” with .Fileen Rogers, 
‘Patricia Marand, Irving. Benson, Benny 
Baker,: Nat Brandwynne Orc. Lounge: 
‘Treniers.. Brothers: Castro, -Micki: ‘Lynn. 

. TROPICANA..— ‘Follies ._Bergere;” Ray- 
‘Sinatra: Orc. Lounge: Perez Prado... Denis: 

+ & Rogers, AL! DePaulis ' 4, Dubonnet. 3 a 

“RENO-TAHOE. 
GOLDEN— Flapper’ Follies with “Vespia’ 

Brothers. Elsa -&° :-Waldo. :Vega:.. Maddus, 
Don Staiton.- Golden: Girls, John ‘Carleton _ 

J hnni ts i 
ohnniy campus,. They’ve . only. ‘played :a'| 

‘cquple.-of U:S. dates ‘so: far, - but'] 

‘Ore 
“HAROLDS —. Trini’ ‘Lopez, © 

Don.. Conn. Orc. 

Nick. Lucas; Judy" ‘Lynn, | 
Zaniacs. ‘Red- Coty... °. 
"HARRAH'S. (T alice) —Tony. Martin,. .Cyd 

men. Jets: We’ Four,. Orrin: Tucker’ Ore. 

Cor-: 
ner” “Bill Brown, . Virgil Carry, Marian 

“Liberace . 

‘Lounge:. 

Moro-Landis oF 

SLIPPER—Hank Henry. Sparky'| 
Kaye,. Lill St. ‘Cyr, Jack Larson; ‘Eddie { 

Laura’ Del | Mar; ’ 
‘Charlie - 

vo HOLIDAY —Jon : 

‘leg 

Bob- ‘ Dishy, ‘Dick: ‘Schall. “Avery 
¢iber, Ben Keller. -.. 

TEEN. HAVEN—-Madisons, s Fashions, 
Soul. ‘Bros. 2: 

ad THE MOST——Morgana King” & ‘Kings 
.|'men. . 

- TOWN. & COUNTRY. — “Milton: ‘Berle 

| Ore. 

“| Morris, - 

” Jeanie: : 
‘Allen, Gene Allen, Barn’ Stompers, | ‘Lou-| 

~LNentett - , VILLAGE. VANGUARD But Evans, . .[ Nennett Dancers, Bea Kalmus. 

“Rhode 
DIPLOMAT—Buddy Hackett; Neil Sed-.|: 

George . Fosters. 

“CORAL © ‘BEACH:—Steve ‘Aiaimo, Bobby’ | 

trings. 

‘Karn 
NEVADA. “Lopes (Tatioe)—Sawyer ‘Sis, 

Max Daffner. Trio.-:- 
| -NUGGET. (Sparks)--Fred Waring’ ‘Show. 

. Rudy. Cardenas, George Arnold. Singers. a 
& Dancers, Foster Edwards. 
-RIVERS(IDE—Arthur Walsh; 

Varieties, Carlton - MacBeth Ore 

:'MIAMLMIAMI BEACH. . 

Ore: 

AMERICANA "Ect on Ice," “Bobby: | 

‘CARILLON—"Oul. -Oul - Paree” - “Lynda, 
‘Gloria, - Arnaut. Bros. “2 Steve’. Danik,. 
Les. Stevens, . Line (12), ° Jacques. Donnet 

‘Coby,:: Sammy |}: . Bill’ Jordan: & Lee : 
McCormick's 35, 

Tanya & Biagg " 
CASTAWAY S—-Gospel - Singers, - 

Foster, ‘Joe -Nero ' &. -Dixiecrats, 
Campbell, - ‘Wreckettes.- 
DEAUVILLI 

Frank ‘Sinatra: Ir: Helen Forrest;. Charlie 
Shavers/ Sam Donohue, ‘Pupi Campo,’ ‘Les | 

re. .. 

Georgie. _ Kaye, |. 

Dick ™ ‘Haymes . ria 

‘Hackett -4, Mal “Malkin Orc., - Chester 

Richard Tucker, Monroe .Kasse: :Ore: 
FONTAINEBLEAU—Len- 

Pat Galo, Hi: Lads, Ziggy Lane... 
LeBISTRO—Billy. Daniels, Pat. Morrisey, 

‘| Benny. Payn 

. Lucho Navarro, Wells & -Foir- Fays, Man- j. 
‘uel Del: Toro, - ‘Marie Langenbein,~* Ernie 

| 

MU RRAY.. ” FRAN KLIN’S. ‘Murray 
Franklin, Roy.” ‘Sedley, Harvey. ‘Bell, Guy 

‘AL Rennie.: . ; 
PLAY.. ROOM—Dakota_ Staton, Mickey | 

‘Gentile: 3, Eddie Sack 3: 
* THUNDERBIRD—Richie © ‘Bros:;'- “Berg |: 
Vaughn - 4, Jimmy Holmes: Phyllis. Branch..|- 
TONY'S. FISH. MARKET—Milt ‘Trenier, 

‘Remarkable. Rubin, Arabian. 
[| vue, Dorothy Donegan.” 

SAN’ FRANCISCO.” 
 -BIMBO'S—_Lili St..Gyr. 7 
“THE COMMITTEE—Kathryn: ish, Irene 

Riordan, Scott. -Beach, © 
Gary ..Goodrow,. Larry: Fankin. - 

Orc 
GALAKIE: _. ‘Nooney. Rickett We. 

“hungry - !—John - Gary, 
Turtles. .”. 

Hoover. ‘Trio. 

senpor. . 
-LITTLE - FOX-—' 

‘Clift, . Marrian ‘Walters. Dot 
McGOON’S—Turk Murphy. band,. Claniy 

a2 
Hayes.. i 

OFF -: BROADWAY—Mel: Torme. aan . 
= ON: - BROADWAY =—""Under: the © "Yum: 7 
ree.’ . 
PURPLE. “ONION—Albert one “Berry. 

Rusty - Carlisle... 
SAFARI. -ROOM: (San josei—Miils: Bros. 
SHERATON-PALACE—Bola. - Sete. : . 
-SUGAR HILL—Shirley Horn. 3." 
“THE. TRIDENT" “(Sausalito)—Jean: “Hom 

man. Ore. oe 
TIN . PAN - ALLEY | 

Terri King. The “Henchmen, ae 

110 Mins: . 
‘Glebe. Collegiate Inst: “and: Ottawa 

‘Only Canadian, folknik group to | 
tour Russia——two: years -ago,.‘on. 

\‘an-international. exchange-—Travel- | 
-lers ‘now have a‘ good-selling disk. 

_ fof. ‘Oscar’ Brand’s 
Sing: About” on ‘Columbia’s .Cana-. 

- dian label. “They. do..a one-niter. 
“ort _May 5 at Palmer’ House; . Chicago,, 

‘and June. 1 tee a-wéek: ‘at “Winni- 
peg’s. new: nightclub,- The: _Estab- : 
‘lishment. Most of their gigs are at |" 
universities, and two-thirds -of the | 
500 ‘at ‘this concert: (Gilbert Levine, 

[ 
| 

| Little. 

‘their Joveliest — ‘tune, . 
| Goose” — they” ‘also ‘scored with. a™ 
splendidly: sung: spiritual,- “Let My 

_ charming 
Mexican. lullaby; the "Old depres-" 

_{ Sion. * 
.Gravy,” 

| Dylan’s 

impresario) - were: Students. | 

‘ Long a quartet, “Travellers: (tra-.| 
‘ditional spelling) recéntly:. ‘added. .a 
non-vocal ‘bass .man,. Terry : Quinn, 
who adds depth: to. their. own . ac- | 

Johnston, plays. no. 
Banjoist-emcee. is. Jerry Gray,. with 
‘Sid Dolgay ‘on mandolin-cello..and +} 
Ray. Woodley.- on guitar’ (no: juice). 

| Thesound,; both vocal and instru- 1 . 
: mental, . is: generally: standout, “but |: 

‘| more. :continuity. of | ‘pattern. 
material: arrangement. ‘would. be: an: 
improvement. 

dominantly: Canadian-—. ‘ineluding. 

‘Light .Shine’’;: 

“song. ..““Beans, . 
— strong’ ‘and: amusing; 

along. Welsh, 

“The. Ink ‘is- Black.’ ”. They 

multi chorus, - 

Namara. 

offer. audiences elsewhere | than on 

plan ‘to do. more: next séason.. ‘Pert, 
‘pretty : Miss ° Johnston and hand-- 
some. Terry Quinn: would be. visual - 
pluses’ ‘for tv." “Woodley is ‘young | 
too, » Gray, and: Dolgay a bit older: | 

Gard. 

& Sondra: Stesie, ‘Ee | a 
es, - Sparklers, : Charles Gould's. ‘Satin . 

MAPES_—Deedy 4 & Bill, ‘One | ‘Plas: One, |. 

Riverside | - 

Tony 
Kirby. 

EE — Tommy" ‘Dorsey. Orc., 

EDEN ‘ROC-—Belle Barth, Escobar - Ore: . 

‘Dawson ore., | 
Gonzalo.. Barr. Orc., Chero ‘Del Prado. Ore: . 

‘Nights Re-|: 

“Tin. 1929, with - talking pix already. 

‘Hamilton .Camp,:| 

FAIRMONT - HOTEL—Ernie - ‘Heckgcher. |’. 

Soni | 5 

“Heien -Humes,:| . 

” INTERLUDE=Don Washington; ‘Merrit | 

- WORKSHOP—Art ” ‘Blakey. Mes- Tt: 

“Private Lives,* ‘Oliver: . 

“ (Redwood” “cit 

apne 

Wl telepix ‘and: tv. ves 

' “Something -to. 

companiment. Lone femme, Simone.| | 
instrument. |. 

in: 

Although‘ the. program. was. -pre- y 

““The *-Wild. 

- Bacon: and} 

“When the. Ice Worms Nest Again”; 
-and’ a couple of, South. African |. 
Bantu. songs, ‘in‘one of .which they: 
‘easily” got. the. audience - singing } 

Irish and. Israeli: 
+ ballads’. were ‘also. ‘done: with -rich. 
-harmony, Handful- of: protest songs” 
-included one’ Woodie’ Guthrie, Bob 

“Blowing: in the: Wind”. 
‘|-and.: .Earl Robinson's “integration: 
‘ballad, 
also’ ‘did. a: funny, often incisive, . 

“political - comment j. 
ditty by” Paul ‘Kligman, &°Ed “Me-. 

ve CEL BRENDEL we at 
. Soe ‘Brendel, 73,.: '‘Swedish:dialect 
“comedian” whose eareer’ ericom-. 
passed- virtually.. every: facet. of 
“show biz: ‘during his 51. years: on- 
stage, died“April.9 in. Hollywood. as 

‘Swedish: actor, he was: ‘actually. | 
‘born..in Philadelphia and attended:| 
‘the U~ of Pennsylvania... 

in. Philly” ‘with ‘Bart: ‘McHugh, who | 
‘staged. flash. ‘acts: then with ° his 
wife, . Sophie, appeared in.vaude-. 
ville’ as El: Brendel. & .Flo. Bert: 
“They. played the: ‘Keith circuit for 

| seven years: (1913-1921): Later they 
| left the variety stage. for five years 
of. Shubert ‘musical shows.. Among. 
these ‘were. “Cinderella .on ‘Broad- 

Shows,” Century. Roof;. and 
“Fhe. New: "York. ‘Whirl.”: |” 

Brendel -¢urned -- to “the - silent 
an ‘screen’ in. 1926: ‘and: ‘was ‘with: Fa- 

“mous - ‘Players-Lasky for two’ ‘years. 
before - ‘returning’. ‘to ‘Broadway. 
stage. for. another: two years. ‘Then, 

established. “he:. was: placed” under 
‘contract | ‘by. Fox. Films; where - his. 
Swede. comedy: characterization be- 
“Came known to millions: : 

Ainong his” early. roles’ at - Fox 

oN 

| “in Menary of @ Talve Friend - 
SELMA LYNCH 

_ April 18. 1960. 

GS. Jr: : 

World,” ” “Sunny. Side ‘Up: ” ““Movie- 
tone Follies of 1930” and “Just 

| Imagine.” | ‘Later, he turned free-. 
-Tance and: appeared for the major- 
ity of-: the-.- majors, 

| Metro, Warner: Bros. and 20th-Fox. 
"He: ‘sandwiched - in: “nitery’ appear- 

re ‘ances, “and: in recent. years did. both 

His wife. survives. 

7 TODD. STORZ.: - 
- Todd’ Storz,. -39,° “owner . Of . the 

Storz Broadcasting Co., :died. Mon- 
day’ (13)..at his .home in Miami. 
Beach. - ‘Death was believed. due to: 
‘a: ‘cerebral - hemorrhage... .- Storz 
operated radio ~-station . WQAM; 
‘Miami; WDGY; -Minneapolis,. WHB, 
Kansgas-- City, KXOX;. St.’ Louis, 
KOMA, : Oklahoma. City, ‘WTIX,, 
New. ‘Orleans: ool 

He. Wwas’.a ‘member. of: the Navy. 
Broadcasting-Telecastinig, Advisory 
Board 

. “VIOLA BARRY . 
. Viola Barry, 70, early-day screen. 

died. -April 2 in: “Hollywood... 
AS: "age" sof 14, ‘She: wrote;: "-BtO- 

Well all iniss: “you: 7 “ 

“TOMMY LYMAN. 

dey Vos 

“The:Light of Mythra,” for which. 
“San Francisco Chronicle - ‘hailed 
cher as a “child. genius.” A’ ‘year 

the Shakespeare ‘classic : on- Frisco. 
“stage, . youngest. “actress ‘ever to 

later: toured. with the. Benson Co. in 
‘England.’ _ 

: Going. to. “Hollywood: 

“Sea: Wolf,” :and -D. .W. Griffith 
elevated her. to. one of his leading: 
ladies;: . She. ‘married the late Jack 
Conway,. later. ‘to -become. a -top: 
‘Metro. director, when he was: still. 

‘branch’ out: in ‘the. directing .field. 

had been: retired for many years. 
Surviving are two 

Pichel. 

“VEIT HARLAN. 

‘director..who became’ notorious for 

‘saw, died Monday: (13) of cancer in 

one .of the many. films . he’ made 

‘a result of.a. diabetic: condition.:Be- 
lieved: -by: many- audiences to be: a 

particularly . 

later ‘she played role of Juliet in| 

.Miss - ‘Barry made her ‘film bow. in| 

an* actor. She. encouraged ; ‘him to! ; 

“Veit. Harlan, 64; “German film | 

‘a film that.most of the world never | 

a ‘Capri (Italy) hospital: - Harlan, as - 

“He. launched his: theatrical career’ 

way," “Ss pi i ee of 1922,” “Passing 

2 
‘were . such. ‘pix. as. “Phe Cockeyed. 

convalescence. -His column, 
-burghesque;’ . 

star who ‘was cast -by Jack London |. 
to.: appear: with. Hobart ‘Bosworth | ©: 
,in first version of.“The Sea Wolf,” rey 

duced: ana directed her own: 1 play: er 

. Later: she married. the late-F. Me--|:, 

.Gréw Willis, a. screen -writer.. She | 

based on: : ion ‘Feucht: -_ 
wanger’s novel... The violently anti-~.- 
Jewish film.-caused’ him.to -stand ~ 
.trial-twiee. after World War II but © 
he was. acquitted. Harlan. ‘often: © 

Jew Suss.” 

‘denied. being - anti-Semitic, - insist- 
ing that the film: was made under. 
duress, ‘because’ his and his family’ s 7 
lives ‘were. threatened... 

“Despite ‘these. ‘denials: and.. his ws
 

gésture, ‘in. 1957, of burning. ‘one: 
or’. two. negatives. of the film (the: - :. 
other had been’ confiscated. by:.U. S.* 

“he was never: 
again. accepted. ‘seriously | as a ‘dirée- | 

“The: 
“The™ Immortal’ 

‘Lover. :-One”’: were: released ‘in the -* 
He is sur-:) . - 

vived: by his widow, . actress. Chris-. 
tina : Soderbanim,. and two: sons.* © 

occupation: forces), 

‘tor:.: Two. postwar . films, 
‘Third . Sex”... and. 

U.S. to. little business. - 

“ GHARLES. F. ‘DANVER 

after .a ‘lingering illness: 
was the most: popular ‘and colorful 

He = was “the 

Post- Gazette. . 

forced to run.a box daily: saying, 

Sisted. that he be: given ‘a: longer 

his return.” -- 
Survived by: his widow. 

“ GEORGIA CAINE 
Georgia . Caine, 

_ She retired in. 1949... 

SAMS SREWNAN 
James” (Jimmy) Brennan,’ 

~ His company owned the intimate. 
Queen’ s Theatre ‘vaudery in Black-‘* 

| pool, noted for its.annyal summer... ~. 
in. 1918. | show,;. .which - regularly: .featured: :. 

US. ‘acts; mainly specialties, Com- - 
‘pariy: ‘also: owned. the King’s: The- 
-atre, Oldham; -and ‘the Empire; Old-. = 
ham, among other. north-of-Eng- oT 
and cinemas, . - 

- Brennan; 2 familiar. personality. 
in. north-of-England’ ‘show ‘biz .cir- 
‘cles, ‘built-up: his circuit. from a. 
small group. of cinemas in the Bar: po: 

: row. area. “His. headquarters were Det 
-gons, three’ in. Mancliester.. 

ce | dauehters: and: sister,. Mrs. Irving | 
The. Travellers. have: pleniy to elo RITA MORGENTHAU - 

| Rita Wallach’ Morgenthau,- 84, a:. .. 
founder and director - of: Neighbor- ne 
hood - Playhouse ‘School - Of. the 
‘Theatre, ‘died April 8 in. ‘New York. 
City. ° 

_. Mrs. ‘Morgenthau, °: : with” Trene: “ 
and. Alice ‘Lewisohn; founded ‘ the. 
Neighborhood ‘Playhouse School: dn. 

_hunder''t ‘the: Nazi Tegime, directed, } {Continued on. page ™m: 

“Charles F:. (Charley): Dariver, 65, 7 se 
died - in Pittsburgh’ ‘on:: April 11..:: 

“Danver 2. 

columnist in--the-history- of -Pitt -:. —-.. 
journalism. * with... his: - ‘popularity: . °°" 
standing up under constant reader-. «| *. 
ship-surveys for the éntire 40‘years.. °°. * 
of his employment ‘by the.old Pitts- ~ 
burgh: Post-Gazette. Danver ‘started - 
with':the Post ‘after World--War 1° .: 
and. camé to. ‘work his. first. day -in 
his. navat- ensign’s uniform. After. “oe 
a: few. years ‘he. started writing his). 2) 
“Pittsburghesque””” column, - “which 
at. first was one long human: inter=" -- 
est, story: He gradually “drifted into” |.” 

{ personality - patter. . £ 
‘chief “chronicler of the speakeasy. 
era in Pitt and covered the night. 

{club and show. biz beat during-its .“-°|-- 
| hectic ‘years::from. 1922 -to~ 1936 eS 
y when: everything: was. wide’ open: -’.:° re 

. . During World War Il<he served... 
Vas: a” War. ‘correspondent | for the «<0. 

‘It . was during: this. 
war. that his:-wife’s ‘son. ‘was killed -. | 
in ‘action: Upon. his return.to the” _ 
‘paper, Danver found show business - 
and niteries a rather. colorless beat... -°... | 
and: ‘devoted. most’ of: his column. > ~ 3 
‘to: moré: general fields: of ‘interest: «: - 
-However,: he always used show: DR 
items when he found them.: He was . ~~ 
widely quoted all over the country." 
‘When he’ became ill just: before 
Christmas last: -year,. the paper was. 

“Charley. Danver. will be away from .:. 
his desk for‘a‘few days.” But after: . 
‘His “hospital stay. ran: into’ the’ °°. ¢ 
months, the ‘paper dropped the box?" . 
‘and: the ‘switchboard was. tied up:. 0. 
with callers who wanted to ‘know --~ 
how Charley was. He did get-back: °- 1.7] 
to work for four days. and then...” 
was. ordered: back ‘to’ the hospital. oy 
and. the box. went: back in saying, J 
“Charley-Danver’s ‘doctors have In-)-* 

*Pittse os 
will be. resumed: on. Bos 

| 88, ° Broadway 
| actress. for. years: before going to * : 
Hollywood. in: the. '30s, died April. ... °/ © 
4 in: ‘Hollywood: She. launched her 707.0 

| career .in musical comedy, - among ~~ 
her’ legiters being “The Messenger: - 

1:Boy.” Her screen. ‘credits included © 
| such ‘films. as “Christmas. in July,” _ . 
‘Ridin’ ona, Rainbow’ and - The: — 
Wife ‘Takes a Flyer,” ~" 

English : vaudeville. and theatre im” Tet 
presario, and head ‘of. Brennan's. 
Cinemas. ‘Ltd., died - ofa heart ate" 003 
tack: ‘April 1 ‘at: St. Anne’ s-on-Séa,._ 
near’ Blackpool, Eng. .. : ; 

undertake role’ in -Bay City.. She 

vem 

IT pe ly 



, : “ noin:profit’ . 
“| ‘grounds, ‘it: “has ‘originated a. num-| 

ber. of shows: ‘that -have..become at: 

trast’ to: the . currenet ‘setup. of a 
“ a 200,000, subscription - list . for” four 

‘ fa 

oo . 

a, se “Wednesday, . April 15, "1964 : : oe : | 2 : “: fn, 

Fewer Alie 1 Actors Herea ter? 
“United ‘States - “tminigration ‘Service ‘procedures ‘eovering. ‘thie! - 

. “importation. of alien ‘actors have undergone- a change which Actors © 
ae Equity. feels ‘may ‘jead “to. a- reduction in the:..inflow of: foreign: 
1.’ <: (mostly: British). performers ‘to: Broadway.’ Heretofore’ the: Immi-... 
"gration. & Naturalization Service: was-the final . arbiter on. whether. . 

the importation of. a. performer ‘was: justified on :-the” grounds. that " 
.* no one else could be. found. to. perform: the.’ service: for’ which the ° 

factor | was being employed... 
‘Beginning today (Wed.),- clearance. orders: from’ ‘the: U. S. ‘Employ- . 

_ ment. Service ‘will be’ required ‘to bring in actors,” 
/) *7.tion’ & Naturalization Service; which. Will ‘no. longer. be the :author- | 
1°! : dty-in such cases, has sought the opinion of Equity. when. the matter. 

- of such employment -arose, ‘but the. union’s view ‘was not binding. . 
Equity ‘will: also work. in. close liaison. with the. Employment: Serv- 

The. Immigra- -. 

.. i¢e- which. will now | decide. whether ‘or. not: a performer - qualifies 
as ‘unique. © ; 

...., . This. change. in: regulations, which dogs ‘jot: ‘affect. ‘alien ‘actors. Ls 
a “Imported. ‘on. the :basic’ of . distinguished. merit and: ability, - is a:re-~ 
.” - sult of.’a series of ‘conferences.:-betweéen. the. Dept. of Labor. and 
+ the Immigration &. Naturalization . Service -andis ‘principally con-"— 

“cerned with the. temporary | “entry - Of alien ‘actors, actresses. and: : 
. nitery’, entertainers, 

The U.S. Employment: ‘Service. is. designating: three: affiliated : 
7 State. Employment ‘Service - ‘professional. ‘offices; one: each in New. 
” “York, Chicago: and -Los Angeles, 

tainers.. 
: in: -occupations. in the’ performing field. . _ Other. ‘offices may Bet 
-. the same designation: at a. later date. --° 
_. + Seeretary of Labor W... Willard: -Wirtz: stated “Recent ’ experiences *, 

Slt ‘have shown ‘the. need for’ protecting .the wages “and. employment, 
“ : opportunities of. our. own - : professional. entertainers. “We realize | |- 

-  ‘that:-this- activity. represents a venture. into.a new ‘occupational aS 
: and’ industrial ‘field ‘for. the ‘Employment : ‘Service. .- 

. hope. that:with: the cocperation of producers, employers, : “and labor *. 
“anions involved, the .Offices Specializing in- Entertainers “will, be: :: 

-. able «to. expedite - the.. requests for - certification.” 
-that producers or employers..of ' entertainers : wlio. ‘request: certifi-" * 

. cation for ‘alien performers :should -allow. as much time’as . possible: : 
oye Sand) not less. than: 30 days for: a. determination to be made in each. . 

ease.” Lo Be ee ae at : 

“Each ‘will. be staffed .by: those~ designated as. specialists : 
as. Offices: Specializing: ‘in Enter= * 

‘However, we™ 

.| the. State,.” 

[ letter, dated ‘April :13:° 

Your Excellency: 

He-also: asked’ «. 

Tuner 
“Aittotney. John: F. Wharton’ has | 

- been: among: those fighting: the: pro-} 
posed : meu legislation. - at. Albany.| — 

| whereby. the’ ‘Attorney-General - of | 
Paul: Shyre-Staged U Sa” 

‘would . have. drastic: authority over |: | 
:| the” “Broadway” ‘legitimate . theatre:. 
‘| The suggested: laws. -are’ intended |. 
as a “cleanup” . of admitted. evils. 

| in connection ‘with: “ice” and loose: 
.| auditing -practices,. ‘but... “Wharton 
-| believes. the’ médsures ‘are: ‘badly. 
-Leonceived::.and: written and- will 
1 create . .temptations : ‘to- shakedown. 
| and ‘abuse. power: The. attorney 

- Lhas’ now. petitioned Gov: ‘Nelson. 
ar ‘Rockefeller ‘to. veto... the : 

-Wharton.” has’: informed the . ‘Gov- 
‘kernor that. his own language; ap-. 

plicable. to .the. ‘State. ‘Liquor Laws; 
“tds in point... Herewith. ‘Wharton's: 

-and - his... appointees, 

(COPY)... 

== | tion”. Bills will, to use. your. own 

“ths 4 3 (00 000 Gross Su } scription; 
~ Created. Sever Standard Works 

‘By: DALE. ‘OLSON 

— Los. ‘Angeles, “April 14, 

7 Jp its’ 27 years | ‘of musical presen |. 

hittons the L. A: Civic Light Opera |: 
“has grown * from". subscriptions |. 

: amounting to $50,000" in vits” first: 

“season. to: an anticipated $3,000, 000 
‘this -year.. 

California: 

- Aside . from: the guuceess: of. the 
“CLO: ‘its 

least. -semi-classics | -of the’ musieal 

““pany’s: biggest: ‘hit. to’ date,” 
On “its: “heels is “Kismet;”: “an- 

oo other’ ‘Wright-Forrest . ‘work, based 
on. the.old ‘Edward Knoblock ‘play,.: 
with “songs: : adapted ‘from: ‘Alex- 
“ander Borodin. It-was produced in. 

J01953, has. been -revived “twice -and': - 
‘Temains’ a. standard ‘in “the” field. 

The CLO -also-- “presented. ‘the 
“musical” ‘edition’. of-. “Peter Pan,” 

., starring Mary Martin, in 1954 ‘and, 
_ ©." earlier; .in”-1940, a new. version. of. 
-- “Phe . Red Mill’. 

performances ‘on ‘Broadway. 

-- Less: ‘successfully, Lester and “the 
- CLO has also created “Magdalena; 2” 
“At. the- Grand” ‘and last. year’s}. 
“Zenda” to. the front, the’: latter, 
at $450, 000,» ‘the *most. : ‘costly pro-. 
7 duction ever. ‘staged, ‘by the, com- 
“pany. 

two years 
: operettas. .. The: “producer . started 
-‘with - “$5, 000 : capital | ‘promoted, | “at 
$500. apiece’ of ‘his own’ and: “from: 
ine friends, The. first year. was 
not ° ‘successful, there = was - suf-|* 
ficient response to - initiate’. the |. 

1938 CLO. inauguration ; with $15,-|- . 
= - 000 capital. 

2. Phe initial. CLO Season. ‘brought |. 
[en ‘$50, 000 in ‘subscriptions: for ‘four | 

shows..at.-ofe week each, in con- 

(Continued on page 66). 

“According “to - “Edwin. 
. “Lester, - ‘general. -director;: the -or- 

_. 7 .. ganization has” done. vouch: ‘to. put. 
-t: Southern”. "the. 
ae theatrical map: 

-home. 

which’ Tan: 531. 

CLO’ was ‘founded: in. 1938 ‘ater 
‘of .. Lester-produced: 

{Schedile Devil's Choice” 
For London, ‘Then. Bway. 

“ Polywood, April 14... 
“Ben. Kamsler ‘will. present “and 

‘George Shdanoff will direct:a: ‘Lon- 
| don:. production: next’ fall:-of:““The- 
Devil's Choice,” Ray-. ‘Russell’s 

. dramatization: of his own bestseller; : 
“The? Case’ Against Satan”: Since 
the book. did. exceptionally well in. | 
Britain, . it was decided ‘to. present { :. 
‘the. play version. ’in ‘the. West End’ 

- Concerts Hard’ e: 
sof Murder,” starring” Phyllis Cal- - 

"stage. Probably ‘the. foremost. of Vt 
|thése ‘has. been.“‘Song -of Norway,” |” 
the Robert. Wright: and‘. George- 

_ -Forest. musical: based on: ‘the life of}. 
oc! ‘and - using ‘the. music © of © .Edvard:}~ 
oe Grieg. It was- originally produced} : 
". Shere in 1944, later “a Broadway hit 
:.."and has’ been revived. by. the’ CLO.” 
- “three more. times. tobe. the’. com- 

‘ghead.of Broadway. - 

ture in ‘London: legit was: “Portrait 

FL? MULIS POLAND ~ 

Tel “Aviv; April 14. - 
Bliza “Doolittle - ‘stands ° a’ good’ 

-‘chance::of Jearning™ Polish: . Nego-. 
ve tiations ~ 

‘Giora: Godik, “producer of the Is- 
‘raeli: My -Fair. Lady”. and Pagart, }':: 
‘the : official. agency of the Polish. 
-Government,. for the produetion. of 
“MEL”. in Warsaw, ‘Tater. this year: 

are “underway ~ between 

“Phe. Hebrew version : of | ‘th e 
‘Lerner and-"Loewe hit. proves ‘to: 

i be: ‘every bit a repefition.of the. out-. 
standing success ‘its American. orig-: 
jnal enjoyed. ‘The ‘producer ° ‘took 
up. the. option’ of keeping the: pro- 
duction. at the- ‘Habimah_ ‘Theatre |. 

-}in - Tel’ Aviv. another..‘six “weeks, |; 
being. S.R.0° for two weeks -in.ad-. 
vance, an. unusual. phenomenon: in. 
this. ‘country. . 

‘ Godik: proposes to; ‘produce the. 
Polish version ‘without:help. of in-. 
-terpretation:: Himself of -Polish|; 

| origin and bringing along. to War-'| -. 
‘Saw the director. of the. Hebrew:|. 
‘version, - “Habimah’s. Shraga Fried-j 
‘man ‘and Jocal ‘conductor Roman: 
Mesing;: both: of .whom ‘also. speak.| - 
‘fluent Polish,: the ‘local cast would |-: 
have hardly ¢ any: Problems Setting. : 
the ™message. 

Il A86 i iD. British Equity: 
_ London, April 14: - 

‘British: - Actors. Equity: rolls. hit. 
a.new high during 1963 ‘with 11,468 
paid-up: ‘members.’ 

: year’ 8, total: was 11,052 members: : 
‘The “1963 total’ ‘includes 6, 026 o 

‘women and 5 42 ‘men: - 

The .. - previous, 

co, || phrase, 
‘.. | widespread’ «’corruption:” 
tt. therefore, ‘ibmitted that you. ‘cant 

“| not“ logically:..ask-.the ‘citizens: to. 
-}- support ‘your’ attempt~ to deal real-' 

_ A recent ‘Kamsler:Shidanoft ven- 

.Sissippi. 

“invite” and: sncourage 
“Itt 

| istically.. with. the. abuses* -which 
{have grown. up*under the ‘State 

| Lig uor: Authorit if; t: ‘the ‘same a y. if, (at. the ‘sa ng to $558,000. 
ture | to: a ‘Bill ‘which’ ‘sets: “up. -ani | 
incipient - ‘similar ‘situation.. 
‘The Bill amending : the. General: 

” | Business: Law: ‘appropriates: $35,000. 
1 to create. a department in the At- 

| tornéy General’s office which. will. 
have ‘unrestrained :power- to harass |- 
‘theatrical - producers. to a danger- 
ous: degree. ‘The Bill provides that’ 
Whenever it’ shall : appeur to the | Morris,. who’s publishing the score..|-but the party. or parties involved 

‘Attorney. ‘General that: ‘any . person 
‘+is -about to ‘violate. ‘any provision 
of. the Law, ‘the Attorney. General,. 
may, “without: any check:: “OT:. ‘bal 

(Continued on. ‘page (64) 

a. number of. concert ‘artists to can- 

pressures on. her;‘as previously. on 
‘others, <to shun. fhe racial. back- 

| waters: of Dixie. 

Concert. management, has" ‘been’ 
among - ‘the’ last -to. -feel: ‘the: new 
civil. war in the South.. Many. of: 

1 the “towns down there: have organ: 
ized © audiences. (viz, : - subscription 
tickets) which: ‘contract for. five or 
‘so. .N ew ‘York-booked -‘concerts_an- 
ually. . Columbia: Concert’s. own]. . 
‘subsidiary, - Community: ‘Concerts. 
Ane. .had the .deal ‘in -Jackson.. * 

‘Previously -cancelling - out. were 
pianists Gary Graffman and- David 
‘Bar ‘lian’ although ‘a German pian- |. 
‘ist; Hans. Richter Haaser, consent- 

| ed--to: fill. in forone date. on™ the 
grounds: that; as a foreigner; Dixie | 
Segregation | ‘polities .. -and™ propa-j . 
ganda” ‘were of. no: concern to him, | 

Sunday Man.’ ex «Dressed. 

“The. ‘Sunday’ Man” is the: ‘new 
| title ‘for. “The: Importance: of ‘Being |: 

".| Dressed” “whieh, Cornelius Produc: - 
tions Inc; intends opening May 12 

frat: the: Morosco Theatre, N.Y. The 
7 play,. a Hungarian: comedy. by. Fer- 

ence. Dunai, was-presented in ‘Buda-. 
pest. ‘under. the title,. “A Nadrag,” 
and. has been. adapted. by. Louis’ 8: 
-Bardoly- for. Broadway. © 

It’s. 

‘Btls. :| 

“I am _ doubly. inspired to ‘present 
this: plea. after. reading your ‘forth-. 

‘right and statesmanlike appeal to |: 
the citizens: for. support: of . your 
so-called “Liquor Legislation. Ly 

! have ewritten my’ ‘representatives |" 
‘| urging. them. to vote -for ‘your-pro- |" 
posals. ). ‘Let me be. equally. forth) 6 
right. ° aa ak 

‘Both. “ot the: ‘“pheatre ‘Tepisle:| 

Touring College. Circuit: 

adaptation. » -of .. Dos: 

Hayes, John Leighton, Dorlee. Mac- 
Gregor, Will . Mackenzie, 
Maxwell. and: Ellen: Newquist.  ~ 
:- The tour, which began. March 31 

at: East Tennésseeé Southern ‘Univ.,. 
Johnson City; Tenn., erids April 27. 

‘Vat: Kutztown (Pa:) State College. 

Cap] Records Has _ 
$200,000 Slice ( Of 

 Captial. “Records,” ‘ “which has: 
secured the. original . cast. ‘album. 

| rights” to the forthcoming. Broad- 
‘way musical version of “Golden 
Boy,” is putting up. $200, 000 of the 
‘musical’s . $465,000 :. capitalization. 
-The ‘disk. firm’s ‘stake could climb. 
to $240,000. if-'a 20% overcall . is. 

- “U.S:A.,”: the Paul. ‘Shyre-John | 
“Dos Passos’ 
Passos’ novel. of the same. title has 
begun, a month's’ tour of universi-. 
-ties. and. colleges: Shyre ‘staged the: 
- presentation for co-producers Alan) 
-Neuman and Martin B.‘Cohen. Fea-. 
tured in: ‘the:.cast.are Barbara‘: 

Wayne | 

“City: -Council;: 

--Lman for the :: ‘committee; 

‘wou TONSEES. [New Dramatists Group Has 32718 
~ Toward $50,000 Target for 1964-65; 
_ Members Have Scripts on Option 

+ “AS: of :the end of last week, the 
Committee’ had . 

|raised $32,718 of the. $50,000. the 
‘New. ..Dramatists . 

non-profit organization is’ seeking 
‘for’ 1964-65 expenses in’ connec-. 
tion: with its program of encourag- 
ing and* developing. playwrights. F 
‘The. total: includes :$15;000  previ- © 
-ously received by the. committee 
and $17, 718° raised at the organi-. 
zation’ ‘s annual luncheon -last Fri- 
day: (10). at. Sari’s Restaurant, N.Y, 
Included ‘in ‘the. luncheon con- 

tributions was. $7,525 which John 
H. MacFayden, executive director: 
‘of the N-Y. State Council on- the 
‘Arts, said. the council would : do- 
nate, as well asa $5,000 gift. from 
‘the John Golden Fund, Speakers.. 

‘lat the luncheon: included: Paul R. 
‘| Serevane,; president of the N. Y.. 

Mary K. Frank,.. 
| Broadway | producer and. president. 
) of.the ‘New Dramatists; Alfred de 
.|Ligare’ _Jr.,: “Broadway producer 
and ‘industry’. fund-raising — chair- 

New 
+ Dramatists:‘alumnus Sidney. | -Mi- 

. chaels,. -clrrently ‘represented . on. 
: ‘Broadway ‘as. author of “Dylan?” 

§ jand: from: the acting ranks, Mar- 
1 garet Leighton 
Preston. 

In a New Diamatists: ‘Activities 
Repait, ” 

‘They * include Alice Childress’ 
“Wedding. Band,” under option to 

and. Robert. 

dated. Jast Friday (10),. 
it’s ‘revealed that several members: 
‘of. the organization have plays ear- _ 
marked for. Broadway production. 

the show,. Capitol. is. also ‘earmark- 
ing -another’ $50,000 for a special|:“Lovers in the Act,” which Judith . 

- promotion budget in’. connection | Abbott .and Ray Katz have under - 

.May. 11 in:-New York... , 
_ Aécompanying Elkins’. ‘to - . the: casing. In’ addition, Justin Mamis. 

_ 4 Coast will be Charles Strouse, com-| has authored “Love,” a novel to: 
i | poser. of the .show’s: music. Elkins; be’ ‘published | next: fall by Stein 

J intends returning neéxt Wednesday |. 
|. (22) with Sammy Davis. Jr., who'll ‘has: written the script to “Jordi,” 

inJ ackson 
Swedish ‘soprano: “Birgit - ‘Nilsson 

a of the ‘Met: Oper’ isthe latest ‘of. 

~ AFTER ISRAELI RUN “eel _ out: of :the “segregated. : audi-|: 
"ences: autitorium. at “Jackson, Mis- 

This .-was. “in: response ‘to 

| rant. . Incidentally, ‘Davis is under] ” - 

presentation,:. arrived ‘from. ‘Lon-|- 
‘don last. ‘Saturday ~ (11). The book | Wingfield: in‘ “The Glass Menag- ; 

“made, -to’ ‘boost » the: total bankroll ‘Oliver Smith | and: Henry Guettel; | 

ee “Roger - _O.. Hirson’s “World War. 
‘owned. by Alexander H.... ‘In. ‘addition ‘ to its ‘investment in: 214,”.. 

Cohen, and ‘Norman Wexler’s 

with the.:.legit'. venture: Hillard | ‘option. The report ‘salso says that 
‘Elkins, ‘who’s. producing: the musi-| Malcolm Marmorstein’s “T -h‘e 
cal, Teaves’ today (Wed.) for a:‘Coast| Switchboard” and another undes-_ 
meeting. -with’ Capitol. - president | ignated play of his: have been: op- 

oe 

Alan . Livingston:: and’. Edwin - ‘H.|-tioned for ‘Broadway production, . 

They'll ° ‘work’ out. 
angles for the: album. and the: pro- 
‘duction, which: goes. into rehearsal tai 

Le ation, 

-exploitation | aren 't designated. - 

- as ‘well as workshop show- 

play. the ‘title ‘role in the tuner. |.a film scheduled to go into pro- 
: ; Davis’ will host. an’ affair that day | duction this ‘summer : with Piper. 
for. theatre : party. agents . in-'the j Laurie. ‘starring. and the author di- 
Belasco Room. of. Sardi’s Restau-. reeting. 

eontract to Reprise: Records, -but. 
he’s been . given permission: ‘to do: 
the: album. for ‘Capitol. : 
‘Tony Walton, . who's.- designing. 

the. ‘Sets. and: “costumes. for . the} 

Betty Field to Star hs 

for -the “musical, whiéh. the ‘late | erie,” opening tonight (Wed.) as the 
| Clifford. Odets ‘adapted. from - his'|sixth and final. production of the. 
original: play; is being ‘revised by | season: at the Charles Playhouse, 
Louis: 
Strouse’s:tunes’ have: been: written | ducer at the’-Playhouse with Frank. 

-Peterson: and: lyrics toj| Boston: Michael Murray,’ copro- 

: Other: members have plays ear- 
d for off-Broadway presen- 

and Day, .and. Harold Yablonsky. 

‘by 

‘choreography. are to. be ‘handled 
-by: Peter Coe and Donald McKayle, 7 
-Tespectively.. : 7 

“Boy,”: is’ to begin. ‘a “13-week apes 
‘Toad tryout June:22 at the Shubert | 

«| Theatre;: Philadelphia.. The. Broad- 
way. ‘opening. ‘is scheduled for Sept. 
28 at. ‘the. Majestic: Theatre: : 

London. Summer. School _ 

Due May 12 at Morosco 

‘Lee - Adams. ‘Direction. . and 

“Course in’ Bard. Staging: 
The British Centre of: ‘the Inter- 

‘national Theatre Institute will con- |.’ 
‘duct a summer school: on the stag-. 

| ing of. ‘Shakespeare next Aug.:.6-15- 
tat the London Acadeniy:.of Music. 
‘|'and Dramatie Art.. The ‘school’ is | © 
‘being organized. by. William Caskill, 
‘ associate director of. Britain’ Ss. Na-. 

a tional ‘Theatre. 

be limited. Experienced ‘diréeetors | 
and designers in England and from | 

The number. of. admissions will. - 

‘Sugrue, is directing the Tennessee 
Williams drama. 

tre’ 8 ‘seventh season. May i7. 

‘Arsonists Cause $15, 000° 
, Damage to _H’wood Legiter © 

Los" “Angeles, April 14.. 
° ‘Arsonists: over’ weekend. set fire. 
‘to the Le. Grand: Theatre, Holly-- 
wood,. -causing- ‘appreximately $15,- 
000. ‘damages: to .dressingrooms, 
wardrobe and: other equipment. 

operates. :the. house with Zev Buf- 
Ynan,. no trace of the. guilty parties 7 
has. ‘been found. 

Bay at Ohio Univ. 
‘is ‘currently at Ohio. Univ., Athens, 

rr ie i 

‘0.,:a8' a visiting Professor of Dra- 
other countries have until April 30. matic Arts, He'll direct and. design: 
to apply for admittance:. No charge | a college’ production ‘of. Mario 
is to. be made for attendance at the | Fratti’s : “The. Cage,” opening 
school- or. for: visits to. theatres ‘pre April 22. 

- + aw Oo ol. 

board. and. lodging - and for. fares 
to and from. London..° . 7 

4 While. ‘at the university, Bay. will 
_ | | pants: will have: to “pay for. their | ‘also. design: ““Cartuffe,” a produc- 

‘to’ star David. ‘Brooks with 4 
. Alexander Dore directing. 

‘tion in. the. school’s Great Play 
iSeries. : 

“Menagerie” -will end: the thea-. 

Aceording to ‘Stan Seiden, who | 

Broadway. designer ‘Howard Bay ; 

‘Menagerie’ in Hub Stock 
‘Betty -Field “will play Amanda 



62. 

High Spirits 
‘Lester . Osterman, ‘Robert Fletcher - gl 

Richard .Horner: presentation -:of musical 
comedy in twe acts (12 scenes, : 18 num: 
bers), with book. music and: lyrics by: 
Hugh Martin. and Timothy Gray, based 
on the Noel Coward comedy, “Blithe 
Spirit. ** Staged. by Noel foward: chore 

and musical. stuging nov Dan- 
le teiss hy ae and costumes, Kobért. Fleich- 
er: ‘Tammy Grimés’. costume, ‘Vailentina; 
lighting, Jules Fisher:musical conductor, 
Fred Werner: vocal direction and. ar- 
rangements, Hugh Martin. and Timethy . 
Gray; orchestrations, Harry Ziramerman; 
Gance music, . William Goldenberg. Stars: 
Beatrice Lillie. Tammy. Grimes, Edward 
Woadward; features Louise Troy, . Carol 
Arthur, Margaret Hail, Lawrence Keith. 
Opened April. Te "64, at. the Alvin The- 
atre, N, Y-.- 
‘Charles. Condomine * Baward ‘Woodward 
Edith, —~=  * ‘.vieasee- --- Carol Arthur [| 
Ruth: Condomine. wasedeees Leuise Troy. 
‘Mrs. Bradman... ....06.2.. Margaret Hall 
Dr. Bradman ........: “Lawrence ‘Keith 
Madame. Arcati. . ene, Beatrice Liltie |. 
Elvira s taeeeses -;Taramy ‘Grimes 
Bob . wane cece ea ete “Robert Lenn 
Beth .. ......-5. : Beth ‘Howland 
Mumert eee eee ee has Gene. 

. Singers-dancers:. A Gricane Angel, ‘Syn- 
dee SBalabar. Geng Castie, Jerry © Craig, 
.Javkie Cronin, Altevise Gere. Judith Has- 
kell, Beth -Howland.. Jack Kauflin,. Bill 
Kennedy. Al Lanti, Miriam Lawrence.. 
Renee Lee, Robert. Lean, Alex .McKay, 
Jaqueline Maria, . Stan Mazin. . Jee Mc- 

_ Grath, Dea Peressi, Kathy Preston. Svbil 
-Seotford.. Tom Thornton, ‘Ronnie ‘Walken, 
Anne. Wallace. : 

Masical numbers: “Was: “She. ’ Prettier’ 
Than I] “* “The Bicycle Song,” . “You'd 
Better Love Me.” “‘Where Is the Man I 
Married?” “The Sandwich Man.” “Go 
Into Your: Trance.” * Where . Is the ‘Man 
¥F ‘Married?” (reprise). “Wnrever: ‘and a 
Day.”. “ ething Tells -Me.” “I - 
Your. Heart; eae Faster Than: Seund.” . “Te 4 
Gave Yeu," “Talking te. You.” Home’ 
Sweet’ Heaven.” “Something %s. Coming to”. 
Tea,” “The Exorcism.” “What In the 
Werld Did -You: Want2” ‘Easter. ‘Than 
Sound” (reprise). ; 

opened “last -Tuesday. night. (8) ‘at. 
the Alvin. Theatre, . there ‘are two: 
smash numbers in succession. The 
first is by Beatrice Lillie and. the 
second by Tammy Grimes,- and: 
they turn the new: musical, comedy. 
into a. hit... 

As a result, with ‘the “drawing: 
power of the two femme stars, the 
song and dance. version *of ‘Noel’ 
Coward’s old. farce, “Blithe Spirit,” 
should be good for a hefty Broad- 
way run. It may perhaps also ulti-. 
mately do as a.stock. vehicle and 
possibly even have. the: makings of 
a picture. 

In general, these” two - ‘power-. 
house numbers typify. “High Spir-. 
its.’. When Miss ‘Lillie is onstage, 
for ‘example, “tossing. sanity. and;- 
incidentally, the. book into. the 
‘wings, - the show is ‘blissful pande- 
- quae ~~ , mince, - ee eee 

BLITHE ‘SPIRIT 
Three-act farce by Neel Cowa: pre: 

@uced. and staged by ‘Jehn: C. ‘Hsom, 
with setting designed: by Stewart Chaney. 
Opened Nov. 5, °41. a 
atre. ‘N: ¥. ‘moved May: 18,.°42,..to. the 
Bootk, + played 6ST ‘perfermances..- 
Edith -.......... °. \- Jacqueline Clark 
Ruth. “. on ° we : oes ee see . ‘ae ene. Peggy Wood: 

Charles. . wacvecscocess. Clifton Webb 
Dr. .By. adhami_ re roe Philip Tonge 
Mrs Bradman. Jeasee. . Phyliis Joyce 
Mrs. Arcati . S, cose Mildred. _Natwick 
Bivira 2.02.2... 2 eee cee Onera:. Corbett: 

on stern 

°, monium. “And when Miss Grimes 
_gets rewarding. material. .to. work 
with, there’s alsa’ ample fun out 
front. Since they get enough’ such’ 
epportunities, thie show provides. a. I . 
generally enjoyable . evening: . 

Miss Lillie plays. Madame. ‘arcati,. 
the ecstatically -daffy. spiritualist. 
(she calls herseif a happy medium) 
who does a ‘sort. of sorcerer's ap 
prentice act by:. ‘conducting a Se- 
ance that. brings back ‘on the ‘scene | 
‘the stuffy novelist’s late: first wife: 
and thereby causes all the uproar: 
It’s a goofy character role; but ‘as. 
those who recall Mildred Natwick's 
brilliant characterization..in. the. 
1941-42 straight- play - 
know, ‘it is essentially a bit: 

Hugh Martin and: Timothy Gray. € 
whe not only provided the tunes: 
and words but also wrote. the’ book- 
for this musicalization, have ‘been: 
unable to enlarge. the function: of | 
the part in terms of. story, but} 
“have added one numaber | based on! © 
Madame  Arcati’s. bicycle, © two- 
others in her spiritualist headquar-. 
ters, a kind of occult _Hernando’s 
Hideaway, - and finally one in ‘her. 
bedroom fer : the. show’ s. triumphal 
bit of clowning. 

“The Bieycle - Song” is funny, Gf 
apparently more.or less ‘expected, 
but the numbers in. her Spiritualist. 
hangout are the occasion. for rous-.- 
ing Danny Daniels . choreography 
and Miss Lillie’s: private. brand_of.| 
contagious. idiocy... ‘She’ performs |- 
the prescribed | nonsense, . adding 
what appears to be just. about. the 
entire | repertoire of © her- ftrade- 
‘marked bits.- 

.Since . parody. Is: ‘the essence. ‘of 

t the Merosce: The- 

original 

by zements' the: succe: 

-Opened April. 8. 

| which she offers what : seems: ‘to ‘be 
‘practicaily © ‘a’ recital « of: her own: 
inspired brand of :comment,.in this.| _ 
instance.a spoof of. ‘classical : ‘ballet. 
‘that. : stampedes - the. atidienice -and 
just about wraps up “High Spirits” 
‘as a show. it’s’ 4 cinch the num- 
ber will -be expanded as the star'|? 
“works. on. it during: the” “coming 
months. 

Although. “Miss Grimes, as “the 
impish reincarnation ‘of ‘the -:first 
wife; has more scope in : ‘terms ‘of: 
story, the -authors- haven’t created 
a great deal:.more. for her ‘to do, 

on.: ‘having her .- glide ‘endlessly |; 
‘around. the stage, : ‘trailing her. filmy: 

point. : . 

She ‘has several passable. ‘jpum- 
hers, two ‘with. third. costar Edward 
Woodward | as the. smug. husband 
whose aplomb’ 4s upset by having | 
‘two Wives | simultaneously “under : 
his roof. One song is -with: Louise. 
“Troy as. the second .wife;. and an- 
other ‘is: her. initial solo. But when: 
‘she gets. the “big. number. .in ‘the 
second act, a name-dropping | pat- 

“Home... Sweet: 
and ‘there- 

if impact 
of Miss: ‘Lillie’s. click of a few. min- 
‘utes earlier. 

ter song . called 
Heaven,” she: whamis: i 

band, Woodward: dis a. ‘capable actor 
‘stuck as a. straight man opposite. 
two. femme. comics: He’s an agree- 
able’ stage: personality,’ : 

as. the © -harassed - 
though. her’ ‘singing. -voice. has a 
‘perceptible- change .. of... registers. : 
Carol ‘Arthur ‘is acceptable: as the 
‘befuddled maid who’s’.an. uncon- 
scious. medium, and ‘Margaret. Hall. 

| and. Lawrence ‘Keith ‘are. passable |! 
as the visiting friends’ who aren n’t |: 

Jand .stiff as. King Claudius. aware of what they can’t: see. 
‘Some of the dancing and singing 

chorus are: nifty loskers, but for. 
some incomprehensible reason de- | 
signer: -and co-producer Robert 
Fletcher’ has ‘togged them ‘in- Uun- 

_ {| becoming’ costumes for all bit one. 
-Fletcher’s scenery ‘is in= 

‘genious: and. : effective, | 
and Jules. Fisher's lighting is. an: 
asset. The. Martin-Gray songs are | 
--more impressively. ‘lyrically than |- 
musically—none of the ‘tunes re-: 
mains. in’ “memory | after’. the. per- | 

‘number. 

formance. 
tn general, “High Spirits”: is. an 
umeven show, but .it succeeds by. 

| giving Beatrice Lillie . enough - to:} 
do forthe first. time in: years, with’ 
Tammy: ‘Grimes . ‘as. a notable -ac- 
complice. moe . Hobe: ” ° 

penne ee OF ah Claudius. : 

‘ Maimlet 
. - Alexander H: Cohen © 

‘Ben: Edwards: .. 

-Gouistem; “in. : associa 
Frenman’ “Productions. Features 
‘Burton, Hume. Cronyn, 

‘Rose, George Voskeovec, Philip 
‘John: Cullum. Michael Ebert, Dillon: Evahs, 

Geoff ‘Gaciand, Barnard 

: |. Mang Head Dewn, Comedy Q-19-64).: 
Hedda... st. Martin’ 

Clement Fowler, 
Hughes, ‘Linda Marsh. 

fanne Theatre “Sea0 tep “week: | |: 
nights, .$9, 80 ‘Friday-Saturday nights... 
Bernardo «. cee eee ee ee Rebert Burr. 
Francisco .....5 000.0563 6 58 Michael Ebert 

. us bee eocevence ae ard. ‘ ; 

Horatio . e : eo a aeie ‘edees . Robert: . 

CiaUdius |... ree eck ee ese | Alered ‘Drake |. 
‘Voltimaad ': e wee ee oe * ‘Phitee ‘Coolidge. os 

Cornelius. . ec ceaccce +++.) Hugh. Alexander: 
Laertes -......eececce0esce.s JOHN Cullum: 
Potonius |. = Seekenetennn es ‘Hume | Cronyn 
Hamlet: * ses peesre - Richard: Burton - 
Gertrude epee m eee en sete es _Ezleen.. Hetlie 
Ophelia’ ........... "Linda Marsh 
Rost: ie one - Woice of Sean Gielgud. :0 : 

Reynald@. .. ieee ees. ion Evans} 
Rosencrantz - err (ES Glement ‘owler'| Re 
Guildenstern ........ Wilizra Redfield | - 
Player King -.....00.+. “George Ve rec | 
Player. Prolog’. eee et Jehan Hethe 
-Playér Quéen .....«. Christor sr Culkin 
Lucianug .... wseseeee.cc. Geott Garland 
Fortinbras. . * ne sese eve anes Michael 

.Gentleman. wee + -.-- Richard Sterne 
First- Gravedigger. ... George Rose 
. Second. Gravedigger.. = “hea Ade 
-Priest ee wees. weno woe ‘Barnard 

Oaric - Dillon Evans 
Enclish ” ‘Ambassador: . Hugh. Alt 

Others: Alex Gianaint:. 

Carol Tenel. . 

Jet" The. Alexander . H.” -Cohen 

and .Coward, who staged: the: pro- {unintelligible: 
duction,. has ‘simply «fallen “back. shitt, 

The. -name-studded. "supporting | i 
ast: is uneven, and the whole: pro- 

gown.and, ima -the two occasions: 
‘when . she ‘does -.a. suspended-by-. 
wire. flying. act, a la’ Peter: Pan, 

4 Sail back and forth without. much. concept ot playing the Shakespeare 

; -| masterpiece asa: supposed. rehears-. 
al, with the.-cast.-in.. working 

and 
On 2 sceneryless . ‘stage, . with. ‘only . 

-This tune . is.’ likely: 
.' | to. become’ Miss: Grimes’: ‘Personal’ 

| identification. hereafter. . : 
‘About. halfway. through: the sec- . 

ond act of “High. Spirits,” which. | 

though - 
seemingly - lacking in the. sort. of. 
‘brittle ‘detachment ideal for farce:. 
-As it happens, . he has an excellent |. 

| vaice,.and-‘uses it: well; but. without. 
‘the knack -of -selling a song, 

+ Miss’ Troy is competent but cool 
-second. _ wife,. 

however, : 

| the.‘play..: 

Gabriel. Katzka, [ 

Hoe ih | Boeing-Boeing. Apollo (2-20-63). 
“Alfred Drake, | : Catigvla, Phoenix (46-60). 

Eileen  Herlie, Willian 1 “Redfield, George :|' 
‘Ceedlidze, 

‘Milli. |.- Minstrels, Vic. Palace (5.25-62).. 

4 - Severed: Head, | 
Six ef One, 

1 Subtopians, | New. Arts (4-14-64).. 

k Y. : - Guat yedy ‘oung, |~ 
.Claude Harz, ‘Gerome > Ragen. Linda: Seff.. 

: : Formation : Dancers:. New: ‘Aste 
closed .last. Saturday. (43), after: Tanited- 

Tans-. Some of the key questions 1s have. te 
already been - answered. abeut the]. 
Richard. Burton’ edition of -“Ham- 

presentation, opening last: Thurs-|:-... 
day: night (9) at the Lunt-Fontanne | 

the comedienne’s ‘style, however, | Theatre, recouped all. or most’ of: 
the climax. is. her solo turn, | ‘in its Production cost during its huge- 

lerossirig - tryout engagement ‘in i —v 
Toronto . and Boston, and it ‘has.a|}- 

. { strong - advance. sale..- ‘Audiences.|4 
will be expecting. Elizabeth’.Taylor |¥- 

- He 

netism. ‘ He has. the. familiar - ‘Bur- 
ton air. of detachment, aimost : seem- 

ling inattention, however, and-occa- 
sionally the speaks: so :fast as to. ‘be, . 

‘He is dressed - in 
black slacks. and. a: black: knitted 

open. at™ the: neck. f 

duction. is’ in -many. respects : oe 
satisfying. -Perhaps the. ‘trouble is|. 
basic—in ‘“stager . John Gielgud’s 

garb, mostly street : ‘clothes, 

a: few platforms; etc.: ‘This . -may 
have- caused..what ‘seems ‘tobe .a-| 
lack of. prevailing ‘point of ‘view, or. 
approach,. which. is’ more serious. 
than ‘the: distracting - “effect: of. as: 
‘sorted- and: in seme. instances. ‘in-. 
corigruous : ‘dress:. 

-There. “is an ‘fiapressian’ of: lack 
of. unity ‘about. the whole. show, :as 
though: Gielgud. had“ sot. provided 
‘sufficient direction or .worked: out. 
a- consistent -style. of : ‘performance. 
‘The. tempo. tends: to~ be. slow: in 

-j Many. scenes, ‘but -occasionally the 

As- the rather ‘self-satisfied Jrase readings are rushed so much. they 
e. incomprehensible:. 

That is -only- sporadicaily true ‘of 
. this. ‘production... © 

-, Hume. ‘Cronyn isa: superb: Polo: |: 
He is in. street. clothes, in a 

| prey. beard. and. with falfens: eye-|. 
‘giasses - 
around his neck. . He plays: - the. 

‘nius. 

. suspended by: a string 

character ..as a. ‘somewhat. ‘senile 
fuddy-duddy, a self-assured, pom-, 
pous, garrulous, . “hopelessly: ‘humor- 
‘Jess bore;. yet ina curious way. un- 

dable and. not” ‘without. in}. derstandable an | sessive. fading -middleaged ‘actress |. herent dignity... . 
‘Alfred Drake is pumlingly stilted 

He is: 
dressed in~ street clothes, with 
what may.be.a sparts jacket ‘and. in 
Several scenes with a topcoat over | - 
‘his: shoulders. - ‘He.is one: of the} 
‘worst offenders-in ‘rushing ‘his lines: 
to. the point. of unintelligibility, 
‘and. somehow: he. doesn’t seem regal: 
or, until the final scenes, to ‘possess 
enough: purposefuiness. te ‘be such 
-a: villain. 
_Eileen, Herlie. ‘also’ gives ‘the: ‘im- 

pression’ of. having not. been ‘suf-- 
‘ficiently: directed and. ‘of. lacking 
a’ clear approach: to the part and 

She- wears .a modification. 
of a hostess. gown, -with. a-.mink 
coat. held around her. Her. Queen 

sex. motivation in ‘her Scenes. with 

- ‘George. ‘Rose. ds: ‘colorful, . anus: 
ing and: well spoken as the Joquaci- 

presentation ‘ot i re- 
| vival of: drama ‘in: two act: ‘acts;: by. William 
f Shakespeare. Staged. by ‘inti Gielgud: 

-Bosenthal; - costumes, Jane : ‘ Greenweoda; 
Ereduction. associates, | 

(Continued on page’ $4) . 

LONDON: SHOWS. 
tPigures denote opening: dates)’. 

Diplomats, ‘Westminster (12-31-63). 

Funay Thing Happened, Strand (10-3-63). 
Hal a‘ Sixpence, Cambridge (-21- G3). 

‘Gabler; St.: s 2-12-86). 
: How te Succeed. 

Lovely. War, ‘Wyndham’s (3-19-53): 
Mexican. Fiesta, Drury -Lane- (3-30-64), 

-Mother’s . Boy, Globe ' (3-19-69. 
setrap,. 1-25-50). 

_.No Strings, Her. Majesty” 5 Q2- 30-63). 
vr. Ww 

-- One fer the Pet, “Whitehall 6261). 
 Plekwiek, ‘Saville (0-463), - 

-: Poor -Bitos,: Duke or “York's. ‘a885.. . 
' Relwctant Peer, . -15-60.. 

, ‘$choolmistress,: Savoy, (48-64)... 
Seagull, Queén’s (3-12-64) , 

: ph 
' Sound of Music, Palace. 43-18-81)... 

Wait a. Minim, Fortune (49-64). 
| Whe's. Afraid: Wool, Piccadilly ani 64), 
1: Wings of. Dove; ‘Haymarket. (12-3. 63). 

[4 CLOSED: 
feves Opal, vandevitie. 1 

64);. closed Apri “4, _ after. s perform- 
ances. | 

(3-18-60); 

‘engagement, - 23° perforiniances. 
fers te Gigve, A 

ances. . 
‘SCHEDULED: OPENINGS : 

Beyond the. ‘Fringe, ‘May Fair (easen. 
* Formation Damcers,. Globe (4- 
Amber for Anna, Vaudeville (4- BED. 

She, Loves Me Eyrle 13-50. 

Ap- | 

ciation’ with . 
‘Lewenstein-Delfont Preductions of. a four. 

Anton 

“Orie- of . 
the’ ‘basic - merits. ‘of -a satisfying. 
Shakespeare. performance . is. that 7. 
the meaning ofthe text :is ‘clarified.. 

‘impeccable. 
‘grandfather and~ George Devine 
as -the charming. middieaged sdoc-. 
tor: score heavily in roles which ; 
‘sometimes. tend to be_ regarded 

Peggy: 
“Ashcroft plays. with rich style and | 
subtle | comedy: te. make. the :pos- 

‘Finch; . 
letters’ torn: 

Gertrude seems empty and:strident,| 
and there’ is’ little - “suggestion. ‘of: 

‘Fletding’s Hall, Prince. Charles (2. 27-63). 

ibe Shaftesbury (2-38-63)... 
“Kayt Up West, Royal, East (3-10-64).. 

|Reund: About Piceaditly 

- + scenes). devised and. ‘staged by Dick. Hur- 
Bygraves; features Yvonhe |’ 

.| March, Gibson Girls @),. Tiller Girls, An-: 
-thony Bygraves, Eddie Vitch,:.Alma Mi- 

wae chael, . “Barbara French, -: 

“0.33. Blaiz; "costuanies, Berkeley 

tan. Stars Max 

64). ta of Wales, ‘Theatres ‘London: $3.55 

Criterion. (621: 63). pete 
i (9-26-63). 

_}is. to: Have .Max Bygraves.- ‘as star. 
‘1 So 
Which. Bernard ° -Delfont - 

| Stewart. ‘Cruickshank . are present-} 

-There’s ‘an advance’ of. around: $85, - 

“Mother's: Bey, : Tlcbee 1980; ‘glosed 
last ‘Saturday. GD, after: 36. ‘perform: “Round: About.” Piccadilly” 

|} shrewdly designed. : and’. mounted: 

tourist: tradé.. and. the atiticipated 
* 4 hordes: of ‘visitors: whe welcome an. | 

[to attend most performances, and |f © 
24 | that will also help business. | . 

parently nothing: else matters very ee 
uch. fe 

: There: ‘Is. the. subject of: quality, | 
of course, ‘andthe’ quality - of this: 

| revival - is. Spotty: . Burton - appears. 
to bein excellent ‘condition—he |} 
looks - slimmer “than | when. he: was: 
here: last, in: “Camelot”—his ‘voice.}, 
‘is: fine. and. he moves well. 
{has fire, humor,. variation, dimen- |. 

sion,. authority: and ‘¥eal. star ‘mag- 

The ‘Seagull. 
' London, March - 20. 

“English Stage Co. presentation {in asso- 
Tennent Proeductiens and 

‘act drama by- .Chekev,..- translated 
y Ann Jellicoe.-Staged by Tony: ‘Richard- 

‘sqn; decor’ by Jocelyn . sounds Her 
& music selected by: John: Addison. Fea- : 
‘tures Vanessa Redgrave, Pegzy. Ashcroft, 
“Peter Finch, Geerge Devine, Paul Rogers, 

‘Dignam,. Peter Me-'|. Ann. Beach, "ik 
Enery, Philip Locke,’ ‘Rach 

London; ‘$3: 35 top. 
“Yakov. 2.05 /....0. 020 08.. “Maleolm: ‘Taylor 
.Workmeén: Repinald Gillam, Derek Fuke. 
‘Semyon, - -Medvedenko. . a + ++~Philip: Locke" 
Masha ole eee ee ees Ann Beach 
Pyotr. Sorin eeesees ‘Paul. Rogers: 
‘Koastantifi Sceglew onece " Peter” McEnery 

. Nina Zarechnaya ... -” Wanessn Redgrave. 
Polina Andreyevaa... ..: Rachet Kempason } 
Yevgeny Dorn .......:....' George Devine 

Boris ‘Trigorin weecee on --- Peter Finch 
tva a Shamrayev. . cocscccee., Mark . Dignam 

Sebo eteed be ete see eens Kate _Binchy , 

“With thie. “Royal ‘Court - Theatre 
‘undergoing’: renovations, the. Eng-] 
lish “Stage “Cov has | transferred 
‘temporarily to the- ‘Queen’s -The- |. 
atre for. a.‘season “of limited : én- 

gagements - of classics, beginning | * 

.with - Strindberg’s 
followed: - -eurrently . by - rh e Sea: 

“The -Father;” | 

gull.” | “The . ‘distinguished should } 
‘bea. draw, and -London is fortu- 
nate in. a. ‘glittering stage attrac- I 
‘tion. 
“Tony. 

‘loneliness, frustration and: yearn- 
| ing;. are. still - to ‘be. relished, the |. 
play” does not: fully - register asa 
composite. it is a fine. production, 
but its mood’ is:variable.. While’ 
the performers contribute lavishly. 
‘as: individuals, some of. the scenes 
appear ‘ta. Jack an: essential team- 

| work.” 

"Most. of’ the: players, particularly | 
the more. experienced’. ones, 

‘Paul: Rogers: as: the 

as. mére. stage _ dressing. | 

‘and. ‘mother. a shallow. woman, al-. 
‘though her use. of -eoquetish : 
tricks: and: the absence: of a grand 
manner are out of key. 
“Vanessa: Redgrave has - ‘most: Of. 

‘the limelight.-in her scenes with 
.Miss Ashcroft, atid though she has. 
‘a refreshing charm. .as the © girl) 
awakened to..the - glamorous. world.|: 
of. stage: and ; literature, her best 
passages “are -at’-the -end.. Peter 

as ‘the. ‘mysterious man’ of 

ness: and infatuation,. -does - not 
make’ the error of presenting Tri- 
‘gorin. as a charming ‘heartbreaker, 
but is perhaps’a little too. serious | 

and . fails to}. ‘and. self-effacing, - 
Project. the. man’s. selfishness... 

The. ‘mother-domiinated: son pro- 
vides’ Peter .McEnery. with. ‘several 
‘chances ef change: of. mood,. and. 

Lhe | brings ‘them off successfully. 
Rachel Kemspon, Mark - Dignam. 
and. Philip Locke - contribute. ster- |. 

- |Jing performances .and: Ann Beach 
. | is outstanding as the tiny,:-matter- | 

: - | of-fact ‘Masha,’ a bundle: of petu- |- ; 
‘| Iance,. 

- | neuroticism. - 

Dittovenca ef Opinion, Gatrick 41-21-63) | 

and near-' » unhappiness . 

Jocelyn | Herbert's gets: ‘though 
somewhat artificial outdoors, cap- 
“ture the loneliness ‘and the half- |: 

‘torment, half-peace of. the. ‘lake- P 
side; and her interiors. are: -Stolid | Ge 
and COSY." . Rich. > 

London, April 6. 
Bernard’ Delfont & Stewart Cruic 

revue in two acts. (14 

Diana Dickson, 
@. Cuereegraphy.. Lionel 

Sutcliffe; decor,: 
od Kingman. .Opened. Saarch 28: *64, at. 

spectacular revue, . particularly’. in: 
a. theatre like the. ‘Prince: of Wales, 

“Round. About _ Piccadilly, ”: 
‘and: 

ing, ‘is ‘a gilt-edged proposition. 

000 to: prove it. 
- Unashamedly.. — unsophisticated, 

to ‘appeal to the bus and: train. 

el-- Kempson.: 
Opened March 12. ited at t Queen’ s. Theatre, 

‘company. - 

‘Richardson's staging ‘af 
“The: Seagull,” is generally admir- 
able, ‘with - grace, understanding 
and information. : Yet, though. the: 
‘author’ s. tone: of | melancholy. inner} 

are. 

‘routine,. 

“between :possessive- | | 

‘Excess’. 
‘five: performing .. dogs. Tes. a ‘sure- 

| vided © 
decor, respectively. 

‘act’ comedy by Frank Marcus. 

: cyefilling ‘ show - loaded with “solid a 
L-entertainment values.:.As a twice-..- 
nightly “offering it ‘should. fill the 

| theatre for: months to come. ...: .. 
Bygraves,. a solid draw, whose _ 

relaxed style conceals'a ‘wealth: Of 
4s sur-". 

rounded by impressive. talent,. and 
j the. entire. production: has : ‘been: 
Skilifully and. lavishly mounted. by . 
Dick. Hurran. ‘Sumptuous. settings, ~ 

‘preparation: and effort, 

avish | and. spectacular : costumes, 
plus staging nevelties which make : 
‘use of the. two ‘¢ircletevel boxes, a, 
contribute -towards making this: a 
sure-fire family. show. . 
. The star has a large: ehanic of. 

| the: -playing | time ‘and: fills it, con-.-:. 
7 ‘fidently.. -Much:. of. ‘his | material ‘is —. 
familiar, but. judging ‘from . audi- 
eniee : ‘reaction, that hardly. matters.. 
He. - sings,. ‘darices: - 

‘is. surreunded by: ‘the rést of. the 

boffo entertainment. 
On:‘the vocal stakes -he ‘mainly . 

relies on his. proven oldies, | such ©. 
Hands,” .. 

and =. 
“Back in the Old. Routine; ” but 

| the. only.: disappointment: ‘of. the 

as his parody of “Fings;” 
“Tulips From. Amsterdam” ° 

show: caught... was ‘the. reluctance 
of the audience. to ‘participate... His 
techage - son’ ‘Anthony . has. prom-. 
ising~ style, ‘but showed’ up better: 
recently: in-a cabaret engagement. ls 
Nevertheless, there is evidence .of '. 
family talent in --his- ‘performance; - _ 
A ‘novelty. item” features a film. 

of. Bygraves in. a plane; and ‘as it. 
Jands. the hostesses turn out to be 
the. Tiller Dancing. Girls; ‘who. £0 
Straight into one of their ‘slick and. 
‘immaculatély' drilled:: routines. As | 

they complete a the’ screen’ rises, 
‘the. number: onstage. : 
“The leading’ femme: is’ Yvonne: eS 

‘Marsh: -a good-looker witha sturdy... 0 °° 
“set of pipes: She-can. belt a.num-: 
-ber as. ‘Gonfidently: ‘as. she © can. 
chandle. ‘B. melodious. tune,: and her: 
vivacity: is a “considerable . help: . 
The distaff side.is also helped by.. 
‘the Gibson Girls (Nicky Allen and... 
‘Sara-Mackay), who fit..into several” . 
| of. the production numbers.:° °°. 

“There are also three top: “grade: *: 
specialty. acts. ‘Eddie. Vitch, who... 
hias-.added’ new. business. to‘ his. 
dining * out : routine; 

{| demonstrates: that: ie is one of the | 
leading ‘comedy mimists. in’ the ---..:- 
business. His. performance’ garners" : 
a non-stop fiew.of chuckles. 
“The Gimma: Boys, five: ‘Italian —_ 

add : a nice ™ ‘touch - of .: 
-knotkabout . comedy... to their 

‘which includes -twe | OF 

acrobats, | 

three: fancy and unusual stunts. . 
: Finally, there: are Alma ‘Michael 

‘and Barbara. French; with: the wk. 
Baggage . act, comprising 

fire comedy bit. 
-Lionel” Biair rates a “nod for his ae 

‘colorful . dance ‘routines, Barbara’ ~:~" - 
“Aitken has: drilled the Tiller Girls ~ 
to. perfection, and Berkeley Sut- 
cliffe and Tod Kingman have ‘pro-- 

costumes. - and * “stunning 
- Myre. - 

The Formation Dancers o 
‘London, ‘April +1. . 

: Michael: ‘Codron ‘presentation ° of . three. 
Staged ty. 

Clive: Donner; decor, Saily. Jacobs. 

Gerald. Flood.. 

Maggie a 
Perdita -.,.0s.ccecseescs Joanna ‘Dunham 
aul pittance Baral Fiead. 

--Robin. Bailey 

. “The: ‘Formation Dancers”: 4s ao: ae 

slight comedy padded and: showing: 
‘Signs -of repetitious -strain.. But. it. 

...| provides a fair sprinkling ‘of ‘brit-: 
tle laughs and is at its best when ° 
it plays tongue-in-cheek. . 

Frank: Marcus’s" dialog. ‘véers:. 
‘from. the” witty: to. the facetious, -- 
is often: designed: purely’ to. shock: 
but .is. never. -dull.. It. is. adroitly 
‘played and stagéd’ and; in. an‘ ia-’ ; 
timate theatre, might enjoy. a Tea- 

| sonably ; happy Tun... ~- 
an ‘The nearest. hing te: a foolproof 
oe insurance. policy fer a- West. End. 

-The. play has ‘much of the flavor 
of Noel Coward’ s- “Private Lives” 

and Frederick -Lons- : 
(1926-27) 

in’ that. ‘it. has its four characters.” 
involved .in- sex .outside ‘the con- - 
ventional. marital or heterosexual: 

(1936-31) 
dale’s -“Qn - Approval” 

‘The. 
principals. in: this minor. emotional 
warfare ‘are a. conceited: writer en-:: | 

-{. couraged by his wifé te carry on: ~ - 
\-an affair with the beatnik mistress =. - | - 

S| of..his. best friend, who ‘has a‘wife. ~~ 
and family. on the side: The writ. °° 
er’s ‘wife hopes that the: affairs..~ 
will. help him regain’ ‘his ‘male | 

AContinived, On: ‘page: 65) 

tells. jokes; | 
sometimes alone, sometimes with 

| his son Anthony, and occasionally.” 

The “result: ‘is. “always; 

.once again’. 

Fea- . 
‘tures Robin Bailey, Maxine Audrey, ‘Jo-- :. 
‘anna Dunham,. Opened: -. 
March 18, 64, at. the. New Arts Theatres. - 
$2.10 top. . ae 

Pl liuee abe eenes “Maxine ™ Audley. 

Tala 



‘In. show: ‘pusiniess,: they'r re _ sophistleated. about divoree. For. éx- me 
‘ample:. ; 
At ‘producer. “Alexander: H. ‘Colien’ s. opening: night” ‘party: ‘tor. : “Hamlet” last ‘Thursday. (9). in the Rainbow Room, N-Y.,:the table ~ 
-at which ‘Richard: Burton. :and. his ‘wife, Elizabeth. Taylor, sat, was: .: 

also. occupied. by Michael Wilding, who was Miss Taylor’s. second 
oS pusband: - Wilding, .actor-turned-publicist, is pressagent ‘for Bur-- 
*. “:: ton, who's: playing ‘the title ‘role’ in‘ the Shakespeare classic. at. the. 

- ‘Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, N.Y. - ; 

“.. ‘In’“Blues.for Mister: Charlie,”. ‘the. James Baldwin play which: 
began a’series of previews last: night (Tues;) at the-ANTA Theatre; ~ 
‘N.Y., the cast includes Rip Torn and his ex-wife, Ann.-Wedge- . 

-.. ANTA next Tuesday: night .(21).. 
“Thursday Is a.Good-Night,” a play coauthored. by ‘Abe ‘Einhorn: Q rNavoay (C). 7th wk; 132 p) ($6.90- 

‘and Donald ‘Segall; is. to. be tried-out. this: summer ‘in ‘stock: with:. ”. $83,000) (Robert. Pres- 

week, .$34; 047.:: 

.» Tom Ewell and Sheree - ‘North: costarred,- The: director : wil be — 
. . Ewell’s. first. wife,: Judith : Abbott. Pe . . o 

‘igh? Wed Park’ ‘Grt’‘Dolly’ SRO: 
--Center-‘Story’ $45,104, NRT $11 819} 

“Broadway - went - nto. a. post-: 

Easter: depression: Jast:. “week, with: ‘s) 

grosses dropping ‘as ‘much as $22, 
187 for one musical. The going was 
a several: 
: “marginal shows, .but despite. the: 
downhill pattern, there were. seven!’ 

They ‘were ,“Any ; 

“partieularly | -rough : for 

‘sellout. entries. 
Wednesday,” 2. Barefoot | -in:.- the | 

. park,”’ “The ~ Deputy,” “Funny. 
Girl, ” “Hello, Dolly”. and — the. 
o newcomers, . “Hamlet” ‘and High | 

_ Spirits’’_ 
: >: “Anyone Can Whistle” closed last’ 
“Saturday. (11) ‘and “Foxy” is. sched- | (icy (34 wk;'20° p) ($9.60;. 1,442; 

:$74,516). (Barbra . Streisand, ‘Syd- , 
“Previous. . sweek,, 

. uled, to. shutter next Saturday (18). 
.There’s a possibility that the N.Y. 
a City Center production: .of.. “West 
~ ‘Side Story” may: ‘be moved after its |. 
-* four-week run ‘.at “the Municipal |.” 
_ House ‘to either’ the. Majestic’ or | 
... Ziegfeld .theatres, on the «theory 
: “that it may benefit from the: influx 

of World's: Fair. visitors. ~ | 

“Stop the World—1. ‘Want to. Get. 
Off;” .which ‘closes “next - Saturday] 
in Philadelphia, - had been. consid-/. . 

‘wk: 4 p) ($8. 80-$9. 90;. 1,478;: $73,- 
oweek;: $81, 539, ; 

- ered for a.return to’ Broadway: be- 
‘cause: of the fair, -but -the: _manage-: 
“ment decided ‘against it,: at- ‘least. 
‘for the present. ‘Such’ a move is|-. 

_.also under consideration for the 
' | pus-and-truek production” 

“Camelot, rn 

Whether. or “not the’ ‘fair will ‘help: 
Broadway. business remains: ‘to: be 

‘seen, but some: in’ the trade. figure 
that little. of ‘the . “fair action will. 
earry over to: the Main ‘Stem. _ 

“Estimates : for Last "Week 

CD. Comedy-Drama),- -R (Revue); 
“ MC ( Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- 

-OP* (Op- -“¢al-Drama);..O .(Opera),. 
-.eretta),- “Rep, mm Repertory), 

(Dramatic Reading). 
‘DR 

Other” parenthetic * desigiations | 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
veumber. of performances . through 
‘last Saturday, top” prices © ( where }. 
-two prices dre given, the. higher is |-° 
‘for Friday-Saturday nights :avd. the.: 

+ lower for weeknights), number. of. 

“- seats, capacity gross.” and *: ‘stars.’ -Edward ° . Woodward): 
"$60: 901 - for eight: previews: 

at the Alvin. . qe 

‘Opened. here’ “April. 7 to. “three. _ 
News; | 

Price «includes: .10%.- 

; rate tickets. in: circulation. 
.. Grosses normally have: been re: 

duced ‘by .conimissions ‘where the-’ 
. atre. parties: are mentioned. - 

: ter). 
ord.: $40,987. 
"Last. ‘week, $40; 297. 

’ Barefoot. in. the. Park, Biltmore ; 
©. (25th wk;. 195 -p) ($6.90-$7. 50; 

(Elizabeth Ashley, |. 
- ‘Robert. Redford, Mildred. Natwick, |: 
“2. Kurt: ‘Kasznar). © 

- 994; . .$38, 692) : 

a Previous Week 

_ $38,861... a 
Last. week, “$38, 912: 

* Béyond ‘the. ‘Fringe, 

oe ‘$34, 874). "Previous week, $18, 798, 
ov: Last week, $12,316. <° 

Case | of: "Libel, “Longacre - 

_-¥01; 
L ‘McGrath, Larry : Gates). 
week, $19; 368. . vo 

- Last week,. $13: 197. 
- Deputy, Atkinson © (Dy “ath, “wk: 

B3.-.p). ($6 90-$7-50; 1,088; . $43, 246). 
 (Emlyn” Williams, Jeremy, ‘Brett. 
: "Previous week, a9 488. 

ney: . Chaplin). ; 

Way to. the 
(MC) - (01st... -wk; 805- p). ($8.60- | 

(Dick 
$38, 538. : 

11,1583." 

{| $9.40;. 
Shawn). 

062). 
‘Shubert,: ‘Boston: 

Of. 

‘Federal: and 
5% repealed: ‘City tax (diverted: to 
an industry-wide’ pension ‘and wel- 

. fare fund), but. grosses” are. net: | 
{e., exclusive of taxes.’ .° 

Asterisk denotes. show. had’ cut. 

-wéek, . 

*: ‘endorsements: 
McClain, .. 

‘| Taubman... 
a ‘approvals. 

* $62,684. | 

“Goltun 
-. OR). (Vth. wk: 611 .p) . ($7.50; “799; | 

- “(by 
(27th wk: 210. p) ($6.90-$7.50;" 1;- | 

$40, 986). :(Van -: -Hefiin,. “Paul: 
Previous o 

we | performances. of 
._}and- “The. Crucible.” 

opened: April 5 to ‘three favorable |: 
notices . (Chapman, News:.. McClain, 

; Telegram), - 

. Last - “week, : $43, 154. with’ ‘some . 
7 5 16. 90-$7.50;..1,100; $41,482), -Previ- 

ous week, $7,508-for. four pettorn 
small parties.” 

“Dylan, Plymouth: (D). “(3th ‘whe 
‘97 p)' ($6 .90-$7.50; 1,084; $48, 369) 
{alee | Guinness). 
$47,048 
Last ‘week, $99, 961: 

- Foxy, ‘Ziegfeld: AMC): (sth: wk: . 
64. p)..($8 .80-$9.40; : 1,628; $78, 305). 
(Bert: Lahr, “Larry: ‘Blyden)... 
vious: week, $37, 961.. i] 

‘Last’ week, $25, 952. “Closes ext! 
Saturday (8), 

 Funny~ “Girl, | Winter: ‘Garden 

$73, 097 ‘with. parties.: 

"+ Funny, ‘Thing Happened. on the 
‘orum; 

A 572; "$84, 000): 
’ Previous week, 

“Last week,. $32, 886. 

‘Hamlet, . ‘Limt:Fontanne | (Dy: (ist 

Previous © 

‘Opened:  : here.’ 
night (9)- to ‘four: ‘favorable Teviews 
(McClain, 

man; .Times;: Watts, Post);.° 
qualified . disapproval. (Kerr, Her- 
ald Tribune) and one. ‘unfavorable |} 
notice - (Chapman, News)... —-. 

Last week,,. $55, 678° for- four. per- 
formances with: Parties - and. two 
| previews, ° ; 

. “Keys: Cc ¢ Comeay), ‘D (Draiia), | Hello, . Dolly, 

‘Last. week, $71, 539. 

“Here’s. -Love;.. Shubert, ; 
(28th. wk: 218° “p) ($9.60; 1,453; 
$67, 923). Previous: week, $49, 805. 
“Last week, $34; 800: 

High Spirits, “Alvin: 

(Chapman, . 
-J ournal - = “American: 

Times), 
(Nadel, - 

‘Last: ‘week,. $65, 903: fO8 | seven. 
performances with: Parties and 
one. preview... ne 

1,342; $66, 615). 

-Last week; ‘$51, 581, 

(Mindy. ‘Carson, © 

“Last. week, : $13,832... 

{¢* Natfonal - ” Repertory “mheatte; |. ‘he 
Belasco. (Rep) (1st :wk;: 8. ‘py ($4: 95. | 

- Previous:] . 
week, about. $6,900 for - ‘four’ pre-y 
$7.50; 1,008;: -$34, 051): 

views at. the Belasco.. 

. Last. -week, : $11, 819 for: "eighit 

J ournal-American; Nadel, “World- 

‘| ton): 

"Previous. week, > 

- Si 

-$9.40; 1,271; 

“Pre- 

. Last week, $71,949: ‘with, ‘parties. ‘ 

Hellinger | 

last: “rhursday | 

Journal :- -American;'| . 
Nadel, World ‘ Ls: Telegram; Taub-. 

‘one. 

Bt: Jaries acy. 
(13th. wk; ..100 -.p): ($9.60;. --1,609;-| P 
$71, 331). (Carol Channing)... . Pre- |" 
vious “week, $71,391.. oo 

_atey |. “Anyone - Can’ : Whistle,. Majestic} 
(MC) (2d. wk; 9. p} ($8. 60; 1,655; 

(Lee. "Remick; : Angela | 
| Lansbury,. Harry Guardino). ‘Previ-|-. 
ous week, $32,728 for. ‘opening’ per-. 

$81,000)... 

Mo) “Cast. 
wk; 7: p): ($9.60; 1,334; $69,549). 

|: Beatrice. ‘Lillie; . ‘Tammy- Grimes, | | 
‘Previous : 

two: qualified 
World -.Tele-: 

gram; ‘Watts, Post). and. one: quali-' 
~ ‘fied... ‘disapproval - 

| Tribune): 
) Any: ‘Wednesday. Music. Box: ©) 
e (8th wk: 63 p) ($6: 90-$7. 50;°°1:010; 
"$40, 000) (Sandy- Dennis, “Don Por-. 

Previous: week, “house | meee) 

Rall): 
eight »reviews .at the ‘Beck. : 

- (Kerr, Herald) 
: duction. _ presentation. of: “musical 
Version: of. Hy ‘Kraft’s: play ‘with 
‘Mmusic--by Albert Hague and -lyries 

| by Marty Brill: opens Friday. night | .. 

How « to: ‘Succeed ‘im *pustness | $21 oa for’ an-| 

_ | Without Really . Tryitig, : 46th * St. 
(MC) (131st wk; 1,039 py" ($9:60;- 

Previous. week, 1 

. ban previews. April’ 
_ 1. Last week, -| 

* Mary, Mary, . ‘Hayes (©) ‘(162d views. a t, $23,882 for. eight pre- . 
a wk:. '1,290..-p) ($6. 90-$7:50;: 1,164; ws 

os, $43, 380): 
‘Hamilton, Tom’ Helmore). : 
Ous week, $19,382. 

‘Murray |. | 
- Previ- 

“The: - Seagull” 
The: former | 

one: _eenO “review 7 

é re “4 (Kerr, Herald ‘Telbune); ‘one ‘qual: 
: | ified .approval (Taubman, Times) 

. 2 band | ys ‘one .thumb-down (Tallmer, 
- |-Post “The ° Crucible”: 

"Never ‘Too: Late; - Playhouse. io: 
. (72d. wk; ‘573 - p)- ($6. 90-$7. 50; 994; 
-$3'7,000) -. 

‘| O’Sullivan,.- Orson ‘Bean).. Previous’ 
Martha’ Scott joins. 

- worth, Who replaced: Nancy Berg. . Torn.is currently. married: to“ ’|the. cast April: 27 as Miss. ‘O’sulli-- 
_.actress. Geraldine Page. The Baldwin: -play,. ‘which. the: Actors’, | 
‘Studio Theatre is producing, is. scheduled to. open ‘officially. at the. ..] 

(Paul... Ford,. ‘Maureen 

van’s. successor. - 
, Last: week, : - $31, 49. 

No body Loves .’ san Albatross: 

$7.50; 995; 
Previous: week, $27, 611. 

‘Last: week, | $22, 284. ot 

~ Oliver; ‘ imperial (MD) (66th: whe 
' 4527 ‘p). ($8.60-$9.30; 1,450; $71, 977) 
<1 (Clive: ‘Revill, Georgia Brown). Pre- 

‘|.vious week, $62,874... ; 
; Last’ week, “$40, 687. 

910 in’ the: ‘Shade, 

1,186;. .. $58, 000).*. 

Previous - week; $48,970. : 
‘Last: week; $41, 239:. . 

‘Sponono, Cort: (D)- “(2a wk; 2 p) 

ances and three’ previews.” 
_ Last: week, $7, 667,. 

"What Makes ° ‘Sammy ‘Run? 54th: 
‘(MC) (7th | wk; .-52. p) ($8. 80-7" 

$68, 128) (Steve Law- 
rence, Sally -Ann-: Howes,.. Robert | noted. . 
Alda). “Previous: ‘week, $60,224: 

Last. week; » $94, 373. with , two. 
parties. 7 

f. *wWho’ 's “Afraid of Virginia Woot? 
Rose (D)-- (79th. wk; 624. p) ($6.90- | 
$7.50; -. 1,162; $40; 485): ‘(Mercedes 
‘McCambridge, Donald - Davis, Ben |. 
Piazza)’ (matinee’ company. Haila'|. - 
‘Stoddard, Hendreson Forsythe, -Bill 
Berger). ‘Previous week, $23; 658. | 

Last week: $13,231, 

’ “Miscellaneons 

atre, : 

$46,500). 

‘Whom: “Charlie”. and | 

tion for same Fepertory.”’ 

West ‘Side. 

> here Wednesday: night (8) to: five 
‘favorable reviews (Chapman, News; 
| Funke, Times; ‘Harris, ‘World-Tele- 

" | gram; Kupferberg; Herald Tribune; 
{| McClain; . Journal-American) . vand:| 
one qualified | #pproval | ‘(Tallmer, |" 
ost). : 

‘CLOSED LAST. WEEK. 

formance: and six’ previews... 

OPENING ‘THIS ‘WEEK 

Cafe ‘Crown; ‘Beck: (MIC). $8. “gs 
$9.60;: -1,280; ...$63.000). © .(Sam.- 
‘Levene, Theodore. Bikel, Tommy. 

Previous week, $22, 914. for 

‘Philip Rose -and: Swanlee : ‘Pro: 

(17): -Last week, | 
other eight previews.’ 

“PREVIEWING | THIS: WEEK: 

Baby Want : & Kiss, Little (0). ‘Be: 
6:.° 

(D).: 

Bits of London 
‘London, ‘April 14: 

Room. a 

. Vanessa - Redgrave. jis named - “a 
" governor’ of ‘the Central : School :of 

| Speech - and -Drama, . where she 
‘wained.’. . 

opened]. 
‘April “6. to. . five: ‘endorsements: - 

| (Crist,. ‘Herald Tribune; :McClain, | 
‘Journal-Americ¢an;. 

} Telegram;, -“Tallmer,.: Post;. Taub- | : 
man, Times). -and- one. Pan. (chap: |. 

| man, ‘News).- — ‘| 

‘Nadel, World- 

the two road companies of “‘Came- 
lot;”’ with a.combined gross of over |: 

.| grosser was ‘A, Funny Thing Hap-i 

cs pened on-the Way .to the. Forum”. 
in Minneapolis. Big tn the straight 

Road Two: ame "Troupes 13H, 
Forum 65146, Mpls; ‘Woolf’ 356, Chi: 
~ “World; ‘Clowns’ Closing This Week 

Last week; $65, 316 with TG-ATS © 
subscription. 

a . PHILADELPHIA 
“Camelot, ‘Shubert (MC-RS) (3d 
‘wk) ($6.60-$7.50; 1,907; $70,000) 
(Anne: Jeffreys, George Wallace, 
Arthur Treacher, Robert: Peterson),. 

“0 ,Previous: week, $72, 725. play division were-“A.Man for All|; “Last we ek, $63, 066. 
Seasons” in-:'Toronto, -“Luther”: in. 
Washington. and... “Who's Afraid. of | - : - .PIPTSBURGH 

Business. was’ big. Jast. week, for. 

$138, 500. On: the basis of .a regular | 
eight-performance | ‘week, the top- 

| Virginia’ Woolf ?”:-in Chicago, _ 
|. Theré was:.one closing last Satur-. 
day - (11), the double-bill. of: “The: 
Private Ear” and: “The Public Eye,” 

"Brook tet “Louis and- 

(MC) (25th. wk; 194: p): ($8. B0-$9.40; | 
-(Robert.. ‘Horton, |... 

Inga. "Swenson, Stephen. Douglass). | 

“Tineoin: ‘Center : Repertory | The- 
“ANTA © Washington - Square: 

"1 (Rep). (12th -wk; 92. p) ($6-$6: 50; +1. 
. Previous *. week; | 

$40, 147 ‘with subscription for: eight | 
performances. of “After the -Fall,” 

\““But... for :- 
| “Marco Millions:”. - 

Last week;: “$40, 067 with’ subserip® ho, 

Story,’ City- ‘Center| ™ 
(MD) - Ast: wks 4 p). ($4. 95:;. 3: 015;, 7 
: $91; 000). 
“Opened. foiir-week. ‘engagement. $6; 1,200;. $34,000): (Nancy: Kelly, 

Sheppard "Strudwick) (matinee com-"| 
‘Myers, ounce! 

(Clark). 

| (Sid: - Caesar). ° 
1 $52, 384 ‘with Fishér Playgoer sub- 

vat ‘scription. 7 
Last’ week,’ $50. 529 - with, ‘Fisher 
Playgoer subscription. ° . 

Last : week, $45, 104: ‘for ‘seven | 
& -| performances and: ‘one: preview... 

| RS-3d Co.). 
Last week; $35, 675. Closed. Satur- R te 

day: (11). -at.. an.‘ estimated ‘loss ‘of 
its ‘entire “$350, 000. ‘investment..: at 

Boston: . 

Last week: $24 802 for. seven. ‘per-. 
. formances: swith... ‘Theatre. - .Guild= 
‘American. Theatre _ Society’ Sub-. 

a (Dane. Clark, "Margaret. O’Brien). 

” LRS).. 

_— Hanna, : Cleveland. 

which. shuttered: in: “Denver.. Next 

- Estimates’ ‘for Last Week . 

” Parenthetie designations for ‘out- 
| of. -town. shows. are the-same-.as for. 

: . | Broadway, excépt that hyphenated | -. 
‘T. with show classification. includes. 
tryout. “RS: indicates. road “show |. 

indicates: bus-and-trick. 
— ‘production. ‘Also, prices on touring: 

-. |-shows. - include. 10%.. 
and. ‘local. taz;: “if any, but as: on 

and ‘BT. 

Broadway grosses are net; ie. ex: 
clusive’ of. taxes. Engagements are | 
for. single ‘week. unless’ otherwise. 

Where . 

jected when shows: play. guaran: 
teed: dates. ; ae 

BOSTON” 

(Kenneth ‘Nelson; - 

“plus $4,000:. guarantee 

return: engagement. 

CHICAGO 

Trying, | 
(MC-RS) - (22d wk)’. 

$74, 000): Previous . week, 
5. 

Last week; ‘$82, 739: 

pany Michael. 
“Previous week, $30, 196. 

Last, ‘week, $35,169. 

oe DETROIT” aor 
Little: Me,. ‘Fisher (MC-RS): ‘al 

($5, 10=$6. 50; 2,081; 
- Previous: - -week, 

INDIANAPOLIS _ : - 
‘How - to’ Succeed in. ‘Business 

635, KRNT, Des Moines. . 
Last week, $28, 998.: 

“LOS ANGELES® | 
“Enter Laughing, Biltmore (CRS) 

(1st wk) ' ($5:50-$6; -1,636;. $55,000). 
|.C(Yvonne de Carlo,. Alan. Mowbray, 
Irving: Jacobson; Alan Arkin).: .Pre- 
vious | ‘Week,. $17, 990; ~ Wilbur, 

scription. as 

MIAME) 
“Camelot, ‘Dade. (MC-BTY’. (Bitk 

_| McGuire, Jeannie Carson, Melville. 
“|Cooper). * "Previous © ‘week, unre-: 
ported: .. 
. Last, week, over. $62, 400 for eight’ 
‘performances. at’ the : 

. MILWAUKEE. | 
“ptiousand Clowns, Pabst (C-RS) 

Previous : week, $17,040. with.-TG- 
; ars subseription, Auditorium, St. 
} Pau , 

| oSLast week, ‘$16 210 with TG-ATS | 

- Clovissa Newcombe, Following ; g | Sumnerintion.: 

the folding’ of “Monsieur Blaise”.| 
“at:.the Phoenix, has ‘switched to]. - 
cabaret work at ‘the Danny. ‘La Rue 

MINNEAPOLIS ~ 

Way. to the Foram,. Orpheuni’ (MC- 
($5.95-$6.50; «:2,800; - ' $98,000) 

(Jerry: Lester, - 
Horton, Paul. Hartman, 
Stang)... 

Arnold 

Federal tax 

Joan. 
‘Previous week, ‘$12, 332 

- How: ‘to. ‘Succeed “in Busigess’ 
- | Without Really: 

$75, 000) 

‘Dade, - plus- 
‘$13,078 for two. ‘performances Sun- 

.day- 5). at the Municipal,. Tampa. . 
“Bhies for: Mr. Charlie, ANTA I 

“Bégan:. _Breviews. ast. night 5 
af (Tues... 7 

' Edward: ‘Everett 

‘in’. St.1: 

“subscription “Gs. “men:: . 
| tioned, - ‘the gross is the. net after |. 
‘the deductions . of. ..commissions. 
Grosses . for: split weeks..are. pro-: 

Shubert. |: 
($5.95-$6.95;. 

Bn . | Ciate 
man.. Opened April. Ds “64, at the Maste 
Theatre, N.. Y. 

Without Really Trying, ‘Murat. (MC- Ca 
Previous: week, » $61, - | 

Priests. L. M: Gibbons, 

“Funny: Thing: ‘Happened On the. vel c2ett Broadway flop, ‘A Murderer. 
Among : Us,” -claims. the. venture. 
did riot drop $155,000 as: reported 
‘ins ‘VARIETY. ‘He’ states the loss. 
comes” ‘to about $125,000, ‘repre- 

‘Previous week, 88, 238, 

don; 

. - Pajama Tops, . Nixon. (C-RS) 
($5: 50; 1,760: -$29,000). . (June. Wil- 
kinson, . “Richard Vath)... Previous - 
week, $26, 532, with twofers, Center, 
Norfolk. 

on Saturday (18). will see. the. closing |” 
/* Voft' SA ‘Thousana.. Clowns” 

“Stop the... World—I 
Want to Get: Off!” in’ Philadelphia a “American: (C-RS) (2d. wk) ($5.90; 

| 1,863;. $31, 500) 
“| Greta Thyssen): 

- Last week, $18; 172 with’ twofers. 

Tg ‘ST. LOUIS ces 

In ‘One Bed {and Out the Other), 

(Jules - Munshin,; 
Previous week,. 

$20,015 with twofers. 
‘Last week, $24, 312: with twofers. 

- ‘TORONTO 
Man for. Alk Seasons, O'Keete_ 

(D-RS) (3d wk)’ ($5.50; 3,283; $89,- 
327) (William Roderick, ‘Bruce Gor-. 

. Albert: Dekker): Previous 
‘week. $53,660: with TG-ATS: and 
O'Keefe subscription, 

_ Last week, $47,997 with TG-ATS 
and. O'Keefe subscription. 

- ‘WASHINGTON 
Lather, National (D-RS) (2d wk) . 

| ($4. 50-$5.95;. 1,673; $48,926) (Jonn- 
Heffernan). : Previous -week,. $36,- - 
990 with: TG-ATS subscription. a 

‘Last. week, $37, 722. with TG-ATS 
| | "| subscription.” 

‘Stop: “the: ‘World—t1. Want to. Get 1 
Orr, ‘Shubert. (MC-RS) ($6. 50;/1 127. : 

+ $56,000). 
. | Eastman).’ 

SPLIT-WEEK 
Private. Ear” ‘and Public. Eye 

: (CD-RS) (Geraldine -McEwan, Bar- 

“+ for seven performances, : Shubert, ty ‘Foster, Brian Bedford, Moray. 
‘1-Cincinnati, . 
for March 30. performance at Univ,. 
Of Michigan, Ann Arbor. ~_.- | 

. Last week; 28;062-with twofers in 
7 formances. split between ‘Geary,, 
.|S.-F., .and. Auditorium,. Denver. 
q Closed Saturday (11) in Denver. 

Watson). Previous week, $20,576 
‘with. TG-ATS subscription, Geary, 

. | San- Francisco. ° 
-Last week, $14,875. for seven per- 

“UNREPORTED. 

(Shows. listed below tbere. play- 
. ing guaranteed dates ‘for which - 
‘grosses | cannot be. accurately fig- 

= Ha | uted.) ~ 
. Who's: Afraid. of. Virginia Woolf? | 
Studebaker. (D-RS) (7th ‘wk) -($5.50- | 

. Boys Fro m “Syracuse (MC-BT), 
split-week. _ 

"Hollow . 
week, 

Crown’ ‘meen spllt- 

~ Off B ‘way Review 

cor Mice. ‘and Men - 
“Equity Library ‘Theatre revival. of a 
‘drama ‘in. three acts (six scenes) by. John. 
preinbecke. Staged by Paul: Melton: set- 

. tings, Luredell;... lighting, uck 
"| Hover;: Costumes Sydney. Miliken; aS80- 

‘lighting designer,- Audrey Zukers 

st:. Peter "Masterson, Bernie 
Gordon. Peters, Lew.. Shaw, ae Ie: 
nings, “Jane: Culley, - Oliver Berg, | 

"loyd Ennis. 

” Although there ‘are ‘good mo- 
~" ments: in. the .Equity Library The- 

atre revival of “Of Mice and Men,” 
the John Steinbeck. ‘play is uneven-. 
Jy acted, and it is paced too slowly. 
{Much of Paul Melton’s staging is 
effective; but: he allows his: actors 
‘fo drawl their. speeches | excessive- 
ly,.and .drags out some’ of - the. 
‘Scenes. until they become - tedious, 

Bernie. Meyer: fs well cast and’ 
e | believable as. Lennie. Peter Mas- 

terson is. a low-key but sympa- 
thetic : George. As Candy -and 
Crooks, Gordon Peters and Floyd 
Ennis | ‘both have partial success, 
But. James Jennings is an uncon- 
‘vineing Curley, and Jane Culley is 
unable to’ make the. sole female 
Yole-come_ to ‘life. “Oliver Berg is’ 
.too Jaconie .as: Slim,. and. ‘is -some- 
times inaudible. Dan: Priest, L.M. 

| Gibbons..and Lew: Shaw. are ade 
pauate: ‘In support. - 

‘Kurt Lundell’s sets, Chuck - 
Hover’s lighting, and Sydney Mili- 
‘ken’ s costumes are all ‘appropriate. 

_ Kenn. 

Jeff. Britton, producer ‘of ‘the 

‘senting a $100, 000 Anvestment, plus 
haa overeall... 

Set. 



” Poh ests 
Emily Post—One 

‘By J ESSE GROSS 

Some of those “attending. the | 

opening last ‘Thursday. night (9) of | 

“Hamlet” at . the. ‘Lunt-Fontanne 
Theatre, N. ‘Y., were: disappointed. 

because of the -omission. -of.“period: 

costumes in the production which 

is presented. as a rehearsal © with 

most of the ‘cast: in contemporary: 

garb. But, for: the’ gawkers” in’ the 

‘there could. be little. -complaint 
about -the chic attire of the first- 

night audienice.. The Lunt-Fontanne 

was virtually wall-to-wall. in’ black 

tie-and the. latest. couture. 

Many of those in’ formal. attire | 
moved on after the performance to: 
the Rainbow: Room, a few blocks |™ 
away and 65— floors. up, for’ pro- |. 
ducer Alexander H: Cohen’s post- |} 
premiere party.. The lobby of the 
RCA Building,. in. ‘which ° the Rain-. 
how. Room is. loeated, was. blariket-: 
ed by a security detail and ‘any- 
one without invitation. was. persona. 
non grata. Some 550. guests were 
invited to. the shindig with the} 
celeb contingent topped by. Rich- 
ard Burton, who plays the - title 
role in the Cohen: production, and. 
his ‘ bride, ‘Elizabeth: -Taylor. . 

‘Because of the. hefty. guest list, 
the. party was.-split::between™ the 

Grill on the same :floor.. This’ was 
unfortunate in that it ent itself 
to. class distinction; ‘Charles .Mc- | Eu 
Harry, in his Saturday: (11) column. 
in the N. Y. Daily’ News, referred. 
‘to the Grill setup. with ‘the com- 
-ment, “I kept. hearing: bleats about! 
discrimination, segregation, snob- i: 
bery. and. plots darker. than. any 
shown in the play.”: He. ‘suggested, | 
‘Alex get thee to a mionastery or 
other place of sanctuary until all 
fhis, blows over.” -_ 

Thus, it ‘seems: ‘that . ‘Cohen: in 
trying to accommodate. as. many. 

‘people: as possible (his office ‘says. 
it had to turn down a-few hundred | 
requests : for invitations : with one. 

_Persistent- individual. calling’ about 
20 times) may have rubbed some 
the. wrong way. Nevertheless, he. 
carried off a difficult.job well and, 
in particular, saw. to ‘it that the: 
Burtons made two.trips:to the Grill | 
to provide those in: that room with: 
a looksee - and ‘introductions. In- 4 
‘cidentally, Burton. and: his lovely 
wife’ handled .-themselves . well | 
throughout ‘despite having |: been: 
surrounded: by a: constant swarm. 
of photographers | and/or. guests. 

One. of. the Tiewspaper . photogs: 
ereated a minor incident. when: he | 
attempted to. take pictures in.one 
of the dining areas. An agreement. 
had been reached with ‘the ‘press | 
whereby pictures were to be taken. 
only in the entrance lounge, How-. 
ever, a pool-« photograhper ‘and. 
others. hired by. ‘Cohen were’ per- 
‘mitted to. take some’ pictures: in: the |. 
‘two rooms being: used” for: the 
party. | 

‘Tony Cabot fronted an orch for! 
‘dancing in the Rainbow Room and. | 
pianist’ Dudley Moore,: ‘one. of: the’ 
Original members.of the “Beyond 
the Fringe” cast, worked the. Grill 
with his trio.. 

Bu Wallach and. his. actress-wife; : 
Anne Jackson, sailed last Saturday- 
(11) for London where. they'll -ap- 
pear :in the double-bill of. 
Typist” and “The Tiger.” 

‘Nancy... Nugent 

Bryarly | Lee .as- femme lead in: 
“Billygoat - Eddie,” 
tonight . Wed.) . 
Stage, N.Y. 

The’ American ‘National. ‘Theatre 
& Academy and its. Greater..N.Y:: 
Chapter moved yesterday (Tues.) 

cat the « - Writer’ 

to new headquarters in: the ANTA. oq 
Theatre N. Y.. 

“Three,” 
‘Audiberti’s 
translated by Nina Graboi; Michael 
de Ghelderode’s '“Escurial,” : fran- 
slated by Robert . Hellman, - 
Hellman’s “Kling,” will be ‘pre-|' 
sented next Monday. night -(20). 
by Maecenas Productions at the 
Phoenix Theatre, N.Y. The plays, 
all- one-acters, . are. being. ‘directed 

Lien. by Eugene 

a Mercy, Lewis - . stones 
; ary. arren: we tee vs 

Rainbow . Room. and the Rainbow | 

‘Judge Harthorne ... 
- Governor. Danforth — eee 

‘craft. . 

righteous woman 
‘recognizes ‘her own flaws ‘and the: 

cL 0 n id em he d & 

“The: 13-25). 
: |. Fade: Out-Fade. In ctevoub _. Shubert, 7 

| New ‘Haven ‘(April-'20- 
-has” Succeeded : REIL 20-25) 

1 the Forum. (2d Co: }— Auditorium, : St. P: 

which opens. ; >, 

Hanna. 
-.. Little 

“ comprised’ of: Jacques “Cur 
“The -China:: Bird,”| > 

and | 1: 

house, ‘Wilmington - “pelt 20- 

Photog. Rhubarb ~ =e 

-‘Doubletalk’ Off. B way 
. “Doubletalk,” 

general manager’ for: the. Produc- 
tion, | ‘ 

~ Regerioy Beer 

The ‘Crucible 
American National Theatre & Acaderay | 

-presentation .of National.Repertory Thea- 
-tre. revival’ of drama in: two_ acts (five. 
scenes) by. Arthur Miller. Staged. by ‘Jack 
Sydow; © -producers, . 
Frances. Ank Dougherty: settings, Peter 
Larkin;. costumes; . -Alvin Colt;:. lighting. 
-Tharon Musser;: production © “supervisor, 
Robert Calhoun; musical: director.” Dean. 
Fuller, Opened ‘April. 8; °64,-at.the Belasco 

- Theatre.-N.Y:; $4, 95 ‘top. weeknights, $7.50° 
weekends: oto Fos, 
Betty. Parris rede oeesees Pamela: Gruen 
Rev. Parris’ ............+...:, Ben Yaffee- 
| Tituba’ .easeees_ Osceola. Archer. 

‘| Abigail Wiliistag: - coete ‘Kelly. Jean Peters’ 
Mrs. Ann Putnam -. veeht ee Mary. ‘Hara: 

G. Wood. 
Susan: Carr: 

Thomas Putnam - oaee “etaens - 

John Proctor. . 
‘Rebecca Nurse... vides . 
Giles Corey. vr 
Rev. John pate” 

Betty Sinclair 
“George Turner. 

Marshall: Willard’. or — Clinton Anderson 

. Thayer David. 
Sara: Good tetser tes ee eee ls 
Hopkins 

The. second - of, the - “National 
Repertory. Theatre’s. current - offer- 
ings .is_a rewarding production. of 
Arthur ‘Miller’s: powerful - dtama,j a 
“The.- Crucible,” ° Under. the: taut 

weeagecne — sate: rea ‘Ainsworth 

direction of Jack ‘Sydow, the’ pro- 
-duction is . ‘compelling: 
quently. intense: : 

and. fre- 

-The ‘best : performance: is: “by 
Anne’. Meacham ‘as: one’ of. ‘the. 
‘Salem ‘women: accused * Of ..witch- 

effectively, Underplaying * 
she © changes.. .from |:a ‘cold, -self-. 

‘to one - who 

‘goodness of. her. 
husband. . 

| Farley: ‘Granger. ‘conveys - “much: 
‘of the torment,;: anger; and, frustra- 
tion of the: latter, who. knows) that 
the trials. are a fraud. but-can_ save 
himself. only by - confessing - ‘to. 

| traffic : with’. the Devil. .His~ per- 
} formance is.competent, but not” as 
‘expert as ‘the role ‘deserves. . 
“Kelty: Jean. Peters. ‘makes’ 

dence.” and: vengefulness’' of the 
‘character: Denholm’ Elliot’ is:. fine 
_as the preacher, and Thayer David! 
is ideally cast as ‘the chief judge. 

the’ overall: title. 
for: two one-acters by. Lewis John. 
Carlino, - is. being produced for . a. 
May. 4-.opening: at the Theatre de. 
Lys, N:.:Y.;. by: Cheryl : Crawford. 
and Roger L. -Stevens. The double-. 
‘bill will comprise “The Dirty. Old 
“Man,” starring Franchot. Tone, and. 
“Sarah. and. the Sax,” 
Ruth White ‘and. Clarence ‘Williams 

crowd ‘and: the sidewalk ‘oglers’ will, be. the: only performers.
 

“in: ‘which 

. . . Htured colleagues. 
Both: plays willbe . directed by: 

| Cyril : Simon. Arthur .Waxman is 

-Michael --Dewell ‘and: 

‘duction ‘scheme:. 

Barbara Stanton 
. Farley.Granger | . 

cs ane ‘Denholm Elliott - 
woes <- Anne: Meacham.’ 

“Richard Bowler : 
“Leonard ‘Bernstein, 

- Jerome ‘Raphel:} 

Davis. Jay“ Norman,: 
Gunther, ‘B. J°- De. Simone.’ Frank’ Dow-| 
ning. Steve -Curry, Marily Cooper, Mark 

- Jude Sheil; ‘Brooks Morton, - “Wilma. .Cur- 
‘ley,.. Barry 
-Dickens,. Danny ‘Lockin,: Joe™ Corby, John 

‘Carlos 

‘Thompson, - 

ee 

— Continued, from Pace i — | 

Security ‘As for. Presidential Visit—Burton-Liz Do An. vee .Mamiet . 
| ot ous ‘First t Gravedigger, George Vos- 

. | kovee is competent: as. the Player. 
| King; .and “William “Redfield and 
.-| Clement. ‘Fowler are. adequately. 

unctious: as Guildenstern .and- Ros- 
encrantz,: 

melifluously: -over. the “p.a. “system 
(his présence ‘is also indicated: by|- 
an enlarged shadow on the Dlack-: 
wall) and Linda Marsh .lacks proj-|- 
ection in the always: difficult role 
-of ‘Ophelia, although she’s: clearer- 
‘spoken than. “some. of her: experi- 
enced and ‘more. “Priminently fea- 

‘pseudo-backwall: . with 
doors, plus. platforms, . stairs “and 

da few set. pieces and props, seems 
_ overly. expansive, and tends.” to 
| dwarf” 

. ‘Greenwood's 
the . performance.’ ‘Jane 

confusing, : but” ‘Jean - Rosenthal’s 
_. [lighting is‘expressive. | | 

*. The revival. ‘pretty, much: boils | 
down to. Richard Burton's: general- 
ly . ‘potent . performance. ‘and * pres- 
ence;: with .a -valiant assist -from 
‘Hume Cronyn, greatly modified: by 
‘the. theoretically... provocative =-but |": 
impractical. :rehearsal-clothes - pro= 

-The ‘theory: -that 
the. gimmick: should. emphasize ‘the 
beauty of the. text: ‘simply. doesn’t} 
}-work..- Nevertheless, ‘this. is an_in-. 
teresting, © Mt: 
“Hamlet. Pee 

“West Side. Story: 
N.- Ye City .Center .Light - Opera’. Corn: 

slow: and, ‘overlong 
ot « Hobe. 

pany. Jean’ Dalrymple, -director).- ‘revival |- 
of-2. musical: drama in -two -acts,. based 
‘on a. conception..of. Jerome Robbins, with }, 
book by. .Arthur : Laurents,. music,’ ‘by: 

Sondheim; | entire“ production ‘directed. 
{and. choreographed: by Jerome. Robbins. qos 

Mary. Hara | Revival staged: ‘by: Gerald. Freedman:- cho- 
Feography. remounted by Tom Abbott; :. 
original co-choreographer Peter Gennaro; | _ 
‘musical director, Charles ‘Jaffee; original 
scenic production, Oliver.-Smith: - revival 
scenic - production, Peter Wol:. costumes, 
Irene Sharaff; supervision... Stanley: :Sim- 
‘mone; li ghting, Jean’ Rosenthal.- Opened. 

pril:.8.. "64," at. the. : ‘City Center, N.Y.C.; 
| ¥ 34; 95. ‘top: - 

Cast: Don. McKay. - Julia Migenes;: Liiba 
: Harry. 

-Ted. 
Lisa. James Moore, “Joe-:Benn 

Erin . Mactin, 

-Burns, -Isarry — Moss.:. Hamp 

MeCook; Barbara Rogers, 
Gloria Kaye, Eileen Case¥, Noel Schwartz,. 
Tim Ramirez; Jo Jo-Smith, Kent Thomas, 

orbea, Richard - Balin. ° Carmine 
Terra, Eliot. Feld, Carmen Morales, - Elia: 

Diana Corto.” Lolli. ‘Hinton, 
Tina. Faye. _ sO fte 

-Tobie’ Lynn, - 

‘The City’ Genter’ s/spring season 
of musicals. 4s: off: to--a running. 
‘start...witha.top-grade . revival . of: 
“West ‘Side: Story.” The’ vivid,. pul: 
Sating:. production ‘Tecaptures ‘the’ 
excitement. of Jerome*™ ‘Robbins’ 
Staging: ‘and.’ -ehoreography;” 

‘ *; beauty -of Leonard © Bernstein's: 
+4 score, - ‘and”’ the.. drama. ‘of: Arthur. 

promising Broadway debut ‘as’ ‘the : Laurents’. book. 
girl who accuses her neighbors;| 

evoking- the: terrifying - Self-confi-! | 

the. 

AS ‘fine’ young. ‘company “brings: 
the. ‘opposing’ teenage gangs and 
their girls to.life,: from: the tense, 
‘rhythmic: prolog . to: ‘the: moving* “fie 
‘nale, Julia .Migenes. isan enchant- 
| ing Maria, and Don: McKay: a laud- 

' The. ‘rest’ of: theatting--is just: ‘able’. Tony. The: two sing “Tonight”. 
adequate, ‘but. that’. doesn’t ‘keep. 
the production. from being 
gripping.. Peter | -Larkin’s - ‘Settings | fet. 
are stark but ‘suitable, and: the: . 
costumes--by. Alvin Colt and. light- 

.are ing” by. ‘Tharon M uss ser 
Dos “Kenn, laudable.: 

Touring Shows 
( Figures. ‘cover April 13-25). 

le “Boys: From Syracuse (bus-truck)—Split- 
week (April | 13-18); L. A ri Soa 

(April © 20-25). merican St. 
Camelot-—Shubert.. “philly. (April 13-25): 
Camelot. (bus-truck)—Split-week April: 

13-18); Civic, N. O.. (April 20-25): 
Enter. Laughins—Biltmore. LL. A. CApril 

Funny. Thing Happened on ‘the ‘Way to 

(April. 13- 18); Pabst; Milwaukee. ‘April. 20- 

‘Hollow Crewn (bus-truek) _ ~ Split-weeks 
(Avril . 13-25)... 

.. Hew: te. Succeed ‘ta Business Without: 
Really. Trving @q. Cod. ‘Shubert, . Chi. 
(April . 13-25). 
-- How to: Succeed. 
Really Trying. (3d.__Co.W—Murat,. 
(April 13-18);. ‘Brown. L’ ville. fApril 20-25). 

‘In’ Qne Bed “(and ‘Out the. 
Cleve. €April 13- 25). 
Me— Fisher: Det: capril 13-18); 

“il? 20-25).. 
‘rt. Bostan 

- Man For All Sedso sons—Capitol, Montreal 
: (April - 13-18);: Fisher, Det: : (April 20-25). 

‘Pajama. Tops—O rpheum;- ‘Madison, Wis. 
(April. 13-19: Music Halt, ‘Omaha’: Avril 
15-18); Music Hall, K::C.: (April 91-25). 

‘Wach. (April 
_' Step the Werld— Was 
Forrest, Poole. (April 13-18; closes). 

Thevsa Clewas 

Capel Tae, 2°? viratat If? a | ra 3 nla 920 

| Co)—Sbubert, Cincy. eae mt 

in. fhe 

in ‘Business. ‘Without: 
‘Indpls.:|. 

Other) —, 

5) -dinavian . ‘Foundation, 
‘ series cof: ‘Monday-. night. readings 
from: the’ .Seandinavian Drama: at. 
‘the Donnell Library last Monday 

Avril’ 13:25). | 

Royal Shakespeare Theatre—National.. 

+ te Sst orf 

es . Play: 

and. “‘One Hand; -One-: ‘Heart” - ef: 
fectively, and.are. fine. in. ‘the bal-} 

“Somewhere: me, 

Sympathetic - ‘Anita, -and the .mem- 
bers of the.rival gangs‘ are .all- OX- 

S ‘cellent, : particularly: ‘Jay Norman; 
_ who makes an. excéllent. Bernardo, 
.{and James Moore. who: dances ex: 

; tremely’ well as’ Riff. 
.Joe : Bennett: “Mark: ‘Jude. ‘Shell, 

- Steve Curry, ‘Erin’ Martin,: B. J. 
De. :Simone. and. Carmen. Morales: 
all: register favorably. ‘and. Harry | 
Davis, Ted. Gunther,. Frank Down-. 
ing - and Brooks ° ‘Morton: do. well’ 

relatively” unrewarding. 
adult: roles. °.. 

-A-plus for their recreation: of the 
‘original Robbins - staging: The. or- 
chestra,. under © the-.. direetion: -of' 
‘Charles. Jaffe,.could hardly be: bet-. 
‘tered. At. #4. 95 top, this’ ‘Kein. . 

phe. NY. Public” Library} in. ‘as- 
sociation. ‘with The American Seatt- 

- began... 

(13) with R. Vv. ‘Forslund’s ‘transla- 
|, tion : ‘and. adaptation of Ibsen’s “The 
: Wild‘> -Duek,”’. 
Heren. 

av 150th” year inthe, theatie.. 
‘ANTA executive director. Stanley Young took the stage to pay tribute - 
to Miss Le. Gallienne. and the: company, and. then. introd 

Robert, Milli . is. a. some- 
‘what. deeorous ‘Horatio, John: Giel-| 
‘gud reads‘ ‘the: part. pt the: Ghost: 

“the ‘opening Apri 5 of the. National ‘Repertory: Theatie. st fhe Bel: 
“asco Theatre, N.Y.,. was_a. black-tie ‘gala; honoring Eva Le. Gallienne's . 

After the. final curtain - of “The. Seagull,” 

uced. Adlai. . 
Stevenson.. The UN Ambassador,. in’ a ‘gracious and witty speech,. 
praised. Miss Le Gallienne’s. accomplishments and her efforts in belialf 
of the repertory’ movement. “He then. Presented the 1964: ANTA, 
‘Award, fo the actress. 

-Among: those ‘spotted in. the: ‘celebrity-filled- audience were: ‘Katherine: 
Cornell, John Gielgud, Lillian ‘Hellman, “Margaret Leighton, Agnes. 
‘De. Mille, Luise’ Rainer, Cornélia Otis ‘Skinner, ‘Lillian. Gish, ‘William . 

pen 

Prince, Helen. Menken, June Havoc, Zachary Scott, Ruth Ford,. Earle ve ae { 
‘Hyman and, Kitty. Carlisle. 

the amateur theatre group ‘of the students of the Hebrew. University | . 
‘in Jerusalem are carrying with them :to the International. Festival. of. . 

_.-| Amateur : Students’ ‘Theatres to be held: in. -Naney,. France,: later. this. 
The . Ben "Edwards. ‘setting,’ al: 

towering |". 
records, OF, copies. found), isa gay Commedia Del Arte love-and-fua | 
story: and has: been. ‘adapted. by Dr. Leah Goldberg, a poetess and play-— 
wright. lecturing on European. and comparative Literature at the He- 

month. 
This. comedy, ‘the. fitst ever “written. in ‘Hebrew: (as: far. ‘as ‘there. are: 

: “Look Bridegroom: ‘What: You Found,” ” a ‘comedy ‘written aimost 400' - 
years ago in Italy, by Yehuda Somo. of: ‘Mantova, is the original. fare” a 

brew University. 
costumes, in. the free. 

tstyle of Gielgud’s. ‘conception, are 

“1 Jacob J.. 

lyrics ..-by. Stephen 

Law ‘No. 

~ Luba: ‘Lisa’ is’ a ‘vivacious * and’: 

Director Gerald Freedman’ and 
choreographer ° “Tom: :-Abbott. | ‘rate. 

directed: by. -Bob | 
, a. Schediiled to follow - are: 

r ~. | Strindberg’s “Master Olof,’” ‘April 
as. — American, ‘St. L.. 27; Hjaimar Bergman's “The |. 

»Baron’s Will,” May: 11, ‘and. a new: 

Play by Waleatin: ‘Chorell, May: 25. 

| Directed. by Robin. Morgan this: production had: a 
number of. performances both in Jerasalem’ and Tel Aviv, and | aroused: 
jnixed. reactions. 

The. 20th Century Fund ‘issued. questionnairés. -to- the. ‘audience at? 
the recent Martha Graham -darice recital. at -Philharmonic: ‘Hall,. 'N we a 
seeking to ascertain. facts as to typical patrons, their’ age, ‘marital’ 
status, . ‘annual - income, profession: and. so: on. “How. did ‘the: Patron. 
happen to attend the event tonight:.. check mail: list,’ “ewspaper.. ad, 
‘press story, radio or video, poster, word of mouth. 

‘Another’ question: Did-you pay. to- get in? “Also: queried: ‘Status. of: 
the patron as. contributor to the arts, other. than: ‘purchase of tickets 

. for. ‘given events.” 

TV. producer-auttior Serry Stagg. ‘has decided on “phe: ‘Biothera ee 
Shubert” as the title of: the definitive. work he is doing for Random 

| House on: the ‘famed theatrical dynasty, “It's 
.| tion because the author envisions mirroring: “the story of. the American’ . 
‘| theatre-in the: 20th century” through the careers of Sam S:, Lee and. 

With: the exception of the. late A. J. ‘Liebling’s . 
1939 New Yorker. profile’ there. has: been: ttle. written | . about the: 

Shubert:. 

private: lives of ‘the Shuberts. 

Legit ‘Reform 
ancé;—make ° :Y “public | ‘investiga-; 
tion of the matter. 

The. threat. of. ‘such: ‘an. “investi- 
gation is: obviously . ‘the threat pt. 
‘death, for no producer ‘could “fie | 
nanee: a’ production, lease a thea- 
tre, .or: even sign a.cast, in the 
face. of a public investigation. The 

“shakedowns,”. 
‘which. “you. ‘so’ rightly deplore,. 
‘would ‘be’ unlimited. Some check. 
| on -this ‘unrestrained. power ‘is. es-. 
‘sential, if such - opportunities are. 
ito be ‘eliminated: 

The Bill amending the Penal Law 
is: almost as. -vicious, .when. viewed 
‘realistically: -This* Bill - -makes ‘itva 
‘penal: offense: for: ‘certain. persons. 
‘to receive a premium or. other. Pay- | 
ment for a theatre. ticket — the. 
type ‘of * payment : generally - known 

| -This- law is either naive: 
or. hypocritical: It.-is ‘well-known: 
that the people: who. accept “ice’’. 

.-| do so! in’ open - violation. of Penal 
(the - ‘commercial: 

-bribery section) ‘‘and™ Regulation 
2(d) of .the -Theatre ‘Regulations 
‘adopted by.. the. New’ York : “City” 
‘Department’ of Licenses | ‘(prohibit-. 
ing. theatre ‘owners. and ‘their: em-. 
ployees from. 
sions). =. 

“They . also regulatly. risk pros: ° 
. my position.. = 

“For 40 years: Tt ‘have been. inti-- : a 
‘mately connected ‘with the: .New.-: 
“York theatre as a. practicing attor-" a 
‘ney, business head of a well-known: 

opportunity - ‘f o r 

as Fee.” 

439. 

“accepting: commis- 

ecution under the Federal Inter- 
-nal Revenue Code. Can it-be seri- |: 
“ously © contended: that ‘the - ; people. 
‘who are. now: flouting . ‘three laws 
will “be. turned. into “Iaw-abiding | 
¢itizens . by the - ‘enactment. of a 
fourth? “What they. will be ‘turned 
‘into. is*a flock of. sitting . ducks - for 
‘Shakedown. artists... 
of the “ice” ‘probiem, incidentally, | 
lies’ along quite: different: lines.) 

I am. ‘not,.in’ any ‘of. the ‘fore- 
‘going. impugning the motives: ‘of |: 
the people. who. proposed this:legis-| 
‘ation.-I..am.- not remotely: suggest- | 
ing that. the present. Attorney: Gen- 
eral or “his present: ‘staff would: 
\try “to administer. these. laws” in- 
‘other. than the most. honest: and. 
= efficient . manner. ‘Unhappily, ‘the | . 
‘same_ ‘thing: “was. ‘true of the men}: 
who. first.: proposed... .the - Liquor. 

~-| Laws: which you are. Seeking to 
| _ amend... 

‘Our’ ‘goverhiment is a government 
| of: laws,. not-.men, and: itis’ based. 
ona. ‘system. ‘ef .checks -and. bal-: 
‘ances. Legislation that ignores. this 
_principle opens the door ‘to. unre- 
“Strained: ‘power,’ and, : given’ time, 
‘unrestrained power, always cor- 

} runts. 
I. know: ‘that. other members . “of- 

the bar have’ pointed out: the: dan- 
.gers -of-censership.inherent in 
these. Bills; : their . duplication - “of 
existing | law; “the. ‘hastily -drawna'| 

J nature of some. of the Provisions. charge.” or the. tour. ane 

‘Continued from page 7 

(The. solution. 

Bool’s Trap? 
Tr agree - with ‘such. eriticisms. ‘and 
see. no need to repeat. them here.. 
‘I wish, however, to: make one non- - 
legal” point: 

The public: has. ‘been. ‘Ted to ‘pee 
lieve. ‘that. these. Bills --will- curb. ° 
speculation ‘- ‘in tickets. ‘by ticket *. 
brokers and -thus. eliminate. exces- - -.” 
Sive prices. Neither of these Bills” 
—. nor the so-called. 
‘which ‘failed ‘of. passagé—professes.. - 
to regulate - Such." speculation. Tf | 
these Bills become law, the public 
will soon: see that. the legislation” 
-proposed™. by your . administration’. 
|.to--solve .the © - problem’ of high 
‘\-priced ticketshas been completely 
unrealistic’ and ‘useless. 

“The - solution ‘of. the’ ‘theatre | 
‘tleket problem ‘does ‘not. lie in the 
pasSage of hastily ‘drawn, .ill- con-* 
ceived; legislation: -It. is’ submitted: ~ 
that. it can be shown—in ‘a calmer . 
climate—that. 4 ‘necessary: step. in ‘ 
any solution Is the repeal ofall 
existing “legislation” dealing © with - 
-the-. subject: I again” urge . Your. ~ 
: Excellency. -to :veto: these. Bills. and. 
-await:. the: proposal ‘ofa compre=" 
hensive:- ‘plan ‘from those members 
‘of tlie: industry who have ‘opposed, 
and. still: “Oppose, the present legis- 

_ lation: 

An conclusion, 1 should: clarity © 

producing . organization; and :.as’ a. 
Trustee.-or ‘Board’ Chairman - of. . 
various: rion-profit theatrical © or-.: - 
ganizations. In submitting. this. plea 
that -you veto. the - bills. mentioned:.. 
above, ‘I am acting: for -myself,- as: 
‘a citizen: of. the: State, and: not: in oe 
behalf of ‘any--client. 
a have. to honor ‘to remain’ 

Yours faithfully, 
J ohn. Fe Wharton: 

Met ‘Opera’ g: Shortened 
Tour Opens in Boston. 

“Shortened. this time by: the Spe-. 
cial. situation: of a return to. Man. " 7 
hattan’‘ for’a:-World’s Pair ‘ ‘season”’ ... 
-of:'two’ weeks the Met: Opera: is 

| at ‘the ‘Music. Hall, Boston; this | 
“week. with” ‘the . Cleveland. “Audi- .. a 
torium® due -April- 20-26. 
-Resumption’: ‘Of road tour. after” 

16 performances : in 
will be .at. Fox (film): Theatre: in. 
Atlanta May’ ‘11-17: the State: ‘Fair © 

_|. Musie. Hall, ~ Dallas, 

‘New ‘York, . 

- Francis . Robinson is. again: - 

slated for. 1966 publieas-" _ 

. “Ice: Bill” 7 

‘May -18-20;: 
‘Northrup - ‘Auditorium, Minneapo- - 
lis,. May-'21-24, and: Masonic Tem-:: ° 
ple, Detroit, for | the: - May 25-30 
‘windup. - “E sel? 



a think of anything .more: elevating’ 

-., deal ‘of -pseudo-emotional .palaver. 
.. about ‘it., While~ the flippant ‘ban- | 

"ter is:-going on. the - comedy is 
ct pleasant and .engaging. ‘Towards 

.. ‘the end; however, ‘the author bogs 
down: in ‘an attempt to: find’ inner. 

-- meaning in the’ relationships. But. 

— te” the: -inconveniences ‘and prdb- 
‘Jems of ‘illicit. romancing and. do- 
-estic |: déceit.- 

. phoney, ‘vain - writer-lecturer™ who. 

regards. ‘his’ juvenile. approach to 

‘Gerald Flood; as the husband who 
‘ eannot ‘break: up his home out of. 

| Everybody Leves opat 

“of survival, 

“ls: musie,”- 

2! Mrs, Diekson. . 

-”““Mfother’s ‘Boy 

- mo eeereeenn ‘Continued from page ae 

... ee Formation Daneers 
“: ‘eenfidence and: so ‘put - their. edgy | Po 

_ marriage on: firmer ground. - 
-None -: of: the: four : appears to 

than bed, though. there ‘is a great 

the. four are too shallow. ‘to ” be. 
more | than. adolescents - subjected. 

‘Robin Bailey is: excellent : ‘as the’ 

analyzes every - emotion,“ has” an: 
apt quote for. every situation and 

Jove. as “adult: and: sophisticated. 

affection,’ but ‘cannot. break away: 
“from” the ‘association: with: a: girl | 

| Between.” Scenes:. a, ‘who: can-do. him: nothing. but ‘harm, 
Js also drily amusing.. 

. The. two : femmes ‘are also. well |: nF l 
contrasted.- ‘Maxine - Audley . has’... 

_ deft: comedy: values as the ‘musi- |. 
"A." e@omédy: actress who.’ goes ~-along. 
: with things as the: author’s-wife.. 

', Joanna | Dunham is. effective. ‘in 
the ‘tricky role of . a. forthright, 

_ sBards sexy - actress. - 
: Clive Donner : has staged the. 

He ‘introduces... several ~ ‘ironic. 
. touches of ‘direction: ‘which add. to’ 
1" the ‘play’s. flavor. ‘The Sally Jacobs 
.-"getings are -economical, but “per: 

-feetly. right. and. work well on the. 
- ‘theatre’s smallish’: stage. - Rich... 

“London: ‘Avril. 2... 
. Bob. Swash’ (by' arrangement ‘with J. ‘A: 

= att): presentation. of « comedy. in.-three |: 
-* gets (five scenes); by John. Patrick. Staced_ 
_ “by. ‘Toby. Robertson; decor and. lighting, 
. Brian Currah, Stars Betty Marsden, Liz: 
:. Fraser, :.James. Villiers: ‘features: “Warren 

_. Mitchel). Opened. April. 1; -’f4. | at the 
a Vaudeville Theatre,’ London: $3.50 top.: 

Opal oi.2..0e cenls es cae ee ae ee Betty Marsden: 
Vive SLIPS eeeeiceg tee : James Villiers 

* Gloria 21.23. res ee .- Liz Fraser 
"Solomon. «ns... cece seg ee -"“Warrén Mitchell. 
JOO]. ce vece ccc ewes cae ““Rabert Arnold | 

- Boctor . -Donald: Bisset . 
io Stranger. : Kenneth: Campbell 

“Where's riot . much’ ‘ to be: ‘said 
‘about “Everybody: ‘Loves. Opal” 

that’s: apt ‘to’ cheer: Bob’ Swash, | 
. “who. js presenting ‘the show at the: 
=: Waudeville Theatre, for: John ‘Pat-: 

‘Tick, the: author, or for” ‘any® ‘of the | 
‘investors.. The comedy. is a dismal.| 

. ‘prospect,. with: ‘virtually’ no chance.| | 
woe particularly after the:|:- 
aoe ‘eritical : ‘drubbing :it received: |. - 
“Jt: is hard -to: understand. how. a 
a writer with the experience of Johni-| Robert: Stolz; musical direction, . 

Fritz. Patrick conceived such ‘a ‘play, and | Stars. ‘Guggi’ 
his: own: ‘description Of it.as “a: 

*y prank”: hardly makes. it more. pal-. 
atable. - It: 
‘washy. piece of sentiment. which’ 

‘is. a. ‘tedious, . 

cannot justify. a: place’ in the ‘West 
jBnd theatre of. today... 

“Fhe best feature -of.-the. prodite- 
- ‘tion. is ‘Brian. Curran’s.‘setting “of | 
a the: livine room -of the junk woman | W 
” who_is the. title character. :‘The in-:| 
_, tended: comedy ‘of three small-time | 
-ercoks. who: ‘plot. to murder the old. | Re 
*woman™-for. her insurance -money . 
Is a-feeble exercise which sets out. 
to. demonstrate .'that ‘yirtue. will. 

- triumph. over evil: The: dialog. the: 
. ineident ‘and: ever: the aeting. i is. . of |? 
“>. Jittle helo, 90 

2 “Toby: Robertson's staging is un | 
“even.” _/Myro. = 

Mothers Roy” 
Eondon,. April T:. 

Aiea Kaplan: Produetions. and J. R. Pro- 
duc tions .. presentation ..(by | Arrangement . 

: with H. M.Tennent Ltd.) -of .a ‘two-act’ 
. .. |. Geven «scenes comedy. by. Sewell. Stokes. 

‘Staged -by. ..David.. Tomlinson; -. scenery, 
Ralph: ‘Brinton; ‘cost costumes, . ‘Clare’. Jeffrey; 

ned March’ 19, ” rat 
she Globe. London; "ESso-top. | " 
. Ralph: Spicer. . woes Dayi T 

’ Miss Pringle. . 
- Mrs. Spicer ae weies ad's oe ee wn “Pegey Mount 

“> Mr. Lapham. geptsisrtes: Alan Bengion 
: TiveHinus - ree Robert. ‘Raglan }. 

oe ‘eens Boh oeee Tom Bowman 7 

Seneca 2... .000- eee see -Alan. Bennion 
‘Phaon.... 22.36% wee John: Porter. ‘Davison. 
‘Otho. ..... csc eet eee eee - Blake Butler. 
Guards “Robert Hollyman; Martyn. Hartley. 
Servants. Dorothy’ Avery; Roser. Williams; 

. oe, rian. ‘Hunt 

| David ‘Torilinson:. as’ “both: “actor-t 
‘and stager of: this ‘inane. comedy, 
brings all ‘his. popular. artifice. to 

“pear in: a vain. attempt ‘to. save it. 
. ’ is-a witless: affair’ 
.~:: Which - doesn’t ‘rate even..a- “minor 

a - run: “ 

Shows Noroad 

cracks ‘and 

’ Marceau Co. in. Mime Parade,. 
and full: length: 
by Andre Laszlo and _Marceau. ‘Staged by 

; Marceau; ‘costumes’ -and . sets,. 

Pierre Verry, R 
‘Bocquet. qopenet March ‘23;. - 
“Theatre- Renlamance, ‘Paris; $3.50... top 

comedy. ‘with | style .and . imagina-:|.’ 
‘tion and, above all, at .a brisk: pace. | 

able sitice his mythic 
and the wordless qualities make it 
universal. sand timeless. . 

. ‘Schoerg,. 
“wishy- | Hans Unterkirchner; Lilly 

gE : 
 Klothilde. von Laudesé 

| Aide- de-camp :. ane 
‘Are 

Teen Dress; lighting, ‘Michael. 
.-.. Northern. Stars David “‘Torrucxison, - Peggy 

| Mount; features ‘Ann: Bell,. Alan ‘ened 

ween dedbe Sateen eed “Ann Bell | 

-. Dorothy ° ‘Batley 

building, 

unfunny. | Tt concerns: a “writer: ‘of: 
popular. -hhistoricar ‘novels. : whose. 

| themes have all to do- with © the. 
Roman Empire, ‘There -aretimes 
when ‘he takes on the moods.-and:| - 
characterization. of the. Particular’ 
‘Emperor he is writing about:: 

Fomlinisoii’s. baffled, fatuous style } 
isn’t enough. to.save the ‘show, and 
he: has. to fall back: on ‘irrelevant: 
tricks-. which. are“ more padding: 

| Peggy Mount, understandably more 
subdued than. usual, has a ‘reason-. 
able stab at the. role of. the hector-" 

. Ing,’ possessive: ‘mother, and. Ann 
| Bell. makes: a: slight, ‘but- pretty: 
heroine... ...: 

-. Robert . Raglan, Alan: Berinion, 
Tom Bowman’ and: Blake -.Butler’|:... 
are among:the others: ‘caught: up. ‘in’ 

| the "farrago of. poor -jokes, ‘ wise- 
‘€encocted ‘situations.. 

Ralph gBrinton ' and. Clare ‘Jeffreys ! 
| have, respectively, provided: effec-. 
tive, flashy. sets and: costumes, and 
Michael -‘Dross. a “short. snatch - of 
undistinguished: -:‘music ; 
lessly ‘plugged’ ‘to. ‘bridge ‘the. gaps. 

"Rich? 

Don. ‘Juan. CE, 
Paris, April-7." 

Vera Korene presentation of ‘Marcel: 

mime drania, “Don Juan,” 

Jacques. 
Noel: .-music,- ‘Jean . Prodromides. Stars 
Marcel Marceau:: features Lele: De.: Triana; 

osenda Monteros; Francis t 
64, ot the 

’ After six. ‘months. doing: hig: one-: 
‘man sketches, Marcel Marceaw: has. 
‘reorganized his: company .to: give.a 
full mime-drama, plus: his sketches | 
‘and -mime. interludes. ‘by... other 
members of his’ group: ‘Again the 

|-appeal. and vitality of -this- ancient 
-| art’ form is. captured by. the: star,. 
‘land: the:show ‘appears in for a: run |". 
‘here-and should have appeal on. his |: 

.| foreign: ‘tour later this year. '. ©: 
First. up.is the “Parade,” ‘a series: 

‘of “pantomimes- illustrating - the: 
/Marceu style -of -mime: ‘Marceau, 
does: most. of. these. ‘Pretending. to 
-climb --a “high - ‘building, he ‘gives. 
the feeling of ‘tension; space and |- 
/ movement... 
vertigo as- he totters: ‘on. the -sup- 
posed . brink: of. ‘the building. All 
this sans props. 

-Then-. -he~ 

The “Don Juan” piece: runs: 70 
| minutes.. ‘Marceau sets this" ‘seducer: 
‘in ‘modern: times, - -but-it ‘is accept- 

cal . aspects 

~ Mosk. « 

"-Fruchjabreparade 
~ (Spring - -Parade). : 

Vienna, ‘March 2a 
Ae Welksopera. Production. ‘of. operetta. in 

Volks-4. 
opera version. by . Huge “Wiener: -.musie¢, . 
two parts, Wy _."Ern Marischka; 

- Stolz; 
direction; -- Otte. 
Loéwinger . and Erich. “Kuehiar: features. 
Mimi" . Coe “Pp Minic Gretl. rtse,- eter. 

Peter Gerhard; : Rudolf Cari, 
Stepanek:,. with 

‘the. Austrian - regiment. of. the . 

costunies, :. 

Vienna, March. ad 3964; &: top. 
Marika - : &. 

Gretl Schoerg. 

“Von: ‘Laudeg 

‘Set. Mittermeier = -.: Erie drich_Nidetzky. 
‘The Emperor. weed aaa eeeee : Fred. L 
Ketter! bas ae we eee ees - Hans: 

hduchess : “Hedda. ees eee see re 

; “Spring . Parade”. thé “most” ‘stu- : 
2 ‘pendous and gorgeous . production: 
S80. far. in’ operetta. tradition-laden |~. 
"1 Vienna, ‘is based on the:motion pic-.|’ 

ture = by. the ‘samé’ author, - Ernst |” 
‘Marischka, and compéser, Robert| — 
Stolz... The “three - times- Tepeated: oo 
‘world: success ‘of the film .gave the | -* 
‘writers the: idea : -to..transform the 
Cinderella. story: ‘into. a. stage verry 
‘sion. no 

:. Joe. Pasternack produced “gpring , 
‘Universal |" 

Henry. 
‘Koster directing both times—once . 
in. Budapest. with the “Hungarian | - 
Franziska’ Gaal starring and. once. 
in. Hollywood, ‘with Deanna ‘Durbin |- 
in the lead: In 1954. Ernst Marisch-| ... 
ka became his own. ‘producer and 7 
Romy Schneider was his star: :.-. =| ~ 

Operetta historians.. might well |. 
classify “Spring. Parade” ‘as a paral- 
‘Tel to: “Two: ‘Hearts: in: ‘Three’ Quar- a 

‘twice |. for. 
War Ti, 

Parade”. 
‘before :: World - 

‘ter ' Time,” 

The newly. ‘adapted. ‘Volisopera . 
a “Teal. showcase Row! 

ome | never’ before: “witnessed. 

remorse- : 

Pantomimes. 

simulates ; 

Guards: 
250), ¢ commanded ‘by Major ‘Alfred -Nagl - 
.and the . Mozart: Boys Choir. Volksopera |.- 

| ballet, . Dia Lucca; ‘settings and lighting, |. 
- | Walter . Hoesslin; . -Alice. Maria| - 

Se er. World premiere, Volksopera, wie 

; Guge#i "Loewinger 
Willi ‘Sedlmayer. : Po eee vege Erich ‘Kuchar 
Hansi Gruber”... .+-0s5-+- . ao 
-Gustl “Ve peers ° se ae one Peter. “Minich 

+. “Warald. Oslender | -_. 
‘fb eae veges Peter Gerhard |.. - 

‘Swoboda °:....:-: ‘Rudolf Carl.| ° 
"Hlans: “Unterkirchner’ . 

Lilly: Stepanek |. . 

Liewehr | 
rerio. 

 Hilae: Laengauer 
. Wolfeang. ‘Zimmer.. 

Kindler: - 

ternational. - ‘fame, : 
away . about * one year: ago, 

cess. postmortem. - 

ally: conducted ‘the’: show. 
presence | of - the |: President: ‘of 

eorps -diplomatique: and ‘society at 
the “‘Spring. Parade’ preeni. marked 
undoubtedly ‘a ‘milestone in. the 
history of:the: operetta. © 

. Jn-:this Cinderella story, laid in: 
the. golden: era .of the Austrian Em- 
‘pire, ‘ably. adapted. for: the -Volks- 

ple around. 1905 is represented... 
-Guggi: Loewinger: gives a Stand- 

‘and ‘Peter Minich..- 

| The. ‘Volksopera.. orchestra ‘of’. 65, 
-,,. with Stolz °as director is superb: ° 

“The Melody You .Can Never } 
‘is: a “hit. Forget,” a love ' duet,’ 

| parade. Tenor Peter. Minich’s’-out- 
standing number-is “Today I Sing. 

|For: You: “I'm. Happy When - the. 
Sun Shines” also .had:: many -:en- 
‘cores. The march; “When The Birds: 
‘Start To: ‘Sing,” *: “TY Cannot ‘Promise. 

“In ° ; 

“| Springtime, “Moonlight, Grinzing” | 
It, But Tl.” Do:- - My... Best, an 

‘are..bound. to-partieipate in: prom- 

songs, . 
Night. :The ‘love song, “A Glass. Of 

the show.. . 
Otto. Fritz: has. provided: ‘skilfully: 

Army). 

ening the mocd,. he. uses the most 
‘modern revolving. stage and : vari- 
ous other: devices. ‘Alice’. - Marie 

~-| Schlesinger’s. costumes: are .a. ‘JOY. 
Dia ... Lucca’s. ‘choreography. 

‘Capital -although ‘the. ballet at. the: 
beginning of the second act is “too. 
long. 

.- Despite. the elaborate ‘settings: at 

sibilities “of production, “that - this 

pose. in.a less costlier outfit. : The 

score. are a. Buarantee. 

‘ 

—— “world: | . 
7 4 premiere comparable : to ‘this. ‘one. 

". 2] Volksopera,' being a repertory: the-| . 
- 2b atre: “Spring ‘Parade”. is. bound to | 

- stay ‘on. for many.’ years. . ‘Thus, | 
‘Ernst Marischka, librettist “of in-} 

who. passed }. 
has ” - 

scored : ‘his perhaps ‘greatest - "sues ries 

‘ Composer: Robert. Stolz person-} 
‘The | 

Austria, . members: of ‘government, 

opera version by. Hugo Wiener, 
practically. every type of the peo- 

-The real star of the. show ‘is: ‘Rob-. : 
‘ert. Stolz. His ‘galaxy - of ‘melodies.: 
ensémble;. ballet ‘and. finale::num- 
bers .is ‘surefire light opera: stuff. 

‘Miles ‘Kastendieck, of: the NY. 
J ourna-American, 
-regular role .as * provocateur, “The 

‘inence with: ‘Stolz’s ‘other. Viennese | 
as is. -“Lovely Vienna “at. 

Champagne: Is. Enough,” went.-over | 
-big,.as did’ “My. Heart Is -Bursting,” 
1“A Little Bit of Happiness,” “We're” 
+ Young, ‘We’ re Gay,” which’ stopped : 

‘taut: direction ‘of ‘the’ gigantic pro- | 
‘duction.. Everything. ‘moves. in: high. 

‘| gear -all- the way. until :‘the- over-. 
‘whelming : finale, ‘which ‘assembles. 
.on. stage “400° persons: (250° extras: 
py.the. Vienna Guard: Corps-of : ‘the: 

Walter. Hoesslin’s. ‘settings - 
are particularly: effective: In sharp-. 

handsothe but ‘buxom’ Birgit. Nils- 

S|.of the veils. when she. appears. next 
season in. “Salome.” A- good. déal }: 
was -said- about’ the ‘sopranos on 
‘the ‘roster. Bing contrived to. -be 
‘both realistic. :and - gallant, a .con-: 
siderable: _achievement. ‘in: -itself. 

|: The Ausirian. atmy. is ‘represent:. 
ted: ‘by 250 men: of the Vienna. Guard. 
| Corps;. commanded by Major Alfred |": 

_.| Nagl, ‘all’ marching : to the stirring. 
~ f Stolz“ ‘ melodies.. 

was ‘quite clear to many. interested : 
parties fromi-.all. parts :of. ‘Europe | 
and: abroad here to weigh the pos- 

charming © story: ‘and:. the excellent. . 
Maas: - 

‘tory. -La: Scala. in Milan is able to 
resent a: new: Production: with: a 

Rudolf. Bing,: Managing’ ‘Director. of” the. M etropolitan Opeza, 
last ‘week: summonéd. the New ‘York. music press ‘to. explain’ the | 
New season and was promptly asked,’ “But will there be a season?” | 
- This ‘was in reference:to the.wage. and working: demands. of Local - 
802; ‘American Federation of.’Musicians, “the union. among: some- 

J 14: at. the: Met ‘which: most: troubles management. : : 
in. Téeply,. Bing eschewed despondency; ‘said it. ‘was. a. “matter ‘of... 
“bargaining which: would. ‘start, hopefully,. this, week the. first on © 
: tour, while: the: Met: is playing Boston. 
- Jabor : ‘negotiations while on. tour,” ‘he. reminded: the: ‘scribes..- . 
“present negotiations ‘with. 802- may. not be. haunted: by. the events.” 

~ W's Chief Seren 
~ Rudolf Bing a Candid Impresario—Vexations of 

Ry. ROBERT. i LANDRY 

‘probably’. pushing’ to: the ‘outer 
rim of. candor ‘possible. to: the im- 1. 
présario ‘of an: opera ‘house,. the 
‘Met’s Rudolf Bing met. informally. 
last week with ‘the New York music. 
press. ‘The. scene. ‘was’ the - lounge 

‘| of. the Opera Guild, .usually. the 
-refreshment. station. of the ‘golden } 
‘horseshoe.. A’ great deal of ‘fas- 
-cinating insight ‘was. afforded -as to 
the: next ‘season and the problems 

-If.the sheer recital ‘of the’ forces 

Bing: was-.undismayed. Not: even. 
“the -current demands ‘of his. musi- 
‘cians. (see separate: story): ‘tempted: 
him: to :a fleeting grimace, Opera 
-life-is real; it is earnest: and the |. 

| grave is: not its. goal, to paraphrase: 
Longfellow. - 
Bing: began. gaily. by challenging 

critic did his best as gadfly, but at, 
the conclusion Bing expressed. dis- 
‘appointment, “Kastendieck could do |: 

} was 3 10%. of 
‘ican 

better. - a ; 
He - ‘had, true; ‘challenged the. 

failure of the Met. to arrange more 
“than - three ‘new: productions next 
‘season... And: why ‘not:'a ‘Richard. 
Straus’ cycle?. And so .on, Bing. 

‘| (5th -year. coming up) -professed- 
astonishment “when told that. he 
had once presented: six’ new..pro- 
dictions in one. season. 
: really?”,. was .the: gist -of his reac- 

‘tion, when the ‘fact: was” co 
by. an aide,.: 
Money . “alone was _ never. the : 

‘whole. problem. at the. Met, ‘Bing 
‘stressed. : Time for planning,” con-: 
traeting, building,: ‘rehearsing’ was 
_always ‘an insistent. ‘consideration. : 
There: are. Senerous: ladies. who 
would: finance more. new:: ‘produc- 
tions, bit repertory -is.-the art of 
.the possible. within. time: and space. | 

.. One. question ‘not asked was how 

s6n:is going to manage. that dance. 

The. press curiosity. about. prima 
donna: antics. was obvious. Sig- 

| nificantly, ‘it.- was acknowledged 
that: Maria’ Callas “might” return. 
‘Nothing is set. The contract would 
not be ‘easy to. ‘consummate. But 
‘the. lady. is a-great artist. and most | 
““weleome”. at the Met: if.and when.. 

‘Spring ‘Parade” will serve its. pur- | ‘That the Met changes casts a lot: 
is a. necessity: of its kind. of -reper- 

“We have often. conducted” 
The a 

to. ‘assume his | 

“Did. 3} 

It is not 
‘tract. certain ebvio.usly distin- 

-also : with ‘musie : by | - 
‘Stolz, which- ‘was.also’ turned Jater 
into" an operetta, a rare and risky j:- 
evolution, ‘because - ordinarily’. it’s ; 
the other ‘way ‘around: . 

we -“Ineoncention, “writing “and pro: | 
7 ‘ution, the: piece is.: Ponderously | 

of. 1961, ‘on both sides, ‘but seem ‘obviously under’.their shadow. 

“2 “that. bargaining. broke. down. and went -to arbitration: by then Sec- 

Ji ustice. . 
Under questioning by the: press: Bing: c or: his - various executive . 

of the: musicians "at the -opera: house, 
hearasls and road: tour. to’ make a ‘yearly. work span of 35. weeks,. 

: to: $330. weekly. :About half the men are over-scale:- : 
_, Present: demands | of 802-are not confined to ‘pasié ‘wage rates - . 

a alone. Pitmen: want the salary. hike to. apply to five performances... 
“_ weekly.: instead | of. the customary: Seven; ...This- would force: the” 

hiring. of. extra men, . Bing: explained that while “Figaro”. and * 
. Certain: operas: can be. played with a small complement, thus” “pro-- _ 
“viding. nights off, this is’ the rare. exception” in repertory... °°: 
-...-Putting . the: ‘musicians’ .demands: jn the. perspective of the: Yast 
wt three: years: (the contract length), these. figures: emerge: — 

1961" . basic ‘then: existing . cla Dab eden as - $170. 13. weekly’ 

eo 

- The. musicians... “average some: 300° jncgeason hours: of. ‘paid : re-° - 
‘| Electra, Delacorte (@-5-64). . 

| Merry Widow, State (8-17-14). _ 
Golden nl “Majestic. (9-28-€4). 
Ben Frankl! hed Lant-Font, wk: 10-12-60. 

 -Heéarsals, on which: the. Goldberg: decision: set.-the hourly ‘rate at: 
‘$3.45, then $3.65, the. ow-prevailing: rate... Local. 802's demand, - 

__miider: this | item is a $7.50" Per. ‘hour. - BR as . | i 

“It .was then that -the “season .was both. cancelled.and restored .and. 7 ‘a 

aides: who were. present developed a fiscal pi¢ture of the .position . {- 
“Counting in advance re-- |. 

‘a rp Shakespeare, . 

7 ‘1961 . basie then existing” Sad -$170. 13. ‘weekly. oa 
-1961".demand.. by. union..°. ¢:.2.s.. ele . 268.80 a 
1961: arbitration. award SESE - 180.00° 

1962 Syaaeededenss Sohrens it 168 0. BOE 
"4963 bee deeb Sen ene 290.00 =~ ce 
-"J964 . demana. 1 by: union’ yates ee rae ‘280.00. -°-. ”. 

Repertory. in Today’ 8 Inflation Detailed . 

“ fixed | “roster eight times in -two 
months and then discard it. It goes 
otherwise .at the Met, with a. 27° 
‘week season (next year) and with a. 
series of 27 different odd-and-even © 
performances ‘divided. ‘among - the... 
16,000 - subscribers. (upped » ‘lately - 
from. 14,000). 2 

- Certain, roles, ‘as Mimi ‘in. “La 
Boheme,” -are ‘passed around .:. 
‘among. the sopranos. First, because. — 
§O many are up in the Tole. Second,. 

‘of’ operating’ “operatic _repertory.| because a house: cannot. have sing- 

~“lunder: private financing in the in-. 
flation-haunted_ affluent ‘society. ° 

out. performance and Erich Kuchar |: 
is‘ the perfect ‘juvenile: lead:.Gretl ||: 
‘Schoerg, ‘as the widow; is excellent:|- 
as are Hansi: Gruber, Mimi, Coertse. 

ers ‘under contract and not arrange. 
for them to “let out.” “ 

Interesting sidelights: on the a 
Met: ‘Jt will make one road jump 

and: ‘personalities’. ‘which | must.. be | 
‘kept in working harmony ‘were suf- 
ficient to alarm. the. mere. onlooker, \ 

this spring, ‘Dallas to ‘Minneapolis, 
by air, a first time. Usually the Met 
tours in a Jong special train like 
‘Ringling Bros.,, Barnum & Bailey. 
-For:. this air-jump- ‘the Met. is 
ghartering th three passenger and one. 
freight plane : 
The: ‘company is © curtailing . its 

1964 spring tour-to return to. N.Y. 
‘Ffor ‘two. weeks. ‘This requires. 
‘understanding: ‘The road tour is: a 
“sure thing, the Met's only always- 
profitable venture... The ‘World’s 
Fair “gesture”: meant that 16 non-. 
-subscription. performances, were up 
for. F auetion. 

for laét. week, the ticket: sale ne 
t capacity, The Amer-..-. 

| ticket franchise was. 
‘an -éxelusive from. last September 
until this February, but since then 
the Met has. circularized the world -.. 
at-large, Bing has'no expectation. 
of repeating in the spring of 1965.. 
‘One’ such gesture to to. the’ Fair “was. 
all the Met can risk. — : 
‘Much of the questioning - con-. 

eerned. certain artists and works... 
nfirmed | The Met -has 30 of the greatest 

}opera singers in.the world for 
longer periods of time than has” 
anyother opera house. t has a 
very . ‘large. total roster -of talent. 

always. possible to. con- 

‘guishéd singers for reasons of con-' 
flict. of. dates and: ‘unsuitability of 
vehicles. ..-: oo 
The acute problem in talent Ties: - 

with. conductors. ‘Bing’ mentioned’ 
a number. who either conduct very 
little . opera nowadays. or propese 
to quit the field. It is. hard work, 
not very rewarding, and the con-" 
‘ductors often do -better in other. 
‘areas. The Met is. hampered by... . 
distan¢e, even in. this jet age. One - 

‘ft Italian . ‘conductor, “an: extraordi-. 
narily. devoted. father, ” will not 
consent ‘to’ be away from. Milan. 
-over three weeks at a stretch. This 
‘man.can conduct at Covent Garden 
in: London ‘at night. and be home 
for luncheon in Italy next day. 

- Leonard: Bernstein, -who had his” 
debut. at the Met. recently ‘with: 
“Palstaff,” one of this season’s big 
clicks, “will not -be. available next 
‘season. He’s taking..a ‘sabbatical 

| year off from the. Philharmonic 
-. Fand is unwilling to. break the sab- 

~ | batical’ for opera performances. «. 
Two. legit personages. due. back : 

i ‘for stagings. next.season are Alfre 
| Lunt. and ‘Cyril Pritchard. 

. The Met’s gross for the season. 7 
just ended in Manhattan was $4,- 
685,600, compared to the. official 

™ ‘advance estimate ‘of $4,688,300. 
| There’s..a..cash deficit of $60,000 -. 
iand..a more. -realistic | operating. 

‘deficit... of. $1,400,000. .The latter. 
-| must be made up-by voluntary con-— 

| tributions. ‘from. individuals, 
5 porations, foundations, et al. 

cor= 

’. Australian’ Shows. 
“ Week. Ending. April 11) 

‘ADELAIDE _ 
. a Fledermaus, | -Her: Majesty's. 

retary ‘of. - Labor Arthur: J - Goldberg, - now a. , Supreme. ‘Court an Antigone, Emerald Hill 
ae MELBOURNE 

1. “Barefoot in. Park, Princess. 
_Camelot, Her. Majesty’s.  - 
‘Don’t Tell Father, -St.. ‘Martin's. 

a Love Rides. Ratis, Russel! St. 
pine. Dancers; Comedy. 

i ‘Stop the World, ' Tivoli. 
ONEY |. it :was ‘estimated: that’ pitmen . compensation averages: from ° $245 fo ck: Theatre’ Prasue, Royal.” 

ty BR i eo: 
 Boeling-Reeing, P. ; 
“De You Knew M Milky Way, independent, 
.: Henry ‘V, T 
-*. How ‘to: Succeed,” ‘Her Maijesty’s. 

. ‘Importance. Being: Earnest, Old” Tote. - 
“ Importance. Being. ‘Oscar, ok ‘Tate: - 

“[. Minstrels, -TivAi. . 
ma, Physicists, Ensemble. _ 

| “SCHEDULED -B'WAY: PREEMS 
| + ‘Gate cr Crown, Beck. (4-17-64). . 

Want .@ Kiss, jittle, (4-19-64): °° >. 
‘Bives for Mr.: Charlie, ANTA 221-64). : 
Pergy. end Bess, Center (5-86-64). 

DMan, Morosco (5-12-64. 
“State (5-18-64). 

‘White House, Miller’s (5-19-64). 
My: Fair Lady, Center (5-20-64). 
Rear: Like a Dove, Booth (5-21-64). . 

' - Fade Out-Fade In, Hellinger 5.26.64). 
6-10-64). ‘Ramiet, Delacorte: | 

King 



Following. are available ‘parts: in? “upcoming: Broadway,” “off Broad: 

way, and touring shows, ‘as. well as ballet, films, industrial and_tele- 

vision shows.. All information. ‘has been . obtained directly - ‘by. the 

Variety. Casting Department by telephone -ealls, and has. been. re- 

checked as of noon yesterday. (Tues.). . 
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and. ‘adai- |. 

tions to the list will be made. only when information. is. secured from 

responsible parties. The intention is ‘to service: performers. with leads 

provided by the managements. of: the shows involved ; rather than: to: 

fun a wild goose ‘marathon. (This information is: published . ‘without 

charge). 

| Parenthetical. designations. are as follows: 4 Cc}. ‘Comédy;. ( D). Drama, 

(MC} 
Renertory, € DR) Dramatic ‘Reading, 4 DB). Double Bill. 

BROADWAY - 

“Ben Franklin. in. Paris”: (MIC). 

24th St, No Yo. - Available “parts: 
‘femme lead, 30-35, must sing. and: 
do French accent; male, 19, ‘like- 
able, must sing and dance; femme, | 
19, French, must sing’ and dance. | 
Accepting photos and’ resumes. 
ee 

WELLS RICHARDSON. - 
| (WALTER KERR says. he 
tikes "salt" and “seasoning” 

| in his CHEKHOV... 
RICHARDSON’s _perform- | 

‘LT ance of SORIN In THE SEA 
| GULL brought GERALDINE | 
PAGE to the verge of ap- 

_| preciative tears and caused || - 
BARBARA BULGAKOVA| 
‘(former leading woman. of || 

| the MOSCOW ART THEA- 
TRE) to elect him the most 
CHEKHOVIAN. member of 

| the cast. His FIRS in THE. 
| CHERRY ORCHARD was ac- | 
| claimed as perfect by SHOW 

| Magazine, highly commended || i 
by 7 papers. . 

| RICHARDSON's. ~ receipe 
evidently has_ the. right ins. 

: gredients. 

“MIKE TODD'S 
“AMERICA, BE SEATED’ © 

PURE GOLD 
free. end. easy entertalament.. pected: 

with talent. its: young compony has. glitter." . - 
e 

“Delightful; 

“Lively, bouncy. exuberant production ‘with’ a raft’ : 
of good materiel, fresh aad lively music, exception. 

‘Biman’ (45-50);. 
7 femme ‘comies,: ‘servent ‘types: loud |'° 
- I} voices, with some dance experience; 

| character male, 45-45... Mail photos: 
{and resumes: to John Fenn, (York 
‘Theatre, - 64th St: : ‘and. First Ave. » 
N.Y). . . oe vo - 

Wy “This Was Burlesque” ip): ‘wudk: 
‘tion every : Wednesday. at 5.p.m..for.} 
‘tall femme dancers, experienced | jn 
modern, tap & ballet, at the Casino. 
East Theatre: (2th: St “and. ‘Second: 

Md.).. 

address. 

“OFF-BROADWAY. 
“Arms ‘and the Man” ():. “-Pra- 

‘ducer | N orthwestern « Productions 

| ‘1-(c/o ‘Alfred Geller, 30 E. ‘60th St., 
{c/o Casting ‘Consultants, 22. W.} N.Y:).. All. roles open, Send photos 

|. and: resumes. to. Johan.-Fillinger at. 
205 W. 57th. St, N. Y. ‘Do not phone 
Or ‘visit..: 

““Dreati of Sivatlowia” 4D). - Pro- 

Available 

at CI 5-1086 daily between: 2-5 ‘psm: 
‘Do not visit. 

“The Streets. of: New York”. (M). 
Producers, Gene Dingenary &. Janet. 

ae. | Gilliland © (416 W. 42d. St:, 
ae f) All roles open. - Equity only. 

am il voices required. 
j resumes c/o above: address. 

N,Y.). 

phone ‘or. visit: - 

- “The Amorous Flea? 

‘male, ‘19-23, tenor, 

Ave: : N, Ye 

| “STOCK 

BALTIMORE: MD. ao 
. Center: Stage. . Producers, “wil: 

Baltimore,. 

Sept. thru. mid-May. 

EPHRATA, PA. | 
Ephrata Star” ‘Playhouse. - “pro: 

| ducer-director, John.'Cameron (c/o; 
1P.0. Box. 334,. Ephrata, Pa:):° 
cepting. photos -- -& resumes from 

| through : agents -only, | fo. above 

ducers, Sylvia &: Joseph ‘Harris.|- 
(145 W. 55th St., N. Y.).~ 

| parts:.male, : lead, 50s; embittered, 
failure, drunkard, must have bra-. 

| vura; male, . 20; “must play guitar. 
“Hand. sing well. “For audition: ap- |. 

| pointment phone Delmar Hendricks 

Legit. 
Mail . photos: &. 

Do not. = . 

|: “Camera :.. Three” 
(Mc). \aramatic. series)... 

(524 W. 57th St.; N.Y.; JU: 6-6000): 
| casting © director... 
Accepting photos: and. resumes- of 

af | general -male’and. female: ‘dramatic: 
ea §| soprano. with some dance experi- 
| Il ence; male, young, character: actor, 

able .to-cover: juve and play older} 
character. male: and] 

Available: parts: for touring: -eom=" 
| pany ‘and/or. understudies for N.Y. 
‘production: - 

f | good. ‘comedian; femine, - ingenue 

_ coln Center. . 
1 (LThurs.)- for dancers: 
at. 10: 00: a.m. ‘and open ‘call at. 11: 00° 
a.m.: Equity. femmes at 2:30: p.m. 

liam Bushnell and Edward. Golden | 
1 (45 - -W.°. Preston: St,” 

This" Equity resident com-" 
‘pany’ is accepting photos and re-_ 
sumes:c/o above address for a 35-/. 
“week "season. -beginning: ine Mid} 

“Ac-: 

dramatic & musical performers for 
! Squily resident. company, also jJob-|. 

a ‘bers. & apprentices, e/a above ae? = 
zi dress. . 

, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. ood 
Starlight. Musicals. Atditions | 

'|.next: Mon.. (20) for dancers: -Equity | 
‘men at 10:00.A.M. ‘Femmes at 11:30 
AM, Tues. (21) open- call -dancers:. 
Men. at 10:00 A.M: .Femmes . 11:30. 
A.M.—all .. ‘at ° the Variety’: “Arts 
‘Studio (225 W. 46th St. NAY. . 

SULLIVAN, ALL. - 
‘Summer of. Musicals.’ "Producer, 

| Guy'S. Little Jr,-Box 155,. Sullivan, | 
Ill. ‘Accepting photos and resumes’ 
‘from musical “and dramatic’. per-' 
formers. for’ ‘Equity resident com- 
‘pany. . Also applicants for. paid ap- 

: ” bov ddr 

Musical Comedy, ( MD). Musical Drama, (R). ae (Rep y Prenticeships,- -¢/0. abov
e ‘a ess, 

WILLIAMSTOWN, “MASS. 
-Williamstown.‘ ‘Summer « ‘Theatre. 

Producer, . - Nikos - ‘Psacharopoulos. 
(¢e/o School; of. Drama,. Yale. Uni-. 

.| versity; New. ‘Haven, -Conn.). : 
.cepting photos and: Yesumies for. a: 
‘resident. Equity. company- of: twelve’ 
and“ a. non-Equity-. company. of six. 
All. types will-be considered. Ap- 
pointments will be:scheduled. from |.’ . 
photos. and :resumes received: ‘mail 
‘to. producer at above: address:, ‘Do: 
‘not: phone. Or" Visit. | . 

TOURING | 
-tCamelot? “(MD..: 

46th.St. Theatre: (226: We ‘46th St:, 

N.- ‘Y.). . 

AIF other (C). “Myrna ‘Loy’ stars. 
roles open... Mail photos.& resumes: 

-|to. MeAloney. Productions (853. 7th} 
Ave., N: Ye, Do. not phone or visit. 

: “educational: 
‘Producer, . 

Paula: -“Hindlin.: 

talent, e/a above address. No dupli- 
cates. 

. “Lamp: ‘Unto: “My Feet” (religt | 
o'us-dramati¢ -series).* ~ Producer, 
CBS (524° W.- 57th’ St... Nu: -¥.7 JU. 
6-6000):.. 
‘Hindlin, Accepting photos: and Tre. 
sumes of general. male: and ‘fémale 

| dramatic talent, 7/0 above address. 
No duplicates. - a 

casting | director,: ‘Paula. 

The King and. ,Y (MD: av Lin--|. 

‘and. open. call. at.3:30 p:m—all at 
the ‘New York ‘State. Theatre.:(62d_ 
St. and Columbus Ave., N. Y.). -Re- 
port. ‘to the. stage entrance. a 

. “The: ‘Magic. Flute.” 

| ” Radio: ‘City. " Music” ’ Hall Ballet. 
“> 2" <| Director,. Mare. Platt. (c/o Radio 

| City ‘Musie.Hall, Rockefeller Cen- 

ro, “ femme. ballet. daticers will be held 

w aten Register . 

aily. clever sketches. aad lyrics." - 
—New Haven Journal. Ceurler: 

__ MIKE: TODD - 
_ PRESENTS 

“AMERICA, BE SEATED!” 
‘AN. ALL ORIGINAL’ ‘MUSICAL ROMP . 

Directed by. Ronny Graham .. 
- “PRIOR. TO. N -Y. WORLD'S. FAIR: 

- Wilbur, Boston — - April 14-25. Pee 6 
Wremiore Lonislona Pavilion Mey 15 . cod 8 a 

_ PREVIEWS MAY’ 1-14 

ee ee SO 

: : | Set: ‘Another Broker Bay 
| For: London ‘Funny Thing’ 

: | Pilbrow,- 

“l'Tuesdays at 3 p.m. at: the’ Musie 
.| Hall stage” ‘entrance (55° Ww. 50th 
| Sts NY “yp 

London, April 14. 
“The. biggest brokers’ tab. ‘guaran- 

. ‘| tee in the history. of the: Strand | 
4... | Theatre. will keep“ the* tuner,” 

: .| Funny Thing Happened’ ‘on. the Way. 
‘to: the Forum,’ rolling into 1965. |. 
| The’:Combined Theatre Libraries. 

-| Assn. has amended ‘the - ‘original 
. guarantee of $224,000, arinounced 

. ‘Opening: night Tast. October by Peter ' 
_ |Cadbury up to $420,000. Betts 

'., ~f . ‘The. show, ° presented‘ by: Hal 
won ‘Prince, ‘Tony Walton: and. Richard 

ae stars - Frankie. Howard, : 
’.’1 KennethConnor, Robertson. ‘Hare, : 
{Jon - Pertwee - and” 
Eddie Gray. _ 

A. 

_ » Ronald: Bruguiere is assistant: tof 
oe ‘general. manager .Arthur Waxman | 

<~Lon the Actors Studio productions. 
- fof “Baby. Want.a Kiss” “and: “Blues 
oS for’ Mister: Charlie.” Le, 

-. | business in the first year: hit. it $130,- < he 

“operetta in its. early ‘days;. andthe | 

LA Clo Starting. 28th Season 
———— es Continued from: page 1 —Se ~ 

| shows’ at seven ‘weeks each in Los, “Here's: Love”. and: a. ‘special: CLO. 
Angeles and San‘Francisco and an vay ate of the current Broad- 
additional week in Pasadena, the} ¥aY Hit, "110 In the’ Shade." 
latter.-started:‘two- years : “BZO.. Total 

_OFF-BROADWAY. SHOWS . 
000 gross. - 

The ‘CLO: “Pepertoir “wa ‘ont "+ Amorous (Fisa, York 2-17-64). 
@ s y. Blacks, St. Marks: (5-4-61):. 

: Blood" aes ‘Cricket '(3-2-64).. 
policy. continues. to. stress operetta; |) Boys Syracuse, Theatre 4 sen. 

_Mednesday, April 15,3 1964 

' (Figures. denote opening. dates). m 

Ac- 

“The’ Irreguiar Verb ‘To: “Love” 

CBS 

“Auditions:. tomorrow. 
Equity. men.| 

1 in 1945, starred: Helena Bliss..and 
J ohn. Tyers, later went: to Broada-| : 
‘way for mild: success and then to] : 
‘London ; for. greater acclaiin, and | : 
the. same year found Gwen. ¥erdon 

. This one- 
‘hour. version: of : fhe. Opera will be 

- | presented throughout: the. “summer 
Lat ‘the. N.Y. World's: Eair. 
open,-ténor. ‘and’ bass-- voices. : only, 
should: contact ‘Mr: . ‘Friedberg. -at:. 
‘Sacramento... -2-3220.- daily:;from 9] . 
a.m.-5° Pm, for, audition appoint- 
ment; : rr _ 

Agma= 

‘semble, 

“Monsewer” ) 

7 will | ‘continue with 

‘but ‘has “also extended. to. musical |“: 
field. The charge. came in 1943, | 
when ‘Rodgers . and Hammerstein: . 

-s changed. ‘the . ‘musical taste of . -the| © 
country with “Oklahoma,”. Lester] 

The’ “producer now at-!. 
tempts at . Teast. one operetta Te-} 
‘vival .a year, and-has gone as far | a 

2, Trojan’ Woman,. Circle ‘in: Sq. 2-23-63). te 
' Triple-bill,-. Cherry» L -24-64). . on 
7 ‘Trumpets Lerd, -1 Sher.’ Sq:: 02-21-63), : a 

believes... " 

as developing | “The. Merry Widow’ 
‘with: rewrites.:that makes the. CLO. 
version - ‘the standard. for . the. ‘op- oe 
eretta.:. 

“Ideally: hdd Lester “releals, 
now import two’ shows, produce ay 
‘tiew one and. ‘doa revival ‘each 

“| season.” 

per. season, ‘including the. esti- 
mated $3,000,000 subscription: sales| 
which: make up. the major. revenue. | === 

| And. seats have-gone from $2 to] | 
$6.90 top,- which. is‘still only -abqut 
60% of: New York. Brices for New]. 
York shows. 

The CLO. version of. 

‘instance, -in 1940.a- UCLA student 
‘named. Jerome. Hines was ‘a’ mem-|- 
ber of the chorus or, as Lester pre-|' - 
fers. to ‘call -it,. “the. ensemble.’ ye. 

: Salad Mad Cafe, M. 3-: 1-64). - 
. Six Characters, Martigiaue “o 

“we ; 

_-: Doubletalk, ae. Lys. (5-4-64).. 

a The pattern has ‘been . 
ee, successfal,. and. the: company: now] 

’ | osses an._aver. ; “Au dition. ‘this Sr average .of $4,500,000]: . 

‘Priv (17) at 12, noon for Equity and. 
open: male’ dancer-tumblers’ ‘at the: 

“Merry - 

|.Widow". will opén the musical séa-]: - 
|.son next Aug..17 atthe New York! .. 
|| State Theatre in: the Lincoln Cen- a 

|{ ter, N. Y., with the Lester organi-|— 
| -zation.. ‘getting a. royalty. 
: ‘points out that such. operettas: are]. 

still: ‘popular. with’. many. people, 7 
but :he ‘also notes that. 90% of the] 
-Suecessful - vehicles - today. were! £ 
‘written: in the’ ‘ast 20 years. ‘Under| 3 

| its non-profit setup, the CLO. main-|.: 3m 
{tains '.a_ large. fund-for- the -devel-|..-“ 

| opment... of: new. : “properties, 
“ploughs all profits. back into . the |: 

| operation: Lester is now is. working |.. 
on a. new: production. of “Count of | 
Luxembourg.” There are now: some}: 
1,100 guarantors - for . the. -Season | - 
who - underwrite. -against | ‘-possible| 
financial loss, 7 - 

“Aside from -their. ‘contributions aoe 
| o£ . material to. the. - American. the-|_ 
“| atre, Lester-and ‘the CLO have de-|- 
|-veloped considerable . talent: | 

Lester}. © 

- and}: : “MIRVISH . ° 
“1S WONDERFULI" | 

“Gt concocting funny’ episodes: that. ae : Lib 

“Leven funnier as: they develop. He isa |... 
_ master: of the running gag. Very. enter- : 

Barth Pleasure!” ay 

For; 
wi Star of “Foxy. 

' Caretaker, Players 4-30-64). 
Cindy, Gate (3-19-64). : 

- Fantasticks, Sullivan: St: (5-3-0). 
. Immoralist, . Bouwerie : Lane- 0 as), mn 
in White America; Sher: . Sq. (10-31-63). me 
Life Is @ Dream, Astor Pi. B-19-60)..: 

. Little Eyelf, Actors (3-16-64)... 
Pinter Plays,. Midway (11-26-62), an 
Repertory, Phoenix (G-4-64).. : 

“S63. 
‘Streets of N. Y., Maidvnan (10-29-63): 

ane. 

. SCH EOULED OPENINGS:. 
Dream Swallows, 

ry Madman, 
Jan -Hus. 

Arms & the: Man,.East End d (4-27-64)... 

Grossman-Corners, Actors . (85-64). 
“Awakening. Spring, Pocket (5-13-64). eet 
Knack, ‘New. ‘Theatre. G-20-64). : 

'" CLOSED - 

_ White Rose & Red, Stage. "43: (B-16-64);. 
closed last ‘Sunday G2) After “SL per-- ne 
-formances.. ee 

“nVacky hilarious j jourrieys on a board’ 

Gi Arts. tess. _ ram. motets 
Mariette, Hotel Astor. (41684). me 

. - Blllygoat Eddie, Writers’. (4-20-60. 

_ the, fictional 58. yies Wind...”* - 3 

~ MIRVISH 

“fining.” -- 
3 _ Piblchecet Weekly 

: ‘Down F fo” 

—Bert Lahr: 

DUTTON ‘2.956 
Similarly: in. 1942, Jan Clayton a ‘2 rere. 

was: introduced: as a soubrette in 
“Music In. the Air,” the same ‘year 
that.-launched - Peter. Lind Hayes |: 
_and. Mary Healy as well asdancers|" 
‘Maria .and : Marjorie: -Tallchief -in | 
“Rio: Rita: “Gypsy Lady”. ‘opened 

and Carol Haney: toiling. in: the. en- 

-In’ 1947 a youngster flamed: Mitzi 
Gerber got raves in “Song of: Nor-| 

. | way,” later changed her name’and| 
,| Mitzi Gaynor became a film ‘star:|]} 

| Lester: alsé: introduced.” audiences: 
2A} to- opera stars Jean Fenn and Sal- 

vatore Baccaloni,.- 
Florence’ ‘Henderson, Bruce Yar-| 
‘nell, John. Raitt, James Hurst ‘and 
numerous: ‘others: ‘who’ got their 
‘first: legit training ‘in ‘his. chorus, . 

“ter, N-Y.) Open ‘call. auditions:: for | “It’s much. more interesting: as 
you. look back ‘at: it than’ when it |: 
-was. hapgening,” ‘the. producer re-/ 

| flects, -but- predicts ‘that more “is in|. 
‘ |store for the Eos Angeles. theatre. 
-.} Particularly, he ‘expects’ the open- 

‘ing. next. year. of. the ‘new local{} 
Music Center will give great new. 

: opportunities: to Los Angeles the- ' 
atre.. os 

- The CLO staff under Lester in- |¥ 
| cludes. Eleanor «Pinkham, general} 
manager who has been - ‘with the/}* 
outfit: since 1941 and originated | [7 
the. policy. ‘of. putting New Yorkif 
shows in the company’s repertoire. |}° 
Other ‘longtime employees include} 
technical. director. Richard Rodda,. 

. business manager Dick Drew, mu- |]. 
‘sical director Louis Adrian, direc- . 
tor Ed Greenberg, production ‘mMan- 
‘ager.’ Tommy. Turner and produc- 
tion stage manager Kenn Randall. |e 
Publicity man. Hal Wiener: has|f- 

~. |-been: with: Lester ‘since he started | . 
| 29. years ago.. 

‘The ‘current CLO- season opens} 
‘next: Monday (20)} with “Kiss Me, T 
Kate,” a third time around for- the 
‘Cole Porter.-musical: The schedule:| 

Me,” i | . “Little 

‘as _well as to 

- Matunuck, R. 1. 

“Newly Written. 

He5pteta'g ee 

I The 

DANNY THOMAS 5 SHOW 
© 6 Monday Mighte 

| CBS-TY oa 

~ GREAT SPACE IN TOP. 
CENTRAL ‘PARK HOTEL 

tts air. conditioned. 
‘an a Ste Services: available. 

PL $5000 ree eer. 41. 

FOR LEASE: 
THEATRE-BY-THE-SEA 

Seats 55@. Unusually 
large. stage. $5 
restauranf, bar 

MRS. CLIVE L. DUVAL: 
: "4815 Buchanan St ny . 

McLean, Va. oe 

AVAILABLE - 
tittle. fox. theatre - 
152 , Bleecker. St... New York.. 

MR. REYNOLDS: 
LO. 3-1 870. 

” SCRIPT. FILL IN. 

. female comedienne. 
For Sale: $100, 156 ‘words. 

; Mi ‘MASON 
g17 Cherty St., Kansas: City,. Mistourl 

vi 26998. : “ext. 410 

jee Yew including | inn, ao 

‘Excellent. only far : _ 4 



: 7 ° head: of the- old-line | literary. and: 
+ @ramatie : ‘agency’ ‘based.:in -Frank-- 
2. furt-am-Main, ‘West Gerniany,'| 
od : “perreuter, . an- Austrian: publishing elected: a “WD. of :. Affiliated ‘Pub- 

‘in:. -ehildren’s'|.lishers; a division of Pocket Books | 
67. Ine. “which ‘distributes. for. Simon. 

‘While there have, been repeated |. & Schuster, Golden’ Press, PB’ and: 
- Another 

that. the sexagenarian. Dr. : Fischer | new - Affiliated” ‘veep - “is” Hugh 

Fy ‘House © specializing” 

7. jean’ rep for Fischer is“Mrs. Eliza- | 

_Wedneoday, ‘Apri 15, 1964 

's. Fischer. Not Selling: “Out. 
“Ds ‘Gottfried -Bermann. ‘Fischer, | in film . tieups.- 

“A merica,.. America,” 
Stranger,” etc.). ‘The: fan. mags are 
also. PL. publications... : ~. 

denies that:he has sold. out.:to. Ueb-|- _ Bernard: _ Russell,: séles: ‘exet; 

books, or to anybody" else. . 

rumors. “stemming. from. the ~ fact Washington .Sq. Press: 

“pas no male heirs—he and his wife’ Collins,.: regional: sales .:manager, 
. “pave three married-daughters, ‘with ‘previously: with AmericanNews. - 

-“Ralph Daigh,. editorial . ‘director "- ‘apparently none: interested: in. the |. 

publishing, : :business-—the "Fischer | of Fawcett’ Publications: Inc., has 
Verlag. is carrying. on,”.as ‘is..": --} been-niamed v.p.:in charge. of ‘the 

S. Fischer Verlag :is well known Faweett World Library, Pe 
to American * rape age be- |: 

cause. playwrights: such: as ligene|, - 

gee? Arthur: Miller, Tennessee] *- AL Dinhofer’s ‘Book: 

Williams, Jean Kerr: :et .al.,. -have |: “AL. 1 Dinhoter is also 
:“worked’ closely “with . the ‘longtime |.1#. San. Juan” although. he's. first: 
head:of its: dramatic department, and’ primarily | that.: for - the “San 

“Mrs. Stephanie Hunzinger.. -(Amer-: 

‘beth -Marton,. sister of.-Paris ‘agent }-ating ‘and: ‘general -al fresco” .cov-- 
“George Marton | and. film” ‘director’ erage. ‘of Aimerica’ Ss: “Caribbéan : ‘col-. 

. Andrew Marton). - ony. But he’s: also~ the = VaRiETY 

_ 1“ Fischer ‘some time AgO. ‘reported- 
Ay: sold: about 25 or:30% ‘of its busi- 
‘ness to a large: West German print-| with - good ; -huntor, * 
ing plant’ as: part of its paperback | stint. For. this:. ‘tradé. ‘sheet he’s 

expansion whieh: originally sparked more hardnosed on: the basic. show 
the rumors. -.. -. biz” ¢overage. 

Incidentally, both: Dr. Fischer, 

7 ‘Library: Booka he: “had: ‘experience |’. 
:(“Mockingbird, ie . 

. “Proper |". - 

|:Americanh Book (AS). . > 
“Amer, Book ‘Strat . (AS). S641 7 

“Grossett &. Duniap. (OC) . 12. 
” | Harcourt ‘Brace (N.Y.). - 384 

“Our. - Man | 

Juan Star wheréon he does Ais off-: 
‘beat columns, interviews, opinion: | 

mah on the scene and” evidences, 
‘a good nose’ for. news, ‘interspiced. 

in: his daily |. 

| Time Inc. (OC) 

‘Dinhofer’s analogy to" ‘Ait ‘Bich Western’ Pub. Co. 00). P518. bay: 

Publishing Stocks . 
(As of ‘April 14, ‘elosing) 

‘Allyn -& Bacon (OC) .. 

Amer. ‘Heritage (OC). .2.-24..0 22°. 
Book ‘of . Month (N.Y): AM Ma 
‘Conde Nast (N, Y. Pier eee “13° 
Cowles’ (OC) - 20. eae: 441. 
Crowell: Collier (N: y. ). . RET s | 
: Curtis: Pub... N.Y.) : SO Jip Ms 

:| Esquire nc, (AS) |... ...-:954-— 58 |. 
Ginn & Co; .(N. ¥) og heed :3014—114 
Grolier (OC) .-.... a ae «Ait Ye. 

eos, Hayden Pub. (00). eeee a Boe tk 
12 | Hearst (OC). | orate 274} wel 

‘Helt- BF & W (WY). a2 +s 24 
LA. ‘Times-Mirror. (OC): 35% es 
‘Macfadden: Bartel (As). - 66 ‘Ye: 
McCall (N.LY.)-.02 8. ee oT: A. 
McGraw-Hill | (N, ¥. )) 623.38. DA 
‘Meredith. Pub. Co. SoBe: ae 
‘Nat'l’ Per. Pub: (00)... 1444114) 
“New Yorker (OC)... ..--: ARL: : 
Pocket Books .(OC):. Me Ul. 
‘Popular Library. (OC)... - 2 7 
Prentice: Hall: (AS)... . (28. ab. Rae 
Random ‘Heuse’ (NY.):* 14 41%4 
‘Scott. Foresman. LOC)"; - 2876-4 54 
‘H.-W. Sams. (OC).. °3134—- %4 

ee ee a 

‘ye | if t OL | 
38%4—114|% oe, 

| the: story: of “The. Specialist,” 

CUL LL "S SCRAPBOOK 
By. Frank Scully ¢ 

“-Non-writers ‘are. "singularly inopserving. If they 2 are rich and: have a 
story: ‘of sorts they are sure theére’s at léast:.a million in it. You may °: 

~ ‘point to -a ‘harbor: where -they: have -a- yacht. and ask are there any 
writers. -who: have. yachts as their neighbors. * This. irony doesn’t im-- 

4,.|\ press them.. They still think they are going to ‘make. a. million. 
_Now-and ‘then a book by. a -Ron-writer’ does make. a fortune and: it 

is pointed to-by all-the other: rich ‘non-writers as ‘proof that it can be 
-done. ... They -know: Ike got.'a million for. his. “Crusade in Europe” :and. 

- | because’ writing was not “his profession but an -avocation he had to. 
Pay: only. a capital gains. tax. ~ ‘ 

Homer = roy. ‘Tells An” 

in ‘the: “Authors “Guild: Bulletin ‘of last’ month: Homer. ‘Croy, who " 
|'seems. to me: has been: writing. buoyant prose sitice.} was a.boy,. relates: 

a back house. ‘prose-poem by: Chic Sale, 
which hardly ° ‘could be classed: in length as 2 ‘short story ‘but which. 
has. sold as if-it, were.“In--His Steps.” 

Those:.of us. who knew. Chie Sale, and-his.’ “very “amusing hillbilly’ 
vaudeville | act, know. of ' ‘course’ ‘something Of his success with “The 

| Specialist,” but Croy' gives-us ‘ehapter and verse of a. writing success. 
_by 4 Man.'who. knew: nothing. about. ‘writing.. 

According. to -Homer,. “The. Specialist” ‘sold. 4 500,000. copies. in the. 

“11es4— i vi : ‘the edition: 

‘United . ‘States, a half-million in’ England and 250,000 in Australia. 
The. book now sells around 2,500.a year and, it has been out.34 years. 
Around. 10,000 copies are. printed. at one:time because it- is cheaper to” 

‘++run: them: ‘Off at such. a: figure, and it. takes. about three years to sell . 

;  Why- Sale. Wrote ‘The. Specialist - 
‘Croy tells. how: ‘Sale. had. been. ‘telling this story for years at smokers... 

“-» ‘pnd. -his wife; “Says -Mrs: ‘Marton, | wald’s former -Paris (and -now:Cap- | — 

7 .@ontroversy |. that: ‘has, -” 
a doubtedly. will, keep’ him . in. ‘the | 

- o provided.:. Lucas’. 
.». More on the | comments . ‘of ‘Mac- 
“Arthur ‘about. several’ of : his ‘con-. 

*. pecame: - “American .. citizens “when 
“they. gat out.. the - ‘war: during the: 
a ‘First. he | had J. 

a ‘gone to Sweden;- to publish: books 
Hitler: ‘holocaust: .. 

- jn-German, and. |-eventually came to. 
‘New. York. 

-- MacArthur? S Posiiortems 
* Ohe famous. ‘phrase-maker.. who. 

7 refuted: his. own remark . was the 
Jate. General of the. Army ‘Douglas | 
‘MacArthur. Not ‘only. did he prove. 
that “fold: Soldiers” do ‘die but that | 
it: isn’t neécessaiy that they. “fade 
“away.” .He: accomplished the lat- 
ter: by Jeaving’ in his wake: ‘somé 

:and .“un- 

_ news | for some. time. 

7 righted: ‘Scripps-Howard . “secret” 
< Interviews ¢ with - 

‘gram. and Sun: and Heart's N. Y.. 
Journal-American. Jim °S. Lucas, - 
the : S-H: correspondent, ‘and Bob. 
‘Considine, -writing. for Hearst, evi- |} 
dently.” ‘Saw. and listened. to Mac-. 

*, ‘Arthur about the time. of his ‘F4th: 

. pirthday.-in (1954. Their “‘exclu- | 
 pives’.. are. similar in. information. 

story” centres 

i temporaries—the British, . Presi-|: 
‘dents. ‘Truman and. ‘Eisenhower; 
and: assorted |. -generals. 

trated: plans fer. ending .the Ko- 
. Tean: difficulty. In‘: both. .. stories, : 
the ‘opinions’ expressed. “by. their |: 

_ interview. subject: are very. strong. 
- Jo - date the -two stories have]: 
: d : heavy..editorial.. and. col-|'- 

; ‘qreates cote, plus..a: few. reac-. the... ‘exclusive. -Eondon | Observer} 

-tions from ‘the pubjects. of. “Mae-| 
--Arthur’s: remarks 
- tailed’. Statements from . them. are; 
in. the making ean: be taken.:‘for 

a granted, ‘and 1965 “will: probably | 

gee: many ‘tomtes: published: on the 
7 ‘subject (by the. subjects). 

: Gartis? Close-Order. ‘Drill. . 
2 When:.. the 32-story . - ‘Saturday { 
a Evening ‘Post building is completed 

a o next’ fall, Curtis” Publishing; which | 
o. puts *- “out the - Post .as: well. as 

‘Ladies Home Journal, Holiday, | 
|. Jack: & Jill and American® Home, 

will: consolidate « the’ editorial,: ‘ad- 
*..vertising- -and- sales. Offices of: all 
> five: -publications in the. one build: 
ing. = 

000 sq. feet. ‘of... space . 

“> same linguistic “hazards many | 
-- | Yanks. experience: in the Champs-. 

| Elysees belt: ‘But he:does evidence | 

| “Our. Man. Jn- San. Juan”. (Star-" 

_ | worthy, ° of. Teprinting 3 in. His over-'| 
-On: the: same. day, April 8; ‘copy-| 

MacArthur - ‘were |. 
_| “published. in: the -N.Y. World: Tele- |. 

. Consi-} 
. dine’s, while: milder, deals ‘more.| 

fully ‘with the. late. soldier's : frus-|._ 

That more -.de-| top women. of: her. craft—and - as: 

| Miss . 

The migazinés will’ ‘oceiipy. 123, =| 

-itol) coverage ‘is. obvious.: True, the {- 
-Carib; :while .a. terrific centre for.|. 
‘tourism, hasn't -the same: glamor ‘|. 
.as-the environs. of the. Fiffel Tower |. 
nor can ‘Dinhofer -indulge in. the} - 

OC—Over the. Counter. . 
“NY—N.Y. ‘Stock. Exehange.: eo 

'AS— American. Stock Exchange. 

(Supplied ‘by. Bache. &. Co.) 

I Thever- wholeheartedly enjoyed a 
‘Chaplin: film,” 

‘But - namedropping is ‘the ‘least 
part ‘of, a..book ‘that ‘breathes. the | 
author’s ‘affection ‘and knowledge 
.of the ‘film.-world..:It's a book. to}. 

a tongue-in-cheek approach to the | 
‘Yocal: scene, “The: “Yank. island, 
-strongly tinged -by~ Espagnol over- : 
‘tones,. ‘does have its own brand of. 
touristic peccadilloes: and: the: ‘cols. 

uimnist: makes. the most of it.” :--] tures are an: important part. of life: 
Bulk. of the columns: comprising. but. not t wholly. 3 life itself. 

aon “Rich: 
press;: $1.25) -were: first’ ‘published |: a 
in- the :San Juan- Star. They're... “Guido: *otlande’ s. Confessional” 

“There must come a. time in every. 
size “paperback. Abel. a ot 

“op Re deserves some of. the Tinielight, : 
My: ‘Son; . ‘The: ‘Candidate’. -: | ‘yet. surprisingly: few ‘of those dedi-. 

Jackie - ‘Mason's : “My: Son; “The -cated:-men..and: women who ‘seek 
Candidate”: ‘is’ a topical $1. paper- 
back. “(Citadel Press),. The ‘rabbi- 

‘turned-comedian - punctuates. -his| attention :for . themselves... 
gag. caption: “interviews” with |. 
some. borscht’ belt: one-liners - -and, 
-by “and ‘-large, '.Bilt Adler - has 
written’ for: -him - (to®. ‘Gary . ‘Wagner 
photos). a bright colloquy. - Adler’ 
gets co-copyright . ownership. with 
Mason, ‘so it’s a- reasonable 
assumption’ he’s the ‘man, with. the’ 
‘gags but ‘Wagner. ‘is. on.-the title: 
page. with: more .. ‘prominent, “bill: 

and impudent. public. relations. man, 
‘whose’ dapper-:figure -is «a ‘familiar: 

Ago. ‘his.. life. story. was : serialized 
‘in one ofthe London mass eircu-. 

“it’s a ‘bright Kingsize. paperback: 
attuned to the times:and ‘will hand 
some chuckles to the : $1. ‘investors. 

Ronald Handyside; T. V. ‘Boardman: 

“don, ‘and, ‘apparently. he’ Ss. confident 
_ - of a ‘biopic: will follow. " 

— a “Fhere is.a ‘refreshing. ‘élement in| - 
"Mise ‘Lejeune ‘Htecalls ) 3, the--author’s..treatment. ‘of. -this- 

“Over. 30-years: as:.film criti¢ ‘of. larger-than-life - character; - whose. 
ethical’ standards are. “frankly ‘ -ad-.| 
mitted ‘to. be. governed . by. his. 

Abel. 

-madeé* 'C.-A. Lejeune | -one of. the} 

-w.k.. in ‘theStates: as. in . Britain.’ 
Now, after..three years” ‘retirement,’ 
‘comes her reminiscences, “Thank 
You For: Having Me” (Hutchinson; 

|-$3.15): ‘Those expecting. an- orgy: of 
| film ‘tittletattle and: ‘keyhole:.con-. 
-fidericés ‘may be’ disappointed: For. 

‘Lejeune . has . charmingly 
‘elected to ‘weave her. film. reminis-. 
-eences © into. ‘a- story that tells of 
the growing up and background of | 
‘a middle¢lass" young-:woman. ‘from. 
‘the: North. of | England. It .is-a ‘story. 

ofa gracious period, now gone for-. ‘technique’ has a repetitious. ‘quality: 
ever, and ‘the reader. will: share: 7 1. which - ‘Handyside, cannot - always 
‘Miss ‘Lejeune’s s | Feerets ° cats ‘the’ conceal. : Muro: 

“passing. ~ 

But the’ cinema side. is.” ‘ packed. oe 
with ‘interest.. One of her’ cracker- | - 

which ‘the: subject. of. the ‘biog ‘re-. 
calls: some of his more’ notable. ex-: 
-ploits to.a hard-drinking newsman 
hired to. write: the book, but who: 
‘appears. reluctant “to - ‘get ahead 
with -the: actual writing. It-: makes 
a: welcome.: ‘switch .from the. more 
‘conventional: style” biography,- ‘and. 

-acter. is as revealing -as-it is amus~ 

“another: ‘Dutton, Contest : 

‘Ks a followup to the $7, 500 Diit- 

please those for whom ‘motion ‘pic-|"* 

the spotlight for.their. ‘Clients. com-. 
‘mand: or even want much Bréss 

‘sight in New York ‘or any. of the | 
‘capitals of: ‘Europe. : ‘Not: so. long- 

lation ‘Sundays; now. his: biography | 
(“Never Sleep. With-a Client,” | by.|. 

&-Co.): has: been ‘published: in Lon-- 

There. he: wrote. “Pil-Tell You. Why.” 

‘for the. ‘Shuberts. 
‘it: would: have . ‘been. just’ as well” if it were. Produced ” in. the Paris~ 

‘the ‘author's :sharp- ‘sense ‘of char-| 

“ing: .Nevertheless | Orlando’s. -brash'|-. 

| Shorts ‘for. all the major studios. 

“:° | Ft was. about a. carpenter who took’ a. reat deal of: pride in his ‘spe-, 
aa cialty,.. which: was "building: outhouses. | 

It .is.a ‘Rabelaisian tale, not sexy, “or or dirty,. put: it deals with, a . 
subject which: is known: in nature and. while: ‘we seemingly pow have’ 

| imported movies:'which think the ‘complete’sex:.act is entertainment 
‘ on -the ‘screen, though if performed in any. other’ public place would 

‘throw the. participants: in jail, “The Specialist” .is still unmade as a 
motion picture.: What-started Sale in the publishing business, accord- . 

.| ing ‘to.Crey. who knew: ‘him like-a book, was that while Chie was play- 
ing in -St, Louis, ‘probably in a Keith. house . where the word damn -. 
would “get .you: thrown. off ‘the. bill, he: was. shown a mimeographed - 
copy.” -of his story. 

He ‘Wrote it From’ Memory 

This: threw: Chic. There: ‘didn’t : ‘seem. to be any way: fo copyright 7 
‘his: monolog short ‘of publishing. it.as.a.book. -R, J. Seeman of. the -- 
1S, ‘Louis. Globe-Democtrat told Sale. this: is what | ‘he should do. .~ 

_“T -couldn’t. write a book,” ‘said Chic.: -. ee 
But ‘be was: talked: into: putting one: ‘word behind. another as he had 

- always’ ‘recited. the monolog: and. ‘it was: figured ‘that between the- 
righteous service. clubs’ -and . conventions. they..could unload. the -books - 

ote. ow 

2 AS: Chie. awas ‘a: ‘non-writer: he knew: nothing. about copies being sent - 
to” newspapers ‘and. cfities ‘on. the cuff, -’ He thought. the: newspapers - 
‘got their copies for review. by. ‘buying ‘them and Croy said even Harry. 
‘Hansen. had to get. his that’ way. 
“The Doubleday : Doran bookshop in’ “St.- “Louis: ‘put’. a lot. of copies - 

+ on. the table: with. a. box next’ ‘to. it and. a ‘Sign’ “Take your. topy. and. 

‘None of | ‘that reticence, ‘however, he a 
seems - to. have ‘brushed. Off. |.on |: 
‘Guido Orlando;; a. brash, : brazen 1: 

put a dollar ‘in the: box.” --.. 
.  . Fifty. Per ‘Cent. Royalty, Ob Boy! . 

“As ‘Chie was: his own. ‘publisher he was. collecting. 50c royalty. on. this 
dollar book. and. not. even. Shaw : approached ‘within a country” mile. 
of. such: loot. - “ 

‘Without | advertising. ‘and’ ‘only by | word-of-mouth: the. book began. 
-to- move across the- country .as’ if it. were a. Roosevelt landslide. . Chic . 
‘had no-idea there was that much: money ‘in writing. books. As a-best-.. 
Seller. (it:-had~as ‘a. competitor “All..Quiet On “The “Western Front”). ; 
“The ‘Specialist” outsold - Remarque. two: to one. .. . 
‘Letters: poured. in. ' Cltie’ had to hire a secretary, .° The book went 

into: translation - in“ French, ° (German; ‘Butch, : Swedish; Finnish. ‘and. 
: Spanish. . They . all. seemingly’ had the problem and were ‘amused. at. 
Chie’s’ solution: Of it. - 

“Don't: teu It, Sell om 

He: ‘moved. ‘the: publishing. company from: St.. Louis é “Hollywood. . 
Homer: Croy helped. him... The 

‘book ‘flopped. - They couldn't ‘understand. why. Chic certainly ‘knew 
more. about writing than he. did when. he wrote “The Specialist” but. 
“any. artist: ‘who has ‘had. an- initial’ meteoric success’ will tell you: it. 

clients’. ability. -to- pay. hard cash | 
in large “sums. ‘Part. of the qarra-: 
tive.-has: an “fas told to”: style, .in fe 

happens évery. time. “He- consulted Croy-. but Homer. said he knew. 
‘nothing: about the publishing business. and still knows nothing about. it. 

. ‘He :-had .so .many failures in ‘so many. fields after that: that. it doesn't 
'Seem- possible that he had anything to do ‘with the success of. “The 
Specialist.”... He and Homer. even did’ a ‘musical’ éalled “‘Hello Paris” 

Atid for’ all. the people who went.to see that one. 

‘Sewers... 
Chie: ‘next: tried. his hand. “at radio: - He: pot 13° ‘weéks “for: Pennzoil 
and that's. all: he got. : : He’ tried a. ‘Stage play called. “The Elephant.” 
‘A bom 

‘In- - fact. ‘the. only. thing. that kept him: from ‘being: the - hest. known’ 
name.-in the breadline was the continuous sale of “The Specialist. ” 
He stayed: around: Hollywood” ‘asso many oldvauders:do and made 

In ‘faet he died there at 52, still in 
his ‘prime-:years:. ~~ , 

* All ‘Chic .had for. his. tnemory’ “book. was a swell’ vaudeville act and 
| - fone of. the. most amazing: bestsellers of. all ‘time: 

yIt’s about the humorist’s: return. 

_ “magazihes have - been. “Jocated © in: 

"ministrative assistant. to’ Howard? gomery. ‘and *. Noel. . Coward.-. Of 
Cady at: Holt, Rinehart ‘& Winston;; Disney -she: ‘writes’ “Sometimes: 1: 

_-chas” joined David. _ McKay’ ‘as’ an| think ‘we may: tiot yet have ‘under-| ° 
“associate. editor. *." ces 

. \ Patriek- O’ Connor ‘named editor] :Chaplin, :Miss - ‘Lejeune : ‘says with: 
“With: the 

__ through ‘fifth floors. and additional-| to’ Claridges ‘to... ‘interview:* some 
”.tower: space): in. the: building to'be Hollywood * actress ‘who, “clearly, 
‘.mamed- for the SEP. The: new |-had. never heard‘of. the inter-. 

‘viewer. .She. ‘knocked. on: the: door’ 

and. the .. actress. shouted: “Come- 
building will be: located at. Lex | 

. ington ‘Avenue. and. 54th. Street.. 

Phe 20-year lease on ‘the space, : 
- ‘said. -Curtis. 
‘Matthew J. Culligan, will cost, a. 

“total: ‘Yental .of $18, 000,000. -.The- 

‘Enter “Miss .. Lejeune... The 

cher? and apologized, “I’m so: sorry. 
‘I:thought. you were a: man!” 

ONY: since. 1962. when: they . moved 
“from *-Philadelphia; - ‘home base: of-| Sight and a-warm pen; tells of the 

Curtis. They've © been . Seattered' arrival : of -the-.talkies,: her early 

- among. : “several . buildings” here.. 

New. building reportedly. made. 
. Very: attractive buyup ..of ‘existing 

‘films, - _anecdotes. 

vensemble. | Korda, - ‘Laurence.’ Olivier, : "Grace |. 
. Moore; - ‘Alfred Hitchcoek,- Dietrich 

- Bixee ‘Shifts Leste.” ‘took no. pains, to hide ‘her 
‘Jamies. -€. “Duane, “former - ade natural. -boredom”),.- ‘Bob: Mont- 

stood the. ‘charm: of. Disney.” Of 

: ‘of Silver..Screen. ‘and ‘Screenland. disarming: candor: 
AS | senior. ‘editor . of Popular | exception: of “Monsteur. Verdoux’ 

- (second: jack..yarns. concerns. how she went: 

_ chairman-president | actiess was stark naked. .Abashed. 
she ‘dragged <a. ‘bath-towel: around. 

.-Miss:. Lejeune, ‘with ‘shrewd - ane! 

:| excitement. at’ discovering. German 
‘about . Robert: 

Donat,. ‘Anna Neagle, “Herbert. Wil= k=: 
- +.’ Jeases.in order ta land t Curtis: ‘toute! cox, "Elisabeth Bergner,’ Alexander}: : 

ton Animal: Book Award,- w6n -this 
year “by ‘Robert - ‘Murphy. for -‘‘The |. 
Pond,” E: 'P.. -Dutton: ‘& Co: is ‘in-: - 
“cepting. -a” $8,500 - Junior Animal. 
‘Book. Award » ‘which; as the compe-. 
tition: ‘indicates, is for. the chil- 
dren’s.- “market. - AS. with the: adult’ 
competition, themes can. be fiction | 
or nonfiction. - Both - - competitions : 
|:end Dec. 31, 1964:. 

‘Sterling, North's. “Rascal fe war. 

-Author - retired. in '1962- as senior 
editor of: the Satevepost. 

* péynbee" 3: 45th Birthday. 

“Oxford. Univ. Press" As: ‘ikeyine 
‘souvenir: and béxed sets :of.British-| 

| historian “Arnold ~: J: : toynbee’s 8 a0 
works - to~ his. ‘Doth. ‘birthday - 
April 14. 

- Best “known - “for: his 12:volume’ 
“Study: of ‘History, * .some. 7;000. 

Toynbee also collaborated -in. ‘ater 

“fils. with. his wife,. Veronica, M. 
Boulter) ‘Toynbee, - : ehh. ; 

‘who. asked to remain. anonymous. 
‘The fund. will be handled: ey A the 
Houston Press Club.’ 

Jlast year’s prize. Murphy's. “Pond” |. soy 
‘will.-be. published “next August. po Tt . | 

. Richard’. ‘Schickel, book: etitor 

-Hochuli. "Scholarship Do, 
a - journalist. . scholarship . fund 

‘in thé mémory of. the late- Houston: 
‘Press columnist: Peul Hochuli- has 
‘been ‘started: here. with ‘a $1,000 
gift by:a friend of ‘the ‘columnist 

‘CHATTER ° 

on. “NBC-TV’s - “Sunday; .:was 

Comedian. Jack. Douglas’ “newest, 

moto” @utton), due. next. month. 

‘|. visit- to. Japan ‘with his. Nipponese 
“- "l wife ‘Reiko, who is. also partnered 
{in his aet; 
:Son,: Bobby. 

“and. their two-year-old . 

‘Sumner. Locke: Ehiott; “tv writer 
and. playwright, whose: first ‘Novel, 
“Careful, He Might: Hear You,” 
a. Harper & Row bestseller last. fall, _ 
won . the ‘Miles Franklin Award, a 
$500 :prize given annually in Syd-. 

4} ney for the best novel representing 
— Australian life or any of its phases... 

| Joshua: Logan bought “Careful’’ for 
filming; ”:it was also a Reader's 
‘Digest Book: Club suggestion: 

os J awarded a: Guggenheim Fellow-|' 
* Lship, -to. -work'-on “The - American: 

- FGomie. ‘Novel, 1945. To. The -Pres- 
ent” which - he. will . then. ‘put ‘out 
‘for. publication. - . 
Sandra Je “Adams, ‘daughter’ of | 

nr |. Jack. B: ‘Adams, exec ‘veepee of 
‘New .:American Library ‘of . World 
‘Literature, engaged to Andrew. R. 
‘Morris.. June wedding planned. © 

‘pages totaling oyer. 3,000,000 words, : 
“Adventures of: Huckleberry Hashi- 

“years. ‘with Edward, ‘D. Myers, and. : 

“Curtis Pub. has two more. vee- 
‘pees; John’ S. Connorys, who's gen- 
eral sales: manager of Satevepost,- 
and Robert. L: Young, ‘publisher of 
Jack. and Jiil.: 
~Bucklin. Moon, senior editor’. of oy 

-Pocket | Books. and editor of. PB’s 
-hardeover subsid,, Trident Press, 
in. L.A. and Frisco, contaeting au- 
thors and. studios. - . 
-Small Business World. Inc. has 

‘been: authorized. fo conduct a pub- 

lishing business in ‘¥orktown, N-Y..: 

= 



. 7 Saree wet 

"Broadway. 
Delmonico’ 3 cable. address’ “is 

Flegence, New- York... 

Broadway. legit - pressazent Sey-. 
mour Krawitz and his: wife, former |; 
English -:dancer Patricia McLean, | 
have adopted: a-baby boy: : 

_ Robert Lantz. to Europe tomor- | 
row. (Thurs.) for © powwows - ‘with t 
clients Erich Maria Remarque, Ro. 
-main Gary and Hans. Habe: 

Morality: In Business’ lead story 
in. the Roman. Catholic. parish. 
paper. Our’ Sunday Visitor’ carries 
the sliga “Lake Your: ‘Religion 
To Work.” ie =. | 

> Herbert Jacoby and. Bobby. Short. 
previewed. their. new Le -Caprice ; 
dinery-musicroom with a-press pre- 
View yes:2rday: .Tues.).".. It: opens. 
fo mally tomorrow: {Thurs.). . 

Rebert Downing planed -to Bos- 

~ Boston - ‘University . ‘Drama Dept. 
“Downing, 1s- eoproduction . ‘stage 
manager ‘of the. Lincoln | Center 
R- vart tary Co. 

What" ‘price | publicity when: al 
‘fir fica Eno’ joint? Just vas 
Town & Country gave ‘the : class 
Ai. 2 a °iosrifie ~spréad:. the 

fered. a niysterious blaze: 

-Ae zis Theatre. Club’s Hotel Plaza } 
Junch:on awards on. April 27 - tO.) was no great. success until: Paris, 
Van Heflin « ‘and Louis Nizer,* re-- 
spectively. -star of “‘A: Case of Libel’’. 
“and author of “My Life: in.Court,”. 
from which Henry. Denker ‘dtama- 

tized the play. | 

During one’singte week this ‘past’ : 
winter: SOPFane. Brigit - Niissan . of. 
the Met szng concerts before three 

King Olav; in ‘Stockholm. by: King 
‘Gustav. Adolf and in. Copenhagen, 

| ‘by King. Fre sderick. . 

Lawrence PAS Wein, 
lawyer-tealtor, . heads- a 

-Gotham 

wick Hotel,. ‘Philadelphia, which. it 

CHATTER ER. 

‘story: inn, which: cost about $12, 
‘000,000 to. build, Tuns: until: 2051 
with renewals: 

“to. their. Rome™ base,’ : 
Have been in New York on Colutn- 7 

- Bay. ‘Park. LI) manse. - Thursday aes 
(9), The Allens had one of the larg-'|- a 

est wedding in. show-biz annals at {- 

| the, Concord: when: 1 800 guests at | a 
tended. : 

The. Wi i s ¢: oO n. si rs Investment 
‘Board, a pension © -fund, has bought 
‘the land ‘tinder. :the: City. Squire} 
‘Motor .Inn.. on. which ‘the -Loew’s 
motel ‘stands ori Broadway-7th 
‘Ave. square black. bounded by 51st 
anid’ 52d. St. ‘Reported. price paid. 

“Iwas . $3, 275, 000. - Loew’s .. Motels’ 
leasehold: on ‘the ‘land : for its 20- 

“Grace and : ‘Michel Lauria ‘pack. 
via Paris.: 

. bia: Pictures: business -matters, ‘see-.| 
‘ing “new product, ‘ete. Lauria is: 

’ -TTtalian sales‘ chief for Col. “While |... 
here ‘he also: consulted medicos. for. 

ton. to ‘speak: ‘on “Repertory” ‘at | that ailing. broken left: arm sus-° 
tained: “while driving - on business. 
from Rome .to Milan. -It: ‘had - been |: 
‘poorly -set. and. re-set. in’ two: pre- 

. Vious operations. : 

‘Playwright: ‘Guy: Bolton’. who” is. 
off to London soon .on: “his ‘alfnual- 
trip, recalls: that the: current Beek-. 

} man: film, Adorable’ Julia,” : “was. 

posh. Fast 55th St. restaurant ‘suf-} originally: a -play/he wrote,. based 1. 
| on.- Somerset ‘Matigham’s . “novel, } . here). 

jJees «here (| “Theatre,’ * for: . London, then re-. 
‘bash for: this . ‘vised: ‘as: “Larger. “Than ‘Life;’ and. 

where - ‘Madeleine Robinson: played 
it for. over:.1,000- performances, He. 
credits the. -star’s personal ; cli¢k 
as figuring. largely. in its. success. 

Alan’ Lewis”: division: ‘of Restau-{ 
‘raint Associates. will -inelude ‘the: 
-new. LaGuardia. Terrace, : on eat 
. t nal build-. 

kings. In Osto sha was heard by {as atop’ the ‘main termi 

“manager ‘of all .its - World’s - Fair 

restaurants . which « 

_George..Lang -is RA’s: division. 

‘includes ':, the 
private ‘diningroom . in’ the - Ford 
‘exhibit, the. class’. Andonesian ‘res- 

“group | -taurant, the- American Restaurant 
which just. bought back the oper-| 
ating lease on the 20-story :War | 

in. the Festival. of. “Gas; and: ‘Mis- 
souri - Pavilion ‘refreshment ‘area. 

| Latter: will feature ‘the: “original: 
acquired” in. 1955. ° Kirkeby-Natus | hot’ dog,” said ‘to Have. been. in-. 
Corp. operated . it. since. under | 
-lease., — 

N.Y. | ‘Pimes’ Joseph. ‘Lelyveli's 
story-on the SRO.Rainbow Room 
shindig. pot - “Hamlet” 
Burton): ‘premiere -last ‘week - .was: 

-eaptiored “‘Wamlet’ Greeting ‘By 
Lizabethans; ** with accent.on Eliza- 
‘beth Faylor and: her: husband's lure ; 

. for the gawkers. 

Tom. Curtiss, Jongtime: ‘entertain: 
ment editor of -the Paris -edition 
of the "N.Y. ‘Herald - Tribute, due: 
in. this weekend. on ‘his: annual ‘0.0; 
pf .the shew biz -scene, including. 
.fhe N.Y.:World’s Fair: Returns. to- 
‘his| Paris base ‘via the | Cannes, 

._Filny: Festival: around, ay. 1. 
Aucusto - Marcelli, 

(Richard | 

ee. “veepee . 

vented at’ the time. of: the. 1904 St. -. 
Lovis . ‘World's’ Fair. os. 

Restaurant. ‘Associates’ prexy q aie’ 
‘Baum 1s’ personally, supervising the. 
-company’s’ Hew. operations..in -the’|- 
Pan .Am ‘Bldg. which includes the. 
coffeewagon — concession (to office 
workers) and a string of. three: “at 
maspherie”’: - eateries, all.’ In one 

[-line;.-on: ‘the: ground: ‘floor:. wo. of | 
“them.have . been. open .. about af, 

‘month and apparently. D.0:. clicks, 

| per - ‘business; 
| Italian : and . the = Zum-Zum.. Ger-’ 
‘manie-in' motif. .The “new Charlie. + 
‘Brown pub,. ‘named after the famed 
|} London ‘railway: terminal . r Both: | Rappily told: us: “We haven't sold. 

one: yet “First time in’ Desilu: his- | 

2 tory. 

the . ‘Trattoria: is: 

. .Vhouse,: will not: be ready for’ anoth- 
er. “month. or ‘$0. 

of the Rizzoli Corp.; ‘pouring this-[:o:-- 5-5 

{Wed.) afternoon: for: the » ‘visiting: o 
‘Italian publisher-film. producer -An='|.. 

_Among: the honored’|. *: ‘pelo Rzzoli,. 
guests: will. “be. Federico: Fellini, 
‘Giulietta. Massina, “Mr: and. Mrs. | 

-. Andr ea Rizzoli, ‘and . Angelo | Riz- 
“zoli Jr., all. here’ ona visit..- 

.. The ‘fLotel. ‘Drake's. Shepheard’s | . 
-has ‘b2come such a focal point for. 
new ‘terpsichorean | motifs that the. 

‘ing a group. of singers and. dancers 
to. introduce the “new ‘Jamaica 
Ska": dance. style... 

_ Carol Joan Crawford. (“Miss World 
“ot 1964") heads the troupe’. 
-_ Bianchi,. w.k. ‘waiter-copcain: who’ 
left. the Colony" (where he was -a 
fixture) to” Join. the. Hotel Del- 
monico’s new’ Il ‘Mio. discotheque,| 
has switched to Shepheard’s Room) 

_ in ‘the. Hotel Drake. Gogi, * long-. 
time host. at the: Pierre’s Cotillion | 
Room who- folded. the. class. eatery 
bearing ° his” name, is ‘hosting - at AL 
-Miow ' 

Danny: . Stradella,.’ "operator: of . 
- Danny's Hideaway, Jast week |. 

preemed anew. eatery. on.Long. 
Island in. the Stadium Motor Inn: 
‘near’. Shea’s Stadium. ‘Broadway-. 
ites were:transported via bus’ and: 
limousine 

viands. . 

~ Jan Mitchell Jaunching’ the ‘new: 
decor. of his. Empire State. ‘Long- 

- champs, redone as the Mark Twain | 
Riverboat : Restaurant, ‘tomorrow 
{Thurs.) night-with. a ‘show biz VIP 
‘invitation: ‘party and - dansapatian |’ 
policy to. Stan Rubin's Tigertown. 
Five and a: strolling banjo: group. 
Theatrical designer: Oliver: Smith | 
-@id. the authentic. Mississippi’ river=| 
boat decor. 

er for. the. Concord: Hotel;) feted |. 
comedian -Marty Allen and his wife 

reservations. 
manager’ for the Catskill Mt. Inn, 
on the. couple's. fourth - ‘wedding | 

: anni at the Greenwalds’ . ‘Hewlett, 

: Lorr aine (Frenchy), 

The island’s:| 

Robert - Siodmak’s. 
made | ‘in Belgrade. - 

-. Rossini’s’ “Othello” got: ‘its first: os 
.In’ 80-: years. at}. © oe 

oo : Mat ‘Opera. on. 89th aniual visit 
|‘here April 20-26... - 

‘Count. Basie .crch snagged: “by | 
Leo’ s ‘Casino for. one-nighter’ Jater 

: Rome - ‘staging. 

‘planned. — 

to the new food ‘dis-" 
pensary and-show people came.in |. 

- after the: “show” to Sample», the: 

Rome 
7 “By: ‘Robert r. Hawkins 
(Sardegna; 433: Tel. 479316)" 

‘Feriandel in. “wlan: to tapes some’ 
tele. commercials  ° together. with , 

“speculate” on new tv shows, both: . 

were to-be. “regretfully” - -dumped: 
Gino’ Cervi: =: 

~ Katie: Culver: “signed. for femme 
| lead. in “The Last Gun;’ ™ - opposite . 
Cameron: Mitchell. : 
“Lex. Barker: reported © set: ° for | 

Shoot,’ ” being |” 

Capital’ s Opera. House. 
‘Intercontinental: Film. Service. 

here. completed.-2. ‘pilots for Guy] 
-Thayer . of Gallery. Films, ‘London. 

Nictor Huge’s. ‘Les: Miserables” 
is latest ‘classic to. be ‘serialized, ‘by | 
RALTV, with . 10° weekly. stanzas, 

‘Dino, latest: RCA. recruit (via its 
ARC label), makes. ‘his tele. debut |" 
this ‘week. .: ‘on... Mike | ‘Bongiorno 
quizzer, “Dream: Fair.” 

Latest ‘Rome.’ gimmiék is’ ‘twofer 
‘restaurant’ booklet,: ‘with. 22 restau-| : 
‘rants in” on ‘deal: -Coupon booklet: 
can: be bought for $6. 40 and is good. 
for year.. 

“Magnificent _ Stranger,” mo 

Almeria; Spain,. ‘soon. 
-Rita’ Pavone gets. her third ‘Gold 

tional. sales.-of ““O. Mio. Signore.” 
Giulio. Macchi's profile..of Vit- 

torio De: Siea,. ‘recently: aired by 

language. ‘version... Macchi also 
‘plans series on- Roberte Rossellini, 
Anna Magnani at and a ean. Renoir. 

‘given | 

‘ganized it. 

quake « scene to ‘cover. 

quake, ” -Newsweek’s deputy:- — ‘al 

youngster ‘named: ‘MacFadden‘— is 

kin..to-late Mark. Hellinger (of NY-| 
News) and this ‘dept’s B'way:. erany 

i 

frowned - “MacFadden,- “newspaper | 

‘people fling’ you a “partv. ‘but you. 

invite 75-tv-film’ stars. Why?” “Be-. 

‘| eause: I: didn't want: ‘to be. alone . if. 

ja: big | story’. broke.” 

“ Barbara’ Steele back”: from - Far : 
{Bast ocation: work, on French pic.. 

“Giorgio Moser. setting. up ‘tvfilm 
: series based - On Re Le 
stories. . 

Jami ica Tourist Board is export-.j 

‘Stevenson 

‘disk this month at RCA ceremony, 
company’s Edoardo - Vianello ‘also’ 

. j rating gold platter soon via sensa- 
The Phil Greenwalds: ‘(he's ‘book-- 

RALTV,. now . also ‘in. ‘English-| "| 

. PE way te 
By Walter. Winchell . 

24° years) 
Greater’ L.A. police. groups. . 

\ Mickey: Hargitay. and. wife Jayrie. 
(reported... estranged) 

“| lifted - eyebrows: of. press’ .at ° ‘Coco-" 
‘grove. — making” dike. highschool 
‘sweedees.: 

P.- Weber ‘Sr.. (veen-sen: ‘mgr. off 
'Schine:* Hotels). ‘mending at. ‘home. i 

Mansfield -.. 

“Pheumonia: : 
Sammy... Fain’ Ss latest: sweloay., _ 

“Why Is ‘The: Heart. A -Fool?”, has.|". 
a beguine. beat. Royalties: to’ pay |: 
expenses’ at. Runyon: Cancer: ‘Fund, |: 

“Del Webb's. swanky: ‘Ocean House. 
on’, Mission» Bay “near: San: Diego’) 
+($9 “per. for. :-Goldwater _ press-bus 
‘bunch) : pet spot for.” showfolk. 

"Ve. Little. Club’s ‘(Bevhills)~ lark. 
‘Monte. “Mansfield - Yates talent. scout. 
att? N.- 

“aging Lion” 
Time. ‘heckled: a. decade’ ago). «AP's 

1 Hwooe. - agent. ‘Jimmy . Bacon or-. 
Grove ‘wanted to. ‘pick. 

uo entire. ‘tab. : _-Bacon bellowed |: 

| ANov 
‘San. Diego: Union’ s féporter. Dick 

Bowman - 
“the. ‘Grove 

in ~~ 1920-30s. ‘ME don’t ° get 

“We m. c’d.” 

“Intros Op ene. ‘ad “with: 

‘Dick:- Gehman”. and 

Harry) fell: to ringside’ floor. :..~, 
-Vineent- -Edwards,. -( ‘Dr:. B: 

“Mr. 

‘Lucille ‘Bal¥. (Mrs.: -Presilu), un- 

“Louw! “Lutie- (San Fan. “philan- 

‘Dozier’ s “new. 

backing pix and tv stuff. : 
Friday. “was dreadlme. ‘for. Mal 

Wald, Jerry's’ brother,. -and. esse | 

:] Sandler. Gnany .“Naked ‘City”)".and | 
tv-pix-clix. Tf 20th’s money-buteh- | 

ers. in. NY- ‘refuse, ‘to. send ‘loot. to 

Fine away. to... Tun a, delicatessen! 

Cleveland 
By -Glenn: Ee Patten. 

(Main: 1-4500)... 

this month. - 
‘Arthur ‘Lithgow to. stage another 

Great: Lakes’ Shakespearean: Festi-’ 
“Tval at. Lakewood - civic auditorium. A 

this summer: 

on: ‘June's: . 
“J ohnny . L.. Price,.- producer. of 

“Musicarnival ‘tent theatres’: here |. 
and. ‘in. ‘West - Palm Beach, - Fla.,. 
starting ‘season: here June” 8. with | 
“Sound. ‘of Music.” * . | 

. Trustees of. Cleveland’ Play. ‘Houge 
considering proposal: to build new. 
| downtown | theatre: as successor ‘to. 
‘| its’ Drury-Brooks: theatres; which} 
will ‘be’ torn down during - Cleve-. 
land’s urban ‘renewal. ‘program. ; 

. Little Italy. Restaurateurs : Assn: 

for. opening: ‘of. “Kalk of Ramin 
| Empire,” - offering - ‘dinner at their 

This. NYC: rube- got. hiis first: ‘enol 
‘Stopping”® -summons from ‘LA Po-. 
lice Dept:: In: front of. Del's. H’ wood 
shop -where~ .he- rented | tux’ ‘for | 
Osear event. Night: before ‘he ‘was. 

“Honored ‘Guest’ - badge. 
from. FBI. at . Palladium, “where:| 
‘G-Man:. Mill - “Simon. (retiring. after | 

was: ‘testimonial'd. ‘by: 
| pany . for . 

; “Henry. 

‘Lady’? and. “Camelot” : booked. for 
‘Hyannis; ‘Melody Tent. : 

| filiated- with the: Barnstable’ Come- 

dent. 
. Nearly 40, 000 ets: ‘of “Foreign |. 

So, | Wars of. state of: Massachusetts. due 

Opposition. platts ‘and (wire-serv- in:-for ‘convention - -in. _ Hyannis’: on: 
hosted” 67th: ‘birthday | J : 

as |: 

“ordeted - “from .. ‘Alaska. 

‘compete for Mrs: America’ s cewn, 

‘moves his “nightclub reveue; 
toms “Up,” 
at. the Hot Brau. in New ‘Haven to] 

| Sunday’ night slot .at the Strollers 
jin N.: ¥;, 

Casey”) got triffic, ribbing © from | ne 

| hilarious. - ‘roof-lifter | Jack: .Carter,. 

who. followed J. ‘ Durante:. 

‘Show Biz’: and. fractured. onegall. 

Wm: ‘Self. (20th Centfox. chief - of. 

‘TV. Documentary, “Division. and 

hour-long tv. show-builder) peddled ; 

3. pilots . to ABE-TV. last: week’ and’ 

a 4th. ‘to: NBC. One’ of: few. magi-: 

-cians: out: ‘here to. ‘peddle anything: 

Orient ” 

‘house... 

"| mouth:: ‘Playhouse for the. henefit: 
of that section - of the Cape: ° 

o and: wife, 

‘side: 

the ‘same: program. 

annual Congressional. dinner’ host- 
| ed by. Rep.: ‘Michael Kirwan of Ohio | 
at the Armory..Regan was the ‘only . 
nonpolitico on. the ..dais” with: 100°. 

Sid : Friedman, . booker‘ with a 
“string. : “Of -mid-eastern agencies,. 
‘nabbed.’ excliisive rights” to book 
‘talent for Chicago's: ‘Regal Theatre.: 
- " Jolinny’ L. Price, producer of. House ‘.in 1937. the - Same” year’ as: 

Musicarnival tent :theatrés © “here. 
and: :in West. Palm: Beach, opening Mee 

| season:-here with: “Sound. of Music’ 
“Marianne Koch - and - ‘Antonio : 

‘Prieto latest -additions td: cast of | - 
Clint | 

Eastwood. ‘star rer: “which |; starts in. 

a facelift:-Will reopen in: May. . 

ligating. : 

‘Nothing,” “Richard. Tir’ and “An- | 
-thony ‘and Cleopatra.” 

organized new ‘theatre-cafe - ccm- 
Saturday. series . 

satirical. topical’ revues: :“Up.. for | 
Grabs,” ‘their - first original. ‘show, 
“opened last weekend. Cast ‘includes 
Cordes, ‘doubling « as director; La- |. - 
.-mar Hill, Jane Nottage, Eddy. Halas 

; and Melody: Thompson Thompson. 

Cape: Cod 
By ‘Evelyn Lawson” 

’ (DElaware 7-4984)-. 

Pen packages of ““My Fair. | 

‘Actress: Battina DinSmore thas: -af-. |: 

ay™ group. ‘She’ is HOW. ‘a Cape’ resi- 

J une. 19. 
Cape: ‘pandinan ’ “Paul - ‘Nossiter | 

tapped. ‘to:-direct. and. coordinate.) 
miusi¢: for. Star-Nite: ew Cape. Cod. 
simmer:-spectacular. | 

pool - nightly 

housewife. | and - mother | 

way ‘to --St...-Petersburg,. ‘Fla.; 

“My .Name. Is. Everyone,” 
act. pley - ‘adapted’ .from. Saturday 
Evening Post stary -by Barnstable.: 
Author.Kurt -Vonnegutt will: preenr' |. 

.{at ‘Robert Wagner Theatre - in, N. Ye} 

“Harry , April’ 15-16. 

.. Richman!: ‘Who: made: showbiz. his--]; 

"J tory and: almost: every :doll ‘in itt”. 
Bookwriter. 

‘Burrows . of: Proviticetown. 
é6 

Bot-. 

from. its ‘successful : run 

Jim: 

on. ‘April 235.. Producer: 
Burrows, ‘is the. son of Abe: 
After a. winter. of travel’ in “the { 

Sidney: and Caribbean, 
Gordon.. prexy of - the ‘Falmouth 
Playhouse, . ‘leaves * -her -home. . 

mer:. shows... for this: playhouse. 
Stephen. Langley retains” his posi-.| . 
‘tion public relations .and’_ produc- | 
tion: assistant . at. Falmouth: Play 

gram,’ 
tion) will - continue ‘her operations 
at, Cape ‘Playhouse. in -Dennis. This : 
year, Miss Gould. will move the} 
plays, after. they are shown. at’ Den- 
nis; for an afternoon: stand at ‘Fal- 

Palm Springs 
" gaturday: Evenitig Post doing a. 
bathing suit. Jayout.with: the spa sy 

j posh - -pools'.as’ background.:. _-" : 
Bob: Lippert - Jr. ‘opens a’. ‘new | 
. ‘eatery and’ cocktail. ‘lounge,’ The 
| Branding Iron, : this: -week. at his’) 

a ‘Thunderbird Motor: Hotel. 
‘Rep.: Seymour | Halpern. of N Y¥:,. 

Barbara, ° 
Lodge.. Latter represents the. distaff 

of . Washington on 

week. David Susskind | guests on 

Phil and: Fo: ‘Regan Shack. from. 
‘Washington where - -the. onetime | . 
policeman Saiig and. ‘emceed ‘the. 

Corigressmen: - who. : entered - the. 

President: Lyndon B. J B. Johnson. 

San. Juan 
By: Al & Elisa. Dinaofer . a 

-@ Taft, ‘Santurce; 723-8457) 
. © San: Juan’s: long. ‘awaited., multi- 
million: dollar tourist. pier opened. | 
‘Sam ‘Donanue anid. Tommy Dor- 

‘sey. “band setting pace. for dancing. ; 
at: El San Juan Hotel. oe 
‘ The ‘New. Broadway, ‘of: the. Lla:: tm 
mas - cinema. theatre. chain, getting. 

-ABC-TV. -‘veepee Henry: -Plitt, va- 

daughter : reported’ theft -of ‘jewels 
valued. at: $200,006. FBI. ts: inves. 

“Hamlet,” | 

James J. Cordes and James’ “Moir | ij 

of |°: 

| May -8... : 

“Mitch: “DeWood . ‘preparing. “ew Lee 

-ginians” 

-Jim. Pendergast hires -twin.- eure’ “Fantasy -On Ice,” 

vecious - aquacadists to” ‘perform. in: 
underwater behind: 

‘glass “partition .of » his © ‘Mermaid | 
‘Lounge -Bar, Hyannis - Inn. Motel. | 
 Mrs.. Cornelitis* J. Hickey, Fal: 
mouth: | 
chosen Mrs. Massachusetts: on: her | 

-a one-*| 

in: 
:Bostoui to. open. ‘booking. and cast- 
ing ‘offices: in N: 'Y. for casting sum-. 

Eleanor Cody: Gould, director’ of. | 
| American ~ Academy of -Draniatie | 
| Arts Cane Playhouse summer ‘pro- 

7 thropist: and ‘backer.of B'way plays, ‘| 

| Alms and now. tv shows) put up: 

-. | fortune. for. Bill. 
‘video firm. . 

‘| Greer. .Garson’s groom. ‘Gillion 
aire. Buddy Fogelson: of: Texas) also 

(Raymond °: Moore - Founda-.|: 

i barker; -- 

. “Mary Poppins; , 

‘at:: Ocotillo 

| “Roberta” syndicated: air. show: riext, wt a 
» Jtidy: Garland expected for’ one. ye 

| ciety: presenting - season of: John. 
.Ford ‘and .Howard: Hawks: films. . 

‘[eationing here’. with wife. “and: : 
taking’ ‘over, house . atLoew’s ‘Ohio: comedy, “And: the “Big .Men. Fly,” 

‘ow: on: Victorian ‘and: South: ‘Aus- 
‘| tralian tour for, Union. Rep. Sy 

Wednesday, April 15, 1964 

_ ‘spots, ‘ehartered bus tides to. ‘and | 
‘| from, theatre, ‘and. cinema tickets | 
oe all: in one package. fo 

1'*:‘Summer -sked.:‘for another. Great | - 
Shakespearean. Festival “at. Lake-|. 
wood ‘Civic ‘Auditorium | to include.|’ 
“Taming: of Shrew,” 

VI,” “Much : ‘Ado. “About. |. 

“Las: Vegas 
‘By: Forrest. Duke 

sf Dudley 44141) ; 

will open a -publicity ‘firm here. 

‘month. 

‘special . one-week. - “Big. 

lounge act: for Flamingo, : ‘set to 
topen in-May, “Says | it’s | a, ‘girly. show. 
‘without ‘nudes. . oo 

| . Young: paritone- Jose’ ‘Mario ‘took a 
_ “over: spot’ at’ Sultan’s. ‘Table piano = 

| bar’ vacated . ‘by Jacques’ Foti, --who 
_ ‘went to: Beverly’ Hilton. - . 

Roberta’ ‘Shore .. of : 

Flamingo to hostess: ‘convention of 
| American. ‘Type Founders. . 

Michael. . Kapp, prexy cf. Kapp. 
‘Records, ‘at the™ Riviera. to: super-- 
vise recording: ‘of -Louis | Arm- 

| Strong’ s new:albuim, “Hello; Dolly.” 
‘J. .K. ‘Houssels Jr:, ‘Troprexy, on: °: 

‘quick. ‘weekend ‘trip ‘to ‘Paris ‘with 
Folies: Bergere’ producer: Tony, Azzi 

os Bepe.. 

opening in December.’ 
- Bobby .:Wick. and _. ‘Ray. 

opens late this. month... 

Philadelphia 
“By Jerry. - Gaghan © 

“19 N.-18th. St:y-Locust. 4848). : - 
oo Phe . ‘Saints © and’ Sinners:. have’: - | 
chartered‘a Philly: chapter. ... ~~ 
Chubby Checker makes.his' third _ 

Visit ° ‘to: ‘Sands. ‘Hotel, bas. Vegas, 4 
May. 3. 

Former. ‘boxer: ‘turned ‘theatrical vo 
. ‘booker, ‘Bruce. Rohrback, “expanded. m4 
this Harrisburg: agency. 

- Eagles’. star and vooalist ‘Timmie. my 
Brown, signed” an... “exclusive. pact. “ 
‘with booker ‘Jolly -Joyce:: 

. Ed Rosenbaum, longtime theatre aa 
‘and’ film. ballyhooer,: chalks. up his. we 

| 80th “birthday” this month.:.(24). 0.0 .., 
- Jimmy: Darren: fo drumbeat: his. a 

“For. Those. ‘Who. Think * 
“here : 

role - in 
-Young”’ for: “homefolks — 

-+(May 9)... 
Sam.and. Mort: Shapiro, operators ae 

of .Arcadia: Theatre, jetted. to Coast :~"| 
to attend wedding. of John ‘Wayne! 3. 

: daughter ‘Melinda (4). . 
- Don. Stott; owner. .of. the: “Tang ot 

downe: Classic: Cinema, features a «4 
silent- - pic “once :a- month with: the te 

| organ ‘as musical. -background. ° an 
‘ Maurice Evans to. be honor Buest wet 

festival-held by the English. Speak- ‘- “| 
-ing. Union, in the: Bellevue. Strat- <" ‘| 

to observe ‘Shakespeare's. 4 ‘ford,. 
anni. (25). 

* William - “Goldinan’ s 

release’ preemt’ entagement. 

- Melbourne: 
By. ‘Raymond. Stanley eee 
(Boz: 1039H,: -G.P.O.).- 

eoncert. some : time: this: month: or 
June. 

Arts “Theatre. to ‘start. Jate-night od 
Friday and. Saturday. -Pragrams. of 
: Grand’ Guignol.. 
Stanley Willis-Croft réturning: to 

stage “Lilac Time” for: ‘Tivoli; will ce 
star. John. Larsen:: ° a 
. Sophocles’ and ‘Anouilh’s 

‘Victorian’ Symphony.’ ‘Orett. likely 
 -Cto ‘visit . .Houston,: under: conductor- 

‘| ship ‘of Georges .Tzipine.:.:: . - - 
.| °-French” songstress... Vicki: Befiet — 

_ -following Dickie -. : Valentine: 
| Menzies. and” Savoy” Plaza... oy 

‘doing - bigger: | box: od 
office - -business at Her | Majesty's 4 

- “Camelot” © 

than: “My ‘Fair . Lady” did. 
‘Union, ‘Theatre Repertory. Com- os 

pany to.: stage . Ameriean’ ‘melodra-. | 
:“Love ‘Rides. the Rails. mot! 

" Melbourne University : Film: So- 

“Alan: Hopgood’s:. Aussie: “football: 

. Hank. : ‘Kovell, . Hotel. Fremont . 
‘flack since it: opened, resigned and: 

Dunes’ producer Frederic’ Apear- . 
in Paris: rehearsing. third edition of 
“Vive Les: Girls,’ ”- set. to preem next 

“The * ‘yin 
‘tele. . :show, “in: at...the -- 

. . . eet . . 

Ee Ee ee a Da te Sa 

Brand, _ 
comedy stars of: the New Frontier's -; .. 

prepping. new. — 
material: for second edition, which wo, 

Latin: Casino exec Jim’ ‘Kilkenny-’ a 
named. to: ‘planning ° ‘committee’ for.--. 
18th. annual confab - of. fifth Marine” 
Division. at. Miami’ i's Fontainebleau, a 

. (June 24): a 
‘Ralph W.. Preis. “Tent ‘13: exec: 4 

committee’ member and..past chief..’..'| 
“appointed. : -ehaifman ‘of: 

‘Variety’s =: International. -Charities 
". Committee; . ° a 

“Midtown oe 
selected: by Disney as’ one ‘of the ~ =. 
‘showplaces. throughout the U.S. for: 

-in a. special pre- 4 

“Anti- ag 
gone” playing. season of. alternate lie 
.weeks at Emerald Hill. 

“into. a 

‘son inked © "Village ‘Stompers: aye te 
opening 



: tele publicity. for: Rogers & ‘Cowan 
- flackery.. 7 

‘Ray Milland hopped. to Paris) for|.” 
personals with his AI starrer, “X— |" 

Hollywood 
Jack Benny back. froin ‘Australian 

= erawl..: 
"Howard. ‘Keel hopped: to: Sydney. 

: ‘to date. at Chevron Hilton. <..) - 
Vic -Heutschy named director: ‘of 

Man: With X-Ray Eyes.’ ” 

__-.Ed. Begley will dedicate the Ea” 
- “Begley: Manuscript Collection April 
2 24 ‘at. Syracuse : U. dibrary; ©. -y 

~"". John: Huston: to: narrate: “Tegend | 

Of. Marilyn :‘: Monroe,” 
:. -vidocumentary: by David L: Wolper: 
_... “Phil Harris: set: by Walt ‘Disney |™ 
" "for voice of “The Bear’. and open- 
_ Ing title ‘song in. “Jungle . Book.” 

Walter. Beakel;, N, Y. director,.in- 
from: east to ‘arrange ‘production of 

“Hush: 
: for. 20th: - 

vo exclusive 
i with: ‘NBC-TV,. ‘to run. ‘from Mey: 1. 

to April: 30. . 

Bing. Crosby’ Prods.’ 
< for which he’‘set up: pubberies. with |. 
-.both ASCAP and BMI. affiliations. 

cs man-Shan - Vi! 

-Anita. Loos” adaptation. of Colette’ ‘Ss 
“Cherie. S| . 

‘Charles ( Chick) - ‘Moses. and: ‘Bob 
Joseph to hoopla: Robert: Aldrich’s. 

: Hush, Sweet | Charlotte”: 
1 ing* St. Paul. composer : Gene: Gut-} 

che’s: Fifth. Symphony for. Strings Lou . ‘Morheiny sueceeds: James 
. ‘Menzies as ‘story.: -editor of. Metro’s | } 
2° oMr, Novak’ teleseries. for. 1964-.|, 
: 69 season. Se 

‘LuLu: Porter, inked: second ‘non- 
‘three-appearance ‘pact 

"i The: Jets, “aance’ ‘tei: who™ ap- 
- ‘peared in film, “West Side Story,”. 
.-.to do tele. specia} with: the ‘Beatles 

; in, London.. he : 

oe Danny: Kaye. on “crutches: as: re- 
gult of burns ‘suffered when pot of. 
boiling. water and spaghetti ‘over-- 

= turned ‘on him, .-!.. 

Franz Waxman. “opens * 18th ‘Los 
. “Angeles - Music’ Festival. May-.10 at]. - 
- UCLA,- with: _ Joseph “Fuchs: and 
| Jerome ‘Lowenthal. in concert.” 

Ann Blyth. to do fiveweek sum-_ 
“mer. silo tour-in “Sound of “Music” 
‘taking ‘in: ‘Dallas; Indianapolis, Ate. 
_- Janta and: Highland: Park; Tl. : 

‘Al Fisher ‘ankled post. as lead ‘of. 
music -dept:,. 

Sarn Decker. joined’ ‘Al’  Codper-" 

quisitions.. . 

4 Ble a 

atre: ‘preems -a new. show,” 
“the. Outsider,” . April -28... 
. ° ‘Gore’ Vidal. due’. in town: “Tiext 7 
- “weekend to make the press rounds. 

. “on. behalf’-of. “The ‘Best, Man.”.~.” 

: ‘with. Brigid ; Bazlen.. starring, ~ is: 
next entry .at. Candlelight. ‘Dinner " 
* Playhouse ‘on: April. 28... joe: 
. Billy - Starr: ‘temporarily - ‘side- Ls 
‘./lined: from. east of: “Three Cheers a 
For Tired Businessman” .at' Happy oa LF 
Medium. as. the. ‘result, of a sprained |: 

- back. - |’ 
- Groundbreaking. ceremoniés - for: ‘ 

| Balaban & ..Katz’s “new Oakbrook | ° 
| ‘Shopping: Center. -theatre :held: last. 
. Friday (10);-with B&K-prexy. Dave: 
- Wallerstein. wielding the spade. ._ 

. Charlie’ Brockman, Chris: ‘Beono- ee 
J cinaki,. -Sam Hanks. and: Tom: Carne- | * 
, announce. : . closed-circuit |. 

telecast. ‘of Indianapolis: ‘Race Clas--| 
sic for MCA-TV. on Memorial Day. : 

to... 

: John Orloff replaced Steve. ‘Bin-. 
.. der: as. director'-.of. “Steve Allen 
“Show”: after two years, latter’ ex- 
” erctising his 30-day.rélease clause: 
: to devote. full, Aime ..to ‘NAACP 

: special. . 

- Rod Setling. ‘replaces ailing’ as- | 
__stronaut Col. John ‘Glenn. as ‘nar-. 
“* pator: of Cinerama’s Spaceariam 
., presentation for N:Y. World’s Fair, 
- the 15-minute: film. tabbed "To. othe | 
, Moon ‘and. Beyond.” mY 

Chicago 
-(DElawaré 7-4 “94). 

ae ‘Second’ City - Cabaret :The- 
a “Inside 

“Tea. House of August : Moon’, 

Radio. personality. Sig. Sakowicz, 
| who weighs: in at about 250 pounds, | 
" will’ participate ina “Weightless- : 
-“Ness Flight” ‘at. Wi.ght-Patterson 

_- Air Force Base. April 13,.14 and. 15.. 
‘+. Universal’ Picture’s . adpub: chief: 
-/ Ben ‘Katz. ‘got. clearance. from the| : 

* “State -Street’ Council for an air-. 
- -. cushion vehicle to hover: over the 
¢ sMain Stem: April 21 “to . ‘publicize 
7 “The. ‘Brass Bottle.”-:) | 

- The suburban - ‘Sahara Inn. Motel. 
me (once a‘site:.for. name acts in ‘its. 
- Club Gigi) dropping: the entertain-. 

_ Ment. policy. in its: Sultan’s ‘Table | 
“dining room after: current | Georgia’ 

Drake. ‘engagement. . 
. Dolph’ Hewitt’s’ WGN-TV. “Barn: 

Q : Dance” cast, now a regular unit on | 
the public appearance. circuit: will. 

. play the Du Page County (Ill.) Fair 
‘Aug. 1, the Effington Count? -Fair;: 

; a Aug.’ ‘9; - ‘State Fair. (Springfield), 
psa “Geis ui. avi a 3: Pan ‘bbs b3a' 5. 
get Tee 7 O 

_Wenenioy, Apri: 15, 1 1964" 

- hourlong |:: 

a! Gotham. . 
- Season ticket. sale: “for ‘Tyrone | 

Guthrie - Théatre’s . second ' Season,.| — 
| opening in’: May,. wound up’ ‘last .} 

| mated :18, 000 to 19,000. season sub- 

7 . Sayles: Continental 
Theatres Inc:; as’a partner-to: head. 

/ Yealty. operations. and. theatres. ac: t 

sewage, 

| Aug. 26.: 
‘Mayor Richard: i

: ‘Daley: has: “isc ( 
ree 

| sued. a ‘proclamation naming. * April |: 
tas Auditorium‘ Restoration Month} 
:in. Chicago: “A: major fund-raising * 
campaign’ is .underway ‘to. restore. 
‘thé Auditorum, “which was. built 

Ms: St Paul 
‘By: - Bob Rees. - 

‘e208: Kenwood ‘Parkway; 

. 374-4015) : wos 

weekend. - 

shows: in March: ‘and April... 
- Film. | director ‘Josef - von. Stern- 
berg: and” eritic: Pauline: Kael: here. 

| this chapter: ‘to speak at. U. of Min: | : 
nesota’ Ss annual creative arts festi- : 
val. 
National’ ‘Education ° “Television. 

taped. Cincinnati Symphony’ ‘play- 

last’ weekend. 
Stadium. Club, private ‘bottle club’ 

fat. ‘Metropolitan. Stadium, home’ of| 
: baseball: the . :-Minnesota: . Twins - 

team, .denied renewal | “of its” food 
‘and ‘liquor: licenses: - 

- Dave Brubeck Quaitet takes. part: 
in: Minnéapolis “Symphony’s © final 
‘concert: of ‘season-: Sunday. (19): 
‘Brubeck subs ‘for ‘George’ Shearing 
| who. “was: ‘originally. skedded. : 

... Minneapolis .exhib Ben Rerger, 1 
back fromm tour. of. Africa, addressed | 
Variety * Club .of ‘Northwest;. ‘Tent]-: 

His subject: “Ts |.- 
: Africa: ‘Ready’. ‘for. Drive-in ‘Thea-} 
12,. last frame.. 

tres?" 

Tribune . 

“entertainment, : .dining | and 

chapter. Theatre: spokesman esti-. 

scriptions. had. been sold.. through 
‘March 26:: Last | year's. final: figure. 
“was 21, 900, ° 

“Boston 
“By Guy. Livingston (.. 

(608. Little: Bldg.; LT: 25005)". 

‘Seated’ at -the “Wilbur. : 
_Sam-.Snyder’s Water. Follies. re 

‘hearsing. for. -U.-S. -tour’ with: :all | 
whew format: ‘including: 10: Japanese: 

~| swimmers and ‘divers: added. . _.: 
“Borah Burman, film drama: éd of. 

Patriot. ° “Ledger, nabbing' prize. 
award. in MPAA Boyd Martin’ con- 
test for best film: page;. Class’ TEI. 
“Mike - Della’ Russo- celebrating 

29th year: for ‘his: posh ‘stipper chib, 
‘| Revere ‘Frolic,: on. the beachfront, 

with . -Cab. Calloway ‘topping: they - 
| show. ' 

“Laughing,” .- 

-|prexy.. — 
“Enter. L au g hi I n ‘2g. 

Irving: Jacobson and ‘Alan Arkin. 

~ Brussels 
” By: ‘John Florauin:. 

156825): 

‘inces; 

_ Joe. Napoli’s: annual’ jazz. festival " | 
at Comblain'ta-Tour. scheduled for! 

- 8-9 

‘play .of the. ‘season, “Come ; -Blow 
Your. Horn.” 
“Twentieth - “Century: 

provincial towns.” 
Feature films. are ‘what tele. audi- 

Referendum |. 
‘has just established - this with - ‘an, 
ences prefer here. 

‘overwhelming - majority: . 
‘National. Theatre imported ‘Rerie-|' 

Louis Lafforgue. for the -revival:-of 
-| “Three-Penny | Opera,” under. Aus- 
‘pices-of Caltex Foundation.: 

here. since “Cat on Hot’ Tia’ Roof, 
‘enjoying successful Tun at Theatre ; 
de. Quat "Sous... 

(Aug. “45e “and Menard County, ‘Fair, we! 

“las 

.Son,.. 

“Minneapolis - and: “St: “Paul. are . 
hosting a ‘record number of. Toad 

Grand European’. Tour, ‘including a 
-Stop at Cannes during the film: 'fes-- ; 

- For benefit. of Minnesotans pian- ‘ 
ning ‘to visit “ N:Y;. ‘World’s : ‘Fair,. oe 

} Minneapolis. - 
‘George Grim. devoted -an’. ‘entire |. 
‘column -to. -tips . on. inexpensive: 

--columnist +. 

Max Gendel. in town. fronting. for. 
Mike. Todd, Jr. on “America: ‘Be: 

“Urish TV): . 

ways: Gladys | Shelly’ S- records getting. 
on | play on. local radio. stations, “Eriter. 

‘and: campaign song,’ - 
“Leave: It. To: Girls,” for women: 

company. 
pulled: out--of Boston for Los An-..- 
|) geles._ with’ a $75,000 ‘advance .for: 
‘three weeks at: the’ Biltmore ‘with: 

s: ‘Yvonne De: Carlo, Alan. Mowbray,. 

After “Maiy.I Mary,” Flemish. The:|- S 
‘atre,: ‘scored . ‘with second. American. 

“Ballet. will | 
leave its cradle; the. Opera House;. 
and appear under canvas ‘in. small |.” 

- “Suddenly, Last. Sunimer,”: ‘frst ; 
Tennessee. Williams. play to.be seen. 

~. Londons: 
(HYde Park 4561/2/3)° 

“Robert ‘Aldrich “came -in’ for the’ 
British ‘Film ‘Academy: swards.-- 

The :: Variety. ~ “Club: ° yesterday 
_ [(Puesy feted National: “Hunt. jockey |" 

_ | Fred'-Winter,. who .is retiring. | 
Agent Felix. de ‘Wolfe:.on a. 19-" 

quickie. .to..N..:Y:; to negotiate: 
“LU: S; "publication rights for. a book 

‘of. current. Beatles film, 
- Show. ‘biz’. personalities ‘arourid 

“Theatre <in. Round -’Players’ pro- the. town’ include “Frederick: Bris- 

duction. of : “Becket” bows out, this. 
son, : “Maureen | O’Haya;- Oscar Peter- 

‘Lloyd: Burns. and: ‘Michael 
Burke. 

“Sands ~ “of. Kalahari,” : -which 

a ‘month: . 
Tom: McDermott, ‘Four Star Tele ‘nianager of KCND-TY, : ‘Pembina, 

Vision prexy; returned to: his Hol- 
‘lywood ‘base after: two-day. quickies. 
here. ‘and in. Paris. His veepee; Man-. ; 
‘ny Reiner,. who. accompanied him, 

: continuing: his -European * travels. - 
. “Burke's | 
‘Law, ” guest of. honor at a Dorches- 

| ter : press: reception.:: He ~is. on-a 
‘sevenweek. ‘vacation. -with his wife|: 

Géne : Barry, ‘star :-of. 

and _son. and, ‘will... be”. doing. .the 

tival.- 

ean 
‘By: Maxwell. Sweeney ° 

(Dublin: 684506)... 

visit. ta: Ireland. :. 
Films . Appeal - board: 

stint. 

"Producer ‘Sir: Tyrone Guthrie: to 
a get ‘honorary. degree” from. Dublin. 
. University: ” 
.| Variety. Club” of: Ireland: (Tent. 
° 41). has set $30, 000° target for. fund-. 
! ‘Taising’ this. year.. 
| * Irish. Federation’ ‘of: “Musicians. 

. Seeking upped «pay. for ‘Musicians . 
in. Yradio..-and dance orchs.” 

“The. ‘Tempest’ at. Gate, “Dublin, 
next ‘month... 

Patrick Jennings. ‘named. -agri- 
“cultural editor ..for. Telefis Eireann 

he’s ‘been’ ‘gabber- on’ 
farm- programs.: 

theatre. and cinéma: Staffs in. Dub- 
‘lin. “Working - hours to be cut: 60) wing. minutes. per’ week: - 

Ernest - “Byrne, former: executive 
producer . .of: ; “Telefis - 

Cork's Coliseum: Cinema,- one. ‘of 

“Abbey Theatre Company. planes 
to: London. (19): for . the ‘Aldwych 
“staging. ‘of. Sean © ‘O’Casey’ s “The. 
Plough and the: Stars”. ‘and: “June 

_’.,’and Paycock: : 
_Louis- ‘Elliman, retired: ‘jnanag- 

ae ing:-ditector ‘of “Rank. outfit’ here, 
mo received. portrait’:painted by .Pres-. 

. oy ident of. Royal: Hibernian Academy 
..:.| Maurice: McGonigal .as - gift. from- 

28, ‘Avenue des’ ‘Heliotropes;: ~ =f former colleagues . and: ‘employees 
| nen | Of circuit. | 7 Te 

Gilbert Becaud back at Ancienne | _ 
Belgique before: ‘touring. the; ‘prov- ae | 

- Scotland 
a 7 By Gordon. irvine. 

. (Glasgow: ‘DOuglas: 9999). 

tre, “Edinburgh, . in: new... 
“Person ‘Unknown. ae 

- Kenneth: . McKellar “readying 

North America. in: September.” 
‘Jimmy. Logan, Scot. .comedy- act- 

or, ‘launched - English:: ‘tour: .of © ‘Scot |- 

play “Wedding: Fever.” He’s in lead: 
“Sam. Benedict”: into Scot: ‘com- 

works," °°. 
“Pitlochry”. ‘Festival. 

a with’ Shakespeare's’ 
oe ‘Night: Wo 

‘Columbia «Internationa! . topper. 
“Mo. Rothman here : ‘on, routine: trip fy 

by : ‘Louis ‘Sullivan and. + Danka Th his ?N. ‘Y. -base. : 

j adler in. 1889. . 

| Valley Stompers, named as: 
‘manager for...Wav erley” 

- Hugh. Walker,” ‘general ‘mariager. 
| OF -the - ‘O'Keefe ‘Centre in Toronto, 

_| taking -a_ look .at the London. ‘shows: 
‘before: heading. for. Paris: to- ‘Ban: 
-der the French ‘legit: scene.. 

Stanley’ Baker and-Cy. “Endtiela | 
‘fa:-South ‘ Africa..scouting: locations |": 
‘for. 
"goes: “into. production : ‘later... this. 

| summer... They. will. be. away: ‘about: 7 ; 

: a .. | by the Manitoba Theatre Centre to 
cx » | direct season finale Cat’ ‘On. A Hot 

_4.Tin Roof,” - 

: -okayed. 
nl “fom. Jones”. after seissoring. 

‘: Vietoria de los: “Angeles ‘set. for.| .. 
concert . at Gaiety, : Dublin, ‘May 4.4 

. Dublin’s: Embassy. -Cinema, one } 
of. city’s: pldest’ film houses, to. ‘bet. . 
‘sold.’ 
“Abbey: €o: “booked in: “Theatre. 

-des Nations, : “Paris,” after - ‘London 

tion: = perhaps of” “Burton, * 
‘publicity (and. notoriety). resulting 
from. his relationship. over: ‘the past: 

“téouple .of:. years: ‘with ‘Elizabeth. : 

_’ Milo: O’Shea set. for -rolc in ‘En. 
‘voy Productions: presentation -. of 

drew : the ». 
| Along: ° with’ “Terry-Thomas, ' 
garet Rutherford .and..a. couple of 
others, this group has lead the film | 
‘version of the ‘British : popularity. 

- Out ‘of. these, | 
‘Sellers~ has. emerged: a'U.-S. top-. 
notcher... This year he’ hhas_ moved : 
‘strongly. into. the: U: S. ‘market with 
‘Columbia’ s “Dr: Strangelove”. and 

- “World . of . Henry. Orient,” 
now conipleting a successful . ‘run 

Pay: hike. ‘of. 12%. approved. for 

“Eireann, 
naméd. assistant ‘program: manager. 
KPIX,. ‘San: -Francisto.: °°: UA's. 

oldest: ‘in. ‘that. city,:. shuttered ‘on, 
April 4. It's first local. closure fol-}' 
lowing ‘launching’ of teleservice... ”| Panther,” 29, follows “Orient” into the 

Hail, ‘having played ‘during -Easter | ; 
{week fo “sturdy ~ biz. in ‘Chicago, |. 
Washington,. D. C.,: Los. Angeles; 4 ; 
‘San. Francisco, Detroit and ‘Boston. 

‘1“Kiss -Me,; -. 

~ “I stars, ° 

_ “Burkes Law” and. “Sam . ‘Bene- 
dict” new entries. ‘in Aocal central. 
- Scotland: tele. *~ 

Anna- Neagle: to. Lyceuin “Phiéa-. 
‘thriller, 

_” “Pink Panther” (UA), ‘Peter. ‘Sel: 
lers-David. Niven ‘starrer, motching 
up top biz in. Scot cinemas: .. -* 

world: ‘tour. “Which: takes. : him~ “to. 

‘months.’ 
mercial: tele ‘schedules ‘for ‘spring. 
‘New :run of. “Rawhide” ‘also: in-the 

‘Pheatre-in: 
| the-Hills “teeing *: off : new . “season. 

Hpi i. A388) ak eepyth Se SHES fF 

spectaculars. at BBCtv studios. in 
Glasgow. 

: Pete. ‘Kerr, “formerly” of: “Clyde 
A- & Ri 

Edinburgh: . 
Denise : Shaune,” ballet: ‘mistress, : 

---to Glasgow to audition new talent: 
‘for ‘summer... season. :of . “Brack. 8. 
‘White. Minstrel: Show” vat: -More- 

_ cambe, : Eng... 
David : ‘Hughes, English . singer, 

to Glasgow: for radio-and tv dates, 
‘and readying’ operatic -: ‘debut ~as |: 

Cassio - ‘in “Otello” ‘with: Scottish. 
.| Opera. ‘Company. i in’ May.” 

Jack Milroy,:' “Auld. Lang. Syne 
@omedian, teed. off in. spring. vaude | 

| layout. at: Gaiety Theatre, Ayr. He 

is? -pacted. ‘for Howard & Wyndham 

Season in \ Edinburgh: next Sune. ‘|. 

Winnipeg 
By. Robert. Hucal- 
CWH_-2-5435) 

‘Diek- ‘Vincent: appointed ‘station - 

ND... 

the Royal Winnipeg Ballet. » :: 

‘Toronto. director Curt Reis signed 

John: ‘Hirsch, ‘Manitoba: ‘Theatre 

ass teens artistic director, ‘signed  by-| 

. [the Canadian: Players | to direct. mext.| 

i n’s. repertor: 
- Bolshoi Ballet. . ‘inulling:, “return | °°352 s.rep ye: 

Hypnotist - ‘Peter Reveen’ returns 
| for ‘a. threé-day. stand. at’ the: “Audi- 
‘torium in May, after his gueressful 
[week here in early March.. 

“continued ‘from. page 3 — 

Guinness, * Sip Ralph. -Richardison, . 
. | Sir, John Gielgud, John: Mills and, 
‘nore ‘recently, Peter: O'Toole. and. 

‘With. the. excep- Richard: Burton.. 
- whose 

Taylor have: made: him (a. “‘house- 
-[hold. word,’ none of these. have had-} 
‘| quite: the’ experience. of. Sellers: in:| ~ 
the U.. S: market and. with “Yank oa 
producers: : _ . 

: ‘Sellers’. oU: Ss. -popu- ee 
larity. has. been puilding for several. ' 

|-years, since. - Mouse on the ‘Moon”: 
”” crowd in ‘droves. . 

‘Mar-" 

‘Actually, 

in. legit;. 

at-.Radio City. ‘Music: Hall. 
Another «: Sellers: starrer, 

Stupid, ” 
Sellers was'- working 

‘A. 

role.. 

placements for: Sellers. (Walston 
‘not. included, ‘incidentaiy). and: post- | 

{Ponement . ‘had valso - been con- 
‘} starting; ‘Alberto ‘Closas. looks’ like ‘sidered.- 

But. the. ‘British ‘actor is figured 

will not..be: severely: esculated. 
Aue. LS BSE EME. abn beet euly he, < GD, 

~eweltth: 7 

_ | SAndy, Stewart; in'from U.S. “Yook ‘, . 
-tsee trek,.rehearsing for’ new’ tv | 

Records, 

Winnipeg Symphony. “ends: its. 

‘current-season April 23," swith. Gary: 
Graffman guesting.- 

- Met. ‘opera: tenor. Richiard “Tucker. 

l'set™ for a ‘one: ‘nighiter. at the: 1963- / 
a seat Capitol. April -20.. 

on. which: ‘Sydney. 
for * Billy.| 

‘Wilder and the Mirisches at. the | 
time. -he .was: stricken, was to: have. 
‘kept ‘the’ ‘Sellers cycle: in: motion 
‘this summer. with “a July opening: 
‘With ‘the. actor ‘out : ‘of -action, 

‘|-Shot in. the Dark,” in. which he also |. 
has “been - ‘tmoved | ‘from: ‘its |. 

|-originally-planned ~ -Christmas’ re 
ay lease slot..to: July.’ " 7 
raf: Meanwhile, Sellers has been stic- 
0 ceeded. by. Ray: :. Walston,: currently |° 

toplining - in the © tv series: ” My. 
‘Favorite: Martian,” in the “Stupid” | - 

‘Filming was suspended -tast. 
~:| week when the. actor -was. stricken. 
but resumed this. past Monday. (13), 
-also’ - toplining: Dean’ Martin and: 
‘Kim. .Novak., Signing of ‘Walston. 
ends considerable: speculation about | 
‘the fate-of the pic. Several ‘actors | 
‘had: been meritioned as possible :re- - 

to: ‘be -out: of ‘action for about: six. 
at least..and . that; ‘presum-= }: 

-ably, -was‘too long. to wait.: Actual-. 
ly, *‘Stupid” began’ filming. ‘only. a” 
couple of weeks:ago-'so that not too 
-much:-has: to be. refilmed and: costs : 

os “By. Gene. ‘Moskowits: 
(80: Ave Neuilly;. SAB. 0712) 

Prizewinnng. : novelist §Jean- 
‘Marie: Clezio.. will do. a ballet. for 
‘Roland, Petit... 
Revival of -John. ‘Steinbeck’s “Of 

4 Mice and Men” opens. at the 
| Comedie Des. ‘Champs-Elysees. this 
i week. . 
7 Pierre’ Brasseux’ does ‘the pre-. 
“war Anglo play, “On Borrowed 
Time”. “Next. year, at. the ‘Theatre 
‘Edouard.- VII. 

‘Danielle’ .Delorme. . Opens ‘in b 
George: Bernard. Shaw’s'': ‘Saint ;- 
‘Joan” this. : ‘week at. the: ‘Montpar- 
-nasse:. ‘Theatre. 
.Serge Lifar to: South “America 
for ‘choreographic chores with sev-.. 
eral ballet. companies. from. diferent 
countries there. ©. 
Patchou ‘stars ‘ard Georges | Ue. 

| mer. and. Liliane: ‘Montevecchi sup- 
~| port her .in’ the :’Folies-Bergere 

: show | in: -Which “hits. Broadway in 

Film acto. Michet Auclair, after 
| a successful stage stint ‘in Moliere’s 
““Tartufe,” <does _ “Shakespeare's 
“Julius. Caeser" at the Lyon. Drama» 
Fest. this summer. | 

The first. color TV set, for. exe ; 
‘perimental emissions, may. be out. 
later ‘this year.” Sets will. cost. 
$1,300. and allow. for: ‘catching pro- 
grams’ ‘three times .a. “week. 

‘Marcel. Achare’s -new- --play, . 
. “Machin-Chouette” (Mr. Who Do™ 

° Brian MacDonald. - ‘of: “Montreal. You Call It), will be done. at } a 

Z named - resident choreographer. « of. 
‘Theatre ‘Antoine. next-season: with 

"| Robert: -Dhery’ and Jean Richard. 
- Barrillet ..and ‘Gredy adapting 
“Goodbye © Charlie”. for Nicole 

;Courcel. They will air it next 
‘season. but ‘currently..are doing a 
{new play, “Complicated Love” for 
Sophie - ‘Desmarets, valso’ for next 
year.. ° 
“Edmund “Tamiz takes. ‘over the 

Theatre -Recamier. to: make it a 
‘private: cultural. cer.tre, via private 
‘dues, giving shows, talks and films 
shows. His first legiter: next Sep- 
‘tember will be- Diderot’s “Jacques 

. | Le*:Fataliste.”..- 
Irma: Demich. set. for a tole in. 

_{EMpes de -Broca’s’ pic .“A Hail. 
1 Fellow .Well Met, ” -opposite Jean- 
‘Pierre ©. Cassel:: “Then. - ‘she does 
“Epitath for.an. Enemy”: and “Cam- 
ile,” the. last. a ‘modern version of 
the. ‘old Alexandre Dumas classic. 
’=‘Filvn-thesps: Jean-Pierre Cassel, 
Laurent. Terizeff -and Jean-Louis» 
Trinrignant;. who. have’ all done 
Stage chores,. want to ‘hire a thea-- 

ttre where: . each.” -will ‘produce, | : | 
direct: and ‘star. ina Shakespeare: 
play -of their ehoice to mark the 
400 anni. : oo 

+ Australia 
: ~ By. Eric: ‘Gorrick. 
(160: Castlereigh. ‘St. Sydney). 
‘Donald :O’Connor booked. for 

Silver. Spade : Room at Chevron-" 
Hilton,. Sydney. 

_, Eartha. Kitt. ‘will, do a repeat run. 
at . the... Chevron-Hilton,: Sydney, 
next ‘September. . . 

“Camelot”: is smash. hit" at Her 
Majesty’s; - Melbourne,” for. J. C..: 
‘Williamson -Ltd.. 
Jobn -Meillon’ ‘comes from Lon-. 

don. to take: lead-in’ .“‘Rattle of a 
‘Simple ‘ Man”. at: Phillip Theatre, 

f. Sydney.. 

“pink. - 
“Onder. Yum Yum Tree” (Col) a - 
click at: State; Sydney, for Greater 
Union . Theatres. _Pi¢ was banned: 
in: New Zealand... 

. Joan.“Refan “here. from London. 
for ‘a run at Andge’s nightclub, 

Will. also do some tele. 
shows during stopover. | 

‘Keith. Mitchell - will. star with 
Googie : ‘Withers in a Shakespear- 
ean: anthology for J. C..Williamson 
Ltd.. at the ‘Comedy, ‘Melbourne, 
‘April. 23. : 

. By. lank Werba 
(Avda. ‘Habana, 86 - Tel: 2590497). 

: Benidorm ° Song. Festival again 
1 slotted’ for July 24-26. 0 > 

. Disneyland”’ and. “The | ‘Un- 
touchables” care click’. additions to 
Spanish: tv. programming. © 

Conchita Montes opens “Mary 
Mary” in’ ‘Barcelona’ after. a hit 
run of seven months in. Madrid. | 

.. Nati ‘Mistral and ‘the “La Per-. 
richola”” company. “will appear for 
Spain - inthe. -Teatre’ des Nations 
an ‘Paris: = |: 
Sacha - Guitry- “comedy, “Living. 

in:'a Dream,” directed. by and 

a. legit winner until ‘summer clos- 
‘ing, - 

The. Manuela. ‘Vargas Flamenco 
troupe. signed. ‘for ‘the. Spanish” . 
‘Pavilion ..at. the World’s. Fair. The. 
troupe. includes: ‘Enrique el Cojo, 
El. Tarrito, EL. Farraco;- and 
‘Teremaya. cas 

“¥: or oe Eel pale: “& abe 
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” Festivals, They Look- like 
éentinued from page 1 i 

a tlie” one. that. ‘Shakespeare would [3 
..d most. have appreciated. will: take |’ 
"| place. -on. Primrose: Hill, ‘London,’ . 

~ on: his -birthday. at “noon. “Edith |" 
Evans will: plant a sapling- oak to.|. 

England's Bard Bash 
Sa ‘Continued from Page’ La ‘mark. his. quater-centenary. It will. 
tributes. to. the Bard. The. ‘Royal Shakespeare this: “year, git: a 
-Shakespeare’s London home,. the |stream of music, “ plays,. talks, . de-. 
Aldwych, set the ball rolling: atl bates ‘and ‘so on. . It. started ‘way 
the beginning of the year “with. a} back: in. January. with Val Gielgud’s | the tercentenary celebrations. The 

nine weeks” ‘Season - including production . of -“Ewelfth |. Night; ” | Show goes on: 

“King - Lear” and “The . Comedy starring ‘Jimmy ‘Edwards: and ‘Beryl |. 

of Errors.” Reid and, later,. Parts 1: and 2: of}. . 

Headed by: Paul °Seofield, the} “Henry IV” were broadcast. - | “Showmen Await Fair 
season clicked at the. Aldwych’ and'|. . Starting - with. “MM. idsiimmier 

on tour in Eastern Europe.. The Night's Dream” next. Monday, 20) Céntinued trom: page. 1 
| set: off forthe: States. last {on the Home: program, at least a}. , 
tpupe, Se (athe . thalf-dozen other “plays are’ ‘sched-. ‘spectacular” 

At Stratford ‘the Shakespeare | uled' to be. spread through: the. year. ‘boffo be. 
Co. is giving visitors. from. June} ° Musical - highlights ‘planned. are-):. ‘There-are still: the skeptics: who 

15 ‘to early December’ the rare. relays: of.a Third P rogr am. Invita- figure that the entertainment ‘back- 
chance. of seeirig all. the historical |tion - Concert *. from: “Stratford-on-. ‘wash thay ot may not benefit ‘the 

_-plays’ in sequence. A Fieh Cast, “Avon: next: Tuesday: (21). eine legits. (fortified: by a ‘couple. of. new. 
“with such..actors as Peggy Ash- | Birthday .. . Night. concert y : ©! smash hits); “girlie” shows like the 

croft, Patlenee Collier. hie Wik: FOO e Te ot comment. incoming : ““Folies-Bergere,”.- and 
| ar m, Wil- ter, Hugh Gr inith, a Wabnat “ang | Possible about Shakespeare and his: the restaurants, hotels, niteries and 

he |. work. will be featured in Teadings, ; 

fuldance of Peter Hall, Johm Bar-/ discussions. and features.” "| they/ll come back to the main drag 
ton and Clifford Williams.  . -. | Television © is - rising - to” “the: big: 

They'll be playing - “Richard” TI, % occasion, - too.. BB. C.’s-- big. plum,| - 

“Henry IV" (Parts One and: Two} will be “Hamlet, starring: Christ-.|’ 

separately, “Henry V,” “Henry. VP’ ‘opher .Plummer,. .which | has: -been | ring the Flushing Mea dows (Loni zg 

_ and “Richard: HI.” Plus: “Henry:| taped at Flsinore and is to-be aired: Island) fair site. (For: that. reason, 

IV,”" a new play devised. by ‘Hall | next. Sunday (19)... Later there will |" 

‘and Barton’ from’ “Shakespeare’s be nine one-hour- plays: under - the 
oo ‘Henry VI" ‘trio. generic: title of “‘War of the Roses,”’ trade by: ‘pallyhooing. that. “there'll 

Both. the Edinburgh: and Pitloch: while “Hal -Burton has been  se- ‘be a roof for-everybody”): .° 

ry Festivals will toss nosegays. to conded’ to . the. drama . department.) ‘There is litfle doubt: from among. 

the poet. The Bristol Old: Vie: will |for "an. exhaustive - documentary the incumbent exhibitors, vendors; 
present “Henry: V”" and- “Love’s called “Shakespeare - and. His caterers, press: corps ‘attached ° ‘to 
‘Labor Lost’. alternateiy. at Edin-|Times:” - Rediffusion tents. itself oa h,: Se arate. ‘an ho arf from .the. 

‘burg's Lyceum Theatre. At: the j with “Midsummer Night's Dream,” val ‘sown ublic Telationsers, that 
Assembly -Hall, Joan. Littlewood’s featuring, Benny. Hill’ as. Bottom, Farr. np : 

: “the expectancy. on the eve of. the. 
Theatre . |skedded_ for. Midsummer. Day..-- “| 

baer atre Workshop has hired Rich: | Since “last: fall Associated - Tele- long-awaited. premiere next--Wed-. 

5 “Henr IV, | Vision. ‘producer. Peter Potter has. 

bara inet two. parts. | . been working on ‘a series .of.:four. 

London's ‘Mermaid Theatre has commemorative . Programs * in. hel 

chosen: “Macbeth” to open on the | form: of::a review, . titled Man 0 
he’ Year.” The aim: is- to. enliven: 

x of the 400th birthday. anni and t 

Sct -hools have. responded well. ‘The; the. general goings on with @ hoy 

Mermaid is taking this so serious- | covering e. whole et: 

Iy that: it ‘has banned the selling.} Shakéspearean’ influence’ over 1€ bil a rubb ‘cin 

y tat sps at the theare, thus | Y°4TS. and démonstrating ‘the’ poet’s automobiles .- and“. Tu pbnti § 

of potato: eral a without. Crunch.’ inspiration of opera, films, .vaude, ‘busloads ..of “advance. -gawkers 
en: et Tock ure: “the choice is symphonic. music:.and. musicomedy. ‘(charity , gimmicks, -and the like). 

apt itlochry,. d the. Group {Poth here and: abroad. This ambi-{ Will’ be allowed on. the: grounds. 

of Li It th Night and nie: see tious: ‘project will - be bs tapestry of |. Idea-is ‘to permit landscapers; ‘con-. 

Are music, drama,.anecdotes and-com-. 

has ae cided to take Sha kespe “of -edy, exploring even: the bizarre and 

o ‘the provinces re results of: experimenting. 

electric. . 
Recent. “weekends . “have 

gates. for illegal: 

security and’ police . force). no.end, 

-hampered-. movement. .-with - com- 

struction. vehicles:*. Traffic in. re- 
‘cent weeks. has: been hampered by 
the. many ‘private.-cars. permitted 

“The {Merchant of Venice,” open- with Shakespeare's: “original writ. 
in: _ Wolverhampton: : ce rigs 

Murray has been-cast.as Shylock, |. “A: highlight of: disk activity. “has. 
with how am star rea debut as | come. in right’on the nose, the-end 
bE ‘tig, vakespe ‘ofa project started seven years 

The British: Couneil Is. splash. ie ee Aooe Shakespeare's works 
Ing with: the bucks to take Shake- are now available on 139 LP. disks,| 
speate zbroad. Apart from Old selling ‘at. $5:25 apiece, or $721.75} the opening: | 
Paul Scofield tour, the Bristo ‘The artists who recorded) William: “Berns, | vip; for. Com: 

“trie " nd isit 12 Ruropean. ‘mane 
-munications™ :8:: “Public « -Relations, 

ries and. the en = hh ‘an elaborate. press ac- 
agement, in cooperation. with the’ ‘Creditation: system, working -in=co-. 

Council, sent Sir Ralph Richard- operation ‘ with’ the: William -J. 

son atid Barbara Jefford and:-com- ‘Donoghue‘Corp. An’ advisory com-. 

mittee has béen:set-up ‘comprising 
“Max.. Klein, -Radio-Newsreel Tele-' 
vision : ‘Working. Press. Assn. ‘Doug- 

sonnel.. 
Guided. tours and the like for the 

per set. 
the | plays, for , little money . arid. 
‘usually in - their spare . ‘time, .are: 
not--billed:- ‘However, besides mem-= 
bers’ of ‘the Cambridge’. ‘Marlowe 
‘Society, ‘they ‘include such: -promi- 
‘nent: actors as’ John Gielgud,: 
Peggy Ashcroft; . -.Miles. -Malleson,, 
Natasha. Parry, . Patrick . Wymark,. 
Irene "Worth, Jeannette. Sterke and, 

pany. to Errope and. ‘Central and 
South-America. 
‘The . New. Shakespeare Co -fol-. 

lows its Shakespearean tribute ‘at. 
tho Oven Air Theatre. in Regent's others. eee 
Park hy taking “The Tempest” Caedmon, “part. of - ‘the: ‘Philips? 
‘and “Richard. If to India. and. stable, has produced: 16 LP disks: 
the Far East. The. Council is. ‘also OF Shakespéare’s | works in the. ast | 

spraving dozens of ~.countries | and: to ‘celebrate this occasion. it 
abroad with ‘Shakespearean. lec- | has come: up with’ “Hamlet,” with 
tures, . art; ‘photography: and ‘book }-Paul Scofield, :Zena.-Walker, Diana: 
‘exhi bitions and an assortment of : “Wynyard and Roland Culver. - | 
feature films. ~ 7 i En the - picture: ‘world, . British 
The Chichester Festival Theatre + Film Institute’.is: waving the. ban-. 

is hosting the Stratford Shake: } ner with .a: special Season in’ May: 
spearean: Festival Cormipany of On-} of.. ‘Shakespeare films.:- “Hamlet;” 
tario, Canada ‘in. a repertory - of. | “Romeo. and Juliet,” “Midsummer | threat:. ie.,-running out of gas.on 
“plays. Waving .the “Shakespeare | Night's Dream,”.*The Taming’ of: ‘the. highway. approaches.to the Fair. 
flat abroad will be John Blatch-|| ‘the Shrew,” “Othello,” ”. “Ophelia” |-on opening day. s0:as to* clog the. 
ley. a director from Stratford- on-}and-“As You Like: Tet: are. to be 
Avon. and Sadler’s Wells, “staging !’shown: in the repertoire, “together these tactics and expelled. . the. 
“Macbeth” : for’ the: Institute. of | with’. “Throne -of . Blood,” ‘alittle |: militant Brooklyn chapter. LY 
‘Advanced Studies: in the Theatre,. ‘known. Japanese version’ of: “Mae: |; note 

in New York, April 23. The Gulben- | beth: WP qe = 
kian Foundation has. contributed. - Briefly; this. jooks: to be a. year: fie 
$2.758 to the project.- ‘in . which, - paradoxically, almost} _ 

The. National: "Theatre’s: tribute { everything’s.. ‘Bard and_ practically )-~ 
should be one of-the. year’s stand- nothing: ‘is - ‘barred... ‘For : instance; . — 
out ‘events. Already seen in. Bir-. -Roy Plomley has. written .a.-wry | 
mingham.and Cardiff, the ‘Nation: | ‘comedy. which’ is. being played: 
al brings “Othello” into its -rep-| during :Shakespeare’s.” birthday 
ertoire next Tuesday. (21), with [week at Eastbourne.: It. throws far- 
Laurence Olivier in‘ the: title role;.!'cical, but not highly. reliable, fresh 
Maggie Smith as- ‘Desdemona ‘and. | Tight: on the problem of who: did. 
Frank Finlay. as Iago... © .. ‘twrite ‘the -plays;- and: it’s. ‘called 
Among the- big’. musical ° ‘events |} “Everybody’s: Making. Money--Ex-. 

in connection with the celebrations i cept Shakespeare.” -'.” 1 
is a Royal - Festival: Hall’: concert |’ ‘Even the: stripperies | are. ‘appar-. 
April.23,, with Lawrence .Leonard | ently: not .overloking the -possibill- television ‘came in. for-praise from 
conducting: ‘the. Philharmonia Or- | ties -of the poet’s quater-céntenary. 
chestra: The - program :.convprise } At. the -Casino de Paris, in Soho,. 
w.k. works inspired by ‘Shake-| a ‘miderie of. top: peelers: is appear-. 
speare’s plays, linked with apt; ing: in.a “Sensational, Shakespeare- 
Shakespeare ‘passages spoken by | an’ Spectacular,”: called’ -“‘Shake- | « 
Donald .Wolflt and Rosalin Iden...|speare-—As ‘You Like’ It.”- Alas, |: 

' Among the operatic tributes will. poor Will’ -As -one ‘unregenerate. 
be. Verdi's “Macbeth” at. Glynae- | remarked," the. 400th anniversary. 
‘bourne and his “Otello” and “tal- | of .Shakespeare’s birthday..has$ a 
staff" at Covent: Garden: ‘and atso-! lot of people hoping that their ef- |. 
Benjamin.  Britten’s A Midsum- forts will. bring home ‘the ‘bacon:: 
mer: Night’s Dreatn.” also. at: the: But; amid. ‘all. the ‘words,. the 
‘Royal. Overa. Fiatrsn, All four ‘ov-.. music,’ ‘the: ‘pomp and. the circum- |. 
eras.trs seh 7 OU for radio’ on. stance,- and: the _ glowing. tributes, 
the Third Pro; 3ram.,: iE env] avell -be- thatthe’ finest: 

Radio is: hav.ns: a ball Ww ich | certainly the. most. enduring: and 

Agence: France-Press, aS prez of the 
‘UN Foreign Press; :Robert Mindlin, 

- Of .N.Y-.C.;: -Ellsworth:. Schell,: prez 
NY: Press Photographers ° “Assn.; 
“Fitzhugh + ‘Green, foreign’: -Cor- 

-|- respondents. “Center; ‘Deputy N. Ye 
Police Commr. ‘Walter- Arm. 
‘The Fair. still faces the threat of 

- ‘Anything Goes’ 

‘probed. in these films. 
In.. .this.: vein the . ‘committee 

‘warned of the- “éorruption”. of film 

cil, of Pope Paul’s trip to the ‘Holy. 
‘Land ‘and..of* the. deaths . of. Pope 
J ohn: and : President’ ‘Kennedy, 

teaching. 

J Century : culture. and values.” ” 

take the place of: one, since died, 
that Samuel Phelps.: planted... on- 
‘the same spot in 1864,. as: part of 

‘life... 

- come-ons. ‘Advance | 
‘0:0. of - the . various. shows. augurs | plain | -steak?”);- 

‘the like: One -theory has: it’ that’ 

another: 
“has -it that ‘they'll ‘beso -foot-sore. 
and weary that ‘they’ll pack into the | 
many. peripheral..motels that. now 

‘canto. 

It: ‘seems: obvious: ‘that: any. future. 
‘Argentine ‘fest would profit. from. 

the- “Manhattan hotels .are making: 
‘sure :not ‘to -scare: away itinerant’ 

able: 
. Saturday. 

nésday. morning | has: become. quite a 

‘seen. } 
people : attempting. to storm, ‘the 

“previews,” . 
‘ harassing’.the ‘Pinkertons | (private.| . 

‘From today (Wed.).on,-no private . 

‘struction and. all other workers. une. 

‘pletely. free flow of most vital con- 

on the fairgrounds proper for. the’ 
‘thousands ° of - on-the-ground, per-: 

7 "Tony. Perkins,’ for. ‘example,’ was’ 

las Lovelace, AP;. Eugene. Ss: -Hag- 
gerty;: UPI; George::R:: Wolff: of. 

‘prez. of N ewspaper. ‘Reporters “Assn. | 

-a: splinter. CORE’ group: seeking. -to. 
achieve. civil rights: via.a “stall-in” | 

roads:. Parent CORE. has ‘disowned: 

‘Continuea from page 1 — 

tation,’ the ™ ‘committee. further: 
‘noted the personal: and: social’ im-. 
plications. of such: doings ‘are. never: 

-everythin 

artistry and‘that the influence :of- 
these pictures can. ‘lead: to. juvenile: 

| “erimes .of ‘passion. and: violence. ” 
In contrast ‘to ‘this film.” panning, . 

~ behavior: 

the ‘committee: for its ‘“sensitive”: 
coverage of the. Ecumenical Coun- |: 

Also in for. a. panning was.mod-. 
ern ‘education for overlooking the’ 
poténtial -. Of .. films” and. vty tor 

The. committee: averred’ juves. are| 
cbeing. taught; “as if films and. tele- |. 
vision: ‘did not really exist, as if'|. 
the media: had influence’ neither. 
upon. the. formation’ of: their lives |'a 

‘|mor ‘upon: the molding’ of ath. 

cultural, economle and. government 
Not that the crowded fest 

sked. Teally. allowed most. delegates. 
to’ see ‘more. of B.A. than the: in: 

_|.sides of the San ‘Martin and‘ Alvear-: 
wews'| Palace Hotel and various. avenidas. 

fin between. . Still, there were: fast 
trips to La ‘Bocea, ‘B.A.’s ‘colorful. 

7 Italian’. quarter (commented one 
- Tjatindiced - ‘member: of “the - Yank. 
| delegation: “I didn’t fiy.'7,000 miles 

‘just: to eat. spaghetti—can T get .a 

and islands. off the. Rio: Plata: the 
‘university, . ‘museums. anid. -art’ ‘gal- 
leriés to say nothing of. the swank |. 
shops along the -Avenida Santa :Fe,: 

j.where- alligator: bags and. shoes. and | 
“ete.,° 0. for. com , woes Bt a parative Tons ‘Flingeuers”” and. “La‘: Ravis-..: °°... 

|.sante Idiote’) took _.any. -prizes : 
| whatsoever. .To be’ perfectly. hon-:.... 

belts, 

being. . earlier in. the. year, ‘say 
February: or early March. Not. only 
would ‘that: give winter-weary ‘Vis- 
-itors.. from. the .northérn “hemis-: 
-phere. a chance. -to. luxuriate :in- 
Argentina’s: summer ‘warmth. 
rained during most. .of..this year’s |: 
fest), but it would result, in a bet- 
“ter crop ‘of ‘pix: being. ‘made avail-. 

This: year’s - fest. “wound 4.” 
. only (a fortnight. 
‘prior. to the start of the. Cannes. 
fest. 
what: they. feel to be. festival-calibre I 

| films are thus inclined to save'them. 
for. the. ‘Big: Show | on the: ‘Cote 

(it 

(11), 

“Most producers. who : have 

a’ Azur.. 
“Too Many ‘Prizes 

op his - -yeat’s - BA, affair also 
|: dramatized: the ‘need - for . (1). ‘put-+. 
ting: some ‘limit, on: the ‘prizes be- 
stowed—so- many. vaguely defined. 
‘special. prizes .detract from . the: 
value ‘of: the others, and (2). better 
organized: “handling. 
‘celebs, 

“Re the Jatter, BA. could learn 
from: ‘Canines - and Venice, -where 
personalities. are brought in for: 
only. two or. three days of ‘intensive 
‘p.a.s., ‘and then allowed to return 
-to normality. Ten days‘i is too much’ 
for almost anyone © to ‘bear,’ espe- 
cially. ‘in. view: of* the . tumulttous, | 

occasionally riotous reception which 
Stars” ‘receive inthis territo 

‘press: “will -be suspended. until after. : 
TY. 

~ Grueling. Availability 

forced for a good: part. of his: 10- 
‘day..visit to spend: his ‘time holed |’ 
up in his. hotel room. Getting in 

| and - out.. of: the ‘hotel,..and’-in. and. | 
Tout of | ‘the “San Martin,. che. was: 
mobbed,. having his . clothes torn, } 
arms - “twisted; ete., 
-being °:  beseiged |. “for - autographs | 
(even: in «the ‘dining réom), 
stantly. ‘photographed* ‘(no - matter 

terviews from: 9. a:m. ‘onwards, ani 

sonalities ever. travel’ this _ far 
south. 

to:.the-same:kind. of sked: Being. a 
; photogenic doll, she came ‘out. fine 

~|-even when> snapped.-: at: unflattering 
| moments.. 

~ l'show * the ‘strain ‘at: the: end. Her. 
good-natured. comment ‘when _the |: 

\ cops failed to hold: back the: crowds 1 
‘and. she found ‘herself ‘in. a sea ‘of 
‘humanity, the likes of which “might: 
‘hot been. seen ‘anywhere: . else: 
“when you come on these trips you 

‘But she. too - began. ‘to 

make: up:. ‘your. ‘mind “to accept 
‘and. anything.” 

also displayed ‘a -certain. amount 
‘of. ‘psychological insight” re crowd 

“When -‘they . suddenly} 
come at you in a mass, walk toward. 
‘them,: not. away. :.They. usually: fall-| - 
back, almost: out. ‘of ‘Shynéss: 
‘you. try. to run; they. 80. wild.”” 

“This advice, : perhaps, is. of. -per- +. 
‘tinence: -orily in: Latin: America, 

- but : it’s: important. 
-' | hasn’t been here ‘¢an quite. imagine 

| the -kind of: “hysterical; sometimes. 
frightening . ‘adoration heaped. on 
Yank, film. _personalities, 

winners) seems.. to. be ‘creeping 
towards- absurdity. For one thing,, | 
having the international jury. pick 

‘would: seem to’ ‘imply - that. these 
3 Vfilms cannot compete. with: those” a€ | 

a reception - for. 
| delegates. by: ‘President: Ilia in his 
historic Pink House (the: Argentine: 
‘equivalent: to the: White House);. an. 
outing. in the gardens of the. Tigre, : 
a*sort of. pastoral Venice : ‘of. canals. 

' ‘ticularly . deserving, 
“French : were ‘stylishly . repped | by’ 

‘skeptical: 
MPEA . veep. Bob. as 
‘marks ‘when: he presented © the®. 

‘award. ‘The latinos felt that. when 

in: addition | to |. 

“eon- 

“What. the occasion); required. ‘to. 
| give. ‘newspaper, radio ‘and tv in- | 

‘then. asked to: show. up. at. official | 
:| Soirées, none- of. which ever started 
‘before 2. a.m...or ended: before | 
“4 or 5.a.m. Enough: is. enough, even |. 

/-understanding that. few. Yank: ‘per- 

: Janet- Leigh; “who: ‘came: in “tor | 
; the: fest’s. last. week; ‘spelling. ‘Paula 

| Prentiss who ‘was: on -hand. for. the 
‘opening. ‘days, “was: ‘forced : to: hold 

“She. 

‘Tey 

| “Awakening” Due May B | 

‘No: one who. 

“Spring.” 

“best, Spanish. language picture’” 

‘from: other parts ‘of the world. on. 
‘an. equal footing. Situation was. ~:: - 
made: more foolish. this year when, .. «== 
‘in addition. to ~ the’ best. Spanish rs 
language’ ‘award, which went. to. 
Argentina’s, so-so “‘Demon. In’: the. 
Blood,” the jury. voted. a “best. pro= 
duction” ‘award.to.. Spain’s.: truly 
stunning “Los ‘Tarantos.” © Re=_ 
portedly, Yank juror. David’ ‘Miller™ 
‘refused. to vote on’ the latter’ cate- 
‘gory on: the: grounds. that he simply: 
‘could “not. see. the difference’ be- —...: ° 
‘tween “best. film”: ‘and:.“best pra= ".. 
duction.” _ Also. hard‘ to: fathom was. 
the special: ‘award.-for °“best spéc- - 
tacle production” which. .went ‘to *: 
Rumania’ S. awkwardly.’ “made. 
“Tudor.” ” 

“Quite. “unusually,” 

the French’ with: two..(“Les-Tons-" .- 

est, nore. of. these. pix. seemed par-. 
‘though the. 

“Les Parapluies. de Cherbourg,” -an- 

an out-of-comp entry’ which closed: 
‘Whether: this. lack’ of.°-: 

‘prizes will coot British and French ; 

participation — in future Argentine a 

the: fest. 

fests. remains: ta’ be-seen. : 

About .:the. only. -special prize ae 

which delighted. everybody.was the: =~ 

‘giving. _of ‘the. Eric Johnston award, ae 

for the. film best: illustrating: ‘human ~ 

values: and.-the. universality of films. 

as a. ‘medium of Communications,. | 

“His Own Blood.” eo, to. the. Russ. 

‘Fhe award, donated by the Motion vn 
‘| Picture: Assn, of: America, but be-. 
‘stowed by. the. international jury, - 

spotlighted . the very real value of 

‘the: Russ pic’ and, secondarily but 

‘importantly, dramatized. a spiritof . 

understanding .-- between..the Yank 

and Russians whieh other ‘nationals 
of “visiting | wanted to” see, 

There . were, , ‘however, 
‘Latin.o ‘comments .. “Te: | 

Corkery’s.” re-" 

Corkery- stressed | the: norteameri- 

“eano’ faith in—and - ‘desire. ‘for— 

\:the free. trade’ ‘of films among - all 

“nations, ‘what he really was asking 

was ‘for Yank freedom to. dominate. 

the international.market.. ‘For the ---- 

-most. part, though,,. Corkery’s re-..... 

jmarks, and the’ award. itself, were 

real crowd pleasers:. 

“The Yanks, in: fact, have nothing fo 

to. ‘he. ashamed '¢ of. es 

Foxy’ 3506 i in: Hole 
| Continued” from: ‘page 1 —= 

originated : in. the Yukon. The ‘tuner; 

‘with book. by Jan: McLellan.-Hunter 

and . Ring. Lardner Ir:, Ayries vy 

| Johnny’ .Mercer and - ‘music by Rob-._ 
ert: ‘Emmett. Dalan, was suggested _ 

by. the Ben. ‘Johnson. Play, “Vol
e. ~ - 

pone.” 
= 

‘it ‘pushed - the: capitaliza- 

cost |: was - $280,496, “but that “n= 
cluded: transportation and - hauling, . 
as. well as take in and take. out. ex-" 

penses in. connection: with all: dates 
“played: «° These :' expenses: are. fre- 
quently. relegated’ to. the: weekly. op- . 
erating: nut:..The. shift. enabled the... 
‘production. to: show a. $9,303. profit. . 
on.a five-week. out-of-town: tryout: > 

In: ‘addition. ‘tothe production --. 
‘cost, there was a special post-open=.:*. 
‘ing, advertising. outlay. of $7,716. . | 
' As. of last March: 7, there had beén: = 
‘another : $30,796 ‘lost: on. six ' pre-*’ 
views “and. ‘three weeks of ‘regular: 
. performances: at the: Ziegfeld: Un-:: 
recouped ‘eosts. as of.. March. T to. 
‘taled $329, 250. ‘It’s: figured. . ‘the: 
show has incu rre d. additional -* 
losses since: ‘then. oo 

‘An. adaptation .by Arthur A. a 
‘Seidelman. and” ‘Donald. ‘Levin. of. 
Frank. -Wedekind’s 
ing -of ' Spring” . 7 
duced: by . Theatre Vanguard: for. - 

| a May: 13. ‘opening ‘at’ the “Pocket 
-  |Theatre.N. Y. Seidelman: who was 

- The- prize situation. atthe ‘-Argen-. 
tina. fest. (see. Separate - Story: for. 

“The : :Awaken-- 
is. being. ‘pro-"- 

producer’ and: principal director of: 
‘Theatre: Vanguard: forthe last four 
years ‘in ‘Los Angeles, ‘Will stage | 

“A. seore. forthe flay,.’ 
which will have : ‘Sets by: Gary Zel- 
lér, ‘has. been composed by George. 
Fischoff. 2° °°. 
John’ Savoca is: ‘o-producer. 

neither the: 
‘British, with one- film: in .competi--~ “ 
‘tion (“Nothing But.-the: Best’) nor-- *~ 

‘some 

‘When’ the overall: provision. for a 
| the ‘Broadway ° ‘production waS-ex- ~ * 
|.ercised, . 

| tion: to: "$420, 000... ‘The: “production 



—_ ‘directed... 
Serdnade. to. ‘America, NBC. String. 

~ Quartet, a ‘weekly . ‘drama’ series, 
news . and. docu-' 
‘wrote’ editorials. 

.  and”.prepared: scripts. for the: above |. 
os mentioned shows; - 

_ .-In-1952, Kovach- ‘took. ‘a: ‘Ja-month. 
-Teave’ Of absence from ¢ 

‘mentary ‘shows,’ . 

’ first. 

+ sociates |: 

. . ‘proféssional - 
pots ‘Waring: -Orch:, 
drama.” instructor “at™ the ‘Alfred 1 

‘Dixon Speech: Sehiool-in ‘N.Y... 

~ Obituaries 
a ————— ‘Continued. trom: page CY 

a 4928. She. devoted “35. ‘years. to: the: . 
:": gehool where children. could: learn: 
‘through’ drama, She ‘began her 
vo settlement. ‘work -at the: turs of ‘the 
" -eentury~ ‘and-: Was ° “also active: in |. 

“', Several organizations that provided: 
-.-syocational ‘counseling and training. 
for young ‘people. She became the 

../ first -vocational..coutiselor licensed’ 
0 py:the- state, serving -in/ that, capa- 

oaty. at: Public. School: 147. - aa 
Her. r daughter’ survives... 

“JOHN: 7, FLYNN. 
John Ts Flynn, : -§1,. “lorigtime 

An ulfraconservative, *: 

JAMES. KOVACH. 
James .Kovach; .46,. an ‘executive | 

. . in’ radio-tv, public | relations and 
/ . advertising, 

“ Cheshire, - Conn. : 
died April’ 16 “in 

From -1946-57; he ‘produced and: 
the. NBC Symphony, 

public. service, . 

Serve . 

-binatiral 

His * ‘numérous other. ‘activities 
a “included, - ‘director ° of .music “at 
ee ‘Transylvania ‘College. in’ Lexing-:| : 
* 2. ton,” Ky., electronics. engineer with 

‘Westinghouse: “in: Mansfield,..O.,. a | 
with. ‘Fred | 

‘and speéch : and} 
singer - 

‘His: wife, 

. HESKETH PEARSON 

_ oot many: literary greats, died: April 
’ 9.in- London. Active until his.death;} 
he ‘had. just sent ‘his. latest, a 

:, tfaordinary People,” to: American 
'-publishers.-Harper. &. Row. 7 

Pearson, : ‘whose . parents: ‘wanted 
‘him to :be ‘a clergyman, disap-| .” 

- pointed: them by entering-the ship-|: : 
. : ping : business. .Later..he took aj. 
. fling. at the. theatre, long enough to 
. “appear :. with. Herbert: -Beerbohm}! 

Tree and “Harley: Granville-Barker. 
In-. 1930. he’ published . his. first 

‘important book, 
1S 

oO gin ‘Arthur ‘Conan Doyle; Gilbert 
and: Sullivan, 

. ‘ Navarre :and - 
vo ‘Diography “Think It. Over." 

~;.¢ arch: music. 

“ JOSEPH: 'STANSELE” 
--, - Joseph . Franklin’. (Frank) - Stan: 
“sell, 90, retired band director, tune- | 

smith” and. radio writer, died. April|. 
in. ‘Springfield, - -O. He = helped: 

Oreenio tthe Columbus, 0O., ‘Muniei- 
..c> pal Band and: was.one: of. the: ‘oldest 

...!» members: of. Local. 103, Columbus‘ 
o— Federation: of Musicians. ms 
"Stansell, who ‘played: ‘violin’ ‘anid 
.” French horn, also was:an_ Anstruc~| : 
. “tor. om brass and string:insfruments| 

”*. besides... ‘composing. and: -arranging |. . 
tat ‘In his.:early -days,. 
++. he traveled across: ‘the country with}: 

: ~,Yoad - shows, - ‘doubling as a. pit 
“.> Mnusician ‘and.° ‘in presenting acts 
ar “On ‘the stage. ~ 

‘Son, daughters: and stepson. sur- 
eee nt 

JOHN. iL McKISSOCK-. 
: John. Lawrence - McKissock, “94, 

aa ‘onetime ‘medicine show,. Chautan- _ 
= qua’ and school : -magician,: ‘died fa 

_ 7 April 5 :in Lake.. Worth, Fla. “Al 
oT ative of Pittsburgh, he- was” inter: 

. Besides - his 

7 “Flynt. 
Wy orked for several’ publications, -in- 
-» eluding ‘the N.- ¥. Globe, New. ‘Re- | 

. public. and Collier's.’ 
’ He is survived by a son, and thiee 1 
‘grandchildren. . a ; 

NBC: to. 
re -as “station. manager. for]: . 

- WQGR in- N.Y. He established the_| 
thrée-dimensional | 

broadcasts and initiated new. ideas: 
. _ for:.merchandising and..-program-. 
~.. ming, - From. 1957-60, he went: into 
at partnership. ‘with : the. Waltjen As-: 

Paes ‘advertising “agency “in 
.”,-Baltimore;: Md.:-From. 1960 to. the 
_ present, . che: was. tv-program. .mMan-: 

ager for WHNC-TY. ‘in. New: Haven, 
2) ‘Conn. 

‘survive, ne 

! schools... 

“Doctor Darwin.” 
20-odd '- biographies © incliide 

works..on George. Bernard’ Shaw /|- 
_ _ his ““G.B.S.:. A Full-Length. -Por- 
+ -trait” is considered. his: best work),: 

U.S: 

‘Charles. Dickens, 
Beerbohm -Tree,: Oscar: Wilde, ‘Sir|/ 
Walter. Scott, Charles II; ‘Henry. oft - 

others, : plus an- auto-| 

“of” tthe” 

ested: in magie from. childhosd: ‘He 
“was- one . of::the - first. American 
magicians ‘to: perform the cabinet oo 
levitation. Allusion: 

ARTHUR ‘REECE .- 
a ” Antir’ Reece; 94,- "vaude: per- 

Me, former, died April 2 in Twicken-| 
2 gadio: commentator for: ‘the. Mutual 
7 “Broadcasting. ‘System, died Monday 
. + (13)-in: Amityville, Long Island, af-: 
ol tera: ‘Tong .. illness.. 
“- ‘padio’ work, Flynn: was_ also. a col- 
. . ymnist, lecturer. and ‘writer. and, 
-_. jn’ 1984-35, -economies. adviser to 
“Senate: Committeé. : on: Banking: &. 

._..Currency. -during its. Munitions: “ine, 
>. dustry: investigation.” a 

ham,.- Eng., in the Variety: Artists. 
Benevolent Fund. home.: He played. 
‘in. pantomime and: music hall : ‘and, 
-at the ‘turn. of-the century, was a. 
-Star ‘contemporary with. such. head- 
liners. ‘as George. ‘Lashwood . _and 
“Marie: Lloyd. - 

‘Two-: of. his’ outstanding: songs Le 
| were “Sons of the Séa” ‘and’ The} 

| Boers. Have Got My Daddy.” 
-1905 he was King Rat: of the Grand 
Order. of Water. Rats.. His.“Sons of 
the: Sea” song is still | played at 
Water. Rats. functions.: 

EDWIN: ‘D. McKNIGHT ne 
+ : Kawin -D, McKnight 63:..a drum: 
.| mer, . who . was.: widely” known in 
vaudeville and. pit bands,..died |. .- 

| March 27 .in. Atlantic. City, | XN. J.1° 
‘He wwas'a vaude. drummer ‘on’ ‘Steel 
Pier. for..25--years, dating to.-the. 
famed..-Murphy’s: ‘Minstrels. 
during: - that. period: played. under. 
Roy B: Comfort and» NBC music. 
‘supervisor ‘Frank. Black. At one: ‘han 
time he coriducted: ‘his: ‘own. band). 
at ‘Garden - -Pier. © 

|. His: brother’: Harold’ and another | | 
| brother Vincent, ‘a Broadway - legit | 7 
company. ‘manager; . ‘and two. sisters: 

Sf WILBUK "ARD - : 
Wilbur’ Ard; 55, musical. director 

‘of the-live. “Early Birds Show’’ on. 
‘WFAA, Dallas, for 17 years, died} 
April:2 in that. city; He doubléd: as}. 

and vocalist. on the} .. 
daily. variety show: at various times] : 
‘from: 1934-55, “when: the Station: 

fnstrumentalist 

dropped’: the staff. band. 
He. was: president ‘of AFM. Local 

"|.147, Dallas, in 1963. Since 1957 he 
‘been ': band- -and -orchestra 

_ elementary 

| ‘Survived” By: B:. daughter, 200, me 
mother, brother. and. two sisters. ’ 

teacher’. in - ‘Dallas ~ 

“ROBERT: Vom SCHEIDT a 
“Robert vom: Scheidt, 82; longtime 
member | of 

an two: SONS .. “and: a Stage. and City: Opera, died’ April 

7 daughter survive... oer 
6 in Frankfurt- Main, West 

eo | Germany. For. 27. years, from 1912). 
we until 1939, he was an. active mem- 

: ‘ber -of th 
Hesketh. Pearson, 77, Siographet 

tone. ‘with the Hamburg. ‘Opera. 

“y.. FRANCIS HANEY: 

il in Milan, ‘Ind,: He. played’: the. 
-Major yaude: houses’ both ‘in: the 

and: abroad. He married his. 
dancing: partner Helen Stewart.. 

operated.a_ motion. picture theatre. 
in Milan for several.years. He also. 
‘inverted . the “Haney Tap, for. dane- 

“> af brother and: two. Sisters: survive. ing shoes. : 
His. wife’ “survives. 

MRS. FRANCES GUNTHER | 

several: years and wroteon. religi- 
ous: subjects.: She was. ‘a member 
of the American Friends ‘of Jew-- 
ish. Palestine and Jong: campaigned . 
for Zionism... _- 
- Her. brother, . ‘Hollywood . produc- 

Ler Bernard P.° Fineman,. ‘was at, her. 

bedside when ‘she died, 

“CYRENA WAN ‘GORDON. 
"Cyreiia - Van: Gordon, : 67,2 “eon. 

tralto who. had‘. Sung. - with the 
Metropdélitan- and © ‘Chicago’ ‘Civie 
operas, died: April 4 in: New. York.. 
| Born Cyrene Sue: Pocock, she. made. 
[her debut in. 1913-as Ammeris in |. 
“Aida” ‘and bowed -at the Met. Jan: 

- |:18,-1934.in ‘the same role:-She also” 
~| sang on: the. concert stage and,. of 
late, ‘had: been ‘a vocal teacher. 

_ Survived. ‘by. a -brother. 

, JAMES HURLEY: - 
James Hurley, Tt, outdoor: editor 

a -Journal-American, 

——, died in New York, March “ Before 
=» sm”) “fJolning the J-A, he -was. a: sports: vi 
“. .."" “| qriter-‘and assistant sports ‘editor |. 
ne hoo St ie now-defunct NS 

a Mirror. 

ers, son, and. 18: Srandehildren. 

MeKissock ‘taught. a. number’ of 
: -performers ‘in magic, including sev- 
eral who became vaudeville head- 
liners. The West Palm Beach: Ring}. 
-of the: International: Brotherhood 
:of.:Magicians is named: after him. 
7 * ‘brother Survives; . oe 

to. ill- ‘health. 

and’ 

nitery: operator. around : K c 

the. ‘Frankfurt. City. 

e Frankfurt Opera, espe-} 
cially well known for his role. of]. 
Hans Sachs in “Der Meistersinger.”.|: 
Born: in: Cologne, .vom «Scheidt. 

‘started his career--in- : 
‘comic with: the local theatre; then: 

| studied singing and. became‘a bari-y- 

1896 as.a 

oo Bergquist, a Tab: technician. 

Wilt, -J..- Haney, veteran- vaude-, 
ville ‘performer known profession-. 
ally as J.. Francis Haney; died April: 

After: retiring. from the. stage, he 

died there’ March. 21.° 

; promotions. 
| brother «. of: ‘“writer-producér © Dore 
|Schary; died March.-30. in “‘Phila- | 
‘delphia. His -wife’ and: two... 2 “daugh- 
fers also. survive: ae 

Rich. - 

“Survived by Wife, ‘three: daught- 

—S gOM- LESLIE: 4 
Tom Leslie, . 68, sonediad, ‘diea 

‘March 26 in Birmingham, Eng: His 
-réal .name- was: Thomas Veale. He 
started; as a concert party. comic.: 
Later he was. with the. Dévon-| 

‘shire Dandies ‘in a:double act, with 
| his: brother, Lou. : Eredericks,- be- 

_ | eoming.- a’ solo: performer. ‘after 
D Fredericks’ death. | 

‘BASIL FORTESQUE : 
Basit- Fortesque, | 62; exhibitor, 

died: April. ‘1 in: “Brighton; Eng. 
‘He was: general. manager .for. the 
Bentley Circuit; became..a distrib-|- 
‘utor and then director. of the Boge \ 
“nor Hippod rome.: - : 

He: retired. WO. ‘years. BBO die 

_-JUNE: K- ’ ‘MOSER - 
- June K. Moser, 49, wife of proad- 

‘casting® attorney: John. -Moser. ‘and’ 
‘daughter of: retired. Kraft Foods. 
prexy. John. ‘H. Kraft, died “April sn 

a La ‘Chicago. 

a sister: 

TRA, G: MERCER. 
Tra G Mercer, ‘51, ‘fottner ‘presi 
dent of KHON: radio {now KPOD), 
‘Honolulu,:died April 8 in that city, 1 
‘where: he had lived. for:many years. 
He -had been: an: electrical service. 
executive since his. station ‘changed 

ds: . 
_ Wife and three daughters survive: : 

ALFRED’ EE ‘LLEWELYN 
Alfred’ He ‘Liewelyn, 71,° “retired |. 

vaudeyille . and ‘radio actor, died-}- 
»/) April. 6 in Albuquerque. .He worked . 
. | in vaude and-radio in the 1920s.and_ 

30s, and retired. at start of World} 
‘War. 5 Pree 

- Wife; : son, sister and, a. ‘brother. 
survive.: . . 

“JOE: HAMM. 

standard. vauideville : ‘act,. died in. 
. Kansas . City, -Mo:, April . 4. ‘For’ 
years he. was owik. vas ‘a singer. and 

Wife: ‘survives. 

RFANY. SHREVE © 
*wiitany Shreve; 31. ‘(real ” name,. 

; Carol’ Everson), stage. actress,. died. 
April 2 in: ‘Hollywood - after. a long ; 
‘illness. Her last appearance was in | 
“Man in: the Dog Suit’. at. ‘Cameo. 
Theatre, L.A.,:-in 1962." 
"Mother ‘and brother.: survive. 

’ WARRIS: ‘PACE. ates 
Hairis Pace, 42, film editor, died 

| of an. ‘apparent heart attack ‘inj 
“Hollywood April 6 He had. worked. of* the industrial “grounds;::and |. Mr.. 

at Four Star, Revue, ‘Universal. and. 
Columbia. Pictures. rr 
Surviving .. is his. mother, Lois | 

Leonard, Carroll; . ‘tmusi¢al - ars. 
Tanger. at. copyist, . “died - ‘at 48 in 
Forest. Hills, N..Y.;.on- April.6,’ He 
with ‘two ‘other’ brothers” were as- 
sociated: with: the’ “Mitch: ‘Miller: ‘tv 
show: .. He’ managed. a copying | 

. service. and - provided: the musical 
‘scores; brother. Jimmy Carroll. Wasi ie ‘used, since! the ‘unit is ‘busy : Mr. ‘and. Mrs. Sparky. Kaye, ‘son; 

{s-a Dass player-in ‘the. “Sing Along | With. | ‘the’ 12-hours’ a. day of .pro-| Las: Vegas, April 8. Father is come- 
also’ an arranger; Frank L. Carroll 

‘With | Mitch”.. orchestra. : “Another | 

Walter - ¥: “Hanrahan, . 72. ‘who. 
‘ played the-role.of Cy Prime in the 

. “Frances: (Mrs. - John): Gunthér, 
497; | ‘a’ former’ wife -of.. the - author, 
died in Jerusalem. (Israeli. sector). 
. April 6. She had lived ‘there for 

‘annual: revival. ‘of .the- melodrama, |'S 
“The Old. -Homesteéad,” : at-»Potash’ 
Bowl’ in ‘Swanzey, . N. ‘H:;..for 20 
years until ‘his retirement” in 3961, 

‘Samuel: S: Schary, 68; a ‘retired. 
_ representative ~ “and 

‘William. Reich, "16. am: “attorney. 
for: ‘more: -than- :50- years in Trenton, | 
N.‘J:, died April. 10. in.-Philadel- 
phia, after a briefillness, He:‘was: 
the. father “of Jett producer, Eddie 

" ‘Robert: Fine, “Tmiusical ‘divecter,. 
died . March .19 . in’ London. ‘He. 
worked for: years’ ’as-.m.d.. * for. 

os + Thomas. Convery: ‘and Jack Taylor Ss: 

al shows.: : “. 2 tae - - 

: te Hubert Broderick, 55, fory years a 
. Warner ~ Bros: 
‘April 3 in. Hollywood. ‘Ais. wife; 

cameraman.,. died 

aS “Daily. : 

“Vienna,” died 
| Austrian -. capital. - She: - 

. - | quently. appeared in. operetias, vt 

‘died Feb. 21: in “‘London:' 
| managing - director. 

Lee ee waite ‘Ltd. 

; survive. 

wp. of “Iverson - Corp. “* 
heart attack March 221 in ‘Hollywood. 

:.- | ¢lerk.- 

Mother, ‘71, “of ty writer-producer | : 

| tack April 4 in Hollywood. 

‘and film actress, 
Hastings, Eng. 

aed “April. + in Hollywood.- 

Jia Hamn,: 87,. ‘formerly: of: “tne 
‘Harmony 4, a quartet. ‘that was: a|: 

300, ‘two daughters and. father sur- i 
ve.. ” . a 

pe a Me ema fo ers ». “old 
“March. a in. fel! 

e-| 

Angele’ R. R. Casaiiases, 92, ward-- 

robe. -master:at the Metropolitan. 
Gpera House for the ‘last. 45 years, : 
died April 9 in. Brooklyn, ; 7 

M
A
 

-to “ Sherman |. Naney: 
| Ww. ayne,: April 11, “West Hartford, 
Conn. He's a legit. producer. 
-Catherina:Lodders ‘to. ‘Chubby 

Checker (in privaté life Ernest 
‘Evans), April 12, Pennsauken, N.J. . 

| Bride is 2: ‘Dutch’ model: and for- 
‘mer. Miss" World: she. met.the Ne- 
-gro rock ’n’ roll singer while” both. ; 
‘were on the same bill in Manila. : 

- Penelope: Agren to Douglas. Cc. 
: Conrad, ‘Honolulu, . April . 4. Bride 

‘Leo J. ¥. Bartunck,. 68, onetime|is daughter of W. M. Agren, Fox 
nuee 2 of: the ‘musical : staffs of | Intermountain . Theatres. exec. 
‘WTAM . and. WHK, and Cleveland | 

Betis Co., died recently. inE Eliza-| 
‘Valerie. Middleton to. Piers. Bur- 

Tows,..Chichester, Eng., recently. 
| Bride is with Erwin: Wasey Adver- 
tising; he is. ad. manager. of Premier 

“John. RB. “Ashton, 62, Head “of. Drum: Co. :: 
bwitt Disney ‘studio ‘transportation | | | . Linda. ‘Mae ‘Schwartz. to: Boris 

dept., died “April .4 in ‘Hollywood. ‘Tepper, New York, April 12: Bride 
His wife, son and daughter survive.|is- the daughter . of Louis . E. 

Cyrit ‘Hogg, 79; play. ‘publisher, | 

Of _ Samuel} 

Mabel Van ‘Camp Owen; 103, 
former concert singer, died recently | 
‘in San: ‘Antonio. “Two. "daughters : 
‘survive... oe, ne 

Father, 79, of ‘comiposer’. “Bob. 
Merrill, -died- Aprit 2-in Philadél-. 

‘Other: ‘survivors. include ; ‘three! phia. His “wife and another. son 
sons,- two. ‘daughters, ‘mother. and \ 

. wather;: "9. of. “Melville. * uqilts, ' 
we J ‘antiouncer™ ‘with - Cl :QC-TV Sask-{ 

atoon, . Sask., ‘died: 4 Apr § 5 in. that. 
citys Sel NT oon 

Wife. “of. Péter: ‘Del. Negro,. 

Sia: Dorfman; -died of a. heart at- 

“Father, 81, of: “of: Hazel "Court; tv] sen, New. York, April 10.. 
died. recently in ‘with the Allan, 

—— 

“Father,. of -actor Robert Wagnet, 

cs Fair § 

formers will be in: the ‘Fair. intro, 
-sinice a. good. deal. of the- coverage 

| wilk: include: shows at the various: 
entertainment exhibs, but. the ‘stet | 

star -cast is. quite an investment: 
a in. itself. 

--Henry- Fonda - 

‘ing as guides. to‘the various areas. 
‘of the fair grounds. ‘wil be Lorne j- 

He was! 

., | Round, | 
exec! ‘25. He is stage manager of Sun- 
of q|derland: Empire; she’s: a staffer 

| Schwartz, business. manager of 
Mills Music. 

Jane Aronberg to Donald Edwin. 
Culkin, April 11, New ‘York. Bride . 

| is designer of s¢hool textbooks for 
Harcourt, Brace & World; he’s: 
-with Hanover Trust. ~ . 
‘Joan Ann Hirschland ‘to Hans: 

Meier, _Lake.Worth; Fla. Bride 
\ studied | at ‘Stella Adler Drama 

‘School and is- with Harper. & Row; 
‘publishers; . bridegroom, formerly 
with ‘Dutch Air Force, is assistant: - 

7 to ‘the treasurer of the UN. .. 
Sandra Lee. Cadieux to George. 

! Goldring, St. Albans, Vt.; April . 
He's an announcer with- tadio.sta-. 
‘tion WDEC, Hartford, . 

“Jasmitte Watson. ‘to ‘David. 
Sunderland,’ Eng. * March | 

with - - theatre's “booking 

‘Marjorie Dalziel. to | “Reginald 
Edinburgh, April 10.. 

"office 

‘Cunard, :. 
. Bride. is an actress. 

Geraldine Kidd to’ Richard John- 
Bride is 
Ingersoll - 

firm; he's. a 
Foster, 

a: Weber mene 

. to. Julie Chester, 
| waiter,-. 

“Patti: 
| New York, March 7 just revealed). 

| er 
se |J. Fred. 
me Greenfield” ‘management . office. 

“Os ew BIRTHS. 
; Continued trom” ‘pare’ + “+ ici " A 

Coots; he’ 

Mr. and” Mrs, Richard Rosen; 
son, April 10, Newport Beach Cailf. 
Father is son of VARIETY . Radio- 
TV. editor. George Rosen. . 

‘Mr, ‘and Mra.: Marshall ‘Edson, 
daughter, Hollywood; April 2.. 

* Father is a nitery operator. 
“will. be. “overall: 

‘host: of the 90-minutes, and. work- 
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Lind, daugh-: 

=| ter, ‘Hollywood, April 6. Parents 
are The Linds, a nitery. act. 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Vance; 

land ‘gratis: a$ a ‘good: will gesture | 
| and: plus ‘for - ‘his native country). 

. ‘daily: for the run ‘of the event); 

‘during. opening’ day. (ribbon. _cut-] 
4 tings: etc;) will be covered’ by. tape}. 

night. (22), rhaster control .at NBC's 
1.30. Rock. HQ: will’ be fusing the|- 

[with | a ‘tv-equiped helicopter ‘for |’ 
c-both live: and. film. Segs (the: latter 

-Browning;. .second..is - Dean’ Whit-}. 
‘more; third .Gil Cates; fourth Lee : ‘directive: are those requiring large 
-Tredenari ‘ (for tape ‘and. live segs) | -groups. of foreign thesps‘ such as 

{and fifth,: Bernie: Hirséhenson, film. ° 

Of live, film, ‘tape: and helivision.:: 

Greene, the “Bonanza” star for the | daughter, London, April'2. Mother 
[state and Federal... exhibits: pix] is actress Claire Neilson; father is 
star: Fred. ‘MacMurray | for. trans-} ‘an Associated ‘TeleVision producer. 
-- | portation; - ‘singer ~ ‘Marian - Ander- |. “Mr. and: Mrs.: Michael Artist, 

son for the religioso -section; song: daughter, Albany, March 15. Father 
and: dance ‘star ‘Carol . Channing | is: promotion: Manager for Stanley 
(“Helle Dolly”) for :a. musical tour | Warner-owned WAST-TV there. 

-and Mrs. Stanley H. Dur- 
Mexican comedian . Cantinflas’ for | wood, son,’ Kansas City, March 3._ 
‘the International exhibits {in ‘one Father, is president of - Durwood . 
-of. his: rare: U.S:. tv: appearances Theatres circuit: | - a 

“Mr, and Mrs. “Hector. Spadek, 
daughter, Benidorm, Spain, Jan. 29. 

‘Easily as impressive .as the star] Mother is the former Trini Reyes,. 
‘Yoster: is..the’ production set. up.’ '| Brooklyn-born - flamenco dancer, 
Schedule calls for :25 days of |long with the Los: Chavales. de Es- 
color-film shooting, using : ‘three ‘pana. organization.: | 
‘cameras each day..-There. will - “Mr: and Mrs. Larry. ‘Noble, SON, . 
‘eight. days of color-vidtaping, with | Bushey, Eng., ‘recently. . Mother is 
“a five-camera remote unit (the RCA | actress‘ Pamela’ Plant;: father is a 
‘color: ‘unit: at the. Fair is: not be- comedian. 

‘graming: that’ will ‘be presented ‘dian: at Silver Slipper. 7 
|. Mr. and. Mrs. Robert Alexander, 

_ On‘ Sunday: (19),. NBC will ‘move. “gon, April 7, New. York.. Mother is 
in with . three. separate ‘color .mo-|.actress Jane. Alexander; father: is a 
bile: units—12 color - cameras—to: legit | director-stage manager: 
-start. fehearsals’ for the live seg-| ‘Mr: and. Mrs: Herb. Granath, son, - 
‘ments: of the. show. On the night ‘April 9, New-York... Mother : ‘is. tv 
of the show. the 12: color ‘cameras| actress Arn Flood; father. is east- 
will be in operation. : All. events | ern Sales director for the ABC. Ta- 

dio netwotk*’ 
‘Mr. and Mrs. ‘Bruce Morrow, Son, 

for. ‘last minute . insertion, ‘That | April. 3, New “York. Father is a 
deejay. at: WABC. . 
“Mr. and. Mrs.: “Donald. ‘Antonell,. 

New ‘York. tape, film and live. segments  be- ‘daughter,. ‘March 18, 
‘sides handling a.-studio  orchestra| Mother is. singer’ “Barbara, Cassini; . 

-|Hive, and the.- three . live remote: father is a legit company manager... 
ayes truck’ units: will faye their own ! _ 

master :control.: 
- Add to: “the: : Works! helivision ae ‘Runaway’ Pix: 

= Continued {rom ‘page. 2 — 

now in production).- . a ‘berg-Seaton _ ‘production of . “36 
There ‘are ‘five. directors. on the: ‘Hours” at‘ 20th:. Film .started -Mon- 

show ‘working under producer | Bob} day: -(13):. directive - takes. ‘effect 
Bendick: First ‘director is Kirk “Wed: (15). 

“Pix which are most: affected by 

“My Fair Lady,’’- notes Perlberg. 
All .of. this’ and: one writer: too: He opines ‘that. if. interpretation of 

ae ‘Lou * Solomon... ‘Obviously, ‘too: ruling is. strict; such pix may be - 
many. writers might: spoil this mix forced to go. abroad due: to casting 

‘considerations. ar 
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stressed and” niteries. are. still: suf- 

~ Published Weekly at 14 West. sth: Streets New: York,’ N: ¥.. 10036, by. Variety: ‘Ine. 
. Second Class. Postage Paid at- New York, : N.Y. | 

_@. COPYRIGHT, 1964, - BY: “VARIETY, ING,, ALL: RIGHTS. RESERVED 

_NEW ¥. YORK, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, vas 

Latin Quarter owner’ rE. M. Loew; = 
“Who: also.-heads.‘a New: ‘England |. 
‘Theatre’.circuit, has: threatened ‘to |’ 
g0 tothe. courts. to ‘correct ‘the. in- | .. 

“equities ‘against: nightclubs inthe | 
- present: .expense’ account -regula-|: - 
‘tions: In a-full- hour’ ‘meeting with | 
International- Revenue Commis-] - cast: which “handed . Potier: the . 
sioner: Mortimer. .M; Caplin, Loew. ~~ “best: actor”. statuette. that: this 
‘declared that because of. the ‘hard- |. 
“ships ‘brought on. ‘by. the expensé 
“-aecount: policies now: in effect, he 
:7vhas. no choice.. ‘“Rither ‘I have: to] 
~ “go.out of -business or:-go' into the 
Court,” he told the: Commissioner.-|’ 

- Loew’ declared: that: inan hout-|': 
> long meeting with Caplin, he-out=|*" 
lined-the: plight of: the nightclubs’ ful of Negro. performers. are. 

‘-since the. expehse- aecount regula- the «Standoff ‘for . 
_.tions were promulgated. The orig-.|.~ 
inal dictum has been softened ‘con- | . 
siderably. | ‘since “the - original an- |.” 
nouncement, : - but: Loew told the|.” 

. Commissioner. that ‘any. easing . of |- 
‘the law’ hasn't’ been ‘sufficiently.|= 

Sidney: Poitier, ‘was “qtiick; to” 

union: memberships: ofthe: ‘Hol-. 
lywood ‘film: studios, . They. ex-.: ’ 
clude -Negro- workers" from. the 

gro actor. a- Brize—sueh: was” . 
the: reaction. . 

‘the ‘race’ from: the: ‘American © 
“scene: aS- presented. on ‘screen 
and: the shutout from. the: film 
studio payrolls. La 

; fering. as -a result of the: law.. 

Loew ‘fias stated that he: nat only 
seeks - further ¢larification of.. the. 

Poi tier’ § Oscar 
- law, but: he ‘would. like -the Tegula- ||’ 
tion. corrected to. éliminate: the: in- L Has ks ‘ 
‘justices done. to ‘legitintate | ‘busi- | - 
-messmen ‘who. still. abstain from J.” ’ 
taking . ‘clients “or customers ° to]. 
“niteries, and: tothe: cafe ‘field; He-|'- 
‘said that conditions for at. least: ae| 
year and. a half have been. very. |. 
bad,.and ‘unless the cafes. get “im- 
mediate: relief, ‘the’ dwindling. num-: 

(Continued on. Page’ 138) . 

: ‘tesa a h Mods’ . 
“| of :the- Field.” It seems: that. many 

“Tokyo, ‘April 21. 
“Diplomacy” has been. ‘given’. a 
new. ‘wrinkle: here: by: Dorothy Em- 

Rockers,’ Jeoparcizing 
~ Pop Concerts i in Britain|: 

: : London; April 21. {south and. elsewhere’ around: the 
‘Hooliganism, ‘which marred many |.the. country... 

attempts ‘to’ present jazz fetes.in} All '300° prints - of. “Lilies’’ are 
. this ‘area, is now jeopardizing the] ~ - (Continued - on: ' page 150): 
staging of pop concerts and similar]. _ 
ghows. Following’ the recent dis-' 
order -in. Clacton ‘Seashore: resort, 
by a tribe.of “mods” ‘and “rockers,” US. Diplomat’ s: Daughter. 
a big scale beat festival which was}. 
2 ‘have been held -in- Brighton May; ° 
Jhas been: cancelled.. . 

. ‘Reason’ for. the. projécted: fete’s . 
= gtdden ° ‘death, according ‘to: pré- 
: seuter’ George ‘Kendall who ‘loses|merson, who “is: starring in the 
_ more than’ $3,000..on: the : deal, was: 
~~ préssure: from the local.police- who. 
--acted:on the advice of a “iérvous”’. 
-couneil. -Earlier,. there. ‘Was a: threat. 

_ (Continued on page 146). 
ter. ‘of John K: Emmerson; deputy- 

 (Contintied. ‘on. page 138)... 

Mr Dubious. ane 
“Negro® Press | ‘Bureau, . while’ oO 

" extolling . the acting ‘skills. of ‘Tnpact of the. British -béat .mu- | 
| sic boom, : w-hie@h: has. seen. the | - 
emergence of scores of local guitar-' 7 
(toting song :groups -who have taken |.-_ 

--} over the British “hit - parade . ‘and 
: Was.an ‘easy “out”. for. the craft *--. 

‘suggest after the. recent Oscar-.. :: 

| American: ‘charts, ‘is. ‘sending strong - 
: ‘vibrations: down Film Row... Film-} . 

. oy ‘makers. have picked up. the. tremors. . 
- studios and- then hand ‘one Ne- «..: 

|late:soie .of the international (and 
| thus . big-Coin) : ‘popularity : of. the. | 

-NPB.-contends: ‘that ‘a hand.” mopheaded ‘diskers: into-: Solid ‘b:o, |: 

“consistent -:“ hot. 
and’: deliberate”: exclusion. of. = 

| third: film; -the- : first’ two; : 

day,” "were: ‘both:.smash_ hits. : 

Ostar: ‘of. “Hellywood: always. his 
his “effect. on- the. ‘picture. biz: but | 
‘this year an Academy Award is: tak- |. . 
jing-on social: significance. - This, of}! 
| course,: refers’ to the. naming of 
|} Sidney ‘Poitier’ as. “best: actor” for 
- his role in ‘United. ‘Artists’ “Lilies: 

‘production. for. British Lion ‘called: 

liz & Burton To 
NAACP Close | southern exhibs. who wouldn’t book 

the picture. before have: ‘suddenly 
changed their: ture ‘and ‘the: picture 
is doing substantial biz both in-the }-. 

| Burton: Have: joined. the New York 
‘stellar lineup: .for: the National. 

Colored People- closed-circuit. May 
: [a4 fundraising affair. . =. \- 

clude, Robert - ‘Preston, - 
-March; Lena Horne, Jackie . Glea-|/ 
‘son, Godfrey: -Cambridge, . "Marry | 

‘is-.staging .the. $150-a-ticket “My | 
Fair. Lady”. ‘pink. champagne supper-:; 

Tops. Tokyo. Cafe Show 
‘| Davis °Jr.,. 
-Davis; Ruby’ Dee, . Larry Blyden, 
‘Piper Laurie, Dick’ Gregory, ‘Duke: 
‘Ellington, “Mahalia Jackson. . 

current .show’:at. the - ‘Tokyo: ‘Hil-} 
‘ton’s ‘ Starhill - Supper: -Club..- -Miss. 
‘Emmerson, a singer; is the daugh-: 

Agnes: Moorehead, ‘Cannonball AS 

“By! ROGER WATKINS - 

“London, ‘April: 21, Met | opera ‘tenor’ ‘Richard. 
‘Tucker made: a. ‘Tuesday’ (21)-: 
night flight: in tails to sing at. 
dedication © ¢eremonies this - 

‘made substantial. inroads.-into the |~ Phoenix to. concertize with ‘the 
: Arizona Symphony. there. . 

“American”. Aitlines’and Fair: 
and are moving’ quickly to. trans} : were necessary. It was, a com- - 

_ mitment. Tucker: made | Awe. ” 
oe years. BBO. °. 

‘Profitability. while’ the boom. is still: 

Right: lip. front is United. “Artists: 

+ 4% 

! Washington. April. ‘21, 
End. on-J uly” 2. “Tife” is Richard’s }- 

“The 
Young © Ones”: and “Summer “Holi- sagreement. with Austin - 

| KTBC-TV, owned b Mrs. dy don 
Now. rolling ' at; Shepperton - stu: B. ate a d by: vm 0 

dios: .ig* Jacques .De Lane. -Lea’s 

inger- dissenting, - FCC. voted . 6-1. 
“dust ‘For You,” : which | features a 

- (Continued on page 150) 

¥ “munity. antenna television ‘system. 

cret. if. its: 

disadvantage. : 

‘Elizabeth’ ‘Taylor. and - “Richard dectined-. to provide: the- option 
agreement, .. Challenging ~ 

(Continued on- ‘page 148) . 
Assn. for the * Advancement ° “oft... oo 

, Duce of Windsor Others in the. N.Y. galaxy’: in= |" 
‘Fredric 

“Hotelier: Claude’ C.. Philippe, who 
Belafonte, Gloria- .Foster, ‘Sammy: 

Sidney:. Poitier, Ossie 

‘darice on behalf. of Jack:L. .Warner 
‘and.the Will Rogers. Memorial ‘Hos- 

-Coas€. ‘talent: . lineup ‘includes: 
Burt Lancaster, Tony ‘Bennett, Ed- ‘She’s hostéssing™ a pre-premiere 
ward G. Robinson, -Ed-- Begley, -cocktailery ‘at. Delmonico’s. on “May. 

(Continued on: page. 138). : .. <Continued on page. 150). . 

| In: ‘Tails. and Safety. Belt 
‘New York ballyhoo. spirals toa 
‘peak. for the formal opening: to-. 
day : (Wed.)- ‘of. the. 1964 .World’s 

1 Pajr,.:alarm grows in. fear of the. 

‘morning (Wed:) at: the ‘World's ..... 
-)Fair.- He then. “returns:: to: - 

Ladybird 5 “Station | 
| which. has -pacted. with ‘The Beatles:| 
1 for- three pix.’.The. first, ““A’ Hard 
Day’s. Night;’’ “with. “producer “Wal- |” 

{ter Shenson: at” ‘the: ‘helm, ‘Is -cur-:J. 
.. rently: ‘shooting | here. ° “Four days'|: 

‘in advance of.The ‘Beatles’ pie. |. 
‘summer: -preem, _ Associated - Brit-- oe 

; fish’s Clift. Richard. .Stafrer,. ““Won- | 
.4 derful Life,” bows. in. “the West |. 

“ECG ordered - Capital ‘Cable. Co. 
to. disclose : the’ terms . of -its option | 

‘station. 

- With . Commissioner” ‘Lee. Loeve| - 

that Capital Cable should: by April. - 
a 22 hand. over. the: terms: of the: 
agreement : under: :which-.. KTBC: 

cari buy ‘up. to: 50%::.of the’ com-. 

Capital | -Cable.: Had | * previously: 

FCC's ; 

| pital: next Oct. 21, has: gotten the. 
Duchess. of- Windsor - into the..act, |: 

-emcees and: in’ Metropolitan Opera | 
‘stars. Robert.-Merrill ‘will’ sing in 

3. to: get the: ball rolling on ot New York; Anna Moffo in Wash- 

Annual. ‘subseription, s18: “Single copies, 35 -cents. 
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HACE MS Fe Sa ee 
~ Boos TREND _ Workers at NY. Fai 

ly Lo ng 
By ABEL. GREEN’ 

As? ‘civic pride and metropolitan a 

“Worse. traffic. -gnarl in ‘history’ 
which. occurred “at ‘Jast Friday’s 
baseball start at -Shéa. Stadium, - 

\.| next. door to the. Fair. The fact. 

Elaborate logistics: of. symph, a ‘that it:was much smoother the next 
day. was conceded ‘by ‘Traffic Com-: 

“| missioner. ‘Henry ‘A.’ ‘Barnes who. 
‘| has ‘been dubious earlier about the 

Flushing. Meadows ‘area for a. 1964- 
_| 65.(and.-probably 1966). Fair. 

. Even’ “without. ‘the : Fair’ s “actual. 
‘operation,. ‘the potential. of what. 

_| could: happen ‘with: ‘the -converging 
{of Jones: Beach, Shea's: Stadium. 

1 and: ‘World’s Fair traffic was too 

Under Scrutiny In 
apital Cable Deal 

‘vividly sampled. last: Friday. . But 
| Commissioner B arnes conceded. 
‘| that:the Fair’s. own maintenance. 
trucks ‘and other -bulky vehicles" 
‘putting. the finishing touches on 
‘Robert ‘Moses’ big show were. the. 

_| prime offenders—not the civilians. 

‘None ‘the less .a.crash advertising 
and other ‘propaganda campaign. 
‘stresses the usage: of public trans- 
-portation in favor Of. private auto- 

Jmobiles, © 
_ There: ‘must be t recognition, how- 

(Continued on page 148) © 

Dems Eye % Mil Cross 
On $100 Top Presidential . Commission. said it ‘would. keep | 

| any. section of the :document ‘se- |: 
disclosure ‘would place |’. 

‘| Capital: Cable. at: a ‘competitive : 
Gala i in DC. and. Gotham 

7 - Washington, ‘April. M1. 
Democratic biggies. ‘expect ~ a 

gross “of up. to: $4,000,000. on a: 
Presidential Gala’ which will play-” 

'| Washington’s Armory May 26 and 
--| New .York’s’ Madison. ‘Square Gar- 

den May 28, with tickets. priced. at. 
! -| $100. each. 

' President: and Mrs, Johnson. will 
| attend. ‘both:: performances, and 

‘Helping: Lady” Star | there will be a dinner: ahead ‘of 
each: for more’ affluent. Democrats 7 
at $1,000 per. Plate. . | . 
‘Arthur. Krim is: chairman . -of 

both shows, and Richard Adler. is: 
‘the: producer-director.. ‘With ‘a few 
exceptions; it-will. be an ‘identical: 
production. in .both cities. 
There -will’ be ‘a difference. in. 

(Continued on ‘page 138) 
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2 MISCELLANY. 

New Sunset Bl aed lg 

‘By WHITNEY. WILLIAMS | 

Hollywood, April 21: 

Should. a certain faint aroma. of | 
ham tinge the rarefied atmosphere}. 
of RCA’s new. Coast headquarters |- 
at Sunset Blvd. and. Ivar. Ave:, 

"London, ‘April “21: 4 

“Widespread published «. tee: | ;: 

-gorts on beth-sides of the At- | 

which. opens officially today, it’s no: “: Jantie that: Paul McCartnéy, a 
-member ofthe Beatles. "ErOuD,.: ee, 

had ‘married: actress . Jane --| 25 
‘Asher, - were. apparently with-" Se 

wonder. The site was once: oc- 
eupied by a butcher tee za Aes a 

+ Jacob Muller, father |-. _& 

opereiGnk “and ‘the.late Walter |: ‘out foundation, although the: .| 

Muller who. parlayed a few thou- oo epride.” _ was ° confirmed by: the: 
sand dollars’ investment’ inte the| © PT) de 

largest. service station inthe world| aes “They are, it’ is. ypderstond, on ee 

directly across the street where the} . Just good’ friends. . 
new dome-shaped: Cinerma Theatre | 4 
now stands. = ‘yr 

Back of the butcher. shop,, which | \CORE Spotlites Chevy's s é : , 
he opened-in 1890, the elder Muller| . . Interracial Auditions |. NOY. ‘Daily News Columnist-says: 
had a large stnokehouse - where he | 
cured bacon and ham, made’ head. Editor, VanIEry: 
cheese and bologna and other titil-’ l. ‘When you. announce ‘the: cast 
latte a viands to tempt the palates ing. ~ calls. for’ the © ‘Chevrolet In- }- 

e “neighborhood, ‘then devoted -dustrial -Show, “we: request that 

voatly to cifrus-growing: .Hiige| you publicize the interracial -. as-" 
groves extended - almost. .. solidly ‘pect: of these auditions which will ‘tional. solid ground for. his expand- 

from Laurel Canyon:east-to Ver-' be held April 27° and. 28, - at. Vari- {ing career”: . 

mont Ave. southward to Santa} ety. Arts. Studios,” 225: “West A6th | 
Monica Blvd. and. ‘northward’: to | St..: 
Hollywood Blvd. — then: .. Prospect b The. “Seven ‘arts ‘Chapter’: of - 
Ave.—and continuing to the hills. | CORE. has - been attempting . to 

Frank Muller was’ -born in ‘aj widen ‘the scope of.’ employment. |’ 
house next door: tothe butcher-| for: nof-white’ performers and. has'|- 
shop, the entranee to. which was chosen. the field. of. industrial and | . | 

only a‘ foot or so from: the five: trade, shows .as its first. project. 
steps that lead up to the- handsome Representatives - ‘of: the four. 
$3.500.000,. nine-story _ structure: major automobile manufacturers |- 
Muller has built for’ RCA. “It. gceue |: have cidicated ‘to deteaates. from 

1 : ). 2. «| this: RE c apter eir .willing- |. 

Continued on page: ‘180 1 ness to cooperate in hiring. talent- | Joseph: E: Levine. and: the: David 
| Susskind-Daniel. Melnick * _partner-.} 
ship: join. on. Broadway: next’ fall 

let. for PAUL: ANKA’'S natural-talent 

‘former:.. ‘The ‘air waves. aré. addi- 

Col Vice Roulette | 

ped: performers: regardless of -color 

MARLENE AND TALENT, ia coring, ame, eee 

“TV has proven another happy. out-. 

as‘a. ‘Singer- -actor-composer.’ - . Video | - 
‘screens: in. this country and Europe } - 
have’ helped- add‘ to the -wide popu-+" ° 
‘larity. enjoy éd by- this: youthful per= |." 

‘Many Jews Forgave Veit ‘Veit Harlan | For. Je ew Seuss” Film - ne 
o | - =His Red Tormentors. Had All Been. Good. Nazis... 

Kelly’ Musical Set; [ava Skim Record? | Q 

A : postal, ‘sorter © -in- Glasgow’ Ss: - 
. “General Post “Office, an avid. |, 

|.- -show. biz” ‘and. jazz fan, reads. 
every: issue . “of | ‘VARIETY | Te- . On Album Angle| 

" Teckons -that ‘he’ can. ‘skim an ~ 
-. “entire issue (every: dept.) in an. 
_. average time of. one chour 48. 

for {Kelly,” . a -musical.-with: ‘book. |- 

‘Paris, April. 21: : 

General De ” Gaulle went to a. performanee at: the. Opera’ Comique . 
ee oo Gn Paris) recently. Back.of which is quite. a yarn. First, the office 

- |.. of ‘the: President would like to attend. the following - evening, ‘arid: 
F. |- what. was. playing? Mozart’s. “Marriage. de Figaro.” . Pause.: M le. 
ee 1 ‘President. would prefer to. ‘see something different, it'seemed. Noth- 
y;; |: ing-easier; what would he like’ te see? ‘That’s ‘why, suddenly, “Figa- “ 
8 To” ‘was: ‘withdrawn: and “Pelleas ‘and Melisande” substituted over-.... 

|" night, “This. meant finding the singers for: the latter, ‘rehearsing: 
them, ‘making. refunds: to. customers who. wanted -to:‘sée “Figaro,” - a 

ot. explaining : ‘the change of program to. the casts and. musicians: and. 
“|: -newspapers—without : revealing the reason,..And: without: revealing 

the. fact that President: De. Gaulle would :be attending ‘the “pérform--- 
1 _ance,'which must’ (always) bea secret, in-advance. All.of which was 
.-"-@asy,. aS compared to the. Téal -toughie—how to: fill the theatre; 

- which almost . always: plays :to’-half a ‘house and especially - when. 
“Pelleas”:is billed. A dozen. secretaries were put. to work‘on the tele- 
‘Phone inviting: an: audience 2, well-dressed . audience.- 
“When the: ‘General. ‘and: his. ‘group: arrived. in the Presidential. ‘box. 

. they: were" Pleased: to note: That’ “Debussy - ‘ds. StH ar awing * big 
. “houses. in _ . _— Le . 

“Death Of: a Convenient Scapegoat 

‘By HANS: HOEHN 

Glasgow, “April: 21.. Berlin, Aprif- Oy. 
Peter Hattie; 28 = year-old : | 

cancer -April’13 on ‘the isle’. of. 

Jigiously._ each. week. 

AC ‘sucker’. for statistics, he 

minutes -flat: _--| tically “inactive” for ‘several .years: 

eit Harlan, 64, the:German:who: °:. "| 
| directed the notorious Nazi feature,.... ce, 
“Jew: Suess,” ‘under. direct. order: -* =). 
of J oseph: Goebbels in 1940, died of :: 

a y Capri, ‘Ttaly:. “He had- sufferéd. Seve" ae 
“] eral ‘heart. attacks: im earlier. years..:.. °° 
.| That. he never could livé down his’: “Jew -Suess”-past was'.obviously _ -. 
the major reason. for ‘his: profess. .". 

‘| sional. dilemma. He ‘had: been. prat-. * =.” 

PER VON STERNBERG: ' 
Minneapolis,’ April 21.. | to, ‘reach - nen-white: -as.. well as. 

Film’ dircctor Josef von Stern. j 
berg, now 70;. came: hére- last: week | 
as. one of the speakers. at aU. ath 
Minnescta Creative Arts - festival, 
He offered his opinions. about: Mar- 
lene Dietrich, whom.-he- claims. to; 
have “discoveréd” | ~ ry 

He d:d this while showing, “two: 
Dietrich pictures which he directed. 
“The Blue Angel” and “The Devil. 
Is a Woman, "both of: which were 
rated successes. Incidentally,: he | 
‘had to. borrow the print of the lat-| 
_ter . because’ he- doesn't . -own one 
himself. — 

Von Sternberg. said he: didn’t 
think Miss. Dietrich had. any. talent, 
even though the two pictures were 
boxeffice “hits. She was: “‘onty a 
great ‘personality. with the desire |’ 
to partic ipate. in creative. work,” in: 
his opinion. The quote is from Gary’ 
Gilson, Star: staff writer. 

try. 

“Your help: is “Grgently- needed: 

white performers . who -would be’ 
‘interested © Tn applying: for. em: 
ploy meniti:.- 

‘The audition - schedule for: 
| Bauaty Singers ~ and ‘dancers. is: 

Mon., 4/27, “Male: ‘Dancers — 10 
‘a.m.;. Singers--2 p.m:; Tues:., 4/28, 
Female: Dancers—10 a.m.; ; Singers 
—-2 B: m.. 

Richard Ww. Bracken:. 

Bayreuth: Bid to: Czech * 
“Prague, April, 2i.. 

“Young” ‘Czech singer ‘from’ thie 
local opera. house, Antonin Svore,’}. 
has. been invited by "Wieland: ‘Wag-. 
‘ner to appear in Bayreuth. in ‘the 
| role. of Hans: Sachs. in. the “Meister-- 
singer.” 

“Jaroslav Krbmbhole will sta: se" a. 

“new. production’ of Janaceck’s:“Jén- | : 
ufa” at. the State: Opera i in. ; Vienna’ a 

we this May. 
He asserted: that -his real. name is’ 

‘Sternberg, that somone just ‘slipped [- 
‘the “von” into: it when: he. wasn’t | - 
tcoking in order to. make ‘it. sound - 
more aristocratic. 

“Af T |. ter the ' von" Was. attached. tel. the Tea din “World. War. IE. att 

}.which Alex Cohen. is producing for |: 
my name, the first pieturé that. T 
had directed. flopped,” «he: said: 
“Phere was.a Jet of anti- German: 
sentiment then and that’s -why- Tj 
think people didn’t « ‘come e tos see ites 

oa 

“COHEN PAGES ROD. STEIGER - 

i. ” Hollywood, April 21. 

“Rod. Steiger. has’ been.: offered 

Broadway | legit. Presentation next. 
fall. 

Roger. Hirshon wrote. the’ play. 

./new..auspicés stated ‘at a ‘press: par-. 

7 ‘U. professor’ whose system: caused 

_| eut-into, house percentages... 

‘land lyrics. by Eddie Lawrence. and)" Is"this-a. ‘world: record, ‘asks | 
Inusie by Moose Charlap. . Capitali- |. ‘Hattie. . oe tae 
zation: of the tuner will. bé around | = 

- $450,000). ‘with. Levine ,putting - ‘up |: 
$250,000 and: Columbia. Records |: Universal at Homie’ 
supplying: -another: $50, 000. for’ the’. 
‘LP. rights.’ . 

Project, Which ‘has. ‘been, pending | 
over _& . year,.: was -Most.. Tecently. 

| optioned to legit: producer: Ed ‘Pa-. 
dula.. It is fully -capitalized, ‘the. 

- “Fhe. ‘Third ~ Sex: msl - 

==s|: “Harlan was. -one «of the’ “most » 

NF prominent and also most ablé Ger-:" 
“|. man. film: directors of. the. 30s..and.. 

To: Those Sightseers |early 40s." There were. former: : 
“Los. ‘Angelis, ‘April. 21. 

“One. ‘studio® that takes ‘the. tour- ‘though never’.a ‘member ‘of ‘thie a 
fist . business. Seriously is Universal: | Nazi. Party,;. Former colleagues -wha-. | 

pus-tour ‘route, -giving - -visitors: to. 4; 
lay: last’ -week;,. and: goes ‘into re- | its ‘motion: pi¢ture and tv. -produc- 

| hearsal in Jilly with.a’ September tion: ‘ceriter. a: limited - but. ‘Satisfaé- | 
. | Broadway ~ ‘opening. planned: . ‘A }-tory,. according to surveys,. ‘look, at | 
Boston” trial will -precede. : The: the overall operation. | ‘COMPLETE LEC AL GUIDE: Ls . _ 

~T0 SHOW BIZ’PACTS 
+ three partners also own the. screen: : 

By. ‘HARRIET F. PILPEL . 

| (Continued ‘on page. 150): 

“As: :part of ‘the éxpansion of - its . 
-|-tourist : accommodations, Universal - a 
“is adding: something ° new.-in sight-_|- - 

seeing: trams. . Barry Upson; ‘exec’ 
| in‘ charge: of the: development, ‘Said: |: 
-| that the- new. trams were: ‘designed, a 

‘and’ will be’ testéd :this ‘summer ‘on. 
‘gq: limited: basis; because. of. poor 
maneuverability and: semi-obstruct-_ 
‘ed views, afforded by buses press: 

(Continued. on page, 18). 

ac House Still Can Be. 
| Beaten, Asserts Prof: Who 
Authored ‘System’ for ai 

Las Cruces, NLM: ‘April 21. ‘tently. used... | 
The. blackjack, or:21, ‘rules’ in. Las.|-: Harper Gott, ‘one ‘of: original de: 

Végas’ ‘casinos: _May-. have: been: ‘signing. architescts .of- Disneyland: 
changed, but the New-Mexico'State| and" ‘the. creator. of -the N.Y. 

World's Fair's Unisphere, designed. 
‘the trams. He is. now..a:member of. 
Universal’s. tour. .staff. “ They’ - will 
‘accommodate | .70°-persons ‘each ..and 
‘are highly maneuverable, allowing and agents live and thrive. * 
visitors: to be routed ‘over a much | ..The.forms. are cléar, comprehen-. 
greater area of the 410-acre studio. | sive and ‘so: set forth’ that: you: can .- 
Delivery’ is.’ s expected. about. July I, ae _ Continued on page. 181)" 

Lindey’ Ss new. “Ernitertainment, Pub- 
lishing - and the Arts (Clark: -&- 

‘and entertainment maze.. 

it: contains -in. easily. ‘findable. ar-. 

a switch, ‘Says: ‘the. house. can stl’ 
be beaten. | a 

:. House ‘rules in: Vegas We ere “al 
tered, after. players using.a. systemt 
‘developed: -by... Prof: .Edward -O. 

: |-Phorp, 2 mathematician, began. to. 

.His .bestselling ‘book;. “Beat: the = 
Dealer, ’* outlines the pattern that} eeS 

\although he did’ ‘direct - (one, “film, . . 

_ | Nazis’ who: managed, ‘to find “their. -. 
“tway back to “big ' biz.” Not Harlan; oF 

Tt: has for many ‘years been on‘ the |-were zealous: Nazis” ‘ignored: - ‘him, ot 
after’. Germany’ s: defeat because. “at Pe aD 

There’s. no béok. like Alexander: es 7: 

Boardman; $47) for ‘show. biz: ‘lawe.-: eo 
_yers and their. clients. It is-an-in-”.) |: 

-| dispensable. guide. ‘and. aid -to..the.  ”" 
legal ins. and outs of: the. literary Tl 

This is: $0). ‘first: of | ait, “pecause 7 

rangement, the’ forms. by. ‘and. - ft 

through . which creative talent. in...” 
these fields as well as. their lawyers. 0": 

‘di rules.” He ‘did: not .go into detail, 

a ‘ book.” . ee 

ih|. . On top of that, Prof. Thorp. plans 
¢ Lo . ve al f more trouble for: the casinos.. :.- 
treet netseasesdeuececesdaniveredeceensisertetendaete : * He. said he’s. planning a: book. ‘on 

. ° | beating other ‘games, suchas rou- 
| lette. and: -baccarat.: The latter: is at 
Gard _ game. that “originated : ‘in- 

Please Print Name 

ed 4723. |-gives players. the favorable-edge. of 
vss "tira 52-48 percentage instead ‘of the |f} .:- : 

| usual house. odds: of. (5212-4714 Ae i: 
against the player... i , - 

{°. ‘Under. new “rules, the: professor | LS I Trade Mark Registered merce: | 8 
ry bs. Fi tio, o “de ‘Fo | said,. “Tho system players ~ wat FOUNDED. 1905 by: ‘SIME. SILVERMAN}. Published: Weekly. by VARIETY, ANG, oo 

7] ‘make.- only 312%, - .compounded.|j|- . Syd Silverman, President... i. ser Pp on r er orm hourly. “T predicted the ‘changes |I]~ “154. West 46th St., New York, Ne 0038 © "JUdson 2-2700. een i 

oe if) in my book,” Thorp added;:“and in jf]... 6404, Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood p-114n: aes © * oe 7 
Enclosed find check for $. a re | the book; I told: the: Players how to)” Washington; D. C. 20006” Bee Fee O “ “Ve ; | react. to. changes.’ oe, Hf 184 National 1 Press Building, STerline 55 

ne ear’ ii! * He said that under. the: new. jules, 1} | eee _ icago, i984. 

a Please: send VARIETY. for (1 Two Years. : i 2 player: irra the” system: mil if ci, Ste Noe ee mnie. =e a r —— 
ify make .a profit. -“o about two- | ondon, is 0 Three. ‘Years, . ‘i thirds. as" fast as. under’ the "old. James's Street. Piccadill lemons Cent 

i 

| 
{ 

| 

Citys eseessseeserrsseeneeeeen Zone. «-.. State. eceeee. 

| 
| 

| 
| 
t 

t To. Hoesetseene gs cgiiprntieneneneet 

\s 

| 
l 

f 

a “| [Ree 

Regular Subscription R Rates ; tt. 

One Year—$15.00 Two Years—$28. 00. “Opera I In the ‘Black : 
. _ a . London, April ‘21. 

| Three Years—$39.00 | reas | i ai “Something ‘every... board | et 

Conade ead. Foreign—$1. ‘Additienol Per. ‘Yeer is ‘house would ee nee | 
| 1 oe “| bas’ so: far been: achieved. ofly:.- 

VARIETY Ane. . “ 2 Se Te _by® London®- + Royal “Opera a! 
House, - 

~ Jast year By. roughly "$2; 000, - 
000. 

"SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Foreign; '$ 

but ‘said the: information i is “in the. ewe | 
| SEE Oe a ce Ske Nor 9 | 

. Bills _ ae. “savtd vepteeeibe . 142°” Musie -. oe hiss wees yee 129° IP 
“Easting. Ee 146 T 

“Chatter... oT os “49° 
. * Film Reviews: ilastia. a 

1 House, Reviews: ° oO yaa] 
“Inside ‘Pictures ........~< 100°: 
‘Inside. Radio-TV: 128 «| 

: House. Reviews tec. net ae 142 

f 154 West 46th Street New York, Ne Me 10036 [eo “It is ‘in: -thet black!. ‘For’ ‘itie | | oc 

ABEL GREEN, Editor 

on N D E x 

‘New. Acts: a “ eethes abe : 142°« 

Obituaries: 151 

“Radio ‘. “95 ie 

-Record- ‘Reviews cSeeten es -130-Hf- 

“International _ HW ma| 
“Legitimate ..i.eec.s.e< 143. [Television Reviews ...... 117." 
on ‘Literati: - eee = a e 6 , ee @. - ge e. 150. 7: Vaudeville’ res . ry ‘ee! . oS : 136. : 

1 Walt Street _ | = - 4 

. DAILY: VARIETY: 
(Published. gatas by Dally vanety, 1183: 

® s. year. $25. Foreign. 
’ 

Nn a ae ee OD, 
_ ot . oes woo 

Ny te . . 

7, . tee 

Pictures .. Bn Be wks 

Television 265... fee. 105. : 



National Boxotfice S| : in TIGL: 
_ ‘Academy ‘Awards Lift: Biz; Jo ones’. Firm in’ First 
one ‘World’ 2d, ‘Doctor’ 3d, ‘Empire’ Ath 

ce nabbing. fifth position. closely fol- | 

“Oscar’ “awards are | nypoing- biz 
this. week: ‘in. most.key ‘cities cdév- 

ered by. Varrety:. Its. ladrels ‘for. 
~~. the. best picture: particularly. helped |-} 
“Tom Jones”: (UA) : (21st wk) to. 
: ¥etain its ‘hold on first: place: ‘The 

. _Acadeniy ‘accolades ‘also. cued the. 
- reissue of a flock of award winners’ 
including “Hud” -(Par). and: “Lilies. 
of the Field’ (UA),-both | ‘of which 

| _Snared ’ favorable grosses... 
= Second in the -b.o. "sweepstakes| 

4s “It’s a Mad World” (UWA):.(22d |. 
'. wk), displacing’ “Dr.’ Strangelove” 
* :(Col)- (10th wk) which ‘dropped to 

- third... 
(Par): (3d. wk),. fifth. ‘last: week ‘rosé. 
‘to. fourth :-by ‘dint of. takes that 

__ :¥anged from. modest. to. tall in some: 
oe eight ‘keys: . 

-. “Pall ‘of: Roman: Empire” 

“Cant. Newman”: (uy (6th wk) is 

“ “: lowed: by “Cleopatra” (20th) - (43d i whol: 

Wk), 
a 7 and ~ 

. round out ‘the Top: 12.- -Runnerup. 
*. “pix are- “Muscle ‘Beach Party” (AT). 
Aad wk), “How: the ‘West Was Won". 

- Paramount Resumes Profit Position; 
~ But Lives With Federal Tax Sleuths | 

:. “Pink : Panther” 

“Best Man”: (UA)... (2d' wk) 

“Tn 1963;: “Paramount Pictures: re- 

ms versed the financial setback suf 
“fered by the-company. the:previous. 
-_year,. the only. season: ‘in. its history-| 

“that Par showed a “loss. “This ‘ex-° 
: ‘pected return: ‘to profit was. revealed - 

 Jast week in an-advance statement: 
.. to thecompany’s, annual.report in. 

which :Par’ reported an: ‘estimated 
“met income: for..'63::0f $5,908,000, 
a - ‘equal to $3. 58 - per ‘share based: ‘on. 

‘|. «11,652,531 shares outstanding: ‘at the: 
Send of the year. ‘In 1962 the ‘COM, 
“SS “pany: lost, $2,754,000, 

“el Gross: 
0" $116,374;000:..: as | 
-» .$418,512,000 in 1962.: Amounts’ for |’; 

In addition to this income; profit 
on ‘sales :of -investments .in:.1963)| ©. 

11° was .$1,788,000; as “compared: with’ = 
81s $1,642,000-. from: such. sales and 

~; other.” assets © the: year . . previous.. 
year ‘totaled. ‘income: last - 

both. years inelude- the: results of 
-Plautus Productions, .Par’s: ‘wholly 

, owned. ty. production. company. ™ 

: ‘Paramount and.the Internal Rev-: 
“! « *enue’’ Service..continued' “to. ‘be at’ 
ns odds during ‘the past: year. “The IRS | '- 
_ ‘-eontinued - its examination of the 
“* :. company’s tax returns from 1953 to | 
'~1.1960,--a. process: which has been 
as ‘going on for the’ past: several ‘years, 

~ Although the’ company hasn't yet 
...  Feceived the IRS" reports for any 
- i. Of the years in question, Par: now. 
“+, ! feels.-that amounts which ‘will: be. 

in dispute will be. far greater. than. 
ce than’ been anticipated: . 
ced tinue. to be-in ‘complete - disagree-: 

...Ment: with: the.- position... of . the 
‘Service : and -will- strongly. contest: 

~ aniy’ _ assessments,” 
_ stated. As:a ‘precautionary measuré,. 
’*-Par ‘retained .$10,000;000- from ‘its’ 

‘.*. earnings ‘in 1963. for taxes. in _COn:. 
, troversy.. 

‘the’. company 

: Deferred: ‘Resedrch - 

: “Another area- ‘drawing - consider: 
wee able. attention during the year was. 

“: the time. element’ involved.-in the 
recoverability,” of the deferred: re- 
search‘ and development: :costs® car-. 
‘ried on.:the-.books for: Par’s. toll: 
_WiSion. and color. tube: projects. The 

o. company reaffirmed its confidence 
‘in. both operations put. rioted .that 
the ‘period of. time:.before . Which']:. 

_. Subsfantial income will be “on its |" 
-° way-to Par is‘still some time’ off. | 
vag sAS a result.of, this . thinking, - a: 
-... 2 ¢harge: .to ‘retained | .earnings ‘off ° 
..."" $8,107,000,. the: balance of -the: un-’ 
‘amortized research. and’ develop: 
”-ment: costs: vat. the end of 1962, was. 
v4 made. - 

aan ete, 
a ‘we “4” 

. “While. ‘the. Telemeter toll project - 
7 2 chas” been . Putting: along ate a. Aess, 

eat 

-Louisville. ; 

| puster,. is. ‘good. in N.Y: ° 

“Adyance. ‘to/ the © Rear” (GND. 
is” good: in Bostonand. San. ‘Fran- | - 
isco’ buf: thin ‘in. Pittsburgh.- 
lence”. (Jatius)’ is -okay‘.to- trim. in: 
-Some: ‘seven, holdover: dates: in as 

“America, America” 
(WB), mild in ‘Washington, is okay: 

. (UA) (5th. 
" wk).is winding up-seventh. “7 Days 
. in’ May?’ (Par): (9th: wk). is’ ‘drawing’ 

.- gmooth: biz: to-latch on to. eighth 
-" while “Yesterday,- Today ‘and To- : 

morrow”. (Embassy) has pushed. up. 
-to. ninth. at ’ . 

‘Night. Must. Fall” (MGM) “(4th’ 
” “Silence” - (Janus) (41th wk): 

-Many- cities. 

‘than - envigorated. -elip, - swith. ‘some 
developments expected: ‘ater’: this’ 
-year, the Chromatic. color. tube- én- 
deavor ‘is ‘quite ‘Close .to: fruition. | 

the’. ‘Japanese electronics | . 
company, is: working on-the appli- 
cation. of the’ tube for: its ‘small. 
portable ..ty. sets: and, in fact, de-. 

Sony,’ 

compared. with 

. “We con- | 

| cases, - 
. gigantic... 

(MGM). (62d wk) and “The ‘Carpet 
-baggers” - (Par) (2d wk). 

“Carpetbaggers,’ ”. the: ae} a rroll 
‘Baker-George. ‘Peppard ‘starrer, is 
‘socko- in secorid’ ‘week. of: its: ‘Den- . 
{Ver . preem. and: looms: a: power-. 
ful: b. 0. contender. Becket,” 
other. ‘newcomer ‘from “Par, also 
‘shows. . strong promise ‘via . fancy. 
holdover: biz in Chi, LAs NY. and 

- Toronto:.. 7 ; 

“Among. ‘other fresh’ pix, ‘Kissin’ . 
Cousins”. (MGM) is- hotsy ‘in. Bos-" 
ton; fair. in: Seattle and ‘modest: in 

Love”: (UA): 

in Philly, Boston and. ‘Pittsburgh. - 

“Soldier in -Rain” ‘(AA), 

troit,, _ bug. Slow ‘in ‘Minneapolis. . 

livery of ‘models using the Par tube: 
are expected by the’ end’ of the. 
‘year: This;.of course, ' ‘would place 
the. tube in an earning, position.. 
“The Teéelemeter’ project’ faces ‘many 
developments, :.among. ‘which could: 
be: a-switch in -base of operations: 
| from Toronto, the: ‘test: area’ for fhe 
past | few years. 

Await FCC. Okay” 
Late: in-1963, Paramount. made a 

in: Los Angeles ‘to. Golden’ -West 
‘Broadcasters. Profit from. this trans-. 

{ action, when. consumated;. is. now” 
: bexpected -to be : around “$7, 500,000. : 

-The. ‘expectation. is. that..this™ trans+ 
‘action. will '-be ‘completed. in’ 1964, | 

Along with the KTLA salé, there | 
‘are: other “items: of fiscal.- interést. : 
which. point: to the“current: year.‘as 

{a. Substantial. : prospect. -For' one, : 
‘there’s .. the: . deal: ‘with: ; 
‘whereby’. the. web. leased. “30 -Pat™ 
‘post-’48 - pix, with. two more’ years.. 
-of “options, . bringing ‘the: total -to: 
90. features with ‘an: estimated total ; 
return to Par. of :$28,000,000.: Al-]" 

|-office in’ New ‘York -will ‘be: ready 
for launching. this ‘September. Talks | 

now. are in’ progress. for: a..Yank. 
filmman to head ‘the. operation, but 
no deal -has. ‘yet been: set... Italo: 
‘exec’ and’ his party. : ‘returned. to 
‘Rome- ‘over the. weekend: 

NBC-TV. 

though . the- payment | Tate’ -hasn’t 
been. revealed, ‘substantial. coin will 
come: to: the company: this year, 

‘Also, of course, :there’s the: rev:. 
enue’ from. pix in theatrical dis- 
tribution.. Such -iricome: is. strongly: 
‘projected ° for the : year; ‘although. 
-theré are. pix-out which could.offer |. 

| resistance. Items. like “Carpetbag-. 
_ “/-gers,”” “Seven :Days.in May,” “Love 

With the:. Propér= ‘Stranger, ” Te- 
issues of “Hud’’and-others provide: 
-indications-of distribution. strength. - 
“Becket” and “Falf of. the: Roman | 
-Empire,”” the company’s two road- 
show. pix,. will’ continue on. hard-. 7 
‘tickets - for -a while’ yet:. In: both 

4S: “not. |. . 

= |-giveaway,”- the. Independent Thea-. 
-}tee Owners “of - 
I} brougiit: to- ‘attention ‘of. member 
. | exhibitors. ‘that “My Fair Lady’ 

‘isn’t tthe -only business dissipater 

Par’ ‘Ss _Anvestment 

“Rackmils Reach. London” 
“London, ‘April 21; 

Universal's: - president, ° 
Rackmil; - 

until- next Monday, - 

‘ an-- 

“World: of - Henry. ‘Ori-. 
Foent” (UA) is: steady in-New _York,: F 
t “Flight From Ashiya”. 
-in, Baltimore. 

(UWA) is fair’ 
“From “Russia: With- 

a. Potential : ‘block-, : 

:“Si- ; 

deal;- “subject. to ‘the approval -of 
-the Federal ‘Communications - Com- | .. 
‘mission, for. the sale’for $12,000,000. 
-of. the: assets -of tv station’ KTEA . 

‘Milton. 
“is: "due in : ‘London: on. 

Thursday: (23) and. will be: staying: 
He will- be. ac-. 

” companied. by-his:wife. — -- 
-Rackmil came into London: from: 

}Rome.. oo 

it O
F COSTS

. ee 

with” between - $15, 000, 000 and 
|-$20,060,000 invested .in- cGy current:| - 
{and upcoming. productions, Federiz |. 

| Productions .of Italy. must: earn .at]. -- 
‘least. 25% of. that investment. back |: 
in. the: U.S. simply to‘ break even. |: : 
‘This. “ig: the: estimate’. of Angelo 
Rizzoli, Federiz. chief who is also}: 
a. ‘mhajor. factor: in Italo. publishing F. 
circles, . 

“Rizzoli, along. with Mr. ‘and’ Mrs, Fe 
Federico (Giuletta Masina) Fellini, | 
‘brother . Andrea . Rizzoli and ‘son 
Angelo Jr., was.in New: York. briefly | 
Jast week after attending the Oscar | ~ 
ceremonies \ in: Hollywood,.’ where |~ 
Fellini’s’ “8-1/2” was named.- best 
“foreign. language - picture-.of the |" 
‘year. Rizzoli Sr.’s: estimate ‘of what | 
Federiz films: ‘should be earning in| 

x the. States. came by. way of explana-|' ; 
|'tion’ of his. .plans_ to. open liis.own |} ~ 
film distribution organization -here. | “goment, Sinatra is directing 

. and ‘starring in: “None But. the: ot The : U:S:. operation” will -start |. 
_ “Brave” for: ‘WB... ‘small, he: ‘says, and: will not nec: 

essarily mean that-no outside. deals.| _! 
with other Yank -distribs: will be 
‘made. -He. is principally | concerned 
with seeing that more’ of. his pix }. 

‘| get-Statesidé ‘exposure: than is now | / 
. “To Bed—Or -Not:to Bed”. «Cont). 
is brisk ‘in: “Chi but light .in Balti-: 
“more, “Dark: ‘Purpose’’: (Uy is dim: 
-in Philly. 
hefty. in™ L.A., is: ‘sharp in Denver.: 
“Strangler” . (AA) is ‘good in- Der 

the case. ‘While it’s impossible. to, 
Pass . advance judgment, on what a 
film's. U.S. market: potential - may 
be; Rizzoli -is. convinced that: Yank. 
distribs | buy: on: very, conservative 

| AS an. ‘example: of the. jatter; hé. a 
--| cited - ‘the. case. of -his: $2, 000, 000; “ 
_ | costume spectacle; 
jus,” a. .Gina_ Lollobrigida-Stephen 
‘| Boyd ‘starrer, on which no.” Yank 
«| bids. were’ evén” received. At. the: 
-|:moment, he-says,. 

about. $800, 000 in the’ red,. and he 
‘feels:-it’s worth <the investment. of 
perhaps a couple of ‘hundred thou-: 

-{ sand dollars ‘more’ to see if. the. pic. 
does : not’ actually ‘iave- a’ sizeable. 
U.S: audience. Pic ‘will be.-one of 
the first’ to” be’. launched’ by’ ‘the 
new ‘Rizzoli. ‘operation . here. : 

. Asked: to:comment on.the appar: 
ent. conflict. between the ‘fact..that |" 
while: the Italo: ‘production industty- 
is: reported. to. be:in' grave financial 
‘Shape,. Italo films ‘are ‘doing: boom-. 
‘ing biz in-the US., Rizzoli- noted 
‘that inthe .US.: ‘only ‘the -: cream 
of: “Italo. ‘production is. ~ available, 7 
and thatthe; Italo-. product - seen 
in the. U.S..in any one. releasing: 
-season may. well. represént the. top. 
films. of: several production years.. 

a "| There: is also the :fact that Italo 
_ {yproducers: may:. not. always. receive 

a very: large percentage- of © what: 
‘their pix earn. in ‘the Yank: market. 

- He;.- ‘thinks | Rizzoli, May have 
fared: somewhat. better in: the -U,S. - 
market ‘because -he’-has :not' been. 
‘forced ‘to seek “preproduction. eoin 
in--the U:S: Thus,- on. the pictures. 
he. has later sold here, he has been 
able’ to: make- ‘somewhat better: 
deals,. retaining: a. greater, measure. 
of control. :: 4. 
Commenting. on" the ‘Italo. pro | 

‘Rizzoli | 
says’ that: “we have | artistic talent 
to. export, but..we ‘need: money.’ |. 
‘There: is ‘also the. implication. that | at | 

least’ -in. overseas “gales, may . not |:.. 
as. yet. measure. up to’ the ‘artistic 
‘knowhow of. its best: film ‘ereatars. 

duction * “scene generally; 

Italo’. distribution ‘knowhow, - 

Hopes - are that the Rizzoli film 

“Imperial: Ven-| : 

“Venus’’ is still 

‘by. 

‘will also: feature live. shows,. con-,| 
certs, fashion shows,.-and ‘be: avail- 
‘able for meetings: of business: and |- 
fraternal .ZLOups. - . 
‘Managing ‘director ‘of . the theatre 
and.Jean. | Dalrymple. Program: ‘con-" 
‘sultant. 

Executive in- “Greasepaint 
: The marquee :. could’ — ‘but. 

“probably. “won't—read:.. 

Presents: the ‘Special Assistant’ © 
“to -the..President-.of.. Warner -. 
a Brothers: ‘in: “Von. ‘Ryan’s: Ex- 

. press’."”. In. other ‘words; ‘pro-:: : 
__. ducer ='diréctor - ‘star - “tycoon 

| Frank: ‘Sinatra. . 
"_ ¥20th’s signing of Sinatra last .: 
: week to ‘star:.in--“Von Ryan's 
Express” -is. the-first deal out-. ~ 

“side. Warners - ‘which Sinatra’. 
‘has madé:sincé he tied up.so. 

-.+@osely :with: Warners ‘several 
months‘ago via various: picture: 
_ commitments ‘and the sale of 

- -his: Reprise: Records. 

shooting: this. summer. At the — 

“The: “500 = Seat. multi - - purpose 

‘Beech-Nut- ‘Theatre, located ‘in. the’ 
Better’ ‘Livirig. Center at the’ New 
‘York. World’s ‘Fair, . will be. used 
‘by 20th-Fox for two- important pro- 
motions. in May..and. June. 20th’s 
“What. A. Way- To -Go”:.will have |: 
its world preem- at the .theatre on 
the evening of May 13, to be fol-: 
Towed, .the next. day: by the film’s’ 

| day-date openings at: the Criterion. 
‘and. Sutton Theatres in New-York: 

'20th..also ‘will launch ‘its: nation-. 
wide. “resumption: of: release’. of. 
“The Longest Day” with a- special |. 
‘screening of the film. at. the theatre | 
on: June 6,'the,20th anniversary :of . 
-the:.1944 “D-Day: landings, for .-a 
“special ‘audience’ of: 

, | civilian leaders. - 
Zanuck: production. was-withdrawn|. 
‘from: domestic.release on Jan. 1: of [ 
‘this. year in: anticipation” of the 
D-Day: anniversary and a:new wave 
of launchings: around the. ‘country. 

‘NAMED: GENERAL COUNSEL: 

, Leonard Kaufman - Gets. ‘Added 
’ : ‘Braid. at Paramount -- 

“Leonard: ‘Kaufman. has’ been. aps | 
‘pointed: general. counsel: for Para- 
-mount Pictures. He-had been house. 
‘counsel ‘in. Ni ew York: prior: ‘to the 7 
_ promotion...’ 

Actually, Paramount. has had. no |: 
: general: counsel ‘since :the: passing | . 
five years ago of Louis. Phillips. { 
“Kaufman: has, been fillingin same |’. 
title since’ then. He hasbeen with’! 

the company. for the past: 15. years. 

Columbus, 0. “April: 21, 
Calling. it. “another. : Stage. show 

Ohio's. bulletin’ 

because. of : heavy .. summer stock 
-exposure. ‘prior. to... release of” a’ 
screen version. “Metro's “Night of 
‘the: Iguana’ has’ Row Joined: ‘the: 

| elt. 
Ken: Prickett, exec secretary of 

| 1T00, pinpointed a ‘local presenta- 
tion. of. the. -Tennessee » Willams: 
‘play ‘as: another ‘instance. of failure |: 
on: part. of.-a.. film: company to pro-. 

s| tect its release by. preventing: play. 
4 versions. ‘being::showa in summer. 

stock. He said .that. in: many. Gases. 
‘the ‘casts: of summer stock groups. 
Jeavea great deal, tobe desired. 
and “quite a different aspect, ean: 
‘be ‘ gathered. of..a motion picture | 
‘production. by the expostire of. the 

| public.to_a stock showing: by some- 
times _ Pretty: immature. “actors.” ears 

ra eee 

Tough Terms for Rentals | Contrasted | 

With ‘No Muscle’ ¢ on St 

oh } Yea of Tanah Production 

- “20th. - - 
“Century-Fox Films.: Proudly. - 

‘company marks today (Wed:)—the 
‘resumption ‘of ‘production: activity 
‘at the ‘Hollywood . studio on April. 

‘| 22; 1963:.after the-nine-month, shut- 

nb followed. Darryl F.. Zanuck’s 
‘tion. to the 20th: presidency.” 

four | features . 

 thilitary ‘and’ 
‘he Darryl F. 

Phil. ‘Tippin..is. 

ner Stock 

“Fwentieth-Fox's -” ~ signing - last. 
| week of Marlon: Brando ‘to. star: in: 

“Morituri’’ and Frank Sinatra for. 
“Von Ryah’s: Express,” ‘both to. go. 
into - production this. . gummer, 
‘dramatizes ° the - anniversary’ the. 

down: for. policy. reappraisal which 
_elec-. 

“The. company, ‘it now - turns: out, - 
7 is: ‘very. much alive. 

At -the ‘tinie:of the studio shut- 
.| down, there: were those Cassandras. . 
| who. wondered” if ‘it -would’ ever 

‘| reopen... “And: the. wholesale ‘house- 
{-eleaning: which subsequently. took 

| «| place: gave rise to. sharp criticism 
‘The 20th: pic ‘is skedded for a 

‘Not the least of these camé from’: 
-| producer-director Billy Wilder who 

re-the Zanuck economy measures. 

‘suggested. publicly that the studio 
{should be -bulldozed to - extinction 

. | and that. no ‘self-respecting: film. 
"| talent :would: consider ' working: for 

-| $uch.a cold, eriel company. ° The 

Pa air tL Teles
 

eech-Nut Hut 

a obituary. “was. premature. 

In - addition to ‘Brando : ‘and Si- 
. | natra, the’ ‘company: has inthe last 
|.12 months signéd such -performing 
“| -talent. as Doris. ‘Day, Charlton Hes-: 

ton, Rex - ‘Harrison, ‘Glenn Ford,. 
Steve *: “McQueen, - “Paul ‘Newman, | 
Dean’ : Martin,: Robert. “Mitchum, 
Shirley MacLaine, Anthony: Quinn, 

| Ingrid . Bergman, James . Stewart, 
Peter Ustinov and- Natalie ‘Wood.. 
Producing-directing® talent has -in- 
cluded. Sir Carol: Reed,- Robert: 
Wise; “Vincente Minnelli, : David 
Miller; Serge. Bourguignon, JS. Lee 

7 ‘Thompson, and a raft of others: 
As of today (Wed.), there. are 

shooting’ -at the 
studio; with that. number. skedded 
ta go‘up: ‘to’ seyen next: month, plus. 
‘four: tv.-series ‘Deing sold to the 
networks, ‘not: to mention the addi-. 
tional 15 -or: more pix due ‘to be: 
lensed abroad. “between - now ~and 
‘the. end ofthe year... 
At: the time the. studio reopened: 

last year, there were less than 200. 
on the studio payroll, against 3 000. 
today—one- of the largest 20th pay-" 
Tolls: in more . ‘than: a decade. 

| L 000-Car Drive-In 
‘The theatre, whichis sponsored | ° ~.: 

Beech-Nut. Life ’ Savers: Inc:; | . t Butlin Camp . 
Bis s.. : theatre = architect. ‘Drew 

Rbeson. has been commissioned to 
design-* and ‘supervise the. -construc- 
tion ‘of England’s. first- drive-in, a 

ah 000-car, all-weather ozoner,. part 
.-| of. the large Butlin Holiday. Camp 

; | complex. ‘in Blackpool. 

‘Associated British Pictures Corp. 
, | wilt. build and_operate-the theatre, 
‘construction. on. which ds: ‘to start ” 

am | shortly. as 

Z| Legit Can Hawk Gor 
Bat New Law Explicitly 

e|_ Nixes Booze ’n’ Pictures 
| Athen, ‘April 21, 

oT he: eompromise omnibus liquor- 
| control. bill, passed. 34 -to: .23 -in 
the Senate, and. 80 to'63 inthe As- 

| sembly; after. lengthy, spirited de- 
bate. -before ° record:* gallery™ and. 
floor. crowds; : créates: a special. 
‘license. for. on-premises consump- 

| tion that: may be issued’for “op- 
eration of a legitimate. theatre or 
such’ other lawful ‘adult entertain- 
| ment.or recreational facility as: thie 
-Liquor authority 
dation. classify for. eligibility. a 

. shall by regu-. 

“The | 32-page measure, at once 
signed . ‘by Governor ‘Nelson A: .-: 
‘Rockefeller (who had demanded. 
it)contains,. for ‘the first time, in 
the ‘history of. the. Alcoholic Bey- 
“erage. Control: ‘Law, a: specific ban 
.on licensing a motion. picture thea- 
tre. to sell such beverages: 

It -reads:: “Nothing -in this sub- 
division . shall bé .deemed_ to “au-.. 
‘thorize : the. issuance of a license. . 

ht a motion. Picture: theatre.’ wo 
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~ Films on Unique Terms With ITC] 
In a deal involving. no. ‘cash: guar- 

antee or any coin in advance, Par- 
amount leased. four of its: remain- 
ing 110 uncommitted post-1948° pix 
to Independent: Television Corp. 
for syndication. Films in the deal 
are Alfred Hitchcock’s 

Hai Wallis, 
“Loving You.” 

Par -also. made a separate déal 

“King - ‘Creole”’ 

for the same pix with RKO Gen-|. 
106 uncommitted post-48s. © 
‘transactions: are” believed .- under |: 
discussion | ‘but nothing : is. imrne- |’ 
diately forthcoming: It: is‘ under- 
-stood, however, that more tv deals’ 

eral whereby the station group, the. 
New York outlet of which is: WOR- 
‘TV, will play the pix.. Again ‘no 
guarantees or front money. is in- 
volved but: it is estimated that this 
deal alone could: ‘bring in- to Par 
over $100,000 per pic. 

The ITC deal involves ‘short- . 
term leases of various length for. 
the _ pix. Paramount will receive 
85%. of the 

the remaining 15%. Estimates are 
that. the 

dication coin ITC is able to corral.. 
As in the case of the lease to 

NBC-EV of 30 Paramount: post-’48s: 
recently, with options ‘for. another. 

1cois Truffaut's. 30 pix a.year for the next. two 
years, the ITC and RKO.General. 
deals were made. via Paramount 

the.. Par} 
subsid reactivated ‘to handie ‘Teas-. 
Television Productions, 

ing transactions. In the. case of the 
NBC agreement, the. films: in: ques=: 
tion had gone. for an: average. of) 
$300,000 per pic. .Of course this. | 
was a network deal and So. “prices 
are higher. 

The Par-ITC deal ‘is somewhat: 
thought-provoking . becallse .of the. 
no-guarantee, no-cash-down ‘ ‘natiire | 
of the transaction and ‘because: the: 
pix involved are’ each substantial. 
properties for inclusion .in- a-web- 
package. A. factor. understoad ‘to. be 
‘behind the nature of: the. pact~ is 
that these:-pix are. close to. expira- 

-tures.. 
“Man Who: 

‘Knew Too Much,” the Danny Kaye. 
starrer “Knock On Wood” and two: 
Elvis Presley-starring pix made. by 

an 

income from these 
films “in syndication, ITC’ getting: 

features .could. provide 
earnings for Par of $100,000: to’ 
$200,000 per -film, depending, of} 
course, on the length of time of. 
each lease and the amount of syn- | 

‘compete. as the: 
There --is . ‘presently . a: possibility 

| “The Best | 
Man,” may ‘go. to: Cannes. ‘out-of- ' 

| competition. Italy . is. already’ on: 
‘record: as entering “Ape: .Woman” | 
officially.’ - ry | 

‘'Phe™ Truffaut: pic. is. a - roniiantic. 
drama. featuring Francoise. Dorleac: 
and: Jean ‘Desailly. “Orient,’= which 
stars British actor. Peter’ Sellers, ' 
Js the first: pic ‘produced by Jerome | 
‘Hellman’s- Pan Arts indie :and. was | 
directed ‘by. George Roy Hill, 

tion. of their. ‘ties: with Paramount, }. 
the negatives soon to revert... to: 

| makers, This would. put. ‘Par’ inthe: 
position” of . having: ta..act fast. to | — 
get. its” final drops out of the fea-+.: 

It would”. also just: about: 
eliminate a web deal. since. there. 
‘wouldn't. -be enough ‘time. 
syndication .‘wag..the. only “answer 
and,. natch, ‘no. guarantée’ could he 
‘asked | since’ the. short-term: poten-.| 

‘| tial: of ‘the pix: can’t. Teally be. esti- 
mated... af 

The™ ‘deals- stilt: eave - ‘Par: with 
Other +: : 

for the . company’s: remaining. “pix 
‘will occur: within ‘the next: several 
months and that the: films will all: 
be. leased by the end .of the year. 
The: pattern: followed on the ITC/ vs “best production” at the: just | 

concluded. Buenos. ‘Aires film fest,|-- ; 
‘plus-a special citation. for the - art... ‘ 
of. its star,.the late flamenco mS 

oO dancer, Carmen. Amaya:: - —_ 
st * Western - hemisphere. fights © ‘tod. 
-| the. film are ‘held - by. Leonard |.- + 
‘Gruenberg, ‘whose. Sigma Tif. com-} + 

and: RKO. deals: is not to be judged |- 
‘as the shape: of: things to: come, : 
however;- since’ both arrangements 
were: quite special in: nature.” 

“Rival Pix for Comes” 
- With the. Canines. Film Festivat 
: due. April..29,. official - pic. entries 
‘are. disclosed. . Latest: : are . 
French’ and-U.S.' “entrants; (a) Fran- 

World. of Henry Orient.” . 

- Also. from'- ‘France, Henri: “Ver-: 
“Cent . Mille Dollar. au } neuil’s” 

Soleil” (Greed in: the Sun). Will 

that. another UA pic; 

(Spanish Pavilion a 
| May Make Tele lo. 
Touted Tarantos’| 

Instant. 

the. 

| “La Peau Douce” ' 
(Soft Skin) and (b). United © Artists’ | 

invited: ‘éntry.: 

‘Bronston':. Prodctions, ° . 
‘Subscription TV -as vicepresident, | = 
‘of the: program: ‘subsidiary, ~~ | 
" Company: ‘is a ‘Coast-based: toll- a 

“headed | by - Pat‘). 
Lazarus | will amake~ ‘his |. 

' Ba. in- ‘New. York. sel, rs oe 

vi ision. 

_ | Weaver: - 

og 7 folly Bee™. 

|: Jerry Fischer — . 
- Dominic Frontiers... 

een |. Gaty Haworth . 
se 1° Eugene. V. Klein.. ee a! 
Mj. DannyB: ‘Landres- ee 
|. Bethel: Leslie. we Rae 
| Shari /Lewis.2°° 262.000. 7y 
|. Bob. Middleton - 3 
{, Jeanne Rainier a o 
|. Hugh Reilly: 

1. - Av Schneider... 
SS |: --Sam Spiegel | 

‘Hollywood, ‘April: 21. 
Membership 

- ducers’ -Guil 

new: -members:: 

. Wilder. and” Max. | E. 
7 Youngstein. cage 

US. “premiere of the. Spanish “Los 
Tarantos” in New ‘York either’ in| 
May:'..or June, ‘perhaps .in some 
sort -of. tie-in’ “with “the - “Spanish : 
Pavilion ‘at the New York . World’s 

_).Fair.: The pic, Spain’s. entry in this} 
year’ s. Oscar. derby, won a prize | 

pany will distribute-the pic in the|.- © 
States and negotiate distribution | 
deals. for Canada and Latiii Amer-| 
jea: Gruenberg: acquired. the rights [. 
‘Tess than. a week before ‘the: start} 
of: ‘the. B.A; fest’: 
In ‘New York « last’ week fa: con- 

a ‘sult with Gruenberg ‘on the .U.S.]} © 
launching . were: the:. ‘film’s.. pro- a 
‘ducer. J. G. ‘Maesso_ and director}. -- 
“RL Rovira. Beleta.Pair flew. to Lon-.|* 
don. and: ‘Madrid ‘over: the weekend, | .. ° 
‘but, plan: to ‘be back in: the U. = for pee 
the” ‘film's: New ‘York Preem. 

Lamns Joms Weaver 
Paul: Lazarus: -Jr., » -recenity.- ‘re- 

_ .: Trio are Robert Markell, Ww. _ 
Lee. 

Post 1948 Paramount | ste Ssnir 20 “in Screen. Pro- =|. 
now. numbers . _ 

“250, near. its” alltime high of “f:.6..° 0 7 
257, - with * ‘addition | DE three. nr 

‘Plans. are. being set ‘to hold. ‘the | 

signed as exec -veep. of : Samuel | 

outfit, 

LAL | ‘to NY. 

” Mare Daniels 

5 |: ‘George: Spota.” 
UE! Leslie Steveris : 

e:2.|° : Shelley Winters *- 
a ‘Fred: -Zinnemann 

US. to Barone ot
 

= Biederman’ 
- Fanny “Bradshaw* 

1°.) Emmett R:-Callahan’ 
' - Robert: F: Carney. 

|. .Angela™ Cartwright 
- Irving: Drutman . 

ee -* Mrs. Ted Hartmaii, 

The hest things in air travel 
are on TWA 

Sparkling ‘wine, a connoisseur’ s. ‘menu, and. a fine noe 
first-run movie." * What more could you: ask for: when ak YS 
you're going places? You get them all...atno extra... * 1 
charge. : when you're a. TWA First Class Royal . 

| Ambassador. Tn fact, only TWA treats: you so Toy- 
: ally on. nonstop coast-to-coast. and. overseas flights. 

‘to ten-of: Europe’s s favorite cities. Liveit‘up next, 
time you, travel,.:Call your’ travel agent | or ‘Trans. La 
World Airlines, 

;  ttonton fit 

‘Wortgwide. f 

de Al Weisman — . _ 
ye ‘Lee -Young* a 

| Gerry Le- ‘Grove 

|" Mo Rothman - 
|.. Paul Scofield. 

a .. i ‘Jerry Wayne *° 

a 7 Carroll Carroll | 

‘|: . Richard Pack”. 
Hee Pe Ruth, Pologe :: 
i}. Mel Sayne .. 

7 ‘Dorothy. Jeakins . 
-- Robin: Joachim: . 
*. Boris-Leven — 

| | Beverly’ Nichols 
‘+? Gerald. Pratley . 

“Peter Randall § « 
Charles Russell .- 

: 7 Miguel Salkind ; 
Rock: Stevens. 
Glenna. Syse. o 

. Norman Syse:” 
Saul J. ‘Torell. 

_ Nolan Van “Way” 
. ‘Trio-Vitalites ©. 

‘Europe to. U. s. : 
Ralph. Alswang _: 

ae ‘Robert’ -Ardrey 
|. Frederick Brisson” 

. |/.Carl Foreman - 
- Arthur’. Haines -. 

Arthur, Miller... 
Jack. Radcliffe: . 

Michael Stern. 

N.Y. to L. AL 
Joe Seandore : 

{| 

‘is “joining |: 

od ‘investing $800,000: in-two studios, 

| cial film -house at preserit. and. its 

_.-{ for / United. 
.:. |-wrapped ‘up. and ‘the producer ex-. 
---f.pects.-to begin- work: there | May -15 

_ “Lon his tv series “Flipper.” He'll also 

“| World Under the Sea,”: 
-| underwater ¢pic which will, also be 

, ; lensing, ° 

: __ Wednesda, Apel 23 22, 1964 
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NY 'Y, Stock: Exchange 

k (wba 
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Ce American Stock Exchange _ 
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‘ 1% 10% “Trans-Lux. ee M 91284 "113% 12. = %&% 

_ ae. Week: Ended Mon: (20), 

+ Actual Volume, . vo a . 

ACourtesy of. Merritt Lime, Pherce,F Fenner. & ‘Smith: Tne.). 

| Over-the-Counter Securities’ a a 
| eee a | Bid. Ask Be 

a Commonwealth Theatres of Puerto Rico . BY: 6140 > + 3G 
iS Peur: Star. Television a ee Sle ee ee. 414. ae) en ee) ae 
“fGen. Aniline & Film : v.22: 0.00.5 asevas 360 . 383... 435°. 

|: -General. Artists Corp.” 64 “WI* 22 
. General. -Cinema‘ Corp. . . 1014 "4436 —_  . 

|. - Magna: Pictures. Liaise cebeweasvecssasers 1%” AVA oo 
' . Medallion. Pictures - apttred bees seeresens 1634" 18. ye 4 
|: -Pickwick International... Secerecesess 496 4%. —% 

. Premier. Albums .. Le are “4Gie 554. S114 
Rust Craft Greeting aids... erevnecs. 12%. 14°00 (2. 

|. Seven Arts Prodnctions wesebe seca aS 1334-5. 1470 Up B. 
. UA. Theatres: : vivenee test ceeeee BYR BM 
. “Universal - ‘Pictures ; oS 66. 7 | re 
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- Showman $ Own Grapef ruit Circuit: 
~ Tors’ Miami, Bahamas Studios 

_Filmety: producer Ivan’ “Tors: is 

one a two-stage facility. in Miami 
‘and the other a single-stage layout 
+to be built-in the Bahamas. “The. 
‘| Miami - project ‘involves © the pur-. 
‘+ chase: of United Studios, a commer-: 

| enlargement, which ‘will..cost. an 
estimated - $500,000: The Bahamas }- 

. | project: Will ‘require - ‘an: outlay of 
around | $300, 000: 

|. Tors’ plans for the Miami setup: 
oa include ‘the’ addition ‘of a ‘stage to. 

‘| augment: the. present - facility. and 
the. installation. ‘of. process photog-' 

7 raphy. ‘equipment. This would then 
| 1 be: the only studio equipped : for | 

‘process ‘Work in. the east.-The deal 
‘is: presently . being 

‘use. the studio ‘for. “Around the 

Tensed. in- ‘the. Bahamas. 

Tn connection with the ‘Bahamas 

company, -. 

a. 70m. 

+ Tors will. ‘construct’ the’ 
| first filmmaking facility in the area. 

ma with. :his . projected $300,000 plan. 
pote ih both. the Miami . and: Bahamas: 

‘ situation, the projects * are “being 
undertaken’ by: his company, Wan. 

| Tors. Films, with ‘no eapitaicatiqn | 
from Metro for.which he-is maki 
‘the. “Flipper”. ty: series. and -a feo. 
pix including “Under the- ‘Sea.” Ben: : 
Chapman, vice’ prez of: the. Tors 

in ‘New. York. ~- 
- Once. the Miami setup is ‘enlarged. 

‘with. the’ new equipment: and. floor... : 
space, Tors: expects. to:.do some 
Tental‘biz as well. He figures.that,. - 
with. the ivcreasing trend ‘toward... 
location: production, ‘Florida and. 
|-environs. will: become. more -im-:..: | 
portant lensing’ areas:.He concludes . 
‘that New.’ York:..commercial folk 
will work. in Florida; with a little 
‘incentive, instead of. traveling: all.” 
the .way .to the Coast for. Jocation: a 
-work when. appropriate..Sameé’ goes: 
for features themselves: The pro-. _ 
‘ducer points cut. that:he has worked . oe 
‘there: and. in the Bahamas: on his: -: 
tv .“Sea- Hunt” :and his “Flipper...” 
feature. and that -he -has found: the. 

| area. excellent. for. film work.” 

will administrate. the. . 
studio operations. Metro will’ prob- 
ably benefit from the -studio -con-*. 
structions in: that it-will most likely: -- 

“| service Metro's’ location: needs . in: 
the areas, Tors” reported. last. ‘week 



| oie chairman © and: new | chief, 
operations officer, : | 
‘Europe. this week. to Scout” “new ho 

“le! pated sin 

pane Lao’ 

__7 Wedweaday, April 22
, 1964: 

‘Semel 
~ Present 12 for 1964 May | 

- Claude : ‘Giroux, ‘Allied. ““Artists+ 

.- product for the company. .: This is 

Of ‘the year, one’ of its: largest in- 
ventories in years. 

Pick” up. these. along the. term... 

“tome “The Thin Red: Line.” 

‘bookings, starting ‘on ° the. :Coast |. 
“with a’ 55-60: print saturation in the }- 
Los. Angeles: area May. 13.” -The pic |: 

“will. then . move: :through ‘Florida, 
-.'” Georgia-and the. Carolinas with’. an |. 
-... excess .of 100. bookings.., 

+, wil-be ore ‘of. the widest ‘miultiples-|- 
.- Allied ‘has ever. staged, with. about |- 

In -all it] 

‘ 200...prints ‘ini: all, 

“'~) Sales’. Chief: Ernest. Sands” com-} 
_mented that “Red. “Line” ‘is. being. 
‘released: in‘ a orphan ‘period, -see- 
ing as -how ‘it “was ‘going in- “May, 

“,,-) and that’ this: was. in: keeping~ with 
= .the company’s desire: tO back | the 

~. at orderly release movement. : He also} 
/ . * “woted .that June-July-August - has }-.. 

~ ‘beer. booked pretty solidly: already. 
ae ‘Campaign’ ‘for. the. picture, . ‘the }. 
“first to be run out of:-New.- York |. 
. “. sinée “the. ad-pub: departrnents were 

switched:.:to Gotham’. under” ‘Jack 
Goldstein,’ Swill .bé an- “all-medi ia 

. leases of the year and :the first: pic. 
‘ released with. ‘Ace: Films, the. -pro-- 

vy: » \@uetion arm ‘of.the American Con- | 
“gress ~of Exhibitors, _money in- 

volved. 

fe Ran dall- Susskind Ponder 

Joe Julian’s Farce For: 

, ie New. York: last’: week: 
», Randall. fias am: indie production. 

_ ‘company ‘by. the name of Seartis 
Productions, . which” has partici 

“The ‘Brass. Bottle” - 

also: ‘participate: in. :“Fluffy,”: Ran: 
dall’s .next ‘for ‘U. So far,- the out- 
fit: hasn’t functioned ‘aS a. producer. 
in- its. own. right, as.would. be. ‘the. 

‘should “it . go. 
«through... Susskind ‘noted: last, week. 

- .! ‘that the project was under discus- 
sion : but. -only: that. and: that ‘no. 

. deal: with: Susskind; . 

papers . had been. signed. 
_c.':. °“Moreso” would be another star: 
ping’ Nehicle for the comedian. o 

yy V: 
.that © score “he : commented,: 

_ ., else. would “I produce’-.a picture? 
-. To-star somebody else?”. He also. 
...Yevealed that -hehas other.’ ‘prop- 
-serties in mind for-Searus to pro- 
* duce ‘and’ that ‘they.. would: all. he 

_ vehicles for ‘himself... 
. “The-only . point” in. ‘an. actor. be- 
= eoming a producer.these days is 

.. ~to, Ml for. himself the vacuum..cre- . 
|. ated~ when the old major studio} - 

_ system. collapsed.” ‘This. is:'to. find. 
“Before. they. used: to. ‘properties. . 

do this- for you, now: you ‘have to 
do. it yourself. or sit and wait.” It’s | 

~ away of protecting | what an’ actor ; 
wants. ‘to do,’ he said, | 
--Randall’s - plan’ for “Mroreso” ” is 

te. do” it’ in’ New York. He: said |. « 
y he" would “like: to ‘work. here. The 

pie is described as a “wild. farce.” 
-Randall’s.. home ‘is. 

=(18)- ‘to. start. “Fluffy, : ‘which. “has 
been moved . lp on U's. production | 

a lector,” 8 schedule.” 

in. Gotham: 
ae which is. presumably: a’ factor. He: 
ae planed ‘to: the ‘Coast . last’.Sunday . 

=? in-line’ ‘with. Allied’s’. program to} 
.. step up its dealings: with indie pro-}- 
_.. ., ducers ‘with an’ eye ‘to buying :com-|". 

"pleted ‘pix. arid‘ making. agreements |. 
_¢. forthe: production, of other proper 

~s tles.” aa 
‘. Allied. aiteady - lias. 13. ‘features: ae 

5 tor release’ ‘during ‘the remainder |" 
a not merely. intra-Latino.. . 

“Tt,,is- antic-|. 
:ipated ‘that-“AA .may.. actially~-use|-.- 
-18- during’ the. year, figuring. to | - 

J: idéa.: 
_ Among. the . ‘upconiing: features: —— 

Allied. is putting. a: hefty push -be-}. 
hind’ is Philip . ‘Yordan’s’ European j*#"— 
filmization * of./ James: “Jones’: war |” 

This‘| ‘ 

willbe. handled:on broad: ‘multiple | . 

I 

| “Collector”: 

: Considerably. fattened ° ‘budget and 
loss of- ‘potential Eady’ -Plan ‘eoin: 
which - lensing - ‘here would. entail] y 

. ’ 

. A . . . 

at | Kinber a 
Universal and “Seven: Faces of. Dr. By 

” at:-Metro,. both -pix. in, which: 
he’s starred. - The“ ‘conipany will.} 

‘get: better coverage... hére,”’ 
“So..that: when ° film is” 

‘in ‘as ‘some ‘little British picture! 
: Producer. teani, which-last’:year. 

‘produced: the. ‘critically: ‘put. =not { - 
‘financially. : successful - “Reach. : for. 
:Silence” ona ‘budget. ‘of- $280,000 |. . 
-for-- Columbia, ‘feel. -that all. things.) .. 
considered,.-fromi both: an’ artistic. 
_and economical: standpoint’ filming | 
in England. has’ an edge. on “Holly- 

| wood—as far as their type of film: 
‘| is ‘concerned, : ‘at last:: 
get ‘more. done here ...during. any: 
‘given... day,””. 
‘not. enough to “offset. the - added 
cost.” .Pair had enyisioned, ‘before. ; 
‘inking - ‘Wyler: to: direct, filming. of | ; 
‘picture. on a- budget | -of.. approxi- 
“mately ‘$600,000 in. England.” -With. 
ine weeks. of interiors here,.. six} 
“weeks ”-of “English. exteriors: (no 
studio.:-work there -at: all) film. wilk 

in - NOW .. “around |. 

Ain Europe 

Puerto. Rico, “Too? 2 
Damian” Rosa, " who,- 

' Tony ‘Martinez .and other ‘in- °:. 
vestors, produces. -: low-- cost 
Spanish. . - soundtrack feature: 

eee ar 

‘ tablish - “an: ‘international’ film. 
He is” insistent’ :that’ . | 

_-it: must: be’ international. and. 
festival:. 

“Rosa” -concedes’ that: jinless. “. 
the Puerto Rican’ government. 

- approves and: helps ' ‘it’s just tan 

I ough On On Coast, 
Pair Tout London 
As Film Center : 

“Hollywood; April: 21. 
“Hellywaod, ‘spawned, but ‘London- 

| ' based for .the past five. years, ..pro- 
ducers: John: :Kohn. and. Jud Kin- 
‘berg -whose-. “The: ‘Collector’ 
‘presently. - before ‘Columbia - ‘éam=}° 

have : ‘sifted. ‘ relative |. 
‘merits of. filmmaking. in- each coun- | 
eras «. here; 

trv. and. Sive. the: nod to. ‘Blighty: - 
“Leading ~ consideration, ° declare 

‘the youthful. pair,- is the. “availabils | 
ity: of. material at -non-iniflated 
prices: in Britain. They note: that- 

‘they..were ‘able to bag. from. gal-|** 
Jeys. John ‘Fowles’ ‘since’ best-sell- |: 

Second:..of -two- counts :in the” com-. | 
:plaint;: ‘which. alleges. that the. ‘de. 
féndants. used ‘Leopold’s name. -in |. 
the ‘advertising “and. publicity. ‘con-. 

‘ing .tome “The: Collector”. for..a 

— drive, it was emphasized... A heavy | thrifty, 82.500. down payment, total 
- “ promo: ‘push: is: planned- for :the pic’ 

“which. ‘is. one of : ‘Allied’s:: top: . re= 

“price. still an--economieal $25, 000. 
i€: ‘Says: ‘Kohn, It's “differént 

i you’re “a ‘Billy. ‘Wilder .and - have 
106s. ° of:: thousands: of ‘dollars’ ‘fo. 
spend—theni: you can “be® in. Mada- 
gascar and. get’ material. wo 

In .truth; the “main. ‘reason why! § 
“isn’t Jensing ‘On. “aes 

a. ‘London: 
‘sound-stage: right. now is ‘that: Wil- 

*tliam Wyler. made. his.:.deal to helm 
{film contracts: on ‘stipulation’. ‘that. 
| pie “lense ~here. -“-Wyler. made: this. 
‘demand, jaccording. to" producers,. 

~Sheoting i in “Gotham : 
oe “Tony. Randall ‘and’ David, ‘Suss-. 

a “kind, ‘head -of. ‘Talent: Associates- | 
Jy -iParamount, . are” dickering. a. deal: 

for. the ‘production® of an: original 
mT screenplay. by: Joe. ‘Julian called 
“Only. Moreso,” the. actor reported. 

modest... “budget - 

‘primarily: ‘because.of the loyalty 
he. felt:.to. the “Hollywood ‘film. 
community. Columbia also: had “its. 
‘reasons.‘to- want :to’ roll film’ here,: 
they note. “Among. factors. whieh 
prompted “them ‘to:.decide ‘on™. the 

was’: question. of publicity, - ‘declare | ' 
producers. 

released: in: the U.S. .it won’t come 

_says.: Kinberg, © 

probably come. 
$2,000, 000. | 

Ayailable “pool ‘of well-trained 
actors ‘in. ‘London - also. -Ampresses, 
“producers... 
‘pany circuit: out. of which. sO. “many '|- 

S| British.” actors.” seem “to” .emerge 
“give. them’ an... edge - on many... of | 2 

- counterparts, ; their |° Hollywood: 
producers" believe:. 
Pair -even ‘had .a: good" ‘word “for 

‘Britain’s: ‘chief censor John Trev-' 
elyan. “When. he knows: the. mate- 
ial .you’re ‘doing ‘is not. ‘salacious, 
-but strong he. does- everything: in 
‘the: world to. help’ you,’ 
noting that. . Trevelyan: -even of: 

“Col 
; annual Feport,. expected shortly.” 

” Says Kohn, 

fered © casting -advice-. for’ 

pe: |AATHIN TESTING | 
"9 om ¢ 18) 

swith ” 

: ‘court -. _ fight: 

sions. 

AON $PR 
* Chicaga, "April. 3t.. 

: Nathan ‘Leopold, ‘in’ the ‘persons| 

of his. attorneys, last. week: won a]. 2 have. béen: signed. by producer: : 
In “Chicago, to.sue |. . 

| Darr: 1 BS Zanuck. and ‘Simon, & feature: films. in - ‘Puerto’ Rico, : : oh 
d nein roposal: that [3 =. 

As: a va el ng. a: Propo, wos: ‘privacy’ ‘in: ‘the book. ‘and: film ver= 

Judge | 
(5y Pe - 

C:--- directed “that a jury’ trial ‘be. “held | oo 
': --/ on Leopold’s - lain: for $1,405,000 |. 

of “*Conipulsion.’ ae 
Thomas. “Klueynski - on - “Wed. 

Bo | the. book. 

| prison - for “participating... ‘In’ the 

"| slaying of: _ Bobby’. Franks, 

os ue s 

‘In’ addition: ‘to. ‘Levin, ' ‘Zantiek 

ie 

| >: ner: for. Universal: ‘release. - 
They're all -girls, ‘of: varying to. $k 10-per share; - 

14, in: 

| Chicago in’ .1924,. He” was: paroled 

Vin‘: 1958 ‘and: was. ‘discharged ' “from-|: 

‘parole. in “March, 1963. He is’ now 
“in. Puerto Rico. 

‘the | 

hnitial 1964 Quarter a: as Best | 
For United A Ari 
“Father Ss. ‘Goslings - 
Seven. unknown : oun sters ce 

young . | tory; according to a letter. to stock- 

| holders mailed last week by. chair- Robert Arthur: for kéy- roles 
~ “Father - ‘Goose,”. ‘being. 

Le filmed under the: Granox: ban-. © 

Nationalities. and” Tanging « ‘in’ 
ABE from six: to.15.. a 

‘The ‘femme: septet —- Stepli-- 

: Verina- Greenlaw, Pip Sparks 

‘dents: of: Leslie ‘Caron,’ who © 

Ralph ‘Nelson. is: directing : the . 
- “picture, currently. ‘Shooting. 2 at. 
io ‘Universal. : . o- 

——— 

| Windj jammer’ For or 
and. : “the: book . company; “the -suit- 
also :. names «distributors of “the |‘ 

_| book;, theatré’ ‘chains and individual | : 
{motion’ picture houses. Barring” an 
‘appeal - by: the’. defendants, 
Jawyers will file suit-for a new jury | 
trial-in. Circuit: Court tO determine | | 

is | the ‘amount. of ‘the | _damages.. ST 

. Handling. the ‘ case” for ‘Leopold 
were Elmer ‘Gertz;--who was largely | 

Cram Return 
~ Bef ore. ‘Circus’ 

 Ginerama: ‘is bringing. ‘pack “The 

‘Windjammex” and. will ‘slot - it jn 

‘the: ‘Loew's. Cinerama’ Theatre {for-.[-. 

7 “Phe. first quarter : of ‘1964: set a 

7 Arthur: B. Krim: 

“1 age -of late-years UA. features: 
| Was. not: revealed . when © revenue: 
"| from. this: transaction will’ show in. 

Leopold: “served: 3304: years. “int “v=shares leid- with Cary: ‘Grant. 

Se capa ; 

record asthe: highest net earner of — 
‘|ahy. quarter ‘in. the: company’s his-" 

man. Robert. S. ‘Benjamin: and. prez. 

. Net, after taxes’ 
| for the: period: was. #2, 025, 000, equal 

-It.was: ‘pointed: out by” the’ execs: 
‘that these. earnings ‘do. not: include 

_anie. and : Jenifer -Barrington, .\'lin any. way. the proceeds ‘f 
- Laurelle “and+.Nicole Felsette;.: ” y:: P eds rom the 

: damages | ‘from. ‘57. “defendants, ins |. 
eluding. Meyer. . Levin, vauthor:: of {.-. and /Sharyl Locke—-play -. stu- 

recent. sale to ABC-TV of a pack-. 
‘It’ 

the-company’s’ figures. but ‘the in-— 
come from. these features will be a 

| factor‘in UA’ Ss overall earnings: pic- 
‘ ture this: year. . 

- Benjamin: ‘and. Krim: ‘went. on to 
“| predict that, based on: the .momen- 
-}40m, generated. ‘by pix now in te- 
‘| lease and ‘prospects. for. coming -re- 
|.Jeases, 1964 willbe the. most suc- 
cessful year: in the .company’s ‘his- 

 [tory.. The major. impact of ‘these 
“| PIX, will show : ‘in. thé balance of. the 
‘| year, the “execs opined. -The first. 
quarter ‘showing. represents. a. dra--: 

|:matie return to profits, rebounding © 
from. a -loss. for. the - ‘previous. year 

| of $831, 000; ‘the: first: in the pres- 
ent Management's S (13-year reign, 
{Separate Story}... 

‘Cited . ‘among. ‘those’ pix: contrib: responsible -. for -Leépold’s : parole,” 
|-and.. Harold Gordon, .who- has’ -rep-. 

‘mer: Capitol). following’ ‘the exit of |uting+. handsomely. to. UA’s ‘first. 
“The Cardinal,” ‘now. playing: there | Hatter. lock...were’ “Tom Jones,” 

7 LETt's -A° Mad: ‘Mad, Mad, | Mad the. estate of Al Capone for ABC’s | as the. Broadway: slot. ‘in ‘its. New [- ‘World, “Lilies “of the Field,” 
“The ' Untouchables” :.‘and ~ ‘Allied York. secondary. .“showcase”| «Prom Russia’ With: Love,”. “Pink 
‘Artists’: AT: Capone.” Mos oe “| spread. The. widescreen | company | 

resented. similar cases.on: behalf of. 

“They. felt: they would. : 
avers’. 

T Deficit in For ade 

“1963. 
showed a net deficit -of: $831,000 or 
45¢ a share. after: a. credit. ‘of. $935,-1: 
.000-.for taxes on’ ‘income. “In- "1962, 

“You. ¢€an. 

“but 

-$3,815,000.:or $2.06. per: share. . 
_Gross income. for 1963'-was: $124, - 

1573 ,000.-as. compared: ‘with $126, 259,- 
000. the. year previous. - 
‘ing on. the’ companiy’s performance a 
in:-a- statement in :advance: of the]. — 
-annual. report, ‘ehairman: Robert Si}. 
Benjamin-and ‘prez Arthur B Krim.| 
‘stated that: the. -Situation:.was: basi-. 
-eally- the.-result of the poor: ‘box-|-- -. 
Office showing: ‘of’ ‘several — pix: ré-} 

- | leased: early : ine 1963" which: for-| ° 

¥ | Panther.” “World -of Hen Orient: 
The -decision’ was based on. “the: will: follow °: the. *:.“'Windjammer” “Best Mar,” “Irma: La: Douce” and. 

“The. Great ‘Escape: ” These. fea= 

néctéd. ‘with ‘the. book ‘and. picture. | 
‘A: ‘primary ‘charge that the. novel 
and; film :~ themselves ~.invadéd. 

‘| Leopold’s - Privacy’ was: ‘hot ‘con- 
‘Sidered. 

"Among: other charges: ‘the: com- 
; plaint: said that’ Levin-.and Zanuck 
traveled: around: the : country * and 
“allowed.- themselves” . to-.be ‘inter- 

| viewed: ‘by. newspapers. - “and on. 
‘radio: and.:television: in. the: course |- 
of which © ‘they: related” the actual) 

| ‘AL Least 17 Outlook | 
Por: 64 From Columbia 

murder.” -to” «the. fictionalized. ver- 
sions... The. complaint | also” stated 
‘that. Leopold’s name and. picture 
‘were used. on:-the ‘cover. of - the | - 
-book - although ‘the: character -.was' 
called: ace Steiner in: the fiction}. 
alization, 

Poy 

Benjamin & 
‘For. the: first time ‘in. the 13-year 

-history.. ‘of: “présent. ‘Management, a0 
United Artists: ‘registered a‘loss- in 

Operations... for “the : year 

‘the company™ ‘had: net earnings . of 

-Comment- 

‘tional - writeoffs - Of “$4. 000, 000 - to! 
anticipate: losses’ ‘on’. these : ‘pix. - ’ 

-A‘- charge ‘of $5; 000, 000; ‘net of 
eredit ‘for: Federal. income. - taxes, 
“Was -madg¢- to. retained earnings | to 
‘give: effect, as of 1963, toa reevalu- |: : 
‘ation: ‘of ‘the: cost of acquisition ’ of - 
‘the tv film. library. : ‘series: acquired 
‘by UA-TV: for ‘syndication. . Otter. 
-info.: ‘Tegarding- the company’s per-. 
‘formance. in. °63 “is. unavailable at 
present,. pending | telease : of the UA 

terns; 

‘Pirates’ ‘and: “Crimson Blade:” 

‘reissue with..the New: York: preem. 

aa turés ‘will -be. ‘joined by other pix 
of ‘Sam U. el. Bronston’ Ss 
“World”: ‘at’ ‘the: house “On: June 24. 

ELS.” debut a: few “days ‘before in 
Dallas. Some: other ¥égional dates 
have .also.. been ‘set like. a “July:.1 
‘opening: in. ‘Milwaukee. ‘In-a three- 
“way: deal: ‘set- a while ‘back, 
1.Cinérfma_ will playoff ‘the’ firstrun | 
engagements | of ‘the picture in. the 
-big-sereen - process anid. Paramount 
will then take over “for the balance ; 
of.: the’ runs; ‘distributing, in 35m: 

course, Bronston,’ 

“Chicago, -April:.21-- 

‘sat. least: 15 pictures” between. now 
meri a _ “and. ‘the ‘end’ of’ the.- ‘year, Rube: 
wet * "| Jackter, “yeep-general: | Sales. ‘man- 

‘| ager, said here yesterday: ‘Mon.): at: 
| the opening. session. of ‘Col’s: five-. 
day sales -convention.. On -hand for 

.| the” ‘meeting at the. “Ambossador 
| East- are all Col’ district and branch’ 
sales’ managers: from. ‘the U, Se and 
| Catiaday 0 3. . 
ft Bight ‘« of. the: 15° “upcoming ‘pix, 
said Jacketer; are-on the immediate |. 
-sked. for. booking: during: the: sum- | ¢, 
“mer ‘months>. At’ least seven:.others 
represent. Col’s roster: for fall. and 
early" winter.” “ 

Neighbor: Sam," The .” New. In- 

the. ‘Wild Surf.’ * 

oUP-RANK: STEISEL.” 
—_—_-——_— 

For Enibassy Pix”. 

ager. 

western. and. metropolitan’ 

his new post. immediately. A vet of 
‘some 25 years in the pic: biz, Steisel 
‘joined Embassy ‘in ‘January ‘of 1962. 
having prev iously held various sales. 
“Positions ‘with: Columbia Pictures. 

Third . ‘partneér:in : the. deal: is, of} | 

- In ‘the first “etesory a are: ‘Goad |: 

“The. Long. Ships,” ” “Hey. | 
| There, It’s. Yogi: Bear,” reissue ‘of |. 
“Bridge on the River. Kwai,” “Ride |” 

“Devil . Ship. 
°"| cast.’minus - star’: namies,: ‘has ‘been. 
_. [ehosen‘as the. invited U.S, film<at. 
: _ ‘the Cannes. Festival... Pic is. “One 

“Lou Steisel. has. - been’ promoted, ; 
-to assistant. ‘general: sales manager 
of Embassy Pictures. :The. move. fol- 

- lows by a couple’ of. weeks: the: com-: 
ting to the company. ‘of D. J.. (Bud). 
Edele, : ‘Embassy general’ sales man-: 

oe ‘1 the Cannes ‘Fest, 
- Steisel. has ‘been. ‘the: company. "Ss: 

New } 
“York sales: ‘supervisor | and ‘assumes. 

{of prom: SE, Benj arin’ d- 
‘Actually, “Circus” --will--make. its added. | J: and - Krim 

i ‘In -the’ wid: ‘for. some time: has 
“been - ‘the prospect: ‘OF a record: first 

“‘Thalf for: UA this year. Items like 
the. web tv ‘deal and. ‘the..continued 
record © performance”-of the com- 
“pany’s: foreign. division ‘which _ has. 
‘been. showing an intake of .$1,000,- 
000 a week for the past. three. ‘and 

ja half. months have helped point - 
ithe - ‘Way’.to sucha performance.- 
The:. dramatic: first quarter show- 

| ing; backed up-by ‘a solid Oscar dis- 
.| play falways a boost fo fix in ques- 

| tionY ‘and .the’ ‘continued strength 
‘lof several. other pix: now in release 
Wwould.:séem ‘fo. make this : a. cer= 
tainty, 

AS for: the. record year- “predicted. 

: “by. the 
* Columbia’ Pictures. will release.| y: the execs, ‘both domestic and 

overseas picture performances back 
‘up.‘the notion.. At* home. UA. has 
lined: up: the’ most. ambitions - ‘sum- 

undertaken, continuing | through 
the” fall. ‘Then. there's : “Greatest - 
Story: ‘Ever. ‘Told; ” a. major. invest-: 
ment -which ~ ‘opens in November 
 thereby.- forecasting’. ‘something: of 
‘how .the year. will . end -and- the: 
new term. begin: | Abroad, Prospects os 
continue. strong... et 

‘One Potato, Two Potato’ 
_ Peerce Weston First, 

~Anvited by Cannes 
ea Hollywood, April: 21. 

oh "first : ‘feature. length. film ‘by 
two: young ‘Americans, - acted by a 

Potato, Two: Potato,” ” directed: by 
= Larry. ‘Peerce atid’ produced by 

Now Is “Asst.” Genl.- Sales Mer. 
‘| said’ to “have .a. ‘ ‘moderti, ‘controver- 
‘Sam. Weston. © Modest: budgeter is 

cial. theme. ” 

“The.. invitation’. “by the. gestival 
: was: reported by” Ingo. Preminger, 
prexy . of: General. Artists. Corp.. 
‘literary. - ‘division, ‘who: reps the 
filmmakers. | ‘Péeerce » 4s in Europe, 
editing. and’. -Subtitlings a. print | ‘for 

-which © “opens 
‘April. 29..: 

’ Preminger, who. will attend the. 
fest, added . that. no distribution: 
commitment::has been made: for 
“One Potato,- Two: Potato.” °°... 
WA's. “World of Henry. Orient” - 
fe the official” U.. Ss. entry at: the 

. est. a 

‘mér. release ‘program. it-has ever’ 



- Pacific real-estate. 
‘soureeful’ private: (Keir 
the other a-war-wise, ‘sadistic ‘Ser- ; 
‘geant (Jack...Warden). 

“Ist Set: Welsh. , 

: Medic . 

The Thin Red: Line | 
(C’SCOPE).”’ 

‘War | ‘meller - crammed’ "with . 
action but fazzy: in-characteri- _ 
gation. - ‘Strong’ fare. for action 
market. 

Hollywood, nprit 17, 

Warden; features James. Philbrook, -Ray. 
Daley, Robert ‘Kanter, “Merlyn ¥Yardan, 
‘Kieron Moore.. Directed. by ‘Andrew .Mar-. 
ton: Screenplay, ‘Bernard Gordon, from f for: a ‘solo - boxoffice: flipht. 

would, however, .make- a suitable : 
‘featured ‘companion - on: an. unpre-|-. 
tentious. program package—or - ‘gec=|- 

! ondary:running mate toa major.at-| .-. 

James Jones’ novel:. ‘camera;: Manuel’ 
Berenguer: editor, Derek Parsons; .musies. 
Malcolm Arnold; assistant’ -director,. Jose’ 
‘Maria ‘Ochoa. | “Reviewed at “the studio, : 
April 17, 64. ~ Running’ time. ‘90. MINS. : 
Pyt. Doll — wo.’ Keir. Dulléa ; ‘ees aee oe 

Col. Tall . ; ws ° ‘ae eas see « “James Philbroox tions. 

Capt. Stone weavdcetessese «Ray. Daley. 
-Fife ocae Robert ™ Kanter. 
Judy (Doll's ; wife). reese - Ss ” Merlyn. “Yordan ; 
Lieut. : Band - os Svectsaaces 

Capt, Gaff... 2 occ weaned th James: Gillen? 
Pvt. Mazzi reas Steve ; Rowland:; 
§ Set. Stack. meee’ es. corres 

cece eee eee 

Aficioriados of the S etion-packed : pherié. values.. 
war film will savor. the crackling, | 
combat-centered. approach. of ‘ ‘The ; pretty. . 

I. 

ELM REVIEWS | 

structed around an unusual “chase” . 
‘tin. which the‘pursuer is simply try-|. 
jing to intercept.a letter. he himself | 
‘Thad ‘mailed,. Much to. his: later. 

we regret. 
Pat. Boone. plays the’ "desperate: a 

. ‘| Young man in-pursuit and, although |: 

Allied Artists’ release of Sidney Har- | his: presence may... help push. a ‘few: . 

"frivolous. novelty “gone. 1 

duction. for- ‘Allied, Artists release} - 
appears . to" Jack sufficient: allure: 

"" Jack’ Warden /-traction of ; less than | eric. ‘propor: Ron, 

The - “picture ‘was: written; 

om :all. three counts. .. 

‘ ticipation’ gives. it a ‘lift: -in atmos~ 

The. lightweight. “plot: stretched 
thin, ‘describes .. - Boone’s. 

tr 

“pro: — 
duced and: directed .by.: Andrew | :: 

. Kieron’. Moore.: : Stone,..in capable’ enough fashion: 
“Many. of the |. 

Stephen: Levy + players:.of. Ireland’s. Abbey Theatre. 

| Mark . Johnson : cavert in the film, :and- their-par-:| 

“he. Cool Werla. 
* Shirley” ‘Clarke’s:. _drama . of 
contemporary.’ Harl em: life, 
“which. began: its: :U.S.: ‘preem : 

engagement “Monday. (20) at." 
:. Cinema*-TI,:. was reviewed: by’ ‘. 

n° the Sept. 11, 

“Elements-are well blended. to -- 
- make* this- a telling look ‘at: 

. ‘Harlem -and is: probably ‘one. 
‘- of the Teast patronizing films — 
“ever. made. on * Negro -life 
in “N.Y. ; : 

“Counterpoint jazz | back |! 
‘ground is an. ‘asset as-is. the... 

- well. textured” lensing, . cogent. 
editing. and natural thesping .: 

--it’ is: ehiefly: the virile, : ‘well. 

‘Clarke .. that. keeps this ‘Jong. - 
film: engrossing and- revealing. 

Mosk, at the Nenice Film Fest '.: | 
.63--issue -of *- 

mon production. Stars Keir: Dullea. :Jack | extra: wickets; the Seven Arts :pro-|- », Vaniety.: The writer. opined, - 

‘his authority. .. 

‘by: a ‘mainly non-pro cast; But? — 

‘observed: directing © of ‘Shirley, |” 

rection.- 

-jimited by. shortcomings in the. area | 
_of characterization. 

at deeper insight: into the-mental | latter feels:he deserves. The ‘chase 

“and: emotional: stresses that govern | begins whien’ Boone. discovers that: 

‘Thin Red Line,” an exptosive melo- ; feverish.“efforts -to-. catch “up with, 
dramatization ‘of the Yank assault ; ‘a letter he has mailed: ‘to the. Doss: 

on Guadaleanal. jn World War II. : of. ‘the ‘London. insurance | firm for | 

It’s a mani’s picture. a sojid entry | which“ he works, accusing him. of |. 
for the action. market. But it: is. ‘ nepotism: ‘in having ‘selected. his | 

nephew, ‘not ‘Boone,. fora ‘general | 

In its attempt | manager-junior partner: -post* the 

men’s. behavior ‘at the front; the} it is. “indeed: he; - not the. nephew, 

Phigip Yordan. production and. Al- ! who -had- been promoted: :: : The ‘up- 

lied. Artists release lacks the neceés- ; : shot is a’ merry. romp from -Belfast.| 

Jones’ novel, focuses: 
_- terization. gaze at two. figures prom- agent: ” 

inently implicated in the t- ‘king. of:| plays. post -office- is. ‘Fidelma. Mur- 

* that ‘small - but significant ‘piece of ; phy..of the: ‘Abbey, - 
One’ is a vre-|:who tends to overematé: 

-Dullea), : standing -. 

sary motivational clarity. and: -dra- ! to London,. during which he. picks 

Matic ‘eloquence .to- attract the. at-.; ip) two. ‘allies ‘and. tangles. ‘with, 

tention of the more discerning, Pic- | among -others, an. officious: secré- 
' oLtary, a tipsy pilot and “several gen= 

Bernard Gordon's Scenai‘io; “ture datmes. 
from James? - 

turegoer. 

bulently: gleaned. . 
its - -charac- 

The '. two ; 

‘quickly. become. enemies. ‘Dut. it. As | | Boone's. - 

~ no. surprise when, ultimately; one 
” dies in. the other’s arms. after sav- 

‘the. one’ between Japan . and. he duction include those - of camera- 

talented production staff, and espe-. 
cially. to director Andrew “Marton; 
-who.. again demonsirates h‘s_ flair 
for. the. crowd | scene, his keen sense | 
of . detail yet perspective: of -over- |" 
all -patern..in- designing’. cand’ :.éx- 

He is backed un stalwartly -in this | 

. “but -equally capable assists. from. 

+. 

‘bloody. brutality of front-line’ con-: 
flict are: vividly and vigorously. 

- antagonists, former's intensity con- 

‘Merlyn’ Yordan- participates, in. 

ing the other's life: In‘ addition. to | 
this pivotal “ fntramural. conflict, . 
there are other hostilities inciuding 

United: States. - 
The. movements. ’ chaos! and: 

depicted, a-credit to.the willing east,- 

ecuting mass movements. . ‘of. men: 

-perceptive 

-Harmon’s production. is. 

As a- physical 
‘it's ‘an: _butstanding: 

effort: . ; 
Dullea and. ‘Warden ‘are colorful 

trasting © sharply. with: the ‘latter's: 
easygoing air.. Firm histrionic sup- 
port is chipped in by James Phil-. 
‘brook, Ray: Daley, Robert Kanter’ 
and. Kieron. ‘Moore, with’ smaller: 

James. -Gillen,.’. Steve: ‘Rowland, . 
Stephen Levy and. ‘Mark: Johnson, 

‘flashback: sequence that’ is. rather’ 

Adams’ Secretary. 

artificial -and irrelevarit and. could. 
be deleted. ‘She's the: only female 
in the: Picture.’ a Tube. 

Never Put it In Wr riting 

“‘Sporadically.. amusing’ trifle. 
about Pat Boone in “pursuit. ‘of © 
-a letter he’s mailed. Mild. b. ‘0. 
Prospect. © 

ae Hollywood, ‘Abril 145 
Allied. Artists. release of: Andrew. Stone | 

production... Stars’ Pat. ‘Boone. . Written: 
and directed . by . Stone; camera, Martin 

Miss B 
Adams. 

rater tesebeds ‘ Nuala ‘Moiselle 
J John ‘Le -Mesuriér. 

ewes - Sarah Ballantine. 
Security Officer 1... John Gardiner 
Osear 0 Lied aed eee. 
Taxi - Driver ....; 

yiteses 

Derry | ‘Power 
‘.. Power Man SO San Bill Foley. 
“Receptionist - SSE Polly. Adams 
Maid ...:... Seeesaecsesss: “Sulia’-Nelson- 
Pringle’ .. Ed. Devereaux. 
Foreman,. Sorting ‘Ontce | . Seamus Healy 
‘Young Woman - Dee ° Karal, Gardner 
Judge w : ~ - John’ Dunbar 
‘Jude s W . Susan. Richards. 
‘Basil’s Girl ‘Priena Liz. _Lanchbury’ 

“Never Put: It: In. Writing” is’ a. di-} 

Colin” Blakeley 

I 

| 

"Mrs. . Pelice: clecee “sPatience ‘Collier 
Mrs. Bales == -...... an eccet.. Freda Jackson}: 
Miss | ‘Humphries “ae ws ote err . Judi*’-Dench. 

ew. Harding. - 

i 

| 

Fe 

the nephew.’ : 

‘Ackland (under: Mrs..Stone’s ‘super- 
vision), 
-and-stunt flying - expert | Charlie 

0’ Hara. 

‘and. he: ‘sings . 
over the main titles. 

; if uneven: S cho- 
: regard -- ‘by .-Manuel. Berenguer’ sj" Absorbing. zB y 
alert, often: ‘striking. photography | ~ 
-and . Derek’ ‘Parsons’ 
editing. : Another “major .asset.io |: - 
Sidney - 

-'Maleelm Arnold’s, surring, “expres-'|-- 
‘sive. musical ' score. 
production, Jack: - Hawkins, . 

-by ‘Charles’ Crichton... ‘Screenplay,- ‘Joseph:.- 

-Alex Stedman... 

Alden Hoving.: 
g ‘| Mildred Hoving.: 

- picture can: 
Filmed ‘in: Jreland ‘and England 

‘by Andrew: and: Virginia Stone, 

| 
‘Boone turns in. a creditable per| 

formance: as. the. hotshot insurance | 
~The . girl -with:, whom’ -he 

a pretty colleen 
we out- 

participant. ~ -” Milo 

: O'Shea; ‘who's: a ‘delight a5 a -devi- 

: OUS, : opportunistic “friend”: -' of 
Others | of “more . than 

‘passing | import are Reginaid. Beek=|.. 

with as-the pilot, Sarah Ballantine. 

as. the-secretary, John: ‘Le. Mesurier | 

| as the boss: and: Colin Blakely: as 

Skillful : ‘contributions: ‘to: the pro-| 

man Martin Curtis... editor Noreen}: 

composer ‘Frank. “Cordell. 

A frisky. ‘and salable title; 

song. has’ ‘been’. written ° bY. Boone, ; 
‘it: enthusiastically ; 

Tube. - _ 

The. ‘Third Seeret” 

- logical. mystery -: -meller. : “B.O. _ 
‘prospect .. depends © on. ‘smart 
patesmanee _ 

; “Houywood, ‘april 16:: 
~, - @wentieth-Fox' release of . Robert: L, Jo- 

seph. production. Stars. "Stephen ‘Boyd, 
Richard - * Attenborough,- 

Diane: Cilento, Pamela Franklin. Directed 

camera. Douglas. Slocombe; editor,- Fred-’ 

erick Wilson: ‘music, Richard Arnell;  -as- | 
sistant: director. “Peter. Bolton:: Reviewed 
‘at the: studio; April 16, "64. Running, time, 1 
‘103, MINS. - . 

+ __ Stephen ‘Boya 

Frederick. Rélline wit 
‘Alfred: Prince- Soeham os “Richard | 

“Attenborough | . 

‘Anne’ ‘Tanner. 
Catherine” Whitset.. 
Dr. Milton, Gillen... weéees vs vee: 

eenaee evar 

Lawrence. Jacks... 

Leo -Whitset .. ewae saan ec 

Barbara’ Hicks |. 
- Ronald: ‘Léigh™ Hunt. 

‘Police Secretary. - ‘See tees 

Police officer... 
Floor Manager. eed eseece -.Geoffrey -Adams 
ark (0.2.02. x soosec..-James Maxwell | 

Tar Bick€s- + .:..502+07 wcee:. Gerald: Case |- 
-Nurse . sotgc soseeeees.. Sarah Brackett. 

| Mr. Morgan. ss ewe deen e eee se - Neil. Arden’) 

. “When; a. ‘renowned psychoanalyst | 
-is: deemed a suicide, the emotional |. 

‘T repercussions: on . the’ -patients he 
‘Was, ‘treating are: bound | tobe: se- 
vere. -The. ‘puzzle - surrounding his} 

melodrama ‘of the weighty psycho-. 
logical. school.. ‘The British-made 
Robert |: L....Joseph - production, : .a 

Mystery buff; (but.-it” is” better 
equipped, . to: absorb. an: audience 
than to allure’ one. Word of ‘mouth 
“will be a helpful. ‘boxoffice factor. 
and. ‘with ‘sinart . admanship - this 

intrigue - - cuistomers 
generally, The trick As’ ‘to: build’ ad- 
‘vance curiosity: 
"Producer. Joseph's original's scen- 

Hit Sra 

-Ltalky.~ film, but Charles © Cricmon 
‘> ‘Lhas’ done a commendable” job: ot- 

| keeping * it - taut. and as visualty 

i 

‘Jack Hawkins |". 

-, -Diané -Cilento | . 
“Pamela” Franklin |. 

- Paul Rogers { : ole F 
_ Alan. _Webb| ~ 

“Peter: Sallis}. . ecuted:. adventure fantasy. 

; b.o- bait. 
-Peter “Copley-| 

“Nigel Davenport} :--  - 
Dermot: McHenry... we "charles Lioyd . Pack | - 

20th-Fox rélease; should be a wel- | 
‘come | attraction. for the. diehard 

interesting observations.’ . 

casional . -vaguenesses, a téndency’ 
-toward ° ‘pretentiousness, . 

tipoff. that doesn’t figure ‘to: elude 
the. discerning mystery | enthusiast. 

Stephen. ‘Boyd, as the: inquisitive. | 
patient’: ‘of . the: - deceased -analyst, : 

conducts a private investigation to |” 
| determine whether: the death was oe 

actually a’ suicide - (contradicting. : . 

everything the noted: doctor stood |-: .-.. 

for). or a murder: committed by one] 
of. his ‘patients, . ‘of : whom there’; .: 

‘were . only. four, ‘according to. ‘the. 

.analyst’s: -daughter. (Pamela Erank- ae 

lin). ‘The investigation. leads: “Boyd |. - 

—an- - American’: -télenewseaster’ Jiv- 
ing’ in England=-from - patient :to |: 
patient,.a fruitless’ path “until” he 
cunearths | : “The Third. « Secret, % 
which ‘stands. ‘for. the truth.. 
A lack of animation in spots is 

evident: in Boyd's. performance, but" 
there - “are: “moments. when. he 
catches: ‘the spark of the. character. 
Young..Miss:..Franklin ‘does a. high- 
ly. professional job-as the: daughter. | 3; 
She’s ‘a. young | ‘actress. of great po-|. 

‘ex-patients. ‘tential. ‘The *- - ‘three. 
visited bv: ‘Boyd. are Jack: Hawkins 
‘aS a. -judge, Diane - -Cilento - as -a 
secretary: ‘and Richard . _Attenbor- 
ough. as an art gallery owner. All'}. 
‘three are. effective, with! Attenbor-4 : 
‘ough: ‘especially distinguished. ‘and.| :. 

Le ‘themorable ‘in his: characterization. 
_— Chief: support, competently ‘etched, 

: -l Gs \ contributed - by. Paul. Rogéers,: 
“Alan Webb, Rachel: ‘Kempson . and. 

| Peter: Sallis. 
' “(he Third Secret”. is- a father 

Stimulating. | as. possible. | “To this 
end, he: benefits . from: the aid of. 
such | -eraftsnien. - as photographer. 
Douglas © Slocombe, editor. Freder- | 
ick. ‘Wilson ‘and art. director. Tom. 
“Morahan. . Richard “Arnell’s | ‘score 
is. richly. endowed ° Were an: aura j 
of. eerie imminence.: Tube.” 

whe: Golden. Arrow” 
“GTALIAN--TECHNIRAMA— ; ” 

: COLOR): a 

’ Exraticaliy written. ‘and’. /ex- ° 

- Special. effects. trickery 1 its aoe 

Hollywood: ‘April 15. 
Metro ‘yelease: of .Titanus production. 

‘Stars ‘Tab’ Hunter;. Rossana Podesta... Di- 
rected by Antonio: Margheriti.. Screenplay, 
Bruno $-Vailati;- Augusto Frassineti, Filippo 
Sanjust, Giorgio. Prosperi,- Giorgio - Arlor- 
‘io; camera. (Technicolor), Mario Capriotti; 
‘editor, ‘Giorgio: -Serandrei; -music; . Mario 
ascimbene: «assistant director... Ettore 

Fizzarotti, Giovanni Fago. | Reviewed at 
fhe indies “April 15; 764 Running. time; 

ssan-: estpeths Mecets wees Tab: ‘Hunter 
Jamila:->; seve Decent . Rossana Podesta 
-Thin: Genie este . Umberto. Melnati. 
Bakar Genie. Fi, Giustine ‘Durano 

Curtis; ‘editor. Noreén © Ackland; - music, kK Feeder i ede ee es . Mario Feliciani 
Frank Cordell: assistant. . ands 7 Ted ; I ‘sudden. and. unaccountable - ‘death, {8 Sabrath a “s a ve - pose . _Jaspe 

allis. Reviewed at. the’. studio,”: -A ri akbar . _... Sen Gianipao o Rosmino 
14, "64, Running time, 93 ‘MINS.. Pry as it is put together. piece by. piece | -Prince of Bassora... : Renato. Baldini | 
Stephen Cole :....... * Bat: Boone’ | by. one: of. his. agitated . patients, is)‘Prince. of Aleppo a Rosario Borelli! 
Danny: O'Toole . Ty. Mile ‘O’Shea- ‘the: Plot, pursued . ‘by: -“The Third | Prince. ‘of: Samarkand - Cece. ‘Zamurovich,| 

‘Katie O'Connell ie aes °  Fidetma Murphy S t,” if. fj Prince of. Bassora’s. General. 
Lombardi .....: - Reginald Beckwith ecre an, engrossing, ” i no Jeon Fey. _ Calisto’ alist), 
Mr. Breeden weeeeeess: °° Harry Brogan | altogether - - convincing, . “mystery 1 Queen’ of: Rocky “Valley - 

Dominique ‘Boschero 
Capt. Hamit.: ae 
Bandit. © 
‘Magician’ Of. “Rockey Valley 

bad: aan: G boxoffice. Winner for: Metro 
last: year. . 

flaming. monsters. 
-houette. . 

‘and: gets the film’ off..to -a- false 
‘start: from: which. At. takes a. Jong} 
time’. to. _Tecover.: 
erini's * “art .. direction is impres-: 
‘sive but’. Mario “Nascimbene’s:: mu- 
-Sieal .score ‘is. often. somewhat -in- 
compatible with the dramatic events: 

_ Inotiva-: 
‘tional: question marks, .and an early 

Universal. 
|-Bruce;:. 
Features George A. Cooper,: John Welsh, 
Irene -Richmond;,: ‘Timothy ‘Bateson, Hytie’ 
Jessop: : Written 
Sangster.’ 
music, -Don.. Banks;- camera, Sohn ‘Wilcox; |- 
editor, James. Needs.. 

4-Running ‘time: 88 Ml 
‘Henry Baxter 

‘Mrs. “Gibbs, 2602. 
‘Doctor “a. 

‘Woman. in- White:. 
Sit’ Dudley’. 

-: | madness, - 
” J victim. of bad dreams. ‘She. is: ‘taken 

‘she. is. apparently. ‘safely. ‘guarded 
‘by “the attention: of an. adoring 
‘housekeeper « 

i her’ . school. 
: Bruce), her young ‘guardian .(David 
Knight) anda nurse, (Moira. -Red-. 

Knight -and Miss. Richmond are 
“clandestine ‘lovers.* 
‘is attained when the adolescent: is 
goaded 
wife in a fit: of panic, and is taken 

“Abdel Moneim Ibrihim: 
‘Claudio. Scarchilli, Coop er). 

pepetieis tite, _ Omar -Zoultixar| 

| Miss ‘Redmond: to. prey “on.. the’ 
An. adventure fantasy from ‘Italy’s |-mind ° ‘of. the ‘girl are . elaborately 

Titanus: picturemakers, “The -Gold- 
en -Arrow’?. Tis: fashioned. i in roughly| 
the."same vein. as. ““Captain Sind-- 

come ‘bya magic golden. arrow. to 
‘properly. stake his claim and assert: 

With the aid “of 
-| three. whitisical - genies, he accom- 

_ plishes this. goal. 
- Hunter is. ‘okay, but he does: a lot. 

‘of grinning and gaping, as. if puz-| ar 
‘Lzled.by.the language ‘cross-currents 
of ‘the . post-dubbed | production. | Ti 

.. |Rossana “Podesta is that inevitable 
| Damascus prop, the beautiful prin-| Bo 
‘cess: waiting for her: Prince. Charm-" | 
jing. . The balance of. ‘the. cast per- 

. | forms" in mechanieal. fashion: under |’ 
most ofthe time. Dialog: is *. 

ee hip but: understandable: ve 

‘ario has ‘strengths: ‘and. “weaknesses.. 

‘It.is literately written, with a:liber-: 

al: sprinkling. of shias. p dialog: and 
On : the, 

other ‘hand, ‘it: is. hampered. by. oc- | 

Antonio Margheriti’ Ss haphazard di- 

“Fernando. Mazza’ S “Special. effects 
are ‘generally. Satisfactory, best be- 
ing . his. illusory: ° construction _: ‘of 

‘in human. 

by. Giorgio: Serandréi. is’ choppy. 

Flavio- Mogh- 

it accompanies, . _Tube. 

“Nightmare 
(BRITISH) | 

chiny melo, loosely concocted; 
but: with - ‘some. tense moments. 

-. Fair. dualler..; Be ; 

: “London, “April 17. 
“Rank ‘yelease ‘of ae Hammer: Film for 

~ Stars’ Dayid . Knight,- Brenda 
Moira Redmond,., Jennie Linden. 

&. produced: by Jimmy 
‘Directed - by.: Freddie... Francis; 

"64. at. Rank ee London. 

- David. Knight 
Grace: - “Moira Redmond 

‘Geacse A. Cooner 
Irene Richmond 

Teese senate 

ware et ee stp eee 

Barman .... nite “iinet Bateson 
Clytie. Jessop 

Mai d.. Julie: ‘Samuel oc 8 be oe pie se e,e 

Ce ee 

Mot her. Ce ee ee ee ee ay 

Significant noises 
‘of -a 

‘sil-. 
“Mario. Capriotti’s: “Jens- 

work: is. adequate, but the editing 

we _ Brenda. Bruce. 
a . . a .. o e oe ° eo ary @@ om ow, - _ Jennie. Linden ° 

we veebartats Seder ‘Wallace: 

- Elizabeth -Dear | 
Isla Cameron — . 

: “Baron: Frankenstein. in. le 
“Best. featuve of this: highly eon: _ ‘troub € 

‘trived- ‘chiller is the: direction: and |” 
lensing: (by “Freddie Francis and }- 
‘John: Wilcox respectively) of. :the | 
“atmosphere of a house where 
| eerie things happen in: the way. of 

. Shadows, 
the fleeting - appearances 

_ Wednesday, April: 22, 1964: ; 
“J tacie, isn’t: apt. to > duplicate the: suc: a 

‘cess of its forerunner. Vivid, hard-|° 
- | sell--exploitation® of. fantasy ‘angles: oe 

| might. stimulate: attendance of the]... 
moppets: and: ‘adults: -with- childlike. _ 
‘appetites. for screen adventure. . | 

It. took: all .of ‘five iscribblers: to. 
: grind ‘it out. Tab. Hunter plays the |’ 

lead, : a ‘dashing. bandit who discov-}.” . 
-érs ‘he’s: the rightful heir. to the ‘sul- | 

| tanship. . ‘of Damascus . but ~-must. 

“Previewed: April. |. 

... John = Welsh:;.' 

: The Evil of Fratikenstein 
-(BRITISH-EASTMANCOLOR). oe ars s 

and 

phantom-like woman in white. A. 
fair atmosphere. is worked‘ ‘up. by 
‘Francis and. Wilcox; and it.is aided. 

Where’ ‘Has Poor 7 
“Mickey Gene?: ... 

-<BRITISH) = |: 

Naive atteriapt by unisiowns te: 
-.. produce’.a low ‘budget ‘chiller. 
on cooperative Dasis.: 7 

. “London: ‘April’ ae 
-+Compton-Cameo yelease of a Ledeck- . 
‘Indigo Production. No star. credits,: Pr 
duced and directed: by ‘Gerry -Levy.. 
‘Nal story.:&. screenplay: by Peter Marcu 
-camera, Alan ‘Pusney;.. editor. . Howa : 
Lanning; music, .Graham. Whettam;’ title | 
song written & sung by’ Ottilie Patterson.:. 

| Previewed April 14, ’64 at Hammer: The: 
-atre, London. Running time, 58 ‘MINS. | 7 

Emilio Dinellf. :.....:... Warren: Mitchell’ © 
phe accceses beees sco SONN Malcolm - 

Ginger’ Prrrereeyrere See oh Chali 
DM ce cecccccsccccensanes. J 

Kip) i.e cieeces . Christopher Robbig 
Girl areetats wet ecceeeten se Kar rol Hag 
OY : i. casceepeese a cceeecces Joseph’ Cook 

Detective: Cee nwenccesccese + -Pbilip, ‘Newman 

“Attenipts: by anknowns to. pro. 
“duce. modest films on a co-operative. 
| basis ‘supposedly. are to be encour-: 
aged. But. this one’ is: ‘toe naive. 
‘and: lacking. in expertise ‘to ‘stand - 
‘much: chance except. that, * at. 58:: 
‘minutes,.. it isa. welcome. Jength. 
for a ‘filler.: 
with ‘direct ‘sound, it- lacks: punch: 
as’ an essay. in’. the macabre. : Its... 
“straggling: script: thas some down- — 
to-earth saltiness,: “Warren, Mitchell, 
the best’ known name, gives a pro=°: 
fessional | performance - ‘and. John - 
‘Malcolm; “as Mick; chief. of ‘the: 
layabouts, ‘is & podgy: offbeat: char-. aa 

-actér who. may do well: as a char -: 
“aeter actor.’ But: these are. ‘about .. 
“all the. ‘bouquets that can be: fossed, 

, - j to: this-misfire; 
“Maléolm-: leads’ @: little. ‘gang rs 

of stréetcorner roughs and: they: ‘set. - 
pout. in'.search :of mischief. : Tossed ° 
{out of: a- sleazy’. club,. they. assault - 
ja couple of stréetcorner lovers and. . 

-| then. .décide:: to: :rob 1a basement... 
‘workshop ‘run ‘by: an - ‘Italian. ~All. 

| this.-is -padding..: The: film eatle 
{starts when ‘they. break into the - 
‘premises to find that it is ‘the work-. a 
‘shop’ .of..a .stage- magician.;-who 
“makes novelty. sideshows for. carni-. a va 
vals. 

ates the. intended atmosphere. The ”® 
‘rest appear to-:have’ been -giyen 
“undue head: by. the producer-diree- __ 
tor. Gerry: Levy. and. the. result. is: 
fiat. oo “Rich, 

again in another of the horror: | 
pix... Okay ‘for. its natural 
‘audience. an 

“London, April 16: | 
Rank. release _of.-a -Hammer-. Film for’: 

Universal. ‘Stars Peter Cushing.’ Features 
Peter. Woodthorpe; . Duncant Lament, - 
Sandor Eles, Katy Wild,. ‘David: Hutche- :: 
‘son. Producer, Anthony Hinds. Directed. 
by Freddie Francis. . Story” &" screenplay © 

by ‘a useful musical score:-by ‘Don. 
Banks and sound. editing: by James 
Needs. ‘But ™ 

Nightmare”. 

| of. a strong. ‘bring-em-in top pic. 
‘Jennie . Linden’s mother ‘was 

; beommitted to. an. asylum when the 
‘| child’ was 14, ‘after stabbing her 
| husband. This preys on the child's 
| mind:and she is convinced that she: 
‘may havé inherited. -a streak of. 

. She: certainly — ' the 

from : school to her. home where 

(Irene. “Richmond), 
mistress. (Bren da 

‘mond), posing és .a-companion. But 

‘into. murdering - Knight's 

to a-mental -institution. But with 
both ‘safely. out. of’ the’ ‘way. Miss 
Redmond. becomes. suspicious that 

| her newly acquired. husband wants 
“to -: murder. vher. - ‘She takes. the 
‘initiative but: is. trapped. by: the 
‘vigilance: of. the: -schoel. ‘mistress 
‘and family. chauffeur - (George. “A. 

‘The’ ‘attempts: by Knight “and 

worked... out: .and, . though . highly 
incredible, Serve. as: a--workman- 
like - plot .. ‘for: such: * a “modest: 
‘thriller... 

: However,. this. import, | ' 
lowing to its. lack - of ‘dramatic. co- 
hesion: and. . rather .” imaginative. 

.|eréative approach to. the wide-open 
| possibilities of special. effects. spec: 

“Nightinare? has. several: of: the 
ingredients of .a successful thriller. 
cocktail: but. these have not been 
shaken: with énough guile. to click 
satisfactorily. : ° _ Rich.” 

Jimmy - Sangster’ Ss 

“Their object 

‘screenplay ' and: dialog *- ‘do. not:| 
match: these - ‘plugses. Dialog, in 

‘ particular. “often. Tapses. into 
| bathos- With. minor stellar appeal, " 

‘can-. be’. functional. 

-by . John - Elder; -camera,-. 
._music;.Don: Banks; editor, James: Needs. 

John Wilcoxs. 

Previewed: at-Rank Private: Theatre, Lon-’ 
don... Running time; a4 MINS. |. 
‘Baron. Frankenstein « acl. Peter Cushing - eormt en 

Zoltan vo oil. "Peter _Woodthorpe «© “~ 
Hans ........... 7" deecswesar: Sander’ Eles. 
‘The Creature * nk yees wees _ Kiwi. ‘Kingston - 

| Beggar. ..Girl - ee Katy Wild. 
‘Burgomaster | ue ee tes z “Davia Hutcheson | 
Chief .of Police «seeese es, Duncant: Lamont 
Priest .... Lewes wi James. Maxwell ' 
Burgomaster’ s “Wie eaees Caron Gardner 
Drunk ..:.. vee .Howard. Goorney a ni ao only. as a ‘second -feature in support. Hypnotised Man 

reer . . age . tae 

‘Timothy Bateson. . 
andlord : “Alister. Williamson :- cette paee sense 

eee daewoo evnse 

The iorrifie ‘adventures ‘of Baron‘. 
Frankenstein - are. still’ providing. -: 
Hammer: Films’ with. rich: boxoffice 
loot. In -this - ‘one-the:-finale shows. 
Frankenstein’ S ‘castle going: up in’ 
flames. : But itis a-“safe. bet: that 
the ‘sinister’ ‘scientist. will have got 
away to scare another: day.-. Peter. 
Cushing plays the Baron with ‘his. 
usual seriousness, avoiding tongue- 
in-the-cheek, and he- is ‘the main — 
prop. in. the: ‘proceedings. :-Some: of: - 
his ’ “fellow : thésps tend: to ‘ham it. 
up:: to. the make-believe’ 8 detri~: 
ment. : 
‘Director Freddie Francis; an: ‘up: 

coming: ‘horror. - ‘specialist, . - must 
hereafter - rap’ down’ severely . On. 
such actor fancies. Only. by ‘play=.. 
ing. the films. deadpan. can. audi-: 
ences be indulgent ‘enough to ace. 
cept. them for ‘the ‘harmless .non-- 
Sense that they are. : Direction’ here’: 

posterous. ‘Stretches. : Special effects ; 
help, viz the. Baron's crazy appar- °.- 
atus. Result, there. As always some oe 
thing: going. on... , 

‘This time. ‘Cushing returns “to: 
the Castle: which. is ‘his- scientific’. 
playground ‘and .is: bent_.on reviving -: 
and: coordinating. the brain’ of one. 
-of. his homemade: monsters.. Earlier: 
‘this character: had: escaped, but: is- 
found, ‘eonveniently ‘preserved. in: 
a: glacier. ‘The ‘Baron. has -sundry:: 
other ‘problems :on his plate, no-.. 
-tably” a drunken, blackmailing” hyp-.- 
notist, a. deaf and. ‘dumb - beggar... 

(Continued on: ‘Page: 102): 

“Filmed - on-location: -: 

Only. Mitchell as “the: magician’ . 
‘provides’ a’ performance. that -cre- : . 

Tony “Arpino. re 

is -deft: ‘enough over the. more pre- --: 



be ene 

phrase 

“Showcase” Misapplied at 
~ Residents of Yorkville N abe Dislike Confusion of a 

: “Terms and. Lockout of, ‘Fresh’ Product . * 

“The. “showcase” situation in n New! - 
“York is gétting: sloppy.’ For ‘one 

“t . thing, theatres are. keeping * their | 
“showcase” “banners: . flying. and |" 
scales: in force — “regardless” of 

‘ what’s | playing—and, . for another, a 
(7 “13 Was. approved. at “the ‘annual - - funs® ‘are becoming: “endless.” 

- Examples “have- been | visible at} 
“the RKO 86th St. Theatre; where}: : 
““it*-has -happened- beiore, | ‘and : at 
~- other’ Spots around town.: A reissue |: .. 
‘double : bill ‘had been: ‘playing the} 
86th, - 

“Pillow: Talk’” and’ “Operation Pet-}.-. 
‘show-. . 

-ease:” Yet the theatre still. has the} 
“A Premiere:, Showcase: 

-. Theatre” on :the marquee.: At also - 

‘ticoat.”. This is surely:..no ° 

“lias ‘$1.65: top. scale.in: force. _ 

-To Yorkville: area residents. this 
fs an. annoyance—and ..a.. confusion..|: 
*. Carrying. the sloppy. practice. ‘to thé. 
basic.” ‘question—can, any: prestige 

“Premiere | 
“Sf it “is tisapplied ‘SO |. 

“loosely, . and: ‘many will ‘think, ‘$o| 
-~unethically?’ ‘Words: have meanings |. 

“survive.-in -the’ term : 
‘’ Showease’”’ 

and... these. ‘meanings: must. ‘be re- 
“spected.” itz any booking. is a- “show. |: 
“ease” no booking has a: ‘separation | 
from the. run-of-stream. 

AS separate “question “relates: to Pe 
“the: tendency to’ hold ‘films just. as |“ 
long: ‘as -possible in neighborhood|. 

There .. are’ limits: to-“the: ~houses.. 
- economic..sense in “doing «so. - The. 
. Yorkville. district is’ ‘residential and | 
too’ /much' - “showcasing” deprives | 
the’ ‘residents’ ‘of their. accustomed 
change, OF. ‘bill. and . _ Variety of 
choice. ee 

{To tise ‘the 86th. ‘Street’ example’ ” 
. again; ‘“The Cardinal” has" been at | 
“Loew's 86th it “now. séems © like 
- foréver.. Before the. U: double ‘bill, 
“eC Aptain Newman” 

. the: RKO. spot for: an: equally séem- 
7 ingly endless. run: - |, 

Meantime United’ “Artists is: gall. 
. ‘On ‘the. basis of 
nine and: more ‘weeks, of: jocked ‘in 
“ing “Tom. J ones” 

bookings. 

“Showcase” -originally. was | pre- 
-firstrun. ” sented” as .a multiple. 

-‘scheme,: aimed ‘ at. bringing” the 

* were only tobe. two-three: ‘weeks -as 
-@ quick ‘first wave kill :before’ the 
subsequent. « “multiple. 

-“showease’ 

City .Music: ‘Hall, with. Iongrun|- 
* policy in the nabes: This has-exhibs 

mh climbing. walls, It als” annoys: ‘Jocal. 
‘Patrons. 

There are. genuine - “Showedse” | 
. hookings too, like the ‘current: UA{: 
- “From 

“ “Flight. “From. ‘Ashiya.’ van 
“Russia . With - Love’. 

But .‘the 
“pattern is stich a. ‘conglomerate ‘one 
. that ‘patrons’ who. are supposed to 
“be. attracted by © “showcase’” are}: 
eonfused: and l-and annoyed by: it by: it. 

5 Bi ious Eye | 
Goon ‘Showcase’ 

. Discussing. the hefty ‘sales ” cam-. 
paign’ “sct. by . Allied’ Artists. for: 

oe “Fhe: Thin.Red- Gine”’ in. New: York : 
~Jast -weak gerieral.sales . ‘manager |’: 
‘Ernest ‘Sands commented. that “he 
Was going to. “bark into New. York’’ | 
with. the picture.. ‘Questioned . fur-: 
ther ‘on this. -point; Sands said -this 
‘Wast'so bse use ..he ‘was- concerned 
with - the. “shawease””. 
Gotham.” 

_ Althoush: Allied: ‘hasnt. ‘played 2 
“pie on “showease”. yet, Sands com- | 
. mented: that: as. regards: AA he. ‘Was. 

. “not happy” . with it. et 
So: far “it. is “not - ‘lear ‘how. thie, 

“Red | ‘Line’ 
- Gotham: It is. ‘being distributed on 
“a. wide.. ‘multiple - basis: elsewhere’ 
around : the country. -but ‘that .type- 
of.-pattern. is. ‘crimped a: bit ‘in the: 
New Yor’s ‘area because: so many |'on 
nahe houses ate out of circulation 

and. tied: vy. in. -“showéase”” runs. 
This: ‘as. ben one: of. ‘the’ big 
“show?ace” -arohlems | == -how. , to 

_ handle straig ut. multiplés, 

ia “coupling -.of | Universal’s |: 

"| "largest chain of shopping: ten" 

had ° béen -at-|. 

‘To.day’s: 
‘seems. evolving: into al: 

". followup’: to- an- exclusive firstrun 
on Broadw: ay, the. eastside or Radio ;. 

and. 

situation . ins. 

fee ge 

“Relfag Geni Drive-In a 
As las atictipns -but runaway (to .the: poor fo _ 

1 house).. -budgets: is’ what frightens 
‘many.a thoughtful. New: York. film 
showman nowadays. - 
‘vate. ‘conversations - open. ‘alarm. is} 

+ expressed. as. to ‘epics. costing dou- 
“| ble: and. more. :what : was ‘intended. 
:| Impatience. has devéloped, -too, -re- 

. . Boston, ‘April 21,0 
” General: Drive-In; ‘Corp: has 

officially, changed - its name to . 
General Cinema Corp... Action’. : 

‘meeting of. stockholders . “here. 7 
“last week, : A 

According to prez Richard ‘A = 

.. descriptive. of: the: ‘diversified. - 
“ theatre - activties. of the com-. = 
pany: Latter. includes a- total - 

, comprising. not: only. drive-ins, * 

‘and what is believed ‘to be the . 

7 ter theatres: in. the: US... 

It $ Lou Chesler 

 Litd:, 

| out. of. the company. in. Torder.. to 

i 

ment Co.. 
} 

been’: revealed: - ‘the. ‘1962 Seven 
Arts’ -anniial ‘report : -shows| “‘TA’S ‘in-. 
“vestment in- -Grand Bahama © De-}: 
| velopment, via’ -a_ wholly: owned | 
1 Subsid, to: ‘be ‘valued: at: -600;000 

| nabes and suburbs. into: the. Broad- and ‘equal to 21% $5,000. 
way release pattern. But ‘bookings! 

- Bahama’. outstanding common: ‘eost:. and --the ‘control - of budget: is ‘sh ares,. 

‘sary -financing,. 

1 7A~ ‘shareholders, 

tion,.-Chesler will . resign. as. 7A 
-chairman* and. hoard. ‘member. . 

tome FEST BID. 
- Chicago, “April 21: 

: First: feature-length. art. film: ever 
| produced in -Chicago has been | se-: 
{1 lected. to” ‘Tepresent .-the 2 ‘United | 
| States’ in the -Critics: choice’ ‘section. 
jae the Cannes: International Film 
‘Festival , ‘commencing © -Aprik 21. in 
‘Fratice. Tae ‘producers; : directors: 
and writers: of. the: 85-minute film, 
“‘Goldstein:” are: Philip. ‘Kaufman’ 
and ~ ‘Benijamin. Manaster, ° ‘both in| 
their. mid-twenties. : 

-in-for' about $75. 000; was" filmed. on 

‘Deceriber-: of 1963° and was, com- 
pleted’ juSt*in time” for: the. ‘pre- 
judging for the Fr ench fést. 

‘return of: the ‘prophet: Elijah... ‘TPhe 

and “Requiem For A Heavyweisht’ ’: 

Benito -. -Carruthers. 
and. Lilith’): 

Caretaker”: 
{ “Shadows”. 

“The “Defenders” ‘and: 
“eg 

“Route 

-Burns: of the Second City, troupes, 

Smith, the new name ‘is‘consid-: 
ered to be more appropriately: *:. 

of °72° theatres -in .20- “states, 

“put also conventional :hardtops” * 

E“Birth’ Of -A Nation”. in’ 1915; ‘and. 

Of Bahamas Now, ' 
[Ne evelt Arts : 

“sonable. monsoons: and -unreason- | 

growing: disposition: to see the: heart |. 
: of. boxeffice- letdown in: two: weak-|" a 

board’ of. ‘Seven. ‘Arts. ‘Production | players, not big:séts, riot width|" 
cand chairman, of | ‘its., board }. 

for the last: three: years, ‘Is: pulling | 

devote his. full . time ‘tothe- ‘bur: | 
; feoning . ‘Grand. Bahama. Develop. | 

a ‘:|nes§-that..the :characters. in-.epics 
. According: to. a. IA ‘press’ “hand: 

‘aut, :the’ company-:: has’ entered into. 
an agreement. with: ‘Chesler® ““pro-| | 
viding for .the elimination of”: his 
‘holding. of. 7A. securities and. the |} 

| disposition | by-.7A of ' its’ holdings ‘| 
‘in Grand. ‘Bahama : Development. a} 
While. ‘the exact” aniount: of'-Ches-: 

1 en holdings -in-’ 7A: shave” neyér- 

of - -Grand } 

, ; t bi d ti 
| “Consuimmation of’ the ‘agreement | elated to -the script being ‘good to 
with, Chesler: is subject.to the.com- 
pletion. of. -arrangéments for- neces- | 

‘still - being . nego-: 
‘tiated, and.to the’ ‘approval of the 

“according -.. ‘to: 
Eliot Hyman. prez of Seven: Arts; : 
‘Upon: completion of . the: ‘transac: 

| the. blame for today’ s ‘script changes | 
_ ‘Twritten lastnight. - 

ee . understand - ‘is how,: ‘with. millions 
“involved; -.and ‘so: much ° attention} 

_ bestowed upon ‘stars, . sets, special |: 

“TO CHICAGO: << 
“ ‘togas the. basic élements-of.a_ “well- 

‘siona' Ss. 

|gac THALL AD CHIEF “The::picture, which: was. “brought: 

location. in: :Chicago ‘using no studio. 
scenes: :-It ‘was shot. in. October and fF: 

4 tertainment.division of West, Weir } 

‘The. ‘picture’ -is a. “modern-settiaig 
adaptation Of-ia- ‘Story* by Martin }- 
Buber: based ‘on ‘the. ‘legend: of the’ 

‘beast. includes Lou. Gilbert; who: ap-+|- 
peared | in -the films. “Viva ‘Zapata’ |: 

Jwill’ be. handled. in} 
and in. a: “stage: ‘version: of - “The. 

‘and |: 
Ellen Madison,“who-. has appeared: 

Also in--the ‘east ate Severn} 
‘Darden, .Anthony.-Holland: and. Jack | quarterly: ‘divvy’-of. B0e" per: share 

and a’ gust: appearance by. novelist: 
. Nelson. n Aleren: ” 3 holders: of: record May 15, 1934, 

“or “ aaa v 
By ROBERT g. EANDRY ~ 

Noe runaway - (to: overseas) ‘pro-|° 

In’ their ‘pri: 

-| specting: ‘the : time-tarnished’ ‘alibis _ 
that. the: weather, the natives, the 

‘| direetor - “OF. the leading lady’ ‘went | 
: berserk. : 

Old and” New. Testaments, even. the 
-Protean-change ‘Yugoslavian caval-. . 

. try, -disguised as Medes; - Persians | 
~~ Jor ancient Greéks. Yét despite the:]. © 
| fretting: over burst budgets nobody |." 
‘| suggests an ‘end to.: epics.’ “Truth | 
{is epics “have been. standard -since. 

frequently. ‘profit: bonanzas,. though. 
now. .clouded.. by: fiscal ‘madness, : 

. Stripping away. alibis : of unsed-,| 

‘able. natives,: and: the love Junacies |. 
of. -stars, ‘there. is’ apparently ~ a | 

‘costs: “and” 42). script ° “and | dialog. - 

of screen,” nor. “Wagnet-like ° ‘music 
scores Can cover up, * 

New: York. ‘showmen and/oi or “fie 
nanciers” ‘may’ partly be. repeating 
the ‘critics in their: latterday: aware- 

must: talk good’ dialog. - Because. 
Joe Mancekiewicz " took’ ‘good © care 
of ‘that. in* “Cleopatra, 9. dialog. be-. 
came .one’ “of. the. lus. points Of: a: 
troubled : -Spectacle. : :’ True,. some 
‘folk. objected. that- the: speech pat-| 

Egypt.’ 
set .in “‘Becket,”” cand a point of. 
criticism : in, “Fall of : ‘The Roman} 
Empire.” eo 

- But’ if. dialog _ ig: being: ‘singled: 
‘out: increasingly | as .one vital” com- 
ponent’ ‘of boxoffice: appeal” or non- 
‘appeal, it is: only part. of the script. 
The script ‘in turn” is “part. of. the}. 

‘Start. with, and: ‘completed. suffici- | 
ently ahead: for shrewd-eyaluation. |: 
“Cleo” and “Bounty” . are. the. two} 
most-cited’ ‘recent | instances, of ‘un 
feady script: . In. each-insta 
‘quarrel ‘has: ‘raged. ast. whether | 
fhe: company in -New: York or: the}. 
director’ on «location ‘should -bear | 

- What.. the ‘worrying ores “cannot | 

effects; - fancy. ‘credits, - art, lavish] 
scores .and . fortunes in “Fobes ‘and|| 

told tale : ‘are. sometimes So‘ trite and} 
‘thin: It <is. “possibly: “even more |: 
‘shocking’ in. ‘certain: cases: where the 
completed seript . was :in - hand) 
months.-ahead.: : “Tf the critics, can |’ 
‘see the. flaws ‘so-readily why can- 
not. ‘the. fortune-collecting profes: | 

see them and. ‘correct | 
them?” sums: up ‘the complaint. 

AT COLUMBIA PICTURES | 
“Jac Thali; “formerly - ‘Copy. ‘chief | 
and ‘creative. director for the :en- 

&- . Bartel, : has: ‘been. -hamed’ ad 
manager. ‘for Columb: a: ’ Pictures: 

He ‘replaces: Gil Pearlm2n,. ‘who! 
‘resigned. to: Join. a new. legit: ‘thea- |. 
: tre. -project. « ” 

:-"Phall- ‘has: aise ‘Served | “Stints 

Parainount’s Quarterly. 50e Pr ‘ 
Paramount last: week.’ ‘voted. a 

on its. common stock. 
“Split. is pavable Jue wT ta stock 

* “host: on-existent, | 
All of. which: ‘throws. ‘attention. to}. n stent, the: ozoners 

the: future ‘of costume and chariot |’. 
-spectacles, Ahig-screen: historicals of 
‘all’ kinds; further’ explorations: of:| 

‘terns ‘were. prettymodern for’ old. 
 Dialog,: too, became ° an as-]'; 

‘f Cinerama. film,: | 
Mad,. ‘Mad ‘World oe Tuns through . 

‘with “RKO, “Universal - and. 20th | OY" 3. 
‘Fox. ‘Recently. he headed . his:. own |} 
‘Studio, Servicing film, contraets. 

Bate Circuit ‘Promises ‘omises Renovation - —_ - Defends 
_Slowness « ‘on. Grounds of. 40¢c: Admission 

_ Hardy Showmen.. 
- Minneapolis, “April. 21; 

Twin Cities’. . 
7 ‘theatres; ‘which: opened. their. - 
_ Season this” month, last .week 
“on a Monday: - night (13) en-: 

: snowstorm being accompanied: 

‘While ‘the. patronage: was al-° 

‘went. ahead. with : ‘their. screen- 
ings...-And “only: one’ suffered. 
Sufficient damage. that - put. it. 
entirely:dut of commission. for. 

- Most. of: ‘last_ week:. “That ‘was 
- . the. Lucky: Twin, ‘a leading one | 
‘which wash’t-‘so. lucky: on. this 

.. occasion, having had: a portion 
"of its” “screen demolished. 

Glen Alden Corp. 
Owner of RKO) 

" Notice. of annual. meeting. of the 
‘Glen: Alden: Corp., scheduled ‘for 
Park ‘Sheraton ‘Hotel. on.” May. 15, ! 
was ‘sent to shareholders: Tast week, 
It stated: ‘that agenda would in-- 
clude - consideration -: ‘of. authoriza-| 
tion . of .: stock’ purchases ‘out. of 
capital: surplus’ and.*.authorization’} 

stock. option . plan: to. bring it into; 
conformity with ' stock-option-: pro-| 
visions. . of .- 1964. ‘Revenue | Act. 
Alden is. -parent of RKO.: :- Theatres. | 

Glen’ Alden. sold its: capital stock 
‘investment in American. Hardware 
‘Corp. in J anuary ‘ ‘for: approximate-| 

“fy. $19,350, 000,. ‘realizing a. ‘profit 
-of *. ‘approximately -$5,460,000. -In 
February « it: offered..to purchase | 
common . ‘shares fromi- stockholders | 
‘for: ‘$14 | ~per share,- as: result of 
which; “by. the March ‘expiration 
‘date,. company had’ purchased: 712,+1|: 
878 - sharés | at aggregate cost | of 
$9; 980; 292. °. 

- Proxy : -$tatenient: _whieh. . ae-} 
companied - ‘notice, “proposed * ‘that 
directors. be fixed.'at .11, the 11 
‘nomitiees being. directors at . the 
‘Present. time, 

- Lewis D. ‘Gilbert and John 5. 
Gilbert, . -. stockholders . ‘and’ co- 
executors: ‘of estate :of : ‘Minnie | D:. 

-] Gilbert; “another . stockholder; have} 
advised Glen ‘Aldén: they intend to. 
introduce: a. resolution at the ‘an- 
nual. meeting. requesting *.. ‘that 
‘Board “Of: -Directors take steps |.’ 
necessary ‘to--restore pre-emptive 

‘Manage- rights “to: stockholders. 
ment “is ‘recommending: that share- 
Folders. vote against’ the resolution. 1. 

‘CIRCUS’ INTO DALLAS . 
DAY BEFORE COTTAM 

Dallas), April 21. 
= Capit Theatres. : ‘is’ set “for . the. | 

. world. premiere ‘June 24 of the new- {| 
‘est Cineramia production, Samuel} 

| Bronston’s: “Circus. “World, . 
John ‘Wayne, Claudia ‘ ‘Cardinale 
and. Rita « Haywerth.. 
“June 25. in - -Ne We York.” 

Earl. . Podolnick, 
Theatres ‘prexy; sat - the preem 
Thursday. 416)" sith: : Sid. .€onper, 
general. ‘sales manager, of Ciner2ma, . 
‘on: the: Coast. . 

‘The’ “midtown: Capri’ S--¢urre ont 
“It’s. a Mad, Mad, 

“Prans-Tex3s 

"Rosenberg 0 ‘on: x Coast: 
‘Hollywood, -April 21. 

-committee’. on. “aways, 

‘xpects Guests| 

‘with: 

‘Film opens 1 

‘meets. Thurs.. 

_ Atlanta, “April 21. 
Some ‘35. Negro. demonstrators 

13°" outdoor . - picketed’ eight theatres belonging 
“Ato Atlanta-based’: ‘Bailey ‘fheatres: oa 

circuit. for about. three hours ‘Ye 2. 
| cently in protest. against failure. of 

-  countered-.a near blizzard, ‘the. ” [ehain’s. management. to renovate ‘a 
. by.-wind ‘gusts up.to 90-miles'. -| theatre..in a Negro neighborhood. 
an. hour:: At ‘same time..the - ‘| 

wl ‘Oscarcast, Was ‘on: ABC-TV. 
“Mrs. Asberry ‘Fears, -spokes-. 

‘woman: for .Atlanta : ‘Civic: Council, 

F ‘said management had. promiised : a 

‘complete renovation of. Carver 
‘Theatre several weeks ‘ago- and 
“they have’ done. little to improve 

| the theatre.” 

She: added that all eight of the 
jhouses are in need of -improve- 

-Jment, Seven are located in Negro 
-/ sections of Atlanta and the. eighth 
|is ‘in a racially mixed | neighbor- 
|-hood. 

‘Harold: Ty. ‘Spears, president - -of 
‘| Bailey chain,- which. includes: his- 
‘| toric ‘Bailey’s 81, located on De- 
“/-eatur. Street.:in ‘heart of .Atlanta’s 
‘| downtown. Negro :-business: section, .. 

said: his outfit has been. in process 
-of. ‘renovating ‘Carver .-for-.: some. 

i time now and Civic Council mem- 
bers were: not. satisfied with speed 
‘with which: work is being done. | 

“We- charge: only: A0c ad- 
mission,” Spéars ‘said; 

t pared to. $1.50 charged by Atlanta’ s 
i theatres” for whites, SQ we are not 
in -financial- position: to. make 
ide luxe : ‘houses out of. our . loca- 
tions, “However, we try to- keep 
them in: ‘ good. repair. and make 

i them. ‘comfortable: for our patrons. 
and. expect. . to” " continue this 

[af * ‘amendments of . corporation's | policy.’ . - 
; Civic ‘Council. did’ ‘not follow 
‘through. ‘on. their picketing ‘Ppro- 
Bram after. dnitial effort. . 

Weirdo Chi Jam 
- Post. Oscarcade 

wd Chicago; April 21.: . 
An "embarrassment of: Oscar 

‘riches has created a. traffic jam at. 
‘Chi’s .subrun houses.. Exhibitors 

| accustomed: ‘to. ‘scurrying ‘after the 
‘better™ pix. have for the first time’ 
in .yéars ‘found - themselves: in a 

| Buyers’ ‘Market; _ . 
. The -current week finds: United 
Artists’ accounting for’65 houses— 
-20- with: the ‘second week-of.“Tom-. 
Jones”. ‘and 45. situations. picking 
up. a hastily-arranged. first subrun. - 
of “Lilies of. the Field” (which ” 
had a dim three: ‘week first run 
-at. the. Oriental, ‘Theatre last: : No- 
vember). 
‘Nearly all of the rest of the 

nabes are: carrying. “Hud,”’. “g14" 
and:-“Irma La Douce” in- Varying 
combinations. . ” 

The backup::i is further. congested 
by a 20th reissue of “South Pacific” 

which * was.- arranged months ago- 
| and nailed ™ some of. the better 

Cardina ?. is:being held for a. third 
week at several: of the prime. nabe 
‘situations, i 

A Poitier Editorial 
.o. o"? Albany, April 21.. 

Albany’. Knickerbocker .» ‘News. 
editorially observed - (18) “No one. 

| who sawe ‘Lilies.of the field’.could |: 
doubt. that Sidney Poitier was de- © 
Serving-of. the.“Ose-r’ for the best - 
‘actor of the year..The ovz tion Mr. 
‘Poitier received from his col- 
leagues: inthe Academy of Motion’ 
‘Picture. Arts. and Sciences, plus the 
reaction. of Jack : Lemmon, © the 
master of ceremonies at the aw. rds - 
presentation, made it clear : that. 

: | the movie industry—a. major factor 
“fin carrying. America’s - 

abroad—realized the 
| the Negro’ actor had “special sig- 

, ; nificance - in. a year. ‘when. civil 
- Anna: -Rosehberg; ‘consultant - la. 

-Motion Picture Assn.,. 
(23). with major. ‘studia. p: a>" city. 

‘| directors’ - 
‘means of achieving Boal. of an; 
. improved. “image.” 

image 
s-lection of | 

Tights has ‘become a subject cf in- 
.tense ‘concern.”. 

Stanley - Warner ‘Ritz booked 
+-“Lilies- of ‘the Field” for a down- 
town-revival .date. Picture _ shad 

"| originally. played the Strand... 

oo te RS ee: 

“aS come - 

(houses, “and the ‘fact that .“‘The - 

womens ees 
> 



_PICTURE GROSSES _ 

Firstruns ‘are. up and showing 
strongly this .week, sparked par-- - 

“tially. by flock of. Oscar-winning 
‘pix: Pair of openers likewise. are 
boosting. the. overall outlook. -“Sol- 

‘gier in the. Rain” is after. a: hefty’ oe 

$22,800 in four situations © anc 
“Best Man” is looking: to..a sock | , 
$10,000 at the Fine Arts. 

“Hud,” which took - best’ aotréss. i 
‘and best supporting actor’ awards. . 

is shaping te a lush’ $25, 000 in four 

“houses. “Lilies of the Field,’ ? acco-' 

Jaded “for best actor, is a hot $17, =| 

500. at the Four Star and. Warren’s.. 

Fellini's “B14 * however, eyes. only} 

slender $7,500 at the Iris and 

Lido. 

Among regular holdovers, “Tom: 

Jones,” which copped best: ‘picture L. 

and director honors, ‘Maintains ‘its | _ 

previous: hot . pace with-;a torric - a 

‘$18,000 in. sight. for its: 17th round: 

day, Today and Tomorrow” is. gan- 

dering a loud $18, 000 in fifth: Fos. 

‘Wilshire sesh.. 

“Pink Panther” is-a. tall’ $14, oor. 

in a fifth frame at. the. Hollywooc 

Paramount, “Seven Days ‘in. May” 

is a nice $13. 000 in- seventh. Chi: 

-nese. stanza.. “Dr. Strangelove,” ‘jin 

eighth round at the “Beverly, ‘ane: 

“South. Pacific’ reissue in third. 

Egyptian week, “are a trim. $12, 000. 

. Bplece.- . 
' On. hardtix- front, 

the Cinerama, while . two. other 
Oscar sweepers: are ‘show ing - -jm-. 

proved biz.. “How. ‘the -West » Was 
Won,” in 61st week. at the Warner . 

is. a sizzling $22:800] - 
and: “Cleopatra” is a biistling:$18,- | . 

600 in 44th frame ‘at the. Pantages. |. 

Hollywood, 

: “Becket” ‘Iooks a. fine $19, 300 .at. 
‘Warner Beverly... 

Estimates ‘for. This Week 
Baldwin; Orpheum, Pix, Wiltern. 

(State: -. Metropolitan - . Prin,.- SW) 

1,800;. 2,213;- 756; 2;344:;. -$1-$}. 49) 

—*Soldier In the Rain” - (AA) and t 

“Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (subrun):. 

Sweet: 
“Silence” (Indie) (3d. .A¥k),- 

_Daydating with Hyde: -Park.” 

“Cry. of: Battle” (AA). Hefty. '$22.- | 

-- 850. Last: week. Baldwitr with Hill-. 

. street, Hollywood, . Mail Order: 

Bride”. (MGM), ™ Muscle: “Beach 

Party” (AIP) (mrioveover) | (ist wk), |} 
‘with. - ‘Picfair;: $14,300. . Orpheum. 

"Vogue, “Tom Jones”? (UA) (20th. 

“wk, Orpheum;: 16th, ‘Picfair, Vogue):: 

$24,700.. Pix with. ‘El-Rey, Village, iP 
Warren's, ‘Paris: When It. Sizzles?” 

.. (Par),. “Fo ‘Catch a. Thief” (‘Par)'| 

* ¢reissue). (st. wk), ‘$2,200.. Wiltern. 

with Crest, Tris, ‘Los Angeles,. Loy- 

“Captain Newman, M:D.” «U} 

“st general -release),. “Brass. ‘Bot-|-_ 

tte” ((U). -Gmoveaver?} : fst” Wh) 

"$27,900. eB, 
Peverly. State}: i1,¥50:, $i 49- 

$2.40) — “Dy, “Strangelove”: (Col): 
(Sth awk). Trim. $12, 00. Last. Week; 

$13,105 = aoe 
Chinese. (FWO) As 408;. $1 49-. 

$2.40)—“‘Saven. Days in Mav" {Par). 

| (Continued on. Page: 10) 

: Poitle’ Brassy $6, 000 he 
Prov; ‘Tiger’ Fast $7,0' 020} 

" cars each side; $1)—-West: “Frigid 

‘Wife? (Indie).. Title of film, with- 
held in. aduit-slanted. ads. Big $10,-. 
‘000: Last week,,-“‘Commando” -(AT): 
and “Torpedo . ‘Bay’: 

‘Providence, April 21. 
’ Midterm’ schools’ holiday: and 

‘ product aimed at.the small fry: are. 
‘helping to: boost. biz. :“Tom Jones”. 

“Js still the topper in its‘11th frame 
at Elmwood. Majestic is lively with | and-“Caretaker”. (UA). Fairish $6,- 

000. Last. week; “4 For Texas” (WB) Pp ’ Disney’s ““A- Tiger - Walks.” RKO. 
Albee’s. “The. Brass. Bottle”. and. 

_. Stvand’s. secorid week of ..Dri. 
Strangelove” are. also. on the’ happy. . 
side. | 

Estimates for This Week : 

‘week, “Men: In the Middle’ *: (20th): 
‘and “Surf “Party”. (20th).. ‘Mild 

$4, 500. : 
Elmwood (Snider). (2:200; “gi. 

$1 75)—“Tom Jones”: (UA), (11th: 
wk), Brash. $11, 500. 
gocko $1T,000.. 

Last - “Week, 

“Majestic (SW). (2,200: -90-$1:25)— 
“Tiger Walks”..(BV). Nice $7,060..| 

“The. Strangler” (A A). 
_ Meek. 

‘State (Loew? (3,200: -90-$1. 25) ar 
-“Night Must. Fall’? (MGM) (2d. wk), | - 

‘Last week, 
and “Secret. Door” 
$4,000. . 

(AA). 

Dead $3,000: Last week, same... 
Strznd_ (National. Realty): (2,200; 

Strangslove” . $1. 25-$1.50): —- “Dr. - 
(Col) (2d: wk). ‘Happy’ $7,000. after 
hot. $10,000. in opening sesh... 

“Mad .:World” . 
strongly.. 
“Walks” shapes: ‘fairish at. ‘Keith’s. 
“Night. Must. Fall’? looks: okay - on | 
holdover at . Albee. “Frigid Wife,” |. 
sans title in adult-slanted ads, rates 
hig at Twin Drive-In. “South -Paci- 

1 fic’ gates. oke: in second: return’ ‘to. 
| the Valley. LS 

“Mad World” : 
is a likely $25,000 in 24th stanza at. 

tn $1: 25-$2.75)—"'Mad_ World” - 
‘(18th- wk); Wow $12, 500, or better. 

Good. $12,000. : Last : week, 

Nice;$1,500.. Last’ w eek, 

‘| Okay. "$1, 600... Last 
| Silence”: ‘Indie? (3d wk. 

‘gi. 50)}—"Tom : Jones”” 
awk). Wham: $11. 000 or. more. after | ‘of ..the wind: ‘out. of ‘biz’ Sails here. 

; but: ‘strong: films’ aré- ‘holding: their. 

runs),” $5,000... 
Valley | (Cin-T<Co) . th: 275%. “$1. 50): 

1O 6 ‘Last week, . 
Albee (RKO) (2,200:. 90-$1. 25) Kee $6,000, 

“Brass Botile”:(U) and.“He Rides |: 
- Tall”. (U).-Fairly active $6,000. Last |: 

‘Tiger’ “Parish: $7 000, 

Oscars Hypo LA: Mat Sok 1G 
Soldier’ Slick $22,800, ‘Hud Robust 
56, ‘Jones’ Wow 186, 17th; Days’ 136) 

" Hollywood,’ ‘April. or. + 

Key City Gr asses . 
2 Estimated Total. Gross 

. This . Week cease ee 

7 tlieatres). 

“ theatres,. chiefly. First 1 TUns. in-. 
__chuding N-¥-) N. Yd aot . 

Empire’ Tal 6 
- Giney; Tiger 16 

~-Cincjnnati;. April: 21: 
“Fall: of. ‘Roman Empire”: ‘Jooms. 

‘sturdily.. ‘on’ ‘the: -Cincy ‘ film -front- 
at the Picfair and. Vogue. Yester~ “aurrently as. hardticket successor: 

fo. “Cleopatra”. 42-week run‘at the 
| Grand. ‘Fortified : by. “Osears;. long-. 
run “Tom Jones”. at the Times. and 

at Capitol. hold. 
.Neweomer ~“A’ ‘Tiger: 

..For-the artérs, “Dr. Strangelove”. 
looks - sweet:.on -subrun ‘daydating | 

{at Esquire and. ‘Hyde Park, ‘Mondo |. 
“Cane” looks nice on reissue. vat the: 
Guild. . 

. ” Bstimates for This Week” 
Albee «RKO): (3,100; $1 25-$1.507 

—“Night ‘Must Fall” (MGM) | (2d. 

wk). :Okay. $7, 000. after ° $8, 000. 
1 opener. . 

d, 329: 
UA) 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama’- 

Last week; “$12. 200. . 

Esquire (Cin-T-Co) 1500: “$1: 25): 

“The. 
$1, 409. 

$2.000: °- Last ‘week, ° 

‘Grand (RKO). (1,396; $1: 75-$2. 75). 

—"Fall of Roman: “Empire”. (Par), 
“Cleo- 

patra’? : (20th) .. wourid Up” ‘42-week ; 

run: with $4. 500. session.. 7 

- Guild: (Kilgore): : 

“Mondo. ‘Cane’. (Indie). . (reissue); 
“And Sud-- 

dently. If’s’ Murder” : (Indie). $ 
‘Hyde Park (Cin-T-Co). (700; $1. 25 

—“Dr: Strangelove” (Col) isubrun).. 
“week, “Fhe 

$900. - 
Keith’s’ (Cin=T-Co) | (1.500; $t- 25- 

“$1. 50}—" A" Tper’ “Walks”: BY). 
-Fair. “$7. 000. Last’. week. “Merlin: 
Jones”: (BY): (3d awk), ‘$6. 100.. 
' Palace (RKO) (2.600; $1 95-81 ‘501 | 

“Seven Faces of Dr: ‘Lao” (MGM).1. 
| 4th wk). Okay: ‘$6. 500 after $7, 000 |. 

for: third... 
Times . (Mid-Siates). (660;- “$i. 25: | 

UA): 

$11. 500 for ninth. round. . 
Twin Drive-In -(Cin-T-Co} (800, 

(AD; $3,500. 
East: ‘“Man’s - Favorite Sport” «U) 

and “A Summer Place” (WB): (sub- 

—“South: Pacific” (20thY-. (reissue): 
ahha: 

Newman”. (U) (3d. wk), $5, 000.- 

- Columbus; ‘Clea’. HYG 
: Cohimbus, O.,' April- 21: . 

‘Walt Disney’ s. “A Tiger Walks” , 
at the Palace’ is the.. only new. 
entry, and: average returns are’ in- 
dicated. Adequate: biz.is anticipated |: 
‘in holdovers of. “Cleopatra” at the 
Beechwold..‘and’.. New Main... “Mad. 
World” atthe Grand and “Captain 
|-Newman.‘M-D.”. at’ the Ohio. - 2 

-- Estimates for: This: Week: 
‘Beechwold. (Academy-Neth) (860: 

$1-$2) ‘and. Néw_ Main (Yassenoff) | 
(1,160; -$1-$2)—“ “leopatra””. -(20th). 
(th “wk)..- Steady. $11, 500. Last 
week, $10,000... 

.Command”:.’ 

- $2, visas | 
-¢Based. On 2r cities and 267... i” 

- Last Year. . wlbecaes ‘$2, 961 800° |. 
- (Based on 92 cities: and 280: .. 

| are: -helping . some pix:- 
.. | Field,” ,boffo- in, 24th . week at the |. 
=| arty. Forum, ‘moves: downtown: to 

sao ew 

“Tom. ‘ Jones” - 

1.305. $6, 500... Last - week, : 

): Fall? (MGM) (nine: days),. $7,500, 
-- Warner (SW) (1. 260: “$1 50-$3)—. 

“(10th |. 

love’ 

busy in. 10th turn: at. ‘Trans-Lux:.. 

, | “Silence” 

Mad: “World? | 

“Slow . $6,500," “Last. week, 

‘Palace. (RKO): (2; 845%: 98-$i. 50)-— | 
“Tiger. Walks”. {BV}: and. “Cavalry. 

(JMG).. 

pittsburgh; ‘April 21. 
- Biz. ds’ ‘Spotty ‘but Oscar : ‘awards-| 

the’ Fulton: ‘tomorrow (Wednesday) |. 
- | for continuation of-run. It ‘will be |. 

| replaced - by. ‘‘Dr.... Strangelove,” 
| Which will be. day-dated: downtown. 
with Gateway for first timé a film 
has - ‘played. an . art -house’. and : .de-. 
Tuxer © ‘simultaneously. ‘in, ity’ s 
history. 

. Oscar Yaurels are also. a big help 
to: “Tom Jones,” which ‘is heading 
‘for-a boff. week. ‘in “10th round at 
‘the: -Squirrel .° Hill... 
“Hud,” “paired: -with “Come. ‘Blow 
Your: Horn, ” .is in neat Session: .at: 
‘Penn, : Newcomer. “Paris -When It 
Sizzles” is drab. at: the Fulton. “Ad- 4) | 
‘vance to. Rear”. is thin: ; at: ‘the.|. 

“Reissue :; 

Stanley. . -. 

Estimates. ‘for: ‘This Week” 

Forum. (Assoe:) (380; "$1. 75). — 
“Lilies ‘of! Field’. (WA) 4th: -wk). |: 
Best. week of run :with $5,500 from 
‘Oscar aid.. Moves downtown. Wed- 

- nesday to: Fulton for continuation 
of. run; “Dr. Strangelove” replaces, 
Last week, $4,500. 

Fulton. (Assoc.) a: 400: 
—‘Paris “When -It | Sizzles”. . (Par): 
-Weak $4,000.. Last. week;. “Trma-: la. 

‘| Douce”. (UA): and: “Some - Like It] ¢ 
‘Hot (UA). (reissues). (2d wk), $4, 500. 

$i Gateway . -(Assoe.) .. (1: 900°. 
-$1-75). — “Captain: Newman” (OU). 
(5th. wk). Fair. $5,000. “Dr: ‘Strange: |. 

‘love’ (Col) starts. Wednesday day-. 
: dating with’, Forum.- East week, 
56, 000. 

* Penn (UATC): 3, 492: - “$1 $1. 50)— 
“yud” (Par) and “Come Blow: Your: 
| Horn”: (Par) (reissues): 
help: ‘for. excellent. ..$12;000. ‘Last: 

Oscar big 

Weeks, “Dr. Lao”? (MGM), $7;800.. 
Shadyside (MOTC) - (623; ‘$1. 75) 

“America, America”: (WB) (8th wk). $t. 25) — 

- |} $2,500... Last week, 
Of °. ‘Dr. : - Lao” 

| Okay $2, 500: Last: week, Same... : 

'. Squirrel ill (sw) 800; $1.75) — 
(UA):-: (10th. - Wk).. 

-Oscat: . kudos .. -bringing | ‘$14, 000, 
Close. to: record | week. Last. week, 

“12753: $I. 28)—| $12, 5
00. 

| Stanley. SW) (3, 200:: $1: $1. 15) 
“Advance | to- “Rear”? (MGM)... 

“Night “Must: 

“Tt’s “Mad* World’’: (UA) {18th wk). 

ahead. Of dast. week's. $10, 500:: 

‘Jones’ ‘Big $21, 000, D. C; 
Panther’. Lively: 146, 5th, 
Yesterday’ Boff 14G; 3d 

Washington,. ‘April 21." 
“Warm: ‘weather has: taken ‘somé | 

shapes sock. 
Ontario “and. 

own: .““Fom - -Jones”” - 
in “9th © “session: | at. 
“Pink. Panther” looms lofty, in. fifth. 
frame. at . Keith’s.. 

| “Yesterday,. ‘Today and “ Toinor- | : 
row” figures boffo in third round: 
at Embassy while. “Dr, : Strange-: 

"looks. ‘strong. in ninth at Du-|: ; 
is: “Ton. Jones” (UA) (7th wk), ‘Sock 
= si, 000. “Last: week, ‘same. 

‘|. Palace (Loew) (2;360; $1. 25:$1 80): 
“Night Must Fall” (MGM) (2d: 

Oke: $8, 500 After dnitialing. at. 

“Tamahine”. : $11, 000. 
. Tiim.: $9,000. Last ‘week, |- 

“+ “Paris When: Tt Sizzles’ (Par). 2d 
“pw, 

ont. . ~ “Seven” ‘Days _ in May”. =i 

Estimates: for This Week - 

Ambassador = Metropolitan ( sw:|: 
-(1,480;. 1,000; -$1-$1 .49) “— “Global 
Affair”. 

| (MGM). 

(MGM) ‘and. 

“$6, 000... 

~ Apex. (KB) (940: 
. (Janus): ‘(2d ‘wk). Hep 

| $7, 000 -after. opening. at $8; 200. 

| Dupont’ (Manni). (400; $1:50-$2)—|" 
\“Dr: ‘Strangelove’ (Col). (9th. wk). 
Strong: ‘$8,000: -Last week, same.. : 

‘Embassy. (Loew) (567; $1.25-$2)—— | - 
“Yesterday, ‘Today and Tomorrow” 

Boffo $14, 000... Last, (Emb) (3d: wk).: 
‘week,’ $15,000. ° 

|: Keith’s (RKO). a, 838; $1-$1. 49)—- 
. “Pink | Panther” 
‘Lofty .$14,000.' Last” week, $16,000.. 

A900;  .$1.25-: 

(WA). : 

_MacArthur : (KB) - 
$I 40) — Shakespeare’ -Festival: pix 
(2d -wk).. Fine. $8, 0098 ‘after: ‘$12, 000. | — 

jimibialer, 
Grand. (RKO) (860; /$1:50-$2. 75), 

| (WA). ‘@xoth. we. 
‘| Cheering. $9,000.: Last week, $9,000. | ..¥ 

~~ Ohio (Loew) : (3,079; 50-$1.50)— |... 
| “Captain® Newman.’ M.D.” (U) (2d) 
| WE):. 

‘|. $20, 000: ° 

. Fair’ $7,900.: | 
“Last -week, “Mr. -Limpet” (WB) and |* 
"Fhunder- “Island” - ON), hk 000. | . 

Pit 5 a 644G'- (| = 
- “Lilies - of.) 

‘-hardticket shows,. 

of | “South ° “Pacific” -. 

“last -week's . ‘near-blizzard and. it’s 
‘helping firstrun ‘biz.. 

Last: week, $1,200. ; 

“$1-$1. 75) “Silenee™ (Janus). :(2a°: ‘wk):: 
| $1,800. - Last: week, $4, 000. 

(59th-. wk)... 
” Laveek, ‘$11, 000. | 

“EL Lago’ (Cariseh) (800: $1) — 

“Unknown. - 
Good. $1, 100. : Last. week, ““Naugh- 
ty.” “Ladies | - 

|-issue). 

1$1.25° = “Molesters”” 
‘| Brisk $10,000. 
‘War -With Artay” 
“Night. Passage” - (Indie) (reissues), ; 
$3. 000 .on ‘five ‘days. 

week; $4,000: 
State (Par): (2: 200;, “$1 $1 25). — 

“Muscle: Beach . Party” - (AIP) (2d ]. 
| wk).~ 
$11 000.. 

[Fair $1,800. Last week, $4,000.’ 
- . World’. (Mann). (400; $1.25-$1 50). 

(9th. -wk). | 

| _Lwk).: 

$i 25-$1. 40)" —t. 
“Lorna” . 

“(Sth wk). 

7 | 3d’: wk). 
: Ontario Co) 4, 240; ‘a1. 50:$2)—] 

~Broadiay Grosses. 
- Estimated. Total Gross’ 

a This. Week. 0... cee. "$539,050. 
( Based: on: 35 theatres). 

i (Based: on: 138 theatres) ; 

‘Empire’ Hot 16, 
» Mpls, Way’ 4¢ 

‘Minneapolis, : April 21: 
| apa: of the: Roman. ‘Empire’. is | 
making . “most =: of the. newcomer 
‘b.o..-noise. . Helped: :-by..a big :ad- 

it. joins two: other . local: paign:;. 
“How: The West 

“Was Won” and - ‘Cleopatra.’ ? 
other.. fresh: entry. 

Summer - like . weather followed 

: Estimates ‘for. This Week:. 

“Academy (Mann)... 
4 $2. 65)—"Fall- ‘of: Roman: Empire”. 

+ (Par).. 
‘week, -dark. 

‘Formidable. $10, 909. 

‘Avalon “¢ Fraik) 

(Indie) 
(suibrun): ‘(2d wk): 

“Campus - (Mann) » -(600: $1. 25). —. 

Century~: (Par): (1,300: -$1.50- 
$3. 50) — “Cleopatra’”: (20th). (43d- 
Wk). © 
week, $4; 000. “Last: -week;: Same. 
‘Cooper. (CF): (905; $1.25- $2.50)—- 

(MGM). 
“Smash, $13, 000. _Last |. 

| die) (320; 
. ing Heights”. 
Mild. $1,900. : 

“Varies hardly | at. all -week to: 

“How: West Was Won” 

Indie): and 
(Indie). 

Complex” 
~Paradise” 

“Nature , 

Dallas”’. (Indie) and 
Who.: Do”. (Indie). (2d. wk), $800. 
Gopher: (Berger). . (1,000; $1-. 

“Strangler” | (KA). 

(MGM), $4, 000 on 
nine ' ‘days... — 

- Lyric (Par): (1,000: 
“One: -Man’s' Way” 
$4, 000: . Last week, 

$11 95). = 
(UA).. 

Mann. -(Mann). - (1, 000; $1, 25- 
‘$1.50)—“South’ Pacifie” (20th) (re-- 

. Last’ week, - 
“Dr. Strangelove’’.. (Col): (ith wk), oh: 

| -Wow- $12,000 and running ... ‘well ‘$5, 000. 

‘Good - $8,000: 

(Mann) - (2, 800: 
(Indie), 

“Last. week; 
(Indie) 

Orpheuni’ . 

and 

. Park (Mann) (1 000: - $1 50) — 
“Seven Days in: May” (Par). (10th: 
wk).. _Scrumptious: 33, 500. Last 

Healthy. $6, 000... Last. week, 

(Mann) (800: 
—*‘Silenee”: (Janus) (2d. wk). 

Suburban... World. 
$1. 25)— 

“Tom Jones’. (WA): 
Smash '$9,000.- Last week, $9,000. | 

wk): 

“Playhouse. (TL) (459: $1. 25-$1 80) ~ 
—“Americ¢a,.: America”: (WB) (6th. 

Mild ‘$3, 500.. “ Last. week, 

| When It: Sizzles” * 
—~ | Brisk $5,500. 

Trim 1 

$4, 000. 
‘Plaza: (TL). (278: $1. 25-$1. 80) - 

(Indie): - (4th wk). 
$4,000... Last week,. $4,400. 
‘Town (King) (800; -$1. 25-$1. 80)—: 

“Captain. ‘Newman’ (U)- (4th wk). 
‘Okay: $7,500. “Last. week, Same.. 

. Trans-Lux (TL): (598; $1.:49-$2)—- 
|-“Seven: Days.in. May” (Par) (10th 
_wk).. 

: $6, 900.. . 
Uptown (SW) a, 300: $1. 65-$2.75) 

“It’s \:a:-Mad World” » (UA) 69th | 000.: 
Hep - $i, 000... _ Last Week, a 

“Busy. $6, 500. Last week, 

wk). 
$11, 560.. 

. Warner: (swy a, 250; $1. 50-$2: 75). 
“Fall of. Roman. ‘Empire”. (Par) 

week, same. no - 

‘Disney’s. - 

"| pheum:. 
=== |looks to “hit an. okay. pace. at the... 

. | Paramount. : | 

| at.-the “Centter. 
. [is hot: at the. Mayflower... et 
"| Buttons” ‘is sharp at the. ‘West End>... 

“Connection” is bright: 
‘Park Square: ‘Cinema, -: >.- 

is ‘good. in third at >. 
“Tom Jones”. -shot up-.”' 

| _ ‘Cinema: 
Bt at. the: 
1“Tara” “Tahiti” | 

“Dr. Strangelove”. 
An-. 

‘is. reissue. of |: 

at... the Mann. $1.80)—“Tom . Jones” 

ST to! ‘solid: - $18, 000... 
- same,” 

(1. ,050; $1. 15- ‘1: 20-$3.95) — 

_ bast “Monday - 

(900: “$0 —, 

“Queens Wild”. ‘(Indie).:. and. “Play-. 
‘girl and -War Minister”. 

(Okay $900. ] Opera :.’ 

‘| weeks, : and: “Servant”: tndie)- Asub= , + 
*“ Oke* ‘$6, 00v. . Last... mo. 

“Paris: When It. Sizzles”. ey 
‘mo. frotn’ Music, Hall “where: Met . 

run). (4th wk).. 
Fait week, $5,000." - 

“Slow : 
“Seven. Faces |. 

Tepid 
“paris. ‘When. | 

2. t Thin’ tt ‘Sizzles (Par) (2d. wk),. $4, 560. 

$1- i 
“At : 

front: this “week. 

$1.25)- 

‘Modest. $11, 000. Last. 
~ 1 $400 

Pay ay Si Min aS Sat ri
 =a 

Te Sold $9
,000, Dr. 1 a0’ Oke . . 

¥ Boston, April 21. 
~ Biz. is ‘spotty this week. but exe. a 
hibs are hopeful. as schaol Waeash | 

‘| started: Friday (17). and new. fare! 
lis booked..for moppet. crowd,” >. 

‘opened. oes 

yesterday’ (Monday) at:.the ‘Musie” ...* 
: : {Hall for..the ‘school trade. 

-$666, 008 we 

“Tiger - Walks’. 

vance ‘to’ Rear” ‘is good -at' the Ore” 
“Seven. Faces ‘of Dr. Lao” 

~ “Muscle Beach Party” ds. ‘strong: 
 “Kissin’- Cousins’? - 

the Exeter: . 
with heavier - lines. with “Academy: ” 

* Estimates for ‘This Week \ Le, 

Astor (B&Q) (1,117; 90-$1.80)— ~ ° 
(Cob. (4th. wk)s: 

Sock $17,000.: Last week,: $20,000. 
‘Beacon... Hill - (Sack): 

(UA) | 
wk). 

Boston”. a; 354; (Beaeon” “enti - 
“Mad: World’? 

The. ‘22d. week ‘ended . 
(20) was ‘hotsy:. “$19,000. ; 

Last. -week, . $17,000. wo an 
Capri. (Sack).. (900;: $1-$1: 80)" — 

(Par), 

(23d. wk).. 

“berthed” “after. ‘three. 

‘Center. (E. M. Loew). 1, 250: 90- 
$1:25)—"Muscle ‘Beach. Party” (AT). 
‘and “Starfighters”’ - (Indie)... ‘Hypoed : 
‘by .p.a: of ‘Amadee: Chabot, ““Miss 

‘| U.S.A,” to. happy $10,000. . 
week, . 

Last. . 
“Strangler”: (AA) and. “Se- 

cret. Door” (Indie) (2d wk), “$7, 600: . 
Cinema, - Kenmore. Square (Ine - 

$1:50- $1:90) — “Wuthers. 
(MGM) 

er.’ Undie)’ (8th. wk), : SI, 500. 
~Exeter- (Indie): 

—“Tiara Tahiti” . ~Zenithy (3d. wk). 
‘Third. ‘week opened Saturday. (18); : 
Second. week. nice $5,000. °.’- a 
Gary.‘ (Sack) (1.277: “$1. 25-$1. 80): 

—"Pink Panther” - (UA): {Sth wk). 
Neat- $10,000. J: ast. week, $12,000. 
Mayflower (AFC) 689: 80-$1:50): - 

Kissin’ “Cousins” .- (MGM)° 

“(Continued | on Page 10) 

Cousins Slow 66, Lille 
‘Stranger’ Nice 86, Ath 

“Louisville, “April: 91, 
“issin’- “Cousins” © 

downtown ™. houses 

sition. 

seem . to. manifest. 
‘only.’ ‘from | opening 

“year, ‘Saturday, ‘May.: 2.. -Usual 
. | hoopla slat ted “prior. . to. the 

Derby. - ane 
Estimates’ for- This’ Week | 

: Kentucky -. (Switow). (900;. . 
| $1. 25) — “Tom Jones” (WA): {10th .- 
wk). Neat: $5, 800.” - Last .. week, we, 

=| same.. °° s 

(2d wk)°. ‘Slow $4, 000.. “Lait. week, oo 
“| swell: $8,000., - at 

Ohio: (Settos) iso0: 15-81. 25)". 
“Kissin’’ ‘Cousinis’” (MGM)}.. ‘Mod- | 

“Paris: 
(Par): (Bd. WR). 

“¢ Fourth 

est $6, 000. Last - “week; . 

Penthouse. 

Rialto © (Fourth ° ‘Avente)- (1, 100: ee 
$1. -50-$2.50)——“It's a Mad: World” :. mee 

Fair .$7,000: as .- - 
end ‘of long run approaches... 
week, helped. by. ‘conventions ‘and. “ 

(UA) (Vth wk): 
‘Last - 

school vacation, pulled. large $10, : 

ture”. (BV). (4th wk). ..Medium™- 
‘$6; 008" after last | week's 

oe “Ade. pe 

“War -of | 

Award hypo. at’ the-Beacon Hill in’ *.. _ 
‘its: 18th week:. . ae 

vance‘ and. heavy exploitation cam-.|° 

(900; $l~: 5 2 
"(18th ets 

-Boomed.:by ‘Academy Award...) 
| Last’ ‘week, Pays 

(reissue)... °-. es 
‘Last week,“ Sitence’”” |. 2-2 

(Janus)and “Old ‘Man. and. Flow-. le, 

(£276; -90-$1.49) 0 - 

and a ar 

: at’ the. ‘Ohio a 
is ‘the. ‘only. change in: the firstrun =~ 

Pattern ‘atthe. 
becoming: . a, 

y more and more a weekend. ‘propos ..> |: 
Lines: at. :the. -wicket ‘and’ °°.” 

full houses 
themselves | 

_) through - Sunday... 
‘week is ‘for the birds. arn 

Spring race ‘meeting at Chiureh> Py 
J hill Downs -opéns Saturday (25). 

- ‘| Fhe -90th. Running of: the .Ken- 
tucky “Derby will: “be - - éarly'. this 

Balance. ‘of. the . co 

Be 

“Mary. Anni-(Péopie’s) (1.100; 95. —"PT-109”. (WB) .and: “Palm. |” : 
‘Springs, ‘Weekend’” (WB) : (Feissues) 

: - “Kvenue), a 
(900;. 75-$1: 25)-—"Love With Prop- ae 
er. Stranger” (Par). (4th wk). Good .; 
$8,000.. Lest week. nice $9,000. |; ’ 

“United Artists. (Fourth: Avenue) 2°" 
(1, 700;.*75-$1,25) —— “Tiger. Walks” |. 
(BY). ‘and: “Tacsie’s ‘Great ‘“Adven- 

“ory 



$6,800. Last. week,: $8,000.. -*. 
 MeVickers (Beacon). (1,100;- $2.20 |. 

"i “§ssues). - 

‘Ode 
ada; ‘April. 21, 

» Several: new. entries are making | 
7 & splash .at Chi: firstruns, but the-| 
oe general tone of ‘deluxer. biz: is-soft |. 
“as” Oscar-garlandéd “subruns’ pull 
0° the nabes. .-A smash. first sub- 
-Yun round. of “Tom Jones,’ ”. for.eXx= 
= ample, set: the: ‘pace. ‘for a red. hot: 

"array © of. reprises - that - included. 
“gye” “Hud”. and. 

Roman, Empire” is. pulling - a Tous- 
oe $21,000: .at. the ‘‘Todd,~ and | 

"Muscle Beach Party’ is. notching | 
a. “sweet $18; zAN” _ first: Roosevelt rr a! 
round. 
: “Point of. Order” is taking’ off to ms 
a bright: $4,500. at. the .Surf, and |: 

2 Town reissue dualer ‘of. “Trial ‘and | 
Error’ and: “Wrong Arm.of Law”. 
_ should. cop..a trim $3, 000:... Monroe | . 
-: Feissue’:tandem.. OF “Devil: and- 10 | 
‘Commandments’ and - 
should -take'.a modest: $4; 500.” 
.; “*Qne Man’s. ‘Way’? is. ‘posting: al 

.* 'goft. second Oriental ‘stanza, “Night 
Must .-Fall’’. is. tame-in. ‘its third. 
Woods. lap, and. “The Doll” is: frisky. 
in. its ‘World third:: 
“. “Captain: Newman”. is stout” ‘in}§ 
-its fifth Chicago. frame, and- “Pink |! 

_ Panther”’ is holding. steady for the: 
-; game State-Lake ‘sesh. ° Daydated: 
“Silence” is potent_at the Loop‘and 

‘the’ .same’:Cinema sesh. 

United Artists round. 
‘On. hardticket,. “Becket” is’ ctally- 

‘ing ‘a sturdy third Cinestage Stanza, 
and... “‘It’s..a’ Mad’ World’’. is. lusty: 
es its.-McVickers 22d: ~. | 

- Estimates: for This. ‘Week ~ 
Carnegie” ‘(Brotman)~ (495; ~ $1. 25. 
q 80)—"Silence’” (Jantis) (Sth: wk). 
‘Nifty $3,900; ‘Last week, $4,500. 
.. Chicago .(B&K) -(3,900; .90-$1.80) |; 
“Captain. Newman” («uy (5th--wk). 

foo Solid $16,000... Last. week;. $16,500.. 
-.* Cinema: (Stern). (500;:$1.50)—“To. 

-..Bed: Or Not To Bed”.-:(Cont) (5th. 
Wk): ' Brisk-. $3,500. - . 1g, 700 

‘Cinestage (Todd) - “a, 038:- $1. 15. 
+ $3.50)—“Becket” -(Par).. (5th: wk).. 
“°Firm $17,000... Last -week,. $17,000. - 
_” Esquire” (H&E. ‘Balaban) - (1,236; 

'$1.25-$1.80) -—— “Dr. . 
(Col) (9th. wk). “Mighty: $14, 000. 

: Last.week, $14,000. . 
. Loop. (Brotman). (606; ‘90-§1. 80)—. 

Good “Silence”: (Janus)* (5thwk).” 

. $3 80)=—"It's a.:Mad - World”: (UA). 
ms (22d. wk): 

week; $22, 500. 
.. .Monroe (Jovan): (d, 000; 65:90) § 
“Devil and 10 ‘Commandments” (In-' | 

~~. -@ie) and. “Assault” (Indie). .(re-: 
‘Okay $4,500. . Last ‘week, : 

~ “Right Hand of. Devil” ‘(ndié), and 
“Sadist” | (Indie);: $5,000. 

~ Oriental (Indie) (3 400; 90-$1. 80) 
—"One ‘Man’s. Way” (UA}- (2d wk). 
=. Limp: $11,000.’ Last. week, $13;000:- 
Roosevelt (B&K) , 400; 90-$1. 80) 

- —"Muscle ‘Beach’ ° Party” . (AD. 
Continued on Page 10)" 

Rain Dampens. Philly Biz 
“Purpose” Dark $7,000, 

Philadelphia, April 21. . 
- ‘Soaring: temperatures. ‘Saturday. 
“ (18) ‘and a. rainy -Sunday : put. the |: 
‘damper -on:.weékend . business. 

_ 12 Qscar. laurels,. however, are lifting} -° 
= “Tom: Jones” in ‘its. ‘eighth: week |: 

at ‘the. Midtown. “Dark: Purpose” | 
.. £3 ‘dim: at the: Goldman, “Fall: of; 

‘the Roman Empire” is lively : in’ re 
= second Stanley ‘round. 

oo Estimates for. This Week. 
‘Arcadia. (S&S) - (623; ‘$1. soit 80) 

"Night. Must: Fall” (MGM). ‘(3d- 
7 eoreee $5; 000. ‘Last: week, 

‘Boyd .:(SW) “-(1536; °$2-$2. 75) 
“Mad:. World’ | (UA): ‘(18th *..wk): 
Lively $14,000. Last week, ‘$15,000; 
Bryn: Mawr - (Goldman) -. (630: 

* $1.80)—“Dark . Purpose” ((U),. Dim 
‘$7,000. Last. week; 

_ - Ashiya” (UA): (3d: wk); “$5,000. 
‘Lane (SW). .(1,000;, $1. 4o—"Si- 

~ (Continued. on n page. 1 10) 

: *“Trma lat. 
“Douce” as well-as: “South ‘Pacific:” |: 
-"- Hardticket _preem .of .“‘Fall. of. 

“Assault” | 

“| Steady’. $2;500.- 
‘La Doiice”’ A) -(in:0.) - (13th Wk), 
$2,000, ° 

_ Last week, 

} (4th. -wk), | 

Strangelove” 

Sizzling $10,500. -“Last- 
“1 $30;200.2, oo 

$1. 30) — 
_ Stout. ‘$22, 000.. : Last | prices);: 

“ Bstimates ‘Are Net . 
Film’ gross estimates: as re Ah} 

ported herewith from the. vari-- 
ous key -cities; are net; fe, — 
without. ‘usual ‘tax: © “Distrib- 
-. -utors share on:net take, when | ; | 

“playing . percentage, hence the: ||: 
estimated : figures are net. in-.°* |: 

“come. , 

: /prices, however, as indicated, .. 

- S a i 
. Portland, Ore.; April’ 21.. 

Firstrun” trade is- -perking™ ‘with 

/ nearly : all main: ‘stem’ spots having 

product ~ ‘and. Academy. ° winners, 1 

“Tom Jones”: is moving into: a 10th 

sizzling - ‘Irvington. | “week. - : “Hud” 
is ‘revived. at. the: Orpheum: | “Cleo-. 

“Fall of Roman Empire’. is’ strong 
hardticket ‘policy: *: . 

Estimates for. This Week. 

Broadway~ (Parker) -(, 890;* “gis 
$1. 50)—‘‘Captain: Newman”: (U) and: 
“One.“Man’s Paris”: (U).:(5th . wk). 

r | Okay ‘$4; 000... Last week, $4,100. 
“Cinema 21. (Foster): (648;- “$1. 50) 
—‘The -Easy Life”: (Emb). ‘Fine |- 
$3,500. - - Last: week, *. - “America, 
America” (WB) (7th wk), $2; 700. 

“America;. -America”’. (WB) - “(m.0.). 
: Last. :week,: “Irma: 

Fox... : (Evergreen) 
$1: 49)—<"Dr.. Strangelove” | (Cal): 

Fast ‘$6, 000. Last. week, 
$6; 400... 

“Hollywood: “(Bvergreen) - 

(WA) (48th. wk). Heavy. $9, 500. : 
Last week; $9, 700. 

“Irvington | (Smith): (650: ‘$1. 50) 
“Tom: -Jones” (UA) . (10th. wk). 

week, 

-Laurelhurst’ . (Cruikshank) (700; 
“Cleopatra” * (20th) | . (pop. 
-.Tall - $6, 500. : East ‘week, 

second. ‘run. Policy. ° 

‘Music Box: (Hamrick) (640; “$1: 50- s 
$3)—"Fall - of.” -Roman: Empire?” 
(Par), ‘hard: tix policy. * Loud. $8, 000: 
Last ‘week; “ALL Way. Home” (Par); 
$2, 900. 

(reissues): 

(Indie) 
and © “Girls.” -Of:.’ Night” ~ 

‘| Meager -$2,000.: » Last: week, “Mail | ©. 
| Order. -Bride’”.. (MGM) ‘and:.“Palm |. 

7 $000 ‘Weekend (WB). ‘(relssue), of 

‘Empire’ Rugged 156, 2a|"" ensnreneveees 
| OUST FAIR $6 0, }: 

” Seattle, April 2 ‘21. 

© Keademy awards are- giving...a| 
further push to-the already steady: |: 
pace of. “Tom Jones,” in ‘its’ sev-|. 
enth stanza at the: Blue Mouse. Of | - 
the newcomers, ‘Kissin’: Cousins” }..” . 
is fair at: the Orpheum while “Goli- 
‘ath and the: Vampire” is dismal Lat . 
‘the: ‘Paramount. : 

« Estimates. for ‘This Week : 

Blue Mouse , 

“Coliseum | 

Last: week; : $8,500. 

(2,500;: 
(20th), A7th . wk): Good: $8,000... 

$1.75) —-> “Irma La: Douce” (UA): 
: |e Swelt- $7, 000. Last week, ; 

“Orpheum (Hamrick): @, 200; a 

“Ts 25-$1 50) —: 

‘The * " parenthietie. admission: |. 

include’ U. Ss. amusement: tax. °. 

Lg 25) — 

“1, 188; 
$1. 49-$2: 75)—“It's A ‘Mad: World” 

Orpheum (Evergreen) ce 536: $I: - = = 
I $1. 49)—“Hud” (Par) and: “[-Shaped. we 
‘Room’... (Col): | oe 
$7,500. - “Last. week, “Shock: “Tréat-|" 20 a 
‘}ment” (20th) and. “Man: in’ ‘Middle” Be 
(20th), . $4,900... od ones, 

.| ° Paramount. ‘(Port-Par): G8 006; ‘$t- ae 
1 $1. 50)—“Voodoo . _ Village”. 

‘Nifty'}.. °° 

{Indie),. oe 

: fe Avalon;-. 
(Fox-Evergreen).’ (ly a 870;. $1:25-$1:50) “Dr. ‘Strange-"|: ' 

. 2 | 99 l t 
: . 

“Fox (Milerim) (2:400; 95 $1.80) (OMe: (CoD 7th wi. Big, $8,000 
““Captain: - Newman” (U): (3d wk); 
Busy . $14,000.: Last week, $16,000; | 
‘Goldman (Goldman) © : 000; 95-. 

Fifth © Avenue ‘(ox - Evergreen): y 
($1. 50-$2). —. “Cleopatra” 

' UA says ‘this. run is wa showcase: ‘but. not. a. showcase.’ 
 M Be Z : “Plight” from | usic. ox (Hamrick) (738; $1. 50-| 

(MGM):. and. “Beauty mad Body" 
 andiey:- Fair . $6,000.: Last. week, | 
| Sineredible : Mrs: . Limpet” 

ri $8, 100... : 

. Paramount (Fok-Hivergreen) 3, =f. 
. $1:25-$1. 50): — “Goliath. and | ; 

:. Vanaire”. (EF) "and ..“Terror: :in- 
Haunted: House” (FF). Poor..$3,000. 

ag Last week, “One’ Man's Way” (UA): 
~.. | and: -“The: Great. Escape” ()- fret 

: —/-Assue), $3, 100. . | 

St Loils; ‘April 21. 

this. session — the” Pageant with 

5 “Act One”. and” the Apollo. with 

—— “Macbeth,” ” _ The: ‘St. “Louis: is also. 

od expected to. do: hiicely, on the. basis 
| of: the Academy “Awards, with. re- 

issue of “Hud, ”. " Daired \ with. “Rose| 

iG 7 Tattoo. me . Estimates tor This’) Week - 
. Ambassador, {Arthur) (2, 970;. ‘90- 

$1.25) —“‘Macbeth”’ ‘ (Indie), . 
$3,000. Last week, “Brief: Encoun: 
ter’’. (Indie). -and “T :- Know Where’ 

patra’: is off: toa whopping-start. at F Vm Going’ (indie), $1, 500.) 8 

the... Laurelhurst | at. -pop . Prices. 

. . ‘Carnegie’ in its fifth lap, and “To new ‘entry, at the. Music’ Box. with 
‘Bed Or: Not To. Bed” is ‘shappy- for 

, “Seven 
- Days inMay” is tidy in: its eighth’ 

-Esquire '- (Jablonow - Konim).. (1; - 
800; :90-$1: 25)—* ‘Cleopatra’: (20th) 
(6th: wh). ‘Okay: $7; 000.. Last week, + 
‘same.. . 

JL Fox - (Arthur) 45; 000; 90°$1 25) 
“Captain Newman” (U)Qd- wk): ’ 

. Last: week, $16,000. t 

- Loew's: Mid-City: ‘(Loew)’ ‘€1,160; |: 
af 60- 90) 
Faw). * “Good ° “$12, 000. Last “week, 
$14,000...” 

-State - (Lasiiy. (3; goo": 60-90) | 
(“Night Must’Fall” (MGM) (8d-wk).. 
‘Fair $7,000.. Last. week, same. 

Fine .Arts (Foster) ..(421; ‘$1. 50)—. . 

Nice. $13, 000. . 

— “Tom. Jones” (UA) (8th 

‘Martin Cinerama: (Martin) - (913; 
£$1 .30-$2.50) —.-“Is . Mad. World”. 
(UA) (9th: wk). ‘Good ‘$14,000. Last . 
week, ditto.: . 

“,600;-'$1- -$1.25)—“‘Act: One” (WB).' Nice -$3,- 
500. -Last:.week; “America; Amer: ; 

‘Pageant .. Arthin) “ 000; -90- 

fea’. (WB): (2d wk), $3, 000. . 

“Paris: Art (Chernoff): (800: $— 
“Maid “for : ‘Murder’: (Indie). “and | ° 
“Just: Once Mere” ‘Undie).. -Average 
+ $1; 200. ‘Last: week,’ “Hand. in Trap” 
‘{-(Indie) and. “Summerskin” (Indie), 
‘Ga: wk), -$1,000. 

“St. Louls: (Arthur) .(3,800;"75-90) 
—Hud”. (Par)- and “Rose: Tattoo’. 
(Par): (reissues).: Good’ $10,000. Last: 
-week; “This. Sporting - Life” (Cont): 
and. “Lord. of: ‘Flies’? ACont) (reis- 

| sues), $8, 000... Br. 
“Shady: ‘Oak ‘(arthur)’ (160;. 90-| 

‘$1. 25) (>. “Dr. Strangelove” (Gol) | 
‘L (6th. wh). Okay’ hed 000:° Last week, 
‘$1 500, 

CWB), | . 

Two: at Houses are. looking sharp | 

: —“South- Pacific” (20th) (2d 
wk) . (reissue). Okay. $7, 000... . Last 
week, $8, 000. - 

Apollo’. Art “(Grace)” (700; “'90- 
‘Good: 

: Gd wk):. 

(Sth | wk).- 

- $2.50)— 
(Par) (4th wk): This stanza winding 
{tomorrow (Thurs.) -is heading. for. 
|.$22; 000. after $24,000: for third: 

‘Combination. of rainy days. and | 

oa probably tos : ‘many holdovers. kept 
Broadway, first runs’ to. about: ‘same. 

le evel. as previous: week. Most. spots 
2 were ‘‘inveiling. new films to coin- 

» | cide’ with “World's. Fair. - If. CORE 
|‘ brouhaha. materializes «at . today’s. 

| (Wed.). opener: in. Flushing, 
| of the visitors could: switch, think . 

. | showmen, to their. wickets. 

: Despité, ‘for. ‘others, a generally’ 
‘quiet’ week,’ “Cleopatra” 
over previous. session's. biz, possibly. 
as result of Academy Aivards recog-| © 
‘nition. Same-held true with “Tom | , 
“Jones”. at. Cinema. -1; Other : pix 
showing slight increases were “The: 
-Cardinal” at the Cinérama, Sutton’s | 

improved 

“Seven: Days in May” and the: War- 
. “| ner’s-“Tt’s*a Mad. {4) “World: ” 

* ‘Most - impressive ‘new. bill ‘was: 
“Modern - Times” at: the Plaza. -The: 
fourth in house's Chaplin. series, it 
‘showed a. great $17,500. in ‘its. first | - 
session.. Ahead: of it, “Great Dic- |. 
ator’? went seven ‘wecks, the last 
one ‘grossing. $11,500. - Embassy’ S| 
“Yesterday,:Today and Tomorrow” 
‘continues very: strong: at. both the. 
‘Tower East and: Festival... 

“Night Must. ° Fall" was . “pulled 2 
yesterday -(Tues:) at the Embassy 
after fourth week only: did "$5,300. 
Replacement. : was . moveover.. of. 

1 “Mistress for a. Summer” from, the 
Guild. 
- 

“Estimates: for ‘This: Week | 

_Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; $1. io, 
—From: Russia. With. Love”: (WA) 

‘Cinerama | (Loew) (1. 552:- $1. 50- 
“$2. 50)—‘Cardinal’’’ (€ol)” -(subrun): 

Fourth. week .fifiished | - 
yesterday: (Tues.)--was. $20,000 after | | 
$19, 000 for third. Also Showcase. |. 

Criterion : (Moss) “(1,520:. $1.50- 
: $2. 50)—-“‘Seven’ Days in. May” 4Par). 
(10th wk): The ninth round ended. 
‘yesterday (Tues.) was '$15,300-:after'| 

1 $14, 399 for ‘eighth. ‘Pic: is also: cat } 
“| Sutton... and; -since- the * 15th,’ on 
Showcase. | _ 

DeMille (Reade). ‘a 463° "SL. 50- : 
—-Fall: ‘of -Roman’ Empire” |: 

| Sunday Fancy $11, 500, .. 
Embassy ‘ - (Guild | Enterprises) 

(500;. $1. 50-$2. 50): —-“Night © Must.|. 
Fall” (MGM): Fourth ‘and final ses- | 
‘Sion - completed | -yesterday - -(Tueés.)..° 
was :$5,300. after $6,000 for third. |. 

: . “Mistress ‘for the Summer” mayes. 
over. today: (Wed.). ‘from ‘Guild. ' 

_ Forum (Norel) (813; $1:25-$1. 80): 
~—“False :Shame” (Embassy). (2d. 

= | wk), “This week finishes. tomorrow 

- spots. 

”(Queenis).. Cineraffia. 

press ‘time..: 

Wantagh: 

“: ; (Brooklyn); 

" AN assau). - 

“Metropolitan. 

“” Park’ Hill:(Westchester). - 

not ‘include ‘the two Manhattan houses, Cinema I -and Cinema: II.. 

- matter: of. semantics.” 

in k's WY. Showcases 
w. “PRIMARY. “FIRSTRUN SHOWCASES © © 
(2) “WEEK’S: SECONDARY SHOWCASES” 

<The’ Cardinar” (Col—$62, 481 in five idays:of fourth week, eight. f 
Loew's Cinerama, Loew’ 8 83d. St.’ 

ental (Brooklyn);: ‘Dale, Palace- (Bronx); ‘Loew's ‘Triboro,. Elmwood. SO 
will hold for. fifth week.-. Total run; as of ..| $ 

qo Sunday (19), ‘was: $991, 972, Which means showcase run will: exceed 
‘1... $1,000,000. . wd. 
a “From. Russia With. Love” (UA)=$227, 475. in five days,’ 29. spots: — 
| '.Figures, however; -are. for. 2T. ‘houses’ as: two: had. not reported, by 

Astor, RKO. ‘58th ‘St., ‘Coliseum: ‘Skouras. Riverside (Manhattan): 
|: (RKO “Castle: Hill,’ Skouras | ‘Valentine (Bronx); 

- Dyker, Madison, : Fabian’s Fox (Brooklyn); RKO Keith's’ Flushing, 
- Strand, Skouras Forest Hills, . Merrick. (Queéns); - 
‘Plains, - Skouras‘ Bronxville, Elmsford © -Drive-In .. 
‘ Skouras © Rivoli, _Playhouse, Cove, ‘Westbury : Drive-In, ‘Bel. Alr, = ; 

“Paris. “When. it’ “Sizzles”: (Par)=$65, 000. in ‘16. spots.” Waa 
Paramount, Trans-Lux 52d. Street (Manhattan); Kingsway; ‘Rialto a 

“Paradise, ‘Whitestone: Drive-In (Bronx);. on 
~L-> Bliss; Hillside. (Queens); ‘Loew's. Mt. Vernon, Plaza (Westchester); a 
cor Glen Cove, . Fantasy, Freeport,. Roosevelt : ‘Field, Sunrise: Drive-In 

(Hamrick) (739; 4. | 
1$1.50-$1.75)—““Tom.: Jones” (UA); Jo: 
(7th wk). Stash $14, 000. ‘Last. week, a 

' $13,000... 
_ $1 49)—America, . “America” (WB): # 
_ $53 ve ' ‘Okay’ $3; 100, -Last’ week, 7 

“Seven Days. In. May” (Par) ($225, 000 in ‘first week, “93. spots.” 
--Criterion,. Sutton (Manhattan); “American, ‘Luxor (Bronx); Kings, 

(Brooklyn); - 
(Queens): ‘Green’ Acres, - Plainview, :Grove,.. Town, (Nassau); ‘Bay ~~.) 
‘Shore; Patchogue,-. Shore,” ‘Smithton; : All-Weather. Drive-In: -(Suf- © | 

. folk); .'St..-George .(Staten. Asland);. New Rochelle, . ‘White’ Plains, cane 
‘Smooth. $5, 500. -Last week, . SA, 500. | 

(700; .$1.25-" - “fom. Jones” (WA)—$193, 000: in: -five. days, 15 ‘spots, “Thése: ‘do 
(Par) (9th. a. $1 .45)—“Tom Jones”. 

1 wk). Smart $6,500. ‘Last. -week, 
-: $4,200. - 

- Many |- 

‘First: holdover .. session | ; 
ended ‘yesterday. (Tues.} with’ $26,- 

| 000:.after:'$35, 000: for. opener. Also 
‘Showcase. - - 

~..| Vogue. 

(MGM) | (57th. wk). 

intl Sn Fins Sow Boalay: 
| Roman’$2 00, dt, Russa’ $26,00 24. 

(Thurs.) with a6 000 after $18,500; 
in first: 

4 

Palace: (RKO): ret ,642;. $1: 25-$2)—. 
“Flight. From. Ashiya’ * (UA). opens 
‘today (Wed.).. Last week; two re-. 
‘issues, “Operation | Petticoat” (OU) 
“and. “Pillow “Talk” -(U): did good. _ 
$11, 000 in ‘one-week stand. = 

> Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665: $1-$2) 
—‘Paris When It Sizzles” (Par) (3d _ 
wk); ‘Second stanza ended: yester-) | 

- Was $19,000 after -° - 
| $22,000 in’ first,. Also at T-L Sand: . 
Sf. and: on Snowcase. 

day. (Tues.) : 

. Radio City.Music Hall. (Rocke- 
fellers) {6;200; -99-$2.85)—-“‘World. -. * 
of Henry Orient” (UA) with Easter 
stage show sans ‘Glory of: Easter”: 
portion (5th-final week). This final — 
‘session, ending. today (Wed.), looks.” 
like $113,000 after $135,000. in 
fourth, “Pink Panther” {UA) and 
new stage, show: opens tomorrow 
(Thurs.).. 

45th week ended yesterday (Tues:} 
was $18, 300 after $17,000 for. 44th 
‘week. - ‘Upsurge may be result. of. 

: Academy Award recognition. . 
State. (Loew) (1,850; $1 50-$3. 50): 

—“Becket” (Par) (6th wk). This: 
‘session . winding ‘today Wed.) is 
heading -for $29,000 after $34,500. 
‘for fifth week: Stays on indefi- . 
nitely. — 

Rialto. (Brandt) (600; $1:25-$2.50) 
—“Silence” (Janus) (J1th wk). The. 
tenth week ended Sunday (19) was 
$6,000 after $8,500 for ninth tound. . 
“Also at Trans-Lux East. |. 

Victoria (City Inv.) a 003: $1. 95. 
$2) —“Dr: Strangelove”’ 
wk). The 12th week: finished .yes- 
terday : (Tues.) was. ‘$14, 000 after 
$20,000. ‘for. 11th. session: Also. at. 
Baronet. ‘Starts. Showcase today. 

—It’s a Mad (4) World” (UA) (23d 

day (18) was. $24,500 after. $22,000. 
for. 21st: week. ‘Oné of few ‘pix, to 
improve: over previous week. 

"| Kirst-Run Arties 

(Continued, on Page 10) 

Denver: ‘Soldier’ Sharp” 

1246 ‘Chag
gers’ oo

 
ees Denver, April: 21. - 

Biz. is brisk in most. downtown 
spots even. with - ‘drive-ins now 

“|-epen.. Of the three fresh firstrun- 
‘ners “Sunday. in New. York” “is. 
fancy at the: Centre. “Soldier in 
the Rain” is sharp at the Denver... 

+-artd “Macbeth” -is fair at the arty’ 
; ..“Carpetbaggers” is socko... 

| in ‘second Paramount frame. , 

Estimates : for. This “Week 

| ‘Aladdin (Fox) (900: $1. 45)—"Dr, s 
1 Strangelove” (Col). ith wk). Strong” 

ie $4, 500. : Last week, -$5,000.. 
-Cetitre (Fox). (1,270; $1 25-$1:45) _ 

—“Sunday :in. New York’. (MGM), 
: Fancy. $11,500. Last week, “Cap- 

- Orpheum: {Manhattan):. “Ori. oo tain Newman’” (U) (4th wk), $6,500. 
Cooper | (Cooper). (814; $1.65- 

2.50) — “How: West ‘Was . Won” 

~ I Last week, $8,750, 

RKO" Kenmore, 

“RKO: White .. 
.(Westchestér); a 

“Valencia, « Prospect, : 

It's a: 

Astor, Seaview: (Brooklyn); ‘Ascot, Earl - ‘Bronw; ‘Bay. ‘Terrace, a ine J 
$1.25) — ‘‘Macheth” (Indie) | ‘Fair: “Continental (Queens);. Cinema, . Plaza, York’ (Suffolk);. Rye Ridge, . Town: {Westchester}; “Lynbrook, ‘Manhasset, _Bat- ‘Harbour, Salis:. . 

- bury, (Nassau). 

“| “Soldier in’ Rain” “(AAD. 
| $12,500." Last week, “Muscle Beach . 
Party” (A-I) and “Young. Swingers” 

we “Cleopatra” 

“Meadows,. ‘|. 

:‘Trylon.. .. 

‘Denham. (Indiey (800; $1:45-$2; 50) 

Denver | (Fox) (2, 432: “$1 25) — 

(20th). Qd. wk), $7,500. 
‘Esquire’ (Fox) . (600; $1.25) —— 

(20th) (2d wk pop run) 
Big $3,500.. Last week; $4200. | 
‘Paramount (Wolfberg) - (2,100; 

$1: 25-$1.45) .—. - “Carpetbaggers”. 
(Par): (2d wk): Socko $27, 200. Last 

. . week, $38, 000: 
_4° -RKO- International. 70. (RKO). 
11530; $1-$1.50)—“Paris .When It 

Sizzles”. (Par) (4th wk). Thin $4, 000. 
“Last week: $4,500. — 
‘Towne (Indie) (600; $1. 25-$1.45) 

—‘Tom Jones” (UA) (9th. wk). 

Crest . (Wolfberg) .. 

“Vogue. (Art Theatre Guila) (450; 

$1,400. <Last.. week, 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545:  $2.50-$5:50). -. 
—*Cleopatra” (20th). (46th wk). The » . ete i 

NaN eee IG al 

(Col) (13th: 

“Warner. (SW). (1.504; $2.50-$4. 80). 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)— -. 
“Dr. Strangelove!” (Cel) (143th wk), 

Great $9, 850. | 

—Fall of: “Roman Empire” (Par). 

:, | (8d-wk),. Good $7,000. ‘Last’ week, 
+ $10,000. 

Sharp. 

“Devil and. 
7 10 ‘Commandmen's” (Union): $1, 100. 

‘e 
* 

us 

% 
“e 
* 

le —— nee 

_ 



* Last week, $15, 000. € 

Palms (UD) (2; ,995;.. $1. .25-$1. 49) | $1. 50-$2)— ‘Best :. “Man” 

~—Greatest Show. on. ‘arth’: (Par) | wk). 

Baltimore, ‘April 21.: 
“Flight Frem Ashiya” . is: fairy 

in bow at the. Hippodrome. “Paris 
When it Sizzles” 

Opener at. the Stanton. Leading 
the holdovers is “Tom Jones,” boff | 
in eighth week at the Charles. “T's: 
a Mad World” is stout. in ninth |: 
week at the Town. “Lilies of they. 
Field” is big in first. week of re-| 
issue at Playhouse. “Pink: Panther” | 
is fine in fifth week at the. Senator. | 

Estimates for This. Week. 

Charles (Fruchtman) . (500; -50-. 
: $1.80)—“‘Tom. Jones” (UA) - (8th, 
wk). Boff “$16, 500. ‘Last: week, 
$16,500. mn 

$1 50)}—"To. Bed’ or ‘Not: to: Bed”. 
(Cont) (4th: wv). Light $1, 300. Last 
week, ‘$2, 000. : 7 

: Hippodrome ‘: (P-L) 
” $1.50). 
(UA). 
“Captain Newman” 
$10,000. - ‘ 

Little. 

“, 800; ”50-| 

Fair. '$7,000.. Last week, 
Ww) (3d WE), 

(P-L) (300; 60-$1. '50)— 
“Cleopatra” (20th) «(4th WK), | a 
$2,400. Last week, $2,900. — 

New (Fruchtman) (1, 600; -50- 
$1.50)-—- “Dr. Strangelove” (Col) | 
(9th. wk).. Down to. $5, 000. ° Last 
week, $7, 500. 

Mayfair {Fruchtman)”. 
-$1.50)—“Seven Days in’ May”. (Par): 

— (8th. wk). Nice. $7; 500. Last week, 
$8,000. 7 

Playhouse 
$1,50)—“‘Lilies. of. the: Field” (UA). 
Big $5,500. Last week, “High and } 
Low". (Toho) (4th wk), $2,000. : 

( - 1: 50 ‘And: See’ All The. People”. (Indie). Senator (Durkee) (960; 60 $ ) “Third week ended yes 

(Tues.) ‘was-.very lean : $800 . 
—“Pink Panther”. (UA) (5th” wk). 
Solid. $11,000.. :Last- week, $11,500. 

Stanton- (Fruchtman).’ (2,800; .-50- |. 
$i 50— 

: “Mr. ‘Limpet” :(WB), .$6,000. ~*~, 
Town (T-L) (1,125; $1. 50-$2. 65)— 

“It’s ‘A> Mad. ‘Worla” (UA) (9th wk). 
Strong $15,000. .Last week, same. 

Rex (Freedman) ° (500; ‘$1 .50)— 
; Ps Figure, Will. Travel”: indie). 

$3,000... ‘Last week, “Bell, 
“Bare and Beautiful” (Indie), $2, 300. 

~ Holdovers Perk Det. Biz 
‘Strangler’ Lively $15,000, 

‘Jones’ Happy 236, 10th 
Detroit, April’ 21. 

. Biz continues big among. the: hot. 
holdovers, : but. the overall total is 
dipping slightly: this week. 
est Show on. Earth” is‘ slow in re-'| 
issue at the Palms. while. revival of. 
“South Pacific”: is. - moderate © at. 
the Michigan. a '‘Psychomina” 
quiet. in. Grand - Circus . ow: 
“Strangler” looks _ good ° in: initial 
frame at the Fox..: re 

Estimates. for This Week os 
Fox. {Downtown ‘Fox: Corp:) 

* (5.041; . $1.25-$1.49) —.: “Strangler” | 
(AA) -and “Secret. - “Door”. (AA). 
‘Good .$15,000; Last: week, “7 Faces |. 
of Dr. Lao” (MGM): and:“Centurion | 
and. Gladiator” - : (Undie), $7, 500 in 
third week. 

Michigan. (United Detroit) (4. 926: | 750, up. from: 

4s strong. in|. - 

— “Flight| From - Ashiya’. 

( Schwabér). 1365: 90: | 

Paris’. When it. Sizzles” | 
(Par.) Pleasing $12,000. Last week, we. 

_|-Moves_ ‘to’ Embassy today (Wed.). 
(5205: | 

| $1. .25-$2)° 

; $14,500 for. fourth. 

' $1. 50-$2)}: — 
- | (reissue): (3d. Wk):. 

ends tomorrow (Thurs.)’ ‘with $6,- : 

~“Great-. _ 

ts] 

Pars 

"BROADWAY". 
(Continued trom: page. 9) 

The. 12th. session - ‘ended yesterday 
(Tues:) was: $16,000. after $16,500 
for 11th week. = . 

—Adorable Julia”. (Indie) (3d wk). 
Second | round.” finished. Monday : 
(20) - was. $3, 500: after. $3, 890 | for 
opener. 
Carnegie. Fa - Cinema” (F&A) 

(330: $1. 50-$2)—“‘Dimka”’ | (Artkinio) 
(5th. wk). This week: ‘winding. to- | 
morrow (Thurs.): looks like’. $7, 660 1. 
‘affer’ $8,200 for. fourth. ‘ 

Five ‘West (Schiwaber) (435; 90-1. Cinema ' One (Rugoff) (700; 
$1:50-$2) — ‘Tom Jones" SUA) |) 
(29th -wk)... The 28th: session com-"| 

| pleted ‘Sunday. (19) - was $20,300:)-— 
after: $17,300..: for 27th : -week.; 

. Cinema | Two. (Rugoff) ©. (300;. 
$1. 50-$2): - — Cool World”. (Indie). 
Opened. ‘Monday (20). - 

‘week: |. 
Coronet’ (Reade): (590: $0 50-$2) 

‘holdover: ‘stanza ‘finished - “Sunday 
(19); was, $12,000" after “same: gross} -. 
for | initial -week. _Daydates: 34th : 

: Street East. - 

(700: “50- |. Festival : ‘(émbassy): (546:" “$2. 
-$2.50).. — “¥esterday,. Today; To- |. 
morrow”. * (Embassy) : (6th -. wk). 

=. Fifth: round - ended. Monday’ -(20) 
$18, 500 . after © $21,000 for - was. 

fourth. :Also at ‘Tower. East, 
‘Fifth ‘Ave. . Cinema - 

(250; $1. 25-$2)— 

(4th wk). 
terday. 
after. ‘$1,900: for. Second week.’ 

“La. ‘Bonne ° “Soupe” (20thy (6th 

curday (18) was- 
‘for fourth: ‘week... 
Guild. 

-yesterday. . (Tues.):”. ~ ahead, 
“Mistress. For -The “Summer” n= 
die) (4th. wk-4- days). Was $3,000 |: 

‘third: . “week. |. 
‘| Big. $25,000. - Last: week, $23,900... 

after: $5, 000.:. full 

. Little - ‘Carnegie: (Landau) - 
— “Servant” (Landau) 

46th- wk). 
Sunday -- (49). was. $13, 100 - “after 

‘Murray - Hill . “Rugoff) 
“The. Hustler’ (20th): 

Second: week 

‘900 after .$8, G00 for: first. - 
-Paris<:*.. (Pathe. . Cinema). - (568: 

$1. 50-$2)—"“Bandits:. of . Orgosolo”’: 
(indie) (2d wk). Initial week. end-: 
‘ed- Sunday (19) was: $3,100.: 

Plaza’ (Lopert)” (525; $1 50-$2)— 
“Modern. Times”: dndie)., (reissue). 
Jnitial. .. week. ending - tomorrow. 
(Thurs.) looks . to . reach. $17, 500.. 

+In ahead; “Great. Dictator” (Indie) 
{ith wk). was - $11,500. .: “Modern 
“Times” . is: fourth in. series” of 
‘Chaplin pix. --. 
_ Sutton . (Rugoff): (6612: ‘$i. 50-$2) |. 

—‘Seven. Days “In May.” 
(10th wk): The ninth session fin-- 

| ished yesterday. ' ‘(Tues.). was. $7;- 
$7, 500 ‘for. eighth : 

$1. 25-$1.49)—"‘South Pacifie”: (20th) week. “Also. at. Criterion’: and . on 

-(reissue) (2d wk): ‘Down t to $10; 000. 

” and “Buccaneer” Par}. (Feissues).: 

Showcase. a 
34th. Street. East (Reade (456 

- (UA). 3d" 

‘was. $10,000: after Sunday - (19). 

-Fair $10,000: | - Last: week, “Horror | same. figure- for. initial week, _Day- 
h”: (20th) and “Curse: dates. with. ‘Coronet. . 

‘of Party Beac : Toho .Cinema. (Toho). (299: $Y. 50- . ‘0 se” (20th), 11,000 
fn scone cee § + $2) — “Life of °-Oharu”. (Toho) 

‘Madison (UD) | 1 408: | $I. 25: opened. ‘Monday (20): “Last -w. ‘eek, | 

$1.49)——"Dr. Strangelove” : > {Col i “Challenge to. Live”: (Toho) (2d. 

{6th wk). - Swell . $14, 000. " .Lasti week-6 days) was. $3, 800. _ Opener. 

week, $17.000 | was: $4,200. 
Grand Circus. (UD): 1, 400: $1 .25- | 

$1. .49)—"Psychomania” (Indie). and? 
*Witch’s Curse” (Indie): |. Slow 
$7,000: Last: ‘week, “‘Two. Women” 
{Emb) . and. eh ae (Emb) - {reissues);, 
$6,000. - 

‘Adams © (Community) ae 450: 
$1 .23-$1. 50i—"Pink Panther” ..'UA) 
(4th wk). “Strong. $9,000. -Last:: 
week, 9, 500. Melee 

United. Artists. (TAY a, 667; $1. 50:! 
$2.50)—"Cleopatra” 20th) (43¢). : 
Up to $6.000:. Last week, $5. O09. 
“Music. Hall (Beacon Enterprises! 

(1,213: $1. 80-$3)- —“Tt's' ca -. Mad: 
World” (UA) 10th. whe Great 
$25,000. -Last week, $24. 400.. 

| Mercury (Suburban | Detroit) 
(1,468; 
man”: (UW) (4th--wk). Good . $6, 000. 
Last: week, $6,797: 

. Prans-Lux | Krim | “(Trans-Lux? 
(980: $1 .25-$2)—"Tom Jones” (UA) 

- (10th wk). Great. 923, 000. ~ Last: 
week, 925,01 000. ae 

$1-$1 :80)—“Captain® New-! 

7 after, $7, 500 last week. » 

- Tower . East (Loew) (588: $1. 50: 
$2) “. “¥esterday,° Today, Tomor- |: 

Fifth, 
was. 

| row” . (Embassy) : (6th : wk).. 
[round ended. Monday’. (20). 
$15,000 © _after $16, 500: for. fourth. 
‘ Also. at Festival. ” 

“Trans - Lux | 
. $¥.25-$2). = 
12th’ wk). The ‘Lith: session .-end= } 
ed: Sunday: (19). was. $5, 000 ‘after: 
$5500. for. 10th . week... Also.. at 

‘Bast’ TAL) « (600: 

Rialto. “Third . Secret” (20th): 
-hopens” April 28. -: ae 
?. Yrans-Lux.. 52d St. “(peLy. (540: : 
$I. .23-$2):  “Paris.: ‘Wher: Tt - Siz-'|-. 

First hold-} 'zles” (Par) (3d: wk): 
over: week’ ‘ended yester day APues.). 
‘was -$9,500 after $12,000. opener, 
Also. -at. Paramount : ‘and Shawcase.: 

‘World: (Pérfecto). (390; 90-$1 350) 4 
: —' “Psychomania’ *: (Vie): plus” 
“Flamboyant: Sex’ ~ {ENis) -. (0th 
wk). 

row (Thurs.)’ looks. like © $8: 000 

me ad ai, 

- Beekman. (Rugoff): (590: -$1.50-$2): 

Last. week: 

“Tom. Jones” (UA) ‘(6th wk), was |: 
1 “f inth | $11;300. after. $ 0,500 OF a | die)’. 

— Best Man” (UA} (3d wk). First. 

wk). 

“ugoff): 
4g The Door. People” (ndiey| Bodies” (Indie) and-“White . Slav- 

Fine: Arts: (Davis). (468;. $1.80-$2)'| 

‘Fifth session: conipleted Sat 1S" 
$7, 006 after $8, 000. . 

(Guild). (450: $1-$1.75)°— 7 ; 
“Grand. Olympics’ (Times) obened Aeon. 

17th: wk). ‘Nice $13, 000. ‘Last. week, 

| (State - Metropolitan- FWC) 
Fifth “week completed’ 

(565: |e 

} (reissues). : 

| (10th -wk), $3,500. 

(Par) | 

‘First: ‘holdover ‘week. finished. 

“The Silence” (Janus) |. - 

‘Current: Peck ending tomor-j tion : 

“BOSTON | 
LS (Continued; on page 10) - . 

4*Dinie With Halo” .(MGM). | “Hotsy | 
,000.... Last week, “Mr, Limpet” | 

(WB). (2d. wk), $7, 000. 
Memorial - (RKO): "8, 000: '90- | 

1 $1.80) -— “Captain . Newman”. (U). 
| and. “Dream Maker” (U) (5th: wk).. 
| Fifth week ‘began - ‘Friday an). 
| Fourth, was stout $12,000, 

‘Opened. yesterday . (Monday)..’ ‘Last: 
_] week, . rented ‘to Metropolitan’ Op: 
era Co: on. ‘four’ wall - deal. - 
Orpheum’ (Loew). 2,900; 

$1.80). — “Advance. Mgae 
(MGM), : Good: $9,000... Past week, | 

| “I-Shaped Room” (Col) and: “Sun- | 
‘days.. and = Cybele” | Andie): _(reis- 
sues); . $7,200. . 

Paramount - WET - 2, 357; 
$1 .80)—"Seven: ‘Faces’ of Dr. Lao”. 

| (MGM). and: “Girls’ ‘at Sea” (Indie): 
| Okay ‘$9,000... Last. week, « “Night 
Fall” (MGM): (2d:“wk), $11, 000. : 

~ Pilgrim. (ATC). (1, 909; ‘15-$1, 25) | 

“Girl ‘of: Night” . (Indie). Good_ 
$7,000. Last: week,-.“Girl: in. Trou- 
ble” : (Indie) and’ “Dove: ‘on. ‘Rivi-: 
era” (Indie), ‘$6,000. “. - 

.. Park. Square. Cinema | Andie). 
(300;: $t. 80). ‘— “Connection”. (In- 

“Okay $3,000. - 
“Billy - Liar’’.. (Cont) and. 
‘and ©: Lisa”’’ ‘(Cont)’ “(subruns) 
wk); $2, 500. : 

“David: 
(3d: 

. ‘America, | America’ 2%. (WB). (Ith. 
Oke. $3, 400. 

$4,000. 
‘Saxon. (Sack) | (1, 100:: $2-$3: 90)-—— 

“Cardinal” (Col), (19th: wk). /Sock: 
-$18,000.: . Last- week, ‘Same, = 

_ State ‘(Frans-Lux) (730: $1:$1. 50).} 
—"Paris. After. Midnight” (Indie): 
and” “Sun Place” (Indie)... -Hotsy 
‘$9,000. - ... Last: week;-: - “Heavenly. 

ery”. (Indie) . ‘(24° wk), $8;000. 
‘West End: ‘Cinema (E.. -M.. ‘Loew) | 

(500:. "715-$1,50)—-""War of: “Buttons” : 
“(Bronston): . - Perky $5; ‘200... Last 
-week, “Of Women: and” Pleasure”: 
Indie): (2d: wk), $3,000: 

‘LOS: ‘ANGELES 
(Continued from ‘page. 8): 

$12, 000.: 
Cineraina. (Rae: (915; $1: 49-$3 50): 

—Mad World” . (UA) (24th- Wk). 

“Crest, Los ‘Angeles, Loy ola a 

2,049; 1,298; $1-$1: 49) — -“Captain 
“Newman, MED: ” J) and:. “Brass 
Bottle” (0). (2d. wk). ' Soft. $10, 200. 
“EL Rey, Hillstreet, Hollywood, 

: ‘Village: «EWC - Metropolitan) (856; 
2, 752;- 856; 1;535; $1-$1 49)—“Hud” 

(Par) ‘and “T-Shaped- Room”: Col), 
‘Lush . $25,000. - 

‘Fine: Arts (FWC)- (631; - ‘$1, 50-$2) | 
—“Best ‘Man (UA). Sock $10,000. 
. Last.” week, “The Silence” 

“Four Star, Warren's ( (UATC:Met= 
- | ropalitan) (868;-- :1,757;-- $1-$2). — 
“Lilies of : Field” (UA) and “Amer-- 
‘fea, America” ' (WB) {réissues).. 

(MGM). (repeat) |. 

. Egyptian WATC) (1;392; $1. 55)— | 
“South. Pacifie”’-(20th). (reissue) (3d. (Beh wo. Firm $6,900. Last week,’ 
ae 30 oo $12,000." Last . week, | "Stanley (SW) (1;450;- $2. 50-$2.75): 
$1 =.“Fall of Roman :Empire”..(Par) 
“Fox. Wilshire: (we) “1, 990: rae 

| $2.40) —“ Yesterday, Today. Tomor- 
row”: ‘(Emb): (5th. wk). ‘Loud. $18, 000, 
Last week, “$21, 000. ot 

‘Heliywoed:: ‘Paramount: . (State) 
‘$23§2.40)—“Pink:: “Panther”. 

Tall $14,000. Last 
(1,4683. 
-(U A). (Sth. wk). 

“week, $16,000. . 
Iris; Lide (¥ Wo)- (825: “B76: $1. a5. | 

$2)—“Federico Fellini’s 814” (Emb) | 
‘and. “The V.LP.’s”. 

‘Lido, “To Bed—Or - Not : to* ‘Bed”.| 
: {Cont). (3d wk),..$2:500.. 

“Music. Hall (Ros) (720; "§2-$2. 40) | 
—“The Cardinal’” (Col). {moveoyer).. 
Okay $5, 800.’ 
Pantages . (RKO): “a 512: - $2. 50- 

“$5. 50} — “Cleopatra”. ‘(20th):: (44th: 
‘twk). Bustling. $18,600. Last: week,: 
} $17, 900. 

Picfair,. ‘Vague: (State-FWC). (7502. 
810: $1.25-$2)—"“Tom. Jones’ UA): 
(17th - ‘wk). Torrid: $18; 000: 

P $1.65-$3.50)-—“Becket”’. “ (Par) « (5th. 
| wk, Fine.’ $19, 300. _ East. week, 
'$19:100. © 

Won” (MGM). ‘61st: wk). 
1922, 800. Last: week, ‘$20, 700.: 

Lewis: “Milestone. “piirchaged - 
‘Gretchen | Travis’ novel, “She Fell: 
From Thieves; for indie produc-. 

anid! * -is- negotiating . with 
‘majors. for filming. under ‘the tifle, 

_ JThe Second. Time Around. ” 

-90- 

=-“Nay- of . Stripper”. indie)’ and |: 

Paris Cinema (Indie). (608: $1 15): 

Last . “week,. . 

(750;. 

Hot. | 
|.$17, 500. Last \ ‘week, :Four ' ‘Star, 
“Sunday. in N.Y.: (MGM) (move-| 

| oyer), “The Prize” 
| Ast. wk); $1,300; . 

(MGM) {re-: 
issues): -Slender $7, 500... Last -week;. 

“Warner Beverly 4«SW). ‘a: 316: ' 

‘Warner Hollywood ( Sw). ( 1 291: ) 
$1.25 $2.80). — “How: West. ‘Was: 

» Sizzling. 

Newman’ " Woderate 1 106, | 

- Last. week, |: 

an) | 

Stadio. (Goldberg) (383: 95-$1.80) | --: 

| ments. °°: 
‘There is a wall to. Wall screen 

that’ can show any existing process, : 

KC; Order’ Healthy 26, 
~ ‘Jones’ Rousing $7,000 | 

‘Kansas City, . April 21... 
One. new film and a Major. re- |: 
iva hit. the. firstrun marquees, |. 

. | with - “Captain. ‘Newman” showing. 
‘Music - ‘Hall (Sack). . (4 400: ‘'90- 

$1.80) —- “A. Tiger : “Walks (BV). ' 
modevate strength in the Uptown 
and Granada, and “South. Pacific” ; 
‘shaping. solid for’ a returne~ at 
the. ‘Plaza. -Kimo is continuing to 

-| score: with. “Tom Jones.” 
_:Paramount, ‘looking to: cash in 

‘on. Oscar honors, moved. in “Hud” 
‘for..a.return ‘date. 
‘ing strongly at the Capri while 
“It’s a Mad. World” stays stout. in |. 
Empire: and “Seven. Days in. May” 
holds up’in a.fourth frame -at the 
‘Roxy, as does “Strangelove” -in. a 
fifth «week at the’ Brookside. 
“Point of: Order”: bows ‘in the art 

| Rockhill and holds.” . 
Estimates ‘for ‘This- Week . 

‘Brookside: - (Fox... “Midwest-N at. 
Gen). (800; $1: 50)—“ Dr. Strange-. 

“Durable $4, -- love” (Col)’ 45th..wk). 
000. ‘Last week, $4,500. 

$3)—“Cleopatra”’ (20th). (23d. wk). 
Satisfying $7,;500.in final five days. 
Crest, Riverside (GCommon- 

wealth) - (900 cars each), ‘Boulevard 
(Rosedale). (750: cars) — Playing |, 

Last’ ‘week; with. ‘Grana- subruns.. 
ds. . “Horrors « of. Party -' Beach” 

(20th): ‘and “Curse: .of the’ Living: 

-(866;. ‘$1. 50: 
Dead” (20th),. $12, 500. 

- Empire. (Durwood) - 
$2. 50)—"‘It’s: a .Mad . “World” : (UA) 
(18th . wk): 
week, $11,500. - . 

‘Kimo (Dickinson) (504: $1. 50- 
$2)—'Tom . Jones” (WA) (9th’ wk). 
Excellent $7, 000... Last week, 
same. . se 

Paramount - (Blank-UP). “1 900; 
. | $1, 25-$1.50) .— “Hud” (Par) . (reis- 

(Par)... 
Looking for $6,000 or better. Last: 

“Incredible. Mr. Limpet” 

sue). and . -“Paris -Pick-Up” 

week, 
(WB) (3d wk), $5,500: | 

Plaza (FMW) . (1,630; $1 25-$1. 50) 
* 41 —“South ‘Pacific’... (20th). (revival). |. 

| Heading. toward $8;000 with. three-. 
‘a-day: Last week, “Paris -When ‘It 

| Sizzles" (Par) (3d wk), $3, 500. for 
| five: days. ..'. 

Rockhill - 
(821; $1-$1, 25)—"Point of Order” 
(indie). - Lively. . $2, 000:. 

“Kill or ‘Cure” (MGM); $1,300: 
’ Roxy : (Durwood) (664; 75-$1.50). 
—"Seven Days. in May”. (Par). (4th 
wk). 
| $7, 500. 

_ Uptown, - Granada (FMW) Q 043; 
1 ,219: 
Newman - M.D. w (0): 

town “only, “Tiger : Walks” 
(Gd wk), $3, 500. 

” PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued: from. Page. 9) 

| 5002. Last week, $6; 500. - 
“Midtown, (Goldman) (1,200; “9s 

$2.50) — “Tom Jones” (UA) (8th | 
Lusty «. $24, 000. Last - week, . wk). 

$20, 000. : 
Randolph’ (Goldman). (2; 200: 85-: 

$1: 80):—- “Dr Strangelove” (Col) 

‘(20° wk).. Good. $15, 000. : Last: ‘week, 
$19,000. 

" Stanton: (SW). (1,483;-95-$1. 80) 
Shock Treatment” (20th) (2d: wk). 
‘Mild.. $7,500. Last -week,. $8,000. - 

__“Sin‘on Beach”. (Indie). Sunny 
| $7:000;. Last week, “Naked: Island”. 
(indie) and “Nudes of. All Nations” live d ‘d (indie), ‘$4,000. . 
Trans-Lux (T-L). (500; * 95$2)— . 
Charade” (U) (27th. wk). S0-s0. 
‘$8, 800. Last: week: -$4,200:: 

World. (Rugoff) . (499; 95-$1. 80) 
(6th 

wk). “Fair $2,900. Last. week; $3,400: | 
-Yorktown (SW) (1,000; $1 49)— 1. 

“America, . -America” = (WB) 

Blo” (Embassy) . (reissue): (2d wk). 
Neat $4, 200. Last week, $4,200. .. 

‘Stanley’: 's Brand New. Unit | 
‘Pittsburgh; April’. 21.. 

“Stanley Warner. chain opened. its. 
‘frst. ‘brand: new -house in -over -20 
years. ‘on Thurs. (9). in’ ‘the: North. 

‘comfort, the. latest in projéction, 
sound and airconditioning equip- |. 

including .* Cinerama. 

Jtriet zone manager. in. the area. 

Wednesday, ‘Apeit 22, 1964 

“Cleo”:-is. clos- 

mer) .(2d wk)... 

|$2.50)— 
(5th wk). 

‘Cars; 
| Must. Fall’ (MGM).. 
‘Last - week, 
“pet,” $6:000. 

Muscular $12, 000. Last 

$6, 500. 

| $2. 50)— 
wk). - 

(UA) . 
Last week, $29, 500. 

(art. Theatre Guild) (150: $1.25+$1:50)- 
Live” (Union) (3d wk).. 

Last. Last. ‘week, $3,600;: 
| week, “Trial. & Error”. (MGM). and f. 

‘Smooth. -$7,000. Tast ‘week, : 

$1.25. < $1.50) — “Captain 
“Moderately. 

strong: $10,000. . . Last “ week, -Up- | 
By). 

($225) 
 |.(chikawa). . 
{-week, . 

C . 7$2, 200, 
lence”: “(Janus) | (3d_.wk).’ ‘Trim $357. 

‘Last’ week, $11, 000... 

wk). 

$15,000 Ce 
‘Surf (H&E Balaban): (664: $1 '50- oa 

-issues).” 

-}-3d_-wk). 
$13,000... ; 
World -(Teitel) - (608: 90-$1 80) ee 

“The Doll”. (Indie) (34° wk). 
$5 ,000. L 

Hills’ Shopping -Center. Called the: Sa ast week, $6. 000, 

{ North Hills, the theatre. was built} 
| frora the - ‘ground up and ‘stresses . 

Seats: are 
large, plush. and ‘have’ plenty of. 
‘leg.toom.. Sam’ Gould is the ‘man- 
ager with BLE ‘Moore. as the’ dis-. 

Rear fa $13.00 

San Francisco, “April 21. 
Two newcomers, “Advance ta. is. 7 _ 

| Rear”. and..“My . Enemy, the -Sea,” - 
shape solid at: the Paramount ‘and: * 
Vogue, respectively. -- Latter film 
has strong Coast. and Jocal. appeal. 
‘Oscar. --award .. is giving - 

‘| Jones” a healthy.’ lift::in its 18th::.°" 
“It’s. 

“Tom 

week at the United Artists. - 
a. Mad:. World,” however, is the 
town’s. top’ coin | getter” in a Ath - 
‘Orpheum. frame.: 

- Estimates for This Week» yee 
"Alexandria. (Un. : Calif.) ‘, aaa: 
$3-$4)— “Cleopatra”. . (20th). (43rd. 
Wk). - Solid $11, 000. ': 
same. . 

“Bridge - ‘(Setiwartz). -(500; - $1. 50- 
$1. 75)—“Purlie- Vietorious”. (Ham- 

Okay. $1, 500. * Last 
week, $2,000. 

Clay (Ros). (360% ° $1. 75)- Lupe, 
Strangelove” (Col) ( Sth wk).. Steady. 

"Capri (Durwood)” (1,260; -$1.85- | $3,800. “Last week, $4,300. 
Coronet (Un. Calif.) (1, 250: “g2- 

The Pink. Panther”: (UA): 

$12,000.: 

$1.25. per:. ' person) — ‘Night | 
‘Light. .$3,000.. 

Embassy (Dibble: McLean). a 400: .. 
$1 .49)—“Night~ Must Fall’ (MGM). 
Fair’ $6,000. Last. week;-. “Incredi- 
ble Mr. Limpet,’’: $5,000: 
“Golden Gate (RKO). 2.850: $1:25--. |: 

$1. 50)—“Captain Newman” (U) (Sth. --. 
wk). Down. to $4, 300,” “Last week, = 

‘a, 600: “ $2- 
“The. Silence” (Janus): (Sth... 

Okay | “$3, 000." 

Metre: (Un, Calif.) 

$3, 500. 
Orpheum (Ci i n e de ome):: a 439; , 7 eo 

$1.50-$3.50)—“‘It’s © “a: Mad “World”: 
/ Great. $30, 600. nor 

“2. 646:. $1. 50- ot. 

$1.75)—“Advance to Rear”. (MGM); oe 
Good ..13,000: . ‘Last’ -week, 
‘When. It. Sizzles.” $12. 500: 

.¢ 17th wk). : 

Paramount (Par): 

Presidio. (Art. Theatre “Guildy . 

: St. Francis. ( Par). 

wk)... slipped. to. -$7, 500. - 
week, $9, 500: - 
“Stage Door’ (A-R). (444; -$1.75-$2).- 

—“Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (9th wk). 
Aare $5,000. Last week, $7,000; 

- Coast). °° ‘United Artists -.(No.: 
(1,148; | .- $2-$2 40)-—“Tom™ . Jones”. 
(UA). "(18th wk).” ‘Smash $14,000: . 

‘Vogue (S. F. Theatres) . (365; $2: 
“My ‘Enemy, the - “Sea” ae 

Life”: She _Easy emb), - : 

‘CHICAGO - 
(Continued from. ‘page ‘9. 

Bright $18,500. .:.-Last .. weék, “As.” 
Tiger| Walks’’.. (BV). and. “Arizona*™. ": 
Sheepdog”. ((BV): (3d wk), $9,500. 
State-Lake .- (B&K) 

soe: $14, 000. 

$1,80)—“Point of Order” - (Indie). 
‘Excellent. $4,500... Last. week: “and 

| Suddenly - It's. Murder”. (Cont): a 7 
wk), $2;5 - i Q 
Tedd (Todd). a, 089; $1 75-88. 50). 

(Par) uae 
! . 

Tall $21, 
Jones” 

ays. 
Tewn {Teitel): (640:. 

—“Trial and. Error’: 
“Wrong Arm. of. Law”. (Indie). tre-. 

. Nice’ $3,000: “Last week,. -- 
“Beat the: Devil”. (indie) (reissue) _— 

‘$i. 25-31: 80) 

(2d. wk), $2,000. an 
United “Artists (B&K) (1: 700: 90- so 

/$1:80)—“Seven Days in “May”: (Par). a 
Brisk. $12, G00. Bast vod 8th. wk). - 

- - week, $14,000. _ 
Woods - “(Essaness):-” vl 200: - 902 

[$1 80)—“Night. Must: Fall”: (MGM) -< | 
Light: $10, 000: ‘Last. week, ok 

‘Aled to Detroit May 1 1 
“Detroit, . April. 21 

‘Set. Lot 
No. ‘explanation for. the’ switeh po 

, given... 

Last . week, os me 

Fast $11, 500.: Last week, »- 

El Rancho Drive-in (Affil) (oo3 

““Ineredib! e. ‘Mr. ‘Lim: LO : 

Last. cweek, ; . 7 

“Paris'-..': 

—“Mv “Life. too... 
Thin $1, 800. oo 

d. (1,400; -$2)-2 
- “Sunday. in New York”. (MGM). (3d. 

', Last’ ac 

‘Lively $4,500... Last ©. 

(2,400; 90-2 
$1:80)—“Pink Panther”. (UA) (5th: 

‘Last week, Sal 

(TA). ‘a7th: wh), nr 500: for”. 

(Indie). and... © 

Lively” val 

The- ‘spring. board . meeting ~ ‘of . 
National . Allied willbe “held: at. ~ 
‘the’: Sheraton” Cadillac Hotel. “in 
Detroit “May 1-3; ‘instead of in. 
Pittsburgh’ May 22-4; as previously .. oe 



Ver, - 
: "trending: here: on™an ‘overall basis: 
os dink between - ‘these’ two | majors 

“Sealy: 

VARIETY'S! LONDON. OFFice. 
a y St. - Jemen's. Street. Piccadifty_ 

“Tony: Richardson, hacvesting’ fothing but. prizes for “Tom. Jones”: - a . industries’. 

* Glasgow, April’ ‘ah. 

at feat now, hit.out at both the British and American: film 
|» Iwan. interview on: the’ film-clip ‘program “Star Parade,” televised. | fF 
: by: Tyne-Tees. ‘Television. - 
About London’s. Film’ Row’ (Wardour Street) he. gaidi. “They're: |. | 

. sour and seedy lot in Wardcer Street, The cinema doesn’t really © {| ° 
-. ¢aterest them at all. All. they are concerned about is: making. ¥ an 

“They. ‘take you to the top’ of. 2 : +P 
quick, buck.” 

‘About: Hollywood; he declared: 
high hill,. and- show you the-world. But they won't let you make = 
3 film’ the’ “way you. ‘want. to make. i ‘it. 

- Becomes ‘acutely Worrisome : — Talk of One? ra 
Big’ Sales Office and. Other. Economies — 

You! ve. ® got to: make it it thetr 7 

“Tokyo, Aprit ‘21. 

-The = incident © 
“ Japanese. ‘demonstrations: - ‘on For- 

"> [mosa-and:a.ban of Japanese prod: 

.... }- With. that atmosphere, the .Japa-|-° 
, :}.Mese- film -industry. figured -to have |: 

only token: representation atthe | 
_- {film fest, had: it’ been held when |- 
: ‘ 2 ‘originally scheduled.’ 

sydney, ‘Apiil 21. 

It is touted: here. in film ‘circles |’. 
= that ‘major ‘distributors set up one 

key - outlet: for. the. . distribution. a 
. 400th. anniversary: of: Willtam .| execs. and their pictures. by ‘the | 

‘time _of.- ‘the rescheduled ° fest. In|: 
‘addition to-.Japan.--and.'Formosa,| | Jt Jo: 
participating’ - countries - will be |“. *-4 yo tepeaters 

- time amour. in the far. north ended 
: in uncertain .silence.. © 

of ‘films and. front-of-house adver- 

.tising.: This -as. a curb ‘upon: ‘rising: 
overhead . costs.: - Columbia’ and 
British “Empire © ‘Films-Rank have} 
been operating film. dispatch. under: 
the. one. ‘roof’ for. some. time -now.{* 
-and’ other .distributors. are’ tipped 
“to follow. suit in the not too distant 7 
future ona: New. York Say-SO. 

In New Zealand 20th-Fox: and 
wows Metro | joined . ‘forces. .about: three|’ - 

- years ago and it’ was figured these. ry 
_ companies © would do. likewise “in| 

~ Aussie, ‘but -hook-up has’ been- de-|. 
~ layed: on . question ° of terms. :How-. 

with: pie revenue- down-: 

oe Skull practice here: also’ ‘sees ‘dis- 
an tributors. pitting’ the shutters ‘up|.’ 

“on: some: unprofitable . branch: ‘offi- | 
ces, gearing’ business. through one}. 

- likewise,.| as | = 
‘operational: costs saver.: Distribs:t. 

os outlet. coast-to-coast, 

:. for along span. now: have been 
| handling ‘their Tasmanian: biz (a 

minor‘: centre). through their Mel-: 
. bourne” branches. ~' ” 

of ‘the’ keyers. roe 

‘the. major U.S. distributors: oper- 
ating here,’ more economic ‘moves 

are. seen with the bow in of winter 
--- and the’ usual. slamp.- in. cinema:| 
To -attendances in’: the suburbs, coun- 

‘try. and! the. drive-ins.. Hardticket: 
.,. pix-are. doing “well-at city ‘cinemas, 

‘but run-of-the-mill” -pix-are-pulling. 
. nix here, hence the’ prediction here} 
7. that. major changes will: be. ‘made. 
din the: distribution. ‘setup! in . the 

. near. future. . ae 

obi Festival Theaite 
bs ~ Endangered by Owners 

ee “Dublin, . April 21. 

Local “authority here ‘in. Dublin 

- has. nixed: ‘project. to convert. Olym-' 

pla ‘Theatre, now “shuttered . -and |. 

sold to London-Irish sroup,. into a 
| longrun Cinerama- dates in ‘Tokyo, 

Buyers, headed. by. London: “ééxp. Osaka ‘atid. Fukuoka, 
have. 

: lodged’ an: appeal with’ Minister for-| 
Loeal Government to: over-rule 

_ municipal : decision. . “Gorman ‘has. 
. ~gaid.that ‘his. group” ‘will ‘permit. use: 

ea |) the. building: for Dublin. Theatre 
. Festival this year, and Fest. group 

has. purchased. seating: and. theatre. 
fittings © which: Temain, An, “the: 

: dance. spot, 

ery : owner -Tom.: Gorman,... 

a building.” 

. AUSTRIA & HUNGARY 
JM ED-VIA CONCERTS 

” Vienna, “April. 21, - 

oe “Austria: ‘and. ‘Hungary . are get: oe 
ye ‘ng - ‘together: again; at) east thusi-|" 
Pre Partial. lift of ‘the: iron cur-|. 

- tain resulted: in: the. first’ folk. ‘mu=|) 
-. ‘sie . exchange—a ‘conceret “by. the 

‘Austirian-fourided:: Tamburizza En: 

a semble at. .Kophaza, ‘near ‘Sopron, 

A. Croatian | tambuizza’ pusern® 
“ble. ‘will reciprocate. with a. concert. 

. in ‘the. Austrian - Burgeland | (for-|::. 
ae merly’ Hungarian: ‘territory.)” . 

: a " Croatian’ . 22 Tamburizza? *: It’s 
‘Buitar-like instrument. 

Seymour Mayer 
On Japanese Mk. 

; -|.Manila. on his: territorial swing. 

prices,” 

favor. before. Mayor cited 
in: NewYork,” “Wheeler: Dealers’”: 
and “Ticklish Affair” or the sched- 

‘| we “just. to’. “see. ‘if they" can. go). 
:_ here.” ; +. 

. “Mayer « was: “ supposed” to. meet}. . 
: | Loew? ’s Ine. prez Robert H: O'Brien:| ° oo 
| and Loew's " International: . prez:|. 
‘Maurice. Silverstein’ here,: but they: 
‘were detained ‘in England. and were. 
‘to: >: 80 directly. fo. Australia, 

Free,” 

sh Hail ‘Bard, Indirect 
Dublin,’ April 21... 

“Opera: : “Otello” 
‘will -be -main. heh tribute. to” 

Shakespeare’ 's . birth. 

ani. singing - Desdemona. ‘Tole. a 

.. Sked are “Turandot,’’. 

from: Trish: official -funds,. 

. -Tokyo, “April 21. - 
Even if ‘Japan becomes a: free 

market;-as expected in July, ‘Metro 
will. riot. substantially. ‘step up its 
number. of -imports;: vaccording . to 
Seymour. ‘R. Mayer, ‘first, Vv. Pe of) 

| ' Loew’ s International. 
‘Exhibitors ° hiere say ‘they would 

‘weleome ‘one ‘pickup: centre for pix}: 
and front-of-house advertising, -in-| 

“stead -of presently. having. ‘to: make: 
about eight calls in conjested areas, 

“Mayer said the company. expects 

‘during the current. fiscal: ‘the: ‘same’ 
‘number: as the ‘last fiscal: -annuni 
‘under the: import’ ‘license-restric- 

:- 4+ tidns: : 
‘With ‘a heavy: ‘staft- reduction by: 

(With 19 - import: licenses, 
-Metro. and Warner - had. ‘more than: 
the other’ U.S. : distribs:)..In° addi- 
‘tion,. ‘Mayer ‘Said, ‘MGM will place 
a “trio of:re-releases in the: market 
during the . period—“Quo Vadis,” | 
“Seven Brides for Seven: Brothers”: 
and ©:“Never So Few,” the. latter. 
‘aimed :-at. cashing. in’. on: the. -big |. 
popularity here of ‘Steve ‘Me Queen. 

ting releases through ‘the: yearend: 
He. also visited Hong “Kong” and 

cuits: -which. have. found. success in 
| recent years with action. and: other |”. 
ot ‘| mass-appeal fare at -popular |: 

‘in. ‘single 
‘ houses: “will ‘also: ‘be. retained, of 

. Roadshowing.. 

‘course. 

Mayer” “noted: too that: “How. the. 
‘West: Was. Won;”. which - played: 

leases: in all. cities. 
_|.Hé cited: too that’ ‘Metro “will give. 
comedies: ‘another try. in this. mar- 
‘ket, where they have not found big 

~ Foreman to N Y 
London; April. zt. 

trip: to. .Kenya;. ‘where: he is over- 
seeing | ‘the ‘production : of. “Born | 

retuirned.* to-. London-.last'| 
‘Saturday’ and. next day (19) planed 
to Hollywood. There he celebrated 
his daughter's birthday. _.. 
Tomorrow (Wed.) he: heads. ‘for 

‘New -York.-for huddles over. the: pic | 
“with” - Columbia - 
) Schneider: ‘and: Leo, Jaffe.” ao 

Pictures’: . : Abe 

Piece. -.. 
:,. Will top. Dublin Grand. Opera .* 
_ “Season. opening ‘May °18. with 
. Italian soprano Virginia Ze- Hong ‘Kong, the ‘Philippines, “Re-|~ -&S 

public. of. Korea, Malaysia, Indo- | a " 
Season’ will star about. 20.. hesia and: ‘Thailand. . | 

‘Italian -singers' and. works son aD 

“" @rea. Chenier,” “La Traviata” 
and “La. “Boheme,” _ 

Event. - . gets: - subsidy. from. te 

leg Sigoret E Bits 

Italian ‘government. .‘and’ ‘also. Spee 

Mayer was-here for'‘a. week: ‘set-: tests: and. scenes. 

| firmed ‘it. was: hard ‘to leave ‘and 
| she. pate SES days. extra. to 
| sa e to’ ev body. - 

The | exec: noted | with pleasure}. y 3 y ery 
- “| sthat. Toto. is. setting up @. circuit 'of:| 
ve four 70m ‘houses in’ ‘Tokyo. for day- 

“dating. roadshows, on the: order of. 
‘the: splash - four-theatre: showcasing 
by: -the_ ‘Shochiku and. ‘Tokyu ‘cir- 

- Seeking | a Dance. Hall 
-Zorba:- 

-will be re- 
leased in-70m Toadshows: in July. in 5 
other keys: followed ‘by general. Te ‘Her: next. ‘project,. ‘and: ‘first truly. 

| American pic . role is. in: Stanley. 
‘Kramer’s . tr ot ‘Fools,’ " ‘which 

' begins in’ June. - 

“Sunday | - 
ni German Prods, 

«Like James. Chase| ‘release . through . - United” Artists, 
which, it is: understood, : has’ ad-j. 

. | vanced the. entire budget: of around 
$150,000. - 
“Screenplay : -from” his: -own «. ‘stage 

or... Die’* 
‘Hildegard Neff in the lead; under 

+ the. German.. title’ “Waiting: Room. 

q Hongkong.” Pe 

‘and: are expected. to. permit :a more 
| favorable. climate for Japanese film: 

att Didn't Work Out. 
a Paris, April: 21. 

~: Simone. Signoret ; made it clear 
oVehat ‘her. leaving ‘the ‘cast of “Zorba |: 

| the Greek” (20th). was: completely: 
“amicable. and’:she’ ‘parted with’ re- 
‘luctance and ‘is ‘still. friends . with. 
; producer-director-writer - 

..| Cacoyannis, 
“TEs was: jyst_ ‘one’. “of: those 

- Michael 

things,” said she, where-a role. was 
tempered -by the love of the book 
and “.a.‘chance to. do’: one. of . the 
characters: : “Though: she- had. some 
misgivings, Since it was the -part | 

. | of .a rather frilly, ‘oldish;. leftover] 
|-French - courtesan: in ‘Greece,: the: 
: | isle ‘of. Crete. "exactly;: he felt “she 
| would. like -to. ty: it: 

‘She : “also “was. an.. ‘admirer : ‘of 

was: ‘ready’ for‘an English-speaking | 
role.-:So off. ‘she went to Crete for |: 
tests and also, siiice the part was/ 

| not too: big, to ‘be. on. call: ‘there for 
her ‘episodic: appearances. ' 

. She opined. it was asad. sohition. aa 
but. it was. something she decided |. 
quickly. It was. no use trying to! © 
‘force: something ° that “Was. not: at 
once forthcoming in: “her. early 7 

Miss_ “Signoret |} : 

lishman- (Alan Bates). initiated into: 
life.. -by' a goat-like . older. man, 

(Anthony. ‘Quinn).: Irene. 
‘Papas: also stars. — 

she}. 

. - Frankfurt, April 21. . 

* ameriesn. ‘thriller writer : Jamies 
‘Hadley Chase is becoming. a: big. 
favorite ‘with: indfe German pro-| 

| ducers:. Currently, there. are three 
‘German - ‘productions: in the: ‘works 
{ based’ on his. bestséllers: -. = 

- In" Venice,: ‘there’s a " German- 

on: ‘the. - Grand~ Canal”) . starring 
Karin .. Baal, . Sean. _Flynn and 
Hannes. _Messemer.” 

In. Hamburg™ the book ’ “Choose. 
is: being. filmed... with. 

for: Eternity.’ a 
And. in: Hongkong, “Wolfgang 
‘Hartwig is: making: “A \ Coffin from . 

- . en te! . a . 

7 . a7 . 

SV ( 

Japanese - ‘toppers are. making ee 

- embroilment . ee a 
Pormend and. ‘Japan -after a ‘would-|.~ 
be .-Red.. Chinese defector. ‘was | 

ee turned: over to the Communist Chi- |... 
_..] nese by: ‘the Japanese government. 
ae ignited. ‘anti-| 

But ‘since Japan’ is ‘the “backbone! - —pade’’. . will be given’ in the. - 

of. the ‘Asian. picture. industries, it |”.- 
was. decided ta postpone the event. | 

1-Relations. between: the. two. nations.|: 
cod how 

by. Verdi ‘ '| Show signs of becoming less 
heated 

‘will. give’ five..concerts each. 
| Russians: will be at the Metropolt- { 
}tan Festival Hall April 25-May .2 

Greek ‘director | Cacoyannis: and. ‘The French: “Orch wit be: on the 

- Film, originally a United Artists’ 
‘project, was. taken over: by 20th]. 
' Fox.- Several. actresses -have ‘been | 

| asked to. come -to. Crete. for tests 
|.to. fill the. role: vacated by Miss. 
Signoret.. ‘Latter also..pointed* out: 

| that. since it was. Something 
really: wanted; arid :it' did ‘not. work : 
out, -she: ‘had:: decided to. ‘take no 

; . London: 
- ‘French coproduction: filmin? **Mis-|. 

ore |. sion: to “Venice” (retitled “Murder 
Carl: Foreman, following. a- swift. 

“ABasy Schedu 

Dada Streets. 
Vienna, April .21. 

On® May 23,,-.to- celebrate ‘| the Golden Labrador and 11-in:the.: “the opening. of. the annual *” 

‘p.m: and -public dancing will _ 
-be: permitted ‘to the muste of 
87. "combos : ‘on ‘most ° main | 
“streets, . 

Robert: ‘Stolz's “Spring: Pas’ 

* Wolksopera, ’Franz: . Lehar’s 
= “Count of. Luxembourg” in’: | 
7 the. ‘Theatre: au der Wien.. 

Osaka Festivals 5 

* Tokyo, ‘April 21.. 

“AME of ‘the 3 major foreign | groups 
. ‘appearing - at. the .Seventh * Osakai|. 

“-T International -. Festival, April. 11-. 
_|-May. 47, will also give: performances 
1 in Tokyo. 

- Cappella - Coloniensis.: ‘of: the 
1 West: German: Broadcasting: Corp.,. 
“will give. Tokyo concerts on, May 
‘6 and -May ‘8 at. the. ‘Metropolitan | 

"| Festival : Hall: The group. of . 40 
‘musicians will play. works. by Tele-. 
‘mann, Vivaldi; Handel,- Johann }". 
Christian - ‘Bach, “Sebastian ° Bach. . 
‘and Mozart.. 

‘Yugoslav Ballet: ‘from “Belgrade: 
will’ perform four ‘times in Tokyo. 

April: 29-30 and. May °3-4" at the 
+same. hall: Accompanied. by ‘the 
“Tokyo. ‘Philharmonic, : 
_pany’s program . will :be_ selected: 
from “The ‘Miraculous Mandarin, 7” 
“Swan. Lake,’”’““Romeo and Juliet” : 
and: “Symphonie.” woe 
State ‘Symphony: of. the “USSR 

and the ‘Paris Conservatoire Orch 

There OF te Awd . 

Nearing End of Pros ) 
London, April 21. 

. The. ‘wind: ‘of change, which has 
‘been’ blowing hot and cold through} 
‘the West. End theatre for the last 

| decade, is ‘now, - apparently, - pene- 

“Pie ‘is ‘based ‘on: the Niko’ Kant trating British. film studios. 

‘antsakis:. novel and ‘deals: with a 
young; tod-intellectualized| © Eng-| 

- For’ 
the first time,. a prominent example 
-of what is | 

_ Fo
r (; io

l F 

.. music festivals. by: the Presi- | 
"dent of. the -Republic,. traffic a 
. Wilk ‘be stopped between 9-11" 

|.uets: on ‘that island “stronghold. |: 

the = com-' 

‘The. 

| national : 
Valladolid awards provide, Scope .. 
is consequently reduced | ‘to. the: = 

INTERNATIONAL —— 11. 

Yao in We ek Had 
Debating Forum 

Viewpoint on Fi ims 
; Vallodolid, ‘April 21. 
The ninth annual. Valladolid film 

‘| week ‘of.. religious .and human. 
| values opened: last ‘week with. only: . 
two: Teligious films.in. contest for 

human values race for. the Golden: 
Sheaf of. Wheat. .- 
Valladolid .. fest: has ¢ 

capacity’ occupied for 
| afternoon retrospective .screenings..; 
de - Audiénce.. participation -has be-~ ..... 
— come..a rule ‘of thumb. Spectators 
| applaud: or ‘stomp to. express Te-: 

} actions ‘at each session, rarely, as” 
happened ‘with the ‘Swedish tinter 
| “Brief. Summer,” does the audi- 
tence exit without: a vocal: jadg- 
‘ment. The beautifully-photographed © a 
‘film story’ -of ‘uninhibited: summer- 

+ Film week ‘curtain raiser, “Train 
Halt-at Marienborn,”’ a German co- 
production ‘starring Jose: Ferrer, 
‘Sean Flynn’ and Nicole. ‘Courcel. 

| registered the first. “pateo” -(feet . 
‘stamping. protest), ‘while out-of- 
competition “Night Train”. 
land), “I  Basilischi” (Italy) and 
“This ‘Sporting. Life”. (Britain) 
drew... solid | applause. in early 
‘sereenings.. wot: | 

“Heavy. Sked 
“Daily. round of. activities’ 1s. 

| ‘prodigous. Day ‘begins. with. a.m. 
film. ‘conversations and continues 
well. ‘past midnight. with three 
screenings :of films in an out of 
‘contest, .as well as. Several retro-. - 

‘this year -em- 
and Leo | 

‘spective: cycles,” 
bracing: . Carl . Dryer 
Jannon. . 

- Year. after year, 

‘Spain and Europe ask each ‘other 

.on. the annual festival calendar. . 

extra. dubbing “license and a 
exploitation peg ‘the 

‘Spanish scene: 

Theatre: of: the ‘Absurd: 4s. forming | contend that the hierarchy’ is mov-. 
‘the basis of a‘new British picture. 
Interestingly, this ‘is ‘being financed 
by. an American major. |... |: 

Film in. -question is. “One “Way: 
Pendulum,” “based: on NF: : Simp- 

out as an. experimental. ‘presenta-' 
tion ‘at the Royal -Court. Theatre, } 
and. subsequently. had: a: successful | 
West: ‘End run. at the Criterion: It. 
was, ‘later: ‘staged. off-Broadway. 

“Julia. *’ Foster, © Jonathan. 
| Miller, ; George . Cole" and. Mona. 

" [ Washbourne. 
It. is being: ‘produced. for’ ‘world. 

Simpson ~. wrote: the 

original; and has widéned the back- 
ground . to the “extent .that: about 
20% of ‘the’ five-week. schedule: was}. 
on exterior. Jogations: ‘in and’ around: 

. Although. acknowledging that. the 
‘project : ‘took.a year-or so to Pro- | . 
-mote;, both. producer’ -Deeley, and. | Affair” throughout the Dominion. 
director Yates are’ confident. that 

| the pic will: get top release. billing. 
“On. a. Major. British circuit. In spite ‘opposed. -to-: public order and 
of ‘any labels that may have been 
attached ‘tothe stage’ version, they j- 
‘insist. -they:: are ‘making: :a comedy | 

} film: ‘which should: command, wide: 
-popular acceptance. 

-‘Pie started its ‘final: “Week of 

‘son’s comedy. which ‘first ‘started |* 

‘ing all too: slowly in adopting ~ 
‘specific film: policies ‘and attitudes — 

- needed to:-win- over modern movie- 
goers for. more positive moral: and” 
religious ‘yalues on the screen. 

“Religion .in. Motion Pictures,” 

debaters,- 

‘Church; voiced regret that Vatican 
The ‘pie - ‘project is ‘under. . the pro-cinema. directives in¢ recent . 

| Woodfall Films ‘banner ‘(the Tony | years ‘have not reduced hostile dis- 
| Richardson: company. currently. rid-. 
ing. high ‘with “Tom Jones”): and: 
‘is: being produced’ by. Michael Dee- |. 
‘ley -and. directed by. Peter. Yates.. 

_ of Bead roles are. ‘portrayed “by. Eric. 
| Sykes, 

‘trust, .of.-the. film.medium in. high 
church circles. . - 

cover by Rev. Jos Burvenich. of 
Belgium, “Catholic screen writer 
Charles’ Ford historically ‘traced 
the - ‘Dositive, . bat belated. steps 
taken. on. a Papal level ‘to achieve... 
a benevolent recognition of motion -: 
‘pictures. © as. a. fundamental in- 

(Continued: on page= 13) 

NOT FOR ZEALANDERS ~ 
1S ‘CHRISTINE KEELER’ 

“Auckland, April 14, 
~D,. CG: Mefatosh, chief. New Zea- 

and: film. censor, has banned the 
screening -of. “the Christine Keeler 

‘of New Zealand.:He simply ruled 
that: the Danish-made feature was 

decency: |... 
“Keeler” Was given ‘the green- 

light in Australia: following heavy 
cuts -and ‘an “adults. only” edict 
No. theatre. has yet been set here 
and. Pic may stays on the ice for a 

J studio: ‘interiors: + yesterday (Mon.). ‘term... 

acquired. 
some. definite characteristics . over 
the years. One, is the loyal. support. - 

1 it. gets from. local filmgoers. As ian’ 
| the past, the film meet is SRO for’ 

| every - ‘night ‘session; almost filled ~ 
‘for: the evening ‘sessions and about . 
.three-quarters. of the Avenida Cine ~ 

} Seating: 

(Pos 

delegates ter 
-} Valladolid. from: ‘many parts of 

-why: the film week fails to progress: * 
‘from. the: stable plateau it: has: 
reached to. -become ‘a major inter- 

-| national motion picture. gathering. 
|as the ‘only film event of its. kind . 

{.- Partial. selection -of films. dis: 
i courages - world-wide’ interest. ‘Pix 

| have. already been in: release. or 
| screened at: -other festivals, pro- 
‘| dueers -of films entered rarely’ 
_}:show since. films ‘are’ submitted by 

p, | Spanish ; distributors’ seeking an 

Further’ explanation of" -Vallad= 2 
olid’s status quo is. provided. by ‘the © 
film conversations, where young 

as the| Catholic. priests: ‘and lay’ delegates 

‘Under: the: general theme of” 

‘conversation . “panelists and floor. 
representing. the film. . 

‘specialists within the Catholic 

: In the opening seminar, presided” 

dele e eel Rit init iaheined a aime aiemeeener a TTT ee 

> Meet “ 

Ws. “Merte “ 

a e. e 
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CANNES, FRAN 
The flags will flap i in “the. sea- breezes, the lights will play 

and the ‘cameras will snap | the. producers, | ‘directors, writers, _ 
‘critics; actors and: visiting film importers. . It. will be a time:to see- 
again what ‘the. international ‘market | promises. the box office... 
_In short, there begins. the first. of the great summer festivals of 
the summer of 1964... 50 - - a 

To this. important. marketplace, @ as is the annual custom, will 
‘go the ‘indispensable directory. of. titles. and talent, ‘of trade 
insights.0 and. buyereller aids. = ae 

THE SEVEN} TH ANNUAI 
INTERNATIONAL FILM EDITION OF 

STAR STF EE ae 

| stan Time to Reserve and Insert Your r Rivertising Announcement. 

But Rot at Once. Teepe or ‘Telegraph. Time. Is of the Essence, 

NEW YORK 10036. LONDON S. w. 1. “PARIS - “ROME 3: “Torr. BERLIN ~ MADRID. 16. 
‘154 West 46th Ste ” 49°St. James's St. 80 Ave. de. Newilly. Via ‘Sordegua | 43 Pr Press Club: Enzion Strasse 1 - ‘Avda, de le Hebara oe 

: Piccadilly. - «Neuilly:ss sure Seine: : fee _ Llehterfelde, West. Germony Oe 

ae rn re a rn et ae a aire a its c ea Ae . os wy ae te Ws. patie he. - 
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“Of: the children; 

:. got fine’ reviews. and: is ‘doing well here’ .. 
{wo hit: James Bond -pix..in: Britain, - “Dre No”: and .“To Russia: With 

.. ‘Shirley. MacLaine for the: role’. 

Sine ‘$1,515,000. . 
°. in Paris® and its. suburbs 

néver £0 to: see: films ..: 

"will “direct: » 

Lie RE Ta? olla, 5 Arata ae 10> a ar irae 

er ee a 

hom toe wt et 

~ WARIETY'S?: LONDON: OFFica 
ad st. “James's Street, Piccadilly - a 

| “London is fees 
“Henry: Geddes Tias. residnédl his”. membership’ of: tha: ‘Wederation: ‘of: 

British Film ‘Makers: because of ‘his appointment: as executive’ producer. 
of the Children’s Film Foundation... : Le -Vien: Films, -however,: which : 
has: dust completed. “The ' Finest: ‘Hours, ” has joined: the: Federation. 
‘yanks. . . Director: Joseph Losey went to. ‘Paris for ‘the triple openings: 

'. OF “The: Servant, "The pic was: ‘also ‘shown at a gala ‘performance in: | 
_ aid’ of ‘the ‘Association de la. Critique Francais ‘du Cinema et Television ‘Gn. and. around “Salzkammergut in 

_ Otto Preminger’s “The. Cardinal” ‘has just: opened. engagements * 
in. Dublin and~Glasgow. .At.:the “Metropole,. Dublin, . the ‘first week's. 
.  STOSS. is reported to have topped the “Lawrence-of Arabia” take. -, 
-: Plastic eyes‘by: Metro on posters. advertising. “Children: of the Damned” 
a -started ‘to. disappear. from: the hoardings. within. a‘ few. hours of ‘being. 

“" posted. _ They. were glued ‘on to: the: posters: to- highlight ‘the eeriness |. 
: Art directors have formed their..own. -guild,. known |{ 

as the Guild .of ‘Film Art: Directors, - Pamela Alcott, of the Pinewood | 
_ Art ‘Department libr ary, is- assistant: ‘secretary and’ Maurice Carter’ has: 
“y been named. vice. chairman *: :. German-born ‘Gert. Frobe, a star.on the | 

Continent” for’ Some. 20 years, is. to. play the title role in the Jan Flem:. 
' ing: thriller : “Goldfinger,” -now: in. production. Pistana for release. | 
“through, United. ‘Artists." “It: yall: De: ‘his. first: En slish-language, ‘Tole. 

“Paris ». 
Wak: Batdie “Constasitings 9 who ‘becameé.. a * Continental” ‘star’ in ‘Gian “ 

‘parody: ‘pix - here;,: doing. a change“ via.a situation -eomedy opposite | 
Michele Morgan -to. be directed by Gerard Oury, to wit;. aa. Belle. Et 
a Brute), -with Constantitie. “playing: a .U:S;) officer’ .-:.’.. Big’ seale 
costumer - “Angelique,” being™ -produced : “by. Francis. Cosne, will have 

- several. sequels . . A firstrun house inaugurating" on: Ingmar Bergman 
J - week: with seven ‘pix ‘of. the Swedish. filmmaker: being’ shown. each: day | 
for’ a: week. IE ‘it: ‘goes. it will be. repeated. for another: week and as 
“Jong as it’ pays. _Off: Most: items*™ are. early ones. His. “The: ‘Silence’? 

, Térence Young,. after. his 

“Lave” {WA);- prepping Part. of ‘an international. ‘sketch’ pic “Cold “War,”: 
a John Wayne. action ‘pic and: the 16th century ‘picaresque tale of a 
femme’s~ adventures. “Moll - Flanders.” . He dreams’. of Liz ‘Tayler - or 

: . Robert Aldrich’s’ “Four for: Texas”. 
7 wore. opening ‘in seven firstrun: houses. with oke biz. ‘seeniingly- in’ 

store’ 
service: ‘as ‘actress whén a suitable ‘girl could riot be found for’ ‘Antoine 

-. D’Ormesson’s ‘“Les Faux: Pas” (The - Mistakes). Since pic is being 
'’ made ‘as ‘it. goés along; - with. -Many . story” changes, -Miss Vainer’s part 
. “prew.: till. shé' now -is:: as” ‘imporfant. as : stars. Jean-Claude: Pascal. ‘and: 
‘Dominique. Paturel. She. still doubles.on Script . “The Longest. Day” 

. (20th) had a: ‘firstrun: Paris gross, of $1,618,342. in: 82 ‘weeks: while ‘West. 
‘Side’ :Story’’” (UA), ‘in only one small house,:in 109 weeks has~ taken: 

“A recent study shows that- 9% ‘of the people ‘living 
oan _ Stage. actress Elvire- 

‘Popesco - comes “back ’-to. films~ in «Yves Allegret’s new-’ pic. ‘about. a 
‘mother who: uses: her: son. for. robbing. and’ Ailing. Purposes.. ‘Son’ will 
be. > played, by: Michel Serrault, oe . i 

“Rome: - 
- Neérman Wooland plays: ‘Saul. in. DéPaolis: Film’ § “Sant and: Davia” 

_currently.. sole. tenant at. Cinecitta’ Studios.. .’.. Pia Lindstrom set.’for. 
‘two pix’ in- week: “Zorba ‘the Greek” ‘and: “Marriage Italian, Style,” . 
latter current:.in Naples: under: Vittorio ‘DeSiea’s ‘direction: : .... Joseph 
Cz Gloitz, _Embassy- Pictures ‘Sales eXec; - off: té - Athens and. “Mid-East. 
on, sales: tour =: ... Aldo. Pugliosi,; discovered - by..Pietro Germi: for “Se-: 

~. duced.’ cand - ‘Abanidoned, *’- signed. ‘with Marilu ‘Tolo for. -Ponti-Levine | 
‘pie; “Marriage, Italian: Style’’.. Hungarian. Film Week . ‘in for- three” 
shows at. Fiammetta’ ‘Theéatre,. with Unitalia. ‘hosting. affair. on. Teciprocal. 
deat with curtain visitors. : 
“Mondo Nudo”. (Naked. World): ‘released. Dy. Fida’ Film‘ ‘seized by | 
court. at Lodi; Italy ‘eeause: of its alleged’ “eroticism”: : . Princess 
Soraya: of Tran: ‘perfecting: her English and ‘role -in. “upcoming. “The 

Secret” under coach. Rhodelle. Heller . . .: Edward. Dein: ‘scouting local 
_Idcations for: pic-in- mind; . Jorgen. Bitsch, Danish: picmaker to Congo’ 
for pic -filming-0.0.....: George Cukor. given mass“Rome press: turnout | 

. by: Wagner ‘Brothers even: though “My Fair .Lady”. can’t’ get Italo -re- 
a . lease. ‘before. Dec:. 1, 1964: tHe. Italo, version. of - ‘stage’ play: may ‘still: be | 

. Tunning’ until then: . - Stewart Granger here: for. pic ‘conferences |; 
: Akim Tamiroff left- town. ite . Anton: Karas. here. for: ‘pic: ‘Scoring. stint, 
a staying 2 at Hilton, po - 

© Madrid. 
- * Spain § seat i ‘on 1 thé. ‘Cannes: Film: Festival jury ‘goes. to: Spanish ASCAP. 

a chief Joaquin Calvo Sotelo .; : Uniespana is. Sending “Nina de.‘luto” 
(Girl, in: Mourning): ‘to “compete at*Cannes.; , .. Filming: of “‘Treasure. 
- of. the ‘Amazons,”: a -Produsa coproduction, continued normally - under : 

* “the ‘direction: of ' “Eugenio. ‘Martin . on. Brazilian, locations during recent. 
‘government. upheavel. : “This. Sporting Life” is a jast-minute: entry’ at 

“Valladolid, adding- England - 'to-the’-dozen: nations’ in contest: .:._:“Miss | 
. Jude”: will locate on. the Costa: Brava instead: of - Minorea. Tsland:. ac- 1 
cording to producer *Alan © ‘Brown, : ‘who. sends. the ‘U- feature: before: 

" eameras - first’. week - in. May.. ' Richard’ Thorpe ‘directs : _ Christian’ 
- Jacques -attended. opening’. Of “The Black, Tulip,” ‘Alain. ‘Délon-starrer 
that marks first: Spanish ..preem ‘in’ 70m,,. though. Agata-: Films - -copro=" 
duced: with France - . Gijon’s ‘mid-summer’. Féstival ‘of -Children’s. 
Films broadens:.this year to. include: specialized. tv fare for: ‘youngsters. 
ee « Security. ‘producers: ‘Les Sansom and Bernie Glasser ¢ will: roll- 

; “Cragk: inthe: Earth” on--April 21 with-two. units... Janette Scott and. 
a ‘Kieron -Moore- have: starring roles:under’ Andrew:. Marton’s: direction: 
> ,' Ministry -of- Information. opened’ award’ competition ‘of .$25,000° for. 
~:y “Gilits feature and $5,000 ‘for a. film script that best: promotes: Spain’s ' 
booming tourist: trade . :. . David: Lean, who spent.months.in Andalucia |’ 
-and:Almeria filming “Lawrence. of Arabia,” recently. scouted™ norther- 
Spanish. ‘locations. | (Leon,.. Asturias). for . ‘the: Carlo’ Ponti: production, 
we -Zhivago” . Backing: ‘Mel. Ferrer. in his title role on. “Morisienr 
La. Salle”: are: Spanish’ stars. Vicente Para, Fernando Reéy,. Fernando. 

7 Cebrian, Amelia Latorre,. Mabel Karr,: Endique Diosado: and. Roberto. 
Camardiel. with Luis “Amadori helming. ! 

Mage oy “Berlin 2... ea eh 
“Gleopatia’” (0thy: now. in its. sixth ‘month ‘at Delphi: Palast. “Kfter- 

- 20. weeks ‘the take amounted : ‘to. about $160,000 . . . Frank. Wisbar’ s° 
-“Durchbruch: Lok 234’ was: Germany's. feature entry. at Buenos. Aires 
Film: Fest: : ‘Pic’ ‘depicts: the Aight | of East’ Germans -into West. Berlin | 
based .on. authentic. happenings: . : . Michael: Pfleghar’s “The..Dead One. 

3 OF Béverly ‘Hills,”. ‘Germany's entry ‘at upcoming Cannes. Festival,’ had: 
-. fits’German ‘preem ‘April :3° ,. 
a heard - for..quite some: fime; is directing: “Nebelmoerder” 
. cin: the Fog) for: Nora: ‘release. in’ ‘Baden-Baden ‘: 

“22 prepping: filmization. of “Uncle Tom’s Hut” which ‘Gem von Radvanyi | 
.. Lineup: of. reissues: ‘includes. such pix as: Warners’. “Rio = 

.¢ . Eugen York, ‘of whom. nothing. had “beer 
(Murderers } 

‘Bravo,"”. Metro’s. “Blackboard Jungle”: and. Disney’s “Bambi’. .. . ‘Hans_j. 
Helmut. Kirst’s. novel, ‘Night. of the ‘Generals,’ ‘reportedly. was - _pur-- 

« Rudi Fla-| ‘chased: for ‘filming. by :Anatole Lityak and. Sam Spiegel . 
-tow’s RCF-Film which successfully dedicates ‘itself: to the’ ‘production | 

_ “of short: and documentary pix observed. its: 10th anni. :°.:Actor Paul 
7 Dahike celebrated his' 60th: birthday :.-. . The new. managing ‘committee |. 
. ‘of SPIO,. top. organization of -West. ‘Gérman: “film . industry; . includes. ~ ; 
~ the’ ‘name’ ‘of. American Leon: Feldun, United. Artists: ‘manager: for Ger-|" 

‘* many. © Feldtin and Walter. Proeht (Munich): take, care: “of. SPIO's dis- 
tribution’ matters, | 

Film. 

=f “ain - 
= education and culture.” . 

In the battle for ' man's mind and - 
- Inter- | 

Film -Office |.- 

A’ 20-year-old seript: girl, Francine Vainer, was pressed into}. 

| for’ 

! Melodie-Film . is |: 

SNES CoS STE Tr a 

Copenhagen; - April. 21. 
+ Mens Film, Nordisk Film and]... 
ar ‘indie ‘producer and - top-drawer: 5 

. Ja apan’ a “Film Export. 
comedian - ~ Dirch-. ‘Passer. ‘have 
bought the film rights of the Aus- 
trian operetta “Summer in ‘Tyrol’ 
from the .bdok’s author: Erie Char-4* 
ell,:. but :the- film rights: are. _only |. - 
for ‘Seanidinavian. “countries. : 

jithe Alps.in Juné by an all-Danish 
‘cast and- camera. trew.: -.-The - film } 
‘will -bé_in‘-color, and. the director 
‘will. be. Erik. Bailing” of: ‘Nordisk 

_ Religious Fest 

” ‘fluence. ‘in. modern. society. ‘and: as: 
insuperable . ‘dnstrument OF: 

soul, - , Rev. ‘John: Burke, 
national: . Catholic - 
(OCIC) : ‘delegate: to. Valladolid, 
“cited” pix like: “Diary of a Country ' 
‘Priest,”” ‘Rome, Open. City’. and. 
“On. the -Waterfront”’. ‘as evidence: 
that’ the Church: has: ‘something. ‘to: 
“gay “and: the: courage: to. say. it,. 
“while. mentioning ‘such-:-films.-.as: 
“Going” My. Way,” ‘“Belis.-of St.. 
Mary,” “St. ‘Francis of: Assisi” and 

1 the. biblicals. as inocuous, film ‘fare: 
that des not €xpress. Catholic: con- 
-cern:. with’ advancing -the divine, 
‘word . in “film. production, 
among. Christian’ filmgoers. - 

_ Little Influence: on Pix: 

“The. Church, Rev.--Burke 
has: avoided: the’ problem film: ‘and 
its’. ‘concurrent : moral issues . ‘while’ 
displaying | a: bit “more: -tolerance. 
‘for’ those entertainment. films: pay-'| 
-ing a. conventional - ‘tribute... to. 
‘Christian thought: or personalities: 
VAS’ +a. . result, ‘Catholic. | cinetastes: 
| have. ‘contributed... ‘little. influence 
-in; motion pictures ‘during the Past: 
25. ‘years. of.OCIC- existence.” . 
. Speakers arid. ‘delegates felt’ the 
-Vatican. Council’s. schema on.com- 
munications media- justified :a more}? 

KARMARK 10 PARIS 
_ FOR FUTURE FILMS) 

{“The. Victors” (Cob, 
(UA). 

direct and tolerant: approach to:the }- 
cinema, 
Council did. -not © 
delineate: . practical. . measures — 

, ‘ment. 

‘eral young members -of Catholic 
orders; ‘comes::‘from church ‘digni-. 
taries ‘who. have traditionally . held 
motion pictures suspect .as‘a Seven- 
‘headed source: of. peril to: man’ Ss 
“soul. :: 

Opinions. Wary. ~ 

iustrating the - divergence | Of. 
opinion‘ within. the : ‘Church. on. mo-: 

+ tion. pictures” was... the: ‘widely- |, 
commented ‘statement: issued. by} 

_:| the . Archbishop’ -of. Valladolid : in: 
. advance. of . film * week; :recalling 

vigorous: prohibitions.. for .diocese- 
clergymen, to..enter’ local cinemas, 
including those. which: show’ ‘films. 
recommended: for. spiritual: or re-: 
ligious , values,. and. limiting: ‘film: | 
viewing ‘to .Catholic film. halls ad 

“an religious _colleges,.. ‘schools’ 
parochial buildings. . 

Statement: exceptionally. ‘granted: 
clergy the:right to attend only: the | 
religious. pix: screened: ‘during the’ 
-film.-week; -Visiting priests, ‘author- 
ized ‘to. attend, were permitted to 
attend: all-- screenings, _previously 
approved. ‘by -official. censors: 

-Finally, the Archbishop . coun. |" 
seled clergymen. as .a. ‘general rule 
to: désist from any: of. the film: 
week's: late: film. sessions. © 

: Valladolid’. has ‘the’ ‘potential | of - 
becoming « ‘a. vast forum for: the 
“clarification ' sof - Christian: and 
-Catholic:. ‘relationships: ‘with ~ the ]* 

‘world. of .cinema.. The. film : “week 
‘could | -also. Serve ‘as: a: springboard. 7 

Closely |. 
wt . identified with. moral: and religious. 

‘} themes.: But ’ ‘without. the. .approval: 
and. support of ‘the Church. fathers, 
Valladolid ‘will remain. a:. limited,-| 

: film-making -more~ 

but : lively. “assembly ‘of | ‘Teligious 
film » specialists. ° ‘dedicated. to - the 
task . of° extricating: -moral: . -values 
‘and : positions: from~ modern‘ films,: 
where the. Church sees little.e evi- 
dence. ‘of: ‘God. and, Feligion.” bo 

~ Yeah, ‘Yeah, ‘Yeah’ 
‘London, April 21.° 

“Phe ‘Béatles, ‘ was paying his 

‘Mayfair. “guest ~ of “the™ 
! VARIETY: man in London:. ; 

_ As’ he--left. the ‘restaurant -.. 
the waiters;. in. an unrehearsed - 
‘seene,:. chanted. iD ‘unison, oe 

: “Yeah, ‘Yeah, “Yeah.” a ar 

"FOR SCANDIA ONLY | 

“Summer ‘in Tyrol” will be ‘shot |; | 

Continued. ‘from page 1k 1 

‘Knud Leif: Thomsen, was originally. 
‘bought -hy.: Palladium: for” produc- |. 
tion, “but: -Palladium' ‘shelved the: 
‘entire thing. when Danish.State TV}. 

- “Time” takes. place in’ 1864, ‘the. 
‘year of a: Danish-Prussian war" 

", .f that: ended in Danish defeat. Tele- |: 
".-| vision here wanted to ‘commemo- 

rate. the’ eéntenial : but’ ‘found _the.. 

and | 

his. money .. ‘making German -films; 
: likes : ‘to do. an occasional ‘prestige |- 
Picture. in his.own couritry. ‘Shoot-' 

“but... some-: “thought | ‘the 
: sufficiently |. 

to}. 

achieve a. ‘more’. fruitéul. Anvolve-| 

“Major. ‘résistancé to’ Vatican ‘itm 
pronouncements, ‘according’ to | SeV- | tensen, 

mark's. output. of feature: films has 
been an: average..of .20°a. year, “pos-. 
-sibly ‘ too. many.:for :a -country :. of 

«only ‘about .4,000,000: population.” 
‘Two -years ago, Karmark’ ‘stepped. 

| down. ‘as chairman of: his own ASA 
|. distribution: company, . but. he- re- | 

J mains | on the board. ae - 

‘ceed: Jamies. ‘Quinn. as ‘director; 

ago.- = 
‘Reed, ‘who: ‘was: «chosen: From 80. 

. applicants, has. been: actively con- | 
| cerned -in developing the Institute’s: 
work ‘in film appreciation, has writ- |" 

_. - ten and “lectured. ‘widely : on: the 
| cinema: He: also has broadcast fre: . 

quently: on radio, and tv. . ee 

Brian. ‘Epstein, manager: of” { 

first. . visit. to. the 21. Club in.” - 

+most. popular young . film hero, will 
‘soon’ start. shooting..a. film version 

(Lof. Mogens: Brandt’s ‘Danish. crinie 

“Goal: Is $4,650, wo| 
: Fokyo,, April. 14.. 

gan: April: 1 was ‘set ‘at. $4,650,000: 
by’ the. Export’. Council's: Motion: 

‘Copenhagen, April. Or. 

“Time, Lhd 

man Bang. A. script,. written by 

started doing a teleplay on “Time.” 

| undertaking -too - difficult’ which 
brought. Preben: Philipsen into. the . 
picture. : 
Philipsen, “who - makes most ‘of. 

ing. -has started ‘under..the -direc- 
‘tion:.of Knud - ‘Leif ‘Thomsen’. and 
‘with ‘Lone ‘Hertz,’ a. leading Danish’ 
character ‘actress and only: a recent |: 

| graduate: from the. ‘pin-up stage, 
in the: title: role. 

‘Copenhagen; April 14. 

regarded © 
filma leader,-- Henning. Karmark: of 

Nice. 

expects: to. be: doing: much film 

“Bat Dentiark, | ‘the | “filmiaaker. 
stated, has‘ no healthy | working. 
climate for a film: ‘industry: right) 
now, -and -maybe | it-is not all ‘the. 
fault of the -amusement  tax.: :‘Den- 

British. Film: Tnstitute” 

a . London, : April. 21. 
‘Stanley. Reed, .secretary: an a 

Institute; has been” named: to | suc- 

effective: next :July 1. Quinn: dis- 
closed. his: resignation ‘Some: weeks 

 Ebbe Langherg Fin 
. Copenhagen, ° April 21. 

Tndie : producer. and: actor. Ebbe 
Langherg, . perhaps: Denmark's 

comedy . “Curtains | Up © “For: Mur- 
der.” 

parget for. ‘yg apan’s export earn-: 
ings. in new. fiscal year,. whieh -be- 

Hot on the heels ‘of Bent. Chris- 

‘as. Denmark's |, oned, .. via. Belstar, 

the. ASA enterprises’ has. left Den-. 
mark’ for good... He is heading’ for 
‘Southern: France where’ he plans 

| to live: in‘ the future, ‘And he hopes 
. [to stay in’ the film business. One 

of his first enterprises will. be pro- | 
‘duction: of - tele. films. ‘Just : ‘outside | eign: . pix released in 

With: another.” Datiish’. show: ‘biz| Versions: 
ace, Aage ‘Stentoft, ‘who now lives’ 
as..an: ‘expatriate in Spain, Karmark | 

‘work ‘inthe future..-Karmark stated |-. : 
| he. did.. nqt “run “away -from: ‘the | = 
‘burden. of. personal: taxes. since he] - 
had taken. such .a loss’..on- his. 
crop. Of. films during. ‘the dast two - 

| nard: Shaw are done fairiy. often - 
‘here, but.the first: version of “Saint 

| borness; * 
“ and.dash. - Critics all concurred on. 
| the -play’s ‘fine. production and en- ° 

-+ semble’ acting with particular prise 
for Miss Delorme, as well as Pierre 

: 1 Franck’s: knowing ‘staging: and the 
_ Picks Stanley Reed | 

deputy director of the British Film... 

Copenhagen, “April: a1. 

As: of May 1; Gloria Film Inc. ‘of: - 
Denmark. swallows - ‘up:.the. Eagle- 
Lion Ine: that has existed in. this 

[country as’ an: independent release 
‘company - since’ 1945, when: it was 
founded .as° a Danish ‘outlet ~for. 
‘most of the. films produced in Eng- 
land..by: the’ J. “Arthur Rank organ- -- 

Picture ‘Committee of the Ministry. ization. 
‘of. International: Trade and. Indus- t: 
try. (MITI). 

rh. Export: earnings in: fiscal annum 
=| just concltiided © .was reported: ‘as 

""4-$3,935;439, a. record. high, but. still 
“| below expectations. ‘Target. for the 

“| past year ‘was ‘$4, 650,000. 

Philipsen Joins Danish TV. 
| To Roll'a ‘Theatrical Film: 
On Danes’ Defeat in: 1864 | ‘Film has also signed with Samuel...” 

- | Broriston “Productions .of Madrid° 
“Biggest™ production of the season 

‘in the Kingdom of. ‘Denmark: ‘will 
be: . Preben. ‘Philipsen’s’« 
based: on .a- Danish novel by Her- |- 

| 10 More Films Released - 

Gliodria . Film: is’ under’ the man. 
agement’ of. Tage Rasmussen. It 

} distributes’ all. Walt Disney prod- 
‘uet jm, Denmark - along’ with ‘such 
art films.’as the Japanese “‘Hara-- 
kiri”. and. similar * production. ‘Ras- 
“‘mussén.is' a canny: bidder. 
“In the: future” Gloria. Film ‘wi - 

distribute the British films that 
_tremained the. ‘specialty of Eagle-. 
‘Lion .under its. 19 years. manage- _ 
‘ment ‘by Ingolf Madsen. who now 
retires ‘entirely: “from the film 
scene. At. the same time, Gloria: . | 

for Danish distribution of Bron- 
‘ston recent films, “Fall of the Ro- 

‘|.man? Empire” and “Circus World. ” 

es 

hh France During Ist 
3 Mos. Than Last Yr. 

Paris, April 14.. 

First: three: months - this year 
saw 19° films getting underway 
here, : “which: is about. the same as 
‘last year. The. use. of .color: and 

| scope, one and..seven each, alse” 
‘was «unchanged | with coproductions 

| for about one-third of the total. 

Some 91+ pix: got: -firstran airings 
during ‘this- périod, 10 more’ than 
1963, .with 57-: dubbed films, 21. 
Yank and 23 French and French 
majority coproductions. 
“Pix-grosses stayed about: equal’ to 

Jast year, with 14 films doing. more 
| than. 75,000 admissions at. firstruns, 
which usually sets.the overall pate: 

-| These. pix were nite French major-" 
tity coproductions, four American 

entries and one Italian. . 
‘U.S. pix: were “Rampage” (Par), - 

“MeLintock” 
_ and. -“Johnny Cool” (UA), 

‘French’ items had 20th-Fox ‘bank- 
“Ia Bonne 

Soupe,”” Luis Bunuel’s “Ge Journal 
D’Une.. Femme De: Chambre,” also 
‘taken for. distrib. by ‘20th as: well. as. 
‘another™ acquisition by the same 
company, “Les Parapluies de Cher- 
bourg”. (The. Umbrellas | of Cher-— 
‘bourg}. ‘There. were. also more for- 

subtitied 

« 

soem by +4 ‘ST. JOAN’ APPLAUDED 
BY PARIS CRITICS. 

., Paris, April. 21: 

Plays. by- the: ate. George Ber-. 

Joan, ”- presented since the — war,. 
looks. to. be one of the most. suc- 
céssful. Shavian. entries in some 
‘time... At ‘the. Montparnasse Thea- 
tre, -it should - finish . the season 
easily’ and - maybe spilt over into 
the. next. ~~: 
Unskimpingly produced: by Gue- 

ville Productions and-G.. Herbert,: 
it stars Daniele Delorme who fives 
the saint a mixture of girlish stub- 

deep unyielding belief 

gothic sets ‘of Pierre Simonini.... 
Big nut. of . about $100,000 will 

be hard to: cover due to its Lte 
season ‘start and small $3.50 top.’ 
-This-is Miss Delorme's first stage 
‘appearance in two. Seasons. New 
adaptation. by Georges Neveux also 
helped. 

Capeton’ $ Competition 
.. Capetown, ‘April 21. | 

A prize of $2,788.25 is being of- 
fered in an.“art film” competition 

for ganized by the Bepartment. of: 
| Education; Arts ‘& = Science’s Na- 

- | tional Advisory Council for. Adult 
Education. -in South Africa. — . 

. There’ is'-no entry fee and ‘the 
competition will be in three ‘sec-: 
.tions—narrative and. documentary: 
pictures—and they can. be - black .. 
and white or eglor,. silent. or sound,. . 
and 18. or 35m, - 



PICTURES. a 

rai ler” or Joe Levine { presidents <r | 
“Commercials” From Exhibitor. Leaders of Two 

__ Theatreowning Trade . Assns. mee 

y JOHN: a. STEMBLER. 
4 present Theatre. Owners of America) 

What. this ‘industry -needs is more Joe Levines. 

“Mr. Levine, I am. proud: t9 say, - started in the 
motion picture” industry as an” exhibitor, with a. 
single theatre in. New Haven. 1 like. to: ‘believe that 
it was this grassroots beginning that. gave Levine 
-his. feeling for what the public. wants. in the: way ‘of. 
motion.. picture’ entertainment. . 

I believe, too, that. his: experience ‘in: exhibition. 
‘made him aware of the exhibitor’s need for pre-sold: 
product. In these days of lightning. communication, 
‘coast-to-coast; -it-:is :possible to pre-sell a. motion 
picture: nationally ° ‘more effectively than: ever -before.: 

- But. this takes. effort. -and: money and, most ‘of: .- 
daring—the - willingness © ‘to| “gamble a ‘certain - all; 

amount. of money. in order. to. ‘make many times’ 
that ‘amount. : 

I am not. certain that “gamble” is. the right ‘word 
—certainly the recognition that a substantial. money 
investment is required to pre-sell a ‘motion. picture.-.. 
thoroughly -can. hardly be termed a gamble. But. 

~Jet’s say that it - requires daring to back this recog- - 
“nition with ‘cold, hard cash “without, ‘any. certainty: 
of. return. 

It ‘took : time; ‘effort - and—miost. of all_inoney to. : 
make. “Hercules” an. unprecedented ‘success, Before . 
the. picture ‘came to our. theatres, it: was pre-sold - 
to everyone in the land..We all know, because. it~. 
has become industry. legend; that. many. times more 
“money went into: the -pre-selling of “Hercules” than - 
Into ‘its. production, 

“Hercules” could have fallen: flat: on its. face. o 
-There is never any. ‘guarantee ‘that the public. will 
buy. any picture, no matter’ how: much it: is adver-" 
tised in: advance of.. showing: But: the .man~ who. 
distributes :a- motion. picture. has~a. responsibility: to 
himself, .His company. and his customers: to: go. all. 

-eut in pre-selling it—really all-out, ‘in national pub 
Jieation, the trades,’ ; newspapers, ‘and ‘on . tv.” and: 
radio—not-. just ‘to" go ‘through: the. motions. 

‘If the picture. jis worth making,. it. is worth: “pre-* 
selling. If it is worth. pre-selling, it is worth. the 
most honest, most: thorough: preselling job: possible. 
‘This is a Jesson the great: showmen of America Have. 
been teaching:us for a century—from P. T. Barnum: -. 
- through’ Cecil B.. De Mille through Mike Todd and, | 
Joseph: E. Levine, 

Levine is ‘carrying. on. a. unique. and great: tradi-- 
‘tian in fathoming what the public wants. in the .way-~. 
of entertainment and then. shouting. to the- hemi- 
spheres. that: he’s got it. He: has: demonstrated ‘that 
he understands the exhibitor’s needs for more - 
quality product..I know he is making every effort to: | 
see that more fine motion pictures: are. delivered: are in, the. Janguage . of. ‘showmanship. . 
toe. our’ screens—no. matter: where they- are: made," ‘ 
or: -who makes them: 

+ In reeent years, Levine ‘has. ‘contributed. mightily 
toward: broadening the -horizons: of American movie- - 
goers through his release. -of ‘pictures created by 
‘International ‘talents.: He ‘has pre-sold these ‘attrac: | 
tions as if they ‘were. money-in-the-bank | epics—and | 
‘a. number: of them turned out-to be ‘money. in the. 
bank for many ‘exhibitors. 

Not. every Picture released by Joe Levine is auto-. Levines.. 

By “JACK. ARMSTRONG _ 
(President, * Allied. States) - 

' “phere isn’t.a theatre’in. the world: where 1 a 00d, 
-firstrate: ‘motion picture can’t play!” ° > 

The. ‘showman. ‘who said’ ‘that. was. Joseph : E. 
- Levine, president: ‘of Embaisy.. Pictures, ‘who insists | 
. that: pictures. must: be : ‘thoroughly . ‘merchandised: to} 
“exploit their. maximum potentials .at_ the poxoffices. 
Behind Levine's ‘statement is - an: object Tesson. for 
every: exhibitor. me 

American “motion. ‘Picture. exhibitors, faced. over: 
the: past decade, with meeting the changing desires +. 

- ‘and needs.. of -their: public for entertainment; ‘have, | 
‘.. perhaps; as. Levine ‘holds, placed undue emphasi¢™ on 

the “product ‘ shortage”. ‘and given. too ‘little atten-- 
Hen to: exploiting those pictures: that. are available. 

“Certainly exhibition ‘has ‘been: “ eonfronted : with 
‘a product shortage ‘but, .as- Levine: points. out, Holly- 
-w6ad’s:- curtailed. ‘production’ activities have ‘driven | 
out the miediocre. Moreover,. the ‘need .for product | 
has made .exhibitors ‘‘more- receptive ‘to imported | 
pictures. of: high quality. Needless to say; the. public: 

is. a-great deal of: promotional effort. Ina word,. 
“showmanship. *. To, speak: of- showmanship’ mneces- 
- sarily is. to speak. of Joseph E. Levine.. 

It is readily. “understandable. ‘why ‘we, of: National | 
Allied, ‘named: Joseph -E:-Levine “Producer. of. ‘the. 
. Year’ -in 1962, ‘and: why he ‘has. been cited ‘many. 
times’ “by other | organizations: and. civic officials for} 

Producer Sees Italo-Russo- U S$. 
When’ ‘exhibitors: Jook at-the overall: industry pic- |. 

his outstanding. contributions | to: the motion’ ‘picture 
industry. Levine. is.a man: of ‘action: He is indeed 
“Mr. Showman” himself, . as his ‘record - indicates, - 

ture in: the past - five. “years alone, they. recognize a 
Singular driving force in Levine’s:: unending. effort 
‘to attract more audiences into theatres. While some. 

__ others. contract ‘their’. efforts,- Levine: continues. to: 
expand: his horizons. in. the fields of Production, Mis: | 
- tribution and exhibition. | . 

Backing : every Levine. project. 4s a “ whitlwind of | 
promotional . excitement that’ sweeps.-up not ..only.| 
the’ general | public, but ‘the: Test of the: industry 
as well... 

A* real’ producer, ‘in ‘every “sense. “of the - word; 
‘Levine _is’ doubtlessly. the - strongest, hottest, most: 
dynamic. personality: on ..the’ international- ‘motion. 
“picture ‘scene today. To: the exhibitor, he has. ‘brought: 

‘all types, to. offer the “moviegoing. public. He speaks 
our language,’ ‘whatever facet’ of this industry. we 

inatically. ‘sure. of ‘success, ‘but, ‘at: the. very” least, 
“every. one: gets the: showiian’s _Ary,: and. his. ‘track | 
record. is. ‘impressive. - 2 

* Because ‘there is a. great, need in. our ‘industry at 
7 this: time of: Showmen - ‘Hike. Mr.’ Levine, -we can: 
-.expect many. more like’ him -inthe :future.: Let us. 
-. hope they show up. in great. numbers soon,’ 

As. I said; ‘what, this industry: needs is more ‘oe | 

re ee ee . 
td 

_Weduesday, Apel 22, 1964. | 

— By. LEONARD LIGHTSTONE 
° ‘(Executive v. P., Embassy, Pictures). 

Buecess ‘is. ‘many. ‘things to many people: It: can. be -Tiches ‘or time.” 
. 1 at can’ be connections | or: the. courage of your convictions. It can be 

tee bs 

. Club; 

Joe. Levine... 

‘by: ‘the dates when ‘he distributed, 
or plans to ‘distribute, ‘three: of. my - 

—a. true]. 
international success, marking the 

= | first” ‘time: in the . history : ‘of: the 
‘| cinema, 

A Handshake Deal ‘That Paid Off 

-London. 

Sometimes the. best: ‘insight ‘into| tinued. 
_a-man is «an anecdote. - And .the 
‘story. which I think. best illustrates 
the traits that have made. my. friend | 
and associate; Joseph » -Ey Levine, 
‘the success. he. is today, started. a: 
couple of" years. ago. . 

 T-was working as -an actor: in.a 
film called “Sodom. and ‘Gomorrah’ 
when Joe visited Rome. to ‘see the 

- rushes. 
screening room he shook. my hand 
and, although up. until that: moment 
we had been: eomplete ‘strangers, . 

“he said, “Stanley, if you ever. have 
a project of your ‘own, _ bring: it :to 
me. 

“It so happened L aid. and: T. told} 
Joe. about it. “Tt Was ‘titled. * “Zula” 
and it was a’ ‘re-creation ‘of' thet 
historic: battle of Rorke’s “Drift :in: 
1879 when i104: heroic’ British 
soldiers stood off. a. highly-trained, 
well-disciplined. army of’ more. than: 
4,000. ‘Zulu warriors and. in: ‘the. 
process earned. 11 Victoria Crosses, 
‘the most ever given for one. action. 

Joe: was interested. and asked ‘to 
see a script. - Again, it-just® so. hap-| 
pened that. I had..a. scripf, one..on: 
which John Prebble and my patt- 
ner, Cy: ‘Endfield, chad’ labored for 
‘three years. | 

I -gave Joe ‘the script: on Saturday. 
On Sunday,. he called me ‘from his: 
hotel.. “We. met . again and. Joe}. 
extended his hand.. | 

“] like it. “We have a. deal, 7 “het 
said, and we shook on jit. .The 

-Joe’s Embassy Pictures will: release: 
| the film in late - spring in’. the 

‘of the world. . 

On the -way out-of ‘the ‘Those two ‘years’ were spent ‘on. 

| 

‘Cy.-Endfield and ‘I .tried.:to antic- 
| ipate every . ‘possible. ‘Contingency 
“that might arise’ in the making 

6,000 . miles:| 
away. from: our’: London. ‘base, . on} . 

‘By STANLEY BAKER . 
we: shook hands I had. Joe's” con-. 

assistance. 
‘without. any. accompanying. “inter-7 
ference.” ee 
Two. years have: gone by now and. 

| British’ ‘to. what,‘the Alamo is -for| 

“support. ‘and - 

the. film. is. playing’. in . London. 

United ‘ States. : and... Canada,’ . with 
Paramount distributing : in. ‘the Test 

minute ° ‘preparation, ‘planning - ‘and 
execution, .. an -: - almost Herculean 
task. After” all,’ -we- were “working. 
with Joe. Levine's. ‘money, and. the |’ 
least ‘we could: do, in exchange: for. 

this. confidence,. was ‘to. give the: 
project everything we had. — 

6,000 Miles From Blighty | 
“This” -eareful: preparation, 

happy to say; ‘paid off for: ‘all. ‘of: us. 

a- film ‘Tike. “Zulu,” "7. 

loeation:.in Natal. 
We had to build: virtually, com- 

plete studio facilities in Africa to 
supply -the. best. -possible - working: 
‘and living © conditions, . ; 
leisure-time. activities, . not: only. for, 

| our imported cast and. 63-man- crew, 
\but- also for ‘the local: actors; ‘the 
thousands. of extras’ ‘and - ‘the. ‘hun-: 

and. also 

dreds of - laborers: We: Aired’ ‘in|: 
Africa. 
It. was this’ careful. planning that 

“allowed us :to bring “Zulu” in on 
schedule - and | under: -budget—no. 

eoinplieations’ fnieldent to. ‘any such | 
venture. - ; 

Tm 

“disposal. 

papers. were not: signed -unt!] .18} mean accomplishment, “when deal~ 
‘months. ‘later,::but we. indeéd* did|ing with. ‘the kind of distances and 
have 1 a deal, ang from. the moment: the vagaries of: weather “and: other" 

Since, alter’ ‘all. “the ‘Battle of. 
Rorke’s Drift, Which. is: the. subject 
of “Zalu; is somewhat akin for.the 

Americans, eévery’. ‘detail: had to ‘be | 
just right. Not only. did we want: 
‘to give the Brifish a true ‘picture. of 
this glorious -battle,. but ‘we: had ‘a. 

- chance to.-let. the--rest of the world 
get-to know about..a: feat. of.. valor 7 . 
“which; though = less - 
‘outranks. the: charge of the: Light 

Well-known, | 

Brigade’ in: British - history. . , 

. Through. it all—and. perhaps this 
is. What. gave ‘Cy.and me‘our great- | 
est: peace of. mind—we had: several 

.| visits..and many: conferences. with 
|Joe: Levine. . 
‘that: visits - and. conferences. - 

| structive, helpful :suggestions,. ‘yes 
but otherwise a free. hand to pro- 
-duce our: pictures 

of’ plained, ‘without. ‘hindratice—that 

‘But.. they -were just. 

as’. we. had: 

was: what Joe ‘provided: us. .. . 
‘And ‘now; in. the post-production 

period,. as. we prepare. for ‘the 
American premiere :of the: picture, 
‘we are. finding the. samé ‘kind of 
‘coopération: 
showmanship éxperience; his. efforts |- 

“All of :Joe'’s vast. 

and: his : organization “are at: our 
And we feel we couldn’t 

bein more helpful. or. more, com-. 
petent ‘hands. “:/- 

I- started by. saying. that a. ‘story. 
| sometimes .. provides the. ‘best. in-. 

sight into a.man’s character. .-My 
‘Story, I ‘think, ‘shows ‘Joe: Levine | 
for what he is——a man of his ‘word, 
‘a man with instinctively .good: ‘gam- 
bling sense,:a man - ‘with’ faith in : 
the futures of fails... 

. ‘Peéter:: Falk), 

Samoilova, 

Con- 

we . filmed © 
In ‘the samé town ‘and in the same 

‘| ‘the: ability to look. at the past as- a ‘shape of the. future. 
.To. a banker; suecess might be a -well-insulated balance sheet. 

1° Toa motion. picture producer, success might be the sheet ci 
‘of. ‘diverse: ‘talents. and temperaments: into a-. completely. . ‘unified and 7 
“saleable entity. - 

To: a.motion picture. distributor, success. might. be. getting the. ‘right . 

To:a motion Picture. exhibitor, 
walk: crowds. * 

‘Success is. as’ ‘illustrative. ‘as it elusive: noe 
| pothing to do with. size or form or. any, of. the: status symbols. in: vogue 

| today, 

| house. ‘at the right time and ‘at the right terms. 
success might be: ‘continuing ‘side- 

To. us; at. Embassy; it has 

-Our ‘single: symbol - ‘is. the: chief ‘executive. officer . of. our: ‘company 
who. recently told 1,500 delegates -to the National. Association of Broad<. 
“casters in Chicago, | The: motion picture: industry ‘creates entertain- | 
ment. trends and we: are mot: about to surrender that enviable. position. mo 

- He is the same. person ‘who -had his. entire. life revealed -in :a. five- 
“page Fortune. magazine story last: month,’ whieh stated, . “His” ‘old-tinie . 
showmanship and_ ballyhoo: Ahave’ ‘given the. mevie - business. a much- 
needed lift.”.° 
‘He is the same “person. who told a. ‘meeting. of the New. York Bookers . 

now where I stand.” 
-]f ‘material things. are'a symbol: or: harbinger of ‘success then we: oo 

“This -industry is peopled. with: ‘doubters ‘and doers: and’ you ae 

can” point to -the fact . “Zulu ds currently smashing ’ every boxoffice: : 
“record in‘ England..: 

‘is accepting pictures of quality, both: ‘Hollywood and 
* foreign-made, in. great: numbers. -:" 

: Behind. . every. successful ‘motion - picture: today - 

Or. we might. point up the: fact: ‘that: “The. Carpetbaggers” broke a: a 
1 30-year, non-holiday, first week at the. Paramount: Theatre, : -Denver. — 

: Or. .we. might mention. that: “Yesterday, Today And Tomorrow” is.: 
smashing records: in New York; Los Angeles and ‘Washington, the only, . 
three cities where it has. opened. - 
It’s difficult: to. write about: our president without. getting sticky, oo 

Film As 5 Climax 

56 as.an alternative we. have stuck‘-with the: facts: * eye 
As. an indication of.restraint, we haven't once mentioned his name, os 

| That's. because. his. ‘name and Embassy ‘are: synonymous. | 7 

To Triumvirate 
yy LIONELLO. SANTI. 7 

“( Head of. Galatea: Films). - - 

“Rome; : L 

‘I would: like to’ emphasize. the’ 
existence of* my. ‘friendship’ with 

“This ‘friendship’ owas. cemented: 

‘films: - -1957—"Hercules” 

beginnifig. of the | 
series”; 1961. .—. 

“mythological 

—— ‘Italiano Brava. ‘Gente”—filmed 
in’ Russia. 

‘Back’ home in Italy.” ‘we have’ ay 
‘proverb: that says “things come in| 
{'groups-of three” and I think it can 
‘be . applied, . ‘particuarly, .. | 

\ films 1: have- produced to. be. dis- : 
to. the 

‘tributed: .by.Joe Levine: © & . 

: Take: the -last.. named. For: the 

AGianna Prokhorenko, 
Grigori . 

picture - filmed - entirely.-in Russia. 
It. was. easy to obtain the. coopera- 
tion of the ‘Russian. cinema au- 
thorities,~ as_the-.. film -represents 
one | of ‘their . ‘important: -victories;: 
while for-us it stands as’ another 
example of “courage ‘in. a- univer” | 
Sally important. human event.: 

“Ttaliano - Brava Gente, ”- in the: 
‘Same way as “The Longest: Day,” 
picks the theme anc: tells. the story 

‘| of a great war: the retreat of ‘300,- 
000° Italian ~ soldiers ‘during the! 
‘winter of 1942, the worst. winter: 
to hit Russia-in. the last '70-years. 
-The- film’ took. almost one. year to’ is. very - easy. 
film,'- as ‘the. story. ‘develops . with 
the four. seasohs, ‘spring, summer, 

“Divorce-Italian: a 
| Style’—which won ‘the Oscar for 
m | best. subject. and_ best setting; 1964 

‘a troupe composed: of | 
American: actors (Arthur Kennedy; | : 

Italian’ actors . (Raf-|"- 
| faele -Pisu, Andre’ Checchi,. 

ert eardo- ‘Cueciolla, Nino: Vingelli: and |. 
‘Gino Pernice)'and’ Russian ‘actors: . 

Tatiana |. | 
. Mikhailovie; | 

Lev. Prygunov) have. played. in. at 

Ric- |, 

=, with - ‘me . and. says, 

| 

‘armoured: ‘tanks: and ‘cavalry, ‘end “ 

tongues and nationalities; . ‘Italian - 
‘| and: Russian technicians, different. Jn 
mentalities. and. systems. “Of: work). - 
was. fully. satisfactory... 7 

‘It -took .$4,000,000' ‘to: “produce . 
“Italiano. ‘Brava. ‘Gente. ” 

‘under: the direction - of director” 

ship with Joe .Levine.: and my 
" admiration for: him. | 

Pe. _ 

Director's $ Idea = 
«OF Typecasing oe 
‘By VITTORIO: DE SICA” 

; Rome. . 
Every time I" see ‘Joe Levine, . > © 

Say: to: him, “Joe, “why. ‘don’t you 
‘Tet:. me put you. in a. movie?”. He 

“You 
must give’ me’ a million ‘dollars 
and the choice. of my. own: ‘leading: a 
lady.” 

‘Seriously, 

L would not cast him in. the role of. 
a’ movie tycoon: but as ‘a. “pater 
| familias.” ” He is. such a marvellous 
| type: for. it.: Maybe one. day, he will ee 
‘let me do .§it.: 

To like: ‘and admire ‘Joe. Levine 
“Though I. ‘speak: 

little English © and. ‘he understands 
little’. Italian; it is ‘easy. to com-. 

fall and. two- winters; those of. 1941 municate-. with: him. because of bis: : 
and. 1942. 
Russian: cooperation was’ 

dispensable to. achieve a _ truly 
‘grand movie, a. gigantic * ‘painting’. 
indeed, we had to: ‘shoet the. film 
jin- exactly: the same places where 
the Italian-army had fought (from 
Rikovo to the mouth: of the Don).: 

“perience, ‘we find today that it is: 
‘possible <to: reereate---dramatic: 
atmosphere: only where: thé events: 

| actually .took place. :For example, 
“Salvatore: Giuliano” 

houses where the famous Sicilian 
bandit’ actually lived, and we ob-|. 

audience | emerging ‘all “over the’ © 
tained - ‘an exceptionally dramatic 
effect. 

‘Purthermiore, it was. necessary. 
to. TEE #reat, masseg of soldiers, a 

inet oo 
he. is a® ‘perfect. ‘producer. ‘He is: 

- Following. ‘the: -neo-realistic exe |" 

| good: nature and enthusiasm... - 
From a: director’ s point of. view 

‘understanding :' and - respectful -of - 
creative. talent’ and - never inter-" 
feres’ with. ‘the. director’s . artistic. 
‘concept: He is, above: all, a . born, 
showman::. 

But what. T like most about Joe. 
‘Levine is that he isa gambler, as . 
all ‘successful - “producers - -must be." 
He is. not afraid to. gamble in what: 
he. -believes. ‘He is ‘not.“afraid ‘to 
‘gamble in what.:he believes :the- 
public wants. He ‘believes: in him- th 
Self as" well as in. others. Sy i 

“There. is a. “new. motion ‘picture - 

world, It is .an, audience: that’ wants.’ 

{Continued on page. 15): 

the: Russians lent us. those: The... 
‘results. of this. fusion \of “various: -. an 

= elements: Aactors - of. different .* 

‘Now; ‘the’ film’ is being : edited. - 

De Santis‘and;, in a few months, it-*:'~ 
will be ready: for the public around TS 

-| the. world :to ‘see. I hope it .will ede 
represent the ‘third successful film:*. | 
to-cement a good: working relation-. oy 

Tt. “Would” “like: ‘very 7 
{much to: use: Joe Levine.in a-film..°.-- 

to: see intelligent; well-made . ‘and — 



Pars $ C mmmercial fo l for 

“at ‘is: ‘my fesling 4 that Joe ‘Levine 
ols ‘far from thé -zenith:‘of his: suc- 
‘Gess,. popularity” and 

“over. “$30,000, 000. These « 
films —-“The -:.Carpetbaggers,” 

oe ‘Where ‘Love: Has: Gone,” “Zulu,” 
Nevada : Smith,”: “Imperial: Woni- 
an,” “A ‘House’ Is Not: A’. Home,”. 
The Sarids. of Kalahari” and “The 

. - Idol"’—represent. the . largest. -num- 

- This unprecedented: deal ‘demon- 
strates” not. only.. our admiration 

' for: but confidence in ‘Joe. Levine’ S, 
-‘and | energy: 

which already - ‘have ‘revitalized |: 
“every - area” of the motion” ‘Picture 

‘tremendous: force . 

business. © 

. ‘He has“staked: énormous : ‘sumis -on 
'. stories, © actors,. 

‘his position might: have considered 

--WFong and: these. risks. have: paid: 
off. handsomely, 

dustry” go far beyond -the monetary. 
. For one thing, he has helped ‘us 
..t0-grow up. The many fine foreign 
“films he has. ‘brought to. this. coun~ 

“Film Producer Pats His Money. Where 
os His (Legit). Enthusiasm. Is. 

By. SYBIL. 
The first time I met Joe. Levine} 

~ ¥-was ‘a, little-- worried. .For -ages 
my. ‘friend: Stanley Baker, ‘who had 
just ‘finished ‘making | “Zula” for 
rim, ‘had. :-been.” telling. me: what | 

an interesting man. he was, how hej 
Never interfered once ‘he. ‘Pave. you | 
“the: go ahead and: so. on: and-on. 

“ Including, : “Peter. Cook;:. David 
. Balding and myself, were’ working} 
‘on setting up.‘a: theatre: It wag a 
‘brainchild. of Cook's and we called | 

: ourselves “The -Establishment- ‘The-'| 
-. atre Company.” - The : idea ‘was’ to: 
“Shave the ‘theatre’ ‘above The! agreed. Just, like that..: 
- Strollers . Club : ‘in Manhattan, andj - 

. have-the plays: run ‘there only: for 
*.40to 12 weeks. Ifa play’ -was very | 
*“guecessful, ‘we ‘planned to -move ‘it 
to. another’ off-Broadway - 
‘because we: wanted. our theatre to | 
 have.an:aura of excitment: about it-| 

- - —to have: veople: saying “I wonder |. 
. what's on vat the. New. Theatre?” | 
Phat was .to: be ‘the’ name of. the 
’ theatre. We -would. do: both new. 
plays. and: classics’ and: special 

_ Projects. on: ‘Monday. nights. 

-We’ had. all ‘this. planned” ‘Tast | 
autumn but : we ‘needed .a° great 
deal of money. ‘When. I heard. that 
Joe. Levine : was ‘interested ' in. the 
‘theatre, : as well as-in~ ‘films; I 

_ thought he would . be: the perfect | 
_ person. to’ £0. to,to ask for help;. Sol- ; 
. EF rang ‘up -his. office: ‘to. explain to}. 
"his: ‘top: associate, Leonard Light-| - 
stone, the gist of-it and: Lightstone | 
arranged. for an interview. between’ 

: ‘honést films It 1" 
“The most interestin g. thing about} st films. It ‘is‘a’ ‘sophisticated 

us’ all within. days... 

Joe’ s: office is. ‘the .” marvellous} 

-being shown: into. ‘Levine’s office, 
‘Carlo Ponti was. coming: out-of the | 

: Saying | door, Jhugging: Joe’ and | 
_ goodbye. When we. “went .in ‘the 

- first - thing we saWw:.Was a. larger-| 
‘cutout . of | ‘than-life. cardboard ° 

” Sophia ‘ Loren - Standing . ‘in: the] 
_ Corner, pregnent. ahd: ‘saluting. mee | 

‘Joe absolutely: made us at. ease. 
‘flash. .In. explaining. pur 

“project.- to -him we told ‘him that} 
et 

Wwe: were’ Faising - the: “money ‘in 

cee me 
” By GEORGE. WELTNER .- 

of Ereciitive ..Vive-President,.- 
* Paramount. Pictures Corp.) 

influence. : 
aramount ‘is’ so sure. ‘of -this. that 

fit now -+has” commitments ‘with. Joe 
-for.. eight pictures -budgeted. -at. 

‘ eight- 

Own... - filmmakers - . 

(helped: us not only in. this. ‘country: 
ber’ of, pictures: an individual: pro-|: 

: ducer. has::committed ‘to ‘a major ‘but: also’ in’ the Key: markets abroad. 
«company. within. ‘a 15-month, period. 1 

“Women - of : the: World’. and ‘with- 

‘| enjoyed’ “greater ‘success than. any-. 
" He lias developed to:an art what. 
1 like. to call: “risk. showmanship. ” 
. Becausé..he is: not ‘afraid to’ go out: 
on a- limb, he has ‘opened ‘up’ a. 
“whole new area in motion pictures. . 

merchandising - ‘them. - Twentyfour 

. stimulated - 
“pictures even if it‘ has-meant. going. 

producers,.” direc- 
‘tors--and -writers whom others in 

: might buy: a. theatre ticket. - 
: ‘poor business . risks. Happily, -he |’ 
S ‘been . right more.:.times than | 

“it: for all. of his~ ‘sueceedinig” Para-} 
| mount : releases... 

“Joe's: _contributions fo. our: - in: | member: that he is doitig ‘thig® in} 

Joe Levine.. 

Taped &T
he 

‘| we. finished the ‘story.there. was a. 

- Around. this: time’ -a-group of us. 

-hoiise, , 

| of ‘the. world. hich i 
atmosphere, ‘That .first. time when’ An 'w ich t; lives. It 

Cook; Balding and myself. “were 

lead. audiences” instead of ‘being |! 

» By. ABEL, GREEN © 

try,’ such as “By” “Divorce ‘Yatian |! 

Style,” ”. “Two | ‘Women’ ” “Boccaccio 

710”. _Yesterday,- ‘ Foday. and To- 
-morrow; -”. and “others,.. have. shown. 
‘us that the “Anierican audience -is 
far. more- ‘adult: and. sophisticated 
than. we’ had ‘ever. given: it credit 
for. “The tremendous | success - of 
‘these. “pictures « here. has: led: our 

into. injecting |: 
more-. honesty . and: ‘Fealism. -into |: how’ biz prominence ‘to. come. a 
their ‘pictures, something . that: has Tegend ia hig own. fe to | he 

With: his office ‘in ‘his ‘head- ana 

‘divines ‘dominated : ‘native | “eulture,| 

‘has produced ‘; a ‘Barnum known as. 
“Joseph: E: ‘Eevine: Nor is’ he, having | 

moved: to: New : ‘York, ‘an: obscure’ 

We -are: indebted. to Joe for Te- 
awakening .us‘‘to the. tremendous 
importance -.of . showmanship. ‘With 
offbeat: ‘picturés like’: “The “Sky 
Above—The. ..Mud Below” and 

the Atlantic ‘with almost the-regu- 
larity ‘of a-commercial jet pilot:and 
‘piled up. packages of pictures and 
personalities... fo decorate ‘Blobal, 
Sereens. we 

, Levine’ first jet. propelled. him- 

‘some ~ . “epics”: that. had’. more 
-muiscle than. entertainment, tie ‘has, 

‘one before him, Why? ‘Because he 
-has : put -his.. heart. and “soul, into 

chours.: a day, . he: -has: personally the cinematic trajectory. He started. 

_“‘want-tozsee” for ‘his | 
 and-Sandal- muscle. men, séeguéd :to: 

out:. on.. the. road himself to “meet 
every .man,- woman and child that wheeled-and-dealed . in. the. Conti= 

He “is doing. this now. for. “ernel a .top- Hollywood. “Carpetbagger.” ” 

‘Carpetbaggers” “he - will do 

. When: you =. re- 
ing. ‘He has the innate flair. which 

addition :to. his functions as. the| is: a’tangible intangible that ‘has 
presidett of. Embassy ‘Pictures, you j:been. recognized: from -Cinnecita: to 
get. some’ idea of. the: enersy . ‘of the: Brown. Derbybelt, from the 

— “-". | West End to-New York’s west side. 
In - his’ ‘own ‘terms. an “unabashed: 

| senitimentalist,. he: is ‘alternately - a 
.-\ “pater: familias” .and. a:.shrewd 
| gallant gambler.’ ' Levine’s E stabishment 

(Continued: on page 99): 

BURTON. _ 

Hollywood. units. of $1, 500°: and. had indeed 
raised: the::money needed but :our| 
-big “worry was that he might. offer 
-to “buy. only one. ‘unit! We hadn't 
been’ able “to. work : out ‘the - best 
way. to Say. ‘that.-we wanted more, 
‘but we‘needn’t have worried. “When. 

little ‘silence. ‘and Joe:-said. “Well, 
‘obviously. you. three are not. sitting. 
here wanting me to buy. one® unit! 
How much do. you. want?” We 
‘knew ‘so well. and’ had ‘discussed it. 
‘so often’ that’ we all answered: to- 
‘gether and ‘in ‘perfect. unision. He 

carefully. ‘plucked . from -.Granny’s 
old pillows. in ‘the’ attic. My fair- 

1 that-there was a nimbus ‘cloud. over 
Since that ‘time: he has always 

‘been, tremendously‘. ‘interested <in 
what ‘Wwe: are planning and” every | 
week -we write: or call him to’ let 
him know. what: has happened.. He: 
calls the group: “Reservoir. of.| - 
Talent” and I: think that:i is Levine's}: 

- greatest’ quality. He ‘Tecognizes good seer. 
Levine walks im. “where. “angels and uses : talent. . a 

- So, our “first. production’ is: to. be. feat to: trecd; and Joe-is no angel. 

“The Knack”. ‘by Ann Jellicoe: and 
‘it: goes’ into - : rehearsal. . at. the 
‘beginning “:of’: ‘April: ‘and " we. are. 
thrilled -to. have : ‘Mike’ Nichols: to. 
direct.it.. 5°. 

‘We of ‘The: Establishment. Thea-}! 
‘tre Compaiy. are very; very grate- 
ful to Joseph E. Levine. : 

had. never met ‘him, I prognosti- 

“would: ‘shoot: “The Oscar.”. ae 

“| who" ‘plucked : jerky - “one - reélers 

aa. an- industry © which: -béecame’ the 

. ~"“Typecasting’ 
— Continued: from pase — a |.tion ‘breaks: and. Nielsens.: 

Joe « ‘Levine - came in. late. “It 

and ‘curious audience.well aware may. be™that ‘ his: achievement, in 

is an. audience that is ever chang- 
ing, and _ the films we: make for: it 
must ‘change ‘with the. times and 
Styles... . Joe - ‘Levine . understands: 
this, and. is courageous ‘enough: to 

who ‘had a brand-new. toy. 
Joe entered, ‘it was -Act Il, ‘and the |: 

led ‘by. them at’ atime when. so. 
much. is. ¢’ and uncertain |: 

‘were eating the business alive for 
their own: pleasure and :vapity: and 
bankroll. - 

in the cinema. -world. He is not]: 
‘afraid: to. take the Yisks in’ being 
the first to recognize change, ' and. 
‘for. this reason he has betome:one’ 
of. the ‘new. leaders and‘forces of 

(ihe, new: motion Picture’ industry, (Continued 'o on” page a 97). 

iLevine Lasts Alter Big Features, 

mon) ALL FILM Ts, 
~ Boston, ‘once “ealled ‘the. ‘Athens at 

“of: ‘Atterica: ‘when ‘its ‘scholars’: and | _ 

prodtrct: of the: Hub. Within a. ‘few: 

Short years: ‘Levine has. orbited: into: 

bigtime national: and. ‘international. 

‘shown: a sense of. what will go.and 

-Nessman ‘in, ‘the world ‘he’ isn’t,’ or | 

| (and he’s made his ‘share-of both). 
‘Levine: is rarely . if ever’. lacking: 

the: world. his- “studio,” and: with} 
no -studio ‘overhead ‘to -give him. 
‘headaches; ‘hevine ‘has. commuted 

‘ever he does;‘Leviné mobilizes him- 
Self :all the way. -He’s Mr. ‘Total In- 

self ‘only five years ‘agc. He -did.it}; 
circuitously.. From: ‘Boston to. -‘Rome.|". : 

to. Hollywood, and New York ‘was Embassy: Pictures ‘from the limited | 

‘With the Ronian gladiatorial:-spear-. challenging, dangerous but. more. 

the. earthy -Via. “Veneto femmes, ‘financially rewarding area. of. pro- 

‘nental. market places, ‘and ‘today is’ 

hurry?” He’ didn’t Bet. started in. 
‘production on: his. own. until mid- 
1963. and already has: Six pix. either. 
‘in release or ready. to go. His “big | 

‘A complete “extrovert; Levine's: 
design. for the. cinematic spotlight 
was: showmanship and merchandis- | 

‘list of-them. around ‘in ‘his. pocket. } 
In: addition there. are two: others. 

1 completed: ‘and “six” more’, ‘being. 

these. ‘there ‘are ancther 10 in vari- 

“smell”. ion 
of. a. ‘boxoffice :: title and/ cr. the - 

=, and: ‘more for production, having 
{| already laid ouf other coin purchas- | 
|-ing* foreign -product ‘for. his. sales 

‘Hl force, talk. of fiscal over-extenticn. 
I -began.:: But’-the -erilical ‘period. is}; 

| past,. Levine says, : ‘From here. on. 
~ + out” things - Jook: just: fine to him: 

| There is: no doubt in his mind that- 

it took over. three years to -write’ 
“The Oscar” and from. the. very |. 
beginning, E knew that it was going’}: 
to take: guts to do it, and that. after’ 
it. was | done;. it: was ‘going to take | 
more . guts ‘for ‘a “motion ‘picture 
“producer - to flash-.it-on_ the: movie 
-Sereens | of ::the : ‘world... -In ‘Holly- : 
wood; when they: heard: the. sub-" 
‘ject. matter, the’ tar. was warmed 
up, and ‘the chicken ‘feathers: were ’ 

‘banks, which. are. the:sole source of 

‘dustry : standards and’ the - antici-"} 

gers,’ 

than. énough to cover. his” entire 
‘annual. operating-nut and put him: 
‘in the profits column: He estimates, 

‘| weather. friends suddenly: : found 

‘my-*head. “Right then, although | I} 

cated ‘that © Joe Levine - was”. the -stantly. holding up‘a mirror. to him-:}. 

yn] an. in. our. indust “who* 

would’ s ry. | ‘around: ‘him. to. judge~ his progress. 
Impulsive; he is an emotional per- |. 

I.. turned, ‘out fet be. ae 1 ret son, operating ‘oii-instinct and sen-. 

“He ‘has sold ‘himself: well but’ is |: 
|.troubled. by’ the. fact: that Embassy. 
is ‘basically Ice: ‘Levine. He: claims 
that it'isn’t a 6ne-man company but. 

But. che isa Shining - example . of 
the, kind. of man who-:made the. 

- movies: -great:: ‘the “fearless ‘show-. 
‘man: It. ‘was joes like Joe ‘Levine 

‘place ‘in’ the. sun-:to..him’ and. the: 
from. the fusty ‘tin-walled ‘nickelo- |: 
deons;. and: with -courage and -im- 
agination; not to mention.'a daring’|’ 

, instinct: for garnering. loot, ‘created. -does’ he.’ “Everything. I’ve. got. is 
‘tied: up-in my..company,” he con- 

| Breatest _ entertainment and. com-. Pe y: iP xy 

munications medium in our time-—{ 
Land. ‘without. commercials: ‘and sta- oe 

. production waters, Levine finds an‘| 
‘immense sense. cf satisfaction. “Our f 
‘hopes, dreams. and hard work have | 

view .of the morbid competition of ‘become ‘realities; he glowingly re- |: 
television,;: H-bombs, bowling, boat-. 
ing ‘and boredom, may prove more. 
‘significant’ than the. frontrunners. 

When | 

‘are best suited for is. the. produc-|- 
‘tion and development of pictures,” 

‘plan to abandon sales now that pro-' 
play was sick. -It.was sick because’ F Dl 

it-was loaded with dry-roters, and use. prpduction : ‘to further. Em-. 
_status-seekers, and: cannibals: who. 

order for’ me to support. my: sales. 
Many -of them: did not}. force I hope. to get niorc U. S.-made 

even know ‘how to: ‘make a movie, |: 
0 they. didn’t ‘care what happeried | 

. with: Paramount, with: awhom. chet j 

Fre ts Meanwhile About His Image 
— &Enkassy as 0 Man Army’ 

By EDDIE KALISH: 
A man’ Ss. siieeess. in the: film busi- ‘already has. ‘deals: involving. eight 

ness..or: anyWhere else, ‘is: eumula-'| 

tive. -Showmen. too ‘often’ ‘demon- 
‘strate an- ‘alarming: ‘instinct for | 
-error,. but. ‘Joseph: E. Levine ’ has’ 

for: reasons. of “financial expedi- 

how to-get ‘it there.. The best busi- 
essttial ge subject of merger, . -however, still. 

so he says. But: good. deals or “bad | uneager ta give up the autonomy. 

th sia m. nd the” showman in- |-mitted projects and plans to retain. 
Stnet. sma y ~4 at least.U.S: and- Canadian ‘rights 

|-to. many of. these ‘ n order to let 

iat is? eehaps ents siasm which Tny. sales: organization function. as 

Levine's: éstimation that “by, the 

volvement “and: ‘this: is often: quite. 
faxing on ‘those who, work both -for |“ 
and. with-him.. His Speech: arid ac-}- 
tions. ‘are often. colorfully in Keep- 
ing with. ‘this . - glandular. drive. 

: When Levine ‘began ‘to’ move his 

be. the greatest. ever.” 

prez says there’s just no way we 
can: Stay out: cf distribution.” Al- 

commercial pix: the prime fuel for 
thore his ‘sales ‘machine, Levine. will not : | . 

field of sates: and. into the’ 0 forsake the. foreign sources which 

duction.he did: so with :a:zeal that: Embassy will-continue both to buy 

had friends ‘and associates: asking: 
“ss 9: 9. 

Where's the fire, Joe? What's y onr with Carlo Ponti over the past year 

and Tomorrow,” “Empty. Canvas” 
and: “Contempt, ” with a 
“Casanova,” yet to. be made.. The 
duo also recently pacted to make 

six” he’ ‘calls: thein ' and. « catries:’.a. 

readied for production... Besides | 7°% : Jensing. 

ous blueprint stages.-There are.also 
us P 5 is ‘production.’ ” He. makes no dis- ies. That's. enthusiasm. 

four ty ‘series. - | tinction between film. and ‘ty. pro- 
Over First Jumap - a ‘duction! “We believe in making 

As. Levine ‘began to spend: more ‘pictures for theatres and tv,. he 
states, lumping-tv series production 
with filmmaking. Of tv series mak- 

need it, and we want it.” Television 

‘ducer .and ‘Levine estimates. that 

1964 will be his and’ Embassy’ 's (the. 
two are virtually the:same) biggest. 
-year.: ever.: . His indebtedness to. 

cules” series ‘he’s to maXke'in color 
in Italy for. ABC-TV. Of the syndi- 

| the 33. pictures we've sold to tv 
his: financing, is reasonable by. in-| brought us in several million dol- 

pated. revenues from ‘“Carpetbag- |: 
“Fahy? and “Yesterday, |- 

Today ‘and: Tomorrow” will ‘be more’t. | 

Hollywood Strategy 

‘in fact,-that his 50% share-in “Car- 
‘petbaggers” alone could cover half | 
that nut. ~ 

But. even. with ‘this. tirmly-gstab- 
lished. solvency, Levine - 4s” cen- | 

-ent distribution quarters (at Para- 

self, often using the eyes of those . feels, for both theatres and tv.“‘I'm 

still making westerns - quietly in 
“Yugoslavia, ** he commented. . 

sitive to: what ‘is. written; said .and-| Of . Embassy. and wits. future 

(suspectably) . ‘thought . about’: him. | ‘Levine has this to say. “I think this. 

pany in-the business. ‘We have sta- 
bility. This is-no get. ‘Tich quick 

with «us. 
‘$6,000, 090). 
stronger. and stronger. We own. our 

also’ proudly ‘admits that it owes.its 

‘magic. he’s “created: about: himself. 
But Embassy is-all Levine. in other: 
‘ways. If the: company. goes: bust..so. We haven't even tried to sell world 

for «his plans, the prez says “I’m 
fides. + gonna’ make any: kind. of ‘picture ; 

; Making lt {wherever itcan: be made, as many 
“Having. ‘steered “Embassy “ants ‘as.I can dream. up.” In line with 

this and his Hollywood: schenies, 
Levine ~ ‘noted ‘that he. 
adding: a_ ‘sizable productisn ‘staff 

"105. on Payroll aa ports... “We. believe :the thing -we | 

he says of Embassy. ‘There .is no |: nut. ‘considerably under $3:000,000. 
‘It is cramped .into office. space in 

duction looms Jarge- but rather to 
Be ° ‘Building . and Levine keeps talking 

‘bassy's-sales activity. “We can't go 
backward,” Lévine ‘states. “In: 

‘and commercial pictures.”. Italian Style”. days are over and 
‘He © will. cofitinue: his : ‘dealings |* 

” (Continued on page: 97). 

-ency, " Levine ‘commented recently,. : 

but: it“ has grown into more than. 
that..He remains cautious on the.” 

‘I. want. it to!” Another factor -is” 

though he. considers U.S.-style. 

-have ‘been: so. good: to him either.’ 

a fourth,-. 

’“Marriage—Italian Style”. ‘whieh is. 

ing Levire.:says “we need it, they: 

is. also’ an. important revenue pro-. 

‘Embassy can wind ‘up: with $5,000,— 
000 eventually out of the “Her- 

‘cation field, he.relates that “having: 

Jars,” $5,000,000 at. one estimate. 

“AS part. of the production think- 
‘ing Levine says: he plans “to estab-: 
lish a ‘beachhead in Hollywood, I 
believe that I should: have a bigger 
-working: force in Hollywood,” ‘he - 
‘said recently, and I’li probably ‘set. 
‘up a production office in our pres- - 

company is as powerful as any com-. 

operation now. The banks go along. 
“(He owes. them about _ 

Every ‘day ‘we .get. 

pictures and own’’em in perpetuity.. 

intends 

between : now and. the first. of 1965.. 

about getting new offices: He is’ 
bristling with enthusiasm these 
‘days .and- confident of his. and. 
Embassy's future, His: “Suecess— 

the -onee-nolsy. little indie- has. be-. 

pictures. This relationship started ~ © 

that has build himself and his com- 
pany: He presently has 10 uncom-. 

end-of the year. our cash flow will . 

Simplifying : his . thinking, the 

and ‘coproduce’ abroad, continuing. 
relationships such as that. shared: -. 

through which Levine and the ital- :. 
ian produced “Yesterday, Today. 

. Withal, ‘Levine firmly" ‘believes 7 
that “the strength. of the business’ 

+ 

mount).””: An important, in ‘fact... 
“vital,” factor in film. company. 
operation ‘today .is -inventory, he 

‘Tights of pictures to television.” AS . 

Embassy currently. has .105 ‘em- 
‘ployees. -and an’ annual operating. 

‘¥arious places in. the Time & Life © 
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Jonas Cord, Jr. Buyer, Seller, — Nevada Smith Man who keeps. 
Builder, Destroyer... Cheater Jee me Jonas’ secrets and Jonas’ 
and Charmer, Lover and Louse! (ian “women... Quiet. man with guts. 
George Peppard is one of - enough. to kill! Alan Ladd is one. 

Jennie Denton Good-looking ee Monica Winthrop Rich man's. 
a ‘in furs, better looking without [i om daughter, rich men's plaything, 
. eee them...Nice girl—until she was (eam nice gil, wild girl. -wild Mrs, 

fifteen! Martha Hyer is one of J: JonasCord, Jt! Elizabeth Ashleyis. 4 

» i, . . . - - 

THEVA DOP ILVEUIs |” cage. 0 tae, Pe ie 

B..B. Norman The big man, the Buzz Dalton The pilot wh 
dig loser... because he was the a. gammmmm went along for the ride... the | 

Second smartest man in Jonas’ Sams fastest, highest ride of his. 
world! Martin Balsam is one of: me life! Ralph Taeger is one of! 
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FIRST RUN AT PLAZA, LONDON! 
OF LONDON CIRCUIT RELEASE AT 29 ABC THEATRES! 
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| Stanley Baker 
_ | dack Hawkins 

jdames Booth 
_ | Michael Caine 

= | nd Oy Endl + Suggested by 
oS ; “an Article Written by John Prebble 

+ ited by Oy Enid 
| A Diamond Films Ltd. Production 

1 bn Embassy Picts Renae. 
| Foreword spokenty Richard Burton 

_; TECHNICOLOR” TECHMIRAMA’ 
[> FOR. THE UNITED STATES: | 

| AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT | _ 
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| "HIS GONE! 
: IS the hot, new: 
4 novel by | 

-Harold Robbins, 
S author of | 
: . THE CARPETBAGG ERS} 
: | Now in its 

Sth printing. | 

HERE LOVE} 
a. HAS GONE) 
_ has already sold | 

more: than | 

2 million copies. | 
- On sale now,. 

| wherever Pocket Books. 
ee ae see 

Weel Napa o 

e ‘has just: : : 
completed shooting’ 4 a 

ieee pane 

’ 

ITE 

. 

D in-Hollywood. : 

oe the producer, 
| the director. 

and the writer. 
that. brought |: 

THE CARP PETBAGGERS | 
. to the screen] 
5 o will present | 

— WHERE LOVE) 
| we | with al 
os star-studded cast} 

an headed by | 
ca “SU SAN HAYWARD]. 
; BETTE: DAVIS} 
oe MICHAEL CONNORS] 

: JOEY HEATHERTON: 

7 READ THE BOOK!| 

: Joseph E, Levine presents, 

7 SUSAN. HAYWARD f. 
»i BETTE DAVIS } 

. - WHERE LOVE} 
Po HAS GONE ] 
iP a ‘co-starring. 

a MICHAEL CONNORS | 
JOEY HEATHERTON | 

| ~ Technicolor®—Techniscope® : 
a Screenplay by 4 

: | JOHN MICHAEL HAYES. 
: | ‘Based on the novel. 

” “Where ‘Love Has Gone” by 
HAROLD ROBBINS 

: . Directed. by 7 

: 7 EDWARD DMYTRYK 
a a Produced by 

JOSEPH E. LEVINE | 
A Paramount Pictures Release’ 
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century ago, 

the most controversial figure in England 

was Richard Francis Burton. He was, variously, and 
often simultaneously, a scholar, a poet, a world traveller, 

a distinguished explorer,-a prolific writer; a soldier, a great 
pistol shot, a superb swordsman, an adventuresome lover, 

an expert horseman, a brilliant linguist, a unique 

literary translator, a military undercover agent, a doctor, 

a psychologist, a botanist, a geologist, a British 
consul and a knight of the British Empire. 

He was the first non-Moslem to enter the forbidden Mecca. 

“Half-god, half-devil.” 

A girl fell in love with him at a distance: She was Isabel Arundell, 

born of an aristocratic English Catholic family. Isabel was 

brought up and educated in an elegant and refined 

atmosphere. Everything in her life separated her from 

Richard Burton by an enormous chasm, but she bridged it 

with persistence and love, and walked across. 

She was sacred, he was profane. 

On the surface, two more unlikely people could hardly have 

come together. The wild and the tame. The satyr and 

the virgin. The proper and the improper. 

But they came together, stayed together until death parted them. 

John Michael Hayes 
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- Original Screenplay by JOHN- MICHAEL HAYES To be Filmed on Location 
| on Three Continents 

Produced by JOHN MIC HAEL HAYES ‘in Colorand Widescreen. 

Executive Producer JOSEPH E. LEVINE . 

_¢# 

EMBASSY puts the How in SHowmanship! 
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JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents 

V7. 
ge Nae 
AVN gl Vf “4 ~ (Ye 
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STN) 

NANA 

PS 7f—| 

= | 

a 

To be filmed on the Great Plains of Africa 

and the American West by . 

the sensational new producing team— 

STANLEY BAKER and CY ENDFIELD 

who have just completed “Zulu” | 

which is breaking all box office records in England! 

a «, 

~~ -—_—"™ Color and Widescreen e 

EMBASSY puts the How In SHowmanship:" 
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Immediately upon landing, he was indicted for a capital crime 

and sentenced to be: executed, 
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. Sry 
2 Ws? single-handedly, through his strength, his sexual charin and © 

the open honesty of his heart, he not only saved his own life 

but rose to a position of immeasurable influence. Although 

his loyalty to his queen never wavered, he alone stood at the 

side of the ruler of all Japan. His ability, wit and character 

B carried him through political intriques and bitter wars and he 

became the first white Samurai. 
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x= 

Produced by JOSEPH E. LEVINE and EUGENE FRENKE 
Original Screenplay by DALTON TRUMBO- 

_ to be filmed in Japan and Hollywocd in Color and Widescreen 
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The novels of Harold Robbins have sold more than 

40,000,000 copies and have been translated into 

29 languages. His position as one of the world’s 

most'successful authors is undisputed. 

In THE ADVENTURERS Harold Robbins tells of 
the new breed of international playboy. He is 

the man with one hand on the girl’s waist and 

the other in a man’s pocket.:His friends are 

statesmen and gangsters. He looks and 

lives like a millionaire; usually he’s broke. 

TGUEGEEACUUGISCISMU CECE ITC 

figure out and almost impossible to 

understand. Harold Robbins under- 

stands him and his world. So will 

you, when you see 
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Joseph E. Levine presents 

To be fitmed in Color and Widescreen in the Jet Capitols of the Worl 

EMBASSY puts the How in SHowmanship: 

— awe ; 7 intl 3 
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To be filmed where. 

it actually happened. 

To be written, produced and directed by RUSSELL ROUSE an 

CLARENCE GREENE who are now filming “A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME" 

MBASSY puts the How in SHowmanship! 
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to be filmed in Paris 

EMBASSY 
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in SHowmanshipi Color and Widescreen > 
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JOSEPH E. LEVINE presents, 
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‘is a dramatic and explosive 

story about Hollywood's most glittering 

prize, set against the glamour of the movie _ 

world-the fast drives to Palm Springs, the — _ 

gambling rooms at Las Vegas, the luxury “he : 

yachts moored off Catalina, the pervading ae : 

odor of big money and instant fame-and 4 

“the constant lure of the biggest prize of all, the 

.. Oscar, and the climactic night of its award. my 

lt is the story of five world-famous actors who 

have been nominated for the award...a tough, 

ruthless, slum-bred young man, ambitious and 

corrupt; 

an arrogant Method actor, self-righteous and 

cynical, who has made good in Hollywood; 

a Grand Old Man of the screen, legendary 

king of actors, twice winner of the Oscar, 

i on 
now a jaded drunk; .: 

yo aflag-waving,right-wing superpatriot,who 

ier made millions playing the hero in war 

movies despite his record as a draft dodger; 

a talented actor from England, legendary 

for his charm and well known in movie circles 

for his homosexuality . . . 

MiLicroMelelollaim-ce(oaMe) lla MoMaeiiialiore] maojanl ole 

tition for the Oscar, they are plunged into a 

* campaign of blackmail, scandal and innuendo, 

as-each seeks to secure his chances. 
i ee 

are 2° 
. 

* . vor 
bes 



To be written, produced and directed by 
RUSSELL ROUSE and CLARENCE GREENE 

Color arid Widescreen 

low in SHowmanshipr EMBASSY puts the 
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ASTHE COURTESAN THE WIE THE MISTRESS... 

LAD LC) PAA IT. Seeennley by acsenro mora cesaRE 2niarTi, EDUARDO De FILPPO 
| PUDENDA staal oncom a N EMBASSY PICTURES RELEASE: 



- Diicieanentiniet< thar na snan setae ene namatsrecams soc nace ada ok eae” ot ea arene, «aden cate ati antes Tae aie Eien, > sae eee 

wh . . 74 . . . . a oo, . oe . . . . 

; elak I orated burlesque. se e - os 

“the details had better. go. 
‘undescribed, beca ause t | ney. io a 

defy. description. 1: Miss Loren is: a female of os oe : 

; - dazzling temperament and Mr. Mastroianni i is shilarious as a hot 2 - thoroughly: the right girl can take over a pic. 

PS ck - ture! Laughter is the tone of the picture, but 
a Bitey ovine N. cited: oye 

voliptuary Te Talian style.” 

4 WiLL BE WISETO LOOSEN THE 
y — GIRDLE OF THE NEW EASTER 

r DOWN TO 

cy omorrow’ } is a , wonderfully ‘ : 

2 ‘FINERY WHEN YOU SE 

AND TOMORROW.’ sopti 
LA UGH WITH ‘YES TERDAY, TODAY 

oren lets 

down her hair and bodice to show just. how. 

a AS "there is variety. ‘enough. to. permit Sophia to 

~ romp 1 from rowdy, raucous, violence alll the way 

to (for her) quiet subtlety. It is a merry carni- 

val ot of fun with Sophia always the » queen!” 
‘= Alton Cook, W World Talegrarg 

RS Bd aA h ° You can: 1 now a . | 

; “spend t two 5 hours + wallowing i in » Sophia Loren’ 8 ,Iavish oes ca : 

and wonderful charms as she cavorts in various stages os - 

2 of undress, Pregnancy’ and promiscuity, climaxed iby 

a final strip. -tease that sets, the screen a -sizzle!”. ” 
reece "= Judith Crist, Here ia Tribune. 

se ‘James O'Neil, Je.  Wethnton Dy Nev . 

ful af laughs!” 

al ne tl th he 6 e day's Ss ‘most | 
"dynamic film actors!” 

"= Richard Coe, Weshingtn Pot 

a _ George H: J Jackson, Eos Angeles Pleraid Examioge 
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JOSEPH E--LE 
Presents - 

eS - STORY AND SCREENPLAY BY RAPHAEL LAZCONA 8 MARCO O FERRERI 
oa \ CHAMPION ‘CONCORDIA | FILM + “AN EMBASSY. PICTURES: RELEASE 

_Empas ssy puts ¢ the How in Suowmanship! 
weet 

e 

coat iinet ashe oll et ms 



. 7 aos . . . 

. . soe . sok " ee om ee . 

SOT erie a ee nd arr 9 te a ee RN © ta tn 2 ey NA Oe Ne Poem i 

The saga- ‘in. -song: and. Sin.....: of 
~ Mack the Knife and Madam Jenny 

-_. Mack the Knife and Innocent Polly: 
Mack: the Knife and the Sheriff’s Daughter’ 

Mack the Knife and ALL the girls at Jennie $ Place 
Mack the Knife, etc, etc, etc., etc., etc... 

EMBASSY puts tho How In SHowmanship! 



+ JOSEPH E. LEVINE, e| EET 

# 

“JUNE ein
er | ¢ 

- qt PL 

~~ wee 

_ Presents i 

dy 
‘BERTOLT BRECHT ond KURT WEILL: 
~ English lyrics by MARC: BLITZSTEIN 

__GERT pode nan VENTURA 
andy — VWEEV EY: [A VIS; JR: as the Streetsinger oe 

Produced: by KURT. ULRICH FILM” In collaboration: with C.E.C., PARIS | | 

“Directed by WOLFGANG. STAUDTE AN. EMBASSY PICTURES RELEASE 
oN 
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SAP eR age rete yer’ caooae Senn al 

AY LOI Sse ce NS :. c : we. xy “ghee weeeccenas . 

ae aie ©. Pos PONTE TEIN, 
were 

seco one Sreersnnnne Pau Ea as - aS oes : 
went ROEM RONNIE eae 

Koes LL SONALI ASIII, 
* egeieeete.Oe Fay NETL OPE NNSRN EES eee: 

ae wtiae oe “eg. 

DOLORES McDOUGAL - BARRY BARTLE. “JEAN SHEPHERD _ 
; PRODUCED. BY "ROBERT GAFFNEY « e DIRECTED BY: ROBERT. McCARTY 

te A SENECA PRODUCTION + . AN EMBASSY PICTURES RELEASE | 

2 Hear EYDIE GORME Sinal Ls we 
IM THE THEME. From]: : 
ILIGHT -FANTASTIC’| 
a on Colu mbia | Records: - 

- 

wea ma we a we lt a ee ee ate at a 

2 

#2. 
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_. Wednesday, Ape 2 1966 

| AVAILABLE NOW | 
| FOR THE WHOLE WORLD §& 
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“DIRECTED BY 

WITH 1 WALTER. GILLER: AND. RICCARDO. FELLINI ACHILLE. MAIERONI. 1G POLIDORO' 

» STORY AND sxe by RAPHAEL AZCONA avo, MARCO FERRERI' robuCeO. 6 entre CHROSCICKI avo ALFONSO SANSONE. 
FOR’ SANCRO FILM, ROME _ > LES F FILMS MARCEAU, PARIS AN EMBASSY PICTURES. RELEASE: 



Produced by ANGELO RIZZOLI iL -siay by FEDERICO FELLIN - ENNIO FLAANO™ Oe ee 
Sereenplay by FEDERICO FELLIN- TULLIO PINELL! - ENNIO 0 FLAN - ‘BRUNELLO RON AN EMBASSY Prunes RELEASE | 
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Joseph £. Levine pase 

’ Vittorio Gassman 
We-tas 

Jean Louis Irintignant 

(TENTATIVE TITLE) 

with 

Riccardo Garrone Cristina Gaioni Filippo Scelzo 
directed by MAULO Morassi 
story and sereenplay by Ettore Scola and Ruggers Naccart 

sroduees by MAIO Gecchi Gori so Fair Film incel Film 
See Mountfluor Film (Roma) Cinetel (Paris 

EMBASSY puts the How 
in SHOowmanshin: 



bee = ve E PRODUCTION $ STA RTS IN, AU G UST oe LOS sag 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE 
present 

starring a 
, @ - Produced: and Directed by 

"ALBERT BAND- 
/™ —Based:on the novel . 

: "Guns of North Texas” by 
Will Cook. 

Le | . & | i WME CINEMASCOPE and EASTMAN COLOR 

 EMpassy puts ¢ the How In SHo wmanship! 



is. s pleased to be assoctated with. Joseph E. Levine and 

We will distribute “The Empty a. : . - 
Canvas” i in France’ and Belgium—and “ 
T oday and. Tomorrow”, and “Contempt” in France. 

Embassy Pictures. Corp. V 

Yesterday, 



ar . is delighted to be associated with h Joseph E Levine and EmbasgyP Pictores Corp We are distrib- | 
- uting the following: pictures in: . 

: 8 J Japan, Obkisavea, S South: Korea. _.Contempt, The Empty ‘Canvas, Yesterday ‘Today and oe 

op ak Kiet 

ds is happy to continue his association swith th Toeph E. Levine and Embay P Pictures Corp. by ed 
tbo the. following pi Pictures: ; 

oe pk The Empty Canvas, Bluebeard, The Conjugal Bed, Con- 
yee : — tempt, ‘Casanova, Yesterday, Today and. ‘Tomorrow, _ 

: “Three Penny Opera, Long: Day’s Journey Into: ‘Night, . 
Boccaccio °70, Only One New Works 7 The te Ape Wi Woman A 
and | Marriage Italian Seite 

Teo OD jppon Herald Vio fo tion n Picture Con) Ltd. 
eee ‘Osaka Building 

‘Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
~U chisaiwai-Cho 

es oe Tomorrow, Casanova, 2 and The Ape | Woman. . 



Alo Films _ 
_ Huerfanos 812 _ 
7 Santiago, | Chile | 

considers it an. nhonor to be. associated with Joseph E, Levine and 1d Embassy P Pictures Corp. We: are * 
distributing the following pictures. in) ", 
Chile. oo. eee ie ee ee ee. «Bimbo: The. Great, Bluebeard, Boccaccio 70, Casanova, 

a : pe oF “Constantine. and the. Cross, The ‘Empty. ‘Canvas, Con-. 
ae “tempt, “Yesterday, Today anid: ‘Tomorrow, Three Penny 

ra Opera, Sky Above Mud Below, and Tong Days Journey” 
* na Into Night. x 

: “Sven. \ yeren 
- Ralambsvigen 27. 
Stockholm, Sweden 

8 is is delighted to be associated with Joseph E. Levine and. d Embassy Pictures Corp. in athe distribution 
“of “Yesterday, T oday. and Tatinoirows? and 1 “Contempt” in. Sweden... 2° 

cm f 



st Ster er Fil-Import (Eams.) Bak. Fo .) Ltd. . 
99 Polly Street: - 

| Jo ohannesburg, : South Africa 

2 is: pleased to. distribute the flowing motion pictures in. South Alvin for Joseph E. Levine and. 

. Embassy Pietores Corp. Cte oe | 
: 5 Somth A Africa, ; eee ees ee Herydgeetin : Lonstan' Tos 5. 

oe Be On Be The: ‘Empty. ‘Canyas,. Contempt, Light Fantastic, 
_ Boccaccio. "10, Casanova, ‘Consts 

p, The Conjugal. Bed, Yesterday, Today and. To- 
| ee _ morrow, and 1 Three Penny Opera. 

Ocean F Films S. AY 
_Lavalle 2190 

~ Buenos ; Aires, 

. tani guay 

Argentina 

: tikes pride 3 in Lits association with J Toseph E. Levine ¢and Embassy Pictures Corp. to o distribute the ~ 
“ following: pictures. in- eT RS 

Argentina | eee. oa Bluebeard, “Casanova, The Empty Canvas, ‘Contempt, 
8 aE Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow; and The Conjugal Bed. 

; . Bluebeard, : ‘Casanova, The. Empty: Canvas,: Contempt, | 
© Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, and The Conjugal Bed. 
. : Bluebeard, The Empty Canvas, The Conjugal Bed, ‘Yes: 

- terday, Today and | Tomorrow, Casanova, a and. 1 Contempt. 



» Paris Israel F ilms Ltd. 
~~ 10 Pinsker Street © a T el / viv, Isr a el _ a ee : & 

takes pleasure i in its association 1 with. Joseph E E Levine and Embassy Pictures Comp. We will be: 
distributing the following pictures in. : 

Israel... 4 Sele we cb ee. Casanova, The. Empty Canvas, The Conjugal Bed, 
7 et "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow and a Contempt, ae 

7 Commenwealth T heatres of Puerto Rico, Tne. | 

S Santuree, Puerto Rico 

“is. is happy to: ‘be associated with Joseph E. Levine and d Embasy Pictures Corp. We will be dis. : 
--tributing: the following pictues i in. 
. Virgin. Islands « oe ake paveceecageeen, - Bluebeard, ‘Sky. Above- Mud Below, The Gentle ‘Art of 

ape ATE "Murder, Strangers i in the City, Divorce-Italian Style, The 
Love Makers, Boccaccio ,’70, Long. Days Journey Into. 
Night, The Bear, The Conjugal Bed, Light Fantastic, The: . 
Empty Canvas, Love At Twenty, 1 Face In The Rain, Three: _ 

Ra ae . - Penny Opera,. Constantine and The Cross, and Contempt. a oe, 
Puerto Rico os... sea eece..a. 6° ~ Bluebeard, Sky Above-Mud Below, Divorce-Italian Style, 

lee . os, 7. "The Gentle Art of Murder, The Lovemakers, Boccaccio” ee 
-°70, Long Days Journey Into Night, The Bear, Love At’ 
..20, Face In The Rain, Three Penny Opera, Constantine. 
“and The Cross, The Conjugal Bed, Light Fantastic, The : 
~ Empty Canvas, Strangers in the City, a and Contempt. 

Wednesday, April 22, 1964 

Ae ET 

ea | 
an | 



- 3 Blake Films as! t} 
_.. Adam’s Chambers | 

- oa distribute the following pictures in- 
: a : one Australia eee eee The Conjugal Bed, Divorcettalan n Sigh Boccaccio 70, 

Pty.Ltd : 

: a 2 Ses George § Street 

- oa . 

: 4 proudly ix announces sits association with: hr Joeph F E. Levine and i Emb is 

World of Jules Verne... 
Newz Zealand . ae coe — . : :Divorce-Italian Style, Bimbo The Great, The Lovemakers, e 

‘Boccaccio: ’70;° The : ‘Conjugal Bed, cand The Fabulous 

a oo Won of of Jules ‘Vertes. oy ae 

. 7 . Russell Sraham is 
A. Russell Graham Film y Agency 
“12 Slipe Road . oe 

_ ~ Kingston, Ja amaica 

Pd takes pride i in the: association with ose E. -Levine and Embassy Pictares Corp. to distribute these 
Pe _Pofion pictures in ee 
eine aff tage amaica. - ge were ee 38 eae vs wees ces Bluebeard, Casanova, The “Empty Canvas, Contempt; 

° TLE ea PE ae i 4 - “Ligh Fantastic, The Conjugal Bed, Yesterday, Today” 

ore Bb “S ae Mt Tomorory, = and Three e Penny Opera. _ 

; sy Pictores Corp. We will 



Producciones Sotomayor, s. A. 
Atletas No. 2. 
Apartado Postal. 26465. 
Mexico 21, D. Fr 

‘Ais: proud. to be associated with J Toseph F E. Levine and Easy Pictures # Corp. and distribute 
“Constantine and. the Cross” i in. Mexico. ae oa | | 

: United Producers De Colombia Ltda. 
(a partnership : of 
Ricardo Canals 
and Edward Sarluiy. 
Ricardo Canals, 
NN Manager): . 7 
Apartado ‘Aereo No. 14219. 
Bogota, Colombia : 

considers | it a privilege to be associated with Joseph E. Levine and Embassy Pictures Corp. for 
the Distribution i in: Colombia Of »:. : 

“The ¢ Bear, Bluebeard, Face i in: ‘the Rain, Light Fantastic, _ 

Long Days: Ie lourney. into. Night, ‘Three Penny Opera, 
nee in the City: and The Conjugal B Bed. i 



1 al a aaa eal! ee ela Sd a] ee ae 
. mo, ote woe oa . » * 

a ros Dollar Cedea S. A. L. 
~ Ayas Building-A llenby Street 
° P. O. Box 544. 
& Beirut, Lebanon 

a |e re tributing | the. following pictures: in. 

a | oes Bayt Sudan, ge Lebanon ) | Ps i ees 
cas di \ _ Boceacio 70, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, and 

- Casanova, He s De 

oe N ational F ilms ( V Vest Indies Co. 
foe 12 Film Centre St. Ji ames 
} oe. P.O. Box 968 - ye 

‘Port-of-Spain, Trinidad 7 . 

| ch takes honor i in being iB associated with hn Toney E. Levine and 1 mbassy Pictores Corp. to distribute these films .. 

Le “They West Indies. = ; me "Lead oe we: Bluebeard, Boccaccio 270, Casanova, ‘Constantine: and The 

oe : 7 we Sofa *. Cross; The Empty Canvas, : Contempt, Light. Fantastic, The 
* Conjugal Bed; Yesterday, : ‘Today. and: Tomorrow, Only. One 

a is delighted to: be dissociated: with h Joseph E E. Levine and Embassy Pictures 2 Com We will be. dis : | 

N. Ys and. Three -¢ Penny Opera. 



| One year ago Embassy Pictures quickened television’ $s 

ya ae pace and sharpened its taste for adventurous entertain-. 

mentwith? 35 point pulling featu re films: Spectacles | I ike HERCULES, 7 

HERCULES. UNCHAINED, ATTILA, MORGAN. THE: PIRATE, WON- | 

DERS OF ALADDIN and other pre-sold action titles. With the help 
“of imaginative. programming and. show: wise exploitation methods, | 

these. blockbusters. broke. rating. records in markets: all over. the: | 

= country. The trend was set. ‘Audiences responded to action adven- : 

3 “tu re. films. 79 markets. among the nation’ ‘Ss top 1 100 contracted for | 

the pictur res during the fi rst year. 
f wef 

7 This first exciting year Embassy also introduced 13 “Sons of Her- | 

Os = cules” featu res, all.in color. ‘These are offered both as full length 

adventures for prime-time. programming, specially prepared with | 

see: part-two’’ end. titles, ‘recaps: and® narration-over: flashback § 

: ~ Sequences, Among the leading. stations = 63 have alréady- leased 4 

“the: series. The. results have been excellent: larger and. more e satis. : | 

tying sh shares of audience. | SG 

Now Embassy offers 26 NEW WORLDS 

OF EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT 



gh ACTION-ADVENTURE-COLOR SPECTACLES = 
FILMED IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE 
WOR! Tee OST EXCITING STORIES OF 

- Great Titles: The Mongols, The Trojan War, Cartouche, 
~- Helen. of Troy, Triumph of Robin Hood, Devil of Paris, 

Lion of St Mark, Joseph And His Brethren and many 
os others :. a 

~ Great Stars: Jack Palance, An ita Ekberg, Robert Morley, 
~ John Drew Barrymore, Jill Haworth, Gordon Scott, Lex 
‘Barker and. a many others... 

ooo ‘Thrilling, romantic costume melodrama with. 
een ee ‘sword, pistol, cannon, mace, lance, crossbow _ 

"| ».sPassion.and politics, heroes and heroines, 
ay. derring-do and daring-duels in the dashing, 
| flashing style of the screen's greatest i cerns ‘oti owen ee ee agar, Masse ee 

oe nk e pierre. eam wie view Bedlet yyiehita, HAE 

ee sant en a AMEN gaa to | __P ADVENTURE films! 
m | THERE ARE 26 REASONS FOR LOOKING TO 
—_ EMBASSY FOR RATING LEADERSHIP IN 

=. & 964!" 



SPONSOR: 2 Magazine reports: “track. records of spectacle-type fi films on tv sucha as $ Joe Levine’ $ HERCU LES 

‘have proved ratings blockbusters." Now Embassy offers 13 full- length action spectacles, styled i in: the: same 
“epic. manner as HERCULES and. ATTILA-styled to score the si same @ record breaking ratings! a 

/ . LY, 

nes 
a i me teal 

Se SOIT een BO RBH AE ¢ sou Rat 

Each of these 15 exciting. fea: ture films i isa vailable two ways; 
TAs full length features: for prime- -time programming. 2. As one. hour} versions. for “cliff-hanger” program:.. . 

ming, Specially prepared with “See. Parte ‘two"" end: titles, recaps é and. narration- -over flashback Sequences. 

ALIN COLOR 
UCCESSORIES INCLUDE: 

rs / Thro 

. 
ee dr oe @ ae rere ET nen 

EMBASSY puts the How in SHowmanship: 



. - -E...Levine.in Morocco.: during. the 

“broke. ‘giving .. away. . 
VS ‘Portraits’ of. Greatnéss’. ‘to! all’ my’ {te 

- . ‘| ble. 

“nS Romy~. Schneider, 
with ‘the .. director . responsible - “for. 

con- |.’ 
hote- |" . fided: to ‘him’ that when | I- photo ‘chores - on: 

Home”. which ‘initiated: a three-pic . 
deal with Levine. ._They” were to: 

“<j ° £1 had: the following: May free to, 
go to South Africa .where “Zulu:’ 

'. was being: . filmed. 

-. geome" change ~for me. 
2s @o anything you. want,” Levine: said,,| , 

“2.0. Mag Jong as it“spells “Zulu.” * 

Und,’ indeed, this policy of“ ‘you: 

Sean do anything you. want” —giv- 

_ i $ng. his. creative “people ‘free.-rein,. 

°:. and having faith ‘in’ their -ability,| 
37)" jg one of the -joys.of working: with {f 

".", Joe. Levine. . aim 

‘know your. job,. and ‘he is’ -wise | -~ cone 

“enough .to-let-‘you work-out your |’. 

-| own particular problems and. chal. | a 

. fy lenges for yourself. n 

Se. But. the’ beginning. of May found 

«me that he- had.-just returned from 

By MARTIN. DAVIS ° 
/(Ad-Pub_ V. P., Paramount): 

: “By ‘has: ‘teatstieets’ shall” ‘you. know. him? | 
This. ‘might: well be the ‘motto of Joseph E.. ‘Levine. ‘in. a tew af. 

short. years, his name. ‘has become. legend: in, an. industry, that 

- *- thrives: on “names. a 
J am -sure. that: everyone. ‘who: has: worked: with him. has chin 7 

own favorite “Joe Levine Story” ‘to tell.” My favorite about Joe 
is. that;. unlike. other company. presidents. ‘who. call for. the .box-. 

office. reports first: thing . every ‘morning, he: calls: for: the daily - 

2 newspaper tearsheets: 
To this observer,. the key to Joe’ s success has been his pheriomn: ; . 

enal: ability to break into. ‘print. Although he ‘will. be the first 

one to admit that this: has not. 
:. some :of the best. pressagents.in ‘the. business, ‘there is’ still- some- 
: “thing ‘about: the. man himself: that. “commands. attention: and. rec 

ognition. « 
. . Beit: warmth, “ shiowmanship, business. sense. “and. all. otifer: values. 

“that .build” an ‘image “of a. man, the result .has ‘been that he ‘has. 
~ been--able to” acquire. the: cream.of the. ‘International films and. 
cy many ‘outstanding -exploitation- pictures. , He is. also. now. in the .- 

front rank of American producers with: some high-ealtbre: pletures _ 
Q :. destined ‘to be. ‘top grossers. — 

rte af heh E ‘il vine | 
lone. whois -aftertioon.. while. we 
drove: to -Durbani - telling’ ‘us’ about |- 
“Uncle Joe” and: how. encouraging | 
he. had been’: to: this “young . actor | 
just beginning his film career: He |. 

-perhaps . 
apochryhpal, but.’ characteristic’ .of |: 

of iow Levine.- had:" re- | 
‘ceived. the :script .of “Zulu” from: 
Stanley Baker on ‘a Friday;:and-on.| Zoey 
Monday, called:. Baker: to. tel him] |... 
he ‘was buying “Zulu” and wanted |" 
to- begin filming’ as soon. as ‘possi-.| 

Me: "Ajthough Tr had. been: doing. in- 
. terpretive: photography for Joseph 

. filming ‘of: “Sodom :and_ Gomorrah,”. 
it was not ‘until some. ‘months. jater 

that I: felt the-full impact of” the 
Levine ‘dynamism; As~ | 
-face-to-face ‘in-“my- New York. apart- 

‘ment,.:where he: had come to’ be: 
photographed, among - ‘his. first Te- 

marks were, “I’m. going to-go 
- your’. book, 

friends.” 
My first impression’ of: him was. 

“of -a: ‘benign’ Romani ‘conqueror in. 
_- a Savile Row‘suit. ‘coming | home’ vie~ 

torious - ‘to Rome. 

- His: ‘bubbling: enthusiasm - could | 
-be.: -contained - ‘within - the. 

. confines. of. his ‘stocky person.: ‘As. 

. "J. was.” ‘manipulating. my : lights, |- 

‘-. “Levine--explained.:-to me how. he |* 

‘would -like to’-promote. ‘his - then |" 
Var 

7 hardly. 

- “fortheoming “Boccaccio *70” 

“’fhaving:. the. :three. “leading ladies, 
Sophia. Loren;. Anita - Ekberg and 

photographed 

their: particular ’ sequence. 

‘graphed Anita. Ekberg; my. -assistant,. 

. overcome ‘by her. obvious charm, 

--: placed:.the’ same: film back ‘in. the 

“eamera; and. we ended up: by. hav- 
. Ing = several. double’ -- 

‘allure.’ When 

. again: 
Tt’ was. . not too lorig after that he: 

. teleplioned - ‘me -in.Ottawa. to ask 

zs complete departure—and.. ‘a’ wel- 
“You can 

-He’ assumes that you 

| “me..-still in, Moscow, ‘and when <1 
"finally . tracked: ‘down ‘Levine’ in 

Rome. to explain’ that I: woujd’ be { 

somewhat delayed. ‘in’ ‘gétting . to.|' 

-- South Africa, I-was- amazed at. the: 

“freshness © with. which’ his. voice 

““eameé over the: Torig-distance ‘wire— bt the|- ‘andit was then” only ‘six in ‘out the. Levine dictum: of- “we're. “-morning, Rome time.. Levine told 

. South. Africa, and that,” it “would. 
--be nice if I got there in- ‘time to 
7 film. the: .““Dance- ‘of. ‘the Virgins.’ 
: ‘Boffo In Africa. Also: 

. Lwhen I. arrived. ‘on. ‘location’: -at 
“the. Royal . Natal National’ - Park, 

the ‘effect: of. Levine’s: recent: visit: 
~ still lingered among:.the cast . and. 
;.erew... Although: this was:'one - of. 
the . ‘smoothest-running productions: : 

_I had ever ‘seen, Levine’s visit “left 
‘a Watm glow among the. group vir-: 

- tually isolated at Mont Aux. Sources 
in‘ the. Drakensberg: Mountains, ‘and 
: geemed to. provide ‘the.. additional. 
motivation : for. them. to continue 
harmoniously. 

Michael. Caine, ‘who. plays “Gap 
tain Bromhead” "in Zulu,” spent: 

we. ‘met. 

exposures: 

-*.. Bevine - countered”. by. ‘remarking. 

that’ double ‘exposures were espe- 
- Gially | suited’ to..Miss: Ekberg’s: -par= 

__. ticular | -brand.- “of. 

‘Levine’ left’ my.‘apartment te. ‘said | 
* , that. - ‘we ‘should. “meet... again and - 

er” :as -their next. project for Ent 
-bassy. but. this. ‘has’ been: postponed . 
So. that they-.can immediately’ be- 

‘The ‘script 4s alniost . completed... 

novel Levine: 

- This... was | 8: 

been. done without the help: of ’* 

also’ ..related : ‘the:. tale, :- 

Levine, - 

Levine | = replied,” 
title.’ md 

ROUSE GREENE'S ‘OSCAR’ : 
-. SET: FOR JOE LEVINE 
Joseph E.: Levine: has purchased | 

Richard: ‘Sale’ Ss: ‘Hollywood *: ‘tome, 

“The: Oscar, * and has pacted Rus- 
-sel Rouse and. Clarénce ‘Greene. to:|' 

make. it ‘for- his. -Embassy. Pictures, ; 

Duo ; ris. - currently, - wiriding its 
“A :House -Is.-Not .a 

have’ gone: ‘on to. ‘a ‘filmization of 
“The Minister and the .Choir. Sing- 

gin “Oscar” as soon as ‘it is. ready. 

flying from: straight pix-to-tv- sales 
to the loftier heights of new ‘pro- | 
gramming, for : ‘both: network. and. 
syndication. - 

Embassy, too, lias. filed: “A: : detla- 

N.: ‘Y¥:: 
“Jonny. Graff, ‘tv. topper, carrying 

‘in. show’ biz, . whatever . the" meédi- 
um,” has grossed. about’ $5,000,000 
‘to. date. -The ‘gross. represents: sales | ” 

>} On ‘Levine. pix ‘to: tv: statioris. Ley-. 
ine ‘and. ‘Graff, 

* | wider. horizons, have. ‘had. hurdles 
with’ Associated : Television: of the. 
United: Kingdom. ‘looking. toward | 
ccoproduction. 
ATV- deal, . would: retain” artistic: 

Embassy, - 

control. : 

has -sold. 4. projected Hercules’ 

telecasting in’ ’65-’66. 

.The Embassy-ATV.. -project.. 
volves. three. Possible ‘series,’ “Men 

-Lurally,: when: you. expose the en-|! 
‘Lemy,.-he -starts - ‘shooting ‘because |. 
| you: are. putting: rocks in his. soft 
- touch. It* is not :a” good’ way. to. 
make-friends and influence people. 

‘friends and the’. wrong . people. - 

“You- liked the -script..that |": 
much,” Baker: asked incredulously. | 
“I haven't. had time: to-tead. it,” 

“but. Tr like. the 

‘Joe: Levine's. “Embassy. Pictures | 
“Sty. division has -spread its. ‘wings, 

ration : of. intent - to. ‘operate | a UHF. 
‘station. in ‘Suffolk~ County, ° Le. I, 

‘American .” cast. 
America: talent, “with. “production. 
‘based: in ‘England. cane = 
Graff said that ‘group ‘station op- 

erators. in the -U.“S.: are so. per- 
turbed. by ‘the: lack ‘of first-run -vid-.| 
‘film: ‘product “ that representatives : 
of three key group ‘stations ‘have 
evidenced ‘an: interest: to have a 

‘looking -toward. 

in’: the. 

‘Embaisy, ‘on the. network: evel, i. 

“The ‘Y & oe 
a aaa ‘Continued from page 1. —| 

ae to pictures: - Joe ‘Levine did, And}: 
Jf he did ‘something about it... ~ 

- Most. non-readers.. of . “The Os: | _ 
cat” ‘consider - it an: attack on the]. 

.. | industry. “But Joe ‘saw it for ‘what |. 
“| I meant it -to:be, an. attack on the 
teredos and. parasites: and hangers-. 

_[on, and phoney flacks, avaricious 
| -beatniks,: pseudo-angry youhg men 

‘and the ilk, who were chipping ‘at. 
the. honesty: and ‘integrity .of the: 
Academy, and ‘slowly-.reducing the 
‘stature. of : Oscar. to. “a - Singer |:: 
‘Midget, : all: over. the world.” -Nat-: ‘atati on. stages. of “Carpetbaggers,” 

But; ‘after’ all,- they were. the “Wrong. 

Lh 1 ‘know ‘ that’ when. Joe. ‘Levine 
——= finishes .- -shooting 

2. | Hellyweod: «is: 

where. “all "good. flotsam | floats ‘se- 
‘| renely, ‘without getting. in-the way | 
of. - honest : artists, and. courageous. 
showmen, atid men.of. good: will... 
Who : ‘knows? ‘Joe’ Levine ‘might’ 

‘even win :.an. Oscar. for making’ 
“Fhe. Oséar.”. ne a 

‘Dear Joe: | i Te _ 
‘I need your advice.. Vaniery has “asked me to’ ‘write: an: article. 

about . you, .I ‘wish | they had: asked: mé.to make a’ film: instead; 
- you ‘know. ‘Pm: no. good at’ writing. Especially. things ‘that - are. sup-" 

"|| Bosed. to make logical’ -sense on. ‘paper.:. 
|. --Or. how. ‘could. I tell anybody in an. ‘artidle ‘what happeried. ‘the 
afternoon: of. ‘the. opening. of “BIg” in ‘New: ‘York, . when _you and1: 
went. to ¢heck. the. projectors .at the new. “Festival. “Theatre?.- They. 
put on the-first reel of the: film ‘as a. test; ‘and. you Sat. there- waiting, 
‘and’..when the* first images. appeared - without sound, -you. got" ‘very. 
‘excited and.said.to. me: “Don’t: tell ‘me :that’s: how: it starts!” woe 

- How could they. Aunderstand-how much. this. litte’ stip. of the tongue. 
endeared: -you .to "me? How. could they: understand ‘what: I felt when 
‘I realized that..you “bought and. released my ‘film: ‘absqlutely on: Jaith? 
This had ‘néever-happened’ fo me_ before... : 
-Or how..can-I tell. people in a serious article ‘that? one- of. the: ‘main 

reasons [| like * “you is- because. you remind ‘me ‘of a. fellow: I -used. to° 
‘go to-sehool ‘with ‘when I was a kid? Tita (that’s his nick-name) Benzi- 
‘and I -uséd to. go. and ~see: American: movies. every : afternoon, and | 
when. we got: aut from: the. cinema. we'd. ‘play. at. ‘being the: heroes ‘of |. 
‘those. films. In. the. thirties, ° our. heroes were Barton: McLane and 
Joseph | ‘Calleia,; John: Carradine; ‘and | people like: that—fast shooters, 
‘happy - livers, “quiek - eye-twinkling 
‘their . ‘hands; Tita and I shad‘ this game,. where -we’d say “boom”. arid. , 
‘the other: would: have to: fall down wherever ‘he might be. .Of course 
we'd. pick the most awkward moments. How can I explain” our game was 
invented ‘because... we ‘were. -hungry for. the. ‘free, ‘open, :.Joud spirit 
that ‘said “America!” :to. us‘ out of those-old gangster films?. And how: 

1 can I seriously: Bay. - that: today you represent the. same. Spirit of. your. 
No‘ cast: has yet been. signed: ‘buf | | 

| this:-will- be attended to shortly as. 
‘production is. due to -start: in. the 
Near ‘future at ‘Paramount. “Oscar” | 8 
is the second | Hollywood . locksee’ 

will make, “The Car-' 
petbaggers”: presently: playing ‘its: 
world. preem engagement in ‘Den-} 
ver. cat the. Paramount Theatre... be, 

country. -to. me? -: 
‘You: ktiow, for. ‘Years. y used : to: 

movie’ mogul: fast, decisive, magnanimous, maybe _a: little: fat; Maybe | 
little: impatient, maybe. alittle sentimental, ‘but areal: human: being..} 
‘Then I came to.the States. and ‘saw:that those men. had ‘disappeared. 

‘IT. was. a- big- disappointment; believe | ‘me. Now: it seems to. me. that 
Tve found one - that meets. my. ‘image.’ “Thanks, Joe! Palen 

” By. _MURRAY HOROWITZ, 

from. Lloyds,” % “Casanova,” m. and ae | 
‘Married: a - “Psychiatrist.” - 
‘the. _ projected. deal, - ATV: would. 
pick up one: more of the series. for:| 5 
telecasting on: its English channel. 
‘This would ‘give Embassy:.a- size-. 
able’ lay-off inthe. important’ Eng- 

lish market. ‘Embassy,: then, would. of ‘negotiations with “NBC-TV. ‘on. 
the possible” American: adaptation 

1of. “Steptoe and Son,”. a -hit: British | 

- “Under, 

have.a smaller nut to. write off ‘in ; 
.| the - U.S: ‘market. ‘Thinking -on 

each. of : ‘the series: is te have an 
“and - 

financial - stake « in” the. Embassy- 
ATV project. There.was' a peried. 

in syndic¢ation— about seven. years 
‘ago—-when “station” ‘operators . “in 

’ | order: to. trigger - first-run - produc- 
one ‘hour~ ‘Series. to ABC-TV, : the 
filming of. which. will be: done. ‘in. 
Italy and: -in color. ‘It’s ‘slated. for 

(ABC-FV. is. 
understood: to have ‘anted.. up’ a 

| mighty $200,000 . for the pilot.) . 
in- 

tion would. financially. back: ‘Series. 
Apparently, . * Levine’s 

Joseph” E.. Levine: during’ ‘the past 

the: values | which - make for: good] 

strong advertising and ‘exploitation 
appeal. os 

I ‘had quite -an. extended conference 

‘with: Levine during the course. of. 

which he gave: ‘me the ‘full. benefit. 
‘of: his conclusions regarding what 

..| Jie would -want in’ our picturization: 
of Harold Robbins’ novel. | 

-“The. -Oscar,” |. 
an going .to. feel -all- 

wo. cleaned up, Oscar. will be .a. bright 
| and: ‘shining: ‘symbol: of the highest: 

attainment ‘in| our : industry, : and 
‘the.’ ‘fringe. deadwood - ‘will. be. ‘on ; 

conte, to let me know that, he was. 

‘hands. At the end of the discussion 
“we: shook. hands. and ‘Levine said, 
an & ‘know you'll give Us. a fine pic- 

‘bagegers”’. ‘I didn’t.‘ see. him. again, 

*. visitors, until’ ‘we. “Fan ‘the first. 

Oven fetter to Joe 1 Levine 
- By. FEDERICO FELLING 

‘Levine’ s Mul Pronged T Thrust | 

coming. more “active personally: ‘on 
the. tv. ‘side’ of. the biz. . . He. ‘has <a 

‘Theatres. prexy. Leonard. -Golden- 
|son .-and' ABC-TV - _prexy’ - Tom. 

off-camera. 

ears is.in the science fiction, fan-} 

Hercules,” “Adventure 26.” ° 
‘will: be--another package’ of Levine. 
pix in-’65 for telecasting in ’66.and 
thereafter, | depending: on. the .tim-. 
ing .of the - finish of theatrieal : re- 

‘lyease. The: ‘upcoming. group ‘of - pix: 

. boxoffice’ 
reputation. ‘has induced: ‘group ‘sta-. 
‘tion operators to once. ‘again. think. 
along the lines of cofinancing. 
Eevineé; who - had “his: baptismal 
‘of fire at ‘the ‘recent ‘National: -ASsn.’ 
‘of: Broadcasters convention; Is. be. 

rand “82.” Ds 

Wade for Strong Merchandizi ng 
“By. EDWARD DMYTRYK 

‘Making, two. ‘iniotion. pictures for, rough cut. Invariably, however, 
while we were shooting I found his... 
-ideas valid and always in keeping 
with. the ‘story’s dramatic: values. ; 

Even. so, I had no idea what. his 
reaction: would be. After we ran. 
‘the rough cut his comments were : 

-| brief. He turned around. and, again, : 
‘shook hands. 

“Thanks,” he told me. “WY, even 
| better than I'd hoped. We'd like to. 

{ have you direct. our second Rob- 
bins story, ‘Where Love Has-Gone.”... 
We've got Susan Hayward ‘and ~ : 

six. ‘months has- convinced: ‘me that. 

drama. almost. invariably have. 

- During the ‘planting ‘and: prep- 

he felt were the qualities the pub-| ‘Well, my experience with Levine 
was repeated: Again we had athor- 
ough and enjoyable’ meeting of. 
minds on how the novel should be. 
.tréeated on the screen. And again — 
‘I. found his suggestions helpful,” 
‘He's: a good’ producer in‘ that he” 
gives. a. director complete. freedom. 
‘and autonomy and I must say that 

| Ive never. enjoyed: directing more. 

FLUKE ADMITS “MUSCLE” 
except for rare occasions. when -he [ COPY. T0 STERN P APERS : 

dropped in on-the:set, “usually. with |- . 

Minneapolis, April 2). 

fe It's ‘the policy of the jointly 
||owned local daily newspapers, the 
morning Tribune and evening ‘Star; 

‘| to exercise strict censorship adver-. 

Ni tisement. ‘to annoyance of -theatre-. 
"| men ‘and distributors. 

Roine, |: Accordingly, there was much 
‘surprise | in film circles. here when . 
Jast- week’on the opening. day of. 

-|“Musele. ‘Beach Party” (AIP) ‘at: 
‘the: ‘loop State theatre there ap-. 
‘peared: in both newspapers rather 
racy Jarge. ads. with art. showing 
both sexes. in . scanty. swimming - 
attire. and . engaged: in. intimate. 
posture. - os 

Until. it became bruited about 
‘that. the. ads had brought many 
‘Teaders’ complaints to ‘the news-_ 
‘papers, ,exhibs. were hoping that 
the sheets finally were - letting. 
down - the © bars, as local ‘theatre- 
owners ‘have felt. they should. be 
doing. ~ . 

‘Harold: Hughes, the Newspapers a 
advertising manager, indicated to. 
Variety that readers’ complaints 
against | the ads had “poured” in. 

“The ads went through due ‘to 
an ‘oversight,’ ” said Hughes “There 
was a mistake somewhere along the... 
line and we'll try to see it doesn’t 
‘happen again. We have an adver=.- 
tising department ‘committee. pass: 
on. all theatre: movie ads.and. this 
‘ene, for some_ unknown. _Teason, 
escaped | a 

‘For ‘its first State week the. pice. 
ture ‘garnered a surprisingly big 
$12,000 week, although scaled. at 

lonly $1-$1. 25, Large part of the 
-teredit. for this undoubtedly. goes to 
.{the’ opening: day newspaper ads. 

Federico _ fit, of course, now ds ca holdover. : 

|| STEPHEN BOYD SAYS 
“TONY MANN POWDERED 

Los Angeles, April 21. 
” '- Stephen: Boyd, charging breach 

of contract in Superior. Court. suit 
filed against Tony Mann and lat- 
ter’s Benton Film Productions Ltd., 

a | asked $250,000 damages: His Boyd 
Productions Co:, was a eo-plaintiff. 
” Actor claimed. he“ was: to have 
gone to work April 1 in England 
and Norway. under: an oral- agree-" .. 
-ment;.. 
Telemark, ”: but said agreement was 

‘He ‘made. it: a point, more. than 

only. commenting on ‘the. picture’ Ss. 
sales values. and that. the creative 
end of the job was entirely in-my 

“During. the shooting of “Carpet-: 

gangsters’ who had the world in 

have. ‘this: ‘image: of: ‘the ‘American | 

“-Affectionately, 

scheduled: meeting ‘shortly - with 
American | Broadcasting-Paramount 

Moore. Graff. has been in the ‘midst 

Tepudiated, according to- complaint. 

tv _series,. -bought for. Uv. 5. adapta- |" 7 
tion by ‘Embassy. 

- In still another “field, “Embassy | One Man m Ary 
has: ‘staked out (a ‘property; _ this —- ‘Continued from page 15. 
‘one. inthe. cartoon’ category, titled | 

duced: in England, ‘this ‘six-minuter’| distribution company, oper: ting in 
about.:a boy witli. tv -aritennas for. se such. divergent parts. of the world 

és “England, Italy,: South Africa,’ 
the. U.S. ‘and elsewhere... ‘tasy.. vein. “Dodo” will be™- avail-| 

“You ‘gotta: bring things to- a able to stations ‘in September. * |... 
Embassy. pix packages. include ; head, make things bapp<n,” Levine. 

the initial’ group: of. 35, “Son: of |:Says-" In: ‘so. doing he, has’ logged, 
There.| More hours in the air and jammed. 

more meetings, spending and bally- 
hoo. into the few short years of Em- 
‘bessy's life than most men. do ina 

}Tifetime. It has becn an exciting 
and . jzm-packed few -yezrs for 
Levine. and the film biz: It. isn’t 
likely that either. will ev er Bet. over. 
the. other.” 

will, include: “Easy . Life,” : -“Zulu.” a 
“Yesterday, _Roaay. 7 Tomorrow,” 

Bette, Davis for it. How about it?” 

in- Mann’s “The Battle of — 



i 
Paris, April: 21. 

The’ Syndicate of French ‘Film’ 

Exhibitors’ presentation of its ‘Gold-} 

en Ducat awards. at- next. week's | 

- Cannes. film -fest—to the -French }. 

and foreign features most. likely to} 

succeed at the. boxoffice—brings |” 

up once again the.old discussion | 

about what constitutes a truly. box: |. 

office film. The exhib prizes ‘ob-: 
viously are: ‘prompted by: the idea 
that films which win regular: fest 

‘prizes are not necessarily boxoffice. 

What’ are. the facts? . Fest: ex- 
posure and prizes. ‘helped such pix. 
as “Flying Cranes,”’. Black: -Orph- 

eus,” “The 400 Blows,’ ” “last. Year 

fn Marienbad,” which: might -have. 
been sluffed by exhibs, but. went’ 
‘on ‘to healthy. b.o. returns. ‘On the | ° 
‘other hand, many. “‘muilti-prized.. pix |. 

have: proceeded, to Jay eggs at. the: 

‘ticket windows. ; 

Local feeling .re. ‘the Golden. 

Ducats seems to be’ that it may be 
a good thing to see once and for. 

‘all whether exhibs are any. more 

adept at picking: b.o. winners. than. 

‘fest. juries: and. critics, ‘who make 

sitistic. evaluations. 
“The pix. which. win. the. Ducat. 

prizes are assured exposure: in top. 
French. houses, in any ease, plus 

’ sturdy © ‘backing: by some: foreign 

exhibs. It’s felt: here ‘that: if “the. 

winners do not ‘do particularly well) 
-at the. b.o., that might. pave: the. 
way for. a certain easing in attitude: 
‘towards fests.on the part of those 
“who now: feel fhey'r re ‘too’ artsy- 
craftsy- ‘ 

General Aniline 

(And Film) Status 
A. record - first-quarter. “ini both 

sales and net earnings after taxes 

‘was reported. .to.. stockholders Of} 

General Aniline & Film Corp: .by 

Dr. Jesse ‘Werner, president. at. 

company's annual - “meeting . last 

week... | 

‘Sales for. ‘first quarter. of. 1964 
were $47,490,000, ‘compared to 
same period's. $45, 124, 000 last year. 

' Net -earnings. for the. quarter 
were 2,357,000, ‘compared 16$2,258,- 
000 for 1963s first. -quarter—equal 

. to. $2.95. per common A-share, and 
up 12c per. share ‘from last year. 

Werner: told stockholders _ that 
sales had. continued: to. increase in - 
most’ product’ lines. and. that -eom- |. , 
pany was. achieving many improve-| 
‘ments. in its overall picture: 

General Aniline. directors have | 
approved constriction of miulti- 
million pound facility .. ‘at GAF's 
_Dyestuff Chemical ‘Division’s: plant; 
Calvert City, Ky. to prodtice three 
methylamine chemicals which had}. 

'. previously. been. purchased. Oper-}- 
‘ation is. expeeted in. early.’ 1965.) © 

Rosenberg. .production, | ‘Photo...& © Repro. ‘Division's : ‘Bing- 
hamton,’ N.Y: plant: is: also under- 
going: ‘$6, 000,000. expansion for}, 
Ansco. phofe-- facilities. 
Other projects’ . 

P&R Division's. new. medical x-ray. 

system, a new. Ozalid. didzo.machine |} 

‘and. paper system . (replacing. am-|* 
Class I -Micro-| +#* 

Ansco © color. |" 
‘monia with -heat), 
densitometers and 
negative film. and. ‘color Positive’ ° 
‘print paper... © 

Referring to. agreement. between 
U.S. government and. Interhandel, 
‘a Swiss holding corp. on. “sale of 
company's © majority stock; vested | 

Werner said” that “im-|- ja «1942, 
“minence of. sale. has’ increased’ oper 
ating | difficulties but that GAF is]. 
accustomed to. operating ‘effectively |: 
‘fn ‘spite’ of. fhe “ownership: Situ-} 
ation.” 

: Ohio Indie Teh we
 Say 

Nothing Set oa Fuson| 
Colu “Dus, 0... April’ oH. 

». Next convention -of. the: Inde- |}. 
pendent. ‘Theatre Owners of. Ohio 
is “ontatively  smiediled’ for ate} 
‘February ot. early March, 1965. ‘at 
the new 
otek here. 

Los Art sts 

licd “States 
ey to, pr asident of. Al} 

lug. ‘here - that. 
have been fade anent ‘possible 
creation | ‘of a’ single national . ex- 
Ineniter > or. : “stlom: ‘Armstrong | 
‘Stated - that .-a: row: _ organization 

would: be. forirs 
consolidati: mre TOK and. Allied |’ 
States. and th... 0 om: NS, thus | 
‘vould ” have equal standing. - 

- HT He. ‘School and the Art of ‘Motion: 

‘agers. -There: are obvious’ ‘advan: | 
‘tages in. this ‘relationship for: the’ 

= theatres, but there -are- far ‘Tnore. 
.-| advantages for the “schools.” 

Schools-—$1. 00: (101. Pn 

{37¥4c ‘per share or its. convertible: 

‘record June -19. 

; and products. 
“eommented on by: ‘Werner... were |’: 

Columbus. Plaza motor | 

told ‘members: ‘of the |: 
ITOO. Board ‘of. Directors. in méet-| 

Ho commitments |, 

| Scloolman on on 16m 
May Throw More Fuel 
On. Exhibitors” Vexation 
Ina foreword to. ‘David Mallery’s: 

Pictures;”. the. Committee .on . Re-. 
search ~ of 

- Independent Schools .'states that. ‘it. 
lias: sponsored. the. report “in! the 
hope that-it will be useful in em-|. 
phasizing some of the: opportunities 
‘available: to. schools for. significant |, | 
‘educational . @xperiences’ beyond 
the printed: word.” -° 

Beyond the admitted. danger. that 
the report is entirely the experi- |.‘ 

}ences and-.evaluations of: an: In-'|" 
‘dividual, heavy. ‘emphasis: on. the}: 
use of -16m. ‘films, ‘almost. ‘always | 
with “the’. connotation . that they. 
will be used” outside. ‘the. commer-|- 
cial motion picture :theatre, makes]: 
thé ‘booklet. additional fuel. forthe]; = 
fire -that is. “already. raging against |: ™: 

Members -of .North.. Central Ar] 
lied: this .territory’s: national .Al-.): 
Tied. unit,’ are, being: assured. that. 

6m. usage \in. exhibition circles. 
Toa. Mallery’s.: “eredit,: he“ makes - a} 
definite point. of - emphasizing the 
‘relationship between’ the. school. 
and.‘the local. theatre—“Surely -it. is, 
time for school administrators’ and 
teachers to take. some initiative “in 
‘establishing. a:  ¥elationsHip - -with | 
film ‘exhibitors eand. theatre: man-: 

Comparing ‘non-theatrical and 
theatrical - film:. viewing, . he. also.l. 

| says: 
‘school. afternoon and evening pro- 
.grams has -. many ‘advaiitages, ‘but 
the experience of seeking and get-| 
ting the. best. at the motion: Pie | 

“76m: ‘rental’: _ for’: - special! 

theatre’ is worth ‘having and devel- 
oping.” 
Much of - “his 101 page. booklet | 

consists of: lists .of _recommended. 
films, divided. into. such. categories. 
as “Art of “the - Film,” “The - Novel. 

‘| Becomes A Film,”:“From Stage to ‘Premiere Showcase. Sites” 

Used’ for. U- Re-Releases 
‘Doubling. up: ‘two. earlier | Cary} 

. Universal . -has} 

Sereen;”” “Shakespeare, ” etc. There 
are some errors in: titles ‘and spell-| 
ings but. they’ re: few. considering ‘Dy. all. teachers and. Grant - successes, 

started a. ‘one-week. ‘re-release’ ‘en-. 
gagement. at -16: “Preniiere™ -Show- 
case’ theatres in. the ‘Imetropolitan. 

: area—‘Pillow ; Talk” and . “Opera- 
. tion. Petticoat. Me 

| ‘Houses. participating are “RKO's |. 
| Palace. and. 86th St.; Skouras’ Acad-.| 
‘temy: and: ‘Riviera:.in ‘Manhattan; . 
RKO Fordham :and..Skouras’ Pel- 
iam, the Bronx; RKO Albee, Rand- 

: Well. worth 

film”. students. “The... ‘School and 
the “Art. of Motion’ Pictures”. by 
David" ‘Maliery, - ‘published by. Na- 
tional. Assn. - of - Independent 

-. Robe... 

MCA Pays 37c 
MCA -board.. of | “directors last. 

week. -déclared: annual dividend: of 

preferred. stock. to. stockholders ‘on. 

‘Dividend is: payable on July: Le 

into _ “Aaron 
/{“Morituri,” 

Marlon: Brando . 

‘at. 20th-Fox: Pet, 
PHA SDH S Beh. AANA + 

the “Natienal -‘Assn.- o£] .- 

hurst;. 

Hard Statistics Back. to 1954 

Key to Excise-Tax R Relief 

House’ Ways ‘and. ‘Means’ Continittee:  éhairtian Wilbur: Mills” (D: -Ark. y 
- ainwrapped | ithe--plans" for: ‘his ‘upcoming Jook-see.-at excise taxes, .in- 

ABOUT NATALIE wood 
’ Natalie. Wood is. in. for. 

wen Tet Soviet side: puffery::. -: 
— he puff came‘in a picture story Ie 

| about. -her .in “America magazine, . 
..| published, in Russian: language for 
:| Soviet. consumption — by. ‘the | U.S. | 
|.Information- Agency... «. . 

. The mag. said. Miss. Wood. “Gon: 
tinues to dazzle a large. public: with | 
-her fresh, contemporary. portrayals |. 
on, screen—and’ ‘Off . ‘screen, aS a 
‘glamorous movie: queen: in the old. 
Hollywood - tradition.” 

Miss. Wood was guided- to acting: 
by ‘her. Russian: born mother.’ Ac- 
cording to the mag, Miss “Wood ad- 
mits, ° 

‘Merger Without 
Death of Either 

“Minneapolis, April: 21. 

the sort.:of “merger” being con- 

not- mean: the dissolution ‘of either 
“body. Retaining. - their - 

tions,’ t this. area's. -exhibs © are’. .ad- 
vised: 

“When. he. was. here recently. for. . 
the. NGA.” annual, ‘convention, 
‘Jack: ‘ Armstrong; national. Allied 
president, ‘made this. ‘clear. to! Ray 
-Vonderhaar, NCA head. 
‘What - the. two. exhib ‘organiza-. 

tions . contemplate. is a kind. of. 
“side” -closing | “up. of. theatreowner 

Yin. principle” - ‘common. objectives 
ican be realized better,. Armstrong |: 
assured ‘Vonderhaar -. 
NCA. officers - and: board members. |. 

‘and: . other 

force’ Ss: Ridgewood, - in” ‘Brooklyn: 
RKO ‘Alden,: in. Jamaica: ‘Skouras’. 

-| Midway,. Forest. Hills -and: Astoria, 
| Queens; BS. Moss’, ‘Central, Cedar-'|.. 

- -Galderone: - ‘in|: 
‘Hempstead, Squire. in Great: Neck. 

| and Valley .Stream}. BKO’ ‘Rroctors, 
. ENew Rochelle. ee 

‘Skouras’: 

“¢- 

Washington, “April 21, 

cluding: the. box office: admissions. and: cabaret. levies.. He ‘expects the |: 
“exploratory. hearings to. open: in - ‘mid-June.. A. definite date: ‘will | “be 
disclosed’ later.. .There’. are | five ‘criteria’ ‘in, mina: 

product taxed .a “Fuxury” 

ofa ‘good, : 

*t1) How. do the. taxes fall on diflerent:: ‘economic: groups and. is ‘the 
‘or a. “necessity. ors 

“ (2), What. effect does. a. specific excise have on: the sale or. production | ‘are'to outline theatre ‘policy and operation for coming -seagon,: Zone 

‘managers. participating: are Herbert: Copelan, ‘west. coast: Henry Burger, - (3) How. many: of: ‘these: taxes. represent’ business ‘costs: ‘and. ‘how. does 
this ‘affect the. competitive: position: of-the ‘industry: taxed. 

(4) How: sensitive is the revenie . 

averred... 
Ene hearing. will bé divided. into. three ‘portions. ‘First | expect’ “and ‘ 

government. witnesses will: testify on. excises ° generally. fo. be. followed. 
industry ‘and .consumer groups. - 

Finally, spécial. -interests—and. there: WH. ‘be: stores. of thein—wil 
by general: labor.,. 

have: their chance to talk. ae 
- Mills: advised: interested ‘groups. 

fo deliver. their: pitch’ ‘for reduced: 

garnered. from. the. tax tos a change 
; “in. business - ‘conditions. and -inconie.. 

i5)-What administrative : ‘and. compliance piobiemis “does. ‘collection | 
}.o£ the tax provide: the. government, 

The .Chairman “stressed the need . of interested groups ‘to. back: up} 
‘their pitches for. reduced: taxes ‘with: hard statistics,...especially froni,:. 

1954 on. ‘General inforrzation will: not. ‘be “particularly useful, ” -he 

and: the. business paying it... 

and. persinis. to “select ‘one. witness 
or repealed - excises. ‘Weitten ‘state-. 

raents can ‘be: filed. in lieu -of ‘personal. appearances. . 
| Deadline © for. Feqiesting time. is. June 1.: 
The’ look-see: hearing marks, the. first step. in what. possibly: could 

jead, to. lowered. ‘hox: office, : cabaret. and other: excises: The -Ways. and 
Means. ‘Committee . ‘won't begin’ any. work on legislation’ until: at. least: 
next: January when. a new Congress’ reconvenss and: any. laws would 

“yother than: at probably. not -ccome- until late 1965:-or early: 1966 ‘if- then.. 
With. a horde: : of 

"Washington, April 21. |} 2. 
some Le 

\ bits in ‘the business -.. 
“E . will. never ° Play Eady. 

‘Macbeth. 9: 

Ta Paramount... .-UA: 

| World” . 

TOA or Allied? 
. | (Wed,), opening day... 

‘enter. exhibition. . -. 

present. 4. 

‘Frank ‘Ross and UA . 
_{-and ‘Carlo. .Ponti’s 

. Alfred Katz, UA foreign : sales veep, in: Buenos Aires for: confabs- 
with. ‘Argentine .and Chilean company execs . 
Secretary to Metro ad-pub: chief ‘Dan. Terrell, “engaged ‘te-Pat. Johnson, 
‘engineer for Grumian: Aircraft... . Jerry: Goldsmith set to score ‘Satan: 
Bug” for John Sturges, the. Mirisches. and UA. | 
‘inked’.Stan Goldsmith as’ production manager: ‘and Dan, :MeCauley - as’. 

. first’ assistant director. for his and “Par’s “In. Harm’s: Way”: ; 
Quayle. will make. her: ‘Pic. debut in ‘the: Beatles pic for UA,’ te ‘Hard 

ranks. so .that ‘via-‘an. ‘agreement Day’ s Night.” 

Melts” .: 

disappointed he didn’t. get. the. Best .-Actor award. 
-|tier.in “Lilies. of. the: Field” and feel his: perforifiance : was.: ‘perfectly. a 

ih New York ‘Sound Track | 

longrun success a few seasons back..: 

in space . 

Music. Hall tomorrow. (Thurs.) : 

Maurice Silverstein,: Metro International. ‘prez. arrives back in. ‘New 
York Friday. (24): from an ‘Australian-London looksee . 

MGWM’s. 

““Marriage—Italian Style, ” now. lensing .in Naples. « 

, Otto Preminger has. 

‘Sidney - Poitier. back. in: New ‘York,: with . his’ best: actor: ‘Oscar 
Connie Gilchrist a‘ late. signing for - “A ‘House Is Nota Home”. 

‘and. “The. Cincinnati Kid”. . °. 

© George. Wellner; ‘Parathount exec VP. back ‘froin a “Florida: ‘holiday 
. + .. David Picker, UA v.p., returned to his Gotham desk- last. Monday - 
(20) after-a quickie: bit-of relaxation -following the Oscar. show last 
‘week at which. he: accepted the. “Tom. Jones” 
propriately, since it was:he-who. brought the film to. UA) .....Carmen. - 
‘Capalbo.. supervising the English soundtrack dubbing for Joo Levine's © 
“Threepenny Opera,” having. scored, ‘the show. for: dts. off-Broadway . 

-best_ pic award: (ap-- 

.. Robert. Weston actively. steps. into his new: + post. at Embassy: Pictures‘ . 
‘as -y.p.-exec assistant to exec v. Pp. Leonard Lightstone this. week, follow- .. 
ing completion of ‘some: carry-over’ duties from his ‘former Post as:ad-.. ~- 

-| pub. veep.and: some staff: realignments in‘ that. department.” . 2. ifever. -.. 
a--mid-afternoon lift is sought,: just drop. in-on ‘thé.exec ad-pub offices 
at UA,: The boys ‘have .one of ‘the best collective repertoires. of: comic 

| _. Harold Rand. felled. by: the. flu bug last’ week. 
but: back at. the Embassy: ‘pub. helm again this frame:. 

ope In: Vartety’s list of Buenos-Aires Fest. winners last: week. (15), “Love an 
With: the Proper Stranger” was listed. as a Warner ‘Pic, of : ‘course, its.. ©. --° 

has finally come: up: with a. title for its now..." 2 \.": 
_/lensing Beatles. starrer—“A Hard Day’ S. “Night”. . 
‘profiled in the May issue of Esquire ..°. ote 

| “movie: classic” “comic book ‘pegged . to. Samuel Bronston’s ° “Circus: | 
. Embassy overseas sales exec Joseph C, Goltz in. the Near; ° 

| Bast this ‘week completing: a foreign sales tour. for ‘the: company. © 9-.°:. 
. Frank Capra. is producing. a-film to’ ‘be shown at the ‘World’s. Fair Hall- 

-of ‘Science, ‘titled: “Reaching For. the Stars,”:a portrayal of men meeting 
‘also at: the Fair, the Kodak. Exhibit will .run ‘trailers: of .:.. 

-Metro’s © “Unsinkable “Molly © Brown” for. four weeks ‘Starting’ -today”. | - 
‘Peter de Fazio appointed Pittsburgh branch” ©... 

‘manager’ for’ Par Distributing replacitig ‘Kip: Smiley’ who resigned to: | 
. UA’s ‘Peter Sellers: starrer “The: Pink ‘Panther” |: 

follows: the. British: actor’ S.. “World ‘of . Henry Orient” into .Radio. City” 
Embassy - Pictures: has moved. ‘its = 

-Philly branch officés.to 1225 Vine: Street. ey 
templated:. by- national - Allied ‘and |. 
-‘Fheatre : “Owners ° ‘of. America will} 

- Robert. Mitchum:. ©”) 
.- Dell. Publishing is issuing a. . |. 

;. Louis. Gilbert se 
-set-to direct. “Khartoum” for. producer: Julian ‘Blaustein ‘and UA. oes 

‘“Night | of the Iguana”: opens. at the: Beverly. (Hills) ‘Theatre an 
identities, AS and “TOA “will. con- July. 29, -one.: of the:.first dates. for the much-touted ° pic. are 

tinue’ ‘also. ° as separate - organiza-; “Mitchum & Co. ‘have. ‘wound: lensing. of : “Mister. Moses” “in Kenya. for... 
: Marilu Tolo and Aldo Puglisi into Joe. Levine: 

, . Camille I.. Rifino, -. 

Anna: 

Re a” 

-Buttons cast in. MGM’s: ‘Hank ‘Williams biopic “Your.:Cheatin’ ; ‘Heart: nn 
‘for which: Hal Belfer has. been tapped: to. create.a special-dance number 2b 

. Popular. Library‘ will publish ‘a paperback novelization of: Luther”: 
; Davis’. original. ‘screenplay for Par’s ‘Lady: In a Cage,” ” also plugging : 
‘the pie in its fan mags: Silver: Screen and Screenland . ..:- Walter Grau-. 
man set to direct the film version of John O’Hara’s “A. Rage ‘To: Live”. 7 
for the Walter Mirisch-& Co., with a June 1: starting date.now skedded.. 

Martin’ Ransohoff. back - to. ‘Hollywood | after huddling with. Metro > -.: 
execs. on. promotion. Plans. for “Americanization: of Emily” and confabs.° 0 02! 
‘re his next three: pix for the studio, which include “The Loved One”:: = .:' 

Sophia Loren. has copped W. Germany’ ( ere 

“Bambi Award”. as. ‘most ‘popular foreign actress for the fourth con- °°" 
secutive year... 

‘Canadian. playdates to 17. 

‘Embassy Pictures oe bte 

John Ford directing.. A July. 13. start has’ been skedded; location: ‘work 
to:be done in Ireland and interiors at the MGM British ‘studio *. 

all-over the. world, to the National Art. Gallery ‘in Kuala. Lumpur... 
‘Martin Hyer. ‘lined up by American International: for ‘Jead in “Bikint _ 

Beach;”” “Which started filming Monday - (20) . . Universal] made it. in 
May: issue - -of “Seventeen” with. “Chalk : Garden” Mag’s picture of the 
month, “plus. Hayley Milis’ footprint bit. in’ “Teen. Scene” section. Also: Eb 
plugged are, “I’d Rather Be‘rich”. and “The-Brass Bottle.” -'« 

‘Stanley Warner’s current series. of h.o::confabs with zone: managers 

midwest; Frank J. Damis, Philadelphia-Washington; Harry. Feinstein, -: 7s 2 
‘Pittsburgh: and. Ohio;. Albert Reynolds, ‘Texas; Charles. Smakwitz, ‘News. a 
ark and James Totman;.New England.. 
“Hammer-horror combo of “Evil of Frankenstein”: and. “Nightriare” 

set for multi-run -key. city: ‘openings starting May 20. Already - ‘booked, _— 
are. Cleveland, : Philadelphia, Youngstown, “Toledo and. Chicago. . 

vision. review of the. Academy. Awards telecast’ to make Irving. Thal- 
-berg: Award. winner Sam-Spiegel come out in: print: ds Sol Siegel. | 

. Sam. Bronston’s. “Fall of: the Roman Empire” opens in’. wh 
| Kansas City and Indianapolis. this week, ringing the number. Of US | 

_ Albert R.- Glaubinger named UA. ‘central division manager. ‘effective.”. on 
‘May. 4, succeeding : D. J. Edele who. recently. became. ‘sales -chief: at 

David Rose. will: score Metro’s “Quick; Before It. . 
* Fred - ‘Aicxander, circus « trapeze headliner, inked by A.C.” 

“Lyles. for “Young Fury” at” ‘Paramount ~. 
among the company’s all-time grossers. in “the: New :York area’ for a_ 
.non-fFoadshow entry,: having taken in. nearly $1, 800, 000: to. date. -in the 

| -area. It opens this week in 90 nabe ‘houses: .| -- 
‘Rod Taylor. into: title role -of “Young Cassidy,’ ” the biopic ‘of. play-" 

wright: Sean: O’Casey which Séxtant..Films will make for- Metro with. 

- Metro s “The - ‘Prize”. is.. 

. Pan. 
cv: «| Arts’ “The World of Hetiry.. Orient,” which ° -exits ‘Radio City’ "Music 

94 | Hall.‘tomorrow (Thurs.) after a successful : Easter ‘plus-run, given -the 
| “Medal | Movie” tag -by: Ingenue mag. in “May. Pic’s ‘star,. Peter Sellers, 

> | incidentally, is’ reported showing ‘steady improvement in Hollywood . 
’ | following. the ‘serious heart attack he suffered there three: weeks ago. =... - 
>|. Photographic: Society. of. Malaysia © (Singapore). handed | Honorary. Pas 

{.|. tronage ‘to Dato. Loke Wan Tho, chairman of the: Cathay Organization, -" .. -- 
| which operates a- chain ‘of 60 first-run © cinemas throughout Malaysia,” -"— 
and ‘modern ‘hotels’ and nightclubs ‘in Singapore ‘and: the -Fiji Islands.- 

| Dato Loke is’ a. ‘photographer.. .He recently presented ‘from: his. private. 
collection | more than 5000.copies. of ‘photographic: masterpieces: from. = 

Name. ‘gremlins were at work last: week;: causing the’ VARIETY fele= 7 

Actor Albert Finney was off. Waikiki: ‘in “Hawaii: sailing-.on Henry: re 
‘J. Kaiser’s: huge ‘catamaran while: the. Academy. Awards broadeast ‘was. °-... 
on. air ‘April 13. ° - Later he told dockside’ interviewers he wasn’t. at. all - (eee ” 

; beautiful,” ” -he said. 
- William Bendix into. “Par's. “Young Fury” for. a. cameo. : Stringer 

‘|-Davis - has Joined his. actress-wife . Margaret’ Rutherford.’ jn Metro’s".-*-.:. 
| “Murder Ahoy’ 
‘From.the Coid’” will be made ‘for’ Paramount by Martin. Ritt, into New. ~ 

. German ee 

. Author John. Le Carre,. whose: ‘ ‘Spy Who. Came- In: 

York from: London this coming weekend :on a promo trip’. 
actor. Werner Peters in Hollywood. to. start ‘36 Hours”: for ‘MGM 

' | Anthony Quinn inked for “The Centurions” ‘which: ‘Mark Robson: will. Saas 
| produce and direct. Columbia under: his -indie Red: Lion Productions - 

‘industries ‘requesting. ‘reveal: or. "reduction, ‘the 
‘C “mittee will. have’ to’ decide. wiiich. ones. will gét, the. benefits: since 
an ACEOSS- -the-board.. Appears. at most out” of the > question, 

‘banner. ... Technicolor is helping to promote Par’s “Becket” and. “Fall 
of the Roman. Empire”. via. brochures S. inclosed in: all: | outgoing: orders. 

| from - labs. to” consumers, | 

“saw Sidney Poi- - “ 

rh ah he ‘ . 

. wo . ary ve 

. . ee ae . 

: . . : " . 

. tote votes . . . oe ws 
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be "By. ROBERT. B. -FREDERICK a | 
ces ay, know. ‘not. “what: source others | 
“may. fake but .as for me;: : 
: “machine: fed, * replies Marty. ‘Ingels 
‘when - asked : -what :. makes « him:a | 

°::@lown. His machine, however, ‘is no 
..! perfect:-instrument, he said. -last 

7 put. there have been’ times. when it}. 
fe a 

> week. It’s a thing inside him ‘that: 
compels him to. be.funny. ° 
Fortunately, it. ‘usually. siieceeds | 

: ‘just. stops cold, Ingels' ‘confesses, 
:-eiting: a Jack: Paar show guestint.|" 
-..- “Nothing. came aut and I was dead.”. 
--On ‘the other. hand,’ 
. “Pumping. at the ‘wrong. time, maybe: 

-, 1. While’ walking - along. the: ‘street, and. 
2 she has. to fight a’: compulsion: :to.]- 
-.. grab.a passing: stranger and ask; | 

7 ot “Wanta Hear a story?” * 
“Ingels, . here: to - ‘promote’. ‘Uni- 

versal’s 

_ J gelf. a clown. -His- machine, “he ex- 
“plains; started :operating” ~when: ‘he 

~ ‘was four” and. found. that: he ‘could 
“get grownups’ attention- by. playing 

-. however, is the apparent. absence: 

. the buffoon. : 
"ever ‘since. . 
- machine. It owns.me. That's terrible |. 

_ “i put: true—Marty . Ingels,- “‘machine- |. 
a fed clown:”. _:.: 

-What.: really ‘does’ “apset. “him: . 

. he’ has’ ‘been: ‘ 
“Bit. TE. don’t. ‘own. the 

 . in his. opinion, ’ of new -talent.in the 
.. clown: field: ‘To -him, a- clown -is-a| 
--,'Misual- comic.in: the: vein of .Jerry: 
“++ Lewis, Red Skelton and Sid Caesar..| * 
. That type has -been replaced;- “he _ 

.”. believes, ‘by: “white collar’” come-, 
--dians’ who. don’t have’ fo. be: ‘seen. tot. 
be funny..: 

““Where™ are the clowis?”" he ‘asks: 
oe is it. that’: the public doesn’t wantT: 
"them: ‘or: ‘that’ -they. =: ‘don’t -exist? 
“. Jerry: Lewis; ‘he says, -is proof that 
"the public. does want them, ‘but“his 

popularity hhasn’t encouraged many | 
"new! ‘funnymen to. emulate: Lewis. |.‘ °: 
- In Hollywood, >. 
- they’ re. virtually. zero.. 

Ingels beliew es; . 

‘Asked .why..such concern ‘as this! 
‘leaves ‘the: field’ clearer. for him, -he 

:. replied 
“keeps ‘close tabs on his. competition’ ing: of the :two. At--the ‘moment. 
and that all the younger comedians Par’s- ‘Barney., Balaban and. George. 

today. are’ in..the. intellectual-: or} Weltrer. * 
- sophisticated. categories. None “are 

’ clowns. 

“that: very | professional: 

Neither the. | {ntelléctual’ ‘Shelley. 
':- Berman, --Mort’ Sahl, Bob -Néwhart 
“> species: nor ‘such ‘ sophisticates. ag! 
Jack Lemmon,. Tony.: Randall: or: 
Gig Young are. ‘potential: ‘clowns. 
=. The * latter. are. actors: “who “play ! 

- Gomedy. 
7. work different they. don’t: have the: 
= clown’s: <compulsion to- be funny.” 

well, “Their : Machines: 

- Decline. ‘of. Borscht © 
‘One ‘former: source, the’ borscht 

/. -¢ireuit, isn’t any more as the cur- 
_o rent: success of .Catskill - “hostels 
“:-.-enables | them... to’ book; 

: “prices, -name ‘comedians - ‘who. ‘used 
to work: the: same ‘spots: for. ‘Toom 
‘and. board—and’ press_ notices. 

After.°a. small..success:.on : radio 
J and :tv:and. a large failure. in’ Las 

--. Vegas, Ingels decided. to. quit .and 
*“yeturn to.N. -Y.. His return was. via: 
L.A: . and: a ‘parting - shot at the 

"studios. Right ‘down. the | list. ‘he. oi went. ‘with. highly . predictable. ‘fail- 
- “ure... “It .was.‘like. they. all knew: I 

‘was coming.and. left town together.” 
‘He. even: got the’ brushoff :from- the 

- ‘Paramount; .J erry. Lewis, 
:.- Man.” During the. following months |: 

Hollywood. office of:his-own agency. 
he: clicked— 

“Ladies 
On ‘his. last day;. 

.,:-he-experienced what evidently. be- 
falls” every. successful. performer. at 
‘~gome stage in his career. After an 
‘interview ‘and test~he. was. signed) ” 
.by a major “studio, : the. offer,- evi-| 

. Gently. based on. ‘what. he. had de- 
: -monstrated ‘during: the. test. 
“2... "Then he turned me -over: to the. i 
o personality department ; 

. .. though -he- said. the. ‘personnel | “de- 
'~ partment :. 

‘I 

. for a-new corporeal 
mage. What. ‘came .out -wasn’t ‘me. 
‘It ‘took. 
: damage.’ ie 

Weeks” to “repair the 

Ingels, 
fact. ‘that: apparently no. producer . od gig” trying to” correct. the shortage of. 

. up‘ his- own particular following,’ ‘he 
..., found ‘out; he» said, when he and. 
:. ‘John. ‘Astin. started this series. They 

. both-received loads of fan mail but 
a ‘individually, not as’ a’ ‘team; ~ . 
av) ...“John’s were always. typed, heavy 
“pond - paper; wide © margins, .words{: 

.: ike ‘capable,’ the whole: bit: -Mine. 

pencil, anything, on- grocery ‘bags. 
‘scratch. paper, even. ‘Raby . Ruth 

_ “! Wrappers..”. :reasoned : that. I - was]. 
-. Teaching the ‘youth of. America: ‘OF 

ae comedy talent; ‘believes that. if. any~ 
~ one does do it, it will probably. be. 

. Leonard © Stern, : | producer. : ‘of ..the 
7 Pm ‘Dickens, : 
“Berieés.- 

He’ 's “Fenster” « 

Tf he | ever. ‘Wondered. who. ynade 

were scribbled with crayon, : chalk, 

| -gome very. unusual adults.” ee 

Tk re roger 

> Tm 

-it| ean’ start} 

“Wild:and Wonderful,” in. 
which he’s. featured, considers him-| 

at top 

ty. 

ware yor 

| A | Plan Three, ‘te ‘About me 
' ~ Puerto. Rican Regiment a 

on ~~ Damian: Rosa, ‘president of Drent | : 
. line. -of San: ‘Juan, passed. through|.. .-. 
-Manhattan: last: week returning to'}’. >. :<° 
‘Puerto.. Rico. after three weeks in|’. ..- 
“Mexico ‘City,: It ‘was ‘another: of his:| 
trips to‘ that- city for tint: printing | 
of - ‘modest . budget. ‘films. :shot. .in | - 
Puerto: Rico: for. the. Spanish: lan- | 

During. his. period. with “Dickens”, 
Ingels- ‘learned: ‘the. promotional. 
values (and. personal rewards) .. of: 
‘doing .p.a’s “and: interviews, -His: 

to.. play. the elown: About. the re= 
‘tarded.” success:: of. “Dickens” ° 

ger hit than -the first: time: around), 
| he’s amazingly’ ‘cheerful. .. 

. After “Dickens,” he did: a ‘pilot 
-in” ‘which. he.: played: a ‘fireman—= 
“Duncan, ‘Be -Careful.”’ . Today. he 

it. Off‘ as ° experience—‘“‘It writes. 
didn’t | come. out. as. Breat. Jas . ‘it 
should. have.” : 

‘a’ jazz . combo. “Ingels. on ‘pass—“I 
“play * it. phonetically.”),” 
‘Ivan Tors’ “Birds Do Tt”. (plerity of 

Other : fords.:.in. “his: ‘future’ he'll. 
cros§ ds he. comes. :to: ‘them; ‘with 

-for:. “Panic. Button” ‘producer Ron 
Gorton: ‘and. ae “confab - S with. Joe; 
Levine. .-.: 
All these: could’ ‘go. by. the. ‘board 

if ‘Tony ‘Curtis: yells. “Come” cplay. 
‘with “‘me—again” as Ingels*..una-+ 
bashed. admiration.” for - Curtis is 
‘akin’. to: ‘that. of Curtis. for: » Cary: 
Grant. : = : 

tae oe - ‘earthy: ‘ingredients: that. ‘spell ‘pox. 
‘showman, a personal: softie and: a. 
-office have been. supported by ¢ com-.: 
Anereial: stat’ sties: :“: 

_Htalian Ties”. 

“TH ‘the : segue from. his” “Ttalian 
ot cycle” to the American: ‘production’ 

in partnership With : Paramount, 
indications. augur.a complete. weld: 

concede: ‘they’ ‘re. .“en= 

"| Baged” ‘but Jée - Levine behaves | 
: Jike: an- unwilling bride. Embassy 
Pictures’ : exe” 

t ing. one.- 

Meantime. Par and Laviiie’ S: Em? 
-bassy ate going’ steady.-on ‘pictures | 
1 and: ‘properties. white. ‘Levine, inde-: 
| pendently, -has:. set”. up :sub-unit: 
_| operations that range: ‘from. Russell 
‘Rouse-Clarcrice «Greene-. and John: 
Michael Hayes to Stanley Baker -&- 
‘Cy -Endfield, ‘from Carlo Ponti ‘to |* 
Sophia. Loren, ‘Marcello. Maistrioni | 
‘and Federico . Fellini. In between 
he .is ‘back-in legit. production with 

_ David Susskind : (eusi¢al) which ‘is’ 
an ‘encore on a: ‘previous légit flyer. 
‘With’ Peter Ustinov. in a’ ‘straight, 

“based -on.:further exploits of “Her- 

items as “Our Man. From ‘Lioyd’s ” 
(globally.. situated: ;and . shot); 

“of “the: popular British -vidseries. 
titled. “Stepcoe : & Sons” 
-he owns the. title for“U- ‘S. remake: 

‘film ‘stars and -filmmiakers. in. ENE, 
. “+ two-fronts—his wife;: Roz, “and the} 

2 _ -, “}their. children; andin‘ his relations ! 
: Fortune; ‘tie tycoon’s. ‘handbook; 

ast | month. gave Joe Levine. the: 
“The: 

‘land,’ “France. ‘and Italy. ° 
: Fortune. Profile. 

‘Fort. Knox: treatment:. “with 
‘Supercolossal—Well,- ‘Pretty. .Good 
‘World of Joe Levine.” ‘It was a 

Hamill, - the ‘byliner, accented | “his 
“tr old-time *.’ballyhoo *.and® showman-|. 

‘While - hé. deplores - ‘the: ‘ship. (which) have..given’ the movie’ 
business. a mucli-needed. lift: ” Story j 
-tracqd --.Levine’s. - Steve ~ Reeves |. 
“cornucopia of. corn”: (viz.,; “Herceu-|- 
les”) to.Jast::fall’s: ‘banquet: hailing |; 
‘him! as. “the master showman ‘of: 
the - “world; ” at which ~. Attorney- 

other Boston boy who made. good | 
“was the principal ‘speaker. ; 

“Th: his Boston-to- the-Titer career, 
“Joseph. ED. dike: . :“Baripides”) 
Levine did: not. bat: 2. ‘thousand. ‘He 
‘experienced’ a few. duds but in the 

from ‘the Via’ ‘Veneto: tothe. Holly 
- wood: environs. “The 1962 season’s. 
‘downbeat’ was. offset ‘by.’a- reversal 
of:the tide in-1963 and. the jackpot 
‘looms for. the. °64-"65: semester. ... 

“Levine’s ‘mobility . is the: not-so-.} 
| secret : ingredient, ‘as . to. Why fe! 1 Sehing interests’ ‘for. ‘past, ‘ix years. 

‘Many. trips invariably -provided :op- 
‘portunities to use” visual . comedy, 

(in }- 

syndication, it- is’ apparently .a big-|' 

Rico” . 

“When the tour bit for’“Wild and 
Wonderful”. ‘ends tin: the’ film. -he,,|: 
Tony “Curtis and: Larry . Storch are | 

he lr. do 

visual coinedy). for- Metro: release. |. , 

guage ‘market. 
. atest: features: 16" be- ‘processed 
at thé Laboratories ‘Mexicanos bear’ 
the titles-.(1) “Romance in Puerto. 

(2) “Belo. Amanécer”. and’ 
{3). “amento. Borineano.” Al have: 
‘island © and” Mexican. : talent. 
mente’ includes the ‘Puerto: Rican 
; television” comic. Machuchal ° who, 
at: the’ moment, is shooting. a: fea: 
‘turé film: of. his’ own. on. the island; 
aS. recently ‘reported - in: VARIETY. 

‘tive- cost ‘on “Lamento” and $52,- 
000: as. :the negative, cost: on. “Belo ! 
Amanecer...’ ee 

Upon his return. he’ ‘will ‘devote. 

“Rosa. Cités $76,000 -as. the nega-' 

eR PR 

Buenos. -Aires, _April 21, 
America’ s: Motion Picture ‘Export | 

sion on.its two-year Argentine film 
‘pact which ‘officially. expired ‘March 
31. 

imarket,. and... ‘indirectly, in.such 
Other.. key”. Latin’ American. terri-. 

| six-to. oné: decree for the simple [ne ‘as Mexico. and" ‘Brazil. 

the Yank :distribs will ‘get’ 50 -im- 

previous ‘annual ‘total of 200. One} 
‘of. the main .points gained-by Rob-|*: 

the .VEPEA’s Latin} 
| American’ veep ‘who. has been here | 
i. | ert: Corkery,.: 

|‘ Agen. ‘has ‘signed ‘a. ‘90-day |exten-: 
| either. work ‘to the detriment. of 

The signing thus: continues the: 
-status “quo -and “does -not ' immedi-: 
| ately resolve any of the problems| 

4 which ‘face Yank.. distribs in - this. 

Under ‘terms: of - the. _extension,. 

port. licenses,- one-quarter ‘of their} 

‘such’ current: possibilities. ‘asa film. 

‘his. energies to another. three fea-1 three. weeks | attempting to negoti- | 

These: will: be, respectively; “Mien-- Ministry's’ okay: for the use of these 
: tras. “Duerme” . 

[: 
‘tive’ composer, - Rafael ‘Hernandez ‘Jem .is that some ‘Companies may 

-and; lastly,- a ‘film’: dealing. with /have no: product they: want to bring | 

‘tures, ‘now in: the. planning” stage. ate an agreement, ‘was. the. Foreign |. 

(When -’The " City | 50: new: licenses’ afier: the’ current | . 
! Sleeps), “EL Jibarito, Rafael,” based: | 90- -day period should: the. MPEA |. 

Von: the: career. and. -music ‘of. ‘&-Na- |-member companies:so desire, Prob- 

"From Beefcake and At 
p: - Contiaued’ from) page: 15 3 

Vee pee. Leonard. 
| Lightstone likens Par's” relation=: 
* Ship: to. ow ning a. Cadillac or. rent- t 

-play. And he is ‘syndicating hercu- 
Jean’ oldies for American - “screens. 
‘and: producing . new vidpix: ‘series . 

cules, ‘Casanova ‘and . ‘D’ Artagnan: . 
‘Interspliced . -are’ such ‘mundane | 

AT 
Married -a Psychiatrist”: a: remake | 

to. which . 
| Dreem,. the.“pater familias”’(as Vit- 

“and ‘assorted ‘: commitments: from: 

Luce: ‘leaf-through : -of- the’ Boston 
‘Barnum’s: sticcess story, Katharine: 

General. Robert -F..: Kennedy—an-. 

vb Providence, . 

meantime . had veered. his” Sights’. - 

military indicents ‘in: Korea and: 
Germany “involving Puerto ‘Rican 
troops: Proposed. title: is. “Nuestro | 

_Regimento. * a ; 

| in right away, but will. have: ‘a. short | 
.time. later. 

“Still - unresolved: is’ > the. position 
the’ Yank. distribs: will’ occupy “in 

.. this market: over: the ‘ongterm | 
| period. At the moment the: govern-{. 
} ment. of President. ia<is studying. 
several. ‘proposals.for. a drastic re-. 

.._. | vision of the: 1957 film Jaw.-..Also, 

“| Paramount. By. so-doing fig is free | 
; 4 to continue splinter. deals,. whether 
(for. ‘further - indie picture produe-} 
tion and ‘the -aequisition of foreign 

‘plateau, especially in recent. months | ProPer ties “for: the. global * import: 
and ‘export. markets. ‘Tn. this 
Levine's. _Lenny- ‘Lightstone. has. a 
free‘ hand: As‘ he | ‘traverses. the: 
‘festival circuits, be. it Cannes ‘Or: 
Berlin: or.*Venice,.. Lightstone » lin- 
loads. ‘and--in-- “between © acquires? 
‘miles: ‘of ‘celluleid: in. regional ‘and - 
‘hemispheric’ Ww heeling and” dealing:.: 
‘This..is’ where Paramount. perhap iS: 
‘benefits | from renting” the: Cadillac. 

-The ‘same Jet. ‘speed has’ charae- : 
terized. the. .many-faceted |: Levine: : 
from. merchandising, innovations ‘to: 
‘lavish, ‘partiés, ..from.. importer’ -of | 

Catalyst of. “Two ‘Women’ - Which 
made‘ Sophia -Loren’, one “of. the! 
three. or four. non-Holly wood. Oscar: 
‘Wi inners. - - 

"Dynamic. ‘Joe : ae 

-adds -.up--to™ a noteworthy. 
‘achievement: - - The’: 

-trade 

‘tomer:: : acceptance. that 
‘pleasing: to. his customers ° 
with . product: -shortage) °. 
“burgoning. distribution. -..organiza- 
ion. Intratradé ‘he has béen saluted 

dustry on: all. levels: . 

'. In‘ the Joe: ‘Levine. saga, be it 
a. banquet ‘headed’ by- the U’S.. at- 
torney-General~ or’. at ..a ‘picture |- 

torio Desica_ puts it). is ta: the fore. 
‘The paternalism. As” interpreted on 

with: his. -stars’/and:. personalities; | 
‘be .it the. ‘Hollywood . brand ‘or the!’ 
Carlo Pontis: (Sophia. Loren) ‘and{. 
‘the ‘other’ Roman) ‘satellites: -It. is in}: 
-these- Perspectives that Levine. also|. 
-proves. that ‘nice guys: don’t have 
to finish ‘last. Right now he's riding: 
the bio. “crest. eT, 

N ew. + Rank. and. ‘Terrain: 

For. William. ‘Trambukis ; 
WW illiam. Trambukis, ‘Manager . of |. 
‘Loew’ s: ‘State, Providence, has. been 
promoted: to: northeastern - ‘division: 
manager. ‘He'll ‘Supervise circuit's. 
‘houses | in.. New - - Haven, | 

‘Rochester, ‘Syracuse, 
\ Buffalo, ‘Springfield, 

‘Loew's. as.an. ‘usher in. Providence. 

_Also™™ appointed: was * Herbert: 
‘Brown’..as. midwest district . man- 
‘ager. He'll hq. in Cleveland: with. 
‘supervision ‘also: -over © “houses: ‘in 
-Toledo, ‘Akron, 

city - ‘Manager ° Jn. Syracuse . for 

chooses: té retain ‘his. autoriomiy and 
‘independence ‘fromthe: “protective. 
‘parenthood: .of:a_ “powerhouse ’ ‘like 

-exvloitation: - ‘nictures | to setisitive ” 

. “Joe Levine's. ‘dramatic expansion} 
lin’ face. of. a ‘contracting: industry 

showman’ SI. 
dynamism generated’ a built-in ‘cus-|}. 

--proved. 
(faced: 

-and © his’ 

by ‘colleagues arid competition, alike: 
for having galyanized ‘ a Sagging in-|: privately. owned Argentine. theatres | 

- still. onthe :books,' but: as’. yet: not}. 
being. enforced; is: the: decree: that | 
“Yank : distribs “must . handle’: “one } 
‘local- pic for. ‘every: six: imported; 
‘and. another decree reouiring: that | 
all printing. and: ‘subtitling ‘be: done | wa 
-here. “Both. ‘decrees: are - examples | . 
of. the Argentine: ‘industry’s: pro- |. 
tectionist.- -yearnings. | which. . have 
been building: up’ over the: last 
sey eral: years. - fe 

“Forced: Partnership ~ 

iP The ‘Six ‘to:one. decree is: ‘regarded 
j by. the ‘Yanks .as particularly oner- 
“ous .-'since ~its ~ “application. “here 
“would prompt similar.” moves: 
: Mexicd,: maybe: Brazil, ‘fo say. noth- | 
ing  6£- other natioris around the 
world ‘iryi ing to promote: lo¢al film 

| industries. + * While on. the: ‘surface. 
‘it. might” not - ‘Jook. so: bad... Yanks: 
‘feel that:-they “obviously: would not! 

4 

For this ‘redson,-the law. w ‘ould have. 
| the effect of requiring the Yanks 
to enter - into. coproduetion. deals| 
in order to..assure themselves “Of 
‘getting * ‘some kind- of “releasable” | ; 

| product. ‘Coproduction;: ‘in “fact; is: 
:the ery which-was heard most often. 
-here during. the 10-day ‘Argentine | 
Film: Fest ‘which : wound: Satutday 
(ED night... * 

It. ‘remains to ‘be. seen: whether. 
or not the: Yanks “will fight’. the 
six-to-one. decree to the extent ‘of. 
pulling :out. of Argentina entirely. 
In this market, howéver, they have | 
some: ‘powerful allies fighting. the}. 

-{ need ‘the. U:S. -product ‘to. survive 
; and they don’t, relish. a Hollywood 

-+ship, outlawed in 1954. . 
':LhHeard bythe: State. Sundry Claims-”” 

} Board. Eight film ‘distributors. have 
| presented ‘claims totaling $747.615" 
for’censorship fees they paid: under oe, 

in| 

i get.the ‘best Argentine -pix .to:-han- 
i dle,- rather, ‘they'd ‘get. the dogs: |. 

= £56, 766. 

- decree. .in the ‘Jecal: -exhibs: - The |: 

“By- “VINCENT CANBY. 

of ‘being concerned. with all aspects 
‘of: foreign ‘relations, is not ‘about 
to okay measures which will (1) 

Argentina in other fields, or - (2) 
are patently unlawful because of. 
Argentina's. membership in. GATT 
and its. various bilateral trade 
agreements, The Foreign Ministry, . 
in. fact, :-has -yet to answer the. 
‘MPEA’s formal protest agzinst . the 

reason, - according | to the Yabks,” 
that it “runs ‘counter to a basic’ 
GATT. tenent. outlawing such ‘dis-" 
criminatory. practices. ~ 

On. the othér hand, the Ministry 
of Education, it’s felt, being totally 
corcerned - with. domestic affairs, 
‘would’ not hesitate to. attempt to 
enact. protective measures, ‘as jong 

1 as they were locally popular. . 
“Outside the range of the MPEA- 

Argentine. film. industry talks, reps 
of the Argentine’ labs have ‘heen. 
trying to persuade. reps of. Mexj- 
‘can. labs,. where: most: Yank tele 
product is now. dubbed for the: 
Jatino’ market, ‘to voluntarily. agree 
that -a- certain percentaze. of. that 
business: should be. given to Argen- — 
tine Jabs. It's. a question of “let's 7 

seems. highly unlikely that . the: 
Mexicans: would ever neree to such: 
a. course. 

Want State of Ohio To. 
» Refund Censor Charges 
Paid Under. Protest 

Columbus, O., April 21.- 
Echo of Ohio's state’ film: censor- 

‘is. heing 

‘protest betwee 1952 and 1984, 
The U.S, Susreme Coirt: ‘den. 

‘helared - a:New York film. censership 
©) law. unconstitit: onel in (1°52: end. 
[two :years later, based. on. that des. 
| cision, -the ‘Ohio Jaw was ruled ine 
{valid One!-film. compcny. sued for: 
recovery: of’ their 1972.54 fees hut 
the: Ohio ‘Supreme’. Curt denied. 
the: claim and sucgested tre ‘proper. 
redress was to. present the cla’m 
to the Sundry Claims Board. Firms 
presenting claims and the amounts: 
‘Paramount Film ‘Distributing 

Corp., $55.046; Twentieth ‘Century- . 
Fox, ‘$133,721: ‘RKO Teleradio Pic- 
tures. Inc., $27, 689. United. Artists, 
$29,821. Warner Brothers, : $26 1813" 
Universal, $90,763; Cohimbia,; $46,- 
814 and. _Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, . 

‘Another Fim Situation 
"Joins Stoppers’ World 

. Boston, . April BY. 
General. Drive-In. Corp., biggest 

famine. ‘In this respect, the Argen-: shopping: centre. theatre circuit. in 

tine situation is somewhat brighter | U: S:; opens. its: Cinema II. at Shop-._ 
for the Yanks than it is in Mexico,| Pers’ World, Framingham, . Mess.,~ 
where’ ‘the vast | ‘Majority of the May 13,. adding” a new. auditorium 

Boston, . 

“Worcester,. 

‘Water bury, Hartford: and Bridge-: 
Port, A.22-year -vet, he started with:|, 

‘Columbus, . Dayton‘ 
j-and Indianapolis, Brown ‘has-been 

-theatres™. 
‘and. can thus: ‘sustain 2 continuing | 
“Dd. o: losses without- undue strain. 
| ° The Yanks, “however, seem.: 

to: have-no local: allies.i in. their - 
. fight against the. local printing ak 

the first shopping center. theatre. ‘degree. | 
.The:. shape . the . new film”. Jaw 
might: take’ is- _impossibie to ~as- |} 
certain’. at ‘the: moment, though - it} 

: is “bound : to: be - somewhat ' ‘more} 
| protective . than the one now...in} 
-foree_ 
“ments: of. the Argentine: industry. 

mang not ‘earlier agree ‘on. various. oo 
“proposals for :the Jaw, the govern- |- 
ment has ‘formed a: ‘Commission: for| 
The. Promotion ‘of Argentine: “Films |, 
fo corrolate: _Boints of view, if -pos-|° 
sible.- ‘Commission. is Separate: from. 
but operates: under the. Ministry. of 
‘Education, to which the Argentine 
Film Institute, : ‘Which governs. all 
“segments of ‘the’ industry . under. the 
present ‘law, ‘also ‘answers. ~:~. 
One dark likelihood idark, from. 

the. Yanks point of |: -view) - ‘js ‘that: 
the. new. law “will. ‘specify ‘that’ fu- 
‘ture: film. agreements ‘betweer:. ‘the 
MPEA and. the Argentines will be} 

tion instead. of the Foreign: Minis: | 
try, as is now the: case. .:This pos- 
‘sible. switch. ‘makes the Yanks un-| 
easy. because. the Foreign Ministry, | 

Because the various. seg-| 

handled“ by ‘the ‘Ministry of Educa-|. 

‘are: “government-owned | to -the. existing. Cinema _there.. 
“With the opening. of Cinema’ It, 

the two: .auditorias’ will. ‘eontain® 
| more than. 2,100 (combined) : “Beate 
\ing capacity... : 

Cinema ‘at Shoppers’ “World. Was: oo 

opened by Géneral Drive-In in 
-1951..: “Through the years. President e 
‘Richard A. Smith -reports it r: ue 
‘larity has increased to -such® _pro- 
- portions that Seating on eekenas, 
“particularly Saturday nights.. had. 
become “utterly inadequate. eo 

Optimists Justified 
’. Minneapolis, April 21. 

Some © ‘Months ago. ‘the. ‘Cooper: 
Foundation, ‘showing “How. ‘the. 
“West. Was”. “Won: (MGM) in its 
‘Minneapolis, Denver: and Omaha: 
Cinerama. theatres, publicly. - de- 
elared that: the picture. ‘would .éx- 
ceed 1,200,000 patrons.in total pa-. 
‘tronage. But this week will find 
the. figure soaring to 2,000,000 after: - 
_a theatre party of 500 from g near-. 
‘by Minnesota town .attends-: ‘the 
Cooper here . 
The: Picture is in its 57th stanza” 

‘at’ the Cooper. and. last week 
‘racked. up «a remarkable $13,500 - 
gtoss::Of course; there’s. ne end of. . 
its local run “" sent. yet. 7 



‘Tl ¢ i ns Face seNew rato He nel bas 
Members. of. the. Motion Picture +- 

Assn. of America were: told: (Wed.) | 
by acting ‘president. Ralph... Hetzel. 
that the American film industry 
is continuing to-emerge. from a 
five-year’: Plateau. | on US. rev: : 
enués.: 
~The. ‘general. decliné in revenues: 

“that started: in- 1947 leveled: off ; 
The. first, im-|-- 

portant...increase;,, ‘more ‘than: 5% : 
was. made last year and,- according | 
to MPAA, preliminary. reports: for |. 
1964's first quarter. indicate a.sub-| 

| . ‘than in stantially greater increase. . “seeking: sexsation. The board’s .. 

from 1957 to 1962. 

the same. period last year. 

eate that the number. of features. 
released. by .MPAA’s.: eight’ ‘mem-: 
ber. companies may ‘exceed. 1963's 
total of 151 Based.on plans. for 
first six months, new feature. dis- |: 
tribution should: increase substan: 2 
tistly this. year. 

Because of ‘expanding. “market : 
potentia’, -American films. -have. an: 

particular. 

Barly reports, ‘said. Hetzel, indi : ‘ruling: ‘Was not. appealed.’ 

“. jection, of a British -film, “The : 

Alberta Sex Bans: 
“Edmonton, Atla., April: 21. 

board: ‘viewed: 1,827. films and. 
made 263 cuts from 88: movies, * 

_ “The. Chasers,” a.-French - 
* film, was - ‘banned because its: 
theme - dealt ‘ with: youngsters: 

| A&A Specialiy-appointed. appeal. 
“board . upheld. the ‘censor’s. re- 

Wild’ and Willing.” The. board 

‘promiscuity and: adultery . on ‘a. 
university camrus, interspersed. .. 

. with. obscene languagé, ‘was-of-:. 

An’ ‘American ° release, “Phe 

_..- Adultery, youthful - fornica-.. © 
‘tion and life in a brothel were "| 

_ thé. themes .of three movies -.| . 
banned’ in Alberta last year. 

. The .Alberta- censorship a 

prowling the streets of France.” 

fensive and’: not. indicative - of. 
a reality... — 

_vexcellent. opportunity to make. im- a 
‘portant gains ‘in ‘the. next. five or}: 
pix vears. Hetzel ‘noted, ‘and called | 

attention -to the. fore-|*: 

gp! = Albany, April 21. 
“Paramount ‘Columbia Filmy otl 

} Hong: -Kong.* Ltd. has. ‘been: dis- 
‘| solved, . according to. a certificate 

-| filed: -with the: Secretary . of..State |. 
‘Hoff, |. 

Paramount. Anternational. F ims a 
}in:. Albany “by.. George G.- 

Inc: 

Judith ‘Riitherford_ M arec bh a i 

to conduct ‘a: ‘business in: motion... 
and |-: \‘pictures, television ~< films .: 

‘theatricals with ‘New York: “offices. 7 
Capital © “Stock: ‘consists :. ‘of -200) 
shares, no par. value.: ‘Litvinoff: &) 
Singer . are attorneys:'- 
. BaHade. Pour. Un.- 'Voyou Corp. ” 

_|.has «been . chartered: to’ distribute’ 
‘| motion ° pictures, ° 7 
.| New. York. ‘Capital: stock. consists | ° 
‘| of. 40,000: shares,’.50e° per value. 
| Robert. Hugh - Davis,’ of. Sommer | 
2 | field -&: James, was filing. attorney. 

felt. this’. -film’s' portrayal’ of | Del-Sego. ‘Drive-in- Theatre Inc. 
. “has: ‘been authorized ‘to- eonduct an 
outdoor. t heatre ‘business - in 
Oneonta, Otsego : ‘County: - “Capital. 
stock consists . of :200. shares, no]. 

-| par. ; -Value.. Lawyer . is” ‘Frank Wet 
‘| Getman. ° : 

- Balcony, ”” -was.-rejected. ‘for its -*. 
ridicule of moral and. religious: 7 

“statidards | ‘and = for : ‘many “se- -. 

: Joel ‘Amiusements | Ine: ‘has “been 
authorized — ta .conduct : a motion 
picture business in: New. York. Ad- 

maa J An tor of Com 

+ heads of all exhibitor groups, 
ft. ‘urging: ‘use by ‘member. thea-. 

| Productions. Ine. has ‘been: formed |. 

with. offices. . in: 

| Theatre Owner’: $. uery 
Scratch a Kid: ‘Audience, 

the’ Melville - 

: Patriotic Trailer. 
Council of. Motion. Picture. we 

 Organiwations *has “written. . 

- tres: of trailer on which “Star. 
Spangled ' Banner” - is. played... 
-over ‘a pictorial. background. : 
Action. was. taken: at request. - 

- of Under Secretary . ‘of the’: 
. Navy Paul. B. Fay: Sr: . 

- Request | ‘particularly. ‘ sug- 
‘gested use of -trailer,. which — 
National Screen is distributing, ” 
on “May. 29,: ‘birthday of Tate a 
President. Kennedy. 

‘What Have You Got Left? 
Regina, Sask., . April: 21: 

hi ‘the . basis |- : ‘Film - -gehsorship ‘was the | Legion’s ’ ‘usefulness -to' parénts ‘in © 
the selection’ of motion pictures. 

of a-statemént in a recent issue ‘of 
(Sask.) -Advance. by: 

"Wednesday, “April 22, 1964. 

‘ nonwea Draws Fire / 
| for Rapping ions Ways to ¢ "Troy, N.Y, April 24. 

 Critieisms ‘and: comments which 

‘| John Leo, associate. ‘editor .of "The: 
-hefore. 

‘| the. Newman ‘Association ‘of: Reris-_ 
|selaer Polytechnic Institute’ lere, 
‘in’ Seneral : advocating. 

active. role. for Catholic: layman” 
| dn: Legion. of Decency. ratings, ‘and: . 

‘other: matters, hag: drawn. retort”. a 

‘1from. Rév. Donald L: Starks,” as-"- 

Patrick’s ; 

Church. Albany, | and chaplain ‘of 

the Newman Club at ‘State’ College” 

ae of ‘Albany. ; 

=|. On the. Legion. of. ‘Decency, ‘the: 

priest. ‘Said:. “Tt is not necessary: to we 
| bélabor the work of the Legion..It | ~ 
. is:. only . meant - tobe. a- ‘Spiritual - 
| health: department, sending out. its — 
official: «warnings. - of danger .or:.. 

‘Commonweal; | ‘had. made - 

sistant ‘pastor of: “St. . 

contamination . according fo, age 
and condition.” - -... 
“Leo ... had. acknowledged : ‘the :. 

their offspring: ‘should: and -should 

“x moreso” >: 

“H.C. ‘Vassos, theatre owner in that, 

i “Becket. ” 

east that fhe young adult. group, | quences’ in. . a. a, “gadget. a 

| bers eet m0: expand. by 24% | equipped” ‘brothel, ‘ : 
et ween 3 ne i 
Notion pictitre “theatre . ticket : 

gals renorted: by” the. Dept. of Rochester Den-Chronicle 
Commerce : ‘eontinue taaecount. for 
two-thirds of the U.S. expenditure. - Antopsy ‘on Oscarcast: 

Expired From Boredom; 
on. spectator - ‘amusement. Ameri-: 
can films occupy 60°) of. ‘Sereen | 
‘time abroad,’ said Hetzel, and. for-{ 

Usual. autopsy” -on* ~Osear - ‘began 

' immediately. following ‘fhe’. ABC. 

f° 30-35) nfs world’ gross of. telecast . ‘of: ‘the: Academy Award.) 

200... shares, no: ‘par.: ‘value. ‘Jacob 
-Leff, -attorney.. 

‘Hal Roach Inc.. has. been: ‘formed. 
to operate studios: for ‘the prodic- 
{tion of: ‘motion. pictures, ‘with New 

—~ 

recorded ‘the papers. at Albany. 
-Palace Lockport Corp. has. 

“009.000 . qrnual level, .- accounting | ‘changed 

ebay rosy Snes “of major: distribu-.| | 

member companics. | ceremonies. Not: ‘Many. daily: news-. 

tors’ ‘should continue at.‘a/ $300,-! 

poration’ of Gloversville, filed the 
The MPAA: chief said that. suc, ‘papers,. however, made it. the stib- certificate: ‘at Albany. -: 

‘cessful - pictures “of: 1963's‘ last | ject: of - an editorial. as did: ‘the - Kaufman = Claréns. “Productions |. 
ore vere ea a ow Rochester, NX. Democrat 8! | Ine. has. heey. formed: to. conduct 

more variety In WDE and A NOW Chronicle, [a motion pictures, motion, plture 
"Headed “The. Oscar’ Flop.” ie) grams business in New York. Capi. | rejection. ‘of for mula: type” produe-" 

_tion exists. -s _ belabored thé.-motion picture’ ine: tal-stock, consists.of 200 Shares, no 
He’ also culled : to. attention of © ‘dustry for: failure’ to: ‘present. the ‘par. value. ‘Litvinoff & Singer, at- 

_Menthers the major modernization ; show - “in an even. ‘Shaifway- accepts. -torneys. we 
of Holivwood.. facilities. of many; .: 
‘companie. .... particularly “MCA~ table manner. Its. final. paragraph | , 
(Universal’- construction’ plans -and | made a. complete about-face . and ‘changed | its name.-.ta Producers’. 

the Columbia-Metro-Fox™ project-' said-that “choices for* Oscars. were |'Management Ine. ‘Certificate filed 
‘el center: .in. Malibu. . Theatre’ ‘superb, ” “with: in divi dual plugs. for| by Attorney “Arthur J. Klein. 

Duildine is. currently ‘undergoing aio dney Pp itier ‘(overd 

boom, Hetzel” said, with 320. new | 5! ney. Poitier (“overdue since his, hasbeen. authorized to conduct: a 
-houses: finished or started .in 1963,.' performance. years: ago in. ““Porgy-! motion: ‘picture : pusiriéss,. with 

With expenditures’ of. ‘$97, a1, 500. Cand: Begs”) and: Margaret, ‘Ruther-| 2 

BECKET’ qi ARD DUC AT... feminine ake in’ the movies”). 

The ‘Democrat -& Chronicle’ got! been - authorized to produce ‘arid Bi és 

IN SHOPPERS’ THEATRE: : View" column, accusing Foint of | deal inmotion, pletures, and other 
fices. Capital stock is. 200. shares, 

“Alexander” Se D. “ 

Philadelphia, April 21.” | being guilty ‘of “stilted gaudiness, 
First hardticket:. attraction: ‘9 | lack: ‘of imagination and ~an ‘over: 

play: *, suburban. neighborhood | abundance’ of, commercials. me 7 

Inside 2 Stuff_Pictures 
“It: goes” into ‘the -Chel- a 

-tenham at. the. Cheltenham Shop- ou 
ping Center’ on. June. 17.. 

s Becket” “wilt be ‘shown i0° ‘times }" 
weekly on” a “reserved ; seat. basis |- “Marking. 30th: ‘anni of its: ‘National. ‘Legion ‘Of. ‘Decency,. the: ‘Roman. 
with “$2.50 top, .according. to Cathouic | Church. has--issued = an 18-pdge. statement — 30° Years . of: 

Christian: Witness—A. Review: and. Preview. en 
42° global. Catholic: film: offices. 
even. then felt. that the 1930 American. Film ‘Industry’s Production’ 
Code’ had: ‘Tost. its “original: thinking... and “any. ‘real effectiveness. in 

no ‘par - value, : 
‘}Greeley. the. attorney. 

Fr ank: a Naimis.: zone, manager for}. 
~Stariley Warner Theatres. ~~ While] 
Philadelphia has: had. -as “many: as_| 
“three; and even four reserv ed. seat 
‘pictures <running: -at.-once, hard | ‘application. mo 
ticket. productions -were. previously | “The. origin: “Legion: ‘pledge - formula; “issued. in ‘April 1934, “Was Té- 
‘restricted: to.-. firstrun. midtown theas, ‘vised late the sameé--year. ‘This version -was ‘used, ‘generally; . until 
tres. | ee XIl's: encyeliéal:. 
Ind ast tia: ‘years, - circuit, has? used today." It requires: free commitment, . devoid: of all: coercion. 

-adied. two -outlying’ ‘firstruns, Lane 
and Yofktown ‘Theatres, for in- 
troduction. of art. films in area. -and clerical educators. from. every branch . of . education: film critiés; 

‘STRANGELOVE" IN KNOXVILLE hae. 
. —-——— . 

- eration aS. many -as. 30. ‘to 40 revi wers,, 
Theatre Gives No Figures But Says) to y e 

‘Tops By 3280. o-7 

ao | day,” explained the “sudden. tancellation”: of :the showing. of the’ film 
‘| at: ‘the Ritz, Lewiston, -Me.,. after-the leading anti-obscenity crusader ‘in: 

the area reported: receiving: complaints: about. it:. * 
Knoxville; April 21. - 

. “Dre: Strangelove” topped. ‘exist- ft 
‘ng gross record at the ‘first-run. : 
‘Capri Cinema, a ‘suburban: house 
here. . Manager » ‘Hugh . Rainey. re- 
ported the picture ‘grossed 32% 
above any previous booking. Actual. 
dollar figures not-given, as is-ehar- | é 
‘actisfic. ‘Capri: seats .. 1,000... It’s | 
-owned “by Sin:pson Operating: Co. 

Raymond, the -eounty. attorney: “The official up to this. time had’ econ-| 

able magazines. - “It was.his: first attack” on- films.. 
The Davis brothers -pointed. ‘out:. “The -county~ ‘attorney’ ‘Suggested 

that ‘the film not open on the-fifth ‘day.’ 
“| record breaking: days, -: This Gfficial had: never :viewed. the film. of - Atlanta; . ee 

“Phis- is - the. nest” ‘Pi rofitabl e iston. had: Never. exhibited | a “nudie film: “previously.” 

product we: shave shown, in years— | 
holding over: for ~ three-week: 
“stand,” * Rainey. added. - 

Lew- 

“Metro’s’ ‘biggest-ever. British: “production. schedule, ‘with an overall. 

Dutch Go For it ‘Too _ 
 ~Amsterdam; April 21: | ‘to. the end. of the year When production ‘starts.on. “Dr. Zhivago.” © 

_ Kriterion Theatre,’ here, . -pegis-! 

second week of “Dr: Strangelove” he. ‘admitted that .money;.’ when. it. came. in, . was | “quite. handy.’ 

dress is. e/o. Julius Joelson; Man-. 
| hattan. Capital” stock consists’ of “Restricted: pictures ‘are aniongst 

‘York offices, Capital. stock. cénsists:| * 
of 50.” shares, | at. $100 ‘par value.. 
Lynne A.. ‘Warren; Upper. Nyack, , dren, you.can’t: help but suffer: at 

| the :.boxoffice. I’m. prepared.: to} 

its’: name- to .St.: Regis: 
Motor Inn, Inc.’ Schine Realty. Cor- | 

ested. in the money. aspect: only. will 

;siven | ‘national . ‘prominence, | 

Distribution’M ‘Managenient Repre- 

sentatives ‘Ine,, ‘of. New -York;: ‘has | 

ee; community, 

Modern: Film of West Africa Ine. | 

offices: in New York,: ‘Capital. ‘stock 
| ford, « ‘most m a gnificent. old, consists of 1,000:shares, at-$5 par. 

‘value. Mervin’ C.. ‘Pollak; attorney. 
' Henry. Strauss ‘in| ‘Italia* Ine, has'| 

80. out: holding their noses: 

[medium of:. entertainment’ whose’ 

‘mediums that: are ‘available. to ‘all 
_ «ages "are. permitted’ complete: free- |. 
~~~ 1 dom. . -Does..this: make sense? : 
Gan a TF a movie | -is - put. ‘into a _re- ‘Jike Mr, Leo, intoxicated | ‘by’ “pro- ‘ Se | 

| | stricted. category, it should ‘be ‘seen gressivenéss,. is’ to. keep in ‘sight... ~ 
by... adults: only. with. no. ,excep- that ‘which : is. ‘the. first requisite. -:. _ 

- wholeheartedly | for progress in things that pertain ."- 
“Madison :'Avenue’. has. no. *.": 

Substitute, for’ personal sanctity.” nf 
‘This group -is “one of ——— vee 

-Created- in 1934 because: ‘the Church. 

‘Tae: text, as. modified :then; “is. commonly. used. 7 

thing: that: falls. -irito.:a restricted’ 
| category could. not’ be -considered: 

| parish- priests; student counsellors; husband-wife teams::and the. Mo-='|: 
‘tion’ Picture Dept.. of" the. International Federation’. of - Catholic: Alum- | that some .of it’ would be’ outright 

Any’ film of: consequence. is. analyzed and received. written ‘consid 
: of. ‘the. adults in: Saskatchewan to: 

pfertor, it Just doesn’t. Sell” MP 

Mel and-Stan Davis, brothers’ who'own Davis: Film; said the “yeving | 
. Cohen, © manager’ of | ‘the. -Lewiston:: theatré. pulled: the picture. ‘volun-|" 
tarily after -he® had. received two ‘telephorie calls. from .-Laurier: ‘T: |: 

eentrated his: efforts’ on ‘ridding . newsstands. if thie: area. of. ‘objection- |. 

It’ ‘has: already played four 

‘the’ ‘houses. have. ‘been . leased ‘by: 
| Aireadia:: to *. Westland: : ‘Theatres, 

budget ‘for the year. ranging’. between -$20;000,000 and: $25,000,000, | 
was. finalized: _in ‘London. by president, ‘Robert: H.: O’Brien. and. interna-: 
tional vice prez Maurice Silverstein. ‘The’ program teed off -when film-: 
ing started on “The Yellow ‘Rolls “Royce” and ‘will. continue through. 

- O’Brien. said’ the: size and. ‘importance of. the: production. lineup’ had | 
tered: 19,700 guilders - ($5,316): for i not in any ‘way been - conditioned “by the potential Eady: ‘coin, : though: 

The ing ‘company, with a -leaseback. of 
‘(virtually same as ‘first: week), 

Very. big for Holland.’ "eS 
| company, he declared, had - never: thade a: ‘picture in: Britain: just be- 
cause of the ew, Possibilities,” ‘but because it. ‘was, right t to: G08 ‘SD. a definite: period. : 

city. 

our poorest. grossers,.: and I’m ‘sure 
190 percent: of the: theatre owners in | 
‘this ' province.~ will. agree. “whole-.} 
-heartedly,” he said. . 

“When: you eliminate: the. largest 
segment’ of | ‘theatregoers, © -which 
happens to -be ‘students*and_ chil- 

back this Statement up with figures. 
Give usa good: family. comedy~or |: 
“action - -picture-: anytime. ‘to: perk 
‘up: ticket sales, : 

“Why bother: with. restricted ‘pic- 
tures, ° ‘then, if ‘they’re: not. profit- 
able? “Any. exhibitor whois inter- 

not bother .with them: ‘(with . ‘the’ 
odd.‘ exception. of -a ‘picture. that. is’ 

“such 
“Tom Jones,’ by --receiving' ‘10! 

| Academy Award’ nominations)... A}; 
good theatre exhibitor, however, | 
who ‘is: interested. in. catering. to the 
entertainment : ‘tastes. of. the- whole. 

‘will try: to keep. his. 
programs. varied. , 

A pic- 

fure that’ some ‘péople.: will ‘leave 
the theatre raving about, others will 

. The: thing that disturbs~ me’ 
most: is: that the. theatre is the only. 

audience .can. be régulated’ or con- 
trolled and‘ ‘it’s the:only’ medium 
that‘ is being censored while “other 

tions. “I: agree 
|. that.everything. should -be done toi 
-protect...the“ morals ° of. our. youth, 
‘but I- also- feel strongly" that’ ‘once. 
‘a: person has.’.become an: adult | 
they should be: able to: choose: -what- 

‘they ‘wish to héar and. séé; "and what |. 
‘they.’ hear and: see. at: this ‘point. 
will ‘change their morals_ not . one: ve 
iota: 

“There is:’no ‘question ‘that: every- 

‘artistic’. or even: ‘entertaining, | and. 

trash, However, I have .a ‘high 
enoush regard. for the {intelligence 

this:-for - themselves. A: movie. is 
like | any other product, if it’s in- 

” Cooper Unloads Pair 
; Linéoln, Neb.; “April: 2i:- 
“Cooper Foundation. Theatres has: 
sold -its . houses in.- Pueblo :. and 
Grand. Junction, “Colorado, ‘to -the 
Aircadia Investment -Corp.; ‘effec- 
tive May 1,. Effeetive..same’. date, |’ 

Colorado. Springs: 
As. part. of. pur chase price, - said’ 

receive ‘full: title to. the Chief Thea-: 
tre Building, ‘Greeley, Colorado, 
and: will sell it to. Bob. eese Motors, 
a -Greeley-based. ‘real “estate. hold- 

the theatre: by: Cooper for an da- 

‘|-Hearted, ad 

“Leading: “psychiatrists: “through: ; 
} out. the: world: support. this vieiw.. 

‘When. it. comes ‘to evaluating films, - the. ‘Legion's national: exec’ staff feo 
‘is assisted by ‘many. competent’ and. ‘qualified : Feviewers, including: lay 

‘| way. 

familiar: with:. 

Cooper president E. N.’Thompson, | turkey: - time.: 

‘Cooper - Foundation Theatres will 

| not see. But. he was -Mr. Dubious. 
on the. ‘more tricky‘ ratings “con= 
demned in. part” (“morally . objec- He ~ 3. 

wondered: how.: Shakespear's. ‘great : ald 
l-work -wotild fare’ and. whether. the: S| 

| ultimate’: moe 

tionable ..in’ “part” for- - all’). 

effect: would: not,. 
could not, be a multiplication of . 
‘Disney-type ‘films. ’ 
believing that | 
hell’” for. 
approved. films.. 

_ declared: 
some ’ self’ important - individuals 
‘who have the. conceited: notion of: 
being marked.. for’ the « ‘apostolic’ aoe 
‘mission of. ‘setting. . the :.Church .. 
straight on its personnel matters. *- 
‘Apparently, John : Leo, - the: young -. . 
-Commonweai, associate . editor, is 

He ©. 
certainly. ‘sound: as if he considers . 
himself : . spokesman: for? 'the-.lay-. 
family : of. the: Church, ’ whith, in’ 
his estimation, is. ‘Padly: abused and. 
unappreciated , s vs 

“Tbs. impossible 6" please: every= “ “Many will: concur that - publie 

one, ‘but it’s’ our. job to try. 

obsessed. . with - ‘this... notion. 

relations; - ‘Madison , Avenue‘ ‘style, 
Is-- not: totally | without.:merit -for °-.°:: 
better efficiency and: effectiveness, . ane 
but not,to..the ridiculous . degree’. | 

(that. Mr. Leo recommends;” 
tinued the. editorial. 
ducts .a perpetual. ‘open louse’ at” 
his -office and. is ‘out’ of. his chair . 
to. ‘glad-hand: every. Tom, Dick. and. 
‘Harry | -who*-comé calling, 
-Commonweal -- 

“If he ‘con- 

some .work to do.” ° 
oye “Important. for yourig: crusaders, Ole | 

-to. God. 

“ANYONE FOR JERRY? 

Par. Takes: ‘Bids | Now: For. Lewis’: 

Christmas: Picture 

calls-it ‘Breat... an 

Lewis’ ‘The Patsy” was. s booked’. a 
-. | for summer :playdates. the same“ :. °% 
7 The -interesting ‘thing. about .-. « 
“. | the system -is thatone. never. hears. 

- .exhibs scréam’ about: this. ‘type of | 
° | blind © booking. They: only’ ‘gripe. ae. 
| about the commodities they are‘un-° 9 

‘-Lewis:: has.” ‘been’ ane, 
bread and: butter for Par. and ex- °.. | 
hibs : almost: every: time out ‘so they. - 
just buy.’ fo, whe 

- Another item. on ‘Par’ S annual list 
is -Elvis.-Presley for. Thanksgiving. -*.. “ 
Although’ ‘the rocker niakes pix. for. :~-*.: 
other companies, ‘Par keeps him for: 

“Roustabout,” 
‘which is’also not in any form to be... °° # 
seen. although: it ‘is being filmed at. : 
‘present, is also being. sold: already.’ wlohe. 
Exhibs <are.'a little .more ‘resistant, “*" 
with Presley: ‘than ‘Lewis: since the * 
‘rock ’n’ roller’s: track. record: isn't. | : 
“as. “secure. : But: they bur: a “the of, 
same. - *. Sareea fe 

His -. 

He .was . dis- : 
“you’. will : go’ to . 

viewing. - ‘Legion-dis- . 

‘The Evangelist,. “official : weekly: 
‘of the Albany Diocese, in .an- edis : 
‘torial (16). titled “Leo the. _Rash--. 

“There “are” 

 con=" 7 are? 

then’ 2A 
should. “Bive:. -him, + a 

“Paramount's. ‘perennial booking.“ a 
of .Jerry.. Lewis -features.-for sum- ee, 
-Mer:: and Christmas playoff “seems -:: 
-ingly don’t tieéd..d- foot’ of film ‘to. ar 
‘Sell ‘em. Exhibs are already being *."/ 
‘asked: to’ bid’ for “Lewis” Xmas. pie © ©. 
for 1964, “The Disor derly Orderly” tec 
“Which: -hasn’t -been’ near a.camera.:’: 
yet..Some -exhibs call this :type of : 

“‘lbelieve that. they . can determine | ne. blind: booking but Paramount. on 

“Davis. Film - Distributors” ia. ‘Boston, distributors “of passion: ‘Hollie 
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“ite of Ohara, 

fi ilm Reviews Aton: chad ‘its. U.S. ‘preem:- Mon- - 
“Continued. fron page 6. 

The Evil of Frankenstein film. ‘The: director also ‘managed ‘tol : 

girl, the local Burgomaster and the: supervise cleverly. Meir Mar rgalith’s: 
x Ber” lip: throu Tnout. airly \ actor, “long an ‘outstanding. ‘comedy | Mizoguchi, Mosk:, in the Sept. 

A | 17; 1952 - “VARIETY, wrote. 
John Elder’s dialog occasionally star‘of Moliere, Schweik and other’) ~ overlong. adaptation ofa 17th” 

raises ‘unintented laughter. and standard works, comes across nat-| - century classic: Kinuyo'Tanaka: . 
John Wilcox’s lensing is: adequate.| urally in this film. ‘Zilberg should: “outstanding ‘as Oharu,.’a~ girl ” 
A great deal-of the artwork smacks |-also-be credited for good. support-| «who. goés from’ ‘courtesan to 
.of backcloth and -models, Peter | ing performances by. Shraga Fried-| _ prostitute ‘to . Abeggar. ° Blessed- 
Woodthorpe, Sandor. Eles,” Katy |man and. Elisheva. Michaeli, as ac-|" with fine imagery -and-thesping © 
Wild, David. Hutcheson,. Caron -complices of Simchon i in. furnishing : 

Gardner: ..and:, Duncant.. Lamont} the penthouse... av. 
-form the: main ‘support ‘for. Cush- | . Some. of. the: other actors, young 

. | whieh ‘he: incorporated. his local hit,’ 

Dea ENC “| “Speak-to Me .With. Flowers,” -and 

Claude Desailly, .Georgés _ and. Andre. 
Tabet; camera, Jean - Boffety; editor, +: 

series, who. crowd: the cinemas. inj 
all three major cities joined. by the} 

: the. Venice: Film. Festival. Of - 
the. ‘film: directed by” Kenji. 

.. but too ‘slow. for ‘generalerun. : 
Lensing. is’ excellent. 
iis. weak.” '..- 

‘Toshiro ‘Mifune: “ig. ‘seen. “ins 
“small part in beginning of film | 
but is: being ‘advertised as one 
Of ‘leads: . Amazingly, present Lo 
running time. of -137 minutes: is’ 
“same “as When. _Teviewed vat. a 
Venice. : ” 

»editing 7 

through “which © he. . Shuffles. with | scenes (like the photo studio: ‘and 
macabre aplomb. 8 Rich: . | the:nightelub set): expose the film’s 

paaicceenecene -.|-weaknesses. These. are not madé up: 

La. Mort. D °Un. ‘Tueur. "for ‘by: Dov. Seltzer’s-score, into 

production. pars Robert. gftossela: deen :comings, the film: ‘deserves a. lesser |: 

Rubart Fee ee ee iahert fee | success: than is evident at the box-|~ 
sein.: Screenplay. Hossein, Louis Martin, office.. It’ is. the younger. set; wha 

have been. listening. ‘to. fhe: ‘Tadic.! 

_ (BRITISH) 

“ing, while Kiwi: Kingston is the and: old, give credible and =) 

oat i 
Paris, April 14, “| two twist. tunes. t 

Above - “average - ow: : - budget a 

‘Marie-Sophie Dubus. At Triomphe, Paris. L Second: =. sibel : 

Creature, ‘an: ‘uncomfortable role. performances, © “and: only.’ crude 

-Comacico “release .ef Copernic-Ciledial |. Because of its professional short- | | 

Ranning: time, 7 a MINS. 
‘Mass “Robert Hossein | fe €eption. ae . 
Maria... . 2. c-. -Marie- Trance! Pisier. “people who ithe sone ey: we Shep eo: 
‘Luciano .......65-.. °°. Simon Andreu | oO a fen}. oc... 
Alhert’ .....:...-+... .. Robert -Dalban. Meir. Mari a ith Md da Da the ~Eondon, “April 16. 
Tony. vee, Jean Lefebre awarde on In epen énce ¥ 2 ve “Biitish. ‘Lion, yelease ‘through BLC of. a! 

highly. respected. Israel Prize for , : Focus Film Biden “Stars ean: fm: 
7" erson, ernar re erc olan ur- 

-his' lifework: in the. Israeli: theatre. "ram, -'Produced by -George..Mills.. Written 
“For audiences abroad this. ‘““B’ &- directed. by Stanley. -Giulder:.:camera,’ 

‘picture: holds --limited’ ‘interest, ; 

Actor Robert. Hossein sometimes | 
‘turns to writing” and directing. 
This. one ‘has. him ‘combining © call... : Martin ‘Curtis; editor, Peter’ Musgrave; 

music, . Tristram: Carey. -Previewed. April. 
It’s ,still his. penchant for. trying mainly .as ‘a way of seeing: they 330 "64. at ‘British .Lion. Private ‘Theatre. ; 
to’: make -arty. gangster pix. Too changed scene of Israel; Still asso-) Running time, 75 MINS. 
much posing, farout. psycho’ plot-|-cited:by many as a land of picneers,: Pace etireetine rfette poland Curkam 
ting with. incestuous angles ‘and | idealistic _and romantic human |-tirs. Lacéy SUES wipe Jean.-Anderson 
slow pacing make result. preten-| beings. Watching. “Mishpahat: Sim: Mavis weet, ene “Ellen Meintosh,| 
‘tious ‘rather”.than probing. What |.chon” might: give ‘them a view: of: Dr.. Green. 22... pesinot Llewellyn | 

might. have been an.‘okay actioner. other : Israeli‘ scenes,” not .néces-. Sgt. Clarkes. vevaects.e Rowena Gregory 

becomes. a- plodding. affair.’ Mainly sar ily. the most. t important. or: ‘telling *> ark.’ :-.. ate earns Basil Beale’ 

for playoff in France- ones. Port.. “ 2 ‘Brought. in.in 24: ‘days: ‘at. a niod- | 
‘Hossein.comes back from the jug 

convinced. that: a friend . turned _ 
him in: “He also has ‘had./an wn-[': 
healthy. interest in his’ pert sister]. 
which is shown in a series of*flash- 
backs ‘as he. stalks. ‘the old friend | 
who is. now living with: the -sister-. : 
So -it, appears. he mainty hates 

this. man: for having: won: over -his. 
~ sister. “Comes - the showdown’ with 
‘a Russian. ‘roulette. contest between 
him and. .his ex-friend. via. each’ 

est’ $75; 000; . ‘with - entire ‘location, 

shooting anid - a little known: east, 

this: is one: ‘of: British. Lion’s . fre-| 

quent. recent . attempts to-- - prove. 

“that. the” “dualler- can De. ‘top: level 

_ Paradis Retur ’ al 
einai -and Back). .| 

‘(DANISH). . — 
. .*. Copenhagen, - “April: 7” 

Nordisk “Film ‘production. and... release. Te 
Stars . ‘Poul . ‘Reichhardt,.” Lise Ringhe’ m. 4 
-Elsebeth Reingaard,- Christoffer Bro. Di-’ 
rected by: ‘Gabriel. Axel. :: Story, Sereen- ; 
play by Peter’: Ronild: .camera. “Jorge ; nical . content: - : This. exciting little’ 

Skovs ‘music; . Bent © Fabricius-Bjerre.: Re 
viewed.-at - ne, 90. miigatee: - Copentoge :drania - amply. proves: the . ‘distribu- 

enmetegn bacle cps “Poul: Reichharat' | ‘tors? point. It “is: a.quality. prodiic-.| 
The Lady .......%.! Lise” Ringheim rec ee ee a 

“trying a shot. at the other - -with. ‘Mona at il .:ci.ce -_ b "Nina. Lars: vy thon, we see “heavily: against | 
Mona at 16........ Elsebe eingaar - 

one bullet ina revolver. : He wins “Mona: at 36: crt nae , Winnie Soressen |. some..0 its: lof ler rivals. Writer- 
but ‘is turried in. by his sister-and 
shot down by the police: 

‘There is even a: syribolical. girl, Borge 
played. by. the actress who .does: the. ‘The ‘Aétor 
sister; who has 2: wordless: ‘affair | 
with Hossein’ while some rich peo- 
ple ogle strippers. ‘and: exotic danc-' 
ers in another. room... Hosséin -is 
stolidly | acceptable ‘as a-thesp but: 
too predictable as. seripter-director. 
_He alternates: jong shots ‘and close. 
“Shots. for each scene: with long. 
pauses: that make - little - dramatic. 

-effeet. 2°. 
‘Trying for tragedy there is: not. 

“the requisite depth - of .character-. 
-4dzation or , relentless. situation 
which. is necessary.” 7 Mosk. 

Mishpahat Simehon 

. Henning .Olsen | director’ ‘Stanley. Boulder | Has had ‘Tom at. 11. . 
 Christoffer ‘Bro ‘1 Tom .at “16. . 

|.Tom at 36.. 
eee ae eee: .Kjeld «Jaeohcen’} . 
SY Breben, Lerdorif Rye} 

His: screenplay. is: ‘taut, economic 
‘Peter Ronild is ‘bogged down: ‘by | and. natural... 

his” social - $elfeonsciousness- but. 
lifted “by this: true. ‘poetic ‘spirit’ ‘in’ 

is his first:. essay. in. feature work. ; 

direction: ‘is -uhfussy - and. 

beat. people’. who.. have either: | Crisp’ cutting,-an- evocative unobtru- | 

-chosen “or: been. fated -to live-<in. : sive. score. by’. ‘Tristram: Carey: and. 
shacks’ near. avast. Copenhagen fine. lensing - by. Martin® Curtis 
city: ‘dump: It isin a marshy. region which: not.: only. captures: ‘the. at-: 
next.to: an. army shooting -range.. mosphere .of. the London. suburb in. 
Ronild’s" ‘screenplay has. practical- ‘which’ the :pie was’ -shot...but: pro- 
ly ‘no outer “drama; : but’ Gabriel” duces some really: ‘attractive, bleak 

‘Axel has’directed with a firm: eye | 
4 for whatever. dramatic: ‘scraps _ ‘he | quences... 
“F finds among” ‘the: spoils.. | ‘-.: ': “The ‘story,- “Which: has. ‘a. ‘iseful: 

“Paradise” is an earnest attempt r eminder ke. pares ‘and. moppets, 
_ | to make a film - that remains: true “never ‘take ‘sweets from :a.‘stran- 

(The | ‘Simehon Family). ip to. its. intentions. ‘Unfortunately, ger,” .concerris a mentally retarded. 
Noy pied AE M ieseatation’.6 or} the intentions: are moré .of-te n°’ youth who loves. kids. Returning: 

Shlomo Nouman and Yair Pecker, ‘Star. naive than_ peat "Severat .se- 
ring Meir Margali irécte gel | quences’ are handle in. an.. experi- 
Zilherg. “Seript by ‘Leo Filer ane. oe Lmental. style. that by now. must be 
tor, Helga.Cranston: musie.. Dov Seltzer. eonsidered rather - oldhat,.-. news-. 

reel shots. frozen-in the middle’ of ' 
the action and‘ attempted take- -offs 

colored. “barbituate.. ‘tablets . 
youngsters” in’ a cinema. foatinee: 
queue. End. ‘of . show finds a. num-. _- Reviewed at. ‘mins April: 12. Run-. 

ber: * of. unconscious | “¢ hi i ld ren 
ning tinie, 36 Mi 
‘Noah Simchon «: Meir ‘Margalith: 

a ra ae aan anos ee ‘Ratler ‘on the syle of the silents: | {slumped in. their-. seats, : All ‘are | 
Rava cecegees fos ‘Rina Ganor |. But--no audience .can help put. dangerously “ill. ‘Then “begins ‘the. 
Orta *.. tefeaketteteesere hag man Esta feel sympathy towards. this collec- | Patient. fight: for: their ‘lives at the 

Toca]: hospital,;..while. ‘the. police 
‘hunt. for ‘the donor of the tablets. 
The ‘two ‘themes are neatly. ‘Tnar- 
‘ied, with-. the tracking: ‘down of 
the hapless ‘youth having mounting 
tension. ; 

Jean: Anderson,” who: plays | the 
half-wit’s’ worried: mother. with dig- 
‘nity, “is. the ‘best konwn ‘name in 
‘the east, though. Bernard’ “Archard, 

| tion of misfits.. There’s Poul Reich-. 
"| hardt, the: man ‘with the: dreams of 

* Phi: story, ‘scripted from a pop-. travels: on .the ‘high: seas: :Kjeld | 
ular radio series that was’ broadcast | Jacobsen, ‘who during the war had: 
for almost two years,.trice weekly, | found. security .in ‘a -Nazi. uniform; 
has: Incal colering. familiar: scenes the. children are just. children, still. 
‘and faces.‘It used to react to-actual ‘innocent’ of . the . predicament: : -oF |- 
and topical problem and ‘reflected their — “surroundings; ‘the . - young: 
everyday life in each installment: {-sters, groping ‘toward ' ‘their | vari- 

AS. a film it retains the Jocal quality | ous ‘guiding. lights anid «desires. : 
but fails notwithstanding. the | Latter two. are ‘played: with -ex- 
‘bright personality and warm humor ceptional . restraint. by. ‘Elsebeth 
of its star, Meir Margalith, to.make- Reingaard arid Christoffer. Bro.’ 
the satirical points that might: have |" There is. no direct (action; . but. 
added ‘general interest-in the story..| a certain - “pattern. gradually is” 
‘It. is shallow when criticising . the formed. War . Ais always. .a. threat, 
artificial. higic ‘standard: of: living. | but’. peacetime. society: threatens 
‘The only scene in: which. director|even. more with its. inertia -.and: 
Yoel Zitherg. managed. :to.. convey.| ignorance. -Reichhardt had’ joined | 

_. this is the. nightmarish reception’ the: . resistance: ‘movement . during 
“held . at .the- vague - African’: State,.|'the. last World: War. but “hates. the 
upon. ‘installation in a. diplomatic | dirty gun. work. The children, even. 
career. It brilliantly “spoofs ‘local | in - ‘the city dump: of: a. welfare. 

; cocktail ‘parties and: other. osten-. state; . ‘pursue - their: schoolirig ~ to- moppets, ‘form. a. solid “Suppor ting 

~tatious affairs: _ |.wards. various careers.  _~ : feast. 
Technically the. picture” is of “The. film’ :cannot -make- Up, “its 

varying quality. Standard. shots and | mind how ‘and when to: end,‘ and. 
crude™ prints achieve ‘rieorealistic’: ‘so it. has’ five’ different’ endings, 
‘nature in a comedy that’ is anything | all of. them ‘seeming! pessimistic. 
but neorealistic: Zilberg’s . direc- ‘Even though: this. is. tn black and: 
tion ‘and Helga. Cranston’s editing | white. . the. film is: not without: its - 
(she used.to edit Laurence. Olivier’s | touches of color. ‘It looks like re- 
pictures): help: make the series of ‘spectable.. business : looms at some 
-srenes. irito Be “quick-lough-getting ” vart theatres. for. this: Pie, - Kell. - 

“Eddie Calvert &: band 

a-w.k. tv’ ‘thesp. Newcomer: Roland : 

the quarry: and looks full of prom-. 
‘ise. . Ellen. MeIntosh and |_John 
| Ronane. provide: a slight;. but: like- 
able romantic :interlude, Miss ‘Mc- 

of three key children, being hunted 

tablets: - Desmond. Llewellyn, Ro- 

others, 

. pre-Christmas.: 
marquee bait; “The Silent: ‘Play- 
ground” booked with another care- 
fully chosen film’. demands keen at-} 

‘tention from: exhibs." - Rich.. 

o¢ (Japanese: English | ‘subtitles) at 

“This ‘KOl-Shintoho © ‘produc-* ]. 

day (20)::at ‘thé Toho. Cinema’”|: © 
' 12 years after ‘it: was. shown at. - |.’ 

-| cello” Gallinelli;. 

feature” 

:- over the mass of exploitation items’ 

: ‘mentary. - 

_. | add to. film’s: 
.{ should. find a. | suitable: market: in. 

The | Silent: ‘Playground | | 

“| rash | of previous: ‘pix “along ‘these. 
| lines: has: severely: limited: possi-. 

"| bilities of. originality. for. this-one. | 

~ bits. ‘But. there are- also, many. not. 

| product. in entertainment and tech-! - 

"Pout. Clemmensen: " documentaty, experience ‘but this} 

in® “dialog. and his |". : 

alert, | 

>this” gose-jointed: story .. ‘about off: Technically. he has .smart. aid, with | ° 

‘photography ‘in. river and: snow se-. . 

\‘from. the. ‘hospital: ‘where’ he isan]: 

out-patient . he’ -hands.. out - ighly-t fake a- young girl:.along’ on an. 
‘|island .“ vacation. : 

| happens. by, Gabriele’ Ferzetti. 

a brisk, credible. police officer, is | 

a -‘Curram is - a. pitiable ereature as: 

Intosh. being the: widowed mother 

‘by the cops before’ ‘they take. the. 

wena Gregory and a: bunch of 
including. ‘several. talented. 

“The | film’ never * Seeks sensation: 
‘alism or” the: “mawkishness * ‘that. 
could ‘have. arisen ‘through the time}. 
of action; which. is: immediately |. 

Despite. a ‘lack: of: 

. ! style. 

ut Pele’ Nel Mende: 
(Go, Go,. Go, World). 

(ITALIAN) . 
_ Color)” a 

Rome, ‘an ™ 

Anth 
Giovanni Raffaldi, Giancarlo Lari, ‘Mar- 

"Latest in. Italian ‘documentary: ; 
_ Skein: “of. _ the... “Mondo 

Cane” genre’ is oné. of the ‘better |. 
-ones, -rising head . and Shoulders. 

--| which have - ‘drugged the. -market.| 
‘| in- recent. months. Blegant: lensing, | . 
-%)rather than: some..of “the ‘cheap'|.- 

| pickup: stuff. used in many..other 
.| similar pix, Bives. it: the - flash: of 
elass.. And..a: . witty, ironic. ‘¢om-: 

.and French version -are also ready). 
plus .. ‘points. - It 

;many areas. 

But it must ‘pe ‘added: ‘that - the: 

There are;.:to be sure, several. in- 
teresting, colorful, and. sensational 

SO entertaining... 

ae ‘Blood: gore and folklore. are’ 
‘musts. here, - tdo, and ' there are 
‘the ” ‘now-familiar - - bits’. showing. 
Strange’ ’ : Eastern ‘eating | habits, : 
. Southern. Italian religious .ceremo- 
nies; . tribal customs.:and_ the” oft. 
‘seen shots of ‘aged: ‘Yank - tourists | 

lensed - with |. i cavorting - in’ Hawaii,. 
Yidiculous’ intent: and. here definite- 
dy: over-indulgéed . ahd. in. ‘pad: tastes) oe 

| Matvie, ‘Via -Artmane,* with | Anatoli Papas. °.: ©. 
nov; . Vladimir Ratomski, Igor Seliuzhonok, . *.-.: 

i =|. 
bulls running. through a town, ex: .Povyetnika, Andréi Danilov, Kola Mofozov. - - 

Directed’. by .Mijail. Ershov: 
. Fiodor_ Knorres: 
‘enco; 

“Other ‘musts. are. the Spanish 

ploitable.. ‘strip “numbers, ‘the’ U.S. 
Bowery, the: -Cannes © bikini. . bit,. 
Hong. ‘Kong’ sampan' poverty row. 
etc.. Effective ‘windup. with: a ‘moral: 
is montage. of. the Italian: ‘auto |. 

‘freé-|’. 

2 
mania, ‘followed by : clean, 
zooming ‘of a-braée of: jet planes: 
| into: and. beyond the -Italian Alps.. 

. Mario. Morra’ ‘S. editing plays ‘part 
in making. ‘this latter bit, “and: its 
| adroit in. “most. other | transitions 
| from .sequence: to. sequence.” | 
|. Nino - Oliviero’s ” musical - ‘score. 
i: provides. a-Major assist ‘in general ° 
-tone‘of lustily ‘outfitted’ production. 
Incom...Studios havé fashioned: | 
some very’. . effective . animated, 
titles. " ane Hawk. 

Ta > Calda Vita. 
‘(The. Warm ‘Life) 

-GTALO-FRENCH) * 

eo Rome, “April igs” 

Films: Agiman- co-production.. Features 
Catherine: Spaak... Gobriele .. Ferzetti, 
‘Jacque Pérrin. ‘Fabrizio _Capucci. Directed 
by Florestano. Vancini:” Screénplay.. Van-. 
‘cini,, Fondato,, Bartolini: Camera (Kast-. 
mancolor), Roberto” -Guardi. Music, Cario- 
-Rustichelli. At Piernissima, Rome. Run. 
-ning | time, 9. MINS." . 

| Uneven. pie. ‘Some: ‘good: human. 
and physical values.. But: basic. lack: 
of. warmth, hence low ‘believability’ 

ames will. help in Italy, : but’ else- 

iffy chances: ° 

Two, youngsters . on the wiake 

She's : -basically® 
‘game, : but.” “ean’t. decide “between 
the introverted Jacques Perrin. and. 
extroverted. (but. slightly: neurotic) 

falls. ‘for: -older. third. man. who 

windup, However, and after “intro: 
‘vert has committed ‘suicide, * gal: 
‘decides not .-to.. get: involved: with’ 
anyone and. ‘goes off. alone. °* . 

Catherine Spaak..is. once. more 
-easy .to look at, acts with. ‘profes-_ 
‘sional aplomb. despite: so-so .mate-. 
rial, and also provides. exploitable 
fotage along: . the: way: Vaneini’s 
‘direction. ‘is ‘technically fine,: but. 
he fails in: bringing: his characters 
+o life. at least.in case’ of’ two. 
youngsters, resolving sequences -in- 
volving. them with almost endless: 
‘staring.‘and brooding (on the part. 
‘of Perrin), and cavorting or. ‘pout- 
ing. (by: Capucci). _Closing part of. 
pie, . mostly: between Miss - ‘Spaak: 
-and. -Ferzetti, are; on. different 
plane. and ‘ring ub thanks also 
to a solid performance .by -thesp. 
There is.a definite feeling of stylis- 
tic influence, ‘conscious -or : ‘not, by. 
Michelangelo. Antonioni and his 
.“Avventura”—also ‘because. of is- 
‘land. ‘setting.’ 

‘Canierawork in- ‘splendid ‘Sar- 
dinian settings is.a technical plus. 
‘So is Carlo. Rustichelli’s musical 
; scoring.. Miss -Spaak . also ‘sings 
song | Non‘ e- MW’ eute), over ‘titles. 
in ‘her. now-characteristic effective. 

Hawk... 

retina eae te Se 

_ Wednesday, Avett 22, Bes 

Allaitica reléase of.a Marco: Vicaria’| . 
‘|:production. Directed “by ..Renato Marzi; |.’ 

ony ‘Dawson. -Camera. Eastmancolon).-|- fe 

editor, ~ Mario © Morra:. : 
“| music, Nino. Oliviero. At Capranica, Rome. on 

“an ‘Running. time, 95 MINS.. 

(in *the- . Italian - version.| 
| seen, at least; an English language 

Uniais reléase’ “oF a‘ Jolly’: Film-Les |" 

_prevents-ultimate satisfaction, Cast. i | 

where, release: is on. its. own, with: : 

.Nicole.. 
-Duscha,” 

, raphy; ’ 

‘Fabrizio Capucci. .Eventuaily she}. 

“EI Demonic En La e 
. “Sangre 

“Denion in the Blood): 
(ARGENTINE). . _ 

‘Buenos. Aires,. April 4) 
Columbia: Pictures presentation of a... 

Sergio Kogan ‘production. Features Rosita. - 
Quintana, Arturo: Garcia.” ‘Buhr, Ubalde =... 

ky, Ernesto ©... © 
Directed. by. Rene =... 

-Mugica. Screenplay, Augusto Roax Bastos,. ~ 
“Tomas ‘Eloy. . 
“Younis,. Oscar. Melli; .music,..Rodolfo <Ari- -~ 
‘Zago...At Buenos : Aires Film Festia,. April ; 

‘Martinez, Wolf Ruv 
:Bianco; Lidia .Lamaison, 

Martinez; camera; Ricarde 

10, 764. Running time:. 73. MI NS. ' 

_ Director. Rene. ‘Mugica’ S. technical" _ 
* ‘but not. ‘story: virtuosity..is evident. ' 
‘throughout: this three-part. Argen-. 
tine. episodic’ pic. detailing various: 
‘ways: in -which evil- takes hold of: 
‘rather © ordinary. people. Unfortu- oe 
nately: for the viewer, évil: (and/or...) | 
‘the. devil) : doesn't ‘seem to be. ‘too wt 
inventive, The. first épisode ‘is made _ 
Fup: of the. hallucination of a. near-> 
mortally wounded ‘Negro ‘bexer, tL 
‘who. has a. vision of ‘his-manager. ."”* 
hypnotizing him into. destroying. ‘all: 2°: 
the people who have been good‘to": = ° 
‘him. The: - second. 
“watered-down - 

out: to seduce the wife.. Andy: 

His Own Blood. 
- (RUSSIAN): : 

‘Buenas: Aires, April. ja. 
Lenfilm presentation. © Stars Eveuent 

Yura: Fisenkov, . Tania. - Doronina,: . Vera’ 

.camera, ‘Oleg. Kujovar- 
music, :V 

92 

Honesty” of ‘emotion. “and ¢ sim: wo 
plicitv. of treatment are: the virtues © 
of. “His.Own Blood.”. an--appealing..-. 
love story. set-in the closing-d

ays of.” ~ we 

World :War Tl: ‘Pic, however, ‘does: 
not'seem to possess. the kind of 
dramatic - distinction | which might | 
create. bexoffice - interest. in the : 
‘international market. - et “ 

- Story’ concerns a returned: soldier - od 
and. chis “courtship” Of a. ‘sweet . 
young woman ‘who, with.her three * 
“small childrenghas: been: abandoned Tos 

_|by. her husband. The ‘soldier’ even=. 
| tually’ - persuades * ‘the - 
| bring.--her™ children’ -and. : set. up 
vo housekeeping: “with: him. Title de- 
- .'| rives from the contest - over custody. 

| ofthe children:-between. the step-- : 
‘father and. the: real. father . which... 
‘ensues “when: the woman dies. sud- 
-denly during. an emergency. ‘operas... 
‘tion (for reasons-never specified, at 
least inthe. Spanish’ subtitles seen”. 
-by this reviewer): 

Central. ‘roles are “nicely: played a 
by Evgueni ‘Matvie and: Via: “Art- OE | 
‘mane:. , 

‘Mount Venus | 
(GERMAN) ._.. 

- -Buenos Airés, April. 9. 
oY A Gaia: Selection release; produced: by..." 
Franz. Seitz and. featuring Marissa. Mell,: -: 

Radal,.. Monica ‘ Flodquist; - 
Claudia: -Marus, - 

Wirth. . Camera, . Wolf 

Though: this “Mount Venus”. may 
Took like an art -film-.at first. sight, oe 
it: is. in-reality’ arty. ‘Photography | is): 
beautiful, -even exciting and -cer- -’. 
‘tainly - difficult, from a technical. 
point: of. view.. Each frame’ is-care-.. | 
fully balanced; ‘a. great many-shots °°." 
are.made against the light. of large. 
windows | and there -are- also: some 

-near-high, ‘key. effects. Wolf Wirth _.-. 
-and Rudolf. Schloem certainly dé-...."". | 
serve - credit for their. excellent - 
work, 

- The satne ean. not: be: ‘said “for 
director. Thiele;' who -handles his... 
‘actresses as if -they were* models... .- : 
and: even, .in some: cases,’ fails to. :- 
individualize them properly. Stylis-" . = : 
tically the film is beautiful to. look 
‘at; \.in.. ‘content . it. is empty ‘and, 
worse, pretentious: A. sort of fem- _ 
enine “ Waiting for Godot,” that is 
‘not-: only ‘heavyhanded. but lacks: ~ 

| humor. Godot: in this case is.not a | 
mysterious entity, but a gynecolo- or 
gist named. Alphonse. It would ap- -- °°. | 
pear that all the vapid symbolism: ©: 
-of ‘this. pic. adds up to the simple 
fact that woman ‘needs man. and’. 
that. lesbianism is: not. an. easy. way. - 
out. It ‘certainly. seems. a round- |... 
about way four. estabishing: such. ; 
truism. 

: “Mount: Venus,” 9. ‘might. stand: ‘ao be lel 

chance at art-houses detving, in the: 

seudo-erotic and: arty. (Chile, 

is..a-sort)-of 2 «.4 
“Tell-Tale” Heart,"- 7°.” 

-in which’ .murdered: wife * :COMTS! 
\‘back to haut. her husband and his: -: 
mistress: ‘The ‘third 4s an- ironie 

‘tale. of-a puritan husband, his: ‘bored tae, 
wife :and: a‘ stranger, who. may. or. "* 
may not. be- the devil: and. who sets mh 

-Sercenplay, | --- 

: ’ Basner.. “At Buenos: Aires: 
‘Film MINS. “April 10, : °64.- “Running. times 

woman ‘to. aoe 

‘Ina. ot, 
‘Christine: Gran- ob, 

berg. and. Jane Axell. Directed and writ-:. ° |". 
‘ten ‘by Rolf ‘Thiele.. Director of Photog-..° " { 

-Rudol&. 
“Schloemp. At Buenos. Airés Film. Festival. 
Running time, ‘92. MINS. a 



ee “aR. emesaber what Before: anyone else. saw it, 
I told you about” after screeninga rough cut, 

oe ‘THE INT i ERNS ae lL told you showmen to 
3 ~ cash i in on the tremendous 
~ boxoffice appeal of that great Columbia film, and I 
know you weren’ t disappointed. Now, I just saw a 
“new: film that is even bigger, bolder and more excit- 
ing! It’s called “THE NEW INTERNS,” ‘and believe: me, 
this new picture has 1 more comedy, - more hard hit- 

. ting: realism, more. suspense than “THE INTERNS.” 
a. It’s just the greatest entertamment that I have seen 

~inyears. “THE NEW: “INTERNS” stars a brilliant cast of 

wonderful | young, attractive people and audiences 
everywhere: are going to love them. I can’t begin to. 
tell you. how high I am about this film, which was 
produced by Robert. Cohn, the same man responsi- 

_ble-for “THE INTERNS.” “But, ‘this I will-tell you. 
- “THE NEW INTERNS?” is going to bea big, big winner, 
and you can’t afford not to share with Co umbia in 

.- the successful summer business this film guarantees. 
Prints of “THE NEW INTERN: s? are now available in 
allour branches, so, see for yourself why I’mso excit- 

_ed. about this picture and: why once again I say to all © 
my exhibitor friends... . here t Is. s tremendous boxoffice! - 

oS : & ON , Vice. President and 
General Sales s Manager 

esi SIVALAS BARBARA EDEN STEFAN — os 
ep the nel “The. Anterns” wa RICHARD. HO FREOES 7 
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Hints Boost Disloyalty 

In Theatres, 
-- Dallas, “Aptir 21. 

Philip F. Harling, asst.: to fhe 
president of Theatre . ‘Owners - of: 
America and. chairman «. of the. 
Motion Picture Industry. Joint. 
‘Committee Against Pay. TV, told. 
delegates: to the Inter-State -Thea- 
tres conference. Thursday. (16). that’ 

Harling, saying they were sought |. 
by... site. developers. because. they 
were not: only rent-paying. tenants,. 
they ‘drew people to other mier- 
chants in the: center. He estimated | 
that the average: shopping. ‘eenter| 
theatre had. a. drawing ‘power’ of |: 

_motion picture distributors’ were between. - 12-15, 000 - people: per . 

“guilty: of hypocrisy. in ‘selling ex- | week. ‘As: a ‘result, ‘banks and -in-| 

‘hibitors ‘their product when, at the] ‘surance: .companies. > had Hfted| | 

same. time, ‘they “‘have’.a.beam ‘in 
their. eyes to. sell: that- game ' struction financing: 

‘product for Pay.TV- purposes.” .. |: Noting that “we are. tot: ‘entirely 
Harling said“ that’ :the. studios” out-of the’ woods,” Harling : : spot- 

‘must be either with or-against the| lighted. the. major enemies’ —-.tv 

exhibitors’ arid ‘from where’ he and... Pay-TV, ‘fingerpointing: as 

stood it did not. appear . “they: are 
with us.”  |-Phonevision. and. STV. Telemeter’s 
Be stated | that. ‘newspapers: -and ;.clain.. to -3,500 ‘subscribers. was |-: 

magazines had kept: three :myths/ ‘questioned... ‘Harling credits . ‘STV 

alive over the past several. years— |. 
“(> that. motion picture theatres | and, with: tie-up of the: Giants and 
are a dying business; (2) that..Pay. Dodgers. baseball: games, ‘the. hum- 

‘TV isa. magic ‘panacea. that will ber one enemy. 

shortlv swéep. the country; and. (3); 
that CATV systems: are, “necessary. ‘Crusade: for Free TV in California 
for. Free TV... ' 

--“They are. - myths-—-pure’ ‘andi and believes that..more than three 

“simple, and utterly. and: eovielu- | mes. i be counted: number of 

sively - ridiculous.” ve ers. wi ¢c 

i: Harling ‘said - that TOA is’ not; ‘Ansisting “that pay tv. is--not. in 
opposed: to a CATV. system, per: Se, the: public interest. and. that he. ‘is 

“but. it is apposed to ‘any .system.| 
which includes ‘the right to: use. it 

for Pay .TV .purposes.. He. advised 
. that any. CATV system application 
-should' be‘ scrupulously studie 

and unless. it a anained a prohibi-. ‘that: delegates ‘write their. Con- 
‘tion for using it -for Pay. TV, it: ‘gressmen, as the question. ‘of. Pay- 

“should be fought-to a. standstill. "|Tv must. ultimately, ‘be ruled on 

_ He suggested that’ any” “exhibtor ;.2¥ Congress. oo 
hearing’ of’ a CATV -application |. 
should report. it .immediately to. 
his honie office and. be guided by | 
steps taken to oppose it.. 

In. ansiver to: “doomcriers” pre- 
diction. of the-“early “demise orl: 
film business, — ‘Harling | said; 
view of: an average of. 50,000 000} 
weekly attendance, «that ..“‘movies 
‘are the healthiest: invalid: I ever. 
knew.”” He did say that films were. 
going through . a. tremendous: 
period. of adjustment, ._partly:. be- 
cause of tv; fewer. theatres, Change 
in film-going: habits, ete. He ad- 
mitted. that hardtop theatres had: 
decreased by 6,000. since 1950: but} 
‘that ‘zlose ‘to: -4,000 driveins had 
taken. their. place, He. endorsed| ; 

dicted : ‘that .. during. any. testing 

‘free _tv.could be seriously injured. 
- Harling ~ ‘wound by ~ suggesting 

Gene Harkey’ 3 Women’ - 

- Gene Markey’s” “Women, -Wom- 

en. Everywhere” 

$4. 50) is'-a’ long; . elaborate spoof. of. 

if:a couple - of -spoofers’: like: Billy 

-péhed to. take it~in . hand: they |. 
might get. quite. a pictute out of | 
it—-maybe. even an ‘American: “Tom |: 
Jones.” - 

The story: i is -a singularly: ‘school: 
boyish exercise. in erotic imagina- 
tion, « conceivably an enlightened: 
updating of a manuscript: found in 

j an: old Matkey- trunk. It, traces the: 
bedroom experiences of a sheltered 

the trend by the larger circuits of 
losing Houses that were failing so 
as to concentrate. on. units: :with 
earning: potential: . 
The apparent success : of theatres 

Wisconsin. whose wordly: grand- 
|| father: has: left ‘him-.$4,000,000° sub- 

-ject. to. the condition that. -he “visit 

| yen. play footie instead-- of .canasta 
and:Jet them ‘teach: you: ‘something: 
3 about making love.” ~ 

‘L/-mances © an -even . dozen - females ‘in’ 

ae ro UT 
|'as -many -nations, . 

OO Leaught up with his pursing moth- 
ON Over. 

800 STATIONS - 
IN ‘AMERICA 

Hipacking more* dalliance: into’ the. 

= jing: to the four-letter. vocabulary. 
es Jo AS @ book: -for reading. “Women, 

I ow ent Women verywhere” adds no lus- 
Wearers of tre to. the several. fames.of its: ‘au- 

CONTACT. 
LENSES! 

‘Don't. walt” until you: lose. ‘your: 
Contact Lensés.. o 

. Get a SPARE PAIR- now. for: ‘orily ‘ 
§ $35 or register for future duplication . 
‘for only $5.: Original’ fittings. at a 
substantial savings also, , 

Write ‘or call for. FREE hooktet: . 

. DUPLICATE 
CONTACT. LENSES, Ines: 

ms 33 West 42nd St, New York City. a 
4 Suite 1631A:~ 

LA 44928 

U.. Ss. Navy. : 
do : construction * 

prodiiction cabinet: of old. But- as. 
a book: ‘for " filming, it ‘could: go" a 

! long: way. Weav, | 

fi-as star. of ‘producer's: UA release, | 

os fi tion: ‘in. that country. 

“Wacky hilarious j journeys on board 
othe fictional s.s. Flying Wind..."*. 7 

‘ ‘There You Are, 

“MIRVISH Is "WONDERFUL!" : 
A Novel by © at concocting ‘funny: epiiodes that get : i 
ROBERT. F. ‘even funnier os they develop. He isa 
MIRVISH master of ‘the tuning | gag. Very. enter... 

taining. " *Publishers’ Weakly © : 

a . Down: te Bacth Pleasure!’ 7 

DUTTON 3.95. 

yin: shopping: ‘éenters - was. cited: by+- 

chief. proponents: —' Telemeter, |. 

t f  the- :trio}: with being smartest. 0 ‘ Consolidated: 

“operates, two first-cun ‘houses. 

- Steel-frame extéricr will be high-|: - 
lighted” by... fountains. -and .. ‘stone 7 
planting - baskets; many of. ‘them }- 

He lauded. efforts. of the: Citizens 

dn their. fight’ against the-system'|: 

gure. it will fail, Harling also pre}. 

‘period, : both: motion pictures..and| 

(Bobbs-Merrill; I 

“ing: specialty. shops: is ‘planned... 

MARDA NOW ODEON 
“UNDER J.B, BARRON 

ae April 21 
The ‘13-year-old, 750-seat Marda+ 

theatre has. been sold: .to;.Odeon | 
Theatre - has been: sold - to: Odeon | 

contemporary: sex fiction. ‘It’s ‘not | 
likely: to set bookstalls ablaze;: but | 

‘Wilder: and - Jack | “Lemmon - hap- |. 

young ‘man. from ‘a small. town in | 

all ‘those countries where: the -wom-. 

-I|- On. a swift world ‘tour in. com-. 
| pany. with a surviving crony of his}: 
‘grandparent. ‘the -young -man. ro- | 

before being 

| er and the plot: Credit ‘Markey for | 

{given number. of: pages. than’ his}; 
closest | competitor - without .. resort-- 

|| thor. It.does nothing:at all: for the |: Z 
; dignity~ of ‘a Rear. Admiral ‘in ‘the: Rank Organi ation, 

d: its off-hand, make- |: 
. discounts - - the: 

‘Known | ‘talent : of. a ‘distinguished |.: 
“in” member. of: the great Zanuck | 

Bob Hope « cast t by ‘Rdward. ‘Simall |. i 

ia te Take Sweden,” slated. to loca- 

Some? |. 

to P ims 

Royal Chain to Waki: 
-900-Seater Facilities For | 
_ Concert and’ Other Uses 

- Honolulu, ‘April 21.- 

‘Royal Theatres has. started. work. 

“unwritten: bans”. on theatre: con-| 00. its _long-planned: Royal’ in Wai-| 
| kiki, a 900-seater-. ‘that should” ‘be _ 

opened by July or August: Involves 7 

‘an . expenditure : of $700, 000, of|*.. limited to a proportion’ only of. ‘the tollvision receipts: 

y Clearer As to Toll Tests 
- Licenses Due i in Next Ten Weeks as. British 

| Experimentals Ready Their Plans 

which: $200,000: .is’: earmarked. for. F 
fixtures, Araperies and floor ‘cov: E 
erings. 

“circuit. “owns: 

hanging: ‘down - from: the: walls. - 

Entry. to: the lobby, to be: decorated. 

| in * “Hawaiian: tapa.. cand ° -fern-pat-| 
‘‘terned wood: ‘panels,’ will ‘be. via. a 
courtyard of pools and. gardens. » 

- House; “will have Century. medel| 
JJ projectors,. -adjustable: from 35. 
to. 70m, «and “Kollmorgen’ optical. 
“system.” Screen: will’ measure :28. by. | 
‘61. feet. “Multiple : -sound, ‘six-track 
or four-track magnetic and single- 
track ‘optical, ': ‘will:. be serviced 
through Century. solid-state tran- 

_ | Bistorized amplifier: ‘system. Altec’| 
| Lansing speakers will: handle beth | : 

| stereo = and -monaural- “sound: Pana- | 
“| vision: lenses will be’ installed. 

- Looms Likely ‘for. Pix| The. theatre}: 

facilities for’ concerts, lectures and 
conventions and: a series of. adjoin- | 

"- Calgary, Alta. 

gary partner, . J.B. Barron, © ‘at. -a 
secret price: .New ‘name. is Odeon, | 
‘and staff changes. have ‘been made. |. 
Former" ‘manager was. Stan ‘Corrins..| 

. Barron, president of ‘Barron. En- 
terprises,” is part-owner :of two 
‘other Odeon housés in: Calgary, the | 
Uptown and. Grand, has a. ‘50%’ 
interest: iri Odeon’s | 17th Avenue}. 
drive-in,” -and-. ‘bécomes - managing } 
director. ‘of. the. ‘newly-acquired the- 

fatre with. ‘the same share. interest.. 
‘There are “nine theatres: in’ Cal-} 

Barron “said - ‘increasing -attend:| 
| ance ‘at his: other, theatres resulted |’. 
‘in. the’ ‘negotiations for the Marda.- 
Air-conditioning - will. be- installed’ 
and::other renovations made. at. ay 
“cost. of $40,000 to: $50, 000: 

The ‘theatre was: associated with |- 
seven -adjacent storés’ which .will] 
continue: under. lease. by: the new) 
management. . 

7 Odeon Theatres Gainada: Lia. Tg: a 
division - of the. British. J. Arthur 

‘The. new ‘Odeon will. show’ first: 
runs, ‘some.: of: them: moved over 
from the. Uptown and : Grand. . 

| Wests 49: Week. Roa: 

an Oniaha, April. 21.: 
. Metro’ 3. ‘Cinerama. ‘release;. 

went 42 weeks. 

“South: Pacific” 

‘It will be the: circuit's first cout: - a : 

‘let. in: ‘booming: “Waikiki, ‘where: the 

and | 

Third Best for Onaha| 
SHOW: 

‘the West Was: Won,” at: Indian Hills | 
." | eompleted the. third. longest. run in 
= | Omaha. film. history” last week. At 

‘Manager . Jack 

i after eon 

‘tion of-a theatrical’ run. . 

ok “Londou, “April. aL 
‘As: the date for: the | issue of 

licenses . by. the ‘Postmaster | .Gen- 
eral..to the five: companies which 
“have.-been awarded pay television. 
franchises. -in -Britain- approaches, 
-the ‘terms. and conditions under 
‘which they’ will ‘be: allowed. to -op-. 
-erate.are gradually. becoming clari- 
fied. It is ‘expected that the licenses 
will be issued’ within: the. next. 14 
to 21. days, ‘with. an. understanding 

‘start: ‘transmissions within” a year 

a three-year. ‘experimental | period.. 

- Most of ‘the companies concerned 
‘are ‘confident: they. ‘will be able to 

‘| get-"on. the air “with their piped 
about 200. -yards | 

away fromthe rear of the Princess |. 
-Kaiulani hotel, «will. have. stage 

pay © services: “well. within : ‘the 12. 
months span.:: Indeed, “they | ‘are 

start regular - transmissions .some 

‘ing -industry, .with the indepen- 
as the most. vocal - force. dent 

mo itdving ‘attempted. and filed to 
play! a Canute-like ‘role,:the thea- 

Their “minimum”. demand: was for 

the. ‘arrangement. . 

More Foes Hit Toll” 
“Minneapolis, April ' 21. 

- Minnesota, . North .* 

vision. This followed. .North: €en-}. 
‘tral. Allied. Delegates: were -con- |: 
vineed ° “that *: toll constitutes. - “ak 

| threat to the continued existence 
| of most theatres. because if it. ob-| fl 
tains. its desired foothold: top pic- |“ 
tures. will go’ to: it ahead: of ‘the. a 
showhouses... 

Milton® ‘London,. 

‘respectively, 
house,. 

' Indian: ‘Hills closed ‘for. a oak | P 
_-|and will reopen’ with’ United. Art- | 

> ha “Mad, Mad- World,’ ” fhe Cio 
_— eramia ‘comedy. 

ists’ 

“Met Fein; former. radio Faowae’ : 
er,” ‘is: new. manager . of .Alan Y, 

as ; ‘Iselin’ 's 9-G. Drive-in: at Pough: | 
keepeie, N ¥. 

ott ais na ten! 

‘Wednesday, April 22, 1966 

"Ideas for win Toll 

‘of that date. Licenses will be for | mendation 

confident ‘that they. will be able to 

-time between: October and. Decem- 
ber this. year. 

}- In the” negotiations - and.’ dis- 
-| cussions .. with: ‘various ‘trade in- 
| terests, -both. the Postmaster: Gen-| ° 

- eral. and the Board of Trade presi-. 
‘dent found that: the : biggest .area 
of dispute’ concerned. the exhibit-. 

tremen then agitated to Keep gen- 
eral release pictures: off the pay- 
vee screen for as long ‘as ‘possible: | 

a. 12-month lapse ‘between the: end |.[ 
of. general release..and the ‘show-|.- ee 
ing. on .the payvision’: network: In|-}-f 
that event, the PMG has’ decreed eG 
that the time gap will be: six!.} 
‘months’-from the. first showing. in| J. 
the area—-and:. this could’: mean|:]" 
‘within a*week or: ‘two of. ‘the end). : 
of general’ rélease. So-far as the] | 
|‘London:. area. is ‘concerned, - ‘West! |. 
‘End. :firstruns are excluded, from nS 

. Theatremien also”: made. a. big AC 
piteh: for: potential loss. of business, | aameus 
and. in this. regard have met with ur 

-and -South{ 
Dakota and. ‘Western. Wisconsin. in-| J $1.00 
dependent. exhibitors have « ‘added. 
their declaration against. pay. tele-|- 

. London,’ ‘April 21. 
By a majority. vote, the Cinemiatograph Exhibitors’ Assn has en- 

2 dorsed: ‘proposals: for ‘safeguards for . theatre -in areas.. affected ‘by. ans 

_ |. ‘the upcoming tollvision experiment. as ‘presented: by: the joint. com- ae 
_.|: :mittee of the five trade ‘associations. SS 

|.-2.. CEA has. said it-is prepared ‘to. ‘go along. with. the paysee trial: on: 
1 the ¢ following conditions:— — 

o feature film will ‘be: shown on. pay. ‘ty ‘until. 12 months. ode 
ination of its cinema run in the locality. of. a -paysee trial, a 

unless, otherwise agreed with all exhibs in the area. Os 
« that pix should. be subject to,an after bar of. ‘three weeks wee 
following the termination of its theatre run.” ~ a 

| -...4 that there should: be no advertising ‘af a cinema. ‘Alm ‘to. be” : 
| shown. on pay tv until after 2 seven “day period following termina- ” 

_'' that there was an adequate- compensation scheme ‘for’ ‘exhibs - re 
“hurt by the feevee trial which should not in. any way he dependent.-:- 
‘on films. being shown on paysee: prior: to cinemas. a 

. was additionally agreed, the. “compensation . -fund “should ‘mot be ee 
: And - also, ‘it 

‘La: “sympattietie ‘reaction ” from’. tlie. 
payvision. companies, ‘which have: ._ 
agreed ‘to -pay. up: to five ‘percent ©. 
-of their income. into a common: 
‘pool, to. ‘help the theatre. owrer 
“whose | business’ has been ‘hit.: by « 

| this new form of opposition. ‘The-.. 
ministers’ backed the principle.-of _ 
compensation | in view of: the fact.” ae 
that ‘this rival “form: of: entertain-| -'~.” 

introduced by 
‘Government, decision,: - 

‘that.all ‘companies will have’ -to|. 

ment ..was being 

In ‘principle, . the payvision ° com- 
panies have accepted the. ‘recom-. 

to fulfill’ the . British: . 
theatrical Quota. of 30% and pay — 

on: filmed ‘programs. - 
“The- ‘amount. .of - levy ’.and the . 
method of . calculation. has yet. to. 
be. determined: and ‘there. has ‘yet. 
to..be -an official - ‘endorsement -of | 

Eady’: levy. 

the 30% Quota. figure, in. view 
ofa recent Films:-Council -recom-. 
-méndation. that. the Quota should: 
bear Some relation to-the existing © 
‘Quota ‘for. commercial. television, :: 
which runs at around . 86%. : 

‘The. ‘draft terms: and. coriditions, 
‘as agreed between the. PMG: and ; 
the tollvision compaiies, ° makes it - 
‘clear -that - ‘the’ restrictions 
‘limited: 

“| period. ‘What happens: at :the. end 
‘to- the: - experimental. 

‘are - 

of the three-year ‘trial will ‘be. a cay 

_ Plaza 41-6655. 

— ta 4-0707 ——— 

SAKE: TRUSSELL'S . 
~ARTER HOURS POETRY: © - 

Written. from e Background of experlences’ as 5 
a combination amusements columnist, Jazz dise: f°. 

|B. Jockey, sportswriter, - radia - commentater-sperits- 
band leader, and. §- ~ 

, Associated Press ‘ eorrespendent.. Nothing else - 
. easter, managliag editer,. - 

inthe world like it: For your. copy ‘send 
‘to Jake - Trussell, Pe. B. 

"Kingsville, Texas. oa es 

—y MADIO CITY — HLL a 
- ‘Rockefeller Center. PL 7-3100 

. .. Convincing. at the. ‘convention |- Davi NIVEN PETER SELLERS _ 
swas : ‘done’ by Jack. Armstrong. -and. 

. Natiinal “Allied | |} © 
president and. ‘executive. director, |: 

‘and | Arnold ~Child-t.} 
‘California -: Crusade - for}. 

Free. TV. ‘chairman. : 

i! ‘Tan 65 weeks | 
‘[and “Ben-Hur” "48 weeks, both at |” 
{the Cooper. “West” established anj- 
. ‘all-time record. for patrons with. . 
‘an’ estimate: ~ ‘by. ; 

hae Klingel. ‘at 275, 000. No. fash: ‘Bross. S oe 
wo is- ‘disclosed. 7 

ROBERT WAGNER - CAPUCINE 
‘a “THE PINK PANTHER”. fe 
8 CLAUDIA CARDINALE ,'2%, 

| ON THE GREAT Tage “FANTASY and FUN” es 

The oldest name in 1'scotch | 
‘is the right name for t the best 

"BLENDED SCOrcH WHISKY; ro SPROOF= “ENFIELD IMPORTERS, Cio. NY. _ 

: 234 W. "44th ST. NEW YORK x . 

Bex #i.. 

‘matter -for negotiation—if: the ‘Gov- = oo: 
ernnient. of ‘the. day agrees that: the -* .. 
“services: should. be Put. on a regular aan 
‘basis. .° a al oo 

123 Fost 54th St. New York q aa 



“That Was. the - Week. That ‘Was, 
will have a whole new cast'of. fresh |. 
young’ faces when it returns ‘next | 

.. geome aS no surprise:to observers. 
_i-" who have been watching this -odd. 
~.. “: (by. the standard) eritry récord ‘one.| 
>. y. Of the nuttiest show ‘careers: in tv: 
a -- history. | . 

‘ on ry 

7 likely ‘starter for ‘fall. ‘at this ‘point | 
_is Englishman: David Frost’ of ‘the | 
‘original BBC. “TW3” ‘who..came ‘to |: 

. .. the’ U.S.:.to- do’ the ‘first. three. 
=" Leland. Hayward-NBC shows. Plans: 

a ed. later... 

owere made ‘as. “Tr Ww3". was. showing , 
-.-‘gteady: gains - in’. “popularity - with 
-” Nielsen’s wired. homes: ‘that nobody. | 
'- expected it ‘would. - Although - the. 
- show. slipped’ back -to’ third: in: its: 

Lees Friday : night. timeslot -in- ‘the. Na-. 

- the: previous : : country-wide ‘report, 

MNA’s. 
“TT W3” | ‘averaging: about. a 16 #at= |} 

‘ABC’s “Price Is Right” with: CBS’ 

19 average for. the two weeks. : 

Amar & P&G 

rn here’ for. two sponsor. ‘plums, 

;¢oin ‘(totalling -some:$5-$6,000,000)} 5 .: for néxt'season’ and a’ $3.300. 000 tended. to better adapt. ‘these: sports. 
ons ‘jackpot of = Procter &*. Gamble | for ..homescreen : consumption and 

'.. prime time and Jast year bought. a. 

‘So. bullish are ‘the. iat on: dates ‘prospects” ‘for: 164-65. that . 
they’re already: talking. about..a $200, 000,000: ‘daytime: season . at: 
CBS-TV, | where* élients : have. literally. ‘been Standing in line for: 
months to: gain admittance.: The: upped. -billings- (from fen) 
-$165,000,000 for the. eurrent. ‘season)* will..get..an’ assist from the ||. 
‘approximate ‘20%: rate hike. ‘upcoming - in: the.:fall;, ‘but -so- ‘fabulous. 

is the daytime. success:-story around the CBS: : precincts: (with -its~ 9] 
-"" “42 out of ._Top’12”° Nielsen: breakdown).that- even the $1:10 cost- |: 

Scar ..per-thousand. {as opposed ‘to: the. present ‘95-cent. ‘cést-per-thousand) ] 
. J+: ‘iwilk still invite the client’ queue-up. . ™ 

” Further: evidenée: of network- happy-days-ahead bullishness: * 
‘NBC-TV's 

“as. follows: | : 7 — _ 
. As The. World Tarn | Pan fees Ly ou cates wee = Sod we eee. 44 a Pts 
Password - wipe ST ay edget ee ab base ses “13.60 

. House. Party - alae eens cee been a hae ee cape hare ees 3 . 12:8... 
“To Tell The: ‘Truth, gee eee sas IL 

we Guiding ‘Light... 060 ila eee bea ee dg cee ee DLE 
”. Séareh :For- Tomorrow.” a Se ele we ec evar EDL ce 
‘Edge Of. Night. seus age sede a £6 10.9 2 

_ Love Of Life ways : aveles ae whan Ye oe Se tees dee ee OT Le 
-.- “CBS. News 3: 25 - Leelee ees eden seceiheeesecaeeecee LOZ. 
=> Seeret.Storm - coer Seer eewe M0007 Gy, 

-. Pete &- Gladys : wir vee abet ee eee ee oe “ye 
| CBS | ‘News 12:25: 

“As NBC Plans Fresh Show. For F ill 
um satirical. “haithour’| STOP THE c AMERA’ 

—LVE WOLPER ENT RY! 
_ Hollywood, April. 21. 

David’: LL: Wolper Produétions 

fall—with the - -probable ‘exception |: 
of singer Nancy. Ames. This: should 

‘firm's -activities.. . 

‘panel shows will be developed and | , Besides - Miss _AmeS, the. only 

the. 1965-66 season: - 

call for signing -him-as a regular. : Show. 
‘east: ‘member. Others will, .be select: 

‘panel’. . involving - 

wood. 
These. plans for drastic ‘revisions ° 

‘the new Project. “2... Project.” 

ABC. $ Tom Moore tional Nielsen. book out-this Mon-. 
Gay - (20), ‘it:-was: close to. first in. 

and .a- shoe-in in: the ..30-market t. 
Latest « ‘National . showed 

ing, .a fraction of -a point. behind. 

“Twilight Zone” ata little, over a| 

But . ‘in the March 13 - National, 1 
(Contiriued on. ontinued ‘on page 1: 120) " 

| would, put:. the. socalled: national 

< The: “ABC-TV: ‘president, 
Vrole. of revolutionist- this past- ‘Mon- 
day (20) :-before the: Hollywood ‘Ad 
‘Club; addressed: himself to. changes 

‘Chicago, “April "21, 
The: three. ‘network. scramble ‘is. 

the ° still _uncominitted: Armour. 

summertime ‘-coin «‘w hic’h -.Leo| resultant -cash_klondike.. ae 
Burnett is. handling for the: various |: 

‘Cone. & Belding,. has had- a long-, 
time relationship with ABC-TV -in! 

_ “Tonight”..show, ‘which netted” $16,000,000 last: year, TF 
will ‘probably. wind up: nétting.' $20,000,000 this.‘year.-°.:- - _ 
The CBS-TV 12-out-of-12. “first time). daytime: coup breaks down . 

has™-organized ‘a- live. tv--division;, 
in-line with diversification of the 

In: association | 
‘with: UA" TV; néw game;. quiz and 

producéd~ by the new” ‘braneh, for. 

. Salter has: “been: ‘sighed | “by. Wol-| 
per :as- ‘consultant, and to: ‘work: on 

LooNe.  S: 

|. weeks of running a dead. heat 

he prime time audience, CBS has 

‘| pastime: on ‘a “much ‘sounder” fis-: 

eal footing. For one thing, it would. 
Pha toss a’ few : ‘folks out: of work, ike: 
Ems | Fyed some pitchers." .. 

“in his a 

‘in the. conduct. of collegiate: foot-7 
all and pro. golf,-as. well, all. in- 

oa *-scatter- plan. there plus..a schedule 
ane NBC. daytime.” This. year, how- 
“> ever; it’s been’ slower. makifg up, 

its. mind:. 
‘Alt: ‘three | snetworks ‘relish. the 

_ dangling third quarter: P&G. ‘biz, 
“but. Burnett’s. requirements :are:-so. 
itt" ystiff. this Tate-in“ the buying: season: 

that ‘each. -of : ‘the’ webs: is’ having } 
“trouble putting ‘togther. ‘a ‘package. = 
There. are. 11° ‘brands. involoved. in. 
“the buy: and, of: course, .the’ usual 
“ecompettitve. product.” “restrictions 
and the CPM. factor.- But the chief 

“problems. is that some 60% : 
_ blurbs the soap company. wants to 

.-. place -are piggy backs, and: Burnett 
., 4s insistent. (1) ‘on isolated. postions’ 
#80 that there be no triple spotting, 

. ‘and. (2) that’ no: other. sponsor uses a | 
7 piggyback... inthe ‘same. half-hour | 
° segment, That: makes - it t rough. : 

of. the. 

are. staged. - 

Moore * makes . the: point,’ “with : 
+ gome- ‘ecogency. that only: -baseball | 
‘among : major U:S.. athletics has. de- |. 
‘clined: in - attendarice ‘since. 1948—. 
chargeable, says thie exec, to over- 
exposure.. Took 

- Under: the “Moore Plan 3 teams 
‘would be able to reduce’ their: ros- 
‘ters, fielding: only.. their. best man-: 
‘power. “AL, team would need. ‘only ; 
three or: four ‘of its ‘best: pitchers. : 
IT believe: this would increase. at-" 
‘tendan¢e’ ‘at- the. ‘Banies,- greatly in- 
“erease. ‘telévision : 
baseball, and - put the ‘game on a 
much sounder’ financial basis’: -.’ 
This. ‘is Moore’s. “uisolicited: ad: | 

- Continued: on. ‘age. 120). 

“viewed” on ‘Channel: 4 (the” Web's 
flagship). did -not relieve the ‘pain: 

‘audiences «of: 

‘th 65 BUR BURDEN 
ABSTS WITH MCh | 

“By. GEORGE: ‘ROSEN: 

| the -big: quéstion: in. tv: these. days 
‘is. focussing new.and ‘sharp atten-|- 

} tion onthe. sixth floor of 30. ‘Rocke- ee 
.| feller Plaza. 2: yo 

|. Kor. ‘within - ‘and - without - these'| 
-ENBE: execiitive..suite precincts, in- | 
_j-dustry -experts and. observers’ are |’ 
-| asking’. if- .the web's. prexy,. Bob. 

--} Kintner, “can ' prevent. NBC from | 
slipping into. third’ audience. Posi. “ 

-|-tion -in- "64-65. : an 
- Inside’: NBC; for’ al. ‘its, well: . 

-recognized - poise,. pride. and. com- +: 
placency, and ‘particularly. ‘in: the |- 
‘keen and ‘astute mind. of Kintner | 

7 | himself, there. ‘is a “belated. Tealiza- 
tion, if riot a premonition,. of this 

| | imminent threat. to. its status, bill-. . 
ings’ ‘and -prestige..-. " pe 

_.” Indeed, - this - growing ‘feeling of ae 
|: concern -:.was. more. than ‘slightly.|- 
obvious: at ‘the recent. NAB: conven. |. 
tion’ in Chicago, where there ‘were 
tacit, “and,. “among ‘some’ old-lire . 
NBC: ‘affiliates,. “openly:: expressed 
‘forebodings: : “Of - audience. deéclines. 

‘Méantime, this ‘season, .as.- the. 
Madison « ‘Ave: - and’ Michigan . Ave. 
advertising agericies aré well aware, 

a \'the NBC. Nielsen-measured audi- 
Initial’ Jive-- entry "is - *Stop - the 

“Camera,” created | -by” Harry. Salter : 
‘and - ‘Nat. -Ligerman,. a: nighttime | 

“ celebs, |. 
planned’ to “originate. from. Holly-,| © = 

ence curve has been moving. down, 
‘And ‘at’ 485 Madison . Ave., . where’ 

ABC Does Tt! 
"Newest: “National. “Nielsens oe 

_ “(first April Teport)” which. ar-_ 
rived. this week..gives ABC-TV : 

status.: ‘after .. 

with NBC..; On average. weekly: ..: 

“21.3, ‘ABC: 17.4:and NBC. 16.6. 

week ‘with NBC winning’ Fri-.. 
day -.and::ABC.. Thursday. © On.:- 
“half-hour wins, CBS. takes’ 26, 
ABC 13 and NBC Onn 

. ~Perhars - most revealing . is 
fhe: ‘Top .30 ‘status in. the three- - 

| three,” 

‘ence and ‘billings: salients.’on’-both 
the NBC and ABC ‘fronts,, there’s. 
“been.a. erowing ¢ awareness that}. in‘. 

“the: enemy. “to "64-65, ABC. ° 
‘watch.”?..- 
“The. ‘one: man; “however: 

-keenly:.aware of ‘the Serious” “and 
‘fundamental NBC slump i is Kintner 
“himself.” While ‘his associates. were 
: foregathered: ‘at the recent affiliate 
corifabs - ‘at: the. NAB. Windy. City 
conventicn, -Kintner- remained - ‘in 
his -New. York: apartment, with - a7 

“vii us. that kept him “away. from his. 
His: most radical. proposals, ‘how--| F P ; . ri f f on- P&G :agencies. -Armour,, via. Foote, ever, ‘relate to- baseball.-He would busy ‘office but. not: ‘from. a. ¢ 

;cut the big ‘league schedules: back
 { stantly tuned.-tv_ set: 

fto 60°games a ‘season—two -week-- 
jend contests. a week, 'to..be-telecz'st 
nationally. except . ‘for. blackouts in’ 
;the metro areas where’ ‘the contests: 

shows;- both’ -day: .and’ night,” 

or discomfort:, of his: illness.. In- 
deed, .key:-NBC ‘execs, to whom he} 
dramatically relayed his. reacticns:|. 
—in. picturesque and. unmistakable | 
-language—specilate. that the NBC |: 
‘programming “raised: -his. tempera- 
ture,: blood. -pressure ‘and pulse.” 
-Be:- that “as it may; ~ ’Kintner | 

| promptly. recovered from the virus, 
‘but ..not . from. his . evaluation‘. of 
‘NBC’s. programming. and’ ‘overall 
“look. *”. Within ‘the ‘agencies, : ‘how- 

even the Kintner’ abilities to: effect 

the: ’64-’65 schedule is locked in. and 
‘the vast. bulk ‘of advertiser money: 
has, been.committed: As one ‘agericy 
‘Wag put it;: “Kintner may. have the. 

| (Continued . on page: 122). 

:  Pelevision, Jike. sports, polities yon 
“| or-Wall. St. — is ‘always rife With big: 

* |-quéstions.. which :add. zest. ‘and. sus-: 
-* Lpense to the interest that constantly. 

‘attend. these dynamic: fields. Tf the |. 
. |. big question | in sports | revolves:|- 

-arctnd. “Yogi: Berra’s “Yankee . pen- | 
-+“nant: odds, ‘or: ‘in- ‘politics Lyndon |: : 
_:}-Johnson’s choice of a ‘running mate | 

on what. now. is’ “assessed. asa. “sure. 
.) winner” ticket, or in Wall St. :Nor- | *’ 

‘ton: Simon’s desire. and chances ‘to - 
take‘.over Canada Dry and ABC; | - 

CBS:TV. _ Prexy” “Jim. Aubrey mas- 

“Tem Moore; expositing. ways to web‘. competition, with CBS ~ 
| enbance. the: wedding. OF bigtime 
‘sports and tv, wants to make. major.|. 
| league: baseball a. two-a-week - at-. 
| traction, and thereby..a ssummerlong , 
J eommodity, for: network: display that 

" winning 1%, ABC: 10. and NBC a 

jeacher his’ “two-front’ war,. in: 
which he has conquered new- audi- 

most 

‘Lat .8:25°- 

[TV Networks’ $32,000.00 Stake 
15 Film Features: ABCs 

$9,000,000 Deal for 30 From 20th 
—+ “In a deal ‘negotiated personally. 

‘by. Spyros’ Skouras,..20th-Fox board 
_}chairman,: tne’film ‘company has 

__-|-sold a bundle of 30 features (many 
‘| of them miade within the past five: 
fyears). to. ABC-TV. for $9,000,000° 

for showing on ‘the network's Sun-......’ 

Wh 

: “av "g.: Cost:Per-Word 
. * ” .Chieago, April: 21.. 

. ad: ‘Lavin, who. ‘says. :his - firm 

vestments “in tv so~ -earefully s 
that he’s” able to. break ‘down 
'.. the costs. on:a per-word basis. 

\! prime ‘network show costs. Al- 
--berto-Culver ‘about. $330. - 
.*,.‘He calls.-television’ time. Sine 
decently expensive.” But even 

- . $0, he-eontinues to -be a big - 

 . figures to up. the A-C ante: to 
: $40,000,000 next” season, a 

On Naney Wilson 

General. [Motors, which’ stirred: 
\ the - wrath: of civil rights groups. 
‘when “it. recentiy:: tried to. force 
NBC-TV-to:shelve a. “Bonanza” ep- 
‘isode™ featuring’ ‘Negro actress Ena 
Hartman, has.reportedly followed 
the * ‘action py: “holding -up ‘indef- 

| initely—very- indefinitely” .-on ‘a. 
‘deal: ‘the “Chevrolet. division had: 
made. to ‘use’ Negro singer- Nancy: 
‘Wilson, in .a-Chevy commercial: 

ile -the’ network stood: firm: 
band. ‘the *“Bonanza”.. seg featiiring 

= =| Miss. ‘Hartman ‘will: be aired, John. 
| Levy,, .. Miss: : Wilson's * manager. 
‘| blames: the: -“Ssontrovei'sy”’. over the: 
..1.NBC ‘show: for GM's backdown ‘on 
‘|-the use of Miss: Wilson.in-a blurb. 
-+-He. says that exécs of the Chevy. di- 

“several .. vision caught the singer: during: a’ 
--| Detroit, appearance and: liked | her. 

-| enough to start negotiations ‘on: the: 
-}commercial werk, Miss Wilson was. 

; actually ” ‘signed: for the: blurb Tole, 
ot CBS. takes five nights: ofthe... 

Projects 2-a-Week| 
Baseball ‘Format’ 

‘says. Levy, in a deal made between. 
‘the ‘Charles Stern talent agency in 
| Hollywood : and: the Coast office of. 
7 Chevy: ad “.agency. Carnpbell-Ewald. 

Levy-says that the GM and ageticy* 
.lexee “indicated that they would 
rather soft... pedal -Miss Wilson's. 
commercial at this time because ‘of. 
the. controversy.” :Meanwhile, GM’s 

.. {New~ York~publicity”. office, upset’, 
| because’ VARIETY last wéek said the. 
‘company. had: “reportedly?” . an- 
swered ‘the angry wire sent to:GM’ 
board - chairman | ‘Frederic - Donner 
by NAACP president’ ‘Roy ‘Wilkins | 
re. the Ena’ 
forwarded ‘the: following: blow-by- | 

| blow . account: - _ 
. “The General. . ‘Motors. reply; 
‘signed. by: ‘Louis : G.. ‘Seaton, -yice 
president. in ‘charge - of personnel, 
was. transmitted from: the Detroit- 
Western Union. office. ‘to-New York |: 

NAACP: office. in. New. York closes’ 
at’4:30 ‘p.m.: Following standing: or- 
ders from NAACP, Western. Union | 

NAACP ‘office: on..Saturday morn- 
= ‘Jing; April 4, “When -the NAACP of- 

‘The quality of the. entertainment : fice reopened: on. ‘Monday, ‘April 6, 
the. telegram was:sent to Mr: Wil-. 

Alberto-Culver: prexy..Leon-..~ 

E pla¥s the television game. like. 
stockbrokers, calculates: his’ in-* - 

fSubsequent run on o&o stations, 

To. prove..it, he submits: that. - 
. each.. commerical . -word. ina: 

2 spender - in’ the. medium and . 

eler| 
{nights on’ NBC). represents an in- 

(Seven: : Arts) ° 

Hartman. affair, : has ; 

“On April ..3:.. The ‘pudgetary. in nature and -there’s. a: 
liklihood ' that. the insurance com- - 

day: night 9 to. 11 pix showcase and 

‘It’s'a two-year deal, allowing for 
ta two-time network ‘exposure. for 
each pic; and thus ‘putting ABC-. 
TV in the Sunday: night movie ex-. 

T hibition: business for at least a. 
| two-year.” 
| likelihood “that the 20th features. 
will be. exposed: during the ’64-'65.. 

| season, ‘since the. network's -pur-- ~. 
‘chase ‘of the. United. Artists bundle: 
|is for. one-year: only.:and would | 
\ thus’ necessitate. their. two-time 

“period. There's © little 

runoff within. ‘that span. 

- - Deal: with. 20th is.unusual “in 
a {that it. Involves a $7,500,000. pur-_ 

:|-chase for.:the etwork exposure. - 
‘| alone: plus’ ‘an additional $1,500,-. 
000 on a subsequent seven-year 
Jeasing of the same 30 pix for thé 
ABC. ‘owned-and-operated stations. - 

he. six. hours of weekly film_ 
features ‘on -ABC and NBC next_ 
season (Sunday nights on ABC 
and Wednesday: and Saturday 

vestment %f some $32,000,000. All 

-while. NBC. paid. about $15,000,000 
for the Metro..and Paramount fea- 

Metro’ features). 

: Skouras ’. had. also. 
‘negotiation with. Eliot . Hyman 

terested, now .that ABC . has 
siphoned. off. the cream entries, js: 
problematical. 

“Call -Me Madame,” -“Song 
| Bernadette,” | “Farewell to -Arms,” 

(Bing. Crosby);. “North to Alaska,” 
“Anastasia, 
‘Night,’ Carousel, ” 
‘Sixth Hap pin ess,” 
Named Desire,” 

_ nin of the 

men: Jones” 
Center’ of the Earth”. | the Earth. 

Travellers Ins. 
- Off (CBS Reports’ 
the: principal bankroller: of “CBS 
Reports” this season,. won't be back 
on the key. CBS-TV pubaffairs ‘Se> 
Ties next season. 

“Reason for. Travelers bowout was 

pany, after - ‘the. first: of the. year, 
Iay ‘return .as. princi al’ sponser. __ 

had ‘delivered’ the: telegram, to the | a n Principa’ sp 
-Insurance company, -on the ‘Vast. 

outing. of “CBS Reports, ” the doc- 
‘umentary..on. the © -cigaret-health 
‘controversy, elected to ‘stay. out... 
Decision’ wasn't. because of the con- 

told: ABC: paid some $17, 000,000 | 
for: ‘the UA:‘and 20th features ; 

tures. (Initially NBC had an option. 
for the 20th films but permitted. . 
it. to. lapse: when. it acquired the 

been ‘in 

‘for- a "$15,000,000: 
‘severi-yea- lease on all the 20th. 
post-’50s. - “Whether he’s still ‘in- 

- Following: are some ‘of. ‘the 
tiiles: in ‘the 20th-Fox ste at = 

“‘From. the “Terrace,” “High Time” 7 

“Tender: Is --the. 

“Streetcar 
“The. -Hustler,” 

“Sound .and: the. Fury,” “Best. of - 
‘Everything,” “Compulsion, * “Care: 

and vourney | to the. 

~ ‘Pravellers: ‘Insurance, which was: 

1 kins’. office: -where it. ‘was; received. 

ever, there - ‘are some doubts as to. 

meaningful improvemenis now: that- 

‘tent .of ‘the: ‘show, according to =a 
spokesman’ for the company. 
Spokesman for Young & Rubicam, 

‘1 agency. for ‘Travellers, explained. 

‘by * Muriel | Outlaw, Mr... Wilkins’: 
secretary. aaa 

2 

~ Reinsch § 40th Ani _4 sponsoring *. -alternate outings’ of 
“Washington, April 31. {CBS Reports,” Travellers - had 

"Rep. Charles: -Weltner: of. Atlanta. sponsored April. 1 and April 8 
cha d some ‘good word for a constitu- 
ent—Cox: stations exec Leonard 
TReinsch,: o 
j Weltner. ‘noted Reinsch - “was ob- 
serving: his 40th anni in broadeast-|'a 
ing and told. ‘the’: House ‘he has: 
“grown with the industry toa place 
-of paramount importance.” .- 
_ -Weltner ‘praised: the medium as 
well as man averring it has brought 
entertainment, education. and new! 
understanding. to’ ‘Americans - “far: 
removed . from: the ‘centers : of na- 

“tional activity.” Pe 

:‘CBS-TV's : “Masters Golf: Tourna- 
ment. ‘Travellers’ also will sponsor 
a “CBS. Reports” two-parter on 
DeGaulle | -and' the upcoming ‘$0- 

er and. D-Day. It. was purely a 

Three sponsors of the cigaret-. 
health hazard “CBS. Reports” were 

| Shoe Polish. | 

J that client: : this season has been™ 

outing of “CBS Reports,’ * in addi- 
tion to: picking up -the’ tab« for.’ 

minute documentary on Eisenhow-" 

budgetary and marketing decision, - 
according to the Y&R spokesman. = 

Polaroid, U.. Ss. ‘Rubber. and Kiwi : 

aye ee 

oo ke ee 

oh? hee. wekts”. cues peer ‘ta = ” pdms 



7 es 

TV Stations’C 
“Washington, April 21. + 

FCC further ‘stirred the CATV. 7 
cauldron disclosing it will initiate]: 
an. inquiry - into the purchase’ of 
community antenna television: sys- ; 
tems by tv stations. 

Announcement : of the probe was| 
tied to the Commission’s decision |: 

‘not-to. act on the proposed sale of |. 
ele 37 CATV. sys-{ 

General: subsidi-|" -mission’reins ‘last’ June;..and -: 
a corporation 
-tems to an. R. 
ary, 

It. aio comes hot on’ the’ heels 7 
of: .FCC Chairman E.. William: 
Henry’s promise ‘for CATV: action |: 
and amidst .the flap over Capital 
Cable Corp:, the CATV system. al- 
lied to ‘Mrs. ‘Lyndon J obrison’ s Aus-|~ 
tin: tv. outlet KTBC..: ae 

. Revealing | its proposal for..a far: 
flung inquiry, FCC averred it: had]. 
to: discern what impact’ such’ pur- |. 

_ehases. would’ have’ on: multiple | 
ownership . rules and “other: public 
inter est policies.” 

‘The multiple ownership” isaue | 
FCC] was: “brought, ‘into : focus,” 

said, with, the contemplated. buy. of. 
such a large. CATV. group. by RKOs 
one of the biggest: multiple owners. | 

American - Corp. . wants to} H&B 
sell H&B Microwave Corp: ‘(opera-|. 
tor of .37 CATV systems: in 12. “ 
states) to Video Independent Théa- |. 
tres Inc.,..a wholly. owned ° ‘subsid 
of: RKO, 

Commission; first wants. to find 
out <how many . CATV- systems ‘ty. 
stations own. in and’. out. of their: 
Grade B contours, °:.. 

” It-also .wants ‘industry. response 
‘on the number. and manner « of 
CATV systems. originating °pro- 
“gramming. and. ‘commercials © _ for. 
their’ subscribers, 

On ‘the multiple. ‘ownership’ score; 
FCC... -listed several points: of in- 
quiry:. 

1. Should CATV. | interests be: 
considered as television - broadcast 
interests under. multiple ownership 
rules? | 

2. Should such classification - be 
‘based on. whether .a CATV system. 
originates programming furnished 
subscribers? 

3. Under what conditions ‘should 
a tv station be allowed -to hold: 
‘CATV: interests outside its area? 

4, Should special significance be 
attached -to ownership: by” stations. 
of CATV’ systems earrying- ‘their 
programs into. other. communities. 
“In @ -separate. category, FCC: 
wants to decide if stations: should. 
own or hold: ‘interest in CATV sys 
tems in their own. cities.” . 

Aside from. the multiple. owner- 
ship. issue, FCC. averred its. inter-. 
est in. learning’ if tv station owner-: 
ship of.a CATV system.-raises “anyj -. .- 
question ‘of conflict. of interest’de-| 2 
trimental. ‘to the. public interest. in}: oe 
television. broadcasting.” © 

- Comments: from. ‘stations, CATV: 
groups ‘and interested parties. are 
ane by J June 19. 

NBC-TV’; s summer: schedule this 
year will be 100% rerun, with the 

only. changes: from. the fall-winter |: 
schedule coming... in’ a. ‘half-hour 
mystery series and a. half-hour | 

:-yariety series—both. reruns. 
‘Last year the network‘and. Ford 

Motor. replaced : “Hazel”. with Vie]. : 
Damone and “Thé Lively Ones,”"}- 
but Ford this ‘year. has. dumped a]: 
Iot of dough ‘in. the New -York| 
World’s Fair’ Ford exhib. and will | ot a 

Hazel” : ‘ gO - the. summer . “with. 
repeats. 

» ‘The.World’s Fair. ‘was: to be thet 
location ofthe nétwork’s one ‘live, 
change-up. entry for: the summer, 
a half-hour variety spread., from. 
the ‘grounds: Friday nights. But 
_NBC gave-.up the idea when pro-|" 
duction. logistics: ‘appeared. out. of 
‘hand -with a snarl of inside and 
outside craft. union: ‘grabs in the 
offing. : 

‘Two. shows. fresh. to.the summer 
slate are “Moment of.Fear,” half- 
hour repeats. of the old "Schlitz - 
and GE dramas, and “On. Parade,” 
variety. shows - off the: Canadian 
Broadcasting--Co. The |whodunits. 
take over Tuesdays. in the slot that} 
“TW3" will occupy. come fall,. and 
the variety ‘shows 
night. ‘where. “TW3” is © now 
situated. hetween | Bob. Hope ‘and |” 
Jack Paar. 

_RADIO-TELEVISION 

_ A teen. interviewer - ‘WOR- " 
dered’ about his. favorite” pro->.. 

to’ ‘which . ‘Henry’ -re-. 

£0. - in: _ Friday: 

“Henry ‘Ain’t Sayin” | 
. FCC: head ‘E. “William Henry 

- vest than his immediate prede-. 
' cessor when ‘it's. for- Public: 
consumption: © in 

'- ‘He’s- been’-a: circumspect bu 
‘reaucrat on the few: tv. shots 
he's ‘had. Since taking the Com- 

another’ ‘demonstration ‘of. his. 
“politesse came’ ast... ‘Sunday 
(19). on -“ABC-TV’s:‘~ youth- -: 
angled “Science. All: Stars.” -: -- 

- gram, ~ 
sponded: “It’s” not. an- unfair 

. question, ‘but’:I am: set: up as. 

-Ment. on. what ‘my favorite pro--.. 
‘ gram .is. I- watch, tv more ow” 
and I'like all the. good onés.” ay 

NBC- TV Eyeing 65-66 

“Comedy, MG’s. ‘Roberts’ 
NBC-TV - exees have. already 
plunged : ‘into: plang for. the '65- "68 |. 
‘season With several pilot and step- 
by-step programming. deals | al- 
ready in*negotiation: - 
-.Web ‘programmers. “are ‘already 

‘very high on..a-new Warner Bros. 
offering that production company 
g£ot-when Hugh: Benson..came back 
‘inthe: fold:. Comedy show, with a}. 

-.| seript in. the. hopper, concerns: the 
| adventures: of .4. bachelor (with - a 
young. daughter). who. is’‘going ‘tol. 

‘| college under a’ string; ‘of . aliases. 
and who:-has--several ‘side deals. 
going. It’s: sort. of -a. “Fugitive” |. 
with laughs, and. a pilot. deal ‘is| 
very. likely. 
MGM and: NBC. are: negotiating | : 

onan adaptation of “Mr. Roberts” |. 
‘to series comedy form, a step deal.|- 

| that’. is: pending..the. clearing ° oft. 
“Roberts”: rights Te. the: book, play,|. . 
and ‘s¢reen -versions.. ~ . 

_ -‘The.. programmers:  ar@: “equally 
busy in the. negative. Already. con- | 
sidered--“and:. nixed - is ‘another 
Warner “Bros. ‘proposal, a- beries 
‘based on: the.-adventures. of" Phin-. 
‘neas. 
“Around the* World . in 80: Days" 
sharacter. ° ne 

GILL TAPPED FOR 
‘KEY JOB AT ATV 

Fogg, -the.. Jules Verne. 

London, April 21.: 
~ Robin” Gill; -36,. has. been. ap- 
pointed. deputy: Managing. director. 
of Associated. Television. He re-. 

| places: Ed- Roth ‘who recently ‘quit. 
the: ‘company and’ has’ since joined. 

‘|-one- of the prospective . _payvee ‘out: 
. s ‘its, ‘Tollvision, . . 
oF Gill, who...’ ‘founded © Border-TV 
a as ‘Managing director in 1959, takes 

--}up ‘his new post:'on July: 30, date 
| when ATV gets its: new.. ‘eoritract- 
| from. the Independent « Television 
Authority... He. will: be «working in: 
close: association with ATV's man- 
aging director..Lew ‘Grade ‘who 
introduced him: :to a select. press: 
luncheon. Jast Wednesday M8). 

r Number of — a 
“plays {t' somewhat close to’ the: - 

a regulator not .as a. censor, 
“so J really: don’t like to com-. - 

Entries: WB-Hugh: Benson 
‘people ‘made-up. the. tv public -in |: 

“With: the fall schedule. locked in, 

OO RE EE OTL 

London, “April 21, 

vious. 

(among: those ‘able. . 

the past quarter - ‘than: in the same 

of the. population’ “aged - ‘over. five, 
‘Report ‘has it that on: average, 

just. . over. °37,000,000 “Britishers| 
viewed: some_ tv daily. during: the |.~ 
: quartér—nearly halfof:- them used |: ..) 
-both.: channels, but “about .750,000} 
more. “people viewed. one..or more 
BBC. programs than. one or’ ‘more | 
commercial -.. tv. programs. 

‘Midwest i in. Bis 

Chicago, ‘April ‘21. 
“The - _midiwest;, 
rough” estimate. - 

St. .Paul, . Battle: Creek, . St... Louis 
cand: ‘Milwaukee,. in. addition ‘to the]. 

| big one, Chicago) ‘is getting a sud- | 
. | den romancing. from ‘sales and. re- 
Hated brass. of CBS-TV: . 

_ A’procession. during the ‘past: ‘two: . 
J weeks ..of - key “networ 
from. ‘New. York, “each. 
handshaking rounds: ‘of. - agencies. 
land: clients, suggests. a. desire. on: 
the .part of the. CBS homeoffice to. |. 
establish.'a closer rapport..with: the-|° 
spenders -: -of: the - central «sector, 

aking the 

abetting the: “already : effective.‘ ef- 

between “by any of: the. ‘networks 
in recent. years. >. ~ 

First: to take’ ‘to: the hhustings: was 
‘Tom. Dawson, -CBS-TV -veep - of. 
national - ‘sales, - ‘who came in on: 

- {Continued on: page. 122). . 

Viewers at Any. Given. | 
~~ Moment: 16,000: 000, 7 

“BBE-TV, “whose - audience:: “has. ae 
. een running lower. than ‘commer-.| « 

cial:. web’s since the ~ fall,- by ‘its-| 
| own: admission. has ‘lost. some 600,- 
| 000 viewers. when. ‘audience - totals |: 
‘for the '-past: January-March — quar-|." 

| ter: are eompared with. a year pre- , 

With’ an ‘average: ‘audience of 8: ne 
400, 000, BBC's share of the ratio: of |. 

| viewing qr. 
‘| chose. between it: .and  onmmecciay. 2 
felecasts):was’ “46% compared with |. 
the’ ‘indies’ 54%, ‘where’ a year ago | 

‘lit was a 50-50- split, ‘says’ BBC. It- 
|is pointed out,- ‘though,’ that BBC 
has. about. 1,000,0000 viewers ‘not:| 

| counted: in -the. ‘above. figures be- |. 
_ {cause - they ‘gannot- Teceive, both}: 7 
‘}services.:- a 

According fo’ ‘BBC's audience Teej " 
search _ Statistics, “1,000,000 more}. 

“haber 21, 000 Shares . ‘quarter of 1963. And viewers. now | 
number 44,500,000; or ‘nearly’ 207% 

: proxy... statement. 
for himself, “Aubrey. revealed: - the. general field of: communica-.- 

-{ tions ‘and: indicated “that: it- had ..- 
d.some ‘acquisitions in: mind, but he. 
‘carefully etched _ the ‘point ‘that: the 

| company had ‘no. :intention. of get-:. - 
ting: back: into“the manufacture ‘of “:~- .. 

~.|-tv. receivers or’ ‘components. More '.:: 

The number of’ viewers. at: ‘any. 
‘given’ amount. mount averaged 16, 16, 000 000. 

(BS Discovers’ 
' “proxy . statement. had* -been’’ 
Sereacnte and | that he. bought. -. 
yo. ae “substantial.” 
“ ghares;.. . + 

“holder,” ‘Paley ‘said, “but. also - 

- Client Romance | 
tin ‘the’ general nelehborhood . 

representing’ at |” of. $1, 250, 000. 
something. like |: 

'$200,000,000 in- potential: ‘network 
ty": billings’ (taking in Minneapolis-. 

stripers . 

forts. of midwest. veep .Roy Port- { 
-eous -and: his sales crew. Odd as it |- 
may seem, ‘these strictly. ‘good-will: 
junkets : “have: ‘been. few: and: . far: 

‘brushed:. aside. : 

‘April 6.:for three days | worth -of |. 
| agency rounds - both ‘here ‘and. in’ 
‘the Twin Cities. “Joe: Curl, the veep 

TE COT oT RO OY a 

averred.. 

(BS Stockholders’ Meet i in Chi 
‘Set to Beautiful Green Mase 

“s. . ‘Chicago, ; “April: 21..." 
VA. female. shareholder. asked. 

CBS. board :chairman: William 

--holder’ S meeting why -CBS-TY : 
‘prez: Jim, Aubrey .owned only ~. 
20: shares ° of stock in. the ~ 

Answering - 

* that-he. had ‘exercised: his stock 
7 option . ‘in. January, after the’. 

_. number: of 

Paley, “tet more ‘explicit, * 
put. it at 27:000 ‘shares. “‘He’ Ss... 
‘not: only a_ substantial - sto¢k- 

‘quite wealthy.” ‘Other sources ©. 
_-/say: Aubrey - purchased .:28,500. 

‘ shares.--Whichever, at $45 or: 
$46. -per’ share, 
‘Aubrey’ s corporate’ Holdings. 

Goldberg Appeals To * 
Sponsor. to Get: Gehl 
Push on Rating: Clear-Up 

°°" ‘Washington, April 21. 
“NAB's Tesearch - veep ‘Melvin 

‘Goldberg: exhorted - advertisers toy. 
throw: their support: behind. plans ; 
to clear * up. ratings: - 

Women’ s. Advertising . Club. 

“very . little 
will be. accomplished. oa 

ever; was based on an. assumption 
‘which Madison Ave. has-up to now 

‘Said . Goldberg, 
“You: the. ‘advertiser and you. the’ 
advertising. agency, must want: and |... 
use. and : pay for. this. better infor- |. 
mation.” ; . 

If ‘NAB could convince: ‘ad. folk| 
‘that such were’ true,.-it- would: go 
a- long way to transforming. ‘its |. 

rating proposals. into: reality _ 

Br MIKE MOSETTIG. 

“Washington, April 21." 
_préposals for. labeling ™: clgaret 

advertising -have.: gone behind a. 
Federal |. 

‘Trade ‘Commission and’ no one is 
‘quite. sure.when and.-in- what form 
they will emerge.. wo 

cloud . of .smoke : at: the - 

.Making their initial: splash ‘and 
‘creating Madison Ave: flutters with ']: 
a high ‘powered: hearing, ‘the Com-| ; 
‘missioners: are now : charting . the 

| best . possible ‘course for ‘walking 
.the politically .and . economically 
potent minefield: they. have laid. 

June... 
- But ETC Is ‘not opérating in ‘this: ’ 

ar instance under. -PBormal circum: 

The Commission gave itself : an|. 
‘additional month -when: last week 
‘it extended the deadline’ for. ‘filing |. 
‘written comments from -April 15 |. 
to. May..15. Under. normal ‘cireum- 
‘stances.. this. would. mean . rules: 
would ‘not be issued. ‘until at least: 

7 stances, ” First “off, its: fanetion ‘to 
| protect the public ‘against fraudu- 

‘the. nation’s health... 

printed: tracks, 

“Of . course’. ‘the. Commission ° Js 
dealing with a multi-million dollar 

in: the ciggie milieu. 

Capitol ‘Hill: brouhaha, - 

wind on this score. Qnly:last : ‘week, 
'Sen. ‘Maurine ‘Neuberger. @-0re): 

lent advertising fias been expanded: 
‘to. .a new jurisdiction -of: guarding 

This departure: alone necessitates ye 
longer. deliberations with. thought 

1 to be given. on covering: newly im-. 

issue .and. the possibility it- could. 
-throw “a monkey, wrench into the 
economy: Not ‘only: does it have to | 

| worry about affecting ; ‘business,’ the 
| FETC must. also: take note :of .busi- 
ness. psychology, : the Arickiest. item’ 

Some. ‘straws: are ‘already’: ‘in ‘the | this?” * 

3 Butts ¢ on Cig. Issue | 
‘added her. volley to. the Jiberals’ evins, 
‘fusillade.. fired. on. the. “American ‘ 
‘Medical Assn. for joining the ciggie 
-boys in. “opposing. the 

| labeling - rules. ' 
By -holding™ ‘back. on -its rules: 

the wave of. public indignation and. 
demand to - protect... the. nation. 
against illness: and sin: ' . 
~ ‘Phrough - an. ‘informal selection’ 

-|-Commissioner : Phillip Elman” will 
Likewise’ the: ciggie. ‘issue is up |: 4 

to its. butts in politics and‘ any type. 
‘of Commission action will: Stir * ay 

be the man in charge of the ciggie 
rules. 
"Elman, it’ will ‘be: remembered, . 

‘asked. “Why should ‘we shrink from. 
when.~ a> “hearing Witness. 

“warned the rules could lead to the: 
demise of. ciggie ‘Advertising: 

"Washington, 
President. ‘Johnson: ald he. secs ‘no. “eonfilct" ” Spetween, his 

and. the broadcast holdings: his wife has put ina trusteeship. : 
ate The: Pres{dent was questioned at. his: Press: Conference. about... 

oS Mrs: Johnson’s Austin. station. KTBC-TV and the option. agreement 
it has with CATV operator Capital: Cable Co. in the saine celty. — 

|. First off, ‘the President. said he personally had not interest: or‘. 
|. stock in any government regulated industry. He noted Mrs. John-.° 

‘gon’s. properties were in.an irrevocable trust.and. that she no: ‘longer 
; : participated, in any decisions" made by the LBJ:Co. : 

o corporation, - ‘as shown: in the -| assured: ‘the: shareholders. that: Co- 

that: puts ling, ‘held this: year in. a-studio. of :. 
|\'the -CBS “Chicago. plant (WBBM-: — 

>-)TV:.and -WBBM - Radio), 
==} eventful compared. with: some: ‘of. 

probably... - 
‘never has the: ‘president’s* report: 
‘played. such ‘beautiful green“ music... -... 

| Year:.1963: was: far. the most pros- -" 
| perous in the ‘corporation’s history, ..’: 
1 with: reventes. of $564,818, 039: from - 
all seven. divisions: realizing’ a net 

| income - of $41, 811,476,:.or- $2. 27 a 
‘share..: That’s .an 8%. 
‘sales from: 1962, ‘continuing™ a‘ lS 
year ‘trend. ‘for: CBS. in’ annual :.- 

| sales: increases, but:more important woe 
Va. 41%. growth. in profits. | 

He . frankly. ‘admitted “to the ; Profits -for the ‘first. quarter of ee of |. 
Baltimore. that: without advertiser’ 
‘and “agency support 

The premise: of’ his. appeal, how- 

Proposed | 

cA 21, Ape Zhe 

-. “In cany-event, if. she did - participate, the’ ‘President wouldn't 
have anything-to do with it;’he.continued.:: | - 

- Referring. to FCC’s demand for Capital ‘Cable to hand. over its. 7 
option agreement with KTBC, Johnson said.the Commission “has eae 
_Inade no request of me: or. ‘of: ‘my family for. anything:” oc Es 
.. “We. are perfectly willing ‘to comply,’ I“am’ ‘sure: the trustees: a 

a would: be, with any request that they did make. There is not.any- 
‘thing that: we “Have. to secrete in. any. manner, Shape or. form,” an “he. 

“The: President ‘said. Mrs: Johtison worked’: at lier broadeasting. we 
-_ “profession: “with pleasure and satisfaction until 1. forced: ‘her. to. 

- Jeave it when I assumed. the Presidency.”. ° — . 
He-noted any. decision. of the trustees: to. séll or leave thie outlet: 

ne is subject to.Commission approval. - rae 
. - “Even: if you tried ‘to sell_it,-you. would have ta have their’ rap - 
proval. But: rs ‘see no. conflict : in- any way,”” he said, fotos - 

. “Chicago, ‘April 21. 
AS ‘might. be. ‘expected: at-a ‘stock- 

holders: ‘meeting. where the. _annual.- 
. breport’ showed. a. whopping profit’: 

| increase ‘of. 41% over ‘1962 plus a 
j‘new record first qilarter.in 1964, 

“sS.. Paley. at last. week’s ‘stock-. | the investors in-CBS Inc. last week 
ranted to talk: about. diversifica-- 
t on 

Board. chairman’ William. S: ‘Paley 

lumbia. was: anxious .-to.. expand in. 

{than that Paley didn’t say/on the...” 
~Esubject, but réliable -word ‘has it... 

that’ CBS has“a yen ‘to get into .... 
‘| publishing. and ‘has been: flirting. ~~: 
| with ‘the notion.of buying a major ~ 
publishing” house. 

The annual. stockholders meet- . 

was: uns" 

recent. vintage; . ‘but. 

growth. in.. 

this year. “were ‘up. 20%: over .the 
‘same period. in 1963:.on a sales in-: 
‘erease of 10%, based on_prelimi- 
“nary: figures... Sales. reached .$156,< : 

| 000,000.° during the. quarter, com- 
pared with $141,213,861 for.:.‘the. 
_comparable quarter. last. year: Net. o 
income . grew. to. about ‘$12,000, 000° 

Po (Continued on page P22). 

No: Ce Jorvision hh 

B ritain Til
 61 ue 

oan ‘London, ‘April 21: 
Postinaster ~° ‘General . "Reginald. 

minister...in charge of... 
proadcasting,. has’ elected. to: defer... 
his decision on choice of color tv” | 
system. until after the: next méet- ©. 
jing .-of the - International Radio... .-... 

:| Consultative | Committee ‘in’: Mie. ve 

‘however, the: Commission ig los- enna. “mext: April, 
* 

Ing. some psychological points. Al- 
If. that. meet - “falls as did: ‘the.’ 

; Jast—to decide. ona ‘common ‘tint . 
‘the US. “Surgeon. General's report: ty : system - for: all ' Europe, then 

is. beginning: to.wane, as recent ‘up- 
beat cig sales figures. hationwide 
have indicated. Essential: to sup- 
‘port forthe Commission’s rules is’ 

Bevins is:. ‘prepared. ‘to’ give ‘the 
okay for Britain “to. go.-it alone. 
In the latter event, the U.K. will - 
have ‘colorvision- by 1967, and it’s: 
a 6-5 on bet: that it will. be. the: 
American: NTSC: method. that:.is - 
chosen; with the. French: “SECAM - 
and German PAC Systems: Tunning* 
as outsiders. ~. 

: Bevins - decision | to: wait for’ eu # 
os ‘ope -but to: move to ensure that: 

| Britain. had a tint service. by’ 1967, 
‘fs in|. line ‘with. the recent recom-. 
-mendations of: the Television. .Ad-.. 
‘visory: .Committee . (comprising 
‘manufacturers, and ’ “broadcasters).. 



A. “(Bues.): 

: ‘eonfident that © ‘the: 
cL gudience: would :not ‘suffer unduly |. | 

<. through. the. advent: of the new] |. 
‘: network. He based his. opinion on| 4 

+. thé premise: that. there’ were’ ap- nate 
“proximately. half * a million’ ‘te-| ~ 

_ ‘in. the. Greater. London; 
6 «area: which : were not capable: of}. 

- 1, Feceiving the..-commercial | pro-|. 

"7 @eivers- 

> earth. 
. Bat before it. sets there, | it will need several : more: nO slays. 

- "Comsat ‘wents to launch two.satellites from Cape Kennedy,. Fis., . 
- in. early. 1965.. It will need. FOC approval: both for the: shot ‘and: 

. for a ground station in: ‘the U.S. to be used with the satellite, 
Once the vehicle ‘is airborne, . 
FCC for an okay: for. commercial. Sperations fromthe system... 

- Approving. the construction bid, FCC said it expected Comsat: to. : 
. continue. its research and: development 1 ‘Program: into. the ‘various 
phases of . “satellite. operation: ae 

“London, ‘April 21. 

on “pven” though © ‘the ‘commercial 
: "-television . companies 

their bid for an. immediate ‘second | 
-  ) network; ‘the ‘major companies .are,|: 
“... “intensifying their : plans. to” meet |. 
“* ‘¢he: ‘challenge “of BBC-2, which | 
-. geheduled - transmissions: in..: the 

-: Greater . London ‘area. for tonight. 
ae One ‘of the: independent’ 
_ 7+ Mnajors taking the. initiative in ‘this 
 - getivity’ is Associated . TeleVision, 
ol: and just: a - few days ‘before: the! 
“20 “Gnew channel ‘went’ on the: air, Lew|-- 

’ Grade .announced first. details of 
.=' “mew. program. plansfor the. coming. 
.  ¥.season. These ‘include new filmed 

projects, ‘three new. éeries, docu- 
mentary. programs. and. the signing |:: 

'< of : James:. 
; * British tv.starring role. 

‘Mason... in: “his first | 

“The. ATV inanaging director: was 
commercial 

grams, and he- believed - that “the |. 

failed. - in. 

Frigidaire,’ 

- oat wt oe a ew 

Conisat ‘will again. have to : ak” 

Current. Season: Biz 
. ABC-TV. last;. week. ‘Yang. up $3,- 
900,000" in‘‘new business for. the 
second: and third:.quarters.’. Total |’ 
‘represents. seven’. advertisers: -in. 
primetime ‘participation huys; in-: 
-cluding the Ron Cochran and ‘Bob |: 
Young news strips. ~:-. 

Commitments: ‘came’ from: ‘Gen 
eral: Electric, : “General - Foods, 

Mennen, 

Bollywood, “April. 21 

_| latter. ‘at. Associated ‘British. 
Joining ‘The Saint” at Associ- 

‘sted British next, month. is the third 

: Pepsi-Cola,: 
‘Pharmacraft-” -and. WTS. _Fharma- 
geuticals. voi ie a 

Major r ot Reshuf meeyv “perton this summer is Harry. Fine’s ; 
ag | first. lone: attempt at -vidfi¥n' -pro- | 

' * [of Tom: “The Further Adventures: 
<. of ‘Tom Jones.”:So far’ series: has: 

| not: found a. British ‘web. to take. it,. 
or has an ‘international ‘release- 
‘been set. But producer. Fine. ex-. af ssarle. Job 

making: a. switch: to new. sets.. Once 

: cit “ably hope-to regain audiences: lost: 

a to BBC-2: °. 

oraer 7S have 104. -hours: “of. tv. filmed 

"|. programming. a -. year. 

a a skeins, such ‘as “Danger ‘Man’. and 

- overwhelming majority: of. these Major *Feshuffling: in. production 
?.-viewers- would; sooner. or latér, :be 

that | ‘happened, the. - ‘commercial litives. ‘being brought. into the tele-. 

program: companies could reason- ‘SG ‘coast. chief. is Jackie Cooper, 

‘who has been eonfabbing’ with exec. 
‘producer Harry: Ackerman ‘ on. the 

Grade: indicated: that they aimed personnel: realignment. - 

- Existing | 
sting telefilmery as.a producer-director 

find: creator.. Deal has. been final- 
(Continued: on. ‘Page. 122) ized: for. Richard .Alan: Simmons; 

For Studio Center 
“Hollyweod, April Q1.. . director. Stan: Kalis joins the. com- 

SG.as a producer, also: to produce 
pix. for. Columbia... 

‘Bob. Claver, - formerly: associate 

ruce Up 
“The Gertrude Berg Show’ at Four 

‘personnel ‘4s underway at Screen]. 
‘Gems, with a number. of new exec- 

filmery, and a ‘few departing. New: 

! John’ ‘Cassavetes. has. joined. the. 

f formerly: with. Four ‘Star, ‘to. join 

‘producer: ‘on. “Ensign O’Toole” : and” 

‘Star, has been signed. to. deyelop. 
new: properties, and as a producer-. 

pany ‘as: head. ‘of. Vincent Edwards’ . | . Studio. Center, former. Republic 
‘ gtudios ‘now ‘under option | to. CBS- 

, struction. of a * new,- 14,000: ‘foot 
 gound stage,. now in. progress. ‘New 

",. stage “gives. studio 20 stages. ‘plus 
‘one: for process. |. 
Improvement: will Gost in excess 

‘ef $750,000, with Rep picking: ‘up 
the ‘tab: for the. stage,.and CBS-TV. 
the remainder of the bill. Work is 
being’ done’ under. “supervision of 
John T. ‘Reynolds, “senior . yeepee: 
of CBS-TV-in Hollywood. : 

we, “Construction. ‘on. the. new. preen. 
get. will “begin: within. the next..30-|": 
days, and-it will include’ a lake and » 

ot In. process j 
. ~") also: is ‘updating and: modernizing | 

* Of the producers’ -building, a 
Studies are under. way for come | 

other exterior : areas. : 

pletely. modernizing. the sound .de- |. 
partment, a move. which. would ‘Cost. 
another $500, 000. ‘CBS-TV will com-: 
plete its first -year- of: operation: at}. 

. ‘Studie- Center» . the. . send “of this: 
‘month... 

: Reynolds coinmented:. a “the “re- 
'.- gults indicated . after. the first year |: 
of CBS -operation of. the lot: have:| 

~ been. extremely. . gratifying. As. .a‘| 
result. of the CBS control, we have: 
: been: ‘able: to produce. ‘better. prod-. 

“os get, -and. ‘have. ‘more ‘of. our” costs ; 
show. UP. en the: “Screen.” Doty 

tv -prodiction ‘ firm,. turning. “out 

TV, is upping its riew: construction | pilots for SG.-. 
oe program, ‘with a plan in the. works | ° 

"2" for- anew exterior. green sét,.-to: 
"“t 1)* gover ‘séveral ‘acres, This. ‘will -be 

Re supplementing previous studio .im- 
7 provements, which. ‘include . con- |: 

Deal ‘is: being finalized for: Bob 
Raphaelson to-join: as ‘a- producer.. 
‘He ‘last : prodticed “The . Greatest: 
Show. ‘on. Earth” ‘at. Desilu.. - - 
‘Cooper is in negotiations: for ‘Rob- : 

‘ert Altman to join. SG as. a -pro- 
duéer-director, also. Stuart. Rosen-. 

Elliot” ‘Silverstein ‘and Hy. 
‘| Averback, the later with Four Star.: 
‘A numberof deals being dickered |<": 
include gommitments with: ‘Colum- . 

berg, : 

bia.” : 

Winston ‘O'Keefe, who: ‘produced. 
“Grindl, ” which has’ been’ canceled, 
‘has ‘departed, also his associate pro- 
ducer, ‘Charles Tannen. Also: “gone 
is Stan. ‘Sheptner, ‘who had. been 
‘involved in new Project. develop- 
ment.. 

Basic Philosophy behind: a. these |. 
maneuvers is to build up SG’s-exec. 
manpower “in .thé dramatic. -area..| 
Company. *has:been ‘strong. incom: 
edies, where Ackerman is exec pro- 
ducer, “but: weak. on. dramas, and : 

_ has: Hone on: the air, . 

Tead 

“Cooper ° is ‘also. “negotiating: for 
‘David: ‘Swift’ to join. the company | - 
‘as a-creator-producer, and this deal | .. ff 

‘hike ‘some of the others. would: also |)...’ 
‘involve work for-Columbia. ©: |... 

Status of Fred de Cordova,: hired 5 
several months ago: by -ex-SG. coast | - 
topper... Bill . Dozier and put: in. 
charge . of. new. ‘projects, has.-been 
‘revised: Instead, he will . Produce: 
-and ‘direct..for. SG. - 

_ (ox i USER | 

: “Hpcitain-appears to. be da. — 
‘| busiest ever’: summer - -of - vidfilm |. 

| activity. Counting firm production | § 
"4 plans, there’ should. be. at least a} 

| half: ‘dozen. film ‘series rolling . be- | 
‘tween Juitie- and ‘the fall; but. in- 

‘| cluding the strong probabilities,| 
| there could. be 10 series on. the pro-|' 
duction pelt. 

| As in previous years, Associated | 
{ Television . through © its” wholly: ; 

_ | owned . subsidiary TYC,..1s -in the 
_- | vanguard ‘of film production. ‘Out-} 

_. .*.| fit already has two, one-hour. shows 
-< |.in. the. works—the ‘Patrick Mc-: 

> | Goohan ‘starrer “Danger Man” ‘and 
“| the 

ABCs $3900, 000 

“The | 
Saint.” Former is:at Metro and the 

“Roger - ‘Moore series 

ITC -series “Gideon's Way,” being | 
“produced ‘by Bob Baker and Monty |. I 
‘Berman, “who. brought: in the Moore 
series. - aaa 

‘Three shows together ‘guarantee | 
‘that ITC will be in- Production. for |. 
the next. ‘12 months... mo, 4 

Also at. Associated: British’ ds. the | 
‘| Ronald: Kahn-United: Artists: ‘show 
“The: Human: Jungle” which: was 
initially sparked by. ABC-TV..a year 
back, but has now been acquired: by. 

|-UWA, “ABC-TV; ‘however; will run 
‘the series. in Britain but will not. 
| this: time: be ‘contributing. to Pro- 
‘duction costs.” 

- Lined up for “Pinewood or : Shep 

pects. to. be rolling this stimmer. 
‘with both: ‘previous: factors .signed-- 

| sealed. 
shot in. color. 

“Jones,” it’s said, “may be 

"Another. "probable starter is’ ‘a 
Bill -Cuckwell-Anna’ Neagle ‘series 
‘dealing with ‘a’ women’s. prison. 
inquiries have, however, failed: to. 
‘reveal a studio. booked: to take the: 
show. ‘Twickenham studios ‘has had 
enquiries - “from. producers . with: a- 

: | view - to - making: a vidpic (not. the | 
‘ Luckwell-Neagle: skein) which may. 
well. “come. into ‘fruition: later this 
year. 
“along with: the ‘latter : more » speck 

ulative. starters are the prospect of 
‘series arising out of Columbia's. 
Eve Arden. show: pilot, which was. 
‘made-at Metro, ‘and also out of the : 
=. ITC-facilitated puppet: mouse show: 
“Topo Gigio. . - 

‘Reportedly, Joe Levine will ‘be 
making: three series. in this: eountry, 
two. hour shows and’ one half hour: 
skein; Plans for the ‘Levine skeins. 
.—-which apparently. - will involve. 
{predominantly American actors and}. 
-directors—are not known. : 

In ~ ‘addition | to’: the: 

‘wlobally. by: ITC. 

A . ” Eondon,. “April 21:. 
“tn. accordance ‘with stated: policy; 
the © 11%: : 

commercial - stations’ . -- advertising 
income, . and. ‘operating on a ‘slid- 
ing scale. .. 

‘Yield to ‘the. Exchequer. of ‘the 
11% -duty -was.in the Tegion | of | 
$22,000,000. per. ‘annum. - The’. ad: 
levy is calculated to bring in well; 
over $42,000,000. in. the. first ‘year. 
even though. five of the smaller sta- : 

a ‘tions will be ‘exempt... Pole 

‘Ford & GM Coin 

increasing 
‘| activity “at the « big. British film |’ 
studios, AP Films Ltd.,-the. indie} . 

j outfit run by. Gerry. Anderson | is. 
ying a third: film puppet show |- 

“Stingray,” which: will be marketed 

re |} ¥our Star's 

-television ; advertising: 
duty. ‘currently “$mposed . on: Brit- 
‘ain’s: commercial . tv": contractors 
(but: which has ‘been: passed. on- to"|. 
advertisers) has-been lifted in this]. 
year’s . budget: From’: the. ‘end... of 
July,..the tv ad duty” “will. ‘be. Tee |, 
‘placed by: an ad levy,:: ‘geared to | 

” Far CS ‘livin 
Hollywood, Apri 21. 

“Bob Cummings. has been signed: 
‘ to star in “Living Doll,’ . Opposite 
Julie Newmar. _. 

-Half-hour comedy: series. “pro. 
duced: by Jack Chertok will. ‘debut; 
on. CBS-TV: next season: Cum- 
mings previously starred in three. 
‘series, last-of which was for. Revue | 

j Studios: several years: ago. - 

* Ford “and.- General Motors “are. 
‘cosponsors of NBC-TV’s 90-minute. 
‘New York. World's . 
: ‘live: feed. tonight (22); 7:30. to-9 
‘p.m. to Mexico's Telesistema Mexi- 
ecano for telecast. on 18 Mexican 
stations. By ‘delay, the special also 
-will be: seen in three ‘other. coun- 
‘tries, ‘with: negotiations current for 
‘More, via sales: ‘by, NBC Inter- 
national.” 

One of: ‘the ‘piime. Yeasons: for 
‘Mexico's pickup -of. the ‘NBC ‘spe-. 
cial -is: participation. by -Cantinflas, 
‘the country’s - leading: film. come-: 
‘dian, who; will ‘host ‘the tour of. 
the ‘Fair’s . ‘International : sector... 

- Manila: ‘and: ‘Germany will: get: al. 
direct: positive. kinnie of the. show, 
picked upon the Coast during the 

‘:| broadcast and flown to these coun- 
‘tries. -At the same time, Tokyo will: 
get «color tape. rushed. ‘by air. 
Jn: other. ‘gales. last yeek “NBCL 

Powell: Show”: and three’ more of 
“87th Precinct” to Denmark's Ra-- 
dio, Copenhagen;: an hour of “The’ 
Richard Boone Show’: to. Sveriges |- 

“Greece: The. 
+ Golden. Age” to RAI,: Rome, and 
-“Qur Man in-Andorra,:San Marino, 
“Monaco, Lichtenstein. and. the Sov-: 
ereign - ‘Order. of Malta”: 
to. Nederlandse Televisie Stichting, : 
‘Holland. . 

Radio, : Stockholm; 

z | BURKE'S LAW TOP 10. 
~ STATUS IN BRITAIN 

‘London, ‘April 21. 
<. Following” “a successful. promo 

: visit ‘here by Gene Barry, star: of 
on “Burke’s Law”’ which: 

] goes. out on the entire commer¢ial | 
“lnetwork (but at different: times. in 

different ‘parts. of the. country), : -the 
‘VApril 3.edition: scored’a: No. 1 

‘| spot.on the ‘London Top 10 ratings 
| list and” dittoed ‘on Southern-TV, 
{a large. regional station.: ; 

“|| > Show. which. in the ‘afcremen- 
: | tioned. -aréas scored ratings. well| 
‘over 60,° also made the Top -10 
shows’ on stations such: as: TWW, 
‘Westward-TV,. “Border-TV" | 
Ulster-TV. - 

“Chrysler Taps Berman 
Hollywood, April: 91.: 

the production: staff ‘of the “Bob 
. Hope-Chrysler theater..series at 
Revue as. ‘executive: administrator. 

‘ Berman. ‘at’ one time. was: with 
CBS as head of daytime: ‘programs, . 
and moved to the-coast some time: 
ago .as producer of “The: Verdict 
Is Yours:” 

| something -like 50% of a network _ 
{still-unsold for the fourth quarter 
of. '64), the webs are anticipating 
“@ $25,000,000. deluge. in minute 
buys in the next 10 days. 

Fair special in: 

j{where you can btiy 5 Ruane” 

‘the: -statter buy agenda, 

‘season of: 
d Show,” ‘has: signed on at Talent 

an 

.. .Bertram: Berman, formerly. with - 
Y&R as.atyv: producer” has joined | 

1 comedy. ‘projécted for the 1965-66 
‘tv: semester, but the new exec will 

He had ‘also: been . an. 
‘lexec producer ‘with: P&G... ' 

Aion ‘the. past. ‘three weeks 

(cumulatively . speaking, . there's. 

With the major. ‘budgets: already. 
| comtnitted, clients: are now getting 
thejr second wind. This is “scatter 
business”: time and thé sponsors 
-with . still uncommitted coin are 
shopping. Procter .& Gamble has 
some. more money. to spend; so 

. _ [have the drug companies. The to- 
| bacco boys. are coming ‘in full 

-| steam: ‘ahead. Some. of the scatter 
‘| buying has already started, as for 
instance Sunbeatn’s 

ide Mex Spread 
~ On World's Fair 

$2, 000,000 
fourth-quarter: ABC commitment; _ 
Miler High Life's ‘$1,000,000, with | 
the bulk of it channelied into “12. 
Clock High”; Polaroid’s $500,000 

‘S.-C. Johnson’s -praical- - ABC buy:.S 
ly-pledged $2,000,000 to CBS: 

But unlike previous seasons, this 
| time. out it's a three-way scatter. 
‘platter, with CBS .also In the act. 
‘That: makes: it tougher for the 
other : webs, particularly ABC, 
‘which never in the past. reckoned. 
on’ CBS.-as:.a competitor when: it 
‘came. to scatter biz. But Tom Dawe 
‘gon and his sales boys, also feeling 
the pinch of the three-week Jul] in 
activity, are peddling like mad, 
with such items as Jackie Gleason 

with. ‘continuing rights) 
“Reporter” . 

whide,” 
“Defenders” on 

“NBC is 
training its. scatter guns on “TWS”. 

and 

and. the Monday night: 90-minute 
1 “Bristol, Court. ””. 

For all the current availabilities, 
all. three. networks are “extremely” 
bullish on: the ultimate outcome. en. 
‘sales for 64-65 and generally it's. 
‘anitcipated that. billings will reach 

-}|mew high levels, both: daytime and 
nighttime. - 

-peddled “Cuba: The Missile Crisis” | = 
to the. BBC, London; “Way. of the }: 
‘Cross”:: to "Televis . ‘Eire, Dublin; } 
“Paris: The Story: of High Fashion” | — 
to. Oy Mainos, Helsinki: .“Perspec- |. 
tives ond” “Greatness” ‘to Oy Tes-j . 

| visio; Helsinki (the segment on the | . 
{late Gen.. Douglas MacArthur); |" 
three more hours of “The Dick | 

e rit As ABC 

{As pe no other ABC o&o, perhaps: 
Detroit's WXYZ has been a fertile 
spawning ground for executive tal- 
ent in the network echelons. 
Grads.from the Motor.’ City. in- 

clude Jim. Riddell, : western divi- 
sion veep; John o. Gilbert, in his 
freshman term as WABC-TV, .N.Y., 
steward; Harold Neal Jr.;. prez .of: 
the tadio o&os; Ben Hoberman, 
‘g.m. at KABC Radio; Jim Dunbar, 

| ene has witnessed a lull in sales activi-.... 
- J ty around the three ty networks 

program chieftain ‘for KGO, San- 
-4 Francisco; and Leo Collins, -ad- 
: pub-promo director at WABC-TV. 

The. Detroit ofo0 has. been im- 
‘| pressive, too, as a. talent spring- 
board, among the past and present 
headliners ‘being Danny Thomas, 
Mike Wallace, Doug Edwards, 
Soupy Sales ard the late John 
Hodiak.. As a wag. cracked,. the. 
town’s.either a great place. te work 
or, to. leave. 

| Joshua Shelley’ $ Pact: 
With Talent Associates 
On Project Development 
"Joshua ‘Shelley, producer ast: 

‘NBC's “Shari Lewis — 

Associates-Paramount _ ‘with. -pri- 
Mary.. résponsibility for’ develop- 

|-ment: of new projects. This is part~ 
| of what is described. as. the expan-. 
_{sionist ferment at the Dave Suss- 
-kind-Dan | Melnick shop. 
Shelley’ s planting himself by 

preparing the pilot for a half-hour | 

also be active’ in. developing prop- 
erties. for Stage and screen. 
He was: most recently with -Pla- 

cebo Productions, N. Y., and. di- 
rected. Langston Hughes’ “Simply 
Heavenly’. on Broadway. last sea- 

Ason.: 

& . 

<7 
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By CHARLES. LAZARUS 

Montreal, April 21. 

Recent disclosure by. Secretary |’ 
“of State Maurice Lamontagne about | 
gtill. another federal probe of the}. 
Canadian broadcasting — industry, |."-’ 
has. raised. new . fears ‘of © Parlia-| - 

“mentary control. 
-Lamontagne’ 'S statement: couple 

of weeks.ago actually was designed 

-te focus attention on a number of 

‘problems... which have: been: haunt- 

ing the industry—both government. 
owned Canadian Broadcasting 
‘Corp., © and... ‘privately-owned sta- 
‘tions——for . many © years, ‘and . more| 

“specifically, since’ 1958 when; 
federal legislation established the] 
Board: of - Broadcast Governors} 
“whose ‘function; “ostensibly, is. to 
regulate .. all . ‘broadcasting, - both 
CBC and. private. 

_MADIO-TRLEVISION _ 

"Coil De
r a — 

a ¢ FOR CBS POST 
7 . ‘Hollywood, ‘April 21. 
James Ww. ‘Hardiman; . 

diréctor of. public information for 
CBS-TV. in. Hollywood’: ‘by Charles} 
S. Steinberg,. -veepee. in. charge: of: 
the-tv network's publicity corps..As 
surcessor..to’ Ernest: E:. Stern; who | 

That Tamer Traveling | 
‘Tote Board Projects. Some | 

died: three: weeks. ABO, he. reports 
early. next: month. . 

Bast December . Hardiman. signed 
a new five-year. deal with: SG. but. 
was given his. release - bythe’ Coz) 
lumbia’ tv arm. - It marks ° ‘a. Teturn |. 

| to, CBS: for Hardiman, who. served 7 

At“the time. of “its ° birth, ‘the; ‘the network. as: director: of special 

-BBG’s role was seen:as: similar to 

that of. the Federal. Communiea-. 
tions Commission: in- Washington; 

‘however, unlike the FCC, the BBG| 

has an area of. conflict; and | con-| 

fusion in that. it must, with - they. 

CBC, serve the. same master: ‘The 

| projects in 758-'59. His next stop was | - 
at Walt: Disney. studio, where fora 
yéar he was in charge of: radio: and’ 
‘tv. production. He Joined’ SG’ An 
1960..: 

Canadian” people as "represented ‘in|. 

Parliament. ~~ | Championshi ip 

AS ‘one of the reasons. ‘for: ‘the | 

new probe, Lamontagne cited. con- 
fusion in the 1958 law:. 

“Ori the question. of the. ‘board’ Ss 

(BBG). authority, for instance,..cer-}. 

tain clauses of. Part-1 of the Broad-|. 
casting: Act. -can: -be interpreted. ‘to| 
meéan: that the BBG has” complete |- 

‘jurisdiction . over .all. 

Part:2 can be- construed to mean} 

'- that the CBC ‘is independent of the 

BBG: in certain instances.”.- ” 

Lamontagne. was. apparently - re- 

erring to this clause’ of.: Part: 1] 
which says on the one ‘hand. that. 
“The. beard. (BBG) shall ... . regu- 
Jate the’ -establishmient and. ‘opera- 
“tion of networks. of broadeasting 
“.gtations. in. Cariada and: the’ rela- 
tionship between them, and pro- 
vide for the final determination of 

all ‘matters and questions. in ‘rela- 
tion. thereto;”: and a clause in Part]: 
‘2 whieh, on the other hand,’ allows} 
the CBC. to “make arrangements 
-Or | agreements - with any .organiza~ 
tion for ‘the.:use..of any rights, 
“privileges: or concessions ‘that: the 
corporation May consider. useful for |: 
the purpose - of carrying. out - its 
objects.” 

 “Phe:-fear:: of parliamentary ‘con-| * 
trol,- ‘particularly over CBC pro- 
gramming which; ‘in fact, has been 
one of: the. world: leaders: in broad- 
casting in’. the " presentation «of: 

: daring | and “experimental ‘program-} 
“ming, arises: because the govern-| 
“'ment-owned network has long been]: 
“a target for members of ‘parliament 
who: don’t ‘quite dig its .far-out}. 

cultural pursuits and. ‘documentary | 
- subject. matter. . i 

-Since the: probe . ‘would. possibly 
be made up of. members of parlia- 
ment, there is. ‘considerable appre- |: 
hension’ that the let’s-not-offend|. 
fraternity will have.a fie! ld day and 
‘influence the: prabers.. ~ 

There’s no objection—in_ fact, the |. 
‘Lamontagne ° announcement~ ..was 
welcomed—for the. government: tot 
set up.a Committee: on. Broadeast-| 
“ing to clarify. once. and for all the 
.precise role and ‘power. of the: BBG 
“—a subject: for constant ‘wrangling 
between the BBG, CBC and. 
Canadian “Association of Broad-: 
casting. , 

The worry: arises. over. the ‘ques-|: 
tion’ of control: and, ‘in’: broader. 
terms, whether niembers:- of parlia- 
ment Will start feeling free: to at- 
tempt jurisdiction. over: the question 
‘of Canadian culture. 

Lamontagne also ~ -pointed out}. 
that “Since 1867 (the year of 
Canadian, ‘Confederation);, we have!’ 
left our: cultural . life :. -also.. ex- 
clusively to’ personal initiative: and j°” 
private or ganizations. ‘As ca result, 
the body of our national culture has 
Temained relatively anemic; and: ‘to | 
the extent of.-their. development, 
“our principal cultures, French-and. 
‘English-speaking, © ‘and even. our 
other cultures. have - grown | up: in| 
isolation wee 

*.. I am convinced: that. our. 
cultural. life: needs both: protection 
against -impoverishment and stimu-|: 

: Jus. to improvement, .and that. a 

ToCBST 
- Canadian}. 

. broadcasting, but other. ‘clauses in |. 

‘Deal for $3,600.00; 
‘CBS, in) ‘another “sports , coup, 

League championship. games: in '64 
and °65. Deal. includes Tadio | as well: 
as. ‘tv rights. Mee ot 

“The $1, 800 090 price was nearly 
double the $962,000: that’ NBC. paid: 
forthe °’63.. championship ‘game. |: 
CBS negotiated . the two-year. deal. 
only. -three - “months: after. it. had: 
made .‘a: winning bid: of’ $28:200,000 |. 

NBC. TV ORDERS TWO 
the NFL; championship games. In |. 
prior- years, although CBS ‘had the }: 
NFL: ‘regular’ ‘season games, the | |. 

for tv rights. to :NFL’s regular-sea-. 
Son games: in “64 -and: 65. This. will 
-be the first: time CBS will: carry: 

championship ‘games. -went to. NBC, 
‘which in. "63 paid. the then reeord'|’. 
of. :$926, 000" for. a. one-day: ‘Sports. 

{-event. 

The’ CBS deal: caught: broadcast- 
ing and sports circles ‘by surprise. 

entertain bids for. the champion- 
‘ship. gameé from the three networks. 7 
However; Pete Rozelle, NFL. com- 

took cognizance that. -missioner, . 
ABC:TV. has the American Football 
Leagué’s. schedule. of games. this. 
“season, ‘and. NBC-TV_ has the. AFL: 
games for the next. five. years. For. 
‘this. reason, Rozelle. said. negotia= 
tions for’ the NEL ° playoff games. 
were limited to.:CBS. . 

Said Rozelle:. 

pionship game free of any. possible: 
‘conflict | ‘of.. interest, especially. in 
the area ‘of ‘promotion. In 1961 -and ; 
1963, the two times. the: NFL. cham- 
‘pionship game was awarded.on the}. -. 
basis of ‘network: bids,. there ‘were 
‘no other professional foothall .com- | 

bidding | mitments the 
parties.” 

among | 

“It’s: also’ ‘reported that: the “origi: 
nal: asking -price for the “game by. 
‘the NFL. was ‘$2,000,000 : ‘and: that, 
‘had it ‘gone. to- bidding, NBC* “was © 
prepared -to spend: that much.. The: 
‘tv receipts: ‘alone: will, cover. the’ 
player pension fund: ¢ commitment. 
of: the Teague. 

os Jaks Participation < 
‘Deals on Current Seas 7 

In: a roster. of participation deals 
for. “this ‘season, -CBS-TV - signed 
Bristol-My ers for a. saturation cam- 

66." ; we 7 

‘Salada Foods’ ‘inked for: “partici- | 

| Foods) ‘is. 

for .-the. 
past. four: -years publicity: director: 
-of Screen:Gems, has been named” 

web, 

pel -: 
: “Killers. ” 

“t's. reported NBCTV: plans | to| 
insert: ‘the -.Revue-produced ‘two- 
hour: films’ occasionally. in . its .vin- 
tage ‘theatrical film” ‘Programming. 

“It is’ ‘considered - 
‘the. ‘best interests of the ‘National }. 
{Football League ‘to keep its. cham- | 

liberat: ort to these. ends, in| Pations.in. “ESWS,” “Perty. Mason” 
which government, must “have qj.and. “Alfred Hitchcock Hour.”’.-Ca- 
large. role, is not only justified but lusa. ‘Chemical | ‘Eo. : “bought partici- 

“Great --Adventure,’’. is most urgently needed.” me ‘pations.. 1p, 0 Mo - 
Just how large:a role the govern-! “Rawhide,” ““ESWS,” “Mister Ed,’ 

ment hopes to have in broadcasting, 
, one of the dynamic components of |.Gamble,” 

-? Canadian culture, ‘Lamontagne did bough. - Garry . -Moore,- “Rawhide,” 
‘pot say, and that is where the rub} “Adventure,” “Celebrity .Game,” 
* Hes.” ee "What's My. Line”. and. “Suspense.” |: 

“Nurses,” “Hitchcock.”.. Procter: &. 
“inca saturation: : deal,: 

[Norton Sinon Gets Dry. [ 
_: Retort From ‘Canaila. Dry} 
 Industrialist Norton. Simon (Hunt }. 

a man. with -a° yen that | 
* _| Seemingly nobody ‘wants. to satisfy. 

- First ‘he: ‘hoped: for representa-:| 
| tion: on. the AB-PT board. Now he’s. 
| been rejected . by Canada Dry. 

Simon __recently. .acquired (20% 
‘of the stock ‘in the soft drink’ com- 

‘| pany, whose prexy, Roy..W: Moore 
Jr., is quoted-as being pleased to} 
have him as a. shareholder.. 
ot on-the board; nor; ‘says Moore, | 

is. there any intention “of merging 
in any. way. the interests of ‘Canada 
Dry. with: the enterprise that. Mr. 
| Simon heads.” peo oo 

‘Washington, April 21: 

Convention in. Chicago. S 

\° Harris. said Jim Tanner's device, 2 
Which. when driven: through | a. 

| neighborhood can determine clian-. 
| nel: settings on television: ‘sets: with-. 
‘in a 300-yard:- radius, will. be. a “very. 

Jin 2-Yr.} 
Said... 

‘In a. ‘hewslettér: to. ‘his. constitu-: 
ents, Harris tossed some’ barbs at 

worthwhile”. contribution. 

If rating firms don’t | use. it, ‘broad-’ 
casters . and _advertisers “will, | he 

the. ratings: system. -averring: 

“The. rating figure is: the “idol of 
agreed to. “pay. a. record. $1. 800, 000 -the. ‘broadcasting - industry; thie rat- 

he. National Football. per. game for the. National Foo | theology is propounded, by: statisti- 
ing. book.:-its. scripture; and _ ts. 

cians, | _ pseudo-statisticians, 

ments." 27° 

cult, Harris ‘Said. ‘its followers are 
propelled. by. the. masses, ‘not their | 
own. convictions. 

~ 2HOUR REVUE FILMS | 
a Hollywood, April 21. 

Revue’ studios has received an 
order for ‘two. _ two-hourlong tele- 
films. for ‘next: Season: from NBC- 
TV, with ani. option for: ‘additional 

: shows.’ 

It: was. assumed’ that NFL would | “Riding ‘herd. on. the extra-long: 
ies for Revue ‘Is Dick Lewis. L 

* Revue: ‘originally . filmed” 2 two-| 
hour © ‘show based on Ernest : ‘Hem-. 

for -the| ingway’ s “The :Killers,” - 

is: being’ released as: .a . theatrical 
‘film ‘by ‘Universal, which . with Re- 

| vue. is. an. ‘MCA. ‘subsid.. Don Sie-. 
" Producer-director of was - 

Lad 

Pat Burl Ives For or. 

“Rudolph :the. » Rednosed . : “Rein- 

Berns Back | to Skelton. 
- Hollywood, April 21. 

- Seymour ‘Berns, ‘who. recently 
‘departed the Red: Skelton show as |. 
director; is. returning: as producer.:J ¢ 
‘He - -replaces Cecil Barker, with 
-whom.: ‘he. exited. ‘two weeks ago: 

head. 
‘writer. Simmons: will produce the 
Martha’ ‘Raye-William™ Bendix com- |} 

| edy . series. on. OBS TV “under. his 
own banner.” 

along ‘with: Ed Simmons, 

'_ Barker. ts is. still unattached. 

But.} 

+. York’s 

hep: ‘Oren ‘Harris (D-Ark) thinks 5: 
there may be: ‘hope in the new: Tat- 

‘ings. gizmo ‘undrapped at the NAB 
fortnight visit to Coast . . 
to. Columbus - for personal appearance ... 
-of -_program liaison for CBS-TV, back ‘from ‘Utah vacation. . 
College freshman. Ida Picker, ‘daughter: of CBS-TV .press staffer Julian. wee, 
Picker, had her second. one-act comedy..of the season” produced’ at... 
._Harvard’s Loeb Experimental:Theatre last week... 
‘musical. show: at Appola Theatre for. a week, starting Friday. (24). Show 

. -o-o’ing the European markets . 
"Referring. ‘to | “ratingism” as: al 

|. son’ of. NBC’s. Paul Mosher, sporting. a Phi Beta Kappa at the Albert ~~. 
‘Tony. Bennett . guests: Tuesday (28) an 

ar ‘Comic: ‘Bonnie: Martin, brother of comic” ~ 
| Corbett. Monica, taped his second Ed: Sullivan: shot. for summer -expo- ae 

- Don Alien ‘fronting. ABC Radio’s. “The: World: ‘of Space and. | 
: . Guesting 
-| with: Fred: “Robbins” (WNEW) this week. are Julie London, Farley 

... ABC. Radio will: air. 
the. entire Notre ‘Dame grid schedule next’ fall for. the seventh straight. 

. Don Garrett, Screen Gems p.r. director, on the Coast to:line:® 
jup a ‘Teplacemient: there for Jim’ ‘Hardiman,: who. just switched. to CBS-. 
-TV..as press info- director . 
‘Monday (20). at Brandeis’ Univ. on -“Public. Policy and Public Opinion. ue 

‘Einstein College : of Medicine .. 
on Red Skelton’s show... 

| sure oat 
Science”’. 

\ year . 

‘the vidventure -actually . a 
‘pilot for. a . ‘contemplated series:. 
‘Network: frowned on violence and 
‘sex. inthe picture; “and instead it: 

“GE Pre-Yule Special 
‘Burk: ‘Ives, : Jong’. absent ‘from. ‘tv |: 

(save ‘for late-show- exposure ),° 41s] 
set to return -by way ofa: pre-Xmas: “WTTW. 
-General Electric hourlong special, | 

deer.” It’s down. for: next Dee. 6, 
“and” will - “preempt: ‘GE’ s. “College 

wes Bow ** on: NBC-TV..- 

| Show is being produced. ta color: 
| bye Videocraft ° ‘Productions; - and. 

| will- mark’ a. first-time on -network 
télevision for its “A nimagic” di- | 
‘mensional ‘procéss. Videocraft ‘puts | 
the show’s cost at about $500,000, 
and. will. dub it: ‘into.’ German, 
French. and - ‘Spanish for. the: -for-: 
ei n. markets. 

paign on “Mistet Ed,” “East Side; }- 8 
“West: Side,” *\‘‘What’s’ My Line: ae | 

|“Chronicle,”: “Suspense. ‘Theatre,” 
| “Great. _ Adventure” and Route | « 

‘Hal Wallace's. documentary staff: at: WBBM-TV.. 
‘| Con O’Dea, news directors of -WNBQ - and. -WBKB. respectively; ‘take aoe 
part in a-WGN-TV. “Your: Right. to Say It” panel on-.May.2. with the ° 
Trib station’s news ‘chief,. Bruce’ Dennis. Topic: is. television’ s. role is z 
‘reporting’ the “news. . 

web. ; 

the Trades. Union. Congress - 
| gud’s 60th birthday with a. 30-minute portrait . 

) IN ‘NEW. YORK. we ie - . tre os ae : 
‘NBC News ‘boss William. R, MoAndiew’ ‘returns from European tour.’ 

| of. webs’ news bureaus May 4... . Chet. ‘Huntley. baék. from Bahama. 
‘vacation: ...: 

Westchester Panhellenic Board: luncheon May 7-:‘.:.: 
.cNBC’s pubaffairs mgr. George: Heinemann: spe aks at 

‘Jonathan P Winters 
‘wings to coast for. shooting on next Fall NBC-TV. specs. 

DuPont show of the week May-3 . 
won Golden. Mike :Award ‘for: her work: on. “The. Kremlin”. . 

Ernest. Pintoff, producer. of. blurbs: and theatrical ‘ani- 
mated shorts, has done a 70m animated sequence for DuPont’s World’s~ a : 
a ; Mutual web account exec James Merlroy, Speaks to.an -— 

advertising: group’ at the University of Bridgeport April 22°... Frank — 
“Oren Harris Enthusiasm’ ‘Zazulo, MBS pr director, back at his desk after.a bout..with pneumonia:- — ~ 

a - . Mutual Affiliates. Advisory Committee meets “April: 26-30" at. the ad 
Dunes. Hotel, Las’ Vegas. . we oe 

Charles. Steinberg, CBS-TV V.D. ‘of ‘public ‘information, pack’ ‘téom’ ae 
Morey Amsterdam of “Dick Van Dyke Show” 

‘Jim: Lavenstein, -Manager - 

Fair exhib . ; 

is first in a series of :‘‘Hello to New York’ ‘welcomes scheduled by the 
new WWRL. management . 

“Kiss Me, Stupid,” replacing Peter Sellers, who suffered a 

ir his honor at the Plaza . 

: Bette Davis: ‘guests: on “Jack 

0&0 tv stations: 

‘Sports Programs (ABC) staff .. 

O’Hara . on WNEW’s “Milkman’s Matinee” . Michael .B. Mosher, 

. WNEW’s: Wally King on.a two-week -holiday . :-: 

Granger,. ‘Carol: Lynley and Louis Armstrong . 

. Edward. P. Morgan of ABC News. spoke 

. Fran Warren. * 
and. Julius La Rosa: sing on “Today”. Friday (24) .°...: Bill. Jersey. pro- °°) 
‘duced;. directed and: wrote “Incident on Wilson Street” for NBC-TV’s .:.: | 

. NBC:-News producer Lucy Jarvis c 
ess. 

Parker, NBC-TV’s “Daniel. Boone” next. season, will. pe: guest’ of: ‘honor | .. 
at commissioning: of. Navy’ s. ballistic. sub. Daniel Boone tomorrow (23): * 
‘at San Francisco’....; Paul. Archinard, manager. of. NBC News’. ‘Paris. 

.|-bureau, retires end of: this. month: after 25 years ‘with net’. a 
: Gardner’ named. ‘Manager of: eastern ‘sales for.’ NBC. Radio o-2z- New. 2. | 

- educational ‘station WNDT-TV..and. the New: York” ‘Board’ of. 
. | Edueation have ‘renewed the. pact for instructional: video. for the’ new:: , 
“I sehool year = . 

. Howard re 

. Radcliffe: :- 

. WWRL to present’ 

..., Ken Harris: named program ‘director of | =" | 
1°WVIP, AM FM, Mount Kisco, ‘Westchester, N.Y.-Ray Walston, who _ 
stars. in “My. Favorite Martian” takes a: ‘starring | role in. Billy. Wildeér’s . 
‘feature, 
heart attack’. ).. ‘Architectural League of .N:Y: presents ‘the Michael 
‘Friedsam ‘Medal to.CBS’ prexy: Frank Stanton: Tuesday (28)at adinner ___ 

. . Arlene. Francis :turned over her WOR . *” 
| Radio, mike .to tv. comedienne. Charlotte Rae yesterday (Tues.). for. ‘a= 
-discussion.-of mental illness in’ ‘children . 
“Paar Show” in. NBC-TV. Friday. (24)... 
‘Sterling -prexy,. ‘off. to Europe : °. 
‘appearance .on CBS-TV’s 

: Saul J. Turell,: Walter Reade- _ 
“Donald. ‘Buka - finishing. his fourth 

“As the ‘World: Turns” today ‘(Wed.) ..... E.G ; 
-Marshall will: host the “International Hour’”: series on ‘the five CBS. a. vt 

and} 
“| other: soothsayers who count ‘sales- |: Robert: Riger, | artist-photog last. with. Sports ‘Illustrated. joining. the: 
manship . among. ° ‘the: ‘accomplish. .. . Harold Klein, :exec v.p..at ABC Films, | 

. Jim Lowe spelling vacationing Marty a 

On Friday - (24). he- and co-star. Howard. K.: Smith ‘address - the- U. ‘of : oy 
‘Miami’ 3. annual. conference of communications, arts dinner. 

-\IN HOLLYWOOD . 
 Breena: Howard will’ have her “Day in Court,” ” a stopover’ for young 

actresses. ‘making the rounds . “Joseph - Stefano. wanted: more time 
Rs fevelon, “Haunted” for: CBS-TV so he .pulled out .as. producer. of 

TY’ 
new. assignment. with United Artists-TV as -developer. of new shows . 

. Everett Freeman. told. by CBS-. 
‘TV's Hunt: Stromberg to. get. busy . on a new. comedy : in. addition to. 
‘supervising. the. web’s fun shows out. of Hollywood . 
ex-producer of. the Red Skelton. show; making the radio “and tv rounds: 
‘in N.Y. to plug-his new. ‘book, “The Olive Winked. Back,’ ” It’s the ‘story 
‘of his wild’ experiences in the. last world: war . . . 

= his. own production company for tv documentaries ‘and. put Betty: Teich’ 
in. charge of his N.Y. office. For. the..past.seven years” his’ “Teen Age... 
-Trials” have been televised.‘on-local. network stations. . 
berg has ordered all new CBS-TV shows. for: is lal can to stop pro-". 

“Outer. Limits,” which went temporarily. to Ben Brady in: his 

which ‘UA provides the ‘financing -. 

. Stan: Brady set up 

» » Hunt. Strom- 

duction :after two: or ‘three. segs so“he -and ‘his staff.-can. study. their. 
‘content and make possible changes.’ 
‘ad agencies, . who'd. rather. not wait until “the fourth rating to -know 

| whether. they’re headed ‘in the right direction . 
| duce: five Andy Williams, shows for: next. ‘season. and then take. off: with 7 

| the Hal’ Kemps for three. ‘weeks. of relaxation. in. Hawaii. 

IN CHICAGO .. 

“It has. won the commendation of 

. Box: score on the load Smniv nominations reads’ nine for. WBKB, 
seven for. WGN-TV, six for. WNBQ; five for: WBBM-TV and: four for: 

promo dire¢tor Chet Campbell: ‘busted ‘his. collar. bone. and ‘some ribs in. 
a fall from a horse: . . . Ted Kavanau coming: in ‘from. Boston to. join 

Second ‘City. bossman’ Bernie ‘Sahiins will produce . a Satirical series 
On. ‘Chicago crime at WTTW forthe National ‘Educational. Television - . 

. Sterling (Red) Quinlan::will_ make. his: first . ‘public’: address: .:- 
since. joining: Field Enterprises Ime: at. the* Sigma. Delta’ Chi regional 
conference this » ‘Saturday: (25) . 

WLS hired Bill Miller: as. ‘capital. ‘correspondent: 
Tom Leahy;. 

‘Irv Kupcinet and. Frank Reynolds will: 

: WMAQ’s Jack. Eigen notched. 1 

Jerry Dhesse, . ex-Walter ‘Schwimmer, joined. ‘Peter. De: Met Pro-. 
duetions in ‘Bar. and industrial film writing’ 

IN LONDON . wee 
Screen ‘Writers’ Guild: applied ‘and’ was acéepted as an” ‘affiliate of. oa 

. BBC Radio celebrated Sir John Giel-. 
~ BBC-TV" S new. vy skein a 

(Continued on. “page. 116) 

;-Cecil Barker, . 

. Bob Finkel will pro-. 

‘It’s WGN’s: turn.to°do:the awards telecast-on May" 21;: Bud.” . 
Ellingwood is producing: and Mike Murphy directing”. . -WNBQ’ ad- 

Ev Aspinwall,. bureau: chief: for 
-| ABC-TV ‘News. here, -got hitched: over the weekend. to Ron. Cochran’s: 
former secretary . 

{in Springfield . 
| CBS-TV sales. Stait Jere... 
{address ‘the. ‘station | ‘Teps’ Timebuyer ‘of: the. Year award* luncheon’ to- 

-! morrow. (Thurs.). . 

ex-WCBS-TV, New. York;, joined the - 

years: with his. .- 
latenight interview. stanza. which. had its ‘origins. at. the Copa. in’N.Y: 

. Bill, Corley. and a nore 



ar nd Sree 7 . 

- fan American: Broadcasting-Paramount 

 “sPheatres (ABC): reached, $2,865,000, 
-. or ,68e.. "per. ‘share, compared’ to 

“$2,389,000. or: 52¢.. a” share im. ‘the’ 
“like, 1963 -period. That, ‘emphasizes |". 

“corporate prexy’ Leonard Golden- 
1 nessed . its: -programming © énergies 

o _to perhaps the ‘most. ingenfois, in- 

were $2,983,000; or -65¢. a ‘share 
 ~-€ompared to $2; 512,000: or. 55¢.- a 
".. “share for last year's quarter. 

» theatre | operations, ° 
= “taxes under the revised impost law: 
~~." -Goldenson ‘is: bullish © about.’ con-' 
“oo: tinuation ‘of. improved earnings. in: 
, ~ the. second. quarter. .- 

_. Tnerits~ ‘of. Revue: -studio’s . 

“Suspense Theater” series. ‘on’ ‘NBC-: 

‘TV- for: ‘hext ‘season: ~ 
<,duced some segs of samie :studio’s: 
-“Arrest -.and | Trial’. 

. Mitgang in iN, Y. Times 
Exit to Join Friendly’ 

Herbert. Mitgang, who has been |. 

Hite for ABP
T) < 

First, ‘quarter | net. ‘earnings. of 

gon, is.-a. 20%: ‘incréase. 
Earnings’ including ‘capital’ gains 

‘The - ‘upbeat - ‘reflects ;: improve-. 
ments: “in. both:: broadcasting: and 

and’ ‘reduced. 

. On . the. .broadeast:™: side,’ exec 
oe “pointedly specified. only: one . pers 
.-.. formance—thé. 27% audience in-| 
. erease. for Ron. Cochran’s ‘evening 

\... “mews” strip.: “The “reference ~-re- 
“* 5+. emphasizes: 

_. *, tached to the. buildup of ABC News: 
“! as a-serious contender‘in the three- 

network 1 news: rivalry, ~ oe 

REVUE BUILDING UP | 
PRODUCTION STAFF! 

‘the ‘importance . at- 

- Hollywood,, “April 21, ° 

Arthur “Nadel. ‘has ‘been named’ 
by: exec.. ‘producer. ‘Frank: P.. Rosen- 

erg. as (a. “producer, of some. Ség- 

“Kraft 

‘series -this 
.... semester, a-series: on- which: Rosen=" 
oe! berg. ‘Was exec. producer. 

-also-- ‘bringing: 
“execs Jon ‘Epstein: : ‘and 

“Rosenberg: ‘18. 
“A&T” - 

: James McAdams. into: ‘his: “Kraft” | 
“preduction lineup, ‘to. serve in the. 

.. same | capacities.: they. hold - ‘on 1. 
A&T.” ” Epstein’ ‘will’ continue as as 
sistant: to Rosenberg for stories and |. |. 

. Writers. - a 
‘Joel’ “Rogosin, . who. is. exec’ as. 

eee ‘sistant. ta: Roy. ‘Huggins, exec. pro-.|- 
ducer on the “Kraft” -séries. this:|. 
‘season, will. join Rosenberg’s: ‘staff. 

2 in -an overall : ‘creative. capacity. for | 
“fhe 1964-65 semester. © 

. . Revue: ‘veepee. who’ is ‘supervising. | 
ca "filming | of the initial Season. of .the: 
ys series, is branching. out: into: wider. 

areas’ of activity, for’ Revue, . 

Huggins, 

with ‘the: N.Y: ‘Times - the past: 18 
years, joins CBS: News as ‘assistant: 

‘to the president’ Fred Friendly and. 
executive “editor. “Appointment ° ‘is \: 
= effective May 1. 

In his newly-created: post, Mit: . 
- gang will. serve .as~ ‘creative - co: 
=* ordinator for ‘Friendly acting , as:} 
_ liaison with producers“and. produc- | 
"+ tion. units .within..CBS News.. At 

the Times, Mitgang ‘served as. 
editor, writer: and. critic. - ‘Among. 
his ‘tv. credits, Mitgang -worked in. 
‘conjunction. “with ‘CBS: News’. -pro- 
duction. staff. in: the upcoming :'90-" 

a minute. Eisenhower D-Day special. 

“i” Monroe,” 
4 hourlong. -tv special on the late star. 

‘Huston to Meg: Wolper’s: 5 
Marilyn Monroe ‘Biopic 

hae E Hollywood, ‘April 21... 
“John: ‘Huston has ‘been’ signed: by 

exec: producer’-David..L. Wolper ‘to | 
. narrate “The Legend: ‘of Marilyn 

.Productions" |" Wolper. . 

- .Huston: directed: :the: film: ..that 
-. first brought Miss Monroe‘ to some 

--, prominence, 

- roe,’ . 

" tresurer;.. “and: * Abiah: AS 

“The .. Misfits,” -. 

Mer’ story. ‘editor. of. .20th-Fox, to 
“seri at - “Legend © of Marilyn . Mor-. 

.which. is being produced | and | 
directed. by. Terry. Sanders. . 

- Storer’ 5 “New. Veepees .. 
‘Miami. ‘April Or: 

Directors ‘of Storer Broadcasting, 
“*.. at their April. meet, elected three 
.7 new. vicepresidents.. and ~ : named: 
_.. Arno .W. Mueller, budget director, 

‘. as. assistant treasurer. 
The new -stripers..are Lawrence 

M. Carino, g.m. of WJBK-TV; De- 
troit;. ‘Harry A.: Steensen, company. 

Church, 

long’ since subscribed, that. scholar- 

-of . show business, « Group W: has’ 
-onée more demonstratéd. its flair 
“for. ‘the ‘Imaginative: and” the" un: | 

| in ‘public’ service broadcast annals.. 
of. . course, . Was the: John 

‘Brown’ at Harper’ s. Ferry: -re-crea-, 
|-This, ' 

“max: to. the “WBC Publie Service 
‘Conference in- Baltimore. “Thus ‘it: 
wasn’t" surprising ‘that,.on the occa-. 

_| gun-jumping ‘and on.the eve of: this. 
-weék’s official “Shakespeare. 400" 
-cammemoration-flew. a. dozen: or sd, 

|: tv critics ‘And journalists to Britain, 
| and . the: ‘place: where it. alt began. : 

‘Since | Shakespeare. is having: a’ 
thin time of: it: in the:*U:S:" this | ° 

.|-month; Group’ W -practically had 
the play ail:.to itself...With New |: 
“York's. usual, native: ingenuity: for 
-wkoopups ‘trained in ‘the direction. 
. of Flushing Meadows:and the open-: 
ing of the -Woarld’s.. ‘Fair,. there’s. 
‘been little of the. Bard. on the fes- 
tive card:-An NBC repeat of.a year- 
old : tv. ‘production; the. Broadway: 
‘premiere. . of. . “Richard: .Burton’s 

‘Nadel pro-" 

| and. ‘that’s ‘about ite: ‘In’ terms -of 
: doing i. ‘something: 

“It. Was 
broadeasting * 

‘Group’ W's: 
“Whaé;: of- course, -lent. seonisider- 

‘able. Spice and. ‘appropriate, ‘gran. 

| Simon. as Single Largest. 

-|-dustrialist ’ Norton... ‘Sinion : (Hunt 

_ | Foods): “Is. now. the. ‘largest ; “single 

; shareholder ‘in ‘American’ Broad-. 

- casting-Paramount. “Theatres. : This’ 
distinction; to: - emphasize, applies 3 
to’ individuals,. siriee, a far Jarger | 

Ree’ S Prod P| 

disclosed. Tast’ week . by. ‘the “com- 

. “The Asphalt. Jungle,”:| 
and. also. directed’ her Tast motion 

picture, 7 -Wolper: 
“» also signed : ‘Theodore. Strauss,.’ for-.} 

“tonion, Apa: 21. 
On the ‘ theom: to which ~it has: 

ship is rarely | harmed. ‘by a touch 

usual.. 

A few years. ‘ago; Group W: (ne 
Westinghouse | Broadcasting) . har 

vetitive . and. _emotion-packed. stunt. 

tion: which’ served. asa fitting cli-- 

sion. of the commemoration. of. the | 

‘Since. just ‘about | ‘everyone. “who: 
is anyone: in the: American Shake-" 
‘speare world will be going. to.Strat- 
-ford-on-Avon: for. this: spring:.and 
‘summer's festivities ‘and. hoopla, 
Group. W' decided to. do a bit:: of. 

“Hamlet,” the” -pow- of: ‘the: ‘Royal. 
‘Shakespeare : -Co;”. in. “Washington, 

unique: - and: distinctive,’ ) 
“baby.” 7 ae 

+ 

-ABPT. Stockholder? Await 
May 19 Proxy Showdown 
‘“ Because . of: the sundry “WAYS - to}: 

mask.- stock: -ownership, it’s: not 

‘certain ‘but: thought. likely . ‘that in- 

bloc. of shares—226, 223—Is ° held | 

: in charitable ‘trust by. the Edward'| 

J ohn :: Noble: ‘Foundation, . 

emerged’ AB-PT Jand ‘ABC. 

“Simon’ 'S purchase, ° 

totaled. over’. 100, 000: ‘shares. “As 

pany’s.. ‘proxy: statement, - AB-PT | : 
-prez:.. Leonard © “Goldenson- holds: 
170,000. shares of .common,:: which: 

amount ‘includes: a. recent .stock- 
‘option. purchase ‘of: 13,530: shares. 
.| He ‘has. option ‘to ‘another® 27,061. 

‘according. to. the. proxy. 
\‘stafement, . which ‘option - can be 
‘exercised “in installments - after. 

‘shares, 

next. Sept.: 20. and prior to: Sept. 
21, 1966, at a. price of: dust. over 7 

} $23 per. share. 2 . 

- Second. ‘to. ‘Goldenson: ‘in 

shares. “His - ‘portfolio © “includes |. 
4,059. shares. of recent acquisition |. 
under. stock-option terms, where- 
by “he can: pick up 8,118 additional | 
shares on. the. same. ‘basis applica- 

, depreciation. cand . interest: -cliarges|- 
Other menibers™ of the. board: “al: 

‘of ‘whom: comprise the’ mahage-. 
ment ‘slate for ‘reélection, are: A:: 

: | H_Blank, Alget B. ‘Chapman, ‘John 
-+ A.” Coleman; . Everett. H... Ertick 

ble to Goldenson. - 

(v.p. ‘and. general | counsel ‘of ‘the 
corporation), 

ley,.‘Robert- L.. Huffines. Jr. ;-Wal- 
jter- P.” Marshall, Joseph A: ‘Mar- 
tino, James..G. Riddell (vice-prez: 
‘of... ABC);. and. ‘David | LB: _Waller- 
stein. ig 
‘Chapmart as: exec ‘director and a 

~ 

W's | Trump C 
\ deur: ‘to the* ‘Group. W pilgrimage 
was the fact that. it. was:so neatly 
and adroitly tied -up as. 
‘Baxter package. "For to "the: ‘man 
who far and away: knows. ‘Shake-'|: 

Ao his. ‘verbalizing” that infects .the 
‘listener and. viewer. with the: good. 
‘and ‘earned - doctor's” charm. and 

‘their’. families 
Shakespeare «. 

"named | 

for’ the: late Life Savers head ard} 
chief of the Blue: Network, at time | 
of. its. 1953: “merger. . ‘with, United} ; 

Paramount ‘Theatres,. out. of. which] | 

a8 “revealed 

; ‘some weeks. “back. is. said to: have 

‘tol: Court” for the coming ‘season: 

“stock: 
| holdings on the: AB-PT ‘board’ of 
direttors. is exec - Vice-president |”. 
Simon : B. Siegel, with - 10,819, - - 

‘decline in “net . income. | 

an. the latter. half of .1963,. chief. 
“among which were the. Ice’ Capades 
‘and. General Outdoor’ Advertising 
‘properties in. “various. “parts. of the: 
-country. : 

E.* Chester. . Gersten, ||. 
Jack: Hausman; Robert H.’ ‘Hinck-: 

Jast: year: . 
$513,512, 

| share, -compared- t9-$703, 283 or 40c. 
‘Ber share in- the’ '63 3 quarter” . 

“By GEORGE. ‘ROSEN:* * 

speare ‘the best: was. entrusted .the 
task of: shépherding. the U:S. -jour- |; 

| nalistic. flock,. giving ‘scope . ‘and 
| definition: to.chapter-&-verse in last. |. 
week's -exploration.. of. the Shake- 
‘Spearean countryside, ‘a look-in at. 
“ga. dress . rehearsal.‘of | “Henry IV 
(Part 2)” at: Stratford-on-Avon: and 
.4‘visit.to that ‘corner of the’. City. 
‘of ‘London: where the. Bard” lived. 
‘and worked. (and- ‘where, starting | 
‘tomorrow, the’ ‘Mermaid Theatre. 
‘pays. tribute to. the... ‘Shakespeare 
-Quadricentennial with an -18-week 
“Season. of Blizabethan and Jacobean, 

Shakespeare’ ‘quadricenténnial,. -it-|. 
was: left to. Group. WwW last week. to 1 
-top- itself. ~ 

An Authority week 
Since Baxter is ‘indisputably. the: 

| world’s. champ on “Beat: the Bard”). 
‘and “probably. the: -only*man. alive 
‘who: -knows . where* the. ghost .of 
‘Hamlet's: father currently. reposes,: 
-to have. him as ‘guide and. mentor 
for such an occasion. is an -experi- 
€nce: not soon forgotten: “As Shake-. 
‘#peare’s man. for~ali. seasons; he 
‘brings: a dedication. and- ‘devotion 

‘simple: exposition. : 

it’ ‘was at 

. Baxter’s 

‘and invite - 
scrutiny of his ‘writings... A the:|: 
ty. and radio, -Programs were -Pro- | 

a 

| trustee, and’ Hinckley. is’ a ‘trustee. 
of the ‘Noble. Foundation, with : -its: 

‘and of | 
‘course aligned - ‘with .Goldenson in]. 
‘the ‘latter’s: efforts to fend. oft] 

‘potent... bloc-:of “shares, © 

Simon and: other . ‘outsiders seek- |: 
ing. ‘board. representation. ae 

when: Goldenson- & Co.: hope: to 
have. enough proxies ‘to repeal the | 
‘cumulative . voting . by-law ° and 
thereby make. it. touglier for. foes. 
to Jand- a Tey on: the board. ~ 

oo 

: Hollywood; “April: 21 

projects, has ‘been « named senior 

‘veepee in cliarge of all tv. ‘produc-’ 
.tion..at Universal: ‘City studios. (Re- 

vue), replacing Alan Miller. - 
‘Lang joined. the: studio in: 1950:}. 

and started-. the. new projects: di-. 
‘vision. which... developed’ such. tv: 
‘shows .as:. “Wagon * Train,” ““Vir- 
girtian,” :“McHale’s. Navy,” : “Arrest 
and Trial” and NBC-TY's “90 -Bris-. 

“Universal: says Miller will pro- 

duce. feature: films. for. the ‘coms |. 
pany. ’ Le ea 

nETRONPD DIA GROSS 
~UP BUT NET DOWN 

An . upbeat. in first. quartet ‘gross. 

at Metromedia was: marred ‘by. :a 
Profi t 

erosion. ‘was ‘attributed. to. higher’ 

because of diversified acquisitions 

“Corporate . gross. “Fevenue for the 
first: 13: weeks ended March 29 rose 
to.” $21, 648,383, compared to- $13,- 
527;470.. for. ‘the: comparable period 

- Net. income. “came: to 
-or.'27¢. per” common}. 

Card: 
a. “Frank 

me 4 energetic, :- 
“The ‘event, : “appropriately, “was: 

. double-pronged, for’ 
Stratford - that the visiting group. 
“sneak-previewed” | - Dr. 
“The Fair. Adventure: ‘Readings ‘in|: 
the. Plays. of : Shakespeare.” “This is | 
‘the: series of 56 television’ and: 26 |. 
radio half-hours hosted by the :hep 
‘and entertaining. ‘teacher and’ lec-. 
:turer,- Which officially. premieres. 
‘this week on. Group. ‘W’s 11 stations. 
and: which: .will :be ‘syndicated: to, 
stations throughout the ‘country as. 
well. They're. designed to instruct | 
and. ‘entertain . ‘young : -people~-and | 

‘in’ the. plays of. 
closer: 

| ABC: Radio’s “Theatre an 
“Geared to Restore. Drama| 

_A test’ of management. strength | 
will ‘come at -the special meeting} : 
called for-10 a.m. May 19 (an hour. 
before. the regular - holders meet) + 

* Jennings - ‘Lang; head. of mew. 

:|-seribe :. guilds- 

r duced: ‘at Group ’ W's: -KPIX. in San | 
-Fraiicisco ‘with the -assistance - of 
the. ‘Univ. of Southern California | 
and. the’ ‘Shakespeare ‘Birthplace 
‘Trust in’ England). . L- 

life: by means of his:own miniature | 
foot ‘soldiers. and horsemen: Again, 
‘the battle of the. sexes. is visualized: 
‘Shoe -Poljsh. J! = 
‘in a large heart-shaped boxing ring’ 
with. each of. the sexes in opposite |: 
corners... The’ Bard’s comedy « ‘of 
maiiners is demonstrated ‘by -.a |‘ 

; o demu - lady : and ‘a ‘polite. #entle- J: 
man balanced te their respective. 
intricate degrees “in: ‘Opposite pans: 
of a Weighing scale: 

that encompasses bureaus. in Lon- 
don, .Paris,: Brussels, Rome and 

‘all,.. incidentally, - Americans *who, 
have: ‘spent. ‘most of. the post-war {| 
‘years in: ‘Europe), ‘they made a deep. 
‘impression ‘on. the-U.S::erities. |: 

‘ner. parties,; etc) - were . Roland | 
Tooke, the. genial Group Ww admin- 

pubrelations: chieftain. .- . 
If anything, “Operation. ‘Shake- 

‘speare”: proved ‘beyond question 

Ming contribution in the. exacting |. 
area: of .public- service: (as: helmed |: 

‘and rare. . vs a 

As Art Form; Set: Aides| 
“By JACK PITMAN - 

ABCs : schenie . for - ‘Feviving | 
‘original nighttime radio drama got 
‘a. ‘production -nucléus ‘beefup last 

Bell as directors." . 
This is the’ syndication. project, 

_: |[new’ titled “Theatre Five,”.. first 
-. °-J}-veiced more than .a -year. ago by 
":. | ABC Radio prez: Beb. Pauley as a. 
pet undertaking,. but only recently: 

| implemented. with the hiring of.Ed 
Byron. as. exec producer... ‘The for- 
mat. is. - five-a-week : "25-minute 
anthology. * 

contemporaneous terms:” By which 
he means: the ‘project is geared.to|. 
@ comeback “of radio drama as ant 
art form,. with ‘new ‘plots—not: the] . 

. .| restoration: of memorable creations} 
“..| from the radio heyday, - af 

“The. going. script rate for “Thea- 
tre Five”. is to be $400 .per,. and 
eight. (authors - ‘ undisclosed) 
now “in the. works,” according: to 
Byron.. “This ‘is regarded as attrac-}. 
tive recompense. for: radio, or as 

week isn’t with it.: . 
- Wilson: began: ‘earning: his: stript 

. | spurs’ back ‘when. ‘the .old Authors 
-| League ‘was. parent: ‘of the: several 

‘in the . entertain-] ; 
{| ments, “and was ‘an-NBC writer- 

‘editor’ from 1943 ‘to 1958. Of the 
age when, radio. drama was in full 
flower: “he. -asserts... there . were 
“amazingly . few” topnotch . drama- 
tists:. in: the Anedium— “maybe. -a 
dozen’ or. so”: who - ‘between them 
monopolized” ‘the choice” assign- | - 
ments. ae 

-He.- thinks: the. talent: “pool. ‘has 
been: considerably | enlarged. by- ty 
as the’ insatiable maw, and _ also. 
‘because “more ‘péople. are writer- 
‘oriented:. today. - Radio. scripting, 
ofcourse, is an orientation unto it-|- 
self; and the. -25-minute format: im-| 
poses demands different: yet from 
the standard: half-hour: Still, he ex- 
presses: confidence ‘that the ‘project 
will ‘attract a sufficiency’ of eligible} . 
scripts: 

‘Byron. states’ there. is ng ‘target 
Sate as,‘such: forgetting: the : Pro- 

(Continued on 1 Page 120) 

oa -RABIO-FELEVISION 

ari be et Parex See 

‘Berlin (from which. “points: the cor- | 
‘respondents fan out), it was. ‘also 4 
an. opportunity for the’ visitors. to” 
“get a ‘first-hand: briefing, Young, 

‘knowledgable | (they‘re | 

. Also in tow, to help liven. up the 
contemporary: scene (theatre, din- 

‘istrative factotum,. and ‘Bob, Blake, | 

that . the: Westinghouse. program-. 

by. its’. imaginative’. programming: 
leader, Dick Pack), far from being 
‘a myth, "is - something Sstnetive: a 

‘wéek “with -the. addition..of' Jack]. 
Wilson ‘as ‘story ‘editor, and Warren 
Sommerville and. Frederick (Ted). 

are. 

story . editor: Wilson. puts it, the 
writer who ean’t produce: within. ‘a 

The ‘Purex. yelationship with. 

‘ABC-TV has. ripened into a hot and _ 

heavy. romance, partly at the. ex= 
“The series. ‘is essentially. a. ‘one- : 

man show. Dr.-Baxter is something: 
‘more than. a. host. Through ingeni- } 
‘ous self-made “props, figures and | 
‘models, he brings :the Shakespeare. 
diamas into sharp <and vivid: ‘focus.. 
The Battle: of Agincourt. comes. to | 

pense of NBC; ‘with the advertiser’ 3. 

tv. coin’ now - committed in. toto to 

the: ABC schedule... ' 

The splurge ‘mapped out for 
Purex | includes. sunderwriting an 

-impréssive. sked of news-pubaffairs 
| programming ‘through the 1964-65 

| semester, plus extensive primetime 
allocations this. summer and spon- 
sorship. of the daytime “Tennessee. 
Ernie Ford :Show.” | 

- The switch. of ‘allegiance involves. 
some $4,000.000. 

This is over and: above the seven 
Dinah... Shore specials previously 
hooked. by’ the web, four. of said’ 

: | specs to be nighttime. variety dis- 
Since Group ‘Wis: also’ linique 1. 

‘among. group ’ broadcasting « opera- {. 
_tions.in the whole ‘area of’ news, .| 
-with its own) ‘large-scale European. 
‘news setup headed by Rod McLeish} 

plays. and ‘three. as. daytime dra-" 
matic’ or. “documentary entries” 
‘angted.for the hausfrau. =~ 

Over the: ‘past: couple of. seasons: 
Purex’s main daytime thrust had. 
been on NBC-TV with hour tele- 
-mentaries. focussed. on the Ameri-_ 
can woman. . . . 

. In.the current season, Purex has 
‘een repped ott ABC-TV with Lisa. 
Howard's. mid-afternoon five-min- 
‘ute’ news -strip; Though not ‘an- 
nounced | -by the net, Miss Howard. . 
is™ expected to front. some pre-con-" ~ 
‘vention news: specials angled. pri- 
marily’ for: the distaff audience. 
Otherwise, _Purex will. bankroll a. 
‘humber-of. -pubafiairs specials start-. 
ing. early next year, and the web's |. 
‘coverage of the presidential inau- a 
guration in January. os 
' Foote, ‘Cone & Belding is agency 

on the Dinah ‘Shore Specials, while. 
‘the other: buys. Bo. through Edward. 
H: Weiss. 

ATV'S WARD 10" 
‘SALE TO AUSSIES 
ws London, April 21,. 

In a $70, 000 ‘deal; Associated Tel- 
. -evision has: sold to: Australia, 52. 

segments of. its twice-weekly hos- 

pital Soaper “Emergency Ward 10.” 

Buyer ‘is. the upcoming Aussie vid | 
circuit. Austarama | which. will pe 

'~ | operating stations in Sydney, Mel-. 
bourne, : Adelaide; Brisbane and... 

Perth. - 

ATV. is’ ‘preparing to telerecord ° 
the shows.from the end of- May—. 
with Australian star Chips Rafferty . 

‘+ being brought in to give the first .. 
segments. a local Aussie interest—. 
and ‘will: be: shipping prints Down 
‘Under through‘ Jt une: and July for 
an August preem,’ 

As in the U.K. the “Ward 10" 
segments. will be shown on a twice- 
weekly basis-'and thus the initial 
buy. will last for six months. Should 

1 the. series. take off in Aussie fur-". 
| As -to- concept, ‘Byron i is. explicit. ; 

1 “We're -not -trying ‘to: bring back. 
- | anything. “We want .new: scripts -in: 

ther deals will be made. _ 

Too Much Drinking On 
OT, Scot Femmes Beef 

: Aberdeen, April 21. 

. Television. companies in the U.K. 

: were: called. on here to play-: ‘down 

‘fhe. drinks angle ‘in dramas and, . 

‘serials. ; 

‘Annual - ‘confab of. the Scottish 
Council of the British Women’s 
Temperance. “Association called on 
both: the British Broadeasting 
Corp. and the Independent Televi- 
sion Authority. to help in: their: 
campaign. 

‘Delegates criticized both ‘bodies. 
for. giving the impression, in plays’ 
and ..other ‘programs, that. drinks 
taken: in: rapid: succession had: no: 
-effect' on speech and:. behavior. 
“This is in direct contradiction. to 
reality,” said a resolution, unanim- 
ously..adopted.. 
_They' called. on the. television: 

|companies not'.to undermine the’ 
efforts of the-Ministry of. Transport: 
in quickening the public conscience. 
on the : relatignship between drink. 
and road #ecidefts. - * 

Kelly’ 's MM. ‘Slot 
- Donald. J. Kelly has: been. named” " 

assistant to John Kluge, prez. and 
ehairman of. Metromedia. 

. Kelly joined the chain in 1962 2 as 
| program manager for KMEC, Kan- 
sas City, and. latterly has been. 
‘program. | constant for WCBM- 
AM-FM, Balti ore. 



.- 
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~~ Wednesday, April 22,1964. 0 we 

oat was. a routine . afternoon in : a press- service - 
bureau in-Dallas—March 18; 1937. Suddenly'a tele- 
type machine. began to tap out'the fragmentary ... 

_ .. report-of a school explosion i tiny: New London, yay 
* Fexas. At’ the. bureau ‘a young: reporter. noted:the 
=~ -bulletin and, -without.consulting anyone, took off : 

“for the scene’ of the explosion—150 miles away. 
Three hours later he was picking. his way. through. | 

_ -the:rubble of:a major disaster: exploding gas had’: 
“killed: 427 children: and. teachers: He was. ‘the first: 
ey press- Setvice reporter on the scenes. 

This. was Walter: Cronkite’ $ first bis st stoty. Today, 7 
YT years | later, heis involved: in: covering the biggest: i 

-ostories of an election year: ‘the primaries, the conven- 
7 tions, ‘the. campaign, and the Election returns: 7... 0° 

ee | the years between; Cronkite has never stopped: et crians 
going: after the big story. He was first among war. 

..<eorrespondents to: fly on'a bonibing mission over 
«Germany. He covered the first: landing on ‘Norman: 
~ dy beach. He reported the Nuremberg trials. The 

“first television news broadcast to. span'the U.S: was 
“his report‘on the Japanese Peace Conference from 
~ San Francisco in.1952. He accompanied Presidents ' 
«Eisenhower and Kennedy on their state visits: © 
abroad. His reporting of the first American orbital 
flight; in 1962 was a milestone.in television journal... Poe 

gsm. (After erecting: her. son, Mrs. Glenn said there: Sy eps 
"was one. célebrity:she was: dying to meet, Walter: 
Cronkite.). As-CBS News anchor: man, -he. has 
_been the.only television reporter to.cover every.” 
Presidential and every off-year election since 1952. 

—- In'sum, Walter Cronkite combines a rare knack 
for anticipating fast-breaking news with an author- ~~ 

* «ity that inevitably thrusts him into the center of the: 
s_,. igreat events of our times. These qualities stem in’ “part from an incredibly. wide-range of sources:ac- 

AS quired : over a generation of leg-work;in part from. 
meticulous research; and in part from an insatiable: a 

es curiosity about people and places: 
“". -.."Phis-year CBS News will fuse. these remarkable | - 
on Tesolirces with the efforts of an Election Unitwhich 2.0. 
> -forI7 months ‘has. been preparing: the:most :com-*” 

prehensive. coverage. of. primaries, ‘conventions: °. 
and elections ever undertaken for television. With: ~ 
the support of this unprecedented news-gathering _ 

eee 

| “the: kind of. lucid information and commentary: 
oe that explains. why more ard more people. are: turn- ve 

‘ing to CBS News for the reporting of major events... 

“You ean pick up the thread of the big election-year 
~ story on n his broadcast tonight @ OBS Ne 

. - te “  . 
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‘By DAVE JAMPEL . 

“Tokyo, April: at. 
Ralph M. Baruch, ‘v.p.: of . intor-|.- 

sales’ for. ‘CBS Films} 
‘and. agents| ; 

national © 
cautioned . distribs . 
handling American. telefilms 
against squeezing too. hard to..ex- 
tract the ultimate: dollar -when| 
dealing with. Japanese stations; 
Such. action, he’ warned, could 

choke - off - ‘at. least. ‘part ‘of the} , 
market: 

“In visiting the: stations here T 
found ‘all of ‘the ‘executives to’ be 
gravely. concerned ‘with’ the. fact! 
‘that prices of American shows-are|.. °° > - 
going up: ‘very. quickly,” said 
Baruch: -‘Their. concern. jis. the. same| a 
“as. ours in the United States: Their |’ 
sponsors say they ean’t afford: it—]. 
although they. usually. end up. -buy-: 
ing in anyway. ” 

Baruch ‘stipulated he . is: 

they should, be kept in hand.’ 
He pointed - out: that: in rumber 

of sets, Japan is second.onily. to the 
US., with ‘some 15 ,000,000- regis- 
tered receivers and.a-monthly hike 
of from 200,000 to- 250,000. 

“So we. feel aur .prices. should go. 
up,’ - Baruch’ submitted. “But the 
trate of increase: has to slow: down: ; 

‘tion. with Pacific Film. Productions, |: 
“Melbourne, and the TBS. Network | 

If. not,. our shows will not be com- 
petitive with Japanese productions 
and we will force. the Japanese to 
make more.” 
Baruch: noted ‘that the five major 

Japanese. motion picture ‘studios 
are. all now making telefilms and 
hat the bulk of their. feature 
libraries have not yet. been exposed 
on tv: “And when ‘the public ‘gets 
used to so many: Japanese. shows, | 
we'll have’ more problems, ” Baruch 
said. 

“As with features, “American: and 
Japanese’ tv. film production ‘have 
“to liye said by side,’” 

pletely.” 
Baruch said” that. during his two 

weeks. here he explained to. Japa- 
nese tv execs that Yank production 
costs:.are climbing “at © what. he 
termed “a fantastic: rate.” 
offered, *‘Already the authors” are 
getting ‘a percentage of overseas. 
gross sales. - 
“So on the one hand we . are 

being ‘pressured not to increase our 
prices and_on the other, pressed: to 
increase them: - 

ae © sincerely hope ° at one | ‘point 
the prices here ‘will. become. 
stabilized so that- ‘we. can negotiate 
on a. formula of a basic. price plus 
consideration: for in¢rease in _pro- 

‘duction costs. and’ accounting. for 
the circulation.” 

Baruch doesn’t agree with recent} 

Budd Lyneh ‘Asks 1256. 
statements claiming there. is ‘less. 
demand. here for American shows. 

(Continued on page: 118) 

Capital Cities 
Up 2% Ist Qt. 

_ Net _ profit. of Capitol Cities 
Broadcasting - in the first:quarter 
rose by 42° over the same. period 
a year ago, prez Frank M. Smith} 

adding that - April. sales | reports, 
orders indicate continued gains. - 

Net income for the quarter was 
$603, 363, equal’ to 44¢ per. share, | 
as compared: with $424,063, or 3ic |’ 
a share, in the comparable earlier |- 
period. Income before taxes was 
$1,241,623, compared with -$893,- |. 
884 for the 1963 first ‘quarter... . 

Net broadcast ‘revenues. in the 
quarter. hit $4 ,416,265,. compared 
with .$3,982,987. for - the -yearrago 
quarter. 

UNFAIR LABOR RAP 
SLAPPED ON KFSA': 

“Washington, “April 21. 
The National. Labor’ Relations: 

Board slapped:.:.unfair. labor prac- | 
tices charges. on. KFSA-AM, Fort { 

. Smith, Ark..and: ordered it to bar-- 
gain with controler-announcers }. 
and engineers. organized ‘by ‘the? 
International Brotherhood of Elec- | 
trical Worker§,, Local’ 1304. - 

A.. three-member, panel of the | 
Board ‘upheld a. Trial Examiner’s |. 
decision which charged the station 
threatened reprisals for’ employees | 

caer | Puerto Rico; ATN-HSV; “Australta; 
. Hong!: 

‘Kong; Tokyo: Broadcasting System. } 
“Thailand, 

‘Venezuela, .Argentina,. Guatemala, - 
5 among other. countries... me 

joining the union: 
Voting to pin: the charges: ‘on 

licensee Fort Smith Broadcasting 
Co.. were NERB Chairman. Frank { 
McCulloch and members John: Fan-. 
ning and Howard Jenkins srs, . 

not |- 
against price increases, but that): . 

Around - the: World;’’: 
‘seven-minute - travel pix from. the}. 
‘point ‘of view of: children; -has. been 
sold. in: Argentina, “Mexico, Vene-: 

‘\zguela: Brazil, Australia and Japan. : 
Additional: deals are. sald to ‘be: : 
“pending. - 

he.. added. | 
“One cannot tip the scale. com-| 

‘Hel: : 

7 ‘ride. 
<p In an: ‘unrelated .move, “MCA-TV. ! 

| also put 26 episodes. of “ Salvin. and’ 
| the. Colonel’ 

| Angeles. 

woes 

en ee 
ich: Too Great An Up 

Prices for U, S. 

[D c GROUP BIDS FOR 
- VIN TWIN. cms)" 

re ‘Minnéapolis, April 21.-: 
athe Twin Cities of Minneapolis |" 

i and :St: -Paul, which’ adjoin each |: 

 Lebhar’ $. Prey States 
and © exec. veepee | of : WEAT-TV, 
West. Palm. Beach, Fla., has: been 
hired: to “serve: as president of 
Gardens Broadcasting and continue 

q|-as.-general -mdnager - of the: radio 
and ‘tv stations. 

“Seren | ‘Gems’ . ienty Fe r ti e in nds s 

-The '39-seg: series is. ‘a ‘coproduc: | 

‘in Japan. First: 13 episodes have’ 
already” been filmed: 

‘According. to: ‘Lloyd: Burns, VD: 
at. Screen ‘Gems; additional ‘agree- - 

‘ments. are in: negotiation, for. Brit:' l were charged. -with racial discrimi- 
ain,.- “Germany: and France: Ulti-. 
“mate - expectation. - is for” a ‘lineup: 
of. more than 40: O'seas, markets. © 

Top 50-Market Spread 
For. Col Post:’48: Pix 

Screen’ Gems. reports. it's now: in. 
all top 50. ty’. markets. with .the 
Columbia: post-48 “package ™ of: 210 
pix, with total Sales . to. date. num- 
bering. 153. 0. 

. Latest’ ‘deals were: “Hiade. “with 
KHOU-TY, ° “Houston; . WBZ-TV,. 
‘Boston; .° WJZ-TV; - Baltimore; 

-| KATY,.. Little Rock; - KMBT-TV;. 
Twin Falls; “WSBT-TV, South: ‘Bend;. 

; WAVE-TV; Louisville;- -KCHU-TV,: 
‘San. Bernardino; KBES-TV, :Med- 
ford, Ore:: 
lington, Vt 

and ‘WCAX:TY, Bur- : 

-The “package,” “first: anid. Jargest 
released from the Col: vault, in-. 
‘elude “On: the Waterfront, * “Caine. 
Mutiny,” “Death -of \a: salesman’: 

and . “The: ‘Last’. ‘Hurrah.’ Ms 

For Breach: of: Contract: 
‘Detroit, April. 21... 
“announcer. Budd Vet. ‘radio. 

| Lynch’ has. sited . the. Detroit Race 
_ | Course -" Ine. for’ .$125,000.-on. a 

| charge of breach of contract, claim- 
ing: the company. did not honor’ his 

| five-year. contract_. 
The. company, - in ‘cancelling the 

contract. ast. January, asked . the 
| courts for: a $55;000 judgment: on’ 
‘the. ‘grounds that Lynch. overspent 
-his. :budget-: ‘and had: not devoted 
sufficient. time . to: his job. 
SLyneh, | for: many ‘Years, 

Red Wing. hockey: Bames.. 

Tall Man’ Syndie Entry 
With ‘the webs next: Season. fail-. 

: lig to program one half-hour ‘west- 
ern, MCA-TV liftéd. “Tall, Man’: 
‘from: its vaults and. placed. it along 
“Wells: “Fargo” for” ae syndication 

in ithe 8 dication } 
chopper. 

First - ‘sales of. ‘epall Man” and. | 
\:“Calvin”..were.made to: KHJ, Los |- 

“Calvin” : also ‘has. ‘been |. 
sold: to: KNTIN, Seattle. - New. sajes" 
‘also. were’ chalked .-up- on‘ Wells 
Fargo” and: Leave It to Beaver." ” 

° Lawbreaker’ ‘Sales: 

‘international division: 
‘Series ‘has been sold to. WKAG,1 =; 

“Associated. °: ‘Rediffusion. 

Japan: | Philippines,. 

Bertram: Lebhar: Jr., stockholder | 

At the-same time, Lebhar has ac- 
quired 49%. of: the: stock. in - the}. 
properties, with 51% ‘owned “by}. 
‘Royal: American. Industries. . 

_ series of | 

other: stations, | 

‘Case. -— 

“1 entation | 

} relations;. 

“zens”. 

has. 
- | called - the. “play -by-play Of Detroit. 

| other,. and : except. for their main‘ = 
downtown. business sections. ‘being | - 

110 ‘miles apart, are like ‘a single |. 
eity.:-now have five television. sta- | 
tions, threeof which are: network,. 
one independent - ‘and. the. other | 
non-commercial: educational. But. 
-this’ isn’t - deterring a Washington, 
‘D.C. group.of four men from want- 
ing to come. here. and start a sixth: 
which would -be the: ‘Twin: ‘Cities’: 
first UHE. station. - 

With this in niind the: group ‘has| 
filed: an. application. for : Channel. 

_,*) 28 and. the: matter is: ‘pending ‘with ’ 
_ ‘the. FCC. - 

“It’s announced. ‘that the: new sta: 
“ =" tion’s proposed: programming: would: 
“J rely heavily on movies. The: station 

~~ | | would ‘not:go. onthe air: until 3:30. 
-| pm: daily and‘ would: sign: off. at |. 

. | 11-p.n, On- ‘Saturday at. 7 p.m. the 
ah station: would «have : a. ‘half-hour |. 
t program titled’ : 
City,” a discussion. ‘of public issues. iz 

“You - ‘and - Your | 

Church Asks FCC 
To Lift Lic | enses. 

nation by the - United Church . of | 
| Christ;-:which. filed a. petition: with 
|} the FCC seeking a-denial of. license 
[renewal for WLBT and WJTV. ~*~ 

“Licenses. of WLBT, operated: by 
Lamar ~ Life ‘Broadcasting, and 
WJTV, ‘Operated -by:. Capital: Broad- 
casting, expire’ June - 1... Rev. Dr. 
Everett :C:. Parker, director: of: the 
church’s ‘Office: of ‘Communication, 

1 on FCC's. ‘action’ In. the... Jackson. 

:-The 

white persons;. alleged. discrimina- 
| tion . against ‘Negroes ° in’‘the: pres- 

‘of news. and’ announce-. 
.t ments and selectionof program ma-_ 
:| terial; alleged discrimination. in the: 
‘presentation : of” controversial | is- 

{ sues, especially in. the. field. of race: 
‘alleged: failure. to use 

Negro: ‘entertainers ‘ “and. other -Par | 
ticipants: in. “live” ‘programs and 
to. announce. -Negro- ‘eommiunity: -af- |": 
fairs; _alléged- excessivé periods of |: 
time devoted: to- ‘commercial: an-. 

{ nouncements.. ' 
“* In’ the :case of: one station, Gt: 4s 
also. alleg ged thatthe “general: man- | 
ager. ig..a , member of the local Citi- 

alleged: ‘to‘-be. -de-- 
voted to ‘opposing enforcement: Of | 
constitutional rights of Negroes in‘ 
Mississippi. 
“were: two local ‘yesidents: of Missis- 
|sippi; both Negroes,.-one - of. them | 
‘4 prexy. of: the ‘state’s:: ‘National. Assn. 
Tfor: the. Advancement of . the. Col- : 

‘Council,- 

Joining in.the petition | 

| ored People. 
United: "Church. ‘of Christ; which: ae 

‘had its: inception in the U. Ss: with | 
the churches of: the. Pilgrims, claims |. 
to be one ofthe largest Protestant | 
organizations.. ‘int the U;. S.. - with. 
membership: of 2, 057, 000. 

OE, AL s Ni ippon. 1 FMez.. 
“oy: Hollywood, April 21.. ‘ | 
* KHOF-FM: ‘in ‘LA. has: be="..:, 

“gun. airing three hours a week ... 
programming in the. Japanese a 

. lingo, first FM- ‘station. in the. 
~ continental . US.-to ‘do. this:. | . 

‘ Nippon: Broadcasting: ‘Co. of: 
qe L. A., under the leadership of -~ 

oye Osarnu.. Ghoto, “is producing: a}. 
J: large .. ‘portion “of. the . three ..— 

hee Maivin "Presents — Law: f hours, alsé landing biz-for the 

breaker’’ has been sold. to 13 ‘coun-. ' 
tries. by United Artists Television’s st* 

-Station,-. ‘commercial ‘ ‘shanager-- 
“DE, - -diréetor ‘Ralph | Samford = 
7 said. | 

“Initial programs include ed 
- News, discussions,” -: 

“femme features, music and re-.° 
: ligioso: ‘segs. “Future: plans -in-. 
.¢lude.. use. of programs: pro-°.. 
diced’.in. the. Orient; :to' be 

an ucational, 

Of Miss. Stations| 
"Two. Jackson, -Miss., ‘tv ‘stations |_ 

Sin Small Departs 
Knoxville for Mich. 

unprécedented’ “petitions |: 1. 
charged. alleged failure to serve. the |. 

| 'Neégro. population in the area, esti-.| / 
‘mated: at more than 40% of: view-'; 

| ers: ‘alleged. failure to provide: ‘the 
‘community, white. and: Negro, with. 
adequate. ‘religious © and other pub- 
affairs programming; ‘alleged: fail- 
‘ure -to. use ‘the courtesy: titles of 
Miss, ‘Mrs. and Mr. for Negroes ‘al- 
‘though ‘such - titles are «used. for 

‘Manager 
. Small; 
Knoxville,. took. ‘over. ““‘sound”’ :re-: 
“sponsibilities of this southeastern 
Michigan: market. ‘of Ns, 000 ‘Mon: |: 
day (20). 

man. 

wMoP ine Sale a 
“Gets FCC’s Okay: 1s 

| programs, 

| aired « on an. exchange -basis . ‘| 

ae win locally. Produced. portions. 

New Neri, 

~ Mla LA to $ A 
: Hollywood, . April 21. 

mf ack: Mulcahy, who heads ‘Wolper 
Productions’ 

vid- series. 

-“Muleahy, . whe will’. tour: ‘south 
of. -the: border: for. ‘six weeks, “will 
also. seek: new: Latin © American. 
‘Markets.in the education fil in the education film field. 

NET ‘Shrimp Boat 
| For Prix Jeunesse| “| many of | ‘the - brethren... 

i : _ Athens, ‘Ga, ‘April 21. 
~ “Shrimp: Boat,” a television pro.’ 

| gram. produced . ‘by. the... Georgia . 
| Center: ‘for Continuing ‘Education. 

| and WGTV, -Georgia’s pioneer édu- 
cational :.tv. station, for: National. 
‘Education. Television, has been se- 

‘| lected. for entry in’ the ‘Prix 
‘| Jeunesse of. 1964 to. be held. June:| 
5-12 in Munich, a. Project of. the 
Free State: of. Bavaria, the City” 
of Munich and the Bavarian, Broad- 
‘easting Corp.. cok 

- ‘Hill -Bermont, “production: and |: 
program director: of the University 
of Georgia’. ‘station, -located- on 
Campus here, produced and: filmed. 

film ‘and narration and directed the 
tape ‘transfer. 

Program. was ‘disitibuted 1 nation-. 
ally by: NET as. part ‘of. its, “What's 
“New?” ‘Series. 

‘said ‘similar moves of monitoring:|. 
-both north: . and]: 

‘south,.:may- be | ‘made, ~ ‘depending 

_ Knoxville, April. 21. 

gan, in. the Benton’ Harbor: area, 
as. appointed Jim. Small Program: 

this © week.. _effective 
Jate. Of ° ‘WNOX-radio: in 

Small: ‘originated.. “the - ; “Hot 
Line,” 2 popular: ‘local. conversa- 
tion. program carried at prime late |. 
evening ‘time. - -WMOX, a. Scripps- 
-Howard -outlet,- increased ratings. 
to. number. one in the: area: during 

ly as’ “program: ‘director; ‘newscast- 

‘Washington, ‘April 21.° 
opne. $175; 000. sale of “-WMOP: 
AM-EM, Ocala, Fla. - from Andrew. 
Letson :to :WMOP Inc, ‘was. ap- 
proved by FCC’s Broadcast Bureau: 
James |. Kirk . As. owner. of the: 

buying company. 

© Seven Arts Sales 
“the. sales: pace at. Seven: Atts 

continues’ brisk. . 
‘Over the. past! week | or: two,: ‘it. 

dealt ‘its: volume 8 package of 421 
| features to. WNEM-TV,, ‘Saginaw, | 

: | Mich. KVKM-TV, Monahans Tex. 
Lo WTRE-TV; Wheeling; ‘and - KGW- 

7 TY, Portland, Ore.: -- 
Distrib also ticked off: scattered: 

sales : for its “Out-of-the-Inkwell” | 
“Churchill, 

The -Man,” half-hour. Special; and: 
“En: “France,” series .of: 26 -half-. 

five-minute cartoons,: 

hour: French language-instruction | ' 

_KFMG. to Preem 
: Des Moines, ‘April. 21. 

“KFMG,. new. Des. Moines - FM 
ratio ‘station: with . 7: a:m.-to- mid= 
night, schedule of: musie and public 
service programs. is slated. to. start 

“] May: 1. Effective. range is.50 miles. ' 
--| Power. is set.at.5,000 watts.” - 

 ‘Phis- new. corporation -is. Headed: 
| by. Herbert : Burton, Lincoln,’ Neb: 

"| as president and Wm: ‘Plymat, Des 
‘Moines .as. secretary-treasurer. and 
‘Station’. manager. ‘will be . John 
“Graham, formerly of Lincoln and 
New Yorks _ 

“reat Aret 22,. 1966, | 

audio-visual division, |. 
‘leaves for. South America in tivo. 
‘weeks to research: future. segs of 
“The. Story’ Of” and: “Biography”: 

|-manager.”. Charles 
broadcasters. | to take’. ‘more of a 

vaverred; fe 
better . than programming. | “‘The-ras.: 

new - package, : 
60's, “Group” Ir” 

TV; N.Y. KB," 
KOIN, Portland, Ore:; -KONO, San 
‘Antonio; 
WKZO, Kalamazoo; WLOS,. ““Ashe- 2 ote 

‘WHEN, Syracuse. oar 
WIVI;. ‘Miami; and WFGA, Jack+ wo ld 

| | sonville. - | 
' “«Calyaeade. of the 60's; Group cs ae 

“| ville; 

mingham; .WQAD, Moline; ' 
Salt’ Lake ‘City: WIVS, ‘Miami; ‘and 

a tha cane 

ssi i Tak 
: - Washington, ‘April :21.. a 

‘Two ‘NAB. ‘officials : were tub=: 7 
| thumping in Mississippi ‘and New 
Mexico. spreading’ the: Bospel- of: ft 

self-improvement... 

Taylor: was. in. -Albuquerque . ‘where’ : 
‘he: ‘Said | radio ° “stations: “could dine . 

crease, their revenues by. 50%: if: -_ 
they" would air - better programs, 

‘In - Biloxi, .’Miss.,, NAB: ‘Radio, 

hand: ‘in’ their - ‘stations’ activities. 
‘and ‘rely. Jess. on vatings and. audi- - 
|-ence -.polls,.: 

1 Addressing’ 
“| Broadcasters - Assn, 

feeling in radio there. is an “inex- ~ 
plicable. lethargy” among far. toe. e, 

‘he. | 
‘salesmanship has. - been. | 

In‘. far. - too. “many .. cases, 

dio industry. ‘should. be pulling in. 
50% ‘more: ‘in* advertising’. ‘dollars’ 
with.“ more~créative programming. o 
appealing . to’ a. larger .. Segmen

t of 7 

the. audience, Taylor: said... Ta
e 

Stone, speaking. to. the. Mississip- 
pi - Louisiana. ‘Broadcaster. Assns;.-. | 
‘said. broadcasters: should ° approve... “2° ~ 
of his station’s: product; not mere-. 
Jy. offer it “because it sells.” .-. 2.2 * - 

He ‘said. many. broadcasters’ have: ae 
found. the: advantages’ in. commite . 
‘ting themselves and 
stand. PP, 

thé . program’ off: the . “coasts Of | 
} ‘Georgia and Florida... y: 

WGTV’s: David: Fisher edited the. 

Jack Pa Saton 

; taking. a. 

oe Washington, “April 21, . 
"Fcc voted: 6-2. to. approve ‘Tack: 

| Paar’s- $3,675,000 purchasé. of. 
_WMTW-TV, | Poland | _Spring,- Me.” 
TN WMTW-FM,. Mt. “Washington, o 

“WSJM-radio, St.’ Joseph, :Michi- : ‘Stations. “were: actually: ‘sold: ‘by. a, 
“Mt. Washington. PV: Inc; to a new =: 
corporation | of -- the’. same ‘name. 
Controlling holding ° company of 
the buying. ‘outfit is Dolphin Enter- 
prises Inc., owned- 50:50 ‘by: Paar’ | 
-and. his wife. —_ a 

Chairman E, “William: Heniy’ and: _ 
eee, 

Comimissioner : Kenneth ‘Cox... “Op oe 

posed the. buy. 

* On Billy: Budd Package 7 
“On. the heels: ‘of “the: NAB .con= 

| vention, ‘Allied:. Artists Television’ .. 
scored: sales’ in. key markets on its.”: ~ 

-“Calvacade :.of the.:- 
(kriown’ ‘as ‘the a 

Billy Budd. package). Sy 

Deals “Were: - ‘closed: “with WOR: 7 
‘Los . Angeles; - 

WTEV, ‘New. Bedford; 

N.C. 

(40- featurés)* “went: to. WBRC, : Bire. 
‘KSL, 

WFGA, J acksonville, 

“Calvacade’ of. the’ 60's Group: “ 
‘Il,” was sold :to-KONO, San Anto- - 
nio; ‘KUTV, Salt Lake’ City;. WIvJ, . 
Miami; -WFGA, : Jacksonvilles ° 
WQAD; Moline: ‘and: WBRE, Bir-. 
mingham. . Other; ‘Sales were racked 
up by.on: the ‘seven. Bob Hope’ fea- 
tures, science fiction’ pix, et al. 

De Met’ s ‘Billiards Sale. 
” * Chicago, | “April. ‘21: - 

Péter De Met Productions tacked’ -_ 
. up its. first sale for a new.Chicago-- 

| produced : series, “Pocket Billiards «-..: 
Tournament. of: Champions, * which °°" 

features. the. vet cuestick | ‘artist. -" 
Willie . Mosconi: ‘as™ commentator.” 
WOR-TV; New York,. will: initiate | 

‘| the: series ‘on April. 21... 

“The: series, ‘shot in ‘color,’ ‘eonsists 
of 13. 
‘elimination . tournament: auspiced * 
-by the Billiard Congress’ of Amer- - 
‘ica, -The producing firm, :-headed : . 
‘by. Sid Goltz, is handling, the salen’. 

| itself.” 

NAB’s: new radio: veep - ‘Sherril Ta 

“Stone urged.’ 

“the © New. Mexieo ot 
Taylor® said. * 

that despite. ‘the. general “upbeat” 7 

*Favoring. ‘the ‘transaction’ were: e 2 : 
Commissioners’ Rosel Hyde; ‘Robert... 0. 
Bartley. Es Lee, Frederick . Ford: aos 
jand. Tee. -Loevinger. : a Sone 

‘Small’s ‘tenure, ‘He acted .various- | 

AAT S Key Market Sales. disk. jockey “and : Promotion |: 

“hourlong . matches: in’ aft. . 



: Shortly after the brouhaha touched: off by. the station’ 8 announce- 
‘ment. that. it .was.-giving the liquor boys: sesame, ‘McKesson &: : 
“Robbins, as. one of the: two. “charter” ‘Sponsors, decided to: pitch’. 
a liqueur instead _of ‘its’ Muirhead ‘Scotch.’ . 

-Now ‘Schenley Industries, ‘which began its: ‘gehedule ’ “Monday” | 
(20) in the 11:30 p.m: to midnight period, is: making no mention of: 
its alcoholic ‘line, but ‘instead. is using ‘its: three: 5O-second. ‘blurbs - 
_for :pubservice. . 

Approximately | 40. seconds. of ‘each spot plugs. ‘New: York: area: 
‘culture; entertainment or “little- known: facts” about the ‘town. 
. Final’10 seconds states that the program (“Nightéap”) “is brought © -|: 
“to you. nightly ‘by. Schenley :Industries and its. déalers.” ‘Schenley: 

‘sponsors. the half-hour. musicale: Monday. through. Saturday. Agency 
for the. distiller. is Norman, Craig:.&--Kummel.:. 

+, Tempést sparked by. WQXR (owned ‘by the N.Y. Times)’ Was not™ 
“pecause ° its’ action: was: ‘precedental in broadcasting; -but: because - 
the- prestigious | station: thereby | 
hard liquor.. -.- 

i Turns Down Bany 8 gl Enright — 

~ On Renewal of Fla. Radio. Station 
| Mandell | mgnagement, is -on-..the 

Washington; April: 21, 
FCC refused. to:renew the. -ease |. 

‘of Jack Barry and Daniel Enright} 
aa ‘Hollywood, : .Fla:; |. 
- ‘averring.: their tv: quiz show’ doings'| 

-. were “natently* ‘and: flagrantly. con- j- 
_: trary: to: the ‘public: interest.” .-:.| 
 . Noting 5-1 to overturn ‘a. contro-.| “ 
versial recommendation : by.-a: Hear- | 
_ing Examiner. last Spring -to ‘renew | 

_....the Jicense, FCC ‘said the: station. 
:.* ‘had. until June: 20: to: wind .up. its |. 

‘ Commissioner. ‘Robert: E. t . ‘throughout. the” evening as its a 
oe political. expert. 

for *WGMA-AM, - 

i affairs. 

* Lge’ ‘was the dissenter. ~: 
. chargeéd* - Enright: oo 

“prolonged | deception” an 

*“..and Barry acquiesed: in ‘it in rig-4: 
2 “ging the.*21”-and “Tie-Tae-Dough™. : 
Pn. quiz. ‘program: ~ . - . 

"FCC. said” action ® alone’: -war- 

‘Hearing: ‘Examiner Elizabeth: Smith. |. BBC Enterprise ises” 
‘favored. renewal. for Melody Music |-’ 
Ine. Her: recommendation. which: | 

» brought: some ‘sizzling press. criti-.|’. 
++ -eism“averred:-the-station aired, out: |” 

+ standing: programming and - rén- . 
-.-: "dered commendable. public. service |: 
” yas’ the: only. station -in Hollywood... 
: < t.“Steel..which -Has. been. ‘through |” 
— the. crucible. of. a: fiery” furnace is | 
_ stronger. ‘than-: before; * “she opined: |: 

Commission * 
hee practiced: 

: “ranted. a-denial. of renewal. 
In. an Tnitial ‘Decision : last. “May: 

then. . 
eS Phe ‘Commission's fellings “were 

7 apparently More: on .the “premise 
+; that such “steel” is better, ‘to clout 

; “One with., s 
‘Voting. | “to Tix: - renewal - were 

ae ‘Chairman ‘E. William “Henry . and 
(Continued, on. ontinued on-page 11 116) : ral 5 Graphic 
~ Dissent vs TRE 

‘| Cuban ty execs. 

- One: of -the. ‘dissenters’ from: the 
Jonny: : : Television. Film . _Exhibit,” 

” Graff, of : Embassy, Pictures, spoke 
: i freely. of. why ‘he didn’t join. TFE- 
v7 °64 in. Chicago... 

. to. join.” | 
_ It -was Graff's: view ‘that TEE: 

Ma has become._a divisive. organization, ; 
“separating | itself.’ from: the’: main. 

“:. “‘body-of ‘broadcasters:.of ‘the N.A:B. | 
~ .. Graff said next’ year. he ‘hopes to. | 

 Lbe: ‘with’ the NAB:: He would-rather 
ea full-fledged’ member of NAB: 

ca: Settle. - for.” ‘asSociate. 
: _.Membership. * As .a@ source ‘of. pro-}" 

; Graff said.: he ~ must:| 
‘think. as a. -broadéaster; if -he. is: to. 
be -sucéessful, It: was’ this stress, he* 

- said, that led -him-away from TEE. {. 

but: -would: : 

gramming, - 

“Graft, in ’64, may: have: Been away 
- -from”the thinking of the 16 syndi-}" 
“@ation: houses. which formed TFE. 

‘Next - ‘year, 
: .* though, ‘the syndicafion- TFE firms. 
-/-. ane “thinking. of coming. under“ the : 
NAB umbrella, if ‘terms, and ‘con- | 

gee ditions -can-‘be’. worked. ont amicab- 
su. Cy ‘with, the .NAB... _ 

recently: ‘in: - Chicago. 

> ‘Graff, too; had some’ opinions ‘on 
77 Jhow to make. the. NAB -¢onvention 

- , itself less’: unwieldy. 
v- the use ‘of ‘closed-circuit television. 

: i. by. the .NAB ‘to’ éonduct’ ‘various . 
_. working: ‘méetings,. with the: NAB’ 

.. = annual. conclave: itself. limited .‘to. 
. the:: most : important functions. a 

Line 

ae Sion: 

1 TVE's . global 

. “Y must think -of 
Myself. as a: ‘broadcaster; ”’ ‘He said, 
“and ‘anything that divides me 
:from the broadcasters Bg don’ t want] 

Fines 3s Sapped on Two - 
~_ Lauderdale: Siatons 

‘ability notice. .was | WFLM,- 
-| eensed: -by * ‘Findlay. Publishing ‘Co. 
‘Receiving a $250 notice was WWIL,. 

He: ‘proposed. 
fions. have : been, fined: for: _ only: a. 
modulation . violation. : - - 

Outlets: have: 30 “days. to- ‘pay or 

leged repeated ‘violations. 

opened the, ‘Gotham market to 

Primary Embarrassment 
Chicago, ‘April . 21. 

: Job. “of. ‘covering: ‘the. Illinois: 
-: Primaries" last’ ‘fuesday- (14).- 

ee but® suffered some: “embarrass-~-.- 

~ showman’s touch, the: CBSsta- 

- nois governor. William Stratton 

: Next..morning,. ‘Stratton. was: 
‘Indicted: by. ‘the’ federal -gov-: 
“eae for income: z taxe evar : 

30-Program Deal 
‘Fo or Cuba Market 

“London: April: 21, 
BBTV. “Enterprises; the .pro- 

gram: ‘buying (and: selling: ‘limb. Of | 
‘the. 
opened up the. ‘Cuban market - in-a 

the 
_ -+number ‘of. markets to which. BBC 

| has sold’-shows to ‘110.: a 

“BBC: - video | network, * “has 

30-program :* deal’: ‘bringing. 

The. Cuban: ‘-salé, 

Callum, - 
month of-a Jooksee delegation ; of 

-Program. sales. stride: Sof, “BB. 
'TVE;: pioneered - by. Ronald. Wald- 
‘man,: 
| Dennis: Scusé,: who toiled for ‘years: 
in. the: ‘BBC's. ‘Yanik office, is rapidly. 
‘increasing: Figures . “just” ‘compiled 
~by. the ‘sales“hq. reveal that. during |. 
the year ended March .31,. _ 1964,- 

| the- web «chad. ‘sold ‘abroad ‘some. 

but. now: under. ‘aegis “of 

6;975- programs ‘in 95. markets. This 
compares with the previous - “year S. 

| program Sales : OF - 24,857. 
-markets.. 

‘In* the. * four’ years. (to: “Mazehi 
that the: ‘puy-sell limb has.-beén op-. 

‘it -has: sold: 15,332 pro--|. 
-grams to. offshore, stations Shrough- | 
out the world; - . 

erating, 

“Washington, : April’ 21, 
nwo Fort Lauderdale, Fla:; FM 

stations’ Were notified . by FCC: ‘Of 
$500 «and: ‘$250. abilities, for: over- |" 
modulation. . 

. Slapped “with: a $500: forfeiture 
Ti- 

licensed ‘by. Florida ‘Air-Power. ‘Ine: 
Action. marks..the first time: sta- 

Seek..a lower penalty. ‘for. the: al- 

~WBBM-TV did. a yeomanlike: = 
| as.: 

ment : for: it’. the , following 
-, Morning: - For. that. ‘extra-added. 

*: tion had featured former, Tili-:~. 

=a | ‘Zo. Kotler, 

Station “front. 

t off-network ° 
. syndication... aa 
_To -feed - this.’ multi:pronged ty 

‘cartoén. -appreach, . WB vis ‘under- 
stood -to.. be’ planning: new: ‘Cartoon [" 
production: for ‘theatrical. release:} 

in. the AW 

an 83. 

which. 

| ENTERTANMENT 
- By ‘MURRAY. HOROWITZ 

- ‘Syndication. is breeding a- ‘new ae 
‘type of tv. exec, a-new class of 
topper -who.- ‘thinks. and ‘functions | 

‘| in‘ broad.” areas ’ of - entertainment, |'- 
| even ‘outside. the limits. of the: ty] 

| medium... Tl 

Bros.;, functioning: on ‘the: network 
‘ Jevel,: as: well’ as ‘in’ Syndication; |“ 
| there’ s Jonny - Graff, of. Embassy |. ~ 
| Pictures, wheeling. and dealing for. 
|musele pictures; * 
‘|-Morin, of: Allied Artists Television; 
Whose. counsel is sought by “Allied | 

ames | Artists. management. on other ‘than 1: 
ok " ‘Matters. . “ : 1: 

‘|: /. Kotler, 't60,. is ‘one: ‘ot. the. ‘active : 
Forces. ‘behind: Warner. Bros. .mové 
‘| to get: ‘into full-scale. UHF:. -opera- 
.tion;.. Associated: Television’ s. U.S: 
arm, Independent. Télevision 

Battered Tmage’ 
| for. all -type of: -investments—even:| 
| outside ‘the. entertainment. area... - 

“We: should - think .-of ‘ourselves 

Corp.,. under--the . Mike’: Nidorf-Abe 

lookout i in. the’ U-S.. and in: Canada 

entrepreneurs: ' involved: in: 
entertainment. The. means © net: | - 
‘work, .. ‘syndication,: . tv, theatre, ' 
sports is part of the approach, ac- 

| cording :to ‘WB. television’s ‘Kotler. 
‘7 think of myself as an impresario | 
of’ entertainment,’ ad Kotler: - said, 

‘| echoing. the sentiments of many in 
the: induStry.... 

| . ‘How: the’ Kotler. “approach | ‘paid. 
| off—and there are other instances. 
.:| is‘ illustrated “by. the WB carteon 

story... WB. dumped’ the company’s. 
3 cartoons in Kotler’s. lap ‘and_-said 

if -he only .wore.: his: 
‘| syndication hat,” could ‘have -taken 
‘the- eartoons. and Bone. the- station 
route. It :could. have’ méant a’ pay-. 
-off of over. a $1,000; 060, ‘but. in- 
stead :Kotler, » -wearing what: he 
calls :the:-proper: hat of .entertain- 
‘ment, 

| build : a -eycle. of: cartoon. -~produc- 
‘tion. which. - would: take . _ known 
theatrical cRrtoons to ty,. some: for 
‘first-run. network-” exposure,, ‘then 
‘off-network - -for. - syndication, 

"Building: such | a. cartoon’. édifice 
may “eventually. ‘Tead to a:$10, 000,-: 
000-'tv :yield with’ time -.and. Tuck:. 
‘Kotler secured a renewal on. ABC-|-‘ 
TV: of “Bugs. Bunny”. for: .Satur-. 

days. ‘and inked: “Porky Pig”. for at 
“which © ‘eom- | 

_/|Brised segments” from: BBC’s : ex-. 
-| ploration ‘series “Adventure,” ‘the | 
‘seience. skein: “Eye. -On. Research’ 

sland the cultural show: “Monitor,” 
| tplus:” four..-locally-oriented” docu-: 
- | mentaries, was: pulled off by BBC- 

Sales ~ rep Sandy-} 
“following - the ° visit . last: 

half-hour. Sunday -morning ride’ om 
the’ same. ‘web.. With. the network 
corner of the: pyramid set, ‘Kotler 
moved /.ahead...on ‘the: "Station-to- 

He’ ‘utilized “WB 
‘cartoons:-‘ “Sylvester”: and. “Tweety”. 
to: build. a‘. half-hour - syndication 

theatrical cartoons; 
“Bugs .Bunny;” 

for eventual. payoff 
market. 
- Kotler shorts. ‘at’ ‘the denartineri« 

‘talization.. of ‘television, - unrecog- 
nized by. the’ public, . _and: 2. crippler: 7 
of creative. business thinking., “We. 
Need. . crass: pollenization,” 
Kotler. _ 

WARC-TV's ‘New Faces’ 
Quest as: Sat. ‘Showcase 
Where does young. talent get. eX-, 

S posure. nowadays? Come. next :sea-: 
./son and one answer. will be’ WABG- } 

BEY: ithe, ABC o&o- in “New: York; | 
= “new: blieprinting’ ae 

faces”. display’. Saturday nights in 
+the’ 10:20 ‘to..11. p.m.:period now: oc-.|~ 
cupied | (and: SRO) by. Gar 5a". Ter 
runs. 

has. neither title,. format nor. ‘host 

cas yet,: Objective as ‘stated “by. sta-. 
‘tion execs -is:.to showcase : ‘(a)-non- |. 
‘entitics ‘and. (b) those. with - ‘some: 
public identity. but whose expostre’ 
has been... limited.. -Emphasized_ ‘is 
thet’ ‘amateurs ‘need’ not apply. ° 
..For. the nonce, talent. applicants. 
will ‘bo 

The kT ae toy it ap . 

bee Monmouth’ race track down: the. 

: There’ s a Joe Kotler. of warner . New Jersey ‘shore. : . 

there’s:.. Bob] - 

| ,200. passengers. on the. outing. 

deduced ‘ that. WB should. 

‘Dallas) ;° 
‘the. leftovers . of : feature pix .an 
Tadio, the sight and bric-a-brac and | 
‘sonorous ‘sounds. that.clings to-tv’s- 
billboards, logos, soundtracks : and- 
sets, shaping ‘everything -to:-fit the: 
-communieations.” “PUrPoses . of, the’ 

: in. 
“lwdditio n ‘to: ‘just-for-syndication 
‘eartoons: . 

/ for. 

savers 

gan. - a. 

“The show apparently is: “an ‘over: 
| night brainstorm.” At any- rate,. it 

. -puditioned | by. ‘Seymour. 
Horawitz, the station's program ; di- 

: Teetor.- vo 

LOCAL TV-RABIO. « _ SYNDICATION _ 

° OF ‘the: first. two: hard jiquor: advertisers. ‘picied ‘tor 18 ‘weeks | | | 6 
- each) ‘by: WQXR, N.Y:; neither. is using the station to -sell whisky. . 
: Net. for the ‘present, at ahy :rate: 

: “How to Lick the Nags 
Tnidustry . horse players’ will 

“pave - -money.— and. go. -wilk...-1; 
“WNBC-TV. — this: summer ‘as. 

forego. its ‘annual junket: ‘jo, 

TV. has. hosted : agency, client, 
“press: and - food broker. guests... 

--on the* annual -junket, .which - 
travelled .to- Jersey and- back... 
“by. boat with. a day at the races 
‘in between.’ There . were 300° . 
‘guests. .on - the. trip: when. it: 

“started 10. Jfy started 10.years ago. Last-year,. I these. diversifiéd areas, in line with 
‘“|the’ economie changeover in the 

: telebiz,, the exec stated. 

"two Circle Line ships carried- . 

This “‘year’s ‘cancelled trip 
Wass slated for. June. 25.0 8 

Of Dallas. Given 
a telefilm - 

-AWBAP Perk- Up! 
‘The. battered. “image” of the city 

lof Dallas and ‘the state. of : Texas 
got ‘a boost in New York last week. 

-. WBAP-TV, the -Dallas-Ft.. Worth 
NBC-TV.. affiliate, hosted 500. ad 
ageticy. and broadcast: industry ‘folk 

tion—groceries- anda pitch for the 
‘market. But this time. the: visiting . 
firemen . (starters? ). -came through 
‘with. 4-film presentation that, for |: 
‘visual : excitement and: tasty sound, 

s: better than .taking..a break at: 
wa B: it cut down- the available time 

‘slots for -production companies ‘to. 
the ‘Grand. Central: shorts. bijou. 
» WBAP is. the station . that: “six 

‘months: ago. trimmed up: its- visual 
‘and ‘sound: image. with: “Tkonogen- 
ics.’ Under: guidance-.of: an“ indus- 
trial designer, . -Crawford Dunn (of 

“the.-station.. cut away .. call 
d other, he remarked. 

newest: mediums. 
The : presentation film: reflected 

the new look and sound.: Created. 
‘by. Keitz & “Herndon. (film). and 
Pams: (music), the- 16m. color film 
‘was .a° knockout from. its hip;. ‘ex-"]- 
cellently executed jazz. ‘scoring to. 
its brilliant. photographic. sequences | .. 
on’ ‘the good: life. in: ‘Dallas and’ Ft. 

show. In addition, he has 100 WB | Worth. 
including - the In sharply’ edited’ ‘sequences, the. 

‘the. station | Aas decided. to. — 

-high . salaries; instead.of p 
‘more for scripts,” said McDermott, 

By DAVE KAUFMAN 
’ Hollywood, Aprit 21.. 

1 An: economic revolution which 
has- taken place behind-the-scenes: ‘. 
in. television. ‘the past four years 
has | ‘made it: impossible for any 

. ‘major ‘vidpix production company. 
{to survive anymore on. tv income 

7: alane, That. a the assertion of Four. 
a r prexy:.Tom™ McDermott, whe. 

For past nine years, “WNEC-.. Said that as a result the major vid- ° 
' filméries have had to enter other.” 
[areas for income—syndication, mue ,. 

1 Sie - pubberies, “t 
‘{ panies,” as well as. theatrical film 
production, | 

even record ¢om-- 

to supplement. their. 
income. a 

‘Four Star: has gone into’ all of 

MeDermott.'said’ the change. be-- 
| gan about four. years ago, and crys< 

“| tallized three: years ago, that it. 
| actually began with the advent en 
|: masse of the hourlong series. _ 

Contributory reasons are new 
. -| pacts signed with the unions, with 
actors, writers and musicians, dur-. 
ing that period: Five years ago the 

‘companies could use. 
canned music; today they can’t, the: 

pointing out $10, 000 for a guestar 
ina. teleshow is fairly -common- 
place these days, that. it | ‘Was -vir- 
tually unheard of five years ago, 

at’-a- couple .of funcheons in: the We're-back to. the old ‘motion pic- 
new New York Hilton. Format was. 
standard’ for. this ‘kind .of promo-: 

ture days of. paying the performers’ 
aying. 

who has headed’ Four. Star for five 
‘years, 

When. tv’ programming Switched 
from. the half-hour to the hour 
form; and even the. 90-min. form, 

fill: on :the. three. networks. This 

tion for the fewer slots;. upping... 
production costs. in the process. ag 
each. ‘eompany tried: to outdo. ‘the 

oe | would ‘say most companies go 
over their. budgets because of their 
‘anxiety to ‘stay on the air with 
their. series. A lot. of. shows—partie- 
ularly flops—don’t even . Zo into 

_ | syndication distribution because the 
residuals. ‘are so heayy, .the com 
‘Pariy involved. can’t come out... 

. ’Comipanies going over. budget 
rely ‘on. syndication. income to get 

“(Continued | on. page 128) 

film exploited:..the- southwestern- a 
location and its people most graph- |; : 
‘ically, and inchided ~ just : about: — 
everything ‘but | ‘the Dallas. ‘police - 
force....- . 

Without. “overdoing: “it... “the | film 
got into. Ikongenics -per se, with 
‘a typical scene Showing, the.old set 
for. the’: women's show. ‘and: how,: 
under the. design. shapeup; the fake’ 
fireplacé and overstuffed ‘furniture | 
had: been - tossed :. out: for-a clean 
set featuring: the talent: and Sparse, 
functional. trimmings.:: * 

“| Station manager. Roy. ‘Bacus was 
3 chief. host. ‘And. to: prove ‘the.’ ex- 

| citing sights’ and sounds were not 
- just film. magic, he ‘brought Linda: 

Loftis, a. former’ Miss ‘Texas,: ‘along 
in: the flesh. 

a1 00 000: oe | 

met “Columbus,. “April 21. 
“WLW-C, ‘Crosley outlet here,; ‘be: o 

million-dollar éxpansion:| 

‘project: (16) ‘that: will; ‘more | than 

double the station’s physical’ ‘plant: ae 
add‘ a:full line-.of color equipment 
and prov.de live’ color programs.. 

Scheduled’ ‘for. completion within 
a year; .the -Station’s' building | will 
be enlarged - from. 14, 500 ‘Square. 

<"| new.; struciure : will: ‘contain... two: 
large’ 40-by. 69 studios,. completely 
equipped for ‘local ‘live ‘eolorcasts. 
Station. currently. is. celebrating its. 

“doth anni: en ae 

vofia tee Sg 

ie ‘Advocate’ 
- Syndication. sales arm of ‘West- . 
inghouse Broadcasting: has sold its. 
taped version .of. the Broadway 

| drama, “The Advocate,” dealing 
with: the: “Sacco-Venzetti cause. 
celebre,.- to four stations, with deals 

; for: 10. other. markets pending. . 
“The two and a half heur. produc- 

tion was' telecast. by the five Group. 
.W stations: last. Oct. 14; same night 
the play opened on Broadway (for 
‘a short. run) ‘With James Daly. 

| starred. 

First . ‘four! ‘sales, all concluded _ 
: at: ‘the ' recent: NAB meet;: were to. 

| KCOP, Los’ Angeles; : ‘WFAA-TV, 
| Dallas; KBTV, ‘Denver; and 1 WIVN- 
‘TY, Columbus. 

For Ceosley’s WLW cottieb Set To. 
Helm N.Y. for Wolper 

; . Hollywood, April’ 21: 
To further expand and diversify 

its ‘operations, Wolper Prodyctions’ * 
{has established exec offices-in.N.¥.. 
Land appointed Ira Gottlieb as head «. 
of the new east coast headquarters,’ 
Gottlieb: -had: been: prexy of Fla- 
mingo. Telefilm Sales. 

feet ~to.- 35,000 square .- -feet. The | 

os. 

‘result is .a. budget: hike on all--se- te 
Ties, he said.. Additionally, perform-. 
‘ing’ talent. prices have skyrocketed 
during that - period, he added, 

increased and. heightened competi- i 

_ 

Gottlieb. -associated’ with. Flamin- . 

‘series. of: confabs with 

a eta 

go for the past 10: years, also has 
‘been : named a v.p. of Wolper.Pro- 
‘ductions. . “He arrived: in Hollywood 
‘for: al: 

: *) Wolper. 
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The highest rating ev er or for a feature. film o on n New York television! (in fact... 
‘among all programs this year, network or local, ‘only the Beatles and Academy 
Awards scored higher.) Undeniably, movies on. ‘Channel 2 are bigger than ever. 

Channel 2's April ff showing of From Here to Eternity on Schaefer Award. 
Theatre (11:20 pm to‘1:30 am) scored a record-shattering 45.6 average rating, 
‘with an 85% share of audience. In other. words, long after-usual prime-time — 
- viewing hours, more than 4 million New York television viewers Kept their ® 
eyes.on Channel 2.to watch this Columbia blockbuster from Screen Gems. __ 

‘Where da we go. from here? Young Philadel phians, Mani in the Gra / Flannel 
Suit, Auntie Mame, Pajama Game are just afew. coming. attractions which 
guarantee that audiences. throughout the New York area will continue to be 
where they. have always: been, tuned to CBS: Owned. @WCBS- 1v 
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Harllee named . winner : of McCall's 
.ing’ WRC-TV . ‘series ““Focus.on World Affairs”: 

year: “WWDC radio. received: National Safety: Council’. Public’ Interest 

‘field ”. . 
“chamber. ‘groups from .Greater. Boston Youth’ Symphony. . . 
Todd Jr. ‘guested on “David Alan Show” on WNAC-TV ‘and. “Bill Hahn. 

. Don: Trageser, CBS veep. and. general : 

‘eral manager, on three-week: vacation: four’ in-Europe.. 

in Chicago . 

‘for merly: 

. woman and non-Catholic, fo be ‘$0 cited. 

“IN TORONTO. . .. 
CBC crews are shooting: around Toronto: ‘and. Montreal railway stact’ 

getting. footage for their. ‘upcoming. ‘serial “Train. of. 

” From The Production Centres se 
Continued from page 168 

“Detective”. rocketed: to. seventh place . in. “the: national. ratings: on: ts: 
"first outing’... . Ulster-FV' set up-:a. new production comniittes -com-: 
prising Colin. ‘Lechy-Fhompson, ‘A..Finigan, F, Corbett,. J. Scholz-Con-. 

Chairman.-is R.'‘B; ‘Henderson... ..’.. 
Maurice Lindsay switching. from. Border-TV ‘to Scottish-TV -as ‘pro-. 
way, P: F. Scott and .F. A. Brady. 

ducer-interviewer. . Rediffusion ‘planning first : ediicative’ svidseries. 
for “backward” children: erititled ‘“You-And The: World”.: ee ‘Deputizing. 

for comedian Bernard Braden on his late night’ one-man~ satirical 

show, 
in. while Bradeén.. rested from’ “tremendous. fatigue”. 

. Anglia-T'V: in ‘diekers. 

IN. WASHINGTON» 
. John Hayes; president. . of - Washington: * post Newsweek | “stations, 

elected to Board of Trustees of* National ‘Urban: League~ .. Maury: 

- Son. of. ‘Washington. Post. - ‘sports . editor 

Nation” producer: ‘Ellen. Wadley vacationing. ‘in . ‘Rio de Janéiro. ‘after 

.. producing seg with Gov. Carlos ‘Lacerda, . a -leadersin :the ‘overthrow 

Of the’. ‘Goulart government in Brazil * 
“who broadcast. first news, from ‘White. ‘House: about. Pearl Harbor, signs 

on as. commentator’ and analyst .with WMAL. Radio: ‘News . ... Ella 

‘For “ninth. straight 

Award . CBS News. correspondent Dan ‘Rather to. address annual 

Atumni. Assn, dinner. ‘at Univ. of: Houston, Saturday. (25):. 

IN- BOSTON . 
Lou Dumont,. -TleWS  eaitar. “WBZ-TV, ‘arranging showbiz ‘interviews 

for upcoming. strawhat season -. 
United Community. Services. “tor outstanding service. to the. .Greater : 

Boston. “eommunity”*: through. broadcast ‘editorials..on.: ‘sdcial: ‘welfare. 
-Group.W. area. veep Bill Swartley.. accepted. award* ‘at. UCS. issues. 

annual. meet. Thursday (16): before. 500: leaders in health social: welfaré’ 
. WBZ-TY’s “Odyssey”. program set- for. ‘Sunday (26) features | 

Mike 

Show” -on -WNAC ; radio... 

manager WEEL. Tom: Young, salés' manager; -Joe - Cullinane, . promosh’ 

“manager, .back from special meetings with ‘CBS. radio. spot sales’ reps. 

at. Pheasant ‘Run. Lodge, Chicago... . 
modern. dance troup’ for a special : dance -preview.-on Channel 6 -. 
‘WBZ radio personalities: and WBZ’s remote trailer made the. “Shrews-. 

. WTEV studios taped: R.I. ‘college 

bury Day" activities. and: dedication :ceremonies ‘on ‘Route 9 in Shrews-. 
bury: and Carl. deSuze, Bruce Bradley: and. Jefferson Kaye, ‘station’s 
featured ‘personalities. helping. the ‘women's elub | in selling. ‘Shrews- 
buri ies 

IN SAN FRANCISCO. 
“The Great Shake,” documentary ¢ on. city's ‘Famous quake: and: fire | jpeatlos- ‘at’ the. Civie Arena. in September .. 

of ’0S, on-for annttal repeat April. 18 .:, . Dave Sacks, ‘KGO-TV. gen- 

ing. tedch journalism: ‘by letting youngsters - ‘from. : Hlcina ® -High in. 
Alameda accompany-. their news. lensmeit. on. assignment: Arnold’ 

-’ Michaelis,.a Peabody Award winner, signed by: CBS: as special’ ‘cor=. 
respondent for its. Spectrum 74°;....Channel 7: logo to: be ‘displayed. in’ 
“Trademarks US. A.” an: ‘exhibit of the Society of Typographical .. Arts 

with Norvell Gillespie; to a twice-a-week. schedule: . ; Stanley. J, Cole,. 

of. Baltimore, ‘appointed. business. manager ‘and: ‘assistant: to. 
the: station manager: of. KRON . E. F:, Hitton, ‘brokerage, celebrated’ 
refurbishing of its Oakland offices” with - a. ‘special broadcast -of: its 
daily Wall Street news. show from. the new. Jayout:. . 

. Prof. Lewis Feuer. of U:.. of Cal: featured in. 

Television's Assni.’s- ‘Wirephoto-Photofax: ‘committee. . . Mel “forme. 
back. on Dick ‘Stewart's KGO hash ‘the week. of f-April 28." ao 

“IN PHILADELPHIA. , 
Joey Bishop,: current at. ‘Sciolia's S, | cited by: the Télévision’ Radio- 

Advertising Club of Phila: (210/55... ‘ Genevieve. playing her ‘first non-. 
‘singing’ role in “The .Play’ Ss the. Thing,” ‘which “opens: at. the “Bucks: 
County. Playhouse. (May 2)... Bill Bennett; WCAU-TV: ‘farm: director 
celebrates eighth anni with ‘station’. . ,. Lawrence M..C. Smith, pres. of 
WFLN. ("good ‘music”- station) ‘received a Special award from ¥. T.: van 
Urk,. honorary: ‘consul of the Netherlands. ° Occasion. for ‘award was. 
the programming of a set’ of 13-sessions. “Dutch. Forklore. Relived”: 
WHAT- promotion manager. and: folk music deejay Gene ‘Shay. exiting: 
station in favor of public. relations: 

“J;. Robert. Holiand, appointed eastern. ‘regional -chairman . ‘of. the 1964 
- WCAU-TV: :news ‘director 

Associated: Press:. -Wire-Photofax study - committee: : 
Walter M: Erickson veepee. of * Gray &. Rogers: nained director. of. 

. WCAU-TV’s stanza: on. air’ 4 
‘Take a Deep. ‘Breath,”” wins. ‘the. “Walter F, Donaldson: award | ° 

the: agency: ’s radio -and. tv..departmient: 
pollution, “ 
of..the Pennsylvania Medical. Society: . . .: Bill: Bailey, Philly. radio and. 
ty exec, on the staff of NBC. in New York’ for 10. ‘years, -has’ opened: 

‘Bailey is also. renewing. ‘his, 
activities:. 

Tho bishop reeently completed a tv. series. of 52. programs of -tape;- 
» and Bailey has been. named: east Coast rep for their sale and: distribu- 
= tion. - 2. 

his own ad: and publicity agency here. - 
‘association . with Bishop Fulton -J.: ‘ Sheen’s : ‘broadcasting 

Marciarose, _producer-. mederator of. WRCV-TV’s -“Speak 
Up,” wins. the ‘Villanova’s . St: “Augustine. Award, making. her. ‘the. first 

tions: these. days, 
-Murdeér:”:.» The - ‘cast: includes Charmion -King,. Don Francks, Beth. 
Morris, Gillie. Fenwick, Cosette. Lee and Christopher’. Newton |: : 
Pierre ‘Berton, moderator. of a. ‘late night panel show, read his. ‘poetry. 
vat the Inn in the -Parking- ‘Lot,. a beatnik coffee house. 
reviews from the. newspapers and attracted SRO: crowds. : 
‘F; Buckley: 3r., editor. of, the.-conservative National: Review,. ‘was. Ber: 
ton’s guest. Monday .-':: As ‘part .of the Shakespeare -year, Toronto 
‘actor. Barry. Morse, “ho. plays Lt. Girard: on “The Fugitive,” ‘Thursday. 
talks. from’ the’ Stratford: ‘Festival .stage about~Shakespeare and his 
‘Yeleévance to today. ‘His remarks. will ‘be: carried. on the CBC program 
“The Observer”’..-.° 
on the show - “Take 30”: ‘next Monday. “In. addition to. ‘singing, . she 
recalls her diseovery by the late Dr. Leslie Bell. and. the seasons, she. 
-costarred on tv with: Robert Goulet. - 

Interviewer George Ronald travelled. across’ Canada ‘and. went to 
‘Europe interviewing | D-Day ‘veterans ° for. a Program commemorating: | a . -_ fad OF EL are 

mem | the 20th: antiversary. 
"| Muiti-biltionaire | C 

: kickoff :. 

“On -The Braden. Beat,” was -his wife,: Barbara Kelly, who- filled |. 
- Rediffusion . 

planning a‘ hot news drama ‘skein called “Page One. Playhouse, * which. 

_ will feature teleyarns based ‘on news. stories... 
“cwith: the. U.S.S-:R. for- exchange deat: re. “Survival,” me British ‘station's: 

. natural history.’ ‘program, nO oo. a Petes - 

at. Player’ s Theatre cafe: eels 

“Game of-the Week”. ; 

IN: DETROIT... 
-Povich, who formerly helped Bob :-Wolff. ‘broadcast’ Washigton Sena- | 

tors and Minnesota Twins: baseball, games, -was. upped to. sports di= |: 

. reetor at WWDG-AM-FM... 
- Shirley: Povich, he has. ‘been on: station’s news staff. , CBS: “Face: the - 

news commentary 

‘Hilmer™ "Robert: Baukhage, : 

“Golden Mike” award for produc-. 

2 ce |-“Teen “Town's” -host, ‘will: feature a: “10-year-old, blind! piano: . Prodigy— 
redhaired. Russell Allgaier. ak ; 

: WBZ radio given, special ‘award by |. 
IN. ‘CINCINNATI ., 
“WCPO-TV the’ first. Gincy. ‘Station ‘to. dine ‘and. award ‘tri-state. all-star 

high. school football ‘arid basketball. players’ selected’ by their coaches 

ty: tor 63”. ‘by. McCall’s 

-program director... 

. KTVU. help~ |} 

of 13: “Hercules” ‘type ‘films : 

. KRON expanding its Green Thumb* “gardening session,. 1 

| be. studied ‘on. KDKA-TV’s 

. KTV0’s “‘Magil-. . 
Ja Gorilla,”: a younger ‘set session, -citéd ‘by ‘Volunteers of -America:.as-. 
“good stuff for-kids . :. 
“For ‘Thou Art With Me, ” a. ‘locally ‘produced. Teligious show, which ‘| ' 

. describes the life of Jews. in’ modern. Russia‘. 
rector: at KTVU, representing western. U'S.. -on Associated: Press-Radio | 

IN. MINNEAPOLIS. . 
Al Heimso,. news. di- | ~WTCN-TV.. ‘newsman Art Michelson . has. ‘new hourlong . discussion |: 

kind format. is a late. Sunday eve offering.. 
{even - when they're “in the :sdme: ‘family. St. ‘Paul Dispatch eolumn-.- 

_ ists Bilk Diehl ‘and P: M.: Clepper took opposite: views of last: week’s 
. + Academy ‘Awards: show’ which ‘Clepper. described. as. “long: and. slow” 

. CBS ‘correspondent - Richard..C. | 
‘Hottelet: here Jast frame. ‘to address women: ’s annual.UN. rally... . 
-newscaster Eric Sevareid received: North. ‘Dakota's: Theodore. Roosevelt}. 
‘Rough . Rider. award’ ‘Tast* Stanza. : Award is given to. persons. who: “have 

‘commander .- 
-KTCA-TV,: Twin ‘€ities educational tv. station, named. Veepée for sales 
and. development: by Empire Photosound, ‘Minneapolis. film: outfit. 

IN ‘BALTIMORE. 

shows: ‘at the World’s: 

“mov remient’”. 

| Weatherman~ Jim Smith has signéd anew five-year. ‘contract: with the: 
on aa 7 . Bill Gardner,. WIZ-TV. sportscaster, will cover 11 Baltimore. 

2 _ { Bullets: basketball : games .to be telecast by station during 1965. : 
+.Cariton. G. ‘Nopper as” ‘gone. from chief: engineer. to. director. ‘of En 

Station . 

IN: ‘ST. LOUIS *: Se 

‘CakesBaking”” ‘coritest at the St. ‘Louis’ Modern. ‘Living Show: last. week: 
‘He got good |-Other. tv-radio celebs iwho. participated | were Doug Eason of KATZ; | 
cave ‘William: 

. Singer Joyce Sullivan, reminisces about-her career. ‘station’ Ss: religious - ._programs ‘department -: 
‘Music’. show on KSD copped one of ‘the. top awards: presented by. the- 

Included. in his interviews: are | a. “number of 
Germans: who - ‘defended the’ Canadian ‘sector: for: 

.-} team (a gift ‘from. Nikita Khrushchev) through- their. paces. for. CBC = 
nes cameras. which were doing. a 1 Profile on. him. — fa Lo. ee 

IN: (CLEVELAND: 
Westinghouse “partied ‘Dr. Prank: Baxter | as. intio- to ” Shakerbeare. 

; WEWS, ‘honored sby:| :- Dex: Card: ankled: WERE disking » 
Catholic: ‘diocese for winning - Catholic. "Broadéasters. Gold: Bell « 
-Bob™ Lissit, -Chi-NBC, ° ‘setting -up. network coverage: for:: primary .. élee-. 
tion in’ ‘week-long visit . 
6Ist birthday. . 
1100 spot-on the: dial. 

. Sanford ‘Sobul,: WJW-TV news, ‘honored: on 

‘Jim Stagg, KYW: radio, doirig “Music Man” 

- Sid 

. He may be back. in. the fall. 

two’ first. place. awards, . and ‘WDTM-FM, ‘won an award for. outstanding 

Convention, in. Atlantic”. City. . 

and WWJ-TV:‘won ‘National. Safety. Council ‘public interest, awards les 
-WIBK-TV.-show. world: reporter, ‘Shirley Eder, back from the. Academy: 
-Award: présentations with a bag full of tapes. of. interviews with more 
‘than -a’ score’ of- stars’: 
“Masterpiece Movie”. in. the’ 7:30: p.m. ‘Friday spot . 

"| Walter Reuther -will: discuss-union goals in this summer's: ‘auto..contract. 
- ‘talks on WWJ-TV’s 

“WJBK-TV introducing a new Movie: series, 

“Town Meeting”. -. . Robin Seymour,. CKLW-TV’s 

-“Crosley’s .Ruth ‘Lyons honored as: “outstanding woman of radio and 

kid show: of Ricki 
first 

~The: 
Wertz on WTAE is ‘now in ‘its.sixth-year-: ... Virginia. Bartlett’s 
special on-:WIIC, entitled “““Women. and: Politics” wilt have the 10 p:m:. 

1 slot tonight (Wed.), preempting “Eleventh .Hour”. . 
‘back “again™ ‘hosting: 

“Nick Perry is 
“Greater . Pittsburgh Championship. Bowling”. on 

WTAE for. the. fifth consecutive. year . 

terial for ‘special ‘ telecasts... * 

public ‘schools, okayed. the technical end of the show. 
and. will be shown’ at. 1: 30: ‘Pm. on. Saturday’ (25)... 

program, “Michaelson: -at Large.” *- Show which: follows. the David. ‘Suss- 

and .Diehl called:‘“nearly : perfect’’.: : 
‘CBS 

brought distinction “to. N.D.. ’ Sevareid was born in’.Velva, N:D.. 
WTCN: weatherman: ‘Stuart. A, Lindman: represented National Depart- | 
“ment:.of -Disabled’ American. Veterais. at- ceremonies. ‘honoring. Gen.. 
Douglas MacArthur. Lindnianwho- received. Purple Heart while serv-. 
ing under - MacArthur* in the Philippines is DAV- national junior. vice 

* Joseph’: McDermott; director. of. ‘Special projects. for. 

Gerry: ‘Wheeier,. WIZTVs “Lorene the ‘Tramp: will gin’ a few 
Fair . 

. Baltimore Chapter. of 

Shevlin” Award. ‘for’ “outstanding help: in, forwarding’. the Big: Brothers: 
;. John Armstrong has joined: news ‘Staff of WCBM Radio,. 

replacing. Art ‘[iane. ‘who has ‘moved to-night néws shift... 
was formerly. with: ;WCTC..in- New Brunswick,’ N.J.- WJIZ-TV. 

: KMOX ‘radio’s “J. ‘Roy McCarthy -) :won’ top | ‘honots jin a: “Celebrity 

Lois Witzig” of KTV1-TV;: Jack Donnell and Jerry: Brown: of. KWK:: 
Jim” Butler: and Gene’ Kelly of :-KMOX; 
Ron ‘Lipe of WEW.;..; . KSD:TV’ will cover: the Squirt. Open: of. the} | 
Ladies. Professional - ‘Golfers: ‘Association .to. be’ played ‘at ‘the. Glen|- 
Echo Country Club on-May..9-10: “Ed Macauley will do.the ‘commentary . 

. Rev. Walter C. Loeber joined: radio ‘KFUO . as supervisor : of the 
Clif St. James’: “Night: 

National Fedération. of ‘Music. Clubs. for. the second year in.a row . 

David's "Playhouse. Party ar 
1. 

_Wednesiay, Apel 2 22, 1964. 

Juno ..Beach. 230.0... a Be 

Eaton: ‘recently put..his:..three “horse. troika " 

. Specs ‘Howard rounded out 10-years as. deejay - at: 

“WGLYV doing hour-long 10. p.m, documen- | 
tary: on city’s Negro families with: Chuck ‘Crouse: narrating .. 

' Weber, . ex-WAKR-TV, . named : “associate. director; “KYW-TV. . 
Stadig, ‘in’. charge: ‘of. ‘Westinghouse engineering,. .installed ' @laborate |: 
remote. facilities for. coverage - of public’ affairs and. NBC pickup. of 

De . » Bilt. Gordon’s’ three-year. 9:p.m. to’ midnight |.‘ 
. | gab. stint-on “Apt..13”.. ‘over. WERE ended -(16)-as- night. ball game ¢ov- 
erage took . over. 

25 oséph , 

;-a:. Former: Michigan Gov. John B. ‘Swainson joins. 
‘the -WIBK-TV: news" team. that. will - cover ‘the: ‘Democratic National: 

.WIJR has. assigned: news: director.’ 
¥rank Tomlinson to the: Democratic convention, with: William Harris, 

| news ‘editor,. handling, the’ Republican’ show in: San Francisco... Wwe a! 
-| ward ~ swing 

. UAW prexy - 

Magazine: for ‘the children’s Christmas fund |. 
“benefits Yaised on her WLW-T::and. radio weekday: shows. At-same time 
-WLW-Radio received ‘the’ tenth consecutive. National Safety: Council 

+ Award::and.- WLW-T- singer. ' Marian - Spelman was’ :invited to initiate 
“the “New. York. World’s:Fair opening. day’ festivities. by leading in ren-. 
‘dition .of “Lhe -Star Spangled Banner” . 

| cer, upped. to: general. manager. of WKRC:Radio, ‘sutceeding Nick Bolton, 
-} upped. to-g.m. -of.:WDAF-Radio, . Kansas. City, recently acquired, by Taft 

: Broadeasting.: ‘Ted’ McKay. advanced from chief :announcer: to~ WKRE. 
” New announcers at WCKY. are-Richard. King,: via. 

KGB, San: Diego, and- Lee Leonard, formerly. of ‘WANN, : Annapolis 2 and 
Tadio and ‘tv stations in. Norfolk, Vass and Lima, Ohio. 

—|IN- PITTSBURGH ©. 
KDKA_ is jnegotiating with. GAC: ‘to - sponsor. “the. Pitt. visit. “of ‘the’ 

. Jack ‘Remington, vet announ- 

| KDKA-TV-has. bought a‘series|| - 
. Jean: Connelly ‘and: Carl Ide of WTAE: 

-will take: a. camera: crew: to: the. ‘World’s Fair néxt month’ to: gather ma-. 
The emotionally. distrubed - teenager. will 

“with These Hands” ‘with Pitt actors Rich-'| 
ard: Galuppi, Doris Hackney, Carol Willard and Enrico Bello participat- 
‘ing... Dr. : Morton. I.. Berkowitz, ‘psychiatric’ ‘consultant - to: ‘Pittsburgh 

“Show is. on film)" 

. You can’t -please.’em all 

Armstrong | 

Otto Schultz. ‘of WIBV and |. 

of WCKY -here. 

, — ‘continued, from page 112 = -: “| 

| He noted that’ with. the. new. ‘Chan-. 
‘nel- 12; there. are. now. Seven: sta- > 
tions: in” Tokyo; ‘six: with, affiliates no 
that: make - ‘them. key. network. ‘sta- as 

tions. At the same. time, he dis-~ 
closed, there is'a- shortage. of US.. - 
product, In the coming séason there. - 
-will be only a total of 48 hours of .: 
tv film on. American webs—and not. .: 

2 OR TN GT <> * 

all of. those’ shows are. suitable. for: a 
Japan, Baruch said. 

SSo° theré -is ‘more. demand and. | 
a shrinking : availability,” -he’ af-".- = 
firmed. “This: drives. the: pricés up.” .. - 7 
‘The. CBS Official. guessed that the 

| Basic. price’: for: an hourlong ‘-US.. 
.. hepisode “here. might: Jével ‘off “at: 

““Laround $7,500 ‘within .a. ‘few years," oy 
Par vat a : PT. think: producers’ who: may. get: | 

” Michigan ‘Asgociatéd ‘Diese’ Broadcasters “Assn. ‘anntial: awards went 
to WW49J-TV; four first place “awards; WJBK; two: first..places;; WXYZ," 

$8,000. or $9,000 now .:are- out ‘of 
‘their ‘minds,’ . Baruch ‘said:. “They 
may. get -it: for. a year, -but they. 
‘would be ‘damaging. the: market: for:. 4 
-years to. come: CBS-‘is -in:for the. .- -- 
long. run’ and.we will sell ata fait, :. 7 
competitive ‘price;”’ 

. Baruch observed. that® the. ‘up> o : 
in. costs. ‘has led. ~ 

sponsorship. patterns here to follow .: -- - 
| those in’ the. U.S. He pointed ‘out © 
that: ‘it: is“ becoming ° increasingly. 
difficult for Japanese Sponsors to’ 
carry. entire shows. “They aré now _ ° 

| moving’ more.-toward ‘buying. only - 
‘pieces of. shows ‘or complete shows. - 

jon altérnate weeks,” Baruch’ said. | - ° - 
1”. He‘ discovered. .too that: “every= os 

7 thing - heré: is. based- oni: ratings.” oe 
| Baruch: added, “The. way.-it is being - 
done-is a very.serious.mistake:.The 
rating: systems take: ‘samplings only... .- 
in- the. two.- ‘major. cities .of Tokyo .°.° 
and. Osaka.’ That’s - certainly © not.- a 
typical. : ‘Those. .cities. have. seven ‘. 
‘and ‘six ‘stations. But as you. get into. - | 
‘smaller markets, where’.thére are... - 
‘only. three or’ four channels, the °.. :§ 
Fatings naturally -go- up... So..the. © 
national - averages: “should ‘be much “sg 
higher. ” 

: Regarding - American “Shows: on oo 
vidtape, Baruch said, “We-tan‘sell.: 
-very’ few of ‘them’. abroad because non 
of: the payments we ‘would have |. -: 

“2 1 to-make to talent. They are-covered © .. | 
iL by’ different: unions ~ ‘than: ‘filmed ° 

shows: And’ if the film -unions start. 
‘making the.same kind of demands,. ~ 
‘they'll get.‘a. fine contract ‘and: no 
money,’ 7" Baruch” -continued. .“‘I. say 
let’s all: get a-small- share ‘of some-' - a 

nothing: or 
Baruch « mentioned that he’ ‘heard _ 

about one U. S. series -being ‘boy- 

thing. rather ‘than, a big: ‘share: of a 

cotted by.’ the Japanese. stations 7 
‘because its agent ‘tried to squeeze ee] 
-too big a-pricé boost. He‘said, “We: 
won't tolerate: any such’ ‘action. We’ -. =. 
don’t have to‘sell at any price and ~ . 
we will. never. give.in to pressure. ~*~ 
“It has to be a goodwill relation=".:._ 

. ship—reasonable -business negotia- a 
:. | tions. ‘without. ‘undue . pressure: oe 
i either side”... 

‘Baruch returns to his. N ew. York 5 
office: after a week in Australia for -’. 7 , 
an. extension:-of :what he. described:° ” 
as’ a..“courtesy yisit” to. reacquaint 
himself ‘with the. territories. It was. 
‘his first visit here. ‘in: three-and-a- 
half. years. 

~ Barry & Enright 
— Continued from: pace iis —— 3 

Commissioners. Rosel.. Hyde, “Rob- _ 
ert Bartley; ‘Frederick. Ford and 9 
Lee Loevinger; Commissioner. Ken-".  -§ 
: ‘neth - Cox. did: not participate, 
~The majority . did: not, ‘even’ ¢on-° : 

"| sider’ the: points: mentioned: in: ‘the : 

deception,” “it ‘was. not “disposed to 
‘subject the public to the risk”-that :-. - 
such ‘misconduct might occur again. : *. 

The ‘evidence. WGMA offered in eee: 
‘this regard “affords little - ‘assure. =: 
ance that: the same levél of opera-. 
tion. will be: continued. after the ap- i 

‘plication is granted.” -".. Dohn 
Commission..said in view: ‘of Bars. oan 

‘Ty's. ‘and. _Enright’s . “propensity for. *™ : 

~Taminer: ‘noting they: ‘were: not’: en= are’ 
-titled..to ‘substantial ‘weight.’ 2 0. 

, Ann. Mar, sales. coordinator. for -WBAL- |~ 
-TV,. helped ‘Sales . and: “Marketing ‘Executives. ‘of ‘Baltimore. select‘ win-- 
ner’ in. Annual. Junior “Achievement. :contest . 
‘Big. Brothers’ has selected: WJZ-TV. as- recipient. ‘of -its Francis: X.: 

‘In his:dissent.Commissioner Lee - “o 
averred. -that:- convicted... criminals - 

| are. given the. right’ td rejoin so-- 
-| ciety. and he “eould. see. ‘no reason 

* Ginciniiati’- a "Richard. 1 King ¢ and ae 
Lee: Leonard. have. joined the ‘staff. ° 4 

‘King, formerly fo 
with KGB, San. Diego,. ‘takes: over 
thé. early morning deejay ‘seg, ‘and «> 

| Leonard,’ formerly: : — 
.| KTVI-TV has -booked.an hourlong: Sunday. eve ‘show -of. highlights of ; 
play: by the St.Louis .U. soccer team... wee - Gene Krupa: a Suest: on Russ. 

‘with .WANN, 
Annapolis and - Norfolk - -and ‘Lima,- - 
,, stations, takes over. “the: night- a 
[time disk ‘hours, . c, ee 

ve _¢ a Lt ee “By coe 

for : ‘treating: Barry: ‘and.. Enright .-'. 3 
worse: than’ ¢riminals..“He: noted - j 

} neither. was convicted of perjury -..-*' 
and that.they: had suffered enough: 
for. their r misdeed. of five Years. Ago. oe 

. “4 
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oe No HIDING PLACE * 
-! | (Who.:Takes the. Blame?) © 

~ With - Raymond: Francis; ‘Johnny 

os - Director: James ‘Ormerod. - 
Lo. Writers. Guy: ‘Morgan :. he a 
- - 60.-Mins.; Mon.,:-8 p.m... : Pam 
soe Rediffusion,. from London -. 
"Phe high rating—it. rarely Ie leaves. 

the. top: 10—enjoyed: by this. cop-. 
* kein. is ‘the result of. addiction 
~yather than . quality, .and there. is. 

. a Pan 

= _RADIO-TELEVISION _ 

i 

“Briggs; . Michael-..McStay, Jon 
i Rollason,. Reg’. Pritchard, . Chris- 

. tine! .-Collins,. Edward .: Evans, 

Voss, others’ me 

no ‘reason. to. ‘SUPPOSE : -that ‘it will 
os ‘ay _slump.. in “favor: this -time around: 

The departure of. Eric Lander; who’ 
_ ‘shared. the shenanigans : ‘with Ray-|. 

a sergeants, : 

_..» mond Francis; ‘has..led to. regular 
employment. : for “two: .thesps ‘in- 
stead” of: one.. Johnny. Briggs ‘and 
'2 Michaél McStay. are: recruited . as 
vo in - the. ‘seginent:| 

: Caught, had. Tittle’ to do. but react 
: to the orders of Superintendent | 

Lockhart; ‘played: by Francis. . ©.” 
a0: The | tale was. both- awkwardly. 

- -written; _and.. clumsily - directed. “It | - 
=" eoncerned ‘the’ death . of ‘a. -loose-|- 
“Jiving gal-in’-a Welsh village;- and. 
- Loekhart’s - methodical: ¢limination. 
"’ of a list of suspects. Despite a cer-. 

_. itain’ zest. from : the Tegional - “ae=| 
.  gentss ‘both’ ‘the: ‘dialog.’ and:. the |. 

‘and, - 

- plotting: were - cumbrous, and: the 

= With: Sid’ “James; Ray’ Brooks; ‘Toke. 

Myrtle more: than’ shopgirls. 
. lopener® written by:: ‘novelist - Edna 
_|O'’Brien,; this second.:segment ‘was 

. authored. by Stan: Barstow, ‘whose 
1 “Kind of. Loving”: was adapted: into. 
the. successful ‘Joéal movie.’ It. had: 

7 . Producet: Douglas . ‘Moodie - - 2 

: “ -: ehurch. after 25. years. of. marriage; 
..) the ‘first: ‘ceremony had been ‘in a 
- register-office. 

a5 ‘Mins:, Sat., 6: 30: ‘pan. wee 
': .BBC-TV,.from: London... | 
_. BBOC-TV’s. cozy. cop:skein,’. “as ‘Dixon 

:~. of: Dock’ Green,” takes its. seasonal 
.. “Agiesta, and “Taxi!” réplaces it with 
“gw similar’ concoction, riddled-:with 

- humanity. The series: ‘of 13° should: 
. ‘have: a good: rating for. this early- 
-evening Spot, “and. the “opener was: 

- an improvement ‘or - the. general: 
re standard it ‘tiaintained last ° year. 
*" - Seripters,-Driver. and: Rosenthal |; 
.. * Shave provided” :many - “Coronation 
“0 Street” segments, and. know. their 
_'.: Sway around the easy. yocks: and ‘the 
* 12: facile hearttugs: of ‘this ‘kind. .of 
c.. ‘eaper, and the: crusty. “personality. 
lef Sid. James. ds. likable . and . en- 
an dearing. 

'.. /gtory,-instead of increasing. in .ex- 
-\"" ejtement, almost ‘died. of a. palsy. 
“2 Phe -glib- ‘goings-on: were directed 
Dd 

A crude transitions “from” scene: to}. 
- 2. scene, Raymond ‘Francis - exercised | © 

. 2 his. familiar, authority” ‘with - usual. 
“ “aplomb, - -and.-: | Supporting ©. “per: 

formances. were: adequate. we 
— “Otte. 

pa 

. Townley, Clare’ ‘Kelly, : 
‘Reed, Janet Kelly, others. 

‘Writers: Harry Driver, Jack } Rosen- 
thal 

The - deft tale’ ~fnvolved: Sid: and 
. oy his” pal’ Terry (Ray . Brooks)—the. 
ao regular: -eab- driving team—with. 2 

couple :.who — decide. to | wed 

* Main: : “ingredient 
” was: the: difficulty. : of. ' getting © the 

ae ‘exchanges... 

. “husband ‘to the :church-on-time; -for. 
- Sid and Terry. ‘took him: out..on ‘al 
traditional -bachelor-party pubcrawl 

and lost him.He'd-got loaded, and, 
: instead: “of © hopping. into” Terry’ al: 

“."! miles away, in the back seat-of an 
' *:automohile. - All -was. saved’ by his} 

‘hitching a lift back ona truck; 
and the genial proceedings came |. 
to. a: smiling: close. ; 
The script was, as expected; ‘capa: 

ble... ‘with nice- character: ‘touches, 
, and. Douglas Moodie’s. sure. produc- 

_: tion. kept-it boiling. pleasantly. The’ 
* bickering partnership of Sid Jaines : 

‘taxi, went. to” Birmingham, 

and Ray..Brooks came. over’ .agree- 
= :Lably; though: it. would. have beneé-' 

+ ° fited- from: more ‘wit in: the verbal 
oe ‘Clare >Kelly ‘scored, as: 
2+: the wife,:with 4 grownup. ‘daughter, 
” “anxious for a parson’s blessing, and: 

_ .Toke.- Townley. --was.. fine. as. the] - 
amenable ‘Spouse. Otte. 

L : ° > ‘producer: Director: “Adrian Cowell 
name < Mins.,. Fri.;. 10: ‘p.m. . oe ‘BBC-TV, from. London 

Adrian Cowell,‘who copped a a “Ge: 
served: ‘Screenwriters’ Guild. award 
_ for. his “Destruction of the. Indian’’: 
“documentaries, came. up’ with -an 

> equally. ‘memorable. 
_ ‘7 -fhree programs devoted -to the pov-: 

=, erty-stricken - backlands of Brazil.: 
‘+ .[ts ‘theme was the’ primitive fana-. 
-” ticism “of .the - dour ‘and: underfed. 

2.7? people,. cowboys who. compensate 
2 for their. miserable existence with 

: “a -eurious, . harsh - “faith, . 
a compound, ‘of Qld. ‘Testament wrath 

-initialler ..of 

It. was a 

y Reviews 
ee and’ ‘pagan ritual, “and had’ ‘as: ore 

the : Catholic: ‘Church. - 

ns hheavals in 

‘Director: ‘Josephine Douglas 

‘CHOICE: 
} With | Derek. Hart, “James. Doulas 

Director: - 

*BBC-TV,. from. London .°~ oa 

“$168 job... 
‘prove. that.. 
-couraged by! Bloom’s organization, at 
‘but; when the woman insisted ‘on 
the. cheaper model, the salesinan 
showed: few: signs : ‘of ‘elation. - Fig- 

. although: 
Bloom's - advertising prominently 
cures =: 

centre ‘a’ dead saint, -disowied | by’ 
They: ex-. 

pected his ‘reincarnation. in’ 1970, 
and now. celebrate | ‘him. in: fiery | 
dances. ‘and: dogged: prayers. 2 

‘Julie. Milton, - Peter Gill, Philip | : Phe: series,: which has. unexpected 
topicality. from. the. political" up-: 

idols:- 

in search. of consolation. 
--But. ‘perhaps. ‘most: ‘memorable|: - ©. oe . 

‘were the: transported faces : of the}... . 
. ‘SERGEANT. CORK: 
‘ous’ beliefs ‘rather than’ taking: po-| 
‘litical action to remedy their hard- 
ships,..much. ‘to the. chagrin: ‘of the} 

‘slotted |- 
‘in’'to BBC-TV's enterprising: “Ad- | 

pilgrims,: who: clung to: superstiti- 

communists: The. . skein;:: 

vos venture”: ‘spot, - should. be:-in. the 
running: for. any prizes: “going. 

rae La Foe Otta, 

LOVE: STORY. ee 
(The: Human ‘Elenient) ° 
With. Frances Cuka; Jeremy v Kewsp,{. : 
‘Marjorie’ ‘Rhodes, 
Cooper, 

Producer: Stella . ‘Richman. 

‘George 

Writer: | Stan: Barstow. 
| 55 Ming, Tues. 9:50: pam, 

James’ Ormerod, with” many. ‘Associated, ‘TeleVision, trom ‘Lon-| 

“The. title of: ‘the. package might 
sugiest the: mass-circulation ‘mush’ 
‘purveyed.. ‘for. ‘distaffers, -but.-pro-. 
ducer.“ Stella: Richman .‘sets:. her 

{sights “much - “higher: © than. : this.’ 
‘| “Bove Story,” .in fact, ’is notable] 

: ih for : the -general.. shrewdness | of - its. 
-and” its’ réturn’-to «the 

‘schedules will .-be - welcomed ° by. 
After -an 

scripting, 

the ring of: truth,: with accurate ob- |. 
‘servation: and. a. ‘good ‘ear. for idio-- 
‘matic dialog, ” 

The: substance. was. - jittle. ‘more 
than a timid courtship: between. ‘the 
‘solitary -Harry - ‘(Jeremy. Kemp) and | 
his landlady’s . ungainly .. daughter, }. 
‘Thelma: (Frances Cuka). One clinch: 
on a-pienic, and Harry found. him- |'} 
self .engaged. and: buying. a house}. S 
to: ~accommodate .. ‘them...’ The..-ro- | 2 =: 
“mance was ‘sundered. by :a tiff, and |.4+ 
| the: two:came together again. when a 
Harry” couldn’t abide : living. alone." ae 
in: his: new house... ~ - 40 
On . this: slight: ‘framework. “Bar- 

stow’s ‘script, - - Josephine ‘Douglas’ Ss 
| fluent direction; and“ the. perform- 
ances: of. Jereriy Kemp ‘and: Fran-. 
ces :Cuka . combined: :to : make. a 

;, | touching and-worthwhile: little tale, 
1n!-Kemp, ° who — registered | ‘asa. “Ze. 

Cars”: régular,. is showing increas-" 
ing range and’ ‘sensitivity; and Miss 
Cuka ‘judged. exactly the ‘mixture 
of propriety and: “amorousness -in 
‘Thelma. » a ore Otta.--: 

ee J -; | the ‘magazine . ‘awards: 
| tough Spot to ‘fill, and: digest-sized: 

ceremonies . _simply.. weren't equal; 

“Henry... a 
Producer: ‘Paul. Bonner. a a 

Edward. Mirzoeff 
25 Mins.,’ Fri.; 6:35. p.m... re 

-This ‘unique ‘program: could. énly 
+ emanate from BBC-TV, for -it. took 
-an objective loak ° at. consumer. 
‘goods, ‘basing ‘its judgments’. on’ a: 
-monthly* report available: to..mem- 
bers: of thé. influential Consumers’: 
Association. ‘The. ‘skein::-returned 
‘with,.a- lively... and instructive ini- |. 
tialler that. examined ‘both : the |. 

his" own.. ‘appliances . door-to-door: 
>| ‘A. filmed’ report. by: concealed: 
‘!-eamera. ‘showed ‘one: of Bloom’s 

a ss salesmen. ‘working . over ‘a. house= 
ee THE. “DEVIL © INS THE: ‘BACK: 

“* LANDS | 
wife: . She’d ‘answered -an. _adver- 
‘tisement: that) announced... a $112 
machine, ‘but the ‘guy’ arrived ‘with 
‘both “this - and: a ‘more . expensive 

: The . ‘excerpt - didn’t: 
iwiteh-selling . was. en- 

showed. . that,: -’ 

features . the low-priced - ‘machine. 
and tucks. the other’ one -away -in 
small print, he Sells. four at: $168; 

‘to, one’ at . $112.'“Bloom . himself} —: 
fast-talked. ‘his way ‘out..of all--ac-- 
eusations, explaining: also > sha his: 

_. ¥:] chase, - 

“Brazil, shapes | up as a: 
-- brilliant: . feat: - of. -interpretation, 

—_ _.} with’ superb ‘photography -by Jesco 
‘l van: Puttkammer’ and ‘Cowell’s:.own | 
lucid : narration. . taking in -quota- 
‘tions. from the: vengeful pronounce-. 
Dients” of the fanatics and their 

“Highspots | “were... scenes. of 
‘the- voodoo: Tites, .and. of ‘crowds: of. 
wanderers cramming - the: churches rely. on: consumer. advertising, 

. Director: Dennis Vance: 
-. | Writer: Michael. Pertwee. . 
-< 160 Mins.,: Sat., 16:10 pm: —. 

Associated: Television, from: Lon- 

; “Winter ” 

e. ‘high: interest’ fates : on: “hire-pur- $°0404-4 
3. many times®. greater than]? °! 

= | those’. of, ‘the. state . electricity |:J.- <= 
{| boards;, was’ due ‘to’ his. need for | 

backing. > an 
‘| Emcee: Derek : Hart did. not,: per- |. 
:| haps, press. hard. enough, ‘pit | the. 

private finance-house - 

item was a- ‘Valuable means of*en-- 
lightenment, and left: viewers: with 
a caution: before ‘Plunging: into the |. | 

*! market. . 
. The | report - on: : all ‘brands. of 
washing-machine, Tably._ given’ by 
James’ ..Douglas Henry, _recom- 
‘mended four. .as..“‘best” buys,”. but. 
‘also namied .and. dismissed a: dozen |‘ 

> as. potentially. dangerous. “Choice” 
was also:.“more clearly ‘presented 
than: on- earlier outings, - lucid: use: 
‘being’ made’ by’ director. Edward. 
“Mirzoeff of. graphics. . 
and : valuable . public’ service;. : tg-|- 
nored:. by ‘most: of ‘those newsheets | 
‘and. commercial tv outfits that 

It’s".a fine 

Ota... 

(The Case’ ef. ‘the Two img’ 
‘With John Barrie, William Gaunt, 
‘Barry. Justice, John: -Glyn-Jones, 
Graham. ‘Crowdea,.. 

. Andre, others : ye 
Producer: Jack- Williains | 

don. 

sphere ‘of-. gaslight: and ‘ whiskers, 
|.and-‘other plusses include the con-: 
vincing “partnership | ‘of ‘John Barrie.| 
‘and: ‘William. Gaunt as: the’ stolid: 
Sergeant and his’ more impetuous 
assistant and the: general standard 
of scripting. ': 

and. purposeful: dialog. - The ‘crime 
‘being probed : was - the ‘suspected’ 
poisoning - Of a. _gardener, - whose 

fair with" the. “gon - ~of “the: “house. 
She: came under suspicion, . -and. her 
lover brutally deserted her, .caus-. 
ing -her..stiicide. “But. ‘the. truth 
emerged: when Cork uncovered the. 
‘liaison... ‘The gardener had. swigged. 

-| the poison: when drunk, and it was 
the: innocent Mary who had. been, | : 

Le (Continued on page 126).. 

Bob. Hope Show™ 

to; “it: - 
The ‘ritual: of: scanning the: nhom- 

and seemed. overdressed. for the 6e- 
casion : and’ even a litfle: embarras- 

speeches were. quick’. and ‘conven- 
tional . -and . no-one: had | time: ito 

| emote ; or. even. trip. ‘on: the wires: 
“Dr. -Kildare, ” For’ ‘the: “record, 

‘Olympies,” Fugitive,’ 
“Huntley-Brinkley. © "Report, ” 
“Tiger Tiger” were the shows that 
won:.* Favorite’: -performer awards 
went to- -[nger.. Stevens and David: 
Janssen, ‘and the three networks 
‘each got: a. Special: -citation for 
-distinguished ‘service’. during. -the. 
national tragedy Aast” November... 

less. routines.’ Les... 

CBS Reports. ; 
Tyo “Sorthtight, vigorous. 

“Writers: 

Annette ; 

a “Sergeant” ‘Cork 7? “has. previously, 7 

others. ~ er Proved: itself. Superior - to. the com-. 
“{mon ‘run, ‘of: cop. skeins,. “and: it. .Te-. 

ne turned” to, the: ‘schedules with. its 
| form: unimpaired.” ‘Tt has a’ piquant. 
‘flavor.::from. ‘its Victorian. -atmo- |’ to’ what : lengths’ the: ad. agencies 

will. go to keep their clients: happy. 
‘The gimmick.on this show: of using.| 

Indeed, this opener, from Mickie 
Pertwee, ‘was: a highly. professional | | 
job, :with.. Jively — ‘charac 2rization | .. 

“Tele Fall Comment 
The annual TV :Guide: Awards. 

hitched: a ride on Bob Hope’s Chrys- 
ler special ‘Jast. Friday (17%) > and. 
didn't get..very good. miléage. from 
it. : The’ ‘arrangement . might “not:| 
have’ ‘been - -quite “sa bad: if ‘the 
‘Hope -stanza. had. been more - -Satis-. 
fying than it was; but for 45 .min-. 
utes the. comedy: had. leaned on the: 
desperate. side, and-where.a strong’ 
‘payoff. was rieeded to redeém‘it all, 
in. the: ‘final quarter. hour, up came. 

‘It. was : a. 

‘pioneering: 
Issues. covered. and ‘raised by. ‘this 

| documentary -; ranged | from’ 
morality of tv: commercials, ‘to. the} however, ‘the: town is. well-stocked ' 

sed: by. it: ‘With eight categories to: 

: relative - ‘merits . of ‘washing *ma-' ‘be: “accommodated, ~ ‘the _pratitude. 

‘chines : and: the: direct-selling. tac- 
‘ties of one. John Bloom, who. sells 

“and | 
| Morse minced. 10 words. Neither 
did © the . people, | 
“small, representing many points ‘of: 

‘Hope scored -with ‘a few. ‘quips’}- 
‘both: -after®-the’ awards: and in his | a 
opening | monolog, but in’ between. 
the’ Jaughs were. in. short supply.. 
Martha’ Raye, Tony. Randall -and 
Jack“Jones weré Hope’s ‘collabora: 
‘tors: in :-some. ‘broad. and: often ‘taste-. 

2 “=| Tobacco.’ “Institute... prexy;. 
7: [OBilvy,. 

. . +2 «| Mather; - 
; ‘style, ‘Cone & Belding, R. Peter. Straus, UP. 

CBS. Reports,” which~ seems: ‘to - 

“Weston, Gale. Gordon, 

Director: Jack Donohue: -:.-- 
“Richard: ‘Powell 

original . play: by. - Sherwood 
Schwartz . with: 
terial .by. Arthur Julian): 

66 Mins. ‘Sun. (19), 8 p.m... - : . a 

CHEMSTRAND;. LEVER BROS. | o 
CBS-TY (film) _ 
Doyle. Dane Bernbach; Pa ‘Walter. 

‘Thompson 

For her Ed ‘Sullivan ‘preempting. 
t special, ‘Lucille. Ball enlisted Bob 

| Hope: to join in: a. Jaugh-loaded - 
| comedy. which, for all its frothiness, 

2 was. really .making .a- sharp .com-. 
a [ment about the. current ‘predica- 

| ment of the television industry, The 
-| stanza: was: a. “slickly : written “and: 

sharply: ‘played romp in which Miss 
Ball,--as” the: precariously- ‘perched 
head. of .a.major studio, persuades: 

oa _| Hope to join her. in :a,.Mr, and “Mrs. 
a |-tv. series: which.-re 

“.: (2 1fake their marital. 
‘| the attendant complications. ‘about. 

maintaining their. image as “Ameri. 
.ea’s. Sweethearts:. 

tatus. with all 

. Obviously, : ‘this: fictional: plot: in- 
tersected.. reality at several ‘points. 
‘and: provided: some.extra charge. for - 
the trade. - “Most importantly this 
show. told: the truth,. albeit ‘in gag. 
form; about the life-and- death sig- 
‘nificance..of the: ‘rating figures . and. 

Miss . Ballas -a. promotion: for ‘her. 
‘series . was,- of “course, lifted.:-from: 
‘the star’s own experiences,.on her 
“Lucy” show. - ‘Other parallels with 
her true’. biography.’ were; Also de- 

i that those who are fearful | may be. 
paranoic. 

tectable.. 

snapper. was tucked away virtually 
in every line and each laugh .was. 
projected. by Miss. Ball. and Hope’ 
With a.skill born out. of. numberless 
‘such * performances... 
kind. ‘of ; assignment. ‘which _ both: 
stars : 

ve 

have . a. Jaenopaly on doing: docit- 
mentaries.: on =the. cigaret-health} 
-controversy;.” returned -again - to}! 
‘examine © the. “issues raised: by 
“coffin nails.” -’ : 
“Wednesday’ S.° (45) telementary 

‘was -titled “Cigerets: A’ Collison: of 
Interests,” an .apt. ‘title | describing: 
the. ciggie: situation ‘three months 
zafter: the “U:S. Surgeon General’s 
-Report.. on. Smoking‘. and - Health. : 
Why . the documentarians on.. the}. 
other’ .networks .leave the. field 
‘open: ‘on. the-. ciggie issue - to. the. 
exélusivity. of: “CBS. Reports,’ 2” - is 
to the- credit of that. crack ‘CBS. 

S pubaffairs: ‘unit, now . helmed -by |”. 
if ‘Arthur D- “Morse. 
a inees, tearing open the: ‘envelopes |" 

>. fand:. ‘handing ‘out the trophies was. 
| performed. in .a hurried and busi-. 

‘nesslike fashion, making. it. not. only} 
a. poor sister imitation of the Oscar- 
_Emmy rites ..:but: algo costing it 
something: in. glamor and suspense.. 
‘Nominees sat in the. humble bléach-. 
-er- environs of .a- television studio |: 

“CBS . Reports”. 
and “-the : 

for | 

the | 

position | of the Federal Trade ‘Com-" 
mission, to:the economic ‘stakes ‘of: 
‘the. tobacco: industry;. et.: ale In. the. 
final : . analysis, 

. Narrator .- Reasoner - and - writer 

prominent . and. 

view. Morse, who. also. produced, . 
‘filmed. sequences. in. "Washington, 
|-Newton, 

ae -Miami,. and ‘Winston-Salem; N.C. 
‘Mass.,-° N.Y:, ' London, 

People. interviewed. ‘represented 
““who’s -who”’ . in: the ‘contraversy.. 

They: included: Dr.-Luther Terry, 
U.S. Surgeon. -General; Paul Rand 
‘Dixon; FTC. chairman; ‘LeRoy’ ‘Col- 
lins, “National ~ “Assn. . of.. Broad- 
easters prexy; ‘George . -V. - Allen, 

David: 
of Ogilvy,”: Benson. - -&} 
Fairfax -Cone;. of ‘Foote, 

(Continued « on. 1 page, 128). 
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+3 Hoe te4 rtooee PEEL THEE OE: ' 

LUCILLE BALL COMEDY HOUR) m 
| With ‘Miss Ball, . Bob. Hope, anes 

ax 
Showalter, John Dehner, yothers: 

‘Producer:. Ed Feldman —: 

: (from : 

additional. ma 

“60°. ‘Mins.; Sun, a9), 
: ‘ABC-TV (film) ° 

‘Today”’ 

res. them -to ‘the: Maximum -Leader, glad-hand- 
‘ing the peasants, calling.for a nor- 
-Malization with ‘relations with the — 
-U. S. For Miss’ Howard’s cameras,:.- . 

‘The showed: his best face—at least 
the one ‘he. felt would please U. S. 

‘The. ‘mass Jmapact | ‘of: the. show,. 
‘however; stemmed from the come-. 
dy style Which ‘is actually the beau | 
idea]. for -the - whole -industry.. A. 

Tt’ -was: the’ 

could. «: perform’: brilliantly 1 
[ Wusle- blindfolded. | _ 

_, They received. excellent support 
con the.. superficial side. 
‘|-miost part, Miss Howard never sue- 

Director: Lou Volpicelli 

} thrall, 
pinning virtue of. doing: so without 
resort to.the:-mawkish, that ‘omni- 
“‘preésent.. pitfall for. the. . sporting 

‘gentry... 

manager. -who - fries” “to -keep. ‘the 
‘whole. charade together, Gale Gor- 
don, as.one. of. the -studio execs; 
‘and. ‘Max Showalter, as Miss. Ball's. 

{ boy..: friend. _ Herm.: 

CUBA ‘AND | CASTRO ) FODAY 
With Lisa ‘Heward; others 
Producer -: Director = Writers 
-Harry ‘Rasky: 7 

5. pm, . 

‘ABC : News’ ‘Lisa “Howard ‘has 
shown the enterprise. of doing: first- 

\-hand’ accounts. of a news. story. : On 

‘the. tv ‘screen, ‘she. looks more like 
a society matron than an aggres-. 
sive news hen, which she is. What-.- 
ever the faults. of “Cuba and Castro 

— and. there are many—the 
hourlong. : ‘documentary had the 
merits - of fresh ‘film footage, of 
‘Miss Howard and-her camera crew... 
spending | weeks: in’ Cuba, gather-. 
ing’ material, interviewing the high - 
‘and: low -of Cuban. society. - 

“There. were many ‘sequences. of . 

audiences. There were. other | ine 
: terviews—with. a Cuban Commu- 
nist | leader. who: expressed ignur-. 
“ance ~ ‘about : Castro: troubles with 
the Russian Embassy; with onetime 
.prosperous natives who. are now. 
fearful, with’ teenage: ardent sup-: 
‘porters of Castro, ‘with prostitutes 
‘participating | int a government. Te-. 
‘habilitation program © 

- There . was. hunior: and bite in’ 
some - of. the: sequences. Castro, 
wielding his: big cigar, contended 

One Communist leader | 
mugged’ it dumb when he was 
asked’ to comment on Castro oust-. 
ing. a. “Russian. Embassy. official 
from ‘Havana in 1962. Castro, en-: 
thusiastic, asked the’ cameramen to 

| film. a bull in. an experimental 
farm. “Yow have :such bulls in: 
Texas, in King’s . Ranch,” advised 
Mr.: Director, |; 
For all its fresh. footage,. though, 

‘it didn’t. have much. of an impact.. 
Too much. of the. ‘commentary was 

For. the 

ceeded in -piercing the public rela- 
> tions image presented by Castro. 
| The. hour was Joosely edited. On. 

‘occasion, the: on-location ‘sound: 
¢ track. ‘was difficult to understand. we 
{Miss Howard, to her credit, how- .|:..: 
“ever, returned: tv news. coverage of. 
Cuba. to. -where if belonged: her 
base: was Cuba itself, not Miami. | 

‘The hour.-was replete with non- 
paying: commercials, network show. 
‘plugs;“et:- al..-One- was for the In- 
ternational Rescue Committee, ... 
‘seeking: aid’ for - ‘the. victims of 
“Castro. ‘tyranny.’ Horo. 

‘THE POLO GROTNDS: REQUIEM 
- FOR AN’ ‘ARENA 

‘With Horace McMahon, » others 
Producer:- ‘Howard © Cosell 

‘Writers: --Howard - ‘Tuckner, Jack 
. Jack O’Grady a 

Bla | 60. Mins., Wed-..10 “p.m; 
- . All. .the | networks covered: the | 
‘Surgeon. General’s report in: depth 

PARTICIPATY NG . 
WABC-TV, N-Y.. 

Las ‘news -specials;. but -it- remained. 
‘to do . the: 

follow-up. 

If New. York ‘Suffered for legends " 
it ‘would doubtless -augment the. 
‘supply with inventions, for no-. 
where in the Jand: is. legend. pur-.- 
sued -with. more - ‘relish. ' Happily, 

with -nostalgia. The rich: mine~in- 
cludes. its ballparks, ‘One of which, « 
the Polo. ‘Grounds : {which ‘catered . 

narrator. Harry | at. one. time or-‘another’ to every-. 
-Reasoner - ‘said. . the’: ciggie . issue ‘thing but polo), is going. the’ way 
“posed: the: question of whether: a: 
|-solution “could. “ever” be secured. 
within: ‘the’ framework | of - a free . 

’ | enterprise system. |: 

| of Ebbets Field as: urban. renewal 
‘spreads. 

- Shortly. pefore the wrecker” s ball - 
. was . put, to it,. the ABC ‘flagship... 
‘put a crew te werk, which turned” 
out .an. affectionate, .entertaining,,. 
classy ‘cavalcade of ‘great moments 
in the. PG’s history. In ‘weaving its 

the hour had the under- 

Amid” “the. ‘memorable barkback 
footage, the special included. some: 
fascinating’ | remembrances by, 

;. among. others, Frankie-Frisch. Jack 
‘Dempsey; * ‘Carl Hubbell, Bobby. 
‘Thomson, and. Ralph: Branca. ‘Most 
revealing | “was . the -..ex-Dodger 
pitcher, | ‘expressing. anew. his. “why: ; 
me? why me?” remorse. at serving .- 

‘that. 1951 - ‘pennant-deciding 
“(Continued :9 on page 126). 



With] President ty ohnson's: new. war Bess 
on poverty, a committee under direc. .| 
tion of Sargent: Shriver has been set | - 
up to work on'the problem. It has:} 
‘Now. got. its. telephones. set up.in'a- 
building: downtown. Today, when | 4 
their phones were diafed, a prt an - 

Led swered. and’ said: “Poverty.” 

ON SPENDING: _ = OE 
“All Americans who work for.a living | | “have been given a-new: “patriotic” . 
duty, and itis to spend i money:: 
“The first ‘pa y checks. showing the - e 

_.new, lower tax rates were handed out | © 
‘today. And President Johnson has. " 
‘put it forward:that the least.a re-.|: 

| sponsible. citizen can do is ‘take:the. | . 
extra money and éet. ‘out there and ae 

spend. it,’ 
“Thrift used to be. called a. | baste | = — = 

American.virtue. Our folklore ‘is full’ | 7 ——— . 
: of it, from. Horatio. Alger to. Benja=|. | fered. Tt. would. have made the Taw: . 

min. F ranklin. to aging millionaires: | : apply only to business: places on in- 
fond of telling and. re-telling: how: | 
they got started by: working. hatd and mt 
saving their. mone y. N low, the -new °° 
American virtue. is to ‘spend: ‘the of “That caused Repre esentative | 
money, The idea, .of cotirse, isto ~ 
spend money. and stimulate business ~ 
-and create: jobs, which i isa Bod idea, oye 

‘| gress. It went: like. this: 
In Mississippi: or Wisconsin. t 
‘You can dine with Howard J ohnson;_ 1 

|. But if you're on a country mission ~ 
pe You can count: on malnutrition.” Lo 

no doubt: .. 
And. the implication + now is ‘that. | 

anyone. who. gets the: extra money a) 
“and doesn’t spend it is somehow © 

..°-sglightly subversive. Well, that is. a‘ 
“major change in the Basic American . aa 

” Ethiczit has been sprung on us rather - 

‘terstate highways, and not to. those | 
serving neighborhood trade, or "those 
in: ‘small-towns. - 

Udall of Arizona to. compose, arid’. 
“tecite on ‘the: House: floor, a little | | 
/“ypoem, for the edification of the Con-. 

_ON ZONING: | : 
abruptly; and it is:g0od that neither..| 
Benjamin Franklin nor H oratio: A : 

| al is alive.to see it.” 

ON. SEGREGATION: 
“The House. has: spent nine days | 
talking about civil rights, and voting ..| 
for or against the bill's various’sec-.. 

|: inside “is Early Robber Baron. Ba-.. tions, clauses and-amendments. of 
Some of the debate has sounded like “| 
the conversation around:a cast iron | 
stove in a country store, but most.of {: 
‘it has been. ‘Tesponsible and to-the- |" 

‘| the’ Russians’ ‘want more room, -SO° 
they went-out roaming around: 

point. 
“When they. were - talking about | 

the public accommodations section “|” 
-~the one requiring all.stores’ and: |. 
festaurants to serve anyone who |: 
walks i in—an amendment was. of- - 

“|e “The Russian Embassy ‘i in: Washing: 3 
‘| - ton is in an old mansion on Sixteenth | 
| ‘Street, that was built-as'a residence 
“| for George Pullman, of the. sleeping. | 

| car fortune. It was. ‘ought from him | 
“by. the” Czarist Government, ater . 
‘turned ‘over to the Communist Gov- . 
-ernment,and i is still in-use.Thedecor | - 

‘roque—red_ velvet,.gilded. stairways, © 
fat. angels’ painted. on the. ceilings, | 
-and the air is ‘like'the air in-an_old 
Pullman car. It's over-crowded, and- 

Chevy Chase, witha realestate 
agent, looking for land: Chevy Chase | 
is an. upper-middle-class. suburb © 

1 right ¢ on the. city: line. It's the oldest 

“suburb i in the United States, settled, Be 
"prosperous, old houses and big: trees, . 

_ | and tends to like things the way. they 
“ate. There; the Russians found. an. - 
estate called Bonnie Brae; owned by”... 
the heir to a department. store for-:° - 
|. tune, and up for ‘sale; They bought. 
“it,.on condition the :zoning .board: ”:- 

| would approve anew embassy build-. 
ing ‘there, modern in style. ‘The *. 
__Chevy:. Chase - Citizens Association: 8 
“erupted. in outrage..But the zoning 
_ board; under pressure from the State’. © 
- Department. and. the White House, 
- voted ‘to allow the new. Embassy, .:. 

“|: built: in. place: of. the: ‘house: “now. a 
oo “standing. | oe 

“The Federal Government favored a 
it because it wants ahew Embassy in: .: - 
Moscow, and. thought:

 this: might: help. | : = 

_. get it. But: the Citizens Association: a 
. ‘went to. court: 

| “Now, the court has overruled the 
zoning. : board. ‘It fourid two: board. 

“members -were Government em-.— - 
_ ployes, hardly able to: resist .White’. 
House and State. Department pres- . 

. sure, so it declared their. zoning: “Or- 
der nulland void.: = o 

_~ “So, the Union-of Soviet Socialist ek 
- Republics, population 223. million, we 
area eight and a‘half million. square: 
miles, has..been: defeated’ by «the». 

Chevy. Chase Citizens Association.” _ 

‘ON SEN. SMITH: _ 
“The best . known “products” from .. ] 

. Skowhegan, Maine,-are textiles, pa-.°: 
“per, and’ Senator Margaret. Chase. : 
- Smith. “She. used: to. be .a telephone — 
“operator: there, back.in-the days . 
“when they said, ‘N umber. please... 

= “Her husband went into politics; 
| ran for office 48 times, got elected 48 .< 
times, When he’-died, ‘Mrs. Smith. *.... 

. went into: politics and ‘She’s never.” 
“Tost an election-either. She went first’ 
to the House, and then tothe Senate. = 

“Now,. for some time, she’s been’. 
. Boing on about. running for. Presi- oe 
dent, but. keepingher decision to: 
herself. Today, at the Women’ s—not 
the men’s the Women's National . .' 
» Press. Club, she. announced her’ de ae 

_ cision: she’ will run... 
“She-did not offer a. long d dal! and bos : 

wordy list of programs and: policies we 
as candidates. usually do, saying only’ 
that she will run-on her record. Her, .- 
} record includes s thet of: being th the fest a 

This i is s the sort of news s broadeasting t that has made David 1 Brinkley 0: one of the 
‘twa most celebrated correspondents i in n the history of electronic journalisz . See 
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. Senator: to ‘speak out » against’ Me 
‘Carthy; support of. civil. rights bills, .) 

“support of the Taft-Hartley act, and ’.| 
‘a vote: against. the: nuclear. testing. | 
‘treaty. She calls. herself,.'as “most. ‘| 

le politicians do; a moderate middle-of- os 
“the-roader.- 

“Setting. pretty ‘crowded, 7. 

: “ON UNIFICATION: 

_ «kindof black necktie, or white'sock, .|-: 
or .shirt button, ‘or ‘something like’ .\- 
_o. that, And ‘itis true they all. buy. their: 
: “own clothes, slightly. differént n- 
. many cases;'‘and the cost: is great: 

2: “Well, ‘in: Decembe?,- 1 961, .Secre-— 
- tary McNamara. said there certainly Pos hi hen: | . 
“was one: thing they: coiild all agree. | Per. to. it.in the Senate, ‘nor. when: | 

oni and save a lot‘of money, and that. ve Sets ‘up new. court proce dures to-| 
Was belt ‘buckles: .Now, more ‘than. |~: “help: Negroes to register and-vote: | 
‘three years later, we aré indebted to’ |" - 
the Army-Navy-Air Force: ‘Journal: | 

_ and Register for the information: that: | 

different. bel t: buckles. : 
“Nobody: knows exactly what that Jew 

“costs, but it: certainly costs a lot, be-. |" ~ 

cause“in the Pentagon, .éverything. |.- ai 

“does. The Journal fae0 Sapes se itll : And makes it: illegal for employer: s | 

as cludés it Is not yet Certain. which will. i 
: ‘happen first— landing a-man on the: | 

moon, or. f settling on: a military Belt, | ate. intact, Congress may ‘never. see: |: 
| “young Arabs to turn. Communist". oo buckle.' 

"ON WEATHER: 
a “livery time it snows here, ‘Washing- 7 
: = 'tonis; perhaps undeservedly, held-up : 
* to national scorn and ridicule for ex-. | 

cited: and irrational ‘behavior, some- | 
times bordering ona city-wide panic: |! 

_ “The-trouble is that people persist - 
in. believing this is the. ‘south; where -}.. _ - 

“ it-doesn’t snow. But. it-snows every | 
—— winter, and: every time it does, It-is: | 

- “geen as_a ‘great surprise and. some: - 
~ thing of a dirty trick: © 
os “And=there-are scenes of. ‘human 

‘suffering—stuck cars, dead batteries, .| - 

 “pile-ups /on. ‘slippery: hills, hoarse © 
..- Shouts and curses—the Government: | 
a is let. out. early, ‘$0. they. can. 1 get fe 

” jam’ came late instead of early.” 

; ‘. : : 

- Snarled i in trafic at. 35 pa m, instead of 
—5:p.m. | 
* “Weil, ‘it: snowed. yesterday, ast 

“night and:today, and ‘it’s still falling, of 
the second’ big snow: ‘of. this winter, | 
And ‘there’ were. some-small,’ faint" 

| 3 af signs the town was getting: used to it. 
IF ‘everyone is in the: ‘middle ‘of of 
the road: who: says -he is, it must. be |. 

.. “Traffic: ‘was: ‘snarled, but. it: did. 
“move, and: ‘government . ‘employes: 

| “who- thought they: ‘might. get out | 
| -early,: didn’t. The White: House: de- | 

inne rena ae | “cided government. offices. could: Stay. “fe 

“Washington frequentlyi is horrified, |- OPE”. until ‘the usual ‘time, and. all’ : 
_ ‘or entertained, or both, with stories +). that: ‘happened was that. the traffic 
~ about the Armed Forces spending - 

nae. ¢ million. dollars because the Army, | -. 
' Navy, Air Force*and the: Marines ‘| 
.. ‘can’t get together and agree on. one. i “The Houise is ‘voting. tonight: on the 

civil. rights* bill, the ‘mostcompre-. | 
|. hensive bill since the ‘days after the : 
7 Civil War. It’s been. debating and vot-. 
|: mg on sections: ‘of it. for nine: days, | 
| and it is- clear’ ‘now: it: will: pass: the. }‘-— 

7 ‘House. N o' one: ‘knows what will. hap-.|~ 

_“Here,. brief y, is what it. ‘does: 

‘parks: and: other: public places.» 
Tce ‘Allows the President: to hold. back: 

"Federal':money*from:any. program: : 
.that: discriminates: by ‘race: 

‘OF: labor: ‘unions to deny. jobs. or | 
«membership because of..race.. 

another: ‘civil, rights bill, because’| 
‘there will be nothing: left. to pass.a|. 

|» bill, about..Otherwise in. ‘Congress, | oe 
' President: Johrison. sent ‘a. message |"... - . 
_ asking. passage. of: a: bill: to: pay for |o 
hospital and nursing: home: care .for: fos 
older people, : financed through Social. : 
Security,. sometimes ealled: Medi: a 

"ON CIVIL RIGHTS: _ H : 

oN TOURISTS: — — 
“The. U.S. Travel Service has the J 2 

| <job of® ‘inducing. tourists: from: other ‘|.: 
countries to visit the-United-States, |. 

~ partly: because’ they. bring .money, |"... aa | a 
and. partly. because it is generally} 0-2-0025 
‘thought: to be''a nice thing: to do, | 2. 
Congress s seems. hot tO. care: much; hy ene 

o because i it: t appropriated very: little 
|’ for money: for. the Service last year, . 
} and -this:year even-less.* im 

“. “Anyway, theTravel Services is still. 
{-going, and: it does. seem: to. have 
|. drummed ‘up some. -business. forthe. 
‘transportation’ companies, hotels, 

|. restaurants and the post card racks. 
. Now it:says today. the thing foreign . 

|: visitors like most is to be invited into | 
° American. houses..: 

>} “And-once they're inside, it says, 
‘ they: most want ‘to. see ‘the kitchen _ 
‘=mjachines and’ gadgets, so it urges. 

|. Americans entertaining foreigners to 
“| -besure to take them into the kitchen, - 

“Tt also’ says :to be’ careful. with... 
- |: jokes, because’ they may. not think, 

-they’re: fanny... ‘To. get: them singing 
around the piano: if::you.can,’or, if) 
you: can’t, take’ them: ‘out to ‘see a 

. Supermarket, or a. drive-in ham- ” 
purest stand.”: =... ' 

ON Bedouin: ‘tribesman. traded. off 
--@ Requires nearly all public places to- ohis daughter in marriage in exchange 

“serve anyone,- regardless. ‘of ‘color; : 
it didn’t work. Or ‘hasn't worked ye é: fe. Allows the.Government to.go. into |: 

and -that they're still: ‘buying f
our | “ 

_ for a fourth-wife for himself. His sons . 
- were furious, because they intended: 

“court and:sue for integrated schools; | to, trade her for wives for themselves, 
“Now. if they want wives, they will 

“have to pay bride money. That used - 
“to be ten:dollars. But now it’s one 

‘|: hundred. We don’t know why, unless 
dt 's:supply and demand.” | 
‘Anyway; they’re sO. furious _ 

a they’ ve moved out. of: their father’s 
"Tf all that gets through: ‘the Sen- || tent..And our correspondent reports... 

-. difficulties like this are causing many. 

Look to NBC for. the best’ 
., Combination of news, information . 

- and entertainment.” 

a year: after year the nation’s s ; most t watched s and 2 honaret fone Pr { r: . 

“ON MARRIAGE: = ~ 
a “Finally, a. Teport. from’ the. Negev : 

- desert,in Israel: ~ 

his. 
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1 VARIETY's “weekly ‘tabulation. based « on “ratings furnished ‘by “American ‘Research’. 
‘i Bureau, highlights the top. ‘10 network. shows on. a local level and. ‘offers a rating: 
| study of the .top. 10- -syndicated shows in. the. ‘same. + Particular: markets... This week 7 
| four different markets: are covered. 7 . - 

Both. the network. and: ‘syndication ‘study. features: the: ‘total: area. homes reached _ 

i. and the- ‘metro area. ratings on.each show. The total area homes ‘reached reflects :. 

- the dudiences. on. the. basis . of the. total market area: -examined.*‘The metro. area. 

t ‘ratings | are. based on the metropolitan ‘markets. within the: total aréa examined. ‘Top uf 

"STATIONS: ‘wess, WNBC, WNEW, wase, ‘wor, WPIX. SURVEY. PERIOD: FEBRUARY: 1. 28; 

. ‘10: “shows,” both: network and: syndicated, ‘are: sted: ‘on. the: ‘basis ‘of their  ahowtg a 

* tn: the total Grea homes: barometer. 7. 

_— Various” branches: of the industry, ranging from + media buyers: fo. 9 tocat stations | : 
“ to sundicators will find: the charts: valuable. AREY 

Over. the’ course of a-year, ARB ‘will tabulate. a: minimum. of 247 ‘narkets,. ‘The. a 
results of that tabulation will be found weekly’ in. VarteryCotpled with the rating |  —- 

performance of the.top 10 network ‘shows, on.the local level, ‘the: Variety-ARB- charts ee 
are. designed’ to reflect the rating : tastes, of. virtually every ‘market in the Uz 8. | , 

i 964. 

| “Tot. Area Met. 

$23,300 

| ia oa Lt Homes Met.| ; . ‘Total 
RK. Top Network. Shows. Sta, | Reached .: “Rts. Tf iK. “Top Srndleateg: Shows Day & Time Sta. Dist. _ Reached | Rtg.|. . Top Competition Sta... - Homes 

— a Wa ow Cat (Sat. 7:00%. 200005, _WNEW.. «- Séreen Gems" 959,100 19. LBd; Sea. Hunt“. “WEBS "523,300 _ 
Ed Sullivan coscenaed WCBS 2281, 500. | as ‘2, Astro Boy (Sat: 6:30). meee 1) AWNEW "| (NBC Films: "921000. 18|News....- .s< 2. "WCBS. 2 
2. Bonanza... a WOBS 500 ait 2 Magilla Gorilla (Thurs. 7:00). Ww NEW... ‘Screen Gems: 882,600. 18 ‘Evening’ Report | TINT Eweps - . "718,600: 
3. Candid -Camera :......WEBS 1,637, 400. 35 “4; Mickey Mouse. Club.(Mon.-Fri. 6: 30). -WNEW...: Buena: Vista. °674,200 13/CBS:News .....5...5 7. eWCBS -..... 630,800. - 
4 Beverly Hillbillies . v2 WCBS | "3,509, .. On 43 PRE. Silvers Show . (Tues:. TOD 5 -WABC. ‘eee. CBS Films _ — .§98,900 12|Evening Report -....... WCBS 715,000: - 
5. Lucy. Show . oot ove WCBS 1,442, 400 27 ‘€. Bat Masterson: (Sat. 4:30). WNEW....UA-TV ". . 595,600 12 Olympic: Bowl Tour <L. WABG:. 495,200 6. Dick Van Dyke... ...... WOBS--1,436, 200°" Peal 7, Rifleman. (Wed. 7:00). :..:..2....,.WABC. ... Four’ Star::* ~588,500 12 | Evening Report’ :...,..:.WCBS © "773,100 
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‘That Was The. Cast That Was’ 

30-market - ‘report, | ‘reflecting * the 

show’s . continual popularity in : the. 

metropolitan cities, “Tw3” took 

the race in: hand. with a 22.7 ‘rating. 

for 35%. sharé of audience: against 

“Twilight's” 184 rating” for . 28.7 
share. “price” “Was a. ‘SOITY also 

ran with. a. At-plus rating for. 23: 

share, . : 

Now. with these numbers going: 

for it, “TWw3"". is’-a. ‘current. sell: 

out. Participators’ include: Brown, 

& Williamson, . 7 ‘Spiedel, Standard 
Brands;. Clairol, Mennen, Polaroid 
and Abbott Labs. It’ ‘Sa ‘good, buy’ 
at $36,000 a minute.” » 

But how does ap yg” stand with’ 
‘Madison Ave.-xfor fall? Zip. Only 
one of the above mentioned bank- 
rollers is taking a flyer. That’s 
Spiedel,. and the watchband maker 
is only in for 13 minutes. — 

‘Big reason: for the Madison’ Ave. 
freeze, of course; is the new time- 
slot NBC. has. saddled | “TW3”"” with 
for the fall.. Show. goes in ‘Tuesday 
‘nights against CBS-TV’s’ num- 
hers-busting “Petticoat Junction.” 

_ Against bucolic low comedy (which. 

Contimiea from, pore. 105 ; 

; “<pw3” beat “Price”. ‘and. was. ehas-’ 

ing “Twilight” hard ‘for both weeks. 
covered. in the ‘report. ‘And. n. the 

ler’ s 

ae 

‘congratulations, 

“cover. the CBS schedule like a: “rich: 
| fertilizer), “TW” is a. long . shot, 
indeed, “but it still could surprise-— 
as its. "done ‘So. far. -It should - be 
‘remembered that Nielsen. ‘is, -how:' 
ever: slowly, revising. sample. 
‘The. changes .in. the 10-year-old 
audimetered homes : should. favor 
the more” hip. entries.. Network 

'-singalong - 
; Welk’ S ‘two-step: music, 

‘Then. there’are the contéoverstal. 
aspects to “TW3’s”. brand: of: com- |: 
‘edy: -When the show..was previewed | _ 
with a bright hour last winter, the | == 
Madison Ave.: nabobs were’. on the’) 
phone “to NBC Sales: execs. witit |": 

‘enthusiasm: and}... 
“promises. But knowing - observers} 
figured,. and rightly, ‘thatthe ad_|: 
men. would eventually, display their 
traditional lack of stamina. in such | 
Matters. One initial enthusiast left | 
the fold when President’ Kennedy | 
“was ‘assassinated with the observa: 

(tion. that with the: Kennedy: clan. 
out as:a-maark for. the. show’s satire; 

to. laugh ‘about;. ‘or ‘at.: 

‘the. Iongrun “Mr. District Attorney” 
‘series. His --Career.: genesis: ‘harks 

‘back ‘to. WLW, ‘Cincy (‘‘the. nation’s |. 
-Station” when it was ‘still a 500,000 

there was: nothing left in. the world 

Tithe ad. men ‘have cooled: the. 
‘critics have grown hot.. “TWw3” ‘has. 
{suffered the-paradox of doing okay | 
with’ the general public while gen: 

7 | erally” disappointing: the | -wouldbe 
"| eognizanti: .But: who. in - his: right 

| mind... would expect ‘a show = sur-. 
"[rounded by the pressures. of af- 
| filiates, : ‘advertisers: -and “a. network. 
| with 50: veepees ‘to come: off week |}. 
--after ‘week -like™ 
iment,” “Second: City,” “Beyond the 

+} Fringe’. or. the nitery: -comedians 

“The. Establish- 

of. political-social bent?-“TW3” still 

that could’ outstrip .the -situation- 
comedy: grind. and. vitlage-bumpkin. 
norm of: ‘primetime: by: a ‘country : 
mile. In its way, it is every bit - as 

a “CBS Reports.” | 

 Outstanding‘on “pw have. been. 
‘Some. of the ‘guest. shots,. and: almost 

-}any ‘week has had some. good. writ-.|. 
ing flashes in the skits:This show;: 
it should.be remembered, is harder 
to. da than : a Donna Reed’ half-hour: 

“Theatre By 
=a .( Continued. from. page. 109 —. 

ject: airbone—just “as soon ‘as: Dos- 
sible,” - hopefully... 
probably: not before ‘Sully. ws 
. Byron’ 'S own. radio ‘credits. are -ex- 

tensive,. his. prime -distinction. per- 
haps. ‘having been the captaincy -of 

watt. blanket); where; in the thirties, 
he ‘staged. a lateniight. poetry opus; 
“Moon River.’ . Aty was: $-one—perhaps. 

| the: “forerunner—-of a 
: could. accelerate libidinal Fesponsé, | 
or. as... Byton : remarks:’ 
contributor:‘to the’ delinquency. of | 
‘several generations. ” . 

execs ‘will admit the ‘sample -as it. importatit | a’ flicker in. the. night as 

Stands. fayors ° ‘programs « for - ‘the |? 
‘older: Viewers, ' such. .as Mitch- Mil-]": 

and Lawrence, 

| writer, 

‘by. June. : but viewed by-'a gal from-one of the 
cerebral '- magazines. 
them, especially the author's reson- 
‘ance, was no problem. The journal-|' 
ist got. around ‘to: asking. Maugham. 

| what he ‘would do: if che had. it ‘to. 
Play, over.. 

“TI was - val: 

Somerville” and Bell : ‘have’ both 
been with . ‘ABC. Radio: .-for.- -some 
‘years as producers-directors, cur- 

. “Flair 

Of actor availability, Byron’ S only 

rently co-directing the: net's. 
Reports.” 

has comedie aims—and potential— | 
‘fear of. shortage. ‘is . among ‘the 
‘current crop of. moppets,: very few 
of whom have the Savvy of standing 
up.to.a floor mike in.an. age when 
broadcast: drama’ ‘is: derivative in 
form. Maybe there: just won't: be: 
too- “many — -Kid .. roles - to... create 
-concern.. 

. Byron: ‘seemingly: had 

-assertedly . dispelled _. Any) 

~ The ‘scéne ‘was: a very: intimate 
| cellar ‘bar .in. Manhattan, a haunt 
| cel ‘Seribes.. Off. ‘to a. corner. . sat 

Somerset. Maugham,’ being inter- 

“Aceording to. Byron; the ‘heart- 
warming’ response from‘the novelist: 
went: “I'd. write -for. radio. Why?: 
Because it’s the only. form. _of 
minstrelsy, lett”... = 

“breed that |! c 

some 
‘doubts. in. the. heyday. as to whether 
radio was a worthy: medium: for the} 

He. recalls an. ‘incident, 
pointing up:.the © tantalizing - chal- 
{lenge ‘radio— ‘presents . the writer, 
-_ (tat 

: “| questions ‘for him. - 

Overhearing: 

Tom Moore 
— Continued from page 105 we =" 

‘vice’. to: the ‘diamond “sachems, i 

Sports. Programs | 

of those staggering bids for -big- 
time. football rights, the Moore .ex- .-’ * 

‘pression . further’ dramatizes the... 

mating . potential: between broad-.."° - 
casters and ‘athletics. The. current -. 
tv semester, in fact, finds. the ‘net-. 
‘works with -a sports: programming. j 
‘inventory « that ; aggregates: ‘some... 

1 $93,000,000 “as. the webs step ‘Up. -* 
| their hot: “pursuit, of. the’ major at- ; 
'tractions. - re 
“-Moore’s ‘yisualization of a. pase-. 

ball: boom: has. the’ validity. experi-’ 
+ enced: by other sports wed to the | - 
.medium——the «crushes: ‘developed ©... 
for -pro football; bowling, etc..Nor’ — 
is video's. appetite’ for sports ‘lim- 
ited. to bluechip« ‘attractions, as the 
anthologies’ of recent. vintage. have 
demonstrated... .Recalled;- 
stance, was ABC's. coverage..a cou-. 
ple years back ‘of. something called : - 

for . in- 

the . -Lumiberjack.. Bowl - in’ _Wis- es 
consin.’ 

‘Pointedly 1 remarked. in. the Moore. 
speech. is’ ‘television’ Ss: domination’. 
of leisure hours:.in the U.S..Cal- -: oe 
-eulations Say it’s” about: 45. hours a .-- °°. 
week .. for thé. .average “home--a ~~. 
“way: of “life” for the. hai ‘polloi, 
‘and. thus. motivation = for -sports:. .-: -. 
commerce to make an: jumeaaivoeal Pa 

a sfallegianee to- the. medium.: ene 

: ae fk. 

43,0007. 

97,600°- 3. 
86,600 , 

ated me 

“133100. eo 

“fopper.. - 
‘Roone Arledge. Coming i in s the wake. 
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Can Kintner Stay = of 3d? ~ 
—Ss ‘Continued from. pace. 18a 

facilities and resources of the N ew: 8: 80-9 5 eur! ‘oppor ‘the. program’ s| 
k Yankees, t he’s | fin minutes, ‘Sponsors ara} York Yankees, but nex season 8 naturally worried about -the ‘infle| 

stuck: with the. Player’ 8 roster * ‘of } 

the Mets.’ 7 
But back: at NBC, Kintner. was. 

hard: at work. with | all the drive, oat their Wed 

dedication: and fervor of one ‘who's. hewtay viewing with ABC's “Ozzie | 
convinced: that’ there’s. still, time | and arriet” - 
“to make silk: ‘Purses out of sows 

ears.” 

To: accomplish. this, Kintner’ will 

need the complete ‘support. of. ‘his: 

executive staff, reliably reported. 

ta be under unprecedented pres-. 

sure to. récover this" ‘season’s ‘lost 

ground, but also the. “understand- 

}from the “Vi 

‘season, 

“Virginian” ‘when the show is two- 

‘all the way through: the ‘program 

Movies? | 

ing, sympathy and support” . of. only MCA can answer, . 

NBC’s chief. program: “supplier, - “‘And’:what -about. the ‘future’ -of 
MCA. {the .MCA-produced:: “Kraft: Sus- | 

- Indeed; the. latter, while far less: pense Theatre,” not. to mention the 
‘misceptible to the Kintner ‘bland- 
‘{shments, can be expected to ‘pro- 

- yide the. definitive: answer as. to 
whether ‘Bob. Kintner. &. Co: . will 
finish: second-or third next season, 

Thus, while MCA’s Messrs. Was- 
german, Werblin. and. Schreiber 

-May not feel ‘constrained to react: 
‘to the Kintner “whip” with the 
alacrity of a Walter. Scott or a 
‘Mort Werner, it is. to. the MCA trio. 
that Kintner: must. direct. his. search. 
for audience-building support, For | 
‘itis MCA, not NBC, that will deter-} 
mine the budgets, the seript excel- 
‘Tence, the production quality of.the 
pivotal. shows whose Nielsen- 

Kraft ‘account, now that the. Thurs- 
day . 10 to’ 11 hour. falls ‘below. an 
18 Nielsen? . If .the -Kraft- ratings} 

‘Edie: Adams 8.7 Nielsen; what will 
‘happen - when - ‘it’ faces, .as it “will 

which now-~ outrate: Kraft: in the 
time periods” from: which: they’; are 
being removed? 

And. what about’ the.” MCA- 

will need far -more.than those Bob. 
‘Hope “host” lead-ins when it faces. 

measured. audience’ acceptance. will | CBS’. “Entertainers” - -- with - ‘Carol 
spell the difference: between sec- | Burnett, Ot: abl) in riext- ‘season's 
ond and third for NBC next: ‘year. competitive sweerpstakes?... 

490: Bristol Court,” the new. MCA] : In short; how well MCA. perform. 
trilogy of- back-to-back half-hour when. it - delivers ‘Bob. Kintner.-al- 
comedies on NBC. Monday 7:30 to.9 | most one-third of his prime: time 

‘will determine -whether. or not. programming? . - 
NEC will be a Monday night con-| -And what ‘about’ the’ ‘other. “two- 
tender. If it turns out to. be an-| thirds?’ Can_-Fess: Parker.:be as 
‘ether “It’s a Man’s World,” the| good. as. Daniel Boone in: the :20th- 
Nielsen disaster that was scheduled 
early | Monday -. evening two years 
ago, the Kintner efforts to stay out. 
‘of the celler ‘would - ‘be ‘seriously 
damaged. : 

‘A lesser, but. still. important; fac= 
tor. will be: the general excellence. 

“(or tack ‘of it) which attends ‘the 
Hitchcock anthology, whose~ MCA: 
track record -has. veered. unevenly 
from high. to low.‘Nielsens depend- 
“ing on the budgets and effort that 
the producer has’ elected : to. put 
behind it. Next year, from an NBC} 
standpoint, - wilt: ‘be. no. time- to. 
relax. | 
“The Virginian, ” prodiced’ by |i 

MCA: and one of. NBC's two’ shows 
fn-the Top 15, faces.a new threat 
as Bere “Hillbillies”. “moves to 

7:30: to: 8:30 period as. he ‘was 
‘Davey Crockett for Disney. 16 years 
ago? . nares 

‘How . good: will: “Mr, Solo” be, 
particularly opposite: Red | Skelton? 

_ Will the Bill Dana : show, now 
garnering. a- TT ‘Nielsen: “on: 125. 
NBC: stations. (78% . coverage . fac- 
tor)..at “7: on. Sundays, ‘really do 
that: much better on: a long P & G- 
lineup ..against. ‘such. ‘tougher com- 
petition. Sundays: at 8:30? .: 
‘Meantime, the behind-the-scenes 

‘lions . of homes ‘that have switched. 
an’* and: NBC ‘to 

“Hillbillies”. and CBS: at 9° this 
Will ‘those same: homes, 

“Patty. Duke 
Show” and then s awitell to. CBS; in 
order:.: to .ayold - switching from: 

thirds through? Or-can: MCA make. 
‘next year’s “Virginian”. ‘so com- 
‘pelling that it will hold. its audience: 

and ‘on: into the Wednesday: Night 
This is simply .another|!. 

multi-million’ dollar question which i 

future and: ‘valued: ‘status .of the 

next’ year, Jimmy - ‘Dean on ABC} 
-and: “Defenders” on CBS, each’ of/ 

‘With Harv: “Morgan; Gordon ‘Hall - 
| Producer: Dave Babbitt. -- . 
85. Ming., Mon-Fri. 10: 05 pm. ot 
KYW; Cleveland. - _ 

Harv. Morgan,. holder of: ‘three |: 
Press Club awards in radio; puts} 
on a’ "stimulating 85-minute gab}. 
Session’. with. personalities .. whose. : 
controversial: stands. provoke’ Jist- |. - 
ening appeal. On the stanza eaught, | - 
‘Gordon Hall,.noted' “Hate Fighter, es 
took. on. “all phone-callers. in’ his]... 
‘studio ‘appearance and. successfully, | | 

| put. the skids: to the Birchites, . ete:: 
‘When: name. guests.: are ‘not: avail-. 
able for studio phones, 
‘utilizes - long. distanee: lines. - 

Fox ‘series in the ‘critical. Thursday 7 

‘produced. Chrysler - ‘Theatre, which | 

drama.at.30 Rock, with Kintner-. the}. 
indisputable leader: and : ‘strategist, |. 
‘is. replete with ‘the. most’ kinetic’ 
activity’ and. “pull-up “your. “socks” 
laborings: that. has gripped any tv 
network. in several | years. 

he Role In 
Post-Grad Medical 

Study: in Scotland’ 
Glasgow, . April. 21. 

Use ot televigion for. post-gradu- 
-ate ‘medical study is being actively 
pioneered here’. by. Scottish ‘Tele-. 
vision Ltd., program .company: for 
‘commercial: tv in Central Scotland. 
“The station’s.12th program in. the 

series. has ‘just 1 ‘Deen . produced. 

‘well .as: the U.S: A. 
‘The - programs... “arose . “from - a 

Scottish. Television outside telecast 
| from. the ‘Western’ Infirmary,. Glas- 
‘gow, two years: ago, during an.edu-| 

‘given a. slick. journalistic: treat- cational television confab. As ‘a re- 
-sult;: the: program. eompany. ..was 
invited ‘by . the ‘Glasgow: medical | 

“Post- 
Graduaté Medicine” - ‘Seriés | on. a 
‘Monthly, basis.. cane Re 

have’ proved indifferent. against the} 
weak’ competition : of a. Sid. Caeésar- 

‘school . to undertake. - a 

Ra Review 

CONTACT - 

“Contact” 

- Averaging: about ‘50 calls: per: 
a| evening, ‘the “‘stanza:. clicks... along |” 
-with Morgan. maintaining . peppery-|.. 
pace: and reflects. the capability of 
‘nipping - dialog. -when «it: ‘becomes: 
pompous and threatens to spill over. 
into. boredom: Of course, “quality” 
- of the guest’ lends. greatly. fo the 
‘program’s. charm:.and in Gordon- 
Hall, the stanza: had a top-notcher 
who. not -only” knew. ‘his field, but } 
.was an excellent radio. ‘personality. 
Production. got a capable -assist- 
‘from: engineering. > a . Mark. 

- Ottawa:—Robert. Ss. Macpierson 
-has -been: upped. from: promotion 
manager to director. of. information 
Of CTV. ‘Television. Network. ° 

DID YOU KNOW? 

“FACILITIES 
ote ‘Sound Stages: ‘at 

Artransa Park are. | 

a SCENERY ARE IDEAL 
| FOR LOCATION WORK! Bt x 20ft. x 1Oft. 

| *& Camera equipment 
_ ineludes Mitchells... 

|. ™ AUSTRALIAN WEATHER ee 

. ‘Stanley: - Baker, 

Like’ previous subjects, . it: is: ‘bes hoped, would - “£0 into . production. 
ing seen by: medicoes in five other |. 
regions: of. Scotland and. England.. 
‘Telerecordings ‘of: ‘Post-Graduate 
“Medicine”: have’. gone .. to‘ Switzer-| 
land-and Australia for {nstructional. 
purposes, and other copies are now 
en: route to Japan . and, Mexico: -ag/stocks; 

‘voted. te the tv - medium; 

‘Low. Grado 
— Continued, from page 107. — 

‘one-hour shows: based: ‘on ‘the 

character: of. ‘Commander: ‘Gideon, 

created by J ohn’ Creasey. Also on 

the slate’ ‘Was a. new. series. starring 

“which, - it’ was 

-next’ December, so as: not. to inter- 
fere with. the star’ s film commit- 
ments... This was subject: ‘to script 
‘agreement, : and. the first screen- 
play. was" now: in: preparation. 

Three. new series were. on the 
including “Front °" Page 

Story”. ‘and “The Sullavan .Broth- 
ers.’ 
un der the control. - of - Lewis 
‘Greifer, “would ‘be . . based ona 
fictional: news. story and would. be 

ment. “The Sullavan : Brothers” 
was: being developed. by ‘Ted Willis. 
around four “brothers-.who_ were|. 
legal eagles. A: third series, due to 
‘start in - July, 

|__| Marks jn “Firecrackers,” which «is. 
{set in a small: ‘and forgotten village | 
fire’ station; 

| Makers’. will ‘return to the sched- 
cules* ‘in: the fall. : 

will star™ “Alfred 

- while’ . the 

“The: -new -drama . -project, 

“The: Saint, n would. be: ‘supple-|_ 
| mented ‘by’ a. new: program of: 26 

The ‘ first, : which » would. ‘be: 

Three ty epeetaculars “starring 
Andy.. ‘Stewart, 

{+ comedian, are: also being. produced 
- “in. . . 2. 

~ | which - James Mason will. «star, is |= 
“The Tall: -Stalwart: | Laneer,” 

_ | written: by... G erald- Vaughan: |- 

“Plane| 

= s00Ts HOPE BBC-2 
WILL INCREASE 0s 

lasgow, April 21, =. 
‘There's hope yet for Scot: actori 

and‘ performers, - riven gu 
across the England-Scotland: borde a 
because work in theatre and ‘tele. 
‘vision here. has: dropped. to. an in. 
credible. low.. 

This’ assurance: was: given. here: 
by James:. Millar, Head of .B 
‘Programs, Scotland, at-an unofficle 
opening. of a new $2,250,000 exten« 
sion. to the-BBC-TV studios. A new.” 
tv center adjoining: the ‘old Queen |?” 
Margaret Drive radio studios is’ 

""|.the:. first : outside. London. to: be .- 
|. equipped for- either: 405 or 625-line “ 
operation: According ‘to..the local 
BBC. topper, itis hoped that: ‘Glas- .. 

| gow will become ‘a. new. and: Vital 7 
center for tv drama in’ Scotland. 

New studio” “ig. _alteady: stock: cm 
piling. programs ‘for -BBC-2, the. 
new channel which: will, operate on” 
625: lines. :.One of.-the first. produc- __ 
{tions ‘to go out. from-London later ~~ ; 
this month; “Madame ‘Bovary,” has. as 
been taped here; and. several major... 
‘series: : are’ due. to. be Tecorded, 

including. “Anna Veronica,” no By 

- Scot... - 

here: 

“CBS Stockholders 
: — Continued from page. 106 | 

“BBC I Bow Deferred 
London, April: 21," 

* night (Mon:) :due -to: a power 
” failure which. blacked out, half 
-Of ‘the: London. area: 

. The.’ premiere 
“Kiss. Me™ Kate,”’ 

“attraction, . 
: Was: ‘post-..: 

“poned “until tonight (Tues.).:” a 

Hughes. This ’ would: Be. taped - ‘in 
| {the summer. ‘for. transmission later 

‘in: the. year. 
“Anew emphasis on: documentary | as 

programming. is.. -featured in: ‘the 
new: ATV: lineup. Sir’. Kenneth: 
Clark. is to. visit Venice in June to 
start ‘a major feature on St.. Marks 
Cathedral,: which is scheduled to 
be. transmitted in. the. fall.” Dennis 
‘Mitchell. has’ started. -preliminary 
research. on: a major. feature “de- 

‘Lord 
Francis ; Williams. ‘has. ‘joined the 
station. in. a. creative eapacity and| 

vEhis first .program. will” deal- with 
‘| the. history: of.. trade unions;.: on’ 
‘June 10. the network will ‘screen’ 
|“Horses For Courses,” a: program 
dealing with the. ‘training: of race: 

| horses;..a month: ‘Tater, ‘on. July 8, 
=|there will: be .a study of: mass. 
| acclamation .of entertainers called 

Me: 4.OF A SERIES 

--.|brass- for the. stockholders. meet 
last. week could ‘not help but add 

.| “The Road | to . Beatlemania’: 
-fn'-celebration of the. Shakespeare | 
quartercentenary.- .there. will be} 

{four “half-hour: shows:.. under: the |. 
-| title .of.:“‘Man .of. the ‘Year’ . on. a 

| weekly basis, starting-May 11.. 

— Continued: from page. 106 cesmamas — 

' fin. charge of ‘daytime sales, fol- | 
| | lowed immediately for two’ days in 
--a similar: “getting. to know you’ 

-. spirit. Then, after the ‘weekend, | 

and: 

‘Grade . predicted | ‘that - “Sunday | ; 
a Night. at ‘the | “Palladium” - would | 
‘continue for’. another 10 years. at 

‘| least, and ‘so would “Emergency: 
‘| Ward 10.” ‘The former has. been on. 
| the: ‘air ‘since. the start :of .com- 

mercial’. television. in ‘September 
1955, and: the other has been a top. 

: rating show on a: twice-weekly | | 
basis for: ‘several years... 

CBS ‘Discovers’ 

research. director Jay. Eliasberg: 

Jim Aubrey, plus other top echelon 

~BBG-2° failed’ to. ‘open ‘last: oo 
| all divisions, prexy. Frank Stanton 

“| said; . although Columbia: Records... - } 
| and “the - Owned. ‘Radio. Stations: 
division: were. the. only. two not. § 

{ showing first: - quarter . increases: 
‘this year... He ‘noted; ‘however, that. - -. 

The. CBS" ‘ prosperity, ‘extends. ‘to 

the record company’s dropoff last. 
‘| year “was consistent ‘with that of”. 
‘the: rest. of the recording industry.-. . 
‘and: that. ‘it, continues to .dominate’ - « 
its” field: “We regard ‘this dropoff ©. . 

“although its. effect: Was: * still be-” me 
‘ing: felt in the : first : quarter. ‘The _ 
decline in dollar sales’ was caused. - 
-by ‘a. combination. of. inventory. re-. 4 

temporary,” Stanton. 

: minstrel- «: 

\ from the. ‘$10; 175, 001 registered in. . 
| the- period. in. 1963.- - 

adjustment. and. price’..concessions _ 
at. 

records. for credit last. year. 

<CBS-TV_ atid the Owned. Tele- “4 
-both _ . 

reached: their: . highest: level “in aod 
-1963, and the ‘CBS Radio. network:. § 
‘made | ‘a comeback after a‘two-year . 
-slump with its sales increasing: “‘a.: 
‘full 50%” “last. year. over. 1962, -- | 
CBS Films: Inc.: topped - its. domes- ~~ 
tié sales with international sales. - 

CBS. Inter-.: 
quarter aor 

vision. ‘Stations: division: 

for-the ‘first time, an 
national registered | first 
‘sales. this year “almost half: again 

600%. since: .1949, net ‘income - by 
‘about 900%,- net income per share | 
by about 600%; and, net worth’ by. | 
‘around: 550%. _ 

Mickey’ Rol i July 
‘Hollywood, April 21.. 

- ‘Production will begin - the ‘first 
‘|.week in: July on “Mickey,” “Tew 
|Selmur . Productions > series star-.:. 
Ting Mickey Rooney, to bow on ..- 
-ABC-TV_ next’ season:. . 
Bob Fisher ‘and ‘Arthur “Marx. 

| are producers. of the half-hour sit-. . 
uation. comedy series. a mate 

{made the tour and; following him, ]{¢ 
_ | ¥red. Friendly to gather votes for 
-. {CBS News, ‘And“finally came Herb 
| Carlborg, the CBS director of. pro- 
_-] gram. practices, who . makes the 
“. N.Y.-to-Chi run fairly regularly. |] 

| The preserice. also of chairman || & 
William -Paley, —corporate | prexy |i & 

| Frank Stanton’ and network topper: 

ece. Arr flexes... . ° 

Auricons ... De 
Bries. 

Lighting ‘Is. Aus 
tralia’s. most. bei 

ete . . 
Ulterally!) to. fight 

-2 full-length’ mov- 
* Tes. at ‘one. time. 

Sound equipment. 
- includes . Westrex 
«.»« « Nagra... 
Magnasyne. plus a.. 

‘full zonge of -mi- 
croph-nes:.:.com- | 
pletely “quipped ~~ 
record nc. Thestre. ot 

“The Industry's. main’ bosy of. ‘location work. 
| .. Uncertain scenery and inclement weather - 

§. have been reduced. to a minimum ‘by U.S. 
.producers who have come “down-under’’. to 

'. J .shoet location scenes. in Australia, bho 
| -The ‘Continent offers every: ‘concelvable: type ; 

- Of scenery. .': from: arid desert to: tush, ™ 
-B areen valleys, rich: bushlands and- sweeping. 

"‘intand and coastal valleys. Best of all... ... 
m it's only fourteen’ hours from the West Coast. 

| ARTRANSA PARK TELEVISION PTY. LIMITED 
", WARRINGAH ROAD, FRENCH'S FOREST, SYDNEY, ‘AUSTRALIA _ 
NEW YORK OFFICE: 229 WEST 43RD ST, NEW YorK 36, NY. Tel ad 49058 = 

oe ‘you. are “ planning lecation™ shodting: ‘and 
- wish: to “avoid monotony.’ of: over-used areas” 
oe «. f you want to be ‘sure of iorg periods... 

* ability” of. 
: equipment, contact Artransa. 
‘Park. Studios — Australia’s. 
_fargest. Studios, for feature. mums 

“consistent — ‘weather: plus. the “avall-. 
‘world-standard - 

and ‘television films. -_ 

-Tel:-40,9311. 

. \s CBS has discovered the midwest. 

| eral manager of WVKO- radio for|f 
| the past 15 years, has been ap-|f- 

| pointed v.p. of the Skyway Broad- 
{easting . Corp.,’- station - operators. 
-(Charles. also ‘was reelected..to. the |: 
‘Board. of. Trustees. Irene Hirsch, 

_ v1 | Hirseh;-; ‘founder of.. the. Station, |} 
L APV/4. ” 

to. the. general’ impression. ‘that | q 

--Columbis - — . Bert Chattes, gen- : 

‘Mgt.: FRANK FASKE. 
450 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. YO 

ots EV 46000: 

daughter. of:..the.. late : Gustav |I. 

Was: reelected board: chairman, | 

the *: ‘manufacturer-distributor me 
llevel.””. Retailers. were overstocked: ~: 
in 1962: : he ..said; .and.- this. con-~. 
tributed to.an abnormal. return of 

“as Jarge’’. as . those .. Of: the. same _ 
period Jast ‘year. os 

For a ‘finale, Stanton illustrated oo 
the - financial accomplishments - of... 
‘CBS ‘Inc: over the. past 15.‘years.. | 
Net. sales ‘. have... increased’ some 

aa 
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Drake Hotel, aL 
“Chicage, March 31. 

A : . - Oreh;. $2. 56-§3 ‘cover.’ 

: oe of party spirit ‘and electricity that | 

“| club acts, 

ca . “engaging: patter. and byplay with’ 

= | “night caught - she ‘treated. several: 
“A. tables: partially:.cut..off from the, J: : 

_ | stage‘by @ pillar. with several num-.\ 
<I “bers ‘sung.at’ their table, chatting}. 
“i swith: on-mike | and bringing - ‘them: | 

| . ~ into’the. show,*.: 

of heard. in this. room. 

uae & “Look To. the Rainbow,” a roister-" ff 
ying rendering of “Mick McGilli- 

wee Jigan’s Bail,” a wistful, handling of 

“1° when “Trish: Eyes - Are “smiling” 

a ing i is exceeded only by his skill in 

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY © 

* Carmel. Quinn, Jimmy: Biede . ae ue
 

: 7 “Carmel. Quinn’ ‘was: ia rare re fetus : 
2 in: her “hour-long. ‘opening: night \-. 

AL show: at the ‘swank. Camelila House.. ) 
[> Always. a pérformer of. freshness, =B...- =: 

_|  grace.-and- charm, ‘she. new. rates: #° 
{| -with that-handful of. intimery top- J. 
‘|. liners ‘capable-of creating: the. sort ¢ 

“> Miss: Quinn: nas gabtly graduated > ae 
“f from.a pert.chirp with a basic Gae- | 8 

 lie-gambit to a well-rounded enter-" Jf. 
.f tainer. with a. : maturely beguiling: # o 
| “way: with'an audience. There-is in’ J. 
‘| cher turn -a. blend:of naturalness: ¢ : . 
if ‘and Anow-how that will,’ ‘keep: her} -... 
af An ‘demand for a long time. to.come. 4°: 

i While.:her act is. “essentially .' ef EE 
molded of tunes:from ‘the ould sod, 2°. = 
“iL . it is considerably. enhanced by. her 

I the’ audiénce, “For. instance, on. —_ 

oo Her: ability. to. disarni ‘patrens’ Spl 
7 ‘was. ‘also evident: in her medley.of \-.. > - 

old -tunées which brought forth one’). _ ¢ 
1: of the -better: singalong: ‘Tespenses; | oar 

f°: Miss Quinn’s Irish. nudiibers Ww were . 7 yee og 
2 er ie well-received,’ .-among © ‘them 

[> A:special nod goes te accompanist i
 

“goes with, only, the’ ‘biuechip: supper. : a mo + was 

veel 

~ HEADLINE 
‘RECORDS 

“5123. 

dust Concluded” . 

DRAKE HOTEL 
~-Cameilla. House. 

“Chicago 

““$RO Concert (Mar. | 14)" 

~ CARNEGIE HALL 
New. York 

. _ @s SULLIVAN N SOW. 
CBS-TV. (Mar, has 

‘PRESIDENT J JOHNSON 
a Democratic Congressional 

Dinner, Wash. D.C. 
(Mar. 19). 

7 HE PRICE Is RIGHT”. 
oe a 7 “ABC-TV 

[April 28th thru. May 4th 

. han GAME” 
NBC-TV | 

May, 25th thru + May 2 29th 

May 4 Q Weeks) _ 

QUEEN ELIZABETH. 
HOTEL. Ok 

"Montreal, ‘Canada 

; e oe “May 25 a Week). 

~ MONTICELLO. INN 
. ", “| Framingham, Mass. 

“Summer Stock. 

ine SOUND OF MUSIC” 
* Starring Role. a 

~ Winnipeg, Canada: 

Aug. 29 @ Weeks)” 

_ CANADIAN NATIONAL 
EXHIBITION. 

Toronto. oa 

‘Public Relations: ‘REGGIE. RICCARDI. 
135 ‘West 55 ste — “Clrete 7-1235 
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* Last Friday night' TV. Guide announced the favorite programs. ‘and stars of the 1963-1 964 season, 

“selected by the American television: viewing public i in'the Fifth: Annual TV. Guide Awards. The ABC Television 
Network i is grateful: for this nationwide vote of confidence which j gave ‘us winners i in four of seven categories, _ 

AS well as the nominations for. Combat! (Favo yrite Series), Patty Duke (Favorite Female Performer) 
“and The Patty Duke Show. (Favorite | New Series). rs OE ate 

 ABCI is also: proud to sharé the Special TV Guide Award. given to. all thiee networks for thelr coverage 
of the events surrounding. the assassination of our late president, John FE. Kennedy. 
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‘Foreign WwW Reviews. 
— ‘Continued from page. 117; 

more or less; killed. by the callous-| 
ness of her’ ‘highborn bedmate, - 
“The plot was adequate for - its. wo 

sample of .domestic;. North-country: 
| farce,’ wath Edwards javing for-| 

purpose, . though: somewhat. predict- 
able to addicts ‘of this kind. of. thing. 
Dennis Vance. directed Jack Wil-. 
liams’ production: slickly,. with due. 
average. 

‘ported | the first-rate principals. 
Olta.. 

BOLD AS ‘BRASS 
With. Jimmy .Edwards, ‘Beryl. ‘Reid, 

Orch 
Producer: ‘Philip’ ‘Barker: 

| ters: David Climie, Ron: 1 Watson | a 
Wai ng Y . “Producer: Michael Mills ee & 7 

-| Writer: Ken ‘Hoare | a oe 
25. Mins., Sat:, 8:50. ‘p.m. ; 
‘BBC-TYV; from -London:. 

A recent. play by Ron Watson, 
“Man o” 6Brass,”:. teamed Jimniy 

thesping ‘from. Annette 
regard to -atmosphere,. and, above- 
Andre, John. Glyn-Jones, Graham. 
Crowden, and..Barry Justice. ‘SuUp- 

_BADIO-TELEVISION. = 

Edwards. ‘and. Beryl ‘Reid. as - the | 

‘Briggs, | 
phonium, she a long. suffering lis- 
tener,..A further episode. in. the 
‘Brizzs saga: will be featured. in this 
fortnightly ‘comedy. series, which 
takes its title from thé play’ and 
might have had the courage,’ like 
“Steptoe,” ” to stick to.a single. situ- 
ation throughout its.running.-time. 
‘For ‘the. proceedings. that. lead. up 
to it are somewhat ‘Scrappy, ‘and 
are carried ‘solely. by. the’ informal: 
ease. of Edwards,” relaxed, “jocular, 
‘and broad, and. tha more waspish 
sharpness of Miss. Reid. 
They combined -for the La ‘Re- 

member It Well” duet. from “Gigi,” 
and sparred verbally: ima ‘grace- 

‘he dedicated: to. the: eu-’ 

-ful sort of way. Edwards ‘also gets 
a smalf chance to show his musical 
expertise, by a-brief. display as..a 
eonductor, and ‘a guest spot. was 
filled’. by violinist ‘Stephane: Grap- 
pelly, da good and unusual’ choice,. 
in smoothly. swinging accounts | of 

Ee 

Mgt: William: Mortis Agency’. 

woos, “ae _ . . . Soe ota . . oat . 

‘in retail sales 
per household*. | 

,| Fight materia! smixture. a 

Jit Hyem,. Bill. Treacher, : Steph- |- 

ane Grappelly,: ‘Gordon, Franks BAXTER ‘ON TRAVEL, 
“wit h -Stanley:. Baxter, ; ‘June. “whit:| sat Soe | Vi in Israel : 

‘Michael: 

“How's: “About ™ “You? Qn “and 
| Lady..is:a Tramp.” 

The Briggs item” was’ a. good 

gotten - wedding «: anniversary 
through: his: addiction to ‘his. brass 
band. : Philip - Barker’s ‘production 
could. have been: tighter ‘here, : al-: 
‘though it, was okay’ elsewhere: ‘The 
‘opener, . in’ fact, -hopped. agreeably 

‘| from. point. to. point, and ‘somewhat. 
dissipated its impact, The star per-j} 
-sonalities, however, ‘will. make -a] i 
novel. blend, when: they .find the 

Otta. 

. field, -Christine.. Child, . me nite 
Hall, Edwina ‘Day. 

25 Mins., ‘Sat.,. 8 p.m.. 
BBC-TV, from: London. . 

Scottish. : Stanley... Baxter - once]: 
carved. a nifty: niche. for himself | 
‘aS. a sophisticated : ‘parodist, mainly 
seizing on tv. skeins ‘as: ‘his targets. 

initialler ‘was 

hesive: ‘format. 

“Unluckily, the 

adjacent ‘Tadio ‘and. taking. .it for 

don; he spouted odes in. and-around 
Liverpool, but the. idea largely mis- 

funnier’ than-. the. ‘original.. 

while -irate 

Mill’s s. 

Pointed. - Otte... 

moved tothe ‘night news ‘shift: . 

“rhe| : 

This. new. series promised: to: let 
him loose on: travel topics,- but. the. 

pretty nerveless, |. 
Jargely. * witless, . and lacked. @.CO-. 

. Baxter. appeared. as. a. ‘lecturer: 
introducing. filmed -items with a 
.voyaging. theme. 
lengthiest were the weakest, and 
Baxter could extract little from.a 
sketch. that. had. him -as. a. sleeping 
ear. passenger: on. the: Paris. train, 
overhearing ‘a. crime: play from. an. 

general ‘television. *- : 
Graham met with. Teddy Kolek, 7 

‘head of. the Prime .Minister’s . of- 
fice, in chargé “ef radio, “H. Givton, |. 
head., of _Kol ‘Israel’s: broadcasting | 
cand the educatiori: television which” 
‘is : planned - to . begin. + servicing | 

true.” The: mistaken climax - -had: 
‘Baxter, ‘in’ a variety of..feminine |: 
-getups; “poking mild. fun-‘at Eliza- 
beth. Taylor’s.. evocation Of Lon-}: 

fired. Maybe - “nothing could be]; 

"Lesser. gags were. better” and 
| swifter, -but.. they were... ‘swamped 
bythe more cumbersome pieces,. 
one of . which. - had the. .able June. 
‘Whitfield . in‘ a bleak’: ditty’: about 
Neapolitan’ holidays, . 
‘natives invaded:. her -rented® ‘villa: 

production was [ 
quite deft, but the, Show: disap-| 

| : Raltimore~23 ohn. “Armstrong: has 
joined the: news ‘staff. of _-WCBM 
here, replacing Art Lane’ ‘who has: 

= =e us NTR SHOT |= 
: ~ ON SCOTTISH Vv ce 

Glasgow, “April: 24 
~ Anietican series. continue to’ hold 

-a- high - pla¢e. ‘in’ local. television 
| ratings, both. for the. Central Scot- 
‘land: and : _North-and-North © “East 
‘Scotland. aréas. 

Central . - region: * -.“Beverly’ . Hill- 
billies’’- and “Rawhide”: are. in the 
North. Scotland. Top 10; according 
to. ‘Television Audience . Measure- 
ment. “Ltd: 

“Burke's, Law?" is. in the "Top ‘10. 
in ‘the ‘Border Television area, cov- 
ering southern Scotland’ as well: as. 

1 northwest England. 7 

Tel Aviv, ‘April. 21, 
Robert Gialiam, ‘of . the. Cana-: 

dian “Broadcasting Corp.; 5 left | Is- |. 
rael ‘after. ‘completing .a. survey re-. 
quested. by the Israel (government- 
controlled). Broadcasting . Service, | 
-in. anticipation. ‘of -the carrival . of. 
television ‘in this. country: ‘Graham 
prepared © a ‘plan for instructing 
‘present broadcasting personnel. in: 
television and recommended ..the: 
distribution. Of: present’ manpower 
in. a way to" secure. flawless: .con- 
‘tinuation of. the broadcasting Serv=_ 
ice as ‘well:.as’ the: preparation of. 
‘the required: cadre for -the opera- 
tion.. of-.a smooth - beginning . of 

schools: next: ‘year. - He. also ~ met. 
‘Heads: of this. educational television 
-project,:: - Ruo* (representing Lord}: : 
‘Rotchild of Britain, sponsoring. the 
project). and Zvi ‘Zinder, 
ministrative. director, - 
the. possibilities. that could be made 
available: for” training. Kol Israel's renee 

|- MICHELSON AT LARGE. 
| With Art Michelson, others 
‘t-Producer: Michelson. _ 

staff ‘on: ‘the: ediicational television’ Ss 
equipment... 

Graham’ s* "Suggestions would be 
considered by. the local authorities. 
in’ planning .:grants . and «trips © of 
local personnel for. training abroad. } 
His report would also. be forwarded: | 
to the ‘French . ‘television: authori- 

_Armstrong: was night. ne wes ties who. had’ expressed their in- 

|W editor of WCTC; New. -Brunswick,| 
uh before Joining’ WCBM. : | 

terest in aiding Israel’s television 
which expected: to materialize, .de- 

: ‘| spite. ‘present opposition. by. various 
factors, within the next: four: years. . 

NAB’ $ Program Meets. 
” Washington, April 21. 

~ NAB disclosed it ‘will hold four’ 
programming : meetings’, in. Sep- 
‘tember. * 
~The: ‘pilot. projects:: for’ NAB’s. 

. program. ‘service.-initiated by, prexy- 
Lo ‘LeRoy: Collins will: be in: Palo - Alto, 
"| Galif” (18th): 

That’s Mirineapolis-St: Paul, : 

100,000. WATTS | NBC 
-MINNEAPOLIS « : ST. PAUL 

_ Felicia: Farr. 

Claude Rains 

For details contact’ 

‘town, N.Y. (25th). 

.| might permanently | 
_.,| Studies. and. give programming dope. 

| to. stations, NAB radio veep Sher- 
-Tril Taylor averred: 

| with retail sales of $4,649. per’ | 
household: In this key. mare. 
‘ket, KSTP-TV. ‘is. the first I 
‘television station serving a ; 
810,800 homes, Se 45) 

glini¢ is. 125. - 

Sylvia: Sidney. 
Keenan Wynn 

aoe » and. many: ‘many * more] 

SCREEN GEMS, ~ 

Omaha, Neb.. (21st); 
Memphis, ‘Fenn; 

If the clinics ‘are. successful, NAB 

‘Maximum. : attendance’ for: ‘each 

- poitiand,. ‘MesEugene W. wit!’ 
. “kin has been named a. director ‘of 

“| the. Guy «Gannett . Broadcasting 
“7.1 Services, 

- PWGAN; television. “and. radio sta-| 
| tions.’ here: ‘Wilkin’ joined::it- in 
‘11961 after serving: as-Salés manager’ 
of. “WPRO-TV. ‘ny. Providence, : R. Ty 

- GREAT GUEST STARS 
WEEK AFTER WEEK! | 

which. operates: : 

Eli Wallach: | Peter Falk. lee J. Cobb. 
George: Maharis *. Roddy McDowall Geraldine Fitzgerald | 
Suzanne Pleshette Sam. Jaffe _ bother Adler™: | 

Erie: Portman” ‘Abby Lane °°.’ Eddie Albert. 
Hume ‘Cronyn’ - 
‘Mickey. Rooney 7 

| Dodger: ‘club. 
‘Producer Howard. Coséll couldn't 

have’ chosen ‘more. “wisely: in book- 
ing: Hordce: McMahon as guide- 
narfator... The -vet. actor somehow: 

The . Alfred © ‘ Hitchicock - ‘Hour, my 
“Naked. City” “and .“Route. 66” . are. 
-all' in the: ‘Fop 10 placings’ in| the 

‘Grounds. habitwue: 
-flected-much distinction all around, 
| and - especially. on. ou: Volpicelli’s. 

editing. . 

“: AWith Alexandér. Scourby 
‘Director: Lee R. Potter’ |. 

:| 30 Mins., Sat., 12:30 P m.. we 

Within Four Years! 

-effect’:-by location — “camera “work 

‘its. cad- 
‘discussing: 

| seven :gtiests. comfortably, 
‘shows of-this genre, the strength of | - 
‘the ® "program . depends. entirely. on| .. 
the’ Buests; ‘and. the’ initial. offering _ 
had* a number of articulate speak: 

. ers... : aw 

* Host Michelson, depite. ‘the | Jate|™ 
hour,.came up. with. a lively. lineup = 

included... Minnesota © Gov. | -: 
‘Karl. Rolvaag,. Minneapolis - “Mayor | 
Arthur .Naftalin,;. Bradley Morison]. 
_Jr.; Tyrone. Guthrie Theatre: public} .. 
relations’ director; Barrett ‘Pretty-+. 
man,’.ex-White House’ aide here for |: 

~ | the. Kennedy © ‘Library, and: James |: 
_| MeDonald, ‘director. of « the: State! - 
‘Commission: against. Discrimination. - 

23rd): and: Tarry: 

which : 

‘establish ‘the. 

. they 

| hereabouts. : 

SON Deeg ore sere ee + 

“TV Reviews 
— ‘Continued. trom: page. — — 

‘homer to: Thomson, and wondering | 
. Of: the moral justice of it consider- 
ing he ‘had, been: one of ‘the. more. 
“clean-living” “ players on the]. 

looked ‘the. part of .a. wistful Polo 
-The-: show - ‘Tree 

direction --and.. Ed... Deitch's : film |: 

~~ tour: SCHOOLS HAVE. KEPT us 
FREE... 

WPIX,. N: ¥. (film) ’ 

Ni ational. Education’ Assn... 

the “film. cogently. “presented . 

and other notable. Americans, the 
film... took. the. ‘viewer through a 
‘history of the: country’s. free edu- 
cational.system via stills for: ‘the 
historical aspects and most effective 
location... footage: . for : the current |’ - 
‘scene. At the outset, there is.em-. 
phasis ‘on ‘Ben’ Franklin’ Ss ‘written 
eoncepts. of a-free educational sys-. 
‘tem.’ The. follow-through: shows, .in 
broad. strokes; will show how those | 

.| concepts were ‘activated. and- what. 
‘it meant to’.America’s. millions :-of |. 

:/ immigrants. and ‘ultimately to the} 
‘welfare and growth -of. the nation.. Pd 
“. For. ‘dramatic -effect,. the. com-|-:: : 
mentary, : 
renditions: of: fitting -folk . songs 
which . were.: matched to striking 

around the country. ° 
‘Earlier productions of NEA. have}. 

reportedly - played. as:many as 4001. 
ty stations, and this one (available|= 
‘from .the Association) should’ have. . 
equal success. . . “Bill. 

we. 

. 

Director: Norm. Osteroviak 
60: Mins., Sun; 12:20 a Mm... 
WICN-TY, Minneapolis. . — 
--Minneapolis-St.: Paul ~ area: has| 

never hada locally-originated, laté} 
night discussion program, although 
‘both. “Open... End’”::and ‘“Kup’s} 
Show”: were seen. here’ via. syndica-| 
tion ‘some years. back. WTCN-TV 
has ‘corrected the situation with the 

"| instatlation. of “Michelson at Large” | a, 
“Vin: a post-midnight Spot. following as 3 
‘| the: late’ Sunday movie. — 

|: Format includes: the :w.k. ‘round |. 
a table littered with coffee cups,. but}. 

| there’s no: other way. to ‘seat: six or... 
Like all |- | 

turned the panel: ‘loose ‘on: a: a discus: | | 
sion of the meaning of the-previous | - 
week's primary election. results in} ~ 
Wisconsin and escalated it to a:re-| -. 
‘view. ofthe total civil rights .prob-| :@ 
‘Jem:-“All panel. members got their}. 
‘licks: in; not: surprising, none came - 
“out against civil rights. - : re 

co. :.....Hostings ~chores © are- in "good 
Peas hands with’ Michelson. who ‘well ac-j . 
> | quainted. with: the’ ‘political, scene |. 

aoe He’s also ‘well ‘aware | 
*.1 ¢hat: his : ‘main task is:to get ‘talk 7 
‘moving, not to. ‘dominate ° the air] | 
‘| himself, ‘Production: 
“was: ‘adequate | and” practice : will : 
make it. better; . 

- Considering ‘potential. excitement: 
- of ‘a program like this, the ‘station | . 

+ should: reschedule: it ‘to-. Saturday: 
‘and -preferably. at: an earlier hour. 
Post-midnight Sunday: - ‘is hardly 

:| peak. viewing. time in’ any ‘city, let 
: alone. this. one. : Hugh: 

bk. Charlotte, N. C.—A. three-story; 2 
= $225, 000. building is being. ‘planned |.. 
_| for ‘a. site-near Charlotte: to. house] 

- -. ‘La. new. restaurant and ‘the. ‘studios | 
Te J and. offices of WIsT.: | - 

.a 

Wediieaday, April 22, 1964 

It was. an assignment lay. 
ingly: and. artfully. handled. Pit. 

This show;’ based. on a Life. mag. 
-article “by historian. Henry. Steele. 
‘|-Commager, is : the fourth educa- 

‘| tional special. for tv release: ‘by- ‘the 

Produced” by © Vision Associates, 
its 

‘case that’“Our Schools: Have Kept 
Us.'Free.””: With: a‘script that used 
the words of. ‘Washington, Jefferson |. 

‘Produétion banner,’ joint company - 
‘involving Jaffe. Enterprises | and.” 
‘Miss Shore's: Winchester .. Produc-- 
‘tions., Jaffe" will be: exec Producer, 4 
‘Taping is set. for May. : cole 

: Loren alsg produced: the’ “Cyril” 
‘pilot, : ‘starring. Cyril..Ritchard and. 
‘Jack Mullaney, .which- hasn't. yet 

was: interspersed : with}. 

in -general | 

“Nae s Status ls 
Jaffe Producer | 

- Hollywood, “April 21. ° 
yates, ‘Loren. has: revamped: his: 
contract. with. Henry Jaffe Enter- * 
‘prises, moving from ‘post ‘as. vice- _ 
President: to independent. Producer. | 
status. . oh 
Under. new. deal Loren ‘will pro- 

“duce: seven .one: hour tv. specials. - 
involving Dinah‘ ‘Shore, . with three. 
‘of. them marking Miss: Shore’ s: entry . 
‘into. daytime dramatic*-television, : 

Loren’ has ‘set. Dinah ‘to hostess. 
three’ hourlong dramas for. ABC: | 
daytime airing. Properties have: not”: 

|-yet been.set; although writers: John -: 
‘Furia. Jr., John‘. ‘Dugan; Norman.- 
Lessing and Paddy Schweitzer have. 

* Pbeen. signed. to. develop. five: treat-' 
ce ments, from which three will” be’. 
- selected. ty 

Entire. ‘package. “including ‘the: 
+ four: ‘night time ABC-Dinah specials, -. 
have been purchased by .Purex, with 
$1,000,000. alotted‘ for the seven 

strings © are. held. “by © ‘women. and. 
there is a- ‘Major’ daytime. femme 
audience. that is ‘wasted with. cur- 
reht daytime. programming. . 

- Shows will go ‘under the ‘Sewanee: 

sold... - Currently, he is prepping - 
Series. “The Farmer From Palernio’ 

fens Legend » oe and,. :with- Furia, 
Hunter.’ ” 

_OKAY. KTWR-FM. SALE 
_ Washington; “April a1: 

FCC's. Broadcast ‘Bureau okayed.: 

Inc. 

| COST- PER- 
| THousanp: 

“Computerfixen. e 
~ Nalehenfolkeruglen 
oe Sroupencost 

me We love to olay” 

“the numbers.’ : 

* Weiwint © 
are | 

po That's ‘what's $0. different 

_— about ABCin Milwaukee, - : 

7 witl ve 

- Primestime looks great, 
Do Consistently, Number us 

= Co ahead — coinpute = 

“. We compete 

aks 

a! 

witi-tv 
M ilwaukee: 

A STORER STATION.” 

shows. Daytime: ‘specials. have been-. 
set. because . Loren * feels -: purse’ — 

the. $20, 000: sale ‘of. KTWR-FM, -. ~~ 
‘Tacoma, Wash. ‘from . Thomas . Wil: ° 
j-mot Reed ‘to ‘Tacoma Broadcasters’: 

“Buyer owns KTAC-AM, ‘Tacoma. ; 
———— | . . , 

7 ‘among your ft lends a 
a 
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SE _Wedneoday A April 23, 1964.” ne Petr ag Wha. + ‘ gp , 

| we ‘Two! hour, closed-circuit production, starring the greatest 

ae array of. talent: ever ‘assembled . in. the. most significant 
a entertainment event « ever produced. 

_ ‘Never! before and: never again! aes ae 

In observance of the tenth. anniversary of f the L u: s. . Supreme, 

- Court ruling a on n school segregation. 

oT if i is ni i i H ul EB an il i Li TU i i il { ak i i a 
—_——— 

° os St a r r j in gm li sl ala 

“Mlsted alphabetically) 

‘CANNONBALL ADDERLY ~ SAMMY DAVIS, aR CAROLYN JONES © 
EDBEGLEY: = ~ RUBY. DEE pen BURT LANCASTER 
HARRY. BELAFONTE ant DILLARD ~ © PIPERLAURIE 

- TONY BENNETT = —=s DUKE. ELLINGTON _ AGNES MOOREHEAD 
~~ LARRY BLYDEN- “LON FONTAINE DANCERS. -RODDY McDOWALL 
- “RICHARD BURTON “GLORIA FOSTER | _- SIDNEY POITIER 

GODFREY CAMBRIDGE JACKIE GLEASON - ROBERT PRESTON 
 BILLCOSBY. DICK GREGORY «DELLA REESE» 

DOROTHY DANDRIDGE “LENNIE HAYTON ~~ EDWARD G. ROBINSON, 
_ JAMES DARREN o 2 AENA HORNE | “ELIZABETH TAYLOR 

OSSIEDAVIS: MAHAL JACKSON _ CAMILLA WILLIAMS: . eof oe TS 
er ote wes a er 

* . . of . . . eo . . . 

. 73 oa : wor te, . oy . “ Loe oot Cotes os : ate . . at _ en ee SS SS a LS SN os . 

| 

THT 
es a 

oe . . 

me . ra ‘ . : 

anna A LE in I tt il HA I l cm vr ih Wa nA nA wT ta i i ii Hi aE? eau 

~ Madison ‘Square Garden, New York 
k ced: 

“Already B Boo . _ Sports Arena, Los Angeles 
as \KRON © wet ”-CEINCINNATE ° aoe ~ HARRISBURG” rire MINNEAPOLIS | “ RICHMOND. 

~ ALBUQUERQUE S -: (CLEVELAND <- wes, HARTFORD wee . waawee ST. LOUIS. 
< ATLANTA a .- “COLUMBIA, SE. 2%, -HOUSTON © an a wo | 

BALTIMORE *  GOLUMBUS: ** | bees 4° JACKSON, MISS. ae NEW ORLEANS aN ANTON 
* BOSTON.” ‘DALLAS: oe wl KANSAS®CITY, ‘MO. re 
BUFFALO | ., DENVER.) 0808 . LAWTON, OKLA. Diep OMAHA ; _SAN JOSE 
‘CHARLOTTE;. Ne: / DES. MOINES”. 2-02 “LITTLE -ROCK - " PHILADELPHIA . he - SEATTLE 
CHATTANOOGA : .-DETROIT 2 fe. LOUISVILLE: - _= PITTSBURGH - 228. TUCSON. 
~ GHICAGO ” we Pap aes "GRAND: RAPIDS ar MILWAUKEE. wt J PORTLAND, ‘ORE, a WASHINGTON, D.C. 

| >For Information and Terms 

"Telephone - — Write — Wire . 

~ FREEDOM THOR, INC. 
OLIVER A. ‘UNGER, President 

“oe [NEW YORK CITY: BEVERLY. HILLS, CALIF.: 
76: $: Broadway, 6th Floor 233... Beverly Drive: 

(aM: £ C6650 - | 213: BR-2-3006 

BE rm you | ‘have. booked ‘quother closed: civeuit’ attraction during the: s0-toy- - oo 

Be . period: before or. after. ‘May 14th, substantial : savings | oe r pouible.. fay = oe 

; es 
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WV Followup Comment 
——————— Continued. from: page: iv 

technique: of’ ‘running - the’ sets: ‘to- WMCA. prexy, among “many others. | 
Credit: Morse’ with retaining. in- 

terest throughout all the talk by} 
fine eufting and . exciting pictorial | 
displays. 

"Horo: 

‘DuPont Show of. the’ ‘Week - 
“A Day Like Today,” ‘was a mel. 

let which did little more. than fill 
the time between the many blurbs 
for DuPont's synthetic: fabrics Sun- 
day night (19) on. the ‘NBC-TV 
“DuPont. Show . of the. Week. rf 

Apparently DuPont ran out © ‘of 

synthetics, 

bottle from the medicine closet. It 
looked as though not even NBC 
knew when this thing was supposed: 
to end. In.what. was. probably. 
meant” to ‘be: the ‘climactic scene. 
between Carney. and -his secretary 
(discovered. love), 
-takenly dropped. in. the voice-over 
-of the blurb. for the next “Show of} 

‘completely: garbling. the Week, ” 
the scene. | 

Carney, who was ‘ealled ‘upon 20 
choke and gag ‘between flashbacks 
of. avery. tough’ day. at. the office. 
‘that preceded ‘his: .grabbing “the 
poison from the: medicine closet; 

: had few. effective. Tooments.. The 

: Appearing “EAST ‘night | 
Jon the. JACK BENNY SHOW 

‘Associates: .. 
‘because -this - ‘Stanley: 

Greenberg script never did ‘really. 
end. Star. Art Carney. was left! 
gasping. in his: livingroom, headed}. 
for his final reward: after’ ‘starting |- 
‘the hour by. grabbing .the. wrong| .. 

N:Y. World’s:Fair:was . 
a trailer last. Tuesday’(14) night on |. 
“WCBS-TV, .N.Y.-The. trailer, featur- | 
‘ing Fair impressario,; Robert Moses, |. 
‘and ‘shots of the upcoming: ‘of Flush- |- 
‘ing. Meadows, : -failed to. engender. . 

the web mis- excitement. on the” ‘home L 

‘documentaries, - 
sights. It. was. as. if exec producer’ 
‘Ned. Cramer’ and. ‘produeer™ ‘writer’ 
‘Bernard. Beame: looked . on. their: 
-calendar,. 
‘Opening one: week. away, and. said. 

| ets do: the Fair.a favor and :do.an_ 
-come-on. : slow. :: Only. 

| trouble with .that- orientationa | 
| guess ‘based’ on. the. results—is that 
it leads. to dull show... 

|. CBS. News. “correspondent . Bill. 

} audience - 

-gether for the flashback’ ‘sequences 
would have béen, a: good. idea, with 
a. stronger. story:.” 

..: Okay under ‘the. circumstaiices 
- ‘were . Kathleen © Maguire . as: Car-. 
‘| ney’s: secretary; " Janice Hanson. as: 

his.- daughter ‘and Dennis. Cooney. 
as his..son.:But of. all the copouts 
tv. Scripters: have used ‘this. season | 
(“we lIeave .it-up to: -you; viewer, to 
finish. the story”) this” Awas. the most 
contrived.: 
‘This “one ‘was out: of ‘the ‘Talent 

and Tom. ‘Donovan’ ‘director. . —_ 
. e: ‘Bill. = 

eos Eye on. New. “York _ 
“Today's: (Wed.) © opening ‘of: the 

preceded” ‘by 

‘any. - 

screen:  - - 

Fault - of | this outing ‘and ‘others | 
on.“Eye-on. New. York”: this season |” 

fig that. they. resemble. industrial 
films, -full- of -puffery,, rather. than: 

‘replete © ‘with: . in- 

saw -the -World’s’* Fair 

Leonard - “played Straightman: - to: 

“Hi Moses. Leonard said ‘his ~ people’ 
a -estimated ‘that..the: Fair. could cost’ 

S $54: to. anyone wanting . to: see all. 

4\-the paying -attractions.. “Moses re-{ 
sponded: that .75% 

4 - [hibits “are: free. “Leonard . ‘asked 
Moses if. he had: worries. about. the: 
‘Fair. “T- wouldn't tell. you: if. L had,’ m 
Mosés replied. in”: effect. . 

News’ pegs’ like : the “threatened. 
| stall-in by: the’ ‘Brooklyn. ‘chapter. 
-of CORE were. ignored. in the .pro-: 
‘gram. There: were some. interesting. 

- Th shots: of the Fair: Information and 
“Hy insights, : though, were cheld | to: a 

bare = minimum. Horo: : 

-Paramount _hopper, | 
with Jacqueline. ‘Babbin. producer | 

background, he. -maintained, ~ 

| ‘McMillan Bounce” 

of the Fair ex- |.” modern. ‘timepiete—and: 
duced | several new: ‘features to the,| 

Independent’ - 
setup. cs 

= willing ‘to shate in the: gamble, By ea 
. ° F-doesn’t .mean..a-:helluva: lot,” ‘he. °. 

‘1 said. ‘But pending similar action by’ : 
2) the. other .guilds, the: royalty plan |. 
“| can’t: ‘be meaningful,” he added.: © 

: Summing up, McDermott opined: 
that. “the day ofthe small ‘indie |. 
producer is- ‘virtually: extinct,” that 
the: vidpix. biz has’ gotten “too big” 
today. 
-He.- pointed. to.” “the” (sucessful: 

Danny - -Phomas-Sheldon. -Leonard 
coméedy operation, and -said . ‘this. 
could not have been. ‘started today , 
—the ‘mushrooming | from) ‘a’ -one- 
show firm: into’ an empire in’ tele- |: - 
‘pix: Thomas-Leonard: ‘combine’ to-|- 
day ‘has: ownership. ‘participation: ‘in: 
six’ half-Hour. “comedy: series “It 
would: be. possible for ‘one or: two. 
shows, but™ not: for as. ‘extensive’ an 
operation . ag . ‘the ‘partners: have, |-. 
under" today’s changed | ‘economic. 

Gives Rediffusion | 
‘ABrit. TV Facelift}: 

“London, April. 24: 

“Rediffusion; ‘the London. com- fe 
mercial’ tv: station’ “which: operates 

“the ‘plum ‘Monday-to-Friday fran- 

| chise and. has a potential audience 

of ‘more than: 10,000,000, vis’ being |. 
: given a face. lift. ‘The: “new. skin” 

is..the.-first: fruits | of ‘a néw ‘policy. 

set generally, to streamiline the stax. 

tion's operation.. ; *. oa 
Now under the aegis: of general | 

‘anager: John . “McMillan, “Rediffu-. 

1 sion. has turfed out the old ‘station: |: 

identification’ system—the. famous, |. - 

| nications: Ine. and: KCMO— Business. ‘Music. Services: 

report to, him as sales: manager: of: the former, ‘and. Rick Drew ‘as sales. _ 

: KCMO is one- of the stations. in. the ‘Meredith Ca 

but. dated, ‘clock with, heraldic: -ani-. 

‘mals,. ete. has- been: ‘donated: to -the’ 

Science: Museum and: replaced’ ‘by 

schedule: 

' ~ -MeMillan: has started, for exam-- 
‘ple; local: news flashes. ‘for: London |" 
in addition ‘to. the existing’ ‘news |. 
specials which ‘emanate - from the | 7 

“Television © : News: 

“Cyril Francis, program planning 
| exec under controller ‘Lord Windle-: 

=| sham, “says: *“We - are - now... going. 
‘| out: -for a: larger audience. earlier 

~ MeDermott 

. - said ‘McDermott 

: | operation . about. a year ago.’ Its 

“New York's largest specialists in 

‘motion picture 
-&TV insurance. 

(cast, film, weather, liability, 
. cameras, PrOpS, plagiarism... ) 

WIN KLER ASSOCIATES, Lt: 
120 W. 57. St, New York 19, Circle 7-3366. 

| movies. tv, STAGE. MODELING, 
TALENT. HUNT — 
-ROBERT GRAHAM, Met. 
Personal Representation of - 

BOYS AND GIRLS (age ATO” 
Send Resumes & Pictures to 

ROBERT GRAHAM . 
130 Bast 18th St.” New York 3, N ¥,. 

TRANS: x 
TELEVISION GORP, 

presents: 

| | mented: MeDermott,: 
.¥ firm’s.. 

MV for- 
‘Dermott. 

. very difficult to. survive’ ‘without’ 
- distribution .. company,”’ com- 

adding: “his 
“domestic * ‘syndie- ‘branch 

has - “grossed $7,500,000 to date, 
and the . foreign “syndie 

ever beeii,” said’ the prexy, attribut- 
ing this to the: success. of the com-. 

‘| pany'’s: syndication:: division; 
| hourlong series (‘The Rogues” and |. 

‘| Out-of-Towners,”” 
ding Page ‘and: Glenn Ford, in’ as- 
“sociation with Martin Manulis. Pro-. 

| ductions, a. Warner Bros. release, 
. also" other. pix. upcoming. 
In’ syndication, ‘the - 

guild’s- conversion. from residuals 
41 to the. royalty plan has. not aided | 

| the picture :too:.much “and: “won't: 
| “until the .actors and-directors. go. 

observed: ..Me=} 
“Until the other.. guilds 

S! go. for the royalty. Plan and are 

: goyalties,” = 

(in. the “evening.” © 
~ a ewill: bring - Rediffusion ‘in-line with 

ad —_ Continued from pase: to _—— |. Granada-TV, 

@ {off the. hook,” 
| pointing. -to- Four’ Star’s, formation | 
- of its « -domestie ° syndie- company. 

| two. ‘years. ago: and foreign syndie. 

‘arm |. 
lover $2,500,000.’ : Four Star’ has al” 

hacklog of 1.465, films, ‘he. pale children’s . series:-is. the” splitting 

| funneled: into -syndication: to-date. 
~ |<. Four Star had six series on the 

‘networks only two. years ago, .only 
|to lose. them: all, ‘yet. “ironically, 
| we're. in‘ the -best -position. .we’ve" 

‘two- 

“The | 

“cwriters’ 1 

A move . which 

-a> ‘Weekdays-in-the-. 
North indie,. which is scoring: 40-50" 
ratings: “from 6: p. m: .onwards.: 

Among” the. new light’. enitertain- 
ment attractions. planned by . ‘the 
‘station | Gehich, incidentally, is in- 

} creasing - its. light. entertainment. 
the’ company. is.a ‘Shakespearean. output by approximately 10%;-.ae= 

cording’ to. Elkan, .Allan,. station’ Ss; 
“variety topper),.. is a. new: special | 

 Skedded: for. 
“May 6; spec will be. written’ round 
‘the - group and produced by.- Jack. 
Good, who is: being flown in- - from. 

with: The- Beatles: - 

the U.S: to handle: the chore.: =. 
Among: the: early -evening new 

‘atmosphere” - of . the: original, “the 
‘second becoming a :more~informa-. 
tive.show called “Know How.” New 
‘local:. p.m:«-kiddie: show . slated. is.’ 
“The. Drawing’ Machine” . w hich: 
bows”. May: 4. “Station “has: : also | 

“Burke’s' Law’) ‘firmed for next } picked. up: “The ‘Littlest Hobo”. for) = , 

p season; . two. live series. set; «plus: 
theatrical ' film production, - 

starring’. Géral- | 

. pre-prime time: beef... 
For - prime. time; Rediftusion” has'|. 

inked: in a-13-segment naval. com-| 
edy. outing: called: “HMS Paradise.” 
‘And it: is. retreading the. “Dickie |. 
‘Henderson: Show” . ‘and “Our Man: 
At St. “Marks” with’ ‘Donald: Sinden. 
“On. the: more: serious: side, outlet 

is” prepping a. ‘controversial. -doe. 
“Black, Marries. Thite”’ (about 
Mixed: matriages), 

Shakespeare's time until now, .and 

| manager. of the latter. . 
Publishing - Co.. group. 

intro= |: 

then. ooks . forward. Tes ‘pringing t + 

‘ealled “Why. I..Believe” featuring | 
-w.ky local names: who. Bive. reasons 

readying. a ‘new’ schools program: ” 
for backward. children. in an at- 

idea: of an.adult world. Also in] | 
~. |) the. works. ‘is ‘an’ interview - skein, |. i 

“The Young: Tigers,’ 
Britishers 
‘mark before ‘the age of 35. 

‘ment,” and groups. of plays ‘on re- 
: | lated. themes;; adaptation. of -works: 
by. Pirandello, Henri de- Monther- 
‘Vjant, Nigel: Balehin and H: E. Bates. 

1 of the: popular’ “Five. O’Clock-Club”’ | 
into -two ‘Separate - -shows, the: first: 

| retaining. the name .and the “party: 
‘continues .and -it will. continue to'| 

{ the Week” play skein: 

with: pathology. and forensic: medi-| 

‘packaging business, is preparing alr 

tan” ‘educative’ 
skein’ called. “Towards ; 2000—The. 
Britain : ‘We. “Make” ‘which: traces’ 
the U.K.’s scientific’. growth. from New York for. the first. week. of his |] 

! flip,” then: he. moves. to Hollywood. } ; 

Storer ‘Broadcasting. gross reventies for t
he first. quarter: of. 1964 a 

| hit a‘ record ‘$10,238,100: while: net earnings dipped to a figure ‘below, 
the profits for the similar period of 1963. 
‘Net. after taxes for:the first quarter’ of. 64” was. $1; 504, 800, $32; 400 

| less ‘than. the - profits <of -$1,627,200 earned ‘in the. first quarter..of '63;. °°: 
fp Group prexy ‘George. B: Storer Jr. said the.main factors.in the- decline oO 
were. the $111,000-‘increase in- interest expense: on bank. loans and: a. 
return to normal operations. in New York and. Cleveland’ (where first 

| quarter. earnings -were ‘inflated through newspaper strikes in- 1963)..: 
*The total gross revenues: for the first - quarter. of. 1964. ‘were up 4.8%. 

over the same © period: in, (1963. - 

“Rnsign O'Toole, ” the ‘half-hour comedy which- had an NBC-TV: run 
and.is getting a: ‘spring-summer. rerun for ABC-TV. Thursday. nights, was. «> ..:'~ 
‘torpedoed good. in its third outing after. having ‘preemed. with a Nielsen. °° >... 

“Dr. :Kildare”. on NBC-TV- and. rating that topped the competition, 
“Perry. ‘Mason” on- CBS-TV ; 

. Week of -April 6-12: (Thursday, ‘April 9),. “NBC-TV's medic’ hour was. up 
} ‘to a. 22.8 ratitig for 35% share in: the 30-market MNA’s (the rating in. 

~ | "which. “O’Toole” scored -initi "37. while “Mason” had climbed. back to-a. 
so £179 rating ‘for 27 ‘share.. “O'Toole” was sunk’ to a ‘13. 6 rating and.a 21 .. 

| share. - 
tf. “Kildare” - actually took over the. lead. again. in: ‘the. second: week” ‘of: ele 

| “O'Toole,” ” while the N avy comedy still managed: to slightly. ton: “Mason.” mole 

“ABC apparently: is the only. web to ‘be repped. by. talent at this week's 2 
‘annual’ meet. of: the American Assn. of Ad. Agencies. at White: ‘Sulphur. 

| Springs,. .. 
The net's news heavyweights-—Howard Smith, ‘Ed ‘Morgan and Bill 

Lawrence—are booked: for Saturday’s - (25). windup session. ‘to. Stage. 
a panel. discussion on. “Politics: 1964.” ~ 

|. It’s-part of a: heavy: sked of personals. by: Smith and ‘Morgan; prompt- . 
| ‘|e by their new. co-starring roles: as Pundits for ‘ABC ‘News: © 

“Richard D: “Heffner, former Vv. p. "and g. m. of New. York's educational . 
station’ WNDT and now a eommunications consultant, has signed. with’ 
‘Simon. & Schuster. for. a book dealing: with the role. of ‘broadcasting in 
‘American life.” 
. Heffner, who: ‘taught history. at Univ. of California, ‘Rutgers, ‘Columbia 

7 and Sarah: Lawrence, has been. a ‘producer-moderator with NBC: and 
director of special . projects at ‘CBS-TV. Among, his current clients ‘as. 
communications ‘consultant. are. ‘Time, - Inc., ne Electric’ and: the 
American. Assn: for the Advancement of Seience. 

KOMO Broadcasting. (AM-FM-TVY has. purchased. the’ ‘Kansas . City- 

based. ‘electronics. engineering . firm, _Audio ‘Communications. Ine.;. for: 
an undisclosed sum, ‘The-firm is engaged in the sfle, installation: and A 

“servicing: of. commercial sound. “equipment and clesed circuit ‘tv: are 
Max ‘Williams will.serve as- general. manager. of both Audio ‘Commu-_ * 

-Art. Wearth, will 

Charles: Collingwood; ‘European. ‘correspondent for. CBS. News: - will 

7 do the.-series of: political portraits of English leaders«for ‘Associated 

“Television, ‘not :for Independent: Television Authority, .as .erratumed..’ 

ATV: “requested - Collingwood, seeking :a non-political correspondent 

for. the ‘geheditled: interviews. Request was okayed. by. | CBS. 3 News: ° — 

REAL ESTATE; — in a midweek ‘religious * series. 

for ‘their -faith. | ne 
Additionally, R e di ffusion is 7 

tempt .to.- -help them adjust to the’ : a 

‘featuring’ aR 

SEAITIFULY Y RESTORED 1780 COLONIAL Wve 
}- 1\rooms= 5 bedrooms- 4 baths- maid's roorn. 

Among: the .drama_ ambitions. of | 2acres on-wdoded hillside-very easy to. - 
| paintain: ! Fast commuting from Stamford or © 
New.Canaan,*75,000. professional appraisal 

“who have. ‘made their. 

project,. “A:. Midsummer. :Night’s 
Dream, a ‘which | will. be broadcast 

Bre sie, wal be bowie | REDUCED TO S5Q000 FIRM! 
another~ major - “production, “Dos-.} Send forillustrated Mer +RW. COWAN, 
toyevsky’s . ‘Crime’. and ‘Punish-| 424 CASCADE RD.,NORTH STAMFORD, CONN. 

“OR PHONE NEW CANAAN:203-966-2362 ” 

Station’s click. No. Hiding Place”. 

AT. SEAVIEW - 
June thru. Sept: Featured in New 
York Herald Tribune. 
anf Spring and: Fall.- 

contribute to the all-web, “Play of | 

One new action series. on. the | 
drawing board is: a. one-hour: show 

re ” lj , 

called. “Professor Smith,” dealing | from wrap-around deck -terrace. 24° 

sleeprooms, . 2. ‘baths. 

Fireplace and luxury: ‘builtins. 

cine. : : { sleeps 8.. 5 

oe i corner Bayview and ivy. F aster’ $ ‘London to. S. 
i..." London, April 21. . 

- Agent Harry’ ‘Foster, who has: ale. 
sizable stake. in. .the- British tv | 

- BURN. “APTS. a | 
10 mins. to TIMES SQUARE 

HOTEL ‘MAYFLOWER,. 
Ave. (Journal Square); 

three-week — trip. to. the .U. Ss. “on 
Thursday. .(23)." 

. He. is expected. ‘to. huddle’ with 
William.’ Morris‘ -eXeCs. and. . dis. on’} 
the lookout: :for “ more “shows: to 
bring ‘-to™. the. ‘U:K,. Foster. visits’ 

Jersey City.. 

Elevator, $30 per week and ‘UP. 

‘DIAL 201. HE 50121 

1 5 Madson ive, NY, b. 
) Zi € Phone PLI- 3110. 
< MCMUI Trans tux Television Corporation 

" 

cee ee 

FIRE ISLAND eae | 
Location. rentals. any 

High. set—lush island ‘and bay. views” a 

duplex raftered LR-all-electric house |. -° | 

| A showplace for showpeople: at a a 

7 ‘ARTISTS J AND WRITERS—PI 7-630 ve a 

“65 Tonnele si 

‘14 and 24 rooms, no lease, no secur fe 
| ‘ity, ‘hotel and. maid ‘service. G & H.. | - 



.” moving | 
_ Communist. countries. asa. private|> - 

-."f., enterprise ‘under’ im pre 8 ario. 4 
we Harold Leventhal.:: - . 
oo: Just back from-a ‘trip to Moscow, i 

: we Story.” 
. <. packages 

“The Magic: Mountain’ 

. where’. he -joined Pete. ‘Seeger: for}. 

his. “concert . dates, there. Leventhal 

has been given: the: go™ signal: -by |. 
g overnmental bureaus .in the 
Soviet. and.-Poland ‘to bring. over] © . 

boone additional: 
fo) year: . . 

| “Although a ' private . ‘enterprise, 

-folle : cbackages © next 

“thal: or the - artists~. 

some’ -modest. percentage ‘of* cash 

_ permitted for the.’ “upcoming folk, 

| WNC’ $ Tabunski 2 packages. ” 
“o. In “any: . ‘case, 

‘famiilies. . Seeger ~ 

7 at. no cost.. 

- Leventhal’ airéady. has ‘set a tour} 

: for-: ‘Leon: Bibb in’ Russia starting 

“4n August. Bibb‘ will also: take_ his |... 
_family: Next spring, the ‘Leventhal }. 

"packages: will .eonsist.. of a maxi-|. 

“ot. “mum of five. folk. singers: and in. 

ae strumentalists. - 
“The bid -to ‘Leventhal. was made. 

oS opfter:, Seeger’s- click in’ Moscow, 

“".where’~' the: ‘folksinger had «the. 

Sc .-Russians joining in. an ‘Americaii- 
: “eommunity-sing. -- Leventhal: 
-reported’ that: :the. “Russians ~ are 
‘type °. 

particularly ° interested ‘in. Ameri- 

‘Can guitar. and banjo music. 

‘on its own. ethnic. music; Seeger’s 

concerts . Soft-pedal - the: “folksong” 

“billing: Instead,°. he’s:: been. ‘pro-|' 

- moted -as .a- singer. of blues, ballads 

7 and. ‘cowboy: songs. 
Seeger, who- has been ‘the. center | are limited. to. 

“lof considerable political. contro- 
“‘versy in this ‘country, was. invited 

to Russia ‘as. an ‘artist’ and-. is 

being: treated. strictly. as an artist, 

| ny ‘Leventhal. said. . 

: VICTOR'S. IP TEN WITH | 
GINN & CO. PUB FIRM 
In cooperation. with’ ‘one of the 

country’s. ‘leading: textbook. pub- 

lishers; Ginn: ‘& °Co., ‘RCA: Victor: 

-has_ launched. a new children’s ed-.| - 

ucational.: Series ‘titled .“Dance-a- 

~ developed . with | .gchools, dance | 

 __ studios,. libraries, ete. as. the: “‘po-. 
” tential. ‘Market. 

_. Anne: *: Lief 4” Barlin, : Coast 

“dance ‘educator, “conteived the 
oe idea of ‘the’ series. 

‘. Birst. titles. are - ““Noah’s. “Ark,” 

| loons.” : 
"Texts. have . been: written. . -by. 

“Paul and Anne Barlin with, music | 

by. Paul ‘Schoop. ‘Ray: Sacher, man-}|. 

ager. of : Victor’s educational - sales, 

oi fs handling the merchandising: op- 

wR eration... 

: Gp Ups Bob Taylor, 

In ‘other ‘staff. appointments, ‘Bob 

‘national:, sales: ‘department. 

ter’s - former: south-midwest.. ter: 

carne ritory:": 
George ‘Osaki: ‘was: upped. ‘to “art 

-:"-@irector - for, Capitol, 
- the label's: album. « covers. 

» ‘Red Lips tore Kissing. ‘Richard ~ | 
., ‘She Loves You noe 

‘= there isn’t ‘much. monetary: “profit |. - oo 

“?>: gn this: venture: for either ‘Leven- 
since the] 

-:’ Russians. do. not permit coin: of} 

“their realm‘ to. be: exported. How-|.- 
-ever, the Riuissians: ‘indicated that |.’ 

‘perhaps’ next-year there. ‘would | be |- 

oe the: artists “ean. 

~ 4 enjoy. an: all-expenses. once. dver of | 

Russia: for themselves and: -their| ~ 
is ‘seeing... the |- - 

Soviet “with * his- ‘wife. and children | 

‘music on the: formula: music-and-., 

broadcasters ‘who do: not: program | 

lar music. stations .are -téendgers | 

‘power. to: swell. rating. figures, but./: 

2 f tomers. 
Because of Russia’s: heavy: accent |. 

fact;. said: that -it” “was ‘propaganda 
‘by .those “broadcasters...who: have . 

“| supported. ‘the: mythology. *. about} 
popular - ‘music stations : for. : COM= 5 
petitive ‘Teasons.”?: . 

New. Mexico Broadcasters Assn. in: 

‘easters” 

‘ing their own brand. of radio.” 

ers: ‘that the. radio. industry - lacked. 
Initial. ‘Telease © ‘of -four. 
is’ aimed: at. ‘the - age | 

proup -of ‘three. to: ‘12. and: has -heen’ 

"| False propaganda: about the nature 
‘-of.the radio audience, ‘he added; 

° Bach “packa ge | Tadio millions of dollars; - 

2 gontains a: seven-inch LP: ‘contain- 
oi. dig. original . and - story narration. | 

"= plus. a. ‘printed’ illustrated ..text. 

” and “Bal: 

|-make’ their: raps - Stick.- 
~| instances,” he -said,. 

_ ‘}and instant. labelling: of radio: sta-. 
- tions is an easy substitute for. Pre- 

Other ‘Staff Shuffles s 
“Bob ‘Taylor has been “named to. 

_ the. new ‘post. of eastern rack: sales |. 

"~™anager. for ‘Capitol. Records Dis- | 

 tributing Corp. He had, been sales'| ’ 
ton::| 4 manager of Cap’s branch: ‘in. Bos on: . disks. ‘under’ th e label “of -Every- |: 

|) man | Classics.’ 
Keels. was" promoted from regional 

manager “to ‘service: manager of the: 
. Dick} 

“Miller’ ‘succeeds Keels.-in ‘the: Jat- 

: $1.98 | for.. monaural. and $2. 98 for}: 
stereo. rey 

“Barbirolli. and, additional reissues: 

more. ‘releases by Barbirolli as well | 
supervising. ; 

ye, fall. 

“F Folk Music Bat mp Fil ls roi “ 
Tous  Ameriéan folk music; which’ has}- 

- been. ‘omitted. from. the... official, , 
-. ~qultural - exchange: program of the 
“US: State. Department, ‘will be] 

-into: Russia’ and other]. 

German Disk Best Sellers} : 2 
To Frankfurt; ‘April 21. 
Darling” Caroline... Ronny. 

(Telefunken) : _ ; 
Hold. Your : ‘Hand. se Beatles. 

_.., (Odeon).: _ ut 
You, Can't Forbid Me . ; ‘Spier: wl 
+ - (CBS) * 7 
When. Combors: Dream. -Kilius. 

(CBS). |. " 
- Lady ‘Music .- _:Mareh: - 

(RCA) ° 7 

«Columbia) « 
‘Beatles “ 

» Lopez _ 

.-Distel a ” 

“(Odeon 
America: . eee eee a 
(Reprise)... - 
Place: Beside. Me 
(Polydor) | i 

-Mama_: ; 
"¢Telefunken) ” 

” Manuela 

Blasts Detractors 
-OFRERE ormula | 
Wiio. listens ‘to. the rock’ me “roll 

news stations? - According to. many 

musie - according to. the. bestselling 
charts, .the. audience ‘for ‘the popu-. 

and -moppets: ‘who .may. ‘have the 

do-.not pack: much. weight. as. “cus- 

*Steplién B:. ‘Labunski, Vv De and 
general Manager : of WMGA, N.Y 
one of the leading exponénts - of} 
programming | according: to. .the | 
charts, charges: the. conception: that 
audgences of pop. music . stations |. 

“unruly | Kids - or. 
underprivileged . adults, a ~has* never 
been. 

Speaking “last- week’ before. the:| 

the: city <of- Albuquerque, . the | 
WMCA exec ‘advised: these. broad 

to “forgo --the:.. _rabbit. 
punches and ° “coticentrate.. ‘on: ‘Sell- | 

Labunski warned: the broadcast: 4 

“the... kind. : ‘of margin. which -can. 
assure: - 15 -.of uniform - prosperity |. 
and. strains of another : 15. years. of 
civil war”. among: station’ ‘operators. 

has. been responsible’. for. costing, 

(Research. data made by. the’ disk 
manufacturers’. ‘indicate’ that rock | 
“'n’. roll has‘ an: audience: dispersed | 
among _ all ‘-age - groups, but - . the. 
heaviest. .coricentration . of : pur- 
“chases: of teen beat. music el 
place ° around. ‘the age. of. 16" and } 
younger.):” , 
“Labunski ‘asserted that: ‘the’ crit- 

jes: of . the: popular musit’ stations-.. 
have : been:..resorting ‘to.. all sorts 
of verbal ‘gimmickry: in. trying: to: 

“In many-.: 
“name . calling: 

cise’ definitions.” 

Vanguard: Preems New 

chew line of ‘lowpriced. classical. |. 

“LPs will sell. for {: 

> First: ‘yelease : ‘consists. of. five 
LPs featuring. conductor Sir John | 

of - works - conducted ‘by.:. Mogens | 
‘Woldike:. Vanguard is planning. ‘SEX. 

as.some | additional’ reissues. next | 

Lowprice Longhair. Line fe 
_ Vanguard Records: has” jaunched |. 

a a 

‘By ‘MOREY ROTH: 

7 Chica: o,- April’ 21. . ‘The flew. 
Local’ 10; .Chicago: Federation of}. 
‘Musicians, ’ -girded for 4. showdown: 
fight: with American Federation of |“. 
‘Musicians Chief. Herman ‘Kenia on | = 
‘the issue of a, national ‘order’ ‘de-| - .' 

- | laying, until 1966 a merger of Lo- - 
cal 10. with. Chi Negro ‘Local 208. 
.In- a” press ‘conference © at: the | 

CFM.h..,Richards‘accused Kéenin.|*... 
| of - “pulling the rug: out-from under | : ; 
union integration. shopes” and “‘put-:|-. 

-| ting Local 10 out.on an: ‘integration. 
‘limb: and: sawing it off. m5 ‘Richards } -: 
plans. fo make-a' floor fight of tne |” 
issue at the AFM- national ‘conven- |’ 

- tion in. June .at Portland, Oregon. | 
“The issue:. ‘was. joined April ‘4, | ° 

+when after 15-months ‘of. merger | © 
both - Windy |. -. 

‘| City. locals. sent. ‘detailed: ‘proposals |. .. 
‘to ‘the . AFM. national. office, pre-|.. 

| ‘sumably - ‘for /Kenin -to arbitrate’| 
| those-issues-:that had- not: been re-} 
" solved: a- the: bargaining. table.’ 

. Instead, Kenin, or: April ‘8,.- serit: 
‘back: a merger. plan. of -his own that’ 

.| delays. the start . of: integration - of | 
‘the two locals until 1966-and which |. 

‘negotiations::-in™:-Chi, . 

‘will’ not_ be. completed - until 1972. 
‘It’s considered : a certainty by Lo- | 

‘| Cal’ 10:éxees that the “compromise” |. 
will make: for’ eight. years of snip- 
ing’ and. 
half-wedded locals. 

. The“ Kenin ‘order ‘is. considered | a 
‘te: Dea victory. for Harry-'Gray, 
‘longtime head. of Negro. Local: 208: . 
Gray,. who: almost’ saw. his: 62-year-- 
‘old local ‘swallowed 4 ‘up in the. .inte-. 
‘gration... “wave -of .a year. ago, .has: 

j won two: -More: ‘years. ‘of autonomy: 
‘Fand ‘an additional ‘six years of man-: 
datory ‘executive board. Power” in 
-the-. “merged. Toeal 2 2: 

Calls. Move. ‘Political’ 

* Richards: told: reporters. that: the 

proposal,” ”- - the. ‘Chi; 
said: 

grate,” Richards..charged.:: He .add- 
ed ‘that the -AFM, according to the 

to.“order”.the terms: of. the: merger, 
. but- could Only: -recommend.. 

One: potentially-: -explosive item |! 
that: ‘came. from: the ews confer-. 
ence was: a= statemient. by. Francis 
Heisler, -: Richards’ . attorney, *- -that 

illegal: ‘under: -existing labor’ laws, 
but’ that: Kenin: had: “discussed the 
matter. with the U. S. Attorney 

out of: the matter.” ..: 

Local ‘10 in its’ first paragraph.- “In 
‘Calling: the merged. : local. “Chicago: 
Federation: .of.: Musicians’ “Protec- 
tive: ‘Union, ‘Local: 10-208, - AF. ‘of. 

* it -gives.: equal. ‘billing in’ -per-. 
veluity tothe 11 :000-member . Los. 
cal 10 and the-1,000-member. Local 
208. This: yndercuts Richards’. ‘as- |. :: 
sertiqns :to his ‘own. ‘members that 
they.Wwould suffer ‘no. loss” of iden- 
tity in.:the.. merger: - 
-The order séts up a Joint Exec: 

‘utive. Advisory. Committee. consist-. 
ing ef the prexy, veepee, recording : 
‘secretary:. and’: -financial secretary | 

vif, Local. 10 ‘and. the president, :vee-. 
(Continued. ‘on page. 134).” 

DISKERIES JOIN EXAIBIT 
. The: Bulgarian’ government, be- 

‘hind: the: Iron Curtain, is “inviting 
American | disk manufacturers . and. 
distributors: to ‘participate in - an. 
international ‘exhibit “of all genres 
of. Music” . at Varna, Bulgaria, dur 
ing ‘June... 

- The U. s Jegation in Sofia i is hans. 
dling requests for: information fron 

ot U: S.. disk companies.” 

. ‘metaphors. flew. fast last |" 
- week as-Barney. Richards, prexy of: 

‘infighting © . between the 7 

“Kerin is frying: to: placite: those. 
‘Negro - Jocals. who. are protecting : 

| vested: interests and. those’ white. 
locals... -who. don’t’ "want. to “inte- 

national .bylaws;,: “had na. authority. . 

Kenin ‘had -admitted | that-the man- | 
datory.. Negro = membership on ‘the: 
‘board - of :.the- merged . Iocal . was. 

} and. more guitar: and drums: ae 

‘He hopes’ the parlay of his ‘hore. 
‘the | 

‘teen. sound -will..provide a. ‘wedge’ 

. The Kenin.. delayed-action - “m ier-: for the: comeback of classier music. 

ger - -order - applies ‘the. needle to} 

‘General’s’ office: -andé they: will: stay 

“London, April: 14, - 
Can't Buy Me. Love. 4 “Beatles 2 

_’ +) (Parlophone) - _ 
7 World. Without Love. Peter. 8. 

(Columbia). ‘Gordon - 
rT ‘Believe... ne -, Bachelors." 
> (Decea)-~ ° 

tse Little children’ aes + Dakotas. 
i: (Parlophone) ~~ “ on 

Just’ One Look ......., ..° Hollies 
(Parlophone) - |. .. 

Not. Fade Away. “Rolling. 
(Deeéa) © “Stones. 

1 Love You Because’ om Reeves. . 
.'-(RCA-Victor)- 

we Tell Me. When Loe - Applejacks” 
(Decea) . ; a 

Girl ‘Beloigs. ‘Yesterday an 
(United Artists)... 22: Pitney. 5 

Bits and. Pieces. “Clark Five _ 
(Columbia) -. . a 

Kaye Dis 
faery of His 

porary. music business” ‘is a motto 

that is: paying off: for Sammy Kaye, 

| Veteran: -danceband leader: ‘whose 
‘ast; ‘big disk hit occurred . before. ° 

‘the ‘advent . -of rock 'n’ “roll. . But 

after’ a lohg lockout-from: the est. 
is- coming. up" 

7 strongly ; avith. ‘2- single hit in 1 “Cha- 

Kenin order was .a--political move: rade” for: Decea. : 
“Kenin: ‘is ‘stalling. in- order fo- buy | 
votes. for the .next ‘national - ‘elec-. 
tion; which © by -no- coincidence is. 

{before the - Start. of the. merger | 
tooter chief f; 

‘seller: lists, he — 

Kaye's: impact. with - “Charade”. 

developed despite the: fact that. over | 

two. dozen. “versions: of . this tune: 

were ‘on. the market before.. his hit, 

inchiding one’ by: composer “Hank | 

Mancini. But. where the other disks } 
swere ‘done: in waltz. tempo, ‘Kaye’ Ss: 

arranger; ‘Charlie. ‘Albertine, .came. 

up. with - a fox-trot - slice that ds} 
picking: up. the. action. ORF 
Kaye: . ‘concedes that: ‘since. ‘he: 

couldn't’ peat ‘the rock. *n’ -rollers,. 

he. joined. them,’ partially ’ “at. ‘least. 

For “Charade, ” he added some gui-| 

tars: ‘and: an ‘additional “drummer: to:| 
hisorch to get the. kind of: beat. 
which: the: teenagers are buying. He. 
-Said. that the : only instrumental 
sound today is. “guitar and. drums: 

polished. arrangements ‘wi 

“But I’m: ‘through : making: ‘predic- 
tions ‘about’ good music coming |. 
-back,”” Kaye ‘opined after long .ex- | 

| ‘perience with ‘rock. ’n’_ roll’s. capae-. 
ity for survival. “Maybe. if-my next 
record - also comes. up -as-a hit, we, 

| ean take that as a- Sign. of. better 
things to come: Fs 

In the: ‘meantime, ‘Kaye's 1S ‘elick on % 
“Charade,” * has” already «. ‘perked 
action on ‘his: personal appearance | 
tour. which : started . Friday. (17)’ in-: 
‘Memphis. and. will. run for ‘several | 
months; The -touf was lined up be-- ! 
‘fore. the. disk. broke.’ through, but | 
the bandleader has ‘been receiving 
imumerous: inquiries from .promot- } 

‘[ers. and-. disk ‘Jockeys : about his.’ 
availabilities. o 

British Disk Best. Sellers. 

The American’ Society of Com-. 
posers, Authors & Publishers won. 

ja signal victory in N.Y. Federal 
| Court last. week when, the U.S.. 
‘| Circuit ‘Court. of Appeals dismissed 
‘a bid-by.the independent tv broad- 
casters to-compel ASCAP to issue 
 Per-program. licenses that would. 
exclude.‘ .syndicated and film 
shows,. which constitute about. 68% | 
of. ty’s: ‘non-network: programming. 

Ruling.» ‘represents a. decisive 
strengthening of ASCAP’s position 

' against the whole field of- ‘broad- 
casters. who:‘are besieging the 
Society currently. for lower blanket. 
license. Tates ‘and. new forms of. 

. ‘per-program deals. | 
While the - ' three-man court’: 

7 agreed that: a. strict literal reading 
‘of the ‘antitrust consent “decree 

: would require ASCAP to qoute a 
| fee for. any. type of. license ‘re-. 
quested, “such a reading ignores. 

- ‘both ‘context and. good sense.” the . 
-"| tribunal held. ‘The .only specific re- 

, quirement, according ‘to the court, 
|-is that. ASCAP . give: .a -“genuine: 
economic: choice between per-pro- 

| gram “and blanket: licenses. ” 

ae The. ‘court ruled, however, that’ 
nothing: in the decree “requires a 

‘Charade’ ' Disclick 
“Never: give up in: the’ contem= 

license which excludes - programs. * 
Yecorded: by producers or, for that 
Matter, distributed. by networks.” 
Network. programs are however, 
excludéd from ASCAP’s deals with. 
individual stations since the webs. 

‘on. -network-originated. shows.. 

works: and ° producers to clear at. 
the “ programming’. source. . This 

{:ASCAP’ has. done. ‘The’ indie - tv. 
‘stations now, however, are demane- .° : 

“fing ‘a’ license ‘which, as a practical 
| matter, ‘would - “require” the. pro-.. 
diicers to clear music. at the source, 

: the court noted.: 

[- “Perhaps - of | ‘paramount - impor- 
t tance to ASCAP’ was. the section of 
if the opinion which appeared to give . 
{some support.‘to the Society’s con-.: 

tention. that .the -broadcasters’. bid 
for.. this . type - of per-program 
Jicense would - help ASCAP’s. arch 
‘foe, ‘Broadcast Music Ine. 

-The bench’ ‘said, -in rejecting the. 
| bid of the. tv. ‘broadcasters: “We 
are faced ‘with | ASCAP’s answer 
‘that the relief sought by appellants 
.(broadeasters) would be’ seriously. 
-detrimental..to independent music 
‘writers and would itself adversely 
affect. competition: by: facilitating | 
the activities of "BMI, a music.’ 
licensing . ‘and publishing organiza- ~- 

$1 ‘tion controlled ‘by. the combined. -: 
“television .and radio’ broadcasting ~ 

industry.” (Actually, BMI gave up — 
its” publishing operations ‘several. 
‘years ago). . 

‘CBS Radio's ‘bid, meantime; tor 
&. per-program. license will await: 
a. meeting. with ASCAP in N.Y. 
_Federal.Court May 20. At that time, 
both. parties ‘are: to. submit -mem-— 
oranda detailing — the economic 
basis for. their various claims. 

COL GROOVES WHISTLE’ : me 
~ DESPITE SHOW’S FOLD” 

~ Despite the . fast: fold “of. .the 

: Broadway ‘musical, “Anyone. Can 

| Whistle” Columbia Records. -pro- 

| ceeded to- put” the: show. into the: 

‘groove last week under direction.” 
jof the’. diskery’s prexy, Godard” 

“The. ‘Taunching pad for Kaye’ S| ‘Lieberson. . 
“Charade”. -can” be. pinpointed: at’ 

| KCOP, ‘Hollywood, -on Lloyd: ‘Thax- | 
ter’ Ss ‘music judging show. The slice | 

A similar decision was ‘niadé ins 

1956. when. Columbia released the -:.” 
was then picked up.in.San° Fran-'!cast album of “Candide” despite a 
cisco :.and. then ‘spread. to. the imid=| 
‘west. It’s now: in the process. of : 
moving - into the: eastern ‘Top. AO | 
“charts. ne 

-- Chiefly ‘responsible’ tor: -putting | 
out. the - record was “Milt . Gabler, 

-| Decea’s. artists & repertoire chief, ! 
.who cut an album. session with} 
‘Kaye. and saw. extra’ single ‘poten- 
Hak. -in the. “Charade” sound.: 

short run on Broadway:. ‘Latter LP . 
thas’ since turned into a solid cata- 
‘log item. despite the. ‘fate of the 

| original show. hss 
* Columbia Records invested - $50,- 
000:in the.“‘Anyone Can Whistle” 

: production. An: equal amount was 
, tup up by Williamson Music which 
"| publishes . the Stephen . Sondheim: Se 

‘score. - 

‘arrange for ‘the performance rights. a 

‘The court said that the consent: _ 
decree’ orders: ASCAP to grant... 
licenses that: will “permit” net-.°_. 



#s 

gets a standout performance. by. the. 

east principals. “Fammy Grimes has} 

Tied. ". 

CANE NO. 2”. (Verve). 

theme from -:the. ‘film, 
-Cane.” 

“TODAY” (Columbia). 

“Or Riverboat.’ ” 

“pop single. : 

‘ford has come.through: with a. fine 

title song. 

‘CATERINA VALENTE: “SONGS io 
FVE SUNG ON: ‘THE. PERRY|[ ” 
COMO SHOW” (London). This is a|" 
hice array of ballads and uptempo _ 
{tems {rom — “a. familiar - sonbag, 

-Caterina Valente. Johnny Keating 
. has arranged and..conducted the 

‘solid session going for her with 

BEATRICE LILLIE - . TAMMY 
GRIMES - EDWARD W.00D- 
WARD: “HIGH SPIRITS” (ABC- 

Paramount). 

undoubtedly repeat over the coun- 

ter. A brightly swinging. score ‘by 

Hugh Martin and. Timothy Gray: 

excellent. ‘numbers ‘in - “You'd: Bet-'}' 

ter Leave”. and “Something ‘-Tells. 

Me.”- She. also: turns up in some. 

‘fine. duets: with Edward. ‘Woodward: 

_on.“I Know Your: ‘Heart;” “Forever | 

And. A Day” | and “What In The 

World Did You Want.” ‘In the spe- 

cial material vein; ‘Beatrice. Lillie-}. 

contributes: : high Spots © -with. her 

savvy renditions: of .“'The | Bicycle. 

Song,” “Go.- Into Your Trance” 

and “Talking: ‘To. You.” . Woodward 

and Louise: Troy. also chave_excel- 

ent. numbers in “If I Save You’ } 

and. “Where Is ‘The Man I Mar- 

| “eMONDO 
This is a 

“KAI. WINDING: 

solid. followup. to’ . Kai Winding’s 

click with “More,” ” the’ background 
“Mondo 

Once’ again, Winding has 

come up with: a nifty instrumental 

session, The title song’s.a driving. 

beat sets the general rhythmic for-; 

mat: aS this set rocks. through <a. 
dozen numbers. - Standout 
“Til. “The Moldau, ’. “Portrait 
“My Love, ”: “Blue. Star” ‘and ‘“The 
Strupele. ” _ Winding’ S werk: on the: 
high-pitched - ondioline | instrument | 
_is conspicuously. featured. 

NEW CHRISTY - MINSTRELS: 
This. col- 

lection of folk ‘songs has been, taken 
from the. MGM film, “Advance. To 
The Rear,” which features the: New: 

“Christy Minstrels on .the: sound-. 
‘track: It’s. .a* rollicking - songalog 
with a heavy ‘accent..on’ marching 
motifs, such as’-“‘Company..of Cow- |: 
‘ards,’ “Whistlin’ Dixie,” “Oom-. 
pany. Q Whistle March” and “This: 

[A ‘very: pretty bal- 
‘has | “potential ‘as a. lad,’ “Today,’ a 

“THE. BEST” OF “CHET: At-| 

KINS” {RCA .Victor)..: The’ boss.’ 
of RCA Victor's Nashville opera-. 
tion, Chet: Atkins,. also- happens to; 
be one of flie: best. guitar: players | 3 
inthe. business.’ : Although country- 
born, he has: developed. into. avery 
sophisticated ° ‘instrumentalist ums! 
able ‘of generating: a striking num- 
ber of effects out of -his instru- 
ment. In this set, he runs: ‘through: 

a superb. program, “including - “The 

i itterbug. Waltz,”:“Peanut: Vendor,” |- 
“Vanessa,” SIX STRING ‘AND BANJO”. (

Elek- 
“Swedish Rhapsody,” ” 
“Malaguena,’ * “Meet Mister. Cal- | 
laghan” ‘and: “Main: Street Break- 
down.” He's supported by various. 
combos and orchestral. -enseémbles: 

Jo. STAFFORD: “SWEET! 
HOUR OF “PRAYER” . (Capitol; 
Back again with. ‘Capitol, Io ‘Straf- 

religioso songalog. Backed bya 
Jarge choir. and orgén, Miss. Staf- 
‘ford “delivers. . 
forward, sincere ‘style that - 
perfectly. ‘tailored -to. these: hymns, 
both traditional and contemporary. 
Standout are “When The Roll. Is 
Called Up Yonder,” “Sweet By and: - 

“The Ninety ‘and. Nine, ” By, a 

“How Great Thou. Art’ and. the 

dished. up’ pleasantly. by chirper 

session deftly; providing. some fine 
backings for the singer which: 
keep: her. firmly in the. ‘Spotlight. 
Miss Valente. delivers. with, savvy. 
as..she warbles Such. as’ “Make. 
Someone Happy,” -“‘Blue “Moon,” 
“Falling In Love With -Love”’. as 
well. as other: faves and some 
Spanish items.. All. register. 
strongly, setting the LP’ uP for ; 
nifty sales ‘potential. 

BARBARA CARROLL: “HELLO, | 
-DOLLY” & “WHAT - MAKES 
SAMMY RUN” (Warner _Bros.): 
‘Jazz pianist Barbara. Catroll has a 

this: tune. array from the Broadway. 
shows “Hello, Dolly” ‘and “What 
Makes Sammy: Run.” Backed by: 
an orchestra under. the baton: of 

nS ford, Valente TaN New LPs | 

This ‘label's. first} 
.-, original . cast: album _ looks: like a 

big hit. at the boxoffice:.and will 

are| ere -some astuté: editing . have 

j-which |, gives: 
} range and. flexibility. . 
‘at this’ point ‘is. recognizable style. 
In’ her debut album, Miss” Bright: 
attempts a flock of. folk: songs,. in- 
cluding “several: from overseas, in|: 

with ‘a’. straight. 

Glenn  Osser:: ‘who... also. ‘arranged 

light touch. on -.the © 88er: ‘with 

‘musical: slice.:: Tunes. 

‘out Windows,” “My. Home ‘Town,” 

“Moment” and. others. * 

BOOTS”. (Monument). : 
‘swinging .. 

square. - -Randolph strikes: ‘a -good | 

dence with his pleasing- ‘ensemble 
sound and-a_ solid beat: - 

Waltz. we 

““pOINT OF: “ORDER” - ‘{Colum- 
| bia). Taken. from: ‘the - soundtrack | + 
of the.’ ctrrent film - made. from 

| television's. coverage. of. the ‘Army- 
‘McCarthy. hearings of: 1954; ‘this: 
‘disk. is ia. brilliant “audio ~ “docu: | 
mentary: about -one of.’ ‘the © great 
turning’. ‘points: ‘in “American. chis- 
tory.: -The : personalities © in.. this 

! case are’ ‘vividly: projected. in. this |. 
HELP. in: ‘the “cross-play of. tlie’ testi-|;, 
mony, Eric’ Sevareid’s - narration 

jtarhed this LP” in a highly” dra- 
matic. political play. 

“HARRY. ‘JAMES: “5th. ANNE 
| VERSARY ALBUM” (MGM). ‘One 

1 of .the. holdovers. of the swing -era,. 
‘Harry | James’ brand . of.- trumpet- 

In..this set, he:has collected a‘ dozen 
tof. his “top records. featuring: ‘his: 
own - virtuosity . against.-a. ~ well- 
disciplined: ‘big. band. - - Included. ‘are’ 
such: familiar~ ‘numbers. as’, “You 

‘Sunday... Morning,”.-- “Take. 
A: Train; .“King Porter Stomp” 
jand. “The Jazz; Connoisseur. moos. 

“THIS.” Is _ JUDY | BRIGHT” 
(Doth. Judy. Bright: is a promising. 
“young | ‘songstress: in thé folk} 
| genre. ‘She. has. an. excelelnt voice |- 

-her - -eonsiderable 
But lacking 

which. her personality gets Jost. in’ 

the : best piece in the set is: “Jane, 
Jane,” : 

“DICK: ROSMINI: - fag STRING. ’. 

‘tra): Dick -Rosmini-: is ~ a: savvy 
‘musician ‘who. gives..a’ nifty display 

sion. ‘As’ the . title: indicates, he 

string: guitar, 

banjo. . He.: handles’ - 

and ‘often-exciting © ‘album: . “His. 

the melodic content. of his: playing 
is likéwise’ ‘Strong, ° “making ‘this.a 

‘enjoy..solid response among String 
Anstrument. fans, Ret See ee 

joining: RCA Victor --in:.1962,- Jas 

the: set, Miss Carroll . displays her |. 

swinging: ease and: the: orch. packs} 
handsomely. making. this a’ solid | 

‘include 
“Friendliest Thing,’ * “Room. With-| 

“Hello, Dolly, ” $1E Only Takes a ay : 

- BOOTS © RANDOLPH: “HIP . 
‘This ‘is: a|:. 

‘set “showcasing - Boots |- 
‘Randolph's: sax. within. the~ context}. 
‘of ‘a Small combo. - “This is not at}: 
all far-out ‘jazz, but - neither” is ‘it- 

balance, aiming. for. ‘a’ wide. ‘audi- |; 

-The group | 
‘| hits. a-good level ‘on -such: numbers |. 
las “Stack ‘of. Dollars,” : “Relaxin’,”} 
-“Crazy.. Rivthm,”. “Three. To _ ‘Get | 
-Ready,”: . “This. Here” ‘and: “Gravy 

playing is: still, highly . listenable..|- 

Made-Me Love: You,” “Ciribiribin haan | 
The: 

the: variety: of .the material:- By far. 

strums . both . 12. ‘string and. -six}:.. 
as. well "as the} 

. each . with; - 
dexterity, making’ this a: spirited. 

technique is quick ‘and. sure-’ and4- 

fine musical outing: which: should |. 

"LAWRENCE WELK — 
Presents. His New Hit DOT ALBUM | 

“EARLY | ‘HITS. ‘OF. 1964”. a | 

(6) 
Keur Samba, ‘Paris 

“player.. His’ ‘original outfit was 

. Negro. 

before coming over. Jast. October | 

‘Keur Samba. - 

“making -an impact: with a ‘heavier. 

iments. 
“Rocky. Roberts, the orch’s. ‘voral- 

ist,: has’ a ‘piercing, : deft ‘Style and : 
rhythm * backed: by expert’ -stanee. m 
.Crew- also. gives out. with a: pock2t 

‘ballad “even: if his forte is. r&b.: 

Eddie: “Taylor. and: Hank’ Hooks.on 

phia,: : 

European. - ‘dates. belore heading 
stateside again. ” «Mosk, 

GARNER’S COLLEGE TOUR. 
” Pianist: Erroll Garner kicks off 

‘tv appearances. - 

‘Leonard. Pennario,: who. recorded: for. Capitol. ‘for 2 years; Before. 
passed. the 1 ,000, 000: mark. in LP | 

"RINE LOPEZ... 25s ce 

=| THE. BEATLES. . veevegnens son Dn _ ae 
ROCKY ROBERTS & AIREDALES | 

Twist and ‘rock. ‘outfit while. in: the-}- 
-U.S. Navy ‘and .-won-a ‘prize ‘at: a}. 
“French _ fest-on. the ‘Riviera: in- 1961 ef 
On. discharge she: formed his pres-. 
ent ‘group: and: bowed. out:.as” 8: 

racially. mixed, “but. this one: ‘tg. all-|. 

Fowlkes: ‘helped intro - ‘various. o 
Twist numbers. here: after léaving | 
‘the Navy. Then he returned to ‘the | 
U.S.,, where he assembled. his pres-'| 
ent ‘group and: ‘did -only the .man-. 
aging: and: arranging. Crew:. played |- 
‘the Roundtable, NLY.,:for. 27: weeks |. 

‘and going into a Jocal boite, the | 

“On. ‘Barclay disks here, the’ group: ,; 

‘has begun -selling.. Band’ is also |}. . of, social ‘commentary. Both: sides. are. extracted: from ti the: Meena Lol 

and. meatier. r&b. sound. ‘that:is: not|- of 
; a Di the 

‘too. well Known here where: twist'| 
‘and rock: are more prevalent. Two- 
Saxes; an electric’ baéss,. ‘an organ 
‘and : drums ‘comprise: ‘thie {struc ; 

WAYNE NEWTON. 

-26-minute™ show - that. has ballads. 
but.mostly: solid r&b- numbers. plus | 
Roberts’. fine: vocalizing and terp- | 
“ing: with some-help from. the band.. 
‘Roberts-.can ‘also’. do: ‘well: : Dy” al 

Band- has’ Roberts . on: "voeals, |: : 

sSaxes, ‘Wess ‘Jéhnson. on’ bass, Jesse | : 
King. on organ atid.:Mel Glover on. 
‘drums. , They. -hail: from ‘Philadel-. : 

‘Birmingham: | ‘and: Norfolk. } 
Fowlkés is. from Virginia: - Group ¢- fo 
will ‘play the Palm. ete ‘Casino.| ° 
in. Cannes . ‘during -- tlie coming. va . é 99 at 

|-Cannes. Fest, then: return to. the]: - trast.’“Monkey Business’ spuneets changes. pace. ‘with -¢ an, easy wets 
of folk and. blues: interpértations.| : 
on: ‘guitar’ and. banjo with this ses-. 

MICHEL. LeGRAND.. 7 

Keur . ‘Saniba_ ‘before. sonie~ more |} ~ 

[sxeeren DAVIS 

-his-’ college’. concert. tour. -Friday:| 
(24) at. West: Virginia: U., “Morgan- 
town, W..- Vay after: making. several 7 

: GAC. booked. the ‘tour, ‘Garner’ s 
first since returning. from. Europe |: 
a couple: of: months. :4g0: ee 

ROOSEVELT. GRIER. . a 

| \pic: AL DOWNING... 

sales: for ‘Capitol’ for whieh. he cut :over 40: albums .. 
has-been named art director for. Warner. Bros. ‘Records. ; 3° 

‘morrow’. 

‘Nancy. Ames, of NBC's 
‘Spanish’ album. ‘for: Liberty. Records -. 

tune: copped the. Oscar as.1963’s “best picture song. 

‘album for RCA..Victor .. 

“be a@ double-LP package. 
Paul. Anka’ returning to. Germany to yecord. a German’ language. LP| 
-for Victor: — - Pickwick: International has launched’ a low-priced coun- | 
try: &. western label, Hilltop. Records, with. an initial. release of. 12] 

- ‘Tony Martin at Carnegie Halt released by ‘20th. Century-Fox a 
.. Frane Records,. ‘a’ Washington, D.C.,; Jabel,. setting up:.a | 

. Edie’ Adams’ ‘cutting her current “act.| . 
- Don. Costa’ traveling} 

‘from coast ..to . coast. ‘to: “produce albums for. ‘Reprise,. United’ Artists. a 

“EPs: . 
this. week. 
national. distribution. system .. 
‘at the Waldorf-Astoria; N.Y., tor’ a Capitol LP... 

and Reprise. 
: “y" 

ee im 

- Ed “Fhrasher. 
; WB label: 

‘has acquired | the “soundtrack ‘to the film, “Yesterday, Today and : To- ¢ 

a ‘RCA. ‘Victor: will record -:a. concert - version of --Wagner’s |: “bluesy quality. 
“Lohengrin” -with-the Boston - Symphony: next ear; with” Leontyne| : ° 

| Price ‘debuting: in ‘a : Wagnerian : Tole;. 

“That Was: The: Week ‘That was; ” cutting [BIG TINY. L
ITTLE. ; aoe cee ewe cee 

Andy Williams’ newest: ‘LP, |- . 
“Call Me -Irresponsible,”. released -by: Columbia shortly. after the title | -.: 

Peter: Nero | - 
flying. back: to New York, ‘between: concert dates,. to work on his next |. 

: Tony Bennett. recorded.-a: ‘performance at]: 
the Sahara Hotel, Las: Vegas, for Columbia. Telease this. summer, Telt ‘7 

LoS LGU IS EET COC SI A MOY en SOs CTT ee . ee ‘ ™ 

‘¢r he ‘Bes Bets" of This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

‘ipo TAROSA. cecesctessseessceesctensetys JE | 
(Cadence)... veces cecceteey «Gonna Build A Mountain. 

. Jultus’LaRosa’s “Je” (Fanka*) is a4 topdrawer piece of swing- 
ng material with a. socko. lyric ‘which this ‘singer. belts-in-a: style. 

. a 

| PETER & ‘GORDON. sete A WORLD: WITHOUT. Love | 
(Capitol) « voles eee aceuce,. ves lf I Were You” 

Peter::&: Gordon's “4: World Without Love” (Northern, Songs*). 
: “Tepresents. another high-flying British combo’s try at the U.S.. best. 

‘seller Usts.. This:is a neat rocking ballad witha: definite Beatles’: 
it sound, Tf I, Were You, Noel Gey): shapes up at an. okay. ballad” _ 

, e-e © «© @ ee? ate e- wey YA YA - vs 

(Re rie) ose ccer ees >What Have 1.Got Of My Own ee 
- Trint Lopez’s. “Ya Ya" ( Frost-Jonwaret) -is-a.catchy novelty slice 

~ dellvered in. this singer’s customary: appealing ‘style. for big pop . 
_returns. “What Have. I Got: Of My Own”. ( Sawtell & Herring*) is 
“6 rocking ballad: ‘with an. interesting Tyrte. © ; . 

ES LOVE: ‘ME- Do _— 
“(Tollie)..-0scccccecevevies see BS. T- Love You”. 
The Beatles’’“Love Me Do” (Beachwoodty spotlights’ ‘the British.” 

Aa | i - combo on still: another. rocking, number. ‘It. should’ cash in on. their. . .. 
- Doug Fowlkes created’. an Bb |. ceurrent. popularity. even though.:these sides were. cut: sometime: .~:--' 

before they moved on the Capitol-label. “P.S-1 Love Your. Beach: foo 
. woodt) also is. tn the. same. commercial groove. | i 

cHRIs CROSBY. . ee ees ALL I DO 1s: ‘DREAM. ‘OF You - 
~OMeM) Docee gelna cened deeded ede one. & Tomorrow. | 

Chris: ‘Crosby's “All -L Do Is Dream -of-You” (Robbins*) - shapes’ ... 
a) LD. as a nifty rocking. version of this standard by. a young ‘singer _. 
-apho fits the current market ‘pattern. perfectly. “Tomorrow” ¢ Four: 

: Start) ts @: Ulting: ballad side with. good: Potential, aoe - 

CHAD ‘MITCHELE, TRIO: . we, we “ae wie -BARRY’S BOYS : 
(Mercury) ... . What Did You: Learn In School Today: 
Chad Mitehiell ‘Trio’s: “Bary’s : Boys”. (B.E. Wood*) is adecep-- 

a 2 tively ” .goognatured rib -of. Barry Goldwater's: polities: ‘But: :this | 
: deflating: type of humor,.if the number catches: on; may sériously™ 

‘ group's LP, “Reflection.” Pe 

. WHEN THE SAINTS 60 MARCHIN? IN 
« (Capitol). . ae Bill ‘Bailey. — 
Wayne Newton's ‘When The. Saints. Go. Maréhin’ “In” (T.M.$) ¢ 

gives this: traditional. number @: ‘rousing “workover. that: could ' send: 
.4t winging high ‘on the: pop lists.: “Bill Bailey’’. a TD M. +): 4s another 
much ‘recorded oldie in a bright. néw-rendition. . 

ay * : ie - 

BRUCE STEEG. see aetteg 

“-(Syse).. 

oes ee -9 6 

CMANHATTAN FIESTA” | 
Dey aie bale wb le es . €oncerto ‘For. Swingers- 

. Bruce Steeg's *tanhattan. Fiesta’ (Music; Music, Music*) -reg-: - 
“isters asa colorful instrumental entry. with some attractive melodie © 

“Concerto ‘For: Swingers” : ( Music, Music, Music*) also. makes the 
"grade. as a. classy. ‘mstrumental. a en 

COME: RAY. AND: COME CHARLES 5 = 

- (Philips) . ..2..sMonkey: Business. - 
“Michel: LeGrand’s 

oe 

“tempoed instrumental: slice. 

. GONNA CET ALONG WITHOUT You. NOW. 

(RCA. Victor); feeds -.. «Now You’re Gone 
_ Skeeter Davis” “Gonna Get ‘Along: ‘Without. You Now” (Relt. 
““anee*) is a nifty ballad with a ‘lilting: beat and a lyric: which this >. 
“songstress aims right at the teenage market: yee Te: Gone’ aan 

(Moss: Roset) “ig a good country-flavored: entry. . 

oe ee. “ete, 90 © 

OO AAT FOOL. FOOL; FOOL q 
.. Sate, "Simoes Yow’ve: Been Gone. . (RIC. yore wee 

Roosevelt Grier $s “Pooh, ‘Fool, Fool” (T.M.t) showcases this. foot-. fas 
"pall ‘professional as. a: savvy blues singer ona: strong piéce- of” 
“material with rhythm. & blues ‘as.’well as pop. potential. “Since 

You’ ‘ve + Been: Gone" f T.M: FD. as also. an. interesting’ ballad: ‘well. 
“ handled Re pit gat one : . —_ 

aa + * a a Te 

ne Pt ‘e 7 Y oe oc. “aM. just: NOBODY: . 

(€clumbia) . | AIL. Want Is You, ~~ 
Big Al Downing’ $. & pm. Just - ‘Nobody? (Blackwood-Kansoma?) © 

‘moves in-@: smoothly. swinging groove as a fine: ‘thythm. nuriber - 

. “a . 

se ee 0.8 0.8% 8 

‘You”..-(Valley : Publishers) is. ‘another interesting. ‘side with a. 

ae a oo ee. TOM. ear : a 

“(Goral) -. re errs  Heotehanny Granny | 
Big. Tiny Little’ s “Tom Cat” ( Ryersont): shapes up as: a clever: 

entry with an infectious beat: and. a sharp.lyric neatly: ‘arranged 
_ «for chorus and -piano™ lead. “Hootenanny: Granny” *( Brookhavent)” - 

is. an okay parlay Of Some. ragtime. and folle motifs. 7 ’ 
a ie wl : ares 

MIKE SHELDON. wee ° ct 0H, You BEAUTIFUL DOLL. 7 
(20th: Century-Fox) bei... Bring Back ‘The Girl. 

“Mike Sheldon’s “Oh.. You. ‘Beautiful Doll”. (Remick*) “comes: 
across .as one of the old-time, rooty-toot-toot slices which. periodi- 

“eally pop up high on the bestseller. lists.’ “Bring. Back. The. Girl; 
That Made Me ‘Cry’ .¢ Silver Dollar). ts another brightly Gr ma es 
Tanged thythm entry:: ~~ 7 sie --Herm.., . 

2 4BML a *ASCAP.. 

411° that could move him back into the : bestseller. lists. “Gonna Build. ae | 

eal] A Mountain” Cadiowt) gets: r ‘strong performance: _ 

cut-into the:Republican Senator’s bid for. the’ White House. “What. ; - . : 
“Did: You Learn In School Today”. (Teena*). is another clever piece. 

* ¢deas dished ‘up: sharply by ‘this’ pianist. with’ orchestral. support.:.° |. 

*Cotne Ray. and. Cones. Charles”: (Dundeet). ae am 
: “4g ‘a standout-instrumental tribute to Ray-Charles, impressing. with: -°.-° 
> ‘its. hard-driving beat and some..shimmering. violin: effects: for Cone: 

“showcasing @ singer in ‘the . Brook. Bent
on genre..“All I’ Want Ts Bok aT 
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~ SINGLE RECORD. I. L P. s. 
“(Tone Index of Performarice & Sales) 

: 7 This’ Lait No: Wiis; - S, : . 

> Wk Wk. ‘On Chart 

SCANT) BUY: ME LOVE: Woo day Al 
* Beatles: bow Die ede See. 2 s mor eee es . no ote _ Capitol Hy 

. : SUSPICION . wot ome eee 
“1. Terry. Stafford. : ere viwecges tL 

TWIST: .& ‘SHOUT per 

8 = HELLO. DOLLY | 
‘Louis’ Armstrong’: . 

“37 ‘DO YOU ‘WANT TO ) KNOW x SECRET - 
2. . Beatles : 

CROOKED. LITTLE MAN: 

-_SHOOP: SHOOP SON SONG” oe, 
* ‘Betty. Everett . eoe ae ees «5 

ow ee ee 

BITS &: PIECES. tee 
... Dave: Clark F Clark Five... ae. we -: wee ne ges tee ccee oe. 

6. 

| 6 

| ao + = ey 

) 7 ‘NEEDLES &. PINS rr rs 
< Searchers. = ane one : ‘= ee awe ae ec ce 

SHE LOVES you; pad So |e 2 pony Oo 

“GLAD. ALL ‘OVER - 

23° ~~. WHITE ON | WHITE 

= 15°73" SHANGRELA = a ~ oa 

a op tle = Mary 1 Wells: 

. is 18 8 DEAN MAN'S ¢ CURVE woh a 
ble 7 _Jan Jan & Des» bees = vow ge Need ede 

1 19 - 

| ae i HEART. a BELONGS TO you" 

mF 18.21. 73. ROREVER. 

“ YOURE A. \ WONDERFUL ONE ~ 
. Marvin: Gaye. ... 

THE WAY. YOU ‘p01 SHINGS 

= THATS: THE "WAY “BOYS: ARE eh 
Be ee "... Lesley: Gore : : the Me 
92 - 240 ~ PLEASE 3 "PLEASE “ME. re 
ra _ Beatles :.0'. 2 ws: Deca ee cet 

as ie bee os T WANT TC HOLD D YOUR HAND. = 
3 2". Beatles © ae Sgevevee Lebel —FUuN FN. FUN” EERE RAEI E LS V oases 

os re Brenda Lee. leek Da rece SI eet eee’. 
oan i 26°" 30" 8.” THANK ¥ you ‘om. pe 
a ae wt ts Beatles.” an 

| ROLL: OVER BEETHOVEN 

ie ‘Beatles: “hblele eons 
9 ” EBB: TIDE. 

- 29-0 28 3. AY HEEL L SNEAKERS. 
Trek * Tommy - ‘Tucker io 

TRESSIN: COUSINS © re ae Peal 
” Elvis: Presley :. oe sabe. vn wdc eters VE 

"HEY. BORBA- NEEDLE | aa 
- ec : Chubby: Checker. Bee sctisheciees i 

32). 46 0. 2S ITs* ‘OVER. - a Pee 
Le. holes _ Roy | Orbison : 

ee eels * ah Cae) 

AIN'T: NOTHING: pe DO. 
7) 

| 3523 Ti DAWN (Go Away). 

‘36.38. 2. DON'T. LET THE. CRAIN’ N COME DOWN: 
ee "-" Serendivity- Singers - wer tts 

2° 5 NADINE. ae = . ere | 
wo Chuck Berry. Cewbe dee The eet es 

AT Hirt”. ere 
- : HIPPY PY HIPPY SHAKE “ 

i: RONNIE ~ nr 
_*. | Four Seasons = ...: -- 

‘3 - ALL. MY LOVING 
aa -.. Beatles .. Lie et ole me .. 

_:1- COME. TO ME. el rs 4 
“2 Otis Redding. : 7 vee cnt 
1: ‘WRONG NG FOR: “EACH ‘OTHER. or, 

> 3 Andy” Williams. ; 

“2 TELE IF: ON "THE. | MOUNTAIN. “Es 
a Peter,. Paul & Mary: etic es fag. 

1” COTTON “CANDY © . ne 

wreeeerrite 

: 2. MAKE. ME FORGET . 
“o-,.. Bobby -¥ Rydell’ ~.. 

‘|. SAW : HER, ‘STANDING THERE” 

a at “ Beatles - 7s wee heehee 

48-41 710 PUPPY LOVE... 
“os Barbara Lewis eee ee See eaee 

| 49. +44 # FROM ME TO. “YOU. 
Pe _-Beafles_ oo 

FAINT: NOTHIN’? TO. ME 
“Coasters. PLS cewte 

_Crusader 2 

“Beatles... 2.0 sve. oa oe ss on 7 , Toll | 

7 | bassist. ae 

= ms |stvthms ‘pun by thet into the Buiter) > 

» Serendipity Singers... .0:.... 7 oe Cel “Philips. n
ee ms spun by t e. trio. . | 

sie Jay am oS 

_- Beatles: i. --. nnn 

“> Dave: Clark. Five: ; at . fe vecuccrececEpie: “] 

; “L. Robert : “Maxwell: ce eee Pee eee. oe see r . 5 i 

_ —. Continued from ‘page ——_ — 

a | quickly: ‘find: ‘the ‘one. you. want.|[- 75 
+c || bawyers, and. other contract techni- |: 

| cians in -the entertainment: field |] =4- 
| are ugually: too :heetic (it’s the:na-|f° ° 
‘ture of the: biz) to have their own |} 
‘forms néatly cataloged and: -peady | 
to hand, nor can“many (if-any) of. 

oe en ee ne > Ti them “have ; so- ‘comprehensive ' and. 
“Pete. Drake” eted ene e deve Sages eae = Smash: ff 

* Bobby. ahah 

ceistees st — -Tamla: || tainment, ‘publishing ‘and 
to. the. practicing attorney, -as ‘well. 
as: ‘helpful references: “to. decided: 
-cases and authorities: dealing ‘with |] 

| the. questions and problems. covered {4 .” 
IF by the forms. Most of his advice to} _ 

‘li lawyers. -is:. excellent; ‘particularly 
“=. #1 that. contained. in“his introduction, | 

"|| entitled . “Let's Write Better: ‘Con-} 
tracts. mF tes 7 

Sinee, of course, nothing is ‘per-| 
fect, ‘the. work: is in. some’ minor 

oar ‘aspects: lacking. ‘The legat refer- | 
- fences are quite condensed—so that | 

' they. ‘may lead ‘to some ‘confusion. an 
Some- of ‘the .annotations could“be |f.: 

‘Il-a‘littlé. more. complete.” For-” éx- |) 
‘ample, the. ‘statement that “a copy-. ona 

“H) right. can: be transferred: only.as.aj4°° 28 
| whole”. certainly. is’ not.true ‘for |i 
{) tax:purposes.. Discussion: of taxes: is} 
‘the big“omission in this: otherwise |]. 

|} excellent. book: ‘All of these deals {f. 
[| must, as.a practical-matter, be eval- |}. 

; uated ° with: tax _ consequences Ain} _ 

_" "Nothing i is 5 perfect put this domes’ if 
i i close: ‘Book : contains “legal blue- 

'- El prints « for. : -most * of . the’. deals: 
“Wariety ‘readers’ live by. In. the 
‘words of -Tin.-Pan. Alley, “Who can. 
Le (or. should) ask for anything. more?” eg 

Bobby . Be ote Pat a 1 

Temptations ©... 002.044 3. ee ae “+4. Gordy ea | 

heat Beach’ ‘Boys oe ae cae : im _ a 2 a : Capitol. : 

vere Vee Tay’ | 

“Capitol of. Canada - 

= Lenny: ‘Welch. 4 : vgs 
ees | 

: eee Sali peawe Peads Chess. : 

Four. Seasons: Tet Pie eee mone vied’ We eé. 2 Jay ae 

: Four Sea’ Seasnne.. La, ae Seale bes - ae wewiee ‘Philips ]) i 

Phe | 

s.Chess” , 

‘visa ; 

“Swinging: Blue. ‘Jeans... eit . = : 7 . pom) 

ota a vce, Phillips 

Capitol ‘of. t Canada 

| _ Nolt zit 

“een 

Al Hirt - ooo oe @ . ~ s ah z one , : s -Vietor a 

eee tee eee wo . - om . ‘ se ®. :Cameo.. mY 

Capitol. 

; a sabia Ay 

eee vive gage ce’ Vee Jey . 

Atco a 

“Ist LONDON CONCERT a 
‘London, April 21. 

"Peter: McGurk who 

“Cok Shifts ‘Rosner’. 

a gal Guide. 

excellent. a. set. 
-* “‘Lindey also includes sections giv- Ht | 
ing advice in: the fields-of enter-|[.. 

the arts. 

Kelly’ ‘Musical — 
Paes “Continued | ‘from. page 2. ee] : 

Tt wilt: ‘most Jikely | ‘be. van. Embassy. : 
} release, when_and if. made.’ 

AV ©The. producers . are; ‘undertaking | 
| the. project as individuals and not|§ * 

| via their companies, Susskind-and: |. _ 
me | Melnick’ being. partnered. in Talent 

T rights, -a $500: payment having been 
‘I|'made to. Secure same..and the’ pic | fF 

| Associates-Paramount and: ‘Levine 
1 being prez of: Embassy. ‘They: and | 
| Columbia." Records. .are the: prin-||f 

_ |: cipal ‘investors. along: with. some ‘sixt] 
.[Lothers,. names Rept’ ‘Secret. . 

Roulette: .Records, ., which’ had 
Been ° in - on “thé financing of’ the. 

| show... when: Padula had it, 
TTonger : 

_ || Richard-Harris, who.had. been. men- |f.. 
? {| tioned. for the lead. under ‘the prior} 

is also. out... “No i 
‘cast or* “director. signed.. i; 

Both’ Levine ‘and: Susskind have | a 
: produced on Broadway but.“‘Kelly’ |]; 
will. be - ‘the, first. ‘musical venture 

-t\ for. either. 
| “Photo’ : Finish’®: 

involved. ~ British — 

administration, . 

‘Lev ine: coproduced. 

| Byttisher’s: feeling ‘for. _ folk. | 
‘music, which ‘may not’ ‘be. as pro-} 

| nounced: as that of an American 
‘college ‘campus “crew, was’ ‘suffi-~ 

i clent “‘for- presetiters. John Coast | 
and. Donald. Langdon. to post ‘the. 

T|'sRo: notices at the Royal Festival |f- 
‘}|-Hall ‘for a Sunday (12). afternoon i= 

| concert by Peter, Paul & Mary. “| 
IT. Thunderously« ‘Teceived, . the trio [y._ 
~ | anwotnd. a“score. of. folksy: num-ti 

fy bers..and’ Jightenéd “the mix. with | 
“some. smart: comedy. in -a- two-hour |4- 

.. -cbash that -was-an. amiple*feast for |. - 
oan | even the most ardent: folk fan..: 

_- Standout were: such numbers . as|— oo. 
oT “Blowint In. The -Wind,”* “Tell Ith) .7 
Lion: the: Mountain,” “This Js. Your}i - 
+.Land”.’ and: “Don’t. Think: ‘Twice;” | 
Of marticular “musical: merit: was|— 7. 
Peter's solo -“The- ‘Pacifist,’ in which ——— 

: he: rendered én francais. . | ee 

Wk: 

an 

3 

_ 4 

Kapp Wa 5 

' David . Rosner has: mov ed: over a 
to . Columbia Records’ publishing | a 

a Subsidiaries ‘as administrative as-|[ . 
“| sistant :to-. Davis.’ ‘Kapralik; general |}. ‘7;— 

|- manager . of ‘the: ‘April-Blackwood | oo 
firms... it or 

Rosner. had. peen | merchandising | nae 
Inanager of ' single ‘records: for |} =. __.-: 

rk eas | Columbia: for ‘the: Bast, two. ‘years, {hte 7 
< "Danny. Williams’ :::.. Pa datee cid d eases oe UA fl = 

ie —e a 

| a “197 

’ = | 0 

29. a r 

= er, 2 

{he 38 eS * 

ae 

is’no|f: © 
actor ti 

with’. Alfred -de.j I: ae 
Liagre Jr: ‘He is. also the principal | 

| backer: -behind “the Establishment |J ... 
+ Theatre Co.,‘an" - off-Broadway. ‘proj- | - 

Hl ect directed by Sybil. Burton, actor: |! 
Peter . Cooke. and” _ Producer. Wor, . 

ay 5 5 
a) David: Balding. oa 

“ALBUM BESTSELLERS 
(A National I Survey of Key Outlets ots) 

7 This Last No. Wks.- 
Wk. On Chart. 

BEATLES. (Capitol) ES 
Co “Meet the. Beatles (T2047) ° 
a a ” 7 . HELLO DOLLY (Victor) - 
“is. Original -Cast (LOCD 1087). 

|. AL HIRT (Victor) . — 
-- “Honey.in the Horn (LPM: 2733) - 

} _ BARBRA. STREISAND (Columbia). 
“Vol. -IWE.(CL 2154) ~~ 

3. HENRY. MANCINI (Victor) 
“> Charade (LPM 2755). |. = 

~10.- BEATLES (Vee Jay) 
i-- Introducing Beatles ap 1062) _ a 
7. ~PETER; PAUL & MARY. (Warner ‘Bros. 
-*.In the. Wind (W. 1507) ; 

oa : "BEATLES: (Capitol) .~ 
- “Sécond Album (T- 2060). 
+" NANCY WILSON (Capitol). 
. Yesterday’s Love Songs. {T 2012). | 

6°. JOHN GARY (Victor) | 
.*: Eneore (2836) ° 7 

SERENDIPITY SINGERS aia 
“> ‘PH (200-115). 

a eS ELVIS PRESLEY | (Victor) 
3) Kissin’ Cousins: (LPM 2894) * 

‘ ANDY. WILLIAMS: (Columbiay . 
. ‘Wonderful. World of: (CL. 2137): . 

JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard) 7 
. Vol. 11. {URS 9094) - 

| 1: AL MARTINO (Capitol) - 
| Living A Lie: (T1975). | 

_  .DAVE CLARK FIVE (Epic) 
-. Glad All Over (LN 24093). . 

“$81: -BARBRA STREISAND. (Cofumbiay. 
"Volume WI (CL 2054) 

| -KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol 
..-.. Sime to Think (T 2011) | 

we 8. ROGER WILLIAMS. OER 
_ ‘Solid Gold Steinway a 

+ NEW: CHRISTY MINSTRELS (Columbia) 
, Today. (CL 2159). - 

‘JOHN GARY. (Victor) ~ 
_ Catch .a Rising. Star. ( (LPM. 248) 

Te 128. ¥ ‘WEST SIDE STORY TORY (Columbia) 
one = ‘Soundtrack (OL: 5670) *. 

RAY CHARLES: (ABCPan) cb. 
"Sweet & Sour (480) . 

BOB DYLAN (Columbia) | . 
» Times Are Changing (CL. 2103) 

~ LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) _ 
. Early Hits of ’64 (DLP 3572). 

es 586 

a “26 6. 

a ae a. 

2 ) on 7 « ALAN SHERMAN (Warner = Broa) 
-. In Wonderland (W 1539) . 
- JACK JONES (Kapp). “oe 
:. Wives and Lovers: (4352) ~ 

1 | “FUNNY GIRL ( apitol) 
~ Original Cast (VAS 2059) __ 
'. JERRY VALE (Columbia) 7 
* Till. the. End of. Time. (CL. 2116) .. 

-. JOHNNY MATHIS. (Mercury) - 
:- ender Is the. Night (MG 20890). 

.. ~ LAWRENCE: WELK. (Dot) — 
Wonderful Wonderful (DLP. $552) - 

a -BOBBY.VINTON (Epic). - 
’ There Pye Said It Again. (LN 24081). 

BEACH ‘BOYS. (Capito)  — 
-* Shut: Down, ‘Vol. I(T 2027). 

CHAD ‘MITCHELL ‘TRIO: (Mercury) 
_ Reflecting .(MG. 20891) _ oa 

_1--- TOM: JONES (UA). - 
’.. Sonndtrtack (UAL. 4113) 

-HOW. THE WEST WAS WON (GM: 
. Soundtrack (1E5).. 

’- SHANGRI-LA (Decca) 
Robert Maxwell ‘& Orch. ‘WL ani) | 

_ FOUR SEASONS. (Philips) | - 
- Dawn (PHM 200-124) =." + 

KINGSMEN (Wand) .- 
. Louie Louie. (657). . wo 

AL HIRT & ANN: E-MARGARET. (victory: 
__Beauty & the Beard (LPM 2690) 

"28 . --THE. SINGING: NUN (Philips). 
8 - Soeur. Sourire (PCC 203) = 

= E- - ANDY: WILLIAMS. (Columbia) — 
_Days of Wine & Roses (CL. 2015). 

~- SMOTHERS BROS. (Mercury). - 
“+ Carb ‘Your Tongue, Knave {MG 20862) . 

ie 98 7 ROY ORBISON : (Monument): 
-:.. Greatest Hits (MLP. 8000) - 

a : ae 

SWINGLE SINGERS Philips) — — 
“ Bach’s Greatest Hits (PHM . 200-097) _ . 

HENRY. MANCINI (Victor) *- ee 
Pink Panther (LPM 2795): a — 

ae WHAT MAKES SAMMY RUN ¢ (Columbia) 
Original. Cast (KOL 6040) . 

.. JOHNNY CASH (Columbiay 
_-Ring of Fire (CL.2053) . © 7 a o 

ELVIS | “PRESLEY (Victor): 
“Fun in Acapulco. {LSP 2756) 

“5 “VENTURES: (Dolton): 
vt, In: ‘Space (2027) . ~~ wo 
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_ ta musicology is. Is sharp 

- their beat i is great and they are 

- provocative fo say. the least. 
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“Oh the Upbeat 
: ; * US. eee - Lionel Conway: of ‘Leeds 

"New York hospitalized i. » EMD releasing. a 

Jimmy McHugh. ‘and: Dorothy | ‘Lena Horne alhum - coincident 
Wayne commissioned. to write. the-| 
official Massachusetts: State .song | 
... Gene Krupa opens a two-week | 
stand at the Metropole May 4. 
Disk. jockey Murray Kaufman: en| 

youte to England for personal ap- |. 
p arances.. under arrangement . of |- 
Brian. Epstein, manager of | ‘the 
Beatles .. . Luciano Virgilli, Italian) 
baritone, " giving two performances |’ 
at the Brooklyn. Academy. of Music: 
Sunday (26). 0 

MGM. singer ‘Johnny Tillotson 
playing the Three. River Inn, Syra- 

cuse, through April 30.. » 13-year- 
old blind harmonica. player Stevie 
Wonder set for Ed-Sullivan show. 
May: 3..° « Glen. Yarbrough, for-: 

merly with. the Limeliters, ‘signed 

a. personal management deal’ -with 
Kragen-Carroll ; « « French ‘com- 
poser-arranger Paul Durand, who 

arrived in the U.S. Sunday (19), 
headquartering at Mills Musie ...: |" 

Composer Joseph Penna. named |. 
music editor for E. B. Marks Music 

Earl W. .& Leis Hunt 

booked for Plac ‘Des Arts, _Mont- 
real, , May 15... oe 

London. 
Set for a big. kickoff ‘next. month} 

is Johnny Gregory's album of: tra- 
ditional Japanese: tunes: which has 
been released on Fontana. ‘in: the] Black Combo into. Dick Lee’s to- 

4 day. (Tues,). eee Fats Domino at the 

| Erle ‘Social: Club April. 25-26 .. 

Bobby Rydell opens. at: ‘Sclolla’s. 

with. ‘thrush’s current Palladium 
visit: ....Hal- Shaper,. who ‘recently. 
‘set ‘up: “his own outfit,.Sparta .Mu- 
sic, -pacted : with Jeff Kruger to 
‘handle. -all the new: “material. on 
‘the Ember. label.- 

R& B Disks, blue. beat waxery, 

-Ella. Fitzgerald cut: her ‘first. 

-supervised,; _Britan’s © 
Spence arranged thenumbers . . .. 
‘Now. an: ‘independent. record pro- 
ducer is ex-Rolling ‘Stones: pub- 
licist ‘Andrew ‘Oldham ... % Brian 
Epstein writing his life: story: ,°, ; 
Ex-pubber “Max - Diamond. now. 
managing a couple: of beat groups, 

cratg. . “¢ L 

exponents, The Animals, : 

"Philadelphia 
"Johnny Mathis. 

April 26... Attorney. Beb Borden 

at the’ Academy. of. Music. Friday] - 

(24). 
Jimmy “Winner's - 
‘Your Love “Away” 

‘the. Fabulous Four. (Fabian’s back-. 

eo Ling group) waxing: for Jamie ...:. 

| | Booker .Nat Segall ‘coordinating 

A {talent for the “Mark of Jazz,” .on 
‘| WHYY-TV... . Charlie. Gracie. held 
Lover at Curry’s. Clock. 

. Arthur Prysock- current’ at Pep’s, 

|27-May. 2; ‘Michael Olatunji; , May 
‘14-9; Cannonball Adderley, May 11-. 
116; Joe Williams, May 11-16; May- 

1 KNEW 
WHAT DRESS . 
TO WEAR 

and. 

HE’S MY LITTLE ‘DEVIL 

K 13226 

‘surgery in Hahnemann Hospital. . 
The Clancy Bres. 

April 25: 
|e Cameo:Parkway’ “Records.” 

trenching, and out: ina 
‘are 10 staffers headed. by. Herman 

| Red. Schwartz, national : promotion 
jchief : 

: take off for Japan. again . 
Bob. Borden presenting the 

- Chad Mitchell ‘Trie at’ the Academy. 
of Music, April 27:: . . Ray Charles 

=='| set for Convention’ Hall May1.... 
| Ethel: Mernmian opens at. the Latin 

a I Casino, Cherry Hill, N. J., April 27. 
‘Fats -_Domine. works. the Erie. 

[| Social Club April.25-26 -. . The 
= [| Four .J’s, formerly. the "Fabulous 

| ing for: Jamie Records... . Booker: 
Nat. Segall coordinating talent: for. 

; “The: Mark. of bial on WHYY. 
. ros “Agency for 
- @ FINE BANDS. . 7 
«FLOOR SHOWS. fh 

-e CONVENTIONS 
-@ TV: STARS - 

“Want to hear: dl-.- 
rectly from: ‘name’ 
acts, bands, combos, 

I pianists, jazz. stars or... § S 
t your agent.’‘ Lot 

, Representing TOMMY: HENRICH’S 

“‘Hurok’s Symph Imports 
Two. -.first-time-in-States . sym- 

tour for the Sol: Hurok establish- 
_ and. many top . midwest. clubs, J ment.. 
rai concerts | and indus A ‘third’. “fazeign - orth e: str 2 

c Sa Nee ey “Al saw Philharmonic, here once. be- 
—' {fore in 1961. 

‘deal:: by. Colpix. 
| performance at. “Mister | ‘Kelly’ ‘s. in| 
Chicago. has alréady ‘been put into} 

‘readying a new. label called King! | 

disk here. for EMI. Norman Granz| 
Johnny| 

~'| presenting the Chad Mitchell Trie| 

. The Searchers recorded |: . 

“Don't. Throw | 
. The: Bill | 

| April 27... The Four: Js, formerly | . 

: t followed. by -Dimy Gillespie, April | 

_ 7 nard Fergusen,. “May 18-23.° Jack {iT 
| Geldenberg,. ‘co-owner of the South |) 

1 St... Jazz showcase;.. recuping: from. | 

a and. ‘Tommy |! 
'|Makem at. the Academy : of. Music . 

shakeup 

t ‘Caplan, national sales: manager. and. 

Al Alberts, : just. back. 
ifrom: a- ‘European. tour, slated to] -: 

. Attor-. 

‘maturely-born-— 
LeAnn, remains. ‘fn ‘hospital hurs- 

‘Four (Fabian’s backing group): wax-,. 

phonies due for -next . season...are| 
the. Japan and the: British Broad- | ° 
casting Co.’s ensembles. Both will | 

handled by Hurok’ will be the War- |. ‘Capitol sesh . 
jon the ‘slow-speed. at local studios, | 

=| but. a .Whole-lotta. 
ay going ‘on. 

7 WOODY ALLEN ONS 
~~ COLPIX; OTHER PACTS| 
“Woody Allen; yourg comic’ -who |: 

1 has ,been playing. the:.class ° nitery- 

has’ been signed to an’ exclusive. 

the. groove. by Colpix’, for release 
‘in June. just. prior ‘to: his ‘taking 
-over the host. slot on the NBC-TV 

“4 show. ‘for .a- week. while. Johnny 
‘Carson . is. “vacationing. : 

a7 

Request: Little Singers . of Tokyo 
Little. ‘Singers, of ‘Tokyo, ‘a. chil-. 

dren’s group which has-been ‘tour- 

HH.’ Se Lengsfelder’ s Request Rec- 
‘ords: He's speeding up production 
of an LP. to hit the market before 
the chorus of 31. boys. and. .girls 
‘leave’ the: country.’ They recently . 
‘were: received at the: ‘White. ‘House, . 

the Blackhawks and -the -Aristo-| 
«In dickers ‘for ‘a: Soviet} . 

tour are. ‘British - rhythm & blues. 7 
of! 1 

7 “Epic: | ‘Geatrey Cambridge _ 
Godfrey Cambridge,. legit - -actor 

foe tand ‘comic, has: been - signed’ to 
2+ | Epie.- His first LP. will be releazed =: 
MS Shortly. ae . 

Jat the’. Latin | . 

Casino, Cherry’. “Hill, N.J. through | Highwaymen D Detour live 
Dates June.1 to Paorsue - 
Fresh: Vocational Goals 
The” Highwaymen, ‘folksinging ; 

combo of the: United. ‘Artists label,. 
are winding up all live appearances’ 
June-1 but will continue .to record 
together.. Move was. dictated ‘by the 

‘| fact. that each member of the unit: 
‘is. striking out..in new directions.. 

- Bob Burnett is entering Harvard. | 
Law School; Steve Butts. is working 

| ducttons. : 
International : Talent ‘Associates 

Greengrass. ” 

Te Pan Talley 
Nine Br RED ‘O’DONNELL ——= 

N ashville, April. 21, 
_Pubbery-disk exec Wes ‘Rose. “oft 

to Hollywood this‘week for confabs 
with MGM execs. in. re “Your. 
‘Cheating’ Heart,”. a: biopic of. late 
Hank Williams, with: ‘George ‘Ham- 

Acuff-Rose | 
tunes ‘will be featured ‘in: film. 
Brenda Lee: (Mrs. Ronnie’ ‘Shack-. 

ilton in .statring role. | 

Tett) home. from. hospital,.-but. pre- 
. daughter, 

ery,. where. she is- showing daily: 
improvement. - -Decca thrush’: 
scheduled: to. ‘resumé “personal | ap- 
perances..:in “July, according to 
present: Plans. She’s set. for four-. 
‘week: ‘tour of _Bngland, ‘starting | 
Sept. 19. 

“Arranger. ‘Bill’ McEthiney” to. New 
. York ‘next week: to go ‘over. mate- 
{rial with Connie -Francis, who'll do 
lan MGM Ip with Hank Williams Jr. 

7 Young” Hickory artist. Kris Jen- 
sen, who has been ailing for. past. 
| month, | with -Iung: infection’ ‘and 
ticker trouble, is on: the mend. suf-, 
ficiently to resume his’ career... 

Dial due. here Friday -(24). to’ talk 
platter. plans with Columbia ‘a&r 
staffers. Don: Law. and Frank Jones. 

. SHORT. SHOTS | 

; Singles: production 

“Skeeter Davis. ‘guests. on a imms 
» Ft Dean's - ABG-TVer April Loe 
SY | ASCAP's jill-of-all-trades: in Nash= 

# | ville, Juanita. Jones, ‘elected tréa- 

March the thre. ‘April, ‘7th—RIVIERA. HOTEL, Las. Voges, New. 
’ April 9th ‘thew V1th—MATHER ABB,. ‘Sacramento, Calif, 

April: 17th thru 30th—WAGON WHEEL, Lake Tahoe, Nec 
June 19th thru -28tk—-CACTUS ‘PETE'S, Jackpot, New. 3 

Auguit 3rd thru 16th—ROARING 20'S, Aibuquerqee,.N..M. 
_ August: Vth thru September 6th—WORT HOTEL, Jackson, Wromiag , 

- Qetober Sth thra 17th—ISY'S SUPPER CLUB, Vancouver, B.C. 

‘BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY. ‘BY 

JOE GLASER, President 

50 WEST 57. STREET, NEW YORK 19° SUdson 2-700 - 
a CHICAGO e , MIAME ° . BEVERLY. HILLS r ) LAS VEGAS e DALLAS | ° LONDON . 

_¥ | surer. of: local chapter. of American 
-< | Women.in Radio & Telévision . . 

-| Smash released, “Fia, Fia” via. Bill}: 
‘J Justis, co-authored by. Teddy Bart 

. and. Paul Wyatt:. = 
¥. ..Actress: Joan Crawford. ‘arrives. 

7 | Saturday (25). for . three-day. - visit. 
- Nope,. *she isn’t? going. to. record! }.-. 

: . Pete. Fountain a’sellout at Ry- |: 
* | man. ‘Auditorium. Friday: UD a 
| All-night: gospel Sings. (FE ‘ridays) 
Se | doing SRO’ biz 
at SESAC. signed: 10. ‘pubberies:| 
> ‘Continental, Maricopa, * . Bronze, 

“fe Canyon; . Circle, Santella, Two-B’s,. 

_ ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION — -_ Tse artists Fetlin Husky; : ‘Wilburn | 
. - Jimmy C. ‘Newman,’ Dave. 

Poker, Peach and Musical Window 
Owners-operators involved: in- 

Bros.,. 
Dudley,: ‘Peter Drake; Tommy. Hill,. 

Marty" Robbins, - Billy Walker and 
‘I ‘Buster Doss. 

circuit after many.tv: appearances, [Bet “secretary. ‘and’ ‘treasurer, cof 

Allen's ©. recent Ante e ation. 

‘persons who. presently are mem-} 

Thad. protested ‘throughout the. ‘ne-. 
-| gotiations © that™ 
:[ “raided.” yee 

ing the U.S., have been signed, by | pees old 1969; rr. te end 

‘voted upon only by members of Lo- 
‘cal. 208. The other five will. De. 

bers: 

_jof administrative vice-president, a 
.| mew. office. to. be voted. upon only 

‘by: Local 208 members. Delegates 

| split evenly between the large. and | 
1 small locals, 

| hire two of the Local 208: business 
1 agents and: two office . Staff mem-, 
“| bers of the Negro ‘oval... 

January 10, 1972, the mandatory 
‘Local ..208° “membership: on. the 

|-board. of the merged. local. drops |. 

‘all levels. He maintains that, 
-eording to the. AFM. bylaws, the na- 
tional: office cannot “order” : the} 
terms. of. .a merger, - but. only “rec-. 

for his’. ‘Ph. D..-at’ Columbia U. - |. ‘segregated membership © “within | 

-Charles: Daniels is’ studying: ‘to: be- ‘th 
‘come.an actor; Gil Robbins is. turn- 
ing. soloist; and: ‘Dave Fisher. will 

[be arranger-producer ‘for’ GLG: Pro-. 

merger, that it violates. national, 

‘laws, and that it. contradicts’ the 
stated wishes. of the general. ‘mem- 
-berships of both locals for a “bona- 

has been: handling bookings for the |. 
‘group. which. ‘is Managed, by. Ken yer 

a ma of the AFM ‘order came from 
. {| James. Mack, 
fy} both Locals 10 and 208,. and chair- 

‘Harmonious Integration, the Negro | 
— group: pressing for an immediate |j 

:merger. Since his: position fs..ex-|f 
_ officio ‘as far as.the union:is.con-|f... . 
‘cerned; his- pronouncenients were 
‘far. more. scathing. than Richards’ |} 
- guarded | but. obvious anger at ‘the |: 

Julie | 

justification in ordering “guaran-. 
teed’. 

S| than: ‘ordering * guaranteed: repre- 

| ers’ iwhy ‘the. two. locals. weren't |{ 

Sion. ‘of: Hal Davis, AFM chief. in|} 

Kenin-appointed’ me diator. as ||: 

Dallas. Cowboy - gridstar: Buddy ‘ards. and: an aide indicated that the ]- 

‘Leon - ‘MacAuliffe ‘incoming. for . 

‘attempt to undermine his position | }- 

album “cutting |. - 

‘ ‘ards. thinks that: his style of: stew- 

4 the. ‘symphony players, : the: studio 

“AFM Rocked By Chi Row 
| Continued from page 129. ; . 

‘musicians, ‘the jobbing men, the lo- 
. 208 to oversee . the.  Bradual 

‘It. orders that neither. Local 208. tions. of : differences proved ‘the . 
nor Local 10 shall induce or. ac-. 
cept membership applications. from |. 

no one.: 
bers of the other local: ‘Local.208 | Now, Richards” “maintains;. 

-it was: pe 

-Membership Rules. 

The. national mandate. then states. 

that ‘from January, 1966, until 

the. ‘national ‘union, 

Kenin “negotiated” the merger.or- 
{der with .-Local.208: shief Harry 

of. the -combined * locals will. be |: gaining ‘was going on. here. In this. 
‘climate: of -mistrust, Richards. will 

‘voted: upon only ‘by: Local 10 ment that: he. hasn’t been. “taken. Ca 

The order aiso sets up the office. ‘(and .208) that: would like’ to.see a 
‘showdown fight now between Rich- 
ards, and Gray ‘with: Richards using 
using his - eensiderable 

to: the national convention. are to ‘power. over. job: distribution to 

The order requires. ‘that Local 10.|. contracts with the radio and-tv: net- 
-works, with the «Chicago Sym- 
phony, with the. Lyric Opera or-. 

‘| chestra, . 
For the period Jan. 14, 1969, ‘to 

vinia Festival. . 
“More likely, Richards will direct: 

his members’ anger.at Keiiin: If so,. from three. to.two, while. Local. 10: 
then he. will ‘have ‘to step out’ of. retains the same ‘five: seats... 

“Richards attacks the proposal at 
-ac-| 

‘tional | convention in June.* 

ommend. He claims that it: sets up |f- aS 

é framework. of a “so-calied” | 

‘and | state -anti-segregation labor 

ithe 

fide merger at an early date.”: -- 
-Dual_ Member's’ Rap: . 

"Perhaps the pitterest, indictment 

‘a dual ‘memper of | | 

‘man of the Chicago Musicians for |f_ 

DONNA LYNN 
sew. tow GAPITOL 7 - . 

a Release 
- SJAVACJONES"— Leva) 
b/w “THINGS THAT FEEL” 

‘situation. - yack WOLF | “we iyaves 8 aowse 

“EF find Ait: “offensive that: “the iE 
‘| American’ Federation of Musicians | = , 
‘would . attempt to. provide Negro |f —e 
officers. to: represent : Negro’ mem- | 
bers,” he ‘said. . “There is:no more "THIS YEAR'S 

‘ACADEMY AWARD. 
~ WINNER 

CALL ME 
IRRESPONSIBLE 
PARAMOUNT MUSIC: ‘CORPORATION 

representation by Negroes: i 

sentation by. Irish, Italian, or vew-1]- 
ish members of. ‘the. union.” * — 
“When Mack was asked by. report- | 

able to work out. their differences | 
in more than a. year. of. -negotia- | 
tions, ‘latterly ‘under the. supervi--: 

Philadelphia,” Mack. dismissed: the | 

“someone”: who -himself. ‘comes. 4 
from. a ‘segregated! local.” + «1s 

Later: conversations | with: Rich: . ds and : What makes Sammy 
r ween. the. national: AFM 
leadership. and that of the third | rn andrunand run? 
largest local is deeper than just]. A Room: Without Windows. | 
the. merger issue. Richards is con- |: ‘The: Friendliest Thin 
vinced that the merger order is an| 4 ~My Hometown: all 

_ Original Cast Album © 
Columbia 

with the members of his. local. 

’ Richards. Vs. AFM Chiefs 

He feels | that © the retribution 
stems from | his. unwillingness - ‘to: 
“participate in the. inside: ‘politick- 
‘ing that‘marked ‘the Jong career of | 
his._predecessor James C, Petrillo.|} .. 

Warner Bros. °. . 

“Clark Terry. Album. 
20th Century. Fox: 

-{ At one juncture he said pointedly: | fm 
“We: aré-; loyal: to: the-- American |. 
‘Federation: to ‘a point, but it must |= 
‘also be remembered that we. are a 
registeréd... -HWinois:. - corporation.” 
The go-it-alone’ implication was ob-.|. 
‘vious, © | 
Whether’ justifiable or not, Rich- 

‘Twe: From: ‘Top Albums : of 

BEE-BOM 

ardship:.. is threatening to -‘the 
AFM : ‘leadership. : Where Petrillo ; 
Tran the local: with an iron hana:tor 
‘three. decades,- Richards. defeated | 
him. on a promise of union democ-. 
Tracy. and has’ “pretty | much deliv- | : 
ered on -his promise. : 
It: has. not been. without. difticul- | 

ty, however, as the at-times con-|. 
-flicting. interest of the sidemen,. 

Reprise) 

CARAVAN 
the Many Moods of Tony’ 

_. MILLS MUSIC, INC. . 
New York, N.Y 

i . . 
i ee ee 

cation men, and. ‘other. segments 
met. head-on. Frequently, his sOlus: +2 2. 

political axiom that a compromise. 0 
is defined: as a decision that: ‘suits wt 

Richards is also. ‘suspicious. that: 

‘Gray. at the’ ‘same. tire: as the. bar-.- 

have to show his. own: mémbership : 

. There are eleménts in Local 10°. 

‘informal |. 

eg, Carroll: ‘ius 7 : | 

‘TONY. BENNETT L- 
juccenevecneen wacecas “Bs 

_. Weineaday, Apt 22, 1964" 

“the aa 
AFM: is ‘worried that the: libertar- - 
ian ‘spirit -.prevailing. in‘ Local “10 — 

| might ‘lap. over: into- the polities of 

force Gray. to capitulate: Local. 10, . : 
+ for. instance, has: control, over. the 

with. the -blurb: filmeries, | °.° - 
| the. Grant ‘Park free concerts, and =. 
with the summer North Shore Ra- a | 

his role-as The Great Compromiser .- .. 
and wade into Kenin at the. Na-” 

| athe Shelter of. Your Arms’. _ 

_ SAMMY DAVIS JR. | 7 

10019 _ 



TOT Te at a aan oT a ar eet els meee eh a ne ae 

New Execuitive Offices and Sound Studios Will Co-ordinate All Planning,: : 
Recording and: Manufacturing Operations « on the West Coast. Soaring 9°.’ 
Stories above. Hollywood’ s best.address, RCA Victor's thew: West Coast” | 

: headquarters i isan ultra-modern. addition to the local scene—both musically. ; 
“and architecturally.: ‘From: its textured “floating. tower to” its distinctive: 
. glass-enclosed lobby, i it displays a luxurious feeling of Tight and ; space both: . 

. insideand out=-anidi incorporates today’ S most advanced | concepts in studio 
” design, equipment aid. sound: Tt will accommodate recording assignments. 
Jp of; any size, froma soloist toa symphony, and is. Conveniently located at thé 
“hub. of. Hollywood’ S business ¢ community, within. ‘a few. blocks. of RCA’s” 
" record manufacturing plant. Wei invite you to stop by and i inspect our new 
_ home-the heart of. Hollywood’ s music business,” 

tad 
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Cal- Neva Doesn't Renew Gambling 

| 
‘By ART LONG,. SIR. : 

Reno, April 21. 
Whether the. Cal-Neva. ‘Lodge’ ‘on | 

the ‘north’ shore: of: Lake’ Tahoe'} 
will reoperi for the: ‘summer season. 
is the big. ‘question in. ‘the Tocal. 

-gambling circles: 
A check with the ‘Navada 

Control Board, the agency c 

‘Gense at -the Cal- Neva and ¢ ‘no 
overtures. have been ‘made’ 
board” indicating anyone. is. Anter-; 
ested. in. operating the lodge.. -.. 

The Gal-Neva; under .the: ‘aesis | 
of Frank Sinatra. during the 1962- 
63 summer seasons, was shuttered. 
late tast. September by: the Nevada. 
Gaming. Commission. (the .control }- 
board’s parent. agency). on charges |: 
Sinatra . “hosted”: ~ Sam. Giancana, | 
identified. as - ‘an “pverlord. Of - ‘the. 
Cosa. Nostra, at. the lodge in’ Sully, |, 
1963. 

Pr’or 19-2 scheduled. hearing: on’ 
the license revocation issue, Sina-| 
tra anno ine od. he was- discontinu- |. 
Tne all his: gaming interests | the | 
abe held” a perce ntave in. The. 
Sands. it. Fas Vegas) to devote ‘all : 
His time ‘to other business ven." 
tures, | 

As of Fan. 3. ‘Sinatra was_ no-.. 
longer. officially ~ associated ‘with! 
The Sands as’. a: gaming ‘partner. . 
The Bank of Las. Vegas, officials : 
reported, advanced money for other : 
partics > -purchase . Sinatra's - ‘ine. ; 

‘terest on that: date. - 
No re¢ords are-on file in Washoe 

Countv indieating any change in} 
ownershi:y of the Cal-Neva. Lodge. , Securities. Corp. of Phoenix... 

.Proceéeds. from” the- sale: ‘will ‘be: or anv ¢s-row transaction. |. °: 
Historically, the Cal-Neva has’ ‘op- | 

erated from-May ‘to late September. 
inves*igatians. and: legal proce-.. 

dures to obtain. a. gaming: license. ; 
in Nevada normally. require--from::. 
60 to 90 days if. the applicant. has : 
never before been licensed. by the 

Gaming | 
arged. 

with policing: the state's lucrative | 
gambling business and investigat- | 
ing potential licensees, Teyeals: no: 
applications ‘are..on file for. a li-. 

* to “the. 

~ Shindler to the Sands 
“Las Vegas, April. 21. 

‘the. ‘Roney-Plaza. . Hotel, 

prior. t6. that. ° 

rooms. to. 800 ‘suites. and rooms. 7 

Phoenix Co. Plans 
‘$2-Mil Vegas Inn 

-| son, 
Hilton,. Houston;- SIXTH Time. - ; 

irrepressible come-. c 
aay.‘ Jjoy- . 

Via Security. Sale| 
Ww ashington,; “April Oe 

Romian - Holiday, ..a -resort. firm, | — 
‘ told’ the Securities: ‘and Exchange |= 
‘Commission ‘it’ wants” to: register. 
: 2,850,000. shares of stock ‘and build. 
_a-luxury- ‘hotel - on the. Las Vegas 
Strip. 

common. ‘shares and: the, 300, 000) 
: $10. par ‘preferred. -- . 

. Company wants ‘to: ake 3 a pub- . 
lic: offering of the preferred. hold- 
i ings’ and: 300,000 . of: -the- common 
selling. them at. $10.10 per... Offer- 
ing .will:be ‘made:. by Policare- 

‘used to repay. leans -- of: “$42, 000. 

''$2.000,000.. 
Ralph - Swenson: is” “ president’ of | 

?Roman’ “Holiday... ‘and: . William 

| Hawkins. is - secretary. | The com- tioned” -for- ‘reorganization. tinder. 
state. For a person already-licensed, , pany” has. five" other: promoters. 
the tinie recuirement. to: obtain a} The seven have: been given options 

lon 300,000'shares. =. .~ 
a ‘A, 42.672 option as: ‘been: given 

Ergo, ‘should an: applicant ‘file | to. underwriter. -Policare, * headed |" 
Vas Robert: Policare who ° ‘was. ‘listed 

permit to o»erate at .a- different: 
‘-Jocation is. usually. 30: days. > 

for a Cal-Neva license: immediately, 
the club could not possibly. open: 
before late in May. ~ 

_ And, as noted, ‘there have. been | 
‘no: overtures” to state. -officials 
from’ anyone: intérestyd in. “obtain-. 
ins a license for the club.- 

‘The: club: -eould,- however, Open’ . 
“Hits bars, ‘restaurants. and showrooms | 
without aming, But. without the | 
wins, from: the | tables’: it. ‘would 
questionable business. -venture: cat. 
‘best. 

athe: dther gaming houses at the }Ziven' the go sign: by. City Solicitor. 
Nor th Shore of. Tahoe ithe Nevada 
‘Lodge, -Crvysta¥’ ‘Bay Club, North: 
‘Shore..-Club-Hotel) have © ‘already 
booked entertainment. for the Sura: 
-mer -season:: 
LE the Cal:Neva: ‘the Jargest: Op-. 

eration on. the. :North: Shore. ‘and: 
hoaker of the. . biggest ° ‘show biz. 
names, . remain. shuttered it-is ex- 

‘pected the economy: on. a. that: end of 
“the lake will suffer.:: — 

There’ have..been: ‘many rtimors 
that -Cal-Neva - has: been sold (with 
several showbiz nameés speculated. 
“as. btiyers, notably. Eddie Fisher). 
-but .there's ‘nothing on ‘the ‘official 
record - suggesting -it_ is not. still: 
uhder' - the’ ownership’ of. Frank |n 
Sinatra. 

AGCY BROKE EVEN ON - 
CONDON JAPAN TOUR 

‘Tokyo, Aprit 21, 
=" spokesman: for’ Vietor Artists. 
of Japan said -the. agency” broke. 
‘even. on the. recent. seven-concert } 
‘tout: by: the Eddie ‘Condon ~ AIF. 
Stars. The: unit, ‘toplined ‘by: Pee 
Wee Russell,” ‘Vie Dickenson, Buck 
Clayton: and- blues. belter. Jimmiy. 
Rushing, “worked in’ Nippon . en: 
route home . from: an Australian: 
tour. _ 
>The’ three Tokyo . ‘conceétts by. 

Gordon and his clan were. sold to 
Art Rotary and. their single Kyoto. 

houses. for. .its: members. Concerts. 
in Osaka, Sapporo and Chitose -w ere 
presented. -by local promotérs.” _ 
The Victor. spokesman’ said the | 

as ‘one of. the: promoters.” 

Balto Solons Stampede 
* Over Humane Society’s 
Protests. Against Rodeo 

Baltimore, April. 21. 
The first. rodeo ever to play: Bal. 

| timore’s Civic ° -Center,. has been: 

Joseph Allen’ who said there ‘was 
no.-legal :reason.: for Civic: Center 
Commission to: cancel ‘rodeo. 

‘thas: protested’ tthe -rodeo saying .it 
involves cruelty. to animals: and.said 
it would sue: ‘Center officials: if 
‘event. was not cancelled.. -Allen said]: 
Commission . would: not: be: liable, 
that even if - “cruelty. -to ‘animals 

Responsibility. for ‘the. rodeo: would 
‘rest with: WBMD ‘Artists’ Bureau, 
‘promoters. of rodeo,: AHen said: 

‘electric: ‘prodding, ‘beating of. ani-. 

| prods are used,” ‘no - animals’ ‘are 

cattle are-roped. He alsa. said spe- 
cial halters would “be. used, ‘that 

accepted. way - and animals: ‘would 
not. be mistreated. - 

position: ‘that. inhumane. acts will. 
‘take place at the Civic:Center rodeo 

vices, the ‘animals. cannot be: prod= 
+ ded into activity.” ae 

Moore Reining ‘Hawaii Inn: t 
- date was: dealt to Onkyo, -another | 
large. organization which- buys out. | 

7 * Honolulu,. ‘April’ ‘21:. 
Leslie H. -Moore Ir. 

1956, is due ‘here next: ‘month to.} 
' become manger: of ‘Laurance - .S.]- 

“ Ben Shindler ‘has been-named ex-:| | 
ecutive manager of The Sands.: He 

| recently. resigned a similar post. at 
Miami-| 

Beach, and had been with El Ran- 4. § 
cho Hotel, Port ‘au. Prince,’ Haitl, +. 

Jack Entratter, “president; and. . 
Carl. Cohen, exec ‘veepee, are. “busy 2 
mapping.a building: program which ||. - 
will increase. its:.capacity from: 563: |: 

eg “GALE SHERWOOD. 
Begins: her ‘12th year as: NELSON. 

{| apparently *: 
| denne. *._Melbour ne: Age. : 

Of: “the. ‘total: 2:250,000 would: be| 

from promoters; .buy the land for | * 
$345,400. and: build - the” ‘hotel for, 

display - of : comedy :-talent: at. this: 
‘Spot along. thé ‘old: Club. 18 lines; 

Humane Society of United’ States i: 

really. did: take place, commissioners } 
would not be legally responsible. ; 

‘Humane. Society: ‘had. ‘said. that. 

mals, twisting: of -tails-and roping. 
of cattle are part.of rodeos. Carl | - 

| Brenner. -of WBMD, said. ‘that. DO} however;. 

“beaten, no-:tails are twisted and-no | 

jtmid-September. 

Allen said’ director. of Civie Cen- | ; 
ter could stop show if rodeo violates |’ 
‘state: laws. Humane: society: Stood | . 
firm’ saying: “it..is- our. ‘unqualified 

|a- talent “agency - 
with ‘Omar. Vaillant; : which ™: will. 
specialize ~ in * bookings ‘°: in “South, 

-hecause without mechanical de-. 

matiager. of | Bese re’ “operating out: ut "Of oh 

fhe . Caneel Bay Plantation Fesort | 
ios6, ‘in--the- Virgin “Islands. since |’ 

turnouts: could. have been.. better } Rockefeller’s. 
if the. show had been booked - With. i Kea Beach ‘Hotel. on Hawaii island. 
more advance time, allowing for at. Luxury - resort . complex, which: 
mote . penetrating publicity. cam- ‘includes’. a golf: course, is: slated | 

a ' [to oven in ‘March, -1965. -Hotel will} 
“tor is: the’ Dave ‘Have: 154 Toomts.: ‘ahd’ suites;. an: au-. 

“cocktail - “lounges. and |. 

Next up'f 
Binbeck Ore t for. eight con-'t diterium: 
eeris, in early May. ae co shops. | 

$12,000,000"... Mauna | : 

EDDY’S: -partner.- -Closing in -'Tuc- 
‘opening’. at. the:. -Shamrock- 

ous, “naughty-eyed ; ‘comedienne. a 
Sy dney - Sun, 
rossinenodl.”-—Peétit. «Jour nal, « 
‘real. “Une | splendide: femme,. Monts. [2 

“fide - 
“ Montreal. 

vie. 

A. PLA: Inc, ‘handles: 

Meader Would 
Buy Blue An 

Vaughn | Meader, whose: career. 
“J -was aided.-by his showings’ ‘at the 
‘Blue ‘Angel, 
that he’s: ‘trying to buy. ‘the -spot: 

oe from: its present, owner Max ‘Gor- |. 
‘ft don 

N.2-Y.;: -has~ declared 

Meader said . that. he. would: 
like - to take. over,. along - with his.| 

+ personal . manager, Buddy. -Allen.: 
Meader: presently * feels. that. che 

would.-like -to: initiate: a policy’ for 

“The Blue “Angel ‘recently | peti- 

Chapter “XI of. the ‘Federal. Bank--|:- 
‘| ruptey . laws : listing. .$196; 230 lia-. 
bilities. and | $36, 446 assets. 

*| NAT COLE HITS WHAM | 
$33,000 IN VANCOUVER | -or entertainment for youth, but we]: 

_{must also’ take ‘into ‘consideration: - -- Vancouver, April 21,. 

Nat! King... Cole’s 

2 ,800-seat © Queen: Elizabeth Thea-: 

16);- ‘House: was: scaled to ‘$5° top 
and ‘sold ‘out: well. in advance* of . 

Brian Epstein to Dicker 
opening : night.” 
‘Vancouver engagement: marked , 

j opening. round of. aN orthwest: tour |. 
 Tunder aegis of Zollie Volchok-Jack: 

Engerman’s . Seattle-based ..North- |: 
west: Releasing. Corp; and. was: pro- 
‘moted locally . ‘by: Famotis ° Artists | 

| Hugh" Pickett.’ fr 

Ariz. Fun Park’s 1556 
~ Loss. in. Ast. 7 ‘Months 

” Tucson, April 21. 

$155, 127 ‘in .its. first seven months, 
‘prexy: Louis Ee (Crandall said last . 
week, |. 

summer ‘séason. ‘should he: Success- 
ful because. of - ‘Teduced. overhead: 
‘and: the benefit.of a year’s-opeérat-| 

alf-poping would ‘be. performed. in. ing. experience. He ‘said the park 
will be open. gaily 't from May 30 fo 

"MARIO: ‘AGUERO AGENTING 
“Mario ‘Aguero, - former . ‘Cuban 

‘agent and onetime ‘manager of ‘the. 
‘Montmartre, -Havana,. has’ formed: 

-in -conjunétion- 

and- Central: America. : ° 

tainmeént- for ‘Channel -13 in. ‘Buenos 
Aires, and: ‘Channel ..8, | Caracas: 

Beach. ' 
2 

“Start 2M Mil Ohio: ‘Motel 
‘Columbus, O. ‘April 21. 

” Construction . has’. begun: on’ the.|:. Pe 
| $2,500,000: Holiday-Inn motor hotel, |: 
first unit inthe. ‘jnulti-million-dollar |. 

renewal. ‘Market-Mohawk-: urban | 
aréa: adjacent to. the downtown the- 
atre- ‘and. business “district: 
The motor. hotel will: shave 2 252. 

~ Funits- in 12 stories:: : ee a 

+. ~ Ray Katz, ‘partnered. with Bullets 
Durgom ina personal management. 
firm, was: ‘elected president-of the. 
‘Conference | of -Personal -Manage-- 

_Jment. East last week: -Al Bruno.|. 
“| (Shiels 8) was. named veepee; Mel 
-|Shayne: (Scandore._ &),:. 

: and. Bob: Coe; sécretary. 

.[ars Chuck: Taylor, Walter Gould;: 
“‘|Lenny Ditson. and: Dick Gabbe. In-: 
| stallations - will take” ‘Place: at -the'}. 
| June meeting. ve ii 

Behave or Else! 
“An 7 

“Chante : comme. cunt - 
- Mont-.]--: 

ét.  detrain, La. Patrie, — 

"| Civie Center, - -warned.. backers of. 
: treck:: ‘Nn’ 
“| presentations: won't .be allowed: to | : 
“| play the :Centet ‘in. the: future “if. 
+there is repetition, of: violence: that 

om ‘| attended the James Brown All Star: : 
| show last Sunday (12), 

to_the°Center. May 17, and Tawney 
Said. that if extra police personnel 
assigned: ‘that /night. can’t: ‘Keep. 
-order “something. will have to, be. 
done." we 

a capacity house: (about '12,000) . as: 
‘it“did a few. months before, erupted 
into . violence ‘shortly. before .- 
‘ended: It 

7 ‘Police bifoke .it -up.and’ as they. did,’ 
a. 18-yeal -old boy: pulled a pistol 
‘and. fired: at one: ‘of the patrolmen. 

| throughout - ‘the “audience -but. the 
‘Worst came. when the crowd. started 

: ‘| leaving ‘the. Center... At. this: ‘point: 
.|.two. ‘youths. were . ‘Stabbed and ‘a 
| third ‘was. shot in: the’.arm.. 

: “Sights. - atid. }.: 
- Sounds’. of :'64”. drew. a maximum |. 

| $33,000 and 8,370. customers to ‘the’ May 17° show.” Tawney . admitted 

tre here in-a three day stand’ (14-: that there. have been -incidents ~at 

Hor: May 1. (when:-he. accompanies | 

set. for a couple: of “Ed. Sullivan | 
|-Show” exposures), . 
“| will, among other things, be .dick- 

“Legend. City, a huge: new: amuse-- ‘ering. for: American ‘talent ’to .im- 
= ment park. located between 
‘Phoenix ‘ and. ‘'Tempe,° Ariz., . lost} 

He told. a ‘stockholders: ‘meeting, |- t on Sundays | | 
he feels © the . -eoming| cn. he -will present on Sunday: 

‘at. the “Prinece.:of Wales. ‘Theatre|’: 
throughout the :year’ ‘from. May 3.}: 

‘successful . habe | 
{mas Show" at: the Rank ‘showcase, 
-.Astoria, 

| has. already. set.an impressive line-|: 
up. of: local artists . for the first 7 

-Poole '&.' the. Trenieloes, Freddie 
(Garrity) :& the: Dreamers, Eden. 

-Pacemakers, 

The-office is now. hooking enter- 

| the “Vérnons:.Girls; Lorne Gibson. 
: “ Trio, the Chants, the. Harlems; and 

‘ ‘Rausers. 

“Wednesday, Apsit 22, 1964" 

J ats. Gk Of Fur West Tour Ang. <3 
With 256 Guarante vs. 60% of Gros

s 
Ray Katz Heads M

grs. | “the five. co
ncerts. ‘the. ‘Beatles 

will do: in’ the Far West ‘on: their. 

one-nighter promotion.. a 
‘Trek: tees Aug: 19:at- Frisco: Cow... 

Palace; act getting © $25, 000. ‘guar-: 
.antee ‘against’ 60% ..of gross" “in 
17,000-seater: “Promoter :.is- Paul . 

. treasurer, . 

“Elected to the board. oft: directors aI 

‘promoted’ fights “upstate. 

“fF mon - Cinders’ here. - 
-- | $25,000. vs...60%. 

| promoter “is. Stan--Irwin, also.en- -. ‘Balt. Civic Center 
oe WW arms Rockers : and “Interlude. . niteries 

‘Baltimore; ‘April: 21. “Phere, ‘tried. ‘to. nab ‘local. :booking, 
"-Deugias ‘Tawney, director of ‘the: 

| there. It marks .one’ of .few ‘big 

into. show. biz-brimming” Vegas. 

‘nailed down Seattle Aug. 21, ate 
roll - shows..-that: these. $20, 000° against’. 604 vt 

: Dale reports GAC. had’ “$0 ‘many. :. . 

“get ' those’ who would do. the big . 
selling jobs. in ‘specific areas: 

| awarded: them.” ° 
“The Brown show: is ‘set to: return ‘booking : rounds: out: thé Beatle’s.: 

‘That : « something” would’ “mean 
no-more.r&r. shows ‘at, the. Center. 
The: Brown. show, which played to twinbill. 

Not surprisingly, Concerts | Ine, a 
‘largest one-nighfer promoter. “On. 

it -Coast;-did not. bid. - Concerts Inc. 

began. with a- scuffle: 4. 

Beatles’ 
-winter;: 

‘There © “were. -.other incidents 
under’ ‘the © contract: “Ag -yet:. the: 

booked : amid‘. ‘continuing,.. 
‘reports: ‘as: {9.1 national: b. 0-: done. in 

“| the: theatres. - Pha a 
‘Tawney said; “It's* not ‘that - we] 

want:to curb ‘all rock ‘n’. roll shows | . -Glaseow $: 75 Mail: ‘SRO | 
Glasgow, April 21°: 

“he “Beatles: will. play’ to’ tivo” 

the safety.of our patrons. | ‘SRO houses at the Odeon.: Cinema - 

“We will insist,” -he ‘added, “that | here April 30,: without tickets, ever. 
having: - been | officially on - ‘sale. 

| Fans, - 
‘sale - ruling, 

even more: ‘police be’ ‘on hand. at the. 

the. arena: before smu not. “of such 

ayviolent | nature.” | agement. “Many. came ‘from Eng- - 
land: : 
de “AQ 6,000 tickets “have. Zone, o 
‘manager. George... 

VARIETY. : 
American. Talent for His - ‘tributed | per | Pe “pions 

~ Sunday London Concerts [were feturmed” 19 dsappoit 
were Teturned: to, . disappointed: 

‘London; April 21, - Lo es fans. 

On. his: next:-U:S.: trip, skedded 
Atlantic City, “One-Nighter 

-°" Atlantic City, April.-21. 

’ George A: ‘Hamid ir menacing 

‘director of the Steé ier ” here,. 

Brian Epstein} vas ‘inked The. Beatles for an.Aug. 

30° one-nighter © in- the -Convention ne 

Hall’s. “main: - auditorium. Hamid 

noted that . the. ‘quartet : “will play | 

Gerry.. & the. ‘Pacemakers who are 

port: into ‘Britain. Epstein. controls 
a. powerful . pop. singing. . stable 
which. includes ‘The. Beatles. - 
‘Idea. ‘is to. bring . over. ‘American 

popsters for his ‘string of concerts can. handl
e 20,000 ‘patrons. . 

“in-person”. appearance | On - 

‘Continued’ on. age. 138). 

NO ADS, BUT BEATLES © 
LOOM A CHI SELLOUT... 
"Promoter -Frank- Fried “doesn’t © 

‘| have ‘to worry. ‘that the. Beatles. 
‘might turn stone ‘cold next:Septem- © 
“ber when ‘he has.them ‘hooked for: 
“a eoncert at the 13;500-seat Inter- 
“national Amphitheatre. Despite ‘the... 

‘Kane, - Roy - Orbison: ‘Gerry & ‘the | fact that. he has. fot’ ‘taken ‘out ‘a a 

Dusty. : Springfield, 
the’ Tony...Meehan . Combo, | The 
Applejacks, ‘Kenny, Lynch, and the. 
Mojos. Ta . 
-Resident_ supporting groups © are 

first. 

Marking ‘his bow in.West End]. 
presentation—albeit. he | ‘staged © a 

“Beatles .Christ- 

Finsbury -: Park—Epstein |-. : 

seven ‘shows. 
These include The: Beatles, The 

Searchers, Billy J.. Kramer, Brian 

for the Sept.:5:. date at’ a $5 50 top)..." 
within two weeks: : 

.. Off.’ the publicity ‘alone, a few 
mentions here and-there on the en-- 
tertainmient -pages, Fried has had 

and. | _ the ‘Rebel. Cliff Bennett. - 
days after. the date. broke in the - 

‘late summer. U:S. ‘tour - ‘have’ been .- 
‘firmed. by General Artists Corp;... =. . 
agent. Fred‘ Dales, and-out of them: ~: - 
<emerge some new facés. in’ bigtime... oe 

Catalana;- who- operates. Safari nit- a a 
ery in San .Jose and: who. has ‘also. ua oat 

‘Promoter:. at " Hollywood . Bowl”. Ee 
"| Aug. 23°-is:’ KRLA: disk jock. Bob. -:" 

| Eubanks, who also. operates string--. | 
|of three teeriage’:niteries,- Cinna-.*- 3°...” 

“Fee. will. “be = 
. ‘For. the: Aug: 20 0. 
.| date in Las-.Vegas’ convention hall ~. -- 

‘tertainment: director at, Sahara ~~” ve Tas 

Money ‘one-nighters ever. 
booked a 7 

Shelly. ‘Davis, operator: of. “Cre- res 

‘was: passed’ ‘up: for Eubanks. and’... 7: © 

bidders” it’ sifted them‘ ‘to-.try to’. -: me 

. A’. Vancouyer *--. 

‘western ‘bashes: and. GAC's:. Jerry ee. 
Perenchio; out. of. New York, -has °~":" -. 
firmed eastern and. midwest dates. °°... 

‘| Among: them. :is*'two-nighter,-Aug.~- 
28-29. at Forest Hills (L.D).Tennis..°  ... .. 
stadium at’.$40, 000° vs. 69% | for the: a 

isa: Subsid’. of: ‘National’-General 
‘Corp:,. which “theatrécast’:tape: of. °°. 

-bash’. in’ Washington: last." =." 
four. showings: of - tape: _ 

‘were made; four are..yet fo: go > .°” 

remaining: four . have not. been. - . 
mixed): 

anticipating © an -all-postal _ 
-sent” thousands of ... 

written | applications to. the. marr-- as 

Chantry “told... 
“Two have :been — dis= 

- Thou. 

‘the. city-owned : facility. instead of +. - _ . 

the. Steel Pier :since: ‘the former... Oe 

Local: date. will be-The Beatles’ oe - 

‘single ad, he. expects to be sold out:: : ae 

to add three girls to handle.an ava- “.. : : L o 
-lanche of mail. For the first: three..2) 

papers. Fried’s. switchboard. was so. oe 

“Hawaii: Eatery Tests. ‘Flesh’. 
_. -Honolulu, ‘April 21. 

* Bhtiott's _Chuckwagon, ; midtown | 
‘Testaurant; is. giving live entertain- 
‘ment, ‘a trial. to see: if it-can bolster 

. ‘weekend. restaurant ‘patronage. 

: |-jammed. that ‘it..was impossible. “to r
te 

reach :him- by: phone: 
Fried was reluctant. to: “give the. > “+> 

dollar figure:of his guarantee. for :.°.. 
‘the Beatles, but said that it was the 

. 4 largest: he had. ever-paid out. Other: 
/ New policy 3 Is launched: with. Phil | ‘sources say -that .the. Chi ‘fee . is. -: 

.! Freed, a folk ‘Singer,’ ; 4$25,; 000: against. 60%: of ‘the, Bross. 



. 
Madrid, April 21. 

“High gotiety: ‘penefit -gala, Open-. 
“ing the: Spanish Pavilion tomorrow-} 

(Wed!) will -mark. the. first | leg - ‘Of. 
“Spain’s. heavy. investment: ‘and -en- | 
thusiastic effort : to” ‘make: Quitoe- 

“> Jand -a-miust : for. Fairway . visitors: | - 
It also ‘sets “the stage. for -a. burst: 
, .shoot- the-words-” ‘showbiz cand. 

- Jonghair programming .. that ‘goes. 
=: far 

res 

7 ‘béyond. | the ‘everyday’: ' 
>" pudget’ of: a ‘low ineome economy, 

: cessful: week ; with promotions. in 

Chicago, ‘Sarita : “Monica. ‘and - San’ 

péseta : 

.cdgo; was. his toppér with. a-strong. 

i Spending $500 00 at Fair |B 
ibit, Hopes for Goodwill & it 

Ray Charles, ‘Aznavour 
Mop Up for. Hal Tee | ‘ 

“With: 
-World’s’ Fair. - Fhe Flushing Mead- |. 
ows. expo: may: -be the. blueprint of | -. 
the: theatre’. of the, future ‘with 
‘computers - governing. every mov "e- 
ment. ‘of stages, | ‘actors. and.. ‘audi='/ 

“Tomorrow’s:: theatre “may |: 

“Dollar: spending .to- ‘date hovers. | $60, 097; while he promoted .French:| also: ‘provide greater- fusion’ of: call} ‘for-six'weeks after. its _preem Tevue, 

v “Hal. Zeiger: ‘had.a singularly suc- 

Francisco. Ray ‘Charles’ three night 
‘Shindig® at. McCormick- Place;. Chi-. 

irk ac 
By’ JOE COHEN. 

“The. ‘era of puish- button: theatre’: 
‘is -being. ushered. in ‘today | (Wed.).) 

‘the..opening of” ‘the. NcY.. 

i 1sT8 

ences. 

.  between® $5-$6,000,000... Calculated |chanteur. Charles .Aznavour for. a: the | ‘arts, 

= recuperation: ° from : three “restau- -| 

"- yants, art museum,. souvenir - ~sales:} 
combined Sis, 000 .in two nights. - 

Charles: played - his -three-night 

Ba, Chi ‘Again Folds: - 
~ Spot a “Two-Time: Loser 

“Chicago, “April: 21. - 
‘The ‘Belfry, the. ‘cabaret: ‘theatre |: 

that. took “over. the site of ’ ‘Julius ; 

Monk’s. short-lived Chi venture, has 

‘tossed, in ‘the. towel. It. floundered ; 

at “Noisés* “In The - “Theatre,”. received 
“The. direction: of fomortow's ‘en-| 

‘tertainment may be seen from: the | 
negative.’ critical notices. 

: It’s ‘reported’ ‘that. the: producer | 

‘ mT 7 ~ 

“Of Crooked Dice & Deck Ch 
Parlay 7 

arses 
- Las. Vegas, “April 21. 
“State: Gaming ~ Control The. 3 

_ ‘| poard- Has ‘reopened: a year-old 
cheating charge against . the ‘Silver. 
‘Slipper casino. alleging that auther-_ 
ities spotted’ .a: _ blackjack. dealer 
“bunching” the cards in. March, - 
1963, it was rev ealed. Friday Wa ine 
a notice of defense filed with, the : 
: gaming commission. * 

The notice ‘was filed ‘in conjune- 
‘tion with the April 3 ‘charge which. 

‘[elosed ‘the’ casino -for. purportedly.” 
| Operating. a. “cheating: and decsit-.... 
ful’ dice. Fame. 

The. second: ‘charge stems from 
action: Which -alleges that. Gaming. 

and ‘the pavilion: théatre.‘will none- stand which ended’: ‘Sunday. (19): to shows put..on.by the: bis: ‘business . . of the show,’ the -press ‘agerit,; musix ‘Control | Board . ax t | ~ theless’. leave“a. -hefty deficit and: a new McCormick.’ Place “‘yecord: | Barntms. ‘of. industry’ in’ “ROUT for | p & ard. arents_ spot ed. a 
-Gians and the cast: have organized’ Dlackiaek. dealer eheating on March 

write- off . to better. ‘trade, - cultural . Aznavour,. making’ his concert bow} 

"cand. entertainment. relations. with: ‘for: Zeiger scored. $9,400-. at’ ‘the |. 

. the US. 4 . Sanita’ -Moniéa’ Civic Auditorium 
-Cortes;. Castilian Boniface: of. ‘Ma.’ ee ‘Friday (18), and. did -$8;600-at the {: 

. . drid’s: ‘top- -diawer Jockey: Club Will | ‘San. Francisco - Opera -House. 2 the: 

vi Da. 
— gypsy-hoofer.. -Antonio Gades*: and ‘|’: 
** group .and ‘Los. Chavales de-Espana; 

Orchestras. will..be under the. -ba- 

2s yun the. pavilion’ s Granada .and:To- - 
.“Jedo’-Restaurants’ with a.total:.ca--| 
| pacity: Of. around 400.: ‘Cooks, and: { 
| waiters ; 
a planed’ to: N.Y; ‘to: handle a’ meu | 
_ «of “some | 
- + @ishes. Hermanos: Heras .will run.|: 

“in “the J. 
more’ popular: ‘free-swinging, . floor. | 

. littering : ‘informality. of. the. savory. - 

- Were:: finécombed . and. 

"150. Spanish regional. 

‘the. third-.dinery..- Madrid, 

-nabe ‘pubs: back: home. 
 *. Spain’s. young : ‘Fair~ commission-_ - 

re ‘Miguel Garcia de Saez, ‘eam-.| 
* <paigned: ‘tirelessly “to. Send: Greco's. : 
--"“Burial: ‘o£ Count:.Orgaz” as’ the.| 

‘diadem ofan art: collection -(inelud-? 
“ol. Ing. - Velasquez, : -Goya and “Zurban) 
_." Pair: visitors .could~ gladly. pay.-$1.: 
they claim. to ‘see.’ -Experts -coun- 
"gelled proud. Spaniard to- leave the’ 
_art treasure in ‘its St. Tome. ‘Church - 

me “niche, at Toledo. Saez‘ then pressed. 
ot for’ “Bas: ‘Meninas”. from. the: Pra-- 
:-: do Museum: ‘Whatever: the : Beaux | 

'.. Arts toppers pick, they figure it:will |. 
--: be one“ to. Justify . the: $1. entrance. 
- tab’ to the ‘museum;.. “where art 
“puffs will also- see .the best. of..thé 

- _ Spanish .moderns. (Picasso and Mi-- 
. 7 yo): and. the- Wway-out: contempora- || 
“ Ties. : 

Gala: opening ‘entertainment for - 
1. 000:‘ socialites . and: ‘public - figures. 

: : : among ‘whom. will .be ‘Mrs. Gary: 
~.,. Cooper, Gardner~ ‘Cowles, ‘Angier: 

: Biddle ‘Duke, Sen. Javits: and Sen.: 
‘Humphrey——will. ‘spotlight . the: full 

.Zambra |: Flamenco “company, 

2: tons:of ‘Meyer. Davis and young | 
F Peter Duchin; 

a.) > SLa Zambra. and. ‘Gades. ‘are: ‘under | 
ae contract: for. six: months. The’ for- {| 
:. S¥Ners_is a. complete: ‘ensemble of 23. 
~~"... daneers,. 

 <. topped “by: the famous Rosita Du-:j 
pon Yan,. ‘from ‘the. ‘By psy: cabaret in Ma-. 

- guitarists: -and . 

- (Continued on page 138) ° 

me New M Mexico State frit. | 
- Inks ‘Andy: Williams: For. 

| - Record: Breaking $22, 500. 

‘singers, 4. 

‘follows ing. evening, . 

Sporty Alana: 
Big 5 League Site 
For Bats, Punts’ 

oy, Atlanta, “April. 21. 

|  gaaita-Futten | County. : Reerea-'| highlighted. py: complete theatres |. 
tion: “Authority, “within- ore Week's s| 

‘time. has cleared ‘the. way | for..con 
struction ofa 55; 000-seat, “$18, 000,- 
000 ‘big - league. sports 

season.’ 

‘Sign’ on. the: dotted line. and ‘move 
south. at. ‘the. end of: this’ season. - 

‘stadium .ready within 12 months. so. 
‘Atlanta’ will have’ major league ball 
by. time 1965: Season. opens... 

A’ ‘National ~ 
‘team “has. made. a- -firm ‘verbal, com- . 
mitment . to: move: its franchise ; ‘to. 

Atlanta. in ‘time to: open. the: 1965 

YONKERS i ASKANCE ON 
‘The. Yonkers : City. Council’ “has. 

diretted -: :Publie Safety -Commis-# 

‘ sioner Daniel F..: MeMahon: to.” ‘bar 
} “obscene- ‘and - immoral | entertain- 

| ment... Action: was ; aimed: ‘chiefly. 
“| at: the “Harold Minsky: produetion;. 
“Lifé «Begins. at “Minsky’s” which} 

.dhas been. -a -longrunning - ‘lure -at!: 
Et be! “Westchester : ‘Town’ House. | 
{There -are. other. Places, in the area 
7 under. scrutiny, . 

City. Céuncil ; ‘also. directed! i - The. 
| MeMalion*: ‘to: establish ; standards; 

— ‘what. éould: be the | shows’ ‘of: ‘to- 
ad ‘Morrow, 

| Cola, * presented © a. Charming - “walk= 
:. | through: that .~was- an ultimate “in 
f the art-. of: -atmospheric make- 

; ‘believe: _ a 

“['TBhe major : ‘show, in ‘this: ‘éollec- | 
“+ tion was. the: GE Progressland con- |: 

‘who, may | 
‘take: more. bows for his. WF. ‘shows | 
t‘than probably... ‘any -other theatrical |: 

“stadium ° 
overcoming builders’ Teluctance’ “to: t: 
guarantee’ completion: of: project. in |. 
time’ for ‘opening /of:1965 ‘baseball |’. 

Stadium. authority had a |-- 
‘big. league baseball téam. Teady to |. 

: Nitery Owners’ “Contractor “is committed under | 
threat. -of -heavy--penalties.to have'| 

Football: - League | , 

“ MINSKY’S PRODUCTION} 

the : Fair,’ an: outing.’ ‘in “which: a 
quartét: “of. ‘Jayouts.- were ‘previewed 
‘Jast. week- ‘before -an:‘invited* audi-'|_ 

Electri¢ |. ‘etige:.. -General: Electric. 
‘Power & Light,. ‘DuPont. and: Coca- 

Do, Cola’ combined: ina .single’ day. to 4. 
wd. show their WF. ‘entertainments.. 

. while the: fourth, -Coca- |. 

ceived by” Walt . Disney, .v 

‘| eraftsman. -His:- -Progressland. - 

that: move’ from .one. Setting. fo an--| 
other with the various tableaux en- 

“performers”. made ‘of 
But | whose - ‘words -- 

acted by 
plastic, 

‘lifelike | representation. is made.- 
At the- preview, there’ were bugs 

.. (Continued: on Page 338) | 

New Mouthpiece? 

| day: ‘meeting .. of. the Associated | 
.|. Night“Clubs" of: America‘ to be. held | 
‘in Los’ ‘Angeles starting Sept... 

| Whether -.: ‘this: - ‘indicates. hah 
Séhmidt | will” be retained. by. the: 
nitery ’ owners ta. ‘fight. ‘the. “Amer: | 

well as. the. ‘iniisicians, ‘hasn’t yet 
been. determined: 

. Bill “Newkirk;- “operator. of. ‘The: 
Tidelands, Houston: and on ‘the 
nitery group’s ‘board, declined ‘to |”. 
‘comment: Schmidt was. one of -the.| 
‘speakers. ‘at Jast ‘year’s confab held’! 
in .New York, ‘and:-at: that: time zy 
several officers. of the. group /in-. 

i: jdleated that. he might. be. retained. 

‘PROTEST MOSES BAN 

ow ed. them. 

are 
synched “by~ computers. so ‘that «a. 

{that they ‘will be: toprated. items ‘in. 

‘a group: to sue for. money allegedly: .20, 1963: - The vear-old charge © was 

“Monk's © ‘show. jasted .. ‘About - ‘Six 
‘months at: ‘the same spot a:year:-ago.. 
‘The -house is: ‘considered one. of: the’ 
‘handsomest:intime theatres: around, : 

‘| but ‘must-now- labor: under the stig-. 
; ama’ of being a two -time loser: 

Power Snafu Does | 
Ditto for Disney & 
Two Other Shows 
‘Walt Disney. may: ultimately fave: 

four hit. shows runting at the ‘New 
York World's | ‘Fair,: Once: all’ ‘his | 

layouts are: ready, ‘ft’s. ‘discernible. 

the: Tand: of. Moses. (Robert)... , But 

" 1so-far; he has a fairly ‘low average: 
“pf Only. one of. his ‘four layouts. (Ford); 

‘was” completely’: ready: ‘in: time..-: +} 

| .Disney’s .. ‘Jatest: disappointment] 

|eame ‘with. ‘the: - preview. of: his: Lin-, 

:| coln: (saga). at. the. ‘State of Hilinois} 

exhibit. Several. items plagued the} ago, the defense.action admits that... 
installation; 

”. Godfrey: ‘Schmidt, the .attorney| 
“who has-been’ battling“ the--Amer-: 
-ican Fedération of. Musicians, will: 
be’ principal - ‘speaker. at’ the’ three-: 

New : York on: "Saturday. (18);. the] 

Emancipator... was: caught 

‘history. in’ New York,:. It: ‘took a 
‘complete working . day~ to - - get ‘the 

| figure -to: the exhibit. 
an 18-hour’ power - failure. ‘plagued . 
the. workmen. . ‘Temporary’. ‘power 
was: ‘installed, - but ‘since this was 

ifed .in spurts into: the IBM com- 
puter: governing: the ‘sounds and: 
“movements: of: Honest: ‘Abe; .it was 
impossible. to get. a smoothly: fune- 
tioning “exhibit. *: - 

. Disney-..‘feels Yather * 

he: would rather not show unless’ it} 
was: in perfect working order. ° 

Thus, | -on. the’ dedication | of ‘the } 
{‘Tlinois’ ‘exhibit, before.. an’ invited | 
+ audience. which included Gov. Otto 

‘After. ‘its arrival : in | . 

: After’: that: 

‘strongly: 4 
about: the. Lincoln. he credted.:-He|- 
sounds ‘like: he: considers it one of: 
his . mastérpiéces.;.and .one.- which’ 

-_ iniot made public until now. 
ik ‘It ‘came 10 light: ‘recently: when 
|gaming: authorities. followed up. an. 
‘emergency: order—which. originally 
closed the ezsino earlier this month 
with * a ‘formal. .:order slapred 
against: casino ‘authorities. The 

ae ‘jemergency _ order was served on. 
: feasino ; ‘Manager “Anthony. ‘Tony) 

Canino. - 
The. notice of. defense, filed with 

.) State .Gaming -Commission Chsir- 
man: Milton. Keefer: bv the Slip- 
per’s attorney, Thomas ‘Foley. noted: 
that -Canino, part owner ~o! the. 

}-club, ‘and another owner, ‘Robert 0. 
‘Schulze, were advised bv ‘yaming .. 
officials. that: a. dealer had been 
observed ‘handling a deck of cards. 

|“to indicate that he was. ‘bunching*® 
i small : cards. that’ had previously 
i been dealt.” _ 

Foley has. “@oritended. in the ne 
‘tice of defense that “the alleged 
commission -of| the charges . are 
more than one year old, therefore 
barred by the statute of. limitation.” 
However; Foley olaims, he has 
been. directed to defend the year~. 
old. charge. .“We are not hiding : 

‘| behind any statute, he ‘asserted. 
. The notice: categorically denies 

the: charges; by the. Gaming Con- 
trol. Board. . 
a Referring: ‘to the charge a year 

i two. of” ‘the: asino owners “were ~ 
called. on the carpet” hy gaming. 

‘| authorities to give them a warning. - 
héroic-sized- ‘figure. ‘of’ the.. Great 

in: the: 
‘kingsized: ‘traffic jam. that” made 

They. were called’ to the. office’ of 
the gaming control board and .ad- 
-vised that agents had observed the. 
blackjack dealer..“bunching” the’ 
‘¢ards.. while. there was: only. one. 
player present: . vy 

_ It also contended that the player’. 
cat. the: table: at that. time was @. 
| shill’ employed by the : house.. ‘It 
‘said. that the dealer was ‘terminated 

''a few days later in an attempt to 
“comply with the Wishes of the 
gaming control board.” 
‘When’ the casino ‘was closed 

(Continued on page 133) 

Blackpool Preps For 
Another Summer; Prct- 
“Dave Clark Five, Kayes. 

| ”, the. yearly. expo. 

| “fair Sept. 17 -and -18. 

ae gley Coliseum. ‘As. ‘part of. the’ ‘con-:: ‘raising: dinner for’ the. Agriculture ‘Fair, 
~ “tract, singer. will ‘also. ‘bringin the’ Halk of Fame ‘and: National Center © 

a work tv’ ‘show, plus: Candy.-Candido. ‘ $100-plate- dinner -in- the- American : Mases’ hasn’t: even ‘seen the filin. 
<-? “Among ‘previous highs for large ; Royal Building, “and. begins’a series “What he said about ‘our picture is Statements that ‘he-wrote: during his |;comedy, 

“on final - days: ‘of .the .1961:-expo. ' 

| for costiimes, danées- and” dialog |. i Kerner -of. Illinois, former lineis | Blac ool, En April 21. 
“Albuquerdue, April 21. for entertainment ‘spot ae te | OF RELIGIOUS FILM sae asin Stevenson, “now. | ~~ the sale Clark. gE» A Prurrently 

aaah _Felevision-record headliner Andy.‘ tity’s... jurisdiction: 1 ER. i ‘Chicago,- April: 21." Di _ need: wien the ef at chigh “on! the. British’ disk best-__ o Willams has ‘been’ inkéd” for” ‘thie | Corporation: counsel ‘was’: - 5: Be anni ng: “by NY, World’s. Fair isney: announce S. Tegret a seller's; is pacted - as guest act in- 

; ordered.-to diaft: Jegislation:. which * 
{968 New Mexico, State Tan "eve or ij would require entertainment.-spots president Robert Moses of a “mo- 

tion-. ‘picture © produced ‘for *: thei. 
contracted . for: a two- day stint | at | | — are $100" igense : ee Protestant: Council’ ‘of the City: of |- 

being ‘unable ‘to-exhibit: Lincoln. George & “Alfred Black's “Rive: 
_ Disnéy's. othér shows. at ‘thie fair Star “© Family’, Show,” ‘opening ~. 

[inelnde Beneral Feil s Progress: ‘June 20 fora ‘summer. run at ‘the -. 
an 1 

te -be- fingerprinted . and: take: out a Fhe “idm producer Wied: A- Niles. | | Were. Slightly. off. synch:‘at <its . un-| Payout Gardens eats enere 
3. license. BO a al “Parable,” a °22-minute - color: veiling, . .and:. Pepsi-Cola,:~ “which | English comedian: .the . Kaye _ 

| won't be ready: for ‘a while. | Sisters, Eddie: Calvert and. Clinton io _ me film, in pantomime, wes produced | * Th Ti ‘building. d a! Ford 
ae d y the.Fred A. Niles -Communica-' . e- ‘Illinois ‘ building, | esigne or 

Jack Benny. io Emece tions’ Centers.’On-April:9, accord-‘ by Skidmore Owings’ & Merrill, is| Major Blackpool: summer pro~:_. 
_K. C. “Hall: of Fame Fete .ing “to. ‘Niles, Moses wrote :to the: one of the .-more solid: structures at.‘ duction will be “The Big Show of~ 

- Kansas City, April 21. Protestant “Council's - board: and’ the Flushing ‘show, ‘It’s ‘made=-of | 1964,” ‘teeing: off. June 27 at. the 
‘ questionéd © the : “proptiety, -good | bricks’ fired.-in Illinois kilns. - It’s: HOpera House, and starring Ken’ “D 

Jack” Benny is” scheduled: ‘to: tasté and ‘Validity’ of the.film and | an- ingeniously designed. edifice,! ! Dodd, English comedian, Featured’ 
‘emcee the.- » forthcoming © “fund: asked: ‘them : not. +6. show | it. at the. made’ to handle. crowds easily. Aiacts ‘include . ‘Dennis Spicer, Jee- 

. kingsized ‘sereen-in the labby: shows ; Henderson,. and the Barry Sisters, 
“Calling - the “action: “premature: views of Illinois in’ posteard fash-| ‘Enetish threesome. 

‘Niles” -said.. ipa eee ‘while the crowd on the inside{! Another George & Alfred’ Black 
sees..and: hears - ‘Lincoln : uttering ! presentation ‘will be: the new. 

* “What _.a Joyride!” 
:) ¢ash outlay: for-‘talent ‘for - ‘the Al-? expected. to take place: in: -other a” mis- -statement : in ‘terms of con-| lifetime: that have ‘applications’ to-: starring | comedienne Hylda: Baker, 

-buquerque fair was ‘the $15, 000. ' ‘metropolitan centers to. benefit tent and . purpose; “We. feel: ‘it. pro~j day... cA wide: variety: of: Lincolni- ; opening _at- the’ “Grand Theatre 
paid Red Skelton. for two, shows . ‘the. hall, vides -a*. means for. ‘stimulating |: The power failure. which. stymied | June 20. It-also stars. Glenn: Mel- 

: Hall: of. Fi anié ‘and - “Chamber. of. -introspettion : among . members ofthe ‘Illinois ‘exhibit, ‘also ‘will. pre-;vyn and Danny Ross, and featurcs- 
Same. year, ‘Andy Griffith. got. $11j-. Commerce - officials. ‘are’ looking ; the . audience: into: their.” owntvyent “Les Poupees. de Paris” and |Lauri Lupino Lane, with -Duncan — 
600: for. two-day booking. | « for. an attendance “of '2;500 at. the; ireligiou's.. -belefs. ‘It | is. non-| the.. Meyer: Davis-Leon Léonidof-| Macrae, ‘Scot actor, as guest star: 
This ‘is- the first -year. since. 1958:' “affair. This: would: get: the: ‘Hall off i.sectarian, The Council: asked ‘us. to | Show “Wonder. World” from preem-| Play;. by John Waterhouse. deals 

ao ‘that a-mname act has been given a ihe. drawing . board. | in ‘suitable ; produce ‘a motion: picture ‘that: ‘ing today (Wed.). ‘No opening time | with the attempts of -a  station- 
-percentage of. the gate; Starting in: style, according -to-. Kenneth: would. . stimulate “true. Teligious. has-been set as yet: However, the master. and his femme to keep 
-1959, ‘talent:was booked for.-a. flat Krakauer, CC president and. down. thought: : ‘We ‘think - we accom Texas © Pavilion’s’: “To” Broadway |.open.a railroad . station. declared, : 

- fee, averaging about $4, 800 per. day: + town: merehant. : a plished. that. purpose.”” With Love” preemis per. schedule. | redundant in the U. K. 

=... Singer’s- contract: ‘will give. itn: 
$22, 500; ‘plus. 60°96. -of ‘the recéipts.+ 
over $42, 500, for three - shows. on 
the opening: ‘two: days’ of the . 1964 

- Williams is the first. ‘name signed'| 
_if!/for this year’s- 11-day. exposition. | 

... He'll headline. shows,. sandwiched: | 
“in. between: regular. redeo competi- | 
tions-in the fair’s 11,000-seat’ Tin-.! 

. ‘Osmond: Bros. from his NBC net: here. May 16..-Event: is ‘to. bea -and.- arbitrary; . 

“t 



as 
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Era of Push- Button Theatre 
——————— Continued froma page BT 

{n° the machinery. ‘The synch 
thadn’t yet been perfected, “but ‘it 
‘was a fraction of a second off. and [ 
showed -indications .of being okay 
by today's. (Wed.}‘preem. Also, his 

figures are extremely lifelike. They | 
‘age from. one scene. to; another, : 
since-there are about 20- years. dif-: 
ference in the. various sets de- 

_picted, ‘and the- illusion could : be 
.! perfect. ‘GE ‘takes. the viewers into 

the kitchens . of. yesterday. and to-: 
day, and ‘also sheds: light on. other. 
‘mores of life as seen. through the. 
"years. ‘Script and. music. is. goad, 

_ , GE: and. DuPont . 
Also in the. GE domain. ‘are. two 

other: theatres.” 

“theatre projects. astral’ scenes - on 
the ceiling for a fanciful presenta- 
tion in space: Directly underneath, 
‘there is an atomic demonstration.: 

=“ There were times that .the: sound 
of both interfered. ‘There.will have: 
to be some screening. arrangement. 
in this. instance... 
“The Electric Power & Light ex- 
hibit, ‘was: _ mechanically 

muffled - sound and - ‘the Singsized 

| ROBERT BERNARD 
CHARACTERS = COMEDY _ - DIALECTS 

PL-7-2780—or Lombs ‘Club 

Thanks to . Guber- Ford-Gross. 
Q Past 4 Seasons 

‘Fanny’ — ‘Escartifique: ‘Sitting ‘Bull - 

; Annie Get Yeur: Gun. Sebastion—' Call 

‘Me. Madam’. - Popt-Gypiy., de 

Original Pisoni! _ Seng’ of ‘Horway, : 

T Au Hakim— ‘Oklahoma’. | Senator, “til 

! | Abner’. Hassel’ = “Pajama Game’. 

Kandel—"Wi ish You Were Hera’. ~. Apop-. 

olous. - “Wonderful : Town’. = ‘Sister | 

‘| Eileen’ —. ‘Paint ‘Your Wagon’. =Ruder 

| Great Woliz! < ‘Stalag 177 — “The 
| Shrike’ — “Student Prince’ - 

Waltz,’ ete. 

- GILLY : 
‘| GLASON'S 

| PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY. MATERIAL _ 

For every branch ef theatricels 
“WE SERVICE THE ‘STARSI“ oo 

35 Gag files $15, plus $1 postage. 
. FOREIGN: 35 fer $38. 

“eS. Paredy Books, per Bk. . 8186 
| § Blackcut ‘Books. 1-2-3. Each $25, eo 
Tt Ne. 4 fer. $35—No. 5 for $30 
© Minstrel (white face) Budget $350 
° “How te Master the Ceremonies” e- 
“$3 PER COPY NO €,0.D.'s- 

BILLY GLASON 
: 20 w. Sath St, N.Y.C.-10019 CO 5-1316. 
(We TEACH ‘M.C‘lng . and COMEDY). 
et a veal. Professional ‘train You) 

"THE INTERNATIONAL rar ane | 

-This ©-time, . ‘the 

customer has’ to walk.. The domed. 

in . bad. 
-phape and” militated ~ ‘against a 
proper. showing.’ “The viewer .re-- 
‘mains stationary and. is’ conveyed: 
from one scene te. -another.. The} 

| | BRIT. MOSS EMPIRES’ 
“fA, 

; previous . year. 

FUN-MASTER ion 

‘A duce: acts in both cities. 
|| York, he will. be. assisted -by. Rock. 
|| Hudson: and “Johnny :Carson; in: 

| | Washington by Gina: Lollobrigida 
{and Allan Sherman. Le 

The. ‘east. for both performances: 
‘will include ‘the: New York ‘City: “se 

I} Ballet, Mitzi ‘Gaynor, Joan: Baez,|. | 
‘the. Peter Gennaro: dance. ‘group, 
|New ‘Christy: Minstrels, ' . 
| Swingle Singers, Bill. Cosby | and 

bugs: caused. ‘many. in tlie audience | 
to: abandon. ‘this’ trip... 

place in- several. ‘sections. “ The 
‘major show is..a- production by 
Michael Brown: who fuses. film. and. 
‘stage into.an artful. and entertain- 
7 ing: concoction, which. could. be a 
major. hit: if some: of : the commer- 
cials were. “toned ‘Bown. . 

‘Brown thas “three” casts of - live 
talent .-wor kin g together with 
‘filmed sequences: There are some 
excellent: hits, Such as: a:rose being 

: passed. through ‘the hands of ‘both. 
{ filmed -and. live” characters: 
synchronization. . is ‘lifelike. ‘There 
are. conversations between live and 
filmed . actors . and there is enter- 
tainment in both. media. -: 
small. and intimate: show in -which. 

| the ‘selling. -job . ‘should . Be” ‘toned |. 
down ‘for ‘optimum . ‘institutional 
effect. _But ‘maybe: they dort want: kids, 
institutional sells.” 

products-and proéesses,. and. many 
‘of ‘the man-made wonders. : Much. 
of the’ * accomplishments - of. this. 
firm could not. have ‘been: ‘demon-: 
strated by any other. process ‘than | 
live ‘actors. : An. orchiestra- ‘punctu-: 
ates the points made: on ‘stage. 

[| outside of Rio, ‘a walk in-the jungle ; 
|.of: Cambodia. ‘provide: an’ amusing: 
interlude. The temperatures change 

ferences. ‘One of. the’. major fea- 
tures ‘of. the. Coke: display: is. 

' Carillon: :tower .. capable. of. being. 
heard: for 25° miles:: 

Of public relations, 

NET DIPS:T0 $366; 800 | 
London, “April 21. 

net profits down from: $9901,200 to 

ington.” 

Mace Barrett. 

“The DuPont Theatre also takes | 

‘The: 

It’s .a| 

for adults should «be. built. 

In another. part. of ‘the: ‘DuPont 

\'show iS: a'-live demonstration of Twist,’ 
‘wide: path: ‘There’s joyousness ‘in 
their Behavior which: communicates: 

ably as chaperones). . 
do not-require much’ space. They 
allocate ‘a tiny. portion’ ‘of the floor. 

U”\ and: proceed :to-cut-up. Sometimes, | 
Several -couples. . combiné ‘into: a; 

‘instances, 
‘choreographers could | ‘get some | 

The finale in-the foursome ‘ig the: 
Coke’s: walkthrough. ‘Opening with. 

- fa street in- ‘Hong Kong so. lifelike 
fi) that.-one .is ‘tempted.to ask where 

1| Suzy ‘Wong hangs’ out, the :atmos- 
| phere is. rich: and: the details ‘are 
authentic. Aiding this ‘illusion’ is 
‘some. of. the: more- ‘artful ‘theatrical : 

| lighting seen: at the Fair. An Alps |. 
[| scene’. complete with -yodelers,. a 

| walkthrough in India: Awith: . Taj 
; rtonés), on a cruise’ ship. 

| Mahal ove P. ‘but ‘that’s of little ..consequence, 
‘The * girls: “dance” with each’ other 
and. they seem unhampered. by. 

‘group, © 

-consistent* with. the climactic dif=. 

- late.” 

cial, 

Tous. -venture. . 
‘run: rather high:* ; 

|: “Phe: ‘weekends. will. ‘have. seyeral | 
Opening ‘were’ the| 

‘Soul. 
*‘Singers.. 

Each one of them had imusical ideas. 
worthy .of expression, ‘and with de-. 
velopment could be = around the. 
rock: ‘hn’ roll scene for. a- while. 
‘Weekdays, only: one live group: will 
bé--on. hand;: and disks - will. provide |:a ; 
‘the dance ‘incentive: . 

live: groups: 
: ‘Madisons; 

fF Moss - Empires, ‘which operates: 
| the .U-K.’s. most prominent: chain’ 
of vaudé-music’. hall theatres, chas.. 

| recorded. a fall in earnings for the. 
second. year: running. . Before . tax, 
the company made” $826,000 last. 

|. year, some $117,600 less. than in the. 
Tax, which | was : 

1 $14,000 ‘higher | ‘at $456,400, Teft 
"Great t 

| patted 800. 

-Ward |” 

“The: newly: opened | Teen -Haven, 
‘on. ‘Broadway. and 48th, operated by 
Jack “Barone : intends. to. ‘provide. a 
spot where thekids: can: have some 
fun. at’ a‘ ‘reasonable price: $1.50). 
admission) and: they can buy food} 
and cola “at: fairly. ‘reasonable ; 
rates. No liquor,. natch. : 

. fhey sing. along 
with them, | applaud, and. then ‘sud- 
‘denly. the: yen to. ‘dance. makes _it- 
self .felt. and. ‘they yell: out’. _their- 
desires to the . management: : 
‘little. use’ trying: to. buck: that. sen-. 
timent. 

best part. of. the show, Should there 
be -any~ adults present. In fact, 

[.were: there: more ‘space,. a gallery 

would get a lot of customers.’ ‘whe 
Birls ‘predominating, - 

itself. to’ adults. present: (presum- 
These dances 

and: ‘in. those‘. 

ideas in” ensemble operation... ‘ 
- The same lure that’. made. ‘the |. 

‘Twist “famous. at, the. Peppermint}. 
- Lounge.’ ‘s€ems to. predominate... in. 
this room:: The. kids: terping: ‘is ‘the | 
‘major. item. - 
“There | were. ‘some. ‘kids: wearing. 2 

high heels that, presumably, big: 
‘sister doesn’t ‘know - ‘about. 

Is ‘greatly outnumber the lads’ 
girls |g y | Way ‘show ‘tunes: She leaves. Tokyo 

“The 

scarcity ‘of -masculine . company. 
The spot doesn’t. empty out too 

-‘Phey- pian..on’ 12: 30 closings: 
at. the’ latest,, and since’ the. Zirls 
travel ‘in: gtoups; it’s fairly safe. to 

| All these’ shows ‘reptedent’ a. fue assume: that ‘they'll get: home okay. 
sion’ of old and, ‘new show-biz, and }- 

| possibly a’ wave of. the future, But 
for the present, it’s..a alittering: iat 

The no-liquor ‘policy: makes: so- | 
if not ‘economic .sense.. With 

a ‘Capacity: ‘of about 350, - and with 
Tittle: likelihood ‘of. ‘a. turnover, it’s: 

me gonna be’ hard ‘to ‘extract enough. 
~. | bueks. to: make the’ ‘Spot ‘a. prosper- |. 

Broadway: -Tentals | , 

Five .:Fashions, _ 
~ ahd the DeKala 

Just as. the’ Palladium. provided 
a ‘viewing ‘point for non-participants: 
‘in :the mambo: movement, . : 

4 Peppermint.. Lounge brought. adult. 
— in ‘for: the Twist,- the. Teen Haven 

‘Lean: provide another-:show..of a 

and the 

‘|ditferent ‘kind for.’ adults. _ Tose. 

. . sf . “y . 
ry Be . alles we . 

only: three ‘days. after. the ‘Demo- 
cratic: ‘national convention: ‘in. the |. 
Siant ‘tnunicipal. hall, 

: Scot. House. ‘Alerts’ : 
a ‘ Edinburgh, April 21. . 

Ce ee 

-. E -are set:. to - ‘star April: 29. 

“Now. Appearing... 

THe NEW YORK WILTON 
Valencia: ‘Room 

| With His 

“Feats of magic at. your. table’ 

‘Personal Rep — ~ WILLIAM ‘A. BURNHAM | aR. 
IMPERIAL ARTISTS, 630-5th Ave, New, York €o: 56570 

| ther: - 

“Latin Quarter 

Quarter. to see for himself. a 

Admish Teen
 Haves, |" — 

"New Soft-Drink Broadway| 

- Terpery, Tees Off Okay) 

‘The. kids are -their . own. best | 
| show. - -They ‘séem ‘to listen: atten- 
tively. to: the. ‘groups. providing’ the 
‘entertainment, {:week: runs -at. ‘the theatre. - Next | 

‘| year, two top ballet: groups headed. 

It’s, 

.| with the exception.of two. non-pro- 

It| cionados in. at $35.a head. - 

ao” ae 
| variety. of. dances. related. to. the. 

“The flying derrieres. ut :a-t. 

{ areas. 

| chief of: mission at’ the: US. -Em- | 
-bassy here.. - 

_.| the knowledge. consent’ or acquies- ' 

_ Continued. from | page 1 rel an } P . - 

< Gregory. Peck. will ‘intro- ae 
In. New |‘ 

‘ties,”’ 

— Continued trom page 136 — 

‘the East. ‘Coast: Their stirit will be 

pays - “double. odds,” 
: contends:.’ 

a investment ‘in. excess of $3,000;000, | 
: — ‘Continued: from ‘page 1 — 

ber of cafes will- be: decimated: fur-. 
“because of. the*-contitiued. 

q silence: ‘by: ‘the. department. -aS well |. 
: as ‘the. character - of. the law. . 

i ~. Loew told.- the’ Commissioner | . 
| that: ‘biz canbe’ and ‘is ‘discussed. 

. { in-a nightclub. He pointed. out that 
i even with ‘entertainment, tabs in 
‘nitéries. are . frequently . ‘cheaper. 
than: ‘in - ‘class: restaurants; and a 

7” businessman is handicapped by the: 
1. regulation, “Loew also’ asked. the 

7 bi Commissioner. to:come to the Latin 
Hs bars { fo PY: open. ‘the. Sate, ms 

~ World's Fair “Spanish Exhibit 
‘Continued from | page. 137: 

arid. ‘Gades. took: ‘Spain by storm pany, but: will Tease: ‘a ‘Bway. house ae 
this year with outstanding Flamen- rather than: stage: at the Fair..De--. 
‘co dancing in.“Los Tarantos,” a 
Carmen Amaya-starrer: of . gypsy | is ‘said to have motivated: the resig-:. 
love and live amofg ‘the clans out-| nation’ of Cayetano Luca'de: Tena 
side. Barcelona. | as. director’ of ‘thé Teatro ‘Espanol, « 

” Ballet: Groups 7 stage centre of the Spanish classics, 
_ Four other pallet: ‘groups—Mari- ‘Pending possible. last-minute 
emma’s. Alberto Lorea’s, the Mano- changes, Jose Luis Alonso will di- 

‘la ‘Vargas company. and the Ballet 
:Gallego—will. come. in for: Six-: 

e | Pessional folklore groups — Ballet. 
‘Gallego .and Coros. ‘y -Danzas:.: 
AGVA. finally: agréed to Jet the’ afi- 

_ At. the. Fair office -here,. aides’ 
pointed. ‘out: there are no: restric: 
tions: or. special | fees ‘on Yank tal- 
tent traffic. to Spain. AGVA pay-. 
‘ments raise cOsts by around $20,000 
—forcing the © organizers: to. boost 
theatre admission to $4. However, 
‘almost. ‘all. ‘performing ‘Sroups: ex- 
pect to. pick up iv, concert and 
cabaret. slots in: N. Y. ‘and outlying. 

“Spain. is also sending: the. Maria 
Guerrere national . theatre -com- 

porary . Spanish: . works . from’ mid- ot 
j Junie. fo: mid-July ¢ on 1 Bway.” oo 

‘by Antonio and Pilar. Lopez: will — 
terp ee the Fair. fo 

Al performing. artists must pay. 
Stateside: minimum. of: $150 to the}. _ Liz & Bur ton 
‘American Guild of Variety: Artists, = Continued from page’ 1 —: 

derly,.--: -Della. Reese, Bill : ‘Cosby, ; 
Jimmy: Daren, Carolyn Jonés, Dor+" 
othy. ‘Dandridge, - Mimi ‘Dillard. 

: Entire show, one hour. coriginat- 
ing. in New York. and the other in | 
‘Hollywood, : will be - vitaped: and” 
-projected. on the large screen at. 
Madison Square Garden and Los © 
Angeles. Sports Arena; ‘aswell: as. 
in halls of from 45 to. 50 cities. © ° 
‘The “Freedom. Spectacular”. will 

observe: the 10th anni of the:Su-. 
preme Court. decision - outlawing ae 
segreated ‘schools, me 
- “Handling ‘the. staging in the: east... 
is’ Bob Banner. Steve. Allen’ is-do- .. -: 
ing the same job on. ‘the | Coast. 

The. two-hour show is. ‘reported. 
\'to. have been sold: to. Associated’ 
-Television. for: telecasting in Eng- 
{land..-ATV,. in’ return for~ the. 
“1 Show, . ‘agreed. to make .a ine 000 
‘donation to: ‘the. ‘NAACP. ; ; 

Diplomat’s Daughter 
—- Continued from. page ‘1 _—=_e — 

In the show that features a unit 
‘of Japanese: dancers, Miss Emmer- 
‘son does: a songalog: of “14 Broad- 

‘soon -and will. audition for the_St. 
Louis Municipal Opera. Co.’ "s. sum- c 
mer. season. -. ; 

iss’) Emmerson, : 25, an ‘attrac- 3 
tive brunet, has ‘been singing pro-| 
| fessionally for less than ‘two years. | ¥ 
She -has- appeared in Coast pro- 
‘ductions. of “Three: Penny Opera’ | & © 
‘and ‘‘West-.Side Story” ‘and .also | ® 
in’ the “South. Pacifie” presenta- | § - 
tion’ at ‘the ‘Thunderbird, ‘Las. oy 
Vegas, : 1y 

PBOSTON | 
“SMASH HIT] 

_ HOTEL | 

“Show. folks a afe raving about the. : oo 
_ all new Hotel: Avery. All. new, 4 a 
large, beautifully: furnished: dee 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel 
evision &-radio.. Air. conditioning: 4 

f | AVERY & WASHINGTON. STS. 
veoseteseeeess 

: NEE ei hr bate peiiath Aeneas mnE enc — al : . . . co a. ; 
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” Silver Sippor 
— Continued ‘from page 137; — * 

ROTO IST FTY. ae: earlier this month, ft was the. after-| 
‘math ‘of: a “routine. dice :pickup.”. 
‘Agents of the. gaming control board |: 
picked up five dice from.the tables'| 
on. Marth. 27. “After. examining'] 
them, authorities. said;.the dice || a6 AN’ 
were found ‘to“be “shaved, ” known |] THE COMEDI ly 

Dercentage dice“ in - gaming ||" PROFESSIONAL GAG senvica |. 
ciréles. THE L LATEST. — THE GREA ‘TEST. om fF - 

‘THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST | 
_ Now | In Its 160th. Issue, containing 
‘stories © one-liners, poemettes; seng | 
-titles, hecklers, audience. ‘stuf. mono 
logs, .paredies, double gags. | bits 
-{deas,. Intros, - Impressions. and tnt 
-personations,...political, interruptions. | 
| Thoughfs of the Day, Humorous Views. 
of the News, Vignettes, etc. (20 Pages) | 

‘$25 YR SINGLE ISSUES $3. 

"$35 YR—SINGLE ISSUES. 4 
| NOCO.D4s 

. BILLY: GLASON, 200 W.. “S4th - st. 
New ‘York City. Tees, co S136 

- The defense action contends that 
the dice -could have ‘been. placed | 
‘on the. table in “three different | 
ways: .by:‘the casino Management; | 
by. sleight-of-hand ‘methods from. 
the. outside;. an ‘employe without | 

gence ‘of management. © | 
“The. latter. two such -possibili- 

-the. casino: contends, “are |. 
-much..more.-probablé than. the.|{ 
brash: assumption. on the.:part of 1 
the: gaming. control -board ‘that. it |}. 
-was. done ‘with. the. knowledge of | 
the casino management.” a) oo 
Keefer said . ‘he: ‘would make | 

-|every -effort: to. get a hearing 
by || 

today. (Wed.) (22) in. Carson City. 
‘He also advised Foley and Attorney.|I i 

‘}John C. Goff, a counselor for. the }#- 
Some * of Scotland's. huskiest- vine ¢ 7 
looking males: are. being recruited 

: by. ‘the. ABC Regal: ‘Theatre. here} 

|-eerts.. ‘topped. by. recording artists. | work. (on the. dice), if employed by} 
‘More ‘than. ‘20. ‘Have™ been “signed 
‘for. the: cinema, where The: Beatles 

‘Slipper from Los Angeles,- that the’ 
hearing: might have: to be. delayed. . 
““The , device described as edge- 

a. licensed casino, ‘upon. discovery’ 
by.-a. player, . could .bé: utilized to-[h 
‘the detriment of the ¢asino in: that |4 | 

But, according: to “manager : Les} fe. would: then be’ able‘ to bet: the |} 
a | Lovell, : there: is:"no | question: of [scone tactics, . : oo. 

back ‘line ‘and. play.: ‘the .field in |} og es ey 
which - double Six. and. double. -ace Dir.: Harry Greben, 203.N. Wabash. Av. 

“the: action _ DEarborn 32-0996, Chicage, Mlinots. 

"BUCK. BUCKLEY 
Foley said that: itis. “highly. im-. = 
probable” that: ‘the casino, with ‘an. 

would employ a‘style of dice which | 
could. be equally beneficial:.to a}: -.. 
plager. as‘it would. be to the house. : 

TE HONOLULU CAFE HEIST 
- Honolulu, April 21: .{4.- | 

Safeerackers broke: ‘into: Hutch’s . 
Supper: Club, : -nitery and restaurant 
operation. ‘near - the airport, andjf- . 
walked off: with. a reported $7,000,.)0 
‘mostly in cash." 7 oo 

Arthur Hunt, owner, and police 1 7} 
‘figure entry. was - ‘through a rear. Yt) 
‘door, with. the burglars using ctow-. 

vets 

"VARIETIES: 
REVUE. 

. Direction: | oo 
a Z CARLSON... -.~ 

. ARTISTS. a a 
. . COR ; 
‘irmingham a 

cision. to: send: only. Maria‘'Guerrero- ° 

{rect the Maria . Guerrero: state: - ot 
players in a repertory of céntem- _.”. 



. athe major surprise: of the: evening: 58 | ‘Miss. Dercel. 
_ For. she has. acquired. new. strength and. .new-.- 
©, dimension. For example, she has developed: a lovely 

“high. register, end. ‘apparently. i ‘is: ‘paying: attention to" 
lyrics ‘and music... © 
“it's a-new delightful. Dareel. ‘She: gives vigor ‘end: 
roundness. to her numbers... Now she: Gpproaches: o 
mature artist.’ Ss “Jose. ae 

NEW YORK HERALD. 1 “TRIBUNE”. 
“-ROBERT SALMAGGL: 
Paris’ Denise. Darcel;.as French: as: “the: Seine: ‘and 
twice as. ‘overflowing: (inthe {right places) ts. launch- . 
‘ing her new act ‘at the Living Room. ‘She: paces ‘the.: . . 

act well, doing a few ballads, some ‘jole de vivre ~:~ 
swingers and a: couple .of novelties, ineuding a: ey. 
: salute to Chevalier. Molel: une. fun’ gal." 

“NEW: YORK: JOURNAL-AMERICAN 
-- JACK: THOMPSON | 
“Miss: Darcel has plenty of. colola. in @ scarlel--. 
sequinned sheath. She. is. s genuinely something: for ; 

the boys. 

_. “She ‘sings, with: the greatest ‘good. humor, i in: all the 
"> Janguages and really belts out ‘Rockabye. Your: Raby. 

‘With. a Dixie. e: Melody’ in French, me - 

DAILY: NEWS 
‘ED “SULLIVAN... 
“Denise. Darcel a Living: Room ick 

7 rn BILLBOARD - 
- JOHN. HAYS. | 

"France's: Denise: ‘Darcel : introduced - a soupcon of 
Gallic spice and a good measure of joie de vivre to 
the Living Reom.. Revealing’ some talents opt pre pretty 
well: under wraps in. the past, she proves te be a -: 

“disarming entertainer of exceptional charm. 

“Her act is well- paced and varied. She seemed. ‘to. 
be. enjoying herself. and; “consequently, so does. 
MR ‘everyone else. -: Be 

., “ina French woman's. impression of o Frenchman 
-2""" .$inging-in English, she does a father funny bit with. 
5 @. medley :of. Chevalier tunes. Bringing a song into 

‘= @- strong personal frame ‘and concenfrating on. the 
+. Jfyrie value, she. ‘manages to. ‘give a new look. fo a 
aan “wreu of, old: ballads.” 

": SAN. ‘JUAN: x PIARY.. o 
TONY: BEACON. 

ae “Gallicharming - Denise Darcel, -whe proved to a 
__ ‘cheering audience that 50. million Frenchmen were 
{ "RIGHT! Sheathed in a midnight-blue sequin gown. 

. St withce plunging neckline Denise displayed all the 
_. _fighthearted... sexiness, for. which the. French are. 
e. $0. famous.” a : a 

BELL MeCLURE SYNDICATE 
-. HAROLD STERN : 
“Miss: Darcel has: a. very. listenable voice and a 

7 .: ) plentitude. ‘of charm. Her songs - are French -or 
wy. English: or -a- combination. ‘Denise: is. worth an 

evening's s. time.” on 

| eee Television: | D SULLIVAN SHOW e _ JOHNNY: CARSON SHOW. e COMBAT. 

; ey Hotels; Nightclubs: WALDORF-ASTORIA, New York. © SHERATON BLACKSTONE, Chicago 
ve | “QUEEN. ELIZABETN, Montreal @ CRESCENDO, Hollywood 

“GRAND. BOLIVAR, Lina, Peru: e CHI CHI, Palm. Springs, Calif. 

- SHERATON ROTEL, San. Juan, Puerto. Rico: e VING ROOM, New York 

_ Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS / AGENCY 
¢ at Sa act ‘e.. : ‘mwecewen es pep “> ee Oe a «+i 2 Bm we a may eee. 
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140 “NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS - 

eal NEY e : ip ‘pread-and:butier half. of ‘the. “one f 

Copacabana, N.Y. Siti, “man: team’s ‘third: nightclub’ ‘outing.|° 

Tommy. Oliver), Copa ‘Girls,’ Joe. and. he's'..2 -good thing ‘played’ to 

_ Mele .and Frank Marti Orchs; $6. 50- 

* $7. 50 minimum,. | saucy bumbler {fustomers, ‘have’ to: 
a sympathize: with 

It. there's Little + new: in Jan. Mur- | 
ray’s gag file, it's somehow: reas-. 
suring. to: have. him in. the flesh 
‘ining :out the jokes : he couldn't. 

with: surprisingly, Some good; -low- 

‘The - ‘totally. confused - Latin’ Santa’ 
Claus. is trotted. out, as a must,: 

tell on ty. One- or. two. of his yarns: along with the terrified astronaut. | 
‘could stay ‘censored, “but otherwise.|.’ The . format. remains in’.the ‘old’ 

he’s a palatable gent and it’s just ‘Steve- Allen: tradition—the™ short, 
a case, of “each tabler: for: himself ‘disjointed, almost one-liner bits ‘set |. 

“up by the Allen-type : square. -inter: | 
Murray’s - ‘brand: “of. -monology is | viewer. - ¢ well-done: by Andrew: Dun- 

as to. which: lines: are’ the funniest. 

from the. exagg erated. .: -premise,. ‘can.y 
which means: he's got. to. have ‘the:|- 

‘sna 
te Hh topper. With him it comes {in the cavernously. elegant: ‘Venetian 

‘out. best’ in a’ médical routine, and | ‘Room: caught “ both’ straight .man’ 
_-one_on family: values’ then and now. 
When. the ‘luils. come, and .they--do;. 
is’ seasoned . -ad-libility- usually: 
“peys. “Ott He. may net be among 
the more.eréative, but he remains. 
_Tesourcetul: enough, to. _ Keep. ‘the’ 
average tippler ‘happy.. ° 

improve. during the two-week: date: 
Dana -came_ out more’ swinging. . 

Without his: Latin. alter ego. -and: 

“milk the bits ‘to’ greater: “laughs.” 
- ~The material, again, is fresh. and: 

Making: her New. York.-preeni on. a | just the right side’. of approved. 
the. bill is: singer Pat: ‘Woodell of | -suipper-club- pale blue. ‘And as Bill. 
tv's. “Petticoat. Junction” cast, and- ‘Dana; of “course, “he-..can:: discuss. 

” to-.her, Gredit. she-doesn’t trade 0n | the weird, wild life story: of Jose.. 
this: A woll-chiseled gal, her din-- 

_-nérshow : bow. was in. “black, ‘neck-. |. 
“high: and ‘smart: To: furthet accent]: opens. Wednesday’. (29) «: 

‘the. asseis,” sie has ‘a..strong and... ae . 
fue’ voice. and deports herself “for” 
simpatico ‘returns. ~ » Ie. € aprice, 3 Niw: we 
What Miss Woodell still has: to. . ‘Bobby Short’ Trio, Otis Clement; 

develop: is‘ a-distinction of style. or. $2. 50, $4- minimum... = ae 
libretto, -or ° ‘hath, At the. moment, |. 

“ her. songbook is. too ‘diverse -for a | 

"Dick. 

“My Buddy’: through “Hello Dolly". ‘of: Le- Caprice. on the: site* of the 

to.an “I'l be-Happy.’? ° - ‘straight - eatery. formerly -Anown as: 

She offers.soime. dramatic solilé- | Malmaison: Jacoby, a former part- 
quizing with “I' Wish-I Were a Kid |mer-in-the. Blue -Angel, has opened 
Again,” but at this. date’ the effort a: tastefully. decorated -spot. which. 

Us. tacky when-she would. be better’ Tooms.as_oné of. the intimery -hits 
served by a script: with some -gin-|.of. “the: | “season. -The -decor,”. by 

er. And for the Copa run, Tommy ‘Stewart -.Chaney, 
Sliver cher®. maestro, | could tone: reds.and whites. : “The: ‘atmosphere 
down the aceomp, ~- is: cheerful’ and smart. : | 

. The Copa: Girls. give a brisk; co- |-.:‘The major- ‘entertainment - ‘is by 

-ordinated.. account. of - themselves; Bobby. Short, who also: has “an. in- 
and; apart. from: the: volume © prob-- terest-in the spot. Short has played: 

“Jem; Joe .Mele’s. orch:.showbacks virtuaHy évery - eastside . boite. of 

with -psr usual- finesse. Ditto" for | distinction -and seems. to be” able 
“Frank. ‘Marti's: cha-cha tempi. | to take. a: ‘sizeable | segment: of: the 

. Come: April’3 30 it's Sammy ais where he relocates. 

Bg I stand, -he seems to‘ be in businéss 
oT for’ himself, ‘and. his ‘demeanor. off 

“Flamingo. Las Vegas; | and “on-stage. takes cognizance: of 
Las Vegas, April. +6... | his: heightened: status.. 

“Juliet Prowse Smothers Bros: |: Short: remains. one | ‘of: the ‘more 

(2) Harry | Blackstone Jr. “Russ literates ‘and. articulate. exponents. 

Black: Orch (13); ‘presented by. a fe pintiainges, hes. 3 one: of 

Morris Lansbirgh;. ‘ lighting by & 
: Huge Granata; $5. minimum. _ 

| ‘show. that “he 
Juiliet Prowse. brings back. the hardly. a’ Broadway. 

act which’ has. been: so - “successful, 
‘here before: -Produced and ‘staged | 
with. fluidity by: the inventive ‘Tony | 

_- Charmoli: the -turn’ showcases ‘the 
* shapely -Miss Prowse as a brilliant. 
dancer, a pleasant | chirp, and: an 
excellent comedienne.) - men 

Highlight of the higret the her. Pianist, Otis Clement, 

spoof of. Lady Godiva, :Catherine’ .yi-chi crowd.” It’s likely. to - get. 
The Great, Camille,: and. Cleopatra, dlume, 

‘as. those: femmes. would appear. in that. kind of attendance inv 

filmusicals. * Star: gets able ‘assist- reer, -Service. staff: is- ‘headed: by 

ance from "song-and-dance : team- Pasquale; long the maitre ‘d’- at: the 
mates: David : Nagy,. Norman. Ed- | e Hotel. 
wards, Phil Laughlin, Mare: Wilder, pierre Room. of -th “Jose: 
‘and Lance .Avant, latter scoring}. - ; 
with a song and guitar bit‘on “They |.” 
Call The. Wind’ “Maria.” \ Andy.) 

- ‘Thomas conducts . the“ Rugs‘: Black oe 
orch, Dick Sternberg backbones ‘on. bog: 
_drums. ©. Hugo - ‘Granata ~ ‘handles |: L: 
the lights,. musical ‘arrangements | Nei 
_ate by Jerry Fielding, costumes by |: 

l - 

Bay nee ae Sammy Calin lb ‘Weston’s’ .folknitery - features’ 
two. 

Jimmy Van Heusen. singers. and: a.comic;- each entirely: 

The. Smothers Bros. Y ilr wor: istics 
“their Las Vegas t on gi , 
hearty. yocks from -first-nighters | contrasts. for the audience. 
with their humorous attack on folk |. 
‘music. 
“material is: ‘Tepeated. to good. effect; ‘and. work songs with .quiet. inten- 

“emphasis - ison’ comedy with the 
songs (which “are rarely completed) | ‘rich: in its’ lower register. 
secondary... 
’ Harry ‘Blackstone | “Si ass 
by. his’ attractive wife, ini pro- 

gram: with : ‘some uncanny - sleight-| of: horrid world. they are inheriting 

~of-hand. He puts her in a cabinet {from their elders,.: - * 
which is pierced by long thin ‘burn- : 
ing light bulbs; the preem audience 
_ Seemed disappointed that. his. time |. 
~ was held down :to.15 minutes. . 

‘of, drum.and ‘bass: give him: added’ 

- Los Angeles,. April 14. 

$2 admission. . 

‘Ted. 

eategory.. of. the -modern. ‘breed® of 

|-a. comedian at all but” rather a 

‘Program, presented © by:: Morris | cross. between -: a: "preacher and .a 
“Lansburgh, in until May 14:.when|philosopher. His. work. is -marred 
Joe: Ei, ‘Lewis’: and ‘Leslie. Uggams |-by too ‘many | references: to varied | 
“open. o Duke. : Sexual. deviations. - 

pe rnenen f-- No. question. “but. that ‘ palladees 
| a Hoyt - Axton. is thé top: attraction: 
‘Faivmont ‘Hotel. S.F. ||He has a powerful. and: pliable 
| | San‘ Francisco, April17. 

H ckseher Orch; 50- cover. 
. 8. $4 (“Saturday's “Child,” 

wear a little ‘thin, but ‘Bill. Dana, 
_ happily, is emerging. as. a Pleasant, 
- engagin’= comedian. - 

Jimenez, ‘however, 7 still, the | | 

record star. 
_, Show is. in through, May: 3. 

“Tube. 

the hilt——the cringing, frightened, 

‘keyed. political. yocks. thrown in: : 

“swang; 

It's effective. when ‘the’ ‘timing. is” 
‘second ‘line; or. the- ‘topper | ‘tight and ‘fast; -but..opening: night ' 

the ‘straight ‘man,* rhythm, : he’ is. 
more relaxed,. able. to “dévelop. and. 

. The! Ernie..Heckscher orchestra |:’. 
‘provides.’ fine. ‘hacking. Louis: Nvey 

. Herbert ‘Jacoby.. is hack : “in-. the. 

‘focal: identity, “from: Fresurrecting’ midtown. sector. with the- opening | 

is ‘done’ in gay- 

; | population’ with. ‘him |: no’ matter |’ 
Th. his’ present : 

{the most -extensive repertoires: “O£]": 
legit: musical tunes extant. ‘There’s } 

can’t trot out ‘at.a: moment’s: notice. : 
‘What's more;;: his. catalog: grows ‘an-{ | 
“nually, - - which gives. hint -a fresh | Pe te 
tact’ every - season. -Short’s . Stein- |. 
waying. is. ‘potent and’ ‘his’ backing." 

strength. The; relief music ° ‘is “by | 

Le Caprice’s. opening : attracted: a’ 

during : its. promising. eastside ‘ca- 1} 

‘bthe Mr... & Myrs.- 
prompt big turnout in their debut 
‘as. a double:.in. the: Swank South 
Shore: Room... 

‘Troubadour, Le ‘° eae : 

“Hoyt: “Axton, ‘Ted Parkland, Pred 

“Current month-long. bill at. Doug. 

»: different -in performing character-. 
‘f2) make thus providing an: evening of. 

| _| pressive . talent: for choreography; « 
Fred Neil,: the opening: act, isa} 

Much: of the team’s. wk. tv |.  folksinger who : “does his ~ ballads: 

~ .| Markland, the ‘comic, ‘reflects. ‘the. 
assisted ‘concern, almost obsession,. of the: 

‘younger generation. over the kind |- 

“Markland. falls: row; ghly- into. the: 

comic-monologist who's. not. really: 

‘| voice, while: acompanying himself. 

Bill: Dana (Jose Jimenez), Ernie deftly and. expressively. on guitar.: 
| In addition to his fine straight work | 

“One More} a 
Jose. Jimenez may’ be starting to’ Round, Mankind,” _ete.), he’ dogs: a: 

funny takeoff. on a. Tock | 'n roll: 

"Square East, N: ¥." a 
Charles ‘Rubin,: 

‘ director,. Dishy;. 

fo. a ‘arst-timer.. “the: antics’ per 
formed: by-the- zanies of the Second. 

"| City. ‘are ‘pretty . hilarious ‘but: re- 
.action ..of “regulars” . | 
“opening-night _atidiencée «for. “The:; 
Wrecking Ball” © was. ‘considerably | 
“more. reserved: : “Evidently . there: 

‘and: Jimenez ‘a little off. But. that’lk}. ip. ‘t. enough new. and differ ent this, 
|. trip. 

‘There’ s no. " denying” ‘the.. “perst, 
“for mers’ . 
“Dishy:.. and... ‘his: friends... 

“talent. - Holdover 

‘Schreiber, « Mitzie | , Welch, - Roger 
Bowen; ': Jack | ‘Burns,.. Mina’ | Kolb. 
and ‘Dick: ‘Sehaal ‘ “proyed™ ‘that - at]. 
_Wednesday’ Ss. opener (15). The’ fault |’ 
‘is: notin. the’ stars but -in, their-|- 
material which seems: dragged. out 
“and generally uninspired. 

* Another - drawback ‘is. the v une |. 
‘equal ° ‘distribution: .of opportunity | : 
among: the group. As_all of. them 

| display plenty -of talent, if. not in 
equal ‘degrees, it could ‘be a*chal- 
Tenge. to their improvising skill. if ; 
they ‘were to.rotate. ‘frequently. . 
Particularly oi tstandin. g are. 

: “|: Avery. Schreiber,:a bear of: a:man 
‘sperting a ‘most. ‘luxuriant hirsute | 
appendage,...and’ ‘Mitzie “- Welch, ‘ a- 
pretty blond: clown. with. ‘a ‘wonder- | 
‘fully flexible: face : and -voice.. 
pair, “along ‘with:..brunette - Mina 
Kolb, hit an improvised peak : with | 
their “The Butcher and the Lands | 
Tady”’ done. in Kabuki ‘style (a’ “sug: + 
gestion”: from. .the.;audience). - 

The. first half, or planned part of 
the program; gets. the show away | 

:| fast.‘ with::a blackout. ‘using; the: 
‘stage’s. one prop, a: rather’ imper- |. 
“fect- rosé. From: then on the..septet | 
has a ball (if not-a “wrecking” one). 
I with: their: short ‘takes but. bogs |{ 
down on- some - overwritten: 
sketches. © 

‘ . Jack. ‘Burns ‘and. Schreiber: get |. 
yocks: -with: ~a* -conventioneer-cab | 
‘driver: routine. Some” of the. most. |. 
‘successful skits: evolved: from. im- 
provising on. song tities provided. 

.| by’ the ‘audiencé—‘T Fell“Off The 
‘Philippine Mountains and. Broke 
-MyKniee;” the Kabuki. ‘bit or “L+- 
Burned . My Feet on. ‘the. Board- 
walk”. (done. as’ ‘a ‘tarantella), 
A. major. assist to: the: actors, es- 

pecially in the’ ‘song-title bit, is the’ 
fast improving’ of both music. and- 
sound effects. by. Tom. n O'Horgan. 

Ne | ot Robes” 

‘Harrah's, 1 Lake’ Tahoe 
. Lake Tahoe, April 14. 

Tony Martizi, Cyd Charisse, Maro- | 4. 
1), Leighton | 

‘Noble * Orch: ADs Presented. ‘byl 
‘Bob_ Vincent. ee 

_ As: a single, Tony Martin. has: ale 
hways. proved. a. potént marquee Ture. 

on: the: ‘Reno-Tahoe circuit, : Aug- 
mented, in-a “Two Act Revue". -by: | 

|| Cyd ‘Charisse, ‘there’ 3. 110 question . 

Landis. ‘Dancers . (1h, 

offering . ‘will | 

“The revue,.. 

ual .appeal; ‘ie., Martin’s. -polished 
professionalism: in “the vocal ‘de-' 
partment, and ‘Miss Charisse’s im- 

gender: : ‘Also a. big attention: win- 
‘ner: is her. gowning, five. changes | 
‘on show caught. 

Martin ‘takes. a: ‘brief’ ‘bow ‘with a 
few : lines of: “There’s No.‘Tonior- 

\row;”- then. brings.6n his partner |: 
(backed: by. four boy dancers) for..a 

-} warmup to “Let’s Dance,” followed: | 
by her terp. interpretation. of... “I:| 
‘Love ‘All: of :You”.-from: MGM ‘pic, 
“Silk Stockings” which: co-starred. 
Fred. -Astaireand . Gene. Kelly... 

After: essaying a ‘special-lyric: bit . 
‘themed around. nursery rhymes,’ 
‘Miss Charisse” hits. the high point. 
carboning- Sadie: “Fhompson. | It’s ‘a: 
‘clever’ sketch; © “smartly. ‘staged, 
showcasing her. ‘aS. one. of the. best 
dancers in the ‘pusiness::: . 

‘Murray’ "Sweig: 
‘and Al Weinstein's. -presentation -of.}°. 
Second: ‘City’s “The Wrecking Ball,” : 
‘with Roger: Bowen, Jack Burns,. Bob : 

‘| Dishy, Mina, Kolb,: Dick... Schaal, 
The material . is relatively” fresh |: Avery. Schreiber;. “Mitzie~ ‘Welch; 

music, : Tom. O’Horgan:. stenes. and. 
dialog ‘-créated. by” the ..Campany;. ne 
‘theatre: .and’ set design, Ralph. Al-| 

lighting, : 
-Dan. Butt. At Square: East, N. oO 
8 admission. _ 

among ° “the |: 

': Bob.+ 

Avery |: 

“The | 

| skirts twirling, but without a mike.: 
This harms the effect of her song, 
and at least: some of ‘the audience {. 

To } per : past -performance;. 
| - produced - aid | ‘di: F 
rected: by. Robert.Sidney and. under: 
the musical direction of Hal Borne, 
‘is Heavily. laced with audio: and vis- 

. | guished - array of. pop. tunes’ and 
. Backed: ‘for. most: of his ‘turn byt 
: quartet. of “two. males -and .two-} 

‘femmes | (with.enough. talent. on 
‘their .own | to..rate ‘top | bookings), 

-| Martin - includes ‘a. wide:.variety. in. 
his catalog. - Titles - range. oie" 

| | Personal. stamp... 

SI re me 

oP _Welinesday, April 32. 1964 
Tf and éeyfore”: to. “nly: Me. ‘to ‘the | [ 

Moon.” - 

few . ‘observations. “on “booze; . 
‘drinking . friends of the film. €ol- 

| ony,” -and a: spoof 
|. singers. who. are’ ‘hot noted as “note--| 
holders.” °. -”: 

of the new young: 

a home scene ‘rehearsing. the -act: 
They. cap the. routine: with-a. bit 
of ‘soft shoe: and a cheek-to-cheek. 

-+in “It’s: the Last Darice.” . ~ 
:. ‘The ‘Martin-Charisse revue: ‘rates | 
‘plaudits for’ Staging and presenta- 
ie It’s:a class act. for’ any. situa-: 

ion, -° 

The. ‘Moroltandis Dancers ‘turn. | 
in‘ the. usual. capable’ perforniance, 
this time: accenting ‘the fandango: 
‘with appropriate choreog and cos-. | 
.-tuming. ‘Backstopping is’.the well. 
Fehearsed Leighton. Noble Orch:. 
Andy “Griffith. Show comes * in 

April: 23. . Long.” 

Queen: Elizabeth, ‘Money 
Montreal, April 16: 

“Jose Greco « & Spanish: : Ballet: 
(17 ); Nick. Martin Orch (12), ‘Salle 
Bonaventure: ‘Trio; . $2.50: ‘cover; $3: 
‘Saturday. No- Sunday show... 

“On: costuming. alone, ; ‘Jose - Greco 
and his ‘troupe ‘are a smash hit. at - 

drawing “the - Salle - Bonaventure, - 
‘solid:.. biz-. for :.the « dinner~ shows 
particularly. : The . company, .. of 

| Course, has.a ready-made audience, | 
+ But : Greco, ‘despite the. fact. that: 
he’s been here’ before and:.did a’ 
‘stint. at the Place ‘des. “Arts -just: 
‘prior to his. opening at this: ‘posh- 
ery, leaves nothing. to chance. 
The entire turn 

first few. minutes after the opening. 
when: there Seems. to be a slight | 
Jetdown in pace, and when. one ‘of: 
the gal singers. ‘roams: the’ floor, 

are lost. ~..- 
After : that, however, it’s. smash: 

all the way. With. the. size..of ‘this 
troupe, ‘Greco can.supply the. full 
measure of authentic Spanish song- |. 
ology. and: terpology:.: Three real 
bers .are’. particularly: standout:: 
‘bolero which kicks. off. with a-ballet 
-version ‘then high. gears: into .two : 
‘couples - ‘doing. “various — versions | 
‘which are authentic espagna; ‘four 
males excel. in their precision. bit;. 
and ‘a.:young: couple ‘does an. un- 
usual’ :boy-girl .turn.. = ..»- 
.Greco’s. shrewd. showmanship is 

also used to good.” advantage ‘with. |* 
‘excellent. staging~ and ‘mixing - the} . 
various combinations into many aif. |" “ 
‘ferent. ‘songs and. dances, all adding a 
up to:a begoff. finale. ° . 

* -Nick Martin’s..Orch provides a. 
. fine: Show-cutting | ‘service, Laza.: 

“Mister: Kelly's, ‘Chi. 
7. , Chicago,. April 13: - 

Shecky “ Greene,’ 

: It’s seldom: that. an audience. rates: 
“ta review, biit- the house at: ‘Mister | 
‘Kelly’s for Shecky Green’s opening 
show was-one of those groups that 
merits special mention. 
Noisily-. rambunetious - crew bent in 
having .a: raucous ‘good time either 
because of | or.. despite what hap- 
pened. ‘on ‘‘stage.. 

Unfortunately, : most’ ‘chose the. 
Jatter despite the fact that Greene | - 
was: in: exceptionally good form and, 

" acquitted 
himself as one of ‘the best of: shoot- 
from-the-hip school of: comics.. Cus- 
‘tomers who ‘tuned in on. him: were |. 

oo ‘conventioneers: : treated: to.a first. rate’ show. 
Greene was at his ‘sharpshooting | 

best. in turning his. comedic ‘spot-. 
; light on: the gamut of. ‘his experii_|. 
-ence from his Windy City. boyhood 

-Re the: distaffer:, ‘that. beautiful ; 
face andthe perfectly proportioned 

sity via a pleasant: voice: especially’ ‘stems cannot be’ ignored-—by-either: 

to. his experiences:.on ‘the cafe 
boards, He.intersperses his improv- 
isations. with a few gags :and set 
pieces. But. for: the..most -part it’s 

‘Shecky Greene, “ 
. Opening the show. is Judy Curtis, 

ae former band. singer” with . the 
Harry Jamés-‘orch.. ‘Unfortunately, .; 
Miss Curtis has not. fully. graduated 
‘from her: days before’ the band. 
Where.a -élearly defined stage per- 

asa eafe single. .~. 
“She’s an attractive ‘brunet with. a 

Tange: tries. Her. biggest shortcom- 

‘Which is‘ composed of an. undistin- 

standards’ which: do little. toward: 
limning her stage. character. Al- 

‘and: Handling: fail to give them. her: 
ae Mor, - 

Judy Curtis; 
(Marty Rubenstein Trio; ‘$2. 50 cover.’ 

It was a}. 

a sharply-etched. -hiur-Iong ramble: 
| through. the: life . and ‘times. of} 

sonality is not necessarily. essential |.- 
| f b " or a. band thrush, it’s: “amperative |: ‘with “I Believe,” Miss. Davis is 

‘pleasant mid-range voice that occa- | 
sionally flats out in ‘her. upper: 

ing at -present’ is: her repertoire, 

though some of ‘these’ evergreens | 
‘| might have. ‘been: molded’ into: per-. 
‘sonalized tunes, her arrangements: 

’ Hotel “Astor,. Nexe | - 
Carlton, - Productions . “presenta> ° 

Singer. bridges ‘the’ titles’ ‘with: a. tion. ‘of “Naughty. Marietta” - with 
his'||:-Marcia King, Danny’ Carroll, Low 

Rosemary - Anoe.- Wile 
F liam: 'K.° Covington; William. ‘Mem:. --: 
mott; staged by: Brian. Shaw;. ‘book. : | nage 

‘Exit ‘hag the ‘couple: together ‘in. eesti 5 Alas Zi bane 

ell Harris, : 

Tony Co- 
ecéchio. . ‘Opened at Hotel Astor’. 
|. Dutch. Coffee House; April. 16, 64; 
$2.90 door admission;.-no minimum «: -"-- 
‘for. food or” “beverages... 

lighting,. 

_ Anthony M: Rey. is atfempting - 
to” réestablish: the © ‘Hotel. Astor: ‘in... 
‘live entertainment.- 

extra. oeotipancy,: 

With: the-NY. 00°. 
World’s. Fair: bringing: in .a-lot’ of -- 

‘he’s | seeking ; 7: re 
policy to create. activity. at. the inn. . _ 

‘The. ‘eurrent. “foray! into’ enter- 7 
tainment: _a condensation. of. qistor . 

| Herbert's. 
1 performed. by . five .. attractive. ana. 
talented youngstérs: who - “are. -im- 

, fortunately handieapped ‘in ‘trying. . 
‘to: lift ‘the dated book and format . - 
into the modernity. It’s a formid-..:  ~°- 
|able -task,- especially ‘in since: they... ene 
‘ew to the same story line. as ‘the ee 

‘Naughty “Marietta”. 

| original oDus: 

‘a:ong with the ‘players. 

50." 

Marcia King has. ‘pleasant .. 100ks - 
and. a’ voice to -watch:: . Rosemiary, 
‘Anoe; as. the. slave | girl, brings. -a 
cultivated voice to the: role, - 

the production. 

lowing the dinner ° heur:: 

“show;. Since. “the: : ‘admission | 
charged .at. the. door. 

underground, - 

- Chicago, “April. 15. ° 

$2. 50-$3 cover. 

Connie. Hainés . and. ‘Beryl. - Davis 
. “Lwould seem. fo bea surefire book-:.. 
‘ing. for. . any club.’ They. are.“all- 
names.in their own right, and they. . 
can and do deliver a firstrate show.:: 
Neveretheless,: they opened to‘aa--- 
only moderately-filled. house in. the cs 
class Empire: Room. 

ey've. 
worked: the wholesome bit.” 

|. It's. ‘true that the’ Story of their’ 
getting together. at-a. church ‘bene- 

gazettes..- 
‘Chi ‘is. a convention . town. and that: 

they are in’ the spiritual. - 

Ironically, the thréesome- is: any- 
thing: but’ ethereal:. - Miss’ ‘Russell, 

‘tunes and - WAIF. benefits ‘to the 
S| contrary.’ Miss Davis is’a tall;...“ 

-shapely. dish’ with classically hhand- .°: 
some; English features,. and -Miss .. 
Haines has‘.a diminutive,, bouncy: - 
attractiveness. : 

the audience-in the show.” : 
Miss: ‘Haines- does: an excellent 

‘topnotch in: her. ‘handling of “Foggy. 

and 
In’ ‘trio, they..score’ with a’: “Joy” 

version ‘of “Jericho. ” 

lively, 

Mors. 

- The scene of this. musical. is-- in: 
‘fhe: ‘hotel's’ Httle. ‘known ‘basement. _ 

4 | Dutch’ Coffee. Shop and starts fol- © |. 
. There’ , Ca 

no. need ‘to eat or drink: during the 
is: 

‘With: a:more °° -: 
successful’ vehicle the ‘policy. éould Os 

. Lereate ‘a ‘lot-.of: traffic to oe ete en, 
Ose, 8 

“The. teaming of ‘Jane™ “puseatl 

‘Best guess. AS. to why. the: trio. 
is not breaking it. up inthe. Windy _ 
City .was. put. forth “by. a- “jaded © . 
‘savant ofthe nitery' ‘press. COrps On *... 
|opening: night:. 

“are : traditionally. 
more interested ‘in high spirits than: are 

-medley, -a superb arrangement of. 
“Vaya Con Dios’. -and- a. rocking | . 

There is still.a. ‘ot. of aftractive.°.- ony 
1 music. inthis. operetta, which has... | 

‘been cut to an hour’s running time. _. _.. 
Thete -has been: some ‘telescoping’. “ . | 
of ‘characters. and scenes, but still’: - | 
the libretto: is. too. soggy . to. ‘lope’: 

“The ‘comedy is: by Danny Carroll - te 
who adds .to his: capers by. playing *- -~. 
‘several. roles including’a chorus of. -> 

He's. a. -bright: lad; eager'-to. 
-pleasé and. has a :sense’ ‘of comedy 7 
that ‘elevates’ the: show at times: - 

is:a tour “dej: 
force performance,. ‘except for. ‘the : 

“yo 

Wile.” 
liam K.. Covington plays ‘Capt. ‘Dick ® -. 
in_a ‘heroic manner, :and the heavy wo 
‘is ‘by: Lowell Harris who. seems not - |: . 
to take ‘his villainy. too seriously.- ~’ 

The: ‘direction is. by. Brian Shaw, . 
piano music. is by: William’ Memmot |.” . 
Athe sole.musie),' and the costuming: .-” 
by Teny Colecchio are. pluses: in.” me 

“Palmer House. -Chi.. - ye 

i Jane’ ‘Russell, “Connie. Haines & oe 
‘Beryl. Davis, ‘Ben’ Arden. “Orch; Fhe 

over- - 

fit. has. been. well-played . in’ the: na- .- 
tional - ‘Press and ‘by the. Jocal.:”. 

‘And. it .is- also. true. that~ 

although ‘gowned up to her. neck,.. . a 
‘retains her sexy. essence—religioso: _ 

~ Musically, the: ‘group. is fing, and ae 
‘their. act: is- well-honed and, -pol-"...-° 
‘ished. ‘They move about the floor... .* 
-well and have a knack for involving 

Day” and “Make Someone “Happy”: "72 
‘and Miss: Russell displays firstrate..- --- 
showmanship. in “Mack. the .Knife”..” 

“Gonna. Build . a. Mountain.” ©. 

‘Drummer-conduétor- Sid: ‘Balkin, o 
rates. a. nod for’ keeping | the-. show... © 

and Ben Arden’s ‘house orch.° *’-° 
deserves. credit. for r showing the. trio, ae 
Hoff 8 at its. best... 



_ tion number: ‘called’ 
“- eana® -which. ‘presents 20° chorines 
"inthe Ziegfeld manner, The,:dolls~ 

“ introduce Harris, who: neatly segues | 

a _range;- 
~~. tonal: quality. blending ‘into ‘mem-: 

. Over”; ° 

-" ° Moon,” O 
ae br Mean'Old. Fly.” °°. 

“Raye returns. . 

° 2 810. 
|” .From the - ‘Main (or. street). ‘floor’s: 
”» “viver-steamer ' dining. salon. atmos-. 
. .. phereto‘.the even fancier . lower: | 
: level dancing. ‘and ‘dining area, it's 
"a world of | columns covered | with 

"occasional - 

“pesert Inm;, Las ‘Vegas 
' Las Vegas, April.14. 

phil. ' Harris, ‘Caterina: ‘Valente, 
' Subtles Four, Rola & Rolan,:-Donn 
\. Arden * Dancers, ~Girls (20), ‘Boys. 

. (6), Carlton Hayes ‘Orch: (17); “pro-: 
 “@ueed by: Frank. Sennes;-presented |’ 
“py. ‘Wilbur Clark; ‘thoreography, 

“musical” arrange:. 
“< gnents, Jim Harbert;.costumes, Bilt. 
= “Campbell” cand. ‘Madame ™ Berthe;’ 

- Donn. Arden;. 

“stage. direction, Jim. -Hawthorne; 
$9. minimum. . ee : 

Not only does Phil Haitis have + he - oo 
ert ee ee 

.. the best. “all. around. show he’s: yet |. 
presented .~ here—he =’ 

- Caterina Valente, the most. exciting: 
personality: ‘to warm up the: Strip’: 

_ since. Mitzi - Gaynor : ‘erupted: here. 
‘several: seasons. - back. 

Harris hits a“new- ‘peak, ‘abetted. 
7 “by. a stirring: Donn Arden: produc- 

into/a “Hello,. Dollys” acknowledge- 
ment. which is refréshingly done. 

“. ?.Tn-the Harris tradition, <he does. 
"That's: What: I: Like’ About - the 

-:2 South;” “Old: Man. Time,” and‘ with. 
the rich-saunding. Jubilee Four does 

’ “such numbers as. “Old Master Paint: 
J: er,” “Sleepy -Time: Down: South” 

_-and “Qld: Time Religion.? ...-: 
: * Balancing .team. of Rola & ‘Rolan. 
ns get. gasps" “from the time. they enter. 
‘from the wings on top of the other. 
‘head to. head, Hand:to head; foot’ 

:> to head, and ‘head to-head:balances . 
, 2 look-éven more’ frightening. -when. 
-.« the ‘duo: performs. on ‘a- rocking’ 
7 “plank: atop a-rollix.g- eylinder, . 

*.. : Miss. Valente’.is an | attractive | 
young Singer. with: unbelievable: 

- and-. unique,- 

*- -orable’-styling. With .a. happy, ani- 
mated -personality, she telis-of ‘her | 
‘Jtalian-French-Swiss-German .-back- | 

~ ground. and “musical arrangements 
a by an: Irishman.” 
: | “She's a: charmer putting drainatic 

- “facial : ‘expressions into: each song: 
23" delivery.. ‘She ..clicks with . such’ 
Serious “numbers as: “Falling : In 

” Love. With: Love”: and. “The. Party’s 
a ‘she . gets . laughs. ‘with: an: 
a original German ‘version: of “Mack | 
‘2. The: Knife, aan an up: ‘tempo: ““Blue’. 

‘and..a cartoon . attack © on 

First-nighters gave Miss. Valente: 
_ consistent applause, with most mit-: 
“., sting. going to. her’ ‘famed | “‘Mala-. 
*\‘puena” and: “The Breeze : and TF.” 

“Her turn -is a- tough one to follow, . 
‘but vet showman. Harris does: it 

-. “gracefully. The: Carlton Hayes orch |. 
' °.(17) backs: with aplomb, frorited- 
. «by Buddy Cole.: 
"2": “This: bill, : “presented. py’ Wilbur’ 

‘Clark, in until May, T2- me he 
2. 5 Duke 

° Mark: Twain ‘Riverboat 
: Resiaurant; N.Y. .: 
” Stan Rubin & His’ Riverboat Ram 

 dlers:(6), featuring the Tiger: Town: 
" Five:. The Banjo Boys (5). featur-. 

os ang. ‘Roger. Sprung;: Mo. “cover: ; -or 
: of : minimums” hee _ - 

‘taurant: just ‘another - ‘remodeling. 
job.” The change is..so . complete 1. - 
“that. nothing of the | ‘Longchamps. 
image. rémains, ~ 

2 sThe>-Mark . ‘pwain, ' Riverboat; 
os which : opened . Thursday::: (16),- 4s. 

es ‘still, basically, a restaurant; ‘but | 
offers: canes and interim musi- 

a . sissippian: “than She. beautiful. han: 
*.-diwork of «a Broadway. -stage ‘ de- | 

7 signer, and. with. good reason. 
..-: Oliver ‘Smith - :was evidently. 
‘given’ a free hand by: Mitchell. and | 
he. pas created .a posh. filni-set- Ver: 

-carpetbagging,. ships’ .. figuréheads, | 
. . deep-carpets, miles’ of. sriow-white: 
|. ‘table linen ‘and -waiters’ garbed -as. 
-.» Gaylord : ‘Ravenal-types - (albeit, a 
oe obit: showy". in. all-red. coats _ and} 
vests). » 

“The larger’ downstairs ‘poor: 48 
divided Into- sections ealled. the: 

San Franeis¢o’ ‘Room, : the New Or- |° 
_ “Jy Jeans: Room, the. Innocents Abroad. 
ee - Room and the Hartford Room, 

“Stan: Rubin’ & His: Riverboat, 

be 24 ‘land - ‘in tempo: The na ern” is, 
closer .to cocktail. music; with an. 

“Latiné-tempoed - item. 

..-: and “one Dixieland blast per set.”: 
os Group is outgrowth ‘of: Rubin’s J. 
re Tiger: ‘Town. Five -which. also: works | 

ine occasional jazz: items: Featured 
or ‘Vocalist is John Amoroso. Alter-] 

an ay v r i v Hi 4 

Wednesday, April 22, 1964 

~ introduces [ 

".erystal-clear - - 

ye dotted ‘for: ‘April 23. 
“Only: the most t blase ‘New: Yorker. vo 

“would eall. the ‘changes: owner Jan | -: 
“Mitchell. has. made in his Empire |. 
State. Building. ‘Longchamps ‘Reés- | 

Se pe ener CENT TT 8 eg oo _ ilk ra aie eae B Bb eo: 
. see te 3 ~ 

{ nating with: band. are The: Banjo : 
1 Boys, led by Roger Sprung. Group. 
starts at the’ cocktail hour; ‘then 
alternates .-with Ramblers, who: 
‘come on at 8 p.m. It also provides | ~ 
whole: ‘SOWS on ‘Mondays, a 

‘The. : atmosphere; despite: ‘the |: 
‘decor, is. completely. informal and.|- 
should. attract both nostalgic old-|. 
‘timers’ arid . swinging -youngsters:. 
‘Maitre d’: George Fillos presides | « 
atthe ropes of this fanciful ee an air. of -merchandiseable. class. 

_|In- its: salad. days it .received: con- 
ation: on. Aife. on. “the > Mississipet.. 

Robe. 

ON ugget, ‘Sparks; New... 
- Fred Waring ..&' His: Pennsylvan-| 

‘Fans | 433); ‘Rudy Cardenas, George |- 
Arnold : ‘Singers: & Dancers . (17); 
Foster . Edwards . Orch 410)5 

| minimum, second . Show. 

“‘Jubilee_Ameri--| In ‘this debut ‘outing’. at. “Jonn | 
_Ascuaga’ s . Nugget,. Fred... Waring |. 
notes his’ band ‘and the. Pennsyl-. 
“vanians = have ‘been.. playing cand. 
Singing.“for pleasure” for 47 years, : 
‘and: his. show. is: proof-of .the nota- 
tion. It’s a most’ pleasurable. session: 
‘although | a bit: too. much.on the} 
formal’ concert: sidé .and. +00: ‘long | 
by. ‘Nevada nitery ‘standards. Judi- | 
cious: editing . would: result. ‘in- no, ‘The’ room: “has: now yeverted to . 

‘Tits more: “formal oy yesteryear and { 
has- taken the. name: Marine. Room, | ; 

loss: of entertainment - values, 
Tagged ‘the. ‘Magic of: Music, 3 

Waring. makes full-use of his- 18-4 
musicians::and ‘a..mixed. chorus* of 
ninemaleés and six:femmes-to cover | 
-all ‘musical. areas:- folk, ‘spirituals; 
love songs, dance tines;’ evergreens, ” 
‘marches.’ ‘His. music’ men and’ ‘sing-- 

> | ers: are highly- Proficient in all: seg. 
{-ments. wf 

The- arrangements; both ingtru: | 
mental and.choral, are’ also imprés- 
“Sive... Opening - theme is,. natch, “I.| 
‘Hear’ Music,” . followed.:.-by. a: set. 
of folk: stuff: including - “Mr. “Frog: 

- A:: Courtin’: He Did Go,”. “A- Poor | 
_Wayfarin’ Stranger” and: “Battle of: 
Jericho.” “Among. the:-love » songs 
-are « “Eove Is. Where You. Find. It” 
and : “Love Here Is’ My: Heart.” - <. 
In the classic. section, Betty Ann:| 

‘McGall is: featured. playing Liszt's: 
“Sécond., Hungarian Rhapsody” on. 
the Cordovox; an electronic ‘accor-. 
dion that can.be made to sound like | 
an- organ. Many. of ‘the vocalists aré 
‘featured in-solo:spots—and “many { 
show: outstanding: ‘individual talent.. 
Rudy Cardenas: is unerring, ‘and. 

clubs, ° flashy,.. ‘in juggling - ‘balls,’ 
metal:.cups, and -top. hats, Most of 
his routines detiiand . the: ultimate |: 

and. “he © proves:. the | 
‘master. His. is -an act: perfect. ‘for. 
-in * timing, 

‘many. situations... 

into a high: back’ flip. - 
- Sergio. : Franchi, Myron Cohen 

Pama: 

“The Gold ‘Bug, N.Y. a 

Parker Trio; $2. 50 minimum. 

‘scene-can be 4s family-oriented. as 
\ the carnival world: ; 

.. Boniface at the new: Gold. Bug is | 
-a:- Jazz. 

buff, But. the. point “here. is. that]. 
-he’s the son. of. Frank- ‘Santopietro, 

young - Bob © -Santopietro, . 

‘whose. name: for © ‘years ‘adorned 
-Frank’s’ Tropical - Bar - and :who- is{: 
the’ brother. of. Louis. Santopietro;. 
host for years. ‘to- the Village “in |* 

via? his’ ‘downstairs - beer |: 
and steak: ($1). grotto on’ ‘Sheridan. 
‘Square : ‘(this ‘fine.‘and cheap: ‘snug |. 

group”. 

fave’ way.to. the building . mania: a | 
- | few years back and Louis's | ‘is now | 
on “8th ‘Street).. 
“Fhe Gold’ Bug. is’ ‘on. “West: ‘trica | 

‘Street: ‘at. a-.site once occupied’ by) 
‘Bill - Bertolotti's: -restaurant --and |. 
‘Tun: ‘by. the Santopietros.: “Anyhow, 
as. a jazz. -joint (which. -in: itself. is 
class’ for: the ‘strip that used: ‘to. 
‘have all the’ 'girlie-show -:tourist:| 
traps,~ but which now! ‘mainly? has} 

‘The tourist-trap’ coffee’. houses), 
Gold = ‘Bug... -is~-long, -.. “plush - ‘and |: 
‘decorated: ‘in-hot. reds, but: -featur- 
ing. cool music... *’ 

‘taste With. his initial bill. For’ vet |- 
“=; | trombonist J. Je: Johnson. ean. -blow | .. 

mellow. show ballads. with: great. 
lattraction -at J ackie: ‘Kannon’s Rat. 

-Roach’s: :. Bldes Waltz.’ on 

-Maberin’s” ‘piano, Frank « Gant’s 
‘drums, and Arthur Harper’s ‘bass. ' 

oo |e 

melodic. ‘88 jazz. is - Jaycee. ‘Parker. 
‘anid’ her rhythm © combo. - ‘Groups, 
are on: an , Aénight: stand. ’ Bill. 

. : 

‘Opening . production; pulls: many 
titles from -“Musie Man,” with Jim |* 
Ingram ‘and; Joyce™-Von.-ably-. han-: 
‘dling the vocal chores. Sets’ are- 
‘inventive, -and. use is. -made®. of “a. 
revolving. Section’ in: the ‘center. of. 

the stage. Bertha, - the. “Nugket’s ; 
; elephant. under - the: -direction ‘of |: 
trainer: ‘Jenda Smaha, is” featured. 

‘ doing-'a ‘Charleston and in an -acro. 
number’ with male partner, where- | 
‘in’ she steps on the: raised ‘end of. 
a-.teeter:. board,- sending Pastner: 

‘Ts F* Johnse artet, Jdyce. on - Quarte ayes | Believe In’ You,” “If Ever T Would 
° ‘Leave You”. and’ “Maria.” 

“The: “Greenwich ‘Village nitey| 

‘Son: ‘of- Frank: has° ‘Shown- “good | 12 

ie ee. 
gets. solid. _ Support. -from : Harold 

Decor Clicks i in New Rn. 
OF Edgewater Beach, ‘Chi, 
‘But Show's Disappointing . 

Chicago, April: 14, 
“The Edgewater. Beach ‘is one: of: 

Chieago’ s old line prestige hotels,: 
and ‘although it hit -its ‘top stride: 
‘in. the "20s and.’30s ‘it: still retains. 

siderable: national. and: “local 
': renown. ‘for - its’ ‘Marine ° Dining’ 

| Room and. adjoining’. Beach Walk, 
‘both: .of ‘which. were.de’:- Tigueur. 
family: -and. prom’ institutions. - 
‘In the ’40s. the Marine Dining 

‘Room fell: out ‘of. favor and_in the 
early . 150s was Teplaced. by. the’ 

‘Edgewater Beach, hi. 
-Bob . Newkirk: Maldonaéo,. 

Dancers;: Sandra, “€laire ‘Perreau 
Orch; 82. $3. cover. charge. | a 

Polynesian - Village. “The: bamboo. 
decor. made a brief splash -in..the 
heyday’ of: the South Seas eateries 
and then ‘began. to" taper off in 
‘popularity.. 

dropping. part: of the- old’ title in 
| deference ' tO. tradition. Lea. 
Designer . . Sander. “Davis. 

placing the ‘dark old. : Polynesian. 
-Village ° with” a stately, light and 
airy: dining. spa.-Color.scheme is.-a 
quistly resplendent -. “combination. 
of. white, cream,’ blue and ‘gold. . 
"Main. floor: -séats 700. (in modern. 
high-backed -: chairs), 
tained-off palcony. ‘ean “add .- 300 
more. Little’ has béen changed. in 
the Stage. area, “but elimination. of 
‘the-sight and’ sound ‘dead. spots in - 
the old. room: are “a. ‘decided: im- 
provement in’ ‘the. place as, a ‘show 
Spot. 
‘In light. of: the. ‘Gonsiderable ex: | 

-pense ‘involved. in’ dressing up. ‘the 
‘room, it ‘is: curious why. g.m.- ‘Ken 
‘White chose. this . ‘show . to. preem 
the:. spot.: Perhaps - ‘talent-.-con-. 
‘sultant - ‘Merriel-- Abbott is ‘ta: bel: 
faulted: for picking “this motley 
‘ABC ‘package, but’ it’s.’ certainly 
“not <a choice" destined” to. get the 
room off to a: proper. start. 
‘Bob Newkirk ‘is an oKay™ singer, -_ 

‘put atiy ‘impact. that he- might have 
parlayed: was dulled by two -open-. 
‘ing. acts. that left the preem‘ crowd. 
iin. a torpor: The. ‘Maldonado Dan-: 
cers, - composed of three males and 
two . buxom’ femmes, have. a .sur-: 
face gloss and: hardness all out. of 
-keeping: with: what. one would ‘ex-.| 
‘pect in the. new. layout, ‘and femme 
-ventriloquist. ‘Sandra: is-an. amiable: 
if ‘uninspired. club date: -act..- 
Newkirk. has.a‘ fine ‘set. of. ‘pipes 

that. have: ‘earned- him: a .:steady | 
berth::on the: Don. McNeil - Break- 
fast. Club radio show. However, he 
has: a “tense: and.- uneasy. . stage. 
‘demeanor ‘that, © ‘although it. may: 

| never ‘affect his. radio’ career,. will: 
| have..to: ‘be ‘softened: for ‘the ‘clubs. 
| Withal, . 
; ‘Jiadeer, and can: ‘lend a high-voltage 

he’ is. a - capable” bal-: 

touch’ ‘to. such .numbers~ as: “I 

“If the. Maldonado: Dancers, : as" 
‘the ‘first. act:ever to play. the room, 

: ‘represent: the. ‘tone of future pbook- 
‘ings,. ..then . the. ‘Marine © Room’s 
talent: ‘poliey would ‘seem. to be in 
for. some . re-thinking: - ‘Their terp 
-style is: a. mixture ‘of. early-George. 
Raft ‘and late-Peter “Gunn,. and the 
‘costuming: of: the femme tembers: 
As: ‘uninspired. 

- Sandra’: (Mason). unaccountably.| 
starts fier’ turn:.off. with a°pseudo-: a 

“Mack . The]. jazz... rendition -. “of 
Knife. 21” Her. ‘byplay : -with “her 
dummy: ‘is loaded. with‘ such. vin- 
tage: -vent “corn” as. humming - and 

, ‘whistling: at the ‘same -time..and|].- 
repeated references. to the : - dif-. 
ficulty: of ‘pronouncing. the: letter 
“pb” without: moving one’s lips. She 
‘does the latter. very well. © 

‘While: it’s 
than: ‘it is: to: predict,’ the ..Edge- 
‘water’ Beach would. seem fo ‘merit 
‘ani appraisal of the’ image that: the 
Marine: Room would like to 'pro- 
ject. At-present the decor. ‘and: the 
talent: just. don't. blend.. : Mor. 

“Rat Fink, oom. Ne Y. 
(FOLLOWUP) 

: Johnny. * Johnson, ‘marking: a. 
quasi-“comeback, ” is the’ néw added. 

‘Fink Room,: the- zaniest nitery - ‘in 
New Y6rk. . - While: some «of... Kan- 
‘rion’s quips: are. not for the: ‘kid- 

; | dies—as. a ‘matter ‘of:fact he doesn’t. 
have.. to. resort: to the. neo-Lenny_ 

“Rounding -. out ‘the: bill. with: Bruce: -vocabulary ‘because --he. “is 
fundamentally. a compelling come- 
dian. with his ‘other’ brash asides, 

° ‘iconoclastic nuances on n the passing | 7 
SERS ae 

“has | 
wrought - a. handsome: room, ‘ re- |: 

and” a “eur-. 

easier to second-guess |: : 

[ tests: to his general acceptance.. 

| from: overaccentuation..” 

{-guitar - ‘accompaniment, ‘uncorks a 

‘rent: -clicks. 
heen... uniquely” identified.-. 

‘ sieal; “Sweater Girl,” in which John- 

1 which he ‘has been associated. .He’s 

‘With. ‘Kannon’s:  gapable’ Nick 

-pitable.. greeters. 

“@licks: ‘in: town;. in fact.. it’s ‘a ‘two- 
bistro. Parlay. _ ofp Mabel. 

Ron. Solr, NAL a 
Felicia - Sandérs, Mare’ London, 

Enid: Mosier & m, Mjonse;, 88: mini-, 
4" ‘mum. D. 

Although’ the: 
‘consists. of acts that have played 

miliar, ‘the faithful . gathered in 
sufficient ° numbers - ‘Tuesday* (14) 

“| to: bring.” smiles ‘ta ‘the -‘manage- 

|-really: needs, however,” As .-a°’ bit 

a “shorter. ‘routine for. all- three, 
acts: 
Felicia .. ‘Sanders’ 

lower level’ cabaret’a few months |: 

years, An. adroit. “Singer . she :can 

ual: in the room. ~ 

cher delivery. and. styling. But: her 

‘of reason for her eight-week book- 
;ing in. evidence... 

: Whether. Miss Sanders is ‘ergon: 
‘ing:-Kurt. ‘Weill’s 
making -.a/ big - thing - out ‘of “No 
More - “Trumpets,” 

cellent’ pianist, “supported ‘by ‘two 

husband Irving. Josephs: 
Opening ..show’-are Enid ‘Mosier 

or -with her - current partner.’ 

‘Cole: ‘Portér’s.. “Jupiter Forbid,” 

out of -Polly | Adler, ‘then’ segue 
into /a: ‘samba-ish° “Love. For: Sale.”: 
} Alfonso, who _aiso bangs 4 .mean. 
‘bongo, - 

closer,’ a’ ‘revival. . tline, 
Down, Jordan; ” makes a good bow- 

| in for the next act. - 

subject is. his- only drawback. The 

| His longest, ‘item,.: a. takeoff -on 

¢ cutting. ~ ~ Robe.” 

“Blackstone, ¢ ‘chi. 
'_.Chieago;” April 16." 

: ‘Tént Carroll, Frank: "Fork: Orch; } 
2-82. 50 cover... te 

“Toni: Carroll. has. “proved : a win: 
‘ner. in her: previous | engagements 

| her: record: ‘intact. > * 
:. .& “voluptuous - ‘brunet,. she has 
both. ‘the . physical - ‘accoutrements 

for the traveling: ‘businessmen and 

‘|:bone. of this room’s ‘trade. - 

‘the same act. that’s been successful. 

bright - ‘¥endition. of: : “Ciao. “Ciao 
Bambino”-in Italian; an offbeat -ar-. 
rangement of “You Gan’t Take That 
‘Away From Me’ and “You: Gotta’ 
Have. ‘Heart”.. She’s also effective 

and with | a a ballad. medley encore, 
an Mor. : 

ne: NIGHT cLuB REVIEWS 

Is | scene. and’ ‘doggerels—the bo. ‘at : 

The. boite’s ribald '“‘art”-sets the |. . 
motif and Kannon- could’. Tefrain 

- .Wisely~ he. interlards. his. amirth- | 
| ful ‘marathon. monolog ‘with. guest-.|” 

. | bookings, and’ :Johnson, to’ -self-'| 

‘pleasant: medley «of. past ‘and ‘cure. 
-With some: ‘he - has: 

‘son starred, bit he-chooses to. eschew | 
‘some of the. ‘more distinguished: 
/musicomedy ‘and other songs with. 

{that his © “approach couldn't: - 
‘the perennial juvenile type ‘and for funnier. 
-a time. (a) ‘essayed ‘Wall St. and {b) | 
an-east. side’ steakexy, which’ still. 
bears his name. although. he’s. no- 
longer: connected. © 

‘Leonid 
{pianos they offer: some of the few 

‘and Philat ‘the door: they. are :-hos-:| 
. . Situated? on*. top | 
—'{ of : The Roundtable, ‘citadel of bel-. 

lydancer, the’ site. of the. old Ver- 
Sailles “is one’ of the few cabaret:|- 

Fat the. ‘stake, 

“Spring Show? |: 

Here . frequently enough to: be fa: Says, - 

-ment’s ‘faces. What the - Bon: Soir. 

more. room and air: per: patron~and: 
open. - 

“played: “this |: 

ago butcher reception must have} 
‘made. drop-in ‘patrons. believe she: 
was returning. after. an ‘absence. of 

wrap up. a ‘ballad in gossamer" and |. 
‘send it, seemingly, h: . it, seemingly, to each. individ of ‘steadily: in ‘four years, since -he. 
There's -a- Piaf-ish quality about: 

personality is her own, ‘with plenty |. 

“Speak Low” -or 

each | patron’ s" 
ears and. eyes get. a: treat. Her ex: 

‘house :musicians, is her. composer- : 

‘and Alfonso: The young. femme. is | 
‘an old “hahd here’ whether she’s:| 

| singing. ‘alone, - ‘with. a’'steel-. ‘band. 

:The’ pair: get away quick with: 

‘turn. “Playmates” into. ‘Something | 

‘blends © _beautifully- with. 
Miss. Mosier: :on-: _ vocals,: Theéir.} 

.. “Going.| 

‘Comedian Mare - London’ s: ‘tens | SS 
dency to dwell ‘too: ‘leong::on - one 

“This . Was the Week. That Was,” | 
is funny” ‘but could ‘stand plenty : 

|-at. the. posh: little. Cafe Bonaparte | 
and her current stand: looks to keep. 

clientele. 

and joi. de -vivre Fequired. to part. 
the expense. account set from their | 
credit cards, She's a.first rate lure [Some time. . 

| conventioners - who | are the back- |. 
tuesque. poniface, | also gives. . out .. 

Miss: Carroll-. has”. “updated | her : 
| turn to the extent of. adding. “Hello 
‘| Dolly”; ‘but for thé: most: part it ‘is. 

‘develops - 
hére before: Among her’ numbers. 
that score -with the tablers.is’‘a: 88 

with her ringsider-participation- rér : 
‘number,. “I “Want - You : To: Know” 

I 

Sahara, Las Vegas 
° ‘Las ‘Vegas, Aprifl4. . 

“Victor - ‘Borge. Leonid Hambro,.. 
Moro-Landis’ ‘Dancers (16), oT 
| Basil Orch (12); produced by Stan 7 
Irwin; 5 minimum. 

Victor Borge, “always a. mighty. 
magnet for the Congo Room, is:up 
to his old tricks—and. the: 0 Id... 
tricks’ are still. as funny: as ever.. 

is.| ‘He’. kids. just about everything ‘in* 
‘salute: to:. Jule ‘Styne’ Ss impressive 
pot-pourri. dates front a “B” filmu- 

Sight, including: himself and -the’ 
‘audience, and. of course he reserves 
‘his most serious kidding for serious © 
music,..Even those who may ‘be 
frustrated ‘by - Borge’s' mere :dab- | 
bling with the. classics ‘will. admit” 

‘be. 

-On.. this:: trip, Barge ‘again. has 
another. ‘superb pianist with him— 

“Hambro—and.- with ‘twin 

‘serious moments in an act spear- 
headed: by the ‘star’s distinctive 

7 ‘comedy dialog and distinctively ir- 
‘Yeverent ‘piano’ piddling. Hambro, 
Of course, ‘gets. his. share of irrever=. ; 

” Borge: updates ‘his. delightful - - 
"} Danish-aceented patter with © re- - 
{marks about the new Moro-Landis~ 
production number, a fine -minia-: 

‘ture musicale: saluting ‘the Ameri- 
“can Indian, which features the 16. 
“Most American “Girls In The 
‘World,” one of ‘whom. gets burned... 

‘(At .its _ conclusion, : - 
Borge says, .“‘That’s'.called ‘What's 
cooking?’ *.“*Tell your friends,” he 

“$f. they : ‘want.ta see. this: - 
opening number. they'd | ‘better © 
come’ in within 15° days—because . 
we. lose a girl: every night.” 

' Louis’ Basil’s .orch (12) provi es- 
excellent. framework. ‘This Stan 
‘Irwin’ production is in until May 12. 
when. Bill Dana and The Mills Bros. : 

; Duke. - - 

Kings ‘Club, Dallas 
“Dallas, April 14. | 

vy erry. Van Dyke, Lynda Freeman, 
‘Raul Arrambide, King’s Club. Trio; .. 
private club, NO. cover or minimum. 

Jerry Van ‘Dyke has | come up. 

was. tagged tinder New Acts in 1960. 
at’.this ‘midtown privatery: “Pale” 
ented. comic, opening his third 
“stint -here ‘Monday (13) before an 
SRO crowd, scores. easily with his _ 
new routines, throwaway one-" 
liners ‘and. surefire holdovers.. — 

‘Loaded with original material, . 
but. still. with. no set format, Van. 
‘Dyke now has assurance. and*flaw- 

i Jess: timing ‘as: he gets lotsa -mile- 
age from. his: offerings. Opening . 
“with a voval, “Got a Lot of Living 
to .Do,’” he. follows with yarns. be-- 
fore a banjo. ‘solo, “Bill Bailey,” "to. 
good. returns. 
Highlight. of. the. -boff 35-minute: 

{stint is-still his ‘hilarious Jip-syne 
of the first | “Lone Ranger”: radio 

. sketch, now.a: ‘classic...He’s. 8 Savvy: . 
showman. how, .after tv exposure | 
on the Judy Garland Show and 
brother “Dick | Van. Dyke's. show. 
Between shows femcee Lynda 

Freeman _thrushes nicely, and 
Raul Arrambide table strolls with - 
guitar,. ‘offering Spanish songs. 
‘House ‘trio provides top showback- 
ang. ‘and fills the floor with. ‘terp-” 

Van Dyke ‘plays two: weeks, with: 
‘Ullett ‘& Hendra. due April .27. for” 
a ‘fortnight. : Bark. 

‘opening ~. audience: didn’t _ catch |. 
‘some ‘of. his. excellent. throwaway | 
lines: but .got -most. of: his. ‘message.. |. Blues Bar, Paris 

Paris, April 14. 
Hazel’ ‘Scott, Mae Mercer, Curtis 

Jones, Michel Sardaby; $2 40 min- 
| imum. 

First ‘floor sit-down. room in the” 
three-tiered. ‘Grandes Severines,.. 
‘which has -a cabaret and: dancing 
‘inthe. basement: and-a Russo res-. 
taurant with music on ground level;. 

jis. still. a- popular spot for Tocals 
and. ‘visiting Yanks. . 

: Hazel Scott, in ‘fine. fettle, ‘does 
solid piano work and has an ability 

| to improvise with the mood of .the 
She also can do yeoman 

work on standard ballads in the 
| husky. pipe . department: -This is 
one: of. her. first Paris” stints. in 

‘She should roll up an. 
exterided: engagement here. — 
Mae Mercer, the .room’s: Stas 

blues: and :r&b. numbers with: ‘a 
‘fervor. and - feeling: that: ‘make the" 
boite: monicker . @ correct ‘tag. “She - 

intense tones, ‘mood. 
and emotion with. her laments. 
Curtis Jones. dees an acceptable 

filler: and. song work while 
Michel. Sardaby lends good interim. 
Pianoing and accompaniment. 
Price is right for the offerings even 

lif it has gone up from its original 
$1.25 minimum mainly to. clear 
out. some of the. younger set. whe. 

thad.a tendency to ‘squat all nigh’ ~ : 
| fat. previous Priges: . cas Mosk. ,. 
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New Acts. 
-_ *TESSIE.. O'SHEA 
a Songs, . Comedy" 

ae 65 Mins: - 
“| Embers, N.Y... nt a a 

: The. American. ‘tafe debut of ‘vet 
British comedienne Tessie :O’ Shea |: 
-is. notable : for miany reasons; - It’s. 

SHERRY BRITTON: 
Sengs 
30 Mins, ee 
‘Living Room, NY. 

‘Sherry Britton, : -who- has: ‘plied 

the burley wheels - ‘and: ‘was’ a: fave. 

on” 52d Street: in- its heyday; is. how. 

making a major. bid. in the ‘cafes. | 

She recalls her - genesis lovingly, ! 

‘The background ‘of.. Minsky ® and | 

Leon. & Eddie’s: has. -given ‘her: a} 

‘golid. foundation that should make. 

her a. good commercial . single: in 

the niteries. She also. has. a. legit 

background, having - played: 

Adelaide in “Guys & ‘Dolls” on 

the summer. circuits. This. is, an- 

‘other facet. of -her more recent 

growth. 7 

Miss Britton retains - taueh., “of 

the looks that many drooled ever. 

She. wears her hair long” cand | ‘the 

decolletage low, ‘and. her gown. ‘has |. 

that expensive bespangled © “look. 

‘Songwise, Miss Britton -comes -off 

well. Some of her early numbers: 

are not too. fortuitous, . but - her: 

special . material. including the 

“work songs of. her. craft,”..are. the 

highlights of her- ‘turn. Included’ in 

a medley, in ‘which’ she. fondles. a 

guitar,: is a “tune ‘such as “I ve 

Been Working - ‘on the Runway,” 

and a few others thatgreestablish 

her. as a refugee. from. the. -Re- 

publi¢ Theatre. She has ‘an excel- 

lent personality and. a projection. 

that indicates. everything © is * in: 

good, if not too. clean, fun. Jose, 

WAYNE STORM. _ 

Songs a 
18 Mins. 
Blue Angel, Ne ¥ | 

- Wayne Storm. ts: a ‘vigorous 

‘singer -of: folk turies. ‘Montana-bred: 

entertainer has: a. ‘good voice “and: 

a sense of interpretation along. with. 

a meaningful guitar: ‘packground: by 

himself and. another by Bob Wild.: 

Storm’s ‘tunes have style.and sin- 

cerity as well strong projection. ‘Al- 

thougli he comes on the folk ‘scene '| 
such. tunes: as “Saturday Night: at: 

| the. Rose. & Crown” “Cuddle in the’ 
_and others that’ Britons 

_at a rather tate date, there is still. 

“room for his vigorous chants. 

Singer has .a wide catalog and. a. 

commercial quality. He seems - to 

-sing to please himself and: not: the 

cultists. of. the authentic or: -the.. 

ethnic. Most of ‘his . ‘tunes are .of. 

“the American scene, and a few: of: 

them are designed for general : con-. 

‘sumption. He’s the Kind of ‘singer: 

who strives to entertain rather than: 

educate. a . Jose. 

GODFREY: CAMBRIDGE 

- Comedy a 

30 Mins. 
‘Blue Angel, N. x : 

Godfrey. Cambridge.’ ‘is: ‘the type 

of Negro ‘comedian . whg. probably 
will. arouse controversy. He's. of. 

‘the new breed commenting: on to-" 

-also. the type: who recites a joke. 

or two. on himself and: his. people. 

He makes humorous. comment on. 

poth sides of the fence and much 

o£ it’s funny, some ‘of it is. bitter. 

S a. rostrum: in. many kinds. 7 He rate D now, but an excursion into “Let:Me of niteries.: 
Cambridge discourses. on. the cur- 

rent scene: in both ‘the -entertain-: 
-ment and political-worlds.: Some of. 
_his Unes have unusual impaet: ‘such 
as his observatiom on. the’ “stall-in” 
that the last time “he got. some. gas. 

.. for’ his. ear, the ‘Negro: “attendant 
‘-ealled him “Uncle Tom. His lines. 
are up to the minute in this ‘repect.- 
“However, there. is a:tinge.of bitter- | 
ness in his piece about the film 
director © who. gets a Negro per- 
former.to enact a. role ‘that is per- 
sonally demeaning. to him. -as. 
‘Negro. ‘It’s.a piece too: ‘uneomfor- 
table -for cafe consumption. 

= Pd 

KATHY WOODRUFF 
Songs a 
15. Mins. rae 

” Blue Angel, N. a a 
Kathy’ Woodruff is‘a. pleasant aint | 

- who has. ‘a polished ‘turn. She's a 7 
singer of charm. and’ ‘simplicity: 
with. many interesting melodic ex- 
-cursions. ‘What's more,. she -has..a ‘Songs ~- 

"personable. delivery - that . seeins | Blue “Atigel Lounge; N. oa 
eligible for’ many’ kinds: ‘of. situa-| 
tions. Bens 

Miss ‘Woodruff, pleasingly’ coiffed 
-.. and coutured,: however, seems loath } 

‘periment. by’ the’ Embers,' 
| O’Clock . Theatre,” ‘wherein ‘a-.per=| 
sonality .from a ‘legit: musical: field |: 

| does a-‘eafe stint, seems..to:-be a] 
good start in bringing in those who 
{do mot ordinarily ‘patronize: night} 
clubs 

Clover” 

. efforts. 

| JOAN: MEYERS: 

-. | 30 Mins. 

_ ‘Caucus | Club, Deireit veto o 
|. ‘There: is mote ‘promise’ than ful- 

| fillment' in -the.. present status ‘of: 
‘youthful Joan. _Meyers.:She is a dia- 
mond in the rough but if the right’ 
polishing - ‘is applied and’ “takes”. 
. this. oung lady could . 

day’s turn of events. However, ‘he's |. young lady could make it big: 

‘more. ‘important, it:is.a‘voice with 
a distinctive. tonal quality. . Her: 
‘pitch -is: low and. the sounds. she 
j-emits are’ emotion-laden. . 

_on a-career much broader than folk 
.Singing. provides. -With -her- low, 
emotioned-filled voice, she’s. a nate, 
ural blues ‘singer. . 

‘the-hills. folk singer. She. runs 
through: “Nobody. Wants. a Baby 
-When a Real Man Can Be Found,” 

.a chance to see*how. an experienced | 
music hall hand operates and a‘rea- 
‘son for.a different ‘kind of. ‘nitery | 
trade. - 

The: titery ops. seein to. be: rely- 
-on:. the . angles. . 

‘Straight. presentations. of year-in-. 
and-out attractions seem ‘to ‘attract: 
the samé people, but: Iess of. them. 

‘ing. increasingly - 

as time’ goes-on.: The ¢urrent ex- 
“Fhe. 12. 

~The: start’. Of: the ‘midnight: legit 
policy’ has ‘been. entrusted to: Miss_ 
-O’ Shea, ‘late ofthe ill-fated. “Girl: 
Who Came to:Supper.” :“Two-Ton” 
Tessie, -who uses: her corpulence | 
‘as a ‘prop, seems. to have: hit it: 
right .with the-éafe set. She's .a 
fresh note in-this: bistro which ; has 
as - her - partners: in entertaininent;: 
Dizy Gillespie. Orch-and the Mike |. 
‘Longo | "Trio - 

combination. ‘The Embers” ‘attempt | 
is at least an..appeal .to.: the. late | 
‘set -to- reestablish niteries. as. a! 

} Tival: to: the Late Show: 
The ‘British comedienne. sets” an. 

of ‘her.: turn. 

gives her a more intimate .dimen- 
sion; she chats. with the’ customers, 
and. shares ay Joke. Or" two. with | 
‘them. 7 

““Miss.:: O’Shéa’ tops her turn with. 

have grown. up --With:. She’ -also 
throws in.a Welsh. folk tune to give: 

tioned. -. : with: “Viddishe. Mamma.” 
There - was”. “an - - ovation” for ‘her. 

Jose. 

Songs 

' She has a good: voice ‘but. what i is 

. Miss Meyers i is singing folk songs 

Go Lover”. reveals.‘a.voi¢e - ‘aid ° a 
style that: ‘could Jaunch..its -owner. 

As: is, Miss. Meyers is’ a ‘pun-of- 

‘jazz practitioners, ‘and © his. 
which makes for an extremely. odd ; 

| The’. Del’. Rey : Bros., 
Bill: Ternent. Orch: ‘presented by. 
Leslie: A. Macdonnelt and Bernard |: 
| Delfont; staged. by Jack Matthews, 

1p 2: 80 ‘top. 

| Living Thoom: NI ¥. : 

-Gino- Tonetti ig a “handsome ‘and 

{ 

f . 

be Vola: music hall. mood: Indeed- ‘her | 
* “l:funes from the* British stages’ and- ™ 

‘| barrooms are’ the distinctive points'|... 
- There's: a freshness}: 
oo and vigor in. her. work; She's: not |. 
“Themmed in by the comparatively} - 

small’ stage,. even: .with . her huge: 
-bulk. -She trips and. .traipses: about 
vas though. :she: had ‘as: much room 
‘as. at ‘the: Palladium.” ‘But the: cafe 

sion: in this situation. 

‘GINO. TONErTE. 

tt Mins. 

personable newcomer to the cafes. 
He has:.a heavy: Italianate: air that! - 
translates. itself into.:a_ -generally | 

She. can. 
- work herself into’ a. Pleasant, ‘diver-: 

a ose. _ 

= et} ‘well, seems: ‘to ‘be: able: to ‘handle { 
-. 4 f herself in most ‘any situation. The. 

| Angel’s: lounge ‘soimetimes: - has fF. 
| enough ‘traffic to create a: consid: |}: 

": | erableamount :of: distraction. | 
~J|takes these~ handicaps -in - stride, |. 
| Keeps: the . attention ‘ of: the © cus- |™ 
'.| tomers perched, at: the. bar -ior. .at[ 
of the tables. and. ‘Manages. to. Zet-ap- | 
| plause. “for. her: efforts. . 

‘She. if 

Tomantic’. mien. -in this: intimerfe. |": 
-‘Tonetti ‘‘has’ a Continental - - flair 
-ahd: sound. ‘that; should : appeal ‘to 
‘the ‘distaff trade, oe 

An ‘added: “plus? in his: favor. ‘is 
‘the fact that he sings forthrightly.. 
There is ‘generally. -a° -straight: 
délivery: and : little of -the note 

: bending: that used to be’ the. forte. 
of ‘the romantic ‘singers. His ‘song- 
bag. includes. a lot of: the ‘European 
faves. He gives. the’ -impression. of 
having -learned of’ amour. in ‘Paris 
‘and -Rome.: He > ‘concentrates . on 
these. languages, ‘but his. songs on 
the English idiom. ‘generally.. ‘leave 
no: doubt. as :to the meaning of the 
Continental. ‘chansons: : 

‘Tonetti should do: ‘well’ in “cafes 
-Valentinoesque. — looks 

should interest, film producers ' as 
2 ee “dose. . well, . : 

» Hoase Review 

‘Palladiam, ‘London: . 
e. ‘London, April: 7. 

Lena: Horne; The - Bachelors: 
Des - O’Connor," The. Monarchs,’ Ar- 
thur. Worsley, ‘The. Bel.Caron-Trio, 

Bill |. Finch; 

pletely: lost : sight. of.. ‘great.’ ‘per- 

‘Lena: Horne. « 
‘her one of her most_ tender “mo-. 
ments, -and’ should she ever want|5S 
to! work. the © Catskills she  audi- 

formers. in the . current.. fad ‘for 
loud . rock” 'n’ rolling is revealed. - 
in: the. ‘way . London - ‘has.’ ‘received |. 

. At. the. start of .a- 
‘week . billtopping | 

stint-in . Britain's © premiere '-Vaude | Ore 
four-and-a-half 

Showease, she was admittedly :ap-} 
prehensive. about returning’ (after.|- 
‘12. years)to a ‘land in: ‘the. erip ‘of | 

af Beatlemania. - 
[> -Miss° Horne’ 3 appearance, how-} 

“| ever,: proves. | that, ‘there -is still a 
*". T narket: heré for superb. artistry. 
a | AME: SRO. ‘Palladium: audience dug 

{her -every inch .of the’ way, and|° 
4 the ‘earlier: plaudits for.The Bach-| 
elors. .was considerably - topped- ‘by | 
the - applause for ;Miss -" ‘Horne’ Ss}. 

= 
“Evening of the Roses,” “Hey, Nel- | 
lie, Nellie,” etc. ‘Such’. offerings | 
seem. incongruous -in. the swank | 

q | and: presumably - meant-to-be . so-- 
phisticated Back Room, of ‘the Can- 

7 £eus Club. .- ~. 
* Jose: a | 

hy -severely’ plain. black dress that: ‘did 
.. [nothing .for. her’ except. to cover: 
o ‘her. ‘Her severe hair: ‘styling: was of 
- (no -help to. her: appearance,. either. 
- | But she has good. features and. pos-° 
|:sibly’a figure that could: be turned 

‘Miss Meyers was: ‘dressed: in. “2 

t into assets. 

AMI ROUSEELE |: 

” Ami Rouselle ‘is: an. seconipliansa| 
1 singer. ‘who ‘has: settled - wn -in th 

' 

electric act. 
Her: ‘adroit: “selection - ot" songs, 

through which she never gets into 
‘the “ same. ‘groove. twice, provides’ 
an. excellent” ‘showcase’ for. her 
skill in ‘living. the: mood of a num- 
ber: and. projecting . it ‘with. ‘physi-|._ 
cal and ; ‘Vocal. intensity..- 
Superb ..are: numbers | like “Pye Rhy 

Grown... Aecustomed .. “To: “Your 
Face,”’- oy ‘Concentrate -On: You,” 
“A Guy . Called “Joe”: and: others. |; Lillian Cav est. . 

VILLAGE “GATE—Nina. ‘Simone, Sixatus |‘ Her. wit, .charm,. -sincerity. ‘and 
‘humility, along. with her ability. as: 
a: performer,. make . ‘Miss Horne’s |- 
15-number songalong ’ 4 memora- 
ble: experience: _.. 
-Bachelors” * presentation ” is. a 

brave’ try to ‘break. ‘away from. the.j.:- 
“routine”.. of local’ groups and,| 
with- polish, it: will - -pay.. off. “fully. : 
Meantime,: ‘their ~ ‘strongly pro- 
-nmounced Trish ‘aceents : ‘lend _.a. lot. 
of kick ‘to: their. ararngements of] 
“Charmaine,” » -“Niane”. and “I. Be-}! 

among - ‘others, for: whieh 
juel Del : Toro, .:Marie:. Langenbein, | 

lieve,” 
| they aré. noted. . { 

Des. ‘@’Conner, “handling: emcee 
chores, 
which he gets’ away with — but 
-onily just: More. ‘successful. are 
The... ‘Monarchs; a Versatile . har-|' 
monica - “playing trio - ‘whose - .real 
‘passion --is: for ‘vocal ‘and . instru- | 
-mental “gaggery.: Vent: Arthur: 
Worsley -. does. ' fine work © in™ his}: 
“spot. ° with _ his. . “dummy, - ‘Charlie 

Blue Angel’s Lounge: ‘as.ah entr’acte holding highlights and they éarn 
— entertainment... ‘The. Negro ‘singer | their. ‘applause.- 

"to take ehances on anything: out of. takes .in a-wide latitude.. She can’ juggler Bill. Finch does. some: neat | 
well beaten. grooves. It seems to be. soprano. in. the tradition of. the cul- ‘and faultless: stick : twirling.. But 

one drawback in. what is otherwise | tivated .chirper:.and she can’ tear |'show.:openers. the. ‘juggling. : Del}: 
a promising. singer: and a good bet | Off rhythmic: numbers... 

‘musicals. Si ose. 
for. many fields, “Ineluding Aegit | - 

+ Ray Trio ‘need to correct one. or- 
Miss Rouselie, ‘who: gives herself. -two-- fumble-prone items’ ‘to score}: 

a strong’ ‘plang ‘accompaniment. as.100%..: = Wate. * 

‘That: this. nation: “has. not com= 

. From: : America,. 

“Milt. Saunders Orc 

"NEW. YORK city: 
MUSIC HALL —Rockettes. 

‘Ballet, Raymond Paige Sy 
“AUSTRALIA: . 

_ MELBOURNE ‘(Tivol)—Jackie ‘Warnes, 
Evelyn. -Page., . Hetherine & Karen ‘Ress 

G URRENT T 3 Tat s| 
_ WEEE OF APRIL 2. 

‘Corps. co “COcoanuT ‘@ROVE. — neon a7 
ore. “Bazo - Stuarti. ony 

10s. ANGELES” 

‘Stooles Barbara Young, Lesley "Secombe, : ice: HOUSE-Shacey Gorillas, ‘Stewart - a 
‘ove. Dearness, Joan. Morrow. - Sue Men- ¢ ae ' Jones: wee 

SYDNEY. (Tivell)—Penny Nicholls, ‘Bob | ROOM—Jack Costaaze, Quis. at 
‘Andrews, The: D'Angolys; ‘Two Pirates, | tét: Fac queline ‘Fontaine: oie 

{ Balcombe s, Eddie Mendoza, Eric ait '. &, BROS. —_ ‘Simmy - Bow.” Key -: 

udason, Harry. Tie, b gett, 
Ae STATLER HOTEL—George Fake nee Maureen ‘Wilson, Wendy $M HOUSER ea: ‘Ni 

“SCOTLAND: 
Kennedy, Will Starr. Sammy ort. 
GLASGOW. METROPOLE—Clark « ‘Mur- | a 

ray, Joe Gordon. Four,. Alexander: Broth- |- 
‘Ivy Carey,: Danny |. ers, : : Dennis: : “Clancy, 

Regan, Alan. Beale, Betty Melville. Vy. 
‘Day. Arthur ‘Spink, | ‘George ‘Rex, “Moxon 

a GLASGOW PAVILION—Jimny: Victory, 
Bob & Jack Young, Eileen : Keegan, . 
Mulvaney. Three ‘Bells, Moxon - Girls. 

‘Cabaret Bils 
NEW" YORK. City. 

' APARTMENT Melodye.: 
‘Charles _De -Fo rest.- 

- BASIN ST. - ‘EAST—Pat: “Collins. 
BITTER. END—Joan Tolliver, Jim, Jake 
Joa 

pon "$OrR—Relicia. Sanders; - Three. 

Kathy: Woodruff, ‘Wayne Storm: : 
CAFE. AU- GO 

Hendra: '&’. Ulett,’ Shawn Phillips. 
‘CHARDAS—Bela Babal. Orc... 

‘Horvath, Tibor ‘Rakossy, 
Janos ‘Hozzsu,| Kato -Fenyas, — 
‘CHATEAU . MADRID—Los - Chavalea. de 

‘Espana,. ‘Emilio ‘Reyes. Orc., Carbia Ore. . 
' COPACABANA—Los . ‘Cincos 
Jan. Murray,’ Pat - Woodell, Eadie. Albert. 
‘Joseph Mele Ore 
CRYSTAL: ROOM—-Joe: Mooney. ; 
toe BERS Joey ‘Bushkin, “Lenore. - “Pax. 

GRINZING - ~= Kalmar’ Banyak,. 
utz.: 
“HAWAIIAN.  ROOM—Teiko - “Yannagi. 

‘Keolu - Beamer,. ‘Auletta Orc. —- ; 
- FIVE SPOT—Sonny. Rollins . Co: 

. HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc... 

BLUE: ANGEL, —. Godfre Cambiid e, ; . a7 
bd vy. g Arden Show, Jay: : ‘Chevaliers ‘Kenny. Vers... . 

Elemar. 

HOTEL. AMERICANA — Peggy. Lee, 
Lee’ ‘Evans Ore. 
‘HOTEL: NEW..' “‘YORKER—Sylvia: Barry,. 

HOTEL ang PARK. “SHERATON, —. Irving 
elds 3.°° 

‘HOTEL PLAZA: —. McGuire -Sis., Emil 
Coleman Ore:; -Mark Monte Ore: : ‘Plaza-9. 
Room: Julius Monk, Gerry. . .Matthews, 

“| Jamie’ Ross, Nagle Jackson,. Ruth. 

works. “some. -old.:: gags Ore 

‘| Brown, seemingly. ‘so. alive. that}. 
Worsley himself: appears. the more | 

1 wooden’ of the two.) 
} Highly... gymnastic - body-throw- | 
ing. act of the two-man-one-femme- 

€.|.Bal ‘Caron Trio has‘ some- breath- | 

‘Barbara Cason, . Delphi 
-ard - Blair, Jan - Templeton, - 
Robert * Colston 
HOTEL 

Wm... 

Nancy Manning. Quintero © Ore, . Walter 
Kay, Jani. Sarkozi ; 
HOTEL - SAVOY-HILTON Arturo LAr: 

turos 

Christman 
TEL. " WALDORF-ASTORIA. —. Patti. 
Emery Davis. Orc. “s. ‘Horace Diaz 

INTERNA TIONAL— “Vive ‘Les " Girls,” 
Mike: Durso. Ore 

. LATIN QUARTER—Kaye. ‘Sisters, *Rolly 
& Arry, Jack Le Cayen,. Marion Conrad, 
Jeanne. - Michelle; 

Page, 

; ‘Sammy: Bidner Ore. | 
*LIBORIO—Celia. Cruz,’ Pancho Cardenas ' 

Gino. 

‘FIFTH AVENUE Hankinson: gq] Or 

‘Ore. » Candido. 
. LIVING . ‘ROOM—Sherry Britton, 

Tonetti, David Fisher. Bob Ferro. 

De Maio, Stan: Freeman, ‘Teresa Celli, . 
“RAT. FINK ROOM — Jackie Kannon, 

Johnny : Zohnston. ‘Tobi Townes. ©...” 
RTER—G-String ‘Strugglers. 

RED © {ON—Banjokers. -. 
- SAHBRA—“Hora ‘Hootenany”’ : Menasha. 

-Margolit. Ane ‘Baharav. ‘Ore., Gavri. 
Teo” Batsheva - ‘Baron & ‘Ezra Zahavi. 

“SNIFEEN COURT: INN—Renes. ‘Taylor, 
Joe. Randi, Pepi’ Moreale 3. -. : 
. SQUARE .EAST—"Wrecking Ball 
TEEN HAVEN—Madisons, 3 Fashions, 

Soul Bro 
THE MOST—Geordie. Hormel.. _ , 
“TOWN: & COUNTRY — Jack. ‘Carter, 

Ned "Harvey's Ore:, Rod - Rodriguez 
hythms. 

Corner,” “Bil: Brown, Virgil. Curry, Marian. 
Mercer, _Carol- Morley. 
VIENNESE | LANTERN—Maria. Carilto, 

Schoen. 

Morel. ° 
Long, 

Near East. Ensemble, Jorge. 
VILLAGE :‘BARN—Jess Jeanie 

Harold O 
VILLAGE VANGUARD--Biil ‘Evans 
‘WESTCHESTER ‘TOWN | HOUSE 

Begins at Minskys.’ mee 

. ‘CHICAGO 
- THE. BELERY— 

.June. Ericson, Haskell Gordon, Ann’ .tre,”’ 
Bert Vallencourt: Hilton, ° Ross -Lashbrook,. 

BLUE ANGEL— 
Carlton, Sami. Coe & Anita, Georgia Car-: 

opera. Montego, : “Lord. Smiley, Al 
Ore 

CONRAD HILTON —_ “Ladies | “First” 
Lucho. Navarro,- Wells &-Four Fays,. Man: 

McClean. &. Caroline’ Paul, Boulevar-Dears 
(5), ° . Boulevar-Dons ©). Jimmy Palmer 

HAPPY MEDIUM—Three. Cheers : For 
‘The ” _Tired Business. . “Man. | 
‘Room: —Rolf Harris, 

HOTEL | ‘CONTINENTAL—JoAnn: Val,. 
Franz Benteler Ore... 
DEL. PRADO HOTEL— 

way’’ 
aPRAKE. “HOTEL—Joe- B.. Lewis, Jimmy 

“EDGEWATER. BEACH-—Bob ‘Newkirk, 

reau. Orc.. 

lads, Connie’ Milano . Tri 

hattan Jaz Ban 
MISTER. KELLY’S — Shecky" Greene, | 

‘Judy: Curtis, oom. Frigo. Trio, ‘Marty Ru- . 
benstein.. Tri 

PALMER HOUSE—Jane Russell, 

‘Or re. 
- PLAYBOY-—Bobby Byron, ‘Berle ‘Wil- 
liams, Nick Noble, Toy Petty, Judie Thor- 
‘Danielle Drav 
SECOND ciT¥— “Inside. The Outsider”: 

Steinberg, Omar. Shapli, Bill. Mathieu. 
SHERATON — BLACKSTONE—Tont Car- 

roll, : ‘Frapk. York’ OFC. - 

EDINBURGH PALLADIUM = Cebus | 

Valente, lta 
John | Four, | Rola arid Rolan, Carlton Hayes Orc. *:-- | - 

; renee Davis and. Reese,” Mafalda. _Trie . 

DUNES “Frederic ‘Apear’s: “Casino de. on 
-starring. ‘Line: Renaud. .Counge: - - 

| “Vive Les :Girls,” Patti Carlson, Mickey. . 
.U]-Turner. . sha 

a | Paris,’ nar 

Condos, | 

| Ore.-. 
|. Jr, 

GO .-— ‘Lenny. ‘Bruce, | 

Dick. Marta, 

Latinos,-| 

Henry : : 

‘Cathcart: Orc: 
-| Jack Ross, 

- |. Strings, Marty -Heim: ‘Frio. - 

bro, 

Harrington, Rich: “ers “Three, 
Ray, , 

BT REGIS~“Peter. Duchin--Ore, | ONeat, Ore: 

. “Anything Goes,” 

‘HOTEL SHERRY: NETHERLAND — ull. Irving. .‘Benson;. 

: reunse: ‘Perez Prado,: 

Jo - Lombardo “Oress. - 

‘Brothers, ‘Esa - 

| Nick: Lucas, 
| Zaniacs, -Red. Coty. 

Joe 
UPSTAIRS &. _DOWNSTAIRS—“In This |" 

‘Max ‘Daffner' 

Varieties, e Carlton .- -MacBeth. 

‘Allen, - Gene: Allen, Barn’ ‘Stompers, Low My 

“Life ‘Short ce 
CARILLON—“Out : ‘Out Paree” * Lynda | oT 

“Noises In ‘The Thea- | 

““Calypso- Nights” Lord 

Downstage |. 

Ren 

‘Maldonado ‘Dancers, ‘Sandra, © Claire Per- . 

LE BISTRO—Pat. ‘Galles & ‘The Higii- 

LONDON. HOUSE Billy 1 “Maxted’s. Man-. 

OLD TOWN NORTH—Addis & Crofutt: : 
on- | 

nie . ‘Haines | & Beryl. Davis. . Ben- Arden: 

Pennies. - * 
SERCO RADON: Hert. “axtons. Freddie. | 

“Ys LITTCe CLUB—Ondine,. ‘Mike Dees: . 

LAS. VEGAS. 
_ EASTAWAYS: =" “Bottoms - ‘Up! ” " Reae fe. 
Foxx 

DESERT | 
Sun Spots, Bobby Stevenson Orc.. 

INN—Phil . - Harris,. 
‘Donn. Arden : Dancers, Jubilee 

and IF gO... Semenofe. 
Strings.: Suitan’s. Table: Arturo. ‘Romero: 

: ‘Strings, . Jose Mario, ‘Al Nichols. ¢ Cote 
‘Smothers a 

4 Bros., -Harry . Blackstone. Jr.,. Russ Black... 2°) 
-Lounge:. Della. Reese, Frank Sinatra..." 

‘-FLAMINGO—Juliet ' Prowse, « 

Helen ‘Forrest,. Charlie’ Shavers. 
Tommy Dorsey Orc., Nita Cruz, .Bob Sims. 
“ FREMONT—Jets,: Jody and - ‘Misfits, Ray - 
Smith ‘Group, Paul Landon. . 

GOLDEN. NUGGET—Judy_ Lynn, | Suzi: . 

non Trio. 

-HACIENDA—“Les - Poupees de “Paris: 
"2° °° 

Lounge: . Johnny, Olenn,: ‘Ink ‘Spots, . Kay”... 

Houston. - . 
_ MINT.— “Hong _Kong | “Scandals,” Pat. 
Moreno” s: “Artists ‘and. Models of °64:” . 
NEV. ADA—Peter - Anthony, : ‘Royal ‘Ta 7 
hitians. . 
"NEW -FRONTIER—Tucner and Smith's." 

. “Voila ‘Les Femmes,” -, 

Lounge: Bobby. Wick and ‘Ray Brand in. . 
‘with Dick Weston. 

“Fantasy -on. Ice,” 
Dick Rice Orc: 

Clara. ‘Ward ‘Singers, 

Betty . Ayres’. ” Sparkling 

SAHARA — Victor -Borge,. ‘Leonid “Ham: 
Moro-Landis Dancers, .: 

‘Rusty «Isabel, 
‘ $TARDY. st — 

‘Johnny. Paul. 
“Lido de .Paris,”* ‘Eddie™ 

‘Counge: Four - Aces, Ber:. 
nard Bros., Esquivel... ioe 
“TALLYHO—Gerry- ‘Gerardo; , 
‘THUNDERBIRD—Peter L. . 

: with Fileen Rodgerss. - 
‘Benn G.. Baker, - 

Brandwynne Orc. Lounge: Larry Steele’s 
Smart ‘Affairs Revue, Big: Beats, . Jackie" 

Paris and Anne Marie: Moss, - ‘The De- . 
Fuentes. __ . ae 
TROPICANA——“Foliés. Bergere,” stare: 

| ring George Matson,.° Ray - ‘Sinatra. Orc, 
is’ and. Rogerss. . 

DePaulis . Four, . Dubonnet Trio. os 

RENO-TAHOE . 
GOLDEN Flapper Follies ‘with. » venta. 

&- Waido; Vega Maddus,° | 
Don: Staiton, Golden, Girls, John’ Carleton 

' Ore. 
HARRAH’S (Rene) =~ DeCastre - o finer, 

Judy. Lynn. -Joe 

MARRAHW'’S (Reno: Time Singers; 
Brothers Castro, Big “Tiny Little, Eddie re 
DeSantis, Red. Coty. wR 

- :MARVEY’S: (Tahoe)—Ray. Anthony ae 
‘Double Bookends,- Country. ‘Gentlemen, 

*:-)- Town: Pipers, Diamonds, ‘Johnny Hamlia. .° on 
, | Rass Elegant. IV, Orrin. .Tucker Orc., Ron.” 

. Rose.” , 
HOLIDAY—Matys: “Bros. oo Esquires, Mar. 

garet Ann & Ernie Mariani Trio, Charlies. wc. 
. Gould's. ‘Satin Strings. et 

.MAPE edy & Bill, ‘One: Plus: One, oo 
Karnes. 

‘NEVADA. topes (Tahoe)}—Sawyer Sis, 
Trio. 

NUGGET. (Sparks)—Fred ‘Waring ‘Show. - 
‘Rudy. ‘Cardenas, George Arnold Singers - 
& Dancers, Foster Edwards. Orc... 
-RIVERSIDE—Arthur. Walsh, octrernde - 

Ore. . 

” MIAMEMIAME BEACH © 
AMERICANA" ‘Ecstasy. ‘on -Ice,”” ae, 

Gloria,. © Arnaut | "Bros... Steve 

CASTAWAY E: toaben " Singers, : * ony: 
Foster; Joe. Nero &- Dixiecrats, Kirby | 
‘Campbell, Wreckettes. ° ae 
DEAUVILLE — Sam: Donohus: Pupt ° 

| Campo, ‘Les. Rhode ‘Ore: 
DIPLOMAT-—Buddy Hackett,” Neil. Sed-_ 

aka, Dick Haymes. Jr., George Foster. 
‘Van Smith Orc. 

CORAL. BEACH—Steve Alaimo,. Bobby 
Hackett. 4, -Mal Malkin. Orc., - Chester a 
Nennett - Dancers, Bea Kalmus. - 

EDEN ROC -Escobar - Ore:,. Monroe: 
Kasse O Orc., Johnny Nash. Four a 
FONTAINEBLEAU-——Len - ‘Dawson. “Ore. . 

—_ 

| Gonzalo Barr -Orc., Chero. Del. Prado Ore., - 
Pat £ Galo, ‘Hi Lads, Ziggy -Lane.- - “ 

Hits. of: ‘Broad 
ISTRO—Louis ‘Jordan: Five. - — : 

- MURRAY: FRANKLIN'S - 

PLAY ROOM—Dakota Staton, : 
Gentile 3, Eddie Sack 3.: : 
_THUNDERBIRD—Richie Bros.,: Berj...: 
aughn Jimmy. Holmes. Phyllis Branch. 
TONY'S. ‘FISH. MARKET—Milt. Trenier, 

Remarkable Rubin, Arabian: Nights. "Re: 
vue, | Dorothy” ‘Donegan. _ os 

Pearl Bailey’s 1506 Suit 
Los. ‘Angeles, ‘April 24. - 

‘Pearl Bailey .is suing “the Fla-.”’ 
mingo Hotel; Las: ‘Vegas, for $150,-_ 
000. damages: in ‘action: filed. in. Sus: 
‘perior Court. here. . 

Ann Elder, Salty Hart, Gene -‘Kadish, Dave: . ‘Singer'-claims she cut her: ‘foot ; 
on. glass while. performing. at. Vegas Po 

“| hostelry - last March... 

Eaies tt 

Catering 

RIVIERA—Kay Starr, ‘Louis Atmstrong,. ot wy 
Louis: “Armstrong, - -Riviera Dancers,. Jack. °...”.- 

Lounge: Johnny” Desmond, -..:.! 

“Louis Basil. 
‘Ore. Lounge: Louis Prima, Gian- Malone, | ©: 
Sam Butera,’ Witnesses, Characters. Sena-: ". 
|tors, Peter & Hank.. re 

SANDS—Jerry: Lewis,. Step. Bros., Copa. vote 
Girls, Antonio. Morelli Orc. Lounge: Mar-.- —:-. 
tin’ Denny,. Johnny. ‘Prophet. Vido' ‘Musso a 
‘Dave Burton, ‘Ernie Stewart... — fae 
. SHOWBOAF—Demarco . and Day. Sing- a 

Marshali in. oe 

Nat ° 

"HAROLDS —_- “Trini Ls a nn 
‘O’Brien, Don: ia ohany 

Franklin, Roy Sedley, Harvey- ‘Bell, “Guy . 

Mickey ae. 
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‘ial Fons Ti Ticket Chbin LA; | a | 
Already Active in NY, Hub, Philly, Chi| 
Jerome Rosenfeld, already. in-+ 

“Jolved . ‘with. theatre clubs in: Bos-: 
ton; ‘Philadelphia, New. York. and 
“ Chicago,. is. expanding ‘such activi- |. 
‘ties to: Los Angeles. .He’s. opening |” 
-, National Theatre Club there, and’) 

19) with |’, announced. it last.Sunday (19) wi tent: ‘theatre -in ‘suburban ‘Worth: 
‘inigton, : _bégins -- its. 10th - “Season. 
}-with. -a.. two-week run’ of’ “Take 

‘gp. three-quarter. -page ad in the. Los 

Angeles “Times. 2: -- 
“The total ‘membership “of. ‘the | with 

. four clubs: ‘already ‘in operation |coo4 
“eomes. to around’ 65,000,.-Rosenfeld |" 

says. ‘He: hopes the L. A. operation 
= will swell. the total-to about 100,000. 

2 The first. of. the Rosenfeld opera-. 
“+: tions ‘was. the: Show of.the Month. 

“:@6lub- in Boston, which. he organ- 
> ized ‘in, 1956. In 1960; he ‘tied “up 
with ’ Wanamaker’s ' . department 
‘store in: Philadelphia. for: ~another. 

"Focal: outfit. ° 

In “partnership - with’ Columbia’ 
: Artists: ‘Management - Ine:;- he. also. 
* formeéd’' . National ‘Theatre ‘Clubs. 

‘in 1962. ‘The. latter: organiza- | 
“tion ‘subsequently: established. théa- 
:.tre. clubs‘ with’.Macy’s - department: 
store in- New. “¥ork ‘and Marshall. 

po Field’s- in. Chicago. 

ee *, Refurbished Cincy 

.CAMI; 

Shubert ‘Theatre, 
completion . by . ‘September; - ‘envi-: 
“gions. full-year. operation - ‘of two- 
“week. ‘engagements. in this:city, So. 
_disclosed: Shubert’ Lawrence Jr., |: 
president of Select Theatres Corpa:|. 

for. alterations. : 
-Hippodrome” ‘was: built in. 1914) 

and: employed: -vaudeville-film pol-| * 
|. ‘icy . until 1949. -It::seats 1 405 and:| 
‘was: “Fedecorated. and -given a new} 

‘Dublin Festival Counc 
“May Bay Queen’s Theatre 

. ° The Ls: TA. . venture, like the Bos. * 
ton”: venture, 
“pendent enterprise. . | 
Rosenfeld is. président’ of NTC: and:| 

- Herbert ‘: Fox,” a ‘vir2-president :: of | 
. a <-toneert management-. 
booking agency, is veepee" ‘of NIC, 

will. ‘be ani. 

Dorathi Bock’: Pierre, : a ‘legit 
| pressagent, is directing Coast” op- 

. erations - for” Rosenfeld, who’s..also: 
| “represented on all: the: ‘ventures by: 
‘Rita: Fueillo. -The™. theatre -elubs. 

‘offer shows at boxoffice ‘ prices. or.-|: 
‘who. are. 

“not. obligated to ‘make. any pur- |- 
chases. There is:.a “$5. annual .mem-- 

discounts to its. ‘members,. 

bership. fee.. allowing: for.. the. pur- 
‘chase of: ‘two- ‘tickets per. -offering.. 
The: ‘clubs: get -a- commission on 

+ gales : from the theatres ‘and. ‘:pro- 
“+> @uetions ‘on’ a sharing basis, in ad-" 

dition tothe membership - fee. a 
oe Rosenfeld Says. the. clubs..in ‘Bos--| 

Lf: ton and: New ‘York: offer: members || 
about "40-60." shows during. ‘a 42+} 

(Continued on* ‘page. 145) 

Shubert Primed For ~ oS 

--. Cincinnati, ‘April. 21. 
A “remodeling of: the. 2,028-seat 

‘during. an inspection visit~ ‘of his | 
‘local properties: last ‘week: . 
The: -43-year-old° “Shubert. here 

Me hhas been operating ‘about.15. weeks 
~  g@-season.. It adjoins the 1,200-seat | 
Cox Theatre, which has been dark 

for years, and. will likely be razed |. 
for use.as a- parking garage. ~ 
‘Lawrence. Jet ‘it: be known: that 

a Cincy . would - be. ‘expected. to" Sup- 
‘port the theatre.’ < 

He was ‘accompanied. by. éompany 
.€xecs Howard ‘Teichmann, public |. 
relations; Alvin ‘Cooperman, book- | 
ing ‘chief; Norman Light, general: 
* manager; ‘Bernard Freidman,-comp- 
‘troller — and. construction. 
vant; Abe. ‘Baranoff, -assistant ’. to}. 
Cooperman, . and « Fred” Olssom, 
trouble shooter: - 

‘Dublin,: April. 21. . 
When the: ‘Queen’s “Theatre is: 

abandoned by: the. Abbey Theatre | 
_{eompany on its. move ‘to the new. 
Abbey “Theatre the ‘former. -house 
-May-:-be - purchased by- the Dublin. 
Theatre. Festival -Council,. The |. 

‘Abbey. group is not likely: to move, 
before. the. spring “of 1965, and 
then the building ° ‘will return: to 
ownership . ‘of the. J. Arthur. Rank 

: group, which formerly operated’ ‘it 
’ as’a vaude ‘house. ‘The Abbey. com- 

“pany. moved in--after’a..fire de- | 
stroyed: the -old: “Abbey. Theatre in’ - 

. 4951, 
“Brendan. Smith, : Dublin ‘Theatre 

‘Festival ‘director, ‘is : -concel 
_the. future of theatre. ‘puildings | ‘in 

‘Dublin. The Olympia. ‘has already 
‘been: sold ‘and. is- closéd, but. he. 
“has been .- assured. by. ‘the new 
“ owners. that. it. will -be available: for: 
the Theatre.Fest: this. year. Its. fate 
thereafter ‘is ‘likely. ‘to! be. decided 
this:month.. — 

«| Pursuit © of:. ‘Happiness, o.. 

1“Reuhion. 

Laughing,” ‘Aug. 33. 
Take It With You,” "Aug. ‘10; “The | 
Captain's Paradise; ", Aug. T7- and | 
jas the. season: finale: ‘a ‘two-week | 
run. of: either - “Grand: ‘Hotel’ OF : 
“The. Women, " Aug. eA. : 

Stanton May Be 
inde- | s 

Incideritally, | 

-| sides 

‘Year-Round Operatin| 

scheduled for: 

eonsult-"|. 

. for ; 

| "Take Her’ Season: Opener |. 
For Columbus Showtent| 

Columbus, - April. 21... 
‘The | -Playhouse-on-the-Green, ca 

She's .. Mine.” Sallie. Jones: 
Sexton ‘is the producer. .’ 
Other. ‘scheduled: ‘shows aré A 

‘Thousand: -Clowns,” June 29: “The-. 
July: 6;. 

“Night ‘of. ‘the Iguana,” July 13. 
in” ‘Vientia, ” ‘July - 20: 

“The ~ Hostage,” - July © 235: “Enter 
7 You -Can't- 

~ MBalto Les iter 
‘Baltimore, April 21. 

tation. :, Morris’ Mechanic,..” who 
owned Ford’: s,: Baltimore ‘only les. 

‘| gitimate house‘.in Charles - -Center,; 
is now ‘working. on* ‘plans . ‘to ‘con- 
vert the. Stanton. ‘Theatre. to. legit 
‘pending the. new. one. 

Leonard ‘McLaughlin, Tast. éper- 
ator. of Ford’s, :since. razed ‘and .an. 
‘auto park: has. notified New : York]. - 

|. booking. agents. that: the: Stanton: 
}will be ‘available © for. bookings. 
next ‘season. ‘There will” be. 2,800° 
seating capacity. for musicals : and 

~ 11,700 ‘for. ‘non-tuners; | 
“ “We. - suggest,” 

thi beatutiful theatre - in: mind 
. en: ‘laying. lout - your. routes: ‘for. 
- the coming season.” . - 
|. He ‘also gave some’ ‘pertinent. jn- 
formation: . 
marble . panelled. ‘lobby and: ‘inte-: 

‘! rior: foyer with staircase :.on ‘both. 
leading to. ‘a - furnished 

“Theatre::. has’ large 

lounge and. to mezzazine. floor. and 
Dbaleonies.””” = He =also: -.-included 
‘Measurements. of stage; orchestra: 
pit and. ‘mentioned - Kimball. organ.. 
“We would like you..to come. to 

Baltimore *to inspect the: house,” }. 
he’ added: Stanton: currently. a 
film situation, . was. a: legitimate 
stand when: first built:as‘the Acad- |’ 

_Conversion’ “calls . emy of. Music: 

“marquee last: year. ‘before. opening. 
of. “Cleopatra.” 

‘ Local’ ‘SOUrCeS- Say. Traiis-Lux is 
‘| going: ahead. with: plans to convert. 

|: Thugh . seventh © largest.- “city «.: 
‘America; 
been able. to ‘support ‘more’ ‘than 
one. Jegitimate house. os 

2 loja 

: Baltimore . has.” hever 

ipotska Gives Pro. 
“Touch to Suburb: 
Zoya ‘Leporska; a dancer, chore-. 

a optaeber and actress. with . -Broad- 
sway and othér credits, is Biving a 

} professional touch to-a- ‘community ; 
| theatrical. -venture 
N.Y. She’s ‘currently - choreograpli- : 
ing “Pajama Game” for Jocal -pre-. 
sentation: by the Harrison Players. 
‘for.three’ nights starting tomorrow. 

Miss .‘Leporska . recently 7 
‘returned: to: the U.S. ‘after - five 
“months: in “Europe, daring: which’ 
time ‘she. danced, acted: and. chore-"| | 

in. Harrison; 

(Thurs.): . 

Ographed. 

tion. ‘for the: “Harrison Players, 
formed in: December, 1962; by. Les- 
‘lie Ogden; an: insurance: man: who’s . 

| backed Broadway shows and is.also 
a’ financial supporter.:6f the. ‘New|... 
Dramatists Committee. ‘The two | - 
prior. offerings - ‘wére “Ten ‘Little |? 

| Indians” and “High Button Shoes,” 
‘the latter ‘also. choreographed | by 
-Miss. Léporska,. - who's Paid for 

|: working with the ‘group. -: 

‘Ogden says that produétion costs: 
for this operation run ‘about $3,700.}: 
for. ‘musicals and. around $1, 500: for. 
a . straight. ‘play. Shows.-are pre- 
 Sented.in: the. local: highschool. audi- 
‘torium, which” seats. 800.: "Tickets. r 

‘tare. priced at ‘$250, each, 

‘|. - Vyner’s. 

renaughtin. 
wrote. the agents, “that. “you ‘keep’ 

) Show 

“Critic Turns Tasad 
“Laneaster, Pa., April 21. 

-gencer Journal. (a.m.),. appeared | 

-. Symphony . Orchestra “for the 
' Aaron. Copland -“A .. Lincoln 
Portrait.” Pe 
Kingston" has" reviewed—- 

. formiances’ of Conductor. Louis 
7 . 90-piece .. orchestra 
-:-Sinee 1947. Orchestra plays six 
‘concerts a year in:.1 pet 

. _2McCaskey . Auditorium.: 

Abbey Actors Nix. 
ike on Eve Of 

~~ Earopean” Tour 
Dublin, ‘April: 21. . 

‘present’ ° ‘Sean O'Casey’s » The | | 
+ Plough “and the: Stars’: ana | 
| “Shadow:. of ‘a.- Guninan.”: “Trip. ds |: 
part. of ‘celebrations -for ‘400th. an-. 
‘niversary. of Shakespeare’s ‘birth at- 
Aldwych .Theatre,:London. O’Casey 

an - !gave .special permission to Abbey- | 
“‘Trans-Lux -Corp.: ‘decision: . to. ’ 

| have its Hippodrome ‘converted to 
yar legitimate theatre ‘for. live: tour- 
| ing’ ‘Productions, . has. invited “imi-.|.. 

ite’ to present. plays, breaking ‘his 
long-standing. ban. on professional 
‘staging of his pieces ‘by Abbey. 

Strike- notice was served. by Irish 
Actors’. Equity to become effective: 
Saturday- (18): following: non-ac-. 
ceptance -: -by . management: of . an 
‘award by the Labor :Court (whieh'| 
handles: Irish © industrial - disputes) 
{last ‘October, - - Court © heard” ‘argu: . 
‘ments in favor of ‘wage. hikes for. 
Abbeyites: in: -elosed session; 

Trish” . Equity, ™ 

tended ‘vacation: ‘period: (they. now 
get - -four weeks) and. improvement 
in. conditions. of. service. ‘No. ‘writ- 

Theatre Company: Limited; owners. 
{of  state-aided . ~Abbey,- exists | for. 
‘lactors. = . 

‘Strike ‘ “was called ‘off when. ‘both, - 
| ‘sides; agreed to~ accept rulling:: of ; 
an independent | ‘chairman * ‘on -all 

Andrews, - -prexy.- of Irish. railway 
‘System, | .Was:: Nominated: to ‘arbi- 
trate... 
‘nighter .. 
will take.place ‘on return of. Abbey- 
ites, from ‘London and. Paris. 

Map ‘4 Case of Libe 
For Road; Then Britain. 
As: ‘Innately Amenican’ 

Libel” As earmarked for: a fall-win- 

n | memoirs, “My. Life ‘in’ Court,” is 
-eurrently.:in. its 29th. week at. the] 
. Longacre: Theatre; N.Y. 

.| .-Praducers: Roger... ‘Stevetis and. 
. Joel: ‘Schenker intend getting the: 
: -{ touring ‘presentation. underway Oct: 
|1.in Rochester. Extended stops in: 
Los Angeles, San Francisco and. 
‘Chicago are. scheduled to follow 

| with’ the. ‘production : ‘then . moving 

‘booking. -. Schenker feels 

it’s 

‘with’ any ‘but. American. -players.”” 

officer who serves asa: witness for 
the : plaintiff . ‘in. the courtroom 
drama.. 

starring, in. the. Blay. a 

GERTRUDE THE APPLE. 
» FOLLOWS -GREENSPAN: 
“Gertrude. - (Apple) 

has. succeeded :Sara’:Greefispan, as 
‘business: manager. of the. Theatre 
-Guild: Miss Greenspan. Fetired re- 
cently: after: a ‘lengthy stretch in 
that. ‘post:. 
Miss: Appelbaum. has been. asso- 

reer. “She 

_. Joseph ‘T. Kingston, aah yi! 
drama critic, of Daily Intelli-. | 

‘as’ narrator with“ Lancaster> |” 

; Worley Il; Moves From 
°.. frequently - “unfavorably—per-. | 

{. 3. Cc Worsley, drama critic : for 
‘| the Financial Times of London, ‘has | 
resigned because of .a chronic rés-" 

| piratory. ailment, and‘ has. switched : 
-to- the: post of. television critic ‘for 

The pay position, as: reported. by: 
-was that-- the. top. 

‘Salary: as of last ‘September was. 
$48- a week: Players. also: want ex- 

| Swan. 

ten. wage ‘structure ‘with ‘National 

‘questions: -in_ dispute,. ‘Dr.. C. S.: 

ter tour: next season, to be followed |. 
{by engagements. ‘in ‘Britain. The: 
‘Broadway production of the Henry |; 
‘Denker adaptation. of Louis, Nizer’s |: 

overséas" in’: ‘April’. for’ :a London: 
the. 

| drama- -should.. be. ‘presented . inf... 
England with a ‘US,’ east. because 

“strictly -an- ‘American . play 
anid : «cannot -be faithfully - done. 

‘That “statement: ‘obviously doesn’t |: 
apply to. the role -of the: Scottish | 

Van -:Heflin,'. Larty Gates’: and: 
; “{Paul McGrath : are. ‘currently. “Co= 

“Panama”. is ‘the ‘third produc-. 

Appelbaum ; 

ciated with various legit. “Manage-. 
ments during -her theatrical] ¢a-. 

-is:. better. known as: 
‘Apple and: has one of. that: fruit 
uM as. her: signature. 

tors. 

‘London, -April 21. 

the daily. 

times“'a drama and literary critic 
‘and assistant. editor of. ‘Punch,. the « 
humor magazine; .Young has also } 
‘been: substituting for Worsley as’ 
{London . drama_. reviewer for’ the. 
{NL Y. ‘Times. {E4). 

‘Abbeyites lifted: a. strike threat | ars 
jon Wednesday 45), three days be-. 
| for. company planéd_ to. ‘London: to : 

Pabst, Witwauhee 
“Milwaukee, April 21. 

the , ‘common - council has - vap- | 
proved unamimous recommenda- 

| tion made. by.4s buildings-grounds’ 
~~ | committee towtease the Pabst The-. } output which results in a “tragic 

atre-to. a group headed by Roger K. 
Marsh,-: *‘ Milwaukee . ‘businessman. 
Others bidding. for the dease. were | 
the Pabst Theatre. Management -Co. 
Inc., ‘the -present: Jeaseholder, and}: 
Melody. Top. Theatre Ltd.,° Chicago | 

1 ee, rato OF fune-. and Milwaukee, operators. of tune- | defense and science. tents. 

“Marsh offered: $12, 600" ‘anmial: 
rent: for two: years, with ‘an. option ; 
to renew for a. year‘after two years. 
‘present lease is $12,000. Marsh has | 
‘prdouced musicals at the Pabst and: | 

Theatres.: Associated. with.| 
him. are -T..J. Bartolotta, who. will- 
be*.Marsh’s. general” manager, ‘and 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mitchell, vet- 
eran. ticket. agency. operators:. | 

Marsh. said. he would. provide 10}. 
dates. ‘each: for- the’ Milwaukee’ and - 
‘Chicago symphony ‘orchestras,. four ]. 
dates for the local Florentine. Op-.}: 
era ‘Co., ‘seven roadshows: of six 
nights. each, :-four’ local .productions. 
Of 12 dates: each,’ -plus 10. dates for 

He's ‘a’ well-kno own’ first- (°Er local productions. 

‘here... Conciliation’: moves | Richard Cutler, : “attorney” for the 

Lloyd Jacobson, attorney. for the 
'|-Pabst Theatre Mariagement group; 
| said the. organization had.saved the : 
{Pabst from financial straits.. He: 
described: Marsh’s plans -for pro- 

a road. company of. “A ‘Case ‘of ‘ducing local shows. as “a. ‘treacher-. 

‘ous “business.” 
: Elmer Regner; repping “Melody: 

‘Top, said his firm was -in. show biz 
to -make ‘money, and: would . do: so. 
if it-had ‘the ‘Pabst: lease. by. engag-. 
ing top. stars. anda: professional’) through. the medium of live tv 

through synchronous: company. 
“The city. bought. the. ‘foundering 

| -Pabst-- ‘Several ‘years ago; and had. 
‘planned to. replace. 4t- with: a park- 
‘ing structure.: However; civic hul-. - 

*| labaloo - over’: destruction: of Mil-: 
| waukee’s last Jegit house, ‘especial- 
ly ‘in :view.. of endless. delays’ in. 
starting a- ‘new. civic. music - hall, 
‘resulted in othe’ leasing arrange- : 
ment. 

Siraiford (Ont) Fest Co. 
A Hit at Chichester, Engl. 

: Chichester, ‘Eng, ‘April. 21. 
the Chichester. Festival Theatre |. ——. 

‘is playing - -host. ‘to the - Stratford.{ te 

for a three-week | engagement “of - Leland Hayw ard a 
three plays. in repertory. The pro- | 

.j ductions; ; 
“| unanimous raves from the London |. 
“st orities, are: “Love's. Labor's. Lost,” 

{Ont.) : Shakespearean Festival .Co. 

which : ‘dréw virtually 

“Le ‘Bourgeois. Gentilhomme” and 
“L“Timon | 6f Athéns:* ‘They ‘opened 
| here on successive. nights last week. 

- The: Chichester. fest. Was. inspired 
by - the. Ontario venture and: the: 
theatre i is modeled after the one in 
‘Canada: It’s ‘one of. the ‘very: few. 
‘arena or thrust stages: in England 
‘and has aroused. much talk. Most of 

+ the: London ‘crities have especially 
‘praised ‘Michael: Langham’s skill- 
ful use of the stage, suggesting that. 
it offers: ‘a lesson for British direc-. 

“Langham . directed. “Love's”. 
and “Timon.” The: Moliere. comedy 
was, ataged by. Jean Gascon.. 

ro 
. a 

Marsh . -group,: ‘said the other .bid-: 
ders’. ‘were: ‘businessmen. ‘He: -de-. 
scribed Marsh as ‘a.‘“‘theatrical: an- 

| gel” willing to. contribute to. ‘Jocal | 
; theatre. - 

“Croque,’ Parisian Cox 

“Washington, April 21, 
vy row of Representatives 

|} subcommittee has taken a look at 

~. Drama. to TV Criticism arts. A string of show biz witnesses. 
{turned out to give their pitch for. 

‘proposals for Federal aid to the. 

the: bill ‘of Rep. Frank Thompson. 
(D-N.J.) to establish a National 
Arts. Foundation to dole out up to 
$10,000,000 annually to. the - arts. 
Legislation would also ‘give Con-: 

| gressional- backing to the White 
‘He will.be succeeded in the legit | g g e. 

} assignment by: B. A.. ‘Young, who; 
| substituted: “in - the:. -$pot:: during - 
Worsley’ Ss. recent. round-the-world. |. 
cruise. He- has: been ‘at various |. 

‘House Arts. Council established 
last.summer by. an executive order 
of the late President. Kennedy. 

“Similar ‘legislation ‘passed’ the 
‘Senate: in a breeze last fall and. 
‘Rep. Thompson gauged its chances 

| in. the. House as “50-50.” 

‘In the past the House has never 
been ‘sympathetic to arts legisla- 
‘tion, even without coin, . and. its 

| rural-dominated leadership has. 
‘| been able to quash such Measures. 

-In contrast to the earlier Senate 
| hearings, television was not so wn- 
“| mercifully clouted. In fact Actors 
‘Equity rep Jack Golodner averred 
‘tv: has stimulated interest. in the 
arts with folks, stimulated by the 
good acting: on. tv, wishing to.see 

; the same on local ‘stages. 

“The problem, he told a House. 
Education. ‘and Labor. subcommit-_ 
‘tee, is the: continually diminishing 

“waste”. of talent. 
Also hitting the: “decline” theme’ 

‘was Theatre Guild exec director 
Warren Caro.. He averred the 
“times: -aré ripe” for initiating this 
“parsimonious” portion of Federal 
coin noting: the billions spent. on 

‘Somewhat ironically, the sub- 
committee was meeting: in the 
-Toom .of the Armed Services Com-. 
‘mittee which doles about -$50,000,- 

«Continued on page 148) 

Irish Equity Restricts 

Entry to Full-Timers; 
Hit National TV Policy 

Dublin, Aprif-:21: 
Irish Actors’ Equity will tighten 

|-restrictions on the entry of new 
members. That was decided at the. 

-{ annual. general. metting. The new. 
rule is that union membership shall. 
‘be. limited to persons: who intend. 
to:make the entertainment business 
their. “profession. 

_ An Equity tribunal wiii role “on 
. applications. but:a board of appeal” 
will ‘have power to override ‘its. 

\ ‘decisions. The move will.end the 
current admission setup, under 
which many part-time players not 
entirely dependent on the theatre 
‘have become members.” 
‘Edward Golden, re-elected. union 

president for another year; said. 
that. the actor’s pay should be re- 
lated as nearly as possible to the’ 
number of people entertained : by. 
his. performance. He asserted that 

satellites, 
200,000,000 people could see the 
opening night performance - at the. 
new Abbey Theatre. | 

‘Telefis Eireann (Irish : tw “was . 
‘| slugged by Equity secretary - -Der-_ 
mot Doolan, who-said that an. av- 
erage week's entertainment sched- 
ule gave employment te members: 
for only ‘two-hours a week, while 

7 | American Programs occupy about. 
} 21. hours. : An appeal to Gunnar. 
| Ruggheimer, ‘program chief, 
brought the reply that’ many of : 

‘1 Jreland’s top. actors are outside 
the country and it is sometimes 
necessary to import leads or ‘aban- 
don Projects. _ = 

Paris, April 21. 
‘Broadway producer | ‘Leland _Hay- 

ward has’ acquired the English 
Janguage rights to “Croque-Mon- © 
siéur,’’. a. “comedy. by Marcel 
Mithois. The play, currently at the 
‘Theatre Saint Georges, stars Jac- 
‘queline Maillan -as. a ‘predatory. 
‘widow. on: the prowl: for:a rich 

| husband to. Succeed ‘her tate. mil- 
lionaire. ‘Spouse. ©. 
‘An established cabaret ‘and stage 

‘comedienne, the actress gives a 
broad performance, including fre- 
quent ad-libs and frank playing .to 
the audience. The piay’s title is 
the name of a. ‘wythical ntan-eating 

‘| bird, | 



Le) 

-Mavis 

‘Somewhat: unvaried but. o¢casional-. 

“Raby Want a Kiss 
Actors Studio® Theatre. Presentation, ot : 

‘eomedy in two acts, by: 
Staged by Frank. ‘Corsaro; : scenery «and 
costumes, Peter . ‘Harvey;. lighting, David: 
“Hays. Features. Paul _Newman, Joanne. 

- Woodward; James_ Costigan. ‘Opened. 
April 19, 64, ‘at the Little Th 
$6.90. {6p weeknights. ‘$7.50 
day. -ni 3.. 
“g2y might out . James: Costigan 

- - Joanne. Woodwar 
iH .. nett ee etes oe eeceee Paul: ‘Newman 

eee beavene wee 

“ Suppose. “Charles. ‘Addamé: “were 
‘to ‘rewrite ““‘Who’s.: Afraid ~. of 
Virginia Woolf?”. with © ‘the ~ em- 
phasis on comedy-and.as a: satire | 
of egomaniac Hollywood. ‘stars? . It} 
-might- be “something. . like “Baby 
“Want a. Kiss,’*. which the Actors: o 
‘Studio braught tothe . Little Thea--|. 
tre last. Sunday” night. €19)° with . 
Paul Newman and Joanne. Wood- 
ward as the exotic screen lumin-: 
aries. The. show must: be. something 
-of a lark for. the cast, arid: have. in- 
terest © for ~ audiences . willing to: 
accept . the unusual. Pts 

“James: Costigan is: -.the: “author: 
and -plays the third character ‘in: 
“this contrived -and: liberally bor- 
rowed “comedy... about .a: celebrated 
‘Hollywood couple who: drop. in. at 
the country home: of their bachelor: 
friend of years before: During an- 

_. approximately two-hour:span_ with- 
out physical action, the amusingly. 
sardonic ‘but - répetitious: ‘conversa- 
tion takes various tones; from. out-. 
right laughs . to: ‘macabre drama. 

-The.. meaning. is never ‘clarified: 
Are the- visitors. ‘monsters. in hand-: 
‘some -human form,. or are ‘they 
perhaps - merely . ‘uninhibited - ego- 
-centrics _ entertaining ‘themselves. 
with the .sort of. elaborate. practi- 
cal joke for’. whieh Hollywood... is. 
noted? Like so much in this baffl- 
ing “but... : sporadically‘. engrossing 
play, the. answer to. that key. :ques- 
tion .is: hidden “by ambiguities. and. 
_apparent incogruities. In. any: €ase, 
-“Baby Want ‘a Kiss”. fs: a theatrie-: 
aliy. challenging show, though per- |: 
haps rather: ‘Special - for - general) brock,” Bonnie. Walker, 

-+ Patsi- King,. Lulgi -Gasparanetti, Eau. Ben- | 
_ Keith.- ‘Stewart, 

‘audiences. : 
The . slightly - fuddy-duddy ‘shott. 

story welter whom the screen idols | 
visit. - ‘reasonably. | ‘mormal, if 
slightly ‘vulnerable to’ psychologi- 
cal ‘suggestion, notably. in regard 

_ to a-parlor game involving: dreams. 
“Phe two. callers are way, way out, : 
however—and © either : insane, with: 
an urge toward. violence, or just 
extravegantly . imaginative | prank- 
sters taking time! out “to. make. 
elaborate fun. of-an. old. acquaint-: 
ance and incidentally: Jampoon 
themselves. ‘, 

During. ‘their. stay, while they. 
wait for. dinner to ‘be. ready,. they. 
gobble - the .sniacks;- -smoke “. the. 

‘cigaréts. and: guzzte the drinks: they. 
say they never touch, meanwhile Fe 
vealing ‘themselves:: virtual’ 
-paranoics. - She -is:: 

a-dread: of chamosexuality. Both are: 
-narcistie “hypocrites”. -who-:. mouth 
the. “fashionable -- Jshibboleths - of 
pholosophy;: “art; “religion, ‘politics, - 

love and ‘so: on,. and: describe their 
_- Supposedly dream: marriage . asa 
-nightmare -. 0) a Mutual ° 
suspicion and: hatred. ° 

‘When :they: leave, after excoriat- 
tng : their vhost .and . then: blithely. 
passing - 
‘Sham, there's’ still no positive indi-- 
eation how much .of: it all has. been’ 
‘truth and how. much ° fiction, - Or 
even. what it.‘means. 
however, ‘that the’ playwright. is 
presenting ‘them. on’ ‘the: level, with. 
imitative - traces” of ‘such. familiar’ 
dramatic: stylists as ‘Edward | Abee, 
Samuel: .Becket and” Piraudello; 
among. others, besides airing many; 
ideas of’ his’ own about the” con: 
temporary world. : 

Under: Frank Corsaro’ s. emphatic: 

ly inventive diréction, the: perform- 
ance has progressive force, if. a’ 
tendency toward: ‘montony.. Both 
Newman. and Miss ‘Woodward give 
plausible, expressive: . portrayals; 
_and- their appreciation: of the biting: 
edge: of the comments about Holly-. 
wood -and: its neyer-neverland. ‘so: 
¢cial-professional -: world. is Shared 

“with. the. audience, . 
Miss ‘Woodward's 

- bit: more. scope for. ‘differences in 
shading, especially in ‘its ‘outbursts: 
of: shrewishness,: but -Newman’'s. 
characterization as. the psychopath- 
ic liar also offers -.effectively eerie 
comment. As. the. ‘utiderstandably | 

Costigan -adequately | - aghast host,.. 
- expresses -.a, ‘plend | of . amusement. 
“disbelief. and occasional revulsion. |. 
Peter -Harvey® has «designed . the } 
‘properly: atmospheric. cottage. livin’ « 
“Foom setting = and “appropriate |, 

atre, N.X.3. 
‘riday-Satut-: 

d|get. good audience comment, 
.spite its. esoteric quality and, with 
{its seemingly. reasonable. ‘operatin 

nights, .$9.60: Friday-Saturday ‘nights. . 

-Mr. -Morris: - 
“Nathan. The: Waiter: -..:. 

Mendel ‘Polan.-_ 

Petty -Officer .. 
-‘Ship’s- Captain’. 

‘Bocton -: 

‘Terry. ‘Violino. 

But 

‘Most 

“Pm Gonna. Move,” “A:Mother’s Heart,” |} 
“On This: Wedding Day,” “What's Gonna. 
‘Be Tomorrow,” 
Something: te Live For.” ‘That's | ‘the Life. 

“King _ 

Life. 5 “That's the -Life.for Me” (reprise), ° en 
“A Man Myst Have. Something’, fo Live: i 
“For”. (reprise). : . : 

“obviously” al 

“nymphomaniac and tie. avsatyr: with Crown”. is so. bad.. that : it -Tecalls 
‘such memorable musical: -clinkers: 
-as “Buttrio ‘Square. ”. 
than tthe recent.“Anyone Can: 
-Whistle,’’. though not’ as. Preten- : 

Jealousy, ' 

it.--off as ood-natured a3 
‘8 poséd to be.a ballet or. even a pan: 

-tomime. - Under the. circumstances, || 
‘it’s no wonder" that. the advance: 

Tt : appears, I 

, Lester: Freed. 

pole. offers | “a r 

vided -effective lighting.. 

parakeets, adds up to a respectable 
‘venture: for:the Actors Sfidio. and 

+ the. noted: acting. couple. It: ‘should 
de- 

hookup, should dosbusiness. ‘on-the 
‘Newnian-Woodward - names. It’s “a 
questionable bet. for ‘pictires,” but | P 
is. a Prospective vehicle ‘for ‘stock: | 

Hobe. 

‘Cate Grown: 
‘Philip | Rose & ‘Swanlee- ‘presentation ° of. 

musical comedy in -two acts (12 scenes}. 
18 numbers),.: with book by -. Hy’ Kraft, 
music. by: Albert. Hague . ‘and. Iyrics by 
‘Marty ‘Brill, - based. on. the. Hy’ Frank play 
of ..the ‘same. title. Staged’ by Jerome. 
‘Eskow; | ‘choreography, ‘Ronald Field; scen-. 
‘ery: and. lighting,. Sam Leve:. ‘costumes.,: 
‘Ruth. ‘Morley; orchestrations, “Hershy. ‘Kay; 
dance -.music.. Albert. Hague; vocal’ ar- 

|xangements .and: musical direction, Ger- 
|Shon Kingsley.. Stars Sam’ ‘Levene, .Theo- 
dore Bikel, Tommy ‘Rall;. features “Brenda 
Lewis, Martin Wolfson; Morte. Amundsen. |. 
Alan Alda,-.Wood Romoff, Michael Vale, 
Val Avery; Robert: Penn; Roy Stuart, -Ted: 

-[Thurston, Francine Beers, Edwin Bruce, | 
“‘Rénee Orin, Norman - Shelly,: Joe : Ross. 
Opened .: April 17, .°64;:°$8.60: top.. week: 

Dr. Irving . Gilbert. ....-.....- ‘Alan ‘Alda 

._ Norman ‘Shelly . 
Mme. Cole ene ‘Brenda Lewis. 
Rloom. ‘The - Fiddler Dooce Joe Ross 
Women —. ‘Shirley Yeinwand. Fay Reed: 
‘Mr.. Edelman... .. rss Keith Kaldenberg . 
Mrs: - Edelman eelecetececes - Ann Marisse. 
Rubin. wos. ees oo -s.i3, Robert Penn | 
Beck. - wwaeadece! EES _Roy’ Stuart.f 
Kaplan Leceuebeceap eens ee Val . Avery 

Mrs. ‘Perlman. | enece eeace™ ’ Francine ‘Beers | 
Mr. ‘Toplitz :. si cececes Martin’ ‘Wolfson 

_ Wood ‘RRomofft 
Ida Pokan'  : ou ..».. Renee: Orin: 
Hymie The Busby: rs ee _. Sam- Levene. 
‘Norma Roberts «..:.. 20%, “Monte -Amundsen 

1 David. Cole. .22.5; ce eegeeeccne Tommy. Rall 
Lipsky mee ieenadeses ‘Michael. Vale | 

needa wnee es : Val Avery. 

Sarah .... 12... eoan ion Betty Aberlin 
Samuel Cole. ‘ 

‘Singers: - * Natityn” ; Murphy. - Bonnie 
Brody; - Betty Aberlin, Fay Reed. Ann’ 
Marisse. “Shirley” Leinwand, Stéphanie 
Winters,. John. Wheeler,.. Ken - ‘Richards. 
‘Dancers: © Geri - Svinnér.: 

Cheryl. Kilgren, 

jamin, “Rehert _ Avian,.- 

Numbers: 

2" “All. Those Years,™. 
Hello New. York,” 

“Au Revoir 
Polan “Make the: 

Shakespeare,” :"A. ‘Lifetime’ ‘of . Gove.” 

“A. Man Must © yHave 

for Me,”" “A Lifetime of. Love”. (reprise), 
Lear” Ballet, “Magical: Things: in 

- One -of- thie, "bie. numbers2niot 
“good, ‘but. big in Cafe-;Crown,”. 
“which: - opened last “Friday night 
AD at.. ‘the Martin Béck Theatre; 
AS a" 
‘straight, : 

: “King. - Lear” - ballet,:. ‘done 

supposed: to be a ‘musical comedy, |. 
the number is: utterly incongruous 
and. typical ‘of. the.. evening. “Cafe 

-Tt's --worse 

tious. 

nutty,. as'-the. drama of: which. it’s. 
a: purported ‘element ‘is not sup- 

Original Play 
- Comeay -by HS. Kraft, staged by" Elta 
Kazan, setting by .Boris Aronson, pro- 
‘duced by’ Carly: Wharton & Martin Gabel: 

{ Opened - Jan. 23, .°42, at:the' Cort. Theatre, | 
‘N.Y,> played iat performances. .. 
Customer. ...5...... . Mervin. “Williams 
Rubin. 2.20. secs cede cece e.. Jed * Cogut 
Sam. Lei beduceleeuqtdertescters Jay: Adler |- 
‘Kaplan.. we oe . reesee se2e-sAlfred White. , 

-Méndel Polaa. + pecee'eseeseas-Daniel -Ocko. 
‘ Jacobson -- twee ceccseeveesss FEANK Gould. 

| Mrs. Perlman. o Sec cecceesins :Paula: Miller 
t Hymies....,: Seno weep cenecsese * San: .-Jaffe 
‘Looie: ce weg e oss 0.0.8 coos e es ~ Lou - Polan. 

-Walter. acca seoeeeecsees .Whitner ‘Bissell. 
Beggar... es. rbecsericer- 5 Solen’. Burry 
-Foplitz .....: ia 6 30 06 wes seess- Eduard. Franz 

+ Norma Cole. wdleeee oeses ae te -Mary Mason 
Ida Polan’: wpe eb eee eesinceces ‘Mitzi. Hajos. 
David ‘ Cole.” ; Se veveces “Moris Carnovsky 
George. Burton. sae vete see: .George Petrie 
-Lipsky. - a ace veaeeese “Robert Leonard 
‘Anna Cole: . + Lee eeeeeete » Margaret | “Waller 

“| Florist. . -s eeceee..-sMichael -Gorrin 
Messenger Boy Sect eses we oeet ‘Tom ‘Jordan | 

seuttiebuit in- “Shubert: Alley” was. 
that “Cafe. Crown" had: already |. 

| posted ‘a closing notice for: ‘its ° ‘sec= 
ond: night, last- ‘Saturday. (18),- ‘prior: . 
to the. opening. . 

>y: Hy: ‘Kraft, : and. the. -playwright 
1as-done the. book. adaptation, with. 

yrics- unes by Albert..Hague ‘and: 
ay. y Marty F Brill (any, relation to ‘the 

. “Baby ‘Want-a Kiss,” which, takes | t 
‘its. name from: a‘ moronic. dance |’ 
based. on a- recording : for training |. 

obese ecere: Ted: ‘Thurston +. 
Lewis;:: 
Amundsen - ‘and’: -Martin. Wolfson |. 
‘make .an ‘evident: try at animating . 

John: .Anania 

. Theodore Bikel.| -.. 
.». Edwin. Brace |: _ 

f- Sp ing,” “So Long..as It Isn’t: 

-Marion . Becroft,- 

Sinee the new: -show is | 81. 80. top. ¥ oe 

The “King. Lear”: Ballet is. prte-" 
‘sented. as a rehearsal- of . a: ‘show-- 

‘| within-a-show,, -but. it’s patently. 

asbesseere .Sam- Wanamaker’ 

|. My. Fair Lady; Center (5-20-64. 

‘The musical. “Ys - based” on. the | 
1941-42. comedy. of the. ‘game’. title 

singing and . ‘dancing : of *. ‘third: ]. 
starred: Tommy: ‘Rall, the. evening 
tends to. be. an. embarrassment.- 

* Sam. “Levene. is. : top-starred : “as 
Hymie,. « the .. “eccentric: and - “sup- 
‘posedly- - loveable: | -busboy: . 
‘lower: Second. -Ave.. restaurant Tep-: 
‘resenting - the: old: Cafe: Royale ‘of: 
the heyday:.of the ‘Yiddish’ theatre.’ 

in: a 

Theodore Bikel “is: -second-starred 
‘as the celebrated: Yiddish | -actor- 
‘director, ‘presumably.: a ‘freely-. 
arawe portrait. of. the date. Jacob’ terson, Tina Loali 

[| ben Singer,: Virginia ‘Payne, Tiger Haynes, |. 
-Aileen Poe, Dan Resin; Don Crichton, 

Lou Jacobi. Opened. 

. Adler... 

“Both stars” give. the: impression |: 
io of taking. it easy, which’ is -under- 

'-- |. Standable..under-: the circumstances... 
‘| Curiously, however, . Levene. makes 
‘more _of. his: songs: and. actually 
‘seems_ to have. “a: better: ‘singing -| 
style ‘than -Bikel, who’s::a noted: 
folksinger.. Bikel, ‘in fact, “appar- 
ently: -has little voice’ -without. mic-. 
rophone assistance, ard. since he’s: 
not an. ‘authoritative: or: compelling 
actor, ‘he’s lost ‘as..the: flamboyant | 
personality . of the’ story. : 

Rall, formerly “known. printarily 
ag a dancer. but ‘in. recent Seasons. | | 
also’ ‘impressing as .a ‘singer;: -does” 
cwell enough as. the. great: man’s {| 

| independent ~ minded .- actor - son, 
while the. usually - vibrant. ‘Brenda 

‘and ‘Alan Alda; Monte 

secondary - roles:.: 

-Ronald: Field’s: choreography : is 
“eriergetic but... mostly : - pointless, 
Sam‘ Leve’s. ‘settings of the restau- 

rant: interior and :the ‘streetcorner: 
‘outside. are“ ~reasonably | effective: 
but: the - shipboard. ahd theatre .in-- 
teriors suffer: from .the:-same bla- 
tant. lack. of. ‘consistent’ approach. 
that. makes the. musical as. a ‘Whole’ 
sO. silly. « 

“Cafe Crown”: 4s ‘a 4 conglomorate: 
botch: ‘of: the .sort. that. afflicts: 
Broadway :from. time: to ‘time, and 

, Anvariably defies ‘explanation. | 
“Betty . Rose- |° ‘Hobe. 

[Rory Child’s' Garden of ” 
- Revue! _ 

nd EDITION) - he. 

‘. Melbourne; “April nH. 
“inion? Theatre. Repertory -'Co.. presen- 

tation: of.an intimate. revue by Barbara 

* 

.Angell;: ‘David .Sale, Paul Eddey;,. Robert 
Walker,: Billy... Barnes and: ‘Anthony Cam-: 
-eron. Staged™: ‘by. Barbara. Angell. Fea- 
tures . Barbara . “Angell, Paul. - Eddey, 

Paul -: Karo: ‘© Pianist: 
Pauline: Pidgeon. Opened: April 10, °64, 
at the: Russell Street Theatre, Melbourne; 

"This supper revue, which + opened 
\at: ‘the -.Arts-: ‘Theatre in - January, : 
‘has’ gone into its second edition. 
and now. is being presented by the. 
‘Union : Theatre “ Repertory : group: 
‘Friday . and * ‘Saturday -nights at’ 
11:15 p.m.. The: show uns :75- min- 
utes. and” comprises. 25. items. ~ 

Although about 70%: of the’ ma- | 
‘terial is-the same, the revue looses 
much of. ifs intimacy and’ polish | 
‘by: being” ‘presented in a- larger. 
theatre .on a larger- stage.” Three 
of the..original cast of. four. remain; 

Marion ‘Becroff ‘now has too, little 
"|. to’ do:-and, good “though she . is, 

there ‘is: too ‘much. of Barbara: ‘An- 
‘gell, who has..also ‘done :the: staging. 
and. written much of ‘the material. .| 
“A. notable’ ‘item. isan uncredited. 

bit ‘showing - a- ‘tnaiden in “medieval. 

strains. ‘of ’ “Camelot” music, : with 
the train’ ‘still ‘sweeping the stage’ 
once... .She? -has, exited. She - finally 
returns, holding. its ‘end. 
New. items also. cover: -Aussie 
strikes (currently in the news) and 
the. banning. of . Mary: McCarthy’ S. 
novel, - The. Group,” which is still. 
arousing . 
press...’ Neither skit. ‘Is: Particularly 

“controversy: 

good Stan, 

“Scheduled Bw way. ,. Preems. 
.,. Blues. for. Mr. Charlie, ANTA (4-23:64). 
-’ Porgy: and: Bess,. Center . (S-6-64). 
.. Sunday Man; -Morosco (5-12-64).. . 
Royat Shakespeare, State. 18-60, 

* White. House, Miller’s. (5-19-64). *: 

_ Roar. Like # Dove, Booth. 15-21-60): . 
‘ Fade Out-Fade.tn, Hel finger’ G25-60). 

‘ Hamlet,” Delacorte. (6-10-64) :. 
King‘ and. I, State. ‘1-6-64). 

-. Othello, Delacorte (78-60. oy 
” Electra,. Delacorte :(6-5-64). : 
‘Merry Widow,’ Sfate BITE. 

.. Golden -.Boy,. Majestic. (9-28-6 
’ Ben: Frankl ni Lunt-Font.. iw "toa2.90.. 

j-and .: Ray Ellis; . 
ments, Richard De Benedictis.. Stars Carol 

‘Frank -Tweddell, : 

‘Toby Dawn..:..ccessee-. 

Rudolf Governor. 

Publicity sp . 

‘. Convicts: vaeat 

| Darrell: J Askey, Fred. Cline, John Dorrin,. 
Trish Dwelley, Stephen Elmore, Richard: 

Carolyn Kemp, |. 
Betty. Kent, -Glenn’ Kezer,: ‘Mari Nettum, 

: | Bob- Keukum,. Roger Allan Raby, Jo ‘Tract, 
“Gene Varrone,: - J. 

|... Dancers: ‘Don: ‘Crichton, Virginia. amie - 
: Diane Arnold, JudyCassmore;. Diana Ede, |. 

¢ Closed last Saturday night (18) 
; after: three. e performances.) 

“You’ re. a Strangér- in. “This s 
cae ** “What’s: the. Matter with. 

JL. Ernie * :Horvath, --Gene. ‘Kelton, .- 
| Louther. . Charlene. -Mehl, Judy Newman; 
-}:Joar 

4 Shaer, - Patricia. Sigris, Roy. -Smith, Bill’ 

~ | Can’t: -Go.Back,’ “It’s Good: to. Be’ Back,” 
Bikey “Fade Out-Fade In;” ‘I’m. with 
You,’ “My Fortune Is My Face,” ‘What 

-“Go_..Home: Train,” “Forbidden . Fruit.” 

literary: chestnut, . indeed. 

-This dated: “tale: ‘of the: “usherette: 
‘who - ‘crashes Hollywood” by -mis-: 

a “hits : cloud. :seven, “gets, aly 
:~ | brushoff, - and ends’ up:.as.a- -star, 

snaring. - “Tomantically. 
‘the. nephew . of. the studio. boss, re- 

‘It’s. only. 
-when. the: “presentation ignores. the. 
‘book,. ‘per se,” that: it Nits its” high” 
spots. ° 

but” unfortunately ‘Paul.Eddey is a |: 
poor substitute for David Sale: who she. does ‘well, hen - thé 

| lifted “the” previous. ‘edition. - she. does ‘well, except when they 

walking across ‘the. ‘stage | “to. the. 

‘Tocal | 
hitting a good coniedy .vein.in ‘a. 

. “oe ear”. 

. ‘wor ‘dage: in “Forbidden Fruit.” 

" identically - ‘named. Notre: Dame ft: 
{| football’ ‘stat of the. ‘1920’s?). 1h 

-4| They're: ‘all inept, arid Jerome Es-- 
}| kow’s all-thumbs. staging “accentu- | I. 
Jj-ates the faults; ‘There’s not.a mem-'|{ - 

orable -song,..and‘ except. for the | Ja. 

“ "Telothes. ‘and David Hays has’ pro-| "Fade Out_Fade in 
New: Haven, April. 21. 

- Lester: ‘Osterman & Jule Styne presen- 
‘tation of musical’ comedy in. prolog .and 
“two. acts (1. scenes, 15 numbers); with 
book and ‘lyrics -by Betty: Comden ‘and. 
‘Adolph. - Green; 
‘Staged by, George. Abbott; ‘choreography | 
‘and: musical: staging, Ernest Flatt; settings | . 
and: lighting, William: ‘and Jean Eckart;. 

music by. Jule: Styne. 

costumes, Donald Brooks; musical direc- 
tion, . Coin Romoff; vocal arrangements; | 
‘Buster’ Davis; orchestrations, - Ralph: ‘Burns 

Burnett; features. Jack Cassidy, -Dick Pat- 

Wendy - Taylor 
Cowboy extras - “ee sees es Stephen Elmore,: 

Fred. Cline 

cc usewsne- .Gene ‘Varrone 
.-Mitchell Jason 

Gangster - éxtra.. 
Ralph: Governor.,.... eee 

‘George Governor....es.s .Howard Kahl 
Frank | Governor... _John_ Dorrin:| 
.Riarold. Governor.....:... Gene: Varrone 
Arnold Governor... ese Stephen Elmore 

‘Fired e,: Bichard 
‘Frisch, ‘Roger Allan Raby 

.Sean. Allan, Darrell. -J: 
°- -Askey 

; Gene. ‘Kelton. William 
Louther, - Ea. Pieitter, James ~ -‘VonWeiss’ 

‘Waiters. web teee 

Girl. 22.02.00 Se. 111. Jodi Perselle: 
Myra‘. May “Melrose... beens Virginia. ‘Payne 
Costume - designer. eels -James. VonWeiss | 
Seamstress. ; Diane ‘Arnold 
Girls ..-:..-.... weve ‘Diane: ‘Ede, Betty Kent 
Miss Mallory ...-..... weaecss,-s JO Tract. 
Custer : Corkley.:... tS eeeee tees ‘Dan Resin |. 
Photographer. coe ce ges. Sean -Allan|" 
‘Max: Welch........ ieweses wee “Richard Frisch. 
Lou Williams... ccecooee + Eiger. Haynes 
Dolly. Dailey .’. ceecee Aileen Poe 
Dr: Anton Trauig.. ve wees eee "] Reuben Singer: 
Gloria . Currie. .......... '.Tina Louise’ 
Mme... ‘Barrymore... ace es "Benny. Egelston 
Singers: Sean: “Allan, Jackie «Alloway, 

Frisch, . Howard - Kahl, 

“Willian 

Perselle,.- Ed. Pfeiffer, Carolsue 

Stanton, ; Wendy Taylor, James VonWeiss. 
‘Lead’ Dancer: Don Crichton: . 

“Numbers:: “They’re.. At the Post,’ ats @ 

Ts This. Thing: I’ve Got?,”’ ‘Lila ‘Tremaine;’’ 

“You~: “Mustn’t- Be~ Discouraged.” | “The 
Dangerous: Age.” “L. Z.-In’ Quest - of His: 
‘Youth;”: “The Fiddler: and the: Fighter.” 

‘George’ ‘Abbott's staging has: oc- 
casionally plucked -chestnuts . from: 

| preparatory fires and. brought them 
.| to .Broadway: ‘as hits, so. it is. rea- 
‘sonable ‘to assume that he: can do 
‘Jikewise with “Fade Out-Fade. In,” | 
despite. its: antiquated :. ‘book, :. 

take, 

meanwhile .. 

quires: special: attention. ° 

Carol. Burnett ig. ‘top: cast ° ‘and 

hand her pedestrian. Material. She 
sings, emotes, Bags: and dances, her |. 
‘best. :effort coming. in. “a. ‘Shirley 
Temple. routine. . 

Jack © ‘Cassidy. . and’. Lou. “Jacobi 
share supporting credit; the former. 
as an -on-the-make film . star- and | 

{the latter as.a‘ blustering producer.. 
Tina: Louise ‘makes: her. attractive’ 
presence. felt, and Mitchell: Jason,. 
‘Dick Patterson, “Tiger. Haynes” and 
Reuben. ‘Singer are ‘other : featured | - 

| players: who ‘do. well. 

‘The score seems. pleasant, father | 
than. impressive, ‘with .at least two 
possible solid.:acceptance ditties, - 
the title song and “I’m With You.” 
The lyries are better than ‘average,. 

ensemble, and. novelty. 

Two dance spectacles. feature the 
| choreography division; one a color-.. 
ful violin routine and the other a 

: -handsome dream sequence. : There: 
 |is'- also a lively jockey - hurhber: 
-] All are staged by: Ernest. Platt. ; 
oe William: and. Jean Eckart: ‘have . 
"| devised a turntable within a ‘turn-. 
"| table. that * provides 
scene shifting for colorful: settings. |° 
The Donald Brooks costumes: add. 

ft. the overall flash. 
| Abbott. has: brought. the: produc. 

- Shows Out of Town 

darice music — -arrange- ‘ 

veoe o e ° +: :Dick. Patterson 

a’ play ‘titled”™: 

‘sponsored. by °. Mrs. . 
-Johnson.and members, of the Pres-. 
ident’s. cabinet,” was‘: ‘a - dazzling .' oe 
‘affair, with virtually . every” celeb- 
rity. in: town: -except: the: President. 
himself. in-.the audience. A British .- 
Embassy party. hosted by -the. .. 
Ambassador. followed: the perform: 
ance." +: 

‘platforms... 

interesting 

“ytion to a ypleally competent pres: 
.{miere status. There.is considerable. 
polishing ‘yet. to be. accomplished, - 
but it is. in that. particular depart- « 
‘ment: that. the: Veteran ‘stager. 
shines.’ a Bone. 

The Comedy. ot ‘Errors . : 
Washington, April 14. - 

‘Bonard Productions & Donald Seaweil,. 
“by. arrangement with: the Royal .Shake- . 
spéare Theatre. of Stratford-Upon-Avon, -: 
“prese tatio > itchell Jason, Reu- Tie ntation of revival of comedy by. Wil 

Maer neeiings, Som staan ond 3 se BS: 0 ye an 
fford' Williams; . costumes, ‘Anthony. . 

. Others:.. Trevor - 

Powell; music; - Peter .. Wishart.’ Opened ..- 
"64, at the National Theatre, Viole April 20, at the ‘Shubert | Theatre, _April . 13, 

New. Haven; $7. top: fa | Washington; $6.95 top. a 
Prof. “Sprokét J+: .4+40++)<.---Dan' Resin Solinus srteussesessrere. Michael” Murray oe 
"Groom. ... 2... .0re. ye..ee+ Don: Crichton | Aégéon .... veeeees-». Tony. Church. 
Norman ‘Nadir.---...¥... Stephen. Elmore | Antipholus Twins. veceees ++ Tan Richardeon, 

| Lionel ‘2. Governor.....:".. ...-Lou Jacobi ‘Dromio Twins. weeeceecs.- Clifford: Rose,: ‘Hope. Springfield. - cosines Carol | “Burnett Barr MacGregor Autograph kids. .:.... ‘Roger. ‘Allen Raby; palthazar ...: ; “Michael Burrell’ 
| Carolsue. ‘Shaer, Patricia Sigris Angelo ..... 0.20. seloulet- Ken Wynne’ 

Pop ss eer hae arr ay oe we~. Frank Tweddell Merchants. Jan. “Lindsay, John: ‘Harwood 

Helga. Sixtrees.: a o% eee ° o . Judy ‘Cassmore Pinch ‘bede “Secewecs a uee: . Mi ichael Williams. . 

.Publicity man.i...... eeees BOD ‘Neukum | Officer Z ceececceseeseeets+. JOHN Church - .~ 
Photographer ............Richard Frisch | Messenger. ih se * coeeess.. Peter “Blythe - 
‘Byron Prong. JIE daek Cassidy | Gaoler ..2..c..¢s...00... Brian Osborne... 
> (3.1) sn John .Dorrin | Aemilia ......4.5.6.. > Pauline. Jameson 

.:| Billy Vespers... sc.cec+--.--Glenn ‘Kezer| Adriana ... seeeee dees: ees eee: Diana. Rigg. 
‘Rex .....05. ‘J aveveceees-Datrell J. Askey | Luciana Seseeecce. fine sesae “Julie. Christie —. 
Chauffeur bv sone eceese--William. Louther ‘Luce .....0s¢55 wiebs ae eeens ” Caroline Maud 
Girl eee 3 coe ecreeeates -Trish -Dwelley Courtezan . we i ecee: ‘wighe Spriggs 

owen, | “John  Cobnér,' . we 
Ian Lindsay, Peter Tory, John Church, °-. - 
Michael Jenkinsou,.Lyn Pinkney, Philippa - 
Urquhart, Jennifer ” Clulow, Wyn. ‘Jones, we 
‘Leslie. Southwick, - 

“Phere. were “all. “the. expected hw. 
jokes ahead of: time about picking 

“The. ‘Comedy of. 
Errors’. ‘for presentation in ‘Wash- 
‘ington. ‘as. the’. ‘Royal.. Shakespeare 
Co... flew in ‘aftera swing. through’ .-: 
_eastern: Europe to.open an. Ameri- 
‘can. tour.: As. “staged by. “Clifford:-. 
Williams; . the © piece is .a: - rowdy ” 
romp, | 

its. title. ... 

“This: revival is. spirited” produc: 
tion: of. one of. Shakespeare’s first” 
‘and: shortest. ‘plays, and those. who 

“good - for heartier. laughs. 
than any of: the. obvious: Gags. about -- 7 

The: opening . night. performaiice; | : : 
‘Lyndon. .B. ” = 

have, fretted over. its: selection ‘as.- a 

the. alternate for “King Lear” for’ ~ 

the ‘opening of the U.S. .tour of: the... 

The... young’ east. has - the 
Seldom produced . 

this’ cast behind them. 
Tan’ Richardson. and: ‘Alec “Mee. 

Cowen: as: the long-separated: twins, - | 
and . ‘Clifford. Rose. and° Barry. _ 
MacGregor as their: twin servants, . 
are all young and. Vigorous: “and | _ 
practically : gymnasts on ‘the stage. |<) 
in-all- the racing about. that: goes 

--[-On, In just about .the-oldest the-° 
| atrical roles of ‘mistaken -identity,: . ~ 
‘they may not. look alike, but they: * | 
are. convincing : in: the: contagious... 
rumpus. - Lely 

in: this’ a 
‘country, well. in hand, -and Wil- a 
liams-has infused ‘it witha: ‘rhythm. 
-which Takes it. take. flight in high we 

{BUM Or., ‘ ae 

|: There ‘is old: fashioned: slapstick: | 
‘as. the :conjuror ‘sets. about’ trying |. 
to put the double . ‘whammy -. -On :- 
‘young - -Antipholus; . 
‘pantomine. sketches ‘have been in-.. .* 
serted here and there ‘by: Williams,’ — 
presumably- to. lengthen: the ‘play. -:. 

‘al Quite ‘a. few of: the -lines -are -still 
-|funny: by themselves, particularly -.. 
“when ‘they have ‘the. enthusiasm: of 

great Shakespearean company can: Loe 
relax.” 
play... 

and’: engaging _ 

‘Michael. Williams. is’ ‘hilarious in ; 
the brief: comic‘ part. of. pinch; a’ -. 
confused. ‘old fellow. who | keeps - | 
falling over’ ‘his - coattails ~ while. ° | 

trying’ .to perform: acts of ‘magic. <’ 

imaginative. . and -ridiculous,. 

illusion 
farce. 

Carp. 

“el 

‘The ‘costumés. by Anthony. Powell, . i 
add... 

greatly tothe merriment: and. the ~~ 
“of ~ the. ‘Shakespearean ; 

“Elizabeth Spriggs, as - a Jady- of.” 
tthe: ‘evening with feathers instead. 

‘of. hair (Powell’s ‘work again),. is ‘a. va 
‘delight... The . two. leading: Jadies,..~. 7 
-Diana Rigg and Julie Christie, are |: | 
‘fine‘in seriqus’ Toles, swhile alnfost... 
everyone. : élse’:-is . being ~ -funny.: ay 
Tony: ‘Church, : . Michael: | ‘Murray, 
‘Ken Wynne and ‘Pauline Jameson’: 
are: other. members of. the -cast -- 
adding materially. to. the suecess of — 
‘the production. ° :- oe 

‘Theset. consists of ‘merely three’ - 
on ‘successive |: levels:. 

There is no- scenery, but a‘ skillful. 
-luse .of -lighting, colorful. costumes 
and great rushing around wouldn't. 
‘Teave “much time: ‘to notice. dt any | ae 
“way. “ 

“Comedy. of. Errors”. inay “not: be - 
‘one ‘of: Shakespeare's. best plays, a 
but’ an: exciting. Production of it is . 
an. enjoyable. evening. : 

i 



f fe -MG (Musical-Comedy 

va eretia);: 
-¢ Dramatic: Reading).. 

~. Other -parenthetic: dedigniitions. 
: ref er, respectively, to weeks played, \-: 
number ‘of : performances ° ‘through. | 

-prices (where | 
two ‘prices: are. given, ‘the higher ‘is |. 

|-Preston). 

- 1-994; 

eo ‘week, $32,88 

Crown; at 
” Basiness ‘generally ‘improved ‘on’ 

7 «Broadway last, week, ‘The gurrent 

” Stanza © looks’. ‘bullish, “with” the |." 
" American’ . Newspaper . Publishers | - 

|. Assn. convention ‘in New York re-- 

 garded.as a. key. contributing fac- 
= tor. . 
ol.” ppening today (Wed:);-is: adding to 
a the” “upbeat condition - is. moot. 

“- Whether’: the World's Fair, 

" ‘sellouts ‘included, were’ “Any Wed- 
“ pesday," * “Barefoot in the- Park,” 
7 ra 7 “The... 

" “Hamilet,’””: 
De| puty,” . :“Funny 

“Hello, Dolly,” “High 
--Spirits,”: “Never Too - “Late, the 

: Lineoln:.. Center. repertory © and 
Raby Want a Kiss,” “the datter. 

-playing . eight . previews. ol 

‘There. were: three casualties Jast - 

Saturday. (18). with the combined 
Ss Joss’ figured in the area of $858,000: : 
~. “phe “shows - were. 

“Foxy”. ‘and «“Sponono.” 

only. other - preem ' scheduled. -for 

this *.. session,” debuts” tomorrow 
ment (Thurs). aa 

” Estimates. for Last Week. 

“eb ( Comedy Drama) ek i Db Rewer 

.cal-Dramia}, O° ¢ Opera); ‘OP (Op-' 
“Rep. (Repertory), “DR 

last. Saturday; top. 

lower for: weeknights), number of 

“seats, 

‘exclusive. of. taxes. 
~ Asterisk: denotes. ‘show: “had: “eut-} 

nate ‘tickets -in. circulation. 

a atre.. “parties are: ‘mentioned. 

oy ter). Previons. week, $40, 297. 
"Last: week, $40,118." 

£38; 692) 

“Krrt: - - Kasznar). 
° $32 912, : 

“Last: week, “$38 797. . 

“Previous: 

L. _ *Beyond™ the. ‘Fringe, : ‘Goldén (R) 

(18th. wk: 619 p)' ($7:50:. 199: $34, =. 

_ 874), ‘Previous week, . $12,316. : 
-.Last week, -$12, 487. 

Previous. 

$1397. 
- Last. ‘week, ‘$14 647. 

: 61: p) ($6. 90-$7.50;" 1,088; $43 246) 

- (Emlyn . Williams: “Jeremy - Brett)... 

_ Previous week; . $48, 154. ‘with. some: 

e. “small ‘parties. : as 

“> Last week, $42, 860. with. parties, : 

a - Dylan, ‘Plyniotth. (D) (14th. -wk;}- 
* 405 p) ($6:90-$7:50; 1,084; . -$48,369)- 

- (Alee® Guinness), Previous : week, | 

$39,961. - 
“_ ~Last. week, $30.942.° 

516) . 

with: parties 
"Last. week: ‘$72,274 ‘with: parties. . 

Funny’ Thing: ‘Happened on ‘the | 

; wor to the Forum, Hellinger (MC) 
-. (102d. wk; 813 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,572;: : | ynanimous pans (Chapman,: News; | $84,000) ° (Dick Shawn), ‘Previpus 

“Last reek, "$32; 913, w
e 

_Hanilet, Lunt-Fontanne’. @): ‘ei 

wit 12 py 1$8.80-$9.90;. 1,478;. $73,- | 
.062). Previous .week, $55,678- for | 

four performances: with Parties and 

two réviews. 
“Last week, . $69. 696 with: parties, 

Hello, - Dolly, : Bt: 

Last week, $71, 290. 

Here's Love, Shubert mc). Sid 

‘Previous. ‘week, $34,8 

15 -p) -($9:60;. 1,334; $69,549): (Bea-| ; 

‘ward. Woodward). Previous -:week,. 
: $65;903: for. .seven. Performances 
-:with parties and one. _preview.. 

Among ‘the hot entries last: week, ; 
“with, parties. . 

Gitl,”.| without . Really ‘Trying, “46th St. 
(MC) (32d -wk:- 1,047 -p) : ($9.60; | ~ 

‘$51, 581. 

“Cafe .. ‘Crown ade 
- The 

.. “High *. Spirits”. gross ‘represented 
acerecord take...for. the® Alvin. - 

“Baby. Want..a Kiss,” 29: ‘opened’ of-| 

~ ficialy’ last ‘Sunday. night (19) and: 

“Blues - for Mister. ‘Charlie;” -the | 

- week, $13, 832. 

$7.50; 

"| Crucible. are 

2 repertory. . 

Keys: Cc (Comedy), ‘D (Drama): oo 

(73d. wk: 581 -.p). ($6. 90-. $i. 50;.. 994: 
$37, 000) .. 
-O Sullivan, 

}the cast next Monday | hight { Qn as 
‘Miss. ‘O’Sullivan’s. successor. — 

($6:90-$7.50; 995; . $33, 000): (Robert | © 

‘capacity -. gross: .and..-stars.} 
Pa Price: includes. 10% .-Federal' and) — 
“is. “5% revealed: City tax ee diverted-to'} 
an in“eistry-wide pension, and awel- 
fare’ fund), - but grosses are. net: ' 

1.e.. 

(Clive. ° -Revill,- 
/} Previous week, -$40; G87. 

Grosses ‘normally: have. been. re- | (MC}- (26th wk; 202 py ($8.80-$9.40; 
or phe the- *, duced bu. commissions where:  }Inga: ‘Swenson;: Stephen. Douglass). 

7 Previous week, 
Any Wedinesdax. Mu sie Box (Cc) 

_ (9th: wk;.- 71: ‘p) ($6: ‘90-87. 50:: 4 N10; ‘|. 

“.-- :$40.00N) (Sendy Dennis. Don. Por- St 

“1 $9. 40; 1,271; $68,128).(Steve Law- 
“‘renée,.. ‘Sally - ‘Ann’ Howes, “Robert: 

paar * Barefnot.: in the’ Park, ‘Biltmore: 
(C) (26th: wk; 203-‘p) :($6.90-87.50; |: 

- 4Elizabeth .° Ashley, }: 
Robert) Redword, ‘Mildréd Natwick, : 

“week, " 

-two parties. . 

- | $8, 231. 

‘+: @ase of Libel, Longacre (D)’ “(23th | 
Loo wk:'218'p) (86.90-$7.50; 1,101: $40,- 
_.986).. (Van’ Heflin, Paul MeGrath, |< °° 
"Larry. Gates). _ week, ‘1 tre, 

. .| (Rep) (3th wk;. 100° p)” ($6-$6.50; | 
th wks | i158: 

“ Deputy; Atkinson. @ (8th wh; $40,067. with subscription for eight | 
‘performances of -“After: the. Fall,” | 

“Marco “Millions.” «' 

(MD) ‘(2d -wk; 15. p) -($4.95;- 2,935; |" 

* for. séven_ ‘Performances | and: ‘one | 
‘preview. ~*~ : . 

: Funny: Girl, ‘Winter Garden mmc) 

“(4th wk:- 28 -p) ($9.60;. 1,442; $74-]- 
‘(Barbra-: Streisand, - ‘Sydney | - 

_ week, Bis 949 1 | -Chaplin). Previous. {3 py ($8: 60-$9.60: * 1,280; $63, 000) + 

(Sam -- “Levene, 

TT | Herald. Tribune:. McClain; Journal- 
, | Arertean Taubman, Times; Watts, ‘Pos | 

_ James MC) |: 

ath: wk: 108" p) ($9.60;.1,609; $71, 
“22° $81); Carel. Channing) Previous, ! - ~ week, $71,539. *. hous week, ($25,952. 

Saturday (18) at an estimated toss 

oon. ot $345,000" ‘on rT "$420,000 invest-/ 
a ment, (20%: ‘overcall: included)... vs 

- cP 8] ponone, Cort (D) (3d “wk; 20 pi 
ma - ($6.90-$7.50; :3,100; ($41, 482), 'Previ-| 
7 ous week, $7; 667.5... 

|... Last week, $9,146. Closed. ‘Satur-|- 
{ a \ aay, (18) -at.-an estimated loss‘ of, at} 
Val ‘Teast, its entire’ $143,750 investment | 

7 5% overcall included). : ; 

OPENING ‘THIS. WEEK - 

“Baby Want. a ’ Kiss, Little. ¥o}- 
2S 44$6: 90-87. 50; 603; $26,600).: Previous 

- Last .week, $34, 976.: aes piers "$23,883 for’ eight previews 
atthe Little, 

High Spirits; Alvin. Mc) ad wh, - Actors ‘Studio. Theatre. preseritd- 
tion” of play” by’ James ‘Costigan; 
-opened last : ‘Sunday . night. .(19) ‘to 
a. unanimous:, thumb-down - (Chap-', 

|.man, News: sdlarris, World-Tele- 
| gram; . Kerr,’:Herald: Tribune; :Me- 

Last week, house: record, 568, 601 | Clain,: : Journal-American; Taub- 
‘man; Times; ‘Watts, Post). 

‘ Last. week, ‘$25, 339. for eight Pre: 
views ‘at. the. Little. 

Bins, fet .Mr.. Saat ANTA: 
(Dy ($4 180; 856).2 00:05 f ” a“ 2 

|: getors Studio ‘Theatre. presenta-[7°°S". 45d “King. Lear. 
tion of ‘play. by James Baldwin; ‘The current week's 
Gpehs ‘tomorrow night (Thurs.).-: |the. road: ‘list is the: ‘Broadway- 

Last-.week,’ $11,807 for five Pre: 
‘Views: at the. ANTA.: a 

"OTHER. ‘PHEATRES | ‘night (20);: 
” Ambassédor:” ‘Barrymore, Booth;. 
Broadway, Hudson, Majestic, Mill- 
er’ s, ‘Morsoco, O'Neill Royale: 

Martin-Blankenshin Set of: 
“‘Musical-“Alice’ Off- Bwayl : 
- Richard: E.. “Martin... ‘and Joseph. 

Blankenship | ‘are: producing | “Alice. 
With Kisses” for ‘a’ May. 7. opening | 
at the 41st: Street: ‘Theatre, . N. Yu 
“The. musical... based -on “Alice. in | 
Wonderland,” has: book: and: lyrics’. 
by: Blankenship’ ‘who'll also sérve 

- director. © and ‘choreographer.. 
» Last week; $32, 089 | Blankenship had" a and an Provid- 

‘ing the Score ‘as ‘well, -along wi 
‘Nobody Loves: “an. ~ Albatros, Sammy: Fields ; and. Nevett. Bartow. 

Lyceum, _(C), 18th wh . 140 -P) | :Martin, in- ‘overall: charge of the: 
‘production, was formerly executive. 
director of Music Mountain, a: per-. 

| forming ‘arts. center, “in: ‘northern . 
New Jersey.- os te: jteed dates. 

| | $5. 40-$6;. ” Ticket Cinbs geass 
— Continued from: page 143 —_— 

|. Royal § 
wkr 226 DD. ($9.60: a a3; : $07 928). . 

no. startling: “ gfossers,.. 

trice. Lillie, Tammy Grintes,: ‘Ed- Business | Without ° Really. Trying” 

mark. The = ‘sole: neweomer, - 

How ..to. ‘Suéceed: in “Business | of Errors.” 

1,342;: $66, 615). Previous ° -week, 

Last’ weeks: servi. _ ealy 
:*Mary,” ‘Mary, ‘Hayes | ey (163d. 

wk; 1;298 :p) © ($6;90-$7.50;. 1,164; |: 
$43, 380) - (Mindy. Carson, - Murray 
Hamilton, Tom: “Helmore). Previous | - Phere. were two clos: 

Last: week, “$16; 109: 

- National Repertory Theatre; 
Belasco. (Rep) (2d: wk; 16. py ($4. 95-| 

1,008; . $34, 051). - Previous |: 
week; "$11. 819 for. eight. _perform-3 
ances-.of “The Seagull”. and. “The. 

2 Philadelphia’. and” ae Thousand | 
- |Clowns” in St. Louis. | 

: Estimates’ for Last ‘Week 

‘oftoun shows are the sanié as for. 
-Broadway, éxcept that. hyphenated |- 
FT with show classification includes 
‘tryout: “RS indicates. road. -‘ show | 
and BT ‘indicates. pbus-and-truck 

“Last: week, “pi9.2ay for same |. 

Never Too ‘Late, Playhouse. ey) 

(Paul: "Ford, - .-Maureen 
Orson : Bean): Previous 

week,. $31,497. Martha’ Scott joins shows «include .10% 

nated, ~ 

W he’ re. 

‘Previous week, $22, 284; 
_ Last. week,. $22, 127... 

Oliver, Imperial “MDy’ ‘erth wk: 
535. /p) ($8. 60-$9:30; -1,450;. $71, ae 

Georgia - acs 1e BOSTON: 

‘Last. week, $42, 283. 

10. Am the: “Shade, 

1,727: - $54,403). 
‘Previous week, $37,- ‘Broadhurst |. 

month: period: tn Philly . ‘and: Chi: : 
‘cago the yearly: total runs.:from-: 

$41, 239° 5 ‘about | ios he. figures. Those |: 
:..| totals -" include “concer offerings 

Last week, $41, 724. *.-l and -hardticket films, “as- well ee 
-: What “Makes Sammy’ “Run?” 54th legit: presentations: ‘Cubs ‘members| 

(MC) : (8th ' wk; “60- p)- ($8.80-| are also ‘given. the ‘opportunity: to 
purchase. tickets in advance’ of mail 
-orders and: boxoffice. sale.” : 

; - According - to. -Rosenfeld, - ‘about. Po, 
:.| five -or six’ mailings are “sont: out.}- 

- Last. week, “$53, 342, “. 7] annually’ ‘te, club: members. Each-of. 
7 ‘*Who’s “Afraid. ‘of. Virginia Woolf? these, he says, lists around a dozén 

1,186;. ..$58,000) ‘(Robert : Horton, ; 
tional, ‘Washington: Fo 

‘Kelly, Globe; - Norton, . “Record | 
American). 
‘Last week: $24, 605 with: ‘TEATS 

Alda). Previous .wéek, ‘$54.3 373. with. subscription: | 0-2. 
“CHICAGO 

|. z d ( 
| Rose (D) (80th “wk; -632::p) | ($6.90- entries for which tickets are. avail- 2100! $74,000) ade ee |; 

* 197,50; '-1,162: . $40; 485) : (Mercedes |-able. The tickets: cover all sections . $52, 739: : . 
McCanibridge, ° ‘Donald -Davis,- Ben | of the. theatre, : “and: there’s’ also’ a. “Last, ‘week, $50, 272; Te 
Piazza)’. (matinee: company’. Haila|£uarantee : providing’ for’ ‘refunds +. . wee 
‘Steddard,’. Henderson ~. ‘Forsythe,’ of the membership fee. -.- . 1: “CINCINNATI. . 

1 Bib Berger). ‘Previous “The ad-:placed ‘in’ last ‘Sunday's , ‘Who's ‘Afraid ‘of Virginia Weoif? | Dw 

> vy L: A: ‘Times ‘did. not list any‘shows; 
Last week; ‘$13, sil. “Its. purpose’. was. to: introduce . the 

- ae club, which ‘is to: become: operative ; 
“MISCELLANEOUS. date in: the: summer. or. early. next. 

Lincoln: Center’ Repertory" ‘Thea. fall. 
-ANTA : Washington : Square||- 

$60,495) * (Nancy. “Kelly, 
Strudwick) ‘(matinee - 

‘baker, ‘Chicago. toh 

- Bast week, $30, 872, with TEATS 
° : ‘subseriptio on.. 

- $46,500):.. Previous. -week,- Off i Bradway Shows 
4 tRigires. denote Qe ea dates) |. 

: Amorous - Flea, ‘York (2-17-64). eS 
_- Billygoat - Eddie, Writers (4 20-69: 

--* Blacks,. St. Marks (5-4-61) ne 
‘Blood “Knot, Cricket (3- 2.64). - a 

Boys Syracuse. Theatre 4 a 15-63). . 
1 -. Cindy, Gate (3-19-64). - 

‘|< Diary Madmen; Gram. Ax = (2 1R6M). 

" permare 

Tt wk):. “But. for - Whom © Charlie” 
(Sid Caesar). . Previous week, . $50,- 

“and | 

Last ™' week, $48, 366 . ‘tor: “same | 
repertory. . -* | tion. Wy ie a “Last. week, $55, 410. with Fisher est, Side Story, ‘City Gente? | -Pantestlens, ‘Suiivan St i880) | prayeoer subscription. “> 

‘Bouwerie- Lane.. (11-7-63).__. 
in White - America.’ Sher. .“S*. ...10-71-63)-- 
Life. 1s. a’ Dream,: Astor PI. 49-19-64), - 

_ . Mariette, Hotel: Astor: (4:16-€4),. 
-") \ Repertery,. Phoenix .G-4-64). ~. 
7b: Site. Characters. Martinique (8-63): 

. + Streets ‘of NW. 'Y., Majdman. (10-29- 6a) 
“1° Srofan: Woman, Circle. in -Sq: (2-23-63) | 
"Trumpets Lord, 1. She= ©- - (12-21-63). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS. _ 
. Arms & the Man, East Ea. (a2780:. 
‘Doubletalic, de Lys (5-4-64). 
Gro n-Cormers;; Actces “6. 5-€4). 

: Allfce s. wii Kisses, ‘dist St.. -& 7-64). 
What’ Goes On, New. -Bowery. (5-10-44): 

-- MHome-Soffiy, Provincetown: (5-11-64). 
vs Awakening | Spring, . Packet: (5-13-64), : 

Knock, New" “inet % wep 2 ne ew: eatre. (5- 
-World-Telegram; © Kerr, st: 1 - CLOSED 

Reape ban. Cherry. Lane (3-24-64);- play” 
“and. “Two Executioners,: 2°. two ‘:of:.the 
three one-acters;:. ‘closed’. last’ ‘Sunday 

*.Jmmoralist, ° 
$91,000). Previous week, $45, 104]. . INDIANAPOLIS. 

‘Last week, $51, 532." 
“CLOSED. LAST: ‘WEEK 

Cafe: ‘Crown;. Beck (MC): Ist - wk;. = 

[Rsssea Co.) “2d: wR. 
{week, $28,998: - 

_ hast week, $34, 493: 

Los ANGELES - 

: Previous| 

“Theodore Bikel, |- : 
Tommy Rall).: Previous week, -$21,- 
839 for eight. ‘previews: at: the. ‘Beck. 
Opened last Friday night (17) to: 

RS) (2d: wk)’ ($5.50-$6; 1,636; $55,-| 
000). (Yvorlne ‘de Carlo; “Alan Mow-: 

‘Harri 1S," scription: .. 

subscription. - 
..,49),- the. former. after: “121: perform-| .. 7 MONTRE AL o Pty 

Last. w k, thr =|. ahees and 1 32. per-7. 
formanees 0 $29 for pe er ‘| :, formances. eDutchinans” the other ‘play, ‘Man ‘for: ‘All Seasons, Capitol a 
‘Closed Satu ‘Previews. |” continves ‘with “American “Dream”|(D-RS): (William: Roderick, Bruce | rday - (18). at an esti- . which nt. Tevived at’ the house. ‘Tast. ‘Go: dé Al a. mated. loss. of, at. Jeast,; ‘its entire “Behe Tues rdon, Albert: Dekker). Previous 7 

$350,000. investment |" Caretaker, Biavers 4.20.63, closed: last week, “$47, 997 ‘with: ‘TG-ATS. ‘and. 
*. 1 - rformances. ~{|Q’ eef: bseri , ad 

“Foxy, -Ziegfeld (MC) (9th wie{: uit hp Aciors 1660 closed | Doronte:  neeseription; °-:O! O'Keefe, 
72. p) -$8.80-$9.40; 1,628; $78,305) |... Pinter Play, “Midway (11-26-62); ‘closed |. _ Last! week, ‘$11,597, 
(Bert ‘Lahr,. ‘Latty- Blyden), Previ- ‘12 after .578 performsnces:.- “pHIE ELPH 

‘preem. ‘Swalfows,: Jan ‘Hus (4-14-64). - 
1 ke a ‘ eleeed April 

‘week, $26, "Closed: _ am ‘Mae | Cate, ; “Masque. “31-68; 
‘: closed ‘April: 7 a2 after 16 . performances. 

“14. ‘efter - one. “perfor: . 

{wkd :($6.60-$7.50; 1,907; - $70,000) | 
Anne: Sefireys, George. ‘Wallace, 

. Last” 

‘We Sea rm Det: Tater ol SLL | 
akespeare Co. $22,548, be 

“Business ‘was “generally. okay on 

the Foad last week. : ‘There. “were 
‘and’ only | 

“Camelot,” “How to Succeed: in | 

and. “Little Me” topped the. $50,000.| 
the. 

‘Royal Shakespeare Theatre, started’| 
its, U.-S.'tour : slowly in. Washing: |. 

[ton with: a full stanza of “‘Comedy.|*. 
‘The. troupe is playing _ 

time inthe: ‘capital will ‘be split |- 
equally this:.week- between. “Er-| 

addition ‘to | 

bound “Fade. Out-Fade. ‘Ii,” -which | 
. | opened in New: Haven ast Monday |. : 

ings last. Saturday night (18), “Stop | 
the World—t Want to Get. ‘Off? in: 

| Stang), 
| with’ TG-ATS - subscription, Or. 

| -pheum, “Minneapolis. 
 -Parenthelie designations for out-| 

production. Also, prices on- touring | 
. Federal - tax} 

and@ local tax, if- ani, Dut -as ‘on 
‘Broadway grosses. are net; i.e. ex- | 
clusive of tazes. ‘Engagements. are 
‘for. single: week. unless: otherwise 

| Arthur,:. Star)-.and’.two. negative 

, ‘subscription’. is’ ‘men | 
tioned, ‘the. gross. is. the: net. after. 
the. . deductions:. of: canimissions.:| 
Grosses: for: ‘split weeks . ‘aré .pro- |: 
jected - when shows ploy ‘guaran. 

” F722 | with: ‘Theatre - Guild-American |: 
‘Theatre Society | ‘subscription, “Na- 

~~ Opened. here’ April’ 13 to ‘una: | 
imous approval. (Forsythe, “‘Traveler:| 
Guidry, : Monitor; ‘Hughes, ‘Herald; 

‘jean, St. L 

7 [ST May. 2 
‘T- Cametet—Shubert, 

| Shubert. (D-RS). ($4.55-$5:10; 2,028; | 20- 
| Shépperd |; 
company— f: 

‘Michael : Myers, .“Kendall . Clark). 
Previous . week, - $35, 169,. | Stude- | 

the 

Little ‘Me; Fisher “(MC-RS). (4th |. 
($5.70-$6.50; --2,081; $75,000) | 

; | any 
4529 with Fisher. Playgoer’ ‘subscrip- 12). 

1 May 2). 

- How: te. -Succeed : in Business = 

Rater. Laughing, "Biltmore. 1c: Boston 
“Wash. ‘(April 
April 27-May 

bray, Irving Jacobson, ‘Alan Arkin). 
-|-Previous. week, $24, 802 for: -seven +" 
a performances with - ‘TG-ATS: ‘sub-|- 

Co. }—Playhouse, 
25. ‘National, ‘Wash. ‘April 27- May 2. 

“Last week; $81, 427 with TG-ATS |, | 

-antigone, Emerald Hi. 
Barefeet in Park, P 
‘Cametct, Majer 

-- Bont a Father,. St. “avian 

ep. 

‘arthur Treacher; Robert Peterton). 
Previous week; $63, 066. 

~ Last: week, $55, 634; 

Stop. the Werld—I Want. te. Get 5 
Off, Fotrest (MC-RS): ($6.60-$7.50; 
1, 760: . $65,000) (Kenneth Nelson,.. 
Joan: Eastman): Previous: week,” 
$28,062. ‘with: ‘twofers, ‘Shubert, - 
‘Boston. 7 a 

-. Last: -week, “gee: 811. Ended. tour 
‘here Saturday (18), . 

me ST. LOUIS — : 
” whousand ‘Glowns, American (C- . 
RS). ($5.50! 1,863; $50,000) (Dane 
Clark, - -Margaret. O’Brien). Pre- 
vious: week, $16,210 with “TG-ATS.. 

-| subscription, Pabst, Milwaukee. 
Last. week; $20; 072:with TG-ATS ; 

‘subscription.. ‘Ended four here last - 
Saturday (18). . 

wos ‘st. PAUL on 
wrany ‘Thing Happened on the 

a 

000) (Jerry Lester, Edward: Everett .. 
Horton, 

Previous week, $65,316 - 

Last: week, $36,855-with 7G-ATS 
gubseription. Boxoffice bopped by. 
‘blizzard, 

: * WASHINGTON . . 
“Roval Shakespeare Theatre, Na- 
tional iRep-RS) (ist wk). ($6. 95; 
1, 673; $61,217). . 

Last week, $22,598: for first week | 
of ‘British troupe’ 's pre-New York . 
tour with “Comedy of Errors,” the. 
stanza’s only: ‘bill, opening April. 13 
‘to:.one. :fayorable revjew '(Mac-" 

notices: (Coe, ! Post; - Donnelly,.. 
‘News).. a 

| : UNREPORTED Oo 
” (ineluded. below are ‘prodictions 

“with. guaranteed. dates for which 
| grosses: ‘eannot ‘be accurately Sig- cs 

a ured.) ie 

“Lather, Shubert: (D-RS) (ist wk: 
“(John 

‘Boys: From ‘Syracuse’ (CBD, . 
split-week. 

Camelot (MC-BT) (Bit: McGuire, ms 
‘Jeanne Carson, Melville, Cooper), 

"| split-wéek, - | 

(DEBD), Hollow . split- 
week, 

In One Bed: (and Ont the: Other) 
(CRS) (Jules. Munshin, ‘Greta: 

‘Crown. 

Thyssen), Hanna, Cleveland. 

. Pajama ‘Tops. (C-RS) ‘June’ Wil- 
ya {}kinson, Richard: Vath), split-week. . 

How ‘to . Succeed... in, pusies || 
‘ Without” Really Trying, Shubert|- Touring Shows . 

iFigurés cover April 20-May 2) 
- Boys From: Syracuse (bus-truck)—Amer-. 

Philly ‘(April “20 
May 2 

SC niot bus-truck)—Civie, N. O. (April 
May . 

Enter’ Laughing—Biltmore,, L. A. tApril 
99.25): ‘Ge (April 27-May 1 ary, Ss. F 2). 

‘Fade ©. Qut-Fade in (tryout)—Shubert, 
New piayen ‘April 20-25): Colonial, Boston 

‘Funny Thing Happened on 
Forum (2d ‘Co. Pabst, . 

Ste er American, ‘St. i. capri 27. 
a . 
Hollow Crown {bustrack)—Split week. 

Whout 
Chi 

(Avril PSs hs 2. 
- How. to ‘Succeed iq Business Without 

Trying (3d. Co.)}—Brown. L'ville 
ril 20-25); Nixons: Pitt April, 2i- ‘May 

tn “Cne. Bed ‘(and ‘Out the Other) — 
‘Cleve. April. 20-25); Shubert, Det. 

April. 20- 

" Lother--Shubert, Boston. stApril 20-25); — 
ell, ‘Hartford - ¢tApril 27-38); Shubert, © 
Haven. ‘April, 29-May 2).. 

- for. Atl Seasens — Fisher, ‘Det. 

(April. 

Hanna, 
- April . 27-May . 2). 

- Ciftte »Me—Curran, 's. F. 

\Paiares Tops Music Hall, K. C. 
Pets -21-25);. Arcadia, Wichita (Apri 27-May 1):.. 

: 8 sf yeterans. Auditorium, ‘Des Moines Giay 

Roar Like 13. Dove ttryout)—Wilbuf, 
‘(lay 

Royal . Mehakecpeare: Theatre—-National, 
20-25); Shubert... _ Boston 

2). 
-Who’s Afraid of Virginia: Woolt? iga 

Wilmington (April. 20-: 

- Australian. Shows. 
“ot Week: Ending April 18) 

- ADELAIDE 

s *g. ta 

Love. Rides Reils, Russell St. 
‘Philippine Dancers.. Comedy. 
‘Stop the World, VES 7 

’ Black. Theatre Prague, Royal. 
nee - Boeing-Boeing, Palace 

“.}. Do You Know Milky Way, ‘Indepéndent. 
: Mow te Su Tent. 

- Gamelot:. Shubert. iMC-RS) ath | | Ber Maiesty’s. . |. 
ance. rnest, Old: T Tete: 

_ Importance Selag Oscar, old Tote.. 
Minstrels, Tivok. . 

"Physicists, Ensenmbie, 

te the Forem, Auditorium |. 
(MC-RS) ($5,95-$6.50; .2,697;. $89. 

-Paul- “Hartman, Arnold: 

.. (April, 30-25); split-week (April: 
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++-2- i versity, ‘New. Haven, . ‘Conn): 
“<1 cepting photos :and. resumes-for a | 

. ’ All types ‘will ‘be: .cénsidered. - Ap-| 

“Followina | are: “available: parts: 3 in. upcoming - Broadway, ‘off: Broad: 
way, and touring shows, -as-well as ballet, ‘films, industrial. and ‘tele-° 
‘pision. shows. Alb. information’ has* ‘been.. obtained. directly’. by the: not. phone: -OF Visit. 

VaRIETY Casting. Department. -by telephone: ealls, and has been rey _ “TOURING © 

checked as of noon yesterday: (Tues.}. ee 
The. available: ‘roles. will. be: repeated: weekly qunttil filled, and addi: 

tions .to thelist will be made” ‘only. when. information 48. secured from (Qe 

_responsible parties.’ “The intention: isto ‘service performers. with leads: 

provided. bythe. managements ‘of the: shows involved ‘rather than to- 

run a wild ‘goose. marathon. (This. .information- Js published without : Ave., NY). 

chazggey. - z 

- Parenthetical: designations. are as ‘follows:. af C) ‘Comedy, -¢ D). Drama; 

<(Me): .Musical:: Comedy, ‘{MD) Musical. Drama, (R). Revue, _ (Rep). 

‘Reve rtory;. (DR). Dramatic Reading... DB): ‘Double Bill. oe 

he Accepting” photos’ “and. resumes 3|.- 
through: agents” only, ° ‘e/ o -above 

| address. oO ; 

cn “OFF-BROADWAY | 
eee “ephe. ‘Streets. of ‘New York” (M). 

(MC). Producers, :Gene-Dingenary.-& Jane: talent, c/o above. address. -_No dupli- 
Gilliland’ (416: W:.-42d St. N-Y.).|eates..:°.°- 

| AIL. roles’ open.. Equity only: ‘Legit 7 
‘voices required. ‘’ Mail: ‘photos: Ble 

"Myrna Loy. stars... All. other 
Foles open. ‘Mail photos: & resumes. 
to. MeAloney ‘Productions’ .(853: “Tth. 

, DG. not: phone’ or visit. 

-“Camera - Three”. (educational 
dramatic: series).: -Producer,:- CBS. 

11524 W: 57th: St.,.N. Yo IU 6-6000); 
”Teasting.: ‘director, | “Paula.  Hindlin. 

| Accepting phitos. and résumes of. 
general male - ‘and female dramatic BROADWAY | 

“Ben Franklin in.” Paris” | 
‘{ce/o.- Casting . Consultants, . 92 We 

‘24th St.,, N. Yd). “Available. parts: | 
femme lead, 30-35, must sing and. 

‘do French. accent;. male,.“19,:.like- | resumes c/o above address. ‘Do. not 
able, must sing and. dance;. femme, : phone or. ‘visit. 

19, ‘French, must sing and dance.: “This Was Burlesque” (Ry “wud: 

“Lamp: Unto My: Feet”. ‘(religi- 
o'1s-dramatic. series). -Producer, 
‘CBS. (524. W.. 57th St: NE Y:; JU 

- }6-6000);- .- casting .. director,~ Paula: 
Hindlin.: Accepting: photos. and re-. 
Sumes:of géneral. male and feniale. 
dramatic. talent, £19. above: address. ; 
No duplicates. os 

~ \tion every Wednesday at:5: p.m. :for. 
-talk femme dancers, ‘experienced in 

iveacky bi hilarious journeys c on board : | modern, tap & ballet; at .the Casino. 
the fictional $8. Flying Wind. ae East. Theatre {12th St. and Second 

. = Ave. N..Y.}. 

‘There You Are, | 
“STOCK ~ Miscellaneous 

ote BALTIMORE, ‘MD. - 
| -1°. Center Stage. “Producers, Wil- |" 
- tiam ‘Bushnell. ‘and Edward: Golden 
- 1(45...W:<Presten’: St. Baltimore, 
- -Md.): This ‘Equity Fesident com-: 

am on ‘pany . is accepting. -photos” and Te- 
~ \f_- |sumes.¢/o above address for a 35- 

-4 week .: season beginning - in ~Mid- 

“The ‘Magic Flute” 7. This: ‘one 
hour: ‘wersion ‘of the. Opera. will: be 

at. the.N.Y.. World’s: Fair. -Agma-. 

{should - contact. Mr. ‘Friedberg. at 

ROBERT fs ia thru: “mid-May.: “. Jacm:-5.- “P.m._ “for . ‘audition appoint- 
oS eee - _ CANAL, FULTON, OHIO ~Tment. ~ 

 MIRVISH °*(:. Canal. Fulton’ Arena. ‘Producer, “The. Merry “Widow” (ND. ‘Audiz: 
“MIRVISH * y David ‘Fulford (60. WwW. “45th. St: tions . for. dancers: only: - ' Equity: 

wee '|.N-Y.).” Accepting « photos. and ‘re: ‘femmes: April-30: at 10:00 a.m. and. 
Is WONDERFUL!" of ; sumes for. Equity. resident company open. call. femmes at: 2. p. ‘m-: Equity 

i hom | and : ‘apprentices, all types,. ‘musical. -men- Ma’ 1 at: 10: 00 a.m:. and ‘Oo en. 
at coricocting funny. episodes. that get. ~ .|-and. .dramatie,¢/o above: address:: y i 
even funnier ‘as they. develop: Heisa |: Star: 

i system - is used here. 16-weel, 
master of the’ running: -gag. Very renter-. tse as on b egins.June:4.. . York: ‘State. Theatre. (62d St.: and. 
taining. Do af ; “| Columbus::-Ave., -N.Y.).. “Report: to. 

Stain: Weekly | CHARLOTTE, NC. a the stage entrance: Oy 

_. pet “Charlotte Summer. ‘Theatre. ‘Aue eee 
-.Down to ge aT | ditions April 30 for. singers:. ‘Equity oe 

- Berth Pleasure!" - ~-t-men’ at 2 “p.m, and femmes at. Al eh, haat ; Pa FP ae see 

—Bert tohr. aw . + p.m, Open call singers. May. 1:. men j. its ° “Ballet | _— Pep 

“ ; ia ‘| at 2 p.m. and femmes at 4 -p.m,— | f_- 
Star of “F oxy” | all at the Variety Arts: ‘Studio- (225 2 

~ Radio. “City “Music. ‘Hall ‘Ballet: ‘46 h St:, N-Y. . 
[W:: t d.. ‘Director, 

“EPHRATA; PA: 
mal _ Ephrata. Star: Playhouse.’ “Pro 

| ducer-director; ‘John’ ‘Cameron: (c/0: 
21 P.0: Box 334, Ephrata,. Pa.): ear 

a teepting . photos’. &: resumes from: 
-* 1} dramatic: &. ‘musical. -performers forse n entrance ; (55. W. 50th. 

Equity. resident eompany,. also -job-:|" 
‘bers & apprentices, c/a. above’ ad- |= 
dress... 

pUTTON *3.951 Mare. Platt (e/o. Radio 

‘ter, N.Y.) -Open call auditions for 
féime ballet dancers. will be held | | 
Tuesdays at 3%p.m:. at the ‘Music: 

LAKE ‘LUZERNE; Nee. oa 
Lake: Luzerne : Playhouse. Pra: ‘Hooliganism 

| ducer, George Patrick (316.W.78th — | Continued from: page: 1 
4| St., - N.Y.) Available’ ‘parts:: lead 
Jj male, lead femme; apprentices, for. 
‘Ef this. Equity resident company, “Mail 

:- || photos. ‘and °. ‘resumes ef. above’ 
wes 9 address:. .- . 

-|BILLY DE WOLFE 
2nd Year :Co-Starring: in 

| “HOW TO SUCCEED: IN 

Soin. 
“a 

scending. on: the ‘town:.on motor- 
cycles: and: ‘motor’ scooters, hell 

-_ ‘Clacton, (which .led. to 90° -arrests), 
_SULLIVAN, TLE. ‘The. Clacton. fracas: was.-:also- 

if » Sunimer- of. Musicals. roduaes, | 1 
: Guy. S.. Little Jr. Box: 155, Sullivan; 
4 Ti "Accepting photos ‘and resumes. 
U}from musical and dramatic per-- 

‘formers. for: Equity resident: com-: 
‘pany. - Also” ‘applicants ‘for. paid ap- 

tion ‘with. ‘the - Variety. Club . of 
‘Great... Britain and held ~at..the 
‘maminoth - -Wembley. Pool. 

‘Producer, : Nikos. -Psacharopoulo co S atidiences are = becoming. more. ‘fre- 
au (c/o: School of. Drama, Yale. Uni Looe , : Lendon W.C.2,: Ensland: . | quent. . 

“New York Times ‘| INGENIOUS.:. 
|“. IMPECCABLE...” 

“ol DELIGHT..." | 
a" eee .SP LEN DI D.. eee " New. York Journal-American 

vee A BOON To THE PROCEEDINGS. on 
New Yorker. | 

" Newsday 

‘New York Post. 

a . WONDERFULLY cOMIC.. sun 
ot ent SE eae oe eE BE we 

“Ac-t6 ‘New Forces in fen W Cash oT 
| irs Same Old Gripes and Panaceas 

".# president Equity company. of twelve’. 
 ¥| and a non-Equity company- of: six.: 

| pointments ‘will. be scheduled: from | - 
photos ‘and resumes received; mail| ~ 
to: producer at. above’ adress: ‘DO _ 

* of the: ‘N.Y. Times, has: been. ac-' 
“ > 

The Irregular Verb. To Love the Broadway theatre. a. bad name.} 
-Their..criticism, in general, ds that |” 
‘his: reviews : ‘and. special. pieces: for. 
‘the paper's :Sunday. theatre .:sec- 

{tion have frequently contained de- 
1, rogatory- references .to. the..“‘com-. 

e duction. . 

, of. his remarks: as one of six par-. 

theatre on WNEW-TV: _last.. Sun-: ‘. 

|11:30 -p.m. Shortly. ‘after: the. ses- 
‘sion: ‘began’ -he.. made his ‘position 
: clear. with: an. observation .. about: 

{New York. 

‘land, :which:.he had. visited, was. 
-overwhelmiing. . 

‘phrase: he © used - ‘in. referring " to 

|} sion” © program . ‘had . as its” topic, | 
“New Farces. in: “Theatre.” 
wright. Edward: Albee,. another. one | 
of the panelists, stated : ‘at the out- 
set that the subject.'was. vague, -As | 

| it’ ‘turned . out, -he’ was correct. - ‘The |- 
topic®. seemed * to” constantly: 
‘appear in a rehash: of: cliche ar- |. 
“‘guments. over. ‘the ‘state. ‘Of. ‘the | 
-theatreé.: 

open tenor and bass’ ‘voices-- only, |... 

‘presented throughout «the. summer | 

‘plugs for the Lincoln Center. Rep-. 
‘ertory. Theatre, helped. along : by |: 
moderator.:Harold Clurman, ‘exec- | 

“| utive: consultant. to the. réepértory. 

Sacramento . J-3220 - - daily’ ‘from 9-- 

director, «Elia ‘Kazan,;.one of the| 
‘panelists. 
‘table discussion | were. actors. Rich-,|. 
‘ard . Burton. and Robert . Preston,\|. 

call-men’ at 2. .p.m:-—all: at the New: | 
tical. Viewpoints to the... “proceed- 
‘ings.. 

7 éthers ~ 

1 controversial 

‘| Broadway and that, besides béing 

‘City Music’ Hall, Rockefeller Cen-| 4. major. playwright, 

atre: also ‘provides: the: N.Y. Times |: 
with -. substantial ‘advertising - rev=.|. 

of. 4,000. “mods” and *rockers” ‘de- 

\‘bent on raising cain as. they:: did at: 

-Studio- .and off-Broadway were: 
‘closely: followed by arrests for wild 

4 behaviour at. the. “Mod Ball”: ar-: 
ranged. by Rediffusion in. conjunc-. . 

‘nition: on the basement and’: ‘belfry | 

| tially: expressed. the belief that 
BUSINESS. ‘WITHOUT... Ay prenticeships, e/0: above: ‘address. Other’ instances | “where . theatres 
-REALLY TRYING” ae | - WILLIAMSTOWN,;. “‘MASS..: aa | have - barred pop concerts: in: view 
_Shattesbury Theatre - ‘Williamstown. Sumnier: Theatre. of :the damage. caused: ‘by the teen’ 

that ‘position: later, however. : ‘Pres- 
|: ton, : 

2 Bra BE we 28 we ae a ee eh ee lt ee 

“. se 

” Wedneaday,. Apuit 2 23, 1964" 

By JESSE.GROSS 
“Howard ‘Taubman, drama critic: 

cused by: some tradesters of. giving. 
{produced and -lose’ money... 

“@lurman ‘- believes © ‘there’ 3° 

mercial” aspects. of ‘Broadway Pro- 

| -| into: the : theatre.. 
This: tack was ‘apparent: in some 

for ‘Taubman’s - 
"what's: needed iis .good. theatre.. ticipants: in a discussion. of .. the. 

day - ‘night . (19). -from.. 10.” p.m. to: | program — “didn’t: 

the “normal, shabby, . ‘superficial 
stuff that - the theatre gives us in 

“In: contrast, his -en- 
thusiasm. about: theatres in” Po-. 

participants. | 

“A. ‘mindless - ‘eve- |“Sponono,”.: 
ning..on . the- ‘town’: “was another. 

telecast. 
Broadway. | 

The 90-minute . “Under: Discus-. - 

.Play- 

dis- ; 

- J can think: of so many~ 
things. the ,play. could © 
have“ been: ‘ harrowing,.” ‘Not SO. foggy,: ‘though, ‘were -the 

“Constructed ‘in ‘a. way 
operation, and: ‘the venture’s " co- | which, reveals. a master: 

-Also - involved- jn’: the 
-@ true,. ‘deep, beautiful. 
humor ee 

both: adding ‘personality. and. -prac- |: 

. -B. B. C.. 

The. tendeney of Taubman and. 

panel, nobody emphasized : that -his } 
“Who's: Afraid Of. 

Virginia Woolf?’’ was ._produced on: 

successful and ‘establishing. him as.| of GAMBIT, 
‘it. has. also | Copy. -$4.5 

earned lush’ royalties. ‘a 
' The. “commercial”: ‘Broadway. the- = 

../ )eriue.as: well as . material: for | 
. an extensive™-news, feature and. criti-| 
eal . coverage* ‘and, ' ‘thereby, -cir- 

..| culation. ..Kazan : and Clurman, too, ak — : 
“have hada part. in some . of its a Height’ | 5 ot 

‘commercial successes. . , Weight... - * 250° 
“A. contributing factor” to. -the | ; Age “LED gg: 

present: state .of. the. theatre, -ac-|[-- : “Tye 6 a 
cording to ‘Taubman, is “too:damn |} . Ype oo 

~ 
. ° 

a. living. . Because: A Tike: it. 

among the standard. subjects men- | 
tioned. during. the confab. - 

Albee, who -first - gained Yecog-  Bigelow,. ‘in ELT’s. 
‘“Flahooley,” April 25 thry | -May 3. circuit ‘with his.one-act plays, ini-| 

off-Broadway. ‘was ruining: itself 
with poorly. ‘produced shows “and |’ 
vanity presentations.: ‘He modified: “me at. 10. 4-3250:.. oo. 

fo. a) oo ty: 

~ Conreaty | 

"THE 

~ YORK THEATRE 
New York. 

‘as THE WIZARD with” 

CBS-1V" 

Exclusive ‘Maridgement 

- MICHAEL HARTIG .. 
“105 West 55th St., New: York 19,.N. Ye, 

Phase: 71-2224" we 

= Lo . . . . Cot geal soto 
. wo Yow we . . rota: wm Jt .t 

eee ee ee 

of - seripts’ he: ‘gets. to. “pead,. ‘said 
‘that. it saddens him to think that © 
.So.many. of: them are.: going to be 

‘audierice for’ good. plays, but. that - 
it has to.be organized, “Preston’s..” 
view on: * that: ‘subject was . that.- 
legit, . ‘like a ball club,.- Tieeds. fans’. 
‘and: they have to-be- brought back. 

‘How: to .do “so. 
‘was. not explored, ‘however:: “except « 

‘suggestion .that:: 

The. discussion. portion. . of ‘the - 
get:. ‘underway 

‘until . ‘about eight. minutes after. 
the stanza’s start .what ‘with com-"-.:] 
‘Mercials. and identification’ ‘ofthe  - 

There was:also. an. 
anachronism in that the show | ‘was - 
taped’ ‘last ‘Friday. (17) and. ‘Taub-. 
mian- ‘referred ‘to-. ‘the . ‘upcoming: 
Saturday. ‘closing ° ‘on. Broadway | -of . 

: which.. had ~ already °. 
folded as of the program’ s a Sunday. 

thie a work. ‘of: impor- | 2 | 
tance—I would go: further’ eee 
‘and say major. importance, ee 

nervewracking, horrifvag. : & | 

lt is none ‘of. these. - as no tad? 

-eraftsman, itis laced with 

knowl vadwey. program. - to. 
‘itKnoe Broa way. was “disconsert-. | & 
Ings’ - Although Albee™: “was. ‘on: ‘ the. - HEAVEN. comedy. : 

By. the: way, tm no Jeager with ‘the a 
“Ruth Webb Agency, $0 you can contact J 

HE you want. oS 

7 oe Television: — — z= a : 
ane UPON A MATTRESS” : 

oe . 

=

 , 
. 

. 

2€n. Sas drama, Ld a 

Harold. embers : S 

THE WINDOWS: OF” 
a-dark ane 

by SHIMON. WINCELBERG ; 
(Based on. ”A Cat in the Ghetto’ © 

. by Rachmil Bryks) is featured in rs 
- the ‘New American: Drama’. issue. :°. - 

67. Cookridge Or, ". - 
‘Leeds: U2. Enoland. St 25, sample. woe, 

muoh ’.. affluence.” - ‘High | ticket | + ot r a Gnd t me ee 
‘prices, ‘government | “support off. ‘dain » i te sig < sand 1 even]. 

repertory . companies, the . Actors |§ Sa"se:9 ittle. . That's ie t do- io for soe 

te _you missed’ me in Talent’ 164, I eon a 
be seen. in. the:. leading : ‘role, B. Gif. 

production’ — of oe 



Ries. 

i | 
| 
| 

- sisted of excerpts fromthe ‘works 
of. the composer - : who -was. mur- 

» dered last January in Martinique. 
Te “Regina,” his. musical. version - of. 

‘Lillian -: _Hellman’s .. 
~ Foxes,"*made up. the opening seg~ 
ment. Majoi: scenes, with. a. con-| 
“nective: ‘narration’ -written and. 

“2+. gpoken-. ‘by. : Miss™: “Heliman, «were | 
_ ~~’) sung~ by’ Phyllis Curtin. Elizabeth 

- Carron, Lee: -Venora, Carol. ‘Brice; 
Joshua ~:Hecht, 
Emile. Renan and: “Andrew :Freir- 

_ son. : Orchestra and chorus. were. 
a conducted. ‘by Julius Rudel. of N.¥. 
_— ‘Outstanding: - were 
“Carol Brice’s.. “Blues” and, Phyllis 
‘Curtin’s | “Away.” sane 

Can ‘ out - “opening half 
me were first - ‘performances of. three 
~ Le. songs “from works - in - progress’ at 
“. -+imé of: Blitzstein’s death:*. Most 
effective : was Jose . Ferrer’s | “How. 
" ‘Met. My. New: Grandfather” from 

. “Ydiots : First,” 
- whith conductor ‘Leonard “Bern- 
*’ stein.. reported: -he’ would _.orches- 
trate «and. -present. riext -season: 
Anita’ Ellis: sang” “Then”. from.:an- 

other. short. Work, | 
“Barrel, * on. ~which® ‘Bernstein. said 
very: little: work. had. been. com= 

_— “pleted. 7 al, a 

_ City © Opera.: 

- Rounding - 

‘Short opera,’ 

| “DONT mss EITHER. THIS: COMPANY HAS BROUGHT NEW § 
_ DISTINCTION TO THE 1963- 64 THEATER SEASON.” -ssmincenie 

“Mare Blitzstein” 
‘Memorial. 

(Phitharmonica Hall; N.Y:)- 
A group called The Friends of 

* Mare ‘Blitzstein, and ‘reading from 
- Albee. (Edward): to .Wyler. (Wil- 
Jiam), -presented a. memorial ‘con-. 
-eert Sunday. (19) with ‘a collection 

--- of concert and. legit. artists that no. 
impresario . could ‘have. afforded 
on a purely. commercial -basis.: It's: 

. > to: speed-a’ ‘Marco: Blitzstein’ Musi- 
 -/eal-.. Theatre - Award, 
grant to - a composer,. lyricist - or 

- . librettist. - feos 
~ = The: ‘three-part "program -. . con- 

“The ‘Magic 

: the: one , that: paraded. ve the: thea- : 
“./.f} tre -in::1937. but: their enthusiastic 
.: fi response. to ‘both’ composer - ‘and:| 7 

| artists built .to'.a rousing. and|f - 
} standing. ovation. at ‘conert’s: se 

; RG e. a = 

OE Braivay Re Review 
A Dream of ‘Swallows 
“Fryer, Garr’ & Harris; Ine: 35 with’ John 

‘| Herman, . presentation of. “a drama- by. 
Paul Zindel. Staged ‘by Michael Simone; 
settings - ‘and : ‘lighting,. Boyd. Dumyrose; |", 
original music, Bob ‘Harris; lyrics, Frank | 
Reardon... :Stars Nancy: R. Pollock. Opened 
April $14, -:’64,. at the Jan-:. Hus. House, 
-N, YC 9 $4.00: ‘top: weeknights, “$4.50 ‘week: 
ends 
-. Cast: “Nancy. RR Pollock, ‘Humphrey. 

| ported Bernstein, - Was that ‘the| 
.| major ‘work. “Biitzstein has been | Ber nntcin' Kadausn 
-working: on,. hi ra. ‘Sac | hilharmenic, | 

J is opera. "Sacco and |: aithough. ‘the’ program ~ included 
vanzett a ‘ae eeaeeatien | excellent -performanices of Brahms’ commission whic etropoli-. hi . eee. “Tragic Overture’. and his “Sym-: tan Opera: had requested,: has ‘‘dis- 
‘appeared... It vas | known, he. said, | Phony oe 3 i ae piece. Be resists) 
that thi rh I ‘ance a coln. .Center last wee 

- compose ad completed was Leonard Bernstein: ‘conducting. Davis, Kate Harrington, Eugene R.- Wood, ‘a. great deal. of: th : 
only: finished’ piece Shera, bet we the N.Y. ‘Philharmonic- in -his-own ‘Charlotte "Jonen ‘Robert .“Berdeen, 

| “Symhpony No. 3: Kaddish.” os : -an aria, “With A Woman To‘ Be,” | poe 
which Met terior Luigi Alva: pro-| . The massive work, requiring: an: 

Harris’ original music. is 

In “A. Dream’ of Swallows” “8. playe. 

abruptly. 

‘Once: or’ -twice;: zindel comes ‘up| 
with. a line or‘a.bit of action that} ° 

| touchingly.. conveys | ‘the. ‘plight of. | 
the unhappy. people’ on stage. For'| pedda 
-the..most:: part, ‘ however,-. the play 
.is tedious and: wordy, full - of. -pre-. 
-tentious dialog: and tiresome sym- ch: Mextiean 

, ee acheth, 7” >. 

has grown through folklore, to: base bolism, . 1 Minet ts,. Mermaid ont 
‘his: music.‘on ‘an ‘¢arlier meaning, |- The jeading rolé,. well played | 
“in praise of God.” ‘His - ‘stormy, | under: the circumstances by Nancy |. 

unsettled themes.-:will. not be ‘every-' R. Pollack,” is a. spinster’. :whose.|. Oliver, ‘Ne 
one’s idea’ of ° God:like! music: but ‘home is.a cefuge for. misfits. Liv-}. One ciel v ihe fo, w 

his “lyrics, more ‘often than: not: ‘an /ing with her ‘area ‘senile old man |-.' pog ' 

‘argument with’ God,::as .well ‘as: jn.['who - thinks _ ‘he has-:invented: the | 
His. praise, . are. packed with irony can-opener | ‘and the umbrella and |" ¥¢ ert 

‘is working on a “dream machine”; |. 
and wit | as. wellas spiritual reaf- | 

R ‘an older. woman‘ who refuses to be-: 7 firmation: :. His speaker, has . the. 
audacity: to ask. the. Creator’ wheth- | lieve that ‘her daughter ~died 11]. 

years earlier, and a young girl| er he-is ‘sorry that. He: ereated ‘man , 8h 
lin. ‘His © ‘own image: : Bernstein’ S wie bia of. love: but. can t ac- Pcs, 

cept i arguments - ‘are: packed : with’ con-- i 
temporary: allusions— ‘man; free to ., “When .” a. “heavy-drinking actor, 

|employed’ ag a clown: in: a. Jocal play -with -his ‘new-found - fire’— 
and: irreverance—“rueing . the: folly. carnival,:comes to ‘the’ house,. the 

| spinster: marries him, ‘permits. him |.. of: your. two -footed:. handiwork. . 
original, Bernstein. stuck ‘to. two— -Overall;. the. monumental: work to take her money and.sell her }.. 
a police clerk and a reporter. - | could:‘be described: as “both a ‘pro- house. None of this-is believable, | :macbeth,’ 

. The sold. out audience wis pos-. test 2 and, an affirmation: of faith. . 
_ sibly a less dedicated. group - than ! rare eT '-Robe. 

‘in: the. manner... of the original: rected: by. Abraham Kaplan and the} 
production: Bernstein. directed'| 
from an. upright piano: on which. Sonald Bryant choir, - ‘directed .-by 
he ‘atso’ played. the::only .accom-|: mje symphony, in three ‘move- 

‘ments,. is based:.on.the traditional 
J ewish Kaddish. ‘or prayer ‘chanted 
for ‘the dead. ‘: However, Bernstein. 
‘bypassed: this: interpretation; ‘which 

-Little 

‘paniment. “Preceding -the: presen-. 
tation, a tape of. Blitzstein’s’ voice. 
‘was ‘played . describing . the. condi-: 
tions under. which: the: 1937. per-. 
formaiice..had been ‘given. Staging 
‘by Howard ‘Da: Silva was.bare and 
stylized ‘and . in - keeping ‘with -the 
original. ° ‘Besides. Da Silva, other 
original...cast’ members. en. ‘hand. 
‘were... ‘Hiram: ‘Sherman - and.. Will 
“Geer: Also. in the cast: were* Bar- 
bara. Harris; ’ Seth -Riggs, William 
Hickey, Arnold’: Weinstein, .. Jack. 
Harrold,. Michael: ‘Wager, Adolph 
‘Green, . Heywood. ‘Hale .Broun,: 
Joshua’ Hecht,’ Betty. _Comden, 
Charles “Nelson - Reilly:. . -Phyllis 
‘Newman, . ‘Timmy: Everyett,. ‘Robert. 
Heller, :; Marlene | ‘Kleinman, : Lee 
‘Cass; - Micki Grant.’ and © ‘Leonard 

:| Bernstein. Unlike. ‘Blitzstein,. who 
‘contributed. eight -parts’ to the 

“Irving, 

' Seagull, Queen's. (3-12-64). 
Severed . 

SLOSED 

but the’. most: incredible character |. 
Hof ‘all is. a. totally ‘evil woman, sis-! we. Clatmant mM deeb, eeo, 

Arthur Miller’s play retains the 
geting Is or cam-be—a tran THE NATIONAL. REPERTORY THEATRE a Lo: fury af its lntonsity ana its pride 

BESEESES im CHEKHOV'S. 
~~ gable play, plus a castof individ: ~ THE SEAGULL ae re THE CRUCIBLE oo the taut revival by the National 
“wal andensemble mastery. Lo  Repertery Theater, one was in- 
‘Anton Chekhov's ‘The. Seagall’:i ae ‘pressed anew by the ferver of 
“such apa = ~ Substantial ‘and: oe Mr. Miller's convictions and the 
spacious—te invite the fall range © force ‘with which he.dramatized 
of the: actor's skill. ‘Aad. the .. them.” 2 Taubman, Times 
National Repertory has brought 4 5 Repertory 

_ such a cast to the Belasco.Thea-: — ins Aiea 
_oter,ina production both delicate . of The Cracible” "that is undenbt- 
“sand powerful, = 
we “i World Telegram a and su "Re _ a wine seraateln 

oe 

we 

“The Seagull was $ given a mov- eo: : “had here te date. A stark and. 

~ jing, perceptive performance. The driving drama that‘touches the 

-- play'shows no-age because itis: BA LeGALLENNE -heartas it fascinates the mind—. 

 -tleep sist and oe : = =i ns = 
ate. ast evening Wasa glorious 

he best production af Mr r Chee : - =: - wou AUOTT "Gris Herald Tbune 

hov's introspective. excursion'aS . The serieeneat between stage. 
“we-are:apt te:see in our time... 
"The ‘members .of the: company’ 
are first class and. the mountings no 

_ are excellent.” ~ | 
now is the moment te see it; and 

| 7 if yeu have seen it, now may well 
Meta, uma abAmatiCaR | he the mome ‘at te see it afresh, | 

a A : with new appreciation.” - 

-*hter ao years i in. the theater, . | “LIMITED , —Taihmer; Post 

Ba le Gallienne’ Ss. ‘gallantry. in ENGAGEMENT “The play tears yeu apart. This is 

_ Serving it is undiminished.” OE the: way ‘The Crucible” must be 
=f Fama, Ties - “ENDS MAY 2nd. dene."Nade, World Telegram and Sun 

‘and enlecker is powerful, cem- 
“plete. If you've never seen it, 

.. pO 

oo us 43 
we & 

# 

‘ a } ; . 

» . a . . . a 

vee aay r ooo. - oar - . toe Fo. : - —_—_ “ 
. . . eo . . td 

eye el me ar ace wc? Sy 
xa] 

~ *e 

5 REPERTOR neat 1M AA Street, New York City » JU 6-7950 
EXCEPTIONALLY FINE COMPANY.” ” 

+o McClaia, Journal-American. 

)ter of. the ‘actor, played by Char- 
| fotte Jones. . She is-so thoroughly. 
wicked that. it’s ludicrous. — 
‘Eugene R.- Wood, Kate Harring- 

ton. and. Sally“ Schermerhorn. do 
what they can with the supporting 
roles, but”. Humphrey. Davis and 
Miss Jones. make “bad: parts worse 
‘by. performing too broadly... Bob 

suitably 
__| Moody, and Boyd Dumrose’s set is 

‘excellent. . ‘But “Dream of Swal- 

an: annual ceeded: to sing: Hershy “Kay - -did:| Augmented - orchestra, “was . pre-. wright Paul,.-Zindel! . ‘presents an: ioe Fale! a ‘painful ies cree 
the «orchestration .for’ the . three |#ented for its first N.Y: perform- | assortment: of lonely. people. who |’ a. 
songs, ‘with::Bernstein. conducting. |.4nces . at three evenings, ‘two: after-| allow their Hopes to blind them to] “LONDON. SHOW 
Second’ half ‘of; the “long. -pro-|2002, concerts. ” Soloists included |reality. “As the title indicates, ‘he |”. Fi s 

gram—a concert version of ““The| Fclida, Montealegre (Mrs. B) 28 jequates the characters, to Birds | rie banines acon ‘outa, Cradle: Will Rock”—was presented | tonrano,” the Camerata Singers di- -who fly too. high, then fa . fo earth Caltouias gins, _pPele 
| Ditference ‘of Opinion, Garrick (11-21-69. ; 

' Diplomats,. Westminster (2-21-63) - 
-Fleiding’s Hall, Prince Charles 12-27-63). 
‘Funny. Thing Happened, Strand (16-3-63)., . 
Half.a Sixpence, Carsbridge 221-63). 

. He 2-12- 
"How fe. Succeed ~ Shafteshury. (2-9R- G3) 
_ ‘Kayf Up West, Royal, East (3-10-64).. 

-’ Lovely War, Wyndham’s (2-19-F3). 
Fiesta, Drary Lane G- 

lace..(5-25-62), 
_.Mether’s Bey, Globe: (3-19-64). 

' Mousetrap, Ambassador (33-25-52): 
No. Strinss: Her M-jesty’s a2. 30-63). 

r the Pot, Whitehall 2-615. 
4-63). 

-.. Poor Bitos, Duke 3 York’s 1-6-64). 
- Reluctant Peer, Duchess (1-15-64). 

-Schoolmictress, ‘Savoy. 4-80-64). 

Heed, Criterion (8.27.65). 

) ) une dilly | (2-8-4), 
Wings. ef Dove, Haymarket (2-3-63). 

Royal. Comm Ission ® evue, Mermaid e. 
11-64); ‘closed last Saturday (18) after a 
-limited season of 67 performances. 

‘$CHEDULED OPENINGS 
. Mermaid (4-23-40. 
Amber fer Anna, Vzudeville 4-28-64), 

(4-29-60. 

| eee ia a long while something: — PE EES | : 

. in the theater reminds us.that. ‘NTA PRESENTS Dads bihly charged perfermaace. 

co. the : "ARTHUR MILLER s - a oo tog 

a, 
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, 

ever, . that this: ‘has. become a ‘coun= 

try “on wheels since the .. 1939 ‘ 
World's Fair.” ‘In- fact, tte’ resent 

"Entertaitiment Area’ (“midway 

before. Incidéntally, ; 

pop 

one of isolation or, at least, :parti- 
‘tion from the other aréas—lInter- 
national, Federal,. State: 
dustrial, . a 

On the | subject ‘of: ast:minute ; 
the ganders -by-}- Maintenance, 

Variety men ‘auditioning. ‘press 
previews: and ‘or . ‘getting. the gen- 

“eral “feel” of | the: Fair before ‘its | 
“opening: have all been. punctuated 
by blatant - goldbricking, Workers 
taking ‘snoozes: or liferally.laying |. - 
down on. the job. were “observéd: ; 
-in the mornings, long: before ‘any 
-lunthtime break: ‘And ‘the “coffee 
- breaks”. seemed. without beginning 
‘or end—the ‘kiddies: ‘were making | 

‘VIP and other groups: and- individ- |- Jiké <a’ marathon ° picnic. - Workers 
as sneak thieves. were ‘also giving 
unionism.a bad name. 

Among” the positive. jntraopera- 
tional forethoughts were the. Bill. 
-Donoghue » pubrelations.. organiza- 
tion staging a: dry-run: ‘last. Thurs-.| 
day (16).morning for press, photog- | 
Yaphers, ‘radio, tv. and: newsreels 
in Singer: Bowl; ‘site ‘of: ‘today’s. 
dedication ..ceremonies. headed. hy | SPs 

-along -: with 
‘Gov. 

President Johnson, 
-President | ‘Truman,- ‘Rocke-| § 

oN Y. Worlk’s Fair 
© Continued: from page 1 

and: In-. 

|-the Better’ Living “Center, | 
| } the. first World’ 's Fair. movie preem: 
I|-Picture opens the next day. ‘at the |. 

| Criterion: . and Sutton, - 
| hattan:. 

feller, Mayor | ‘Wagner and: other 
dignitaries. lout 
AL ‘scientifically, “plotted” 

“‘Pickets oo 

Pinkertons’. patience: -with ‘some 
‘preview — picketing: over the - “‘week- 
end. . “Members of © the: Theatrical 
Chauffers & ‘Helpers . ‘Local: “pick-4- 
éted the three major. telévision. | 
networks for ‘allegedly ‘using their. 
own; ‘staffers for ‘theatrical. truck- 

“members of the. -union,. Thomas: 
O’Donnell; president -of Local 817 
‘of the - International Brotherhood | 

pickets. did ‘not seek to. ‘stop. ‘other. } 
‘employees.. from .. going”. to. ‘work; 
that: it’ was -just : “a jurisdictional |: 
serape. “with | ABC, CBS and NBC. : 

surgent ° groups..withir CORE ‘(the 
stall-in ‘and other. UnFair . proce- 
dures are deplored ‘by. the national 
-Congress -Of- Racial ‘Equality ) has. 
achieved..some-.effect with certain 

99 
‘uals who will now “stay. away 

| from: the’ Fair’s opening day. cere: 
“monies and the general excitement | 
attendant: to: a ‘premiere: of ‘this 
“character. Some .of  the- ‘socialite’ 
femmes : dlong - with. ‘ether distin} 

tite 

‘Series: of - ‘eharity previews,. execu-" 
j. tive. : ‘brass ..and - ‘nationalistic: pa-'| 

; vilions’ galas. -* 
” 20th-Fox’s “what 4 Way to: Got 
on: “Wednesday night, ‘May.. 13, 

/may be 

Mm: Man-_ 

The. in’ Filling Stations: 
~oThe. real” “in? thing. at. the: Fair 

‘again will be -the “posh-.executive | 
suites (invitation. ; Only © for:: non-: 

QA || are quite a ‘few already.:: -: 
‘General Motors and Ford staged | 

ba. tandem: . goodwiller. for. .some: 
1,400.. members: of ‘the American, 
Newspaper ‘Publishers . Assn., 

A] convention ‘af. the Waldorf-Astoria: 

et il. by. 
sy I buses from the hotel. to the Fair- 

shuttling.‘ a. fleet- of private.'. 

‘CORE “alone: ‘didn’t test” ‘the’ 

ng” ‘and: that said staffers were not.} 

“In effect; the definace: of ‘the’ ine} 

‘guished citizens have frankly’ con- 

| houses. motels, az 
. | boarding . facilities: ‘with: private fa-|f. 

2... }umitHes, ‘Until many of them: ‘get | 
+4.) Settled, they've . been paying mo-|]. 

| teliers top daily fees, but the. far-|]- 
‘sighted . pavilions, 
local: consulates - and/or embassies, | 
were able to: ‘Sign up. rooms” or |” 
take leaseholds ‘on‘groups:of: apart-. 
ments: in .Lefrak City and’ kindred’). 
nearby. ‘housing. developments. 

in -turn, ‘has. its. neighbor. |. 
hood bowling alley, bar and ham-| 
:burger ° 
‘Seem to. be. benefiting” ‘from: the |. 
strictly. permanent (for. ‘the dura- |. 

personnel, -as : against | thel 
transient. day’. ‘tourists, cw 
JAs:a -side-bar,. the “eR olies” ‘Ber. 
‘gere”: ‘show.: due: end-May: at. ‘the-|- . 

in Manhattan,. 
‘has : been setiding .- -out scouts ; fort: 
two-in-a-room’®. facilities - for their} 
choristers;. most of them ‘first-time-|- 

| in-America visitors. * :. - ay 
-On -another tangent; despite. the |. 

assurances: ‘on |: 

Split- . 
second. rotocol schedule. was also: 

1s welk laid out:. : 
still a. dirty ward). is’ now severed 

“by -a highway where none existed |... 
. while. the: 

entertainments. are. “just ¢ as’ 
accessible,..via. a: pedestrian over- 
pass, the feeling among. the show- [: 
men is that this : sector alréady is | 

| Kach;: 

of Teamsters, ‘emphasized. thatthe : 

i 

1 

a 
|: 

through - 

havens ‘which, already, 

tion) 

Broadway. Theatre, 

‘hold | ‘the. line’ - 
hotel-motel. ‘rentals, ‘it -is a “wide- 
‘open ‘secret. among ° big business | 

{Rosts. ‘in. Manhattan: that certain 
“room: wholesalers” 

of rooms’ sewed. up for. availability. 
for -airlines; ‘ ‘industrialists, VIP. ex-| - 
hibitors. and -kindred - executives. 
“George. Jessel. will emcee’: and.| 

George: of World. Wide Productions, | 
fessed open fear: or tacit lack of the leading exponent of this type | a, 
‘desire: to- “get. needlessly. tangled of show since 1948. oe - 

‘+ Tony: ‘Curtis, 

‘are some: of. the . celebrities. ‘Jessel | 
expects... to: bring. to- the.. “T&T. 
Pavilion. ‘during: the- first year. ‘of 
-the Fair... * 

The’ Pinkerton’ still: don’t. know.| 
‘ where: is _what,’ 

| they try. -to: be” helpful. 
is obviously ‘Bob “Moses” 

‘Courtesy | 
No. - 

hoppeiis ° ‘as. the” masses. move - ‘in 
and the temperature’ - ‘rise—ditto | 
the limits. to ‘one’s: ‘patience... 

Inside. joke” with thé® intra-Fair | 

i -[tindustry.. tycoons) ‘of. which: ‘there: i set, about the:Pinkertons, ‘is. call: 

| : ing them “Hertz. rent-a- “Cops.” 19 ae 

i a 

at 

a | ‘grounds: -for Sunday. lunch and pre- : 

~ WELLS: RICHARDSON -. 
RICHARDSON as. ‘VES I 

‘LE’ TROUH ADEC, “professor \in.-the Ford Pavilion. Joe Baum’s } Co. of: Austin Ine. and - that the: 

‘bof geography at the SOR-| 
~ ‘BONNE in Paris?—A classic. 

: farce-comedy feature. role 
‘| from the. repertory ~ of. the] 
-[COMEDI E. FRANCAISE? 

_.] Fantastic! 

‘| backstage to present his con- 
gratulations on ‘opening night: 

: ‘Governors fo see the. ‘show. 
, By a hoppy" coincidence, || 
| RICHARDSON wos featured: 

in DONOGOO and his: ‘ pic- | 
‘| ture. ‘was: On. the program. 

[ond West. 13th Street, has 

| Rever been the same since! 

HEDGEROW T HEATRE - 
MOYLAN, PENNSYLVANIA | 

For rent now: through. Summer. Season. 
_<-Fully equigped—170 capacity... For 
information write: 

C.D: CHRISTMAN 
422. $: 29th St. Philadelphia, Pa.. of 

EXPERIENCED ACTORS-ACTRESSES. AGE 20.45, 
AUDITIONS—MID-MAY ™ ae 

$end Application. 

[| views, 
| and ooze. at the. GM (brunch):: 

a aiid ‘excellent. Restaurant: Associ-.:. inission’s. latest: action. 
Ates-style afternoon “tea”. (vintage .. 

with beaucoup - ‘proceries } i 

Ladybird’s Station 
ES & ‘intinued from fpage. r — 

legal” authority ‘to require: such: in- 
‘formation. The. company's, Wash- |. 

-Burke} 
refused ‘to: ‘comment: on the Com- 
 ‘inton: ” attorney: Eugene’... 

- The * order: came. ‘in: cal etter | 

extra: ‘room COT on 

their |: = 

‘aré the ones |: 
“ta: be’ dealt -with: ‘They. have blocs } 

produce. variety -- shows... for:. the 
| Cavaleade: of -Custom.-Cars; va late | 
entry .to-the: list ‘of. exhibitors at | 
the lavish ‘Transportation: & Travel|. 
-Pavilion-at the N.Y: Wortd’s Fair. |: .- 

“Jessel: will. supervise : all: -enter-1f 
tainment, jive and on:film, for Bob | 

ed 

" Mickey . Rooney, || 
Past fortnight. Saw. a stepped-up | Stan - ‘Kenton. arid James: Melton |: 

+ Loves an. Albatross;”’ 

‘in the ‘main,’ “but. 

ele]. 
‘commandment to them, "aiid - any= 

“| body. else; ‘but: one: Awonders ‘wha’ | 

| the.. Iargest- and -roomiest.- ‘public:! 
“restaurants. Indonesia has: a. big - from. all. three. ‘webs, it 
| league imported. show of dancing.) 
| girls, native Indian. instrumental-: * 
‘ists and specialty: artists. 

_and. later . sent two former | 
| ‘Pavilion.’ and the Japanese ‘and 

will | emerge-: although, in this. :in- 
‘stance.: -there .appears ‘to. be. little’, 
{room for newcomers and. upstarts; ! i 
| referring. of. course to- what. hap-, 

The excitement. was ‘Intense. {-pened. at the French, Italian and! 

staffers —. ‘notably :Henri Soule, 
| among* them—eventually invaded |. 

aii Gotham gastronomic scene. 

1p pyramided. ‘thé ‘Flushing Meadows. 

: pits become. ‘a. field day for the.! attendance 

champagne ‘and liqueurs, also‘ tea ° - avérring. Capital was.’a party’ to a 
and coffee for the literal-minded? : ; petition filed to FCC: by TV Cable 

outfit: ‘eaters the “Ford - executive | ‘request was: 
Suite but - otherwise there is. ‘no: "thority, . 
potable-edible service. | 

“within - FCC's” sau} 

ete:) has ‘one of ‘the. classiest. “pub- ; 

Sian. and: the: Gas Industries Pavil-:! from distant Cities. in Austin be- 

wy | ions. Latter, -too, ‘has.‘ore of ‘those | : foré:- they. ate. carried. by. KTBC... = 
‘But the French - CONSUL | mS 

| GENERAL to New York went | 
inner Cirele —privateriés but. also ‘of | As, KTBC :* carries: rogramis 

results ‘in 

‘like - “to bring: these -programs in | 
“Gaine- “is. trué. -of - the. Sciinish | t | immediately °. to: ifs Austin sub- 

;  FEC-prescribéd ‘15-day . embargo. : 

“EV Cable,_a. microwave operator, 
‘must’ have ‘an. FCC ‘Jicense.. ‘Th. 
| contrast. Capital ‘Cable,’ a ‘wired. 

African Pavilions; among. others. 
As withthe 1939 N.Y. : World’s’ 

Fair, several posh- ‘filling. ‘stations: 

-and- her ‘two daughters, has ‘been 
placed:-in ‘an -irrevocable trust for 

Belgian. Pavilions. whose. imported:| the’ ‘duration. of. ja Johin- 
[ son’s. ‘Federal. service.” we, 

and. significantly added to the} >> 

‘Rooms. [oo . Support for Arts 
“AS the - ‘manpower - corps ‘has: | Cotitinued from page 13 —— — 

invasion, be .they the. undergradu- ! 000° anally: without a flicker. of 
|-ates or the foreigners just brought: doubt. - 
in or brought. over aS” waiters, AS ‘number. ‘of | ~ symphoriy.. and: 
guides,: receptionists, . -preéters, etc. | musié union." eps - were ‘also in 

-ealling : attention. . to 
Long Island, ‘ Queens, Flushing, j } their dire fiscal. Situations. ae 
" Jamaica and contiguous, Tooming-. ia An. ‘interesting aside came when 

: 7 Record ‘Industries Assn. -of :Amer-'| 
‘ica exec | secretary Henry Brief | 

"Failure: 16. "submit the’ dnforma:| 
‘None theless, -the~ Restaurant | ‘tion ° may. result in. Capital’s : ap- 

| Associates: (Forum. ‘Four “Seasons, | pearances: and pleadings ‘stricken |} 
‘La- Fonda: del..Sol, . Tower Suite; from the. record, FCC. ‘warned. 

TY. -Cable’ Ss petition. . ‘seeks’: “a, 
lic‘restaurants. with | an ultra crew: “waiver ‘of FCC. rules’ and: : permis- 

I ‘specially ‘trained for- the Indone- | sion’ to ‘bring .network : ‘programs. 

* §cribers; rather than wait’ out: ‘the |: 

“system, . :doés. not .need. a license. 4: 

KTBC,; owned by. ‘Mrs. Johnson | 

wr -duction. . 

“Stephen D”’, - 

cra _Wednesdey, April 22, 1964. 

~ Asides and Ad- libs 
Peter Randail, managing director. of the: St. ‘“Mariin’s Theatre’ noe 

company of Melbourne,.was in New York Jast.'week-:to:see the.” | 
Broadway shows. and’ shop: for. the. rights to: plays for his ‘stock’ - 

_ group. He ‘left Suzday ‘for’ London and. then goes. to: Paris;. .Rome,-  °., 
- Greete, Israel andPakistan: During his trip: he is: negotiating for”: ~~ 
- foreign’ productions of “Breakfast with Julia,” ‘a. Burton: Graham. | 
‘farce that: “has heen: ‘his. Australian, theatre’ Ss ‘most popular Pro- 

Former legit’ actress ‘Heleh ‘Brooks,: TOW a sesident of: Geneva, . 
was in New York last weék with. her art-dealer: husband, ‘James - 
* Waterman: Wise, to: visit ‘relatives and see: Broadway’ shows... 
‘Wises - will . move in: June.to: the. south of ‘France we 
Morris;.- who. recently: produced: “Sanctity,”: by. Robert . Head,. ‘at. the. 
Fourth ‘St. Theatre, _Minnéapolis, denies. a statement ‘in. 'a- aRIETY” | a 

report. from. ‘there, . to -the: effect’ that. newspaper reviews of:-the ~. <7: 4 
“:drama-were.a factor in the decision. not. ‘to reactivate‘ the project: re 

, after.the -housé -was:closed because of. a ‘building: violation. - 
:elaims the actors. had other. commitments. — . 

“Joseph. Cates,. will be associated with ‘West End producer: Peter 
Bridge: inthe Broadway- presentation the latter’s' London success; ~~. -° 

. Volume One of “The ‘Plays. of: -Strindbergs,” ”?. trans- 

The. - 

: Jated:- by: Michael: ‘Meyer, will be published : April 30. by. Random .. 
‘House (clothbound, $5.98). ' 

: “after”. 
- "Thomas in ‘the N.Y. Post ; 
‘comedies. - 
to dramas.” 

liot | Martin, 
‘sented on Broadway- aS coproducer 
of: “Never. Too. Late” and “Nobody 

lecturer: : yesterday - (Tues: - at the 

aulmnus. ° 

‘the: production : of: “Funny: Girl”. as 

It was :on, that. date’ in 1944 that 
“Fanty. Free,” 

House, | 

berthed, and. the World’s’ - Fair, 

Dupont .; “Wonderful World. 
Chemistry” show. . 

‘nual. Edgar: Allan “Poe: Awards 
Dinner which the ‘Mystery ‘Writers 

Hotel. Astor, N.Y: 

the Helen. Hayes Theatre last: Fri-. 
day night’ (1%), 
came. the. ‘eighth. longest running 

: play in. Broadway history. - 
‘author : of the. 

“Broadway click, “Any Wednesday,” |} 
.Muriel Resnik, < 

returned... last. ‘Monday (20) froma 

‘Litwin, who, “was: there on assign- 

ccoproducer. ‘of 

‘Lucy . Prentis,. are also doing the 
Bermuda: bit for -two weeks. 

to his. activities . asa film. producer, 
returned. to."New. York . last- week 

the ‘Barbizon Plaza, N.Y. 
Michael . Alpert, who’s been. on 

Broadway producer ‘ Alexander H:} 
“Cohen's ‘staff as press associate, | 
will. be pressagent again. this sum-j[- 
‘mer for.the Bucks County Play-|f 
house;: New Hope, Pa.; which ‘will|} 
open” its : 25th season. May. 2 with} & 

“Fhe Play’s thel Genevieve : in 

‘currently repre- 
(Wed))..- 
have. Dorothy: Sands as guest: per-*. 

“was °. guest. | 

‘Jerome: Robbins, § who supervised 7 | 

his latest. Broadway. effort, cele: q 
‘brated his’ 20th’ anniversary‘ as a{f) 
choreographer ° last Saturday. (18). 

- opened: in’ Manhat-|f 
tan ..at the: Metropolitan “Opera 7 

| John: Dutra, who's ‘standby’ “for TT 
‘Don Porter in*the Broadway pro-|{ 
; .duction of ‘ ‘Any. - Wednesday,” has|f- 

| been bicycling. between. the Music | 
1 Box. Theatre, . where: the: play is{f 

Howard" Lindsay is to ‘be: guest | 
‘speaker: next Friday. (24) at. the an-|# 

‘of America ‘Inc.. will: hold at the} , 

With. its" 1,296th. performance at |}: 

“Mary, Mary” be-|t i 

brief: visit. to. Bermuda with her | - 
photog grapher-husband, : Wallace|f} 

ment. for Town and Country. mag. |. 
: | Howard. Exskine,. : 
“Wednesday,” and’ his actress-wife, Ip ” 

Frederick’ Brisson; who. has’ sev--| fms 
feral plays earmarked’ for . future |: 

: | Broadway” production, ‘in: addition [- 

after .a‘fortnight’s overseas visit. | 
“Billygoat Eddie,” ‘which opened. : 

off-Broadway . last. ‘Monday ~ night 7s 
(20), underwent a: change of direc-| | 
‘tors. while. in. rehearsal: with: Law-)). 
‘rence Kornfeld succeeding | Sher- | 

“ wood. ‘Arthur: ©. “1 
a Michael’ Dewell, coproducer oflt | 

: the ‘National ‘Repertory Theatre, || . 
|is.to. speak. next Saturday (25) on}. oe 

I “Today’s | ‘Theatres: Yesterday’s or|:— 
| Tomorrow’s”’ . at: the’ U.S. Institute | 
-of Theatre. Technology meeting ‘at 

and. “Biography” To. 

MONTREAL INTERNATIONAL THEATRE - 
c/o ‘The Producer, ‘Box: V3605;. Variety. 154 WwW. A6th. ‘St, New York’ wise. 

Ll - } parently through an _inadvertant, 

Led 

“pointed. out -that his’ medium. was Thing”. as the first: of 10. ‘produc- | 7 
tions, ‘each to run a fortnight. 7 

‘As. part ‘of their series, “From 
| the.-: Classics to ‘the Contempo- 

‘left. out-of -the. Jegislation “aps | 

oversight.’ a 
- He - Said. disks ‘were. ‘certainly. ari. raries,” 

a tage. 
- Leslie ‘Barrett and. Diana. estaurant, 

tart ‘form’ worthy: of Federal - aid | Barth will present-.a ‘special pro-|] °°. 
‘and ° appealed. t they -be But. into, the} gram’in honor of the. 400th anni-|] 

A! bil - : versary of Shakespeare’ 8 birth’ at 

‘It: includes “The: Father,” “Miss Julie,” “00: 
““Creditors,”’“The Stronger,” “Playing, with Fire,” “Erik, the Four-. a 
teenth,” “Storm”. and “The:Ghost. Sonata.”. |“. a 

eel is think. ‘After’ the: Fall’. is fine and I believe rs ‘will. get. betier 
- AS. “Arthur. . Miller: ‘continues. to. work on it.’ oe. 
- deal of comment:.. Together. with. ‘The: Deputy,’ ‘it has. brought. the: 
~ theatre: back ‘into the. life: of -the.city—which “is what we were. . 

—Elia Kazan;.film and - legit director, -as quoted -by Bob ~~ 
“Critics: give much too little credit :to...° .-. 

Comedies almost. never. win awards, such as are given: 9." 
Ronald Alexander, author’ of “Nobody. Loves an Al-.° 

batross,” ” as | quoted by: Richard. F. Shepard in the N.Y. Times. Fe 

~ Legit Bits 
the ‘Donnell ‘Library, N. Y,; “tonight 

The ‘program, . which’ will 

former, | Will include | sonnets and. 
‘scenes. from Shakespeare’ S plays... 

Univ. of Deriver,. of. which: he's an}: 

America’s S$. Greatest Exotic | 
Dancing Star | 

where ~ he’s. ‘been ‘rehearsing “his | 5 | 
assignment. as. narrator for ‘the |{- 

. of } 

"Adele Latour 
‘Anatomy Award Winner “6a : 

- OPEN FOR. = 
‘LIMITED.’ ENGAGEMENTS. 

os Ber Engagements in 
“Theatre, Supper Clubs and Fairs... 

Contact. . 

KAPLAN AGENCY,-INC.2 <TD 
‘suite 804, Palace Theatre’ Bldg. - Ae 

1564. Broadway; New Yorks. N. Ye 
7 ‘Plaza 7-724] © 

far R THEATRICAL HAULING 
be ~ i LOS ANGELES are it 

ATLANT Ic TRANSFER C0. 
OUR NEW ADDRESS & PHONE IS. 

fy _ 10053. INTERNATIONAL ROAD... 
"LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA. 

_ PHONE: 716-1870 - 

THEATRE STUDIO. 
AND OFFICES -. 

For ‘sub-lease. ‘Fully equipped. Seats. 
‘60. Ideal : : logation. ‘New.- Work . 
“$450.00 ‘m _ Security, refs. 

BOX, 0, .'G. RADIO CITY. ‘STA, . 
NEW. ‘YORK Teo? a 

City. 

FOR LEASE’ — a 
TH EATRE-BY-TH SEA. 

Matunuck, R. AL Seats 550. Unusually” 
$5000. yr, including inn, 

restaurant, bar. 
MRS. ‘CLIVE L.. pUVAL 

. 4815. Buchanan: St... 
° McLean,. “Mae ao 

Gordon’ ve 

He: 02 

It has caused’ a’ great. Py. 

*CONTACT GEORGE CONANT* 



- Broadway.” 
. Peggy. Wood. receiving ‘an: “ee 

oe -, Sune: %. “commencement” exercises. 

Wt : “and: ‘Keefe Brasselle in: honor: ‘of. 
thé christening of their: ‘first-born 

‘daughter, Rosana Maria. 
Mike . Stern,’ 

<< with galleyproofs’ of: his autobiog, 

eye - It’s the 45th anni for: Frances and 
“Phil. ‘(“Broadway”..and other ‘plays). 
a “Dunning ‘on ‘April 26. Per usual, 

a ‘their . Westport’ digs: 
a. ‘iDrama. critic John Gassner ‘mod: ees 

erating a: special conference on-“A:|" ~ 
_!..' @hallenge to*.the-.American ‘Play- oo 

‘y wright" May 8-9. at ‘the Univ.. of | 
’ . “North Carolina Institute. of: Out} 

Bo ‘Betti |: 
os Brows: ‘and. ‘Lawrence Johnson <are. 

*. scheduled. for production. at: . the-| 
Powell: Community House: Theatre |- - 
in Harlém’s-138th: St., directed: by) 

Can! door Drama. 
Three - ‘one-act plays. “by” 

Horace JS. ‘Porter. - _ 
John. Effrat; “Talent. 764 

Broadway. Show - League; set. as 
we. ‘stage coordinator. : for.” Newspaper 
“ ~ Guild’s 30th: anni. “Page ; ‘One Ball” 
ee April: 24-at the N:. 'Y. ‘Hilton, 

Songsmith-borscht circuit |. ‘eon: | 
ferencier Harry ‘Tobias completing: 

-- his. .“Borscht -Belt-. Book,” -in::eol=" 
~~ Jaboration:’ with Ralph Hancock; 

and back: to Wentworth. Hall, Jack-'. 
son, N.H., for third summer. as. en- 
ne tertairiment. director... 

‘The. uncooperative: rains washed: 
vidpix ..shooting |. 

*.- schedule. at the ‘N.Y. World?s Fair-}- 
7 grounds . early ‘next “week. but - ‘as 
_Soon_ as: the weather ‘turned for ‘the. 
-bettér he ‘completed his stint and: 

| out: “Cantinflas’ : 

‘returned to Mexico. City. 
Mrs. . -A.: (Carrie) - 

. -atre; back to Switzerland next week 
to.attend. the graduation of: her: 
grandson, ‘Danny - ‘Balaban Couture,. 

a “from: the. ‘International School. ° 
<7") Kennéth. N,’ -Whitlock, producer- 

‘actor member of the Prospect Park 
Summer . Theatre’ -Committee © re-. 
céived ° Brooklyn Jr.- Chamber: of. 

Commerce's. distinguished - ‘service. 
_ award’ ‘last Wed: ° (15). . Guests” in-’ 
cluded | “Dina: Merrill; ‘Margot | 

ot Moser, Ossie Davis: and. /Joseph | | “*, Papp. 

‘Tris: (Mrs. Ferris). Hartman baek| 
| : to Paris.after attending the. funeral 

a lv vof- her -vaudevillian-father:“Frank-| 
+» Burt. Ferris (better-known as Ted): 

-. Hartman is the ex-Broadway . .p.a. 
* now : columnizing from “his” Paris:| 

_ - base for. the: Frisco. Chronicle: ‘and.’ 
He’s’ the: younger | '-’. other papers. | 

-brother of . dancer: ‘Paul Hartman:.. 
Tom Curtiss. quickies: back to the “| 

Cannes ~ Film ‘Festival - early next. 
week. following 10 days”. visit: on |". 

. shows, |. 7 personal. business, : ‘seeing: 
.., ete. .and™ huddling ‘with .. ‘Coward- 
oe “MeCann on.: the : 

Herald ‘Tribune. (Paris. edition) en- |. 
_~ tertainment - editor’ has. just about | 
“completed. 

‘Ira. D.. Beck, -ex-Coliimbia’ Pie-4 
tures (Venezuela). -and :ex-UA-FV |} 

VD. -of “the. 
Mexico Set¢tion: of the International |. 
(Mexico. Gity),- now: 

.Advertising Assn... is. ‘currently in: 
- New . York to piteh’ for the..16th.|- 
Ssamnual . ‘World: Congress to be held 
_ in. Mexico. City in. 1966: The Wal-' 
Gorf in June is the ’64.site and’ 

- Paris in’. 65 has “been: scheduled |. 
‘for the p.r.-admen’s. -organization.. 

--Waldorf. toppers. Frank : G. 
Wangeman, - Thomas ‘J: . -Kané* ‘and. 

.. Fio ' Dell. Agnese eohosted” -a.. pre- 
Fair. .champagne- party.” ‘Monday. | 
night “‘to ‘meet -Jingabo; “The: Dog 

_.Who Lives. At The Waldorf,’ ® which’ 
lis. fictiorialized . canine:~caper * by | 

James’ Brough which Little, Brown" 
7: Is: publishing: It’s -based. on ‘the 
~ Yeal-life saga ‘of literary agent Ros- ie 
-.... alind (Mrs...CarlIton) . Cole who. lives |": 

fe _with her dog at. the Waldorf. 
2. ° Brandeis’ -Univ.’s-. Sth. ort alt 
Creative Arts - “Awards. dinner ‘at. | 

the Waldorf May 26, chairmaned:’| 
by .Louis Kronenberger. and ‘to. be}. 

:- presented by.: Leonard. Bernstein, 

Richard Yates in ‘fiction; Carl. Rug- 
gles > ‘and “Don -Martizio,. 

David. Smith _and.. Peter . Agostini, 
sculpture; . ‘Cheryl. ‘Crawford and + 

Jack Richardson: in. theatre. “The |. 

“notable achievement ‘award’ goes. toy. 
7 R. Buckminster -Fuller. | 
The :Gallery -of Modern. Art. at 
Columbus Circle,: better. known as. 
the’ Huntington Hartford Museum; 
“will: be. the scerie April 28 of a}: 
$75-$50-$25-$15 “charity: ‘bash. for’ 

the -Manfred. “Sakel. : Foundation.. 
: ‘Pre-Raphae] .att,’ the. ‘HH collection, 
the ‘sculpture , of, ‘Antoine Bourdette 

[Re COONS PERT TIES OT SRS SEE TD BON DPR EE ODE CERES DOCS CD Ch tT STR ER BE OO rR Eo 

Wednesday, Avil 23, 1964 - wei i Une oe 

- " , ae i ‘and: dedication - of: the: _Aedlian | 
.~.. | Skinner pipe organ willbe‘ part: of. | 

orary degree at Hamilton:College’s | 

Sunday. midnight. ‘bash by. Arlene | - 

“the. mayor of Via 

> “Veneto,” in from: his Rome home| the: Hotel: St.° Regis. ‘of which. he. 
. was: ‘onetime: “managing - director 

“An, American .In Rome,” for Geis. 
- 2 publication. ‘in- June. ve a 

pro-. 
.. ducer’ and © commissioner. of. the.| 

Balaban; y 
.. widow of. ‘ihe. ate. Thanaging. ‘direc-_ 
-. tor of: the now: defunct Roxy ‘The-. 

“George Jean} 
* Nathan biography whieh. the N. Y: 

- music;-| 

the fete; at which some of: Leonard.|-. 
Sillman's “New Faces”. and: alumni | 
cwill .:-also. ‘entertainment * at Whe 
champagne party. oe 

when. -Vinéent™ -Astor,- his* brother-. 

-Latter’s “estate ..since- -sold : ‘it: -to 

Co...as- associates : ‘and vet p.r, Ea- 
ward: L. ~ Bernays: as. Gonsultant. 

Paris” 
“By Gene ‘Moskowits.. as 

"(80 Aue Neuilly; ‘SAB. 0712): 

“Francis. Poulenc’s 

‘the ‘state-run’ Qpera-Comiaque. * 

starrer - from... 

soumis”. (The.. Unvanquished). -- 

the jazz buffs for. a successful.one 

spectators’ during “its ‘previous: 10}: 

| well. 

Kuthor - Jean ‘Giono- penning a 
-Lseript: and. ‘will produce ‘it~ with’ 

director Jacques Poitrenaud. ‘Tt is 
about. a boy and a dog. .. 

Beimondo ‘teamed: for their’ third 

finding. it: hard to. get. a: divorce. 

-In -and .-out. “these~ days -. are 
‘Mamie. Van‘: ‘Doren; ’ “Gere - . Barry, 
Elsa: “Martinelli, : 

7 and others. 

vear n 7 bay who booed his fian- 
1.cee- Sylvie Vartan, ‘also, a. pop-rock 
singer, ..at:an = appearance | at: ‘the. 
Olympia ;vauder.. 
Former” U.S... ‘vande and. nitery 

Mary... McCord: 
“Thrasher, ° ‘won a suit. against. a 
“dancer - ‘singer: : 

“woman | ‘who - ‘charged . her. with 
causing. ‘an’ accident. when. pigeons.| 
she .was feeding . annoyed : the: 
‘woman who: tried. to: kick. them: 
and bruised: herself. Mrs. “Thrash- | 
er: felt: the: court understood | her: 
love. for animals. oe 

“lag Vegas: 
"By_ Forrest . Duke 

¢ Dudley" 44141) . 

Riviera:- 

the Dunes. 

' Jotinny:. Desniond; starting ~ 
Riviera ‘lounge,. introduced: Tinds 
Boyd: and Debbie Butler. as. part. of 
his act. : 

‘Mass; - 

Basin ‘Street East... . 

- Gene Baylos’ will: work’ back-to: 
' back with‘ new edition of: Frederic. 
| Apcar’s.. “Vive Les: Girls!”. ‘set. for. 
Dunes’ lounge: May - 20: .. 

she, Mickey“ “Rooney,.. and’. Bobby 
Van. subbed. ‘for- the. _ ailing. Mit = oy 
Gaynor. | 

"Philadelphia 
-By Jerry. Gaghan:- rea 

“(319 N. 18th St.;. Locust aagday 

town, visiting | friends. 

-.Murray: ‘Roman; ‘comic . ‘turned 
‘im ressario, :brin 

‘willhonor. Vladimir» Nabokov. and} P inging ‘Lenny’ Bruee. 

2); 

(24), 

“Nick ‘Ryan,. formerly’ of ‘Drexel: 
7 ‘operating - : the... Cynwyd. brook, 

Lounge. in association. with Carl i 
“Bender. ° a 

the.. “University | City Film Guild. 
to: Present Pic. classies. 

2 NNTP eT Ta ie bhte § eal PEER EER EE Me, NF AEE NT TE EE LI rar, re . 

| Tony. Barrow. off. ‘to New. ‘York. at 

- “Col. Serge. ‘Obolensky, : vet. hotel: 
ier,. now. heads. a. public. relations 
‘outfit: bearing. his name, with pub- 
‘lisher-son: Ivan. Obolensky. as: ‘vee- 
‘pee:, -He’s back. headquartered -.at. |:. 

‘Russell .Hadléy hosted -a. lunch for | 
‘the -critics after -the. press screen- 
‘ing. of “Seven Days_ in May.” 

in-law,. who built. it;, was the owner. |* 
two: months’ lecture’ trip. to’ Israel] 
‘at’ the weekend: ‘and. ‘immediately 
‘planed ‘out. to - the. ‘Coast on. al 
quickie visit. 7 

Mexico. ‘hotelier’ ‘Cesar: ‘Balsa: ‘Obo-.- 
|Jensky‘: has Boston's: “Newsome: &- 

- they - will: celebrate - it. quietly’ at} 

‘es “Dialogues: 
Des -CaCrmelites” ‘a. hit reprise. at ‘pened: on the Way.to the Forum”. 

‘| for: J. C:* Williamson Theatres. 

Title ‘change’. of.. Alain ‘Delon 
“La. Mort. : D’Un. 

Loup” (Death ‘of a Wolf) to “Lin 

"Modern, Jazz Quartet getting. ‘out: 

night -cancert. at the “big. ‘Theatre|, 
- Des ‘Champs. Elysees ‘this. week. ” new. Palladium : revue, 

- Pheatre- of -Nations,. NOW: On: till: ‘in. which. ‘Frankie. Vaughan : and 
July. 10, -had’ more. ‘than. : 835,000 |. 

seasons, and’ this, one AS. ‘beginning 

ond! Greece: 

~ Jeanne: Moreau. and: Jean-Paul. 

‘pic. via “Eel Under a Rock,” :a’ sit- 

‘ulation comedy ‘about a. couple’: emoirs.. of, the,“Second: World 
‘| War. : Pic: -has. a royal world preem |. 

Yank’ singer - ‘Di-|::: 

Jonne. Warwick; .U.S:. singing trio) °:. 
Peter, ‘Paul. “Be “Mary, Soe. “Bosey.| 

Top’ rock . singer’ ‘Johnny ‘Hally- , 
[aey fined $150: for -hitting a-16-| . 

“Sys id Norman;.: 
Syst afd her: newornan, Noe tour- (Bune ‘fotog’ for -Herald-Exam)_ was |. 

ing, England:. 

-{\.tion, Slated- for June 28-July . 2 
‘McCormick: “Place, : is - adding ‘an 

- |-additional 6.000: square feet of. dis-- 
- Milt - ‘Feiber: one of. the original 

“Barbary. Coast Boys,” ” mow: at Es-. 
“tquire - Lounge. -piano.: ‘bar. os 

“Wendell. Corey. -vaciitioning - at: 

‘Jackie. Paris - and” ‘Ame’ “Marie: 
“current. in T’bird. Tounge; |: 

‘inked for: a summer. Session . at. 

British songstress Dinah: Lee: in |. ~ 
.- (Cardinal) 

rme:a Yomilka! --. a i 
“L, A. Her-Exam’s’ new. sports: ed: ; 

+ (Mel. ‘Durslag, lands. in Satevepost | 
.and .. other -:nat’l:.-mags: regularly) |. 

into the: Academy. of. “Music. (May: 

The: Piccoli . Marionette: “set ‘ta: 
‘play * the “Anchorage, - East’ - River: 
Drive’ spot; for. a four. day. ‘stand’ 

‘O’Nuts:: 

‘NY OW: “Ayer staffer Robert: Las- 
-sen,. and Joseph: “Oberman, - _ ity}. 
-planning. ‘consultant; - have formed ; 

~ London 
“arvde Park'4561/2/3) ~ - 

> Brian -Epstéin and ‘his press aide 

the end of the. month. . 
Opening of: Itinerama’s. . first 

British | mobile. theatre, originally |: 
‘set: for ‘Jast Friday (17): postponed 
‘for a. week." 

Paramount. inatiaging “director 

Cart: Foreman returned from his! 

- Jéssie Matthews; ‘who: Jast | ap-: 
"| peared. in cabaret in 1932, opened 
| a: season, at “the .Society “on Mon- 

: ‘in. a BBC: -Fadio-‘series.. 
She-is. currently. starring} ' 

- Freddie. ‘Carpenter . off: to “Aus+ 
tralia. ‘this: week to ‘stage “Never 
Too. Late” -and “Funny Thing. Hap- |. 

Appointment. of -. Anthony B: 
Bray .to..the ‘board: of Columbia 
Pictures was announced: ‘ast week |. 
by Mo ‘Rothman... He hasbeen. sec- 

| retary’ of ‘the company since ; '1960.. 
Audrey. Jeans,:. now: ‘playing a 

cabaret date: at: ’Hatchetts- in Pic- 
cadilly, .-will --be. ‘featured..in™ the 

“Startime,”’ 

Cilla: ‘Black top. the-cast. 

‘mourning. . for the. late © Bing « “of 

- Sirs Winston “Churchill - 

Le. ‘Vien’ S.- 

ef the Sestival Hall. next: ‘Wednes- 
day (29). . . . 

“Chicago 
“( ‘(DElaware 7147945 

. Bernie ‘Baker is handling.: ‘pro- 
“duction “stave. manager chores for 
the:-Arin Arbor. Mich.) drama fest : 
this week, 

Al 

“Foote; Cone & Belding public. re- 
ations. -veep. Al Weisman ‘on - 
.three. week holiday in. Spain, with 
“spouse ‘Annie. --. 

: Summer . th eat re imprésario. 
Herb ‘Rogers ‘in from’.San .:Fran- 

--Leiseo. to set up ‘Tenthotise in. High- 

ee land ‘Park. for. a * June. opening,” 
| -.Balaban--& ° Katz held: a~ “beef-. 

a “cake” contest.in front of the Roose-= 
~..J.yelt ‘Theatre - on . Friday (173 “to: 

| bally” “Muscle: Beach. Party” which ; 

aT he-same ‘day. there. 
Jim 1 Nabors visiting: Kay Starr “at opened the: 

y. 
The - 1964. -Music.. Show... exposi- 

play space ‘for. a. Jast-minute ‘Tush. 
of. ‘exhibitors. . 
The ice shows: at’ the ‘Boulevard 

n-| Room in the: Conrad. Hilton “hotel ’ 
‘are. being. rescheduled so that. the 
second. show. starts : at: midnight 
during. May and June to accommo- 
date’ the’ post-prom. crowd. | 

’ Coast: publicist - (ex of. Chi). ‘Sam: 
‘Hoenigberg back-in the: Windy. City |" 
to: steer Bob ‘Newhard: through - a 
“batch of public appearances. Nev- | 
-hart ‘is also: taping some lead-ins. 
for. WDHF; . ‘the FM... Station | 

i which : he has. an ‘interest. 

- Yolanda White, 13; a elick with| 
her songs at: the. ‘Flamingo, ‘where. |. ” Bway te 

a ‘Walter Winchell. 

assigned : WARIETY’S ‘roving. cub: to 
te the’ desq. Usually ‘pecupied. -by The.|’ 

| Tidings; a religious -blatt, until. The: 
ANS SYS Journal-Ameri¢an | masthead |: a 

arrives.- ' 

bishop. F.. ‘d. Sheen. | Please. Tush 

suffered: a _collector’s ‘item . typo. 

to-. become veep at ‘Chock ° ‘Full 
“But. a: playful ‘Jinotyper. 

e° ‘Phe Duke ‘of: ‘Edinburgh. will be. : 
“guest.-of honor at .a special Variety. 

4 Club. Juncheon-on July -4.: An ear- 
Jier: luneh; planned: for: March 10, | 
was - ‘cancelled. because’ of Court 

“was k 

‘given.a private | screening. ‘of: J ack. 
“The. Finest - ‘Hours. as 

‘based. ‘on. ‘the British statesman’s |: 

‘+ hot “spell, : 

‘Sun-Times: drama Critic ; Glenn 2 

. ‘Seact Pressbox, “L;A.: oar 
‘| Dodgers (and ‘Angels): press “chiefs: 

‘Hi, there! Your Entineiice: Francis | 

Spellman. * and’ Arch- |. 

Reminiseing. aboutex-Dodgers star. }-. 
| Jackie Robinson, Mel: said - Jackie. 
Yesigned™. from . national .. pastime 

| 

a Paul ‘aid Mary’. Ford). “and her| 
sy brother. and: sister. °.*’ ; 
_. f°. Enzo: Stuarti -(a-. lahntzman. from: ; 
4c¢|Rome) paid his’ respects last’ night: 

along’: with:..Vince .Edwards (Dr.}| 
| Ben Casey), . 
‘Brooklyn. : 

“AP's. mat: in “Hollywood, “James: 
Bacon, home. from hospital, “First: 
time,” ‘he sighed: (with .4. ‘worried 
‘Jook),- 
Waiting result : of -tests: 

“FE, Sinatra, -Sr.,. informed by: thie. 
FS. Jr. kidnap-trial: observer,” that. 
a S. ‘Judge. William G.-East, had | 
.a new stereo (and. was an FS. fan); 
jTushed . every. album he’s. made fo} 
' His Honor at ‘Portland, Ore.: 

‘another Atalo: _ from: 

birthday poddy (flang by: -L. ‘.A: 
“opposition” hewspeople) | -got -her-|: 
‘booked : at Cocogrove . ‘in Oct. Amn-. 
bassador mgr.” -: 

Fred. ‘Hayman: (carrying - Prittic:| 

-swooners.. ; 
P,- Salinger: ‘rushed. from: Demo. 

‘tally — ‘at ‘Pasadena. ‘(Sateve) . 
' | Friars, “where . Roberta ‘was. cocond. 

femme the famed ‘elub- “honored. 
| Soph. ‘Tucker was. first. . 

. Pierre. got ‘big hand at Dodgers’: 
‘opener: | 
‘Agency ‘execs: If .ex-White: House 
press: potentate isn’t elected Sena- 
-tor..from: Cal.,; he ‘could. ‘pinch-hit 
‘for’ Berle, ‘Kaye, Carter, et’ al at. 
‘Vegas, ‘ete.: .Salinger’s © ‘Sallies .: at 
rallies for: first: - a cminutes . are. 

, bellyhowls. | . 
Dorothy | * Malone's * «peyton 

“out: ‘to. sponsors. ; One more and: 
She gets: signed: . 

‘Marusia’s. Pepperraint West iwist 
spot is. ‘twistier than: anything back 
east. 

A. gal named Louis Louis and the 
Deke: and “his: Deacons. Band blow 
the roof ‘off. the joint- every night. 

Tony Bennett’ current Grove. hit. 
‘Isn't he everywhere?- 
‘Freddy: Martin’s - _Gfove crew 

does: the’ Santa ‘Monica -hit during: 

for. 
“platters,” Ex-~- ‘Newsweek 

2 ‘Osearcamedy ‘Awards ‘event best’. 
we’ ve’ ‘witnessed... : Santa Monica: 
Civic. Aud ‘easier: to” reach. (no ‘traf-'| 
fic” ‘snarls) . than when ‘event © was 
staged_at Pantages’ Theatre, H’wood.. 
‘Only. unhappy incident ‘at dignified © 
(affairs: Howard - Ballew . (easygoing 

punched: around. ‘by: officious -Key- 
'stone-type copper’ ‘and flung ‘into’|- 

Ai .. All’ news media paddywag@n. 
| here ‘hope. to’ ‘teturn the. compli | = ge 
| meént: one: day... 

Sheriff | - “Deter - Pitchess: 
LeBigent) promised. . ‘probe © "of. in- 
‘volved: deputies,” who. belted: out: 
r several - réporters; | radio-ty. staffers. 
and cameramen. assigned ‘to. cover . 
dispossess of. ex-Marine ‘hero: “He: 
used | shotgun - ‘threat . for. = many - 
weeks... against. Pitchess: sleuths. 
.Two: ‘of: ‘whom. romanced ‘ far: two 

. | weeks as~ ‘former Marinés, - ‘who'}. : 
t: After | 
©) highest... court: ‘voted ‘against © him 
‘wanted: to -help. him,” etc.. 

fand: for: eviction): ‘they. ‘arrested. 
him: - “But. not “until: he" knocked | 

both cold... 
(.. Bud” ‘Lewis: (10): Mr: -Big- at: 
Her Exain’ in hosp. Mai. “Surj. Most 
‘popular : ed. in:-town. 
WW’s niew.tv. series. ( plantied and 

‘stalled: by. 20th) may wind wp at. 
‘Lew. Wasserman’ s Universal . City. 

| Busiest studio: :in: Girlsyille. Big. 
“meet”. yesterday... 

Logie’d: ‘Wasserman: “why do it 
for. Fox-Movietone’ 's 93 million: ft. 
of history?‘ ‘Universal | ‘Newsreel 
has’ 193 million!” ee 
“H deat. closed: we'll ‘tnvite artful 

_ authors. Mal Wald: and Jesse Sand- 
ms *} Jer. (Some: Naked .City”’:.and other - 
ao tv. pets). ‘from .20th: to write ‘our. 
| series based ‘on. “Inside” Stories. Yr. 

| Never. Made Public. ”. 

do-to' my.cal'm?” . : 
: "He's | trying,” 7 ‘Shouted: a. ‘staffer, 

Dayton 
hy Brainard: Piaté 
(AX: 3- 6224). : 

Virginia. ‘Wing: ‘is finishing. the 
second w 

‘Ment at nnarino’ Ss. 

. Victor Borge: in {OF a concert’ at: 
Meniorial hall.and the Four: Saints 
headlined a. ‘show at Colonel. White 
high. school, 

‘Kay™ Stevens stars, for: ‘$teénth {-Praubel who. concelled out here for’ 
‘time at. ‘Slate. Bros: “Funny .-frail. 

Frank. Fanelli: (he. has--4. Eanza |. 
‘pair...af- vipes): is’ ‘Grescendo, clik. 
/Hennv: Youngman heads.the zingy 

a {bill with Mary. Ford formerly’ Les 

the second time. : 

‘nighter at. Memorial hail, ‘and Peter 
Nero returns to: the” same: ‘theatre 
fon; a single concert. ©: ae 

a testing | for Gniversal’s 
4 Love. 

“I've -ever been . ins one.’ ea br 

‘Roberta’ ‘Shérwood’s app at: our. 

‘ Torch) . Joined - her ; ; Tong. Hist. of ; 

“Guest of: Wm. Morris : 

‘Place”’: ‘ty series (20th) almost: ‘sold | 

.Ambass.: hotel pro- |. 
~ «| moted ‘him ‘to. ‘booker. of ‘all shows: 

-. | His” son -is Capitol’s man: 
' | Beatle-: 
1s staffer. 

A exe |: 

Loud" laugh - -in.. Her-Exam: dity=’ ” 
room - when.’:One-Guess.. moaned: | 
““Wotinell’s. that ass’t. m:e:: Arying to 7 

“to: make: some: sense cout of. ier : 

mper: of a. two-week engage- - 

SB TNT BSF TT IE 
. ‘ e . . 

Hollywood 
Dr Leek. Siegel named medical 
director. of ‘20th-Fox. Studios. : 

. Norman Jewison back from Paris. 
/ “Art . of ° 

Anna. Maria ‘Alberghetti returns 
te: ‘Harrah’s, Tahoe, ‘Sept. -24 for 
three frames,: 

Ronald. . Stein. completed title 
song for: Gurney ‘production, . “It’s 
“Warm; Ma Cherie.” 
Joe’ Vleck becomes field rela- 

tions diréctor of National General 
Corp.’ 's pub-ad dept. 
|; Mirginia’ Martindale named -cast- 
-ing director for Don. Fedderson's 
“My. Three Sons” ‘teleseries, . 

- Peter Duryea, 24-year-old’ son. 
‘of Dan: -Duryea; makes his feature. 
film. bow’ ait father in U's “Tags 
Sart. ED) a 

George’ ‘Weiss-Joe Sherman. 
| songwriting team inked non-ex= | 

elusive . disk “pact with. hn Colpix ” 
Records. = 

Bob. Sinclair, comptroller « of. Don 
‘Fedderson Productions, in Queen: 

‘tof Angels’ Hospital with slight. 
stroke. sliffered Friday (17). 

- Len. Weinrib replaced Louis 
‘Quinn. ‘in: “Kiss. Me, Kate” Civic: 
Light “Opera . engagement which 
opened Monday at Philharmonic. 
. Wendell. Niles Jr., son of vet 
‘padio-tv | announcer, veepee in. 

j-eharge of new Beverly Hills office 
‘of Vincent Andrews Inc., biz man- 
agement.” : 

‘Charles Maguire, associate | “pro- 
‘ducer..on Robert Wise’ 20th-Fox 
production, “The Sand. Pebbles,” 
on. month tour of Far East to. scout |. 
locations: and -complete: production & 

‘| arrangements. ; 
‘The memorial. foundation, re-. — 

cently-established in honor of the 
late’ theatrical. attorney, Robert 
-Rockmore, is giving its first $1,000 

‘| grant to the Concert. Artists. Guild: 
for its “outstanding work in Sup- 
porting ‘young. artists.” — wo 
~The. San Francisco firmof Free- a8 

‘man. & Gossage Inc., which. was 
in. the adyertising news last. week 
because of its resignation. of the 
American |: Petrofina (Dallas) ac- 
count, hasas one of its pariners 
Howard » LL. ‘Gossage, husband . of 
‘actress © Sally Kemp — Gossage : 
(daughter -of late bandleader Hal 
Kemp) who's appearing -off-Broad- 
way in the English version of “Life 
Is a Dream.” Me 

Rome 
‘By Robert F.. Hawkins’ 

, (Sardegna, 43; Tel. 479316) 

Olga Chart set up talentry office 
ot Yia Veneto.. : 
.-Catherin. ‘Spaak off. to’ Coast fot 

visit. and pic talks. 
-Silvie Vartan, French songstress, 

iny-town: for recording ‘sesh... | 
.. Sidney Lazard, whose been here. 
some. “weeks, officially: ‘named | Bu- 
Tea Chief for ABC News. | 

- William.:-McAndrew, exec : veep. 
for NBC News, here for talks with 
NBC: ‘Mediterranean topper ‘Trving 
‘Levine. : 
| Lee’ Kamern poured for - new 
bride, -Silvia; in his. Via. Cassia « 
home. with most of Rome's pic top 
‘brass: present. . 

: Charlie Beal’ wound. stint ‘on 
Via: ‘Veneto -Carpano Tavern,. 
‘switched to new: Burgundy | ‘Room a 
at: Hotel Savoy. . | 
Rome authorities setting up $250 

song contest open this year to 
items. in ‘foreign language, . to. be: 
heard . in: Rome summer ‘festival, B 
July 8-20... FO 

“Marriage, Italian Style” sneaked. ; 
in ome--opening shots. at Naples - 
Agnano race track during: running 
of National Championship. Mar- 
cello Mastroianni in front of ‘cam- 
era, ‘Vittorio. De Sica. behind. 

‘Boston 
wo By ‘Guy Livingston. ~ 

(508. Little Bldg.; LI 2-5095) 

“Walter. ‘Lippman delivers com- 
Loe eas mencement. address. at B.U. 

Bob Abrams redoing | the Black. 
‘ Angus near Wilbur for shows. 

Colonial. Theatre manager Saul 
| Kaplan’ Ss. “brother, Abe; on~ sick*:. 

list: 
Bookings. for: Donnelly . Memorial 

‘Theatre are being accepted tenta- 
tively for ‘next fall. 3 7 

Ben Sack did ‘the radio q. & ‘ae. 
‘Dit. with ..Heywood ‘Vincent-..on. 
WNAC discussing’ the motion’ Pic~ 

f ture. exhibition biz. 
The Coronado’ s: & Rico at. Suit: 

| didn’t: jot it down’ that! way. (Haw!) : ‘mniller’s, replacing the ailing Helen 
Stan and Mel Davis,: Davis’ ‘Film . 

-Distribs, guested -on..Mike Erlich’s’ 
WMEX ‘show discussing foreign 

a 1 art films. 
Brother ‘Dave. Gardner did- a ‘one- . Betty | Field playing: ‘Amanda , 

production of Te:mnessee Williams’ | 
“Glass. Menage: je” 

| product in the Charles- Playhouse’ 



wood: Blvd.’-and™ Vine Street. now 

“watehing - ‘this: .'pass - 

*.-Warren Kerrigan, Robert G.-Vig- 

FEF 

“RCA Building’ s Debut 
—} Continued from. page 2 

pies. the first, six floors. on: a. 35-, 
year lease. . 

. “Sunset Blvd’. then ‘ran only. to 
- Cahuenga, .a short block west, and 
a little streetcar tottered out from 
‘downtown Los Angeles .and: turned: 
‘north on Cahtienga over Cahuenga 
Pass . to. the .Valey,’’. Muller. re- 

flected. in rekindling: early. child-} 
‘hood. memories. 

| “My father Had horses and. cows if 
** and we pastured them where. Holly-. 

. meet, . There ‘Was a Tittle “wood-; 
~ burner train running once.-a.. day j 

on:Santa Monica. Bivd:, from down- 

| pickets .. conveniently - 
so there. wouldn't be-a. Picket ‘line, 

‘country... ‘Even. ‘the: Christian ‘Sei- 
-|-ence “Monitor. gave us a-half-page: 
of. text: and pictures. ‘They said: it. 
was a new slant.on. friendliness ‘in-} 
‘stead of. ‘hatred; at what the pickets | 
were trying to-do. _We doubled our} 
-business, in: the six” ‘months we} 
‘were. picketed: “The pickets: were ; 
very. friendly, and when: trucks. de- 
livering gas came: in, ‘driven. by’ 
union men who ‘otherwise. wouldn't’ 

ducked. out: 

‘to Cross.’ 

“‘Valeritino, | Muller. ‘remembers, 
*: town’ ‘to .Santa. “Monica. ‘The. town ; ' spent almost as as. much: time on. 
gave Santa Monica Blvd..its name, 
and. .I- rerhember. we got a. thrill 

‘brother. and. L would 80: down: to: 
- See it.” 2: 

when. .my’ | 

“the -Muller: Bros: ‘lot,. which. em-|| 
braced -an. entire. bloek; ‘as. he did | 
at the studio. down the street, ‘“He’d fb 
put’ on coveralls. .and.-do. his.own: 
grease work.-on..a Fiat. he'd picked’ 

The: area belonged: to. " familiés | 'up cheap. Tom. Mix; - too;: liked ':to 
prominent «in - early | ‘Los: -Angeles 

--history,..such’ as. ‘the. Tafts,. thet 
Bakers; Gowers: and: Harper.: ‘H:-J.! 

Whitley. was’ another resident, who | 
later became a big: ‘Hollywood ‘sub- 

. divider.and brought the carline. out. 
: “Hollywood Blyvd...and_ built, the: old 
Hollywood Hotel. He. put in‘ such 

: streets as. ‘Whitley | ‘Ave.,’. Wilcox, 
- Gherokee,, Las: Palmas > ‘and other 

north-south ‘avenues, and: Whitley 
‘Heights, which’ once’ “Was. --peopled 
by:.’such _early.-film names - as’: J. 

niola, the director, Jotin Roche. and. 
- Inany ‘others, was. named for- him.: 

Muller pere ‘operated his. buteher 
shop: until: 1912, and the. following | 
year. his: two. sons..each put: in 
$1,000 and-opened -a:lay. and grain} 
business .on the site, where - today | 
-RCA~. now-..has three’ recording | 

-Longpre : Ave., 

tinker: ‘around. his ‘cars, and. so did 
Gary’. ‘Cooper, who. then ‘was: just |. 

Starting. his‘ career.” . 
Site of ‘the. Muller Bros: block | 

was to: have been’. part of a huge 
puilding complex whén:Muller-sold 
it-several years ago, but‘coin- wasn't: 
forthcoming: as’ .planned..’ by: the |. 
hew owners. and: it. evenutally - ‘was. 
taken. over by Pacifie. ‘Drive-In The-'} 
atres, * which. : -opened. ‘the- domed |: 
‘Cinerama’. Theatre Iast.: November: 
‘with Stanley: ‘Kramer’: s “Mad; Mad;: 
Mad, Mad World:”. Balance: of. prop-. 
erty, - extending . southward. to. ‘De j 

from. the ‘theatre. 
‘west of. Ivar,-and east to Morning-. 

is ° “devoted entirely” tot Side’ Ct:; 
| parking... ° , . 

With..plans already. in. ‘the. think- 
ing. stage for the arena to become | 
a_ multi-block. .complex, Beverly 

studios, two of them- the: company’ Si Hills ‘financier Howard Ahmenson , 
largest. in the U.S. 
" -“Tn-two. years we made $30, 000,” 
“Muller recalls,”.‘We put it in: the | 
..bank and ‘enlisted in the Air Corps 
in 1915, where we remained for} 
‘three. years.”” * 
Out - of ‘uniform; ‘Frank and- his! 

brother. started | the . ‘service ‘sta-.) 

‘old. butchershop . -and .their’ own 
- f orm e r. ‘hay-andsgrain - business, 

they. went ‘into. ‘service-and built 4 ‘three. stories high;- 15 feet in Jetigth:| ‘called. ‘an. 
Various ‘struc-| and 50 feet. wide. The:third, :cori-:/ German press that she attended a™ 

. tures Gecupied the site until Muller} siderably. ‘smatier;: is. ‘around’. 18' theatrical performance of: “Diary | 
of Anne Frank”. in Munich. On one: 
occasion, someone spit inher face-. 

RCA Bldg., which has its own park-| with ::appropriate:: equipment : and } Once she and her hhusband:were in- 

number’ of stores. 

‘ast summer’ razed. “all © buildings ;- 
and. started constuction of the new 

ing area, both: on.'a terrace above 
two of. the 25-foot-recording studios} 
and extending entirely around: the; 
building, and on three closed levels! 
at the rear.. ~ ° 

centre. Jesse L.: Lasky,- Cecil: ‘B.. 
‘DeMille and Samuet: : ‘Goldwyn } 
made. the. first. Hollywood | feature}: 
“The Squawman,” ” starring Dustin } 

. | sales: - . 
‘Building is: only a: Jong: “stone's: i:sales. ‘and. engineering are quar- 

throw. from where Hollywood: ‘hid |tered. John :K.-West,- staff. veepee | 
its. beginning as.a motion’ picture’ of western- distribution ‘and -com-} sound:’strange but our: biggest: op- | 

‘ponents: today: . ‘are Germans who |) 
‘actually. liked it quite: ‘well under. |. 

is ‘planning a_ high-rise’ complex” on 
‘site of the old NBC station at. Sun-. 
‘set and. Vine,- the new. RCA‘ Bldg... 
May: be. regarded’ as. the flagship | 
of -the project. “RCA. Spent months } 
‘in: equipping. structure with . the | 
latest. Dynagroove™ equipment,;- 
-which’ will make. the: three studios:|.. 

: tion. in.-1920. directly opposite the among: the. most. modern in. the.) ‘ally-"revedled.. that | attacks stem-' 
’ -. Pming- from ‘the. faet that’ ‘she: is the’ wv orld. 

‘ing * ‘trainin 

= eome tos an end. in Hitler Germany 
_... had he’ given a: man. like Goebbels 

I the -brushoff. Cameraman Bruno 
_-}Mondi who worked: with: Harlan. 
| said’ in later years: 

-perfectly.. | 
making Harlan. their. ‘star. director 
and Harlan” gave im”... 

- Harlan’s. “T -have: never. - Beeri:2 ‘an 
aniti-Sentite” words can hardly be 
offered straight-faced to the former 

i inmates:.of Dachau ‘and Auschwitz. 3 
Yet Harlan: stuck: ‘to:this claim -un-. 
| til his last day.‘ Yet extended trial | 
1 Of such: anti-Semitic charges. against. 
t- 

have: crossed’ a picket -line, the , him: did ‘not; prove them. 

‘Gerson, was ‘Jewish. I. have: never 
{been | a member: of the Nazi Party | 
or.-any of. its. organizations. ‘When: 

casé went on. for eight. weeks. and 

evident that. § had never made any 

prominent aetor such as Paul Hen- 
‘skels who-‘has' a-Jewish wife.‘and. 
who also had: to suffer’ “under the. 
| Nazi “ tegimé, ‘stood up for “me.” 

Despite: the fact that. ‘Harlan di- 
‘rected “Jew. ‘Suess’ for. Goebbels, 

with ~his-. wife; Kristina --Soeder-. 
baum; a- Swedish-born’ actress: who |- 
appeared .in all “Harlan pix of. the.|, 
late’ 30s“ and: early - 40s, - ‘Goebbels. 
‘kept. one :. of: their. children | as. a: 
hostage. - Goebbels. also : said -.once:. 
to: Harlan: “T can. Smash ‘you. like. " -the best pic ‘Oscar; of course is con-. 

tinuing its smash ‘biz. , But “Liliés; z “of: 

| Poitier’s victory: and other ‘aspects | | 
‘of. the actor’s winning, has been} - 
skyrocketing. ahead of its past per--| 
formances. ‘and. now: looks - like a. 

:@ bug.on- the.. ‘wall.””:: 

’ Harlan “admitted - ‘that he: ‘could 
have ‘risked’ ‘more in-the éarly- .For- 
‘ties,-. possibly: also:his life. ‘But. he 

“How many of. 
my opponents. -today:- had’ the cour-' 
age. ‘to’ resist.the-“Hitler- regime. 
even to the extent I. actually. ‘did? 

put : the question:.: 

| Many of the: ‘current - ‘German. 
“writers :who. now. attack. me:. were. 
-onee : deeply: connected: with: the 
Nazi.” regime.’ aa 

. Kristina. - Soederbauim occasion-: 

. Two OF the: “stitdios, stasteruil| Wife. of . Harlan’ were still: continu- 

feet. in: heighth, : 30° “feet: ong: and 
27. feet. ‘wide. Baeh : has --a: “booth: 

‘Seats. for-:viewers.. = - . 
The: upper ‘three. ‘floors | are: dee 

‘Voted ‘to office ‘space,: where sich 
departments as:Coast a. .&r.; custom 

publicity; - ‘magnetic -: tape, 

‘mercial relations, . -also- makes his : 
headquarters here. 

“open scandal” in’ the 

| vited for’ the. opening of. a picture,. 
‘but this invitation- turned: out..to ‘be 
a- trap. ‘and: they..were. whistled: out. 

“T would” 
understand : if these - -attacks: ‘came. 

| of the ‘cinéma.’ She said: 

from Jewish : people . or ‘other: : “vic 

On ‘the technical ‘side, there are” i flitler. ” 
-two. mastering. ‘and editing: rooms,: "Harlan. was. ‘porn. Sept: 22; “1899. 

. -“T. never: met { 
a director who understood ‘his trade: 

The’ Nazis insisted on } 

the court dedicated. “itself to:. my | > 
ease, 85. witnesses showed up. ‘The 

Thad to testify. up: to. eight ‘hours: \ 
a .day..At:this-.oecasion; it. became |’. , 

—— Continued: from. Page 1° — 

anti-Semitic. ‘remark. Also. Jewish- 
‘witnesses. ‘spoke. in: favor of me. A’ 

pre-Oscar,, 

‘patron-drawing |: 

the country: © 

tims - of: the. Nazi: regime; Tt may: for added Academy. appeal. 

Farnum, in.. 1913. .at- their studio {one test: room, electronic shop. and | in-Berlin: ‘His real name was. Veit. 
on Vine Street, in.the block: where | master’ tape’ storage. room. Addi-- Stoss. His fatfier;: who: ‘called. him- 
the former NBC.. studios — and} tionally, various other RCA. opera- | b. selE Walter Harlan: “was: a writer. . 

—| 

wouldn't’ Took . good” to’ ‘be ‘seen | 
with the director. Strangely enough, . 

where RCA ‘headquartered: antit it} tions include the broadcast ‘and ! 

—stands. ‘at. Vine and Sunset... The ; data processing; t tube sales. : my aI 
' §tudio. — originally : known:.. as the! a | : cae 
Jesse L. LasKy' Feature Play Co., |= 

.. Lasky .and. finally . Paramount: be-|- ° ” Veit Harlan 
-fore this major moved to.its pres-| 2 ¢ nitinued fi 2 
ent Jocation—frequently. patronized. —< Co inine rom. pase. 

grain. biz. Later, “when . Muller. 
vos. service station was in oper- 

ation the studio’s: stars made it; _avith him. 

| “That's where’: ‘we made-. ‘our | | “scapegoat.” A: Berlin paper ended | 
money,” “Moller reminisces. : “They |-its obituary - with’ - “many . should | ; 
all came tous, Fatty. Arbuckle, | stand. ashamed at his grave.” (The | 

Tommy Meighan, . Buster. Collier,! Suess”..was derived ‘was not anti~" 
Pola Negri,..Valentino, every star! Semitic, it should bé.recalled.). =: -| 
and player on the..Famous.lot.. We; _ Harlan :himself once : told’ - this 

‘—now.-there are more than 10, 000 | whitewash - “myself: ‘I have done: 
—and from -association with” show! wrong in many respects; ‘also un-. 
business we. made ‘showmanship : - derstand: the Jewish people. They 

in town we had. half a: dozen ele-) a-“Jew;..1 “would. do.the same. But: 
phants gq ‘through: our. wash,: and! one. thing: I want fo cledr,. no. mat-: 
received: all sorts of” publicity. | ter. if*people believe. me- or ‘not, 

_had colored boys.on:.skates going‘ an anti-Semite.” -. 
from car to car wiping. W indshields | Harlan declared’. then” he: ‘gould: 
and. windows...” “name lots ‘of . well-known Persons } 

men. started to picket. us. for one! ‘the, court has cleared me,”. he ‘said: 
of the ‘unions. _ We. served: them! in 1957; “But apparently many peo- 
refreshments, hired Florentine: ple prefer: believing what: my .op-" 

pass along with trays of beer. and; their mind ta they. go deeper. into‘! 
sandiviches. We had -signs-made—i my: matter: -But,- of course, Why 
‘Please | drive. careftilly—we Tove: should: they?” -. -.: ‘b 

moved April I-to its new building | commerical | products; . electronic | 

Jater: to ‘become ‘Famous. Players-|-:. 

‘the two’ Muller brothers’ ’ hay-and-. 

their automobile’ headquarters: . ‘Harlan. somehow : qualified: ‘as: 

‘Wally Reid, ‘Gloria ‘Swanson, 

were the first'car wash in the U.S. | Writer: “I havé..no’ intention ‘to: 

~~ pay off... Once when: a circus: was} have: a-right to -hate me: If I-were 

When business was going good, we' J have never, never. personally: been: 

“There was 3 time Ww hen: 100°. who: would confirm. this. “You. see, 

Gatdens. girls ‘in’. scanty - attire’. to: ponents. say. 

our. pickets? When it got cold;:-we;. ~~ Of! ‘Jew Suess” Harlan often as- 

miany Jew ish. people shook: hands , a 

‘Brit. Films & Rock Beat 

| ‘Merseybeats, . 

- His, second: wife was. Hilde Koer- 
“ber. an. actress,- from. “whom. - he |: 
divorced. in the thirties’ to marry | 
young ‘ Kristina. Soederbaum:: Al- 

though. ‘Miss. Koerber ‘was deserted 
-| by: Harlan, .. she’: “Kept - -ealling her. 
former: husband’s fate ‘‘ ‘anjust”. in 

-Both |: view of. the | ‘circumstances. - 
Hilde Koerber and Kristina Soeder- 1 
baum ‘gave birth. to: three: children 
each, by: Harlan: ' Deeg 

‘among other, is. expected . to” ‘be |. 
ready for general’ release. ‘this Sy 
summer: :: 
Among. “the projected: ‘pix: ‘is an- | 

other. -beat. project from - “Harold 
Shampan, chieftain . of Rank's: mu-’ 

Film-} : 
‘music; -Shanrpan’s. Tatest’ feature: is: 
‘tobe. called “It’s: All:-Go” ‘and is |’ 
-set:to roll in. July: ‘with: pop names}: 

‘Sic : publishing”. “subsidiary, . 

‘like The “Animals, The: Zephyrs, 
| Manfred Mann. group, ‘The ‘Aces, 
The . ‘Showtimers- ‘and. sevéral{ 

‘others. Like - Shampan’ S previous” 
“ive .It. Up,’ his |: 

‘newie. will be distributed: -by ‘Rank. | 
Brian: Epstein, . manager’ of -The- 

“They . would: ‘change ‘Beatles: and several. . other... click 

pop. project, 

waxers,” niakes. his ‘bow. as film: -pro- 
ducer ‘shortly. ‘with -a -project. -en-:| 
‘titled ‘Ferry Across The : Mersey” 
in which he will star Gerry Mars~' 

‘Wagner. 

‘chairmen: are - 

put up a-tent which we ame d|serted that he -had -nochoice: His |‘den and-the Pacemakers, “Epstein 
‘Picket Heaven, and. had pleat y of; efforts to - avoid ‘the’ ‘embarrassing | Managed - diskers: ‘with a- string of | 

“MS + Lassidnire rt . were “abortéd. by: the “hits . behind: them. Ua As expected sandwiches and.othes re° 
“You should. have gsén th mews-.. Nazi - prepoganda’. command: “Trus, | 

paper space. we. ‘Sot, ath G er. the he~ knew that his career.” ~would 
It to distribute. - 

Sime, wok - ~ .. : a le ‘ak. b: w — .¢ ae 

|-Laboratories at Saranac Take; ‘N. Y, 
Upcoming. from Grand Nationat | | {Pageant Preis, 1 1OT Fifth Ave. N. ¥. a 

ring,. Shooting, to’ be carried out 
Mainiy: on: location, As, expected to 5 
start’ in’ October: 

Amon other local. beat. perforin- 
ers, who ‘are ‘currently ‘being men-. 

= | tioned ‘in .connection with upcom- |: 
Harlan salt ST have got. my. ‘act-: t Pp 

‘from Max ‘Reinhardt. 
| who: was.a ‘Jew, My. first wife; Dora’ 

ing film’. deals’ (none. of which. are: 
firm yet); are The Searchers (who 
appéared in “Saturday Night Out”), 

\ Billy J: Kramer. (another Epstein: 
: Frank’ property), Mark . ‘Wynter; | 

Ifield and The’ Rolling Sines 

- Poitier’ Ss Oscar 

run, | .in' some cases 

the south: where prior exhibs are reé- 

“best. picture” 
“point. | of. . 

“Fom Jones,”. which - copped 

good ‘as: 

UA’s 

with ‘-the ‘racial: évertones - 

substantial winner for UA. 
Another Te-issue ‘showing " “what: ; 

“Hud,” which- Oscar | ‘can mean is - 
Paramount ‘has had. in ‘and. -out. of 

|-circulation : several “times: since. it - 

| Was’: first. released. 

and: Melvyn ‘Douglas ‘won -“best -ac-. 
tress” and. “best: supporting actor” 
-awdrds. respectively and the pic. 

i + also... copped, ‘the “best. black ‘and. 
it. was | white. cinematography” nod: -Para- 

_|mount has 400 prints of the pic. ‘all. 
working successfully. . _ throughout 

‘Embassy . isn’t” ignoring’ “tts 
chances with 816." the. “best. for- 
bign . pic”: chosen by the. Academy. | 
It is playing. around : ‘Gotham: ‘in |. 
4A theatres. currently and is -also'}- 
spread.. in’ -key . areas across’. the: 
country:. ‘In-'Gotham, it: is : being 
paired. with- the’ 1963 foreign Oscar: 
winner, ““Divorce-—Italian . “Style” 

- Actor: ‘Tells Press oft”. 
“sidney ‘Poitier, who. has.. always 

| asked: that’. he be judged on the. 
‘basis “of. being. an .actor. and. not‘a}: 
“Negro actor,. made’ his ‘strongest 
. pitch -on, ‘Monday (20)' for -recogni- 
tion-on aceomplishment alone and - 

: mot on the basis of race -or -eolor. . 
Mild :flareup came ‘at the office 

of: New™ York’s. Mayor. Robert: “FE... 
who awarded - chim’, the. 

‘Handel ‘ Medal: described .-as ‘the 
highest . ‘award ‘the. city ‘can ‘bestow. 
‘inthe cultural. field.: Last week’s 
winner. of the Acadeniy: Award: ‘for 
acting,. following . the’ ‘ceremonies, 1: 
‘was. - Fepeatedly - questioned - 
civil rights: Poitier exploded: with, : 

w= [Why don’t .you _ask-‘nme human 
qtestions?. “Why - is - “it. _ everything. 
you guys: -ask refers .to: the; ‘Negro-) 
‘ness of. ‘my: life - ‘and: “not. ito. my, 

-} 99 
— Continued from page. 1- —«- acting! 

novel from. which -the ‘film: “Jew [Host of local. popsters-Freddie &| 
The. Dreamers, ‘The Bachelors, The. 

‘Peter's. Be: Gordon, . 

After. . the. flareup, ‘Poitier told 
the. reporters : ‘that he. meéant no 

| offense and refused. to, answer any: 
more. queries. ee 

“Duchess? ‘MF’ Pitch 
— Continued from ‘page, i. =: 

even ‘though, the- Criterion, (hard-. 
ticket). preem -isn’t until. the® fall. 

Incidentally, . ‘Warners’ ‘Ben- Kal- 
‘menson. is: selling “MFL”. on “‘Cleo- 
patra” | _ 
in- advance.. Charlie: Moss. is: said 
to ~have laid: the -same’. $1,250,000. 
advance - on: the: line for: the’ Broad- 
way: run,. 
“Probably :no- pie ‘preem. “has: been. 

given ‘the: ‘same. Socialite . ‘window- 
dressing: ° -Philippé’s honorary co-° 

: the © “Duchess. ‘and | : 
of -. * Monaco. | 

Mrs. Te 
-Princess. ‘Grace’ 
Mrs.-:- Wirtston: -F-C. ‘ Guest, : 
‘Herbert ‘Scheftel and: Mrs.’ “William |. 
Ss. Paley are the: general: chairmen. 
Besides the .Will Rogers Hospital: 

the - Q” Donnell! Memorial ‘Research | 

Will be cobeneficiary, . aa 
Tt vo t & 

ws _ Wednesday Apel 2, 1964 2 
is: x “Ronald - Kahn: production; |; 
“Every “Day’s. a- Holiday,” which |: 

; features. Mike ‘Sarne, John Leyton; 
‘Freddie & The Dreamers, Baker | 
Twins, among: -others. Maurice Wil- f 
son is executive producer, - _ aan § 

- Anglo-Amalgamiated: is: preparing y 
to make a:color pic of “The. Dave 

| Clark’ Story,” with~‘the ‘click ‘Lon- 
| don popster who: has made’ it - big: 
on both: sides:-of the Atlantic: star- 

‘Patricia. ‘Neal. 

House & “Home, 

_ “| Knickerbocker”: 
|.the: N.¥.--Journal-American ‘syndi-~ 
+-cated.- sociéty :.columnist, .and. Chi 
‘Sun-Times. columnist: Irv Kuptinet, . 
‘both of whom -will speak on: “plac: 
|.ing publicity “items. in.. columns.” 

tet a 4 a ate ap 

_Literati_ 
More - on , MacArthur’ oe 

One ‘footnote ‘to. . the-. ‘contros 
versijal | - “seéret’’. ‘interviews - “10: 
years: ago with ‘the’ “late General. 
Douglas . MacArthur, ‘which. - got 
wide publicity. and. denied, has Bob’ 
Considine .rushing .a 50c . -papers.. 
back simply. titled “General - ‘Doug-° 

| las --MacArthur”: 
publication : by Faweett.” Seripps- aa 

for | immediate. . 

-Howard’s : Jim. Lueas. Was- the 
other’ bylitier . who broke ‘a. ‘sensa- 
tional:.\postmortem.. “secret” inter- 
‘view. Both got: heated. denials from : 
1 ‘military. :and_. ‘governmental brass: 

“Meantime ‘Life has. announced it. 
will ‘publish’ the: general’s ‘memoirs : 

{ postmortem::for which ‘it had: ‘cons: . 
‘| tracted McGraw-Hill later will put *: 

*| them out .in.-book form; -Edward - 
| Thompson, editor - of ‘Life, ‘states. 
.MacArthur wrote: his‘ saga in long- 

|-hand. -and ‘it had been. completed . 
| shortly: before. ‘his death. . 

booked solid: for. the ® “next” five” _ 
weeks, ‘in’ fact,. and: the -post-Oscar | | 
engagements being played. are run-:|’. 
‘hing 400-500% of .what the-pie di dj 

AIL. bookings: are first-. 
“repeat 

bookings of -playdates the pic had | 
Jits: first time around: This includes. 

-hé was ‘never. in. good ‘grace’ with | 
the lattér.. Whenever. : he. traveled: 

” Osear Levant’s Tell-Ait- 

-Gomposer-bianist-humorist: ‘Oscar. - 
Levant’ Ss: personal | Saga, has’ been: . 
contracted by. Putnam’s...He calls © 
it “Duet for Three Heads” and will - 
detail. his experiences with. psychia-* 
try, -neurosis:.and_ related themes: - 
‘along. with a “ tr 

‘playing it and. others who's showed : ig. with a “memory book’ re-: 

‘Tesistance. are booking.’ 

The: ‘point. seems to be that: this 
year the “best actor”. award Was as 

from: a: 
view. 

prise. of. ‘intimate: anecdota pertain- 
ing: to . names. in’. the - world) of: 

| music, films, legit ‘and - ‘broadcast-. 
‘ing. It’s. ‘Primed: for. (1965; Publicar 
tion: . 

. Another hunioristy, Art Buchwald,. 
has signed a 10-year contract with. : 
-Putnam’s for. five’ .books: within. 
that. period. ‘Buchwald. “was long: at. 
World” Pub'Ca. 

- Judy. ‘Ann: “Mason, “ datighter’ of” 
‘Ridge Press ‘ prexy. Jerry - Mason,,. 
‘engaged:to Frederic Underhill, due‘ 
‘to graduate. from :Boston: U. ‘which 
‘the’ ‘September: ‘bride-to-be © “also” 
attended. 

‘Luce Gives’ ‘Himself. ‘A; Cut: 
‘Henry R. Luce has stepped down’. 

as editor-in-chief ‘of Time ‘to. take: 
\ the .title* of.editorial ’ chairman. 
“With: his 16.2% ‘stock ‘interest . he. 
‘remains 
holder. 
‘named “Hedley W.. -Danovan, | -man- . 
aging | ‘editor - ‘of. Fortune. 

Other company ‘publications® are. *
 fie 

the. controlling. 
‘To succeed him, he’ has” 

Time, * Life, « Sports: ‘Illustrated 
“Arenitestural 

Forum.. 

CHATTER 

Publicity Assn. has’ been ‘postponed 
from ‘the’ 9th .fo the. 30th:.to ac-- ee 
-commodate two name guests, .“Suzy’:- 

(Arleen” “Mehle), -: 

McGraw-Hill’ s.. Sonia Levinthal.” is” 
‘prez. of the ‘PPAY. lle 

Award: ‘Books: “(Universal Pub) : 
‘Teviving “Nick- Carter’. Series. bit. 
in the new: .guise of ‘Ameriea’s. No. -.: 
1 counter-espionage agent. ‘He. will” 
‘be: known as ‘- 
“Axe”: organization : which . ‘reports 
conly. to. the National’ Security-Coun- 

-‘Killmaster”’ ‘in. the ~ 

cil, -the: Secretary of Defense and™: 

- James.-. 
“Rin - Spy; Run” As. “tins. 

of. the. Series. - ; 

Gem. Pub: Co.; whieh - pills: itsett 

J oe Segel is editor: of Gem: Books.: 

+ “Bachelors” Apartment; ” by. New... 
York playwright. Richard ‘Reich,’ 
‘recently: - closed at the.” “Teatro” 
Nuevo Florida,. Buenos: “Aires, after . 
320 performances. Production. is 
scheduled -for: West End, ‘London, - 
by Fom Arnold. 

$1600 CONTEST 
“tor WRITERS 

OF UNPUBLISHED: MANUSCRIPTS, 
“Send. for .contest rules. and: free. 
‘Brochure: on. publishing ‘your .boak,. 

Tn. case .of tie, _quelicate prizes awarded. | 

ae ‘ane peste 

stock-". 

“April luncheon of. ‘the ue 

“the - fun. ‘division . of: Jordans >. 7: = 
Edwards.” ”: “Upper Darby, Pa., has ~. 
produced: a ‘new edition of “Cool: 
| Cards” (kookie ‘slogans),. as’ sequel - 
-to its: bestselling - “The: Big- Wigs... -: 

--Dorland- ‘Publishing: ‘Corp. -chare.. 2 
zi tered: to. conduet business: in New: . 
| York: Schwartz & | Frohlich _ were “ 
filing. attorneys. at Albany. : 

' Carlo ‘Maria: Flumiani. of” Glow : 
| eester, Mass.,- ‘working: on.-a biog... 
of “Amadeo * Peter. Giannini.-'1870-. 
: 1949), the’ ‘Bank of ‘America. topper... 
‘who figured | largely” in’ Pioneer: . 
“Hollywood - ‘film financing:- - 

terms—pork-on-the-barrel. “ 

. can 2S Selita . ae Saale 

oc 

the. President: ofthe U.S.. New S@- 22 
n | ‘ries is primed ‘.as “America’s: ane: 
‘swer ‘to: Jan. Flemihg’s™ 
Bond.” 



-2*"" dist, died April-18 in ‘his New. York. 
ae apartment of a thrombosis: “Emer- 
pete gency: oxygen treatment failed, to 
-* yevive him.” _ 

ve bering. in: the’ hundreds. His most 
-* tagfémorable: ‘Broadway .achievement.| . 

' .was in collaboration. with. the late. 

7 3 Front Page”... 

ot and an- angry ‘partisanship, Hecht’s, 

: -; one’ point, personna..non. grata in 
«Great; Britain. -He had ‘attempted 

‘ . _ tion ‘with. all the pros ‘and cons. as. 

> “-to- whether: the, Jews themselvés 

. “writer cand ‘ran his. film salary up 
to. a reputed ‘$6,000. a. wéek -on one- 

> eontract.. His. work. was’.uneven ‘in. 

a ‘ried though he spoke ‘much of re- | 
| -~-.writing as’ the torment. of. writers. 

| Bo : proved also a: ‘fiercely “parental sire 
“sof a young: daughter, Jennie, whose 

7 , 7 niarked by ‘abrasive “incidents” in 
2 whieh papa: played‘a dominant role; 

“., Journal ‘in 1910-to ‘his 1954 auto- 
biography, “AS Child Of ‘The: Cen-|..~. 

ing literature. and ‘Shakespeare. ‘He.|.. 
‘work, 

“Surviving * are “:his | _ 
‘widaw, ‘two. children, : ‘his > mother FS 

no writings, Hecht. ‘was: one: of - ‘the 
2 "Vivid. figures of his: times,: his quar- 

a * Fels’ and. of ‘show. ‘business. One of. 

7 Hollywood, : -eirca. 1940. 

i" Thusical,. 
“: had also: ‘written the lyrics ‘to: Don 

"= -(Costa’s - score.: Production: « rights . 
- “have: been: acquired. by: scenic: -de-. 
‘., Signer, Sean: Kenny-.and ‘Coast ty- 
a producer-publicist . ‘Judd ‘ Bernard:. 
} This “was - confirmed. ‘Sunday (19) 

4g osby. ‘Mrs.: Hecht who ‘also: said:.that 
' » "Peter Brook had been set to-direct. { 
 . Bentative ..schedule 

vs in Chicago. . 
-.. 1920s - ‘and: ‘central * character . ‘is. 
Based: : on : Slain. -facketeer ” Bion 
os ©'Banion:. 

8 ‘at the Hilton; Dallas, to fly.-in and | Columbia ‘Pictures. 
' deliver the: eulogy: yesterday. at-the'| writing ‘was at” ‘Warner Bros.,; one : : 

' wy for’ the. night. show.’: 

ao Wednesday. (15) at: a”Garden: City 
fF... L.1,): 
|. “Was typically. ‘Hechtian- “The ‘writer 

was--described.; ‘by a fellow. speaker | 

* ““best.” --His- comments:-were longer | 
- cand stronger. than fellow. lecturers. ° 

- rymple: Reception was. mixed, but | 

_ International: died April 20 in New }-ance in “The ‘Merchant. of Venice” 

#.. Schenck, -he “Started:*in ‘the:: film. 

} Mount: in, 1923. 

An 1924; and- with -the.exception’ of | 
og couple of years remained: with the.|: 

“Wednesday, -April 22,1964" | st ~ 

OBITUARIES 
Seon ORT | .Anidtican, ‘department ‘in 1940, and} 
a “Ben- ‘Hecht, 70, ‘newspaperman; 
dramatist, novelist. .and.. propagan- 

ager,. ‘Loew’s International, in. 1947; 
- Burger resigned from: Loew’ s:in. 

' : 1957, ‘and. the.. next year” joined 
. Hecht’s... writing”: ‘credits’ were’ '20th-Fox’s. sales. dept. In 1960. he. 

| formidable, something.“ like-. 65 {returned to: Loew’s: ‘on’ a special 
. gereenplays, 20. stage.” plays; 25 | sales “basis -handling. ‘réissues ‘for 

novels. -and-. other ‘books, ‘short | the Asian-African market. : * stories and: magazine piecés rium-|-: Surviving are his. Wife, -daugtiter. 
and. three sisters, . mo 

 WILEIAM: s. “ZIMMERMAN ” 
“Charles. ‘MacArthur, the hit play-]' 
of the Chicago. criminal couit, {The 

Hospital in. Néw ‘York:.“A’ Phi: Beta: 
Kappa ‘man’ from New- York’ U:; he. 

| started his. film career With: “Metro. 
‘International ‘i in. 1935, following: his. 
‘graduation. -:.- 

Zimmerman : ‘Started -as.. a. dialog 
‘title writer.and “became. head .of the 

--Marked by a flair’ for jeondeclasm 

polemics : ‘for Israel. made him at 

‘in. .1940° to, do: -something. about |.. 
rescuing: the - ‘Jews: doomed. to .ex- 
termination: by- Hitler, a. detail his 
wife’ recently: recalled: in’ connec- | in. 1936.:Three..years‘later he was. 

made. head: of. Metro’s New: ‘York |: 
‘production: départinent.: From: 1942 

| to! 1945 he served’ withthe U:S.. 
“Army: Signal Corps, ° during - which 
‘time he. ‘specialized in: cryptography 

had. done’ much, to. save ‘themselves. 
This issue’ Has ‘arisen: in the wake: 
of: the debate over Rolf Hochhuth’s 
curretit play, “The. Deputy”’.* | ..: 
‘Hecht : was. “strictly - a.” ‘Toney. 

his:.post’ again -as MGM. Gotham 
‘production head. In’ 1947. -he- was, 
also. named: head of the: company’s | 
eastern play and talent department. 

He: joined - Embassy “in -'June. of 
‘|.1963: His work -for the: company 
involved the development of: story. 
“properties and. the acquisition: of |. 

quality; some. of it obviously. hur- 

> -Gregarious. ‘and’ sardonic, - ‘Hecht 

- launching as “a: + child: “actress “was! 

‘in. loving Memory | 

BELLE BAKER 
Api: 28, 1957 

‘pix under ‘production by Embassy. 
and supervised the. English dubbing: 
“of foreign. produet, . at. which: he: 
was. considered ‘an. expert. : 
~: His ‘interests. were “wide includ: 

From. his start on. the’ Chicago: 

“tury;”’. ‘and | miscellaneous: recent. 
was. ‘also.a: ‘former tournament ‘ten= 
nis... champ. : 

_~ his. explosive’ bombs ‘was: against end 2 a sister: a 

‘in’ collaboraticn.* _with- ae ROY CHANSLOR 
Roy Chanslor,: 64, “fornier’ No ye 

newspaperman. ‘and ‘author: of more 
‘than 50- screenplays, ‘died of ‘a heart: 
ailment in Encino,. Cal., "April" 16.. 
‘Prior to. going to Hollywaéd in’ 1931. 

. -Hecht,’: 
a NBC. tv ‘producer’ Ted Yates, - had. |.. 
~eompleted’ “final. revisions ~ cn. a. 

“Chicago, ”. for whith he 

Sullivan,: then sports editor, ‘on:.the 
‘Leader:in N. Y.,-and-after a-stint in. 
‘Washington, D. 'C.;-with the United. 
Press, was.a staffer. on: the N.Y. 
‘News, then: the: ‘Post, | where 
was. assistant: literary editor: oid 
“A play, - “*Tabloid,”:/ which". he. 

wrote ‘in collaboration “with. Harry | 
| Paynter while ‘on.the Post, attracted. 
the attention of Hollywood: and. was 

‘| résponsible. for “his “going to ‘the 

is * for. next | 
‘season’: with the. tryout. run start: 

““Chieago” - deéals -with : 

George Jessel, “an old: friend of: ‘| Coast. to’ write. 
a Hecht; interrupted “his engagement’ ment. was, “‘Shanghaied Love,” for: 

“Most. .of his: 

Synagogue -and. flew’ back .in time | “of his. top. efforts. here being. ‘Mer:. 
! vyn LeRoy’s: “Hi, Nellie, ad starring. 1 

. His. ‘last -public: appearance, last. : Paul Muni. * : 
Turning. to’ wnovel: writing’: Paral 

book-and-author- - luncheon; ‘mount: produced ‘his .““Hazard,”’. and.|: 
Republic. “Johnny: Guitar,” starring | [ 

6S Hecht ‘at “his prankish; ‘Puckish - wrote. for. tv. 

|. “Robert. Downing ‘“and:: Jean’ Dalz}. HAROLD. scorr. 
- Harold Scott,:73, actor, died. April’ 

4145. in. London. He. .was - playing: ‘a 
| brief. role in the Rex. Hartison film;. 

| “The Yellow. Rolls Royce," ‘at the 
time of ‘his. death. ' | 
‘He made his. first ‘stage - appear~ 

NO. hasty. exits, were: Teported: | Me 

7 “SAMUEL ‘N. BURGER 
‘Samuel: N.. Burger, - W,. oon 

“foreign: Sales .. mariager for Loew's 

York: . A- nephew ‘of NicholasM.: at London’s Court, Theatre in “1919: 

. -business 3 in® 1921° asa salesman. for | active on stage, radio, tv and_ films. 
. First National, switching . to. Para-. 

‘pearances were’.as Professar-. .Gay 

. He joined the sales. dept. of MGM: b 
1“The Affair” and “The Masters. ” 

He ..-also: ‘recently ‘appeared: for 
the BBC. in. the: “Dixon: of Dock 
Green” series. and - the. : “Martin 
-Chuzzlewit’’ serial. His ‘work ranged | . 
-from. : . Shakespeare __ to. ein ne 

company ‘for ‘the rest of his ¢areer. 
_ In’ 1927. Burger. was made. MGM" 

.* @astern. ‘sales. -Manager. | Three 
—.¥ears Jater. he’ joined. ‘Loew's: In-. 

tefnationa] as‘a. .special sales repre- Pp. = arts:.. 

q -Bentative.... He. entered the ‘Latin | * Scott | ‘was~ ‘associated ‘with Elsa 

tas 

five: years-later was made regional oo af 
-director:of Latin American” Sales, |" 
‘He was. tTade general : sales. ‘mane |: 

William S.. ‘Zimmerman, 49, ‘Em: |. a 
cbassy- Pictures ‘V.p. production. Sue | 

“| pervisor, died: April 14 at Mt.: Sinai |°: 
cently, . was a famed: show: biz un- 

title’ writing” department - at -Metro |: 

---;and ‘training’ fil d 1-f. | ining film’ production-. Fo ‘faulty.speech habits, ‘or~‘to’ teach: owing: his. discharge, he picked: up|. Te 
Voice: -characterization, - ete. - 

same..He was also deeply involved). 

i} was helped -. 
ce Z| French - accent. 

. [tare assignment. Was: with’ the filin= 
1g of. “The Cardinal: aa 

Some’ of the players who- worked. 

che Le 

His: first ..assign- 

‘Jater- 

“Two of his more recent stage-:ap- |: 

.in -dramatization ‘of. C. ‘P.: Snow's: |: ~ 

j professionally. as . Agnese: Roy. 
She: ‘was-:premiere’ danseuse - of o 
the: Rasch: troupe: during. the 1920s. 

Latichester for | seven: years ini. “Phe 
| Cave of ‘Harmony” shows and‘ also 
nf -with “Late. Joys’: at.the Player’s. 

‘He had a role in “Pride and Preju- 4 
| dice” .at- the- Musi¢ ‘Box, -N.Y.; In. 

| | 1935: ‘and in “Murder at the ‘Cathe- |. 
ara} at: ‘the. Ritz: N.Y.; in 1938, 

ly OHN MANUTE 

| ..He is:survived. by: two- sons, two}. 
a aanehtes and. one. grandson. 

"ALFRED ‘DIXON. : 

known. in * that - his’ 

“Many: famed. names: Russel. Crouse, 
“Who delivered -the eulogy. ata ‘pri- | 

{ vate service, and. Dorothy. Stickney,.}. 
|.who ‘read favorite . selections, re-}. -- 
viewed. the Dixon: diction contribu- . 
‘tions. 

“Dixon: was “involved - in. “at” “‘Jéast 
300... Broadway . productions” ‘and 
‘Hollywood. films: : He: 

because: . ‘of. strain, to -eliminate 

taught. 58 dialects and accents: ‘An 
‘American, Dixon - tutored: ‘Julie. An- 
‘drews, a ‘Briton, : ‘on how ‘to speak 
eoakney in “My Fair. Lady.. -A: film | 
clip in the. Archives. of the ‘Museum: 
-of. Modern: Art. Aas, recorded. “this |. 
procedure.. - 
Katherine. Hepburn was taught a a 

‘Russian’: accent, “Vivien- Leigh a. 
inal Production, aspects. of of Several 1 Contiriental: ‘accent; ‘Charles Boyer 

in.: overcoming - his 
“Dixon’s.-Tast ‘pic- 

“fl. Mueh ‘of ‘his-time was devoted to}: :- 
ao a the “Alfred: Dixon Speech Center |: 

‘on “West 56th St., ‘N.Y:C.;: a: non= 
“profit organization Which. has: the 
support: of ‘stich .alumni ‘as. Katha- 
‘rine - Corneil, :Mary. Martin; Kath-. 
erine ‘Hepburn, ‘Robert. Ryan, + Jo- 

;seph “Cotten and: ‘Bernard | -Bar- | 
| uch: Jr. 
nee ‘widow, As: carrying. on. his 

“DAVID: a ELTON 

dependent | ‘corisultant. - 

J OHN: 7 HRUBY™ 

John. ‘J: was: one of. the sons of 
| the: late: Frank .:Hruby,. ‘eonductor'. ; 

of Great. Western: Band’ -aid:  or=: 
ehestra - ‘at..old : ‘Cleveland. Opera": - 
House: He- and - ‘his “brother; Fred; 
founded’. Hruby ° Wonservatory . ‘of 
Musi¢,. whose: -staff. - of * teachers 

_inchided. - - their 

- Surviving aré -his : wife, son, ‘two 
‘daughiters. and. a brother. : 

ae “AGNESE: ROY 
JAgnese Roy” Schlesinger; 

~*lformer «prima - ‘ballerina: ‘of .: the | 
Albertina Rasch’. ‘Ballet, :died- April 
14 in New. York. : ‘She’ was--known. 

She. was -also: an: assistant to. Mme. 
Rasch, “who is. 5. the wife of composer | 

* John: ‘Manuti,.. 79, veteran: “ong: 
hair ‘tuba’ ‘player: and. ‘father of. Al: 7 
Manuti, president of the Local 802; |. 
NY,; American: Federations of: ‘Mu- 
-Sicians;: died in. New: York-April 18.. 
He’ had - _worked: at .one .time - in}: 

tthe. “Metropolitan.” Opera: orchestra. 
|} and. :the: N. Y:.-Philharmonie. 
ing-this time, he was an exec board 
member. ‘of: ‘Local! 802. . 

‘top.. teleseries, died .-oj 
-tack April 14. in: H 
also: “worked |.on- “ radio. over . his 
“career “which: spanned: more. than 
.35- years... 

“Hodgins: ‘fast. fitm “was - ‘Para-| 
“The ‘Man. Who Shot. Lib- 

| erty. Valance’: ‘his latest ;vidseries, | 
: | Desilu’s. “Guestward Ho” Some of. 

“ pitred Dix6n, -53,- who- died. Te-| 

:Dur=- 

ea -mount'’s 

‘Dishitri. ‘Tiomkin: ‘and ‘the sister ot | i an 
“Miss Roy’s -husband- ‘Ferdinand ‘G.. 
Schlesinger.:In the. 1930s Miss ‘Roy 
assumed ‘the direction. of the Rasch. 
‘Studio in: “N.Y: ‘and at the:: New. 
York’s. World’s Fair. of :1939-40° she. 

- |-was.-the: producer -of the.. Merrie-|. 
| England and New Orleans s shows. - 

fo ‘rector of ‘GB-Kalee. “Her husband. survives. 

PARLE HODGINS | 
Raites -Hodgins, .. 65, 

his”. other : series -included -“‘Mr. 

| tion picture industry. 

EDWARD ‘LYONS © 

tim executive, . died. April 10 in 
“Hove, Eng: ‘Until -his retirement 15 
‘months. ago, he was an executive of: 
the Rank’ Organization equipment, 
and furnishing division. 
-- He also was joint: managing di. 

° Mrs. Rose (Max. E) Prager, 82 

- stage. wail cofounder. of the CPA firm. of: 
seréen ‘actor’ who during past..10} 
years appeared. in. virtually all. the | 

a. heart. at-. 
lywood. © He 

Prager & Fenton, died ‘April “15, 
‘in: Rockville Center, LJ. Her late’ 7 
husband. was former treasurer: of . 
‘United Artists” and was ‘instru- 
mental in establishing accounting - 
systems and. procedures in the mo- 

Prager & 
‘Fenton also represented personaili- 
ties such. as George M. Cohan; -Al 
Jolson; Irving Berlin, Bing Crosby, 
‘Frank. "Sinatra; ‘Artie Shaw. Johnny. 
Mathis, - Guy. Lombardo, Kingston _ 

“Ed,” “Death Walley’ Days,” ““‘Chey- (Trio, the. ‘Harry Fox (musi¢. Pub-: 
‘science of |: 

speech”. was. widely. consulted. “by. 

‘Edward (Teddy) Lyons, 69, ex 

: April 5} -in | ‘Folkestoné, ‘Eng... He 
‘made ‘his: ‘stage debut in- 1899. and | .W. Tabner;. legislative representa: 
‘later - appeared ‘with’ such. legit: tive for the N. Y. State Broad- 
names as. Henry: Irving, (Mrs: Pat ‘easters Assn., died: April: 18 at his 
Cainpbell and ‘Oscar: Asche... 8, 

_was- -fre- 
quently. called. sapon ‘to. help -per-. 
formers who had.-Jost ‘fheir: voices |. 

‘spearéan ‘company .. 

‘the - Bard’s . leadizig” male’ oles | 
Later-- he. ‘directed® : Shakespeare 
‘plays .in India. His’ -last. -appear- 

ters Tale ety m : 

| with: Dixon, includedMary Martin, feame ‘Associated: British. 
Douth. ‘Noel. Coward,..Cornelia. Otis Skin- 
oy i2 ff] ner, Rex Harrison,. Rita ‘Hayworth, : 

-. | Joseph “Cotten, . Anthony 
| Kirk: ‘Douglas;. Audtey Hepburn. 

salesman-in 1928 and became Leeds i 
branch. manager in "1946. Survived. : pinwallt. “Purchase, N. Y., April 

en BY Ww ife. and: daughter. 

“Original -Amateur - ‘Hour, igaee 
1 April 7 in ‘New York: 

| Broadway legit productions includ- j 

-baritene, he also sanz in the: Métro- 
- 2 “ ‘politan Opera chorus, and appeared 

"| in. Gilbert: Be. Sullivan: productions. Mi teh. 

pee, David: ‘H:* Elton,.°55,° -pioneér | 
ne broadcaster and ‘advertising agency’ 7 

ae “executive, ‘died April 1th. 1 in New |. 7 
: ‘York.- 
Elton’ began his: Career in: ‘Balt: 

A Lake: City: ‘in. the. early 1930s: :as 
‘an-announcer and station manager... 

; He joined NE. C: ‘inten -Francisco. 
orked: with Ed | in 1934 and‘ became. well: known to. 

as. a seripter,, he 'w wit a Pacific: Coast audiences . as the 
‘voice. of the Standard’: . Symphony 
and -for his. work. with ‘Meredith 
.. Willson: . 

In:. 1938. ‘he. produced: the’ Eddie ; 
Cantor. and: Alan “Young ‘programs. 1 
In* 1942" he: joined. Young’ &: Rubi- : 
“cam: as: a “producer, ‘and: later -as “2. 
| ¥adio..and telévision’ account. exec-: 
|.utive on. the Borden account. He: 
left "Y&R in: “1960 ‘to. become : an. in- ; 

' | Band of Sartiuel Goldwyn’s: exec | 

an ‘Painters’ &: Seulptors 

on the Seaside Boys.” 

Jolin J: Hruby;}, 76; former’ “gaia: | | 
-master,. instructor and | a member aa 
of. a noted’ miusieal family, died in|." 
‘Cleveland April: 7 after. ‘a long ill- 
ree Up to.1930 he was’ trumpeter, 

; in ‘Cleveland: Symphony Orchestra. 
Joan Crawford. _ ti Jater, years. he, ' He also. directed his ~. own. pit 

orchestra: for --stoc’ companiés. aty. 
: Sur viving™ is his. widow, Raine: Colonial anid :Alhambra. theatres. 

‘children's. entertainer, died ‘March | 
-28 in. Southend, ‘Eng.’ ‘He™ was .a! easts: 
7 Punch ™man, marionetteer, magician ; 

* Orie ©. Robertson, 83, early- day’: 4 

‘brothers, | 
{ Alois, Frank - and. Charles. and. sis- 
: ter,. Mrs: Mayme. Kolda.. ole 

‘and from: then ‘on .was continuously +} -' ‘April: 14. - He. became a film. actor 
fin. 1920. - 

6 1 _ a 

booker, died. April 41‘in Manchés-. 

: ‘Pires manager..” 

| Paul. -England and ‘finally. was -gen- 
‘eral. manager - of: the Manchester 

‘enne,”. “Rawhide” and. “Gun- lishers’ trustee) | office, ‘National 
smoke.” ‘|-Music Council, “Warner Bros. musie 
His - wife | and “soit Gordon, . an} companies, ‘Bourne. and also -cer- . 

actor, survive. . oe fey 3 wine the. gold: record awards of:: 
— oo the Recording. Andustry, Assn. Of ° 

“CHARLES. pORAN 7 | America. 

Charles Doran, 87, ‘actor, aica | a 
-Jaines ‘Tabner,. father of John 

home. in Latham, NN. oe 

“MARRIAGES: 
- Vicki Haserna. to Joe Brown, . 

Liverpool, Eng.,; Dec...10, °€3 (just. 

ances in -the’ West. End were .in aie ated). | Bride Js a membe "oe 

“A Song of t Norway’! a and. “A | star of The Bruvvers. Group. — 
: Rovena: ‘Cooper to Terrence Har- 

. diman, Bristol, Eng., April 2,-Both’ 
! are in the’ Bristol Old Vic. company... 

_Anne Avil to Jules. Arbose, Eng- 

-own “Shake- | 
-in . .1920. and |. 

toured: for ‘nine - -years. playing all 

He: . formed: © His :. 

ARRBERT: Ss. MARSHALL: 
H S:: (Bert): “Marshall, 69, film. ex-*: oo 

. ecutive, ‘died ‘suddenly ‘April 14 at jland, -April 18: Bride is in Pye Rec- 
| Leeds, Eng. “He was Paramount's Lords® ‘publicity department; he's. an 
branch ; Manager: there. ‘He.’ American journalist.. 
worked. for. Hibberts- ‘mutual Film: Janet. ‘Seully.: to Howard. Hodg- 

| ‘Service, which :was. abso: ‘bed ° by: kins, April 16, ‘New: York,. She’s' 
Wardour Films, which, in. turn, che=, with BBD&O agency; he’s commen- 

“tator ‘on’ ABC-radio’s ~ “Flair. 
Marshall. joined ‘Paramount’ ‘asa. . Reports.’ on | 

Valerie. Reichman to Eyer ett ‘As-- 

a | 18. : ‘Bride’ is” former - secretary to. 
“Ron Cochran in-N.Y.; he’s ABC-TV. 
bureau chief’ in: Chicago. 

Barbara: Velasco: to Bob Picci- 
ae DAVID “BOGART 

David ‘Bogart, Bi, veteran: ‘actor | 
and. singer and: for- many years’ a. rillo, Miami Beach, Aprii 18. Bride 
staff’ member-of the TV and ‘radio }.15 a ‘singer; he’s her. accompanist- 

died | drammer.: 
‘Dolores: ‘Luthie. to Joe Turnbull, 

‘Bogart.sppeared: in numerous . ager’ of the: ‘Michael Todd Theatre 
jere. 
Veronica. Bravo) “to - Gerald. Wid- 

off: New’ York, April 11. ‘Bride is. 
dancer. on NBC's s “Sing Along, ‘With 

ing, the original’ “Ben © Hur. ja ALT 

- » ARTHUR. Cc YOEMAN~ 
Arthur: C.: Yoeman, artist-hus. ~ BIRTHS 

Mr: and: Mrs. David Johnson, 
secretary, Peggy. Vaugh,.died of.a} ‘son, London, April’. 11. Mother is 
heart: attack | April 14 in. ‘Holly-. _actress. Jean ’ Bayless. 

‘wood,’ * i: Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bricusse; 
He has: done research’ wark for) ‘son, ‘London, April 10: Father is 

Orson Welles,. was’ a. past. member ‘the: composer; . mother is. actress | 
of Los Angeles City. Art. ‘Commis- ¥e anne - Rontaine. 

sion “and ..prexy. for: three. years. of; ‘Mr. and: “Mrs. Jack Grossberg, 

Son, New’ York; “April 15. Mother. 
-is* Anita Zang; . formerly assistant. 
ito. “David: Susskind. * * 
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Alquist, 

Club. 

GEORGE: 4K. ‘POKINI. IRD 

with the: Royal. Hawaiian. hotel’s; ~Mr. and Mrs. Michael Williams, 

Survivin gare. a! sori. _ and. urf Room group ‘and at ‘one time | daughter, ‘London,’ April. 9. Father 

; daughter, 
had: his own:combo. Until last year, is ‘a. writer; mother i is actress. Fay- 

Phe: had been . with ‘another group, ‘i nia. Brandis. 

Cts .Mr..-and Mrs, David: Kurtz, ‘son, 
‘His. Wife ‘survives. ae ” “Philadelphia, April 4. 

— | owner of WDVR. iFM), that city. 

JOR: ‘BARNES 
‘Joe :Barnes, 59, magician »_ and Bovs, April. 16. Father is on ‘writ- 

ing staff‘ “of | the Perry Como. tele-. 

-and Mrs. Moose - Charlap/ 
and. entertainer for children. : daughter, April 14. Father. is com-. 
With his son. he- ran. “Children’s ! : ‘poser, ‘mother a former .member 

; Corner” at Southend for years and . “of the Perry. Como TV family: and. 
: as | recording” star... 

.Mr.. and Mrs. Mort: Hock, son, 
i ‘April’ “12, New --York:. ‘Father is - 
United. Artists ad’ manager. 

“Mr, . and Mrs; Joe. Reichman, son, . 
, Dallas, April 15. Father is a band- 

cowhoy.-actor” and stuntman who | i Ieader; : mother. is. a singer and tv 
launched ‘his. theatrical ‘Career: in. t actress. 
1908 with a ‘Los Angeles opera:com-'}* “Mr; and. Mrs:. “art Roberts, son, 
pany, - , died of cancer in ‘Holly wood, | i Chicago, April. 14. Father is. a WLS 

Pi , deejay there, _ 
‘Mr. and .: Mrs. ‘Dean. Lewis, ” 

daughter, “Columbus; - O., April 9: 
‘|-Father is disk jockey at WBNS. 

eet Mr, and.-Mrs. Nicholas Benton, 
- manager and | daughter,. New York, © April. 42. 

was. kno wh. Professionally 
‘Uncle Joe: oe 

LORIE 0: ROBERTSON... 

- Brother: and: two" sisters: ‘survive... 

5 “CEDRIC. ‘BAILEY. a 
“Cedtic: Bailey,. - 

ter,. Eng. He was an: ex-Moss' Em-. 1 ducer, . is. now. an exec with: Time. 
Inc. . 

Mr: : ‘and | ‘Mrs. Merv Bloch, 
daughter; New York, April 17. 
Father isa staffer. in Paramount's 

Pe Fad-pub department. 

Bailey later. was’ a. booker - with | 

clubs... 

‘April 11, Chicago.. Groqm is. man-: 

George K. : (for - Kahelehookahiy" ‘gon, London; ‘April 15. Father is _ 
‘Pokini: Jr., 47,longtime Hawaiian |-an American songwriter; mother.is ” 
musician, died : April 13.in Hono-| Juliet Mills; actress-daughter ‘of. 
Julu; He was featured bass player John.-Mills and. sister of Hayley. 

Father. is’ 

“Mr. and: Mrs. Buz Kohan, twin | 

Father, a. former off-Broadway pro- " 

am, 



: THE E CARPETBAGGERS 
‘ZULU . 
WHERE LOVE HAS GONE . 
‘NEVADA SMITH . 
IMPERIAL WOMAN 
‘SANDS OF KALAHARI 

_AHOUSE IS NOT A HOME 
* THE IDOL : 
“ISABEL&BURTON. st 
- THE WAR HORSES . 2 

“WILL ADAMS. ° 
THE ADAMS as 
THE MINISTER AND THE CHOIR SINGER 
TROPIC OF CANCER . 
THE EARTH SHOOK—THE SKY BURNED 
THE OSCAR 
_MARRIAGE= ITALIAN STYLE. : 
CASANOVA = ee os 

_ YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND > TOMORROW. a 

“THE EMPTY. CANVAS . 
CONTEMPT | 
THE APE WOMAN . 

-.. THREE PENNY OPERA. 
"ONLY ONE NEW-YORK 

_- LIGHT FANTASTIC . 
“THE ARCHANGELS _ 
~ THE CONJUGAL BED . Bh 
THE EASY LIFE. 

_ LET'S TALK ABOUT WOMEN 
"CRAZY DESIRE. a 
ILSUCCESSO :_ 
; THE TRAMPLERS . © © © 2 e © © © we. 



pate, as. one of ‘the: ‘great feats of | 

ae “promotions — ‘in’ history, being ~ an}. 
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Negro talent, which has. made strides. on ‘network’ tv, thas. ‘yet ‘tow.| 
score a’ breakthrough. in. the form of ‘star ‘billing: OR any: weekly of 

.”, network’ tv series, . 
- Inthe ‘Sidney: Poitier Oscar’ year. in motion pictures; no. ‘Negro a a 
.. performer:-has won.a-topline’ regular stint: in any network series. : 

-* There: will be occasionally featured Negro performers -next sea- 7 
gon, as this season. There. also. will ‘be. ‘Negro talent spotlighted. , = 

-Some ‘Négro: talent :will have: fea-:. -} 
tured roles on a few episodes: of regular series..next season’. -and -Y- 
on network. variety. programs. 

‘continued employment: as éxtras in‘.a: ‘number: of series. 
The. breakthrough - ‘in. -the -form . ‘of star: billing ina weekly | 

(F or... prime. time’ network. tv -seriés, though; . has. yet. to: -occur. 
: the: -record;: there. wa$.one such. show in past years, Nat King Cole ~ 
in a. weekly -outing ‘for: NBC-TV,. but which was. Subsequently. - 

° dropped because sponsors: wouldn't: ‘buy: it.) 

7 NY. Y. Fai ait a R-really Big Show . 

: ao De Despite Being | Not Fully Ready 
Pheine Song: - 

Suggested ‘theme: ‘song for... ”. ghow: ‘business. It’s. one ‘ofthe top-|. - Robert Moses: 

awesome. feat of’ shill “and. shoyel,.|" 
wheel. and - ‘deal, con:-and: contact, 

_ and one: of. the: ‘most comprehen- | 
eive: compendiumns: of man's. accom ft: ge ck avs” 

ra Dida Deter 

“Fair, ‘So Please. Be Kind.” ms 

-Fven: ‘in ‘its: rough state,. being: . 
about - 85% complete, ‘the... Fair} 

- “shapes. up. as one of the-top hits]: 
not only.in the. history of fairs,-but | 

_ as a tribute to big biz’s tiptop show.|- 
“biz instincts. The Fair is so. good’) - 

. “This. ‘Is “My. “First World's. i 

it :should.-be held’. over. a third. | 
“year. As. ‘it. ‘presently shapes. up, boa 
the consortium of ‘Robert Moses, |. 

_ cc! Tom Deegan, et al. ‘have a fiscal, 
- =" eultural and ‘educational winner. . 

"The .Fgir,..as. it: ‘opened Wednes- 

(Continued. ‘on Page 178) 

Despite Baliyhoo, Some 
Hotels Concede Easing ® 

_AS: originally * spotlighted - ‘in 
Vanrery some - weeks”. ‘ago, 

lem . “beyond our control. a 

-. Only: to those who have’ lived con- 5. tinuously: in: the same’ Place. since 
Dee.’ 2, 1949. 

“> “The hoteliers’ still propagate. 
“close. ‘controls’’ On ‘room. Tents. 

overtime, . 
‘even. change. plans - in. order. toy 
‘facilitate | eonstruction. 

Out: Permanent Guests| - 

that: 
_ permanént guests were being eased |. 
“out of certain hotels .eyeing~ that: - 
“More profitable transient. business 
because .of the.-N:Y.:World’s Fair 
influx, © the Hotel Assn.-:of New. |. 

.: York now: concedes this is a. prob-.|..” 
“The |. 

New York City’s Rent & Rehabili- : 
“. tation Administration explains. that: 

~~: eontrols - on.; hotel tenants: apply 

* Should: the’ New’ York. World’s s. 
” | Pair have:. opened Jast Wednesday 

by Fair. officials; exhibitors ‘say 
that. they “had to curtail services, 

spend ‘a lot of extra .-money.- on 
-hire. ‘extra - help, 

Those - that ° didn’t make.” 

“ (Continued. on page. 179). 

Carl Foreman. Sparks” 
~ Israeli. ‘Writers Guild 
Tel Aviv; “April: 28, - 

oe {Continued on. ‘Page. 192), : 

st] o 
| which includes approximately’ 15% 1: . 
berks the fair,- including. the: bulk: of] - i 

The Israel ‘Screen & Television |. 
‘Writers . -Guild: was: born ~ here, 
amidst,” cheérs and great excite- 
:ment, -as. members: of the screen- 
| writers’ course. given’ heré. during. 
| the Tast ‘two months by -Carl Fore-' 
man. surprised’ him and. held’ the | 
first: “membership. meeting | at his 

(Continued on page:191). 1: 

By. “GENE “MOSKOWITZ” 

- ° - " Qdinnes; April 28. 

- Emphasizing. that’ this is the: i7th 

festivals have achieved: ‘longevity |: 
and: status, he. inquires. ‘what does. |: 
| it take.to impress. the: hard-faced. 

="t gentry of. the- Manhattan, home-.}": 
a offices?::. 

““LeBret, regards a8 “false ‘efiteria |” 
a” separation ' of . “festival” .and | 

| “commercial ‘i ‘Product. To him, any 

and ‘host: ieuly ‘moneymaking pix. 
‘are definitely: that. He. ‘insists. that. 

| he, knows of no.case where a film's 
career ‘was. ‘hurt, by. fest, participa. 

“ttion, 

2 “The: ‘Friendly: ‘Perstiasion”. aL 
Tied Artists). won’:a- ‘grand: -prize | 

|-which helped its. career in. Europe. 
| Ditto: for: “Marty” (UA);. and last: 
year ’s- Italo “The Leopard”. which... 
“did. fine biz -in “Fr@hce.. He con-: 

.| -¢edes. that’ Cannes showing may not. 
‘affect.. domestic U.S: playoff of U.S.. 

. -pix. “but: argues it helps in foreign. 
(22)? “A lot of. ‘exhibitors,’ even |... 

. {| those. ‘who made’ the: deadline; Say} 
Eno, In order to meet the ‘date’ set |: - 

F iim Fi est F ends: 
and} 

L (Continued: on. ‘antinued on page. 2: 29) 

‘San Sebastian, “April: 28" 

| many years;. Cuenea: has" blossomed 

(Continued on Page. 28) 

* Robert: Favre: LeBret, director: of | 
7 the: Cannes ‘Film: Festival;. “which | : 

-begins tomorrow (29): and’ runs. to:}- 
| May’ 14, feels. that. ‘the array of} | 
films is ‘better than: last. year: Per- | 
haps no’ truly ‘great.ones. He:re-|. 

mains ‘disappointed: with ‘the still-|.~ 
=sj ambivalent. attitude: toward. ‘festi- |’ 
"l-vals in general.and:Cannes.in par: | 
Ma ticular: as. displayed. by. the’ Ameri: 

7 cans.’ 

_ hwalid to 

One: ‘Bye Enough 
. London, - Apri. 28. 

How spoon-fed can. ‘the: “cus= 
7 "tomers - get? : 

- Soho now ‘boasts: a ‘strippery 

relayed on. closed cireult tele- 
vision. <.° a | 

7 Burton's $. ‘Hamlet 
‘Cannes. ‘year, that: Venice: is, going |. 
‘into its. :25thH, -and:-various other }:: 

Bestseller Album. 
Before: Release 
Columbia:” Records, with . 

Sweaty. haste’: ‘that.doth make: the 
{night - joint-labour. -with.‘ the. day”. 
-(“‘Hamlet,”: Act: I. Scene 1), is rush-. 
-ing-. completion of. . its 

. ‘Burton-“Hamlet”* 
lease ‘date - hoped. ‘for. As. ‘today 
(Wed). 
The ‘recording, made. ‘April. 42; 

of. the ‘Alexander H. Cohen ‘pro- 
‘duction was supervised. by Colum: |’. 
‘bia ‘president’ Goddard: Lieberson. | 

eS S_] WL TH, Bo an 
RO FESTIVAL?) i 

_where the patrons do‘not.even ... 
“have :to--leave the ‘bar: to. see. ‘that: have’ been: playing to strong 

.the belles peel. "The. show is... ‘business during the latter periods. 

Richard: 
recording. - Re-. 

Bulge e From 
Strongman Status 

By JESSE GROSS. . . 

‘Broadway has “been doing’: | 
{Charles Atlas this season. It Has - 
: ‘progressed: froma 90-Ib. ‘weakling : 
-+ last summer.and fall to.a bulging- 
muscle’ phase ‘in’ the late winter 
and spring, as evidenced by the . 
‘unusually large numiber of -entries 

.Hot entries among the Season’s 
7 : |mewcomers: ‘include: such: musicals: 
= |\as “Hello;: Dolly,” “Funny Girl” 
and “High - Spirits”: such dramas 

‘as “The .Deputy,” “Dylan” and © 
. “Hamlet”. and such. comedies aS 
|“Any .Wednesday” and “Barefoot 
In the Park,”. The Lincoln Center 

‘| Repertory: has.. also. been playing. 
| to hefty’ subscription’ biz and shows 
‘like “Nobody. Loves. an. Albatross,” 
“170 In the ‘Shade’. and “What. 
Makes Sammy Run?” have been 

; doing" -well. 
-How the. current Actors: Studio 

oy heatre productions. of “Baby 
“Want ‘a. Kiss” and “Blues for Mr. | 
‘Charlie’ will fare remains: to be- 
‘seen. There are also such potent 
holdovers..as “How to Succeed in 
‘Business’ Without. Really Trying” 
‘and “Never Too Late.” Also, still: 
doing. okay. in the holdover cate- 
‘gory. ‘are “Oliver” and “A Funny 

{Continued on page 188) 

tage of. the ‘unusually heavy. pub- 
licity:~ 

Shakespeare. ‘anniversary and the |. 

The. fast release is to take advan- 

Joey Adams Troupe By being -. Siven both: the] 

Burton 

ing. 

: ‘Columbia “has: advarice orders. on | 
| the 4-record (8° sides) deluxe ‘al-: 

} bum exeeeding. 25,000:.This makes. 

‘Spain & Russia: 

“Hamlet.” : 

a week’s pay for’ the- day's: Tecord- 

it,-even prior. to” release,’ ‘the all- 
-time. bestselling drama. album. ‘Rec-. 
ord to date,.according to Lieberson, 

. As’ “held. _ by -.Columbia’s album: of. 
From: -Russia—with or ‘without t 

. Jeove—is the ‘catchword. at the-San | 
; oe ‘Sebastian International Film Fes- |. 

| tival’- this. year, .Newly-appointed. 
fest director-has invited Soviet. par-|_ 
-ticipation ‘at the. Basque ™ film 

".| gathering . with. ‘features, stars. and. . 
-| delegates, .'-: : 

Six: years ‘ago;" a. ‘Moscovite “film 
| group ‘sat:on its haunches: in Paris 

waiting. . ‘for -Spanish ~ visas* that. 
{never came, This: time, : Cueiica -in- 
vite. - received : ‘advarice © approval. 
from the minister of foreign. ‘affairs. 
Film critic - and historian. for 

.. (Continued: on page 172) 

Disney Chairs Senate | 
Bid by George” Murphy 

Hollywood, April- 28. 
-” Fundraising, $50-a-plate banquet: 
is being staged for: George..Mur-. 
‘phy, who is seeking the. Republican 
nomination ‘as.U. S.. Senator from. 
California. .Date is May: 5: in In-' 
ternational Ballroom . 6f. the -Bev-. 
erly. “Hilton. Hotel.” 
George. ‘Murphy’ Dinner:. Commit- 
tee, chaired by. Walt. Disney; has. 

a _ Continued « on. page 191): 

‘Friends of 

Cast ‘worked { 
, | with the same. arrangement: used’ 

.| for recording | Broadway musicals, 

Far the Worst Cultural 
Exchange Tour’: D. C. 
co Washington, April 28. | 

A State Dept. official told Con- - 
‘gress that ‘the Joey Adams troupe 
was “by far the worst” cultural ex- 
change. tour the U: S. has ever of- 
{fered, ~ 
The panning was revealed in 

hearing testimony. before a House. 

program on: another. trip to the. 
: woodshed. . 

‘The chief paddler, as always, was of 
‘subcommittee. chairman Rep. John 
‘Rooney, the Democratic budget- 

-feutter from Brooklyn. He was -in 
a dither over the $541,464 chalked 
up by Jose Limon’s dance group: 
on a-Far East Tour. His peeves ex- 
tended: to Limon’s wife who. re- 
‘ceived. $250-per: week on the tour. 
Limon: pulled in $1,500 per. 

But more. . Surprising than 
Rooney’s. display of pique, a long- 
playing Capitol Hill attraction, was 

“Continued « on Page 176) 

f | Appropriations subcommittde which - .. 
Jagain took the cultural exchange - 



By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

An invitational blacktie. audience 

gaw the New York: State Theater 
open last Thursday. (23) as the sec-. 

ond structure. of. Lincoln: Center. |. 

Move St. ‘Patrick’s Day? 
: “Dublin, April 28, 

It was the.second night of the N. Y.. af 
World’s Fair, and the -two events 
were linked, though nine miles |~ 

apart... Meanwhile the. star: of the | 

evening = “Was obviously - architect 
Philip Johnson .who:.took a ‘bow. 
from his box. ‘The fact that there | 
were boxes, ‘and: five tiers, and a- 
proscenium .atch, aisle-lights and Ae 7 
ovely front drapery. was all part]: ; 

ur the. warmly beautiful. charm of |" fers who want: some ‘holidays 

ihe $17,000,000, 2,700-seat . ‘Btrtte:: “ Jengthening. tourist son. - 

If. the devout. “onthe t in- the | 
e I e ta: ma ey 

the’ invidious compat Fred Payne Dies at Th 
Ran Paris Bar ‘as Home - 

_.warmer: ‘weather? - 
Irishmen . here’ netually dis-: 

deciding on _ public - holiday 
changes. in’ Ireland. 

the invidious comparison to ‘the J. 
facing. Philharmonic. Hall; a. re- 
viewer cannot flinch: The_ State |. 
is ‘instantly fascinating. to_ those | 
who. like their: theatrical : edifices | 
-“{heatery.” It is not necessary to. |. 
learn appreciation, as. with the 
austerely: handsome cloudchoked |. 
concert hall across :the way. ~.:-.: 
As to the sight-lines_ onthe’ ip: : ‘Payne, pwner, of. the. famed aris} 

per and side. portions of. the State | bar ; aring * nat © town the 

Theater's ‘tiers tealled:rings), ‘there: | Pigalle,: at age bee eet oneer’ 
“are already.-whispers,. so that; in’ curtain. on: the’ Jast of the. pi 
+ the end. perhaps. no building .an 
‘no architect quite pleases ° -every- 
body. Another .small ‘doubt: cen- | (1920s when: it was ‘the’ milieu ‘of. 

-tred briefly on the ‘semi-unintel- ‘Hemingway, Fitzgerald ‘and other| 
i 

. aa oy expatriates and /or- disciples. of the: 
ligibility. of ‘the “Carousel Tyries ost. generation.” With Harry’s|: 
awwlien Joan Weldon: sang but John ! 
Raitt seemed ‘to. prove the case for New x om. Bat ote carried. maa 
the acoustics. The. New York City (f0" the hi I" (Montmartre) was] 
‘Ballet certainly ‘looked lovely and |: 7on I 
lively in its brand-new home. ‘It of- (Continued. ‘on. page. 172): . 
fered “Alegro Brillante” with Maria |: - 
‘Talichief and Andre Prokovsky. and Lone don Cafe Op “maaan “Stars. and, Stripes with: Jacques : 
d'Amboise paired’ with the exqui- Buys Perona’ ‘S EL Morocco. 

John “Mills, owner : of ‘Londan’s 
site Patricia McBride, subbing for'} 

" Melissa) Haydeén.- 

By. “ABEL: GREEN a 

‘dating 

‘The latter ballet and Gov.” Nel- | ‘Les Ambassadeurs nitery, on Mon-: 

“son Rockefeller’s' address. 
picked up by WCBS-TV locally for 1 
the. 9-10 p.m. hour.’ For the: video. 
pickup the intense white lights and 
spots. built-into the theatre. for this’ 
‘purpose came. into: plav.- - It. is. not 

(Continued. on page 184) 

TOM CURTISS SHIFTS. the’ ied by. The ‘Strollers),. TO PARIS N.Y. TIMES) remo 
After. 14 years ‘as entertainment. 

editor of. the Paris- edition. of the] 
“N.Y. Herald. ‘Tribune,..“P-H omas: 
Quinn Curtis. is shifting over to 
-ditto of the NY. Times:. He ‘will 

sohich has lang: bees his Tome | to. fie in: ‘operation .-with: his ..Lon- } 
d |. Curtiss will cover’ drama. “and idon spots, es: Ambassadeurs ‘an 

films, along. with the nitery ‘scene: Le Circle. He. said- that he hoped: |. 
and ‘the lively arts, “as ‘occasion. 
warrants, both. for. the: Continental. 
‘edition - ‘and. ‘with -additional outlet |. ° 
via the parent’. (U.S.). edition, pub: | new ‘setup is. comedian. Bob Hope 

lished in New York.” a 
Curtiss flew ‘over to ‘New. York! ‘drop. in‘at the:club Monday ‘night 

were day. (27) bought. EI Morocco from 

‘Perona,. founder of. international 

be finalized ‘Friday~ (1). . 
| was not disclosed... Spot, which had } 
never :really -hit. ‘dts stride since 

block. ‘for. some time “with ° an. ‘ask: | 
ing price ‘of: $1,000,000. 

ject, says he'll be sole owner ‘and. |}. 

‘international reputation.”* 

for a 10-day. quickie powwow. with |-and: was greeted by . Mills, -an old: 
the Times homeoffice’ brass. He re- | friend, with “I’ve just. bought: this’ 
turns to France: via ‘the Cannes | place.” . Hope has not: yet: decided. 
‘Film; Festival which. ‘tees off next” whether he'll “be 
week. ‘money in the: ‘operation. 

~~ fi be applied ‘not to, war but. ta serv-. 
oo |.ing peace—a’ theme which. director: 

48} frequently has -spotlit™in his: films: | 
_ ‘Not incidentally, Coletti- is eur-]] 

‘rently: / prepping ‘pic, ‘ tentatively |” 
: “Mademoiselle Docteur’| 
| | which ‘tells. true story of: how. Ger-| 

‘|| mans‘-weré able ‘to find out. itiner-| 
{i ary of ‘ship on which Lord. Kitch-|]]. - 

‘ener found his. death. Coletti -alsojq}: 
- recently sold ‘another. wartime: tale |]: - 

involving ‘spying; “Operation. Cross- ; 
bow,” to. Carlo. Ponti; who has pic 
on: sked for Metro release.” - we, 

fj pamsa NASSAU. 
HAIL TO POITIER ||!" 

“Bin &: _Knowlton; pr. for: the : 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find. check for t re bagece™: 
n ‘One Yor 

Please ‘send VARIETY for. ‘Two: Years: 
2) Three ‘Years. 

To Se re ss ie nes bee eecesaececenscedeesseseae® ‘ 

lease Prist Nama) 

A 

<2 : 

ty. eoeoee oe ove oo 20 @ 

| “Regular Subscription Rates. | 

One Yeor—$15. 00 Two. Yeors—$22.00 

Three Years—$39. 00 oR, 

Conada and Foreign—$1. Additional: Per: Yeor™ 

7 ARTETY. Ine. 
184 West 46th Street 

“1 . : . . . : : my 

ee pee erect res 2 RS FT) | ROT OT CEE OE RNY EY ORS EES ETT eee 

“New York, N. yy. 10036 

“Brae » Albany syn har A Bow 

Should St. Patrick’s. ‘Day be” ve / 
'. ‘shifted . from: March AT: to: } 

“ eussed the move, but.dropped. a 
‘the idea before putting it for- _ 
ward «to - a ‘Commission “now =| - 

Point . “was: raised’ by hotel- } 

‘shifted: :to’ provide pegs for ot 

=|. “Amusement: 
“.F Post and Times” Star, says: 

: artist? > 

~ Passing - “of. British-born. - “Fred |i 

dj ‘Yank -.and. English: ‘saloonkeepers; 1 
‘from. the --Paris < ‘of the} 

Edwin Perona,:son -of. late John | ° 

society’ § one-time home. away from. 
home. _Agreement, reached yester- |. 
‘day between Mills and Perona, will: 

.Sale price. 

‘the move from 154 E. ‘54th: St, (naw. 
“was. 

rumored. as. having -been on’ the 

Mills; a Polish-born British | sub: | 

will:add one word to the name. to |" 
‘make it “EY. Morocco International” |. 

to ‘“‘restore..El Morocco’s former, 

First... -director named “for the: 

Nat | who says that he just: happened to: 
: “unusual. convention: 

n . 

temas & V3 _anices from ‘a large. number. (around |. 
30) ‘celebrated ‘surviving operators, , 

“l{male ‘and’ female, and. from. all} 
| parts of the world. Scope. of. meet- 
-ing;- among: others, ‘will ‘be’ to see] 

\.titled |. 

Zone... eee State... oes eene 3 | Bahamas. Development :-Board, is | 

making. ‘Oscarwinner Sidney. Poi- 
| tier’s ‘homécoming: ‘to Nassau a gala.| 

“DALE STEVENS 
- Editor, ° 

-“Tt ‘seems’: only: yesterday that 
oo ‘PAUL . ANKA had the.-teenagers 
--lsereaming in the aisles. - ‘Now, 
-~ Lfabulous . 

te ‘ANKA’s | Wide.’ appeal is’ matched: 

‘To: Bluebells ’n’. Shove. Biz} 
-inter national . 

‘only “by. his. “incredible professional 
polish as a performer, . 
- “At. only., 22, ANKA is ‘a veteran. 

Don’t Strip. Till: You're. 21: 
New W. German Law Sez | 

. Bonn, April - 28: 
‘Tes: ‘no. fair taking -. off. your | 

clothes - in: public unless ‘you're 21 |= 
years old, a-new regulation: in the 
Federal “Government © 
-Germany. has-just decreed. 
“The new ‘law, slated::to: go. “into. 

effect ‘June’. 1, -states that:. it’s 

-elub. 

ora ‘veil dancer,. one-:now. has. to. 
Teach . the. full. “21” -years. 

the regulation: stipulates. 
Recent” incidents in West “Ger| 
many: revealed that ‘girls: as young 
‘as. 14 were working : in the clubs as. 
drink pushers’ and.. strippers. ‘New | 
‘regulation. will. stop. their : employ-|. 
ment for: ‘a few years. ee 

Dagger-0 Type: 
Gl Conclave. 
~— Oflin Livin ing Spies| 

es Rome. ng oF 28. 
‘Romie. producer-director-. “Duilio. 

Coletti, - “who's: always -had “a: weak-. 
‘ness: for the.. cloak-and-dagger as- 
pects of. wartime spying, - and - has.|: 
illustrated: them in: many of. his} 
best-known pix, is: organizing: an 

an: interna-| 
-tional.: gathering -of - -known * ‘spies,. 
tobe held in ‘Rome. at a ‘still-unset | 
date. on 

- Coletti: claims to “halve “‘aecept-. 

‘if. talents of snoopers can. for once 

a: which to do business. 

-Q. 
‘attraction; 

of ” West [> 

~ +» Cism..: 
dangerous ‘and. immoral for *any-'|’..”- 
‘one under - that. age to: become. "aly 

_| Stripper: in. a West German night-- 

“To be ‘a stripper; a. beauty. dancer, : 

Also J. 
“dancing. partners, ‘table. partners 
and bar: women” must .be ‘over 21, a 

-| familiar. crime annals. 
_| traverses. criminal: pathology. from | 
|.the. 19th. century into. the .20th}’ 
‘eentury, the more lurid: and: memo- | - 
rable the studies, seem. to become. + 
Certainly there is greater. audience: 
identification. with’ Fatty Arbuckle, . 

| Nicky Arnstein, Capone, Leopold 

international press hoopla - with | 
| top -hotels “combining. to ‘host’ the. 
entire : press from May 1-4, = ° 

|-°. Phe.--Ameri¢an. “Negro: - actor’s | 
7 | family lives in’ Nassau’ and~ his | 

a | homecoming~ will be a - four-day | 
if| event “teeing. off with: motorcade 

through the city; press~ confer-. 
_ || /ences,. official governmental recep-. 

{tion anda testimonial dinner. The 
| Baharias” Ministry’. of Tourism is 

i! RE "sd ‘into: the: ‘weleoming cele- 
— “bration, - ao 4 

Wednesday, Apsil 29, 1964 | | 

A little. earlier this: year. put the. 1th: annual Cannes: Film 
Vy - Festival. figain ‘makes. the. Croisette a crossroads. of global: film’; - 

|. buying and selling, with not. a little wheeling-and-dealing . but. ° 
| much. less“.of: the’ bikinig&cheesecake. nonsense -which | ‘formerly: . 

. punctuated: the. picture people’ Ss ‘peccadilloes, With the years,.as: °° 

.| the picture ‘business faced an array-of crises at home and. abroad, ~:....” 
| -ranging ‘from embargoes and. ‘quotas to television and. other r box fo 
Office’ inroads, the nonsense. diminished: 

“Cate: @Azur ‘is. far. from: a. ‘completely. gloomy. environment in 
; There still are. ‘beaucoup interludes for 

ak = diversions that.. ‘differ: sharply from the cinematic marts. ‘pack . 
‘home, no. matter.whosé. land, the French included... But. despite.- 

c1 |. the gamboling ‘and. gambling. from St: Tropez tothe fartastern —.. 
=I. | reaches of Nice:and Monte-Carlo, the ‘croisette: ‘that separates the: 
|: Cannes. plush hotelries. from their (almost). private beaches. has’ 
i ~ become: an ‘ever-increasing ‘crossroads (Of. cinemerchandizing. - 

But somehow: ‘the serious: ‘slde ‘of ihe picture. business’ looms re 
| Jess serious in the Blue Coast aura of.the Riviera in early. "May. io 

‘Cinciritiati . _The..answer, for- years now, is found. in‘ the world screens the. * 
; ensuing summer, fall and. winter as the Cannes: Festival con- 
... tenders (prizewinners: or otherwise) ‘achieve -a- cértain boxoffice... 
: distinction unique’ unto. itself. - ‘Fhe glow spills: over into’ the en- ..: 

suing Berlin, Venice and lesser fests.’ The. aftermath i is. found Rat . 
: ‘cinemas around. the slobe: for: many nronths... 

Not Subtle 
er “Paris, April, 23. 

‘New high: (or low). in” ‘criti- 

“Writing. ‘about - “Mademot-. 
sells Moliere”: in Figaro, critic _ 

A. Bo said: “T will have to wait: 
“until, tomorrow -to: discuss: this © 

‘a bit‘of time to restore. myself...’ 
after suffering . through~..two: 

-- boredom.’ ” End: of: review.. 

Allen’ Churchill Tome . 
‘Alively Rogue’ s Gallery. 
From. US. Crime Annals! i= 

. “A” Pictorial | 
'| History of American Crime”. (1849- 
‘| 1929). (Holt, Rinehart. &. ‘Winston. ) 

Allen’ ‘Churchill's 

$6.95) is like a living newspaper of 

& “Loeb, William Desmond. Taylor 
and Mary. Miles Minter and Hall- 
Mills than Jesse James, Lizzie. Bor- 
den. et.al.” 

- Itvis, to. ‘the eredit of Churchili’s 
graphic . style that, . 
‘memory recalls. the. Sagas. of. ‘Ponzi; 
‘Sacco-Vanzetti, Joseph: B.. Elw ell, 
-he- makes the facts ‘perk ° as ° ‘he: 
elucidates the.causes and . effects. 
‘Certainly with . “Funny Girl” ’ ‘put 

(Continued on: “Page 188)" 

AS. ‘hie}:. 

as the. dim | 

+ Dept. -sponsored | overseas ‘tour ‘with 
his choral. group,’ is: also. UCLA. 
‘choral: music «director. and ‘heads. -: 
music. dept. of Marymount College. " 

=| rie Preem for fr as V ley _— . 

ope “eThe- ‘Trial “of Lee - ‘Harvey.. Os 
a wald, ” ‘indie. feature. made. by .Fal-. 

>} con International Corp. of . Dallas, ._ 
opened ‘its first. U.S. run Wed. (22) 

“lat the. Warner. Theatre. for. first 
day. take of - $1,000. -House reports: 

Lee Harvey Osvald 
‘Milwaukee, “April 28. 

‘that despite. opposition: -of opening -- 
‘of baseball season anda tv spec” a 

. ‘on the N..Y. World’s Fa; a record ... 
show. -‘To- put it: simply; Ineed: .| week ‘of. $10, 000: ‘is: expected, com- — 

| pared” ‘with. house’s average weekly 
- 2.) gross of $3, 000. -: 

hours of such monumental.” * Falcon’ partners Harold Hoffman:. 
«= Ja and Larry Buchanan shot the mod-: 
=———=|-est-budgeter at Dallas’: Southwest .*.. 
-.: -.|-Film’: Center and ‘on. locations from‘. 

their own ‘script, ‘with’ Buchanan. 
| directing, After . 

in early March. ‘The’. ‘black - ‘and 
’ (Contimied. on: page 22). 

POPE PAUL MAKES IT 
~ SIR LAWRENCE WELK 

: Hollywood, “April 28. 
Orchestra léader ‘Lawrence. Welk 

‘and ‘choral director Roger’ Wagner: ' 
have: been named. ‘Knights ‘Com- : - 
mander of. St. Gregory. ‘Dy. Pope 
‘Paul VI. - Welk is. believed. to: ‘be sos 
first... ‘poptune orch © leader. ever:./ 
named.a Papal knight. He received .. °. 
honor : for’ his “wholesome. family. ~ 
entertainment” Vand “works. OF 

| -Charity.. , 
-Wagner:- " eurtently © “on” State. 

Order is same to: which VaRIeETY’s: 
now Sir Frank  Seully belongs: a 
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completion: -of” -. 
e ‘scgipt’ in’ ‘January, they shot dur-.":.. . 
|-ing’, most of. ‘February and::edited...-.<--: 



nie 20th,’ 

“: services; 

2 pwentieth Fox’. “and” 

; Productions Ltd. last week: ‘filed a, 
’ “$50, 000,000 action. ‘in’. New. ‘York|. 

Federal ‘Court. ‘against Elizabeth | 
Taylor “and: ‘husband. Richard’ Bur- |: 
"ton for - allegedly:-breaching. their - 
a contracts. during ©. the.* filming . ‘of: ; 

Suit: also. charges: the. a “Cleopatra: ” 

2sbair with “depreciating”. the . ‘eom- : 

mercial value. of’ the ‘film: by. their “ 
~“eonduct “and deportment’’ during |. 
and subsequent ‘to. the: making. ots 

|20th's Profitable 
South African, And| 

the. film. 

... (While: neither Miss: Taylor nor 

Burton “would: comment .- “on: the 

» "suit; “their. publicity ~ rep,” John | 
Springer, termed it: :“Judicrous.’ a. ) |. 

The 20th action follows. ‘by about 
four’ weeks: a. - suit filed -:in “Los . 

_ Angeles. ‘by. MCL Films; ‘corporation. |: : 

formed: by: Miss Taylor. ‘and her. for-:| 

* 2oth-Fox+- 
nd | 

“Ttalys 61 Starts, 64 
. Rome,. Apri 28." 

‘Some 61 features ‘have been’ - 
- started here. ‘to date this year, ~ 

according. to. latest figures. *. 
“This conipares : with (64 for — 

7 same period last. year. =... 
-* Breakdown shows 11 starts. - 
in ‘January, 1964':(14 in '63);- 
7) in February - (19);* 21: in | 
rok (20); : : and. 22) in’ April.” 

Down Under Sites 
; mer. husband, Eddie Fisher, against 

“sound. --business- judg- 

 gompany: seeks $20, 000, 000 - ‘from 
Miss: Taylor, « 

. Jowing manner: - 
: By. failing’ to: abide. by ‘anid: “ob: 

serve: “reasonable: .and : ‘customary: 
.. directives, | -regulationis . and - orders 
‘during: ‘production; by : not report-' 
ing for work on time; by reporting 

_for work in a ‘condition -which. did 

disabled, « 

form ..her ~ services; ‘by ‘conspiring 
with and inducing others ‘to-breach: 

ie their: agreements; by. suffering. her- 
": gelf.to be held up to scorn, Tidicule 
_ and unfavorable’ publicity. asia -Te~ 
-- gult-. of: her. conduct. and: -deport- 

‘ment, ‘during and after. production | 
‘and: While: film was. being distrib- 

-/ wtéd; so. as -to become offensive 
to good . taste ‘and’ morals’-and. .to. 

depreciate the’ ‘commeretal: value of). 
See, the: film,” 7. . ry 

‘Burton, ‘Too. | 
The: ‘second cause of. ‘action:. is 

for. ‘$5; 000,000 and ‘is against. Bur- 
--ton; with: approximately the ‘same’ 

...eharges levelled. | “against... him “as. 
for. ‘against Miss Taylor. 

: The. third - Cause: “of | “action. “For 
: $25,000,000, is against -both | Taylor 
and. Burton. “They are charged with: . 
“maliciously : ‘interfering”~ - with 

- -/20th’s business .and: property. rights 
without - justification . -by:. holding: 
themselves ‘up’ to: public ‘scorn ‘and’ 

inducing © ‘each ‘other to 
-breach expressed. and -implied pro-: 
visions. of~ their respective - ‘con- | 

~ ridicule; 

tracts; ‘by. failing. to . perform: re- 
quired . services with . 

 gence”’; by. conspiring: and: inducing 
- others ‘to: breach their agreements. 

‘Miss. Taylor also is charged. ‘with 
“scandalous. and. irresponsible con- 
-duct”.. which -hurt. the distribution. 

Suit -seeks. to. en- 
- join. ‘her™ from. continuing | to: ‘im: 
- of. “Cleopatra.” 

_ ‘pugn. the: quality: of. ‘the: ‘film. « 

'. Overtime; ’ $1, 115, 000 7 . 

Suit: states — that. ‘because “Miss 
ey Taylor refused to work in ‘the -U.S. | 

the filmi had.to be madé in Italy. 
and: "Egypt. - Her. contract “guaran- |: 
teed’ her. a: - Salary: Of - ‘$750, 000,| : 

ibe SHARES CANNES 
~ FESTIVE ‘SPOTLIGHT. | 

against, 10% --of * the gross. When 
. her services. were. finally: termi- 
“nated, ‘the star: had. ‘received’ AD- |}. 
proximately.’ $2,140,000. -in ‘connec- | 
tion’ withthe ‘film. ‘In° ‘addition. to: - 
her basic. :salary, - ‘this - included a]: 

in.. overtime. 
‘in. expenses. : 

_ Burton reportedly - received. over. 
$500, 000° for ‘his services. _: 

Feported . -$1,115,000° 
pay and. $275, 000. 

As of Feb: 15. of this year, ‘20th 
reported: - that 
earned. gTOSS: ‘boxoffice - of $25, 925,- 

-» 000: for: net film rentals of: $14,208;- 
'- 000. ° Miss ‘Taylor’s: Share’ ‘of. that 
‘gross ‘would ' amount : to: approxi-. 

_ mately $2, 517:500: according to: the 
‘terms Of the’ original agreement. 

Seeking | :monies: allegedly |" 
a owned : the star. as: -her: ‘cut: of the. 

: - “Cleo: boxoffice. This. suit: also 
. charged: that: 20th had failed... to. 

re exercise 
“. “ment’’ in the distribution ‘of “Cleo’?” 
.vandasked ‘that. a-receiver -be.‘ap-: 
~” . pointed. to. take. charge. of. the film: 

at ar > Inthe: “first. of three causes of |. 
Se ‘action. sin the 20th ‘suit, the : ‘film |:report; - 

an . $9,145,393 - net “income. 
had- been: revealed earlier. ‘In his.} 
‘letter to stockholders in. the report, 
Tprez Darryl .F. Zanuck’ calls -:1963 | 

. charging . ‘that -she™ 
- breached. her: contract: in. the fol: 

| year ago, . 
I. do- ‘look ‘forward. ‘to. ‘the future]. 
‘with: genuine. confidence. nes 

“due. ‘dilli- 

Combined: ‘net. earnings of 20th: 
Fox’s “theatre .circuits... in- ‘South 
Africa, Australia: and New Zealand 
‘amounted to. $1,405,000 in. 1963; 
‘compared ‘with $1, 387, 000. in 1962; 
according. :to. details’: révealed::: in. 
the: company’s ‘annual, report, mail-: 
; ed to's stockholders: over. the week- 
en oe 

-“Most. “ot t the: data ‘in thé ‘annual | 
‘including: | the’. mpany’ Ss 

for ‘1963,. 

“a year of transition ‘and: progress.” 
‘In. addition to pix. already released, 

{ now shooting or set-for production 
‘in near future, Zanuck calls atten-: 
tion. to. the: fact that: 25 more. films. 
are ‘sét’.to be’ Produced. in. 1964} 

"not: Permit | ‘her’ :to- perform ‘her and. early. 1965. 
we by suffering herself: by.| : 

- her own acts and fault to. ‘Become: 
a incapaditated © un-: 

* __ photographable: and unable. fo “per-. 

‘Current. indications, - “says: thie: 
‘prez, are .that 20th-Fox. ‘Television 
will. have 4-1/2 ‘hours: ‘of program: 
‘ming (on the — air. in’ the’ 1964-65: 
Season; ‘compared. ‘with no shows: in: 
the current. season. He notes. that 
ABC-TV ‘has: purchased ‘Peyton’ 
Place” -and ‘has “12 O’Clock ‘High”.} 
‘and “Voyage. to The Botton of The. 
Sea” “under- consideration, . that 
NBC-TV-. has: tentatively. included | 
“Daniel _Boone” on: its: ‘sked.- and. | 
that-CBS-TV ‘has taken: “My: ‘Friend ' 
Flicka” -f¢ for daytime | net Presenta- | { 
tion. 

~ Zanuck. winds his remarks in the 
_|letter ‘by: saying that .“the period. 
of: transition. is: now -completed.. 
‘We. -are- now. a: young, vital: and | 
forward-looking ‘organization in: all 
areas: ‘production, ‘distribution: ‘and | 
our’ subsidiaries. As: I -told -you'.a 

-don’t: promise miracles.. 

Notes to: the report's. inmate ¢ 
‘Statements | reveal that -as: of Iast 
Dec. -28,- there: ‘were no: ‘stock: Op:- 
tions: outstanding. Also; that during 1- 
1963, options covering ‘20, 027-shares |. 
of. common stock granted in prior 
years: expired.” 

“Report “breaks: down . the 1963" 
film -rental income of $96,866;860 ‘ 
‘as follows: 
jtures and: short. in theatrical re- 

$74,051,664. . -from ‘fea- 

lease;... $18,999,596 - from.. features | 
licensed to tv,. ‘ard. ‘$3, 815,600 from | 
‘series “produced. ‘specifically. for. tv... 
-This:compares with 1962. when the 
total. of $90,201,567 was. ‘comprised | 

Jof $71,575,251 ‘from theatrical :re- 
_ }lease, $8,32 0,949 - from.- features 
..- |Jicensed. to tv, and $10, 305,367.from 

‘séries. ‘Made. specifically for tv. ©. 

The’ report does ‘not ‘breakdown | 
film rental income between somes) 
tie. and : foreign. earnings. 

. Cannes, ‘April 28.. 
“Phe: 7th. International’ Télevision 

‘Film’ Festival : started “yesterday. | 
:(27),:two days: before the’ regular . 

“| Cannes: Film Fest. ‘This gave. dt} 
‘some. early prominence... 

“Cleopatra” : had |. 
‘diffusion-Teélevision ‘Francaise, ‘ the 
aim: is to concentrate-only on films. 
‘made directly for tv, and. primarily. 
By.’ private rather : than: national} 
.companies: Aim is. “to: ease relations 

" between: filing: and't tv. eo en an 

“. (3d. wk) is: “winding. up fourth, first. 
_| week out:in. distribution to. any ex= 1 

| tent.:It makes. the fourth: UA pic. to |. 
| rank ‘among the.top’ four:.winners | 

Run by the: governmental Radio- | 
‘fifth. last round; ‘is taking: eighth |: 

| 0th wk) “is finishing: 10th. °_. 
“SCleopatra’’ ( Gath). (44th: wk), ‘is . B 

~TMIKE: READY FOR | 
—-FAROUT F WM 
= By: VINCENT CANBY © 

Fifteen” of . . America’ 3 -younger | 
. ‘and. more. iconoclastic. ‘novelists, |: 
“playwrights and: ‘poets, and one! | 
|jstandup - philosopher. - (Godfrey |. 
| Cambridge), have ‘been pacted” by’ 
‘producers George ‘Foster and Bob{ 
Booker to. contribute. segments to! ‘: 

‘| their projected $750,000. New. York}. 
| indie pic, “Pardon. Me, Sir,. But Is}: 
py. . Eye... ‘Hurting - “Your: Elbow?” |’ 
+ Foster’ and: ‘Booker -weré part of|-: 
the: team’ “which wrote - Cadence’s. 
H click. “First Family”. album, which: “1963. 

Feeling of many: New York ex- .: 
"11964 and 1965 and $26,000 for 

| each ‘year: of the remainder of the 
j eontract. There is also provision 

=. fected film going onthe part . for. contingent deferred compen- 
. of youngsters. Apparently some *.. 

{respect to any one. ‘calendar year’ 

.| Booker also" coproduced. 

“As:--outlined.in New ‘York Mon: -. hibs,. especially . upstate, has. © 
day’ (27), the film, ’.which: is.:to-be]. ' 
‘shot : at.:the ‘Michael ‘Myerberg |. 
Studios: on ‘Long Island, starting:in 
October, will be. an ‘irreverent Took. 
-at. the: various:. foibles” of. the. con- 
temporary ‘American ° scene; .. with 
‘each of: the.15 writers contributing 
‘a seg dealing with a matter closest. 
‘to: his“own heart.- - Actually” the |. — 
writers have been. pacted. to writ-] saz 
‘ing-performing - contracts: — since |. 
it’s the. intention . ‘of Booker and|* } 
Foster to put. the: “various: enfants 

“Talent thus ‘lined ‘up. for: the: To Pr r od Sales Pace | 

‘Cambridge; Peter: Cook; a member |: 

‘terribles on. screen, -either ‘in. their 
‘Own.segs or. by. way ‘of- introducers: 

includes: actor-author © 

- poet: 
poets Ferknehetti, 

| novelist;:. Allen” Ginsberg, . poet; 
Herbert. ‘Gold; novelist; Paul. Kras- 
sner, editor 6f “The: “Realist”; “Ar= 
thur ‘Kopit, playwright | (“Oh: Dad, 

| Poor: Dad, “Mama's Hung “You -in 
|. the: Closet and s‘m~ Feeling:-So 
‘Sad”); John. Rechy, novelist. (City. 
‘of. Night”); Jack Richardson; ‘play- 
wright; Jean. Shepherd, -actor.. ads 
‘thor ‘atid “radio. _personality; Terry |. : 
Southern, novelist ..and. ‘screenwrit- 
er (“Dr. Strangelove”): Bert Stern, : 
photographer: and. filmmaker..(“‘Jazz | 
Ona: Summer's” Day”), :and Arnold 
Weinstein;. ‘Playwright CRed . . Eye 
of: Love”), -, SOF 

Among the. sketches will ‘be. “An 

(Cantbridge); “capital punishment” 
Corso); and “contraception for fun 

| and profit” (Krassner), -Producers 
Foster: and. Booker. will seontribute 
the connective links. between: Segs.. 
‘Entire ‘film is not. expected to: exe. 
ceed. 105: minutes: in ‘Tuning time. 2 

“Lawrence 
Jack: Gelber, | - 

Playwright. (“The ‘Connection”). and}. - 

“unusual - look ‘at the ‘racial issue’’: 

it Tame Set Chief, $91, r 
—+ Details. of the employment: con- .. 
{tracts of -20th-Fox exec “veepee * ~ 
| Seymour Poe and production vee- 
| pee Richard Zanuck are revealed 
in‘ the. 20th-Fox proxy statement’. 

| now. going. out. in connection with 
| the upcoming . May 19 anniral . 
“meeting in New York... oe 

: Effective ‘Aug. 22; 1963,.. Poe’ 7 
- signed: a five-year . employment 
‘|eontract ‘providing for an .annual. 

_ 0 Leash for Kids 
‘Albany,’ ‘April 28. 

AY bill which . would have... 
’@liminated | the’. requirement. - 
that children ‘be. accompanied - 
to.and from. bowling alleys: by 

_ vetoed: by Gov. . Rackefeller.. . 
“Similar. measures. were nixed 

a by the - -Bovernor’ in, 1961: and. z 

_cbeen ‘that..growing. popularity... 
_of bowling has’ adversely. af- 

*.. of those.who opposed the above _ 
_ bill felt that it wouldonly_ag- .~ 
= gravate’ an: already: rough. situ : 
i: ation for: exhibs. * 

a . 

| ots 

5 5 

. 

Chicago, April. 28... 
om ‘addition: -to.- setting - ‘Felease: 

plans: for:.the 15° features. which 
Columbia will put. into distribution 
between ‘now:and- the ‘end. of the 
‘year, the ‘company’s five-day. sales 
‘conference. here last week also. got: 
‘the: ad-pub-merchandising . blue-. 
‘prints ‘on’ 15 .more pix. which are | 
‘now..either-shooting..or in various: 
; stages” of production. - cos | 
At one of the closing ‘sessions: of {. 

the. conference, ‘Col’. veep-general |’ 
sales manager: Rube. Jackter: re- | 4 
vealed ‘that the company is ‘pre-| 
pared to distribute up to $40,000 
in incentive. awards. to those do- 
-mesti¢ --branches:. which “exceed| - 
‘their sales’ qjotas in “the period |’. 
‘from June 26 through; the end of}. 
the year. The sales and billings | 
‘drive marks Col’s 40th. anniversary 
‘and. ‘the. $40,000. .set aside for 
branch bonuses ‘is. being referred: 
to—not altogether fliply—as ‘the 
“Jackter. Pot.” : | 
Tn, ‘addition: to the films which 

{Continued on page. 24) i 

_ National Boxoffice Survey 

well ‘in- current ‘stanza... Some. of: 
newer: pix. are starting to take their’ 
“place ‘in ‘standings’ as «additional 
playdates are added: Return af . 
eral Academy ‘winners on reissue is 
‘proving fruitful:in a few keys. 7 

climbing: into: No. 1: spot. this week. 
It :was seventh ‘last stariza.. “It’s a 
‘Mad World” (WA). (23d ‘wk) is: hold-| 
Ing’ onto second. position, same as | 

‘week ago. “Tom: Jones, 2?” - also: 
from: United Artists; is. finishing f 
third although in 22d week.: 

- “From ‘Russia: With: Love”. (UA) 

currently: “Becket”. (Par). (Sth wk). 
is, -copping fifth place... 

| from’.Paramount, ‘is finishing sixth. 

“Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (11th wk), 
long high among the top. grossers, 
‘is slipping: to seventh place. as it 
nears the end. of runs in-some keys. 
“Capt. - “Newman” “(U) (7th: wk), 

spot.: “Yesterday; .Today and..To- 
“morrow” (Embassy). (3d°wk) will: ‘be. 
‘ninth.: “Seven Days in May” (Par): 

Trade: at firstruns in riajor cities | 
| ‘covered | by. Variety is: ‘holding up 

sev-. 

1 (réissue) ': and: 

Mm - 1 N2Y.. -and’. good - in : Philly. 
“Fall of Roman. ‘Empire;” also. 

| ‘| for ‘third’ round. in Denver,. its. in-" 
It’s the-fourth- wéek- out: in release.:| itial: playdate. -.. = 

nice .in- Columbus. | 

Founds ‘out the. ‘Top. ‘12. 

of. Field” AWA), ‘back. on reissue; 

“Seven Faces of Dr. Lao” (MGM), 
, ‘| “Hud” (Par); ‘eturned. ‘because - of{ 

“Pink Panther”. (UA) (6th wk): ds . Oscaring;'. - “South: Pacific” : (20th) 

“Silence” : 

are ‘the’ runnerup - ‘films: 

. “Muscle . -Beach - Party”. (AD 
shows | high: promise of .the new- 
comers just ° getting around. 

‘Cincy but. ‘fair ° in ‘Detroit. 

and big. in: Foronto. 

- “Best’ Man”: (WA), * 
entrant; -is lush. in.. E. A:; big in 

- “The 
Carpetbaggers” (Par): still is. ‘boffo 

.. “Soldier: in Rain”. 

Was. Won” (MGM); wow: in Min- 
| Reapolis,: looks. big. ‘in’ Denver and: 1 
sinash © in L.A. 

Note: .The number of. weeks out 
in release: for bigger. ‘and: Tongrun 
pix. are. designated: in: ‘such | eases. 

pages, 89-10.) 

*. parents | ‘or guardians has been”: | 

‘per year. 201 
.| policy on Zanuck’s 

“Ads 

$57,070; | 

AI anus).|-° 
“fagement. recommendation ta. vote 
‘| against a. resolution, proposed by 
stockholder Evélyn Y. Davis, that 

“6 ‘Act. 

- -/} One” .(WB),° also new, is okay in: 
«The . 

Servant” (Landau), another newie, 
Js” ‘great in: N.Y,, torrid in Boston | 

‘charitable, . 

(AA). ‘Woks 
, “How | West: 

cts “1963 proxy 

salary “of $104,000. In addition. it 
“provides for fixed. deferred come. . 

pénsation of. ‘$13,000 per year for 

sation not to exceed $150,000 in. 

of. “a sum equal to two- percent 
of consolidated: annual operating .. 

7 profits ‘before income tax.~ pay-. 
; | able... 

"4d ments. over. a period of 10 years 
- | commencing on termination of. 
- employment.’ ” 

“in. equal ‘monthly install-. 

Company also. carries a $500, 000 
life insurance: policy. on the exec” 
: veepee. 

Richard Zanuck has a three- 
| year: contract; calling for annual 
| salary. .of.. $91, 000. the first year, 

For Columbia Pix! 
‘|ferred. compensation’ of $26,000 - 

and. $104,000. per year. for the 
second. and ‘third years, plus de- 

per year. Deferred portion :of: sal= 
ary will. be payed in equal weekly: 
installments over. a four-year per- 

ployment. Company has an op- 
tion .to- extend his. employment. - 
“for. three more. years at annual 
compensation of $130,000, plus de-. 
ferred. compensation. of. $52,000 . 

ick if a $400,000. 
e. 

year, 
 . Proxy does reveal for first time 
that under the. former zxgreement 

20th «split 

the profits of “Longest Day,” 
‘| which rentals now exceed $28, 
1 584,000. When Zanuck became 
“1 prez of 20th, the agreement. with 
| DFZ: was terminated insofar as it. 
{related. to all future productions. 

Trade ° Holding Well: ‘Panther’ ‘New. Champ; ‘World’ 
_ 2d, ‘I ones’ 3d, ‘Russia’ Ath, ‘Becket’ Sth 

Sagging” to 1th. spot, ‘being hurt. 
“by .some™ slow to fair dates. 

| vance: Te. Rear”. (MGM) - (2a. wk) 

"Lilies 

‘For the year 1963, proxy: state- 
‘ment shows -that. 20th officers re- 

-\eeived’ the following. payments: *. 
Darryl Zanuck, $150,020; Poe, $92,-. 
575:.. Richard. Zanuck, $78,375; 
chairman: Spyros Skouras, $69,860; © 
financial. veep Donald Henderson, — 
$71,760; consultant - director .- (and :- 
former. exec veep) W.- C: -Michel, . 

and_ studio’ exec Fred” 
Metzler, $38,938. 
Including all of the above, ‘all 

officers and directors as x group 
received $940,337. — 
Proxy statement. contains . a man- 

the company. be forbidden to make 
educational or . other. 

kinds. of donations except to further 
directly: the business interests of 
the company. . _ Management’ says 
that “last year. it provided dona-. 

‘tions in:the amount of $28,000 and 
“also. a’ “new. present. bylaws: specify that they 

“can ‘be made.for the direct or in- 
‘direct ‘benefit: of the company, as 
‘management deems fit... 

Management also advises. holders® 
‘to: vote: against a proposal‘. for: 
‘cumulative | voting. of directors, 
put. forth. by. ‘Lewis D. and John. Je 
Gilbert. 

All 1963 directors. of. the com- 
ipaty are up for reelection, except 
Thomas.A.-Pappas. 

Proxy - _ statement: shows ‘that 
chairman ‘Skouras now: owns or: 
controls 114,632 shares of 20th 

= € Compiete Boxoffiee 2 Reports: On common, ‘against 97,800 listed in 
statement, 

iod- following - termination. of em-. 

‘between 20th and Zanuck's DFZ 
Productions, . which provided that. 
‘the producer and. 

| profits. of DFZ pix 50-50, Zanuck 
last year received from the com- 

|:pany. $2,801,045 as his share of 
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fim Faces Fever Fans i in B. A and Rio 
Anthony Perkins Details ‘Menace’ of Well-Intentioned | 

-|ians. “They talked and we listened.”|: 0" - 
- Meobs—‘At Airports You Sit and Drip Awaiting Cops” 

By ROBERT B; FREDERICK 

‘stich | an. overpowering: display’ ‘of 
interest”: could. not help but: be im- 
pressed: by it. and look back :on -it,| : 
ultimately: as .a wonderful compli- 
ment. | 

The last minute. request of ‘the 
State Dept. to members of - the 
American delegation to the Buenos 
Aires Film Festival to. make a good 
will “stop” in. Brazil on the way 
home was a lucky” accident: that 
resulted in a diplomatic success 
beyond anyone ’s Imagination. That 
is the stated ‘opinion of Anthony 
Perkins, who was. there. . 
‘Takeover in Brazil by elements 

known to be pro-American provided 
an opportunity for a quick display 
of American endorsement and .ap- 
prcval. Someone suggested that the} 
American film people who were 

ond faces:weré familiar might - be 
willing to make. a short ~ stop’. in 
Brazil eriroute. to-the U.S. — 
“We were perfectly happy’ to dé 

it ‘we being Janet Leigh, husband 
‘Bob. ‘Brandt, Karl Malden . and 
Perkins) but ¥ doubt that any of us 
knew what kind of reception : we'd 
get,” Perkins said. 

The group was flown from. Argen-. 
tina on April 12.to Porto Alegre 
in southern’ Brazil. After visiting 
there and in Curitaba, ‘they were 
the. guests of the governor of- the 
state of. Parana on April 13 before 
going on to Rio. 
“The | last: “American ‘film -per- 

sonality to’ visit Curitaba, which _ is} - 
not a small plaee,. was ..Walter 
Pidgeon—in. 1944,” said.‘ Perkins. 
“You'd have thaught that they. had 
-been getting ready ever -since for. 
the next one to show. up. We: :ar-. 
rived at night but there were many 
people waiting for.us. We didn't: 
‘know whether they'd be. friendly 
or not, considering they’d just had 
a revolution, but when we. stepped 
out of the plane it: Was Buenos 
Aires all over again:” : 

The reception -of ‘ the. visiting 
Americans in Buenos Aires,. and 
Perkins. in particular, is already 

eo S6,0 - 

recorded history. Perkins admitted 
that the physical strain. had been. 
tremendous and. at times, even un- 
pleasant. He added,. “however, : that 
““anyone who Is aware:.that he or! - 
she has become the catalyst | for 

The best things in air travel 

. The only. criticism he would: make 
‘of the event was a feeling that ‘the |.” 
-potential for’ selling such an affair | 
‘isso ‘great. that it is a’mistake not] 
| to devote more time and. effort: to 
‘better: planning. He believes that 
-many* “wonderful opportunities were 
‘lost without: ‘getting. ‘the. most. out 
-Of- th em. 

- More - selective ' use. of ‘visiting 
celebrities, ‘anda better system. of 

then in Argentina and. whose names{ protecting them: must: be found. 
- Perkins. rébelled - one ‘night .and 

decided to go it alone. Wearing a 
sport. shirt’ and old. blue. jeans; and. 
thinking that. no one would. recog: 
‘nize him, he went -down: on the 
“service. elevator to -the -hotel base-. 
ment (the hotel covers a.city. block). 
When ‘he finally found a side. door, 
he’ emerged..on a: street: “as poorly. 
lit as. Central Park’ at midnight.” | 
‘In less: than. half .a block he. was: 
-passed by a car which screeched to 
a halt..Out jumped three or four]. 
‘people, “fortunately, only’ seeking| ; 
-autographs.. and: by: the: time. Per- 
kins -had signéd for them, ‘all -he|” 
wanted was to get back to’ the hotel:} 
Another unéomfortable drawback 

for.the guest, ‘Said. Perkins is having |: 
to sit-in ‘a closed ‘car .at an ‘airport 
‘or waiting to-go. into” a “hotel .or 
-theatre.. 
perience to find yourself in a car]: 
surrounded by hundreds of bodies| 
‘as it becomes -unbearably hot. The 
windows:‘must’ be- kept ‘closed: and [| 
the heat generated: is: unbelievable. | © 
Until the ‘police clear.a: path there’s o 

todo: but sit and drip.’|* 
| (Paula. Prentiss). and =I} 
-used ‘to. make. bets..on how far wel. . 
teould get if we. just dashed madly} :.~ 
‘out ofthe hotel elevator, across.the} . ° 
lobby: and into. the street: before we. 
‘finally. got “stopped. We've. even |: 
jumped. into passing cars. and asked 
the motorist to get-us away:”.: :~:|- 
Perkins, although now fluent: in| 

French spoke: own lines: in: French oe 

"Tt. is a harrowing. “ex> 

nothing to 
“Paula - 

‘ | . Tony Owen ©. 

are on Ir WA 
Sparkling wine, ‘a connoisseur’s menu, and. ‘a fine | 
first-ran movie. What moré could you ask: forwhen =. 
you're going places? You'get them all-..afno extras." 
charge .'. . when you're a TWA. First-Class Royal”. aa 
Ambassador. In fact, only TWA: treats you ‘sO. roy-. -_ 
ally on nonstop coast-to-coast: and overseas. flights “ 

to ten of Europe's favorite: Cities. Live it up next 
‘time you travel. Call: your. travel Agent: or: Trans 

: World Airlines. 

sats GIRL. COUSIN. : 
COPS HIS CREDIT! 

‘Papers ‘have. been: served. ‘actress a 
Juleen ‘Compton. in a $1,000,000: |. 
damage ‘suit. brought against -her |: 
and “Nike ..Productions. -S.A..:-by 
Gardner. ‘Compton, ‘@ cousin, who 
‘charges that “Miss Compton has Te-|.- 
fused to give him credit: as-direc-:| ~ 

|.tor. of the notion. ‘picture, ““Strand- ° 
ed.” In‘a story. published, in. the'| 
March 11 issue‘ of -“Varrety, Miss 
‘Compton -¢laiméd.. “the. director |: 
credit.:for ‘herself, making no ‘men-:| ; 

=| *~. Jennings..Lang. 
|: .Mervyn. LeRoy: - 

ai Athena. Lord 

|. “Donna Reed: 

|. : Inger Stevens 
: met:| - Mike Stokey 
aa ‘Bred Zinnemann 

“: ‘Ray Bradley 

“§ 7 David 

“> Liliane. Montevecchi. 

21> Nate Platt ” 
: | . George. Reich 

| .. Joe*Besch . 

| Tom Curtiss. _ 
|. Sammy Davis: Ir. |: 

-S: .Charles- Einfeld. 

“| --Gerry Le Grove. -. 
2 oo Anthony Mann -* 
{" -Geerge’ ‘Margolin — 
Norman. Nadel ° 

‘gitte Bodo aThich seed at B, A. 
knows little. ‘Spanish, “However, ne, 
Said, there ‘Was no. problem: ‘in‘con-| 4. me 
versing. with ‘either the. ‘Argentines 
or the Portuguese-speaking Brazil- 

|. With two. ‘films- still unreleased | 
in” the. US. 

| Idiote”. 
.| Foolkillers,.’ ” Perkins -is~ currently |“ 
engaged -in. reading. ‘both- Aim, ‘and. 7 

and. Ely. ‘Landau’s -. 

| play scripts. 

tion of her-cousin. 
‘Compton © charges. that: he. was 

‘signed as ‘director of the. film. in 
July, 1963, and-that he was direc- |: °°°:.: 
‘tor during: the ‘production starting | 
_in, August: of that: ‘year. Last month, 
he. says, the defendants: refused to! 
recognize -his.sereen: credit.” 

‘screen. credit and required ° to list 
his: name as director in-the credits, 
“Stranded” was ‘made in: Europe 

last year, principally i in. Greece, un- 
der the auspices of Nike: ‘Produe- | 
tons, SAs : Swiss. company. ro 

NY: to LA, 
" Stanley. E: Dudelson:: 
‘Harvey. Jason © 
‘Boris: ‘Karloff 

-- Groucho Marx. ae 
Carl Winston - Sa “ 

OLA: fo NY. 
‘Cueitte: ‘Ball: 
Ed Begley — 

Jim“ Boles - 
‘:. ‘Norman Brokaw 
--Lionel Dante” wl, 
Bob. Finkel --. 
Leo: Jaffe oe 
Stan Kamen .. 

e 

Joseph E.. ‘Levitie 

‘Eddie. ‘Mayehoff. | 
Gary. Morton: 

Ruth Pologe ao 
‘Otto Preminger 

William. Self. 

Europe. to UsS. 

-’ George. Blaug 

-Jean-Lux . Godard : 
Ann Jellicoe. — 
Arthur Lesser: - 

‘Levey.:: 

‘Patachau . 

. . Guy Thayer 

US: to Europe 
Harry. Beall = 

‘. Marion : Billings -. : 
: Trene . Browne. 

‘Gil: Cates 

Keir Dullea.: 
Edward Ettinger | ne 
‘Carl Foreman - so 

“ Gene. & Francesca - . 
Claude’ Gersene - 
Rene. Gersene.* wee «Paul. Henreid © 

Mahalia 
Jackson Melvin. 

H. Jacobs. 
‘William Kaplan ~ 
Leonard:Kramer =: .. 
Robert I. Kronenberg” 
Joséph R.. Lee *-.- . 
~ Leonard: Lightstone © 

: Claire. Nichtern-’ 
. Clem. Perry.. 

| . Walter Reade ar 
’” Abe Schneider -. 

tn be Selig’ J.. Seligman: 
“7-* Richard . Steenberg -- 
J = Glenna Syseé = - 
y Saul J. ‘Turell 

“Une Ravissante- 
“The | 

| Merrie Spaeth. 

- “One Potato, ‘Two Potato” Oo oS a — 
- Directed by Larry: ‘Peerce. © With Barbara Barrie, ‘Betnie Hamilton. 

|leae, 

Suit, instituted in. N.Y. Supreme. f. 
Court, asks: that. the- defendants: be }. 
restrained from withholding - his: 

; chel, 

Z | “The Pumpkin 1 Eater” aa a - ee 
s Fi ch by Jack. (Clayton. “With ‘Anne. Banerott, James. Mason, - Peter Pete g CP || Firic , : POE Ee 

of. “paesirta”” (The. Lark) . 

| Nirupa Roy. 

: 7 VARIETY; Nov, 20, 1963.)- 

oe oh ida, 

ts Directed aby Marco | Ferreri. 

oe Nina. De ‘Luto” 

7 First. Cry” 
a Directed by. Saromil ‘Jives: 

= | ‘“asazerka” ( (The: Passenger) - : mn ed 
Lg sewaka by Andrzej Munk. With. Alekzandra Slaska,: -Atina Cieps- Tee DOE 
oo fe ewska tee 

~uMosgow Ballad” 

: ao “| tiev,, Nikito Mikalkov. 2 

| ‘Chenguelaia, Imet . Kokhiani... 

7 | Cannes: April 28. 

The following is ‘the: ineup f for the’ ‘Fest. which begins’ t tomorrow (29);° 

UNITED. STATES 
: (Official) 

“The World of Heavy Orient” (UA). 
Directed by George Roy Hill.. 

(Reviewed in . VARIETY, March 18, 1964.) 
“ Unvited) | 

ARGENTINA 
~ (Official) 

“Primero. Yor (Me First) - 
. Directed: by: Fernando: “Ayala. 

Freyre._ 

ar | OBRAZIL | 
ss (Official) . 

“Devil 

Othon | ‘Bastos.’ rn 
= dnvited) 

“Vidas Secas"* (Sterile Lives) 7 
Directed: by. Nelson Pereira Dos Santos. with “atila. Torio,, Maria 

Robeiro,. 1 Aoffre:. (Reviewed. in “MaRIETY, Dee.. 25, 1963:).. 

| FRANCE. 
7 (Official). 

. “La Peau Douce” (The Soft Skin)" 
Directed by: Francois ‘Truffaut. 

Nelly: Benedetti. : - 
. (invited) - 

— &799, 000: Dollars Au Soleil”: (100, 000 ‘Dollars. in. the Sun): 
. Directed by Henri: Verneuil. . 
tura,. Reginald ‘Kernan: ' 
“Les -Parapliies' De Cherbourg” ‘Umbiellas af Cherbourg)’ 

‘Directed’ by Jacques ‘Demy. 
Nino: _Catelnuevo,;° ‘Anne. -Vernon, - 

29, 1964.)- 

GREAT. BRITAIN 
(Official) 

| “GREECE. 
(Official) ae 

“epg Kokking ‘YFaiaria”™ (Red Lights). 0 - 
» With. Jenny: ce f “Directed: | ‘by: Vassili: Georgiades, Karen, 

De Foundas... 

on ” HUNGARY. 
(Official) - 

‘Directed Jee Laszlo. Ranody._ 

INDIA 
(Official) 

i - eMujhe Jeene Do” (Let Me'Live) ¢ Cn re Cay? 
‘With Sunil Dutt, Wahéeds ehinan, Oo ne F ~ Directed by: Moni: Battacharjee. 

oo JAPAN 
‘> (Official) - : 

-"paiheiyo Hitoribotchi” oy Enemy. the: Sea): 
“Directed -by Kon ‘Sehikawa: : With ‘Yujiro Ishihara: 

m (invited): 
. “Suna ‘No Onna” (Woman. in. ‘the. Dunes) on 
Directed by: ‘Mirosht, ‘Teshigahara. 

“WTALY 
oe a (Official) ©. Oe as . 

1 ” #Sedotta Et: Abbandonata” (Seduced . and. ‘Abandoried): are oe 
vs With. Stefania. Sandrelli, Aldo: Puglist. 

- a, ‘Reviewed in: ‘VARIETY, Feb. 12, 1964,): 
. Peter. Bartholomew. nes F 

Joe Basile re 

Directed by Pietro. Gerni.. 

. . (Invited). 
= ey Deane Seiiia” (The Ape Woman) .. 7 *. | . 

“With - Annie Giradot, . UEo. ogni. 

ae SPAIN | os 
poe (Official) ": 

— “(Luto’s Girl) 
_ Directed by. M. Summers, | 

ee | WEST. ‘GERMANY 
Sy (Offieialy: 0: 

T “Die: Tote. Von. Beverly: : Hills” (The Cadavre of. Beverly Hills): Joe 
With” Heidelinde | Weis,” “Wolfgang | oes by. Michael ‘Pleghar.. 

a Netiss. | 
of Anvitea) Tat 

“ one Seppe Vis sgn . ee. st ee . 

: ofr Directed, by E Bernhardt Wieki, “With. Ingrid Bergman, “Antheniy Quinn, 
7 = 2 “SWEDEN - . 

“ ee (Official. 
”. i varteret Korpen*. (Raven: Street). . 

“i.) “Directed: ‘by Bo: Widerberg: ' :. With. Thomrny: Berggren, Keve Hjelm, ° Emy Storm, 

| CLECHOSLAVAKIA 
ae . (Official) i 

ough POLAND 
(Official): 

(Reviewed in- VARIETY. Dec. .25, 1963:). 

RUSSIA. 
* (Official). 

': Directed: by. Gueorgui Danelia. 

- invited)” 
. “The. White Caravan” 

“With Peter: Setters, Paula is Prentiag, 

‘With: Alberto. De. “Mend, , Stsana ; 

“Deus E. oO Diabo Na Terra Do ‘Sol 1”, “me Black Goa. and. i, Blonde = 

- Directed by. Glauber Rocha. With Yona ‘Magalhaes, Ceraldo Del i Rey, as a 

“With Jean. Desaily: Francoise’ ‘Dor 

“Reviewed in, 

- With. Eiji, Okada, Kyoko. Kis. 

“With: ‘Maria ‘Jose Alfonso, Aitredo: Landa. - 

“With Galina Pélskikh; ‘Alexel Lok - 

‘With. Jean-Paul Belmondo, . ‘Lino, Ven- se! 7 os i 

‘With Catherine Deneuve, ‘Mare- Mic 
ei - 

_ (Reviewed: in - ‘Variety, Jan. Loe 

_ Goinges * ro 

With: Antal: ‘Prager, Blak: Tolnay, ae 

| Directed.by -Eldar. tla and Thomaz Meliava:. “with 4 Ariadna ) 

UAR- (Egypt) 
: : | (Official) 

“The Last Night”. a 
Directed | by ‘Kamal. El Sheikh. 

| Mazhan. - 
Non-competing (1). Samuel Bronston’ s “Fall of the ‘Roman Empire” 

2 1). ‘Jules. Dassin's. “Topkapi” (UA), (3). a. documentary - on. the: - Skopie.” 
y earthquake: in: ‘Yugoslavia “Skopje "63, “of. M. ‘Bulajee. oa 

With “Faten® Hamama,: Abmed , 



“Congratulations to the. movies on again : ‘confounding. prophets : 

: ; ‘time, too, when: radio was. ‘going. fo ‘bury the newspapers’. ot oo 

— ils 

7 ~ Award. round. show:-United ‘Artists’ |. 
. “Tom .Jones”: hauling: in’ a smash! ™. 
"$300,000. at* 20 -nabe’ ‘houses, ait] *. 

_ “Irma. La Douce”. (UA) ard “Hud” | 
(Paramount). second: swing  combi- |... - 
~ nation- accounting for  $100,000-.in |: 
20 | situations; - : “816”... (Embassy) |? 
pulling - a great $100,000.in'25 the- 
atrés,.and reissued “South Pacific” | 
(Magna-20th). nailing a sensational: 

-- $130,000. “An. its: first. frame vat. 36} © 
“houses. : 7 

. It’s. sossible ‘that’ the: prime “sub-| ° 
- run: ‘circuit .could. Keep up © this}’ 

we TD $500, 000. pace‘ for: the current round: 
-- .sinee: UA’ is rushing “Lilies. of the. 

_Field” into 45. spots. this week. : 
| “For ‘business -- - purposes, ” Te. 
‘marked ‘one chain theatre op, “ ‘they 

. couldn’t ° have distributed - ‘the’. Os: 
~  €ars better.”. Film, Rowers. almost 

2“ unanimously agree. that..the tallies: 
- 7. $for “Irma,” “Hud,” ‘and: “814”. 
“nv! were virtually” “found money” from 
“, ..: pictures. that had ‘already done ex- 

 .ceedingly ‘well - “on, ‘firstrun- and 
fitst: nabe outings... 
Hero ofthe’ week" as- fair as. ex-|: 
hibs - ‘are ‘concerned “is Chi: UA’ 

: “branch manager ‘Harry. ‘Goldman 
“who. plucked “Jones”. from -a hot 

oh ‘16-week run at the Todd. Theatre: ‘in 
“°°. “the Loop. to'rack-up what. is prob- 
“ably ‘the biggest all time one-week. 
_) “gross *-for any.. film. in. ‘the | neigh- 
© borhoods. . en 7 

: i. Itiwas a calculated risk that paid 
‘off in spades. UA’ was- almost. as-. 
‘sured ‘of : $300,000: to. $400;000.. for 

. the next: six months if “Jones” had} 77 
S continued at -the Todd:.With $300,-/. _. 
“000 -already ‘in’ the bag. (on steep} = | 

“Chicago, April 28. + 
Chi. abe theatres broke. boxoffice. 7 

“+ records. ‘all-over. town this “week, | 
. cand ° most: of the..theatre men. at-| 

_ tribute: it to. the: fact that. the: ‘Oscar: - 

*... date." No: explanations. given, 

5 who" were - predicting: that tv would | -bury..them.: There~ was ae 
“ay 

“Rosenthal Walks 
“Herbert: I. Rosenthal, : ¥: p. 

. dered ‘his. ‘resignation. ‘from 
MCA; ° effective . immediately. 

. ‘Rosenthal. has been: an‘:officer: © 
‘of. the: company. for the. past. 
“23 years... 

close ‘future: plans at.a. later... 

“as: characteristic: cat. MCA. | 

Julian Berman Conters 

awaiting:. ‘the. conelusion ‘of the 
‘boy’s - prep: school. school. semester. : 
Figuring . importantly - in.. the’ -re-" 
turn. to the. Continent, where. Ber-. 
-man.: is-:no. stranger : in- the. film. 
‘biz, were the ‘family considerations,’ 
especially. ‘with a growing son ‘and 
‘the difficulties attendant to Franco-| 
Atherican’ Schooling in’ the Orlent.. [oe 

10% nabe terms), the picture could| fj 
Well, tally .$500,000 to -$600;000. in|)" fF 0S 

_ “its first subrun, and. that’s without]... 0 ~_ 
~: WA ‘waiting for the :cash:.Consider-| *: 
“Ing. ‘the terms, ‘it’s-a Windy. City |: -- 

|. Killing ‘for-United Artists and fur-| = 
“i++. ther proof that Chi outlying houses |. 
“ "are in. better shape. than. thes: have 

| > -béen -in- decades. .. ; 
Add to. “Tom: Jones”: and “Tilles 
+1 of the: Field” ‘the. continuing excel- 

lent. grosses for “‘It’s.'a Mad Woria” 
os -on:hardticket at the McVickers: and {| 

an: opening | weekend: for “From 

‘Russia. : With: :Love”’:. that.. has’ ex- 
_--eeeded. ‘high . expectations’ ‘at’ the 
Woods ‘and. it all spells United Arte] 

Asts : ‘time: in Chicago. : 

‘Beat th the Devil’ Cfcking 
10 Years. After Failure: - 

‘Hollywood, April 28. 
‘Though: ‘the exact dimensions ‘of 

an “Beat- the -Devil’s’”: comeback along. 
the art: house - trail is’: ‘difficult: to. 
ascertain: at this’ juncture, -indica-. 

:... ‘tions are ‘that spoof;-which failed 
Jt ‘ten’ years. .ago  déspite. critical’ 
‘acclaim, -may:: be: on the. road. to; 

making fiscal aménds cat: ‘this: late. 
date: - 

:.. Film, which’ Was. sold first time 1 
ors around ‘as’ .a.-  gangster-adventure: 

of pie;-is getting a. strictly. high-brow 
treatment: as sophisticated satire. 

. this ‘time out from. the Art Theatre 
in chain. of..36 ‘houses. nation: ‘de, as. 

{Continued on ‘Page. 26): 

ously. ‘of ‘socialism: | _ 
.-Producer’s remacks were. made 

me +f in New. York:-yesterday ‘(Tués.) in 
[reference to: ‘recent. .Stories. tothe 
| effect that.the Motion Picture 
_|-Assn. of America has'‘recently: been: 

: texploring * ‘the. subsidy idea. ‘with. 
‘| major :company “execs and. top: 

“Now With Royal Filnis| ® Hollywood. producers. 

here; Foreman ‘says -that, should 
such: a “System: -be. worked: out;- it: 
| Would - ‘not . necessarily. bring: him: 
‘back to’: Hollywood ‘from ‘London, 
‘where. he has been. based in recent 
years. He denies. that :the British 

: president.- 
Guild O£ - “America: 

’ of ‘MCA Inc. ‘and president’ of: oe 
awards were. ‘spread . ‘over .so. -many.|.: ‘MCA: Artists..Ltd.; ‘has. ‘ten- .- 

<3. pictures and -ot: sust. concentrated: 
- On. one: -blockbuster. as” often’ ‘hap-|. 

° Pens. were ~o q 
Returns. “froin” "ihe fest post: ee 

” Ae said. ‘that’ he would dis. 

With His 20th Saerors| 
Enroute to Paris Spot | 

J. iitian: ‘D. Berman is in New York: 

from “Tokyo: where he. was based’: 
*|-as- ‘Far. East manager. for Columbia} 

Pictutes* and is:.en. route: to: Paris 
‘wheré he .takes over.as Continental : 
“and Middle’ East sdles boss -° for |- 
-20th. Century-Fox: Berman: is. re-. 
‘maining in New York : for .a: week. 
‘or ‘more. of: powwows: with Darryl. 
‘F, Zanuck, ‘Seymour. ‘Poe. and Da-. 
‘vid “Raphel._. He | succeeds “to.: the. 
latter’s:-spot;. Raphel ‘was brought 
into the: homeoffice from Paris to. 
superyise. . international : “sales. - 

“Mrs. ‘Berman (Olga)- cand. . their’ |" 
15-year-old Son’ ‘will ‘join him: in}. 

,| Paris, via New: York, in, mid-June; 

©|-.-Not only. does he’ think: that. a. 
.|-subsidy. incentive . ‘would: increase 
U.S. production - in- : Hollywood,. ‘but } 
‘it’ might - also’ spur. -some foreign |- 
“producers to come to..work here. 
‘Also it would put ‘Hollywood, on a: 
‘financial par with: ali the other film 
“producing: nations. of the - world, 
‘and would spur. eoproduction: deals: 

- Although -he is all for: a. subsidy . 

| shooting sked.. _anticipated. 

correspondent, . 

“} 

c) r aca ‘ 
By ‘THOMAS M. “PRYOR. 

- Holywood; April: 28°. 

All” “Jatra-inidustry 

His ‘proposal’ eats; however, for |) 
‘revamping of. the: ‘Academy's voting} 
‘procedure, ‘except. in the area of. 
“best picture,” ‘and for broadening. 
of :its membership: base. Sidney is |: 

-] critical’ of. the current makeup. of 
- the - - Aeadenty which : eliminates |. 
| some.:groups ‘of -production person-.|. 

— el, such ‘as the assistant’ directors, 
“because their: is no “eategory. for | 

~ tem, * - while: others — who are ‘not. 
| aetive:. Participants. in the creative 
processes, ‘such as- pressagents,. en- 
joy voting ‘privileges. 

‘that ‘should. be . open - to:.. general: 
voting, lie: asserts, . is best picture: |. 
“Everyone * is “qualified - fo express 
his .opinion: as to what-he ‘thinks’ 
is the. best-.picture,’ the director. 
says. “But: it: takes: an. expert: ‘to 
really © ‘judge ‘special effects. ‘and 
whether. a director’ - was” merely:|‘ 

ipt:.or putting. 
‘Sci-fi ‘and.adventure films includes: 
‘a group: of 13 Jules: Verne - pix. to. 

o ap be’ made..in Puerto. Rico.. -Accord-. biz interviews. but. ignores the film. 
\ing to prez Zimbalist,. - company. has biz. Days can. -go by without any- 
“an agreément. with: Technicolor for: thing. about pix except reviews, 
the latter. to’ do all its film: process- while tv, for. example, has 3 daily 

‘ing,-.both black-and-white “and { eolumn and ‘often other news as 
‘color, with: several pix skedded 10] well. On Sunday, pix continue to. 
be shot in. Technicolor’ s -Téchni- ‘get their full editorial ' page plus. 
‘scope process. ° Legit shows: and. ty Bosley -Crowther's column on the 

shooting .a- good | 
something on the: sereen in ‘terms 
of visual interpretation and . ac= 
cent that wasn’t in-the script.” 

co... >To Each Its Own we 
. Unider- present ‘Acad. regulations, 
nominations’ in: various: ‘categories. 
are voted. by. members of. the re- 
spective . groups within: the’ Acad- 
‘emy.. Actors: nominate . actors, ‘ete: 
The ‘only: exception: is, of course, | 
“best” -picture”. on which all .can’ 
nominate... -In: the. final: - balloting, - 
all. Acad members. who “are “quali-. 
fied” ", Wotets+associates and” mem- 

~_(Continted on page. 24). 

Fe oreman. 1: Sees. Foreigners 1 Mo
n 

Producer - ‘director - Writer. Carl’; 
‘Foreman, who. hhas long - advocated: 

.| some _ ‘sort of -subsidy support .for‘} 
the. U.S. motion - pictdre :industry,. 
is “detighted’’ that at long. last. 

\ the subject is. -being talked-about: 
openly: in ‘this. country:” ‘Too long, 
he feels, subsidy. has been .a ‘dirty. 
- word -in ‘relation. to Hollywood, ‘or, : 
‘at. least; one that: ‘smacked - -peril-| © 

his. “thost crecent : pic, _Columbia’s |: 
“The Victors,””* did ‘not. ‘qualify for. 
any: subsidy: benefits. He-makes the- 
pix:"he :wants,;: where -he’ wants, 
and it so happens. that: recently. all. 
‘his. ‘properties have called. for. over-" 
| seas: lensing. - ' ae 

: Made In Kenya. . 

Right: now, for. example; “his: In--| 
die: Highroad: Productions is prep- 
‘ping “Born Free,” tobe -shot  en-. 

| tirely -in- ‘Kenya,- on. which” he'll 
function”: only’ as ‘exec producer, 7 
and “Young Churchill,” to be:shot |: 
in England, India and Africa, which; 
he'll" produce,” “direct : and’. write.: 
“Born. Free’’. will -be produced by- 

‘|Sam_ Jaffe: and. Paul Radin, directed: 
‘by Tom McGowan ‘and. ‘star: Bill- 
‘Travers and. ‘Virginia... McKenna: 
Pie’ starts in- ‘July -with -a ‘32-week 

London .now ‘to ‘write: the seript: of 
Young ° ‘Churchill, "- which ‘will. ‘be; 
-based: .on’-Churchill’s “A Roving. “ 
Commission” cand “A. World Crisis,” 
taking. the British: leader up. to 
World War I: He. describes it as 
primarily - an “adventure. : story,” 

covering | Churchill’s career.beth as: 
Eady. . benefits: are: responsible: for}; 

This’ London residence, nating: that. 
an. Army: officer: and, as’ a foreign 

. "Year-end . 
achievement “awards~ should : . be = 
-eliminated *to-- ‘give’ gréater ‘drama | 

-T and’ impact “to..-the - .Academiy’ 
“? } Awards, -declares George. Sidney, |-~. 

of . ‘Screen ” _ Directors a 

fe OF: e.- Sydney University, 
“This ‘and: other siiggestions; which: )- POE, ‘th y - ty, 

| he believes: ‘would. help.to heighten: 
public ‘interest: in’ the ‘Oscars, and: 

-,| also ‘stimulate the: boxoffice, .were |." 
r! outlined in ‘an interview. by the;> 
| naa: who: this. year served: as pro- 
_|:dueer - of the presentation. cere-|:. 
mony show. Speaking ® personally : 

| and in- his capacity as DGA prexy, | 
| Sidney ~ advocates elimination - of |. 
-awards. by: his- own. guild: as. well] .: 
‘as. by ‘the. Writers - and Producers: 
guilds,: the... ‘sound - and. the: film’ Po. 
{t editors. - f. 

.. Jining: up: pix. ‘world-wide. and: 

“+. 10--days’ «span . at: six: dollars’ 

"-- noon,”. “That: Cat,” with an. - 

7 arriving’ within the. next _ two: a 

to ‘embrace ‘both’ production and | 
‘distribution. ‘Offers. of the .com- 

| pany. include’ ‘Byron. Roberts; veep} cause Hollywood coverage has done 
‘in-eharge ‘of ‘production; William |.a-fadeout and the «situation: is 
‘Paris, veep. in charge of . operations; almost.":48 “bad in Gotham. The. 
Arthur. Hoerl, exec: assistant to ‘Coast will‘soon be getting -a-new: 
‘Zimbalist; : Max”. Wilkinson, : veep; 
William: Stein, comptroller. 

-. Moreover, Sidney contends that 
‘voting® in. “several: highly. technicat 
areas: of. production” is.open to. per-. 
sons who are riot. ‘qualified - to Tren- 
‘der’: judgments: : “The only. eategory 

Roberts’ and. Faris, who'll | be pro-.| 

“walt; Jack .. Jacobs. and’ ‘Edward’ : 
Bernds: to; ” Produce ‘Various Prop-. 
erties. 

bution: will be. ‘handled” through | : 
| three - key. ‘offices -located. in New: execs were gleeful with the Times 

= York, Chicago. and: Los ‘Angeles. '-| situation. The: daily was behavi :¢. 
- ——---~ | almost like.a trade paper in the ~ 

‘starting ‘production: on the Church-~. 
ill. pie: ‘for ‘at’ least . another ~ yéar. . 
He. is starting. the. ‘Script. now:.and: 
won't think about ‘casting till’ the |: 
Script is. finished. :The mixed re-. 
‘views on. “Victors; F his first’ di-|- 
{rectorial :chore; has’ not: dampened | 
‘Phis | -enthusiasm as: a director. 

Foreman; - who has: just: ‘wound: g | Oddly, he. says, few critics. seemed 
-two-morith. ‘stint in Israel, teaching 
and. lecttiring on . Screenwriting at. 
Hebrew : ‘University, ‘is returning. to 

Dhis ; was 5 the caption’ ‘on: “last week's N. ¥. Daily? News: ‘editorial, ” 
| as follows: -: od 

ae “From : the - Motion Picture: Assn, “of: “Atneri¢a. comes. ‘the’ ‘news:: o 
that -the - major- U.S.- movie ‘companies ° ‘are making. more “money. 

| “than. they've. madein’ a: long time. oe i 
-. 2 “Revenues. -Fose. 5% last year over: “1962, ‘and were up 18% over ; “ 
ch “dast. year ‘in the first: quarter of 1964:- : 

2 The. aparent explanation: . more ood: ‘and. -more- varied | pletuies ot 
; ‘than. the. ‘industry: was: ‘producing : a few years: aga. ° " 

“0k Nt Broavay Rate News Breaks 
_ As N. Y. Papers I 

“Sydney s. ‘Film Fest - 
. Sydney; ‘April: 28. ° 

By EDDIE KALISH 

- geatarty the N.Y. Times, have 

“Sydney. ‘Film Festival's - 11th been laying | off. reportage of the 

7 ‘year’ -will. open’ at: the ‘Union::.. ‘film. biz: lately. sand ‘this drop in 

Theatre, located on the‘campus: | coverage - has. : tout-masters _- dis- 
. +pleased.. They are especially bug- 

|-June 5.ynd. ‘run through: to-.. ged with the situation at the Times, 
’ June. 15." Fest's sponsors are. | where weekday: film reportage has 

- anticipaté:. a sellout:over ‘the .— 
- _probably Jess space .than . other 

show biz. segment. "admission; oa _ 

‘Pix already: lined | up ‘include: eo 
“The Exiles,” “Autumn After-:° 

_ anticipated: 80° pix-features,; « | are. vexed because, they claim, they. 

. _eartoons and : documentaries, 

—" 

‘can -do.-about the imbalance, es- 

pecially in the: Times’ case, the 

boys complain that “hard” industry 
hews is being passed up which 

1 would. .be of ‘interest to. readers, 

Tibast 1 Producing Oo. 
~kims at Jules Verne’ ~. : 

Pir m Puerto: Rico! 
. Hollywood, April. 28. 

- “producer Al Zimbali St. ‘has. 
formed. his ‘own. ‘Zimbalist. Co. ‘here’ 

use- of handouts. 

national préstize, is of particular. 
concern—and confusion. The paper 

York as well as a man on: the 
‘Coast: Pub‘execs are’screaming: be- 

man because Murray Schumach is 
-|ecoming east to work city ‘side. 

In’ addition to’ -Zimbalist;. Hoerl, | Peter Bart,.who has been writing 
the. paper's ad -column,. will go. to 
‘the. Coast to cover the Hollywood ducing individual : films,:. company | ‘beat. 

has also’ lined ‘up ‘Charles: H-nne-. 

‘| at “picture... material. Execs argue 

The: compatiy’s picture ‘sked’ of. 

‘nitery: coverage, legit, ethnic con- 
certs and all kinds of off-beat show 

series also: are: contemplated... . | first -page of the amusements 

The. ‘company’s domestic’: distri. section. 
It wasn’t’ t60 long ago that pub 

a film: field, digging. and writing. It 

|-various .exec. switches and. the 
| creation of the cultural department 

_ -Tat the ‘paper, film coverage changed, 
= ‘however. 

This. is “the same. ‘property. ‘held a lot of. pix biz news as filler and 

by: Paramount for':a couple: of- ‘to. plant... The expanded - Journal- 
years, -but finally ‘abandoned .-by’ American, however, relies on col 

| them reportedly: when: they: ‘could'| ymnists. to: cover the beat and 
not -comé up with :a ‘treatment:| other papers like the Daily News 
whith “would receive Churchill's | ‘(which -has. the. largest. circulation: 

Fapproval. “Luckily,” says Foreman, {of all) don’t ‘do much with the film 
2? “Churchill saw. ‘The Guns: of Nava-: ‘beat .either. But it is the Times 

Fone’ and liked it: and. trusts me.” | which: draws the ‘most fire. The 
The former British’ Prime Minister -Herald-Tribune at least tries, execs. 
did not-ask for treatment: and script |.say, but the important Times seem-_ 
approval when Foreman took. over ‘ingly couldn't care less. - 

| the. ‘project. wo . 

Foreman does . ‘not. - anticipate ‘Alvin Cassel Rejoining 

film biz in 1946 with Metro, is re- 

Supervisor of Taiwan, Vietnam, 
."} Indonesia and. Guam: He. succeeds 

While. in’ Israel; Foréman helped: Batney- Landau . who. transfers to 
organize: ‘tthe. Israeli ‘Screen --and | Puerto ‘Rico replacing Harry Bry- 

Television ‘Writers. Guild,;:of which | man’ who.in turn moves to.Caracas. 
he’.is: now listed as honorary prez | Cassel will headquarter. in 
‘and. founder... “Only thing’ really Manila. He. originally joined MGM 
“wrong: with- his ‘Israeli. ‘stay, he | 
thinks, was: ‘that ‘it, was: too. short,.| Manita- until’ 1956 when. he. moved 
|-but,: since he is’ not: “independently to Universal International ‘as 
‘wealthy, he has.- to, get.:back’ to | supervisor for the Far East, work- 
work. Producer left: last: night’ for } ing. for the. company in Singapore 

oe ‘London: and: “Young. Churchill. 7 . 

serving. in: the: West Indies and. 

“and J apan..: 

Tea ae ee ee ee Sten elidel ob tate oe oe Sill ee alam a ale aC mE Ae a eh i nO a i ee lS le lll 

ore Film Biz 

ty 

geen ee we foe i 
New York-daily newspapers, par-_ 

dropped. to practically | nothing, ; 

” Aside. from the~ obvious loses to- 

the. companies in free space, execs” 

--| remain the largest. advertisers of: 
all: ‘on. amusement ‘pages. Although 

- they realize there is nothing they . 

| forgetting for the moment, the: non | 

“The Times, because of its inter-- 

‘has a. four-man. picture staff in New 

‘Biggest beef with the Times is. a: 
charge. thatthe. paper’ “‘sneers”: 

that it goes after all kinds of. 
‘amuseménts news, even obscure ' 

| still pursues this policy in tv. Since. 

_ 1 Film row lost a good friend when. 
| ‘the Mirror folded. The paper used. . 

shorts: Items ‘were fairly’ easy. 

- Metro, Old Alma Mammy;. 
Asia Beat From Manila 

Alvin Cassel, who started. in the 7 

“joining - the company as general... 

to know :that “The Victers’” was s his ; manager. of the Philippines “and: 
first, job: of. direction. 



Payche ! 59° 

Din,. dense. psychological mel.” 
ler. ° Oscarwinner. 
Neal. ‘name. will have to.. - CaFTY.. 

“Hollywood, April. 21. | 
Columbia: - Pictures: release’ of Phillip: 

Hazelton production. Stars Curt Jur-* 
zens, Patricia: Neal, :Samantha | Eggar,.: 
Ian Bannen. Directed: ‘by | Alexander 

' Singer. ‘Screenplay, - Julian Hale 
-. the novel by Francoise’ des . 

camera, “Walter Lassally;. * ed! 
Benedict; music, Kenneth V. ‘Jones; -as- 
sistant. director.. David ‘Bracknell... Re-. 
viewed at the studio, April ai, "64. Run- 
ning. time, 94 MINS.. 

Patricia 

-Eric. Crawfird | ae gueeaecens ‘Curt® Jurgens 
Alison: 2... cee cee eee ees * patricia -Neal.. 
Robin’ 2... oe cee ete Samantha -Eggar 
‘Paul. . - . Jan 
Mrs: Crawford. . 
.Madame- Valadier” 
Susan... - 
Jean 

Elspeth March | 
wot da aeeee ‘Sandra . Lee” 
a. errs eae "Shelley ‘Crowhurst 

‘e@emeas 

'. Presence of. ‘Academy: Awardwin- 
ner Patricia Neal ‘should. help box-. 
Office . prospects. of “Psyche 59,”?. 
and it's ‘going. to need all ‘the: help.|. | 
it can get. As a matter of fact, .a 
synopsis © should he provided — each. 
customer, to- clarify ‘what’s going. 
on in this Columbia-release. - The. 
psychological . melodrama: that: oe- 
‘curs on the screen.. is muddled, 
monotonous. and opaque. 

Four weirdos cavort mysteriously 
in Julian Halevy's.contrived screen- | 
play from the novel by Francoise 
des. Ligneris. It's not always clear. 
which character is to be despised, 
-hut there are. times when all four 
seem fo fall into ‘that category. 
‘Pivotal. figure. in the bizarre: tale. 
Ads the psyehosomatically blind: wife 
‘Miss Neal} ‘of an” ‘industrialist 
(Curt _Jurgens) who -is. trying’ to. 
plug the gap in her memory that 
is responsible ‘for her non-vision. 
‘She’s the only one’ in the theatre 
who doesn’t. know. The ‘audience’ 
easily. deduces’... that, she’. went. 
“blind” when she caught. “hubby. 
Jurgens in the sack with: her baby 
sister (Samantha. Eggar). 

Sight. upon finding them .in the hay. |. 
_ again, after which she feigns blind- }- 
ness long enough. to convince” her- 
self they’re sick, sick,’ sick. 
Further. ‘compounding - the = defi- |. 

elencies of Halevy’s . ‘scenario ‘are 
Alexander: ‘Singer’s deliberately- 
paced, artsy-craftsy direction (too. 
much technical razzlé-dazzle.at the ; 
expense’ of clarifying. dramatic 
matters) and Max Benedict’s care- 

“less editing, which ‘evidently ‘elimi-. 
nates scenes. even..if ‘they render. a 
subsequent events. ‘mighty. peculiar: |“ 
‘Walter. Lassal'y ‘has .. contributed 
some flashy photographic: strokes.: 
Sensitive sound by George Stephen- 
son and Red. Law, expressive: art 
direction by John ~Stoll. and ‘<a 
creepy score by Kenneth V. ‘Jones 
are assets to the Troy-Schenck pro-. 
duction, produced. ‘in England by. 
Phillip. "Hazelton. ae ‘ 

“Miss Neal. manages a persuasive, 
Portrayal of. the~ ‘blind. woman: 
Jurgens is pretty sour and unpleas-. 
ant as her roving mate. Samatha 
Eggar’ plays the. vixen with ‘spirit’ 
and oomph. Any excuse to’ get: 
hér tnto something flimsy and. re- 
vealing ‘seems .to ‘suffice,:. even 
wien it’s irrelevanf—such as when 
she admires — and.’ narctissistica!ly, 
paws herself jn front of. a full-| 
-Jength mirror. in. -seanty: ‘panties. 
at, whatever ‘ the ‘epidermis-to-' 
clothing ratio. Ian’ Bannen: plays 
Fortunately, she’ s_ pleasant. to. ‘look 
a “friend of the famliy” ‘in love 
with “Miss Eggar. Most :of the 
time he just-sulks. and sulks around: 
n the background. Beatrix Leh- 
mann plays_a fifth. screwball—Miss: meet a. waif-like girl, Odile,” in’ an. 

- English . ‘course . they” are | taking. 
‘Neal’s astrologically- ori.e n t e 4. 
grandmother.. 

The title arparently:. has some= 
thing to do: vith the date-at: ‘which 
‘the heroine went blind, although. 
that’s a ‘guess. All it really ac-. 
complishes is .to make the: picture 
sound five: years old. Tube 

‘Pyro 

‘Weak | horror’ “meller. barely 
- adequate for companion status”. 
on a shock program. . 

Hollywood, April: i7.. 
American: International. release .of ‘Sid: . 

ney-W. Pink-Harry  E.. ‘Eller. production. § 
Stars Barry ‘Sullivan: and . -Martha Hye 
Directed by. Julio Coll... Screenplay ‘byt 
‘Louis De Los ‘Arcos. and. Sidney. W. Pink. 
from a story by. Pink. ‘Produced 
Pink and Richard -C.° 

. Manuel Berenguer; © . editor, - 
‘Ochoa: musi¢; Jose. Sula. ‘Reviewed ‘in! 
Joe Shore’s . projection _room.. Apri VWs} 
764. Running time, > Mil NS. 

There. ‘are. several saleable. ele-) 
ments. in this Spanish-lensed: Pink- 
Eler production .for American. In- 
“ternational release: Among them 
the familiar names of. Barry. Sul-: 
ivan and Martha Hyer, - some at-} 

-tractive Panacolor photography: 
and. fire. sequences. which offer a 
good exploitation peg.’ Film; how- 
ever, is ‘so. weighted - with’ stilted. 

“| “Goliath and the. Vampires.”: - 

‘provoking dialog “and. - 

It’s a’so |-~ . 
no. surprise’ when she. regains her |. 

. Karina, Sami Fre 
‘tures’: Louisa . Co 
rected... by Jean- Lue, -Godard from novel, | 

. Hitchens. | 
_ Camera, .Raoul ee utarads editor, 

starrer, 
‘dling could have this ‘a solid spe- 
‘cialized item abroad on its: general. 

Tholdep. against her’ will,- 

| Artur. manages | to. Bet, him before | 

- Meyer; cemens. t 
Margaret’ i 

~ “femerges™ ”parely. “‘setvicabie . for] oe 
~'| even: the ‘lesser Halt of -a dowble | 

‘bill, a position ‘which: it. has been | 
assigned to: occupy. with AIP’. |. 

Nearly. half the picture: is spent}: . 
| on - Sullivan’s- .extra-marital -dab-'}. 
-blings ‘with . Miss" Hyer: . 
American * engineer .: in. Spain at}. 
work -on .a: dam and. she - appar- 
ently: just * a resident Bad. Apple. 

s;| Wien. Sullivan returns to the:fam-| 
ily: fold .Miss Hyer sets. fire to his} 

‘His wife and child die and | -house.. 
he ‘is horribly disfigured. Mummy- 

on. his: ex-mistress. which he ulti- 
mately. achieves, ‘glong the way hav-+| 
ing. adopted a new. identity and a: 
slightly -altered ‘face’ (revealed. .a.|. 

‘mask in ‘denouement) though:. ex-} 
ehibiting ‘none -of the madness with |’ 
Which. searching ‘police insist. jhe. Js. 
afflicted ‘until finale.’ 

It'-is the sort’ of: picture “whieh: 
with a‘ less. awkward script might. 
have founda profitable ‘niche on: 
‘the horror circuit, but. burdened. ‘as |: 

inadvertently ~ ‘laugh-| : 
only |-a 

modicum ‘of. the. necessary. horror- 

it is..with . 

+ suspense, it falls far- short ‘of: the: 
‘mark: . Julio Coll directed . from- al 
script. by. Louis. De Los ‘Arcos. and. 
Sidney ‘W. 
Pink. | 
‘Sullivan and “Miss: Hyer. play. ‘it 

straight all - the way,’ something: 
which, particularly. in the .case of: 
Sullivan, must -have demanded all- 

Pink - ‘from a story by. 

Of. ‘their professional | discipline. 
“Sherry Moreland as Sullivan’s wife. 
1is. woodén and. of ‘the: Spanish | cast | 
only: Fernando: Hilbeckas a. ‘friend. 

o£ Sullivan’ s makes a: ‘positive /im-: 
‘pression.. 
‘Martin. did a first rate ‘job on ‘Sul-. 

_ Make-up. man: Carmen: 

livan’s - -chared face. Manuel’ Be- 
Tenguer’s camerawork: is good.- 

- “Fess. : 

“Bande. A Part’ 
(Gang. of Outsiders). 
7 _ (FRENCH) “ 

Paris,’ April: 28. 
Coluinbia Films - release ‘of. Anouchka.- 

Films, : Orsay. - production. ‘Stars. Anna. 
ey. ‘Claude.. Brasseur:. fea-. 

péeyn. Written. and di- 

“Fool’s Gold,” -D.: and -B.. 
‘Agnes: 

Guillemot. MINS. es in Paris. ‘Running’ 

‘Odile: | age te gee ce cee ace cete “Ania ‘Karina 
Franz... cles eee cee ee nS ; Sami. Frey. 
Artur . osc. eae eee : . “Gikude ‘Brogseur. 

4 awe ; wee vee ‘er aieten oe ‘Louisa Colpeyn 

Ex-Waver Jean-Luc. Godard ‘still: 
Jooms one: ‘of the: most. “inventive. 
and.: “personal among ‘the: younger: 
filmmakers: in. France. today: So his 
‘pix are filled with personal, gags, 
homages. to.-past. and present mas-| 
ters,” and: his: -own “angles... If: it: 
sometimes - makes ' them restricted: 

ways. have'a sweep, and humor that: 
have: them also ‘capable of: more 
direct ‘adhesion by art- and selec-. 
‘tive, and: even regular audiences. : 

' This one. seems ‘his: most. accessi- 
ble’ pic. since’ his -first_ one “Breath- 
less” and his. recent Brigitte. Bardot 

“Contenipt.’ ”. Careful han-. 

gusto. . If: ‘unorthodox, Godard ‘here’ 
avoids his: usual -jump cuts,’ free 
|-ellivses. and. prowling - camera:. It ' 
-is'made completely: in ‘exterior and 
real. interiors. And the :pic ‘benefits. 

to its breezy ‘ carryings-on. 
‘Two friends, Franz and. ‘Artur, 

‘She’ lives with a relative in a house: 
outside ‘of Paris and there isa“pile 
of ‘money kept. loosely: ina ward- 
robe: It seems ‘the ‘money | “has 
never been declared. At any. ‘rate, 
she mentions it to: the’ youths ‘and: 
hae. decide . to. ‘steak at. ‘with: her- 

.t help.’ 
The: youths have | a: sketchy. back- 

os ‘ground: if they. manage ‘to be able. 
to.own ‘a. car... Artur. belongs to an}. 

| | underworld-type: family. of . thieves. 
‘|.while Franz’s family. .is . unclear: 
‘The girl, Odile; goes: along with. the. 

It ‘ends 
in catastrophe ; when Artur’s. uncle, 
‘who -wanted in on’ it, kills -him| 
‘ When they try. to. do it-without him. 

; dying. 
Franz and Odile’ ZO Of with ‘some 

; of the money to some ‘distant land 
. ~ pand new adventures. with a sequel 

promised: by: the voice .of Godard 
himself. on the soundtrack:.: In fact, 
he. makes -several- little: “speeches: 
‘during the film:on the -comport-} ’ 
ment: and outlooks . of : his. char-| 
acters. - 
There. is neat | observation. about} 

the antics of this strange trio. If 
seemingly: outside. of ‘life, they do 
-give an impression of. yearning and 
‘wanting | -someéthing - that. is unat:| 

dialog and: plot. absurdities: that: it - _ (Continued: on: page 26) 

‘He. is:an| 

swathed in bandages, Sullivan flees: ‘Ray ~.Galton “&: Alan: 
the -hospital . ‘swearing vengeance 

iv “way. 

of”. course,, 

from this in. giving its, rambling ‘direction. is 66 meandering: 

‘tale.a.cogency and. realistic basis’ 

‘the heroine’s iras 
‘bulging, his: dialo 
by: Griffith’s . own ‘turn:.of: phrase | 

pear. early. in the proceedings. 

intonations, { 
| gestures: ‘and. philosophy,. Corbett}. 
ean do. little - ‘to shake. off ‘his tv} 

{-image but. fulfills the. part. of: the { 
“anti-hero” -with. vigcr: His buddy, | 

‘is .a. ‘tubby. ‘little: 
-eharacter. comedian; highly: likable 
but: ‘not likely fo bécome ‘a’ star |: 
but should. have“a: ‘Profitable future 
-as‘a feature player... nae 

.On ‘the: distaff. side,’ apart: from’ 
Miss: Karlin, there's. nothing - out- . 

-} standing. - ‘Julia. Foster.is: ‘no ‘more 

- (BRITISH—TECHNICOLOR) in 
* “ “Patehy” ‘comedy with: ‘sound’ ° 

‘| -Joeal marquee. ‘bait; enlivened 
‘by: Hugh Griffith, ‘but. ale to - 
fulfill its. Promise. — 

| Zondon, “April 28. 

y.H. Corbett; . 

Barker, Norman Bird: Directed by. Dun-* 
can Wood: ‘Original ‘story. ‘and. ‘screenplay; 

Simpson: - 
Harry Waxman: . editor," 
‘music, Frank Cordell. At Empire. Theatre, 
London, . Running . time, 106 MINS. 

; - Warner-Pathe. release of an Associated. 
British: presentation of -a (W. A. Whit-.|: 
taker) Galton-Simpson’ profuction. Stars} 

‘Hugh - Griffith,” Eric | 
Sykes; features: Julia Foster, Miriam Kar-. 

:lin,. Ronnie. Barker, Derek Nimmo. Eric. 

eamera,.| 
Richard Best;. 

with Griffith. ‘when: ‘he breaks. the | 
‘news to thie father that ‘his’ daugh- |. . 

‘| ter-is pregnant and Griffith vainly. |. 
‘the young: medico 1 

{Marry her. This is a choice: ‘piece. of. 
tries to. ‘make. 

-comedy,. 

with ‘his’ little “ cruiser: ' 

in, the: river.. Throughout ‘the ‘pic, 
1 he-has ‘to cope with a. role. which i is 
badly written.. 

considerably . more ‘gaiety.. could: 
“have made ‘'The Bargee”. a. far more 
tempting vehicle: ‘than’ it. As, po 

Rich, 

Hemel cons ova ease, Harty: .H. Corbett 
TOe@: 25s aeees _ ee fast, .: Hugh Griffith 
‘The Mariner (2505/5205 ween. . Eric Sykes. 
Ronne. 2c: ieee ee cwess - Ronnie Barker. 
Christine </.5....5.5° weatees _ Julia Foster 
Nellie © <2... 08.2. cen. ”Mitjam. ‘Karlin f°" 
Foreman... 6.00.2... ee oe 2k Eric: Barker | 
Doctor. Sé0tb AY 
Waterways. Supervisor. 

}-Tomkins ©: . 2... ee eke Richard © “Bréers:|. 
Policeman | aaee ‘ Brian. Wilde 
Office: Otticial: ie cea George A. Cooper: |. 
Girl in: Office. . ‘Grazina Frame a 

~Cynithia -. Jo: Rowbottom |. 
Barman. ... cana oe ceveees Edwin -Avps |}. 

" ‘Announcer: ceee sesh: : He ae Godfrey Winn |. 

: Maybe this: scrappy. comedy suf-: 
fers from. ‘an. ‘overdose: of ‘inter-- 
breeding. It is the first production. 
‘of Ray. Galton and: Alan. Simpson, 
tv scriot creators of BBC’s- promi- u 
nent. “Steptoe and. Son” series, It.is |: 
‘the :first feature. film: directed “by |- 
‘Duncan’ ‘Wood, responsible: for stag--| 
.ing:the “Steptoe and Son”-episodes. ‘| . 
And: ‘it.:stars’* Harry C:- Corbett:| ; 
“(Steptoe Jr.). Anyway,. the Steptoe-| 
influence. :looms large ‘and. ‘has. 
‘thrown: this ‘yarn pof a 
balance. ..With ‘a refreshing’ new. 
background of .the British water-. 
Ways, a ‘capable - cast and ‘an..ac-" 
ceptable ‘enough. yarn, ‘it. still ‘fails 

o-. click, ‘though it ‘will provide |. 
| spasmodic amusement for: the. easy-. 

| going. . 

argee off. 

Corbett plavs. a dyed-in-the-wool, 
oa | marriage-shy bargee who: loves.the. 

"| life :and . particularly. | the: freedom 
Se it’ gives -him:. with: the - dames... He } 

| builds... up: -a" reputation” as: the: 
| “Casariova : ‘ofthe ‘Canals.”’ ” “But on 
the screen evidence, this: is ‘merely 
the result of: a few skirmishes with 
two or three: ‘riverside. femmes. 
There. is no motivation: jn: ‘his. char- 
acter. and ‘it ‘is: fair to’assume that 
either the censor. or the'distributors 
have clipped ‘out. much" ‘of the in- 
-cident’..that) would” have. fiven. 
weight’ :to.. his. amorous - exploits... 

|‘ Woven ‘into: a ‘string of motley sit- | forced. histrionics ‘and heroics, 
uations: is. the fact that -he-is. even- | 
tually : lured | out: of.. bachelordum: 
through getting. the daughter of. an: 
rascible Acck-keeper: into the: fam-. 

It's: a “slim . incident : on. 
which to hang -a~ comedy. which 
‘never makes up ‘its mind. whether 
fo he farce ‘or. not. a 

| to" art: and~ buff. releases,. -they: al-| ‘There’ ‘are. a.. few intriguing 
glimpses into the way of life. of the. 
fast lying ’bargee clan: Harry: Wax: 
man’s: : color. : ‘photography - 

haphazard | fashion the storyline. is 
not.’ strong: enough and — -Wopd’s 

-It rests with :the. cast to:give » the 
‘screenplay. of Galton .and Simpson: 
a ‘much. needed Jift.. And- here. ‘the: 

| production. team is well. served. The |. 
‘pic mainly comes to: life-when Hugh i 
Griffith dominates, the screen’ with |-" 
he rictously . overplayed’ ‘and ‘plori- ||. 
ously’ hammed-up | performance ‘2s. 

ible’ dad. : ‘Eyes: 
. pumped to. life: 

he ‘gives :a joyful. performance’ Of 
.-t ire; ‘cunning «and. boisterous :-boozy 
comedy, - This: - performance - does 
mest to keep “The Bargee” afloat: 
‘Miriam : Karlin: ‘also makes: a. brief, 
Targer-than-life. appearance as an. 
irate: barmaid who-has: been two- | 
‘timed “by-Corbett. But, inexcusably, ‘is ‘the new “Goliath.” In this one, 

[his .. 
‘against: a ‘superhuman, sanguinary: 
fiend who is enslavirig the ‘populace 

the. ‘charaeter® is allowed to- disap- 

“With: - Steptoe-ish - 

“Ronnie~ ‘Barker, 

-than. adequate. as. a colorless - hero- 
ine; though Jo Rowbottom - and: 
Grazina_ ‘Frame - ‘contribute | :a brace’ 
“of lively bits.. Derek Nimmo makes |. 
sharp “impact .as ‘4 “nervous. young'} 

I doctor. ‘Nimmo has one ° fine scene 

: primarily a ‘local bet. 

‘adds | *.. 
T'greatly to: the refreshing charm .of - 
the...British countryside.” ‘Though, i 

-the | weather. always ee 
‘seems. to: be: good and the life of a|.: 
bargee_ is:‘thus shown to be rather | : 
‘more ‘delectable::than. it probably | 
is. Although some of the: dialog. is |. 
‘richly: perky: and. a few of the situa- | 

‘ tions promot laughs: ‘in: somewhat 

‘|. Seott. 

‘| Zari camera. (Colorscope), 
| cori: .editor, Eraldo:. Da Roma. "Reviewed 

Derek Nimmo |" 
wi Norman . Bird | ‘ Parias De La Gloire 

‘(Pariahs of Glory) . a 
acd REN CH-DYALISCOPE) 

Paris, April 20. 

Films Marly, Oceeans Films, Sagittario }- 
- Film: production. Stars Curt. Jurgens, 
Maurice © Ronet,:: Folco Lulli;s. features 
Roland -Lesaffre; Tiny Yong. Directed. by 

“camera, ‘Frejleric - ‘Larraya; editor; : Juan |. 
. Soler,.: At Mmbassade,.  Paris.. ‘Runnin . 
‘time, 95 MIN 
LUG... sl ve cette eeee Cart. Jurgens . 
Férrier ....... nae +.«.+.s: Maurice -Ronet 
Borge CSTE weeee .. Foleo . 
Cook «6... ccicaescie ». ‘Roland Lesaffre. 
Girl» ‘neces wesc eeeweennnee: geese: Tiny. Yous 

many pix.on the Indo-Chinese and 
Algerian | wars, but when. they: do, 
they. do so gingerly. . 

action ‘sequences, - to make. this 

A: French. . outpost - company 
‘| awaits reinforcement in the jungle 
| during the Indo-Chinese ‘'troubles.:| 
A-plane with a German planter in 
it: makes: a. foreed landing . hearby.. 
It seems he-was a- 
during the. last World: War anda 
Frenchman hates him. immediately 
since his brother had been. killed. 
“by a German officer, 

‘Of course, it. turns out: to be him. 
| but under. fire they: help. each other: 
‘and. die in each: others’ arnis as: the 
French officer ‘gives - the. “German: 
back his ‘war ‘decoration ‘that: -he 
had -. ‘confiscated. 

‘smothered | conventional,’ 

‘Lacklustre . ‘direction . does : “not 
‘help: nor ‘do’ ofdinary: production 
‘aspects.. Curt: Jurgens. uses too 
many . false. mannerisms anid over- 
plays «his... role - of. the ‘German. 
‘Maurice Ronet. is. listless as ‘the: 

- | French . German-hater. Others are 
‘adequate: The few: fighting scenes 
are only. passablé in their’ execu- 
tion. vO : _ Mosk. © 

. Goliath. and The. 
Vampires.” 

(ITALIAN-COLOR):: 

“Musclebound | ‘action - fantasy. 
_AIL brawh; no brain. 

“Hollywood, April’ 22, 
. American. ‘International - release . 

Paolo: Moffa production. Stars. Gordon 
‘Directed by Giacomo Gentilomo.. 

Screenplay,. Sergio -Corbucci, .Ducei Teéz- 
Alvaro | Man-. 

at .Iris Theatre, April - 22, .” _/Running. 
time, 91: MINS. 2 
Goliath. ° Gordon. -Scott }° 
AStYa occ, ee seeg ee ‘Gianna’ Maria Canale 
Buono | -: 2.36. te tes we clea Jacques Sernas 
Julia - wc veces .« Leonora Ruffo_ 
Magda Ca heners fen . "Annabella . Incontrera 

Even: ‘the ‘most’ ardent. ‘devotees 
of these: overstuffed, ‘simpleminded ; 
‘muscle -spasins. from. Italy figure to 
be disenchanted with this “latest 
entry | in that league. “Ludicrously | 
‘written and crudely. executed, the 
American‘ ‘International release 

may; - 
‘campaigning, . rack up some rupees: 
‘in early -dates “before “word-of-| 
‘mouth catches up. with it. 

Erstwhile “Tarzan” ‘Gordon Scott: 

‘brawny. - ‘biceps: are . ‘pitted: 

of an ancient. region ‘by turning 
‘them | ‘into | ‘bloodless ‘Tobots. Sub 
jected: to his .-will.’ Just when it 

‘assuming - Goliath's identity,. ‘pro- 
viding the audience withthe odd | 
-climactic spectacle of. Gordon Scott: 
fighting ™ himself ‘to. the -death.: 

: Scott's historionics are. about as 
subtle: as’ a statement by’ Cassius 
Clay. -Also prominently: implicated 
in:the dubbed Paolo Moffa. produc- 
tion and. Dino. De ‘Laurentiis pre-. 
sentation are Gianna Maria Canale 
as a villainess: and Jacaties Sernas. 
aS a a kindly chemist, Tube. 

5 TR 
A brisker- pace, a “Tittle. Tess” (or | hel 

-a little more) genuine. slapstick: and 

| viewed April 15,.. 
. atre, London. Running time, 86 MINS.. 

- Bernard ‘Eee: =.” 

Gaumont release: of Paris-France Films, : 

* rench: ‘filmmakers ‘do hot: “make | 

‘German’ officer: 

‘A. worthwhile. 
theme. about allaying. war ‘hatreds. 
“is - 

‘sonality ‘and, 

ham ‘brings -her usual, . 
gamine-like quality ‘to the role. of 

through. hefty - exploitation ; 

‘man - Shelly and -..Roy. © 
| weigh: in te 

looks as if. the -home.‘team -hasn’t | é with dependable - cameos. 

-got';a chance, the monster unac-| 
countably ‘makes’. the mistake of 

cA i Fines Te Ge 
.. (BRIFISH) 

Well worn theme of Lendon’s 
East:.End family life. One or-: . 

_ Biggest ealainity. is the ‘casting ., two handy. performances, eat a 
ane “of Eric Sykes, a: witty, eccentric | 

‘|:comedian, ‘aS - a nincompoop | of | ay 
‘andlubber. who -is ‘a river. menace | 

‘Sykes ‘is, | 
inevitably, the fall’ guy- who Jands: 

minor appeal. 

* - London, April ‘a1 
“British  Lion-Bryanston release through. 

Michaet Relph-Basil - Dearden production... 
Stars Mike Sarne, Rita. Tushingham, _Ber- 
nard Lee. Features Doris - ‘Hare; ‘Jerry 
Verno, David Andrews, William’ :Martowe, - 

Kinnear, Barbara Ferris, 
Shelley. ‘Produced.‘by ‘Michael Relph. - Di- 
rected by:-Basil Dearden. Screenplay by 
‘Relph. from Michael. Fisher’s novel; cam- . 
era, Reginald: Wyer;.. editor, John. D.- 
Guthridge: | music, Charles Blackwell. Pre. . 

. : “Matt CC ee ee ee ee ee en 

‘Catherine | - a nate, . Rita. Tushingham.*.. . ... : 
cky wwe se eee. netkeees .Michael Sarne «|. — 

1 “a geceees oes we via eee eects Doris - ‘Hare: 
Betsy . a: Vee Barbara ‘Ferris - 

i ack Ellerman» eae ee .fohn Slater’ :- 
‘Jim. aren Ce David. Andrews 

mi Charie Batey: . ceeesec " . " ‘William : - Marlowe. .. 
PUR le eee seaeese's) Michael, Wynne : 
Sally’ wees ececsc aces. Marjorie | ‘Lawrence. - Bunting...: -.:.. weeseseeeese oy Kinnear... 
“Magistrate... 02.0.0... -Norman Shelley’ .- ~ 
‘Nebby’ Mow 7 eevee! ‘Jerry ‘Verio a _ 

Henri -Decoin. Screenplay, Roger ‘Delpay; |:. : : — : 

The: experienced tear: of Michael oe 
: Reiph and,. Basil - ‘Dearden. might ' 
‘well have been éxpected ‘to. come 
across with a more. lively, incisive: 

| treatment of even: ‘such a tired old a 
theme: as. ‘‘A. Place To .Go:” But it: .. 

‘has. defeated: them, and despite Olle 
“But this one. or two ‘brisk directorial. 

is-- full | of ..cliches, ‘grandiloquence |. 
and pretenticusness, - without” even 
a: helping leavening : of well-done. 

touches 
and ‘a: few dependable | perform- - 

| ances; ‘they..are left ‘wallowing in. 
cliches: “A Place ‘To. Go” has -an® 
apt title, for it :is the sort of film 

| that: may Pass away an. hour’ anda. 
half, providing a . person. has. noo 
place: to go but 'the.cinema.. 0° ss 

~ ‘Usually with a-keen- feeling. for oe, 
comjnent on. social - problems, this... - 
‘time Relph and ‘Dearden have set-. - 
tled: for treading unadventurously 
along a familiar route,-The scene is.. 
Bethnal Green. in ‘London’s. ‘East | 
End; : and here Dearden has. ‘cap- — 

| tured ‘Some vivid atmosphere:.-ably~. 
supported . by. . 
‘crisp photography. - ‘But the. plot-is. 
-a Tagbag.of inicidents that seem ‘to: 

‘Reginald’ Wyer’ 3 

have been used in so many: similar 
films. too often.-A flick knife. fight; 
young: hero. involved. in crime..with. 
a “petty. local gang, sentimental 
mum. not: wanting ‘to. leave her. sur-. 

Z ‘roundings, . -boozeups’ in the’ local. 7 
_faverns, tippling, independent dad, . 
-young married daughter -and- hus- 
~band_ living at. home with ‘baby and 
desperately. yearning for.‘a place. 
of their. own, but not doing much’ 
about . it,.. “boys . wrangling over | 
birds, - furtive ‘under-the-canal love °: 
‘making.’ It’s. all there,: 
_imagination has been brought: to i: 
bear to give the job-a lift, 2. 

“but. na-. 

Dialog: ranges from the. corny. ‘te’ a 
- | the: ‘breezy; via brusque Sentimen- ; 
. | tality. Situations occur but.do little 
; ‘to Jog. the. plot: along.. The. makers 

| Of. this: film -have unsuccessfully: . 
“| tried to disguise ‘the fact that they | 
have-no: ‘pertinent views. or. com-.. | 

| ment. fo. make’ on their: subject... 
‘| ‘They. have Telied ona: ‘workmanlike .. 
east, and two or. ‘three engaging 

of ! Performances. ‘crop.up... It ‘intro- 
uces - pop ‘singer Mike ‘Sarne,- “who |... 

‘as well’.as warbling 4. couple: of. 
numbers, has the leading juve role.. : 
/His is a‘new face. and: fresh per--. 

| in. time,. experience ue 
| may well provide the screen with a a 
useful young thesp. Rita. -Tushing-* 

- perky, 
his: self-possessed. girl friend. Lack-. 
ing conventional g00d. looks, Miss. 
Tushingham has a. sparkling ‘off- 
‘beat personality ° and: ‘livens ‘the. - 
‘screen whenever she- appears. ‘She. 
will ‘ave: to. guard against’ getting 
typed:in this kind of role, however,’ 
if her real potentiality’ is to be de- ~ 
velopéd, - Doris. Hare and ‘Bernard - .. 
“Lee,with the: experience’ of .Sea-- 
soned: troupers, ring . every. laugh : 
and: .-possible - sob out of their. 7 

: chores, ‘John Slater is ‘a credible | 
minor: crook and William ‘Marlowe. 
occasionally. shows::-a: glimpse of :.:-",.°-- 
subtle viciousness. as a young hood... ::: 
‘David : Andrews and Barbara | ‘Fer-. 
‘ris.cope with thankless tasks as the 
newlyweds, ‘and Jerry Verno, ‘Nor-. 

The Relph-Dearden : “record | 
“good: enough to ride a ‘conipleta’ 
‘flop in -films, but it can -be ‘even 
‘more precarious. to turn’ out-a. piece. 
of. comparative | nothingness. Loca- 

| tion. shots, artwork. and editing. are’ 
” all- satisfactory and Charles: Black-. 

wells theme song may. prove. ‘a hit | 
Parade. ‘challenger... Lack : -Of mar- °° 
que bait-may not matter: overmuch: °-.-.- 
in: Britain, where Miss Tushingham ..” * 
‘has.a’ pull: and Sarne a ready made. * 
adolescent . pop fo It owing. 7 ‘but. . 
abroad | ‘its chances’ are “edgy. " 

“Rich: 

BLC ‘of .a_ Bryanston. presentation: of Beet 

Norman. — 

"64 af. Columbia’ The. ae 



Home”. wound: lensing last. week... 

> -four. months:.; 

Sos town todo: a tv film’ on. American. women. 2 
“vy.Why! did it také‘four“years for “The. ‘Grand. Olympics, ” the highly | 

— “praised: ‘Italo. documentary feature aboutthe 1960. Olympics; to. reach 

*: would: be: hard . to: ‘self: at..the theatrical ‘ boxoffice: 

e "Men. in: The. Moon,”..now being filmed in-London . . : 
“man: ‘Marty Ransohoff is one-.:of: the..11° young: American. millionaires |: 

i” Style” *. 

oe product confabs . with company execs’ there’ .. : 

= Pt Metro. * . 
"Frances Farmer, former ‘film. star. and how hosting a ‘program, ‘on’ ant 

“off . to Europe. oe 

aspects of its story. development”. . AIP eastern pub director Ruth 
-Pologe ‘back. home after a: week of. confereneés : ‘on ‘the “Coast: . 

fee George Ross is. heading: the. special press. unit. on Ernie Pintoff’s “Har- 
: vey. ‘Middleman, Fireman, 7? now. shooting here: for. Col. release.: ~ 

Columbia. exec veep. ‘Leo Jaffe has. tTeturned: to- the’ homeoffice after'|. 
‘two. “weeks. of. meétings with ‘studio heads on‘the Coast - oe Yujiro Ishi-. 
JAhara, a leading Japanese actor, has-been: signed ‘for a. “key. role ‘in. 20th’s 
“Those Magnificent: Men-in . ‘Their’ Flying “Machines”. ; « Casino Films. 
-has acquired. seven: new . pix: for: release. in German . language | here; : 

..,ineluding the. German-made, ‘Jayne. Mansfield - starrer, “Homesick: for 
© Sty-Paul” 

-David Picker at. his. UA: desk after a. holiday .- 

“Joy: in. the Morning,’ ’.due.to roll May 11. : Ingrid .Bergman’s 24-} 
‘year-old . -daughter,. Pia ‘Bergman Lindstroin,. ‘inked® for . . “Marriage— 

. Italian Styze,’ 7, now lensing in ‘Naples... 
Leonard Lizhtstone,. Embassy. exec: v: ip.,-left for ‘Cannes: last: Monday |: 

(27)... ' . French film director Jean-Luc: Godard in Gotham to.make a‘): 
“.documéntary. on “Women of New York” ‘for the French: tv: web.. Yank J. 
-eamera-team of Albert ‘and ‘David Maysles:is- working with him... :.. 
“Allied - Artists héld a -housewarming. breakfast : for. ‘its new: fifth’: floor | 

‘Ivan-Tors: and. Ian} 
_ Player, chief. game: warden atthe’ Umfolozi. Game Reserve,’ Zuluiand, 
‘ad-pub offices in. New York yesterday - (Tues.)*.. 

South ‘Airica, touring the: country for Metro’s “Rhino.” 
Susan" Oliver inked to play the. wife - -Of: Hank Willianis. in. ‘Metro’ s| 

Biopic. ‘about. the late country ‘singer, which’ began: lensing. last... week |. 
..Presion Pierce into “Young Fury’? at Par -. 

‘Los Angeles area;- with'10. pix set ‘for ‘multiples. there during the next} 

their annual: convention in ‘Atlanta. Iast. week. - 
Franedis - (“The 400 ‘Blows,’: “Jules” and: Jim”) ‘Trauffaut’s ‘newest:| 

; Alen. “Ta ‘Peau: Douce,”.has: ‘acquired. for U.S. release by: Don Rugoff’s 
-newly-expanded | Cinema : Vv. -Film;. which - is ‘a. French . entry.:‘at. the: 

~*€annes Fest;. is. expécted to -kickoff.-Cinema. V’s new ‘release’sked: ; 
Truffaut has: been in. the States for. the last twa weeks. winding. details 1 
on his- upcoming Alfred: Hitchcock book ‘and. plans © on: his’ projected | 
‘film “version<‘of Ray ‘Bradbury's. “Fahrenheit 451,” ‘to be:.done’ here; 
‘Tate this. year. or early. next. . ‘He: returns ‘to. France (and: the Cannes | 

- Fest) this iveek.: : :. Another: top French. ‘director, ‘Jean-Luc Godard, in. 

this shore?. .Best answer’ seems: to. be. that the original. asking. price 
($250: 609 to $300,000) seemed: a little too. rich: for local: -distribs who- 
felt that perhaps the 1960: Olympics, well covered. by: ‘tv and. the press,. 

Exees of Times} 
“Film, whith- opened ths" pic last’ week. -at .the Guild, acquired it ‘only 
--about. two months: ago, - feeling that: its. general cinematic excellence: 
- over-rode any-loss. of timeliness: 

-George.:Fenneman.: will narrate’ ‘the. featurette whieh: Col: prodiicer’ 
Charles H.. Schneer. is :making :to spark’ the promotion. ‘on. his “First 

profiled ‘in Charles ‘Sopkin’s new. Random ‘House. book: “Money: Talks. ”. 
“AS. Ransohoff. remembers it, -his’ love. affair. with ‘the: ‘movies: began’ 

when he was a kid: “We'd. be. driving through. Times Square and ‘my | 
" father would ‘say, ‘Look’ at. the Camel. sign. ‘where the. smoke is | coming | 
out,” “And would say.- ‘Look . at the. Criterion;:”: “ 

Michael: Mayer, IFIDA’s exec director and general ‘eotinsel. sincé its 
inception in 1959; has been’given a new: employment contract for, the. |: 

And: add: Clent. ‘Perry’s Altura Films” to- the | year ‘starting ‘May. -1.. 
.. Robert Mitchum signed. as one. dist of TFIDA: member companies « 

ofthe first ‘Stats... for: 20th’s” upcoming roadshow ‘epic, “The. ‘Day Cus- 
‘ter Fell.’ 

Otto. “Preminger: and: “Th Harm’ s. “Way”. ‘prodiction ‘staffers. Loyal 
mie Griggs. Lyle Wheeler, Dan McCauley ‘and. Richard Mansfield: back ‘from. 

, Ralph Nelson and Fred Engel will| 
‘make “To Scratch a Thief” for Metro,. -coproducing with- Jacques. Bar’s| 

.. Cipra Films and. toplining “Alain Delon. ‘Duo. has inked .J:- Paul Popkin 
-" ag production ; supervisor for -this . project and: others..such.as’.“‘The| 
i. 7 Seventh. File,” to. be made for UA, and “The.Pied Pipers,” for Universal 

‘a Incation hunting trip to Hawaii.: 

“The. Best Man”: invited for-an out-of-competition showing at.Cannes, 
"Sam. Ro“ert, IATSE ‘studio: mechanics Local 52 -pub director, ‘laid up | 

‘at home. with’ a leg ailment... . Lars McSorley, Paramount pub: staffer, | 
-tripped in‘ a? ‘subway . station - ‘last week ‘while: escorting” his son ‘and | 
“wound: u» with a cracked: rib. : 

in the first place, just teasers for. the .bays.. 
“James R. Velde, UA sales. v.p., planed to the. ‘Coast over the weekend. 

for a ‘week. of meetings: with Los. Angels ‘Branch personnel.. . . Cecelia 
-Lousky ‘inked for .Metro’s. “36 Hours;"’ ygmarking her ‘Silver anni in: ‘Holly: 

.| Star, grew. up, ‘there: was: ‘none “of the- fortune: (he- made) left.”: 
‘Roberto. Gerardi: set for Joe Levine-Carlo. Ponti’s ~“Marriage—Italian| 

Doe . Variety. Ciub of: New York will honor ‘the Catholic ‘Actor's |. 
“>. Guild and “its, prez Horace MeMahon on the occasion: of the: unit's | 50th} 

“ wood.. Pooular | ‘Library « will publish George .Seaton’s screenplay: . 

Y. anni, ‘May -14.-.at the Astor: Hotel,: .tickéts: going for .$5.50' 
8 -Lee Tracy back: on the Coast after’ ‘a few-week Gotham visit a on behalf| 
Loy ‘of: “Best. Man,” in-which he’s one of the topliners -.; 
an mother of ty. actor: ‘David. Janssen, has a role in: Hal Wallis’: “Roustabout” 

“Joe Levine has. set a deal with Albert Band of. Marathon Inter- 
ane national Films’ of Rome for the production. in Yugoslavia ‘of a western} 

- tivel t “The T1 lers,” ‘to. topline James. ‘Mitchum with |- 
tentatively titled . nr casie Sa op Ely .Landau_ has acquired. “The Umbrellas of Cherbourg;””: musical ‘ ‘Dic: 

which -has been a’ hit-in-France and. ‘was. recently ‘shown out of ‘com-} 
filming to. begin: in. August... .. with: openings last: week in Seattle and 

_. .';San.Diego, “It’s .a- “Mad, Mad.. “Mad, ‘Mad: World” is now: playing: in 31) 
. i *U.S.-Canada situations: Bristol, ‘Conn., radio-station. WBIS is celebrating. 
+.) its: 10th: anni with a -contest:.for ‘listeners,. the’ prizes. .for ‘which. are’ 

. tickets to. the: May 25 evening “performance. of the Stanley.“Kramer pic.. 
_Alfréd.-Katz,; UA foreign sales Vv. PD, - in: -Montevideo,. Uruguay, - for. 

Metro: “has postponed 
? nti later this. year the. start.of ‘The: ABC.’ Murders” at. its London | . 
“studio. *: -UA’s “The World :-of: Henry Orient,” which last week:.com- 
: pleted a ‘suécessful- run at Radio City Music. Hall, will open. May 6 on a 
“premiere. -showease” run-in New York-. producer’ Pandro'S. Berman | 
leaves. for’ London today . (Wed.) ‘to. ‘stout: locales for Metro's. “The. 
” Venetian Affair”... . Sophia: ‘Loren: awarded | Helsinki’s. Elokuva Aitte 
. Key ‘as -“‘most - ‘popular: actress in- Finland” ... .-producer Lewis Gilbert | : 

’- has’ checked in at ‘Par. to. begin “No. Bail. For the Judge” :..... Lawrence 
‘Weinsarten will make “Gabriela, ‘Clove: ‘and. Cinnamon” as his next’ for} 

“Phil, Feldman, ‘veep in charge’ of: business affairs” for Séven’ Acts, | 
--The. Legion of’ Decency has B-rated (morally: ‘ob= | 

ee -jectionable . in part for all) the new 7 ‘Arts-Metro. version of “Of “Hu- |: 
“man ‘Bondage.’ ” - LOD says the ‘film. tends to: compensate for “its. weak- | 
“ness in credible. ‘character ‘motivation. by .exaggerating the: sensational: . 

. headed. “by. 

| “House Is Not al 
. Robert. ‘Surtecs set as chief: cine-. 

matographer: for Metro’ s Richard ‘Chamberlain-Yvette Mimieux starrer‘ 

- Metro perking ‘in the. 

Asobel Lennart: set. to. script “A Garden of Cucumbers”. 
for: ‘Mirisch-UA ~, . Harve Presnell. cited. ds .”most- versatile new. star” | 
by. the. Federation. of. Motion. Picture. Counicil’s. ‘American Clubwomen. at} 

“According fo one source, “De Laur- 
entiis | “paid” $500, 000: “for the . ‘film. 

°. ‘which’ is said to’ have cost Don Cor- 

_Filmwavs’ chair-| 

_Reme;, ‘April 28. 

‘San’ ‘Paolo: Fils, company}. 
| Catholic. ‘priest | 

‘Which: controls “85:90% of the Italo | 
‘| 16m. market, is ‘branching. out: ‘into. 

| film production. in a big: way. San 
Paolo-: is . producing -: ‘the only. -pic |. 
now. shooting at’ Cinecitta -here—. J.. 
*Saill | ‘and. David”—and ‘has plans| © 
for 11. more Biblical features, each:|- 
“budgeted: vat: approximately $800, r. _ 
000. 
Don’ Emilio’ “Cordero, “swiho “nas. 

Headed - the. company. for:. the -last: 
15 ‘years,: reports. ‘that ‘San: Paolo |" 
‘will. -make: ‘another. feature . ext 

| Theatre Sues Rochester San Paolo; ‘under: the. Don ‘Cor-. 
-déro- aegis, has: expanded  to- such}. 
‘a degree: that’ it now. handles 2,200, 
‘to. 2,300. 16m prints.a year, and.| ” 
‘currently: has between 320 | and 350° 

year,.: “Paulus. ey 

titles. in its.. catalog. “Total. varies 
constantly ‘as ‘most. 16m Tights are _—_ 7 

Operators, of. the Lyrie Theatre| 

‘here: have. started: a $100,000: dam='| 

for: periods. of : four. or- five ‘years. 

‘preceded: on the San- Paolo: ‘slate 
‘by “The Patriarchs,”: but. that pic, 
‘completed. last" year; was. purchased. 
by Dino De ‘Laurentiis, ‘Who -Te-- 
-portedly feared it might take: away | 
from ‘the ‘public ‘Interest in his own } 
upcoming version of “The Bible,” 

‘dero . $350,000:.: 
San. -Paolo’s. plans. for’ the next. 

‘10. years don’t. ‘stop: at. ‘the: Biblical. 
series’ but are -taking. in tv: shows: 
;as well. The’ company has ‘quietly 

| worked its. way towards. “self-suf-. 
ficiency:: by ~. purchasing .. ‘and ..re=. 
furbishing: leftover armor and: cos- 
tumes. . from. “‘Barabbas:”’. ‘“Cleo- 
patra,” -: and ‘éther - recent | ‘sbecs; |.” 
and by acquiring various’ ‘kinds: -of 
‘technical | ‘equipment . from. other. 
local ‘firms ‘in need: of cash (San. 
Paolo. bylaws Tequire . that ‘it deal 
Jonly.. in: : cash). - Qutfit also. -plans 
to. construct. its.own’ ‘film: studio ‘on | 
‘land it’ now: owns: near’ Ostia, . ‘on 1 

| azines . and . _pictures- ‘were seized. 

“The pic, “advertised ‘as “adult” 
‘entertainment, , 

the- Seaside . near:. Rome.. 
“The “Saul and.-David”’ company; 

with. British © ‘actor ‘Norman. ‘Wool-. 
-and:in: Tole ‘of :Saul; leaves here. 
‘shortly. ‘fora seven-week: ‘location: 
stint. ‘in Spain. 7 

‘Yadigpapolis television station ‘on: which we s talk ‘about inétion ‘pictures’ 
‘commented on “Today” over ‘NBC-TV, last week, that she had’ visited 
‘Hollywood: The’ “big studios ‘were almost. empty. a it, Jooked: like a 
- ghost. town.”. This was. due: to “television. me | 

Latest spanking * ‘in. ‘print ‘for the. government -r re: Hts: ‘Testricted: ‘show: 4. 

‘Company’s | “current production; 
“Saul -and* David,” “actually was’ ‘age. ‘action. against . the: -City of} 

|: Rochester as. the. result of. obscene 

film” charges by. ‘police. * AS -show-.| 

' cause order - and. a summons’ were | 

served, naming. as: defendants ‘the | 
city corporation. counsel's... office, 

Police: ‘Chief. William: M:. Lombard |. 

‘and... Inspector. ‘DiCroce. and » de-| 

manding. returh: of: ‘the: confiscated. | 

| film; “Belt, ‘Bare’ and Beautiful.” | 
- Contained’. in, thie “legal” papers |. 

which, summarized . 

against: illegal, arrest’ and: for. ‘loss |. 
of revenue, was ‘the $100, ‘000 claim. 
for’ “monetary. ‘and punitive . dam 
“ages.” 

women | ‘and men cavorting ‘about, 
‘was: reported by police: to be: at- 

ae. tracting a. | number: of youths. 

I Mf SON es
 

“Confusing Marquee. 
-RKO- last: month: sold ‘its ~ 

“Regent on.7th Ave. and: 116th 

. “thian : Baptist. Church, - - whose’ 
"Hame. now. :adorns.: the north, 
and. south - sides, Of ‘the mar- 7, 
“quee.:. 

But. the - ‘good ° ‘parishioners * 
-.. forgot to ‘change. the’ tungsten 

_ ble-feature: “Four From -Tex- -~ 
~as”(Sinatra-Martin) and “Mur-. 

_ derous Fiend,” a: chillerdiller. 

Solons for Coiifiscating 

“Rochester, NY., “April 24. 

Eli. Jackson and William ‘Berger 
‘of. Cincinnati, the: . theatre’s..: co- 
‘owners, declared the: film in ques- 
tion was licensed:-by' the. N. ¥. State 
Dept, . of “Education, and - carried | 
the State Regent's Seal: of approval. | 

Three ‘reels’ of :the ‘film .plus‘.a 
quantity” of allegedly indecent mag-_ 

_Jreturn to the States because of the 

‘showing ' nude 

= critics’ 
country.” 

ian attics competition occupies: 
7 | eight: days uring the big Cannes 
-which still spells out a dou-" | fest, with screenings held each, af- 

‘ternoon i in a-small projection room: ©. 
at the Festival Palace. Of the .32. 

_| pix submitted from: 21. countries; 
‘| for. the comp, a group of French |? .. 
and: foreizn.. critics, working in. 

“| Paris, chose: seven films to com- 
~| pete, The last day of the competi- 

tion. is. devoted. toa film of some 
+ sort of: Special quality—this year, 

 Picture-as’ ‘Obscene’ 3 

billing: on-.the front’ marquee - J: 

arguments wey 

‘UA: is .sénding some. stills’ taken: 
of. Elke “Somer: during the. ‘filming ‘of: ‘Shot’ In ‘the: Dark’ ‘around to]. 

ith “do -not publish” stamped “on - ‘em. The are un rintable. a seribes. wi p p y. P ‘Temple’ $: 36th: birthday, : remarked. that she..appeared in sucessful. : 
motion ‘pictures at the age: of seven,.and :commented ““Doesn’t it make. 

| you feel a little bit old?”.a Chicago. guest: ‘observed, “She..was the 

- Bernice Dalton;| 

‘ings of: ‘USIA-made’ films..(“‘only ‘for showing abroad”) is by John E. Fitz-. 
It’s. part of ‘an interview . -with’ 

George Stevens. Jr... Brazilian -: pic,. “The : ‘Given Word" .moyes to the 

‘gerald, Our Sunday | Visitor. critic. 

8th St. Playhouse today ‘(Wed,) for extended: ‘exclusive:run.. ... Uni- 
versal ‘touts letters from’. Supreme Court Justice William 0. Dougias 
‘and Oregon’ Senator. Maurine. B. Neuberger Praising . its “Island: of ° 
the- Blue: Dolphins. ” 

- The Mo | (Hannah) Rothmans ‘heading for ‘their second. child; Nicole 
is now : ‘three. 

‘Recalling “Tom Jones: wthe. ‘Apartrient”” anid. “Irma ‘La. Douce” 
as” in point, reader. Jeffrey: Barron of: Chieago : writes: that. an. ‘Oscar 
might well be given the. “Beds. Picture”. ‘of the” year {0 

After. Arthur. ‘Godfrey,’ ‘on ‘his .CBS * ‘¥adio- program tabbed: Shirley 

beneficiary: of the. Jackie Coogan’ Law.’ By the ..time Coog gan, a child 

Ingmar. ‘Bergman’ Ss yecent: ‘film: was part ofa: ‘trial-in ‘Denmark. 
‘against. ‘the. British : book:. “Fanny Hill,”. _aecused of: “obscenity. During 
the trial, jury:read a novel, “Sangen om: den: roede ‘rubin”: (The Song 
‘Of’ The: ‘Red. Ruby) by. Ne forwegian. author. Agnar. ‘Mykle, previously : 
-subject, ‘to.a. similar’ trial in Norway. Then -the ‘Danish. jury. went to 
‘see. Ingmar Bergman’s “Tysthaden” (The: Silence), shown in: Denmark. 
without: any cuts.: After this, the jury. returned with their. decision Te 
“Fanny ' ‘Hill,”: which .was. “not. guilty.” Roe, 

_Anthony:. Mann selected - as US.. juror : ‘at’ the Bérlin Fim Fest. 

petition”at.the-Buenos Aires Film Fest, for U.S.-Canadian distribution:. 
‘Indie. has . also’ acquired Howard Fast’s’. novel, “Freedom: Road” for 
filming :. .““Carpetbaggers” . ‘will make ‘its: New. York bow July .1..6r. 

‘tres.. 

~ Joe Levine's: ‘Lincoln. ‘Arts: ‘Theatre; long. in: “coristriiction: may now: 
‘be ‘ready: by: late’ May ‘and will possibly :be inaugurated’ with -the Vit-' 
torio .Gassman: starrer. “Let’s Talk About Love”: (an Embassy : -release):. 
Showman -’ now Isoks ‘to open "Threepenny: Opera” late in. August, 
‘probably: at. his. Festival Theatre... 

‘tributions, ‘to, Americar Bra Sod ew ne) © 

: a Continued on Page. 18). 

thereabouts, b bly: da ‘dati he: ‘Pa id. F l Thea-.: 
| PEO a ¥ ’. ing, 4 ramtount: an estiva hea: | break ‘follows a-four-week multiple 

“Cardinal”: showcase presentation 

Samuel Goldwyn named: recipient: of. ‘the. first Golden. ‘Door ‘Awards i 
-established - by. ‘the’ American Ca: “neil . for Nationalities. Service. to 
honor ‘Aniericans: of forgicn - ‘Dirk. | vho- shave ‘made . ‘outstanding: con-j NY. ‘area, ineluding the . 15-week ~ | 

“Award. will be. presented. at ‘promiere -engagement which 
a : odg grossed $444, 577. 

“From: the looks. of the many im- 
pressive: “first” pix which ‘were 

~ submitted’ to the Cannes ‘Critics’ 
' | Section this ‘year, New York. City 
“St., New York;. to ‘the .Corin- ~~ “underground film movement” | ‘is 

|-well. “above. ground abroad.” Un-. 
| fortunately.’ . -however, only ‘one. 
|-such .pic..can. be ‘entered: in. .the- 

competition from.‘each... 

‘the. “wW. S.° feature documentary 
based onthe Army-McCarthy hear-- 

ings, “Point: of: Order.” - 
‘The official feature choice from 

the. U..S. is a‘ mordant; modern: 
fable about big city life “Gold-- 
stein,” ‘directed ‘by Benjamin 
“Manaster. and--: Philiy Kaufman, 
‘which comes. from not New. York 

editing. - 

Parle Victorious’ 

tion’ of Ossie Davis’. racial. satire, 
will. be. distributed in-W. Africa... 

\late this summer. This is the first. 
of ‘what its: producers. hope will be: 
‘several overseas distrib deals. for. 
the film which ‘still hes no distribu-. 
‘tor. in the US... 
-Coproducer Milton ‘Hammer. has . 

been. in Europe for the past.couple — 
of weeks seeing to possible foreign 
distrib .arrangements. He had: te 

illness and subsequent passing. of 
| his mother. but will go back within 
{the next few, weeks. to continue his. 
dealings. The ‘W.: African distrib 

| deal was ‘arranged via the Motion: 
“| Picture Export Assn. and will cover: 

‘such: countries as Nigeria, Ghana, 
‘Liberia:‘and others. While across . 
the. pond he. also initiated a deal. 
for: Britain, “which is close” bo 
signing. - 

On: the ‘domestic. ‘side, Hammer 
is ‘still trying to: line up a distrib 
for the’ satire, His. own*company, 
which isn’t‘in the film distribution. °~ 
business, has been handling some 
dates for the pic but it hasn’t had 
_any:-broad playoff: Hammer reports, 
‘however, that -since’ the Sidney 
‘Poitier Oscar, he has gotten a few: 
calls’ from distribs expressing: re- 

| newed interest in- handling the pic. 
He feels: that: the award to. the 
Negro actor ‘will probably - help 

| “Purlie,” whether. he continues to. 
| book .it or can’ bring in a distrib. °: 

. His plan. for the foreign market. 
is. ‘to: make outright Sales on the 
film for territories: This is the na- 
ture of the deal.worked out in Eng- 

\land. When ‘he returns to Europe, 
‘Hammer plans" to visit several other 
countries’ with the print. and ini- 
tiative action: » He's gotten. some .. 
‘Inquiries ; from France and. else- 
where ‘SO. far:. 

“| * ‘CARDINAL? INT 0 Th 
. FIVE DAYS. $287,109 
“¢ 0 Lu mbia’s “The. Cardirial”: 

racked: up $287, 109 in: first five days: 
1 of circuit-run of 77 theatres in the 
N.Y... -metropolitan area. Circuit 

in ‘the N.Y.» -area which attained -a 
Columbia. © ‘record . of: $1,003,107 
with: a ‘total: of 54 weeks of. hold- 
over: time ‘above’ initial : ‘bookings, 
-As‘.of last’: week end the Oito 

Preminter. ‘production - had. ‘totaled’ 
$1,734,793: in b.o. receipts ‘in the 

| nes * Fin Festival 
2 —t . ‘Cannes, April 28. 

but: Chicago.".But Gotham film-. 
maker. Adolfas Mekas did. the™ 

‘Set in W. Africa: 
.“Burlie Victorious, ” the filmiza-" 
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New Pix Perk Ci 

__ Chicago, April 28.. 
“From Russia With Love” 

bowing to a towering $38,000. in: an‘ } 

otherwise generally. quiet Windy | 
City firstrun - round.. 

nering a socko $22, 000. Oriental’ 

debut. 
‘Monroe tandem .of “Hell Fire ; 

Club” and ‘Love Makers” looms 
‘Balmoral — 

Theatre, in its first week as. first= |. -- 
Jovely in first’ frame. 

run arty house, shapes sharp. "with 

“Juile The Redhead.” — 
“Muscle Beach Party” 

is ; . posting” a 

‘“Ping Panther’ shapes. solid. - 

State-Lake sixth. “The Silence” 

strong at both. the Loop” and. Car: | 

-negie in sixth. _ . 
“Seven. Days in. May”. is. ‘bright | 

-in’ United Artists: -ninth.. session..] . 

“Dr. Strangelove” -continues’ great rently are. many: newcomers all. 
“$n Esquire 10th round.-: 

is yted Sair-in second 
-Todd canto. “Becket” is nabbing -a- 
solid : sixth Cinestage _ lap. .“It’s a: 
Mad World” is lusty in. MeVickers 
23d week. _ 

. Estimates: for This Week 

Empire” 

—“Julie the Redhead” . (Indie). 
Good $2,500. ‘Last... week, ‘house } 
was dark. 

Carnegie (Brotman)=(495; 41. 25: j 
-$1,80)—"“‘Silence” (Janus) (6th. wk). 
Brisk $3,500. Last week; $3,900... 

‘Chicago. (B&K) (3,900: 90-$1. 80). 
—Captain Newman” (U)- (6th 
wk}. teed $16, 000. Last. week, . 
$15,000 

Cinema: (Stern). (500: $1. 50j— 
“To Bed Or Not To. Bed” (Cont). 
(6th wk). 
$3,500. 

‘Cinestage- (Todd) (1,038;_.$1.75-| new is tough for the showhouses,. 
j.even: ‘though its brief initial home: 

‘stand finished on: the weekend. 

_ .$3.50)—"Becket’”’ (Par). (6th . wk). 
~ Solid: $15,00N. ast week,. $17, 000: : 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,236; 
$1.25-$1.80): — “Dr. 

week, $12,000. 
‘Loop (Bretman) ( 606; “90-$1 80) 

(Continued | on on page 1 10): 

Muscle’ Strong $7 000,. 
Port; ‘Empire’ 746, 2d | 

Portland, Ore., April 28... 
‘Longruns are the heavyweights 

here this session... :-However, 
~“Muscle. Beach Party’ “shapes trim 
on opener:.at Fox while. “Fall. of 
“Roman Empire” looks: brisk in 
‘second at Music Box..*'Tom. Jones” | 
ds great in 11th rcund at Irvington. °|. 
“It’s a Mad World’’ shapes sockeroo: |. 

Russia’ 
jn 19th. session at Hollywood. 
“Cleopatra” is lusty.i in-second week: 
on popscale run at the Laurelhurst.. 

Estimates for This Week 

Broadway (Parker) 1,890; 

“One Man’s Paris” (U) (6th wk). 
Sturdy $4,000. Last week, $3,900. - | 
Cinema .21: Foster). (648: . $1.50). 
—"Easy . Life” (Indie). (2d. WE). | 
So-so. ‘$2, 000. Last. ‘week; $3.600.- 

Fine Arts (Foster) (421; -$1. 50) 
“America, America” (WB). (m.o:): 
(2d° wk), Okay $2, 000. ‘Last: week, 
$2,600. 

Fox. 

$1.49)— 
(Evergreen) UL 600: : $1-- 

“Muscle Beach Party”. (AD: 
and “Young Racers” (AT). Trim 
$7,000. Last. week, ..‘ ‘Dr. Strange- 
love” (Col) (4th wk), $5,900. . 

Hollywood. .- (Evergreen). (1,188;: 
$1.49-$2.75)——“It’s ‘a Mad’ World” | 

Sockeroo: ‘$9, 000.. (UA) (19th wk). 
Last week, $9, 300. - 

Irvington. (Smith) (650: “$1 50) 
“Pom. Jones” (UA).(11th wk). Great 
$10, 000. Last week, $10,500... 
Ldurelhurst Cruikshank) (200; 

$1.50)-—— “Cleopatra”. (20th) (2d wk). 

week, $6,600. 
Musie Box (Hatnrick) (640: $1.50- | 

$3)—"‘Fall of Roman Empire” (Pary 
(2d wk). Brisk $7, 500 or near. Last 
week, $8,000. . 
Orpheum (Evergreen) .. (1, 536; 

$1-$1.49)—“Hud” (Par) and “Lilies’ 
of Field” (UA) (reissues) (2d wk). 
Tall $8,000 or close. _ Last. week, 

- $7, 600. 
Paramount: (Port:Par) (3 006:: gi-[ 

$1.50) —"“Night Must. Fall” (MGM). 
”?". (MGM): 
“Voodoo: 

“Girls “of |. 

and “Murder At Gallop 
Drab -$3,000.. Last’ week; 
Village” (Indie) end 
Night” (indie), $2, 100. 

PICTURE GROSSES _ 

$38,000, ‘Dr. Lao’ Happy 226, Muscle’) 
Stout 156, Panther’ Fast 126, Gth 

However, | 

“Seven Faces of Dr...Lao” is gar- |. 

is notch- | : 

ing a hefty second Roosevelt round. , 6] 
“Captain. Newman” dvance’| 

strong sixth. week at the Chicago. | 

‘From: Ashiya.” “‘Love On.a- Pillow”: 

} Party,” latter’ two on-a- twin bill.: 
“Ashiya” is rated very- disappoint-: 

Balmoral, Demos?) (512; 90-$1.80) | ing’at Orpheum. : Rear’ looks. mild. 

iy tet 

‘Strangelove’: . 
(Col) (10th wk). Nice $9, 000. Last. 

$10,000. . | 
‘Avalon (Frank) (9005. $1)_-"Model : 

| Gamera”. ‘Undie) and -“Fast. .and 
Sexy”: .(Indie).: 

| chase” (Cont) and “Playgirl. and. 
‘War. Minister” | (Cont) (reissues). } 

$i | 
$1.50)—“Cap

tain 
Newman”. (UY and. |: 

‘film, front - currently” 

| longtime’ Jead held by” ‘hardticket-'|. 
-/-ers. : It.is ‘rated ‘soeko. Firstruns. in|. 

. general. ‘are. showing ‘no: pain. ‘in 

.session -at Capitol. 
-retains. favor. in” 11th: round: “at. 

“Act. One’. bids ‘so-so: in | 
“Lilies of. 

the ‘Field’ ds fiexing Oscar: ‘laurels. 
‘at Keith's; 

At pop prices. Loud $6.200. Last {at Kei 

j-Times.. 

"Russia Towelng 

Key City Grosses 
"Estimated Totai: Gross: a: : 

. $2, 990, 500 

«Based on‘ 23 cities and: 284° ; 
theatres, chiefly. First Tuns: Bite 

; cluding N- ¥.1. N. XA no 

eM West’ mG 
ce ‘Minneapolis: ‘April 28. 

*Enlivening the: Jocal. seene. ‘eure 

‘along: the. line, ‘even. though | none | 

On. hardticket, ‘Fall of ‘Roman’ of : ‘them, séems. to. shape as'-a. big. 
“‘barnburner. Downtown arrivals. in- 
clude. “Advance -fo. Rear,” “Flight 

and’ *‘Shock. Treatment” and “Surf 

‘at State. 
- However. . there's: a plentiful ar- 

Tay of* ‘holdovers, : two. of. which, 
“How West Was Won; me 

grosses: Reissued “South. Pacific’ 
‘did well-enough first week to wars}: - 

| Fant retention. fora second. “Seven |. 
| Days. ‘in ‘May,” : approaching ° start 
‘of. fourth “month,. still: ds big. at: 

Pale $2,000. Last week, | Park: | 
Competish . from. ‘the. ‘Twins 

American . League. baseball team: 

Estimates for This’ Week |.” 
“Academy” (Manni): (1,050; - $1 15- 

$2. 65)—“Fall of Roman Empire’ 
(Par): (2d. wk); : Okay. $6,000. “Last : 

; ‘week, : 

die). (reissue) (2d ‘wk), $1,100. 
Campus (Mann) (600; '$1)—“Great 

Fair $2,000. Last week, | “Silence” 

Century (Par): (1; 300: $1 50-$3. 50) |- 

(Continued ¢ on. page 10) 

| total, . 
“ey fifth. round. “at. ‘Cooper. 

“- | Nice”. $6,000. . Last | “week, - 

. This: Week | oe5.5 
ee | Based c on: 24 cities and 288. 7 

theatres). . - 

.. Last Year’. be leeaae : -$2, 789, 800 : 

‘| $1.25) —“Pillow.: 
ae “Operation: ‘Petticoat’. 
* |-sues). - 

a | “Dark Purpose” . (U),:-$2,500..- 
Cooper: (Cooper). (687; ‘$1. 25) | 

Hep | - 
1 $5,000. or near: Yast: week, $5, 500. | 

$1: 25)— = 
“Night . ‘Must ’:Fall’”” (MGM):" :Good |. 
“$4,500. ‘Last .week, “Tiger ' Walks” |. 
BV). (4th_ Wk, “$3,000. 

a $2. 25)—“Mad.: World” - 
Wk): 
‘week, $14,000. ° 

| Admiral: Chief, Skyview - (Ralph. 
Blank) 
-$1.50)— 
‘Wk). . 
‘alone. - 
at: 

-at’ the -. Ontario.. 
4s rated socko in-sixth ‘at ‘Keith's 
“Lilies. of. Field”. shapes sturdy. in. 

“Seven Days : in}. 
‘May’ 

‘okay ‘at ‘Trans-Lux*and the’ -Town.. 

So-s0° $1,000: Last |. 
| week, “Queens Wild’ (Indie) and: 
“Playgirl and War. Minister”. -(In- “yoo” - (WB) (reissue). ’ 

‘or. near.. Last. week,: “Global: Af- 
|} fair’. 
«MGM), ‘$6,200. -’ 

| \“Sitence” - (Janus) - (3d wk). 
| (Janus) (2d wk), . $2, 000 at $1.25. 
| seale. © 

- [TERRORS’ HOT $8500, ])aviigh 
| OMAHA: BECKET” HEP Sc|/-4. 

“Delas Fa i Wad 1% atk 
‘ ‘Omaha: ‘April: 28. 
pom - Jones” 

llth ‘week ‘at. Admiral. alone: is 
still big. - ; 

; “Becket”: . 

“Mad. World”.in-fourth week at 
7 ‘Indian Hills . still“ is-:socko, : 

a Estimates for This. Week. - we 
* Orpheum. .- (Tri-States) 
me 25) — “Hud”: (Par) ~ 

-Treatment” (20th), °$3,500.:: 
‘Omaha. (Tri.- States) :- 

Talk”. :- (U) 
(U). : 

-Last - ‘week, “Mild $3,500. 

“Becket” (Par) (5th . -wk). . 

. State ¢ Cooper). (7523. . 

‘Fadian’ “Hills -( Cooper): ~ 
QUA): 

“Big . $12, 000 or” over: ’ Last 

4,000, 1,234, '1;122:--cars; 
“Tom | Jones”. (WA): 

: “Comedy of ‘Terrors’”:. (AT), 
- Chief~ : and Skyview," goody 

$8, 500. Last week, . ‘Tom. Jones”. 
at - “Admiral, Chief, Skyview, -out-. 

: Standing $18, 000.” 

D.C. Uneven;’ ‘Order’ Big. 
In - 60th)” 

‘week at Cooper, and ‘Tom. Jones,” | : 
{in 10th ‘stanza at World,. eontinue |: 
‘to. come through with: remarkable 

8; ‘Panther’ Boffo 126; . 

. Washingfon;. April. 28. : 
Trade: is ‘spotty this.séssion with 

holdovers. ‘and. longruns ‘supplying |: 
most, of punch. Initialing “Point. 

| of Order,” at MacArthur Theatre, . 
‘looms — 
looks -boff: in: 10th. at Dupont.. 
“Yesterday, | 

big. . ... “Dr. - Strangelove’ 

“Tom : Jones: 4s ‘hotsy: ‘in’ “48th 
'- “Pink ‘Panther’ 

reissue. at Palace... 
” and “Captain. Newman” are 

‘Estimates. for:'This: Week 
Ambassador-Metropolitan . 

(1,480;:. 1,000: $1-$1.49) .— “PT. 
“Kair'- $7,500 

ch “Tamahine”: (MGM). - ‘and 

Apex -(KB) . (9405 “$1. 25-$1. :40)— 

hae 000:.: Last’ week, $5,300. . 
‘Dupont. (Mann) (400; $1. 50-$2) 

—iDr. . Strangelove” (Cab) | oe 

:_ (Continued on page 10). 

1 Smash $15, rm) to Pace Cincy; 

- Eapire’ 9G; World Wham 126, 19th 
Cincinnati, Apiil 28:. 

“Brom. ‘Russia: With. Love” tates $ 

| gallant -i ‘in -first week at. the: flagship. ) 

Albee ‘in: bid | to dominate ‘Cincy’ Ss 

‘and. ‘wrest. 

face of increasing ‘outdoor lures.: 
‘First home. stand: of Cincy: Reds is 
-regatded as helpful to: downtown’ 

-| traffic but. not for: nabes. | 
“Fall of Roman: Empire”. looks. 

okay. in. second : session ‘at’ Grand. | — 
“Mad -World” . holds — boffo in “19th” 

“Tom: Jones” 

opener, at- the ‘Palace:: 

‘Estimates ‘for This: Week: 

—“From: Russia With Love” (UA)..- 
Socko: $15; 000° ‘or: over: Last ‘week, 

$6, 500. 

. Capitol ise : Cinerama): “L 329: 

419th wk).: -Boff $12, 000. “Last week, 
” $12,500: 

“Esquire (Gin--Co) 00; ‘gt. 25)— 
“pr Strangelove”. (Col) “(subrun). 
(2d. ‘wk).: Strong. $1,800. after. $2,500 |s 
opener. -Daydating. with Hyde Park. 
‘Grand . 

“Albee. (RKO) (3,100; $1.25-$1 50): Last ‘week, $12,000 

“Night: Must | Fall (MGM). (2d. wk, ! 

$1 25-$2: 75) — “Mad . World”. (WA): 

trun)” 

(RKO} .. (1,396; ---$1.75)—} 
; “Fall. of: Roman n Empire” (Par) (2d 

‘Okay. $9, 000: Last. “week, 
500. 

Guild (Kilgore) ' 
|“Mondo Cane’’ (Indie) (reissue). (24 
wk).. Swell. $1, 500° after $2, 000 for 
first.: 

—“Dr:. Strangelove" (Col) (subrun) 
(24. ‘wk).. Potent $1, 600. Last week, 

+ $1, 800. -..- 
‘Keith’s - (1,500; - 

| Walks”. (UA),-. $6,000. -' 

—“Act- One”. (WB). No: complaint 
at - ‘$6,500. * “Last” week, “Seven 
‘Faces - of ' ‘Dr. “Lao”. (MGM) ‘th: 
wk); $5, 500.- vo 

“Love:. Makers” “Slow. 
$1,000. : 

(indie)," 

(UA). (ith 

Ewin | Drive-In. (Cin-T-Co) (800 | 

ple”: (Indie)... : Fair. . '$5,000:- Last’ 
week, “Frigid Life” (ndiey, -$9,000, 
Fast: 

ands: “Skydivers”. 
Light. $4, 000. - Last “week, . 
Favorite Sport” .(U) - "and 
taker”: (UA),’ $4,500: 

»~ Valley. : (Cin-T-Co) 4, 275; “$I. 50) 
=n =—“South Pacific” (20th). (reissue). 
(2d. vk). - ‘Nice: 36; 008. Last, Week;: 
48, 000. 

’ (Indie). 

“Care: 

did: a. rousing) 
1 $18,000 ‘at™ ‘three’ Ralph: Blank 
‘Chain liouses after Oséar,- and. in: 

Chief-and Skyview has 
_| “Comedy. of. Terrors”-‘for “a good | 

looms. . ep. in}. 

(2, 870: |. 
(reissue). |° 
“Shock |. 

: (2,066: +. 
“and |. 
(reis- | ¢ 

Fact One’ Far 16, 
Det; ‘World’ 256) 

(04; | 
(4th. 

11th}. 
‘Strong $5,000. ‘at: Admiral. 

| “Fox. 

Sones? Torrid $19, 000) 

‘“Tndiscreet”’. 

“Law of . Lawless” - 
$7,500. Last week, “Greatést- Show. 

_Lon Earth” (Par). aiid “Buccaneer”. 
(Par) (reissues); $6,000 

(SW): | 

and “Tord of: Flies” (Cont).: Fair 

Trim , 
\'$i. '23-$1. 50)—"“"Pink Panther” (WAY 

(1-213; 
-| World” (UA)-(11th: wk). Great $25,- : 

(272; $1. 25) 

. ~~ $1. 25-$1. 50)—|. 
“Lilies of. “Field” (UA) | (subrun).:{ 
‘Good $6, 5600.. Last week, SA. Tiger. 

‘Palace (RKO). .(2,600;. $1: 95-1. 50). , 

“Soldier. in “Rain”, 
‘rated: nice. “It's a Mad. World”: at- 
‘the: Grand shapes. great . in. ith 

| Week. e 

ms Times. (Mid-States) (860; $1. 25+ 7 
"1 $T. 50)-—"Tgm Jones” ; 

wk).:. Still: plenty plush. at: sily 000. 2 

“Plaza (Fine: Arts) ° (600° $1. 25)— 

éars. each side; .$¥)—West: “Crawl-. 
| ing: Hand”. (Indie) and: “Slime. Peo-. 

“The. Cardinal” “(Col)™ (sub-= “Paris “When | It. “Sizzles” 

Good $9,000.. Last - week, 
Newman’ (0); $6,300. 

‘Palace. (RKO): (2,845; '50-$1.50)— 
“Soldier in.Rain™ (AA) and. “War 

“Man’s 

SS RTT ME TE RETA TN CR TESS OUT CAT RE 

~ Broadray Grosses. 
"Estimated Total Gross. aE 
This. -Week. $569, 830°. 

(Based . on. 36 theatres) . 
Last Year. “$590; 400 

(Based, on 134 theatres) ° 

Detroit; April 28: 

? seek’ a. lower: level. this. week as 

y: weak . - newcomers ‘fail to. attract | 

° ‘patrons. 

cat, the. Michigan: 

“Act. One” is: ‘only. fair 

‘also : on. - opener. 

on Teissue. ; 

= Tom: Jones” still, ‘is sifiash in 

Estimates for. This Week 

.(Downtown*:.. 
(5,041; : 

(AA). (2d- 
Mild: . $l, 000.. “Last. “week, 

(WB).- 

$8,000. 

“Son. of. ‘Captain: Blood” (Par) ‘and: 
(Par): “Slew. 

” Madison (UD).(1 408; ‘$1. 25-$1. 49) | 
“Dr. : - Strangelove”. "ACo) -: Cith' | 
wk). ‘Good ~ “$9,000. . “Last . week, 
$10,000. 

$1.49) —“This Sporting: Life” (Cont): 

$7,000:. Last .week,. “Psychomania”: 
}-dndie) and “Witch's Curse” (Indie), 

| $5, 000..:: 

“Adams”. (Community). - “a 450:. 

(5th). Big . $9, 500: . : Last” “week, 
$10, 000:: oY. 

“1: “United Artists. (UA) (1 667: $1 50- | 
$2. 50)— “Cleopatra” (20th) (44th. 

3] WD: ‘Slow $6,500. ‘Last week; $6,400. | 
Music Hall - (Beacon. Enterprises) we 

- Mad |. * $1.80-$3)—“It’s. 

000... Last. Week, $24,700 

Mercury. “(Suburban - 
(1, 468: 

Detroit). 

man” (UA). (5th: wk). Down. to: fair: 
| $6, 000." Last..week, $6, 400. 

“Trans-Lux’ Krim. “€Trans-Lux): 
(980: ‘$I, 25-$2)——"Tom Jones” (UA). 
(11th .wk), .Still -great at! $20,000. 

_| Last: week, $22. 000. ma 

" Hyde-Park (Cin-T-Co) (700; $1.25) | 

| ‘SOLDIER’ HEP $8, 000, 
COL; ‘PARIS’ coop 9% | 

< 

Columbus, O., April 28. 

Palace. “Paris - ‘When ‘It Sizzles” 
looks ‘good at. the. Ohio: while!| 

at: Palace”. is’ 

“Estimates tor This Week: 
“Grand “<RKOQ).. (860; ‘$1 '50-$2. ‘asi 
"Mad . World” (UA): 11th - wk). 
Boffo $9,500... ‘Last week, $9; 800. © 

-New | Main . _4Yassenoff). 

860; '$1-$2)—“Cleopatra’ | 
wk). Fair $6,500. ‘Last. week; $8,500. 

(Par).: 

is Hell’? (AA).. Nice. $8,000 or. near.. 
‘Last week, “Tiger Walks” (BV) and 

: A Cavalry. Command’ ” indie), $5, 000. 

* Overall ’ firstrun, ‘grosses - “will | 
(MGM) (3d wk), $5,000::. 

“Son of ‘Captain 

“Blood” . shapes | slow. ‘at the” Palms,- 

“This ‘Sporting. 

Life” Icoks fairish at Gand Circus, 
| Captain‘ Newman”. (U) 

"|r session sat Trans-Lwx< ; ‘Krim. | 
)“It’s' a: Mad World” ‘continues great 

{ in 11th: round .at Music: Hall. “Pink: 
“|Panther’’. shapes. big, in fifth. week: 

\ at‘ Adams. ~ 

|. “Silence”- 
Fox . “Corp) {50 “$2,700. Last week, - $3,500. 

‘$4.25-$1. 49) — “Strangler” | 
(AA) ‘and: “Secret Door” 
wk). 
$12,500" I: 

| -; Michigan (United Detroit). 7s 926; 
$1. 25-$1.49)-——“‘Act One” (WB). and. 

Fair © $12,000. | 
‘Last".week, “South ‘Pacific? (20th). $6, 000. 

“Foday . and ‘Tomor- | (reissue). (2d. wk), 

Tow’: shapes’ sock. An fourth att: 
ve ‘Embassy... 

| $22, 000.. 

: Palms. (UD) (2,995; $1:25-$1.49)— | — 

Grand: Circus (UD) (1,400; .$1:25-,| 

“America, 

! $2,400," 

Lville lags ‘Way’ Dull 

$1-$1: 80)— Captain - New-. | reissue ‘at’. the -’ Mary’: 
'| were’ good. 
“| Penthouse, . 

| $1:25)—Tom ' Jones” 
“Favorable business | Jooms “for § es 

‘new’ ‘releases. at. the Ohio ..and ; 

1 (reissues) (2d: wk), 

and 7 
Beechwold (Academy-Neth) (4,100;-{ 

*. (20th): (6th 

: Ohio:..{Loew) | (3, 679: 50-$1. 50)— 1 

“Captain { 

| » LUA)” 8th wk): “Good -$6,000- or 
‘near. after‘ 17th hit.$7.000.. ~ 9. | 

United Artists: (Fourth. Avenue) yi. 
1.700; 75-$1,25)——“One Man’s Way” : é 
{UAY and..““Yank In: Vietnain”. (UA), ° 

Philadelphia, ‘April 28... 
“Usual slump ‘with advent of. Day-.~ 

‘| light. Savings ‘time ‘is. sloughing biz 
. | here. currently. Suffering most -. 

' | seem to: be the newcomers. -How-.” 
ever, :“Best Man’ shapes ‘good at.” 
the : ‘Arcadia. “Empty: Canvas”. is’ 

[barely good, at’. Goldman .--while _ 
| “Paris ‘When It. Sizzles” is rated 
tf tepid, also on: opener, at. Randolph. 7 

“-“Tts- a .Mad World” looms aS _ 
strongest of longruns: with a torrid”: 
‘showing: in -19th: session. at Boyd:” 
“Fall of Roman Empire,” ‘credited: 
‘with - $12,000: in ‘third round at.1,-. 
frm. ‘Stanley, - is. described . as” 
rm a 

- Estimates: for: This Week : 
~ Areadia. (S&S) (623; $1. 20-$1. tie a | 
—‘Best Man” -(UA). “Good "$9,000: -  * 
Last’ week, “Night ~ ‘Must ° Fal”, 

‘Boyd © (SW). a 5363" 
“Mad- World”: (UA) (19th. wk). :-Hot- 
$12, 000: or over. ‘Last week, $11, 000. :.. a i : 

6303. 0 
$1. 49)—“America, : America’? (WB). 

- Bryn - ‘Mawr ©” (Goldman): 

{7th WK). ‘Lean $1; 800. “Last week, 
$3, 100. - 

_ Fox. (Milgram). (2, ‘400; 95- -$1. 80): 
(4th, 

wk). ‘Okay $9, 000. ~ “Last week, L 
$14,000. . 
. ‘Goldman (Goldman): “ad 000: 95. ae 
-$1.80) | — 7 

| bassy)."Good $9,000 -or. near. Last.” 
| week, “Dark Purpose”. (U), $7,000... 

“$i AQ) 
So-. 2 

“Empty ° Canvas” . 

Lane (SW): - (1,000; 
“ (Jamis). 44th> wk)... 

‘Midtown -(Goldman). (1200: : “95- 
$2.50) —.Tom Jones” (UA) (9th * 
wk): Potent .. $19, 000. ‘Last. week, a 

‘Randolph (Goldman). “Q, 200; 95- | 
$1:80)'— “Paris. ‘When ‘It Sizzles” : 
(Par), | “Tepid ‘$9,500: . ‘Last: week, 
“Dr. Strangelove” (Col), Sth wk), > ay 

(3d wk).: ‘Firm $12,000, : Last week, 
$12, 300. : 

Stanton (SW) (1.483: 95-$1. go). * 
*Seven. Faces of Dr.Lao”: (MGM). - 

:-| Busy :$12,000:. Last - week,. eae 
Treatment” (20th) (2d. wk); $6,000. ©... 

. Stadio (Goldberg). (383; 95-$1. 80). 00 
~“Sinon Beach” (Indie) (2d Wk). Dens 

“Shock 

Hot- $5,000. Last: week, $7,000. . 
- “Prane-Lux (T-L) (500; 95-§2)— = 

| “Charade” (Uy (18th wh). ‘Nice $3, 
500. Last “week, $3,800: 
Yorktown (SW). (1,000; $1. agy— : we 

| 814". (Embassy) (reissue). (3d -wk).? 
} Fair $2,800: Last week, -$4,200. vite 

- World ° (Rugoft). (500;- 95-$1.80)— 
America”. (WB) (7th. 

wk). . Quiet #2 200. “Last week, . | 

4, 000, ‘World’ 66, 18th 
- Louisville, April 28: 

-Firstriins. -are down. a..bit this - 
| week. : Brightest prospect . looks: 

like the: oldie: “South Pacific,’”. on oe 
Anderson, re 

.“Global Affair” at the. 
looks’ light. - 

Artists, with: “One. Man’s “Way” and 
“Yank in “Vietnam” plus - preview : on 
| Saturday (25) night, is dull.” 2 fe 
1: “Tom.Jones,” in:-11th round at: | ~ 
| the. Kentucky. shapes- nice.’ “Kissin’. 
| Cousins” - at..the Ohio‘ is okay: in... 

| second. “It’s -a’’ Mad’: World,”. 
Rialto, ‘is ‘doing nicely in ‘18th week. | 

Estimates. for: This Week: 
Kentucky  (Switow) “( 900;.: 

AWA): (11th 
1B 

wk). 

end, ‘and. should ‘hit. good: -$6;500.: 
Last week, : “PT-109"" . 

“Palm ‘Springs - Weekend” (WB). . 
. $4,000: 

‘Ohio \Settos) .(900;.. 75-$1. 25)—— 
“Kissin’ Cousins” MGM); (2d wk). 

Oke $5,500 after first week’ s $6500.52 
_Avenue) -.. 79.7 

(1,100; -900:: 75-$1:25)—“Global Af= | 
Penthouse: - (Fourth. 

fair” (MGM). .: ‘Likely | only dull. 
$4,000 -or. near. “Last week, :“Love. as 
With. ‘Proper Stranger” | (Par). (4th 
wk), $7,500... . 
‘Rialto (Fourth Avenue): a, i160: 

$1. 50-$2. 50)-—“It's “a. Mada. “World” 

Bull ¥4, 0U0 or. near. —_ 

"$2-$2:75)—— 5 

‘(Em- -) 

Stanley (SW). (1,450; $2.50-$2.75) <<. —Fall ‘of ‘Roman. ‘Empire’. (Pary DOiieeri ts 

United ~ Oo 

at 0: | 

Looks. nice. ‘$5, 600; “same . as Sry 
0th. week... cer A 
“Mary Ann (People’s). 100; 75 ao 
$i .25)-—“South Pacific’’~ (20th). (re- 2 
‘issue).-Opened strong’ over week= : aaa 

‘(WB).and 



'.. “Goliath” and”. Vampires” ° : 
“2. $11, 000 or. over for. two - houses. a 
On opener..: 

o week; 
“America, América,’ *?-in -one “loca-j § 

+ . tion, ’: also” second. | “Combo . looks.| ’ 
i $31; 006-: or | better.. 
-. “game frame in ‘three’ others. houses |: 
_ oo With. 
” “Shaped:: Room,” 
“. Tooms. for “Hud.” ; 

- “Yesterday, Today : and” "Tomor- 
:... Yow” shapes: big $18,000 or near in}: 

“Pin . 

wo ; among ‘standout hardticketers. .. 

—_ Watren’s 

OWRD, 

GAA), | 
-- 600. . Four. : Star, “Warren’s,. 

‘of Field,’ (UA): “Ameriéa, .Améri:; 
.. ea”. (WB) $18,400. Village with EI. 

_ <. Rey, Hillstreet,--Hollywood,. “Hud” }- 
“rv “L-Shaped: Room” (Col). {reissue), if 
7. $96:7000 8 

“week, $14,000. 
“-" | Cinerama2. (Pac), (915; $I: 49-$3. 50): 

cet Ee —“Mad . “World” (UA). (25th wk), 
Hot $27, 000.: Last week, ‘$26,000. 

oie > Crest (State) (750; $1. 25) -—"Cap- 
an tain Newman” .:(U) and: “Brass ‘Bot-. 

Te. 2 oa “Hud’’ . 

cd ‘a A ‘Biz iat Rea 
‘Hud’ Socko 456, Tod: 
- Panth er’ Lively 1 136, 

“ -Los: Angeles; April 28. - + — 
at “First: ‘runs .-“here’ continue’ toy. 
‘show ‘staunch returns, with ‘Oscar.| 

-. Winners potently effective as: past.|~’ 
strong. holdovers.. continue. . their: 

winning: ways, ‘Pair of neweomers | - 
.. are-not too. exciting, “Advance: To | 

however, is rated okay] - “Rear,” - 
in three. ‘theatres: for initial- week: 

“Amon go. --fepular 

», With “Lilies of: Field,” in: second | 
_ and with} 0." : e. three - -spéots;,. 

“Capt. - Newman” and: “L- |} 
a Nice. : ($14, 000 

” sixth’ round: at: -Embassy.. 
: “Panther”. looks “lofty: .:$13,000-. or. 

=: -elose. -for- sixth . -Hollywood~: Par: 
week, 

- “Mad World” and “Béeket’’: are 

_ Estimates. for’ This Week . 
Baldwin, -Four | Star, 

“Hud. a) 

(Baldwin, - Village,” 

(reissue)... 

“Pix, ‘Wiltern, : 

Lilies 

Beverly. ¢ State). 

(10th '- :wk):: Smart: S11, 00. - Last 7 
week, $12, 200. © 

-Chinesé:. (PWC). ( t 408}. $i 49-. | 
"g2. 40). ‘Seven Days. in May”. 
APar) (8th wk)... 

“tle” (U) (3d. wk). Okay: $3,000. ‘Last 
: week, with: Los: Angeles,. Loyola, | © 
"$12,700. 

; ‘Egyptian (UATC): (1, 392: $1 5) 
_ “South Pacific”? (20th) (reissue). (4th. 
wk). Lively - ‘$10, 000,- ‘Last: “week; | 

$10,900... 
‘EL Rey, Hollywood, Loyola: ae 

“(Continued on page. 10) 

‘Muscle’ Virile $8, 000,-- 
_ Buff. 3, ‘Jones’ 9G, ‘12th 

* “*) Buffalo, ‘April: 280. 
Te some fresh screen fare. here. CUE" 
- Spently but-‘most of it is ‘disappoint- 

-“Muscle™- Beach |- 
“Party” ‘is rated’ good::on opener’ at. |: 
~ {ng.: - However, - 

: Paramount’. “Shock Treatment” is 
slow: at” Center while ““Dark Pur- 

~ ‘pose? “Jooms: dull ‘at . the. Buffalo. 
“Tom Jones”. continues” ‘potent, in}. 

“two: small houses in. 12th’ ‘session. 4: 
Estimates ‘for. This- ‘Week © 

_~” Buffalo (Loew): ($3,500;: $1-$1. govt 
|) 1 =“Dark Purpose” (U) and. “Young: 
“he and: Willing”: (U). 

_week, :“‘Flight. from. Ashiya’. (UA) 
and’ “Wild Guitar”. (Indie); $5; 300. 

-. | Center (AB-PT) *(2,500;. $1-$1: 49) 
Shock :-Treatment”’ ~ 
“Surf Party’”. -(20th). 

: Century (UATC). (2, 700: $1-81. 49) 
(Par) - ‘and. * 

ao ,UA) - (reissues) - 

‘Last: week, 

—“Mad-: World”: (UA) - (5th... wk): 
‘Okay: $6,800." : Last week, $7, 500: 
Cinema. (Martina) (450;- ‘$1-$1. 49). 

-=‘Tom_ Jones (UA) (12th)... 
#4, 000.. Last: week; .$4;500.. 

?" Amherst: (Dipson) - 
$1: .49)—-“Tom.:- Jones” - 

“Potent 

7 week, $6,000: . 
. Granada : (Sehine) 

$1 50)—~“Captain Newman”. (WU) (6th: 
wk). .Slow.’ $3, 000, or. Tess... 

a week, $8, 500. re 

‘is ~ fair: 

7 holdovers, i 
Hud’: ‘is. ‘getting: sock biz “paired |: 

Looped:: for} 

| International. . 
“South Pacific” - ‘on -reissue |. 

wl. Still, is solid in-fourth at: Egyptian. : | Denver. 

Village; 
ote - (State-UATC-FWC-Met-. : 
Fy ropolitan). (1,800; 868;: 1,535; °1,757; | 

mote $A-$2)-——: “F ilies of : Field’* (WA) |- 
-.- (2d°. wk) . ‘and ° 
” issues)”. 
~. Pen’s)' : (MLO): “America, America” a 
as (Four .. Star)» (2d. 

- wk). «Sock. $31, 000. or “over. ‘Last-|- 
week, ..Baldwin. with - ‘Orpheum, 

: “Soldier in ° Rain”: 
“Cry of: Battle”. (AA). “$21.-. 

(Par) (re= 
War, 

(1: 150: “gt49-|, 
$2.40), —. “Dr. ‘Strarigelove”’- (Col).| 

“Circus: ‘of - Horrors’ 
"$13,000 ‘or ‘hear, Last week, . SSol- 

‘Busy: $12, 000:. Last ' 

$1 25 - $1.45) * 
(Par) . (3d: wk). 

bgt. 45)-——“Tom -Jones’ 
| Big $6,000.. Last.-week, $6,500." -|--~ 

“Vogue (Art ‘Theatre. Guild}: (450;: ; 

| $1.25)“High and -- Low” 

beth” Aindie), $1, 400: : 

Soft $5,000.. Last: 

(20th): and’ 
‘Mild:.$4,500..} 

_ 2) Last’ week, “Dr: “Strangelov”. (Col) |: 
" Gd, wk), $6,000. 

Jaw: n.. 

‘the. ‘Towne: 

“Lillies . of} 
| (2d'! wk)., 
- Wow... $10, 000. Last. week, $18:000. | 

i Paramount (AB-PT) (3,;000;. $i 
rrr ‘$1. .49)—-‘Muscle. Beach. Party” (AD. 

» '.* Good: $8,000. or’ over. 
oo. @Mr:- Limpet??’ (WB),. $6, 000. 

‘Teck (Loew) .(1;200: $1. 25-$2: 50). 

‘$1. 15) — “Pink:.. Panther” 

{Mad World”. (UA); ‘$8,000. 

{1 000; $1-+- “2 
(WA) (12th 

- wk)... Strong. $5, 000 or. better. ‘Last. 
‘$9, 000..." 
love”. (Cob), $6,000. - |. 

{.. Hyland. (Rank) - (,; 457: $1-$1 50): + 
(UA). (18th: wk). | 

‘Sock ‘$20,000. - “Last: week, $23,000. : 
International. (Taylor): ( 557; ‘$I- 

#13 50) —"Setvant” 

a 000: -$1- 4 

Last [n 

“Estimates Are Net. 
"Fim: gross estimates as’ re-. (WB) (6th. wk). 

‘week, . $3,500. 
- ported herewith fromthe ‘varie : 

- Distrib- . 
utors share :on net take, when™ 
- Without “.usual. tax. 

playing -percentage, hence the. 
‘y estimated: figures. ‘are: net. Ane. if 

: The: -parentheti¢ | “gdmisston 
prices, however; as: indicated, -. 

. include: U. S. amusement. tax. 

Sacket’ Wow 206, 
| Denver; : West’ Gls 

Denver, April. 28." 
‘Outstaiiding newcomer. here’ this| ¢ 

Stanza. ‘is . “Becket,” ” which | shapes | 
‘mighty.on’ preem round at the RKO 

- “Goliath ‘and Vam-| 
pire’ looks. ‘stout. on opener.at the]: 

,“‘Carpetbaggers” Still - is. 
“| Smash. in “third. stanza... at 
“| mount, . 
tated ‘sharp: in: Seth week. vat. the | 

‘Para; 
- “How -West Was Won” 

Cooper: 

Estimates for ‘This Week 

“Aladdin (Fox). -(900:. $1.45)..— 
pr Strangélove”. (Col) (8th™ wk). 
Neat ‘$4,000. Last week, $4,500. 
Centre’ (Fox) -(1,270; $1.25-$1.45). 
“Sunday: in New: “York” .{(MGM) 

(2d: Wk). Fine. $9, 000. Last ‘week, 
$11, 500. . 

“Cooper  (Codper). 

“Denham. (Indie) (800: ‘$1 A5-$2 50) 
_Pall ‘of: Roman :. Empire”: (Par) 

“FE Bd: wk),° Okay: $6, 500. Last. ‘week, 
'$7,000.. > 

‘Denver. (Fox) - 

-(AT).. 

dier. in’ Rain”: (AA), $12, 500... 

-Esq“ire. (Fox) (600; “$1.45)—"Cle- 
opatra”. (20th) (3d wk). Nice $3,000: 
on: popscale;’ ‘Last: week, $3,500. . 

: Paramount: - AWolfberg)' (2;100; 
_" “Carpetbaggers” 

week; $27,000. 
_RKO' International : ‘0 

$1. .25-$2:50) Becket”. (Par).. Wow 
$20,000" Or Close. Last -week, “Paris 
When: It.. Sizzles” (Par), (4th Wk), 

|$4, 000. °. ; 
-. Towne (Indie). (600; * $1.25-$1: 45), 

(UA), (10th wk).}. . 
a ‘Fine’ $5, 000, Last week, $5,500.. -| 

| (700; - $1 252. oe 
“10th” wk). oi 

— ‘Tom. a ones” 

Crest. ( Wolfberg) * 

Okay $1,500. ° “Last. _ Week, 

“Capt. “Newman” © :(U). |e 
» [Lusty $8,500. Last. week, $10,500, ely 

Towne. (Taylor). {693; -$1-$1. 50)— | 
oday: and To-morrow” | 7 

“Sock $12,000.:- Last week, . 
| “Family Diary” - “(ndie), -$3;700. ~ - 

‘Uptown (Loew) (2,245). SL gt 50) | 

7 a “Yesterday, 

. ous.-Key- cities, -are- ‘net; i.e. | 

| “Becket” .(Par): th. wk). 
‘wow- S15, 000° or close. Last. week, ‘Pair in. easy.fashion bécause’ the 

rainy day ‘kept many. ‘from: attend-- . 
“ing: the: Flushing - Meadows: show. |~ 
‘Big news is the opening week of. 

“Pink Panther”. at ‘the ‘Music Hall.. 
‘With a new stageshow, “this. film | 
looks: to: garner .a big $165; 000 on™ 

‘| initial. stanza. Night biz was ‘espe-. 
cially ‘strong, : indicating. that the | 
‘Hall, per usual, was geétting-a full: 

‘share of outoftowner trade, mostly: 
‘Panther’ is- 

| 760-seat Yorkdale, ‘$11, 900. ° 

‘State... 

| Pacific” 

“Botta, $17, 000." Last. 

CL 530; | “From. Russia’ With Love’: (UA). 
: Last. 

{Toho).| : -. 
‘“Mae- aoe 

_ 80 000. Last i week, “pu
rple Noon” wT en 

“ “1 (indie), $2,20
0 

: , | 

‘Loew's. (Loew)’ (1, 639; -$1-$1. 50) : "( 

-| (ED), ° 

—Macbeth” (7 Arts)... Big $13,000. 

Trim $3, 000, : Last 

Eglinton: (FP) 

$16,000 

_ Last’. week,. 
Proper Stranger’ (Par), 

Imperial, . :Yorkdale, ” Golden 
‘| Mile <(FP): (3, 206; 760;: 1,004; --$1-: 
1 $1 50)—"Third. Secret”. (20th), Fair. 
$21, 000... 

University. (FP). qd, 344: “$1-$1. 50} 

(5th wk). 
#10, 000 Jast week. . 

Russia’ Rousing 

St. Louis, “April 28. 
. Big noise. “af. newcomers. here. this. 

ne | stanza is “From Russia: ‘With Love, ae 
. | which. ‘Shapes: nifty ..on: “opener at 

“Capt. Newman” is. rated: 
‘nice. in ‘third round. at: Fox while’ 

‘| “It's a Mad.-World”. looks: lofty. in 
10th. session at Martin CineFama: 

- "Tom J ones”. looms neat in‘ninth 
‘week: at ‘Loew’s’- “Mid-City. “South. 

-shapes: : ‘strong - ‘in. third 
| round: at. Ambassador, - 

. Para $21 65-|" 
$2. 50)—“How | ‘West -: Was Won” |. 
(MGM). (58th: .wk).: Sharp. $i, 000. i 
‘Last: week, : $9,850. ©: 

Estimates ‘for This Week 

$1.25)— 

week; - $7, 000... 

: Apollo | Art : “(Graeé) 

“Esquire 

Fine: $11, 000: ‘Last. week. $13, 000. 
|: .Loew’s. Mid-City (Loew) .°(1,160; 
| 60-90)-—"Tom. Jones”... (UA): 

wk)... Neat- $24,000. or. near,: 
“week, $12; 000, - 

State: (Loew). 3. 600: 60-60) 

Rousing - $14,000 .. ‘or. over, 
-week,. “‘Night_ Must: Fall”: (MGM) 
(3d. wk); $7,000.” | 

Martin: Cinerama’ Martin)” ‘913: : 
$1: oO 50). — . “It’s ).Mad- World” 

. (Continued: on n bage 10)" 

of 22 spots... - 

Today Mighty $12 000, 

ony Toronto, : April 28°: 
“Despite: 

tinues® sturdy _ this ‘stanza. 
Panther” “is ‘ated: nice on. ‘opener: 
‘at Carlton: while “One Man’ s Way”. 
looks: stout‘on initial-frame at Fair--|: 

: “Yesterday, ‘Today..and To-- 
morrow” . Shapes ‘socko ‘for first at 

“Becket”. looms wow |- 
‘in fifth’ round: at Eglinton. “Night 
-_Must: Fall” is. okay. at the: pane 
wood. j 

"Estimates, ‘for: This ‘Week | 

“Carlton: (Rank). (2, 158: 

Lofty $15,000.:* Last. week, 

“Coronet, : “Danforth, 

hwk).:. Fine. $22; 000. ‘Last : week, 
$30,000. ; 
| _ Fairlawn: ‘(Ranky. ce 165: ‘$1-$1. 50): 7 
— “One Man's’ Way” (UA). 

Bast week, 

—“Tom - Jones”. 

Po tans: 
| . bemarle.’ ; 

Toronto; Panther’. 156} 
-Stanley. - Cup - -hockey. te 

playoffs, blamed: for a drop in at- |. 
tendance; ‘biz ‘at many ‘houses.:con- | oF 

“Pink |." - 
. “Dyker, “Madison, Fabian’ Ss. Fox. (Brooklyn); RKO Keith's: Flushing, 
__ Strand, | -Skouras. ‘Forest Hilis,.. Merrick . (Queens); 

Elmsford - ‘Drive-In 
Playhouse; . “Cove, Westbury. Drive-In, ‘Bel Air, ~ 

“$i: 25. : 
(UA): 

It's, ae - 

Humber 
=| CRank), (789; 1,328;- 1,203; $1-$1.50): - 

2 -—“Lawrence of Arabia” (Col) (3d | 

Sturdy |-°... 
“Dr. Strange: 

_ MIFD)..” Big Po 

“Marlboro, 

“ . week, 21.:spots. 

‘Plains, . _Skouras . Bronxville, 
‘Skouras’ Rivoli, 
‘Wantagh. 

. Astor, - ‘Seaview. \(Brooklyny; 
“Continental. (Queens); 
Town. (Westchester); 
bury. ‘(Nassaut).: 

‘Avaion:. Metropolitan - 
¢ ‘Queens):- 

* folk); 
"Park ‘Hill Westchester)..” 

-' ‘Bayshore, Century’s. - 

(Sth. wk). [0 

| Last week, “Why Bother to Knock, ” 
(Indie), $8,200." .- - 

Yorkdale Cinems- ‘(Baylot)' (450: : 
$15$1. 50): —. “America, - | “America” | 

(950;° “$1-$1. $0) — - 
Looks | 

? Hotiywood (FP). (1,080; $1-$1: 50). 
“Night Must Fall’’.. (MGM). 

| $9,500. 
“Okay 

“Love “With 
also - ,at 

—Fall of Roman. Empire” | (Par): 
-Cool $9,000 : or near after |-Broadway, 

. | is: barely. okay $16, 000 or. Jess at the 
- "| Palace, :: 
a “Brom | ‘Russia With’ ‘Love’ held 

_| with: ‘a, socko. $19,0t 
7 third: round at-the Astor,, and goes |. 

‘a fourth. “Fall of Roman Empire” | 
looks like nice $20, 000 in fifth, ses- 

Sl 000, St: Louis 

Ambassador (Arthur): 2; 970: bas ; 
“South Pacific”: (20th) (re-- 

issue). (3d. wk), Okay. $6,000. Last 

(700: 90-| 
ae ret ee (Indie). (2d wk).. 

|. Fine 0. Last k,; $4,000: . 
(2, 430:" “sh. 25)—-| week, § 

“| “Goliath -and- Vampire” . AY)": ana: 
Stout: 

(Jablonow-- ~Komm) ' (L =. 
800; 90-$1 .25)—"Cleopatira”. (20th) 
(7th wk); Good 88; 900. or near. ‘Last 
| week, $7,000: - 

“Fox- (Arthur): (5, 000;. ‘90-$1. 25)— | 
: $2.50) 
“Captain - Newman”: (U) (3d. wk). 

(9th: 

Last | $9 50)-—Seven-Days in May” (Par): 
‘(11th wk). The. 10th round finished 
“yesterday (Tues;). was good. $14, 000: 
or . near ‘after * $15,000 ‘for’ ninth.’ 
Daydating — with Sutton. Also: -on | 
Showcase. © ” 

$3: 50)— 

* f Par). (5th wk). This-stanza winding 
7 “Up: tomorrow . ‘(Thuts.)- Jooks like 

is Week’ s NY. Showcases 
PRIMARY. FIRSTRUN. ‘SHOWCASES avn 

“Plight: ‘From Ashiya” (UA)—$95, 009. for 5. days, first week, 

‘RKO. Palae, 86th: Street: Skoiiras “Atademy, Riviera’ (Mainhat- 
RKO. ‘Fordham; Skouras™ Pelham : (Bronx): 

Ridgewood: 
-RKO- Alden, : ‘Skouras -Astoria (Queens): - Skouras Calderone,;:.Val- _ 
ley. Stream;: ‘Squire; Central, ‘Skouras. Westbury. Drive-In (Nassau); a | 
“RKO New Rochelle, :Colony (Westchester). = 

“From-- Russia . ‘With, ‘Love?’ SUAY — $138,329 for 5 days, third o 

| ‘WEEK'S: SECONDARY’ SHOWCASES: 
“Tom Jones”. WA)-$133, 157 in 5 :days, third. wéek,.'15 spots.’ . 

. (Figure. doés.. not: “include Cinema “One,, which, was” $22, 672" for . 
fo: 29th. week)... - : 

' Ascot:’ art. (Bronx): 
“Cinema, Plaza, “York™ (Suffolk); Rye: Ridge, . 

“Lynbrook, : Manhasset, ‘Bar. “Hatbour,. Salis- _ 

"Bftects: of. the: ‘tnitial "weekend 
. at. the ‘World’s -Fair,.. with : bright,. 
‘crisp. weather,- were. ‘definitely ad- | 
verse to Broadway. firstrun - busi-- 
hess. Result. is that: the current ses-. 
sion at tlie firstruns is very spotty. 
despite. some .new.. bills:. Deluxers. 
weathered .the opening ‘day of the 

here. for. the ‘Fair. 
holding, natcht Other new ‘pic ‘on 

~ “Flight, From ‘ Ashiya”. 

-or. close. ‘in 

sion. at. the DeMille. 

matinee on-Saturday. Also on hard- 
ticket, “Becket” looks. to :wind.: its. 
seventh ‘session. with. a socko $27,- 
000 at the State: ~~: 
. “Dr. ‘Strangelove’ held with fine | 

$24, 000 - in:.13th.. week, ‘daydating 
‘the. Victoria and” ‘Baronet; 
Man” wound its third session: with: 
sharp $18,000, daydating - ‘the 34th 

| Street East and Coronet. “The Car- 
| dinal”. wound’ its: :fifth -and- finat 

* _stanza . with. fair. $15,000: or - near,, 
“The: Windjammer”. movi ing: in Ao- — 
-day.(Wed.).. 

-Estimetes. for. This Week ae 

$19, 500-for fourth. 
Criterion. (Moss) | (1,520; “gy. 50-1 

DeMille . ‘(Reade} 
“Fall of . Roman. ‘Empire”. 

RKO. Albee; ‘Al-~ 
(Brooklyn); 'Skouras “Midway, 

‘Astor, RKO: ‘Beth. St.: ‘Coliseum, Skouras ‘Riverside (Manhattan): ' 
‘ RKO: ‘Kenmore, 

RKO White." 

“Seven Days in May”. (Pari $172, 500. ‘in second ‘week. 22: spots. a 
‘Criterion, : Sutton’ (Manhattan):. American, Euxor (Bronx); .Kings,.” 

(Brooklyn); 
, ‘Green. Acrés, Plainview, : 
‘.. Shore,” -Patehogue, Shore, Smithton... All-Weather Drive-In. (Suf-* 

St..-George | (Staten. Island); New Rochelle, . White . Plains, ee 

Valencia,’ Prospect, : 
‘Grove;. ‘Town, 

‘Dr. Strangelove”. (Col)=$271, 334 in’ 5 ‘days: first’ week, 34 spots: a a 
* Vietoria,: . Baronet . (Manhattan); 

Vernon, Plaza (Westchester); Duffield; Century’ $s ‘Kingsway, Loew’s. 
Oriental, Century's: -Rialto (Brooklyn);. ‘St. George .S:1.;' Elmwood, 
Century’s: Meadows; :.Queens.: (Queens); ° 

Brandt's. Yonkers, Loew’s “Mt:.- 

Loew’s’ Paradise (Bronx); 
. ‘Huntington, : Patchogue :(Suffolk); ‘Adams, a] 

’ Newark::: Loew’s’ Jersey: City; Bethpage, Century's. Fantasy, Glen 
Cove, Merrick; : Century: s. ‘Roosevelt: Field. : : . 

fellers). . 
Panther” (UA) and new stageshow. . 

{First session finishing today .(Wed.). 
is-heading. for big $165,000. or over. 

“It’s. a Mad World” élimbed to.a | Folds; natch! 
|-great $27,500 in 23d: round -at- the. 
Warner, ‘aided a. Dit ‘Dy. an “extra | 

146th. week. completed. 

“Best. 

Ay 
Astor (Ciiy Inv.) (1,094; $1.25-$2) ooks 
“From Russia. ‘With. Love” (UA). 

: (4th wk). Third . session ended last | 
: ‘night- (Tuies.): ‘was sccko.$19,000 or. 
close after $25,500.for second: -Also: 
‘playing. Showcase, -but doesn’t ap- : 
pear. to be: “hurting: this deluxer. . | 

‘Cinerama | (Loew): (1,552; $1:50-]'; 
“Windjammer”. {Cinerama). . 

‘Opens. today - (Wes:). 
“Cardinal” {Col) (subrun}: (5th. wk), ° 
“was. fair’. - $15,000 © OF. close - after | 

Last week, 

d; 463;~ $1. 50-: 

1830; $1.50-$2)— 
| {6th” wk). - 

‘ $1. 50-$2)— 

(Westchester): .~ 

Bay. Terrace, : . 

“Trylon 1. 
: (Nassau); ‘Bay: © 

Hot 96 ee Tie 8 Becket 70 
good: “$20,000 after $21. 700. ‘for a 
‘fourth.: Stays on, naturally. 

“(Guild Enterprises) ‘Embassy ; 
(500; © $1. 50-$2. 50)—“Mistress. for 
‘Summer” (Indie) {subrun) (2d: wk). . 

week .completed - ‘yesterday 
(Tues,)’ was big $10,000. or close, 
after — nearly. four weeks - ‘at the. 

First’. 

Guild. 

~—~‘‘False ‘Shame” . 
wk). . 

afterr ‘$15,000 for second. 
‘Palace (RKO). (1,642; $1. 25-$2)—. 

“Flight from Ashiya” (UA) (2d wk). | 
‘stanza ended yesterday 

(Tues.). was okay ‘$16, 090 or less. 
‘Playing’ Showcase is proving. ‘no 

Initial: - 

help at this house. .-’: 
‘Paramount ‘{AB-PT). (3; 665; » $1- 
$2)-——“Horror. of Party Beach (20th) 
'—and -“Curse of Living Corpse”: 
1(20th).. “Opens: today (Wed.). - Last 
week, “Paris ‘When It Sizzles” (Par): 
(3d. wk), was fair $16,000. or close. 

Radio. City’ Music Hall ((Rocke- - 
— ‘Pink -{6,200; 99-$2:85)- 

In: ahead, 
Henry Orient” (UA) 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2. 50-$5. 50) 
—“Cleopatra” (20th) (47th wk). The 

‘yesterday 
(Tues.) was okay. $17,000 or. close 

‘f after $18,000 for 45th round. ° 
Rialto: (Brandt) (600; $1.25-$2 50). 

—“Silence’” (Janus) (13th wk). The; 
‘12th’ week ended Sunday (26). was: 

} big $8,500, ‘and looks to ‘Stay: indef, 
at: “present gait.. 
State (Loew) ‘ 850; $1. 50-3 50) 
“Becket” (Par) (7th wk). 

‘like 

tinules indefinitely. 
Victoria (City Inv.) (1 03: ‘$I 25 

$2)—"Dr. Strangelove” (Col) (14th 
wk). -The. 13th week. ended. yes-" 

. terday- (Tues.) was fancy $14,000 
{or near after $15,000 for 12th: 
round. -Went. en Showcase last 
Wednesday. (22), but this not seem. 
‘to be hurting run here.. 
“Warner, (SW) (1,504; $2: 50-$4 80). 
—“It’s a Mad World” (UA) (24th 
wk). . The 23d week completed 
Saturday ° (25) :- was: “smash $27.500 
after $24,500 for 22d session. “The. 

| past ‘week included: three Matinees : 
on: Saturday. a 

.First-Run Arties 
- Baronet (Reade) (430: $1.25-$2)— 
“Dr: Strangelove” (Col) (14th wk). 
‘The: 13th round completed yester- 
day (Tues.} was solid $10,000 or 
hear after $14,000 for 12th week. 
Also on. Showcase starting 2 week. 

==.| 4go, . and.-this” obviously cut in. a 

1 $1. 50-$2)—“OF | . Stars’ and Men” 
* Bookman (Rugoff Th.) 

( Braridon): ; 

(Tues.). 
Opened _ yesterday 

‘Carnegie Hall. Cinema. (F&A) 
“Dimka” (Artkino) 

Cinema One (Rugoff. Th.) (700:. 

wk). The 29th session finished Sun- 
{day (26) was smash $22, 670 after: 
$20, 300 for 28th week. 

Cinema Two (Rugoff Th.) (300: 
$1. 50-$2) ——.“Cool World’ - (Indie). 
(2d- ‘Wk, ‘First -week ended Sunday 
(26) was fancy $7,860, 

Coronet:. (Reade) (590: $U 50-$2) 
| —“Best Man” (UA) (4th wk). Third - 
|. week ended Sunday (26) was ex-. 
} cellent $11,000 after $11,500 for 
second: Daydating with a4th St. 
-Bast;: 

“Festival. . (Embassy) 

frame’ ended Monday 

(Janus). Opens: today (Wed) on 
subsequent-run. 
Fine Arts (Davis). (468: “$1. 30-2) 
“Don’t. Tempt Devil’ (UMPO). 

| Opened ‘Monday (27). ‘In -ahead, | 
-[ “La Bonne Soupe” (20th) (6th- wk- 
8-days), was: good $6,500 after $T,- 

| 908. for fifth week, — 
Guild (Guild). (450;. “$1-$1. 15)-— 

“Grand Olympics” (Times) {2d wk). 

: (Continued on page. 10) a 
——e © 

. Forum. (Norel): (813; -$1.25-51. #0). i, 
(Embassy) (3d. 

This week finishing - tomor-- 
row (Thurs.) looks like hotsy $9, 500 

* 

. ~ 

“World 
and: Easter. 

‘Stageshow (5th wk), was $112,000, 
for a. great. extended-run. 

This: 
: stanza : winding up today. (Wed.) 

_great $27,800 af- 
ter $29,000 for sixth week. Con-.” 

In ahead, “Lilies of Field’” 
.. | (UA): and: ““T_Shaped Room’: (Col) 
|-(subruns), ‘solid $8,500 for six. days, 

This week ending to-. 
_| morrow (Thurs.) ‘is heading for big 

| $7, 000 after $7,500.for fifth: round. 

—‘Tom Jones”. (UA) (30th 

| (546: ” $2-:- 
‘$2 50)—“ Yesterday, Today and To-~ 

.| morrow” (Embassy). (7th wk?. Sixth 
(27). was.- 

1. lusty $14,500-in six days after $18,- 
| 000 for fifth week. Daydating. with 
‘Tower. East, 
Fifth Ave...Cinema = (Rugoff Th.) 

(950; $1. .25-$2):°— “The - Silence”. 

le Oe ee er Oe Oe te oe ae 
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a. . 

pad treat Ht rt “ta eat 
"Fa $3, WW; ie! Hearty 156. 

Kansas. City; April 28. 

PICTURE GROSSES | 

“CHICAGO. 
ther’ Lu 13 Hub: Wo id Bi * contnecscontace | 

Pa r sty oO u or ig ie, (Jamas) me rit 

2G; Cardinal 216; ‘Jones’ 2G} * sever Berea - MeVickers “Beacon) qd, 100: $2. 30-4} 

Boston, April. ‘28. 

$3.80)—"It’s: Mad. World” (UA) (23d.|. 
wk). Socko $20, 000. “Last week, | 
$24, 500... 

, : - | ~ “Day-and-date firstrun - ‘pooksngs 

rently conte cool vac, a t i ont lath at Yanpicee a and Monroe a ovan). ‘a, 000:. 65:00)—~| “WASHINGTON incorporating. drive-ins ‘and -hard- pee 

which upped only some. moppet} Last week. Iris .with' Lido, “814” Hell Fire Club”. (Indie). and “Love (Continued? from’ page.8).- _|tops are beginning’ to“hit summer — 
“Makers”: ‘ (Indie). Good’ $5; 500.4 
‘Last: “week, “Devil. ‘and “10 °Com-. 

a = ‘mandments” ‘ndie). and. “Assault” | 
“Hollywood ‘Paramount (State). ndie)- (reissue),- $4,500. . 

(1,468; $2.40}: — . “Pink. Panther”): Oriental (Indie)™ (3;400;. ‘90- $1.80) |— ; 
(UA) (6th: wk). Sniart - ‘$13; 000 oF | “seven Faces of Dr-Lao” 0. $1.80 | row”. cemb): (ath whk).- 

. | $123000"_ “over. "Last. week, : x a w Ashiya,” fair at ‘close... Last week, $14,500, ‘Nifty $22,000. “Last week, “One. $ rier de preem of “Fall. of: Roman Empire” - 
was Aen ey ay dai ting jn], Lido: (FWC) .(876;° $1. 25-2) | Man's Way” wa) (2d wk, $11,000. $14,000. at -Capri, ‘though. the : house: was. 
subu tban theatres. | “814” (Emb) (reissue) (2d: wk and4 ‘| cKeith’s. (RKO): a, 938; “$1-$i, 49) |-sold out::.““Act. One” looms mild at: 

“Advance to Rear’. en Just okay | at Bed Gore ta. O06" ea tery | —Muscle - ‘Beach. Party” ( AD)- (2d —"“Pink: : ‘Pan her” Paramount on. opener. while “Ad-: -; 

at: Orpheum in secont ikewise' | af ‘Boffo $12,000: Last. week, $14, 000. vance to Rear” “is riding ‘behind a. 
| wk). Fast. $15, 000. : Last: week, i 

"Seven Faces of Dr. Lao at Para wa iaace erovttny 2 $18,500. "Tg me Point of Order” (Gonb.| ing Reures to. seore strongly. 
mount. “Wuthering Heights, back | indie) and “Some. Came Running” }. State-Lake . (BE&K) (2,400; 90- Big $8,000’ or near. “Flight From Ashiya,” a: day- ~-"..”- 
on reissue, looks great in. el (MGM) (reissues). Slender $4: 500... $1. 80)-—“Pink Panther” . (UA) 6th “On o. (KB): a. 240; ‘$1 50-$2)— aiid-dater’: ike. . “Advarice,’ a also ae 

at Cinema, .Kenmore Square. “Dr | Music Hall (Ros): (720; $2-$2:40) | WK). ~ Smart. $12, 000.: Last week, “Te bar ‘Je (UA) ..(18th:, -wk).- should. sink. ot: swim depending on 
Strangelove” Js still Tom An ete | “Cardinal” -(Col): (2d wk). .Good | $14,000... om . Jones” | 
session a stor, “Tom - .. ai K,: $21,000. the: weather., -Holdovers’ include... --” i : 

head-‘to smash. total | $4: 300. ‘Last week, $4,700: Surf (H&E: Balaban): (@64:. $1 -50-| Hoey ‘$19, 00. Tet biped § nt 25-| “Strangelove” ‘at -Brookside,:“New- _ 

forged wav dat the Beacon Hill: | Orpheum, Pix, ‘Wiltern (Metro- $1.80)—“Point of Order’. (Indie) | oa iat ° oF Field” (WA) (re- | man” a Uptown ‘and. Granada,“ " .. 2.» 
in 19th round at the ~~] politan-Prin-SW). (2,213; 756;-2,844; | (2d wk). Slick $3,200, Last: week, $1.80)— “Lilies “Seven ‘Days in: May’ at Roxy-and = «0009.0. 

Estimates. for This Week ° $I- ‘$1: 49). a, Advance to: Rear” $5; 000: ugsue), Sturd e Fai" iene “South: Pacific” . at ‘Plaza. ars 

Astor (B&Q) (1,117; 90-$1:80)— .(MGM) and: various’ sécond. feature Todd: (Toad) (1; 089:. $1 75°$3. 50) ' Oe 300. ! shore Estimates. for This Week - 
“Dr.. Strangelove” \Col): (5th: wk. ‘pix. Okay $16,000 or near. : —“Pall of. Roman: Empire”. ‘(Par)| ™ $6,300. .| --Brookside | (Fox. “Midwest-Nat. 
Sock $16,000-. Last. week. $17,500.| “ Pantages (RKO) -(1;512;: $2. 50- bea: wk), Fair. $14, 000. Last :-week, Playhouse.” (TL) | (4593 - $t. 25-| Gen’): (800; $1.50) —“Dr: - ‘Strange- ... =: 

Beacon Hill . (Sack). (900;." $1-/-5.50). — “Cleopatéa”. (20th): (45th | $22,000. - ’ | $1.80)—“America,,. America” :-(WB).| Jove’ (Col): (6th: wi). Good, $3,000. = 

$1.80)—“Tom Fones”. - (UA): (19th wk). Lofty - $21, 500. Last week, f (7th wk): Good: ‘$3, 300. Last. week, |Last week, $3,500:- 

wk), Bigger than’ previous week, | $21, 200... | $3,500. - -. Capri (Durwood) : (1,260;.- $1. 80- re 
wow $25,000. Last week, $18,000. . | picfair, Vogue (State-FwC) (750; Plaza: (TL) | (278: $1. 25-$1 80) |$2:50)—“Fall ‘of “Roman: Empire”... 
Boston (Beacon ‘Ent.) (1 354: 810: $1. 25-$2)- —“Tom. Jones” (WA) “Naked. in: Wind”: (Indie), ‘ Warm | (Par). . ‘Hearty ‘$15,000. . Last’ week,” 2 

$1.20-$3.95) —“Mad World” (WA) (18th. - wk)..' Solid, $14, 500." Last $6,500. -Last -week; “Lorna” (in- | “Cleopatra”. (20th) (23dwk-5 days), 
(24th wk). The 23d session ended | week, $16,300: 

- 
‘torrid. $27,000. . die) (4th wk), $4,000.: oe nha Ri ia c ith) a 

Monday (27) was torri ‘}. Warner Beverly. SW): za 316° “Town. (King) .-(800:. . $1:25- 1.80) ] es vers e. ommonwea _ 
Last week, $24,000,. over - hopes. - | $1.65-$3. 50) — “Becket” (Par): (6th: Rowe Ol "Newman" $ “) § (5th (900 cars’:each); Boulevard (Rosé- :: 

Capri (Sack) (900;  $1-$1.80)— | 

ek, stride heré; although height of tor- 
sta Hep-. $7,500. ‘Last « wee nado séason ‘is here, and.. Wednes. | 

day night (22) was a. virtual loss to." .. 
|. ~ Embassy Loew) (667; he theatres: here .as: whole. area.-was. 

‘Yesterday, Today.. an ‘Gr | under. tornado: warning... Weather... 
reat | situation’. put::damper on. benefit. 

fare, “A, Tiger Walks” turned et emby, “V.L.P's", (MGM) (reissues), 
‘Music Hall, “It's “Mad World” |-$8,100- 
took .a. big upward jump because | 

of ‘he vacationers .in its. .24th) 

round ‘at the Boston. Only opening } 

‘Town (Teitel). (640: ° $1. 25-$1: 80) 
—"Monkey ‘in: ‘Winter’: (Indie) and: 
“Counterfeiters:. of: Paris”: (Indie). 
freissue).. Lean $2, 000: . Last “week, 
“Trial and . Error’ > Andie): ‘and 
“Wrong: Arm Law”, indie). {reis- |. 
sufies):; $3,000. . 

‘United: ‘Artists (BE&K). a 700; 90--| 

and “Sun Place” (Indie). ‘Good: $8- “$1 15) —-. “Advance” To Re ar” 

000. Last week, $9,000. | (MGM) 2a wk). Fair’ $9, 000. Last po -Estimatés: for: This Week Cah 

-Trans-Lux Bast, (T-1)" 125-82) |< ayes (RKO) (2;200; -90-$1:25)— “Third. Secret”. (20th). : Opened} ae 

(Cont). ‘Good $3000. . Last - week,’ 
= 4 $4,000. *}Act-One”- (WB), $3,000. © | 

$6,400. Warner. Hollywood. (SW) (1,291; . | week, $12,000: Trans:Lux’ (TL). (598; “$1.49-§2) | (700; $1.25), "Englewood. (Dickin-.. 

000. Last. ‘week, $25, 600. ‘Wham. $38,000. Last week, “Night | week, $6,000. | Ashiya”. (UA) plus various ‘second: : 
and “Starfighters’- (Indie) (2d° wk). |. ee 

) pth e Doll” (indie) “3d: L t break: : Last week, subruns.’ (320; $1. 50-8190) — “Wuthering e) ‘(3d wk) and:| (10th: / wk). - Bott $22, 000. as 

Wow $6,400: Last week, $6, 000; way: "| : ak: 75)-—"Fall: of. ‘Roman. Empire”. Still hitting smash. $7,000:.as house... 

“Murder She Said’ (Indie) -and.| 16; World’ 326, 18th} iin NNEAPOLIS Paramount: “(Blank-UP). a, 900: 

eek, “Ti Fahiti”’ (Zenithy € ti here, d its | Little ‘Variance’ now week ‘to.w ik. a} ss ” a Last wee iara Tahiti onventioneers ere, increased its ee "(Continue a from page: 9). | Last. week, “Hud”, -(Par). - (reissue). 

—"Pink © Panther” (UA)=(6th wk): | Orpheum, “The. Empty. Canvas,” “How West.: Was. Won’: (MGM) |:’as, gréat. $12,000. or ‘close: ° — "South Pacific”. (20th) treissue) 

——“Flight From Ashiya” (UA). and | fair ‘at: ozoner:: “Gopher (Berger) 1, 060; ‘$1:$1 25) wk). Sixth stanza. ended: Sunday | Rockhill (Art. ° - Theatre - ‘Guilay. 

Cousins” +MGM) and. “Dime With “Act. One,”: :-another ° newie... is. est’ $4:000.. Last’ week, “Strangler | Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 'g1 50 Order”. (Indie), -$1,600. 

—"Captain Newman.” .1U) and stnash in 19th. United - Artists “Shock Treatment” :; (20th) and }day... (26) . was \slow: $12, 000. after wk). Holding ‘up well at good $4- as 

nice $10,000. “Alexandria. (Ui: Calif.) - (1; 444:. = }0a3, $5,000... ‘| “Modern ‘Times’. (Indie) (reissue) (Noah. &- Wiles) ‘(1.500-cars), Shaw- 

wk}. Second -week opened Monday. $11,000. \ (2d wk). Excellent “$7,000. ‘Last: sock $14,000 or, near. after’ $17, |.900  cars),.: Hillerest. (Heath), . 750 

$1. 80)—“‘Advance to Rear”. (MGM) (Stone), ' "Fair $2,000: - _"“Flight- From -Ashiya” (UA): on. a revival: series.” °. | (Dickinson), (700 each; ~$1)—“Ad-- os - 

Paramount | INET). AQ 357: “90- Solid. $3,300... Last. week, $3,600. |- . | (11th: -wk). - ‘The*.10th- round : end- |: $3 w $ 0. Park: (Mann), ‘a, 000; $t. ‘BOY rb ‘$25, 000 Or: close, ‘Last week, “sub- 

(2d. wk). Oke $8,000: ‘Last week, wk) . Great $11,000.” - Last. week, | Daydating © with | "Criterion, and. 1, 219; $1 .25-$1 50)—“Captain ‘Neéw-- ra 

- “State, (Par): (2,200; $1-$¥.25) .— 

———"“Day. of Stripper al (Indie) and - cars: $1. 25 person)... “Empty. Can-: $1. 50-$2)— “Best: “Man”: (UA) (4th good ‘$8, 000: Last week, “$10, 000. a 

-{ele Beach: Party?” (AD): Aad» wd, —— aa 
Goéd $6,000. Last week, $7,000. Golden: :. Gate”-- (RKO) - (2,850:. “$5,000. oe | 

: for: second. stanza. Daydating with ‘Tones’ Loud. $10, 000, 

(2d wk). Okay $2,800. Last: week,. week, $4,300. 

$2:50) -—°“The Sil Svenska). Satisfactory $2,500; | Last. week, |¢2), —— “Seven. Samurai” (Toho) }-. “Providence, -April 28. 
-" “The ence”. (Syenska 

——“‘America, America” (WB) ‘8th’ : 
| =—'Tom. Jones” (UA). (10th. wk). | was light $3,900. | has the Elmwood way out in front 

‘Orpheum: “{Cinedoine) aol 439: 

Crow’? (Embassy) : (7th -wk).. “Sixth | ‘Operation Petticoat” . on: -reissue, ° 

State (Trans-Lux)- (730°: $1-$1. 50) Over... ‘ Last. week. $30, 000: 

. (Continued: from page. 9) $14,800. for, fitth. ""Daydates ‘with ‘of. “Dr.: Strangelove 9. : shapes | fine a ag 

“West End Cinema (E.M. Loew) | : 
oy 4 “Presidio. (A rt Th. 6 1 ay: (750: Pageant) ‘Aithur) © (1,000;.- 90- : wt 

(Bronston) (2d wk). “Good, $2,800. esidio. u yesterday (Tues:). In: ahead, “Si- | “Pillow:-Talk”. (UW); and “Operation * ae” 

St, ‘Francis. Par) a 400; or — | paris’ Art.(Chernoff) : (8005: si was okay “$5,300 “after. $5,000 - ‘for. | $6,500. Last week, “Brass: Bottle”. 

‘|Last week, ““Sunday: in’ New York’ | « | daydating -with. Rialto-. $5. 500. 

| wk}. Firm: $17, 600... Last week, $1.80) —“Seven.. “Days in “May” | wk).-- Fine. $1, 000. Last. week, dale) -: (750. cars), ‘Hiway: -40 .(Gen- — 
“Servant” (Landau) (subruny: (5th | 7 (Par)... (9th: wk). Neat: 9,0 eral).“ (1,000 ‘cars);. Fairway: (FMW) .. 

‘wk, Sizzling. $6,500. - Last. week, | S17. 800. ee * 005 Aast | $7, 500. 7 
| ; $1.25-$2.80) -— “How: W-est Was.|".: Woods © (Essaness) “(4,200:"..'90- | —“Seven * ‘Days... jn” May" (Par). Son).: (850; $1), Centre“ (Common-. pe 

‘Center (E. M. Loew) .(1,250;: ‘90- a” ~ L$1:80)—“From. Ru sia With’ Love” |. K 5,500. . Last. wealth) : (508; $1. .25)—“Flight From... 200-2. $1.25)—"Musele Beach Party” tAT) | Won” (MGM) (62d wk). Wow -$25, $ s ith: Love” |:(11th. .wk).".-O ay. $ 

Must Fall’ (MGM) (3d.wk), $10,000:|... Uptown | (SW)’. (1, 300;: ~ $1, 65- | feature. pix. Should hit good $12,- 
Fine $7,500. Last’ week, $9,000. = “| World: (Teitel) -(608;:-90-§1 80)—| $2.75) —“It’s' a Mad- “World” (UA)|000;with any. kind: of weather 

Cinema, Kenmore Square (Indie) ‘ ‘A On FE 1] 9 000. ae 

| ct ne. ast $ _| Young » Love”. (Indie): (1st. :wk). |:;week, $12, 600: |: Kimo. (Dickinson). (504: $1. 50-$2)° 
Heights” (Cont) treissue). (2d°.wk).. | Fine: $4.5 500.. _ Last: week, $5.0 000. |}. Warner - (SW) a; 250: $1:50-| —“Tom-: Jones”. (UA).‘ (10th. “wik). :- 

iy Frisco: ‘Canvas’ Bis | | , 
over estimate... (Par) . (4th: wi). “Fair. $9; 000. Last: marks continue to fall. “Last week, 

Exeter . (Indie). (Tt, 976: 90-$1 49) week, ‘$10, 000. 7 ” _| Same, wets 

“Best Years of My Life” (Indie) | | _ San: ‘Francisco; April 28. , Continued from page. 8). |. a _— $i. 25-$1.50)—“Act One”: (WB): and 
(reissues). Opened. Saturday ~(25)..|- “Teg -a Mad. World,’ ” “helped: by — “Cleopatra” - (20tk) - (44th. wk): BRO ADW AY” ~". LDr-Crippen” (WB):. Mild $6;500: : °°. 

(3d wk), mild. $2,400. take. this:’session” to. a wow- total |.Mild: $4,000: Last week;..$3,000.- “|. ___ land: “Paris Pick-Up” (Par),: $7,500. 
Gary (Sack) 11,277;. $1. 25-$1. 80) despite being: :in. 18th “round. at’) Cooper: (CF) (905: $1.25-$2: 50} | Initial: session: ‘ended - Monday (27) Plaza. (FMW) :(1,630; $1 .25-$1. 50): 

Big $13,000. Last week, $12,000. ‘| one .of few. newcomers, is rated | (65th: wk). Astonishing. $10, 000. |. Little. Carnegie: (Landau) (520; (2d) wk). “Good. $7,000. Last week, Mayflower (ATC) (689; 90-$1.50) |lusty at’ Warfield for. opener: with | Last. week, $14, 500: : $1 25-$2)—-"Seryant". (Landau) (7th: $8,000; 

“Eyes of Annie Jones” (20th), Fair |- “Pink Panther” - still. ‘is great. in} _ te 1 (26). was fancy $13, 200. after. $13,-) (827; ‘$1; $1.25)—“Silence” (Janus).* a 
$5,000 or closé, Last week, Kissin’ | current 6th): week. at. Coronet. q: “Love oh Pillow”. :(Royal)-- Mod- ‘000: for fifth: week. ‘Good $2. 000. Last-week.. “Point. ‘of. ; 

. 1 J (MA), $3,600. - ° rT ay Halo” (MGM), $7,000. rated big for initial round’ at’ St. $2)—Bandits- of Orgosolo” (Indie):|" Roxy. (Durwood) (664: :75-$1.50). : 
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 90-81. 80) ‘Francis. «:“Tom..Joneés” still. “was | “Lyric (Par), (1; 000;: “$e$1. 25) = | (3d: wk). Second. frame. ended Sun- | _- «seven Days in May’. aos (5th: 

“Dream Maker” (U) (6th wk). Sixth stanza. . “| “Surf. Party” (20th). ‘Moderate. $3,-.| $13,100 for. opener. |500. ‘Last: week, “$5,000. ae 
week began Friday (24). Fifth: was |. |. Estiniates-for., This Week 000. “Last ‘week,. “One; Man’s “Way” ..- Plaza (Lopert). (525: ‘$I. 50- $2) | _ 63d "St... (R&S) .(1500- ears): Heait:.--. 

Music Halt Sack). 14,400; 90-.| $3-$4). — “Cleopatra” (20th). (44th |: Mann (Mann) (1, 000: $1. 25°$1. 50) | (2d: ‘wk). -This round winding uP'tnee & Leawood. (Dickinson) (1 ,600, 
$1.80) — “Tiger Walks” (BV)- (2d |-wk). ‘Big $10,500: - last: week,’ ““Soutir. Pacific” (20th) (reissue) | tomorrow. {Thurs,) is ‘heading for | 759 cars), Lake “Park (Fulton). (1,-. 

(27). Opener was fair $14,000. | “Bridge (Schwartz): “15005. $1: 50- week, ° $8,000. -4.000 for opener. This: is the. fourth'| garg: parkway... Two (Durwoed) = - 
- Orpheum ‘Loews. (2,900; - 90-|'$1.75). —~-“Hallelujah ‘the, “Hills” “Orpheum (Mann) ©. ‘g00: SLs. 5) Charles. Chaplin.pic ‘to: play here:|(359- $150), ‘Dickinson,: Overland™'*..”. 

(2d wk). Okay $8,000. or near. Last - Clay .(Ros):: 4360; $1. 75). —.“Dr. ““ “. Sutton. tRugoff Th.):“(561; $1: 50-' vance. to Rear” (MGM). plus yari-‘.. 
week, $9,600. | Strangelove” (Col) -(10th °.- wk). Drab. $6,000." ‘Last: weeks “Mon-. $2)—"Seven’ Days. «in - May” (Par): ‘ous -Second® feature. -films.: “Fast: | 

sters (Indie), ‘$9; 000:. vat 

$1.80'—‘‘Seven Faces of Dr. Lae” .° €oronet (Un.-Cailf.) (1,250; $2- ‘led: ‘yesterday: ATues.). was-fine ‘$6, "| runs... 

(MGM) and “Girls at Sea’ (Indie) | $2 50)-—“Pink “Panther”. (UA). (6th| “Seven Days::to May” (Par) ith] 100° after--$7,700 .in ninth - week.’| “Uptown, Granada (FMW). (2,043 © 
wk). Big $3, 500. Last ‘week, $4, 000. | a 

$13,000. $11. 500. ‘[.also.- on: ‘Showease. . man”: (U) and “To. Kilt a ‘Mocking- Cte 

" Pilgrim (ATC) (1.909: °75-$1.25)|”'EP'Rancha Drive-in (Agil. (025. |“Advance.to, Reat”: (20th): -Mita.| -34th: Street East - (Reade) (456; | Hira (0) (reissue) -.(2d -wk).. Fairly. 
2; “$4 ~ 

“Girls of Night” (Indie) (2d. wk). vas”. (Embassy). . . Fair. $3,000. - $5,000. ot near. ‘Last week, “Mus wk). - Third. week. ended. Sunday 
- Sq GG Indi .y :| 126)” was -good.: $7; 000 after: $9,400 | 
ark uare Cinema (Indie): 1.25- 1.50) —- :"C: tain New |. | : 

(300; $1.80)—“Connection” Indie) yy). ah wk). Fair $8, 200. tat Suburban | “World - “(Mann (B00; Coronet. * | 7 . poten. go 
$3. Nee $1. 25)— “My Life’ ‘to Live (Union). |} ‘Toho Cinema. (Toho): (299:. $1: 50- ‘i. ~Prov.;. ‘Doctor’ $5, 000: - ee ett 

: 1 Metro: ¢ lif.) -( | : ” Tene, “Paris Cinema (Indie) (608: $1.75) |e nay on, Calif) (4.000; $2. Silence” (Janus) (2d wk), .$2,000. | (Subrun).'--Opens today . (Wed.). |. # we 
| oo: . Twelfth’ ‘round ‘of “Tom Jones’ 

0th wh), Big $2, 800.: Last: ‘week, World (Mann): (400; $1. 25-$1:50).| In ‘ahead: “Life -of. Gharu’ (Toko), 

Wk). Oke $3,000. Last week, $3,500. 1-$3,000.. 7 | here this session. Next. closest is =.2-- .:. 
Saxon (Sack). (1.100; $2-$3:90)— . Whant $9,000, Last -week,: $20.0 000: |: - Tower East. (Loew). (586: $1. 50: RKO. Albee with “Pillow Talk” and 272” 

$21 000. TL (Cob (roth sone. Sock. "$1.50-$3: 50)—“It's: ‘a: Mad World”. a! ae ee | $37 —'“Yestéerday, Today; : Tomor-. Bo Te 
ast “wee “| (UA), (18th. wk). “Wow $32 000° or _— 7 “ eS 

Js : bs pe ST: ‘LOUIS ~ ‘frame .completed Monday. (27) was Balch As eee Sates. a ces of 
Paris After “Midnight” (Indie) |. Paramount. (Par): 42. 646:. “$1 50. Pee socko | $12, 500 : ins “Six: .days* -after : 

(WAY (10th: wk), Nice $13, 000. “Last . vat ‘Strand... 
S einonte t | week, $14,000.” Festival. 

(500; 75-§1.50)—“War ‘of. Buttons” | “8 : a 
+ $1.25-$1. 50)—“Lorna’” ‘Eve).: Good $1.25)—"'To Bed ‘or Not. to..Bed | 7 

Last week, -$3,000. are - Jence” . (Janus) (12th wk-8 days); | Petticoat”. (U). (reissues). ~ Good Ly 

ce . ai. 9. ; {(U). and. “He Rides. Tall”. (U);° D 
LOS ANGEI ES Act: One”: (WB). . Big. -$12,000.| “Affair of. Skin”. (indie): ‘Average: ith regular .week: Has - been . 1), 

(Continued from page a (MGM4, $7,500. | $1,100. Last week,:““Maid for-Mur.|-"trans-Lux 52d. St. (T-L) . (540: | "Elmwood - (Snider) (2,200; $1 
(856: 856: 1,298; $1 .25-$1 49): =F "Stage eee (AR) - (day ‘$1 5 Hers indie) ane: ‘Sust Once More \'$1. 25-$2) — “Weekend”. (Cinema)... $1. 75)—“Tom *-Jones”: (UA) (12th 

“Hud” (Par) treissue) (2d wk, El} $2)—“Dr: Strangelove’ (Col). (10th | 
Rey, Hollywood; Ist wk,. Loyola)’ wk). Hep - $4, 800.: * Last. “week. : 
and ‘“L-Shaped Room” (Col). (re= $5. 000.. ae 
issue) tEl Rey, Hollyw bod), “Cap-.| “United” Artists (No: Cst.). A, 14s 

-¢ain Newman’. 1U)-. (Loyola).” (3d)  $2-$2:40) — - “Tom: - “Jones” _ (OA): 
wk). Nice $14,000. {19th wk). Smash ‘$12, 500 OF. near. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1 50$21 |Last. week, -$14,000.. | (7th. wk). Okay’ $1; 200,- Last: week, . 
—*Best, Man” (UA): (2d wk). Lush | Vogue (S.-F. Thtrs.). (365:" $2- "$1,000. ea. 
$9,000. - “Last week, -$10,000.. $2:25\—“My Enemy, “Sea”: Ushiha- |" "= a 

Fox Wilshire. (F WC) (1,990; '$2-| Pa) - (2d wkk ‘Fast: $3; 800. Last | 
-$2.40)—“Yesterday,,. Today, Tomor- week, $4. 500... | 
rew” (Emb) (6th wk). Big $18, 000! “Warfield (FWC) - 2. 656; - ‘$1. 95-| 
‘or near. Last week, $19,000. - | $1. 50)— ““Emptv . Canvas”. ‘(Embas- 
 Hillstreet, Eris (Metropolitan: sy). -" Lusty. $12,000... ‘Last. week, 
FWC) 2,752; 825; $1-$1.49)— = Gel | reissues. ee tember, ‘with Metro. to y release, ; 

‘Opened - Monday - (27)... “In ahead, | WE). Snappy $10, 000. ‘Last . ‘week, a 
“Paris' When It Sizzles?” (Par). (3d su 500: . : 
‘wk-414 days). okay .$4,400. after |... ‘Majestic (Sw) (2, 200; -90-$1. 25). 

[ $8. 500. for second: full’ week. soos “Student Prince” . (MGM). ’ and: 

“Trang-Lux.. 85th: St. .(T-L) (550; |““Brigadoon’””° (MGM) (reissues): 
$1. 25-$2) — “Psyche 5g”. (Col). -Okay: $6;000.-or ‘ess. ‘Last week, = 

Opens: today:: (Wed.), daydating |, “Tiger Walks”. (BV): $5,000; . 2. 
with 34th: Street East. Last. week,| State - (Loew): (3,200; 90-$1:25)— 

2 Teissues:. | “7 Faces. of Dr. Lao” (MGM): ‘Slow. i 
“|. World. (Perfecto). (390;: 90-$1.50) | $6.000.:"Last' week, “Night: Must: | 
“Pyschomania”. (Vie) . _and “Flam-" Fall” (MGM) (2d wk), $2:000. .-* | 
‘boyant -. Sex’. (Ellis): ith wk)..} Strand | (National, Realty) (2,200; : 

‘for: producer? Jacques. Bar... in { This: . session . ‘winding ™. tomorrow: |: $1. 25-$1.50) —. “Dr. Strangelove” - 
‘France . Starting <in. August-Sep-. (Thurs. is: ‘heading. for great. $8,- {| (Col): (3d ‘wk). Nice’ $5,000. Second 2 

ah 500 after, $7, 500: for. 10th’ week. © twas $5, 500, - 

St. Louis: (Arthur) ” (3 ‘800; 75-90) 
— Hud’. ‘(Par) sand. Rose’ Tattoo”. 

(Par) reissue) ‘(2d wk): Modest: $6,- - 
‘000. . Last: ‘week, ?$1.0,000. . ; 

. Shady “Oak -(Arthur) (760: “90¢ t-: 
$1.25) = “Dr. Strangelove”. (Col)’ 

Ralph. ‘Nelson. to: direct “Seratch 
a Thief,” ‘starring Alain ° Delon, 
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‘presents: 

Y HANNA BARBERA TROON, 
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents oA A HANNA-BARBERA PROOUCTON 

“HEY THERE, | ai YOGI BEAR" san 
Serenolay by JOSEPH BARBERA WARREN FOSTER and WILLIAM HANNA Shen itt 

e ~ Produced and Directed. by WILLIAM HANNA. and JOSEPH BARBERA. 
~ Starring! DAWS: BUTLER’ as the voice of Yogi:Bear — 

- ating DON. MESSICK: a8 the voices of Boo-Boo.and Range Smith 
- Mogi COLOR = 
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LONG 
WILL YOU . 

REMEMBER 
“THE MIGH 

VIKING 
ADVENTURES 

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS” coe _ ACADEMY” AWARD WINNER 

RICHARD WIDMARK K/ SIDNEY POITIER/RUSS TAMBLYN: ROSANNA SCHIAFFINO”OSCAR HOMOLKA® 
“THE LON G SHIP Ss. comm edward Judd: ! Lionel Jeffries. i ‘Beba: Loncar y SCREENPLAY iniBerely Mather and Beverley Cross - 

betes Pr Begs Predeed bying Ale Diet Jack Cardi A Wark ‘Wala Proton n’ TECHNICOLOR™ * “TECHNIRAMA*. 
. rd eel, i 

~GOLUMBIA a nei sani : oes ; 

_AHANNA-BARBERA PRODUCTION _ 

Screenplay by Stig. wee ~ Produced: ‘and Directed by: 
JOSEPH BARBERA, WARREN FOSTER and WILLIAM HANNA ® > WILLIAM HANNA. and. JOSEPH BARBERA 

~tarring DAWS BUTLER as the Voice. of YOGI.BEAR . 
Co-starring. DON MESSICK as the Voices of BO0-BOO:and RANGER: SMITH ° Yoel COLOR Lk, @ 
~ Original Music.& Lyrics by RAY. GILBERT: & DOUG GOODWIN's ‘Music Score by MARTY PAICH ~ “GF my 
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_ Screenplay by JAMES: FRITZELL, ‘EVERETT GREENBAUM | and DAVID SWIFT e Based ¢ on 1 the novel bys JACK FINNEY 

“Produced and Directed: by. DAVID: SWIFT A DAVID: SWIFT: PRODUCTION: °. COLOR... : 

COLUMBIA PICTURES. 
presents... 

starring 

tne CALLAN DEAN JONES ray SAVALAS* BARBARA EDEN  STEFAMIE POWERS 
mn “KAY STEVENS - and INGER STEVENS as Nancy ~ introducing GEORGE SEGAL 

* 

: . Written: by. WILTON SCHILLER’ . : 
“Based upon. characters. from the novel “The. Interns’ by RICHARD FREDE | 

_ Produced by. ROBERT COHN’. °. Directed ‘by JOHN RICH ° 

és 

cf 



s 
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Chicago, April 28... 
Pressure is building: for Chi- | 

ago’s Mayor Richard. J. Daley. to. 
replace at least. one of the two. 
resignees on the Motion’ ‘Picture | 
Appeal Board, the. city’s supreme |: 
court of -film censorship. 
-The ‘ordinance setting up. “pie | 

five-man Board requires. that - at. 
least three members agree. on ‘de- 
cisions. Barely a month after at- 
torney Thomas; Mulroy’ 's resigna-. 

tanother -member -.quit six. tion. 
months ago), the Board is split. two 
to one on a decision: with no com 
promise int sight. | 

The * picture is “Europe: ‘In the 
Raw,” tour of the mother - ‘Con- 
tinent’s. brothels, ‘While. the Board - 
meetings are secret, it's’ probable, 
based on-‘previous: decisions, that 
child psychiatrist. Dr: ‘Ner- Littner: 
and Poetry-mag editor Henry Rago 
voted for a. permit, and ‘Loyola 
Univ. Dean Mathew: Schoenbaum 
‘yas aiainst it. While. the latter is” 
not considered a. bluenose’ by. the: 
‘aLstribs, 
conservative thai, the other. two. : - 

It has 
Muilrey. 
anees to Mayor Daley at Hizzoner’s 
request.:The present.members ‘of 
the Board are ‘mildly - piqued that 

“tions or. at least asked to: scan 
Mulroy’s submissions, 7 

‘Mulroy’s aetion ~ suggests. “that 7 
the attorney will. continue’ in an 
unofficial capacity” as. the mayor's. . 

While the “present members: have | _ 
in: Mulroy’s . -fairness,!] .— confiderice. 

they are. wary that his new role; 
which. jis -not .in accordance with | j 
the erdinance, will make ‘for..an 
“opening “in .Mayor. Daley’s hands- 
off policy, 

Mulroy’ S: continuing unofficial 
presence would doubtlessly — en- 
danger. the. Mayor's “no politics” 
pledge. in regards to the: Board.- 
Daley set. up the Board as com- 
pletely autonomous, a move. ‘Con: 

2sidered| by most observers . 
intended to keep: censorship- aétiv. 

now. admits. to. a regular .contact. 
_ With the Board through Mulroy he 
‘will be moré. vulnerable: to. aitacke 
by pro- and anti-censorship.-forces. 

‘The immunity to pressure on the 
Mayor in the current: setup. was. 
elearly shown - ‘in the “Promises, : 
Promises” case of a. month ago. 
The Board. passed the picture, and 
“pro-censorship atlvozates mounted. 
a brisk letter’ writing: campaign to: 
QGity Hall.” Each | of - ‘the corre-| 
spondents received ‘a form Jetter. 
_stating’ that: the. Boaid. was ‘auton- 
omous by ordinance. 
What was. unsaid in. ‘the. letter | 

is that ‘a protesting group: has no 
recourse except to take the Board 
to court for a.decision...While in 

the city’s legal: arm.or the’ State’s 
_ Attorney to test a censorship rul- 
ing, both of these ‘offices are well 
controlled by Mayor ~..Daley’s: 
efficient: Democratic tmachine. ay 
“The. _ Pro-censership. : 

‘tions: are . getting increasingly 
grumpy about ‘Mayor. Daley’s “so: 

me”. implication ~ 

legitimate means. of protest. at. the 
local level. They: would like-the sa- 

__far-above-reproach Appeals. Board 
to be a little more reproachable.- 

Distributors; - meanwhile, 
cooling their heels until the. ‘smoke. 
clears. (“Europe In. the Raw” ‘was 
submitted just - ‘before’ Mulroy’s 
resignation. }. 
since - its.. inception, the ‘Board. is 
without . a A Dachloe: of PAX... 

NEED NEW CATEGORY 
~ FOR LIKES OF “JONES? 

Edmonton; Alta:, April 28. 
Alberta’s prov ineial . Secretary, 

Ambrose Holowach,,. is ‘studying: the 
advisability of . adopting an.’ 
adult’ eategory::to permit public. 
showings of release such as. ‘United |- 
Artists “Tom . Jones.” 

The: priv ince now has‘ two’: cate 
gories—family. and’ adult—but. the |. 
latter permits children’ accom-. 
panied by- parents © to. view : ‘the 

_ films. 
Holowach. ‘said ‘in- ‘an. interview 

the third. category. could’ be. for |. 
persons over 18, but: it: Would: not 
necessarily be completely free of | 
censorship. 

‘ . 

‘Far Beyond). 

he is: thoug sht to. be more. 

‘aso. been Jearned. that. 
has sent. a.Slate of. nom-. 

‘and. 

the | 
“Promises” case. Never riuch. for |. 
court action’-on . their -‘own, - they T 
now feel. that they. are’ without ; 

- son ’s. 

are. 

For the first time 

| did - 

“all: | 

Not Easy Keepin
g ‘Appeal Boa

rd e 

os Censorsh
ip ‘ ‘Out of P i

tis | 

eR CARRERAS 

‘Buenos. ‘Aires, “April” 28. 
In an wnusual move, the: “Argen- 

Evadidos”* ‘(The ‘Eseapees) ,: 

lightweight . comedies, * 

{The - Vicious), 

aw arded : 

F rance 's Mort’; 
’s ‘Snorting’ 

" Valladotia, April 28. 
"'Frarice” and. Britain. shared ‘the 

two major . prizes -at Valladolid’s 

Film ‘Week. of | ‘Religious’ and Hu- 

man. Values: . 

to: the English ° ‘feature, |. 

ladolid ‘trophy,” awarded. to-‘a .con- 

S|.testant. in either category; went to! 

“Lilies ‘of the -Field” (UA). : 
‘Gsts off City ‘Hall’s back.. If Daley |- Young:: ‘Italian director - Erman | 

Olimi; winner here: in the -past and. 
strong - contender. with “I. F’dan-) warner and © Goldman “allegedly 

-apreed not.to compete. for’ first-run ‘ 
films: but. drew. up. a: list ‘dividing | 
‘the. ‘product ” ‘for .their’ six houses. | 

ati? (The. Fiances) for the ‘Golden 
Sheaf.. ‘received. the. “small . Golden.|: 
I abrador _ for -the ‘best~ religious: 
 short—700 Years of St: Anthony.” 

1 Shorts jury entered“ “rio - ‘earitest’” | 
“verdict ‘for the. little: Golden Sheaf 
‘antt San Gregorio: laurels. - * 

. Snain’ outdistanced.. Mexico-. and 
Venezuéla . for the’. top -. Spanish-. 
languare film when the. instifute of 
‘Spanish | Culture-’ jury. vote -. werit: 
“to “Tiempo. de Amor” (Time. for}: 
Love), 

Though: generally. agreed 

‘films,. some ~ delegates 

nal”. arid-several others ‘as qualified |. 
| for presentation at Valladolid: All }. 

cancurred that ‘Lilies of the Field’. 
constituted. a short | .“Mort” * 

measure “for the: ‘Teligious Bix con-. 
f test.. 

organiza- | 

| Vols Me Mentally Casts | 
‘Barton as Henry: VIA And 
_. Liz as: His Anne Boleyn} 

as. an “alternative to. the demise: ‘of. 
“many small: heusés. In’ fact, it-is a |.. Hal: “Wallis ‘jas - -piirchased: the 

-sereen rights..to Maxwell Ander- | 
“Anne. of: -the - Thousend.| 

‘Days, the: story. of the :1; ,000-day: 
reign. cf Anne Boleyn and her -re- 
lationship with Henry. VIII.” Eliza- 

{beth Taylor and Richard Burton | . 
‘are. being’ sought to. portray these 
characters, played in.‘the original’ 

| legit. production by: J oyce Redmond. 
‘|and Rex Harrison." : 

Wallis’ will beg'n pré-production 
_} work: in. May. but. deesn’t plan: te 

actually. make. the: film: until April, 
-1965.- ‘His- present. ‘thinking is: to 
| preduce the ‘pic:in England, as-he. 

incidentally; | 
costars Burton ‘with: Peter.O’ Toole. 7: 
-No indications are . ‘available. 2s: ta. 

-“Becket” . whith: 

whether - the- Buftons - “Will” Becept 
‘Wallis’ offer. | , . 

“Yorks and Jerseyé Meet 

‘Allied Theatres will - 

‘Kiamesha Lake; N:. Y. : 
“William —Infald,:: 

tine Film. Institute has chosen two- 
films by .one ‘director, Enrique Car-' 
‘réras, to: ‘represent - Argentina at |. 
the upcoming San. Sebastian. and... 
‘Berlin, ‘Film Fests: © - : t 

Being sent-to. Berlin is his “Los} 
‘a tele]: 

-based ‘ Onl. a real-life’ jailbreak here 1. 
‘in’ 1962.°.Going -to~ Berlin is -his|” 
-“Uii Viaje al: Mas. ‘AYla” CA. Voyage} 

At 39; Carreras: has |. © 
| been.. directing. filmis since he was | 
24, . earning his - first : fame” with |. 

* Director | 
scored impressively Tast: year with 
“fos Viciosos”: ' 
hardhitting © drama. ‘about: prostitu- 
‘tion and: drugs. The Film-Instititte;- 
which annua lly ‘bestows | “cash 
‘prizes. on what -it_ deems. ‘to: be. the. 
“year’s . best . ‘pix, 
Vicious”. second prize, : 

Religious Winners: 
they. were not a:ked for sugges- |. 

- “The ; 

Jury | -awarded . the’ 

| Goldén Labrador. . ‘tothe’ French’ 
“Mort, Ou. Est. ta Victoire”: 

Where. Is'"Thy, Victory), -and. the | assertion that the ‘split: systemi. be- 
Golden Sheaf of Whet for. -human } 

‘values 
“This Sporting- Life.” City: of ‘Val-: 

(Death : 

: the: 
‘commercial. industry produces’ few: 
“religious” 
“mentioned. Columb‘a’s . “The Cardi- 

most cities, | citizens ‘might. induce | 

| edly. - ‘agneed © it: “would, “not” ‘submit: 
‘pictures . to: other bidders“ “ after:|: 
négofiating With :Goldman. ~ :This | 

A: eombined convention: of. the: 
New. York: State and New Jersey. 

be held 
August 3-6 at: the. Concord ‘Hotel, 

“New. ‘Jersey’ 
president, and. ‘Sidney Cohen, N.Y... 
‘State - president;: will \co- o-chair ‘the }. 
gathering. 

” ‘Flee With the Pelf 
- Detroit, "April - 28, 

~ | field.- ‘Fownship,.. and. the conces- 
} sions manager, | 
‘Lacross: fields: next to-the drive-in. | 

|Shopping center. "°°": center. ° 

Williams, Nizer Nicer 
Argue Philly's. $ 

By. ‘MIKE ‘MOSETTIG. 

. ‘Washington; “April, 28." 

Two. of ‘the. nation’ 's most: potent 

“Monday (27). which: could .virtually: 
‘affect the future. “of. the, motion 
‘picture: industry. . 

Nizer, 

which .operates:the Viking in Phila- | : 
_ .|-delphia. _Viking’s attenipts: to bring |: | 
“}-antitrust 
against the distribs. and the Wil-* 

Stanley | 

and’, damage: ‘ charges 

iam. Goldman - Theatres, 
Warner. Theatres. ‘and <Fox Theatre 

‘courts: :/ ° 
Williams: pegged: his case to: the 

tween — ‘the. distributors... 
‘three. major. chains © was. “nothing: 
more than a. ‘thinly veiled : device” 
£0 cireumvent- the: “high” ‘court’s: 
landmark: rulings. in 1948 against 

| pooling arrangements between: dis: |. 
| tributors : and exhibitors... | 

Under. ‘the. -agreement” : Staniey I 

Fox... whiclr. operates’ one -house,. 
allegedly” took .20th.- Century-Fox’ : 
: Films. and agreed fot ‘to! compete. 

“+ for.. pictures - from: ‘ather- distribu-- 
tors. “Williams av erred the -system 
lied the same éffect ‘as. pooling by |: 
eliminating competition: allocating 
‘product, and: by affeeting prices.. 
-Unreeling a- long set of. statistics, 

|-which Nizer later matchéd ‘with. his, 
. Williams: | tried.- ‘to. 

“show hov. Viking. was both: cut out: 
of. bidding: for: top grossing films | 

own figureés;.- 

and forced. to. pay. higher: rentals: 
on - nicfures: 

‘president. - Alfred. 
‘Under. the: plan, Paramount alleg- 

“was: labelled ‘an ™ “invidious ‘refine- 

liams.../ 
“Nizer: defended: tite. split. ‘system. 

“beneficent” ‘practice if-all exhibi- 
tors .¢an' negotiate, bids: with. dis-. 

to do, he’ continued. 

cable.” — 
‘Williams’ analogy “to! “the: out- 

and Byron White,. the. bench. was 

-Should be +handled ° should the ‘high 
-eourt rifle: the split ‘System: ‘illegal: 
[Taken aback, Wolf said. he ‘could 
& hot écnceive such. a-ruling.. 

Sley;. = a Philadelphia © 

| Jo, 0 into: the eanon: business. : 
athe 2g: 

two gunmén fled with more ‘than: — 
{'$12, 000 in cash receipts after: hold-|-.: 
ing ‘up the manager of the Miracle |: 

| Mile. Drive-In; in. suburban Bloom- |” 

-The: bandits.. fled af 

Money ‘was in. ‘bags about -to. be: 
deposited. at:a: bank i in 1 the adjacent | PIX FOR:2: FESTIVALS | 

Ail 

; legal guns—Edw ard Bennett’: Wil- |. 
4} jiams ‘and. Louis. -Nizer—argued. .a 

| case* ‘before ‘the .Suprenie Court 

' ‘Williams’ was the’ protagonist’ for | 
ta ‘Philadelphia theatre owner: try- Clos 0 Clo 
:.t ing to. toss’ out: the “split?” system J. rit 
at of “fila, ‘distribution. .on grounds it oser 0 osing 
: violates. antitrust. laws: | 

. "representing ‘the - seven | - 
‘major: ‘distributors, pressed the ease |- 

~ Hthat the ‘split. ‘system is. Tegal. and.|* 
.f necéssary. to. keep motion; picture qd 
a houses in business. « 
"Phe ease was brought to. ihe high . 

.| court by the Viking Theatre: Corp:;: 

| probably pass before the- new. setup 

‘and. -the 

: Williams-also hit: cut. at an. agree- |. 
‘ment. between - Goldman ‘Theatres. 
and former Paramount. distribution |. - 

“Sehw albere. 

“ment” ‘of the: split system: by: Wile. 
} revolutionized.” 

tributors . as : . Vikitig. had. a: ‘chance: 

He termed. the Schwalberé agree- 
ment “perfectly Jegal and Teason-. 

‘lawed pooling ‘system. was. rebutted |. 
| by Nizer as “false.” Splits: neither} 
/-constitute an allocation ..of product: 
nor: eliminate. ‘competition, he ‘said: 
Viking. has: even. benefitted from. : 
the ‘arrangement,. he ‘avérred.. Ex-. 
-eept. for - Justices. Potter: Stewart.| 

‘relatively ‘uninquisitive: ‘during the. 
arguments. But Justice White made |: 
‘one inquiry - which’ somewhat suUr-. 

‘. | prised court. veterans. He asked.| 
: ‘Stanley: Warner cand. Goldman. law- | 
-yer~ Morris. ‘Wolf. how.” the’ -case 

Wolf. averréd the. splits ’ were |. 
legal. and arranged : “above. board”. 
long: beéfore.. Viking’ owner. Harry |. - 

parkitig;- 
garage ahd realestate exec, decided 

NAT KALN'S PR SHOP, 
‘LAS VEGAS. AS ry 

relations firm, with- headquarters 

in: New ‘York. and’ Beverly. Hills. . 

Former staffer on Variety, ‘Kahn 

‘York. milk: industry... and: . Jackie 
| Gleason Enterprises, 

and. Las: Vegas... 

for the American. Broadcasting. €o. 

60. ° 

On Italy's s Film 
Industry. Law. 

Rome, ‘April, 28.. 

been. laid:in number of recent joint 
industry meetings indicated by Ital-: 

Corona; though another month will 

becomes: official... 

lation which. replaces. that expiring 

grapevine has: 

‘rumors... - 

the. law;. which. is expected. to take 
‘the’ previous . 

‘the. industry on. accrued admission 

of ‘minimum... quality” ‘standards” | 
will: abtain, though. . basically, tax. 
rebate ‘will be. automati€.: =: 

yearly “ “prize”. ‘system ‘may ‘replace 

“the ‘prévious percentage break Ae-. 

corded. the short-reelers. 7 ot 

‘regarding. the industry future: 

that: a. “State: Cinema”. was. being 
organized, ‘adding that “the previ-. 

the future accent: would be on qual- 
ity.on production and: artistic levels.. 
Without « specifically : making . ‘a 

“commitment; ‘Corona hinted ‘in his: 
local: interview *. at _ an ‘eventual 

pensated, -however, by- appropriate 
guarantees. Corona termed: admin-, 
istrative censorship ‘as “limiting”: 
to.freedom of. expression. as well as: 
“scarcely : effective.” 

‘1 Messaggero” “with the hope that 

‘provide a common meeting ground. 
-—the Entertainment Ministry—for 

entertainment field on. the. other: 

- Stashower Vice Burk 

sistant’ to. prez “Arthur B. Krim. 

‘associated. with the. law firm_-of 

(Berkowitz for the past. ‘seven. n years. 
~ meet 

Nat. Kahn, of New’ York, Holly-" 
wood,” ‘Florida and Cuba : ante-' 
cedents: has: formed. his -own: public:] .. 

-here. He. will -also operate. ‘offices: 

"twill specialize in. show business ac-. 
counts ~ in - addition -to: “industrial: 
eniterprises.. He has. handled: realty: 
and. home-development . public. ré-: 
lations in. Florida, : the Greater: New } 

Kahn was eorresponderit in ‘Cuba 

aa brought ‘to. its: attention in- ‘person, 
Tbe people “in :the business.: 27s: . 

The. idea was started a ‘couple wo a 
“| of years: ago. ‘when : several . local :: 
| film mien and. exhibitors were. dis- 2°..°: 
| cussing. ways: ‘and: means of. bring- enrna 
ing. show -biz closer to. the. people: on 

Jin the distant towns. . 
| formal ‘approach: was: hit: ‘uponand | 

* eétbiaminiinl -to. the’ vital” new | 

Italfan film aid Jaw appears to have’ ager of United “Artists; who was 
‘in ‘the. original group :will ‘attend. 

“jan Entertainment. Minister Achille ' 
‘Corp. were rebuffed by two. lower. ; 

1 Sheridan’ of... 20th‘ Century, | 
|. Pereguine of. Paramount ‘and Bruce... «- 
“Marshall... of. Columbia: Exhibitors: 
are Dick .O’Réar, ‘Doug. Lightner: -. | 
‘and M.: B. Smith of Commonwealth ; 
Theatres. © : we 

There thave’ been” no: - official 
handouts. regarding ‘the new. Jegis-. 

June 30, but the usually informed - 
been” gathering 

There now ‘Seems to: ope: ‘gerieral-|' 

[Velde of UA Completing ~ | agreement .on the. film aid part of: 

‘tax. -rebate . form, } 
though: a. percentage ‘point. may. be |: 
‘shaved: off the amount:returned to | 

taxes.. AS before,. a-certain control} 

":Major changes. - would= instead’ 7 
+-come. in the touchy - newsreel. and 

: short ‘subject, sectors of the indus- 

try, im which © Qa. yearly : or ‘semi-. 

In. a Jengthy:: ‘interview. accorded 
Rome's Jeading : daily “Il Messag-. 
-gero,” Minister Corena. also ‘made. 

nts some - fairly: optimistic. stateme | Canadian’. “division, under Eugene 
Tunick, now. ‘includes Boston,’ New. 
Haven, Cincinnati, Detroit, : Phila- , 
.delphia;--Washington and’ all Cana- 

Carl: Olson, : ‘west-". 
ern district: manager, -now. supers. 
-vises:‘Denver, Des Moines, .Minne-. 
apolis, : Salt ‘Lake. City, San Fran- 
‘cisco° and Seattle: —- : 

The newly-created. ‘central. divis: eo 
‘sion; headed. by:; Al’ 
consists’. . of: Buffalo; ” 
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, St... ‘Louis 
and. Milwaukee: | oh 

Morris Weinstein, Detroit ~~... 

. Jacksonville, - 

The. recent meetings. the Min- | 
ister. ‘said::-had . been: fruitful, .as- 
-had ‘been: the discussions’ that . ani-. 
‘mated . them.. ‘Corona. -also tefmed |. 
“out .of plaee” recent : ‘accusations : 

‘ous. legislation will Gertainly not. be. 
Instead, ‘-he said.) 

ments, . 

-abolition of film .censorship; com-" 

John: ‘Turner... 
-branch ~ manager: ‘in’. Buffalo since | 
+1962, lias ‘been: ‘named. Philadelphia. vets 

Corona‘ wound his. ‘thoughts. to: brat anch boss. . 

COLDWYN'S 70 FILMS 

|TO HOLLYWOOD MUSEUM 
-the new ‘law or’ ‘laws. would. not: 
|-merely be ‘documents,’ but: would 

the Administrators on-tle one hand}: 
‘and artists’ and technicians. of. the |. 

Arthur® L. Stashower has ‘been. 
‘appointed, exee. assistant to United. 
Artists Coast operations v.p. Robert : 
oe Blumofe, . effective May. 25.. He 

ne succeeds Arnold D. Burk who _§sis | 
‘moving to New York .as_ exec. ‘as=.| 

‘| talkie:. 
Blumofe’s new assistant’ has been 

‘Kaplan. ‘Livingston, Goodwin. ‘and. 

~ Hits Oi Bag In Cow C wt =a try 
Denver, April 28... 

. ‘The: loosely formed .organization | 
| of - film ‘men “and exhibitors who’. 

have been. doing: ‘publie ‘relations... 
.- 

in bringing the - story of: motion..." 
“pictures . to smaller -¢ities in’ this 
‘exchangé ’ area, are’ about: 0° em- 
bark on: “another. safari. oun 
Casper, ‘Wyo., is the’ point: “of: 

‘film: biz.- ‘On previous: trips to other 

cities .served:out of “the: Denver”. : ~~ - 

‘exchanges; the group, different.in’ -.. 
personnel. each. time, but: composed: 
‘of both.film men: and exhibitors,.- ee 

in’ addition |. : 
‘to resort hotels. in Havana; Florida 

converge on a: city..and hold ‘a: se- 
‘ries: of ‘radio,:‘tv and press inter-- :: °** 

| views. along. with | ‘a: press Juncheon- -: 
-and “not. only: ‘forthcoming: .films . 

} are’ introduced . but. :open ‘forums: 

and: covered ‘the ‘Castro: revolution are. held. 

nd the events that. followe d, 1959". : oe! 
6 ve film. business the. -general™ public wer athe 

“with.” questions and 
answers ‘about pictures -. and the — 

‘in, . but: seldom - interested. 4s: 

seemed: to work. splendidly. - Now: 
every few months: a different group. 
gets: together . and. ‘hightail “it:-to. © fle 
‘some -burg ‘for :a day: of selling: - oo 
motion pictures to the public.. 

John -Dobson,. ‘local. branch man-. 

the Casper meeting. Others” are... 
‘Chick : Lloyd of: American ‘Tnter=: 
national, George Fisher of :-MGM, 
Joe’ Kaitz of Warner -Bros.,. Mark 

Tightened | Control of N.Y. 
HQ Over: the. Hinterlands. 
James. R. Velde, United ° “Artists. 

| ‘sates V.p.,” has’ completed the last - 
cof. the™ moves in. the realignment. 
program. he began -a. couple. of 
months ‘ago: on. his. sales. force, the 
‘major factor: :in- which-. Was » . the 
bringing of New York, Los:Angeles-' 
and... Chicago ‘all. under:.the direct ~~~ 
supervision «of the -homeoffice. 

The. new. divisional - ‘arrangement’. -. 
“sets up the. southern : ‘district, under. 
division .manager Gene. Jacobs; ’ té. 

include. Atlanta, Charlotte; Dallas, man | 
‘Néw. Orleans ‘and. -' © 

Kansas. ‘City. - The. eastern “and. 

dian. branches. : 

Glaubinger,' 
. Cleveland, 

In other develop-. 

branch manager’ has been. named 
new metropolitan’ New York. branch. 
boss, under” metropolitan manager. 

Robert: : Friedman, " 

‘Hollywood;. April -28.. 
“Samuel: Goldwyn: has donated his 

t entire library-: of some 70° films, 
+-to the “Hollywood Museum... In- . 
| ‘cluded..are such silénts as “Stella .- 

‘| Dallas,” “The: Dark Angel,” “Night “| 
-of-Love” and other Ronald Colman-.:*. 
: Vilma: Banky. costarrers: and sine. 
‘Winning: of Barbara:; :Worth,’’. 
‘Which Gary ‘Cooper Bot. his: first 
‘notable break. - 

‘Sound. films- ‘include’ 
Drummond, ” 

“Bulldog 
producer's -: first: 

>... “Arrowsmith,” “*“Dods- . 
worth, ” “Raffles,” . * “Whuthering’ ° 
Heights,” - “Best Years | of. Our. 
Lives,’”’. “The . Little : Foxes” cand 
,Porey and. Bess. ” 

contact this time, :and if the flood: ° 
‘of. ‘press notices: and. radio. ‘and ‘tv -. 

“| breaks. there. runs true. to - form,.. 
{ that. ‘oil, ‘center jin ‘cow: country will”. 
‘be: alert to. ‘what's going on.in the... 

:. This “ine | 

i , O yet ae 

{A een ene ener ena 

‘Bill - 

ad pam 

ly alt 



-.“fn the New: York State: minimum: 
“wage, now fixed at $1.15 hourly. and 
-slated ‘to become $1. 25; effective’ 

man Paul J: Curran) of Manhattan; ‘ 
. and -Senator: John: J.: Marchi. of: 

» An = mau | : | owe of Exhibs Changes Bete Ale _ 

- ‘common . probleins, - 
| principal . targets: ‘excessive: ‘taxa- 

-. tion and television: ‘competition: 
. :| asking: for the. elimination - ‘of the 
4 first. and, fair’ competition. Vs, the 
latter es: - an 

: tarsal thas as vA : 

“RELTNER CHIEF oF UlEs_ 

“At “Geneva : 

‘Geneva, ‘April 98. 
* Edouard Zeltner is the new head’ walls 
of the International Union ‘of Film | - 
‘Exhibitors ..Associations: (UIE®). 

- international: orgatiization-at..q -re-- 
i -eent, meeting: held ‘here in Geneva. 

“Several. modifieations * -in. ‘Union: 
bylaws were voted. at. the. assembly, 

_. which: was made up of members 
“? | from: Italy; .W.. -Germany, Austria, 
. | Belgiam, »France,'-Holland,’ Portu- | _- 
“1 gal, Switzerland, Spain, and. Great. 
--| Britain. Among others, ‘presidential. 

mandate was . extended ..over. two: 
| years, while number’ of'vice-prexies.|* 

was. dropped: to one, currently ‘held | 
by. .Spain’s. Villa “Cardona. »"M..| 

| Trichet is acting: secretary anid: M. 1 
oF Brochard ‘Treasurer of: grouping. | 

- Committee. - 

a United: Artists. Glosed last. week 

~}on: the N.Y. Stock’ Exchange - vat 
: 129-3/8 and’. now seems : likely to 
_-fredch -or. top company’s. ‘all-time: 
high: of .30-3/8. Action - is. being |: 
on stimulated: | ‘by © the anticipation’ of}. 
'.: [UA--chief. execs Robert Benjamin. 
wr pand Arthur Krim, voiced two weeks: 
\ago.in a letter:: to _stockholdeérs, ; 

. | that 1964. ‘would: ‘be. a: record: year 
| {for ‘the .company.. o 

, Talk: is heard. that. the étock may. 
‘| go- te. 35 by m™mid-May:. ‘This: should. |. 
_ tbe. coincident “with: Krim’s- “prog- 
--} ress: report, 4, “postponed. ‘this. year 
| from its” usual January. delivery. 

_ ‘}i.-This. year’s: report. “will ‘come just}: 
A weeks. before “the * anawal -- stock: | . 

' |-holdérs ‘meeting. It- will also. coin- 
cide” with” the mailing. of the com-. 

ca “‘pany’s.- arinual: :report for -1963 

Week: Ended, Tues. (3 ‘38 B) 

ON: Y, Stock Exchange - “Net 
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‘Minima For Workers i in iN Y. State 
: ‘Now: st 15. an Hour, Di ue 4 Seek $f 50. and Uscalating t to $2: 

- “albany: April 28. 

‘Further ‘agitation for an. increase 

Oct.’ 15;: will: not .down: 

‘Although: ‘several bills providing 
es a: hike’ to’-$1.50..or -more ; were |: 

-, _ introduced at the: recent: Session: of 
the : legislature, : none ‘passed. Oné, 

“| the Curran-March ‘measure. “previd-.| 
', ing that the .State- Industrial :Com- 

. -, Missioner ‘should not ‘administer’ or 
enforce .:the ‘state. minimum wage: 
-daw in any: city with a department, | 
board’: or: officer having . the... re-: 
~-sponsibility- for. the. protection . ‘of | 

-. laborers,::mechanics and workmen. 
which on or before April’ 1,:.1965 

_~ @naeted. a: local. law or. ordinancée |: 
«establishing - a: minimum seale in:|"--- 
_ excess .of ‘the -State’s, won. over-"|: . 
~ whelming Assembly , approval, was: 
Committee: Its.sponsors. Assembly-: 

"Staten. Island; ‘are. Republicans. : 

:. The... “2.000, (000 - member © ‘State’ 
"Federation of t Labor. AFL-CIO. > In 

‘Kor $1 25 — - But Unions 

h letter. (5) to ; Govertior. Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, recommended: among” 
‘proposals which: he’ should’ include } 
‘on . the ‘calendar. of: ‘the : ‘Special. } 
legislative - Session, April 15, “rais-|' 

ef Ing the. state-wide’ ‘minimum to 
| $1.50 an’ hour, now, and gradually 

‘to. $2: an hour: a An. ‘alternative: “at |. 
least. enabling: cities: to increase ‘tie | ° 
Yninimum ~ for their “areas: ’ above. 
that: authorized - state-wide. mee! se 

“New. York -City, ‘which - ‘in 1963.1. . 
adopted. a -local. ordinance. upping} 
the. minimum: rate within its. bor-. 
“ders. .to -a- figure above the. state. 
Jevel—only ‘to’ have. the--ordinance 
invalidated .by a. "4-3: ‘Court of Ap-' 
‘peals decision- 
fully sought - legislative : authoriza: 

-since “unsticcess-. 

tion + to vote: an increase. . 

“Major Newsreel Library 1 Ine. “has 

|.been-authorized. to print ‘and -pub-| 
| lish. ‘libraries... or: 

‘newsreels, with offices | 

-|-¥ork: Capital stock consists. OE. 200 
_shares, . ‘no par value. Netter,.-Net- 
Het Dowd, Fox: &. Rosoff, attorneys: 

‘inventories: -of 

ready: reported,” . 
‘| Benjamin-Krim reign. Actually ‘the |. 
{| prez will haye.a lot:more ‘progress 

. | to report .in..May! than ‘he: would |: . 
: {have ‘had: at'the first of. the: year |: 
‘when the. company: ‘was just build-. 

. ing: ‘momentum on its push toward 

‘in’. ‘New 

. whieh: will show. the first loss;° al- |: 
“in: ‘the ~13-year'| - 

recovery, a. drive which. -produced 
a ‘record first. quarter, in: 1964; . 

: The. progress: “report - is: being. 
- fawaited ‘with -.some. interest*.this. 
“1-year, Unlike™ an: annual” Meeting 

‘| where ‘the. press must: remain silent 
.“f Cuiiless. there’s* a stockholder ‘in 

| the, group); tiie - ‘report. is a° preéss. 
---| conference at which questions are }- 

« -| asked-“of the.execs, There are Sev-- 
-|eral such -quéries just: waiting ‘for 

- La’ public. interrogation such as the 
. | Mirisch: relationship .with. UA and. 
“ /its future, more info.:on: the ex- 

i pensive “Greatest Story: Ever-Told”: 
"Land \other. such -items which’,have | - 

‘been somewhat clouded. in* ‘recent 
months. 

‘Additionally, Krim is. expected 
| to. Rave some.-revelations :to. make 
and- to’ give a very upbeat appraisal |* 

‘J of the company. and its. future. All 
| of this should build -to-a- satisfying’ 
| annual meeting in June. For.months. 
‘now, UA.-has been : pushing - its. 
public - relations. efforts. full tilt, 
‘heading in tothe big: event. ‘There 

_| has-been a ‘carefully-planned ‘sched-. 
“| ule. of production _ announcements: 

and ‘a. varietY of other. efforts.. Now. 
that the bad. news: about °63. is out, 
along with: the upbeat. first. ‘quarter: 
report;. the: next’ ‘step will - be ° ‘the |" 
progress . Teport..: Meanwhile, “the |. 
UA. stock is moving: along. steadily. 

Rebuilds Atlantic City 
> Surf for 0’Seas: Pix 

-_ *". Affantic:: City, April 28. 

atchitect: Roy - Anderson. is. design- 
| ing:.new : theatre, -to: be: ‘called - the | 
Charles. . Building’s - ‘undamaged |: 

|. front. will : ‘be enlarged. and’ re-.|: 
.,”| modeled, ‘Tannenbaum ‘believes this 
|. WHE be’ the: first’ new theatre built 

-here..since. 1941, mt 

Exhibition. ‘policy: Wilk: be: “fitst- 
‘run - ‘quality international - films. 
{Owner -is -Son*-of- late:.Samuel. A. 
“‘Tannenbauin, “who operated | the. 
Palace. ‘Lyric’ and Surf - Theatres 
from 1932. -until his death ‘last year. 
‘Demolition work is how: in Progress. 

discussed: -various | 
and: hit. two 

territory. 

‘Charles: ‘Tannenbaum, ‘owner: of : 
the Surf. Theatre, destroyed by fire’ 
last November, will: rebuild house | 
-as ‘a first-run art operation. ‘Local 

” Hollywood, ‘Aprit 28; 
St: another. airing ofthe: stale. | 

=| Zeltner wa’ designated to. tiead Rt). | debate ‘on™ feevee : versus. -freevee 
occurred last week at a meeting 
-of the Hollywood Press 
‘fio new: light being. shed on’ the 
‘ancient subject, ‘Except for ‘some 
exceptionally’: bad - manners and. 
‘taste’ on: the: part of: some in the 
audience ‘who: heckled. .anti-toll. tv 

Columbia Foreign Shifts: 
‘Stein Back to Venezuela, 

"Jack. Jackter Far East 
“With” the: Far East” sales - spot 

‘open, because of Julian: ‘D. Berman 
‘leaving | Columbia Pictures:.for ‘a 
European. ‘sales: berth (see | sepa- 

- Col’s | ‘international 
|topper Mo Rothman: has made pos- |": 
| sible the return of. Alexander Stein. 

:. |to “Caracas, ‘not only -in- charge -of 
Venezuela: but as supervisor of the. 

'} Caribbean: and. Central: Ameriean 
“Jack J acketer, incum- 

21 bent:/in- Venezuela, ‘takes cover in. 
: | Tokyo. as:Far. East sales supervisor. 

~ Rainbow Glows': 

rate’. story), 

‘Stein; “who © is: - married- to” a 
: Venezuelan ‘girl, had. been in. Paris 
| aS an exec under. Marion F. Jordan, 

‘| Columbia’s. European: and Middle 
‘East: sales topper, in: charge of 
northern. European territory - but | ; 
yenned:.to return. to Caracas: be- | 
-eause -of. -Mrs..-Stein’s. family ‘ties. 
‘They have. four: children. He will 

chiding Guatemala, Costa Rica, ‘San 
Salvador,* Puerto: Rico, “Panama, 
Santo - Domingo, Jamaica, British } 

1 Honduras, Netherlands. Antilles and. 
French -; ‘Antilles: from: his. Vene- t 
zuelan base. - 

domestic sales topper. Rube Jackter, 
| takes. command in the’ Orient on: 

‘May hy te at a 

Michener’s No $ ‘Novel 
ARevived Proj ject 

| then Dlamed. the current hearing |” 
' Filmization of: James. Michener's: before the Public Utilities. Com-— “Hawaii” is -back among the: likely | 

realities ‘of the future with: the 
Signing - ast: week. of : ‘George. “Roy. 

.| Hill to - direct: the project’ which: 
|-Walter.:Mirisch’ will: produce. -Pro- | 
ductionis now. slated. to -begin next’ 

{ Spring, ‘(1965):° me 

The picture: will be. budgeted. in 
‘the. area. of $10, 000,000. This..was. 
the. top figure: established by United 
Artists, which will distribute; when 
-the.: project was. in the hands of 
Fred: ‘Zinnemann; : who ‘has. since 

that the pic | couldn’t ‘be - “brought 
in under | that stipulation. . 

No’ scriptwriter’ ‘has-been’ signed : 
to prepare the -screenplay for the 

. | few: concept. Both. Dan Taradash. 
and ‘Dalton.Trumbo. had worked. on 
Lebelaat versions: Whether any: of |. 
heir original work will be:retained 

in ‘the new. version isn’t clear. The 
‘way the project is “being - planned: 
now;: it will ‘be made -entirely “in | 
Hawaii, both interiors. and. exteri-} 
ors. - Emmett Emerson, production 
Manager -for “Pan. Arts, the indie 
film producing company of. which. 
Hill is a partner, will be produc-.; 
‘tion manager for “Hawaii”. and has. 
been scouting the area. One of the | 
‘early notions of making two pix of . 
‘the. . property : is Scrapped. a | 

Pan “Arts,: ‘incidentally, will, have 
‘Some participation in “Hawaii,” al- 

-\though the '-details: aren’t . being 
spelled: out. Clear, however, is:that 

> Sen: ‘isn’t » ‘working © just.-as-'an ‘in-: 
| dividual.. His: affiliation. with- Pan. 
Arts, in which he’s partnered with |-. 
producer’ Jerry Hellman, is a factor.: 

: ‘So far,. billing. on-the picture Teads 
‘a George Roy. Hili-Walter Mirisch. 
production.” ” Hill- also. has ‘a “non-. 
exclusive -muilti-pic pact with - the. 
Mirisches, -with one pie: yet to. be. 
made. ‘His. work. on. “Hawaii” has: 
been described..as'a “special. loan- 1: 
out arrangement with--Pan Arts:”. 

‘the. director’: also} § 
“owes..apic to: UA “under another 7 

-|deal. Chances are’ that - he- “may 
| fulfill this committment: between 

-“Enow andthe “Hawaii”. ‘start,. al- 
though the property. he'll: work-on . 

“isn’t set.-There is also the possibil-. 

‘Meanwhile, 

ity that he may. diréct a -play. on 
‘Broadway. ‘between. now and then.. 
Pan Arts ‘apparently owns .a.. ‘suit-. 
able’ ‘property, as yet: undisclosed, 
Fand. he might ‘Blage this.. : oe 

‘Club, with: 

r: fection 
Jerry... Conway, 

1 STV.: 

Teasley: : 
‘monopoly on theatre tv. 
thé ‘women’s’ clubs. go as. far as 
to seek. outlaw theatres?” She re-~ . 
‘plied: that it wasn’t the same thing, ” 

| because © ‘theatres do not present 
‘tv: -events.. asa daily thing, that. 
they use it only occasionally for 
‘something. like..a sports event. 

speakers, it was just another 
forum. ° 

Taking. ‘part. on: behalf of pay ‘tv 
were ‘Robert. F. ‘MacLeod, market-:. 
ing -veepee: for. Subscription TV,” 
and Screen Actors Guild prexy 
‘Dana Andrews, and paired against 
‘them were Mrs.-Fred S. Teasley of 
the Citizens’ Committee for Free 
TV ‘and State Radio-TV chairman. 

jor” ‘the California ~ Federation of = 
and: Frederick. 

7 | Dockweiler:. of ‘the: Citizens ‘Com- 
= mittee for Free TV. 

| Womens’. - Clubs, 

~ When . Dockweiler. ‘spoke,. and 
: claimed that STY .prexy Sylvester 
(Pat) ‘Weaver had a salary of 
-around.$85,000 a year, and also 
said feevee prices would be high in 
order. to.. pay ‘other STV exec sal- 
‘aries‘as well, he was subjected to 
some: loud heckling and rude re- 
marks from the audience.. 

: Dockweiler, » astounded. at the 
outburst, ‘termed: it “very: rude,” 
said if his hecklers didn’t like ‘his -. 

| remarks, they. could get out. Later, 
‘club. prexy’Dale Olson apologized 
for the behavior -of the hecklers, 
and -asked’ the: members: to give - 
the. speakérs the courtesy of ale. 
‘Towing them. to ‘talk. 

. Another ‘dubious ‘note - Was - in-. 
into ‘the discussion by 

press. agent . for’ 
Teasley had lauded. 

advertising - ‘supported tv for. its” 
‘coverage. of: the- assassination of 
President : Kennedy. Conway sank 

| to Sarcasm: “Now: that you’ve shed: 
7 your » ‘tears. cover the Kennedy cov- 

.. Mrs. 

erage-.'..." This came during the. 
~and-a. session, with Conway 

giving © a speech * castigating. : the 
anti-toll- tv: speakers rather than... 
-confiming -his remark: to:.a _ques- 

} tion. In fact; most: of the. “cues- 
” Jackter,. ‘who’ is “ian - to- Cora | sy tions” turned out to be long- 

winded speeches, and there was ne 
‘effort: ‘from the chair to curtail. 

{them.:. © 

| MacLeod tartly refused to- Bive. 
| any.” “details* regarding. STV’s pro- 

-} gram. plans, in. ‘answer toa ques- 
| tion. poititing. out. the firm’s start” 
‘| date ‘is. not far off—July 1. -He’ 
{said program content matter. would 

“when we choose to - be revealed ‘ 
release it: at:our. convenience.” He 

mission whereby. Pacific Telephone 
seeks an okay to: construct lines 
for ‘STV. on. ‘the. delay,. 

vo .Mrs, . Teasley: ‘denied that there 
‘was. any: connection between her. 
Citizens ‘group and film exhibitors 
who. have... formed . a. 

group’s 

zens’. ‘Committee, in- answer to a 
question, said’. he “doesn’t” report 
‘to the ‘theatre ‘owners. 
SAG: ‘p.r..director Buck Harris, who 
had asked the .question, ‘later. Te-- 
yealed documents. purporting’ to -. 
“show. Ross. reports: to .the_ exhib - 
‘Sroup. ° “ .. 

Dockweiler . said he. was. not: a 

However, 

rep of the exhibs or tv, or of any 
vested interest, that he was against . 
STV ‘because of the manier . in 
‘which it obtained. legal sanction in 
this. state, 
should be: okayed | by the ‘FCC. 
Asked why it was legal. for. theatres 
to “carry, events closed circuit, but - 
not .via pay. tv.in homes, he Te-. 
plied: : “that’s: something | for the 
lawyers to argue out.” 

_ Jack Dales, national exec secre-. 
tary: ‘of. SAG; . ‘argued the feevee 
company. has. aright to: bring pay 
tv-into the homes, and asked. Mrs: 

“Would 

Dales then. asked her if she didn't 
‘feel. the - ‘theatre owners with -a 
“monopoly”. .at. the’ b.o. were «a: 
threat. to free. ty, and she replied | 
she ‘did | ‘not. 
‘John W. ‘Lehners, ‘business agent: : 

‘Of IATSE :film.: editors ‘local 778, 
demanded. to.know. why the pubiiz 
‘wasn’t represented at. the meeting, . 
-pointing out the pros and cong 
were * bein 
“most interested. party—the publie 
—being represented: He also chai-. | 
lenged* Mrs: Teasley’s “right” to ~ 
‘speak -on : behal2 of. all ‘members. 

‘lof the: women’s. club. she’ Teps. - 

debated without ine 

' “Crusade”. 
against tv group. She denied. Wil- 
lian: Ross :of the tout firm repping. 
‘the’ exhibs-. handles her 
publicity. . Ross, ‘who was present, 
Said. he. is a director of: the Citi- 

departed... The problem “with ~the | 
original: conception, ‘apparently, “Was | 

-asserting he felt . it. 

“Theatre: owners have a. 
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Full color ads in. Life; Look, 
Good Housekeeping Town: & County, 

“Harper's Bazaar _ 
e. 

° ae” 

. Noe . 

‘way us o o. od . 

: : : : : . 

, f WORLD 

. 
‘ 

A “Molly: raloza” o of a s world premiere will” . 
_be held: in Denver early in June, ; 

eo SULLIVAN: 
SHOW. 

Nec O Sarve Presnell. will make a live appearance; and a 
ie ~ scene from the film will also be shown. : 

~NEW YORK 
“WORLD'S FAIR. 

os “Molly Brown” trailer being shown, as part of the 

“Kodak Exhibit for four weeks beginning April 22, and the 

“Molly Brown” set will be.on display at the: Hollywood Pavilion, 

° —_> , 

er an 

a 

_ NATIONAL 
MAGAZINES 

“Cover stories, photo layouts and features’ = —— 
D> vt begin running in all major Periodicals 
7” egg in 1 May. 

TRAILER 

co K , ‘Specially produced: and i in Color to capture. all: of the. 

re ; vitality—the warmth—the heart of “Molly. Brown.” Ee. _ This trailer, with modification, is also going’ to” 

, “be available as a theatrical teaser trailer. 
ee 

~~ 

Pore 0K 

~ SOUND. TRACK 
‘ALBUM 

ms ‘ MGM Records. planning extensive 
record. promotion and: disc jockey.1 tie-i ins. 

on the music from “Molly Brown.” 

t . . . . . a ; . o t . . 

COLUMN 
PUBLICITY — 

O The breaks are ‘mounting in all 
‘ ". Hationally syndicated ‘columns. 

By-June, “Molly Brown” will: be a-- 
™ household v word to column, readers. 
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NF Debbie a Reynold, Harve Presnell; fd Besley scheduled for peso SESE ORE eB 
_"appearances.and interviews in key-cities., a 3 
“s. Starting with the Denver premiere, these star. tours will be Boe Se 

: timed t to > coincide x with foal openings. ; utp op LE, Hs, eo, 

fof tay Brown’ is ‘the big color for fall and the ‘Keynote to the nost 
| _- ambitious fashion promotion ever: conceived for a motion picture, 

“Fashions inspired’ by:the film include coats by Cuddlecoat,. . 
“hats s by John: Frederics, hosiery-by Kayser-Roth, dresses by Mr. bon 

Toff. >and jewelry by Coro. In the weeks.to come, you will see: |] ae ; humerous s fashion tayouts in in major n national magazines, ~ 

| vA / sain FEATURE 

a “isnow Big serviced to local Vv st 
_ Running t time id minutes. 

a national and: point sale ’ Be “promotion campaign on behalf of a athe Meredith Wilson score. a 

Heir So “A i nf fi hs if i is ws 
PAMAVSIONMEROGOLOR, nae a whe. 



Circuit as Year Program to Drop | 
‘Marginal Houses Nears | Ce i 

Strategy started three ‘years. ago +: 

by Loew’s Theatres to. shed a num-| 

‘ber of secondary ‘situations will bel 

completed. ‘by the end | ‘of ‘this 

summer.. Aceording _ to. Arthur M. 

Tolchin, ‘assistant’ to - 

he 

revitalization. plan’ the eireuit, had 
initiated.. 

‘Theatres closed during the ‘past F 
three months, for: example’ were | 
‘the “Esquire, Toledo, . Ohio; : the 
Olympia, Broadway at 107th; the he 

‘ the}: Inwocd, upper. Manhattan; 
‘Cameo, Brooklyn. and the Boule- 
vard, Bronx. There will be others, |. 
reminded Tolchin, although: indi-|{ 
‘vidual instances: have not. been de- 
cided, just 4s there ‘Will be inture ; 

[AE Busier United Artists 

constr uction. 

Reduced to a marginal. operating 
basis, the houses, fora variety. of 
reasons, had: ceased. to be good in-’ 
vestments. Some. were in .down-. 
graded areas Ww hich had hit a slump 
when the ‘area had changed from 
residential to industrial. A mixture 
of. rented, 
other _ operations, about half the| 
theatres. were located. in. the N. Y.] 
metropolitan area,.the others scat=| 7 

tered among .the rest of the cir-. 

“uit’s national situations. 

Other: “Loew's execs, including 
exec y¥.p. Bernard Myerson, nation-' 
‘al-ad director-v.p. Ernest: Emerling} 
and pub director Ted ‘Arnow,. 
share Arnow' s contention that no 

1esidents of. any area have. been} 
deprived by. the closing. of -a: the-! 
atre. Through » ‘Loew's continuing; 
program . - of. improving houses, . the 
circuit is in’ a. better | position: . to 
serve larger areas .that - ‘frequently | 
encompass neighborhoods. formerly ; 
served by one. of the closed the-| 
Rives. 

“As a result,” Te said, 
leave us with a nucleus of really 
fine fheatres. Our: remodeling: and} 
renovation program, which. has 
cest us. about $3,000, 000: to. .date, 
has been very. busy. It-is now. ‘about 
80°¢ completed and should © “be | 
wound up within, the ‘next. six 
months. 

country — the best maintenance, 
the best. projection, the best serv- 
ice, one of the finest operations in 
the film, exhibition. field,” 

With the freedom ‘provided. by | 
‘the ‘disposal. ‘of. the. older. Houses’ 
the streamlined --circuit. may soon 
plan construction: of. some “new 
theatres in carefully selected spots. 
AD fairly recent: user of. the show- 
Case: SY stem of presentation, ‘Loew's. 

-president | 
Laurence Tisch, the program. was} :.. 
aimed: at those: houses. which:.they 
circuit convinced itself would® not} 

‘worth the: ‘effort. ‘and . money {| 

involved if included in the: massive | 

leased, fee-owned. and | 

ei 
“Tornado, Foe of: B. 0; 

’: Kansas. City, : April 28: 

Wayward tornadic winds on * 
all’ sides of .Kansas City (where 

--the | US.. 
severe -: weather. -headquarters. 
is situated) have. blown down. 
‘four drive-in: screen towers in — 
‘the -past: few. days. Three. went 

at. Topeka, Kans., owned - by” 

and. ‘Mrs... 
‘- and the “Lucky 13” at Boliver, _ 
“Mo. owned : by Mrs. . W..: 
Woodie. - 

_A few days before, the ae 7 

owner: C;. E.. “Déc”" Cook and 
‘his: son. ‘Jim. ‘put on’ the: attrac-: 
tion: board: : “See. You: : Later’. 

Our Screen Is Gone With. *}°> | 
~All the screens.’ | °°. : 

will be. replaced as. soon as 
the. Wind.” 

possible, the’. owners: said.’ 

Slides. Silently. Beyond 
ASth Founders. Day 

United. ‘Artists : passed. its ° 45th: 

-Janni. on’ April 17. Although. it did 
i. 

a qt only two. in the States. Of the 
‘this ‘wil three: to “be”. made ™ this: summer, 

‘the ‘other: two’ Stateside. . That’s 

is not yet committing. itself. as to! 

‘so. in complete silence, a check of: 
the company’s production ‘schedule ' 
reveals. that UA is*presently under-. 
‘going the most active: picture. mak-. 
ing period in all of. ‘those 45 years,.- 
with 16 pix ‘either in production 
‘or editing: Another: three ‘are slated: 
to. start filming early this ‘summer, 

‘Interesting. in this. array -is. the 
fact that; of :the’six ‘films -preseéntly: 
being - Jenseéd, “four “are-. filming |: 
abroad and two. in; the.“U.S.: Of 
the .10 being - edited. at. present, 
‘seven . were made ‘overseas : and. 

one will film. on foreign ‘soil. and 

‘two-to-one in* favor . of. “overseas: 
‘production. 

But. ‘regardless of. where. ‘they | 
were made or are. being filmed, the. 
‘pix. represent a hefty inventory for 

+ the: ‘company, - probably.: the’ most: 
“We've got the best chain ‘in: the | extensive it has enjoyed: The .col-:| 

‘Tective also accounts fora. sizeable 
investment. -As a result, a major: 
sales. drive’ has been. underway, . 
pegged. .to. ‘another : -uncelebrated 
company. event—the 138th’ .anni of 
‘the. Benjamin-Krim - administration. 
which :took place ‘a while back.. 
This is the:“Lucky. 13” drive, honor-. 
ing. Arnold. Picker, -‘UA’s.exee vice: 
prez. Although : ‘not much is. made |’: 
-of this‘ push outside the company,. 
‘it- is-a-concentrated effort. within. 
the. UA sales force’ with. ‘quarterly. 

Weather. Bureau's’: - 

“Jon .éaeh ‘count: 

down: Monday. night (20), Chief. - 

“Ranch |: Drive-In | at Maryville, . . 
Mo., lost its screen; ’ whereupon 

‘Films for Teens 

“Schwartz” 
contracts. and: financing in pre-pro-: 
‘duction déals: or prior ‘to distribu-. 
‘tion: deals. ‘Burton ‘and his partners. 
‘will . ‘provide youth. . research: on 
‘basis. of their three-year. presenta- 
‘tion of the Teen’ Fairs. aimed at.|- 
developing |. projects - ‘with 
‘mediate ‘appeal . fo. the.. teen-age 
‘market...’ | . 

_ Company’ provides. similar: youth’ 
research for numerous. national. in-: 

coming pictures.: 

ANGRY. ‘AT. ‘ATTORNEYS. 

‘Grimm’ ‘Title, Defeat’. 

“Los. ‘Angeles, ‘April. 28. 

“Moite ‘Lee: is asking: $6,000,000 

Cinerama. ‘over. use: of the “words 
““Wonderful’’. “or: “Wonderful 
| World” in- ‘connection with | Lee's, 

hs release. of. a German-made_ Bie; 
- “Grimm's Fairy: Tales.” 

Metro and”. [Cinerama: 

Promotion” a 

“ Hollywood, ‘April 28. 

production’ ° banner, 
handling. employment- 

dustrial. companies’ with: ‘products 

Fairs.” : * . 

-Schwartz pointed to the arrange-’ 
ment aS an.:opportunity to select 
new .young ‘talent, noting: ‘Teen-Age : 
‘Fair Inc.. retains -first ‘eall. on: tal- 
“ents of: contest’ -winners.. Some. of. 
these, -drawn from. 46 finalists from, 
50. States, willbe: used in’ the UP. 

. - “| 

damages in Superior Court. action | 
against. two: attorneys who. repped |: 
him in.a’ suit ‘against Metro‘ and 

were. 
granted - a. permanent™ injunction 
last ‘Feb. "13 restraining. Lee’s: use. 

..] of :the title. ‘Wonderful’. World of. 
“-} the’. Grimm Brothers” 0 

| derful World”. dn: advertising “or 

im- | 

in -excéss' of | 

a “| Mente, ‘Leo: Sues His. Own After, ko : 
ae 

|e 

anon. ‘that the: censors there have okayed. Col’s rock-’n 
| for Fun,” ‘with just: one. stipulation—that all the. musical numbers -be 

eut out. 
‘expect the Lebanese version: of -the: film to. tesemble. Stanley Kubrick's 

‘Lollobrigida’: Ss lgwyer .. 
' ‘He- Rides Tall,” also’ “teamed for Gordon ‘Kay’s ‘Taggart.”’ 
‘Yépeating from “Tall” are. writer. Bob Williams: and: director “R. OG. 

~ New York Soundtrack | 
Continued from. Page. % —— 

a. ‘dinner in Y his ‘honor. at. ‘Waldorf-Astoria May. 21: "Nicholas D.: Biddle - 

is dinner’ s chairman.’ 

. Henry George Greene, of New York, was. “consulting ‘rehitect ‘of 

‘the auxiliary Saenger-Orleans. Theatre being. built on, ‘the. balcony. of. 

‘the’ Saenger . ‘Theatre, N.O.. 

‘and Mrs.:Diana Rothschmitt,. in the film buying office, both Paramount. « 
Incidentally, Mrs, Irma Lea, bookkeeper, 

Gulf: Théatres: ‘employees . in New. Orleans, will ‘split: the $100 ‘prize: . 
for a new name for the piggyback theatre. . Each: ‘submitted: the: same 

“Named: as. -codefendants’ are ‘Ea-. name: unbeknownst to -another.. 
‘ward. Mosk. and Norman Rudmaga, : 

: whom : he. charges: with malpractice 
J inone.- of. six’ ¢auses -in- the com- 
a plaint, for which. he asks-$1,000 ,000. 

. Suit. hinges -pri- 
marily around attorneys: allegedly: 
having - Amproperly. handled: Lee Ss} 

: J suit. 
Dickinson: cireuit;. Hillcrest. at-. |. 
Ottawa, -‘Kans., ‘owned by. Mr...” 

“William: Bancroft, © 

‘More casting at ‘Universal-British- ‘character actor Hedley “Mattingly | 
into: Panama <and. Frank's. “Strange. Bedfellows.” .‘ He'll play‘ Gina’ 

. Tony Young and Dan. Duryea, together ° ‘in 
‘Also. . 

Springsteen. : 

Columbia. homeoffice- “execs” received word: from their man in: “Leb. 
"roll pic, “Just” 

‘Seeing _as. how the film -is 90% twist footage, the. Col: ‘people’. 

‘trailer. on “Dr.. Strangelove. a 

““Won--|: 

‘London and.Paris .. 
William “Wyler’s- The. Collector’ for Col,: have: been. “signed: ‘for ‘an-. 
other. pie—yet -to: be revealed—for the ‘company. . 
Publicity: director Ruth. Pologe on’ the Coast, this ‘week. , 

“Robert ‘Hughes. accepted. the’ award :.sans: ‘mention . of | Shirley, whose. ° * 
pub: ‘reps here say.that' credits should have read: “directed by. Shirley: ae 
Clarke, additional footage . by. Robert. Hughes.”. --. * me 

‘screened - for’ the. critics, while their. Italo. acquisition, 

‘competition. 
| ternational - ‘sale outside ‘the: fest . 

Weisbart's - lorig-term. contract: for another year. 

‘Pleasure Seekers” due to ‘start next ‘monith -. 

- Clem- ‘Perry; Now. reactivating his. indie distribbery, ‘Altura, “Films, oe o 
leaves: for ‘Cannes Fest at the end of the: week: He'll alse visit. ‘Paris, ” 

|-te.. conclude: ‘negotiations. for the. acquisition’ -of two- pix, .and ‘London. 2 

_ |Most recently: Perry'was with Metro.. Ses 
Friday: to: former .20th-Fox. veep. ‘Charles Einfeld ‘for many ‘years; is”. ©: aon 
. | now. working for Ely Landau «”.- , 

¢{ walked: off. with the best. pic and: ‘other top awards at. the recently:con-__ 
|-cluded Buenos Aires. Fest, will be. released here-next ‘month by Walter. mh 
Reade-Sterling” as’ “The . Organizer.” ” a 

woal of Partners}: 
. ‘underway: : one. week earlier - . : 

| . | number ‘of: top ‘pub. posts - with. the: majors, has. been: named publicity 

Joséph. M.: Schenck: Enterprises; '| 
headed. by : Bernard. ‘Schwartz, has. 
+ partnered. ‘with producer. ‘Bert L 

| Gordon: .and Teenage ..Fair Ine., |: 
headed. by. AY Burton,.- Bart: Ross : 
and Frank Danzig, to make a group. 
of film and. -television prejects | 
aimed: . directly. ‘at :the feenage { 
‘market. : ee 

Partners. are now . “working. “on: 
three féatures ‘in this' fiéld, among: 
them a. picture . tentatively tagged - 
“Miss ‘Teen: U.S:A.,’” or. “How: ‘to: 
“Win | A Beauty Contest.” a ‘Teen-Age 
‘Fair “Inc. -annually . holds. a. Miss . 

| Teen. U.S:A. * contest, - ; 

New. . association - will foriction 1 
with. Gordon.-as.. producer. of all]. 
‘pix under the. ‘Sehenok Enterprises iz 

- with | 

. Lillian: Eidel,, who. was Girl 

“I Campagni,”* the Italo: pic. which” - 

Marcello Mastroianni. Stars... 

Principal . photography on 20th’s. “Those | Magnificent. Men: in: Their 
Flying Machines” starts May: 19° in: London: ‘Second ‘unit ‘work gets 

Maria. Van Slyke, -who- has’ ‘held a: 

director ‘for. Matthews, the: ‘chain. of women’s. shops: with outlets in 
-Beverly. Hills; Palm- ‘Springs, Chicago. and New York. : Sheil divide. Se 
her time: between N-Y, and: LA. 

‘Director ‘Shirley Clarke “is. apparently: ‘more than a: : fittle: burned ce : Le | 
that she was not credited when the Oscar:was given -out fo the feature-. 
Tength doc, : “Robert ‘Frost—A . Lover's Quarrel.-With The~ World”: - 

Walter. Reade Jr. and Saul J. Turell,. ‘chairman: and. prez, “respée-” 
‘tively, of ‘Walter Reade-Sterling, will both: be: attending. the. Cannes. 
Fest... Their feature-length documentary, “Point of.-Order,” will’ be. fe 

“Sediiced.- and?) 2.20 
Abandoned,” will. be Htaly’s: official. entry ‘in: the ° principal : ‘Cannes : .: : 

-Additionally,;. R-S - will be offering 15 .of. its pix for -in- - 
‘Col reports ‘that boxoffice gross © 

on.“‘Dr.. Strangelove’”’ topped. the $4, 000, 000 ‘mark at. firstrun Situations 
in 100 domestic markets. in just 11. weeks. of release. Le 2 

‘Twentieth-Fox . has’ exercised’ its’ first’ option. ‘on’ producer” ‘David ars 
Weisbart.. has. two. ve 

pix now -shooting—‘‘Goodbye,. “Charlie”. and: “Rio Conchos”—and. “The: 
« Col: ‘International veep. - 

Mo “Rothman ‘back at his. New. York desk. ‘after. ‘a 10-day “biz ‘trip’to 
-..° Jud. Kinberg. and John Kohn,. now. producing | *. ~ 

-AIP’s:: eastern . 

‘Peter Sellers, now recovering . On: the ‘Coast. from his heart attack en 
will rest until early next year when he'll’ play: Fagin in: the film. ver-".. 

-)'sion. of: Lional ‘Bart’s musical, 
lumbia., by by Brookfield -Productions,. a. ‘partnership.’ of ‘Sellers «and. Johu 

: Bryan. 7 
| Guild” on ‘its 50th anni and: its prez, Horace. McMahon; ‘at. luncheon.‘ ::- 

-aimed ‘at. the youth ‘dollar.: ‘Burton |-here May. 14° 
_Said.: they ~ ‘Gross | 
$1,000,000 ~ a year ‘on. -Teen-Age. 

* “Oliver.” -.Pice: will: be made. for: Co- 

.. The New York Variety Club will -konor:the Catholic Actors’ 

‘John and. Faith Hubley’s .animated. feature; . “Of °°: - 

‘Stars and. Men,” ‘will have its U.S. commereial Breem at the Beekman.” ag? a here: April. 29.. Tom: Brandon is: distrib. | . 
Ttalo ‘novelist Alberto Moravia will: discués: ‘the art’ of the Italian. 

‘film: in: a lecture.. at the- Metropolitan. Museum here. the evening of . 
‘May 5. 

| has just: ‘completed. a Tole’ in the new French pic, “Chasse a L’Homme,” 
‘directed. by. Eddard Molinaro ... 
‘for. ‘London ‘tomorrow. {Thurs.) for an extended stay to.work: on. -vari-:. 
ous Magazine. assigniments .. 

. "Tanya Lopert, ‘daughter :of United ‘Artists, veep Hya’ Lopert, 

-,~Author-publicist Irving Drutman’ off “ 

. William Morris - Agency: here: currently. = er Q 
agenting the sale of. U.S: rights’ to: following four French” pix: “Sweet. 

| and: Sour,’ an “The. ‘Animals, ””. “To Die in ‘Madrid’ and “Adorable. Liar.’?.: pie 

“Harvey ‘Middleman, ‘Fireman, ”: first feature-length, live-action film oe a : - 
its merits. “We have not fully de- | prizes for especially . zealous sales: All’ films to. Be. madé. will: be 
termined how we feel about’ it,” | men’ and. other_ ‘incentives, . 

said Tolchin: “But. with or with-. : The hefty ‘productien | array - in-.}- 

. | by Ernie Pintoff, will be. ‘released by Columbia. Pintoff, who. received’... 
done . feneornes on fit j an: Oscar ‘last: week: for. his animated short; “The: Critic,” ‘earlier made... 

is.aimed’ for summer... - {a-live-action featurette, ‘The Shoes.” “Harvey” went: into- production *..~ 

-out showcase, we're going ‘to con; cludes “Kiss Me, Stupid,” “How. to |. ‘Teen-Age ‘Fairs ‘are ‘skedded: for: here Monday (20) . Add Lilia Skala. to the passenger list for Stanley... 
tinue to. forge ahead. ry Murder Your: Wife,” “Goldfinger,” g 

. ‘Kramer’s “Ship’ of. “Fools”. 1, Max ‘Wieberg, trailer producer-writer® ne 
‘| “One Way Pendulum,” “The Train » | the “Minnesota. é gna iuinols. State ‘for “National. Scréen . Service, of. to the, Cannes Fest, Plus: side ‘Visits... 

‘Melly Brown’ Preem For | 
Denver (Her Home Burg): 
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown” ; 

will have her world preem June 11. 
in Denver at the Denham Theatre. 
Colorado's governor: John -A. Love. 
will host. the. event. 

benefit of the Metropolitan Assn: 
for Retarded: Children. 

Discussion of the preem .and | 
“Molly”. | other items related to 

were the principal order:.of. busi- 
ness this past. weekend (25-26) at 
the Plaza Hotel, N.Y.., where Metro, 
field press reps, homeoffice pub 
staffers* and studio reps were 
gathered. The: meetings: were. de-. 
signed to launch the nationwide. 
campaign for. the pic, said to be’ 
one of the largest. ever’ " mapped ‘by: 
the company. 

Ad-pub-exploitation exec direc= 
tor Dan Terrell: hosted the ses- 

along with his -. assistant, |. 
Emery Austin. and exploitation. di- }. 
rector Andy Sullivan. Immediately. 
following the meetings, ‘Dave Me-. 
Grath. Earl Wingard. and’ Eddie 

sions, 

Hubbell, special advance men for. 
the pic, left on nationwide tours. 
which will continue well. into May.|) 

The. affair: 
will be a black-tie situation for the. 

Dawn” 
completed’ and: awaiting - ‘summer 
release, is “‘For. Those Who: Think. 
Young.: an Set for production: this}. 

' “Hallelujah: - ‘Train ae 
“A Rage: To -Live” and: TH Take 

+ Sweden.”. ” 

Beyond. this,. ‘UA has a ‘busy’ pro- 
. duction sked’ already plotted: to :-€x-" 
tend far into. 1966.. It. is ‘the most. 
‘active period the company has had.. 
As for. 1964, UA got. ‘off. to a record 

“rebounding | 
‘from a loss’ for..1963,- the _ first. | 
in: the: present administration's 13 | 

‘Summer: are. 

| and the Beatles’ ‘Hard Day’s Night”. 
in. production. Editing are “‘Gréat- 

| est Story Ever Told,” “Satan: Bug,” 
“Invitation. to a Gunfighter,’ 39 Wo. 
man. of. Straw,” “633 Squadron, 7 

|“Shot. In the Dark.” 
“Dubious Patriots,” phe: ‘Seventh. |. 

‘Also, | 

. “Topkapi,” 

and “Mr. . . Moses. ” 

fiscal first ‘quarter,’ 

years.. With all’ factors. considered, 

Bin’ Blaity, who: ‘authored. “Jobin 

lease, set by producer to write two 

with | Far. East . -backdrop. 

How They Talk & Dress. 
. Bothers Decency Legion | 
"The: ‘Roman. Catholic: Legion - of . 
Decency. has given an A-IV_ rating | 

the company. seems: headed: for a: 
record second half :-and - -possibly:}- 

_J its. best year: ever. It-is certainly 
not: lacking. in inventory,. ‘whatever: 
happens, 

Goldfarb, . ‘Please ‘ Come -Home,”.| 
Steve. Parker: production: starring 
Shirley MacLaine -for ‘20th-Fox: re-: 

original vehicles. for. femme :star 
De “at! " 

29 Fair ‘at the Palladium: here :was‘| 
‘241.000, Burton said.. Third :annuat 
“Fair hére is on. Easter week. ‘Ross- 
Danzig .. produced: * 
‘Specials during | ‘the: fair. ' 

(morally. ‘unobjectionable for.adults,; 

part: for -.all)“to. 20th-Fox’s “What 
A.. Way .To ‘Go: 

viewers. marr 
“ Coticerning . the: 20th: ‘pic, 

cm even t only to ‘ridicule. 

- seven KITV. . 

with reservations). to Walter’ ‘Reade- 
-Sterling’s. “Black Like Me” ‘and :a |: 
B- rating: (morally: objectionable. in. 

‘the 
| Legion: declares it is: ““unaccept- 

~ | able’ ‘because “much- of ‘the’ cos-. 
-|-tuming.- of ‘the ‘central ‘character | 
“appears ‘to have- been. chosen pri-. 
marily. forthe ‘purpdse.- of’ stimu-. 
Tating. prurient jnterest.”- The Le- 
gion’ adds: “High’ artistic :purpose 
does not: justify flagrant. : exhibi-.| - 

‘ment, -because’.6f* its excellent: care . of ‘“Blowitz:.. ; 
| expects to put Arnold Schulman’s original sereenplay.: about: the lives” .-- . 
oF a couple: of: cuties. employed at the United Nations. into. production. Par 
this August with locations in New -York. * It is ‘still a tossup, ‘however, : 

‘man’ and Richard DiPalo into Par's. “Roustabout”.:. om, 
‘east In Metro’s “The Loved One”.- 

to: London, ‘Paris and Rome. 

: Producer Martin -Ransohoff has” -aequired. screen: rights - to. “wee a 
‘Station. Zebra,” suspense. novel ‘by. Alistair MacLean, author .of “Guns _ 
of:-Navarone.’ - Pic is tentatively set -for.. production ‘next’ ‘spring -with . 

: 1-Yoeations to be ‘done in the Arctic. No. distrib has yet been’ set, though: > 
. | Ransohoff..has.commitments with Metro, Col and.UA.:. . 
**: | Rabert S:-Ferguson named chairman of the. ‘entertainment subdivision toe 

‘| of -the. 1964: Greater. New York Red Cross. ‘fund-raising: ‘campaign: : 

Col veep: 

_ Lawrence J. Quirk,. nephew. of the late fan. mag. enterpriser, . James © 
- R. “Quirk, now holds .éditorships of Screen Stars, Movie. World. and": : cs 

other “works of: Martin Goodman's. Magazine Management | ‘Co.: “e e “ea 

“Former - editor ‘of. ‘Movie. World, Dorothy. Gallagher, is back’ to. ‘free-.:.. 
lance - routine. ” - One of “the -homes. crushed. by. ‘earthquake. in: 

: Anchorage, Alaska was owned by. Lowell: Thomas Jr; who: was. absent ee 
on the Arctic ice cap at time with: photographer. Ted. ‘Spiegel, - -_ 

Pete. Levathes, remembered from 20th ‘Century-Fox,. is. now: ‘a top: eo 

‘shot. at--Maxon ad agency in-Manhattan.. His latest activity’is using ~~ 
daytime television to" Sell Gillette: Blades to. the. chusbands - ‘through’ wa 

av .| the’ wives.. 
‘Re “Black_Like. Me, ” ‘the Legion |. 7 

cautioiis: that “‘the realistic use .“2..] 
of vulgarity” ‘and crudity |in -dialog. 
Thay. prove: Shocking’ to . “Sensitive. 

Publicist Mike- Beck has: esta
blished - ‘a fund in “rnemory, of

 William. eas 

F, Blowitz, who: died -in’ New York after. ‘being struck down. by..a car,:. NE 7 
Fund: goes ‘to Roosevelt: Hospital where* Blowitz: was. taken. for: treat- 0 _ 

Jerry: ‘Hellman Onn 

whether: it: will ‘headquarter in.Gotham or on the Coast. ."....Téd Leh- 
. Jonathan Winters... |. 

: Joe. Levine: “and” Carlo :Ponti’s - 
“Marriage-—Italian Style” . has. started. production. in ‘Naples. starring |” 

Marcello - Mastroianni and Sophia ‘Loren, “under ‘Vittorio De. Sica’ s 
direction. oe | 
The. peripatetic. Joe ‘Levine: was ‘ona -bicycte again ‘this past weekend: . 

quickied - fo. Boston ' and” ‘thence :to Hollywood to see.a rough’ ‘cut. of 
ree a “Ah House’ B Not A: Home” and I got ‘back t yesterday. (Tues.). 

eh a eT foetal eee en ee el einen a ce 



a a _Motectn hye 1964 

7 _, combined: and conspired. to destroy. 

<> but not.as defendants; were United: 

oo Drive-In. Theatre and the. Tropicair|. . 

. ture. Inotion- pictures from. all _mo-|: 

. - - ‘Tespéctive. drivein: theatres: ‘in the 
-. 2 ‘San Jose competitive. area at: mini- 

——" 

.. then: ‘whether it. should ‘be filed as 
“a -eross-complaint. or. a separate 

a Fox. West Coast Theatres: has: filed: 

“.. repped- by Harry B: Swerdlow of 

ml romantic .. interest ‘ia’ Universal’s : 

ee ORES ye Qs oer me Top re meaner 

Te | eer 
- Control Brit. Plant} Of 

. London. . me 
“A bia to stop the parent Techni-|.::. 
color corporation: in: the Ue S. from oe of, 

‘| gaining control of . the”: British 
plant: is. being made by: the Asén:|: 
‘of Cinematograph, Television and 
Allied ‘Technicians. The union ‘has 
asked:.the Treasury to suspend: ap-. 

a! proval. to. the ‘deal_until:stockhold- 
ers-and staff have. been. consulted 

7 

Home : Bary Encores Neal 
‘Knoxville, “April 28. 

Following her. Oscar win: last. 
week, Patricia Neal returns to her. 
native Knoxville. via. :‘‘Hud.” ~ It’s 
‘booked for the main street. Bijou; a 
‘Wilby-Kincey : ‘house, -Will go: as 

‘long as business justifies, per wi. cand. consideration. ‘given. to. their 
am Coury, - manager. . views. 
“Picture. : ‘started on “April, 16, |: ; 

. San: Jose, ‘Dy. denying. ‘it access. to) three ‘days:after Miss.Neal won as| ONer the weekend, he uilon de. 

., firstrun films. ~ [Best -Actress”.. in the Academy. clare tat ” of th Totter by Tech- 
Also. named as. ‘co-conspirators, vote. She’ herself is in England nick ance ¢ Teas th | at moment awaiting the birth, of |O color of America to. p © me 

a child. | -shares owned by British stockhold- | 
Jers,. The American company, it. 

-| states, already: owns 5014% of the 

ne San Francisco, ‘april 28. 
Fox ‘West Coast Theatres: Corp.}° 

has. filed a motion. in U, S. District} 

“Court. here for. permission: ‘to. ‘file| 

_ -&. cross-complaint | against’ “Syufy |: 
’y Enterprises | and Winchester Drive- 

In. Theatre, - alleging. that Snufy 
‘Winchester, with other’ exhibitors,. 

reps. One such 1 was 1s for “Mail Order 
Bride” for which Metro covered 
some. .1,000: papers direct from 
Gotham ‘with a variety of material. 
The pickup. was very rewarding 
and.led to the conclusion that‘such - 

favor more'ty. planting. The Metro |an effort can produce solid results, . 
| move is based on a couple of quite ‘possibly more substantial than is’ 
successful experiences with news. generally. thought in these days. of. 
print lately and the company’s. be- growing tv. activity... 
‘lief in.the continuing value of the|” Not. that Metro ignores tv and 
medium as..a: primary sales tool. | || radio. ts campaign wt the up-. 

.; The- company. currently: services | coming .“‘Unsinkable y Brown” 
‘some 425. dailies direct, every day.|as a strong ad. program for both 
almost..: There : are. 725, papers | outlets” and there is a. pub drive 

throughout. ‘the. country: with circu: | ‘skedded for the media as well. . 

ations over 10,000 and Metro now | But the feeling is that print is still 

Metro is planning an “expansion 
of its direct-from-New York. pub-. 
licity: service: to newspapers around | 
the country: This at:a time when 
several other- companies. ‘are trim- 
ming their. newsprint ‘service . to} 

i. ‘FWC’s: new Bayshore Drive-In -at: 

| _ California . Theatres, El -Rancho 

“mum | and {non-competitive : ‘film: 
‘rentals.’ ” claimed . that." the 
other area. "dtivelns including the: 

7 Bayshore ‘were stuck with leftovers 
‘at same’or. higher: film -rentais. © |" 

“Motion. ‘will be argued. May 1b 
-here.. -The. court will. “détermine: 

| _-& tréble damage’ suit as-a plaintiff 
"din as. - conspiracy. ‘case. They're. 

7 : ‘Swendlow, Glikharg. and Berkowitz. 

” Bhictey: Jones. is ‘Tony Randall's | ng. Sime; 

Drivedn | “Company. ~ Cross-com- "DOUBLING SPREADS. | _ issued ee Da ettective: plans to service all of them direct |. very valuable sales tool. and not 
plaint will’ allege Syufy,° Winches- dea Dismay as: ‘Ononers Adopt ‘control. ..The offer, if accepved,|from New York, possibly not:as fre-|one.to be eased up on, The direct- 
ter, United; El ‘Rancho and. Tropi-| - * _Two-Film Policy - “| would--mean that ‘the largest film|quentiy. as. the. original - 425, . but. from-Gotham approach, although. 

cair “acquired all the first class or). | processing -plant. in. the coufitry,| Whenever the company. has some-|Probably more costly, has a strong 
“ gubstantially all the first class fea-|.” | Minneapolis, ‘April 28: | with. over. 1,000: employees, would | thing of particular interest: or can | aoe or thine ae the pub 

ci “As far-as local four-wall theatres | become ‘entirely. American-ownea, dreamt: up some. ’ “exclusive in your feels, ‘hence the expanded activity. 
‘Vare: concerned’ Minneapolis : always | as also’ would: x smaller. company | 2™¢4 . COPY: —_ : me 
fag been 8. eeele ns banee town | owned: by “Technicolor, ‘Henderson | | dn addition tothe: 25 Papers | 
ands e same goes. ‘Film Laboratories. = _jnow serviced out of. New York, 
for the’ ‘adjoinit Twin City, St. According. -to . ACTT; “neither Metro also directly feeds:some. 300 | Upward Goes Techai 
Paul, ‘twin.- bil being — infre-.|. stockholde s. staf d. beer columnists around the country onée ” ipgchnicolor. Inc., tilted its | 

quent for all but afew of its con-| #ockholders: nor : staff ha u(r. twice a week and then there’s |i oo un slightly f earn: 
ventional houses in the late ¢ tubse- ‘consulted. ‘The ‘staff. was. strongly the daily service to trades and N.Y. es ase A iy F or. first quarter 

quent-run slots...” :. | Opposed: to: the’ deal, . as. also AP-| dailies and service to some: week-|° (pro. or: company an 
| peared to be a number of.share-| ties. In: all,.the company will be. its. wholly owned subsids hitting 

- However, there's. now ‘some con- | $960,587 against $913,265 for cer-. holders. -The union. did not accept! directly: feeding some 1,000 papers: 
sternation in Twi City. exhibitor ‘as. valid the’ reasons given for the| by the next le of weeks. {responding periad last year, board. 
cireles because the 14 Minneapolis- | ‘by the next couple of wee | chairman-chief*. executive officer 
St: Paul _drivein. theatres, at the: necessity. of:.the purchase, and). This does not mean an ‘end to Patrick Frawley has reported. 
very. outset. of their present sea-|20ted that ‘the Italian laboratory] the'field press rep system. the com- | New take was equivalent. to 34c 

complaint. Fox West Coast.is 'séek-|son, have gone to’ doal -features: was-het, being similarly taken ‘pver.| pany and. others. use.. Nor. does it | per share on. 2,886,445 shares. out- 
lng judgment. of $600,000; being| even though there’s much opposi« -Téchnicolor,’ the. union. declares,/mean elimination of the wire sery- | as compared w cc per 

“three-fold damages sustained -by.it.| tion to the: policy’ in the” ozoners: is a ‘profitable company and: the} ices. from’ coverage: Metro will share on 2,840,980 shares last year:. 
“The Bayshore, a. 1,055-car drivein | own + .| profits partly derived. from proc: sath. get to. circulate its, feld men mee ‘Consolidated net sales for '64 first . 

_° ‘eonstrugted -at cost. of $700, 000,) It” all started. when: a “aiisaie. of. essing British films and: from the| With. general ‘material. But the! otter ‘amounted to. $21,204,424. 
- opened last. May... 1 the. outdeaor © theatres “tinder. the. ‘skill of British. employees are now] ,-—* ve / aS against $19, 476,006 for same” 

‘This is believed first time. that same. beara Bini ie twin to pass’ ta foreign ae Act in : /petiod ey 1968. cepected that a3 
gs as ar policy. A | organizes. e bulk o 5 ancl in a coordinated: effort. Wire sery-| rawiey 2& =. 

the. ether. ozoners now have fallen} has sole..trade..union negotiating 2 will continue to be planted as |rectorate: had declared a regular. 
‘in line despite the fact they’re-op-| rights. .In its view, ‘the traditions! we): for even broader coverage not quarterly dividend of 12144 cents 
posed. It's.a matter. of: “self bro- of British : collective” bargaining possible by direct. mail or- in| Per. share, payable April 29, 1964 y even, 
tection,”.‘they. explain “ -" -would ‘be in jeopardy-f the pur-| some cases, via fieldmen: ©. ° +; t9- stockholders of record at close 
', Because of sumiier daylight say-| chase was completed. And despite| This expanded press. feed is the of biz April 8. 

+ : posiuratices from the. ‘Management, | | Of e: | oe 
s, {the staff was uneasy. and: ‘fearful/recently. which ‘the company ‘con-|- Paul Wendkes formed Voyager 

r ot ‘owners of the “outdoor theatres. are for ‘the. future. . ‘The: union ‘urges alee ‘worked . out . very| Productions and | ed Richard 
“Fluffy,” ‘now: “shooting. with ‘Earl saying. that dual: features seem | British shareholders ja. refuse. te effectively; using the direct-mail] Yates nevel, qnaretation Read,” 
~ Bellamy. directing. oo oe a: poor Poly. oof tselll thelr holdings. er Baie followed". ay the field las nl under new ‘banner. 

LC RDFA 

~-eontact: 2 : 
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Bids sEC Sa 
For Nationa 

Washington, April 28. 
National General Corp. ‘sought f 

Securities and Exchange appreval |: 
for -registration. of -$13,412,940 ° of |’ 
590 subordinated. debentures: and | 
Warrants fo purchase: 894,194 |- 
shares. of common stock.. The. is- |. 
sue is tied ‘to a deal. with a Los | 
Angeles savings: and loan associa--|~ 
tion headed by National prexy 
‘Eugene Klein. 

1984. Also 894,196: shares will be 
issuable when ‘the’ ‘warrants are. 
exercised. 

National General proposed to of. 
‘fer the Securities in units of $15'| 
principal amount. of debentures’ 
and a detachable 10. year warrant | 
enabling the buyer to purchase one. 
share of common stock for. $15. in 
‘exchange for ‘one share of guar- 
antee. stock of Columbia : Savings 
‘and Loan Assn. 

Similarly a.deal has been ‘worked | 
out for Columbia shareholders to] 
exchange up to 150,000 shares. of 
their stock for National General 
units ata reduced'$14 per. Kleiner, 
Bell & Co. will swing this trans- 
action simultaneously with the 
initialing of the warrant. exchange 
offer. 

Prospectus said h ol d ers of 
38.52°¢. of Columbia stock, includ- 
ing Klein, have agreed. to: the. 
‘exchange offer.- Klein is Columbia 
Board chairman. - 

SEC said National Generali in 
addition to indebtedness and. pre-. 
ferred stock has 3,592,523- common J 

of Panama. and. the Bahamas. . shares outstanding, 

JOHN OSBORNE.» 

who, with a distinguis
hed cast | 

i Sor having selected c our. + organization to work with, their fae: staff 7 

in a joint effort on the national publicity campaign for this su pet 

NE W WEST. COASP OFFICES: 1017 North La Gieney 

) icon in Debentures 

WOMETCO’S 1 EARNINGS 

‘Tenn., 

UP 35%, TO $710,904 
- Miami, April. 98. . 

‘Wometco' ‘Enterprises. registered |. 

a 3596. increase in net income after | 

; taxes. and ‘a. 33% increase in’ per | 

The debentures will fall due. in| share. earnings for the quarter. end-.| 

ing: ‘March - 21,. 1964. ‘The. earnings 

after’ taxes for. the combined. ‘film |. 

‘exhibition - tv ~ ~vending-soft - -drink. 
‘bottling: « ‘and... ‘amusement -- entity* 
‘were’ $710,904 for. the quarter, ‘a8 | 
compared. to. $524,647. for same ‘pe-} 
riod in ‘1963..Per share earnings |: 
amounted ‘to. 40c, compared to last: 
year's 30¢. for.the quarter. Earnings’ . 
per share have - -been adjusted. for 
the 20% © Stock : - dividend 
December. 

acquired. last fall. 

‘Womiétco. ‘operates | tnotion. picture: 
‘houses | in So. Florida; tv -stations |. 
in Miami, the Asheville-Greenville- | 
Spartanburg. region ofthe .Caro-} 
linas, Bellingham, Wash., ‘Jackson-} 
‘ville; bottling works in. ‘Nashville, | 
‘Plattsburgh, Dickson and Columbia,. 

the. Bahamas; :the. Miami | 
Seaquarium:: vending. operatiens in. 
‘Southern and ‘Central. . Florida, | 
Jacksonville, Georgia, So: Carolina, , 
‘Panama. ‘Canal. Zone. and Republic 

Out: ‘via Macmillan. this: year. » 

Jast 

| ~ fist Mobile Cr ama 
| Premieres in UK| '| early. spring periods in its-history.]_ 

ae London; April, 28, - 
 Cinerama’ 3 first’ ‘Mobile ‘Theatre’ 
had its ‘premiere _Monday~ (27) ‘at 

.j the. Athletic Grourids, Richmond. 
+ It will remain. ‘there: for: two. “weeks. 

| It-is the first-of.50 mobile houses 
- planned’ globally: by. Cinerama.’ 

There. are.11 permanent: Cine- | 
‘rama: theatres’:in’ the ‘British Isles, | 
with: ‘Several. more’ skedded. to open } 
‘this year, ‘but many. ‘areas. remain 

People, thus the portables, 

* The Richmond,.a.-1 216-séat. thea- 
‘tre, will cover. the: South: Coast of. 
England, Next year“two more. will 
-tour the East Coast: of England’ and: 
‘Scotland witha final target of five. 
‘for. Gréat Britain, to. include: cov-. 
erage “Of. ‘Wales and Ireland. ° 

:'Next. ‘spring two mobile theatres 
will start operating in France, three 
rin .Germany,. ‘four, in Italy,.: three 
jin’ Spain-and Portugal -and - one 

‘Quarter: figures. include’ “opera F ‘ 
tions of Coca-Cola bottling. works 
_in Nashville :and. Plattsburgh, N.Y., : 

‘each. in: ‘Austria. and. Switzerland: 

‘existence | in those - countries. . The 

-worldwide. ‘target ‘by 1965. will be 
50, mobile theatres. me 

-The.. theatre -which- . “opened: - ‘at 
Richmond. is 128 feet in. dianieter. 
and made of - plastic-treated: Can« 
-vas, The 103 feet wide -by 37. feet’ 
-high. sereen ds ‘the Jargest, in. the 

| British- Tsles.. 

7 Joseph’ von. ‘Sternbere’ s gute |i 
biography, “Guide. to'a Labyrinth,” ” 

- Hg 

‘McFADDEN, STRAUSS, EDDY, IRWIN & GOODMAN 

-spring period 
In ‘May,”: “Love With. the Proper 
‘Stranger,”: reissues. of. “Hud” and 

| the. two. roadshows, he said. ‘The’ 
-combination- of this’ Bolid start: and 
the projected hefty. summer, should: 

‘prize-winner ’ at. the recent Argen- 
| 4 -Htine festival. . . 

~ = and an cig group of . 

EARLY BIOSSOMING 0 OF | 

Paramount has. “passed one of| 
the’ most ‘successful. winter and |. 

and: is looking to: an “unusually | 
strong” ‘summer, general sales: 
manager Charles Boasherg: told a 
‘sales meeting in Philadelphia last |. 
week: ‘The. session inaugurated a 

| trio of. sales’ huddles . ‘throughout | 
_-| the U.S.: and Canada. - : 

: "Phe. sales ‘chief : cited. ‘the fact | 
‘that. the: company ‘has eight pix: ‘for. 
release thr ough’ August, ‘plus: 

“where. :Cineramia films’ éan’t:: be widened playoff during summer. 

‘seen unless © they're. taken - to. the 
months of the. company’s two road- 

\° | show ‘pix, “Fall of. the Roman Em- 
“J pire’*and: “Becket.”. Of. the -eight;. 

-Boasberg listed “Carpetbaggers” as. 
‘the headliner... of : the . program, 
-which ‘includes such as. “Lady In| 
‘a. Cage,” | 
“Mars,” Jerry: Lewis’ ‘annual: sum-" 

‘mer. ‘effort “The Patsy” and ‘Son | 
- 1 of Captain: ‘Blood,’ ” ‘in which Sean-| 

Flynn -recreates: ‘father ~ Erroll’s’ 

“Robinson . Crusoe — On 

original :Blood. role. He also. toasted 
“Circus. World,” which. Cinerama | 
will, distribute. first, with Par. han~. 
dling. 35m: subsequent. playoff. - 

‘They. will: supplement: the “regu- 1° 
lar? ‘Cinerama | houses - -already- in 

Contributing to. the solid: winter: 
“were. “Seven ; Days. 

put: ‘Par. in one.: -of ‘its strongest 
éarnings - from’ “product ‘Positions: 
am. some time. aa 

Wet, Apel 29, 1968, 

1964 FOR PARAMOUNT : alles are 
Tih Six Houses 
On ‘Ashiya’ Pact . 
- ‘The . six: RKO. houses; playing 
United -Artists': “Blight”: From 

| Ashiya” during its current. “prem-" 
-iere’ showcase” run: are doing.'so.-. 
without ‘the ‘Beatles’. shortie “The 
‘Beatles. Come ‘to. Town,” :which the 
remaining 15 'Skouras, Randforce 
‘and. other .‘theatres’: are. doubling 
with. Ht is -understood- that RKO. 
refused the. -Beatles - pic ‘ because’ 
UA’s terms were’ too high: Latter": ~ 
could. ‘not ‘be ascertained. 

“Ashiya” opened: last Wednesdax - 
(22) on “showcase” to blistering” 
reviews and unimpressive business, =: 
UA had, of: course, wanted: to get: = 
the seVven-and-a-half-minute. . Bea- 
tles pic played off on the ‘whole > 5 
‘théatre break but. RKO ‘nixed ‘it.. °"” 
In -the film; the. ‘British: mopheads -:. 
warble two: of ‘their. big. disclicks’ .*- 
“and, - presumably, | there. is;-Ssome. ~~ 
draw. ‘there - for: “the teens: ‘What,. 
if. any,.. effect is being. registered 
by. the item. is -hard: to. guage.. 
~ The five‘ RKO houses: which | are 
doing. without the.Beatlés are-:the 
‘Palace: ton Broadway), the. - 86th. 
Street, . the’ Fordham, . ‘Albee, -and ee 
ew Rochelle: . 
“Meanwhile, -:UA_ just coinpleted:- 

a full feature starring the wailers.:. _ 
It's called “Hard-Day’s Night’!‘and:. © 

+. |-will-bé a summer release... This. pic 

‘Herman. G. Weinbers dia English 
titles for. “The Organizer,” ‘Italian 

y It is; 

a | International, 

121": and “Under. -Age,” 
room: settings. ‘Although: both these © 
films. were acquired. by. American 
International, . ‘the partners chose 
-ta. handle «premiere. showing : of. - 

_4 ‘Trial’ themselves. They: are’ .cur-: > 
ently: “negotiating: . with - “various | me 

| distributors © and. “expect “to - Sign ere 
{with one ‘soon.. , re 
} an. the: film: ‘they used. 23. wits 

“| nesses” and. ‘enter a plea. of “rot. :.’ 
- guilty”: -and another Of : “not guilty. 

‘- 4 py ..reason - of insanity,” ”- showing ~ 
“what. ‘they -. ‘believe «the. ‘atidience 

-": | would ‘see’ if: they’, were’. actual 

is to :be followed by other. Beatles 
features, Thesé. pix will doubtless-..-.-. 
be issued on: “showease” multiples | - 
-and RKO' figures .strongly: in°“UA’s.-’ 

-'[ “showcase” 
——— | have yet. been projected: by UA for : 
oe “Night,” *”. with: which: it: expects. ‘to. 
vip MOP’ UP. eee ete 

bookings:: .No- fterms 

‘Lee ‘Oswald’. Pic 
o —— Continued from Page 2. — : 

white: feature. runs’ 100: minutes’ on 
7 -and,- says Hoffman, had -30 speak-" 9. 

_..J ing--roles: arid’ ‘used. ‘between. 100~ tee 
7} 200" extras, a 

{oo “Prial”’: has ho: ‘connections’ with ; oe 
| the reported footage..of ‘the Ruby.: ~ - 
trial. and ‘ignores: that . occurrence. 

according: to ‘Hoffman; * “as! 
. recreation’ of. a‘trial just-as though - : 
| Oswald. was still alive.” Acting | as | 
‘1a consultant and technical: advisor... 
_}-avas Dallas - attorney {Charles “W.": 

“Tessmer who. appears in. ‘an’ epi-. .... 
; |-logue. to. relate ‘what he and the ~- 
” | producers | believed: would . have 

: happened. « . 

“We did not ‘seek’ réleases: from... 
| the. people. involved,” “said Hoff-...° =... 
“man, 
enough ° with “the techniques ‘of * 

| court. room. dramas ‘to ‘know - what... 
4{.we can and ‘cannot .say,”: ‘Both of. | 
| previous features made by Falcon .* |. 

-White::and:« *. 
had: court *-’ 

“because. we.” are. familiar . 

“Free, 

| jurors, on 
: The. film - eontaing no ‘newsreel: 

“E footages nor. is thé ‘slaying. -of. 
President: Kennedy . depicted. Cuts © 
away. from :the courtroom were for’. 

} purposes - of. .pictorially: elaborat- : 
ing on the: testimony of’ witriesses. . 

: .| Hoffman~ believes that ‘his’ film is © 
{in the -public: interest. “Tt: has. in- 
| formation’ ‘that | 99% _ of the: people. 
are unaware. of. and: we introduce | : 
a -Tadio- tape which . has.:Oswald’s:" --: 
‘actual voice on. ite? © National . Te re 

“> | Jease will be. in‘ May. 

[SPECIAL OFFER] 
~ |IITELEPHONE ANSWERING 

ga Boulevard, Les Angeles, California 90069, OLympia 7-4330, 

East Const offices: : 165 West 46 Street, , New York, New: York 10036, Crete 6-4180, Palm Springs, London, Rome, Paris 

. SERVICE ee 

$2 PER WEEK — 
Mon. thre Frit: 

JU 2-6730. 
‘mintmeni four. weeks 

ALFA TELEPHONE 
_ ANSWERING ‘SERVICE. 
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ists United , 
Chicago, April. 28. 

-Harry Goldman, UWA’s. 
‘Manager here, takes exception. to; 
a recent statement. by Jack ‘Clark;' ing is .a- “New York technique | that } 
prexy. of Allied Theatres of. THi-! hag come to miear:a bypass of. a} 
nois, that Hmited-theatre subruns|-Main ‘Stem. firstrun to: g9- right. 
are causing a backup of product| into the neighborhoods,” 
by tying up the prime nabe houses ; 
with extended runs. 

“The. proof is in the’ pudding,’ ” 
Goldman. asserts. “Despite. the! 
fact that ‘Tom Jones’ - 
the higgest neighborhood * grossers : 
of all times, movie patrons ‘will 
have-a wider selection of pictures |. 
during its run than -at cany ‘time | 

’ previously.” 
‘He points out that: during : “the . 

second week of. “Jones,” the nabe 
situations havea choice. ‘of “Lilies | 
f the Field,” “A. Tiger. - Walks,” | 0 € Fle ee wing of: (25) for the first time. with. boys. iti} the 

“Yum Yum | Tree,” 
tion” tandem of “Son: of. Captain |. 
“Blood” and “Law: of the: Lawless.” 
“Fhe following. week also brings 
in “The Victors” and “Kissin’ 
Cousins.” a 
Goldman also: puts the quietus 

to an allegation that the. admit: 
tedly steep terms (70°%) for! 
“Jones” were making “collection! 
agents” out of the houses that 
-played it. “Again, it’s all done in 
black and white,’ says Goldman. 

second outlying 

“The first week shows that most!-with -support: of outsiders, 
of the houses: that played it. are} 
netting—I repeat. netting—more | means a lot: of -kids will’ go 
than an average of their ‘weekly | straight | for having ‘een there. : If 
grosses for the year. To be more. 
specifie, the biggei houses netted. 
between $5,000 to $8,000 in thé. 
first week of ‘Tom ‘Jones’ arid! 
they don't ordinarily grOSS - that: 
muc 
The Windy City UA chief. ear-| aidates flying * 

liest and most successful practi-. Hope, ” “it’s, difficult to Bet a Ss ohown i “applies: ‘only. fo: “Prints 
web. ‘Shown: in the U.S." 78 ‘tioner of the limited-theatre sub-' on a plane.” 

Says Allied States y ‘Ses ‘Calns| ne 
'|Tuns, opines. that this distribution: 

branch : method _ is . 

| Artists, have been. using..a zoning | © 
‘is. one’ of! }method on. first subruns wherein. 

b all houses within certain. areas are | film, along with alegedly -indecent 

Cooper | ance : ‘to. . these. 7 
| everyone ‘would. ‘get: a. crack at. de- 
ciding the best’pie, °° 

‘and: an. “‘ae- 

| Singer | Gloria. DeHaven, - paid. the . 

SUES cry. oF. ROCHESTER 

: | Owners. Aver’ “Wrongful. Nab 
Lyric. For’ ‘Nudie: ss 

~ Rochester, WN Y., “April 28. . 

being 
““showeasing.” 

inaccurately | f 
: termed : “Showcas-’ 

charges - brought’ earlier...by the 
| police. ‘Action . follows” the arrest 

he ex- 

‘plains. “It hasn't been " ‘done ona 
{ firstrun.. basis. to any: great. extent 
}in ‘Chicago. :. We,.: that - is ‘United: 

Harry: Cooper on: the -Brounds. that 

“Bell, Bare © and - Beautiful, "a 
mnuidie pic, ‘at the | theatre. « * 

~ «| Magazines. and. ‘pictures. 
| was’-released | ‘on: $250. bail.:. 

Suit: against - the city, brought 

free to bid. on. a picture." 

Hope’ & Gloria DeHaven’ ; bby Eli Jackson . and. eee, -Ber- 
ger, of Cincinnati, ‘listed: .as.‘co- 

Visit Corr ectorium: “owners of the theatre; ‘charges the 
Cincinnati, April. 28. | city: ‘with “iegal’ arrest and~ loss |. 

-Bob “Hope ‘hobnobbed Saturday: of revenue. 

upper. teens at the House of _Hope;. 

| opportunity. for. correctiom... 
| homelike - surroundings. . 

“tie.. comic, - a¢companied “by | 

. In| a. New: York ‘State: exhibition, ji- 

}cense. - “be! ae 

visit between. afternoon: 
night. ‘engagements’ atthe Cincin- 
nati. Charity Horse: Show ‘in. Cincy | 
‘Gardens. Attendance was... ahead |. 
-of previous years... wt 

‘The’ Home,. an idea of Juvenile 
‘Court Judge Benjamin S: ‘Sehwartz 

‘was: 
dedicated last fall. Said Hope: “It. 

:| Lesion Chss in 1 Not 

‘are Disney. features——“The~” ‘Int 

J-had ‘that’ kind:-of help T. might 
never. have. met Crosby.”* ~). is Universal’s 
Hope and. Miss DeHaven. . flew Dolphins.”. a 

here- ‘from -a -onenighter » in. North | 
Carolina. 
“With 

““Tsland . of the Blue 

: | Paramount's 
£9 many presidential can- 

-around,’  said'| but carriés:a footnote that the clas- 

pore onch) 

141 ‘South Beverly | Drive, Beveily Hills, California. 
| 6355 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California... . 
West Seventh Street in Statler Hotel,. Los | Angeles, California = 

Other. Stores. Located: 
Boston — » New York — Philadelphia = Cleveland — ~Detrolt - — = Mianeapolis — “Chicago. = ae 

St. Louis, —- Fort Woyse — Omcha — Joliet — Birmingham, ‘Mich. — Seettle — San: Francisco Geo 
Pease, consalt your telephone directory for addresses.» 

; Slip: into a a new world of | 
‘comfort: with these space’ | 
age: ‘comfort. ‘Ddoosters. 

>. You find them. as flece | 
ible as a glove: frome the: 
very first step. 

we a a 

at) : 

Operators: of the’ Lyric Theatre 
“here. ‘have: | slapped - ‘a ' $100,000. 
damage : ‘action, against’ the. city. of. 
Rochester ‘as a: result. of obscenity |. the: “Acatlemy | would,. for - ‘examiple, 

‘accept " 

i last week. of Lyric’ managei:. Aaron: 

he was: Showing. an abscene: film; {and writers guilds as well as oth
er 

ds 

 /ing ‘to;such persons who are speci- 
~ | lifi Thi 

Police. Seized’ three: reels of. the ally qualified: in those areas. ‘This, 

“jury of peers: and give more: signifi-. 

‘|-and ,does not function on a limited’ 

They “asserted their} 
constitutional. rights’ had been vi0-. 

‘lated and that. under: the Jaw. the]: 
an. honor. home for them, affording | film ‘Was-not obscene since it. has 

‘sists. that. “certain people~.should |. 

femy.” .He. says ‘that. the: voting of |. 
: awards by. DGA and Writers Guild |- 

[are ‘more- representative . because |. 

.,ineludes assistants: in. the case of: 
. directors, ‘peta “chance: to vote. 

~ Necessarily: ‘Commended’ | } 
Although: the National. Legion: ‘of: 

Decency has ‘rated: 10 films.as Class | 
A-1:s0. far ‘this: year, only. four .of: 
|-them carry. the .greup’s. “Recom-" 
mended”. stamp. Three of the. four 

to all. whe.. should! qualify, Sidney 

‘sponsored by ‘two members. ‘of: the] 

credible Journey,” “Sword: in: ‘the 
Stone” and “‘Thomasina.” ‘The other | 

“were: adopted, ‘tthe various individ- 
‘ual ..groups:: ‘making . ‘nominations: 

For. some : unexplained ‘peason; ual -. group. 
“Who's. Minding ' The 

Store?” is given. the A-I- accolade . 

need: not.do away: “with | their an- 
“nual banquets. 

ie posal, ‘Sidney: -emphasizes, » 
— 1 to find fault with the Academy but} . 

. -. « |-to: eliminate’ weaknesses and-to in-- 
| crease: anticipation: over the Oscar 
| winners.. 
| director’ ‘and. ‘best. ‘picture: Oscars 

.o -have:. become ‘a: virtual anticlimax. 
| This ‘is. especially -the -case in the. 
. “| -director- ‘category . where . for: 12 
= ‘eonsecutiye - -years the winner . of. 
tthe top” DGA--award-also has eap-: 
- ‘| tured: the.’ Osear.- 

° *s| Guild” also “has taken much ‘of -the |: 
-. 7 | Surprise “out. of the. best:.’picture © 
"| winner, making its decision knewn’) 

-in.- “advance: of:: the Acad envelope:. 
‘| opening cerémony. : 

a | be much’ greater..ex¢itement if the 
_-:*t Academy —contentien - went right: 

... ,.[ down to the finish wire without any 
+. |) previous mittipping. Jokingly ‘he. 

-  |:ecommented, “now if only we. could 
{get ‘the. New: York: Film Critics to 
| withhold. their awards ‘it. would - be 
- even, more exciting.” . 

moe criticism | that: ‘the ‘absence of sev-| 
“Leral .. 
“Tom Jones”. 
° UP,. ‘Sidney. ‘had. these observations: 

oe out of :the’ Santa’ Monica . Audi-. 
:.. | torium ‘and staged’in a television 
-- -L-studio, for then ‘it- would “be: possi-. 
ae -ble™ to -utilize various ‘techniques: 

-;-| to-make ‘the. presentation pictori- 
ny ally more interesting. He takes the 
| stand “that essentially ‘Oscar must} . 

; not. lose. ‘its news.quality, but ‘that 
-. | In“ proper. surroundings it can. take. 
“Jon. better visual qualities. 
says; for instance, that. he. would. 

_. | like: to: have three. ‘comnecting. tv. 
‘| stagés at: his\ disposal; ‘one: to ‘be. 
uséd for..a cocktail’ reception, the 

_seeond. for the’ actual: televising of |= 
the’ awards, -arid the third: for the | ms 

| banquet. , 

| nominees were not present’. this:}: 
Si ‘year, ‘and -have not been: in‘ * past |: 

“.--|-years,:Sidney. says. part. of the fault |. 
./” *.'Plies with the Academy. “The Acad-| 

- Jemy. doesn’t: ‘pay travel or hotel. ex- |. 
' ° -[ penses, such as the various - film |- 

:. -} festivals: do for invited guests. It} 
', Js: an. expensive proposition. for an. 
-  L-individual .who. might go. home|: 
empty - handed: “We. know that four 
”.| out. of. five aren’t: going. to. win any. 
-] prize. 

woe Jones’. ‘people, it- would have cost ; 
‘each nominee - ‘up to: ‘$3; 000." 

a categorically. . at -this. point “that. . 
| the. Academy: should bear’ this ex-: Di 
“7/| pense. because of the number.~of | 

ay ‘he: does. say. that. the. Academy’ and. 
“| the industry. should put. their heads | 

oe. ‘strongly, that. the: whole -character | | 
’ | of the show is ‘cheapened- by. tv] 
a commercials, ‘that “many - stars. and} . 

~ Over-Awarded Hollywood 
Continued from: page 5: § 

| bers. ‘at jarge don’t. have voting | other important: pixmakers ae. wae 
franchise—can ~ ‘vote. in. call . _ cates} 
-gories, | ve a don’t want to-be used in. this man- 

Under. the: proposed Sidney plan, 
contends. 

its official - entries. 
achievenient. nominations voted: ‘by. 
‘the - ‘memberships ~ ‘of the ‘ directors |. 

‘ing “audience. 

craft. groups and limit. final. ballot-: 

'nominees: - firsteabin from’ 
; where in the. world, ‘if: need. be. 

‘Moreover, - he ‘says, 
he says, ‘would’. represent a true 

awards, ° Again: 

ao -{ create business for theatres instead 
Since the ‘Academy. pretends. ‘to 

pe. yepresentative’ of ‘the industry— 

‘jury:. basis “as: aoes. the : French 
Academy, for instance—Sidney in-| ficial. purpose,’ such: ag the pension 

fund, for an who * are Part of the 
‘not be excluded’ from .the” Acad- industry,” oe 

Columbia Carrots. the’ entire’ memberships, . and this. 

"2; ;600- Now: Vote’. 

“The | “Academy: “now | has some. 
2,600: members - but ‘it isn’t open following: in various. ‘stages. of. Pro- 

duction. for release later: 
says: ‘To. become .a ‘candidate. for Richard. .Brooks’ ~ 
Academy’ mermbership one must be 

branch: involved and” then pass]. 
‘muster’. with the” board of .. "BOV- 4. 
ernors, ee 

Sidney- sugzests. that. if ‘his. ‘plan. 
ler’s *“‘Loye Has. Many. “Faces,” star- 

Those: occasions | with’. Warren * Beatty;. ‘Charles 
should become affairs. which would 
honor the. nominees. 
-The: whole purpose. of: “his. pro- 

Is not 

Erhie :‘Pintoff’s 

“The Finest Hours: gr 

“Kramer’s “Ship: of. Fools,” with a 
east) including Vivien - Leigh : and. 
‘Simone™ Signoret;: 
The. Chase’; 
“Inside. Daisy. Clover’: 
“son’s: “The. Centurioris”: 
Place,” 

. etch: Richard’ Quine’ S: “Synanon, *” 
and James Woolf's "King. Rat.” ” 

For. several years the. 

‘The - ‘Producers 

~ Spain & Russia 
Sidney - argues that’ there would: 

into: ‘a. fest. showman. Aside. from 

El Cordobes.and Paco Camino, folk 
shows and ‘a big. splash: of distinct. 

| native ‘eolor.. ‘As ‘for thé: show. itself and. the : 
a4 e: ‘U.S.A.. is. “backing - ‘Clienca with 

contenders—Britain’ s 
.contingent-—stirred': 

top. 

inaugurate: 

Travel. Costs : 
“The: ‘presentation: should be taken 

(WB) . with’ -Samuel 

OR: the jury panel. : 

(The: ‘Wedding). and™ 
fierno” (Eighth. -Hell). Other. coun- 

Sidney. | tries. to -confirm : participation: are 

| list soon, 

New York's largest specialists in 

motion. picture 
& TV insurance 
an cast, film, weather, liability, 
_ cameras, Props, plagiarism: J)! 

- While ‘disappointed that. all: i 

WINKLER. ASSOCIATES: LID. 

‘Tom | ‘In: the: case of the.. 

‘Sidney - is. not: prepared to state 

persons that could. be. involved, but | T -Rockefeller Center. © PL 7-3100 

together. . 
“He. - also ‘believes; » “THE PINK PANTHER” © and. “most “s 

ON THE GREAT STAGE. “FANTASY and. FUN” . 

pe Pe a a Pe eee ee ee Pe Sk ae at the De 

DAVID NIVEN - PETER SELLERS | - 
“ROBERT WAGNER © CAPUCINE | ~ 

sd CLAUDIA CARDINALE “|. 

“we. would: 
be: giving: the Oscar back. to. the: 
‘industry, we. would. be ‘helping to. 

of killing. it,. and whatever. profit - 
the. -Academy : realized'.could be”: 
‘channeled into the: motion | picture 
Yelief fund or :used.for some’ berie-. 

ee: 

—= Continued from ‘Page 3 —. a 

‘ring. Lana: Turner and Cliff. Robert- on 
-son; Arthur. Penh’s “Miekey .One,”.-.:: 

| Schneer’s “First. Men in the Moon”; : 
Harvey“ Middle-_ 

‘Man, Fireman,” and. Jack. Le Vien’ s: 

Also slated: to go.into production. 
in: the coming. months are. Stanley “ 

“Sam Spiegel’s.. 
Pakula-Mulligan’ s 

Mark, Rob- | 
“The Gay -- 

_produced.. “by © ‘Irving ‘Ray-..” 

—_ ‘Continued, trom page 1 — 

\-his' major ‘drive for ‘outstanding 2 
film. product. for “fest: screens, he... 
plans. to’ give San Sebastian. a ‘gala a 
‘Spanish touch with ‘top toreros like * 4 

outsized entries. | Already: lined: up. 
are Hal ‘Wallis’ .“Becket”: (ar). too". 

the. Twelfth’: annual -: 
| event, “Cheyenne. Autumn”: (2): and. .- 
‘Elia Kazan? s “America; “America” — 

Bronston’ {- it 
“Circus World” . (Par) set” to -ring™,.:.- 
down .the- elosing curtain. at’ the - 
Teatro Victoria Eugenia. Nickolas. . 

| Ray. ‘will represent: “Yank interests ss 

- Argentina ‘is. ‘sending “La: Boda”. 
“Octavo.. In- 

France, Italy, Germany; Colombia,.. 
Poland, :Czechoslovakia’ and Japan. 2. 
“Mexico | and Britain: will join. the. ea 

. -WADIO. ciry Music HALL 7 

PCE OC 9 LEST Oat eC Tee EE 

the’ annual: shiridig because. “they —. -- ete 

‘ner. to sell soap. or toothpaste. “He. 
-that: the Oscar...show::.°--. 

should be sponsored’ ‘by ‘exhibs. and: o 
‘channeled into theatres. via’ closed=" 
‘circuit large sereen video.to a pay-.'° a 

‘He is: certain the 3." 
Academy. would | gross ‘more’ that: ate 
way; then’ ‘could afford. to inivite: its a 

-any> 2 

{Cok already. has.-announieed for -re--
. 

lease in.1964, the-company ‘has ‘the - 

“Lord- Jim;* Be, 
starring ‘Peter: O'Toole ‘and’ ‘James -o 0 
Mason; William Wyler’s: “The: -Col- : 
lector,” mm ‘with. ‘Terrence: Stamp. ‘and... 
Samantha Egg ar; : Jerry. Bresler’s ./°.~ 
“Major. Dundée,”. starring Charlton...’ 
‘Heston ‘and Richard. Harris; Bres=:' 

120 W. 57 St., New York 19, Ctrele 7-366, = 

en NS COE Li Y 
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PICT URES oe 

a a . re coe weve os Se we OS —- 

Sunday Schools | 
Sex Teo-Teo i 

; Brainerd, -Minn., April. 28: 
“Certain”. movies ‘and “some” 

television shovs,. along with: plenty. | 

of current literature, « ‘Were de-. 

nounced: at the “Minnesota | Sunday. 

School Convention’ here. “for ‘mili: | 

tating against. wholesome sexual | 

expression.” 

* The Rev. ‘Lawrence Gudmestad, | 
Minneapolis director of the chap- 
laincy division of Lutheran: Social | 
Service, told the meeting that the- 
ehurech needs to recognize’ that. 
American. culture contains many of 
the aspects giving rise .to. the. afore- 
going. 

At the same time, he emphasized 
that “while sex education is primar- 
ily home responsibility, the church | 
must help build healthy, positive 
attitudes toward sex and its. func- 
tions.” 

“There is a sacred: aspect ta sex 
inasmuch. as. it’s an expression of 
‘God's. creative - -genius,” © the . Rev. 
Gudmestad said.““‘Silence. at ‘this 
paint suggests ‘there is’ something 
unwholesome about the subject. To. 
engage exclusively in condemnation | 
of sex does. little. to create healthy 

attitudes.. ~— 

“Many parents. do not realize that 
sex instruction begins at the time 
-of birth. Other parents give only 
the ‘facts of:: life’ Without provid- . 
ing. a positive. setting in which 
these facts can be assimilated. As 
aA result, our youth glean most. of: 
their. information from the wrong: 

ae Wes Toe 
S 

| . “My tapes have to meet. the. 

. ‘broadcast standards. of the lead- 

ing FM stations. around the i coun- 

- try. My Norelco. “401° gives me 

. tapes! that not enly meet or exceed. - 

these standards, ‘but. on playback 

on the ‘401’ I defy any: listener to. 

tell the difference between my. live 

broadcasts and my taped ones! 

“My Norelco has. been: on the fir- 

- speakers and 

100. East 42nd. 

| JAMES H. RICHARDSON 
RISES TO PAR DIRECTOR 

En Over: 
in All | 
sources, ineluding even movies and : 

|) 1 “Denver “as: ‘ television. 

| open’ discussion: in order that they. 

‘ ¢an. deal.more: effectively with. this | 

- “Our. churches - ‘need’ to: vow (Lehman i in ‘London F or 

study «sessions. for teenagers: and |- 
youthful. ‘adults who. ‘are. ‘contem-.| 

-Thesé ‘sessions: 
| would. enjoy: the benefits of being |. 

Christian at- |. 

“t responsibility. 

plating Marriage... 

conducted . in. ..a: 
.| mosphere.” 

‘In... Minnesota the. 

its: attitudes carry. much. weight... 

James H. Richardson, Paramount 
treasurer ‘and chief. financial“ offi- 
cer, has ‘been. elected: to the. com- 
pany’s. board of.. directors. He fills 

of:Earl I. McClintock:: 

Corp. and other Par affils.He was 
associated with the accounting firm 
of Price, Waterhouse -&.. Co. ‘pe- 
fore joining: Paramount. - 

Luthedan’ 
church: has: the. largest. :member- 
ship. of «any: of. the: religions” and 

the vacancy . created: by the: ‘death. 

a oie of. Denver ‘Acquires | — 
| 48 Acres on Highway 

“Las. Cruces, NUM., ‘April 28: . 
ae parcel of.. 48° acres: of. land, 

7 fronting on’ U.S. Highway: 70. east | 
“| of Las Cruces; has been purchased 
by. ‘Fox-Intermountain -Theatres of | 

a potential. ‘commercial 
“Our. churches - ‘should - provide | development.” it. was learned ‘here | 

opportunity... for -parents. to. hear- 

1 presentations. and. to learn: from. ‘any |. 

this ‘week. Purchase. Price: ds un- | 
known. . me . 
‘Chain operates: three pix Houses 

‘here. A: 2 :’ 

~ Scripting Pic: Version 
oo “London. ' 

Edward: Lehmai, who | ‘is to. write. 
| and produce. “Who's Afraid-of Vir- 
-ginia. Woolf?” for: Warner Bros.; 
failed in his first attempt to gander 
the: - -production. here. with’ Arthur: 

| Hill .and Uta «Hagen. "The. power. 
| blackout’ ‘snafued: the:  show.: He 
“.;eaught It: the: ‘next: -evening.- and 
: | later met: the: press to. discuss, -his 

Plans for: filming the. Edward Albee. 
play. - 

Fact “that” the: ‘screen “rights of 
“Woolf” "were. not immediately. 
Shapped .up -when. the: ‘play - “was. 

‘| first © produced underscored: Leh- |: 
man’s. comments :that. “it. ‘must: be’ 
one of the most. unfilmable subjects: 

| | possible.” But, though’ he --could. 
‘Richardson has been Par’ treas-| 

urer. since 1953 and is “also‘a direc-- 
tor: of Famous..Players: Canadian 

see the many snags, it ‘presented 
-him :with a keener challenge, Leh-: 
man opined. 

* “Already ‘people. are telling: me: 
what I ought:to do: with the char-. 
‘acters and what I can’t do. Some 

|-Say that. it‘should. be. played: out in. 
=| the restricted: area. of one ‘or two 

on | yooms—I think that’s crazy..Others: 

Oe —— QL == 

ing. line five nights’ a week, month 

afte month, r aft , - 
r year fter year, and | Robert Solomon. of. the” Solomon- 

has required. less maintenance than 

“any. other recorder Ive ever used. 

ily designed for the operating con- 

“fessional: recording instrument.” : 

. “The Nerelce Continental ‘401’ 100% transistorized é-apeed . 
 ¢ #track stereo/mono, record/playback «completely :- 
self-contained with duel preamps, due! amplifier, matched : 

stereo dynami¢e microphone: . - See it at - 

drive-ins,: 

“Although the ‘401’ ‘was: primar-: | 

venience and for. the pocketbook =. ‘The lion’s “share, 50% 

_of the home: user, in my book it has : 13,000, a ai f 

proved itself as a ‘thoroughly pro- : § epending on. the attrac: 

‘newspaper ads with. radio. ‘Was used 
tin 24. campaigns; newspapers with} 
| tv in 12; .newspaper display ‘ads’ would be: safe. to ¢stimate that: ‘1001 = 

assorted: ‘Romans ‘and Spartans: ‘are:| 
“| slain '.jn. hand-to-hand. ‘combat by 

“*./ this tiny: -band. - Net, there they. are |]. 
at the’ ending— “a chap PY, ° intact | Jockey, sportswriter, radie commentator spect tt. 

, eager, . @ 7 _— “Youn Cassidy,’ a 

: Ci ass Ye | Associated Press cerrespendent. Nething else f ~ | production. which. John. Ford: will 
7 direet: for”. “Metro © vat- company 8. 

| London studios - ‘in July.” ae | 

| There. is. no. ‘fmmediate: ‘hhurty to. 
‘| get.a& finished: script. since*the pic 
cannot be.-shown .in..the U-S: till. 
| 1965 and--in- Britain :until.the yéar 
‘after. Lehman. favors. sticking: to 

| the: main, four characters. but. has |.” . : 
an open. ‘mind..as to-whether he 

[will -go in for :so-called ‘Marquee . ) 
| bait:. 
.Lmany stars. “are~ there ‘who: ‘really. 

+ sell--tickets ‘these ‘days?”. : 
Lehman said that he had. been. Y 

“After all,” he ‘says; ‘“how. 

Jon the brink of turning’ preducer]. - 
} several. times. 
‘} backed. “away . from: the project. “IJ. 

‘| would not: ‘contemplate merely: be- |”. .: 
‘Ting a producer; .I- ‘wouldn’t know | | 

|| where: to: start. It is different pro-. ‘Zingarelli. production.: Directed by -Pedro |§| 
ducing when. one: has ‘written: the.}La 
| seript.. ‘Luckily, my . first film,. Exe. 
ecutive Suite,’ 
‘| Have -always. ‘been in “the position’ 
-| Of | having. some say. in. ‘the ‘making: 
-Lof other: films. .In. fact; I have -al-’ 

but... had: .always 

"was a ‘success. so" I. 

| ways’ been. climbing : on: producers’ ; 
| and’ players’ ‘backs. ‘Now, as” pro-. 
: ducer, ‘I. only: have -my: own: back |. 

| to. climb on, because Jaek Warner 
is “leaving the Project. to. ‘me, on 

C0. oP ADVERTISERS 
~ SPENT. $3063 372). 

‘and | ‘sex elenients, 
| saturation bookings, should help to |. 
get the. mostest’ for. ‘Metro out of |i]: 
this import, which is handicapped |f 
‘by. lack. of ‘cast names Tecognizable 
-to Yank audiences. 

Detroit, April 28. 
“The _ cooperative: | advertising 

|| group. of motion. picture, exhibitors: 
formed here - eight. years “ago. ‘by. 

§.| 20. suburban indoor: houses: and. 11| 
“spent | $306,372. 30.. in|: 

mem | 1963 on’ some: 70 programs. 
ma | group; ’Metropolitan. Exhibitors. ‘of: 

_| Detroit,”. is directed. by a-.commit- 
j} tee. composed. ‘of Alden W, Smith, | 

“ | Co-operative .. Theatres...exec VeDuy == William. M,.Wetsman; Wisper,:& necessary | 

‘The’ 

Wetsman Circuit, ‘Adolph. and Irv- 
“ing: Goldberg, Community Theatres: 
-| and Allied :‘Theatres. of Michigan | g 
president Milton H.-‘London. . 

‘Funds. :.are . collected: . and : “dis-1 | 
- bursed - ‘and. ‘activities -coordinated |. 
by ‘the Michigan Allied office: with 
advertising under the direction: of 

‘Sayles - “Ad ‘Agency. . The ‘amount 
spent. in. 1963, in cooperation ‘with |. 
the film companies; was in: addition | 

| to. individual: houses’ : ad budgets, 
-and.:was ‘deuble that. spent: in 1962. 

went ‘to 
newspapers. - 
expenditures. varied from: $640. to 

tion’s potential... A. ‘combination -of 

J} only in. 21. pny: one campaign 
. used. vexclusively tv. ae 

your hi-fi dealer’s—or write to Dept: -W-4, North American | 
Philips Compeny, Inc., High. Fidelity Products. Division, 

Street, New York, New York 10017 * 
“Red ‘Taylor: plans: titte ‘role in 

.Sextant Films 

|-fit. the. part. Besides - this; . 
“brings” a dramatic intensity - that 
keeps. her from slipping. ‘into: sen-. Look at ‘Va. Woolf’ And | 

| insist .thaf ‘I: must:..expand-.the ment:~ 
| aetion.. -But. there’s: no-~ law that 
cf says I must or must not do: ‘this or 
- | that.” 

‘Individual ©. program. 

Metter Ses 29,1964 

Ai ilm. Reviews 
.-Continued from. page 6 as 

. ~~ are essayed without distinction ‘py. ce Db. 
Harrison, Gerard ‘Tichy..and Lore. ~ 

Director “Pedro... 
-several eee 

“Bande. A. Part. 
tainable. The holdup: is one way. 

to. ite: “They _ “play | ‘at cowboys’ in 

“mock games, : -do -a dance in’ a cafe 

together. They tell little: tales and 
finally: get down ta the. partly suc 
‘cessful holdup. 

“Anna Karina has a fragile: wide- 
eyed appearance as the girl which: 

. she 

timentality. ‘She . can. even: sing - a. 
‘song ona ‘subway, comment on ‘the. 
sadness around her and: ‘her. deep. 

. .compassion, without having it seem - 
|-Wrong... 1 

Sami. Frey: is intense and prood-| 

ang as Franz while Claude Br asseur | — Continued. from: page 5 —i 
has an animal aggressiveness: as. 
the little hoodlum: who ‘has sparks 
‘of - decency and: warmth. and finally. 
‘dies in the heroic manner of many- 
of: his. film.: gangster, .-heroes. 
‘Godard . obviously - ‘admires’ ‘the |} 
‘silent and. 1930’s. Yank action: pix 

+ and’ ‘comedies: Hence, he. manages 
to’capture the freewheeling human. 
‘simplicity of: those days. and ‘still | 
seem: ‘modern and ‘fresh.’ 

Excellent lensing also. is an: as- 
set: -Gedard -shows he’ .is a.com- 
plete’ filmic’ ‘ereator. in- being . able 
to. mark each™.scene . with visual 
‘authority,: movement and: ‘interest. 
‘However, this. penchant also: some- 

| times makes -his films too private 
and repetitious for general public. 
acceptance. Thus, it calls for tact- 
-ful - handling: ‘Made for: $100, 000, 
‘Columbia’ should. have. an...okay 
value. out of. it with the right: place- 

‘Its: telling. points are its inven-. 
I tive ‘pace and. observation and its 
‘refusal . to. ‘make. concessions. Ac- 

\-cepted’ on its ‘own terms~ by ‘more 
discerning audiences, this has com- 
“edie ‘and. .dramatie potency. It 
could.:also -conceivably pay off if } 
‘patrons. are primed: for: it.. 

_M osk. 

‘Gladiators an 
(Ss PANISHAITALTAN -CSCOFE— 

COLOR) - 

‘action: 
.. meller: for male-oriented, hit- 
and-rurr exploitation mill. 

. Heavyhanded ‘period. 

‘Hollywood, April 20.. 

‘Hard-sell “exploitation of action ig 
together with 

- For even in. these ‘oversttiffed, 
quasi-historical, post-dubbed_ ex-. 
travaganzas ‘in. which the. ‘Italians |F 
‘specialize; there is.a limit to heroic Cle 
indestructibility beyond which au-. 
dience concern evgporates and thé 

‘element . of | Suspense 
dwindles. to zero.: 

. Spanish-Italian. 
filmed in’: Rome. and Madrid. . 

: Four: ‘writers’ toiled: on the eliche- 
riddled” Screenplay of the Cleto| 
-Fontini-Italo- Zingarelli. production, 
a.mutual enterprise of Rome’s Film. 
‘Columbus. SPA and Madrid’s Ate- 

‘Setting of the story is|f . 
Sparta of first century A:D., a so-}[ 
ealled © “democracy,”.. but. actually | 

»l under ‘the yoke of Rome and. gov- 
Film de- | 

‘scribes the. successful’ effort of a 

nea -Films. 

erned ‘by ‘native tyrants. 

patriot Spartan (Richard Harrison) 
to. ‘overthrow. one ‘of. these.. tyrants, | 
a chore. in: which he is. aided bya 
handful of gladiators: ._Even Clark 
‘Kent ‘wouldn't: -have-- a .chance {f 
against. these. seven. ‘gladiators. . It 

Septet. “Not. ‘even. ‘a bloody-:nose. 

The: acting. is stiff and mechani- | 
‘eal and the .dubbing: doesn’t help | 

7 histrionic matters any. 

Lazaga . ‘has - J 

vigorous. action’ sequences: a. bull- a 
ring bout ‘between. a bull: and | a. aos 
bare-handed ‘gladiator: though shop-- ~~ 

, a “Devil”: 

Britain's © a 
Humphery Bogart's Sajitana ‘Films, ..”° 
‘with John Huston. directing: from 

-Lapproach | . 
purported “Bogie” .craze, has: Mel 
Avidon of.. Crest. Films: (company _ 
dealing. pic in: 13° western states)‘ 
contemplating: trying film. ina city- °- 
-wide.. saturation. booking ‘in L.A. 
‘and other. locales if gambit proved’ ne. 

| {:successful. - ” 

‘Metro release of Cleto  Fontini-Itale | 

. “Outstanding” . 
Brilliant“... 

‘This. saturation | 
point -is reached in. “Gladiators Tits 

‘coproduction. 

-Chief. roles. | 

‘dana ‘Nusciak. 

engineered. 

worn,.is the best. action -Passage), 
but otherwise his ‘guidance: is ers)... 
ratic’ intempo .and ‘dramatically. °- 
heayyhanded, .Camerawork is en-- - ~ 
ergetic. bit. the editing is ‘crude 

Other ‘production con-. and abrupt. 
tributions are adequate. -Tube. 

‘Beat the Devil’ 
well. as from other arty outlets: In. 
N:Y. film attracted $30,900. through: ”: 
‘wickets during. six-week: run at the 
“5th. Ave, Cinema, before moving to 
another site, the. 55th St. Playhouse: | ~ 
:Pic is:in. fourth week at the ‘Cinema: . 
in Hollywood with aggregate pross. 
‘of about ‘$12,000. ‘Figures. for other 
dates are: not immediately obtain- 

|-able with film playing mostly small 
houses in* the. hinterlands which. 
‘are: not: included : in. VARIETY’ s. 
‘weekly film Bross. perusals. OG 

“was 
Romulus ‘films 

script by Truman Capote. ‘In addi- 
tion to: Bogart, ‘film -stars Jennifer: 
‘Jones, Gina. Lollobrigida, Robert... 
Morley.:and.:.Peter .Lorre.: United 
Artists. originally . released but re--. 
linquished. rights in 1957 at which 
time ‘Bogart's. company took: over _ 
-ownership. 
‘Films, . Columbia’s art house wing ° 

‘ Subsequently : 

bought out. the. late. actor’s interest 
“and :is now: ‘distributing. 

_Re-release - success. ‘of. film, 
variously. laid to increased “market. 
for the -more : adult pic; new. sales 

and - ‘the - = country’ s 

April 20, | At : 

zaga. Screenplay.. .Sandro -Continenza; 
Bruno. Corbucci, ‘ Albexto’ De ‘Martino, 
Giovanni’ Grimaldi; camera’ (Eastman), 
Adalberto: Albertini, Eloy . Mella; editor, 
Otello. -Colangeli; music, Mareello . Giob- |: 
ini.’ Reviewed: at “the studio, 
764. Running: time, 92, “MIN 
Darius: 222. oe. 55.0003 Richard: Harrison. 
Aglaia -...cccscceeces ' Loredana Nusciak 
Panurgus MEELIS St Livio ‘Lorenzon: | 
‘Hiarba 2... .3... cee cceeee-- ‘Gerard ‘Tichy 
Milom.:. 2... eece See wcoee ‘Edoardo ‘Toniola.|.5] 
RENO .. wacccaee Vedeces -.-- Joseph: Marco 
Filaccus .. ocaccseeea .. Barta. Barry: 

| Vargas. i... ¢i.tleece.c.. Tony Zamperla | 
Luem.... sesseeeeceeeei Franca Badeschi*} 
Livius. -..... se ‘Seeedesee--- Enrique Avila 

_| Macrobius |..2....200802- “Antohio Molino: 
‘| Mad@os .......seees-.++.- Antonio Rubio 
Esmere toi. .eF eee pee ss E ‘ila Wolkowics |. 

| FILMS IN ‘63 
| To: Killa “Mockingbird 
| L-Shaped Room. . 

“Heavens Above | | 
- VARIETY 

“Washington. Daily News. 
N.Y. Herald Tribune. . 

. Phila.. Inquirer. are 
* Ete. on. ‘Ete. Pe le , 

| Currently Filming. '64 Releases: 

pauperb’ - ees 
H j Superb’ 

THE PAWNBROKER 
/MAIOR. ‘DUNDEE 
“Mgt.: ‘JO BASIL KING 

Cl 6-3796 | 

: Hollywood: 
q Commentator 

_ 800 STATIONS 
IN. AMERICA | 

JAKE: TRUSSELL'S © 
AFTER HOURS POETRY: |. i 

“Written fiom a. ‘background of: ‘experiences at 
a combination amusements celumnist,. Jazz dise. 

- caster, managing editer, - band 

in .-the werld like. it, “For. yeur. eopy send 
$1.00 te Jake Trussell, - , Pe. 6.. 
Kingsville, Texas, . ot 

aE POOR as 

produced. by . 
with | 

Royal." 

~AGTOR-SINGER: || 

“Bex: 8h : 

is 



ve 

: “Wee congratulate Matro-Goldwyn Mayer’ $. ‘tound “department and: ite: ge | 

director, Franklin: Milton, on: the: Oscar-winning ‘sound track for. the 

Cinerama production, ” How the’ West Was 
Won'" eon ees 

The: six-track. ‘master. ‘sound. was . ‘recorded ‘on ‘SCOTCH®. BRAND. 

o Magnetic Film. This magnetic: fi fi len: was: used by. M: GM becouse of its - 

outstanding quality. ‘and: uniformity, ‘and has. been used | in. “such other” | 

A outstanding. ‘productions. as " "Around: the. World Jin: 80: Days" “and 

“Mutiny. On the Bounty." 

Help yourself t to. more bows next year. Mr. Milton. eo a 

Magnetic Produc Division » 300 7 
sscorcn:’ is A ree. Rial ‘or om co. at. ‘PAUL, munn, es118" rs 

ee 

ar.v ron 

wy. SE od we apa 



— to Tollvision 
Under Post: Office Sanction. a Big Testing Of! a New 
Kind of Popular: Entertainment Confronts: Film Biz: 

By ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN cs 
(British Home: Entertainment) PO 

free” that television has gained the 
large. ‘audience’ it has’ gained: Tt. is: 

8 ‘significant point that: films, and 
particularly. good: films, are. on. ‘the. 

-London. 
The Film Industry: in the United’ 

+ Kingdom and in. the United. States,. 
both, knows that the great overall. 
decline in attendances at cinemas, |. 
which has taken place. since the. 
peak years immediately after ‘the 
war, is not due to any lowering’ of 
‘the sum of money available in- the 
‘average family budget for enter- 
tainment. This amount. has. gone |?" 
steadily upwards. and would seem]: © 
likely to continue to do.so. The de-.} 
cline has been ‘due to. the emer- 
“gence of other forms of entertain- 
gment and in particular ‘to. tele-' 
vision which is, in reality,.a minia- 
ure motion picture theatre in the 
home. 

The basic pattern of: éntertain- 
ment on television follows. the: pat: 
tern first inaugurated: by. the film, 
that is-to say on any given evening 
or afternoon the programme’ of- 
fered by tv will. certainly contain. 
the following “Cinema” - elements 
—of their video equivalents—news- 
reel, documentary, second feature |. 
and. main. feature. Of. course, a 
number of programmes which are 
‘special to television. Quiz lectures; 
news. analysis have come. into ‘be-. 
ing. The big drawing programmes 
are in the main those that in. other 
times. were the big attractions: in 
the cinema, 
with a slight difference’ of -em- 
phasis. Comedy and drama. series 
drawing the same kind of audience | 
are paraHeled by the short films of 
Chaplin or “The Perils of Pauline” |: 
drawn in the early days.of: the 
cinema, and the comedies. of Ab- 
bott and Costello and. Laurel and. 

The point is the obvious. Hardy. 
one, that television is moving pic-. 
tures On a screen in the home.. 

It is equally obvious, that one of. 
television’ s chief attractions is that 
it is always available, that to look 
at it involves the minimum: of effort | 
and inconvenience. It..enables the 
viewer to ignore the weather. con-. 
ditions, etc.. which are to be en- 
countered - outside the home. But 
Tam convinced that it is because | 
it is convenient and not because it 
bas the: appearance of being | “for 

TOLVISION 11D. F OR 
T=. t pumber.: of ‘Pay Television sets 

.| available at the commencement. of. 
| the operation of : the service ‘and._|- 

PROTECTIVE DIVERSITY | vena 
of the film outside the. country. of: 

| origin or any other forms . of..dis-' ‘London, April 28. 
Tolvision, ‘one of. the five .com- 

panies: which has been. awarded a 
in‘ the franehise to. participate 

pay-tv three-year - trial, scheduled 
to start towards. the ‘end of: the. 

_ year, has started. to’ diversify its | 
interests: before. it gets off the 
ground with .its main objective: 

Taking the- ‘view ‘that. there will 
be capital investment. in its pay-. 
tv trial of between $6, 000,000 and- 
.$8,000,000, which - has | to be -pro- 
tected, the company is branching 
out. into the relay’ and. rental. field. 
“Two new associate companies are- 
being formed to. undertake: : the. 

_ diversified aetivities.. Both fields 
sre considered tobe highly profit- 
able, and: the activities: would. con- | 
tinue if, atthe end of the three-|:; 
year term, ‘Tolyision received. a 
license to operate on a ‘Permanent 
basis. 

Meantime, the company. ‘is plac 
Ing an order for 100,000. coin-in-. 
slot boxes, which - will involve a: 
eapital expenditure of *‘ around 
$5,000,000. They. hope to-be able |- 
to put them allj.into. operation dur- 
ing. the trial ‘run. . 

Take F reedom Spee 
Albuquerque, April 28. 

Albuquerque NAACP 

elosed circuit telecast of: the Free- 
dom Spectacular skedded. ‘May 14, 
it was reported here by a local 
ehapter official last week... 

Telecast. will ‘be staged here at 
6,000-seat Civic Auditorium, . site 
of mest. such ‘events Jocally.- 

Bill Hanna. &: ‘Joe Barbera, who 
dust conipleted “Hey, There;. Ii’s 
ogi Bear” animated feature for 

Columbia Pictures, 

sometimes of -course. 

‘and rapidly ex 
exhibition .: sid 
‘would accept the. view that in the ‘| 
long run the development’ of ‘Pay:| 
Television is in. the: interests ‘of |.“4 
. every section. of the: Film: Industry. 

“I would like to express a. purely” 
“personal: view which is that since | 
.Pay-See means the introduction ‘of. 
a box office“into. the home, I would 

| like to sée some form of “integra- - 
tion” take place between .the . box. 
. Office, the home, 
. office. and the cinema. The Job ‘of |. 
the Film’ Industry is ‘to: give the 
public entertainment’ which we be- |. 
lieve, I think rightly, still remains. 

| the ‘finest | 
-| world. Surély: therefore: itis -log- 
| ical . that. the ‘Industry ‘ should: be:|' 
able.to say to each member of the 

‘| public .or potential customer “You 

‘chapter |’ 
will co-sponsor: the nationwide 

talking. new | 

whole: as’ big -an: audience: attracter 
on television. as any ‘other -kind ‘of 
programme offered. All- Pay: Tele: 
Nision seeks to-do’ is. to complete. 
the logic. of: the pattern by. Placing 

"a- box. office. in ‘the: home, 

-Instaiable ©” 

is: available, 
sively: -more™ and. ‘more ‘expensive. 
It is,. I. think, .an ‘accepted: fact:| 
that the ‘most. costly television -pro-.|. 
gramme..that the most: Tichly.. en= | 
“dowed «television: network in the |. 
world..c¢an_ -afford:. to--offer to. the-|— 
public can :and doés ‘cost “about. 
‘the equiyalent-:in: motion: picture: 
terms of <a. very low budget film. 
E Yet :such a ‘programme may well | 
“be seen. at a single ‘performance. | 
by ‘more customers .than the most | 
. Successful : film could expect tobe |: 
seen. by on. the -widest’ ‘release | 7 
‘within | the Teleyant territory. . _ : |: 

* The existence of a box office in |. 
the ‘home will enable films: with 
budgets from two to ten times the : 
“Size of. the: ‘cost of © the. ‘most © ex- |” 
pensive ‘television programme’: to {. 
be: made: and if there were such ‘a: 

| box-office. in ‘every’ home -where™ 
there was television the amount of: 
films that..could -be made. for tele-. 
Vision would be limited. only by: 
‘the’ amount of worthwhile stories: 
and the number of makers of. good 
entertainment that .could be found. 
inthe world... Clearly ; ‘to ‘give an 
‘estimate. of how many films the 
‘Pay. Television cauld. absorb in the | 
early stages of operation, and: on 
what budget such films would ‘have 
to be made is dependent upon the 

on the ate of growth. It would de- 
Gn the earning potential 

tribution overseas.. We would. ex- 
pect within the period. of the next. 
three years. in .which’ tollvision. 
“with a real expansion dynamic will}. 
come into. operation in this. country’|. 
‘and. in the. United States and also: 
probably in. one or more European 
countries, that within a very short. 

"| Space of time. Pay' Television could’| 
absorb at least 52 films’a year ‘on |. 
average film budgets, comparable. 
to low budget black and white first: 
feature films, This could: be greatly: 

ded ‘if only the. 
industry 4: Of. the. 

éntertainment_ in the 

‘have. the :choice every. night . ‘of 
going.: out -to one..of* our. com- 
_fortable renovated: up-to date. large. 
‘ Sereen. cinema’ theatres: at which ° 
(we. ought to. be able’ to Say). you 
can be. sure. of parking space, you. 
can. be sure of a seat and:you can |. 
be sure of a-meal if you ‘want. one. | 
“or you can see. ‘what. the Film Tn- 

-{ dustry has to..offer: in’ your .own |: 
“4+ home through your. Pay. Television 

! channels.” In this way it: is“ “my 
‘belief we will not only ‘Increase the 
-audience: in. ‘the: cinemas . but re- 
‘gain the audiencé™ that has learned. 
tostay.at home, and- gain’ an.-en- 

- Amer, Book Strat (AS) 
| Amer, Heritage (OC) ......2. 4: 
| Beok. of Month (N. are vee eee 17% 

a ~ Conde Nast. (N.¥.) ava dd - 
"- | Cowles (OC). 26.0...00507 woe L441 
- F Crowell. Collier: NY) ree 22. 

| Curtis Pub. - (N: Y:). 
-Esquire Inc. (AS) .....: ee eee 8: 

81. 

One unique. feature. ‘of television: 
‘in the entertainment field is ‘the 
-rate at which it “devours” material. 
to the extent .that: the -resources 
of. either a State owned. television 
-Service.or a commercially” operated : 
-one:are hard. put ‘to it to maintain. 
“a high level of programme quality: : 
throughout’ ‘the hours’:of’: broad-- 
casting,.and-indeed ‘to attempt .to 
‘do this, even assuming that: the® 
talent. to create: such a programme : 

‘is. becoming- progres- 

| Hartford 

-and. the: box: 

multiple pix ‘slate .with. Col ‘under. I ‘tirély «new: audience - from among. 
which cartoonery would make both j those who -are for one reason OF 
animated and. live-action features. ‘Janother unable. to visit the-c cinema. 

~Pablshing Stocks 
(Ag of April 28, closing). 

| anya & Bacon (OC) v.06. 
“American Book (AS). 

49 

12% 

Ginn. & Co,: N.Y.) | mens tae. 

LA. ‘Times-Mirror (OC) ie oo 36 
_Macfadden - Bartel: (AS) .. ec ee 654 |. : 

’ | McCall. (NLY.) «23... wateee 's. BDA 
oh “McGraw-Hill. WY.) iw ' SEA 

‘Meredith Pub..Co..: .’: he eee 2A 
Nat’l Per.. Pub. OC) — . 13%, 
New Yorker: (OC).”. ave re 121 
‘Pocket Books (OC) -....3....: Val 

. Popular: Library (Oo). . 12056]. 
-Prentice Hall (AS):.:. ven BSA. 
Random House (N.:Y:): © se sawe. 14 

H.W. .Sams (OC). . 
: Time ° Inc... AOC) ..- 
‘Universal Pub. (OC). 
Western. Rub. Co,. (ocy". wedes 

eka ee 88 | 
re 139941. wes eeeede 

OC_-Over the’ Counter. oo 

NY--NY, Stock ‘Exchange. . 
-AS—American: Stock Exchange. 

_ Supplied by: Bache & Co.) 

3 Out, Cable Conk 

Yel for Money 
Detroit: “April: 28. 

atre-tv equipment. failed. when the 

‘sixth game of the. Detroit-Toronto 

ised“ their - ‘money back. ; 

Woodrow R. Praught, United De: 

‘went into: overtime and. came. ‘back. 

of. the ‘winning. goal. - 
Patrons who: had = ‘paid $3. 50° “and 

$3; were ‘told to. mail in‘their’ ticket- 
stubs: for - ‘refunds. Earlier : about 

‘350 --customers . received. .-their 

cause ‘they were Sissatisfied: with ; 
Picture. quality. 

HARLING 10 HENRY: 

Philip Harling, chairman: of: ‘the, 
Joint | ‘Committee. Against. Pay . TV, 

‘cable. oo 

thoroughily. ‘studied before ‘approv-: 

‘ Be remembered. that the ternporary 
license: | ‘granted - Phonevision _in 

Was, _ experimental - 
nature. - 

“FCC lata down ‘certain. ground 

‘paying--public.. To. date, : the: ‘over- 
-Whelming majority. of the:] promises | 
have. not been. fulfilled.” --- 

He. ‘suggested: to ‘Henry. ‘that’ be- 
fore. “any: ‘declaration : of policy ‘is 

public. interest.” .... 

Harling ‘also. said. ‘that: ‘this was 

the’ FEC which was. supposed to 
hola another ‘hearing at’ the. end:|’. 
of the three-year: test to obtain. ‘in- |. 
-férmation necessary - ‘to.‘make ‘a 
‘permanent ruling. ‘He. ‘believes that 

wnt gal a 

vielen AAP ‘Gervasl’s Rockefeller’. ~ = ae 

Grolier. (OC) -: «45 
-Grossett &- Dunlap 6 - we BVA 
Harcourt . Brace (N.Y,) 12439 | 
-Hayden Pub. (OC). ::.. 6: a oe 
Hearst (OC)... wea titatie 28 
Holt R-& W-(N.Y.) .. wigs 23%. 

Scott Foresman {0e) voeens «21%: 

‘ie ieee eee 514 | 

4A | 

Stanley ‘Cup championship playoffs > 

went ‘into | siidden-death.: overtime. | : 
Fans. threatened: to.set fire to the | 

5 000-seat Michigan Theatre before | ; 
‘they were .calmed: by. being Prom: 

troit. Theatres prexy; Said the sound ' 
and “picture: ‘went out. as the game 

during. the. ‘postmortem: discussion | 

“money. back. when. they left. after - 
| the . first and: second ‘ periods’ be-.. 

. Feather, ”: 

RE FCC AND TOLL | 
“Bos” Angeles “Valley... Times, . 

Seattle Post-Intelli- 
‘Bencer : and . “Minneapolis ‘Tribune. 

| Vegas. Sun, 

‘made | the_ following statement in: . 
answer to E. William ‘Henry, Fed-/| .. 
éral- ‘Communications : Commission-| | 
chairman,~ proposing :: government i: 

regulation: of pay. TY, by:a air ‘or. -bY | managing editor at. Knopf, sueceed- 

“Implications ‘raised. should’ be. 

rules: under which ‘the - ‘experiment. 
was to be conducted, based on testi- 

| mony of applicants concerning pro-. 
‘gramming: it. would. offer’ to" the: 

“made. concerning ‘pay .tv being |. 
‘regulated on the: aid: and. ¢able by | 
the FEC, ‘it’ would be. necessary to.| 
-determine whether ‘the’ Hartford | 
; experiment,. which: ‘was* to , last.|: 
three years; was. or was not in the:|. 

| rison - 
‘founded. with. about 11,000. stock-. 

the ‘sale function. and: issue ‘before 

any ..attempt: to. regulate pay. TV 
| would ‘be premature. until this. issue’ 
dis: decided.: : ar 

on: 
role 

Vat Hearst correspondent Frank 
| Gervasi’s “The Real (Nelson. ‘Rocke- 

, | feller”. is-due off..the Atheneum |. 
“press May .15.. He.:is - also ‘speech 
consultant : to ‘the ‘Governor, ‘and 
‘until two: years. ago ‘was. Rome. and: 
Middle.’ East. rep for the’ Motion 
Picture. Assn. of America. 
‘Gervasi. was long head of Hearst's 

bureau’ ‘in -the -Italian ‘capital but |} a 
now makes his home in Manhattan. 
He is working on several’ other. 

‘book assignments, with lecturing : 
in. between.  - 
“World Wide. ‘Press : 

-of | 

a ‘More ‘Mergers 
- Now. ‘Time-Life 
dickering ‘for book publishing ac- 
quisitions.. This ‘is ‘on. the. heels of |” 
CBS’ negotiations: for publishing 

. -} houses, . 
‘At least three wk: ‘tirms ‘have 

been |:mentioned 

York. © ‘companies. 

a Another Gag-Title. Book 
The. Lindy’s show. biz-bunch. will 

cuit-tinged it’s? sufficiently broad 
for’.general consumption and..con- 

tains. a good Percentage : of laughs. . 
~ Abel. 

“Good, Film: ‘Bet. 
phe. - Enchantress” “by” ‘Gs 

Bolton. (Doubleday; $4. 95), is. light-. 
“weight fiction by the ‘prolific 
-dramatist-librettist.. Continental: in- |. 
‘trigue is tapped . by -Bolton; whose: 
‘eentral.. character is a. ‘ravishing | 
French actress who becomes a sort 
of -contemporary Mata.Hari: ~~ 

‘Author's - experienced | sense of: 
‘| character ‘and attention to accuracy. 
in -types and locales«lends ‘authen- | 
ticity! to his. yarn, which is fine | 
film fodder. - oye ~Rodo. 

O'N.Y.-Post’s: Feather 
AS of. “this. week,. 

‘the: 

‘Launched - -in--1961.- the’ column 
now. appears. in: ‘such. ‘papers. as" the 

“Las 

“Ashbel. Green’ s. "New Post _ 
“Ashbel. Green, long: a senior. ‘edi- 

tor at. Prentice-Hall, is  the*.new 

ing. Bernard Shir-Cliff. 
. Latter’ has: gone -over. to. Ballan-| 

tine. Books as - executive: editor. « 
ing..or: disapproving: the policy of |: 
‘the: Commission.- However, it .-must.| *Dee-Seeing With. Duke 

A humorous new. guidebook on. 
‘Washington, with. Patty: Duke and: 

in | members: of her. tv. show's: cast: as 
| the:. central, characters, will soon 
-be- off - Ace | Books’ : 
presses.” It*is written -by Frances 
‘Spatz. Leighton, D.C. ‘correspond-. 
ent. for. the ‘Sunday supplement, 
“This ‘Week, “a ‘and author of eight 
previous ‘books. 
‘Bécause of. the. Patty. Dike ‘ftie- 

. in, ABC. ..and United Artists -have: 
programmed | a -big promotional 
‘drive “for - the softcover sigtitseé 
through ‘the national capital. 

_ Arizona: Journal Expires 

nix,.. launched.-Feb: 14; 1962, as ‘a 
‘morning daily, ‘ceased. publication: 

Publisher Robert. Mor- ‘April. 22. 
‘said the Journal Corp., 

holders, was dead but he ‘intends 
to’ start a successor. soon. 
-Foundéd:: as-.the “nation’s | first 

metropolitan daily to.-use the off- 
set printing. “method, the. paper 
was -in financial. - trouble. -almost| 
from the’. beginning. It suspended 

F publication Jan...24, 1963, but re- 
er Bumed the. following. Aug. 21 un-]- 

zona «. 

S. is. syndicat- | 
‘jing “The Real Rockefeller” to sev-: 
‘eral hundred papers. ‘in advance 

its May’ “15 Publication by. 
Atheneurn. | : 

Ica,’ 
books, 

is * reportedly 

.in - eonnection. 
with -the ‘network's. avowed: pur- 

| pose -to: “expand: ‘its communica- 
{tions sights”. into publishing.. 
-| ‘Crestwood . Publishing Co.- ‘Ine: 

1 of. New. York,.-has merged ‘Head-. 
| Tine ‘Publications Ine. and Feature’ 

a ‘Publications | Inec., both also New]. 
Benjamin - B. | 

| Winston: was the attorney. ‘filing 
_| the certificates at Albany. 

‘|. cational Alliance, 
| President .. 

Hockey ‘Maniacs | probably: be’..the best ‘market ‘for. 
y { “Are -You ‘Sure You're: Kosher?” 

one’ of. those kingsize paperbacks | 
‘with ‘gag: titles” mated: to familiar 
film .faces: and movie-stills. Martin |. 

4|-Gross . and; Ted Sennett. are the 
' authors” and Paul: 8. Eriksson “pub- 

A “vot ‘nearly errupted: when. the- oo 

Syne’ ‘Ss - 

“% 

; Bobbs-Merrill, 

“Life - With: 
“syndicated . music. 

. column. by. composer-critic. Léonard ° 
"| Feather, has its: first New York.out-. 

| Jet: It will appear. regularly in the 
: .| weekend edition of the N. Y..Post. 

in seven 

journalism.” 

“paperback | 

~The. Arizona Journal ‘in -Phoe- 

all Stockholders... 
- Journal’s. “competitors 

Republic - and | 

"Harry: “Golden's. ‘Statistic. 

whose. “new - ‘World. Pub. book,: 

‘in. the - 
daily. field ‘are. the morning: Arie). 

afternoon ©... _ 
Phoenix - Gazette, -both owned. ‘by -:°-. ° 
Eugene-C, Pulliam, and the Eve---~..° .: ~ 
ning American, .an’ afternoon ‘tab-" =. 
loid published. by. Evan: Mecham, ek 
a Glendale,: Ariz., auto. dealer. and. fe 

‘| former ‘state senator, hag fies 

‘Humorist-author . Harry ‘Golden,,- 
. “Mr: 7 

der_a new corporate ‘ore which ES 
pledged tto- rédeem shares held: by” Ja 

Kennedy and. the: Negroes, vs, is a. -- _ 

“Se. -Plain’” 

Univ. ‘of - Mississippi. -. 

- dedicated. 

‘switch from: his “Only. In Amer-"":. | 
“and” kindred. ~~). 

. -in -  bailyhooing -: his “mew. ©.0 2 
|! book told: ‘an. audience’ that “it. 20° °° 
‘1-eost Uncle Sam’ $406,508 -to inte- :.*- 
‘grate ‘James -H:: ‘Meredith - in. the 

Returning . to .the ‘scenes “of: his-. 7 
youth. in: ‘Manhattan’s ‘ Jower. east: 

| side;. - the - ‘editor-publisher | of’: the | 
Carolina. ‘Israelite, . ‘told the .over- °.: 
flow .-. attendance *: at. the: - Isidor 
‘Straus. Auditorium. ~in : the settle-_ 
‘ment: house known" as - the. Edu- 

that . the | ‘date. 
to. 

achieve. ‘improved - civil . rights: for Fos 
American Negroes. . 

a CHATTER.. 
* Sanford” ‘T:_ Sandy)’ Beldon, pub- 

-| relations ‘director- for. .P:: ee 
| lier, subsidiary--of' Crowell-Collier 
(Pub: Co.;.-has -joined . Grant, Ad-"" ~'. 

Vertising .as. an* executive, : ‘attached aan 

: Cole ~ 

to the agency's New
 York. office... ae : 

Beldon ..was - pub-ad: director ‘for’ 
Fawcett . World. ‘Library: ‘and pre- oe 
‘viously _ with. “Prentice-Hall. _ Bis 

‘wuld . ‘Lang ae 
- correspondent © of : 

VARIETY. ‘in: “Scotland, ‘penned. illus-". 
“Evening ©. Néws-- 

~|.papers of the- Air,” :on BBC. and... as 
ITV" hews-magazines, for May is-° 
‘sue of - prestige “Scot. illustrated 
‘monthly, The Scottish Field. 

- Gordon. ‘Irving, - . 
-Gord.: 

trated: article 

, Fay - Beneduce, . formerly. ‘with 
"| Poise, Ingenue,- Redbook | and. Mc- EE 

| Call’s, has joined-Teen Magazine as°.3) 2 
‘merchandising «and ‘promotion | ‘di-. Sa 
rector, with Janice Leslie aS: assist-. oD 

Patricia. Beresford, ‘ast pr.. at fe. 
is. now ditto at.” 

Grossman. ‘Publishers which: ‘just ~. 
| brought out. Warren Leslie’s ‘“Dal-' 

3 las, Public: ‘and ~Private.” (Miss) 

Jerry Quigg succeeded Mrs. Beres: Se a ha 
ford at B-M. | 

Stuart Keate.’. Victoria. pimies ae 
| publisher: and-onetime Time:staffer = = = ~*.: 

_.| in New: York-:flater Montreal: ‘bu-. ..-. 
‘eau. chief for. Life: and Time); was~” 
elected. . president. - of .. ‘Canadian. re 
‘Préss. (AP equivlaent). last: week. |: 
‘He succeeds A. F. Mercier of ‘Le. = 
Soleil ‘and | ‘PEvenement, Quebec, 

‘years, 

-award © for ““dise 

Winner .. will -be’ announced at. an- 
‘nual. Catholic Press. ‘convention: 
-May:26-29.in Pittsburgh. 2 
‘Seymour Lawrence, ex-Atlantic- 

Monthly © and: “Atlantic” :Monthly:* 
Press, now a veepee and” member . 
‘of the. -executive. «committee © of: 
Knopf, a.subsid of Random House.. .°:..°. 
While ‘at Harvard, where he was’): °°") 
-editor-publisher: “of of 

| magazine,’-Wake;. he got into the... .: 
| business end of ‘publishing as cole: © %. 

lege. rep’ for. D. Van Nostrand.’ 

its literary: 

who - bevomes.-. -honorary president,” °. 
‘with St. Clair Balfour of. Winnipeg. :- 
Tribune and ROA. Gray of. ; Windsor’ o 
‘Star. as. V.p.’s. _ 

“James: Gould. ‘Cozzens’ fitst. ‘book |. 
. “Children . and °° ~~ mh 
Others” (Hareourt,’Brace &“World).. °° 

is the. August: selection: ‘by Book-of-- 2.0 oy: 
| the-Month, . ‘Tt <comprises 17 short:. a 

stories, ‘most of them: ‘dealing. with |...” 
a. boy. ‘or: young man at school;:: ~ 
four of. ‘these - never before. pub= . 

‘| lished. on oe 

Gerard E. ‘Sheriy, managing. ‘edi- ee E 
+ tor. of’ the: ‘Georgia ‘Bulletin, has: * 

been | nominated: for the Catholie ~ 
-| Press. -Assn.’s - 
tinguished contribution to Catholic. . ml, 

' Sherry. - was among: * .: ts 
two. other. laymen and three’ priests. 
nominated: for this ‘annual honor... 

‘Time Inc., offices in -New. York, _ 

ing fee: was $2,700: 
. Ellery-Mann’s Rudder mag ‘added 
‘an amusement-section with Leonard =” 

Sternberg ‘as. editor; and a: nitery- 

‘has. increased its capital stock from. - | - 
$2,700,000 to $8,100,000: ‘Papers to” ~ 
‘this effect: were filed at Albany by 
“Cravath, Swaine & Moore. Record- 7 

restaurant: ‘department: ‘headed’ by. 
‘Lynne Rogers. Taylor... 

‘City-Life’: ‘Publishing. | Co: 
has. been ‘formed ‘to. conduct * 2. 

-publishing’ and Printing business -. 
in New York, 

faite eT tee Te i We oT 

ine, 
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- ‘Governing: “Committee: 

‘Secretary:. Munio. Podhorzer: 

- Special. Counsel: Felix Bilgrey . .° "~ - 
- .Executive Director: Michael F. Mayer -. 

Angél Productions. ‘Tne:- 

a arias” Maritime’. Cingia Service“ 

| a -cAtlantie: Pictures: Corp.. - 

ae Bon Ami Film: Disiribiting Corp: 

: -Brandon.Films Ine.’ 

a Joseph’ Burstyn. Ine, 

, Casino ‘Films Inc.” 

7 Continental Distributing’ Te, 

Bis Films ‘Ine: a 

“ Embassy | ‘Pictures can: 

ae Lightstone:. William -Kronick 
mT _ Films. “Around - the’ “World Inc. “2, Showcorporation oes Ce 

is. 2] Irvin ‘Shapiro; Harold: Wie=* ov “Frederick - ‘Schneier, : Robert’, a 
 senthal ©; | Manby =. 00. . 

Fleetwood, Films”. 

7 Gordon: Films inc:. 

* ‘: Governor Films: Tne. 

* Janus: Films. ¢.’ 1 ; 

LZ Cy Harvey; Ira Michaels oe OF 

- sales, placement and. general Pres 

; ks Michelangelo. 
“~swere : helped. at’ ‘the: boxoffice. -via |: 
Cannes while Spain’s- Luis: Bunel | 
_ was “rediscovered” here.’ Only. two 
top” award. takers at ‘Canines ‘not 

French: “Such: a: Long Absence” 
“Vand the Brazilian: ' The. Given: 

oe - tion. Yet. the New ‘Yorkers . con- 

.: “Kazan’s “America,- America” (WB), |- 
““ - though thought a.natural fest-item | 

eee en ee + VSG TONE AE, (+ 

Independent Him Importers & Distributor 
Of America). 

outside the United. States. —- 

ORGANIZATION : , 
- Se ean: Goldwutm, ; Danilel Frankel; Jeving 

' Wormser_ 

Treasurer: ‘Peter P. Horner" a 

Address: 165: West. 46th St, New York 36 
: 7 MEMBER: COMPANIES | 

wo UK, Gordon. Murray. “Productions. a 
. Meyer. Ackerman, ‘Orestes ‘True: ‘Inc, so _ 

co. K Gordon ‘Murray’. 
Kanawha, Filnis. Ltd... 

Henry’ R.:-Arias ~ : a 
: oe “Ramos *- 

George ‘Roth: - | Kay-Em. ‘Kilms: - 
-Maurice Kesten . 

Jackson. E: Dube - 
we es oe Gary : Dartnell - 

.Tom Brandon’: |: :.- eae 7 ‘Lionex Films~Inc. ° 

. —_ naker:.. «|. A 
Arthur Mayer <" -: ee 
William Mishkin © 

Miss. Fae ‘Miske_ -.-- ee 

~ Munio™ ‘Podhorzer,. Nathan - oo 
“Podhorzer-. : | 

~ Duncan :MacGregor,: Leon. 
-Dratfield, Ben Siegel” 

Premier Pictures’ Co..’ 
. 7°" Sam. Lake -. 
“President Films Inc: 

:: ..” Joseph: ‘Green: |". 
.” Seneca Iriternational. Ltd. 

Walter: Reade. Jr, ‘Trying. 
Wormser ~~ 

. Jack Ellis : 

-: Joseph..E. Levine,. ‘Veonard: 

ode ; ~~. Times Film Corp,” 
“Myron: ‘Bresnick,. ‘Martin: Bres- ‘Jean Goldwurm,: Felix: Bilgrey,. 

“nick. 7°.” Coe a "Trans Lux Distributing | ‘Corp. a 
es ‘Richard :Brandt. 

‘Union ‘Film- ‘Distributors: ‘Iné,. 
‘- Peter Horner, ‘Phil: ‘Levine: . 

“ Zenith. Tnternational, ‘Film: Core: 
: Daniel ‘Frankel-- 

- Richard. ‘Gordon *’ 

‘David Emanuel. . 

Those Skeptical Film. Yanks. 
~~ Continued: ‘trom: pace: L; 

api” (UA) ‘will probably wind. ‘the. 

Ingmar’ Bergman. (Sweden) “and 

- Antonioni - ‘taly). it ein: 

-Teaction. 

benefitted.” : (clearly) were the 
World .in 80 Days”. (UA): which all 
were. aided. ‘by: festival exposure... 

Word, ” 

LeBret: could: not ¢ envision a fes- 
_tival “without American - participa-. 

‘official | ‘selection: ‘group in. Holly- 

‘tinue’ ‘skeptical. Per: example,’ Elia’ his: own.” 

“Below, ‘the’ officers and member. companies of thie. ‘New- Yoric-based |. 
. trade’ ‘association of” ‘U.S. ‘showmen interested in. ‘foreign: films.: The}. 
- kéy word, of course;. 48. “Independent,” to: ‘distinguish. this. group from |. 
“the .“Major”. companies, which also’ thereasingly ‘handle . fms. made |: 

‘Archer: King, hace ‘Pefalta- coca 

: Lion ‘International Films ‘Tne: oo of 

‘Elio. ‘Romano, ‘Charlotte ‘Ser: - 
7 vo. operating | without ‘official recogni- 

tion”. by-. the Federation ‘of Inter- 
aaa ‘hational: ‘Film’ Producers’ Assns. : 

(4.) That..we have had three dif- 
; ferent - ‘Bublicists. in, the ast: ‘three | 

- (5) That. ‘we are™ understaffed 
. and what. staff we have is not: par-| 
an ‘ticularly" -experienced . in. ‘foreign | 
“1 films ‘and --that: “This . may be a 

. | major: reason. ‘why | efforts . ‘appear 
“=: 1. [to be“aimed: at- community. - rather 

-‘T-than national: interests.”.. ~-- { 
. Jamin. agreement with’ many. of | 

. Frederick ‘is: 
{ certainly. more. ‘knowledgeable than: 

_ Pathe. Contemporary
’ : ‘Fitms.- Ine: oat 

"| the: points - ‘made. 

| fest, also- -out “ of ‘the. -running. : 
Backed ‘by UA. with a worldwide:|: 

cast, it is still mainly-a an “Ameri i€aN | critics and correspondents. atthe | 

‘ LeBiet ‘feels: ‘the. “two “will not’ 
be. hurt. by: either press - or. “public : 
1 He ~ recalls such. other. 
non-competers as. “Ben-Hur. (MG), 42°. 
:“Exodus” (UA). and ©“Around’ ‘the | - 

So ‘LeBret “would: like ‘the U.Sy 

-wood-to make choices earlier. ‘and: 
leave’ ‘him. free. ‘for Anvitations. of 

“? d@rew. deadpan’ reaction from War- | 
Ners who saw.no advantage. in: ‘mat - 

-. ing it. available, :Lebret. would not.|- 
2 want’ a pic’ that: had ‘hit ‘most. coun- 
“" tries’ but, - “America” ‘: has... only } 
played: Britain: and: VU, S: till: Dow... 

* “He was also. refused. “The Carpet. 
. baggers’’ (Par)... = 

: LeBret disposes: of myths. that it 
on costs. great.sums of money. to ‘get | 
** a) film ‘invited : to: Cannes: outside |: 
:.. the: official. one, ‘or. that Italy and: 
France play: footsies - ‘about. prizes, ; 
or that. prizes aré ever ‘promised. 

. He: insists that. the. ‘jury is -com- | 

. pletely. international and - uncom: |: 
- mitted, with -six ‘foreigners: to. “five |~ 
“French -members. - 

“America’s: lateness in: “disclosing | 
. its’ film,: and. the ‘withholding. of |" 

“. TMany desired: features; led ‘to. the]: 
'. invite of an. American indie: ‘made | - . 
“outside Hollywood and.-entirély in-|:- ~~ 
dependently, namely: “One Potato, |: -.:--. 
Two -Potato,”” of’ Larry’ Peerce.. 

- Yanks have ustially -had three. ‘to : 
‘four. features. here,: “Italy. . and 
‘France ditto. But. this’ ‘year. France|. * 
cand: ‘Italy’ have - two" seach while. |- 
-the US. . ‘has two with the possi-. 

a "bility. of ‘two flon-competing items |" * 
. “£9 ‘open and close the. fest. Samuel - 

Bronston’s. ‘made-in-Spain | “Fall of 
the Roman, Empire”’ 

east, .it still’ has .a - -Yank ‘director 
and. is. being. handled: stateside .by.|.. 
- +, Paramount cand: superficially: is .an’| - 

_ » American’ Pics Jules Dassin’s “Top. . 

. definitely. | 
“opens the fest. If. international - in 

~ Binfelds to Cannes 

Cannes for the. film: festival.- 

‘20th-Fox as’ veepee, plans: residing 

és and Charlie Einfeld. flew. ‘in | « 

‘from. Paris, where. ‘they: are: living. 

indefinitely’. at ‘their favorite ‘Ely~ 
$ee-Matignon’ Hotel,. because“ of. the. 
death -of Mrs.- Einfeld’ '§ 90-year-old | 

| mother; : and. flew right. back : ‘to 

“Vet. film executive, whois work-| ‘American: “and. international: -pro-: 
ducing companies—and it: took us}. 
seven. : “years - to: get : one’ major: 

‘ing on an. independent’ production 
‘project since: his: retirement from: 

= } sm a at L 

~-ABUMPY PATH 
Re IRVING M..LEVIN.: 

oon ( Director, - “San: Francisco” Inter-| 
| | theatre. and distributor divide. the. money, and how theatre “overhead” 

| is figured.’ This European zest for. data .on'.the .U.S. boxoffice. relates 
a | of -course,‘to* th 
“As: we (plurab- prepare. for the}. I, 0’ the: great increase in foreign: films playing off ‘here. 

The |, eighth San -Francisco International | 
” Film Festival: this. is a ‘good’ time 

-| to. open’ the--can:. of: beans .: pré- 
‘sented ~to. us last’ Nov... 20 by- ‘the. 

: }esteemed:. | Robert: .B.’ Frederick, 
- “then: of the Hollywood, now. of ‘the. 
--|-New. York -film’ staff.of. Variety. 

. -[|.Here. were” some: of his. Provocative 
“> | points: 

‘national: Film: Festival): : 

EL a “San. Francis¢o. - 

“U5. “That.” “the. ‘San: “Franciseo 
“> Festival “isa. one-man: ‘sliow that 
fe ‘might. better be. called’ “Levin’ S|: 

. +} Levee.” . - 

43). That “the. Festival . “was. 

a. good. many ‘other. reporters who 
| covered. ‘the Festival: from. one 
_ angle-or another. So, this:is ‘not:a | 

. | rebuttal but an attempt to. iHumi-: 
| nate-:some- of ‘the: dark: problems. 
} that “seem ‘inevitable ‘in ‘any .such 

oon | enterprise. Tm” faking’ them: in 
Date /Teverse orders. -.:-: 

=|. Our San- ‘Francisco: ‘International } 
| “Film Festival has’ ‘not only “aimed"’ 

' Tat national. interest, year in. and 
‘year - out, but “at international: in- |-- 

| terest : ‘as ‘well. Aiming and- hitting 
| the. mark’: aré,. however,: two:. dif- 
|-ferent. things and: when -you ‘aim. at. 
‘@ moving ‘target, you . know ‘what 
often’ happens. . ao 

For example: there: were. 97 film 

‘Plast Festival—from | ‘the U.S. A. and 
abroad. If that is-not:both ‘national | 
‘and .international,..I. do. not know: 
‘the meaning. of ‘the: words. ’ 

Blame -Gene Autry © 

‘poor ‘last year and.warns corres-.|... 
pondents: that they had. better ‘be i: 
accompanied. by: ‘a’ typewriter” .and |’ 
-hasten= to. “locate. neares€- .post- 
office..and. telegraph office.’ Yet | 
he fails .to comment. on -a- fact hel] 

: --/made:" special: ‘notice : of: in . his. 
_- article: that. our headquarters | were | a — 

- shifted: at .the last ‘moment. owiiig|:-- 7 ain —_ 
_ | to: the. fact. that:.Gene .Autry, the}: *=0..:. ° 

‘| new.. owner ‘of: the: Mark Hopkins 
“couldn’t. ‘have’ ‘been. “more.” dis-}° 
‘interested:” -: Sad, but true. And. 
‘that’s how: ‘the ‘press. headquarters 
"we have ‘always: had every. year. ‘got 
shot out :from’ under: us. in’ 1963. It 
is not. Jjikely : to: happen again—| 
I hope. :.: 
-We. ‘invite “participation | ‘of | 

or| “The Victors. ” This. was scarcely 

(2). That the: ‘festival: ‘has. Gute 
— ‘grown . the - Mefro: Theater, where 
- it’ has: been. held for ‘seven years... ‘| 

“The: Variety. analysis correctly| 
‘complains that press.facilities were |: 

‘BOXOFFICE ‘EST IMATES’ 
~ Film ‘shkowmen: of: Europe; ‘and ‘especially of Tialy, ‘manifest: constant 
curiosity: to understand how’ grosses’.are estimated by. Variety, how 

The: “VARIETY : ‘grosses, published. for-over 40:years, constitute nearly 
the’ only:source’ of. information ‘on the: U.S. boxoffice available to 
‘foreign producers. Hence, they are. known to be. avid readers not only 
of the city-by:city . reports but..of the “National”: Summary of them 
4 ‘in every: tssue,- also Of the ‘monthly: reprise, which. typically appears. 
-in the first issue.of the. following. month: 

- VARIETY: covers 25-odd film :markets, checks 300- odd: theatres. This 
‘comprises a representative: “sampling” ‘by the: criteria of commercial 
: projection -on: averages. However the.system is fallible -and no denial 

| of that ‘fact -has ever been ‘made. There ‘are formidable. difficulties in 
‘cross-checking,. and- ‘for this reason ‘VARIETY. “sometimes drops certain 
-hauses. or. managements; : 7 . 

In. genéral, ‘downtown: frstrun’ situations are - included, though re: 
{eently “in. the: ‘metropolitan New York ‘market, as “somewhat in Los. 
7 Angeles, an attempt has ‘been: made :to “project .the multiple firstruns 
‘which. include’ neighborhood, suburban and exurban sites united in. 
“Showcase.” The downtown’ firstruns. are._no longer as ail-vital as. 
was once: true. Ini New. York: City, particularly, foreign product tends” 
‘to. play. East. ‘Side houses,” formerly. ‘classified as “neighborhood”. 
stands. ae 
An: estimate’ of. thie businéss ‘at. any given. theaire represents the 

gross: admissions, -lessthe ‘ticket tax of 10%. | 
‘Within this gross stim, three fiseal factors are hidden: et) the thea- 

tre..“overhead”: which: is. deducted first’ (2). the distributor’s agreed 
share. ‘which. ‘is: figured according: tothe. terms. of: the contract and- 
(3) ‘the remainder. which.*is ‘the ‘theatre’s profit. |. ° 
The Variety estimates are just that; estimates of the gross revenues, 

less. the ‘ticket. tax, but otherwise do not: reflect. the division of the 
admissions: between. theatre and” distributor, after: “overheac” is sub- , 
tracted ‘before: computation. | 
“Every film. playing under’ a ‘negotiated. contract is. carrying. some 
agreed portion: of the advertising | and: ‘promotional expenses, as well 
-as..the fixed overhead. of the theatre.-In the-.instance of, say; the 
‘Radio. City Music. ‘Hall, which. ‘presents a large orchestra and. a stage 
‘show; . overhead . charges - “include musicians, chorus, vaudeville | “acts, 
stagehands. and: so .on. 2. 

The. ‘unknown ‘circumstarices pervading - a given engagement: may 
thus- vary greatly. The. importance cane prestige. of the. film, ‘and/or 
the: theatre,.are: the X-factors. : 
The reader: of the. Vartery: grosses is ‘advised to take note of the = 

market-age. of. the: picturé, the capacity of the house it is playirig, the. 
| Seale of admissions. In: any oné city there may be brand-new. releases 
alongside releases long: out. ‘The reports undertake to differentiate: by 
the use -of adjectives to characterize and. estimate, in the light’ Of all 
‘the relative factors; as good, fair. or poor, =: 

The 25-city. sample .tised. is ‘reasonably: representive of the United 
“States and Canada, though admittedly the: Southern states’ secrecy. 
“creates ‘a ‘noticeable. ‘gap “of. ‘representation - there. Films do not, of 
course, begin. their: runs simultanéousiy. from: place to place. In conse- 
quence a sleeper hit like, say, “Tom Jones”. (UA), may be slow to show. 

|} its full: boxoffice sweep. But. in a matter of weeks such unusual cases 
usually. are. reflected. 
-Every effort is: ‘made: to: cross-check estimates: The annual compila-. 

tion ‘of .top- grossers ‘and the. all-time top grossers are also revised from 
. year to year. in: the . ‘light: Of. improved. information. “Only pictures 
-grossing:$1,000,000 or:more are included in the yearly tally; only those 

“Phaving: grossed. over’ $4,000,000 rate the all-time tally. 
“As regards the admittedly ticklish ‘enterprise of estimating. business, . 

against. the false propaganda of unabashed liars in some instances, it. 
as Fondly hoped that this publication steers a course of sanity. 

Point to Stress: ( i ada Is Rural 
= By. GERALD PRATLEY. 

Toronto.. 

or : fix’ his “prices accordingly. 

Canada . 
| “Unlike. the © “Americans” me ‘said: 
N. -A. -Taylor,. :“‘we.. haven't. the 
large. centres: of population here—. 

Arpenlin ad eb? 18 
‘Australia’; 0220.00 pS 1820" 
; Bulgaria’ | 5 — 2 orn eect) Le “Ohi hy : a veda eee VIB. 

Finland 1) 2.0. 2e,0 oe BO 
"France: - . OLS 

‘Germiany - * ve i wit, ore e's :- 112 

Great. Britain, eee te ee Deen BA 
a Greece . _ - . 7 vee a . = 136 a Ww 

(Continued an page. 33). 

“Holland... 0 e188 

- Hungary . . nr SmeaS ('). Se 

. Hong Kong™ lave Belge: 131. 

“Waly”. aaa oe oe 
Mndia 88 Sh. UBL 
eta _ ae 58. 

‘Lebanon: ga ees ooh e 87.- 
“| Mexico. fob pes . Santee 189 ie 

“1, New Zealand. ee EAS B82 
Norway... 0: 2¢c...0 0 (427 

" which: is” where: you make» the 

Philippines veeetenteneyt HSI 
Poland”; oe, 

The forelign film producer look- 
ing at thie map. of North: America} 
‘sees. Canada as..a: country larger. 
than ..the USA.. ._He will. be un-| 
realisti¢ to’ gauge. his expectations | ;, 

verte ee Sy BOS 2 ‘Quebec ‘where of course, French” 

| money ‘with foreign. pictures. We. 
are more rural. than urban and 

considering all the circumstances 
it is’ remarkable. we see as. many. 

foreign films:as:‘wedo.” 
“Nat :Taylor..is Canada’s largest 

independent distributor and. thea- 
‘| tre.‘owner.. His interests are com- 

‘The réason is: simple: ‘There’ are 
180;000,000 - people. ‘in “the .-US. 
-There are only. some. 19, 000. 000: in 

plex and include film production, 
“studios and television Stations and 
‘other..forms: of diversification now 
popular with ‘industries. No man 
in. ‘this :country..is more familiar - 
‘with foreign films or has done as 
much. to bring them into .Canada 
for distribution ‘and exhibition. 

Through - his Independent Film 
|.Distributors which he formed in 
P1945, he acts as distributor for.the 

| films of Joseph E. Levine; ‘Walter 
_ | Reade-Sterling and -Janus,: He. 
~Talso takes. certain - films. from. As- 
‘| Sociated British and British Lion. 
‘In Canada ‘however, British films 

‘tare -not. considered. “foreign,” 
except perhaps in certain parts of 

__, Russia’ , a E aye oe 2. eng 103”. . films’ are not. considered | foreign: 
- nt lls agg. of either. | 
Singapore... anes wet tere, 131 | _ The. market for foreign films. in 
South Africa ya a TL 86S. Canada’ may be divided loosely 

- a "7 ged into: three parts: 
<- Spain Ce, oer wo (li ‘Quebec, ' “which. shows most 

ao Sweden) -.: sete a ::+se3+ 126. | films made in France as a matter 
- Switzerland “........ eee 136." i-of course. The Provirice of Quebec 
Turkey ° Ute | “437. ./ is. France's best: overseas. market, ™. 
ot “ ‘pew. [and .. more «than ever .-before, 
_ United, Arab Rep bie . 131 e ‘British ‘and: American films. are 

a Yue = i Dpteteeyete. tos ? shown in. dubbed-into-French. yer="' 
“ AContinued : ‘on. page: 32). ‘ay 
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Earnings ‘of foreign language ‘films in the U. Ss. and Canadian market 
—which in 1962 declined. from. the -1961 record high—again . moved: 
forward last year to, establish. a new, alltime: record. for. the. 1963 cal-. | 
endar- year. 

Results are revealed’ in ‘Variety’ 8 annual’ survey ‘of- foreign film: biz 
as reported by the tnajor U.S. distributors and. 38 independents. who 
eaver the domestic market. ~ 

foreign. language films tin: both. subtitled: and English-dubbed - -versions) 
.earned.: total domestic « US. rentals: of. $31, 887,000. 
with $25,400,177 in 1962. and $28, 058,145 in 1961. - | 

vance -in earnings. registered . by: Italian-made : ‘product. - Last : year, 
Italo. pix accounted. for. domestic’ U:S. earnings - -of $17,233, 000, ‘almost: 

But; ‘lest.-the fiscally . troubled double the 1962 total:.of -$8,884, 862. 
Italo -filmmakers think that U.S; ‘distribs have: ‘been’ happily: fiddling 
while Rome burned, it should’ be ‘pointed - out that: . 

Approximately: $12, 500,000 of the 1963 Italo. total was: earned ‘by: 
big budget pix (“Barabbas, *” “Sodom and Gomorrah,” “The Leopard,” 
ete.) in which U.S, companies had: heavy. production. investménts tand 
nene of which: was eonspicuously Successful: in terms. of. that initial | 
investment), or by. spear-and-sandal epics, usually ‘purchased: outright. 

It's: estimated that all the “‘artier” Italo pix— 

no more: than $4, odo, 000 of the Italo. total. ‘Thus, while ‘it’s true that 
good artie pix can. make more money than..ever Stateside, the. really 
big dough is brought. in: ‘by ‘the mass appeal Biblical and/or ; action’ 
epics. 
'" When British pix, 
company. films which qualify :for. Eady money, are added to ‘the overall 
1963 record, the V.ARIETY: survey shows: that 805: offshore films earned | 
total: domestic U.S.. rentals’ of’ $69,342,000.: last’ ‘year. ‘This. compares 
with totals. of $49, 427, 611 in’1962 and $69,024, 745 in: 1961. a 

- British’ Climb .~ 
Earnings oni British playoff. in. the U. S:. in 1963. ‘reached $37, 455. 000; 

compared with $24,027,434 the year before, but-no. less than. $33,143, is 
000 ‘of -this total. was ‘accounted. for by” product ‘which’ was. handled. by 
the American major. - companies. and whose financial roots. ‘originated. | 
in the U.S.. The extent: to’ which - this..kind -of -product swells the 
British total..can..be seen fromthe fact: that: ‘just .four: films—‘Law- 
“rence of.:Arabia;” “The V.1.P.’s,” “The Castaways” and. ‘‘Tom: Jones”, 
Gust starting release): —. earned | an. aggregate of no less than’ $18,- 
700,000. : 

One of the more ‘disturbing (to. some’ elements. of ‘the U. Ss. “film: 
industry, anyway), facts to emerge from. VARIETY’S survey is the ‘extent 

distributors.. 
majors collected. $53,265,000 and ‘the indies: $16,077,000.. That indie 

‘total is. down. sharply . from ‘the $22,085,991 they: earned in: 1962. and 
illustrates once again that'“them that has, -gits.” ~ 

With the’ exception of Joe Levine’s Embassy . Pictures and. Walter’ 
Reade : Jr.’s Reade-Sterling, few indies: have:-the financial ‘resources. 
with which to compete for the ‘big money films. (And, of.. course, 
within indie’ ranks, there are few" distribs:’ ‘who can compete: ‘with 
Levine and Reade.) : wy : 

. But. French on ee 
One. of the sharper. earnings declines last: year was: ‘that. registered 

by. French films, - -whose: domestic. U.S.. rentals-.dipped ‘to $4,567,000. 
‘from. a high of $6,424,139. in 1962. There were no-French blockbusters 
in: 1963 to compare. with the kind of biz done the year ‘before by ‘the. 
Joe Levine-exploited documentary. ‘(and Oscar: .winner), . “The Sky 
Above—The Mud. Below.” 
-$1,600,000-mark in earnings in 1962. 

AS country-by-country, ‘analysis of foreign, Alm earnings 1 in’ ‘the. US: 

“Foca ie nS by Fags 
__ 1968 Estimates] 

The following chart. js a country-by-country. breakdown ¢ on: the esti- | 
mated U.S.-Canadian ‘rentals. earned. -by product. originating. abroad mele 

totals include rentals on those. ‘features .either wholly.’ or: partially |% 
financed by Americans if (1) they. are. foreign. language: ‘productions, | 
and/or (2). aoe. as “local” productions under the’ laws of. the goun- | 

1963. ‘Comparable. figures for'.1962 appear-.in parentheses) 

tries of. origin. 

ORIGIN “NO. OF PIX me “RENTALS | mo 
Britain | ~ IT (122)... $37,455, 000 Je ($24, 027 434): 
Italy “93 ¢ 89). , ih 233,000 bs (8,884,862) . 
France | _ OT .€ 97) - “4,567, 000° :.( 6,424,139); 
“Mexico *- 2......5..0.° 88: (QD): . “'3 330,000 ee 3,235, 000). 
Japan ..........8.6.156 (176). 2,359,000... (- 1,694,611) 
Spain ve Wepedveeces 1B. (24). 1, 400. 000°. ¢€: . 864,000). 
Greece... aa 83 - (38). 964,000 - (895,565). 
Germany * 95 ¢.63) 483,000. J, 020 000) 
Sweden. ....2 2.60005. 522 f 17): . 451,000... ¢- ~’519, 000). 
‘Argentina * eevee ds UIE C29). ‘380,000: ~ . .( 713, 000) 
Russia .... nee wens 98 c 89) ae 354,000. 0. ¢.* " .984,000) 
Philippines: efasecee 2 Ge) “190,000 | Ce) 
India es... wee sees ~6° 4): - 10,000. °" 75,000) 
Yugoslavia’ . 2.2.4... pan ra "65, GOO -f. Geforce). 
Poland .....5..:.5.. 27 4) . - 43,000 °° (| +17,000) 
Denmark ewes 2 CS) “38, 000 -:( 1;119,000) 
Czechoslovakia” ° ses Stee €, -2) Steeda Te C 35, 000). 

Total 805). (840) $69, 342, 000: oe $49. 427, 611). 

Eliminating the rentals. on. British: films; the ‘Diggest- earners’ of | 
which: were’ U.S. major company. releases qualifying. for Eady. money, 
a@ total of 728. foreign language ‘pix (including- those dubbed for U‘S. |. 

This com=| 4 -Tnarket as well as ‘subtitled) earned $31, 887,000 in -1963. 
pares with - 1962 -when 718 language pix earned $25, 400; 177. 

Films tabulated were : released. by 38 independent and. ‘li: “major” 
distributors. For ‘the purpose of this survey, American. .International 
Pictures, as “well: as" Azteca, a: principal distributor: (along ‘with: Co- 
lumbia) of Spanish language. product. in. the: U. Sy are. considered. to 
‘be..major distributors. a 

* The bulk (50% So or” more) ‘of this. revenue was “earned: 
titled product. shown. in ‘special foreign Janguage theatres. gatering. to 
ethnic. groups. . . * a =_= 

4B. ‘VINCENT CANBY ~ 

This compares. 
es | nial “Carry On, ‘ Nurse”)... 

'‘Spearheading 1963's. substantial - increase. was. the ‘spectacular -ad-" 

814,” “Mondo Cane,” 
“Divorce, Italian-Style,” ” to ‘name. the three. most. successful—earned: the flop of Michelangelo: ‘Antonioni’s “The - Eclipse. ” 

total rentals helped to push up the: major companies’ share’ of the Italo 
earnings, “The Condemned’ of. Altona” and “The. Leopard,” both re-'|. 

| leased by .20th-Fox,.-were b:o: disappointments.. Italo language market: 
-for ‘unsubtitled - pix. ‘continued: to. shrink: in 1963, down to $57, 000. from 
$73, 000: in: "1962. . 

France: 1963 was a. year. ‘of: disappointment: all: round | for. distribu: 
‘tors: of French pix.in the.U.S. “market. The highly: praised (and: Oscar-: 

_.} winning) . “Sundays. and Cybele”. never picked up the b:o. steam antic- 
J ipated’and’.did not even.’ crack the. half-million | -dollar mark. |. An- +} 
‘other . hopeful: ‘entry Which failed’ to: pull was “The Suitor.” 

‘inchiding.- ‘those. " made-in-Britain,. WES: major. 

Vin-a- ‘reported. $1100,000 in the action market: ' 
‘nese. coin was repped principally by. product ‘sho ing. in Japanese. Jan-: 
‘guage..houses in Hawaii ‘and the -U:S.: West. -Coast:. 
‘notable earners -among- the. Japanese pix ‘in. artie release, ‘though both 
“Yojimbo” ‘and “The Island” :were very respectfully. received by: the: 

*)- reviewers. 
‘the ‘Toho ‘Cinema, in January, 1963, lias. been..a ‘fine. p.r.-move but. it 

| Japanese features outside the language houses. . 
‘the result of ‘the: Toho Cinema’s exposure. of Akira: Kurosawa’s - “High: |. 
_and ‘Low,” at the end ‘of-the year, pie ‘was picked’ up. for: national, dis-. 
tribution: _by Reade-Sterling. - 

In faet, not. one French - Pic, ‘topped" the’ 

by. ‘dhsub- 

aor ‘Warners,. Buena. Vista. pe 

ca a ee el PE TO I I “aD om ye * aa a ar aw, 
. ‘ . se . . - ~~ ~~ ™ ” ee - - . * . 
tee em wie i, tee mae tt eRe mre, > eee eT oye eres ’ we. a Se : aa 

. . . . . o “” . . oe 

in 1963 3 follows: 
film rentals; that is, distributors’.share. of. boxoffice receipts: 

-ways,”“‘Dr::No,” “Call Me. Bwana,” and ‘the like. 

earned -$5,646,434.. Among ‘indie releases,. there were a number: of | 
neat-but-not-gaudy earnéers—-:“‘The L-Shaped Room” (which Columbia |- 
eventually took. aver, from -its artie subsid); “Lord of The Flies,” “This : 
Sporting. Life,’’- “Heavens. “Above” (the. only. Peter. Sellers. ‘comedy im-} 
port to: figure: at. all),: “Carry. On, Teacher”: (plus. reruns. on the peren- 

Also ‘Guinness, whose comedies used to 
be a b.o. trend all to. theméelves,, last. yéar Was totally ‘enwrapped by| 
““F awrence of: Arabia,” _ The full “Fom Jones" impact. will ‘be felt, in 
next. year’s: survey. 0:1) 

Italy: Of total ital earnings of $17; 233: 000,. ‘it’s. ‘estimated that. $9-| 
.|977,000 - was earned ‘by. 13::Biblical and/or . spear-and-sandal epics, |" 
|-ranging - from the: ‘sublime. (“Barabbas,” $2,850,000) to. the: ridiculous | 
(“My Son, The’ Hero,” whose gross is: a> United: Artists’. secret), with |. 
‘such ‘pix’ as:.“Sodom ‘and Gomorrah,” -“Duel.-of ‘The: Titans,” “The 
‘Slave,’ : etc. in ‘between.. “Embassy Pictures’ dominated the indie field. 

Italian-Style. ” via”. “814,”.. “Women. of. The. World,” and “Divorce, 

. -: International - Cinema, : ‘Toronto, 
1”... Yorkdale.. Cinema, “Teronto. - 
| © New Yorker Cinema, : ‘Toronto. 

‘it should be stressed. that. an figtires Fepresent’ gross —_ 

‘Place Ville. Marie, Montreal... 
) |. Towne’ Cinéma;: Winnipeg. 
ST Pace™ Cinema. (16mm). ‘Winnipes.. 

Studio,.. Vancouver, : 
Fox, Victoria... rn Se 

Great. Britain: Of the $37,455,000. earned by..British: pix. in the Us| ° Little. Elgin,” Ottawa, 
- domestic. market ‘last year,. $33, 143,000..was: brought: in. by 29 Major 
company: ‘yeleases——‘‘Lawrence. of Arabia,” “The V.LP.’s,” “The. Casta-: 

‘The independent | 
” “distribs: reléased: 48° pix to | earn. - $4,312,000, whereas: ‘in .1962 — 

Excluding for. ‘the ‘moment. British featiires: which: are. becoming Pp $ ‘they 

. increasingly hard to’ define because of’. so many -close Anglo-American. 
production partnerships, the Variety survey finds that last year. 728 

Cinema, ‘Hamilton, ‘Ont: 
Elmwood, - London,: ‘Ont. 
Varscona, Edmonton. . 

‘Art Situations 
hh Metropolitan 
“New York hea 
(Compiled By TFIDA) = 

| MANHATTAN ~ 
Apollo 
‘Alden: 
Alpine . 
‘Apollo - 

Times Film also’ hiad.:a -$1,000, ,000-plus, type film. in ‘its “Mondo Cane,” | art 
which Times deserved after having: ‘gotten’ stung,’ boxoffice-wise,. ‘by 

conspicuous . by: its absence. was. the. Brigitte ‘Bardot boxoffice allure, 
with her-‘‘A. Very’ Private Affair” doing. only so-so: biz. and cher “Love 
‘on A-Pillow;’’. released’ yvery.: late in the year, not promising | any bet- 

- “Lafayette.” ” .Francée’s’ big “budget; 70m: ‘historical spec, “opened 
in N.Y. for the. .1963. Easter. biz, but attracted | only: modest biz. Pie, Gui 

| Eighth St.: Playhouse : 
-Brandt’s 86th St. 
‘Heights. ° . 
‘Kips. Bay ve 

: Tittle . Carnegie! 

‘ter. . 

however, has gotten a lot of | circuit: showings. 

Mexico: The Mexican ‘total ‘of . $3,330,000 -was almost entirely eained 
by: 87: pix . distributed: exclusively. to. the Spanish language : houses in 
‘New. York, ‘the. southwest.\ and ‘far west. ‘by. Azteca... ‘and Columbia. 
‘That biz is. estimated ‘to be’ “up slightly. OVEr. 1962. : 

to which the.distribution of offshore product. in the U.S. jis ‘now dom- |- 
inated. by the. major companies, to the detriment of the independent:| ; 

~Of the. 1963 total U: S. earnings. on foreign. films, the: 

‘Japan: Rentals. on Japanese pix .took: a ‘sharp 3 jump to. $2, 359. 000. 
from: $1,694,611 in. 1962; largely. because of.a highly exploitable “duel. 

“King: Kong vs. Gadzilla,” -which’ took | P24 of ‘the titans,” -Japanese:style: 
he. rest of: the. Japa- 

The ‘Toho Co.'s opening ‘of its own: Broadway - showease, 

does. not: yet ‘appear:to have stimulated | any ‘special. ’b.0.: acceptance : for 

—up to’ $1, 400, 000 from - $964. 000. in 1962—was. vareely the result of 
the. performance™ (only fair) of ‘two, action-costumers released. by the. 
‘major companies ‘and. which . together: earned about - $1,100,000.. ‘The 
‘rest of. the. ‘coin Was, earned by. pix. sent. out to the. Spanish Fanguage 
houses. : 

Gteece: AML bat a a little ‘over “$100, 000° of ‘the ‘Gréek total” of $964, 000. 
. earned. last..year was. brought in‘ Jules. Dassin’s- big-budget “Phaedra”: 
and’ Michael Cacoyannis’. “Elektra.”| Rentals. on. pix aimed. at’ the 

of] Greek language’ trade climbed" slightly to. _approximately $100, 000. in Fortwa : ’ 
2 ‘Portwa 

; Jewel . (Continued: ‘on i page 32) 

saute pintsntnseenes sete 

iis Vs, indies Share i is” | 
(OF Foreign: Product Rentals] 

Number. of . films: is shown. in parentheses. 
’ Majors’. Share Of’ * Indies’ Share Of | 

Origin. re "Estimated Rentals. Estimated . Rentals’ 
. Britain. bl ak ee at - “$33,143,000: (29)... °$-4,312,000 €.48)- 
Ttaly - ole ee cee "42; 452, 000 (on) | 4, 781,000. ( 72). : 
‘France «s.acelee.cee vs.) 1,285,000 01) | 3,282,000 ( 80) 
‘Mexico. * "8,300,000:. (87) 30,000. (1) 
Japan. “in -15415,000" C2)». A, 244 000" (154) 
‘Spain “2 .1400,000° 43). ee 
Greece ge. ek —_ 155 000. (2). “964-000 >, € 83). 
Germany’... Fee poe 328,000 (53) | 
Sweden: ....... 00008 eee eed a 451,000 (¢:22). - 
Argentina >. - “250, 060 “aay 130,000. (3) = 
Russia i 8 aise 354,000. (98)... 
‘Philippines ~~ “100, 000. ¢ 1): .. 50,000-. -(=..1)- 
India 0... ae. Meda ene ens . . ‘70,000. (. 6). 

‘Yugoslavia . eee ee eee | 65 000 € 9): carn oo 
Denmark: ‘.* ere ae : ~.383000. ( 2) -. 
Poland ce Vaasa tage “48,0007. 2), 

“Neial: * $53. 265; 5,000. (180) - "$16, 077, 000 - (625) 

$22, 085,991 ‘earned. by the indies in. 1962. Thus, while the market for. 
'| foreign - films -in' ‘the U.S. continues. te expant, the independents’ 
_share of that. market ‘is: declining and the: majors’ share is: increasing. 
For example, practically. ‘all of. the. ‘big. jump in. Italo: revenues ° last | 
‘year was:accounted for by the:majer, company releases. ( ‘from $4,880,000 

tin. - 1962": .to.: 

| $004, 862 to $4,781, 000 in 1963). 
$12,452,000), against: the- small. indie increase. ( from 

For the, purpose of this ‘survey,. the following companies are. élassi- 
‘fied ‘as:major distributors: American International, Aztecs, Allied “Art-. 
ists, Columbia, Metro, Paramount, 20th: For, ‘Universal,: United Artists, 

. Although ' their 

_Also | 

There were. no’ 

IToho Ci 
-Tower East. 
Trans-Lux. 

‘However,. largely’ as | Wor'd - 

. Allerton’ 
ot - 

| Bainbridge’ 
|Cirele 

Rogers’: 

yy 

i Canadian Awards 
eee eee Nes Ree Rie haces hens eee nce tate thee ns) io 
“Table ‘below breaks. down the ‘share of foreign film ‘rentals earned}... 

in the. U. S..and. Canada in ‘1963 between: the ‘major. companies and _in- |. 

dependent distributors. 

and” one_ also in English, . are:: 
1 Tour Prendre, aan ve 

~ | New Yorker. ‘art: ‘house,. Toronto... "4 
| (directed by ‘Claude ‘Jutra for- Les’: - 

: The! $16, 007, 000° earned: by’ ‘the independents: ‘in 1963 compares: with: 

Baronet 
‘Beacon a 

Bleecker St. ‘Gimema’ 
Carnegie Hall Cinema. 
‘Cameo Theatre — 
‘Casino §: 
Charles’ 

.| Cinema: I- 
+Cinema II 
‘Cinenia. Giglio 
cinema, 181 . ¥ 
Co oro _ 

Fienthr ‘Se Playhouse. : 
Emba assy. - 
Fimbassy . 72nd Street 
Essex: - 
Festival- 
Fifth: ‘Avenue. ‘Cinema 
‘Forum Theatre 
55th’ Street: Playhouse 
Fine Arts .-. 
.Gramerey. 
Greenwich - 

Midtown . 
“1 Murray. ‘Hill. 
New.. Yorker : 
Normandie - : 
Paris 

72nd _° St. ’ Playhouse 
‘68th St. - ‘Playhouse. 
Sutton. -Théatre -: 
Symphony « 
Tha 
Thirty ‘Fourth. St. East 

inema ‘:: ; 

Trans. Lux- Sond . Street 
“Trans-Lux. 85th Street’, 
Waverley °- 

THE BRONX: 

Devon - 
.Glabe © 
Lido. 
Square - 
‘Valenti 

[ReROUGH OF KINGS—NYC 
Astor 
Beverly. 
Carroll © 
Claridge . 
College - 
DeLuxe. 

Kent. 
Marbore: : 
Plaza .- 

“(Continued on: page 31). 

Se t for May . 
“Ottawa. 

“ Goinies ” Johnny. Wayne -and.. . 
| Frank Shuster - will ’ presént .16th ~ 

~ d annual : Canadian .. Film’. coe 
"-l'May. 8 at--a ‘dinner’ in. Royal York. : 

| Hotel,. Toronto. Some. 43 ‘producers 
- ‘entered 149. films in-14 categories. . 

~ |-Thrée -one hour-long -tv-films: are. 
: entered, “and four’ full-length. the-. .. 

Awards.” 

-Latre features—unlike © last: year," 
|-when there’ were none: of: either. . - 
+ Canadian. Film Institute; ‘Assn.- of - 
| Motion: Picture’ Producers ‘of.Can- 
ada: and. ‘Screen’ ‘Directors’ Guild 

| of Canada< are: tossing: the shindig. 
‘Full-lengths,. all.made in French. 

“A 
now . playing. in 

Filmes. Cassiopee/Orion, Mont- 
real);..“Trouble.. Fete,”’ playing. to 
packed houses. at.. two Montreal - 
theatres ‘(directed by Pierre Patry'' 

‘| for Co-operatio, : Montrea)); “Pour 
‘la Suite du Monde”. (directed: by.. 
Pierre *'Perraiult... an-d © Michael -~ 
‘Drault “for- National: Film Board "> ~ 

4 -6£.,Canada}; and .“‘Amanita : Pesti- 
lans:” Last was. shot. by same di. 
rector—Reiie Bonniere—with-same..: 
cast-in both: janguages ; for: Crawley ‘. 

: Films Ltd, “Ottawa: : | 



eee | Film* ‘showmen: of 
foreign nations . - 

eee . = never, to™- 
‘overlie 00 ‘an essen lal Tea I ty. Thame y, that as regards’ cen: . 
sorship the United States of. America is a: paradoxical situ-.. 

| “both: unbelievably: liberal: 
and surprisingly narrow, at: ‘the same:time, In. many ‘par-. 
 ticulars- of permission this is the most: idea-i eceptive. ‘and’ 

- ought-.-- 

ation: America: cat be,:.and. is, 

‘unfrightened - nation. among: the. 120: nations ‘on earth. 
Jt: is-unknown. for the. Federal ‘government to: suppress..." ° 
“@ motion ‘picture, | as is-.done: in France; Italy, Spain, — 
Mexico, and ‘many’ another. land: ‘Although. patriotic: ‘so- “*].: 
_cieties ‘occassionally: protest that. American-made. features a 
belittle the. brains and’ manners’ of. American ‘leadership.. : 
there. is no. denial. ‘of: domestic: license™ or. the right -to_. 
‘export: . -Going : further,’ 
United ‘States, alone among. ‘great powers; ‘allows its ‘honor . 

to. be questioned. on. the “screen. As: for ° “grandeur,” 

_-> in luxurious - plumbing. and’ backyard | swimming: “pools...- 

| Certainly. the - general tendency” in America. on: many: «-,8@X,. the. second: obsessive: American fear. is_of Communism; 
-and.:. anything suspected as tending: to its advancement’ or ... 
“prestige: Since’ a. Sex | and (2): Communism.” are. ‘com- 2 

._. sénsitive political: issues is -to.. allow rather: than -.curb;. *: 
': ." American films have givén lessons. in lynch law. as. fares 
back. 'as.. 1915. and - 

films, ‘not only. “The Manchurian: ‘Candidate,” dramatized. . 
“The “Birth .Of..:A:- Nation.’ ” 

the telescopic rifle as ‘am ‘instrument: of. assassination. - 
-.. “..- Other .areas “of. permissiveness. will ‘readily recur. to. oe 

ot -Memory.. The beating. of: teachers ‘in. “schools? . It’s 
‘shown. The abortion ‘scandal? Often.pictured. "The harass- . { 

-.ment of: the: ‘citizens ‘and’ the corruption of the. police. by'™ ic eee 
“organized crime? It; would take’-a ‘catalog.to list the -titles .. ~~" 7 ~=>" 
“of -such “films. Brutality. in. detail, indignities: to innocent . | — 
-. pystanders; murder ‘of witnesses? ‘These,.too, are frankly 
photographed: American films .even dare. suggest: treason ~.”.. 
‘in the. Pentagon high command ‘and: idioéy.:in the fission“ Division Dept. “of Education; - Albany, NY. 
laboratories, . dare. tréat the bomb: ‘in terms. of ‘farce. . 

- All of ‘which ‘suggests: a vast range of. liberality. indeed ole 
‘And yet :there”is. the: ‘contradiction—and: the: ‘paradox—.- 
of. ‘pockets of Victorian-like. prudery. allover: the. ‘country. . 

-- These ‘focus a. ‘watch - and. -ward. zeal .upon;--above ~all,“ 

SELF-POLICING.- 

neglect | of the importers of foreign film to. seek. its. seal. . 

7 ‘Subseqient: to. the 
. L-establishment - -: of _TEGION. OF. DECENCY. 

content is: far from’ ‘Silenced: 
Protestant ‘denominations. express - theméelves.. ‘on "sim 

content. now-and then but::do. not “rate” releases,. Among :.. 
the. Jews; “the. Anti-Defamation’ ‘League ‘has: concerned © 

citself, chiefly. with. racial Stereotyping in: story..as appéar- ° 
ing .on the. screen. Actually: the. oldest extant. body, ‘con=" 
cerned with the evaluation of films is the National Board. 

_ of :Review,. founded. “in 1909. It’s -a’ voluntary. grouping 
le of. admirers’ -of. film ‘as an. art form. ‘The. Board's. monthly, © 

_ “Films: In: Review. *. prints ‘criticisms amone:‘the toughest.’ -- 
ne sae in. the United States: and’ is especially alert to 0 “party ae 
Baa line’ ; Propaganda | from: overseas” qa a, a 

* . 

» CLASSIFICATION 
- enforced - 

cation” “of. films, 30 that” chilaven under: 16..or 18° may 
be .exctluded. from. certain “adult”. films.: In: general, ‘U.S... 
distributors. ‘oppose. all “sich. ‘legislation. They . ely | in- 
part uvon a voluntary. service called. “The Green. Sheet: anne 
. This: gives. capsule evaluations on the’ ‘suitability -of films *. 
"for. the young. Parent-teacher and other support:for-com-. ”:. 

’ -pulsory.. classification ’ is. premised. on .the ‘plea. that. mod-:.. 
--ern parents have no® “way to know; ‘in advance, about’ the ~- 

.~..morals of films’ appearing. in local. theatres: “The Green” 
Shee®’ .is..financed as to. printing and~ mailing “costs by © 
‘the Motion Pictite® Assn. of America. but: the: ‘evaluations — 
themselves aré made ‘outside’ the industry ‘by. ‘a complex’ 
of..10. ‘civic .organizations. The monthly distribution was". 
recently. jumped: from 30, 000° ta” 69,000. . ‘copies; .. sent: to. - 

‘Teproduce. ‘and - Glreudate: loéal : “bodies * which, in turn, 

. locally. : ; 
eee . set . ~ 

. oe . Fee te 

N Y. ‘Area Art Spats 
. ee Continued’ from page 10 =oxme | Center, Sunnyside 

.| Central, Cedavhurst™ 
-_ | Cinema, Manhasset... 
“FCinemiart, Forest:. Hills. 

‘1 Colony; 
.. | Continental, : Forest ‘Hills. 

-1 Deer.- Park, Deer Pat 
”. | DeLuxe; :Woodsid 

bes Drake, Rego ‘Park * 
‘| Earie, Jackson Heights 

. -f Fair; Jackson. Heights — 
-} Fine : Arts; : -Hempstead — 

Bellmore... ‘Bellmore’. 
| Bethpage, .Bethpage : 

~ Ru ugby — - 
- St. Georée Pliyhouse- 
Tuxedo =. Out 
Wagner . Theatré — _ 

“QUEENS: NASS AU. & 

. ‘SUFF OLK:: 
(Lang | Island) 

- ‘alan, “New. Hyde Park 
_.. Argo, '.Elmoat 

‘Austin, .1cew_ Gardens” ; 
Baldwin.’ ‘BUdwin -] : a 
Bar Harb. Or, crssapequa’ | Birk : 
Belair.. Valley Stream «|. ... -- 
Bellerose, Bellerose’. 

. ) eauppauge. - Hauppauge’ - 
-a0. | Hervicks, Herricks: 

“| Hewlett. ‘Hewlett - 
: | Hollis. - Hollis’: 

islip.: Islip 
Larkfield, PE: Northport 

: 3 ay cer 'p 
‘toms,: -as- arm | ‘of: ‘the. ‘Treasury.’ Dept. ... 
films have been denied.: entrance, . or.. ‘delayed, because | 
customs. inspectors’ have ™ felt they: ‘were, .or might be, - 
.“obscené.” Due heed to ‘this hazard should. be: ‘Biven, t By. . 

Lor 

Several: a 

“been ) 

“knocked” out: by: legal ‘challenge. in. ‘other. states.. 
| is ‘more. character-: “Loose. conduct between men .aiid “women will ‘be elimi-.: 

oo ae . Z : ‘..4.istie of business in .. 
! ‘Aimerica, than the ode “Of ethics” . administered - by. the’ . 

. “offending” medium following its. announced reform: Base-* _ 
- -ball, -broadéasting,” horse-racing, boxing, films: are: Just: ax 
few .of the. U.S. industries to ‘invoke .a system of -self-° 
policing.” The. ‘Hollywood. Production...Code, administered "- 
“by. Geoffrey: ‘Shurlock, continues: Operative and. respected’ 

.. despite. rebels in its. own: ‘producer. membership and’ the.. 

: sicavnin ‘nothing. 

a only), 
all: been ‘ either declared’ unconstitutional under: : legal” 
“attack in the. ‘courts’. or’. have been. re-written; nto” ‘the’ - I the Hollywood Pro-' 
discard by: the ‘state ‘Tegislature.. S : i ae Be ae ‘Code. Cin. 7930) the Roman Catholic bishops ‘of the. 

BE United. States. set. up. (in. 1933): a. system of ratings, based: -. 
on. their moral values. ‘These: range" ‘from . ‘positive: “eliz.. as sot 
: _dorsément ° ‘to: outright: condemnation, ‘or. “C’’.: rating.. “As? 

. = *C”.. rating..has’ been, and. continues, ‘a: commercial li- |. . 
a ability “in- that many circuits: and. ‘individual : ‘theatres re- 
_ ‘fuse to book. such - films. Hence producers :are often’ in. 

‘ negotiation - with. .the ‘Legion ° ‘to. prune . their footage: to. 
‘\.. escape condemnation.: The. Legion: has modified ‘its harsh- ~ 

hess. with: understandine= in late: years, ‘though its. ‘dis-- 

_took - the: count. . 

J “and: deletion, : but: not. virulent. lately). 

a “There. fs “mich. ad: 
|. vocacy- .of Jegally- 

“Classifi- * 
. of late... 

‘Memphis_Once: “Aotorious: vader: long’ reign. of. sistion’s : 
most -avid:.male bluenose.:‘ Less -ridiculous nowadays. but... 

. Still ‘prone to deniat. of: licenseé..' In: ‘Memphis, ‘as in many. : 
_ Dixiecrat’ communities, ‘some’ censorship: has been aimed-'. 
at. removal: of .“favorable’*. treatment ‘of Negroes,’ distaste- _ 
ful. 9:-those maintainins: Se°retation | philosophy, ot 

Milwaukee—Wisconsin’s’ higeest - city -has a - Citizen 
‘advisory: board: ‘on. films,’ but -it lacks legal powers... 2” 

| Bath’ View, Old Bethpage 7.” 
Cambria;. Cambria Hons. mS 

Jackson :Heights
” °°" 

~ | Hampton Arts, ° Westhampton: Beach. loeg 

‘shipped “in from: 
Foreign. : 

ip. known as: U. S.- Cus- 

exporters and importers: 

foreign - 
“to Temem er, 

one ‘or. my eniphases,. “or. trends, either | seen or-.suspected 
‘it is proper’ to: state’ that. the ..in cinema: First and: foremost, ‘situations: of intimacy: or... 

“~pravocation.calculated ‘to arouse «a -“prurient ‘interest." |? ments’ have been active.. There -has.been a good deal of 
a .- Sex feelings. which: are-‘not- romantically idealized are... 2 DeGaulle style, there. is ‘none. “American® “grandeur. shéws ~ char. ged- with’ ‘corruption ° ‘of. ‘hone, : ‘family: and growing’. 

youth—-pretty.. much ‘here as in Britain.and ‘Canada. After. 

BY STATES: 

New York—Louis M: ‘Pesee, “Director of ‘Motion, Pictuée Do 
> “published perhaps: a dozen. stories in-recent years of. 

an theatres, forced: to. change. “policy. or. sell under ‘“blue-. 
“nose” pressure." 

All films, except newsreels, require ‘a: license. Te 

: Prior - ‘license - ‘re 

hoping. to. bring whole. isstte:. to. adjudication. 

‘Kansas—State Board-of. Review, Mrs:. “Hazel. -Rutiyan, and: police: They :dote ‘upon.the :spectacular raid, the’: 
turning’ out of the audience; the. confiseation; of the nega- . 
five. 

: is: the. manager, ‘projectionist or even cashier... The thea 
: .. tre owner, like “his -foes,; ‘may: Jove Secrecy: 
nated, and; whenéver possible, ‘barroom. scenes . and social - 
: drinking." ”. fa 

Virginia—-Division ‘of. Métion Picture - Censorship, ‘Mrs: ; 
Herbert. _B. Gregory," ‘chairman.’ _ 

Standards’ applied | are. somewhat ‘vaguely. and: broadly. 

Chairman... ‘Kansas City, Kans. ) 
~ many" provisos © ‘approxiniately. those: “Credo ~ contains. 

Sample: 

‘defined. -Censors are ‘wonien, - never.-of the” Republican. 

- BY MUNICIPALITY. - 

‘Birmingham: - 
to. take his cue, from. decisions.-in “Atlanta: ay 
A Lowell & ‘Lynn, ‘Mass.: ° ‘These. ‘cities near Bostoii. have”: - 

= been quiet of late as censor threats.. Practice: Was. to “pre: * oe 
view" only films. of advance ; noteriety. en, a 

 Chieago—Much. in-family : fending’ between : ‘police, the De 
_-imayor’s- ‘appeals board. and .the. vigilant: Catholic clergy. ° 

“'the.. ‘censorship. ‘quails . ‘before. 
the. time .and expense’ of- defending itself. (Some-of nearby. 
‘Where: “counter-attacked: - 

Tilinois- cities, “notably. Evanston, have: shown zest for deniat 

Denver-—Mostly eyes le sexy. hot’ product. . 
Detroit-—Police ‘assume | responsibility. 

', Pasadena—Rich. and conservative. ‘eity: over ~ the. ‘rose- 
bushes - ffom-Los An?eles -has.:never. banned: a film: ‘but. " 
‘has. often-‘asked for elimination of -scenes and: ‘dialog... 

J) ‘Omaha—Mayor. of..the ‘Nebraskan - -metropolis has cen- 
cn soring’: ‘authority ‘but its: largely. unexercised. 

+ -Portland, -Ore.—In. the: northwest: the former. censor 
board: faded. away. Power Hes ‘with police. “Not. teouble--. 
some. 
“Seattle, ‘Wash. “Inactive Ycal ‘censorship: 

Lido: Long Beach. - *. 
-' -_-Little: Neck,:. Tittle. Neck 

'.. | Malverne; ‘Malverne m, 
: ° | Manhasset,. Manhasset * 

: -| Mayfair,’ Gommack : 
*- (Mayfair, -Flushing- i? 

-.2 | -Merrick, - Merrick... , 
- .- ‘|. Morton: ‘Willage;: Plainview ae 

°.: Oceanside,’ Gceanside ©: -:--.:7 
. v:)-Old@: ‘Country, ‘Plainview. oe 

‘| Olympia, Astoria * we 

) AL film “prints 

: countries’. ~ 
“foreign” . films.. Curiously. enough; and..another paradox. 

Intermittently,: ‘*. among many, 

7 For’ multitudes’. of ite 
American. citizens, . . 

‘showmen 7 
“innate. evil: means -. 

-Maryland—Norman Mason, -ehairman;, ‘State. Board of : 
_Censors, Baltimore: +. L 

uiréd. A Baltimore’ exhibitor has. 

~. ‘the’ undraped ‘female form: It is-hardly..an. ‘exaggeration a been systematically! showing ‘harmless. films: sans ‘license, | 
to state that for. millions .of Americans’ ‘the’ possibilities _ 

+ OF. atomic ; warfare: are “less alarming: ‘than ° an. unveiling : 
a of: the: “apparatus . of. maternity. ok 

_ ‘community ~ protest. 

“unless | 
funds. ‘The failure . of theatres to fight back. is all-im- 

“portant, In ‘one. Ohio town it looked ‘like there might: be: 
“Party, sinée. this is part of -the” “Solid: South”: that. has. 
.. Voted. Democratic, . with occasional’ rebellions, since’ the: - 
“Civil War.” : *- . 

~ Abolished © State Geisorghips: “Massachusetts - Sundays ; 
‘Pennsylvania, Florida ““and-.Ohio censorships.. ‘have™.:: 

-Ailanta: this ‘Georgia inetropolis: clings to a. ‘modified ot 
: scrutiny. systemi,. replacing earlier” city .censorship,. ‘which. 

The. former woman: censor has since : 
- Ye-emerged ‘as. the. “city reviewer.” - Considerable nuisance -- 
’ hazard inheres: in ‘the Jady-- Andustry, ‘has ‘been ‘only: ‘Par- ‘ 
tially. defensive. 

Chigt : 6b ‘Police: ‘here. was. Tong” Tikely . 

Not troublesome 
wid N ew. -York-made feature, 

* ing - some: notice at. the Cannes Film. Festival returned: 
‘to “beome ‘a ‘cause: celebre: in-.a ‘dispute. involving. the. 

"WESTCHESTER & * 
“-ROCKEAND: CouNTIES 

“ Hastings. ‘ Hastings-on Hudson’ ck 
Larchmont. Playhouse, Larchmont. 

. Parkway, Mt.. ‘Vernon | 
- -, -Town, . New: Rochelle - 
ot ‘€entral, -Pearl River * 

_ 
a 

: monplace preoccupations of. many writers ‘and directors | 
of films.-in: Rome and ‘Paris’ this fact .alone is - -partly 
responsible. for a: certain: prejudice in America -against. 

the puritanical films from the - Soviet 
Union are, like the famous American, ‘deodorant users, ’. 
at Teast" “half. safe.” ae | 

eo ean *, 
‘Elsewhere in this 
present ‘edition ap-— 
pears a check-list 

aT A AND: RUN: 

‘of Tie" severa “States. an “qrunteipalities which. maintaia 
‘eensorship systems, of . varying kinds. 

‘ suffered a- ‘number of defeats in the U.S. Supreme Court 
and is, aS..an official influence; ‘notably subdued... com-= 

“Censorship has 

pared. to the ‘past. -However; small. town: “busybody”’ ele- 

“what. -may | ‘be. termed: “hit ‘and run”. ‘censorship by in- 2. 
dividuat- prosecuting. attorneys, sheriffs, and so.on. Just: = 

* ‘recently: a county -attorney in Lewiston, Maine frankly. 
‘admitted ‘he raided’ ‘and .closed a. film called “Passion 
. Holiday’’’ solely..on the: strength. ‘of two telephone calls... 
‘The. moral crackdowns. of ‘such local.’ figures are; to say. 

 .-the.Jeast, arbitrary and without. due’ process of law. The 
_ : sae pee EY ; ree oy —_ '.:”. “trouble” is that. too. often:.the ‘theatre ‘owners decline 
aaa aE Oe ee battle;, to.'save legal. fees.. It. depends’ wpon: the racial and 
NE eg ae tg LS religious ‘density in a given: area. In ‘a parish across the - 

a: Censorship” in UB. Aes -“). Hudson: River: from. Manhattan a ‘zealous priest literally 
Se pe Me ee  Jhounded “one: “theatre. operator, making the‘ latter’s -ex- 

Tote one ty : ~“dstence: almost intolerable. It is this sort of: managrial 
‘ “harassment which is frequently .reported, with’ consider- 

able evidence :that ‘like-minded ‘clerics .or laymen pass — 
‘the word from town to..town. Hit-and-run tactics were’ 
. notorious in. Ohio. two: or. three. years: “ago. VARIETY - has. 

- There. can. be_ “no! ‘complaint. in. a » democracy ‘against: 
This’ is a -method of -democracy. 

However, the private ‘citizens who often organize. cam- 
 paigns are frequently . aanwilling » ‘to -stand. up: and be 

named. : Their. practice is. secretly to goad officials 

‘To0- Often the victim.. arrested and Igdteat in -iail, 

Admittedly, - the semi-surreptitious. warfare between. pri 
“vate ¢itizens and film. showmen. has..not been adequately. 

documerted.. Some facts. will probably never: be verified 
philanthropic. foundations grant investigatory 

‘a true- test’ of hit-and-run. vigilantism against the French 
film; “The Lovers.” A counter-suit: was filed. and a: dozen. 

~. volunteer trouble-makers..seemed -for.'a time likely to 
‘faca some return -in: embarrassment. However, inthe end 
‘the. theatrical interests -had..no' stomach for the fight, 

‘and’ indeed there is. something. basically. incongruous ‘in. 
- courting. ill will since al -businessés ‘covet the opposite. 
. Still ‘there are-grounds. for believing that. private cit! 

zens’ ‘have been guilty. of slander. and. malice and incite- 
a _pmioat to- ‘unjustified - raid anid. seizure without ever. having : 
oa to answer. - 

Historical note should ‘perhiaps. ‘be ‘taken "of: “The: “Love 
ers)" above-mentioned. In. most. respects. a tepid. domestic. 

.dtama.‘of .a dull’ husband and his bored wife, its final 
‘quarter -hour caused, the trouble in U.S. by: showing the 
wife and her: lover sharing’ the. same: bathtub and, later, « 

* bed. .It was the..most unnerving ‘spectacle: seen ‘in Ohio’ 
‘since. D.' WwW. 

_ in. “1915. - 
Griffith’s, Slorification ef the Ku Klux ‘Klan 

7 te +: | 7 

: . — [if the United 
FILM: UNDERGROUND | ‘States: has: a. widely 

dispersed body of 
‘anderaeound” censors itis “perhaps. haps only - a kind of poetic ; 
response. that: there. has” developed in New York City. 
van “underground group of. independent film-makers’ deal- 
: ing with subject matter. far outside the usual boundaries __ 
Of Sanction. Whether. this movement. will prevail remains ° 

. * tobe ‘seen: Its . philosopher-in-chief, . Jonas. Mekas of 
“* “Greenwich ° ‘Village, was arrested..twice in March for 

of exhibiting film” dealing: ‘with homosexuality. “Earlier; a 
“The Connection,” after attraet- 

N.- Y. State. Board: of “Regents which:.;sought to. deny” 
‘it a. license. becatse. of the use on ‘the soundtrack of a 
four-letter: word. for’ human exerement which is almost 
universally ° not. ‘used™ ‘in American periodicals, ’. though _ 

; ‘common, in American novels. 
“Avant-garde production is hard. to finance and harder 

“to. get commercially. booked in America. Even sé, some-: ° 
- +2 thing . close to’ Fevolutionary . advances in ‘sophistication. 

' .have occurred in the. States ‘since’ World ‘War Il. The. 
; popularity: of foreign product .is‘now extensive but some 

part. of ‘the fag 
“ing - here: is ‘oO 
“perhaps. ‘nothing ‘stirs. more raids: and. ‘seizures of nega- 

which -keeps the censorship. fires. Dburn-- 
overseas © origin. However,: against. that, 

tives -than ‘nudies”. made not. ‘in’. Europe but in’ the. 
“outskirts” of Los Angeles, ; 

“Bayonne ; 
}{ Center, Bloomfield | 
loneen’ Anne, . Bogota - 
.} Park,. Caldwell : 

Clifton, Clifton. . 
.| Ormiont,- East Orange 
Elmora. Elmora: 

: Chancellor, - ‘Irvington 
} Art, Irvington 

_+ Strand, Lambertville 
‘\ Claridge. Montclair .~ - 

DeWitt, 

(N.Y) 

... | Parsons,. Flushing | Plaza, Scarsdale - {:Little,. Newark” 
<-.| Pix,- Far Rockaway .. ‘7. | Cinema | 45, "Spring Valley’ | Albany,. New. Brunswick 

' 1 Playhouse. Bellmore. . -" (Colony. White’ Plains ~ ~ |] Grant:.Lee, Palisades 
- | Polk, sJackson - Heights, ae 

Roslyn, Roslyn --. | ~! “oa 
‘Salisbury, Westbu rv . 
‘|-Sands. Point, Port - Washington. 

| Trylon, Forest . Hills | a , 
*-| Wantagh, Wantagh mote - 

Westbury,. Westbury. yee 
-}| Westhampton, West Hampton Beach. Li 
q Empire, Port Richmond ; Q 

. | Pix, White Plains. — 
1 Kent, Yonkers. 

_ Jl)4 Kimball; ‘Yonkers: 
oun Park Hil, Yorikers © 

“NEW, JERSEY 
| Lyric. Asbury “Park 

oS “Mayfair,. Asbury, Park, 

.JMall, Paramus = 
.1 Fine. Arts, Passate’ | 

| Paramount, Plainfield 
“1 Garden. Princeton 

. | Carlton, Red Bank: . 
--.{ Community, Toms. River 

Brunswick. Trenton’. 
| Art- -Cine "Ui Union. i ity: 

a ‘Union, nion. ‘City 
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3 teeta) “GHILE’S MAIL ORDER F PUBLITY 
Regrets European Sexsationalism; [| ses continued’ trom vase 29 ams] By HANS -BHRMANN 

Parish. & Peasa nt Pix: No More [sions ° while - showings” of. the]: “Santiago. . 
fe original: versions: Brow * ‘less: in] In Chile’ film. ‘publicity is strictly. a mail ‘order: “biisiness: and it a 

‘number. * an i “has. never been. positively ascertained whether publicists actually...” 
:(2)- Fil | ‘fo thi | have to know how to.read and write. But there is no doubt what- 

ilms ° for. e nic . “ groups:  soever that scissors and. glue form an indispensable. part: of their. 
Greeks, Germans, - . Japanese, “put “equipment. - 

mostly Italian. -Distributors « “such "Magic. minds. in” “New ‘York: or ‘California . swork’ ‘out “slogans,” 
‘as ‘Bob. and Lionel Lester bring: in |> - design. advertisements and. figure’ out promotion stunts..or tie-ups.. 
hundreds of Italian: films “of all: -: Less magic’ minds. trarislate. these into: Spanish. and’ the result “~ 
kinds: ‘and: ‘ages for - showing ‘in “press b {hrough th the” mails” as something. known to the. rade as. a | 

Italian, communities. The: Ontario. "Phe ‘publicist: receives ‘one of these for. each: ‘film he handles and - ; 
censor reports:that for the.sécond| aii he has to do-is gaily snip and stick a. little and’ hisads are all 
year: running ‘more “Italian films| ‘ready. for the. supposedly. gullible Chilean consumer... He does not: -. 
“came. into: Ontario. than: ‘American “even have: to: know the facts ‘of: life, |for the. magic minds’ back’ in-.. : 

pro \ductions.:. This ‘total’ however, \ hess rigeaey. put all. the: sex that's. fit to Print, into. their little~ 

does: not “include the. celebrated _s, Original ideas are. strictly taboo; ‘but. that ‘does not’ prevent the. ; 
"| films: whieh‘ ‘fall into’ the.” ‘special-| ‘publicists. from: having: a -foible or two of‘ their’ 6wn.~: One: has”... "| 
| ized: category,” nor those: which become: an'/expert at- providing | newsmen. with “requested. ‘stills .-- 
“op now: ‘hight | be classified. ‘as the _..only when their’ deadline -is:long past: and ‘gone; . another felt’ for: 
- | popular art”. category: such~ ‘as | ‘years. that the proper: place for stills was-in.his- files and not ‘in - 

early Fernandel peasant comedies 
and. the ‘hearty hanky-panky of |: 

the Italian: parishes.’ .- Neto Set Pace | “Yesterday,. Today and“Fomorrow.”| -newspapers or. magazines. where ‘they could: often be -placed for~ 
One’ who espouses these. regrets | (3) ‘These’ are ‘the. ‘specialized’ or| free. He. became ‘a picturesque little miser with: a-hoard of stills. 

for content change in ‘European}. art films ‘which are: bought atthe | . ‘Only when ' ‘newsmen. ganged up on him: and threatened: to write.. 

product is Chuck Teitel, owner of} ~ | festivals. by American. distributors | * >to -his head office in’ New York, did’ he. decide to ‘become more” 
two. Chicago art houses. (World, . jan eys 
‘Town) and.a distributor of foreign |... 

who ‘usually. take. .Canadian: ‘and |} “generous. ‘Another man, also at a. major US. distributor, has found 
. American: rights, or which aie the . his. job such a‘sinecure that. he turns up at his: desk for half: ame i: 

films (Teitel Films). The danger,_‘:: “ Rome; - April’ 28. | result:; - of. ‘co-productions ~:. with | hour. day-(barring rainy ones). Another once held a press show-!. 3... 
according to him, is. not so much | — Metro: has: ‘taken over the Jead American. . distributors -' such:..as| -of a pic for. his friends and. forgot to’ invite the. critics. ON 

‘that anyone will be: corrupted but|in. key~ city ‘boxoffice: totals’ for | Levine. In this’ group are. ‘usually. :’ .Original ideas are tabooNo, 1. Next .to. this, you. have. what 
that sensation substitutes for well-| Italo distribs, with Paramount: and | found-the “sword and: sandal epics” | ‘may. well be described .as ‘the ‘publicist's: Golden ‘Rulé: never'see: 
crafted pictures. It was the’ latter | Universal closely following ‘behind: | to9, -which,.. ‘when * “dubbed: into.|. .a film you have to promote, This procedure ii is s adhered to approx. 
that created. the explosion of the} General situation sees: Yank pix. 
‘foreign pix in. this ° country.. ‘| clearly dominating - the :loeal -mart- 

English, “are taken “by..the same | * imately 99% of the time... rae 
| ‘distributors who-off-set losses from|| “There is however more: than - meets the eye. in-the jaci ‘of = 

“The | ‘European’: producers,” “che “with about 46.69% garnered to date y P ng. 

maintains, “who once created new] this season.. Dear-UA ‘follows, ‘with | 
art with profits from -spéctacles.” | .’:advertisements. .This is a simple and ‘straightforward. matter. as.“ 

; “The ‘problem. “with foreign films - far as the Mercurio, Santiago’s: most powerful daily, is concerned.” 

tastes for American ticket buyers)‘Ceiad (Columbia) next. - Titanus | 5. Canada”: says Taylor;: “is know-|:. Other papers though, provide publicists with'-a-15% kickback. on:. 
ing .where ‘to, ‘play’ them. For the} the cost. of'ads:to attract the film dollar to their pages. ‘They bill 
/purély artistic film we.shave only} . 100% -of ‘cost .and ‘then’ pay a 15% ‘commission to. the lucky pub- .. 
10 to.12 towns compared . with. over |- : Hicist. ‘who thus. makes. a second | income. without any . need: for 

1200. in the.US. We can depend | moonlighting. 
, | on. less. than 5%.cf the: American}. Heads of ‘distributing firms ‘and theatre- managers. ‘are welll nigh a 

gross.. Yet. ‘some’ foreign: ‘pictures _’: unanimous ‘when approached’‘on the subject: of publicists,- that - 
like. -“Boccaccio,”. “Two . Women” | there aren’t any here worth their salt.. Films just.seem to sell. .° 
‘and-““Divorce,. Italiani Style,” -will |” -themselves-on the-face value: of the stars involved... At the. same... 
‘play: everywhere - in.-dubbed ver- time, the. mentality” ‘of people around the ‘world, though: ‘similar © 
.Sions. and .do extremely. well. --We.|_ .in many ways, also varies in- others and-it. may. well happen ‘that —... 
‘bring. ‘in titled and dubbed. prints. | .an ‘approach ‘that will sell a picture’ in New York ‘or ‘Seattle, . will? 
‘We..use the. ‘titled / prints: for the | . not-be quite as.successful in’ Santiago or Montevideo... And’ ‘every 
specialized cifiemas and the dubbed | ‘now and then, ‘when ‘a “different” -film like Fellini “814” -comes. 
-prints for. regular theatrés. “Blo” a along, neither ‘publicist, nor distributor, : nor. exhibitor: know” how 
‘dubbed is~ doing: good: :busiriess in| to: handle :it. They are just unable to find out what it is all about.. 

the: most unexpected places. “‘Yes- |. ‘There is little. doubt ‘that. film: “publicity ‘in. ‘this. country is.in a-: | 
| terday; Today: and “Temorrow” ‘will | «. ‘sorry state: : It. Js an open: question. ‘whether. it is: much. ‘better a 
play. everywhere | too. But. this’ ‘type’ oo anywhere else. “? . ; tee 
of film :is not any ‘longer ‘a special- _ 
ized ‘picture . “but a commercial |” 

= By. MORRY ROTH 
- ‘Chicago.. | Be Gentleman’ ‘and’ the - tecent, 

Yankee -‘film theatre“ operators|.German treatment. of the operetta| 
opinions. on “art” product. from j*Don Juan.” :I would: have liad. lines. 
-overseas. is varied. But one thesis waiting for these Pictures, a: decade-. 
may be of interest to the overseas. -and-a-half GeO." 
showmen. “It. amounts to a ‘com-- If ~ the “Europea. “producers: are 

plaint that the. Europeans have|-going to compete. with. Hollywood 

moved. too..much toward’ psycho-| only on the basis of-sex-and nudity,. 
sexualis and away from: the early | says. ‘Feitel, then. they’ are in.‘ for’ 

detailings of- ‘colorful, . warm-| trouble. because. Hollywood., will 
hearted village. and © native: life |‘beat themi.at their own game. The 
which .established the imports. in| logical (or. ‘illogical) ‘extension of}: 

American affection to. start ‘with.| this sort of. competition. is the. stag] 
Memory lingers upon’“Raimu ‘in’ film. . ae 
“The Baker’s Wife,’: many ‘of the 

‘aré now pandering. Now a well-|-comes in: sixth: position. Dear-Fox 
- made. picture like ‘Lazarjllo’. ds ob-| is: No, 7,. with Interfilm, . . Warners, 

scuted. by the sex and. violence of| Rank. and. DeLaurentiis - ‘next. ‘in 
‘Mondo Cane, ‘Psyche -59,"” “The order. ; a 

Good.Soup* and ‘Yesterday, Today|.” ‘pie Jeader. is “Cleopatra” 20th), 
and Tomorrow.’ A film that handles followed by’ “Lawrence: of :Arabia’ 
sex and-love with, say, the deli- (Col). Then. comes “Yesterday, ‘To- | 
eateness of ‘A. Summer. To Remem- day, Tomorrow”.(Emb)..‘‘How West. 
ber’ unfairly looks. naive in the Was Won’ .(MGM), “Charade”. (U), 

company of. pictures that’ should. “55 Days at Peking” (KA), ae Més- 
list. - Kraft-Ebing inthe. ‘eredits. moe tri.” Irma La. Douce’. (UA),- “The 

If the. trend. continues, ‘Teitel -Leopard” ‘and -“Four for : Texas”. 
says,. the quality imported picture |-(wB). _DeLaurentiis. -holds -a.‘slim 
sans venery and - morbidity Won't] jead. over: Interfilm in the average- 
have a chance.: For instance, where per-film. Tace, with ‘Universal ‘figur- 
only ten years ago a “Tight Little | ing in third ‘position. ° 
Island” and other English. Group}: N umber of recent releases. aire. 
Three pix or a ‘‘Captain’s.. Para-. showing‘ strongly. and look: to go. 
dise” created excitement in. the. art |: ‘ | higher. . Among these are - "Seduced: 
market, today they would barely | 44 Abandoned” (Vides), now No, 
make a ripple. ~~. . 12; “The Prize”.-(MGM), “Seven ‘proposition... ‘You. -can ‘never: ‘tell, I. 
Nor .does Teitel . cotton’ to. ‘the Days’ in Mey ee others. | and sex. plays'.a-large: part. in’ at- |~ _ Foreign Rental In U. Ss. 

explanation that hinterland audi-|tngmar ‘Bergman's. controversial | tracting the public. The: mass ‘pub- |: . 
ences are getting more sophisti- “Silence” -has started: off. t strongly Jie. doesn’t ‘like. to read sub-titles, = 
eated. “Unaccountably,” he asserts, in a few: keys. _ -and: never’ will—perhaps they. can- |" | a 
“we: associate sophistication . only | Sa: ‘not .read .well or don’t: expect. ‘to- 1963, apparenily a as. s ‘the: result of several more. theatre outlets. in ‘New ne 

with sex. After 30 years of import- ‘| read’ when they: go to the flicks. {York and” the: midwest. _— . 

ging pictures we must-certainly have ‘ ‘It’s only the: hard. core, who ‘want | 
an audience that is sophisticated. Gall; ‘Mex i im, Was 

i * Germany: German. ‘produét, “whiich: earned $1, 020; 060 in “7962 targély 7 
..|titles and they are’ sa ‘vocal we. pro- a 

about fine scripts, superior. direc-|- ‘vide: them. We're better: off. with because of a dubbed-in-English Romy Schneider pic released by Para- 

tion, good. acting and __ brilliant}: Milan Film Fair Prize 
‘eamera work.’ Aren’t. the European | “Milan, April. 28, 

mount (“Forever*My Love”), had no ‘comparable major company: -backe. 2 

gybee Prints ventions believe te ing in: sk 3 ae = result, earnings dipped to $483,000, with approxi- ° 
| ‘| mately. oO at total accounted: for by. pix. going. to German: 

producers betraying these -people? | “Miguel Zacharias’; Mexican pic, veicee in Gmpestant wae actors’ | language -houses.-. Playoff of. two major. company releases added ‘an-— 
. “The: foreign film makers got @|“Jyana Gallo,” this’ week was vores: BO “other. $155,000.to the total, with the rest’: coming from an’ assortment: 
toe-hold in the U.S. market because) awarded. the ‘Trophy. of Five Con-| | “We ‘service. -film-: societies ‘and | of: exploitation items.. .Just getting. ‘started . at ‘the ‘yearend * was: the: 
Americans were tired of seeing: ‘tinents. at ceremonies held | at: ” pelieve:'in..getting them: as: many’ artie. “Good Soldier Schweik.’ ” 
Dick .Powell in. a straw ‘hat and MIFED, the Milan Film Trade Fair ) films. as “possible,. but the ‘amount |" a 

white suit dancing: with -Ruby| which, together with. BIC, sponsors | of money they return is:small com- | Sweden: As’ far as Yank filmgoers are’ ‘coricerned. anyway, Sweden: : 
Keeler and 50. female _ football the annual award. ‘Prize is for most pared ‘to. the costs which ‘face: us: ‘continued to be a.one-man (Ingmar: Bergman) film. industry. in. 1963, -. 

cheerleaders in pleated skirts. Un- commercial film of the. year. in | Print: costs, import. taxes. and. cen- | with: ‘the ‘Bergman: pix. in distribution. accounting for $411,000 of the. 
til recently European: films were| cach. of ™ world’s .. five *continents..| Sorship fees. in- ‘eight provinces, | $451,000 ‘Swedish ‘total, This was down from the 1962 total-of $519,-" 
successful ia the U.S. because they-|:«jysna Gallo” ‘stars Maria: Felix, | This applies to. films we. bring in ‘000, principally because the -1963’s new.. Bergman. ‘release, . “Winter _ 
were different: ‘Today | they are |: Jorge. Mistral, | Christian - “Martel for our ‘specialized: cinemas. Some-. Light,”. did nét measure up at the “boxoffice to 1962’s “The: Virgin 
enly trying to outdo the U.S. prod- and: Ignazio. Lopez: ‘Corso... times we never cover initial out-. Spring: * -Not covered by the survey, of course, is: ‘Bergman’s. latest" 
uct in nudity and the. exploration “Also at MIFED ‘this week, the lay. We. -lost--money -in ‘Hamilton | pic, “The Silence,” ‘which looks’ to.‘ become the. biggest . Bergman 
of sexual aberrations.” ‘International’ Film’ Bureau’. (BIC):|- and. London, but -we. succeeded -in.| moneéy-earnier ‘ever. inthe U.S: . Also: nof. included. in the survey: be- 

The bread-and-butter . and even -held .a’. session -of-- its executive’ Vancouver and we've. started well | cause, like “Silence ot it: began Telease this year, is: ‘the exploitation=.. a 
the classic foreign films that. broke. “council, with Eitel. Monaco, ANICA in Winnipeg. ‘We'get nothing ‘from: oriented. “The. Doll”: . 

hive iy the US. market wouldnt topper, presiding. ae eRe. ter Mactanchetvon and ‘Alberta'| Argentina: Rentals ‘on Argéntine | pix: were: “up. ‘gubstaritiaily 4n- 1963. so 

Teitel. Such post. World War- TL} —L—L || makes it hardy worth while show- over 1962. as the: ‘result. of an increased’ ‘number of Argentine pix. - 

smashes as “Open City,” .“Paisan,” Jing films there.” ©9020. 22 “| Setting. release-in ‘the: ‘Spanish . Janguage:houses.. ‘Approximately $130,- oa 

“Angelo” or the Raimu trilogy || * Canada—And Morals _ “Phe riarket in’ Canada. (exelud-| 000 was earned by three pix aimed at the artie trade, Tad Danielew--: - .- 
would be lost inthe welter of lust | |ing Quebec . and -its French films) ski's “No Exit,” and -two pix. ‘by Leopoldo Porre-Nilsson, « Summerskiy": aan 
_and flesh now on the screen... - o * — - | is'on ‘a. percentage basis: compara- and. “Hand i in. The. Trap.” .: 

Teitel fears that even such a ‘Ottawa, April ‘28. | tively less.than. it is in the US”! Russia: Approximately’ $150,000 of - the ‘Russ '1963--to 4,000... 
‘superior picture. maker .as. Ingmar _ “Why: are. Ontario © residents. said. Taylor. “Canada does not bear” was earned: PP the nately $15 artie, “My ‘Name Is Ivan,” total of $354,009 o 
Bergman. may be. caught up inthe} considered’ too sensitive. for. some. the. same. returns’ as the’US. A. big ‘of the rest. contributéd by. .the’ Artkino: sked. Latter had: ‘an estimated 
sensationalism. tide. He points out! films shown in Europe?” : ‘parlia- American ‘picture ‘will-do from 5 96. pix in. active. distribution, a 
that “Winter Light,’” which: Berg- | ment. was. “:asked -last. week. by ‘to'10% of the American: gross: here, 
man considers. his. best film, was | Stephen. Lewis, New. ‘Democratic and. due. to block-booking, : which L Philippines: The. Philippines, which did ‘not figure at ‘ail i in n the. 1962 
‘a b.o.. flop, and. that even ‘such} Party” member. for Toronto ‘suburb. -we: still: ‘ave, the lesser ‘pictures |'survey; came up with.two -actioners, -one: handled ‘by...a’ major: and: one f 
jhighly-acelaimed pictures as ‘'The|- Scarboro. will sometimes ‘do ‘more than: ‘the | by. an indie, for. total. rentals of. $150, 000 in: 1963, mt ae 
Devil’s Eye,” “The Magician” and| In same: debate, one: “Liberal | bigger ‘pictures. . But “you: cannot |: . 
“The Seventh Seal’ did only mod- member" said’ Ontario. Cénsorship | expect these figures from foreign |: “India: What Ingmar Bergman. is’ to. the: Swedish industry—ekgiort- 
erate biz in the - Midwest. Berg-| Board. was too strict in ‘¢lassifying| films. ‘we've - tried | ‘everything ‘in | Wise, So. is. ‘Satyajit Ray to the Indian industry. ‘Reruns on his “Pather.: 
man’s ‘biggest hit of recent years films. (as for" everyone; for ‘adults]s smaller: towns including’ one show. Panchali” ‘pix, plus. ‘first. Felease of his.““Music Room, ‘accounted ‘tor alt 

hereabouts was. “Virgin spring. —non-compulsory; -or restricted to |.a-week and 16mm: houses,: but audi-. all. but a small portion. of India’s” 1963. total of. $70, 000...” oe 
hich Teitel thinks would have had those 18.and ‘over).. while. another ‘ences remain: so small it’s a waste] , . vee 
ough . going . without -the explicit of ‘the ‘Same.. party ‘called: it-“too of money. wouldn’t. be: in . busi: | yusoslavia: ee handful a dates on. ‘the Yugoslav made, Brod cra ve eo. 
rape scene. ‘Now, “The Silence,’’! loose.” Latter;: who ‘castigated . the] ness distributing: foreign ‘pictures. Tel ase, “Ninth i rf me ah t sd fon on 2 $65, 000 “est nated tochav ¢ eS 
with its nudity, nymphomania and| board for ~ - passing °“‘sick,: ‘sexy, | were it not for my. other interests. | bee eas d b vi zon | vy prod et. a 1963," ; rs ° ve 7 
homosexuality, looks to be: Berg-| Saucy and. violent”: films, took. a/1 might de it. by having | ‘my office |." een. earned’ by ugosl av produce in oe 
man’s biggest money maker... ‘sideswipe at .Toronto:: Star (with- | in my .hat* but: even that. weuld ‘be |: - “Poland: Release toward’s ‘yearend . of: ‘Roman: ‘Polanski’. Knife. ‘in 

Teitel pegs. the upturn in Euro-| out-naming: it) for. accepting sexy | Trisky.:We keep. trying atid I-wish |-~he: Water” was. principally ‘resporisible’ for the. Polish’ earnings - in 
pean sexsationalism. and (accord-| films ads. ‘while refusing all liquor producers..would rid themselves of} 1963:° with. substantially ‘more additional coin. anticipated. for ‘the. ‘pie. 
ing | to him} the decline in foreign, ads. ' fis, ae inflated ideas: of the: Prom ‘in 1964: | Attie-item -benefitted from fine reviews and’ spotlighting. at 

ic a about five years! .On aria. iim: censors. ‘are “gen- al‘ returns. y can. expec rom | _ : 
ago. “I began’ to notice that. first- rally considered. the most Hberal the. Canadian ‘tmarket.” es the: first annual. Lincoln Center: Film Fest. ca September... 
rate foreign’ films’ without -a ‘sex|in Canada except. Quebec :(for-| . 
motif were: not: making it at ‘the; merly the toughest) and. possibly| © 
boxoffice,” Teitel recalls. “It, be- ‘British Columbia. “Tom. Jones,” 
came obvious when a great picture] e.g., was passed ‘uncut: in. ‘Ontatio, 
like the French ‘We Are All- Mur-| while Alberta’ and. Saskatchewan 
derers’ virtually ‘fell. on its. face} have turned. it. down. unless. ‘distrib 
This also happened to ‘The Would agrees, to. cuts. 

j Continued from page’ 30 & 

—— Denmark: A couple of. made-in-Denmark. ‘sci-fi ‘and: exploitation items ae 
‘Lewis. - -Rachmil : will fiandle- ‘swelled Danish earnings in 1962 to the abnormal total. of :$1,119, 000, :°. ° 

producer réins’ on .Mirisch: Corp.’s | which: figure dropped sharply to .$38,000 in 1963: . The. last. year’ ee 
: ‘picturization | -of - John. O’Hara’s |‘earnings' principally rep first dates. on “A Stranger Knocks: in “Wash- 
“A-~- Rage to -Live,” Suzanne | ington, D.C. and several spots on. the Coast and in ‘the midwest... Pic's... 
Pleshette starrer to. be- directed Py. distrib, Trans-Lux, - is ‘now battling: a ‘New York: ‘state. obscenity ban. a 

| ‘Walter Granman. -: a ; A against the: pic ‘and. going, ‘slow: ‘on release of the ie: elgewliere, Ce 



FAR: R-FROM.CREAMY PRODUCT: ‘ PRESENTED— 
_ ROYALTY NEVER OFFENDED BUT SOMETIMES — 

| PROF OUNDLY. BORED—HELPS. CHARITY 
AND DRESSMAKERS .. : i 

By DICK RICHARDS. 
- London. 

the. annual ‘Royal’ Film Show ‘i is 
_ the British industry’s big night. out: 
- o£ the’ year; a seHout anda bonanza 
‘rubbernecking. session for’ the ‘on~ 

.. lookers -outside. the “theatre. ‘Still 
‘niore important it raises: plenty of. 
‘money: for. the -Citiematograph 
Trade. Benevolent Fund. This 

. year’s function: in. February: drew. 
“ over $84,000 -and the total take 
:; from the 18 shows ‘that: have. been’ 
-« Staged: has” been around: ‘the: $1, -. 
. 500,000 mark..’ 

Nevertheless; thanks to the: tire. 
_. Jess: activities. ‘of the’ Variety’ Club, 
“and many ‘other charitable. -bodi 

there is now a ‘yéarly- rash‘ of.-g ith 
‘tering: charity preems.- “There. are 

-.. ; -g9me° who think -that. the Royal 
Film: Show, instead. of being: pre= 

oe eminent,. is -in. danger ’ of. ‘being 
swamped ‘in the crowd.. For: these 
preems attract. ‘the same. audiences, 

grams is a” “must” 

scarcely: ‘dare - duck, 

“Royalty Helpless 
LS First,” 
oe that. ‘the Royal Film. Show. is. not 
-a‘‘Command Show,” ‘although: it is 
Often loosely: : referred. to: as. ‘such. 7 

-. Thus. the Royal Family: has: no. say: 
in’ the’ entertainment : that’s ‘placed 
“before ‘it, . . The responsibility ‘is..in 
‘the: hands of .a- small..commiittee,. 
mainly: of. film toppers, and” al-. 

. ‘though’ theirs is. a- tough. task. there. 
"+ gre ~. constant -: -ainual. bleats .. that 

their choice errs.. For.two_ or: three 
years . two... representatives. ‘of - ‘fhe |: 
Critics’ “Cirele Film Section. -were'|. 
“added to: the cast, but'this misfired. : 
The hapless. critics ‘oni: at: least: two. 

.. .. occasions “were forced.. eithér. to: 
°°!) “abstain ‘from voting ‘or to vote. for. 

_- | /@ film’ which, ‘though‘ the best of. a. 
2°; poor “bunch, - they. -had to’ pan-in 

cos, their own newspaper: criticisms. a 
: Looking down. the titles. of. : ‘the 
18 films... picked ‘‘sirice the - Royal 
‘gereening was: first. held -nobody 
ean: pretend: that these: represent. 
the best, ‘The’ list. shows: a. ‘slight: 
: preponderance. of Hollywood ° -sub-- 
jects ‘over Britain. (and. that’s -al-. 
Wways-'a. ‘bone’ of: contention): but; 
significantly, not. one’:of the many 
excellent foreign-language imports |. 
has ever been picked. : 

“ Rirst - restriction is’that the: ‘hon-- 
7 ored. film .should: not.-have. ‘been: 
seen in. this country before the Big. 
-Event..Many wily: producers: have: 
‘ cottoned:'on. to the fact -that. the:| 
“Royal Film”: accolade, while satis- 
. fying ego, does’ not. sell tickets. to 

:,.the’- average: cinemagoer “in . the 
provinces, Most.. produeérs prefer. 
“to forego the honor of having their. 

| . film: chosen : in: favor: of : ‘getting - it 
-: out to the customers fast, This re- 

_./striets, sadly, the number of worth-'|- 
“s.. 7 while: ‘films: available for. -Mewing. 

_ by: the: ‘committee, Pe 

. ‘Fear to Offend: 
“A more valid- point is. that’ the. 

es Committee is. invariably ' in. two 
’’ minds as to what. type’ of. film. is. 

- required: to: befit the Royal. Occa-.|- 
‘sion. Is ‘a controversial theme ‘too | 
yisky? Is a. story..too .saucy. ‘and: 
frivolous? Would the :Royal. Party. 
‘Prefer, metaphorically, to- put: its, a Scot Cinemas Go 
- For More Bars| 

“Edinbureh: - 
wo. New. ‘trend ‘in: ‘wuld ‘Lang. ‘Syne- 
. .show-biz_is- ‘to: have’ bars ‘in more 
~ and:more cinemas: Jim-Poole,. indie. 
exhib, ‘is: successfully: operating. a. 
har: - alongside «. -his : ~ ‘specialized 
me Cameé: cinema: here. It is: separaté: 
. ‘from the cinema, . but --easily. ac-.} 

-eessible: from: inside the foyer. 
Patrons for the -bar have. first to 

_ producé ‘a cinema admission ticket. 
... Another bar: operating success- 

at ‘fully i is at the ABC Coliseum, Glas-- 
‘ gow; :where “How. The. ‘West: ‘Was: 
-Won’’ is ‘showing. ‘It is ‘the: ‘only. 
cinema in Glasgow- with. a drink 

trend . towards . more.’ ‘bars. . 

been: granted” a. drinks. license. : “ 

“1s feet: up.’ “aba ‘iave: fun? “Selectors 
“usually play. safe.- Royal: guests aré- 

“may. 
_Above.. all;: 

| “Where: No’ Vultures: Fly” and “A 

"| Worthy” ‘ones. ‘such’ as “The For- 
| syte:Saga,” “Sammy Going-South,”. 
Scott: of the Antartic,;” ‘and: ““The.| 
‘Mudlark” -have had their: moments, 

‘| But. usually. the choice. is:-for “es-. 
‘capist entertainment. varying. from | 
the excellent. “To: Catch. A Thief,’””. 
.“The -Horse’s. Mouth” and “West | 
‘Side Story” to: such. run-of-the mill 
. fare .-as: (this: year) “Move - Over; 

4 Darling,” 
|'Mine,”’ - 

the - exhibitors, the. ‘socialites, ‘the | Brumrjell 9a 
2 “producing companies the ‘pusiness)) 

- tycoons.  -who.: feel .. that: buying] - 
-: ducats and taking space in the prv-|: 

that - _ they 4 
noe | ‘by * Vivian ‘Cox, . ‘also - presents. its: 

. | problems. if ‘the stars: just come. on | 
and bow and say “how’ proud Iam: 
-to-be' here: Then. the lineup beie- 
fits: nobody. but the. ‘Swagger cou-. 
“touriers. who: supply . the femme. 
‘stars’ gowns. If they attempt to do}. 
any kind of potted. revue: or vaude: 
show: many ‘of. them” merely. show. 
‘up . the fact: that: without . -Seript-.| 
writers arid directors they are dead 
ducks. In.any. case, Cox, who does: 
an astute jéb‘in. the circumstances, ' 
is faced with. the. Problem. of ack | 
of rehearsal time.. 

it must: -be ‘rerivembered | 

-pynicism. stems: ‘from .the: ‘line-up | 
of. notabilities- ‘selected to -be.‘pre- 
sented to: tlie. Royal ‘Party in’ the} 
théatre foyer: This usually. consists | 
‘firstly of an. inevitable: list of trade. 
‘bigwigs and. ‘with ‘some ™it has: be-'|. 
‘come an annual : event. ‘Then. ‘come | 

But -what -stars? -There: 
18 a: “punch of. British’ reliablés. who: 
ean: usually: be ‘called. ‘upon and ‘it. 
‘must.seem: almost ‘like ‘Old - -Home.. 
‘Week’ when,- 
Queen, Prince ‘Philip or ‘Princess 
‘Margaret. are: introduced yet: again - 

Richard’ Attenborough,. 
| Jack: Hawkins, ‘Richard Todd, Peter’ 

loose. end and:.can.:-be. flown. .over 
_. .#. quickly are. eagerly ‘added.:to ‘the } 

‘{-haphazard | hand-shake party, par-: 
‘ticularly if, they. are .goodlookers’ 
‘who: will ‘appeal. to the news. ‘and. 

never in danger of ‘being offended. 
Or embarrassed.’ However,’ -they 

Suffer. profound ; -boredom: 

“Problem” pictures’ have. . 
cluded ““The-: Last .. Angry - “Man, " 

Matter..of*. Life .and “Death. ” 

- You're 
“Beau 

-. “Because.. 
Rob: Roy” 1 and, 

“Stage: Show: probiera 

: Perhaps: ‘the biggest source “ot | 

the stars;” 

for . -instance, =: - the 

to;.". say, - 

Finch. or ‘Kenneth. More: 

American. ‘topliners. - specially for 
.the ‘event. ‘So the Committee. must | 
rely.’ mainly for .; its. -American 
stars.on any. who happen .to.: be 
-in- Britain at the time for any. other: 
‘purpose, There’ are’. oceasional : ap- | 
“pearances from the star of the film 
showing .as, for instance, the. spe-: 

| lial: ‘visit ‘of | James .Garner™ ‘this | . 
year. Any Continéntal- actors or.| 
‘actresses: ‘who | happen: ‘to be ata 

tv: lensers: 

there are. ‘some’. comparative : ‘non- 
entities ‘presented. -when: hardwork: ‘|-. 
ing. up -and coming. Britain. -actors 
get ‘the, brushoff, © ae 

Minneapolis. « 
-Mitineapolis - 

‘Sean- 

‘cluding. ; director Ingmar. Berg- 
-man’s,. invariably : ‘have tough: box- 
office. going ‘here. 

“Latest: ‘instance. has ‘been. Berg- 
man’s: - -“The.- ‘Silence”’.. (Janus) 
which ‘was spofted into: two ‘local: 
firstrun: neighborhood: houses..day’ 
and’: date; given. an especially big] 4 
and expensive’ newspaper advertis- |" 
ing. ‘campaign’ ‘and: was.‘ the: Fecipi- 
ent of ' reviewers’ praise: Peete 

- license. although . observers. See -a-|" 
‘The. 

_ 2 Tivoli: Cinema, | ‘Dundee,’ also has 

Picture’ departed. “after: ‘two 
‘weeks at-each.of the houses and its |. 
total take’ wes considered: “very: 

1 disappointing.”. Mo ; 

-|our e fault: but when. ‘Arthur. ‘Freed, 
president: ‘of the ‘Academy: ‘of. Mo-|- 

j tion’ Picture’. Arts: & :. ‘Scisnces; |. 
|| speaking..at:our last opening’ night, | 
‘said -that —Hollywood:: would .co- 

| operate , with. the Festival. hence-| 
+} forth, I. took: him at -his. word ‘and |: 
-1 I know ‘that Hollywood. ‘will—and | 

= |-this is: one major’. breakthrough, 

|-missions. from. producers and ‘gov- 

-| not:(their Ioss!) but.more. will enter. 
| ‘the. - Royal- ‘Party. is|-films this year’. than” entered in|: 
rarely: faced with: the: ‘pecessity. for { 
“thought. ‘| when we started: with 15 entries. 

‘ine-]- 

‘they -have gained with us has} 

‘the . ‘official . recognition “of | the’ 

“exception: ‘of .1963; our application 

= for the Festival: it has 1,000 seats 
“land. is therefore: -not-:too: large. and 

an not ‘too" small :for ‘such’ .a. function. 
“Phe: stage. show, . energetically | 

‘ahd conscientiously | 'sta Zed; usually |: 

| ing wife,.but with the staff ‘of the 

‘| previous: Fests with the moneybag 
-The- “Royal Film Show: ‘presum: : 

-ably - does - not. rate. ‘sufficient ‘im- |- 
portance. for Hollywood . ‘to. juggle |. 
its expensive ‘schedules to: fly :over | 

But -it. is. argued’ that, . always: t 
‘mountain. 

passing year sees more film ‘fes- 
| tivals operating all éver the: world: 

~) SWEDE LMS” TOUGH |i". 
| SELL IN SVENSKATOWN ‘your ‘Sleuth that. “‘At- least, ceo of |; 

- festivals, ‘some at ‘more. than ‘one.’ 
Our festival: is held late in October 
or early in November..: ‘How could. 
‘such ‘duplication: -be avoided-—and: 

jis” -it - -important?. The. important 

: “undoubtedly: has 

- the. Jargest. ‘Scandinavian. popula- 

“tion. of any American city:- Swedes 
. predominate, Nevertheless,:. 
dinavian-produced: films, ‘and ‘par-| 
tieularly - ‘those: fron. . Sweden, in- 

Frisco. Festival 
Continued from: “page 29 ——— | 

“Washington. 

We ‘will ‘continue . to. invite-.sub-| ; “Another upbeat year.in overseas 

‘ernments . throughout... the. world;. 
‘Many - will: ‘cooperate; ° a. few: “Will {. 

1962. 
1963, "1962, * The. problem: of. ‘drawing - “back 

ete.;.on: back. to’ 1957... 

- Our Competitor; Money” 
“We: fave :had three publicists: in. 

‘three. years. and now we. have .a 
‘fourth! The..reason: the experience 

. Strictions: stil]: ‘exist; .: however,.: in’ 
‘Spain; | Pakistan, “India, - 
‘Indonesia and. Egypt. a 

somehow or.other’ made it “possible | - A problem. of a different nature 
for them: to seek: and find. greener ‘is. developing: though, .the.Com- 
-pastures—and .when:. = & ‘Say: green 
I do méan: money: ee . |} attempt. of. numerous: countries. to 
The Festival kas ‘operatéd ‘with, ‘saddle “Yank film companies" with 

tion: and: exploitation - of pictures. 
‘One trend is to: laws: requiring 

US: ‘companies. to distribute 
films through. national. distributors 

Federation . of . International. Film, 
‘Producers’’ Associations,. with the |. 

for 1964. is :in. their. hands ‘now. . 
I say ‘the Metro. Theater. is.ideal 

tions..This ‘barrier has cropped up 
‘In Burma, "Pakistan, - 

| Korea, “Morocco::and Tunisia. 
Parking - may be difficult: in the}. 
‘area but: wheré.is it not, near’ any ported: by- the Commerce’ Dept.” is 
theatre ‘on Market. Street? “..  ~ ‘| foreign. acceptance | and “approval | 
“The word levee, according to my | for “epic” pictures which are pull-. 

dictionary;. has “at ‘least - two. or. ing -in hefty grosses. overSeas. . 
three - definitions: | a. -public.. court} .: Commerce’ Dept.. gave: this. rin. 
‘assembly, held. in ‘the early after-. down of US, gilm trade abroad: 
noon, at. which - men: only’ are: re-{ E 
‘ceived-. (Great: Britain) and—the]: uro 
Good’ Lord. defend .us!—“a: recep- 
tion of visitors: held. ‘on:: eee | clining . attendance;’ want . relief: 

| from-high house. taxes rather than | 
paiean 28 formerly by a. royal ‘having : ‘to resort..to upped - -admis- 

implying ‘that I-am (or even think | Sions. prices: ‘Their’ prospects are. 
Lam). a: monarch; he: should con= ne elgtam 1 as. bright. gives the! 
sult not only -with my. long-suffer- Minis ter. ‘of. -Ecotiomic: - Affairs | 

power ta set. maximum : percent- | 
ages: of gross ‘receipts which: could: 
be paid as. rentals.. ‘Legislation has ; 

-lnot.. been: 
‘specific. ‘regulations, ‘however... 

Still. in effect is the 65% remit-| 
tance ‘agreement. worked out. with 
Belgian: government in 1961. The 

Festival’ ‘itself, ‘not. to mention the 
local: newspapers: ‘They will rapidly | 
disabuse him... 

Ts" It a. One-Man. ‘Show? «: 
- But: dif, .aS. I. suspect, “he means | 
that: the. Festival: has. been.a- one- 
man .:show, -I “must beg’ his “in- 
dulgence | and present some. further 
facts:: °° ; 

Fact. 1: Without: ‘the assistance | 
of: the. “socialites” “whom: . “your |. 
other: man, Jim: Estes (writing on: 
the same page, same.issue) found 
‘“a-bore,” the. ‘work. of: the Festival. 
“would: have ‘been: ‘compounded. be- 
yond. endurance .for : any “df -us. 
They not only: helped: to-“put over 

‘used. for operating, expenses. «° 

the: ‘Motion. . Picture: Export” Assn. 

permits for. Yank: feature. films, . of 
which 150: can be: issued ‘in’ 1964. 

social ‘crowd” but. they: are, almost 
-without .exception,” literate: and 
cultured’ péople. who put in. a great |: 
‘many. hours of: their: own. time. and 
energy; helping us. with the- com- |: 
plicated. logistics “involved. | The |. 
same’ ‘is true. of. ‘the: ‘Film Festival | 
Volunteers—‘eareer | ‘girls; . ‘white 
collar ‘men” . who, . Estes. frankly. 
admits; - “did- mountains . of dirty | 

‘work,'as. in’ past years.” “These other’. ventures okayed  by::. 
eople.. number into the scores. 

: pact 2.-It ‘is ‘true that,-as I have Bank. -A. Greek Gomestic. produce 
every year, I.am going abroad. this | tion Jaw aims. at’ encouraging i 
year to beg,. borrow -and plead’ “for productions _ With foreign. film-| 

‘product;. Without -this ‘sort’ ‘of |: ‘makers. , 
personal contact—on a ‘world-wide | 
‘basis—there would be no: festival. 
and ‘if the mountain will ‘not come 
to... Mohammed °. Levin-:: (certainly 

quire French films -to be exhibited. 
five ‘weeks. out. of. every: 13. me 

ducers. All royalties are: placed in‘; 
the: Bank ‘of Greece “to be ‘with: | 
drawn only. after” the distributor's 
records. - -are ‘.audited.. Foreign. 
‘earnings. above the . 60%: limit: can 
-be used. for covering - expenses, or: 

eliminated © 
‘pact. signed by. MPEA ‘and ANICA, 
‘the ‘Italian — ‘producer-distributor ; 

‘not a: monarch or even:a prophet), | 28sociation.. Also. junked. in. the. 
agreemént . were the -$8,000 

then. Mohammed » must BO. ‘to: ‘the. ‘dubbing. fee’. and ‘Testrictions._ on 

It? is ‘a ‘fact’. ‘of: ‘tite. that. ‘every remittances. Exhibitors are. still 

\ films at least 100° days “a year and. 

This Italian ‘shorts ‘180’:days.. Rebates; 
year—1963-1964—they: | _ are 

In’ ‘some -71 cities: 
‘scattered from Burma’ to. Treland 
and : it.‘ should . scareely.- surprise: 

price: are. given ‘exhibs: for showing.! 

‘Ttalian . featur: e s° and. . _ shorts ; 

respectively. %. 

the-.20° compétitive. films:...:. Had |;, 
been .. shown. at’ previous "film ‘have: been . purchased - with | :.In- 

| formational . Media “Guara nty 

.| furids, -but . pressures are on. Con- 

‘gress here “ta:. drop: the. program.. 
‘Nearly $200,000. of this. coin .has. 
“been: available annually: for buy-| 
ing. US. films: “" *: 

thing is that none of the films we _Rumiania—Exteiision 0 
have shown. ; had- been‘ . shown:!-. . 

film. ‘earnings was, -predicted : by: 
‘the --U:S. .Cémmerce - Dept. Re-. 
mittances -for. 1963 ‘were .expected. 
to reach::$220;000,000. compared to}: 
the. $215,000, 000 pulled: in during ‘tinuing .t0- replace the™ import © 

| overseas. coin—a major. concern a} 
few years ago—is diminishing. Re- 

“Burma, Oct: 30. U.S... earnings ‘are put 
: | 30-70 in’ free and P 

{ counts. :The latter must be used in 
Spain. Dubbing fees for 

‘merce Dept. ‘averred. That “is ‘the |-tures run from. $10,833. 

legislative. -restrictions :on.distribu-: 

‘or..government-established: opera-{ 

‘Indonesia,.| 

Among -.the ‘upbeat. factors. _Fe- 

| 35%. remaining in. Belgium ‘can -be. 

of: ‘America: uns. out at: the end. ‘of. 
this: ;-year. : It .aHows. 290 import 

Regulations on. playing time re-|-sidaries. 
: privileged status. - | - 

the : | 

-Italy—Filmn. import ‘quotas. were |: 
in the March, 1963; jcone ‘to be remitetd “monthly. 

of 20% ‘and 2%. of the admissions | 

y: ims | -Pojand: "Yank. feature: fi MS | excise taxes were imposed on pic- 

- “33. 

Ras ace New Tricky For reign Rules 
‘By MIKE MOSETTIG 

tural exchange agreement. Includes’ 
provisions for. Yank: films to. be 
‘sold... to. Rumania; Exchange. of 
coin is: controlled by. the Natior L-: 
Bank of Rumania, onal: 
- Spain — Negotiations are . “eons. 

agfeerient ‘between MPEA . and 
the government: which expired in- 
1962. A’ ‘quota..of 163: U.S, imports 
has-been’ set. by. the government 
and- will remain in’ effect until 

‘blocked ac- 

Yank Pic- 
to $16, 660 

depending on. the’ expected com- 
‘mereial pull. of the films. Exhibi- 
tors ‘in. Madrid. and -Barcelona are 

‘| required to: ‘play at least four dif- 
ferent domestic - ‘pictures every 56 
days. Other houses must screen. 
nine different Spanish films’ every 
63 days," , 

Latin America 
Brazil; — The chaotic political: 

‘situation. of ‘recent weeks | may. 
render film actions by the Goulart 
‘government. _academic: Last Au- 
“Bust a. /40%. tax. was slapped on 
film. -import profits with: - remit- 

| tances being | okayed only after 
proof ‘of tax payment was Shown.. 

1 Coin ‘was. to. Bo to »domestic pro- 
pe. Shor g duction.. 

“Auistria—Exhibitors,. facing © de-|" “Also. enacted was a requirement 7 
that..an’ amount equal to 200%. of: 
any: remittance be. deposited ‘fn. 
the Bank of. Brazil for 180. days 
{sans interest, Formerly. an amount 
| equal. to the remittance had. to be 
deposited. . 
A. requirement’ that all houses . 

‘screen Brazilian. films 56 days 
amnually was also imposed last. 
year. A. quarterly quota of 14 

-implemented with? showings - included two Saturdays 
‘and two Sundays per quarter. 

| Mexico—Last August ‘the gov- 
‘ernment ruled. import permits. 
would be required for all copies of 
foreign ° ‘films. brought | Tato” the 

= country. 

France — ‘The. agreement. be-| ~~ 
‘tween: the French: Government and |°: . 

ON Africa ; 
Aireria—The revolutionary Bov-.. 

ernment last. October revised its.” 
‘exchange | 
-back | on. transactions | with France.: 
US: ‘Pictures. are’: generally. dis- 

“control . Jaws: . cutting: 

tributed” through. French ‘sub- 
‘which - previously. had :. 

~Morocco—Beginning. ast Janu- 
- Greece—A 60v0 c limit is. placed j ary, the Government: asked. Yank - 

on: remittances’ for: foreign’ pro-| Producers’ to. hav: their ‘pictures. 
distributed - by ‘companies with 
‘Moroccan shareholders or else lose 
| their. privilege - to transfer - film 
earnings. 

Nigeria — A censorship. board. 
“Was. established last’ year. to okay: 
anv ‘films. exhibited: there.. 
' United ‘Arab Republic—Agree- 
‘ment was finally reached last year 
‘to. unfreeze earnings. which had 

: been . blocked. since late. 1961. The. 
deal. provides for ‘$50,000 of Yank 

= 7 Asia > 7 | 
" -Burma—_¥- nk. imports: “alt” but 

op { ended late last year when. a. 
(Foreign. Films . Import Control ron 
Board was set up. This was cap-. 

‘required to show domestic feature stone of a long’ standing imbroglio:: 
with. Yank ‘producers and. the’ 
Burmese | -government:’ which © 
trying to. nationalize all imports. 

.. Formosa .— “Yanks have been 
i given a. 260. ‘film: quota . for year 
‘ending © June. 30. 

* India—Jacgked up: import and. 

tures Jast March over Yank- pro- 
fests.and ‘were reduced. slightly in 

1 December. An cgreement between -:. - 
the Indian Government: -and 
;MPEAA. ‘sets the import quota’ at 
55% of the best years imports 

if ‘the eul- | during the base period April 1951-" 
‘March 1953. 

Yealize ‘what: is. ceally. going. on and 
what. the scores. s. OF people involved? o 

new. and - fresh— ‘product. 

know about: unless. they “went: to 
Deauville, Bergamo; Tokyo, - ::Mos- 
cow. or ‘Sydney—earlier’. in® ‘the 
year: 
"Criticisnr : 4s “welcomed: by - the. 

San: Francisco. International - Film 

inside .- one’ ‘of - ‘these . things” ‘to 

‘previously ‘in ‘the U.S:A:" We. are. 
therefore presehting,. for an’ ever-: 
-increasing. ‘audience. in the United: 

.. | States; 
after «the audience. ‘and distin-|:° 

“guished : guests. have -gone back to‘-into “effect last year ‘aimed at. 
‘Prague; 
‘grade or . Tokyo; 

which they. ‘coud - not see or even’ 

Festival; ‘we not : ‘only. ‘want. it;; wé} features last.’ ‘year. and ‘more’ than: 
insist | on it. “But. you have -to ‘be. 

over: rit—in a public: 

. -Japan—Import quota ; Awas.. ‘set 
have to. wrestle ‘with, day. in,. day! ‘ast. April at 275 with 144 going:to - 
‘out, ‘not only. during the Festival ‘:.S. Previously Yanks could bring | 
itself, but for. months before and; ‘in 113. of 231. 

| -Korea—A. new - film Jaw went 

“Warsaw, . ‘Bombay, :. ‘Bel-; limiting imports to licensed’ 
: Korean producers. Only five pro- 

From. ‘a. festival. ‘presenting 45! ducers: have been Leensed. and the . 
‘feature. ‘filmS.. in -'1957, |. we have ; affect. of: this law. remains. prob- 
Zrown to.one. whi¢gh’ presented 21| lematic. . 

: Pakistan A * Government- 
340 -others;-in a .dozen categories. |. -MPEAA agreement limiting. trans- 

| Sometimes. we. ‘put our foot in our! fer . of. film. earnings at $168,000 
mouth;. sometimes we. merely . ‘trip was. renewed . last September. 

‘Excess: earnings are blocked. 



By J. P. H. WALTON 
(General. Secretary, British Film 

Producers Assn, york 

| ee: ‘London. . 
‘In 1963, ‘72. British ‘films over "72 

minutes in length were registered 
with our Board of "Trade (registra-. 
tion being a pre-requisite before | 
any film can be publicly shown ‘in 
this country).. In the same year. 
(but nof of course confined to the 
same film) ‘the major circuits 
showed 49 British films ‘as’ first. 
features and 13 British films as co-’ 
features (A.B.C. 22 (7. co-features), 
Rank 20 (6 co-features));. National 
and Independent 7. 

‘It is too early to say. how. many 
British features will be ‘registered 
Gn 1964.-.A run-down which. the 
B.F.P.A, has recently . (March): been: 
making seems: ta show that num- 
bers will be pretty much as in 
1963, Already (March) 21 British 
first features. (3 of these being co- 
feature releases) have been sched- |: 
uled by the two.major circuits for 
early: 1964 release.. 

The Board of Trade does not keep: 
a record of the cost: of preduction 
of British films and even if it 

_ did, this information would. prob- 
“ably not be publicly .available, so 
we- have to rely. on estimates - ‘and + 

. intelligent guessing. ‘Of 36 films | 
“ assisted by our official revolving ; 
fund (National: Film ‘Finance Cor- 
poration) in the two years ended 
March 31, 1963, 12 had budgets 
between $210,000-$350,000, - 14. had 
budgets. between $210,000 and 
$290,000, and 10. had budgets. in, 
-excess of $290,000. The average 
budget for these last ten was just 
over $644,000. The spread of cost 
‘of N.E.F.C.-assisted. films ‘cannot 
perhaps be taken as entirely typi-. 
eal; as N.F-F.C, - assistance, al- 
though covering. -366 of the. 730 
British quota first: feature film ex- 
hibited during the 12 ‘years. 1950 to 

is ‘nat. requested - for. Soot 
Of. 

1961, 
‘of our largest. _ pfoductions 
BF-.P.A. members’ films in a Te-| 
eent peria d, S7¢ 
$420,000. 

The. only . firm information we « 
have as to where: the money goes ! 
is in. various ‘N.F-F.C. reports, and. 
even they have not ‘g:ven’ it for 
recent years, Taking -N.F-F.C.. as- 

‘sisted films that. were begun.in the | 
year 1957/8, the major items were: | 
acting (18. 2%); production; unit + 
salaries (14:4¢¢): studio’ facilities 
(11.2°%); . craft Jabor (9.566), For 
these films, cost of financing, legal | 
charges, ‘the completion guarantees 
and insurance accounted for .9.3% | . 
of the cost. Of more recent years, 
participations and deferments have, 
of © course, made . the: Picture Jess. 
clear. 7 ra 

‘Who are. ‘the’ producers of. the 
films? It was: stated. in December, 
1963. in the “House~ of * Commons | 
that cyrrently about one-third. of 
British product depends “on U.S.. 
support, another third depends on. 
the British majors, and the. re-. 
maining third’ “independent” | 
production in. the currently-used ; 
loose sense of that term. — - 

U.K. box office take in 1963: has:. 
been provisionally given as "'$160,- 
0C0, out of which- first comes 
the levy contribution i ritish Film 
Fund) of. $10,360,000. Overall, the. 
-Jevy: accounts for rather more. thar 
c of the U.K. box office;.and-the : 

British producer's share is- of. the’; 
order of 75. The Tevy, ‘as’ most 
readers - will, ‘know, is* distributed {+ 
strictly in - proportion. to the dis-.| 
tributors’ gross of each. film.. 

BOT Statistics’ 

- The collection and publication oe 
figures relating to overseas: trade: 
tn British films have only. recently. 
been undertaken by the Board of ; 
Trade. The figures ds. published: ; 
are hard to foilow, but. we: can ‘at } 
any rate discern that. ‘about one- 
third of: total overseas ‘earnings of.| 
British. films ‘come. from: ‘Wéstern::’ 
‘Germany; Italy,: France and. Spain, ; 

“cost: ‘over i ‘Television ‘Arts. . 
: film producers are confident ‘that 
' ‘they ‘can meet the challenge of the’ 

we 

“eause at present: (Maréhy: the UK. 
still has. to sign: its first. ‘co-produc- | 

| tion ‘treaty,’ The ‘¥960 Films “Act- 
paved the way for stich treaties but | 

“| negotiations. for. them: have been |} = 
prolonged by the’ iUltra-cautious ap- | ~ 

just © over”. 10%:' 

ported with. pleasure is: that :over 
1 80% of: the ‘people currently © en-@ 
gaged - in. studio ‘work have’ oe 
So- employed: for more. than. a year. | - 

“As with. ‘eo-productions, ‘figures: . . 
are:not yet available. in illustration: 
ofthe pay-television experiment in| 
tthe. U:K. which ‘will start. in. ‘the'|. 
autumn of 1964 in eight or: “nine |.” 
areas “where wired.“ networks’. al-. 
ready: exist. Pay television. raises 

| important “questions for ‘film .pro- * 
“ducers; as to whether the. pay tele- |. 

‘be | vision - operators, : Who. will : 
‘monopolists. “in. their - “respective 
areas . will make’ reasonable - offers. 
for films;. to.what . extent. the. free. 

‘and ‘above all, to, what extent. will 
-the public pay. To. none: of. these. 
questions. is there an answer at. the. 
present time, 7 

been more. -encouraging - ‘than’ for 
a long time past; seven out .of-the 

| the - British. Society - of Film and 

| changing «times,. - but they ~-now 
{ realize ‘more thar. ever before: that: 
there is “no .room. for mediocrity. 
Most film: producers regard this as: 
a. thoroughly healthy” state. _of 
affairs. Do . 

Br ish Soooing 

“Melbourne. 
° Eine-up for the: 13th Melbourne. 
‘Pilm festival. —May 29: to‘June: ‘3b, 
looks’ to be.:the most impressive 
-yet..In all 25. different.. countries: 
“will unreel . 30 - _ feature 

* Australian | “exhibitors . ‘Seemingly 
‘didn’t -want. it shown: The British} 
; apparently . ‘ aren’t.- interested: 
Australian fests: 

‘"Phis one ‘will ‘show, for the first 
‘time, a Turkish: film (the comedy. 
| “Nothing - ‘But «Broken - Dishes”). 
Also an Egyptian one. - 

‘From:the U.S;A.-will come: Har 
‘old -Lloyd’s second - ‘compilation, 

t: Cooper-excerpted it a. 1 1 
American.” 

“Here WwilE. be . “Fellini's s. 
i ‘Bereman’s “So .Close:to Life,”” 

| “The: 

' Franju’s “Therese.” Desqueyroux, ¥, 
1, Wajda's: Siberian ‘Lady: Macbeth, ” 
 Rosi’s’ 
'Ozu’s “An. Autumn. -Afternoon,” 

Are” and ‘Bunuel’s 
i nating: ‘Angel. * These are all first 
“ showings ‘Down Under. 

proach to the subject on’ the” ‘part'} : 
: Of the. British film. trades. unions... 

‘Phe. average number. employed 
in’ feature film: ‘studios has: re- 
‘mained at around 4,000 for many: 
years. . Nearly three-quarters. . ‘of 

| these ‘are ‘craftsmen. ‘and: other |. 
-grades as cared. for’ by the Na-: 
tional Association of Technical and. 
Kine. Employees © (N.A.T.K.E.)- and. 

are. electricians: 
+-eoveréd. by: the Electrical Trades. 
Union. The remainder (about. 18%) 
are. teehnicians in ‘the. Association 
of ‘Cinematograph . ‘and’ Television |. 
Technicians (A.C.T.T.). A figure. ver | 

television ‘services will. compete;:|. 

- What do: all these: figure es: portend . 
for: the future? Attendance. at. U:K. 
cinemas in recent. months. have. 

top-ten films shown in the U.K.. ‘in. 
the twelve.months to last October 
“were British, and—latest ‘ news—. 
“Tom Jones” has won three ‘of the 
_Major ‘awards’: given annually by: 

British feature: 

~ Melbourne Fest! 

films. { 
+ Strangely énough, : ‘the organizers |. 
haven’t been able to”. obtain.. any-' 
thing ‘from Britain. It had. beén. 
|hoped to show “The Servant,” but]. 

“The Funny Side of: Life” and. also. 
‘among the documentaries, the ‘Gary: 

“gy. ” 

“Hands Across: the‘ ‘City,’ eI 

‘company. - 
| Bresson’s,, “The. Trial “of . Joan of : 

“The. ‘Extermi- 

an impressive total and..a tribute * f ‘Classical. pictires: of: interest will 
to film salesmen. Ww orking for the.’ be. ‘Von’ Strohéim’s 1921 .‘Foolish 
exporting: companies. The - other | Wives,” “Dietrich --in 
major markets. -abroad. are. of; Angel”. and. Emil. SJannings. 
course Commonwealth countries ! Variety: 28 
and. other English-speaking: areas. ro INE. “the 
The amount receiv ed -per film from: Through C ° organizers 
everseas. varies ‘widely. ‘and it is: 
‘incautious | éven -to ‘guess. at an! ® 

six: very. excellent . Ameéfican 

ple of British films recently ex-} four sh fro 
amined (the sample did. not con- | 0 orts: the - cartoon | 

m. India’ including 
“The” : Wives - 

average of $112,000 per ‘film. 

Facts and figures cannot. ‘yet. be 
: ‘given: -about co-produced films be- 

a few. shorts. which are: ‘said: fo. be 
first. ‘class. in 

“The . Blue. 

[have obtained. what. ‘they describe 

shorts..amongst-them’ “Dead Birds”| “average figure..A very small sam- ! and: “The Exiles” ‘There are alo 

-and 
fain. any blockbusters): yielded an. Wives. * Britain ‘is. represented in 

| the. documentary: ‘section with quite 

a Britain TV Oui t- 

Ardmore - and the’ Irish. Film. :Fi-. 
nance. Corp.: spokesman . said. that 
the... Corporation. ‘must ‘limit con- 

| sideration . of. applications’ to, those }. 
“.-feases. where. there was ‘a. Strong’ . 

‘probability ‘of a ’ circuit release. | a 
Occasional use: has been ‘made . 

of the. ‘dubbing. facilities available | 
at... Ardmore and. 

equipment. including. cameras..and 
all: recording. facilities. 2 are “Stil on 

ove ‘the’ premises, : -_ mo 

j 4. THOMAS, ‘producer and director of the “CARRY ON” series, at: Pine- 7 
+ a wood — ‘Studios, England. Rushed. ‘by tape. to’ ‘WARIETY’s Internationat ; 
—|Fie- Edition. , . 

1B. R.. 

‘The difficulties for indepeiident | 
‘producers in. ‘obtaining -a release. 
for’ films in’ Britain was regarded |: 

-|as a. further adverse..factor for | - 

Cr. 

- Conversation. overheard. between ‘PETER. R
OGERS ang. ‘GERAL 'D: 7 

Ly: On’? 

lic ler (alarmed). Another one?” ‘Resigned). But why wnat?’ Have wee 

_ Invests i in. Brit. ion] ie at. ee nee ash 
- London... “|. PB. "This. one ‘will only make No. 4 a os a oo 

| -One of Britain’ $-commercial tele.| G.T. : Ten. | Well;. that’s a:round figure, ae oe 
outfits is revealed: as a substantial:| P:R. : So-is. Cleopatra. mo Be 

‘investor in. the New: British. Lion . roy ee How. did. she get: ‘into the act? es 

Saloon: headed by, Sir. Michael) pp * .. ‘That’s the ‘next one. “Carry.On Cleopatra? BE es oe 
“At: the: annual. ‘genetal. ‘theeting : GT, How, cid: you persuade Shakespeare: to write: a “Car me on 

Tof TWW ‘in. Cardiff -last: Thursday |. TY Vb aes 
(23); - Lord.- Derby,: the company. PR: - fT didn’t: He. just: anticipated it. After | “alt; ‘this. ig a 
chairman; “disclosed : that -it hada}: --- .-Shakespeare’s ° Quatercentenary. -1,- think. we ‘ought: a 
$140,000 ‘investment in. BL. <This-| |... ‘to.‘get..on the bandwagon. ‘Who. are: these. National. oe 
‘was held through. a.-film produc: | °" °° Theatre. people, anyway? ’.. .- ae 
i ee as ap << at, t, ‘Stan G.T. pe ‘Peter,.. 1 seem. to. remember: 2 ‘Cleopatra ‘Alm a 
aunder and Sidney Gillia = Toe - being made before... . ~~ a 
oo o PR. Oh, ‘small “stuff, “Ours won't be like that, at all: 

- | &T- ‘You.can. say: that again: It might be a good idea, at. 
Unions . 5 one that. What’ll we do about the. Needle? ol. ° 

, “| PR. . _ Oh; ie erities Will: have that. as. usual. Pity. we wan't : 
| are get Liz Taylor. .°" _ 

"tl Irelands 5 fer. : “Never. mind, Hattie Jacques. is “bigger. (Eyes Kin-< ”: 
Popa dling). Yes; I’m’ beginning to: ‘see it all. | Wonderful’ 
Jo 8. . Jocations: on. the. River Nile. ere co 

~ One Film Plant | PR. ‘What's wrong with. the ‘Thames? . “Wit. “we: dian’ wae 
ae even go to: London for: “ca ry. On, Cabbie. al 

- B Es F. Ma S ENEY ° ras “Ave .used real. wood” for: Kenneth 1 Williams" false Jeg” oa 
ry: ac WE eo in “Carry On! Jack.” rr we ee i 

vot _Dublin., 1G... (bitterly) Big déal. . fy ) “ . wed. 7 
Rim” - production - ‘Treland PR. ee, ‘Ah, .:but ‘that’s - the whole’ point: of - the. “Carty ‘Ons: Sos 

‘slowed to a. standstill in 1963: fol: |. J Economical budgeting.” “Golden: Bags - — ‘cheaper. bys os 
lowing . continuing: disputes. over |. .-! the dozen! ©. ra 
manning. at :country’s only ‘studio, G.T. So: no. foreign. location, | “RO, ) Hartison;. no Taylor., en 

‘Ardmore, which “has : two. .-100.- ft: LPR. (cheer= votes ee 
fully) - AIL gone for a. Burton! , x: 80 ‘ff. x. 33° ft. “studios. and ‘one ae 

|G.T, Still there’s. the Old: 'Garig ‘to. call” ‘on. Reliable, un-2 ee 80: x 30 x 26. ft. ‘The ‘last. film -to | t 9 1 old or 
come: off. its. floor. was “Of Human: temperament al, quic 10. ‘see. a move twist. i ‘in an 0 bone ie 

| Bondage”. ‘starring Kim>. Novak |.) Be 4 more a 

{{Seven. Arts” for Metro.) oe “: Cn | But Bot-téo novel Haitie and. ‘Ken: Connor ; “ 
“Disputes started: Ca hen | Britain PR. “Charley “Hawtrey, Sid: James,’ Bernard. Cribbins,: ‘Liz, 7 

| Electrical'* Trade Union~ claimed)" ..° «Fraser, Ken. Williams, ‘Irene. Handl.: ‘Yes,’ we" love. . 
right. to. crew productions: to be: : Jem. aa 

made at ‘Ardmore.: This -was ‘dis- | E79, 7 And. so” “do ‘the: public, - “Remember our’ ‘first “Carty 
puted: by. Irish Electrical’ Trade |}. °." | On"? . 
‘Union and despite. efforts of the IPR. | “Carry: on. Sergeant. os -Kapers’ in ‘khaki. “Army! . 

-General”.Trade: Union group: atre.n. -Ah, me! . The. critics..weren’t too-sure. whether “they. 
Ardmore, no compromise could... a ‘ought to-like.that one, did-they?. — 
be reached, aH) Uy oman net: PR... I. don’t . think they’re too. sure now.. Nery. fnon-coni- 
ge” Tris men’ were’ not}... - Mittal stuff like: “If. this:is the-sort:of thing you like 

Weed Trish electricians bein pro ae when -you. will liké..this” and “Mixture as before:” .°» 
‘Vide rom the nera nion | G.T; __ And T:'séem.to recall that the great American. public’ “lo 
group: atthe Studio to supplement}. was a bit cautious, ‘at first; about “Carry On Sergeant.” | *- 
-the London. ‘Unionists. : ‘The. -Prob- | PR. . .. Maybe they were. at first—but. we’ve certainly broken =" 
Iém: ‘has. arisen: ‘because | pictures ; ns : through, | - The. ticket-buyers _ ‘were. probably looking =.-~ 
‘made’ by Companies: at Ardmore: OFS for a:meéssage..--And the -only one .we had to give 
-qualify- for: Eady grants’ as British cals ‘them was “Relax: fora couple of hours and have. fun.” 
films. British craft: crew: argué: that |-G.T. And not a bad: ‘message . at that. - But. will, “Cleo” ‘be 
if. British ‘money is: being paid: tol: Le _.the last ' “Carry. On??? 2 

_ [the Producers, nenee ibizens Of PR. 2 1 -doubt: it. Certainly . not “while the: publie ‘want to 
T. Britain shou employe fee, see them—and they - still do... 
Such . quarrels naturally’ made. ‘GT... - ‘So. what about. my burning’: ambition? To: make 

| péoducers reluctant: to. use: studios {" “Phaedre On_Ice” and. “Son: of Oedipus Rex.” oF 
“1 here | ‘and in. ‘November .*. the | P:R... Is “Phaedre: On Tee” : a comedy? ; . a 
Government - . sponsored . -Industrial:| G.T. _No.  Iee.: oe arr 
Credit :Co. : “appointed a... Receiver.| P.R... No dice.. -Let’s. face: it: ‘Gerry. 7 Even: if: ‘you “made 7 
for. Ardmore ' Studios - ‘(reland).{ - “The Son of Oedipus’ Rex” in. ‘UutraCinemascopery. a 

| Limited: The: Minister-for Finance | with -foreign~ subtitles _and - Harrison... playing: Rex _ 
‘| disclosed some. months earlier that-}°.” z you'd scl be. “known. as. fhe: director’ of the “Carry . “as 

‘Industrial Credit . had. -advanced | .. -Ons.”"; 7 
$599,700 in’ the: form:of a. deben-: .G.T. Such: is: fame, So we: ‘might as, well carry on’ earrye. _ 
‘ture :Joan-and the Industrial Devel-}- -). “ing-on?. : oo voorn 
‘opment Authority ‘had’.“made .a|P-R-- Yes... ‘There are endless subjects.. ‘Carry ‘On: Camp-.. ane 

| grant: of. $126,000. to the Studios.}. Ang,” “Carry. On Yanks,” “Carry-On”. ..:2", well, we: 
| might. even continue where Hollywood: left’ off. Kare. ‘Trish : Film ‘Finance: ‘Corp.’ ‘Ltd..} 7 Kil res ; 

which. was set up to. ‘provide .as-'| 7 TY On Kildare.’ Eyell a musical, maybe’ . _ | 
‘sistance. to’ “producers, - reported | G-T: - a weary 10%, Choris he. free publ : during. the year that. it had made PR... ah Ae ter all, ink the e: free pu icity Beading in” 

advances | totalling ‘$1 063, 157: ‘and ne e. papers when: the nurses. won elr pay ..c aim 

of. this -sum-~$395:688 “had: peen|. strike... CARRY. ON: NURSE.” Remember .’ when*. _ 
| written off ‘and. $649,079 was due-| . | ‘Olivier ..and - that’ Jot. made. “‘The Devil’s Disciple” '‘ 
tte the: Corporation: for.. Principal: | a ‘and. one of the officers. had to ‘say - “Carry..on Sere... 
ahd’ Tnterest. in -respect of . eight |. | feant feu of the. roar. that got. from. the: white: 

productions ‘at the. end of October} jm > ° a | 1963. ‘A. spokesman ‘for: the. Corpo- GT the” and when Sir ‘Malcolm. ‘Sargent was conditeting. | 
| 7 youngsters - held - Placards . ‘Saying: Clete ration pointed-out. that: the. recov-|.  .: “Cairy.On, Sargent”. That's. fame. wey 
ery of: the amount depended ‘ont pp ant _ 
the “success: of the films, five “of. PR. After pal, Mon't. forget that. we’ Te. in the. business. of “ 

which were. on: release, one was |, sce th, > 7 GT. Yes, like making bélieve that ‘c ‘one “day. ‘we iit ‘make a So, 
yet to be. released. One: had fine Po: lassie instead of a. Carry. On, So’ what, about: my, * 
-ished. its release’ in Britain’. but. it fa “burning. ambition? . 2 

Bait hoped anight be ge net | PR. 7 Is not a ‘bad’ jidéa. - Se ‘can see the title now. 
; n.: Burning!” or even “Carry On° Yearning!” ee 

made. for. thé’ estimated ‘loss -in GT... Well; Peter. I’ve got infinite: confidence in the. piib~ aa 
1 the case: of the remaining. ‘film. con- | coh Jic-and ‘in. you.. ota 

sequent. on. the.-appointment. of .4 P.R. (goes':to: “Good! And I've. gat. infinite . confidence in -one. man; 
Receiver. over.” the: production : and, phone) : 

bank: manager. 
‘And what: did he say? 
‘Gerry, my boy... He ‘said:. “CARRY, oN, , EARNING! oe 

_(Blackout) - et 
PR: : 

aa Gerald, how. ‘do you feel about ¢ making stother 5 Car - i 

Sti, 0° 

“Cary nee 

«the phones,. then: puts down: receiver), That. was our = o! 

SCOTLAND'S FANCY | 
‘FOR YANK COMEDY | 

‘some. ‘tentative . 
‘approaches regardiny- film-making 
‘have been made,. but .at the. time 
‘of this réport nothing definite has’ 
-been announced: although. “the 

Glasgow.” : 
vA wn e r i ca ‘films, particuarly 

Cary” Grant, Doris ‘Day; “Audrey 
‘Hepburn, Bob: Hope, -ete.; remain 
tops. in, Scotland, English product 
‘does. not. always register 4s strong-| 
ly as ‘it ‘does’ south | of. the: Bobby 
Burns. -border, .- 

vein: ‘is: always a winner. ‘However, 

Seis: taney’ “James: ‘Bond’ ‘thriller 
-extravaganzas, - which’ -can -. be. 
reckoned: on for. top business, too: et 
As.a nation; Scots are. 

and England is -‘as “foreign” to- 
‘Scots as the U.S.A. There is: also.a..- : 
liking ‘for’ the: American : way “of. -"- 
Tife in: contrast, fo. the. dour, ‘chilly. 
Scot’ life.” 
New ‘theatres are. ‘not “being. 

built here. Also: smaller. ones. tend: 
| to. shutter. in rural areas,: where 

US:. “product © in* light comedy ‘the: spre of.:. television - hurts, | 
Travel facil ities, ad also.’ hurt. 

‘inde-: °- - 
‘pendent-minded.. and. Nationalistic, 



on x. 

cea No, 2.484. x: 

el Rates:. $1. 260 ‘Per week.” ae bls ces Bee 

A, en “BUSHEY—_2. Saget 
= ‘No: 1-66: ft: x. 33. te (Soundproofed) ° 
‘Rates 2-35 ff. x “25. ft. ctr acareces 

.. companies. 

va wayyy ener ore STE Foe ae mg, OCF! : ene 
“ . . PT NRERE Te ae ° CTT? Sa >e NERA AT ee 

"Wednesday, April 20,1964. 088 0 

No. 1— 90. it. x 

“No: 3110 ft. x 25 ra 
No. 4 70. ft. x 40 ft. 

‘R.G-AL Magnetic recording channels. Large ‘oi. ‘and ‘three ; 
7 ‘of’ ‘this :year there.” was. only. one |. 

‘film in - production in: British: 
‘Tstu dio Ss, 

+. | financed “by: ‘a major’ American. |. 
“ °** company. ‘Such’ a- situation is’ diffi- | 

{cult to. understand ‘and. ironical to} 
; ‘| econtemplatein view: of-’ th -fact 

‘| thatthe: British: film’ aid. § 
“ commonly . known -.as. the: Kady: | 

. is: the ‘envy -of: most - ‘other ; 
a European. film. -producing nations.. 

oer ne: variety ‘of’ causes led. to: this'| 
 -Leritical: ‘situation,’ bit .béfore ana- 

lysing them ‘in detail. it is. as well} 

-mobile. generators. available... 7 
7 Rates: On application ¢o ‘A: Nelson-Kejs, Hammer: Films, Wardour “e 

dour’ ‘St, , London; W.1.: 

No: 60: tt. x: 40" ft. 
-.-No..2—-75 ft. x -40 ft. 

“Labor “at cost, : “plus 10%. Properties and. * material: ‘at cos | 

. plus -10%: - 
Free: consultant: service. “Cables: Filinintel, London, 

are “MERTON: PARK—3 8 Stages. 
“No. 172 te x - 66 Ffth (4,752: Sq. PE) 

-BRAY—4 Stages. 

BRIGHTON—2 Stages.” 

ogege * 

Fund,. 

AN T SOLVE Ils 
“By! HAROLD. MYERS: 
“At: ‘one : “point: “at: the ‘peginning: 

-and* “that . ‘was. -béeing 

eme, 

1 to. take- a-new: "look. at- the. British. | 

No. 2-—65. ‘ft. x 45. ft. £3,000 sq. ft). : 
‘No: 3=-43 ft."x:35- ft..(1;505 ‘sq. ft.) ‘Sitent: stags.” AR 
Rates: Stage 1. ‘$280 per: day: ‘shooting, $140 per: day building, and an. 

.. striking. : 
- Stage. 2. $ ‘As above. 

og Size. 3.. $140" per. ay shooting: $70. per day’ ‘ultaing ead - 
: ‘Striking. De 

ne us . MGM. BRITISH (Boreham Wood) —10 Stages’: 
No:.. 1 7,100’ sq: ft: | . 
No: : 2=~11,520: sq. ft. 
“No.. 3-18, 820 -sq.: ft... oS No 441,520 sq. ft 
No. » 5— 7,100: sq. ft. : 
No....6=11, ‘500 sq.ft. 6.0 

_ No. 7— 6,620 sa. ft. --- 
“No. 8—:3:750'sq, fts 0. © 

_: -No. .. 9-—"3,750: sq. ft. 
wa Not 10=10.200. $q. ft. oo ee 

"Rates: Approximately’ 7. ‘tents: per: square’ foot’ ‘of studio space, per : 
_ days inclusive ‘of all’. facilities - and. equipment. . 

yates PINEWOOD—9 9 Stages 
(No. 4165. ge x. 110° ft. . 
No. ‘2—-165..ft: x 110 ft. yee Jone. 

No. -3—165: ft. x 110 ft, 
No: .4—110 ft..x 82 ft- 
No. 5—110 ft..:x ..82. ft. -- 
No: 6-100 ft. x. .80.£¢. 
No. 7—'55°ft: x. 44 ft. 
No. -9— 90 ft: x. 36 ft. 

No: 9-130 ft. x ..33°ft> 
Special. Effects. Stage 89 £ fi x 80: ft. Des 
' Process Projection ‘Tunnel-——172 ft. .x. 32° ft. Oi ; 
Studio: ‘Lot...72: acres incluidng. concrete -atea. of. 40, 000 ‘8g. ti. 
‘New Music «Dubbing Theatre. (at: Denham Studios). “ 

“Two: ‘Dubbing. ‘Theatres with multiple track. ‘dubbing: equipment,” 
2. Tank-194: ft. long.: ‘Spans 216 ft.: 

‘level. It-has a working depth” of 314. ft. of water. and holds ap- 
proximately. : 34 million gallons of water, Center‘of tank contains’ 
a.second,; deeper tanks 50 ft: long; 16.-ft.. wide. descending 8. ft... 

Y giving a working depth: of A, ft. of water. ‘Backing Measures: 
_ “260-ft. long x60. ft. high.” 

Rates: On. application. 

“No. “1-150 tt.. ¥.120 ft 0005 
-. No, -2—150 ‘ft: x 120°ft.’ ao 
“~No,-- 3-100 ft.’ x 120 ft: -.. 0... 
. No, 4-100 -ft, x /120-ft, = 
Noy 5.73 -ft-x 44 ft’ 
No... 6—= 72- ft. ¥ 44. ft. . 
(No. °7— 72 ft. x 94 £6: 

_uNO.: 8+125 ft. x 55- ft. 
= No, °- 9°85 ft. x . 35: ft. 

20 NO.: 10-250 ft. «119 ft. ‘Silent 7 
2 No. 11— 36 ft. x 352ft-. *< 

“"No. 12— 72:-ft..x-103 -ft. (Seoring: Stage) 
_ No. 13— 70 .ft..x .40--ft: (Trick. Stage) - 

"Sound . facilities: Westrex- RCA Stere. =Mono.. 
Cutting Rooms; 40.'- 

a Rates: On: application. 

: “TWICKENHAM-—8 Stages 
‘No: 1116 ft. x62. fto: 

«> No. 2—. 50. ft, x 40 ft. 
“No. 3. 95 ‘ft..-x .60 “ft. 
. _Re-Recording and Dubbing’ Theatre. oS 

“Jamaica Ginger: (Rogers) 
Bat Yes-There-Are-No . - 

_ Studios: In Kingston 7 
By DUDLEY CG MacMILLAN. 

Kingston; Si amaita. 

Although efforts have been’ made 

from: time . to. time. to -start-:a. film. 

‘industry : 
-eapable ‘of handling - feature - pro-- 

.-. ductions “have not yet’ been ‘estab-. 
Ss dished; Films. have’ ‘been shot ' on. 

‘the. island, of .course, by. location: 
. “Passionate Summer”. 
(British) was shot here a.few years 
“ago, and more ‘récently “Dr. .No.””. 
‘Others -- of . more’ aricient - vintage | . : 
have- also. been made on: ‘the island. 

in. “this - island,: 

“Last year, :the ° ‘Hollywood ‘funs- 
if band-and-wite. “team: of™ Willam. 

'SHEPPERTON-=13 Stages 

-'studios 

.film. aid’ plan. ~ 
.. J-which.’gets its.income.from a’ ‘slice’. 
- “lof : boxoffice. takings’; 
7 somewhere ‘around - $11, 000, 000°: a : 
-Lyear,. which. is: divvied out to ‘pro- | 
‘| ducers’. of. British. Quota ‘pictures. | 
Anyone. who: makes a- film. in: the } 

+ United. Kingdom..can ‘qualify for. |. 

-The Eady. Fund,-| 

averages: 

--Ithis ‘aid, ‘provided: that: the -Quota | 
laws: are .observed and:: that the 

- film is ‘made: ‘by: a British. company, 

On: ‘the present: ‘seale,- the: distri- 
2 | bution: works out -at- around: 35% - 
 <F te 40% -of the distributors’. ‘share 

|-and*that yield. is ‘passed: on to: the 
-| producer. . That - puts . the -. “Kady 
: scheme: slightly’ ahead. of: the 14% 

| i ‘film, aid“ laws in-France :and Italy~ 
> | }Awhieh-~ “are: 

| gross). 
calculated . on. bo. 

| | figure’ and fluctuates. according to 
“ . | boxoffice’ ificome. ~ 

‘Not many continental producers. 
‘|have’ taken - ‘to’ filming. in’ Britain, 

. .[ but’ the -Yank-. -Majors:. -have..found. 
“+, | the additional. income ac¢ruing to: 

ae or: British. Quota : ‘picture extremely 
- ‘handy. The. yield, -of course, must. 

vary, but the. Eady : ‘plan: was- de-. ee signed on: the premise that. it. ‘would - 

| Gess, and. when a- film. clicks ina}. 
| big’ way it. gets a. big-reward: One || ¢ 

.f-Classic. example, for instance is the 
-:."7 $1,000,000: plus.. that’ went: from: } 

“-"\ the Eady: Kitty to.“The Guns- of: 
_ +} -Navarone,” 

‘at: “horizon” end; 102. ft. ‘at ee 

put a: ‘premium . on commercial suc- 

and, -this ‘is the. Ripley | 
ae Carl. Foreman felt it ‘was. all 

_|- wrong © that: -a_ successful picture’ 
. | should ‘receive so: mueh- ‘by ‘way ‘of:! 
-+ subsidy, and : “campaigned for..-a. 
‘change. to’ ‘help the: less. Successful | 
‘producer: »Foreman, . however, _ap=: 
pears to be. unique. in’ this. diréc-. 
tion and his‘ last production, “The 

|-Vietors,” though made at Shepper- 
_ | -ton.. with. a’ ‘predominantly British . 

‘: | -erew, failed: to. qualify .for™British | 
ee “Quota - ‘-hecause - of. the’. ‘predomi- 
ef nance of American artists.’ : 

.1.° In Spite.‘of such ‘examples: of in= 
equality, whereby: the scheme helps 

. | to make the rich'ticher, the Eady-: 
'::|-plan- ‘remains’ the -envy, of: many. 
- Continental ‘nations, “The «-German 

wy production .industry,. for” example, 
‘has been: battling for:years ‘fora. 

</ film‘aid Jaw-to lift*it out. of the 
“i -\doldrums, but ‘so far has failed. to 

‘| lick the. opposition from. exhibiting 

| Matshait - ‘and. Ginger’ Rogers» -en-|. 
| tered ‘into a: contract.: “witlr : the |. . 
| Jamaican. government ‘to"set up. a} - 
‘| feature-sized studia and laboratory : 

| facilities. Nothing. has. come - of. it} 
“MP to‘ now, however 

a Government :Film ‘Unit. which Pe 
makes ‘official. dociimentaries ‘and 
‘shorts. One of its. documentaries, | 
“Water Is Life,” won first ‘prize-in | 19 
a British. ‘film competition—the er 
Royal’ Society ‘of.’ Arts. Common- 4 
‘wealth: Film: Award in 1962. if 

can Latest . 

vo =| interests. . The Swedes,. 

| Ticket Sales hh 

' Also during jacts 3 year’ a - 40°x30° “4 
soundstage, with: full. recording and.|'. 

..| studio facilities, was: put -up..by a): 
Jaiviaican-owned film:--company.|- 
-named..-Vista .. Productions’. which |.1 
-produces filmed commercials. - Out- |" 
sidé the commercial ‘field, there: is |* +5, 

‘information. from ‘Ja-: mee 
‘maica. is. that the. proposed films 
Starring™ Miss Rogers are. on. ‘the ji 
verge. ‘of actuality. Ed.) “ 

‘who Suf-: 

“(Continued on ‘ontinued on page 3 ie 

| Britain; Stated 
By the Millon a 

: London: 
gas’: rae 1585m: 
1946 - : -:1635m 
19470 eee ete -+1462m 
1948 ek .71514m, 
1949. ; ws... 1430m, 
1950. we “,-1396m 
1951. aoe? £,1365m 
195206. ep ».1342m 
1953 * wee .:.1285m 
1954. ee hee ..1276m 
1955. - ¢.1182m 
1956 | . 1101m 
1957 - a vble ee Bae eee 915m, 

WO5B. eee ea ca el 755m.: 
1959) Sela eee, 581m: | 
1960.0 os. eee eee 50m 
AMBL ee ripe Sake ce 449m: 

velba wee pcb Speen 415m," 

debatable, 

‘though’ it: is” not a. static: 

| rected: and starred: ‘from. the. inter-". exhibition. 

{eee ainsi srunies] |supsioy PLANS | (i Fin Showman Ponders: 
Sst What Elements Make a Hit? 

“By FREDERICK, 'L: THOMAS © 
“London. . { trying to ‘eash. in.on the heels of 

Being: “tavile as a: : “distributor, 
to’ give..an. opinion on -what \¢on-}| only one answer today: the. pro- 
stitutes: an. acceptable: British: film { duction that. is big in. every Sense: 
is. rather like. asking. a Jamb~* to, of the. term,’ ‘that retains the subtle 
adopt: the carnivorous.: appetite. of | character of:is origin but trans- . 

‘lates it into--entertainment terms .: ° ‘a. lion! : 
‘Whether. Jueck’: or: judi ment is; of ‘international appeal.. 

-the eventual -arbiter i igment is | Britain is an: Eldorado of talent 
but” prime. essentials ; that: is: the. envy of. the -world~—-we 

today are breadth of. vision and an/j must: consérve“*t for the use of 

appreciation | of. the -power:. of! our film 1 industry 
imaginative - skill: over. a: “public : 
largely ‘uninterested -‘in -the’ ob-. 
‘scure. fantasies of dedicated - ‘in- Theatres: 
tellectuals. Enough of: the pander- | # 
ing to a Supposedly sick world by 

: emphasising: ‘the decadence’ ‘of ‘the |#® “ei Data 
‘few for -the approval-of a‘ captious | 
‘minority; underscoring: ‘mundane. 
‘miseriés instead. of inspiring: ard | ~ 
exciting “the- vast.: mass -of. enter-. 
tainment .. seekers. ‘clamouring for 

, escapism: os 

You. ° “may. ~ “well” “question. -the _ London. ; 
-yalue of mere-words.in- the. search | 1945) - 00+... ees eee eee . -4,703 
for-.a solution, but: one ‘must “be]1946.°. 00.6. 6. cee eee 708 
found’ -if\the “British: film is to: 1947 ee. Lveceesnwavce 4,709 
survive | financially”. as. well: ‘as a 1948. 4.694 
‘world force. The. pattern; ig clearly | 7 Cs fete terete coos 
‘defined for all-but the wilfully{1949 —«-:-; pitta e eer ees 4,671 
blind;- réstrictions ‘in any shape -or|.1950 ©. 2:6. i fee eee eee 4,660 
form must‘be eschewed. in-favour|1951-0 7° oe. viele .. 4,624 
ining. ee ‘thinking - and. plan- 1952 soe ecu. 4,609. 

1.1953. Ses alegetaceeeeees . 43569 
A “big: subject does: not neces- 1954 eee dee 4,543 

than escapism ‘means only a frivo-|1959 «+ -.-. 2. eee ee es 4,488 
‘Tous ° ‘musical, . -Laughter, yes, .but | 
regrettably. humour - -Is: very often. |: 
to. national to be: internationally. | on 
successful. ‘Trué;.. there is always]. 
‘slapstick. “which ‘almost’: .every type. "* 
of audience. understarids ‘and en-| 19 
joys,° but it could: not ‘hope ‘to. be} 
as’ outstanding as: basically: ‘sérious |: 
Subjects: on ‘the gigantic. ‘seale. de-}" 
manded: today.” an : a 

British. films still have- ‘Signifi- fwin 
cance... in world. markets but as] Hi fh 
exceptions - rather % than: Tule:: ‘Canis. 
‘they retain’ and - ‘extend it ‘in the 
‘face of. today’s: immensely eom-_!. 
‘Betitive factors? . 
Certainly ' not’ by: concentrating! 7 

On| purely © ‘national : subjects . con-. qe . 
ceived fr6m the narrow: “viewpoint ! 

“sarily mean spectacle. any. more 

~ Ditto-Tough 
Censorship : is generally 3 re- 

‘of “near. parochialism -and’. ex-i'garded: as being sharp in Ireland.. 
pressed ‘ag cheaply: as possible. ‘To-! Film Censor last year rejected 31°: day the only film ‘really: sworth- | of. the 1,121 films submitted to: 
while from. any and every angle is, him. Of the: films passed, however, 
‘the . one:“.written,. produced,.”. di-{ i156 of them were scissored before 

‘national. ‘outlook. - | Censor’s: decision were made in-13 
It -does “not -mean.:a “werld-wide | Cases” ‘but. sil of. them were dis- 

jumble of - hopeful ‘eteeteras —— it™ missed. 
-does ‘mean. a recognizably ‘British |. 
film. planned’ and executed on the: : clined .to blame censorship: for its 

epic lines ‘that ‘spell. entertainment | tr oubles, there is no’ doubt ‘that 
-throughout the world: ° Potboiters |one of ‘the difficulties is the fact. 
‘on stage lines have no place .in | that ‘Irish. censorship has only one: 
‘today’ Ss scheme pa television -pro- classification ‘at the. ‘present time. . 

cand . except: on special. occasions 
‘Passed for 

duces'a: surfeit ‘of ‘these. 
. Today’s: “up-to-the-minute. _pres- films. are 

-ehtation.- “methods 
screens, fascinating colour. and |: ceptions " as, ° for example, 
‘stereophonic .sound:- must. ' :(Columbia) « 

“The 
which is 

other’ people’ ’s successes—there is. 

Appeals against = the 

“Although: the. ‘film trade ig. in-. 

general. 
with vast exhibition. There -are | certain -@x-. 

entertainment .of the. standard that 
still further. enhances - “he ag- 

-/glomerate appeal. : . And: equally | 
‘Vast Sums ‘must: be available if the 

| cinema is to take full advantage of | 

have [being t aan 

( 
being tagged for exhibition. to. 
persons over 18 only: 

- Both the trade and the ‘National. 
Film - Institute ..of Ireland’ have 
pressed on a-number of occasions . 

‘| has: -been: _seeking - for: more. than: 
: -| fifty years. . Is. topicality - the key? ential in: ‘Pr ovincial towns. . This . 

n.'| But what. guararitee has :the pro-| breaks ‘films down: into ‘General. ° 
,.| ducer: ‘that ‘the ” Subject” that ap- Audiences, “Adults and _Adoles- 

“| pears uppermost:in public thought} cents, ” “Adult Audiences,” and 
- today . ‘will still interést.the. cinema- | 
-.| goer by ‘the time it is finished. and ¢ : of the 177 new releases ‘or: re- 

m.|-year tater? j. 
"| . And.if he is. ducky in hitting the. were approved for general audi-.. 
M..| jackpot with .a-new. star, how can/.enees; 31 for adults and adoles- 

-| He ‘hope. to -retain - him’. or‘sher ; ‘cents: 70. for adult audiences; two- 

-- international. 
’ | still end’ up in. the black? ‘Truly 

| the..-steadily “increasing ‘upsurge: 
| and interést on the part .of:a pub-| Certificates. limiting attendance to 
‘|lic’-bored with a “postage stamp” [ adults . or general eae ein but 

en re-. | vista’ and ‘a plethora. of -dialogue-. this <has invariably. 
‘Alas; there -is no-magic. fornuula : jected by. the Dept. of Justice.. 

that . supplies all the answers to| . Apart from the ‘official censor- 
1 the ‘.vagaries : of. public. taste—still| ship, the. National. Film Institute 
} the. ‘will-of-the wisp.-the industry j. Funs a reviewing panel of its.own 

“Objectionable.” ” During last year, 

‘Presented~—perhaps more ‘than a ‘Issues hot previously reviewed .by 
; the. Institute panel, a total. of 74 

5M. | against the lure of foreign studios .; ' others. -were rated objectionable. 
m,.| and ‘the seductive. offers’ .of ‘the f Efforts to discourage the publica- 

-entrepenéurs:: ‘and | | tion’ of these ratings havebeen 
‘made in some.districts.and at-least. 

M..'the-dice-seem loaded, but’ that is one cinema: group withdrew its. ad-’. 
1, | no ‘new - state of. affairs. in’ the: in-{yertising in 

dustry, which’ featured the. ratings. « 
local newspapers 

The really’ big British. film fas. Unwillingness on.the part of 
“| already arrested the attention.of {Some . producers. to recognize -the 

| world."markets,* and.'there ‘is no} highly Roman Catholic . characte: 
| insuperable © reason. why - it. “should i of Ireland ‘sometimes — leads... 
‘not. continue to do $0. it is “useless! (Continued on pase Rey" 

iv Cem a ee 

for -the.. introduction’ of. Grade A - 

which is. regarded as being’ ‘influ-. 

ry 

vr 9 

Vena, 

ae i ee 
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“By DICK: ‘RICHARDS 
- “Dondon.: in - -them?: ‘Lewis 

‘Not a soul. living in Britain was |: Anthony - Asquith’. are two' ‘diree- 
untouched, even if indirectly, by 
the holocaust of World War II. 
Even youngsters born: after. the. 
war have:felt its aftermath. Yet,. 
curiously, the: British .: filmmakers: 
have not risen fully to the might- 
iness of such a. theme, The British 
attitude -has had. singularly little. 
fire in its belly when it comes to} 
its ‘war films. “Mainly, it has played 
cosily safe, using- the war as. 2 
-gtockpot from . which; ‘octasionlly, 
it will .produce a 'serviceable and. 
entertaining idea, but rarely strik-} Steele, 
. ing a firm attitude in. its approach.| men ‘tegarded ‘as an- insult. Clearly, 
to: the cause, the significance’ or | Gilbert. feels ‘and thinks. keenly on 
the bitter - result of. ‘the. majtady. 

Perhaps it has ducked Safely be: ; a sort of. neutrality. 
‘hind the axiom. that - anything of|- Asquith, « too, : 

‘Fhem,’- =“Reaeh For: ‘The « Sky,” 
“Carve Her. ‘Name: With. . Pride’ 

from: the’trivial “Albert RN.”.. and 

have been a stirring tribute to the. 

light. men; but turned .out tobe a 
tepid: comedy farce with . Tommy 

tackled too soon... Perhaps that. is; 
‘the thinking which is now: produc- 
ing a whale of a lot of books on} Kin” . 
the 1914-1918. World: War, the} “The - Way. ‘To The. Stars.” 

‘successful stage. show, .““Oh, ‘What | “his « ‘sensitive. ‘mind -- and : 

a Lovely War!” and why,. ‘a pro-. 
jected film about. ‘The Battle. of} 
the Somme against’ the Kaiser is 
now. being considered. with some 
“BWe. 

Metro, through. its ‘British com. 
pany, had in. mind -a‘fre- -do of R.C. 
‘Sherriff’s 
having.’ second thoughts. 
‘philosephy. and attitude. : 

Hateful 

‘British film attitude has bioadly 
been: “It’s :a: ‘damned: bad show. but |} 
somebody’s -got to. get. on .with it, 
so let’s get cracking.” -~Whilst 
‘acknowledging.-the grim .brutality | 
-and aut of war. British. fm in. ‘Koréa,” 
makers. have too rarely come. out}” - 
against it with. understanding ‘or|:.:. ‘Pa cifistic” (2) War’ Pix. 

"Much - ‘later. éame:. “Bridge ‘On with .a fierceness. of. ‘passion. . and | a 
revulsion that.sears.. — ° j The River Kwai,” ‘a:masterly. piece. 

‘ of film-making and just..recently 
Significantly, some of ‘the: better ; ‘ 

British. war: ‘pictures. :were . mad de | The Victors.”. The ‘first raises the 

during: the: war. - Thus- “49th 
Parallel,” with Sir. Laurence 
Olivier .and directed ‘by. ‘Michael 
Powell, Pow ell’s. . “One Of. Our! 
Aircraft: Is. Missing,” ‘and “David |- 
Lean’s “‘In Which We Serve” and 
“This Happy Breed” were filmed 
in the earlier years: of: the conflict. | 
“The Way Ahead” and “Way: To; 
The Stars” with Trevor Howard, | 
and even “The Foreman Went. To}; ti 
France,” with Tommy ~ Trinder, | 240m: 
were others. ‘that. stiggested: that’ 
film makers then had an. urgency, 
something to. say, ‘something to. 
feel about the war. Not a. great. ‘film. was viewed by.some critics as 

deal that has happened. since. has ‘being ‘cluttered by. extraneous 1 ‘To- 
‘supported: that theory. : '" -ymantic interludes. : 

The How and Why _ - -But - “Foremah’s “main - 
In ‘the biog field. ‘there .-have :-was that” war ' demeans . everybody 

been. several very . good pictures | coneerned.- with it, ‘lesers’: 
that have earned a deserved place ; victors. A. valid viewpoint, :and one. 
in the celluloid war - gallery: but} which even: Foreman: would not 

“The © ‘Demi-Paradise” - . 

that; though. he ‘has given: food for 

‘to be ‘made,;.“The Long And "The 

Leslie . Norman, : ‘dealt. with: the 
atrocities of British pathels against 

di 

on: “its 

;the J aps, . 
|Enemy”.: by - Val ©: Guest: 

-both © drew" different © -conclisions. 

caused. controversy. and: made peo- 

{ pacifism. At ‘possibly. misfired- ‘in. 
hat -aim.:on: the one’ “possible. 
accusation. that - the’.ideal. held “by 
the colonel, ‘played. ‘by Alec Guin-. 
‘ness, : : was.’ 

‘succeeded, 

‘still somehow missed . out in.-ex-| claim: to:-be’ original.. Nevertheless. 
ploring. the greater. ‘problems .of - when: ‘he. attempted ‘to: stress “his. 

re- 
| minded. him: ‘sharply. that.: “every=: 

is aware ‘of-. that |. 
fact?” Yet. can it.be certain ' that | | 

‘about two: -weeks; with: 15 weekly: 
1 shows, “at” price: ‘ranges ‘of 70c ‘to 

“how’and why. it: happened” and | important.: text ‘his. ‘critics: 
“must it all happen again?” — 

“Odette” gave ‘Anna Neagle. ‘a | 
rich chance, which she Teward-, 
ingly -took,. 
gallant war herninie. : Richard Todd: -trated the minds of -even every 
as Gibson V.C.. -“The ° Dam) person: however. thoughtful?. Is. it 
Busters,” : ‘Kenneth More- ‘as Doug-j not therefore ‘an argument. worth 

body,” “surely, . 

Jas Bader in’ “Reach . For The f reiterating,. and. constantly, even: 
Skies,” and Virginia. McKenna: inj to : the. point. of | monotony?’ 
“Crave Her Name With Pride”: all | ‘Perhaps, dater, - Foreman.’ >must. 
contributed notable portraits ‘of! ‘have: ‘wondered. -whether " it: Teally 
outstanding figures in. 1939-1945. ‘if 
And there’ were events that} and. making. ‘a: stand. at ‘all, 

have been given - just due.’ Sir} — 
Michael Baleon’s “Dunkirk,” “The }. 
Malta Story,” a tribute to the 
battered, honored island, -Kenneth j 
More in® “Sink: The Bismarck,” j 
Peter Finth in “The Battle of the 
River Plate” ‘and Richard Todd in 
“The Yangtse Incident” weré all] 
stirring ‘films: that. ‘could give]. 
Britain pride in. our many ‘great 
war. achievements: ° But ‘they pri- |: E 
marily came cut as. “gripping | -ad-|- f °~ 
venture ‘stories. - with a ‘seeming | . 
eye on the boxoffice. ‘but ‘only: in- 7. | 

“Necessarily, ‘this “is: only. 
ski impy - reminder’ of. British’ film 

“British (ine. |. ee 
Commonwealth) _ 

cidently: as. part - of. the - “great; "945° 
tapestry of: the. war. aq 1946: 

Examples. 9477. 
“The Coilditz  Story,’- -“The: |: 1948 

Wocden Horse” “Albert -R.N:,” alli-f J gag: 
comedy-adventure. -‘eScape - yarns j H.29950: 
with little worthwhile or. new ‘to? 7953-- 
say, Peter Ustinoy’s. “Hotel. |) | 1952 « 
Sahara,” whieh possibly set out ta} 3953 -- 
‘be a piercing, satire on the stupid- 7° * 1954. 
ity of war ‘but. which ‘finally.; | $955: - 
emerged simply as an. often funny" "7956 
farce, .“Cockleshelk Heroes,” .a:. | 195'7 - 
Straightforward: tribute toa serv. 2 T 4959" 
ice, and :.“Morning’ Departure,”.,..] °.. 1959- 
were worthy. jobs. But. without de-: | © 1989 
tracting from: the many merits of; {° 39}. 
such films. it: is pertinent .to. ask} [-°.- jogo. 

where was the firm “point. of. view — 

-tors who, from. their: work,. clearly’ 
feel keenly and: -perceptively. about. 
‘war- and its ‘significance.. Gilbert: 
made: ‘The. Sea. ‘Shall: Not -Have 

merchants - 
-smigly in high places?. Has the 
question ‘of atomic: warfare and 

»| balance -of “power been --boldly,: 
intelligently tackled? «Have British 
directors - sought to -find ‘out. the |’ 
“degree Of : -Tesponsibility - for “War. 
-that - ‘May. ‘spring from -appéase-. 

‘and “Sink ‘Phe . Bismarck,”: ‘ apart | 

“Light ‘Up: the Sky,”” which: could. 

Royal . Artillery’ ‘'S unsung search- 

scientists, the teachers - 
“simply « the © plain. citizen - whe is 
‘primarily -: ‘responsible. 
everybody? What is being. thought, 

._ |.taught -. and: -done~ to. prevent | a 
‘similar : “international ‘calamity? . Is. has : “contributed | 

oprai of | there . ‘a’ way out: in’ our ‘time. or 

urgent importarice, must ‘not be) much. to) Britain’ s filmography: | even‘ in. the foreseeable ‘future?’ 
‘Surely a theme as. giant: as ‘war. 

-which. ‘many ~ searchlight. 

i this topic,. but. usually. Japses ‘into: 

the ‘War with: “Freedom: Radio,” 
“We Dive at Dawn,” “Orders To 

and: 
-With | 4 

dntense. 

emotions it is perhaps: surprising | . 

thought in.-most of his films he to’ answer these questions © with 

© has. -never.. produced the. really}. 
great: film: about World War II or. 
its effects: that: seemingly: has yet permanent. solution to. the criminal 

folly of: ‘War. 

“Journey's End,” but. is Short And The’ Tall,” directed. ‘by 7 

a to:--be more.. British: films: ‘about. 
‘World War II iet them be positive 

“Yesterday” Ss. 
Both: ‘;message.“Let them: make ‘the ‘peo- 

treated: ‘the. subject’ boldly,. though: ple think. If succeeding films are 
merely : episodes, 
-ing, from: war actions then ‘British | 
-war films may. “become. as” endless: 
and: as confusing ‘as those between: 

.| American ‘Yanks and: Confederates | 
-; in” the. Civil. War. And . by...now 
 ¢there-are. ‘plenty of bemused. Brit- 

‘But: “at -least |. these. ‘two .films: 

ple ‘sit up and think, as did-“‘A Hill 
with Stanley: Baker. . - 

‘sure. about Which is ‘which..and, 
‘any way,. which ‘side they are: “on. 

problem of: how closely. it was in-|'. 
| tended to being a war film about:| 

Plan 5 Mobile 50 Mobile 
. probably. . untenable-} ; 

Many. viewers. felt that his’ attitude | 
' was too. personal..a one,. which,’ in} - 
the circumstances, spoke more for | 
his -own’ point: of view than. “the “ 

Carl: Foreman’. ‘tried, and ‘often’ 
“in making - “his ° ‘pacifist | 

point in. “The ‘Victors,” though -the | 

- }houses, © The first mobile-Cinerama 
‘Theatre’:in: Britain had ‘ts: preem- 

“theme at ‘Richmond, =néar ‘London, 

and. 

-blue. big top, - ‘delaying ‘the’ open-| 
ing: by: a'week. This. mobile. thea- 
‘tre: is.: the’ first. of . five’ ‘planned 
‘for U. K; by: :next: year,’ covering. 
Fast . Coast;. Scotland, Areland.: ‘and) 

Of | Films: Council.‘ The . fruits: of that 
investigation. have. now led to. thé: 
_ publication of: a: White Paper in 
-which-. the ‘problems . of. .duopoly- 
‘are recognized anda récommenda-- 
“tion, has gone: forth-to.the industry: 
to make a renewed. stab -at creating. 
an economically. viable: third outlet: 

-The ‘prospects of establishing : 
sucha third: circuit are,~at best,: 
highly. .quéstionable:;. but. there |- 

- in. portraying. the | ‘the message: has, ‘indeed; ‘pene-: 

‘on: for: -similar-seasons at Brighton, 
Southampton; Southsea, -Poole. and. 
‘Paignton, wintering at either Bris- 
| tol or Cardiff... The Mobile Thea-|”. 
‘tre 

_|heated:.and fully’ carpeted, and 
“. { drawn:. to. its locations by 42 .red | 

‘Many More ‘Theses = 7 and yellow. colored ‘lorries, ‘trailers 

a|-Mills’ Circus, «represented . by ‘the: 

_ Makers’ makers’ attempts to paint pictures 

OVER 72 ‘MINS. ‘PLAYING TIME 

ot World. “War a as 5 they [saw it | | = = 
i But. surely’ ‘there should sometimes] | 
|-be° a” more . ulicomproinising.. na- 
tional attitude in: British films 

.-:'Labout-war? Has the subject of con-} 
“(4| scientious | objectors . really “-been|-® 
| peahed  effectively?:Has it’. been- 

oS “sufficiently: brought - out: that, 
2 | dire. thiough. the. sacrifice. of: death |” 

igitbert : and is in war there is. “perhaps.a- bigger: 
‘Sacrifice for- those engaged. in it 
‘ta come ‘back and find. the’ black 
marketers. and- get-rich-quick 

‘sitting :-sleekly . and 

ment? - Is it.‘the ‘statesman, the’ 
service brasshats, . the: . theologist, 
the big’ “business . tycoon; the: 

; Or. 

‘Or. “it 

ceserves. ‘giant - thinking. in- such. 
influential medium aS. the. 

cinema? 

Of ‘course, no. film ‘producer; ‘di- 
rector and writer can-be expected 

sufficient.’ ‘clarity, authority’ and. 
humility to : make a film that:is: 

‘But if; as ‘is: inevitable; there are 

in their ‘approach - and: ‘in their 

-however thrill-: 

ish film- goers who are’ not quite 

_Unless. John. “Wayne happens 1 to 
be’ ‘on. hand,. of course. 

~-Cinerama Tents 
“London. 

* Hinerama Lia’ ‘plans. to have : 50 
‘worldwide: ‘Cinerama Mobile’ Thea-|- - 
tres. on ‘the . ‘road’ by: 1965, giving 

of. around’ $840,000. as extra. gravy 
to..the . receipts ‘from. ‘its. hardtop. 

Jast. 
Friday (24), teething” troubles; : -in- 
cluding. temporary’ collapse: ‘of: the. 

Wales. a 

The : Richinond Season is “for 

$1:35..: ‘The .cinema ‘will then: move: 

is a -1,216-seater, centrally 

and ‘caravans. Cinerama: In¢.: and: 

brothers © = Mills,:. “have. financial 
stakes in the’ venitire. oe 

~ British & American n Films eet 1962_ 

British. (ine. 
Commonwealth) : 

: with the. .30%::. 
“eventually: made: its ‘peace with ‘the 
|-Rank™group.and thé outlet, which. 
‘it: had‘ creatéd by its own-in in- 
‘geniity;. “virtually~ disappeared 
‘overnight. Then, some“ years. later, 

ener mewne onto 

| ° ‘38072, MINS. 

n Crises 

but. are. taking | solace - from: the 
belief that. a scheme on the Swed-. 
‘ish principle: will shortly. be -intro-. 
duced. And, Spain... too,-has: a new |} 

® plan, in. the. drafting ‘stage. ES 

 So° ‘with. all. that .extra loot: re- 
turning to the ‘producer what went 
wrong in’ Britain? -It-can Teally. ‘be 
considered on the basis of an ele- 
‘mentary: lesson in’ economics, deal-. 
‘ing ‘with ‘the. laws’: of supply. and 
demand. When the. Eady plan: was |. 
}put' on. a ‘Statutory: level, there 
were three: major circuits./and a. 
fourth ad ‘hoc ‘group of. theatres 
playing the Fox releases. The:pro-. 
ducer of a British.film, therefore,: 
had: the’ possibility .. ‘of four : out-. 
lets, all of: which had to comply 

- Quota. 20th-Fox 

John Davis | ‘announced ‘the. ration- 

tres into’ the: Rank: chain, -with the 
others: providing the basis for. what 
_was. to be known as a national re- 
‘lease, Despite optimistic forecasts, 
‘however, ..the earning. potentiality: 
of ‘the’ national release Was disap- |‘ 
‘pointing. ‘to- producers: _and ‘they’ 
-preferred to stand: inline for .a. 
‘suitable date -either on. the. Rank 
or Associated: British circuits: 
‘Suddenly, ' therefore, ‘a situation’ 

developed whereby: -a_ compara- 
tively high: number of British films" 
Were’ queueing up for..dates — 
sometimes waiting. as. much as nine, 
12 or even 15 months. That wait- 
‘ing period. crippled ‘the chances of 
|-raising finance: for new production. 
tand the resultant: backlog - of: Brit- 
Fish’ pictures «standing. in -line for 
“1 playdates eventually ‘Jed -to an. al- 

} most’ total cessation of: production. 
4. The : timing. could not have’ been: 
‘| more: unfortunate, .as .the situation. 
-was aggravated by: the negotiations 
for the sale of British ‘Lion.to. pri-- 
vate’ enterprise, thus. adding to the. 

-| confusion «that already existed ° in. 
local: production | ‘circles. - 

To eoin-a.cliche;. time ‘proved: it- 
self a’ ‘great: healer;: ‘the. British. 
Lion « ‘situation was: eventually. Te-. 

| solved':with. the..sale of the com- 
pany toa ‘syndicate. headed by. that: 
distinguished. filmmaker, Sir: 
‘Michael: Balcon;.. | 
order was restored and production |- 
Tesuimed. on. a modest basis, .though: 
once. again ‘the: American majors. 
-are ‘predominant in the loéal scene.. 

+ At the time’ when the production 
crisis: first . loomed ‘as. a- ‘Serious - 
‘factor,:;a Government inquiry. 
started through the Cinematograph. 

Seems  to.'be little doubt that. there 
Will :-be* renewed pressure in the 
‘coming months: to raise the British. 
film-.Quota: from its present level’ 
‘of 30% to. either. 40% or..50% for 

: “the Quota” year Starting January, | 

‘Combined - 
* Totals 

nk WE Pe te 
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fered under heavy. taxation; “now . 
have. an intriguing ‘scheme ‘oper- 

‘ating through ‘the Swedish Film In-. 

‘stitute, and ‘significantly there: is 
a ‘marked ‘upsurge in the volume’ 
and. quality’. of - production. . The 
‘Danes have ‘had it. rough,. also, |} 

| Quota: ‘Indeed; a’ last-minute -at-” 
‘tempt to amend the ‘Quota. upwards... 
.for. 1964 failed by. a Mery. narrow 
Margin. - 

‘sible ‘six. months -ago, -this is, 

‘that it” 
Artists, who: moved into the British 

““From ‘Russia’ 
currently © filming: | . 
looming..as another stout winner, - 
Paramount, . 

“3weated | labor” 
‘pean: coproductions.. ‘which qualify. . 
for. British’. Quota ‘and - Statutory.» 

and. gradually | 

‘the coming 

& Eady Slices. 
1965, “The: telitale ineetings: which © 

‘will. determine the” “percentage . 

issue ‘will. be held within the. com= 

ing. .- weeks, - and | ‘while | it is -im- 
possible. to predict the. outeome, it: 
is. known: there is a. growing body © .. vo 
of ‘opinion .in, favor ‘of ~a° higher. 

‘Though there’ are. "signs - ok 
‘greater stability in British produc- 
tion. ‘today’ than. ‘was _ ‘thought: pes- __ 

‘in. 
some. ‘substantial : measure, ‘due. to a 
the ‘continued and -even gtowing 
confidence of American:major com-.- 
panies. Columbia ‘has. ‘maintained’ 
an active unit’ in Britain. for many 
years and theré is every indication. - 

will- .continue, - United: 

scene somewhat later, have had -a 
number | of’'standout ‘hits. to- en- 
courage ‘them. to expand, ’.among | 
them “Tom Jones,’ “Dr.. No”. ‘and 

ith ‘Love,” ‘with the 
“Beatlemania”. 

“Becket, *” Uni-- 
“Chalk " 

With. 
versal-International.: with 

| Garden,” the Disney - Organization 
alization .plan for the Rank Organ- | 
: ization,- which..: involved... merging. 

[all top..Odeon - and Gaumont thea-' 

with a string of British ‘hits;.Seven 
Arts, Métro, Warners. and others 
have. ‘also ” ‘reaped: a rich: harvest:: 
‘from British production and are: 
“mnaintaining their activity. ‘All told, 
theréfore, a bleak ‘start for: 1964. 
may “well: be. -transformed - before... 
the: year is" very: much. advanced. 

The" one ‘disappointing © feature . 
has_ -béen: -the. ‘protracted negotia- - a ss 
tions for the launching ‘of - Anglo-. - 
‘European... 
goes -well:there should: be a. Gov- 
-ernment-to = Government treaty. 
with ‘France . within. a’ matter ‘of- 
“months.. but the “unions—and ‘they .. 
kriow- they. have ‘the whip..-hand—_: © 

| have. demanded safeguards to pro-.- 
tect. the. native industries ‘in: Lon-" 

-coproductions... If . all: 

don ‘and ‘Paris. Tf: the. treaty: gets. . 
under way’ by: ‘next> September, ‘as © 
seems. “possible, there. will, have to 
‘be: provision for additional playing. 

|-time. over and above. the ‘existing 
130%: British: film Quota. ‘Otherwise, 
the: unions ‘won't: play and. ‘that: 
could: be. the. end .of. that.” For ‘the. 
time . being, however, - there: is- no © 
prospect: of’ the unions . ‘backing 
comparable treaties with German

y, :-- ho . 

‘Italy-or Spain, because agreements” 
for technicians in those: countries: 
caré way .below those operating: in- 
Britain: And the-unions: ‘have’ ‘made -.; 
it . clear : that there ‘must’: be’: no. 

oni. - "Anglo-Euros:. 

Eady. ‘levy. . 

“But: while. theatres ‘coatinue. to. 
-elose | there : is. evidence: of : ‘an im-. 
portant. new ‘market. opening. up. in 

‘months.; Pay television -. 
is. schedu ed :to start on a three-. " 
year ‘trial: period, this coming fall,: 
\-and there is little’ doubt that ‘no. - 
tion’ pictures. ‘will ‘play ‘a ‘vital part -- 
in program ‘schedules. It has been. 
‘agreed. that * the .30%.: theatrical 
Quota. should” apply to. payVision: : 
‘services, and that: must Naturally. 
lead; to -the : opening ‘up of an ‘im- 
portant: new-. outlet... ‘What . ‘it “may 
Mean -to British. production ‘ is, as~ 
-of. this. writing, ‘an open question, - 
but ‘there’. is: general: agreerient. - 
‘that if the new. service clicks with ~ 
the ‘ paying | public,. the’ Prospects : 
for independent production: will be * 
greater than: ever: “But. with ‘the - 
limited. test. areas:-made - available 
by the’.Government-.it will. be. some. 
time before ‘the: prospects can’ “ac- 
‘eurately. be gauged." - 

For’ the ‘time - ‘being,- “however: 
| confidence - is returning. ‘to. ‘British . 

. ‘| Production. . Studios... are” ‘Duezing. | 
-once more, and the volume of Bre 

| duction -. is. at least being: smain-. 
7 : tained. 

~ Irish Censor 
, a ‘Continued from: ‘page, 35 — 

“f. clashes ‘over . censorship and. 
| | proposed cuts. Viewed objectively © 

:  |-[the’ censorship ‘must. be ‘regarded.’ 
‘i1-"/-as reasonable ‘having regard’ to. ‘the-. 

|. | religious views ‘of the. people.” 
-'The- industry - might be- better: : 

a served, however, . if ‘some pictures 
| for-. which : heavy. cuts: are. de- . 
manded :. were ‘withdrawn - from: 

_} the-Irish ‘market. ‘The heavily | cut . 
. ‘versions donot give a true impres-:: - 

| sion, .of- the original picture.. This 
| :] frequently builds “up bad public: . 

| -|-Telations. 
oH T needs all the: friends it. fan. gather” 

—".. apd keep. . 

in’ an industry -Which-” 

. ‘sD . 
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x : ; _— a * “This. Is. My Street.”’. (A — 

, "ANGLO AMALGAMATED | Peter. Rogers . produic-.- 
: ~':tion.).- Producer, Jack. 

‘Hanbury. . Director, Sidnéy -Hayers: Stars | Jan Hendry, a 
June Ritchie. - . _ 
—_ “Carry ‘On: ‘Jack? ”, 4K Peter’ Rogers. ‘produietion). “Pros 

' . @ucer, Peter: Rogers. Director, ‘Gerald g Thomas.. ‘Stars 
- “Kenneth: Williams, Bernard ‘Cribbins, J uli t: Mills, Charles". 7 
-.., Hawtrey, - Donald’ ‘Houston: : 

_° “Nothing But the Best.” (A. Domino: Pioduction). Pro : 
“ducer, David: Deutsch.. Director, Clive Donner. Stars,’ 

. Alan Bates, Denholm ‘Elliott, ‘Harry Andrews, Millicent: 
Martin. 

“The: Masque. of’ ‘the. Red ‘Death: al An “ AngloAmalga- 
~. os mated/ American’: Anternational coproduction).: Direcfor,-. 
Roger ‘Corman. : Stars. _Vineent Price, Hazel ‘Court;: Jane: | 
- Asher, ~ 7 

bones “Carry On: ‘Spying:® ic A Péter Rogers: productién).. “Prov _ 
es ducer, Peter. Rogers. - Director, ‘Gerald. ‘Thomas; - -Stars,.. 

-Kenneth. Willianis, -Bernard . Cribbins, Charles. ‘Hawtrey,- 
Barbara Windsor,: Eric Barker, Dilys -Laye. - 

‘. - “GJadAll Over.’ (Tentative). ‘(A Peter Rogers: produe- “ 
tion}... Producer, Jack: Hanbury. ‘Director, Sidney Hayers: 
Stars The: ‘Dave Clark Five, Kathy: Kirby. . 
“Carry. on. Cleo.” .{A- ‘Peter © ‘Rogers. prodiiction). Pro: 7 

ducer, Peter - Rogers. Director,” -Gerald © Thomas... “Stars” 
- not yet named.’ 
-.. “Darling... 
Joseph Janni.. ‘Director, John: Schlesinger, - 

BUTCHERS 
George ‘Pastell. 

. “Shadow. of’ Fear’ * Director, Erviest. Morris. ‘Stars. Paul . 
.. Maxwell,: Clare Owen. ~ © = 

+The: Hi-Jackers.” Director ‘and: script, ‘Jimmy O'Con-" 
nolly*:Stars. Anthony: Booth, . ‘Jacqueline. Ellis, Derek _ 

. /.:. “The Small World of ‘Sammy Lee.” “(Bryanston Seven 
aa ‘Arts). -Producer - Frank. : Godwin... Director,’. Ken:. Hughes... 

Stars. Anthony. Newley, Robert Stephens; Wilfred Bram-. 
- -bell,. Miriam: Karlin, Kenneth J. Warren, Julia Foster.. 
+. “Station- Six—Sahara.” (A: CCC.-Films-Arthur: Brauner: - 

. production). Producer, - Victor ‘Lyndon, Executive:. pro- ~~ 
‘ducer, Gene Gutowski. Director, Seth ‘Holt. Stars: Carroll | 
‘Baker, Ian: Bannen. Denholm Eniiott, Jorg: Felmy, Mario. 

- Adorf, Peter Van Eyck. ' 
“Phe System.) (A Kenneth. ‘Shipman/Michael’ Winner 

Frames: . 
“The Sicilians.” - Director, “Ernest” "Morris 

~ COLUMBIA — : 

.. Mason.. 
“The: “Collector”. 
Wyler. Stars Terence | ‘Stamp, Samantha. ‘Eggar.. 
*“The:First Men in the Moon.” (Ameran Films). Director, — 

. Nathan. J uran. Stars, Edward Judd, Lionel. Jeffries, Martha rn 
“Hyer. oo 

_. “Born Free: ” (Oden. “Road” ‘Fiims/Atlas Productions). “, 
“Director, : “Tom MeGowan.. ‘Stars: ‘Virginia: ‘McKenna, ; ; Bill - 
“Travers. -. . - 

. .“Genghis Khan? 38 - rentative: ‘titled: drving Allen. Ltd... 
‘No. detai!s: yet: 

“Pass Beyond Kiashinir”. (Eon. Productions): - 
“Life At the Top”: (Romulus. Films). No. détails yet. : 
“The Ivcress File”. (Lowndes . Productions). 
“The :Finest Hours.” (Le. Vien: Films). | “Documentary. 
“Rast cof Sudan.” (Ameran* Films). Director, “Nathan _ 

Juran. Stars ‘Sylvia Syms,: Anthony: Quayle. - . 
“Si “The Gorgon.” :(Hammer.Film Productions). “Director, oh 

“Terence: ‘Fisher.’ ': Stars: Peter Cushing, Christopher. Lee. - 
-: “The Runaway. ” (Luckwell Productions); -Director,. Tony: 
‘Yorng. Stars Paul Williamson, Alec. Gallier, Greta Gynt... 

“The. Curse of the..Mummy’s- Tomb.” (Hammer. Film * . 
.. Productio»s).. Director. ‘Michael. Carreras, . Stars. “Terence ~. 
_-) Morgan; Jeanne Roland. .:. . ay a 
o-. “Delaved . Bliht.” - ‘(Guekwell ™ Productions): ° Director, rs BO 
“y Pony. Young. ' ‘Stars. Hugh | McDermott, ‘Helen’ Cherry... > ©: © 
poe Naked: As ‘Nature : In- 
I COMPTON: CAMEO 

Green. « 

*. ‘and’ directed hv Robert: Haitford-Davis: Stars: Heather 
 Sgars.. John Turner, Amn: ‘Lynn; ‘Peter: ‘Arne;. ‘Raymond, © 
“Huntley, 06°. ; - 

. “London. in. ‘the. Raw: " “(Troubadoir). “Produced: ‘atid. 
_ directed. by. ‘Arnold. Miller... S 

_ISNEY 

Trene. -Papas, Pola. ‘Negri. . 

ER AND: NATIONAL 
“J. Kahn... Exécitive 

producer, - Maurice “Wilson: Director: James Hill. “Stars_ 
‘Freddie: and the Dreamers,’ Mike. ‘Sarne,. ‘John - ‘Leyton. mae 

: , ——— “The Guest” - (Care-. 
. "}. taker. Films). ‘Producer,’ | 

- Michael Birkett: Direc-- 
° tor: “Clive Donner: - “Stars: Boiiald: .Pleasence, ‘Alan’ Bates, —_ 
Robert Shaw... .. . 
“Girl In :the. Headlines. ” (Viewfinder Films): Producer: 

John Davis. Director;, Michael. Truman: ‘Stars Ian Hendry, --. 
-Ronald- Fraser, Margaret. Johnston, Natasha Parry, Jeremy a: 
Brett, ‘Kieron ‘Moore, . Dt . oar 

faa (A: Joseph. ‘Jann production). -Prédueer, a 
“.. Basil Dearden. | Stars ‘Rita Tushingham,. Mike. Sarne. ._-. 

. “Ring of Spi¢s.” (British Lion). -Producer, Leslie Gilliat: . 
Director; ‘Robert ‘Tronson. : Stars’ Bernard. Lee; William -. 
Sylvester, ‘Margaret Tyzack;- David’ Kossoff. 

“Impact... Director,. 
Peter Maxwell. . Stars” 
Conrad Phillips, 

“Bord Jim.” (Columbia: 
7 Keep. Films). -Director,: © 

———4Richard Brooks.: ‘Stars. -. 
. Peter: O'Toole, Jamies, Mason, Curt Jurgens, Eli ‘Wallach, 

~; Jack Hawkins.- 
cv) “The Pumpkin : “Kaler. ” (Romulus. Films): Director: 7 
Jack. Clayton.” Stars, Anne: Bancroft, Peter, Finch, ‘James: 

(Blazer: Films). _Director;.. Willian .. 
- man: Director, Michael, Winner... Stars Oliver Reed,. _ Jane 

‘Merrow,. Barbara. Ferris, Julia’ Foster,. Ann Lynn. oe 

| tended.” ..\(Markten- © 
:Comipass “Films).. Pro- -' 

duced. and | -directed.. by! Harrison | Marks. ‘Stars, ‘Pamela: : 
; : -..” Novak; “Laurence: Harvey, Siobhan | -MeKenna, ‘Robert 

rn “That: Kind’ of Girt’ " (Compton-Tekli Films).: “Produced <’ ; 
So by Robert” Hartford-Davis: ‘ Directed’. by Getald .O’Hara...*: 

* "Stars: Margaret: Rose. Keil, David’ Weston, ‘Linda, Marlow 
_. and Peter. Burton: <. * 

roel) #The Yellow Teddvbears. * (Compton-Tekil Filins).. Stars ee 
Annette 'hiteley,. Jacqueline Ellis, - John’ Bonney, Tain fs 

° - Gresory, Doug Sheldon; Georgina Patterson. , 
. “Saturday : Night Out.”” -(Compton-Tekli - Films).”. Bros. “ 

. duced: and: directed’ ‘by ‘Robert: ‘Hartford-Davis.. ‘Stars... 
a ‘Heather. Sears. Bernard ‘Lee: Erika Remherg. John Bonney, ie 

“A Bracesea Annis; David ‘Lodge, Colin Campbell. - . 
“ + “The Black Torment.” (Comoton-Tekli .Films).: ‘produced: 

_: “pe, Sonn “alias “ : the 
. Scarecrow. Associate. 

a :: producer, Hugh” Atte 
“wooit. ‘Director. “James. Neilson. Stars Patrick ‘MeGoohan. :-. 
“- “The Three. Lives of..Fhomasina.”® Associate’ ‘prodiicer,~ --.: 
.. Hush. Attwoolk . Director, Don Chaffey, Stars. Patrick . 
‘McGoohan.: Susan. Hampshire. : -* 

"The. -Moon-Spinners. ” " Associate - prodicer; ‘Hugh | Até- 
a, WOOL. e0-producer Bill Anderson. ‘Director, James ‘Neil- 
> “sen, Stars: “Hayley ‘Mills, : Eli. Wallach,. Joan. Greenwood, * 

“Greenwich Village | ‘Story.’ ” (Village: Films). Produced - 
and: directed | by J ack 0 Connell. Stars: ‘Robert. Hogan... 
-Melinda Plank. 

“Heavens . “Above” - Romulus. Filing). “Producer, - ‘Roy : 
- :Boulting. Director; J ohn. Boulting. - Stars. Peter. Sellers, - 
- Cecil Parker, Isabel’ Jeans,: ‘Eric ‘Sykes, Bernard Miles," 

Jan: Carmichael, ‘Irene: Handi, Brock. Peters,:"' .. 
“Hide. ‘and Seek: ar Albion. Films)... . Executive: producer, ° 

"Hal E.. Chester. Director, Cy: Endfield.Stars ‘Ian - Car- + 
‘michael,’ Janet Munro, - “Hugh. Griffith, ‘Curt. “Jurgens. : 

‘It’s All ‘Happening: ” (Magna Films).. ‘Producer, Norman’. 

‘Taylor. Executive. ‘producer, Steveh: Pallos. Director, Don = 
«Chaffey. Stars Leo. McKern, Janet. Munro, Dennis: Price, « po 

Maxine Audley. 

Morley, . Harry: H. Gorbett. : 
-“The Leather Boys.” - A “Raymond Stross ‘Production: * 

for Garrick Films). . Producer Raymond Stross. “Director, | 
Sidney: J. Furie. Stars Rita Tushingham; ‘Dudley Sutton, . 
Gladys’ Henson, ‘Colin Campbell, 
"A Place ‘To. Go.”. (A> "Relph-Deardent ‘production for. an ba 
Bryanston Films). Producer, Michael’: Relph: | Director, - 

- “Sammy’.Going : South.” .(A Michael Balcon.; ‘production — 
for: Bryanston ‘Seven Arts). . Producer, Hal Mason: Diree- ~ 
tor, Alexander. ‘Mackendrick. -Stars Edward G. Robinson, a 
“Constance: Cummings,’ Harry: H: Corbett, Paul: Stassino, : 
Fergus: McClelland.’ 

production’ for: Bryanston Films). Producer; Kenneth Ship- 

“Two Left. Feet.”. (Roy Baker/Leslie. Gilliat production), | 
Producer, Leslie. Gilliat): . Director; : Roy. Baker. Stars — 

Michael. Crawford, -Nyree | Dawn : Porter, . Julia. Foster, :. : 
David. Hemmings:. ‘Bernard Lee,- David Lodge. 
~ “Phe Wild Affair.” . (Bryanston. Seven ‘Arts).: Producer; | 
Richard: L: Patterson:. Director, John ‘Krish. Stars: Nancy. °: 

a ‘Kwan, Terry-Thomas, Jimmy ¢.ogan;. Bud’ Flanagan, Gladys. 
oe Morgan,” Betty Marsden; Paul. :Whitsun-Jones. . | 

+. “The Comedy : Man.” “(Consant Films). ‘Producer. John: 
!penington. Executive “producer . Hal’: Chester. - Director, ; 

Alvin: Rakoff. ‘Stars Kenneth: More; Cecil Parker, Dennis. - 
‘Price, Billie Whitelaw, Angela. ‘Douglas, Norman ‘Rossing- - ane 

‘ton, Edmund: Purdom: . 
:. “It’s All -Over ‘Town’. ‘(de Lane. ‘Lea: production). “Pros 
‘ducer, Jacques - de Lane Lea, -Exeécutive “producer. Ben. | 
Nisbet... ‘Director,. Douglas. ‘Hickox. . Stars Frankie Vaughan; __. 
Lance’ Percival, . William: Rushton. --Guest stars Mr. Acker: : 
Bilk, and the. Paramount: Jazz. Band, The 'Springfields, The .; 
Bachelors, ‘The Hollies. nr 

- Bachmann/ MGM). ‘Pro. 
2 ‘ducer, - Ben’ "Arbeld:. “Director,- Tony Leader. Stars: Tan: ees 
Hendry; Barbara. Ferris, . Alan Badel::. 
“Of Human Bondage.”, (Seven : ‘Arts/MGM): ‘Producer, 

Jason’. “Woolf. - Director; : . Kenneth.” Hughes. : Stars, Kim ~": 

Morley; « 

- “A Shot in: the Dark.” “(Mirisch Films/Blake. ‘Edwards).- 
“Producer; Blake Edwards: ‘Director, Blake: ‘Edwards. Stars : 

- Peter’ Sellers,- Elke: ‘Sommer, George: ‘Sanders,. ‘Herbert’ 
-Lom.”: 

“Hysteria? : . (Hammiet/MGM)., “Producer, “Jimmy “Sang-.* 
_Ster. - Director, “Freddie Francis, | Stars. ‘Robert: Webber; . 

+ Leila’ Goldoni, Maurice -Denham.-. ‘ 
“The ABC Murders.” :Producer. Lawrence P. Bachinani. Q 

‘Director not: yet named. Stars ‘Zero’ Mostel. . ; 
. “Murder Ahoy.” :Producér ~ Lawrence : P.. Bachmann, 
‘Director not yet. named. Stars | Margaret Rutherford::. 

“The. Secret | ‘af My. Success.” {Andrew and Virginia :: 
. Stone. /MGM). Producers Andrew: . and Virginia . Stone. « 
‘Director, Andrew: Stone... Stars not ‘yet. named*: .. 

“Blind . Corner. " Pro-’" 
| duéger, Tom Blakeley. . 

“Devils of Darkness.”’: Producer, Tom: Blakeley:, | Direc: 
tor, Lance Comfort: ‘Stars not yet:named. 
“Cry Havoe.”.. Producer, Tom Blakeley: Director, Lance 

- Comfort. ‘Stars not; yet. named, ae! 
_., ce : Stiten: in Time.” ; 
-~ Producer, - Hugh - Ste--: 

nette Sterke,: ‘ Jerry:. Desmonde. 
__” #Father Came: Too,” Julian’: Wintie and Leslie Patkya. . 
. ‘production .. for. Independent: Artists. - Director, Peter’ 
Graham. Scott. Stars. -Jaimes.:: Robertson Justice, Leslie 
‘Phillips.’ Stanley Baxter, Sally. Smith: 

ae . “Hot “Enough For June. * "Producer, Betty. E. Box: “Ditees 

Williams,  Director,- Don Sharp. -Stars: Tomniy Steele, «=: 
. : Michael ‘Medwin, “Angela, Douglas, Je ean. ‘Harvey, ‘Walter. 

. Hudd: - | 
AL ‘Jolly: ‘Bad Fellow. on Pax’: Films). Producer ‘Donald. _ 

| Ladies.“ Who: Do.” ” (George: He ‘Brown’ ‘production: for : 
Bryanston. Films). Producer,. George. H: ‘Brown.’ Director, - 

a One -Pennington-Richards. . ‘Stars. “Pegey Mount; - Robert. 7" 

“S «Children of - the: _ 
-Damned:” (Lawrence Pp." 

“633: Squadron. ” (Mirisch:. Film. ‘Producer,. Cécil Ford. 
. Director, Walter. Graunian. “Stars Clift: Rabertson, George . 
- Chakiris, ‘Maria Perschy..” © - | 

‘Murder - Most’ Foul.” " (awrenee. Pp, Bachmann/MGM). “ 
“Producer; Ben... Arbeid.- Director,. ‘George: ‘Pollock. : ‘Stars : 
--Margaret Rutherford; : Ron: “Moody, ‘Charles Tingwell.°- 

“Never Put. I¢ In Writing.” (Andrew ,<Stone/Seven’ Arts/ 
MGM). Produéers. -Andrew ‘and : Virginia ‘Storie. : Director”. 
“Andrew Stone:::Stars ‘Pat.“Boone,;.: Fidelma’ Murphy... ©. 

_ & ' ' Director, :-Lance Com- 
we fort. Stars. William ‘Sylvester, ‘Barbara. Shelley. - 

: “Every Day” ‘Is a ‘Holi- 
‘| day.” Producer, Ronald © 

————t wart. - “Director; Robert _ 
 Asher.. ‘Stars ‘Nétmian Wisdom: Edward: ‘Chapman, Jean, 
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tor,’ Ralph: ‘Thomas. ‘Stars’ Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Koseina, 
Robert Morley, Leo McKern.. _ 

“Seance On a Wet: Afternoon.”. (Beaver Films for Allied 
Film Makers). Producer, Richard Attenborough. Director, 
“Bryan ‘Forbes.. Stars Kim Stanley, Richard Attenborough. . 
‘"“The Beauty Jungle.” Produced. and. directed by Val. 

Guest. Stars Ian. ‘Hendry, Janette ‘Scott; Ronald Fraser, oo 
* Edmund. Purdom. 

*€Almost. a. ‘Hero:" oe Producer. “High: Stewart. Diréctor, 
“Robert. Asher.” Stars, Norman ‘Wisdom, no others hamed 
yet. 

“The: ‘Unknown’ Battle. ” Broduced : and’: directed’ by. 
“Anthony - _Mann. ‘Stars, “Stephen - ‘Boyd, . Elke Sommer, 

- George. ‘Peppard, ‘no: others named. yet. 

tor, Ralph-Thomas.: No cast. yet.- 

Phillips, no. others named yet.. 
“Female of. the Species.’ No. ‘details available... 
“The: Lonely. ” No: details. available. - - nee 
“Doctor. in ‘Clover.” .Producer, Betty: E. Box. “Director, 

- Ralph. Thomas. - Stars not: -yet named... 
“The Innocent: Gunman.’ ". “Producer, Julian. Wintle, No. me 

‘Man. In: ‘the. “Middle.” 2 
- other. details available. 

‘Prodticer, Walter Selt- 
— zer. Director, Guy 

‘Hamilton. Stars’ ‘Robert Mitchum, “France. Nuyen, ‘Barry 
Sullivan, Trevor. Howard. 
“The--Third. Secret.” “Producer; - Robert L: Joseph: : 

~” Director, Chafles. -Crichton.. ‘Stars: ‘Stephen Boyd, Jack __ 
_-Hawkins, | Richard: ‘Attenborough, Diane Cilento, Parpela: 
‘Franklin. * 

“Guns At Batasi: Producer,’ George ‘Brown. ‘Director, 
-John Guillerman. ‘Stars. Richard’ Attenborough, Flora 
Robson, Jack Hawkins. - 
- “Fhe Horror of It . All ” Executive. praducer.. Robert. : 

. Lippert.. ‘Diregtor, | Terence Fisher... Stars Pat Boone, Erica 
Rogers. 

“WARNERPATHE | - Producer, Peter Rog- 
ers, '.. Director, ‘Gerald: 

-Hawtrey, Kenneth Williams; Gecil Parker. ‘ 
-- “Crooks in Cloisters.” Producer, Gordon: L: T. Scott... 
‘Director, Jeremy: Siimmers. Stars’ Ronald: Fraser, Barbara’. 
 Windor, Bernard Cribbins, Gregoire Asian, Melvyn Hayes, 
‘Davy Kaye. me 
“French Dressing. rs “Producer Kenneth. Harper. Diree- 

tor; Ken Russell. Stars James Booth, Roy: Kinnear, Marisa. . 
_ Mell. Alita. ‘N. aughton. - 

“The. Bargee.” ” “‘Prodiicer,: W:: AL ‘Whittaker. Director, con 
-Dunean : Wood. ‘Stars. Harry - H.. ‘Corbett, Hugh Griffith, 
Julia ‘Foster, ‘Eric Sykes.’ 

“Wonderful Life.” ‘Producer, Kenneth Harper. Director, . 
“ Sidney. Furie. :Stars Cliff: Richard, ‘Susan Hampshire, The. 
‘Shadows, Walter. Slezak... 
. “Devil Ship Pirates.” “Producer, Anthony Nelson. Keys. 

Director, ‘Don: Sharp. “Stars Christopher Lee, John Cair-. 
“neif, Andrew. Keir. Svzas.: Farmer. 
‘Rattle : of: a. Simple Man.” ‘Producers Sidney.. Box, 

* William - ‘Gell. . Director, Muriel , Box. Stars . Harry Hi. 
- Corbett, ‘Diane: Cilento. ° 

a ne =" ; “Nightmare. 7 Producer; 

Jimmy Sangster. Direc- “UNIVERSAL — 
' tor, Freddie ‘Francis. 

“Stas ‘David Knight, “Moira “Redmond, Jennie Linden, 
-- Brenda. Bruce: 

- Ronald: Neame.. Stars. Deborah Kerr,. John Mills, Hayley 
Mills, Dame’ Edith Evans. 

‘Peter Woodthorpe, Katy: Wild, Caron Gardner. 
: “Kiss -of, the Vampire,” : (Columbia). ‘Producer, Anthony. 

-. Hinds. ‘Director, Don Sharp.- Stars Clifford Evans. Noél 
Williams, Edward de Souza, Jennier Daniel, Barry Warren: : 
“.“Daranoiac;": Producer; Anthony Hinds. Director, Fred- 

. die: Francis. Sees: Oliver: Reed, Janette Seott, Maurice . 
Denham. 

“UNITED A ARTISTS Producer, Walter Shen- 
— Director, Richard". 

Lester. ‘Stars’ ‘George Harrison, ‘John. ‘Lenton, Paul Me: 
~-Cartney, Ringo Starr, Wilfred Brambell.: 

- - “Gerry and’.the Pacemakers Film,” “(Untitled as yet), cs 
-(A-Subafilms:. Ltd. production). Producer, Brian Epstein. . 
Director, not :yet:named. Stars.Gerry and: ‘the Pacemakers.. 

. “Girl With. “Green. Eyes.” (Woodfail -Film).. Producer, 
: Oscar. Lewenstein, Executive: producer, ‘Tony. ‘Richardson. = 
_Director, Desmond ‘Davis; Stars. ‘Peter: Finch, Rita ‘Tash- 
-ingham * 
“Goldfinger.” ” (Eon, Production). Producers Harry’ Saltz- 
Tan. and -Albert -R.° Broccoli. ‘Director, Guy Hamilton. 
"Stars. ‘Sean. Connery, ‘Honor Blackman, “Maggie Nolan, . 
Tania Mallet, Shirley. Eaton: . 
“G33: Squ idron.” (Mirisch: Films): ‘Producer, Cecil Ford. 

Director,” 
-: Chakiris, ‘Harry ‘Andrews, . Maria. ‘Perschy.. ; 
-..*&- Shot im the Dark.” (Mirisch | Film}: Producer and. 
’ director. Blake ‘Edwards: Stars: Peter’ Sellers, Elke Soni- 
-mer, George Sanders, Herbert. Lom, Graham Stark.. 
~ “Stolen: Hours.” ‘(Presented - ‘Dy. Mirisch. ‘Films’ and Bar- 

* ican’ Films).. ‘Producer, Dennis Holt. Executive producers, 
‘Stuart. Millar andLawrefice Turman. -Director, Daniel M. 

- Petrie.. Stars Susan’ Hayward, Michael Craig, Diane Baker, 
” Edward Judd. 

“The. Seventh Dawn. m A ‘Helvia Production). ‘Producer, 
Charles’ Feldman. Diréctor, ‘Lewis. Gilbert. Stars William. 
“Holden; Susannah. York, Capucine. — 

“Woman ‘of .. Straw.’ or Ae. Deanden:Relph production). 
Producer, : Michael Relph.. Director, ‘Basil Dearden: Stars 
«Gina.Lollobrigida, Sean. Connery, Ralph: Richardson. 
“One .Way.. Pendulum.” (A Woodfall Film). Producer,. 

- Michael: Deeley... Executive. producer, Oscar Lewenstein. 
‘Director, Peter. Yates. ‘Stars €ric. Sykes, ‘George. ‘Cole, 
Jonathan . Miller, Julia Foster, Alisoa. Leggatt, . Mona _ 
WwW ashbourne. ’ 

-“The High Bright. Sun?’ Producer, Betty E. “Box. Direc- | 

“T.ove.on’ the: Riviera.” : Producer’ Leslie Parkyn.- “No : 
director named. -yet.. Stars, James. Robertson Justice, Leslie, oS 

: “Carry: ‘On Jack. "| 

me “Stars Bernard : -‘Cribbins, J uliet : ‘Mills, Charles: 

““The--Chalk | Garden.” ‘Producer, Ross Hunter. Director, 

. “Byil of Frankenstein.” (Columbia). ‘Producer, Anthony, 
Hinds. Director: Freddie Francis. Stars Peter ‘Cushing. 

: “Hard ‘Day's: “Nicht.” 

Iter. Grauman. ‘Stars. Cliff. Robertson, George 

. tray oy 
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Oe) ae A A Stanley Boker- ove Endtield Proactn 
. Nand midi JC 
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ee Stanley Baker-Jack Hawkins-Ulla Jacobsson-James Booth-Micha 
: Screenplay by Sohn Prebble fe and Oy Eni Suggested by an Ace Written bydobn Prebble. Directed by Gy Endl. A Diamond Fie Li Prodecton ‘Paramount Release 

| «Faron Spohn by Richard Barton 
* (DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED. STATES AND 

! CANADA BY: EMBASSY PICTURES. CORP) 
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N.Y. NEWS | 
oe kk: 2 : 

“FAST PACED | oa 

SUSPENSE. FILM.” a 

NY. TIMES. = | 
“MDIVERTING . 6. 
‘HUMOROUS. . o : 
CONTEMPORARY. 

“N.Y. HERALD: TRIBUNE: 
“Bright ‘spoof of cloak 
and dagger. daring- 

do. Jolly. good fun, 
this one.”” YOur WitS.05 

IAN CARMICHAEL JANET MUNRO: HUGH GRIFFITH. »« CURT JURGENS a2: aie 
wat ERO MOORE Ente Price HALE CHESTER” Directed mov ENFIELD ‘Screenplay by DAVID STORE 

L t U.S.A. and CANADA — Universal. 
- UNITED KINGDOM — British: Lion. : 

t “ALL OTHER TERRITORIES 

CC Ld 

Novel. by. HENRY: S: ‘MAYFIELD an 
| ‘Screenplay’ by: FRANK: TARLOFF : Dog Rr 

. ‘Directed. by. ANTON. LEADER | ae es & 

A Co: Production with ‘GALATEA: S. P. A;; ‘Rome: 
Ly CINEMASCOPE ~ eo 

CRET OF THE WAR 
“Based on-a'nevel by JOHNLEEMING 

Screenplay. by FRANK: TARLOFF 
BRIGHT, NEW ACTION—COMEDY 

cle 
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ae oe | tates MASON wo ts PALMER. 
" STannupe Lo i 

pea Award — 2 fe: EDO Bay 
~ Nominations — ee | _(U.K: Only) 

= Les 0 a. SY OF TES “ah : | “ts AND wens” 
: Starring ~~ 

“TERRY THOMAS ss 7: 
JANETTE SCOTT: [om — . 

_(Wastern. Hemisphere Only) _ : mo 

Edgar Allan Poe's s 

with | BARBARA. STEELE | an 8€§«—(A 
w. K.. ‘and: Commonwealth Only). 

~“CUNE IGHT AT 
RED SANDS” . 
in ‘TECHNICOLOR. 

wv K. cand Commonwealth Only) 

ae ak Nhe Bh Mt A tM A i a ne ME ee ae ee Tey he ne re FO 

A spectacular’ Western Adventure i in. 
_ _ Wide'screen. and colour © 

Original Story — 1 Robert Foshko | 

Screenplay by John Prebble 

oA Cellophane-Clook ond Dizzy-Dagger Comedy” 

‘Screenplay by. DAVID. STONE. 
: Based on His: Novel -’ 

‘Western Hemisphere wee Albion’ Film. Distributors: Ltd — we + Easter Hemisphere. oes - oe . : “Albion Film Corp... | 
ben 25 Jermyn Street, London, Swi. oo ~ Lion international. Films, a : 
: | | ee sy ir _Broadwick House, Z : "270 Norn ial Drive, 

Executive Producer—Hal E. Chester, Broadwick Street, . - Beverly Hi ° 
London, W. ae a California. 



fo} BRYANSTON presents 

RITA TUSHINGHAM MIKE SIRE 
BERNARD LEE 

MICHAEL RELPH. and BASIL: Dears 
~ PRODUCTION” 

ae : y ” BRVANSTON presents 

5 - xo Neeson 

. HIGR YN 4 resol MOUNT ROBERT MORLEY 

FROM 4 SAS WH 00, 
ae cAvico WHO D 

X RU HARLIN 

_ BRVANSTON FMS 96 ¢ Grosvenor Street, London WA. 7 
~ HON INTERRATIONAL Suite 1900. tO i bat New York, ED NY. 
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SR ‘CEDRIC HARDWICKE/RICHARD JOHNSON 
Preduoed by JAMES: WOOLF/Directed by JACK CLAYTON. . 

A ROMULUS/JACK CLAYTON PRODUCTION 

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents 

ig alia FH AES ASIN yf 
Screenplay by HAROLD PINTER: 

, ‘Bed on the beot-allog novel 1 PENELOPE wore 
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FILMED ON LOCATION IN AFRICA 

fo 0 o\ Mo 
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ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF 

(rarely 
I 

44 

anew feature motion n picture | based on 1 characters from Edgar Wallace’ $. 

“Sanders of the F River” in in Fochrlectps i and Eastmancolor. 7 

WALTER RILLA, ‘ALBERT LIEVEN, 

Directed by LAWRENCE HUNTINGTON 
~ 

. : N Nearing : Comp! ction 

also i in: Techniscope. W ‘and Eastmancolor ; we 

Staring LEX BARKER, RONALD FRASER, ‘ANN SMYRNER, ‘VERONIQUE VENDELL 

” Directed by ROBERT. LYNN 

ae Sos ee _ For further details contact: 

an Tony Morris, Programme Exchange Lid... 

© Telephone: REGent 4843, AAT - 
i. Cables: ‘Prochange 
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“Wednesday, April 29, 19640000° 0008 0 woe RR 

a Bese “David: Dd. Horne 

| oo Miramar. Hotel 

“Cannes, ‘France. | 

_. Dear Dave: — . ce ae . | 

. “american international Pictures F next t stellar: 10th Adniversany production “Bikini Beach," is curently b before the cameras 
in- Hollywood so ‘that we. will not be: able to join. you at: the: Cannes Festival this year. ma , 

Re ‘Please: give: our warmest: regards. ‘to our’ many: “friends at. the festival and. thank ‘them. for helping make" ‘this: the 

“soutstanding year. in. the scompany’s. foreign. income: history. mares a : 7 ; 

Leas 7 constant. flow of exciting, diversified, ‘sollaly. commercial | product-—always Pini exploitable—for theatres ground 

es f the world is our: “continuing. goal. rr a rea! 14 | 
cae | Sineerely 7 

~f 

atl ttr ac ct cons ax valabe e inter | he aio anally yj 

_ MUSCLE B BEACH PARTY _UNDER AGE 
oe i (COLOR: and: PANAVISION). On ol aa “From the. Producers. ‘of ! ‘Free, White and: 219 

_— . _ _ FRANKIE AVALON » ANNETTE. FUNICELLO.« ° LUCIANA PALUZHL: © JOHN ASHLEY S | . ANNE MAC ADAMS. ® e JUDY ADLER . 

annem or. i: RED BREATH _ HERCULES AND 
eo ee THE BLACK PIRATES 

" Seanter Fripay 
ALAN STEELE®. 

(co LOR ). 
THE SARACENS 

“BORIS KARLOFF. ®. CHRISTOPHER 1 LEE | : : RICHARD HARRISON | 

UELO "BIKINI BEACH DUEL OF FIRE 
“(COLOR ‘and PANAVISION). ° - “tu LAMAS © ® LIANA ORFEI 

- FRANKIE AVALON ANNETT E FUNIGELLO KEENAN, WYNN, ° MaRTHA sve 

; - REVENGE OF 
THE TIME TRAVELERS THE & CONQUERED 

R) 
PRESTON FOsteR + PHIL CAREY 

. BURT NELSON > WANDISA GUIDA 

165 Sunset Boulevard, t Los. Angeles 46 California. 
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL P PICTURES 165 West 46th Street # New York, N.Y. 
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THE GRADE: ORGANISATION LTD, : , 
REGENT. HOUSE. 235-241, REGENT ST.,LONDON W.1. ENGLAND. 

“Cables: GRADAGE, LONDON Wa. 
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GALA. iN FRANCE 

68 Rue Pierre Charron, Patis,. ge: 
: Telephone ELYSEES 4156-4092 : ' 

“Telegraphic Address ' “ Galawotlotiim, Par 

4 

LONDON HEAD: OFFICE 

GALA. FILM DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
“GALA: ‘HOUSE: ° ASAT OLD: COMPTON -ST., LONDON, WA. 8 

Telephones: REGent 9701- 5° « Telegraphic. Address: Galati, ‘Wests, Leniden. ‘Gables: Balai, ‘Londen. 

GALA Ne SOUTH. AFR cA. er “ALAS NW U.S.A. . ; “ALA IN IRELAND 
. Foire Fi img (SA) (Pty) Ltd., 12th’ Floor. iladelphia Corner -. ° - Gordon Films, Ine; 120 West 57th’ Street, New York 19, NY. e Elliman Films Ltd. . 
“Von Wielligh '& Jeffe Streets Johannesburg P.O. Box. 8216 
_ _ Telephone 22. 9507" "Telegrams “AdtiIm”* : 

Telephone Plaza. J Yi 9390: 1- a: * Cables * Gordonfitm: New York" 18 Eder Quay, Dublin : 



“Wie this 5 entirely ew y method of shooting 'Scope-type films: the negative frame c covers : the e height | of only two per- 
Cots -forations, thus only half the usual ‘amount of negative Is used i in the camera... At the optical printing stage the two. 
-. .<. perforation frame is stretched d vertically to twice the w height giving ¢ on the. positive Print a norinal, "Scope-type four 
a “perforation frame. 

@ No distortion of the rage: . eR 

“@ Greater depth of field due to: the short focus lenses generally u used, but n no o limitation on: n the 
a “use of. any type of lens. an oe 

@ Use of. any type. of ' “zoom” | lens, , oa aes nye : | 

=) Wider horizontal angle of view. than normal 'Scope lenses. “An 18mm lens ¢ can nbe used d (which 
--corresponds. to a'35 mm. "Scope) and even shorter focal. lengths. 

“@ Full: utilization of all the light that hits the projector aperture. BES OE Ae 

© ‘The. possibility of ‘shooting longer scenes ‘with less. risk of the. film running. ‘out, and halving. 
the’ possibility of. picking up emulsion. In the: aperture with consequent unsteadiness. Soe 

oe Half. the: changes. of: magazines, with consequent. less loss: ‘of. expensive. time and Infinitely’ 
. less: strain on the: part of. actors and, indeed, all: Concerned. with | shooting 0 on the set.” : 

i) Half. the: cost of negative. developing. - a, . 

e@ A ‘complete. saving on the. hiring. of anamorphic camera » lenses and total elimination of their 
_-weight and: encumbrance. Ws really trug~ahamorphic. lenses. are. no 9 longer used: in the 
photography: stage! re | 

e More speed t in the. lenses and covisequent possbity« of f aooting at t lower light levels. 

_ forward to enjoying 3 the additional residual Values from colour r taevsion, Pay-TV,. 
-re-issues in. colour, etc... . oes 7 ee | 

means “BE TER QUALITY AT ALOWER COST” __ 

"Cut hose production costs by eontacting TECHNICOLOR TODAY 

i THE _TECHNICOLOR GROUP OF "LABORATORIES 

“Technicolor Limited, Technicolor Corporation ‘Technicolor: Italiana, SpA 
: Bath Road, S Joa Romaine Street, B Via: Tiburtina 1138, 

Harmondswerth, “P.O. Box 38- 547, PRoma =  ~ 
West Drayton, Midd, Hollywood 38, Roma 416.447 / 
~SkYport 5432, _ California, J. | ie 
| ‘Hollywood 74 1101 oo _ - - a e 



The new Bri tish Lion i is owned. by’ some. oft the most talented, r most successful film makers: in Britain. They 
have a record of achievement rarely: matched. They are headed by Sir Michael Balcon, creator of Ealing Films | 
— makers of movies like“ Tight Little Island’, ‘Kind Hearts and Coronets?; , ' The Ladykillers’. Among. : 

his associates: John Osborne and Tony | Richardson’s Woodfall. Films... makers of ‘Tom Jones’ and» 
‘A Taste of Honey’ . Joseph Janni arid John Schlesinger - . sy. who made ‘Billy Liar’ and‘A Kind of Lewving’. 
The Boulting Brothers . . . who made ‘I’m All Right, Jack’ and ‘Heavens Above’. Launder and Gilliat... o 
makers of ‘Only Two Can Play’ ‘and the ‘St, Trinians? movies. And Walter Reade of. America’ so 
Walter Reade-S terling Ine. 

THIS LION IS GOING TO RO? R- 

Dt ae. 

Cc: “yy The tnost talented file company in Britain i is represented ov overseas osbp i ON IN VTERNA Tl ONAL FILMS G OF LONDON 

~ neu Sa Broadivick House, Br roadlvic. Street, London W We c = 7 Gay Darinal at Suite 1900, 1 504 Broadway, Neiw’ York 36 . 
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_BWABRFING THE MIGHTIESTI {TO 

‘Joseph E. Levine presents 
Agee. 2 

. AN %, 

. mn By . Pace 
. , ae 5 ink . ff 

7 > - re PJ? 

. € : Teh Teed 
1 not - 

4 
6 Fo": AK 

: anleyB Baker Jack Hawkins: ‘Ulla Jacobsson 
ae Rooth- Michael Caine “S-cvccscesine 

Directed "a —_ —" Narration spoken by Richard batten, 

A Stanley Baker—Cy Endfield Prepon 2 

pear Exhibitors. of ‘the World, 

"Zo" is the first film we. have: produced, 

So We wanted to ‘make: a ‘tine, uncompromising, .. 
., honest. film that would. ‘bring in. a lot of fine, 
“uncompromising, honest money, . Joe Levine and ,° 
.. Paramount backed us. to: reach this double. goal, 
After the opening ‘here in Great Britain, | we know 
~ that. we. have: done ite. a 

- on ‘the. assumption: that - you. would Like: ‘to. do 
‘the same, we would: like you ‘to. exhibit “ZULU" 
Wherever” you" are. ee 

Yours faithfully, ~- => 
OE. a ugtne fo ped 

“STANLEY BAKER © CY ENDFIELD 

Press. Reaction 
“Zulu Is caper — London Evening News; “"Magnificent!” —. London Daily Mircors “Great!” — - Londen Sunday. Mirror: “Unforgettable! “Gloat of « fim? : —_ Evenings 

Standard: "It will Back " ‘em in} - One. of the’ most exciting odventure yarns: Te: ever. seen!" News of the ‘World:. “Great epic! Beautiful: direction! . Superb - acting!" 

London Daily’ Express? “Best spectacular in yeérs!"—-London Sunday, Telegraph: "Great excitement & sespense!"—London Sunday Express; “Stirring! ‘Brilliontt its. Sledge oe 

‘hommer: impact will. electrify!" —London. Daily Sketch; "Strongly exciting! ‘Cheers for’ the: guts and glory. boys!""— —The People, Jondon;. “A ‘stirring. yera! Loaded with. all. + 

“the proven ingredients for. big. sole exploitation, which wilt clearly je teflected in ‘boxoffice ‘returns! —Variety;: “Deserves te: be one ‘of the. qrect successes in 1964!" 

“London: ‘Evening, News: iw rate. example of ‘a theaghifel spectacular! ‘More > Integrity and Testraint thon most movie. battle epics ever hope to achieve!" —Londen: Dally 

Herald; “Savage! Seething! ‘Uniperiag!"—London Daily Mail “ oa re a : _ 

Public Reaction 
- “PLAZA Theatie, London. nates Receipts. 50%: ‘above’ ‘any. ‘other: ‘continuous - TUN. fil dn the 

7 cs 2° entire history: of this theatre. :°. - ee 

: RITZ Theatre; Londen. Best. holdover. ‘for two: years; 
ABC: Tet week: release, London.” Receipts. 25%, above any. other film. ‘shown. 

Cardiff. Li “Held over. for fourth week ace Ast time: ever. 

* Newport’ Held “o over. third: week. oar Ist- time: ever. : 

Bognor . oa all time: 7. ‘day. record.” a 

‘Swansea. .. we a “Taking i in ‘excess of F anything b before. 

=> . ‘ond: so ‘on and | $0. on ond so on. wee AL te he 
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“MURDER SHE SAID - 
ed " STARRING... -_ 

“MARGARET. RUTHERFORD 

‘MURDER . TT THE BGs chine 
See STARRING. fo a, | 

MARGARET RUTHERFORD - 

re t tes - ° . 
ee . fo es 2 

| , 7 J) RDE | a : MOST. L FO Ps . age a on i 

ons “BeRaO SE 

MAR \R RET: RU tu THERE ORD 



seme erates ST TT 

‘LON 

THE FIRST BRITISH CIRCULAR FILM. ‘ 
“IN COLOR: ‘AND ‘STEREOPHONIC SOUND t 

ENQUIRIES | FOR FOREIGN RIGHTS 
PERMANENT. OR TOURING THEATRES _ 

= AND. FURTHER SPECTACU uu AR. FILMS 

CIRCLORAMA THEATRES, LTD. 

Directors: LEONARD: ‘URRY: & LEON HEPNER 

| 6, CARLOS. PLACE, LONDON, W. 1 , 

_WHEREVER 1 THERE RE ARE | PEOPLE YOU'LL PACK THEM IND 

Congratulates 

~, JBOUGLAS SLOCOMBE 

“and. thanks them, with- 

. for the pat they played in. the: international success of o 

now 1 showing’ 

“DIRK & BOGARDE 

SARAH MILES 
ve British Film: ‘Academy a nominee. 

“ JAMES FOX: 

: waiby CRAIG. 

fat British Film Academy. award) ‘nominee « 

“CABLES: URRY, LONDON. 

TELEPHONES: HYDE PARK 9648. 
931 

British: Film Academy & & Variety Club of Gt.. Britain. 
awards winner. — 

British Film Academy & Variety Club of Gt. Britain 
awards. winner.: “4 | 

_British Film Academy award nominee. | 

British Film Academy a: award winner. : 

HAROLD. PINTER 
British: ‘Screen: ‘Writers’ Guild award winner. 

LESLIE: GRADE, ‘NORMAN: PRIGGEN, ROBIN © ‘MAUGHAM, »” 7 : 
"RICHARD. ‘MACDONALD, “JOHN. DANKWORTH, REGINALD. tt 
MILLS, JOHN. COX, CHIC. 'WATERSON & PAMELA DAVIS... a 
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And one of the world’s finest set-building teams— 

"| Shepperton Studios, Shepperton, Middlesex, England, Telephone 

.
 

. 
. 

floes They speak American at Shepperton” = 
"They also have an Oscar-winning sound department 

| Wedinesday;:‘April’-29, 19640 > 
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‘Sew ideas, ‘imagination and..sound 

‘More recognized... ..One’: of ‘the 
-brightest.-to emerge recently. has 
been. Clive Donner, with two highly |¢ 
‘contrasting. successes within a few 
_mmonths; . 

‘The Best,” a highly praised “black”. 
‘comedy helmed by. Donner: with 
superb panache. But Donner is no. 
rocket that has suddenly: flashed. in 
the sky. He directed his first. pic-. 
ture, “The Secret Place” at’ Pine- 
‘wood nearly 10. years -ago and, 

had had.a sound. 
schooling in’ editing ‘such topline | 
product as “I Am A Camera,” 

= . 

one 

5B. BRITAIN. 

weer anaes ee a. Le Te 
i aie Toate ce ea core en 

. . 
ON a REN AA ROIS TET ME TLS ELI OT IIE TET I OY PTET EET ESP 

_Wedaesies, “April 2 29, 1964 

Creative and Interpretive 

Ben am BU sailiaw | 
“London, 

The. * only. certain: thing about 

oa fim. making ‘these days: is its: ‘dis- 

_-persal.. 
~ market” is the banner under: which 

and 

An “international * world 

thesps, producers, directors... 

writers Jet madly. from: Continent 

to Continent. OT 
So it. iss sointléss. for Britalir 

smugly.” to look: at ‘its. home-born |-t 

- talent and jealously. try to guard:it™ 
for making. British motion pictures. 
The: better the talent then ‘the more: 
Jikely: it is to’ be snapped up else- |. 
where—and. pronto. -Still,-it isan 
encouraging thought - that Britain: 
4s-.continuitg —to develop : zestful 
young mien’ and women ‘in. films. 

.. The. importance. of directors: with 

technical ‘knowhow : is’ more’ and. 

the tricky . Pinter film, 
“The Caretaker" and: “Nothing But 

prior to that, 

“Genevieve” - “The Million. Pound 

FOR TOP 

PRODUCTIONS. 

UK. DISTRIBUTION ° 

PLANET 
FILM 

- DISTRIBUTORS 

‘more. 
shows in his. films”) : and ‘admits 
that he learned most of. what ‘he 

boiler pubject.. Joha. Guillermin, a 
tough; dedicated. 39-year-old 
helmer, had his ground work firmly 
laid in French documentaries and} 
smalitime features, branching into. 
the: bigger stuff in 1950. ‘He can. 
ook back on such. films as.-““Town. 
On Trial,” “The Whole Truth,” and 

survived having. to direct. “Tarzan’s | 
‘Greatest Adventure.” 

By DICK RICHARDS _ 

years with David Lean . (“one of 
the best of: the. middle-brows:- and | 

radical. than: “sometimes 

knows about comedy and: timing 

-Donner is now a very 
| hot British‘ - property and_.Holly- | 
‘wood and.the Continent are -bound 
to” woo ) him. ‘pretty. scon. © *: 

Our Boy. Tony 

swith ° 
“The Entertainer” ‘and: the .rum- 
bustious,. : rollicking “Tom . Jones” | 

|: behind kim,” Tony --Richardson’s 
‘future 1s set fair, Here is another. 
‘man:.who.. keeps an ‘eye .on -the 

| boxoffice: (his: best venture is “The 
‘Charge of the -Light Brigade”), 
doesn’t: disdain public ‘acclaim but, |. 
nevertheless, would back’ away. in 
horror:from an obvious popular pot- 

“Tl Was. Monty’: 's Double” and ‘eveti. 

Now. Guil- 
lermin's star. is’. ascending... Cur- 
rently shooting. “Batasi,”: the- pic} 
on which.. Britt Eklund ‘powdered, | 
‘Guillermin is an iron-m . 
uke and ‘also. ‘one who takes. a vital |. 

guide puppets. ‘They. have to. have. 
‘ft actors: and. Britain is‘ coming across: 

i with some vivid. new talent; Rarely, 

from. the late. Henry. (“Genevieve”) | 
+ Cornelius. 

“Look “Back ‘In. “Anger,” 

on: the}: 

{parted : 

. er nn ee . . . . " . an . oe * . 

. ete . . : . . woe a. Le woot 

oe . “ urn tote woe tte ry o* . 

: eee “ 7 ee oe 

Sot . id - ot : . 

. . . 9 take : 

™ . - . 

~ vot . a -. 
7 - . . aa 

. : on 7 eae 
. . . . “ . . 

. . 7" . . * . © 

-_ . - 

an 1950: . 

oe Jie 
Note! - “He worked: for a couple of. interest in “edmposing” seenes. on 

7 | 1953 
»_ Joseph: Losey: jpas been directing 7 

‘pictures. here.for several years. are 

has .. ‘given . him. “even. 
greater stature. Tony Richardson a 
has. taken:.a chance by. giving a], 

Desmond. ~_ 
‘Davis; ‘his : most: important. ‘assign-'| °“ 
ment: with. “The. Girl ‘With Green 

‘|-Eyes,”’. wv: starring. Rita. ‘Tushingham. , 
‘Its .a. chance: ‘that. a ‘fairly inex- |: 

_ periericed director might well ‘have+.4 
imissed. a few. years. back, and re-||° 

his pictures. ’ 

his . prize: winning success, : 
Servant,”.. 

comparative : unknown, 

Weals ‘a: new. heartening . “trend. 

Battle of ‘the Somme.” 

Sidney: Thayers: with. ‘his “This oO 
Is. My’ Street,” ‘Sidney Furie ‘con-| 
‘tinuing -his' -swift,- ‘upward career |.- 
with “The. ‘Leather: . Boys,” ' Peter! 
‘Yates -being. handed the tricky 

‘sier horror: jobs by Michael. Ca 

such: “proved .. directors as. Ronald. 
Neame, Val Guest, (Charles: ‘Crich- | 
ton, Ken Annakin; Ken ° ‘Hughes! 

Hamilton. : ; 

‘But directors -. cannot “Znerely. 

now, . is... the ‘meretricious - golden. 
carrot: of -a. ‘contract - dangled - in 
‘front of .new,. young: thesps.: But 

| fhere ‘are opportunities ‘in British 
| films; . despite. the. counter -attrae- 
tions. of’ television and the theatre. 
Maybe: -there.:.-aren’t | enough 

| chanees, which: is. why these. young 
1 people. are. ‘regarding ‘the. world as. 
their. workshop. From .the point ‘of 

ia |.view .of British ‘films. it. is: perhaps 
|.a ‘pity. that. they ‘must often. escape 
t so soon, -though:: from the. stand-| 

di} point’ of their own. careers | and 
if ‘experience: .it.is inevitable. - 

‘Sarah - Miles, . 

America. . ‘Samantha | Eggar, ‘who: 

‘not only weatherwise. At 19, Fran- 
1 cesea Annis has just finished. work-. 
|ing on ‘“Flipper’s New Adventure,” 
which certainly’. “provides. her. with 

_ OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTION © 

~DOVERTON 
FILMS: 
LTD. 

a Hollywood | showcase. ‘And - an 
'f even. ‘bigger: one’ has: been handed 

| to: the rather. older:'Joanna Dun- 
|.ham.-- ‘Miss: Dunham’s. Continental: 
‘| and: U:S: ‘four with “Romeo: ‘and- 

| Juliet” earned: her. the role of Mary} 
Magdalene. . 

j“The Greatest Story “Ever Told.” 
‘in © George © ‘Stevens’. 

if - the © tawny-tressed. Miss ’.:Dun- 
‘ham’s. performance ‘Matches’. Stév-. 
jens” prognostication - then: Britain |: 

{ij can probably -kiss her goodbye for 
Jf} awhile. ‘But. that’s: filmbiz. .; .- 

‘Just.’ “when: Julie . -Christie - ‘and 
; ‘June: Ritchie“were’ crystalling. their 
British film careers they- upped 

{E| sticks and: fled. ‘to. the theatre: “for 
+ added: experience.” “Wise gals. Miss | - 
Christie is. fouring: fhe -Continent| 

jand. then: the’ -Statés with. Shake- 
| Speare and Migs Ritchie. is in stock. 

| in the provinees. . But this is. ‘merely, 
‘a. avorthwhile. lull. in- their promis-. 
ing film:..caréers.' The “girl -who 

aS f| raised a buzz in’. “Billy: Liar”: Is. 
Ih| skedded .to-.return to Britain | to 
| | make “Darling” with: ‘Schlesinger. 
and Miss Ritthie’s offers are. piling 
Up. But. all. this still Teavés: Britain: 

- Susan:. Hampshire, Wendy Craig; | 
}} another: who scored“: héavily -..in 

TH, WARDOUR ST. ora 
1 London, W.1- : 

(GERRARD ‘oi 

“The. Servant,” Nyreée Dawn Porter, 
\-Traev. Reed (the ‘girl ‘who :played, 
{ briefly, . and ‘in briefs). ‘George -L. 
| Scott's: secrétary. in’.“Dr:: Strange- 
tlove™: ‘Ann Bell, Sally Smith, who is. 
a: blonde ‘peppy: little. ‘cutie; -Milli=| 

i}cént Martin, . the’ tv. girk and. Julia. 
| Foster are alk-up. and coming: young. 
:women worth keeping. -tw0 eves. on. 
+ Nor ‘has’ Rita ‘Trishingham’s. full 
| poteritial “been realized. “Honor 
| Blackman, ; ‘back © ‘in films “after a 
‘long ‘stint - in ‘television’ which: has’ 
.tefurbished her. name, could make'|. 

| the- -New.. James. . Bond. Adventure young: vocalists . and: " BrOUpS. than 
- (Continued: on. page. qi). 

Robert. ‘Hartford. Davis, ° swho .. has |. - 
had ‘to handle. a couple: oef- iffy pix} -- 
lately, . is. readying to: spread his | -. 
wings. with: a -big fn” on. “The ”. 

Roy Baker, Ralph Thomas and. ‘Guy 

; has 
‘Weekly, ” 
‘ture. Show”: - 
‘which flourished to. ‘varying degree 
for: some. years have: all given: up. 
the:ghost and died, though. some. 

cif Susannah. York, - 
Hayley: Mills and Janet Munro: are | 

| an-established quartet: which; while | 
not: lost. to ‘Britain, have already 
| been wooed. ‘and ‘partially won by™ 

- amicably from ‘William | 
|-Wyler’s . “The: Collector, * appears 

| ‘to . be. staying- on - in.” “Hollywood, . 
_ presumably. thinking . that :the ‘out=]- 
look. there: is “sunny for: her-—and ‘and: the newly launched. 

“Time,” two. monthlies. which, how: 
ever’. 

-1 than: “house | organs.” ‘The -first is: 
‘published: by” Associated. British 

sells at’ their’ cinemas 
and deals ‘with. releases. and .stars |. 
-Cinemas, ° 

| Filming’. 

age... 

“Woman's. Own” 
-Mirror.” 
quently “publish. life ‘stories, ghosted 
pieces’ and ‘speciality scéreameérs of 

‘Hearthrob ‘Harry” [or 
| with. a -rew arding number of young hea 
| femmes who. are making: the grade: 

95 oe eed ae , 

1955. 
1956: 

on @ ere *¢ 2.0 ee Pa a ny oe oer er 

$204, 006 000. 
‘- 802,400,000 ..( 103,600,000). } 

dies fee .-» 308,000,000. . (106 400,000) [er 
eibnestueute - 305,200, 000" (103,660,000): F - 

"308,000 000-4 100;800 000)... - 
. 296,800,000 ..( : 
; 291,200,600. 95, 200 000)". a 

ee an ieee “260,400,000. (. 78,400,000) 
~ -” 232,400,060. (° 44,800,000)...” - 

. 193,200,000. (-. 22,400,000)" 
: 182,000,000: (. 8; 600: 000) Rs *: 

ve, “373,600,000 ° ~~ a 
: was a . . 365,200, 009) “rovisonat “© ep 6 oe coe ae ore gee ev eoecweerea wre 

- le Sw meees eo erecoe ee 

 eetiee Gest Taking 1S 
The mounts of. Entertainments. Duty included “ini: ibd gros 

“One - ‘Way Pendulum,”. some - elas-}. 

‘reras-and Don Sharp, John (“Bi ly > a a 
Liar’) Schlesinger, Peter .Grabam } 
Seott; Michael | Winner, Christopher. is 

| Miles .and -Robert’.Tronson are} - 
other. evidences. that newish blood | -_ 

‘}is being stirred to join forces. with. - - 

By DICK: RICHARDS - 
: -London:. 

“As. far'a as. the British fan’ maga- 
| sine field is- coricerned, the cinema. 

. virtually. : had “it. 
“Rim, Pictorial,” “Pic- 

-and ° .“Picturegoer, 9. 

‘delayed: ‘the death. pangs . by «= an 
infusion of television | and, - ‘pop: 
music. features. 

Now - ‘only: - “photoplay," a 
monthly magazine,“in which British 
original features are. ‘mingled. with | 
material from the~ ‘American’ 
“Photoplay,”:. remains to. eater: for 
those who. like te: read. about cur-: 
-Trent. and future films. as’ well as 
‘the: love: lives, “problems; «profiles. 
{and vital--statistics of film: thesps.’ 
Even .in: “Photoplay”: the .inroad: 

of pop: music and tv is clear to see. 
It. has a. ‘sound, workable .cireula-. 
tion: but. not. perhaps | big, enough 
to. suggest that a magazine devoted | 
purely. to. the : middle class ap- |'] 
proach to -the. cinema: can at pres-, 
ent. be a -publisher’s: goldmine... 
There. are’ “The: A-B:C: Review”. 

“Show. 

- disguised, ° _are..- little: more 

in: which: ABC ‘is ‘currently ‘in-. 
terésted. 

Rank. ine -associates, “Films and 

inteHlig nt. ‘monthly. which. deals’ 
‘with ‘the’ cinema objectively but 
chardly caters for. the average fan,’ 
‘who is more ‘interésted. in. ‘bosoms.. 

than: cinema. 
trends, Gamera angles: and. direc-. 
‘torial 

and. heart throbs . 

‘knowhow. | “Sight. - 
Sound,” ‘published. -by” the . British 
‘Fil Institute Serves - a similar 
longhair » purpose. 

There is a handful. “of ‘general 
pop ‘magazines. which offer ‘a- fairly. 
‘generous ‘quota .of° showbiz ‘cover-, 

“Tit. 
Bits,’ r : “Weekend, ”: "Reveille and 

Papers. like’ “Today,” 

‘such femme | shets © as. 
Land *: 

Woman,” 

Woman’! Ss 

‘These .- - magazines’. fre- 

the = “What... It’s. Like to Date 
“This” Was 

In the popular’ new spapers: ‘the 
[accent is: ‘invariably : on Sensation. 
‘Thus, ‘a.recent.séries. by Judy.Gar- 
Yand in the-bigselling Sunday tab, 
“The. People,” .’ inevitably: harped 
more..on the miseries. of Judy’s life 
as a-kid ‘star’. and_ her ‘subsequent.| 
unhappy" marriages and. ill health.| 
than :on any assessment’ of. Miss 
Garland as.a. ‘einemactress. of. some . | 
‘repute. 
But’ even: the. ‘Magazines ‘men-, ; 

‘tioned: are. now: more. -interested | 
in’ articles by: or ‘about’. television’ 
‘stars - (particularly. ‘those: who: ap- . 

: WIN NKLER ASSOCIATES LTD, 
| 120.W. 57 St,.New York 19, errlh7968 

pear in regular series) “and: in 

in: film folk. 

Vid a o Felt In Ireland 
“Some B Houses Rent Out for Out: for Bingo, Though 

Distribs. Oppose — 

“Film | 

the _patrons. 

. “Show: Time” is.. ‘under 
the-Rank™ -banner - and serves a: 
ssimilar function: for- the .wares .-of 

iS: a. ‘well-produeed,- 

' and | 

- Rue -_ Snub 

By ED. & ‘MacSWEENEY 

" . Dublin. - 

tors. - 
- Dublin’s first-run hoiises. ‘count: 

lost:-the 3,400-seat’: Theatre Royal... 
and the. 800-seat: Regal demolished. *-™: 
to make’-room for ‘a new:. office _ 
block’ for the. Rank. “Organization. | 

Rest -of: situations ~~: 
Apart. from new. re- 

|leases there has: been some good |: 
which... 

-have ‘proved: Particularly. remuner- oe 
-ative.:. o 

‘The trade Says that: action-cum: 
sex is. still the biggest: come-on. for... 

But as. anyone who ..- 
knows the: ‘censorship -- set-up in. 
Ireland: understands. the ‘sex is gen= | ._ 
erally: rather - diluted. Préférence: .:’ 
‘for. Americéan - productions : 

| Hiolds up: ‘and, ‘generally Speaking,. ... 
‘the - “American: picture takes‘‘more’ ©. 
money: on the ‘first runs. than’ an”: « 

Interest. in|”: : 
srital Europe a 

‘is: limited. and ‘during last. ‘year’: 
|} only 27 came. from “Italy;.19 from”: : 
‘France ‘and six from'Germany with . 
afew -from Spain -and: :Greéce.:. .. 
These. ‘mainly went to the small 
art hhouses. in ‘Dublin and-rarely:’. 

development. : 
doing ‘well,: 

exploitation ™ of re-issues® 

import: from. ‘Britain. . 
pictures from Contin 

had* much’ revenue ‘earning ‘Capac- 
‘ity . outside. ‘the major. ‘cities, aud” 
towns, | 

“Top, Ten.’ Other .: males. - with’ 
‘strong interest. :to the. Irish“ CUS-..— 
‘tomer - 

Wayne;. Paul": Newman, . ‘Laurence . 
Hatvey and. Clift Richard. A gen- 
‘eral . view /is: that the women are. ©... 
not:'so. strong at ‘the boxoffice, #1-. :. 
though ‘Audrey Hepburn is. ‘rated ars 

are’ Jerry’. Lewis, * John 

to have.the most apepal.. 
} Failure: of ‘top “U.S.. and. British’. : 
‘support by. way: of: stars’ for Cork. 
International Film: Festival“ is not’... 

-|helping general. imagé~.6f ‘the “in-’° >. 
dustry... In recent years,: Continen--. . 
tals, particularly France, Italy and: 
-Germany,: have: -been.. making’ the md 
‘Tunning “with - ‘personalities: . 
more..récently Eastern: European 
countries have joined in; The: Irish. 
market may not be: large .when ‘Te-.- 
lated to world markets,.but-it still _ 
is- large enough. to ‘warrant: atten-. ~: 
tion. and exploitation ‘and co-oper>. * 
‘ation from home offices.. -When'@xe: © 3: 
‘ploitation: is ‘aided ‘it usually pays. -$-: ~ 

The Role’ ‘That Made Me Grow Up”. % 
type. 

-Off. in :the: major -eities, ‘and the: §. 
‘) buildup . of first run: business: ins og 

cities: like’ Dublin and. Cork ean: ”:.: 
help . to. compensate_ for the sharp .- F' 

off -in.. , the “neighborhood a 2 fall - 
houses. . 

‘ine picture : 
insurance 

Pec cast, film, weather, ability, 
- cameras, PFOps,. . Plagiarism. ae an 

__ “Extension ‘of. ‘coverage Shy: Telefis. = 
mo Eireann ‘(Irish Video) to-the’ whole _- 

} country - has increased. the. impact ot 
fon: nabe “cinema houses... Although ~~ £° 

“| shut-downs ‘over. the past year have .-.$° 
been few, there have been. a ‘num-.9.°%> |. 
ber of. leasings. for Bingo nights, a: ore 
although | these shave’ ‘been ..regis-~ 
‘tered. in many cases by. distribu" . 

‘still y 

‘Of. -the stars, ° “Cary, “Grant. ‘still. : 
brings them in “substantial . numi-..- 
“bers, with. Rock Hudson and: Burt ._ 
Lancaster well up. among Ireland’s: 

«$169. 600, 0009. a a 
aa 
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: - produc ions | : 

- for the screens s of f the v world 

2 ; ; e 

‘ 

ae ee _ MARGOT FONTEYN RUDOLPH NUREYEY, 

AW EVENING ci 
a3 eo AL BALLET 

_ Director ANTHONY. ASQUITH 

_ TECHNICOLOR a 

~ LAURE RENCE eoues 
“production of of Chekhov’ s me 

: oon ony 

. io ‘ os. ot ° tee 

od oo ot co | [ . 7h os . . 

_ . . od “* eee” . . ee Tet Vite, 

oe . soat : . . te . . . . . . ‘ . - . 

. rn 7 . oy ys at . eos . . mt . 5 Soe ° Lbs . oo * 

, “et . “ . . . . aan “ a . we? _— - ° oats aa oooawt x . 
te oe 1 te, . : 1 . Ue ” . . - 

ev. et a7 aye . - Cts "ee wae oa! 

ay .- a <i q =: . os. oo" . ee, _s . 

awe . . . tte - 

_ Michoel Redgrave, Laurence Ol
iver, . ; ney hs 

. Joan: Plowright, Lewis Casson, . : = : L | 
q - Sybil. Thorndike, Rosemary: Harris ee ; ae oF & Py ts 

AR Directed by STUART ‘BURGE oo ne | 

~ Stravinsky's s. : oe : : - | | "Bela Bartok’s 3 Opera, oe | | . 

at a WE SOLDIERS |B BLUEBE EARD'S | 
| "Svetlana Beiioiova, Robeit Helpmonn, “ANA RAQUEL-SATRE, NORMAN FOSTER 
i i ‘Brian Phelan ee 

Directed. by MICHAEL. BIRKETT - Soo _ Directed by MICHAEL POWELL | 
° STECHNICOLOR. | “ a a eee | 

A A gastronomic adventure 

: TECHNICOLOR os 

“teoog| the: regions 

of France renee te 
Jeep po ae a 

a oe a 2 rr rn . Doe Se Fe dal . 

: . “> ; 

| and ae o follow! 

“ HEATRES a TELEVISION oe PAY. TELEVISION 
, "BRITISH. HOME ENTERTAINMENT | LIMITED, 

- Royalty House, 72, Dean. Street, London, Wil. ‘England 

| Enquire MICHAEL GREEN, CARLTON HOTEL, CANNES. 
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(eeccccccccccccccccccce ‘By ¢ GENE. | MOSKOWITZ. _evecccccccccoccccoocce 
Paris. - 

Government aid rise to. 14% on. ‘grosses from. prior 5%. - 
stepped up. prqduction a bit in France. But: fear: of . 
cuts in such aid to satisfy. Common Mart. plans for. one. 
coffer for all ECM signatories: ‘still braked. production: -. 

_ So '88 French and French ‘majority. interest ‘pix plus a 
several started in. 1963 but-only just winding. There were. 
53 French minority investments in. coproductions- with: - 
various : ‘countries: Again. the. over 300 licensed. producers. 

_-eoproduced.. hugely. among. themselves. and the .. usual - 
~ biggies, with distrib and exhib’ arms, also: partnered pix 
as well as. making some on their own. Such a big producer 
‘as’ Henri Deutschmeister, Franeo -_London ‘Films,. had 
no pix this year as he marked a new ‘trend by ‘specializ- : 
ing in pix-for tv:and formed a distrib ‘setup with Cineriz.. Mor ©. Bets): with France Vedette Films. and CCF. : 

of Italy. . 
Following is a ‘check list of main producers, niimnetieally, _ 

. and ¢ others in the Jast. full year. of production: a, 

~ GAUMONT - | 
. Possessing ‘hardtops and: a distribution. arm as well: as 
“a. subsidiary bankrolled ‘by. -MGM for ‘Gistrib nis 2 

-.“Caram-. 
bolages” (Carom Shot)* with~local’ indie . “Trianon, ’ the®. 
solid: gangster. comedy... hit - ‘Less. . -Tontons ' Flingueurs”. 

(The. Gentle: Gunmen): with Ultra of Rome-:and Corona - 
of Munich, “100,000 Dollars. Au. Soleil”- (160,000 ee “ 

thriller’ ‘made. by. Henri Verneuil. who did - 
“Any Number Can Win” with..Trianon. and “Mefiez..Vous.._ - 
Madames” -(Look Out .Ladies) 4. Dlearesque comedy » with. 

Gaumont International was ‘in--for. four pix... 

din the Sun)..a 

“PAC. of Paris: and Zebra. of Rome. 

Headed. by". ‘Robert. ‘Dortman; iad. the. hit ‘Fernandel: 
Bourvil. ‘comedy. “La Cuisine ‘Au ‘Beurre”* (Cooking. With 
Butter), Vadim's ‘comedy’ based. on. the Francoise Sagan — 
play “Chateau En Suede”. (Castle .in’-Sweden)..with Euro. * 
International .of Ronie, and comedy “Coup De. Bambow” \. 
(Bamboo_Bit) with Jocals-Silver-Films,. Regina and Films .. 
Jean Boyer. Latter. also. directed . this comedy. ns 

: “CUEVIELE 
ve te 

hit: big. ‘time with first. pic. “The ‘Button War": Me ore 
- by Warners.: This. year. had.- _another © ‘hit about ‘moppets - 

(Bebert. and ‘the . Train) also... “Bebert Et I”Omnibus” 
handled by © Warners, - and coproguced- ‘“D'Ou_ Viens-Tu 
Jobnny?”” (Where: are. You 

plus “Rue Des Cascades,” 
hard, with : Films, De Mai. 

Distrib’ and. prodtiétion setup, was Sin four pix: via ‘Eddie . 
Constantine - -action . “comedy... “A Toi. De. Faire Mignon” 
(Your Tune, Baby) spy actioner: “OSS. 117° Se Dechaine’”’ 

(OSS :117 Cuts Loose). alongside PAC-and Mediterannee. 
of Rome, ‘the two. gimmick. pix.on a. breakup ‘of ‘a couple. 
seen by man and ‘wife “Francoise ou. La Vie’ Conjugale” 
(Francoise or Conjugal Life} “and. “Jean. Marc ou La. 
Vie :‘Conjugale” seconded. by’ Terra. Films of France ‘and - 
Jolly .of Rome, and ‘gangster - ‘thriller. “Symphonie: Pour. ae 
Un “Massacre” with. ‘French: coproducer PECF and Italo 
Dear Film. i 

COPERNIC 
“The ‘production - arm: “of distrib. UFA-Comacico -was-in = 
for. three’ via: gangster comedy: “Faites: Sauter La ‘Banque” 
(Hold” Up the. Bank)...along . with. PAMEC ‘:of _ Rome, 

“-: Jean’ Gabin ‘starrer “Maigret. Voit: “Rouge” (Maigret Sees’ 
Red) seconded by .Titanus of Rome, ard “La Mort D’'Un 

“Pueur” (Death of:.a Killer) with’ Cinedial: of:Rome. Under 
_UFA..Comacico did. ‘comedy ~ “Pouic-Pouie” 
‘Film and Erdey of: Paris, Te 

"PARIS. FEM 
Under: ‘Robert and. Ra

ymond - Hakim, ‘did: “Chaire “
peo: 

Poule” (Goosefiesh), .a'-thriller,.. with. Pathe . -locally. ‘and 
Interopa. of Rome, and’.“‘La “Ronde,” .a ‘sex. ‘comedy of - 
Roger. Vadim with. same -two coproducers. Pathe;. which 

state owned UGC, : also. having. ‘production, distrib and 
exhib. facilities, ‘was ° “content: to . mainly - ‘eoproduce ‘and: 

. distrib» this year but will go: into. more production | next . 
year &S . well. as: continue” -coprodueticn. for product. . 

| ~_COCINOR- MARCEAU 
Headed. by. Edmond Tenoudji; has. distrib and: produe-"* 

tion..but was geared mainly - to. coproduce this. year for’ 
product,.:except for -one: “offbeat item of Roger” ‘Coggio™ 
“Le Journal-D’Un “Fou” (Diary: of -a- ‘Madman);.‘and ‘a. 
‘filler “Inconnue De Hong Kong’ (unknown. in Hong Kong): 
“Du. Grabuge Chez Les. Veuves” (Trouble Among: Widows) ~ 
was done with Laetitia - ‘of : “Rome. and “Des Pissenlits 
Par La: Racine” (Salad ‘py: the ‘Roots)’ with: ‘Columbia and 

~_SPEVA & CINE “ATETANGE 
Headed: by. Michel Safra and. Serge. ‘S

ilbesman;, ” debpeée: ls 

tively, did Luis .Bunuel's. “Le Journal D’Une Femme De 
Chambre” ‘(Diary' of a: Chambre-maid),. with -Jeann’ Moreau,. . 

- along with Dear Film of Rome and Filmsonor, of Georges” 
- Louraw: ‘in Paris. Latter: gave up:-distrib arm: :Cinedis. 
“Gibraltar”. was done. by ‘the’ same. group. as. above, with. 
Tecis Film: of. “Madrid also. in . on: At.: 

_ARIANE : 
‘Usually does. its. pix. under full’ ‘United ‘Artists’ ‘backing. 

with DA ‘Teleasing \V worldwide. : at had “The > Train,” ‘with © 

M (Banana. 

‘From “Johnny) ” ‘with -star- 
rocker - Johnny Hallyday- with . ‘Hoche’:.Films ‘and: SNC, 

a. sale of: Tacism finding Telease on 

- After: :““Climats” 

_with’ Story. . 

_ Burt’ Lancaster . ‘and ‘directed - ‘ by. John Frankenheimer, | B 
split techni-. “nade as a French pic via: two versions and. 

_eians..and :.a° codirector,. and the: all-French “L’Homme. 
'-De Rip”. (The Man ’*From Rio).‘with. Jean-Pau) Belmondo 
but made. ‘Practically entirely .! An: Brazil. 

Films: ‘in Rome. - 

“GAPITOLE” 
Michéle “Morgan starfer “Constance: Aux’ Enters". (Coin. . 

stance. In Hell). with. Luxor of France ‘and Balezar of 
Madrid, -and~ the: hit ‘picaresque “comedy © -With-. Jeanne 

' “Moreau ‘and Jean-Paul Belmondo. 

"PARC FILMS. oe: 
“Headed by: femme. producer Mag Bodard: dia the sock | 

all-singing' ‘offbeater, a. hit. here,. 

~ GEORGES DE "BEAUREGARD _ 

Recently. broke: "Dp . partnership ‘with Carlo Ponti: in 
Rome-Paris: Films. and sold share of Jean-Luc Godard’s on , 

“:“Le--Mepris” (Contempt), with: Brigitte Bardot, to. Ponti. : “O-The- Wisp). 
and: Joe Levine's ‘Embassy’ Films: 7 

. ‘using young: directors, . who ‘will. get. features. if. they - 
: Prove € themselves, : in. “Baiser” ' (Kiss): and “Chance’? (buck). an 

__,, queroux” -of Francois- Mauriac; did Daniél -Rops"- *‘Mort.:. 
ae “ou Est: ‘Ta -Victoire?” (Death Where | ‘is Thy Victory), a. 
“2 soapy. Sistaffer, this, year... | 

7 ~BELSTAR 

His ‘first “La. Bonne Soupe”: (The. Good . Soupe), 

_portedly’ in on ‘it’ too.- SNC. also only. coproduced: the 
“hit Bourvil. comedy. “Un -Drole De. ‘Paroissien” (A Funny’ ...: 
Parish Type). with Films - Dart, ATICA,, ‘Corfior: and se 
Panorama: Films alk ‘of: Paris... | 

Backed: by. MGM. coin and run by. Jacque ‘Bar. Only - 
ore English . and. ‘French production. “‘The : Love. Cage”’™ 
“with Jane’ Fonda-and Alain ‘Delon and ‘directed by Rene.- 
-Clement.. French monicker is She: Crime Et: Ses Plaisirs”’ © - 
(Crime and Its: ’ Pleasures): 

_FILM ROTTFELD } 
Transinter of Romie: and -“Voir. Nenise ‘et’ Crever” . (See “2: iT we" Eddie. Constantine. actioners with “Laissez: Tirer a. 

Venice. and Die) with = Metzger. & : ‘Woog. of: ‘Paris, ‘Adelfia 
OF Rome and. Eichbere Film cf. Munich: ° 

“Les Tireurs” (Let. the Snipers Snipe) with Fida of Rome, - 
_ -and “Des Frissons .* Partout” - (Scares. Everywhere) ‘with 
ar J. -Manzon of. Paris: and. Fida, again, ‘of. Rome... 

| “FILMS ‘DART 
* Besides: being. in’ ‘on above mentioned oA. Funny Parish 

“Type,” has actioner “Le Gvos Coup” (The Big Job) with 
EJectra. ;, Films. Tongehamps, and ° Inter. Telefilms, all. of 

- ‘Paris. 

“BELLES RIVES _ 

_ Produced with Flora’ Film of Rome. : oe 

Also. distributes and ‘was ‘in on. “Humor. “Noir?” (Black ee 
“ Humor), a French-Italo ‘sketch: pic | ‘with Emmepi Cine. 
of. Rome, “Un Mari and: Prix :Fix” (A Husband at Regular. ... 

.. Rates) with . Progefi; headed . by “Christine. Gouze-Renal, : 
““of Paris and :CCF of Paris .and “Rien. Ne- Va Plus’ (No 

a “Governmental and. municipal setup, “with” distrib ‘and. 
vot ‘exhib. arms, was in.on “Comment.Trouver Vous Ma Soeur? ’-.: . 
2. (How Do You Like My. Sister?). with: Mannic Films :and - 

“Sirius. ‘La. Foire. Aux- Cancres” “(Dunce Fair) with Raoul. 
Ploquin Films, :Alkam ‘and Sirius,- and: “Cherchez L’Idole”’ 

(Find. the Tdol),. capitalizing on rock. stars, seconded: by. -: 
France ‘Cinema 'Prod., “Mannie: Films,. ‘Sirlus: rand. Adelphia aa 4B 

“Besides the: two: ‘pix: with: ‘Paris ‘Films ‘Production men- i: 
: tioned above, ‘“Gooseflesh’’ and-‘‘La Ronde,” also produced ee 

“:. “Comment Supprimer Son: Prochain” (How: to Kill One’ 3. 
Neighbor), and. macabre: comedy with Cimmatel. a 

“Peau. De: Banane” .: 

Skin) * with . Pe “Decharme's.. “Joeal : outfit “Sud : 
of Pacifipue Films. 3 . 

7 

“Les: Parapluies ‘De 
Cherbourg” - (The. ‘Umbrellas of © Cherbourg) ‘coproduced ; 

-wifh’. Gilbert: De “Goldschmidt’s Madeleine Films. . 
has “Parapluies” for ' France, ‘Belgium and. ‘Switzerland. . 

; and: Ely. Landau took: it for. the US. | 

20th’ 

“Did two sketch ‘pix © 

. Distrib. setup: and: coproduces ¥ with: Raoul: Levy’ 3 vs ITTAC. 
-in putting his bogged down’ “Marco. Polo” on: the ‘road - 
again as ““L’Echiquier. De Dieu” (God’s Chessboard) “with. 

-“PRO-DI of: Rome ‘and’ Yugoslav investment. UA is ‘re- 
has theatres and -distributes, and ‘recently combined ‘with. - 

~" Now® ‘winding- “Aimeéz Vous: Les. Femmes 

_ FILM JEAN GION 
_ Founded: ‘by the: ‘noted writer Jean Giono. and actress . 
Andree’ Debar’ to’ film Giono’s:. books. -This ‘year {t was. 
“Un Roi Sans Divertissements”: (A: King ‘Sans Distractions) a 

o whieh’ garnered. critic” prizes; . -_ 

_ULYSSE -FRODUGHORS — 
“Bierre | -Roustang: ‘specializes - in. “sketch” ‘pix “made: in 
different countries -with.-leading. directors. — ‘This ‘year . 

_ was “Les. Plus Belles’ Escroqueries ‘Du Monde”. (Greatest .- 
 Switidles ‘in’ ‘the World): with such: directors. as Pelish: 
_-Roman Polanski,’ French: Jean-Lue ‘Godard, Italo. Ugo: 
; Gregoretti, local” ‘Claude: Chabrol... Coproduced.: with: Vides 
Film J in” "Rome. and. Toho. in, v. Japan." a 

* Young director Claude ‘Lelouch: — did: “oftbeater. on 2 
escaped | sex. ‘murderer “Avec, Des: si’. (With . a Big. Yea). . 

Newcomer: “Alain ‘Jeasua: ‘who | ynade" ‘prizewinning - bit 
“unreleased “comedic-macabre look’ at’ married life. 
Vie™ “A LEnvers’. (Life: Backwards). . 

—DELSOL, FILMS 

be : 

- Paule- Delsol. who ‘made “La: Derive’ (Dritfing) | a ‘shiarp v 
7 took at. young | females” by. a. “fine ew" femme director. 

Gave Georges Franju’ 5 ‘successful reincarnation of: early: 
‘silent: day thriller pix in: ‘“Judex” -with Comptoir. Francais: 
Du Film ‘Prod.. of. Paris. and . Filmes. of Rome:. 

—CARROSSE 
ot is ‘noted director Francois ‘Truffaut's: own: company. and e 

oe he made’ a study. of: adultery | “Ee Peau Douce” (The: Soft 
Skin). with, ‘coproducers in Sedif and Simar Films. : . 

Bélongs to. 5 Hay, Ventura; and, ‘besides “Where ‘Do: 30-You"” 
Come From. Johnny;” made a macabré comedy ““L’Assassin.._ 

“-. Connait- La’ Musique” (The. “Murderer knows ‘the Seore) 
with ‘Maria. Schell: 

[NOUVELLES EDITIONS a DE "FIGS 
a 

--Brizewinning Louis Malle Dic. “Le Feu. Foliet” * Ow 

" MEDITERRANEE, x - 
| " Héaded by: Georges. Cheyko, prodiiced - ‘the 70m | “eolor: 

“.. -aetioner “La. Tulipe Noire” (Thé Black Tulip): with Alain: 
-Nelon. Mizar. Film: of: Rome . and Agata Film. of ‘Madrid “s 

OF: Eugene | “Lepicier whio is’. ‘Specializing it bringi ag —_ coproduced., 

bestsellers ‘of ‘Academic Francaise ‘members .to the scree te 
‘of _Andre | .Mourois - and “Therese Des- 7 | "FILMS DE! LA PLEIADE _ en 

Pierre Braunbeiger with exploitation - item’ ‘La Difi- A 
._.culte D’Etre Infidel, ou Le Bonheur: Conjugal” ‘(Diffieulty » 

‘of ‘Being. -Faithful’ or Conjugal Happiness),. - 
‘via Rome, ‘Marceau of Paris. and Mercuria. and Cine Zidi 

”..0of Rome, 2" ~ . 

- Backed by. 20th-Fox. and’ headed by. Andre: ‘Hakim. who 
- produces ‘or picks pix for. 20th-Fox investment for distrib 
‘rights. 
‘with Films: Du Siecle ‘of. France: and Dear. Films ‘of Rome;, 

was | a Sexploitation. comedy: hit" here. n, 

coproduced 

| Paul “Graetz’s one annual. ‘production: “L-Appartment _. Des: Filles”. (Girls’: Apartment). with Prod. Intercontinental : 
) “of. Rome. and | Consul Film of Munich. | : 

FILMS UNIVERS - 
Jose ‘Benazeref’ goes on. making ‘filler’ ‘sex: —Fpatters. 

‘and directs, -with “Cover. Girls,” Cine Gai of Rome co-. 
‘Produced, and “Dvogue. De Vice” (Drug: of” ‘Viee) alone. 

"-Actioner: HA Couteaux Tires” ‘(Drawn Knives). 

Mixture of story: and | documentary of. love tale - -during. 
a. cruise of the liner France via “Les. Amoureux Du 

_ France”’..(Lovers, of. France): with ' Francois . Reichenbach 
and . Pierre Grimblat directing. Stella. Film: Of: Healy: 
coproduces. 

TRIMS NUMBER ¢ ONE. 
. New". -eompany = of © 

‘statred. ‘with. a hit:in small: budgeter “Dragees ‘Aux Poivre”..”. 
‘ (Sweet and‘'Sour). which kided esoteric pix | ‘and. ‘cinema. 

ex-pub - ‘man. Pierre | Kalfon: that - 

truth ‘films. and had Many. ‘big ames doing small : parts. 
(Do. You :Like. 

‘Women)’a macabre tale of a-sect- that. likes .to-eat nubile; 
pretty . girls: Coproduted first pic .with Antonio. Cervi 
of Rome and _ seconded. with’ Francoriz ‘of Paris and Rome. 

Check, too, some’ one-shot pix by .obscure. production 
- outfits’ which. may. make: coproductions ‘later; or not, de- 
pending on status of the-entry. of the year. “For example 

. Seymour Prod.’s. “La. Bande 4- Bobo” (Bobo’s..Gang) a 
‘gangster: opus; Sinpri’ 's “La Bete De-Vaccares” (Beast: of 7 
Vaceares): 4-tale of. the plains: section of France, Paris- 
-Cannes Prod.’s:“Le Bluffeur” (The ‘Phoriy) about:a climb- 

. New. company. ‘founded’ by: “actor: Michel. Ardan: ‘whose a 
-. first was a: Brigitte ‘Bardot-Anthony.. Perkins . comedy. 

- starrer “Une. Ravisante Idiote”: (A- Ravishing. Idiot) £o-.”-. Minuit”. (Confession. of Midnight) a tale of the: adventures. 

ing ruthless type Films : Griffon-Aicinter’s. “Chienneés. De. 
‘Soledor”? ° (Bitches- ‘of.-Soledor}’ about rapacious wemen 
fighting: over ‘a’ treasure, Horizon’ s '“La Confession. De . 

(Continued: on. page 62) 



“Admittedly: the. distributors: ‘of France gre somewhat: disorganised, | a 
Distributors: derive no. aid |. ~ * and. that: explains’ in. part ‘their’ _troubles..: 

oe dias 7S eT wrote 
. . aN . ot te 

“tow "ety “ 

“But. instead provide. ‘aid. (to. ‘producers). in“the-shape of. advance guar-|- 
antees,- 
loaded. with -product of. Many different, companies: - -In short, Sub-dis: 

. tribution. operates, and ‘remains .-a subject: .of: eriticism: 7 

, Only .10 companies, if which. seven dre. Aierican. and three. French; 
- ‘gadertake’ nation-wide - handling: of product: . France has some. 60. re- 
“* gional selling-booking offices, 18-for:the French, 42 for-the Americans. : 

-The system. here tends te see’ exchanges in hinterland - cities }."": - | 
” Aecording to one ‘of: the ledding. 

| bookers of firstrun. houses. in Paris; 
the: general: patronage has changed - 
radically: the: last few. ‘years. He 

special . 

“Nine - companies. with ‘different: ‘depth ‘appendages: service _all: ‘parts: 
of the: ‘country via three Paris groups. with, eight agencies and ‘six ‘pro-- 
-vincial companies with . 14. agencies. : Some- 13. .Paris’- offices have 
agents in ‘the hinterlands: -and 94. sinaller: outfits: ‘have offices in Paris: 

_and the seven other key’ cities, ‘namely, Bordeaux, Lille, ‘Lyon, Mar-. | 
seille, Nancy, Rennés and Strasbourg: othe 

_ “A breakdown: by: the Centre. Du. Cinema- recently gave ‘the facts. ‘that : 
“six French: distribution groups | had 29.5% ..of the overall . take. and. 
‘seven U.S. majors. were in for 34.5% .while nine. French ‘outfits, cov-" 

. ering different: parts ‘of - the ‘country, made:for. 9. 6% - and. 130, limited. 

. ‘te one. region, came in. for 26.3% of the total.” 
‘Teo. many. distribs have:too. modest’ an. economic’ ‘keel. to keep afloat: 

tee long’ and their. ‘participation: has ‘become too. important ‘to pro= 
‘ducers ‘to. have: them - vanish: ‘Some combining : of: forces: has. turned: 
out well and’ further. combos ‘are in. the offing: .“ 

- U.S. majors. make- up. about 84 1% of the: pix circulated heré if. 
. some locals have Yank pix and Walt Disney. has his own brand. of. dis- 
* tribution. - ‘British and. other nationalities also eet fairly full. Fegional 
treatment. 

- Main. distrib: breakdown: ‘for: lead. ‘Key: regions: is as follows: 
ites. ‘French: CFDC (which includes: UGC; Sirius, Pathe). ‘Dicic-- 

’ france” (includés ADE®), 
-branch in ail spots. . 

_Gaumont ‘neludes ‘Cinedis).. (have a 

2—Ditte Yank majers: United ‘Artists,’ ‘Columbia, ‘MGM, ‘Paramount, 
_20th-Fox, -Universal:.and’ Warner :Bros.. : 

Then’ come ‘three Parisian | ‘groups: with. ‘multiple. ‘agencies | eovering 
: various. sections ‘like: 

i—Cemacico with its own in: Marseille and ‘Paris using. PHT “Bes: 
elctions. in‘ Bordeaux, : Nord Films” in Lille, _ Dodrumex in Lyon’ 
-and: Est in ‘Strasbourg. 

, ” 2—Cecinor with Cocinor in Paris, Lite, Lyon: Marceau’ in. Marseitle’ 
| “and :Cocinor in. ‘Strasbourg with France Dist. in ‘Bordeaux, ca 
Serr with CFF ‘in Paris and. Strasbourg. - 

_ .¥ellows six regional... outfits with: AMLF ‘in. Bordeaux, Lyon" ana | 
. Marseille, Rhodanienne Co. Du: Films in’ Lyon’.and Marseille, Midi: 
‘Cinema in Bordeaux,.-Marseille, Alba Films ‘in: “Lyon - and. Marseille, 
‘“Oeeanie in: Bordeaux, Lyon and ‘Marseille and. Francilms in: ‘Lyon’ and. 

| Marseille, 
: Thea there’ are 40: Parisian: tistiibs. ‘who - utilize’ various: ‘distribs 

‘around the country and” have’ their::own setup. in: Paris: ’ - They’ ‘are 
Athos Film, Walt ‘Disney,CCFC,; Francinor, Imperia, Jeannic Films, 

«. SEFC, Lux Prodis, Rank’ ‘Overseas Film Distributors, Fernand Rivers, 
. ‘Valoria Films and‘ Unidex.. .And ‘the: distrib: picture ‘winds. ‘with small: 
“Jimited. companies, usually for, a ple or. two; in.the various keys with 
27 ia Paris, 11 in Bordéaux,. 14in Lille;. 12° ‘in. Lyon,:18 in Marietle, 
“four in Naney, seven. in » Strasbourg, and one in: Rennes. | 

French Chances for 1964 Sala! , 
~ Did Poorly at. "63° Festivals But ; But. Present Contenders 

: | Seen. More: Promising. 

“Parts: 
‘France did. not fare. teo well ‘at: 

-- the: important: film fests. of 1963. 
It. hopes to -do_ better ‘this year.. 

_ ‘Fests can ‘still: mean. prestige. ‘and: 
gales; especially for certain ‘kinds | 
ef product. Last: year: s. _ weakness 

. fa prives hurt. 
' At its own shindig, at, Caines in 
°63, France':saw its own. Marina.|. - 

-. Wlady ; getting. the thespian nod in 
an Italo pic “The Conjugal Bed” 

, a|“Age of Gold,” 
Rumanian pic. “Codine” made. by 

and a: script. award going to. 

Freneh director Henri Colpi. ||: 
_‘dAt Berlin it was a goose’ egg for’ 

_. France and at.Lecarno only. a ‘nod. 
“for two cinema-truth ‘interview: pic} 
on youth “Hitler? Never Heard of. 
“Him? of Bertrand Blier, But ‘it 
was’ omoére.- al Special mention. At]. 

Moscow. it was. again only a special. 
‘ ‘mention. for the comedy pie. “The: 

Suitor’’. of Pierre Etaix. . 

(At Heart’.of  Life),° 

Malle’s “Le Feu Follet” .(Will-O’- 
The-Wisp) and acting. nod -to.Del-| 
‘phine -Seyrig for Alain. -Resnais’ Ce | eee 

. -olfbeater: “Muriel” (UA). . 
_. There, too, a. “best: first ‘teature” | -¢ 
award | went. to / Chris’ ‘Marker for ||. 

“his leftish. documentary. “Le. Joli 
. Mai”. {In the Merry Month of May)... 

‘At. Cannes this. year the. French |° France (46, 500 ,000)* © “Syndocat - of Film Producers: will} : Italy. (51,000; poole oe won. S 
‘give Golden Ducat awards for’ the 
first time to.a French and foreign’ 

“film it . ‘considers | most. likelv-..:to 
succeed: at the \ickets Lad. whicia |. 

CM. ‘Total : (175, 000, 000. 
an © 1963: totai of sets in pubiie places ‘Ware, “eobs:. hobeis, 3 ete: ars 

oe 1958 total: of. ‘ets in public ‘Places: (bars, , etc —87668 8. ; . 

have ‘not been sent to festivals.. 
‘Be that .as it May. : : Separately, 

there seems. to. be: some. >. possible t oS 

‘prizes. ‘Francois Truffaut's 
adulfery “La. Peau Douce” (Soft: 
Skin) is’ one .as. is .Jacques Demy’s: 
“Les: Parapluies. - -de.- Cherbourg” | 
1 (Umbrellas of. Chierbourg): an. all- 

| singing: poetic. ‘pic | about » young 
love, 

“| destesianitea . pix ‘that will hiave the 
French ‘colors. riding. ‘to “posstble. 

‘tale. of. 

" Spanish-via-Mexico. director Luis 
Bunuel; who. ‘started. his’ career ‘in 
Paris ‘in 1930 ‘with the surrealist. 

“has. .done “‘Le 
| Journal D’Une Femme De Cham-: 

; e” 

with..Jeanne: Moreau. Its: sharp: 
'Jook at French turn-of-the-century - 

(Diary. of a “Chambermaid). 

life is-felt to:-make ‘eogent observa- 
tions on humanity in general ‘and: 
it ig being. prepped for fest tse: 

Add. - some ~ sharply — made ‘gus-. 
“pense items. by Rene ‘:Clement, 
““The :. Love . Cage,” - 

-.| Verneuil, 
‘San: Sebastien - ‘gave. Robert En- ; 

‘rico -a best: direction award for his | 
sketch pic “Au” Coeur. dé La Vie” 1- 

‘based | on | een 
‘American. Civil War tales: ‘by: ‘Am-. | | 
brose Bierce, which has yet to be} 
released’ in. France, At, Venice aif}. ° 

jury prize went: to ‘Louis: |: 

and: 
“10,000 Dollars in the 

Sun,” a‘ swashbuckler in -70m_ -by 

‘West Germany (56. 600, 0,000) Tn 
Belgium: (9,200,000): 0:00. eee. 

- Luxembourg (300 000%. oa chente . 

Holland (11,400,000) .:..2.. ee 

a eee 2 ae : 3,375. "4684 255,887 - 7218 
oa 0,223" © "0,392" 0,619. 0,840. 2 loo0 
heen week 0.988 1,368, “7901: 2 2,554. 3,426. 428 
Peace eer 221,572 2953." ~ 2,790 3,418 
ae cee ae ore 70,004. _ 0,007. - 0,009 ae 
retest weediies 0 0.301 aaa prs 0 -4,089- 1,310.05 2 

| disorientation, ‘and. disgust with the 
previous : generation’ Ss. ‘hypocritical ; 
outlooks showed up on’ screen.: 

” ‘1 Momentarily | the. “more - ‘solid «and 
academic : ‘methods. ‘of filmmaking: 
looked » obsolete. Some ‘boasted to : 

| that. effect. - 

. Jump cuts ‘ abounded:: ‘but: “gomac |” 7 

-many . ordinary. 

Cousins”), : 

‘Henri 

soe et 
ee e's @*' oe 8 © oe © 

. 

“Pavis 

now just would: not “book the: more 
| obscure; ‘arty and-. esoteric items 
| that were moneymakers for.a time’ 
and even played off in the hinter-| 
‘lands’ for surprisingly ‘good results. 

. : It. was. only in 1959. ‘that. all that. 
|New: ‘Wave: product’ hit. 
time. newcomers,: mostly .buffs and: 
-ex-critics, kindled: a - fresh filmi¢” 
‘flair. . 
certain. realities’. of ‘French -life 

| which “had: not been Tooked ‘at: ‘by: 
| regiflar ‘filmmakers ‘since’ “the . war. 
With... this ‘development -- came a. 
free-wheeling . technival zest. plus | 

“Moreover _ they. dealt. with: 

| plenty. ‘of iconoclasm. 

‘So:'a certain youthful amogality, 

| how: underlined the pungent: dialog 
and racy action: Gray. Jighting, on- 
the: spot ‘shooting, ‘new faces, low 

| budgets. all also. gave: the flash 
Wave . 
‘critics and public. alike. It seemed 
‘as if almost-.anybody,. especially: if. 

7, young and’ a critic, could make: ay 
| feature: filn’. Nothing to : it. 

“Then : came | phe”, Tetdown: Too} 
pix ‘were ade, 

‘the public: was . soon surfeited. Its 
interest drifted ‘back to regular .ac- 
|-tion, comedy. and: ‘exploitation fare: 

. Defaitions were confused; Such: 
‘Truffaut: 

(“The 400: Blows,’ *” “Shoot. the. Pian-|: 
jist” and “Jules. et Jim”), Claude | 
‘Chabrol. ‘Le’ Beau’ Serge,” .“The| 

God. ard 
“Breathless, ” “Live Her. Life” and 
“Contempt”), and others, ‘the’ bril- 

(liant... "technician . “Alain: -Resnais |: 
: |} Biroshima: ‘Mon “Amour,” 

. | Year .in: Marieribad”) and the. fine 
-“.* filmmaker Louis: Malle (‘The Lov- 
my 1 2t8), -plus ‘old: hand’ Marcel. Camus 

(Black. Orpheus”), were lumped. 

‘seeming © significance 

‘ex-critics. ‘Francois 

-Jean-Lue™. 

“Last 

under. the. “wave.” wr: 

“Their pix -all” did. well.” Perhaps 
woe ‘| they helped Sweden’ s Ingmar Berg- 

‘}man and Italy’s Michaelangelo -An-: 
tonioni whose. more: personal films 
‘also scored: at the b.o. and picked 
‘up: dates. in. regular situations - in 
dubbed. form. ‘But in. the end it 
‘proved a fad rather than, a: Tevolu- 
tion. 

| wisdom: . It- has: been. felt that’ at 
the time of:the Wave, and so-called 
art and. specialized. pic hits, France. 
“was - still ‘not..in. the more - affluent 
phase it is today.” So films dealing. 
with -‘weightier. “subjects ~.and 

| themés, to-wit, the existence. or not. 
‘of God, the difficnities. of love and 
communication, the A-Bomb, youth-. 
‘ful’ delinquency " or’ muddlement, | 
‘and others,. got a, ‘special sympathy 
and. attention, .-. - . 
-But -as -the | ‘means ‘for: ‘getting 

frigidaires, ‘ears, “household: ‘appli-: 
into. ‘the. reach: ‘of| 

France’s . middle ° ‘class, - ‘those . who. 
| usually: went. to cinema’ Of . search- 

Caristian-Jaque “LaTulipe Noire,”: 1 o 

ances. came: 

a Continued: on: v Page 80) ° 

“Common Market 1 Tele vision =
 a 

_ ats OF SETS) oS 

“1958. "4950 L. 

“TUCEATERS 
Of. the: "80: ‘top. pioking Paris 

| firstrua: features ‘this past! film: fis-: 

still” fell -abouit: 7%... 
vidual” films. scored: over. 100,000: 

too 

At. that. 

to.| ; 

oa A RES TES Tae 

i ba 

-cal year, 20 were American: Since 

‘U.S: pix are holding. their. usual 
| one-third-of-market. France’s own. 
‘share is: about: 50%: with ‘Italy..com- 
cing up: to’ over. 17% ‘and ‘the. rest.. 
‘split among: other: ‘Producing na 
tions. . 

However: ‘pimgoing. in ‘France 

‘admissions: ‘than © last: year, 
“many .:- did ‘less :than usual. ‘This 
State of: “affairs” has: prevented 
‘quickie. product. cashing. in on the 
14% -aid since poor: grosses .méans 

overall ' ‘take. a 

“taining ‘and. exploitation : features, 
Art fell off.: 

‘Cinerama), 

admissions for each.. ‘Next game 

not: up to: -expectations, “took 372, = 
007 ‘admissions in. its 14 week ‘first. 
run. . 

Other Yank (grossers + were. ‘Jerry. 

Lewis The Nutty P rofessor” aa } and: Cybele’: which did better than. 

‘UA’S. | 
. ‘British entry. “Tom. Jones: a _Came: 

Alfred. “Hitchcock’s. 
“(U),: “Charade”. 

“The. 
AW), and. 

rowhead” - % Par). and. 
“Reef”: (Par), 
Disney’s. “Binoechio” and. “The 
‘Bridge . on the. River Kwai’: (Col), 

‘A Mad; Mad; Mad, “Hud”: (Par); 
‘Mad World (UA):still in: its sarly 
run, “The Cardinal” (Col), “Come 
Blow © Your... Horn’ (Par), 
V.I. P. rr (MG),. 

-From”’ (UY2) 2 |. 

lightweight:. except for ex-waver 
‘Jean-Luc. Godard’s Brigitte Bardot - 

} starrer on the breakup of a couple, 
“Contempt.”-Otherwisée’ it. was -2. 
‘Satirical ‘gangster | Opus” “The Gen- : 

|-tle Gunmen,” : ‘a con-man situation. 
comedy “Banana Skin,” a’ moppet 

“pie. “Bebert: and the Train,” a Fer- 

niandel :. “comedy: “Cooking: With 
Butter; ” “a picaresque look at. a 
‘man :-who robs poor. boxes: “A: Fun- | 
ny Parish Type,” a detective. opus 

tion’ pic: ‘on animal life “The Ani- 
: thats” and: a comedy’ takeoff -on 

- Many theories are advanced: ‘and: 
| like: all - generalizations, they may. 
‘be ‘alot of -heated. air mixed with | 

cinema : truth and. esoteric. high- 

‘fare and - action pix, Pix. taking 
-over. 500,000: ‘entries. were 

‘a million, “West Side Story”. (UA), 
“How The West:Was Won” (MG), 
‘French ‘gangster ‘holdup | pie “Any | 
‘Number Can “Win,” made. by Met-} 

Cipra,; 
“Lawrence of Arabia” (Col), Bris-. 
itte’ Bardot - epus .“Love ‘on a. Pil- 

Yo-backed:. local company, 

low,” (which. -flopped . Stateside), 
‘and.“‘55 Days at _Peking:’ wee 

White ‘and the Seven. Dwarfs,” ‘the 
Italo “The ‘Leopard,’ *’ the French 

a7 comedy * ‘inthe: silent: | _ tradition 

et a | Ne al aan) ON a cadet Gt hdl eee) ia : ote 7. = - : . . 
. atte : 

hip ior Fe | 

. “The “sane m 
‘French costumer 

| “The 
Paris, ustially sets the: general pace 
for. France. it again points up. that. 

‘If. more. -indi- 

little: .aid:: It. goes, according ‘to. 

There is ‘fo. ‘doubt ‘there was. a 
"| perking. of admissions. for’ -enter-. 

(See: separate: story). 
_ “How. The West Was Won’: (MG-.-| ‘ 

“West. - ‘Side’ Story”: 
(UA): kept. ‘up their. respective: 
longrun. paces. “with” over. 700,000. 

‘he Great Escape” (UA) followed: 
by. “Cleopatra” -- (20th): which, "if 

“Donovan’ s- 
a’ reissue of Walt: 

“The 
“PT --Boat: 109°°}. 

(WB),- “Kings ‘of the Sun”. (JA), ‘a | Demy's: tale of. a femme gambler - 

reissue : of “‘Detectiye. Story” (Par). 
and “Alt: ‘Quiet . on- the: . Western: 

-Italo-French 

: “Bay 

 prizewinner “Harakiri” and a cwm- | 
|. pilation French pic on World. War. 

. Freneh - ‘hits | ‘were - ‘also | “pain ae 1418.” 

“Maigret: Sees Red,”":a compila- 

| Soup”, and. ‘some: others. 

‘brow. pix “Sweet. and Sour.”* ., | 
‘A: look at: last year’s. firstruns |: 

in Paris: and. key: .cities also de- | ff 
“noted * a° penchant ‘for. big-scale’ | 

“The. ne ; ; 

‘Longest. Day” (20th), ‘with ‘over | 

rae | three with. -Spain, 
i Spain and Italy and. one with Ger-. | 
|.many: and Italy together.. 

0 | Argentina... 
| Hungary. and: Switzerlaad for one: 

3 | each, four Japanese, three Mexi- 
ooq | can, seven ‘Soviet pix, two Swed-- 

{ish and three Yugoslav films... 

,, Mtaly 17%. 
*Hatari* (Par), | 

“Mysteries of 
‘Paris,’ robust Italo sex comedy 

‘Conjugal Bed,” French 
courtroom drama made by. another. 
‘Metro-backed setup, Gaumont. In- 
ternational, “The. Sword and the _ 
Balance;: “sketch: pic “Devil and 
10 Commandments, ” French com- 
edy “How: to. ‘Stieceed in Love,” 
“Taras Bulba” (UA), French: Nari” 
occupation. drama. “Vice and .Vir- 
tue,’ French: murder drama “Good 
Causes,”’. another: local sketch pic 
“The Four. Truths” and “The Man ~ 
Who Shot. Liberty. Valance” (Par). 
And then “more advanced pix, — 

+that shed light on deeper human 
_probiems . -and: outlooks, .or com- 
‘mented ‘on ‘life,:: also. ‘managed {o- 
have’ okay. ‘adhesion if not the at-:.. 

{| tention of yore. However many of. 
the spectacle and action pix were 
judged as déeep-and successfal ‘ia 
their unveiling. of a story. of hu- 
man aspiration or life. ‘as. many 
of the. so-calied art pix. . 
Claude “Chabrol’s .“Landru,”: ; 

serio-comedy. on the French wom — 
an. murderer, got 306,767. admis-. 
‘sions. around France followed ty. 
Orson . Welles’ “The Trial.” .. Next 
‘came. a compilation pic on tke 
‘Spanish Revolutién “Die In-.Ma--- 
drid,” a‘ Greek tragedy handled 
by UA, “Electra;’.a reissue of the: 
‘pre-war - “wuthering Heights,” the. 
French © -Oscar-winser “Sundays. 

At: might have here due to sock 
reviews.. in. the U.S. which: te- 

-| bounded: here. 
At -213:210 - admissions. ‘came 
‘Jean-Luc. Godard’s tale of. a giri- 
‘slipping. into prostitution but not: 
giving herself in “Live Her Life,” 
“BIH”: only for 190,573 in. spite of 
the reviews, fest. prizes: and at- 
tention it received, Joe. Losey's 
look: at-.a femme ‘fatale in the: 

“Eva,” Jacques” 

Angels,” of. ‘the ‘Japanese 

AS: VARIETY. goes to: press on this. 
‘International Film ‘. Edition, . pix” 
‘that: look like they might. ture 
neat ‘nipups at the.b.o. are the. 
‘Yank “Victors” {Col | ‘and. “Seven” 
‘Days In May”: (Par), the U.S. indie. 
“David .and Lisa,” French drama: 
“The: Diary of a Chambermaid," . 
directed by: Luis. _Bunuel, the: all. - 
Singing French pfe “Umbrellas. of 
‘Cherbourg,’ od which may - also. ive. 
pic musicals a newer. . lease on: 

| life: here.. French comedy actioner 
“The ‘Man From Rie” (ITA). the 
bawdy French ‘item: “The. Geod 

Paris. 
AL ‘general check. of films ‘on. 

Paris. screens. during 1963 . sug 
‘gests the -scope of the require-: 
‘ments. Of the 357 new filzns, 104 
were French Or. French-majority.. 
coproductions. '.There were -91. 

‘| dubbed features of US.. origin... 
Others: were ‘a reissue of Snow | Unhreeléd were 39 made. with: 

Italy, . -two jointly; with Italy and - 
Germany,. two with Italy and 
Spain: and one’ each with ‘Gabon, 

| Italy - and: Austria, Spain, Brazif . 
j and’ Rumania. There were, 35: to- a H 
productions.:in which. France‘ was_ 

'the minority. party, to wit: 20 
: with © -Italy,--eight: with Germany, 

three with 

Besides” Yank -dubbed pix thera’ 
Hi were 20 .British French-syne en- 

| tries, . five German, 53 Italian and 
{11- ‘Spanish. . Then - came 24 from 

‘Belgium,. ‘Holland, . 

. There - were ‘also 14 foreign. pix 
> : ‘shown. in- titled versions only. with .. 

two American, two: British, three 
Italian, one. Argentine, one) In-: “. (dian, two. Mexican and one cach. 

. from Poland, , Portugal and Russia, 

2 eT CE er eo oe gee 
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. Latin marts,. 

- big -attention. in. the U: :S.. He. is: 
now set fora pic: to be.made..in | 

a. Yank ‘director: . and: ‘Feeently 

‘ also a. versatile thesp and: recently 
. ptarred in the hit- comedy “The. 
Good Soup,” ‘made. by. 20th-Fox: 

star. footing there. Ditto still swash- 
buckling, 

-here if still not much’ ‘abroad. as 

‘name. and also.-means “quality. in: a- 
pic. She speaks. good: English, and’ 
has also appeared. in the. “The } 

for art house. ‘buffs abroad. and may. 
- emerge an international: pie. name: 
of stature... s. 

foreign. ‘Potency is also: on. the. up- 

‘gan and . ‘Danielle - ‘Darrieux. ‘are 
. draws . here and * are fairly... -well-| 

df not-on top: 

‘ster. pix if still: practically unknown 
din the U.S," 

Dames. on the. ‘Continent, - 
mainly for. -buffs in the. US, ~via |- 

“Hiroshima | 
“Last Year In Marienbad”. respec- |. 

‘some Walt. Disney. pix. -buf ‘is: ‘still. 
‘not star quality. either here: or over 

“Paris. fe 
‘There remains. one truly inter=-1") 

National: French. film: ‘star, namely | 
Brigitte Bardot. ‘This sex’ kitten | 
may. be. falling off at. the ‘b.o. in | 
certain countries,.“but: anything she |. 
4s in is’ still probably. headed ; for 
‘worldwide Sales. 

And, ‘in ‘her Iast pie, “The ‘Can- | 
-- tempt, ” ‘directed -.. “by Jean-Lue 
Godard, she proved. she.jis now-an 
actress of some: stature;. -when | 
Intelligently used. Besides. - cher, | 
there .are four Yising male and | 
‘female -thesps: who have | carved}. 
-niches. for. themselves. ‘in’ various. 
“countries. and ‘mean business at} 
home. 

Jean-Paul. ‘Belionda: is a ay-4: 
namie thesp.-who ‘is _at- home’ mt 
comedy and. drama ‘and ‘big ‘on. the | 

.Heé. pulls“a’ Douglas | 
Fairbanks in--his tatest.-“The Man |. 
From. Rio”:which UA - backed. and. 

‘has. for world ‘inarts: 
‘Alain Delon :was:. in “with Jean | 

- Gabin} the - hit “Metro-backed, . via: 
““Any- Num- | Yocal company Cipra,- 

ber! Can Win,” that . established 
him a’star in Japan" and brought. 

English by his: own..company with: 

‘wound the ‘English-Freneh — Ver- 
sioned “The Love Cage.” opposite ; 
‘Jane Fonda, also. made by Cipra: . 

‘Jeanne. Moréaw ‘is. a solid - local 

Victors” (Col). She has -a ‘meaning: 

Annie Girardot. j is: mainly: noted: 
here and in® Italy’ where she. made 
“Rocco and. His. Brothers: .' She’ is 

which bankrolied. Belstar: here. ‘Her. 

awing. 
The Veterans. 

Such oldtimers. as Jean: ‘Gabin,: 
Fernandel,: Bourvil, Michele. -Mor-- 

known in. the.: Us 

at’ 50, :-Jeaii “Marais. 
Simone . Signoret: ‘and. Yves ‘Mon- 
tand have’ some- rénovwn via his: 

“pix and her Oscar,* but. are’ selec-. 
tive of parts and work..rarely: — 

‘Robert Hossein. works. “steadily: 
here ‘and. also writes. and: directs |. 
‘at times. However his foreign’ pull 
is. low. beside his ‘internal’ ‘weight... 
Eddie - ‘Constantine: is. .that -. Yank. i | 

actor. who is still a potent star in be ‘liberally. interpreted. ‘to. mean 
Europe in parody G-Man and gang-. 

Jean-Claude: Brialy- is: ‘a big star 

goes .for Jéan-Pierre..: Cassel. 
Marina Viady,: ‘Emmanuelle: ‘Riva | - 
and ‘Delphine’ ‘Seyrig ‘all won film. 
fest thesp ‘prizes. and. ‘have . ‘Solid. 

Hf “still: 

such pix as “The- Conjugal. Bed, ” 
‘Mon “Amour”. and 

tively. 
Anna Karina, ‘wife of. New Waver { * 

Jean-Luc ‘Godard: has. made. a name. 
here for herself if still not’too big 
abroad, and Maurice Ronet ‘scored | 
in “The - Will-O "=the Wisp”. which: 
may help to ‘get. him known on: 
foreign. ‘scenes. Dany - Saval :. did 

there... Singer Charles : Aznavour. 
has had - good. European :.exposure™ ) 
; and i isa Pic star of worth in Europe vs 

French. Features sSummerived 
ofa little: man ‘that has good reports | on “tt put is : finding . 

trouble. getting released, -Cinephonic’ Ss ““Coplan. Prend Des. 

Risques” (Coplan. ‘takes . Risks): ani actionér with: DA-MA : 

of. Rome ‘and Cibulex of Belgium. coproducing “‘Licorne’s, 

actioner “L’Honorable ‘Stanislas,- Agent ‘Secret’. which. 
_starréd Jean. Marais and‘did okay biz and -was. ‘coproduced a 

*. by Ital-Gamma of Rome, Union Latine’s .““Hardi Pardail-. 
Jain,” a 16 century action ‘epic: with. coproducer * _Euro. 
International. of Rome, Sumer Film's “Impasse au Mort” ~: 
(Impass of Death), .SPAC’s “Le Megot De Josefa” (Josefa’s: 
Loot) a comecy with Anna Magnani .and ‘Bourvil. copro-~. _ 
duced by Raimbourg and’ Star. Presse in Paris and’ Arco - : 
Film in. Rome, Paris France Film’s. “Parias De La’ Gloire” 
(Pariahs - of Glory} with Marly: Films’ .in Paris; .Ocean: 
Films ‘in: Madrid and - ‘Sagittario” in Rome, CEPF's ‘La’ 
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‘under ‘a: contract... of employment 

cwith a United States and/or ‘cor-- 
| poration : to. perform. services’. in. 

| the United: States for less than. 183" 

‘forms - ‘personal - “services 
-United* ‘States. 

By GENE MOSKOWITZ. eens | 
) more known’ “a “.. singer ta. the Bs ° 
8. = 
That: about gunis: up. the leading | 

“pic. leads in. French | films * that!’ 
carry power. for: foreign, and U.S., 
marts. There have’ been - attempts: 
to fit the’ rock: stars into: pix. -but 
‘none “have. clicked. .as: yet on this 
‘front if ‘they are. important: ‘disk. 
and in-person singing’ stars,’ 

Fear US. Treasury | 
|-works ° fast :. and-. still’ does arty |! :. 

} stuff, Georges Latitner - “who. ‘spe- : : 
| eializes. -in | “gangster. parodies.: Di- | 

Crimping] ‘Trance | were* Michel] > 
. Boisrond.. ‘on ‘small. budget .situa- | 
tion’: comedies | ‘primarily, . 
c ‘Chabrol. with .more ‘weightier fare, Actors Contracts 

By LEE-N.STEINER . 
‘ Of. the’ N ew. ‘York: law: partner-| 

‘ship: of..Hess. ‘Mela. Segall. Popkin: 
&: Guterman}. 

64-92. IRB. -1964-12,. 25)... 

- Prior to. ‘the ‘ruling. it. would. ap- 
pear that’ a. French actor or actress: 

days: would be exempt from United 
States income . tax’ under * Article | 
10 of - the United - -States—French 

“Tax Treaty. Inasmuch as the. Treaty |. 

is: based on. ‘yeciproeity between. 
the. United: Stateés and French: tak--[- 
ing authorities,. the: recent, mod-: 
‘ification - ‘was brought about: due to 

os the fact thatthe French tax au- 
| thorities advised the United States. 

. tax authorities” -that- ‘they. deemed 
it expedient to” ‘modify the Tax 

Treaty. 
. The new puling: ‘modified ‘Article’ 

1.10. of the Treaty.so that the exemp- 
.tion for persons exercising a liberal. 
\ profession” applies — -only to” such. 
‘persons. who ware exercising that: 
profession -On ‘their own account iz 

and ‘not. as. an: employee. ‘under at: 
contract of employment. ‘The. effect’. “ 
of: ‘this - modification: can. be. seen | 
‘by: examining. the. two. -pertinént os 
‘articles. of . the © United: ‘States— | 
‘French. Tax Treaty, °. 

Article 9 of the. Tax “Treaty” ¢ can 

that: ‘a. French. resident: who. - per- 

a): He - 

days ‘during: the: tax. year; =: a 

States. if ‘the -actor. or.-a ‘French 
corporation. with. whom ‘the: actor. ; 
is ‘employed. has’ a fixed .center of: | * 
: activity in the United States. Thus, | , 
it was possible until the new ruling |": 
“came along: for. a. French actor: to'] ..:..: 
work in the United States and not‘|... : 

+ (Continued © ‘on page 80)" 

‘Films, 

(Rev. Ruling | 
Thi | 

>) ruling’ ‘directly. affects actors: and |~ 

_actresses who are French residents | . 

“but. ‘are. working. in’; ‘the . Unites |. 
‘States. on " 

Epinay;. 

court, 

-given - 
inches in} a: ‘metre, and. all ‘measure: | 
ments. will. be = given“ in, “them, ; 

in. the]. 
-is... exempt, from. 

United: States income tax Provided 
that:- 

- b)- Such ‘services ‘are’ performed a 
{ for -himself.” or, on behalf - Of. al. a 
| French corporation; and - 1. 

c). He ‘is -not- exercising ‘a. Viberal 
| profession.. 3 : 

- Article ' 10: ‘of: the Tax’ ‘Treaty. 
- provides. that. the’ income from ‘the. 
exercise of :.a liberal profession. 
-shall be taxable only in the United- 

‘Oréx’s: 

tioners, : Jéan-Lue Godard. “who. 

rectors: . -of “afive © 

Jean Girault- for family “comedies, 
| Gilles: Grangier who works: ‘mainly so 

“with - Jean Gabin,. :Fernandel' .and |. 
‘| Bourvil- .in- comedies ‘or ‘adventure |: 

pix, and: Roger’ Vadim, who. -dis- |. 
‘tovered. Brigitte Bardot; and ‘still | ° 

“The. Internal Revenue ‘Service | 4085: mtinly slick sex Hetns: 

‘announced: ‘in'a ruling | issued. ‘on’|* 
“Mareh 30, 1964 that it. has- modified | 
‘its: position. on the’. exemption. of 
professional . earnings -as . provided. 
_in. the: ‘United - States—French. In- | 
come. ‘Tax’ ‘Treaty * 

‘Size of Stages, | * 
F rench Studios| 

“Paris: 
Several . French. “theatrical. ‘fea--| 

-ture- studios have. been converted | 
to. television. or: footage production |} .. 
-or :. have. disappeared. - Victorine | .... 
: Studios “in . Nice, «| on the Riviera,}°-. 
-may.-be. razed:.soon.: Against whieh} . 
‘projects: two centres’ at ‘Colle Le. 
Loup and St. Raphael down there|| 

| are. pending. - 1 

- Jn..1963 only 63%. of. the, studio ' 
potential was. used." ‘Following’ is a 
lineup of..the .studios’.and their |}. 
space and facilities. “Main. ‘studios | .. 
‘are. in -the- Paris area,. usually. ' in |.’ 
néarby” suburbs, * as aper - Eclair’ in| 

in Saint-) 
| Maurice, . Paris Studios. in Billan-- 

- Boulogne, 7 

_Franstudia : 

Boulgone ‘in: 
Studios. Jenner in: ‘Paris itself.. Add |. 

| Victorines. in“Nice. andthe Neuilly-) : 
Cote :D’Argent in: Bordeaux. .: 

Eclair has ‘five. ‘stages ‘which: ‘are | 
in, metres, ‘there. are- 39. 

thusly: - . 
A237: by. 11.6 by 64. 
_;B-24 by: 11, by. 5. 
-C-25x13x6-.. 

. D-40x20x8:.- 
.E-18x11x5 * 

Franstudio . has. - seven - Souda | 
stages” plus. {wo ‘swimming pools’ 
‘which, can: be ‘ued for-any sort. of. 

| water’ needs: and: two" eranes.' Small: 
is not. ‘present Hin’ ‘the.| 

United: States for~ a. period. . -or |. 

periods aggregating more than 183} 
V's. C-82x17x9' - 

exterior aspects. 
.. A-30x13x7.- 

 B- 15x13x7 - 

- D-32x17x10 - o 
-E-28x18x10- 

oo SB-BTRLIRT, 
1 G45x32K14 00 - 

big: outside. exterior: space. for big. 
‘sets. plus full sourtd. ‘setups as. well 
AS a. 
facilities: ete, - 

- ‘erane -: and: ‘usual: eating 

a: A-25x20%12 - 
-B-30x16x7 
-C+14x12x4 ©. 

--. D-25x20x8- 
. E-22x8.5x4. 5. 
\F-23x19x8' - 

; G-28x20x12 

= "Continued from: pace’ 60. 

Porteuse’ De: Pain” (Bread Carrier): with. ‘Teleprogammes 
of Paris: and. Euro, Interriational: of Rome, Film Artistique.-” 
” Francais” “Que Personne Ne Sorte” (Nobody Leave) : with ~» 
Belgian’s - Belcodiex:’ -Maintenon’s’ “Soupe ‘Aux: ‘Poulets”’. : 
“Chicken: Soup): with France-Vedette Films and. Elysees _ 

(Three Lost) . with. 
“Niateke ‘of Paris 2nd Nortisk:-of. Denmark: and ‘GRK’s) ° -.*... 

- “Un Soir-Par Hasard? “(One Night by. Chance). coproduced soe ° 

““Tvois. De’ Perdues’ 

o by JAPA Films of: Paris” ‘and. ‘Prodibet. of Belgium. 

One: pic. based‘ on - hit. play of ‘Jose Andre: Lacour who 7 
also. directed ‘and--wrote “L’Annee- Du’ Bac”: (Graduation _ 

.-Year) with.:Carlton .Film’ Export, -headed by-.Raoul . Katz : 
Ww ho’ reps: Walter Reade-Sterling: here, foproducing. 

A “study: of: film director. activity : 
‘shows that. inthe years, 1961 -to| 
1963, 154 directed 287 films; Eight} 
directed: more: than : five: . pix; 88 
‘made one :while 44 of-the practic-. 
‘ing filmmakers did:nothing -at. all. 
‘In. . ¥963, 70. directors completed 

| features. - 

‘Those who: did ‘é ‘ix ‘were Bernard 
Borderie; “who . makes: ‘Mainly. acs | 

‘Claude. 

-own or. with others. 

Thiere. aré also special: ‘still: -siudios; 
- | mixing .and.-sound,. editing’ rooms, | 

a-..commissary,. “earpentry, 
tion rooms and over’ 15 ,000: Square 
‘metres’ of. extérior space. 

‘phy: ‘plus. pools* 
plenty of ..outside. ‘backlot “‘space,. as 

"| particular - “-fayorite =: with’. 

”. Paris. Studios. thas. ‘seven stages 7 
‘and. some that can be joined with |. 

Parts area frsteun: situation ‘yield almost 20% of the. gross’ of any: 
ani “On top ‘of that the Paris. showing. sets. the tone. and probable 

| overall biz-for. the rest of France. Loe 
In the last’ 10 years. ‘Paris exhibition ‘has settled: down: to. 13: groups. 

of: ‘houses -_plus several ‘singles, . ‘specialized | theatres and. arties, 
‘Left Bank has gained seven. firstrun ‘houses :i 
were none. before. Also. there’ Ss a ‘tendency. no\ 

release. 

firstrun circuits: 

‘done in metropolitan New .York: 
little: time to. build before it hits ‘its’ stride here. 
for. firstrun houses. to: day-date. with.the regular ‘groups ‘in the. aay 

ee ae NRT Y SEPT RS ERTS | ET OER VAT ENT 

Paris, 

the interim. ’ There 

new housing. developments springing up. on. the outskirts. of: Paris. 
Main: theatre groups. here: are these: 
..1—Rex,. Normandie, Rotonde - “with 5034 ‘seats. “Bwo'. are’ owned _ 

- “privately: and: one by a. municipal. sétup. Houses are: on Grandes ” 
‘Champs-Elyseés . ‘and Left .Bank.’ - Boulevards, | 

_ “Cleopatra” (20th).- 
- Q2—Auibert-Palace, . _ Artistic, © 

- The more’ general ‘nabes. : 

quality. product, . 

- Well: -Situated . around: town. 

‘ Recently” had 
Has: both. Yank .and local. Sroduict. 

‘Gaumont - “‘Theatre,~ 

qd. 
‘3—Rerlitz, ‘Marignan,: ‘Wepler have: ‘4,870 seats ‘and. ‘are strategically - 

located . and. usually. have. both, exploitation - cand sometimes 

4—Paramount, Elysees, Lutetia, Select,’ “Lynx, Pldorado- shape | up 7 
with :5,620. places ‘if: Tast two are not. always. jin. lineup.. 
have Paramount pix: and. ‘French entries... 
name. ‘flagship. only but has deals with: rest. 

|. major.to own’ its house. which: it ‘built itself... _ 
5 Paris, Francais, Moulin Rouge; ’ ‘Miramar. plays a “Jot. of Columbia.’ - 

-. ‘product. via a: deal ‘but -has. others . as well. as: local. “pix, at times. 7 

6—Mercury,. Madeleine, Max-Linder, Bretagte,: Images. and ‘Orly. 
Airport, Publicis,. comes ‘in -for .3,664 seats ‘not counting: ‘small: 
seater -Orly.. Has. ‘both: good: French and Yank ‘product and. has 
key . houses. on Champs-Elysees, Montmartre. and ‘Left -Bank.. 

and: other’ ‘Yank majors. 

: Frénch: ‘exploitation . pix, 

-quality:-or ‘hypo ‘yalue:. 

*: puff “public.- 

”_..good: or: even: art. product: -: 

of-whichever group it opens at, 
‘Also, there: are: several Chamips-Elysees houses: ‘that either. take “over. 

‘a firstrun of a pic. when it quits a ‘group,:-sometimes opens:a pic-on its. - 
ne Triomphe plays - -off mainly Metro. filler : product. °:.- 
«| And’ there is the’ Marbeuf, Monte. Carlo, . ‘Avenue’ and Lord Byron” © 
- | while the George. V ‘has’ been . given 70m: equipment” and has “West. 
+: | Side Story”: (UA) in ‘its second year... 
- {Uz S: actioners. 7 ; 

.Some: 11 new theaties. 4 were puilt. in the: last. 10° years and. ‘there are 
‘also-a ‘flock ‘of art houses that. either open offbeat fare. from: here or. 

" Boulorne hae. “six. ‘stages. “and;, a0 

(6), 

sound, editing, . projection. ete. Isa 

films shooting abroad: and algo has 
= Fs Fequired office Space, 

= 'A35x30x15- 
- ‘B-35x22x12 - 
.C-30x16x8. 
- D-11. Gx6.6x3 | 
| E-45x30x12 
-¥F-30x20x11. 

Studios. Jenner: ore fo film: 
maker Jean-Pierre Meville with 
three: stages . and minumum sound 
setups ‘and ‘some: “outside: terrain. - 

* A-42x12x10 - : oe 
: B+12x6x5:5." 
C-12x6x5. 5- 

“Wictorines | ‘in: ‘Nice: Six: stages, 
a plenty: of: exterior. Jand and. equip- 
i ‘ment etc. 

. A-25x1 4x6" 

. Corner). 

-one- -erane,|/- - 

“Yank |: 

| $50."a 

» pare - extra; - 
‘+ comes: to. $55. a. ‘day.* 

“I—Ermitage, ‘Cameo, Mery, ‘Atlas,. Mistral: weighs in: at 3,325 with ie 

good. locations and has.a lot of 20th-Fox pix but. also” ‘Universal, _ 

” 8—Balzac, . Helder, Scala, | ‘Vivietine: 2,660 seats. with ‘usually. 00d : 

‘Sp Ambasade, ‘Richilieu, Gaumont: housés | with: 2 493. ‘seats ~ for toe 
-‘poth.-Gaumont.-pix. and ‘Yank; entries : ‘and. ‘Ttalo. “ones: too.. 

* Champs-Elysees and: ‘Montmartre... 
J0—Colisee, Marivaux 1,964 Places usually: ‘has, French’. pix “ot good. a 

:11—Pablicis,: V endome, ‘Gaumont-Rive Gauche- at - 1354: seats - ‘spe: 
” « efalizes in: arty . pix that have’ caught on ‘with: ‘regular: aS well as. — 

“On. Champs-Elysees, ‘Left. -Bank “and Opera; - ‘pis 
oneered first general: releases of: Ingmar. Bergman pix;: those Of = 

_ Michelangelo'.Antonioni- and’ others: io 
pa 12— Biarritz, Ursulines; Imperial comprise “y, 441 seats and - ‘mnainly 

On Left. and: ‘Right Bank..and ‘has: :-- 
“done well. ‘With “Viridiana, ” ‘a Hispano. pie of Luis. ‘Bunuel, on 

_. ‘Greek “Electra” and:-is now. ‘socko with’ “Tom Jones” (UA)... = 
/13=-Raimu, Saint-Severin*amount. to. 408 seats. and’ a: ‘recently. formed , 

‘duo for foreign and local .offbeaters or unusual pix. *” “ 
tt ‘should: be noted. that ‘most: Yank pix -open. With: a. subtitled version — 

‘on the: Champs-Elysees and. the. ‘dubbed. versions in. the: other houses a 

other | countries: (most: indie. Yank stuff). 
projec- |’ —— , 

B-2416x14x6_ 
C-25x14.5x6" 
D-24-6x14. 5x6 
E-35x18x10 “ 
F-24x13x5: - 

: ‘Neuilly-Cote . 

: A-37. 8x16x11. 
~ B-24x10x8 - 
* C-40x25x12- 

-.-. 1. . Studios” are: hired “and: paid: by” 2 e 
| the : ‘day. French style” ‘eight hour’. 

“| day is noon to 8.-p:m., overtime 
-thereafter.: ‘Stages are - computed -. 
‘by. the. square metre.at 25¢ per: | 
.Square: metre. Or‘ a‘ film can settle” 

| for an overall. price ‘over. a..fixed — 
| period” of time... Dollies. rent for: -~. 
7 | $42, per .week;.projection is $10: an. 
-L hour with editing. rooms going for. - 

‘week. Lights; building. and: © 
t installation of sets: and ‘renting of. -. 

all. the: needed’ camera equipment. © 
‘Portable. “sound fetup, can 

a : 
“One pic. “TAture: Femme”: (Other Woman) coprodueed * aa 

‘with. Orsay: Films . of: ‘Paris, » CEIAP of ‘Rome. and: Carabella — 
«Films. of -Madtid, a on 

| ~CINEUROPE _ 
7 - Fernandel “costumer: comedy Le Bon ‘Roi ‘Dagolert™, = 

oo with Filmere’ of Rome.” wn, , “ 

- The. 

tovadd big. nabes ‘to. 

- “Showcase”. was: tried: a few: times. but. did. not make the. dent it has : : 
It. seems a: “pic has: to ‘be given‘a. - 

Still, there.are: plans. ” 

Palais-Rochechou- 7 
‘art, Folies with 5,514. places catering mainly. to French. pix. and 
‘those’ with. more. general: appeal than more’ quality: arid- positive... : 
aspects.: - Mainly | lecated:. in - Opera .and. “Montmarte.. sections, 

Usually: 
‘Paramount .owns: its 
“It. is: the only. Yank “el 

oe seats . . a . a . : 
oo oo . eo. . . ot . _ 4 we . a 
2h gap ee ee grt Ce ferent RRR feed Or eDreams OP anaes a eh mo het ne 

On. oe 

. . : a ‘ 

oe ‘: woe oo on 2 foe te 

we aot, . vt . . eee . . , . 7 an sos woe San . . meat eh nneipst tact veg eek ne blah ogame fmt tem al Rife nee nt amen mom pinnae lerppigt nin Wehrmacht enti cyl otk ny mn gre ie acaetn 

The. -Napoleon : has” new and old” we 

. ’ . 

. . oa . . : : ’ so. ot 

. feo . o . “y . . wee 

" wee oo : . . vey ° oot 

ha Rees nb hated acta etal ea mate hae ae ali Loti Meet a cig tah 8 Ae ae Pn enh itn cee yt gl tt at Le oo et ele 8 ten Sm 8 ol On 

“ piaigent in: “Bore! i 
‘dedux - has three. stages. and ac-- . 
ceptable ‘sound, montane. ‘bar ete. : he tet be 

me Dos . vie eeu may * 

ea ae a a a 

_Fernandel: opus. “Blague ‘Dans: Le Coin” ‘Goke, ‘a. a ne 
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lola atbrokt 

“rené clément's 

“pri uced tid J jacques Bar. 

HAVE I 
THER G HT 

TO K I Dy 
(V'INSOUMIS) 

: 2 with: 2 

7 “Tea. massari 
directed by Alain Cavalier” 
a Delbeau C.LP.R. ‘A. production. 

executive producer Georges Beaume 

. ‘ . . ae 

. as . . 7 ve ¢ . ’ 

oe . ¢ ws Pa ert 7 
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. ms ' . 

oF 

- dacques Bar's production 

. sot : a 

0 } 

from the novel by. 
= Driew. la Rochelle 

directed by) Sam Pecki 
- written n by Gekiat Marko | 

Produced by .CIPRA.. es 
“in association with’ NELSON-EN GEL: production : 

| Directed. ty Ralph 1 NELSON : 

inpah - 
writen by Harry Brown 

: ALL: OF THESE. FILMS: WIEL 
- BE. DISTRIBUTED WORLD-WIDE 
BY. METRO-GOLDWIN-MAYER 

: ae a = - 7 | oa —_ 

ingrid bergman’ : rex harrison a 
- shirley me laine — george C. scott : 
: jeanne moreau. omar. sharif” 
a we 

Anatole da Grumal's ¢prodition - 

the 
yellow a 

‘vo (s-roy ce 
“directed by Anthony Asquith 
_torition: my 2 Terence fattigan 



FELIX DE VIDES presents— 

Foreign Sales: FELIX FILMS. >, “el: Balzac 39-45, 13 42° 
v2 1_.Champs-Elysees ee 7 . Cable: EXILN PARIS | 

4 ~t : 2 ce 



: Nominated or the: 
.. oy “ae 

- 

. as ee + 

' +e nd 

as the besi t Foreign Film of 1963 
~ by Hollywood’s: Academy of - 
‘Motion Picture Arts & Sciences _ 

JOSE MAE $0 
Ne 
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> CY 7 
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| - We 
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. ~<a, a 
r ! | . . N 

Al at ntl nett i 

sat LEZANA. DANIEL L MARTIN 
and | - 

ANTONIO GADES =” 
| A \ DISTINGUISHED MOTION PICTURE . . OFFERS the. 

: ‘imperishable. Performance of CARMEN AMAYA - 
Enthralling tale of young Gypsy Lovers =. 
Pure Enchantment of FLAMENCO. DANCING. at its: Best 

| Authentic Primitive World of. Spanish Gypsies , 

ee ee “ SALES. 
Western Hemisphere. 2 | - Rest of the World - 

Leonard S. ‘Gruenberg: ae ve : “ Felix de Vidas - 
Sigma ut Corporation a 21, Ay. des. Champs Elysees 
444 Madison Avenue: “Paris. Villeme, France 
New York 22, New: York Tel: BALzac 1342 
‘Tel: Plaza 3-8310 - 7 on vos ELYsees 9313 
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~ Exclusive world sales vights for: - | i: 

THE DUP aE A FAIR 
(bes: Bonnes Causes) . 

“Franscope BBW. 4 
MEDITERRANEE CINEMA PROD. 

"Booked for Fine Arts Theatre; New. York | 

. “"7OM-Eastmancolor 
_ MEDITERRANEE. CINEMA PROD. 
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~~ AGATHA. FILMS PROD. 

_OSETE PROD. 
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ALD KERNAN, 7 SMS Tn a film: by 

Went VERNEUIL 

Le. Di atogue by 

vTWICHED AUDIARD 
Based on the novel. By GLAU DE VEL LLOT 

BERNARD BLIER: “ANDREA PARISY 
GERT FROEBE. 
Produced by ALAIN POIRE. 

-FRANEO-ITALIAN CO-PRODUCTION 
‘si E OMIM AONT-TRINON PRODUCTIONS 18 (PARIS)-L ULTRA fl FS (ROE } 
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“su UPERB SETTINGS 
- GORGEOUS EAS: TMANCOLOR - OP Boge 

oe EX CITEMENT IN. WIDE SCREEN. FRANSCOPE 
” a : in the Paris you lo ve, the Tt oe “La Belle e Epoque” 
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COLUMBIA PICTURES conPoRaTiON 
New York: iy 

Gentlemen: eee 

“All my thanks for helping n me. 

so 0 nicely in the making of 

“(the Outsider) 

Searing 

ANNA KARINA 
SAMI FREY 

CLAUDE BRASSEUR 

U was ‘able, ipecause of y your hel, to. 

-deliver-a. picture under budget 

JEAN Lue GODARD 
-ANOUCHKA FILMS, PARIS - 

and schedule. | ote 

a 



: INDUSTRY OF NUDES . eee polly hanes 

«HOUSE OF MONSTERS. HE E R s i N N ERS 

| SCHOOL. FOR SEDUCTION. _ 
KING AND. QUEEN. (OF Te as H E R s Al N T Ss 

a THE SKIN TRADE | 
©THE NIGHT PEOPLE . x, oe HER E R. M oO N S T E R Ss 
a THE: ‘RAVISHED. NIGHTINGALE 

THE: PLEASURE DROME™ 

THE TRUTH, ‘AND > NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH 

_ WIDESCREEN. COLOR 
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TORUY ee LAX ATELIERS D‘ART 
CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE 

TO DUB. “Your , picte res” 
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TO PARTICIPATE INA 7 

CO-PRODUCTION 
INEUROPE LEO LAX FILMS 

a THEN 

~ WRITE, CALL OR WIRE 

CONTACT: 21 Avenue Kleber, PARIS 16°: “Teli: KLEBER 12.80 
ee . Cable: LEOLAXFILM: 
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| eo MARIE-FRANCE PISIER 
. CE : pe TT =. 72.2 A MARDEAU-COBINOR »-LAETITIA FILMS PRODUCTION 

; ~<a film by JACQUES POITRENAUD: ~~ 
a from ‘the novel. by: JEAN-PIERRE. FERRIERE . 
ate Adapted by DENYS DE LA PATELLIERE. 
f ~ Dialogue, by ‘ALBERT. SIMONIN . 
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A Fad Is Not a Revolution | 
ing content, turned ‘off. the. cerebral 
processes. 

In 1964, with ‘affluence ‘climbing. 
in. France, ‘interest in: films . is 
mainly for entertainment and. es~ 

studios may have lost some of. their 
recent creative momentum: ~~ 

One showman here remarks that 
the last. two Ingmar. Bergman pix 
were fiops and. “Winter Light’ 

- has: yet to' play here and he would | 
not touch “The Silence” in spite 
of its great publicity and sexploita-' 
tion angles, besides: its ‘highbrow 
aspects. 

‘De Gaulle Prosperity: 
De. Gaulle . - prosperity 

family pix. * Youth is not as. apt.to 
-ept for offbeaters. as heretofore. 
They want slick, racy and’ actionful 

- pix and the general. b. o. returns for 
the last: two seasons seém to re- 
flect. this shift. of preference. 
‘though exceptions can, of course, 
be enumerated. 
What were the top. 10 ‘of the. 

present séason so far? First came. 
“Fne Great Escape” (UA) an ad- 
venturous, 

-prisoners of war; a- French gang- 
ster farce “The Gentle. Gunmen”: 
the . big-seale, ‘big-monied - “Cleo- 
patra” (20th; a Jocal. ‘piearesque 
situation: comedy: -“Banana Skin"; 
‘a moppet- pic for. families “Bebert 
and the Train’; a Fernandel broad |: 
‘comedy: “Cooking - With. Butter’; 
Jerry Lewis | in “The. Nutty: Pro-. 
fessor’’ “¢Pari: the Hitchcock 
thriller. ‘The. Birds” 
‘guSpenser “Charade” (Ws a French 
satire ‘on church ‘poorbox robbers. 
“A Funny Parish Type. ” 

Call it -a lot: of ‘fast,. slick. “and 
‘proven entertainment values. They 
all took over 200,000 ‘admissions in: 
Paris firstruns alone, which usually 
sets the general national tone.. 

_ But lower down the list were a 
" few cerebral-type™ pix ‘and some 
with more unusual aspects that 
still managed to interest filmgoers 
and draw. that. unstable .-.evolved 
erowd back. Jean-Luc Godard's. in- 
spidey: “Contempt, ad 

“DOPPIAGGIO. _ DOPLAJE 
a 

Tel.: ELYsees 10-67 

: Recently Completed: 

“In Preparation: 

Technical Supervision “. 

. Continued from: page. GI 

‘Bardot, " got.- 190, 000.’ patrons - -and'| 
had. the same ‘personalized,. talky | 
aspects and. transference. of ideas. 
into filmic. symbolism as. his ‘other. | 
pix. But -it went over well. ©. -' 

.apist fare. In the process French | - 
‘at suicide “The: Will-O’-The-Wisp”. 
-did ‘all. right as‘ did “Tom Jones”: 
(UA), -using change :of. pace : tech- 
niques,. and :a- compilation pic: on} 
the life of animais “Les Animiaux, ” 

-Resnais’: ‘hermetic “Muriel” (WA), 
‘on memory, and ufing flash cuts | 
for: emphasis: and atmosphere,. :was: 
‘able ta: get 90,000 people. if it fell | 
way: : below. “Hiroshima” ‘and. the 
‘even: more inaccessible. 

invites. 

Etaix’s “The Suitor; *. did - well,” as 

‘French Bluebeard 
Chabrol, 

“Live: Her :Life,” 
‘bling: phobia. “Bay of. Angels” and |. 
“master-servant -. 

‘boy-scoutish ‘Yook --at}: 

(Ud: a comedy. 

_with: Brigitte! 

SYNCHRONSATION 
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= Way . in éontent:. He: “things: ‘that. ‘ay 
| | chain. ‘of 20 houses. fn. 16m. would | J 

- And Louis’ Malle’s. austere ‘Took 

a. return to ‘silent sources,- Pierre 

did‘ the. macabre - ‘comedy on.’ the 
“Bandru,” .of'| 

. Orson. ‘Welles’.. 
based pie “fhe Trial,’ ‘Godard’s 
dry but-feeling look at. prostitution | 

a ‘study: ‘of .gam- 

‘Telationships © 
“The Depths.’ . : 

‘was a sock~ hit, “while the Jead: 
moneymakers. were ‘still specs and 
proven. actioners like: “The Longest 

- 1 Day”: 
thriller. “Any - Number. ‘Can ‘Win, Pa 
and: other::good- playoff -fare. -- .. 
-Many :Parisian tradesters seem: to: 

feel - the’: true . hope" ‘for .a.. worthy | 
adult‘ pic.is one ‘that: can use new} 

-.(20th),. local, “Bangster 

and: different approaches and’ tech- | 

Phe t 
“Umbrellas. ‘of: Cher: | 

A tender, sentimentaltale is given 

Neighborhoods” 

10 AVENUE MATIGNON 

PARIS - 

Two IN A MILLION ‘wet unier Mitionen) 

" STRANDED 

“Marien-| 
‘bad.’ And last’ year one comedy, | 

Kafka- 

_din |. 

But they only: did’ well; if: “Suitor” | 

niques ..and. still not alienate: itself |: 
‘from the ‘general | attendees:. 
-all-singing 

'}bourg” ‘seems to: be one like that. 

poetic feeling .and - élan ‘by every-| 
thing being sung ‘and: all ‘jiving to}. 
‘appeal to: all. types: of brows. . 
. And .a° young ‘producer Barbet: 
Schroeder. thinks that 16m. may’ be 
the thing. “He is: producing. a’ pic 
with’ noted directors~ all . doing 
‘sketches. in this”. ‘format.* “Paris 

get . government | 
‘handouts: for using. ‘historic ‘and 
noted. backgrounds but goes. its! 

Cables: DUBFILMS PARIS 

o BREAKTHROUGH {Durchbruch tok 234)" 
5 WHEN. FOG. CLOSES. IN. (Die. Endlose. Nacht). 

THAT. PARIS TOUCH. (L'Appartement: ‘des Filles). . 
THE ‘GENTLEMAN. FROM: THE: ‘EAST (\'Honorable, Stanislas) 

“pay off these-films. _ 
If. they: clicked they. could. be. 

blown: up..to: 35m or-be. shown: in 

firstrun’ situations. __ ‘Still ‘others 
think: deeper pix, made .teasonably, | 
still ‘have | a ‘ehance. ; But. the old) 
style specs;. “actioners;| gangster. pix. 

| and comedies | still: ‘set. the. ‘Pace. at. 
firstruns. 

‘But ‘still, any. att: or ‘mass ‘medi | 
has to -mirror and comment. on SO=| 
ciety .today and. innovate to” exist | 
and: forge ahead. There‘is a’ healthy: 
“group * of noted. directors Still: ap- 
pearing to do: all right if ‘not up to 
past seasons. Buf. as tv” settles. 
‘down “and - audiences. mature. it. is 
felt: there ~ will” be. a “place for | 
art and business. on world screens. 

Of course ‘the. ‘abuse ‘of technique |. 
‘and: film language,’ which ‘confuses 
rather “than:.adds . to. commiuinica-| 
tion, -is- also. faulting the art. Pie. 
‘But ‘these; will - ‘disappear and. the |: 
good. ones survive -as .happenéd 
‘with the. Wave, it .is. thought.- A 
-Story ‘well -told, a “point. of) view, 
technical. ‘prowess: without -: distor-' 
tion, «still will . eventually...make.| 
more’ headway than unclear: -experi- 
mental: or. Pretentious: PY, As me 
sum-up. *.- 

‘Locals also: point. out that: many 
young Yank -filmmakers: have -got- 1 

‘Clarke,’ Lionel « 
‘Cassavetes, ‘Jonas: » 

Rogosin, 
and:-- Adolfas 

and some French Wavers ‘still make 
‘dents abroad | if ‘they: have- slipped 
‘here. note 

The “few Cinema-Trith’ pix that 
have. gotten. hardtop:. release. have 
also fared ~ Jacklustre at. the: ‘b:o:. 
But: - consensus. 
‘Truth and. other. new. “methods have. 
been absorbed. “and affected : the 
-more general. run. “of: pix : to. -have 
had a benevolent | ‘influence . if they 
themselves were. ‘not : ‘the’: 
‘panacea. .. Now, as: the: ‘festival -séa- 
‘son. “starts,” the - “unusual and “usual 
will” compete side: by. ‘side and the. 
ensuing turns at the. ‘wickets . will: 
show if: art. pix: ‘are: still to lag at 
the .b.o. or. get or. capture: “public. 
interest again. rae 

mA 

16m:.in more depth or’ more: pop. + > 

+ curious and | doing okay beginning. biz... 

SGiucrsntiont a Sound cra ; 

“Paris - oe : : 
John Nasht’s production “Thé. Christine ‘Keeler ‘Story; ” made in.” 
‘English in. Denmark, opened in. six ‘houses .here in ‘its dubbed. version. 
-Comacico. distribs,: ‘and, if the pic: got bad reviews, it is drawing the: - 

ant” doing weil: in. two: art houses ;: 2 
46,423 entries in its. first four days of its firstrun®. 
$1,300,000 last.:year to hypo French films ‘at home: and. abroad .::. -. 

. Joseph Losey’s “The: Serve © 
“Four: for. Texas” (WB): ‘took... 

-Government gave. - 

Among 30:-new directors to: make’ vid programs ‘or. films, for the’ state : 
setup, five. have. made features, namely. Robert Enrico; : Michel Drach, 
Jacques Rozier; Claude. DeGivray and: Francois Reichenbach . , . Rene 
Clair::4¢ ° ‘ugoslavia to: scout: ‘conditions : and. decide: whether he will 
‘shoot: his slated. pic “Fetes Galantes”. there: . 
made the famous medium length. fantasy. pie “The. Red .Balloon,”” now 
-préparting “The Angel”. ‘which. will be about.a man who can fly..2.. °.:" 
Canadian ‘actress: Johanne Harrelle winging «back to. Canada for the 
opening of ‘her ‘first starring pic “A Tout.Prendre’'{To Take: All). Pio: 
‘will be. released ‘by Columbia there. in English. ‘and Frénch versions. 

. Albert Lamorisse, who. ° 

Made in 16m, and blown up to 35m, it. has won several fest prizes-and .~ © 2. 

is-a breezy confession by writer-directoy-actor | Claude: Jutra about his’ |: ° 
youthful days . 
‘and is ‘prepping ‘to. co-direct “The ‘Lengthening Shadows’ here ‘with 
actor. ‘Willy Braque. . Reportedly, a‘ big. American’ automobile firm -may | 
invest in‘ it-and thriller will take place in the’ car racing milieu... 3. 
‘If. film -people .are lamenting’ that ‘foreign biz is off, Felix De: Vides, 
-head of Felix FilmS, an éxport firm, says his: biz since Jan: 1-has been 

He has. made :65 ‘sales-for 75. pix © up’ over the. same. period. last | year... 
|-to a: “tune” of $800;000 in various parts’ of the world . . .-Gomedie Fran-. 

ten more recognition:.abroad than | ~ 
on their. home: grounds: via. “Shirley | 

‘John! . 

Mekas, ‘Morris. Engel « -and ‘others; | 

that -“Wave,-|- 

Htaly, Germany, e 

| duction: “Never on Saturday.” 
caise’-actor Robert Hirsch: playing 13. ‘Parts in French-Israeli copro- 

French i in Uv. Ss. 

(as At 

to the..ruling: issued by the: In- 
| ternal Revenue. Service, American 
aetors working in’ France would 
be subject to both : French : and | @ 
United States income tax on their | 
‘earnings as an: employee: under a} 
eontract of employment | for. serv- 
ices performed in’ France. : 

' The. ruling. does not. affect con: 
tracts entered into prior: to: -March } 
23,: 1964 or: does. it'.in ‘any’ way | 
‘modify. the provisions of: other tax | 
treaties such'-as’ the treaties .now’..- 
|in existence: between the United- WIN KLER ASSOCIATES, LTD. 

nf 120 W. 57 Sts. New York K19, Cleie7-$966 : ‘States and ‘the. United Kingdom, 

Continued from page. 62 a 

pay taxes’ here provided. he worked |. 
.for- less. than ‘one-half.a year and | 
‘further,. provided: that | his chief.) : 

| place of business ‘such as his home, } 
his bank . account, -his’. office’ ete. Yes! 
-and/or™ ‘his: corporation. 
France. 
However, under. the hew ruling, : 

if a French actor performs serv- |.. 
-ices. ‘as .an- employee ‘of ‘a French 
‘and/or. ‘American - corporation © in. 
the United. States ‘he. will- be’ ac-: 

b.o: cording ‘tothe ‘new. ruling subject, 
-to: United: States income tax. 

--If, however,: a’French actor: per- 
forms. services. as .an independent 
contractor, ‘Le. such as a panelist 
“on. a quiz show. where he is not: 
: under a contract: of : employment, 
he will: not.-be ‘subject: to. United | 

m | States: tax. ‘provided, of ‘course, he: 
| meets the other requirements | set. 
| forth. under ..the. Treaty and listed 
above. In. ‘discussing ‘this - ruling. 

| with the. Internal. Revenue. Service . 
| I learned. that: it had. its origin in|’ 
“France dué to -the. fact :that. the| 

| French ...taxing.” authorities ° taxed.| 
‘American teachers, .who were | 
téaching. ip France. They- too, were . 
exercising a liberal profession and 

| the French taxing. authorities de-. 
}eided that the American: teachers.| 

jf {-should be. taxed in ‘France ‘as. long'|',, 
[as they” were.. employees. of a 
French. School." 

THE would. appear that the. ‘above 
at ‘ruling’ does not: affect French -pro- 

_- I}. ducers, directors,. cameramen ete. 
TRY but: only: affects. . actors -and. ac: 
: [| tresses, The réason for this is that 

{| under: prior rulings a: liberal’ pro- 
jfession has been. defined 
‘night affect: ‘people in. ‘show ‘b 

‘Hi| ness) as ‘public entertainers: “wh 
work: -for. profit. - 
 -Due-to-the fact that: there is this 
new ruling in America and that: the 

| ruling -was triggered by ~a prior 
| interpretation of the French Treaty. 
made . -by the ‘Frenth : tax” authori-: 
‘ties, it is’ quite probable that the 

} same ‘rulings: will govern American }' 
‘actors and: actresses: who work in’ 
France. Assuming. . that. ‘there is 
‘already. in existence ‘a ruling ‘by 
the French: tax authorities’ similar. 

“was in| 

|titute the « same... 

, Extension a 
French a
 

Paris... 
“The: ‘extension: of: the: ‘Film. ‘Ala: 

‘Law, which: gives. producers 18%. 

of the local. ‘ross. towards: the. next. 

| filmi. (in some cases pre-production: : 
'|-handouts) still ‘has. to: be Fatified 

-by: the ‘Ministries: of Finance. and - 

Ministry of” 

‘Culture has already. ratified : it... 
But. these ‘two: ‘signatures - look. 

jikély: — : : eee, 
“Aid: technically ‘runs: * ut: next me ; 

June but’ would. then: ‘be length- - : : 
ened. to. Dec: 31,: 1965. By. that 

‘time, if the Common, “Market. has’. _ 
not solved a way of doing. ‘away. 

Economie . "Affairs. 

with. ‘aid. to. all: signatory countries 

in Italy:.and France’ will. go_ on, 
with - Germany also: trying. to: dn- 

seems clear that the industry here 
could not continue . without some 

at the. 
bio.,: “may: be: in the: ‘offing: . 

and substituting . a: central: ECM va 
aid. coffer; it likely: will. ‘be: pro-.. 
longed. again, | 

At. ‘does.’ not seem ‘Aikely | ‘that - 

‘general overall: ECM aid - will: be... 
Teady: for. some .time: and local ‘aid. 

‘Meanwhile * it’ 

‘Kind. of governmental: Underwrit’ 
ing... we: 

ef And. ‘French _exhis, “who. “were. nee 
‘| eut off from handouts in 1960, are 
“|- again clainoring for a. reinstituting ene 
‘same. Syndicate’ of. French Exhib- 
itors has: already talked with: gov= © +: 

ernmental - film |. reps.- and.- ° 
modus ‘vivendi, with : a. probable ; 
exhib: cut: of. “collections. 

some 

... Architect Jean. Olivier has ‘decided :to go into films re 

‘Somie méasure ‘of bullishness in. =: ° 

motion victure. 
‘Insurance. 

(cast, film, weather, lability, . 
7 cameras, props, plagiarisin...)- 

‘ a 

a this is the fact that.so far. this ~ 
season more: pix “haye. done-.. well: 
than -last year...There. seems to be-. 
a public: return. to the ‘cinema. —- 
Overall attendance. ‘still. fell but 
certain: ‘pix, did: better ‘than. ever. ; 



“ .. Note: films marked.) are still ranning 
-.16— “Il Maestro di Vigevano” (taliai-DeLaurentiis)’ 
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eS a "(Midseason Key. City First Runs) - 
% usitije pe paie 

- ot Bien iitahitahitat 

; “4 *“Lawrenee - -of Arabia” (Ceiad- Columbia) oe gh 
2 Cleopatra”: (Dear-Fox? ", 

: -. 3-**Yesterday, “Today, Tomorrow” Aatian-Pontt-Inten 
wo. 4—*"How ‘West: Was: “Won”. (Metra-C’rama)- hae Te 
ae 5—*Charade” (UI). 
2 6 "“55_ Days. at Peking” (Rank). | 
°F .Mostri” :(Fairfilm-Incei). Htalian, 
oo: Ba “Irma La.Douce” (Dear-UA)-. 

.Q9-. “The Leopard”. (italian-Titantis): 
1022 “Four. for Texas” (Warners): 
‘1— “Ik Suceésso”” (Italian-Fairflm:Incei) ” 
12—*“Alta -Infedelta’”’: (talian-DeLaurentiis) - 
13— “To-Kill 4 “Mockingbird” (UI) - Ppp ete 
(14—“The Great. Escape’’ . (Dear-UA) | a : 
--15—*"Sedotta ed. Abbandonato” (Wides-Patamount-ttalian) 

- 7 **"La | ‘Ragazza di Bube” (Italian-Vides-Paramount)”~ 
2518“ Boom”: (Italian-DeLaurentiis).: ’ 
: 19-=*“La ‘Noia’”’ (Italian-Ponti-Interfilm) - —_ 
 90- “The VIP’s (Metro). : 

. . Note: Figures determining. position, of. “The Leopard”. are. only 
from. current season; ‘the same -applies. to “How ‘the. West. was. Won”;: 
ef both totals are counted, “Leopard”: would have ledat’ present: time, to be launched~ as soon. as’ the. fi- = | 

4. 1 
“come:-out on top.: Other. ‘late starters..aré expected. to move.-into - ‘ton,| nancial situation ‘has: been ‘c eared, 
but judging by.-currently- ‘much - lower: total. of playdates, : “West” will 

ft snl acca arm mm | in 

. [20 positions by season’s ‘end—several are. Showing strength—so- above 
figures are..to. be. considered tentative: 
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To Make Festival Fit th
e Times | 

| KINDS OF FEATURES 
MADE BY TTALIANS 

for: a busy. twelvemonth: 
for .. ‘Sancro Films, . Vides © Films, | 

By. PROF. ‘LUIGE CHIARINE+ 
. ADirgctor, Venice Film. Festival) | 

“Rome. . 
. The. éffort. initiated 1 last year and.|" 
designed to bring’ batk: the: Venice |. 

_ Film Festival to a ‘more. ‘clearly. | : 
artistic . and: ~ cultural: plane. -has 
“brought: its -first :results.. There is’ 
‘no doubt that the 1963. “Mostra;” 

. “cas the press of the entire world has. 
since confirmed, was ofa ~high | 
artistic’ level. and -interested every- |. 

‘one; not. only for- those ‘cultural 
-' aspects, but ‘also.for the variety: of | 

-_ -films ‘shown, films. Tepresenting .all 
_ *-trends :of world. cinema, from: the. 
‘documentary . survey’.to “cinema |. - 

truth;”. from the features of. ro-.|. 
mantic: inspiration - “Le Feu. Fol- 
Jet”), fo. the. gay and/or ‘spectacu- |." 

: “Dragees aur , ¢ Tom. Jones," 
Poivré, ie *“Hud’’).- | 

Now, ‘basing: myself. directiy’ ¢ ‘on 
_ “the experiences. of last. year; I’ve: 

felt. it ‘opportune™ to make’. some : 
_— ghanges in: the. regulations: for our-}: 

*.$5th -yearly’ event. ‘These. changes |- 
“ara of substantial: importance both | 
+ for. the scope: of -the: Mostra, and J. 

“0. forthe participants. in:the event. 
’. “$n the ‘first. place, I wanted the | * 
nomination of ‘the jury, and the]. 
_} announcement’: 

-* .placte very early,.and.that this. jury | 
ae should become ; a truly 3 international 
" i One: - re 

“And i irr fact, the seven. n jury mem: '} 

thereof. ‘to take}. 

_ bers, Rudolph Arnheim (USA), 
ve _ (Continued ‘on: tinued’ on “page. 1 102) 

‘AIL Flags Money _ 

Rome. 
“Figures: " recently: released . -by 

ANIGA. the Italian - ‘trade associa- |. 
_.. tion, vestimate .the accrued. nioney. 
a ‘earned by all foreign films’in Italy. 
between. -1950. and” ‘1963 ‘at..some 

.2$307;360,000..” ‘The: 14-year... total 
2 breaks | down’ thusly: | 

1950 wa. ore ‘$15,040,060 a 
1951. eee EDS: 16,320,000 
19520 oo. ee rie 17,600,000 

. 1953 © ad ° 19,200,000 

4954 21 440,000 
4955 - s+, ° 24,320,000 
1956 ool. ee a: 28,160,000 
OY9BT oP ae . 25,120,000 
1958 6. os Decale ed 23,840,000 
4959.2 eee 23,840,000 
i 22,720,000 
4981... -. 23,200,000 

2 BQB2Q ee. 22,400,000», 
21963" “| 524,160,000" © 

$307. 360,000. 
vt “(Noted also ‘that while in’ 1949;- 
the share .of the’ Italo market’ gross - 
ag only 16. 2% 5: total rose. to over 
AI% in 1962). 

-. .Rome.: 
-‘Ttalian. ‘production. “by. types, 
“Aug.” 1960-Feb.- 1964.-- follow.|. 

MORE & BE TER| 
(Source: ‘Giornale: dello  Spettacolo) 

° Drama‘: - 30.1%... 

~ Comedies . “18.1% | 
'Satires. « - é i 7 2%. 

- “Adventure. 18: 6%. . |. 
a Mythology © ein 65% .- 
a Documentary. . . ae 51% . 

Exploitation . ‘ a a _ 
"Sexy? séries, ete). 5% “4 

~Historicals: Oa a “3.2% 
‘Cops and Robbers wt . 3% | 
Horror’ - . .” . 1.6% “| 

=|Males Overt me 

Gl Pop
ilarities

 

oth Ital
o Films 

Rome. 

(Gina~ ‘Lollobrigida, : -Lucia’ Bose, 
’s | Silvana -Pampanini, Sophia’ ‘Loren, |. 
.::} Silvana ‘Mangano, to name. just :a}j 

-| few). and. ‘few males.’ Vittorio. De-: 
‘Siea.. for.“ one); - ‘the . Ttalian public 
has : recently’ “set: ‘the popularity 

. | pendulum, swinging” decidedly. the 
other: ‘way..: 7 

Earnings i in Italy) 
achieved | ‘over-the-title’ Star” rank. 

‘To..be’ sure,. both: Sophia ® ‘Loren. 
Per Gina: ‘Lollobrigida. ‘still .exert- a 
vast influence, perhaps vaster than: 
-before;: but. their® is now an _Inter= | 

\ national ranking | and: appeal. Be-. 
sides ‘these. two names, - there - -is 

10. -| perhaps’ only.. one. other. ‘female® 
:. | name which ‘has a.-magic—if more’ 

limited. appeal—to. local customers: T- 
"| Catherine :Spaak, . who .is Belgian, 

’-: | but: whose career has: been almost. 
| entirely. ‘shaped: here.. -It’s-a fast-.|. 

0 -.|.rising career, but for: ‘the moment | 
at least she’s still. shaded by. her |. 

).. ‘male opponents, .. : 

) - |.. “Marcello Mastroianni. ix probably. 
0. the number. one star in the Italian.|.- 

: | firmament ..at ‘the. momient, and the |” 
all-time ‘success of. “Yesterday, ‘To--| 

yO day and Tomorrow”. -is evidence 
‘aplenty. Yet. ironically, there are. 
cases where his” presence: cannot. 
alone’ determine the:.success -of, a}. 

| Picture: his. recent )-“I. ‘Compagni,” 
(Continued, on Page 83). 

_Others, one z ; Le a 1. ion | { 

“After néarly a decade. dominated | 
“by the female of. the acting species’ 

a ee 

Italian B.O, Winners, 3-64 AW 

on * Rome? 

projects‘ currently. being. prepared, 

In fact, a number- of. important a 7. 
.| préeductions’ will get under: way‘re- 
|. gardless of the outcome of:-current | - 

— ~ | talks,. notably: ‘Dino . DeLaurentiis’ | - 
i “The Bible,” ‘a major spectacle di-'| 
| reeted:. by.” John Huston; -and Fed-.|” 

'---erico: Fellini's: new- film, “Giulietta | - 
degli. Spiriti,”. to be. ‘filmed. ‘under * 
the: Angelo “Rizzoli. banner: ““ De- 
Laurentiis ‘has. : ‘subsequent: plans, 
as does. Rizzoli, whose ‘company’s 

:"|-independent: ‘financial ‘Stability: has. 
ao ‘made it—and its. affiliates’ (Franco |- 
-|Film -and Federiz)—orie.: of the- 

pillars’. :of «:: the: industry | here. 
‘Carlo. ‘Ponti,: with: and: without ‘his: 
‘Stateside: contacts, :is : likewise ° ‘in’ 

Ditto : 

. (Continued on. page. 84). 

StU sige MARK 
ROME | 

Rome. 

has in the past year been: c¢onsider- 
a ‘able activity in -‘the-local film studio 
| field; activity. which. has drastically 

changed’ the: local ‘pattern, | . Stable. 
for many ‘years: | 

ters: -. Dina -DeLaurentiis’ - 

outfit. . 

the one ‘hand that. it will continue 
| to -operate, perhaps" ‘ander. more 

- |-direct.. government | control:: :while 
Today. in ‘Ttalian’ ‘films: its $ prin- |. 

cipally: the male thesp’ ‘who’ sells | 
.| the: ‘admission | to the average Ital- 
| ian customer, and. a very few. such | 
‘names. ‘have....in . the ‘past _.year 

on: ‘the other. rumors: persist ' ‘that 
the close. to - $50,000, 000 real estate| 
potential. . ‘of. . the —  Cinecitta. area, 

which ‘is’ now. about: to -be sur-|“Amore in: -4.-Dimensioni” | “algo. 964... 
registering strongly in current. re- |. 
“lease, ‘Others. are “I..Malamondo,”. , and. DEFA—no. ‘expiration . 
““T Maniaci.” “I ‘Mostri’* was. an- 
other. recettt. hit of the same school, 
“only. here. the sketches: were. ‘many. 
' more than. the. ‘usual three;.: four, a 

‘rounded: by - -expanding.. Roman: 
‘|-suburbia,. is too inviting an -offer, 
‘and that the” area: would: : -be: sold: 
‘and’ ‘Cinecitta : transferred: -else-. 
-where,. ‘either: in“an:” ‘already-exist-. 
ing film complex . -or - built --from: 
scratch—and. at a- profit-—using- the 
accrued. ‘coin. The next’ few. months 
Should :-decide. .the- ‘fate’. of: ‘the’ 
studios: whose: name. has. become: 
symbolic of the Italian. pic industry. 
Other major changes: on the local, 
(Continued: on” _page 102)- 

ee ~pbaly’s. “fm: tadustry . is. bising| 
Dt its: time.in the confident: ‘hope: that | « 

; ‘J current: -discussions:. concerning - al: 
__} new. ‘film aid law. — cand. closely 

“.. "| linked “moves eoncerning : “an” un- 
Ur] freezing. of: vital: bank coin—will- 

-- 1} permit * it to follow: up. its..1963 
"i+ {triumph—a_’ triumph reflected bath : 

. ine ‘prestige-full : ‘festival. wins ‘and |: 
“1 eritieal plaudits everywhere . as|.. 

: ” | well as. ‘in: increased. export. col- |»: 
|. | lections, ‘with: a: similar. achieve- a 

~i* ment in 1964.” - 
Sf) The: fact. that ‘the. ‘current: diffi- 7 
a culties. —— and. there’s ‘no’ denying.| 1853 
op that thére : are. ‘difficulties. =: are [i 
“rh principally: - economic...and* hot ‘ar-:|-: 

‘| tistic or creative are. evidenced -in |. 
‘the largé- number: of. ‘important | 

below: ot. 

rf Despite’ ‘the. urigertain ‘situation ‘ 
. in ‘the Italian: film-.industry, there} 

First. ‘and: foremost,: “Rome. ‘now’ 
has ‘two practically: new film. cene jf: 

‘Studio 
' ‘complex: ‘on. the Via Pontina,. ‘be-’ 

Y | tween. Rome ‘and the ‘sea; and the |>. 
-? | INCOM Film and Television : Cen- 

+ tre, completely: rebuilt : ‘and. mod- 
deriized on the “otit-o f-town ‘ area: 

previously. occupied : ‘by. the: ‘same: -and. documentarily slanted trend ; 
| set: by “Mondo. Cane” and “Women | 1 

. -Morrow,” 

Cinscitta - ‘continues ‘to. shave ‘the 
‘largest number of. -sound: stages at. 
‘the old. site; ‘but: its future. ‘Temains 
uncertain. There: are. assurances:on 

~ YEARS: 2 1063 
: - Rome. - “. 2 

Lia.  Suéh - co-productions’ as “were 
predominantly of- Italian origin. are 
counted . into. the . totals for’ the. 
years, as. cited. in the: ‘tabulation 

1942. . / 96 1955": i14 
1946. “51. 1956 | 
1947, BE 1957 - 
1948 : Bh 1958 103 
1949 “76 1959 6 
1950 ‘98. | 1960 141 
1951 102 *-1961 164 
1952 -134 «0 1 153 
9 142 1963}. 138. 

1954 “2199 oe , xy-and S Sketchy: : | Italo Format 

a Rome. - 
“Phe ‘episodé: feature “film: is. cer- 

‘tainly to néevelty: the U.S. made. 
‘several during.the war. and -shortly |: 
after, as did::the: French, ‘to: “name | Daves’ 
only. two ‘industries, - 
But certainly: the cutrent Italian 

preocclipation in. sketch pix. is “un- 
-precedented ‘in size..and ‘scope. 
‘Here. the: producers, who last ‘year 
‘went. wild in commissioning’ ‘dozens 
-of exploitation: pix in the “Sexy -by.|: 
Night” genre have -now ‘turned to: 

- | segmen*.ry pix-as the sinecure ‘for: 
an. uncertain: financial situation. : 

-others: -* 
Yet -the: principal trigger’ which | 

set.off the current boom was prob- 
ably” “Boccaccio. 70” and | pie’ ‘Ss Suc-- 
‘eessful- ‘run in many. areas. -Carlo. |. 
Ponti..-himself : followed: up. the. 
formula. ‘with his ‘even. mére: suc- | 
cessful “Yesterday, ‘Today, and To- | 

“and has” already’ Tegis-|" 
‘tered. a-new ‘one, “Boceaécio 2000”. 
‘with: the .title office, Marco., Fer- 
reri’s “Controsesso, ” also for: Ponti, 
is.:anot he r- “ eurrently-shooting 
sketeh- pic. - . 77 

“Discounting” ‘the’: episodic : items: 
which followed-the slight different: 

of the. World,’’ the loéal production’* 
‘of -episode pix, has . over’. the: past... 
year- been impressive. 

“The New--.Angels,” ca “Ttalians . 
“and Love;” “Amore Difficile,” i **100 ; 
Pair of Bulls” ‘were only. a “few! 
of the 1963" titles. Currently. riding.! 
high in “the p.o; ratings is “High | ¢ 
Infidelity; ae with.’ ‘“Parliamo. di 

of. -“Cleopatra”? 

ay Harvest Coin 

‘The risks, they argue, are minor. 
‘Stars’ of.-b.o. importance. may. be 
“had: for less. money than for a full 

| film, yet. the. drawing ‘power ~ is 
-| there nevertheless. Name. directors 
.can.-sahdwich: a. -sketeh . stint. Ber} 

“| tween. ‘major. efforts. 

. As. elsewhere, ‘the. sketch film. in 
+ ‘Italy. was. not. born: ‘today. -' There 
- | Were - eminent. predecessors, ‘nota-- 

_ [bly -“Paisan,”. followed: some time'}. 
= ater by: “Gold. of. “Naples” and} 

Not’ very long: -ago—at the. time 

by: Yank. and” other visitors had: 
‘helped raise prices and were keep- 
ing: Italian films from being ‘able 
to rent: But-times have changed. 
Many - of..the major Italian film 

-: /plants have: seen lean months (the 
oo official’ ANICA ‘analysis of the 

89. | Situation. for.1963 notes that while: 
78°. |in 1962, studio occupation totals — 

. | were quite” high, the 1963 average 
: [occupancy was “under 50%") and: 
- tonly..a liandful. of foreign files 

iss: |The: Visit” anda few others) kept” 
1 local technicians ° ‘and. studio’ per- 
|-sonel ‘busy... | 
+ ° The 1964 situation is looking: up. . 
;{.once:-more. Fairly certain are plans - 
. Jfor” a number ‘of Yank pix and/or~ 
. "Yank-Italian’ joint projects. 

-. “The -Agony. and ‘the Eestasy,” . 
, directed by.. Carol: Reed. and. with 

_ pCharlton ‘Heston,.’ Rex Harrison, - 
and. others, should get under. way 
urider. the 20th-Fox aegis at one 
‘or. more of the Rome Studios and 
locations. : -in’ Italy. ‘The Landau 

_|Company’s “Leonardo” has been 
announced: for: ‘a fall. start, and -an 
advance team. has already scouted 
local. shooting possibilities; — 
Even more imminent is Delmer 

‘project “The. 
‘Battle of- Villa .Florita,” with 

‘Warners 

Rogssano. ‘Brazzi. and. Maureen 
‘O'Hara, due ‘to. start May ‘4 on 
Italo’ exteriors. Interiors. will, Prob- 
‘ably be-shot in. Britain. | 
_ A. number of projects has -been. 
disclosed -by 20th in. addition to’ 
“Agony,” for’. italian shooting this. 
Year.” 

“Fred Kohlmar’ 3. “A. Sleepless 
‘Night ‘in. -Capri, ” Peter Glenville 
directing, is-listed: as a fall starter; 

.{ Mark: Robson: should: get his’ “Von. 
Ryan’s -Express”: under way - here: 
in July, .from.-the David “West- 

another—still unnamed—20th proj- 
ect, for. which ° . the names ‘Kim 

(Continued. on ‘page 110): 

lal F iim Pacts 
With 15 Nations 
. Here. ‘are. the: sigvemente” “to ; 
force betw een the. Italian film 
! industry: tand- those 
: nations: . 

-Argentina: coproduction and’ ex- 
‘change — automatically renewable ..: 
: pact between. governments -. 
Austria: ~ coproduction. and -.ex-'. 

. change —— automatically renewable 
“pact - ‘between: governments 

Belgium: 
' ehange-—automatically renewable 

‘Bulgaria: exchange — renewable” 
between: ANICA and Bulgarofilm._. 
.France: coproduction and. OX 
change—renewable | 

- West - Germany: ‘eoproduetion 

Donne,”. “ F renesia: D’Estate.,” j and exchange’ - —. expires June 30, 

or. five, 

‘Current and futuire: ‘projects fn- |. 
dicate © the’. trend::.will continue. 
“La ‘Donna ‘e- una: ‘Cosa. Mervigli- |‘ 
_osa,” directed ‘by. Mauro. Bolognini, 
As. in: work: “Tf: ‘Complessi”: is”. com- 

{Continued on page. 102) 

"Admissions i in Italy | 
i ae oe (Millions of Tickets) 
Qi 1938. ve pooh 344.5. 

71942." eae’ \(\aee ee 
2 1946- 7 _ ve! 417 ; , 

1947 2 ieee ed ecacye eed 532 
1948 ee ee S88 

19490 te ee 616 
IW95O! oe 662 
1951... ed ed: 706 
1952 © ..s cle. eae ee 148. 

A954 oo B01: 
: 1955 ces ° a Pieugi ose se wee eee “B19: . 

| 1956 OE 790° 

“J 1957. 758. 
-. 1958 1 T380- 
"231959 arena © Ye: 

. +1960." ° 2 TE 94S 
“= W96P te ar 

1962: 9 Fe a 1288 
£, a 1963 ee wie (estimate)... | . 130 a 

“ANICA. ; 
proposed | 

East Germany: exchange ANICA: 

Japan: collaboration — no ex- 
poration date. — between Associa-' 
ions a i 

- Yugoslavia:. .: -eoproduction. and 
exchange—renewable 

Mexico: - _exchange—exrires . Oct. 
1964." ANICA. ‘yis-a-vis CIMBX.” 
‘Pakistan: © exchange ‘and collabo- 

ration —: expires June 30, 1964. 
Being: renewed © 
-Poland:. exchange — no expira 

: T tion—ANICA and. FILM: POLSKI] 
Spain: -coproduction. and. ex- 

‘| change—renewable- . 
Hungary: exchange “— expired 

| Jan. "64. ° Renegotiation with 
‘Hungarofilm | ae 
USSR: ‘eichange _—- between 

and. SOVEXPORTFILM 

The “following: proposed ‘agree- 
9} ments are: being discussed: Copro- 

‘duction agreements with . Great *. 
. Greece, 
UAR; collaboration pacts with: a 
Morocco, Tunis, - 7 

Britain,.. Brazil, Japan, 

—there were re- 
‘| peated cries. of “foreign monopoly” 
‘of: Italian studios, complaints that.. 
massive take-over.of Italo facilities 

heimer_ novel: Frank ‘Perry,..who. 
{spent : ‘some time in Rome. a year 
‘or: two: ago, is expected back for 

of. other - 

“ecoproduction and ex-. 

rm st soe 



| | Michelangelo Antonioni—Recent- 
ly wound shooting “The Red 
Desert,” with Monica’ ‘Vittl and 
Richard ; Hairis. ‘No future’ Plans 
at present. 

_ Marcelle Balai—After a Biblical. 
apectacle, “The Patriarehs,” _ is: 
‘shooting “Saul and David’ in Rome. 
and ‘Spain, follows with, “The 
Judges.” 

‘Bernardo Bertolucei. — Recently 
completed his second. feature “Be- 
fere the. Revolution’”. 
Italian locations. | 

Alessandro . Blasetti: Vet's - most. 
recent pie.is “Liola,’ from. the 

ing TV survey. of Ttalo pic history. 

‘Mauro ‘Bolognini: His “La Cor= 
-ruzione’”’. in. release... Shooting ‘epi- 
.gseder, “Woman | 3 
Thing. aa Might do “La. Suora, Gio-. 
vane” -and - pic “starring: Silvana 

=. Mangano. TS 

Tinte” Brass: Finished’ second | 
feature effort, .“€a. Ira,” film clip. 
history of world revolutions: -work-. 
ing on futute and undisclosed 
projects. . 

two adventure Pix, roulling future 
offers. - 

. Pasquale - ‘Festa. Campanile. 
Turned to. direction. after ‘success- 
ful. scripting. career, : teaming with. 
Massimo. Franeciosa o2 “Téntativo. 
Sentimentale” and the. just-finished 
“Le Voci Bianche.” ‘Next..goes solo: 
with “La Costanza delta. -Ragione.” 

Paslo Cavara: Specialist in:. doe- 
umentary features.. _ 

Renate: €astellani:. Follows. up his 
“Mare. Matte”: with. story ..set .in- 
Tuscany, “Mia Soreila Celide.” ~. 

Duilio Eolettiz: Plans. return . -£0. t ranging 
niet ‘Now with Maurizio. Lodi-Fe prep- 

whieh} th-Seas ‘tale. based on’ R.* 
followed by fs pang Sou 

| “Stories; “fromy. the - ‘South Seas." 
Tor: Metro -release.. 

_.vas" and. “La. Rimpatri: ite". “were |: 

direction with pic tentatively: titled - 
“Mademoiselle Docteur” 
he'll also produce, . 
“ Columbus.’ ” | 

Dainiano Damiani: ‘ “Empty. -Can-" 

Tatest, now. preppins “Una Z impata_ 
di Vita,” from own story, for which] 

“glans: “Passion According: ‘to St} 
‘| Matthew. . among - others... 

_ he'd like Maurice. R onet and Rich- 
-ard Harris. — 
Giuseppe DeSanti«: 

on “Italiano Brava-~ Gente’: in 
‘Russja, ‘currently eutting and scor- 
ing. final print. No. futur: “e plans.’ at. 
present. = 

Vittorio DeSiea: * 

jan Style, PW ith Soniia Loren. and: 
‘Marcello Mastroiarné:- follows: his: 
record-breaking “¥ e terday,. 
day, and Tomorrow.’ Pacted® tol 
“Paris 1900” ‘for. S:mucl Bronston |. 
in Italy and. ‘Paris if, nic ‘matérial- 
izés, and-is toyi ing with some. oft-. 
postponed projects, i Yehiding filmi-. 
‘gation of ‘a Flaubert novel. 

Vittorio. DeSetz:. Lond hiatus } 
after his first ‘feature, “Bandits at 
Orgosolo.” now rensrtedy prepar- 
ing “Un Uomo a Meta.” 00-0 

Federico Fellini: “Giulictta degli | fe 

Riceardo Freda: 
make of “Romeo and Juliet.”. 
‘Pietro Germi: “edu: ‘ed and | 

Abandoned” Teps a: ‘ector . at. 64} 
Cannes Film Fest, plans: ta. -Shoot. | at Venice last ‘year. Rosi noiv. ‘prep- |. 
an episode in a co-op pic in France;. 
also talking future p-a- “uction, mot | 
title yet) with Robert Tag egiag. * 

Alfredo. .Giannetti:. 2 
Giorno Disperatamente”. 

“who follows: up 
“Ragazza in Prest ito” 

~‘Brazzi and: Arnie G: rerdat. 
Ugo ‘Gregoretti: . 

screened at l2st Ven’ ce Festival; 

‘work, planning feat 
satire. 

ican,” is upcoming on :Lattuada: 

lining: probably ‘segues. 

“Tempo. di Uccideré” another title ; 
' mentioned. for him. : er o Permits Te o, USA A 

Tierng: per | ‘Roberto - Rossellini: : “Frequently . 4947 | 354.0 53 2 to. 
“yeas: first ! claims he'll retire. more likely -he'l! |. : 1048" a B27: mo 4g. oh 

pic for * onetime « Germi assistant, fswiter to making’ pix. and doen: - 1949: 644. °° 237 
vith current} mentdries-for tv. <— +. 3056: gdg° tT Ce 
wh Rossano -.: Franco Rossi: After “Se nog,’ > shot! “24951 O48. 2:60 69 pe 

. | episode. - in ~ “High . “Infidelity,” -oqo52 0 ogg “oq | 
“Omicron,” should ‘do another in““t complessi,”.|..-j953. <0. |. 1716 “30-4 

with “next feature being “Il Dom-|- J95q°°--. 9 2.:2139° °°. S443. 
‘Was most /recent.. nas done’ TV estico,” to star Nino “Manfredi. | 1955 20° 24g By 

_ cestuiiie: Liiciano: Salée:<“Le ‘Monaehine”|}’ “y956. :.:. 20322 57 F 
’ lis recent ‘release, also has ‘partici- |: 1957" <:  “dg@as> +... a2" - Alberto Lattusda:. “FH Segreio, ” pated ‘in .wave -of episode ‘items. |. .1958..” a) ne 42° | we 

based on Henry James” “The Amer-| One title being bruited: far him‘is| “1959-0. 2752. 60. .0. 0° 
“Inutile. Andate a: Zanzibar,” cbut |._-1960- cr, ;:) a iP? ae ene 

agenda, with Princess Soraya top-| unset at writing. oo 1 G61 . 3895. : 38 °° nee 
with an-| Ettore Seola:: Longtime. scripter| "789 © 3897 . 4300 

ether. Soraya. starrer. Other’ plans: ‘just tur ned director, ‘and . ‘Success- 4, 

was last, just: wound” “La - Vita. 
| Agra” with Ugo Tognazzi and Gio- 

‘Congiura. dei Savoia” and: pic: on 

| contender, .“Four Days. of Naples”: 

on North}. 
| stage and screen: thesp, but “shot: 
‘episode in “Amore Difficile,’ ” would: 
‘like to try: again... = | 

Pirandello story.: Currently. readys | 

“Olympic - Games” “pie”. to” credit. 
‘Plans - being set. | 

is Wonderful |. : 

| ing “Gli.Indifferenti” for release. |- 

is: latest accomplishment, -has. also 

| shot:.some- episodes in. successful 

+ b.o.° ‘winners:: 
‘Marie Camerini: Recently wound . 

complessi.”” 
4 being considered, inchiding: “Cosa | 

| fields, | 

doing R.L. Stevenson. stories, may. : 

{| Ermatno Olmi:: Also. has done’ tv Q 

we ork lately, after critical. hits such. 7 

‘Should: return to “pix. with “La. 
-Cotta,” “H Viaggio,’ ” and /or: “T?.- 

“Long: spell 

Slartiase, “Ttal ‘ 

To-| 

las: sterted re~ first’ salo: stint. Next’ Ww il ‘probably | 

Eri - 

| thus: préesaging new career. 
Tomine ‘un* ‘Mostro; 0 and a 

randello- adaptation. - 

“Carla: Lizzani: “Verona priar’ | 
and/ or parodies.. 

vanna Ralli. Would like to. do. “La 

“new” Africa. eo 
.Nanny Ley: Ne. pic ‘since’  Osear, 

‘may. do a portrat of: an Italian: 
family, pic spanning: ‘last, 20 yrs. : | 
Nine Manfredi: Better “known. as 

and film: work: 

a ‘Romy. Schneider | starrer. 

Romole. Marcellini: : jaxport’ ‘doe- 
umentary. feature maker,. with fine | Probably: shoot. 

‘L'Amaro” in ‘Sicily: and. ‘Rome: - - 

Francesco | “Masellis Slow, fn- 
frequent worker, currently. “ready- ‘projects. pending.- 

| Pic features Rod- ‘Steiger, : ‘Shelley. “Cronaea . Familiare” 

Winters, Paulette ‘Goddard, others, ' 

Mario Monicelli: iS -Compagni” ‘| 
-Contini,”’ 

“Alta Infedelta”.. is j rest . ‘with’ “Le Soldatesse,” from 
one. and: will: ‘be: followed cby “TI 

Other. feature. offers: ugoslavia: 

Nostra” ‘and. “Casanova 70”: with: 

Marcello- ‘Mastroianni.. ; ihe. 

Giorgio. Meser: Busy": in- ‘many 
currently .. “on. ‘video Kick}! 

return .to’ features ‘later. 

vay “Posto” | and «. “Fidanzatl:’ me 

‘Albero degli -Zoccoli.” |. 
Foleo Quilici:. Specialist in’ “wide-. 

documentary: features. ' 

Stevenson © “work and... called: 
'188,. though nowhere’ near: previ- 

Pier Paolo" Pasolini: 
di. Buoj” is most . ‘Tecent for: ‘this.{ imports ‘set. in 1948: with, 668, fea} 

| tively. as° the mock neoralism. had done in the last case. Italians may: ~ontroversial filmmaker, .who -now.* tures, _ 
“Country-by-countey;” ; “the: “1963 

' breakdown’ Jooks as follows: ' 
. Giuseppe Patroni:: Griiti: Legit.| a 

author (Anima. Ner a”) who. turned: Ges akia | aa a 

to .film. ‘direction’ (“II ‘Mare’} year [. “Denmark”. oa 

ago. now plans pic. . otk Emperor): ‘Egypt - ug." 

| Caliguia... oy “France: 46. - 
_ Antenio Pietrangeli: fa Parmi-'| “WeoG ermany 18: 

| giana.” “La. Visita’ are. recent.-and | _ Japan wae aa 

successful titles, . does ‘episode for } ~ ‘Britain. 46 

“I -Complessi,”. also “The. Magulifi- |  -Vugoslavi: a 2. 

cent Uuckeld:” - |/. Mexico” 10: 
“Gian: Luigi * Polidoro: Recently | ‘Roumania <° "9 

stepped out in fancy -faslion: with! Spain’. | “42° 

“hit, “To. Bed..or’ Not.:to Bed”: ‘Hy U.S.A: 188 

Diavolo). now should direct “Don't: “Sweden, hoes | 

Search for-the Cat” in .New York, |. -- 7 i... | 
‘where’ he's. ‘been. 0.0. "ing - locations, 2 388: . 

‘Has. also acted. | Here. “is “the. ‘perspective tally 
. Gianni: Puccini: 

‘in ‘agenda. © 
-Renato ‘Rascel:- 

La, Celestina”: pack te -the. first -post-war year, 
+1946. “The ‘films’: from®* Hollywood 

Actor:” ‘danceé. { are sepatately. tabulated: : 
Spiriti’ is ‘current p-oject.to. star composet,, tArrivederci: ‘Roma), . 
Giulietta Masinia.’ In. the future, | whose previous effort: at directior, |’. Year oy “Totals -.. from, USA, 
probably. another © sti}] - nebulous. “La .Passeggiata” ‘was .unjustly. "71946" ae 850 600. © 
Project starring M. arcello Mas- | overlooked: atts. and directs “Don |~ 1947 Sa 794, 907 

. trojanni. | , | Vietto.” story of a mountain priest. |”. 1948. “874 668 
Marco Ferreri: Busy year: ‘pehind, { Dino .Risi: --Critics: around the | 1949: -€69. S02... 

another ahead. after. success of i world. have. finally discovered Risi, | “1950: 7589 BBA... 
“Conjugal. Bed.” “Ane Womafi” is! young’: vet; after’. ‘Easy. Life’}| 1901-00 9° 2342) 230": 
latest, “Contrasess: ‘partly shot. |'though he's :had-long™artd ‘sticcess- |:, 1952. B94 246 

“II Santone,”” “I Giorni .Feeondi.”:| ful career behind: him, ably -blend- | _ 1953, pf BOOS. 222° 
“El Buscon” are-amon‘: other. proj- | ing ‘quality’ with, commerce:. Since’ ASG 2 BOT 208. 
ects Announced to-date: . ‘ has miade* “Il. Giovedi” and is eur-| - 4955 TT SOT. 2d. 

Massimo ‘Franeiesa: After’ two'! rently winding. “Un-Ftaliano-in Ar-| 1956.  SB2 a , 242" 
pix teamed wt’: Festa Cc ‘ampanile;- -gentina’. with. Vittorio Gassmann,. “FOOT | ~ 39002 LS 258. 
on own with next; “HH Pigro,” "based on South Ameri ican. locations. More. 1658 noo 415 267 ” 

-en work by Obxlomov.  :-: --Loffers than ever, . but one of. next . 1959° vo ATS, oe 223 
Pietro Francisc:: Started: the: ‘could be. “IT -Sole.” no ‘ee 1960°.. et 408: ae 167.” 

“Hercules” trend some years back, |... Brunello. -Rondi: . A Assisted: Fer] 1961 340: 160 
recently made. anot! Her, “Hercules, | lini on. “Dolee Vita’. and. “8 12," |: p1962. oe ee oes 
Samson, and Uly SSeS.’ on own ‘with: “Il -Demonio.’ ‘his 968 B88 7 188: 

be “Il Piaciere.” a 
‘Francesco Rosi: His “qyands Up- 

on. the. City” won ‘tthe Grand: Prix. 
- ALAN FEATURES 

‘Pig » ae Spain”. ‘for : Cineriz, with Home: . 

1963 3953” 

T ‘ETS re EE En EE a COE TT - ee ae an tains. Sie 

fully, with *Partiamo- ai Donne, if 

Steno: ; Specializes in. “coiiedies 

‘ Luchine Vieonti:, ‘Alternates legit: 
work - with pic stints. ‘After “The. 
Leopard” is: mulling “pic -to: star’ 

{ Claudia : Cardinale, would like’ to 
shoot. oft-pastponed. “The Outsider” : 
(from. ‘novel by.-Camus), and is -set | 
for. 1965:with. “Contess Tarnowska’”’ 

Lina Wertmuller: Alternates TY 
“T- Basilischi”. won 

‘Her critical ‘renown: first time out. 
| as: ‘feature. director. ‘Now. directing: 
Video series. here, after. which she'll |. 

“TL: Dolee™ ee 

- Luigi: ‘Zampa: Vet Tecently cem- 
‘pleted: “Frenesia. D'Estate," ” “ether 

Valerie Zurlini: Director ot 
has been: 

planning: _African-based.. pic.. some |. 
‘time; ‘also “Il Giardino. dei Finzi-'| 

' fram - ‘Giorgio © Bassani. 
novel. Now: will” ‘probably: ‘precede. ; 

Ugo. Pirro nove ‘with: lensing’ in:}. 

-/ ous. recent high’ of 267. set jin 1958: 

 Lville show: 
“'l“America By Night. No. 2; 
| “Sexy By Night,” “Nude World? and other's. with equally-enticing titles.” ° — 
; The. night clubs and unusual’ places. ofthe World. were. inspected. 7 

| Feached .. “Mondo. ‘Cane No. 2,’": with: a number of studio: shots... 

. phills: around: Rome’ or . the’ back-country.. of. -Granada, 
nae feither: v will: ‘et. & chance. rat ‘this: one; are 

. I ‘Number: of permits still valid. is much. higher). 

~ EXPORT ono] 2 

) le 
By SAM. 1 SrEROON 

‘Rome.. 
~ One: film hit in. ‘Taly is “usually followed. by: a “i6t of 1 misses, inelud-. 
ing’ the nude - -ohes as well which have te be part of any film whieh ©: 
‘doesn’t have! anything. else ‘to: offer. - After more. than: a-decade. as: a. 
observer - it’s: quite: obvious -when...a trend. has. come. inte _being.. ca 

7” ‘chronological look is énough to. prove the thesis, | a 

‘1: NEOREALISM.: There. were “many more oustanding films’ in the. 
early: postwar trend but four good éxamples are “Open. City,” “Bicycle” 
‘Thief,’ “Paisan”. and. “Two. Cents: Worth. of Hope.” A raft: of new d& | 

the. smiall: mountain towns. Artisans: at. work, ‘women screaming and. 
‘wailing, old men sitting: along belvederes,. donkeys hauling farmers. and... 
the like were photographed: 

“Usually: they’ didn’t work with a ‘script but ‘on their return to Rome. 
the: “directors” turned ‘their. negatives. over. to :an: ‘editor :-wha. would . 
‘try: to. put: them together ‘into. something or the. other resembling. a. 
story, sometimes by shooting a few added scefies in the-‘studios. “Neo- | 
realism was‘a great thing but it. was ‘killed: by: artificial: neorealism. 
generated. by those: who. thought they could. manufacture the: real. article 
‘better than. it was. All at once the. word crisis appeared on. the. ‘scene: 

-| tion: of the. word in. the: native lingo, ‘the: Producers: No Jonger. had thetr.’: 
chin-emas ups, 

2: THE: ‘SUPER ‘SPECTACLE. Stories about. the old. Roman. emperers: 
-has.‘always been ‘part. of .the ‘Italian. cinema’ diet. with an: oecasional.-: 
‘foray ‘into the areas: of- the Bible and mythology. - 

‘One. of.-these, picked | up by” ‘an American. distributor, was called: The: 
‘Labors of Hercules.” ‘With a super-promotion he turned it into a big 
boxoffice hit. The “star,” a bit player ‘from Hollywood: imported ‘to 
‘Italy for his physique - and paid about. $6,000. for: the. picture, beeame 
Be ao (Steve. Reeves’ ds 3 good. for. better. than $100, 066: 2% film. teday.-. 
An’ taly nat 

. ‘Even ‘his. Jeading: Jady- w as almost. signed to an’ ‘Ameriean- contract __ 
until: ‘the: moguls ‘asked | whether she really. spoke. English and feund ~ ‘Ai. 7 hout: that ‘her voice: was dubbed both’ in Italian and’ in. English. - Helly 

“. : Pwood- made its.rep by spending thousands of ‘dollars on -players. i¢_ 
. + Pnever used: because it didm’t ask questions in the: old: days’ which just: 

_ ‘Boes: ‘to show the good that can come out: of a: business: slump.) 

u Nations et 
vt Rome.” _ 

“Tnpports® - of features ‘into ‘Ttaly 
ose sharply. during 1963;,- with ‘383. 

| features. brought. into the’ country: 
last year against: 291 :totaled: for. 

| 1962, though number ‘of countries | 
“selling praduct” to Italo’ market -re-. 
‘Mained ‘constant at..14. ‘The. U.S.. 

| rise. ‘was notable; up-‘from 150 ..ta. 

The serisational success of “‘Hereules”. really ‘brought | the speetacler 
into full bloom, . History and’ mythology. ‘were: combined, - pericds. of 
‘history, telescoped, -charcaters.: invented: and’ ‘American strongmen: im-. 
ported;.The new stars of the Italian cinema. -became ‘Gordon: Scott,: ‘Lex. 

-| Barker, Robert Matthias, Kirk Morris,: Ed Fury; Lang: Jeffries, Walter... 

film, Hercules. joined . the Goliath : to: fight ‘Maciste :.and ©-Samson. 
In another the ‘Tartars: came out of their era to:meet ‘the’ Vikings from 
another. part: of the world. Red ‘paint for. blood. became ‘the ‘staple of: 
the. Italian: cinéma and: onee ‘again thé: marketplaces’ were © humming. ~ 

- The formula worked ‘until: some.of the boys... decided. they could. pick 
up. the leftovers from the cuttingroom -floors. for. a song and ‘put them. 
‘together. with a few studio shots for :new “spectacles. ” Every. ‘set was : 
pirated; wherever ‘possible—no wonder. MGM’. destroyed - every ‘trace 
of: “Ben-Hur” ‘excépt.-the. lake ‘and. “Cleopatra” -every: ‘building - df its. 

‘in: half. a- hundred « cheap’ ‘Italian. “super’-spectacles. However, . ‘the - 
cheap spectacles. ‘put. an. end .to ‘the: “heyday... of these™ opuses. as” ' effee= 

be. smart: “enough . ta’: learn but. learnig: never - stopped: ‘the “quick 
ae money” boys from. trying: ‘to make - a killing’ on theix. own. 

3e@ INQUESTS.. - Alessandro: Blasetti. ‘had an_ idea’ for’ a: new: ‘kind of. 
. | fim five years ‘ago: and. he: made .“Europe. By” ‘Night, "a, super-vaudeé=: ™ 

“Paris: By Night, which: was a’ great hit. Along Came* 
“World By Night’ No: 3,7". “Nude: “Sexy,” 

Gualtiero. Jacopetti : offered a new twist. with. “Mondo Cane,’ finding 
alt. of: the ‘stomach-turning activities. of: the world.and’ this has..new © 

(One. 
a ‘mock ‘rite. around. a ‘seated. dead. body. ny Texas” might, get away with - 

‘it-but-for: the fact. that. this observer. noted-a lot of familiar faces. from: 
the Via Venéto “beach”: in the .scene.)* ‘The ‘inquest . has. been. Tiding 

Thigh onthe’ hog ‘but. there have been a number: of entrants’ who; :in- 
a stead of touring the world, have. bought: stock. shots of. neo-lit streets. 

“ then: presented studio’ ‘shots: made’ ‘with, ‘talent: appearing. ‘in. Rome” 
night. ‘clubs, * ote 

‘Since. Rome: is not. ‘exactly another. Las Vegis: ‘the. talent. has: been’ 
medioere at ‘best and the resultant. “spectacle. has served to give a bad . 

hame: to most: of the inquests’ W hose continued: life: has: been. abetted: 
24 Dy ‘constant: ~cerisorship . of. striptease scenes: (The film. ‘must’ be- cut: 

the’ moment a. stripper. ‘drops: ‘her: bra but: theré..is. no restriction on: 
showing. an African. in ‘all’ of her: ‘dark glory-even' if “the. African”. is - 
Pan. American: ‘girl. working | in a Roeme.studio.) Once again the - ZOOSe: : 
}4that; laid. the golden - ‘egg has been dissected; and ‘its’ innards have. been | ‘ 
‘¥found. ‘to be nothing: worth using.. Now: the. jackals" have. to wait. agains | 

'4..THE OLD. WEST. Hollywood | and. American ‘tv have ' Tun a: bit® 
“ary. on the western but if: Italy. it’s the new: thing. Only’ hiteh. is- thab’“ 

1 the Spaniards -. shave gotten into the. actand' it’s now ‘teueh-and-go ; 
‘whether the new: home ‘of...Tombstone:. and the: ‘Sherift- ‘will “be. .the:’ 

But. “perhaps 

” Exhibition In r taly 

"(Following ‘statistics. SHiow - aumtier ‘Of: ‘houses’ cacti ‘in. L operation. 
“Rome. 

‘Commercial ‘houses. a _ ae 

. Year-round. ‘operation: . ee wd Bee ee cece Peewee caer ee B 
4 Jess than :21: days/monih ete beet ed ce lvl) lie TE. 20792 
“eo summer “only 7. 0s ogee Se TL. Se ed eel 1260 

8 or. 16m:. mcd s en ne Fee rh ee See oe ee eee 228: 

“total Seb leivse ean lle SES ceo 7,641" 
"| Parochial Houses : ec pes ee ras “s neat oo ee ae 

_Sdram. Day L. ee bye even PEs eleva cee te LOI 
8 and 16m sel, 2 SL wide whee gst 1,465 - 

Oo metal. we, err cob vlic eee ed BUSA 8 378 
Various . sy ear 
35m eee. ee olde lect ek 438. 
8 ane: 1m ella Oe oes Vela g elteg eek Fd, 2.105) 

“Total even lela lye, | 7 . 543 
‘| Ge and total B5MM! wil. cela ce ce ev ool. Pe Pe Si 9794 
Grand’ ‘total 8. &. i6mm:: er, veg dee cdbe ts 1798 

_ Tout ‘all forniats: ee been ibe ge 11,592 
Industrial. holises ‘bring: in: 93.6% of coin. ve. = 
-8 and.16m houses bring in‘ 115% ‘of. coin: ° 
New ‘Houses authorized: 1962: 295° - - vey 

19632; 226. 
“Note: generally, about. same: ‘number. new houses open, each year a 

are shuttered, leaving Beneral level about. same. 

_Wednente, Ape 29, 1966 

reetors: immediately armed themselves with cameramen: arid went. inte os 

tand.the Italian cinema: was in the doldrums.. To: pun: on‘the pronuncia- - 

Barnes: ‘and others. ‘Hercules was superseded by Maciste. and in one. ‘film - 

Roman: Forum.. If they. hadn't they would have been seen by. this time F 
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_ Wednesday, At 291 1964 | 

= -Franico © Cancellieri’s - new. 
outfit has .two. pix. on’ 

| _AMEUROPA_ _ 
. or stories’. ‘by Robert Louis: Stevenson, tobe produced’; 
. by: ‘Maurizio. Lodi-Fe-and ‘directed on South Séas locations. 
by. Foleo: ‘Quilici. “Probable Start: August. : 7 

2. Alfredo Bini about fo’ ‘start = works. 
“Pier Paolo: Pasolini’s ver-. 

- —' sion. of.-“Passion . Até¢ord-"-. * 
ing ‘to ‘St. Matthew,” ” is ‘thinking of -pic version of. J oseph “8 
Conrad's s “The ‘Rover, ”, "among. ‘several. -others.’ 

-Marco™ Vicario’ s company 

: “ATEANTICA | 
+ in ‘current. ‘release, “plans 

wes “Te Ore: “Nude, Alberto “Moravia ‘story. which:. Vicario: - 
' “directs | with: Rossana Podesta and Keir Dullea toplined; 

plus. a western, “La Carica, dei Krinos:” | - 

+; a _ awe * Recently . wound . ” “Red. 
‘| --Desert,’?: Michelangelo: ‘An= 

. : ‘-tonioni pic starring Monica -. 
vitti.. and Richard. Harris, -in- ‘combo - ‘with ‘Rizzoli : * pix. pao oe 

e3 

Future: Plans to. be: announced: 

——tonio. Cervi.” Now - ‘plans 
oa several. major "eiiterprises; ‘beginning: with Federico Fel-: 
--lini’s new ‘pie, “Giulietta degli Spiriti,”: starring ‘Giulietta 
“on Masina; also’ Francesco :‘Rosi’s:. “Spain,” : Gualtiero Jaco-_ aA 

petti’s “Africa - Addio”; and Several. others in association: o 
or. -coproduction: 

is. “most. -recent release. 

DE TAURENTIS_ : 

~~ DOCUMENTO 

‘DUILIO. 
. fo) thriller. ‘based: ‘on true, -Fecently-discovered. faets, among: | 

:  ) theny. the real. story -of Lord” Kitchener’s : death: : Also,” | 

en “Columns,” "from ‘a seript by. Tullio -Pinelli:- - 

“west ‘Triangle, ” ig auspy 

_.‘Mario. Cetchi Gori. ig: fol-”: . 
“| lowing up: a -Series of ‘hits - Tullo Pinelli. To ‘be. ‘coproduced. with. British’. ‘eompany.: 

Be ‘which: -have’-made chim’: -2 
7 1963's fairhaired ‘boy (“Easy Life,” ‘“Sorpasso, ”. “Mostri,” Wr 
“Parliamo ‘di’ Donne,”) with another. Dino: Risi-Vittorio 7 

sy Gassmann’ director-actor Pairing in. San Italiani in. Argen- . 

~ FAIRFILM,_ 

“Talo. Ticket-1 VeAuto. Data 

“Italian Film ‘Industry's 

on — , boards: “Tutti. Compro-- 
ak “messi” ‘starring: “Rossano - ‘Brazzi, “with Mino. Guerrinl: . 
~ ,v directing; - and. “Una” Zampata al Vita," 7 _ With Damiano J 
= Damilant directing... 

has “I. Pelo: nel Mondo”. 

= ‘Completed - ‘Red. ‘Desert. 
in’ association” with. :An- : 

ne Dino’ Risi’s ig ‘Giovedi® : 

a . — Now. in the books: another: 
mie Rist pic; ey Sole”. ‘may: also” “do” “L'Uomo: di Sfidueia, va 

_ but Affy. at’ present. " . _ 
. “«phie Bible’ ‘* ‘directed. by: - 

‘John’ ‘Huston, ‘Is .of course. 
ath: -the:-major. item’ on: the.- 

, azenda here, with’ weekly cast additions. being: announced. - - .-—- 
. Also: on- slate:’. “The . -Secret,’ first pie: ‘starring : ‘Princess.’ [- 
--7. Soraya,: with: “Alberto. “Lattuada: directing, -to. be. followed.” 7 

_ Gianni Hiectit follows - up* 
This ‘hit. “Alta ‘Infedelta” ~- 

aa with’ second: episoder,: ‘I’. . - 
ae Complessi.” ” “segments. directed by- Mario Monicelli, Franco, SE 
‘Rossi, and: : Antonio « ‘Pietrangeli: 
a any  Duilio. Coletti’s: coripany: 

“|. plans two .pix: one,.“North- .- 

#700: any 

- | -< Tognazzi,” known --‘abroad:. for |. 
3: Work hers s «| Conjugal, Bed,” for which. he re- | 

STO rer we eee 
Fae ee ~- 

tina,” ‘shot- on s. A. ‘Tocations. ‘Several. other pix in prepping 
~alages ~ 

; FEDER | 

of. - War,” episodic’ ‘war. pic, 

~FIEMAR EXPORT . ' duzioni Associate,. keeping 

~GALATEA. 7 
: Brava ° “Gente” Gin ‘tandem, with Emibassy | Pictures),’ ‘war-"° 
being ‘readied. in ‘recent : months: Exception is: “‘Italiano : 

*time’.-epic - lensed. ‘in: Russia «by - -Giuseppe - DeSantis and 
” featuring, among: ‘others, ‘Peter Falk: and Arthur Kennedy. -” 

: INTERFILM,- 

. Magnificent -Stranger’” = JOLEY-UNIDIS 

~TWATENOTEE : 

“ Ottavio. - Poggi currently 

" POGGLLIBER- 

“Sandokan’ against the: tiie of Sarawak,” and ““Sandokan 

PS with ‘him’. Or: ‘at “him: were . ‘ais. | Ss 
_ $] concerted, ‘by his. attempts to “go |: 
_$>|-dramatic” and .even. paint . a. tragie|¢ 
"| figure. Perhaps: he -did' not: bring: &. 

oS | pix click, ‘they hit. the top: figures. t. 

Ret TA EET Oe, . ot Ww ET a 
a arn Lo ee . ; . 

a 

SOA EEO EA Ar eer era erraN 
Strikes’ Back,” -both with Ray’ Danton and. Guy Madison. 

= + Company: ‘ “closely. linked." 
‘| with , Angelo .. Rizzoli: will...” 

- produce. next, Fellini: pic, 
- ‘alse ‘probably team: with Franca, Film. on: “The. Last ‘Day 

“prepping a Metro releaser:. 
"Letters: fromthe. South “ 
- Séas,”” based.’ on. letters: | 

” Filmar,. with: ~ Cinepro-: : 

a ‘New: ‘company: has’ pros . 
| “|. duced: two. so far, ‘“Tenta-. *. 

- —_ : — tivo:  Sentimentale”’ . arid... *. “ 
ole “Le. ‘Voei. ‘Bianehe™: poth directed by. Franciosa and:Festa 
“Campanile. . Latter: ‘just : winding. . ‘Upcoming: » ‘Franciosa . 
directing ~ “II: Pigro,”’. _-based:./on Oblomov: - work; Festa ” a 

“7 -Campanile | directing: “La Costanza ‘della. ‘Ragione”.- this 4. 
-* ‘summer, with. ‘Samy Frey and -Catherine. Deneuve. ““The a 
a Last. Day ‘of War" is: being. planned - by: Luciano: Perugia: .- 
“as @ multi-episoder; with 1965 as target date, top directors. 
in. ‘several’ countries. megging segments. ‘Franea, is Jinked- 
with, Angelo Rizzoli's '-Cineriz. : 7 

_—_ - Among: pix “Pécentiy= 
=. | wound ; and/or” :packaged-.: 

Seni by “Fryd are. “Naked ~ 
“ World; ” An’ “Ttalian ‘in’: Warsaw, * wartime comedy,. and . 
° “Sandokan. ” ‘Currently - handling ‘worldwide release. | “of oo 
“Love in Four: “Dimensions,” episoder. Other plans to- : 
pe. anounced: : | 

_° Currently “riding high. in. 9 [2°! 
“the ‘distrib: field: thanks.to .. . 

— “several recent: ‘hits, Intér- :: 
*. sim: -also plans. to. ‘contifiue: to. -share’ production: credits... v 
with other: producers, with: announcements. pending. °° =. - 

| ., Produced ’ “Blind - Man's: —— 
TFS. — | Burt” - in - ‘tandem: : With.) 

_ *. Spanish’ ‘company, is cur-- | 
“by. another. . Alberto ‘Sordi - also ‘Stars: in. upcoming ' De- “rently | “packaging: two" ‘more, - “Dingo”, and: ““Vendicatore © 

.. della’ Primula’. Rossa.” - ‘Also ‘active in. ‘servicing. Europe-...- 
. based productions,, latest being: -20th’s “Zorba ‘The Greek.” 

—_ -Recently | started. “The : 

: western. with: Clint East- : 
a wood. ‘and. -Marianné’ Koch: in ‘Technicolor-Techniscope, 
to be followed: by “Guns Don’t Argue,”. with Rod Cameron,’ 
“Horst Frank; : “Ray, Fisher, - :and Angel Aranda, . also. van 

-Joater. | | : 
; Recéntly wound . “Staves.” 

- Still Exist”. and’ “Summer. 
' -Frenzy;”. - now: plans. “TL a 

Piaciere, ” “with Brunello:-Rondi directing ‘from’ script: ‘by: .-: : 
. started Mauro. Bologaini’ s “La ‘Donna-e una Cosa Meravig- “ 
: liosa” (Woman is. a: Wonderful ‘Thing), a/3-episoder, plans 
“Le .Soldatesse”’ (Somé,;Women for the Army) directed. 

- by: Valerio Zurlini, for’ as ‘summer start with an Interna- 
- Gonal east: Bota . 

- on adventure | “kick with: - 
-two- -“Sandokan” items, | 

aN aaiy ae 

~On’ agenda: “Richard the Lion. Hearted.” 

“CARLO. PONTI. 

starrer to. re-team -duo of. hit” “Yesterday, Today,. and 
Tomorrow”: with ‘Vittorio DeSica again'-directing. «Also. 

_ Slated, . “Casanova -70,” :with “Marcello Mastroianni ‘and’ 
“Mario-. -Monicelli ‘now - ‘directing; :. -plus- ‘three : for Metro: 
““Doetor. Zhivago,” “Operation Crossbow,” and “Lady | ae 

, ci , _, Rudy ‘Solmsen firm re- ~ 
. 4 ceritly wound. three beef-" _PROMETEO_ 

cakerxs; .. “Maciste, Gladia- 
: tor of Sparta” “Gladiator of Messalina, ” and “Two Gladia- 
tors,’ ” : Plans” more. in still-successful skein. . 

_. ‘Henry. Croshicki an AL 

"SANCRO._ a foriso - Sansone. plan’ busy 

jugal Bed” with’ Walter -Reade,: first:-off will be. “The 
-slate: after: hit of. “Con- 

Magnificent Cuckold,” ‘Antonio Poetrangeli directing Ugo 
:Tognazzi; last-named also .:probable for “Don’t Search 

. “for: the Cat;” :which: Gian’ Luigi- -Polidoro shoots in Gotham,. 
Probably’ with. Yank partnership.’ Next “are: “Il Mestiere 
‘di. Vivere” ‘directed: by. Luigi’ Vanzi. and: “Magia,” directed 

_ by. Gillo.: Pontecorvo, “both documentary | features. Then. 
“come an. Ttalo:German-Frerich: episoder, “‘Bettgeschichten” 
{Bed: Stories), - with. ‘segments. ‘by’ Rolf. Thiele, Marco 
Ferreri,..and “Georges Lautner, and. ‘another. Ferreri pie, 

a, oe SEL Buscon,” ”- tobe. shot: in’ Spain. 
— “Prodiction | “ slowdown © in OF 

“Lionello Santi’s: ‘outfit has - 
resulted in: few’: Major pix: 

__ Recently | wound: “The: Pa- 
4 ‘triarchs,” now engaged in SAN PAOLO _ ; 

__ - Goffredo. Lombardo’s com- 
NU vn: “pany currently biding its 

: — time, concentrating on dis- 
tiibution | “0: ‘production | backlog. 

_ Plans “I. Piombi. di, ‘Ven- 
,ezia,’ ” others. 

__ Franco’ Cristaldi; who sold 
. 1 most ‘of last year’s, Vides 

' product to. Walter Reade, 
including recently released. “Bebo's Girl” and 1964 Cannes. 
entry from. Italy, -“Seduced:: -and -: : Abandoned” is not 
‘resting on his. laurels. -Several.plans, titles, names. niust 

: .still be firmed, but: roster currently embraces: pic directed: 
‘by. -Luchino- Visconti and. starring Claudia Cardinale; an- 
other: Claudia -Cardinale: ‘starrer. direéted’ by Luigi 

-Comencini’ (who made’ their ‘successful “Bebo’s Girl”); new... 
Rénato Castellani pic, ‘Mia Sorella Celide”; a sequel to 

“"“Divoree, Italian -Style,” “Baron Fefe”; Il. Futuro,” and 
“THe Adventures of a. Chinaman in-China.” 

Moris Ergas . recently ” Te- 
- leased: “Ta Visita,”~ has 
“€a Ira” ‘in’ can, hag 

Aa more. s compact. Venice Film Festival is’ in view ‘for. 1964. Together 

pheatre . oo “Video: | iNew: “Car. it. off, perhaps the. ‘transition’ -was.| x4, v, 

admissions ~ | “‘subseripttons: -Fegisteations:| too ‘abrupt;. in -any-.case, returns |"*." ¥, 
“ oe we, (millions) (thousands) . (thousands) ‘ave been | ‘disappointing ” (for a as - 
he ee a . ee! wD “} Sordi-pie), and: thesp had- better |: 

_ » 19952 errba tease pyre ens es 7 -, Big. a 147 it "879. “[ weigh: his. next step carefully... et 

Se A9SBS os rp bees a he help ee 730 4 2.008 re 1 392. in it. op Due. Lo Ul with, new. dates for - the’ ‘so-called “minor” festivals, several changes 
27) 19602: ee ge 145°... er 23019 for nes 1, 904 a A “Pie ‘two: “magic” naimes of 1963} 

-:° “19613. - TAD 1 2,659- Baas & "| 64, however, are Ugo. Tognazzi. and |: 
aot 19628 . AB PB BEE. . 3,078 | ee Pa i Two . theeps,.. 
“0. F968 > oe cae MBO é rmer Om .vaudeville, latter. Au 1 

no oe rr fe bs vay 730° , A284 3.995 | from legit theatre, are able-to sell |” ug. 6 6: 
peccuiebeeromerrcene eee aa — a ‘_.|-éven an indifferent pic, and :-when.| | 

have’ been: approved. - Calendar of events now. reads ‘as follows:. 

J une- 16-18: 6th Tnteraatioual Exhibit ‘of. Art. Films" 

16th. Festival ‘of Films for: Children 

‘15th. Festival of. ‘Documentary Films 

Aug. 27-Sept:°10: Venice: Feature Film Festival 
. Aug. 23-Sept.. AO: - Sth Film. Book: and: Periodical Exhibit . 

- Busier- than ever, with pix. 
[on ‘own, with Metro, and - 

aH ‘with Joseph. Levine’s. Em--: 
bassy Pics. Recently. wound Marco Ferreri’s “Ape Woman” 

’and: “Man - with: ‘Five Balloons”: .:Ferreri also doing 
| ““Controsesso” for Ponti in episodes. Just gunned. “Mar- 
, “riage: Italian Style,” Sophia Loren:Marcello Mastroianni 

| ' busy .with: “Ten Gladia- 
tors:” “'Verigeance. of. the Black Knight,”. “Mondo. Balordo,”: 

a “Universo. Probito,”.. finished, -and:- “Hercules and the 7 
Challenges”: and “Triumph of* the. Ten Gladiators, 7: ‘in: 

~ 

me “Saul. ‘and .. David’? . with. 
“Norman. Wooland,. “followed - by. “T° Giudici®™ and pie on 
life. of. Saint: ‘Paul, after which Bible. ‘series, planned: 
with: Scope, continues, each | feature about. 3 hours long. 

ates REO OTE Ties) «| 1) ST 
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“Documentaries, newsréels,: other’ "specialized ‘roguction ees ut . 2, 
__Studios.: and - lab. industries © bale secu ee sates led belewes ede eee, £700: 
. Distribution’ and: export . Lene beneeacauca’ : ‘ine 3 wen me cress: 2,900 
_ Other” higddpienshees sees SEH Pere tawedded OU Ts S,200 

”Herewith, ‘the. figutes ‘on “Italy” 3 
"production ‘rate. .on doctumentary a@-major drawing -card for ‘any: film’ 

in. which ‘he ‘'appears,: and his -in- 
« /-ternational: impact” with ‘some --of 
"| hig’ more -recent. films {notably | “Il. 
7 ‘Diavolo” = To Bed or Not to Bed”): 

chas. given’ him added’ stature. Only. 
- in .his:.most recent. ‘pic, “Il Maestro 
| di ‘Vigevario” ‘has. he. ‘encountered 

““['some’ : public” resistance, though: 
- again, the: pie: paid: off handsomely: 
In’ ‘this’ case, ‘audiences’ who.. have 

a for. years - been - used. a dae: 

1961:. 
ee 

“968: 

_films® ‘and newsreels, 
oe Weak oe vad 

195535 2 
1956-5. 0: 

- ese 
lS 1958S. 
; ety ae 

1960: 

“L149 . 

oe |) Saas 
- *3500 5 
2 BOB 
wi Bg 
507 

» S388 oe. Le 

280 

«| in which. ‘he played. a. perhaps, ‘too. 
1 offbeat character: role, fared weil, | 
but: not. exceptionally, : though - it 

e. - ‘was. a° well-made pic. : 

| a Continued, ‘from. page — 1 . 
} ironically . ‘disliked: (or-:not- suffi- 
‘¢iently.. appreciated): ‘when: he’s. se- | 

‘Alberto’ Sordi. continues : to. be: 

“Beaturs. filmi production’ (not. ‘counting.- extras)": wet 40200 ‘cently won the Italian Film Critics |. 
2009 | acting. award, -is blessed. with an: “: 

“average”: Italian face,- ‘which al- |" 
lows -him a- wider. range. of ‘parts. . 
He: “can® ‘play::serious, tongtie-in- 

— | cheek, and ‘comedy: He is. nae 
0] booked solid, and there’s h 

~ | film made here. today. which doesn't 
ee” | SMOURCE him ..as:-a -stat—which 

=| does: not” always” mean he'll find _ 
’ | time: ‘to: play role. - 

Gassman; ‘On. the: ‘other: hand, ‘fs 

rious, . playing - straight .dramatic 
‘roles, preferably. classics (which ‘he | 
|-incidentally: does very:: well)... The 
Italian: public has imposed: on him. 
the: cloak of the ham; likes’ to -see. 
him as the ‘charming. ne’ ‘er-do-well. 
(“The Easy. Life”) full:of bluff and 
‘gusto, sometimes. masking :a “bitter |" 
inner frustration. His versatility, . 
‘within-this : ‘Tange, was. first demon- 
strated: in: a tv--series . seen. here 
‘and -called : “fl | Mattatore”.-(The 
‘Ham). .Gassman ‘has: been playing 
‘the. . “Mattatore”’ -ever..since, .and 

cul him. ublle can't. seem | to tire of |? 
‘him. : 

Ee (held. at Padua University) | 

As noted,’ moppet. and documentary events” have. been: set: back. to 
August : to: ‘bring ‘them closer ‘to feature’ ‘event, - Previously - held: in 
July, they. had. been: felt losing in importance because. of relative iso-. 

a | lation ‘from: ‘other ‘events... Special accent: will. be placed this year on 
TV-Films as: a ‘separate. section. of. the documentary: event, with ty 

originals. being: especially: Sought. . 

 Clianges also in. “the. main feature” event. Here, . prizes. may no * 

longer be given. jointly. “Fest. notes: that: “too often, such awards. have 

merely” ‘been: the ‘result’ of compromises among jury members,” oan and. 

and: ‘which. frequently “eft. both winners. ‘unhappy.’ 7 . Je 

Second - innovation. gives jury: ‘possibility of- awarding : two special 

jury: prizes instead. of usual" one, while: third ‘switch sees kudos for: best | 

first film. going: ouly to pix. in competition and not, . as: in: past, to films 

‘screened out: of running. CoE: other prizes) as well. : 

a A. ‘final ‘important: change’ this: ‘year, | previously.” ‘detailed, sees only 

‘one: Italian member. on: ‘jury; -instead of the: previous 3-4. Already =. 

named; * “Italian is Mario - Soldati, .writer-director, ‘who will, serve: as 
its head. ‘Other members’ are: Rudolf Arnheim (U-S.A.); ‘Ove Brusen-. 
dorf. (Denmark); ‘Thorold. ‘Dickinson - (Britain); Ricardo. Munoz Suay 

(Spain); ‘Georges: Sadoul (France); Jerzy: ‘Toeplitz (Poland), It is one 
‘Of rare. ‘occasions where 1 n0 Russian member has been. designated to. 

a } Venice jury. oa a Ca 

Ne Ov.. ‘ae “9th. International ‘Showings’ of © ‘Scientific-Didactic Films. 
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Pear That 5 talp Raked Laurel | 
In 1963 Industry Scored. Remarkably ot Mar del: Plata, 
Cannes, San Sebastian, Moscow, Locarno, Acapules . — 

Did Well. Elsewhere °-: - 
» os Rome, 

Last year,” p63," “proved a 
-bénanza year for the Italian. film. 
-{ndustry thanks to a ‘clean -sweep. 
ef of] major festival. prizes around 
“¢he world. It began when Dino 
Riei’s “Ii Sorpasso” 
Life) walked. off with best direc- 
tion honors at. the ‘Mar- del Plata, 
_event-in Argentina... 

At Cannes, 
Titanus production, “The Leopard” 
won the Grand Prix, the Palme 
D'Or; while Marina Vlady “was 
named pest actress for her stint in 
an Italian ' film, 
(Conjugal Bed), 
Olmi’s “I Fidanzati” 
O.C.I.C.. Catholic Film| Office 
award. : 

“Ape. Regina” 

San. Sebastian : proved another. 
Italo triumph, with Alberto Lat- 
tuada’s.” “Mafioso,” : 

win ‘the Concha de. Oro Grand 
Prix: at. the’ Spanish event. Soon 
after, another Alberto: Sordi pie, 
*J] Diavolo”: (To Bed ‘or not to}: 
Bed); -directed.. by. Gian. Luigi. 
Polidoro, ¢ame_ ‘in- first. at Berlin. 
to win the Golden Bear. 
‘Though the . Russians. didn't: 

fancy it much, Federico. Fellini’ S. 
“BI4” nonetheless ‘kept ‘the. Italo. 
string © unbroken for - “another 
Grand Prize at Moscow. while ‘the 
International - Critics. Prize: at. the 
same. fest went ‘to another Htalo- 

ymade, Nanni”. Loy’s- 
Giornate di Napoli” (Four. Days. of} 3,000 exhibs in this. country eon a 

ducted. by, a local. “pie company, - 

(The Easy 

Luchino Visconti’ $i. 

“Le: Mani 
‘Upon. the: City), while’ Gianfranco 
DeBosio's:. “Tl ‘Terrorista”: “won” ‘al 
critical awerd. =. 
*’ Other. | prizes... were: -won: -else-| 
“where throughout the * year. . Six 
Italian -features shared - the spot- 
light. at. the .Acapulco Festival. of |-: 
Festivals: 
fioso,” 

- and... Ermanno. 
‘won the. 

‘starring Al-: 
berto Sordi,: topping the rest. to. 

‘of America. ; 
several: ‘Oscar’ nominations: 

Naples). 

record book. At -Locarno,. 

few femme: ‘directors, - 

Finally,.” 
showing, ‘perhaps: unequaled: by 
any industry in any single. year, | 
‘was. topped by the Gold ‘Lion :First 

award. to.Francesco Rosi’s.|: 
‘(Handg. 

Prize’ 
‘sulla. Citta’” 

, “gle” 2 “Sorpasso,”, - “Ma- |. 

, “Diavolo; "er “Gattopardo, ” 
“Mani sulla : Citta,” “with ‘special. 
‘mentions and. awards going to. all. 

In’ the- U.S.,~ “Divorce, - Italian 

an “Oscar for. 

Indié Importers ‘ard. Distributors 
agi o. ‘also’ copped 

“Quattro 

Nor was ‘that. to: be: all ‘for the | 
Lina| 

Wertmuiler, one. of the: industry’ | 
-won best 

| Biblical, the . -Comedy, . ete: 

Style” had . ‘tneanwhile- “won -Italy.| 
best . screenplay, |" 

while, for merits’ zccrued: late. in 
‘the year, Federico Fellini's 8" 1 
also Walked off with a. ‘New York’: 
Film Criti¢s award and ‘the Joseph 
‘Burstyn . prize presented -by-” the. 

| WELL-LOVED WESTERNS. 

‘They’ re. “Tops | in Yialy Despite| 
The: Sweet Life. There:. 

oo ionie: 

~The: “Western: is 

D.C. © 

67.6%. 
order, were the: Historical, “the 

while | 
social, survey, - “and. . documentary | 
features proved Jeast popular’ inj 
theatreowner estimations.. :--: 

- Poll --has- -also. been. : graded. : ‘on 
regional . basis. 

. Generally, . however, 
from -various. regions ‘was ) remark- 
ably uniform. Tn, 

Italy's Shipping: | 
Print Count, 2, g| I 

* Rome. . 
Italy © “exported.” . during 

and 3,897 for. 1962. This is the di-'|: : 
. :[-vision: of the copies. last. year: | 

“the. aikround. a 
‘average ideal pic. for ‘Italo audi-j 
ences, . _ according ‘to a. poll ‘of -over.} -: 

“Genre. won with: a. 76.8% aver- | . 
age. against its’ closest . contender, | °- 

direction’ honors: for :her first. fea- | the Adventure film, which. 
ture. effort, “I Basilischi.” a, Pic ‘also 

(won. the critics kudo... - 
‘the. impressive - “Yocal 

copped |. 
‘Other: popular kinds, in}. : 

With -due excep- ee 
tions; the ‘Western was more: ‘popu-} 03. 
lar in the North than South of this 
‘country, ‘where: Biblicals and ‘His: | 

“| toricals -rate first: : 
“Tesponse’ 

| if 1963. a * es re 

19634" 
prints. of feature. films. to the tune | 
of 3;953 copies.: The contrast. is'-to. 
export total of 1,046 back in 1952, |: 

_Wedncedey, Apsit 29, 1 1964 

: ~ Revenue al Italy by Flag 
. : ¢ % o Total Boxoffice Grosses By. Producing: Countries yo 

-| veaR ‘ITALY. — USA. FRANCE: “BRITAIN OTHERS, . . . TOTAL. | 
“1937: 80.0% ~ 58.9%: .8, 0%: © “54%. 2. 1%. 1005 
1958. :32.6%.. 55.2%: °28%  —~-88%: 36% ~) 100% 
1959 ©.:.36.0% 50.7% 3.1% ~ 86% 46% | “100%. *- 

_ 460 M12% 45.6% 2.6%" 4.9%: 5.7%. 100% 
FOCI”. 41.9% "45.6% 22% ~ B29. . B1%) "100%. 
1962- 47.0% 41.7%  .20%.. +. 49% Ae 100%" 
1903. &. 0% a 43 0%. 20%" oe, 89% oS - A 49%: 100% ue 

- Export Value of Kalin Films 
JH Total: all. TPs 

guarantees including min. 
ae - and. ..: « guar. outright 

Yearr.5 |. Ne: countries’ seutright | sales” ‘percentages, ete 

1958 * ab eve Oe B2- -$ 7,520,000...” $14; 400,000. © a es 
1959 Ope : 2 Peao00 vie ~"19200,000 fs 
1960 ©: * BE 27,120,000" 24,000,000" : 

2 PUESL- 88 =: : ~: 19,840,000 “31,200,000 - 
- 1062 - Bo. "21,920,000 25,000,000 . 

ae . 9 | 16, 960, 000 ee - - ” 229, 280, 000 oo 

n Ss % A 

me Ta case “of Itatian coprodhctions Italian share of total. costs only 
: | dneluded).” q i a 

. 19485 | : "Lite. 3, 200, 000 000 os $ 5, 120 ,000) . 
| 1955: saededescecegebincees Lite 21,300,000,000 . 34,080,000). * 
1959 “ ‘Lire’ 18,400,000,000 *.- (:29,440,600): - : 

19602: else eae... Lire:27,000,000,000.. :--/¢,43,200,000): 
1961s. ” “Lire’39,000,000,600.-: “( 62,400,000)" : -.. 
1962; ae Lire ~ 40,000,000: ~ (. 64,000,000) 3. - 
196322 - Lire -36,000;0000,00° (57,600,000): 

1 .. (Note:. Toial ‘production: costs. for all. film activity in Ttaly ‘durizig ea 
' 1963, including - newsreels,.:documentaries, didactic, industrial, advet-....- 

7 - 1962. 1963 
a: ‘Albania. 0 “ 10: 

Whe 5 aks fa Ttaly | America| (Centra 27 38 
0 pe S. or \E “| America (South) » AS- .§1 

| ‘’ | Argenting 54°. 50 
in - Rome: | Australia vee -- 200° 13 

Officially, the’ ‘film industry comes: under the “Ministry. of Tourism: Austria _ 420-5 45 
& Entertainment, headed by a Minister: (currently. Socialist. Achille:| Belgium woe me | oe af 
Corona) and two -Under-Secretaries directly: answerable. to shim: ‘In| Burma . 32... |" 
turn, the “Direzione. déllo Spettacolo,”. headed: by Franz de ‘Biase, ‘is'| Bolivia _ aoe . ra 26 |: 
responsible: for all entertainment. matters. to the two Unéer-Secretaries. -Borneo™: -16- °° 10]- 
Apart from film matters, | “Direzione ‘ dello Spettacolo”: also is charged: Brazil - “39° °° 21h: 

with generat ‘supervision, in “Italy’s state-subsidized -:industry - setwp,- Bulgaria. “3. 6 ce 

of such various pic activities as, production, import,.and export; ete.,| Canada. 2... 14: 39 
as well as many other: subsidized: and sémi-subsidized | sectors. of the ‘Czechoslovakia. 15.027 
Italo film -industry. Picture. Herewith other | film. trade. ‘associations. ‘Ceylon - 190: ° :25 
and authorities: — . ; ‘|-Chile -- ¢ OUR. . :Be 
Associazione: Nazionale. Industrie ‘Cinematografiche ea Aftiné: (ANICA). Cyprus: | ee 

—Overall industry charged with ‘supervision. and. negotiation problems Colombia §:.. 12 M2 
.—with sole exception of exhib. sector—both nationally and interna-. Korea..(South) -- 8... .13 
tionally. .President: Etiel “Moriaco... ‘Cuba : -.. 5B 2 
Unione. Nazionale Distributori Film (UNDF)National’- ‘Rimi distrib- ‘Denmark 12: 5 

utors union, part of. ANICA, handling national release ‘problems * of | Egypt |. 26. .. 40 
member : companies, . which include Yank outlets in Ttaly. “President: Equador 6. +38 
‘Franco. Penotti.. © : | Ethiopia . 140 - 100 

Unione. Nazionale Produttori Film (UNP¥)—Natiénal. ‘producers. aS" Philippines 39... 23 
sociation under ° ANICA, deals . exclusively: with. ‘problems: pertaining Finland . a. 35 5 5-6 
to production sector. President:.Goffredo Lombardo: . ‘Formosa i 26. °- 14 
. Unione Nazionale Produttori Cortometragzi ( (UNPC_-Grouping. under. France’. ms 93 
ANICA of Italian. producers. ‘of newsreels, documentaries, : ‘and “TV- ‘Germany | (West) , 63.- 79 
Films. President: Sandro- Pallaveini. oo, | Germany | (East) © “3- 2 

Unione Nazionale Industrie Tecniche ‘Cinematografiche : (UNITC)== | Japan: 46 - &2 
Group heading all: technical sectors on: local industry, ‘divided into| Jordan —. : 8. 16 
separate - organizations, including : film studios, -.labs;. dubbing~ studios,.| Greece” “65. 78 
and- auxiliary equipment: ‘concerns, ’.Part of ANICA. President: Alberto: Hong Kong a 22. °-21 
; Genesi. mS Indonesia © 48 «18 
‘Unione “Naxionale: “Cinematozrafie ‘Specializiate- “QUNCS) | — . ANICA India - ae 18... ..18 
‘subdivision : including: groups covering fields of 16mm ‘production..: Great Britain. ZA. "B2 
“Educational and Didactic Films, Industrial Films; and. Awimated. Films.. Iraq 30.5, 4 
President: Giuseppe Tavazza. ~ Jran-: 38. 49 

Associazione Generale Haliana. “dello. ‘Spettacelo: ‘(AGIS)-Gverall Yugoslavia 2: 416° (IS 
-exhib association covering. and. dealing. with ‘all ‘problems: in. sector on‘| Israel pF G2. 56 
national and international level. ‘Besides all pie theatres, AGIS. also, ‘Lebanon i: 6° 636. 54 
covers legit, tent:shows, and other.types of theatres..." | Lybia as |e 33 

Associazione Nazionale Esercenti. Cinemiatografici: (ANEC)-—National Macao : 7-6: 14 
‘pie exhibitors association under AGIS, handling. labor and other prob-. Singapore ~ 20 .. 1 
lems of sector. | Malta. 63: 63 

Associazione Cattolica Esercenti ‘Cinematografict. (ACEC) — : Group: ‘Mexico 415... -18 
“running: Catholic: parochial houses. on: commercial basis. “¢ . Norway .1E"-. 9 

Associazione Direttori Cineproduzioni (ADC)—Iitalo - ‘Film Producers -Netherlands 43: 48 
and production. managers dealing for sector in. labor. and union ‘Prob- ‘Pakistan | RB 22 
lems mainly. . Paraguay ~ 42. 21 

Associazione. Italiana, Cineoperatori (ale) - — -, Film, Cameramen ‘with Peru ©4264. 
labor and union functions. : ‘Poland. : 10 +13 
‘Associazione Nazionale. Autori’ Cinematozrafici {ANACG)—Grouping Portugal 43 . 48 

film “authors”: “directors, writers,.. ‘On. ‘various problems concerning | ‘Puerto. Rice | a er 
sector..." Roumania.—_.. “lL 29 

Centro Cattolico ‘Cinematografico. (GCC)—-Catholie Film. Office with ‘San Domingo . a Se | 
national and ‘international functions both: on theoretical .and practical {Thailand ~~ 22 HY 
level; .-Rates features according to Catholic moral code; issues spe-| Syria’ - . 32 “S51 
cialized | publications, ‘coordinates. all. ‘Catholic Church. activity in film Somaliland 90° 109 
gector. Spain - oo) emer 9 | 
Sindacato. Nazionale. Giornalisti Cinematografici (SNGC)—National ‘U.S.A: » 43.106 

(and. only)’ pic ‘critics ‘association; ‘which: each - year . ‘awards ‘Silver } Sweden. 23". 25 
Ribbons for outstanding film: achievements. Switzerland - 102 .° $9 

Unitalia ‘Film. — “Organization ‘ coordinating: and expediting ‘propa: Africa - (South).” “‘15-.. 28 
ganda activity for- Italian film: industry abroad: via. Publications, “film. Turkey oo 63 36 
weeks” and other ventures in public relations sector. Pet .| Hungary -10.. 216 

INTERNATIONAL FILM. ASSOCIATIONS .. ’ | OS SR,- oe a | 
Bi: C.. Bureau International. ‘du. Cinema was ‘constituted some. years: Uruguay’. 13° .32 

ago’ to examine. and: coor ‘dinate: ‘commion- ‘problems relating to “film Venesuela | lt |. 4. 
industry. on -a. world-wide: basis. BL. C.. is made. “up. of ‘the following | ‘Other. ‘Countries a 837. 1612 
member associations:  . 

FIAPF-: (International . Feder ation: of: Film ‘Producers Associations); 
-FIAD (Int'l Federation of Film. Distributors Associations);. Gross Film Ress 
CITC tint’ Confederation of Technical Industries);. ~~ |. - 7 
UIEC tint’l Union. of Film Exhibitor Associations). an es woe 7 Rome. 
Chairman ‘of B.1.C. since its. formation: Eitel Monaco... .° ah 1955: * $186, 720,000. . 
Working committee - repping -each . ‘organization * within BIC: Dr. W956." “** -- 185,000,000 | 

Brisson for .FIAPF, Dr, Schwaller for’ FIAD, M. ‘Trichet. for UIEC, 1957s. ". 180,480, 000 - 
‘M: .Weil-Lorac for. CITC.. es “1958: 1-7 - 177,280,000 «| 
‘B.C. secretariat; with Achille YValignani and Enrico: Gianrielli_ in|. - 1959: : - 185,000,000° 

charge of Secretariat General,:-is . located permanently: ‘in Rome's | 1960: -.. “2” 193,600,000 
ANICA. offices. Among. principal ‘objects of current B.I.C.: activity. . is |°-1961: | - 200,000,000: 
de-taxation of various” film: industries and: bettering of ty Vs.: Biel 1962: . 1 « 212,000 ,000..° 
relations, -.. JA -4963: -(estim.)--. 224,000, 000 “| 

in: kind, . -plus - “several ‘others. : 

the industry . wants. is:a more. ‘fluid: 
| tax - rebate system; * designed - to. 

2| speed: coin. expended ‘by .the pro- 
s| ducer back into ‘his | eoffers faster. 
}| than:-the current: average wait ‘of 
{three years.” 
| dustry. spokesinen have - ‘strongly | - 
| suggested: that:.the ultimate’ ideal: 
| would: be: abolition’ of-the. aid leg-: 
\islation in’ exchange for total: de-. 
| taxation on pic admissions, which 

|} most point to“as one of: industry’s 
}'major, burdens ‘and obstacles. ‘The 

y} and “beyond ‘private -sources. 
‘is, 

| Lavoro, .which’ currently” ‘absolves 
| this function, ‘will soon once more’ 
provide . the .coin: «for Italo-based- 

| pix, but the problem: of ‘depletion. 
yj of the special BNL. .fiind’ for: this:|- 

| film. finance’ will. first:-have to be |; 
\resolved:. A “move is now under 
| way’-to raise ‘the. working. capital, 

1 while: ‘it’s expected that a second 
t|}-move will include: an. appeal—per- 

| operating: here —- to. 
‘| “loans” in one ‘form, or. another to. 

| certificate” ‘loans abolished some 
‘| years :.ago.- and- coin - from : which‘ 
|.made up bulk. of the BNL. fund. 

{one or. more Italian pic industry 
|.facets has. been hotly. ‘debated: be-- 
}.eause: of the - ‘political tint |. which, 
| thanks - ‘to Italy’s. currently | con- 
| fused: political situation; such sug- 
gestions. and” pressures . have~ as-: 

; government | 

| ‘asters, and that renewed massive. 

‘-}only lead ‘to further deficits, ‘and: 

:. | those aiming. at -high posts in _gov-. 
‘ ernment-operated’ industry. organ- | 

; discussed: 
| will inevitably be filled with com-. 

tising, and. ofcourse, Jeature films, was about | ‘Lire a4, 000 000, OF. close. ee 
40.$70,0 000,000: : 

“tay In Quest of a an Encore 

program and: expects’ to follow up 

- Along more “general Yines;- what. 

-AS an: alternate, ‘in- 

industry alsd- desires a. stable and - 
strong ' source. of: finance;* short 

t 

assumed: - that’ ‘the: Banca’ del | 

haps aimed at foreign companies 
resume 

the* bank. in lieu. of the : “dubbing 

Question of State ‘operation of 

| more direct’ state control in vari- | 
| ous. industry branches: production, | 
|:studios; labs. ‘and exhibition. They 
-claim : that . this. will “protect”, the. 

| Italian ‘film against. foreign incur-.' 
jsions and guarantee Italian talent 
| and workers a better shake. Their 
opponents. counter that apart from. 
the ‘political | dangers of the. situa-. 
‘tion most previous. expériments at’ 

interference . and/or 
{| control ‘have. been - financial dis- | 

government. . intervention ‘would 

‘would. in the. long run-only_ satisfy. 

izations. —— 
The ‘future | is: currently: being 

and. the final’ decisions 

promises...The extent - of. and for-. 
Maulation * ‘of these, plus: the sagac: 

Continued from page “si 

(or had a. suecesstul - 1963- 64; 

| public ‘which, 
has | ‘proved: remarkably. faithful to. 
‘the pic medium. | 
‘ance has’ ‘dropped... ‘less -than -in. 

-gest ‘grabs. . | 

‘yan has ‘suffered the ‘most, ‘Italian ae 
audiences have: :remained’ faithful’ |‘ 

ceivership. 

‘ity: of measures. s taken. to” ‘overcome 
the: “current ‘impasse, «: will’ deter - 

: amine whether. the Italian film will" 
continue. to fiourish’ as “it has.in”: . 
‘the recent ‘years of its extraor--).:\... 

OF 
‘will return. to’.a- more routine @x-... > 
istence. which would’ constitute ‘a’. 

dinary ‘postwar . renaissance, : 

betrayal ‘to. the. many vital talents a 
at. ‘work: here now. 

“While the ‘studio ‘situation’ — 
currently. in’ full .evolution—is: ‘de- :. 
tailed : elsewhere, ‘Italo producers ~ 
‘are. moving. ‘ahéad with: ‘projects 
geared : to.: ‘changing: tastés © of a” 

in the past. year, 

‘Italian “attend=- : 

other -areas. while -b: 0; totals : have. 
actually grown. -Thanks . to‘ a. 
number. of blockbusters, ‘the Yank... 
‘pic. has dominated: ‘the. local ‘b.o. 
picture, : while ‘the Italian film ‘has. 
dominated the rest of the field: 

As in‘ otlier -areas,. it’s the. “pig® 
picture: -which:. has made. the: big-' 

while’ the ‘s0-so_also- 

to the Western ‘(sending ‘How: the. 
-West’ Was:.Won” ‘off. to: record: to- 
tals), has acquired. a new taste-for © 
the episode film: (notably: “Yester-. -. 

and -Tomorrow”), >. 
while a small number of key. Italo. oy 

| Stars’. have helped. raise .:medium- ~... 
budgeted local items. into the top:.” 
figures... 

day,- . .Today,. 

‘Some “of these. pix, | pri- - 
marily designed for the local mar-. 
ket, have also. become. hits ‘abroad, 
for an. added. bonus.” 
trend: for: 

‘The: 1963. 
aS exy”’.. 

of. public apathy © and: official cen- 
‘sumed... The left; now that fhe:|sure, if not censorship. 

. Socialists haye.a share in. the Gov- |:. As noted, therefore; the current 
‘ernment... majority, would like industry... “difficulty” 

of : 
them. seasoned. véets—have had. to 
close. up. ‘shop’ if not go. into: re- 

- Others.” have been... 
‘been: forced to ‘temper their en- 
‘thusiasms’ -and. bide their. time: 
with: less risky. ventures.. ‘: But. 
many others, producers, ‘directors, 
‘writers are currently chafing. at.” 
the’ bit, ‘eager for. ‘things to. clear 
up fast - so that the many projects 
ready ard. waiting’ .can .— when 
money. ‘begins to flow more freely. 
once: -‘more—bring the Italian pie. 
industry. back to “normality” : once .. 
‘again:. the vital, ‘aggressive, trend-_. 
setting film. .- creating - normality 
which ‘has made such a: lasting. im-. 
‘pression on: the entertainment. pic-.. 
‘ture. of the postwar - ‘years. ae 

- exploitation. | ~. 
items is on the wane, both because’. 

- purely =". 
economic; which does. nat Mean its «-- 
‘importance and danger is to: be_ 
underestimated. ° : Many. ‘companies. 
have. been hurt, ‘many major and. 
‘minor © “producers ° here—some. 
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_ (Giulietta degli. Spiriti - oh we 

-“JECHNICOLOR 

starring =. 

GIULIETTA. MASINA: 

a Federiz production 7 

JACOPETTI and PROSPER! whe 
MONDO CANE No. 
“TECHNICOLOR eno ah 

-Directed by. MARIO. MAFFEI and GIORIGIO CECCHINt 

PASQUALE FESTA CAMPANILE - wh 

and: MASSIMO: FRANCIOSA 

(le Voci Bianche)_ . “ 

TECHNICOLOR — _ BES | 
starring: om a Oe ee, _ 

PAOLO FERRARI, “ANOUK: AIMEE, VITTORIO CAPRIOLI, CLAUDIO GORA, GRAZIELLA 

“GRANATA, - PHILIPPE: ‘LEROY, JACQUELINE | SASSARD, BARBARA ‘STEELE, ‘JEAN. 4 
TISSIER, LEOPOLDO. TRIESTE, ‘JEANNE VALERIE. and SANDRA: ‘MILO. 

a Franca Film-Federiz production. oe a ae 

a . . . . a 

: "lf . oa) we 

ry wo . “ ‘ o we : a woe . . wa ert . : . 
: : “ot . . cfs , . * . coe . 
an. Miter htee an els aS ae fe emacs hadi mee a nk eh mae ge ae er 8 te ramet meer Py ry ye mp ae ei "aga, 

FAREWEL 
(Africa Addio). | wh 

‘TECHNICOLOR™ ve 
a Federiz production. 

‘(Vivir Desviviendose) 

-TECHNICOLOR Boo 
a Federiz-Roriz production Ho 

. 

VALERIO ZURLINI - 

CAMP FOLLO (ER 
Ale Soldatesse) 

from the. novel by! uGO. PIRRO- 

@ Federiz-Zebra Film production 
vot 

- - GIOVANNI GUARESCHI- 

COMRADE DON C (MILL 
(ut Compagno di Don Camillo) | 
_starring noe Le ma . 

FERNANDEL-GINO. CERVI 

a Federiz production. a | Oe 
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oe : eater BLASETM 

eS a Federiz ‘production roy So € 

i i i a ee i, nl Aa a hae Saas Ee, St ile ™ 
.. - ow . ws, oa to a : . a . ; t. : . . 
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- (Deserto Rosso), - 

-TECHNICOLOR 

starring ca 

“MONICA Vittt- RICHARD HARRIS - 

a Federiz-Film Duemila production 

hs Ml ND THE OTHER 
“Ale, PY e gli Altri) © ere nS we a fee a 7 

: a es 

executive: producer | wuIGi REVERE 

MAURO. BOLOGNINI 

te: ‘Donna ea una: 1 Cosa Meroviglicta) 

“a ‘Federiz-Zebra Film " production. 
aw eee 

(The , Piave: ‘Murmured) 

_ | : _An unrevealed pales of the first world \ war’ 

er a Federiz * rod uction._ 

from the famous play by Pirandello. 

B Uso TOGNAZZI, GIOVANNA RALU, ANOUK AIMEE, 
Bs Re _ PIERRE BRASSEUR.. 

a ) eon-Federiz-Cinecita’ production 

ae “three stories . directed by a | 

con CARLO, LIZZANI-ALFREDO GIANNETTI-GIULIO ‘Quesn 
: “starring ©: 

“SANDRA MILO, GERARD BLAIN; ‘ORNELLA VANONI 

@ Federiz-Zebra Films production: et 
. 

- {U'incomprese). Se 

TECHNICOLOR 0 2 
from’ the. famous novel: by 

FLORENCE MONTGOMERY 

“@ 1 Federiz ‘production -- oo ° 

* Distribution in aly: _ 

a Cannes: MR. MORESCO, Hotel Martinez: 

“ 
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jnificent: Cuckold” ~ 
ne ~ 

Bl new: -eeay by ‘the. director. of the- 1963. Berlin prizewinner, 
gout yo “A Diavolo”. {To Bed: or

 not to Bed): oe 

—'a satire of family life by the. . 
‘author of : “Ape Regina”’. (Conjugal. Bed) 

. . . . . . . . . 
. . oe fe 7° ory + 

' . . . . . 
oo - wee . . : . . 
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| | Rome, Italy Largo ‘Spinelli, 5... Tel. 846 671:— 865.744 ;Cables: CINETECNO | 
_ : oe Move, ase _ SEEN > ” s : : a é 

| ; : , oe woe . qo 

. : & 

ae 8 esa Directed by Gillo Pontecorvo 8° eo a 

Bes eee Ug “Y Mwhere do.we come from. . y «who. are we ..:- “where are we hea di ng? * 

| pe ew (Wife on Horseback): * 

ao 2 “Directed by: Goffredo Parise .. 

Acted. and directed by Ugo Tognazzi . 

— latte = . | Oe AIRE 8 tie a iT) Best ‘actor, Buenos AiresFestival ‘64... 

wna yt a vee cis” 3s Best actor, Htalian Film: Critics award for 1963 .§ 
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_ INTERFILM is proud 1 to > present its current release ® program | for > foreign roarkets: 

SEDUCED AND rem _ Official Halian n entry, Cannes Festival 1964 

(Sedotta ed Abbandonafa) 

‘Directed by Pietro Germi 

BEBO’S GIRL 
(la Ragazza- di: Bube) | 

Directed. by Luigi. Comencini . 

Claudia Cardinale — George Chairs 

; Marc. Michel © | 

TIME OF INDIFFERENCE 
(Gli. indifferenti) . 

Directed -by Francesco ‘Moselli ns 
Claudia Cardinale — Rod Steiger: - — ~ Shelley Winters 
Tomas Milian, ‘and with Paulette: Goddard - : 

OMICRON 
‘Directed. by. Ugo. Gregoretti_ : 

With Reniato Salvatori - a 

LaNTMRACOLO ad 
(italia Cane) | 

Directed by E Elio Piccon 

“Produced by. Franco Ciistaldi for | 

‘LuxcUltra-Vides (Rome)-Lux ¢. ¢. F.. (Paris) 

THE TABOOS. ; _ | Produced by Guido Giembartplomel: 
(t Tabu). 

for | Royal Film 
Directed by Romolo Marcellini 

IL FORNARETTO DI VENEZIA ea 
| ~ Produced by Turi Vasile Directed by. Duccio. Tessari_ | | Prine wera 

Michele Morgan; Enrico Maria: Salerno on & ~ for Lux-Ultra-Gaumont 

Sylva. Koscina, Jacques. Perrin, ‘Stefania Sandrelli. - . 

THE MASKED AVENGER 
Us Vendicatore. Mascherato) a “p Produced by Tori Vasile | Ba, 

Directed. by Pino ‘Mercanti : . : . : Roe “for, Lux-Ultre- Lux C. <. F,. (ris) 
Gy ks Madison, Lisa Gestoni, ; Inge $ Schoeller _ so ere - 

. . Loo. . 

a oa Vie delle Tre. Mgdonne, 2 ‘Rome: ° Tel. 804.497 — = 875 286... 
INTERFILM. S. P: A : Ces : 7 _o bles CINECOMPAGNIA—Rc 

PROBS RRR * _— “me 
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oa MACISTE THE STRONGEST MAN in THE EwomD 7 - 
DEATH ONTHEARENA  ————-—sC' |{\ 

~ GOLIATH AND: THE SINS | OF BABYLON. | 
THE REVENGE OF SPARTACUS. ao 

‘SEVEN SLAVES AGAINST | ROME, 

oN | ; oo Produced by Elio Seardamaglia 

f Re - fer Leone File: o 

URSUS. IN 1 THE VALLEY OFT THE ‘ONS 

-URSUS IN THE LAND OF FIRE» 

URSUS AGAINST URSUS - 

: Produced by Alberto Giacalone 

“for Cine Italia Film 

FORBIDDEN. ‘TEMPTATIONS - os rae ee fe Produced arid: directed by - 

with Yvonne DeCarlo As . | — * pacar a Osvaldo Cirvirani 
eile. a. 

THE WHIP. AND. THE BODY og 
“Directed by: Mario Bava - _ Produced by Vox Films: 

With Dahlia 2 Lavi,  Cvsophe | Loe. a 

THE MAGNIFICENT ‘ADVENTURER a ced by Ermanno Donal and 
Directed: ‘by Riccardo Freda See a ’ Luigi Carpentieri for Panda SpA 
With Brett Halsey, Claudia Mort - _ coe : Soy 

“WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS” DORMITORY * produced by Royal Films 
‘With Barbara 1 Lass, Cart Schell ao ~ nas : 

THE ARRIVAL OF THE OUTSIDER Produced by Ultra Filen’ 
with a Claude Rains ‘. ae re ne ie = 

“ZORRO AND THE E THREE = MUSKETEERS - Pete ty sane it 
_ With, Gordon Scott ey Pah pein ed 

THEREDHEAD i (st 
Directed. by” Helmut Kautner, a a a 

With: Ruth Leuwerik, Rossano. Brazzi - En, 

_. Gleraio Albertazs, Gerd: Froebo - es age Oe 

a Dusting Cavin F i ol con contact: ,, RECARDO “WHITBY, Reserve A Miramar 
- Dung Canes a cont : : ns | Tel. Cannes 38. 2470 
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4a. 1960 . the. ‘International: : 
or . Film, TVfilm : and. ‘Documentary. ; 
.. Market .was launched In: Mi- 

. .fan. Since: .then,. - Italy's. ‘Lome 
: bard: ‘metropolis - ‘may: be. said: -: 
to: have become a world:centre 

_ for dealing. in thé products of ~’. 
ove ie the -film: industry, This.clalm: ::: 
are ‘might: seem exaggerated: “Were 
"it not-for a'saries of facts and 

“figuras that. ‘speak for the .de- ~: 
+. -,Cisive. importance ‘of : this: filme. | 

7 e+ Marketing” enterprise. no 

ae @ ‘Opened. to coincide with the. oe 
"+ thirty-eighth ‘Milan Fair-of- 1960, - 
|S MIFED -has- been accommodat- ; 
- 2ed.-from the ‘startin -highly  - 

::. ~ "Suitable offices. at the centre of. - 
", «+ the Fair zone. Here, under: its: 

“own direction; it Has developed - ~ 
ae independent - organization - © 

” whose: main annual -events are. > 
held: in’ April and October. - 

Participants in ‘MIFED: ‘obtain: 
special facilities; one: of the | 

Le most.‘ Important. being: an..Ital- -.- 
sy tan, Government: permit to ace... 
/:+ cord ‘off-quota-. treatment: for. 
+. -efilms. sent to ‘the ‘organization .. 

‘from: the United States, Great .. 
Britain, :West Germany,-France;- -: 

en Russia, ‘Spain, Austria; Mexico,- 
:) Atgentine ‘and:.Yugoslavia.-The © 
» « Mames-of-these countries is ine" - 
. " .dication’ enough of the wide - 

reputation ; ‘that. MIFED<-has’ = 
_.. . @arned.- among all’ producer, 4 — - 

 T eounteies concerned with the ..°.- « - 
-_ “eighth. ‘ot: the. series. During 

‘those ~days 355 ‘films: were 
viewed. in MIFED's salons, giv-. - 

‘marketing. of: films... 

‘At the: ‘time: of. its : ‘Inauguras © 
“tion: MIFED: was: already ‘Pro: 
vided: . with: - highly. impressive .. 

..,. headquarters.’ But -in® order-to.- 
iin. /4 .. give patrons ‘the best possible. 

noe $3) reception. at ‘its -twice-yearly 
'ac:%7. .Cine-Meetings -:widescale- ‘im- - 

"| provements have: recently been - 
_@ffected: The: premises now :ex- 
‘tend: to.-a total aréa of -over. 
30,000 square feet’ and ‘include - 
‘ten. ‘large . -and-. small . ‘salons : 
equipped -with up-to-date’ ‘cine- 

-. “projectors: for -showing. 70, 35 - 
“and:.16 «mm -tilms:. There. As ~ 
also a. series ‘of. well-appointed -.. 

--* Conference: and... discussion | 
i. FOOMS: fitted “with interpreters’ | 
wep ‘equipment and dupticate. eléc- 
trical: installations; Technical. 
’:: facilitias’ ‘are’. of..the © highest - - 
"| standard, ‘and jit-Is true-to say . 
, that : MIFED’s ‘highly. Aunctional 

 Lfooms ‘and offices form a-unit : 
- unmatched’: anywhere: In. the. . 
_ world. today: - 

Some idea: of thie: transaé- 
tional side of the International: 
Film, TVfiim and: ‘Documentary ~ 
Market's. activities. may. be ‘ob- 
‘tained from figures“reported at: 
last year's Ciné-Meetings when. 
all: previous records were bro- * 
ken. ‘The April’ and October. . 

sessions drew ..940 business. 
Sc visitors, .of whom .306. were - 

“7. ""- producers “and. exhibitors ‘and. 
“-- 1" -634 were buyers and. renters. © 

° “Bilme registered’ with . -MIFEO 
ae this. ‘period “numbered . 

“The. Cine Meeting of Octo- , 
ber. MM: oa "24. 1963 was fhe: 

ce a . . 

‘ing: a total of. 259 ‘hours show- 
.ing.:Another. striking fact:-about .. 
the 1963 sessions was their .in-. - 
ternational “character. : Records. 
‘show that .business. visitors 
“from fifty. countries in ail. parts. 

/ Of the’ world were - : present..-~ 

" resulted tn. a. high volume of 
: Import-export deals ‘made on. 4. 

| private basis. In common with’ 
‘the 1961. Cine-Meetings, when... 
_the presence ‘of the ‘Japanese: 
film: Industry yielded excéllent: 
“results ‘both In. trading and CO. 
-production - -agreements;.’ last) 
: year’s ‘sessions ® “also. favoured - 

of - films: ‘between . ifferent 
‘countries. . 

crowned; and ‘perhaps : ‘brought 

nical Aids. for: the: Cine, TV . 
“and. Associated: Industries @. fa 
_, has been. set up. ; 2 

“SINT-MIFED:-is. the © "organ. 
tation. “which, : every ‘October, 7 

id 

T+ 

lL. wt 

ay flr, 
<TV film and. 
: documentary. market = 

wil provide. the. "means ‘and- 
venue for direct contacts. be- 
-tween ‘manufacturers. ‘and those. 
“who use: thelr. products In. ail 
activities connected..with pic- 
ture-making for: the: -Cinema: - 

_ resented; “Independent produce 

“Further “use. was. made of. 
: MIFED's.. services’ when. the ~ America: were . also: there.” 

_2.' flrst-FVfitm “Show -and Market”. 
a ‘will be readily understood. 
_ that: ‘such widespread interest | 

and Television. ane 

‘was: held-.on~ its premises fn 
‘late October 1963. Organized 

“> bythe Europegn. Radiodiffusion © 
~. Union (UER), this. Show. has- 

as its object the sale and ex: 
change of; programmes | pro-. 
duced ‘by - ‘member - bodies . of: 
the. VER... 

Viewing. ‘sessions, held by : 
permission. of MIFED. at- the: . 

: Milan Fair head uarters, lasted 
“agreements for the-.exchange -° sro: October 28. to: ‘Navember. 

2 Ast, ‘During those days. over 200° 
oe _. films. were: shown, covering the 

“MIFED. has: been In existence 
“tor little. more.than four. yéars, | 
‘but . during . -this short. | ‘period” 

its ‘successful growth. has ‘been’ ' 

following. brariches: -of.. telavi- 
:.gfon_ production: opera, “drama,. 
musical. variety, and cultural, -. 
“Sclentific and _ documentary 

of works. CaS 
to: -completion, .. by..an' event |. 
“ fong-awaited . by. ‘the ‘important... 
manufacturing ~ group, :. Italian. 
“and foreign, that supplies the. 
-¢inema ‘and: television . indus-. 
‘fries - with. apparatus, Instru-” 
ments,:: tools. .and.: accessories . 

ef all kinds... SINT-MIFED,. the: 
-.@ international Salon of Tech- 

“This YER” “strade: show», 
which. -enabled.. fifty delegates. 

.. from. eighteen. European. televi-- 
“gion groups belonging to UER - 
{0° Contact -ane another, . fully 
demonstrated : the need. for 
TVfiim: sessions. of : this. kind. . 
and. the: efficacy. . of. such. 

1 “MIFED's ‘ninth. and: most re d: 
Cent. Cine-Meeting, held-.from.. 
April 18. -°25 fast, ‘has further - 
strengthened its record of -suc- +t 
cess.’ ‘tn: ‘eddition. we the. famille... “ 

a new: “outstanding success of the 
Milan Trade. Fair oo 

lar’ faces, some from far-distant . 
“countries, the-: representatives. ~ 
-of the American film industry 
‘were. present in good ‘number: :. 

. Leading U.S: producer and dis- 
tribution . companies were. rep- 

ers_-and -film importers: from 

In’ the present phase ‘of ‘the. 
‘einema ‘industry. this* wida- 
spread interest. In MIFED's-ninth 
-Cine-Meeting is .of -spectal 
‘value .and significances While 
"acting as: a tonic to. the entire 
trade, It justifies: our ‘bellef.. - 
that :the . vital. ‘forces -of the - 
cinema. world: are’ .recognizing. 
the: increasing. urgency ‘of tak-. 

ing, part In: Milan’s ‘Internation--.. 
“al -Film, TVfitm: -and: ‘Documen- 
tary” ‘Market. : 

-~ The above-mentioned: activi: 
"ties have. firmly established the. 
‘Anternational’ Film, ore on 
Documentary: Market . q 
‘centre for all. commercial t transt 

‘actions: to. do ‘with the filr 
-: industry. ° tn ‘the opinion « 

‘Italian. and foreign: busines 
“men. .Interested: In. this sector. 2 
RAs. now an indispensable. 
One. 
iw Meanwhile MIFED. ‘continues: he 
to strengthen . its - purely come... - 
mercial. aspect, es distinct 
“from: the. artistic. side’ which 
does. not ‘concern it, And it can 
be. felrly claimed that it affords 
ry ‘ideal setting for any meet- 
fog oF 3 ton. touching: so-: 

or technical mat- 
a hoieataa with, the. ‘film ; 

e-Meeting: 12-21 
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4 WALTER READE, IR, Chairman of: the Board, ‘Walter “Reade-Sterling; nee: “ot the CARLTON: HOTEL; Cannes. 
- ~ Office: Continental Distributing Division, W Walter. Readle-Sterling, 2 241 East34th Street, N. Y. 16, N -Y. 

IN| 
ATTENDANCE 
‘AT CANNES. 

Es SAUL 3: TURELL; Piesident; Walter i Redde:Sterling,. Ine.,.at tthe CARLTON. HOTEL. Cannes. — 
3 Off ce: Continental 1 Distributing D Division, | Walter * Reade-Sterling, 241 Ecist sath Street, N. Y. 16, N. ¥. 

Te RAOUL KATZ, ‘Walter - Reade: Sterling's European representative, ai: the. CARLTON. HOTEL, Cannes. 
: : _, Office: : Carlton Film Exports 4, Rue. je Aguste-Vacquerie; P Paris. es o 

= REGINALD BAKER, ‘Welter Reade Sorting’ s British representative, « at ses Residences au GRAND HOTEL. Cannes.’ 
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a — NORMAN WOOLAND 
GIANNI GARKO = PILAR CLEMENS 
ELISA CEGANI = So NIRGIEES. TEIXEIRA 

PAOLOGOZLINO. = CARLOS CASARAVILLA 
“ANTHONY MAYANS NINO PERSELLO 
_ JOSE JASPE oS 7 “ANDREA SCIRE” 

“Directed by — : 

“MARCELLO BALDI- , te 

Production Manager ~ 

~TONI DI CARLO 
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i: VENICE, aa | ~ -Birst Prize: Gold Lion te to. 5 Francesco Rosi Is tLe. Mani ‘sulle Citta” 
Po 2 Critics, Prize, t0. >, Gianfranco de Bosio' s. “aL Terrorista” 

ee. oe 

MAR DEL PLATA 
“Best divéction:; prize 1 to Dino: Risi for aL Sorpassa™ 

“SiN AN SEBASTIAN 
. 2 ; First Prize: ‘Concha de Oro to “Alberto tonvede’s . Mafioso” 

Moscow BA : . 
“Grand. ‘Prix to. Federica ‘Fellini's ugyat 
-FIPRESCI: International. Critics Prize. to ‘Nanny loys “Quattro 

“Giornate. di. ‘Napoli’ 

- BERLIN 

CANNES 
Fi rst Prize: "Gold: Palm” to ‘Luchino. Visconfi's “The Leopard” 
"QC: Catholic: Film. Office Prize to Ermanno Olmi’s” 

“" Fidanzati": Special Jury: Mention to the Documentary 
“Di. Domenica‘ by. luigi: Bazzoni- , 

First Prize: Gold Bear’ to. ‘Gian. oigt P Polidora’ s aap Diavolo" 

~ LOCARNO 
Silver Sail: for best direction to. Lina Wertmuller for ay. Basil- 

. ~ischi” aa | 

_FIPRESCI Prize fo vy Basilisehi” 

"hace Bazin Gold Medai—FIPRESC! Prize to Francesco Rosi ‘s. 
oo “Le Mani. Sulla Citta” a 

Se Premio ‘Acapulco. (Mexican: Film. Crities Association) + to lu. 
“chino” Misconti's {It- ‘Gattopardo’’: 

“Sons jury. mention for. FIPRESCI award: to >“ Guttopardo” 
“ond 8¥a' u. 

d 1964 Awards: 

"MAR DEL PLATA 
First Prize to: Mario. Monicelli’s. a. Compagni” 
"Best: ‘screenplay to Ay ‘Conipagni”’ 
Film Kritics:. ‘prize. to: F Compagni”: 
“Best | ‘acting. prize: shared. ‘by. Vitioris. Gasman. and Use & 

Tognazzi for. ae Mostri** we 

"HOLLYWOOD ACADEMY AWARDS 
_ Federico: Fellini‘s “812".as ‘year’s. best. foreign ‘film. 

‘Piero: Gherardi for. best. costumes in black & white. film for 
a = "BYo" = . 

oe ¢ Vittorio Nino. Novarese for best « ‘costumes in ' color. film for 
a “Cleopatra” —_ | : ae 

_-Orgontzation tor the Promotion of. the Ilia Filin Abrood 
‘. “" ” Foreign Offi cess 

"Delegations: ‘Argentina, . Prance, ‘Germany, Great ‘Briteta, 
Spain ; 

_ Representatives: Austria, Beigivm. Brazil, Turkey, 
aan United Arab Republic >, 

_ Conrespondent Greece, Israel, : Korea, Lebanon, Mexico; 
cL | , Pokistan,: Sweden; af 

Via Veneto, 108, ROME 
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~The. current Italian Success. | a : _ . | 

Produced. by — ee |e | nee 

ADELPHIA COMP. CINEMATOGRAFCA 

oo Dis ributed in Latin: Anierica and Japan. by | 

7 METRO GOLDWYN ‘MAYER : 

| eos brilliant comedy et | 

; entirely in. Poland» a - 

with. ANTONIO: CIFFARIELLO o 
. “THE FIRST AND UNIQUE FESTIVAL |] 

~ DEDICATED TO SCIENCE FICTION FILMS |} - 2009 

2, | FROM ALL THE WORLD _ eS 

i Rome, Via Paisiello, 2 a ae | 

| ‘Cables: ALIED-ROME “Information from: AZIENDA AUTONOMA - || _ 
Sar ths | SORGIORNO TURISMO -- San Giusto ~ Trieste (tay) 1 | 
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| San Ge Ge tt ceo CINEMATOCRAFICO E TELEVISIVO SpA. || 

| a New stupIo w ITH UP. PTO DATE EQU IPMENT IN | 
| est AGREE on SU RROUNDINGS: ONLY ‘5 MILES | 

‘| ror: 1 v. LMS nT Sl 
: o “Oo? ‘ a | . . *.% ve 5%etele. (00 ° 

. - . 

SSS f/f JERR OIA , 

7 - ° ‘o0tete fe ore,4, Se OO OOn ; 
* , a ‘ See sets ee . x a || Stage. | x. ae ft. Ss Pos stents | _ , oo, NTS Sf ff J RXTE , 

- a a ee mate sete : 
. os . fe 400%0,4, . 

: ve 
state : | Stage 2 2 “80 x 54: x: 3B CHE es 1.40 OO 0, %,%.9,9,° 

1 | FOR F FEATURE PRODUCTION en AT 
; + Stage 3 3. 94 x. < 80: x (43 ft. 

nm STAGES 

oe W LA. ‘OFFICES 

Si] sounp 
=E PRESSING 

; im a ot | stage 5 5 1623 x 943 x 43 fe 

or “Large scenery department, coniieeted to all: stage’ es by: wide considers, enabling ¢ ourconstruction — 
om |i grips to take Prefabricated elements straight to the sets. 

| Power: station equipped with silicon rectifiers = supply Fipple free pc current for silent opera- |}. 
|| tion of all lamps. . LSA a 

; Mitchell: and Arriflex c cameras - - Moviola crab dollies ~ - “Mole Richardson lighting equipment - | 
oe Westrex and Nagra. sound equipment — ‘Projection: rooms, dubbing and mixing reoms — - Special. | 

| 7 7 effects department with ACME optical Printer ~ Black. and white film processing laboratory. 

a ee eg YOUR STARS WILL BE COMFORTABLE | 
al at INCOM You WON T WASTE ANY OF YOUR x : 40. dressing rooms lt 

“|. VALUABLE PRODUCTION TIME, DUE To THE be _ make up. rooms 
ae EFFICIENT LAY OUT. MODERN EQUIPMENT | oar’ and cafeteria 
ot _self service’ restaurant 
= | AND KNOW- How OF ouR PERSONNEL, ‘accommodating : 309 people || 
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‘Venice Fest To Fit The. Times 
= Continued trom page 81 | 

Thorold Diekinson: (Great. Britain), 
Ove Brusendorff. (Denmark), - Ri 
eardo ‘Munoz. Suay (Spain), Jerzy 
“Toeplitz (Poland),. Georges: Sadoul. 
(France), and the Italian’ president; : 
-Mario Soldati, ‘writer and director, 

are all men. of recognized: eapacity - 
‘and competence in. the field. of mo- |: 
“tion | pictures, either by study.or] 
actual experience, and belong to’ 
seven different countries. including 
Italy which, in contrast to previous | 
-years, when the: Jocal’ members 
‘were three, will this: year -have a| 
single repr esentative. 

With Yegard | to the ‘list ‘of prizes: 
this: jury: will- have .at .its disposal, 
we have given | them. the possibility’ 
of crowning’ a: larger number of 
films; in this way we. hope: to. meet 
and overcome the frequent prob- 
lem encountered .by the jury ‘in: 
haying to: choose. between films ‘in 
—eertain - aspects of almost : equal | 
stature and’ mierit-(a problem 1 
hope. will. again’ present itself this’ 
year). The prizes will therefore.be 
the follawing: ‘the Gold: Lion of | 

-St.. Mark for the :-best film, the two™ 
Volpi Trophies for. the best. per=" 
formances, male.and’ female,’ one. 
or exceptionally two Special. Jury: 

_-Prizes fcr. films: which: stand’ out: 
for special values, and..a prize to 
the Best First. Film. “In. ‘widen-. 
dng the number of prizes. we have, 
however, abolished . the ‘so-called. 
‘ex-sequo prizes, ‘which. generally: 
satisfied neither of -winners.. 

With regard to participation to: 
the competition, we have confirmed. 
the right of designation. (through: 
national. organizations). by countries. 
having an annual -production total 
of 70. or.more: features. of 
tional” scope. “Besides these films, 
others from countries ‘of minor. film: 
production: can pe. entered in -com-. 
. petition by.a festival invitation. We. 
will select the best. 

There is:no true and proper: limi- 
tation to the number of films to be] 
shown in competition, : though its 
been genérally so. that world film | 
production : ‘rarely gives more. than 
"15 features of the stature. required: 

-. by Venice participation. But sheuld- 
- we havea “fat” year and -enjoy 
‘the embarrassment ‘of. choice, there 

“CNPRODUZION ASSOCIATE 

“NERO AND 7 

"interna- 

is nothing to prevent. this: number 
from becoming.20; or evén 22 °2.-%. 
- Another innovation this year: ‘is that. ; 
the. first: :film efforts” * 
longer be. relegated. to a special 
‘section, -. but ‘will - “compete ‘with. : 
others. for all’ prizes. 

In‘ the’ section. reserved for. non- - 
competing films, the: Festival diree- 
‘tion, assisted’ ‘by its: committee. of 
experts; “will -aceept certain films. 
which their: producers: wish to have 
shown out. .of .the running, as: well. 
as certain other .-films..of ‘. value |’ . 
‘already screened: at. ‘other. film |: 
‘events of. the. year: that. may. ‘fit ‘the |: ¢; 

Wet can hope 1 for a roster of: artistic 

me cently béen. taken. over: by Angelo}: 
_/| Rizzoli, who is. currently ‘refurbish- 
|ing and - expanding, 

| limits of the: areas small confines: 
‘Another -switch. is: A.T.C.’s, which’ 

|| has: dropped its previous setup and: 
-:| moved ‘to ~ Grottaferrata, . 

over the Inter Film Grottaferrata 
setup in that peripheral area in: 

festival’s ‘programming needs:: “We 
have: thought, : this. year,.:to. substi- 
tute a. helter-skelter” selection in: 
this’ ‘sector with .a more. pondered | 
‘grouping -of -non-competing™ .films | 
by theme: or. tendency, . or. by. invit- 
ing a series of films from’ minor. |- . 
producing — countries. but. which | 
mirror the spirit -of. their. country a 
or typical problems of those: areas. 

With. regard to. this 25th edition - 
of: the. Mostra ‘it is. certainly too: 
early to - make’ any predictions. 
However, by: ‘following—as. we are |; 
‘currently .doing——with_ “profound | 
attention © the: productions. current= |. wel 
‘ly in Work or about to. start (and | 
which. would be completed: by: 
July}, we - have. noted: that’ while: 
some countries :-have slowed :down: 
their production. rhythm, there’ has 
been a notable renaissance in the 

“2 JF U,S_A:, “both on the_part- of. the 
the. independent | 

Metro, 20th:Fox, UA, Columbia; 
and. the others have~already ane. 
nounced: elaborate -plans : for ‘the 
current season, and among the. 
titles that come to. mind are. some. |. 
that could be taken into: ‘econsidera- | 
tion. for our selection, - such “AS | Se 
.Richard  °. Brooks”: - 

‘| Alfred. Hitchcock's: “Marnie? ” John |" 
“Cheyenne Autumn, ” Jolin |. ra 

" Confes-. 
“gor,” Billy’ Wilder's “The: ‘Dazzling 

‘majors. as. by 
companies. 

Ford's 
‘Frankenheimer’ s’-- “The 

Hour,” 
Lady,” | and ‘others, 
In .Britain, and-. France. “produc: |. 

‘tion has dropped. this: year, but we 
feel-it should not be too difficult | 
to find one or : ‘two films: ‘of quality eos 

fp tries.: 

will: no | 

3. with, Germany; 15. tri-partite): 

“Lord. .-Jim,"}. 

the: spectacular “My. Fair Se 

= j worthy: of representing those | ‘coua- = 
Festival: direction “is{ 

| already in-touch with the American |: 
-| selection: group, once. ‘again headed.| .. 

. by”: . Fred Zinnemann;-. oa 
+! charged, with. the ehoice: of | offictal | 
U: Ss; participation at ‘film ‘festivals. 

Italy, Japan_ should. ‘have ‘a .cou- 
‘ple .of:: good . films at -least,. ‘while. 
“we are. hoping ; for a: discovery or 
‘two from. -Seandinavia:. and. ‘the. 
Asiatic ‘areas, We. are. also’ closely 
following produetion © 
U.S.S:R:;: in:-Poland; in:  Czechosio- 
-vakia, “in” Jugoslavia, : though: it’s 
Still to: ‘early’ to- name ‘titles... We | 
-know,. however,’ that. some. of: ‘the: 
‘top: directors: ‘in these countries are. 
vat: work.. 

The 

To ‘sum, up, and without wanting 

and - spectacular - interest, 
and, Significant. 

a ALY’S PARTNERS 
~ COPRODUCTIONS. 

° 1958—-64 ‘featufes ae 
9 with Franée;.4 with. ‘Germany;. 
10. with -Spain;. 2 with: Yugoslavia;. 

: ‘2 with: Argentina; uv & tripartite): 
-1959—_74. features - 

(BL. ‘with: France; -3..with. Gerinany; 
_ Ss with Spain;. 3 ,tri-partite) °. 

-1960-—87° features - 

tri-partite) - 
1961-97 features 

' '1962—112 features... 
(77 with - ‘France; “15 with Spain; 

1963—136. features~ 
| (85° with France; 23 with Spain; 4| 
“with . Germany;: 1. with: Argentina; + 
23° tri-partite) .- 

T OTAL Epgnantictions 
O/1/50-1/2/68) | 

‘With Franeé;- 656. 
Spain: 414 

" Germany: “2.30. 
“Argentina:. . a 5. 
Yogoslavia: ee Be 

- tri-partite " | e _ 
Awith: Fr. and Ger.) Ba 

nay nn 

which . “is:] 

in ‘the: 

‘scene. were. ‘provided - fa the ‘past’ 
‘few--.moriths. .by ‘the™ financial 
troubles of ‘Titanus Films, which 
until recently held three ‘Studios 
and. a number’ of ‘dubbing plants. 
‘Of ‘these, | Titanus  Farnesina, . the 
largest,. is. inoperative and most 
‘likely. will go to real estate, ‘as it’s 

‘Titanus |, in a--high--rental. area. 
‘Tuscolana’ ‘reverts to its. previous 
-status (it: was .on-rental basis) as. 
pertaining ‘to Rome's Experimental 
‘Film: School. Titanus: Appia, also 

| known: as: Scalera, is still being |. 
alters out by. Titanus; and Keeps}. 

busy - 

The ‘onetime. Sata-Palatino Stu-| 
dios. on the Palatine ‘Hill have. ‘Te@- 

conjunction -with -the equipment 
| company whieh is indirectly ‘link 
with Sancro Films; a Rome produc- 
tion, firm. . 

- Elios™ Film. Studios is a. compact 

(70: with ‘France; 1. with esarmaniyct new setup. with two stages’ which 
5 with. ‘Spain; 2 with: Argentina; 9 

close: to its. two sound stages. De- 
Le Paolis: ‘Studios;. on Via: ‘Tiburtina; 

83. with’ ‘France; 2° with: Germany, . ‘is. perhaps the: Roman. studio which 
4-with. ‘Spain; 3 tri-partite) - |has' been ‘busiest throughout. the. 

7 ‘past year, perhaps because of savvy |}°" 
| price policy and low overheads. ~~ 
‘| Many: medium-budgeters and spec- |. 

 Ttacles were shot. there. during the 
past. year:. 

-Getting back to Roine’s studio: 
neophytes, ‘INCOM isa most com- 

| pact and emineatly functional com-. 
plex, whose boast is that every 

| vital facet is ‘within shouting. dis- 
tance of the ‘other—hence. rapid 

; -interchangeability in sets, equip- 
| ment, and personnel. 
latest “in lighting facilities, 
transport, : ‘ete. plus ‘own labs for}": 
-true full cycle. operation: ° 

“set 

‘The. Dino -DeLaurentiis. Center 
‘(which | ‘some have already. dubbed | 

. |“Dinoland”)’ is .a vaster, massive 
oa complex, geared to mass operation 

vif. necessary, and emma outfitted. 

-CINEPRODUZIONI ‘ASSOCIATE | OF ROME 
--Presen ts 

~ (The Ten. Gladiators). 
THE BURNING OF ROME” - 

More, Better Rome Studios 
‘Continued from. ‘page 81. 

within the. 

taking: 

It ‘has ‘the: 

are 

a 

with © ‘the laf equipment 
functional. ‘face 

soundproof-ness - 

“and 
If “not ‘the: all-:. 

round largest, : it. ‘claims: the tallest. 
sound. stages in the ‘world, Office . 
space range of accessory buildings =~ 
and. independent. power-:plants are. 
other: boasts, not. least of which—- | 
shared with INCOM—is- complete ae 

of thé ~ stages, 

: : on, . oe : > . . 

PORE COLE YT ew Tt Tan eae a te eet Se! 

‘something . which visiting. sound... ~~ 
technicians: with : 50-SO experiences . 
of. their . Rome. Previous ‘Stays: will” 
appreciate... : 

- Because: of: “the: - uncertainties 

The . principal. trend,: ‘then, 
‘towards: -functionality,. ‘up-to-date- 
‘ness, .. and ° the. consequent ‘cutting 
down. of ‘overheads. .Predictably, 
TV is well in. the. thoughts of. any- ; 
one building — Or - ‘rebuilding - — 

both: INCOM and: studios here: . 
DeLaurentiis’ complexes have been 
designed ‘to’ be . specifically usable 7 
‘by. either. medium. o 
Outside ‘of. Rome, . ‘there’ is’ Tire: os 

renia Studios,. néar . Pisa. which hag 
| accommodated . a. number of films on 

| during the past. year,”.and.which:: : °° -_ 

a probably . be used for a-series: ~*~. 
‘of telepix during coming months. .-..°"- ; -has recently built a. western. street ‘Television.. and “advertising ° films °.> 

are «the ‘principal . ‘activity : of © the ‘ 
‘Milan - ~and._ . Turin. Studios ve 

“Italo Format 
— Continuieg from Page ‘1 — 

ing up as ‘a: four-parteri. ‘Vittorio. 
Gassmann.- is: perined - in, ‘among 
others,. for “I. Amazzadonne’ on 
‘an international - scale, there. are. 2 L, 
. “Worlds:..- 2 
‘Greatest: ‘Swindles”: and the. upeom- 
‘ing’ Sancro ‘3-part: pro duction, 
“Bettgeschichten:’’. 
: Italian, French, ‘and- German Seg. | 
‘ment. 7 

the already. finished: 

“comprising . an 

_And: Carlo ‘Ponti. ‘undismayed by 
report that" comedian Toto:.is.plan- 
‘ning ‘to spoof the genre. with “Toto. 
Yesterday, Foday,. and Toniorrow,”. . 
-has ‘already registered: ao ‘sequels. - 
nyoday, Tomorrow, . “and... “the” ‘Day 
After.” sara : ns 

A. powerful drama of exceptional grandeur. | Ten. invincible gladiators,: whose’ sole. 
‘ideal i is. $ justice, fight against # the. tyranny. of the: despot Nero, 7 

As series ‘of exciting adventures i in ‘the ‘splendid frame of a. “romantic epoch: 

“ MONDO BA ORDO” 
“The most t unexpected, strange « events. in: v the: most original picture of this year. 

7 ANNOUNCES. FOR 1964 Two EASTMANCOLOR SUPERPRODUCTIONS 

“TRIUMPH OF THE TEN GLADIATORS? . wae 

: da a scenario of incomparable. grandiosity: the t ten strongest gladiators of the Roman Empire fight and triumph over: the: onan. 

“SAMSON. AND THE SEVEN CHALLENGES” 
The. story of the mythical hero: in a ‘fantastic ‘series of adventures. never: before. brought to: the: screen. {OPE 

Duxing the Cannes Festival. Contact: 

MAGGI 
Hotel: ‘Martinez. 

CANNES. 
a”! 

” Werldwidle: ‘Sales: ae 

12, Nia Narese—Roma- 

"Tel. “495 0361/2/3- 

| FILMAR. EXPORT 

“Cables: ‘Exportfitmar Rome. 

mentioned. above,. the. local. studio. 
situation ° is - still’. not © completely a 
‘Stabilized... Things. shotild become 
clearer. ‘in. the. course. of this year. - 
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z 1 SERRATE CT ee ve seme, 

cae 

ne, “Script. by: Georgi ‘Sevastikoglu.’ 
Direction -by .Manos -Zakharias: ;|:. 
Photography. - by. Alexander |; 

-.:"_ 3" Photography. 

“ MOSFILM ‘STUDIO. 

- Seript ‘by -Avenir. Zak. and: Isai ee 
il. . Kuznetsov,’ 
or “Direction . by © Franze_ "Daviatyan | 

‘and. Lev’ -Mirski.. 
- Photography by Sergei Vrorisky: mb 
Leads’ by Valentina: Malyavina, | - 

.. Anatoli: Kuznetsov" and : Pyne _ 
mila | Ovchinnikova. ° 

Deals with Soviet youth: :. 

2° “AN OPTIMISTIC TRAGEDY" oS 
ee oript by Sofya: ‘Vishnevetskaya. - -; 

and Samson Samsonov:. 
: Direction. by. Samson“ Samsonov: “| oo 

“2, Photography. ‘by. Wladimir “Mo- 
“-  Makhov.; |. 

“Leads. ‘by: ‘Margarita ‘Volodina, 2 
Boris . Andreyev, Vyacheslav oe 
‘Tikhonov--an a. Naeyolod a 
Sanaev.: | 

. about Russian. civil war: 
8B. “AN END AND | 

NING?’ 

‘Kharitonov. 

nadi . 
_ + Nanidis....- - 
neeistaniee Greece: 4942. 

7.\ ‘WAYSIDE’ STATION”: 
oe *scspt by. ‘Radi 
.. Boris: Barnet, =. ; 

“Direction ‘by Boris Barnét.. 
by: ‘Sergei - 

- yanov.: 
Starring “Vasili. ‘Merkuii iev; Na-{ 
-dezhda Riim y a h t S ev. a andy 
‘Boris N ovikov... 

Comedy “about. life: on: a. ~ cok. 
“Teetive: farm. village.” — 

5. aT HAPPENED: aN THE 
Co MILITIA’? | 
coo Script by. Iosif. Metter. ee 

; = Direction -, “and production “by. 
Vilen Azarov. - 

‘Photography -by. Mark: Dyatlov: 
“Starring -Vsevolod ‘Sanaev,” Mark. —_ 

: | Direction’ by ‘Gentikh- ‘Gabai.: 

Photography ‘by: Sergei. ZaitseV.|" searring Tamara’ Syomina:’ ‘Ser- |<” 

‘Bernes and .Zoya. Fy ‘odorova.. 
“About the: -militia’s’:daily ‘work, se 

& “THE: USSR THROUGH ‘THE | * 
“EYES OF “ITALIANS” 

“Script. by. -M:au riz Lo. Ferrara, 
“Georgia Mdivani,: 
Concini, 

_ .ardo Cortese, © *-.-.. 
ve Direction. vand:: ‘production by 

a2 . Rémolo-- Marcellini, 

Cortese’ and: Tamara: ‘Lisitsian: 
‘Photography. by Guglielmo ‘Man-. _ 

‘Sergei Vronsky, «Viktor |. 
:sDombraysky" and- “Naktor, Lis- _ 

mos cori, - 

me -topadov;-. ~-: 
* Narrated: by’ Seigei: ‘Voihovsky. 
: Dialogue 
Kaminka and: Rostislav Plyatt,. 

- . ‘Made’ on the: initiative -of* Italian: 
“cinematographers * 
~ with Soviet ‘colleagues... | 
: 9. SA MAN-WIFH: DOUBTS”? 
“Seript ‘by: Leonid. Agranovich. - 
Direction by Leonid Agranovich oh 

_- and Vladimir, Semakov. : 
“" Photograph. by Yuri: Zubov.:: 
Starring .* ‘Georgi: 
-- Oleg: ‘Dal, 
About: strenwaus, - 

"and doubts.” - a 
8. SA ‘WASTED - SUMMER”. - 
* -Seript “by. Avenir. Zak and : Isai 

- Kuznetsov.-- 

“Nikita: Orlov. | 
, Photography: 

-rova..and Mikhail Pugovkin. 
‘Comedy about: ‘two’ teenage), 

|:theme. - 
118. 

’ (Based.:'6n Ilya: Zverev's. story | 
: “What: Dees “Man. Need?”’) oe 
‘Script ‘by. Tlya ‘Zerev, Yuli ‘Don-}- . 

: ‘schoolboys : during’. vacation. - 
8. +A. “TRUE STORY” - 

“Skoi -and -Valeri: Fried.. 
on “Direction: -by*. ‘Niadimir’. ‘Gerasin|. ve 

" : Alexei: “mov.: 

~sPhatography’.. by Galina’. “Pysh=} s 
» Kova. 
‘Starring. ‘hanna : -Prokhoreniko, 

~ Doronin,: 

“SKY”. 

“Hail Matusovsky...- 
Direction by Erik: Pyriev, | 

‘and: Mikhail: Gindin. : 

A BEGIN-| -- Starring. ‘Vitali’ Konyaev; ‘Georgi 

Pogodin:. ova wns aa | 

. i}. Direction: by. “‘Viadimir Chebo- | 

‘Pow. » : 

14. 

‘Ennio :-De|™ 
Romolo “Marcellini, | 

:; Ehana* ‘De: Sabata™ and: Leon- 

(15: 
‘Leonardo. ee 

-in cooperation 

an _ pains- “taking |* ° 
| “work of. a: court. investigator, -his j. 
>.< gearch.,, for the truth, “his, mistakes’): 

by”. ‘Génnadi Tse- a 
-..Kavi' and “Vladimir. “Yakushev. [..". 
"Starring Volodya Yevstafiev;, |. 

"-. Séryozha: Gudko, Zoya Fyodo-| < 

*: ss Script’ by Eik Pytiey, ania’ Mi | 

-“Peonid: L-Utyosow: Igor: iyinsky, ) 
’ Boris Andreyev, Mark. Bernes, fon. 
“-and. Kiara. ‘Luenko.. 

episodes. ‘from’ many features, 

Al, “THE RUSSAN, FORREST" 
“Ast. part « 

- mir Petrov ‘and. Yuri. Lukin:: 
rt] Direction: ‘by Vladimir - Petrov. 

: Valentin . Zakharov: : 
Starring’ Boris ‘Tolmazov, Rufina 
‘Nifontova, - 
and. Nikolai Gritsenko. ° *, 

“ppased ‘on Leonid. Leonov’s ‘novel: 

: “QUIETNESS”— 
parts 9%.) 

“Wladimir. Basov. ~ 
-. Direction -by: Viadimir: Basov..: 

Photography :: by’. -Timofei | 
‘beshev. . 

-Fev's.’ ‘novel. | . “ |. 
Starring Natalya Kliniova, ‘Gén-| 13. : ‘REGIO N: AL COMMITTEE : 

“Voropayev and. “Anton pee 
| SECRETARY”. 

Based: on. Vsevolod Kochetoy’ 's ae 
2, Movel.. 
Script by: ‘Vsevoldd . “Kochetov.. 

-Viadimir: Chebotaryov and Ed- 
“uard -Smirnov:. 

“taryov.. 

Khityaeva. 

-| velopment “~of.. relations ° “between |: “ 
. these - ‘two . ‘characters; in: 

"REVOLUTION” 

“Yuri : Timofevev. 

Starring ‘Boris ‘Smirnov, -“Ana- 

they meet. ‘Lenin; 
“THE... LIVING: AND | THE 

ander: Stolper: 

“sky. 

and Kirill ‘Lavrov, . 
- Based* on" ‘Konstantin ° ‘Sinionov’ S" 

| novel, ‘War. 1941- 1945: Dedicated ‘to. 
‘the- heroic. defenders of. Moscow, 

: “SECURITY .MAN’™. 
' “Seript: by. Boris Volchek, “Alex 

“-novsky.) 
; Diréction: “by Boris Wolchek. 

- Mindev, 

yavina: and Oleg: Yefremoyv. * 

.. MOUNPAINS” let 
Seript by.. Nikolai: Atarov. 
Direéction: by - Aida: Miansarova, 

Skye: 

“Chernova. -Nikifor : ‘Kolofidin. 

- COW” 
Seript by” Gennadi' ‘Shpalikov.. 

. Directed by: Georgi. ‘Daneliya, 
| Photography ‘by: Vadim. “Yusov. « 

-Loktev,. - Galina - ‘Polskikh 
and: Yevgeni . Steblov. .. | - 

-Lyrical - comedy. . 

in . the: streets of. Moscow: An: one |" wf 
088. a ae a 

Love of: two ‘young - people: who. |. - . SOL gaaes 
- work in the: ‘Donbas- (the. Ukraine},. 
: 10; “MELODIES | OF. ‘DUNAYEY-~| -  EENFILM- LsTUpio” 

“KING ‘CAIN. XVII? . a 
Seript: by: Yevgeni. Shvarts . cand 

+: Nikolai. Erdman... °: °° 
Poe ”.- || “Dieetion’ by “Nadezhda “Koshe- 

'. ‘Photography: by--Igor. Chernykh —_ --verova and Mikhail Shapiro, . 

* §ky..” 
= Starring. Erast Garin, Lidia Suk: ! | 

Feature. 
Musical film, based On ‘the: best’ 

‘Seript by Leonid ‘Leonov, Wiadi- 
‘| wicked ruler of the kingdom. 

oat 20. 
«.. +" Photegraphy by: Igor. Gelein, and 

“Nina “ -Drobysheva | a J. . 
"OL pee. .. Photography by’ Veniamin ‘ ‘Levi: | y. 

: 29: “THEY - CONQUER: otne| 

‘Ist: and: 2nd} S a 

‘Sciipt. by. -Yuri | -Bondarev , “and 
{story about “construction. ‘site of: a. 
. | gas: Pipeline. ’ Workers’: -and:* “tech: fae 

Le! ” 

- Screen ‘version “Of. Yuri. ‘Bonda: 0 

“versus 
3 purposefulness: 

Starring. Vladimir’ Samioilov,, An’|: yt. 
drei Abrikosev, . .and: -Lyudmila- a Direction by. .Georgi - Natanson.. te a 

The: filmi. shows © two. types of | 
Party - -Jedders, : The Main’ ‘idea. of | 
‘the. novel’ is “reyealéd in. the: de-|-”: 

their, 
t+ clashes : on- the . question. of. they 
| style of Party. ‘leadership... “Tog: 

“SIN .THE --NAME ° OF - “THE 

“Serip t. by Mikhail. Shatrov. aa “Direction” ‘by Roman Tikhomirov. | 
“1 Photography. by” “Yevgeni Jeo Sia ing’ Olya .Yukina,” 

22° <" tolj:-Romashin,. “Alyosha, Bate- |’ 
V2 nine and: Rafik - Sabirov:- ar 

‘Two: peasant.--boys. £0. ‘to. their: 
godmother..in- Moscow. in 1918: to. 
find. ‘Shelter . and’. food:. An ‘Moscow: 

|  DEAD*—ist. and’ 2nd” parts |°.. 
Script and production. by. Alex. oe 

, ety! f _ Starting: Yevgeni Matveyev and 
“Photography: by. Nikolai Olonov: ws 7 

“Starring. “Atiatoli- Papanoy, Oleg 
-Yefremov,.. Ly udmila Key. lova. 

town, 

ander; Lukin : and: Dmitti Polya: 

- Based” on” Dmitri ‘ Polyanovsky’ $ 7 
- story: -exploits"in Civil War against {3 

“the White’ Russians’ underground. - 
° At. “SUMMER. AIS SHORT N ‘THE 

Direction. by Rolan Bykov. and). ae 

Photography ‘by - Pyotr Satanov-. 

“Y WALK | AROUND. “Mos: | 

|. fe supreet:: 
for ‘man.. 

Starring Nikita - “Mikhalkov, 

| about ° ‘young’: 
“Thien: of 1963: Action’. takes - ‘place j. 

Georgi Yepifantsev. and. Vital, 

“¢s Source: Novosti Pres m) 

‘chinina ‘and Mikhail. Zharov. 
Two friends, strolling musicians, 

went | ‘te ‘Cain's country’ “where ° ‘a 
‘.”.d'weapon. of ‘terrific force ‘was in-| 

| vented, They: helped: ‘the: people |. 1 
.|-there to-get: rid -of- the: monstrous] 
“weapon” which. destroyed: onily.. the. 

-. | Service. doctor: Alexander: Berezkin, 
: and a: couple.” 

“Script: by: Vadim. Kozheynikor | 
“MEET BALUYEV.!"). °° 

>and: Viktor. ‘Komissarzhevsky. . 

chevsky;, 

tin and ‘Dmitri. ‘Meskhiev.. 
Starring. Ivan. Peréverzev, Nina | °°“ 1 

i Script: -by” ‘Anatoli - Agranovsky. oan -Urgant and. -Zinaida.. Kirienko: 
Based : on ‘Vadim’ Kozhevnikov’ s | 

ae 

“NO; . NEWTON’ “gr oe ares 
_ "Script by. Edvaid. Radinsky and. 

| --- Martynyuk, Larissa. Luzhina’ oa a 
y-- and- Natalya ‘Velichko; * 

“> “Peddor Vulfovich. 
- Direction: by- Teodor ‘Vulfovich.. 

. and . Viktor. Karasev.: 
‘Starring’ Yuri. ‘Dyenko:-" “-Latisa 
““Kadochnikova, - “Nikolai: | 
“uchkov. and Yevgeni Fridman. 

‘Contrast - ‘between petty - time-: 
‘serving and -go-getting. in science. . 

“dedication. ” and. integrity; 7 

22.- 
_ ._PEOPLE”: 
“-Seript .by- Serger’ ‘Alyéshin: : 

' Photography: by. Sergei: Tvariov. 
Starring: ‘Nikolai ° ‘Cherkasov,; 

we ‘stritskaya. 
Scientist | ‘Working - on ‘complex |" 

problems: of | physics. -Theme: to. put. 
‘the- atom to peaceful ‘uses, 

“THE ‘SERF “ACTRESS”. 

“: ON‘a libretto: by. Y...Gerken. : 

‘Shapiro: 

:gei Yur ski and Sergei, Filippoy. 
A-screén “version ‘of the operetta 

“Kholopka” by. Nikolai, Strelnikoy.. 
{In 70mm and‘ color::- - 

7. 24. 
,, Script by: Fyodor : ‘Knorre: . a 
Direction’. ‘by. Mikhail “Yérshov. - iz 

Photography: ‘by; Oleg. ‘Kukhova- | 

“YOUR, OWN: BLOOD” 

“renko.. 

Vija Artmane.. 

“TWO: ‘SUNDAYS? . rere 

Direction: by Vladimir Shredel; - 

_ Stapring - ‘Lydmila- Dolgorukova, 

-" Sergei Filippov" and. Natali 
. Koretski. ”.-. - 

~Nina © ‘Rudneva.. 

Sky, :. 
: s tarring Vladimir. Zamansky, of 

‘Nina Ur gant and. Sergei’ Plot- 
nikov. ” fo, 

27. OTHE | “CERTIFICATE” . . “ 

Miacdik. .-.: 
‘Direetion. ‘by Nikolai Lebedev. 
. Photography: by Anatoli Karpuk-. 

-hin 

. Jai Rozhdestvensky, B oryal: 

11s =: Sheherbakov. and ‘Natasha. Ar . 
ae --‘zamastseva.- “yt 
"In 1919: Children - in. grim ‘and : 
-beautiful:: time .whéen ‘the ‘Soviet | 

‘}{ Union moulded: ‘in the. crucible of. |: -. , 
-hardships and severe ‘fighting. - 

128." 
“, . Ae - Photography by” ‘Eduard: Rozov- | 
peer » Btarning Lyubov. Orlova; “Marina: a 

_Tadynina,: Nikolat- t Cherikasey, | 

“A DAY. OF ‘HAPPINESS” ©’ 
Script. ‘by. Yuri 

Tosif:-Kheifits, - 
“Direction ‘by Tosif. Kheifits,, - ce 

~ nareskaya, Svetlana ‘Losh- 

' Direction. by ‘Viktor. “Komissarz- | 

‘Kry-- 

“ALL IS. - LEFT” 70° THE a 

Alexei’ Popov” and.- Blina.- By- | . 
3 31: “KINGDOM OF: THE: CROOK: 

-.“Seript: -by Leonid Zakharov. based FF Ph otography:.. by’ Vasili- : Dultsev | ” - 

walks along the roads, }..". 
‘enjoying ‘the: unaccustemed silence. , 
‘His attention | -is -attrdcted: by .a- 
-woman’ ‘working .on’a ferry. . When [ : 

‘| the war énds Fedotov ‘comes-to this | _ 
never to.“part with Sonya, i‘ 

W ith ‘her. children, wlio: had became i 
2 S80. dear to him, - 

. oy 25. 
°; Photography” by “Viaditnir os 

-Kulikov | and nS 
. “Starring ‘Alexander Demy anenké, de 

Yevgeni- “Yevstigneyev,: Viadi-" a 
mir Kenigsofi,: Valentina’ Male . 

BS. 

“Script by: Anatoli-Grebnev, . |: 

“Photography by: Semyon Ivanov. 

“her. vision and 7 

_gétiuine: “considéiation | 

« Seript by: “A: “Vlasov | and:, | eo 7 

German’ ‘and 

~ Photography by. “Genrikh. “Mar . 
andzhyan... 

8 ti arring “Tamara. “-Syomina, 

- -kov, - 
: Larisa - Golubkina: 

. Ethical problems {n- ‘Leningrad’ ac : 
the 1917 October Socialist Revolu- ‘The principals - ‘are an ambulance. 

“GORKY FILM STUDIO, 
(MOSCOW) -. 

KIES”” 

‘.. and Leonid. ‘Agranovich.- 
Direction: by -‘Fatyana: Lioznoya. 

“sburg.- 
i . Starring. Nikolai ‘Rybnikev, ‘Viad- 

-imir Sedov, Svetlana: ‘Svetlich-. 
Naya and Oleg Zhakov. 

7 Test: pilots,. creation of. the first | 

“Photography. by . -Nikolai. “Zhilin | jet. fighter in :the. USSR. . 
130. “THE GROWN-UPS: AND THe | 

GROWING” © 
i Baséd.on A. Makarenko’s “Book | 

‘for. Parents.” wee 
' .Seript: by. ‘Tosif- Manevich.. 
- -Direction: by .Marina ‘Fyodorova: ig 
“Photography .- by . Marina: ‘Bogat-.|: : 

° ‘| ‘Bulgaria’ in the summer. In.a-short. . nova and. ‘Boris: Gokke. . 

aN elli |. 
: Sverdlin. | 

close-knit, ‘friendly family. 

‘ED MIRRORS” 
7 ws ‘Based on Vitali ‘Gubar ev’s story: . 

: " Seript by Vitali. Gubarey and Lev 
_ .. Arkadiev. - 
‘Direction by. ‘Alexander. Rot 

and. Leonid Akimov- 

: Tamara: Nesova. - 

Photography. by. Valentin. ‘Ginz- 

-° Starring Vasya Gorchkov, Lyud:. 
-.mila.’ Ivanova; Vitya “Klimov; 

‘Menshikova... “and Ley 

‘Parent's responsibility. 4 for bring-. 
ing ‘up’ children; for’ setting” up a 

“Tanya | 
Yukina, “Andrej *Stapr an. and 

“Script. and “girection by ‘Lev 
‘Kulidhanov: 

~~: Photography by. Igor. Shatroy.. 
- Alexei Batalov, Valentin -‘Zub- |* 

‘Nikolai- ‘Kryuchkoy, and | -. 
‘Starring Mikhail Kuznetsov, 

Nokolai “Lebedev, Alexander 
' ..Paleyes: and. Vasili Livanov. 
Lenin's activities on the eve of. 

tion. | 

: 33, “YOUTH ALMANAC*:: 
(Episodic) 

|: (QD “The: Sunflower.” 
-“Seript by: Vitali Zakrutkin: 

' . Direction. by. Pavel Arsenov. — 
Photography by Pyotr Kataev. . 

‘Starring Valentina Malyavina, 
- Pavel ‘Shpringfeld : and: ivan 

>: Kuznetsoy, — - 
‘«Shepherds : are the: -principals: in 

this ‘film. Although ‘these people 
‘have. different characters they. are 

| united.” by. their love . for. ‘their 
‘difficult, work: : 
_- (2) “A Lady. With: Violets? 7 | ot 
- Based *. ‘on ‘Zhanna_ Gauzner’s 
story... 
: Script by Anatoli Grebney. 
Direction by Pavel Lyubimov, 
Photography by Mikhail~ Yake- . 
.vich and Mark Osepyan. ©” 

': Starring” Nina. Sazonova, | “Svet- 
~ Jana™ Svetlichnaya’ and: Viad- 
_. imir Ivashey, | 2: 
A group of. Soviet tourists go to. 

‘space of time. they ¢ome to love. 
‘that country, its past and w onder-. a 
‘ful present. 

SVERDLOVSK FILM'STUDIO | 
7s .(ERALS) 
39. “THE. SLOWEST: TRAIN" - 

- Script by Yuri Nagibin.. 

“polsky and Valeri Uskov. 2 
‘Photography. by Gennadi-~ ‘Cher- 

eshko. =: 
Starring. Pavel. Kadochnikev,: Tin 
_naida-‘Kirienko™ and Lyudmila ” 

.. Shagalova, a 
Such trains - were’ ‘used’ in. our 

| ‘2. |-eountry: ‘during the. war: | Several 
vo The *. schoolgirl | Olya; a “Young | people were. travelling -in -a troop 
Pioneer, finds herself ‘in a fairy- 
land,. “where idleness, :cruelty: false-:| 

train crawling into the’ crear. ‘The 
film: tells how the mutual relations 

hood and.: violence flourish. ‘The j-of these. people. take shape; about 
2 a girl fights. this-evile 8 

a 8 32. “PENALTY. KICK” we 
_. Script -by. Vladlen- Bakhnov. ‘and! 

- Yakov ‘Kosty ukovsky... : 

- Arutyunoy. 

-.. Behind him is- the front, and hos-. 7 Star ring “Mikhail. Pugovkin, Ly- 
pital, and: ahead. is ‘a: ten-day: ‘leave. 
Soldier” Fedotov;: the: principal in|” 
the’: ‘film,. 

udmila Alyoshnikova, ‘Viad- | 

cas Amir’ Vysotsky.. 
“Plot. unreported.:. 

SEN: THE. COURSE OF. DUTY” 
“Script by. Yulian Semyonoy, » 
Direction. by. Iya: ‘Gurin. : 

and Bentsian: ‘Monastyrsky.. 
See ete, 

: Krugii,: 
‘and. Yuri.:Sarantsev. °°". 

-Yulian’. Semyonov's | 

tion: - Story: cgneerns two. ‘generar | 
|. tions of pilots... 

4 34. 

KS ‘girl: fron . “the: new. “city: of |: 
-Radiozav odsk has w on ‘ona lottery |" 

oh ticket and... decides to: tise - the} 
-money: on’ .a. trip: to" ‘Moscow. Her 4... 

| chance méetings give a new “angle 
.| to ‘her life; broaden 
a7 enrich: her spiritually: - 
26.. “WHILE..A MAN- 1S: “ALIVE? |: 

|. Script: by. Josif Olshansky. and 
Starring. Gleb ‘Sitizhenow,- - AM. _ 

op Direction -by Grigori’ “Aronov.- 
Co ns e i en ¢ e WS. _envir ‘onment - Photography: by: ‘Eduard’ Rozov- | 

“KF ¥OU ; ARE RIGH aa 
«, Seript. ‘by. Emmil. Braginsky and 

‘Yuri ¥egorov.: 
! Direction: by Yuri Yegorov. 
‘Photography: 
and. Igor: ‘Shatrov. 

- Krasnopolsky. .. 
A young, hot-tempered: ‘and. hon-} 

est. tele Pp. ho'n.e. repairman, who. 5 
“1peomes: up: ‘against. injustice. : 

3B: .“BLUE MONDAY ° 
. Script:.by: ‘Arkadi. Vasihev: 
‘Direction by Ivan: Lukinsky,. 

: yan.. 
_ Starring | ‘Yvan - “Soronov, “Nikelai 

“Stanislav. Khitroy : - -Gritsenko: ; 
- and’ Ly ‘udmila: ghity aeva,. 

. Seript: ‘by’ Sergei. 
- Yuri Podedonostsev... a 

” Direction. by Yuri. Pobedonostsev. . 
-Photography~ by... “Mikhail, Brue-. i 

vich. 
. Starring - Vladinir ‘Yemely ‘anov., 

Raisa -Nedashkot: skay‘ a. and-| | 
. Igor: Sretensky: . 

AL _ biologieal . “expedition which | 
spends. three: summer : ‘months: in} 
‘the Altai. . 
37. “THE: BLUE NOTE-BOOK” 

Direction by. Veniamin: Dorman. 
. -Photogtaphy by: K ons t an ti i n. . 

~imir. ‘Treshchaloy * and, Viad- | 

.. Photography : ‘by. Inna’ Zaravan| 

Marina: Khatuntéeva | . 

1 story. “It's . 
‘piincipals are ‘pilots of. ‘Arctic: avia- 

by -Pyotr. Kataev 7 

Starring ‘Stanislav: : : Eyubashin, be 
: Zharina Bolotova’. and Algxel | 

‘Based ‘Ona: satirical novel Of: the | 
.| same -name.. It..exposes. a. case of 
4‘ moriey- grabbing, a. rapacious: “atti- | 
‘tude’ to: socialist. ‘property. 

_ | 36, “ALTAL TRAILS” ~ 
. 3 Starring Igor, Bogoly ubov, Niko- 

the feelings of comradeship uniting ~ 
‘them. ; 

BYELORUSFILM STUDIO 
| 40. “THE LAST. GRAIN” -, 

Script by Vadim: Trunin. | 
Direction -by ‘Boris -Stepanoyv. _. 

_ Photography. by Anatoli Zabolot- 
**- - ski ‘and ‘Yuri Marukhin, . 

- Starring: Yuri Solovyov;: “Tatyana. 
Gavrilova and Alexei Loktev. 

‘Young enthusiasts: tackling, vite 
gin Jands., . | 
ihe “THE THIRD: Roc KET” 

Script. by: Vasil Bykov. 
. Direction’ by ‘Richard Viktorov.. 
Photography: by Andrei KiriHov., 
‘and Nikita: Khubov.-.. mo 

‘Starring Stanislav: ‘Lyubshin —" 
‘Georgi: Zhzhenov and Nadezh-. 
da’ Sementsova. 3 . 

.. Small. crew of the Soviet “Army 
stands: against .a. whole tank column 
‘of the Germans.’ 

| 42. “FORTY MINUTES BEFORE: 
“DAWN” . 

-Seript. by R. Vikker and. A: Kar. 
- cevsky. 
“Direction by . Boris. ‘Rvtsarev; 
‘Photography by Izrail Pikman. . 
Starring Gleb. Strizhenoy and. 
Larisa Danflina. 

°. ‘Phe film’ is about thosé. who: fell — 
in. battle’ against the Germans de-— 
‘fending homeland, about the things . 
which they. “could - have ..achieved 

| had “their lives not been: cut. ‘short. 
bY. ‘Hitler’s armies. 

. _-|43. ““ATTENTION fA. MAGICIAN: 
- ISIN. TOWN” fe be . | 

; : Photography. by. (Grigori. Gari | Script. vy Viktor Vitkovich ana. 
Grigori. Nagdfeld. - 7 

Diréction. by. “Viadimir. Bychkov. 

. Starring Mikhail. . Yanshin_, ‘and 
_ “Mikhail: Zharoy.: - 
A. -fairytale. filmi’. for: children. of 

if ‘What | -happened in” fairvland- with. 
hard-hearted and - ‘indifferent - .peo- 

ple who thought only. of. themselves Van : 

‘Zalygin and | d- caused unpleasantness: “to 
others,. 

DOV ZHENKO STUDIO 
_ (KIEV ) : 

“THREE. DAYS - AFTER. IM 
“MORTALITY”. 

- Script by. Koiistantin Kudievsky. 
‘Direction and - Production by. 
<"Viadimir - ‘Devgan. . . 

~ (Continued on page 104). 

4 

Direction by . Vladimir Krasno- - - 

7 Photography. by- Mikhail Kozhin. we 



"Photography - “by ‘Vaditn ‘Ner-{ 
eshrehak.: 

Ss 

- uinatov, 
About defenders of the: Sevas-| 

topol. against Germans. . 

45. “THE ‘SILVER. MEDAL 
COACH” © 

Script by. Georgi. ‘Rushnirenko.” 
Direction by -Viktor Ivchenko. : 
‘Photography by: Alexei | -Proko- 

peno. | 
Starring ‘Mikhail. ‘Kuznetsov. 

‘Ninel Myshkova: and” Vyache- |: 
slav’ Shalevich: - 

46. “THE ‘CABIN’. “BOY. OF THE! 
| SCHOONER COLUMBUS” .. 
Script by Yuri Chulyukin:,  .- 
Direction by Yevgeni Sherstobi- | 

tov. — 

. Photography by- Viktor’. Kurach: 
Starring [ra Mitsik, Volodya Kis- 
“lenko and ‘Miroshnichenko.. 

The main. theme . of. this. adven- 
ture film is to show 

for exploits: in -life. 

4. “YELENA BAY”. 
. Script ‘by | 

_Sheykunenko. oe 
Direction: by Leonid ‘Estrin ‘and | 

. Mark Kovatyov. - 2 I. 
Photography’ by. Nikolai Stutsky.. 
Starring ‘Yuri Leonidov,.- Yuri'|: 
-Grebenshichikov, Viktor. Gusev |. 
and Nona. Novosyadlova. 

peace time.’ _ 
48.“ STORIES. oF 

-HOUSE”... .- 
Script by.. ‘Vasili. ‘Zemlyak..- : 
Direction. by: Nikolai Mishenko. : 

sky, 
“Starring Leonid ‘Mershehi, 

‘Panich and Nikolai Volkov... 
Plot undescribed. : 

49. “FHE PATH WE'VE | COV: | 
ERED”. 

Script. by. Nikolai Zartidiny: 
‘Direction: -by Oleg: Borisov. and oo 

Vitali ‘Voitetsky.. 
Photography by. M. Balikov:. | 
Starring Ole. Borisov,- Yevgeni | 
* Wesnik and Pavel. Shptingfeld. 60. “LITTLE KNIGHTS”. 
‘Content not: detailed. 

50. “A STRICT GAME”. 
Script by - 

oo kov. - 

‘Direction ‘by Grigori ‘Lipshits. 
Photograpliy by. Alexander Pish- 1. 
-chikov. . 

Starring Viktor “Avdyushko, “Kol : 
they grow, -study;. differentiate. be-" 
‘tween .good and. evil’ ‘and - fight for: 
the good:. °. | 

ya Burlayev and ‘L.. Ktituzova.. 
Comedy about ‘boys in: a” small 

town .in® the” southern. part, of the 
Ukraine... ae 
51. “NAIMICHKA” oa 

A | Based. on: "Taras : Shevehenko Ss. 
“4. poem, °° 
‘Script: by I. Molostova and - M. 

Tkach. ..: 
Direction and: production by i 
_.-Molostova. .. 
--Photography: by S. Lisetski. ae 
Starring V.. ‘Donskaya-Prisyazhn- : 

. yuk. sung by .L. Lobanova), 
Larisa’ Rudenko: -and - “Boris: 
-Gmyrya.. 

~— 

mm pa ewer” 

“A. -film-opera. “The ; main parts” 
are sung by soloists. ofthe Shev-; 
chenko Opera: and: Ballet. Theatre | 
in Kiev. ° 
32. “VERONICA’S: RETURN” : 

Seript by Igor Botgarin. . 27 
‘Direction — by Ivor: Bolgaria: and. : 

Vadim Ilyenko.. © 
Photography. -by: ‘Vadin- Hyenko. § 7 
Starring M. Dabrovolskaya, Stan- 

_islav.. KHitrov, Vasili Livanov’ 
and. Nikolai ‘Timofeyev. ; 

‘Life of Veronica Kolybelnikova, | 
a medica! institute: graduate, who-} 

~ after working onthe virgin lands | 
goes to. her native Kiev. However,: 
she soon. returns. to the state. farm! 

‘MOSNAU ¢ HEILM STUDIO® 
(Popular-Science).-.. 

53: “THE ‘BLIND. BIRD” —— 
(+ Seript by 

Zhaden. - : 
‘Direction. by’ Boris Dolin.. = 

' Photography. by Yuri Berenstein:: 
Starring Volodya Sgeyev,. Oleg ' 
 Zhakov;. “Alexer “Gribov. - and 
Zoya: Fyodorova. ad 

‘ODESSA | FILM stu DIO. 
54. “A DREAM COME TRUE” 

ing Viadimir Zamansky,| - 
» tal Kryukov ‘and. -Georgl |’ ao 

pon. ‘by Ysidor “‘Aniensky.: a 

= Starring “Irina Gubanova, . Lev 
the -yoimng |" * Sverdlin. and. “lexander D De-: oo 

- spectator that the.¢ is always $T ‘oom . Hew: the character: of a young’ 68. 

| oe for. the first, time, is - moulded. 
Yuri Gutin’. anid: yuri * 

38, - “DIFFICULT: CHILDREN” | 

‘Yevgeni Pomesticht- | _ 

: - Starring” Maiya * Tbiteli, 

., . . . . 

2 ee ENING MAAR OS TRE | 

7 of a tenth-grade: pupil,. “whose. par-| -.. 
ents, -according. to “family —tradi-:|- 
tions” 

“opera: singer,..while”-the hero. is. 
much more attracted bya tay fac: 

ca, 

Boris. Bolin’ anal “~. bs 

"Soviet Film Features 
—t3 Continaea from page Ws 

“‘Seript by’ Tgor. Starkov:. . 
-- Direction by.Faik ‘Gasanov:: 

- menko. 

and’ V.. Zubarev. 
Soviet - children’ during. ‘summer. , 
vacations. 

56. 
. SEA”. 
- Seript by Y.- Dubrovkin,” 

- Direction by “¥.. ‘Khramehenko, | 
Photography ‘by F: ‘Silchenko.. 

ova -and. ‘A. ‘Beniaminoy. : 

‘a ten-year sehool; 

57. “THE FIRST: TROLLEY-BUS” 
7 Script by: ¥.. ‘Shilov and I Leon- 

idov: ; 

Photography : by: V... Grishin. 

. myanenko.. 

-worker, .who has come’ to..a: factory: 

YAUTA E FILM STUDIO. 

“Seript. by. Yuri’ -Sotnik::. 
Direction by. “Vsevolod Tsvetkov. 
Photography ‘by. Leonid _Berko-. 

About:. the © life of. ‘havymen’ in a 
iz » Starring: Sasha. ‘Kekin, Gena Bir-. 

A. CRED, oe ; 
. The film is devoted to the up- ' 
| bringing’: of two fifth. graders, the. 
most. disobedient. pupils. > 

; Photograpliy by ‘Nikolai Kulchit- | 59..“A ONE STREET: city” oe 

‘Yuri ; 

vits. .: 

‘yukov and Tatyana 'Peltger, . 

‘Script by Dmitri: Kholendro, 
_ Direction ‘by Yakov. ‘Bazelyan.. 

PP hotography. by. Boris “Komyas : 
-kov.. 

Starring. Viktor Avdyushico, Rita’ in 
Gladunko » and. Nikolai Kryuch-" : 
kov. 

GRUZIA-FIEM. ‘STUDIO. 

Script ‘by Edishér Kopiani:? 

Geno Tsulaya.: 

- will. 

~~. “Giorgadze-and Nino Natadze. 
Phe film. - is about’ ‘children, ‘how. 

6I. cDOLLS LAUGH” o 

’ Aran. Takaishvili.. 
“Direction. by-- Nikolai’ Sanishvilf. 
“Photography : hy Levan ‘Tatash- : . Mill 

Takaishvili and .N:- ‘Khvichiya. 
A. comedy. about the: | “mishaps”: 

Avant” him to. become | an:: 

tory - ‘where ‘he together with. other 
young invefitors, has the possibil-. . 

‘ity (of displaying: his: real’ talent. 4 Direction by: 
: and. skill. 

| 1 82, “THE GENERAL AND os 
:» DAISIES”... 

Script by Alexander Filimonov,. 

“> Chiaureli.. 9 <2 
‘Direction: by Mikhail. Chiaureti 

_ Photography. ‘by Georgi. Chelidzé.: 
‘Starring: Oya Bruno, Veriko*An- 
= ‘dzhapatidze, - “Andrei Abriko-. 

Sov; and Nikolai. ‘Bogolyubov. 
The film protests | against:. lage: 

i gression, against military prepara- 
<> 1) tions;. show's the necessity: for. Mis-, : 
| 2emamen 

| 63. “LAKE © PALIOSTOMI” - : 
.. Seript and’ | direction.” whys 

..Dolidze. - 
 Photogt aphy by D. Margiev:”” 

1 _ Starring | Sergo. ‘Zakariadze, ‘Zeie. Ae. 

"Photography ‘by. Vadim Kostro- . 

. Starring. Vv: ‘Dibrov, “Ae. Kitilin. 

*“SHURKA C H 0. 6 s E s THE 

Starring S, Nikonenko, N. ian vod 

‘|. .: Photography ‘by °H:- ‘Narliev.? 

4.70. “THE . PLANES DID - 

. Direction: by. Neili. Neonova and. ce 
1 "Direction: by: Bik Sabitov; i 

photography by. Givi Rachvelish- A 

and “the 
ti Ke up: military, bases.“ 7 

'-Stript by -Guram Pataraya’ ‘and Ts. 

Sesiliya. ae 
entrails’ ‘of © ‘Uzbekistan. and. build 

} Bas: “pipelines. oT 

7 - : - Direction: ‘by. AD Karpov, 
Se _ 

“s tarr — re Sarak Bagashvill, |-° 

rab Eliozishvili.. 

ee i pia. 

-PORKMENEILM. STUDIO 
66. “AN. INCIDENT. IN- ‘DASH- 

KALA” 
: | > seeipt by M. Simashko and Niko: 

. lai Figurovsky, °° 
F Direction by Mered Atakhanov. 

_ Photography by. “A: Tolkanov.: 
About the forming ‘of the. char- > Starring: Gulak. :Khodzhaev, D:: 

acter of a boy who’ decides to be-| 
come..a fisherman: after’ finishing 

Saparov | and | _ Anna. “Annaku- 
‘lieva. . S 

|= Young. teachér “pravely” fights 
against: survivals: of: ‘feudalism. still. 
to be found. in: Turkmenia, 

| st. “SHASENEM: AND: GARIB” ‘©. 
“Seript. by. Viktor Vitkovich. ‘and 

K.,. Burunov... ©: 
Direction’ by: Takhir Sabirov- . 
“Starting D. Mollaeva: and. K.. /An-. 
_. ‘“nakurbanov. .. 
Based: on -an old: folk legend. 
‘“FHE CONTEST” 

_ Based. on. the - "story; ““Shukur-- 
~~." Bahshi.” Verse: by... Makhtum- | 

kuli Saadi.:’ u 
; setipt and direction: ‘by. B.. “Man- 

: Surov. 

is 
: Dzhallyev: and H, ‘Ovezgelenov. | 

Starring”. A... ‘Khandurdiev,’ 

|. _-Résurrects: the. past of the. Turk- | 
‘|>men. . ‘people. 
“around. the Jegendary | bard. Shukur-. 

-The.- ‘plot -eeriters. 

Bahshi. a 

" UZBEKFIL 1M | ‘STUDIO. 
|=, “FIVE. FROM. FERGHANA”- 

Script. by | Nikolai: Rozhkov’ and. 
“A Rakhmat.: 

“Direction. -by.- Yuldash. Agzamov:. 
“Photography, by: M. Krasnyansky... 
“Starring: Dmitri Masanov, Uz. Ali- 
-khodzhaey .and A. Ledovaya. . 

- About. ‘Uzbekistan: Abdull. Nabiev, 
mi who: died:a- hervie death. in . the’ 

struggle against ° the bashmachi;” - 
NOT 

LAND” -: 
Seript. by” “Leonid. Arkadiev, 
‘Georgi: Osipov. and. Alexander. 
: Filimonov.- 

Photography” by. N:. "Ryadov: 

: ~ Starring L, Senchénko; N. “nd 
a Starring Dodo Chovogadze, ‘Data. a =| 

pov: and: S. Mordukhaev:’ 
Struggle: Of the - ‘people of an |. 

eastern: country against .a dictator. | 
“who : are |. “colonialists*™: 

“YOUR TRACKS” 
‘Script by. P. Kodyrov.. | 

- Direction: by: R: Botyrov’ and A 
Khachaturov. oo 

© Bhotography by A “Maslennikov.’ 
; . Starring. T. Rezhematov, -O. Dod-: 

. =, asheva and. N. Kasymov:- 
“People search ‘for. fuel gas. ‘in. ‘the | 

“KAZ AKBFILM- ‘STUDIO- 
: Film’ stories. 

-Seript : by “Anatoli” 
Yuri: Chulyukin. . 

-D:. Tnalina:- Tsoi. 
-Gukin and Yuri’ Chulyukin.. 

Gitlevich, 
‘Jan Von: Silk” ‘and: B. .Sigov.: 

‘Galiev. and 

; Photography | ‘by I. 

‘statin “Y¥. : Kosubae M, Buik-. 
Nikolai Shpanov and: Mikhail. oa S subaev,: urk--) 

‘hanova and’ E: Tzotov... 
_ Three ‘short’ ‘stories: 

| lace” calls. ‘upon . people to: “be. at- 
teritive “to: one. another. 

13. 

Satsky.. 

.Photography ‘by A. Ashparov.- 
Starring: . AL ‘Umurzakova, 

: Beiseitov, -and -I.. Shalabaeva. 

nab: -Botsvadze and “Nigzar‘| during -the German. inyasion.. 
_ @Bhariya: 

64. “HE | WHO SADDLES THE: oe 
HORSE”. 

Te ". Seript: by: ivan. Tarba; Alexander. ; 
me Vitenzon and Shalva. “Mana~ 

}  " gadze. a wale 
- _Direetion’ by. Shalva Mahagadve.: ay 

| ' Photography by Felix Vysotsky.:| 
» Starring ‘Konstantin Daushvili,. Script. by’. Oles. - Berdnik, Ivan} 

Bondin: ard. Mikhail’ Karyukov. 
Direction. by Mikhail’ Karyukov | . ana. Managadze. 

~ Grigori Nikolashvili:, and ‘Man<| 

. -.Nisson'Zaleransky. . © 
o ‘Direction by A. -Karsanbaev, — 
--Photography: “by M.- Aranyshev. 

paey and. G. ‘Kurbaev.. 

VAriadna Shengelaya and: Me-’ ae 

“Life: “and. - -work . ‘of Georgian: J oe 
| sheep- breeders a a =I 

: | vision. Engineers,.. which’ normally 
‘its. convention ‘agenda. 

| program . established by’ the U.S: 
| State Dept. and the U:S:S.R:, which |« ae 

‘mately 50%. of all feature produc: .. 
tion, which in 1963 was estimated “:. 
cat. ‘about 120- pix—about 40% in. - 

; Paper’ was- delivered by. first two 

72. “IN JEST AND: IN EARNEST” }. 

| tion and. ‘find ‘themselves. in - all 
-|-kinds of: comic ‘situations. 

| 77. "A COTTAGE. IN 

“The Neck. fo 

, “Newly-- : 
_weds"’ tells’ about: the love: of al: 
‘young: couple. and. their ‘first, ex- 

: -periences in. dife. #The Gift” ‘Tidi-: . hereditary shipbuilder, 
“éules- “bribery. | grandson. 

“THE STORY OF. A MOTHER” . a 
_ Seript, by. D. “Fashenov. and AL 

‘On “a Kazakh collective farm | 

74. “MY NAME IS KOZHA”. ~~ |. 
. Seript - by- .B. ‘Sokpakbaev .. -and, 

>), Starring. N:. Segizbaev,. {M,. Koke- |. - 

The: film ‘tells ‘about ‘the life. af | 
‘village schoolchildren. in: Kazakh- | - 
stan, and touches .about the. prob: 

, lems. of . -bringing ©. ‘Up.- ‘the rising |. 

: | 7 Los ‘Angeles, ‘April 21. 
Society of Motion Picture & Tele- 

confines” 
pretty. ‘much‘ to ‘technical develop- 
‘ments, et al, expanded its interest |. 

‘paid. a.yearly. salary, for life,;. sub>.°. at last week’s 95th semi-annual 
‘| conclave held ‘at Ambassador Hotel 
-|here -afid. devoted’ an entire even- 
ing session~to- the subject. of the | 

| boost - this figure-. another. $8,000... 
. Soviet: report was: the aftermath | 

Russian’ motion. picture industry..: 

‘of ‘three-week ‘tour. of ; Russian. 
motion picture and television facili- 

{ties last. October-November by ‘a: 
‘trio .of SMPTE members ‘and pro-. 

| ducer-director: Frank Capra. Trek | 
‘was ‘part..of. the -cultural exchange 

‘was launched. with . visit. of. ‘three 
Russians; hosted by: ‘the SMPTE at. 

-| request: of State Dept. ‘Technicians 
making: trip. included ‘Dr. ‘Deane. R: 
White of. E.I. du-Pont.de Nemours | _ 

-These. are located in Moscow, Léen- ~ 
ingrad, -Kiev .and..Alma-Ata: Mos-.~ 
-film;’in Moscow, largest: studio in’. 
Russia, turns out 30% of. all. prod-.° .... 
uct. Five Stages. are used. here’ with ae, 

. two. more under. ‘construction. 

& Co.,.Ethan M.: Stiffe of Eastman 
Kodak: Co., and: William E. Gephart 
Jr.,. of General Film Laboratories. : 

members, Gephart being. bedded. 
with . a “broken leg. 

~ i Improving Q 
the Russian film industry, it was 

reported; is. on the. upward. ‘march: 
-both in technical program and. out-: 
put... ‘Conclusion of . the four-man 
-delegation was that although much 
pot the. equipment... and. processes | 
seen: were. quite - -similar: to those’ 
in the. U‘S., some of the equipment 
showed ‘interesting independent: de- 
‘sign: features. . 

Party - visited 18. ‘sites - ii “five 
ities: Moscow, 
-Odessa. and ‘Alma-Ata, where they. 

| studied studios, theatres, film: pro- 
‘cessing Jlabs,:. a motion. ‘picture. 
design - bureau and a ‘research’ 
‘center. 

-: Strong. organization i is. behind the. 
| Soviet motion -. picture. industry, - 
they :found.. Art committees - ap- |: 7 

35m. ‘anamorphic: system;.. the: six- | “prove or. disapprove all. scripts: and |. 
ideas -for features,. and . follow: 

| ‘through | during: ‘the: filming. of an a = 

‘mir  Gorikker._ | | 
» Photography by | Vadim Mass. 

tin. (suing” -by Ivan Petrov),. Y.. 

haparidze) . and .A:. Belyavsky, 
(sung by. Pavel Lisitsian).. 

- (Not identified in Russian data : 
‘as Gilbeft-& Sullivan.) oe ° 

76: “THREE PLUS TWO” 
A 

Gorky Studio. (Moscow). 
Script by ‘Sergei Mikhalkov. 
“Direction by Genrikh Oganisyan. | 

. ‘Ph otography by’ Vyacheslav 
Shumsky. 
‘Natalia Fateyeva, Andrei’ ‘Mir- ; 

Zhrikoy ° -and t onov,: Yevgeni 
. Gennadi Nilov.*. 

| their. way: to: the seaside for a ‘vaca-. 

= DUNES” - 
Script by: Fyodor Knorre, 

- Direction: ‘by. Arkadi. 
. and Anatoli. Markelov. 

.> and A.- ‘Muiznek, ° 
Friendship: of an ‘old ‘man, a 

and . “his, 

ARMENFILM STUDIO 
|18, "THE. ROAD TO. THE! 

M. |... ARENA” 
Script -by Alexander Yurovsky. 

-Genrikh Malyan: -. 
Photography: by: Zhirair. Vartan- ; 

yan... 

‘outstanding clown. | 

79. “GOAR, GASPARYAN” , 
.Seript.. ‘and direction ‘by. Georgi. 

' -Melik-Avanyan.: - 
Photography ‘by- Yakov Kulish: 

‘paryan’s concert pervortiagees 

| BES sain 

Leningrad, ‘Kiev, |. 

ing: with . magnétic: . tracks, _ 
-four-; ‘six- ‘and nine-channel ‘stereo- 
‘phonic. ‘records: * ‘The. four-channel. . 

Petrov, (sung: by. Zurab Andz-. 81. “COSMONAUTS’. STREET” 

joint production with. the { 

“The. -principals'‘in this” ‘homedy: oS 
ate’ five young people who are -on-. 

THE 

S ataaty 

... Photography by .G. Skulte. 2) - 
Starring. I. 'Sergeyey, . iL Laur’ 

- oe v, 

_ Starring: ‘Leonid. ‘Yengibarov, an 

‘The’ film-is based -on Goar Gis. 

By. WHITN EY. WILLIAMS 

' equipment factory, a tv ; station, & aoe 
Picture,: which. must’ -be reviewed. oa 
by: an. ‘appropriate. State: committee: . 
before. At. is allowed -a. release.- a 

Salaries -: ~ ze 
All. artists. ‘and technicians: are 

ject,_-of course, .to. -good ‘eonduct;- 
‘which after: years hits..a “high of 
$12,000. - Occasional. ‘bonuses may 

-New. workers" coming into: the. © 
industry are: trained: -in two: schools,: -_ 

directors | ‘and. cameramen is five™ 

‘in: Leningrad . for operators. and’: 
‘technologists, in Moscow for “‘crea- 
tive’”’ ‘workers: Courses: for’ -writers, . 

and: one-half’ years; for: all others, | oof 
| four. and: one-half:: years: mee 

- Four studios account for: approxi: a 

eolor—but is expected: to rise to” 
150° yearly in the: near -future.. - 

Studio For. Kiev. 
There. is - a “development. “ander - 

way, it. was’ reported, to. build a. 
new ‘studio in: Kiev. for: production: a 
of educational. and: ‘popular, science eS 
‘films, fo 

| “Probably. the. ‘most popular cam- _ 
| ‘era ‘used is’ the Druzhba.35m cam-' 
e¥a;: but ‘another, the. Rodina, is 
‘also’ in- corisiderable* use. -Pix of .. 
|'70m.aré filmed:-in a camera of 
Russian :.design, ° ‘but this. ‘includes 
stock. of - this... same. size; as’: con:--. 

--In: sound . recording, 
favor four types: original. record: 

an 

trasted :to the-U:S. ‘practice 
of using, oe 7 

“negative stock-of 65m.” nse 

Russians - | 

system is normally . employed: ‘with: a 

channel -with:.wide-format . pix: ‘The’ 
(Continued. on: page TY), 

“The: film is: ‘based. on » Gadzhiev's 
museal comedy. 

‘Stanting N. Rudnaya (sung: ‘by | .. 
‘Galina Oleinichenko),-F.. Niki- |." 

PERS TT PART OPO 

retary Saearae-Vendiare atne.e.e. 

KIRGHIZFIEM STUDIO. 

“. Seript by Semyon. ‘Listov, =). 
Direction ‘by: Marianna. Roshal. 

and Anata Sadykova: ' 
This comedy. . 

oe ss a | 

“kaj STUDIO: 

Photography: by. Ilya: ‘Minkovet- 
sky. i 

- Starring ‘Arstanbek: Iréaliev, “Wok” . 
odya: Zelenin, . Tolesh | Okeyev : 

tells - about: the: ae 
jolly and: ‘amusing - ‘adventures. of 2: | 
‘boys .and.. girls, . young. 
nauts’” who live: on a street of a : big: we, city. 

“cosmo-.... 

82. “TWELVE. HOURS OF. LIFE”. ...- 
a ’ Script. by. M- Yelenin: and” G. oe 

-Maryanovsky. 

ct. mov. ; 
- Photography by: Vv. _Korétkov,. 

‘N. Aitmatov and ‘L. Latfi: 

where. plane Passengers, are. forced: 

-Off.. 

2 ee 

“BICYCLE. TAMERS”. 

Erdman _and- Yuli Kun... 
’ Direction’ by: Juli Kun. 

Skober.. 
~ Starring” ‘Lyudmila. Gurchénko, 

* Oleg ‘Borisov; Eduard: Pavlus, 

‘Zélyonaya. . 

. MOLDOVA-FILM STUDIO®. 
| | 84. ‘WAIT FOR US AT DAWN? : 

“Twelve -hours in a ‘small town: 

“>| TALLINN: FILM: STUDIO 

Direction, by ‘Abdusalom’ ‘Ralchi- : - 

Starring - T: - Abidova-Gracheva, - a te 

‘to spend some. time: ‘before taking ae 

- Seript::by Yuri. Ozerov;. ‘Nikolat 7 

_ Photography, by. “Edgar. ‘shtyrt. _ 
“Diré¢tion by. Levon Asaakyan and'| are : 

‘Sergei “Martinson | and Rina 7 

The struggle of a young: designer. °s 
. at: a- bicycle: factory to introduce: - 
into’ production a-new type.of racer © 
is. solved in. the. form of : a +. comedy. 

and Otar Koberidze, . * : Life in a present-day Abkhazian {fami 
‘Photography A. Gerasimov.. | village: | amu ¥ 
‘Starring Nikolai Timofeyer, Otar* 65. A WHITE: ‘CAR AVAN? Ma 
_Koberidze: cand. ‘Larisa: Gordei- i: “Seript by: Meraba. ‘Bliozishvili. 
- chi 

in. the - School” and] 

oot ‘AZERWALJANFILM STUDIO | 
not 80. “ROMEO, -MY NEIGHBOUR” |. : 

| ~-Seript by. V. Yesman. and I. Prut, |: 

-- .Seript. by 
Josif. Prut.. 

Direction. by. Emil. ‘Lotyanu: - 
Photography “by... Leonid | Pros vate 

Emil: Lotyanu” and 

“RIGA FILM STUDIO . Direction | by. ‘Elvar_ ‘Shengelaya. _ -Direction.by Sh. Makhmudbekov..|.... -kurov, . et 
 f& popular-science’ «im: about. the |. “and. Tomas. Meliava. . Z 15: “FOANTHE” . .: Starring A.. Iskanderov,. K. Koz-'| Starring: . Gutsu, v. Panarin and 7 

_ flight ofa giant. rocket” to. Mars. 7 , _ Photography. by. Tito ‘Kalatozish- = Pyotr. ‘Chaikovsky’s ‘opera. oo pe > mina, A. Nersesyan and. AS . IS neUrya. Q aw 
- 3 “A SECRET”: __ 7 vile and L. ‘Kalashnikov, ° oe | _ Script and’ ‘direction by: viaat-| Shengelaya. ; a Je Undetailed. 



: P -< has. only -@: working title. 

: = .Belfaapareness, with: re “814” of Italy... 

_ : ‘working: in..a research. institute—resists. his courting: . 
<. eauses the..death. of the: young woman when at Jast-he: realizes that | conferred. prestige: on ‘the “Polish' 

‘school of film.” Our film: producers 
’ :i |-and writers “have ‘their: own: ‘char-|, . 
- | acteristic. signature: ‘on: their: work,. 

‘|-One mentions a. historical. fresco, 

after. hard fights. 

oy samong «the six” women.’ 

.. Jacking adventure either. 

a tad 5 oo TE TES i ioe i i Es 

ereioiti ‘are ‘the: 17 feature Hrs’ ‘schedsiled for product dn: the. 7 
eee Hono ‘studios. during. the: he “present year: At-least.-one of these |” 

One: film; “The :Golden. Head”. is 4. co- 
production .with American ‘anterests,. ‘dtrected « ‘by ‘Richard . Thorpe. 
“Western. film. observers may be struck. ‘by: the: tile; “What's “The 

< Trouble With. Hungarian: Films?”,: which ~ “has. : certain, Kinship, in 

a “SMASH-UP” .. ae 
“Screenplay: ‘Judit’ “Mariagsy " - e ; oe 
-. Director: Felix. ‘Mariassy |: 

. “Terpinko, the weight-lifter is- considered to: be a. “Tueky’ g guy. ‘People 
speak nearly with: awe about’ his - force; lis. uninhibitedness, his bra- 

“> yado. . But Suddenly: his: usually successful: methods: fail and. his: whole | 
life proves ‘a. fiaSco::-Eva, the: wife of.:an- engineer ——.who herself. is: 

_ “DO ‘one may. live in our. Society without honest humaneness, 

SUCCESS” 

“Director: Andras ‘Kovacs. 

rn rr tC ry 

Poe - 

A film of sociographical. character, ‘made with ‘mnethods -of: the wetne. 
: 3 ma verite”’ of .France.~ It“ plays in the’ milieu of: technical: intellectu- 

_als..and:: examines ‘the. reaction: ‘of: people to the conditions ‘which. ‘have vel. 
a developed. . 
a . ° «THE WOMEN OF SZELISTYE”.. 7 

: y working - title) 
” Scteenplay: “Miklos: “Hubay..- 

Director: Karoly: Makk-  * oe . oo oo 
A Cinemascope -color :film:... =: 

Po A renaissance. comedy, playing’ in. the 15th century, in the court of 
“oT King ‘Matyas. . 2 

: . Sereenplay: Lajos. ‘Galambos _ 
- Director:. Felix’ Mariassy . 

ithe symbol: Of spiritual and. social. packwardneés, 

“F OUR GIRLS -IN: THE COURT-YARD” 
“ Soreenplay: ‘Balazs ;Sipkay- ‘and. Jozsef Solymar Te 

. Director: Pal Zolnay | - Me : 
. Four’ young | school-mistresses. are living” at: a small village. : 

: ‘gre very. lonely. 
and, -disillusions. . ie AY 

: _— “SYES” oo 

~ Screenplay: “Wan. Boldizsar: a 
~ Director: Gyorgy Revesz ” . _ ; os 
Engineer Janos: Kiss lives’ ‘a etitical period: ‘of ‘his life: 

. was taken to hospital with premature. birth.and ‘he,- 

“cornered.” -‘In' his thoughts he debates. with the ‘members of his fam- 
ily, the important ‘personages: of his. life, he argues against the child |: : 
which is ‘born.:: Suffering, he ‘séeks in his past:for the-moment;: when, he }- 

The. revived past: ‘outlines the life of. a: “coward : 
7 In this: deci-| 
“‘Bive moment of his life he has to realize. that he lived. int untruth,. that. |: 
his ‘arguments -are’false and’ that there ‘is only:‘one possibility. left to 

. has.. spoiled his life. . 
- ‘who, at that: certain :time, said. ‘neither “yes,”: nor “no.” 

“him: the child which is: born.: Conscious of this: fact he returns fo the 
‘elinics.. and: waits for. the. child; ‘the reply. to the problems. of his. life.:. . 

’ THE MONEYMAKER® ©: 
“Screenplay: Imte. Bencsik. : - Based upon a. novel: by: Lajos. Tolnat’ 

. ‘Director:. ‘Frigyes | Ban. . . 
The: film: is a satirical portrayal of. ‘gentty-Hungary at. the turn of {the tion. after the war: in -spite:.of a 

- | total’ devastation. ‘of “its. technical | 
"| facilities: (studios; ete:).. Subsidized | 

| by - the-: Government,- which: ‘took}’. 
over the management of: nearly .all | .. 
‘branches: of the. film” industry, new: 

+ studios * and - “cutting-reoms - were 
wile -Factories to: manufacture | 
‘| studio.-and: screen’ equipment: were’ 

< “1 founded © 
time. Polish film-makers ‘were -not 
only : quiek:. but . also ‘efficient. “in: 
“Making use | of. the: néw-equipment: 

~ éentury. It Telates the career. of a city-clerk: who. forged 1 money, - 

‘ 7 OTHE. AGE OF DAYDREAMING” © 
“Written: and directed: by: Istvan. Szabo* 
It is: ‘the story ofa young man ‘who | realizes. his: ‘dreams and. plans 

‘Inbetween_ he. ‘grows up. and. This. dreams, and Plans: 
, have: ‘changed, too, a 

eo) “WIDOWED BRIDES”. = 7 _— 
“Screenplay: Anna Borhy. and Sandor Kovacs - 
Director: Viktor’ Gertler -. _ 

7 A forsaken. taxi is: ‘found | ‘in a Budapest ‘suburb. The: driver’ ‘has. 
os disappeared, “Police : ‘investigation: -begins.:: ‘Upon. notice: published: in 

the. ‘papers: six’. “fiancées”” of. the’ disappeared | man show up.” Js’ he a 
Marriage ‘swindler? . Police. ‘suspect murder:: and ‘seek: ‘the. murderers ; 

But . the driver . reappears and.” we- geome: to, 
know why" he wanted to. matry all the: six. women: .. 

i ST ESTIMONY? 
_ Sereenplay, ‘Lajos. Mesterhazy and Zsuzsa Biro 

- Director:. ‘Marton ‘Keleti : : -- 
ae Tn its essence. the’ ‘film plays ‘today, but. the last. ‘months’ of ‘1944 stay 
nae: an. important: role .in it. “A young: ‘student. living from one. day. to the'}:: 

other enquires ‘first. by- chance: then ‘with: more: and: more’ interest. ‘about = 
‘the circumstances of thé “death:of his father who, as a private, died | 
-in- action at.the end of 1944." ‘The recognition.” of: the. dead father’s: 
unknown life,. of. the reasons and causes. of: his death. ‘transform: the: 
. hoy: into a. conscious man: of: grown-up. -mentality. 

: “THE GOLDEN HEAD” | 

~ Sereenplay: Roger ‘Pilkington—Ivan Boldizsar .. 
““Director: Richard: Thorpe --°.: 
’ JAN American-Hungarian ' co-production. A: Cihemascope: ‘eélor- fim. 

- British: teenagers pass. every year their summer, holidays. by. navi-: - 
gating ‘on. their ‘small: boat upon: various: rivers of- Europe.. This«yeat 

"i. they come ‘to’ Hungary ‘and -it-means-a special: ‘Sensation. to. them. to |. 
“Here: they :come to: know, however,. 

‘But. their ‘holidays .are -not: 
a A -beautiful. medieval treasure, the. golden |: 

- head of. Saint Laszlo. was‘ stolen: from..a cathedral: - 
'-” eeed in tracing. the: ‘criminals and: return from. their. holidays with. the: 

“eome “behind the. Tron Curtain:”. 
the everyday. life of a: ‘peaceful. people... 

Pleasant feeling of. -well. spent .tinie. * 
i OTHOSE. TIMES ARE PAST? 

“'Seteenplay: Istvan: Kallai . -. 
.Director:. Endre Marton — 

7 ince: ‘2 Man—and a ‘woman-employee ‘get - entangled’ into ‘a love adven- 
ture. 

_ Same. denounces ° them’. because .of:- their . love-affair: - : Seandal . breaks. 
' - Joose’-at the. office. ‘Everybody : forgets about the: corruption: ‘and only: 
_eares for. the. love-affair,. claiming under. the motto “those. times- are 

-°- past” that those” two: should divorce. their :wife; ‘respectively: husband 
"and. ‘get married. ‘Petit-bourgeois. mentality has created a new. sehema; | : . 

. tism in slibstitution of old'time:-marriage moral. principles: .: -.. 

“WHAT'S THE TROUBLE WITH HUNGARIAN FILMS: a |: 
_ Screenplay: Istvan. Csurka 
* Director: Tamas Fejer. | — 

; In . this natirical comedy: a ‘fim: director and” ‘a. - sereénplay-writer; 
_ wanting. to Hide. their. own. “imability,: transform * ‘in. _ the course. > of. the 

lindustry of Poland: witha yiumber 

. He: nearly - American | -playoff. . 

a Based. upon ry ‘short t sory by Kalman | 
“Mikszath, the famous . Hungarian. writer. . oi . . 

“They | 
_-The ‘1 film - relates their . iife=-touching dove 2 stories 

‘His: wife: oe 
- at home, : is. pack-.|: 
ing his ‘belongings: - he: wants to leave her, he. does not.want- to: ‘accept | .- 
- the child; For him. this means-.a “tight corner”. and ‘he cannot ‘be’. 

= ences.: -- 

‘os ‘built: - 

The: -children suc- 7 

oe _Waréaw: | 
Last “year. iprovided the | film | 

of . encouraging successes. First the: 
San Francisco. Film Festival Grand |. 

{-Prix. went::to. “HowTo Be’ Loved” 
by Wojciech ‘Has. Then “The. Knife 

‘Philharmonic ‘Hall... This - Roma 
Polanski feature was the object ‘of 
considerable™ attention -- 
American -press:and is currently. in. 

These : last . ‘reeerit” "years “have: 

“The - . Knights * of... the * Teutonic 
Order" by: ‘Aleksander: Ford Vand a 

Warsaw Animators ~ 
- Warsaw. .. 

or the three ‘Polish studios” * 
which produce: ‘animated films,. . 

.| two specialize: in ‘series. First 
". -Beries,” made’ for. the 1962-63 
’ “season, .is. a 13+ chapter: fantasy. 

. ane Lone. |: : called “Jack.” . This :series’ has: .. | 
rman . BR <0 o been: sold: to 26° eountries, in- 

“+ ~The. story. ‘of: a young schoolmistress. ‘who is fighting, fn. ‘.: “ttle t 
- village; ‘for the: building’ of: a. new: school,. ‘as. the ‘old. one has. grown to. 

~cluditig Great Britain,” which’ 

Other... series;: 
production;- are all.-in. color, 

‘eurrently,- ‘ir os 

1-. without. dialogue. and: designed :* | 
“for. showing <in .black~.-anid:” 

-: white... Directors, ‘mostly. grad-:~ 
- “nates. ‘of. the: Academy” of Fine . 
> Arts, are also thé -authors. of: ” 

' the ‘cartoon..and-: ‘ puppet: de- 
arn “signs | and background. ‘Among: --1 which’ gonsist;.of seript-writers, di- | 

?|. . series on ‘whieh work is pres-z:* 
.~ #On ‘lon similar’ lines. and who: have ‘a 

| similar. ‘approach . to film subjects;. 
.- | mode .‘of.. expression’ and: (Steative 
a methods. - 

The: film studios: There are three. 
of: them...at present, namely . the 

. | Lodz, Wroclaw. and Warsaw. studios; |.° 
“tand_ facilities: of the. film ‘industry: 
Ashooting. halls, equipment, cutting-| 
rooms, .. -ete.) are, used: by all: the |. 
‘units :in--turn: and “serve them as 

The units are 
‘supervised: -by, ‘Artistic. Managers, 

ently ‘being... done. are. 
Trail,” ‘comedy ‘detective plot; :. 

which. brings playing: cards. to 
- - lifes. 

gags, . ‘and “Blue Beetle” which.’ | 
is’. fantasy : with. -inisécts: ‘as AS | 
principal, characters... ee 

‘comedy, “Eva Wants. to’ Sleep”. by| 
Tadeusz: Chmielewski. Both: raised 
‘lively. interest ‘with, Aoreten audi- 

From: Ground “Up. 

There ‘was ..an. almost * ‘instan- | 
.teous revival of Polish film: produe- 

‘in’ an: extremely “short 

-and. facilities .as: proved by: the: first 
international..successes: of ~ Polish: 
Cinema-:: ‘brought: about . by. films; 

_ | Sthe: ‘Last Stage” by: Wanda: Jaku-. 

. Director: “Miklos ‘Jancso.. 

find work and: new. ‘life... 

“Sage: 
: periods of. history. 

by ‘Mer Jokai : ~ 
-. Director:..Zoltan. Varkonyt. 
-A -Cinemascope: ‘color-film - (in’ tio’ parts’: 

- powska’” and “Border... Street”. by. 
Aleksander. Ford,. made’ as early. ag 
the first: post-war: years... > 

‘Taking advantage of the experience 
“acquired.. during. the: first ‘post-war 

[In ‘the: Water” - attracted. ‘attention | 2ecade » and-‘analysing ‘in’ detail: all 
dat the New. York. Festival. held ‘in ‘successes. and’: failures. of ‘Polish 

films: in. those years, ‘the industry. 
“was able to. build a new, model -of 

the |- . 

| both to, our economic resources and 
artistic‘ ambitions . and to the spe-|. 
cifie : exigencies and: aspects. of | 
film-art. | - 

_- showed it on- the: -BBC: Chil~ a 

1: dren's. Program: Jast year... -* 

“The Knight of ‘Red-.Hearts,” o. 

“Boo -and Loo,’ slapstick |" 

| -filmi -directors;.- 

s+ In ‘the : last: days: of ‘the war, ‘the: liberating: ‘Soviet: troops meet. a 
“peasant lad, escaping. from military. service forced upon: him.. 

|, become. friends and’ get .acquainted with ‘the life’ of each: other. 
_":|-Soviet. soldier dies in action and the Hungarian man tries in- vain to 

“s.-("Save’ his ‘new: friend’s life’. seeking ‘desperately for. a ‘physician, ..Put- 
ting the red. star of. the dead Soldier upon his: own’ cap, he sets ‘out to. 

- OTHE. GIR: DANCED: TO LIFE” 
* Written: ‘and. ‘directed by: ‘Tamas. Banovich : _ : 
A ‘spectacular ‘dance-film’ in: color’ which’ has a highiy’ exigent mes-| 

“It “shows. the - social situation ‘of the: ‘woman : in three various” 

“THE SONS OF. "THE, HEARTLESS MAN” 
Séxeenplay: ‘Janos: Erdody.. ‘Based upon ‘the: famous ‘Yomantic novel 

“By. ‘ZBIGNIEW PITERA. 

“A second. spurt: came: in “ose. | 

film. production:.so far. not. known 
‘in: other countries and best suited. 

This: new. qaodel. ‘Hot. ‘only. ‘elimi- 
nates ° the differences. ‘apparent. in: 
‘ot er film industries caused ‘by. the. 

|.discrepancy. ‘between: the ‘artistic 
‘Shape of: a ‘film -and its economic 
‘implications,’..: but ‘also » 

-—j smoothly the interests: of the -pro-.| 
. ‘ducer. (i.e.. the Government),  film-. 
| Makers and’: audiences, ‘anid . puts 
| strong . emphasis” on.’ the artistic. 
‘level ‘of: film’ production. “We: are 
all. aware:-that ‘these often contra- | & 
‘dictory interests have for years 
‘been-causing insoluble. problems to 
-World ‘Cinema:‘whieh seems to be |. 
caught ina vicious. ‘eircle.: ‘ 

: We have ‘tried to. solve. thent ih 
” Poland in -the following. Ways. 

“Which may: 
‘be: ‘regarded’ as patron’ of the Pol- 

“\ish: :Cinema, -and although: this pa-}: 

“The - -Government:. 

-.F tron ‘supervises film production, ‘it: 
gives. a”free hand. to film-makers. 
‘in choosing - -the’. subjects and‘ in. 

-|moulding the: artistic shape of their 
films... -Where feature: films are con-| 

py. ‘eight ‘autonomous: film,” “units | 

rectors and: cameramen . who ‘work 

‘their workshops.: 

‘most of them ‘prominent Polish 

‘and others..- , 

What resalts ‘were brought. about 
by’ this system. of film. production? 

‘Unit: System: Clicks . 

the “system: ‘of units. became a 
turning. point. by. increasing the 
number .of films ‘produced: and. by 
developing. their - artistic. standard. |. 
‘The annual. production has. been J: 
‘doubled and amounts to 30‘features: 
per. year. We believe they. flourish 
in’ ideas “and. are” marked: by: a 
variety of styles. The unit. system 2 
‘has... given: “opportunities. to :- the 
“youngest: -directors——graduates: “of : 
the: State Drama. and..Film School, 

[believed one of. the, best of its kind. -: 

‘Vusuat: filin-studio protediires,. Ja: 1 qitite ‘thrillingly. beginning ‘tragedy | 
first" into: a ‘comedy and: then into.‘a show...’ : 

Cf ePHIS IS HOW E CAME” 
“ Screenplay: t. Vadasz—I, ‘Hernadi- oe ; 

“They 
A. 

The: . story. “plays: 4 in the 

| the cost of film production.. 

‘Diamonds,” 

“who -is-. at. ‘present. maki 

: -blends 

‘ Noose,” 

‘Aleksander. Ford, 
Jerzy. Kawajerowiez, Jerzy Bossak, : 

oe | mentalists, Jerzy Hoffman and Ed-. 
Jan . -Lomnicki .. 

|varied subject - matter 

we “| : ‘period of -the: Hungarian’ War for Independence in 1948:‘and: foctisses. 
i Bee “| upon. the’ story..of the -Baradlay family: In. spite. of -innumerable.man-: 

. Chance brings“that on‘ the oceasion - of ‘an. “official. ‘trip: to. the. ‘prov: | ifestations of personal’ heroism the fight for liberty: is. defeated. . ‘Upon: 

‘As ‘they happen’ to discover’ a corruption; the man: accused for: 

- history of the country. in- the. course .of three decades, ‘without becom-| ¢ 
ing. the illustration of same. The individual drania of the. ‘hero marks, 7 

his: death. bed. the: father ‘warns. His sons to serve :faithfully. the Habs- 
burg.’ dynasty; but—in : ‘spite: of this last. will-—the: mother encourages. 
‘her: three: Sons to. fight - for liberty. .. General: Haynau orders. bloody 
vengeance. . 
‘the fight—reports in. Place. of his. brother, -who has. a x family, ‘and : dies 
in. order to save shim: 

any “TO, ‘000 DAYS” 
“Ymre Gyongy ossy:, 

Director:: Ferene Kosa. *... .. 
“ Sereesplay! 

at. the same’ ‘ime, the: heavy. road of: the. birth of the new... 

--The: youngest: ‘Baradlay. ‘poy——avho: ‘did not participate. in. |. - 

‘Jim; French. film, 

“The: life . of..a Hungarian’ peasant. which is “thoroughly. linked to the]: 
office this spring are: 

in the world. “Last but. not | 
it-has brought about a decrease 

‘Steady ..development of 
quality. of: ‘our films ean 
proved by -“Kanal,? “Ashes 

“Tnnocent - ‘Sorcerers 
and “Samson” ‘by Andrzej awe 

we 
a 

5 

Ashes,” a historical. epic a) the ° 
period. of. the Napoleonic: wars, 
“The Shadow,”..“It:is Not The End 
Yet,” “Night. “Train” and “Mother 
‘Joan .“of : the . Angels” by Jeray 
‘Kawalerowicz. may be cited. Lat- 
ter-is preparing a classic. ‘novel by. 

| Boleslaw Prus, “‘The Pharaoh,’ set 
against the. background: of ancient. = 
Egypt, but revealing some moral.” 
problems.-which. have Jost: none. of 
heir. applicability to human nature. 

Wojciech Has who-is at his best 
-at.: psychological dramas (“The 

“Farewells,” 

has for once given up his: favorite 
genre. and is at present working on 

“Golden 
Dreams”. and: “How .to be Loved”) . 

a screen adaptation of a: colorful, 
romantic. adventure story. in period... 
settings. -. 

.The. recent release of: an: “unfine: 

“Eroiea”. and -“Bad: Luck”) has be- . 
,;come an outstanding event both ~ 

ished: -film .by..the ‘late Andrze: 
‘Munk (“The Man. on the Track,” 

for: cinema people and for wide’ 
‘audiences. Munk’s attitude towards ....... 
the problem raised. by the film was 
quite .unconventional. The. drama- 
tie. story . develops almost. simul- 
taneously on two levels which mark 
two different: periods: - ‘thus. ¢<on- 
temporary. scenes are interwoven 
|-with those of a Nazi. concentration 
camp. 

In- ‘comedies. we should note a 
‘new click: of Tadeusz Chmielewski, - 
director of ‘“Eva Wants. to. ‘Sleep’ 
(awarded. the. Grand Prix at. San 
‘Sebastian Festival), who has just. 
recently presented | ‘his fast moving 
‘war-comedy, ““Wiiere is. the Gen- 
eral?” - 

Tadeusz. "Konwicki, Aleksander. 
Scibor-Rylski- and J jerzy Stawinski,. 
the pioneers" of so called “suthor 
film”: 
following films based entirely. on 
their. own screenplays, ‘Hallo- 
ween,” “Their Everyday Life’ and 
“No. More Divorces,”’. respectively. 

Last but not least, talented docu- 

‘ward Skorzewski, 

in .Poland,’ have made the. 

all: of them: winners of Various - 

Lively Yugoslav 
Film Industry 

By STOJAN BRALOVIC 
: Belgrade. . 

In: the period between the two: 
cof world wars, the film industry of 

ee os | Yugoslavia ‘amounted to not much. 
'- |Production.. represented groping: 

| first .efforts, little for export. The - 
‘industry *- 

dates from 1947 with the comple-- 
tion of new studios. Since: then 
| Yugoslavian features to the num- 
ber of 1£ 

present. “vigorous - film © 

-have been. created. Also, 
of course, . there has been an. in- 

- | creasing’ amount of co-production 
_ :|-with ‘the ‘industries and . Private 
--| producers of other lands. 

‘At the outset Yugoslavia’s own 

This has’ faded with time. More 
is now 

| handled: although patriotic themes 
continue as with “Kozara,’ of. re- 
-cent.vintage. It details a German. 
air raid; also a ‘German scheme to 
capture’ “Marshal,. now © Presidént, 

|. Tito. . 

1 Russian and English are proposed 
: Soundtracking jn French, 

in addition . to the native ‘Serbian. 

. Alien © product - 

“Jules et 
“Guns. of ‘Nava- 

rone,”” USA, “The Man's. Destiny, ". 

| included ™ ‘these. titles:. 

“USSR. production.. 
Yugoslav films . doing t best -box- 

“Kozara,” ” “Sasha,” ” The ‘Valley 
Of Peace. . 

1 

prizes at. short film festivals, made 
| successful feature debuts with a 
comedy, “Gangsters and. Philan- 
thropists” anda rural_dramia, “The 
‘Dowry,” : “Feapectively. | 

| film stories were obsessed with the:' 
_ '.| War against the Germans, much as. 

- | was. the. film. industry . -of “Russia. 

‘imporied ‘here |: 
“quring passed three. to four months’ 



a VERY] HING REMAINS ‘OR PEC La! 
Hee OES Screenplay: Samuil Aleshin. 1 a 

th Directed by Geogy Natanson ~ 
= yh: Starring: Nikolai Cherkasov 

ue (Star of Eisenstein’ 's.Ivan the Terrible and 

- Alexander Nievsky) wee : 

e ~ Lenfilm Production, black and white. 

E LIVING 
__ Screenplay: Alexander Stolper 

~ Directed by Alexander Stolper . 

‘Starring: Kirill Lavrov, Anately Papanov, 

Aleksei Glazurin. 
: _Mosfilm Production, i Q 

oe “wide screen, black and white © | 

THE DEAD AND THE LIV 

6 Wreens nm ee aree ete 

pater ee, 
i oa 

HE S EEPING BEAU Y 
Lk _ Music by Tchaikovski : 2 

| ~ Screenplay: Appolinari Dudko, 

“Konstantin Sergeev, losiph Shapiro. ~ 

"Directed: by Appolinari Dudko, 
Konstantin: Sergeev 

‘Starring: Alla. Sizova, Yury Solovjev, es 

ot “Natalya Dudinskaya _ oe | 

“ Lenfilm Production, colour, 70n mm | 
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NATASHA ROSTOVA. 
Bey BRANCHES: ° Bos, 
ARGENTINA. ..“Laprida i918;.Busnes Aires 2 
AUSTRIA -Wehtiebengasse, 4. WiewtVo oes coe 
BELGIUM  —._ 33, Boulevard du Regent, Bruxelles - 
“BURMA... 59, ‘Frazer Red., cor. of Halping Rd. Rangoon: 

4, Maly eet Per, cua SO calle, Primera Ne. 3406. Miramar, Habana.” 

- DENMARK Dr. Tvargade 35.5 ‘Copenhagen a oo : 
ee “os EGYPT 2, Rue Oswald Finney, Dokk! Le. catre RAV % Ne _ Moscow, K-9. ay 
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in. Sergei Bondarchuk’s. 

Epic 70m. Color Production —* | 

‘of Leo Tolstoy's s Wa and. Peace” 

Now: Being Completed at ; oe 

=Mosfilm. Studios. 
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ENGLAND 

FINLAND, 

FRANCE 

GERMAN - 
DEMOCRATIC | 

REPUBLIC | 
GREECE 
‘INDIA | 

‘Milastrasse 2 ‘Bertin NOSS: 

| WALK AROUND MOSCOW 
"Screenplay: Gennadii Shpalikey 

‘Directed by Georgii. Daneliya 

| Starsings Galina Poljskih and Aleksei Loktev 

~ Mosfilm Production 
"wide screen, black and white 

a .- a 

s: 

THE SILENCE 
_Soeenpay Yury

 Bondarev, v. sie
n 

"Directed by V.. Basov. 

"Sting: V. Emeliya
nov, V: Konyaew, a

 

LN. Velichko, L Luzhina * 

“\Mosfilm. Production 
~ Running T Time: 210 Minutes.” 

THREE PLUS TW WO 
« Sereenplay: Sergei Mihalkov 

Directed by Genrich C Giganisjon 

- Starring: Nataliya: Kustinskaya, 

< Nataliya Fateeva, Andrei ‘Mironov, - 

~ Evgenii Zhatikov, Gennadii Nilov s 

" Mosfilm Production, colour, wide ees 

“10, Kerisington: Palace ‘Gardens, Lendon: wl. : 

- ‘Mannerheimintie, 16; ‘Helsinki, — 

oy ‘Rue de Je Faiaanderie, ‘Paris xve* 

7 a ‘Stradigou Kallart Street; J ‘Athenes; Psychics 

"163164 Lewer Calaba Road, 7th floor. | opp. : 
Colaba. Pest. Office, . Bombay—S". : oe 

2 

INDONESIA. . Dil. Teuku’ ‘Umar o ‘Diakarta. . 
me ‘MEX. ie Generat Leon 32, Col. Facubaya, | Mexico, “DF. : 

_ NETHERLANDS: Weterigschans,.18, “Amsterdam 7 
—— NORWAY. an "Inkognitregaten 10/A; Osie. — . 

an. PAKISTAN. _ (8/22 Bleak. ‘House Road, 8/22, ‘Karachi. ae 
SWEDEN ;Sigtunagatan, 13, ‘Stockholm Hos 

a SWITZERLAND Thunstrasse- 63; ‘Berne. 4 pao a 

“THAILAND. _ “Ty. Matia ‘North: ‘Road, , Bangkapl, Bangkok. ok 7 

“INWOKENTI SMOKTUNOVSKY 
as: fhe 

~ PRINCE OF DENMARK 
in 

“Gregori, Kozintsev's 

Three Hour Production 

| “of HAMLET" 

“Music Specially Composed by 

DMITRI ‘SHOSHTAKOVICH 

A. Lenfilm Production - 

Wide. Screen : 



“The: purpose. of the Festival - is to: draw attention to ‘outstanding fi lin _ 
which, by their artistic form and- content, in the spirit’ ‘of the Festival’ 
< motto, contribute to the development of cinematography. 

Part. of the Festival isthe Free Tribune which: provides an “spportinity: aa oe - 

for film makers, theoreticians, journalists and producers. freely’ to-conftont 

_ their vViewsand thereby attain mutual understanding and a: ‘better grasp 
| of the aims of cinematographic art in the present” fimes + 

2 During the Festival, the‘lind Symposium of fhe young and: new. cinema: 
--tographies of Africa, Asia and Latin America will be held; its purpose-is, ; 
on the one hand, to:show in‘a special Symposium competition films which - 

~ contribute to-the development of the young:and ‘new cinematographies: 
“of these regions, on the other hand to draw attention: -to films which: are. 
‘marked by specific: national: or local traits in the countries of the above--. 
named. | regions; regardless of. the age of the cinematographies in’. ‘these 
individual countries: _. 
Part'of the: Symposium. are. ‘found-table discussions which offer an. ‘op- 

- portunity to ‘representatives ‘from. Africa,. Asia. and: Latin.-America: to. 
_ -deliberate’.on problems connected with the development. of the: ‘cinema- 
‘tographies in ‘these countries, and -to ‘creators. of . films, - theoreticians. 
and journalists from other’ countries: to become. ‘acquainted: with: the 

_ problems ‘confronting. ‘the: cinematographies . of the. above: named. coun-: °:, 
"tries and to. takepart in-their solution.  ~- 

The .competition ‘of the Symposium and: ihe round: table. discussions ve 
_ strengthen the:-connection between the ¢inematographies. ofthe. countries. . 
“mentioned: and. the “development. of cinematography. the world over. 

CESKOSLOVENSKY FILMEXPORI ; 
“Maclavske. nam. 28; Praha i 

‘Cable. Address: -EXIMPFILMS—Phone 246-7ab 
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- Humerous s science e fiction, no 9 dialogue and long. 

feature bye lon Popestu-Gopo:” : 

. em’ present-day’ Rumanian Village life as" s lived tn 

_ three sisters. in | search. for love and happiness. a : 

ve sme 
Ao cinemascope* production: introducing - “audiences “ie 

Al. [post-war - ‘Rumanian. provincial - ‘society as seen: through 
|| the froubled  Sendihip of of two > young, meni. 

- Featuring the. troubled life. ard conscience of a. Boe 
--- young -intellectual, who" 
So sacrificed. during. ‘the. first : World ‘War. ‘A ‘suc: 
2 veessful, screen: ‘adaptation | of” one of ‘iviv _ 

: _ Rebreanu's novels.’ re ea ee 

“THE FOREST OF THE HANGED” 

is: uselessly . being. ~ 

“pele Place. : 

‘Sole Distributor: RC On M F I L mM 

| Offers for the 1964 season, a 

of the latest Rumanian feature films: 
——e | ne ae 

: init iti sl i 

en 8 eee ee 

| special selection 

i oi hen ee IER 

1s bi 

= Dramatic, ‘spectoeular’ period film i 

_cinemascope featuring events that have 

made | Rumanian history, 

“THE T TREASURE | 
ok \ powerful dramatic picture of a postwar Rumanian. | 
-illge living ‘under the spectre: of drought. THE SEASONS” 
ws ‘as reflected 3 in. human. lives. Each sedson with its feelings, 
passion and contradictions. both. psychological and senti- 

_ omental form the centre of this. picture made of 4 sketches. 

~ aes ne § o rs) N* 

“THE. ‘SOIMARESTI sTocn” 
A historic picture - in cinemascope : ‘and: colour, 
which’ brings: to” the screen. decisive. ‘moment ~ 
“from: Rumanias : troubled. “history. . Heroism, ‘, 

., deceit, love ‘and. revenge: all’ mingle -against.’ 
:- =fhe. background of. spectacular-battles fought: °- - 
oon the very. places,’ where these: historic battiss 

Se 

“A GLADE IN THE SUN” 
Musical ¢ comedy i in: ‘colour set against. the back- 
ground of the beautiful Rumanion Carpathians 

* Mountains. _ 

~ Export-Import and Distribution of Films: | 

25, Julius Fucik: ‘Street, ‘BUCHAREST/ RUMANIA 

——_ 2 . 
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“BUDAPEST 

offers. 
‘shooting possibilities i in Hungary — : 

‘Hungary i is. famous all’ over: the: world. for. the. beauty of its landicopes 

“The famous: Hungarian: Pusta- ‘Picturesque hillands, rivers, lakes: 
“The - Balaton ‘one of the: biggest lakes-in ‘Europe i is: about: 60. ‘miles long” 

Romantic castles: ancient. ‘and: modern: cities ©. ‘Famous. Hungarian’ stud-farms and excellent: riders” ind “Upon request, numerous. extras 

‘World-famous symphonic and folk-orchestras e ) Classic, and mode rn ballet-and folk-ensembles distinguished with international awards 

- First class hotel: accommodations 

File Processing s services. in ‘excellent nt quality ing brand : new fi Im: laboratéry 7 

“Modern cartoon siudios~ e. ‘Outstanding artists 

Festival: award-winner cartoons, puppel-fi ims, Ty Studios for. "posse ‘and sound-tecording 

| Reliable, pr 

~ Excellent technical staff _peblcty fi Ims 

“HUNGAROFILM 
Enterprise for the export and import. ‘of -fi ims. 

v Bathory utca 10. . Budapest, Hungary * eo Phone: 312-777 ° * Telex: Bp: 463 

- Polish Animated Cartoon Series 
for Cinema and tv Release . os 

og “BLUE: BEATLE" hes « plot set In the 5 mhaeus 
“fous werld-of: the bes-princess ond ther roman- 
tie crickets. : — 

Three - studios th. “Poland produce animated 
‘films, two: of them specialize..in ‘series. The 
‘first series, "JACK THE SLEEPY HEAD",. was 

. _ made. in 1962/83: thirteen fantastic adven-) - 
a tures: of little Jack in-the. world of his. dreams. ole 

Action;: a "simple: musical background, and. 
1 pleasant cartoon characters quickly made it.a 

success. The first showings. appeared on. ‘the _ BBC Children’ 's Programme i in 1963. "JACK" . = 
is now. shown in. thirteen: countries and has: cae 
been sold ‘to, thirteen’ others. “Subjects: from ‘all “the: above ‘artes. will: bs ms : fhe atlan ten on. I ‘both sides. of | tio “tur 

Meanwhile; Polish. ‘studios have produced. fur= presented at: the. Vth ‘Cracow: Short. Film: | Paramount,’ one. source informs, at “mo ion 1 Dic ur e. 
. ther series films. “ON: TRAIL" features the | Festival. tn. June: 1964. - nr - intends to shoot “The Greatest Job. | a 

‘exciting and humorous experiences of 'e little ' Insurance. 
detective. “THE KNIGHT OF RED HEARTS”... 
| shows “a personified pack of ‘ecards fighting —~ 
~ battles. against the evil kings.” “BOO AND 
LOO" is a slapstick-gag series. describing the” 

life of two little. p scams. 

‘PICTURES, INC. 
723 Seventh, Ave: 

“New York,.N.-Y.. 
Circle 5-6570- 

“All these. sertes ‘films are te ‘colour, Without ; 
“| dialogue -and. ave. adapted | ‘for. vshowing i 
2 black and white... : " Joa 

In Polish. ‘studios. the: directors ‘ate: alse: the 
- authors..of the é¢artoon and puppet designs. 
“and backgrounds. They. are mostly graduates aa 
‘of the. Academy. of Fine Arts, =. 7 

“ORILM POLSKL = oe 
‘6-8 Menewiecka, ‘Wersaw, Polesd | ee a : 
Cebles: Imextim 

_ Velext.tx Pim WAS81640:. 
Phones: 26-04-41; 26-84-55; 26-23-70 

Featute filmi and short. subjaens. including 

file. ‘classics, vos 

* documentaries: oe . 

A, cultural produétians 

- animated ‘subjects 

‘children’ s filme; ‘and 

television’ Production: we 

“DISTRIBUTORS. oF sovier MOTION PICTURES SINCE. 1928. - 

; "eduction. and scientific footage ‘available for. theatiiésl, nenthecivical and. 

Novak: ‘and Marcello Mastroianni 

‘have been. paired, at. least. in pre- 

i lim. announcements; ‘Martin: Poll -is 
- likewise. slated, to produce: for’ 20th. 

‘|f-here, project. to be called “The 
| - Appointment,” ‘from: a’ Paul Os-. 

“born « script, . with summer: start. 

_bruited. 

“of. pix which ‘sees Embassy Pic 

| which moves. to. Rome. after its: 
Naples | Jocations; “Casanova : 70,” 
“Tropic . ‘of © Cancer,’ ” and © other: 

Ji list for this. year. Ponti. links forces | 
(with Metro, on the other hand, on: 
three: - “Operation. 
-glated. “for. a: summer. start: - Peter 
-Ustinov’s: “‘Lady..L,” which could 
go before’ the end of the year: and |. 

which tooks | 
“more. likely. as a 1965 starter ‘under’ 

“Yoeal starters is at least at. present: 

fin the -World”. here; Sol Fielding. 
‘AL. is to. produce ‘for. Columbia anitem |. 

set. here and titled “This Mine |. 
‘Oath”;: Roger Corman ‘also has |. 

- been. ‘toying. with a local project; | 
” “Illicit” is. mentioned as a Claudia | 

_ | Cardinale-Omar Sharif’ starrer; 
2 Hal’ ‘Chester’. -has. announced : he'd! 

— | 

° 

Yanks Returning To Rome 

. - Goproduction Set 

Then’ there’ s: the ‘partly-Yank: set. 

tures : linked - to: ‘Carlo. Ponti: the: 

current: “Marriage, Italian Style,” 

& 

items. are likewise on the rumored 

‘Crossbow, ” 

“Doctor. ‘Zhivago,”’ 

David Lean’ s direction. 

“The. remaining field of potential 

‘more. nebulous, and in some cases: 
derives. “principally from’ news bits: 

| ““DIMKA” —_- now. in. record-breaking | premiere, — a 
ment .at Carnegie Hall Cinema.: - a | 

“THE BALLET. OF OTHELLO”. —. directed by. and. starring: 
‘Russia‘s: sensational’ dancer. Chabukiani. 

7 “NINE DAYS: OF ONE YEAR‘. —_a film by Michael Fromm. “ 

“of alove jeopardized by our nuclear age. 

Tehaikovsky’ s “YOLANTA”, First. film. version of ‘the great Tt 
composer’s™ ‘Jest. opera. - 

“THE LITTLE HUMPBACKED “WORSE” — ‘an. n original screen |E 
‘ballet statring: Maya Plisetskaya 9 and the Bolshoi ‘Ballet. _At 

Continued. from. page: 81 

like: to make “Legacy, of a Spy” in in 
tandem. -with. Rome’s | Galatea 

‘Films, with: Anton | Leader. ‘direct- 
ing;- ‘Columbia is said: interested. ‘in. 

coming in with Ottavio Poggi this ~ 
‘summer ‘on’. “Richard _ the. Lion’ 
‘Hearted”; Al Sultrizio. has. said 
he’s signed no.less than Jayne 

| Mansfield. for <a. film’ to. -Shoot . in: 
[Italy under. the title “Killer. ‘at: 
'|-Large”; and’ last. but. not least, Jo= 
seph : L. Mankiewicz ‘has. indicated a 
nostalgia for ‘Italy, :where. he ‘shot 
“Cleopatra,” and hopes to direct. 
“Mr. Fox of Venice”. in that city, - 
‘perhaps: late this: year,’ ‘and for-UA,: 

_ The “number. of ‘Yank. and. ‘other . 
foreign stars. should also © ‘be on © 
the. rise ‘once..more here. as. things _. 
get: -back- into’ swing. Notably, . .. 
‘there’s .a current. influx. of oater.. 
‘specialists, being imported : as Italo -. 
filmmakers: jump. on’ the’ western _ 
bandwagon. 

All in all, ‘and if only. a portion 
of: ‘the - ‘above - -ideas ‘materialize, 
‘things should be looking. up’ soon’. 

tin a sector of the local industry § ~- 
which: hasbeen: in. the doldrums ae 
for some’ ‘time. ono, 

"Yeast tilm, weather, ability; , 
cameras, Props, plagiarism. as aN 

: WINKLER ASSOCIATES, LTD, 
120 W. 57 St., New York 19, Circle 73366 | 
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“ 7 ‘the: ‘conditions. 
‘ : studio Space and there. are no new: 

.. government . regulations .on- the |. 

“Television Importance © 

‘nique, 

“Thé. Collector.”. 
_tenay, painstakingly ‘building: up. a: 
sound; Yepuation . here a§ ad percep-- 

: tives ‘young ‘actor; AS needing | only” 
‘the’ right: ‘chante. to hurtle. him- into: 

TADS el SSE RRS 9 EET 
es -? oe ° 

_Wetacniay, Apel 2, 1964 ata 

“Tell of Soviets 
ta 1, — Continiied from page. lot ==} 

ET “Belgrade. a 
Yugoslavia has six: film: studios ‘of stainless - steel” (as in US.) in 

. which. ‘successfully: cooperate with | 

| foreign -foreign film producers,: of-. 
‘ fering” them their - technical :man- 
power. ‘and.:. equiprrient . servicés. 
Belgrade, Zagreb,.. Ljubljana :. and 
Sarajevo have. one: film: ‘studio each : 
Ljubljana studio is very good’ and . 

- suitable for. the -film. ‘producers use 
-. jn Alpine. parts. of ..the ‘country, 
“while ‘the remaining. two! studios |: . 
-are,.on ‘the ‘Adriatic: coast, in bril-. 
Jiant. flora and exotic surroundings. . 

‘Studios. of. Belgrade, Zagreb: 
and. -Budva. are very up-to-date. in. 

gear. and. have expert cadres: _ OF. 
_ workers. 

'-. There -have: ‘been: ‘no: changes. ‘in: 
for. renting: the: 

prices -and hiring. eonditions. 
Rentals “are . under . the .- prices 
charged: for similar.’ services -in 
other foreign ’..countries. But, - in. 

Wugoslavia costs.depend upon the. 
“partnership . and. the: shooting. time. 

Slight; Theatre Screen 
Tops With Yugo Masses 

7 available. pictiire and light.” 
L Belgrade. 

_: Yugoslavia ‘ has: “1535. hardtop 
fri theatres. for the 35m pix. Add: 

. about 150. ‘mobile: units” projecting. 
16m. .gauge. Most. of the’ theatres, 
“sespecially in: the. capital : -and -the 

-. “main. towns of. the’ six” Federal. re- 
publics, have . gear for ‘showing: 

. Cinemascope- and Vista Vision tech-. |. 
which...‘ are “very — ‘popular. the wo wos = 

- gmong’ fans in’ Yugoslavia. In the; «Meg 
‘whole- country there are ‘now. about = 
a. dozen: modern. - -Cinemas.in. con-|" - 
‘struction -' with —latest:, facilities: - 
“Should be’ ‘completed ' by 1964. _ 

| Yugoslav’ s television,. after ‘over... 
. ,four. years ‘of ‘operations, - . 

” “experimentak:”- Hence: not ‘much 
damage on theatres or: production: 

- Frue, . 
dropped last’ year .in° somparison. 
with. 1962, ~: but. ‘that’: 

- plausibly ascribed. to. factors, within, 
. the’ film. trade itself. “/0 rf: 

‘admissions ° “somewhat | 

Talent. Bubbles 
_ as -Continued: ‘from. ‘page 58: — 

yarn a springboard. for a big: screen: 
“ “-pep, And,: of" course, « something. 
must . be’ done to. capture: the: bril-| 

-- Jiantly talented: Vanessa ; Redgrave, 
-Dedicated' though’. she“ is. to. the 
theatre, . she has | what. it: ‘takes: for 

. a top: screen career; her ‘only. prob- 
Jem. being. an’ undue lavishment- ‘of 
“inches. 

the. Albert: Finney. class... 
= One: petformance by: Michael 

ce, Caine i in: “Zulu” has: won: this blond. 
young. mana ° ‘' swift. - passport... to 
: potential Stardom: ‘Colin ‘Campbell, | 
--Dudley Sutton and: Michael .Craw- 

: for are: others’ 
- Those’ who complain. that. since: the} 
date . “Aubrey * Smith. -and . ‘Michael: 
“Wilding. ‘there is. only one -“obvidus, 

Ww orth. _ noting: 

upperclass: - Englishman * ‘available 
for. ‘Hallywood films are “no doubt. 

‘-~ watching James. ’Fox. with’ interest. 
‘He -had -his ‘big break “as“the wéa 

-year.- by j 

short : duration over ~ ‘which. the 
. criti¢s- “were. more ‘than ; caustic: 

James. “Booth; ‘sharp; alert,. “very” 
, Cockney. and. wide-boyish .as |.an! 

actor, ‘and. James: ‘Villiers. quite the 
‘reverse. “with: - an ‘aristocratic, Jan- 

7 guid. voice. and appearance; ‘should. 
 gpoonchit: the’ ‘tops.: And, in a slightly 
' older, . more: ~experienced ‘bracket,}~ 
films: have ‘yet..to see. the best of: 
‘a very-ablé actor, . fan Bannen, Dow. 
appearing in eM: Moses.” a 

common: An. “the © wu. S.,. 

‘stated. 

‘is: ‘still 4” | 

- more | 

| milestone: the. 

-Tf,, for: “awhile, ‘British: ‘flim: pro-
 ‘newsreel, 

_ “dueers: ean: ‘think - of other. ‘matters. 
7 ‘than turning every. male: pop singer. 
: inte a screen ‘idol : forget’ the- Bea-. 
tles; who are a: law: unto:their re=. 

7 markable- selves). they will also. find. 
“some | ‘useful: male ‘talent ° waiting-: 
- for: thé ‘right opportunity. 
‘Stamp : got his with “Billy: ° 
and. already: ‘is in. Hollywood «with 

--But: Tom ~ Cour-: 

Ference. 
Budd’"}. 

-color. - film -- 

“By 

; nine-channel. is used. ‘to meet’. re-|: 

-.0, +, quirement. of. 6ther- ‘Russian’ pres: | 
ans entations. Oe - ip 

. Plastics 1 Used: Os 
- Plastics are widely used. instead 

Russian’ processing ‘equipment: and. 
control, but. these seem. well chosen 

and” ‘adequate ™ ‘for: ‘their. ‘function, 

‘according. to the.-repofrt.: “Through. 
‘put: ‘speeds, . “while’ not. tabulated, 

did not seem: forced aS high as-now.. 

Speakers: 

‘Visitors. ‘also’ found that reduc: 
tion: printing from 35m original. to:|. 

a double row-of 16m:format. images. fractt 

=| Hungarian’ producer left Budapest. 
fon . -Friday -. 
with - the. then-president | of: Cine-. 

on: 32m: stock was-in. common use. 
Looking : to the future, ‘there. was’ 
{some opinion . among. Soviet.” film- 
makers | that“ the..use -of 70m’: for }. 
‘feature . films might ‘increase. con- 
‘siderably. _ 

-In . ‘another. paper;- “Sidney 
1 Solow,. -veepee-general ‘manager. ‘of. 
Republic Corp.’s Consolidated Film 
‘Industries, made.a pléa for ‘a .“‘com-. 
mon “sense approach’’« to ‘photog- | 
raphy -and--a..standard process: to 

‘| meet ‘the: demands: of. all screens: 

“Approximately 45% ‘of: all indoor } 
| theatres: in: the U.S.,. he: said; .can-: 
|. not ‘take the’ ‘full. width of. ‘the: 

| various .: Scope ° photographic : ‘pro- 
cesses, while a majority of drive-ins. 
have.a screen ratio of: about ‘2-to-1| . 
which -results..in- a 15% | Joss: in i’ 

-|been known as- beirig fond: of our. |. 

-To “meet. : this: ‘general . loss in. 
theatres’ ‘everywhere; : ‘Solow: advo-: 

| cated. a universal, ‘mildly. -anamor- . 
‘phic’: compromise “that would dis. 
play: all of the available image area’ 
‘and ‘utilize all the ‘projector: illum- 
ination. This would allow’ a ratio }. 
of between ztol: and 2. 2-to-1,. 

Sofia: 

gan’ its “existence only after . World 
War II, with’ the . successful _com-. 
pletion ‘of the “antifascist” popular 

-[uprising. Some.-20 years .séparate | - 
:/us from ‘that historic. event. It -is. 

therefore ‘fitting. that™.the. current: 
beim ‘year. will “be. connected. ‘with : 

| the. ‘eelebration’ of this: ‘anniversary. 
“What are the salient Boints about: 

Bulgaria’s film. production in our 
‘day? In. 1963 . We. produced nine. 
feature. films; -one full-length. ‘docus 
‘mentary : and over 100 short docu-.. 
mentary. and. -popular’ science ‘films. 
In-addition;-we turned out 10. car- |. 
toon « films: and 60° weekly: news- 
reels. :‘The ‘year. ‘was - ‘marked. by a. 

AT, 000th © weekly 

Sofia’ -was.- recently — 

Germany... It: is... also contemplated. 

festivals. iin. : Venice 
(Spain). . 
a “Algerian. ‘Theme. yet 
-! Something new on the Bulgarian 
screen” was ‘-.the full- length. . docu: 
mentary — 
poetic ‘film. which ‘echoes. ‘the . ‘den: 

and Gijon. 

lirious ‘joy of the--Algerian. people j.. 
during.:the.-first. days..of freedom.’ |. 
-Phis film -:also - received: _interna-. 
tional. “recognition,” 
prizes. at : ‘last year’ *s Moscow. Film, 
“Festival. 
-“The “iispecter and: ‘the: “Night” 

marks. Bulgaria’s succeessful debut. 
‘in the field-of the. criminal-vsycho-- 
logical Aragieomedy. At. the! Test. 

‘agreements on. 
; “Th 1 de of “The: Golden. Head, fo be | president “Tom” Conroy “in- Lon-. 

4 tory” 

“Festival. "of. _Hope,”. ai 

“winning : two 

Se - Budapest. ... 

ae: had: been. intended ‘that: Nico- 
las. Reisini ‘would. visit - ‘Budapest 
and “.sign . the: contract. 
broke his. ‘Teg. . Hence, he invited 

‘| Istvan ~ ‘Dosai, general - manager of. 
‘Hungarofilm,.to the U.S. ‘to: ‘sign 

‘But he. 

there: : “Usually. the redtape: ta: ob-. 
_tain: ‘a. visa. for. such:-a trip re-}. 
quires.: six:. weeks. - 
ened. to. four days’ and: Dosai | ‘flew 
out. - At “stake: was the’ first . co-' 
production: between’ America ‘and: 
‘Hungary and. _the~ Srst.: use - ‘of | | 
Cinerama. » 

- Dosai - was as. “speedy” as any 
Amer can” enterpriser.. _Reisini’s" 

‘e “was - on’ Sunday. . ‘The. 

and’ was. conferring’ 

rama in. ‘his NY. hospital on: Sat-. 
urday..:- But’ the pace. did not’ fail 

p:| te take the * Hungarian’ s- breath. 
P.'| Sick; - Reisini “was. more: . results- 

getting than: most ‘people. with all. 
their ‘limbs: ‘intact... Their -meet-. 
ings ‘were devoted. 6 ‘working~.out. 

the . co-production: 

filmed in- Hungary.’ aa 

. Says: Dogai, “" believe. that” we 
proved: -to- be | good’. partners _ in 
this. appealing : style -of: -working 
‘and we.are ‘pleased. ‘by. this: fact.. 
We. ‘have: ‘experts, too.” 

“We ‘Hungarians’ have. always 

guests,. ‘Of. spoiling them.” 

“2. We? includes“ Hungarian’ “pro- 
‘ducer. Istvan. Nemeskurty, -head of: 
‘Studio - “Nr. ‘ 
“The-- Golden. Head”. ‘was made... 

.4;°-Budapest,: . where. 

Like .Dosai, he is an. ‘excellent or- 
ganizer" withthe: diplomacy. need- 

_ ed. in, film. Production. 

New Fae Pep Up Bulgar ria 
| By ALEXANDER. DOUNCHEV .. 

*(Aaministrative Head. of The. Bulgarian Cinema, Industry). 

ice, Rome, Karlovy Vary, Prague, |. a -Cannies’ Film Festival Bulgaria “was | 
‘Lille, ‘Leipzig: Trento,. Bergamo,. represented’ ‘by: the epie:..produc- 

tion. of “Tobacco,” reflecting : the 
‘turbulent: ‘social events of. the ‘30s: 
-up.to the. end. of the war: ; 

- Bast: year... cour Feature Film. 
Studia: again took: a long look: back. 
‘into. the’ nation’s. past: all the ‘way 
to the i3th century. Heroic figures: 
‘from /our- medieval -history strode 
across our screen in two produc- 
tions. Tsar ‘Kaloyan: in “Kaloyan,’ 
and the leader of ‘what. was -prob-- 
ably- the ‘first antifeudal- uprising | - 
in-the ‘world; the -peasant - Availo- in | 
“The. ‘Shepherd ‘King? |: 2: 
-Other new’ feature: ‘films | worth’ 
mentioning are “Between the: 
“Tracks,” “A ‘Legend about. Paissi,’| 
“There Is No Death,” “The: Black 
River” and. “Unfinished : ‘Games. a 

‘The: newly-built filin center ‘near. ao 
‘inaugurated. ‘ 

-Bulgaria’s: ‘producers. will: now -have: 
improved artistic facilities ‘to. Stim=: 
rulate créative ‘solutions, “This. film 
-center has. an - annual ‘production: 
capacity of-14: or: 15 ‘films. Spacious. 
‘Studios and. ‘up-to- date: ‘equipment: 
should:;.permit ‘us - :also ‘to. xent.| 
‘studio ‘space. to ‘producers: of: other 
countries: - At: present: ‘orders from. 
West Germany are. béing carried. 
‘out; while négotidtions are. on: foot’ 
‘with Poland, “Austria and.-the. East: 

:. Cartoons 

terest.of ‘the. ‘spectator. both -at 
home ‘and- -abroad. ‘Most outstand-. 
ing among ‘them were “The Apple,” 
-@ prize-winner: -at the’. last - ‘Ober- 
housén - Film: Festival, . and : “Jeal-. 
‘ousy,”. which was--noted ‘at the Te-. 
cent. ‘Bergamo. Film Festival, . as: 
well as “Deéceitful: Gosho;’ “Don’t 
‘Blow’ .Them Up,’?- “Tyo -Poles,” 
“The: Queue,” “Pictures, from ‘an: 
- Exhibition,” “The ‘Wonderful. Ceil- 

that . the~-new' film - base ‘makes. it ing” and. “History with:. Seals,’*:: 
| possible ‘to contract. for -co-preduc- |; 
tions with ariy:other. country, ‘to the’ 
advantage - ‘of .. both . parties:  Acti-. 
‘ably; ‘Bulgaria: in the ‘past has: par- 

| ticipated: in: joint: ‘pr oductions .with 
>-- the USER, ‘Thalys. and” Czechoslo- : 

Vvakia..” . : 
- The: ‘young. spectator: ‘Was ‘not: for. 

otten. last:: year. A™ pleasant. sur-: 

The.: ‘documentary.’ film: ‘makers 
-devoted. 66 ‘titles. to major contemi= | 
“porary” events at home and- abroad, : 
or to’ the: ‘commemoration - of his—[ 
‘toric. events and ‘personalities. For: 
the: first. time “they. toured’. what | 
was once known as::the Black. Con-, 
‘tinent ‘with ‘the camei‘a; dedicating. 
_a- Dumber of’ films to. the freedom- 

prise. foryoung and -old' was ‘the: Joving: peoples “of Africa:. 
“The - Captain,” -dedi-- 

cated - to. “present-day. children’ Ss 
¢ romance So. far this: film“has. won | 

- young... master: in’. “The Servant,” hive ° ‘international: “prizes~.at. . film. 
~ hag.: been named’ -tiis- 

*:,, ‘Britain‘s: Vatiety Club Tent’as “the} 
.-Miost promising young actor” -and: 
: has shown: ‘that. he:ean “take. it”? -by [- 
appearing: in “a “stage: musical of. 

Film. Studio ‘also: ‘exerted itself to; 
‘meet the. ‘requirements ‘of. our :in-: 
dustrial; agricultural: and -eultural- 
‘development.. - The. films “My Vito-. 
:sha” .and “On the Tracks’ of. His-: 

“earned - international :: “prizes 
Vat the Marseilles. : -Film . Festival, 
while . “Nestinari”: (Fire Dancers) 
won. a-“special distinction | at. ‘the | 
Florence ‘Festival . “Of. ‘Nations, 

"Won Many. Prizes. 

Cannes, : “Moscow, 
‘Vienna, Brussels, Edinburgh, Ven- 

Film ; "xcitement In n- 
*S Trcoiag 

‘It .was shiort- | 

“Bulgarian -eartoon and. puppet. 
filnis ‘have...again: aroused. the in- | 

lis. the“ monumental. -Wide-sereen | 
. Set. against: 

‘the - background. ‘of. ‘the . historic. 
‘events. surrounding the. uprising of. 

“In - 1963" the - Popular Sei fence | 

Bulgarian’ 

“EASTERN EUROPE 

oe lungary: 
Ci inerama kK eature- I rst 

“Nemeskurty,: ‘asked why” he: had 
‘embarked. on. - this’ film. coproduc-. 
tion, first between a. -soctalist. 
; country and the US. answered: 
“So. many Western. Cinérama films. 
have* been: ‘produced.- already in’ 
Hollywood: — and we .wanted ‘the-| whether . ‘coproduction would. con-. 
first. Eastern film. ‘to ‘be. Fealized.. 

An. Act. of Faith. 

Tama “camera, - completely un-. 
known ‘to. ‘us, te. Istban ‘Hildebrand: 

- Shooting: on. “The. Golden Head” 
‘| started: ° ‘twice: 
because. _.of’ - ‘ misunderstandings. 

‘the ‘story: takes. place in’ summer, 
‘Cinerama- wanted: Nemeskurty _ to 
‘postpone... shooting : until: spring: : 

. “We. didn’t want. to wait. 80. 
long,” |. said -the . producer, . 
guaranteed that weather in Hun-: 

it should: really ‘be ‘so? © 

entire’ autumn... 
“When I. ‘met: Cinerama ‘vice 

don, in’ February,.. he™ ‘didn’t be- 
lieve that we ‘had ‘also. had a: bit- 
‘terly-“cold “winter in Hungary. «. BS 
‘told. him ‘that’ the weather. found 

|'duction ‘and wanted to: help.us by | 
|- remaining beautiful.” _ 

‘participants in. ‘the . production. 
American film: ‘people. Yearned.. in| 
no time. ‘that the. most . important. 
‘words. were “Felvetelt” : : _-Csapor 
and “Alijit” : 

Rimini, Rabat; ‘Montevideo, Buenos, 
Aires, ‘and. “Acapuleo,- 

featurés and short. films. 

‘film. drawing ‘its theme from World: 

“peoples: 

‘and -adventure- film: 

of: Bulgarian: crime fiction; is to be 
released. soon. =." 

‘yersary of. Bulgaria’s — Jiberation 
‘from Germany. First. among, ‘these 

‘production 13° Days,” 

‘September. 9,° .1944.° Another is 

refers. both: ‘to: the. fetters: ‘on: -an 
escaped: political ‘prisoner, and: the |. 
veritable chain of people who ulti-. | 
‘mately save him, “The Intransi- 
gents,”-the ‘action of: which’ takés | 
place. at. the: close of the last war, 
V5 close’ in theme to" the. other two. 

On: marking the 20th’ anniversary, 
| drawing: ‘their.“themes from’ Bul-- 
Zaria’s «postwar achievements-.in | 
the-different walks of life :and from 
her recent: historic past, as well as 
including cultural, ‘scenic and other 

i films. - 

“The Bulgarisn cineina | ‘industry 
is preparing to hold its: fourth a- 
tional: ‘Varne. Film :Festival, as well 
as to.:take. part in -all. the. major: 

‘international. film. festivals: . 
le “This year. ‘opens’ ‘up. ‘new - vistas 
for the. development: of ‘Bulgarian 
iim .production; which“has already 
| graduated. from. ‘the lisf:of “‘young.! 
| cinemas.” As: a: ‘matter’ of fact, last: 

- year: Bulgarian films were : sold to 
} quite. a. few’ countries, “inelud- 

‘France, ‘West: .Germany,. 
Jand,: Holland, . Belgium; : “Sweden, 
Denmark. Finland -and_ Israel. We 

First ‘was: stopped | 

The second: started ‘in: autumn.- As | 

“go. 1 

‘gary is summerlike ‘until Novem- | 
‘ber, : ‘Should: I. confess, . now, how. 
anxious. I’ve. been that. this ‘year,| 

. And -it |. 
was—bright' sun: shone during: the. . 

pleasure - in ‘our successfil e6-pro- |. 

Difficulty ‘caused by: difference 
{of languages was.-solved. by ‘use- 
Of. Six: ‘interpreters - “who. helped }- 

“lis. put under a microscope. 

“We . have ‘entered’ tlie. current 
year: with. a. | fairly Jong. ‘list « -of | 

"...“The-- Peach - Thief,” ay ‘feature| 

‘War-1I, shows 4 ‘tragic love set | 
against. the background::of a’ sense-. 

’.1 less war betwe en neighboring, 
fe - only: real rival. 

- “Midnight Adventure a crime: 
devoted to” 

‘| Avakoum: Zahov, the foremost hero 

A number of films’ ‘are: dedicated , 
to. the-social ‘struggles : ‘of. the. re-.| . 
.cent -past in: connection. with .the 
commemoration: ‘of ‘the 20th anni- ; 

“The “Chain,” * the’. title’ of. ‘whieh. 

‘Switzer- : 

hope. that: in, the: COUFSe. of" the: cur-- 
‘rent .year even...more. ‘spectators. ‘ 
abroad will make the acquaintance - 

“ gtiot An” : London. _Nemeskurty. 

‘speaks: with highest praise “ef. 
‘dubbing. done there. “They. are 

real’ artists. in. finding original 
Voice-types. for ‘the. actors.”: ‘Asked. 

tinue, he said “We -would ‘be 
- | pleased if it. did.” 
“They have. entrusted the: Cine- |. At Hinnia Filmstudios, through 

production .manager Andras’ Ne- 
| meth, an: interview was hel 

‘We. liked this display of faith.” B, erview was held with. 
_ Cecilia. . 
“Golden. 

cameraman ‘Hildebrand, 
Esztergalyos,. star. -of- 
Head” and Nemeth. 

“Tn: principle, films are. ‘made . 
the same.“ everywhere  in.- “the 
world,” - ‘said Nemeth; “but -in. 

practice there are differences. In. 
Hungary shooting. a film is usually 
preceded by. ‘long, » thorough prep- — 
aration: There <is..no. room for- % 
improvisation. In order to. col- 
laborate with the. Americans, we 
pushed: aside ‘nearly all our: own.. 
‘traditional methods. | 

“Each ‘day: we ‘had to. fight for 
the. next. one. This was very use- 

| ful. for we: learned another meth-": 
od, -The working ‘tempo, the en-— 
ergy. and capacity of the 
Americans, : is. simovly marvellous, 
‘Our work was varried ‘on. in a fer- 
‘tile: tension: of nerves.” . 

-Exciting Experience. 

- Hildebrand - said that, to. ‘him; * . 
| “the . ‘camera-technical part was 
most: -exciting.’« Cinerama.. first 
‘used. ‘their’ latest. invention, the 
‘one-lens. system’ here, ‘which | re- 

: cords ‘picture’ and sound: on’ one’ * 

‘to. ‘used, and ‘projects the picture 
with: one projector instead of« 

‘| three:: I don’t know its secret but. 
Ten: “Per. ‘cent: at ‘the. ‘iim was ‘Toved ‘working ‘with it. The spe-. 

tial form ‘determines the. picture 
4 composition, moves the actor and 

| the camera. A three-times bigger 
-| field. has -to be lit. than for -ordi-. 

‘| nary widescreen. 
.}-Many: new problems. 

All ‘this: means 
. ‘The enor-~ 
-mous enlargement ° increases the 
géstures © and mimics: The ‘actor 

“During shooting I. heard: -how. 
complicated: was. the. moving “of. 
the “equipment. -The. sound - cam- 
era. ‘alone’: w éighs - about . 600° 

| pounds,. but it is clear that such 
‘experimental equipment. 

! reatly influence shooting .a film.” 

Added. ‘Hildebrand, _*“Cinerama. 
is not. only.a visual. sensation, it 
iS)... ‘physiological | one, ‘Still | ‘a 
young branch of the film industry, | 
T.am -eonvineced that it- will be tv’s 

The. spectator - is: 
present, he lives in the film: The 
future: belongs to Cinerama. The 
‘seven -. channel stereosound: also. 
Creates .a sensation of: living, of 
magic.” me 

Acting In English 

 Ceéilia Esztergalyos, _ former 
ballet dancer, plays the. lead tole 
‘in “Golden ‘Head.’ She was cho-- 
sen as result of performance: she 
gave in a short, “You.” In the .«: 
Cinerama feature she plays a 15- 
year-old... ‘Her greatest” ‘trouble 
was | having te act while. speaking - 
English. As the director some-. 8 
times made -text. changes, Miss 
Eszterglayos — didn’t. have the pos-: 
sibility. of memorizing the English. : 
words... 

The other important cast. mem-. 
bers: are juveniles..Jéss Conrad, 
Lorraine Power™ and’ Denis ‘Gil- 
more, and - Douglas Wilmer,” who 

’ plays. their father. 
The- studios‘ for short-filnis: have | 

also.” -eencentrated. : their attention 
Tyan Boldizsar, - - Hungarian: “€0- 

writer “of ‘the. film, suggested -that 
the “Golden Head” be the: folden 
‘sculpture: oF St.. Laszlo, whieh: is’ 
deposited. ‘the Cathedral. of 
j Gyor. The- ‘Bishop | of. Gyor asked 
the film. people ‘not to -give too 
much. publicity to. thé art freas- 

}ure; Which. is stolen in.-the film, ~. 
for fear that someone would. ‘real- - 
Jy- steal it. ‘Boldizsar, - a° “Very. 
active writer. said. that, he. did not: 
‘eonsider’: the script “a literary” ie 

: . { task, but a new venture.” 

V: “Through - the new. genre. of . 
| Cinerama we ‘anted to. show ‘as’ 
[much as possible of onr country" Ss 

[interpreter is is a-certain ‘type ‘and 
jit. “was -important that Hunarian: 
types should’ differ from the. Op-- 

“Th. ‘speaking, ‘of prizes won at inet i ing . ‘Canada; Great Britain: Ejre,jeretta st¥le “so often’ used. Our: 
ternational. film. festivals, we ‘may 
-¥ecall that they were ‘not confined 
‘to: last - ‘year’s.’ awards. 

“1 films, “both: full-length. and.’ short;| 
-have:.won. awards’ in. the: ‘past - few: 
"years, at the: film: festivals. of San. 
‘Francisco, 

‘American ‘partners: had the same ® 
idea but, just the. ‘same, some op- 
eretta types popped: up. . 

* “The Americans were delightful 
to see that. our’ ‘young Hungarian, 
girls dance the telst as they didn’t | 

of the’ ‘productions. of: Bulgaria’s: believe our young people dance” 

developing - cinema industry. Hsueh: modern dances. 

ef 4 

strip instead of three used hither- * 

“will ¥¢ 



a val” 

‘Hz GERMANY. 

seis = 
serman F iim 1 Directors — 

[4 WHO'S: WHO CHECK] © 

PRORSIOr 
. © Berlin: : 

West’ ;Germany’ g - “film ‘industry 

has not . been able ‘to. manage. ‘at 

~ truly | attention - getting “interna- 

_ tional, hit. ‘in- 1963. ‘Also. ‘the . new: 

year has: begun: all but. rosy: Com-. 
-mercially, a series of productions | 
fared. quite well:.-This mainly. ap- | 
plies to a.nitimber of. crime’ ‘thrill- 

erns?. for ‘which. ‘Horst. Wendlandt’s ” 
-Berlin-based Rialto-Film was. re- |.’ 
sponsible. ‘Here. the. current: status” 
of Germany's ‘pic cr eators:. oa 

Axel von Ambesser’ (53]—One | ‘of: 

material; a: man awho’- displays 
-eharm. afd... Style. “Also “busy” in’ 
other modia: ~~ he’s sort of ‘a’ Ger- 
man Noet -Coward.: 
like his. “Kohlhiasel’s. Daughters” 
but: this chuntry’s masses went: for | 
it. He 2lsa. made “Breakfast in. 
Double-Bed.”. . : 

Franz: Antel (SEP Nothing for 
‘the ‘elite. ‘German’ and: :Austrian 
. slapstick routine; Turned producer 
with “Full | ‘Heart and | Empty 
Pockets”. whieh? laid: an’ egg. Al-- 
though «a -.-maker . of: mediocre 
movies, /Antel tnaitages. ‘to keep 
busy... 7 on 

* Karl. “Anton - (6: 51 — ‘Oldtimer} 
who. hasn't made a feature. film. in 
quite some. time, “More: busy: in ‘the 
tv field. 7). 

Helmuth. Ashley: 44] : — “Former 
cameraman. Ifis last-.feature, 
“White Freight for Hong: Kong, ” 
not shown here. as yet: Also" busy: 
in the. y: es, ‘field: - 

Helmat. M. “Bieidiaus pr > Quite | 
_ Busy, Dut. toe "particular: - “status. 
Must. still stru: sale for. prominence. 

Josef. von: Baky 162] — Still ‘en: | 
‘Joys ‘prominence’ but. hasn't done. tional_comedy stuff... “. . 

- Georg Marischka [41]. — Son. of 
Peter Beauvai ‘s- i481 _ New bet= | + ‘Hubert. and nephew of ‘Ernst’ Ma- | 

ter known asa tv’ film. ditector. a 

anything. lately.” 

Wolfgang. Becker [43 - —. Ditto.” 

Alfred. Braun. 76r — Has’ long’ 
‘given: up. directing films but stilk] 
active ay a:wriis Ada the’ video field: 

_ Eduard -von ‘Blysody: [2] :—+ OQld-. 
timer of. whom ‘nothing has been’ 
heard for. quite: some. time. : 

Geza von. Czifts ‘a: [63] — “Mere.| 
eseapist -youtine. One: of his . last | 
efforts was an: “Austrian remake of: | 
the: seemingly: never ayi ‘ing ' "Char-. 
ley’s, Aunt.” 

Volker von ‘Collande i501. —,, Tv 
has become h‘s:-bread tao,- 

‘Thomas Engel [PT My Daugh-'t " 
ter and 1” Was his’ last: effort. Noth. 
ing special, | rs : 

Erich: Easels (751. — . Vet pie di- a 
rector. His last pix date back. many 
years now, -.°° { 

Wolfyare Gineck., 134]: — - More 
active in the: tv" field... 

Peter Goldbaum (501: — Nothing“! 
heard of Ahir since “his: ill-fated |" 
“Golden: Monkey." Doe 

Juergen - “GOs: ar "BTL: — - Actor r= 
director is more. interested. in tele- k- 
vision. . 

FJ. Got eb 1331 - — One of the + His. pix. are tailored ’ for the shome. 
{| market. 

“Michael Pfleghar 1331 -- — _ Became ' 
Known via a series of lavishly: pro- | 

| duced : and’ imaginatively ..directed 
‘German musical - tv programs, - His 
first theatrical film, “The Dead-One., 

‘| of Bever ly Hills, ” As. very anxiously 
-awaited.” 

Harald: Philipp. (71, - —_— “Stim, some |’ 
‘yi ears ago, he showed much -prom- 
“ise. He 'too:a- ‘victim: of- the notori- 
ous German: ‘film. crisis. ; 
“Hans Quest {49] = -Such ty 

“series as. “The Searf” in 1962 and|. 
“Tim .Frazer’” last ‘year-have made }- 
chim a prominent. director: name. in|. 

-. busiest. ditectors in. the land. ‘Most-- 
ly thrillers sueh Jas “The Black Ab-. 
bot,” “Secret of Black Widow” and. 
“Phantom. of Soho.” His. name: still 
doesn’t mean: much. but. he. is. still: 
‘very young and producers: seem. to 
like him. 

‘Hans. Grimm | a, 
status. 

Guenter: Graewert - ‘E} _— * Die 
‘Fected: “Two --Whiskies: And. ‘One. 
Sofa” and. “Attention, Mr, “Todd” 
whieh didn’t: command attention; 

Horst -Haechler [38} — Hubby of 
Maria Schell. ‘still lacks directorial 
prominence. His “Deadly” Carne-. 

Is awaited, - 

‘Rolf. Haedrich: on 
At Marienborn” didn’t.do too well.. 
He ‘too is .active: the. video. biz. 

Veit Harlan (64]—Ie cost: him his 
career to direct, “Jew: Suess”. for. 
Goebbels. Just died. 

Dr. Falk Hartnack [51] Tv has. 

— No: 28 

| become his. major medium. But he |" 
‘says that he ‘still ‘believes in the |}. 

' German film — despite’ its . Tmaur- 
-derous crisis! oe 

Karl Harti [651-— ‘Nothing heard 
of. this. oldtimer: recently,. . 

Bostjan. Hladnik [35] — “Talented: 
as Yugoslav director. whose first Ger- 
“Man pic “Erotikon— Carousel - of 
_ Passions’ ’) .revealed that he. ‘could : 

S10m——s0r=0r 

Critics... didn’t.|” 

‘feature, 

wo lassies. 

‘| cabaret. 

‘His “Delay. | 

-tou.”. 
‘make - 
.““Winnetout, ; 
Film, Berlin. Asides that . he'll 
direct more. thrillers. A. busy,” busy. 

“By HANS HOEHN 

ferent: or even special.” 

ing Independent-Film) outfit. 
“Gripsholm”: proved: a very amus- 

| ing pic. 
ers. ‘and. ‘Karl ‘May {German west- 7 ‘Werner ° J dcobs’ 58) 

Rudolf: -Jugert. {567 a “Oneé: al 
Then. 

What was--said last: year van: still 
} be. said: He ‘seems ‘to have lost-his 
knack. His “House. in Montevideo’’ : 
‘was just’ SO-SO. : 

. Werner-:. Klinger” 7 Té601" 

seen of him: lately. © 
‘Hermann’ “Kugelatadt ° [52] | 

“More - busy.‘in ‘the video: field. 

means plenty, - th anks ta his 

ather. film. 

‘didn’t contribute: :to. his. prestige. 
Franz Marischka [?] — The busi- . 

_Conven: | theatre owners have :become rela: |. 
‘tively: conditionéd ta higher terms.|’ =~ *- 
for- American. ¢olor’ films “which |.” 

riin .beyond. the normal time: ‘limit, -} 

est: of .-the’ Marischkas. 

rischka: His- ‘films didn’t rate much 
attention: yet. he: has not Tost: his. 
ambition... 

' Paul, Martin 

‘scripts: “which ‘they have to‘ film: 
-That the’ scripts are so bad, -how-’ 

a pictures; Universal's . 
‘and - -Paramount’s 

ever, . isn’t..the’ scriptors’. fault,. 

‘Paul- May. [55] — Still active but 

‘hasn't beer able to ‘achieve’ SOME-.| tributors ” “have~. :asked. - for. 507%. Pha, 
rental, ; 

‘The ‘Increase: ‘from ‘the: ‘asual 42 

thing special | in’ recent years. 
. Imo -Moszkowicz. [39]. 

ure,’ ’ which the public liked.. . 
- Wolfgang’ Neuss. {?]) —.He re- 

‘tired: to his. original: trade — ‘the. 

Raphael. ‘Nussbauin- (32) - — ‘Pro- 
‘ducer-director - 

which: didn't make_ the big. grade 

Erie Ode [53] -—: Average. stuff 
for tiome’ consumption. 

John - Olden .[45] =— Is. fated’ as” 
| one vf the: better: German. ty direc: 
‘tors. -- :; 
Rolf Olsen (27° =. : An active’ man. 

in ‘German. and Austrian studios. 

the native video field’ - 
‘Arthur. Maria Rabenalt. [591° — 

His last -local . activity - was ‘Staging: 
-an’ operetta, 
*. Geza von Radvanyi [k= — ~ One. of. 

who couldn't maintain 
former: good: reputation. —-.- 

“Gottfried: Reinhardt..[55] “— His 
“Eleven ‘Years " and’: a. 

“Day,” ” - proved a disappointment. 
Dr. : Harald Reinl [56] — -Com-. 

‘mercially the biggest. director. 
| name in the country. Thanks to the: 
-| German. western successes, “Treas-: 

ure: of. Silver Lake” ‘and ““Winne- 
: will | 

and. 
for Rialto- 

those — 

last - film, 

Austrian-born:” Rein| | 
““Winnetou,: “Part . WW" 

-Part “TE? 

‘Kurt. Hoffman ‘(537 —~ “stun rated’ 
‘as. one-of Germany’s: better direc-’ 
tors. Produced and ‘directed “Love 
Will Be. Taught” and “The: Grips- | 
holm Castle”..via ‘his ..own ‘produc- | 

—. Very. 
active pie directot.: Made ‘the :| 
Austrian: “Merry: Widow?” the 
‘Jayne’ Mansfield... starrer. | 
siek for St.: Paul,” among others. 
Yet nothing special. 

the commercia! “o's three” ‘in’ -the | 
country. If. suppli ‘de with: the right | 504 name. in’ the country. . 

| on. the: decline, More’ busy: dn: the:} 
tv field ‘now... |” 

: Helmut. Kaeutner: re): —. ‘Despite: ; 
his: failures still one “of, the. most. 
popular. ‘pic: directors in. ‘Germany. 

“Home- 7 

-derived. -Brecht- _ 
‘| Penny: ‘Opera’ - (which wasn’t very) ‘ 

convincing) and -the- still to: be Te-}- 
leased “‘Unternehmen :Herrenpar-.|: “ 
‘tie’” (Operation: Gentleman's. Party, 
verbal translation) | which Bot: ‘some | . 

- good advance notices, :~-..: 
[°° Wolfgang. “Schleif: (52]:">=: Kiso. | 
. -éan’t: complain’:much, about. lack of: oe 
assignments. “Holidays Like Never |-.. 
Before’’: his-last pic. An -ambitious | 
‘man.. But: he~ ‘too. ‘a. ‘Victim - of the: | 

. Also. 
joined. the tv. field: and. ‘dixecteq a 
‘series. of vidpix: His.last theatrical 
: “Night At the. -Sea;”’.co-. 
“directed: with Peter’ “MY ‘Thouet, “not i 
Shown . ‘as. yet: a 
‘Hans H, Koenig [51] . _ - Nothing |. 

"|Germams Upset 
Fritz Lang [73] — His. name: -still |" : | At Y _ do 

Wolfgang - ; “Lidbeneiner _ 1581. —_ ft 
1 His last. pie was. ‘“Sehwejk’s: 

Cub: |’ 

-hood;? an: Austrian production.: It. ] 

- Eventually. ‘there ‘ds: “talk: 
that- he'll come" back: and make" an- 

‘1651. a. He: ‘said 
something: like that: The German 7 
‘directors. are not. as. bad. “as . the 

— Has |} 
heen. busy. in-both media: Last the-| .; 
atrical pic’ Was. “Tt. Was My. Pleas- 

. . |.the “distributors maintained, . ‘these 
-were: both. expensive ‘productions. on 
‘But in ‘the “minds ‘of the. German t- 

are... “standard: |. 
length black: -and --white : produc- |- 
‘tions, and’as. such: ‘should Tate: only | 

| exhibitors; « 

who-. turned | out: :a: 
good full-length. documentary: and | 
a feature entitled “The “Invisible” | . 

1o=0r=——=10=10 | 

ormorimionat 
“| be: able. io -achiéve sométhing dif- man - His~ ast. thrillers:  ‘méluded. 

| such pix -as 
“The Strangler. ‘of. Blackmoor Cas-. 

as:“‘The ‘White: Spider,” 

tle’: and “Room - 13." . His activity, 
in fact; is:amazing. ; 
“Juergen: ‘Roland : oy — ‘Busy: in. tv. 

seriés):-and cinema. - 
| field. Last. pix were “Black Panther-|_ 
-of © Ratana”. and -“Pirates of “Mis--| |. 

“Roland ‘skilfully. -com- | °° 
bines. tv. “with. film: activities, -His |." - 
next: ‘theatreal - 
‘swache,” Ms oe 

Wolfgang: Standie 158): — One if. 1 
-not ‘Germany's. most compromise-. 

"1 Iéss ‘directors. : He’d rather - ‘do.at 
risky . pic’: which. flops: than : a: con- |- 
ventional film. His. last. efforts in- |’. 
-éluded a. remake. of: the: John. Gay- |: 

“Three [:. 

(“Steel Net”. 

sissippi.”’ 

. feature. 

Weill | 

German film. crisis..°:-- 5 
_ (Continued on: Page 118)'* 

Frankfurt: - 

they are furious at: the Americans’ 
‘request. for. higher- percéntages on}: . 
what. they’ consider. “normal black: arr 
and. white” ‘films, 2°... | | 

' Latest. ‘objections : offered: ‘by ‘the. .- 
‘West German.--cineia.; owners are|. 
aimed. at: a. ‘couple. of -American:| 

“The” Birds” | 
S.- “Seven: ‘Days. In’ 

May;” for ‘both’ of “which the. dis-.| 

or 43% -has. ‘been’ :asked because, 

‘they. 

the normal rental... 

“excessive”: rentals. 

| Jukeboxes Spin $21, 000 
- Monthly. Jackpot for. or 

” Nuremberg. . 
“Post™ exchanges * 

' boxes,. mostly: Wurlitzer,.that: carry | ~~ 
| from_100 ‘to, 200° records. If buys}. :- 
‘the boxes outright, ‘and figures that|- 
in. a-good: location. a- jukebox - in aj: 
‘military. snackbar. can earn up to eee 
$300. a: month: no ios 

Not only that — ‘put the’ GIs in|." 
Europe are among the few people| - 
in the world who. éan ‘still hear: the |: 
most: popular ‘platters ‘for. ‘5e, ‘since. |.- 
‘elsewhere it’s usually: now Fup" to a Le 
aime a V" disk. . Pos eae 

“Dayid- 1: os By 

| facilities. . 
{enterprise ‘consists of ‘seven: studios. . 

While: ‘the «West “German fim} 

‘The house owners: point: ‘out. ‘that. pa TT 
‘they ‘havé considerable difficu!ties | 
‘just. to. stay in -busiriess these. days, |?” 

- | :with-the ‘grosses. down. in Germany |- 

..And ‘it looks as: if. new ‘Ataeri-[ 
can films: being brought in for :the|” 
‘same: above-the-normal: rentals: will} .- :. = 
‘meet . with “additional. objections |: : .-::" 
‘from ‘the: crisis-ridden: German the- Cs 
pate. Andustry., | , 

‘Europe Post Exchanges - 
“in: Germany, , 

‘italy. and -Ffance. are-earning ‘about: 
‘| $27,000: a: month’ via ‘nickle-a-spin |. 
‘jukeboxes, ‘according: to an official | 
with the European.’ ‘Exchange. Sys- 
tem. here: ° ne 

- The: ‘EES maintains‘ 270. juke-. Lr 

| AND NS per 
Berlin... 

Statistics : ‘show that: 64 ‘West: German: films ‘(Goprodictions included)*. :.-.>.. 
were. made last: year. . “Of these 64. features, 20: were produced in Ber--.. --- 
| Jin, .seven: in Munich, one in: Hamburg, two ‘in Austria’ and eight in -- 

The remaining 26 films:were made on locations’ © 
:|' throughout ‘the country.. Of the: 20 features madé in W-Berlin, 12. . 
Were shot at Artur Brauner’sCCC studios at Berlin-Spandau, ‘one: was. -~ 

other foreign. places. - 

produced :at. UFA.. ‘Studios: and seven films - were made out. ‘at. Arca: 
studids,. Pichelsberg.. The -seven. films. made: in. Munich’ ‘Were: al Pros 

| dueed at. Bavaria studios,” Geiselgasteig. a 

Here. is - a check-list. Of: Germany's. studio - facilities: 

- WEST. BERLIN 
“ARCA-STUDIOS 

" (Owner: Arca-Atelier -GmbH;: Manager: ‘Hans- Oppénetiner) 
Stage 1: 600 square ‘metres; nine :metres. high :-:-.“. 
Stage 2: 220: square: «metres, -six metres. high oe 
Outdoor’ grounds comprise. 30, 000 ‘square, “meters 

an . CCE. STUDIOS: LOE 
(Owner: ccc: ‘Film, GmbH: Director: Artur Brauner). 

‘Stage: 1: |: 500 square metres Velde t bale web ae 
“Stage 2:° 410: °°". ee rota be ABBE cor 
Stage 3:. 660° a eis 
Stage 42.1350 Et Peoeew’. 136°." ” 
Stage 52. 3500-0.) sua. | a sf 
Stage 6 °° 660 <2. =>. Beebe Pare 9.5. we OM 
Stage. |. 510° "2 Do Fb aap ekae Pee: ae i Be 

~~ 

eres  UFA. STUDIOS | 7 
o (Owner: ‘Universum-Film AG; “Managers ‘Dieter Charisius 
o 2” + )+ and. Heinz ‘Orlich)- 

5 ., Stage Ve 

‘Outdoor “grounds" comprise’ 95 ‘000. ‘square metres: . 

‘MOSAIK FACILITIES - 
“The. ‘Berlin picture would be: ‘incomplete: without. mentioning: the: hig oa 

‘Mosaik. Studios at Lankwitz, -perhaps. the. Contirent's biggest: dubbing * 
Founded -by:the late Ernst. Wolff. shortly -after the war, this _ 

‘. That ‘W-Berlin.-becanie. _W-Ger- 
‘many's dubbing centre after: the war. is Mosaik’s’ achievement.’ vet 

:) For or Upped Terms| 7 
(Owners: “Bavaria - Filmkunst : 

‘BAVARIA STUDIOS. : 

wy Savelsberg,, Walter -Pindter, Dr, Helmut: Jedele) - 
“Stage: Ts 

8.5 metres Nigh ga 

-Ouldoor "grounds. comprise 45, 000 “square meires oa Sag 

‘GmbH;. “Westeutsche “stitecene - - 
GmbH; Riindfunkwerbung Stuttgart; Managers: Dr. Heinz a 

8 metres gga . gs . — 653: “Square = meters. EN gees el 
ws Stage .2:- 900° ae oo veel . 

su Stage’3:° "500 a ne na DS ec ce Ce tee: Te con wo uae we 
, oe . Stage. 4: 240 oa . ” we 77 wt vee ; : e-.' wes es oo’ 450 . “3 ” ; Me hot - : 

a . Stage’5:. 1,100. co a es 7 le eo 10:6... a ao a _ 

.. Stage-6: 550 "> . Sheeptars ~ wh TM 
Stage.72..-7Ub Me een BG. ~ vee J re 

8.15: metres ‘high Soo os _ . : 570. square: ‘metres. Oey Ok oe ee ee 
- (Stage 2:.. 815- rn BB ee ts 
Stage 235.815 Ft Es aoe B50 Mie ‘we, ce 

Stage: 4: .2°100 or ao Le wes vaeg 12. eT Q ae wd 

.Stage. 5: M0452. a ov CM as 
_; Stage 6:°:-704.. 7" | ge on a em 

* * Stage Ts © 287" 22: mi 1 ee 
.: Stage 8 IW at AB oe 
“Stage :9:) 890 eae seetee. 1 i> aed 

Stage .10:." 400: : ; NB 
Outdoor, grounds comprise 370, 000. square: rmeties, - 

ARNOLD. & RICHTER. STUDIOS:: 
Owner: Arnold & Richter. KG; Managers: ‘Dr. ‘Hans: ‘Schloetzer-, 

. ?. and Richard, -Quaas). _ 
380 square. metres.: a Stage: 1s: 

-_ Stage: 9: . 200. . 2 : 0 . os re ee be am vat .- att ne 

“Stage 3:. 1,000 2" wale 6 “ eee, ; 
_ Outdoor ‘grounds comprise’ 30, ‘000 ‘square. mettes.” Loe, 

: RIVA'STUDIOS. 220 2h 
(Owners: De. ‘Ritter, Dr: Vaillant;. ;, Manager: Otto Buehler) . 

: Stage.1: :600. square. metres. ey 8 ‘metres hie 
Stage 2:..600 ” po me Ne BoA, ears; ae a 

Stage’ 3: - 250 on a “AGEN: vise laa gS Moe os 
"Stage: 4 “250 cm 2 ne a ea 6. " 

Outdoor: grounds: 20, 000 § square e' metres 

- ‘TELESTAR. STU DIOS" 
cee tes :. (Director: Walter Trimmel) © 
Stage Le and more . houses ..closing’ every 418 square” metres - 

‘week: And if they.-cannot ask for. |’ _. Stage 2. 2650 ” . 7 yer ee ee 
“additional ® box ‘office :prices ‘or for |... - . Stage 3: 132 ttt eee ae eee 4. SO Tn 
roadshow terms; they. feel that-the:} .-:' ‘No’ outdoor grounds”. ) —_ 
Americans are additionally. hand? |... 2°). - SCHONCER- STUDIOS: 
capping. them ‘by asking. for’ the’ So “(Located at'Inning am Ammersee) : 

oa (Owner: Hubert Schonger). 
- Stage: 1: :280. square. metres; 6. metres high: 

—— Outdoor: ‘grounds: 20, 000 Square: metres” . 

_ HAMBURG: 
STUDIO HAMBURG 

_ (Managers: Gyula Trebitsch, Joachim: Frels, Claus: ‘Kuehn, : 
wot oat Robert” Fehrmann; ‘Erwin Sasse), 3 

. 2. Stage-“t1. 260° ‘square. metres | ewe ewe leew F 7 on ‘metres high 

“at Stage 22 BaO! Ph eee Os 
~' “Stage.-3:: 1:000.. : » ny ae ge cba ae eaty Cee we : 

v.) Stage. 4: . 350: a les ee OD 
: Stage’ -5:: 400 0090 Qe 

Stage. 7% 3600S ge 
~ (Stage Br 360.6 oe OE. To 
7: Stage 9:. . 400°. CO Do 
Stage 1 10: “400. a eee 9 ot 7 

"Outdoor iouinds 15; 000 square "metres. 

- BENDESTORF STUDIOS aa 
(Owner: ‘Horst R. Fink: Manager: Peter Meier) 

ce Stage 1 ‘200° square metres ae | metres 1 high: : 
+ “Stage 2: ‘200 - 22 oe, Me: - 
~ Stage. 3: 1,000 OMe eet 8 smo 

No. dutdoor. grounds 

__ WIESBADEN::- 
TAUNUS.STUDIOS © 

“(Owier: ‘Taunus: Film. GmbH;. Director ‘Adolt Hannemann) - 
~” Stage 1: ---800. square: ‘metres: . 
/Stage’ 2:. 750... aie 12.8. % 

:- Stage 3-250 002 ee eens a i 
"Outdoor. ‘rounds: comprise 65, 000 square. metres 

"10 “metres. high. 
Boe 

19 metres: Big . ere 

a ca cal | 

ih 
7 



Frankfurt. oe 
Mes. a. constant’ source. 6f: disap- 

Tae © pointment to the” German ®: film- 
‘.:: “Makers. that, . -although. American-| 
.*"-gmiade. -pictures “are; Number One| ——— 
>... Jaoney-makers_ in. West Germany,. re EE 

". ‘the. United States “market... isn’t |- 
a ‘particularly. . receptive. to the: Ger- | 
poet man film product... aa 

«Only. a’ brief” five . ‘years “REO; 
:Germans. were speaking: optimisti-: 

ol ally. of -“the invasion of the. oer 

=. * there appeared. tobe some major | 
a clicks. The lurid story. of.a Frank- | 
“furt- prostitute. and ‘the effect. ‘of 
'-,the booming economy. on her: and: 
“her. sin sisters, “Rosemarie,” ‘was. 

‘man films..in‘ the. U:S:.. market,” 

‘a big hit : even “if many- ‘sensitive 

- 4 fitted in the cash boxes. 

woe States. 

"| Others like’ “The: Captain. from 
a Koepenick” and “The Devil’s.Gen-. 
' . eral’? ‘promised. to “help: -the Ger-: 
... Mian: film iridustry keep going, but’: 

-., Of late the going has been. more | 
- difficult. for. German : ‘product: ‘in: “f. 
“America. : a 1 

a Right | “now, | ‘the: ‘German: ‘iidus- 
“ ‘tryites are pinning their | ‘hopes: ‘on - 

“sa recent, quartet. that did big- -busi«'} 
_ ness in 1963 at. home, ‘and- which. 
it’ hopes’ ‘will be. smashes’ in “the |: 

: “The Knowledge. of. -a. Man |: 
<.im.. a’ Furnished .Room,” | “1 oe 

-Treasure...of the Silver ‘Sea,’ oe © ee 
> Am : Only a- “Woman” 
”, Black-White-Red. Four. Poster” are} 

and. 

er os, the big hopes at ‘the: moment. | 
- But on ‘other. ‘fronts,. ‘the . ‘Ger- 

oo man; films are succeeding. 
- Even. ‘though - ‘the’ ‘Germans com- 

cee ‘plained : that. the. ‘Italian © filmmak- 
ers were on’.an. all-out *“German: 
hate ckick” .and. trying . to . revive 
the. animiosities: of: World “War It 
with. unfair .. or: inaccurate films 
about ‘Nazi - atrocities,. ‘the ‘German 
films did. ‘well: in. Italy: ast. -year: 

During 1963,.there were 24 néw 
: German films’ ‘premiered in Rome, 
“ not bad: when ‘it’s considered: that 
the .German output - for -the . ‘Year 
- was “only.-about.. double. that. -numi- 
: ber. :-Take-home “pay. for..the Ger-.| 
‘Mans: ‘ran’. to. about “2% . 

Sunit> . Phames,” “Secret ‘of. - -the.. YeHow |" 
oe Narcissus.” ” “The: White “Spider; | 

“Marriage. of Mr: Mississippi,” 
nee “With Raspberry: ‘Syrup: All “Goes 

‘Better™: and. 

. Yugo’ s German. ‘Westerns : : 

Big: new love-affair - is that - be: 
; tween’ the ‘German. and. the. Yugo- 
“play. producers,. 
‘trend in Germany to make. “west- 
-erns” shot ‘in Yugoslavia; and. with. 
a Portion : of Slav. money.” 
| year; for: instance,. 

and ..at~ another _ ‘ad- 

only ° inexpensively: - 

. og ‘are’ -working’:-hand-in-hand ‘in ‘sub- 
—— sequent film. deals. 

'. .Inade. in. Yugoslavia. in; the - last 
_- "two years counted . -on:..: German 

- funds, ‘either. .-by:- a~ co-production. 
deal ‘OF by some. splitting: of. costs. 

' And . of: the-- profits’ being. taken 

street. . 

on ~ Jast. year... 

mann down | about . -$400, 000. from the 
- "year. ‘before, : the -German produc- 
tion: had . dipped considerably, ‘too.. 
And. all. things .considered, ‘that 
-Jooked. ‘like’ ‘a. Nice - round: figure: 
‘for’: German’ filins Jo: do. outside |. 

“While: the foreign’ grosses, were 

- nal the, homeland. : 

a “The _ . 

“The | | 

of - the: 
--. year's ‘business,. ‘with . -excellent " re- 
=. sults: / reported: from” 

., “again. along. with “The* Door with 
Seven. Keys,””" “Guesthouse..en the: 

a “Treasure”. 

nd “The. Last of Mrs. 
Chaney,” as. ‘the best: money mak: 

. ers last. ‘year with ‘the’ Italians:. 

‘with -- the. latest: 

Last ough, ‘the ‘German’ Interior Min- 
istry has stated that it. is.:cutting | 
the: entiré budget ‘for. ‘aid ‘to. Ger- |’ 
/Tnan films to-about’ $1, 500,000: for 
1964—and that will: have to" in® 
clude. the support”. for: the ‘Film 
Festival:. in Berlin, citations “for 
-the documentaries, -and -prizes. to. 
the. winning. - pics: at’ Berlin:- Just: 

. 24. .German. 
" filins: played. to: good:- ‘business " in 
. ‘Yugoslavia, 
on vantage ‘money-wise :: —- the. films: 
were 

titled, instead of. ‘dubbed, -as. the 
small. “Yugoslav. audience . ‘doesn’t: 
warrant _the. expenditures : of the: 
$7,500 - needed: to : “synchronize - a 

- ‘film. in: this lingo, oe ; 

. Meanwhile; ‘the ‘two. couritries 

sub- 

Twenty: pics.| > 

[am Down In 1964 

Tse - ‘Frankfurt. : 
Both “the Anierican ‘distributors: 

\ in Germany:: and.‘the German’ pro-'}. 
{ducers . are: down to: ‘about: half. the | 
‘number: of . films’ . Which. “were | 
‘marketed - din. -the:' -peak | postwar. 
years. here:. U..: S. :-Feaghed a. post- 

as | war high ‘in. 1958; -when. the: MPEA. 
‘members: ‘and “the: . 
‘imported... '242.. films” into” “West. 
Germany. (as. against. the:109 Ger-} 
‘man. productions. that: year),: 
‘for: ‘German ‘films’ was. 1955, when. 
-the native-so ith. 122, 

Germans’ felt: that it did more. to | e native: sons. came. ‘up wi 

_ distort their -image than “it: bene: |. 

‘independents 

‘Best 

films.” 
‘It’s: estimated that the Ameticans ” 

“| will in’: 1964. “have about -120 new 
; pictures’ in’: West:. Germany. - 
‘man volume ‘: should be. about. 60 
‘features. ‘ a 

Get- 

joo Stays With 
‘Encouragement, 

“Bonn. : 
The ° “Pederal: 

the. “certain - ‘date’. to: qualify’ has. 
-peen . -extended. Hope: is-:to' “get 
“outstanding”: German features: in 
the works, - based on. a. Treading of |: 
scripts. . ok 
Originally” the: ‘pl. an offered 

-$50,000:: apiece to seven “German: 
| films *that: the “West ‘German: ‘Min-' 
istry’ of the Interior thought ‘were 
“worthy”. in 1962,.-with the added. 
regulation that: the films: must: 
start. production. ‘by: the “end. of | 
1963.: Only two. of the’ seven-made | 
the’ production. ‘date: — ‘partly be-.| 
cause the. government subsidy. 
would be ‘paid: ‘only when. the films. 

‘and ‘the - hard: were. .-finished, ' 
pressed . ‘German producers. were 
unable ‘to round up ‘the: starting 
‘eredit. by the -deadline.. - : 

- Now, though,. the. Ministry - -of 
the. Interior :has” selected. 10° more» 
‘films for’.1963, which ‘have : to. be. 
started by. ‘the. end of 1964,’ -and™ 
thas ‘declared that: it. is ‘extending . 

| the: deadline. for the: previous. five. 
- | from. the. year before. — ; 

- That means the German. governi-” 
‘ment will ‘have ‘té come up- with. 
aid. in-the form: of a hefty $750,000. 
iby: ‘the . end of. this’. -year,.. if. the: 
‘fifteen films: actually: get. into. the 
‘shooting: stage... 

On.the other: side’ of the budget, 

low: -half of: the. ‘total’ can. go ‘to 
-the’ 15: outstanding pics, and .the- 
‘other half be split for. .all- the -vari-} 
ous. other film activities supported | -. 
-in-some’ “way, by ‘the:German gov-. 

is. a: problem |. no.’ ‘one | 4 at ernment — 
seems.to have solved: as “yet: 
| “Meanwhile,.. ‘the “film industry- 
ites’ are: ‘noting ..sour]v- that: . 

out of ‘Yugoslavia via. the German: -aprettv'slim budget-that the’ gov-- 

_ films. in‘-the. ‘cinemas,..a. part. of 
“the money. ‘is: paid in. cash, the” 
‘yest used ‘to bring: Yugoslav: doeu- | . 
mentaries. ‘to: West. Germany, thus. 

_ sending ' more: profits’ up the Awo-. 
way 

: Business - with “Spain. was.” also: 
le Yelatively good: last - -year, - and the}: 
<< German - filmmakers “were delight- | 

'. ed to.tote. up“export business to” 
“the” amount” of ‘about . “$6, 000, 000 

‘| was ‘founded: in. 1955,” according. to 
chairman.of the board Baron. von. 

“it’s 

ernment is offering to. support: t-4t8 | tioned: festivals:.gives the Ameri- 
[game an’ ‘additional ‘import. license. 

| This. is. why. the. Americaris. are 
. | more interested. in. these -festivals. 

troubled. home. film. ‘makers. 

UFA HOUSES REPORT. 
BIL. UP IN CERMANY | 

‘Duesseldorf; ‘April. 98." 
Last year’ ‘turned. ‘out. to. be: “the 

‘best: business’ ‘year ‘for: the .UFA|: 
theatre chain. since “the. combine 

Ostman _ here. ‘Chain ‘now’ includes. 
four “houses. on ground owned. by: 
UFA,.-25: under contract: -to’ the 
‘Chain, ‘and “four. partly. ‘awned iby 
UFA: Total ‘Seats ‘are’ 24,100. 

‘for. its | 

tures” ‘in. ‘recent: years. 

to raise the ‘festival's artistie stand: 
‘ard, ‘there. “were. (also. local). scribes 

who. even suggested that. ‘Berlin. 

| naturally, 

- Though Dubious 
| government's a 
‘scheme ® ‘to stimulate - better. pro-‘|: 
‘ductions hasn’t. worked. so: far; but | would surrender its: *A*- rating, it: 

would ‘José ali international: -im- 
portance, It. ‘would. become. a ‘sec- 
ond-rate event.’ It'is true- that we: 
then could : show,” - big: -films.. ‘that: 

By HANS HOEBN. 
: ee 

- Berlin Film ‘Festival, ‘or “Berlin- oe 
| ailer Jas it -is-ealled: in’ the. Tocal.| ° 
trade-: “lingo, | “has - ‘been: “eriticized 

“abundance, ‘of. inferior 

films” and/or “lack of: quality pic- 
In- order 

give up. “its ““A”. festival: status. 
‘This: move,.. the scribes felt: “would 
enable Berlin to get: better films. 
(Under. the regulations for an “A” |. 
festival, ‘@ film-can only be entered’ 
‘in. competition. if it has not ‘been: 
shown - outside of . its’ country -of: 

- This, : quite’ 
‘militates “against - the. 

: jshowing. here -of.many a good one). 

origin. :at-. the. time: 

Dr: Alfred _Batier, the head of 

| the: annual Berlin FilmFestival, ‘has’ 
| never left’ any doubt that he. feels 
Ait important that. Berlin sticks. to! 

its “A”.“status even—if necessary 
-|—at the - expense. of quality. films, 
| His rationale is. that: it. teok Berlin | 

‘Seven. years_ “to get. its:“A’’. status 
in 1957 and that. such recognition. 
from the’. . Federation, “oF: ‘Tnterna- [A 

‘German jnarks (more: than’ $50,000). 
Now it is being proposed that there] . 

$25,000 for a film role) it seeems 
‘that more and. more ‘of the tal-— 

not. lightly. tobe. regarded ‘in’ ‘the 
light of so: many‘ film. festivals. all 
‘over. ‘the. world at: present. 

- Said: ‘Batier: “T- think ‘if. ‘Berlin 

, ran: at. other: festivals before: but 
it- is. rather doubtful-whether: the] _ 
international press would be inter- 
ested-in coming to. Berlin to see) 
films: that: they. shave . seen’ before.'|- 
Also; if: we give up.the ‘A’: rating. a 
there ‘i is the possibility. that another | ..- 
German. city: will launch a. feature ae 

ee ee 

‘there’. “have ™ . peen suggestions. 0 
“move”™-the. Berlin film. festival: ta 
‘Munich: Berlin, - of ‘course, - stood 
up at: once: ‘against’ these’ -Munich- 
ingpired ‘suggestions. ) 

‘The suggéstions that ‘Berlin ‘give: 
up its “A” status were ‘advanced 
after: ‘the’ 1962: festival and. Again 
last year. . 

‘Bauer. ‘gathered the: élite: ‘of the 
Berlin. film press at a special: nieet- 
‘ing. The. meeting ‘also. saw: the} — 
presence OF" ‘city’s’ No: -1- critic, 
Friedrich ‘Luft, who. had once ‘pub- 
lished’ the. ‘above. suggestion’ in ‘his’ 
influential“ ‘paper. Bauer: first .dis- 
cussed: the matter and then asked. 

| the pressmen that everyone ‘who's 
{in favor: of the “A” status. should: 
{raise his hand. Two did not vote: 
(Luft. included). but: otherwise. all. 
showed: a. clear - : Bro-“A”. attitude. 

“At” this ‘occasion, 
the: “question came up..why Berlin 
has been: seeing so few: worthwhile 
Ameriean ‘films. « 

Berlin, v., 
The Whyfore. 

There - is a simple . ‘answer. to 
The import of U:S.. features. 

into: such countries. as France; Italy 
or" ‘Spain is ‘subject -to a certain:|: 

. contingent. Every. ‘American film 
that-is running at: the above men- 

In Germany, they. hiaven’t got’ those |. 
fundamental: import: worries.. - The 
German market. is fully liberalized.|:. 

isolated 

cal festival. Also, itis not-a child 
of.. tourist-conscious ity” ‘fathers. 

anid. no-.Groisette. as at ‘Catmes and 
The: houses: ‘reported: that. busi- ‘has: consequently . also --in- this. re- 

“(Continued ¢ on. - Page 118: Aspect, a. different | climate: an 

‘decided that this.5% 
Jevied only ‘on. the film houses with 

ras such, ‘native and: foreign. 

incidentally, |.’ ‘cision ° on.. this -‘would. come: from: 
| New. York’ ‘via- Paris, . ‘and that of 

In. Cannes or. 
“Venice, ‘for’ example, ‘one can -seé: 
quité..a: variety. of interesting new 
-Americati films. via the: information 
sections."Even San Sebastian often 
‘gets: better American product: than 

In view of: 
‘Berlin’s: ‘position: ‘aS.an 
city, it is. involuntarilv- also: a politi- 

Wi 
: ’ Frankfurt. 

* Motion’ ” Picture” Export US. ) 
Assn.’ s situation {s. “very cloudy”. 

‘ini West ‘Germany: at. the. moment, | 
-with the:income. that the :American 
distributors -earn in this. country 
possibly: to. be ‘reduced .by.'a signifi- 

“Every: | eant three to. five percent, 
thing: depends on the’ Martin’ Plan, 
‘WhetHer. it-‘goes -througti” arid in|. 

| what final .. form,” explaine d 
Stephen: “Beers, “MPEA ‘chief. in 
West Germany." vs 

some pressure. to. come .out-one: way 
or another on. the proposed plan,’ bid 
‘Beer's-neted.".. .-; | 

In: effect, ite plan: “was initiay|_ 
proposed to.-levy a special 5%] * 
fee on ‘the. grosses of. all the .cine- 
‘Mas in West. Germany, the ‘money j 
being, ‘raised. from ‘the: fee ‘to go 
into. a fund to. aid. the West German 
‘producers. | 7 { 

- Under ‘the: initial change, it was. 
would be 

“yearly.“gross . of: vex 200,000 

be: a..sliding scale, with 39% fake 
4 from the . theatres’ in ‘the: ‘annual 
‘category of .-200;000- to --400,000- 

greener hills of California. marks (from . $50, 000° -to: $100,000), 
4% for those grossing from 400,000/ 

| to. ‘600, 000 marks annually ($100, 000. 
.to. $150,000), and: the maximum fee: 
‘for. those earning-more than 600,-. 
+000 ‘marks ' Cover. "$150, 000). a -year.. 

. Sonie: of. the: American. dis- 
os : tributors - in Gerniany quietly 

. advantage to oppose the plan 
_because in effect. it- ‘is: taking 
“money from . their -grosses in 

-petiters. | 

: In theory, though;. “the attitude 
of. the - ‘American - “distributors 
‘abroad: has been that’ a good Ger- 
-Man. film industry. with which the. 

| US. films-can. compete is desirable. 
‘Yanks ‘have’ been quick: to stress 
that the existence | of: a loeal indus- 
‘try’ means that’ the native. theatres |: 
will have’ added: interest “in: films, 

‘Some Subsidizations.*: 
In, italy, France, Spain. and Brit- 

ain theré is. some: federal subsidiz-| 
“ing of “pictures. And. the. West Ger-: 
man films, struggling along. ‘without|” 
‘Similar: support, are in the difficult 
“position: of having: to come up with 
-product. good. enough to. compete |. 
for rentals in’ Common . ‘Market | _ 
lands. and in’ Britain, and also:-to}:: 
compete with. the big films turned | 
out. “py: -the Americans... 

' According: to.. Beers, . official: de- 

course “MPEA wouldn’t want. to be 
the. whipping boys in .case that the 
filan is.defeated,'and the German 
‘producers. could...then claim that. 
we. had: sabotaged the German 
films. oe 

€st hit of-all the distributors vying 
‘in the. German markét... This is .be- 

maximum: bite.. 
In ‘some of ‘the. German’ states, 

has ‘now ‘been ceased. In the state. 
-Lof North Rhine-WestpHhalia, for in- 

‘stance; if.the film has a “predicate” 
-Theaning - that. ' ‘the’ proper German 
authorities .. 
“worthy”. or “particularly worthy,” 

“have deemed . 

and it. played along with a similar- 
jy-. classified . documentary~ short, 
‘there is no tax. | 

It: has’ no Lido: ‘beach ‘as-at Venice | - 
scribed. as a replaccment for this 

Martin. Plan. “was initially des 

tax, ‘but’ -sSinece .SOme .areas “have: 
7 ‘dropped. ‘the entertainment: tax; 

playing: ‘in West Germany. 

| feel that. it would. be. to. their’ | ionger seen in German ‘Alms, in- 
{stead concentrating on ‘American 
pictures and French stage appear- 

-order: to. subsidize their com: a ances, 

By HAZEL GUILD 
‘the Martin ‘Plan would mean a 
brand-new levy on. grosses. 

Last year, the Americans. earned 
about ‘$25,000,000 on” their: films: 

And 
with about 120 films due..to come 
in for the 1964-65. calendar, they 
could. hope to earn about the same. 
‘amount: again 

1$25, 00-P erFilm 
"There ‘is. still. some ‘question as: 

to whether ‘it, will pass. in its pres- 
‘ent: form, and: we have been under |: Cartel Sends Stars 

~ Ont of Germany 
Frankfurt. 

“How're | you’ gonna keep ’em 
down in the Black. Forest, after 
‘they've seen Beverly Hilts? 

_ That's the big question the Ger 
man film industry is asking. With. 
the much cussed-and-discussed sal- 
ary levels still maintained by the 
German Producers’ Union (so. 

{that-a top German actor or ac 
tress cannot be paid more than 

ented’ people are‘ turning to the 

‘Recent German filmites who 
have ‘deserted their. native lands 
for American films include Elke — 
Sommers and Christine Kauffman, 
the latter « ‘having. renounced her 
film career since marrying Tony 
‘Cartis. 

Romy. Schneider, is ‘no 

One of the first to renounce Ger 
{Many was big. money-maker ‘Curt... 
Jurgens... Ever since the salary 
‘controls ‘were clapped on, ‘Juer- 

| gens. has refused to work here. He 
‘would do so only if he could get 

{a bigger ‘slice of the take by be- 
ing the” producer, he noted re- 
tently. 
Once ‘the German films: have 

built. a star, it’s. fetting. customary 
.| for that person. to check out, Ieav- 
{ing the German film industry with | 
another..problem to surmount of | 
where to. get the new celebrities 
willing: ‘to: work for sale,” 

‘INTERNATIONAL’ STARS. 
“IN GERMAN FEATURES 

.. Berlins _ 
German films themselves . may 

not..seem very, international. ‘but 
stars in German films ‘are. Of. the 
20 most popular. (according to iast- 
“Starometer”) male and female 
German. players, three are Swiss, - 
three are Austrian, two are 
British, one: is. American and one 
‘bears -a- Liechtenstein. passport— 
in’ other words: 

If the plan’ went through in the | Player is a foreigner. 
| ‘form now proposed with, the sliding, 

‘seale for. cinemas with: differing. 
annual. incomes, “the: MPEA ‘mem-. 
bers ‘would be. just about the hhard-. 

Every second 

Top female -position . is held by 
Swiss -Liselotte Pulver, «followed. 
“by ‘Austrian Nadja Tiller and: Géer- 
Ian ‘Ruth Leuwerik: Then comes. 
British. citizen Lilli Palmer, Swiss 
Maria Schell, Marianne: Koch ‘and 
Johamia. von. "Koezian, ti 

“cause. its: ‘product: plays off: in. the an, two German 
‘larger. houses andthe big ‘: Cities, 
‘doing less: well in a smaller | ‘com- 
‘munity. : ‘Hence, the American films 

| would usually . be subjected. to the 

actresses. German-born Hildegard 
Knef .or Neff, married .to British 
actor: Dave Cameron, ‘has become a 
‘British national. ‘Next ‘on. that list _. 

-Ger-" 
{man, and Australian Romy 
| Schneider. 

the. entertainment. tax that .once|: ; 
‘claim d.a piece of the initial rofits: 

-tand they. can. import’ into: the’ coun-] j ed. a piece P 
‘try. as. many. Dix ds they wish. . 

Quite apart: ‘from ‘that,’ ‘one can-. 
{ not: ‘actually compare. “Venice ‘and. 
|-Cannes. ‘with. Berlin... 

are. Elisabeth Flickéenschildt, 

“In the male field, Germans Heinz 
Ruehmann and. Gert Froebe- hold 
top. positions, then come American: 
Peter. van Eyck,: Austrian Peter 
Alexander; Austrian-born Oo. . W. 
.Fischer whose. passport. reads. 

t}-Liechtenstein, 
| Germans. Goetz George, 
Giller... 

followed :by-..the 
Walter. 

-Hansjocrg Felmy and 
Hardy ‘Krueger. Then ‘comes Swiss | 

| Maximilian Schell; Maria’s Oscar- - 
‘decorated. brother. 

‘There are also various foreign- : 
ers. ‘among th -rupners-up. such as: :- 

* (Continued | on page 114) to 



- * Austria is very simple: aggravated, “question..of financing, ever crucial 

.., films exclusively should’ be: utilized | 

‘trl fo es 
By ‘EMIL ‘MAASS ; 

so -Vienna.: , Austrian Filin Institute.’ it sounded 
‘The diagnosis on. the “motion: imposing. But. “it broke... down 

_. picture - production -  industfy:: © of | tinder. publie: ‘discussion when .the. 

‘Jong-neglected “ lethargy. Nobody | here, developed ‘that nobody. could 
ever manages to: effect a cu®e. Not| think. of anything but-the: old, old, 
that there have not’been’a cértain| old idea. of. taxing theatre. ad-|- 
Dumber of ideas proposed: One of| missions, already well. faxed need- 
these advocated the, creation of: an’ Jess to Say. - 

Television Says 
oe conceived ‘in’: the. brains ‘cells. ‘of 

| bureaucrats and’ ‘immediately’ took 
‘the form. of- contemplated eraeyoj 
of. 

Film Tndustr oe | -aside; ~ the « : situation’ ~ remained. 
‘Frankfurt. -about: where’ ‘it: has. been for ‘the. 

16° sinecures “necessary” ‘to run 
| the. Institute, . plus an.“archive: of-: 

“The. television industry. is: the:| past five’ years. 
galvation ‘of the. German. film 

| ficial.’ : These :. -personages, 

industry,” claimed ..General’ Man- | the.. lowest’. production ‘figure was} 
ager Werner -Hess,. chief. of the|reached.” Most- ‘active~ are” Franz 

| appointed, -would : have. ade the: 
ot decisions of: what. to.. pro uce 

When this - idea was" shrugged 

Hessischer” Rundfunk, . Frankfurt:} Antel. and. ‘Stadthallen” with: their | . 
outlet .of: the First. German Radio’ ‘comedies. Some. of them: actually 

and TV Net. His statement.recently |'are quite gdod,: but : only “intended. 
has. set. off a. blast .of -.counter-| for’: the .German: language ~ -coun-. 
claims ‘from: ‘the’. 
German ‘film: producers who. con-)| level. “Variety was: :told: over: and. 
tantly object to the unfair tax--| over. ‘again—and .. “we quote “The 
“free. competition . offered by the | Austrian. producers are. not: inter- 
Gernian ‘television, by the lack’ of} ested‘-in selling. their: output to art| 
controls. on the : age. Jimits . for | houses: abroad.: ‘The extra. ‘$1, 000; 
‘viewers . (while attendance. in: Ger-| does: not. interest. us." ; 
man cinemas. is strictly. regulated. | ~Loeal: 
for —yarious ages for... different ‘productio®- 
films), by the many, films. playing. (Sport. “City: 
on tv. 

But’ generally,- it looks. as if. Hess tive: members 
has some. points on“his..side: -. charged. misuse of public funds, as. 

“Sinee. 1960, Bavaria Studios, with+ the’: “ Stadthallen. ‘company... .was 

the. largest: film. and. television: founded. by . the’ ~ Socialists. But 
technical _equipment: _in- Europe, Socialists - proved, that :their’ light- 
have done. over. 400 television weight: comedies. earned <a. slight 

7 plays, entertainment: | shows’ and: profit. He ended up: saying. “It’s 

olitics, entered inte, the. 
field: of: Stadthallen 
Hall): 

of... city: council 

--» geries for the, two West.. German better .to produce -bad motion. pic- |- 
television nets. Of - the: founding | tures, . ‘than. none- ‘at. all—and be= 

‘capital of Bavaria Studios there-is | cides: ‘there is..a lack of. good. 
49% owned. by the: Bavaria: Film writers.” -.. © 
“Kunst: “Corporation; and . 25.5% With: 448 foreign. filins” imported. 
‘each’ in the hands of the advertis-: during 1963, Austrian theatre own=. 
ing organizations of-South German |-e;5 ‘did less ‘than a. so-so ‘business. | 
Television of Stuttgart. and. the. More. than 60 ‘closed down. MGM. 

“West German. TV ‘oi Cologne,. as- 

suring that’ those tio stations will, 

sutilize the: property: to. the . maxi- 7 

mum. oy 
Bavaria ‘for: instance . now offers | 

10 halls for’ film. and. television | - 
production plus five special. studios |. 
‘for’ synchronization - -and mixing, a. 

“ special + ‘music * studio ‘and... trick | 
studio, .37° ‘cutting - and ‘showing. 
.rooms,. plus: copy - factory for -re- 
‘doing t6mm and~ 35mm. films ‘in 
black: and- white... The; sroup was: 
founded with $3,.750.000: and has | 
added another $2.500,000 in invest- 
ments since 1960; and is Tunning | 
well in the: plack,. thanks. to. tv. 
“The ‘Assn. of Technical. Workers 

for: Films .and Television have just | 
filet an objection~ ‘against | the 
tendency of the West. German: tele- 
vision stations. to ‘build. their: own 
studios for’ production , and: copy-- 
work; . thus.. beginning. to- ‘Set..up | 
their ‘own little empires. wy 
They note. ‘that: there As a’ 

‘danger of over-capacity, while the: 
studio. facilities. : that “once made 

“AFEX: presented: 35,. Rank .21,/15' 
in original - language). + Total. -Amet-. 
ican -imports were 148, West. Ger-. 
many supplied 49 -and France: 48... 
“For ‘thé first’: -time,~-a- sliding: 

‘between - ‘distributors * and -house. 
owners:: Top rent ‘was 47.5%, ‘The. 
‘new~ system “will start. . ‘with: 40% 
and according: attendance, the dis- 
tributor. might. : Teduce it: to. a 
‘minimum; Of: 30% 

on rentals paid: by ‘tv companies | © 
of West « -Germany : 7 éxclusively.. 
VARIETY was told, -that. this ‘situa-| - 
tion is. unbearable’ for. the: future,,) : 
‘as? tv productions demand ‘muck | § 
-leSs:time,.. the -result™ ‘being, ° ‘that 
many Austrian ‘film: ‘Stages. are 
vaeant for .weeks, ‘if.-rot- ‘months, 
‘Wien Film Studio, as well: as: Otto. 
Duerer ‘studio. ‘in-.Salzburg,’ point: 

pares 

stable; due- to. the one. year ‘con- 
tracts. with. - their: eniployees’ ‘and 
workers.: Mere: oveasional, appear- 
ances of American producers ‘can- 
not: ameliorate. the -financial: situa- 
tion;. “regular” “renting. is. neces- | 
‘sary... | 
With: rentals, . living. costs and 

general expenses: having. .risen ‘to. 
international. average,. Vienna and 
all: ‘Austria. now -has less tu ‘offer. 
Its.: own . ‘motion. picture: industry 
-moves... along, ‘unnoticed - and. --un- 
‘mentioned’. on, ‘the "international 

market. 7 a 

-for-television. In’ 1963, for instance, 
the studios. «with a capacity ; ‘for 
making 70‘full-length feature films, | 
‘made ‘only. 50°: German - cinema 
‘filnits,. and rightly. ‘had to- fill their 
time. with - television.. ‘Now © the 

‘technical | ivorkers ‘fear.. that’ in the 
future -the “studios - will. be: faced: 
- with uinbooked space, ‘and eventu- 
ally. there wilk be insufficient work 
for the technical’employees. | 

*Rumaway’. Here Too?’ - 
They noted,. too, that. while the! 

American. £ilm.- “producers: fhe) 
formerly used: the German studios, | 
they are now: going more. toward. 
Spain and- Yugoslavia, -where- -the: 
costs are lower. — pete 

Meantime, there jis. no. difficulty | 
— but they. foresee it. 
In another way; too; television. 

is helping . thé. films, ‘“elaims. ‘a | 
‘German __ . television: -industryite. W-Berlin = 
Television. ~is. Snapping ‘up films,-+ 
old::.and | new, .foreign and. local. - 
Producing a. full-length’ film for 
television costs. about $125, 000. in. 
Germany.—- | while ‘a. film ‘can .be 
purchased for from. $7, 500. to ‘$10,- 
000 now. 
German: television last. year. was 

“kind. énough to the film: industry” 

(Continued ‘on. ‘Page 118 

nl 

| to: something like. 6.000. last year.. 

tt all W-German: cities: 

‘Hamburg = Llc lees are's 
Munich: eels 
Frankfurt. - tei ce aed 

-Bremen- 
Nuremberg. 

‘| Wuppertal © 
‘Mannheim - 

y : Wiestaden 
oy Augsburg: . 

. eo ee Sw eo Fee oe 0 we oe 8 eat eo 

typi- . 
| eally.. immune from ‘dismissal, .once | 

In. 1963, with “5. feature: ‘tits, | 

“hard-pressed |‘tries.: Sascha. Film is on the samé | 

‘Company,|-: 
“ ‘operated. by Adolf ‘Eder. Conserva-:| 

‘leads with. 53 - films’... in. - playoff. af 

‘dramatist - Starting. a 

‘seale ‘on -rentals: was agreed ‘upon |. : 

Radvanyi, 

~ German Film Theatre Siink 

“Census of. West. ‘German r, including West: Berlin). cinemas. - amounted 
-An- exact : ‘figure: as of Jan. 1, 1963 

showed: :the: number 6,300. One year ‘before: €1962) the. number. Tan 
\:fo 6,675. ‘The - below statistics: indicate’ that: there, As. 4. downward: trend | 

a 
‘. * wae see ‘ede ete & 8 & ee eB eee 

‘; Fae eee Ce a ee 

Stuttgart. f..p.cr Ae 

a eo a ie er errs te ee 

Se giles ene he eee cee ee 

‘DLEMOOD FANS. a 
_ANDFILRS IN KIND 

“Rvankefurt.. 
pg | git thie time” 

reason avowed .:by” one “in five. 
‘persons ‘for going toa: film, : in @ 
recent .. study. ‘conducted. in: West. 
Germany. Most of the people: ‘were: 
‘just looking for .a’-way to pass a 
couple of hours, without too ‘much 
roncern ‘for the: ‘subject. matter: .of 
the icture—only: ‘that: it be’ Tight 
diversion..° 

. That, tothe. woild fila producers 
who feel. they must ‘come’ up. with 
weighty, : _ significant, 

-| stuff; is: a bitter’. blow. But it ex-_ 
‘plains. why ‘more © and.. more ‘the 7 
German film. producers are: letting. -, 
their’ sights sink lower toward ‘the |-/¥ 
murder ‘mystery . and cowboy |. 1 
themes ‘that are. .. Proving Popular | 
‘here, ale 2, 

Of. ‘the: cinema-goers questioned:| 
in: the study (made: at seven first--|: 

_|run theatres), ‘about. ‘46% noted al: 
“special interest | in. the drama. or - 

| the book on which it was: based,- or: | - 
in. the’ stars, _or the locale in: ‘which : 
the film: was’ made. Another .29% 
“had “been ‘attracted to the picture, 
because:: of." advertising: or: ° film: 
er itiques | or comment from. friends. 

“and” ‘timely 

Largest | ‘group: “of | ‘visitors, “ineci- 
dentally, fell- into. the 10: to-30 age 
group, whiclr bought. 49%: of. the. 
tickets: .31% -were in the ‘30 to 50] © 
category, and: 20% ‘over -50:° 

before. “Words: like ~ Hell, 

ances: And | “there ‘were 

“Nakeds.” -~. 
‘Big. words | ‘for’: . the: ‘upcoming. 

‘calendar. aré “Karl: May,’ ” with ‘the: 
“revival.-of interest :in: the western 
. written :. by. the’ German |, 

- Karl May: 
novels. -. 

Wave”: here... 

: And: with. the interest. ‘conti uing. 
Ger-. in -“‘krimis,”’: two: courageous 

‘man’ ‘producers : are. risking’ their 
“eapital with a ‘pair Of. productions, 
-rosting. over -.a ‘million ‘marks: — 

|$250,000.—: a. high | investment! for 
| a Joeal, film, went fa. 

_Film studios © exist - practically | 

“Ane Stars 
ameesCoritinued from. page. — 

“Swiss: ‘Paul Hubschmid* Gn: ‘Holly- | 
:wood.once Paul Christian), Argen- 
..tinian-born, ; C.arlos-: Thompson, 
‘Hungarian - borh” “Marika ~. “Roekk, 
-Danish Vivi..Bach;.to. jaame some. 

out, that \ operation. costs™: remain}. - Also quite q- ‘number of: foreign-. 

“ers: among..the- ‘directors, ‘especially. 
‘Austrians . such.’ as Harald ©. Reinl, 
‘Georg. Marischka, Georg Tressler; |. 
‘Edwin--Zbonek, Franz Antel, ete. 
The: Hungarian element. has: always: 
-been. substantial. ‘in the - ‘German 
pix. To: ‘-name.. some: 
Cziffra, Joseph. von Baky: Geza von : 

Madrid-based: ‘Ladislao 
. Vajda,: ‘ete. Quite. a. few. Americans. 
too,- “such ‘as Frank Wisbar; 
fried - . Reinhardt, 
Werner Klingter.. Robert- ‘Siodmak - 
-most:.of them: former Germans any- 
Wave. . ae 

- Victor: Vicas; 

“Berlin 

1960 - 1959s 
- 265. B61 832. 208 
VIg 7B 6484. 
126 "122°: 112. =: 7.106 
83° BON TE “69, 

BA BT 6s oe BB 
ee) ree See © 
~ 33. 32. BE 31 
“BB BE Bt: BA 
33 730 27 °° 20 

was ‘the . 

10 oe er 

” Wednesday, ‘April 29, ‘1968 

|German. Pix ta In pane | 
At least. eight: films. will t run ‘over the 3, 000, 000. mark of ti tickets wold. oe! 

two |: 
are. American,. (and even - Of that pair, one is technically. Br itish). op Se 
in West Germany this year. Big-news is that. of these. eight, .o' 

| Other six are ‘German... 

in .Montevideo) - ‘from: Hans: Domnick -Productions; ‘Team. production 

Toechter” (Kohlhiesel’s Daughters). 

“While ‘only nine: of the 400 film’ 
titles. that appeared. in the. 1963-64 
_ealendar- used. the’ word : “Gove,” 
‘thie “word - “Murder”: 
appeared 24° times—up. from the}: 
-nine’ times it :was used -the.- year 

- Devil; 

‘Satan, ‘Horror appeared | in. another ‘ 

‘dozen film titles: *. 
“Women? Girls, ‘Virgins. were “used ’ 

cin’ 17: titles (as against . Man: or. 

‘Men: only. eight. times),. -there-. were: 
‘13 Secret Nights, and. Bed cropped 
up. six times,’ with Sex: and: Sin each: 
‘coming .. in. for. ‘tWo | “title.” 2 Four 

our’ 

Geza: ‘von. 

-Gott-. 

“yest foee. 

‘| House ‘in Montevideo,” ”. 

: | Domnick™ :for- 
| Vacation “from 
A Seitz—Constantin; 

{| One Sota.” Maria Schell. vehicle, 

Doitce” and - Columbia-Bavaria’s 

“By ie KAFKA™ 
“Munich. : 

‘doubt. thatea scountry.: divided: in 
half, ‘as is Germany, has.such ex- 
‘tensive production. facilities:: West | 

| Berlin, Munich ‘and Hamburg is: 
‘each a film-producing center. while 
‘across.‘that ashbrick wall. there :is 
stilk. another. film center in. ‘East. 
Berlin. 
_Munich’s’ ‘Studios: go: back to" be: 

lor orld. War I -and were ver 
“The. cinemias. are. becoming more {£ e W y 

‘gruesome all: the. :time,’’. a. West: 
‘German: film eritie noted recently. 
‘He. explained: that: ‘the. film. ‘titles, 
and - ‘the theatre ads, .were accent- 

.. | ang: ‘the: horror,. the.-murders, the 
‘killing and shooting | more. “than: 
-ever. before... “- 

‘active. during: the Weimar Republic 
period.. Much. of: the: work here has 
had -a- co-production . flavor in: re-. 
-cent years. 

Of the’. earliest. planis here;| 
| ‘Trafilco, Weiss-Blau, and Bayrische | 
Filmindustrie .definitely. belong to} 

It femains . _reinark-worthy no. 

‘release; 

(Films; Schorcht. Distribution: “Pull 
Heart and Empty Pockets,” 9. - Loew- 
ant Productions, Columbia-Bavaria ae 

‘Ruehmann’ “once te 
-and :-“Watch’ Out,. 
‘Heinz... 

Divina-Gloria: 
Dodd,” 
more, 

‘Bookings for the: immediate “tut 
ture forecast a.much: ‘higher. total 
in. 1964, there. is a.sharp ‘upward 
trend ‘in. ‘evidence: Two years ago; ..°.°<- 
‘the ‘studio’s budget * set’ aside. $4 
million. for ‘technical innovations.“ . 
and. further. stage. enlargementa.°:. ~ 
Half of which. has’ already ‘been 
‘spent. at, this time. foe 

{the past, Arnold. -& Richter, abbre-| ¥! 
-viated. to “ Arri,’””. 

made half: a century ago.’ There. 
‘are’-three. stages with floor. space. . 
of 1,100: square. yards, and. buzzing |: 

with. activities:: 
y! 

a producer), subsequently and ‘for. 
a. long. stretch of time® the: home 
base of ‘Emelka: Films, .has grown 
onthe .same.spot to. Europe’s.: sec- 
.ond largest film. factory under. the. 
monicker of Bavaria Geiselgasteig..| 
_This-‘has ‘at. present 10 stages with 
‘a floor space. total: of 6,100 square 
yards (Stage 4- ‘alone covering 
-1,900):, plus. a 333, 000 sq. yd. -of 
outdoors: ‘Shooting | area” ‘at its dis-|. 

| country’s short. film ‘eamp. « Not. to a 
-overlook,.-of ‘course, ‘the. short film. |... : 
makers. -have. it ‘easier:. in .so many ~. 
‘Tespects.. ‘For one thing; they: can... 
‘dedicate: themselves ‘more -to .ex-  *. 

Experiments, ‘however, 
in’ :the. feature:: film. camp. are. a. 

‘posal. : 
: Among: ‘the. accumulation of more 
recent: . studids -“ that . clustered 
‘around. ‘the endurable ‘nueleus. ‘of 
‘Bavaria and. Atri. as time went.on, 
note,* a. new. ‘Riva-Unterfoehring’ 's| 

. (floor. ‘space:. .2,600° 
Sq: ‘yd.); Telstar-Tulbeck, ‘formerly ¢ 
named. Carlton | (three stages, 35). 

cal sq. yd.);° 

= :| Stages, 925 sq. yds.), and a number 
‘ oe of well-equipped . one-stage. ‘plants 

in ‘neighboring communities: such 

of .six”. stages: 

: Divina-Baldham : (three. 

as Schonger. (floor .space:: ‘260: sa: 
yds.),, Ammersee . (315 sq._yds.),. and| 

Elan-Sauerlach: (216 . sq.:- yds.). 
“Arri. concerns - itself: principally 

with.. the invention ‘and develop- 
. ‘ment - of - ‘novel lenses and. camera 
| processes. (“‘Arriftex”) and rents its: 

-| stages. to. tv, productions, .. abiding 
by a ‘command | ‘of the. times: which |} ° 
all. but’ ‘one: ‘of. the. ‘other. Munich. 
Studios cannot. escape, either. - 

eording: -to 
“West-German - ‘and . Southern-Ger- 
man ‘outlets ‘of: ‘the. first: vidéo net-. 
‘work.:as well as. with the. whole 
‘of the’ Second. (Mainz) ‘Program has’ 
turned out, in. 1963,’ no. Tess. than. 
33. ‘vidéo plays. of: ‘one-hour. length 

{or more, 30 popular’ entertainment |; 
features.. ‘and. 37 ‘short: ‘Subjects, ‘it 
still - maintained its status as’ nu- 

_' tmerieally .. strongest “manufacturer. 
| of films -for theatrical: consumption 

in, this ‘country... a 

After ‘discharging ‘the physical |: 
7 ‘production: of such. American ‘fea- 

‘tures: as. “One,: TWwo,. Three, ” «Phe 
“Wonderful “World: of the Brothers 
Grimm, ” “Cantain . Sinbad, ” 
“The: ‘Great . ‘Escape,” a 

“starrer;. 

. Myself, ” 
“Two. Whiskeys, 

‘Star’ “Allianes. — ‘Const antin? “A 
a Man. In, As Best Fears,” Maran | 

can.be found to-. 
day one block away from the place: 

‘|. where. their: silent flickers | were. ne 
‘or “Killing”: ° 

- The studio’ founded - in 1919- ‘by fe, 
-Peter.. Ostermayr. {still around ‘as|° 

periments. : 

‘Lone, exception is Bavaria-Geisel- raised 
Basteig.: - Although: this-plant ‘ac-. 

its tie-ups © with . the: 

and: 
al ‘total: of 

séven German theatrical: film ‘pro- as they ‘please, 

disappointment: - a 

In. fact, moré or. ‘Tess, the ‘only 5 

young. ‘German. ‘film. director: who:.:- 

off the ‘Geisélgasteig floors - ‘during |. 
the - pasti:12- months,. to. wit: 

“My Daughter. and: 1,” Gloria’ s.| 
: ‘Heinz-Ruehmann. .. ' “The |. 

another. 
- ‘Ruehmann. epic, produced ‘by. ‘Hans: 

‘Constantin : release; 
Franz. 

, cinema - 

‘Berlin: : - 
. “In ‘getieral,. the . West German ee 
‘short. film enjoys internationally a ~..-. : 
better reputation than: the feature. - | 
film. It is.also“more. successful as: 
‘evidenced :by the fact that -quite.a: ~~: 

“which: ig: 

_. ‘Surprise..German clicks (several. of. which have - slready been: sold pe 
for. distribution in: the :U.S.) include . °, a 
‘Homesick: for St. Paull, the: nightelub. district in Hamburg), a Rapid © 2: -) 
“production;:. a- mystery. titled. “Das Haus: in: Montevideo”: (The: House. 

‘“Heimweh nach ‘St, Paull”... - 

me of “Das grosse Liebésspiel”: (The. Great Love Play); two of the Rialto: .. _ : 
“westerns” that have -caused a whole new trend in Germany, “Winné-. ~ . |’ 
‘tou: I’ ‘and.“Der: Schatz im Silbersee’’ (Treasure. in the Silversea); and. — 
ine Ulrich production. of-.a ‘comedy about | twin Sisters | titled, “Kohl- i 

-| hiesel’s * 
‘Two. U.S.: films making. the grade -are'- ‘United Artists” ema’. La. 

“Lawrence | of. - Arabia,” a 
brought. into Germaniy as. a British film and ‘hence. not included in: the Be 
American Brosses ‘this. year - from: West Germany,” - we 

~ Documentaries = ; 

number - of = -~Germaii. shorts have:. 
been. able’ to ‘win prizes .at: inter- | 

obviously” young . talents © ‘in’. the 

national: festivals : while,:. in: turn, - 
featuire pix: of W-German ‘origin -. 
-hardly: ‘rated attention.- ‘There. are 

eansiderable. risk under the eur-:; 
“t conditions in this country. 

ocre feature’ films?’ ean 

In view. ‘of the ‘present iow ‘artis 
‘tic standard of the German feature. 

| film, the- question. ‘has ‘often. ‘been 
-whether. -thére.:aren’t any 

good short. film makers who-eventu-.> - 
ally. could: turn-out a good -feature.*":°- 
in this | ‘country. And . there. was. 
‘action: ‘In -February 1962, .a bunch: 

“Hello® (a: combination. of his ‘first. 
two. ‘names, Helmut and Lothar), 7 
Berlin documentary filmmaker ‘who o, 
also producés industrial and. other... 
pix of commercial calibre, said this: © 
“For various reasons it ‘is unfortu-- 

‘| nately- very . ‘difficult -in. Germany - 
to-make.a good. feature film: That’s: | 
-why. I am ‘still waiting. I: -prefer 
producing documentaries to. medi-. 

of young German intellectual: short - 
‘film_makers.:got. together ‘in. Ober- - 
hausen: (atthe then 8th W-German’™ 
‘Short Film Festival), signed ‘a man- ..<-: .. 
ifesto. and. declared. “Papa’ 's cinema © ~ 
is dead.” : ‘They prophesied ‘anew 
-era..Except. for one film (“Bread of 
Former’ Youth’’) nothing happened. 
These young: filmites. who:.séemed ..~ 
‘to’ biirst’ with new. ideas are ‘still’ 
mainly: conéerned with. shorts. ‘They 
keep: proving: that they are’ good... 
technicians: but they. go- ‘overboard | 
with formalisms. This :.also applied. 
‘to the. above: mentioned pic, “Bread 

“This ‘produc-. 
tion. gave them the chance. to work... 7... 

but" ty proved. a big. as 

of © Former Youth.’ ” 

achieved _ ‘something~ that stirred 
interest: was Will ‘Tremper: His first :* 
‘two feature films were “refreshing: 
departures”. from thé conventional 
cliche’ in several respects. -It- may: .: 

| be.noteworthy. to add-that Trempér — 
has nothing to do with the “Papa’s’” 

‘movement ° cand: is “dead” - 

(Continued on. Page: 136): 
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- .red.' Fourposter”), 
‘Jare. either: idling -or. ‘turning . to. ‘comparatively greener. 

: fields: such. as: tv. or: to dubbing. As for. the active crowd, . 
< the term - “production” must. be stretched: wide. enough: — 

: Hark”. 

” : Munich. - 

: Munich's ‘business’ “directory. Lists. “exactly. three dozen 

— . ‘filmmaking companies “with. ‘headquarters in. this. elty.: Ax 

shown on the ‘chart below, only. 20, of them are actually | 

engaged - in. production.: Other: 16 ‘await the long-promised -- 

= governmental: ‘support: of. ‘the: film.- industry: So-called . 

“Martin. Bill” is far ‘from: . becoming :-law ‘as ‘last: “year. 
“at. this date. ‘So. the “mark-timers, ”. with. veteran. ‘producer ~ 

‘Peter: Ostermayr, ‘Aura-Molo,: Rhombus-Tischendorf;: -NDF- 
Schwarz (after. scoring’ heavily ‘with ‘their - “Black-white: . 

to. cover also: those coproductions for which -all: the. -essen- 
tial: work ‘is: ‘being. done ‘in: Miinich: while ‘the. particular . 

. _ setup: of the team might. necessitate shooting : in -Paris,.- 
- Rome. or: (most frequently): “Yugoslavia. - Even 80, co-.- 
productions or. not, more than -half of the-number turned -— 

_out during the: past twelve months: were also “physically ~ 
“Produced”. in Munich. eo 
“Here is* ‘the. compilation: - 

"JOHN ALBIN - 
. Bernays : ‘to. write; - .pro-- 

: ‘duce, . and - ‘direct jointly’: “No. Survivors, ‘Please; for |. 
 Schorcht. ‘distrib, ‘with. Maria Perschy:: and. ‘Robert. Cun- ass 

- ningham. - This: year, ‘the same duo in the. same. triple. [- 
:. ‘€apacity . readies “Lost. Lady,” starring: Paul Christian | Lo 
‘and. Boy Gobert.. 

: ‘Having. overcome , its Wait.” 
“ and-see * period, - this . out-.- [BALK- NEUE DETKA] 

“Stag Party” (Schorcht 

‘the war... ‘Next. ‘on: the- slate: - “The ‘Tyrant and: Justice,” 
. based’ ‘on. a "Werner: Bergengruen. novel. 

T "PETER: BAMBERGER _preemed,-. both: 
“burg; “‘Encouniter’ in ‘Salz- 

bur a which brings - up’. te. date the “medieval: miracle. 
“Everyman;”:. Still ‘better. known | by. ‘the ‘tag: of. 

*“Jedermann” as adapted by Hugo. von Hofmannsthal and. -~ 
‘play, 

presented atthe. ‘Salzburg ’ Dome .Square. during. the: an- 
‘nual festival. Curd: Jurgens: plays. the lead: ‘supported by” 

_.Prench femmes.Nadia Gray. and Danielle. Gaubert. Direc-— 
tion: _Max--Friedmann. Currently preparing “The. Flying. 
Carpet,” ” an i Arabian ‘Nights tale. retold. in: terms: ‘of .our 

_ school”. -sexploitation . mel-.. 
lers |. financed, ° ‘partly ¢o- 

produced ‘and ‘exported by: Boldt:: ‘Completed . ‘Cin - col. 
“Devil in. the Body.” Com. 

’ “The Caves of the ‘Living. Dead” (eo-produced . . 
von . 

.. Ratony” handling. directorial | chores,. ‘and Erika: ‘Remberg, 
“!.-“<€arl Mohner, “John Kitzmiller. in the ‘principal. .roles;: 
’ then ‘an- “erotic .espionage” feature tagged. “Secret 

Jaboration with: Rewa. Films) :. 
_ang. up: 
“by . Objective ‘Films, -Munich-London), “with Akos . 

Weapon,” ” rand” offering Nadia: Gray. ass a. ; “new- Mata - 

| CONSTELLATION = pean ‘filmmaking ' enter: 

is not a. motion ‘picture company: .in - the. term’ 'S precise 
‘meaning. It rather acts:.as midwife and ‘nurse -at other. 

producers’ creations as. it Helps. in /bringing- the basic . 
“project, the scenario and, evéntually, the casting to light, 
and then: feeds ‘the. fledgling. with 50% cash ‘financing ~ 
plus. 25% ‘studio--credits. With~ exporter Carrol -Hell-’- 

.Mann’s “Omnia”..also being. on: the team: and: providing. 
~ another 15% in advances: on: foreign.sales, this might be... 

‘wishing for,:ex- 
_-eept that the. outcome is. still‘ dependent ‘onthe quality. 

’. @f the: finished product which. inthe. case of, the Tecent 
“Full. Heart’ and Empty ' Pockets”. “(see. below “Loewant . 

. is. ./Films’) turned out ‘to _be--poor: Coristellation’s.. plans 
‘for the immediate ‘future -.(with - ho. producers: singled *. 

- out as yet) include: . 
...Seberg : and Jean-Paul Belmondo; .a-  eomedy - with: the’ ° 

.. whimsical. title “Baby: Hamilton;” “and a. picturization of: 
 . al aétual. mass ‘murder ‘case that once -kept -the ‘city: of... 

“2 "Duesseldorf ‘in. horror, ‘as: “yet. untitled... Awaiting release . 
: (through- ‘Columbia-Bavaria) is “The. ‘Wastrel,”-the 19th. 

>. -Céntury play by. Austrian classic: Ferdinand. Raimund,.a 
me faithfully . photographed’ Viennese -Burg-theater -perform- 

‘all any struggling ‘filmmaker. could: he. 

. “The Boss ‘Had an Idea,” with: ‘Jean. . 

and: Georg Witt. notably: prominent, . 

-_ Last’ year “Albin. <ombined 
—_ ‘with Hollywood’ 'S.: Peter: 

. fit teamed ‘up with “Avala-. 
a “Productions. of . Belgrade; ‘ta. put Germany’s’ outstanding ~ 
“> “angry” middle-aged -man”, in. the directorial field; Wolf-.- 
gang - Staudte,..to. work - again. 

‘distrib):is a. ‘bitter’ -war story: taking’ place -20° years: after. oy 

: _ Completed | and worl d-. 
‘in :/Salz-- 

. ‘Specializes in. + “hard 

--Colunibia” s. Middle 2. Euro-* : 

2 7 ‘prise, formerly headed: by: 
. ‘Hermann, ‘Schwerin, now: with ‘Walter. Proehl at the reins, .]' | 

a Mainly: engaged in. copro- 
~ductions. with’ 
Italian: comp& 

ander: Grueter’s outhit produced, with: ‘Copernique. Films, | 
“Paris, “My. Uncle, the: Gangster,” and, aided. by Gaumont,. 
‘Paris,. and Sancro Films, ‘Rome;. “Monsieur,” the: latter: | 

- supposed. to ‘be. Jean Gabin’s swan song in the ‘motion * 
‘(Rest assured,” he meanwhile. already ..: 

“announced his: next. -film-). ‘Lilo. Pulver, Germany’s" b:0." 
- ‘Magnet ‘No:.1: plays the femnie lead. At this time,’ Corona © 
has. settled. preliminaries. for “The Weary. Transgressors, oa 
“another, coproduction with. Copernique, ‘Don. Siegel | di-. 
‘Tecting, . Nadja Tiller heading. the. cast, and, teamed’ up -: 

“picture meédium..- 

with Avon. Films, : London,.. “the One-eyed Soldiers. ” 

tions’. 
which : yielded. 

had to work-out its: Heinz: Ruehmann starrer, “My: Daugh- 

‘dilly, . Twelve Minutes’. Past - Midnight,” ” -London-located 
. whodunit-.under the . direction’ of Rudolf -Zehetgruber, . o 
-with Ann. Smyrner and Peter Van. Eyck: in: the: leads. ” 
: Future’ projects,:.although numerous, ~ are: still -in too 
early, a Planning: ‘stage to. be. announced at this time:. 

HANS. ‘DOMNICK —_ siecessful 

--make.-“The. House Jin. Montevideo,” 
‘the Curt Goetz. comedy, this time with. Heinz Ruehmann 
. and. Ruth. ‘Leuwerick: as ‘the ; ‘leading | couple. ‘and ‘ace di- 

«by Munich again. 

above); 

.-to ‘turn out -a picture, “Angelique.” 9. Shooting: has: started 
early. in. April, in: “Paris.” i 

- aa “Last year, "this: ‘company 

[PETER ‘GOLDBAUM_ 

‘baum, . with Gerd Froebe. and. Hilde Krahl prominent .in 
the cast: Subsequently a switch was..made .to ‘the proce- 
. dure: of acquiring: plays. ‘with film ‘possibilities -and: trying’ © .——- 
“them ‘out:on the legit ‘Stage. -before eventual conversion. © a 
. into: motion: pictures. ‘Francois Campeaux’ comedy “Les. 
“exifants | du - coeur”: ° (“Heart's 
“a ‘successful : Tun: in Munich's: 

Children”), having had 

. (see: above) . 

Pong Sinear renee this. Munich-based outfit. made: 
. “Full Heart, and Empty. Pockets;” with ‘Alexandra: Stew- 
“art, Linda. Christians;:-Dominique Boschero, Francoise. 
“Rosay;. ‘Giovanni Mastrocinque directing. .Producers Karl - 

-"-Antel and Carl Szokoll. now ‘laying the. groundwork. 10 . 
“Hullygully.’ in: Tyrol,"..and.-a™ _& couple. of: ‘comedies: . 

variation. on. the ‘Lysistrata. team, :set against: a football 
background, and aptly titled “A. Six: Sex Tie.”".- * 

; . | -active’ and, 
upeoming. distribution 

‘company, set this: one ‘up ‘as their film-producing . depart-. 
“ment. First ‘result’ .was..a social-significance-slanted. com-- 

“Man. in His Bést Years;”:: piloted by tv-master | 
‘starring (Germany’s most. promising ae oe 

“young character ,actor, Karl Michael ‘Vogeler.. Plans | for. 
7 ducing company... - 
 Schell’s first. attempt. at Jeading the cast and. supervising: 
‘the making of a picture at the same time, turned. out a 
‘little ‘short of successful.. Next two ite 

edy..: 
‘Franz Peter Wirth;. 

the’ immediate future. still. under cover,” . 
= ,. Modern Cinema - Systems 

: provides. the historically 

“from a. financial - opportunity, nor a. desirefor new ac- 
-eomplishments in. any field of art. and: showmanship. ‘but ” 
; Merely: from ‘the need of. commercially. exploiting a new... 
technical. invention. MCS 70, a fresh large-screen process, : .. 
‘-apparently. could ‘ not get’ off the ground. ‘unless it’ were. © 
“demonstrated: to‘.a “worldwide ‘ cinema’ public: ina screen: 

“Flying Clipper,” ‘turned. out just for: such -- ‘epic: ‘Then; 
' gadget-promoting . purposes -by -MCS: ‘heads ‘Travnicek 
and: Hardt;:and directors.Nussgruber and Leitner;.scored _ 
-on the: artistic side ever moré heavily than~on- ‘the-tech- .. 
‘Bical’ one, ‘Meanwhile the * company developed | PMCS. . 

rench and . 
ies, Alex-" 

.: Slate, MOS-KG have. a ‘monumental item depicting the 
: life. of Italian air. generah Umberto. Nobile and his two | 
history-making polar Alghts: in 1926. and 1928, " 7 

Creator -of deservediy’ 
travelogues a 

+ “Dream ‘Roads. of . the.” 
“World”: and. ‘sequel: ‘set. up “headquarters in Munich ‘to ~ 

second. filmization of-. incjudi ig Senta Berger, Lex .Barker, Paul. Guers, and 
: Jan. Hunter. . 

tector Helmuth Kaeutner™ governing the. takes at Bavaria-. oS —— 
“Geiselgasteig. Domnick's : ‘future schedule’ seems. “to. Pass | a 

. a Aside: ‘trom. Divina. (see. 
this - distribution | 

did... “The . ‘Breadwinner,” oo 
“based: ‘on: Somerset: “ with Nora put back on a. -sound financial basis by a- new 

M “Th den-“Ass,” directed by Mr: .Gold-. _ augham’ s “The Golden: Iree by is resuming’ its’ program: much. earlier than. expected. 

“Arcades | Theatre, 2 is now” - 
; the next item.< on” ‘the company’s. film. prodyction. ‘schedule. 

__.. Nursed by Constellation: 
‘and teamed. 

“up: with Ifalian Geos: 

Ros el 

“Schorcht, Munich’s’: very f | 
accordingly, -: ' 

—. unique . instance. in “film _ 
aking v wherein ‘motion: @ picture. production does not stem oe 

| and. “The Rebellion of Lost Souls” (this in coproduction) 

4 ° 01001010 » By JOHN KAFKA \ Sorm0r=——0r0r—=——10r0. 
“ance, ‘with: Kurt ‘Meisel ‘directing ‘and J oseph Meinrad: 
dn. the. title’: Tole; 

“CORONA 

Studio. Camera,” allegedly. -another great innovation : in 
the lensing: field. While this is. going to be put to the. 
test already on Joan-out to other: filmmakers, it will ad 
vance: final: proof like its predecessor. only. through | ale 
other motion picture. On. their forthcoming production. 

_. Just wrapped: up: “Dog 
_|-Eats Dog,”: coproduction 

' with “Unione ‘Cinemato- 
- arafiea,- ‘Rome: ‘Carl Szokoll producing, Hollywood’s .AF 
bert. Zugsmith | handling: directorial chores,: with Jayne 

. Mansfield. and Cameron Mitchell. This was preceded ‘by: 
‘ “The - Cavern’ (jointly with* Cine-Doris, Rome), with. 

“Rosanna Schiaffino, John S 
This ‘is .Gloria. ‘Distribu- a ohn’ Saxon, ‘and Brian Aherne, . pi- 

-production. mill. 
its: own: 

- Baldham. Studios. to tv. feature. fabrication arid therefore .- 

loted. ‘by’ Edgar Ulmer. : In course. of’ preparation: “Your 
Body Is Not Yours,” Hildegard: Neff in the lead, Leonide 
7 Moguy. directing, ‘a .German-French ° coproduction, -and 
“Manuela and the Rebels”. to. be ‘brought out by German. 

on French-Halian teamwork, 
ter and I” -at the. Bavaria-Geiselgasteig planf.. ‘Recent .... 

:, aecomplishments: ‘also. include’ collaboration ~ on. ‘“‘Pieca-.”.-F 
‘This - ‘flm-producing - arm: 
of ‘Carrol Helimann’s ex- 
-port - firm,’ Omnia; “does. 

}  OMNIAEICHBERG 
S not” ‘turn, out pix on its own: but exclusively. in conjunc 
= tion ‘with other:German.as well-as: Roman and Parisian. 
companies, | e-g. .““‘See - Venice -and.. Die” . together ‘with: 

“French..Cocinor and Metzger. & Woog, and. Italian Adel 
- phia). with . Sean. Flynn; Karin Baal, - Madeline Robinson, . 
Hannes Messemer, under the direction of Andre. Versini, |. 
or’ “Kali _Yug,’ Goddess. .of “Vengeance” (Serena, .Rome,. 
and .-Criterion, Paris, : piloted by Mario Camerini, ‘cast 

Luggi Waldieitner's am-- 
“pitious .and quality-con-. 
scious _ production © outfit. 

came pretty. ‘élose ‘te. ‘becoming the only easualty on the 
‘Munich: film scene. Aside from the: poor Showing some 

“ eompany-has‘a production - Roxy features like. ‘Always on’ Weekdays” 
* outfit. under its. ‘own. name.. Principally reserved for..co-.-° 
:. productions, it is ‘Joining: .forces..with- French ‘C.1. C. C. .: 

“Eleven 
Years and.One Day” made at the b.o. difficulties ‘beset- 
ting. Nora ‘Distributions. and, recently, the. unexpected 
.closing-down of Playhouse Productions (which were sup- 

-:. posed to salvage ‘Roxy-Project “24 Hours in the Life of 
‘‘a Woman”) forced Waldleitner into a temporary .stop~ 
‘page and: an’ arrangement with his creditors. However, 

association with. Viennese. Stadthalle. Productions, “Roxy 

Next. on: ‘the: Schedule: a Lido. Pulver feature. 

a At: this. time, “Munich's 
, Toa *moat prolific production. 

running the whole 
scale. from ‘director. Rolf Thiele ‘oartistie: pudies” like 
“Venus. Mountain” .or: “Morals 1963,” through | strictly 
home-consumption - comedy - ‘stuff (“Vacation From -My- 
self,” “Tales ofa Bad Boy”) to some picturizations of 
‘literary - ‘masterpieces... such as Thomas Mann’s. story 
“Tonio Kroeger” (with Nadja Tiller and Jean-Louis Brialy) 
or “Watchword: Heron,” based on™ the Charles Morgan 

. Andbeck again, unearthing a forgotten Italian. 
nser, “Pitigrilly” by ‘Aiming his Chastity Belt,” 

with. ‘Brialy again, and Jeanne Moreau. A cinematic de 
‘partment store, catering to as many different tastes as 
‘audiences will relish, but always: proving. competence 

area good. ‘workmanship, . 
- With Aldous. ‘Huxley's 
“The Genius and the 

— Goddess” on his produc- 
ing whedule for a. Jong time, ‘Mr. Sokal. at present is. 
«Switching. over from. the wait:and-see period. to actual 
preparation’ of this picture. 

“STAR ALLIANZ, | | 
Only German instance of. | 
‘a female star incorporat- 

— ing herself in a film pro- 
“Two- Whiskeys, One Sopha,” 

on her. outfit's* 
schedule, “General Frederick” (by Benjamin Constant) 

might . present somebody: else than, the: company boss. in 
the: distaff dead. Be 

. —_. -"Purned out, 1963, “Watch 
“UTTERMANHARDT _ Out, Mr. Dodd,” an amus-* 

* ing whodunit in the par- 
“ody. vein, starring ‘Germany’ 8 best-loved’ comic, Heinz 

’ Ruehmann, with deservedly : rewarding D..: consequences. 
Nonetheless, this company has. by now joined. the “mark- 

timers” scouting. for.tv ‘possibilities and leaving the 
‘eizema® ‘market: “alone until. further developments. . " 

German Film Directors _ 
| - Bonk. director: ‘His. last “pie. seen’ ‘en ”. 
LS ‘here, A Nearly: “Decent. Girl,”. a; 

“tndian_ ‘Cloth,” “An: “Alibi 
Fails; ” “Waiting-Room. of ‘Beyond’? 

“Confessions: of a Su b tenan t’ ” 
‘wasn’t. bad. He’s kept busy, . ‘both 

Maria .. 

Rudolf | Schuendler_ ‘581. — Al. 
‘routine’ e man. Also. active in: the Av 

field: : 

RAS: 

-movies. . ineludes 
“Moral. 63” 

“Black - White - Read Four’ Poster.” 

prize: _ Labitsch™ “never: : ‘had. trouble. 
° noe with the: ‘censors, Thiele has. tb 

. -6 . : . 
an he nt RT El a eg i ee ee 

=Continued | trom page. 112 

a ‘Robert: ‘Siodmak. lo — Hig ast | 
a locally ‘made ‘film. - (Tunnel: 28, , 
ey M-G) dates back ‘to. 1962. 
cE ‘Stemmle : ‘{61)- — “Hasn't 

nade ‘a. theatrical. feature. in. Sey-. 
 .eral years, But. directed ‘several. tv} 
a films. “Also scripts for. pix. .--. 

“Rolf. Thiele (46]_<—-Has _a- prédi-. 
lection: for “érotical” themes . and. 
<~- mostly. if” not-.always. goés - over-: 

board with .them- “His : line-up’ -of} . 
~Y “sex-loaded’’-. 

”. .“Wenusberg,” and: 

was’ “The _Endless.. Night”. which 

and has: several projects, It’s’ ecca-: 
sionally said that: more or Jess: the |‘j 
-only young and. new German film |" 

..| directur: who’ achieved “something: 
that: stirred - 
‘Tremper ‘There. is’ some “futh to]... 
that.- 

Luis - “Wrenker- ii. —_ His” last’ 
feature  pic,. 
dates. back ‘to. 1962. ‘Trepker Us. 
‘eften seen'on television: . ~ 

George Tressler’ [451 — His last: 
féature dates. back. a ‘couple. of}. 
-years now. But he oo found sub-,}- 

; stantial utilization: in.“ tv. : 
The latter. brought. him the Berlin | 
Ernst. Lubitsch | ‘Prize, ‘ a- strange’ 

interest - was. Will 

“His - Best: Friend.” 

Frits. ‘Umgelter. {?7}:— “Works. In. 
both. ‘films: and. tv. biz. Hasn’t rated 
much attention ately. 

, -Ladisiag Vayda ta 5 _ - Hungarian. 

Tae, -German-Spanish- coproduction, was 

unfortunately. a- ‘rather. dull. ‘movie 
Will. ‘Tremper: 138)" — “Last film} Before: that. he. ‘made. “The Light- 7 

| Ship" which. was not. so bad.. If. 
supplied with: good, material, Vajda 

busy’ with. ty work, « 

“Bread of : “Former. Youth:” 

tion, . 

ful’ directors. 

“Paul. “‘Verhoeten’. 631. _— "Kept 

Herbert: Vesely. 133) -— “Nothing 
‘| special -heard of him. since’ he di- 
‘rected “his © highly. disappointing |: 

Victor Vicas [46] — “Jack: ‘and. 
‘| Jenny”: was: his. last: German-made |:¥ 

; movie. It didn’t rate much atten: | 

“Alfred Vohrer’ 145): — One of the: 
|-Iand’s’ commercially. most: -Success-. 

| Known . to “make | 
‘thrillers. which the public likes. His | 

| remarkable. activity : includes: such’| 
detective: ‘thrillers 3 as “The. ‘Saqueale ' 

to name ‘a few. On his 1964 list is 
la - big” western: for. Horst’ Wend- - 
Tandt. | ae 

“with ‘a. ‘number. of. cemedies. ‘One of 
| the ‘country’s “most: active. and - (if. 
‘given the right material) most able 
5 directors... 

. biz: ‘now. 

years. His Ingrid ‘Bergman starrer, 
“The Visit,” is eagerly: awaited, 

nence’.as yet. Quite ‘active. in the 
video’ field’ - .. 

. Fang. Josef. Wild. {423 — 
ticular ‘status in:-1962... 
Frans Reter. Wirth’ a — “His. 

~ Helmut : Weiss - {57}. — ‘More ac-. 
tive and. quite: successful in ‘the tv 7 

an : of him for ‘quite some time. 

‘Bernhard : ‘Wicki | ‘Taal —* sti} 
on benefits from his “Bridge” success 

‘although. it dates “back | several 

No pat- 

by film: and tv producers 

‘Kurt. Wilhelm: [40] —- ‘More ac 
\-tive. in the. tv. biz. 

. Alfred. Weidenmann Ya71 _— “Was |: 
commercially’ highly. ‘suecessful 

“Frank Wisbar. [61]. — His . last . 
‘film, “Durchbruch Lok 234,” which 
depicted - the flight of East Ger- 
‘mans to W-Berlin based on authen- 
-tie happenings, found -praise. for’ 

{ quite a few things. Wisbar believes 
dn -a-eomeback of the German film. 
.Eugen York {7] — Nothing heard. 

Edwin Zbonek [36] — He didn't 
click. with his: ambitious “Man and 
Beast”. and is now on the com-' 
mercial’ path. His: last film was 

» .“Henchman. of London” which -is 

. Jochen -Wiedermann [39] — Still | y aseq on.a Bryan Ec igar Wallace 

‘hasn't vachieved particular promi- | Rudo Zehetgruber {21 - —- Quite 
“busy. “Black Cobra” (Austrian pic), . 

‘|“The Nylon Snare,” “Piccadilly At 
“Twelve,” ete. as the titles indicate, 
Tall thrillers" which: are’ ‘currently 
meh: in. demand in Germany. 
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JOHN HUSTON
 “Fre eu 1” 

BLY mugen a?) One, Twa, Three” "Pyramid Production for U. A 

(niversal International) 

HENRY | LEVIN. “The V Yon / ferful | W orld of the . 
405 Brothers C rimm” ae (MGM C Cinera rama) 

B RON HASKIN “Cap tain Sindbad” ing Bros. Prod) | 

mm? STURGES “The Gre ea t i eee re - "(ic lpho Prod, for U.A:) 

“from 3.116 to 22. 152 sq. ft. surface: .3 

over 90: fenced-i -in acres of forest, ‘greens, ‘rocks and hills. for all - 

kinds of ‘outdoor settings {outdoor tank: and horizon screen) 

~ SCORING sTupiO- 
15 PROJECTION ROOMS - 
40 MODERN CUTTING 700 0m us S 
“PUL . EQUIPMENT AND ALL NECESSARY WORKSHOPS AS ‘WELL AS 

| STOCKS | FOR ‘COSTUMES _ 

8b Ry: » “Black and d White, 16mm ond 35mm 
eine Color e > Opticals -Tricks~ Animation _ | 

1 Bavaria 1 Filmplatz « e 8 € Munich-Gelelgotig 

7 we ee GERMANY. ees 

pases _Telphone 4 A760 e - Cables: Bavariaatelier f Munich, ,Germeny. 



_GERMANY 

Frankfurt. 

West - Geimany’s state and fed-| the city ‘and. state, and ‘seat: 

in the: Bavarian . City. Opere. -in 
‘Munich received an. average $6 in. 
subsistence per year. ~.. 

Whiy ‘aid. the stages. at’ the. -ex-|- 
:| pense . of the cinemas, when the 

. cinemas. -can -Teach: 90. many. more 

eral gover mnments,. quick. ‘to’ “‘stbsi- 

dize: the. municipal legit and. opera, 

are dealing the ‘film - spots no 
- bonuses. Film: expert. “Max Knapp 
Fecently. declared ‘that “The Ger- 

- Ian: films: are the. stepchildren of | ; 

the gove ernment’s cultural politics,” 

_noting . that the “West: German: 

gover nment is. . Currently levying. 
. high: ‘entertainment: taxes” on ‘film 

- theatres, ‘which ‘teed. help. while: at 
the same time ‘providing: “govern- 

ment subsidies’ up’ to.. ‘$3 “per seat | 

for every. one of the German: “live”. 

_ stages. 

‘Knapp. 

outstanding cultural films: being |. 

“made, 

-.Gerhart Hauptmann’ ‘3: “Before Sun-’ 

down, * and: noting ‘that this ‘ran 

for 18. months in -Beriin :and at- 
tracted - 745,578 visitors. ‘Had: the: 
drama been. done on a Berlin stage, 
for instance, it would have had to |. 
run, over four years at one of the 
major ‘city stages. . “The . Captain 
fram Koepenick,” another. noted 
‘German film,. attracted 1,159,922 
visitors and would. have: had to Tun: 
three years at a governmenit-sup- 
“ported city stage to: be presented’ 
before: that large..an audience. - 

. Nonetheless, : the. German reper-. 
‘tory stages now. receive ‘support of 
‘over $69,000, 000. - ‘per. year, “and 
there is no support in -sight for the 
troubled German ‘film. industry, 
even though it can be a'much more: 
important. “cultural. influence in the 
country, 

Last year there.” were: about 
450:000,000 tickets: sold: in. German 
‘ciinemas—and. taxes of. ‘over $16,- |. 
000,000 levied on the houses, a 
hard financial blow for the” houses 
‘to’ cope with. | ae 

But: just as ‘the German govern: 
ment takes. money away. from the 
cinemas,. it gives that money--and 

"$60, 000, 000 Subsidy F For Lesit, Opera y 
_ But German Films Get Nothing 

> “By HAZEL GUILD >_> 
‘| Hamburg -Opera,: for’ instance, gets 

noted that. ‘there. are | 

‘eiting | such picturés “as. |: 
“tow 6,025 houses., Som” 328 clos-| : 
lings during the. year were ‘offset by} 

only 26. ‘Houses opening. new or}... _- 

rebuilt. Count: ‘at. the end of 1982, 
“was 6, 307. . 

In-the ‘state. of. Hesse. alone (of 
‘Which. Frankfurt 1s. -the..chief: -city),: 
‘the closings during 1963: numbered 
about one house per, week. (In -the 
‘first: two. months of 1964, an addi-. 

have. ‘shut-: 

the ‘average to. the: 
| about.. 60¢ .to-.various “taxes and_| 
_insurance,-and only 100: stayed with 

much more — tothe. stages. The , 

40.1% of its. costs underwritten by. 

people -with the same kind. of .cul- 
tural productions, reason the thea 
ter experts. 

Keep Shrinki 
-Frankfiirt. 

tional -seven houses : 
tered); Most’ were. converted. into 
supermarkets: or Storage - 
houses.:« ©: vob 

In°: ‘Munich, - where. 30 houses 
closed: during 1963, the. favored 
reason. given was excessive. taxes: 
For every dollar made. at. the box.|’ 
office, it was noted,- 30c went on 

the. theatre owner.: 

In’ Frankfurt, there’ ‘remained 
‘only: 66 houses at: the end of 1963, 
) down. -from.83 in'19595 ©. 

"While in 1948;.at the height of 
: the country’s ‘depression. after the: 
-war, each. theater seat’ was. 747%. 
occupied, ‘last year it- had dropped: 
down ta only. about. 18%. utilization.’ 

BERLIN 

World 

“ware- 

‘distributor,- 

- . . + Ty : . ° . . . ae ° 7 

sop. ot woe “ot - . . ee 

~UFA Hoxses 
mmmicontiniiea ‘from. pase 1 

| ness: was" ‘down 9.2% in 1962: “over 
. the: ‘previous: year, and the business 

downtrend. in .1963°-was onty- 5.6%. 
over 1962. 

the - report. indicated. . 
‘Thechain also’ jas’ a. 50% ar- |: 

Tangéement with the. ALT: newsreel 
, [theater chain: And ‘total ‘profits for’ 

/ the year came: to. $437,500 for: the: 
: operation . or’.10% of the. turnover, |: 

-| an increase: from the 8.6% -of the 
” |turnover that --the UFA ~theaters 

West. “Gerniany’ s cinema: count. 

dipped. again, in 1963. There are |. 

could: retain, in’ 1962... 

Tv Says 

years. old)... 
"Meanwhile, : ‘another. ‘blow: from 
the Oberhausen Documentary. Film 
Festival, — 30 percent of the: films! 
shown - were: ‘bought ‘by | the ‘tele-. 
vision,:. and will Probably. never. 
appear. in‘cinemas; _ .~ 
- Synchronizing ‘these,- and: other. 
foreign: ‘films,. for. the: television: dis” 
|another major industry | that: -is 
‘| helping - keep. the - 
‘technicians busy, ‘claim the pro-. 
television-crew, At. Studio Ham-: 
-burg alone. last ‘year, . about .100 
full-léngth features, ‘cultural and:| 

documentary’ Shows were. ‘synchro- 

» June 26 - 

‘However, the. houses} 
were in the black. because. they had 
showed: more. films: of: exceptional 
length for which the ticket Prices . 

|-were raised. - 

Thus. the. 1968. ‘turnover. ‘tor the pee 
chain. came.:to $5,055;000, ‘almost| I, 
the: same as the. $5, 070, 000. that it hid 
‘reported in 1962... “Because. of the| 

‘| higher film rentals that: went hand- |. rp | 
. :|in-hand with the over-length films| - FW @ 

-|.shown;-the turnover-'to the. distri-|.:' 2 ¥ . 
| bution- ‘firms came to: $2, 152,000, |. Oe 

Germany's $ Cinema! 

—SScontinued’ from page: wel" 2 

‘to show! an’. ‘all-time high“ of 205. 
| full-length‘ features’ over Networks: 
One-and Two, ‘arousing added ‘ire | 
from: ‘the. -cinéma -owners.-who ‘saw. 
this as unequal~competition. (The: 
two. nets, got into. a: ‘private squay 

- ble’: about: who. sent the -most, .- 
oldest, films —- and ‘Second: 'Net. 
‘elaimed ‘ifs films were .an average 
“of ‘only 9:3. years ‘old; while’ those: 
on: First’ ‘Net were. Aan Average | BR. 4 - 

| viewers, 

German .. film: 

Swe 
the other-tv stations, This provided |'- 

| work for German. .actors as well | 2 VU 
as. for the technicians, and helped po 

| aid employment, they: note. a 
German ©: writers - are... 

anicfurt.. . Fr 

“The. ood: old days. when 70: ‘editors: ‘put him or ‘is men: often © 
or 80% of the television set own- 
ers were glued to‘the little screen’ 
OF: the bad’ old days as the: Ger-| 

man cinema. owners | ‘score: it—are_ 
just : about over ‘in: ‘this country," 

~ Recent. 100k" at ‘who's. looking. Te-|-. 
vealed’ ‘that: ‘for - ‘some television 

o ‘productions, there -were™ only 5%. 
| of the country’s * -8,500,000 : televi- 
‘| sion set ‘owners. watching. ; 

“While West -German ‘exhibitors. 
are: exceedingly” vexed at the com- 
petition: from video;: ‘they ‘sighed | 
with ‘relief at the recent. statisties- 
indicating. a film -made especially : 
‘for. German: television’ ‘and Starring 
Jose * 
born,” . attracted. only | 63% of the-:|. 

-Howland’s: 
7 “Candid Camera” show, which has 

not been.taken_ off. the™ ‘channels, : 
‘brought. 61%: of the audience in, 

“Ferrer, “Delay in:. Marien- 

and Chris. 

“However; “grim. side ‘of. the tele- | 
‘vision’ scene,- from the : standpoint 
-of .the. theatre’ owners,..is: that: the- 
“most: : popular. progra 1s on: : Ger: 
many. Television Nets .One. and: 
Two. continue. to. be—old- movies. 

a. 
‘circus “pic)- attracted -68%.- of the: 

Best’ 
Friend” and. “Papa. Will -‘Object” 
-got- 66% 
-Films-are not ‘only’ a bargain for 
the G:erman’ television Stations, 
‘who ¢an ‘buy: them for a ‘tenth of, 
the. eost ‘of - producing. ‘@ - program 

“People,. «Animals, “Sensation” 

set. owners, -while_ - “His: 

-of: the” ‘sets: tuned : in: 

or even ‘less,. . but. are_ the. favorites” 
for. the: ‘viewers. as well. 

- July 7, 1964. 

-toward ‘television as asource for|.: 
their. income, since so few ‘German |" 
“films ‘are. being. turned out.: And |: 
pay: has increased since the. Second.|’ 
Net. came. into being a year ago, |“ 
on April I, 1963, ‘with: two’ outlets 1 
now r competing for the: talent. 

-| this. “country, mm 

° Krueger-Franke,” 

> I plant - 

| the. 
‘tion: 

“Berlin, 

a s “In: the light ‘ot. ‘the: ‘film crisis 

‘| in. -Germany, publicity -work for 
| filma ‘has ‘become: very difficult: in | 

commented: Hans. = 
chief... of . “Ring- 

. | press, the top touter organization. are 
| When. his. ‘organization. is trying to 

' story or. Picture: ‘material |. 
| with ‘newspapers. Or. “magazines, * 

ironical, .. 

he’ is: -especially - interested” 

penses .at the wrong end.’”’: -- 

Publicist’ mentioned. ‘the Darryl ran 
) I “The: Longest. * 
“Day,” as ‘a. particular example ~ of... 

Tt. was 4 
costly but. great,” ”- he -said. “It madeé *. j 
people’ curious . and . led. ‘to. the’ - 
impulse: 
There “was . . probably - not. ‘a ‘Single: -- 
paper which. didn’t report. ‘at least ~ 
once” about “The. Longest ' Day” . 
prior - to .its ‘premiere: 
incidentally, didn’t have anything - . 
‘to :do ‘with it, so its impartial. com. ao 
ment.) - 

F, ‘Zanuck ‘film,: 

American | publicity. work. - 

T. must ‘see::this” film!” 

~ Bat ‘Neglected 

discouraging’ ques- ts 
“Film?—Is it still alive?” -. = 

--Krtieger-Franke ._ admitted. that 
“in. 

working : for- “American. “companies... 
and the” reason is: simple: ““Ameri=: 

“can producers show more: under: 
‘Standing. . Phey «-have-:realized’ the». - 

| value and* importance. of: publicity. a 
and. don’t .argile. SO. much- About. no 
4 the costs.” a ? 
Of ‘course, the Americans ‘don’t. . 

have. those: “big firiancial: worries, *- 
And “there. is ‘no. denying the’ -fact.- 
‘that :most: German‘.prdéducers: are. _ 
-in- poer.. financial - shape: -Krueger- rae 
‘Franke: “It is also. true that they 
often try to. ‘keep :down® the . ex-. oS 
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“Another. admired. ‘American’ pub od 

received ‘world-wide. coverage. . 

IV. INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL BERLIN 
INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION CONTEST. BERUN 

: June 20- June 25, 1964, ‘Meeting 

INTERNATIONAL FILM AND TELEVISION FAIR BERLIN 

INFORMATION: - 

June 21 - July Z,. 1964 

‘Festival: Headquarters, 1 Berlin 15. 

_Bundesallee 1-12 (Phone: 91 04 41) 
Cable: Filinfestspiele Berlin: | 

| licity campaign. was .-for ~Stanley. - qj 

-Kramer’s: “It’s. ‘a’ Mad,. 
.Mad world” ™ 

Mad, Mad; *~“§ 
whose. ‘international 

Hollywood . junket: last. November 
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| FILM STUDIOS TEMPELHOS® wader mew MANAGEMENT 

7) FILM-AND TV-STAGE 
_ SCORING STUDIO 

| 7 Dubbing | Facilities - 
* a7 Electroni-Cam: (Multi camera with video viewing) 

a os : Up-to-date Equipment ¢ and Technical Know-How 
cA leader i in Dubbing for the past 15 Years. 

Lo ee 4 Berlin 42, Oberlandstrasse 26/ 35. 

Tel. No: 70. 00 H.. 

, eg: LABORATORY F ACILITIES — 
“ FILM-LAB TEMPELHOF 

; Black and White/ and Color 
Lo 35mm — 6mm — - CINEMASCOPE 

Wee “OPTICAL EFFECTS of any kind. 
ais en | Berlin. 42, Viktoriastrasse 13/ 18. 
es Tal. No. 7 5 04 ot a : 



.. duction, 

. ‘Modified © 

Olin Gr t 
- ‘Relate Ai 

“By HANK: WERBA. oa 
law states ‘that the. ‘producer will : - +. Madrid. 

Spain will ‘ofticlally: promulgate 

7 new. film law. within ‘a matter of 

weeks. It. contains. mary. drastic: re- boxoffice. gross. ‘While: the vari- 

forms, some “unexpected ° innova- 

: tions, and ‘specific. objectives: . 

coe, Primary. aim:of government: i jaw: 

“writers 1s to shed the.burden of 
. . i 
a direct. subsidies to’ ‘film. producers: Spanish films in exhibition. Imple- 

‘and: relate: state aid to public. sup- | 
port ‘for ‘Spanish product. at: ‘the. 

boxoffice. In ‘a foreword to: the 
_ -. first of. several drafts,’ ‘the Director: 

- Garcia. General ‘of: “Cinema, : 

--. Escudero, ‘stated ‘that. ‘past -protec- 
--tive measures.. did ° not. achieve: “a. 

" “-eonsolidated .. film industry suf- 
_ ficiently. fortified to acquire mar- 
ket: leadership at. “home | or market, 
footing” abroad. : 

makers ‘combined. their programs 
.. with .an. eye: to. the Subsidy Classi-:|". 

‘rather -than ° ‘to | 
moviegoers. Since. the former aid 
law made: it compulsory for’ Span-' 

ish distributors. and: exhibitors to" 

. fication’ Board, : 

’ protect: ‘national -product, -many. 
‘producers could. turn ‘a’ profit. on: 
“the strength of a distribution’ guar- 
anteé before filming. and -an: out-: 
right subsidy at ‘the end’ ‘of pro- tf. 

regardless of. ‘how : the : 
7 -|-where-film pacts -aecord reciprocal _ film fared. in’ rélease. 

The mew Jaw’ was - ‘élaborately 
-/spelled: out in a first. draft, amply. |. 

in: a’ second.-on’ the: 
‘strength: of recommendations from 
the three. “Sindicato- Wings of’ the 
industry,, and considerably ' altered: 

“ina third and. final text now .en 
‘route from. the Director General's: 
-office. to the Minister of. ‘Informa-- 
“tion and Tourism; It’sworth noting 
that the. ‘Director : General. -for. 
Cinema saunded all areas of cinema 
opinion. After: -Sindicato” recom-.. 
mendations. were incorporated, the 
Director General clocked.39. hours. 
of discussion on: the -final draft. 
within the Sfate. Film - ‘Council; 
augmented to include 20 industry: 
leaders and experts without coun- 

. cil. seats. In. this stage, 64 amend-. 
“ments were’ accepted out .cf. 112 
‘submitted.. Fhere is. no precedent: 7 
‘in Spanish ‘film. annals for. such‘| 
extensive discussion. and. collabora- 
tion in- formulating. new “policy: * 

. Except for specific references: to | 
coproductions that exist “in film’ 

clauses ‘of commercial agreements. 
with other: countries, the new- law. 
will abrogate ~ _all - past “measures 

_-and ‘Serve ‘as‘a complete text-on all. 
film: laws: and procedures: It can 
still undergo modification before | .-. 
the. Minister :affixes his. signature}: ~: 

and the law approved ‘by -Franco’s. 
Council of: State. At’ the: moment,.. 
the Ministe® .is émbroiled. with a. 
far-reaching . “press: law. It. is 
thought ‘ that’ final .film, approval 
will suffer. delay while. ‘Minister. 
Frage Iribarne. ‘gives - “battle.: to. 
lighten ‘press. restrictions. 

. Medium-Term Credit . 

The’ first ° ‘major. chapter in the 
new. law: deals: with economic aid, 
_and the first major. ‘jitem.under this 

-: heading, 
- credit will be extended. tu pro-. 

is credit: ° ‘Medium-term. 

ducers with one or more: films | in 
blueprint.” Also. -benéfiting, | 
film’ studios,. dubbing. studios, 
laboratories, | ' distribution: . 

‘ducers are . ‘primary - beneficiaries 
and will receive credit -up to. 50. 
-per cent of budget. In most. in- 

. Stances, a. distribution : ‘contract for 
is- acceptable as: ‘future release | 

guarantee for the loan. In’ ‘others, 
- two . separate : bodies— Film Aid 
Committee and. ‘the. credit. :Com=-| 
‘mittee have’ authority: to approve 
credit requests. . -merely. on the. 

_ come, ‘strength of the Broject’s. 
“mercial possibilities.’ Be 

have: the: Director: General. “for 
Cinema at. its ‘head, and member- 
‘ship: drawn from the. National Film: 
Institute, Director General’s office, 
the Sindicato, film: . ‘industry and. 

. Credit 
Committee - will come. W ithin. the. 

-eredit authorities. :: : The 

National’ Film Institute under ‘the 
“presidency. of | Undersecretary of: 
Information, with: all top. ‘film 
authorities, 

‘the Credit Bank-as’ ‘voting members. 

Major. reform: is the: method.’ ‘for 
granting Producer, subsidies. The 

od Rules in Spans 

|. percentages. ‘will. come out of. the. 

Tt Is- widely accepted fa the inet: from’ dubbing ‘taxes on foreign 

dustry that the. majority of: film-: 

|.0€. aid. funds. to induce: showman-. 

‘}vance disqualifies film. makers: 

reducer from-a_ subsidy. once. the 

‘com- 
paniés,. and -exhibitors.° The pro-]. 

ministrated ‘by: :the Ministry: of: 
The Film. Aid: Committee. “will i ye 

‘Sindicato * ‘chief, and. 
representatives from the Treasury,. 
Economic Development. Office, and-} 

4 fix: @ quota ‘of 
‘| after. “getting . 
from: the State Film - ‘Council, and 

More to Grosses 

receive as subsidy .anywhere. from. 
‘a minimum of 15% to 50% of the distributed : annually, : and: the’ an- 

nual gross: of. the: Spanish | films 
-ables are.broad, they offer. leeway. 
to fix. a definite percentage as. 
‘soon’ as experience :teaches - both 
film ‘authorities ‘and film. makers 
the average gross peseta intake of ‘effect until. the. end. of ‘the :next 

menting the subsidy. clause is com-| Over, but in. that ‘one -year, 
‘pulsory. ticket ‘control ‘at the: box- 
‘office ‘to reveal precision figures |. 
for the first-time. in. the industry. | 
‘Film law. -writers are prepared to 
‘wait for results and then arrive at | 
an. average percentage. that. will |- 
afford | protection - ‘and: ‘not: provide. 
‘a: miscalculated. bonanza. . Subsidy 

the final. point:. rating to qualify 
distribs. ‘for. dubbing licenses..- ' 

“Film: Institute's Aid. Fund. which. 
draws its. annual -revenue’ of :ap-.| ‘under © this “clause, - 
proximately. ‘450° Million. pesetas. 

films; :and a” ‘special aid tax: at the 
‘ticket: window. - 

Additional : ‘ gubsidies * wilh bel. 
earved ‘out of the fund balance 
f-any) atthe end ‘of. ‘the. year and 
-go.to. producers | in proportion . to. 
‘the :boxoffice business their films. ‘in- 1966. 
chalked. up during the ‘course’ ‘of a 
the year. « : : _ 

‘- Spanish coproducers’ will be en-:| 
titled: to the full subsidy percentage’ ‘trom. the distributors to exhibitors. 
-from. .gross* returns’ only in. .Co- With: the. promulgation of the new 
‘ventures with Italy and -.France,. 

pose of them. as’ they. see fit... 

““ Exhibition.: 

‘treatment. Also, producers in‘ these: 
countries. enjoy .similar subsidy 
‘percentages, and. the subsidy ‘clause. 
din .the ‘new law “merely .: extends: 
the -reciprocity. . Spanish .copro- 
ducers. partnering ° with -U.S.A. -.or 
-Germany,.where -state- -aid : is: non- 
-existanf, ‘will not. receive ‘the full |; 
subsidy. : “percentage-” but - merely: 

‘a quota for compulsory : screening 
of.. children’s programs: at such 

that’ ‘portion of what - they. have} time as..a ‘sufficient’ number of 
invested ‘in’:a’ cO-venture. - A 30% specialized. -pix'- become available 
Spanish... investment : ‘in’ -a-. co--[in: ‘the loeal: market. - Cosh a 
‘production with.these two. cotin- os 
tries ‘will.’ bring the. Spanish co- f Films’ ‘of Special” Merit.” 
‘producers.: 30% | the. : “sub- |.. “Fits ‘of. special: merit. ‘hola a 
sidy. percentage. of boxoffice: ‘gross. 

The: ‘big. innovation in. ‘subsidy : 
grants - ‘is the extension of’. this 
‘protective measure: to: include. ex-: 
hibitors ..: releasing ‘Spanish - pro- 
-ductions. © Eventually, éxhibs. will. 
get'a small; ‘but sufficiently. attrac-. 
tive’ pertion cf. the ‘salle. -gross ‘out: 

appropriate’ for: ‘young moviegoers: 
under: the: age. of. .14; . films .un- 
usually’ “offbeat” in. theme,.. or. 

-artistic.° in. quality,.. or. involving 
Film. ‘Faculty graduates . ‘making. 
‘their debut ‘as: directors,- cast mem- 
‘bers, ‘or. : film technicians; . _and, : of nati oduc ~.| Ship. exploitation. ‘of native pr t. ‘finally, films that win. main | awards This will not go. into. effect,: how- |; ; 

-ever,. -until. ticket’ .machines:. ‘are in int'l: film. festivals. : 
installed throughout ‘the land and | _ Films. of. special merit will re- 
controled. receipts. become .a- mat-- ‘eéive very special: aid.: “The govern-. 
ter’ of. industry . record. Period .of:} ment::will act: as’ guarantor: “for 
exploitation . is: set ..at~ five: years’ ‘medium-term “credit:: and for: the. 
from -the’ date Of - national. release. F tid : a Be 

:  fsubsidy.: Furthermore; ere W 

Advance Against Subsidy - Tbe no; “penalty. for failure ta repay 
‘Since producers ‘cannot wait: five the. ‘advances. Also, ° 

years. to ‘acquire ‘their subsidy, the. 
law establishes.a system of: peseta. 
advances to tide. things’ over. Pro-: 
ducers will receivé an advarice. of 
‘one: million pesetas. ‘per -pic, to’ be. 
repaid. out of ‘subsidy’ percentage. 

‘|- returns cover a ‘period: ‘eof. three. 
“years. ‘Failure. to repay this: ad-- 

ing five million pesetas. To ‘foment 
such quality’ -_pix—either favorable 
to. the ‘regime or. compelling: ‘with. 
Int'l, fest: juriés “and: .adult world 
audiences, - additional - aid: is. .con- 

Will “have.a double: point. value ‘in’ 
the:: distributor's: ‘annual: ‘baremo 
‘seore: for the exhib;. ‘it. counts for 
double the ‘compulsory: ‘Scréen time. 
“ag compared .to: an’ ordinary Spen- 
ish picture. in- release. Soe ot 

from further. state: aid: ‘The “Aid: 
‘Committee ‘has’ the: authority * to: 
-refuse .an advance if, in ‘its. judg- 
ment,. the release print. offers no 
assurance of commercial: returns. 
This does. not. disqualify: the pro-.| 

| questionably . ‘commercial product writers [and critics will be formed 

goes. cut on the ‘screens. . 

‘Fully cognizant of: the. time. span. 
‘required to. install ticket. counters: 
in ‘close ‘to: eight. thousand’ ‘movie | 
houses, the - law : makers’ ‘added: 
transitional. ‘flexibility’. to: basic in- 
tént of. ‘speeding : ‘new. ‘policy:-into. one. reason: ‘OK: anottier. a 
execution. For the balance ‘of. the |." --.. 
current year, producers may choose | --.: ‘Short F eatures-: 
between: ‘past’ subsidy procedures 
and a. makeshift estimate of exhib. 
-gross-‘based:on the boxoffice ‘tax: 
‘for. the. protection. of minors.. Ad-" 

--|:in’ exhibition. for- any. ‘given. year .as 
‘films Of: . “special *- 

: plement of: ‘economic | enefits,. ‘if 

mientaries:: The best. shorts in‘ this 
specialized : field.. will qualify: for 

-credit,.. subsidies; . and - compulsory: 
| Justice,: this. tax .offers the: ‘only. 
clue to. receipts. ‘Starting: next year, 
‘the’. Jaw © makes "it: ‘mandatory to: 
install. ticket machines. (for a- legal | 
count) ‘in six ‘major’ cities -current-| 
jy accounting -for half.-the ‘national’ 
ticket. window : take. -These - cities |. 
are. Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, 
Seville, Bilboa,. ‘and Zaragoza,.-At 

at time, ‘authorities. will calculate. 
“percentage | subsidy. from’ a: Sross | for ‘Cinetita | will be hard put: to 
returns. in the cities. ‘mentionéd, as 
‘well ‘as: an estimated gross ‘count. 
from_ the tax. on, ‘minors . in other 
‘provinces, : ae 

For distributors, ‘the. ‘aw eon 
[inns to > rant the Director. Gen: i 

-short or documentary - for. every 
four days. of normal ‘programming. 

:-This;.. in . substance, is the new 

come: effective in: fact. J et 

‘eral: for. Cinema ‘the. ‘auiho rity’ Ta 

. dubbing’ permits, 
‘recommendations | 

Sindicato.. In: a. sweeping change, | 
this chapter of the new film law 

| eliminates the ‘current computa- |: 
tion point system (baremo) for the | 

‘} allocation of dubbing licenses, ‘and |. 
sets up a simplified code, limited 
to the. number. of Spanish’ films. 

‘distributed:. The new . computation: 
‘will. become: effective partially. in 
“1966, and completely: in--1967. ‘The. 
‘current point .system: ‘remains--in’ 

*Peyton. Place” eae 

year. ‘In 1966 the new. system takes” 

‘and total capital of the distributing.| 
company. ‘will: be. incorporated in 

‘An ‘incentive quota’ of. dubbing 7 
licenses, ‘in one-third: excess of the | ' 
‘annual ‘quota, ‘becomes available:|- . 
in: 1966 to: ‘producers and distribu- ||: 
tors for the. release. of Spanish pix.| ~ 
in.: foreign ” markets: . Benefiting “ 

are © Spanish } : 
films: competirig: in. Int'l film .festi- |: 
vals. . Producers .earning incentive |’ 

| licenses will have. the right. to. dis: ; 

“Phe jprotective four-to-one. meas-. : 
ure requiring : ‘distributors to.’ ‘Tee |: 
Jease ‘one’ ‘Spanish . film for every |: 

‘| four. imported. wil, become extingt. 

“The four:to-oné-formula.- passes ih 

| Bronston Says Tl Be Producing 
Again; Madrid Echoes ‘A 

‘law, the latter will have their com-. 
pulsory screen: time. for. Spanish .| 
pix. increased. .to a day for every | 
four ‘days ‘of foreign film exhibi- |- 
tion, This new formula boosts com- |. 
pulsory. screening from: 56 days ‘for'| 
‘showéases in -Madrid-. and Bar-:|: 
celona, ‘to:90 days a-year. The’ Di- | 
rector -Gerieral is authorized: to set. 

| Prominent. place. In. this category | 
are’ films -with.mcral,* social,: or. 

| political values;. films. ‘particularly. ; 

‘roster. of screen: stars, - 

‘peseta . advance: against ‘percentage : 

‘the advance. 
-against subsidy. can be..as ‘high as. 
the’ :total ‘budget—but not: exceed-. 

templated: - Films. of special. ‘merit 

to: ‘designate 10%. ‘of. Spanish pix. 

‘merit—auto-. 
‘matically - bestowing: the: full ¢éom- 

previously. overlooked. by govern-' 
ment. Special. merit ‘classifiers: for. 

-By. jaw, the government will: also. 
‘subsidize short features and: docu- | 

‘screen time. Exhib must. show one. 

film law. .that.-.will’ ‘govern * the. 
Spanish motion-. picture. industry - 
when it‘is- officially: promulgated. 
in.the near future.:For a-long time |- 
‘thereafter, ’- the. Director ::General | 

spell. out :detailed.. procedures for: 
the many fandamental. . ‘changes,. 
: but ‘all of the:directives, ‘and. people 
_assignéd to carry. them out, should. 
be ‘functionable- by: the end of the 
year, when.‘ the ‘new - law’ will” be-| 

Title. 

still. running 
** Splendor. in the “Grass” 

*“Some. Like It Hot” -......, 
*“Sweet Bird of Youth". Z 

_Wedneaday, Apel a 29, 1964 

| arket Satis 
“West. Side ‘Btory”'t ‘(Roadshow release): . ne 
“How the “West: Was Won" (Roadshow release) ane 

@ocesene see ees eee eeenieecene 

“The Apartment”: ...... aves . - AE ae s wee rae | 

eV LP, rs”? wee eee te reese sig cleves ;e wo wees ere veeecuscecs 

*The | Parisienne” (Bart) ee ese uve bes ceceeecseces eence 
-*“Counterfeit “Traitor” ay a Steele en ole eve rr re 

*“Phaedra”’. eee oe itituseerart re eases 

‘*The: World of ‘Suzie “Wong”. Ve eee be ceeeecanvees pecvene ST 
size} “Buddha”. — Japanese@. ... 0.005 icc duis becwececes ‘eee Wt 

“World. By Night’ — . - Italian” ee AT 
““Emperial Venus”. 2. oc. . cece ee ptd ec cnaaeecees eaveetess = 49. 
“The Leopard”. . eee weaee _ e sta on ‘Sn ee vie ee e-0 Goo 2eo8 ° oe s 49. . 

“Jumbo” oe cee ee cee eee Ded ele ew eee’ le Seeen “46 
®, ‘Indicates: multiple first-run “Felease. 7 | - 

FILM. PRODUCTION IN: SPAIN" 
“1953-1963 wah ot 

National _Coproduction 
- Annual - Black é&* ‘Biaék: & 

Year... Total. ‘White Color * White. Color 
1953 43. “34 DD: “5 2° 
1954: 69. 53. a Sie 6 TT. 
1955 . 560 43°. ee 4 a: ae 
1956 13 AT 6. 13 8. 
(1957. 92 29 21 DS. wv on 
1958 75: 18. 33 ».16 8 
1959 6T 21 29. | 2° @.. It. 
1960 ay 5 2s. 30°: 10 BS 

1962: .. 89 -30. i rn 13 13: 
1963, ne 118 - 82 . 26 | 20. 35 

Madrid: 

empire.. -Production. . “activity in 

‘1963. amply © substantiated ‘glowing: 
‘predictions. Samuel Bronston pro-} 
‘duced ‘two. mammoth ‘ films—“The 

| Fall. of .the Roman: Empire” and. 
. “Circus. World.” The. 
oe industry achieved .its. highest: ‘pro-: 

duction mark. in. history with 113 

“At the outset of the new year, 
the situation took a: “drastic: re- 
versal... 
‘from. the: scene—at this moment—. 
‘{s ‘the high-powered - Bronston: ac-: 
tivity. For the past four years, the 

Most | graphically. missing 

producer.” ‘assembled -a_ “britiiant 

rectors,- script. writers and tech- 
nicians ° ‘in. the Spanish capital city | 

| -where: he _averaged. a blockbuster 
|.and.a@ half.a year. .. 

‘The -mpact- of. Bronston’ s- “on-: 
‘tinuous | ‘production effort is. as 
dramatically reflected ‘by: the sud-: 
den, sombering silence. at his -head- 
quarters: studio: as it-was. at ‘the 
giddy height - of film-making. ace 
tivity from which emerged “King | 
of Kings,” “El Cid,” “55° Days At.| - 
' Peking,’”” ‘The Fall: of the Roman: 
Empire” and “Circus World.’”...° 
On the local front, the 1963 boom: 

deflated. fast as Spanish authorities . 
‘worked. on a. new film “law... con-- 
‘taining radical’ changes - in -state | 
‘gid - ‘policies. . After a. four-month 
standstill, production is resuming ; 
again—encouraged by government 
“concession . offering: subsidy. aid 
either under. the new or old stand- 
‘ards. (See commentary" on: Span- 
‘ish: production. gcene and new: film 2 

hee law. in this séction.). - 
Finally, a ‘special ‘jury of: screen. ‘Bronston. has - “emphatically” as- 

serted: he -will. -Tesume ‘production 
‘this:. year. Properties ‘once listed |. 
for future - production include | 
“Brave New World,” “Battle of the | © 
‘Bulge,’’: ““Nightrunners of Bengal,” 
“‘Paris—1900.” “Blue and Gray on 
the. Nile”: and: “The French Revolu- |: 
tion.” Word here is that. “Brave |: 

_| New. World” ‘will lead .off under. 
"| the direction of Jack Cardiff; when 
production lights again flash green. 
“Only other foreign producer with. 

a continuing. program is Phil Yor- 
dan. In.-work, is..‘'Crack in ‘the 
Earth,” a -sci-fi.- feature’ starring 
Jeanette - Scott and. Kieron Moore. 
-with:Andrew. Marton:directing: Len |. 
‘Sansom and. Bernie’ Glasser are} 

| -Yordan’s | ‘Security Pictures * ‘pro- 
ducers: on “Crack” and ‘upcoming 
“The . White. Savage”: and.” “Dear 
‘and Glorious’ ‘Physician”— 
to-roll in Spain this: year. ° 

for interiors: on. 20th Fox. sound 
stages. res 

One year Pago: Spain was heralded 
in: these columns as the new film 

British . production. 
Tiger” on the Levantine Coast this. -.. 
‘summer... David Niven. stars. and. we 

| Basil ‘Dearden’ will. direct.:- ‘ 

nd co-partnered features. | oe. 
national and cop { possibility: of.two big productions .. © * 

being scheduled: for Spain. Onevis 
|.“The. Centurions,” for which ‘pro-.-) ~ 
ducer-director Mark - Robson‘ has... .:* -- 
already’ marked “off locations in - °°} 
Southern’ Spain; the other is “Dr. “::: J 
Zhivago,”.slated.for director David’) .. | | 
Lean: late ‘this year. on. locations ae 
he selected ‘up. North.. Be eon 
: Jerry Fairbanks. - Productions: 4 

; starts the. first of several. Yank-. —- 
4 Spanish eoproductions, next -month, .“. 
+-when ‘director Daniel Petrie: rolls — 

“The.: Tom ‘Dooley ™... 

‘Spanish. film. 

‘film di- 

‘compare 
are no concrete: ‘signs that U.S. pro- 
‘duction in’ Spain’ will regain. ac- 

all. ‘Slated. 

‘Alan. Brown also has. an ‘early: May: ‘ oe 
‘start - for. his: Universal feature;-: 
“Miss: Jude,” -set. to roll ‘on’ the’ 

| Costa Brava with John and Haley. - | 
Mills. under. Richard Thorpe's. di- | 
-rection. - 

“United. “Artists: will location: the 
“The. Shabby 

Recent. location surveys. add: the’. 

cameras. for 
Story.” ..This joint - feature. with os 
Tecisa will. be filmed entirely. in © 
Spain.- “Some. second. - unit back- - 
ground ° footage: is.’ scheduled ‘for 7 
‘Lags and Viet-Nam. ° 2 
Mel ‘Ferrer turns: exec. producer: ws, 

‘with “El-Greco” and will star-in-:! -| 
| the. ‘title .role. Filming, probably: ~~" 
locations: only; will begin shortly: .°. 
-after. Ferrer: winds his title role: °:: 
-in. the. current. Eurofilms - produc-- a 
tion of “Monsieur La Salle: -~ . 
“The Yank film. community ‘has: 

considerably. shrivelled : in = size as.:: 
to last’ year.: And. there. 

tivity levels of: recent. ‘years: in: the: 
coming. months. . 

ar INSPAIN 

Mvidessie 
Ars | 

‘Madrid. 

encouraging - ‘inerease : during ‘the ~ 
hast calendar. -period.. The © box 
office setback during 1961..and:*=  . 

to -the .°. 4 
rapid growth of. television | ‘and ° -:° 
large scale installment. ‘purchasing “ 
of small.utility vehicles and motor- 
scooters,. has. been upset by a re-. =. | 
verted’ interest: in: spectacles. and: an 

1962, largely attributed . 

‘Quality -films. 
. Heavy. ticket: window trade en: “4 

gendered::by the big ones ‘such as:° 
“How: the West Was Won,’ “West- °° | 
‘side. Story,” “Cleopatra”: .and “55°... 
‘Days ‘at Peking” ‘spilled. ‘over ‘the 
success runs:of ‘Spain’s ‘La. Paloma: 

- | Street Fair,” “From Rose to Yel- 
: Completing. preparation ‘for’ an: 

early. May ‘start.is Jean Negulesco’s. 
“Pleasure: Seekers,” produced: by- 
David. Weisbart for: 20th ‘Century-' 
Fox. A’ Hollywood | cast : of. young 
stars will travel -Spanish: locations: 
for a’month and then. return home 

low,” .and “Marisol Goes to Rio,’ 

the safirie comedy “ET “Ver
dugo” a 

and “The. Tarantos.” © 
*An- important . novelty - factor. in alg 
upswinging attendance. .was film- 
goer .curiosity ‘to view ‘a: consider-- | 
able’ number. of films formerly“ 
‘banned. from Spanish - screens-and |: } 

. -| released’: ‘during: the: past. Season ae. 
-Ex-Bronston. ‘associate, ‘producer iy . (Continued on n Page 22) 

: Film. theatre “attendance curve’ Pn s _ 
Spain| has. manifested a’ slight but 



7 director; ‘Perez-Dolz.. ‘helmed: 

a : aera (Bright. Fiituré), - 

{| Gomez: 

. , — —j stars. dn 
- sigue (The World Goes on... 

Cuevas and. Jose Luis 

Fernando - -Fernan- T ——. 
“directs: and. 
SEL: “Mundo oo : 

te skilled 1 mount-up, aided by Jorge ‘Martin. and Sunt: Brunell. . 
S proauvers ‘Antonio. - 

. : — Dibildos believe in” . 
“s sizable: ‘coproductions following their: .initial . co-venture, 
“Cyrano -y D’Artagnan,” ‘starring Jose Ferrer: They -last™: 

- produced the Alain Delon-starrer, “The Black Tulip,” and. 
: Carlos Saura’s “Weep for:a. “Bandit,” ” ‘starring: Lea Massari, 

at advanced. Prices. 

“ALBATROS —~ 
““Ritifi inthe City”. 

Servais:and Ferrian-Gomez; In “‘The ‘Hand of a:Dead Man,” 
Howard ’ ‘Vernon, Paula. Martel. and. Hugo Blanco ‘are OP 
billed. a . 

‘of ‘action mystery ° pix. 

| actor: Frank - “Latimore 
+heads ° the -cast of 

os TALESANCO. FILMS _ 

Genes" de “Muerte”: (Stagecoach. Passenger). | A ‘Western: 
; “directed: -by Jose Elorrieta. _ . 7 

= “ALFYEGA, = 
, modern ‘drama dirceted 

7 ‘by. Jose: Tuis Gamboa with 3 ‘B: “east. including: ‘Pedro Sanche7, a 
‘Roberto Camardiel, and ‘Loura ‘Granados, 

“Bueno: “para 

production - with’ Italy 
_ directed by: Walter. Santesso- facia also’ stars’ with: Nuria 

a : Torray and: Antonio. Prieto. 

“Confidencias - 

. Marido” -: 
de un 

(Third -Floor:.. 

.“Franeisco Rabal; Serge Réggiani; and Lino ‘Ventura: Both..." .} . 
were coproduced. with France and Italy. “The Black:Tulip”: -- 
4s the first Spanish. coproduction: to ‘Open. shere. in 710i: and - 

a ‘Cooperative: “iim: CE 
* | | maker called on Jesus... “= 

Franco to direct-a pair - 
stars: Jean 

_ = “faage de. Hombres” 
- (Game: for ‘Men), Ss ‘a 

- (Good for Nothing). Co- ° 

+ Left) Spanish -sét “eon - 
” structor-turned- director, “Francisco” _ Prosper, : “makes. Jhis -- 
debut - as director. with this light: comedy.: ‘The ‘cast. is 
7 headed by: Lopez Vasquez and. Amparo: Soler Leal. : . 

. __ Tag ‘Hijas de. ‘Elena’ 
TARTURO- GONZALEZ -(Helen’s Daughters). AAs : 

ir ~ farce. comedy directed: 
| ‘by: ‘Mariano: ‘Ozores ‘with: ‘east - headed by Isabel Barces, . 

_ Antonio , Ozores, “Laura Valenzuela,. . and ‘Lopez: Wazquez. . 
- The producer's s second: filmy last. year, “El. Diablo.‘tambien- 
Lora” (The Devil also Weeps), is a-miorée- ambitious. entry” : 

"that: earned the: ‘Spanish | Oscar..for Nieves: Conde “as: best’. fe 
: director of the year. Strong cast of this ‘coproduction with =: ie 
 Ttaly.stars Francisco. Rabal; Eleonora: | Rossi-Drako, Alberto: orn ie 
‘Piosas,. and Mabel- Karr. 

ASTURIAS _ | 
“Spanish Oscar: ‘winners for “its: tale of colonial . life: ‘in’ 

“: Spanish New .Guinea.-‘Yank. actor William ‘Marshall -stdrs >. 
under the direction of Julio Buchs. with, Arturo Fernander, cos 

(Touchstone). 

7 Susana, Campos; and Angela. Bravo. : 
. . oo — . wee : Eva 63, 79- 

Laura Valenziela, ‘Blisa: Montes, and Jorge. Rigaud... 

_ “Tos Invencibles” ‘(n- 
- | vincibles).- 

“ directed. hy. “Alberto. ‘de’ Manin Stars: “Tony: Russel, 4 Dureal, ‘Spain's popular young vn 
a Helga. Line, and. Gerard: Tichy. - 

“Coop “eotniedy. 
ATEANTIDA~ : 

“tape Vazquez. under: Pedro: ‘Lazaga’ s .direction. 

TBALCAZAR- = 
_ “Francisco: Balcazat had 
| an -active -production” ..-.” 

* slate ‘last year turning’. a _ 

‘A 50-50: cae — 
production: “with: ~ ‘Ttaly meen © 

| “Hot —— 
“Summer for Sr. Rodri-- |. 

" guez,”: stars: funster 7 

o ‘metres Spanish ‘films and: ‘two in. coproduction, Young’ 
; ‘“A.°Tiro ‘Limpio” -(Clean - 

oe > Shot),- “starring : Jose” Suarez, - Luis: Pena; . -and:. ‘Maria 
Oe -Asquerino. “La. ‘Révoltosa”’ is ‘4. screen adaption of a-.. 
- “popular | light: opera.” “Piso. ‘de. Soltero” (Bachelor -Apart-- 

. /ment)-is a comedy directed-by:Francisco’s brother, Alfonso 

'“Un Balcor sobre’ él Infierno”” (Hell's 

. rected this modern. drama: with’ ‘a. -strong cast headed: by. 

ve ‘Baleazar. and’‘stars. Alberto. ‘CloSas, - Cassen, Irene- Daina, ved 
eo . Maria. ‘Anderson. a 

‘Precipice): Young French’ ‘director - Francois: Villiers: ‘di- ra 2 

Michele Morgan,. Simon ‘Andrew;. ‘and: Dany. ‘Saval, “Noches ; 
de Casablanca” 

and. Leo Anchoriz, ‘Gallic, Henry: Decoin ‘directed. : 

| “are: NON-PTos. * 7 

as oe Lanier” . 
“Plainsman). A tale: of. 
the “open ..spaces. 

: Suarez, S Silvia, Liorente, and Todd: Martin.(, \. 

| ~BUCHSANJUAN~ 
= rector. with” 

Manzaneque. » 

and France directed by. Francois. ‘Villiers... 

he 

= “EL, Camino” (The way & 
| Ahead) ‘is a sweet and. °° -—— 

~ light * ‘social. ‘drama* di- .-| 
rected ‘by’ and starring A Ana Marlseal. Others. in the ‘cast " ogaat S market; Th e: —— oung: . singer-danc er starred. in “two. - 

“ ‘Jast year for. producer’ Manuel Goyanes.. 
-to: Rio” : was followed by: amore ambitious -project, :“The -. 

Richard Harrison. tops the: cast. 

mos _ and Delfin. ‘coop topper, ‘Tulto: Pena:. 
-sBiedra * “ae. Pouie” See 7 

Was - 
“named one. of. ‘thetwo: - 

— ‘Estrada, | we 2 | 

AS Yaodern Z | 
| Comedy -. directed. by” aT 
‘Pedro Lazaga and stars’ ioe 

"Delilah,’ ” with’ Rory. ( Calhoun’ ‘and: Gia: Scala. 

: “Coop western ‘dinectéa 
by. Leon, Klimovsky-. 
' Jack- Taylor. is the— 

: a ‘Mystery ‘drama’ “Pact 
7} of. ‘Silence’ comes in, 
—— aS @. “coop. venture’. 

under the direction of ‘Antonio: ‘Roman, with-a cast headed - 
. by. Yvonne Bastien, Pierre Brice, and Carlos, Estrada, 

“a western - coproduced:-. : —CENTAURO 
with: Ataly. Yank: actor - 

- ~ Veteran ‘fim “maker | 

— the busiest ~ producer 
 Jast:y ‘year ‘with ‘one. Spanish’ pic: -and six: coproductions to . 
~-his credit. “Blackmailing a Bullfighter’” stars. El -Cordobes,. 
‘hottest matador.in the arena téday.. “Summer: Cruise” - ‘is | 
*Joaded . with’ Sun. Coast. paysage, - ‘and: a- ‘big. ‘cast. ‘starring i 

ots : ': -Garmen Sevilla: and- Gabriel Farzetti. meer, the. ‘direction: ].- 27 
a * -6f- Luis -Lucla. Lola’ Flores. stars ‘in-““De Color: Moreno”: 

+ Buropean-based “Yank *-(Latin- -Complexion), ‘filmed’ entirely, ‘in “Mexico. as ‘a--¢o- 
production: “Tony’s Secret”. is a custom-made. entry for. | 

_-young Spanish. -singer. “Joselito. “Nunea ‘pasa Nada’’. was‘ 
“one of the pix representing: ‘Spain ‘at the’ last year’s, Venice. 

. Film: Festival.:: 
Corinne’ Marchand “is: ‘the staf, ably .assisted. by a. talented - — 
7 Spanish. cast. Big -grosser™ on the Gonzalez. listo. be es. _ a 
‘leased this Fall. is the. Sarita. ‘Montiel-starrer,- “Samba,” 

" coproduction. with Brazil, where: director Rafael Gil. filmed’ 
vl exteriors. a — : , mae 

Nada”. ee 

‘Juan Antonio. : Bardem As. the’ : director; 

ame a o, a = -Coproduéed - 

CHAMARTIN- most ‘Serious Gal’ with .. 
— ‘Germany. and: ‘the - 

<The 

“se modern: ‘coinedy stars Lilo: Pulver, Alberto, de Mendoza,-:” 
- ‘¢omie Gila, ‘and- Juanjo ‘Menendez’ under: the direction of | 

“Ts “veteran: Ladislao “Vajda. : _ he. - . 

= = Filmes. chief ° Bétiardo 
“Manzanos: set.the pace “COPERGINES 

— = -Jast.. year in ynass.: pro- =. 
ducifig ‘westerns. His ‘two coon: companies, Copercines. and. 

~Fenix, furned’ out’ six—all.. coproduced with. Italy. -Ty.. 
Hardin directed. and ‘starred : in’ “Boudine;” newcomer ‘Jose - 
Luis Borau - helmed “Brandy, " Agustin:: Navarro ‘took . the. 
_Teins “for. “Four Bullets” and. Italy’s. Stefani’ Vencini. di- - 
“rected Walter: Chaiari, Aurora: Sarasa anc Silvia Solar<in“ 
_{‘Western ‘ “Heroes” 
“ westerns ‘inchided. . “The. : Californian’s’ -Revenge’ 
Geoffrey. Horne-statrer. ‘Three. Good: ‘Men.”’ - 

“under” the Fenix banner. ‘Copercines = 
‘and. the: 

_ “German _ ‘Cobos, Susana 
- Canales, “Maria ‘Mahor;" 

on Miguel: “Picazo fias. . aor 
4. solid: first. ‘eredit as “dic 

" rector wi th. ““Aunt- 

“pala? ine a dramatic: ‘tale ‘of ‘provincial life: from the. novel: 

Dby.. Miguel Unamuno.. Stars. Aurora: Bautista. and. Carlos -. 

— Jose Luis. ‘Font: debuts : 
». Fas. - director. with: - 

“coproduction: with. Haly: 
‘built. arow a d. “Rocio. 

__ “Goptoduced * “two - “ast. 
ae "year. with: -Yank- film-..., 

“ESAMER ~.maker: “Sidney Pink.~ 

First. came: “pyro” wit Barry Sullivan: ‘and. Martha.‘Hyer. . . 

Second was :the comedy spoof. ‘at . Castro, : “Operation . 

- Barcelona “production. - 
banner: ‘has: ‘three. ‘for ° 
‘release ie “The . Skirt - 

- Cliaser.” ” ‘with ‘comic: -.-Gassen. . Paloma. Valdes - and “Milo ~ 

‘Quesada; “The World: at Night,” ”" an assortment “of variety.” 

- ‘Jrumbers: on* ‘film - and. a. coproduction: with Italy: ‘modestly. - 

called, “World? s- Superspectacles, oe a. A coproduced. Potpourr} ; 

wt cireus acts’ ‘and ballet. a 

we Brett “Halsey, 
. “Maria. Canale. ‘and. Con-) 

* -rado. Sanmartin : star in, 
| "ESTELA. 

"Bridge: of Sighs; *. ca ‘Spanish-Italian ‘coproduction:.. 
(Espionage. in Casablanca) : is “a--melo.. oe 

__ musical] - coproduction * with. ‘Italy. and. France, : ‘Int'l: east.) 
“’ includes: Sarita: Montiel, Maurice -Ronet, Franco. Fabrizzi, ie 

ee “Rrontier. of : -God” is a a. 
‘mod er n ~RURORIENS. a -religioso : 
drama. directed - AY. 

Cesar. Ardavin and starring: Enrique Avila... 

“Marigol-starring - vehi: 
eles” have. a.ready. re- 
turn:: “in. . the. Spariish-. 

“Marisol. ‘Goes 

-. New Cinderella,” also. starring. Hollywood’s- Bob ‘Conrad © 
: es . * ~ . wt oe .* : “in. 

“Venezuela directed: by “Jesus: Franco. ‘and: ‘Starring - ‘Jose ve 

~ Roman. Gubern: harks 
‘his: debut: cas -film': di- -:: 

“Brillante: 
| a. dramatic story of modern. | 
- Spanish youth, “produced ‘in ‘Barcelona with:German Cobos ~ |... 2 

.. Gnd - ‘Serena Vergano ‘at the top. ofthe .cast:: “El. Proximo..: a! 
 -Otono”” (Next Autumn). is also a first: assignment for. di-. .. 

rector: Antonio, Ezeiza. Stars-a are: ‘Sonia: ‘Brung: and “Manuel, . 

aa -All-Buropean’’ ‘east: “nes -Adventurer,”. the’ terror-Jaden “Curse of Karnstein,” 

- and” ‘Flanienco star “Antonio under the direction of: George" * 
Sherman: ms 

f Truth” with: - France:: 
. Madéleine’ * 

: a = 
“and: Sani Frey. ‘top. ‘the ‘cast. :Co-stars: “Maria Asquerino, and~ 
J ose. -Bodalo.. “Director. is ‘Jose Maria Forque. ° 

_ Active through: “Ane: auc 
Tcyear): ; "HISPANER 7 

Producer’ 
oa . 

oo a _ =f 

EE 
‘direct: ‘Crime’. and 

ce $e success, 
- Rose’: 

~ Mourning,” Spanish: entry at Cannes’ ‘this year. 

_ “Taste: ot Vengence”” is. 

* V.Cesareo’ Gonzalez: was ..’- 

east’. ‘starring. ‘Susana - ~ Cline 

“An- A 7 

=Emma Penella and. Jose Isbert.. 

“Genevieve. ‘Grad. 

_ “Bridge: ‘of time” stars. ° 

Vazquez.” 

“Vida. de. Familia": . 
wo Family’ Lite), ‘using: a | cast, of, -Tegit. stars... ‘ . 

-SGirl ih: Clover® is “a 

| 2 D.  RDTCTONS : 

, - Lorena Walazquez and Luis Davila. 

Gianna ; 

_ a TEIDE PRODUCTIONS - ° 

| “Géproduced: “Game. of. 

Robinson | _ 

“Sergio. Newman. *."|"— 
~s prefers ‘the: three-way... 

eoproduction “with. “Italy... ‘and. ‘France. . In-. this... vein,:: tie. 
“...parthered in, the. Brett Halsey’ starter,..“The Magnificent... 

the - 

cluding: Annie. Giradot, c — ‘Four’. Truths” and “Horsemen. of “Terror.” 
bat : ————~ Richard. Johnson, Alida’. 
_— Valli. ‘and: ‘José ‘Menendez, * appear - in “La Otra Mujer”. : 
(Phe: Other Woman).,. an ambitious. coproduction with Italy’. : 

7 “Girl ‘Hitebbiker* and. called - on. Young. ‘director - Mario." 

“Ttaly: and’ France: Mz “urice Ronet’ stars. 
Amadeo Nazzari, ‘Angel Aranda and Katia ‘Loritz. Director 
AS. ‘German Lorente. = 

Iquino: « as cl ie 
signed. Miguel. Lluch te.” * 

“ring “Ana. Esméraldz, 

| Caius" to. helm: 1 “Fareeurs”™ and “young ‘Sanchez: ” ‘Latter 
- was. Spain’s selection. for. Buenos ‘Aires Film Festival. and 
Film Week: in: Valladolid. : 

= ‘Debuter- ‘Manuel Sum- 
| mers reaped. a glowing. 

swith “From 
tela. te Yellow": ‘go "Tmpala assigned. him ‘to: “Girl in 

- Coproduced The Wed- : 
OE INT TERNATIONAL FILMS. ding” with ‘Argentina. 

Male stars Jose Suarez, 
‘Jose Guardiola and ‘Jose. Riutbid. are Spanish: Argentina’s - 

+.Garciela Borges and. Suisana_ Campos are femme Jeads. | 
“Lueas. Demare directed. 

eae “Summer Sun” -was: 
’ [ filmed on ‘the Costa 

Brava with Arturo 
“ Fomnder ‘and Luz ‘Marquez ie hese the cast. 

Veteran Rafael Salvia. - 
directed ‘Her - Name. 
Was. ‘Dulcinea’”” with. a 
SJuanjo. Menendez. and 

* Ramsay. Ames. Second project was: a coproduction ‘with. 
. Puerto “Rico. called: Verdict, for an’ Angel,”. directed by 

' Rerrerico Curiel, 

2 *-Daui Kohner packaged 
| Naga’s coproduction 
with U.S.A. “Strangers 

Came ‘to. 5 Dies ‘starring’ : Katy” -Jurado, :Robert Brown,: Al- 
berto Blosas and Conrado San “Martin: under the. direction 
of Harald” Philips. “El. Verdugo” (The. -Garroter) was 
official : ‘entry. at. Venice last year. Ably directed: by Luis 

*: Berlanga the: black-tinted | “comedy Stars ‘Nino’ Manfredi, 

— Operied’ ‘shop with | a 
| Slate .of two big co- 
— - productions and added. - 

a: , Spanish t ‘film to. round ‘out: calendar year. “Sandokan;" ” 
. has action:. and adventure. Stars Steve Reeves : “and 

- first’ year ‘with “Matador | in’. Street: Clothes, v 

—_ “Fernando Palacios di- 
‘| rected. Operation’ Em- 

* bassy,” an Alberto 
“PEDRO 0 MASO— | 

Closas.. ‘comedy | ‘co-starring ‘Analia.. Gade and. ‘Lopez 7 

. “Peroj 0's commercial: 
| flair. has. become a by- 
“word in. Spain; ‘He 

aaa ROIS | 
_seored “With Sean. ‘Flynn jn “Captain Intrepid,” a three-. 
“way ‘coproduction and followed-up with two big Spanish 
hits—..‘‘La Paloma’ Street: Fair,” adapted from a ‘light 

* opera. classic by Saenz de Heredia, and a first film for the _ 
: Pili’ and: Mili: twins “Like Two ‘Drops of Water’— 
edy. musical: heavily: y exploited: in ‘the local market, 

a com- 

wp se _Another new ‘banner 
> 4 Started life with a co-_ 

— preduction “The: 
TPROCINSA 

"gunk King” M: ‘Ferdinando. ‘Baldi directed z cast {opped. by” 
. Yank actor: ‘Mark. Damon and Argentine Carlos Estrada. 

"Policy. here. is. ropro- 
- duction - only. Teamed . 
with Germany for the 

“Black Spider,” a. starring. 0. W. ‘Fisher and Karin Dor and 
‘-directed. by :-F. Gottlieb: .““El Ataco” . (Holdup) brought: in 

- Italy’ and Germany. ‘with a mixed -cast headed by Barbara 
a “Steele, Christiana Doermer and Dino Mele. “Boy Wanted, ” 
vis ‘Antonio. “Mercero’ s first try.. as director. 

. Had good: “ box-éffice . 
} results locally . with 

“The. Scandal.” Espar-. 
and. starred with © Mara Cruz, “taco: ‘Santoni produced. 

“Liegar’ a. “Mas”: (Reach 
Higher) added | Jesus. 

- Producer. ‘J ose: “Maesso 
‘teamed. ‘with veteran 
‘Lester “Welch to. co-"_ 

produce “Gunfighters: of “Casa Grande”. for. M-G-M re- 
~.Jease.: Western. was eritirely ‘filmed in’ Spain by: Roy 
‘P-“Jand witha cast starring Alex Nichols, Jorge Mistral," 

- ‘Mercedes: -Alonso and: Steve Rowland. ‘Maesso coproduced: 
:» two. others—“Gringo” and: “Straits Mission.” 

Producer-director José 
-Maria: Forn_ adapted ©. 

— Jast “year’s Jegit ‘hit, 
““Enipty Fishing Boat”. for. the- ‘screen. 

— Another. newcomer,’ 
. | Jaime-Camino, directed 
“Los .Felices 60” 

—pemaBo ; 
“Happy Sixties). with a cast Jed: ‘by. German’ Cobos, Yelena 
Samaria; < Juan. Capri and "Daniel Martin. 

. “ap onde tu “Estes” 
(Blind Man’s Bluff). is 

-eoproduction with. 
with -C'audi Mori,. 

al Cest a”? The 
‘Basket) is a coop - 
“comely musical star-- 

= ntonio Garisa; ind- Perla Cristal 
under the’ direction of Rafael Salvia. 

TWALKYRIA | 

.“Payijahs: af: Glory” also ‘teamed Ocean, . 
with Italy and ‘France. for filming in- Barcelona and. on. : 

the: ‘Costa- Brava. - -Cast was ¢opped:. by Curt. Jurgens, Mat- 
- ‘rice’ Ronet.’ Falco. Lulli and German Cobos under Henry 
-,Decoin's ‘direction: Ocean .chief Jamie. Comas rounded out 

-a low-. : 
. -budgeter' helmed. ‘by Jorge: Grau... As Productions: Con 
_ Hmanced.. 

: " = Santos ‘to: film. -direetor- : 
“ranks | “and ‘inereased ‘growing Foster. Of : young film- 

_ makers. rer: 



__SPANISH PRODUCTION 1963 
By I

talo Blac
kt ae Yo yy] - Spanish, title - _ it. Translated: titled < .- | 

WAniCn  . ‘ATRACO A ‘LAS: TRES © rns “HOLD UP. _AT ‘THREE. O'CLOCK. | Hesperia Filme Films 
ORES . (Black and White): mee . PURSE | 

| BIENVENIDO PADRE MURRAY os ‘WELCOME FATHER. ‘MURRAY _ Cooperativa : | 

“Workers Laws'.. eee ae a ae | Of Market Wish ve mo cu oe “+ “Union~ : 

|PBRSEDO ¥ MEDUSA’ - a PERSEUS. “AND: ‘MEDUSA. Copereine . : al : e IS 

By HANK ‘WERBA _ Olor—CS)-) eos 7 i ne Be 

‘Madrid. peronees oo a SCHEHE ADE | o cue Tesisa-Speva, Dear : niet Apel 2 Be Pe: 

The. actpr i in. the Spanish’:film}BOCHORNO “ wr ON “SCORCHING HEAT. — “Juan de Orduna ten ay eon Peete makers” foe 
industry: is in a class. by: himself]. ‘(Color—WS)-: a bo. ” re 7 a both rizon hi amt. 

but. he. would’ gladly exchange. the | LAS GEMELAS. °- ee i THE TWINS | 22S) “Apolo Fins. ° ‘shaee  oadstiog Setibeea aoc rds. 
privilege «fot legal. labor ‘status. |: (Color—WS) . : ee D2. A del Amo. - x [se existing: Te ‘film fivitie a 

Standard contract with producers | LOS. DERECHOS | DE LA MUJER - “WOMAN’ S “RIGHTS: “”“Atiabel" Films” ne and. extra-curric film tangle is eee 
clearly establishes. . the. -actor’s (Color—-WS) . 4 ; a, _ Sa ibuted te “taly’ e. ane e si ey 

duties and ‘obligations. He gets a LOS TARANTOS: wp ee THE. “TARANTOS” | oo Dee tT “Anabel ‘Fins SaaS this ear “of Bane pid to enter. i role to play, a fixed’ ‘amount: of}. (Black and: White) 
.pesetas for performances, he lives LA NOCHE: DE MALAGA |” . oan “NIGHT IN- MALAGA. oe me ok _ on _ Casaréo. Gonzalez, tthe Commion...Market. Spain. now -: 

by a shooting schedule, -he. must) . (Color) ee Ee Ae EO a A ED, ote -.” Produceiones’ a appears. to be. re-appraising . its: ene. mo, 

qualify as 4 professionsl,:he must | SUPER: ESPECTACULOS DEL. MUNDO SUPER SHOWS IN: THE WorLD "iste Films’ .| tire commercial attance with Ttaly, mo 
be available ‘for :call at. all: times: (Color—WS)" a cs | a ‘Cinepro: duceloties . prepared «. ‘to make. modifica ions 

during. filmins,.- he -irust - accept |.’ ve vey a os Associate. an, unfriendly. climate. imposes.’: 

orders: from. the director, . and’. he | JOSE. ‘MARIA ho | JOSE MARIA: toe LEI Espana” |” ‘Though, film. authorities’ care-. 

must go befor2 cameras. punctually | (Black: and ‘White—ws) , | Le cote, fully avoid -official talk, they- have 

and. fully prepared. © ~ | EL’ PRECIO DE. UN ASESINO -_ THE. PRICE: OF A. MURDERER. od ; FI. - Espatia - {not hesitated unofficially to ‘pre- |: . 

Despite this ‘partial, list . of. “pre: |. (Black and. -white——WS)- B: a - ‘|-dict-a ‘creeping breakdown. in Joint 

established: covditions ‘for render. ‘VIDA. DE FAMILIA. © fee FAMILY LIFE. es E. C. A. “Films _| film-making: mo 
ing sérvices, the actor receives no.|. Black and white—-WS)- 2 o.oo?) ak _ | Trade :circles. go: ‘farther in’ ase . 

protection. wadsr Spanish. . labor MARISOL. RUMBO A RIO. ocr MARISOL GOES 70 RIO - “Manuel G Goyanes. ‘| sessing the situation.:Present::esti- 

laws.. All’ others. in’ the’ industry.| (Color—Ss). ° : —_ , ee ‘Cesareo Gonzalez -.: “| mates, sources -say,- list 30.to° 40°: 
have fixed status—including.the di-| _ ... “Producciones. ~~. <1 coproductian. deals pending ‘final «2: 

rector who orders the performer LLEGARA A MAS: ” HE g WILL: Go FARTHER Wes Tarfe Films | MO - | government . -approval.:: Of: these, 

around throyghout- the course . “Of -Black and. white—-W5)° ae = i oe, “| not, more. than. 25% are expected | 

film producticn. | , | PACTO: DEL SILENCIO. - — SILENCE DEAL | " Cooperativa. ae to: survive: rigid ‘examination “of. 

_ Confusion regording. this. state |. 7 » (Black and ‘white—FS) _ : ae Cinematografica, ; -contract - terms and delays. . ._ 

‘of. affairs was, for..a long. time, | eee eae ce © Castigo <4. / Some. Spanish. prodticers ‘have: 

administrative’ and* bareauerate: | : INTRIGA EN ROMA _Avmucue I ROME © a Apo-Film-Roma: ..__| turned to-France and Germany for 

Under the film Thw. of 1948, the | . (Color—WS) . 7 a lal. - oe a fs, Vere UU arn Midega. ¥ ilms,” Ss. “AS . film. partners after. recent. trips. to: . 

actor was placed..in. a.category of | a cl ER - Madrid .-| Italy where, they. say, authorities 
his own. A year ister. the “Director } rar “ . a cee Te Te ree Dicitranes, Ss. he. Pare - ‘also: jens af  cobroduetion a ; 

General of Labor wrote off this:/: ea , _iParls: |. wee “agreements. wit etter-of-the-law. 2... 

clause with a sveep of ‘the pen, | LA MASCARA. vis SCARAMOUCHE ~ > THE MASK OF SCARAMOUCHE _—. Benito Perojo ‘magnifiers that -water down. past": © 
‘It was not vntil John Derek found | (Color-—WS) Oe - os oe 7 Bey pa - ~. (Madrid _- = | economy: savings of extended locas: ’ 
himself. rept aced: by..Rory Calhoun |- an oO men, 2 wo Ses : “Fides-Paris | tion shooting ‘in. nine ened | in the “Colossus of Rhodes” ‘and . Oo ees ~-Roma. ~ | mum sound stage ing in Rome. 

sued his co-producers. that it’ was. tA TELA DE ARANA a SPIDER’ S. WEB (Cobwebs _ Hispaner Films rn ee ‘Other. ‘sources. Delieve : Spain’ 

-| _ o io cranes © finally. determineéd:a director gen- ELL ABERINTO © *.- 2 THE M AZE (Labryrinth) - jure Fi ims me H ‘might. welk ask for: substantial. Te-. 

eral lacked anthority. to abolish a: | vision: of the-agreement now- Bove 
~ ' 7 "(Black and: white—WS) :. . . ' 

Sen won. Lae of before ‘two piace snd vite “9s THE ¥AGABOND: ‘PouRIsT. Beni: ‘0-P Per oxjo": _ ~ | erning all phases oe hen a 
labor -tribunals: but ‘Icst: the :.pro-. ack and. while— ee : chigy Madr | the -pact commission: meets © next. 

‘dueers {inal appeal ‘to -a ‘supreme. | aa rn S . aa = as ; Argentina Sone ‘Altes fall. “Revision. would not ‘only. set: 

Further administrative attempts CAiMINO HACIA. LAS ‘ESTRELLAS . WAY TO: THE BE STARS: a “"€odperativa, °.” . stern limits. on cowventures. but aa 
Ain. recent years to quay ne actor} (Color—Ws) . - oo a ase Cinematografiea foe local distribs, and make more”) a 

‘under the ‘rizhts.-of labor’ were. |. a oo, -Delfin we . licensés ‘ava il 
| ESCALA EN HLFY ot WLI SC ALE Ha Fil | import..and. dubbing licens | 

asain frustrated 12 te Jast year, by. ‘(Color—WS):: 7 | 7 _ | Sevil'a: la F mS able to. friendly film nations... | . 

_. Ina study: published récently by. PROCESO: AY LA ‘LEY: ns PROCESS TO: LAW: ey ; “PieasaeMadrid ” : Concrete’ ‘expression. of strained 4 
fitm - attorney.” Vizcaino. Casas, ref-. . Black and ‘white—WS). Sas ; : on “Testa-Buenos Aires, _situation: will: come: soon if, aS -Te- 

‘erence is. made: to. the most expert LA ‘CONQUISTA DEL PACIFICO oS THE. CONQUEST OF. THE. P ACIFIC - oe Cooperativa - liable r eports. ‘predict, Spain turns » “ta 

findings among -European. : - top: : (Color—WS). on Cinematogratica Nnion down: the Venice Film Festival ed / 

‘film ‘advocates in questioning ‘the DEL ROSA. . 2 AL AMARILLO * eo FROM. PINK. »:TO- ‘YELLOW. Impala Films:  {-vite., One producer: recently ;asked” ~ 
justice ofthe high court's ruling.'| (Color—-WS) _ ok De - Eco Films -- 7 { Spanish. festival ‘selectors: to. -eare. ef 

According ‘to “the Spanish. legalite, : FUEGO — fous #E I R. ED ae es ws cee Esamer,: S. Ae _ | mark‘his entry for Venice, only'ta.” -.°~ 
few actors will attempt a. civil | (Color—WS). 20 ree ee a - | be told. unofficially that. participa- ee 

suit. Legal’. costs. are ‘prohibitive. ‘RIFIFT. EN LA. civpADd. he RIFIET IN TOWN: wo Albatross’ Films. 7 }-ton ‘looks doubtful. «> °. ae 

and crowded ‘court. calendars | in- | (Blaek and. whit te—FS): ae Sotho ae 2 ‘Last year’ Spain coproduced 21 

-‘flict-interminable delays. Action: is’ EL ESCANDALO: |. : THE SCANDAL’ _ Producciones. - | features with. Italy: and partnered’ 

speedier in the. labor. tribunals, |: _/ Black and white—WS) eee ‘M.D. - : -! with. Italy. and: France in: We three- 

where ‘the. actor can seek redress | RAPTO: T.;To 0. Ty T.KIDNAPPED. eo -Precisa | ao way pix. i 7 ae 
‘for free. (Black and white—FS)-- a . . a ce oe | 

In commenting. on the latest: ver- eae YP ARTAGNAN oo. “CYRANO, ‘AND’ D/ARTAGNAN ‘Agata Films® oo eal a a 

dict; Vizcaino. Casas thought the o1or—— Se ce te os Madrid. 0° 87 fos Grantalk Daukiia 

judges were ‘unduly . inflaenced | by : we ae a aa Co ne - Oo Jo ea $ 7 C.0.S.1. Champion ope Spanish P ublic . 

the literature and. publicity about} _ ee CD es ett . ;-Roma-! * 7 : ake =n 
7 Hollywood. film. sears who give the | a tt os : = Circe-Paris : - 7 = Continued: ‘from. ‘page 120 — — a 

Impression. of ‘having achieved in-: HORROR - we ae ‘TERROR Llama. ‘Films fe. with. ‘approval from” a. less-rigid — 
“(Black and: white—¥S)., 

: : — — ‘censor board. Fan favorites ‘ine... 

EV and: white=-FS) = . te: EVE 63 “ Ateca,, 8 A. cluded three ‘Billy Wilder’ ‘pies— 0 

SOL DE VERANO. © os a a “SUMMER St SUN eo “Jaaro: ‘Films | “Some ‘Like It Hot,” “The Apart-. 

dependent | ‘power: and considerable 
victories in their legal battles: with. 

. producers. Unfortunately, he point- | 
'. ed out, this is-not:true in. Spain, 
where the ‘supreme court ruling|. (Color—ws) ul tnent,”-and.““The Seven Year. Itch.”.- 

' covers “hot only~the -Spanish film. LOS PARIAS DE" LA: GLORIA THE OUTCASTS oF “GLORY. Ocean | Films, Madrid. -Others showing: boxoffice strength 2 

star, but .all. the other: support |- (Blacks and white—F She . ane Paris-France, Paris. “ vy wo 
| , OY a . >> A were: ‘Peyton: Place.” ‘Suzie. Wong”... 
actors down to and including bit | oe | . aoe wn woe Sagitario— ‘Films’ . _ si os 

“players. oof aan : ee SRO ee as Roma... * cand . ‘Sweet Bird of Youth: cote | 
7 ———— irene, “ur * SANDOKAN?:. (Pirate’s. yarn) Oceans Filing; Madrid a |: Of. the. ‘spectaculars, ° (How the °° 4 

| olor— a ae re Filmes-Roma ._—.- | West ‘Wes .Won”. and “Westside: “. -)-, 

Latest: Catholic Score. ve . Ce : " Oo | “Comptoir Cinematogra: | “Story” remained. ‘on -the big. 2... 

PA an ae phique (France) -sereens. ‘for. over a: "year. of. premiere: Bove 

On. Upcoming P roduct |: BRILLANTE PORVENIR ae re BRIGHT: FUTURE - ‘Buch-San . Juan’ Studios Tun.. “Cleopatra’’. is.-continuing..in. r 
(Black and white—FS)J.. - : 4 its.seventh.menth, and ‘55 Days at 

“National Legion of Deceney has | 4 Gutca DEL, AUTO.STOP® ) “AUTO-STOP: GIRL! “LEAL Espana. 
condemned two ‘imports, the French | ° (BI | 
ar ”- ack: and white—FS)°: a, 2 cat 

Mistress For The Summer” andigp REY CRUEL ©) THE CRUEL, KING: ‘ Procinsa-Madrid._ 

oP Peking”. is-still a: tnajor grosser. = |... 
|” The increasing. popularity of... °°.) 

‘the Italian “Of Wayward Love” oo : a <_:) giarit -screen films, . the continued: . 

‘and has given a B Ma eeation to (Color—WS) SR  , ae — _ Alexandra,. “Roma : | publie. support of: quality’ Spanish = | 

Metro’s English-made “Of: Human (24. NINA DE: LUTO “ Pa ey / THE: GIRL. IN. ‘MOURNING: . Impala, “S.A? 7 |} film entertainment, and. ‘the: newly =~. ° 

Bondage.” The Landau ‘Co.'s. Brit-: (Black and white—F S)- .. “Eco: Films, . ‘S.A. .-[déveloped ° interest. | Spain’s . .-* 

ish “Fhe Servant,” classified as A, EL: HOMBRE DE LA DILIGENCIA THE. MAN oF. THE MAILCOACH. .. Producciones: . . SV younger generation “of film-makers. ae 

Section IV, was.‘described ‘as’“ al: (Color—WS) wre he . . - Aitonce “." J) add up ‘to’a’ heartening -hypo. for =" 3 

~-einematically ‘brilliant: examination.| a ns oA , - _ Alesance © | > | movie.exhibitors who have:watched 

of the corrupting. power of an eyil | EL. MUJERIEGO” _ oe ‘THE LADIES’ MAN. ; od, Este. Films.” ‘} the exploitatiog.. screen” deteriorate: ind 
(Black ‘and: white—Ws)° 

| theo loltation sereen deteriorate: 

_| Vision and- weekend motoring with-- 
ee 

“| out recourse: to. tax remedies and © 

character : . '.- requires. Fakes a 
reservations; its portrait-of human |. 
corruptibility ‘may be overdrawn,.} 

“FIRST QUARTER—1964 

and for’some its treatment would | BI SECRETO. DEL. DR:. ORLOFE : a |THE SECRET ‘OF DR. ‘ORLOFE Fernando: Somnoza ~1-tieket: ‘scale. increases.” that have ~*~ 

be occasionally shocking.”: AB&W—flat° screen)” ae ee _ helped’ ‘ameliorate: attendance - “‘de= " 

Objections to “Bondage,” ” which ATE CON NUBES: < .-. a TEA’ WITH: CLOUDS:* Od Mant el. Perez . - {:cliné in other. countries. 4g 
stars. Kim .Novak .and Laurence |: - (Eastmancolor—CS) Hots oo, ‘|. Optimistic resutls, . however, ine 7 
Harvey, was..that film “tends -to- ABAJO -ESPERA LA‘ MUERTE: oe) (2 DEATH. IS. WAITING DOWNSTAIRS Jose &. Gorgotes “| di¢ate’ greater. audience’ selectivity. . 
compensate. for weakness -in cred- |" {B&W—flat screen) : aa -.| The movie-going ‘habit;: ‘once. a =‘. | 
ible character -:moativation by. exag-{'d ‘JULIETA.ENGANA‘. A. ROMEO. we ‘JULIET: ‘DECEIVES" ROMEO. Uranza: dependable: factor’ in: filling Salles -.. 
gerating : serisational. aspects. of  ~ (Kastmancolor-—CS).- ‘|.around ‘the ‘country;'no- longer’. |: 
story development.” oS ‘EL CALIDO VERANO. DEL: MR. ‘RODRIGUEZ’ 3 WARM SUMMER, Cooperativa ‘\exists- on any appreciable’. scales.) | 

General obj>ctions to.* ‘Mistiess: me SENOR RODRIGUEZ . _ ; 2 Atlantica. Dae | Filmgoers. will: line:: Up for: pros... 0°" 

an. American Film Distributors .re-"|. . (B&W-—flat. screen). oe ree _-}ductions. .unavailable * to “small va | 

lease, and “Wayward Love;” ‘a CHANTAJE A-:UN TORERO » - a BLACKMAIL, 0: A ‘BULL FIGHTER Stevia Films ~ .. | sefeens, but’ the. average . entry: is 
Pathe release,. were their “blatant: - (Eastmancolor—CS)': De . ‘Cesareo Gonzalez...:.“|.no longer - ‘an. automatic: draw for: f 
sexual. misbehavi ior, ross sugges- LA’ CHICA -‘DEL TREBOL.. ; ~ THE. CLOVER’ ‘GIRE - 7 cee ‘Sergio. Griego entertainment-minded | Spaniards:: -*- = 
‘tiveness, marital ‘infidelity, 'seduc- --Color-—CS8)" aa os But; as. long as exhibitors ‘ean con-- 

tion and illicit-sox:" “ ‘COMO DOS: GOTS s DE: AGUA = [LIKE ‘Two: DROPS. OF. WATER ° P.. Cc. Perojo ‘|.tinue. to present the blockbusters, .. 
-On plus side are Metro's “Rhiné” _ 'Eastmancolor—-CS) 2°: ra ‘| quality office bid fare, adult” - 

(A); Universal's “Bullet for a Bad-}LA NUEVA CENICIENTA rr THE. NEW CINDERELLA ; Orion: ‘Films. : .| ‘themes, and highly-touted:. native — 
“man: ‘ AA-TB; ATP’s: “Torpedo. Bay”. . iColor—CS) . _ mS wo . VI pies:. the. moyie- ‘graphs will con" - 

(AT. 2: | EL ESPONTANEO - “THE SPONTANEOUS. eS Ocean Films, AS Fitois ‘tinue: to show’ progress. curves. SOE wes 
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"AND WE ARE PROUD 10 
BRING THE ATTENTION 

OF CINEMA WORLD 
- ABOUT 

RocIO DURCAL 
MT, HE “POPULAR: 

_.. TEENAGE: 
SINGING STAR” 
ce, INE 

THE GIRL 
IN CLOVER 

(LA CHICA DEL TREBOL). 
. “AND 

TAM ONLY 
_ SEVENTEEN — 
QIENGO DIECISIETE ANOS). 

| 
. (READY IN MAY 1 a 

_ANTHONY..N 
“MERCIER'S ~~ 

_ SPAIN us e 
Sn Ln ee 

“VITTORIO™ 
“COTTAFAVI'S. 

TE HUNDRED 
SPANIARDS = 

“THE Uist 
__ MOHICAN - 
- Directed by 

HARALD REINL 

’ 

woo . who, . . : . 

~ a, 2S SE Sa SE SR a SS LSD GS 

*e a . . 

’ 
. 

yA STRANGER ‘ 

7. COMES BACK. 
| Directed by 

” PROCUSA 
—GERMANIA 
_DOMIZIANA ; 
1964 

ORD 0. 
- MIOLENCE 

swith. - 

\ BARBARA. STEEL 

Completed)” j 

| “THE TREASURE \ 

if OF. THE AMAZONS | 
> with: 

PIERRE RICE. «2 
_ENMA PENELLA, ) 

_ I Refer. all j inquiries for eo 

AL -PROCUSA—Aleala. 96 Maire 
i Tel: 2765402 : 
Al © DOMIZIANA. INTERNAZIONALE 

--s  CINEMATOGRAFICA | 
BL es, —lungotevere. Marzio, 3=ROMA 

“Bl. 5. Tel. 561991 , 
“| (GERMANIA FILMS: INTERNATIONAL *, 

Unter: Sachenhausen. 33—Koln : - 
Tel. 210671 ; Jie a 

"Buc waow 
a “with. 

0. W. FISHER 

- Keompleted) 

~ PROCUSA. 

OFFERS EFFICIENCY 

AND: EXPERIENCE 

_IN COPRODUCTIONS 
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a CANNES INT’ L FILM FESTIVAL 1964 

SPAIN 
~ presents, 

"MANUEL SUMMERS” 

THE. GIRL IN MOURNING 

MANUEL | SUMMERS’ ns’ | “MARIA ‘JOSE ALFONSO. anid: ALFREDO: LANDA y 

IN 7 i Se : “| I. ee " produétion and. world ‘sales: 

at ECO. FILMS, S.A. IMPALA, S. A. 
MO U R N ! IN G_ me _ GALILEO, 102 - MADRID. GENERALISIMO, 20° 

i. MADRID “MADRID: 

-_ _ ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS SUMMERS AND LARA 7 

“UPARIAHS OF GLORY” ““SANDOKAN” (Pirate Prins) 
: Starring CURD > JURGENS - -MAURICE RONET -Starring-STEVE REEVES 

FOLCOLULLT. = a “Directed by: UMBERTO LENZI-. 
Directed by HENRI DECOIN _ 

“STREET CLOTH ES. MATADOR” | 
— (EL Espontaneo): 

| Written and Directed. by. JURGE GRAU- 

PRODUCTION IN. 1964 

“THE E MAGNIFICENT STRANGER” “tw col) 
Starring. CLINT. EASTWOOD. ae 
Directed. by SERGIO LEONI on “HOAQUIN MURRIETA” (in coir) 

Starring. JEFFREY HUNTER .. 
- Directed. by. GEORGE SHERMAN we 

“PIRATES OF MALASIA” neato os 
- Starring. STEVE. REEVES _ . ae 

| Directed by UMBERTO: LENZ.” 

“INF ERNO STREET” (in Color) 

~ i a fon ee ; tla Calle del Infierno) 

JORGE GRAU 

Contact: OCEAN FILMS — - Avenida Generalisimo 66 - “ - Madrid — -Tel. 2591751 
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A _MERGER: OF FILM. MAKING AND” FINANCE 

4, Capitalization and guarantees 

International Bank Financing. 

2. Film Pr oduction - F ‘uly 
| “experi rienced. organization, 

3. ‘Copr oductions 
~-..World Market. Scope. 

4. Film Distribution - -For Spain. 

PRO| AR’ " s- IBERICA, A SS. A. 
- * Invites: inquiries from Europe 
and U nited: States. a : 

Requests. pr ojects for 

coprod uction. | RY, 

Offers financial | participation, 

_ 

‘ot
 va W

k pnd gw 

PRODUCTION « e ) DISTRIBUTION 
~ ‘PRO ARTIS IBERIGA S.A. aX INPHLA, S.A 

Avda. Beneralisino, 20. am Avda: Generalisimo, 20 
WORD a Won 8 

cl AMES Pao A, won Te 281 6 08 6 ins) 
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By J. R. KEITH KELLER) 
Copenhagen. : 

_ The. film situation in. Denmark 
‘today is “tragic.” Studios. lie’ dark 
‘and ‘vacant. In: front of one of the 
biggest, Johan— Jacobsen’s — Fla- 
‘mingo, sits a For. Sale sign. Several 
“theatres. are closing down for: good. 
Henning. ‘Karmark’s decision - ‘to 
suspend — ‘production © at -his. Asa 
Studios, the country’s ‘second big-. 
‘gest, has worked as a kind of but- 
ton for zeneral- panic. At the mo- 
ment,. “the industry’ ds. certainly. 
aick., - 

industry leaders. claim,. if. only: the 
Danish Government: would suspend 
‘the crippling amusement tax. But 
the government is. dragging its feet 
on-the issue. The government. gets. 
its amusement tax: on- all films 
whether. they: show. a profit. or not,- 
and t)» be. on the. safe side the 
avernment: collects directly at the 

Poxoffice. 
_. Following . Karmark’. in: the” im- 
‘mediate: future are -such film mak- 
ers ag Johan: Jacobsen who intends. 
+o make films for other countries . 
and Benf. Christensen © who’ will 
throw in thie towel as a producer to 
concentrate again ‘on directing: 
films for.- Germany’s Danish film. 
king, Preben ‘Philipsen. 

Bent Christensen, ‘one of. ‘the 
. most daring .and progress} ve: of 
young: Danish’ film makers;" has: a 
sad but typical story .ta- tell: It: is 
the ‘story about his latest. film, the 
avant-girde. Henning” Carlsen: 
directed “How About Us?":: - 

Estimated: cost of the picture’ “Is. 
450-000. Kraner, ‘This is the average 
cost ‘of a_ blac*-and-white, :non- 
spectaciutar | *Danish ‘feature : film:. 
From a bink the ‘producer obtained |, 
a first priority loan--of 200, 000° 
_Kroner.: As cond. priority. loan “is. 
obtaincd from the Ankerstjerne 
Copying. and Cutting ‘Laboratory. 
This loan is of .75, 000 ‘Kroner and 
corresponds. to What the. laboratory 

wuld -be paid. by. the prodticer for. 
its work anyway... The..remaining. 
175,000 is added. by the producer, 
the’ director anda private. angel 
who ‘enter the deal on -a one-for- 
all-and-all-for-one agreement. ‘They 
‘will nat be paid “back ‘till after-the. 

rapher”: (Merry) -made.‘a profit. . 
- “The Crazy . ‘Paradise” | of - Palla-: 
dum’ did; .too. ‘Profitable films: fea- | 
ture -Denmark’s beloved’ comedian’ 
Dirch Passer.. 
‘Leif. Thomsen (Nordisk). made .91,- 
066. Kroner . while’ it :gave 114,500 
‘Kroner’ to: the: -‘Kingdom.. after: an 

‘| initial cost’ of 598,401 Kroner. 
And. Gt could all’ be cured, film. . 

ta 

ernments. - 

ments that” collect: about’ half ‘the: 
amusement tax, are Jess ‘Téady to: 

| 450, 000 Kroner: “The: Government's 
take: 168,000 Kroner: : 

-. “Miss Nitouche” (Saga. Studio) ds . 
out ahead | ‘with a cost. of 1;575,000| 
.Kroner, a ‘profit ‘of. 525, 000. Kroner 
and 599,000 for. the. ‘Government. 
“The Girl and the Press Photog- 

“The Duel” by Knud- 

A’ case ‘in point: when it comes 
whether -the Government's 

severe. ‘tax ‘claims © are ‘reasonable: 
or -not-is. “The Word’: by: ‘world- 
‘renowned director: Carl Th. Dreyer} -. 
| This film was ‘first:‘shown in 1955.1 
‘Fts production ‘costs. were. 669,000 
Kroner:: In- the: film’s -Danish - ae- 
‘count books ‘The Word” today still | 

“|: shows, ‘a deficit of 200, 000. Kroner. 
while. the Kingdom : has. -ealiected|”. 
a ‘healthy. 450,000 ‘Kroner: Money| . 
made. by, ‘international sale of the 
film. ‘is not -considered: here..~ The. 
most .important’ thing. remains ‘that 
the : Governinent. claims * 

made for the _producer, and .that 
any. investment is-taxed : regardless 
of loss -or: gain for ‘the. ‘investor. 

Poul Hansen, minister of finance, 
recently- stated that he “would like 

So - have. other ‘ govern- 

This isan election. year.in Den- 
‘mark,. and nobody - seriously - be- 
lieves that a relatively minor mat- 

‘tackeld by..the- -Folketinget: till after 
| the election this. summer... —— . 

“All told, the’ Gover nment ‘collects 2 
only 34 million Kroner. in amuse- 
ment tax ‘per. annum, and of these. 
the 30: million are. paid by the film: 

‘able :to pay much more to the Gov- 
-However, ‘local govern- 

‘give’ up a safe buck: today.. even 
with. the. ‘prospect: of:making two. 

national -. 

‘Copenhagen’s 1521 seats: Imperial | « 
Bio:. the audience: want . either ‘the.}- 
really awe-inspiring show: or they | 
want. artistic. truth: If a “filmtgoer-} . 

‘|:must be: cheated,. it must be ‘in: a]. 
‘big. way, if. he’ ‘must be , thrilled, . 

its: .tax 
money. before: any. ‘money at all is 

{to-‘see the: amusement -tax sus- 
pended. ne 
“ment leaders. for the tast six years. 

ter like the: amusement tax. will. be 

makers. ‘If. ‘the film makers. were: 
‘allowed: to’ pay. -their--taxes* after 
and not -before :they make. any'|-. 
money, they. would: most ‘likely.:be+ | 

“Adyentures® of. ‘Nils. PP 

bank and the’ laboratory . are: paid| 
-back with. iaterest.. © 
oe, The Only Winner. 

“How About: Us?” was. released | p 
-bué never. really made’ it’ at ell 
boxoffice, ATES. net: rentals. “share |}. 
a half after its release ‘is, in Den- |- 
“mark, about 150,000 Kroner. The {1 
producer. is: ‘then: 125,000. Kroner | 
-short..in -hoint able. ‘to. meet. the} | 
priority -clains.. Te director . is | 
already personally. in the red be-| 
cause his worldwide - critical hit, |: 
“Dilenima,” has ‘nat. paid. back its 
costs. yet. ‘The producer has a few}. 
rights on previous films that. he ean | 
sell to get some. immediate. cash;. 
but the “angel” is the one who will} 
really have. to ‘foot-the. bill’. He is 
Prebeu Philipsen and he can afford 
it although it: naturally does -not} 
encourage him.-to’ fur ther risks in 
Denmark. But - Christensen: and [ . 
Carlsen are, at present; through. as Pe 
active fitm makers... 

But state and local taxes amoutit- | 
ing to 140-090 kroner have already 
been paid without, state -or. ‘local 
fovernients . having - risked” one} 
‘cent ot without even having. moved: 
a. finger to collect. The. money. is- 
handed over every. night : by: ‘the: 
theatre managers. 

The. amusement tax’ is an. old} loser: - 
Institution in. ‘Denmark. but in the). 
hig days of Dnnish films before; 
duriny an’l > ‘nmmediately. after 
World: War _Il, the. film makers paid |: 
it though alwats .Wwith-muél -pro- 
test —because. the v seould afford it. 
‘Today they.-cantot.. Of the latest}: 
2) Danish. feature’ “Alms, only: six |. 
arte expected to come out: in the: 
‘Dlack or just to come. ‘out .even.. 

_ Self-Favoring. Goot : 
Danish film. makers Idst an. esti- {. 

mated five milliot Kroner: on they 
‘20 films. released during 1963. “The | 
Government,” név ertheless,. Cok. 

7 they are; is aptly.’ proved : by. the: 

~ Dreyer's § Unused 

Cis. indeed ‘poorer . because’ of .our 

M= EC’. 

entity. 

bucks: tomorrow. How shortsighted: 
viet color: film: ’ Processes 

Why Has ‘No. ‘Foundation’ Responded to ‘the. Challenge’. 
'- Of Denmark’s Master-Director—Greater. Than. Bergman: ; 
OFS Sweden But t Long Without Financing? . | . 

=By. HENRY HART—— 
(The. apprectation which follows ts by’: ‘the Editor - “of ‘Pilias In Re: 

“view; the monthly. organ of the National. ‘Board:of Review, “founded 
tn: 1909, ' the. oldest . ‘surviving | ‘Body - Of. private enthusiasts. for the. 
cinema tn. the. ‘American -nation.—Ed): - 

* Western: civilization has: ‘allowed ‘one. of its: ‘mst. sentient artists. 
to. -be inactive -for the - ‘greater - portion of. his. greatest maturity. I 
‘refer - ‘to Carl Theodore - Dreyer, who, I deeply: believe, is: the greatest 
of living. motion: picture directors. . 
He was.75 on’ Feb: 3_last, and: there was’  somie “ébservance of the: 

: day in ‘his’ native. ‘Denmark; “but. elsewhere—nothing. | ‘Our culture 
) neglect of.so~fine an artist. ‘The: 
pictures he’ might have. made would: have: enriched ‘all. ‘who saw: them, ' 
vand become as integral a ‘part- of. our. cultural. heritage as da’ Vinci's |": 
“Mona Lisa,” Shakespeare's: Lear, ‘Beethoven's: “Fifth,” ‘and Einstein's 

$number. of filin’ theatres: that. ‘have | 
recently: closed. down. | See: sépa- 
rate: story). ° : 
“The - number of ° ‘tickets - sold. in 
the Kingdom..: _ of Denmark -- 
‘steadily declining. In. 1958. ‘48:7 mile |< 
‘lion -tickets: were ‘sold, in- 1962 38:5 |. 

‘| million; ‘in 1963. 34:5 “million. “The | 
‘Danish - films. are. the hardest’ hit. F 
American ' spectaculars. -and. inter- . 

“still | 
_AS. ‘expressed. M, 

avant-garde films’ 
make. ‘money * ‘here... 

* Jorgen - Nielsen, ‘manager : of 

it. ‘must be. ‘The Big. Thrill. 

| SVENSK PARTY’S VISIT 
“10 SOVIET: WORKERS 

Stockholm. 

“Svansk . Filmindustri’s director 

Vilgot. ‘Sjoman, | ‘cameraman® -Gun- 

nar: Fischer .and export manager: 
K.. H. Lindqvist, “With: Volger Joris- |: 
“son. Sovexportfilm. Tep here, flew: 
{to Moscow ‘recently: as. guests of 
the: Soviet. Film. ‘Workers’. -Union:: 

| They. took “four Swedish. ‘features. 
—Ingmar Bergman’s: “Smiles of a 

-and 
“Alskarinnan (released in’ the 
U.S. as “phe. ‘Swedish - Mistress”. 
The. ‘films. were screened for’ the. 
‘Soviets: last. week - at “Moscow’ ‘3 
Dom”: Kino’: (Cinema. Palace). ° AL 
| few. Swedish. ‘short. ‘subjects’ ‘were 

[also shown. : 
‘There ‘havé ‘beei- many recent’ 

‘attempts to increasé Soviet ‘import | : 
of Swedish’ films but few have ins: 
terested the Russians so. far.” Most. 
Tecent ‘Sale. was. “The: Wonderful 

company. ‘to be. -given. such: a 
chance to. ‘visit .Moscow to ‘presént: 
a: part ‘of its: production. . However, 
it is not. the. first : time’ SF. -dele- 
gates have - ‘visited Moscow : for. 
studies. -Last year, . SEWU: invited : 
cameraman Sven. Nykvist: and | CO0S-: 
tumer’ Max Goldstein: to study. So- 

Genius Tamented 

: How is it: possible for SO: (great: an. artist to have: ‘been. 80° impotent? 
t ‘do: not know. enough of Dreyér’s- psyche: to ‘answer, nor. enough | of. 
Danish*~ economics, Whatever the: Feasons, ‘human | life: has. been’ ‘the: 

It is: shaméful that: Dreyér. has not. been, ‘supportéd by the publie; 
“but even more. shameful that..he has~-not-: been the: recipient. of. one |. » 
of : the ‘private or. governmental. grants-in-aid - ‘which havé gone: to so. 
“many who. are. so -totally ‘unworthy. Compared. to.. Dreyer, whom: he 
‘sometimes imitates; Ingmar Bergman is- a‘ lazy and: corrupt: adventurer. 
‘For Dreyer possesses the artistic sine qua non: integrity. :. . ‘ 

‘Dreyer -is best: known ‘int ‘the United’ States: for ‘his’ ‘second’ ‘best 
-picture:. “The. Passion of Joan: of. Arc”. (°27).-1 do not wish to detract 
from: the. very. exceptional’ achievement ‘by. exalting “Day -of’. Wrath’ 
(°44)- above ‘it, Both: belong: among .the. greatest films‘ of- ali time. But. 
tome | “Day: of -Wrath” ‘As. amore: unified,” and. “profound, -artistic 

It has ‘been. almost a décade < since Dreyér’s ‘last film’ (“Ordet”: 558). 
Because that . picture : contains “a. scene™ representing. the. Yesurrecttion- 

lected a little over six’. ‘million | ‘of. the déad-it has” been brushed: aside -by the eritics‘in ‘all. countries, 

Kroner. on the same__films. “This | including. those’ who. usually: defend any content - on. the ‘ground. that 
makes the situ:tijn not. only, tragic} the: art which. surrounds it is paramount. ‘Art-is omnipotent. in “Ordet.” 
but downright eratesque. - . For a decade . Dreyer - hasbeen — trying to: raise money for a. film |. 

Tams from. Hat year's. ‘erop. of: about -Christ’s. life’ that’ would: exempt the’ Jews’ -from:: responsibility | 
: for “His. crucifixion: ‘But not -eyen. the Jews, .or Israel; have ‘enabled 

: Bronston’s “King. of ..Kings,”. Stevens’: “The: Greatest 

D.. ='shy fii ms: : 
en ne Derr Far: ae from Nordisk: him: to. take. ‘it: Nor has anyone else. - ‘ DeMille’s “The Ten: Com: 

Fiim., Production: cost. Kr. 1,328,- : mandments,” 
572.. Deticit: 29%) 500 ‘Kroner. - 
Government's, takes: 393. 394 Kroner: ' “o£ Christ. ” 
{This film’ may. mak2 “more money: 
Jater: when foreizn ¥Fents ‘are. p.tid). ; 

“South of Tara Rivs-" from: Asa: |: 
‘Cost: 1,000, 000 Kroner: 

The}, Story. ‘Ever Toid, ” “DoLaurentiis’ “The: ‘Bible”—but, not -Dreyer's “Life 

The reason, I ‘regret to say; ‘is’ that ‘producers in all ‘countries fear 
: Dreyer’s artistic ‘integrity: constitutes -too ‘great a commercial’ hazard. : 

-The Ford. ‘Foundation could fulfill .one-of: the: -purposes for. which: 
- Deficit: it was” created by helping Dreyer. before. it ‘ts. “too. late. 

THEY PROAIT ON ALL FILM LOSSES % 

7 ope a Lo . Helsinki. . 

| has dropped: by an estimated 54%. 

24% in 1962 and 29% during 1963.. 
‘|, At- present there. are some 525 film| 
‘theatres in :the country. Last ‘year: 
55 closed: up and 14 closed during | 

‘fore the: end of 1964 the total shut- | } 

“Denmark, Norway «and Sweden 
Summer ‘ Night” and “Throug*. ‘| Rormally. transmit one feature each | 
Glass - Darkly” © and: Hans. “Abram-| Week: whereas the Finnish govern- |:. 

Son's “Dream of: Happiness” and) suring 1963. It- transmitted. 1,372; 
-hours of. programs, . Me vtrinelt 
: product: used..up 198: hours: and: 47: |. 
“minutes” of. the: ‘time. : “Add: 1,370 

All ‘in all, filmed - material’ took 
| up.566. hours ‘and 41 minutes of: the 

: total. Finnish. television. as 

‘actors: banded ‘together to: demand 

“sale. of Finnish features going to- 
-| Finnish. tv.- During: the dispute: fol- 

‘At is’ “unique for a: ‘single Swedish | 

-mentary-type featurés ‘that. have 
been: made ‘have failed at. the box. 
Offices. - ° 

~ NORWEGIAN Bo. : sT 

“OfFdand Nearly Rubs Out 
Native Theatrical Fi | i Trade : 
‘By -FREDERIC. -FLEISHER 

Ginema ‘attendance: in’ Finland nish ty ‘would go tax free. 

elevisio: ' 
since 1958. The decrease was about ‘Television’ .administrators . have 

the first: two months of 1964. Be- $2. 700 

lent. 

Hang Crepe On 
terings: may hit. 100.: | 
‘The ‘main reason for. the drop tn: 

attendance’. is ‘the . growth. of tele- 
vision. The. government-regulated 
video networks. in. the ‘Kingdoms of. 

ment. ty. transmitted..135 ‘features 

: Copenhagen. . 

swith”. ‘offices in’ “Denmark * only 

documenitaries *“ ‘and other. -: shorts Columbia | Pictures | -emerges rela- 
representing’ ‘280: hours of air. time. . 

More .than: a’ year ago: Finland's 
| tors” 

that. they. get ‘a. -money::; ‘share of the. 

towing. no. Finnish . theatrical ‘fea-. 
tures: have ' ‘been made with a /pro-: ‘Mad, Mad,’ Mad, Mad World. 
fessional cast.:The handful of docu- |... 

film::. companies” 

“The ‘nub: of the ‘dramatic ‘per-- 

-artistically. - 

formers", demands camie’clear: late’ 
‘Jast “spring: when .Suomen. Filmi-. 

- ol téollisuss ‘Oy, Finland’s. last‘ pro-. 
=| ducer; unloaded.:222 features, 

Le | whieh represented: a ‘nearly total. 
i} sellout: of. ‘backlog - to Yieisradio, 

‘| |-the government: tv:, This transac-. 
[| tion. alone. made Yleisradio the: 

‘owner .of more: than: half” of the | 
: Finnish features.ever made.. 

- Belatedly. the government. of: 
a | Finland. realizes . that’ measures: 

[| must. be: taken. to Save the film. in- 
| dustry. it. helped: cripple: Seeking: a 

* | rapid: cure, the. government: has -in-. | 
troduced ‘a: plan that «calls . fora 
“drastic. tax-cut: on “tickets” 
slapping. a ‘tremendous: ‘tax: on: films | 

| shown on. ‘television. : 

and: 

“Elastic “Tax. 
At: preseiit tickets” ‘are taxed ‘in 

‘relation to whether - the. authorities. 
‘| regard. -a- film .as. - good . -or:: bad, 
/whether it is: made: in’ Finland -0i- 
imported. Only educational;. scien- 
tifie. and: ‘certain. chifdren’s films. 
are “not. taxed. | 

Tn theory. ‘a 10%: tax shoiild. be! 
‘added to tickets to’.a Finnish: 41m, . 

\In practice.’ if’ the ‘film. .is: morally,” 
and: .technically ’ $uffi-" 

{ ciently - good” the: tax ig cancelled. 
_Tecent years - .most-: Finnish : films. 

“| have been considered. - to” fulfill. 
{ these’ requirements, . 

on gangster films’and -but 15% on. 
those. that: have ‘anti-war themes.. 

| J£-a feature is preceded by. a short 
‘that “fulfills: certain requirements : 
the entrance tax is reduced by: 5%. 
A. so-called. “theatre reduction” “of 
5 to 10% -is- also available. . 

“To. stimulate . the . film industry 
the. Finnish government .-plans to | . 

| reduce ‘the taxes but it ‘does not. 
want.‘ to ‘abolish’ them... For one 

| thing - government - officials ‘claim | - 
that. taxes . can exert: “a. desirable t- 
influence” on. ‘quality: films.” 

“There will’ be a -10%. ‘tax: on 
tickets. to. ‘most films, while: a 20% 
‘tax will. be ‘added. -to ‘tickets - to’! 
films: that are. considered morally 
and. artistically - “inferior.” 

At’ the same ‘time: the. ‘govern: | 
‘ment has ‘proposed: that-Finnish .tv 
‘should. pay a tax of approximately:|. 
‘$30°a minuteson: all: films: that ‘be- | 
long to the 10% tax: category: and. 
$60. a minute: on | films. in. the: 20% ' 

“The - -six: 

seats, © 

modern 

, tion” 

Stockholm’ S . 

Danish. - king: to his .. first: . film 
premiere. and having. aging Harold: 

--Nevertheless;.. ten. ‘out. of. ‘the 49 

- Bergthora, 
Scala - Bio, - 
-with ‘548 seats, ‘Hvidovre. Kino, 47TT 

‘Valby 

 Villabyernes . Bio, 

They ‘are needed, and-:the’ closirg-: 

4 

tax group. - Bilms faade . by’ the in. 

‘protested ‘the proposed plans..They~.:.  - | 
claim that they. normally pay $900... -. 
to the distributor to show. a 14%4°°-"-. + } 
hour - feature.- The ‘proposed plan” 
‘would: compe], them ‘to ‘pay either. 

or © 000: “rental’ i “equiva: 7 

‘Danes’ Cinema
 - 4 

or the foreign film. ‘companies ' a 

tively unshaken from a winter. séa- _ 
‘son - that...is the : bleakest in ‘the’ 
history. of ‘Danish .film -theatres. :~ 

{Columbia features such as “Lawe- - ... 
rence of Arabia” and-:“The ‘Vie-* 

have. been steady .monéy=" — 
makers’ while “The Cardinal” took _:°°-: 
an. awful heating. United “Artists 
made- up. for other losses with such.  ~."/ 4 
hits. as’ “Tom. Jones” and “It’s Ave ey 

While - Denmark has‘ been: 7 
cruelly:. neglected. in -the- American)” 

. public relation © 
- “| work, “the two named .companies :._ 
have made a good: effort to. better. >. -°: 
this’ situation, Especially. Columbia... ~ 
‘has . worked’ several .. smooth :. ar-. 
‘yangements : ‘stuch: - as: getting - the 

“Lloyd: repeat..one: of the. stunts. of. -- 
his. youth ‘on top’. of a ‘Copenhagen: «.-' 
-sky-scraper.: Immediate box: office’: - |. ~: 
results: ‘have been. seen,- because ot 

4 While - Denmark’ is avery: suspi- _-°- 
cious ‘eountry where: ‘pressagentry. cae 
is concerned, the Danes. appreciate: : : 
the’.unusual. when ‘it is done with 5 
taste and-humor: 

film: theatres ‘in. “Copenhagen: and... 
surrounding :stburbs have: ‘shown’. |. 
a deficit during. 1963, and six the-*:-./°4 

— “\atres.. in. .the -saine. area. are ex. - | 
“| -pectéd « to) disappear ‘ during 1964. oo 

418.” seats;* . 
- a: downtown . theatre ae 

"Theatre, “468 seats, '.: 2°. - 
-Skovshoved’ “Bio, 467 ‘seats, and ine. von oe aa 

- | seats. ‘The: five first. of. these’ thee 8: 
atres.close down due-ta,new. hous- °°” |: 
ing developmerits: or the. building 
of . new : ‘roads; . but . none - Of . them. -. 
are expected ° ‘to. re-open: This -is-. 
not because they..aré. not needed. ° 

down ‘of for’ instance.:Hvidovre Blo . 
l leaves --a. suburb -‘of 45,000”. 

A tax-of 15, 30 or- 50% is. ‘added | habitants without ‘any -film thes. 

to tickets. to: foreign: films’ —~ 50%. 
atre: But. the.-general’ film: situa- 

“new. ‘modern: and. comfortable: thee 

from. ‘the. Tv ‘screens,’ 

‘Sweden’ 3 Count tfor March. he : 
‘Stockholm. : 

CA. toial of: 58 films: opened. at 

in” ‘Denmark’ ‘at-. present. 
encourages . no .one to. pian new: ..- 
theatres: even : if—says Flemming. -.:". : 
-John. Olsen of Saga Productions—-~. . 

atres are one of the musts if audi-' een 
“| ences ‘are: again..to. be viured away: 

first. run. -cinenias;. | 
| during March, °-USA: topped: the: 
list with 13 films; with five from ~. 
Britain. and: four French: imports... :- 
Two: came from. Italy and one was° 

sexualis :“491": -(SF),. 

Finland ‘and- ‘Greece, - 

March,’ 

Mae Est a tat Pe en! 

‘Swedish, - the’ latter the : psycho-: - 
- In - addition: ; 

there. were one: each’ from ‘Austria, . 

No.. films ‘were’ panned. 1 by” the a . , 
State — ‘Censorship, . Board - during aera 

8 wo 

a ot . ue . a 

on moe 8 4 ot . ae 

. cs . oy . . a yy . . Roa . . lo vf . " . . 

an . . “8 . Noa. - foyett . 

Aer et Lear Qe ttt eee > stead ered see has che trea ee tf ht neo ee 1 oe ee tk a eo ORT el A 

: . Oslo. ; 

“Tha Longest Day” (Row) oss csuesesesevenedesvede cogs $150,000. > 
“Mutiny: on. Bounty”. (Metro) pee Seg OE aa egeepec ties c, 100;000 °°" 

“Backicks” (Norwegian) ener ee” 80,000: 

“Lovers” (Norwegian). . «. Lbabesthsvuwsadheicbeytastedcoaees'<10,000- 
“Pan” (Swedish): | 8” 2 00 

“West Side Story”. WA) vive ce diae Saeias. we See beg eu . 80,000" | 
ahy Days at: Peking”: ‘Bronston) Cowes ececw cect " opened ™ 41,000: . 

is| “Mondo Cane” Gtaltan) ected eee we ween ; 7 . 39,000 
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. . -° . 
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= , piimiant: : Rises . and More. Features | in: Wotks-—Yank’ + Share-of Swedish-Sereen. Ta me.. 
_Diminishes Gs Young’ ‘Generation ‘Loses lts Admiiration. for. Unele. Sam As... 

ee World War. IL Winner and: Democracy Exponent 

“Stockholm: 

ern’. ‘Europe. The. reason. is the ‘Harry.’ Schein. plan, dis- 
veussed: at some length. in VARIETY’ Ss International, Film. Edi- 
“tion: for 1963. It: went into. effeet :on: July: 1, : '1963...The 
.- Schein ‘plan proposed reducing the entertainment tax. on 
> theatre tickets from. 25%- to. 10%.. 
- Maaining-10% -was to -be used to stimulate the: industry to 
make-quality ‘films and. pay: for: the. ‘education .and train-. — 

— ‘Ing’ ‘of «young. talent. and - support numerous measures to . 
... stimulate the interest ™ quality films ‘in, Sweden: and: 

‘Swedish films. abroad. 

-. Swedish Films Institute. whose. first: president ‘is “Schein 
“himself though. he is rumored : wanting to give. up. ‘the. 
” “position. As. in. previous. ‘eases, Schein: ‘specializes. in set-~ 
ting up “projects ‘but onee. ‘going. he’ prefers: turning the: 
"Job: of: ‘administration to others.. 

The Schein “plan and: the. Swedish’ Filin: Institute “has.” 
injected the film industry and. ‘its, -talent- with: Breater. en- 

.-thusiasm and: confidence ‘than: at: any time. sinee the’ end:. 
* of. World. War II. The-‘diréct result. is that companies are -- 
“daring ‘to. make- more, vexperiment more ‘and -pive opportu-~ _ 
“nities to. newcomers, ‘In. fact - the . film . industry’ is SiMe: . 
_.cerely: -searching ‘for.’ ‘talent.: 

‘The audience, however, has. continued.t to. shrink. Ticket. 
. sales. in: the: Kingdom. ‘of. Sweden” dropped. by mere ‘than... 

“* 10%,. in many areas. Audierices’ ‘have’ become > increasingly. 
divided. into -two | ‘separate ‘groups: oe ge 
(1) -Straight commercial | ‘Product ’ oa 
"(2)" Offbeat: or art: stuff - 

_.... his, of course,: ‘parallels: the. ‘developments j in- gach » 
widely, scattered. ‘Jands:-as ‘the United States ‘and. AUS. 
“tralia, though the: “New. Wave” of some years. ago. in.” «. . 
France - has. .receded. : Italy, “of-.course,-- has “always | been? | 
aggressively. ‘commercial: ‘alongside: its avant-garde. efforts. are 

See’ ‘Drop. Ending « 

“Officials: here. believe, -however, that’ ‘the: arop’ ‘dttends - 
ance will: ‘probably- soon reach: its..loww. point: and: possibly - -~ 
“even rise slightly. - - The: initial explanation was,’ naturally, 
“television, “here, too,’ the great: ‘enemy... Swedish. ‘showmen.: .. ae 
- pre-ho longér trying: to. battle. vidéo. ‘but are trying-to co- 7p Wegian: Parliament : ‘has: passed an: act. providing greater -~ 

"operate, to. adapt. the film industry: to. conditions : -ereated® © 
” <by. ‘tv and’ move’ into fields that-are. Jess: Suited - to tv.. 

. Film: goers’ are. Jargely. between 15. and 25 years. old. 7 
- They durn to ‘the cinema because. they do. not-have-a home 
‘of their. “own Or, -do’ .and.want :to_get away from it or be 
with: a@ girl w -ithout having” ‘family ‘dround. * 

Own: “Festival : an 
ae Another: government ‘subsidized ° Jneasure’ to. ‘stimulate: ’ 
“ ‘terest in’ quality. films’ willbe started in the” autumn: : 

‘The Film. Institute . will ‘select’ sevén films that will: form 
a” so-called.‘festival’’: that- will- ‘play a week in’ some: 30..- 

_.:.. Swedish’ cities... ‘Theatie-. owners: will, be “guaranteed: a... ° 
/. (eértain. ‘income. if ticket sales are: “insufficient: ‘The.-idea -:- 

As'-to provide people. ‘with -.an ‘opportunity. - to see films . 
-.:-Denmark, “Finland, .and’ Norway- 
“handle. ‘the Norwégign part-spring... His Script. is written, 

. that: ‘would . tot: normally ‘be -availablé.to them.: 

“One_of the film industry's greatest, ‘competitors in, avs 
"“reeent years: has: been live: plays “acted- by’ -Swedish : -:. 

S ‘aetors and actresses that. wer»re. transmitted ‘about once: ' 
: | oo “a. week: ‘AS the Swédish: Theatrical. Union: went’ on. -. 
ae cstrike: on Nov...30, 1963, ‘dramatic’ performers. have e. 

os not-appedred ‘on. tv: since ‘that. date.’ 
_ Sweden’s most discussed: and: ‘most seen films have been a 

“phe. “Swedish film “industry. 4 is the. envy. of all-in ‘north=: ” 
ing.” 1,500,000’ -tiekets. to. Sweden's 7,500,000. population“. 
“within: two. months, :491". was first. banned ‘by. the cen: ~ 
‘sors. Debated™ almost daily in néwspapers. throughout ‘the - 

“of film.:(38 meters) were: rémoved. 
. Bergman’s ‘next. film “All- These Wornen’ is! scheduled: - 

to: open during: the-. Stockholm. Festival in June: During ~:. 
-the -summer’ Bergmani. is. “planning. to. shoot one- of: the 
10 episodes ‘in.-“Stimulantia.” ~:~ 

‘Furthermore, the re- . 

“comedy by this’ company: 
‘about how. three. men: robbed 50 000 bottles. of liquor. 

whe se “Marengo,” tells. ‘of a: refugee . who: secures. citizenship. 
“in a new country. - It. ‘was made in Italy. and: Norway;with.. -” 

‘the..Hungarian born actor Tom Felleghi- in. the Jead. Nils. 
“Ry Muller directed, : . . 

- Active Arne Skouén made “Father Takes Gold, a ‘another 
“Of. only. siative’ interest.- 
‘Svensk Filmundustri . plans: ‘ta “make ™ an. Inter-Nordie | | 

-and: autumn: as seen by four young directors from. Sweden, 
Rolf Clemens, 26, will” 

/ By: FREDERIC. FLEISHER - 

“Ingmar ‘Bergman 5. “The “Silence” and. Vilgot. Sjoman’s : 
“491... Lurid: publicity- played an important part: ‘in sell. 

country it was released. after one. minute. and: 24 seconds 

Another. anthology : planned : by . Svensk Filmindustsi is” 
woe taking: ‘shape under -the: title of “4x4.” .The. subject.is | 

the: four seasons of the. year;: each’ of: them. will be. made ~. 
by. a. film’: maker: from. one of- the “Nordice countries.:. 
Rolf: Clemens, a Norwegian ‘and. formerly. an assistant to 

.. Alain- Resniais, ‘will Handle “spring. ‘Summer. will. be han- 
..: dled: bythe: Danish “Weekend’”. team’ Palle- Kjaerulff- - 
‘Schmidt: and Klaus Rifbjerg, The ‘yoting Swede Jan Troell. -.. 
will. ‘portray. ‘autumn’ in’ an: episode. that will -star Max” 
“yon Sydow, while w inter a ilk sbe described by. Maunu 
Kurkvaard, ‘the: talented Finn, : ao ne 

Other: Projects: - 

The ‘coming: ‘year’ will. -also. mark “the return” “of Alf. 
: _ Sjoberg. and:Arne Sucksderff; The latter received $20,000 ...: 
‘from the. ‘Swedish Film Institute’ to help him: and.- Svensk: 
Filmindustri. pay. for ‘the -rest of “his ‘film: that: is -set in. 
Rio : de’ Janeiro. ‘Ingmar. Bergman’s- film plans, are the. 
short: episode: in “Stimulantia”’ arid writing: a script: that, me 
he will ‘shoot ‘next :summer, 7) " 

* Mai Zetterling. is .directing . a: feature ‘about women for 
- Sandrews. the “women jntlude Gunel: Lindblom, “Harriet, 

_ NORWAY “PRODUCTION we 
By! PAL: BANG-HANSEN 

“Oslo. 

-Support to the. Tocal. film. industry, and’ prospects: for Nor-"" 
“ -Wegian-Danish-Sw edish_ ‘coproductions: are. good. °! , 

“Up ‘to now we have ‘seen’ one Norw égian. film this: year, 
-.“Opérasjon Sjosproyt,’. " a, Traval, comedy: in color, of Jocal., 
“interest. only. - _ 3 

- . Andre’ Bjerke. the’ poet. ‘erate: “Bells in. the ‘Moonlight, wee 
* When. Swedish film ‘industryites: Speak . of ‘cooperation. 7  ¢ a thriller: now: shooting -by the: halfofficiat - ‘company Norsk:. 

. with - Swedish: ‘tv: ‘they “mean that ‘they ‘allow. ‘short - se=, 
- -quences of films: to “be. shown. on Special. tv programs..that 
7 “discuss new. ‘films. The. ty programs that deal’ with: -Cur= 

°° < yent. films-place a‘strong’ empliasis on jgaality: films: from": 
rae “any: nation. and quality Swedish productions. ; eer 

: Film... Karé ‘Bergstrom, direets.: Cameraman: is Hans ‘Nord: 
Contact. Film ‘has - ‘finished : “What a: Robbery!’ tenth. 

‘Qivind -Vennerod directed tale" the: ‘director;’.a leading. actor. -or actress or the photog- 
aoe ‘rapher' is- -a-Swedish ‘citizen. Rulings. in the other Nordic. 

countries ‘are - ‘not: quite: as clear. 

film: ‘4x4;". an~ episode ‘concerning. Winter, spring, summer, 

by televisioni’s Sten Rune ‘Sterner... 
‘Other’ ‘film. ‘comedies: are. ‘planned : by ‘Informasjonsfilm-: 
assy ‘Team-film a/s, and ESS-film: ‘a/s. ‘The film year in 
Norway looks. ‘promising. - Doubtful, how ever, if more than: 
- one. .or”:-two Projects . ‘Wilk have: ‘some | “interest, outside = 
‘Scandinavia. Sy wa oes soe PE 

“Norweigan: ‘pieduceis ‘nade. six. ‘features. Jast. year... It’s : 
“likely: ‘more .will.:go: under lensing ‘this -year.° The Nor- -' 

Andersson, J Anita : Bjork. “Eva Dahibeck and Britta Pétters-. 
“gohn. Jorn Donner, whose. ‘first. feature “A Sunday in. 
September” ‘was. -honored .in’ Venice but .did poorly at 
‘Swedish boxoffice, has si gene d a.two year contract with. 
-Sandrews: ‘His next film ‘stars Harriet. Andersson and- 
 .Zbigniew Cybulski, ‘the well-known Polish actor. from 

7 “Ashes | and Diamonds”. and numerous. other. Polish: fea- 
tures. 

Ake’ ‘Falck. is: directing a “filmization. of a novel by Stig- 
- Dagerman: for Minerva. Bo. Widerberg, whose second fea- 
-: ture’ “The Block Raven” ‘was acclaimed: by most: Swedish 
-crities, -will write and: shoot’ a. third: film. Yours sincerely 
found: “The ‘Block -Raven” ; rather. boring and too. exclu-. 
-sively . Swedish. “It | -skillfully* conveys'some moods. from. 

“ Sweden. at ‘the time’ of the Berlin Olympics. The struc ~ 
ture of the-film is similar. to “The Baby Carriage.” Rather. 
away: from - her: home. environment, Widerberg chose a. 
boy in - this predicament. 

From: an: artistic. .and . technical’ ‘point of view: Vilgot 
Sioman improved: considerably:.in “491” as compared. ‘to: 
“The Mistress:”. Nature-lovers “also received. an oppor- 

.. 7 funity: to ‘see- Jan. Lindblad’s - first’ fiill-length color. alsent: 
"aspects. of nature; ‘most- especially * birds. 

! . ‘Decline. of Yanks: - 

Five - years: ‘ago. American : films : accounted for about 
* 50%. of all the new films shown in Sweden. During 1963 
Ameriéan. films accounted for’ 38% of the total. Without. 

. question: one. of the reasons for: the. decrease is the less- 
ening of interest in.the United States. During the early 

“, postwar years the: United. States and: aspects of. American 
dife; which ‘also: included: films. were models. svmbols of 
freedom and. democracy. This admiration for. things Amer- 

. j@an has” disappeared. -almost entirely. Like any . craze, 
there: was. a. reaction. 

“Member's “of the postwar generation often - felt. "they, 
‘hiad more: ties with the United. States than with. Europe. 
The yoiinger generation feels. at: home in . reconstructed. 
‘Europe. and is‘ now relatively “indifferent ‘to the United - 
States. It..séems. unavoidable that the figures: for Ameri-" 

Can’ “prodiictions | ‘shown! in. Sweden‘ during a single year 
are ° going: ‘to. become proportionally ‘smaller: 

‘The: basie. - -atmosphere in’ the ‘Swedish film: industry: 
‘is confidence. There are. some hopes of creating. a Nordic 

‘market. As Kentie Fant,. the. president of Svensk .Film- 
industri; Says the Nordic. countries. have a: population ‘of. 

--16- million. people and if: this ‘market can be united. for. 
_., Nordic. :films,. the’. Nordic’ film. industry would: obtain | a 

strong. position. : 
‘Svensk. Filmindustri ‘is. ‘making “gy 4" largely to test 

the. market. and. the different countries -rulings.on how 
“the film: will be ‘taxed. A ‘film: ean. get aH the Swedish 
advantages if..25° percent” of, the. capital is. Swedish and 

‘For the.autumn Kenne: Fant -is planning. a couple” of: 
.'éo-productians - but, SO. ‘far;. they, still have not! taken- 
‘final -form. - 
A (few - important changes. among ‘the. executives ° “in- 

7 clude Rune Waldecrantz, of- Sandrews. is going to become. 
the: -principal of: the newly “established: “film college” 

we critic Bengt: Idéstam-Almquist, known as “Robin Hood,” 
».-, Nas 

Film. Institute, . Bertil’. Lauritzen . has left Svensk: Film- 
been’ appointed’ curator. of ‘the archives. at the’ new: 

industri for. the: Film’ Institute,” Bengt Forsiund, the. edi- 
"tor: of ‘egghead film: mag “Chaplin?” has. succeeded Lau- 

‘ritzen asthe head of the ‘shorts: ‘department of. Svensk 
Filmindustri, photographer Goran. Strindberg has been: 

“appointed to head the. photographers at Swedish TV, 
Gunnar. Oldin left Europa: Film ‘to ‘return to’ free-lance _ 

writing and. oceasional tv. programs - ‘about films. 

Sig he Marks Amel 

“By J.R:-KEITH. KELLER. 
Copenhagen * i 

oe Copenha: f en, Smart P Press 

Average: monthly: take-home’. ‘pay. 

an { Tey: Kramer: ‘and. George. Chakiris , 
. --and. had them: ‘or television, too: 

. 4 Columbia is way ahead-in- all. pub. | 
‘licity with | smoothly: handled ‘Roy-. i 
alty and. Nobility. | command per- | = 7 . 
-formadnces attended . “by.-such film z | Lo 
"personalities: _ Carl” Foréman, . 

‘| George ‘Hamiton, “Senta © ‘Berger, 
"Omar ° Sharif, - ‘Harold; ‘Lloyd. ‘and. 

“Leshe ‘Caron.. Pa 

“Penny ‘I Tas ax- ; Loonie: Large in ‘Village: Theatre 

-Dperation Austria s Film Industry ‘Supports? 

“¥E. the. ‘turnover. at: Danish’ film® 
gli ite ‘pox: ‘offices: ‘fall: “a- little 

«iv short of.'the hopes.: generated by- 
Sop vam extraordinary output of good 

' - foreign: “picturés ‘during .the™ -1963- 
.., "64.-winter. season, “part .of -the. 

a blame <:lies. 
oe .. Yetamped - -American, fingers: holding 
1 the . “publicity. ‘purse-strings. | 

-is -always' | 

squarely 

.-:... “The.” Danish “press 
m ready to cooperate with. good pub- 

“ ~ Jieity. ideas but by. the same‘token. 
tno :)#hé Danish press is: practically. im-- 
oe possible : ‘to bamboozle. with the 

. ‘,eHeap.and phoney: -kind ‘of -come-on ! 
2: that still, - passes. 

: countries. ere Ha 
Furthermore, a ” personal 

... proach. with good: ideas is demand:. 

.ed..by*amusement’.editors. Every’ 
‘paper. wants ‘its own’: version . of 

_ even such routine ‘stories _as’ a. 
a Monday’ Ss new B-picturé. release, - 

oe erating in’ the. American film. com-. 
2 panies": -Danish offices.’ General ex-: 

‘-planiation:: they: aré underpaid: At’| 
_.the same. time; even “the ‘best. ‘of 
the: film- fouters here get very. little. 

“in. the way: of help: from. the. come 
. - Panies" head offices, : a 

with . the- 

in: many’ other . 

Some of.the- publicity. women -have 
- to double : ‘as secretaries’ for . éx-:, 
change. ‘managers.:: Word “public: 

-6°C. of Firstrun: 

‘ture’“is given . extraordinary . pub- |. 

‘a: sweat: -because ‘they “don’t . -know 
. whether: they will’-be’ allowed : the 

account.” 

Paramount; .- Metro,. 

for a publicity. man .(or “womiany. |-- F 
. of- thorough training: is. about 1650. 
Kroner, This” compares’, ‘to’ a. cub. 

+ reporter: on. a°.minor -ewSpaper, 

ity’’ embraces: posters: and. all. kinds. 
3 Of | advertising ~ as: well.: 

| : Average promotion ‘budget’ on.a, 
picture’ ‘released. -in : Denmark - ‘is: 
6% “of the-net: take from .the’ pre-. 
‘miere ‘theatre... AS -soon as .a@ ‘pie: . gave the: drink: a Tocal: ‘flavor. ae 

. At. Columbia, ‘press: chief. ‘Inge:} 
licity: treatment. ‘such’... aS “a~ Visit. | | bor zg. Keller .. 
from one: of: its leading. perforin-. 

_-| ers, - the publicity . ‘people’ aré.-in- 
‘ap. 

extra. “money . needed::.to pay: for. 
‘the: visitor’s’ hotel: ‘eté.. Often; the. 

“|-exchange. manager has to: step in 
j With, money. from his own. “expense, fee 

“This.” requires - ‘skilled: publicity: 
- personel. Only a very. few ‘are. op- |; 

| portant: and the - only. ‘sure-fire. 
Spacegrabbers. in ‘the Danish:‘press.. 

‘Warner ..and 
-20th-Fox have: ‘riot. hada. single: 
‘American, . star: ‘here. during | this’ 
j Past season:. > 
“United Artists brought in ‘Stan: U 

. Visits by- perforiners are ‘all: im: | 

“At. the Uiiited ‘Artists:  publiity 
‘Office < efficient - work .is’-done. by 
‘Nils Oligaard | in: ‘getting. attention. 
without:..using:too, much — ‘money. |. 
He -has had: Danish. priests recom-|:- °' 
mend. their. flocks ‘from the pulpit: : 
to. ‘go. see “Lilies of*-the : Field.” 
For. the “Pink: Panther” ’ preem,. 

‘| he invited 200. Danish . bartenders } 
‘}to come ‘up. with ‘an: ‘original : Dan- 
‘ish “Pink ‘Panther’ eocktail - and dis- 
: pense it among the. other. guests. 
Adding a dash of- Sherry. Heering | 

(no - Felative).. ‘shies 
away: ~ ’ from.:- . Showing. - her. -own 
blonde. hhandsomenéss around,’ but. 
‘she is’ fully journalistic in her. ap 
proach | tothe -press - 
fails in’ getting the: publicity she 1 
wants ‘for. her broduet:- 

Street “ballyhoo: ‘fs: ‘rarely’ ‘seen | 
‘in! Denmark,. although . a. ‘Margaret 
‘Rutherford. efligy was ‘seen riding: 
a black horse down -Copenhageén’s 
-Inain’*-stem™ ‘recently.. 
hormally: ‘are’ “stingy. avith permis-. 
‘sions -to stage: ‘any: “kind ‘of. ‘pub-. 
Jicity : parades:. ‘But “not © nearly as 

panies 8 where'd Mt come. to budget. . 

om tenn y 

“ture? 

The: -police | 

Vienna. 

Britain, Russia, ‘France and ‘Amer= 

ied © - divorced - ‘Austria -. from ° the. 
+ Germany ~- into: “which “Hitler «had: 

| faced ‘a: theatrical | shambles. 
‘first... decision | was - to help”. 

‘Legitimate Plays" 

Ln By EMIL MAASS _ 

argue that. this special tax, a bit 

‘When. ‘the victorious: alliance of; more than one American: cent, is 
; unbearable. The average. price of 
1a ‘seat is close to. 40c.. Exhibitors. 
i even. voted to hold a protest strike, 
‘closing’ for. one or two days. 

‘| absorbed : it, : this.:revived republic: ‘Though the favoring majority was: 

A; 75Ce, it: never, came to the. strike 
“cul-t and the situation teday. is, that the 

: by -imposing -a- special tax: ‘cultural penny remains for one 
{upon film. theatres, not considered ' ‘more. year.. Several new plans are. 
culture. ‘Ever. since, tie “Kultur ’ being’ “discussed, among them . to: 
Groschen, ‘or ¢ultural * ‘penny: ‘tax; 
i has. . “been collected from ‘one. 

for the support. of. another. popular ° 
amusement, the ‘legitimate theatre. : 

“The. tax is- a nuisance partly. be- | 
. Teause small- and ‘ cashiers typically 

round .it off in'-calculation to: the 
nearest - 50. ‘Tiny: coins ‘still circu- | 
late .in’ Austria . but” are - increas-: 
ingly’ scarce, |. co 

‘popular. amusement, the ciriema, ; ° 

make. ‘television’ the. supporter. Of 
legit: oe 

Though © ‘the: average. filmgoer. 
does” not understand, that. the. cne 

:cent, caleulated| anyway... ‘the 
‘admission - ticket, could ‘hurt the. 
j house owner so much, that he. can- 
not.make a‘living out of his-énter- 
_prize, officials of Rank .and. MGM 
‘Vienna ‘office explained : the con--' 

” j tradictory - cand: complicated situa- 
‘With. the ‘number of. houses: in | tion, There are points in. this “tax 

“all Austria dropping from’-1,288' to; battle,” -that: this” eultural ‘penny 
1,188 Vienna ‘has. lost’ only one after ‘all. plays an important role 

| tiny’: ‘situation... ‘However, - 
. | stingy’. asthe: American: film - ‘com: iance: is off 11° ‘while ‘prices “are | 

Jupped: W% Showmen. ‘seriously © 

_attend- | in the. industry. - 
The. penny. tax is significant. ‘in 

* (Continued. on page 130 



In 1964 _— 

The Swedish Film Institute * 

a For many people today Swedish films: are synonymous. 
with the films of Ingmar: Bergman, two of which the: “ 

international public < can. look. forward. to. seeing in a 
the near future. - : oR 

But. there. ; are other - Swedish. films than those of: 

~ Ingmar Bergman.: In 1963 at three international: film. : 
festivals ‘Sweden. introduced. three “new. directors a _ on At Cannes Bo 0 Widerberg’s presenting. their first feature films: 

4g 

“presents: the second instalment of 

the Swedish New. v Waves 

, Avg a shocking - Gace of teenagers in. the. back yard: 

~ 

> - —d 

Bo Widerberg s. 

- * Vlg Sjoman’s ; - 

oq HE. SILENCE” 
| —"N masterpiece destined to be mentioned years. after. i 

Q wards as.a. milestone i in: cinema.” : — Variety. 

“RS. FOR ALL THESE WOMEN” 
—Bergman’ $ First color film, a delightful comedy from the. . 
99y. twenties. . _ 

“THE BABY CARRIAGE” 
. —a: “human: drama. of | a lonely young: girl: ‘making

 her. 

‘way is in life. : : 

mt Berlin Vilgot Sjoman’ s 

noe “THE MISTRESS”. 

At Venice Jorn Donier's ‘s 

“A SUNDAY. IN SEPTEMBER” 
a penetrating. | analysis of a young couple's ‘marriage 
‘inthe Sweden of ‘today. | ‘This. film was: awarded the: 
‘Prize in the “Opera: Prima’? class. | mee 

"RAVENS: END" oe ‘young. man’s -revolt” ggainst his. Parents set in in. the 
slums of Malmo i in 1936. 

Ls 491 m.. 

oats a swelfare. state... 

oo | Jorn Donne's a 

*K the Swedish. Film Institute—Kungagatan 43; “Stockholm: c; ; teh 93: 04: 90, Cables: Filminstitutet. ‘Stockholm—is an: independent 
foundation. It has been set Up: ‘by the. Swedish: Government in. ‘collaboration with. the’entire Swedish. film. trade——producers, 
distributors ‘and exhibitors. Its aim. is not. only” to stimulate the Preduction. of artistically important: Swedish films: and. to » promote 

AT O. LOVE" 
a story: “of a young widow and. a love. that frees her. 

, of her t inhibitions, 2 

them. outside: Sweden ‘bot also to. )_ widen and deepen the inter est. for - ‘goed films. ‘in. Sweden.” 

If you: require. ‘any. information; please: get in touch. with the. sw edish Film. native, who will be. » plesead to Pur you : ‘in “contact 
with: Swedish film. producers: and. distributors. | a _ 7 = 
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lm iS artistically a masterpiece 
cting, direction, camerawork 

and music are concerned. 

Variety 

PDROBDUCTION AND WORLD DISTRIBUTION 

AB SVENSK FILMINDUSTRI ... 
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 JARL. KULLE - CHRISTINA SCHOLLIN | 

ISA QUENSEL + EDVIN ADOLPHSON | 

__ Oslo One Third OF | 
-  Nareay Marke 

LARS EKBORG . 

A fruity, funny and dramatic - 

picture about a ‘Swedish. 

country” wedding! 

~ AKE FALCK 

“Other productions: . 

ADAM AND. EVE 
Production — Lorens Marmstedt | 

THE FACE OF WAR. 
WAR CRIMINALS. 

~ MEIN ner : 

Tore ‘Sjéberg ~elo Hotel Garton, 
.Cannés, May 6: to 13, 1964 

Top. Swedish motion picture 
Producer and. distributor 

“Director — 

MINERVA FILM. AB |i. 
“@2 DROTTNINGGATAN, STOCKHOLM. e. 

- STOCKHOLM: 24 4? 23 

(CAGLE MINERVAFICM” . 

i counting. 

a roof fell duringthe blaze. .:°.: 

-| will. -be- ‘shot “outdoors,” 
: | scenery here: is’ ‘like : ‘Tyrol;: where 
{the action: of. splay. ‘Partly... takes 
“Place. | Lo . 

” Distrib Liable 
7 '| eam Continued from: page pecmane 9 

of the ‘provinces: where ‘Tittle. cinema 
<4 | stands. are family. affairs, 
“tJ cashier,. 

with 

tributor, one-third - for. : various 
| taxes, ” and - one-third ‘retained. by 

= |.the ‘showman:..The. income ‘tax: on 
sae". a titty. situation “may: run. $2,- 

. Distributors support ‘endeavors 
- ‘of the theatre owner . association 

| because they,. the renters, are held 
‘responsible “ for ; the’ ‘correct . ac- 

Tf. the -house “owner |: 
seed | defratids, the distributor must pay. 
ced | the debt: to. the tax. office, As back] 

taxes: are: “privileged” for: seizure, 
pees : _ ‘an. Austrian. ‘distributing company: 
sence’ | Was. obliged ‘to pay the tax debts of. 

a ‘middle. sized -house.:For this rea- 
sod | son the. 35 distributing ‘companies 

resolved . .to. immediately | stop 
‘delivery: of. their reels. in. case’ of: 

oc Censor 
~ Rules & Regs| 

‘Helsinki. : 
Film. censorship has: ‘been a. ‘sub-.. 

sear | ject. of considerable discussion for | 
‘sccet | sometime. Not: “Jong. ago youthful | 

| groups picketed ‘ the. Parliament 
; -building: and marched through the 
| -Streets . 
_ | Placards - 

sees | abolition “or revision of ‘the cen- 
aeococsseceee . sorship: laws.: 

of. .downtown. .. Helsinki. 
demanded . either. the: 

As” _always. sensitive - ta: new: 
we | trends, President. Urho Kekkonen 

Sect. |-quickly. déclared: that the censor: 
Soe a. ship regulations would: be. studied. 
Se oe In : practice the newly proposed 

:'| laws. are a re-write ‘of the.former 
sew | ones, They allow. whole. films. or 
ssoraeet | Darts. of. them to be bannéd if they. 

= |.can” be: regarded: injurious to the. 
1.1 mental :health of the. people.in the 
<1 | audience, if they are pornographic. 

soa | Or if. they:“can -harm the nation’s 
a | relations. with a foréign- ‘power.’ ” 

"Most: recent’: bans ‘include | ‘Ing- 
scoed | mar Bergman’s “The Silence” and 

4.) Jorn Donner’s: “A. Sunday: in n Sep: 
tember.” ”. 

‘Burned: down, Oil's 3: ale aan 
Scat | able house for widescreen: product, 

scoot (the Colosseum; ‘should reopen : in. 
Se the fall. 

| Arabia”:-is.. the ‘most likely: first 
a ‘booking, 

Re ‘patra’ ‘probably ‘second. : 
% -| the house which showed thie. ‘Cine- 

Columbia’ s “Lawrence of 

with ‘20th-Fox’s .‘‘Cleo- 

miracle “Windjammer.” ‘The fire 
esq | came last winter. the. _morning after: 

a ‘Columbia's: “Lolita”: opened. Some: 
tis‘ of Americans being “took” while 

| touring. Paree,. But 10 will get. you 
20 that the odds. are the same: on 
either. side. of the ocean. _ 

“Look at it this way. A. guy on: ~ 
-always. has.a: couple of 

‘11 men’ were: injured: when: the: 

. Resumption™ ‘of: the. Colosseum. 
3 - }ean result in: better: ‘rentals ‘for 
| American. production, since :this is} . 

soces {a tight market. 
{no doubt, that:the American indus- 

Actually” there is 

try. takes a big share: of revenues. 
| 1 here ‘though. data on boxoffice. per- 
-| formance’ is Shrouded : in thick. se- 
. Lerecy” “here. 
| cinemas “is probably one-third: of 
: the, _Norweigan Market. . a 

: Start Outdoor Work, 

Oslo. which has 18 

On ‘Trapp Story’ 
me ; Salzburg, April. 22. ~~ 
‘ Director - “Robert - Wise: arrived 

< here - this...week.:and ‘immediately. 
| Degan. working . on <his 
1"The Trapp‘ Story” (A “Sound ‘of: 

vee" | Music), : 
Ff Christopher ‘Plummer. “as : leads. 

m :| It is. set for release -in. the. spring | to 
dof next year. ‘Half of the film ‘will 

=. i be shot in Salzburg,: the remainder: 
| in. Hollywood. : 

newest, 

: with -Julie Andrews and| 

Most. of .:.the:. Salzburg - ‘scenes 

"2 *. “yp, 

_ushers,  projectionist. all}. 
1] in the family: Village houses :may |. 

‘gross, say, $200 on:five-unreelings 7 
Jin two .-days. on. the... weekend: }: 

_ | Roughly the’. “money « ‘is divided }|--. . 
“eoq | three ways—a ‘third to.” the: ‘dis-{- 

‘Barnum - 

‘their heads together . (which, was]. 
‘| quite a feat, everything considered) 

There’ 5: 
“one born’ every: ‘minute.” . 

| were talking about suckers in: gen- 

lpuy : ‘said- he 

| advance: One guy said that he had. 
| been: told he could make. the .trip | 

4 On an average of. $5. dollars a day,: 
-he. -had- figured. on spending 

eight and “it. only. cost. him. Seven;, 

' This is: 

“four” 

.s0me: people have good, quick ears 
‘and: catch on quick; some always 
have to struggle. This is.a ‘two-way. 

“| European ‘countries use a. decimal 

‘of an antiquated. metric. system so 
‘complicated that.: only native-born | 
-mathematicians have. “ever. : been 

as the. 

lie mt in 
Longtime American ‘Abroad on Clip” in’ ‘Take on Both - 

Paris. : 

of. w.k. Americans - ‘named. P. T. 

and’ ‘Texas Guinan put 

and. coined. the -phrase, 
“They 

eral, or night’ club clients in par- 
ticular, but their credo would still 
‘he .timely. and ‘appropriate. today, 
especially if applied to ‘tourists in: 
‘any. corner of t “world. ‘AS a. ‘mat- 
ter of. fact,’ if there’ were. such’ a 
thing as. an. International. Associa- 
tion: ‘of. Tourists, it might well 
‘adopt as its motto, “Travel:.and Be 
Took.” Except. that this: indicates | 

sot. | non-remittance.. of’ the, cultural re resistance,..a resentment. - Whic 
“:penny.: (The. house. owner does not 

Scoey | Day. this tax: ‘directly, but remits: ‘it: 
coq - | together - ‘with the. rentals: t0 the} 
a distributor)... os ; 

|) Finland May 

‘is not the case. Hep tourists know. 
they’ré going- to be rooked -a- bit}: 
-here-and yon. They: expect | ‘it and 
make’ allowance::for‘it. 
‘What isa “tourist? A tourist - is 

| gomeone: “who. travels” for fun. (as 
_‘Fepposed: to’ travel. for business) in: 
“fany “forei:n” country away from. 
‘| home. .A. guy. from: ‘Brooklyn who: 
‘| travels: to: Palm: Beach “is on: vaca- 
‘tion, but. when he makes the same: 

“Ftrip cat. more-or-less . the same ex-. 
} pense: to ‘Cannes, he is .on-a.-tour. 
‘Similarly: a Frenchie in. Deauville 
‘jis not a. ‘tourist, but he becomes a’ 
tourist: when he visits ‘Scandinavia. 

Chances are any. naive.‘character. 
‘walking down. the main street of 
any village or hamlet in:the world 
‘has to: hurdle a constant parade ‘of 
prifters,” 

you've ‘got the .added - handicap of 
battling the. lingo. . Of course, -You. 
can £0 to a school before” making: 

a’ trip and ‘“learn”. the foreign. 
language, but. 10 times. out of: nine 
that is like © ‘putting ‘a. badge on: 
yourself. « .The. 
you are. trying ‘to convince simply 
snorts. 

: Your Joyal reporter. (me!) spoke : 

. “foreigner” 

to. French: citizens - who recently 
“toured ‘America” for the first time 
in. their lives.: Three. of the’ sextet 

had. no ‘beefs:. they. “found: ‘every=: 
thing: exactly. as they had expected 
to find. them, {Is this good?) One} 

got short-changed. 
twice by . waiters - during his four. 
week trip and once by ‘a taxidriver. 
One dame said’ that “most:of the 

| hotels”. she went:to: cost: more: per. 
"| day than she had’ been promised in 

che was a: happy man... | 

‘Your. Joyal reporter did not make: 
‘a similar survey in reverse because 
che lives here, in Paris,.and he tries 
to make believe he is a Parisian. 
‘and: not. a tourist (which is not al- 
ways easy). So he stays away - from. 
“most: of ‘the: ‘tourists from. Détroit, . 
Chivago. and Long Island: -wha come] 

how "many (Besides, | : 
times: ‘can ‘a guy: go to the. ‘Folies; 
the Eiffel Tower.‘and_the- Lido?). 7 
So F. don’t: ‘know what. the. current 
statistics. are, ‘what the percentage 

rough. handicaps. to hurdle. : First; 
there is the. -matter of language; 

nuisance. It: slows-you. up. and it 
labels you as a ‘mark. Next. comes 
the matter of ‘money. . Most .of the 

‘system. ‘akin. to that. used. in. the 
U:S., ‘making it. fairly. simple. ‘to 
figure prices: and ‘costs, In - some 

| spots, like: England, the coinage is 

known. to unravel it..: 

Prot. Harold ‘Meyers, ot London, : 
says ‘the: British. money is a cinch | 

In. an’ exclusive -state-/. 
ment: to. this. newspaper, he says,| 
“Calculating. a 15% ‘tip. in .a-Lon-} 

don restaurant .is ‘easy... Work. on}! 
the. basis that 15% of one pound is} 
‘three shillings, so: if the bill is 
four. pounds, : the . appropriate. tip | 
‘is. 12° shillings. ' There. ‘are..12. pen- 

5 nies ina. shilling, so if you want |: 

o figure: ’ 

“Not too’ man rs a 0, a cou le 
y yea 8 P “‘tnumber © of. shillings - involved by 

even ‘higher. ° Tate. os 

‘says that prices | of hotels,.: restau- - 

‘words, . 
since. one. gues. is as. good: as .-ani- 
other, : -your. reporter. suggests. that. 

hurstlers - ‘and. . con-men.. . 
The differential comes. when ‘you're 
“on ‘tour” because then,. -usually, 

. whom 

‘has: a. Tourist. Board.. _ 
corner has. a travel agent. “Most ‘of..-" 
them are. on. the level and. all.“of.: 
them. ‘try. to” be" -helpful.. Sure, - 
‘they’re all on the. heayy sell or the . 
‘soft. ‘sell ‘but: always. -it’s. 
‘Sure,. they count themselves in. for 

ordered.:a. meal . 
‘American “accent”), didn’t: look at °. 

‘In a cabaret? - 

- Sides. of the Atlantic 

By WOLFE, KAUEMAN a 
", to - tip’ appropriately : on- “Tess: tian 
a shilling “ you simply. divide: the. 

12 and - multiply by: ‘15... _ Nothing, 
‘to. it.” 

‘So now that you understand ‘how: 7 
easy . all this is, let’s: go’ on to the 
‘next. step, -the ‘psychological | Bim. 
-mick. We: have all heard, all: our 
life, that “living abroad is. cheaper-. 
‘than at: home.” 
-sarily -- so; 
fluctuate,. depending on: economic. 
eonditions ‘locally, Also depending. 
on the. good. old law. of. supply and” 
‘démand. A few -years::ago ‘Spain | 
was ‘a: ‘good cheap place to go..So -_ 

Well,. taint, neces- -. 
“Prices | change, 

a lot of customers :came and prices: 
went. up. ‘Ditto: Greece. Or. Italy. 

The. American Express and. Thos. 
Cook & Co., the two leading inter-.. 
national’ “peddiers® ‘of. packaged 
tours, ‘oth claim’ that - ‘costs - have : 
not”. gone. up --very...- much.: .An 

|‘Amexco_ official .says-that-what cost . 
$100 some .10 years ago in’ Europe 
would cost. $130 today, . adding: that 
life. .at “~home- tias.” gone: up :at -an.. 

rants; ..ete., in-: Europe, have | gone 
uD. 25-35% in the. past five years. 
These numbers: don’t match -:.and 
\ neither of the “spokesmen” | wanted’ 
tobe identified by name. . In other. 

they were “guessing. . S0,. 

the .rise- has been. on. about. the 
same. ‘level. overall aS it. ‘has. been 
at -home, ee 

A: top: luxury. room. at. the. Savoy — 
in London: or the. Plaza-Athenee. in’: - 
Paris ‘or the St. Regis in New York :: 
‘always ~ cost just: ‘about. the -same.: 
‘A: drink. in’ ‘the. George: V: bar: in. 
Paris or a ‘similar. top-level . saloon 
‘in New. York,: sets you ‘back the 

| same -amount.. -A top-level. restau-... 
rant: knocks. you: on the noggin at: 
just about the Saiie rate whether: © 
you're .rustling your. groceries in © 

_| Beverly. Hills or the Via Venito.. 

It’s in’ the’ side-street, outof-the- 7 
sway - spots that you can; sometimes, . 
get a better: ‘break. ‘But of course . 
then: you’. "re. on* your. own, you're 

‘taking “'a. chance.: That’s. ‘where. 
Tourist . ‘Boards: and. travel agetits - 
become ‘valuable... Every ‘country 

‘Every street 

oe “sell, ba . 

cut, but: it pays. to give them’ a 
listen. They'll. make the reserva- 
‘tions and ‘give. you the. 

| Prices: -and details... 
correct 7 

The French. Tourist Board, for. 
instance, has: managed to make: it ~ 
obligatory. for all..French’ restau-. 
rants’ to™ ‘post: their meniis :and:.list: 
‘their: - prices. in’: 7 
which must state clearly how. much- 

their windows, | 

the: food costs; how: much. the -tip 
or “service”. costs, how much: the . 
“cover charge”. costs. _Ditto,. hotel-.. 
charges | (except: in .de. luxe. inns). 

A smart French | ‘newspaperman, 
‘a few months ago,. dressed up. like - 
an American . (cigar, horn-rimmed .. 
glasses, etc.) and -made.‘a ‘tour. of © 
Paris. He. went into a.restaurant, 

(using a heavy: 

the nambers of his. bill ‘and. was’ 
surprised: to find that. the change. 

(Try. se: 
it in’ Toledo, using.a French atcent 9 
| and ‘see if it’s any different). | Hes. 
left. his: change’ on the table for’. 
15 minutes and was amazed when |. -.- 
the waiter came’ by, :picked it. up. °-- 

he was handed: was. wrong. 

and. said “Merci. (Try it in. Hart- 
ford using .an ‘Ttalian accent: and .. 

“He -went ‘into. -.. see what happens). 
a fly-by-night cabaret and ordered_ 
champagne, learning to. his: horror 
that they gave. him gassed-up vino. _ 

; Remember. what 
good ole. Texas: Guinan said? ! 

ow, 

‘motion on picture 
--Jnsurance .. 

(east, fllm, weather, lability, 
' ‘cameras, props, plagiarism... . J 

WIN KLER ‘ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
-120 W. ‘57: StiN New York 19, Circle 7« 3366 

‘costs a 

-A-.Cook exée 



: “Made 261 Festures—Some e Exported to 6 WestLeaders| | 

ne re 7 —— cars : 
. . J a . . .? i fe . ca ' . . . . 

or ot . ve . Stee wow . . 

oor expected, probably ‘in: 1965 or later 

Tae Ee ST 

In Asiatic Industry 

By. Kir ‘MASTERS 
ae “Hong Kong.’ 

“During: ‘96a - ‘the. -Colony’s - 120. 

oo film. companies. produced: 261- ‘fea- 

ture films...in- ‘Chinese. for - both | 
 Joeal” and. oyerseas distribution:*|*: 

' . ‘Many, ‘of. course, - ‘were ‘made: on-a 
Jow . ‘budget; -but “the. six: major | 

using . wide’ screen. and: ‘studios, - 
color techniques; make more ‘lavish 

pix. whieh. .-have.-: won. © honors 
_ throughout South-East. Asia; 7 Le 

_.: , High: standards: achieved by. the |: 
_Targer studios is’. Teflected‘ by the | 
-. fact.‘ that ‘-SHaw “Brothers 
‘awards. for. technical ‘excellence. at | 
the..10th Asian -Film::Fest,. held- in- 

"Tokyo. HH. was at.this festival..that. 
“-Shaw...Co. -won’ a . total. ‘of-.. five: 
awards. They: ‘also won nine ‘awards 

af the. ‘Taipei - Golden. ‘Horse. Fest, 
_ and theirfilm “Empress. “Wu? ‘was. 
“exhibited at Cannes, Another. Shaw | 
" success was 

- Snake”. - 
“Madame White 

which ~ ‘attracted record 
-audiences: in... Hong ‘Kong. -for::a 
‘Chinese ‘film. :Motion: Picture - and 
‘General Investment. ‘Co. Ltd., ‘sep-. 
arately.” won -a - Taipei . award: for. 

“the. Best, ‘dramatic. film ‘with . its 
Father’ ‘Takes a Bride:” 
=. Cheng. . received . the. best'’. actor 
. “award and: the same film studio} 

' -won ‘the : ‘bést: film, script aWard,” 

Shaws’ Movie. Town, “their gtu- 
as ‘dios: at . Clearwater’ “Bay. -in ° the 
7 “Kowloon countryside, - is: a. large 
~ Bite: with scenes. ranging from’ the | 

Loved Mute Gleason i in Gigot: 
- Hated Music Man’; Hong Kong Fans | 

: people’ Ss. culture, 
‘ners and provide new’. ‘opportunity | 
for local artists, 15 of whom: are -in. 
our employ.” ‘Rin. ‘Yin. directs. 

In . nearby “ Kuala.. Lumpur;.. the | 
‘Malayan. Film: Investment Ltd. has 
‘declared: an «= intention: to - “make 
‘Chinése’. and. - - Malay -. -films:- 

Go for Slapstick. and Slaughter 
“Hong. Kong. 

ow * Cinema-going. ‘is ‘an. - extremely. 
-* popular~ -pastime- “in . Hong. ‘Kong.: 

There. are .now..79° situations - with | 
oa totalof 84, 461: seats.. Hong ‘Kong |. 

“. Island has‘ 28 cinemas’ (30,840), . 
Kowloon: 34 (40,850); and- the. ‘New. 

Territories 17 (12 TTD. The major-. 
ity of..the -houses have ‘air-condi-: 
: tioning: and. wide. screens, The:.ad- 
‘Mission -prices range. from 20c ‘to. 

. 600, . US. value, for - firstrun .ordi- | j 
.. Sary films. For roadshow. pix: range’ 
4s US. 35c ‘to $1.40. ‘When Cleopatra | 

mo “opened: its run here at two: ‘houses, 
“= “Roxy (HK); and’ Sands. (Kowloon), 

: “the: top prices were’ $1.40: The 
: average: house at that_monéy- for al 

*.. Dix that was: ‘out; considerably. ‘be-. 
. fore: Far East. ‘showing, : was “15%.. 

_. Now.after:the initial eightweek run: 
_‘\»the admission’ prices ‘are normal,, 
“from 20-60¢ and ‘the result is’ that |. 

_ ‘poth houses are: now enjoying 2 
a worthy. response from: the’ publie.: 

Of: any: ‘description, *-and .'. battle 
, scenes with. mighty . hordes: of: the. 
conqueror, or the: sheriff, thunder-. 

_ ing. -across the screen. Boxoffice 
success is assured: ‘for.any : ‘pix. ‘that 
-has a good supply. of these” com-. 
‘modities. . 

- “Top B: oO: " guccess. of 1963. was: 
-EMondo “¢ Cane” from Italy: though 

India’s 60 Studi 
“BFL, 

By: NV: ESWAR | 
_.There-“has. ‘been no « significant. 
lange in the Studio -and- Labora-: 

..., tory facilities available in the coun- 
‘try since’ a year. ago. 
“thing, the. many. restrictions ‘on the] 
“Import of equipment..due to: for- 

 elgn exchange difficulties continue.’ 
_ Any” real: expansion ‘is « therefore. 
‘fuled out. “The: Authorities permit: 
“Imports. only. for essential: mainten- 
od ance;:such as spare. parts.. 

“For. one. 

Except. for..-one or: two: ‘Studios 

—one: in Kerala and the. other. at: 
‘Hyderabad: and ‘perhaps: a third in 

(Continued: On: page 132):- 

| Malaysia. 

won| 

DOW | 

” ‘documentaries - . 

“Dong 

“was ~ Columbia's: - 
Richard: Brooks: ‘brought | ‘in Peter. 

James: 
Mason, ‘Curt Jurgens, Noel Purcell, 

was 
‘three. days: ‘pefore’ being replaced 

| by a- lesser film with more action. | Gear Embargo 
Bombay. - 7 

| by. Paramount's. 

ne 

‘ eatliest times to the. pregent day-0 on |: 
‘display on the. ‘various lots. Chief 

| Fival -has-just built ‘new. studios: in 
‘the: same ‘direction as ‘Shaws. on a 
smaller scale. -.°;: . 

pei, - _Bangkok,. - “Singapore. and. 

* Several — Tocal ‘companies “have 
already ‘made co-productions: with. 
‘Japanese, “French . or: Italian’: out-. 
‘fits thus: ensuring: continental. ‘dis- 
‘tribution: The acceptance. by west- 
‘ern: audiences ‘of: Chinese’ films has 

encouraged” Hong -- ‘Kong. 
‘studios ‘to look-upon ‘Europe. ‘asa 
. possible’ market for. certain of. their, : 
product... a 
-The* use. Of: Hong: ‘Kong: “as a 

suitable ‘oeale: for’ ‘shooting - “both. 
7 full-length: feature films;,. television 

-and: -promotionai: 
films. ‘was: ‘again demonstrated: aur-'} 
ing the year when film. production. 
units Visited the Colony. The 1963. 
Visitors: included film-makers. from 
America; - . Australia, - 
Kingdom, France, Germany,’ ‘Italy. 

O'Toole; Jack. Hawkins,. 

Paul’ Lukas and Akim. “Tamiroff. 

‘| regarded by many as. virtually “ob- |: 

the- houses.-were ‘packed by. people 
who.went : as Many. AS eight. or. nine |. 
times to- see “it.: 

here : jis most unpredictable. Last 
‘year a film-that had great SUCCESS. 
and: caused. a certain amount ‘of- 
‘surprise in-:the. process: was: Fox's 
“Gigot.”” The. ‘success. of’ this film: 
was thought. by. many to.be due to. 
the fact that there was little or-no. 
dialog, . 

story. it: was.a “great ‘suecess;. This 
‘particular ‘picture however, ‘set’: a: 
‘Brecedent - among” films , of this 
‘nature. - 

There: were two. ‘good “examples 
‘last; -year of the likes: and ‘dislikes.|. of 

|-of: the: local masses; There was the’ said. Run."Me Shaw, brother. 
Average: fan. here likes violenée, 

_ sex, murder; lust; Tape, war, killing 
Case. of the pic ‘called: “Island: of 

. Love,” which was.a very. low bud-_ 
“get “g” class. ‘American movie with: 
‘a cast’ of four, a small°-island; ‘no: 
change’ of. costume “or scenery; ‘and: 
the. very. “simple: -storyline' of a. 
young couple going ‘to ‘an. offshore - 

- island ‘for- a. picnic. ‘together, * the. 
~| guy goes. back. for something they 
“have forgotten; ‘and the rest of the 
“pic isthe. girl being pursued: by" an | 

1 escaped : Tunatie. wi .also: happens: 
. |} to’ be. hiding ‘on . the: island. ‘The 
on publicity. was keyed to-rape, which 
’-:/- never: happened or: seemed . likely |. - 

i ‘Conscious’ that. ‘motion. pietires 
{ are. assuming ‘ major” 
‘both as .a basis. for. deeper cultural | 
understanding and for... mutual. 
friendship’ among. nations. ‘of: free’ 
‘Asia, the brothers have, :to -date,: 

on. ‘screen but. the theatre was. 
. |Packed to. capacity ‘for three weeks. 

‘In the--dislike department . there 
“Music . -Man,”. which: . lasted 

Jerry’ Lewis: has been ‘successful 
with some of his offerings, but not 
"$0. successful : with: ‘his - films «that. 

| have’ not’ had’ abundant: Slapstick. : 
For: this. reason, the British -come- 
‘dian, Norman: Wisdom,.has.-univer- 
‘Sal appeal. -here.. and. the: majority. 
‘of -his* films. are. well: attended. - 

Sophisticated. comedy as ‘typified 

favorites. are Rock - ‘Hudson, Doris. 
Day,.. John - Wayne, Yul. Brynner, 
Kirk: Douglas, ‘Kim Novak, Steve’ 
McQueen, Robert. Mit¢hum, James 
Stewart; and. the miuscle-man of all 

_| the: 
| Reeves. : 

continental: ° £ i A m By . Steve 

‘Singapore’ s. Chinese . ‘population is. 
eurrently. raised in a ‘demand. for. 
more. Chinese - ‘films. : “When. 1.8. 
‘million’ Chinese... voices. 

“+ mately. -75% of: ‘the. ci opula- 
“Actors. and: actresses “teom ‘poth.| yon ty’s Pop 

‘major: studios and. others ‘are: “COn- : 
‘stantly - making : personal . appear- |". 
“ance tours: “from Hong. Kong. to 
other “Asian -markets:.such .as. Tai-. 

Teochew). films :a° year.-- Our’ ap- 
petite here’ is voracious and: -we 
‘can ‘take twice that number... When} 
we don’t “have. enough - Chinese. 
pictures,. we dub Japanese produe- 
tions into Mandarin: to. occupy” ‘the |: 
void." 99- wet 

Fang's” first - “ Chinese - “feature, 
“rhe Lion. ° ‘City,”’ . 

‘| socko.-biz—another. reason why-he|: 
followed 
starring | ‘Orchid -Wong | ‘and. ‘Lian. 

“We've. 

‘the’ United. 

and Japan. ‘One’ major’ production. 
“Lord: : Jim.” 

‘absolute faith..in local - 
film: productions. - All -it -. takes:is’ 

an ‘time: Before jong ‘we'll be another 
— . Hong’ Kong. - 

scene. and certainly: disgusting, yet: 

\-Scope." for ‘expansion. 
On the other’ and: ‘the. public a 

based - in. ‘Kuala . ‘Lumpur, . 
“two. years-old. Producer: Ho -Ah- 
‘Lock joined. forces .with the’ Shaw: 

Organization ‘here - to. 
‘produce what he: termed. “extraor- |. 
.dinary Malay pictures for. domestic + 
consumption.” ‘He emphasized:. the}: 

as. Jackie...Gleason por- possibility of ultimately going’ ‘into. 

| trayed'a ‘deaf and dumb mute.: This |: 
|. made. film ‘easier for ‘the . local]. - 
Chinese. ‘population to’ understand; |" 
‘and - combined : with a touching: 

:Shaw-. Brothers, 

‘cinemas, © 

“ganzas, | 
Kong.” 

“A New. Kind of | 
‘Love,’” misses the mark: completely, 
“with the ° reason ‘given. as. simply,. 
“all talkée, no makee!": Boxoffice | 

tion 1 ly | Uns 7 aked 1 T h irst or. ' shies Lingo: 
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_ Singapore Showmanship Dynamic 
_; By GORDON. OOL TAW CHIEW 

Singapore’, 

‘the “eonéeiitrated” ‘vwolce. ‘of: 

(approxi- 

tion) ‘are combined,’ the” resulting 
sound. ig a. very. Impressive one.: 

- More’ ‘Chinése films—that, in: 
an oriental - coconut. shell, is: the: 
happy’ position of the. Chinese film. 
‘ndustry- here | “today;- 

‘| good. . reason.: 
and - with 

jas” recently : finished “The 

ministrative center .of the Federa- 
tion of Malaya. ‘Producer. Tang. Pek 

' Chee told “VARIETY. - that the: poten- 
tiality for: Chinese ‘pix .is: great be-. 
‘cause it’s: still a seller’s market.. 
': “Hong Kong ‘sends us. about 300° 
chinese - :(Mandarin, Cantonese: and. 

in .1960;. did 

that with | “Gold;’’:. also 

Tong Seng.. Tang says. 
Chinese 

e Neweomers 
an “Another: newcomer on. the. focal 
= film’. “scene is. the Singapore & | 

| “Malaya . Film.’ Co:; .Captained _ ‘by 
“Chong Loy. Shin, who:says: his. eur- |. 

“The Morning Mist” 
(in- Mandarin), would. “picture. the: 
rent project, | 

-customs, : -‘man- 

‘endemic’ circulation, restricting its |: 

‘Film:: Studios.” 
is now 

Merdeka 

Brothers - 

Chinese: ‘pix as well. 
Shaw. Brothers - 

duction” units. here. 
“We. go where the’ ‘money. is,” 

Run ‘Run, The letters: SB ‘stand for 

big- fish ‘in. Tivers;- ‘you. get. them 
inthe sea.” That is the story of SB, 
-once. stymied -in- China, now. the’ 
biggest: -show.. masters - of the .Far- 
Fast, excépting. ‘Japan. In 1925 
they“ planted. the foundation. stone: 
of. their film domain in Singapore 

1 and” today - own: 'a “chain ‘of. 127. 
nine. Jamusement: parks, |. 

three. film studios.. (here, Hong 
Kong... ‘and = Kuala Lumpur), plus. 
reps in- US: Europe anid : Shrough- 

4..out - ‘Asia. 
~Hong. Kong ‘Studio. 

made - ‘many. spectacular ‘extrava- 

is: ‘responsible . for such 
Shawscopes as -“Yang.- Kwel™ Fei” 
(The - Magnificent - Concubine). 
whose . opulencé . got ~ them: * the'}: 
‘Grand - Prix: for ‘superior produc- . 

-| tion: matter -at the..1962 -Cannes 
Film. ‘Fest. ‘Pooling «the acting. re-: 
‘sources-of. vet. ‘film ‘man -Yen Chun: 
‘and ..-his . wife, : 
' Ginematie Chinese - opera: : of an. 
‘aged Chinese ‘emperor’s love for 
his. pet..court Jady,; Kwei. Fei, has’ 

| qualities that. they: hope to.-.com- 
-mercialize on'in the U.S.: 
‘ments are being - made | to have it. 
screened . overseas,’ 
SB. Publicity Director. ‘William ° H: 
‘Goodwin.. -: : 

ti Li-Hua, _ this. 

Arrange- 

“according. to. 

onthe lives of 
| Mademoiselles ‘of 
decay. Number two, “Wang Chao- 
-chuan,”.-has. just: been completed 
‘with Lin Dat in.the title role. This. 
-one sacrificed: her: happitiess 2,000 | 

Many new produc-! 
tion ‘companies have - emerged -re=| 
-cently..: -One, the New ‘Era: Movie | 
“Co., - 
‘Black: Gold” in’ Kuala: Lympur,.ad- 

King’s, - 

-ments.-.: They're. ‘big* shows; « 

| Kong, ~: 

for. 

zalso 

Chinese: gub-titles. 

‘The ‘giants. of. them.. ‘all ‘are “the 
‘Shaw. Brothers ‘and the Cathay: or- 
-ganizations which,. ‘between them, 
supply. most of the. market . here | . 

| from . their” ‘Hong " Kong: “studios. ; 
| They also ‘operate: Malay film pro-. 

“You don’t fish |: 

‘Their... studio “in Hong’ 

| trilogy. ot ‘multt-doltar. productions . 
: ‘famous® Chinese | 

‘ages’ gone. to}. 

years back ‘to. -enter . voluntary 

schoolins. ) ee a 
-. ‘Empress. Wu’. 

“The: Shaws” ‘are giving . ‘much: 
‘pallyhoo._ to the: ‘trio:..of pix—last |. * 
of which is “Empress Wu.” Heavy. 
‘advance bookings for ‘them ‘are 
‘eommonplace:: ‘Singapore has 30 to 
40. first-run‘:and- open-air cinemas 
and. new theatres. go up like: bean: 

|‘sprouts. The -Ocean Cinema, . re- |- 
cently opened: ‘by- ‘millionnaire. ! 
banker Ko Teck. Kin, the Palace, 

‘Hoover; : . 

‘Hua’ show principally’ Chinese pic- 
tures... The. Garrick, : 
Lim Eng Kwan of. South-East ‘Asia | 
Film.:Co., shows. Indian. and Egyp- 
‘tian. pix with. occasional. Western 
‘product. 

ownéd .. by 

Goodwin ‘believes tit “Our pro- 
duction: “will. meet local -require- 

enough: for film’ fests. and good 
‘enough -for. Chinese’ everywhere: 
“Empress 
Berlin, “G 

a Francisco, | 
Sydney. ; 

The Shaws’ pride is “Beauty and 

Wu’: . participated’ 
“Golden Trumpet” at. ‘San 

the . Kingdom,” ‘ winner : of several 
‘Golden:: Harvest: awards . at. Asian 
Film: Fests. Lin Dai, as.the Beauty, 

“Kingdom” has 

-and “Japan: and soon goes into. the} 
- | U.S. ‘as “Asia's: answer to “Cleo- 

| patra.” It- ‘will show the. outside. 
world Shawlywood Studio in Hong 

sq. ft. - 

“with. ‘Ching Fong. and 

made’: in Malacea.on the Malayan 
mainland, carried both English, and 

Singapore ‘Distribs © : 
With: ‘so many Chinese’ films to 

handle;. Singapore needs nuinerous 
film. distributors. These. include 

| Kong: Ngee “Film. (which ‘also has} 
‘a studio in. ‘Hong Kong), 
‘Star Film Unit, China Film Enter- 
-prise, Radio Cinema Service, SB 
‘and the. Cathay Organization. 

Production : of Chinese films. lo-. 
cally ‘provides a major. component |. 
of. economic . activity.. ‘The - Cathay 
-organization, - . 

7 (Lord). Loke’ Wan ‘Tho, knows that: 
“phaired.--by Dato 

‘jn.a ‘plural society of: many ‘racial: 
‘origins, they must create films: ‘for. 

necessary -market.. 
‘Their. Singapore © ‘Cathay~ | Keris. 
‘Studio. is currently producing. only 
‘Malay pix “but ‘their Hong Kong |. 
Motion: Pictures. and- General . In- 
:vestments makes. Chinese ‘films. ' 

the . widest. 

. Some: 50 -yéars ‘ago the film, as a 
‘popular: form of entertainment in 
Singapore, was. still in the develop- 
ment ‘stage but’ improvements. in: 
film: ‘production . have -reached ‘the 
public’ s heart..-Cathay : ‘is equipped 
with ‘the. latest..G.B...Kalee pro- 
jectors, ‘providing . -for ‘all . new. 

: techniques, including. Cinema- 
‘scope, : 

‘importaiice |:P**nie- ‘sound. In. ‘1957. it. launched’ 
a $3,400,000" scheme. to build: new 

: Mistavision ..and:- Stereo- 

in.. ‘Malaya, 
‘and . North 

cinemas cheré : and: 

Borneo. "to! absorb : Chinese. films: } 
Cathay also. ‘releases . ‘products ‘lo- 
eally - of: J.. Arthur Rank, : ‘Para-: 
‘mount, - 

| Allied. Artists. 

i‘; . 22 In Malay. 

20thi-Fox, “Disney, 

“we ‘must -give the: pablic our f 

| idols, 
2 popular: film types, 

Majestic, Holly- 
-wood,: Oriental, Malborough, : Ciro, 
‘Odeon,:-Odeon: Katong and...Kim 

good 

“The - - Deformed” at. 

tops: the’ list of Asian. film ° stars'| 
-when | -it: comes: to. collecting” these 
* Asian ...awards. 
- been. ‘released in Australia, India‘. 

spreading. over. 650 000. 

The : Shaws: ‘recently. ‘completed. : 
. ‘shooting,’ ‘in Mandarin, ‘“‘My Love 
“In Malaya,” 
‘Lan. Ti, heading the cast. “Film, |’ 

Golden: 

the 

ness ‘interests: who usually doin: up ot 
‘with us .or SB.. 
“Ty has. started to affect the. 

Singapore..cInema business. In. 
‘Malaya, : where: ‘tv was introduced 
Jast. December, it’s too early. to say. 
how. much it ‘will affect. us but itis: 
“expected: ‘to do so. 

exile,. lest. ‘her native. soil: be: in- | 
yaded:. “This type - film. naturally 
-helps Singapore : history-cum- 
literature students. ‘(Half ‘of. Singa- | 
-pore’s, ‘conimalty : is. “under 21. and 

“Musical, films featuring teenage 
he - said, in regard to 

“are very. 
succéssful, as are “outstanding - 
‘comedies and such giant spectac- 

-L ular: productions as “The: Longest ‘ 
| Day” 

1963). 
(biggest Dd.O. grasser for 

“Production: ‘of. local. features 4s 
‘considerably hampered by the ex- 
‘tremely Hmited market for Malay-: 
Janguage films, particularly now: 
that the: Indonesian: market ‘is'.al- 
most: completely shut off-by the 
‘confrontation’. policy of the In- 
-donesian . government. 
“Many of our films ‘have: won 
awards at the annual Asian Film 
‘Fests‘held at various Far Eastern 
capitals, Several of our contract) 
‘Stars. have walked ‘away. with “best 
actress” awards. In 1958, our "Our. 
Sister. Heddy” swept the Dboard,. - 
taking “best picture” and. 11 other 
trophies. . . 
= .“Cathay- co-operated ‘with: Toho’ 
Films of Japan ‘on -a co-production: 
“A Star In Hong Kong,” which has. . 
‘been tremendously successful 
throughout the Far East and even 
in'- America. More co-productions 

at| with Toho are planned. Last ‘year 
we made. a sequel to “Hong Kong.’ ” 
-“More than 2,000,000 paying . 

‘patrons buy tickets at Cathay's 60. 
houses every month.” . 

Paul Yui, in charge of Cathay’ 's 
Chinese Section, Films, confirmed. 
-that a large portion. of this figure. 
see Chinese pix, either at Odeon 
‘Katong or. the New Alhambra, 
priority: houses for such runs.: . 

‘He; too, believes that Singapore 
can :take ‘more Chinese releases. 
‘Interest is increasing and even the. 
non-Chinese-speaking audience is. 
‘growing, thanks to Engfish. sub-- 
titles. People also recognize the: 
-importance. of local films in keep- 
ing alive the local language, tradi- 
tions,. culture and the part native. 
films”.: play in nation-building. 
Thus the clamor for ‘more. Chinese, 
Indian and Malay pix. 
A -mere 300-cdd © - screenplays: 

| aren't _sufficient.. Currently _ most 
‘of these are ‘supplied. . by “Hong 
Kong, Formosa ‘and Communist 
China: “With © Malaysia—the ‘poll- 

. tical - conception. of this: island’ 
state,‘ independent Malaya. and_ the 
Borneo ‘territories as one entity— 
now forming, the: number may : 
dwindle pitifully: Malaya ‘ig very Be 

| anti-Red, so. much se that, main-- — 
land . Chinese | productions. - are 
banned:- These © “—pix from. behind 
the: “Bamboo « Curtain” 
‘contain’ sequences. of: anti-social 
behavior, : horror, : violence, ‘exces-_ 
‘sive. ‘brutality | ‘or’ provocative 
‘emphasis on sex, or be calculated -. 
‘to: inflame religious feeling or be 
Subversive. . Straightaway,. dts 
‘big “NO” for them: te 

A government statement teads: 
“Under: a directive agreed to by 

Federation of Malaya,’ the 
“Board of Film Censors carried out. 
The policy of July, 1959 to prohibit. 
exhibition ‘of all films, primary. 
intent ‘of. which is the glorification 
or. justification. of ‘colonialism, or 
which:. are calculated to bring 
Asiaiis - and - so-called colored peo- 
ple. ‘generally . into. contempt, . 
ridicule and. hatred. * Not a word 
was ‘said about Commie Chinese’. 
productions. but ‘they are atill 
banned,. though the mart for: them: 
was never. better in this part of the 
«world, : where the Chinese 
dominate: | 

pre-. 

and| hq 

st,” Says: Cathay exec Lim Keng] .. 

those.’ countries: - -However,:. the 
number of nations which can use 
films in the. Malaya: tongue is” very. 
limited. 
: “New: - theatres. are * continually 
being built, not only by .the two 

° Yang ‘Kwel Fei” ‘was; first inal Big. companies: but’ ae local busi- 

Hor. “An average ‘of . 22° features, |. he 
‘all ‘in- the .Malay ‘language, .are|.  ~ 

made, annually in . Singapore. by | 
‘Cathay and-SB.-Local.feature films| _ 
are usually: sold outright to foreign , 
countries,: 50. “itis “not.possible. to 
say if they are.a big success. in 

a Ide 193 
: Manila: ” 
phere’. are 52 filmmaking outfits 
‘in. the’ Philippines, according -to 
the: Jatest. report of: the Philip- 
‘pine “Motion Picture. Producers: 

| Assn. Latter has 30 producer-mem- 
‘bers. It has been rompiling facts © wS 
and. figures. and research material 

(Continued | on page 132) 

need not...” -: 
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- Melbourne. 
With attendances 

houses in’ Melbourne (pop. over 
2,000,000) diminishing: to a quarter |. 

| that. with the. increase in. European. of the 1956. pre-television ‘era, 
and Saturday - night. ‘sessions. <al- 
most the only ones- that play: to 
anything. like . capacity, - the Mel- 
bourne - Film. Festival holds 
unique position. 

Held annually. (this: year’s will 
.be the 13th) for a fortnight, cover- 
ing three’ week-ends. with the last: 
always to take in -the -Queen’s : of- 
ficial’ birthday.. which isa public}. 
holiday Monday,’ more than: 30 
feature films from. all: countries | 
arp shown plus about 100 shorts. 
Film Festivals. are held... ‘also. in: 
Adelaide and _Sydniey,. but: the. 
Melbourne ‘one. has” beén going 

longest and ‘is the ‘best organized. | 
Sometimes. films ‘are. interchanged: i 
Pictures shown are’ "usually: ‘by |: 

invitation, the first: time seen 
Dewn Under and . only the very), 
best asked for. . 
‘As Customs Duty is not- paid on. 

the pictures and there-is no hire 
charge they can be screened. only | 
ta a. closed membership. of «4,000. | 
The films. are nonetheless subject 
to’ censorship. 

Guiding light: ‘behind. the Festi-|. 
val is its director, - Hungarian-born : 
Erwin Rado. 

ey _ Skeptical: Showmen 

looked upon too’ benigniy by the: 
commercial. trade here,.. who. do 
not go very much out of their way 
to aid in the supply. of films. Ifa}. 

if ts. a bad write-u through |' 
the Festival q an popular—and this Aholiday feature the Festival it is:Cceemed harmful 
at the box office, ignoring the fact: 
the reverse can also apply. (This is |“ 
the same. showmen’s :credo often 
heard in. New York and. Holly: 
wood.—Ed) 
Without doubt the: so-talled. art: 

film, and certainly. the: ‘Continental. 
pe of film, ’ has: increased : in 

~ Manila: Ve
ry Like Ho

lywo . [
 7 

$ ANZAC SHOWMEN, LIKE YANKS, $| 
CHILLY TO FESTIVAL ‘HAZARDS’ 3 | 

hy By. RAYMOND. STANLEY. 

até picture 

| Bennett of “Phe Age,” who: treats, 

‘wal it screened the. first. German, 
‘Japanese and Russian films... 

Commercial managements argue |. 

migrants to. ‘Australia’-the Con- 
tinental film was bound to become’ 

. more: popular. This is -not- exactly: 
a! true:.as generally: “only - the better. 
quality: -European product. is 

-ghown; ‘and the average migrant is |- 
- of the “working » class:. One’ notices. 
Inigrants. Very: much ‘in. the. Mminor- 
ity. in audiences. 

- If film-going ‘is. off. generally ‘in 
‘Melbourne,. the. drive-in’. theatre, 
introduced .Down’- Under. in 1953;. 
-is -extremely- popular. The-state of 
Victoria leads in ‘drive-ins. “with: 35 |: 
.of Australia’s total. ‘of. .130, ‘And |: 
some : drive-ing. now double UD: on 
evening. sessions: 

; A Top. Ctitie 
Film: critics ‘jn. Melbourne ‘prob: 

-ably have little effect: on the box | 
office since many runs ‘are usually. 
pre-arranged:.and a <critic will 
frequently praise a film, : urging |. 
-readers: to see it as..it' is limited to} 
‘gay a week only: Yet . Melbourne 
; probably. possesses. one : of. the} 
finest critics, in the. world | ‘in. Colin. 

the film’as a-serious att. 
‘Houses in Melbourne. “rut 

separate © sessions _ throughout the} 
‘day, commencing .at around: 10.‘or|. 

| {.10:30. a.m. There. are no Sunday: 

"The Festival . generally is not |. performances, Occasionally’ ‘there |: 

/ view, with no indication’ what’ ‘the 
picture. will be.. 

midnight. horror . shows: are 

‘also draws at the drive-ins.) =. 
One: enterprising ‘gurburban ‘pic-: 

‘South. Yarra—puts.on: Friday night? 
supper shows. beginning. at. .11:30. 
with coffee and savouries.- -and a+. 

‘patrons. ; - 

Handful of: Established. Stars 
Call Terms in Philippines 

By. ‘AARON, PINES - 
_Manila.- 

Some 15h “Filipino: 
were. cranked ‘out ‘by 38 ‘active 
comipanies ~ -éxisting - during «. ‘1963... 
Prevailing: situation: gave. the ad- | 
vantage to those” independents. who. 
operate. with maximum: flexibility, 
-with no overhead - expenses - and 
maintenance problems to cramp. 
their ‘style. 

Out of the present: situations 
certain superstars turn producers. 
‘themselves. Fernando Poe. Jr., Jo- 
“seph. Estrada, Nida Blanca and. 
Charito. Solis were the ‘busiest and. 
highest paid performers, the. total 
number of their pictures. combined: 
making up: one third of all “pic- 
tures produced last year. The era. 
of the homegrown ‘star bound. by: 
an iron-clad contract. was .at ‘an: 
~end..Several stars, whose” contracts 
terminated, chose either’. to” £0}. 
freelancing ‘or to sign: contracts 

outside. A majority of stars forced 
non - exclusive . ‘pacts. 
paguita : Pictures, 

key, opened the. door to allow - its: 
personalities. to: “work elsewhere. 
Juancho Gutierrez. 
Bddie Garcia. 

Marzan .alk availed. themselves: ‘of: 
this »pportunity.. 

aged ‘producers - from. . 
buitdup campaign of new ‘talents. 
AW sthis,) vlns . 

ducers to make’ both ends. meet: 
The cost of raw. material reached 
staggering provortians = no less. 
ee $25:000 for one picture’ — 

gging the minimum cot of :one 
‘full-length film . at..$100.000. “The 
Multiple: taxes took away. sizable 
¢hunks from. ‘whatever profits, the 
producers . ‘realize: 

tures three. to one, 

“features 

Even. Sam: | 
whith used . to: 

keep its properties. under. lock. and-| 

Rita. : Gomez, : 
Lolita. Rodriguez, 

Dolphy and Panchito, Daisy. -Ro- 
mualdez, Greg Martin and Tony: 

Competition. 
from abroad ‘was. strangling: For 
eign films ontnumbe ered Tocal. me 

The - producers: were forced to 
close | ranks..Thé. members. of ‘the: 
former Big Four. ‘film : companies | 
and fhe active independent ‘firms, 

‘together into -the Philippine’ :Mo- 
| tion Picture. ‘Producers Assn., ‘pick- 
ing Atty. Manuel. ‘de Leon As the: 
‘first. president. ‘-.: 

‘Group -further' ° ‘inereased ” “its 
prestige. by deciding to adopt<a 
‘self-censorship ‘code: .De: Leon de. 
clared that’. standards. “Toutually 
agreed upon. between -censors ‘and 

flicts and ‘steer ‘producers away |- 
from such. troublesome’ films as. 
“Ang. ‘ Mananaggol « Ni 
which’ was banned,. appealed, ap-- 
proved; - ‘withdrawn,- -and ‘finally. 
shown under ‘the. new title; Ang | 
-Mananaggol.’ > 

gerice of new theatres ‘being: built | 

-1964.. New" air-conditioned: theatre | 
was built. in South © ‘Zamboanga, 
also in. Davao, air-cénditioned, 
which cost*. half. a ‘million: ‘pesos, . 
besides two new: first run theatres: 

| in the. City of Manila—Pearl and | 
‘Podmon, as: welk. as. Cinerama: The | 
Cinerama - is, of - course, .running 
Cinerama Pictures: while Pearland’ 
‘Podmon- are running ‘independent 
" pictures as: the majors are all tied | 

oo “bup. with other-theatres. As regards. 
This fluid ‘condition has discour- ; 

intensive 

tv, for. the moment, it-has’ not “yet: 
+ began’ to. hurt. owing to the: high 
* cost of ty. sets, but as time goes by, 

other © factors, 
made it difficult’ for many. pro- 

‘the’ ‘cost of same is going down and. 

jority -of the . ‘people. ‘here, it. will 
certainly’ affect the. motion. picture. 
theatre... The type of: film that is. 
most “popular .are- the: cartoon 
shows: for the. children and” “Un-. 
touchable” and Perry Mason ‘type 
OF... pictures: ‘for, the . adults:.: The’ 
Stars are those ‘that -are. popular 
in the “downtown theatres-. sand 
without well-known stars; then we 
can : sav: that ‘“tntouchables” As) 
probably the -most Popular. . 

| popularity here. Credit the - Festt- - 

of rip-roaring: 

will be -an advertised. .‘sneak’--pre- |. 

In ‘the’ -suburbs. at holiday times |. , 

‘ture. house—Hoyts’ Regent .. at}. 

‘elassic . film,: usually . requested by |: 

‘in an unprecederited move, banded | 

producers would -eliminate. cor-|- 

Ruben,” | 

‘There. has been’ quite ’ ‘an. ‘Ansur-: 

allowing them. ‘to make pictures | In’: the’ Philippines. ‘in “1963... and} 

once it’ can be bought. by ‘the ma-|~ 

ABSURD DERRING DO 

Manila... 
One. look: at the: ‘current. crop: of. |' 

‘Pagalog . pictures suggests a: basis | . 
; | formula—violent action.. In. every |° 
“+ reel, ‘something terrible is happen-. 
yf ing. Either ‘the cowboy hero beats 
4. up a.pack of--villains, or vice versa. 

Somebody.” ‘is: forever’ ‘drawing. a 
gun, riding out: to rescue -a pretty. 
girl from’ bad men, killing helpless: 
individuals - whose deaths. have - to 
‘be avenged later,: or terrorizing a: 
“whole town, ‘Things are.-moving: all 
the time—to.a. ‘violent climax. And 
‘the. indiscriminate.’ -movement:. 
‘threatening . to ‘topple © the ‘Philip-| 
pines film.. industry. -- = 
In the face of ‘difficulties. like: 

‘high’ ‘taxes, : the spiraling ‘cost’ of- 
‘raw. ‘materials, ‘cut-throat: -competi-. 
tion from. imported: films, and Jack 
of talent; the-industry here. is on:. 
the. -brink of action-madness.. __ 

‘Theréarb far too many of the a) 
“wrong kindof action” pictures on. 

- the “market.- 
-§ameness.: The. publicity gives: this 
‘sameness ‘away, The- claims: are all. 
of a-kind: “The ‘most exciting. ‘and, 

showdown | in. gun: 
fights!” or “The most . hilarious, 
heart-warming and ‘action= filled . 
‘picture : ‘ever. filmed!”. or “How bit- 
ter ‘can’ a man get: in ‘his. Passion:| 
“for revenge?” - 

‘Even. glamor - ‘boys ° Tike: Eddie + 
Gutierrez. and Lito Legaspi display 
a: fighting: ‘Stance | in? ‘their - current 
assignments.. ‘Character. -actors ‘and 
vwillains. are: very much. in demand, ; 
as targets for’ Joseph Estrada, Fer- 

-|:nando | Poe,. Jr., ‘Zaldy Zshornack, 
Romeo: ‘Vasquez and Bernard 
“Bonnin. - 

aiming that:..the-- picture’ of : ‘the. 
_ {Continued on. Page: 134y-. 

"53 Make Films 
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for’a a campaign. ‘to. revitalize the: 
“image” of: the local . industry. 

made Tast - year..: 

ranked 

.. Ambassador. Productions © ey 

ctions.. (0). Everlasting Pic-. 

“IN FILPINO FEATURES | 

‘There. is ..a- deadly 
tiple’ faxes, : 

“True, 14. out’ of. the 52- compa~ | 
‘nies. did not make any ‘picture in- 
“1963. ‘Total. of 120. pictures were. 

. Company. which: ‘made the’ ‘most: ” 
. films in 1963. is ‘Tagalog: Tlang- 

‘| Tang: Productions. Second was. a. 
| tie! of Larry Santiago® -Productions 
“and ‘Sampaguita | with. 12- pictures 

gf each, . - Dalisay . Pictires.. 
_ third-active. with 11 pictures..° 

1°” Here':are. the: -complete Fist of ; 
‘movie ‘firms and. the : number. of et 

| films they made. fn: 1968: Hfo 
a a "Artiva 
- Productions - ‘) Bulaklak ‘Film - ‘Exchange: : 
| .@) Champion. Pictures .(0) Cirio Santiago. 
‘Productions ® Dalisay ‘Pictures (11) Dave}. ca 

; . Philian’s Pro 
| tures (0). Fernando Poe Jr:, Productions | 
]. ) -Filipinas’ Prodtictions: (4). Fresan -Films_ 
(0). Galaxy Films (D Hollywood-Far East |. 

|. Productions: (2) ‘Imperial ‘Productions () | . 

Manila, 

made. “Not ‘so. Crime. and. violence 
raged’ on: as ‘the. prime theme of : 
native . films." It proved the case ‘try. 
again in. 1963 _as. Tegards: the. Taga-.|" 

$ |:log. dialect. ‘product. . 
-. This’ single-mindedness™ ‘restrains 

‘both artistic and market. potential. 
‘On: the other. hand: such: pictures. 
“may. actively. contribute to the pre-*} 
carious “balance -of: the’ Filipino. 
film industry at: present. Tt-is wage. 

} ing a ‘fight for. survival; Ideas and | 
:)-fresh perspectives. ‘are- needed: . 

‘Showmen ‘complain against} 
‘astronomical 
brought. about ‘by exorbitant .mul- 

the high cost of. 
the. U: 'S. dollar: and expensive. 
imported. raw. ‘materials - and |. 
| equipment. Five years ago. $60,000 | 
4 ‘could ‘finance’ .a. reasonably. well- | 
done. : “full-length:. feature... 
$120,000 -is..considered -austere .as. 
‘budgetary - outlay” for a picture. 

_The industry here has also. start- 
ed: ‘feeling the.. pinch. from. tele-'|. 
‘vision’ competition ~which; although |. : 
1 it has: been noted: by- an articulate. 
critic as a. rotten peanut, . now: 

.production:. costs. 

keeps .a- ‘considerable . portion: -of 
the’ entertainment-eager -popula-- 
‘tion. at. home,. where they. can. see 
the: better. Tagalog pictures of the 

'|.1940s for - free. *. « 
“Touters - outdo “pach. ‘other ‘in: 7 

“objectionable” | 

only.’ 

boon would be lower taxes on raw. 
materials ‘and .the finished : prod-. 

“| uet, . or exemptions ‘from . certain 
Special: fees. ~The Philippine . Mo-} 

At the: énd of. 1982; Filipino-pro- 
duced: -gun-and-slugfest. - ‘pictures. 

“+ had! ‘reached. their: ‘sickening worst. 
-If was ‘hoped.:with every new: 
“that: the action: picture to-end all 
action pictures: ‘might. have been. 

Today 

| particular: 

. Actually, - ‘the Tagalog picture's: 
|-most relentless: competitor. is the. 

..| foreign “feature. which: comprises 4 . 
"| about ‘85%_ of. the. film ‘exhibited. 

| in. this. ‘country. - 
: Adding to the Filipino headache’ 

“4s. ‘censorship. which Operates’ on | 
a double standard. Many’ ‘a. Fili-. 
“pino ‘producer. has had to: shoulder 

-| additional : expenses to reshoot. an- 
‘scene. or: revise. 

the entire. picture, even if, the. 
| film ‘is to be. classified “for. adults 

The. industry’ s: hope for relief ts 
‘government . support: - ‘Here they. 
point to France as sympathetic to. 
producers. In these islands the big. 

‘dent. :has: expressed . interest 

‘Producers - ate | “also. ‘seeking - al 
| ‘quota » for foreign’: pictures. They... ; 
do -not--suggeést’.an arbitrary: :per-— 
centage: limiting the entry. of im- 
.ported: films. They’ merely: suggest... 
‘that..only Class-A pictures from - 
abroad sould be allowed: into the © 
country. ‘This. idea'-is ‘acceptable - 
to English-picture exhibitors them: _ 

‘| selves, -says’ Joseph... a 
Filipino. -producers' ‘also™ deplore 

“the fact that there is not‘a greater. __ 
patronage of Tagalog pictures., But -. - 
‘this .can ‘only -come with. the. im~ 
‘provement of. their: quality. . s 

Meanwhile, neither 

ele of ‘government.: 

sorship; where. the : PMPPA © and 
‘the censors: have at ‘last put their = 
cards ‘on the table. and agreed to." 

| Settle’ down to: the task of -fash-"'.' 
ioning a better «ensorship system. 
for: Tagalog: product. | 

Copreduction. ventures ‘Yast 3 year 
improved. the reputation of Philip- .. - . a 

:|: pines .abroad. For. instance; Tama- .° a4 
“No Man. Is Ano eee 

island” earned: good notices. -in -°. 7 
‘the United ‘States, specially as: Tee: 
gards Resty - ‘Umail’s seore.; 
‘Way Out,” ‘also - a. -Tamaraw - CO+... 

raw-Gold ‘Coast’s 

“No 

production. with a. Korean. ‘outfit, 
has-been lauded ‘by. other “Asians. ae 
A foreign. market has also* been... 

opened: for Filipino: pictures: with: : | 
‘the circulation .abroad of ..such®: © ~. ~*~ 
‘films as Eddie ‘Roniero’s “Target... ~~ 
11- -1,” which chas been: bought -by:’: 
& U. S.. film distribution agency,.. 
and: Medallion | Films’ “Zigzag,” 

finely scripted feature. 

:Remote & Down Under 
~ Filmmaking Mostly "Travel. ‘and ‘TV-Sell Stuff : 

Jasmin-Tagalog . Productions (2).. ‘Joseph. | - 
‘Estrada. Productions @. “Kislap-Tagalog oe 

Productions (1).. 

Productions’ (5) Lerma Bayle: Productions 
aD. Lopez, Movie Enterprises “(@ “Luis: 
‘Nolasto”: : Productions (0) . Luzon ‘Produc- 
tions (1) Luzon Theatres) LVN: Pictures: 

©). Lynro ‘Productions © (0) - 
’Productions.-(1) Manuel. Conde Produc-. 
- tions .0) ‘Manuel M. Laguasad Productions 
0) Medallion. Films (). Movie’ Philippines’ 
-(y. Pacific Movie .Productions (0) Pauline . 
Productions (2) People’s Pictures. (6). Pre-. 
miere Productions (1). Ricardo” Balatbat 
Productions -(6). 

. Republic International | ‘wD ‘Romeo Vas. 
-quez Productions. 41} RTG Productions (2) 
-Sampaguita- Pictures (12) Santy. .Valenci- 
-ano Productions - (D ‘Susana C. ‘de Guzman 
‘Productions (0). Supreme ‘Productions (1) 

- Tagalog Nang-Hang Productions (14).Tam- | 
caraw Studios .(D Tony: Riva Productions. 
(1). Vera Perez Corporation (1) VP. Enter- | 

_ prises (8) Villamar. International (0) Vitri 
|-Films. (2), ‘Bela. Productions | @, Zultana 
Int'l (8). - 

India’s 1S 60 Studios. 
_——¥ Continuea from page, 131 — 

“fo 

-Bombay—the: number. of Studios’ 7 
‘and. Laboratories ‘in ‘India is’ sta-: ‘includes ‘Tanya’ Binning, 
tionary at 60.and /39. respectively. | who, ‘having. appeared ‘in. the’ Syd- 

ney beach’ sequences of. “Mondo. 
Though: there was’ some - “big 

‘talk’: about -co-production between. Cane” 
personal . appearance. run: for the: 
Jacopetti item. ° 

Indian..Studios .and foreign, inter- 
ests, - nothing~. took Shape. ° 
“The “Householder” "and “The 
Guide” were. co-produced: in- ‘India, |. 
‘but these cannot. “be: said-“'to.. ‘be’ 
regular, Studio productions | of. that 
type. /They..v were largely. on. loca- 
tion. . -_ 
“There : ‘is: “10 “Stalk”. of: ‘any. “co-. 

production during . 1964... And yet 
it remains true that lew. production. 

Coupled |. ‘with : reasonably }. 
modern. technical facilities, includ-. 
ing. recently- Set Up. “color ‘process- 

costs, 

ing .arrangements (Ramnord: Laho- 
‘ratories and. Film: Centre at Bom- 
bay and: Gemini .. ‘Laboratories: at 
Madras): and: easy access to varied 
scenery. ‘there. is: grounds | for ‘sup- 
posing India..a “eountry.. of --some. 
filmic: appeal: to ‘showmen outside. 

“ Larry. ‘Santiago - Productions: “aa Lea! a 

‘Magna-East 

True: 

all admissions. : 

| Auckland: 
Feature: film : ‘production - 7% 

‘parity. in’ New Zealatd. In: this, the. 
‘Most remote. of: the Down - Under 
countries, film-making is almost’ 
‘entirely confined . to: travelogues | 
and. documentaries: and, since ‘the 
advent of television, to ‘advertising. 
‘shorts for. the home. screen.. Cur- 
Yently. justifying: the use: of: the. 
term -.“‘almost’’ is’. a © modestly- 

Auckland, 

‘Runaway’ - 

Directing -is. John... O’Shea. Cast. 

year-old’ Australian’ “surf ~ girl” 

is. currently. in 'N. Z. on a. 

National” Film Unit, - which ; ‘has 
been: ‘making -trayel - shorts ‘and 
“general documentaries for over’ 20}: 
-years,’ is still: the country’s ‘most |’ 

“:}-aetive pr odueer..: ‘Last year its. Ron} 
“Bowie 
“Amazing. New Zealand”: copped. 
“Venice's. Bronze : ‘Lion. Of St.. Mark 
and. many raves from. the critics, \ 
_and ‘previous:.: -documentaries. have 
been’ similarly honoured. at. Euro-. 
‘pean: and English festivals. © < 
‘The -impact of. video has ‘led to. 

a drop ‘of over 7% in: theatré. at- 
_tendanceés over the last two years, | 
and the ‘Government has. recently 
waived. the entertainment tax <on 

Superior. Produc: 

scripted. and directed 

‘lence ‘and. 

is ‘loca- 

an ~18- 

under 18. not: :admitted),. 
with |: the trimming, ° 
‘placate everybody: a 

‘Following: the. pattern: of, Rank, —— 
its English partner;: ‘New Zealand’s*:.*: 

~ Censors: a a Vexation—Big. Pix Get Big Biz’ 

“By D. G. ‘DUBBELT ~ 
“2 tions ar still notehing ‘good. runs, . . 

| with: or, of Arabia,”: ‘Irma 9... 0 4 
TLa.:.Douee” and “Cleopatra”. draws 0.05: 0: 
ing. :good houses on Auckland’s:"... - 
Main. Stem: In the big  cities,.: .° ~ 
“Lawrence” was given the double © = 
‘release. treatment - —-. simultaneous: -. 
opening: in. two. theatres—an- un-. -: 
ustial. exhibiting gambit’ for. these. 

“but. highly . effective | as 
|-events ‘proved. - wo 

‘budgeted feature titled “Runaway,” 
which is: shooting in and around 

“script .will.-later .take 
the ‘unit further South. ‘Made: by. 
Pacific Films, ~ which’ broke even. 
‘with ‘its. “Broken. Barriers” of some: 

_* byears. back, 
= | tioning .at ‘some ‘of: the: country’s | 
“+more spectacular: tourist, spofts,. 
| giving | rise . to: speculation - that: 
~ | backing, in. ‘part; . is coming. from 

the: Government Tourist. Agericy. 

‘parts, 

film . policy-maker.. in. : Paris.. “Vio- 
‘striptease. : are’ 

liable © to - scissoring. The. ‘trend 
“started by..“The: ‘World: By: Night” 
has’ beén hardest ‘hit ‘in the datter-. 

“being: 
eliminated: in these striperamas. © 
And the Peeping Tom-lense@d .. - 

| episode: ‘from. the Israeli Women’s’ 7 
“Women. Of. 

category, .. -mhuch. footage ° 

Army.‘ sequence -in . 
The. -World” was’ - trimmed. 
glimpses of girls changing. in their. ane 
tents..and| washing, ‘semi-clad, at 
‘hand... basins:.. Censor ‘Doug: “Mac=. 

{| Intosh - slapped’ a R18 certificate 
on. the:  Jacopetti: release: ‘(persons 

biggest. filni-exhibiting- and: Stage- 
show. -sét-up, ‘Kerridge-Odeon, . has 
‘diversified to the point .where, «in. 
-addition to the large city shope 

suburban | 
‘motel now a-building* in Auck-. . 
‘land, it has ‘taken over the ‘major. .... 

-| share: in a- ferry. company -operats. 
ing -between, Auckland and tourist: 
islands out, in’. the. Hauraki Gulf... 
Due to:arrive soon from Italy are 
two: hydrofoils, designed to. speed: are. 
‘up. the Service: and “extend it: ‘to eed 
‘further-flung. islands. wo ee 

and-office block .. and 

tion. Picture. Proditcers Assn: ‘has. 
‘pleaded its case.:before President - 
‘Malacanang and. initiated - ‘moves - 

| for. supporting legislation in:Con-" .. 
’ film, | gress.. PMPPA ‘Vice President :Al--.’- 

‘bert Joseph says’ ‘that the. Frest- - 

helping (a) save: and. (b):: ‘develop ° 
“the. Filipino Motion Picture: indus: 

‘Congress ae 
nor ‘the’President. has made: any... . 
coricrete | assurances. And’ in: the... :”- 

| present . political’ milieu, there is. *..-’ 
littlé hope that: the plight of this. 

industry: ‘would win 
‘much: interest in. the. ‘powerful cir. 

Tf the local motion ‘picture: ‘tne. _ 
dustry has made any recent gains:: 
_at vall;. it-is not toward -economic '™: 
“stability: It. is in the “area of cen- 

which was noted by American dis- : oes : 
tributors' as a. well directed and woe 

© Film censorship’ - ‘continues as a at 
the liberal tradition laid down. ‘py 
‘Gordon Mirams-——now a. UNESCO’ *.. :. - 

“most . 

which, |: 
“seemed. cto _ 

. oa . . . . . so 
ai i te pa: eros ot here eae 

sect eee 
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FILM TRADES: 
By N. Vv. 

Bombay. 
Ignoring as” not germane, to. the: 

present purposes.” “of ‘VARIETY’ ‘the: 

earlier phase of. silent films: ‘made’ 

-here, the talking picture ‘industry. 

‘of India: commenced in: /1931 with | 

“Alam - Ara.” Pioneering. studios 
were Prabhat of Poona, Ranjit of | 
Bombay - and New Theatres wat. Cal-| 
cutta. Realism. compels -the. state- 
ment that the early: efforts. were 
not. impressive. There were 28 fea- 
tures made in 1931;° ‘of which .23 
were: in. Hindi, 
and ‘one each’ in* the Tamil and 
Teluga tongues. - Naturally the 
polyglot. divisions. ‘of “India . have} 
hampered the development | of a 
single. “industry. with “a common} 
product. 

‘Within four’ years, : “indian. film 
takers started: ‘grinding them out |. 

In 1935. the reeord | - in -hundreds, ~ 
shows 233-films for ‘the whole coun- 
try. The. peak year of: production. 
-came. in: 1960 when - ‘a. total of -320 
films: turned’ out. .During the 33 
years of soundtrack the ‘yearly: 
“average works out to 215: films, 

_: though since’ 1947 the .production 
“as been hovering above 275 and | 

a -little .over. 300 since’ 1959. The} 
actual: average for. the- ‘last © three 
years computes 310 films per year. 
Against -these figures, the produc- 
tion. for 1963 was SO SO at a. Jittle 
over 290. 

Major part” of ‘jhe production: is; 
in Hindi tongue, though in recent | 
years the. number . of Hindi films 
has been on a decline. - 

‘Next major: figure ds: that of 
Tamil films whose total for. the 
last 33 years: at the: end of- 1963 .). 
was 1,099,. followed by Bengali 
films. with a total-of 958 or a year- 
ly average of 33 Tamil and 29 Ben- 
gali films. °- Production’ of these -re- 
gional language films’ in recent 
years, however, 1s ‘far above’ the | 
average at. well over 50° in- the 
case of. Tamil and 35 in the’ case of 
Bengalf. films.. 

Telugu language films: come next. 

NOIRE” 
Directed by 

Christian. JAQUE’ 

Starring 

Alain DELON 

Virna LISI 

*, ak a eT 

three in Belgalese | 

“LATULPE || 

ria ate- ‘produced. ‘in Bombay: Studios, | 
| Bengali films ‘are: produced in. Cal-. 

L {cutta Studios and Tarnil, -Telugu, | 

ESWAR. 

a yearly average of 20 films. Re- 
cent production. has been well -over: 
35. films (a -year,.. ‘The. ‘total of 
Marathi language films - produced’} 
in the same period, is about.376, or 
a yearly average. of 12 filnis,. fal-: 
lowed by a‘ total..of. 169- films.’ in: 

- which | 
‘means an average of-only. 5. films: 
a year, though recent. production. is" 
well over: 12. films: a year, the. figure: 
for. 1963. being as many. as. 21. e, 

.The number of. Gujrat. language. 
| films produced . during the 33 year. 

the. -Canarese - “language, - 

period since 1931.is about..115, the: 
average being a little over 3, while |” 
“production for - 1963 was. about 6. 
The’ peak: year ‘was 1948. when as. 
many as 28 Gujrati films'\ were e pro-. 
duced.’ 

‘More Lingos » 

“An ‘import language. is ‘Malayalam 
‘spoken'in Merala State... Total pro-: 
duction’ since .1931 in: ‘Malayalam. 
language came: to 114," or. an. aver- } 
age of.a Jittle over: 3 films. 1963,. 
however, saw: the. release ‘-of ’ as. 
‘many-: as ° ele films: in: Malayalam; |: 
while. . the” maximum. Thumber- for | 
‘any number ‘for ‘any of.the™ past. 
years” numbering 15. “were turned: 
out in 1962.:: 

’ Production’ . iin ‘other ~ - ¥egional 
languages was. ‘and. -is. quite. nominal 
‘the average: “umber . ‘being: : less. 
|than ‘one..a year in: all’. the cases. 
‘except Punjabi where the average | 
works out at 2: films. per year, Only 
64 films ‘in. all were produced. in’ 
Punjabi ‘during the ‘last’ 33. years, 
‘the peak year being 1938 -and. 1939. 
when . seven _ films . ‘were. Produced 
in each. year. 

The number of . films produced 
in. Assamese.:and Oriya. languages 
during the above: period: ‘are 28 and: 
26: respectively, while. the number. 
of ‘films. produced © in’ English: :in 
‘India :total 16: for.the ‘same period. 
All. these’ ‘account:: for -a. total of 
“7,100. films. -produced in India: ince |. 
the. talkie : ‘came into. existence. 

° While: most®: of: the.. Hindi. films | 

a A 

“RONDE” 
q {hE see “= Directed by 

Roger VADIM. 

oe ‘Starring 

" Jean-Cluse BRIALY 

are, 

‘resent the. export’ earnings. 
figures are ‘based on ‘the. “averages: 

| -In other | 
-wofds, the Indian ‘films: earn: dnly.| - 

| [| Sergei, crane! : | va || TOMORROW” 
oe | ‘Lyudmila: SAVELYEVA ~ : 

at ‘Vyacheslav 7 TIKHONOV © 

..- | Canarese. and. Malayalam. language | 
..| films .are-produced in Madras, Hy- |” 

AM. | derabad,: Coimbatore, . Mysore. and} . 
—_ Trivandrum. Studios. inthe: South... ##! 

"+ Nearly: 60% .of/ all films. ‘produced | * om 
‘in: India. come. from. South’ Andian | 

| studio 
. with - an. overall. total: of 632 films 5 {St udios. 

for’ the fast | 33. -years,. representing. 
The’ nitixated capital investment! 

On. Studios,- ‘Laboratories and Stores 
in.: ‘India is’. placed: ‘at. 200 million}: 
.Tupees ‘while | the : value... of. pic- 

|. tures. produced : ‘and. in. production | 
is: calculated. ‘to ‘be «another. 200: 
million. rupees: in’ investment. every:} 
year. 

“Studios. ‘and Production’: -inits'| 
among them: ‘employ : a. ‘total force | 
of. 20,000, whereas the distribution ./- 
wing has a strength. of 10,000: per- |. 
sons.’ The number of: ‘persons: em- 
ployed. in: the: - publicity: -operations | 
-and-other ancilliary wings is Placed. 
-at.. about ..10,000. 
The: raw: gm - consumption. is. 

‘about 230, 000 000. ‘feet . per--year, 
valued: at. 17, 500, 000, rupees. The | 
‘yearly’ bille...on * : equipment-.- and. 

‘+ spares total: about 6,006,000 rupees. 

4. The annual ‘turnover .. of..over.|' 
| 300 films is.the work. of some. 800, { 
‘producers, and the fare is. handled + 
-by. 1,200-distribution outfits. “These. 
figures, ‘specially of: ‘the producers,|’ 

It can: only.| - 
‘mean .that almost. all: of. the:-pro-'| . 
; ducers. simply are: ‘not producing. 

are .very ..fanciful.. 

'- Annual income from. Indian’ films 
‘Is placed ‘at 340,000,000: rupees, out 
of: which . 16; 000, 000°. Tupeés rep- 

for the last. three. years. . 

‘as: little as’ 4.77% from: the. foreign 
market.’ 

Export: market for: liidian. films: 
|.is .rather restricted to the ‘South| 
East. ‘Asiati region . where. there. is | 
‘a. sizable. ‘concentration. of. Indian 
population - 
‘Singapore, Malaya; South: and East’ 
Africa and Ceylon ete. 
business is confined mostly. to:films | 
in the Hindi. arid Tamil languages,. 
with ‘sporadic ‘interest -in .a. few 
‘Telugu .and . other language. films, 

‘in: territories like 

Most of these.are subtitled and a 
few- successful films. dubbed ‘i ‘in: local | 
‘languages by: the buyer: 

- Since. the: majority: of : the films 
° | priduced in India -are ‘a flop—only. 
»10712% ‘of. total’ production. -make | 

WAR: AND 
PEACE” 
Directed by 

- Starring 

Noe 

JAPAN'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT | 

These 

-Here™ again: 

|) ese | 

“Bombay. 

“Int 1921 thére were only. 117. ‘film. 

theatres - in then: ‘undivided. India. 

: The: ‘umber. had reached 2, 090 in |- 

1945. The : latter: ‘figure. includes’ 
tiany: ‘theatres. which went. to Pak-} 
isfan- with Partition, This. factor is. 
“mentioned so that-ofie. can. get a 

. ‘correct perspective . of.. the: ‘phe- |. 

“nomenal increase in the number of | 
theatres: in India after. bifurcation. 
‘The | number. of: theatres in. the: 
present. Tndia | at the. end. vf 1963 
was 5,062), 

In’ terms of population. it works 
out. at “only: about one * theatre for: 

‘| every. 86,400 persons,. against- one’ 
theatre. for. every 4,400: persons: in |- 
aitaly, one. for. every 7,800 persons 
in’ Franeeé or one for. every. 10,500. 
-of -the ‘population inthe United 
‘States. Even. so, India is- fifth: int 
world .ranks, following . USA, Italy,| - 
Japan and. France and is far ahead 
‘of Great: ‘Britain, its: former. ruler.. 

‘There. are. ‘vast rural areas ‘where . 
there care simply” no. ‘cinemas, the 

| the. grade—in the domestic riarket 
itself, only 4 . limited numiber. of 
films in-the- top. box: office, bracket. 
get a foreign exposure. And ‘these 
‘are: the. Spectacle ~ Costume films 
‘based: on Mythology, folklore..or a. 
distorted version of history. 

At times, a few films with ‘popu- 
‘Jar songs.. do. act. as.a bait ‘and ‘these | -- 
have:.done: well’ in’ the traditional) 
foreign, areas. 7 

“Recently,,. due. to Some: “infense _ 
‘effort on ‘the part of the Industry, |. 
‘other. areas. like Indonesia, Hong. 
Kong, Viet Nam in South East Asia. 
‘and - Persian Gulf:-area, Kuwait, 
Ir‘an;. Iraq,- Armenia. .and other. 
Middle East. countries: and Russia 
‘have taken ‘interest in: ‘Indian ‘films.: 
-A. few. pictures with ‘aceent on 
dance - and. song: sequences have. 
registered themselves. with © audi-- 

Yet their: 
‘success: comes. aS.a:development in. 
isolation. and. not . a. -pointer. ‘of-.a. 

ences. in these .areas. 

steady. expanding - market for that 
type.of fare. -".. . . 

TODAY & 

Directed by . 

_ Vittorio De SICA. 
. Starring. 

| Sophia LOREN 

MASTROIANNI 

Sa 

“Wednesday; Apri 29, 1564.- 

India’ , Fi im Houses Reach 5,062, i 
hat Figures Only C Per 86,400 Pop. 

| | folk Jive. ‘on ‘next: to- nothing, No. 
charge -however ‘trifling would. be a 

: Possible ‘for. them, 

--Madras State: in, South: India has. 
| the. maximum’ number ‘of -theatres 
.in India- with its:'total. of 943, fol-_ 
lowed by. Andhra Pradesh. also in 
‘the ‘South, with. 668 Theatres. o° 
‘Maharashtra-. State:. ‘comes . third. 
-with 628 theatres;. followed by My- 

Bengal. comes: next - 419. theatres, 

atres. Scattered. ‘all over. the. other 

Te ‘theatres in all... 

‘every -year.’ 

take 60/65%..as their share ofthe 

operator... 

“Absurd Derting-Do_ 

or fistfight. “The: drawnout.. brawl 
has: become routine. : Yet. the. hero. 

face and unruffled hair, Too: many 
‘things. happen::'on: the -Filipino 
screen ‘that’ tax’. credulity. Says: an 
action -star: “I feel silly. every time 

‘big’. kontrabidas. whom ‘I am sup- 
posed to - lick. 
wouldn't be.so. “‘foolhardy:. 

i 

- DISPREZZ0’ a 
Directed ‘by. 

" Juean-Lue GODARD 

Starring : bee 

~~ Brigitte BARDOT | 

~ Jack. PALANCE. 

IMPORTER EXPORTER- DISTRIBUTOR-EXHIBITOR OF QUALITY. PICTURES 
NIPON: HERALD ‘MOTION PICTURE Co., LTD... 
-KATUMI FURUKAWA 

- President 
te nt ye Si depen a 

‘MICHAEL BERGHER 
“Vice President. . 

Cable: : “HERALDPICTURE TOKYO" 
vee . 

a ac 

Tel:s: 591-0251 - 

‘sore’ State with: 459 theatres, West :.. 

while. Madhya Pradesh ‘claims. 332 2 
theatres. and. Uttar. Pradesh -321:” 
theatres. ‘The next..important’ 
‘States: Kerala..and:- Gujrat have 295. :: 

and” ‘241. theatres- respectively. ot 
‘Bihar -‘State has 186 theatres, fol- _:- 
_lowed. by’ :Junjab. State -with its °--::~ 
170: theatres. While: Assam has.114 ..° 
-theatres, Orissa’ has ‘only: 70. the---.- 

minor States’ ‘of. India are about 

‘The .total of India’s theattes to-. 
gether: employ:a. personnel: force of | 
-80;000, and rake. ina: total of: 590... 
‘million - tupees at the box’ office : . 

Out..of this: as-‘much.-” 
as 210 million rupees go towards. | 

‘| faxes,: There -are thus '340-million*- 
Tupees ‘to. be shared: between. the’ |-’. 
theatres -and :-distributors: : Latter... 

net, after taxes. After meeting pub-’ 
licity - costs : and:. other .expenses,;: -. 

. there: is very. little. for: the theatre Re . 

— Continued. from page. 132 — , 

moment has. the “Jongest” gunfight’ 

often has ‘emerged. with unmarked : 

‘T. am. pitted. against: three. or four’ 

in --real life, -I-. 
Yd make. 

-a ‘run. for it quicker than you: can 
‘Asay life. and limb.” Pre ne 





few, if any;. new openings. “will be 

ties, such.as hospitals, schools, SO-. 
cial. buildings etc., for at.least one 

“many, : 
‘as. “overheated.” .- 

) Monthly, Not Weekly, Payrolls, 
Withholding Taxes Curb Fs h. 

Otherwise Booming South Africa 
‘By EV ELYN LEVISON | 

{ exceptional business with. From. 
Russia. With Love” which: -opened 

-up to. 600-700 seating capactiy. 

: a a ae ae ao mee ces 
we ee ERE Sa 
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* Qurich. 

statistics -of film. ‘houses. . -do not. 
show a. development in the wrong 
direction, namely. backwards:. On 
the contrary: the number. of Swiss: 
cinemas has -increased by 11° in 
1963 to a total of 664. as of-Jan. 1, 
1964. Zurich, the biggest Swiss city 
-with a population: of almost half a 
million, ‘also has the biggest num~ 
ber of cinemas,.45. = 

Closings are rare’ ‘in Switzerland 
and. are ugually — ‘compensated _ or: 
eéven, as “in. 1963, .surpassed : ‘by 
openings of ‘newly built houses, 
mostly medium-size. or. smallseaters. 

However; it looks” as ‘though ‘very: 

registered, ‘this. year,.due. to..a‘re- 
cent government edict ‘eurtalling|. 
building activity to: strict necessi- 

year.. This: ‘decision . owas - deemed 
necessary. in’ -view. ‘of. inflation get- 
ting out ‘of ‘hand ‘in recent. -years’ 
and the .present state of ‘Swiss 
economy .being: considéred. by 

. About 10° of ‘Swiss cinemas are: 

: Johannesburg, - 

“Though maintaining a. normal | 

steady level; film - ' business: in 

‘South Africa did. not: reflect, the’ 
country’s general economic boom. I 

“Such is the opinion ‘of. the majority | 

a. 

but one major U.S. 

Tast ‘year, 
“earners, “who. ‘make wpa large per-" 

of: leading. film, ‘showmen.: here, +- 
distributor. 

eontends that business did take an } 
cupward:. surge’ during, the’ | ‘last | 
quarter . of 1963. oe 

An interesting. reason. for Static’ 
conditions put forward. by another |. 
American distributor. is. that: they 
public ‘has. not yet adjusted: to: the 
Government's. Pay-As-You-E arn! 
tax system Which came into. force ! 

and that . small: ..wage--: 

‘centage of.cinema audiences,. have! 
not yet learned: to budget Salaries ' 
row ‘paid for bosses convenjence . 

‘including the government, ‘| 

Bure Government Curbs All But. ‘Necessary Building’ 
As Swiss Economy. Deemed. ‘Overheated’. Se 

By GEORGE MEZOEFI— 
: :, ‘of ‘the arthouse type, {.@.. smallseat- 

Switzerland: is probably the only: 
country in ‘Middle Europe. whose’ 

ers showing mostly. -aity . product 
or at least “selected” films destined. 
to attract .a more ~ discriminating 
clientele. ‘These: smallseaters' .are 

less ups and downs in. weekly num- 
ber. of patrons.. ~ 2 

Switzerland: is. 40, :topped. in: im- 

‘by ‘American. distribs .and/or’ indie 

Artists; Universal; Warner . -Bros., 

and: Parkfilm Geneva (Disney), - 

Vv" Not® Too. Heinous. - 
"Television. -hurts .some; though |. 
not: to an: alarming: degree, espe- 
cially when. a: ‘top: -sports..or other-| 
topical. event is- being-telecast. This 
was the case. last February when 
‘daily telecasts from the. Olympic 
/Games: in ‘Innsbruck Jured’:many 
patrons away from. cinemas: to pub- 

fering ‘a. Substantial . Jnerease : ‘of 

simultaneously in nine centers, in- 

cluding - ‘Southern Rhodesia’s :Salis- 
bury,. on Dee: 25,.and consolidated 
the. :James. ‘Bond. cult in South 
“Africa. A’. happy : augury, Athis,- for 
“Goldfinger,” due “later: this . -year,, 
and..also for: the anticipated but as |. 

: yet. undated visit ‘to ‘South Africa’ 
by Sean Connery and-Ian: Fleming,. 

: planned: by the: ‘country’s. 10; 000 
, strong: ‘James Bond Club, - 

Contrasting ‘with its great hit in 
America UA’s 

. city’s 2,279-seater. Colosseum ‘The- 
atte. 
Tony Richardson’s: 

‘believed to. ‘show a steadier fre-|. 
quency :than larger: “houses; with. 

Total number of: distributors in 

portance as: wéll as:actual business. 

firms handling U.S. product. In the| 
former category are:- MGM, ‘United | 

all in’ Zurich; 20th Fox, Zurich. and: 
Geneva. - Indie firms. ‘are: Starfilm. 
‘Zurich, ‘handling -Paramount- ‘prod-|: 
‘uct, Vita-Films. Geneva. (Columbia): 

jie. restaurants with tv sets: Total. 
number of:television subseribers.in + 

; Switzerland. is about 370,000, regis- 

‘|. ports »° as 

| film version: of. Kafka’ s hovel “The 

“Tom, Jones,” © ‘de-1|. 
| Spite. raves from the. entire English . 
' press here ~ and. even: .more™. ful- |. 
some praise from their Afrikaans} 
colleagues, managed. ‘only; an--un- |. 
‘sensational four weeks. at this|’ . 

_Puritanicat elément “found | 
‘approach to} 

‘monthly instead of. weekly, for the‘ Fielding’s. .bawdy~ classic. altogether 
WO r k e rs’ Result: N evertheless, | : “Tom convenience. ; too. crude. . 

week ‘of the month, and“ ‘a notice-! arriong - the top. ‘three’ in: the next | 
able. tail-off: from then onwards. 

Despite. this, the” twelve months: 
since VARIETY’s’ last’ -International ; 
Film Edition: have seen all South} 
African ‘sereen records. broken... ‘by: 
a picture that opened .on April 3,: 
1963, and‘ was replaced exactly 50°. 
weeks later by “The ‘Wonderful ' 
Tale Of ‘The Brothers ‘:-Grimm.’* 
The longruner was MGM's How’ 
The West Was Won,” ‘screened in’ 
Johannesburg . at - the ‘Republic's! ° 
only Cinerama Theatre, and. ‘seen | 

by nearly half. a million people. ‘Johannesburg at the. :2,000-seater |. 
20th. Century: Theatre ‘was. Univer-) “Previous b.o. ‘recordholder—UA’s' 

“Around The World In .80.Days"—-: sal’s. “Charade.” - 
had a 39-week season in Johannes- > "Cle at > 2 1 
burg in 1958 at -His- Majesty‘ Si. oP: ra. “t 20th): ‘op ened © al = 
Theatre. “How The: West”. will” be: 
released in .all-centers thr oughout *. 
the country. . excepting - Johannes- 
burg in the 35m.version: ‘in May. 

MGM's representatives in’ “South | 
Africa celebrated’ ‘the .company’s. 
“40th anni with keen’ Sales drives! 
and special. releases, Robert} 
Schniitt, who ‘heads’ this territory, ! 

 patieinates ‘Several _ prestige ~ pix: ot "Producers * Admissions 
for he coming moaths, including }-qjcartheat: at a “School Desk” . ‘Damagkinos Michaela 577,637... 
The Prize,”:to be given day and: “The Red Lanterns” Ls 462, 623 | . 

daie release in Johannesburg and? “Vertigo”... a Fins Films ° ae 449.2 60 “| 

Cape.‘Fown later this :month;. and. “Something | pathing? < 435, "704" 
SUnder The “The. . Cardinal” ~and Ma Girl far Two" ae ca ee 369, 698 

have been ‘distributed in the R Re “Boys. in. ction” we “tp Bros: fo or 
‘pubic by. MGM. " mh D. Sarris-K:; ‘Psarras. ak, 

United Artists, who’ “last. year | “Delicanis” - Mask Films... | |. *.. "272,929" | 
Pulled off first three places in ‘the | “The. Street. With the Lights" ‘Kourountotis: Bros. ae 266,392 ae 
annual Johannesburg Film Critics “Tuesday : and. 13”. ras ” Roussopoulos: Bros. es 217, 7,132, 
Award, inaugurated by the Johan- ' G. :Lazarides-D-. : Ts a i 
neburg Film ‘Society, were “un !: ae oH ‘Sarris-K:.. Psarras:- Sree, oe 
placed. in the 1964 listings, but did “Brother ‘Ania. ; aii'gas 

"1 Film. Critics’ Award. erganized. a from: Moslém. Egypt. ~~. 
‘the: Johannesburg Film: Society. 

Lawrence’ Topped . In 1963:: 
* “Winner for. 1963 -was- ‘Columbia's BS 7 

““Lawrence. Of Arabia,” with “Billy 7 
“To| 

Kill A. Mockingbird”: (U)- as: run-| 
ners: up. Other finalists ‘in the: 

“Billy: oe, 

Liar,” “David: And: Lisa,”. “Divorce a 

Budd” |. (Allied: Artists), -and:, 

_ short : list’ of “seven: were” 

Italian Style” and: “Hud: a 

“A favourite both with press and 7 
public. that, ran nifty five weeks in|'- 

Soda ames. Parris 

EXHIBITION ON RACHA “SWITZERLAND | 

over = 92: 000 in 1963 5 against the year | 
before. This increase, incidentally, | 
‘Is ‘believed to be the highest in one |: 
year. since. Swiss video. started in 
. 1953:. 

factors - considered: 

more “people. than ever leaving 
towns. over. weekends; the fact that 

Slowing an. increasing number’ of 

‘booming Swiss ‘economy, ‘the large 

pared. to. a total Swiss - population 
of -5,500, 000); ‘the ‘majority being |; 
Italians, « “has... caused. ‘cinemas. all. 

-16 weeks ‘at: His Majesty’s Theatre. 
“1 Its . dialogue was “badly -. criticized 
I ‘here. 

‘Empire = Fims,: distributors. of 
“| British and. ‘Continental . ‘product, . 

did: welt. during the year with Brit- 
ain’s.. “Carry '-On’’: comedies,” ‘Cliff. 
Richards’ “Summer: Holiday,””” and 
such _English-dubbed’. foreign: -im-. 

“Purple. . Noon,” “The 
Devil | “And” The’ ‘Ten: Coimmand- 
ments”. ‘and: “Tales: “Of. Paris.” 

uting. company, Ster. Film . Import, 
founded ‘in :1959, benefitted’ from. 
fine “press | accorded “David: And 
Lisa.” Other- .Ster -pix ‘shown: in 
‘Johannesburg | ‘at: the “indie: “Capri 
include. American. International’s 
“The Raven,’ “The ‘Young Racers” 
“4nd - “Beach: Party; "> the Italian 
‘comedy “Love And: Eatceny,’. ‘and 
Orson: Welles’s. critically ‘acclaimed ; 

Trial.” me 

: Israels 8. Many Flag Pix 
‘Tel Aviv. a 

During’ "1963. ‘the. board. .of © 
ns : censors passed’ 436. features. 
“for : exhibition. in Israél.: ‘The: - 
division by. flags shows. several. 

” - obseure .’sources.-of ..entertain- 
. ment. supply, ‘Note’ that: Ger- . - 
““-many.. -is. ' included;. : product. ~ 
. from. Moslem’ Turkey. ‘but: not: 

iz ! Here’ s the: breakdown. aa 
*, United States; 172°. =~ 
. ¥ranee,. 74 aoe 

' Italy, 54. 
’: Britain, :32 | 
“Turkey,” ‘14 

"Greece, 12. - 
Spain, 10°. 
. Japanese,” 7 

(= Sweden, 4. 
y.. ‘India, 6. we 

Czechoslovakia, 6 
Soviet Russia, 6 

_ Germany, 5. oa 
i). Persia, 4.” 
i Mexico, 4° 

te : _ | ae > Athens. 
‘Here are the admission | totals for leading Greek feature films, Play- 

: ing here up to Feb. A 1964: a a ~ 

the Kingdom, of Greece. 

Beside’ television; there. are other 
“even :- ‘more. 

harmful to. film business in Switzer- 
land. ‘These’-include the Tapidly. 
Tising *: ‘motorization, - resulting. -in. 

many have switched. to higher in-| 
come classes and ‘can now: afford|’ 
-to spend. large amounts on hobbies |." -. 
-and. holidays; and: the general rée-|-. 
duction of. Working. hours: in fac-|> 

.. prospective cinema ‘patrons to seek 
other. diversioris. away from. home. 

On''the other’-hand, this: also|. 
being” directly: attributable ‘to the 

‘amount’ of. foreign workers. residing | Z 
“in Switzerland (over 700,000,.com-. i 3 

over’ the: ‘country’ to switch “to |. 
Ttalian . ‘product -: ‘of ‘the Hercules,. 
Maciste-or Zorro. type--and there- 

by: nicely increasing. ‘thelr: - Srosses. 1 

‘The® ‘Republic’ s° ‘ newest” ‘distrib- 

dancing: Uys: 

follows,” 

a OST TT TNT RS BT FETT Ey on 7 : oe tek ee : 

“Greece Phyo of ii ims, By 
° vo ' ee _ Greece.’ 

. American-made feature: filuis continue to. dominate the. ‘screens of - 
Taking: February,. 1964, a cutoff point for | 

a.year’s tabulation, the playoffs. of. product, figured ‘by flags, is.‘as. |. 
(Note that the figure in’ parenthésis represents. firstrun.ad-" .°-.. 

missions for. each nation’s. group. of films.) : _Herewith : the data: a 

‘UNITED. STATES 
‘GREECE. : 
FRANCE 
ITALY. ee ae nae 

GREAT BRITAIN | 

.GERMANY © 

5 . . 
@eeeeteeeeeeteecanv.s avo weeerve’ 

cee oe © 6 2 0.2 w eee were ee» 

OTHER COUNTRIES: ........:.. 
SHORT SUBJECTS. 0.0) eves es 

ect eecan rows 

OFTEMS | ADMISSIONS , 
“'y29 films. "2,586,957. 
5S. 1,795,049 =. 

Loe. 80 447,733. 
B00 -392,113- 

Az 144,446: 
vee” Qe 66,136" 

a 178,273" 
“e - 5,683,996: 

I The @ great event -of this year ‘in the tradé ‘was ‘the opening ‘of Cinera-’. 
Y.. "|ma_at the Radio City in Athens; which; .however;. had not.the results 
‘anticipated, ‘starting’ with. “This Is” ‘Cinerama. " : The. second feature 

the. “How The ‘West Was Won” as 4. sure - -Btosser, 

“J oharinesburg. - 
hh 1963 ‘feature. ‘films:. costing: 

a ima é than $7; d 
. Johannesburg on. “Dee, 3, “and by: ah n_ $7,000,000. were. made = yin. ‘the’: Republic. of. South Africa.| 

‘the: end: of: March. had: chalked’ up: ‘Ttaly;- ‘this will “be the first South ~ :-- 
Shoot” Sequences. lt 

and there.is every indication that: 
this figure’ will be. exceeded® well, 
‘before the end. of the current year.. 

‘in South Africa, : ‘$0: ‘far released. ist 
‘Joseph, .E. Levine’s .“‘Zulu,” which | 
faithfully reproduced the. Rorke’s |; 
Drift . setting ‘of its: story” among 
‘the: mountains. of. Natal, | ‘and IHfas 
earned: “much: ‘praise © . for: ‘the 
authenticity. of its: treatment under 
‘Cy ° Endfield’s direction, and the: 

-Vimpressive acting of both. -English’ 
and local ‘east... “Zulu, ” like -MGM’s: 
“Rhino,” 
and filmed on Jecation in: Natal’s. 
‘Umfolozi_‘_Game:. 
serviced | “by ‘South © African: .Film 
.Studios..° Monarch.. Films, 
sidiary. of this. company; partici-: 
‘pated. as coproducers with Richard. 
‘Todd and London. Films in. the re- 
|-make of “Sanders Of: ‘The. River,” 

“directed. by | Ivan “Tors 

- Reserve, was 

shortly | to. be released... 

‘South . African Film’: Studios: 
wliose. 500-acre. estate at Lone Hill. 

_ on. the: outskirts. of:: Johannesburg. 
{is equipped to- provide . facilities 
. | €or visiting” companies, has several. 
‘productions lined -up - 
They include ‘Table Bay,’ an ad- 
“venture - story .starring. Lex Barker, 

* with. a shooting ‘schedule. that. be- 
L gan. in January and. ended. early 
.|}in ‘March; “D:.D, D.”..to. be ;made. 

by’. Colin Lesley: and: filmed, “with. 
‘| the cooperation of: the ‘De Beers 
Diamond Corp. ‘in’. the’ banned 
“Oranjemiind diamond 

- ‘| South. West Africa; ‘The William-|.” 
sl son Story”. recreating ‘the life. of 

. | ‘Tanganyika’s .Diamond King, until 
“lv c}his: death, one-of the wealthiest—|_ 

‘| and : loneliest—men ‘in the. world; | 
__@s | geveral. | 

“. |-ta be made ‘in conjuriction -with. a} 
4 -German “company, 

oservicing. job - for : “Embassy. 

‘area . of 

“Father”: .Brown’’. stories: 

-and. another 
‘Pix, 

again ‘with Cy .Endfield as direc- 
| tor. ‘Associate producer Bob Porter. 
” atrived in South: Africa mid-March |.. 
‘}to start the: hunt for suitable toca- 
| tions. 

~- An’ indie. effort. awaited - with 
‘interest..by “local ‘cinema fans im- 

..|-presséd. by ‘the- dedication .of two. 
. /-| well-known. *Johanresburg _ film 
aay | men, “who. quit. regular. jobs’ “in: 

| order” “to.. devote “themselves | en- |: 
‘tirely -to .a project. on. which they. 
had previously. worked. over week-|"" 

Le ‘|-ends, is “The -Foster Gang.” “Di-|. 
[| rected by - ‘Percival -Rubens and}. 

{Pierre dé Wet,. ‘this is \the« true | 
story ‘of .a: notorious band of. gang-. 
sters- who. terrorized. J oliannesburg 

| in ‘its: eventful | mining-camy era” ot 
| fifty” ‘years ago. ' . 

‘Yank, ‘Jim: Reeves? Pic 7 

‘American singing. star Jim Reeves 
| in1963--for the -musical. “Kimber- 

| ley: Jim’” which was released here 
-,:) last ‘September. Now inthe: final} - 
- Stages . of. shooting is. “Dingaka, aa 

| “between. 
‘| tribal: ‘and... urban’ Africans, with: 
‘emphasis . on. African ‘music and 

directing -. “this: 

story about . ‘conflicts © 

‘opus, © while:® his second-in-com- 
mand; Emil Nofal wil ‘start: shoot- 
fing “The Golden: Keel,”” a modern 
adventure. romance based On. a 

 War,. 

@- sub-|- 

for .1964. {and novel: 

3,389 60 

released was “The Seven Wonders of the. World”. which did better.. 7 Boe: 
But both audiences and: management of. the’ Radio. City were awaiting oe a 

SOOO SHO OOO Se Le 
Films Made In South Africa ro 
SOSCCCOSSSSSS 

novel, by: South’ African: ‘author - 
‘Desmond: Bagley later. in thé year. 
With; locations. in. fhe Republic, . cand ©. 
also: in::.'the.. Mediterranean and. 2... 

African: pie to . 
‘overseas, 
-- South. ‘Abtican. ‘Sérecn Produc~’ 

‘tions, -whose © headquarters’ ‘at’ Kile 
larney.-Studios are the home ofthe... .. 

in :the.". ©. 
‘world—The ‘African - Mirror, -intrto-~ 
second oldest newsreel | 

duced. by .I. WwW. ‘Schlesinger. in.1913 
recently ‘completed two «feature 
“pix,. “Rider. In Fhe ‘Night,”. a ‘wide. *: 
‘sereen: production set against the -: 
‘background. of | the <Anglo-Boer.. = | 

and the “Afrikaans comedy... 
|.“'Piet. “My: Niggie,”: one: ‘of a suc- 

S:! cession of: films. immensely. popular’. 
with country. audiences... ee 

. Just: completed, in coproduction ac 
{-with David -Millin-Roscoe Berman. - 
‘Productions ‘is. the-company’s most. eer 

}promising. venture. to date-—* ‘Seven. - 
Against The Sun,” a story: set'on 

David” “Millin; _pro- 

Scot Cinema. Resumes oe 
, . After 3-Week “Closure: 
Lossiemouth; Scotland, ‘April, 28. . 

. Signs. of a-return to cinema-go- .-.. = . 

the frontier . between. -Kenya and 
| Abyssinia during: the ‘last war,: and 
involving. .a: ‘drama-packed: ‘mission . 
“undertaken | ‘by seven “South” Afri- 
can: soldiers anda: ‘young “nurse 
‘inadvertently. caught ° ‘up, in ‘their. ¢ 
-adventure.. Pie is based on-a play, ~~] 

“by. -Johannésburg 2° 
‘author James: _Ambrose Brown, - 
‘Directed. by a 
duced .by Hymie Kirstein’ of S.A... ~ 
Séreen ‘Productions; it is intended: 
for the.overseas: market, and aims. ~~ 
to-show What. can be’ done, in South. ~ - 
Africa on ‘an. eight weeks’ shooting. : Ln 
schedule and a budget. of. less- ‘than 

: $200, 000.- ° 

ing. are. seen in this northeast Scot- <"": . 
land town. The town’s only cinema, 
The ‘Regal, is to reopen, only three. 
weeks after being. shuttered. ; Bee 

The owners, * ‘Caledonian. Associ=" 
ated Cinemas, say: they.:decided to: 
resume. operations “in response, to” 

| public :demand.” They warn, lows. 
ever, that ‘the cinema’ is to. operate’ 
for .an experimental period | ‘only, 
and. that, if the public do not-pa-:. ~ 
tronize-it, then. the house. will shut, one | 
ter for all. time. oe 

German Shorts © 
SmeesContinued from “page: ica’ ed 
that he is all-but- an adherent of oe 
‘the- above Oberhausen group. 6.0. | 

“Oddly. enough, some of. the most ... "4 
| successful German ‘short: film ‘mak-" : 
ers have: ‘nothing to do-with that’... 

Jamie “Uys. ‘Studios. imported. group. This goes for. Manfred-Dur- "|. |} 
niok, Hans Juergen-Priebe and the * a 
aforementioned: Hello. -Weber, stor: 
name a: few. ° 
‘Berlin documentary: ” filmmaker - . 

a|.Manfred ; Durniok (30),. whose. pix .. 
walked off with: prizes at: festivals| : 
such as Vancouver; ‘Montreal: and. .-.-+ 

said : about. the. Ober- | 7 
hausen’ manifesto: “I ‘didn’t siga ‘it’ 

-| because I- want. to. ‘go: my. -way... 2. *! 
alone.”: .(Burniok is kept very busy: 

1: hae Producing ‘documentaries for : 
Vide ce: 

Bergamo, 

: nate . 

Corse. ‘. er re neh Cevate sy aon : - 



“ar Russia. 

“s Even’ 60, : 

. State,” 

production, : 

Pree 
2° 70 

... Istanbul. . 
* although. the: film: ‘industry. of Turkey makes. many features: ‘an-* 

ually (see séparate story) there ‘is- ~practically.no: export market." 
- The. other Moslem. countries: belong to-a- different: world;. ‘cinema: — 
 tieally,: the headquarters of: which is :“Egypt. = 

-. Turkey imported Greek films until: the strife in- ‘Gyprus’ broke: 
“out. 

-jslaid were & markét for Turkish ‘films, ‘as: in the: Kingdom’ of. 
Greece. ‘itself. That is: all: cancelled by bitterness. . 

ore Turkey is inthe forefront of the western, alliance. in facing. Soviet’ ” 
' “Gyprus. question” has’ hurt: both’ the Greek and: ‘Turkish : “| ture, 61.3 film -houses per’ million 

; population. Of - some..23 * nations 
‘| commonly: . classified. © as. Arabic: 
‘someé’-13' are-.actively.- interested. in: 

| film, ‘Of ‘these, ‘Egypt is. far “arid 
‘away. the:.-most active “in -produe- 

Even “The - ‘| tion of features, averaging ‘perhaps 

a film: industries: .in several ‘ways. - 
. » tonsiderable following. ‘in- Turkey ‘over. the last’ couple -Of ‘years. 

- 3 “have. abruptly. Stopped being shown, ‘even. though: there - was. no-..:: 
:- official’ ban. on. them.. First -two- large-scale, : - widely . advertised vo 
_Turco-Greek..co-productions filmed: last-summer -in “Athens: and: ‘Is: 

_.-tanbul, both’ starring - popular . Greek. and. Turkish. star's - playing -. . 
oe together. for. the first ‘time,. are’ still: ‘awaiting release. 
vi. Song .of the. Mediterranean,” ‘a Turkish -film starring . Turkey’s: 

“number one. film actress -Belgin‘ Doruk, has not been: shown’ be-. 
_ Cause. it. was partly’ filmed. in: Greece. :: 

of: Israel. 

Greek. films’ which : had won a 

te Sous Over 100 Features — 
‘For Homeland, Cyprus & Sth Ave 

By. RENA VELISSARIOU - 

Athens. 
te “Greece is not, ‘a. country. that: dis- 
: . tinguishes | itself: as an important |. 

motion, picture production. center. 
. Although: the number: of featurés |: 

Loy - produced _ 
'. . . European.. countries, ‘the. “majority 
>” ~ of) them: are ‘of. scant: importance’ 

“beyond. the. kingdom: ‘of: .Greece's 
“own: borders. : There. is.: ‘hardly’: ‘a 
parallel. to “Never on Sunday,’ OX- 

_is.- topping almost. all 

cept a few. arties. ‘resented: at Varis 
ous. Festivals.” 

This :year- the ‘productign puniber |: 
_ will exceed | again: the... "100 | ‘mark. 
But “for. ‘a: kingdom. of 8,500;000 
~” people: with: a language .not’ ‘spoken: 
_* elsewhere except, ‘Say; Cyprus.: and 

“- --Kighth “Avenue in. Manhattan. this 
=» eount seems- ‘absurd, . 

': Production costs” in. Greece. are 
‘cheap: ‘Most : expensive “ever .“pro-: 

'* duced here ‘did. not, reach. $100, 000, 
wery.. few" cover: their, 2 

Greek Product Export. 
Athens. . 

- Greék-made”. ‘féature. films a 
° “with -dialégue. in that: language ~ 

finds a rental potential of less - 
than -$1,000,000 in’ ‘the United : | 
States, ‘ideally. the big immi-: 

. gration goal .of. its: citizens... . 
"Data here: shows. .282. Greek 

culating in. 28-countries: ‘Again 
‘the films: follow. -the ‘tide ‘of: - 

+1 -Greek: «workers. : Among ” ‘the - 
. best export. points:: . 7 

“United | States;.: West. . Gér- a 
Many; - - Australia, * Cyprus, 
United Kingdom, France,: Rus- |" ithe Sun .and In. Death” 

“Boys and - Girls” | in: color | -and| 
| scope,.. “The. Emir. ‘and .the . ‘Poor| - 
“Man” ‘in. scope, “The Jron: Gate,” |: 

“Beethoven 

bia, Israel, “Turkey, Ethiopia. : 

_ negative. ‘costs pécaiise ‘the: ‘Greek 
=..." gudfence. is. fed. up: -with.--local: 
= Inediocrity and grows’ 'choosey. 

estriction - on: production, 

: must ‘approve the. screenplay.. ‘Cen-: Israelis Want Out From om 
.,gors have no artistic concern,. care | 
only ‘if ‘there is something. againet |" 
the orthodox. Greek: Teligion, the} . 

. etc. ' So. everyone | with. aj: 
“story. idea. on his mind .as.soon-as |... 
-"-he -finds ‘someone to finance : the: - 

: signs. some’ popular |. 
‘comedians: and: starts. shooting. a- 
film as casual: as -you- please. ‘Mueh: 

: Only | 
“here. is. t jat’:the ‘Censorship. Board 

-: of the shooting: is done on the spur 
che of the moment, -: director. and the 

actors: improvising. : 
.. There are some serious’ ; produc- 
ing: companies “who hope to’ make. 

.. films good. enough . -for - foreign. 
“markets” also. Of these; : four’ ‘are 

' the.” most - ‘important - “ones: -Finos 
_.-¥.ilm‘s,’ Damaskinos - Michaelides, 

te -AnZervos. and ‘Roussopoulos~ Bros-' 
"2G. Lazarides-D. ‘'Sarris-K. . Psarras; 
“ followed., by --Kourouniotis /Bros-M. 
“Petrolekas. N. Sabatacos. and. James, 
“Parris. 

Oldest ’ ‘producing company’. 
7 ‘Athens is the Finos:: Filin, "hich 

-- 2° turns out. five or six. pictures. per. 
lee year. “These: are ‘mostly: top :gross- 
“24. ers. doméstigally - having.. ‘until: :re- 
ae cently. the. -popular -Greek . ‘star; 

,.. Aiki “Vouyouklaki- 
me had” 

‘and : ‘Bouzouki’ me 

int Israel. : There: ‘is apart from: the 
‘collective. settlements, where . films 
‘unreel at least, once .a- “week, 
the. community. ‘center’ “Or. the: din. 
‘ing. hall. costly: 16: mm ‘copies of . 
current. ‘movies: 
-army. Camps, : ‘Schools and cinema 
:¢lubs. .: eee, : 

‘Now that: ‘she’ 
‘Signed “with.. _ Damaskings- 

Coen 
By. the same token the. Turkish. minority -on that: ill-starred _ | 

SOMERS, 
HUMAN: NAGE’) 

Beirut. 
: Those: ‘attending the. Jate 1963]- 
‘Lebanon. Film -- Festival. ‘here - 

“The Cyprus ‘issue. has: ‘political cotinotations. owing to some 40% _. | Beirut: agreed. that. this. ‘Bartly-|- 
i of -the “Greeks ‘on. ‘the’ island “being Communist: ‘sympathizers, ’-. countries: of: Arabis:: culture in ‘the | 

matter” of: film theatres. and . eul- 

Christian «land: leads . all. of. the. 

{40 annually, Turkey is -not. usually: 
inchided among’ the. Arab: nations, 

“African” : 

‘Th.. Damaskinos-V.- - Michaelides. | 

& few! ‘years: ago... This year their 

| terns” Teleased ‘this year . ‘“Heart- 
beats at a: School Desk”: with Aliki 
‘Voupouklaki - which ° 

with Aliki Vouyouklaki, 
’ Alexandrakis’. and -:.Maro. 

Xenia Kalogeropoulou. ©." .~. 
“The ‘ AnZervos: ‘Studio is’ algo’: ‘an 

: old company having produced | till. 
‘now. Many’ good .: films. . This year 

. {had on cits. release schedule. seven 
{films : among” ‘which. 
Aphrodites” . which had. represent: 

-| ed local ‘production’ at. the. Berlin. 
Film. Festival. .: 

.  bYis-K. Psarras ‘had -produced many. 
more ae pictures ‘the last. fiveyears that had: features. of recent vintage cir-:' . a good success at the box-office. 

‘They: have their own’ studio and: 
they were’ shooting -five: films- per 

- ‘year... But: they. have. ten - ‘pictures 
now ‘on.. their. . producing : “schedule 

“The Rescuers,” * and’. 

* Crowded Flats: Result 

Tel Aviv:.. 

watch video. transmitted: through 

ments. . 
There. ‘are. “960. film. theatres in 

and:. 

is the top: 
‘grosser = local: - ‘picture this’ ‘year, 
“The - Young: Rascals, ” ‘the.. “She- 

. | Driver”: 
Alecos - t 
‘Contou anda drama ‘The. Girl of 
Sunday” with Georgés Foundas and 

‘Another new: company the Rous: 
os ‘sopoulos Bros-G. Lazarides-D. Sar-| : 

| for 1964, the titles 6f: which ‘are: |* 
‘| “Vedetta” - ‘in: color: and: scope, “In 

Scope, 

excluding: 

operating — the «biggest distribution. 
Office: in: ‘Greece,: started»producing 

picture . “The Red. Lanterns”. star-. 
Ting. ‘Jeriny Karezi; has been nomi-|: 
‘nated. for an ‘Academy: ‘Award: as 
the best foreign language picture 
‘and: it has been. selected. also. as. 
the -official “Greek: entry. at - the: 
‘Cannes Film Festival. 

‘the human: “image”, 

, ‘though. ‘Moslem... -It: -has "a fairly.) 

Interestingly, 14 Turkish features ‘were. exhibited ‘in the State: [active film producing: industry. . 
It works out that countries ‘with 

mre population of . 97,000,000: have 
| relatively. smialij numbers. of” film’ 
:| theatres, : A ‘total of 1,167 hardtop: 
+ theatres. breaks” down. as. 350. for 
| Egypt, - 196 --in’ Algeria, - "159° 
‘| Morrocto;: ‘102° in © ‘Tunisia, -35_ in 
| Libya, 34° in the. Sudan.. This is the’ 

‘part - of. the. Moslem. 
*:|-world. Add. the: Near Fast’ totals: 
-| Lebanon, 97; —Iraq,. 84; Syria, 30;,| : 

. io ‘.}Jordan,. ‘seven. ‘Kuwait, ‘four... - 
a Michaelides, . ‘Finos " promotes Zoe’ 

‘Laskari: ; 
“It figures 15 . film. “houses ‘for: 

‘every. million: people. The. world- 
wide ratio is 70;.the. overall : Euro-| 
pean ‘ratio is. 160 and ‘the’ Italian 
ratio - is. 350.- ‘Healy: ‘maybe the 
‘world’s. m os t. avid. film-going 
‘nation. 

- Notice: should. be. taker, ‘ respect- 
Ing -Moslem . ‘countries,:that there: 
remains.. in. ‘force a considerable | 
prejudice: against’. rendering’ Of | 

“as-a form: of: 
“| vanity forbidden: ‘in -the ‘Koran. 

This company, besides “Red ‘Lane |? ‘The Moslem. lands.’ ‘of. “Atrica, | 
‘even so, have notably. larger. num-: 
‘bers.. of film. exhibition “places |. 
‘than’ :-the: - recently. - emancipated. 
‘from: eolonial rule nations... © 
‘A further. ‘analysis | ‘has. Lebanon. 

| with - ‘an’ annual. attendance ° aver- 
age. per person of 26.5 times. ‘while 
Algeria. has 2.7, “and: the number of 
‘places ‘per’. “person . is also highest 
‘in”’ -Lebanon:: with 3.9. : However | 
there are signs of expansion: in all} 
‘countries. Omitted: are ‘the*figures 

“The Little: 

for = Turkey,. ‘Algeria, -Ivak,' Leba- 
non, Kuwait, Egypt,’ Morocco and. 
Syria with: Tunisia: due ‘soon. are | 
‘supplied °‘with: ‘television senders... 
‘But - many... neighboring countries. 
“ean: get. programs from. ‘those, that 

‘already ‘have it. ot 

Phere - is no sort. of video. ‘ghar: 

ing among. “the Arabs a.Ja Euro-. 
vision -but there are. exchanges: 
vidfilm, Here again ‘Lebanon: has 
forged ‘ahead’ with . three private. 
‘channels: and commercial] : aspects. 
with.: ‘Beypt also. Boing | ‘fast in this. 

realm: © - 

Argentine Italo Fim 
On Latin Festival And. . 

oe ~ Emigrant Generation 
By HANS EHRMANN 
. ‘Buenos Aires, April 28:. 

|e “he Pe ‘too. happy. Aftermath | 

aes thie Buenos ‘Aires. Film Festival 

Jams. Film Theatres | 
. having another one? 

Fact. ‘that. “ho. “television exists | 
here as ‘yet. helps preserve . a..very- 
high ratio: of visits to . the - cin- 
-ema. Even. the ‘growing number. of’ 
tv: sets, - with: which..people can 

relay stations: or directly to neigh-. 
boring. countries, - 
‘the film audience: Influx: of immi-. 
‘grants;: ‘whose foreign: tongues de- 
lay" their: -visits. to: the... ‘Hebrew-. 
\-Speaking legit :  theatres,- ‘and . ‘the’ |.’ 
‘erowded - “housing | “situation, " e0n- 
“spire. to. drive- ‘people: to. the. cin--| 
-ema,: both “to: be- ‘entertained. -and, 
sheerly. to- get out of: their: apart: 

hasn’t: ‘Clipped; 

“The Easy Life’ and “I Mostri,’ 

‘the 1963 film. -fest and returned: 

ort . . . 

was - marked": by’ two... questions: 
Where. should.- ‘the next - Festival 
be: held? Is: it: ‘really’ worth, ‘while | 

-Theré’.was mMaliy: a- nay « to the 
sécond: of these queries and. hardly 
anyone : ‘bothered: to. bring up the 
one solid argument for the ‘defense, 
available : Tight: -here . in. : Buenos. 
Aires... It:-is’. the ‘Italo-Argentine 
‘co-production. of ‘An: Italian.‘ in. 
Argentine,” Starring : ‘Vittorio. Gass- 
‘man,. ‘Silvana: Pampanini - - and 
‘Amadeo ‘Nazzari” and.. ‘directed by] 
Dino - ‘Risi, who ‘previously Made. 

‘Risi came to: Mar del Plata for 

to. Italy with. a ‘prize and an ‘idea 

in.- : Argentina ©. ‘many: years: ago; 
n |.contrasted . ‘with those: of ‘the -post-. 

War | Italians. of the . economic | 
“boom.” . 

- Mario Cécchi. Gort. (Pair Fims), 
who has. prodtced 38° ‘films - tinelud- 

a (Continued . on age 138) - 

“in. _ - : ' ; : 7 

for..a new film. .-He- was tempted. 
by. the. possibility. ‘of a: tongue-in-: 
cheek look .at (a). ‘goings on at. the}. 
fest ‘itself and. (b) ‘the: conduct: pat-. 
terns of” Italians. who" ‘settled: ‘down 

|b 1983, Turkey Made Th) Features: 
‘Stars va uae 7, Of the Budget; 

. Istanbul: . 
S The: Tarkish flr ‘Industry | is 
‘slipping—within. ‘jts own. ‘narrow. 
range. . The range is indeed low, in 
everything but: the: number of -films 
‘produced annually. ° During: . 1962: 
about 200° feature. films were _pro- 
‘duced. Last: year: (°63) saw a-de- 
cline: ‘of more than: 25% - ‘with the 
number falling «to: 140. Itis’ pre- 
dicted that 1964 will show a further 
slump to perhaps 100 new films, 
Of course, even an. output. ‘of . :100. 
‘films’.a year Is. highly - ‘impressive 
on. the world. chart, . putting. Turkey 
‘with. . its. "25,000,000 - population, 
easily: within ‘the dozen: or 80 lead- 
ing - film: . producing. countries, 
‘quality-wise. -But. Turkey’ ‘s optput 

nis” impréssive ‘only: as far as num- 
-bers go. When: it comes to. ‘quality, 
Turkish. films ‘are possibly among 
the least successful -both.. artisti- 
cally. and ‘commercially... 

“From the- ‘artistic angle they. are 

‘with vout-datéd ‘silent equipment: 

& Provincials Hurt 
By ‘EROL. KENT. 

yand: cash. backing to- impose their 
own. views :on producers. If and 
‘whena: Turkish director managers. 
to “break: the: folly of the cycle 
the Turkish. film. industry _™may 
realize -its potential. 
“Another drawback to -a freer. or 

more. creative approach. has been. 
the outdated. censorship’ laws of. 

{the country. ‘Even though there ts. 
no -censorship. whatsoever. in the. 

| theatre (which. incidentally is. the 
-cinema’s. most serious. boxoffice 
rival in television-less. Turkey), the 

or which shows the Turkish nation 

| “under a bad light"cannot get. by. 

_ ‘poor: for several reasons: technical] : 
facilities: are » lacking, for. instance, || 
all. Turkish “films: are. still - made. 

andthe ‘sound: is later dubbed.in.|.--. 
‘There ‘are-half: a dozen. studios. but | 
their. technical resources are. very} I 

| limited, furthermore; ‘among the} * 
hundreds. of.men. and women . who |- 
constitute: the. Manpower of. the | © 
local. film _Andustry only a. few! : 

- technical |. possess . updated: - 
know-how, i hiethor it be in ‘script- 
writing,.. directing or “mere. crew 
| work. Another. factor which handi-: 
caps . artistic ‘Creation. relates. to 
‘the: eurious status of: ‘the film: ‘direc- 
tor. Here he virtually. has. no au-. 
‘thority.to create -‘as. he ' ‘pleases. 
Producers: are the’ absolute’ :au- 
‘thorities. ‘These men ‘eater to.'the 
whims-~ and: wishes” of: provincial 
‘distributors; since. the “profitable. 
market. for. ‘Turkish. films Aies. in. 
the provinces, rather’ than. inthe} 

Istanbul, ‘large ‘cities. “such .. “as > 
-Ankara. or Izmir, 

‘As. a: -result- - Of. ‘the ‘above: 
described - system a: vicious. circle 
is created ‘whereby. | ‘distributors 
decide - what's. “eommercial” - 
‘ask: for ‘fils. which will: fit a cer- 
tain: “formula, ” “producers. ‘Dow - to}. 
their. wishes ‘(frequently ‘drawing 
advances .on ‘scheduled;. but as-yet 
unproduced.. films). ‘and : “writers, 

must’ follow. ‘directors, actors. ete: 
producers’ ‘orders, ‘Film: “formulas” 
vary from. season to’season: Recent 
trends have. included. Turkey-style 
“gangster films,” films featuring 

|-“child. stars”. (reminiscent of. the 
| ‘Shirley. ‘Temple,: Jane ‘Withersete. 
| pics. of the 1930s) and lately “draw-. 
|ing-room comedies,” which Istanbul 

| critics sometimes kiddingly. label. as 
“white telephone films." 

. The. fact that this. ‘So-Called. com- 
merical ‘system,: is .in realify far 

| from. being-.s0- has gradually ‘be-. 
The market reached 

saturation point, since almost any-|. 
‘one who had a yen for it and was. 

J come obvious. 

able to raise the - ‘equivalent: of 
$20,000:.to $36,000 started to’ jump. 
on the ‘bandwagon. | ‘Also ‘in recent 
‘years a veritable. -“star system” 

| | developed. About .a dozen: male. or. 
female. stars whose ‘box-office . ap- 
peals .were..an established | fact 
started to ask for sums which, -al- 
though “minimal _by- international: 

. standards . ‘($4,000 ':'to . $7, 000. per. 
film), .constituted 25% .of. a film’s 

In retaliation produc-: ‘budget here. In reta P {may not show Mexico or Mexicans 
el in ‘a--bad- light. 
down’ .of Ponti’s filming: of “The 

ers have recently tried to: create. a 
‘class of: “princes”. ‘and. “princesses” 
‘to replace. thé . established‘ ‘Kings’ | 
and. “queens.” of. thé Turkish cine- 
‘ma.: Such countes-measures against 
‘the star’ system is bound. to defeat 
its own purpose, since. a‘ ‘prince”’ 
‘or “princess” who today: is. willing: 
to. work: for a. fraction of what: 
“kings” and: “queens”: get, . will 
automatically: boost. his’ or her ask-. 
ing-.salary once. established with 
the. public. - 
jn: passing that the top ‘stars’ man- 
age somehow -to..:make-: 10: to. 15 
feature: films:within. a year), - 

Answer ‘to the. Turkish film in- 
| dustry’s. ‘présent dilema appears to 
be:.the émergence - of. talented. di-|.a 

_ tectors.. “with” enough guts,” ‘talent. 

=.° 

‘and 

ample, : 

. (It should be’ noted | -. 

“Despite the pushing around 
separate’ account) 

film. distributors here, ‘the other 

cinema is severely restricted. 
‘Scripts -have:to be submitted to a 
poard. of censors before: shooting ® 
sbegins. and, once approved, no 
changes can be made, The finished 
.film-is ‘once. again viewed by the 
‘board. In principle, anything which: 
4s considered: contrary to the cour 
try’s. “political or -moral-interests” 

Mexico City. 
(see. 

the Mexican. 
‘Isbor leaders and government bu- 

| reaucrats are given the American 

‘branch of the American film in-: 
dusiry,, production, is proceeding: 
-with. the: utmost: affability. Indeed. 
the Hollywood. unit people who. 
‘come’ here ‘to shoot. are. positively. . 
‘adulating.'the Mexican crews with. 

‘which they. have dealings. “Among~ 
‘the best in- the world, ad As a sample: 
-of the praise.. 

ture films in Mexito isa-story of 
./many ‘tensions and’ troubles. ‘The. 
technicians may -be fine but stars 
and others. often complain of the 
drinking water and of. the Mexican 
altitud. and other physical wham- 
‘Ihnies. - 

Generally" ‘speaking 
‘little. sense to. describe ' ‘U.S. fea- 
‘tures made: here as -“eo-produc- 
tions.” There is little or no financial 

Of course the producing of. fea- 5 

1 oot ‘ay wee 

it makes: - 

‘partnership ‘involved. .Here’s ‘how. 
co-production . works here: 
‘A US. producer brings to. Mex. ~~ 

‘his script, his bankroll, a couple of 
-administrative people, some stars, 
‘a. director. and a cameraman. He 
hires locally, ‘a. Mexican’ director, 
fameraman, and ‘complete’ crews. 
He. ‘also. uses Mexitan feature, bit, 
-and day’ players, as well as extras. 
‘His U.S. designed set is constructed 
In..Méxiean studics with 100% 
“Mexican ‘labor. But the. film is U.S. 
‘and bas. the: standards of American 
‘product. - : 

“The: -sorigt is approved by. the 
Mexican Censor. During the filming 
if the: film: is processed in. Mexico 
it is reviewed by the censor at the. 
lab. This: isa double check. to. see 
that ‘the script approved was- shot. 
as approved. If the film ‘isto. be 
‘sent to. the. U.S. for ‘processing, -a ‘ 

‘censor-is on the set to see: that ‘the 
approved . script - is . followed.., 
-Censorshiv in shooting has: no 

‘fixed -criterion other than ‘caprice. 
‘One. may not criticize Mexico. One 

Hence. the. turn 

Children of Sarrhez, on 
Cutting. of. films “imported. is 

‘more. ‘annoving than anything else. 
-+ Occasionally _ -a film is ‘withdrawn.- 

‘or. barred.’ Usually an. offending 
scene -is: cut. Last year. for ex-- 

‘the scenes .dealing. with 
homosexulity were. cut from “Ad- - 
vise. and. Consent.” °~ 
'.Tops amone U. Ss. producers op- 

erating . in ‘Mexico. this year ° is. 
‘Jerry Bresler, producing two fea- 

‘T tures.. in, ‘color ‘and Pana‘ision for. 
Colum bia-* release. “Jronigally 
‘neither’ of these pictures will prob- 
ably ever.-be seen. here . “unless 
‘Mexican policy changes - 



crialize, mM 

“Bikor; : 
Bell, Paul: Stassino. ° 
-Not ‘to overlook Herbert. Kline, : 

who directed and. co- -produced. “My-| 
Father's Mouse” -in: the.:then-Pales-' 
‘tin’. back in 1946: He's now: plan- 
ning “ITill of Hope.” wie 
“Meanwhile there’s’a. hill of: hope,: 

of promises, plans, | ‘seripts, -nego- | 
tiations and eorrespondence, . pil- 

do: ” 

country) ; 

ve ve en me ne, pon cto 
ore £2 RNRNGIPE S| ORES TTS iim. eet 
~ me vt By = ae hc tn a Ne on 

” . ee . foo. . ee. . 
tel . oot Lok 

oa vary Te 

: — . By "AZARIA. RAPOPORT- = 
and ; 

for television in many countries. of { 
Tel. aviv: 

How. reliable - -an index. of. future. 
film boom is a ‘hotel lobby’ full ‘of 
wellknown: personages? - The. ques-'| 
tion recalls: the .Excelsior.in Rome 
in reeent years and the Hilton in 
Madrid. : ‘Both ‘lobbies’ buzzed ‘with: 
plots arid plotters, later ‘translated 
into ‘considerable action. . ‘Hence 
on2 might judge from W.LP. cen- 
us.in Tel Aviv: hotels. that Israel 
was about to burst into. production. t 
The skeptical: aspect would. lie 

~ Ain Tsraecl having ‘so often: heard 
“sromisé :” whieh. failed to mate- 

serenaded. to- small. net ‘results. 

Still it’ is. ‘only human. ‘nature 
that. the. natives. here are. im- 
pressed by -an array .of celebrities 
eoming . through.. ‘Among those re- 
cently: noted ‘were Daniel Mann, 
Carl Foreman, 
Alex. Jiffe, Robert: ‘Hirsch, Vero- 
nique. Vandell, Jack Karp, Diane |: 

-Tom [= David Opatoshou, . 

ing.u» high in. ‘government: of- 
.fices: and studios: 

Bafore ‘Sophia’ Loren: hits these’ 
shores, in-late Jane, for ‘the -film-: 
ing ‘of Daniel .Mann’s. “Gates of 
Gallilee.”. more ’-than ‘a dozen to-: 
‘eal and. ‘international films are. 
‘supposedly to ‘be completed and 
in the can. ‘These’ certainly. repre- 
sent an. increase. over last - -year’s: 
crop. -consisting.. mainly ‘of “local 
ptoducts- which hasn't hit~ the in-. 
tetnational ‘market. Tike ..“‘Eldora- 

& “Eshet Ha’ gibor,’ ” 
Paléstine,” ” “Havoura_ She’ kazot,’ dd 
“Give me Ten Desperate. -People,” 
AE "Mila - Le’Morgenstein, »” “Rak: 
Be'lira, * “Ha’Martef;”. or the. only. 
international. feature, shot in -Is-- 
rael, “The Best.of Enemies.” - 

Tsraeli- production. still aims -at 
the local. market, having realized. 
that local patronage. can support. 
a fair feature.’ mainly - comedy. 
Producers say they can recoup: Io- 
eally with -a ‘margin: ‘of profits, 
through: ‘refunds: by ‘the Govern: 
‘ment of taxes and. also encourage- 
ment loans. . 

A few -of. the “pictures ’j in pro- 
duction..at the time of this report 
stand ..a:chance. of making: the in- 
ternational. scene. Among. “these. 
one could: expect. the Franco-Is- 
raeli production of ‘Never on Sat- 
-utday,” the _American-Israeli. -pro- 
duction of Alexander: Ramati’s: 

the. Light,” | availing - ‘him. Of the. following: al- : “Rebels: against 
~ “Qulay Terdu: Sham” (Come Down | 
There), an Israeli film about kids | - 
nursing ‘an ‘old, destitute. sailor, | 
or “Daliah Ve’Hamalachim” :(Dall- |: 
ah and the Sailors),.a local com- | 
‘edy with French “Veronique. ‘Van-" 
dell and most of Israel light .en- 

_.tertainment performers as. sailors. 
helping the female-stowaway ‘to: Is-. 
rael, or. “Salach Shabati,”. an Is- | 

. raell production ‘with such .Amer- 
-'fean craftsmen. as: “Floyd Crosby be- 

hand: :the cameras. _. 
Other features, being shot, ‘proc: 

essed, edited ‘or ‘prepared: ‘simul- 
taneously. in . Israel’s. two ‘studlos 
(Geva Films and IMPS, at Hertz- 
llya’, Include “Havou Banot, Le’-| 
ellat,”. “Mir. Simchon’ & Son, dad Ks 
morrow’s Yesterday” (a ‘Femi-docu- : 
‘mentary, full length feature -ircor- 
‘porating:. 
taken as early asthe 1920's in this 

“Miss. Sabina’ and her 
Lodgers,” “La. Maille et La:Filet;” 
a Franco-Israeli coproduction - 

‘Michel Auclair, 

‘The demand. on local resources, 
_ facllities and :technical ald, Is. be 

. ing. made even greater. by the rou- 
tine production of. two . weekly 
-Newsreels, by: the regular produc-| 
tion of: shorts and. documentaries, 
covering progress in the ‘different. 
fields. of activity, instruction films, | . 
educational shorts. and * other 
Shorts ‘Intended. for showings: in: 

: much. in- the way. Puerto | 
’ Rico, Jamai¢a. and other. areas are 

George. Peppard, |: 

“Etz: al. 
“ural : 
| guages. and ‘scenic ‘variety within'| 

‘an-hour’s drive) to interest foreign: 

investors..and producers, are the. 

facilities made. available. by the Is-}: 
rael Government.:to such: people | 

“‘Lxeho: -wish .to* produce. their films | 

here,-or join-in co-production with 
Gary. Grant; ‘Rock : ‘Hudson, John 
.Wayne, “Anttiony : Perkins, - Sophia 

‘some < historic - scenes’ 

Serge 

n 

‘Much-Frustrated 4 Planning of Past t May. Be at End—1964_ 

Seems. Sure to See Much. Production Around Tel Aviv 

WS ewish. ' communities. abroad.’ 

Europe,” ‘showing a: ‘growing: inter-. 
est .in phases. of life in Israel. 
Amiong ‘these -one should mention. 
items: shot, recently: by Hardy Kru-. 
ger, for his'..television: show in. 
-EKurope | and one to be shot in, May 

| by: ‘Michel - Legrand, in collabora-., 
tion with- the: ‘logal : AAA, Films. 

Company. 
‘Other. plans: scheduled: for 1964 

include—among: other films still in 
‘different - embryonic ‘stages—' "Yes, : 
This “is. My. Brother, ”: “I shall -go. 
My Way”. (two social’ -dramas of | 

“‘Ha-Ikar’ Ha’Bri-.. 
an Is- |i 

| raeli. ‘comedy, “April Buds; a U.S- 

Israeli: co-production ° planned - “by HL 
“The. Fifth ' Wheel, ” | 

an -Anglo-Israeli: ‘¢o-production, “lo- |. | 

+ cal comedy, “The Sky’s the: Limit, aa 
another. comedy. to be: co-produced | 
by Raymond | Stross, . of “England 

local’ character). 
yout” (Health. above - ‘all), 

Tabor. Films, 

and. ‘an “Israell. company. 

ing ‘to. set: dates for. future’ ‘shoot-. 

/S ing:: While the. ‘studios: go out of 
their way to. order qissing ‘items, 

or additional .. ‘equipment, ~ from 

exists. ‘and . dictates. the import of 

‘such helo» “from: abroad, for’ ‘Spe- 

cific productions. 

. Fully. detailed. and: priced’ cata |: 

jogs. ate available to interested | 
parties; on. .demand, ‘from both | 

Gava Films -Ltd. and. Israel. -Mo- + 

tion Picture. ‘Studios ‘Ltd, both of 

-Tel Aviv. 

-attractions . (climate, 

local companies... 
‘The office in charge of. the BAe 

“eouragement. of. the Israeli ‘Film: . 
Sordi, Industry,” under. Asher Hirshberg, 

-has: authority to. .offer convenient 
; -Belmondo, 
“Guiness, - 

terms and other facilities. to any 

‘Alm. ‘recognized ". ‘aS -‘an “Israeli 
|: oy fotei n produc- Film,”. or. to. any gn P ‘| Beynter, Natalie Wood, : ‘Kirk ‘Doug-| 

las, Steve Milligan, Peter. Sellers, | 
‘foshiro Mifune. 2: . 

-tion. wishing to use ‘local services, 

‘gcenery, background or. people: Ac- 

. cording’. to. a. law: passed... by. the |.- 

“Knesset; the Committee for the Is-) ’ 

raeli Film ‘Industry, can: approve 
-of a project, or a’ seript, as. an 
‘Israeli: ‘film; or consider. a. producer 

worthy : of. ‘Yocal: concessions,: thus - 

lowances: 

. project: . 
{b) ‘Loans. amounting: to 5%. of 

the overall investment in. the fea- 
ture, or in case: of a ‘coproduction. 
‘of the sum invested by the Israeli 
-partners;. usually, not: above the: 

This is:not final 
and, like any. additional allowances. 
could be. increased. cand: ‘isto be. 
decided. in. each. case by the au- 

|.thorities,. according to ‘the interest.} 
shown. by them in. luring the. -pro-- 
ducer, or. the importance of the. 

‘gum. of: ‘$23,000. 

Alm. for Israel. . 
Ae) If-at least 40% of: the future 

.tq'| income is ‘going to result ‘from: ox 
‘be. directed by: Phillips Arthuys 
(with a cast Including. ‘Francoise’ 

Prevost: 
‘Regiannl, Batia Lancet. and. “Gila 

. Almagofr), ete, 7 

portation. of ‘the film, or 70% .of 
‘the investment.in the film are in. 
foreign currency, the. project could: 
be acknowledged .as an authorized 
“Israeli: Product,” which entails: 
“further refunds and. “concessions,. 
A. producer, planning three films, 
‘for. instance, could claim ‘such ‘re- 
‘funds also if the overall sums re- 

‘above conditions.” 
(dd)... ~All assistance . 

given ‘such - producers,’ concerning | 
the’ Beneral setup,, laws, arranger. 

ments; ‘duty. clearings, ‘recommend. | 
‘ations to.’ various Government. of- | 
‘ficés for. help. ‘and - cooperation, ° 
even ‘at. the expense. of ' appointing : 
a. special’. liaison’ officer. Lois 

(e) In. ease - -of serious. foreign |” ate 
-productions; * Or: coproductions; : of 
other. services. ‘and: allowances: are | 
‘also available, apart: from the. tax 
‘rebates, ‘the: refunds. of..entertdin- 
‘ment. duties -by local and ‘municipal _| 
‘authorities, which are’ promised to: 
each: such: ‘acknowledged © “Israeli: 
film.” : ; 

Rome or London,. to. meet: their . 

obligations -and: accommodate. ‘pro- | 

_ ducers. they : ‘can hardly ‘meet the. 

‘demand. for ‘trained:. and ‘profes-. 

‘sional ‘staff,.'a ‘shortage’ of. which ° 

Adding: inapetuosity” to. the nate 
an-.|.. 

‘filming. in’ -their®~ country. 
-ItaHans -will “also: provide. the fin- | 
ished. copies ‘of. the. film. The total, 
cost . ‘of:-pie was. estimated: atvap- 
- proximately’ $500,000. by | producer’ 
‘Cecchi Gorl: Distribution has: been j 

couped. from. the three pictures. 
(or: invested ° in. them) meet. the. 

would: be 

“at Mexico. ‘City. 
Where. ‘the Yanks are shut * out | _ 

“Some. 22.” Mexican: films. “Were © 
made prior to the: strike’ of Aug. 1 
‘and ‘some 40. to-52 are dn prospect 
for marketing... 

Latest - ‘data’ ‘shows. 48° “Mex. ‘fea 
“tures-went. to U.S:;.74 to: Central |. 
America, .78: to.’ South: Ameriéa, 261: | 
-to Spain, ‘two to‘Hong Kong: |. 

“Set-to- unreel on the’ ‘screens. of } 
Japan in 1964: -10 ‘Mex ‘pix. 

. Mexico- builds about . seven new | 
film theatres: a year. Many Mexican | 
theatres - ‘have: ‘atrocious: -acoustics| oe 
and ‘bindness-inducing sight. lines. 

Admissions: ‘being. frozen, SO" are | 
"| repairs 1n theatres, 

Average house “seats ‘around. 
1;200.- 

“Mexcan ‘exhibition: gross: is: -esti- 

annually.’ “ 

aA “There are ‘five: drive-ins. in. re- a 
-public;. -others. licensed: to build. 

Mexican: ‘producers. Spend’ from" 
$35, 000 for a feature film, with de-| 
‘layed salaries,: to: around $100, 000. - 
-Has gone. twice ‘that amount: with |. 
star and. color.and five week shoot-} T a 

instead * of more |: & ing. schedule. ' 
average three week. ‘schedule: 

- Mexican’ fans’ like - Doris © “Day, 

Loren, :Lawrence. Olivier; : _Alberto- 

Gassman,. Jean: ‘Gabin, Jean. Paul} 
Brigit. ‘Bardot:. --Alee | 

Jack. ‘Hawkins, . ‘William 
Holden,,. Charlton. ‘Heston:- Richard | 

They: like ‘these Mexicans: “Matia | 
Felix, ‘Dolores: : Del | Rio,: “Ignacio. 

| Lopez :Tarso,.Cantinflas, Pina. ‘Pel- |. 
licer;. : : Pedra: ‘Atmendariz, Pedro_| . 

Jnfante, Jorge. Negrete. (Last three. | 
care dead, but. still among" ‘the: most: 

“| popular),: . 

(a) The, ‘importation: of. Taw: ina=||. 

‘terial, in’ arrangement with~a lo-|.~ 
cal studio - or. “producer, almost | 
dutyfree. ‘Same. applies ‘ae equip: a 
ment” and. raw materials brought ; — 
in by foreign companies. not. ‘co: | —mcontinued: from, page | Ti | 

producing their film with Israelis, 
provided: ‘they take everything out} 
with : them: upon’. ‘completion’ of: 

| ‘became: a fact: Several: months. later 
-when. .. Gassman 
| Aires”, with - his. 
‘Italiano. Clemente Lococo, -a lead- | 

Talo-Argontino 

‘ing the. Gassman-Ris! vehicles): ‘dur- 
‘ing. the --last “16: ‘years® took :to the 
idea, but. the- ‘co-production - ‘only. |. 

“Teatro. -Popular | 

ing. distributor, ‘became™ interested 
in the: venture: and ‘Cecchi’ Gort. 
- visited. Argentina. ‘Tater-in ‘the: year, 
‘signing the. -co-production contract 
with the’ especially formed’ “Lococo | 
Films.” 2 

Actual: shooting began at the end | 
of March ‘and: will continue..up: to 
approximately ‘the: -beginning. of’! 

‘| June.:. It: takes: place’ on location |: 
in. and around Buenos ‘Aires: Fair. 
Films provides the .stars and the | 
‘raw film, while the Argentines. car- 
ry...the expenses - entailed during. 

‘The. 

Shared: out by: the partners::Lococo } 
will. have . “the. rights’ to: . Latin 
Ameérica;" Fair Films, ‘to Italy. and. 
Europe. Any! sales: of. the film: out-. 
Side :these- areas will’ £0. 10%" €0-]. 
-the - Italians. and © 30%. | 
‘Argentines. besos 

to” “the: 

while Mexican films are: doing very a 
nicely” indeed ‘in- Spanish-language | 

” "-|- houses” in the U.S.A... 

Studio. space, | ‘technical © ‘equip: | 

| ment. and local assistants ‘and. staff, 
are.available, though. the. present: 

heavy schedule: poses: . some.’ prob- | 

Jems for- foreign- ‘producers wish- |. 

| van’-der ‘Horst. may: direct. his . first: feature. ‘film, 

mated. at. around. 0.000.000 

Victoria Dé: Sica, Vittorio 

[De t ch ih Production 
-Amsterdam.- 

Newly . formed ‘company, headed -by Paul. . 
. q ae | ’ Kijzer. : Initial. production: of Caesar Film == 

= was a ‘co-production with Ulysse Produe* - - 
“tions. in. ‘Paris, “The Nicest. Frauds In ‘The World.” Dutch part of the | 
‘film was.a sketch, set’ in Amsterdam, “The Diamond Necklace,” written .~ | 7 . 
-and directed : by: Roman Polanski, within the -lead “Nicole. Karen, a 
Godard find... Two. productions. are now being set. up. “Het Loopt. ‘De " 

| ‘ Spui(t)gaten Uit” “(It’s Outrageous!) is a cornedy about.'a fireman. and - 
=| a pyromaniac, to be. directéd by actor Paul “‘Cammermansg, . who. already: -. . 

‘Second ‘film:on ‘Caesar. Film’s slate’. _ 
‘is.a‘ film ‘to be directed by-Frans- Weisz; young Dutch. filmmaker ‘who:*-*- 
“attended the: Centro: Sperimentale di Cinematografica | in. Rome, and: 
-endéd. up directing: one segment of a.film in- three sketches, : “Heroes; sh 
for.-an’: Italian. ‘producer. His first. Dutch. ‘film is’. based: on a novel. by Mo, 

-dirécted-a series . of. teleplays... 

Dutch author: Remco: puaaee “Life. Is: Delicious.” ” 

a Is. ‘financed “by Datch. beer baron “A, 

"CINEUROPE _ 

J “Wederzijds” ' (Mutual): 
| pletely fittaneed by: City. Film as the government: ‘reftised three’ requests 
1 for subsidy. 

"BERT HAANSTRA | 

see- the. comical side of. life. and. made. a light-hearted" film on the 
‘Dutchman. ‘unobserved: 

is. ‘helping. Haanstra. ‘now. to _prepare’ ‘an: international | version. . 

“VAN DER HORST] 

“Eternity” for producer: Herman ‘Timer. - 

‘lin: ( for. ‘his. ‘documentary: 7 “Bouwspele- VAN. DER LINDEN 

der’ Linden. is: preparing -séveral - projects, ‘dociimentaries: for. Shell 
| (“Octobervaart”) . atid. the: N.H:M., ‘as well a$-.a featurette, ‘financed: by. 
| the. government, “Duik Dan!” - (Dive), and is scripting . a feature film. : 
that has. a. Birls ‘boarding school: asia ‘background... 

a productie. Maatschappij, has “produced: two 

‘and two. by. John Korporaal.: 1963. release. was: ‘Korporaal’s 

documentaries. re 

~ SAPPHIRE ~ 

some: years ago, -“Funfair-In The Rain.” “People Of Tomorrow”. 

‘pic Hitler, Connais Pas,”’ ” Sirected: byt ‘Bertrand. ‘Blier. 

Production of Fe eatures Survive 

hh Switzerland, But Just Bare he 

“¢"Freddy”) . Heineken. Company: ‘started. 
last year with Fons Rademakers produc- :. 

tion. ‘of: “Dark. Room: Of: Damocles,’ * ‘retitled. “The Spitting Image.” |... 
“For: same’ company Rademakers.’ ‘worked ‘on adaptation of. “Louis.” 
Couperus’ “The Silent Power,” set: ‘against a ‘background. ‘of: the’ former 
Dutch ‘Indies, but.as’ ‘Indonesian. -Government would not give permission - 
to. film, deal: fell through,: Now Rademakers ‘is:- working. on a script, — 

Tre based’ on..an: original idea, that: will: be filmed this - autumn, | 

ary FM 
~ ‘Last year’s production was.a’ ‘docum enfaty” 

.0n the life:and. time: of Queen. Wilhelmina, - . 
-that- was’ come"... 

Producers. Hans Keuls and“Bobby Rooseriboom are” 
| now ‘setting -up_ the. ‘production: of ‘Plantation Tamarinde” for City --. 

; | Film,. ‘based. on a play. by: Keuls... Director has‘ not: been named. yet. —_ 

. After. completing his.:short. “Zoo, ' a Haan- ; 
‘stra explored the’ possibilities of making a..*:. 

—~ feature length. documentary: with the’ c¢an- “- wit 

did. camera. ” “Result is ‘Aleman: (Everybody), 90.minutes. of people 
.who:.do. not: know ‘they are spied on*by. ‘the. eamera: Haanstra™ tried to 

' “Alleman,” is a tremendous ‘success: with the. cos 
“public ‘and one of the few ‘box. office hits,’ Dutch or. foreign likewise. : a 
: Jacques Tati, French. filmmaker, ‘saw film, and bought ‘the rights,” and. ne 

‘Since 1956 Herman ‘Van. der: Horst has Ba 
‘been working: on. and. off on. a:documen-:-" -- 
, tary ‘about: _Amsterdam,. ‘for which ° City: 

- -Couneil’ provided ‘about’ $20, 000:. Film seems to. be. ready now:”. Herman. 
“Five” Crosses : ‘To 

- Couping ' ‘the Golacn Beat’ in 1963 i in + Ber: : 

* ment”) and. ‘the bi-annual Dutch State... 
Film. Prize (for. his: ‘short. “Big. City Blues”), ‘Charles Huguenot: van) 

- Started ‘in. 1960; .the ‘Nederlandsé- Filme 

'. featureés-, ‘directed - by. .Fons .Rademakers, : 
“The Rival a cco 

a monor: ‘psychological thriller, with Henk’ van. Ulzen_ in title -part.: No-> 
plans ‘are. séet’ ‘yet. for 1964, but the company: ‘keeps’ busy’ with ‘making. 

: Films: produced at ‘intervals’. “by “Rudy - 
Meyer has ‘always’ been. succésses-on the. 

 -home ‘market.’ “Fanfare”. in. 1958, -“‘Resist-.".. . 
-ance,’ iv ' directed. by Paul: Rotha,: ‘in 1962:. -Rury Meyer. is now. ‘coming 
up’ with “Mensen van Morgan”. (People of-’Tomorrow),. directed: by: < .:. 
Kees Brusse,. who. was.:assistant’.to Rotha, and «who made a thriller :. ae 

ig .a. 26-6 
‘full length documentary, set along the lines initialled. by: the’ French: eS 

+ many; 

toured :- ‘Buenos: 

Zurich, 

produced... in“ Switzerland .‘in_.1963, 
an alltime low:: In addition, Swiss. 

|-preduction:. “company  Praeséns- 
= Pilm A... G: Zurich. participated: in} 

oo -two. co-productions, ‘one ‘with . Ger-: 
Germany ; the. other with” 

‘and. Spain.” 
“The: two. -all-Swiss- films “were: 

() “Im. -Parterre Links” ‘(Ground 
Floor, ~ Left’: Door), ‘produced by 
‘Gloriafilm’. A” G. Zurich - and: di- 
‘rected: by Kurt, Frueh, - with: local 
players. and -in. Swiss dialect. . AS 

-production, locally-slanted family “comedy- 
‘drama “about'-a. Zurich streetcar’. 
motorman and his family . ‘prob- 
‘lems; “Made’ in Zurich on a. shoe- 
string. budget, 
beating from the. local: press and: 
failed to stir much ‘boxoffice ‘in- 
terest: Due... .to.- - watered-down 
|:theme. and “run-of-the-mill” ‘treat- 
|:ment, tio: export - possibilities —(2) 
“Der . ‘Sittlichkeitsverbrecher™ (The: 

produced “by 
.Praesens. and: . directed. ‘by . Franz. 
Sex: Criminab), 

‘Schnyder, ‘with’ a cast’. combining 
amateur players, ‘members’. of: the 
‘Zurieh police and legit. players 
from. the’: Zurich: Schauspielhaus. . 

An . interesting, t 
_-semi-docu- 

‘in. cameo. roles: 
thematically offbeat 
mentary feature film’. based on.-.ac- 
tual’ cases. from police files. -Too 
uneven. artistically . to have. much’ 
of a. chance. ‘in. arties abroad; but: 
might - ‘get. ‘by with. special ‘han- 
dling ..or-. as’. ‘companion feature. 
‘Released also in -Germany, with 
moderate 1 results, and ‘sold’ to. the 
U 
“One of ‘the: two . coproductions, | 

‘originally tagged. .“Das .- Feuer- 
oes schiff” (The. Fire Ship) and “later | 

‘Only. two feature films. “were. 

uted by’: 
Directed” by 

it. took .‘a. severe |.chen” 

A:: G: . Zurich’ 

‘peasant novel: by - Swiss’ 19th: cen- 
‘tury: - poet, ‘Jerémias Gotthelf, en- ~~. 

(Money. © - 
and Spirit),. with a (for. ‘Switzer-... 
land), steep’ ‘budget. of. $233,000, in 7 
color. and. widescreen... It’ will .be.. ... 
in’. Swiss dialect and - expected ° to 20. 4 

| be released. ‘next. November. Some -— 
of ‘previous. Gotthelf filmizations - a 
‘were. -boxoffice - ‘winners. in’. Switz oe 
erland.” 

| switched ° ‘to “Der Veberfall” (The 
‘Raid), was. made by Praesens with. 
-Fono-Film - ‘Hamburg -and distrib- 

‘Columbia | in: Germany... we 
Ladislao.-Vajda; in’: . *: 

Gérmani; it stars James:Robertson -.. . 
Justice.- Drama “of a sigrial . ship)” 
captain: ‘terrorized.’ by ; ‘three: ese. ne: 
‘caped’. convicts. ‘and paying” with ..-- 
‘his -life for his’. refusal-: to. help. 
their: escape .fo. Denmark. ° . Despite 
good ‘critical ‘reaction, | “notably in 
Germany, the. film. flopped | at. the 
boxoffice: - Export chances. appear. = 
slim. The second ..Praesens~‘co- -\° . 

with. Germany ‘and :.” 
‘Spain; filmed ‘at the. Chamiartin- =. - 

‘in ‘German,::°. ~ 
-was: “Ein. fast’ ahstaendigés Maed-". 2: 

(An. Almost: ‘Decent Girl)... 
‘it. Stars©: 0" 

‘Swiss: actress.:'Lilo “Pulver ‘and: - 
‘Germany's “Martin ; Held.. A. com--.... .. 
.edy. about a ‘vivacious . secretary we 
following .her:.boss ‘to. ‘Spain, ’.it- ot 
registered. nicely. in. Germany, but a 
‘flopped .in’ Switzerland... There.:is..°- 
some export. value’ in. “this: one, but. ar 
‘probably.- as au companion . feature 
only, at. least: as far- ‘as. the US: 

Studios. in.. “Madrid, . 

Also directed: by . Vajda,. 

are” concerned. . 
“For” 1964,: there - 

Swiss. ‘project .so far. Neue Film 

titled : “Geld -und Geist” 

“is loniy:. one. Z 

(Franz Schnyder) — 
will “film - ‘this summer. a. popular’ 

ae ae 



- “almost: 

2. films, 

“) | Ueberfall” | (The: Raid),. Pen 
- ‘ Wajda-directed: co-production | ‘with | o:°..7 

Fono-Film Hamburg’ and distrib-: 

vy and | 

ee This, sis: (1964). tie 40th’ anniver-| 

_ gary. ‘oa. Switzerland's. ‘oldest : ‘pro-: 

.- duction’ ‘company, -’ 
Po AG. Zurich; founded:.on “Mereh|b 

a 21, 1924, ‘by: ‘Lazar ‘Wechsler. But, 

films to: point “up: “the: occasion, ;' 
‘fHlustrate- . more’ we en 

_. strikingly” the: siate : or. quandary: cal 
....°,0f the Swiss film production . “in-|° 

2°. dustry’. for” sore time now. ‘Nary. a 
eg silver lining: ison. the’ horizon’ as feos 
“<) Of- the - immediate. future. 
oe separate ’ ‘report.-on 1963. ‘produe-| ~ 
Aion, ‘two—count: ‘em—features), a 

Only new. ‘Swiss production. “an-| 

“nounced” for. 1964° is by. ‘an indie]: 

‘Neue. 

Film A. G. ‘Zurich, to be. distributed 

> by -Monopol-Film” A:G, : Zurich. It 
‘Is: ‘the. ‘filmization,- ‘in. “widescreen. 

and color, of a: ‘popular: novel. by 

: Nothing : could. 

outfit, .. Franz -Schnyder’s . 

19th century: Swiss poet, Jeremias 

Goithelf, entitled”. 

. Geist” (Money: ‘and. Spirit): 

Swiss... standards: ° 

 franes : ($233, 000). 

: ‘ton: (state) of Berne,’ “where - vail 
- Gotthelf ‘novels:. -are’ located, 

"swell as: by. the ‘association ‘of- "Swiss 
provincial. and. smalltowa © cinemas. 

* ‘which agreed to contribute impor- 
°* tant-funds-as ‘a sort: of goodwill 
»-.3 gesture to. the’ ailing. Swiss ‘film. 

- .-- industry... Risk: guaranteés -are. also. 
‘expécted’ fromthe Swiss. ‘federal 

_ government; -Shooting: of ‘Geld 
> und:. ‘Geist”” will take place ‘in 
June-July, .and . 

~ dease: is anticipated. 
as . Survival’: Potential.” 

a What are the” chances: of 
a “survival | ‘for a: 

' .. Praésens | “whose “present. situation: 
: leoks bleak and: whose’ future out- 

__., look must be’ termed: ‘at least un- 
. @ertain? According. to-.. ' Praesens 

- 7, exee, Max’ Dora, ‘following: ‘in the 
..° footsteps, of | Wechsler. who, 

. Company... jike: 

reasons . of im ‘health and. age~. 
90 

-. activities:: more - and. more™ to an 
‘advisory - capacity - “beside. -still 

‘7-"> being:-on- Praesen’s board: of. :di- |: 
ee rectors, - there are: two ‘possibilities: 
_. (1) fA growing. consciousness | of. 
. ~ thes as - yet: Jargély untapped © 

_ of - tele- 
“+ vision film - ‘production, But: -here 

again, . several. ‘obstacles. must: be. 

(in 
*. Switzerland). - potential . 

overcome, - such. ‘as- lacking. ‘studio 
a '. facilities: as : the -new. ‘Swiss. ‘film|’- 

: éetudio,. blueprinted for ‘years;. still 
. hasn't. materialized; and : financial } 
': difficulties «as. TV «films - cannot | 

‘be expected ‘to be profitable. from} 
.. Swiss showings - -alone. ‘Two. Swiss:| 
outfits ‘are - currently. making: ‘téle- 

“both -..located: * 

‘and Condor-Filmn 

(2): ‘Praesens. : wilh. contiiue’ to. 
. take: part ‘in co-productions. of. the-. 

-atrical : fil ith other countries, 
ae cannot. alford: to. be: merely |: season: had ‘started. early: ‘this year. 

8 “silent . partner’: with’ :financial 
. stakes: in’.a ‘certain’ -production.. 
Getting. - distribution  :rights’. for|-_. 
Switzerland - is ‘a. -must; ‘and if’ this 

.. proves insufficient | to recoup. their. 
‘-Investme}.c -or,“better still, make-a]- ~ 

efforts will be made. in. 
~- © future deals. to.'secure an_ adequate 
- .peréentage of: foreign. grosses, .de- 

. profit, 

pending, of. course; on. the:size of 
-Praesens’ ; 

‘* answer,” ‘however, ° even . 

“Pas: a, -Feuerscitif ” 
’ Fire - Ship), © “Jater - tagged: “Der 

uted. /by « Coluinbia “in Germany,. 
. proved: ‘a finaneial: dud: both. ‘here 

- press ‘reaction: : 

“Ge ld und: 

oe The: 

a expected ° -budget’ looks. steep: byl; 
I 000, 000 : Swiss 

. ‘But. ‘financing 

.: chas*-been . secured by: way. of. -fi- 
nancial. participation: “by. the” can-. 

| November - Te- 

for 
(he’s | « 

is: restricting’ his. 

‘in. .Zurich: 7 
. - Montana-Film,. mostly | on. “eommis- | - 

’ gion. from . the. ‘Swiss - television, 
(Heinrich. ‘Fue- 

ter), ‘¢o-productions with. Germany . 
~"and. Austria, with -split. financing: 

: - and. showings in’: all. three coun- | 
‘tries. 

investment. That par-| 
ticipation deals ‘are Not. always the| °. o. 

if’ Swiss.| he 
distrib : ‘Fights: are involved, was ex-. 

°° perienced cby - Praesens. last. ‘year. 
* when: (THe 

a ‘Ladislao|.°.
 to. 

Consee.. ua, 

in Germany . ‘despite -good|-'*. 
- Another.” Wajda | _ 

Rin fast ree ndigee | 
Maedche” (An. Almost Decent j. 

An: Spain, fared: somewhat | 

“By! RENA. VELISSARIOU 

oo Athens. | - 

the» “trade: ‘seeing: “the. . cinemas 

‘packed: on: Sundays. or. ‘on. holidays 

-atre. “Outsiders. “are commonly: ‘be- 
Jieved to have financed: most of the 

new theatres built these last years, 

-atres. are operating this’ year “in 
as| Athens ‘against 15 a decade: ago. 

One .new first.run-.was. added to 
the list last -year, the Aello, plus’ 
11..second and consecutive. ‘runs,’ 
‘namely, the ‘Kolosseon,.. Athenee, : 

‘Elite, . 
Aeas,: _Perroquet, ‘Amore, : ‘Prome- ; 
Amalia, * Astoria,. Galaxias,” 

 theus; “and. Daphne:. Three more 
have ‘been ‘eonstructed .also in’ the 
outskirts of Athens, the. Achilleon, 
fn. Salamis; ‘ 

In. -Piréaus, the second: key” city 
Of: ‘Greece,. two new .cinemas have 
‘been built - -in the centre: of- the}: 

+ town, the: Piraeki and Saronicos: 
and three: others. in” ‘suburbs, - the: 
“Astron :.in- ‘Korydalos, . ‘the ‘Alpha : 
and: Katia: in: Nikea, 
“In Salonica,. 

ital. of. the North; two. first..run 
‘theatres opened: their .doors this 
‘year.. The -Aello and. -Navarinon 

other towns: of. Greece, as. in ‘Naf- 
-plion, Tripolis, ‘Volos, : Herakleon, |" 
-ete. ‘Totally. more . than: thirty-five. 
‘new. ‘theatres: have . operated: this. 

winter,..a- number’ equals’ ‘that. of ‘tors. and. exhibitors ‘filed an. ap- 
peal asking the Federal: Courts to 
“set .aside the ruling. In’ late: Janu-: 
ary.-of this. year, a Federal. ‘Court}.. 

‘the previgus | ‘season. : 
Feature’ films. remain” “the” main 

source of : entertainment... of. the 
“Greek public. but: in, a’ country of 
“such ‘proportions | and. possibilities 

- number: 
to ulti-. 

this. ‘constantly: -increasin 
‘of © theatres’ can -only:- ‘lead. 
mate. economic trouble.‘ 

against. the. 33:863,960° of the ‘cor- 
‘Tesponding:: period - of * last: year. . 
There is a-slight increase of course | 
at’ first. sight ‘but it -is: not..a..sub-+. 
stantial | ‘one ‘considering : that the 

operation ‘greater, 

cities | is: aS. follows: - 
it 

~ ATHENS” 
“ist: yun. | 5 683, 996. 
‘2nd: run : “891, ‘989 © 
Consec..’ ‘tun 3 484,485 : 
Suburbs.” 4, 930, 607 14, 991. 1.07 

PIREAUS 
ast” yun oe vie "844,119: 
Consec.. ain “1.088.205 
Suburbs” 

~ SALONICA.. 
[st ° run - - 2.109; 279 . 

1, 831, 1825. 3 941 1604 | 

‘Girl), a German-Spanish-Swiss ob! - 
“Praesens -Film filmed ; 

: | commercial . 

this 
‘counts. for the constant rash. of. fi- 
Mancial difficulties... and ‘confused | | 

“Although “eveiyone § is aware’ ‘that: 

4elevision ‘will invade- this: country. 
in ‘a couple ‘of: -years, new: ‘theatres: thinking. ‘Here’s how this. works: - 

are being”: constructed. constantly” 

. all’ over: Greece. People outside ‘of. 

ssia in ‘Maroussi- 
jand “‘Anoixis: in: Haedari, °: 

: the: third : key city. 
‘ of: this. country; which is. the. cap- 

‘and one of second run, the Electra. ‘| umbia; - Allied 
New. ‘film theatres. have . been | 

“The ‘breakdown. “of. ‘the: admis~ 
sions’ realized by. each: of. the key |: 

-T. not. been -able~ 

Jo"; vb ous” or. part of a deliberate _ 
“2,112, 613: 40s, 0st . Campaign to ‘cause:U.S. compa-:’. 

i: nies’: to withdraw. in, : disgust . 
_. from’Mexico. - =: . 
-Meantime ‘* the.’ yanques ” 

_ ‘ltrozen out: of ‘the Mexican. market, 

i TODA, MOM 
~ FR U5. IN ce 
By CHARLES. LUCAS. 

co. “Clty. 

try -creates a peren- 

- Mexico: has: moved.” ‘steadily 
« ‘toward Nationalization. : Yet it jhas 

: >[-wanted: ‘to’ retain the’ advantages 
of. private | ‘industry. It. has ‘thus |: 
Yar - failed :to.. do either, ‘Perhaps 

built-in: - ‘schizophrenia: ac- 

‘In -production: the’ Actors, Au 
thors and - Writers, ‘Directors, and. 
Technicians form “the? Sindicato. : 
‘Phis .is. headed by.’ Jorge .Duran- 

| ‘last, : 
| think | that this: business. is. really: Chavez. On Aug: ¥ last, -he led his 

a jackpot and ‘as. soon as they find: 
a suitable: lot they erect anew the-. 

several unions’ out in-a general. ‘in- 
‘dustry Strike. “‘The™ result. “was’: a.} 
national disaster. ‘Producti on 
stopped, ‘and did not resume until 
January: of 1964,”: 

failure, | doomed : from the. ‘start. 
Demands: were.- unrealistic,. indeed 
day dreamy.” Seeking . a‘: face-saver: 
‘promises -were made- in: September 
‘to work out new: formula’ -for ‘the | - 
industry: “This would ‘retire . the 
aged- - Workers. from ‘the: indistry, 
‘and. at the same . time ‘establish: a 
guarantee: of five to. six ‘pictures: 
in. production: ‘at’ all times. Worthy: 
‘goals. lacking only the means. -Pro- 
ducers have not. provided a retire- 
ment fund for Mexico's. old: actors. 

.| and* technicians,’ and . Union .meim- |- 
bership’ meanwhile: vis: 
‘newcomers, 

“To ™ further : “muddy | the’ waters, |. 
“Mexico's . Dept. . of’ Commerce and 
‘Industry ‘issued’: ani ‘edict: to: force 
-all“lab. printing of | imported ‘films 

| to. be. done: locally:*.. . 
who releases through’ 

‘the .J.. ‘Arthur’ -Rank « organization. 
‘here; has’. features.-in release and. 
‘new ‘Imports coming .in. But. MGM, .. 

Col-; 
Artists, | United ‘Art- 

Disney, . 

20th. Century-Fox, '. “Warners, 

ists; ‘and. Universal’ ‘have. miain- 
‘tained . ‘a solid ‘front. pending the 

| outcome . of. the - ‘compulsory. ‘Tab, 
edict... 

National Chamber. of: Commerce. 
of “the.. Motion . Picture Industry 
‘and -various. independent. distribu- 

declared the edict unconstitutional: 
‘Undaiinted,.:the Ministry of Com-: 
‘mefceand Industry. appealed the: 
verdict to the Supreme Court of. 

“Current attendance ‘does not aig. | Mexico. -In ‘accepting. the - appeal 
the. Supreme Court. ruled - -only 

The: total: jumber of Tealized.: ‘ad. tbat : ‘the’. film’. Industry. was. 
missions. till-the’ end of February. 
‘in the three. key: cities of .Greece- 
-and -their - suburbs. is "37,868, 695. 

properly. the : ‘province © of. the! 
“Ministry ..of.. Gobernacion (Interior). 
and: not. the’. Dept: ‘af*“Commerce. 
‘and: Industry, ‘which caused “all: the 
trouble. . The’ ‘snafu - is “currently. 
locked: in: this bureaucratic tug-of- 

Absolutely breath-taking” to. 

= ployes::, reaching‘ retirement. - 
|: must. : ‘continue. on - full. ‘Salary 
for: life, but—and not. this re- -.| 
: . finement—the. wage ‘should be: . 
“paid: not to the individual’ but: 

|" tothe union. Americans: have 

- whether this: fule™ was “seri-. 

“are 

The.- loss -in.. keenly’: felt, Usually 
-|. U.S. companies.take about 66%: of 

“Se all foreign . ‘rentals.-..In --1964. this 
34,868,695 | «Continued: ‘on 1 Page 144). 

" Orisis-ridden’. Pee ‘motion: | ccitie thas never been so high. In 
’ .  jpleture | indus 

-.-: | ?°Tnfal- image ‘of little - Eva jumping 
@. yg from. crisis: to crisis. A few in the 

, {industry ignore. the -chronic dis- 
‘.{ orders’ and continue their. efforts. 

veo Ato turn out’ pictures of quality and 
a ‘success. Even thé. 

| Sindicato. of Guilds in: the industry: 
. [has entered the production - ranks: 

: .- {in an effort to. pull . ‘the ailing in- 
a dustry up. by the boot ‘straps. . 

Diz. 

.The ‘Government: prohibited: thie’ 
| strike ‘on.:Aug, 31. It was clearly” a 

Some 42° first run. “winter” the-. 

‘closed. ‘to 

-to” higher: .. 

war,. Substance. ‘of the Tuling- has. 
not -yet.-been ‘fouched “upon. It|’. 
will: probably. pe June or. July. ‘be- 

and: the- number. of ithe days | cof fore: there. is. adjudication: ° 

to. -decide® « 

By EVELYN. rly 
"Johannesburg. 

"Btatus of the South African 

most cases he ig.a senior journal- 
ist and combines films with ‘drama 
(and. sometimes music). ‘Quotation 
‘makes him:a personality.. Actually 
jan. annual. gathering. of © critics 
hosted by . the’ Johannesburg. Film 
Society - to: vote for. the “best -pie-. 
ture of the year” - Js: covered: ‘by 
newsreel. ‘cameras, : 

But despite this notable. prestige, 
.| film: notices ‘don't.:wield..the same 
-influence : at’ .the™ box. . 
|.drama - 

office. 
“eriticism.. * Practically. no 

stage: production * can survive a 
concerted. attack from the men- on. 
the aisle, but ‘many. screen. -offer- 
ings go-on against: pans: ‘to healthy 

“Are legit. fans more literate? |. 

The only. newspeper. with nation- | 
‘wide. circulation, the Sunday Times | 
{Johannesburg} -is 
half - the” ‘whites. ‘in ie. we ountre: we 
plus many-Africaris and Coloureds. |. 
It-carries’a. page devoted:.te stage |. 
and screen ’ with reviews: usually}: 
by novelist-playwright. James .Am-. 

“*Seven- 
currently. 

brose:: -Brown, - “Ww. h ose 
Against: The.Sun”. is 
being filmed here’ in: ‘coproduction 

| between David* Millin-Roscoe. Ber- 
man. Productions and South Afri-. 
can Screen. Productions. Owing :-to. 
|i] health, Brown’ -has' recently 
“been off. this stint, and colleagues 
from the. sister publication. Rand the 
‘Daily “Mail: have. taken over. ©. 

Most. respected and “dreaded of 
‘all Johannesburg. critics. is bearded. 
Oliver: Walker” (The. Star), whose 
acid-drip pen.also' makes him the 
most quoted.: ‘Walker covers ‘films, 
drama and.-music; assisted. by ‘Bill 
-Edgson, who is younger and not so. 
elassically. slanted: Film notices in 
The Star are ‘usually. in. goed posi-}. 
tion at top ofthe page ‘with eye- 
catching two-colunin headlines. 

“Zven a la Luce 

drama. Mrs. ‘ Sowden’ also: adds 
music’ to her portfolio. Rand. Daily’ 
Mail -has fewer pages: than The | 
Star;. -but- ‘devotes: almost. the. ‘same 
‘amount of space to films... . 
_ Sunday” Express (also Sohennes- 
‘burg) . -contains “reviews by 
Russell, ‘but restricted: space often 
‘reduces snotices, ‘te, a couple of 
inches: 

much: impact. . 
News Check, on. Time: “Magazine 

pattern, . gives. Tegular: reviews -.in- 
its’ Entertainment.” ‘Section; | “but 
‘only ‘of ‘selected releases: Critic is 
Robert | ‘Hodgins: (also .assitant. edi-. 
‘tor)- bit in - conformity’ with: the} 
‘paper's . general : policy. a” la Luce} 
notices: are ‘unsigned. 

Large. Jewish” ‘community’ ‘ sup-. 
“ports: ‘two weeklies, Zionist. Record 
and “South African J ewish ‘Times, 
both :carying.appraisals of current 
screen “fare.. ‘Henry Katzew... writes 
for the. -Record,. .and- playwright 
Berhard: Sachs for: the. Times. - 
Both © “Cape’- Town’ Ss. 

Same format... as... their affiliated 
Newspapers - in ‘Johannesburg, ‘but’ 
there: are no ‘Sunday publications. 
Durban's- Sunday: Tribune enjoys 

ry wide sale and includes. good | Pic: 
‘coverage, :-also. . the: “two : English- 
language. ‘dailies. * 

- Crities-in the Afrikaans ‘Press 
are), generally, Jess ‘severe in their. 
Judgments’ than. their English: 
‘counterparts... Among. :the- best: 
“known “is: Pieter.’ . Serfontein: of 
-Johannésburg’s - ‘Transvaler.’ Afri- 

' | kaans-speaking.. ‘cinemagoers form 
a! worthwhile segment. of. the audi- 
ence,: “especially in. country ; aréas. 

21 with the: exception *of.a...few 
Jocally-produced: films, ‘product -is 

| presented «. with. original English-. 
language soundtracks, - 
“Film - distributors. ‘quizzed: . liad 

varied assessments. of . the . power 
ot. AL. Teviewers, ‘though: ‘agreed 

to reach | 

- ture industry. 

for: 

Tom 

‘English-|. 
language ‘dailies, :‘The Cape Argus 

Tand...The . Cape Times, 
__{ regular: film reviews, mitch on the 

the.. - Americans, . not-- unaccus- 
‘tomed .te extreme: labor union “- 

‘. demands. in .theit--own. land,: -- 
."- was the demand ‘of the: Mexi- © 

‘| -€an. crafts:-that. exchange em- : 

publish | 

| disposal.” 
should be for the financing of the 
production ° of feature . films. by. 

“sthat . they” could not be-.ignored, 
Some *. . fim men said “critics” 

In| should not pass personal opinions, 
but. merely give readers some 
of the story, locale, etc. Other fila 
men complained that critics Pail 
pose to much. of the story line... 
Interesting point, endorsed by all, 
ja: that. a whole sheaf of rave 
|motices will. not lure the publie 
to a. ple it doesnt fancy. (The . 

| Greek. film ‘Electra,’ lauded. by 
every writer - lasted one week in. 
Johannesburg). 

No Easy Answer 
For Film Setup 

In South Africa 
Johannesburg. 

 Repubite of South Africa’s inter- 
‘eat. in: the. considerable strides”. 
made in film production here ever 
the past few years. has resulted 
‘in the formation of a National 
Film Board. Responding to a di- “ 
‘Yrective from the ‘Government, a 
comprehensive report has just 
been issued by the Board-of Trade. 

j following ite investigation inte: 
promotion. of the motion Pic 

.One:-of: the - ‘main. functions of 
the Board, which: began opera-. 

| tions. this: ‘April under the chair- 
manship: of F. J..de Villiers, is te. 
coordinate the film-making and 
photographic activities of all State 
departments. .From. now on the 
Board will be. responsible for the. 

‘of all. documentaries. for. 
showing both in South Africa and, 

~J abroad, -for. educational films for 

” Covering” cinema for the Johian-. ‘local consumption, and for tele- 

nesburg morning ‘Rand. Daily ‘Mail. 
is” Dora:. Sowden, . whose: husband. 
Lewis ‘does the. ‘same... job. 

‘vision. ‘shorts for overseas viewers, 
A staff:of over 100 directors, tech- 
nicians ‘and ‘administrative work - 
ers has ‘peen engaged. 
‘About -30: titles are~ envisaged: 

for ‘the first .year.of production, 
and-any assignments that cannot _ 
‘be. handled.by the film board will — 
be: farmed out to established indie 
‘companies. It is estimated that» 
duting the first. year about $210." 
000.-worth of business will be. dis- 
tributed among private companies” 

- Latest: weekend ‘publication in: in this “way. 
same - city. is ‘The: ‘Sunday. Chronicle | 
which : first “ appeafed  :on » the! vey 
streets. this ‘month (April). ‘Geared | T€Y 

‘intellectual standards. 
this-is ‘too young yet to have. made conviction that the establishment 

Board -of Trade’ Ss summary 4s. a” 

clearly. Setting out. both. the. 
' pros ‘and cons affecting: future. de-.. 
velopment.. Board reiterates. its’ 

of a: motion picture: industry is’ of 
importance . to. South: Africa but 
‘that . the domestic. market -is toe | 
limited ‘to. support. regular produe- 
tion’ of. features: on. a scale. and. 
_of ‘a standard comparable ‘to that. 
‘of. the imported product. . 
There’ -is, ‘and for some time. 

likely. to be, a Jack of exnerienced : 
\producers, directors and techni- 
‘cians. Studio and laboratory facil-. 
ities: are: ‘still relatively restricted. 
| The-.distance. from world: ‘centers 
‘of film: activity is another handi- 
cap. Nevertheless, the Board com- ” 
ments on. ‘the. -preat mobility of 
production | in jet. age. ° 

Risks involved . in production, 
and: the necessity for careful plan- 
‘ning’ and: cost. control, is under-: 
lined.. State. intervention and as. 
‘sistance ‘have played a part in pro- — : 
tecting and fostering film produc- 
tion.-in- ‘Many countries” continues. 
‘the réport It. is fuggsested that 
the . rendering. of financial as<ist-: 
ance. should -be entrusted:-to. the 
Industrial. Develooment Corp..-of-. 
South: Africa, and that a sum of 
$2:100, 000.. should be ‘placed zt its 

“ of - which “S1.460.000: 

South: African: concerns,. ‘either in- 
denendently or ‘In co-production: 
“with overseas : ‘interests. - 

_ Finally, the Board recormmends 
that the possibilities of. a ‘train- 
Ing .schemé for technicians. be'-ex- 
plored, also the naccihility of send-" 
Ing. trainess. fram ‘South Africa. to 
studios abroad: for ‘Specific periods. 

thorough, lucid: and concise’ sur-*- 
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— AILABLE NOW for LATIN N AMERICA and the EASTERN HEMISPHERE 

OTHE SPACE MONS eh i 

+i¢s4 COMING IN. 1964 reese 

SKI WEEKEND 
‘Fun Filled. Musical in: Stowe, Vie 

‘ROAR OF THE 
anita 500 

‘4 et Race and Its Drivers. | 

Earth Horror: vs. a Terror. 

| : voopoo BLoop DEATH 
A Caribbean im Holiday Turns to Nightmare 

= 

1 wr Further Information ¢ Contact ISELIN TENNEY PRODUCTIONS 29 West A2nd § Street, New r York 2 36; N. Ye wi 7- 5557" T 

1 Available Worldwide: WH 2 
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-RAVAGED © ee a || y 

“THE GREAT DREAM (tentative: fitle, ~ | 2 pai ‘SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE OWNERS: OF WORLD. -WIDE oO ; t 
“THE PLEASURE SEEKERS: os ee | oe ee DISTRIBUTION . RIGHTS TO ONE. OF THE LARGEST © i 

MORALS. SQUAD © OS | eee se LIBRARIES: OF INDEPENDENT. MOTION. PICTURES. a | ae 

JUKE BOX. RACKET 
AFTER MEIN KAMPF 

l| Available U USA and C anada: | . | “HUNDREDS OF FEATURES ‘AVAILABLE; INCLUDING ae he 
Ae THE UNS ATISFIED SEX | | : py ” WESTERNS, WAR, ADVENTURE, AND MYSTERY ea 

THE MORAL AND THE IMMORAL WPapoe . | 

THE SEDUCERS | : 

| Now. Ir n Prod uction: We “LV: AND THEATRICAL - 
THE SADISTIC . aE oo . 
‘THE PLAYTHING . a] i | oe | . _ , 

| : - SEROMEHALSAML tren 165 West 46th St. 

_ SEP rT BRENNER ASSOCIATES, ‘ING. | i: , Ct-7-4220 * “New York, N. Y. 10036 - 

. 251 West 42nd Street rn | | I _ . re 5 Sts boat 

New York, N.Y. 10036 LO. 3: Da270 ye ; 
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\ AKE. SURE YOUR PROGRAMME Is A . COMPLE TE SUCCESS. 

Include a | | Duteh | short 

" L'ACTION CINE ~ “ft 7 Face FILM. 
} MATOGRAPHIQUE . ‘PRODUKTION, GmbH ty 

a ~ Mr, Francis Bolen ff Mr. H. Wiser. 
_ - 30, Rue de 'Etuve - i Unter den. Fichen 

[Brussels B62) Wiesbaden 
| > Belgium — oo yp W-Germany © 

. A/S NORDISK ~ [i ¢ I. s.1. EXPORT 

Drums KOMPAGNI | 

Mr. O.: Borgesen 

7 Valby ~ | 
- Copenhagen 

i i Denmark 

-CECIL 
CATTERMOUL LTD. 

: Me, Michel Freudenstein 

: Via XX Settembre, : i 
Colquhoun House. 

Broadwick Street 
of Rome,, Holy. 

— 
~" HANDELSKAMMER._ 

7 FUR. ‘OSTERREICH .. 

a | Mr. L Me ‘Swennen’ 
: Lothringerstrasse 16 FF. 

. 7 Vienna i. Austria © 

"CINEMA SCOLAIRE 
ET POPULAIRE 7 

fp SUISSE = 
iz Mr. J. P. ‘Dubied » 

a oe “Donnerbuhlweg. 32° 
7 Bern, Switzerland 

es iT "NETHERLANDSGOVERNMENT 
INFORMATION: SERVICE | 

a | FILM AUTHORS . 

| Mee FD. Kahlenberg 

; 1270, Sixth Avenue 

7 - New: York 20° 

gus. 

Mrs. M. Vieyra. 

6, Rue Lincoln 
- | 2Mr. J. ‘van: 1 Doorn _ 

| Noordeinde 43° 

aff The Hague, Meter | France 

THE FINISHING TOUCH 

A SHORT BY THE DUTCH 

° EXPLC OITATION « EXCITING PROMOTION : 
/ THIS SPORTING LIFE e. TO. BED. OR NOT TO BED °. - 

vt _ BILLY LIAR @ LORD OF THE FLIES es Se 

J LONELINESS. of the LONG DISTANCE. RUNNER ry 
’) .A TASTE OF. HONEY. e BLACK ORPHEUS © 
|. DOCTOR NO. @- 
aN \ THE BEST MAN: (Currently for. United Ais) 

1697, Broadway, . New ‘York 10019... 

| Phone: co. 5-3662_ 

o UNITED. FILM. ENTERPRISES, ING. | 

USA: ‘Representative oft BAVARIA, ‘ATELIER GESELLSCHAFT. iM. B.H., “Germany. USA. Parchasing Agest for! “IMP. EX. a, France 7 en | 
ERMAN-SANER FILMS, Turkey: ee x aa a -PROVEEDORA. FILMICA ‘AZTECA, SA, Mexico ot 
‘FRANCO LONDON FILM S.A., ‘France Vag nes ; ZENITH, FILMS, INC., Philippines i, 

: ~ TELEXPORT S.P. A, - italy. oo 
AND. ‘OTHER MOTION PICTURE ‘AND: TELEVISION ‘COMPANIES. ‘THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

-_MUNIO PODHORZER, Pres. 1546: Broodway, New York, N. Y. 10036 Telephone: JU 61442 

Under # the , personal’ ¢ direction of. David d Bader, the Group i is available to: buy. | "While visiting ‘the World's. Fair drop ir in and: let's talk shop—send: press. i: 
or sell your: theatrical or television films’ in. the USA or’ ‘Canada. ‘We are. ‘book or particulars. to Suite: 410, 545 -Fifth. Ave.; New York City: JOOI7: ayy 
Interested. in Film: ‘Dubbed or. ‘Tot. on _ Murray. Hill. 7-7746. - ce | 

“* HIG. Tf is composed. -of ogeats ond disteibufors: from six: countries. - Ta. the: usa: Hollywood: International 
. Films, Inc., + Angle: Americon- Film ‘Sales + ana” David. Bader: Associates. al London: ‘Bic = LEpine Smith Ltd. 
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7 “Servi te  ofotuoar or distiburor of motion” 
- pictures, desiring completely effective and | 

enthusiastic sales, distribution and representation ] 
ae ine :wnad States and ei He: world. ] 

oo "VANGUARD INTERNATIONAL 

a) FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW 006 NEW YORK 
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\ oth The. Company’ that produces 1 the ae i: ee ee oes . oe 

[= a top box-office grossers in Greece. 

& LAZARIDES 

| 96-98 ‘Academias ‘St. 

Tel: 629: 468 — - 622. 243. 

ATHENS, ‘GREECE 

| = | MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS NS 

van _ 

" " =. oy . . ee i. . 
. . . . 

ot Stee Ge tae? 
erat ‘ : - 7s ae ” . 

. oe oo : . cue < 
. an wou wot . Lo : 

: a4 . - : . ” Booey . 

RECENT PRODUCT JONS: ae BAC 

: “LUST FOR LIFE" 
“BOYS. IN ACTION” 

Ani Color’: | 

ROUSSOPOULOS a ae 
es : el- + erzliya News 

~ Heraliya, Tel. 931039. 
_ Established Since. 1949" 

|| a ome Corapiiny hes | set ‘Up: Its” ‘premises on 118. 7 

i acres, 8: ‘mi iles from. the: center. of Tel-Aviv. There 

are. ‘Laboratories: ‘Sound: and: ‘Production. “sages, 

- equipped with the. latest. machinery such: as: 
aa Recording and Mise. (Western Electric. and. -Per- 

_ -*- feetone) . Lighting : (Mole. Richardson) ' Printing” 

° wae (Arriy: ‘Cuiti ing- ‘(Stein nbeck).. ‘Cameras: (Ari and: 
i. | ne Mi tehell) Processi ing. “(Fonda U ‘$). Exper ienced : 
ee = Paar staff ‘of technicians. ‘During. 8. 9. «months. of sun-" 

| “shine a: large’ square: of 165, 600: sq. fte lose. to - 

‘the lab, is: ‘available: for ‘exterior shooting. The. 

Company ‘has produced: 200. documentaries, 200 ~ ne 

onewsreels: and commercials, 30. TV. pictures and 
twelve. features. ‘Affiliated: wi iths . ‘a. Production. 

‘Company ‘ “Coproduction. Lid," a Public Company, : 

‘formed for the purpose of giving the opportunity 
7 “to” forei ign: ‘pr reducers. fo. cooper rate with | local 

. Ss ae talent, technicians: executi ives, - Lab’ ond ‘Studic io 
: | ~ faxiliies: Te “THAT... SOMETHING ELSE” ae es 



tp rere ee 8 

purewe 

| houses exist. “ia” ‘Mexioo- City; a ‘Tevenue: of 190 million. ‘pesos or 
‘ 5. | Acapuloo,. Guadalajara, Monterrey, | $16,200,000 U:S. dollars. In 1968 

“Maxleo Pushes’ v. 8. Torreon, Mazatian, ‘Tampico, and the revemie was 232 million pesos 
‘| Veracruz, .. a or ‘$18,560,000 U.S. dollars, 

Sees Continued . from page iil 6 Recently os distributors -en- - ’ Part: of. the loss of Mezico 
|. | Joy: @ @ Mexican screen.| :: City revenue was offset by dis- 

: will be,‘at paler’ 410% bared |i . About aoe a seal Dian came |. hauton St . he 2 29 arts and wr! _ : \ from. the Some]. two territories . o exico. 
, . | Sumer Prior to the General -65-million, tickets were sold. in|. where: the’ distribution. strike . - tet 

It should: be. added that “Suse: 1968. American Product . received : = without. ‘effect. 

j after. the General “Strike - started, | i= 
{the STIO (Sindicato”™ Trabajadores |f 

| Industria. .Cinemotografia)  ‘sepa- 
\rately. struck the MPEA.. Some. 8. 
days . Tater” they settled on.‘the| 
basis. the: counter proposal |. 

| Cooveriog: exchange. -workers) 

THE FILM EVERYONE. Is TALKING ABOUT 

Te ONLY PICTURE |f| originally offered by MPEA at the|f- - 

|| time .of ‘the strike. The i{MPEA|}. ™« 

ae in| acted as one unit: throughout: both | 

the laboratory ‘and the Film Row) WHICH. HAS BROKEN HOUSE RECORDS. 

IN EVERY ENGAGEMENT To. DATE 
Robert Corkery, -who.. recognized | 
both ‘threats “as: ruinous to’ U.S. 

10 | distribs; both here and. in Latin t 
‘America: os ‘| oe cs. 

_ |” Loaded: Up: ‘O'Seas IE Like nothing ‘but nothing you’ ve seen n before EVER! a. 
A Atlast! A “During the. strika, ‘to compound | BR s 
_ | the problem further, ‘the -national- | 

film that § ; eS es ized ‘Distribution, | and Exhibition 

nH dares to cS mS chain _Operadora - de Teatros econ-|f -- 
ae care | tracted “for™-about . 150. European |[. - 

shock yeu % % . ae {| imports’ —.. mostly Italian-and|[ 
with anew - >So , | French, with some. German, Span- |} 
kind of ios SAR Ash,- and: British: thrown: in—to' fill 
Ing 3 Vides EF the: void. ‘created by ‘the “freeze- 

raw, NaKed ~, KE Me || out” of “U.S. product. Result is: aj[- 
ower and 8. fine es” eee |8| booking jam in. theatres—even. iti] 
B ; erg Se gen an ein U.S.. product . could ‘be. ‘admitted. ° 

realism: ne, ie a en or ° : ‘By this: writer’s-count there are |i © - 
Wx Ven oF Me LS aw . 1109. houses in the Federal District |] . 

“(Mexico City) ‘of..8,000,000 popula-: 
|-tion,:. Five. houses ~closed in -Janu- 
ary. becaise.. of: “an.. ‘admitted Ta- | - 
ability. to” ‘meet their costs. a 

Average ticket” price ‘in Mexiéo . 
igs 2.90: pesos’. or - about. 23¢ US. f 
‘value. per admission. Absolute -top: 
-allowed:-{s 32c.’ Admissions: in cir- | 
cuits run. around: ‘three. pesos. down 7. § 

| to 73 cétitavos.* ~ - | : 

Exempted” ‘are: : 10m. -widesereen | 
| features: -In ‘this: case.“the ad-|f- - 
mission price. ds. eight : Besos. Such |i: 

B starring-NUELLA DIERKING « MARK SAEGERS « ROBERT MILLI and Yntroducing sensational 
SHEILA BRITE» ABoar s Head Film « "Produced by Wilson:Ashley » Directed by Graeme Ferguson 

~” “ASOS, BRENNER ASSOCIATES. RELEASE 

“*&TWO SMASH MONTHS ‘ON BROADWAY 
_* Held over: extra weeks. In. major cltias. “throughout: wu. $s. 

| Selected world territories ‘Row open 

Kiclusive Foreign Distributor 

| HENRY R. ARIAS Hh 
New: York mr nN. Y. if 

Cable: : _ MEMARIAS— NEW. YORK - 

: ‘ROBIN JOACHIM 
444%. Band S8t., 3 New York 22, TR 32500- 

BUYING: FILMS ‘DURING 
RUROPEAN FILM FESTIVALS, 

“ Contact at Hotels: 
CARLTON, Cannes. AM Z00,. Bertin 

. 7 EXCELSIOR, Venice - . a we =< ARIE 7 yy says: “Whar: Slt “broke house: records ' 

. sil F fortwo weeks... hit -a.new third found. high. me 
“Wow. .:. "Torrid $12, 000, - breaking record ae “Last. : 
week, x. $14, 000. ‘also record . 2 etc. efe., ete. 

World ‘rights controlled by - 

WILLIAM MISHKIN - 
1564: Broadway, New. ‘York, AN. YY; 10036 

| “dUdson ‘: 2.2928 

MICHALE FRE TA dr. mM are ua a a -_ me 

Creotive Cinematography & Grophle Art 

Interested i in: acquiring J exploitation | type films for United States release. : ae & 

Accompany all. offers by pressbooks. ” We Pay cash. : A : (OTWCTRAS ¢. 

Bey | ae 48 WEST Aad STREET, New vor new Youn: 
: BOX V-3606, VARIETY» . Q : | BRyant 9-1616- x 
154 W. 46th. st. t New York 10036 ce Atl _ Cable “BARINTFOR” NY : 

i ! | I j 

aT 

aT 
ml 

cu 
d 
ly | | Hit AV fi 

OT [ ( r| 
——- 

iD es : o Montrose Film Procuctia: 
BENJAMIN : PHILIP . ; , 1020 N Ruch § | ove 

MANASTER / KAUFMAN ZEV BRAUN FE MARTIN TAUSZ rns oon es aw 



to ij 
_.. Speaking ‘to: the -Chicago Station |. . 
"Reps: Assn. ; at-.its: annual Time- 
.. buyer -of the’ Year. luncheon, Kup-. 

:” -einet-.warned* that. sports -are “in: 

~ NBC. (Ninety Bristol (out 
. ot ‘NBC: should at:some -time..in: the future ‘also spell out: “Ninety ~ 

- Bristol. Court” it won’t be entirely by.accident: A lot, ‘ofcourse, -: 
a -will depend. ‘on..the .success ..of: next . season's -three- back-to-back 
Monday night’ half-hour -éntries. under. the - Universal Studio. (ne. 

. -Reyue) ; umbrella titleof ‘90 Bristol Court,” . 
“As conceived by Jennings. Larig, the new: senior: vp. in charge ‘of | _ 

“Ay production for MCA’s Universal - City. Studios: as. one. of hig - 
‘major, enterprises over the ‘past: three. years’ ‘while. ‘functioning | . 
as creative ‘head: and.executive in charge of- program: develop-.. ” 
ment; ‘the pattern. and concept: of. “90. Bristol - Court” will: permit. -. 
“@. flexibility from. which: could: flow a succession of. ty: series ‘and ; : 

. .), programming: projects: for: future. ‘incorporatfen in the NBC-‘sched- 
“* yles. ‘This."is. being implemented | 
ins mental fund. 
vac. FOr, ‘example, ‘the: initial ‘three : halé-hours” ‘being. ‘integrated. ‘into ae 

“#90 Bristol Court” are. “Karen,” “Tom, ‘Dick & ‘Mary” and-“Harris- 
cae Against’ ‘the World.” - 

“» the trio -of- integrated - entries. - 

-of NBC spinoffs.” 

’: ‘production.  ‘Fhus the whole. tv 
” key creative. groups: (helmed: by the Miller ‘Huggines, the “Dick: -. 

. Bergs,° ‘the Ed Montaignes, : et_al., 
“tive production. elements). ‘to ‘satisfy even: the. most exacting dee. 

me :<mands° of a: Jim Aubrey. - 
-_. With 1144 hours ‘of network: ‘programming. going: for it. in *64-'6 . 

wf “fineluding responsibility for program. ling. practically. ‘a third or 
:.: “"NBC’s. prime time hours), thus: giving 
” ? gtatus. among: all.:the ‘Hollywood producers; “Universal. says ‘Lang,’ *: 

has ‘already. embarked on 765:"66. toward. initiating some :25 active-:: 

new: projects.: 
to. anyone else” 

Oise Takes Swipe at Bass 
~~ Ton Moore ie Sports Proposal : 

“Chicago, “April: 28. 
Ire:  xkupeinet. who. collects one.|™: 

| -of his: ‘paychecks ‘at.. the’ “ABC-TV 
" 9&6;. WBKB, acknowledged. his in- |. 
subordination. last. week -when. he} 

issue ‘with network: took.’ stern - 
prexy Tom Moore’s © proposals. ‘for 

the. alteration. . “of sporting’. events 

fit’ television’s . own needs, : 

‘danger’. of: being ‘ruined -by |: tele- 
“,. ‘vision: -both: through overexposure® 
anid. ‘through - -the.. medium’s | en- 

: eroachments on the conduct: of: the 
games. Te 

The “ Sun-Times’. columnist. ‘and 

. “Av-radio personality cited. ~ ‘-boxing. 

"as ‘one sport’ that -tv.-has already |: : 

“2 killed. with -the kindness of over- 

BBC: i in » Belated | 
Preem Wins Okay. 

|: popularized. by- ‘the’ “medium and. 
. {then . dropped because ~ the public |. 
7 had... become - over-sated,. -Kupcinet || 

' exposure; fostering’ mediocrity in 

.. the.: game’: because.. the. boxing 
"clubs - couldn’t . develop . good new} 

: ‘talent. fast. ‘enough’ to - meet” the: 

- heavy: demands of: television: 

-.. Wrestling ‘and ‘bowling’ ‘too. were 

. Said.: And | now “golf and - football | ; 

’ are:fa¢ing the’ same: problem... 
“Himself a former football player, |. 

- field official and sportswriter: who | work rating sweepstakes. : 
‘the. U.K.’s first vhf’ station, joined 
‘in the race for’ the plum: ‘London 
-avidience in direct competition with 

‘its sister web, BBC-1, and the. com-. 
| mereial tv: ‘channel, ‘both’ of: which 

keeps a hand in it: still. as. the: 

” “eoloreaster-on- WGN: Radio’s broad: 
“. .gasts of the Chicago’ Bears games,: 
.-. Kupcinet. deplores: the : three. het- 
o Works’ sudden. -overzealousness. 

_ (Continued, on. ‘page, 167) - “S 

._ CBS-TV¥ ‘Sunday nights .at 9. 
us! “Made in America,” ‘coproduced 
¢. Uby.-Metro’ TV. dnd: Steve: Carlin 
Productions, -was: “put: on the web 
"> schedule .April..5,-:filling: half the 

time- formerly. occupied by “Judy |: 
“show 

‘keyed ‘to: guessing: Mr:: Millionaire}. 
+ Garland: The. .quiz-game *- 

~ Will go off the | air: in about. another 
- three: weeks. 

New ‘show to. fill the. time period | 
i has yet t to: be: ‘selected. 

Cials ‘this . fall, ‘beginning .Sept 
‘and ‘running. each’ week - through. 

a are operating in VHF.. 

“oT Following: a “disastrous capdte- | ¥¢ 

. ight: and -curses start .on April: 20,. 

_- |when‘'a ‘main power failure placked 
| out half-the ‘capital, the web: blew- 

“| out the candles the. following. night. 

| (Tues.) and: triumphantly: screened: 
| to.:a estimated audience- of 1, 260;-) 

- étion’ -of . Jhaving 

one of the shortest: runs of the sea- 
- | gor goes to. “Made in America,” the |. 
‘half-hour ..game show | slotfed. .on} 

semen! 

by. an: N BC-authorized- ‘develop- 

i“ . Under: the’ unique Lang pattern,:-any or all _. 
: of the three. could. be switched.*to‘ another part. ofthe NBC-spec-. 

studio is being segmented: into ~ 

-plus a whole new flock of. créa-. 

git far and -away the’ No.1. 

NBC Politico’ Coin 
NBC-TV's extensive’ coverage: “ot 
‘the: political scene this. summer: and 
‘fall, Which is - selling -for..a: pase 
rate of unde? $10,000 a minute, bas. 
snared” another sponsor. . 

‘Hartford. Insurance -Group.. Kas 
‘bought ‘into nine. .pre-election- ar’ . 

Nov.-1, Shows will cover. the:cam- 
paigns of the presidential: and: vice= 
presidential candidates. and. promi-. : 
nent races for. Congress and. various. 

-| governorships. : | 
‘placed: through, -MeCann-Marschalk’). 
agency. en oh 

Hartford order was 

o “London, ‘April 28. 
This: sity ‘now: has’ a:.three. net: 

600 Londoners. | 

‘Millan. even offered to. help: out— 
{the resultant: ‘frontpage headlines}: 
| together “with the : following ‘day’s 
banners | ‘served ‘in..sOme: ‘measure. 
to. eompensate - -for .the . disaster | . 
‘which, in: no event, could have been: 

anticipated, - 

Peacock: subsequently. ‘reshuffled 
his’ ‘Opening week: lineup,: ‘shifting 
his -Monday sked:‘to: Tuesday and} 
lhis Tuesday. block—the .educational. 
“Tuesday. ‘Term”—to Sunday after- |- 

* (Continued. on 1 page 160). 

_counter *: ‘to. : ‘a. 

~1 triés “remain. completely, or. Vite 

Of. Yielding: its topdog. ‘Status: | tually. unisold:,
 

the latter: ‘is. wholly. unsold. 

' Jing - Meadows - 

ance Reaction| 
BBC-2, ye 

“BBC-2: ‘program’ “topper. “Michael | 

“By. GEORGE. ROSEN: 

“phe ABC-TV. invitation to. ‘over -f 

4 ,000 agency ‘and ‘advertiser: ‘execs 

for: ‘coffee, ‘donuts: ‘and Nielsens: at: 

| its. New York - studios: tomorrow 
a morning (Thurs.) was. motivated by 

ls fay: more. than: a ‘friendly. desire for | © 
8: _network-Madison. “Ave. 

| break.” oo 
With the. 1964-65" program’ Bea 

i on son ttle ‘more than four months 
trum or substituted, depending’ on their, success or. failure. poten- “fF 

‘tial; with new entries. meanwhile being: developed to round. out - : away. from: its: debut, it represents 
- It:thus. puts. ‘'90"Bristol: Court” in | 

“the: unique. ‘position. of Serving: as:a ‘springboard fora multiplicity: 
- Even. going ‘beyond that, -Lang foresees the. ‘pos-.. - 

sibility: of. utilizing - other : Universal-berthed -talents; such as 4) 
*-Jaék:Benny,:in some ‘of the “Court” episodes. as. a testing - ground © ‘ 
-to-permit stars to. spread: their: tv. wings. . . 

-Lang’s. ‘major.concern at the: moment as. new: chief: of ty ‘pro-::.* 
duction: (he-.was in. -N-Y. last: week for huddles with the. Gotham-- : 
based “MCA exees prior’ .to ‘departure’ for: Europe) ‘is to ‘rid. the © 

Sloe company ‘of: its” old’ corporate | image*as. a sales factory. and. to im-. | 
"press the industry: with its new. creative initiative in. the area ‘of. 

:| a~ plea: to: ‘give . next séason’s: ABC }- © 
prime ~ ‘time . - offerings. a0 “better. I 
“sponsorship break.” As. ‘such, : 

\ focusses °. advertiser-agency - atten- a 
tion-not only on: ABC’s sales. plight |... 

“|-but the: unexpected difficulties and | 
.| résistances ‘that, have. plagued the ea 
| other’ webs. aswell, ”. a0 pa 

~The: ‘networks, ‘baffled | by : the: | 
‘ “growth: in -their .“sponsorship.“ un-.j™ 
_| employment”. rate. which: has Tun] |: 

“Soaring . Sixties’ |... 
economy, ‘are now: bestirring them-} -- 

-{ selves ‘with more aggressive selling | eo! 
and, realistically realigned. rates, | 

4 ‘In addition to’ many programs of 
Me Avhich . large ‘portions: remain. “un-| 

“sold. (such as ‘Ben Casey,”. “Lassie” |. 
- | and. “Kentucky. Kid”) .10 major en- 

an Wagon Tian” _ ABC * 
== |.-, Outer Limits ABC. 
[Jimmy Dean” > ABC 

- ,.” Jonny: Quest .. .. ABC. : |. 
“|. ; Adams & Evil... of ABC 1 

< Mickey. .: oe 7. ABO 
7 Hootenanny: oo ABC © 
Jyaniél Boone’ ve 7 not ., “NBC. . 
Wm. Bendix-Raye ~ ~CBS : ; 

CBS Reports’ ™ CBS - 

| Sonny. Quest” has as > miich as ‘one. 
{ minute ‘sold—a. minute’ a week :to. 
‘Pepsi-Cola for 13: weeks: at a. 50%: 
“discount. ‘Daniel Boone’’ ‘on NBC 
-is ‘completely’ sustaining, as of ‘now,. 
“save for: some ‘scattered. fall: min- 

1 ‘utes to. Union Carbide “for its sea-: 
sonally- ‘promoted. anti-freeze... 

Traveler's: Insurance. has. - elected |: 
not to continue in “CBS. Reports,” ” 

‘Traveler's S. defection ‘constitutes a 
Lease . history”, ‘illustrating “a: major 

reason’ for -the™ current’ soft: net- 
-Lwork market. ‘Traveler’s; like other 
-| major- exhibitors: at ‘the. New York 
:-/World’s Fair; found that. its ‘Flush: 

“investment ‘would | 
“vastly” exceed” ‘previous: estimates: 
_|.and was: thus:-foreed: to‘ curtain|. 
‘| and/or. cancel .other ’ ‘advertising 
‘| schedules. Ditto Ford and: ‘Eastman 
Kodak,.. now - ‘seeking | to. sell : Off 
large. portions’ of: next” year’s net- 
work: commitments in “Hazel!” ana. 

| “Disney’s | Wonderful ' World: of 
Color,” ete. 

-As.a matter: of. fact, “the network 
‘managements: are only. now. waking 
lip to the fact. that Robert’ ‘Moses, | 
as. the ace salesman. to advertisers |" 
‘now extant,’ has. literally: stripped 
‘their available budgets: -by -many|: 
millions. Of ‘dollars: “over ‘the. ‘two 7 

| “Gerieral. “Bleetrie: and DuPont: |. 
‘who’ ¢ancelled. their CBS and NBC|.. 
exclusively’ sponsored ‘Sunday |’ 
‘night shoéws—after’ years of: steady |. 
network : patronage—are ‘examples’ 
of the long. list: of. advertisers: (in- 

ce cluding Johnson’s.- Wax;-'Scott’ Pa- 
“Though. no: one : : would’. “have 

wished: such-.a: frustrating. start . ‘on: 
‘the. web—indie:. boss...John:. .Me- 

per: down: to: the. smaller’ advertis- 
ers’ ‘such. as: Sunbeam), -that “nave. 
cancelled or: : ‘curtailed: ‘many. mil- 
lions: . ‘of: dollars that ‘otherwise 
‘would : have been | “earmarked * for. 
‘network - television... 

-In- addition, of: course, ‘the: Fair 

General -Motors: (with its. $50, 000,- 
000:- exhibition: hall),. Chrysler 
($30. 000,000: Fair: investment), -Co- 

Borde n "Ss; ca-Cola,- - Pepsi-Cola, 

"(Continued « on. page 160). 

. “coffee 

ity 

for. a. daytime - vehicle.is ‘the’ new. 
Art. Linkletter-. productions. com- 
pany,.- which has two or ‘three Bro-y: 

Bell . 

CBS’ Bendix-Martha. ‘Raye ‘com-" 
edy, which is. still. “iffy”. ‘Sundays 
9:30° to 10. :p.m,,. has ‘drawn: ‘no: 
‘sponsorship blood. ‘And. now that: 

night” show, MeMahon. has handled 

| preducts, represented’. by .55 dif-] 
ferent’ ‘ad. agencies. ‘This has lead |. 
to.a number of. industrial : and pro- | -: 
‘motional film. chores, ‘and plenty of 
current. voice-over: work on ‘the |: 
igtional ‘spot.scene. He’s the ‘voice: 
on’.the’.current . Vitalis. campaign, 
and’ is- ‘doing * both. -radio and: itv 

Palladium v Slow. 

has - thus . diverted from. . tv. what{? 
-otherwise . would’. have . been’ ‘the 
normal. growth © of. ‘billings. from. 
“other leading. advertisers. such: as 

Lh scored. resounding rating Points. 

| 89; 000 000. Fair. Viewers” | 

von the New: York World’s Fair, 
-. opening last “week : pulled’ ‘at 
- whopping: 33. rating for 56%. — 
share ‘of audience.-in: the. Na- 

‘tional: Arbitron ° ‘overnights: for . 
Wednesday, ‘April | 22.° : 
NBC researchers estimated . 

.’ the- total audience ‘forthe Fair: 
.- ‘special at. 59,000,000 viewers—. 
"14,000,000 -more. people than 

attended. . ‘the ‘two-year 

ele” and. “Suspense”. pulled.a 

“Farmer’s Daughter” pulled. a - 
14.7 for 25:share. . 

Like his predecessor, ‘Hugh ‘Downs, be ‘NBC-TV’s “Tonight”. announcer un- |: 
der Johnny.:.Cargon, .helming’ Ed. ‘sold ‘at $110,000, that..would bring: McMahon; ‘has * ‘Heeqme- a hot - tv 
property. 

‘when - it; 

| but. he's got. another ‘of those in’ the. 
= works with ‘the. ‘production team of 
‘| Alan - King *. ‘and. Nat “ Hiken. - A 

| national . sponsor’ ‘has - . the. ‘team’s 
| show, “Who: Me?” and McMahon 

‘has. handled’:emceé chores ‘for the 
pilot: and. dry-runs. Based -on. ques-. 
‘tioning: celeb and. John Q- contest. 
‘ants on their past; the.show ap- 
‘péars:: to: have” a: ‘good chance’ for: 
start. next » J anuary. “as: 8 a. “Prime- 
timer... 
“Also: ‘negotiating with. ‘McMahon 

jects.in mind.: 
As. second. ‘banana. on ‘the: “To. 

the ‘pitches | for.“more -than. 100 

for. General Motors. - 
McMahon, who has been 20: ‘years 

in show. biz: ‘building up-to the :cur-, 
Tent peak, doesn’t figure ‘the: broad- 
‘east scene is. really keeping: him. 
‘busy. enough. Beginning | June:1, 
he'll .do:: two. weeks ‘in the. straw: 
‘circuit. Paramas Mall” (“Anniver- 4: 
sary ‘Waltz'"); with other. offers cur-. 

: trently:: in: ‘from the Kenley Play- | . 
-of the: same title by the late ‘Pres- 
‘ident’ Kennedy, stands ‘pat in the : 

- ‘time. 

liouse - in Warren,:O.,. .where™ he. 
worked .-in-: ‘stock. ‘last year, _ and, 
Palm: Beach: . 

-& Beverly Hii’ 

” London, “April 28. 

Of : “Hamlet,” 
Castle, Elsinore, with ~ ‘Christopher 
Plummer: in the title Tole, was un 
furled: in; two’ parts.. on - Sunday 
April 19° for well. under. 1,000,000 | 
‘homes with..a-choice of both’ chan- 
nels,. ‘according ™. to: .TAM,: Britain’s 
indie. rating service. * ._ 

in London.” “Beverly :: 

“Its star, Frank. Ifield, 

Prisoner’, and - “Hiltbillies™ “also 

in sHETNG HS ee a” Ht me Price Tag: 1 a Mint 
‘NBC-TV’s 90-minute” ‘special ~ | 

‘goes _ for a two-year deal, 

New -:' 
ae ‘York: World's Fate ot rae a 

B rt] ao 

gainst: NBC, C Chroni- ° NED chan minutes in each of the 

- 63 rating: ‘for 11.share, while. . 
- ABC’s Ozzie;. Patty “Duke and -|- 

‘national | 

“McMahon. - “was: washed - “aut. of 
tI his. own show; the Goodson-Todman 
‘quizger, - “Missing. ‘Links’! 

| moved recently from NBC to ABC, ‘was paid for the game and.-doesn’t- 

-Trounce BBC’s ‘Hamlet’ | 
.|-in,: Quality of stuff.seen so far 

-BBC-TV's 170-minute production has.taised web 
shot’ at. Kronborg]j- 

‘CBS-TV, if. iti is ‘to break. even on: 

| the . ‘championship ‘games of the - 
‘National Football League, must sell. 

its _.pre cand. ‘post-game © half-hour 

7 shows, . 

. This: became apparent. as the... 
4 price. tags for the two NFL cham- 
|pionship games were - circulated 
along. Madison Ave: If a sponsor. 

the. 
period for which CBS-TV secured 
the championship rights,. the gross. 

‘| price, per. minute will be $110,000... 
Same - minute; ‘under a one-year 

‘ -agreenient, would be $120,000 again 
a gross: price.. There will be 19 

championship | games. 

‘First’ erack * was’ given to the 
“sponsors of the NFL 

.-| schedule: of: games: on CBS-TV, - 
=|Ford and Philip Morris. “They will..*: 

| have -first: refusal. Then, the pitch ‘ 
Twill be. made’ to- ‘other national | 

_ and. regional Sponsors, 

The . $110, 006 to $120,000 per 
. | minute ‘is a record. price to a 
»# | Sponsor. and compares with from’ 
| $60,000 :to $62,000 ‘per minute for: 
~: }one-minute ‘sponsorship of the reg-: 

ular: schedule. of. NEL games. on.. 
, ia CBS-TV, 

‘CBS-TV, “however, which paid : 

There’ s “nething- like: that. ety: thie record Price’ of: $1,800,000 per. 
night” exposure to put a. personal-: 
ity In the six-figure’ salary. class.: 

I'¥L “championship game, under 
‘the $110,000 gross price per minute 
price seale, couldn't possibly. come 
out even. - 

Assuming. ‘all 19: minutes’: ‘were. 

‘in- gross revenues of. $2,090,000. 
Taking © the . standard 15% Co agency 
‘deduction,: that “brings the. gross 
revenues to the network to $1,776,- . 
500, that’s $23,500 -less than what : 

take into ‘consideration. pick-up -— 
-costs of the web and time payments 
‘by: the: ‘web: to affils.. — 

Only . way" the “web. can recover . 
its costs, and perhaps earn a small : 
‘profit, is selling out the post and 
-pre-game shows to be ‘built around. 
the ehampionship contests. Of con- 
‘sequence, too, which can’t be cal- 
culated as- closely as. ‘the price: 

J schedule for the. games, is ‘that the 
| ‘once-a-year event.is the top ‘pres: 
tige, audience winning sports event 
of the year. “3 

Drops Beef, 
- Settles for Tues, 

Bell had ‘tried to: Tine: up an ear- _ 
‘Vier’ time:-with ‘the .Sunday 6:30. to— 

30. p.m. -eonsidered. ' “Profiles in 
Courage,” : however, | the... Robert 
Saudek. series: based onthe book 

* The. Saudek -  periés,: _ which the. 
. network wanted: to:.dump after. 

‘| the * 
ae Kennedy | (with the producer hold- 
o j.ing the. web firm to the contract) 

assassination. of . President 

is |in. -full- production with rough 
cuts of three or four shows already. 

STEPTOE & SON AS 
- US. ENTRY. ON NBC?. 

_NBC-TV has. initiated a step. deal. 

: Against - the ©. bstandard” oppasi- | to ‘develop: the: British- hit, “Step- 

tion of ‘Associated Telévision’s Pal-: 
Tadium. show, the. ‘Sunday. ‘play and 

‘Hillbillies,” 
‘the Shakespearean: show. scored rat- 
‘ings. of 7-and 6, ‘Palladium, mean-}? 
‘time, ..racked:up its: highest: ‘ever |: . 
audience. 
Was seen. in 9,696; 000 homes;.a rat-: 
ing ‘of .74.. The :play” “The Close: 

toe &-Son” in‘an American version: 
for possible’ airing. in .the 65-66. 
season.: Deal is. with ‘Joe: ‘Levine’s. 
‘Embassy Pictures, which has Amer- 
‘jean: rights to the. series.: 

‘Comedy baséd’ on: the.doings of . a 

‘NBC-TV and: Bell Telephone, via 22 
N. W...Ayer agency, have straight-.*: 
ened out their ‘differences on the © 

| scheduling of. the: 
| Hour” ‘for: next ‘season,--and ‘the ~ 

musical - ‘entry | will share the 10-:.- 
to:11 p.m. Tuesday night: slot. with’ 
the. web’s. actualities. 

“Telephone. _ 

program exec’g. 
‘hopes ‘for success of. “Profiles. mw 

a couple: of. junk ‘dealers: had an” = 
‘American’ preview last week iFri.) - 
on ‘the. Jack -Paar show. Script for. 
the. American adaptation is now in 

the ‘works. a 



- significance 
' measured. in. conventional ; terms, 
-and which ‘may. ‘prove to. ‘have’ a 

-eral, - 
. responsible. 

-mechanics | 
comparison, ‘Lord Normanbrook is} 

: VISION, . 

ITA in activity . and. influence. 

: among | 

re hae 

Major Uperading of . D Y ae a 
Status. for T Vi in Great Britain), 

| | DocuMENTARY un |g 
“DROPPED BY 20TH:-TV! | 

By HAROLD. MYERS” 

“London, Aprii- 28: 
AS: a result. ‘of -a drastic: change. 

in Government. policy, British. tele-|. 
vision has . acquired ‘firstelass 
political status: -This new. social}. 
upgrading, which. started. last. year } 
“with ".the ‘appointment | ‘of Lord]. 
~Hill as chairman. of the Independ-{ 
-ent Television: Authority, was com- 
“pleted earlier in .the. month: when} 
Lord Normanbrook. . ‘was - “named | 
chairman. -of. ‘the. ‘BBC. board. of : 
Bovernors. * iz 

Fhese two appointments. have a 
‘which’ ‘cannot’ .. be|. 

major influence on. the..policies ‘of. 
both networks.” Before, his: €leva-. 
tion to the peerage; Lord Hill was. 
an ‘influential Tory. M:P. who held}. 
several Governmental ‘-posts, -in-| 

Murrow, 
to © Parliament for} 

broadcasting. affairs. ‘He therefore. 
moved into -his. top echelon’ post]: 

cluding that of Postmaster: Gen- 
‘the ‘department ‘which is 

with 
knowle dge. -of the ° legislative} . 

-of .. broadcasting. By} 

a newcomer: to the field . of tele- |. 

scenes influence -in political af-} 
fairs. For~ about. 15..years. he was} 
secretary to the. Cabinet and: there- | 
‘fore privy: to-all the. top-level State} 
sécrets and policies. - 

It. has already © ‘been suggested 
that these. two appointments: cehave |. 
curtailed .some -of the ‘influence 

-. wielded by the. -directors—general | 
-of each -of. the two organizations. 
One commentator has. already sug-| 
gested: that - under. 
‘Tegimes. the. -chairmatt- played. ‘the ; 
_¥Fole .of monarch = and ° the’. d:gs. 

the .previous ! 

‘were Prime Ministers: The balanée 
“of power; it was suggested, | ‘has 
now.. been. shifted: ‘and ‘the Prime 

“Ministerial roles are filled by the |. 
two. chairman with ‘the director-}; 
generals: reduced : to ‘the. status of ;. 

| principal secretaries. . - 

_ While. that observation may. not 
be entirely. accurate, -it-- does: 
sharply. reflect . “the. ‘switch in: 
power: It is common knowledge in Under. the: “heading © ‘of television ‘ 

“the! trade-that Lord Hill has made | education, a ‘Peabody ‘was: given. to” 
his parttime. appointment. as chair-} uve 

into -virtually.. a _-fulltime [tion - '63, the ° three-hour docu- 
mentary - on the. ‘Negro. civil Tights : 

man. 
occupation, and has played an. un- |}. 

policy-making, but on top-level -ad- |- 
ministrative - affairs. ‘Lord Norman- 

usually active role,’ not. only: a 

brook ‘has. yet:to make an’ official 
start ‘to ‘his. ‘duties, but the wide- 
‘spread - feeling - is that . he. will 
match. his ‘opposite | number ‘at ‘the | 

Broadcasters: in both camps’ re- 
main ‘uncertain whether. the . re- 
alignment of power will be’a. boon’ 

There is a feeling |. 
and” 

or otherwise. - 
‘ influential 

an. unrivalled. ‘background | 

but ..has . ‘for many’ years|:. 
. exercised a powerful : ‘behind... the |. 

-contro-| 

' Hollywood, “April. 28. 
“Dottimentary division of ‘20th- 7 
Fox TV, in operation for oné year, 
‘has: been ‘shuttered: Malvin : Wald’ 2 
and Jesse-Sandler, who headed. the} § 
‘division;. departed - the: “Westwood | i 
lot : -on ‘Friday.. 

in: -syndication: 
A- ‘studio ‘spokesinan attributed: 

the lack of sales. to the ‘“virtual | .f 
monopoly”. held by” the networks oy 
in this field. 

Y rare, ah 

Broadcast. Pioneers. ' 

' A special: award. was. gianted to-|* 
Gov.. LeRoy. Collins, National: Assn... 

of. ‘Broadcasters * prexy.: 
‘America’™ and Edward: R: Murrow, 
‘former: director - “of the. United 

whose . auspicies . the 
America” 
‘award “for : radio’ contribution . to 
_ international | understanding. -: . 

_ In ‘the category of tv. -eritertain- | : 
‘ment, Peabody. “winners were 
“Danny * ‘Kaye. Show”. ‘on CBS-TV,; 
‘and - “Mr.: Novak’ « on _NBC-TV. 

NBC-TV. for 

movement . in the US. : 

.CBS-TV's . 
“World,” - and: CBS. prexy - Frank. 
‘Stanton who first: Bublicky:. an-|: 

-} nounced. ‘fdea.. “, 
In ‘the field: ‘of television ‘educa: 

“tion, ABC-TV’s: “Saga ‘of Western’ 
“Man” -won’a. -Peabody. “CBS Re- 

- Storm’: -over: . the. Supreme ; 
Court”. won: a. Peabody for :televi-. 
‘ports: 

. ‘Studie was ‘unable ' to: -sell any | 
| documentary projects. ‘during the! { 
year the branch was-in existence, |: 
-but is: still trying to peddle Some, 

Voice of: 

“American Revolu- : 

In ‘the: category: of. television: ‘con- | 
tribution to — ‘international - ‘under- 
standing, a Peabody. was “granted - ‘to. 

“Town, Meeting. of. the 

7 authorities. 

Marlo Lewis’ 

versial ‘creative ‘talent. that. these: ‘sion public Service. Eric. Sevareid’ 
_néw..-moves: could” ‘lead “to.. moréy of CBS" News won | a Peabody for 
‘stringent’ restrictions of | ‘program tv: news commentary 
content. ‘There. have; « in: recent. se 
weeks, been a. number. of -cases in Gordon. “Forum”. : ; 

-On the local Tevel, ‘The Dorothy 

In .one. case,...one _ of} program . 
|'House,” 

category, 
“WGN-TV, .- 

a Peabody. WLW, ..Cincinnati,: won 
(Continued on 1 page 162)" 

| for: radio - public service.. 
In. Yadio .. ‘networking, 

‘Night - ‘Monitor’. on- ‘NBC . was 

‘Ski League Ll: 
Add to tv’s sports agenda the ‘Na-} — 

tional Ski League, a 1@-team: circuit ae 
being formed with..tv ‘director | 
Marlo. Lewis. as one of ‘the: league's. | “64 
directors and the man in charge TV fall sked in the. Friday. at 9 ‘p.m. 
of video plans for 13 hour shows: slot. Mickey .Rooney stars... 
based on the NSL.. ’--. : “Whorf ‘has - directed. “Beverly 
. League: is. being formed for’ the | Hillbillies” the. past. two Seasons. 
1964-65. séason, -with seven three j.« 
man. teams of pros. already: com-/. ° 
mitted, representing the ‘slopes at} 
Aspen: Colo.; Boyne .: ‘Mountain,!- 
Mich. © Stratton: Mountain, ‘Vt-;-Su-1.: 
‘garbush, -Wt.; Sun’. Valley, Idaho: a 
‘Vail, Colo,, and Windham, N:: Da ° 

Tap’ Whorf for: “Mickey* - 
-“Hollywood, April: 28. 

Weekly ‘shows © will. pit? team “ 

on’ WNBC-TYV, | 
which program’. companies‘: have} won - in: ‘the television. -youth pro-. 
‘come. into ‘open : conflict - ‘with, the | grams category. ‘In ‘the ty. children’ 

““Treetop |" 

Chicago, won he said, but, television is’ on-time. 

fan award for radio. education.: wat may. he) Tousy, oe but it is. on 
‘KSTP,.- -Minheapolis, won. . an award 7 

“Sunday |: 

granted. a ‘Peabody for radio. news: | 

. ‘Richard. ‘Whorf. has béen. signed | 
to. direct Selmur. Productions’: 
Mickey,” _preeming | in’ .the: -ABC-. 

~ Pattern for or Promos 
Upeoming ‘on-the-air: ‘network promotion. for’ thei ‘new: ty season oe . “Seg. of. “Defenders”. (CBS); ‘George. Schaefer;.. “The Patriots”? 

aan ie -(NBC-Hallmark); - . 
Outstanding ™ comedy | director: — » Sidney. Lanfield:. “McHale's 

eae oe 

“JACK CK BARRY 
Now producing’. five” pilots - for 

May Be Lousy Bat 
~ T's: Always: on Time’ 
“Chapel Hill, N.C., April: 28... 

David" ‘Brinkley spoke here at a 

University. of North Carolina’ ‘sym- i 

and -. fielded | 

{queries - on: ‘whether - ‘or not he is a 

con |: 

posium ~ ‘last « “week © 

‘superstar’ ‘OF “performer,” 

trolled ‘by: Madison. Ave. executives: 

and. surrounded. by ‘hews writers. cS 
who Hand:him his material ready to 

States: Information Agency, -under: be: tead over the air each night. - 

“Voice - of 
is: operated, won an 

Said Brinkley: “T am not a super- 
star © Or. any: - Of © ‘these. -ofher silly. 

have: to pay for it... .-. 

‘own * news.. ‘Nothing: is handed. toy” 
shim. Teady-maie.” |- 
These are some of. his. comniexts: : 
. “Most ’ people who turn. on. their’ |.. 
iv. ‘sets. expect. to - get pablum,” . 
Brinkley. said, commenting. on. pub- 
lie ‘reactions to. some. of his. docu: | 
mentary specials. ~ .: - 

land. get lawsuits: But we have : spon- 
| sors-lined’ up. and, have. freedom to. 
‘be. honest. . 

Asked about. ‘the. ‘difficulties ‘of if 
rietwork ‘broadcasting, . “he: said; + 
“Television. is the only thing in the: - 
world. ‘that is _punctual.” - 

time. a2. 

Triple Crown AM Coin” 
General. ‘Cigar. has picked up. full [. : 

3 sponsorship. of.CBS Radio’s: broad-. 
,{ casts- -of. . 
. “Triple. Crown: a 
|-& Rubicam.” ... - 

‘Jack . Drées,’. CBS ‘Radio's week: | : 
‘end _ ‘sports: ‘reporter; :will : eall: the | --- 
races.-and. Win’ Eliiot;.. racing. ‘ex: | 

: : “Triple| 
“Keritueky: 7 

Derby; May 2; The Preakness;. ‘May: 
16; and Belmiont ‘Stakes, June: 6. 

thoroughbred: . 

| pert,. will - -do the.. color. 
| Crown” encompasses © 

Probably. will: be ‘one. of ‘the ‘shortest, in: history. . 

, “Defenders” - ‘segment titled - “Blacklist”; - 
“f° ABC-TYV’s 
‘|. - Meeting of the World” (the Telstar shaw: ‘of July. 10,.1963)." 

‘fb Hope. Presents” (NBC);.. 
| Side?” 

7 Show” €NBC).. 

| ° “Andy ‘Williams Show” 
|. Garry :Moore: Show’? (CBs); 

7 might Show”. (NBC). . 

- programs-—* “Discovery” “(ABC);. 
—f | (NBO Theatre”; = “Science ™ AML Stars” (ABO); | 

£.- NBC). 

=}. (NBC);.. 
1 - (CBS). na 
a “Outstanding: achievement. in the: ‘field of: news. reports—Walter ie 
| Cronkite’s CBS news show: NBC’s Huntley-Brinkley news: Show; ” 
“NBC Special News. Reports”; ABC's eee 

‘}: ° “Outstanding -achievement in. the. field. ‘of news .commeéntary or.” 
public. affairs—“American . Revolution 63": 
_.. ports’’s: “Chronicle” (CBS); “Cuba:.Parts: I and pike (NBC); “Town. 7 

|< Meeting: of the World”: (CBS, July. 10: show). an 

im Outstanding. actress — Ruby. Dee, _ 
“Ave.” seg .of.“‘Nurses’”. (CBS); Bethel ‘Leslie, “Statement of Fact” ~~ 

|. ‘seg. of: “Richard Boone Show”, (NBC); 
" 11” seg -of. Richard Boone series; ‘Diana Sands,““Who Do You Kill” 
_seg of “East. Side, West ‘Side”. (CBS); - Shelley Winters, “Two A. 
i the Number”. (Bob Hope: show,’ NBC). : * 

names. ‘I am a. reporter and. never pe 
‘| wanted ‘to’ be anything- élse. . 
"0: owe’ make a concession | to Le 
‘Sponsors: at times. If we. had a stery.: 
‘on lung. cancer, for-’instance,.. we-| 
would tell our, cigaret sponsor in| 

|time for him:to drop his. commer- |" 
cial if he wanted to—but: he'd ‘Stilt | 

“The Fugitive” 

“very. newscaster’ of any “eons, 

‘sequence at ay network writes his |“ Carter, “The Hostages” seg. of “Combat”: (ABC); Carl. Lee; “Ex-. 
press Stop from.Lenox Ave.” 7 : 

Paulsen, “One | Day in. the Life: of: Ivan. ‘Denisovich” (NBC-Bob ~ aa 

Hope). cee 
_ Outstanding. supporting.’ “yole’ by: ‘an: actress—-Maitiné “‘Rartlett, STR. 

.- “Journey Into Darkness” ‘ség of “Arrest. ‘and. Trial”. (ABC):. “Anja- 

.” nette ‘Comer, “Journey~ Into: Darkness”; 
Dyke. Show”. (CBS):. Claudia: McNeil; ° : “Express, Stop: from.Lenox .- 
" Ave.” seg of “Nurses”: (CBS); Ruth: White, “Little: Moon. of: Al- a 
: ban” .(NBC-Hallmark). ; : a 

E “What's God: to Julius?” seg. ‘of :“Dr. Kildare’ (NBC); 

“Most ‘of the stuff. on* -televiston. a 
is bland. When people turn on’ their | 
‘set. and find: hell-raising.. and noise.|'. 
Such .as we had: on. our show about: 
Reno: and. the :divorce mills people. 
don’t ::like:: it: They : ‘react -‘severely.. 
|toward::me and we: lose ‘sponsors.|. ~ 

Garland, : 
~/.Garland’ Show”. (CBS);, 
+ diams. (NBC). - rita 

. Outstanding ‘original. music. for’ tv--Georgeé: Auric, “The. Krem-\.- Boe] 

= a Hopkins, . 

Greece: The: Golden Age” (NBC); Ulpie Minucci, Joe: ‘Moon: and, re 
Rayburn Wright, . “Saga: of: Western: Man.” _ ..- ey | 

Outstanding .art’ direction: .and scenic design-—Warren: “Clymer, re 
“Hallmark -Hall ‘of. Fame”..(NBC); Robert Kelly; Gary: Smith, “The™:..- 

People, planes:and trains. are late J Sudy - Garland : ‘Show? (CBS); 

. |. “Lee. Wiley,” 
|. A> Very Small: . Snail, - 

_Tacirig’s:} 
Agency is: Young 3 

a Mental Work” (NBC-Bob. Hope). | 
.Qutstanding -writing in- comedy. or ‘variety“Herbert ‘Baker. “Mel: - Pee 

Tolkin, Ernest Chambers, Saul Hison, Sheldon: Keller, -Paul’ Mas, © 
-gursky, . ‘Larry: ‘Tucker, Gary: ‘Belkin,. Larry. Gelbart,’ “The: Danny 

against team in a-variety of events “will be-the Presidential conventions... Three: networks—especially...:. |. 
_ —slalom,. obstacle course. ete—and. - _ 
the final show ‘will -be a -World} 

- Series’ featuring the’ top teams. |.” ‘plugging: thé: news operations . of: the. Tespective | three-: ‘networks 
“Slopes are being equipped with tv | , ‘instead. of the upcoming shows: of the new season. 
cameras and electronic scoring de- 7 
vices, with plans. to. vidtape each 
“week's: show two: days in. advance of 
alr date. « 
‘League is looking for a network. . 

: CBS-TV. and NBC-TV—are riding: hard. on pre-convention ‘political: |: 
2 coverage. 

‘What will telescope. the time: devoted ta: pitching the new’ *sedebn. af 

Good: deal of. on-the-air promos .will: be devoted to: | 

_ First convention gets: underway. on’ July 13,. that: ‘being’ the ‘Re: : 
publican’ Party convention: in San Francisco. The. Democrats meet’ _ 
Aug. °24 in Atlantic City..’- Following ‘the ‘conventions; ‘the three | 

:. networks will go. hot .and. heavy.- on. ‘promoting . the. ‘new. season, 
“witha a more: cohcentrated on-the-air. campaign: for. the! new: shows. - 

ce Navy’. (ABC); 
“Farmer's: ‘Daughter’: (ABC);: 

po A> ‘Tribute’ to Teachers”: (CBS children’s: ‘con¢erts); | 
“The Andy -Williams Show” (NBC):: 

. (NBO); 
. Robert Scheerer;. “Danny. .Kaye. Show’”: ¢CBS):: Son ld 

_ Outstanding cinematography: for’ tv—W.. B. ‘Peters, “The ‘Krem- = vee] 

The 1963-1964 : season » Eximy Award ‘nominations’ were: “approved 
over the last weekend by the National Academy :of Television Arts 

tions going to- NBC-TV’s: “American Revolution. of '’63”; 
‘NBC-TV’s 

“The Making of.a President"’;. ‘and -CBS-TV’s : “Town: 

‘Winners will ‘be. selected by. ‘Secret -ballot of-‘the. ‘Academy’ ‘8. 
| 6,000: members for presentation: via: NBC. ‘Monday, May 25,. from ma : 
[10 to 11:30. p.m. moa 

Other. nominations were:. | | bre R 
Outstanding: ‘program. achievement’ in the ela. of comedy-—“The aa 

‘a BI ‘Dana Show” (NBC); “The Diek Van ‘Dyke. Show” - (CBS); “The. 
..Farmer’s. Daughter” (ABC): “McHale’s’ Navy” {ABO); and: “That - 
Was" the: Week That Was” (NBC). >. 7 

‘Outstanding program. achieévément ‘i the: field ‘of, drama— “Bob 2 
. “Defenders”:- (CBS); “East Side,” West © 

(CBS); “Mr. : Novak”: (NBC); and: “The: Richard: ‘Boone: 

Outstanding program: ‘achievement in: ‘the: fiela of masic-“Bell . 
te Telephone Hour”: (NBC); “The Lively’ ‘Ones”’ (NBC); “Young: Peo- ve 

‘|: . ple’s Concerts” (CBS). ° 
‘Outstanding - ‘program: ‘achievement. in the. field “of vairiety— 

(NBC); “Danny ‘Kaye Show”: (CBS); “The. 
“Judy. Garland Show”. (CBS); 

‘Outstanding ‘program. achievement : in: the. field: “of children’ s. 
“Exploring” » (NBC): .“NBC Chil-.. 

Wild Kingdom” 

“Qutstanding achievement ‘in. the field ot ‘documentary’ program-" 
CBS-TV—Parameunt FV Production oo ming—“Greece: The Golden Age” (NBC); - “The Kremlin”: (NBC); 

| Development program 

Pea body. Winners | David Briakley: TY 
“Four of the. tv. network George | - 

Foster -Peabody’ ‘Awards | for . "63 : 

were won hy CBS-TV; two by NBC- de, 
TV; and : one: by “ ABC-TV. ‘The } 
“Awards for ‘radio; as: well as. tv, of “ 
the station and: network levels, will}. 
be ‘presented . ‘formally at. today’ Ss: 

(Wed:) luncheon - meeting of. the: 

“The Making’ of the President”. (ABC);: “Manhattan Battleground” . af 
“Twentieth.” Century”. a “Saga, of Western’. “Man” (ABC);: 

Ron Coehran ‘news. ‘show... 

(NBC));... “CBS - Re=”. 

“Outstanding ‘actor-—James. ‘Earl Jones,: Who. ‘Do. You. ‘Kin’ ‘eR 
‘ment of “East Side, West Side’ (CBS): Jack: Klugman, “Blacklist”: fo 

_ seg of “Defenders” (CBS); Roddy McDowell, “Journey Into: Dark= "~~ 
“mess” seg of: ‘Arrest and: Trial’.{(ABC); Jason Robards. “‘Abe ‘Lin-- 
¢oln’ in- Illinois” 

| Black” (NBC-Bob - “Hope); Harold Stone, “Nurse: As: A. Feminine. " 
:. (NBC-Hallmark); -Rod “Steiger; “A ‘Slow . Fade :to: 

Noun” seg: of “Nurses” (CBS). ° . 
“Express: ‘Stop. from: ‘Lenox Le 

Jeanette-Nolan, “Vote:On 

' Outstanding | series. actor — “Richard Boone, 

(ABC); 

- Outstanding series .actress —. ‘Shirley’ Boo.h,” 

‘Outstanding © supporting ‘ole. by'-an. actor: — Sorrell Booke, ° 
‘Conlan . 

seg. of “The Nurses” (CBS); Albert. 

Rose’ ‘Marie, “Dick: Van. 

‘ Outstanding variety performance in| a ‘musical. ‘or. “seriés—J udy- z 

(CBS);: Danny “Kaye, (CBS);.. Barbra” ‘Streisand, 

lin (NBC); Elmer: ‘Bernstein,:: “The ‘Making of A President”” 
' (ABC): John Barry, ‘Elizabeth. Taylor. in ‘London” -(CBS);: Kenyon | 

“East : Side,’ West. Side” :(CBS);:: George ; Kleinsinger, 7 

J ack . ‘Poplin; 

“Defenders” _(CBS);.:Arnold ‘Perk; 

-(NBC-Bob: Hope): Allan Sloane, 
: “Breaking: Point”. fABC),; 

“What's. God to. Julius” seg. of “Dr: Kildare’ " (NBC):. 

Robert. Hartung; 

‘Walter. Brown. Newman. 
gan” ség of “Richard ‘Boone: Show”. (NBC); 

Kaye. Show” (CBS); Gerald Gardner; ‘Robert: ‘Emmett; Saul Turtle- a 
’~ taub, David Panich,. Tony’ Webster, “Thomas.-Meehan,: Ed-Sherman, .- 

“That. “Was the’ ‘Week That’ Was”. ANBC); : 
Davies’ and Lee Loeb; John’ McGreevey, “The: Farmer's Daughter” 
ABC); Carl Reiner, “The Dick ‘Van. Dyke Show” (CBS).:: 

-Steven- Gethers,.. Jerry - 

Outstanding drama. director—Paul Bogart, ° ‘ “Moment of “Pruth”. 
°° seg of “Defenders” (CBS); Tom :Griés, “Who. Do: You: Kill?” seg. 
of: “East ‘Side, West. Side”. (CBS):. oe 
About Lee Wiley” (NBC-Bob Hope); Stuart. Rosenberg, “Blacklist”. 

Sydney ‘Pollack, : 

Paul: Nickell, William “Russell: and-. Don - Taylor, 

Outstanding | director . for music: or. -variety—Roger. ‘Englander; 
“Bob. ‘Henry; . . 

Clark Jones, ° Sid. Smith, “Bell. Teleplione ” Hour" (NBS); 4 

{Continued on page: 167), 

‘&- Sciences board: of trustees. with Program of the Year nomina-.. .- 
‘CBS-TV’s |: 

| “Kremlin's: 

“Richard: Boone we, 

“Show? (NBC); Dean Jagger, “Mir. ‘Novak” : (NBC); David Janssen, ~ °:..”.; 
George. .C. Scott, “East’ Side, West . Side” wT ae 

~ (CBS); Dick: Van: Dyke, “Dick. Van. ‘Dyke Show”’ (CBS). Peon 
“Hazel” (NBO): ee 

“Patty. Duke, “The - Patty ‘Duke. Show” - (ABC); Mary Tyler Moore, 
“The Dick: Van ‘Dyke Show’ (CBS); : _Trene: Ryan, | “The - ‘Beverly. : 

oe Hillbillies”. (CBS): Inger: Stevens, “Farmer's “Daughter” (ABC)... 

“Judy 2. “ | ; 7 
‘Burr ‘Tillstrom, “ST ws" (NBC);: Andy Wil- a 

“Fhe. ‘Outer - Limits” od 
- -(ABC):--Edward “Stephenson, “The | Danny: Kaye. Show” :(€BS). 90+ 8] 

‘Outstanding:.drama: script. —: Ernest -- Kinoy; “Blacklist” seg. of 020° 
Who Do :You" Kill?” seg. of = 

:. “East Side, .West .Side”. (CBS);. David Rayfiel; “Something-About. | 
“And James: Was °°. 

Adrian. ‘Spies, coe 

- -Outstanding. drama . adaptation—James. Bridges; “The Sart ‘seg 

of “The ‘Alfred Hitchcock Hour’’.: (CBS);* 

* Patriots”, (NBC-Hallmark); 
“The a _ 

“The. Hoolie -) 9: 
Rod: Serling, “Its fod 

“Something ~~ a 

. Jerry Parris,. “The. Dick Van Dyke. a | 
, Show’ . (CBS);. Richard © Whorf, “The -Beverly Hillbillies”.(CBS):2-°-. 

Marshall Jamison, “TWw3" - 



2 - seven: nights. - 

pee Murphy. was.-v.p., Gilbert -Seldes: 
~.-- Was. g.m., and Worthington (Tony)” 
. Miner. hooked . ‘on. soon:.after as. 

ars program. director. Diskin recalls | 
--" that: early crew ‘below. ‘the exec. 
me echelon’ as: “the: working stiffs: ‘who 

~ NBC $3.00 

a sponsored - time, basing: his - report: 
_on:.INA-BAR ® Reports... (which’ ‘do 
not. report Mutual). 

~ ABC: $. No. 1 30-Market Status 
Last. week's :30-market Nielsen. report : (for. . the. week * ‘ending’: 

“April: 19) was. ‘a- throwback ‘to ‘the 1958-61. period: when. ABC-TV: | 
‘The ‘ newest '.30:market' readings . 

No. ‘small‘factor: was: |: 

“Was: leading” the.:multi-city pack,:. 
‘put ABC in’ No. 1 position -with'.an 18.5. rating for all prime. time -. 
-Veommercial timé periods {7:30°to 11. p.m:).. 
: the: ‘Academy, Awards, which ran ‘second: only: to ‘the: CBS. Lucy: ” 

‘ReBort. ‘also credits “ABC. with winning. five out ‘of. the wehbe 
“CBS had.-a-17,% average audierice. rating “and. NBC. -..|- 

-15°6.....Of£: the. Top. 20. shows, ‘CBS had. 10,. ABC. had: » eight and ae 

Special: ' 

NBC. two.” 

Here's. the: Top 20:. 

- Tuey " Special. (CBS) Te, .. 
- Academy Awards (ABC) eee 
Bonanza’ (NBC) (.2.2..26. 7 
“Beverly Hillbillies. (CBS) . a . 
* Dick. ‘Van- Dyke (CBS) _ 
- Petticoat. Junction - (CBS) . eee 

a “Andy - ‘Griffith . (CBS) ° 
‘My Favorite Martian es) * 
=: Fugitive (ABC) | .2.......-. 

.". - MeHale’s’. Navy. SABC) ad. 
Patty Duke (ABC) 2. ccc. oa 

.-Combat, : (ABC) - 
.") Farmer’s “Daughter - {ABO),” 

‘Donna .Reed:’ (ABC). 
. Lassie ~ (CBS) 

_ Candid - Camera (CBS) * aoe | . * 

ce Luey (CBS) 6s 0 ee eens nce eee: 
“2. Hollywood. ‘Palace’ (ABC). Veen Sucuseebes : Sa Dik an 

At ’--this. early. point, “adrian 

a (Continued on page 162)... 

3-Day AM Take | 
- NBC. Radio: ‘reports $3, 000. 000 3 ‘in. 

> new and renewed: business: for‘ the |. 
_ 37-day. ‘period of. March: 9... to. April} 
+ AS; -and:-also that “the. weekend 

-.< “Monitor” had the. highest second. 
aaa ‘quarter - sales. SFOs’ An. its nine 

"years ‘on the air. . 

NBC: Radio: exet veepee Bill Me: 
.. Daniel: ‘Says. the’ ‘web. now lias’ more | 

than. 40%. -of the -three-network 

Accounting’ for the: $3, 000, 000 to- 
_ : tal -biz ‘are. such ‘sponsors as. Rex-| 
co: “all, :Mars,- Plymouth-Valiant,. -Olds- 
= p mobile, _Lincoln-Mercury,. “F ord. 

- General: 

‘Jack Benny : (CBS). . ees “See la et elt te Se. 
Hope. Special (NBC). me A oe 

ee eee 

‘Six for 19% 6 

}realign 

This . ‘repré-|' 
, -Sents: a'gain bythe :web’.in its:|.- 
= “leadership. over CBS- ‘and. ABC for: ne 
yt, this year .over. last. 

Peete eee ieee 9, SBT. 
cee = wage secatoee ~

 36: a. , 

“° ats wales oe a os : os a a “29. 5s 

we 27 Te 

_ ue 27. 0. ls 

= ind pedeer eng BBQ 

SKIT s Way Back Wher 

~(BS-TV Was a Groping AB AB) 
mo “Marshal” (Sonny) - Diskin, noteh:+- 

-. {ng -his: 25th -anni. in tv, and. -since.|- 
_. 1947 ‘a director. at ABC, ‘says his’ 
.- > Jongrun with the: niedium’ has left. : 
-°) his -zest.for it undimished. ) "| 

3 ie. ‘tunes ‘in’ ‘as. often. as’ “then; fo 
-  igays it” gives:. the “kids: A... Savvy]. 
o> ‘about the--world that is unique. to} 
:-: | their generation, and. further judges |- 
-.. the’ electronic ‘revolution’ .as . one’ 
- | of ‘the greatest things that's: hap*. 
. pened: to the’ world."? J. 

~.... “He-joinedABC in. 1947 : ‘and: the _ 
ae following year directed the -Phila-|~.. 
“~ -“delphia conventions: —. Democrat, 
GOP and Henry Wallace’ ‘powwow |- ° 
“2 cof Progressives. He has directed | 
.. 4, @very.. quadrennial - -parley-. ‘since:] 
then forthe net. ‘This. year, how- | 

-:* ‘ever, he’s slated for Specialization, 
| > handling “Gen.. Eisenhower’s~.com-}. 
. .. Mentaries- during. the Republican]: 
7 meet. Additional. political. coverage 7 

“assignments. are forthcoming: a 

Although. ‘Diskin’s™ ‘career. as. “al. 
wo ‘broadcast activist. began-in 1939,| 
-: (it actually: traces, back to "35. when | 
he: joined. CBS. aS .a page. Four.|¢ 
years .later: he: became: part ‘of :a: 

<s’ "Smal manpower: nucleus that’ set 
.! up ‘tv: shop: for. CBS: at:15.-Vander- |: . 
-' - bilt’ Avé;, N.Y., :as.-W2XAB. This. 
_lUAwas a. “pilot”. operation to “formu- |. 
“2 ate what was ‘going .to: be’? when: 

? commercial operations were. to- ‘com: 7 
.mence two. years. hence: . 

: Washington, April 28. ° 
Leaders ° of - the. :- House: ‘of 7 

. Representatives. had. ‘some 

: ‘porters. 

: “porters” galleries... 
‘Praise for the. ‘proadéast.- re- 

“Speake Tr: John: “McCormack: . 
(D-Mass:); * . 

* €arl. ‘Albert. (D-Okla.), ‘Minority: a 
~.: Leader” ‘Charles. “Halleck . (Re. 
“Tnd)- and: House Commerce __; 

~ Committee. chairman Oren. a" 
‘Harris (D-Ark.) ' 

“Mike Michaelson .and Max Bar-- - 

Glenn, Sinn T arset 
“Norman - ‘Glenn; ‘whose. hep. ‘and: 

‘shrewd ‘involvement: ‘jn ‘the ‘tv.-pro-. 
gramming ‘marts has: won him: high: 
regard, has* ‘been. ‘promoted to” the: 
post. of exec..v:p.--of programming 
for: United ‘Artists. ‘Television, the. 
spot. ‘recently : “vacated . ‘by®. . Dick : 
Dozrso: - 

2 Glenn. ad ‘been Wy. progeams 
at: tming,, ‘the ‘past :two- years, 

-|moving into the: top’ ‘programming. 
_ ‘spot: at. UA-TV,~ is beginning -to 

‘programming: 
plans. with | ‘coproduction deals “for 
the 765-66: season. already. .under-: 

Way. Both.- Glenn -arid’ UA-TV- 
prexy. J ohn: Sinn. are: in: -active ‘ne-: 
‘gotiations. ‘for'six coproduttion. deals. 

with. producers; -:directors;:. “writers 
‘and stars: for: the- 65-66 season. :* - 

‘In another move, -Sinn has’ ‘ab-. 

poirited: Howard: Gottfried: adminis-- 
trative .-v.p., - pr ogramming, .: with 
headquarters - in. Beverly © Hills. 
Gottfried has: spent ‘this: last .yeat 
in ‘the N.Y. ‘office as V Pi, produc: | 

UA-TV’s. 

tion ° supervisor. - 

agency. 

~Roueher’s. Kraft. Pact. a 
; “Hollywood, ‘April 28. 

“Anthony - Bouchet,’ NY: ‘Times: 
taysterioso’ book. reviewer, and ‘sus- | 
pense. writer, has. been: ‘signed.’ by). 
exee ‘producer Frank: P: ‘Rosenberg 
‘as story consultant on next. season's. 

es | “Kraft, Suspense Theater.” . 
a bacco, "H om eli te ‘Saws, “Retail : 
Clerks - International, 
:. Mills, Voice - of Propliecy. and. Met- 

cS Fopolitan: Life... we 

‘Hourlong series produced. “at £ 
‘Universal. ‘City. studios is: aired: on !. 
NBC-TV. -Boucher: deal was set. by 
Artists: Agency. Corp: - oe 

Kin r for ers” 
Ki d Wo d Gabber s ality | involved. Bing - Crosby’ Pro- 

‘ductions adheres .to.a ‘strict: $5,000 |. 
top on its.series, follows ‘this figure:| . 

on “Ben . Casey,” and will. do. the} 
good. words. for , broadcast . re-.~ |} same. for’ its: new’ “Slattery’s- Péo- 

 Kudoes” ‘came on: the:  $5th. ae er series debuting® next. ‘Season, ' 

‘anni -of. the establistiment : of --: 
_ the. ‘Congressional. radio-ty re-~ 

-’ Majority: Leader. . 

__: Gallery. ‘superinténdent : Rob- ; 
“ert -Menaugh- and - attendants ~~ 

_ber : were’ ‘also.: ‘congratulated: | Pe 

| ->for ‘their service. rae 

not ‘yet guested in vidpix.” 

Glenn, 

receive.” 2 ~ 
.. A: number. of: "execs. asserted. that | 
hits is the quality. of: the ‘script: ‘which | 
-is attractive, to.a-guestar talent, not: 
just: the coin,. that: if a: script. is |: 
good. “enough. the: actor. will: take | 
it for: the. going price." - 
Average ‘guestar salary: in Holly- with: mainly ~ American product | 

wood. is about $5,000, according to;-and- ‘upbeating: at:.a. fast” ‘tempo. | 
. Dorso. ‘resigned : ‘from UA-TV. to! 

‘become : 4. V.p.. and . partner “in- the 
‘Ashley = Steiner. - = Famous: Artists| 

Je: }.worked .on- “Route. 662". 

“By: DAVE: “KAUFMAN. 

“c-» Hollywood,: April 28..: 

-anthology : 
and: “Kraft. . ‘Suspense - Theater”. |: 

“Vf 10,000.'to $7,500. for -guests. |. ~ rom .$ o§ Rs “events. and: awards. These in- ~ | ° ln -addition, it chas ‘pared: the top] . : DB 4 clude. the: top. awards: for” | "* | for* guests.’ on. its.. “Wagon Train”. . 
. series. from. $10,000 ‘to: $5,000, :as “of |-. 
‘élnow. ” Studio, incidentally, ‘has al-}" 

AP ready « lined. tip’ Bobby | Darin *'to|°. 
“>: guest-in its ‘initial- “WT” segment: 
.- 4 for - next’ season; rolling April 28.; - 

a an check” of. vidfilmeries: around | 5 | 
22 | Hollywood - -revealed :a|-tendency:|" . Pe 

40 “: 1to keep ‘star. prices. down, ‘with, tops | -national dudging Aspects. ‘of * 
aa ranging. from: $1, 000" to $5; 000, else- = 
a fWhere. 

1. AG: “MGM-TV,. “potiey’ is’. to: ‘Keep | 
.| the | guestar . top. at $5,000 :-on. ‘all 

‘Desilu _| their series’ using guests,: 
Studios... this © past. season ‘had: a 

:| guestar™ top ‘of: $5,000 on ‘its’ “The 
Greatest - Show. :on- Earth’ series, 

“At ‘Screen Gems, the : only series} ~ 
utilizing guest. stars on “a-regular |: 

. | basis. was “Route . 66,” ‘and: there | 
thie. ‘guest. price ranged from $3, 500-. 
$5, 000, depending..on the person-| 

‘Burke's. Law's’: 1G ‘Top - 

“Lowest guest. figure in ‘town. for’ 
stars. is” ““Burke’s . ‘Law,”’.. at: Four 

mo: ‘Star, ‘which “has: a. $1,000 top.. How- 
porters: came from House .- |.ever, in’ this: ‘instance .stars: work} 

| cameo-bits, and. usually. their stint 
; is: - ‘confiried: to : one:. day’s ‘work. 
‘However, since a number of stars.|"e 

‘} guest-in each. seg;. it. runs: the talent. 
‘budget. up, “one. “eompany, OxeC | 

| Pointed out; |. os: 

A number of. execs’ “contacted: ‘éaid 

“lthey would--not. Z0- above their top. 
figure ‘undér’ -any. -circumstances, 
pointing. out : if they - paid’ more to 
oné.. star; . the. news. would | get 

.: fafound quickly, ‘and. it: would” make 
=| their - ‘present policy.” meaningless. 

Some. pacts. have ‘‘favored nations” 
-*}elauses whereby: a talent is entitled: 

|to--mere. coin, if the company: sub-. 
sequently. pays another suest: more-| 
‘than the top.” © + 

- Some ..execs: -were “outspoken” on|. 
the. ‘subject. of star salaries, saying | - 

ome es 

tntich. as $15, 000 for ’ ‘guest . shots. 
‘a few years-ago, they -did ‘so: in the 
‘belief this: wotild:lure into ‘tv. those | 
few. ‘motion- ‘picture’ stars who have |. 

found out it didn’t work that way, 
that they. were paying: $15,000 for | 

‘| actors | they: eatild have. gotten. ‘for | 
'$5,000,. ‘The few who. haven’t done | 
tv won't” begin because. the: top. is |. 
‘$15,000: : instead. of. $5, 000,” said.|~ 
one. . He ‘frankly, ‘said of his’ own: 
company: which. had ‘a $5,000}. 
guestar top on. a.series: “We were’ 
‘stupid. - We ‘found: ‘that when: we’. 
got.-to. reruns, we. couldn’t.: afford 
high: ‘residuals. the ‘guest’ would: 
to: ‘Telease . ‘them; ‘because : of the 

and. formerly :- 
‘casting -at- ‘Screen’ ‘Gems; where. fie | 

‘In ‘The East—-$1,500:. Tops” 
‘Even ‘so, -this- ‘figure- is. Hoty 

| ‘| “equitable,” “Wookey - ‘asserted, -ex- | 
plaining: “there.:are just ‘too’ many | 
-actors. available.’ Three top: N: “Y.} 
series, ‘East Side; West Side,’ ‘The 
Defenders’ and ‘The: Nurses,’ all 
have guestar- tops. of -$1,500,. “and |: 
they: get the. same ‘people. we: “do 
“here.” . 

«Continued “¢ ‘on \ page 167): 

wn 
Universal City’s tv operation has. 

Ce cut: the: top for guestar talent. on;:. 
tne Pe etd “es Bond . | three of. its: vidpix: series for next. 
: ‘i : oy : a ar =. "| season; ‘in line“: with a general |: 
rr Pee ia ees eee eee 36. 1 ts vidfilmery sentiment ‘against. pay- |": 
eee te ee Path 35.0 2 ing what execs ‘consider - ‘too igh: - 

, prices: to. actors.) 2°... 

wy Universal City. studios: has low- _— 
“Tn ered the tops ‘of. ‘twa’ series, Bob| - 

“: |} Hope-Chrysler.” 

te: dm 1962." 

series |... 

r On) . 
’ 

“They | 

Wookey: ‘ascribed ‘what he terms 
too-high “prices .. for “‘guestar tale: 

_RADIO-TELEVISION 147. 

- Space’ Tv ‘Festival - 
Rome, April 28; 

. its: festival.:The “Guglielmo: 
“Marconi: Prize,” -this year ‘in its 
“sixth. installment; will award a_ 
Gold. Plaque «to the’; ‘emcees: _ 
-who: ‘handled - speaker. chores 

. ‘on the first. Telstar. r casts ‘back vee 

. ‘Marconi prize will be held 
“in. Grosseto; ‘on : the - Italian . 

‘achievement: in. Italian. tele-.. 
“vision, -and. will ‘spotlight ‘ty 
originals. ‘as’ well. as:-the -im--” 
‘portance. of video in relations: 
between: peoples of the world. 

“ing designated to handle: inter-, “. 

o . Prize.’ 

ABC: § Retreat 
I Tint Fron vont 

‘After’ a season, as ‘promised, of] 
some. . tinting . ‘up, ABC-TV. . has 
quietly reversed field’ on the 1964- 
65 season, .with. the- result. that. it: 
will ‘be doing © Substantially - ‘less: 
-‘ecolor next semester. nae 
The: -web’s current. ‘sked. boasts | 

‘three’ hours “of ‘primetime: color-. 
casting. a week via. “Wagon. Train,’ my 
“Greatest Show -.on ~Earth” and 

“| Flintstones.’ Ms 
now-concluded ™- -13-weekend. series. 
of : “Challenge Golf” had ‘also. been 
tint: “By. eomparison, 764-'65 - ‘will: 
find only :two half-hours’ in: eolor| 

In: addition; ; " #t's 

—“Flintstones” Thursday. at. 7:30 
|p.m,, and the new “Johnny Quest”. 
eartooner ‘Fridays. :at'-7:30:. (Plus. 
some: of.:the Fox and. UA’ ‘Sun- 
day- night. feature pix.) - 7 
-At least: a- -couple. ‘of. ‘the new 

shows” from. ‘the 20th-Fox. mill—. 
“Peyton Place” and: :“Voyage'- to}. 

4 Nations Repped 
At Cannes TV Fest 

Somewhere . along. the: “ine there |. 
vhas. to ‘be. ‘some: _ belt-tightening, | 

Bottom of the Sea”—were ‘orig- 
inally conceived.-as' tint ‘entries, 
but both’ will. open. up in Septem-. 
‘ber : in. “b&w: ‘The retreat © from 
-eolor “is ‘a..¢ase of: budgetary: cau- 

| tion, ‘particularly’ at a. time when 
‘the: niet . is- splurging ‘on its news 
‘department | never’: ‘before. 

it’s felt, : 
._ As’ for. ‘the ‘two cartoons ‘going 

‘in color. against the: retrenchment 
| trend,.:that’s.:one way™-to distin- 
‘guish them ‘from. the. ‘daytime kid-' 
strip . animation, - - 

Aussie Gort. Chief 
Calls TV.Top industry 

Sydney, : “April” 28. - 
--Bostmaster -. ‘general. 

‘Menzies’: 

country station. that ‘the. Aussie. tv] 
‘setup’ was now. &- $600; 000,000 in-. 
dustry _ and” was. ‘still - ~advancing | | 

| ‘GRIND’ REPRIEVE: 
month. by ‘month. 

-Commercial ' station : operators 
here | report: .:biz .as_. extremely. 
buoyant ‘On: * sponsorship... intake}. 

So Oy? OO Te 

7. 

"Space ‘television already has. || 

‘An. international jury is be- |: 

Arthur 
“Hulme,- in: ‘eharge of ‘all ‘tv and: 
radio operations’ within the Aus-. 
sie .territory ‘for: the: Sir Robert: 

‘Liberal Party ‘govern: 
‘ment,, sdid:.when epening a new: way’s Rigmor Rodin, — 

No: Italians*aré repped, and local. 
observers are wondering why. 

Fo OY RY DOTTY 

and. local: radio. rating service. 
: ARB’s ‘thrust. ‘inthe directon. : of. 
| radio: grew. ‘out. of a ‘$100; 000 co-. 

.| financed. pilot . ‘project with RKO 
: Riviera; from: Oct: 3-7, and will: 

also: feature. the. ‘usual’ -yearly = f- 
Gerieral.” 

General’s CKLW functions in com- 
| petition: with other stations. The’ 
| Detroit test was. ‘conducted. ‘for a: 
two-week .. “period - 
utilizing | ‘personal: diaries, in which 

. people . ‘would note: their: in-home 1 
and — out-of-home radio listening, - 
their tv. viewing, and. their news- -. 
paper and magazine reading habits. - 

_ Basically, the test-was described: as: 
== | 2-multi-media one, in which. it was. 

to 50% of - 
‘Lradio- listening was. accounted for | 
Eby = out-of-home. ‘listening. The : 

| findings. of the. ‘personal . diaries 
“were checked by: telephone coinci- 

| found ‘that from 4020 

dentals; - : The. overall correlation 
was ‘described by: ARB as “very en- 
couraging. a 

‘Initial plan is: 6. Offer. the. radio 
networks ..a national sample. of 
‘about 17,000 per report ‘and to have 
‘from four. to. six. reports yearly,’ 
depending on the needs of the net- . 
‘works. More sampling. would : be 
done to render local: reports in the 
bigger markets. 

Network. ‘support would be very 
‘meaningful in launching. the serve. 
tice, according -to an ARB spokes- 
man. He.saw: the likelihood, though, 
that if the. radio networks: fail to. 
subs¢ribe, ARB,. because: of interest. 
of key. radio. broadcasters, might go 
‘ahead with its radio. Tating service’ 
-anyhow, ARB . plans. to. make its: 
‘Detroit. study and the methodology 
-it-- would -use -for -its ‘radio rating 

‘|-Service available to -National. Assn. 
‘of ‘Broadcasters. rating. council and 
other. industry orgs. = . 

“Rome, April 28. 
Italy is. being repped at the. cur- 

rent Cannes Television Festival by 
“Mastre Don. Gesualdo,” serialized 
drama directed: ‘by Giacomo. Vac-. 
ari, with ‘E: M. Salerno. and. by. 

-} “Fantascienza ‘di -.. Teri’. 
_| Fiction-Yesterday). 
|: All -told,:24 nations are: entered, - 
and according ta: Teports, 85 en- ©: 

. tries: have. ‘already- ‘been trimmed: 
- ‘downto a. more workable total.. 

(Science 

- Jury consists of Rene. Clair,. ‘Gad- 
‘ton Bonheur, . and ‘Pierre Bost—alt - 

With Value of $600: Mill motion. picture’ people; two. reps of 
the International ‘Council for’ TV. 

|.and: Cinema (Ted Cott of the U.S., 
‘Hungry’s M: . Szinetar) and” four 
delegates .of “the Européan Broad-. 
casting: Union: ::Austria’s' Leopold. 
‘Hainish, Spain’s Adolfo Marsillach, 
Britain’s Milton Shulman. and Nor- 

"GETS SUMMER RIDE 
“Grindl;”” the NBC-TV Sunday” 

Picard qrookey, ‘head. of | casting | : Figuring. here is that the commer- | comedy series: that makes: way for 
or - ‘cial operators “will request -Hulme j Bill Dana-next. year, will get a sum- 

“to okay additional:.stations in the. mer..rerun reprieve of about 12 
‘near future ‘to: pace: with the: biz. [ weeks. This is after sponsor Proc- : 

“oo \4\ter& Gamble agency Leo Burnett 
had. ‘fiddled’ around: with a/number.. 

aa of ideas for summer run that: didn’t | 
i” eome ‘off. 

a | available ‘coast-to-coast. * 

TAP. “LAIRD. “FOR: KRAFT 
re - Hollywood, April: 28. 
~ Jack: Laird. has. been: named: one 
of the™ “producers | of: “Kraft |Sus- 
pense: Theatre”: series at Universal 
City ‘studios... ‘Laird ‘this :past-season 
‘took -over. ‘as producer: ‘of..the- same 

“T studio’s “Channing,” : 
"10 segs: -had: been. “filmed.” 

after : vabout | 

‘Laird . ‘will. also: . write. - several 

Agency had: ‘wanted to - use’ the 
gambit ‘of a. string’ of. pilots that 
never made.the. networks, a plan 
‘that -had been used in summiers. 
past ‘with little success. Apparently. 
sponsor P&G had: a. couple show 

| projects on the shelf: that JE wanted « 
‘to get. at least. the one expesure.: 

originals” for ‘the’ "hourlong. series. ‘Network nixed. the: plan, however. . 

“Ametican "ocvanehe Bureau, - 
Lwhich’ heretofore. has. confined its. 
{ rating efforts to television, plans to « 
. Bet: into: the. radio rating ‘business..: 

°°" Move ,by’:ARB* comes at atime.» 
- when, Nielsen drops its radio. rating. 

‘Service this ‘month. vos 
_ ARB: execs plan to meet this'..° 
“week ‘or next. with radio network .~ 

:. /officials to present “ARBs national... 

The oilot rating project was per--" 
formed. in Detroit, -. where RKO. 

-in February, : 



~ WPIK Summer Ga 
Fo Higuiliag. ‘pro. football: ‘fans are ale. 
an ‘yeady: ‘Testless for the’ fall . action, 
| WPIX-TV ‘has: slated | a’ summer |. a a gen : 

; | Series. of recaps -on -the National | | ee 

| “Washington, ‘april 58, 
‘Amidst social and. political: hoop- | 

la, Metromedia’s ‘WTTG-TV today |- 
(28) dedicated its - _ ultra-modern |- 
. $2,500, 000. studio. .- oe 

> With festivities - and | big. ‘names | 
to match the occasion | Metromedia. 
Board: Chairman John Kluge, Met-. 
ropolitan “Television prez. ‘Bennet 
Korn and WTTG. manager. -Lawr-. 
‘ence Fraiburg hosted the two-day. 

industr . ce bash, one of the biggest industry| “The strikers include: 50 members folk -h: seen here. . | 
fo nave the political draw point. of Local 804; International:Alliatice- 

‘ed up: Metromedia’s - coast-to-coast 
operations.. Standing - “by “for the. 
‘videotape “ribbon ‘cutting’: cere- 
-monies. were Senators. Jacob Javits. 
(R-N. ¥.) and Thomas: Kuchel: (R- |. 
Calif.), Los Angeles: Mayor- Samuel - 

_ ¥orty "and. chairmian. of .the District | ' 
of Columbia - Commissioners’ ‘Wal-. eeoaat 

brine! 4. 

 uebelng he ceremony» were. . | Line. and: Monument: Aves: an. hour. 

‘Kluge -and.: pubaffairs veep. Mark later. Me * 
Evans. A spokesman: for the Triangle: 

Also present: ¥ were. FCC - ‘Chairs: stations said other: employes came 
man E. William ‘Henry, NAB prez | 10 work ‘despite: ‘the > Picket line. 

LeRoy ‘Collins, . House. Commerce | . —> 

‘Committee ‘chairman Oren . == NB C Fils _
 

WAL Technicians Stike 
Philadelphia; ‘April. 28. 

‘Technicians ‘and cameramen. -é¢m-’ 
ployed. by the ‘WFIL-radio: and: tv 
stations .went on‘strike early Sat: 
urday ° (25) “but both: outlets. of . the 
‘Triangle.* chain’ ‘continued. ‘their. 
‘broadcasting | schedules “over. the’ 
‘weekend. . . 

‘whose extended: : 

urday. ° 

(D-Ark.). and.U. -S..-Information. 
_Ageney film: chief George. ‘Stevens 
Jr. 4 

Nearly 200. * Yuncheon guests |: 
_ watched the ceremonies inside. on j. 

* closed-circuit: tv. - 7 | 
The luncheon. mmatked: the second : 

of three social gatherings keynot- | - 
ing the ‘station opener. Activities 
were kicked ‘off Monday evening. |: 
with a. cocktail party for .600.. " 

Next. Monday, Metromedia execs;: 
station” managers. and. ‘news “direc-" 

“tors will join. their ‘local. Congress- 
men at.a studio reception. About: resuit -of good. product. And,’ he 

100 members. of Congress are-€X-| also figures that. the~ sound  fitst. 
pected’ fo .attend. ‘the. “getting. to tquarter signals-a ‘good year. 
know. you’ session. 
“Once inside, : the -hundfeds:. of |. sr enores are. {hat NEC Fits. 
guests at. the: various functions ; ies th rt th nt year. 

really caught an, eyeful from the } our $900,000 : ‘the first ye 

posh. interior design: of. Robert Nei- see of 1968. 
Last: or. ‘thie rs quar- 

pold,. to “the ..modern -art to. ‘the |: “I 0 ‘i ast oot e corp 
heady array of the latest in telec--  Actre "Bo 0° “Ea ti e. road Glas 

tronic “equipment... Te. Fh f ae ep SS. 
A-side feature for. ‘the tours. “of |room” me duct. b ite Tame 

Washington’s‘ most:. extensively ‘oll 3) er. s ye : 

automated: station ‘was. a chance |-12 owing: the’ annual .. sales. mee 
‘Miami; they: hit ‘the. road. with for guests to seé themselves on. tv. in. ag. 

The tour -gioips led. by Mark: Car 54,. Where. Are You,” “The: 
Richard: Boone: Show,’ “Science. in. 

Evans were. filmed: on. videotape. at.|. Action”. and. “The Lawléss Years.’ 3. 
the beginning: .of ‘their; tour. and. 
saw themselves on tv. during. a Bésides ‘the’ increase in packages. 
later part. of the .swing:- | this year-as a boost to early sales, 
The automated system is keyed ' Breen ‘calls last year probably. the: 

to. “Visual-.600”. the “Visual: Elec- | worst :in:syrdication. history- from: 
tronics: Corp. complex operating j the, seller's: standpoint. “There “was. 
‘on IBM puneh cards. ‘Aimed at ;S0 much product: dumped {the pack-. 
eliminating human’ Switching © er- ‘ages. from’ Desilu,. Warners, Four 

}and the. tightened* network sched- 
Poles (ABC’s” returns. ‘to. stations. at 

over the last. ‘year in. Fesidual pay-- 
‘ments will keep. a lot of the: mar-" 

‘The high residuals, however; ‘he 
feels" make ‘for an actually © -im-- 

| NBC. “Films: hag. ‘had ‘a big. first’ 
quarter of °64 in ‘syndication; and: 
Bill -Breen,. division’s . veepee, fig-’ 
ures the ‘good ‘sales record“is the 

[Star ete.) that sales were tough. for’: 
(Continued on Page 165)" [oir But with mueh-of the available” 

es | off-web.:series now out of the way, 

| IC's 6 n \ Net 10:30: a. ‘couple. of: ‘nights . a week}, 
Dep the sees an improved. picture There’s: 

Gross Uj 5 ‘the fact ;also that the-big increase’ 

IP Wo. 
‘| ginal ‘off-web dogs out of fhe run-. 

Independent Television Corp. vill ning, because. Of the. tof the Tun: 
ported net profits after taxes will come to $600,000-for the fiscal ye ar | they” will. return ‘their investment... 

ending April 30;-1964.-° © 
ITC prexy .and ‘board ‘chairman | 

Mike ‘Nidofff ‘said. that. gross sales. 
for the current. fiscal year ‘will .be | 
up 30° over 1963. Nidorf. stressed: 
that this isthe: fourth: consecutive 
year in which ITC showed. profits.- 

. TEC, a. whotly’ owned. ‘subsid. of | 
Associated Television “of England; ; i Bow: 
has earned. a net. profit of. $2;600,- | oY; 
000: over the four-year period,: ac- 
cording. to Nidorf. Commenting. on: {both- ‘oriental and occidental : view-. 
the current: fiscal year, Nidorf.said NB. . 7 Pn 

that both ‘the domestic arid inter- STATIONS ON TARCET 

-being. peddled.” As. for: originating. 
syridication, packages, it can: still be- 
-done, he says, but.on.a very modest: 

“national *-divisions contributed - to 
the increased earnings, with domes-= 
tic sales almost double: that of *62- 

_ "63 and international sales: showi ing | 
a 14. ‘decrease over. Tast ear’s 
record | high. - ¥ : Four Star ‘Distribution, which 

Product: for the new fiscal year: lt its off-web “Rifleman, senee. 
will include -‘‘M f th World,” 'O- > 
will include. "Man: oadventur ee Se- | ting. requests .from ‘stations. to. re- 

ries. starring. Craig: Stevens:. and } lease . the’ Package for additional. 
the Que Heb B “Espionage,” . “Pro~ ore “the “400° k , 
uced by Herb Brodkin old in: more than. ‘mar ets: 
There also is the. kiddie half-hour: I tor a: reported’ gross of- $2,500,000, | 

‘color series,.““Mr. Piper,’ and- the | “Rifleman”. Was: initially played. in: | 

“Tay, * also in color. ‘ber. of 1963,. with. 60% of: the .sta-. 
~. Three other -major- projects: in- ‘ tions’ -stripping | the 168 stanzas.” 
clude. a second series of Jo Stafford; Since -the package at*two runs can |. 

be: _played- out-in. 67 ‘weeks when 
stripped, stations have. been: ‘asking: 

for third. and fourth. YTuns, os: 

‘Problem: arises. with big residual 
payments -that” will .come. if’ show; 

one-hour musical ‘Specials; second ; 
year’s production ‘of: “The: Saint,”: 
starring Roger. Moore;: and another. 
adventure series, as. yet untitled, 
“starring Patrick. McGoohan. Also a 
‘series of _speéials built. around. 
world-famous. ‘circuses’ and ‘a. new 
half-hour sports series, “Champions 
-In Action.” a 

is: hoping to .whip-up enough: cus- 
tomers.for the repeats to make the 
extra runs feasibis. - - 

The. locals. membership: rejected | 
a ‘Management offer “a half-hour-}' . 
after -the . contract. ‘expiration and | 
set’ up..picket lines outside the sta-.! : 

new headquarters at. -City | 

| “has: finally” 

“Bit $15I00| 

1958). - 

However, 

‘proved | situation. The: price is. up, | 
‘but ‘so -is the: ‘quality of product. ' 

So. Car. Senate Says 
‘budget. NBC and. Japanese’ interésts. |. 
; were able. to make 'a-go of ‘Astro:} 

* for example, “by splitting the | 
production tab: and creating it. for 7 

~ WITH ‘RIFLEMAN’ | 

‘goes into the extra runs, so FSD} 
‘shaw. ‘had the: last ‘word, : 
about increasing ° Penalties “| i ne 

Lbubble Pops’: Be asked, 

~~ ..| Football- League’s schedule. of. ‘last. a 
| fall, and. winter. .~- — 

‘ Local’: indie’ this week: began - ‘al: 
14-week: series: of. NFL recaps Sat: | 

.jurday nights .from’-10:30 to 11: 30 - 
‘p.m. Package. is: distributed by | 
Tel .Ra Productions ® -with- former 

| Philadelphia :. 
Brookshire calling. ‘the rerun: action, - 
Schedule Tuns- Sought @ Tung, through: .Aug.. A “po 

March Blows hh 
“of Theatrical. and. Stage Employes, | 

‘contract ‘ with}. . 
WFIL. expired: ‘at. 230. am, Sat: o 

Eagles 

: . Chicago,: April 28. . 
The , 

| 26. ‘VS, the CBS. station's. 27: 

“Te catch: WBBM-TV. 5: ‘ews. “has 2 
been...the. prime objective: of. V-p.. 
Hloyd. Yoder: and ‘his. station’ man-. 
ager ‘Bob | ‘Lemon. for: five. years, | 
eyer since’ they came: into: take. 

| Over the’: WNBQ:: reins. 
‘those. days (citing. the. March ARB, 

_-post-network | 
News was. the market's: highest- 

... t Fated. lécal. program, averaging: 35 
against “WNBQ’S | runner-up: 12. The 
gap grew even greater in December. 
of that-year:when:the CBS station: 
scored a 40 against ‘WNBQ's 8, and | 

| that’s..when Yoder and Lemon be- 
| gan- -to’ tool. “up for the chase. . 

- They’ ve had. several .. things: in 
‘their. favor in:their inchmeal prog- | . 
-ress: (1): the. emergence . of ‘Huntley 
&:: Brinkley: as. the -hot news:.duo, 
; reflecting ‘some ...of. -the - ‘hetwork’s 
néws ‘léadership..on ‘the ‘local: ‘sta- 
-tion ‘itself; . (2). 'WBBM-TV’ S expan- 
‘sion ° of. its. 10 Pp: m. news. this year | - 

_ to: 30: minutes, which: has resulted | 
(possibly: 
some loss of. audience: to- the com: 
pact: quarter.. hour packagé © “still: 

| offered by WNBQ: and. (3) the -con-|: 
‘tinuing popularity of. Johnny’ Car- | 
‘son’s “Tonight” :show. immediately’ 
following: the -WNBQ. newscast and’ 
-doubtlessly adding to-its audience, 

‘it-must. be idted:: that. 
~WNBQ's. ‘ead-ins for the 10 o’clock 
‘news, with the exception: -of - Jack. 
‘Paar ‘on Friday. . nights,.. 
‘second-. and third-placers. in. the | 
ARB Feport::: 
While. acktiowledging: these: pene- 

fits, Yoder. and Lemon still- attach.| 
‘most: of. ‘the credit for: WNBQ’s | 
news gains to Frank. ‘Jordan;. the 
‘former NBG: News’ .director ‘here 

| (and. now -head. of an-election. cov-. 
‘erage unit for: the. network), : who} : 
rebuilt the lagging. news staff and |- 

‘WBBM-TV’s 

“only - ‘temporarily)’ . 

(Continued. on Page’ 162). : 

le s Okay for Kid To 
Watch TV: Bubble Baths 

ao Columbia, ‘S:C., April 28. 
ap ’s-all right for ‘children. to watch 

‘| bubble: -bath ‘Commercials. on tele- 
vision; the. S:C. Senate. decided, but 
| séx-loaded - books. and.. “Magazines - 
should -be ‘banned.’ 

But: the~ measure. is 

“Where ‘ean: I ‘see - ‘that-on- -tele- 

Henry B: ‘Richardson: of. Sumter.: 
.. “Haw ‘about. ‘banning’ fan” danc- 
ers?” Suggested. Sen: John. D. Long 
of. Union: - . 

. But. Sén. John Cc: “West of: Ker- 
“What: | 

‘ously- ‘portrayed -by™ ‘Warner: Oland 
and Sidney: Toler. a 

* star’ - Tom 

_|-will - be .. launching* 
thew ‘syndicated. ‘show ; for: October: 

.| release, “Survival,” ‘following “Bio- 
-| graphy”. and. last: year’s | 
- | Line” - as an OF. original entry for. 
‘|the. local markets. . Besides. : Ziv, 

Yoder & Lemon's 
‘WNBQ Chi Payoff | 

NAB’: $ ‘Let's $ Get a3 judgment -book”—other- 
-wise. known as ‘the. March: ~ARB,. 

{and- one of: the. year’s: ‘key: surveys ; 
in: this. market “because ‘it’s-the in- | 
dex. for 50 many. of. the “fall spot |. 
buys—. has. ‘smiled.on -WNBQ. -Not-|: 

. : | only has ‘the. NBC anchor regained 
’. | clear. ‘title..to’ second place here.| 

| (after. running a tie: for. the: posi-. 
_|-tion with: WGN-TV: ‘last month) . 
but, “almost more. _importantly, « it. 

- caught:. stride - with. |: 
|. WBBM-TV's: front-running ‘10. p.m. 
| newséast’ with:a ‘five-day average. of 

Back. ‘in| 

are’ ‘all 

O'SEAS DEALS ON . 
~NEW -20TH SKEINS 

-20th-Fox tv has set its first: over= | 4 
. seas. deal for. the’ four new  skeins-| 
Jit ‘will have: bowing. on ‘Yank nets. 
| works. next.season; . ~. 
“spo © 12. O'Clock: High,’ ” ““yoyage to 
..4 Bottom’ of the Sea’ | 

Place” were. sold. in. Australia to. 
Television: Corp. ‘Ltd.:, and. “Daniel: 
‘Boone’” was dealt in the Same mar- j 

“| ket to -Austrama ‘Television. - All. 

By: a vote’ of 31-2. the: ‘Senate. 
| passed an’ ‘anti-obscenity bill to. -Te- 
‘inforce-one “already on. the. State 
‘Taw. books. : 
doomed. “beeause --the: House will} 
not -have to: consider. it before: ad+|3 
journment. - 

4. The - bubble-bath’. ‘ban. was ‘pro- 
“posed in ‘one of a: number of amend-. 
ments turned. down by’ ‘the Senate, |. 
‘but: it stimulated a lot of: debate..|:: 

-seience-fictioner - half-hour “Sting: + syndication beginning in: Septem-| 
, vision 2”: Best of Charlie Chan’ © 

As 20th Syndie: Entry | 
: “Bost of Charlie | Chan,” package’ 
of: 21 features, has been placed on. 
{the market by. 20th-Fox tv, ‘which 
move : follows several - ‘pre-release 
‘deals: in. ‘key: markets. | 

asKed. Sen.’ Rembert C. 
Dennis: of Berkéley..--:.~* . 
“TT saw one: Monday | night; and | 

‘it: wasn’t too bad;: ‘@ither,” ‘said Seri. 1 

~ Gonstin as. OF Bice 
. Former eastern “manager of- ziv 

‘tv. programs Albert: Goustin Aas. 
been ‘named general sales. manager 
of Official Films, - 
-Goustin’s: initial: ‘task at Official 

1 Goustin has. been. with’ Paramount 
as director: of ‘sales for tv produc- 

. {tions and United Artists Television |: 
as general: manager for the: special 
plans: division 2 

Moving’ on FCC 
Rules for CA 

oo - Washington, April. 98. 
“NAB - again: prodded. FCC.- “to 

-tmposed. . 

imbroglio: *_ 
From ‘the inquiry : Sand. ‘publie 

_statements. ‘FCC: ‘could . -determine 
what -legislative ‘proposals: ‘are 

“\'needed to implement a -national | 
-telecommunications policy. 

In . -the interim, : 

the ‘public. interest: 

..NAB jashed out at. CATV. “sys= 

tems’ ‘“eap.. frogging’’ from one 

nN |-metropolis to another skipping over 

‘numerous ° smaller. local . ‘stations 

‘along the. way. 

_Nori-duplication : bars. would not: ; 

- alieviate the danger - that-. cadver- |:. 

-tisers would . ‘only buy. time . ona 

| few. big city . stations. and. let CATV 

\'systems: carry . their message. to. the . 

Tap Jensen For 
Doug Edwards Shot. | 

hamlets. 

“NAB: warned ‘that’ a “prolifera 
“tion” of big.” ‘city. station’ signals’ 

‘will result-in a cutback’ of time 

| buying in. smialler. local markets. 
“would. © - depress. Eventually ~ this 

local: programming, NAB sald. 

except “Boone” “were also. sold. ‘for 
Japan. via: Nippon Educational Tele |’ 
Vision. °°. 

First three. shows: are’ locked ‘in 
‘at ABC-TV - ‘and “Boone” is: in : the’ 
NBC-TV. lineup. for- next: fall... 

‘ Television: Corp. ‘also. ‘Bought: ‘a | 
trio’ ‘of | 

“Crusade in. Europe,” “Anatomy of 
syndication offerings— 

Crime”: and .“War.: to,-End: “All 
| Wars.”. The Japanese’ educational. 

“} net additionally took -the off-net- 
work (in the. US): “Adventure. din: 
Paradise” series. . 

‘The ace- ‘Oriental ‘sleuth ts ‘vari- 

the “company’s 

Battle 

-Vealed _ a stance: “of . 
.pdering: 

° arguments 

hurry up and-write rules. regulat-. 
ing. community: antenna television | 

| systems, . ae . 

‘NAB called - tor rules: barting 
CATV: from’ duplicating: ‘Tocal sta- 
tion programming but averred. even: 
‘this .was “not enough. -to™ lift: the’ 
“serious threat”. recent CATV. de- 
-velopments | ‘have . 
‘broadcasters... ; 
-NAB’s:: -comments filed. ‘by: ‘Gen- | 

|-eral-Counsel Douglas Anello..de- 
\-manded ‘a. wide sweeping -legisla-. 
tive look-see at the’ whole CATV). 

| putting -: the - ‘two. 

. Commission. : 

should . devise. ‘a. policy: requiring 

‘mierowave applicants, who want to. 

“serve CATV: systems, to. show how |. 

‘extension of the signal would serve 

| Bartley,:: 

“and “Peyton’ 

nic ication on Forms 
| ‘Washington, April 28. : 

“RCO refiised to commit; ‘itself to. 
a specific’ reporting form: for tele-... - 
vision stations deciding instead :to‘~ .”° 
mix, ‘a -batch: of. ‘Proposals, and toss ae 
‘them: out’ for. discussion, : he 

: Advancing stealthily : after’ ‘float ~: | 
ing its first ‘trial balloon on. appli-:. ~~ 

SE POOR CaF aE 

cation. forms last winter, -the” Com--’. “| 

-¢ommit- : 

‘mission ‘said it is still-weighing the ~~: 
counter-proposals:. ‘offered: -by an’: 

| industry-government-bar ~ 
tee. The group . was ‘formed: ‘after ©: 

; industry" objections to: the | ‘first. 
“proposals: 7.” nod 
-.Commission:. indicated - its: incii- oan 

‘nation: to “go. along: with: the com- 
‘mittee’s Suggestion for. two. Teport- 

“2+ | Ing. forms—one | for renewal appli. 
| cations : and. another - for. handling” | 
“| the rest... 

“On: the crucial: issue- of ‘how: de: - “| . failed a. Teport:..on “community” ~:.. _ needs “and: ‘desires - an ‘applicant . § 
must, submit, the Commission res 7: 

‘On. indecision. : 
flexibility hor~" 4 

- For. the. upcoming, May: 18 ‘oras °: | 
OM: . the> - ‘application. “|| | forms, FCG: said it would offer both ~~ | -| the: long. detailed: ‘community re-. . | » | porting form. it: first suggested and: | 

the-much s| orter form r ee 
the. committee, |. ? oposed PY. 7 
Commission ‘ averred. it, still. wae | 

7 ‘not. sold on: the shorter version, . 
-Partiéularly troublesome _ is’ ‘the .- ” ‘question - of ‘tying in. a: report. of . community «wishes. with-a projec-. _ § tion | of future: programming. Com. : on:| Mission. wants: the - ‘Predictions: but: | the. Committee. does not. FCC said * | it- recognized. the inconsistencies. in: 

concepts in oe bundle.and réserved’ the “righe: eo v4 “rectify”: them. when. appropriate, 
: Dropped” from. the package was 

moves. was. Commissioner. 

Jim Jensen, ews: ‘correspondent: 
| for, N.Y’s" WCBS-TY,. has-:been.-° f 

«,| selected to succeéd . ‘Douglas Ed-". 
| wards: on ‘the’ Monday through Fri-- - 
day _ WCBS-TV: | Tate News", a at 

11. p.m." a 

in ‘and ‘out.’of station studios, * 
: Jensén. came’ “to ‘WCBS-TV after. : | 

three. years -with WBZ, “Boston, ~ 

where.- he was'a- reporter. and .a 

Starting. “Saturday: - (2), 

7 ' Bdwards, who. ‘gaia he resigned oe: 
at his own request; continues under. ©. 

=f contract, with CBS ‘News, for which ae 
he: does. an afternoon tw: news ‘show. 
“and four GBS: Radio weekday: news-. - . 
casts, ‘Edwards ‘Said his ‘contract - | 
with*CBS.News runs: for another‘ 
two: years:’ His: contract with - ‘the. 7 

| station: ends ‘Aug: 7. oe ee 
|. -Jerisen; who! takes: over" Sune 3° 
‘ton. ‘the: ‘Major NY. ‘News showcase, .) | 

>| has been’ with. WCBS-TV since Jami-.- - | 
uary,.’64. He -has. appéared on-the ~~: 
various news ‘shows of: the station. - _ 
aS .a: reporter-correspondent; -both*: © 

a . Jensen fj 
also. will do the’ 6:30 to: “7 p.m: local 
“news. for an. interim ‘period. -The:-: 
Saturday evening news show. had | 
been .done .by Mike: Wallace. Wal- |} 
lace,, who “does the ‘station’s - ‘late. -{ 
evening - ‘Saturday. ‘news: ‘and “CBS-.- - 
‘T:V’s~ daily.-morning news,’ oy 
affairs “‘show,. wanted: relief. ‘from: § 
the. early. evening’ Saturday assign-.- | 
ment. A. permanent newscaster for .-% 
the early ‘evening Saturday . ews a: 

_. [Show has vet. to ‘be. selected. . Ot 

pub- ° 

the original: ‘suggestion. for ‘annual :“ filing’ of. Programming. and: commu- _ nity | -policies, . 
| Nevertheless; FCC, ‘still. aéked: for * comments. on ‘the: possibility of‘re-.- - ‘questing some. ‘sort: of statement ‘from. Stations on their. annual Pron. ~ J gramming,” 7 
Dissenting. from ‘the compromise 

Robert ©” 
He.“said -'the Commission = | should. | have © ‘information: on what... 

stations. are ‘doing ‘in’ their. areas | and furthermore these . ‘statements: | ‘Should’ also “be ‘posted ‘for . -publie. - consumption : in the ‘communifies. * 
Deadline’ for Tequesting time’ at a 

the ‘oral arguinent. is. ‘May. 1 

‘newscaster. Prior ‘to’ that‘ he- ‘had: © | 
| spent: 10 years as-a- broadcast news: f 

‘ ‘man. in the-midwest. © *- a. 
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Chicago, April. 28. - 
phere. was: a “point. in “1959: ‘when: it Jooked: as though’ the. Barn. |: 

.-  Dance’s.35th year. on the air might be its last,.-That:-was: the ‘year | 
-.. that ‘WLS chariged..hands, decided to ‘change : its image’ and’ gave ” 4 

7 “ > . the veteran ‘country. &‘ western: show .the boot. : 
a4 Just: iit. the ‘nick ‘of: time WGN radio- and ‘ty: picked: up ‘the ‘show, oe Ses 
. and. it. is. still going ‘strong as it eélebrates its.40th year on “Sate fo 
= - It. was’ the. first c&w show. to make ‘a sizable dent Ine 

the: ‘airlanes, “and. ' preceded: ‘such “shows. as:“‘Grand Ole. ‘Opry,’ 
te surday:, (2)... 

‘Louisiana - Hayride, » “New. Dominion ‘Barn Dance,” “Big: D: Jam-. vs 
-boree” and:“‘Ozark: Jubilee.” - 

early luminariés~as Lulu‘ Belle :& -Scotty: (“Does :‘The- Spearmint :° 
. Lose -Its..Flavor’.-On : The’ Bed --Post Overnight?”) “and - ‘world’s a 

; champion’ yodeler”: Colleen: Wilson. . :-'.’: 
".. Some of. ‘the formér. Barn Dance ‘regulars. who will. not ‘be pack. - 
for the festivities are George Gobel: ({then.a c&w guitarist-singer), a 

: Genie “Autry, Homer & J ethro, Rex Allen,. Pat. Buttram: and. Fibber. - 
aa McGee & -Molly.: 

a Old: Time:Fiddlers,”: changed its name two years. later, and ‘a year...” 
we ‘after that began, broadcasting remote. from. the ‘8th | St. Theatre. 
‘In the next’.30 years, more than.-3,000,000: people paid to ‘watch 4 

‘The present WGN’ Shows: are’ free. "> - the Saturday: night’ broadcast... 
. and usually’ SRO. 

‘The’ current. resident - ‘cast of ‘the show ‘consists. “Of. “Arkie The re : i th 
‘Arkansas... Woodchopper,: Bob “Atcher,: ‘the Johnson Sisters,’ Bob .. actually. has. stations eschewing ‘the | 
.&. Bobbie Thomas, Cousin Tilford, Orion ‘Samuelson,:-the- Sage ve utilities ete:of local: and’regional 

“| origin, ordinarilly,. who are looking 
| for “image”. projection, and ‘ who: 

_ Swill settle for the: three soft blurbs}: 
- | and ‘syndicatéd ‘shows: of.:a certain | 

} quality that go ‘easy on viewers and | 
, [reflect equally well on ‘a station’s|° 

“| own .fix.in the: ‘audience. mind, . 
| a: New: ‘York | station |: 
“-. turned down:.a ‘bank: sponsor-—52-. 7 
:'- pweek pact—on.a syndicated.show to | 
2 [fall the . breaks ‘with the girdles, | 

cigs, deoderants, pills, pops et. al.. 

Riders, Tiny: Murphy, . Toby- Nix, 
a Johnny Frigo (a fiddler who also: leads. thealternate night house’ — 

~ .. trie at: Mister : Kelly’ s) and ‘Dolph: Hewitt; who" is- also: ‘packager’. : 
: a of: -the. show. 

‘77>. Hewitt Jhas- been” guiding the Barn: Dance: since it: moved over 
0 WGN and ‘he has greatly expanded: its. activities in the: >" personal _ 
os “appearance field. 

Fc Orders McLendon to Give 
Yarborough 18 Hrs. of F ree Time 

” Washington;- “April. 28. += 
a Th an “equal time”. case. generat= 
| ° §ng’ lots. of . political heat, FCC } 
| - ordered broadcaster Gordon: Me-. 
..:Lendon to give. 18 hours? and 36+ 

minutes of free time: to. Sen. Ralph | 
we Yarborough‘, (D-Tex.).: 

2: They: are candidates: ‘against. nel, 
a another in the May 2 ‘Texas Dem-.. 

" oeratic primary for the U.S.: Senate. | 

‘McLendon, with * -broadeasting |. 
" interests . in” several states, “owns. 

KILT-AM:: _KLIF-AM-FM,.. Dallas; 
“and . -KOST-FM, Houston; 

” KTSA-AM, ‘San’ Antonio.. 
. ‘He. has’ ‘been advancing his - own: 

' ‘candidacy. on -the..Texas stations, 
'.. while: sending - texts ‘of. what’ he: 

. broadcast plus offers’ of equal. tinie | 
to’ ‘Yarborough évery:.step: of: the 

” - way. in: registered letters. 

= ‘Yarborough. hardly. ever replied, : 
. -@xeept with a last-minute - “equal - 
.: time” demand to:FCC which‘ would J: 

|. ‘permit him,: if his lungs held. out, 
“to: saturate. ‘McLendon’s - stations 

-* from. now.: ‘until voting. time.  .: 

- ~ Yarborough . speaks -. FCC's: Jan-- 
_guage witha powerful political ace: |” 

_ eént.-He is both a: member.of the. 
~ Senate.. Commerce -Committee. -and 
_ its. ‘Communications: Subcommittee, 
“2” each of which ‘has. jurisdiction over’ . 
all: FCC: bills, not to mention. .the 
first sayin conf? zmation:. of : /FCC} . 
Commissioners. 

‘Further, 

"(Continued on: ‘Page: 164) 

V Romper Room 

London, Aprit 28. - 
The. “international - success -. ‘of 

: Fremantle’s “Romper. Room” series: 
” is. Spreading. through: Europe. Last* 
oy year it. got its first: British booking 
2 with Grampian. TV, starting off on 
a) four-days-a -week basis, and. will: 

be. going to five days a ‘weék: at. the 
Pcend.. of its first. year; On June’ 29. 
» +It-is- scheduled :to-open. on- Anglia’ 
TV; running -every: weekday: for ‘30. |: 
“. Minutes. Other: U:K.. dates are.ex- 3 

. System, except to ‘note -that they 
‘are - ‘inextricably. Jocked. -into: the } 

| pected before the. end. of:the. year: 
|. In’ the’ meéantimeé;..‘new commit: | 
.,Ments have’ been made -in- Scan-: 
~. dinavia: It. is ‘set. to” open .on the 

' Norwegian. network. in the’ first: 
| Week Of. September. and ‘initially 
Z will - Tun ‘twice weekly on’ a .30- 
| ‘Minutes basis, but. it is ‘planned to” 
 €xtend. the. booking. to: five days a: 

- Week, with hourly. shows.. At about: 
.- the Same time thé. kidvid. series is: 
> due to’ open in Finland,. also. start-. 
: ing. off. ‘with two" ‘half-hour shows. a 
; “Week,” . _ 

: Quinlan. 

the ubiquitious - ‘Yar- 

; Big Europe Click 
, ‘promise 

‘medium. 

“Lino Frigo,.. Jimmy Hutchinson, 

SCHART 1 ORDERED 

: Washington; ‘April 28. 

‘AM stations of Sanford’ ‘Sehafite off 
‘the air ‘by. June 1.. . 
Action follows “up : earlier ‘Com: 

‘mission move denying: renewal. for 
WWIZ-AM,: Lorain,: and: Tefusing a. 
‘construction. -permit for WXTV-TY, 
‘Youngstown. 

At: the time FCC said - Schafitz| 
y ‘iransferred control of WWIZ-to the} 
Lorain: Journal ‘sans _ official: ‘okay, 
He was: charged.-with: skimping:: On. 
information’ fo. FCC: on the: ‘WETV" 
application.: - le , 

. " Commissioners: “Rosél: ‘Hyde. and 
‘Kenneth Cox did: not. + participate. in 
the decision. | we an 

A Pay-TV 1 Torch 

“In his: first public address. since 
; joining. the newspaper-encyclopedia 
publishing: firm; Field. Enterprises : 
Ine., the. ‘former ABC-TV: viceprez 
‘welcomed the approach. of. the. pay-- 
“See. medium © and saw..in it” the: 

“of a- fourth. : “network: 
|.“emergng.in.a. shape totally unlike 
‘networks:as. we kriow: them. today:” 2? 
“Any - fourth network, Quinlan ‘told 
regional. members ‘of the journal-. 
ism .-fraternity. Sigma. “Delta Chi,: ‘gybacks: but. ‘their.’ own. A 
would. ‘be impossible tnless. it.- has | 
pay-tv -as. its base, even: ‘if only. a 

; “hodge-podge - ‘of: pay-tv.” systems, | 
CATV’s. ‘and -UHF-: stations: ae 

. While. not: disparaging “free -tv:| 
and. - the . ‘present .. three network 

numbers some ‘and ¢an't. ‘afford: to.! 

ni Whoopup | 

TO SCRAM. TUNE 1 

*. ‘for. example, ‘will take.:a 
2d minute - film: ‘program: ‘and slice: it. 

_-Fback ‘to 22 ‘minutes, ‘shoving as: 
Ae EY many ‘as “eight. ‘blurbs: into: a half-| 

. ‘*{ hour.-: 

Insisting that he Was : speaking for 
" himself and not. necessarily for: his. 

| new company: which:is broadcasting 
: ‘bound, Sterling (Red). Quinlan’ ‘get. 

into- the ‘pay-tv pulpit. 

STATIONS A RIE 

_ By BILL GREELEY 

“About. the- Jast thing a ‘ syndica- 

‘sors.”” -. 7° 
But - thiat: ‘incredible: switch ‘is 

* “being échoed: across the country in 
| the. “tight” markets where the tre-. 
smendous - increase: over. the -last 

show with a built-in bankroll “for 
| the national: blurb. campaigns ‘being |". 

\ placed. ‘by: the ‘gross by. national, ad=. 
-1 vertisers. Overkill?- Ts, the: age. of 
oe ‘overblurb, a ” 

“This”. ‘good ': | green. “spot” buck 

prestige ‘sponsors—the - ‘banks, the | 

Example: 

that ‘then’ clutter the slate further 
with: piggybacks..: that ‘ have:: been 
seen: Jately. to .‘carry- ‘as. ‘many as. 

| three. products ina Thinute. : 

‘blurbs of the: single -bankroller, the 

Syndication - show « (sometimes. - re- 

“FCG: ordered the Ohio UHF and: ‘moving, whole ‘s¢enes) and: slap in’ 
‘two and -a--half- minutes extra’.of. 

. Cc: ete... 
“The New. Y ork station is-one ex- " 

ample of many. in-the. big: and 
tight ‘tv. markets. that’ practice. the. 
blurb-jamming — in local times, : and 
carry .it- over, in..many cases, into 
the | network ° ‘feeds, upeutting” web. 
promos... and program. intros “and. 
‘elosings.. ‘A’ station in Los “Angeles; 

“Another ‘effect of the great: ‘swell 
lin ‘Spot . billings has been for the} 
| shlock - local . station - ‘operator. - to. 
- | forego” fresh ‘programming - ‘while: 

riding . with. the ‘third. and". fourth: 

~ Ath Web Gleam 
- oe. 

‘many - sellers” ‘markets: around the 
‘country, ° - 

‘in: ‘such’: matters). - 

‘ped down—by.a: ‘Dig. margin--FCC’'s 
{recent proposals. for . same.*: And 
thére ‘are the. chroni¢ rumbles from 
‘the -Madison’ Ave. factotums, who. 

dustry: self-regulation” 
“service: joke.. 2: 

“Thus the boys: with the. license ‘to 
4 steal: ‘seem to.-be safe for the time, 
but. most. observers who ‘get ‘out: 
iaround the. ‘country have - strorig 
convictions: that‘thé ultimate result: 
‘of the - ‘age of overblurb -can: only.|: 
hurt: tv .as-a whole and the stations. 

chance . originality or. innovation, jmewes individually: 
|} Quinlan | ‘spoke of ‘a new--hope -for_| 
‘creativity: ‘in a boxoffice: electronics | 

“Tam::fer all develon= } oy 
‘ments ‘that :will ‘unleash ° new and:!: 
‘stronger’ creative’. -forces.. 
eountry;”’ Quinlan. Said. 

“|. the. American public -has to. pay:, in’! 
cash” -and - the. profits go-to: artists, .! 
‘writers, ' actors, : ‘directors: “and - ‘Pro: | McKeown, ex-Popular’ Boating. edix 

: ed for: -who a180 writes. the strip... re 

-in this: ‘ 

“(Continued on: “page. 168)" 

“Boating Tips": ‘to Aussie’ . 
Syndicated “Boating Tips,” " -ene- 

minute : radio series. -from . Alan 
“And: if ; Sands | ‘Productions, has -becn- sold- 

in, Australia: and New.-Zealand. |) 
“Quickie format. features. William: 

- SPOT BIZ tt [ pen th 
_ STAN MUSIAL’S 57 

‘tor-ever. expected to-hear. from. his| :- 
station. customers. was a ;plaintive, |- 

‘For the. anni celebration; -the: ‘Barn: ‘Dance: ‘is “bringing back such: “Please, don’t bring) me any.: ‘SPO ons | 

several months in-spot- business has| 
, |} the local programmers “passing ‘up- 

. The -program: ‘began ir in. “ig24: in Chicago under’ the. ‘title’ of: “The. | the fast buck .of the syndicated 

.| Why? ‘Phe’ buck: ‘Instead. of ‘the. - 
I. ‘| three. or ‘four: relatively -soft, con- 
1 sistent —-.sometimes institutional = _ 

station proceeds. to upcut the. filmed: 

commercial. he. many ‘spots bring. 
‘in ‘more dollars: per’ se.’ They ‘also | ; 
callow for the unloading of the run-|- 
| of-station - spot - ‘buys. that’: break 
‘down: :to. given numiber of blac Beri in 

.26-1/2-. 

fhe show, ‘no Smatter’ what it is, “will 
-be-. ‘clogged with . the.:.small-ticket:|:. 

:. | hucksters . who . are: currently grab- 
“bing any and all ‘availabilities in, the: 

"These . abuses. are “not industry=’ 
“bwide. But - they ‘aré:.not,: by. any’}. 
Stretch of :the NAB’s imagination, 
‘confined: to.a ‘buck-happy fringe of: 
operators, : ‘either (the. usual. dodge | 

‘The. threat: of: 
‘Federal : regulation” of commercial’ 
‘time’ -seems remote. ‘at this time,. 
since. Congress | just recently. slap- 

‘want to. knock. off: everybody’s pig-. 
nd’ in- 

As a lips: 

the | es vs Salons Role 

~ IN KPIC TRANSFER 
"=: “Washington,-‘April 28, 

for.the purchase of KPLC-AM-FM, 

- $2,000,000. : 

the President’s 
Commission. | 

Sepaugh. *. “Sr. - =. 
paugh Jr . i 

Progress Report 
On Revival of A 

talk format; - 

‘gargantuan | job | of © pulling“ 

‘revenue reds, 

is‘-on. the ‘phone ‘with . ‘Jisteners 

‘and who ‘is- proving a long-hitter 

along. :- 

“Nebel. on the’ black. horn- with lis- |. 

moves over to.the station from. his 
‘longtime ' allnight strip on. WOR. 

“which. for: him must come. under 
‘the. title -of- sunlighting. 

noon: ‘to 2. p.m:.. The station’ s. left- 

a husband-wife: team.for the morn- 

the: couple . -will be: 

fully predicting interference from 
‘the-NBC. powers; but. Skinner vows 

hand:'so far. With. €randall clearly |" 

‘and. ‘Miss: Benzell discussing. such |. 
‘intimate ‘subjects ‘as. the pros..and 

tices rules. have.been ‘busted. ‘with 

-_guests, for’.example, cari use the 

‘phone. company, says Skinner. They 
‘were around to complain that. the 
‘Crandall ° ‘show~. “was ‘tying up. ‘the']. 
Plaza: 7 ‘exchange: every night. 

Marks’. Sales. Slot. 
oe ‘Bradley Marks ‘has. been, pro-. 

ae moted. to the post-of ‘saiés manager. 
Ly for: ‘Walter’ Reade-Sterling. - 

Marks,: who - ‘will. concentrate a 
1} good deal ‘of? his ‘activities. on: the’, 
“company’s” -feature. - film. ‘package. 
had’ been “eastern. sales mano7?r;: 
Before” joining Walter Reade-Ster-.. 

| Bng, he was national. tv’sales man- 
‘ager: for. ‘Buena Vista,- the. dis‘riH-.- 
‘uting company: for: Walt Disney's: ‘tem: 

oT Mickey Mouse. Clap.’ mer 

TST NE EN NT TTT 

‘Lake. Charles, La., , for: slightly over. 

Musial . was. tecéntly. nained. by i 
President Johnson.as chairman of. 

‘Physical. Fitness: 

‘| cials- 
“WNBC’s : -new- general manager. 

George ‘Skinner, who: took over the 
the’ 

‘property - ‘out. of ‘the... ‘rating and- 
is: So far. “enjoying 

the ‘battle. So: “far. it appears. he has. 
‘more: going for: him: than. Casey: 
‘Stengel with: the N.Y.. Mets.::The: 
‘more-going | is: Brad Crandall, “who 

every night from.7: 45 to midnight | 

of the listener curves: .who -. can. 
: | likewise: field: anything that comes, 

“Crandall is ‘that: ‘good that Skin: 
ner now plans to put. Long John. NA 

teners. every. afternoon-when Nebel or ‘another some film’ syndicators-. 
{.won’t join: TFE, under any cireum- 

Nebel: will’ move ‘his .midnight-to- 
‘dawn -strip’to .WNBC, but has. also 
agreed to try a daytime phone turn,: 

over ‘talents (pre-Skinner). will” e"|: 
st | relieved ‘of ‘their duties ‘as new 

| talent is ‘lined up for the remain- | 
ing. morning. and: ‘afternoon. ‘Spots.- 

: Skinner reportedly: is ‘looking for. 

‘ing, with ‘no° advance | -word on who 

~ SAt the outset of the ‘WNBC’ Te. | 
vamp, the. ‘competition: was hhope-|- 

) Rust. Craf “that he has had. nothing ‘but:.a free. 

‘showing himself. to. be ‘somewhere.} 
to-the left of the - Birch ‘Society, | 

‘cons ‘of ‘birth control; a lot -of. the | 
‘moldy: NBC Standards and: .Prac-. 

Tio squawks yet. Miss .Benzell’ and |.a
tmounees. . 

word. “contraceptive” without*.any |:' 
upstairs hysteria. “Todate the only |° 

1, he. tele-. “ }squawks: have been from. the. te 4 Cards,.Ine: The. Rust Craft Star “se 

| WSOL:: Tampa; 

On the ‘basis of preliminary talks, 
lit ‘looks good that. Syndicators for 
‘| the first tinie -in- ‘years. will rejoin. 
the National. Assn, ‘of. Broadcasters 
in numbers:) When the NAB meets - 

{in. Washington next. year, film syn- 
ar .| dicators: most Jikely will join ‘the 

A corporation in which baseball. 
| great. Stan Musial isa 5% stock-- 
holder is awaiting - -FCC’s approval | 

annual. ‘convention. ‘under the NAB" 
umbrella. | 
Many’ film. syridieators, ‘though: 

will retain: .. their: identity. with 
Television. Film Exhibit; -the loosely. 
‘constructed . ‘organization, formed - 
for the -sole: ‘purpose of ‘exhibiting 
‘at the. NAB, ‘but now developing 
into-a_ loosely-knit association, the 

| closest. thing ev : 
Seller ‘ of. the: ‘Louisiana: coast g ever to a trade organ 

radio-tv properties. is a partnership | 
‘made “up of. T.‘B.. Lanford,. L. M: |; 

cand. & MM. Se, acteristic of TFE is’ the. ‘upcoming 
‘| NLY. meet of. tv station. program - 

ization : of: syndieators,. 
‘Indicative: of: the.. more. perma-. 

‘nent;: year-round. developing char- 

directors, : ‘When. Dick © Carlton, 
‘| TFE: co-chairman heard of the May 
ft event; he quickly polled. other TFE. 

| members: via ‘phone, and it: was. de- 
_.| cidéd : that: TFE- should. sponsor::a.. 
. - cocktail party for the: visiting sta-- 

‘tion’ program ‘directors, key .men.. 
|doing business. with- syndicators. ° 

-| Calton, for .one, forsees a fruitful 

Corpse’ at WNBC' 
association: with the NAB, a liaison. 
‘which: ‘over a jong” ‘period of time 
might: involve syndicators in ‘such. 

Vision.code and rating -guidelines.” 
In June, when. NAB execs gather 

| to: blueprint plans: for the ’65. Wash- 
ington. annual con¢:ave, TFE. execs 
are: due ‘to-confer with NAB offi- 

On -the. basis of preliminary. 
‘convessations with NAB execs, film: 
syndieators of ‘TFE are: confident. 
that they ‘can work out their prob- 
tems amicably, - 

‘TFE,. which. had 16 member. com-':: 
‘panies -at . the. Chicago NAB meet, 
‘for: the ’65 conclave wants to. have | 
‘its: members. located. | on the same- 

| hotel: floor. If. that ‘is secured—. 
and the prébabilities.look good at 
this... -point—the : film, ::syndjcators: 
would rejoin’ NAB as. associate 
members, ‘Yetain their’ TFE iden- 
tity; and. ‘hold the: now: familiar. 
.Téelevision ‘Film Exhibit | and cock-- 
NAB. party. under - the. auspices. of: 

“It’s ‘recognized - for. one. reason - 

‘stance. Three syndie. subsids. of. 
‘the. networks, for. exampie, tradi- 
tionally . Stay. out of .any. organiza- 
‘tion’ such’ as -TFE: because of. net- 
work policy. “MCA TV, a key syn-. 

Also” going: well ‘so “far” in ‘the: dicator,' follows “a” conservative ' 
new. “slate .are. Bill Mazer ; ‘with: a: 
-phone bit on - ‘sports . from. ‘4: 30 to 
6. p.m, and~ singer. Mimi “Benzell' 
in: the: Foll of interviewer from. 

policy.and has kept apart from’ 
“TFE:... Metro ‘TV. at. the most recent’ 
TFE. Chicago meet: decided against 
Joining “the marketplace for tv film: 
wares,” held: independent of the . 
NAB. - “Metro TV, ‘though, miay re-- 
‘examine its policy and join the. 
16. syndicators:. of. ‘TFE which _in- . 
cludes: firms ranging. in size from 
Screen. Gems ‘to. American Anter-. 
‘national. : 

| The reexamination: by. ‘Metro and 
: <Continued. on: Page 165) 

Te Fred? Weer 
“Steubenville, April 28. 

Jack N Berkman, president. of -. — 
Rust . Craft | * Broadcasting Ca., 

‘the appojntment " of” 
Fred’ Weber’ as executive V.P, - of © 
television: ‘and. radio: operations. 
-Rust... ‘Craft Broadcasting jis a. 

part: ‘of « Rust. ‘Craft Greeting ~ 

tions are: WSTV-TV, AM,. -FM-.: 
‘Steubenville; “WRCB-TV, Chatta- 
| nooga;..-. WRDW-TV.’. Augusta; 
‘WBOY-TV, ' ‘“AM-Clarksburg, 

“i Va.: “WPIT,” -AM-FM, Pittsburgh: - 
and WWOL-AM, 

:EM, Buffalo. a 
Mr... .Weber had ‘been associated « 

with © ‘Rust. Craft ° Broadcasting. 
formerly. ‘the . Friendly Group, for’ 
15 ‘years, ever since the termina- 
“tion. of his asscciation: with WDSU.: 
‘New Orleans, where. -he ‘helped: ‘to. 
-econstruct.'‘WDSU-TV in 1948. Pre- 
-Viously;-‘he ‘was. gencral manager, 
-V.P.: of: “Mutual Broadcasting . Sys- 

anid a. manager of. Station. 
[relations for NBC, 

eink Aah OO Tie ieah eae cat Bie da ale a ea Ral 

exclusivel N ee 
: New: York's ‘radio ‘pros, a nervous | y NAB‘ areas of the tele- . 

punch - in the ordinary run of com- 
- petition, are. .anxiously. “watching 
the Tevival. of a‘ corpse as NBC- 
flagship. WNBC Swings: into: its new. 



F tages 

“nell, 

‘‘shop,” especially’ for writers, - 

. Kitchens, 

th Frustration For — 
. Hollywood, ‘April 28. 

. CBS-TV's easygoing “adult” oater- 

“Gunsmoke’’ hag underplayed. ‘it- 

self into. its 10th season with. epi- 

gode now filming, the. 342d seg| 

(233 half hours; 108 hours) lensed | : 

since Join Meston’s radio creation | | 
ABC-TV: .o&0s° shave - been: sum-| 

‘Rep. Rogers T Tells 
Station Reps Why. 
He's on Their Side} 

became ‘visual. -- Producer. Norman 

Macdorinell | sees. the coming ‘year 

as. strictly “business as. usual’’ with 

tion for the Hollywood - freelance 
community. .: 

Series, 

He 

notes that. ofall. scripts. penned 

for the ‘series since the beginning 

only about 30 ‘have been by free- 

ance ‘scribes: ‘ Regulars. who ‘have: 

written: bulk: of ‘shows in- the past 

will continue doing: ‘so - this “year. 

Dunkle three. or’ four.: 

“Outside” ‘writers usually insist 

Dillon. (Jim: _Arness) ° 
“The Hero,’” .an 
Stone) written as “The Kindly. Old 

‘Doctor,’”: etc, 

Ansists the producer. 

. Directors will ‘be similarly “fam-. 

ily,” with Harry ‘Harris ‘back for |: 

15 and bulk of palance.. to split. be-- 

tween regular meggers. Ted Post |- 

and Andrew MacLaglin who has: 

record 93. “Gunsmoke” . credits and 

will do as many. this season. as his: 

sked. will. allow (he directs Jimmy |: - 
Oppenheimer, | Stewart. ‘in. “Fields of Honor” at 

Universal). English director Philip: 

‘Leacock will. probably come abroad 
fora few, adds Mactionnell with 

“one or two” new men trying: their c 

hand at a few: others. : 

New. directors also. often. find. it 

difficult getting into. the “swing” 

of show, according.to skein Tegular. 

Amanda. Blake. The. difficulty: ‘of 

which she speaks ‘according to Mac- | 

donnell, is..in coping” with. actors |- 

“who. quite naturally know the. 
characters they: portray much bet-f. 
ter than any.:new. director: could : 

hope to, .and. dealing swith : the 

‘geeming ‘casualness -to. which ‘the. 

“Gunsmoke” vets. appear to be. ap-} 

proaching their: roles. . Says. ‘pro- |. 

. ducer, 
and. .drive sonie . directors -erazy”’: 

adding however, that he, like other | 
~. east members, are: complete: pros. 
“ when time: comes for cameras to 

“Jim: (Arness) doés' ‘upset 

turn: with: result . that : ‘ne hour- 
length “Gunsmoke” has ever. gone: 
over its alloted six-day schedule. 
“You appreciate this: show .after 

having been. on some~ other ten- 
says. .Mac-. 

laglin. nofing on ‘the set -that .they. 
had. Iensed “seven pages and: cits, 

sion-filled ‘prograin,”” ” 

not even. lunch -yet.” 
‘Freelance work for. thesps - of iZ 

less than. guest-star ‘status’ is: also |. 
scarcer than-.what~is offered by } 
similar shows, because of use of}. 
“regulars” in such: minor stet roles 
as bartenders, hotel operators; ete. 
-Glenn. Strange appears. behind. 
Longbranch saloon. bar, Jim Nusse_ 

(Continued on page 168).. 

- ABCs S100 000- | 
Boost ii Al Biz 

‘The second quarter, swith. a. ‘eou- 
ple of. selling “months. still to. go, } 
geems @ cinch to be the :best in} 
ABC Radiw. ‘history. Billings have |. 
already ‘matched the record fourth }*. 
period last year, according ‘to. Ted |” 

*. Douglas. Jr., sales veep at. the ‘net... 
‘Exec. also: says that gross. billings |: 

for the first sixmonth. should “be 
more. than than’$1,000,000 cver the | 
same period last year. The-chéer in |: 

‘large part is due to’the alignment | © 
i blurb. ‘work. and was eliminated’ ds a :roufine’ matter: - nf 

_. “Levy. reported that.. the: automative : company, via. ‘Hollywood. 
talent agent. Charles Stern and- Chevrolet-ageticy. Campbelt-Ewald, . 

of advertisers new to the web. 
_.° Among ‘them -since. first ofthe } |. 
year are Amierican Express, Emery |.’ 
‘Industries, Grove Labs, H. J: Heinz, | 
Mail Pouch Tobacco, Morton House. 

-National: Car’ Rental, 
Ovaltine, Realemon,. Merle Norman |. 

Products, 
~ Switzerland. Cheese, and: the. Wy: 
Cosmetics} Real-Kill | 

ler Co. 

istered by “Breakfast: Club,” ” with: 7 
billings: reportedly up: 49%. . 

acknowledges “Macdon- are ‘Richard.’ Hughes, WXYZ-TV,. 
Detroit; Tony “Bachman, WBKB,|- 
Chicago: : George’. ‘Rodman, KGO- 7 

|TV; San. Francisco; and Jack Brem- 

fs. something of ‘a’ “closed | 

“Actually. character. : 

shadings. are ‘much more. subtle, . 

aBc 0&0 POWWOW . 
“FOR AD-PUB CHIEFS 

moned. to -New.- York for’ a May 4-6 

no new innovations: plotted for |: Powwow ‘spotlighting
. plans. for: the 

either skein or approach. to ‘same.: 

And therein. liés a tale of frustra-: 

‘new. season. Confab. will be. guided 
-by: Sy ‘Cowles, ‘ad-pub chieftain for 
the o&0 division, ‘with... network. 
‘brass joining some of. the ‘Sessions: | 

Coming ‘in: from . their. -outposts | - 

beck: KABC-TV,. Los: Angeles. Also 
‘attending, natch, ‘will, be- Leo: Col- 
‘lins. of WABC-TV, N-Y., and Gerald: 
Flesher, ‘sales promo. manager: for: { | 

Meston will do 10, Katherine Hite | the - ‘web's Spot sales setup. 
10,. Les Crutehfield eight, and. John - 

‘Newhouse Gets on: . approaching | the show’s: ehar-.' 

‘acters from.:a. stereotype = stand- |. 

point, says. Macdonnell, with Matt} — 
penned bed ie - 

-and-* Doe - (Milburn | °~: 
7, of KT\ 7 

Washington, ‘April: 28... 

2, St. Louis, for about $7,500;000. 
Newhouse ...and:: his family. ‘previ: 
ously owned: ‘the other, 26% of the 
ABC. affiliate... 

“Sale. ‘was: confirmed : by: ‘Monroe 

selling . company. -FCC’s ‘approval 
will be pétitioned.for “within a few 
days,”. Oppenheimer ‘said: 
Harry ‘Tenenbaum ‘and - Paul: E: 

‘Peltason. owned: a: majority, of: Sig- : 
| nal 2 Hill. - _ 

Monten Fest Award 
~ To CBS Gleason Show 

ty ackie. Gleason: Show” “won. .al | 
Bronze’ Rose .at the. recently. con-. 
cluded. Montreux (Switzerland) In-- 
‘ternational ‘Television . Festival, a 
competition. keyed” ‘to light: ‘enter-' 
tainment. entries: fiom all 9 over the. 
world. 

The: Gleason: ‘outing entéred by 
CBS Films. was’ the. cone: in:-which. 
-Gleason,. testing’: a -watch,. ‘goes. 
through ‘a brick wall, telecast on |. 
| “This: was . the]: 
‘third ‘time,’CBS Films’ hada:..win- 

.| ning entry. at Montreux, the:.others. 
being: “Julie “and: Carol at. -Car-|. 
negie Hall,”::which won ‘the. first. oe 
‘prize ‘Golden: Rose’ in’. '63; and: Aj 
Judy Garland “special which won|. 

CBS-TV. ‘Nov. 9.. 

honorable mention: in’ "62, 

», Knopf s-SG Pilot 
Hollywood, April 28. 

Writer - creator. - 

idea..- 

‘Series project which is a ‘modern: 
.| adventure drama, has -no: title at 
‘present. Knopf .was_ ‘formerly’ ‘un- |. 
der. contract with - Four. Star:as a 

‘| writer-creator, and is ‘prexy of the. 

tv-radio. branch of. Writers Guild |' - 
of. America: West. His signing is in 
line ‘with. SG. coast chief -Jackie 
Cooper’s move to. bring new: talent 
into: the, SG roster, ; 

| pointed. 

| ects, 
= | Limits”. 

 Aapub directors ‘of ‘the . ive |: 

bof : broadcast : : “commercials ° 
"| aimed” at - invading the.” -constiti: 
‘| tional’ rights “of - the’. Jegislative. 
- {branch - of: government. - 

-D.C. ‘ attorney. for: 
Signal Hill ‘Telecasting -Corp., ‘the 

Year. ‘award. 

Loeringe' $ “Bowout 
Asa: Trust Buster : 

"F station wants'to give . 

. Christopher: 
Knopf signed a deal: ‘with Screen: 
Gems to script an hourlong. vidpix- 
pilot . based. on. his. own’ ‘original. 

hins 0 on a Nancy Wison 

Bayon’ $ Daysiar Sit 
“Hollywood, . ‘Aprit-28, . 

' Claude. Binyon Jr. has ‘been. ‘ap- , : | 
supervising . ‘production |. 

Manager. at ‘Daystar - Productions, |‘ - 
_and- will. .supervise all :firrn’s ‘ proj- 

-inchiding | its’: “The* Outer) 
‘series: ‘on. ABC-TV. 

Former. Datry . Vaniery - ataffer 
“| prior to -joining:-Daystar’ Jast fall, 
-Binyon “was with: ‘Warner Bros. as 
&. ty director; 

. i 

| cessful). to. ‘regulate’ the. frequency 

“Tt.-was. my: position. at: that time. 
band ‘it is. “presently - my -position 

_ -|-that. this was -an attempt. ‘by’ .a..de- 
-| partment - -to invade ‘the. constitu- 

~ Pays $7,500, | ‘meaning ; ‘attempt, 
nevertheless ° 

"pulser S.: I. Newhouse. has. : “Rogers. 
bought. 74% of. KTVI-TV, Channel |: 

tional -.prérogative - of. the. legisla- 

an attempt, ” 

the. ‘Marbury _.'vs: 
cision : (in. which | John Marshall. in 
"1803 grabbed the ‘power that; :the. 
Supreme Court. still ‘maintains to: 

| veto: an act of: Congress), 
‘said’ that! FOC’s .abandonment: of 
‘the procedure. does not settle. the- 
question,.. because . every: _ member 
‘of the: Commission. ‘with one éx- | 
.eception, -testified before his com- | 

| mittee. that. they’: believed” “FCC. 
should -have. the power ‘to: regulate 
-comimercials.. | 

- Said Rogers, 

in Chicago, ‘the: -Timebuyer of : the: 

-Washington;: ‘April 28: 

'T inger: will be giving up- his: inter- 
‘| national trust-busting “duties, -At-}' 
| torney. General Robert F. Kennedy | 
; disclosed. 

*. Loevinger: told ‘the. ‘Justice Dept. 1 
‘of ‘his intention to resign’.as. the |. 
American: representative - to. the. 
Restrictive’ Business’ Practices 
‘Committee of the Organization for | 
‘Economic Cooperation ‘and..Devel-| ; 
“opment. (OECD). 
resign :after the: ‘May ‘27-29. meet 
Of | the OECD Committee’ in: Paris. 
‘He was given the post soon after 

Aeaving the- Justice’ Dept. ‘as: Asst: | 3 ‘survey will: be on the ‘subject of sex: aiid: morals. . 
, WTTW will do..scenes from the Deerfield ‘Stagers’ ‘production ‘of 3 

Atty.” ‘General ‘for. Anti-trust. 

who followed him into the Justice 
Dept:. Job. after, his appointment, to 
FCC. 

ies _ letter’. 

“General “Motors: ‘Teported | last. week ‘by. Negro singer: * Nanéy. 
Wilson's: agent ‘John Levy to have. dropped. Miss. ‘Wilson from - pro- .-. 
“posed commniercial. work’ because ‘of the. controversy" over the use — 
of Negro. actress ‘Ena Hartman’ irf.a “Bonanza” “episode on-NBC;. - 
counters. that ‘Miss. “Wilson. was‘ only under .eonsideration, for the. 

stat . 

“had vactually ‘signed’: Miss. Wilson, :then ‘shelved. the, project: after’ © 
the hassle -with NBC’ over the Ena Hartman. episode. (GM ‘wanted: - 

. it shelved). hit-the public. prints.: | —_ 
'~.A°GM spokesman said ‘that: agent: Stern. has given the company - 

_ a-price’ on: Miss Wilson, -but that’s ‘as: far as negotiations ‘went. 
The: bhurb ‘work in ‘question - ‘was the Chevy radio. cominiercials: : 

| |: featuring vocalists singing the “See The U.S.A.” fheme. .GM: Says: 
Soa far this year,’ biggest gain. in’ “fhe: blurb. made. when.Miss: Wilson was -under: consideration: finally | 

‘the ABC Radio sked. has been reg-. ‘ featured: a ‘chorus of kids. ‘This. particular commercial has ‘in ‘the aus 

others: 

“a vag OE 

past’ featured -Ella . Fitzgerald, Eddy: Arnold. Farry - Aames | ang 

“lment: 

“Hollywood Patace’”. bill -. 

+ Meader’s. ABC-TV: ‘special . 

_-Rep.. ‘Walter E:: “Rogers, ‘chatr- 
‘man -of. the-House Sub-Committee 
“for. Communications : and . Power, 
declared. yesterday’ (28): at the an-. 
nual. awards: luncheon of ‘the. Sta-' 
tion” Represeritatives. Assn: in New: 

‘| York that “FCC’s attempt .(unsuc- 

‘was. 

:wood,. CBS 

“TV's “Missing: Links” 

Rogers | 

‘Sales’. ‘Joan Oury jets to Barbados‘for vacation... - 
a:role -in. “The Doctors,”: He'll be playing in cast. with his wife; Joan 

. Frank McGee will: narrate the upcoming. ‘DuPont ‘spec 
“Incident” on Wilson’ Street”... . “Today”. begins: its ‘weekly Friday . 

NBC. News will repeat. _. 
‘its award-winning “River Nile” spec’ May. 24. .Sceripters” Eleanore” 7 

| Griffin and Roger. McDougall. Signed. for “Kentucky: Jones” "series... 
NBC’s manager of. religious. programs, Doris’ Ann, is -heading a-con-. ~ 
tingent in the Middle: ‘East filming an hour color: program'on archae-" — 

. Washington Education Association. honored. Bot: 
“Should : we take . 

| the revérse. position (that FCC. 
. should . have --such. powers,) - we. 
would: be ‘inviting ~ ‘further: ene: 
“‘croachment’.. generally “and. spe 
‘elfically.” aa : 

At.the luncheon the: ahnuat SRA : 
‘timebuyer -awards_. went to’. Miss 
Vera :Brennan,. ‘broadcast “sgupervi-: 
‘sor _of.-Sullivan,. Stauffer, ‘Colwell: 
& Bayles, who: received . the Frank |: 
‘Silvernail Award;. Leonard S: Mat- 

|| thews, exec: veepee of: Leo ‘Burnett. 
Agency,:the Gold: Key ‘Award: and: 
Gordon. Gredell, D’Arcy timebuyer : 

ology :aiid the Bible . 
Jack Neuman. for. his’ Mfr, Novak” series. 

IN HOLLYWOOD .. 
Low ‘Edelman, film and ‘ty producer, and ‘Het: ‘Mapheim, ‘tv: writer ar 

preducer Howard Leeds of “Living Day,”- signed in: “two femmies—- oe 
Barbara Avedon and. Helen -August—to ‘touch ‘up the. ‘woman’s: side of 

. It ‘used -to: ‘be that ‘a comic would come... ~ 
all changed. _ 

Procter. &= Gamble :toppers planed up to Frisco. to talk ‘story’ ‘line with: © 
the: night-elabbing . -Bill Dana. ‘General: Foods’. generalissimo™ Ed Ebel: ~~ 
‘and ‘Benton & Bowes’ Bill. Craig sprinted over to:Carson City, Ney., te .. . 
‘chat: with :Andy Griffith 

Loev- “FCC Conimissioner: . Lee- ‘didn't sell’. 

‘He.-will formally. time ‘shifts
. : 

Loevinger ‘will be ‘succeeded at/';,- 
the. OECD spot: by William: Orrick: “‘Pantasticks”’: on: its: “Mosaic” seriés. tomorrow (Thurs:) — 

Barnhizer. is’ ‘readying a. “Dateline:: “Chicago” entry. on the Goodman 
‘School. of .Drama for May..3 on: WNBQ.:: 
‘Schickel is’ the new editor of. the. national. Television ‘Academy news-, . 

3M-TV ‘has: added: James . Devlin, Douglas Slye and Sam’. 
: Eadie, ‘all former ‘Station: reps, to its sales staff. . Warren ‘Beardow _ 

- ft was: brought in from New York. as sales’ service manager: 
= | Radio bringing pack. “Conference: Call’: as.:an. ‘adjunct to. ‘its’ “News- 

| day”. Opus. 
| Jose “Chapa starts. a new “Spanish. language-. ‘program, . 

: Station: ‘is’ also carrying evangelist Oral Roberts, ... 
. Bob: Lewandowski | named. to the. a a 

|executive committee of. Chicago. ‘Muscular Dystrophy. : Aes 

{IN LONDON... 

‘WCIU this week . 

‘the. U.S. during. the fiscal. year: 1963-64 - _— 
Associated ‘Television producer: Stella: Richmond to helm its untitled -° | 
“but July-skedded: drama series based .on..the work ‘of a: pathologist - 

-{ techniques. and. studio buildings. 
7p Oardift and Bristol Studios). . 

“Tl Ratio Fain Centres 
IN NEW. YORK. oe 
ABC Press. chief . Mike. Foster and: ‘wite back 1 from: Caribbean. holt : 2 

‘day....-, Leslie: Uggams set for six. guestints ‘with. Ed-.Sullivan <5 © < 
Lewis. s. Krone signed on. with Group W’s WiNS.as-an account exea 

|. o0¢ Emily: ‘Kaplan has gone. with. Talent. Associates-Paramount. as. as-". 
| sistant to. Josh Shelley, ‘himself newly-installed for: program develop- Sloe 

‘She'd ‘been ‘researcher. for. “East ‘Side/ West Side”... 

series ae 
the ‘Advertising for Children: conference. in ‘New: ‘York. June~.10. 

‘Shenandoah, ‘Va., Apple Festival at ‘the. Tequest of Arthur Godfrey . 
‘Burt Reynolds of CBS-TV's ‘“Gunsmoke” -in town from. Coast’. 
Reiner . off. to. Europe. through ‘May. 17: As part of: combined vacation- 
“business: trip, . he’lt tape man-in-the. street interviews for’. (CBS-TV's: | 

. « Lou: Teicher; CBS-TV. director of music. opera- an :““Celebrith Game.”.. 
‘tions; off to. coast on. business =. .. Alan. Young due. in: ‘Sunday (3) 

off to Louisville today (Wed:) :for. Kentucky Derby’ .: 

Joseph: is on the scene for.a first-hand’ glimpse . 

-TV . 

of Allied’ Artists Pictures: Corp. Morin’ will. seek: new. pix ‘product . 

tomorrow (30)... 

British. West Indies:.: © 
Bill Dana. pulis in- town ‘today. (0): for: four days ot >. a g. 

Anderson ‘-; 

reports from the World’s Fair. on Friday (1) - . : 

producer, surgery case¢s. ‘at. Cedars of Lebanon. .:.". Jack € 

the new ‘CBS-TV: comedy - 
Tunning _at’:the beck and ‘call - ‘ofa ‘sponsor’ but that's 

th and. ‘Dor: Knofts.-on_ the.:nitery tour. : 
Schlatter. dashed: up to’ ‘Spat 

orient. for: five weeks. 

Sun-Times | ‘political - columnist’ John. 

with 
a’ “Meet. the .Préss”-type format . 

"Dave 

. WGN - newsman: Steve 

. WBB 

. WBBM. 

‘Tom Clark ‘will man. the phones *." - .. Mexican: newsman 

who.:came ‘in. ‘with a. ‘52-week. buy. 

Derek. Hoddinott . 

, Milton. Shulman, assistant. controller of.. programs, at Rediffusion,. 
4g: -ankling ‘the: station: next .:month:- fora ‘staff - post - on- Beaverbrook 
Newspapers (for. which: he already contributes: legit: critiques): | 1 
the. .U.S. this week go.TWW regional: controller: Peter’ Bartholomew... 
and chief engiheer Ray. Bradley, who are to study studio operating — 

“(T WW. is-shortly to expand. its. own. |. 
New adult. educational ‘series ; upeOmI- | 

ey 

“(Continued ‘On: Page - 164) 

_Wednesien, Avett 2, 196. ss 7 

. Carol 
'| Lawrence, ailing, will -be replaced: by: Dorothy. Provine on: the May- .' ee 

. ‘Sergio. Franchi set for the.-Meredith | 
‘| Willson special June. 4 via ‘CBS-TV- . « «Bob Shanks producing. Vaughn 

Metromedia’s world ‘affairs .correspond-' °: 
. ent, ‘David Schoenbrun, in from. ‘Paris. and . making the lecture ‘circuit: 

» A. H. Perlmutter; exec: ‘producer. for National. Educational Televi-. . 
sion; ‘down. in. Brazil ‘to: shoot ‘a’ post-coup special for NET’s “At Issue’? -... 

. Yale Roe, ABC-TV. daytime sales topper, .set: to speak at -: 

‘Lucille. Ball ieft' town today (Wed:) to serve ‘as.Grand Marshal of the 4 

Cart. 

CBS Radio sportscaster Chris’ : 

Enoch ‘Light, Command~ Records: managing ‘director,.-guests ‘on ‘ABC... 
| :- ABS. newscaster-. Art” Va 
‘Horn: visiting aaurence Rockefeller’ s ‘Little: Dix. Bay: Fesort” in. the. oe 

NBO. 
. Craig Huebing: landed. “, 

| ‘Nev: to sign Sergie. Franchi for: the 
od opening giiest spot for Meredith and Rini Willson’s ‘Texaco specials .....° 

“| Carfoll Carroll of. J.-Walter Thompson's: editorial department in N. y. _ 
.| stopped over for a:visit with old friend, among’ them JWT’s Cal .Kuhl, 
-|-who .recently underwent. a leg amputation: The Carrolls will prowl the 

. KHJ-TV ‘and:;-NABET: locking: horns ‘on a 
hew contract.‘ it’s. more: money. they want,. more: than the RKO-General.. - 

.. Bob. Schiller and. Bob Weiskoff are back on... 
“Luey’s’”. writing staff. They had. dropped. off :to ‘work:on’ a pilot that... 

; Don .Fedderson’s “My ‘Three Sons”. way out ‘ahead, ‘of. os 
the: field with nihe seripts for: next. season: : completed: - ’ 

! IN CHICAGO «. 
“WNBQ: will shift: the Huntley-Brinkley 1 newscast. to 6. D. m.: next’ fall — 

‘and. move its. local 30-minute ‘offering | te ‘the. preceding | half hour’; 2.00 
‘Both Nielsen and ARB now. show John ‘Madigan’s “At Random” ‘oyer- =... . 
taking. “Kup’s. Show”..in the. battle of the gabfests. on. Saturday. nights oe 

. Dan. Sorkin, -who has hooked: on with WAIT, will work. both drive- *:.. 
; Frank. Hart is’ “Prepping: a ‘special on J. Edgar ‘Hoover: ._ 

-and :the ’ FBI for. WGN-TV : - 
Dreiske, who: gets. a. hearing 0 on. ‘Saturdays. via WIND, tapped by WBKB. “ 
for’ a new Sunday’ -afternoon. tv series, “For “Your - Information;”’ _ 

-WBBM-TV's ‘next’ “Feedback” ~. 
‘It’s set for. May 12) °_ 

“Fiesta!” -on - 

~BBC-TV. ‘Enterprises: sold some. 200 programs to b 
. Rediffusion pacted: with ex-. . 

wee Mee 

a ane 

-CBS News correspondént Ned. Calmeé’ has‘left ‘for a month-long, tour of ne 
‘Africa. Charles von Fremd ‘will serve as. -anchor::man ‘for:“The World: | -’ 
“Tonight” ‘while Calmer is ‘on.-tour -. 
‘Schenkel. and Jimmy Dolan, director. of. CBS: Radio Network Sports; © | 

. Puppeteer Tom... 
“Tichenor who furnished ‘the. hand puppets. for. Carnival”, on. Broadway © ~ | 
recently, used 12. puppets in: seven; commercials: for Good Humor . : .-' _ 
Esquire ‘travel. editor Dick: Joseph’s May. 9: CBS Radio :“Dimension of a: . ~ 
‘Dateline”.‘seg: to peek behind apartheid: ‘headlines . in South - Africa. :‘..: 

. WWRL’s Alma John... - 
“to represent -the. five _Sonderling’ stations at the. ‘annual convention. of - 
American’ Women:.in Radio:-and_ Television, Tulsa. ‘She's ‘the second’ 

tive branch of government; a -well | Negro woman to: become a member of: AWRT:. 
“no ‘doubt, said: 

“Sai 

7 . Sidney Lyons:named |.“ | 
to new position. of director.or administration—. "business affairs,. Holly-. 

. Robert Morin, v:p.. of Allied: Artists’ Television, has. 
left for Paris, ‘Morin will. be in. ‘Europe’ for.six weéks as assistant to ||. | 

Comparing the FOC. move. with Claude .A. :Giroux, chairman. of. the board ‘arid. chief. operating ‘ officer oy 

-Madison ©. de--} 
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TV _— 
Ground: A 

Chicago, April 28. 

“Television has damaged .. ‘the | WHO 

documentary by. ‘turning them: out 
: band ‘Language ‘May: Be ‘Mature’ | wholesale, on. ‘limited pudgets. and: 

" too often without: imagination. Peo-. ; 

ple -think ‘of them as. being ‘no |. 
” fun,’ like.’.those ..awful - ‘travelogs |. 
‘you ‘sometimes seé at the movies 

: that’ eause: the audience to.let.out 
.@ unison groan. When a documen- 
tary comes-up on. television I some- 
‘times. think. I can hear that groan 
from coast to coast.”” ‘This state- 

ment. from. a. man who-has a con-: 
siderable stake in the -documen-: 
tary, making at least part of his 
living shooting, and sometimes di- | 
recting, them. - 

William ‘Birch; . a. freelancer, 
would like | to see ..the ‘ networks. 
concentrate.on new’ ‘approaches to 
the. documentary: ‘to. remove what. 
he feels is. a stigmia that they now 
carry. 
ducumentary. has. to be fun to 
‘sueceed, but I- ‘don’t’ .think - they. 
‘have to be as deadly - ‘dull as they 
sometimes are. The good. -ones. 
fail to ‘serve any: purpose. when 
the. form itself has .a “way of 
frightening the viewer. away.: It’s Ss}: 
possible.. to make documentaries} — 

M4 00 i in Vote To 
that people can: enjoy: 3 as, . well as 
learn from.” 

-He- - proposes. as: one angwer: to: 
what ails the documentary a better } 
marriage: ofthe pen and: camera. 7 
through the development. ‘of cre- | 
_ative teams who can. learn to think | 
and. act in a kind of. artistic -har- ||. 

Most documentaries | are'|: mony. 
composites of disparate styles: ‘and: 
attitudes, and: ‘that’s what ‘makes. 
them so bland. .and. impersonal, 
says. “The producer picks a writer 
from here; .a director. from ‘there 
‘and ‘a. cameraman. ‘from there, and. 
though they. have a common: foal: 
there’s almost no. way to give. them 
a common spirit. " 

Windy. City. ‘Blasts’. East- 

Birch is jpne. ‘of those rarities, an. 
independent -Chicago-based_ crafts- 
man who does his: major work: for 
the networks in New: York. AThe 
only. other who comes immediately: 
‘to mind is Don. Meier, producer of 
“Wild Kingdom” on. NBC-TV). 
Birch occasionally pets. the. call 
-from John. Secordari at’ ‘ABC-TV.1 
or Gerald’ Green at: NBC to shoot: 
‘and direct ‘special. documentaries, - 
and he has an arrangement. -with 
Reuven Frank.‘and John Dunn (of: 
.NBC’s “Huritley - Brinkley” and: 
-“Today” . shows, 
develop . his own ideas for. news. 
features. ° 
Bell & Howell - “Close-Ups” - 
ABC; some assignments for - Na- 
tional Educational. Television, and 
a number .of overseas specials’ for 
‘NBC including. the recent “Chang- 
_ing Matilda’ a 60-minute film on. 
Australia for a “Chet Huntley. Re- 

- “ports. ae 
“Birch, . -who -: had. -spent : eight 

weeks... there for.. the “film, - 

“Television is -in- its in- 
“For a long 

rectors. “1 
fancy there,” he’ says. 
time -they:-had “only government 
network, ;and .a commercial. ‘net-. 
“work is just getting started. The. 
studios are ‘poorly. equiped —. 
they've ‘got .the © equipment in 
erates but. nobody’. seems to. know’, 
how touse it.. ‘Their. news tech-. 
hiques are. reminiscent. of. ours” in 

ne _ From Ch is ee 

“Obviously: -I don’t ‘think a-| 
‘number ’- 
Dramas. in. question ‘were, in -the 

‘questionable ‘slang on the . ‘web. 

.(Mon:):. 
‘two.. locals .of: the 
Union of Electrical Workers, AFL- 
‘CIO,. after ‘20 hours: of talks. ended } 
‘in deadlock... 
- Federal. ‘Mediation’ and. Concilia-| 

|| tion Service reps worked until the 
-Jast minute to. forestall the walk-. 
out after a. ‘two-year contract be-: 
‘tween. Locals: 101 ‘and 102: and: the 

respectively) to’ 

He’s done. some. of. fhe 
-for |. 

sees 

‘Australia: as a land of opportunity. 
-for American technicians. and. Gi- | 

————— 

But. CBS. Ala’t. Buying” 

When: plood-sand_ ke. art pix im- 
‘presario Joe ‘Levine: elted ‘a line-in 

“The ‘Nurses,” - a’ line which had 
a version of: biteh ‘in it, as an .ex- 

ample of. how tv: is. growing up,. he 
| found °- -CBS-TV - v.p... Mike Dann} 
issuing. a- ‘disclaimer that: ouch 
slang: represents. ‘maturity in ‘tv. 
That: ‘was: at the: recent. NAB con-) 
‘vention: . le -&. 

-Now,.: programming WD. Dann, - wv 
in a. memo to all CBS-TV: program: : 
producers said that the network], 
thas received. protests about slang | 
expressions - -from a. ““gignificant. 
number . of. viewers.” He referred. 
to. empressions. such. as’ “hell, a” 
“damn” ‘ and. the. like found. ina 

-of .» dramatic. "episodes. | 

main, from ‘such series .as. “Defend- 

“ers,” and .““East-Side, West: Side.” 
Dann called for’ the. reduction of. 

- Str ike at. Philo 
- Philadelphia; ' April- 28..: 

company © expired . Saturday. (25).: 
The ‘Local:’.101 mémbers. ¢o ver: 
Philco’s radio and tv division, and. 
the 102. members: work in: defense: 
electronics. ; 

‘Ford purchased’, Philco in 1962. 

.consumer products 

officials attributed the. ‘company’s 
‘stiff stance in” the: talks. ‘to, the 
presence ‘of ‘the Detroiter, . 
.Management proposa 1s. for 

changes in seniority; work: .méas-. 
urement,. overtime. and: ‘temporary 
furlough - procedures . have their. 

. greatest: impact in. the: 4v,-. radio 
and. hi-fi’ operations, ~ work all 
done at’ ‘the ‘big -Philco. plant. “in. 
‘northeast: Philadelphia. A Local 
101 official. charged. the. -changes 
“would: return. ‘Model’ vT working’ 
conditions.” - 

A: ‘Philco. “sGokesiman. declared - 

Rediffusion’s $10 000,000" that. the. IUE.has.. refused . to .rec- 
ognize that! ae ‘Philco. is ‘to. sur- 

‘Philadelphia-based | : 
‘company : it’ ‘must do. ‘so..on .terms|: 
-equal” to ‘those’ afforded, the” com- |." 
‘pany’s. ‘competitors. in’ the. con-| - 

vive -/as 

sumer. electronics field.” “Manage-. 
ment contends.’ present . ‘practices. 
at. the plant. “are varchaic ~ and 
wasteful. 

‘the. early. ‘Fifties, and. ‘the docu- |. : 
mentary is. still | unknown. there.” 

He has’ ‘always: made Chicago 
his. base, though he’s. had. numer- |. 
aus shooting. assignments. in: New 
York aid. has ‘travelled. over «the | 
country: cand. over ‘a - good:. portion} : 
of the globe, ‘first ‘for “Movietorie- 
“News and later as chief.cameraman 
for - NBC here, before. he opened | 
his ewn shop some. ‘four years ago. 
The bread-and-butter of his free- 
Jance Jife (as partner ‘in a .firm |. 
called Tele:Features Inc.) has:been 
a newsfilm 
-WBKB,: the. local: 
“That's: manned. by: 

-. much |.of the. time, 
himself ‘goes off on: network” AS- 

; -signments. 

three’ crews 

personal. consequenées.. On a job 
two years ago to shot and. direct 
a special on: school * drop- outs in. 

_ Quincy. Iil., 

_producer-writer. 
Laing, 
News: in New. York. She riow prac- 
tices hausfrausry 3 in- Chicago. 

““McHale’s - Navy,” . 
Montagne, . who becomes. exec. pro- 
ducer’ of ‘the series filmed ‘at. “Uni. 

‘arrangement... wit h: 
‘ABC. -Station “ 

when . Birch ; 

I ROSE GETS NOD 

Hollywood, - April : 28: 
‘si Rose‘ is the new: : producer of 

replacing -. Ed 

versal: City. studios. 

for next year. 

WAYNE: a SHUSTER’S ‘HAMLET’ | 
Bireh: found himself | - 

in: exceptional apport With: - the. 
“That was ‘Mary: 

then a mainstay. of ABC 

“The : “Elsinore * -Kid;” an - oater 
version: of.. “Hamlet, ” .is ‘Canadian: 
comics Wayne -& Shuster’s: birth- 
.day salute to Shakespeare, to be. 
-aired in .a. CBC-TV hour-long. net- 
work ‘special. May 4. 

WHO'S AFRAID OF Jo8 Levine? 

Prediction ‘and. Taaintenance oF 
‘workers ‘at five Philco. plants here,: 
involving...some’ 4,000°: workers, 
voted ‘to.go on” “strike yesterday 

‘The action. was. taken, by.. 
‘International. 

‘divi-| 

ates under the.:name’ Rediffusion); 
-has.pacted with the” Liberian Gov- | 

* lernment. to: set up” and: ‘run a. vid- |. 
service. in Liberia, 

FOR ‘WcHALE’S NAVY’| 

-150,000° - “population. | 
- intends. to :develor:- ‘the: station-: in: 

Montagne created anid. produced. 
the comedy.‘show. ‘He will:in addi- 
‘tion, -to- his:-““McHale” - chores,. : be’, 
exec: ;producer of .-studio’s: new]... 

$i‘ Broadside”. series. . “Rose: has. been]: : 
‘story ed and ‘associate producer: on. 
“McHale,” which. has ‘finished’ pro-’ 

Lduction. for this ‘season,- and today. 

One of ‘those assignments: jad + begins lensing: the first of two segs 

Don Garrett ‘in N. Y.. 

~ [Solow Exits NBC te 
ee a 

Hollywood, April 28. 
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. a rau Ratings Wook + Ending Apri 1a) 
Herbert F. Solow, director “of |. 

daytime programs. for. NBC, -has |: .. 
>| been’ named. general program: exec-. 

cutive by Desilu: Productions, studio | 
production®. chief « Oscar : Katz. re- | 

| ported. . 
: Solow exits: his ‘present ‘job: May, oe 

\4"to: ‘Join the telefilméry, where: ‘he }: 
will: work. directly for Katz. Before |. 
joining ‘NBC; he was coast daytime | 
program. director for CBS; pro-: 
gram director of NBC's California _ 
‘National. Productions. oe os | 

Featuresto-TV 

; inter "April 28.- eV 
_ Felix Ayimer, president of. Brit- [°° 
ih ‘Actors’ - Equity. Association, 

{< Armehair Theatre—ABC. . 

, .- Dick Powell. theatre BBC 

Wal Parnell’s Palladium—ATV 

-G.'S.. 5—ATV . 
| “The. ‘Villains—-GRANADA. 
| . The. Protectors—ABC - 

_. Big Night .Out—ABC. «>. 
Sykes. And A Band—BBC .-. 

ae. - Love. ‘Story—-ATV 

Tashed out. at” the policy of the: oe 

which . sell. off. ‘their. product ‘to 
‘television, ' -in his. ‘presidential. ad: | 7 

-| dress ‘at the ‘union’s annual meet-’ 
mes last Sunday (26); ‘Their whole- 

.} sale. surrender of miles of ‘all. but. 7 
recent... films ‘to. their: voracious. |. 

rivals, at- rates that bear.no rela- 
Htion to the cost of production; must_ 
‘| have been’ a major factor .in. the 
loss of their audiéncés, he declared: 

The. ‘policy; : ‘Aylmer. ‘Suggested, . 
was: apparently: based. on. the. view 

| that motion pictures were. as.ephe- | 
meral .as: journalism. ‘That may be: 
‘true of certain-kinds of hack: work, 
but as far as they could Jearn, no- 
discrimination ..seemeéd’ .:to‘ have |. 
‘been shown: Material was shovelled 
‘out in mixed - bundles, classified. 
only ; by: date: of - manufacture., 

The: Equity prexy averréd ‘that 
‘to repair the damage. done to their. 
‘business, they had adopted the 
gamblers”. ‘stock formula. of trying 
fo recoup their losses. by doubling} _ 
the stakes. They were’ determined. N. Y. ay 
‘to go.where the baby tv screens |.-° 0. 
could ‘not. follow, : ‘Spreading: side- | <4: 
ways: to. the: wide ‘screen,. still fur-.} 
ther: to-Cinerama, then.:“round. be- | | 
-hind our. backs” to Circlorama,. and; oo. .-- 
‘would. no doubt,. ‘proceed ‘-next: to.}-)..".. 

.| Sphericlorama,. “which would paper|’...~ 
the ceiling. cand: - carpet: the. floor |: / 

and for the first’ time ‘a tepresent-- with. . their. picture,.. 
ative of the auto - ‘company, Fred. 
Meredith; production ‘manager. ‘of. 
‘Ford’s. | 
‘sion, - took. part in. the: talks... IUE 

from Hollywood ‘to Europe, where 
more straitened means’ forbid. such 
extravagance, a 

‘Commenting’ ‘on, the. closing: of 
| film: -houses,:.Aylmeér. believed. that 
future generations would. ‘be ‘sur- 
‘prised. at the extent. of the tempor- 
ary: decline of. the. cinema: - The: 
‘film ‘was. the only ‘satisfactory 
means. at: present known of making 
dramatic. .-entertainment '-pérman- 
‘ent. It ‘was, to acted draima;. what. 
the. -printing | “press was. to manw-. 
script; ‘and.. its: failure. was. 4s ‘un- 
‘thinkable as. the disappearance. of 
printed. books: : 

25- “Yr. Deal for Liberia TV 
. “ London,. April. 28.: 

- Rediffusion, ‘the wire-relay com-. 
pany - (not ‘to .be ‘confused’ with. As-: 
-sociated-Rediffusion, the. commer=| 
cial tv contractor. which . now oper- | 

$1:000,000..: 
stretches. over. the: next. 25°- -years. 

‘At ‘the: ‘moment - tv: in: “Monrovia, 
"| éapital. of - Liberia, is-being. run by-; 
{the ‘Liberian * Broadcasting -. -Corp.. 
on. 6ne _Rediffusion - _transmitter. . 
Tt reaches some: 50, 000. of thé city's 

“Rediffusion 

order." to. reach, : by... wire. ‘Liberia’ S 
2,500 000 ‘Population. L. 

SG Ups: Habeeb © 
“Tony. Habeeb,. “with. the. company” 

the. ‘past. ‘four. years, -has “moved 
up. to” become’ Coast pub ‘director 
“for Screen: Gems, replacing Jim! 
Hardiman “who. - -tnioved, Fecently 
to. CBS:-.” 

“At the same. time, Lou Dyer has 
‘been: moved up: as: press info man- 
ager ‘urider ‘Habeeb,. and. Harry: F.. 
Flynn, ex-ABC-TV, has ‘joined the. 
telefilmery. as ‘promotion: ‘Manager. 
‘Habeeb in turn’ reports‘ on his: ac- 
‘tivities.to Screen Gems 2 pub, topper 

‘before the 
theory “collapsed. ‘It was not sur-]- . 
‘prising, he “commented, ': that - the - 
centre -of the ‘industry :was- moving 

“Deal, worth al 
‘to’. “the” “tv. ‘company, | 

b year, “encouraging. ” 

‘Major. motion - picture companies |. .-. ©: 

g Howard's T A Deal 
On “Girl In’ the UN. 

“Hollywood;. April” 28. 

vid Susskind and. Daniel. Melnick, 

‘series venture, 

the 1965-66. season: ; 

“Project deals with. a “My ‘Friend 
'Irma’”’ type’ of gal,: who. is a..guide. 
at the UN. Howard created “Irma” 
some ‘years ago. He will“ ‘pen the. 
pilot, and ‘if..free from: pix’ com- 
jmitments, will also. produce - it: 

‘ment ‘at Warner Bros:. 

2S Hollywood, “Apri 28." 
-Resurgerice- of. 20th-Fox TV as: r 

tinues, as ‘ ABC-TV. ‘firmed ‘up 
‘orders for: two. -more -series from 
the. Westwood’ lot; - 

‘of. the Sea,” both -hourlong ‘shows, 

next. season.: 

ries to be aired’ twice . ‘a week, to 

‘tion chief :William’ Self is.in' N.Y 

‘of. the hourlong: Series, ° 
| Boone,” which - 
> ehance: for. a ‘Sale. 7 : 

High” ‘isa joint: Venture. between 
| Quinn - Martin’s.. QM : Productions 
‘and 20th, -with ‘Martin: functioning: 
ras: exec. ‘producer... ‘Irving. Allen is’ 
| producer: of “Sea,” and. Paul Mon-: 

““Reyton | ash ~ exec. “Producer of. 
Place: wo. 

SALES, EARNINGS AT 
” PEAK FOR ZENITH: abound as,"it-seems, there is little... - 

| the . U-K: can ‘legally -.do . at . . this: |, 
juneture to” stop “undesirable” Tas... :- 

Re cord. first: quarter. sales | ‘and. 
earnings for’ Zenith... Radio. Corp. 
were reported: ‘at ‘yesterday’ Ss (Tues, ) 
stockholders. meeting, with: ‘color: ty . 

ii said to be contributing significantly 
| 40. the . ‘company’s sales: volume. 

estimated provision: for Federal | in-' 

‘record first. quarter, 

standing. 
“Sales. ‘of $102 663, 060: an - alltime | 

high for any” ‘quarter, : were. 11%: 
| above. ‘the-previous record: cf. $92,-. 

| 267,000: set ‘in the: first. quarter, of 
63,..and marked’ the ‘first.time in|. 
tthe” company’s. history that - “quar-- 
‘terly sales: had exceeded. $100,000,-. 
000.. Company called. ‘the Hartford; 

“eral and :Zenith, now ja its. second. 

‘Labor: Party: BroadcastBBC ee neae 
Conservative Party Broadcast—BBC - 

_ -Coronation Street. (Mon)—GRANADA ... wieees oes, ore sas 
. Coronation’. Street. (Wed:)}—GRANADA .....0....006005 veal 

. Ready, Steady, Go! Mod Ball--REDIFFUSION. ese 
No Hiding Place—REDIFFUSION . . 
Take Your. Pick—REDIFFUSION .:........ weg eee eine eb | 
-Double Your Money_REDIFFUSION becbeega TO 

‘; Morecambe & Wise Show-—-ATV ; ‘See 

eae4eceees a ee a ee 2 oR 2 e 2 © eee OO” 

| . They've Sold’ A. Miliion—REDIFFUSION 
- “Emergency-Ward 10° (Fri. )ATV” 

ese ce eelesc ees ewes “4 

7 with, commercial | 
though the *Government: has de-« ... 
‘creed ‘that BBC shall hold: thé mo- . 
nopoly. ‘in: local. sound transmis-. - 

-{sions. For joining : the: .decade-old a 
- Producer-creator-writer: Cy. How- | Radio: Luxembourg, and. the month-: | 

‘ard has made a ‘deal. with. Talent 
_Associates-Paramount. toppers ‘Da- 

. “Girl”. ‘Pilot will, _ be: lensed . -in. 

-vidpix production~ company _con-" 

| “12. O'Clock: 
‘High”’ and. “Voyage to the Bottom | 

Previously, 20th-TV which - ‘haa: 
N60 ‘series . ‘at’-all ‘last season, -has- 
sold ; “Peyton. Place,” ‘half-hour, se- 

ABC-TV. In‘-addition, tv Produc: 

Profits .for..the:. three” months: 
ended March. 31. "64 ameunted to- 
-$5,845:; 000, or: 63¢.. ‘per: share after’ 

}-come taxes of -$6,078.000. ‘This. rep-. 
resents ‘a.15% ineréase over the 

earnings |.re-.| 
-ported in. 63 of $5,063,000. or 56c 
per share. on the shares: then. out. 

Cial radio. 

| legedly. been. 
Conn., over the test of: subscription.| quiries, 
‘tv; a. coventure between RKO Gen-" 

SHS ese eewec ees enee’ 

caseeseeee es eoesee. 

eee a ee 
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“Paridon: “xpril 28: 
" pritaia, it seems; ‘is.to‘be- deluged ae 

old “pirate”: broadcasting ‘Ship Ra- . ©. 
dio.:Caroline; :which are* both. suc-..-} 

| cessfully. ‘beaming: ‘commercial . rae ~ 
for: co-production. ‘of .his- new ‘ty: 

“Our Girl inthe 
UN,” a ‘half-hour: comedy aimed at. 

‘dio to parts ofthe U.K., are-a num... 
‘ber :of other projects ‘which, coms: |. 
‘bined, « 

~. hplanket coverage: : nie | 
Next “pirate” ‘broadcaster on. the. _ 

‘scene ‘will -be. ‘Radio: Atlanta: Like © 
Radio. Caroline, ‘it-is’a ship-borne -— 

‘ could. ‘give. this Sountry. 

project aiming ‘to. feed’ pop ‘music _ 
|to. these. shores from ‘a mooring’in 
| international - ‘waters::- 

‘Howard. has a pix. scripting assign- 
Again. ‘like | 

Radio. Caroline, owned and. oper- _ 
“| ated jointly by: Ronan... -O’Rahilly~ .. 
‘ahd Jocelyn. Stevens, ‘Radio: Atlan-.: - 

‘| ta. was fitted out for transmission :. 
7 ‘at the Irish... port, of. Greenore.. 

“Tt. is. being run. by: industrialist-. . 
- financier. Oliver Smedley and: mu-.” 

| sie. publisher ‘Allan Crawford:: and,’ 
"| ome: reports have it; the shipboard. 

, station..will be- operational some 
yj time in the next’ week, Areas-cov- 

; vv pered by Radio Atlanta will -include:- 
* ‘London: and parts of .the:south east. - 

--A fourth commercial. radio sta- | 
tion. with designs on - the. British “* 
market ‘is Radio Manx. “Situated. on. 
the. Isle’ of: Man, a. west. coast. ‘off- 
shore: island which has. its own Pars. :. 
liament, the station is being.set up 

| by: an island: bigwig .T-.H. Col-. . 
were ordered by” the network for. : ya an wie bourne.’ who hopes: .to: boost : the 7 

‘lisle’s. economy. with: his:commercial ”** 
Tadio ‘casts. Start of Radio. Manx” 
‘transmissionsis tentatively set:for.”. 
‘this. summer: but: some Sources Te-- | 
-port:: the- station. may be somewhat an 
Jongér: than. initially anticipated: in. ve 

e! readying: its: equipment; . Lott 
‘showing NBC-TV_ brass «the pilot} 

“Daniel - 
“is. given . “a. “good. 

A. further . ‘shore-based . commér=:. : 
cial radio station, and’ probably: the: 
most. powerful : -of ‘all. the “pirate” ~ 
projects, : 
shoot. company. of Europe ‘t, ‘a Ger-: = 
‘man-owned: ‘project; ‘which. ‘is: ‘being: : 
‘sited in France..GB1, like the.other. *~ 
commercial radio. operators afores: . 
mentioned, Swill *have ‘London ‘sales a 

“and - will’ start’ with - 12=: 
5 “lhours-a-day. ‘transmissions ‘later -ex-. |: 

is Station GB1, an - offs: 

offices,’ 

pahding. to. a .24-hour © “service” (as = 
{and “when - advertising. grows)... 

Hints and. whispers: ‘of ther Ta- 
dio: “pirates’” are beginning. to. 

dio. transmissions «reaching :. these - 
Shores from station- outside’ British 
‘legal - jurisdiction. One’ Tumor, -for: 
instance, has it that a huge trans- 
mitter :‘is' being : privately — erected’: - 
in Eire to.serve: both Ireland and”: 
‘the U:K:, a -unit: which: supposedly 
has the. ‘support. of leading British: 
concerns. which are.: “Pro -commer= 

-Whether.. all | these’ ‘stations. “even: . 
tuate,: however, - -iS anyone’s ‘guess. 
‘Previous. attempts—like’’ Radiq.El- : 
len. and. Radio - GBOK~—wound: be-. 
fore. they. got” .off .the : ground 
‘through « either lack -of- finance. or. 
from. - pressure : brought ‘to. -bear 
from Post Office and legal: ‘SOUTCesS. 
"Key © consideration _ of . course - is 

‘the estimated ‘support of local ad-- _ 
‘vertisers. Radio ‘Caroline ..has .al-...° 

“deluged”. with ene 
- and ” : 

it vhas “ trans- ‘. 
both: . from UK. 

abroad.. ‘But: ‘so. far, 
mitted :onée ‘commercial only, for-an:: 
electric ‘blanket: ‘firm. | 

radio —-even -- 
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Meet Europe’ S. favorite ‘sleuth—Chief Inspector dules Maigret of the Patis Surete. Maigret, ‘bulky, 23 
human, unorthodox—brilliant creation of novelist Georges: Simenon, who has produced more ‘than. | 
400 books to become:one of the world’s wealthiest-writers of crime fiction. ~~ :. . 
Inevitably; someone had to make a Maigret television series. Top production. companies competed. 

for the rights. Simenon unhesitatingly. chose BBC TV forits unrivalled facilities, its quarter-century 
_of know-how. | on 
“With a dynamic. team of leading. writers, directors, designers and. technicians, BBC TV set about -_ 
adapting 52 of the Maigret novels:to television plays. An equally brilliant team of actors was castto”.. =. 
fill the 1,000-odd speaking parts, and‘a.3}.year production program got under way—with extensive re | 
filming in France to ensure authentic.background. | 
-The result? Unprecedented success; Whenever: the Maigret series. has been. screened: it has won. ; 
top audience ratings, top awards. In Canada, where itis currently shown under-Alcan sponsorship, ae 
Maigret has even challenged ice- hockey for top. ratings, with Nielsen giving the long-established. nee | 
Sports. program ¢ a bare ‘two Points: lead... oe 
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An ‘Australia,. where. Maigret premiered last fall, it ima 
“t7-city network—as the Aussie leading weekly said “ ‘it has: won n just ‘about every award a TVs seriés. 

An. Britain; the: Maigret series established: a record. by. carrying off 5. top. TV awards and reached. a 
. 

‘peak ce) 4s million viewers. ok SN ep ne re Set SN age 

-Now-Maigret.has come to the States. More details of this: Internationally top-rated ‘series: will auto- 
“ matically be mailed to all television stations within.the next few days. Should. you: require. additional: 
information, please contact, Peter Green at—BBC. TV ENTERPRISES: . EE net) na ns 
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“any viewers in any aisles. ° mote Ik 

made -a ‘neatly comiéal. couple of: 
“-punmen, and: registered in “Brush } 
‘Up Your Shakespeare.’ while. Eric. | 
‘Barker - and. Reginald - Beckwith |. 

. Sharotly 
devised adequate - routines. | 4 

‘plav the s‘irewish ‘tantrume in the: 

ex-sN0use’s “intended: husband, and 
the scene retistered stronsly.. De-: 
spite «9 certan.,self-consciousness. 
‘that afflicts the. gal. when: she. takes. 
on a 

Te mbeors, 

‘it usod.tv. as ‘al armchair: substitute 
_for outside. entertainment, and’ this | 
“ean bea. limiting 1 function for. ‘the. 

KISS ME KATE - 
With Patricia Morison... 
Keel, Millicent Martin, ‘Reginald 
Beckwith, Irving ‘ Davies,. Danny j- 
Green, Bill Owen,,. Eric. Barker,. 
Harry. Rabinowitz orch; others. 

Producer: James Gilbert. - 
Director: David Askey.” - 
95. Mins.,.Tues., 8. p.m.: 
BBC-2, from London 

Playi ing- safe for the start ‘of. the : 

BBC-2 - chose “this | new. channel, 

proven legit. musical, iniported Pa- 

tricia Mori ison ” from: ‘the: Broadway. 

originat.and Howard, Keel from ‘the . 
movie, and turned . out: ‘an apree-'| 

able. entertainment: ‘that. was" ‘Ene. 

evitably less _stunning™ than’ both. 

‘earlier versions. ‘Musicomedy * of 

this kind is never. entirely satis-'| 

‘factory on: tv, -and ‘the job. of ‘pro-. 

ducer Janes . Gilbert was . to con- 
eeal the. difficulties rather than to. 
make’ impr -verments: -This, with 
the aid: 9f: David Askey’s assured, 
if somewhat. unimaginative, di. 
cetion, was- achieved. Certainly, : 

“Riss Me -Kte,” with its restricted 
orsta“e and. backstage. ‘setting, lest] 
less then niost: of its ‘kind by being. 
reduced. in scale, and it’ was: good: 
to be reminded’ of. ‘Cole. ‘Porter’s:| 
luminous -score:: and lyrics. Sam. 
and Bella Spe wak’s book took more. 
of a beating, -and- filled: the. breaks. | 
between the tunes. ‘without rolling | 

_ It was. im. fact, ‘the. music num- | 
bers - that ‘clinched | the: attention: 
Patricia Morison, inclined to over-. 

spoken. passe es, clicked in “So-In 
Love.” although her voice and. per-.[ 
sonality had .hardened. for. those |} 
with memories of’ her. fine’ legit | 
portrayal.. 
his: rumbustious display. of witch-.| 
taming, and was vivorously' -watch-. 
able” throuthout.-: He. made : ‘much. 
of the description of life with. his’ 

‘character, ° Millicent | Martin. 
imorosseW ds. the: dumb Lois, and 
took the full. measure of her. chief 

“Whi - Den’t “You”. ‘Be- 
have?” and. “True ‘to. You in. 1 MY-| 
Fashion,’ rR 

Dinny.. Green and - ‘Bill - Owen 

outlined: ‘eameos. » Paddy |: 
Stones 
for the terners.’-but .scarcely “did*| 
Justice to -the.. torrid: implications | 
of. “To+ Darned Hot.’ we 

Considering its’ eyecatching ; pur- 
pose, tae production ‘Served ‘it, But | 

medir m,  Otta:: 

* JAZZ 625 
(Ellington -in ‘Concert - 
With Duke -Ellington and Oren” 

- Director: Yvonne Nittlewood: 
55 Mas. Tuss.. 11 pam. 
BVe, from. ‘London’ 

tures. at BRC-2 is a weekly jazz: 
snot, for -aficianados. have ‘had. a5 

at -There’s an} Loff the . beat: with: “Last ‘Day. of; (Graham’ James), a> young officer rw: deal in the. past. . 
impressive lineup: for’. later: “Jazz | 
625" souments-—with Osear. ‘Peter-., «mood ‘for “Pennies. from Heaven.’ ” was invited for ‘a country: weekend: 
son, ‘the’ Modern. Jare. Quartet, anid j 

dt c: nitidn’ t. have. had a. more. form: ide 
castle. opener. than: ‘this. ene. 
th first. of two. Mregrems 
FHingion’s | “band, 

Br itish . tour, 
exelent, direction wis ex “et Ww ith-{ : 

-and:: ‘eaenh - $8! ost! Y¥eceived. 
got his carers: dine. at ther re ht: “Strings”. 
otit - bins tricksy, 

me. x 

“Ellin ston’ >: items- “elosniy 
low ed the patter n used: On. the tour, 

a of “Little: ‘African. Flower,’ ” and the: 
Howard. 

Race,~ and the.” only. “shortcoming |. 
was that: the orchestra: was: too} © 

. - thinly. spaced: out. and occasionally 
7 seemed Jost ¢ on: ‘the: Dig. platform: | 

.| were -her sizzling: 

“Howard Keel: repeated’t « 

_ i opening: 
One of ‘the most’ welcome - fea! 

‘fol-; was,..a3 yet,-a. tentative display. A 

orchestral setpiece was- Ais Potent 
hymn’ to: “Harlem. move 

necessarily introduced.. by’ Steve 

--Otta,: 

ELLA) 
With Ella - “Fitzgerald, the: ‘Oscar |: 
Peterson ‘Trio, “Roy’ ‘Eldridge ; 
Quartet. ! 

- Producer: John. Hamp. 
Director: Philip Casson 
47 Mins.,: Wed.,; 9:50: p:m- 
Granada-TV,’ from. "Manchester ~ 

» Like® earlier: jazz “packages ' ‘from’: 

this was a. cut version of a-con- 

‘cert: at. the Free Trade | Hall, ‘Man- 

‘ehester,” Tt ‘was the ‘most sticcessful 
-to: date, for producer: John. Hamp. 
.Stamped.:‘on former: tendencies: -to 
visual’. gimmickry™: ‘and’. director 
Philip: Casson. concentrated. mainly 
on vital. closeups. of the performers. 

> Ella Fitzgerald’. -got:.most of ‘the 
ruining. time; ‘and produced. 4 tri-. 
Jumphant display. of all-mood vocal- 
‘izing, In. the. uptempos, she was_ 
-brilliantly.-inventive, seeming ‘to’ 
relish. the fine backing “provided: 
by Roy, Eldridge’s muted .trumpet 
‘and the’ rhythm section,- Highspots 

“Them. There 
Eyes” and:“Lady:Is a Tramp,” and. 

We Say” Goodbye”: and: “Got ‘You 
Under My Skin.” . But. every. song ® 
“was a winner and it was:a nice idea. 
‘to. pay. tribute . to Count. Basie.-by_ 
‘piving “a -lyric:.. to. “his: 
Stockings?”- 

The * Oscar. Peterson’ Trio “was 
also well. ‘up to. -its top form,- and 
the’ pianists: dizzy fingerwork in 
“You: ‘Are “My Heart’s .. Delight” 
amazed. by being both - fast” ‘and. 
Yausical at’ the-same time: Again, 
‘the’ production ‘wisely. kept . the. 
‘camera close to the keyboard, and. 
‘helped | the excitement. . S 

‘ Maybe there was. Jack. of variety: 
and - freedom in some of the angles | 
—_ Miss Fitzgerald’s. right: profile’ 
came. under: constant scrutiny “— 
but. ‘the. whole. was ‘Splendidly in- 

| Vigorating. oe Je _Otta. 

Sunday ‘Night: ‘at the ‘Palladium: 

: Using © ‘a’ runout. ‘around ’” the’ 

orchestra pit,. this. ‘Sunday ‘Night 

at the’ ‘Paltadium” segment. ‘from. 

‘Associated “TeleVision - opened up- 

‘ing ~ personality. Of * Frankie} 

| Vaughan, who. reliably: topped: ‘thet 

}andset.“a lilting. pace: with:-his:! 
“Always Be in Love ‘With; 

You,”. an oldie in chia-cha- tirpe.. He. 

got ‘the ‘customers. clapping on ‘and. 

September,” ‘and — -$witched °- ‘the 

delivered, - squatting, - in: ‘pensive 
| vein. “Easy” human ‘touches. ..were : 
3 fartheoming. from -Vaughan’s ‘dedi-< 

It was | eation of “My -Girl” to ‘wife: ‘Stella’ ter. ‘Susan.. 
“by Duke! ‘and his closing ““A Good Boy Now.” love:. 

taved:. before’. a It was a fine -display of ‘relaxed. ‘This aroused mild ‘jealousy,. and: it | 
Tive -pudiene= -durin«... his. ‘recent! and”. undemanding:. warbling. that | seemed doomed to-‘die,. which: ‘ity 

Yvonne.Eittlowood's !: never. lest: its. grip. 
American Beverley’ ‘Todd, : “well 

‘in ‘the - - current’ 
legit -production, . . gave j 

} added: interest tosthe hour, but - it” 

| Leoker,: and.: fetchingly: . demure. 
with classies from. thi >. revortoive | “Miss ‘Tadd’ hadn't’ quite the -glitter: 
‘tiking it. in ‘turns with new :ca ne! to earry off a sophisticated -Song- 
pasitions from his “Far . 
Suite”: and the Strat! ford, Ontari i0;, 
“Fimon” production. : 
himself | suiavely: hosted, 
naries like. Johnny - 
ding in “Jspahan*™). Paul Gonsalves: 
(blowing. his’ veins. ‘out 

-@ido’?. 
Magnificently in’ “Caravan"), 
Ernie: Shepherd . swittily vocaliz? nv, 
“Fake the ‘A’ Train’) contr ibuted | 

Ellington him- | 
self gave a gentle. account: on ‘piano timing. ‘against . a ‘background, of : 
‘to a varied display. 

Ee “stor n. alos.” 

Hodes haimnt=; * 

“Per-f: 

in’ the uptempo “I'll Go ‘By: 
J Myself.’ ".” her: voice: lacked: lustre 

/ Elinctoa! and firmly: struck - below: ‘the: note, 
“ant “Lumi-? “but: she: “recovered With a good -* 

‘Sm* ke Gets. in’ ‘Your: Eyes”: -and: 
a. brisk “Get Out’ of. ‘Town.” 

Bright. cand . ‘jriventive * elownins: 
“came. from: Jo, Jac, &. Joni—a trio’ 
“wits tiumdle and. mug With slick 

- suLiUS CAESAR © 
With- National. Youth ‘Theatre| 

The. ‘show ‘was - “briefly. and ‘un-|. 

‘the: States” taped: by: ‘Granada-TV, dy, 

-Modern . dress, and: jazz. interpola-. 
-\ tions, lacked novelty after the mild. 
shock of lounge-suited conspirators 
‘had worn: off, and Michael Croft’s 
staging, while \ swift ‘and striking 

‘her -creamily duftet™ *Every. ‘Time 

THE. SLEEPING BALLERINA - 
‘Writer-Director:. Ludovic Kennedy. 
-25 Mins.,:‘Thurs., 10° p.m... °. 

- BBC-2, from: London 
“Shiny: . 

‘[$udged: account: of: the. tragic: ‘Olga. 
“Spessivizeva, | whom: many. ranked 
higher fhan Pavlova: as a ‘pallerina: 

Skillfully using stills, Ludovic Ken- 
‘Nnedy' sketched’ in ‘the: years. of: ‘her 
fame—the years .also of: Diaghilev 
‘and of. Nijinsky. - -A sctratehy;..and 

open..up -to.. reveal.. their qunch’ 
-packs or. ‘concealed: cigaret. lighters: 
|.Emcee Bruce Forsyth was. splendid, 
cand the .show’s’ other. ingredients 
were up to- Pare See. 

communication | between’ ‘perform-|* Mee —— | 

(4 -8rs - and: audience, “and, Jon. Seof-| : 

= tield's’ direction” ‘suited ‘the. ‘outgo- A 

jlationships that didn’t: fully realize 
+ pil: ‘Vaughan. kept his: act: moving, 

“Armehair Theatre” : 
ABC-TV; :and had: “strong "BPP eal) whose torso... mysteriously. began: 

dutifully: did at. Dru’s death... 
The- ‘script - also: included ‘ a‘: “po: 

tentially .more- impactful. ‘charaec-| a 
> (John: Phillips),- 

a-man with. an “outsize: ehip ‘who. 
vented his. speen. on: his wife. 

“No j. 

The. 
act-ywas a curious-mixture of sim- 

“Conti Willianis tarowling, plicitv: ani sli¢kness,” and. fell: bes 
‘and:; tween : -hot'y .stools:. = ford.: 

- “comp 
‘Director: Y Michael Croft 
"140- -Mins,, Thurs., 7:30 pam. a 

BEBC-2,. from. ‘London. ok uJ nBy 

-Both as.a ccelebration® ‘of. Shakes- 

“peare’s. 400th. ‘birthday’ and ‘aS @: 
. major. production ™ in. BBC-2’s ‘first 

1 week, this did ‘not: come off. Michael 

~. [Croft's National.: Youth . ‘Theatre, 
which. ‘gives: young’ actors - experi-{ 

‘ence and young: audiences an. intro-|' 
duction to: vigorous : interpretations |. 

fof Shakes eare; isa. very. worth-|. 
: P ry. |THESE TWO™-PERSONS: 
| version -has: been seen, and largely With. George Sewell, Hilafy” ‘Ban-: 

| an | liked, sin -London’s _ West: End and - 

while enterprise, This modern-dress: 

various European: countries... 

thusiasm, -and freshness: were. quite. 

were....all’ too ~ painfully: 
‘amateurs under this closé scrutiny. 

for. a live-.audience, was not ..con- 
ceived in ‘tv terms: and also lost. out: 
“The thesps. were blessedly. anony- 

‘mous, ‘and it -was.just one of those | 
things’ that: look ‘good when’ some- 
one Suggests - it, but. are mighty: 
forlorn: in:  praetine: z - (Otta.’- 

“This was - a. touching : and well 

| moving, amateur film captured. ‘her 
as Giselle, -and:.the part - “Of. the 
peasant girl who lost. her: reason 
was .a’ ‘harbinger. of the - dancer's ~ 
later’ fate; - .. 

* Dancer: “Anton; Dolin- described’ 
the painful scene.of Spessivtzeva’s: 

- ‘removal from.3 a ‘New. York. Rotel: to: t 

comical ~ musical: ‘instruments, ‘that. 

. Otta,, 

 Armehair’ ‘Theatie” 

“hadle: Song,’ ” first: tv: play by: 
novelist - ‘Hugo: ‘Charteris... Was: a. 
pleasing :and delicate’. ‘study. in: re-. 

itself... It: made. “an: entertaining 
hour ..from: 

for: distaffers, 

‘ Set: in: the: says, preceding. 1944’s 
: D-Day; situation. -was . ‘that Dru: 

; booked - for’ the’ ¢ross-channel trip, 

by. Emma’: (Fiona, Hartford): -She, 
. tO . insistent inher: ‘play’ for. the. 
guy,. Tost .cut to’ Fier: schoolgirl. .Sis-. 

(Suzan Farmer),: and. 
bitterly-sweeétly bloomed: 

ter, -father’ George 

vhe-'stayed:on ‘the fringe. of the ac- 
tion, ‘and was largely, irrelevant: to. 
“it. Also present.. was... more ‘con-: 
-.wentional. -grandma: (Fay:: Compton), 

| Producer: Mie el di tor 
. But its virtues of spontaneity,’ ‘en-| hae Re ng n 

for. years and: had. now acquiréd a 

. .| mend - broken. Matriages, proved:.a. 
: drag principally. | ‘because the show 

Tas-- a. ‘sneaky. insight - 
‘| makes matriages go wrong.: 

attempt ‘at ‘creating: real. people’ 
with: real pri . ow 

eal" problems, ‘but. the end. conventional ‘ ‘sense. His artistry is“. - 
‘in his exact ‘observation of people, ° clusive; : 

ves. ‘and his humane: distillation of emo- - 

| -were. ‘sparse as. befits - an interview- 
documentary . show. ‘of ‘serious - ‘por= |. 

| interesting. experiment. . 

cones suggested the period’ wartime 

sizing it” 

; cy fhighly © offbeat * serio-comedy,: “The 
'..| Close “Prisoner”: by. ‘Clive: Exton, a | 

seribé of ‘some: @epth ‘and. dramatic |: 
force, brought - to: this: Associated 

-serious:observation of. ‘the gulf be-' 

“ity with which .most people. view ‘it. 

-of :His life. (depicted: With some ex-. 
.tremély ‘well-used_ flashbacks): for a 

‘mutilated: or” ‘Just - dismissed as in- 
‘significant. detail. 

‘But |. 

i ‘opportunity. © 

‘an. _ institution, “when - ‘her’ mind | 
finally ‘gave. way. And the. program | 

___| showed her, ‘now. happily recovered, 
| spending .a -quiet old age at: the: 

Tolstoy’ Home ‘outside New - York. 

astutely. The indomitable workload | 
of a ballerina was: explained. ‘by her 

-personality. .. 

this 8 very poignant anecdote. Otta.- 

‘field; ‘Herbert | Phillipson, ‘Susan 
Beresford. - 

45. Mins., Wed. :9:50 p.m. : 

‘mingham. 

~ Hurling a. “couple. of - artists into. 

a. situation’ where, ‘after’ a. couple. of 

weeks” of getting. to. ‘know. each 

-other, they’ face the cameras, and: 

make” as if they. had - been ‘married 

whole string: of» problems, may 
‘have. Seemed .a novel: idea-on ‘the 
|-drawing ‘board, . but in: ‘actuality it: 
was” “novel’” ‘for only a few min-_ 
utes’ ‘before: it wore’ off into. tedium, 

Phe: - mocked-up - documentary. 

illustrate. -the works: going ‘on.. to. 

never lived ‘up. to.its early -impact 
‘into. “what 

Thesps -involved -:made: ‘a. brave 

Tesult - .was repetitive. and’ incon- | 
‘proving. nothing ~ ‘beyond’ 

.the’. fact that: both . People . -had : 
early - -childhood:. problems .. ‘which 
“they. ‘had -been. unable, -to.- master. 
and, for. all: the ‘help. they were. 
getting : from the .welfare : workers. 
‘listening .in ‘sympathetically,. they | 
‘Seemed . ‘doomed - as. lifelong | Part- 
ners... 
“Production’ values - oft the- show: 

tent, but. they did little fa save. an 
., Watt, - 

atmosphere: : without oyerempha- 
a Ota, | 

aoe “Studio 764. 
“Wrapped. in‘ an ineongruous: and 

TeleVision™ ‘Sunday: night. skein-.a‘ 

tween: real life and the superficial-. 

‘Bernard Cribbins, as_:a non-hero 

| to turn:to’steel, unfurled: highlights. 

profile-type’ tv. program. In. the: 
‘team’s. efforts: to- fit this obviously’ 
‘unique: character -into- stereotyped 
-pigeonholes, every | ‘real-life event. 
the’ victim - honestly. related’ ‘was: 
either. dressed. “up, played down, 

-Finaly,. 
niore forcefully, he died unnoticed: 

and’ unglamorously:. in .the-tv. studio 
‘While his: parents chose. to’ watch 

“classic” deathbed ‘scene—previ- 

which. they. “starred, ””. 
- Piece Was: an unusual . but ‘effecs 
tive study in: ‘misunderstanding and. 
frustration ‘and the author took ‘the :' 

-to.- knoek ‘several: 
sacred _cows—e. g.- ‘tv's. symbolism— | 

‘doaf. “and. opinionated, ° ‘but: it: -waSand’ took.many a swipe: at bigotry: 
“in the. deft playing,’ and : under- | 

tion that. the piece’. ‘teok: a. grip. 

-as fhe’ girl! and was: well - matched 
-by Graham James. and. Fiona. -Hart=. 

‘were. well’ 
“taken: ‘too, by: ‘John -Phillips, Fay 
Compton; :and~. Rosalie . :Crutehley, 

s Their-. ‘elders © 

and... Basil: Coleman's. direction. ‘of 
Leonard. White's. ‘Production. ‘sub: 1 oe. 

-: Excellent thespic work came from 
standing, ‘of the younger | genera: | | Bernard, Cribbins, more bewildered. 

| by. Society's: ‘reaction .to his.’ ail- 
Suzan. Farmer was. exuctly ‘right Lment~ than by .the: strange ailment | 

itself.’- And: ‘good: work too from: 
‘Michael: -Gwynne’ aS a ‘tv..director’ 
trying ' to-:make the. incredible: 
credible... .Ted. Kotcheff’s. direction: 
was: immacualate;: “highly: dramatic 
‘and gave pace to. the play. oo 

a es Watte 

AS’ indicated; . Kennedy" told the | 

tale: economically, ‘and directed: it. 

‘former: partner; Keith: Lester;. and. 
there: might “have: been: ‘more’ ‘indi-- 
cation of .her. earlier character: and: 

_But™ these. questions 
“were probably’ ‘outside the seope. of { 

style of. the: show, supposedly. to: 

and... ‘making: “the ‘point | 

‘ARKADY RAIKIN. - 

Miniature. Theatre. | 
‘Producer: Joe McGrath‘: 
45. Mins., Tues., 9:35. pan. | 
-BBC-2, from London:. : | 

thetic comedy, ‘With. emphasis : 

‘pere William Campbell, and, in'any 

simply illustrated. a. “humati: theme. 

‘in -his - freedom—which_ gardually 

various. characters. in an interna-. 
-tional ‘. hotel. - He - 

Here -producer: Joe “McGrath ‘took. 
7 the: camera backstage to show. how: 
it “was .done, . and. added: to ithe 
amazement. .” 

tions:: ‘He ‘found no- difficulty : ‘Cross-. 

‘try, 

ment. “Otta.: 

/ SHAL:TITO~ 
$ Narrator Fitzroy Maclean: a 

Producer: . -Stephen. ‘Hearst tet 
‘Writer: Maclean 

?:| 60 Mins.;.Ties; 9:25.p.m. 
es 4 . BBC-TV. from London: 7 re 

¢| ‘The widening ambitions. of BBC: eR eeE 
TV -documentarians, who-are now. ~~). 
taking” ‘on. international: subjects: as. 
‘well ‘as “more. controversial - locat. 

} issues, .were -effectively: furthered 
_|by: this" ‘filmed: tecord: of. Yugo- 

‘slavia’s leader ‘and the ‘tribulations: 
‘endured: by: his people at the: hands _ 
of the Germans. — * 

the’ Nazi's: relentless: attempts - to 

in Moscow: :which, . 
‘eliminated several. ksy non-Russian. 
‘Communists: from, ‘satellite Coun-: : 7 
tries. .- 

in:. ‘the .shadows. . What 

with .the deft use’ of : 

Maclean ‘who’. obviously ° ‘had. : ‘wore: 
than a passing | interest. in the man, 

‘ously. prepared. -by the studio—in Documentary. was: shorply- edited 

sell: - - Wate. 
1 : 

MEET THE: WIEE 
' With. Thora. Hird, "Fred zie “Frinton, 
iF . Brian ‘Oulton -: Faint 

Producer: ‘John-: ‘Paddy. Carstairs - 
Writer: Ronald’ “Wolfe,” 
| Chesney. - 
“30:Mins.; ‘Tues.; a: 55. p.m: 
BBC-TY,. from London ° a 
“Tt was from: a sefment of. “Come 

‘edy” ‘Playhouse,”.. BBC-TV’s : playlet 
skein, that the. blockbusting “Step-- ~~-. 

. “Meet: the. . ‘toe’’-. series. ‘developed. : 
Wife * has similar’ origins; and: its 

“(Continued ‘on. ‘page: 168) - 

With William, Campbell, Teningrad : 

If Arkady Raikin were selected oo, 
to indicate the enterprise of BBC-2,.° 2°... | 
the’. guy “who «had: the thought. eR | 
should ‘get promoted. This: ‘Russian... 
“comedian, . who ‘reputedly. rocks -°) /° 
Nikita Khrushchev; proved to be *:. 
an. outstanding practitioner of pa-.: ... 

On 
-|the tears: He’d learned enough-Eng- -*- 
{lish ‘for the oécasion ‘to. get by, with 9 ~~ "-. 
‘| some assistance from. ‘Scottish come .7 10. 

‘Thus Raikin was a nagged husband, .° .__ - 
with .a mistress. round ‘the. corner. /~° -."* 
He replaced ; wife with mistress—.-- 
‘and it- was. his. turn: to. do. the come... -- 
‘plaining: and’ the household: chores. | ~: 
Similarly; he-was a father trying - 

| to. work dand.-calm a. bawling: baby _ 
-at the. same time. Or a: bachelor =. 
With. a-song expressing his delight - 

shaded’ ‘away :to an infinite. sorrow .... 
‘in: his -loneliness,. using ‘the-‘same °°-. =... 
‘lyric: Climax. was. a. quick-change can 
feat that was startling.in. its ‘speed: -— 
and ‘:versatility,. Raikin- portraying. ; 

“_? Raikin. is “tot! a * gagster™ in. the. oD 

| ing ‘the’ language barrier, :and. he’ 7 c 
: should be .acceptable in any-coun--  :. 

“Perhaps the most : memorable." 

-wipe. out both he.and_ his band of=~ 
soldiers, but the subsequent: purges. od 

under ‘Stalin, ...°.° 

Filmed faterviews with Tito were 
i skillfully’. ‘deployed throughout. an: .- 
extremely well.” conStructed ‘doc- 
/umentary, but much, about the man 
- remained: 

was | ‘revealed .w2s well: presented . 2 
-newsfilms,” 0 2 +: 

‘stills and the‘ narration of Fitzroy ~~.) * | 

| by Brian. Keene and. Michag) Brad-. . = 

Ronald Pet | 

case; his”. facial. play... and exact. 0 
{miming © were. more. vocal than his OP yee 

“| words: os 
| The: ‘show’ largely. consisted ‘of. a ; 

| Associated ‘TeleVisi on from Bir- ‘series of character. . studies, -that -._. 
lost-:in::this televised” stage. per- | - ; 
formance.. It’ showed: wp- the de-]: 
ficiencies of: the actors, who -spoke |: 

| clearly -but, -with- the” exception‘ of 
“Mark: Antony. and. partially ‘.of: 
‘Brutus, - 

“disappeared >: 
through -' one . -eurtain -: to. emerge... 6... | 

through another. completely: trans- 2 "= 

formed in ‘a. matter. -of-:seconds... 

kinds. of. walk, "from the ‘dilatory ars 
schoolboy’s' to..the’ old: man’s;.he™ * are 

| illustrated the marching: of military. mole 
-men, with a plea. for their banish- wot 

‘| HE LIFE: AND. TIMES. OF ‘MAR: a on 

Encompassing “some. “harrowing: woah fete 
‘newsfilm of. the war-torn.Slav_ na- - *" 
tion, Sir. Fitzroy: ‘Maclean; ‘who- led : a 
‘a British mission... to’: :'Tito’s - Pare 

tisans during World War. Il. filled) ;: 
in'some details as to the. charaeter. ae 
of a. man ‘who Survived ‘not. only” 
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: ame ‘OR FADE.- aor 
..  -‘¥With- Bob Schulman, ‘Dan Shannon, 1 

-: 0, {Bob M c: B r: i de, Dick: ‘Hoover, ; 

ae, producer: Kit. Spier. ae 
*:'- Director; .Chuck | ‘Snyder: . 

2. 1a 60, mins.,: Thurs., 7:30 p.m. 7 
1.“ PUGET SOUND: POWER | oe 

, . KING-TY, Seattle aon oY 

‘Northwest,: 

. Director: Clareiice. Anderson 
30 Mins.,. Wed,;.7 pm. . |: 

7 WCCO:TV,. Minneapolis. - 
Flowers » and” buds : ar eit ‘the 

_ Wednesday, Ail 295; 1964: 

~ others = 

:.- This One’: hour. documentary ¢ on: 
“the: ‘Pacific ‘Northwest’s: stake’ in 

~ foreign’. ‘trade: was. the. -MCSt.: ‘am: 
‘ous pitious 

. | s-tenfpted:- by Northwest’ television 
“S> .” gtations: Conceived.-and. edited” by | 
-2.: Bob Schulman, KING-TV’s. Special. 
S.--geatures - director, 

:". yanging: look, at this region’s: trade’ 

and" ‘ extensive. : ‘ever. at- 

it: “was - a far- 

with Europe and the Orient; . which 
“lis ‘declining in .certain” fields: It. 
--“Swas ‘impressive, - dramatically . re- 
 -vealing the importancé..of. foreign 

aS . trade. and: pointing up:the: fact that . 
me trade is: a ‘two-way | street: . ok 

oe Pictorially. forceful. and. jnterest-. 
- ing ~ theugh: the’. ‘nature “ of | the 

_. economic ‘Message. pushed | ‘close to |i 
_... ‘pedantry .at. “times® and. it would 

7 “probably have: béen. more. ‘effective. 
“in? a-half- hour: length:. a 

. However, ‘the worldwide © ‘cover-- 
, age: “of. the - foreign: trade. problem, o 
> ‘so-vital ‘right. now, :to the “Pacific 

. -in. ‘itself: rates: praise’ 
L. for the. Crown’ Stations: :The-: pro-. 
“: gram: tepresented seven. months of: 
: work and 50,000-miles -of.travel ‘by: 
-Crown ° ‘staffers: ‘Those. ‘involved, ‘[n- 

_ _» addition | ‘to listing : above, 
“7 ca) Skeets: McGrew * ‘and Pom Dargan 

on “OF: KGW-TV, “Portland... 

(20% of’. ‘produwetion 

to change .this situation: 
‘Success stories : of - some. North-: 

west. firmis,all of::whom -have- big |: 
. ‘foreign: salés, -some-“with production: 

“ ..” facilities : abroad, : 
ou sented. Stake . of the: Boeing ‘Co. 
os and--its- jet. liners. -and upcoming. 
,. Supersonic. airliner competition} . 
. ..With foreign: nations: addéd interest 

a) rand interviews. -with:. company: 
2 executives |. 

-- throughout ‘the Pacific: -Northwest,. 
-along with interviews with: counter-’ 

“.. .parts in’ Western Europe, ‘Engiand: 
“rns and Japan, punched. over. the. two-. 
“;'+ +" Wway Nature: of: trade and: alsb force- 
D2 fully. showed" that Europeans. and}: 

“""..: Orientals: in many fields -are- “now 
‘ ‘as. ingenious -and.: ‘competitive - as” 

J. Americans; that if ‘trade: is: to.:be | 
‘.. "eontinued. and.-increased we. must |‘... 

* compete..-in’. all ‘phases, that . just | «e+: + 
“a superior. product, ‘for .instance;:; $< - 
-+will not do it Foreign-preferences; |'J - 

_/ promotion: and adVertising tailored 
“- 1. foreach: couiitry; are. some-of . the. |. 
oe elements that must. be: considered. 
“2 . Phe. program. made- clear that} -* 

, Many. of” the: ‘problems: ‘faced by’) 
o ‘American - ‘business’ ‘have national 
_ and. international causes. ‘and solu-. 

os... + tions: must wait... UPON . “action. . ‘at. 
72 these >-Jévels.: However, : the- ‘ways’ 
.: Some: Northwest. businesses achieve: 
.” I success: now. : were - clearly: shown. 
: “and: it-<is-in’ these.’ ‘areas. ‘that: the, 

- program. .was particularly. : good. x 
“The “.show;. 
should get ‘much use in the: North- 

_. :West. for’ future ‘showings’ to. busi- 
: -Ness clubs. and organizations ‘and : 
ta i* eould ‘have. # strorig. impact. toward 

Fie solving: the problems detailed. 7 

in diverse ° ‘industries 

:OF.. segments -. -of :- it,. 

Reed,” 

ws pHE POSITIVE: APPROACH 70. 
- JUVENILE : DELINQUENCY: ° 

With. ‘Dave. ‘Moore, others * 
Producer-Writer: : Jim Dooley" 

. “spri ing. ‘The. car. -swipers; “muggers 
and ‘other . assorted :: troviblemakers: 
- tall ‘lumped . together’. -under -the. 

“classification: of «. 
_.. .quents—also. “come out from ‘under. 
* “ithe :focks. -when the. -weather turns. 

-- balmy, and the. citizenry. raises -its: 
annual... 

a -“doesn’t: somebody . do. something?” 
0 “Some. ecities;. working..in coopera-. 

.*.) tion. with ‘the. federal’ government. 
./ and. backed -by .féderal funds,. are’ 

~ doing ‘something. 
“. one of them.:... . 

“WCCO:TV. - documentary, | 
7 ore- of ‘a series -of .monthly-. reports |. 

.. On, current . _affairs, 
- progress. of. the . Youth ‘Develop: | Windsor played. jacks - ‘on: tv.: when 

. .Ment Proiect: awvhich - was - set uP 
; v/ Another. “Postscript: to: history: name 

“juvenile - 

indignant how] . ‘of “Why 

This. 

(Continued! on Page: 166). 

; “BOB. ALLISON: SHOW. feet 

‘With : Bob Allison, ‘Herb (Carneal, ys 
" . With N.Y. City ‘Ballet, ‘Robert |: 7 

WF ere’ 

send: 
Allison: ‘to *: ‘were’. well. -pre-j 
| baseballs. go ‘to those. whose queries}. 

teteess +44 oe 

-delini-. 

‘Minneapolis is . 

studied. thet. 

- others’ oo 
Producerdirector: ° 

top: .: -performers.’ 

look:: This. part of . the: program, ‘of 
course, had. to: be: taped in advance 
‘of the. season’ s start, when. the show. 

| debuted, - 
es The’. program began. “tellingly | * 
te with” ‘a |-Nolkswagen : mechanic ‘in 

7 “Wolfsburg, : West Germany, munch=-: 
.. dng: on. a Wenatchee apple, .ségued 
., to-a Wenatchee’ apple-crating fore=' 

a. Man. who: drives: a Volkswagen. and. 
. .. emphasized. the ‘direct and iridirect: 
oon .ou, benefits: of this: exchange; Evidence. 

ao. Of: ‘increasing. interest. in-’overseas 
trade’ by “such regional firms as” 
7 Weyerhaeuser, - “Simpson ‘and ‘the |. 
- American. Plywood: Ass’n- was: well: 
~ depicted. . “Problems - ‘of. the .apple- 
7 producing. areas of Washington and: 
"Oregon * 
formerly. went to.: ‘Europe; ‘now it’s. 
5%): were Shown and’. ‘Washirig- ‘| 
fonians .told ‘what: they were ‘doing: 

‘Next came # taped section from: 
the: Twins’ Florida | training: ‘camp, ’ 
with ‘Herb-. Carneal; 
team’s: announcers: ‘and: ‘also a: Nar- 
-rator “for this program; . ‘interview- 
‘ing < Allison’ aneim. his feelings. ‘at | 
‘being - switched’ frem: ‘the. outfield | 
‘to first. base. and “-how.-he. thinks 

-| his. team “will. do” in: the Present | 
pennant raceé.. 

‘ answer.. . Autographed 

ar e ‘used. - 
_ Predueer-director Llayd Boleum; - 

a “WTCN-TV : ‘staffer; did -his: job 
nicely -and. Carneal fitted into - the. 

' doings.. well. ‘Inasmuch .as_ WTCN- 
TV. exclusively. ‘televises, 50. Twins’ 

“games .and’ has:.a° ‘number of: ‘other: 

‘baseball. - “shows, 
should. have ‘little trouble: in’ land-. 

-this.. new. show 

ing™a sponsor: The game. telecasts, 
with . their -.eriormous - ‘audiences, 

_ boast ‘five’ prominent ‘sponsors, -Re- 
turning. shows also. re’: “Sponsored. 

“Chrysler: Theatre. 
Groucho: Marx. and..the “tg “audi 

-ence -had some’ ‘fun ‘in: “Time - for 
.-&- comedy : that . came 

-its ‘aged. ‘creakiness. }.. 

‘Marx, as- the. lead in: the: play’ he. 

Elizabeth,” 
-off.- déspite 

coauthored : ‘with Norman: Krasna, 
only: ‘occasionally ‘did lapse as a 
thesp, - For. the. meést part, ‘he .and. 
his. eigar were .all with it, -ereating 
a:icharacter . who ‘retires. from the” 

‘hurly-burly . ‘pressures: of. business-| 
‘to. .Florida,. ‘only: to feel. he s dying 

in the sun. "~~ 
“Marx's wife’ en had a ‘featured.| 

role in the’ “Chrysler Theatre” ‘Fri-| 
“dday . (24). night. NBC-TV. outing. 

She did ‘okay as: the .femme’® fatile 

-|who played the- field ‘of.:the aged. 
‘Alex : Gottlieb: adaptation <of- the: 

2” }JMarx-Krasna -. play: .. should: - have 
“. A been brought. up to date .with- some |. 

“S| areference.” to. social security. - Plot: 
flines,.:-keyed..to. an ‘aged ' ‘couple. go 
‘ing broke. via. ‘bad investments,.| 

|| would. ‘have “played ° better had _Jit.| 
-been*Jaid : in. today’ s reality of, ‘the’ 
“welfare: state.” 
“Roland *- Winters WAS ° the | ‘very 

‘mode! ‘of | a driving ‘boss: - Kathryn 

Eames,” as. Groucho’s make-believe | 
‘wife. in -thé-play; lent the right. soft 

‘Key. | 
‘of.:the Florida’ cottages - “for. ‘the’ 

‘| retired --who “also sells - cemetery. 

‘plots; made. ‘a “¢ameo..gem .of his 
‘role,.: Others’ in the Supporting cast: ae : 

Je  Frankhueas, ‘as ‘the ‘owner 

were fine: .; 

' Ezra ° -Stone’s “direction “had ale 

york. Provoking pace: [H oro. 

cs ‘ Chionicle” oe . ” 

” Once: the: Duke. ‘and Duchess. ‘of 

‘they .were on. “Person. to. Person.” 

nee ee ee 

a Lloyd’ Boleum | 5 
o +30 Mins.. Sun.‘3- Pm. 2) 
mS WICN.-TY;. Mpls. St. “Paul, 

_-| “In -this. red. ‘hot: baseball. ‘aréa,: 
| where ; the: - Minnesota.’ ‘Twins, Jed | * 

‘the: ‘American League ‘in: ‘home ‘at- | 
| tendance’ while. finishing. third: Jast 

; season, sany: ty’ ‘show having to do} 

‘with .: the ‘diamond. “sport ~ ‘hardly: 
could. : “help - beitig “sure-fire. And | .. 
-this new entry in“a well populated’ . 

; video field: here. should take: ‘its 

place with’ the . others, : especially 7 

Since’. ‘it's: well. knit and, “boasts | Center's N-Y.* State’ Theatre was a. 
a ‘stellar. Twins player: as its. ‘star. 

“Produced: by ‘Time-Life’s | “local 

|. indie WTCN-TV: it’s built: around 

i Bob: Allison-who is oné of the. chub’s 
Judged. ‘by this 

initial: 30-minute show: in’ the once-- 
.a-week series, it: gives promise .of 

| spilling: interesting: inside informa-: 
| tion ‘along: with -expeyt opinion for 
‘the: vast. army _ ‘of -fans: hereabouts: 
“This: first ‘stanza. had. Allison. Sit-. 

\ ting: at. a. table - along -with- four | 
-other. big Jeaguiers, each a-member 
-of a different ‘team; but all. area 
“residents. He.’ queried: ‘them: - one 
‘at a time ‘about. their team’s: out- 

“(ape) |. 

-60 Mins.; Thurs. 9: pm: SS 

“tion . of - 
potboiler, sure, but. Withal’ the per- 
fect .choice.-for’ the . occasion, and |-; 
especially as. it gave: glorious range 

‘base for. the: NY: company. 

-one of - the. 

‘Trout - 
jnabobs: ‘associated: with: the ‘theatre 

architect. Philip. Johnson; .dancer 
‘d’Amboise), ‘and all,:not suprisingly, 
‘were’ ‘effusive about: the. Blories of 

For. the. ‘windup: there * ‘was..a pit | t 
: probably’ aimed especially’ at hold- |: 
‘ing - femme. “viewers. Allison. ques- 
:tioned: .the.- young. wife :of Twins’ | 
‘third: baseman * Rollins. 
pretty bride: of. little. -more- than. a. 
year,. ‘she must have given ‘the show 
an added. “enjoyment. for - male: 
‘dialers, » : too. - . 
-The show- “also. jnvites | fans. ‘to | 

in.. “-haseball- questions. for ||. 
| But then’ the. ballet took. over. ‘and 
‘redeemed the ‘hour. | :- 

program, . 

‘A very” 

wise,” 

“Rees... 

“Pele F ‘ollow-U 
Sy ‘nich: of i in: ‘the. _Same vans 

offered. by. millionaire: ‘Huntington : 
(22) 

“The - ‘half-hour. had- ‘what looked. 
like a’ simulated .-: editorial: .con- 

‘biographers. 

YORK STATE THEATER 

- Trout; ‘Et. ‘Gov. Malcolm. Wilson; 
_- Dr: William Schuman, . Gov. Nel- | 

son. ‘Rockefeller, others: - : 
‘Exec ‘Producer: Ned ‘Cramer 7 a 

‘Producers - Directors: : . 
Merrill: Brockway | 

Writer: Ray’ Gandolf -. 

HAZEL: BISHOP 
WCBS-TY, N.Y. 

.. (Daniel & Charles) 

An -jrapoverishment. of - -prodae-: 

tion: imagination | by. the. ‘CBS. flag: 

ship. notwithstanding, the blacktie 
invitational: premiere _ of. ‘Lineoln 

Samana 

_ OPENING NIGHT FOR THE NEW; | HAMLET 7 
> | With | Christopher. Pluiner, “"Rob- 

‘June. 
Jo: “Maxwell: Muller, | 

‘Producer:. Robert Bendick .~ 
: Director: Kirk Browning — 

7 | Writer: Louis | ‘Solomon | 
| 90° -Mins., Wed. 4: 38 p.m, - be. 
{0.S. STEEL. 
NBC-TY. (color) . 

Ray. Abel, 180. Mins., Wed., 8:30: ‘pam. | 

. 2° 

-aired “it “four: ‘days | ‘after. ‘CBC, 
which nabbed. the preem partly: 

joy “if only" (as: it: ‘turned. out? for: 
the New York’ City Ballet's rendi-. 

“Stars. and Stripes.” -A-: 

to the: stellar: talents: of Jacques: 
d’Amboise: and -Melissa - - Hayden. 
Both, -to underline :the ‘point | and: 
indeed ‘the-entire troupe), were ‘in | Superlative . cast and. their camera} 

and ’.sound crews (partly.. Danish). 
‘for’ composer : Rodney’. Ben- | 

top. form: for’. this. George - Balan-] 
chine yomp. - 

The : state- theatre: second : ‘unit; 
1 of: the’ ‘Lincoln Center. ‘complex: to.| 
‘reach . -eompletion, . will: primarily 
serve the dance. and is: to be home’ 

To shaw off: ‘the theatre and ‘the 
ballet, ‘a. tint: relay’ “was .in ‘order,. 

‘(but CBS. remains ‘one :of the color: 
‘blind. Yet éven in b&w, the theatre: 
-appeared --to - be ‘a. stunner. Post- 
“performanée, in the ‘theatre’s capa- 
cious» promenade,’ newsman Bob 

‘interviewed ‘some. of: the 

(Balanchine, ’ ‘Richard. ‘Rodgers, 

thé: new - -showease:: | 

Tn. ‘the. ‘pre-ballet portion’ ‘of: ‘the 
‘ orchestra. : the’. ballet ™. 

or . . . 

launched with a- “Marche. Joyeuse;”’ ’ 
followed by: brief. speeches - ‘from 
Lt: Gov. Maleolm- Wilson, “William |." 
Schuman - ‘the’s.- prez - of: ‘Lincolir 
-Center),. and ‘Gov. Nelson: .Rocke-- 
feller. -Noné: of them. could: manage 
the freshness and: felicity. of: phrase: 
the - occasion . seemed. to. warrant: 

‘fashion, as if. programmed -by- ‘com-- 
| puter. More. than once a .viewer: 
-pined for a zoom: Jens when ‘d’Am-: 
boise’ and . Miss‘ ‘Hayden ‘: “had. .the - 
‘stage to themselves. .Similarly, ‘the 
applauding audience was invariably. 

1 glimpsed. by. static: Jong. shot. ‘Like- 
too; ‘the Trout \interviews 

‘were’ all. “put : Jost ‘for. the. busy | 
.L-background; when. some. tight Shots. 
could’ have been i in order.. ., Pity 

Hartford, i. Wednesday's 
“Chronicle,” _ 

ference of Show.. “mag, “owned: by 
‘Hartford; an excursion. to ‘Paradise 
Tslanid,: also’ owned: by the A&P 
heir. ‘There was. small . talk -about, 
‘the. carriage ‘trade -on:.that: idyllic 
island:. and . talk “about. Hartford. 
earning’ how ‘to. tide a horse; ‘his 
‘concern - -about. the family: “dog: ete: 
 Fhere also . was : aii: interesting. 

visit. -to. the. -Huntington:: Hartford. 
Gallery at Columbus Circle. 
“Shown | ‘was’ ‘a. man. ‘of. Many | parts 
and. avhat may ‘be -one- man’s. trivia 
“may. be. another .man’s. ‘great. cor-: 
-eern. Exec ‘producer: ‘Richard | Sie-. 
manowski:: and -- producer - -Robert 
Rubin. rendered the ‘profile’ as seen 
‘through. the “eyes - of. the. subject. 

Technically, 
the. -half-hour came off unusually : 

“with..the:-sound track’ and’ 
+ eamera-. folowing: ‘the: principal 
“and-his | associates. through myriad: 

: ‘Beatles, 

and ‘his . ‘ associates.: 

well,. 

‘sequences: | 
_The half-hour had’ the. ‘natuial- 

ness’ of. a. candid, ‘camera. —:.and_. 
some - -of “its -embarrassments. “Yet; |. 
it™-was- superfitial- in. many’ ways: 
Not. many: People: are. ha auto: 

on _ Horo.: 

Hollywood: “Palace. cls 

iywood : Palace” variety ‘Show : ‘on 
ABC- TV. Saturday night. (25),. 
‘Murray’s. w.k, home ‘movies made. “ 

‘one. of. the show’s: best ° moments | 
with a Jook’ back: -at ‘the New-York 

| 

ip Comment 

Palace. in ‘its prime along: with. 1 ‘the. - 

‘Lewis show, | 

Aion” of “Grey ' Lockwood combined 
to. keep. ‘the. hour. lively. © 

‘ert: Shaw,’ Alec - 
“Tobi n,- : 

: others | 
L producer:: Peter Luke... 
| Director: Philip. Saville - 

‘Clunes, 

CEC,: from. Toronto: idape). 

- “Hamlet” is for’ ‘everybody—or | 
almost. _everybody—when:. it’s .done 
‘as. s.im p.Ly,~ -Suspensefully-. ‘ana, | 

| despite: its “appropriate “b.:-& | w.j 
-1 colorfully, ; - as. this -_one, world- 
| preemed:-on CBC’s web, eight days 
before Shakespeare’, s- ‘bi irth‘d- ays. 

| (BBC;* which. - produced :. it, ‘in ‘ as- 
sociation” with. Danish~. Television; 

‘OPENING: ‘NIGHT AT THE. ‘FATR- i 
With”::Henry. Fonda, host; Carol 
_-Channing,: ‘Cantinflas, Fred Mac- 
“Murray, Lorne Green, others: ~ 

| {BBDO) 
AS can ‘only happen: ‘in America, 

U.S. Steel plimked. down! in excess. 
. of ‘$1, 000, ,000 for a tv trailer ization JF 

of that “Billion Dollar Spectacular”. | 
‘known. as’ the N.Y: 
‘That; -of -coursé,. “Was the NBC-TV, ° 

“Opening. Night at the ‘World's: : 

World’ Ss Fair. 

because: BBC’s. drama -chief New-|Fair” 90-minute ‘whoopdedoo which 
man . is a. Canadian wha- till dast 
year. “held ‘the. same Spot; at CBC- 

H TV.) « ; ; 
This three-hour show, “with: ‘only | 
one. 40-second: | break, ° was ° a 
triumph ::not ; ‘only: ‘for . ‘Newman, 
but. for ‘producer. ‘Peter. Luke’ and} 
‘director Philip:’ “Saville, 

‘Also, 
* well: for” his: fitting; . unobtrusive. 
score ‘arid’ Pail “Arnt. ‘Thomson: for 
his superb designs: within: ancient 
Kronberg Castle at. Elsinore, . Den-: 
‘mark, where it was shot in.14 days. 
Absolute’. ‘standout . of. all was 

Christopher.” Plummer who. has 
matured tremendously _ since~ he. 
played. Hamlet ‘seven years “ago at 
Stratford. in: his _native ‘Ontario. 

formance: ‘Beautifully | directed 

marvels” ‘of - the: ‘actor's: art. 

Shaw. His hig soliloquy’: ‘was. ‘spoken 
straight - -to the - ‘audience, 
vivid‘ effect. Above’ ‘all,." like all 

_fothers .in_ this’: ‘remarkable - “Ham-. 
let,” he’:-was a.recognizable person. 
who. might. be ‘mét. today, though 
his speech : “would . ‘be somewhat} 
different:. Beautiful“ June Tobin; 
‘was. an excellent :Gertrude; = 
“Aléc :Clunes” .Polonius: was. an |: 

ola. blatherskite: but. not . a. ‘clown: 
Jo. Maxwell -‘Muller-——whom Plum- 
mer. saw - ‘playing ~ the’ part on aij. 

} London ‘stage. and: insisted : to. ap- 
pear ‘with him—lookéd.. no: more. 
than 14; put her: wildly. demented 

. aa -+.§cene sent shivers down the: spine.. 
“-WEBS-TV’s cameras seemed sen: | ‘Her brother Laertes. was “skillfully. 
sibly deployed: ‘for the balletics, but. -done: by “Dyson: Lovell, - 

| the shots. alternated -in‘ flat-footed” Horatio ‘by: Michael. Caine. Roy |. 

Kinnear was: a - delightful . ‘grave-.|. 
digger © cand. Philip: Locke's: ‘Osric} 

-aS . Was 

was a. cameo. 

-. One . of: many: “unusual. ‘touches 
was having. the play.: scene - ‘done 
entirely. ini - pantominie, : with ihe 

ike’ 
‘Jean-Louis Barrault as the gentle 
“King’s: ‘nephew"': looking - 

clown © in’. Marcel: Carne’s. film 
| classic: “Les, Enfants du) “Paradis.” ” 

“Gard. . 

sequence. ‘on n Bing: Crosby. and Bob 
Crosby:: and. guest Eddie . Albert 
early in their careers, 

_ Actor: Albert, who- has’ taken to 

the old Murray pix-than he was.in 
-his guest: turn.’. It. had’ a long ‘joke. 
‘about. a -double-talking: - politician, |. 
and:'.a.song and dance parody on 
the Salvation: ‘Army—the - ‘kind of 
rib-that should: be- passe. °. --- 

| : Step. Bros.. opened. with :the. sort: 
lof fast: ‘tap-terp.. ‘stuff ~ that: made. 
them one. ofthe hits: of the Jerry: 

“Aubrey: the. Magician 
is a really: clever fellow in the an-. 
‘cient: art, and: his “shrinking ‘decks 
‘of--cards routine is ‘one of. the best 
this: reviewer. has- Seen. in. the Wwe 
magic. ‘line: | 
In. a. straight ‘song;- | “there was" 

Jane- Morgan, «= who...piped . in: -her. 
lear,” strotig . style'a fine. ‘and un- 
‘usual bit’ of special. material fea- 
‘turing’. familiar old waltzes... 
British . folk.team™ of ‘Chad: Stuart 
-and Jeremy’ Clyde have the ‘same 
tailor and hairdresser as the famed’ 

“but managed to. derive. 
even “more - from. the American 

The 

Everley Bros: . 
“In comedy,: there. ‘was’ Rowan. &. 

Martin -with..an:. excellent. ‘takeoff | 
‘On: -charades;,” and. a windup “mild: 

burlesque poker game. with Murray 
. tand guests. and Ozzie ‘Nelson, a. sur-. 
_ prise ‘late. ‘entry.. 

Guest emcee ‘Ken. ‘Murray -han- |. 
dled ‘a’ corny but well-paced . “Hol-’ 

‘Music of: Les" Brown’ “and direc- 

Bill... 

. “‘elephone- Hour - 
ae bit ‘fleshier . ‘put just” ‘as: agile 
Donald O’Connor. was. the: singing 

(Continued on. . Page’ 164) - 

their: flas,: . 

This. timé ‘he. gave a: ‘virtuoso per-. 

throughout, his. soliloquies: swere |. 

with. 

t+e450 | 

‘hour “juxtaposed -E. G. 
standup ‘narration. with. a distaff 
heckler- (simulating - a.Jersey resi-. 

‘Marshall. 
._| fascination there was. to the -hour_ 
./eame | 

| glimpses - -of - ; 
Statesman ‘Wilson,’ and the initial” 
“Miss - 

_ “Affentic: “City. 

‘was brought off in_ RCA’ s: most res 
splendent colors. . 

“For this out. and out comimercial-. 2 
zed translation of “big biz into 
-show biz,’ U:S. Steel -hired...stich: 
duminaries ‘as Henry Fonda as the.’ 
host, along» ‘with .Mexico’s Cantin- 

-Fred- .MaeMurray, © ‘Lorne 
Greene, ‘Carol Channing, et. al., 
its séctionalized. glorification. of "the 
Flushing Meadows. spectacle: as one 
of NBC-TV’s top production: crews, 
thanks to. the wonders of pre-tape: 
-and . pre-filming, ‘put | everything | 
into sunshiny . ship-shape. order. 
. For what it was. (probably ‘the: 

most expensive trailer jn commer- 
cial’ annals), it’ accomplished . its 
‘purposes admirably. There prob- 
ably. isn’t.a.man, woman or child 
coast-to-coast . whe won't. hanker. 

for. ‘a’ personal Jook-see at’ the’ * 
Moses mosaie. 

‘That last: ‘Wednesday. night's (22). 
"-Equally .- standout, “with - in. its | Special had little - ‘or nothing to: do 

limits, was the: ‘Clav-dius pe Robert. 
with the realities of the opening. 
day’s festivities was. beside . the 
point. The Civil Rights. demonstra- 
tions: .and. disturbances, the dank. 
damp - -dreariness of -the °incle- ° 
‘ment ‘premieré. day, the picketing .-.: 
delegations. shouting in: counterpart 
to President ‘Johnson's plea. for: :. 
tolerance’ and the wiping out. of ©. 

| prejudices—these were left for the. 
tv “news “boys « whose on-the-spat. - 

| coverage. was” exacting, and forth- : 
right. 

In sharp ¢ontrast, U. Ss. Steel’s 
pre-fabricated. showcase “(with only. 
afew minutes of the Henry Forida: 
intros and: comments: picked:. up 
live”) -went ‘about. its: florification . 
job: ‘unabashedly. in extolling the” 
land. of | the ‘Flushing | -meadow-. 
an 

Some: of. it: ‘was more: “mysterious 
than entertaining, as for example 

| the casting of Cantinfias ‘to. “helm” 
‘the International Section. Any re-"") - 
semblarice.. ‘between the Mexican’s 
“‘now-storied talents.and his tv walk- 
through’ was not only. coincidental - 
but baffling. But otherwise, ‘Miss’. 
‘Channing: who” alone among’ the. 
stars made. like ‘she was in ‘show 

_ } business) - and. the others deported: 
:. ‘| themselves 

‘what. éntertainment. the ‘show: ‘pro- 
~~ [vided ‘stemmed. from the talents 

identified | with. the. “various - pavil- 
Tions 

~ amiably. - Primarily 

: Nobody, - but nobody, ‘ever 
grabbed themselves such’ a: trailer 
~~and in- ‘tint yet. Rose.’ 

THE 300TH HARVEST 
‘With E. G. Marshall, Gov. Richard 

the ‘nitery Circuit. with> a- comedy |. 
and -song: routine, ‘was funnier. in. 

J. Hughes,’ Mason Gross,. others. 
Exec Producer: Alvin L. ‘Hollander’. 
‘Producer: George Dessart: ’ 
Writer: Robert Buttman 
60 Mins., Wed. 7:30. p.m: 
PARTICIPATING 
WCBS-TV, N.Y. (film) | 
This ‘quasi-official telementary 

| saluting: the New Jersey. tercente- 
nary, produced. by the CBS o&o:in 
Philly and caught. ast. ‘Wednesday 
(22) -via” the’ net’s N-Y. flagship, 
Sstrove.for some production distinc- 
tion, -but. remained pretty much a 
‘classroom. flicker, - 

Thus, its approach Was. in the 

hey-look-at-me spirit; ‘but hopes it. 
might have etched a more objective | 
profile: of: the’ state _ would: have’ 
‘been unrealistic inasmuch. as- ‘the 
.governor’s office was. associated in. 
‘the’- project. Accordingly, Robert 
Buttman’s - ‘seript - could be little” 
‘more - ‘than exercise in toutman- 
ship’ aS. it . traced. the: territory’s * 
development - with’ stress on... the. 
diversity of. “people and: : _produc- ; 
tivity... 

For a ‘gesture vat. palance. the: 
“‘Marshall’s 

dent), but she was unable to ruffle «. 
the official: state line as voiced by 

What. - little pictorial 

of. the —vaults——-the 
inventor: Edison, 

‘out: 

America” pageantry . at 
Pi te 



ke | ON ‘SALESMANSHIP- i heen | 
~~ “The Colosseum of Rome-was built: |. 

‘almost. 19 ‘centuries ago, dedicated | ©.” 
- “py one-hundred days:of gladiatorial * | 
~“eombat, naval contests and: wild” 5, 

beast hunts. 
“Ttis.a mighty: ruin: now,: situated ; 

‘in the heart ‘of .downtown Rome.:A..} 
few-‘days ago Italian police. réported i 
that an American tourist had. bought 

_- Gt—actually ‘paid $3000 foran:op-.| 
= tion—and was complaining-that the “| 
__.men he had paid-had not.returned |- 
"for the rest of the down payment, a i 
‘What ‘amazes the’ Italian police is.| § 

~" | land ¢ as. . Cypriots: ‘The. constitution jot a 
a giving the’Turkish community a veto. | 

| -power over everything downto gar-.-._ 

not that a tourist would: buy-the |-§ 
‘Colosseum, but ‘that: the ‘first: such pe 

=: complaint. came so late -this: year.” a a 

ON de GAULLE: : 
"President de Gaulle: conducted. we 
news ‘conference’ today, his: ninth . 
such: performance in: five years. It.|. 
was. majestic, sometimes oracular, - 

‘containing ‘no shock. value to com- 
pare with. last - January's: ‘veto -of © 
British. membership i in the Common “Ee 

... Market. - : xf 
“ " “He said the Chinese Reds have: | -with repeated announcement of the 

Beatles’ travel plans, flight- number 
- arid estimated time of arrival. Brit- 
ish journalists tell us that the record q. 
. company. ‘had: sixteen’ press..agents © 

~~ handling the arrival, but we wouldn: t.4 
| know about that.” : 

‘been the effective. Sovernment of ||.’ 
-Ghina for: 15 years and the rest. of. 
Asia _ cannot. be neutralized. without’ 
Chinese participation: and: coopera: J 
tion.” 

but he just wont: strike out.” 7 

‘ON MUSIC: 
: “The Beatles arrived i in New York = : 7 

day and ‘advanced, almost. to the.’|: 
‘Hudson. ‘The: four t English musical. i . Turks ¢ cannot unite to govern the i is- | 

“De Gauille called upon: Western 
Europe to get on with political.uni--| 
‘fication and ‘shake itself loose from: 

». American domination. With the .|. 
French. already: speriding. about - 34 

., times ‘as. much per capita'on foreign :|: 
_ aid.as we Americans, he said. he will. |’ 
" Inérease it.. Da” 

_ “His bid for'a neutralist: Southeast. 1 
Asia’ got another: cool reception: in 
‘Washington. So we're: right’: where. 
we were with this Frenchman: he’) * 

| insults the other players, he ignores | a 

: stars—with their pudding bow! t hair 
-|- cuts— were greeted ‘by about. four |” 
‘thousand. shrieking teenagers at. | 
: Kennedy Airport and mobbed by j 
. another: large group of ; juveniles” 
“ when. they got to the Plaza'Hotel. ©. 
_»SAll day long some local disc jock- 

7 eye. had been. encouraging: truancy. } 

“However, Tike ; a good little news 
“organization, we sent: three camera © 
crews to stand among the. shrieking =, 
youngsters.and record the sights and. . 

- sounds for posterity. Our. film ‘crews: « 
-acquitted theriiselves with custom= | 

|: ary skill and. ingenuity and the pic-: | 
tures are very good — but’ someone 

|: asked: what: the. fuss was about, and 
- we found we couldn’ t. answer.” 

ON: CYPRUS: 
..the umpires, ‘his form is deplorable, ae Cy prus has been.owned, from time |. 

'- | to time, by. virtually every. nation of | 
ie “Mediterranean ‘history, but ‘the | > 

_ - Greeks, it seems,.were’ always there. .| 
‘The Turks: came early i in the 1500's. 
““Its‘obvious that the Greeks and feos 

..* bage collection is: impossible. So that." 
|-léaves partition or repatriation... ~~ 
|---| “Partition would cut through.the 

| “heart. of towns and. villages” and: 
|* might: induce more‘violence:) 2..." ...| 
| “It should not-be beyond the capa: | 
| bilities of Greece and Turkey, princi- ~~. 
|. pally, and other-nations, secondarily; *.:’. 

J} to move. the: 103 thousand Turkish 
) |: Cypriots to. Turkey, paying them‘ * 
“1 well for their property. That would °~ 
-| permit: Cyprus to: join Greece. If ~) 
-- need: be, ‘Turkey’ could ‘be. compen. a 7 
| --sated with the: Island of. Rhodes, a 
_ Greek. possession.” we 

ON: SPACE. 
of “The E British. have’ been ae 

| some ‘delicate and intricate experi-: o 
ments in space at. their station in the: 
heart of . Australia. The most sensi- _ 
tive and: exciting. ‘experiments. ine 

-: Wolved sending aluminum: foil: into”. 
space by rocket-and recovering it... 
Also recovered, after a great many « 
attempts, was dust ‘from the far °. 
reaches of the galaxy. ‘Dust:and foil. 

|. were sealed in a: special container. 
“.and:sent back to Britain for analy ysis, 
It has been lost. by the. British: Rail- Lo 

ways. The railway people say, in’: 
“their own defense, that the scientists, - 

| who know exactly how to get around: - 
| in space, put. the ‘wrong address: ome 
_ thelebel: yee o 

ON COMMERCE: ~ 
- “fnternational trade, that. under. Q 
|- estimated giant, is: knocking over old. 

enmities,. crashing. through: alliances, oo 
“-and spurning hostile ideologies. 

~~ “Start with today’ S.anniouricement:. 
| ‘by Khrushchev that. a new trade pact’:’ 

a with: Castro has been: consummated,:’ 
__. | purportedly. guaranteeing. Cuba:a 

UTS amg TRA ee 

eo. a a 

long-term steady price for its ‘sugar.’ < . 
Both Castro and Khrushchev, in” - 
Moscow; declared: that the deal will: .. 
‘break the economic blockade. of: i im-,.. 

cafe perialist United States. ee 
“Simultaneously, it’s known. that Soe, 

the Cubans’ have. submitted a long mae 

This i is the: sort of3 news s broadcasting tl that yhas simade » Chet + Huntley one 2 of the two o 

most : celebrated correspondents 1 in. the history of electronic journalism. See him 

4 
| 
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list ‘of : orders j in a London: Ye Castro” 
ean get British-credit for several hun- | 
“dred buses, he may als6:-get it for. 
“a thousand..and- one ‘other ‘items. | 
«Neither should it be overlooked. that © 
“the British last year :doubled ‘their | 
‘purchases - of: Cuban sugar. to total 
30 million dollars worth: ' ve 
_; “Along: with -de- ‘Gaulle’s: diplo- | 
‘matic: Tecognition of Red: China,’ a 
‘trade’ deal. issure’to: £05 and. Japan || 
‘announced today:that she will take ~ 
“a ‘more'realistic attitude’ toward. 
trade. with: Peking. In: view: of - 
“de. Gaiulle’s imminent move.’ ~" “= 

:.. “Even Spain; once the holiest of... 
. anti-Communist holies, is ‘about: to.” 
- sell fishing boats'to Castro: Germans, ° 
- Jtalians, Belgians, Canadiaris and the . 
“ Hottentots have been trading‘ on the’ | 
“other side of thé-tracks.’. ee 

| “And lately, when we. iniquire just | 
what : goes on. ‘here, our: friends. are. 
Jikely. to say, “You:sell wheat to the. 

- Russians; we séll. busés; boats, light: | 
bulbs, or chemical plants.’ And* 

2 where it’s going to -end, Not: even* 
of Orwell would: take.a guess.” oe 

"ON FOXES: 
7 “The English fox-hunting. set i is s face at 
“ing serious: problems in. those: areas. '} 
where its activities border the new’ 
: super-highways.: Several instances.» 
-have.been reported of foxes nipping | 
‘across through traffic leaving the’ 
-Masters ofthe’ hunt. .to. call: back. 
their :valuable ‘dogs or.risk: them: in:: 
the. holiday: traffic. The Duke: of - 
. Beaufort: is ‘considering. spending | 
$100,000 to put up a special chain- : 
“link fencé‘along the 20. miles where:. 
_his éstate-borders ‘one of the: high: | 
‘ways. Poorer huntsmen may have to: 
lie? « elsewhere or give up’ a way: of... 

e. 7 . a. 

died. of the poison.: 

vmust be > dumped into: the sea.” 

ON WINE: 

_ON PESTICIDES: : 
cohol. 7 

"ON AREA CODES: 
; birds | died. this winter. ‘At first; when 
“men found the remains. of - birds Or. 
“snow and: ‘frozen lakes, the‘ ‘Cause’ ‘of 
their: ‘death: was a. ‘mystery,. Govern-. 7 
“ment inspéctors-were. baffled. Some: 
. Suspected: that the. birds fad been” | 

| * poisoned; ‘SO: they sent “fundreds of os 
_ the “corpses. to. laboratories,’ where: : 
tests. established that the birds‘ had-. 
died of mercury. poisoning. They had ‘}:. 
“eaten farm’ seed - which had’ ‘been : 

_ treated: with mercury to’ protect it. 
“against ‘blight | and_rot.: Birds: that tie 

: ing. slowly ‘of ‘poison, as are. thou- 
- sands‘of others. still flying. Swedish . |. 
authorities say. nothing can. be done 
to save therm. “Traces of the amercury: =}: 

| the Golden Gate Bridge. Now. think. 
of a baby’s: tattle‘on the Golden Gate 

ce ‘Bridge. and:you. are. immediately Te- 
a -mitided: that the San Francisco area 

| scode is 4-1-5. That is the suggestion : 

.. have turned up.in eggs laid on Swe- |. 
dish farms,, but’ no farm animals have - | 

“.. “In Great Britain, ‘pillldozets are 
“digging up.a tract in Kent which was. -|. 

1 of. Arthur orate or whatever hs  used-as a test: center for insecticides «|. 
: name 18." and pesticides. “The soil : was ‘contam- ° ye 

“nated ‘so completely that it must be . | :: 

* taken’ away. 1n- ‘barrels. ‘The. work. JE MVE RU Rem ee 

“crews ‘scrape. all’ mad off ‘the bull- |- “Finally,a recent luncheon of British 

“ dozers to avoid. farther. contamina- a fe 

Fain. waters. would carry the. deadly a 
~ chemicals into. creeks and. streams, A 

rane “and. that. they would spread over.a.. 
TSE) “vast area.. The: soil. was mixed with «: 

“TArthar: ‘Bornstein; of Los Angeles. . “fe : 
offers a10-week course-on-how to:-} :°:. 
- improve your’ memiory. Here-is one (| :->" 
OF: the: Tittle ‘short-cuts. he Fecom-:"| ppaeniies 

a mends.} For example: howt to > femietie 
| - ber that the San Francisco area code a 

| cas: 415, oss 
. ) “Because. letters 2 are easier. to Te- 

Vey member than digits, you learn atable— 
“translating ‘all digits’ on: the. tele- 
‘phone dial into consonants. “There 

‘were still alive were found to be‘dy- | .are 10 digits, hence.10 letters. Trans- 
t lating: 4=1-5 into’ letter” equivalents. 
‘you come ‘up with R-T-L. That 
sounds like ‘rattle’. Because the.area  - 
“pertains to:San. Francisco, think of: 

: journalists. featured Queen Eliza- 

tion. ‘The poisoned: soil Killed ‘one. »beth's s‘ husband, the Duke of Edin-: ane 
~ herd. of. cattlé.: Farmers. feared:that ©. bur gh, as principal speaker. In 

|. thanking ‘the. Duke for ‘his :appear-_ 
“ance, the: ‘Chairman explained. why: 
* there. were. so- many- ladies. at ‘the’ 
. Meeting. They were reporters’ wives, - 

“¢oncrete and then dumped into. the. | he said, and added that the Duke was. 

. Atlantic: Ocean. The- purpose of the |. ‘the only 3 man in the room whose wife: 

conerete was: to.make’sure the soil-: |: was not always complaining that he 
| would sink.:.and. would ‘not-rise: to . | PeVEt. ‘took, her anywher e interests: 
- the’ surface later to do more damage.-.}- ing.” re 
All told; two-thousand tons

 of. earth 7” . —— Soe reeacs 
9: 

I. aye S “agriculture department has =! ey 
‘anhnouiced. it is cracking .down:on |". :”: 

-.Facketeer’s who havé been adulterat- “| 
ing. wine. It is: estimated that one- “| - 
third: of: the wine sold domestically .. ne 
-in.a recent year was -made:not from:}.- 
_ grapes: “but from figs, dates, beans a 
. otherwise used to feed horses, dried : Fn 
apples, molasses, and. 1 synthetic al- on 

| Look to:NBC forthe . 
* best combination of news, . ue . 

oh entertainment and sports... Be 

Report, year after r year r the nation’s 8 | most watehed and honored 1 news. Program. 
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; Biireau, highlights the top 10: network shows ona local: level and--offers -a: rdting . cin: the: total: area. homes. barometer. 

I five different markets. ‘are. covered: . ae Se tae to to ‘Syndicators will find” the: ‘charts valuable. a 

~ p ratings: are : ‘based on the “metropolitan markets within. the’ ‘total. area examined.” “Top “are, , Gesigned to ) reflect. the rating tastes of virtually every ‘market. in, the. Uz. 8.. 

LOS ANGELES _ a BE "STATIONS: NXT, KNBC; KTLALA KABC, KH, KIT, KCOP. Ps SURVEY PERIOD: “FEBRUARY - 1-28, ani 

Se : erry Met | I ~ 
oS lat Homes | “Met. |. 

RK. ‘Top- Syndicated: Shows Day. & Time - Sta... Dist. Reached: Rtg. |: 

41: ‘Sea ‘Hunt (Sat. 7: oor.” eB aes ebbed. oKNKT. ose UA-TV OE 484, 300° 17: 
2. Death Valley. Days - (Weak: 7: 00). vig Pe Borax.” 396,300... 15 

3. Dick Van‘ Dyke. : : LLEKNXT. .968'300;- “36 & Heave bn us Beaver (Mon, Fri. 7: 00) K A eee ‘MCA BV. a 381, :200. 14 

4. Ed Sullivan, |. 2.0, 2.-KNXT . 962,800" 39 i] 4. Yogi Bear (Thurs. -6:30).-:. OLE SKCOP....Seréen_ Gems’ 343,300 12: 
5. Candid. Camera _...+.-KNXT: -755,000° 27 1-5. Woody. Woodpecker: (Mon.: §:30);.- KCOP... Universal 314800 “11. 

-6, My Favorite Martian. . CORNET 753,200 «. ..- 29 6. Huckleberry: Hound (Tues. 6: 30). “JKCOP..<:+-Sereen Gems “305,000. ~..11 
7. Perry Mason =. ....-:;- ~KNXT 148,400. - 37 | “4.. Magilla Gorilla. (Fri. 6:30)... :. ..KCOP.....Screen Gems 283,000 9 
8. Donna Reed’... ..2......-KABE | Sty ae 8. Across. 7.Seas (Tues. 7:00)... eLg¥es KNBC,.. i. Crosby Prod, .277,600. "11: 
9. Andy. Griffith: WEEE CANT ao 700 Sa || 9 Rod Rocket (Wed. 6:30)...:..2..3. .KCOP..... -Desilu 275,700: 10: 
19. Patty Duke. a meet a: 723,700.26. 10. Fractured Flickers (Thurs: t 00). “ -KABC. 1 Desil _ 265,600 9 

. Tos “Total Area | Metro y ee 

: a ‘Homes © - -Aréa.|} 

: RK. Top. ‘Net
work: ‘Shows: Sta

: . _ Reached 7 Rtg. 

4, Beverly ‘Wrnbiites 6 KNXT “§79,000-. ‘36 
2.. Bonanza. :-..::. .e2.-KNBC ‘977,000'-. 36 9 > 

VARIETY" Ss weekly tabulation. based on: ratings. furnished by. ‘American: Research oy io ‘shows, both: neiwork’ and syndiated, are | Usted. On. the. ass of ‘thett showing | . 

Ae ©. Both’ the network ‘and syndication: ‘study. features’ ‘the: ‘total: area. homes: reached a . Over. the: course: of a ‘year; ARB: ‘will tabulate “a mictimums of: “247. markets;: The- . 

7 and the. metro area. tatings on each show. The total area: -homes reached reflects. “yésults’ ‘of that.tabulation will be found. weekly: in “Variety Coupled: with the rating 1 

I} the: audtences.-on the. basis of the total’ market: .area examined. The metro area . performance of the.top.10 network shows, on the local level, the Vartety-ARB charts i 

* Top: Competition » Sta. - :; Homes al 

Jack" ‘Barry. Show. . ary . "KTLA. .* (242°300 : 
CBS. News. wees cee. é o.2% . e - -KNXT 3T4, 400. . 

CBS News .... a eeeceed .:KNXT - 367;400 . 
‘| Jackie ..Gleason: ..%.......KNXT __- 609,900. . 
‘Big News ... cheb -KNXT° =. 457;500 - 
Big-News -  .... +, KNXT- : , 447,400 - 
Big News. ......600s50-KNXT 476,600 
Big News: ... 2.5. .¢00s 6 KNX. 460,100. - 
‘Leave: It: To Beaver. weassKTLA. -446,800°° 
Big News ©)... 2y.6+ée0:KNXT 498. 100 - 
Leave: It. To Beaver. mn 2... KTLA... 397, 600: 

ett 

“study ‘of the top 10 syndicated shows ‘in. the same ‘particular. ‘markets. Phis eee: Q Various: ‘branches of. the industry, ranging from media buyers: to loca stations’ . 

anal 2 tel Meta tan nat 

DETROIT — * _ e : - 7 | ~ - Ao wa we, woe oa "SURVEY. PERIOD: ‘FEBRUARY. be 28. <s 

1. ‘Ed. Sullivan, ee veges -WIBK . 576500 
2; Bonanza EES WWE: 539,200 
3. Beverly. Hillbillies sr WIBK. 504,200: 4 

4. Jack Paar’... eek. WWI ~ (425,600° - "3! 
5; Dick: Van’ Dake. MIBK 413,000." -3 
‘6: Donna. ‘Réed | eleae WXYZ 391 800 °°. - 3% 
¥. Candid © Camera. 4 — WAIBK .- 386; 100°." 

': 8, Patty Duke 2.2.2.0: + WXYZ 384, 800° =: 
9. Andy Griffith. ...-....:WJBK: 382,800.-- “ 

10. ‘Farmer's Daughter: WOE SFO - 

ae[ Ls ‘Gun Will Travel; LBS. (Wea. 1:00): “WXYZ. « eas CBS” ‘Films. pis 900. 47 [Opinion _ de wteclaseseces. WWI | 119,200 : 
”-22-Rifleman: (Tues.: 7:00): eae BS . Four. Star" © 209,900 °. 16 | Weekend EASE WWI: 182,400] 
3. Death Valley: Days (Sat. %: 00): . WIBK.......U.S.. ‘Borax ~ 199,600- 15. Dickens-Fenster eee: SoWXYZ . 168,300. 

|. & Weekend. (Tues. 7:00). WWI. . Arrowhead: © 182,400 -.. 14] Rifleman... -: )o. 2.20. 800: WXYZ: > 209,900 § 
1B ‘Yogi; Popeye; Invisible. Wed: 6: 3-00) -CKLW: wed ; Screen: Gems" 17, 200 ” 235 | News; Fea; ‘Wea: Spis:. . WW. 171,700 3 

a -. > | Huntley-Brinkley °......WWJ - - 190,600. 
. 6. ‘Hobo: “Highway. Patrol: (Mon. 1: 00). WIBK:. nee _ Storer: UA-TV: 173, 900. “*; 12) Adventures Cooper. ...... WXYZ ' 160,800 +4 
4, Woody; Popeye; ‘Tombstone mo “CKLW.. + Universal: ot 168, 800 ” -14| News; Fea; Wea; Spts.. ~.WWIJ _ .-153;600 | 

- (Pues. 6:00) - wed ae, — ‘Huntley-Brinkley weaewe 2 WWI. “*..° 209,600.- 
1] 8. “Diekens-Fenster. (Sat. 1: 00). ae eee oe: WXYZ: eae 7 ABC Films “168, 300..." 13 Death... Valley Days..... .WJBK: . * 199,600 -: 
1...9.; Littlest: Hobo .(Thurs.. 7:00). be eee e WIBK. + -Storer CO 164 ,700. 141] Michigan: Outdoors: ,....WX¥Z°>° 195,000. 
10. Magilla; | Popeye . (Sun. 6: 30)... atttee - -CKLW:. . Screen’ Gems . _ }Sunday Big Movie. Hence WXYZ ~ 189,000. + 

(fon; ‘5 00) Pee ne Ne ege UAA- “159, 500 “14 Big: Movie; ‘Weather .. ..- WXYZ. . 187,600 

= ae — ~ 4gg.400 a1 L Littlest Hobo; 20 Cent. (Sun. 6:30). 2WIW.. Lene - Storer. — a error st arent nee oe YES 400 
so Ea: “Sullivan wee eed oe MEOW. “aa {| 2. Yogi Bear (Wed. 7:00)... 20 0.0....2: ,WE WS. : :.. Screen Gems 233,000 22 Eyewitness..News ©... see - 241,300 | 
2, Bonanza . wetres wee KYW 48 405, i eens ‘Huckleberry - Hound (Fri.:-7: 00). ss “WEWS:- , Screen: Gems. '227, 000°: 22} Eyewitness: News. veeee KYW. — 206,200" 
3. Donna Reed. wean WEWS-": "989 "4. Woody; Clubhousé (Mon: 5:30)". eles WEWS.. . Universal. : 218,500.’ 19%:Adventure Road... coves c WWI 117,600-. 
4. Flintstones ...:-.255:-WEWS ..424,700. 361) 5°: Mragilla; Clubhouse: (Fri. 5:30). So WEWS “Séreen Gems 194.900. 15.)Early’ Show-...-:+'. papier 2. 133,700 | 
5. Fugitive: - arriet. 012 WEWS: 402, 300. 4 ‘6. Dickens-Fenster. (Thurs. *7:00)..'.... :WEWS. . -. ABG:-Films 163,000 ——-15.| Eyewitness News: ....;. UNKYW.. * 235,500: 
G. Ozzie and Harriet. .,. -WEWS- 02 Ogu 7, Leave It-To Beaver (Wed. B: 30). Ty WW. “ .MCA-TV - 162,200 .15|Hall, Fame; Virginian: “KYW --. “298,800. 
‘1. Patty Duke esses :+-WEWS:: 401,500 35.1 3 -phriller (Thurs. 10: OO). ese sel, WWJ......MCA-TV” 151,400. 17) Suspense Thea; P: Como.KYW. °.:” 309,100. 
8. Beverly HUbillies aren 2.WIW 390,500: 30. ‘8. Cheyenne: (Sun, ‘6: BOK Oo ee eae en WEWS.. ».Warner Bros. 147 900. - “13° Littlest Hobo;. 20° ‘Cent. -.WIW.- 267, 500: - 

“9, MeHale’s. Navy. 2.2... WEWS 387,000 38 | ene - oo dEassie’ ooo: is 6: we WSW © 846,400 
10, My .3..Sons_ ae eae ane aah 7400 _ “ }20. Lawinan (Mon. ce eee weet es “WEWS.. Warne Bron, 1688 500 2 [Eyewitness News wsetes- KYW. 267,400. 

i. ‘Bonanza = : . _KSTP : ass 500: ne ary 

'2. Ed Sullivan. oavts SWECO: 250,100 37. 
3. Beverly... Hillbillies pees “WCCO. 244, 300 al 

4. Andy Grffith . “sa eee- WCCO. . 238,600 ~~ 35! 

& “sao we mee SURVEY, PERIOD: rena 8 ia 
re Leave It To Beaver (Mon: Fri. 5:30) KMSP.. _MCA-EV . f04, 700: | 17.| Huntley-Brinkley spenp STP 16, 700 | 
“2. Dobie Gillis (Mon.-Fri. 6:00). _.KMSP... .:20 Fox"EV.", 97,800 - : -17| News; Wea; Spts. crest ROT RS "96,300. 4 
3.; Huckleberry: Hound (Tues. ‘6: 30): .WwCCO.. «. Screen. Gems 8 200 °° 14] Combat: _ . .KMSP -: - 194'000- 4 4. ‘Checkmate. (Sun, 3-00)... bebe neg WECO,: TMCASTV :- 2 82,800... 11 Issues and “Answers: ée.e IKMSP '™ 57,800. Ppa soos | Séience : AIL are MEP’ - §9,600-| 

5. Candid Camera tt v4, WECO ~ 278,500 39 tt 3. Yost Béar’ UThits, “5: “anh pessecWCCO. ~Sereen Gems. 578,000 2 12. Supetman:.-......:......WTCN” ~. 61,4009 
6. Rebel; -Olynipic (Sun. 9:30). 2.7... .KMSP.. 3 ABC. Films. a 73,100: °:. 12:|-What’s "My Line:.:..:..-WCCO . :200,500.| 

| vo, sts te _ WEEN: : 20, Fox. Ive -. 67,300 9} Lucy Show 2.) osc e03....WCCO- : 192,200 
7. What's My Line 0. =, WCCO! 200,500.) 294. ee a 2 oo Andy Griffith © risa set WCCO. _ 238,600. 

8s Valley Days: ‘Olympic’ ‘Sun. 8: 00). “KMSP;. “US. ‘Borax ; -'e6800 ‘12:| Candid Camera”™:.:.... :.WCCO° 218,500: 
9. Bowery . Boys. (Sun, 9:45)... sv gst WOOO: . Allied: “Artists” 64,800." 10-| Soul's ‘Harbor ©. .::.......KMSP 11, 100. 

pdr: ee |. Morning: Movie tes eceess KMSP. “16,100 j 
10. ‘Superman. (Mon. Fi. [50m 28 WION: a "Flamingo - 62,500 AL. Yogi ‘Bear: ele. ee eee es WECO., -- 74,000. 

: 6 Dick. Van’ Dyké. . 2. WeCco 217,900 * "3241 7: Wrestling (Mon. 7:30), 

8... Gunsmike beak wee .WCCO. 197 ,400- “80. i 

9. ‘Lucy: ‘Show - Lae on . . --WC co. “192,200 ~ on 29-| 

AD. Petticoat Junction... . WCCO be 795600 ot 26° i 

PORTLAND. ‘ORE. a _ — “ee : x= | sen pat ON, KEW. KPT. sU sumer co: a ines] 
18. Saturday - Newseene. wusseKOIN =: 73,900 2. Beverly Hillbillies’: a a .KOIN...“ 171,500. © '°38]|".2. Rebel: (Sat. _ 7: 00) ot ee Pops . ORGWle -..ABC. ‘Films: °°:75,300 =18 4 

|| True Adventure™ .20:....KGW* * .”54,200 3.. Bonanza: “KGW . 160,200 .~ 38!|-.3. "Death. Valley Days : (Fri. ce 00). u. KOIN;....U.S. Borax 67;000 . 
4. Lassie: 0.5. os w6.s.:KOIN 155,000... 29}| 4.: Sea. Hunt (Thurs. °7:00)2 72-5202. boctie ‘KOIN:.-:.... UA-TV. 64,900 | 
“5. Candid Camera. eceeess KOIN.. -148,100..: . 30/|- 5.- ‘Trails. West (Mon. 7200). ., EOIN . Robeck - 56,900 “7 | Circle...12- Théatre., votes KPTV = 72,000 
6. Dick: Van‘ Dyke’ IES: KOIN -~143,000° :32/|' 6. Best.of Groucho. (Mon. Fri 1: 00) ..KATU.....NBC: Films. ~-55,600°-:. 16 | Circle: .12: Theatre®: .... se KPTV: 66,400. 

-%.. Andy. Griffith. -. ... “use .KOIN 135,100. 291): 7. Acrass- “The. 7 ‘Séas* ‘Sun...6: 30); KGW, wee. Crosby: Prod: ‘54, 900° ...°131Mr. Ed: 20th Century... -KOIN.- * 121,900: 
8: I've Got A Secret. ....:: -KOIN =. 128,500 27)| -8.. True: Adventure. (Fri. 7:00). 2. .; 7 GW. 2. .Teledynamics | 64,200. 1 
9. Fo Tell The Truth. Leeson ‘.KOIN:. 124,700 = 25)/ 9. Detectives (Sat. 6: OOY. lat: “KGW. wo.,-Four:Star’  - . -47,000 

1 Ba Sullivan. :.....6.. on 179 a = L You. “Asked ¥or. It. (Sin. 6:00). SKPTV eS Medallion - —d6,200 2. 

| 

1. Danny. Thomras. : a ote bene SRO 123, mae | 10. Law. and’ Mr, Jones. (Wed. 7: 00). --KOIN.-. Four, § Star_ an 46,000" ane 

EGP — = e a. ‘hoi we, ‘not: thie network i= — — ee 
~ | thought. was-best to'please the pub-|: °-.%/- 

Coffee, Donuts & Nielsens cE angen aur Ri WL “BB 2 Preems 
=| ve. come. to “the Fair; “we- have: to —————— - Continued from page. 145. —— — — 

Clairol, AT&T, “Seven-UD, Gen-: has slowly. drained out of tv: Then, ae eee OF. * “Wild Foon | ‘when: BBC. would’ nornially’| are ‘not. for publication... 
er al Foods, to’ mention: just. a. few? too; ‘they have: reactéd : “not only: ta; 5 exit. respec Sour be: off ‘the air. :Frorh Wednesday. of 2 - judgment~ as’ we “do: his: on’-Fair 
of network. tv's bluechips. : ~ jthe, superior Moses _Salesmanship? policiés as to standards -and ‘tastes: 
“To put. it mildly, the: networks— 

Continued from page 145. 

their: Fair exhibits .and promotions} “dated”; musical. “Kiss: Me. Kate”: 
| who's ve’ just realized where ‘Moses: . . | Sion—has ‘elicited: both: the. money | First ratings of ‘BBC-2: shows, as| : 
3 to their ownage... and the. prideful creative ingenuity ‘measured by ‘Télevision Audience. and ott oe ede nered shy | BBY -” has led: “their ° clients’ "believe As. ‘one: to ; “ 7 . Dp. - ‘corporation. “exec: ot American. business. He knows he} Measurement Ltd., the-indi ut-1 
Tt Bett te ave a coe | who. diverted major. budgets. from|'and his staff, even. with the exhibi-| ¢t to’ which ‘the: Contras out: epee hleb lost. ‘Others ‘impae u e a vertisers, who’ ve! tv to. ‘the: Fair; ‘put it: ‘The Fair} tor’s budgets, could not have_ built and ad agencies. subscribe; : are be-| the. ‘goon-humor.. oF . a. -British| watched. their Fair’ budgets. swell, | ‘ . : . 
are convinced. that diverting from| gives us. thie showmanship oppor-| this Fair on. their own. And: yet tv. ing studied: now’ by ty execs—but|‘comedy: ~one-shot, “The. Alberts’ | 

: tv is’ sound. business.- In: any: event, 
‘they sense in the Fair .a brand. of 
‘excitement and showmanship: that 

‘the.. public - with our ‘own. ‘exhibit ! job—insist_ on. doing it:alone, -° .™ ‘them ‘at: this--stage.. BBC’s .own’ in “fot 8 aoe -| found somethin to like.’ -~... or. ‘program, ‘like in the: old days. oF ‘If, Mr. ‘Moses ran.a. network, : ‘it ternally-kept ratings. ‘for: thé: new| -And to. a. man ‘th ey wish ed: ‘he 
| tv: when, we: could, reach the: ‘Public would: be Sold out at his rate card.” " web. are also just up. ‘but, Jikewise, new web Tuek. 

0| Circlé: 12 Theatre... :. .KPTV,. - 69,700: 

3. | Death . ‘Valley: Days. .KOIN | [ 67,000 § 
1 Big Show #2. 002. ecu. . .KOIN ” '” 78,100] 
8 Circle 12. ‘Theatre. . “<} eKPTV 70,1 700 | 

Critics” were . ‘generally "pleased 
opening: week, everything, was run-| Py. the new station; but: ‘some. miade| 

_} but also thé opportunity to. fashion. Ty. this ” ‘way’ Moses——unlike televi-| ning. according to plans. reservations about the use of: the 

tunity: to reach vast segments. -OF managements—with a ‘much bigger| TAM is not. planning’ to publish. Channel, :Too.” But, overall,’ they 

1 20tK Century” ok KOINT 65,200 | 



os ‘The formal opening of the new WITG Television Center ~ 
7 in Washington marks’ the realization. of one of Metro- A . 

media’s: plans for greater: service: to the. Capital and. the: we, 

Nation. The new antenna, ‘the tallest: in the’ region, ins 
- ereases Tange and picture: quality. ‘The new. studios.and ©... 

oe ‘expanded: facilities will contribute. to the further. develop- _ 
: ment of the responsible | programming. that has’ become 

| ‘the: hallmark ‘of Metropolitan. Broadcasting ‘Television. 
* Each of Metromedia’ 's seven: television stations: across. . 

the} Nation is. = deeply. a dedicated to community efforts. For | 

Reflection of the Future 

over fifteen years 3 WITG has been a leader in bringing to 

- the: ‘Washington area the distinctively. specific local. pro-- 

--* gramming characteristic of an independent television sta- 
tion. WITG's freedom to innovate makes it possible to. 
.-better inform and entertain the community while reflect- 
ing. local needs and: views.  WTTG’s inherent flexibility of. 

_, SPeration makes it ‘possible | to reflect the multi-faceted 
'* image of this premiere city of the Free World. ; | 

This. has. been true i» the Past, this is Metromedia’s 
» Promise for r the future 

WITG Tein _ METROPOLITAN BROADCASTIN G TELEVISION © 

AM etromedia Station 

161. 



~ Sonny Diskin 
— Continued from page ur — . 

did everything: You’ were. not af 

dolly, boom or: -cameraman——you 
were. ‘all of these things.”" 

In the: formulation period, Dis- a 

kin was also a scout, covering: base- |- 

ball, the fights and: other. sports to}. 
plot commercial. coverage of same. 
In 1941, when:-the ‘station: went on 
the air commercially, his “primary” | _ 
role was. behind: the “camera. 

‘He. spent. 46 - months overseas | 

with. the army, . including a North 

African ‘hitch: with -Col:: Darryl 

Zanuck to shoot an- army-sponsored. 

“documentary ‘for: release. _through. . 
commeréial channels. He says DFZ | 
‘ater invited him. to work in. ‘Holly-. 
wood, but: Diskin declined. “‘There’s |- 
no. excitement - in. that,” ~he- ‘Says... 

After the o'd. Blue Network: spin-| 

off from: N3C, Diskin signed on as 
a director—and ” found - himself. 
working. out ‘of -Philly’s- WFIL-TV, 

since the: _soon-to- -be. ‘ABC. net. as] 

yet chad: no video: faeilities -. in 
Gotham. At that: point, -of- course, » 

- Phila-| the cable ‘connected N-Y., 
delphia and Washington—that was 

the scope of ‘networking; and Dis-[ ~~ 

kin worked a- “handful”: of: shows 
from the Quaker. City. He recalls. . 
the” every-Saturday commuting to.}. 
hndle the Gorden State turf action. 
Also recalicd was the whoopdedoo 
when ABC ‘premictcd its Man-| 
hattan studios. in: °48. . 

Diskin, 

the Gillette bouts. In 1959; he direc- 
ted the third and. fourth Kennedy: om 
Nixon. denaiss “(“that was my big-.|- 
“pest eharse").:For the final’ joust, | ° - 
‘Diskin, embloying some eajolery, - 
. brought. both candidates closer -by. 
désigning.a‘set that shortened.the| _ 
gap betveen.them to. some.. five] ~ 

. feat. Some Handlers.in both camps | ___. 
re: yortedly™ were dubiovs. ‘or: plain es 
opposed, but :efterward, ‘says -Dis: | 
kin, the two nominees agreed | the} 
new: set-helocd heighten the, im: 

oo: WERNESDAYS 10:30-1 12:00.-- 
| Program:, LATE.SHOW - | 

mediae y of: acbate. 

Carl F Foreman mn Sparks. 
<a Continued from. pag

e 1 — 5 

chose him |: > 
-unanimcustv as Honorary President: 

8 
“farewell.- ‘party and. 

of. the 1.S.T:W.G. 

- “Culminatins hic ‘Vohintary- yee : 

“tivities.ia ‘Tsra>l. during thes? two 1 

“Months. Foreman, * yetéran - mem- 
bor of the -Amoric: wn show bly guild’ 
and ‘truste? of ‘the British Wr iters 

Guild, 
the Isra li. Guild, ‘order ‘ad. from. 
Mike Frin'din. exec. secretary. of} 
the- Writers. Guild of America, all] 
the materixt: constitution. laws, In= 

_ ternational, Associtticn of Writers: 
Guilds * ito which. the. Israel ‘Guild 
hopes: _boeome 

other. at ta. 

“Eighty. students. of Mc. Forenian’ s 
_ course had already chosen..a.com-.{.- 
-. mittee, including ‘such. az tive - writ |. 

“Eda Shavit ‘and |: ers «as. (Miss) 

Sam VAS aba, Veram Gross- snd. Rab- 
ert: ‘Gerry. ’ 
clude, for the tim> being, only: ac- 
tive seréenvrilers, Fa idic and--tele- | 

“vision writers; but would tater. con- | 
of play: sider. ‘the. tmémbership - 

wrights:.a3, aw all. 

The’ ocersion: ‘of the. éconipletion wa 
course: had * -been |) ~ 

highlighted. witha letter sent him] 
of Foreman's 

by -Prime-Minister: Levi |’ Estkot, 
stating, amon? other things “T wish: 
to express my sincere appreciation 
for. ‘YOUE . fe nerous efforts. and. for 
your unique contribution of talent | ve 
to our. deveiopment. [.-Niope ‘we |. 
shalt contique.to benefit from your]. 
counsel and ‘guidance’ in building | a 

+ the art and industry. of the. cinema . = 
‘in Israel.” 

The: screenwriters’ ‘course, .. taped | | 
for release bya British record com- 
pany. and planned for publication |" 
in <bookform. (including: :Foreman’s |..:. 

“who particularly digs y. 

sports. and news, has called .’em ]..- 
for some 13)- odd fights, including}: 

ins ig ‘ted: the “creation cf. Sep 

affitiated) and 1 

The Guild. would - ie} 

period. usually : covers. three or four weeks. . 

Total ‘Area. ‘Homes: 145, 200 - 
Métro Rating: .20 - fon 
~‘Share of. Audiences. 28. “ . : 

«SD 
MONDAYS 6: 30°8:30. 
‘Program: MONDAY. NIGHT. “Movies” Tete 

“Feb, 3. “PHONE. CALL: FROM A STRANGER” So 
Gary- Merrill, ‘Bette Davis. 
‘Shelley Winters;’ Michael. Rennie- 

“ss 4952, 20th. Century-Fox, 20th .Century-Fox, ny 
Feb. Ao. “TREASURE OF THE. -GOLDEN.. CONDOR” . 

Cornel ‘Wilde, Constance Smith: 

. Feb. ‘17 «SAFECRACKER”.- 
Ray Milland, Barty. J ones; Jeanette: Stork. 

“Feb. 24 “PRINCE OF PLAYERS”? | 00. 
oe _-Richard Burton; ‘Mary Devlin °°. - © 

1955, 20th: Century-Fox, 20th, Cenitury-Fox TV. 

“Total ‘Area: Homes: 43 900 

“KMOX: Metro’ Rating: 6°... 
: Share. of Audience: 26 

‘TUESDAYS: 10: 30-12: 15 
Program: ‘LATE, SHOW . 

J Feb. 3 “CRIPPLE: CREEK”: 
eo George Montgomery, ‘Katin Booth. 

1952; ‘Columbia; Screen: Gems - 
. Feb. in: “CARGO TO. ‘CAPETOWN” ea ae 

-  ‘.Brodérick Crawford, -Bllen- Drew, “Soha 1 Wend ef 
ne “1950, -Columbia,. ‘Screen: Gems - Bane ‘ 

: Feb. 18 “DEATH. IN SMALL | DOSES” a 7 oe 
a Peter Graves, Chuck’ Connors, “Mala Poivers . : 

oe . 1957, Allied. Artists, Allied: Artists-TV OG 
Feb. 25 “HERE COME THE. WAVES”. a os 
a _ Bing. Crosby, Betty: Hutton: “7” 

"1944, _Paramount,. “MCA-TV. - 
. . 

“4 ele 

~KMOX. ‘Metro Rating: 8. 
Share of Audience:. a2 

Feb: 5: “ACT OF: ViOKENCE” aa 
“Van Heflin, ‘Robert: Ryan, Janet: “Leigh © 

e949, MGM, MGM-TV. oe: 
Feb, 12- “THE CRUSADERS” 2 

| - Loretta. Young,’ Henry Wileoxon’. - 
” - +: “935, Paramount,-MCA-TV “= - . 
“Reb. 19 “EET'S. DO IT -AGAIN” nn 

Jane Wyman, “Rav Mitiand,: ‘Alao Ray 
7 1953, Columbia, Screeti’ Gems- . 
‘Reb: 36 “COBRA “WOMAN” aa 

“ “"" Maria ‘Montez, Sabu;- ‘Jon: Hall. 
1943, UI, ~Sereen: Gems. are 

‘Total Area Homes: a 00. 
“KMOX, ‘Metro Rating: 6: Ee 

‘Share. 2. oF Audience: 30° 
THURSDAYS 40: 30- ‘i2: 45° 
Program: -LATE SHOW : 

Feb, 6 “HUK”.: | 7 
“George ‘Montgomery, ‘Mona Freeniad: 

on /4956,. U.A.--UZACA: | ae 
Feb: ‘18 “ARISE: MY. LOVE”... 

Claudette Colbert, _Ray:’ ‘Milland 
ce 1940, Paramount, MCA-TY_ Sone. 7 

"Feb: “20. “THE UNSEEN” ©... prea 
* -Joel- ‘McCrea, Gail’ Russell; “Herbert Marshall 7 
. ../1945; Paraniount, MCA-TV |: 7 . a | 

Feb: 27. “ag. FS. DAUGHTER” 
-. | .Barbara Stanwyck, ‘Van Heflia: So 

_ 1948, ‘MGM,, MGM-TV-.. TN 

Tota! Area Homes: 8, 100: 

“KMOX Metro: Rating: We 
a “Share of F Audience: aT 

FRIDAYS. 40: 30-12: 15 - 

Program: BEST OF CBS. : a ae * 
Feb: 7 “NEPTUNE’S. DAUGETER” nn oo 

= Esther: Williams,- Red Skelton, R- ‘Montalban. ai 
‘.  1949--MGM;,: -MGM-TY: co a oe 

Feb. 14. “THE: OKLAHOMAN”. «2°. | 
Joel: Mc€rea,. Barbara - Hale ore 

oo, -- 1957,--Allied. Ar tists, Allied” Artists-TV 
"Feb, ‘Or ‘“FORBIDDEN: PLANET”: a 

. s+ ‘Walter Pidgeon, Ann Francis 
™ ‘. 1956; MGM,- MGM-TV._ Be ET 

“Feb. 2B “GREEN. DOLPHIN STREET” Us Toba 
‘Lania‘ Turner, ‘Van. Heflin, ‘Donna: Reed” 

_ 1947, MGM, MGM-TV._ at Sone 
‘Tectures); had brought. forward,.ae-} —~ 
“eording to ‘statement, at least-four |: 
‘good stories, one of which when]: 

: developed. might interest hint atso 
‘producer-director,. He 

tion. d stories like “Manhunt,” ‘by. 
Yossi Godard, “The Bedouins, ” by | 
Ammon Ahi-Naomi, “Everynight: ‘at. 7 

Yair™. Burla,- and}: 
“N ight Hunts| — 

. Night”. (on: which. Rashkes - ‘had. al- f- 
ready: begun ‘the scripting . and..|° Thee 
‘would * ‘eontinue -to- communicate. 

Midnight” by’ 
Moshe’ Rashkes’ 

with, Foreman, in London). 

- Ottawa—Ernie’ Bushnell’s CIOH- a 
“Television, - TV -herve was named.’ 

Station ofthe Year” by Canadian | 
-Assn.. of. Broadcasters at.” annual ce 

‘meeting it in Quebee City.: Ltt pe 

men-.} 

Total ‘Area: ‘Homes: 108, 700. 

~KMOX: Metro ‘Rating:..14 « 
*- Share of Audience: 36° 

SATURDAYS 40: 15-12: 00 
Program: “BEST OF CBS. 

“Feb. “1 “PHE: BIG COMBO” a 
<. Cornel Wilde, Jean. Wallace’ ‘Richard Conte. a ee 

"4 1955, Allied - Artists, Allied Artists-TV ; an © 
7 Feb. 8. “THE. ‘GUNS OF FORT ‘PETTICOAT”. ue as " 
os “> Audie ‘Murphy, Kathryn: Grant, ‘Jeff Donnell. 
oe ..1957,. Columbia, Screen Géms-. | 
Feb. 15. “THE. STORY | OF DR. WASSELL” ° 3: 

-1944,: Pargmount: ‘MCA-TV:.: 
Feb. 22: TT OCEAN DRIVE” - moe 

. Edmond O'Brien, Joanne Dru, “olte ‘kruger 
1950; Columbia, ‘Screen. Gems 0S. | 

eo (Continued on page 166). 

7 ans FATE FL cua | 
a, Vanrery-ARB’s ‘weekly. ‘chart ‘offers. a day by-day analysis. of the top. feature evening: slots. in: Ca 
particular market. . On. Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime feature: ‘slots compete with nighttime. pis 

_. .periods for designation. as the top feature. slot of the day. The analysis is:confined tothe top rated 
“feature slots.in the ARB measured: period, ‘broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured. © . 

_Weineniny, Ave 29; 1964 

~ Brit; Ww Influence 
os —_ ‘Continued from page a 

| the commerci’t majors included a. |: 
strip. scene in a. current affairs.’ 
| program. and ‘got. ‘publicly: rapped | 

1953, 20th Century-Fox, :20th: ‘Century-Fox. TV. Z| ae 

1958, MGM, MGM-TV. °  . _ fo 

*. : “News: Tonight a at Mov. 

"Total ‘Area Homes: 60, 800. ae se IN 

eS _PROGRAM: 
. "'ronight’ 

. Tonight 

. Gary Cooper, Laraine’ Day,’ Dennis O'Keeie' a : 

-Other data such:as the time. slot and total area homes 
ots furnished.’ Top’ competition ‘and competitive. ratings. also: ‘are highlighted. re 

St. Louis® STATIONS: KTV, -KMOX, KSD, “KPLR. e SURVEY: ‘DATES: “FEBRUARY 1-28, 1964. 

TOP COMPEETTION 

“ROP ComRETTION 
ON iON & 

TOTAL HOMES. PROGRAM: 
 egp-. 

- Tonight aa 
105, 200. 10: ett. s 

21, 000": 2200-1215 

~ TOP COMPETITION 

“KSD.- 
10: 30-12: ‘00 

“TOP. COMPETITION. | 
: ; STATION & 

TOTAL HOMES’ -PROGRAM | 

a, _KSD™ 
'10:30-12: 00 : +. - 

* Tonight at Mov.,; News. 
art 90-12: 30 a 

KSD. 

“TOP. ‘COMPETITION - 

a ets pM AS oo salaried as L 

STATION & 

226, 800 : 

Sey Ship. powers, 

KSD 

“ SpATION & 
* TOTAL HOMES. 

ve ‘shown. 
"under-16s,*- 

“105,100 | | gaiber" 

- 16/300. 

“1 ‘meanwhile, 

: news.:: activities, 

= STATION. ‘& 

me WBBM-TV. 

*"| by the: Authority for doing so.-On .” 
| another, a- documentary program . 

which included an ‘interview with -- 
a. stripper. was. barred by- the ITA 

. before ‘it: went. .on- the air...And- 
| .through- most: Of © Tast : ‘fall, and= . 
|.wint.er . there. were’ -outbrusts..: 

"PROGRAM - TOTAL HOMES ‘against “‘That Was the.Week That. . 
) _/ > ..oWas,”: and: the decision. to-termi-. 

To. Teli. The. ‘Peuth 4 ‘KMOX ; ‘nate’ it ‘at. the end of 1963. because... 
“6:30-7:00: 189,700. |. 1964. was election year, was: widely. 
“Ive Got. A. Seerét 2°.“ KMOX. -.}Tegarded.as’ a -not-very-convincing 
af 00-7:30. o 201 B00. a deviee for getting. ‘Tid .of a“ pro- — 
mo Pe _-, | gram: that. was causing considerable ” 

Lucy: ‘Show : : Sco. ey embarrassment. - 7 
7:30-8:00: | 224,400 - Pp  One ‘of the: ‘developments : ‘vaus: ny 

: “Danny ‘Thomas © -KMOX we ing -.some " anxiety, to: commercial. 
8:00-8:30; | broadcasters: - -the . increasing 

i. “number: of departmental: ‘chieftains’ :: ~.. 
‘T-who- can. wield. blue. pencil censor- 

: This - -Teprésents “a: 
- | major. change from--the.early: days ©: 
-|-of. the. ITA “when: such:functions. -|- 

were held- by the director general 
, a ‘or’. his.” deputy. | “Today, ‘there “are:. - 
~~. |. departmental - heads.’ for ‘virtually =“ 

-.p every category of program, includ-'~ 
ing... drama, - education, . religion, 

| etc.; -and™ these: executives. appear: 
| to! be taking increasing : ‘note of. 

| program. eontent::. 
di’. ‘This: ‘practice is not particularly: ae 
- | Weleomed ‘by’ liberal-minded’ -pro-- 
-| ducers. whg feel ‘they: deserve.:the |. 

oo ‘same. freedom: as_ given’ to. ews: 
‘| Paper publishers. and. editors. - They: 

_| take. the view that,-like the daily: 
.. |’sheet; the Av. program | is*“‘delivered .~ 
od, straight ‘to: the* home;”: and-the: 

program executive v-ants ‘the. ‘same = 2: 
ov -authority Jas’ is conferred “On A 
an newspaper editor.*-.. ar 

“1 The’ tv. programmer . isnot: ‘im= _ 
| pressed -by.arguments that .there:is 

—.; already: . censorship... -for.- wo 
| pictures and the “Jegitimate’ thea-.. ~° 
| tre,. though many’ a- film producer: -. : 
who ‘has been: hurt, ‘hy: a cerisorship _ 

. ruling'.has cast envious glances ‘in: 
the ; ‘direction’ of: tv,: which: is “not 

| subject - _ to: 
| There -have. been many -cases : ‘of XC 

.| certificate. films; which. cannot. be” . . 
theatres © to. °: 

. ‘which..can be freely’: 
:|-transmitted to: .the. ‘home . Screens « 

“... f and, therefore, ‘seen | “even” by: six-” 
a year-olds. a 

* similar. : restrictions. 

in picture - 

~ Yoder & Lomen... 
ihe = Continued trom page. 148 —) oe 

—. “| madé Gt. an. aggressive “one: Jordan. - 
ot had ‘spirited ‘away ‘more- ‘than half” .- 

‘a’ dozen: news - writers. and: ‘editors me 
|:from.WBBM-TV ‘and: began: exper- “*. 
| imenting with news. ‘personalities, _ 
|-until. he was satisfied. with. Floyd’: 

“and. weatherman~ Harry. ~ 
Volkman. for the. 10° p.m, strip and ..- 

| Charles MeCuen for. earlier ‘chores: ~' - 
-| All were imported from other mar-. 
.| Kets. Vet newsman Len’ 0’ Connor, aa 

was | given - ta. “come . i720 
-| mentary show. of his.- awn ‘that... 

- aa even before the: hard news... 
. ° I . ‘ . 

The Yodér-Lemon’ “contribution” : 
| was. the stamp of:“top priority” on- |. 

- and. they’. have ™ 
..| dtenched ‘the’ broadcast ‘day. ‘with ; 
| it. On. weekdays,..news isthe only’. 

~"} form of ‘locally-produced.. ‘program ~ 
‘| the station’ offers,:with: the’ -possible.- 
exception of - an) occasional eduga- 

_ mroceam. TOTAL HOMES tional ‘opus in the pre-dawn period; =~ Tonight Jes Kp. > -)-Dhey've. also. backed: it :with .ex- "." 
“10: 30- 42° 00 Oo - 95 "400 - | araeent, advertising arid” promo--.._ 

DS oer | tion,‘and indeed: the showing ‘of the’. -°" 
- Chilier T00_ pera KTVI { 10° p.m: ‘news. in the “Marchi ARB... -. 
1200-12: 15 a 34,800 ...{ May have been* derived: at. least...” 

a a ~vartly,. from the .$100,000. advertis-.” , 
.{ ing solurge-in local print media by.” 
the -station- during. the months. of - 

a February: and “March. | J 
i. . The _ Judgment ~ book. verifies. a 
| WNBQ’s comeb2eck- in “news, tit 

once had “owned” the field in this 
-{ market. until. WBBM-TV) stole it:. 
_| 3Way ‘some -Seven-eight years ago)...’ 

eo Ma ‘yin’ the early evening as well. At.6 |.- 
a p.m.,. when: the CBS and NBC..sta-~ 

“TOP. COMPETITION tions méet-héad-on with 30-minute... 
- ‘STATION | &. “newscasts:,.it’s. a-close..race with < .- PROGRAM “TOTAL HOMES | WBRM-TV. leading 12°to- 10. How-. | 

; : “Lever, . WNBQ -benefits from. a“. 
a Sei a: Neves; Wea. : sp ; stronger le-d-in; ‘with’ -Huntley=_ we 

- Brinkley. fotching a 30-in the pre- 
~ Spestaculay Movie: KIVE ceding = half-; “nour. a gainst Walter - 

10: 30-12: 00°: 74, 600° * Cronikite’s 8. Do 
- “Tonight”. remains: a nhenom- 

‘lenon here. After losing | tae. first 
‘quarter-honr: to. .t*e. .tail-end. of 

| WBBM-TY's. - ‘newscast,: it- -g9e3. up: 
(i | t9. a 29. rating. at 10:30,: doubling | - 

Sty “fhe: ‘C38 : station’s afaints- ‘for “itso! 
| feature film: ‘The. “Tonight” - ‘rating oS 

's extra ‘intTressive becanse both 

Motion. 

and WGN TV. doaded met 

{etitical March, survey.” oe | 





RADIO-TELEVISION wept 

From The Production Centres 
continued from pase: 180 

ing from ABC-TV. deals with cookery. - “Ace chet Philip. Harben: con: 
ceived. the idea and. is atichoring the show... . Barry ‘Langford,. who | 
featured in -BBC-TV’s '‘profile-of-go-ahead-people series: “Citizen 63,” 

- now signed. with ‘BBC as a:vid producer and taking: over: Suke: “Box 
Jury,” one Of: ‘the. biggest ‘pop disk plug shows on. the: air. 

‘WTOP. in 1962 as.a. floor director:. 

‘ager ... 
_ on “Face the Nation’. . 
in town, witha’ ‘touring. ‘group. of 96 farmers .and’ ranchers from: Ne-.| | 

-WTTG-TV’s 

series of: the Roy, ‘Meachum produced show. 

INS BOSTON : 

four-hour flight. 

‘after -WNAC-TV. bowed. to avalanche of € mail and. ‘put his Program: back: 

Iw DE TROI T. 

“-Fector: of -WDTM 

Symphony’ Orchestra,” including. a. rare, 

IN W ASHIN GTON . 
‘Woodrow (Woody). Robertson’ maimed. productionm. anager at: WTOP-. 

ley Levey. ‘had 45-minute. ‘break. on settlement of rail dispute .-. °. 
CARE’s . “Outstanding © Service’ Award’... presented .to ‘Inga Rundvold 
of: ‘WRC-AM-FM-TV .- . Two additions. to WTOP ‘staff. were. aninownced:: 
Mich McClell L 

chael | McClellan, former. news director at WVON, Chicago, joins ‘Plaza and: Lester: ‘Starring at the. American Theatre in “A Funny ‘Thing | station news: ‘staff; Charles ‘Warner signed on. as. assistant: sales man- 
Martin Agronsky made ‘first. ‘CBS. appearance . Sunday~. (26). 

, Bill. Wiseman. .of. WOW-AM-TV,. Omaha,: was 

braska “and ‘Iowa; he ‘tossed a party for the group here. inviting. Omaha 
area legislators on Capitol ‘Hill -and all the FCC. Commissioners .. . 

earlier this winter. -Shakespeare’s “Coriolanus”” inaugurated the new: 

WGBH-TV: getting. at "least: a phone ’¢ call’ a - day, Hielén: Peters, director 
of publicity, reports: asking . how: they can purchase. commercial Tights 
to the ed station’s Academy Award winning “Robert Frost: :A Lover's | 
‘Quarrel With the World.”- All: inquiries are being. referred. to Frost's 
publisher; Holt; Rinehart &-Winston;’Mrs. Peters revealed .. . Donald 
-H.: McGannon, : : prexy.- ‘Group -W, Westinghouse : ‘to be one of featured. 
‘speakers. ‘at symposium ‘‘Do the People. Have a Right to. Know?” coming 
up Tuesday (5) at Sheraton Plaza: hotel . .. Weather conditions forced 
Mass. Gov. Endicott. Peabody to. cancel ‘trip. to open “World's. Fair, but: 
WNAC-TV Channel: -T mews crew). Palmer. Payne, newscaster;. Bob: 
Dinneen,. ‘cameraman;. -George.. Hahiilton, soundman, ‘made it- ‘after ‘a: 

from: WNAC-TV for Jack La Lanne who ran an exercise clinic for week 

after few, Ww eeks. absence: 

‘ Larry . Carino, ‘general: manager : ‘of WIBK-FV, ‘elected: veepee of the 
Storer Broadcasting Co..... ..WXYZ-TV. has cancelled its 6:25 and.11:25 
p.m. -weathercasts with Trudy Haynes, ‘weather gal.since August, 1963, 
reassigned to the WXYZ-TV news: department, ‘making her.:the lone 
“fulltime newshen. in local broadcasting. . Karl: Haas, director of fine 
arts for WJR,. has. been presented with. the “Officers” Cross 6f the. Order 
‘of. Merit (of ; ‘the Federal Republic:.of Germany for. his work in Berlin 

Dave Diles;| 
‘Is: ‘readying. a..color |: 

‘Merrill| . 
‘McClatchey, producer .for the : National: Educational - Television | ‘and. 

~ Radio Center -at the University . of - Michigan, - appointed. ‘program ‘di- 
Peter Strand, program director. of WXYZ-TV; 

-, preparing a “special ‘show. “The :Art Film. Revolution,” ‘which -willk ex-. 
“plore the-art film. from .its beginning . in‘ the. “dingy little ‘ theatres” -to 
- ‘the: winning: of the. “Best Picture of the Year” award -by “Tom Jones”. 

: CKLW-TV has purchased from Paramount .a’ film package. for a 
. new ‘series af. shows : entitled “Hollywood Startime Specials” for 7: p.m. 

as consultant. for the .arts. for the Ford . Foundation . 
award-winning . doctimentarian -at = WXYZ-TV, 
tour of the World’s Fair featuring Michigan. Day ‘festivities . 

Monday ‘showings Sl. WWdJ-TV will. present’. 

ance of: Pianist van Ctiburn. Ack 

IN PHILADELPHIA . 
-WCAU-TV presenting . “Magic. OE " Melody, me hourlong. ‘concert: by: 

> Eugene -Ormandy ‘and the Philadelphia: Orchestra, with soloists Susan. 
_ Starr and Nicolai Gedda; from. the: ‘Academy of Music (May 10).:Session 

:. Repertoire: Workshop ‘(May 3)... 

o a includ? the ‘best-of-the-week: 

IN o a | 
Three. ‘views on - the US: ‘racial. situation will be presented” on CBC lon d-rhembers' ‘of ‘Congress: attended: the Washington premier. of an | 

hour-long .documentary:.on the Passamaquoddy - ‘Tidal Power ‘Project 
‘produced by . WGAN-TY... A. posh’ reception .at the Washington - ‘Hotel- 
‘ballroom’ followed -: 

. while. scripting 
-comedy which ‘will: start on CBC-TV’s 
learned, for--instance, the correct’ judo blow.on the neck: to kill a. man: 
how carbon: tetrachloride cleaning. fluid. Gan be: used for murder,. and | 
how. to: put! an :overdose.; of. sleeping pills. into: someone’s - drink: in a. 

.. Cast of “A Train. of. Murder’ : 

cE sponsored . ‘by the: Phila: Gas- -Works, preempts . ‘two: network: shows. 
--“Celebrity’. Game” .and “Madg, in Ameri¢a” *. .WRCV-TV’ S. “Houston 
-Hali named. “Cameraman of the. Year”. for the second consecutive year,’ 

won him. a total of 10 awards’. ,: 
Univ. of Pennsylvania Hospital . .. “ ‘The Giavella Water Gang,” original 
‘tv. drama: by. loealite Frank Freda, produced ‘by -WCAU-TV, slated for 

- WCAU-TV to -have’a radio:phone 

- WCAU-TV’ § Children’s star. Pixanne ‘to present 10. days 

10° the. first.local station to. film at the Fair.: ‘Educational. station 
WHYY-TV beginning a. ‘six-day a week, schedule. » Sunday: Sessions | to 

TOR ON TO. . & aa 

‘radio. : On. Mav 6 Austin: Clarke interviews Maleolm-. X.:°-The next 
~ night. Gordon Donaldson, Toronto Telegram | -Washingtor: .correspond-' 
ent, talks with Governor George Wallace in. his- office: at-.the’ Alabama ‘ 
vstate: capitol. . On. Friday. Dick Gregory;. who recently: played a Foronto 
night elub;- will. be heard =... Kay Hill became ‘an: expert on. ‘murder 

AY Train | of -Murder,”. 
: “The. Serial”: June. ‘3. : 

railway’ parlor -car -full. af: passengers... 
will include Don’ Francks, Cosette - ‘Lee and: Robert - Goodier 
The: 20th anni of. CBC radio’s public affairs program “Citizens” Forum’ 
was celohrated ‘with (a dinner: in ‘the Great Hall of Hart House: ‘Uni- 

:. » Final play’on the’ prestige CBC-TV-. versity of Toronto, last: Fr iday 
- “Festival” “series this. season will be-a dramatization. of the little known 
19th. -centur v- novel, “Tho Private’ Memoirs and: Confessions. ‘Of a Justi- 

fied Sinner.”.. Eric. Till W. ill produce and: direct. 

nault. dnd James ‘Douglas, who has. decided to move" “to: ‘Hollywood. tt 
will be sean May: 13. : bl lab . 

IN MIN NEA {POL Is. 
WLOL-FM’s “Backstage. cat: ‘the. Guthiie Theatre”. 

sesson Monday (4) 
the..repertory company's upcoming: season: 
director. of radio-tv -at U..of, Minnesata, 

“Sheldon Goldstein; : ‘Asst. 
iS. host : ‘for the series . 

WTCN-TV. and Radio news. director. Sheldon’ “Peterson:in: New “York |: 
this month, acting as. news consultant on. Time-Life's closed. ‘cir cuit. 

: documentary: on academic ‘freedom ...:. 

e}IN: ST. LOUIS . 
TV,. succeeding Arnold. Collins ‘who. resigned. . Robertson came to}. 

> + CBS. Labor correspondent Stan- : -Award”. presented. bythe St.Louis’ Argus. newspaper. ‘She. ds the first} 
‘Negro to :have: a’ ‘regular program on-St..Louis .tv . 
and. Jerry’ Hester. making the: rounds of. radio-tv interview -Shows. this |. 

“Under. Discussion” focused. on “The Myths: and. Realities: 
-of* Foreign - Policy” Sunday( 26). with ‘a panel. of biggies‘: 
highbrow. “Symposian”. back ‘on ‘regular’ basis: after. 14-week_ “trial. run 

. WTOP's | 

VIN. ‘CLEVELAND . 

. basketball - coaches - for. his. Season’s activities .: 

.turned: to: first. ‘major. television chores: in years’: ‘as. ‘co-host ‘of the ‘Mike 
“Douglas: ‘show 
{ Las. Vegas and Paul ‘Wilcox and: Dick Blake. subbing ‘on her woman’s. 

:. Western’ Reserve. ‘U .teaming. with WEWS to. do three ‘half- | 
hour:: ‘shows. on. “Heart: Research” - including’ Segment. ‘on. open-heart 

. Over -2,400 femmes: made- requests ‘for. cuffo tickets |’ 
7 IN ‘CINCINNATI . 

| of ‘which. he“is. coproducer. for :NBC-TV . 
|-vision- Network crew in -for taping of. first two-hour concert by: Cincin-. 

IN PITTSBU RGH © 

‘and KQV. in: big promotions | ‘aimed at the. Beatlebugs.. 

‘man is. having a big Beatle Ball -at West. View Danceland.. 
| Suyder,. gm. of: WTAE, .is now. doing taped editorials for his. station. 

‘Rehearsal: “The. Detroit]. 
‘informal. rehearsal. appear ‘Nelson, ‘W. Gebb,. who. worked. at. WBAL-TV. ‘for: eight. years, is. a pew: 

; : so | director at. WEAE: : 
: of the county Multiple: Sclerosis Society: ‘drive < . 

IN TUCSON 
‘by. the National Press. Photagraphers. In’ 1963 Hall's: newsfilm - lensing: r 

Billy. Banks; what head,“ back in “Virginia. Mittendorf: 

. Guy ‘Marks .back-in’-town. to visit: 
_ family: skedded / for. ‘an ABC:TV ‘series. ‘and .also -booked for ‘six. ap=| . 
-pearances on Ed: Sullivan Show ... 
-setup. in the new CBS headquarters. building. now: under construction, in 

. New York .. _tival.in New York-. 
of programs. “from the World’s Fair. (April. 23-May 6). making. channel } ‘broadeast -from. J: Cc. “Penney. ‘store last: weekend : 

a six-episode.” -mystery- 
- She’ 

“Maine. Chapter of. Radio. Free: Europe -. 
proved. the transfer -of WMTW-TV to Jack . Paar; Bagster’ renamed: the | 
Poland: Spring. ‘Studio building | the Paarthenon. : 

_j named. news. directer of WGAN-AM-TV: with - “Hank “Gale naméd. as-: 

‘The cast. includes: 
Paul Mass%« as the’ ‘simmer, Neil McCallum, : Gillie. Fenwick, Norma’ Ro 

+:has joined KIRO-TV’s promoition staff: 
‘for Radio KOMO: and KOMO-TV., is: leaving: May 1 for job. with ABC. 

| netivork. in: Hollywood. J ackson has. been with’ the local ABC. outlet for 

“starts its: ‘second. 
 Tnitial. entry’ will: have’ Tyrone ‘Guthrie. dis2ussing . 

; . meeting. here’ May 9. 

raise St. Paul Open: Golf. Tourney’s. prizes. from . $35,000. to $101,000] 
fell through ‘when: General Mills, :St. Paul -Jaycées. and. ‘Professional | 
“| Golfers Assn.. failed to’ agree. on ‘tv control’ of the. meet. - 
-|-to ‘share ty control, while.“General: Mills © was . reported. ‘seeking: ex- 

‘|. clusive : ‘rights to- advertise. -its' products. “. 
-Chest,” ” only. locally” produced ‘weekday: color ‘show, - starts. its. ninth ‘|. 

“PGA. wanted: 

- KSTP-TV's: “Treasure 

year on the air. Thursday (30)... -U, of “Mitinesota authorities. are 
praising - KMSP-TV. pubaffairs. director ‘Jim. McGovern. for’ his recent | 

- WCCO-TV - promotion’. man 
Alan: Lotsburg’ doubling as: thesp this session, “appearing in: St: Paul- 

i} Civie Opera‘s~ production: Of “Bells: -Are Ringing” with Gordon and |: 
“ne : ‘Sheila ‘MacRae. - - 

KSD-TV. weathergirl. "bidane. White ecipient: of : a “Public ‘Service { 

Robert Goulet |. 

stanza,-’Goulet ‘in ‘town for..a two-week appearance: at the Chase-Park. 

Happened On the ‘Way.to the. Forum”... . Singer Tony: Lang. booked - for 
two-Wweeks at ‘the’ Hacienda in. ‘Las Vegas. ‘Lang. headlines a :60-minute- 
variety show..on ‘KPLR-TV. Don: Meir Productions, producers . of |. 
NBC’s “Wild : ‘Kingdom”. series, "has agreed ‘to up the ante: for use of’ the 
St. ‘Louis Zoo’s..animals and: facilities. The Zoo has-been getting $333: fo 
per: episode | and will receive. $500 per’. for 17 -shows. next. season ° 
Radio stations -here. will. resume use of those. spot religious: announce- 
ments by:. Stan. Frebers. 

I bers: 

_Wedoesday, April 29, 1964. 

= | televising of news" - headlines’ to World's: “Fairgrounds ae Plans. to . . 

T v Followup Comment | 
— ‘Continued from page 151. — . 

cand. dancing ‘host ‘of the. NBC-TV 2 
a enone. Hour’ Tuesday “night 
(21)... 

: He was joined by the Pete Foui- - 
“tain. four-beat - Quintet: ‘and singer-. 
dancer.Gretchen Wyler.in standard’. .’ 
“Telephone. Hour” production. num- 

technics with sock ° “projection - on 
‘her ‘sola’ turns, .. - ; 

- Show wound: with a. salute to the. 
‘New York World’s’ Fair,. and-there: - 
was as usual a ‘Met® Opera. segment ee 
with - coloratura’ .soprano Gianna — 

‘(which are -very:. ‘standard). A ] 
no Broadway | star:. Diahann Carroll. *" 

-| provided most: of. the musical . pyro- 

. te 4 : 

td a at et tee 

D'Angelo. with: a well executed: pop-..” | 
‘ular - aria.’ 

ducted the: ‘Bell. Orch... Bill, 

Ba. ‘Sullivan. ‘Show 

‘Ed Sullivan s“-vaudeo . last. ‘San- oo 
‘day. (26) went. for’ a-splurge on | 
comedy. - In the profusion of furiny-.: 4 

-Donald ‘Voorhees: ‘con- —- 

{men (three): it was ‘hard ‘to keep: ‘4 

WHK. to honor J... Wendell Philips, 78, as: Outstanding: Old-Timer”” 
es “as. its annual Public. Service. ‘Awards: ‘Luncheon..: Phillips started when | 

“WHK opened its doors..with two.rooms in: 1922: «. s Jack: Riley, WERE. 
disker, -back ‘from: ‘Hollywood where ‘he did stint for: Steve ‘Allen... 
‘Maury. Condon, onetime WGAR and WDOK, ‘now..with David R.. ‘Bush- 
man .&-. Associates. . -Tom ° Carson, KYW. sportsvoice, ‘honored: by. 

. Dave Garrowayre- 

‘Paige Palmer, WEWS:-femme - personality, . visiting , 

show .. 

surgery. 

.: Promotions: ‘for ‘two vet. Crosiey staffers ‘have: Bill Robbins : as WLW: 
oop Radio news ‘editor. and Glenn Wilson. in same capacity ‘for. WLW-TV.” 

a 1 Taft: ‘Broadcasting quarterly. dividend: ‘of. 15¢: a' share: is’ payable. June 
~ “| 12 ‘to.stockholders of. record May 15 - .. Stuart Schulberg.in for quickie 

visit: to spotlight David ‘Brinkley’s. doctimentary “Boxing’s. Last Round” 

nati ‘Symphony... ‘for’ use by thé ‘web’s- stations. :“Specialists” included 
Donald’ Pash “and. staff | -of - technicians from Michigan ‘State U.- and 
Curtis Davis, NET supervisor from New York’. - John: Soller, advanced | 
to. chief: announcer at. WKRC-Radio, _ 

The. Beatlés continue to. dotninste. Pitt ‘airwaves With. both EDK 
‘Clark Race. has: 

been . running .a~ contest: to select’ two persons. to | accompany ‘him. to 
England ‘this week to see the ‘Britons. ain person. ‘-‘His station is: trying | 
‘to sponsor the Beatles’ -Pitt appearance in: the. Givie. Arena, much in, 
the: same manner that : ‘WSIA:- is doing in. .Ciney. KQV’s: (Chuck. Brink- 

> Frank 

-WIIC?s Alice. Weston ‘won. McCall’s “Golden. Mike’”’ award : 

.Steve Rooney, g.m.: of WJAS; ‘named ehairman 
. The Joseph. Horne 

-| Department: store -here is ‘celebrating. its. 115th ‘anni with a series’ of 
special’ events: featuring: ‘KDKA_ personalities’ along with Russ Mor- 
gan’s orch: Most. of thé .shows- are ‘being done live from: the: store: 
On: Mon.: (4),- Rege: Cordic. ‘will leave. his ‘studio. and : present ‘his ‘top= | 
rated. morning ‘show: with all: the sound - -effects - and radio techniques. 
that. shave never: before been. Seen outside the Studio. | ae 

Virginia Harper. named KOLD-TV. ‘traffte 1 manager, vice s tetiring Mrs. 
‘Hank: Hubbard handling. weather chores on. 

KVOA-TV. ..°; Ray ‘Owens and . Clare Coffman doing: downtown ovro-. 
motions. for. radio outlet _KCEE .:; .. Bob Nordmeyer’s.“Weather With: 
the. Personal Touch’ now ‘featured on: KGUN-TV’s Panorama -9 show}. 

--Mac Marshall, KGUN-TV news commentator, to lead’.a. VFW. pub-|. 
licity. ‘seminar May 2. . Harry ‘Atwood, film production supervisor: ‘of.| 
University ‘of Arizona: radio-tv bureau, attendjng American : Film. Fes-|. 

; Henry Villegas: anid Delia Ozona. did their KEVT: 

Bob: MeKeon .and George Richey using ‘KMOP’s mobile facilities’. 
° | Wall Rogers: Jr: heading: “Destiny | ‘Show,”. a chureh building. fund. benefit 
oot: Production, coming: here, May 1. 

"Top ‘government piticials ‘neluding: ‘Interior. Secretary ‘Stewart Udall 

‘Ken. Greene exits WTEV, Burlington, ‘Vt.,. to-| 
-become newseaster at: “WMTW-TV.. ‘Poland: Spring . Gene. Wilkin,’ 
v.p:.. of the Guy. Gannett . Broadcasting : Service,. elected ‘to --board--of'| 
directors. . Stanley .A. Lyons of’ Presque’ Isle, president. of the Maine, 
Assn... of Broadeasters, one. of ‘the 11 men ‘cited | at-a luncheon of the: 

Now’ that. the. FCC ‘has: ap-: 

. Chuck ‘Sanford 

sistant... - Don White named: production supervisor: of -WGAN._ -He 
formerly v was: news" ‘ditector. of WTIP, ‘Ticonderoga, N.Y.- a 

IN" SEATTLE: a 
“Ka Sierer: wk. “Pacific - “Northwest ‘outdoor “sportsman, has. ‘been : 

named Outdoor Editor for: Radio KING and. KING-TV: Sieyer has: “been | -- 
news - ‘eamerman. and < ‘photographer. for. “Expedition . Northwest”: for 
KOMO-TV ‘. ~ Donna: J. Wiggins, . formerly’ with KOLN-TV, Lincoln, . 

. Keith Jackson, sports editor | 

‘I0-years ; ... Ray Ramsey" of KREM, Spokane, succeeds Jerry. Holzinger | 
as morning maf. on. KOL. .. . Al Cummings, ‘disk jockey, is moving 
from. KVI to. -KING Radio: “E. ‘William Henry, FCC ‘chairman, .will | 
-be féatured: speaker at Washington ‘State: Educational. Television: “Assn: 

. Helen’ Kimball (Judith Lane): of KIRO ‘and 
Marty Camp.: ‘KOMO-TV, ‘have received. 1963: -MeCall magazine “Golden. 
Mike” awards. 

National Educational. ‘Tele-{ 

Smokey.’ Stover,|. . 

"| any. one ‘of. them. (none'a headliner) 
Jong in’ focus, a 

: Stanza otherwise.” “pilled= Met. _ 
-opera’s Roberta Peters: Al’ Hirt, the =: | 
Kim . Sisters,.-Peg - ‘Leg: Bates and. © | 

| Little Buck, fiddle virtuoso’ Itzhak.’ .".: 
Perlman, and the ‘acrobatic: Ariston.» < 

Typical’ -of ‘Sullivan’s. ‘some-=.. 
instinets ‘that. | 

‘generally « Produce - a Switt hour’: s. a4 

Trio. 
thing-for-everyone... 

divertissement. | 

” Miss. Peters: lined ‘out a Rudolph ll 
Friml ‘potboiler that-even the rubes: | 
must tire. of “by now. She - was 

tore. “interesting - ‘in tandem:.with -: 
"| Hirt, - as the: ‘big’ guy's ‘jazz. “horn vg 
accompanied some: operatic. trill-... ] 

| ing. “Hirt: himself (plus: combo): de-=- * | 
|livered’ his » - usual . entertaining 
| trumpet melange. 

tion..: 

‘mnultipte talents, . 
their inipaet was dimmed, - 
“The: “grabber” turns-. ‘were 

ar "| hoofery’ ‘of Peg::-Leg Bates. with :~. 
‘| sidekick Little Buck, and. the amus- -- 
ing tumble. tactics: ‘of the.:Ariston . -] 
Trio.: -Istaeli- violinist Itzhak :Perl--" 
aman, fiddled’ with. promised . distine- 4 
‘tion, and- was otherwise a: figure. og 
of: ‘unusual: interést | ‘because . as ab 
‘polio™ victim: he. ‘performs: from a: 
whee! chair, 
playéd ‘down : with °tight. ‘camera ! 

which. posture: *was: 

‘shots. “Unless in deference ‘to the- 
| artist, it would: have been. worth |. 
Visualizing the handicap . that; after. ar 
-all,-doesn’t.seem to. be: one. 
: OF the. comics, London: “Lee's 2 . 
monology. -is the” lament : Of -a Tich’ 

boy: It is without insight of much: 
Georgie : ‘Kaye,.a-visiting 

lecturer _in~ human. behavior, -has.. § 
some. zany. bits: that he: triggers.for. . 

a generally | amiable results. ‘Third = 
.|funster, Bob King; has some comic ‘fF 

..{ (and: some “not-so)’ notions ‘of. his-. - 
toric. quotations that never ‘got into 
the textbooks. - None .of ‘the three’ 

humor...: 

was. able: to generate. anything. like 
‘standout. impact. a Pits: 

“McLendon 
— Continued from page: 149 — ss 

| borough: (as FCE ‘sees - him) -. 
chairman of a special subcommittee . ‘f 

. | keeping. tabs. ‘on’ political “‘broad-*: € 
oe ssbeasts. ‘and. how FCC. handles “equal: Be 

“s time” requests. - m 

Yarborough’: wanted tree time’ el 
from the.date of the first: McLendon - 
Political: “broadcast,. ‘Feb. 10. 

: MeLendon : thought: he’. ‘should | . 
receive’ it only. from the. date. Yar-. 
-borough: first -acted to use. “equal--f 
time,”’ April: 10. On that. date, “Yar- * 
borough's campaign ‘mana‘:er made. . 

\-the:. first. request for. “equal. time”. 
and . ‘sent tapes. ~- - 

FCC gave: ‘Yarborough equal: titine 
“starting with Feb..20. On that date,. 
Yarborough. had'‘written.‘:McLendon. -° 
“the: first letter. Yarborough dida’t 2) 

een i ‘specifically. _ask. -for “equal time” - 
. ../)im ‘that. letter. Instead, he’ said inv J 

effect: “You'll: hear. more from, me. “ 
Jater: ” oes 

Chairman. Moroney - 
James M.-Mororiey Sr., in charge: 

of - operations. ‘for ‘WFAA-AM-TV,: 7 
has. been ‘electéd ‘chairman of. the. 
board. of ‘A.-H. Belo. Corp:, parent - 
company. for: the broadcast. proper: | 
ties. of- the: Dallas ‘Morning: News. 
-He replaces: E. M. (Ted) Dealey, - : 

‘who’ continues as publisher. ‘Joseph - 
‘M. Dealy.-was' reelected -president ‘| 
and. chief: exec. officer. of ‘the cor-.. | 
Poration. _ . - 

The Kim. Sis- _ — 
‘ters are by. now ‘seasoned on thé © ~ 
Yank. circuits’ and.as always’ are 3 
‘able : to. -fetch a: ‘simpatico. recep-. = 

‘Sunday’s outing, however, 
gave ’em.- little. latitude for their. ae 

and esultantly. a 

“the. 2 
. novelty: displays —~ ‘the awesome ”'f 
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a9 B casters 
~All Set for Tu Isa|_ 

Fred Friendly, CBS: ‘News: ‘presi: |- 

dent, makes the principal : address |: 

:-"- at the. opening | ‘tomorrow-: (Thurs.) 
i “gn. Tulsa of: the 13th. annual .con-’ 

_. yention .of the: _American ‘Women. 
in Radio: “and: Television... - The: 
_Mayo Hotel ‘parley: ‘yuns.: through’ 

Be Sunday | 
- panels ‘on “film; - 

-Elizabeth. Bain, of: Columbia ‘Tele- 

“bolts ” panels,-: 

“« Been _ 

ols station - program dir ectors, : 

se “his. 

(3), anid will -- 

Incumbent: prez: ‘of ‘the - ‘group: sig 
"Margaret Mary Kearney of WCAD, |. 
Philadelphia. . President-elect: * 

Vision. Stations: “program: ‘services. 
-In - addition - at ‘the’ nuts-and-" 

for’ which. “AWRT. ; ‘fias ‘as- 

‘Convention. is -also the. perennial: 
setting: ‘for. -MeCalP’s. ‘golden: mike’ 

_ oo 

2 2] Ace Brit F cothaller. 

Quits. to Gab for BBC! “ 
- Londen; ‘April: 28... 

“Ace - ‘footballer 

supplementing - ‘his 

” Metromedia 
" a — Continued. from page, 148: = ed 

‘rors the system switches audio: anid foe, 
starts and stops videtape. Pt 

and” film: ‘projectors, | 
. turns slide’ projéctors ‘on: .and’: off:| .. : 
-".. and - changes: slides, wl 
"tapes, turns .on. announce ‘micro- |}: 

phones: and ‘mutes’. speakers. Me a 
a Annovations |... *: 
: 2 pre. four of the néwest ‘model Am-.} >... °°... 

-pex.” ‘Video-Tape. Machines: costing |'- - 
-. $50,000 each, Sarkes. Tarzian. Video | 
_ Switchers, six new Eastman Kodak } 

: + film’ ‘projectors and .a high: ‘speed | 
_ film: inspection..machine. | ~ . 

ate Literally topping :.off the WTrTG | re 
. \\ four. is‘the "705-foot. tower, the:t tal foots 
vest, in’. Washington... Cede Pee 

visual, . 

Machines,” 

Among. the... other 

“include.|”. 
‘advertising: - “and | 

Eales’ -and programming - and. (Pro: 
duction. 

‘Assembly at its annual ‘confab. : 
is‘. “Sunday. Night at. 

‘the London’ ‘Palladium’. 
-\'sidered - ‘unsuitable. for" “Sunday 
night’ viewing. : ; 

a .“roundtable” is|* 
: slated. on The: ‘Broadcast. Indus-. 

sof try,” 
‘sembled NAB. prexy: ‘LeRoy . Col- |- 

. .Jins: FCC. commissioner: Frederick 
:: Ford; and ‘Leonard. ‘Matthews;,: exec: 
v. :p. of Leo Burnett ad agency... 

‘Danny ‘Blanch: 
‘flower, ‘captain | ‘of Tottenham. ‘Hot-. 
‘spur iand .-the® Irish: international 

‘team, is hanging up “his boots at |’. *: 
‘os! the end of this’ month. . He-is.: tol." 
- join -the’ BBC.‘as-.a-. tv. and radio}. ae 
wo ‘sports’. commentator. ee 

_. .For: some y.ears ‘Blanchflower. has an 
sports. — 

-: ‘earnings by tv ‘appearances, news-j]-- ~ 
. paper writing-.and “lectures.- Un-| 
: answered. question: is: whether. or |.') *-.-- 

not Blanchflower will. be groomed | -~-. 
to replace. Eamonn. Andrews: when | -:.: 
oA the. Jatter: Joins TEV shortly. To 

starts audio 

"Church af Scotland 
- Frowns on: ‘Sonam’, i 
Palladium on: ‘Smizys| : 

. Glasgow, April -28. Vt ty service—will have an. income of | 
$8,400,000 this year, about half cof | 
it: ‘from advertising. time sales, ac- 

‘cording to Kevin McCourt,’ “Direc 

Sex plays on tv. and. vaude shows 

are’ frowned. on: by: the Church ‘of 

Scotland as. ‘unsuitable for’ ‘Sunday 
viewing. * Be. “is. the’ tv _western 
“Bonanza,” 

“This ‘was disclosed: here ‘when: al 
foretaste “was given 'of. the influ--|’: 
ential“ Church’ and: Nation - Com- 

: tnittee’ s: Report,-to-be _presented to 
the: Church! of.. Scotland”. General 

‘Val Parnell’s- 

‘Bridgeport’. Conn. — » Philip | A. 
| Cuttinghas.joined :WNAB as_pro-. 
‘gram “director.::He | -was: formerly 
‘Marine reporter at WIiC competish. _ ; 

a —= Continued from Page. 1g: — a0 heady 

- others’ will, ‘come when TFE: works: ec ey 
out a new. relationship | With ‘NAB. [02 25 

_- Whether. TFE gains. a. :few . more’| ne 
companies” or loses. oné or two.viaj*: © *.” 

™ - Tesignations, ‘-.it’s’ me el 
—  TEE.-as- an. ‘organization - is hére-to-|- 2° 

‘stay. - Plan is. to have ‘TFE: retain |. - 
‘its: identity when ‘film ‘‘syndicators |: -. 
- rejoin NAB.- :Plan~ also: ‘calls: for |-. . 
“TFE:-'to . act..'as./ liaison “between | 

apparent: . that |: 

syndicators ‘and outside. organiza-.| ° ; core Te 
tions,. whether it: be. NAB or .the} 20.0: | - : 

such’ liaison. is: ‘deemed beneficial. 
when }. 

‘What was : -oncé. a once-a-year |:- an 

_EISENBACH. “ON” ‘OWN | 
_ Hollywood, April 28. 

own. ° agency, 
Monday. ° 

oe Fisenbach | will Tep writers,’ “ai: : 
-. “Yeetors and. préducers. Office will. Llok, 
_*:, be. Tepped bye ‘Bernard: Feins in}: 
' “Europe. | i" : a 

a 123 East 54th St New York * | i : 
_ Phew 1-6655 | 

ai 24 Ww. ‘Afth ST. NEW YORK iF poe. 
La 4 0707 — 

- : organization * is’ ‘slowly. developing | *: Logs 

. i ‘what may ‘become 3 an industry: a 
‘orce: Don ie Pes. 

. WGN: proudly. announces a 

ree another: special. service: to: the. 
ot Robert. Eisenbach,; veepee . with | ee 
Frank ~ -Cooper Associates . agency } 002 - 
and: a-member. of: that- percentery. Sones 
. since 1959," has* ‘Tesigned to’ oper 

_ {Risa TV&RADIO | 

tis in its. second ~ year ‘of: opération.. 

tines: to be in, the. red:: This isn’t: 
"| surprising. ‘as. ‘tadio. is ‘only- partly: 

ae ‘commercial: operation | with ‘time | 

only“ sold 

Junchtime: and: ‘in a. | Jate-night see: 

: ment. To 
But ‘the ‘Church “doesn’t. frown " 

on .social © ‘progranis, concerts. and 7 
documentaries ontyv 

-.. The chairman: of- the. “Church & 
‘Nation: Committee, Reverend: John} 
R.: Gray, said here. ‘that - ‘Sunday 
television. programs: were aimed. to} 
“satisfy. the tastes of. the: South: of 

| England, 

Pras ek: ce cannot. “believe. that ‘Siinday 
a | Night. at the. London -Palladium'’ ‘is. 
| the sort. of: thing | Scots . people 
| Would choose,” he. said. “7 

‘is .con- 

"| service, ‘is, to, be. enlarged -to. pro: : 

‘vide. facilities for sound. service. 

-TAM ratings; “Tolka Row”. domes- 
hn 3 tie: Serial; No: 4-in the charts, ‘is 

~ INCOME $8,400, wo fl 
. Dublin; 7 Aprit- 28. 

Radio ‘Pirearin—trish radio- and | 

oo Paris;. April 28." 

French ‘ty web. here, Sat. (18), gen- 

tor-General of. the outfit. ‘Trish: TV. 

He ‘bays that. tv side-- is. _operat-. 

ing.. in: the. black,” but - radio. coni- to receive the new’ station. 

Robert.: Bordaz..as a channel- that 
will not be a pale. imitation ‘of the 

in.. the - ‘mornings, at: 

Montrose, “headquarters : of tw 

‘generally~ agreed. dt Was Ailuted 
currently: housed ‘in ‘studios. ‘it;has. regular’ fare. _ 
occupied on a: temporary: basis: “on||- 
top-of Dublin’s. general ‘post: office : 
pbuilding. for- almost 30°. years. 

ia ve program switches. for: ‘sum- 
mer. -inelude.’ dropping. - -of ‘The. 
School Around The Corner,” which 
has -helding No: 1 place..in the 

‘do essay-type” news: shows, 

-and - telling ’ happenings, .was also 
pegged -as. -disappointing.” An’ ad- 
-venture series’ “Rocambule”’. 

son” and “Air Power”. are also. out:: 

series,” a Mateie” | ‘group of ‘second’ chain. Showings. . 
ang “The Danny’ Kaye Show.” mo 

ad French rv oy Preems With 
Panning; Could Hurt. 
The.” - official. “weekend | fullscale 

‘Kickoff’. of. ‘the. second | .$tate-run: 

erally got - ao thumbs down from: 
| rities.- ‘One. even went-.so ‘far .as 

| to: advise ‘readers’ not ‘to: ‘hurry: to. 
“convert: their sets or: get new ones, 

 ‘Introed by governmental. Radio- 
-diffusion-Television: Francaise, head . 

other but ‘forge - ahead;. most. ‘ap- 
-praisers . disagreed. “with | -him. It: 

; was pointed: ‘out - that: the only new: 
thing. was three: new. ‘femcees who | 
were pretty ‘and who were revealed. 
to have pretty. legs. ‘Otherwise they. 

‘A pop song program’ ‘was ‘thought | 
“Wanting. in conception. and not up. 

-; | to: those. on the-.original. setup :as.|° 
was -a:.quiz: show. ‘The attempt. to. So 

via 
-commenting: a8 .'well .as_. showing }. 

was. 
‘lout for some months; “‘Bat Master-: felt: okay. with the: top ‘laurels go-" 

‘ing.to.a wrestling match -as being: 
‘On the “In”. side are. the two-part,| the. comic highlight of the: first | 
“Wagon. Train”. 

“However. -most:. agreed that. it: 

| versions 
would, ‘have: to be given: a chance 

and” it” ‘could settle down into bet- 

‘ter and.” ‘more - _apt programming 

that. would - complement rather 

{ than. echo . the: ‘other one. Since 

January, the second. web has. been 

‘having. weekend experimental pro~ | 
: ‘grams: and ‘is. now in the regular ~ 
‘Tunning: with about .20 hours. a 
week to the 50 or so of No. 1. = 

-.New ‘one has 625-iine. definition 
to ‘the. 819. lines of. the other. It__ 
remains to be seen how the addi-:- 
‘tion goes and whether its quality . 
will get better..Some seurces feel - 
that if it ‘does not it may give” - 
private tv ‘packagers and. program-* 

‘mers. a: charice ‘as-.well. as maybe 
open a ‘way. for some kind of com-. 
mercial setup.. ‘But this is: mainly. 
conjecture now. as (it gets. under 
ways. 

“Brosnan? s: Gab Deal” 
“Jim Brosnan, the literary pitcher 

‘recently released. by ‘the Chi White. 
Sox,..goes “into the. ABC. Radio. 
“weekend: lineup with a quartet of - 
five-minute - commentaries start-: 
ing .May 9. from Chicago. ... 
“Sked::calls for him. .to: spiel at 

*.19:35 and. 10: 25 | Bm. Saturday and 
Sunday." - 

= addresses by world-famous Lin- 
_ coln ‘scholars or distinguished 

: “world. of. broadcasting. During.
 ; _ 

“the. 1964- 1965 World’s: 
Fairin. ~ = 

eo The WGN Award. to conteibuting’: 
| §péakers at the Ilinois-Lincolnia| 

~ members of our government to 
the reading ‘of an eighth grade. 

effective. last : _ 
‘New. York;. WGN has exclusive: 7 Ae oo 
‘radio. and. television rights t to a 

7 _ Xoo 

a ry 

: » exhibit, New York k World's Fair. | 

“the Linooin Theatre of the Illinois. “Land of Lincoln” 

pavilion, Special events in the theatre may. range. from. 

“Lincoln essay: by its youthful . 
~. author. For availability of 

pewsiims and audio. tapes of these exclusive pro« 
: grams write: Tradition ‘of Lincoln, WGN, Inc., 2501 

West: Bradley Place, Chicago, Tilinois: 60618. 

— shading Be 
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‘THE WAR. TO: ‘END ALL WARS: 

‘keeping ~ children 

to’ thwart - -delinquericy. and” 

drawback - 
‘made. it” 

_ e€ommunity * 
, slowly,:to take corrective measures. 

Director: W.-R. Higginbotham 
_Writer:.Gottlieb 
60. Mins., Fri., ‘Spine 
‘PARTI CIPATIN G.. 

“Television Reviews 
SS Continued from page: wis 

here two ‘years ago’ to. attack the. 
roots of j.d. The. project. has come 

_ up: with some. surprising and. signi- 
ficant findings. and ‘is now. seeking. 
additional . ‘funds to: put: its (Pro-}" 
Pposals to: work.: 

WCCO’s . low-key: ‘aideup. of. the 
subject: was. largely (a. ‘recital of 
facts. 
against: 

It pointed’ out that the fight 
delinquency ‘centers:.. 

‘presented revealing interviews. with 
‘school .dropouts;: -showing the’ strug- 
gle these youngsters - -face’ in ‘the. 

Additional talks: business worid. 
with YDP director ~ ‘Larry. Harris, 
police ‘officials: and: ‘social workers |": 
indicated ‘the’ scope. of the battle 

pressed ‘viewers with ‘the. invelve- 
ment of “the; forces behind” the 
“scenes. 
perhaps, on ‘environmental factors, 
‘giving the’ impression ‘that all,.de-|. 

“di ‘padvan- 

‘It eoncentrated .too much, 

linquents come from: 
-taged- areas.” ” 

‘In. the miain;. _ the: script by: Jina’ 
‘Dooley, _pubaffairs director. ‘of: this |! 
CBS :° affiliate, .was:-up. to. ‘snuff. 
Dave Moore’s: narration; as. usual, 
was articulate. and. held one’s :inter- 
est” throughout: ‘Program's main 

“was. ‘talkiness: 
clear, however,: that the 

“moving, : . although 

* Incidentally, Jocal - sponsors” “in- 
terest in public .service programs 
has been: declining, and WCCO-TV 
had ‘frequently aired. this: five-year- 
‘old, prime ..time series on a ‘sus-~ 
taining. basis. 
impressive. proof that - the © ‘profit. 

- Motive isn't ‘all: that. guides.. many 
<p dtvostations. — 

The segs are. pretty. 

, Rees... 

With Quentin: Reynolds, others 
Producer: Joseph Gottlieb 

WNEW-TV, N.Y. ‘im | 
Barbara Tuchman’ s WW1 book of 

a@ couple of years. ago, “‘The. Guns 
of August,” touched off. a publish- 

ing and: tv. fad- over the “war to 
end all-wars,’ 

20th Fox. 
WNEW-TV. 

“War to End ‘Ail Wars” was’ the 
usual. patchwork of archives: flicker~ 7 
ing . footage, 
‘degree for its objective approach 
‘to. -WW. I. ‘Yank participation. was 

-but.. noteable ‘to a 

hardly . “mentioned - ‘until. the last. 

HUNTING. BIG GAME 2. . 
“You "il find iti in the Northwest. oss bigs x rich ready market mae 

ores tmainstream. of this: city’s economy: | for your ‘product. ” 
This isthe area which KSTP-TV serves: and aells:. oe. _ 
$5: Billion in: speridable income and 810, 800:-TV families. 
Let KSTP-TV. start.a ales. stampede for You, ; 

che 

-on; 
in’ school “and. 

im- 

CBC (film): : 

~-Show.| - 

’ with a: flock of books; 
now. out and. a network: tv. series:on 
‘the way, besides a recent Wolper 
special .and- now: this: hour from. 

Movietone Vaults © “Nia 

‘Keaton-Houdini : ‘Show, 
great magico. Harry. ‘Houdini, who. 

‘down a flight. of stairs. 
some buster!”"—hence _ Ms screen 
name, 

segment of the. ‘show: “while nar- . . 

rator . Quentin Reynolds . ‘concen-: we 
trated ‘on the political intrigues: be- a 
hind the: battles, a 
An ‘occasional inuitianiziag, ‘touch iF 

“was' added’.as.the host.interviewed| |... 
observers’. Siz Cedric | “Hardwicke; cae _ 

Eugene - Lyons] .- pe : 

and. Eddie. Rickenbacker.” Film ‘got}: 
a. repeat. on. . WNEW-TV ‘Sunday 

Burnett | Hershey, 

night. Bilt. © 

DEADPAN’ ; 
With ‘Buster. _ Keaton, / Fletcher | 
Markle _ 

‘Exec. ‘Producer: ‘Thom: Benson” 
Producer: Robert. Crone . 
30 Mins.,. Fri.,. 9:30 pm... 
GENERAL, 1 MOTORS OF - cAN- sf 
ADA 

fe 

Hal ‘Roach “Sr. 

comic told Fletcher.:.Markle:in this. 
well-handled’ interview. (filmed for |- 
‘CBC in: Keaton’s.. Ban’ Fernando’ 
Valley. home): : 

‘Keaton told: “of : a “uGrand “Hotel” 
‘Tb. that never jélied, in which | he’d 
have. been . Kringelstein,. ~actually-| 
played by: Lionel Barrymore),. with | 
-Marie Dressler'.in the Garbo and: 
Jimmy Durante in the John Barry- 

He said ‘his top. gross-|'- more. roles,. 
ers: were “Navigator, * _“Hospital-. 
ity” and. “The -General’—the - one |" 
revived by. film . societies. . Keaton‘ 
said’ he had: three idea mén, ‘ Chap- 
Jin: about - the same and - “Harold: 
Lloyd « “five. or’ six.’”. ‘He worked 

| hardest-—“Chaplain.: was “too. lazy | 
‘Land Lloyd’ had all he needed. ” He: 

.| also said Roscoe. “Fatty”: ‘Arbuckle: 
| directed “about half”. ‘of Chaplain’s: 
“sTillie’s Punctured:-Romance,” and 
“was second only. to. ‘Chaplin in. D. 0. 

| take. 

Kansas-born . ‘Keaton, still “an 
| sniiling, gave the recipe ‘for making: 
‘eustard. pies: to throw at brunettes 
(blueberry for: blondes). and how to}. 
hurl ‘them. accurately : 27 feet, “his 
‘record. . He ‘said’ he ‘played. Shea’s |. 
Toronto -with' ‘his ‘parents’. in ‘the 

with. - “the: 

remarked when. young. Keaton fell 
“That's 

They -dian't ‘discuss. 
Ago,” ‘the color _ musical starring 
‘Keaton, . ‘Bert Lahr ‘and Eddie Foy. 
Jr. which ‘Ed Collin’s AmCar Pro- 
ductions. “made™ in. ‘Toronto: two 

of two-rééter |’ Be 
fame; wants ‘to- do: a. version : of a SU a, 
“Cleopatra”: with: Jayne Mansfield] 
in the titular role-and Buster: Kea-|: -* 
‘ton. as. Mare’ -Anthony, the. .classic 

ing his yap:”” 

Director:' Fred Catania. 

KOOL 

THQ ‘Girls i oe 

Wednesday; ‘Aprtt ‘29; ‘joes * 

ARB FEATURE FILM oat” 
°c Vy anteiy-ARB’s 3 weekly chart offers: @ day.by- day analysis of the: top feature evening ‘slots. a. a 

SUNDAYS 12: 30- 2:30 2 : 
Program: "SPECTACULAR. MOVIE 

“Feb... 2: “VALLEY -OF THE Lions, 
- Ed-Fury | 

1960, (Foreign), MPC 

“Feb. 18. “ATTILA”.“ 

“Feb. 23 “HERCULES” 

-KIVE 1 eee wu: 

“Feb. 8 “SON OF SAMSON” | 
a . Mark: Forrest, Chelo Alonza~ 

1960; Medallion, MPC . . 

- Anthony . Qiiinn, |  Sophig. Loren. 
-'1960,: Embassy, Embassy 7 

- Steve -Reeves;. ‘Sylvia. Koscina 
1959; OS.C.AR.; : Embassy : 

“ (Continued from Page. 162) 

1:30-2:30" 

”.... particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays,.daytime feature slots complete with nighttime piz: 
periods for designation: as ‘the top feature slot of the day. The. analysis. is confined to the top rated . =: 

. +, feature. slots in the. ARB measured period, broken down by. days in the week. The. ARB measured °° 
‘ period usually covers. three or four weeks.. Other data such as the time slot and: average share. + of As 
audience: is Surnished. Top: competition and: “competitive. ratings: also, are ‘Mghlighted.” 

“TOP. COMPETITION 
a ‘STATION &. 

_ Share of Audience: 37... | PROGRAM: , mor TAL HOMES 
a Gold ‘Award Theatre™  KSD.. 
oe 12: :30-1: :30°° _ 69,400 | 

“Sports Spectacular - KMOX = 
65,400. 

years: ‘ago, - put: whieh. has. never | 
‘raised the Money for. editing. - 
_Keaton: gave.:.a. generous: tribute. 

to: ‘Red’ Skelton: “Nobody can. do. 
a better screen ‘scéne without. open- 

His. succinct advice} 
was: “Don’t.-ever lose yourtemper; 
don't ‘want: the world.” rr” “Gard. 

THE INNER CITY. 
With . Jack. Ware,” ‘Bob “Davies, 

'-- others 
Producers: Bir Miller,” "Maurie 

‘Helle-. — 

Writers: Miller, Helle ...:— h, i 
45 Mins. Wed., 9:30 p.m. |. wag 

-TY, Phoenix. (tape): 
“The’ Inner: City” is. the “frst of 

a: series of. projected documentaries. 
‘plotted by KOOL-TV. ‘g:m. Homer. 

Lane . to spotlight’ the: ‘charm and 
evils of Phoenix’ and_ it’s”. satellite 

‘| communities. ‘He has wisely. dumped 
-: | his: project ‘into. the ‘laps of. pro- 

ducers Bill Miller. and...Maurie} 
Helle,:a- pair ‘of young. go-getters 
‘who. exude a marvelously naive Jair, * 
about their: new choir... 
“Tn ‘this. “Inner _ City”: ‘segement, 

‘penetrating . cameras © probed a‘ 23 
square’ mile : area’ of .néglected,| 
-festering | -ghetto,. ‘in an astonished |. 
“ean things..like .this” really. be’’|. 
‘mien. In this era: of the glib, sure- 

| footed, pseudo © -ultra articulate 
smoothie—Miller . ‘& Helle’s hesi- 
-tant, sympathetic approach., ‘to: this 

_ Lsubject. was: charming. : 
The problem :is..a. ‘typical of all} 

exploding: metropolises. As cities| : 

attractive to the’ -neo-prosperous, 
the downtown ‘periemeter is aban- 
doned to. rot .and’ ‘manufactures. a. 

‘}vacuum.to be filled: ‘by: the. unem-}~” 
ployable spariahs: who’ in: turn. Ture. 

‘ja. gaggle ‘of: ‘ruthless: Ppiranhas | to! 
.- ° [feed on their miseries. This is not} 

: :! | the fable ofa rudderless: skid-row.. 
“* | KOOL’s “Inner: City’ -is ‘populated | = 

‘| by sincere, “desperate people. whose}. 
_.:} meagre: tools. are’ unable’ to cope |. : 
|.with the world: around. them. .~":. |: 

| - What: is the. answer? Interviews 
conducted : by. Jack. Ware: and Bob 

‘| Davies - with: ‘respected ° ministers, } 
teachers; business:and | professional 

OO -|men:‘suggested .a vocational high 
_, | School; paved’ stfeets, better light-|-. 
fing and. ‘most ‘important, - a’ Major 
_- industrial .development to: revive. 

--.[ the area’s’ economy ° and: “employe 

100; 000. WATTS. “Nae . 

15. of. the: most. exciting first-tim- science-fiction and | 
| as: producer : of - 

; exploitation | ‘features: to be: offered. ‘television stations | 

in. ‘many, @. ‘moon, They’ ve. call. been. produced. in: ‘the 

late 1950's and early 

; THE. UNTAXABLES . a 
. | With: Robert: C. ‘Cochrane; ‘narrator 

oo | Producer: Robert. C. ‘Cochrane: | 
o ”.}Director:: Janet Covington 

| Writer: George: Gipe.— 
|:30-Mins., Wed., 8- p.m. 

 MINNEAPOUIS * str PAUL | 

its people so that they. can join the 

On af. 

WMAR-TV; ‘Baltimore ama. 
WMAR-TV. editorial + documenta-. | 

“tries become smoother a and smoother. 

me duce. 

sentatives: of.Catholic and --Protes-. 
tant. churches, Hyman’ A. Pressman, . 

convincing,-in his..delivery..- 

‘the. Longbranch’s -competition.:" 

1960's a's some: in, . full color!| , 

“as they” g0. on - vend. ietne “Untax'f 
“ables” is: good” ‘evidence: of .this |- 

‘progress, ‘This was an examination | 4 
of ‘suit filed. in” circuit. court . by | 
‘Madalyn | Murray, . plantiff: in ‘Su-"| 
preme.: Court... school-prayer ‘and |. 
Bible reading . case,. who. in . this 

ease, is ‘attempting to cancel” tax | . 
ook ‘exemptions for. churches. ' | 

Hospitals; churches, ‘synagogues, 
fraternal. organizations and. ceme-. 

“|'teries,. along ‘with some |.50 ‘more 
categories: -Of : -property-holders,. are’ 

~|-exempt from’ real estate. taxation. 
~ oq under: Maryland - Jaw, of oar 

Mrs. Murray: wants: to. change 
_ this. and WMAR-TV gave ‘a pro 

j-and con ‘treatment: to the situation.” 
Mrs. Murray,. a dedicated . -athiest, 
‘gave her reasons for. suit: ‘and; 
others who--took ° ‘part were repre-’ 

Baltimore city comptroller. .: and..Dr. 
Hurst. Anderson, “president. ‘Of: 
American. U:- 

-Robert. Cc. Cochrane, WMaAR-TV |" 
7 assistant. manager, : programs, ‘con-* 
‘cluded. with .an editorial in--which. 
‘he sided. with churchmen. and ‘not 
‘Mrs. Murray. 

There. ‘was. Jess”: - self-conscious: 
; waiting - ‘on the part . of the. par-| 

‘ticipants - in :this. documentary— and | 

comments “by- ‘Mrs. Murray .and| 

“those. who oppose. her, “made : the | 
listener. listen, ‘ Pe ' 

‘Another. improvement was. ‘Cach: 
rane; “‘who- “sounded: more. “authori-" mature and suburbia becomes more tative ‘and. less:. calculating: an d- 

therefore is smoother and. more 

Interest “is: what. ‘documentaries. 
should have; “ The Untaxables”. had | 
it, plus” better. than average. treats “ 

| this ‘year’ s. capital: host,’ -LesterW. : 
_.. | Lindow, 
oe Maximum - 

~~ Vne: ‘Some 15 radio‘ (this was pre-. | 
| tv)..and: :tradepreéss VIPs: comprise 

ment. oa, “ Latce- 

‘Gunsmoke’ 
= Continued from page 150: — 

Harry’ Ober runs the: Oasis Saloon, 

‘And: the’ future? ‘Mardonnell in- 

sists. that ce § we. ‘went five. more 

years I feel. that all the. principals. 

-would: be happy .to Zo. along: with 
‘it’. OF actors queried, Miss: Blake, 

| Milburn Stone and: newcomer Burt:|'4. 
. ‘| Reynolds (this, his third season) | 

| stated. emphatically * that, . 
they’ would be happy: to go on. in- | 

indeed, 

‘ Hollywood, April 28.: 

‘Henning created. 

created - 

| evolved. : 
reels regularly. as. town. drunk: and ; 

‘John *Fetzer’s:. Detroit. Tigers play 
-| the .Senators:.in-“ Washington will: - 
hot materialize :beeause ‘dates did’ -- 
‘not jell.. Fetzer .was' part of the: . 
‘17 .who; made: ‘the .1945 European’ 
‘safari “under .. governmental aus-" 
pices. : 
Paris is Planned, for. next. Year.” L 

“The: 

: zim onl TV 
Fest to 2 Das |

 : 

On. ‘Thursday. (14), beginning. ates 
9: 30: ‘a.ni., there’ will-be: ‘all - day * | 

|-sereenings of: ‘finalists’ ‘in ‘all: 40 
“product* categories: ‘with © ‘Special. ' 
|.times. set for -each. ‘Reception: will“ 
‘follow. at.5- p.m.: sponsored by. ‘the: 
Film ‘Producers . “ASSN, A 
-York.’..Second - ‘day. ‘will feature a 

| workshops and. : awards © Tunch: as 
previously, _ ae 

“ Rest: ‘director. “Wallace - Rose: ‘is “4 
pitching’ ad’ men around. the: ‘coun. =. 
try via mailer “‘to‘attend : the New - 
York presentations, bring the fam- 
jily and ‘catch. the - New. York’s: . 
World’ S: ‘Fair. over the. weekend.. 

“ yIPers Go. D «: 
“The -: Broadcasting . “Mission to ae 

Europe,.. circa | 1945; ‘which. has” 
‘maintained © cohesive ‘contact ever” 
‘since via: at-least one.‘ official -an- 
nual get-together, does: its’ ‘stuff. 
Thursday .evening; ‘May: 14,:at the - 

'||-City. Tavern: Assn., 
._Md..:There. are : other festivities woe 
planned for the: VIUers’: wives for: 
that ‘weekend - under: the aegis ‘of ve 

of. 
 Telecasters 

“executive - director . 
' Service: . 

the: ‘MIPers, ‘as ‘it has been, ‘loosely 

Idea .” ‘of “seeing. ” Kalamazoo’s _ 

A :20th ‘anni: ‘reunion in 

‘definitely. Arness, snoozing. peace- |‘ os me +. os 

ae fully. in.. his. dressing: room, ‘was‘|: ° 
’ | unavailable for. comment. and new- 
‘-}comer. Ken’ Curtis was missed: in. 

_| the -canvass,- but : Macdonnell. be- | 
leives | that: they ‘would. ‘voice sim-. |] 
ilar opinions. : “Arness, of..course, is | 
‘the. key man, his. production. com-|f'. 

Le" pany. producing skein for. ‘CBS-TV. 4 : Paul Heniing t to Helm 
“Petticoat Junction | ; | Guigcted bers, ‘Original stactare 

| "| hick: River." Waterfall 75°,'4 acres: |. 

» Paul: Henning has named himself: 
| 

“Petticoat. Junc- 
tion,” replacing: Dick Wesson, who:| 

|-is'exiting ‘the ‘CBS:TV series At 
the. end of this season... ~ 

“127 WwW: 48. T.. de. 
- 330: ‘Sq: .Ft.—$150° mee . 
~ AAT W. 48° ST. . oo 
Several. small: units oS : oy on 

. - Reasonable rents. - i oo 
‘NASSOIT:SULZBERGER & 60. ’ “ING. i 

“Te s-2008-] oD Mr, Gruber ~ 

"Professionally: restored. Mill house, f _ 
‘Gttached bara.: 

-Créative haven: house,,. every. mod- 
J ern facility, near. churches; ‘village, 4 
artistic area.- Consider exchange | . 
Property. Main’ $1252.55 

“Junction a — — — me ae Co 
whielt debuted | on ‘the . web ‘this. |: 
past season, Previously, the: ‘pro= |. 

'-| ducer-writer «had. 
_.-| Beverly “Hillbillies,” No: 1. in’ the | 
a ratings, ‘and also-a CBS-TV show.. 1 
_ ‘Henning will . continue - to. ; :pro-- 4 

: “Hillbillies,”. in addition.’ to . 
ON] taking ¢ over on ‘“Junetion.” ean) i 

_FURN. “APTS. ree | 
10 mins. to TIMES SQUARE. 

“HOTEL: MAYFLOWER, ; 65, “Tonnele: ” 
Ave. (Journal . Square), - -Jersey- City.:|  & 
Ww: and: 2% rooms, no lease, no Secur- |. | 
ity: -hotel an@-maid service. G & E, I> 
Elevator, $39 per. week ‘and up. - i: 

"DIAL 201: ‘HE 50121 

‘American Tv Commercials Fes. 
1 tivals. :will:. be’. ‘expanded . from cal: 

-one’ ‘to: ’ ‘two-day - affair’ this year” | 
with -sereenings ‘and. cocktails-set 
‘for “May -.14 and the. awards Tunch- .. 
‘eon set. for May 15 at the. ‘Waldort- ae 

“ Astoria Hotel! 

“Of New: 2-4 

‘in- ‘Georgeton, _ 

Original structure -_ 
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a guests: on | series.’ 
Dol. exee-- : 

speaking ‘on. behalf. of the network: 
emphasized: . “he.: “was. 

- for. which. he™ works, ‘but: .as.an 

; - Guild’ _prexy ‘Beda ‘Andrews’ com-- 
a _plaint,. that:: -the « -vidifilmeries. are. 

° -Jowering . ‘guest :: prices, 

—)§ndividual: “who. has.’ had: ..expe- 
. __Tience. as a casting director... - 

‘Referring ~ ‘Seréen - “Actors 

commented ° “he. has: -respect - for 
“> “Andrews. as .an ‘actor; but’ that “he 

’ “is: just a little ‘behind | the. times.” 
‘Andrews ‘isa ‘fine’ performer, and 
‘naturally is’ in favor of the: actors 

_-, getting -more ‘money. -Buithe com- 

“enormous”: 

trary,” 

| plains about-. the long: hours and” 
__ pressure - -itivolved ‘in ..tv: produc- |. 
=. tién. This ‘is- true. ‘But .that is. the 
- nature :of * tv. production, and _ it. 
*. "applies te everyone——those. -behind. 
the’ seenes, including. those: ‘who 

earn. “far Jess than ‘actors.’ - 

- Wookey ‘said. that: there ‘was “an 

SAG prexy. Andrews: earlier. had 
‘: charged ‘that: aware-many actors to- 

AE Mgt Willieen: Mortis Ageney’. °~ HH 

_— day. are ‘unemployed, : the ‘telefilm: 
- NaS, 

sii 

5 Continued. from page te 

Sent. to “guilible: ‘casting: ‘directors, 
- - gyer-anxious. preducers, and-:mis- |. 
"2 guided “actors ‘who allow’ their. 
... ‘agents.. to: do - this. : 

"«." / ‘they (the actors). ‘hnurt. themselves. 
“Ultimately ‘the | industry. will’ be-}. 
=< gin- to’ do what. 'N-.'Y,, has-been, 

T- ‘being: cut.. 

The - “casting 
not: 

-amoulit : “of. new --act: | 
..” Ing. talent which is very. “capable,” 
“and: that’ the “*$5,000- players who |. 

' ... gre :disgruntled..will -find as. long 
as: their’ agents ‘insist on this kind 
-of . money, . ‘ultimately - and ‘hope-. 

~! fully” this, new’ talent. will replace 
wo and? supplant: the stars. This .new. 
“2. talent~-will: get new ‘blood into tv; 
bo * which is to SAG's ‘advantage.” -. 
| 2" He: is launching ‘a hunt for. new]. 
rete talent: for .'the . network, . Wookey | 
_* .. disclosed.”.-He. labeled: ‘statements |“. 
oh OF. the: “old: guard”. of actors ‘arbi-| = 

‘and reiterated that’ “hope-: 
~fully,: the: new. talent. ‘will: supplant: 
_ them? 

~ ML at: 2°-paa., 
wo ‘Pasadena at: 5 Pp ‘m., to-the Orange y 
~ 4 Bowl -in-. Miami. at” 8. p:m. Some:} 
22H} weékends fans’ will’ be -able to .see}~ 

- ; |i} as: many. as. four .and . five- ‘football |. 
il} games-.over Saturday: and..Sunday. | 

Everybody; from: the: networks. to 
{| the colleges. fo the. pros, are eager. 1 
1| for’ a. slice: of- the: advertising. dol-| | 

|] | lar. But. in. so: reaching, they.:may | 
dT be killing the. goose | that. lays. ‘the 
Ht Bolden egg.” * 

"He: noted that: the” ‘Professioriai_ 
| Golfers Assn. is aware of the over- 

| exposure ‘hazard | and. is ‘Tefusing. ‘to. 

Guestar Tabs 

‘production | ‘coinpahies: ‘have. iigyss 
tematically” lowered. : the - “prices. 
of: acting talent: The: check ‘of tele- 
filmeries ‘verified guestar tabs: are 

The plight: of: the actor : today. 
lis. pretty . horrible,”. 
fortunate enough to. find. work are 
forced. to. work Tong - hours: and. 
‘under great pressure -because of: 
telefilm’s.: quick - shooting | “skeds 
rand. Jow- “budgets, the actor: had} 

"Andrews had’ disclosed that: oniy [ a 
8,000 - of... ‘SAG's’ membership - of |.4, 
“15,000 -:-are® “working.” ~ te 
today. ‘is. in the advertising. -busi-| . ~avaw 

- Wookey | ness. He. is ‘not. in‘ the ‘acting pro-: 
fession. ‘He. is‘. paid. not. on. the 
basis’ .of . whether he- is “good: or |: 
bad: ’ The: networks have :a™ tri-|._ 
opoly;” he. said, referring: to the” 

| fact that there are only three’ net-| 
-works. . a , 

“Cea. ‘stations ‘can't: “afford. ‘to | 
pay: ‘actors... So if the actor doesn't: 

and «. those 

‘get a.job on a-show-in prime ‘time;: 
he: doesn’ { work, . It: ‘this. system. 
‘doesn’t: ‘stop, -we-. “will be. making: 
“the: lowest. quality: ‘product: in the: 

.-| world, -A show js sold dn the: basis |: 
.of: whether or. not: “it sells goods; 

,tnot. whether. or not-it is. ‘a good 
show,’ Andrews declaréd. 

dio’s-. 

with | “football . and. their tampering 
with its. traditions...He: said: ~ 
“This coming year, for the first 
time, ‘a major ; college:. ‘bowl’ game 
‘will : be - played. at . night—the. 
‘Orange. Bowl ..in. Miami, 

\ fit-the demands. of. television. This: 
| will enable NBC to present a. full 

Fla.—to: 

day .of football. on Jan: :.1; from: 
the: ‘Sugar. -Bowl. in New. ‘Orleans 

“to. the. _Rose_ Bowl , in: 

| the: ‘ty ‘schedules, - 
-L . “Television, possibly. through no 

: fault | of its. own; has ‘contributed. 
me G | to the. uneven: baseball. yace,” Kup-. 

| cinet pointed: out:. “Whereas: in- pro 
-| football, tv - revenue - is” ‘divided 
‘equally “among .all the: ‘teamis,. so” 
|that:the Weaker -onés get the exact: 13 
“sum -as the champions,, the . base- | = 
| ball teams: each negotiate for ‘them=-"|~ 

‘S| selves. TV ‘naturally would rather |. : 
" ia | telecast. the: “Yankees. -than. ‘the | -: 

4 | Senators; 

> 7 benefit least from: tv.’ 

eee céessions that: ‘football has ‘made: to} 
“:".) television. There is, he says, “an “Ride. With. Terror” (NBC-DuPont). 

‘Outstanding film editing. for. tv—Janies: Algié,: “Samuel Cohen; 2 Ps 

Hans ‘Dudelheim; ‘Walter :Essenfeld; Alexander Hamilton, Edward |. . 
Nils . ‘Rasmussen, ° John.: Roberts, “Robert. |. 
“Saga’:of Western: Man” (ABC); 

ANBC); 

> Heading producer. “of. turntables. 
_- Standard’ * Custom. ° _ Portable 
falso: rental. units): | 

7 WRITE. : actos i Machinery Co,,! ne. jeffersonSt.. 
e Dent, V. Stamford, Cont 06902 (203) ‘324-6161 

- Kupcinet: listed: some ‘of the ‘con-' 

- [automatic time-out at the endof 10: -. 
Lo ‘minutes, ‘if. neither: team has taken |-- 
La time. out. to accommodate -a tv 

we | commercial "Following | a touchdown |. - 
.. | there's. another’ delay : ‘for -commer- | . 
-Jeial that... wasn’t:-in the original | '.- 
_. -script..: Where ‘once: football: and |. 

baseball. games- ‘ started” ‘Tight. on| . 

| time,” at. 2: p.m. or:.8-p.m.,: now |. 
1¢ | there’s. always. a ‘slight delay. so the |° -. 

“sportscaster: can set the stage. And [- - 
further; he pointed out, with CBS |: 

| intent on using -18 commercials. (in-: 
.| stead: of 16). in .the highly « ex- _ 
pensive National; ‘League footbail |’. 
games, there will have to be: more |: 

“The -- actor. ence 

Andrews. labeled: Revue: studios 
“one ‘of the. #reat offenders.” He 
cited .as an. illustration. that:.where: 
‘tep price for guestars: on. that stu- 

“The Virginian” ‘Was. ‘once: 
$15, 000, it's. now. down. to $5,000, 

Anal.’ ‘Records. Office dn Glasgow.” 

» “and - consequently ~ ‘the |: oe 
- EYankees. get ‘richer “and... thus -.are ‘| seam 
‘f}ablé: to buy. better’ ‘players: The: 
, Towly ‘teams ‘that need help. most: 

=) ‘concessions. “which will ‘brig: niore 
| delays ‘to the e game. . 

- Kupeinet. sees NBC ‘as. ‘also: huri=_ | Sin Hopes fur a 7 nm TV. 
‘ing the sport:*He “said. that. in lay- |: 

ling out $36,000,000 ‘for -a- five-year |. 
=| pact ‘with’. the “American. Football ¢ . 
| League,-NBC added-a proviso that} ~~ 

‘the. league. jnust. expand, Teady or |:-. 
Not, to:.some “of the. larger. ‘cities . 
in order’to give the sponsors more 

|-major. ‘markets.: “With the ordered | © 
"expansion; and. ‘the :already great: 

drain. on. players, : the calibre of|.° 
AFL football” ‘is sure to drop. ‘a. 
Notch or. two below ‘its - present. 
standard,’ which: -is -already . below.} 
‘that ‘of - pro! football: of ‘Tecent 
years," he: said. a — 

“Washington, April ‘28. 

with - ‘the. ‘Mrs. : - LBI- -connection 
‘threw in. the towel in’ its .. argu- 
ment with FCC : over: -whether° It 
had to turn over ‘to FCC: ‘al copy 

argued:.that .\public . disclosure’ of. 
=| the . agreement's contents -would |; 
ork to..fhe . conipetitive. advan=: 

| tage ofits CATV rival,: ‘TV. Cable. 
of. “Austin, “Inc. 

—a Continued from, page us — . ‘in ‘connection. with. the. latter, 

FCC: ‘had..told Burke that: if ‘the 
‘commission determined that’ dis- 
elosuré:.of «any ‘section - of. the}. 
‘agreement “would -harm.: Capital, 
Cable: competitively, 
insure ; secrecy. : of “it.. But,. FCC. 
added, . ‘the... commission‘. - itself 
wanted to. See: all’. Of the. " agree- 
ment. | 

- Burke tagned it: ‘over’ on. that ‘a 
pasis,. -with FCC to .be- ‘the | judge 
of | what - ‘is and _.,what’. isn it: t= made. 
public, ‘in: the agreement.’ 

a | morning. shows: -at 6:30, . 
|-8:30 . since Capital. Cities: bought: 

» | the: outlet. Roberts has been. free-’ 
a +lancing for WCBS. lately.” WPAT's 

‘The. Austin, ‘Tex., CATV. ‘firm 

NS ¥.: Herald. Tribune.’ 
‘of: the ‘option . agreement © ander |. 

| which: KTBC-TV: (Mrs: Lyndon. B. |} 
_Johnson’s station) has. the: Tight to |’ 
purchase: up to 50%. “of the stock. be 

Capital -Cable Co., Inc:, of Aus-}": 
tin; ‘delivered-a copy. ‘of that agree-] 
‘ment: ‘to FCC -after twice refusing { 

+to. do so. Eugene. L: Burke, : -coun- | 
sel-:for Capital-' Cable, “had: pre-| 
viously . challenged... FCC’s - right |_ 
‘to require it to provide a. copy .of. 
the’ ‘agreement. Since it isa. wired 
CATV. system - not. under © FCC ; 
‘jurisdiction: Burke. -had-- further 

FCC: ‘would 

Roberts Amory. ‘Tandem 
Vice McCarthy‘on WPAT| 
“WPAT, the. Paterson :(N.J.) ‘radio.| 

Station: covering: metro New. York, 
‘undergoes a- switch in its morning , 
newscasts .next.Monday (May 4) 

1 when. ‘Kenneth Roberts. takes over: 
} for Charles F.. ‘McCarthy. Besides: 
| Roberts, the three: morning .15-min- | 
ute’ newscasts will feature. a-seg-: 

... «ment ‘Mondays, ‘Wednesdays: ‘and’ 
o. Sd “Fridays by: . Cleveland ‘Amory. cn 
mou ‘culture: and: mores.” 

-McCatthy . has been ‘doing the: 
7:30 and 

Segue music segs remain ‘fhe same, 
and the five-minute... newscasts 
throughout the’ rest. of the day and. 
night <continue.in co-op: deal with 

“London: April 28: 
Anglia-TV—an- ‘east coast... re-j 

‘gional commercial tv-station which, 
‘on a financial ‘basis, is poised. dead 

WG) toga ha ; 

i di in Britain Before a 
London, April 28. 

“A second: commercial tv channel : 
145 considered to bé a dead issue 
before. 1968, and could even prove 
to. be a non-starter then, if BBC-2. 
gives off. more than. about 10%: 
of the existing ITV audience. This 
‘is the considered view of. top in- 
‘siders, who have been actively in-: 
volved in. recent - legislative - de- 
‘velopments. . . an 
Expert “opinion has calculated 

that commercial tv interests must 
continue to -hold about- 60°. 0 of 
.the viewing: audience if'a second 
ITV channel isto be economically 
‘viable. So ‘anything more than a-. 
fractional ‘drop in the existing | 
ratios between ITV and BBC could 
upset, the calculations. 

“This” ‘expert. opinion is. “not 
‘shared by: all the commercial’ pro-. 
gramming. -‘companies, some of 
“which have. been maintaining .an 

| almost: day ‘by day . agitation. in 
_: | favor of a second channel. They are © 

' .| not united. on’ the issue,. “however, 
and: at ‘least’ one -of the..majors is 

content. with the status quo. - 

The new Ticences for commercial 
‘ty’s second term,. which starts at. 
the end of July, are limited in the 7 

Governmental greenlight | for an 
opposing - channel, - | 

centre “between. the. big-coini majors} | - 
and. the small-dough indies which]: : 
are scattered around. the eountry— | 
in the last full-year before: the levy.]” 

imposed, : on * tv «advertising is: 
{showed an improved group profit] # 
for the. year. ended Oct,.31, 1963. ] 

- Net ‘profit hiked . from. $377, 9221 
to’ $407;215..after tax: of $580, 502]. 
‘against $560,000. : _ 

Dividends: paid of. 30% 
tal- iritreased”.-by. ° ‘gne-for-two 

“on capi- | : 

‘scrip issue, ‘compared’ with the pre-} 
vious equivalent ‘of: 2634% .and. re- 1: : 
| quire. $169,784 “against. $150;920..} 
General reserve. receives $140, 600 : 

-+($308;000),. ae 
Among. ‘other’ ‘things, the’ ‘Anglia- : 

TV: -policy..-of . stabilizing ‘costs |: | 
wherever. possible. resulted in the}: . 

| profit. from tv being. ‘only. slightly: i 
below -that. of 1962. . ‘Reduction in|’ - 
1 loan stock ‘interest ‘resulted in’ an}. - " 

~ Scot TV's Police Call” 
” Glasgow;- April’ 28: 

Scottish : “Television: Ltd, 

five-minute ~ 

= permit aly. more telecasting of “its: the: area: 
, a" events until some ‘of the’ current |" 

} golf tournaments are. dropped ‘from 

‘Aims. ; to. “help. “police. ‘in’ “ail 

laboration - ‘with. the -Central- Crim- 

‘com- {| 
“mercial tv ‘program company ‘for i 
Central. Scotland, daunched. a new 

series: ' of . “programs 
“Police. Cail,’ # with the | coopera-. 4 

forms: of crime, and té ‘make ‘the 
publi¢ aware of crime trends. Tele= 
casts are live;. -and..a-senior police: 
officer’ ‘will: be. in. the’ studio con-.| - 
“trol-room : ‘during transmissions. to 
-cope . with ;. last-minute . develop- 
ments. “Series is “arranged : ‘in. col- 

el; 

~ Emmy Nominations. 
Continued: ‘from pase 146. 

lin” (NBO); John: S. Priestley, “East’ Side, West Side”. (CBS): —— de 
_ Priestley, - “Greece: The. Golden.. Age”. 
“Once Upon: A: Savage Night” (NBC-Kraft). 

increase . of. Some : 3% in pre-tax. a 
profits. - 

~ Kilgore Bays UM 
- Washington;: “April 28. 

ects: 

(NBC);, 

Outstanding. vidtape -photography:.— “Bell . ‘Telephone. Hour” 

» Lempa, :. Walter. Moran;. 
«-Sandbe, "Edward. ‘Shea; * 
Boyajian, «“‘The. Kremlin”: 

(NBC); “The Danny Kaye Show”. (CBS); “The Lively, Ones” (NBC). | 

- Aram: 
‘William. T "Cartwright, 

‘The Golden: Age”. (NBC): Danny: Landers, . Milton. Shifman, Rich- 

“DL. 
KPIX, ‘San’ Francisco, 

ard. Wray, “Arrest: and. Trial’. (ABC). “To 
. Up -for ‘the local -station award are. -WNBQ, Chicago, ‘for “Date. a 
Line: Chicago ‘Composite”; "WCBS, New: York, “The: Next:.Revo- .. | 
lution”; KSD, ‘St. Louis;:“A Study. ‘in’ Hope”; WMAL, Washington, ©. "}- 

“Child : Beating”; WBRZ, ‘Baton Rouge, Without - ‘Violence’; | .# 
. “The. Case. for:-the. Limited :Child”’: 1 
‘Los Angeles, ‘“Poison-in. the Air’: :WLW-T, ‘Cincinnati, ‘The Last | ; _ 
-Prom”;. and KGW, Portland; Ore... “Wednesday's Child” 

“Broadcast: Bureau ©. ap-}: 
: proved the: $650,000'sale of KUAM-: 

| AM-TV,: “Agena, ‘Guam-from Radio | | 
| Guam". to °. Pacific | Broadcasting: 7 

‘Corp..: ‘Pacifie;. owned | by: H.. Scott |. - 
Killgore..and Samuel ‘Rubin, pur-- 
‘chased: the’ controlling. Stock. . dn 7 
KUAM. from.Phillip- Berg. - 7 

‘Killgore has’ interest. in: Califor-. - 
‘nia’ stations: KALI-AM, San Gabri- |: 

KECC-TV,. - El “Centro. and |. 
KOFY-AM.-. and: KUFY-FM; San |. @. 
Kane and. ‘KUDL-AM, : . Fairway,’ 

! Kans _ i 

‘Bud. Thackery, tL 

“The. : 

'Makirig- of the. ‘President ” (ABC); ‘Constantine Ss. Gochis,: “Greeee:...-| 

KNXT, | 

we 

MURR OMCMLIX Felix The Cat Productions, Inc: - 

“An STS man’s creed: 

On my honor to sell thé best 
: - ABC station: 

“In the middle west, 

' WITLTV Milwaukee! 
~ Where prime: -time audiences 

| turn first, ‘ - 

“ Where things are different. 
_”, Matter-of-fact, where Ahings' 

are ‘great! 

(We got the gress ratings 
: poiets to prove it!) 

{ witi-ev) 
Milwaukee 

= | A sr ORER STATION 

‘Write, wire or phone 
a today. for Audition Print!. 

“G25 Madison Ave, WY.. 
Phone PLI- 3110 
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openng episode, “The Bed, "owas at 
repeat from the “‘Playhouse”’ half- 
hour and. served. to introduce -the 
partnership . of Thora. Hird. and 
Freddie. Frinton. So. long as seribes. 
Wolfe and. Chesney -con-.keep’ up 
this farcical pace, the series should 
“nudge its way ‘into: the higher ‘rat- 
tings. Miss Hird. makes an appealing 
and human figure of: the coriven- 
tional nagging wife, with Frinton. 

-- neatly longsuffering - as: her. ‘hus~ 
. bafd. 

one - dipped: and. soared “like .a 
camel’s. back. Trying out’ the. bed.|' 
‘in a store, settling into‘it. at. home, - 
‘squabbling over. which side. to..oc-J. 
cupy—all.. this ‘ bubbled agreeably 
and. provided warm, efficient- and 
simple yocks.. The - ‘North-country 
flavor .of. ‘the: principals. ‘gives it an | 
edge,.and John Paddy Carstairs, as 
producer showed that the flair ‘for | 
this :kind. of foolery, acquired: over. 
many movies, has not deserted. him..- 

Olta. 

ZA BUM 
"With. Walter” Chiari, “Antonella 

Steni;. ‘Lia. ‘Zoppelli, ‘Peppino-: ‘De. 
‘Martino, - Carlo .-Hinterman, 
Fancesco. Mule, Ave Ninchi; Vit-| 
torio Congia, Alvaro Alvisi,; Fred. 

..Bongusto; Liana’ Orfei, .. Gianni 
‘Bonagura, ‘Abe . Cercato,* ‘Lia 
Rainer, . Piero Mazzarella, ‘Rolano 
Lupi,: Elio Pandolfi. 

Mattoli.~ 
Director:. Mario Mattoli” 
65 Mins;.Sun. 10:15 p.m... 
RAI-TV, from. Rome- (tape) 
‘Latest . variety show - "launched 

-by ‘RATI-is, actually several ‘months 
-old, and. shows. its. age. occasionally 
in a lack.-of topicality and freshness. 
This -is. especially so in. pop ‘songs,.} 
most of which. have aged while: ‘the 
show remained: on the shelf. ©... 

As for the: ‘program - itself, it’s a 
“somewhat nostalgic reminiscence 
of avery. popular | stage -series. of 
the ’30s. by. the. same name, - and 
there’s an attempt to..revive this{. -. 
humor today; it- does. not. always 
come off or: blend. With: the ‘present. 

_ Variety | displayed. in other parts Of]: 
. show.. Canned: laughs give. artificial 
flavor. 

“Za Bum” accents’ spoofs. Initial 7 
« stanza’ had an okay bit ‘on. serialized:} 
‘dramas, about a father: who doesn't’ 
‘Avant his son to study’ serious. music,: 
but become a. pop. singer: Another: 
was .the. ‘old chestnut © showing. a 
Tan © ‘Switching. ‘channels’: and... get-| 
ting: risible. juxt ao g° e. ju aposition - -OF : ‘Sen: lérisp and- actionful, adaptation - of. 

‘Anthony Hope’s.. sequel fo “Prison-. 
er of Zenda,’ ‘which. was: ‘used in 

tences. And: so on: (3. 
| Fred: “Bongusto - ‘Sang. some - ‘new: 

: Liana “Orfei_. dittoed-|. 
with. some oldies;. ‘and the: dancers | 
were better. ‘looking’ than their. f 

te :| fore. 
| six: segments, ‘and: Donald - “Wilson 

_| crammed: an. agreeable’: amount:. of | 
plotting. into. the. ‘initialler, ‘as well, S 
as : “neatly derloying © the . situation. a 

songs. well, 

routines. Bet awk 

THE. GOOD. OED ‘DAYS 
With _ Jimmy _ ‘Edwards, . 

‘Trio;, ‘Lilian ‘Kenny, the. ‘Play- 
“mates, Manton Brothérs, Ballet. 
‘Montmartre, Leonard Sachs, orch: 
Under Bernard’ Herrmann. 

-Producer:. Barney. Colehan. 
- 50 Mins., Fri.,-9:25 ‘p.m 
BBC-TV, from . ‘London. 

Long’ before - “music-hall wag 
taken up by the commercial -web. 
and: by: London legit: managements, | 

. BBC-TV faunched. “The. Good Old- 
 Days,”: taking -City’. Variety Thea-_ 

tre, Leeds, Yorkshire, as its’ :venue 
- and concentrating on a’ meticulous. 
-Te¢reation . of Edwardian’ atmos- 
phere. Ev en the live audience must 
provide . its.-own ‘costumes.’ before 
itis. admitted. This special ° edition 
is an. astute; ‘choice’for the. web's |- 
entry. ‘in--the © ‘Montreux ty- .fest.-| =. 
It's ‘as’ English as -Yorkshire: pud-| 
ding, fish-and-chips, and Sir-Alec 
Douglas-Home, cand 

digenous ‘product, ‘impossible-- ‘to-}. 
imitate: successfully . -elsewhere-. 

‘Barney - Colehan,. 

used. “Outside - broadcasting = 

‘cameras to transmit the full; fruity 
flavor, and ‘the’ Segment. -assembled |: 
.a clutch of. acts that. mostly suited 
_that old, nostalgic feeling, ‘Anchor-: 
man, ‘aS: usual, was: the: ‘grandilo- 

quent Leonard. Sachs, who indulged: 
in dizzy. alliteration in the vein-of 
oldtime vaude chairmen and fitted’ 
that part to the last syllable. The. 
only error in’ an. otherwise faultless 
recreation was: the use of. updated. 
music as backing to one of the-acts. |’ 
‘Said acts ‘displayed: more .charm. 

‘than. wit; .although: the.-Morlidor 
Trio seored with a ‘triple-jointed: 
display. of aerobatics’ | fone: of them. | 

Initial situation: was the couple’ s 
acquisition of a new bed for -their | 
25th wedding :anniversary. The old | 

interviews with top film. personali-: 

“Producer: :.Campbell Logan 
‘Director: Gerald Blake’: 
“Writer: Donald Wilson - 

Detiny } 

Willis, Eira. ‘Heath; the Morlidor. 

it’ has-~ the | 
wirtue’ of being a -particularly: in=} _ 

Who: has ‘pro-. 
duced the show. since’ its inception; i 

‘tech-] 
:Niques of mobile and: peripatetic. 

Inaking ' asa’ strawfilied. golliwoz), 
Lilian Kenny’ produced elegant and 
‘smooth -gyrations'- on. the © aerial:| 

‘and Eira Heath: was: 
sweetly ‘tuneful. .in: a ‘couple’ ‘of. 

- Performing 
-highspot was Jimmy ‘Edwards, ‘who. 
‘climaxed the show with, uninhibited-| 
‘clowning on a musical theme;. ‘he 
had the vigor’ and. effortless audi-. 
"ence. rapport’ of such’ past: masters. 
as. Billy ‘Bennett and d George Robey. | 

‘trapeze;.-: 

; ‘bewhiskered. oldies: 

‘Otta. 

GLI. TWALIANE: DEL. “CINEMA 
ITALIANO: 
(The Italians of ‘the Italian Cinema). 
Director: Alessandro Blasetti 

Fernaldo di Giammatteo - 
95 Mins.; Fri. 9:15° 
‘RALTV. ‘2nd. Channel), from Rowie| 

- (tape, film) - 
‘Alessandro Blasetti, one ‘of Italy’ 'S 

| vet. directors, retraced recent {(post- 
war). Italian” “history via: significant |.” 
pic clips from the top ‘films of thet 
40s and 50s in this show.: Series is 

. |-also copping a plea.in ‘pointing to 
_.| significant. ‘achievements. of local 

filmmakers’ in the’ postwar. era, now}. 
that industry’s. futiire is: .at. stake 
pending: renewal. of. aid. legislation |" 
‘for Ttalian films. The’timing is apt: | 

‘Meanwhile; -televiewers are in for: 
a tréat in Te-viewing. some of the 
local industry's ‘top. ‘moments, | in|. 
such: pix’ as. “Open City”, “Tutti at 
Casa”, “Violent .Summer”, “Four. 

“T! Days: of: Naples”, and. others,: ‘all of 
Writers: Verde, Castellano; Pipolo, them:. indicating ° ‘that local : -filmis: 

---have done’ an: outstanding’ ‘job in 
| documenting « ‘Fecent- -and- “not-so- 
-recent events:. 20 

- Format of: the’ series, ‘in weekly 7 
installments, leads ‘with - series of 

ties (Paul ‘Newman, Shirely Clarke; 
‘Gregori’. Alexandrov, ° and. others), 
many of. them. lensed at: the last |” 
-Venice. Film. Festival,’ :all speaking 

.|-flattering “words ‘about: Italy’s film. 
-contributions: ‘spotlighted . in: - the’ 
current series. Blasetti’s- -choice and 
editing. Of segments and excerpts i ds. 
very savvy and. ‘smooth, : Hawk. . 

‘RUPERT. OF ‘WENTZAU- . 
With Peter. Wyngarde, -. Barbara. 

-. Shelley, John Phillips, ‘Tristram: 
.. Jellinek,- George . Baker; 
.. Home, John Breslin, Jean Har-, 
- vey, Frederi¢k. Piper ~ 

25° Mins:, Sun., 5:30 p.m... 
BBC-TV, from. ‘London. of Be 

Ruritania’ rides. again “in- this 

the. Colman, ‘movie version, to. trail 
this: ‘skein. a. couple: of weeks be- 

‘The: tale.-is | ‘being told in. 

left ‘over from: Zenda.” 
“Rupert: (played: with, devilish: elan’ i; 
by Peter. Wyngarde) ‘has . returned vs 

‘to ‘ Ruritania “to ‘stir’ ‘up’ trouble. 
“| ‘This he intends to stir through the 
7 Queen: (Barbara’ Shelley), who is:in’ 
-|secret communication with, Rudolf} 
Rassendyll, . unknown - to | her - stiff 
and . arrogant - spouse, ‘the ‘King 
(George Baker). : “The openet 
Secampered: along nicely to a. climax: 
-of- the. Queen’s ‘messenger, bearing: 
‘an ‘incriminating | message ‘to’ Ras-. 
sendyll,. en. the. brink’ of discovery. . 
‘by Rupert’s men; 

‘The acting - was: ‘forthright: ‘the 
Sets adequate,. and Gerald ‘Blake 
directed - Campbell . Logan’s . pro=-:| 
duction: like . he: was, on piece-work. 

“Otte, 

— j Continued from page 149 — 

“ducers: ‘in. a higher. ratio. than. ever 
before,. that. is: all Tight with. mie.. 
“f. am not even, pleading for an 
upgrading of the ‘financtal base. of: 
the creative world, The main thing, 
it seems: to-me..is that they: ‘will be 
given: a ‘chance’ to. -bé. ‘seen. and 
‘heard, a chance. to- fit: somewhere 
in: this’ new pipeline.” The: main 
thing: is: that- America: be able . to . 
share not just a fragment: ‘of the |. 
éreative™ ‘process in’ a locked-in: 
numbers. game, -but- that: America 
be -able to. share. as much more of 
the. creative process as. at ‘is: willing 
to. pay: for.” . 7" 
He. ‘sees. -pay-tv as the’ ‘potential-| 

“loners”. | 
‘who: bravely. make: films like “David: 
outlet. for. the. artistic. 

and Liisa." He: sees it. also. making 
possible the- $150, 000 ) documentary 

Writers:. ‘Blasetti,: Luigi Chiarini; 

Mok 

tisements., . 

Sally. |: 

casting * Co.; 

. awarded - to Grand Broadcasting. - 
“A” -Grand- Rapids - Ine. Tepping | ‘all : 
| four applicants;-has been’ operating | 

-.. WZZM-TY -: onthe: channel : since. 

—— that’s: ‘threa fnonths. in: production, | 
2. instead ‘of the $7,000: quickie that |~ 
th, A free tvis tied to;-Above all he sees-]: = 

“Tit. (admittedly dreaming): ‘aS.a- haven’ | 
“| for new ideas and éxperimentation, 
‘| mobilizing and maximizing . “the | 

full Greative forces that are alive } 
_and:throbbing amd fermenting in. 
this country.” 

‘For all his disclaimers about the 
‘part Field: Enterprises might’ play: 
‘in. what he. called 
‘yenaissance’” 

. Said Quinlan: 

lengthy’ period’ of. study”. and. in- 
| vestigation. ahead. .of. us ‘before: we. 
can. make ‘any decisions: of that: 

-|'magnitude.”. And: then he : added}: 
that the company “is ‘always:com- |. 

| mitted to the. daring and the -ven- 
turesome”, and that it Is -in™ an: | 
“ideal position” | to- take a- major} 

“| step in the. pay-tv. industry--if- that}, 
should. finally. ‘be indicated: bys a 
‘fhozough, : ‘unhurried: Study. 

V Stations | . 

"Minneapolis, ‘Aptil - 28, 

filed suit in’ federal: district court 
-here against all-four Twin ‘Cities’ 
‘television’ stations. ‘to. collect” $500° - 
fines from ‘each of ‘them. The fines 
had been. assessed’ by . the“ FCC: 
‘which. found them. guilty: of violat- . 

; execs: at: Stanford ‘and. “Harvard: “Universities,” fees os 
.Meets, in‘ cooperation. with the Radio. ‘Advertising. Bureau and pélex. “ 

Vision. Bureau will be Aug. 16-22; at. Stanford: and. Aug. 23-29 at. Har- * 
‘var | 

‘Seminars : are limited. to 40, applicants each, with, the tab ‘at. $300 lee 
per, erson.. . ae 

| ing™one .of' its. regulations. ‘ 

broadcasting . stations -.to. inform 
dialers when programs. are adver-. 

-In_ this“ _{nstance; - the |. 
four ‘failed ‘to identify the. Minné-. 
apolis | Downtown Council, a. busi- |.. 
néssmen’s ‘body, as-being the ‘spon-: 
‘sor -of. two: one-minute programs. 
‘employing » ‘Dr. : Arthur -Upgren,. a 
Pwin: Cities’ ccllege economics pro- |: 
‘fessor, ta. urge public ‘support for’ 

Ta. proposed ‘Sunday’ stores: closing 
“| measure. The proposed legislation: 

: ‘sor “identification <.was ‘not *“will-. 
._- |-ful’. and, thus, did not’ violate. any 

‘| ECC Tegulation, thie. ‘stations have- 
“+: 4 fefused .to* pay’ the.-fines: and. ‘will 

."kfight the matter: out in-the courts. | 
"|. Their. “main. ‘argument - 4s- that: the. 

| National Radio Month: .. 
“Fhe Kiwanis. folk. ‘have’ published. a Kit. for. members’ “extolling: the a . 

medium. and ‘urging, them, to tell their. friends. and neighbors of radio's: 
-role. — Se Sone 7 

Downtown - Council, together: with 
Dr Uperen, prepared “the taped:}. 
-programs. and - the Council presum- 
ably .. had” been identified. as. the- 
‘Sponsor. rane 

( Grand Rapids v Grant 
“To West Michigan Co 
Upsets Examiner. Rule|: 

‘Washington;: April 28. 
FCC. ‘decided. to ‘give channel 13° 

in: Grand . Rapids; Mich. - to’ West. 
: Mie¢higan. Telecasters. Ine, — 

Unanimously. granting” 

Commission: ‘pased~ tg. “decision 
T. on: points: scored by:.West Michigan | * 
|.in: area’ familiarity ‘and. Planning. ' 
‘for. program - proposals; 
The decision overturns - a Hear- 

: ing: ‘-Examiner’s . recommendation of 
Jast.: May. for. the: channel’ to: ‘be. 

late: 1962. —— 
- The: Hearing Examiner: Suggested. 

tion --of .ownership. with -manage-. 
“ment: “Agreeing: the company stood 

7 out ‘in: these ' ‘eriteria,; FCG: averred 
those factors weren’t. that ‘decisive. 

Commissioner. Kenneth - Cox. did. 
‘| not participate in the decision: and 
‘Commissioner Robert E ‘Lee was: 
absent. 

-Cleveland:<‘Spees é “Howatd,” 
KXW's. ayem team. ‘of: Martin’ & 
Howard, is ‘marking :his. 10th: anni 
with the, ‘Group | Ww outlet,’ _ 

“the gréat 
‘that ‘pay-tv ..-would . 

touch’ off,. there wére ‘strong -stg-" 
-gestions. that ‘Marshall Field Jr. and} 
his. board’ had..been: giving ‘the. pay. 
‘medium. in- its. various forms: more : 
“ than, a little. thought. Ble 

“My- ‘associates at : 
Field Enterprises. and’ I have: a 

night show at the Stardust... 

Fight : a Now a. third sale. has: been’ ‘made to KSHO-TV; ‘same: town. 

ts. “Justice. Department- has o 

“Regulation in. question: eg | 

‘by ‘the Volunteers.of. America. 
tradition: of ‘wholesome. American: humor.’ .. 

Award - ceremony, .:wherein. Ideal. -prez. ‘Lionel ‘Weintraub. accepted a 
the: citation “from. Gen. ‘John-.F;. McMahon’ of the Volunteers,” was h.: sg 
filmed. and integrated with the “Magilla” seg which. aired: test: week. a 

West : 
‘Michigan the’ ‘spot. for a new. tv 
station; . Commission © turned. aside. |° 
competing | ‘bids of -Grand | Broad-: 

<MKO: -Broadcasting. 
Corp. and. "Peninsular Broadeast- i 
ing. Co... 

beam's: petition. 7 

“Bight. cBS: Foundation ‘New | Fellows for 64-85. have been selected, os . | : 

WCBS: Radio News; NYS 
‘The. Winners are: 
Robert .P. Blum, staff writer, 

-Fein, ‘ civic.. ‘affairs reporter, WTAR: Radio-TV- Corp: “y ve 
|| William, F.. Hoyt. Jr., newsman, KOIN-TV, Portland,.:Ore.; J. Kenley. — 
‘Jones, “news. ‘reporter, writer,” photographer,” KRNT and: KRNT-TV,:- *! 
Des: Moinés; James D: Pratt, director of néws. and pubaffairs, KEDA- — 
TV, Amarillo, ° Tex:; Richard - avero, newswriter, CBS. News, N.Y: -.-.- | 
John . Thawley, assistant | news. ‘editor, KTBC-TV, : Austin. Tex.: cand J 

No 

Richard’ D. Threlkeld, regional news: editor, WMT-TV; Cedar. Rapids: 

‘of. the’ network’s ‘series... 

TV. ‘in- the same -city- 

a.t York’s tercentenary. - 2. 
‘The: ‘pair . are’ John, E. McArdle: 

A couple. of ‘indie station ‘toppers I have ‘been tapped by ‘Mayor Wa 
ner: to .co-chair. a. broadcast trade: ‘committee: ‘helping ‘to ‘Shape ‘New ae a7] 

g.m..- ‘of Metromedia’s. WNEW-TV,. 
and. Mark Olds, g.m.- of WINS, the ‘Group’. Ww outlet: ; 
austey of:a cominittee: ‘to. Tep: all. facets ‘of. the city's. broadcast. ins - 
: ustry a . re eet, 

{was aimed. primarily ‘at. suburban |: 
‘discount. stores. doing business’ ony” 
the Sabbath. - : 
-Contending that thé Tack of sponi=: 

. en 

~ 

NAB” -is . ‘getting ‘some “help. from Kiwanis International in: puffing 

‘Washington, April 28. 
ECG. set: June. 5-for oral: argu-| - 

“| ments in the Miami channel » 101). 
scramble. 

- Up. for hearing are. ‘applications | 
of LB. Wilson: Ine. for. renewal 

| of WLBW-TV | and competing’ ‘bids 
of -Civic. Television Inc... South 
Florida’ Television Corp. and. Miami. 

; Television. Corp 
Setting: the “hearing | date: ‘FCC | 

knocked down a. joint: ‘petition by | 
Wilson, -Civic .and. Miami: to .re- 
open the: record for. ‘inclusion ‘of | 
‘new: evidence’ about’ South Fiorida’s. 

| financial and. character ualifica-" 
: Grand: Broadcasting ‘because: of its” nancla a ; 

-broadeast “experience - and integra- | | 
tions. . 

Also nixed’ was: 

nel.7 arguments. be heard together. 
This: was similarly scotched.. 

-Backing “West - “Michigati were.’ 
Chairman: E.. .William:-Henry:. and 
Commissioners Rosel: Hyde, Robert. 
Bartley; Frederick. ‘Ford. ‘and : Lee } 

: Loevinger, . ° 

“Commissioner. Lee 
dissented on. the turndown. of Sun- 

- WWOK’s 200G. Sale | 
‘Charlotte, April: 28. 

ON MIAMI CH. 10)" 

 petition.. of 5 
‘Sunbeam: Television Corp., ‘licerisee: 
‘of :WCKT-TV on .Miami’s’ channel 
7, to participate. Sunbeam’s. station: 
| is up for renewal and facinga com- 
‘parative hearing and: ‘the company. 
‘suggested the channel 10 and chan- 

“Broadcasting: 
‘Broadcasting ° 
Regional ‘ Broadcasting: 

|-big ‘show 
‘Loevinger. 

“Radio Station: WWOK .here ‘has. 
‘been sold for an: estimated $400,- 
000:: ‘Sale is: subject, to’ mpptoval: by for: 
LF MRBTV-KBTR). 

| Pasadena’s $ K RL i | | 
On Interim Status | 

-Washington, ‘April. 28.- 

_Wesinenday, Apel 29, 1964 : 

Norman. B 7 
rfolk, ‘Va. 

-The Fellowships. ‘were -established . by’ the CBS Foundation: in "ST. = 
to. offer a. year of study. at Columbia’ U. N.Y. for. men. 1 and wortien: in” 
radio. and. yy news. and: pubaffairs. ° 

‘Winners of NBC's. ‘sixth aninial promotion managers contest had ry cide 
‘week. of: la- dolce vita in two: Cities: before returning to. the. local grind 

{ this. week, ~~. ee 
In ‘Los. ‘Angéles, : ‘the. ‘poys partied with. Bob’ ‘Hope. and breakfasted'* « a 

‘with: Jack: Benny. between’ visits to: studios. to meet: ‘stars: and. producers. hte 

On Thursday (23); the: ‘drammers flew to: Las: Vegas for a stay ‘at. the noite 
‘Desert Inn and. visits to the Phil. Harris show and. Lido: ‘de Paris. mid- 

“Daytime -hours. Friday. (24) were. devoted.” of 
to ‘swimming, shopping, touring -Végas, ete, - Oo: 
The winners, hosted by. NBC. veepee Al’ Rylander’ ‘and John Scuoppo, 

‘director ‘of promotion, New.-York; were. James. Knight .of. WTRF; ' 
‘Wheeling: ‘Howard Wry -of -WHNB, : “West: ‘Hartford; “Dick Paul -* of .. 4 

.| WAVY, Norfolk; Caley’ | Augustine, WIIG, ‘Pittsburgh: ‘Cal. - ‘Mahlock, ar 
. ‘WKIG, Fort: Wayne; and Barbara. (Welcher, KGNC, Amarillo. Cl 4 

in ‘Las Vegas, the tv. stations } pass the feature filing along. the \ way. the. od 
_ [eity’s erap shooters pass the dice: *.’ re 

. Hollywood: Television Service . reports it: first ‘sold ‘its package. of: 140 nal § 
‘post ’50 Republic Pictures ‘(called “Constellation Features”) ‘to’ Las |: :: 
regas ‘station’ KORK-TV. ‘Package: was picked: up. for: rerun. ‘by. KLAS-: 4 

Gordon ‘Webber, Benton’ ee ‘Bowles veepee,. ‘and Richard. Li, ‘Gelb, . 
| -president:-of Clairol,. will: be: the. €wo-Yank jurists at the’ ‘ith. annual. —_ 

International: Advertising ‘Film .Festival. at- Venice. in June. - |’: ao 
‘Gelb will: serve .on the panel. judging. telefilm ads, and Webber. ¢ on 2 the. at 

. one >. Screening theatrical ‘film.. commercials, Se a 

’ First ‘step is. a 

‘Hanna-Barbera’ - | Ntagilla: Gorilla” cartoon,’ - bankroiled: ‘in. 151: do- 7 - | 
| mestic markets by Ideal. Toy, has fetehed the annual ‘award . bestowed nog 

It’s given to. the’ ‘kidshow “in the best: cue 

ONBE-T V's: new. ‘daytime’: pamé “show: “Jeopardy” ‘has. ‘set: in’ new. a 
| record: for viewer response with some. 250: letters. a day. coming. in, 

| says the nétwork. ‘The Merv Griffin: entry. also took:a jump in favor ~ 
‘lwith the ‘daytime Nielseri lookers, hitting: a fop-ofsthe-siot, 88%. share 
‘| for. the. week. of April 13-17... ; fi 

The ‘George. Heller “Memorial ‘Foundation taamed: for: one: “of the. oa. 
AFTRA founders) is paging’ “everyone: in the. entertainment industry” 
to ‘a: fundraising | cocktailery- ‘Sunday. “(3). at“ The’ ‘Lambs; - N.Y,,'.5-8:30° 
-p.m., to °q efit the Foundation’s. scholarship, kitty. A -buck ¢ admission . 
includes first drink and hors d'oeuvres, eae : 

| a HEARING DATE 

FEC iadicated. it-, wants: to put 
the -contentious.. channel of -KRLA-.’. 
AM, Pasadena,. ‘Calif.,.on:an interim |: 
operation. until “it finally ‘decides’ - 
which of :the 20 applicants. should = 
get the spot. permanentiy... 

This. ‘approach. was sugéested by. 
‘the: ‘Commission '. when .. it. gave _ 
Eleven Ten ‘Broadcasting. Corp. ‘an. -- | 
extra month to operate the: fevoked _- 

-Originally’. scheduled to - 
‘sign off. May 1.the station. will have _ 
until: June:1 to-broadcast: - * 

Five companies with interim: bids . | 
in--at “FCC are Goodson-Todman ae 

‘Oak Knoll... 
‘California. | 

Corp.; -: 

station.. 

:Ine.; 
“Corp: wee 

Crown. .:City Broadcasting | Co. and 
Radio Eleven..Ten Inc. : 
Fifteen: other... companies, “with 

. _Denver—Lee Harris, who. joined a 
‘the: ‘air ‘staff of KBTR. here .a year’ 
-ago; has been named:.to. the newly- ~ 
created post of pubaffairs | director . 

“Broadcasting _. Co. 4 - Mullins . 

biz ‘and- broadcasting. -. 
names, on: ‘their - corporate” rosters, — 
have’ applications ‘in: for regular wo 

. {operation on ‘KRLA’s spot. 



‘isa Teenage 

-) 

oo formers. 

* nant... 

"ond - LP, * 
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~ May Create Bruade Market I fasts! 
‘London, Aprii 28: +-—— 

* Gutstanding. difference between. : 

the American and ‘the. British ‘disk} 
markets, according:to.a -wax-execu-| * 
:tive with experience :on both..sides, |: 
is:the. amount: of influence. the: kids, ah 
have. ‘over album sales. =? : 

“While: in. America-a broad cross- Lo 

-" gection’ of the -public will, ‘pick up|: 

pn album,’ thus. providing consum-|.- 
-s-ers: for ‘a diverse selection of ta-|-... 
- Jents;:the “majority, of British LPs 
“are bought by: the same’.customers |~ 
+: Who... buy" ‘the: -Singles—the' ‘teen- : 
agers... . 

“Result “is: ‘that in... the: US. top. a 
." glbum:- sales. can. ‘be- achieved by” 
. - i.“ quality” 
film: 

: Singers, original . casts, 

.For instance, ‘it: took. ‘the’ “South 
Pacific”. ‘soundtrack five.“ years_to | - 
rack up “1,000,000 album: sales here; | Jag: 
“put: it has taken something under |4.™ 

.. four=months, for*.the . Beatles’. ‘sec- |" 

““With.:The Beatles,” to}. 
“pass the: 900,000 sold. mark: (disk. is 
- , selling ‘so. strongly. Joeally, it is ex- 

ste pected’ ‘to: hit. the. “1,000,000. sales | 
ark. in. Six, ‘months). 

~.. 2 Moreover, EMI was:once: proud. 
Of the. pacesetting - ‘performance ‘of 
. dts 

““* Show” album..which shot to 100,000. 
. 2 Varders: within three months ‘of re-. 
-* eases - 

“Black: And White. Minstrel. 

“Now, .- Detca’s Rolling}: 
: Stone’s: first’ album has racked up. 
100, 000.. sales” on the. first day . of 

“. dssue, ° 
“Domination: of : ‘disk. “buying Spy} 

.“'teenagers in this country has been: 

.- keenly ‘observed .by ‘American Tony 
7: D'Amato, London.-Records’. record- 
- ‘ing manager, permanently: based’ in: 
“the -U:K; withthe. task (of “pro-: 

_.., ducing: stereo albums. for: the’ Yank. 
"5 Market.. : 

D’Ainato views. the. ‘teens’. -disk 
“© biaying influence. with mixed feel-’ 

- ings. for, while their fascination for. 

* “amateur: groups”. is whipping” up 
. - the: biz into.‘an: important, :multi-. 
'.: million. dollar branch, of .the: enter-. 

. _tainment ‘industry, : their capture. of 7. 
‘both.. album .and: ‘singles’: ‘markets 
~.is.sérving-to frustrate a host of :pro-- 

fessional talent - which :“now ‘can: Bet. 
“neither live’:dates.nor disk work: 

But : one. -point, . “D'Amato. makes. 
~ ds that, as never before,: ‘British. 
- "youngsters have got ‘into the’ rec- 
-ord-buying: .. habit; . 
'Torebears. had-only. to a. ‘small de= |. 
-Bree.. 

- which: © 

‘He’ -believes that: in. the. not. 
- too distant future the tastes of the. 

- current rock-mad: ° ‘record ‘buyer 

° Paring. -for his 
, Stint, is ‘still rated top man, - with 
“Richard ' Anthony a. ‘close. second. 
-Hallyday’s: fian.ee; rock /and} 
- “ballad artist Sylvie- Nartan, ‘on. her] 
. Way.” up... ‘Francoise “Hardy, - 

will. mature. into” a. desire for -a 
More’. disciplined musi¢t—say;,- for’ 
... instance, _swing—which - will, ‘create 
8. ‘new. market. . - 

V. -While -fresh. youngsters ‘will: per-. 
-"petuate the beat: and: provide the 
:. bulk-Jof the- singles “sales ‘trade, 
_ D'Amato - opines, that: . ‘the. . ~disk- 
-buying: habit :will.‘not - -die.. in . the 

“ ‘maturing: British; teenagers, : 
‘will’ undergo. subtle -: changes, 
Several - directions, - 
| 1 €reate a. wider. and: more: diverse 

“Public. for. albums. 

; Singing lol’ Still 

but 
in 

 gufficient : to: 

"Score in France 
' Paris,’ “April- 28. 

“the. socealléd. “singing : idols: ” 
oa the: Tockers;.: Twisters. et. -al.. who. 
are favorites of ‘the . more::monied 
-Youth,. are Still :felt «to be: fairly |. 

” stable on the music scene, accord-|} 
"hg ‘to .trade sources. These sing- 
: fs, of course; are. topdisk - sellers: 
and: in-person ‘draws, « 

= Lgensensts: is ‘that their platters 
Yt 

 -Vauders, get plenty of ‘Tadio: and 
"tvtime | ‘and have. been appearing: 
in’ more’films -with -the . summer 
_ tourist; season’ coming ‘up, it. is felt 
- they will: draw as: heavily as ever. 

go briskly, they:.-pull. at}: 

-Rocker “Johnny, Hallyday,- -pre- 
-18-month .. army 

Continued on. “Page 173)°, 

‘soundtrack, orchestras,” jazz,:| :- 
= -comedians: and other.non-rock per-|- - 

a On ‘the: other: hand. in} 
“ Britain;the album. bestselling lists} 

reflect. closely. ‘the rock: ‘dominated - 
Singles charts.. ' ° 

~The. situation.” strongly” indicates “ale 
: that’. British - teenagers. are. ‘domi-| _ 

i *y album’ as well “as. single} _... 
- 7 pecord buying and-local a&r exécs’ 
“o> Wave’ a: fight on their: hands to get- 
--: non-teen:’ material ’ off. into “any, 
vs healthy. Sales ‘stride. . 

-ing” ‘the: COTPSE, : ; that's 

ae Saw. 

‘Ralph Marterie’ ‘S: crew. opened club. justly. enri ich ed at the Plaintiffs . 

union raised: sideman scale to. $165 
per’. ‘week. per man. «Biz still:perked. 
‘Kai. Winding. ‘orch : :sucteeded,- and. their fiduciary duties: through their’ 

-conduet in: refusing 2 ‘an: accounting," ‘their |° 
among other other FRABS 

what could be done about adjusting’ 
the. ‘five-day week rule for: Chi toot=|:: we 

Local: 10 ‘said ‘they. could play! - 
seven: ‘days. if * an “extra: 15-piece 
‘orch’ was ‘used: two days .a week: 

ers. 

. 

‘plus : ‘rehearsal .-fees),.’ 
‘Shelly’s Manne. Hole ‘Thursday ( 23): 

ductor *post.-. 

from: Rochester, : 
* who |had been : conductor. of .the.. - East- 

man. n “Symphony. Orchestra. 

‘British Disk Best Sellers 
“London;. April. 28... 

Cant Buy Me. Love’: Beatles | 
Parlophone). oe 

World ‘Without Love. Peter & 
. ( Columbia): . “Gordon .: 

ar Believe: “Bachelors 
: (Decca) - a 

oe Little: ‘Children . Dakotas: 
Parlophone), - 

“Tell Me: When. . -Abplejacks 
-. (Decca). oa 

- “y Love ‘You Beciuse . + Reeves: 
. » ~€RCA-Vietor) : wi 

a Just One. Look... ees - Hollies s 
. (Parlophone): tao 

"Not. Fade Away... oviee «Rolling * 
(Decca).” ao : ‘Stones’: 

.My: Boy. Lollipop Millie. 
- (Fontana) *- vote 

“Don't Throw. ‘Love Away. 
_{Pye) Seatétiers 

els son ike Chi ie 

* Hollywood, “April ‘28. . 

dead. We know ‘ it...: The Squares. 
killed- At.. So: .did: thé. ‘folkniks® ‘and 
the r&rers “~who appeal’ to the: ‘voice- 
addicts. “But -when an American 
.Federation. of Musicians local: (also| 
known: as: “the ‘musicians’ - pro- 
tective association”) insists ‘on kick- 

else.. 
*And:: according. té -@rummér: 

i happened. in’ Chi’s jlear-north side 
-Celebrity.- Lounge;. wheré~ - he 
helmed . a. -15-piece “orch through’. 7 
‘most of: March: :-Chi’s’ Local. 10, |: 
‘said’ ‘Bellson;: “not only” forced ‘an. 
abrupt: ending tothe month's: stint: 

dark. 

" Seqirenee of. events’ ‘are as. fol- 
lows: “Celebrity. “Club ‘opened. ‘jn. 

| the: Maryland ‘Hotel: just™-prior to 
‘Christmas: last. year. ‘ ‘Owner’ Hank 
“Markbright’s idea. was to bring’ big} 
bands:back to: Chi. and. the midwest. 

‘With: _nitery’: s prices kept ‘down 
(no cover,*. no . minimum,- 

ner orch: followed: -in- January, ‘tune: 

seale- was upped even. more. 

Markbright couldn't ‘meet: the’ nut. 
“He -went:.'to union. and asked 

‘and twice: weekly. club had-30 men: 
on the. bandstand. . Club: shuttered. 

| Bellson,. there’s “little: “hope of. it. 
opening. again.” 

moans Beltson...“ put 14: of their: 
‘guys: to ‘work.’ Don’t they. ‘realize 
‘it’s better to. have: 14 guys working 
for. $125: than ‘none. for $2032” 

- Bellson,.. who. claims “he: wound: 
Chi: -stint working: . for: nothing. 

| (weekly- payroll. beirig over. $3, 000. 
‘opened - at 

for ..10.: days... It marks. tlub's. frst |™: 
booking. of: a Big’ ‘band. . 

“Symph Assoc. Conductor, 
, Minneapolis, “April. 28. - 

- When: his two-year contract ex- 

nell will quit -his ‘Minneapolis’ Sym- 5 
phony: -Orchestra :: associate ~. 

Je He 

in: “a. future. activity: in the - Twin 
Cities, . that will. be announced | in 
the near: future. ” 
‘Fennell. : came:. to. . “Minneapolis 

NYS -wheré ‘he. 

pifes: next August, ‘Frederick ‘ Fen- 

|-chestral - Assn.,. - 
another . step. in. ironing. out . the}-~ 
“kinks ‘in ‘a contract: forged under}. 

‘| the pressure of a near-cancellation, _—_ 
jot the ’G2-’63 season. «_.- . 
2 - Mayor. ‘Richard iJ.. Daley; “who: ae 

o ‘Bandleaders Sue 
= |e ee aml Recorery rey f 

| Ingo 5 Tooter 
Reciprocity Grows} 

| that. the: ‘Senate ‘would act: on’ it: 

_American Federation of Musicians’ 
.] 10% -.traveling -tax,: filed .suit.-in 
N.Y. Federal Court last week’ to |: 
recover-all the ‘monies. ‘they’ ve paid |- W's High Scales | 
Stanley Ballard.. Plaintiffs “include: 

_ Something 7 

|-acted” over a six-year-petiod start-"| 
| ing-in 1958. Batoners-also: want. an. 

‘batoneer Louis’ Bellson, that’s what |- 

“trust imposed upon such coin: eol-" 

according: fo. the “complaint; «has. 
‘been exacted ‘sinee-1947. until .the 

but also. caused. ‘the nitery’ to go /end of 1963. -Moreover, it’s. claimed,- 

drinks 

$1.25), biz. ‘boomed. ‘When Si.Zent: ‘paid because of ‘AFM “coercion, ”. 
“contend . the. tax -was- .“érroreous,. 
false; and: illegal.” Kenin, - Claney 

-Finally,. when ‘Bellson took over 
7 Feb.:24, union ‘raised. sideian‘scale’| - 
to $203.28.. Two'days of reliearsals. a 
cost .Bellson: “‘close to. $500"—scale | ” 
being -'$5:50. per hour. ‘per: - man..| [A:T] 
‘Word of ‘mouth made.¢lub. increas-|ZB2 AY 
‘ingly. ‘popular. but; ‘natch, owner | Hw woth Was Hike 

_cians is” asking - a’ flat: 10% : Wage | 
Don : Jeris orch - was brought ‘in, ike. ‘ahd additional. scoring hours,,| 

networks. and~: vidpix © production | 

.thrée: weeks: ago, and:. according to |: 

‘in’ their.. initial. negotiation © _ Ses- | 

‘ai Symph Tooters Wo 

Chicago, ‘April 28. 
The Chicago: ‘Symphony ‘Orches: | 

tra. and its ~ ‘employers,” ‘the... Or-] | 
last “week~ took: 

| appointed. ‘a fact-finding committee, 
“lsaid' the ‘Assn. has agreed to ‘pay. |"...° 
195%. and. the individual - playérs-|": 
{28% -of ‘the: cost of ‘hospital, major |. 
‘surgical needs and -life insurance: {. 

-| The: agreement. is. retroactive’ to}. 
October, 1962,. ‘amounting toa re-.} 
‘| fund. of $15, 000 to. » $20; 000; : or. 8150" a 
to, $190: per man. - 

‘Group - of dissident “bandteaders, 
which: has Jong been contesting the 

under. the ‘impost since 1958... 

urer George Clancy .and secretary 

Stan Kenton: and. 15 other batoners : 
‘as ‘well.'as Ben.: Cutler :.as head’ of 
the. National ; Assn. of. Orchestra : 
Leaders... 

Suit. asks a -declakatory - jude 
ment which would compel the AFM 
to. return ‘monies*.“unlawfully .:ex- 

accounting; : tréble. damages. and. a 

lected. . 

‘The: - 10% 20. “traveling - ‘gurcharee, 

| this ‘source - “of revenue. provided |." 
67% :of AEM's: income in ‘the. 1958- 
1963, ‘period, 

‘: Action’ charges: that the AFM had 
no right to this ‘coin: which “was 
“withheld: from: its ‘true’ owners.” 

Complaint: further: alleges that the | 
‘union. -was' . “unlawfully and: un-: 

expense. 

The: ‘bandleader, whe. Say’ ‘they 

and Ballard, it’s alleged, violated. 

i | Asks 7, 

"Hollywood, Apel: ‘98. 
American - Federation © of: ‘Musi-. 

in: “demands served on the.: three} 

companies.. Musicians: met: with]. 
the: producers ‘yesterday : (Monday) | 

sion, : 

_ Adjustment‘ in ‘Benefits|* be 

"Named. defendants are ‘the: AFM, 1 
hits: ‘prexy, Norman. ‘Kenin:. ‘treas- 

“So- the” big: band: jazz era” is 

‘radio datés. 
trumpeter: Red: “Allen. . 
:Among:- those . “skedded © for ‘up- |: 

concert: tours’. are. ‘the. 
‘Woody. Herman’: outfit in: July. and: 

‘next. month ‘for. dates..” 
Lewis’: has «pacted. the : Cannonball | - 
Adderley. Sextet which will fly: in |. 
:to replace Pee Wee ‘Russell. whose | 

: | projected trip :to: Britain was’ can- 
celled. - Dave - Brubeck will. also. 

| play -the.- U.K, ‘making: concert and . 
}tv.appearances.. °....: 

Under the: British Musicians Un-. 
ion and ‘the::American. Federation 
of ‘Musicians’ » exchange pact, .. the 

|, |harmonic:: unit : was- 
‘| for- Britain’s:.: ‘Original Downtown 
{| Syncorators. 
4d with . ‘the. British: -Ray ... . Ellington |: 

~ Brubeck comes (in-.ex- 
-| change ‘for « ‘the Terry Lightfoot 

.. | band; -which -has- also: figured with 
the’ Dave .Clark Five. in’ the. Ray: 

= quartet.” 

mi change for’ Cannonball, Adderley.” 

Dims as Bill La 
“Talo Disk Best Sellers 
. Rome, April. 2B. | 

: Now “Ho. PEta.: wip a wars »Cingquettl ” 
- (CGD) ° 

: Lacrima ‘sul Viso.. ‘Solo — 
{Riccordi): © 

Quando’: ‘Vedrai: Ragama. 

. Pleasé Please Me" "* Beatles. 
(Parlophon) .. . 

“Cin, Cin wukebaees- “Anthony ~} 

| ‘Pieta “7 Saale eee cee LOvale 
done Pathe) ; 

Ogni Volta” J aslkar + 
tee (RCA) 

Pe, Ritorna “Pitney. 
(UA). . 

: Misery . _Beaties 
“Panlophon)" 7 

"Bacio. Picolissimo. + Robertino . 
.. (Carosello) - 

“London, : ‘April: 28. 
“With the ‘projected. ‘departure | ‘to 
the US, ofa band: of: British pop 
groups and: other . music. units, the |: 

° 
n- 

~ | 
musician unjon-enforeed . reciproc ‘Can ‘snuff ‘out a Southern ‘filibus- 

‘ter arid pass the. civil rights. bill by 
July, much less ‘any: comparative" y 
‘minor. legislation. 

jty. deals—under which‘ "Yank and 
British. tooters :must:.be exchanged: 

“Fon ca ‘one-for-one basis, ° seem. to 
augur - well. for American. jazzmen. 
-as-’ America . is- importing British: 
rockers, Britain ‘is’ Amporting: Amer- 
ican jazZ names, = - 

Already here: this ‘year: “chave 
‘been the big: Duke. ‘Ellington’ Orch- 
‘estra,. Ella:: Fitzgerald With. . Roy 

+ Eldridge. and.Oscar Peterson: And 
currently. the. Modern Jazz Quartet. | 
and guitarist . Lorendo’ ‘Almedo are 
appearing in- concerts. ‘and on: ‘tv- 

- So is American . Jaz) 4 

coming 

Errol’: Garner. .in October: Blues 
shouter Memphis : ‘Slim. is® expected, 

Ella - Fitzgerald-J: azz. :At -The. Phil- 

The. MJQ ‘swapped: 

Charles . orchestra ° excharige. 
‘Gerry Marsden. & The -Pace- | 

| makers. -are: .involved : in-. the . OX-: 

7] 

Red Nichols’ Booking In 
Pasadena Inn Marks Its.. 
- Ist Name Band in 25: Yrs. ; 

| single, -he. was- turned down be-— 

right Exemplin Repeal 

‘}amassed - 
- against: it. 

Sat 
' Agent Vic } 

in exchange 

strong’s : new’: ‘album, _ = 
~“Hello,; Dolly,” went into general : 

"ST don’t: understand that’ union,” | * 

‘management. resistance -to the pro-. 
posal for ‘additional:.scoring. hours, ‘Nichols and. crew: June 13-Oct.. 7, 

| at-least ‘under the terms sought by. |first name. oreli- spot ‘has-inked. in| 

| the AFM. - Under ‘the current: cone é orch spot ‘has “inked. in 
tract,. sidemen: work: a. minimum of 
18 hours:on each: ‘block ‘of 13-half- |: 
‘hour’ shows. 

le nt.:36": hours to 48 hours.- 
‘sicians -also:.seek ‘to. Jimit: “pact S0.] 

con- f.-- 
“Myers;- the |. 

‘orchestra . association’s.’ ‘president; 
‘Said’ Fennell. is resighing to engage |: -: 

gms | War: Il, piano. sales’ in Britain last | 
year: exceeded:. $2,800,000, .a- hike! 
of 5%, and. ‘exports; at $2, 800 000,|. : 
rose .by the'-same amount: dcéor d- | Marineland, “near San. Pedro, for. 
ing:. to:- the’ -Pianoforte:. “Pabiicity | ‘annual “six ‘weeks,.on: O¢r. -13:. ‘He® 
Agsn. A ‘further , mprovement ~ ‘is also (is. firm for. next: - winter ° at 

J anticipated this. year. aa ccd ., 

r “/.:: + Pasadena, Calif., April 28. 
It’s anticipated there will be: tif | asadena, Ca pril 

‘poshest ‘hotel; . 

25 years.’ Last. name: batoneer: -was. 
Jan Garber.) - 

Nichols .. ‘closes - current... 
But under ‘the. new.. 

proposals; the musicians want to /May 9. A two-week: hiatus :during 
elevate ‘this ‘to 24. hours. | Pasadena roost hasbeen arranged 

Japan : July: "7-17, --during © which. 
numerous -jazz" fests’ will - be ‘Played 

Mu-.' in Nipponese ‘keys:? ~ 
| hour-long programs. from the: pres- 

will © record : _only 
‘one “show , vat each ‘session. : * | 

| that. ‘sidemen 

Caper.: Talent .. includes .:Ella. Fitz- 

| band; “Dukes of Dixieland, “Tommy 
| Dorsey ‘orch” led by Sam Donahue. Britain’ $ Piano. Sales Wp 

-’ London, April 28. © ad Dizzy - Gillespie. 
For. ‘the: first ‘time ‘since . “World: an izzy _ Gillespi 7Piper:s).- 

‘Krupa has: been: ill. « 
. Meanwhile,’ ‘Nichols. returris“ to 

/Sheraton-West. 

‘Sheraton-Huntington; this. town’ Ss. 
-has_ booked: Red | 

of 
‘| Edwin ° H. Morris" ‘tunes: ‘in “the | 

‘tive- 
“month. run in ‘L. A’s Sheraton-West’ 

: Joe Glaser’s Associated | Booking 
,.Corp. ° “has..-set .up ‘thé -:Far™ East | 

i gerald, . Louis’ Bellson’s ° 15-man|-: 

-(with- “Frank: Sinatra Ire and Pied 

combo: Bellson ‘outfit -is late re=| 
‘placemént- for Gene Krupa’s crew. 

a oe secretary, Morton Goud. 

gs in House Rules Unit. 
Washington, April 28. 

‘Prospects are fading . for ‘repeal 
{of the jukebox | copyright exemp- 

' . tion. 
The legislation which’ “cleared 

{the House . ‘Judiciary - ‘Committee 
ate last. summer is: mired in’ the: 

_ |House:. Rules Committee’ and. it. 
“| looks - ‘like’ that - ids where. it will 

Co ‘remain, .. - 
AGA) ce - Pitney of The bill's backers.say they: have. 

the votes. in the House to. pass. ‘the’. 
pill even though the ‘jukebox in-. 

dustry . ‘and tavern owners have. 
~considerable Pressure 

But ‘before. any’ “pill gets to the 
| House fldor it ‘must be approved 
‘by Rules: Committee which acts as 
a legislative traffic cop.. 

- Rules | Committee ‘Chairman 
| Howard: “Smith. (D. -Va.) - opposes 
{the bill, however, and he ‘is taking. 
‘his. time in acting: on it. _ 

* “Time. is ion Judge Smith's side 
: ‘as he quietly puts aside the re- 
quests or House Judiciary’ Chair- 
man Emanuel -Celler (D-N.Y.). for . 
a hearing or action..on the pill: 
- Even - if: Celler, the.-bill’s spon-. 
sor, ‘could pry the measure. from 
the ‘Committee and get it. through | 
the’ House, it.is highly unlikely: 

before. . ‘Congress adjourns in 
July just ‘prior to the Repubilean 
‘National - Convention: 

‘The ‘Senate will be lucky: if. it 

If the repeal bill does not pass in 
‘this: session, the entire legislative’ 
machinery will have to be re-geared 

| when Congress comes back for. a 
‘new session in January. 
“This means the whole process of 

‘hearings, committee action.and the 
rest will have to be repeated giv-. 
ing the bill's: numerous opponents . 
still more: : chances © to. shoot it” 

hno's Dolly’ 
~ Topples Beatles 
“The Beatles,.: who have ‘been. 

‘dominating .. ‘the “U.S. disk: -best-. 
‘seller :charts, have. receded in the... 
compilations .due to ‘the strong. 
surge. of sales-of. the ‘Kapp. waxing | 
of “Hello, Dolly” by. Louis: “Arm-" 
‘strong. . ‘Satchmo’ $s version of the’ 
title tune from ‘the Broadway. mu- 
sical’ went “into ‘first place ‘this’;. 
“week, dropping the : Britons’ : Plat: 
ters. into. subsequent. Ppositions.. 

“AS a “result - of the single, Arm: 
‘also. called . 

release. last week: with: an. advance: 
sale. of : 150, 000.” 

The’ Armstrong. “Dolly”. single 
imarks. : the: reversal. ‘of... another - 

_ trend. It’s. the first time. in: Many 
“| years: that. a. legit musical- excerpt. 
‘| has. gone - into: Na: 1. position’ -in 
7 the charts.. 

Armstrong: presently. has no Tre: 
| cording - contract. arid when his 
4 agent, Joe Glaser, -head. of. -Associ- 

ated Booking: ‘Corp.,. solicited sev-.::.. 
eral ‘diskeries to. etch.-the. “Dolly”. : 

“cause none ..wanted' to -do ‘singles. 
at that? point.: Kapp, however, de-. 
vided - ‘to do. the <disk,. 

AS a. result of the ‘saves. record 
“Dolly,” ‘Armstrong’ did SEX 

“Dolly” | album: Jack Lee.. “Morris 
professional: manager, had ‘urged 
Glaser to get: Armstrong to do the 
“Dolly”. § sin le. 

‘Demands ‘call. for: proportionate: ‘so. that ‘Nichols’:.crew can: join |’ ie 
> increases: on longer. shows, - . S@eK-- i flock - -of. other names: on. tour. “of |} - 

' fing ‘to. raise ‘the-scoring: “hours’ eo | 

Fennell Exiting’ as s Mols. _ REELECT STAN ADAMS 
PRESIDENT CF ASCAP - 

The. “ASCAP ‘board. - -of - direc; 
‘tors. reelected songwriter-. Stanley. | 
Adams president of the performing ~:~ 
right. Society. | oe 
‘member. .of”. the. Soc jety’s: “board. ees 
“since. 1944.00 . 

“Adams. has. been’ a 

Other officers. elect71 were | ‘vice- - 
‘presidents:: ‘Adolph. Vogel, presi- 
“dent .of Elkan-Vogel. Co. Inz., 
writer-miemher Ned: W ashington; 

and: 

treasurer, Frank - WW Ce BROT, pres- 
Fdent . of” Carl Bischet ie + serre- 
tar 02 Paint “Créstos : a 
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“qe RECORD REVIEWS _ 

Satchmo 5 rip Vaug in ns "Foe? : 
Lilies’ Track, Nino & Ap

ril's Songs, 

Martin's ‘Live at Carnegie’ 
New LPs. 

LOUIS: ‘ARMSTRONG: “HELLO, | don}, 

Wednesday, Apel 29, 1964 - 

Top Singles € Of 
(l he ‘Best Bets’ of This Week's 100-Plus Releases ) 

CONNIE FRANCIS... OSS BE: ANYTHING 
(MGM) 2. eee be eect: Tommy: 

"Singer: Caterina: ‘Valente has | Connie . Francis? “Be. Anything” ( * Cshipits. Bemistein®) gives: this - 

“DOLLY”. (Kapp).. Louis. Armstrong}. .b een | “churning: out. the: LPs lately. 
and: this is. d6ne of her. better’ ef-. 

is one of those.show: ‘biz:-vets who forts, Dedicated: to-Gotham, it con- 

ballad a neat ‘workover with a steady beat that will’ earn ita. 
wide ‘round of spin’ with. the juke ‘set.: “Tonimy” ' ( Mernat): is an. 
okay: rocking’ number in: a conventional teenage’ Sormat. - 

[BARBARA LEWIS © a Z 
SOMEDAY: WERE GONNA LOVE: AGAIN: 

just can’t stop putting out: He | tains various:-Songs. penned about: 
scored - strongly this” year: with : his ‘the Big City‘ and. she: -délivers: with 

waxing of “Hello;. Dolly”: and now. ‘strength and -spirit; .especially on 

+ 
a 

follows that up with a fine LP-in athe ttle tune”"I happen To Dike | 
similar: grooye,. “containing - several : 

other legit showtunes. Singing and 

tooting | his ‘horn,’ backed “by some. 

‘fine tr aditional wailers,. he breezes. 

‘through - such. numbers. as. “A. Lot 

of Livin’ To Do," “A Kiss To Build 

Tunes’ ‘inchide. “Lullaby of Broad--| - 

| way,” 

New York.’ The Johnny Keating | 
-Orch. backs ‘competently, providing. |} 
simple . yet.’ dramatic “- settings. 1 

way,” “Autumn fr: New ‘York,’’ | 
“Manhattan - Serenade,” “Broad- 

“Take ‘the A “Train” and | ~ LAWRENCE WELK _ 
others. - 

~ (Atlantic) cece ee alee 7 Spend. A. Little ‘Time *: 
‘Barbara Lewis’. “Someday We’re : ‘Gonna Love Again” (McLaugh- 

‘0 bee ee 

lint) registers. as°a swinging -slice witha catchy. lyric, idea: that « ae 

this. songstress. projects. for :maximum ‘resilts’. with her: ‘blues: Toe 
. flavored’ attack... “Spend A. Little. Time’™:( Fobete+) ‘changes : Pace. ue 

_ with @ pr ety ballad idea that could Pick. up the. action, ne “A 
* 

| Presents His New Hit DOT ALBUM | GENE PITNEY. oe eo 0 88 'e- 

a Dream On,” “Moon River,” “You l JESSE COLIN YOUNG:. pie: a 
Are ‘Woman, I ‘Am: Man” and more, ' 

. This could: be one of: his. strongest- . 

‘selling - ‘albums. |-buffs in both: ufban,.and. eountry 

‘BILLY: “VAUGRN: | ‘“POREVER” 
(Dot). With the elick musical item. 

-“Boreyer,” “Billy Vaughn--has an-. 
other. solid instrumental slice. Also 
‘included is. “Shangri-La,” an-addi-. 
tional: hit;. and other tunes briskly 
‘arranged ‘by “Vaughn, “Milt Rogers: 
“and. Bill: Jones. - A*.vocal chorus: 
: joins the- instrumentalist. for solid 
effect. The result: is a fine. musical 
package, . -in.a- soft’ and. melodic. “Stranger’ Love” ‘and others. 
groove. ‘It's: sure. to: grab spins’ and‘}. 

Sales. _SERAFFYN: “OF. ‘LOVE, ~ 
“LILIES OF . PE. FIELD”. { WAR, OF ‘MANY. THINGS” . (Co- 

(Epic). No “sooner than -Sidney'|. lumbia). ‘This. 
Poitier ‘won the ‘Oscar’ for his best 
performance .in.” “‘Lilies'’ of. ‘The: 
Field,” this enterprising - abel. put’ 

- out the soundtrack. from that film. 
‘It’s “standout : for’ the. genre: since. 
the Jerry. ‘Goldsmith ‘score con- 
tains. several. - ‘memorable: themes |]. 
finterspers ed among folk and | 

_an: example. A. New: York City’ boy, 
he wails country blues, work songs 

authentic-souriding: manner..:” 

tradition - of the troubadours, of 

ij there’s a side trip. to. the legit. “Try 
to. Remember”: and . “the: “western. 

is showcased, on. a. stirring. gospel/}. 
-yoeal ‘in.- the “Amen” number, 
‘done twice. in this score: 

he: Sometimes - ‘overdoes, . 
main. he™ 

‘purveyor: ‘for those who. happen t ta 

-“NINO- & APRIL, “SING. “PRE: , dig. his’ specialties. ‘ 
GREAT. SONGS”. (Atco)... Nino 
“Tempo. and - ‘April’: ‘Stevens. give 
some stick. pip readings to..a-stand- 

ard songbag -with, this. Lp. Jimmie | 
-HasKell.- has - ‘contributed spirited | 
‘and .groovy poo ‘settings for. the 
duo.. Miss Sievens.. often’ steps. to 
the-.. mike .for: ..som?:: listenable. 
“whispering bits. ‘arid’ the. twosome. | 
provides: other: vocal ‘effects: which’ }, 

-work..well. Included in” the: paek- ers. His. longhair. delivery. is. mixed. 

“age -are “Tea™ For: Two,” “Honey=| With - an. - occasional . bit’. of -. pop. 

suckle’ Rose” and. Stardust,’ *. 
among other tunes. It’s a. ‘solid- 
‘sounding array, due. for “Program: 
ining and ‘sales. action.” . 

* SONY < "MARTIN: - LIVE AT 
CARNEGIE | HALL”: (20th-Fox). a 
Backed by a full orch,. this: latest {| 
LP by Tony. Martin’ was waxed at: 
a Carnegie Hall; N.-¥.. ‘concert and |i. 
offers a “nite display.-of vocalizing |= 
by the singer. Mixing a'solid blend. 7 
of ‘ballads. and. ‘uptempo_ numbers, | 
he devivers in his w.k. full-throated 1. 
style with ‘gusto. ‘and ‘feeling. In chief Don Law in: ‘Louisville: tomor- 

“his. songalog are’. “TEaullaby ” of | row. .(Wed.)’ to: produce album of 
Broadway,” “Fly Me "Fo the-Moon,”’: 
“Ea Vie En ‘Rose; “Avalon” and 

.. others. . These. build nifty -excite- 
7ment . when. mixed, with audicnee 
reactions... . 

DIES”. (Ford). Pianist Irving Fields 

“Blue Danube,” “La Cinquantaine,” 
“Dark Eyes,” “Liebestraum,”” “Tales 

matic, “more ‘traditional’ vein, - It’s 
an Oke ‘piano display, with ‘backing 

. by. a. tri io which sometimes: intrudes  o— 

“ Nashville, ‘Apeil 28: 

annually. ‘by Philip. Morris. 

“Cash, Carl’ -Smith;. Lefty Frizzell, 

‘Carl & Pearl. ‘Butler, 

Jackson, Billy: Wa ker, : ‘Pee Wee 

7 7 

_ GALE ‘GARNETT: “ny. KIND 
OF FOLK | SONGS’* (RC: A -Victor):: 
This’ set serves as the disk’ intro- 
duction, for. ‘Gale* Garnett, .a folk. 
‘singer swith- streng. pop. overtones, 
“The: husky-voiced.. -chiper - herein. 
essays a-nice. array’ of. tunes, some | 
of which. are. familiar. and: a. couple 
of others which. ‘she .wrote. herself, 
‘She has an. effective if un distine=. 
five. style’ ‘which ‘expresses itself 
oke OT such as #Take. This Hams 
mer.” | -““Wariderin’,””.- her ...o wn. 
“Prisni, Sons”. and.‘ ‘Fly: Bird.” Her 
dramatics- sometimes: get the better 
of ‘her but ..overall. she makes ae 
solid : impression. ne 7 

-Cloggers. 

_At Ryman: Auditorium: here Bay. 

Smathers’. Cloggers 
“Grand. Ole Opry’. fave) :backed -by 
/Bucdy.Durham’s band from Wheel- 
ing, “West | Va. “T- believe,” “opines. 
Law, : 
square dance. album.” 

Some: 12: to. 14° songs. “for ‘MGM's 

4 “Your.- Cheatin’. Heart,” 
BLOSSOM: -DE ARIES: “MAY - ‘Ti Georee- “Hamilton: will: lip-synch, 

COME -Ex” (Capitol, -An-_intime| have been ‘cut | at ‘RCA :Victor’s 
--Sonestress who. developed ‘a: fol-| Nashville studio. .Fréd Karger. and 
lowing: via: her -nitery. and’ Verve} Frank Milton from Hollywood ‘and 
recordings; Blossom - Dearie: ’ now. 
‘turns: up on the ‘Capitol abel. with | joincd © Audrey. “Mrs: “Hank?.. Wil- 

her! distinctive: ‘song stylings...Miss |jiams ‘and: Wesley.’ Rose on, “the 
‘Dearie ‘is'.a. warbler who: uses hor ‘production, line. 
- fragile: pipes with subtle effects} 
‘that are ceeenttiated in. the LP. by: | Oliver as Audrey Williams, ‘Artbur 
fine. igen hacking. under “Jack. ; O'Connell as late-Fred Rose ‘(Hank’s 
Marshall's... baton.- . Pop.” -in- the! acknow edged: discoverer) -and” Red 
‘songalog ate” “Something Happens Buttons. as..leader of The. Drifters 
Ta Me. When § Sunny: “Gets: Blue.” |{wiiliams-b°nd); have. been -cast in 

‘I: Wish. You “Love,” ““Charade™ | gir’ which is now: skooting. cn lo- 
_and “Love: Ts) A’ Necessary evil,” o ation . in, © California. with Gene) 
plus the title. song. ‘Ne'son: resting. ee 

CAXTVRINA VAT Poy SY frar-!. Lenees. 
PEN TO URE NEW: ‘YORKY (Loni- 

and. bluegrass.::as. though ‘born. to. 
-it’"He “has a: fine,-:emotional: “style. 
which ' ‘presents. the .songs'. in “on 

is 
guitar ‘playing «is likewise ‘slickly 
handled with. nifty country . pat- 
terns. His. songs include ‘such’ ‘as. 
“Rye Whiskey,” “Drifter’s Blues,” { 

_OF. 

is. a- flashy cand. 
‘dramatic::session sung and. ‘spoken 
by Seraffyn, :.a - performer in --the: 

ho . “IRVING FIELDS. PLAYS: pe | 
WORLD'S .FAVORITE.” MELO- | 

gives a hefty Jorighair reading to a 
‘set of..big. musical. items :with. this:|: 
disk which includes: such: .pieces. as: 

tinkling: but: much’ is inthe. dra-- 

live performance. of Derby Week!’ 

‘country = ‘music festival -sponsored.|.,, 

Artists | 

slated. to. perform: include. Johnny 

“Stonewall. 

8 Law’ ‘plans a different. type. LP:.: 
-He'll.-eut a.-disk.- featuring | Ben- 

(longtime. 

“this ‘is’ the- first t ime for :a aildue- in ‘this: week. for’ .a_ Warner 
-! Bros. Session at Fred Foster’ s‘sound |}. 
‘station “2 

| biopic of late: Hank Williams, titled. 
“which: 

Jim: ‘Vienneau-- from “New: York 

In addition to. ‘Hamilton, ‘Susait 

‘SOUL OF A CITY BOY” (Capitol): | 
‘The folk. musie. boom. has attracted} 

|aréas and. Jesse Colin Young ‘is}.“ 

‘fave “The Cowboy’s. Lament: ” The| : 
Hairston | Singer has'a strongly dramatic. style | : Pe 

spiritual melodies. Jesier. Hairsto for this. specialized: array. ‘Although 
‘in ‘the | 

-is- an. effective -tune 

From: the ‘Vienna: Woods”. and. oth: [1 

Columbia” aé&r .. country * “music| 
(closes, Friday)-: 

‘tana).: 
“mental Set. in * which. the British. 
Maestro: has. “eomposed . a‘-score. as. 
‘audio: ‘jllustrations - ‘of some. ‘char-| ; 
acters and..scenes from the. novels |* 
of. -Charles: Dickens.. Dankworth’s |:. 
‘big. “orch > runs« 
“modern, -and, ‘.on . ‘the. whole,’ ‘un-| 

“Do the boy’s © Hall,” ~ ve 
“Dodson: &- “Fogg,” “The. Pickwick wo 

old. Much: of. his” repertoire’ is | CMe and fSeréeant Bu’, - 

“made. up: of old: English items. but |. 

RECOGNIZE DISKS AS: 
“ART, RIAA ASKS D. c| , 

of | 
‘America is ‘pitching | for . ‘Congres. 
sional. recognition: of. ‘the . phono). 

_| graph record:as ‘one of:the “‘major 

RCA :Victor), - 

“EARLY” HITS OF 1964". 

rhythmically. but, “rounds ‘out’ the} 
-program:. \ 
“JOHNNY ‘DANKWORTH: ORCH: 
“WHAT 'THE “DICKENS” (Fon- 

‘This 4s: an unusual - instru- | 

‘through. | these 

Dickensian’ jazz: conceptions with |: 
: fa. : sharply” ‘swinging :.attack = that |- 

gives: the: LP considerable: ‘Stature. 
apart. from: its literary ‘associations. |. 
Numbers. «in. ‘the set are ‘under-| 
such. -titles:. as. “Little... Nell,” 

~ Record: “Industry ': “Assn... 

art ‘forms: ”. Inthe House. bill to’ 
_establish. ‘the’ National ‘Council: Oni: 

-phonographs. were. -omitted:}° 
froma - among the: media - ‘covered,: 
‘Arts, : 

including. ‘films, radio = and | ty, all 
of: which: ‘were. tabbed” as 
forms.” “-. 

RIAA exec. secretary’ Henry. Brief] 
testified: ‘before “the House. com- 
mitteé ‘on ‘education: and labor. last 
week, urging that the proposed. bill | 
‘be amended -to- include phonograph |’ 
récords,’-since,.‘as* he, pointed: out,. 
‘better. than: 80% : of the: program 
‘material carried ‘on. AM: ‘and. PM . 
Tadio- consists sof: disks, a 

Ta Pan 
- By. RED O'D ONNELL 

y alley 

tival, ‘Winchester, ° ‘Va.,: this : ‘week 
, Shares spotlight 

with -Lynda: Bird: ‘Johnson, ‘Lucille 
Ball. and” ‘Arthur..Godfrey. 

-The ‘European. tour. (promoted. By -_ 
“however _suecessful 7 

boxoffice and pub: ic relations-wise, 
wasn’t: ‘all profit : ‘for Jim Reeves. 
The. singer’s - billfold, 
money:. -and. various. “eredit: -cards |. 
and..auto ‘and pilot- licensés; turned, 

‘‘up-miss'ng in: Germany. 
King's band. and: Ben: ‘Smathers’ 

dled. ‘with Columbia's: ‘Don. Law a 
and. Frank: Jones | concerning. res 
cording’ ‘audition . during ‘visit. hére|_ 
the past: weekend. - Dial: is a’ tenor; 7 
‘hopeful : gospel’ -singer: 

The Everly . Bros. (Don" & phi: 

is, Detca has- June 8- 12: 
reserved. for some ‘disk-making by| 

home for. the:-first .time. . ‘The in- 
fant . arrived. prematurely, and .was. 

entertained |: the” Republican 
moek convention sponsored by: 
Vancerb. lt U.’s GOP-bent: students 
- . Monunient’ Ss. os eel-guitarist'| 
Jerry. Byrd -on: :busi ess:pleasuce |. 
rip:. to. Hawaii .. i 

re-signed . “with: Mercury: 
|| America “(Dorna. Leé Axuin) : 

‘SUOTS.” =) So: 18 5. ress town. for-. Soft: drink. dealers: ‘meet . 
‘Doitie W est. - feigns “as | grand. niat> ‘ing. : . 

ce eee enemies eacilealtlalien 

“Ghosts, ee . 

“art. a 

containing ao 

, | JERRY KELLER. Bie ewe, 
Former. All: American ‘footballer, 

‘TT Baddy. Dial, who now performs. for: 
the Dallas’ ‘Cowboys: pro..team, -hud-'| . 

Burl Ives. . 

:.Brenda: “Lee! Ss. - daughter, ‘porn : 
Aptil:. 1, is: put -of “hospital. and- 

in” the. intensive ‘care’ ‘section for . 
more. ‘than ‘three’ weeks, Pee " 

Jack ‘Linkletter. ° was. “ohairman. aa 
and. pianist: “satirist Stan Freeman}. 

Keyboard-| 
pounder. Det: Wood. re-signed. with |- 

_ Miss. 

_ YESTERDAY'S HERO ; 
wee cs ; Cornflower: Blue . 

Gene Pitney’s “‘Yesterday’s Hero’. ( Séa. Lark. ‘Enterprisest) hits: 
as an original ballad idea which.gains extra. impact via.a striking 2... 
no sae naan aie Blue” (Arch*) is an. okay gently rock” Ae : 

7 ing ee Lhe - arr 

i ee 6°:@ .@°0" 6” 

MIKE CLIFF ORD..|; Pry ae Lar HAD. BETTER BE TONIGHT 

(United. Artists)... . All. 'The Colors. of. the’ Rainbow: : 
Mike .Clifford’s: 3 “It "Had Better Be. Tonight”, CN. orthridge-United.: | 

Artists*): from “The: Pink. Panther” score, is:a: ‘nifty Italo-flavoreé:.- 
ballad with a toe-tapping beat and a ‘sharp Tyrié nicely. delivered ) 

7 by this .singer. “All The. Colors: of the: Rainbow™. a Januaryt). isa 
a pleasing. straight ballad entry. 

e Las . €: : 

*. 
ANITA BRYANT... oss THE WORLD. OF ‘LONELY. PEOPLE. : 
~4Columbia) . Sie bee ace eee -Iv’a Better ‘To Cry Today.” 

- Anita: Bryant’s. “The "World “of Lonely: ‘People’ (Ross. Jong-- 
 gitokel®). ‘shapes up : ‘as a slick rocking ‘ballad: with a: good lyric |: 
‘which this songstress Gelivers effectively to: put..her back: -into:: « 
~. contention. “It’s Better’ To Cry- Today Than To Cry Tomerroio” 4 
(April), is. ‘an. okay Tocking ballad. . 

ome “ 
oe oe 

} BROOK BENTON. ....TOO°LATE TO TURN BACK NOW. 
(Mercury)... vee a ek oe ee Leese Another: Cup. of Coffee... 

Brook . ‘Benton's. “Tod ‘Late To: Piri ‘Back. From Now’ ( Play) -: fey. 
“ registers. as a.neat ballad: with. a country flavor which. this savvy *.".~ 
performer handles: for ‘broad. ‘commercial impact. “Another ‘Cup. .: 

- of. Coffee” (Peter “Mawrice*) is a well-written. piece. oF amaterial. 
also due to grab spins. : re _ : 

, ok. 7 

|PECGY. MARCH... edaees- TAKIN’ THE LONG WAY: HOME 7 

(RCA Victor) .. Leave Me Alone - 
Peggy March's: eT ikin’ The Long. ‘Way “Homie”: ‘(Metrict)” isa: 

bouncy: ballad ‘with an old. fashioried: flavor..which- blends nicely 
'. with: this songstress” contemporary: vocal style. “Leave Me Alone” - 
mi Metrict) is, a. good juve-slanted ballad. 2 ee 

* oa “ 

FRANK. IFIELD .. eee 7 SWEET: LORRAINE no 
_ Capitol) . . You, ‘Came. A Long: Way. From ‘St. Louis 

‘Frank. Tiele’s “Sweet. Lorraine” :(Mills*) ‘shapes. up as. a socko oy 
7 * updated. version of this: oldie.by a British Singer -with a'set of une. >. 
usual -pipes | ‘slated for wide response::in-the. U:S.- ‘pop: market.” 7: 

“You. Came. A Long Way From.St. Louis”. (. Jewel*) i is’ ‘another ex. lo. 

so a 

tr [-eeTtent, performance of a. fine ‘standard. 
RS * ee a 

al AMES BROS. . bites LOVE, 1S AN. OCEAN OF DEVOTION IN 
(Epic) « Love Me With ‘All ‘Your Heart. 

Ames Bros.” “Love Is “Ai ‘Ocean of: Devotion”: (Bennie . Benja-'- 
oe 

“ee min*): ‘is a standout - ballad which gives: this ‘combo: their .best. 2 

~ |. chance in some. time .to. return to -the bestsellers . lists. “Love Me™-~: : 
(shal of ‘annual: ‘Apple ‘Blossom’ Fes- : With All Your. Heart” . (Peer Intetnationalt a vis: ai Latin: ballad aa 

calso; handled with, strong. impact. . “ 

a: oa 

DAVE CLARK FIVE. Seba “Do You LOVE ME. _ 
- (Epic) - ~Chaquita |... 

Dave ‘Clark: Five’ S-: “De You Love’ "Mer : Uobetet) Spotlights. this. z 
” British ‘combo on .one_ of -fhose. frantic. rocking ‘slices with which: -. 

they: have been ‘clicking. in the current eycle of the ‘Liverpool. -: 
sound. “Chaquita” . (AlL-Gallicot): is:another ‘commercial entry: fea:. aa 

ee ee ee le. Ss 0 ee (el Venere e eee ee! 

* turing. the. group's driving: ‘thstrumental, Style... 

vee ee “SMALL. WONDER: R 
-(Corak). : the Tears. Keap Falling Down | ~ 
Jerry Keller’ s. «Small Wonder" ‘(Chappell*) isa fine. class ballad 

- which ‘gives this « singer. -an éxcellent. showcase™ for his - ‘smooth .- - 2 
- crooning’. ‘style: This could: be. very: big. for jockeys wanting -a. : : , 

“smart change of ‘pace. “The Tears Keep Falling: Down’ ( North- ae 
: ern?) ‘reverts. to- @ more | conventional: rocking groove.” ee 

1© © .@' ee .0e © © © © © oe 8 Oe ee 8 
a 

CHOLEE ‘HARRIS. ‘LITTLE: PEOPLE. = 

(Hickory) : . ” Mamma, Pll Be Good... 
‘Choleé. Harris’ “Little: People” ( Pred: Roset) -shaves.wp. as. a 

- solid rocking: baliad: with a juve- -slarited. lyric. which this. songstress © 
“Handles well. Mama, I'll. Be. Good”: a Fred | Roset)” Ais. an: arresting 
idea’ ‘with, good chances. | Daya hey. , - 

*S 

‘THE PIROUETTES. eee. -THE. WRANGLER - STRETCH : 
(Diamond)... . 22.3 years “If You: See: My. Baby. 
_ Fhe. Pirouettes’. etre Wrangler ‘Streteh”. ¢- Rittenhouset is @ - 

promising. “attempt: to’ launch @ new teenagé:-dance, Its a straight: _ 
tocking beat which: this . combo: “handles *stylishly...“If You .See.- 

-: My Baby” ( Rittenhouset) is a good straightforward tocking entry 
also. belted. very effectively. : 

aa a a 

MIGHL 5. ee vale’ MOCKIN’2 BIRD HILL 
“(Cameo) . “Yong: Ago and ‘Far Away’ - 

-Migit '5’s ‘“Mockin: Bird ‘Hine ( Southern*) is a. firstrate Tfocking* 
; - adaptation of. this standard: -bYy a: combo ‘that. ‘features -a fine. bliies -! 
- lead, singer. “Long. Ago and Far. ‘Away? (T. B. Harms*): is, another" 

. oldie: that turne. up in a b similar shuffling, format. ) Herm, ao 

*ASCAP. +BML... 

eeeee'tt e2eeeee@¢ @.6 8 @ 



-<!. gn. Milan‘ that - Bobby, ‘Solo’s: :San’ 
””. Remo. also-ran and. subsequent | best=| 

. ‘geHer “Una Lacrima sul ‘Viso’, has 
now’ easily.- topped - ‘the -1, 000, 000) 
~ mark-—a. new “record - here: ‘for a 
_-gingle: Solo is. currently in: Naples} 
“acting in a film’ inspired by. platter. 
: Pie. ‘has the’ same title. 

‘gold: platter. this. week - ‘at. ‘RCA: 

7 ‘ceremonies 
“": Jauneh-. ‘and - present. three. new] 

_. Teddy. Reno: discoveries: Dino & 
the . Kings, . 
Crreea.: oF 

yin ‘in :-Eiirovision..Song. Contest| 
. ielped. her finally to-make the. ‘top| 

. .pating: mark; which she had never 
i ‘Attained. despite her San:Remo win 
-. “with “Non ho: ]'Eta”. .Young -singer 
:°) has: since been:- “pusy’ taping: ‘video 
“. eommercials and: making. .p.a.’s. in 
... “Paris, London,-and: other European’ 

__ spots, aj] ‘under: the CGD aegis: 

‘Wednesday,, April. 29,1 1968 

ila Pavone Nab Woah | " AT PHILHARMONIC wr } 
‘Fete; ( ( th 
_ a Rome, ‘April, 98... 
"Rita. Pavone received her ‘third: 

- which °’ also. helped} 

The _Rokes, - "and. La! 

At'the same't iine it: was disclosed 

AS predicted, ‘Gigliola " Ginquetti’ s 

oer RCA has another gold disk oc-| 

. tie-in. 

<¢asion coming: up: Edoardo... Via- 
ve nello’s,. ‘at whieh youngster: ‘will: give}: “Vai Via da. Me”. 
“~ “yecital ‘ 

. Vianello’s: «Q: Mio. Signore” looks: 
an. easy winner. in’ RCA’s- write-in- 

wintér: -popularity | contest, 
“according to: incomplete returns: .°. 

‘Also:-from ‘RCA. Michele, big}? 

“of: ~. recent: ‘compositions. 

‘gellér here Jast. year,: to Paris’ for 
“series. “of p.a.’s;. radio. ‘and tv .ap-| 

. .pearances, pliis: ‘date: at Olympia. | 
_ Neil: Sedaka ‘has ‘pressed :two “new 
“*gongs in Italian: “La. Notte -¢. Fatta. 
“per: “Amare”. 

’ Destino”. Anton Karas: has’ been. in‘ 
-and: ‘La: Forza ‘del 

re Rome: to accompany Rita. Pavone 

on ne ee a eg 

“Panther”; 

oa ‘advantage “of 

- “None . Niente”.: 
specialist; “C.A:M: recently: issued . 
platters for following: pix | “Tiola’”’. 

-+ “Omicron”, “Fuorilegge . del. Matri-| 
“". monio”, © 

“ Other film’ ‘tunes: 
. -effective- score: for. Italo. version :of | 
.. ‘French: pie,:“In- Famiglia si Spara” 
(Sprint); Narciso. Parigi’s ‘music for. 
"Vie: . Conjugale”- (Pathe): . 
also. has’ Lyda Ralli, a new recruit, 
. .déing “Una. Notte-’ Cosi’ ”, 
=". song. for pop RAI-TV show of past]. 
: :tew months, “Studio: One”, as Miss} 
oo Rallis. first. -platter™. for ‘Rome. Te-| 
— cording’ ‘outfit. ; 

a making. Ri-Fi, 

—_ ‘vith: his -zither -on her ‘teleshow,: 
roe “Gianburrasca”: 

“?  RCA’s ‘Pix. Album we ~ 
RCA'S. Rome ‘plant ‘also -has: ‘just 

igsuied “an ‘effectively: ‘packaged LP 
‘galled “From Hollywood to Cinecit-| 
: ‘which includes some of top,. 

a “pix ‘themes of past. year-Oor'so, either |’ 
-. In direct ‘versions .(if by. RCA. Stars]: 
. or orchs). or:adaptations.“It’s.a good |’ 
: standard. for ‘musical libraries. as it| 
cavers. key “must” tunes. Many: ‘of | 
‘them. (Rita. Pavone’s:.theme:.song]’- 

aa 
ta 

from’ “Empty’Canvas”; : Trovajoli’s |" 
--Tamoure - number. from. “I -Mostri”:} 
‘Miranda Martino’ '§ song from “Pink| 

‘Roby. 
from: “High - Infidelity”) -AFE . very 

_ striking. and ‘listenable: 
‘Still in “the . film.’ ‘music "orbit: 

‘diskery: » did 

for - who - -lands.- 

.wrest lead 

Fellini ‘producer Angelo. Rizzoli. - 
. +. C.AM,-also has three of its songs | 
an ‘in’ Catherine ‘-Spaak . ‘recordings: 

“Penso.- “a ‘Te’: . "Questi ‘Vent’Anni 
“Miei” ° from Ge ‘Malamondo’, ' plus 

. “Gli - -Eroi « del’ West”, |: 
. “Storie” sulla: Sabbia”® and.- -Cuori |: 
-° Infranti? 

- Mina’s RiFi ‘Comeback - 
‘“Mina’s return to: top. positions: is 

-her ‘new .recording 
_. company; eam. She’ follows up her 

“Citta: .Vuota”,: 
with “F ‘L'Uomo per Me”, another 

-” -Yank -song” adapted. ‘into ° ‘Italian, 
. : baéked by. “So Che Non: e: : Cosi”.|° 
>> -Ri-Fi has ‘another hot performer in! 

“recent.” toprater, - 

her Via Veneto Music Notes : 
* By: ROBERT: F, HAWKINS | 

Switch to ‘RFI. : 

‘EMI's Hot Wax | 
Pace Hikes Profit | 
Margin $8.4 Mill: 

Ferrante’ s- ‘tune. 

-A ° film © -music 

Nini Rosso’ S|- 

: Sprint: 

“theime| 

_.-Inost. recent. duo; 
“Mare non: Cantaré;”: over RAI-TV] 

_*< program: called. oa Bum’, ‘Both |. 
could. ‘travel. : 

Lt 7 says that. a- foréign - singer | ‘must 

ao ‘singers,. ‘Johnny... Hallyday : and 
Claude: Francois, have just pressed 
“> some - Jtalianized - ‘Gallic: . tunes. for 
-*. Jabel..(which incidentally. has just 

“new. and effective layouts, art work, 
fete) : 
_ ons does “Dai- Patata” ‘and. 

e 

_..Ered’ -Bongusto, who’ sent-off his} 
Vig “Buono”: ‘and| 

"!. sing Italian ‘to ‘reach: the. majority} 
* Of “the: public ‘here; Two -French:+ 

«refurbished - its’ ad campaign. with 

Ragazze | -Vogliono” Liémor™,:. 

Chitarra”’. and. “La. .Vita  Rico- 
‘mincia’”’. (RCA. is. also ooking: for 
sock tune’ to.Jaunch.. one *'of. its 
French: names; Silvie’ ‘Vartan, , re=]. 
cently in. Rome):.. 

‘Beatles: a Fixture. 
Beatles’ ‘imprint: -on Fe. scane| 

under the Parlophon .(Carish} ‘ban- 
ner. is.sealed by addition:‘of “She. 
Loves : “You” to ‘previously. strong 
sellérs - “Misery”: ‘and . “Please, 
‘Please: me”, :Carish is‘ moving con- 
‘sistently - with’. Peppino © di- Capri, 
always. a’ consistent seller. Latest. to. 
move up. “Puceatura”’, ' " 

with - <Ameérica” and - “Give, ‘mea 
Hammer’. 

' Other.: yecent - “-releasés:. here: 
Domenico Modugno ‘with two. char: 
‘acteristic new songs fromi his stage 
play,. “Tommaso D’AMalfi”: » “Ty ‘si 
.o. Mare”,.”. and.. “Risveglio”. (Fonit-: 
‘Cetra)—good. mood pieces but a bit. 
short for ideal. home and/or’ ‘juke. 

| projection: ‘they’re neatly: ‘arranged, 
though: Fonit-Cetra’ also has.a néw- 
-comer, Elio” Cipri, off to. an: okay: 
start with “Mafa:. ;... Mafalda” and | ° 

“delivered: with]. 
“nasal. twang and in. ‘teen-appealing | . 
hectic | fashion. - Needs ° experience,’ | 
‘though, if expected -to’ climb... 

- Italdise has three novelties: Lalla} ; 
Leone,. -with. good backdrop, :sing-|'~ 

other || 
‘warm voice. that: needs. work: is Elio |. 

‘Con-| 
‘trast with pro delivery: by Mina in]. 

ing: “Non ° Farti -Vedere”; 

‘Cah’s in ‘“Baracca sul Mare”: 

both: “A- Volte”. (Pretend ‘that -I’m 
Her). and:.“Non Piangero” (Just let. 
me Cry). is strident; however, -in one 
of star’s: last ’.disks. for. -Italdise. be- 
fore hér recent. and: gontroversial 

London, : ‘April: 28.- 

‘Electric: & Musical Industries,‘ orie. 
of - Britain’s: Big- Two waxworks, 

brought | -about a $8; 400, 000. rise in 
the’ firm's ‘pre-tax. “profit. - = 
The compaiy,: which: ‘records: The 

“international - -Sales,:. : forecasts -. 

ital. 

earlier - this year: ‘has. been. “fully. 

the year: ‘ended June 30,, 1963. 

ticipated | on ‘the. ‘increase. : capital | 
which. would’ ‘make: a. total” equiv: 
‘alent .to* 124% against 884% Dre- 
viously. at 

12% - owned. -by: private. American 
fawestors, Oe = ge EL. 

ISRAELI POP SONG 

Tel. ‘Aviv, April 28. 

runs.on Tocal stages ‘during ‘the last 
38. years, “received: the Israel: Prize, 
‘the: State’s | highest: -acknowledg- 
/ment of: ‘achievements for: “his. life 
contributions to the Israel theatre.” 

ances. of. Ephraim . ‘Kishon’s. “The 
Deed;”. ‘starred in’ -the- local. ‘film, 

rently starred ih’ ‘Sholom -Aleich- 

J ewish: play .a- Shakéspearean touch. 

‘JULY JAPAN WEEK 

‘Society. of. New :York,. Jay K. Hoff- 
|man.and George: F. Schutz, will! 

b ‘present. Rice Week” at eta | 
L “ ‘monic. Hall”. July 13-18. at- Linco n 
while: Hallyday goes with La Nia ‘Center. With: -emphasas - on music,:}’. 

the’ ‘six-day-: presentation Will also'| 
include ‘floral. Sculpture and print |" 

and” Japan’s, representative: -at. ‘the 
‘{ U.N, The group will give eight con: | 

“Trini. ‘Seiji Ozawa, asst.. conductor: -of the. |: 
-| Lepez- is stron: and: going u ‘too. 

g going up too opening and: July: 16- programs with | 
(| Austrian.’ pianist’ Jorg * -Demus as 

soloist:: Regular: conducor.” Hideo | 
Saito will: conduct other. programs |: 
‘with : ‘Brazilian. pianist: Jaao- Carlos. — 
‘Martins soloist on--July “14 ‘and 17, |" 
‘American | recorder. artist: Bernard | y 
‘Krainis on July: 15° and 18. 

0 ) eas Mkt. Key | k 

plus its. other activities inthe: elec-- 
c A. M-had two ‘tunes, but no’ “winz| tical.” appliance ‘marketing ” and, 

ner, directly’ ‘and: indirectly : ‘com- |" 
..peting in recent Oscar. race; local 

‘original : tracks for | 
_, “Mondo. Cane” (“More”): and’ “Fel-} 
"+. ini. 8: 1/2”. ‘latter ‘a winner. as best 

- foreign pic, however.: Battle: is. on 
- rights: to | new. 

..Federico. Fellini film;. with: -several 
: 7 companies trying ‘to 

‘* = away from'C:.A.M. though. latter has: 
‘indirect - tie . : with} 

-_Beatles.. among. ‘other:. top. British: 
artists: currently - achieving. high. 

higher dividend: and. ‘js: planning 
a -one-for : one scrip . issue té ‘hold-- 
ers. of. the $31, 472, 000. equity: cap 

“| alone’ last :December}, the. world- 
“Increase. ‘in “PMT: “biz ‘reported 

sustainéd andthe directors ‘expect: 
that~-profit.: will not. be “Iess ‘than. 
~$22,400,000, against: $14,162, 400° in{ 

A. final . dividend of.- 10% is: ‘an: 

| national ° pulse, . ‘avers ‘ Weiss,: 
be ‘turning out. original, hits. Which.! 

| will .“twind: up- as. Nothing more |i 
than -. ‘demos. for” foreign -artists:” | 
-Change-in the global market stems. |’ 
largely from:the.growth of nation= 
alism .and technological ‘advances. 

Britain’s- EMI, which - owns. gc [ 
“Of. ‘Capitol - -Records -in: Ameérica;. is: 4: 

FESTIVAL COMPETISH 

“Mishpahat - ‘Sim¢hon,” * ‘and: is’ cur-" 

em’s. “Amcha;” “produced ‘and. di- 
‘rected. by. the Canadian-American 
Peter Fryre Israeli: resident. during: 
the: last ‘decade, who his given. the}. 

.|tation” for 2 
‘Some *3,000 people, present. at 

the. ‘Frederic: Mann" ‘Auditorium: in 

__ (Continued: on. page 178. 

-In:. association . ‘with. The Japan | 

exhibitions. 
Highlight - will. “be. the: 60-piece. vv 

“LP oho String. Orehéstra,. made up ‘of { - 
students | ‘Tanging from '.12-.to 17. 
years of age. They'll be flown. here ° 
from Japan under patronage of the}: 
Japanese ™ Ambassador. td: the U.S, 

certs,. ‘including two:-iwilight pro- | 7 
grams -on. July. 17-18.for children:. 

N.Y... Philharmonic, will © -conduct | 

To Wax Income, 
Warns Bob Weiss, 

-- ‘Hollywood, April 38. 
Bob: Weiss, prexy of: ‘Internatonal 
Holditig. ‘Co.,Ltd.: warns - that U.S. 
diskeries’ ‘should watch the foreign | 
‘market ~very. closely if: they don’t. 
‘want to .go ‘under: -“It isn’t like. it: 
used: to. be,” ‘said. Weiss ‘who-has | 

-|-spent...the “better . part of:: the -past | 
“,12°. years: as. -ori-the-spot.. ‘rep for’! 
|:-American: diskeries, pubberies. anid. 
| tunesmiths ‘overseas.. 
‘|ago, they:.were clamoring tor our 

Nat, Cole.:(Capitol),. 

tor);. Trini’ ‘Lopez .. (Reprise); . 
Reeves.’ ‘(Vietor):~” 

‘Neil “Sedaka :(Victor); 
‘Gene : Pitney 

cially” -(Reprise); ° 

‘cordings. ‘in- Germany” 
Bros:). rs 

F many.’ 

Warner Brés: Records as interna- 
tional’ director: the’ quit to. go it} 

wide- ‘picture has. become. such ‘that 

‘waxeries ..which.:.” maintain: 

‘overseas: ‘market; ° 
“Those. that: ‘dont feel the- inter: 

The’ former KFWB. deejay. (circa |- 
er) who - later * became ‘Capitol’ s-| 

a ‘liaison -man with foreign.’ ‘distribs, | 
| predicts’ “the - -riext-- big. ‘overseas 
-boom. will.take place in‘the Orient [. 

Singapore, Thailand, and: eventually 
Indonesia... 

“Orientals, ” he” added, ‘are 
music-loving: ‘people - — particularly 
Filipinos, who. are “beginning: to. put 

‘leased “by. Mereco ‘Records on the 
Villar: label;,. 
.Pacifie:-. “clicky: 

- Aside’ from - technological strides 
made, - ‘foreign | nations. have. also 
‘~ultivated’ - their. ‘own. - crops” of} 

‘| writers and singers; Weiss: pointed {| 
‘out.. With natural: tendéncy. ‘being: to: PIeXY. Mike. Maitland. 
‘to :._push’ the. native .sohs.-and:| James 
daughters, . foreign nations ‘are’ less.|. 
dependent. on ‘US. "product. than} 
-ever. before; 

“In town: for. negotiate Yepresen- | 

‘home-based ° in _Hokywood, - Weiss: 
expects to: wing : ‘to. Paris me a. a few. 
weeks. an 

- “Six - years { 

-product.: Today. only:‘a, handful’ of- 
our. ‘artists are’ clicking overseas.”.} 
‘He. listed the.-clicks as Brenda’ 

‘Lee (Brunswick, Pat: Boone::(Dot), 
Elvis ‘Presley 4. 

—“though | not like -before”’. : (Vie- 4: 
Jim 

- Julie”. London—- 
~| “strictly in ‘Japan and the .Orient’’ } 

he phenomenal disking’ pace. of. {Liberty Jy (United: :Artists):. 

| Frank Sinatra™ “England Spe Alvin’ 'S.. Bennett’ is 

“mers ‘(Warher Bros.);: Billie. ‘Vaughn ‘| 
(Dot), Henry ‘Mancini: (Victor); Roy’ 

Orbison . -(Mongiment); 
& Mary’ = <— “in: ‘England,. ‘Australia’ 
and, : - with. their: -niew German. :re- 

(Warner: 
.'and.madybe:a few. others, : 

‘though: Bf don’t! think. Tv ve ‘missed: 

Peter, Paul: 

- Since® 4958; when: Weiss. joined | 

“within: a very. few: years, foreign. 
trade will account for 50% of: the | 
total. 8Ioss. business”” ‘of. those U:S:: 

close | 
v4 Nigil. and constant Haison: with the. 

“will: 

: RCA will: come . up. “with: something 
in-the way” of price: stabilization: in 

Columbia. did.so 

Japan, South. Korea, ‘Okinawa, 
.| the Philippines;. ‘Hong. Kong: ‘(now 
a: transshi iter). lays 

“Tndependence’ Day. celebrations. a transshipping “cen Malaysia, 
in Israel:added one peer and: ‘three. 
new .choice. songs: to .this. country’s |: 
field’ of. entertainment.: Meir: Mar- 
galith; veteran stage. comedian and: 
star-of classic and modern. comedies 
whieh: -have ° -enjoyed~ -the longest 

hy ector, © 

out . ‘their’ own ‘y-oduct.” ..(‘Manila; 
‘ILove Manila”. by: Vic: Solidad, Te- 

“is - current: ‘South 

Redrats Ca 
Mere “Beeps? Barry 

Chicago, April 28° 
Just Tike : those razor blade | 

* commercials, Mercury -is in: - 
serting. a. “Beep” in: “Barry’s’- 

. Boys,” the Chad Mitchell Trio’s ” 

_ and his followers. . 

*") but: “48. : to-. excise - the - word 
~. “damn”. in: order. to Bet more. . 
air. phy. _ i 

Cap’s One Price 
7 Policy Still a Hot 

| Topic i in Disk Biz 
“Hollywood, April 28. 

| dustry, ig. characterized by- ‘gradual; 

(trends. -wrought: by. . evolutionary. 
al ‘changes, ‘motivated. by. ‘perennially 

Te- examining. profit-gétting ° polit 

cies, But there are. “exceptions ‘tot 

the . ‘Tule: Of | slow | change, ®: and. 

Capitol ‘Records’. Técent.. inaugura- |. 

. tion: of. ‘its. -onié-price=for-all: poliey: 

is ami. exception. “It -has’ foreed. at. 

least two. ‘other: majors: to- the brink: 

‘of adopting. it ‘and: the, Test. vare 
marking. time... | 

ord company for not- adopting. our. 
policy: ‘just. yet,” ‘said Cap “‘prexy |. 
Alan : Livingston.: .:“‘If. I -were-.a. 
‘small: manufacturer; I’d ‘sit -tight; | 
‘too; as. long:..as - we've stuck our 
riecks out: already:: However, judg-. 
ing by .the’ ‘success. we're enjoying, 
I think they're crazy. if. they - don't. 
adopt .. At, eventually.” re 

- Asked. ‘whether . Cap’s “nabbing’ ‘of’. 
The. Beatles’ had . ‘anything’ to :do| 
with: the policy ‘Switch, ‘Livingston’ 

‘price. “policy. : Was. ‘Planned:. ‘before ; 
the Beatles. Be, 

- While Liberty - Records. -prexy | 
“entirely n° 

favor ‘of : Capitol’s” changing: ‘the | 
price . structure,” . he. qualifies - by. 
adding,: 
$2.02. price-for-ail. plan, necessarily.. 
‘TI. think: there is. room for the:sub- 
distributor - and. Ido ‘believe he’s 
-entitled-to- his’ discount: 

derstand. it.’ ” 

Meanwhile, back. © at Capitol: 

nally went’ into. business: to. per- 

creaming: our. hits. Also, we didn’t 

ing.” 
“Liberty has. no: immediate plans 

for ‘altetnating | its: price’ policy,” 
Bennett: ‘concludes..:: “Tam hopeful 

the. near. future. : 
Jast - August, | 
time.” arats 
The: " faniiliar ‘né-eémment- sigh 

‘man. awas approached. . 
. Meanwhile, ‘back -at: Liberty, that, 

| laéquery's . national. marketing - di- 
Don: Bohanan,. discloses.| 

while: Liberty. niow : uses. 27° indie 
distribs,. it. finds. itsélf constantly. 
confronted - ‘with: marketing. prob- 
‘lems, the: solution’ for which: Hes. 
“only” in the establishment. of .m 
factory-owned branches.” Asked{ 
where .these.. additional . branches’ 

a consolidate 

| American. topselling disk charts; or ~ 

satire on Senator: Goldwater ° 

The. “beep”. has nothing | to do S ‘tin; -a Norrie ..Paramor, 
| - with the ‘disk’s ‘satirical : jibes, © 

‘| light... 
“+ heads: will: ‘turn® ‘to them for the 

phe war: ‘biz, like: any -other | fine | 

faye don’t: blame the: smaller rec: | 

snapped, “It so: ‘happens: the’ one-. 

. The. sub-. 
distributor. is.an absolute must and. 

. fhere’s. no.room for him. in Cap= 
itol’s” present structure—as.. I. un 

“We want. the’ ‘rack-jobber to..stay 
in business,” Livington. emphasized, 7 
“but ‘to serve the. function ‘he origi- 

form—nainely, to supply. the lesser‘! 
outlets. (merchants who-do not carry. 
records - -exclusively). with: product: |... 
We | were tired: of the rack-jobber 

want-‘him to: ‘replace = ‘the | -dealer, | 
ahd _ rat's, just: what was. ‘happen- 

Seapeeenpueeoneticn 

was lit when'a Victor. Coast spokes~ |. 

Cinadate US Beachead? 
- London, April 28... 

“Wall: British waxers be able to 
their feothold in 

Will the rocking redcoats slip back ° 
1 out ‘of sight? These : and. similar 
questions have now become upper-~ 

|:most-in the minds. ‘of many British 
music . industryites. | 
To key execs Jike a George Mar-. 

a Dick’ 
‘| Rowe, a:Tony Hatch,-an Alan Free-. 
man,'a Jack. Braverstock and other... 

| a&r aristocracy attendant. at the _ 
big: UK: diskeries, the. answers. to-: 

"| the queries’ are. of Paramount: im- 
| portance. 

“They:, know, fundamentally, ‘that 
| theirs is the largest snare ‘in the 
“| “responsibility” of keeping: local. 

artists:.in the international time-... 
They | know that. company 

‘answers. They know they. will. be ~ 
in. the:forefront..at the inquest ‘if, - 
-for the second time in history, the.” ): 

Vee: aré forced to. orn | tall: and ne 

At: stake, ‘of course, is. the: vast” 
‘sales coin ‘offered By. the “American... 
‘market, a prize four cr. five: times 
‘greater. than is. normally achieved. : 
‘in ‘the U.K. This bonanza is’ one_ 
they previously only dreamed of 
or, at best, attained: by: a “lucky” 
accident.” 

But: “fellow! ing the - Beatles’ , 
‘phenomenal runaway in which they 
have. grabbed. off sales ‘and airtime .:. 

jin an. unprecedented fashion, and:” =. 
‘the resultant stimulation of interest... 
{in several: other British. popsters, 

the: sales gold of ‘the: American 
‘market. -has..:-been bought ‘dra~ 
matically. into: reach. Doth 

_At the- same ‘time, British a&r 
|: men—indies: and otherwise—have 
conclusively: : ‘proved that they. can 
“cut: disks of universal appeal and 
‘of a ‘calibre that Yanks ‘with’ the. 
highest..in the. world. This. plus. - 
factor alone goes a long way’ in. 

‘| favor of continued British Tép-. 
Tesentation in. U:S..-charts; : 

Also, the three British. reck acts 
‘that : have visited the U.S. follow- 
ing: .disclicks—The ‘Beatles, The 
| Searchers: . ‘and — the Dave Clark | 
/Five—have made’ sufficient im- 
pression to .be asked. for return 
‘dates. fall: have accepted). - 
As never before, too, British’ art~ 

‘ists’ : ‘followup. disks are’ making ‘it. 
“7 -don't agree’. with. the; in ‘the U.S. listings.. Fer | ‘instance, 

‘second disks by. the likes. of Dusty 
Springfield. ‘and. Dave: ‘Clark ‘are 
“moving “up. following their ‘initial 
clocks. - Fact: . augurs ‘well. for “a. 
‘Measure of © stability’. in- the 
American. market for British pers: 
formers. 

‘Helping, too, to establish UK. 
talent more firmly Stateside, is the 
fact. that several American €om-" 
‘panies are .now. recording. artists 
‘over here. especially for the Yank 
‘market. :.RCA., “Victor is doing | it,- 
for instance, and so is Lee Pincus: 
‘Of Ambassador: Music. 
Naturally, British a&r execs are. 

now more. kéenly aware that from 
hereon -in..disks must. be of-.'a- 
universal : ‘appeal—and made : with 
America: -Very much in mind: . 

But-ali the. skill:the local ‘a&r 
staffers bring to: the. U.K: record- - 
-ings miust,.now be balanced. bythe 
goodwill, “promo. ability and busi- 
ness. acumen. of Anierican. -outlets 
that:: .are. handling them. 

promoting: British imports. | 
“The .. next Six months | ‘should. oo 

“spell out whether or. not: their in-” 
terest. is going: to wane.. ; 

JAZZ TO LIGHTEN CHS. 
RAVINIA LONGHAIR FEST 

- Chicago, April. 28. 
“The lighter sidé .of the otherwi ise: 

‘Here, _ 
‘again, the last months: have seen 

So. we’ Te: “Marking |-4_ new and vital interest on the-° 
‘part ‘of. American: waxworks ' in. _ 

“The Philippinés 
now. have the finest: ‘music: in: ‘ute’ | 

. Orient.’ ”, Weiss: -opines;’ 
_ Margalith: .: “had: “recently. com-= |" 

- Philips . follows the “trend which| pleted a-rlin of over 500: perform- 

“a few more -  Jabels”’- 

onghair: Ravinia. Festival on- Chi- comment. -Bohanan“« decliried” to, eago’s North. Shore this SemTner 

‘Reprise. Records veep, . “Mo: Ostin, will’ be represented by.-jazz and. 
‘said his’ diskery: will “mark, time” folk artists,: with Wednesday -and 
re: ‘changing of. . price. structure, Fr iday nights designated: for, the 
j.Ditto; natch; for:.partner ‘plattery, | POP events. re : 
‘Warner’ "Bros. ' : Records, - -accordin -Bob.. Dylan is ‘set ‘for. ‘June. 17, - 
ae e ‘Miriam: -Makeba ‘for June ~ 19° ‘and 

{Peter Nero July 15. ‘The rest. will” 
do a pair of: concerts: Louis. Arm= ° 

"MAUTCHEL SRO. $9, 800 PHILLY” strong on June 24 and 26; New. 
philadelphia, “April 28. | Christy Minstrels: July 1 and. 3,: 

“Chad Mitchell Trio drew a capac- | Ella Fitzgerald July 22 and 24, and. 
ity ‘house -Friday (24) for promoter | Thelonious ‘Monk July 29 and 31.: 
Bob- Borden: at ‘the. Academy Of They'll be: ‘sandwiched: by perform- 
‘Music. ‘here. oa -| ances. of’ the. Chicago ‘Symphony 
Gross was «$9. 800. Orchestra. oe 
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“This Last No. Ws: 
| WK. Wk. On Chart | Lo, 

“HELLO. DOLLY. ‘(Vietor) 
_. Original Cast: (LOCD: 1087) 

AL HIRT (Victor): © oe 
_ Honey’ fi in the Horn (LPM. 23a) 
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20. 

Charade (LPM: 2755) | 

ae In the. Wind (W. 1507) 

4 

* 

7 ac 

4 
327 | 

wae : 
= . Wives and: Lovers. (1352): 

3 

ae 147 aon 

Reflectiny. (MG. 20891). a 

-_: 

ee “Soeur. Sourire (PCE: 203): 
Be 

is; : 

"BEATLES . (Capitol) 
- Meet the. Beatles (T2047). 

y BARBRA STREISAND.
 (Colurabia ay. ——<—<—$—————

 

“Vol. THE (CL, 2154) -: 

.... BEATLES. (Gapitel) 
= Second Album (T. 2060). 

“HENRY. MANCINI (¢ Peek 

», BEATLES (Vee J Jay) 
_. Introducing™ ‘Beatles. iP 1062), 

"PEER. PAUL & MARY ( (warner. Bros) on 

—“RLVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
_. ‘Kissin’ ”. Cousins (LPM..2894).- 

“SERENDIPITY. SINGERS, inal 
:: PHM (200-115) “ee 

FUNNY ‘GIRL “(Capital 
_. Original Cast (VAS: 2059): —_ 

“ANDY. “WILUIAMS. ¢ Columbia) 
_ Wonderful. World: of (CL 2187) 

AG. MARTINO | “(Cavitel) 

__ Living. A Lie (T 1975) _ . 

~ DAVE: “CLARK “FIVE. (Epic). 
-Glad All Over (LN 24093). oe 

-JOAN BAEZ, “fVanguard) - 7 ae 
/: Vol. TE (URS. 9094}- | : : 

_- NANCY WILSON. {Capitol Bo = ma _ 

“ Yesterday’ s Love Songs. (T 20127. an 
TOHN. € GARY (Victor) = : 

_ Encore: (2836) 

NEW. “CHRISTY | MINSTRELS (olambiad ° 
_. ‘Today { cl 2159) - 

“ROGER” WIGLIAMS (Kapp) oo 
‘Solid. Gold Steinway: (KL. 1354) 
YT: TATIRENCE WEG Dot) 
Early Hits. of "HA (DEP 3579) . 

“RARBRA |: STREISAND - (Columbia) 
” Volume Ik ¢ CL. 2054). - 

?7ACK JONES: (Kapp) 

- RENRY MANCINE (Victor). - | 
- | Pink Pan‘her (LPAI 2795)-. 

— KINGSTON TRIO, “(Canitel)- 

Time: to. Think {T 2011). 

- WEST: SIRE. STORY (Columbia) 

Soundtrack (OL 5670) (oO. 

ROP, DYLAN (Columbia). ~ ao 
_ Times ‘Are’ ‘Changing (CL 2105) 

RAY CYUARLES: ‘ABC-Par)~ 
‘Sweet & Sour (489) - ne 

(CHAN, MIFCBELT, TRIO wereany 

“TOW JONES WA) : 

-Squndtrack. WAT 4113)... - ; 

WE AT M AKES ‘SAMMY ‘RUN “(Cotinbiay 
* Original Cast: (KOL -6040). Po, 
“JOHNNY: MT, ATHIS: “(Mereurv), 7 

. Fender: Is: the Night. (MG. 20890) 

. FOUR. SE: ASONS (Philips). ~ 
> Dawn (PHM 200-124). “ 

HOW. THE WEST was WON emiGM)” 

- Soundtrack: (LES ¥., ; 

JOHNNY: [CASH-: iGolumbia) > 

_ Ring of Fire (CL: 2053). ate 

“AL HIRT ‘& ; ANNE E-MARGARET (victor 
Beauty & the. Beard (LPM. 2690) ot, 

“KKINGSMEN. T¢Wand) © os . 

~ Louie Louie. (657): 
we 

*T BEACH BOYS (Capitol): - 
_ Shut Down,. Vol. i iT 2027): 

~.SWINGLE: SINGERS (Philips) 
. ,Bach’s ‘Greatest: Hits (PHM. 200-097) . 

~_SMOTHERS “BROS. ~ (Mercury) 
“Curb Your Tongue, Knave | (MG 1G 20862): 

~ ANDY. WILLIAMS “(Columbia) 
Days. of Wine & Roses. (CL. 2015). 

ROY ‘ORBISON. (Monument) 
“Greatest Hits. (MLP: 8900): 

- 

"THE SINGING_NUN Philips) 

AL AN. SHERMAN. “Warner” Bros) 
“Ta Wonderland AW. 1539) me 

> JOHN. ‘GARY: (Wictor) 
“@atch a Rising Star (LPM 2789). 

~ BOBBY ‘WINTON | (Epic): ae 
. There Y've. Said 1: {Again (CN 2408): 

-— ne + 

-. SHANGRELA (Decéa): bo 
“; Robert Maxwell & Orch (DL aay 

LAWRENCE WELK. (Dot) - _ 

... Wonderful. erful. Wonderful (DLP. 3552) 

“JERRY VAI VALE. (Columbia). . 
< Til the:! the. End c of Time: (CL ait)’ 

“VENTURES ( ES (Dolton). 
“In Space (2027) . 

ELVIS. PRESLEY (Victor) 
Fon in Acapulco, (LSP 2756) 

 f! Montmartre-. ‘night “owls .’ 
a tp windup’ spot - ‘for. the -show- “people:: te 

aon te Payne, 
{| ‘their bars ‘taken’ over. by. the Nazis | 

as during - ‘the / Occupation. but *-re-|F 
“ " fropened. immediately post-World | 2h. 

= 7 War: If. . i os 

wot . 
onary te. ” 

Saad te ween 

‘Il Lieberson; 
row’s. “I Can. Hear It Now” which | 
| sold: ‘over 1,000,000: biscuits. but was 
va -single-record ‘album. — | 

:*¥amlet” will: follow . pattern ; “of 
leVvirginia Wook” and.-seli for $15 /. 

- || monaural and’ $17 ‘stereo. Lieber- 
a i gon, .arrived. at: “these -prices ‘Wwith..| 

a | fy the. thought, that. the recorded play |}: 
a | sliould cost. the .consiumer 10. more it 
i than_-two - good-‘seats : vat a Broad: | 
I way production,. _— 

4{: Also | hitting. the. ‘market ‘ame. oe 
|| time’-as “Hamlet”. ‘will be the. Alec 5 2 4e- 3 

 heenentel somes tee we 

ne 

Tucson, ‘April ‘28. . 

work- 

Fred Payne 

— fj one of: the two. top, popular, filling- a 
Joe | stations. . oot - 

“T,” Payne’s” Bar, showéver, “pécause i 
[of ‘its proximity: to Pigalle andthe | a 
“| Montmartre. « environs: was: more: of dT. 

:. a show biz haunt, :particularly: with | a 
oo! ‘the - Tiller [i “9-97” 

1 kGirls- and the’ English performers: a 
J} working in -Paris:revues.*The ate |{ j_—77 

: - Harry: McEthone’s New-York bar {|} -: 

the -. Bluebell ‘Girls,. 

‘catered. ‘more to: the’ newspaper 
_ “bunch who clustered: around. the |} 

“§| Hotel. Scribe and, ‘of ‘course, be- | 
cause -of its: proximity. ‘to the: grand 

Both © Spots .: 

“gallery” — of..: ‘performers, ° 
‘dominantly, | 

“Scandinavian”. and -- other 

years: : 
i. Payiie. Was: a: ‘cockney: ‘and: ‘started ot 

-— -‘[| his bar as’ a “tearoom: which: at-.} 
‘>: || tracted: the ‘British. chorus . girls. at 

<2: -[] Somehow’ ‘French. .revues - invari-. 
ne ably: ‘importéd’ ‘dancing. ‘girls ‘from |: 
“i London) ‘who. felt:.at:- home because | es 

2 23-88: | they “eould get a. real. cup: of tea’” 
a ‘along’ with | -other . ‘British. special- | 

| ties: - -Eventually: “it: became © ‘a bar. 
rand a" general... haunt for. the 

like McElhone, - found: 

Incidentally,” 

: who. ’ now “owns: 
operates, - 

_ [united “Kingdom. ‘ McElhone: .Sr, 
= 4 predéceased .Payne. ‘by: four years. 

. |. The: future~‘of - -Payne’s* bar . is: ‘in- 

_ i determinate: at: the moment. 

~ Burton $s ‘Mamie? 

— | ‘Edward: ‘Albée’s . “Who's: “Afraid” of.! 
“Lf Virginia . Woolf?” , 
ae - -approximately 30, 000: albums. since { 
+. 7 it” was released -last’.year. Like. 
ae “Hamlet, it was. a: 4-record. album:. 

Top. sélling: ‘spoken-word: album, HY 
“other than . a play, . again - claims: ni 

lis “Edward: R. “Mur-| 33 

which: ‘has sold 

y 

Guinness .. recording of: “‘Dylan;” 

‘Columbia’s .. In. -White.. : America,” 

-believes ‘that continued success. ‘of 
aa | recorded: plays: might. well ‘result |] ; : 
“| in. bidding for recording rights ss Oo Ty 

AS. happens. now. with ‘Tmusicals.. 

"se sls ler natin Ss 

| “Testimony of a parttime’ trumpet’ 
HY player: that: tootling ' bothered - his | 

aching -back. was” discounted: last. 
“week :. by | ‘the Arizona . ‘Supreme: 
Court. The. high court - agreed with: 

| the - Arizona. : Industrial ‘Commis: |. 
1 sion that Frank Sanchez, of: Pres- | 
| cott, continued ‘to enjoy’ ‘substan-. 

° Atiat ” -earnings from. his’: -trumpet | 
ae | ‘playing despite. a mining injury to. 

; his back... 
; However, ‘the. ‘epurt ‘said the: ‘San- |} 

ae | : chez -is ‘entitled to. more 
FH men’s’ ‘compensation . than the. :.com- | 
“f} mission. ‘had. allowed for! the. in-.[] 

~ | jury, Sanchez. testified . his. musi¢al i 
. *Phire ome ‘diminished. drastically ai 
an | after. his: injury. Bote 

= Continued ftom ‘Page. 2 — — - 

and al 

_— ‘despite. ‘the. ‘New: 
pe York Bar billing, ‘Harry “McElhone | 
1s was (a :- Scotsman’ and - “his - son, 

| Andrew, and. 
was also: ‘born: in: the | 30 

= | l Aching Back No Curb To Wl 
“Th: Trumpet Playing, Ct. Rules | 

| ALBUM M BESTSELLERS 

_-4}-boulevards. was: a. favorite: with the | _ 
|| Yank tourists: . 

a | “still: have” “-Biest | an 
-. Fi books of formidable size.and: prob- |]. 74 

“ably. priceless: put Payne's. “rogues: 
British |}. 

‘then®™ Americans, |{f- 
[along with: the: local - French, Ger-:} on 

“Fl man,. 4 
aan | | troupers,. rates: ‘speeial’ attention. |} | 
2 hy It ‘probably. has’ been: the subject: | 
DH of: considerable. press comment :be- | F 

‘fore: and rates. a special. spread be- 
‘cause “of the unique calibre of the |]. 
al: ‘fresco. juvenile. poses” of “many |} 77 

Vshow: biz: greats. in. their. formative yee 

Continued ‘from. ‘page : 1]: a |: : 

oo 35 ; 

a | two-record: album. . ‘Selliiig: ‘well: are | ee 

-. «8! which "was: .an-. _ off-Broadway - “pro-.| a 
_ |} duction, and: the Actor’s. Studio all- | 

Bf -star® recording of. “Strange Inter- 
wove | lude2” cr : 

ae ie “Scheduled. for early ‘May release a; 
a | will- -he “Homage. to. Shakespeare,” |] °: 

‘“.. f'with John Gielgud, Edith EvansjJ° - 
{}-and: Margaret- ‘Leighton. Lieberson 

pis Last. No. Wks. 
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ai 

~ SINGLE RECORD T LP. Ss. 
(Tone Index of Performance & Sales) 

"Wk. Wk. On: Chart 

9. "HELLO DOLLY” tat 
Louis’ ‘Armstrong. ee as Pv vais esas Kapp 
~ CANT BUY ME LOVE. 
+ Beatles fo 20 

SUSPICION 

Serendipity. Singers . a eee ee oe oes . 

“BITS &-PIECES - 
~ " ‘Dave Clark. Five. . woes 

eS ys) YOU. WANT TO KNOW A SECRET. 
 . Beatles ... -- caw ae bewlee cee 

1 TWIST & ‘SHOUT. 
.' 2° Beatles ao 
MY GUY. 

4 

7 
= 6. ‘CROOKED LITTLE MAN™ : 

4 

~SHOOP. SHOOP SONG 
“Betty Everett -_.: 

"SHANGRI-LA 
Robert. Maxwell : 

7 

ri 

TT 

= 

6 DEAD MAN'S CURVE ) zs 

5 

4 

WHITE ON WHITE re 
Danny Williams: ...: = ee wees bee ev es 
}: “GLAD..ALL OVER 

4. FOREVER 
A. eee 

“TRONNIE — 
'. Four: Seasons. we a. 

7 THAT’S THE. WAY BOYS: ARE: 
a Lesley : Gore at 

_. :NEEDLES' & PINS : 
7 Searchers _ 
“MONEY. | 

7 —Kingsmen’ fee . 

THE WAY You DO THINGS 
Temptations... 

“MY HEART: BELONGS 70. you. 
-. Bobby. Vinton .. ... ; biel ees, 
. SHE LOVES YOU" a 

| _- Beatles gee seeder else oe slates ve 
ee "PSs Ov i?’s OVER Sorina kA Rance 

‘J"WANT TO. HOLD YOuR HAND. 

“EBB . TID: TIDE.: 

wy Lenny: Welch. 
248. 10.7: ‘FUN: FUN FUN 
as. : Beach. 1 Boys . 

36. “3 4] DON’T EF LET. T THE RAIN COME. DOWN. 

28 = ys 

= 38° 15: JAVA 
Poo. Al 1 Hirt - yc e ue deldhe 

“IW. 4 YOURE. A WONDERFUL ON ‘ONE 
|, . Marvin: | Gaye... 

45%: : 2 2 “COTTON ‘CANDY a —————— meee 

WAL Hirt 
: HEY, BOBBA. NEEDLE . a ait 

wl 2. Chubby Checker... .: Seekeer eee 
2B AL: ‘PLEASE. PLEASE, ME" ee 

“33 ee STAY 

. ANGELITO - 

Joys Reneé Rene <2... 
29° 9 HY HEEL ‘SNEAKERS ~ 
mete Tommy. Tucke Tucker © 

-AIN’T. NOTHING. YOu" CAN DO 
ore, Bobby. Bland | Utah eerie: 

THAT'S: ‘ALL THA THAT MA MATTERS - 
__Ray Price -. ... eee eee es 
“THE ©] MATADOR ~ ea 

ee J! ‘Major. Lance ... Oe ee 
43. . 2°. WRONG. FOR EACH ¢ OTHER 7 
Og a Andy. ‘Williams Seles _ Loagn ke we 

40-26 4. ‘THANK YOU GIRL. 

“ROLL OVER. /BEETHOVEN., 
‘Beatles -. 

- “ALL. \LL MY LOVE LOVING” o 
Beatles 2... 060. 0b ee 

IT) HURTS. W ME 
. Elvis Presley _ 

. Chuck Berry’ ia vel oe bee eee eee ec beas vd 

3: MAKE ME FORGET ae ee 
_ ‘Bobby Rydell :. a a o- a ve oe eee 

. HIPPY. HIPPY. SHAKE - 

2 

4 

4 

« oes Sob és os of ers ° e 

“DAWN (Go Away) - 

TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN 
Peter, Paul & Mary... wel eee a eek 

. . PAINT NOTHIN’ ‘TO: ME 

-. KISSIN COUSINS. 
BO Elvis” Presley .. 

Terry ‘Stafford ie = : ves a aes ws ea _ ronda : 

-Paitie | 

_ Beatles 2: orsbetipie . 

ee 2 Cameo’ 

viree. foc Epie™. | 

wie: ones : : s _ .. a spe. _Tomlig of 

-, Dave Clark Five. wales vedo Be o “2 . a wee Epic. . 

7 cs 3 sett Philips : J 

gegen sss Menu : 

. ws ose es Sons : ; - : 7 a . eee Kap * ; 

eee : 

_Eple . 7 

Bah 2 : 

. “Roy. Orbison ...°?: :.: on a, . he : Monument - : 

._ Beatles .. ea coe | 

___Serendipity Singers - platen eee Pee be Seale - phitige“- : 

me Brenda Lee’. .: sel ne, ge vbie bss ee dees Decea ff 

eS nate ob ates CTE hata ge eee bls Victor: | 

_Paikway oop 

°. ara ° - - 2s CC ed “ese or. ‘ote's an ° Vee Jay = % 

Four scicohs = sats = 4 feet, eles Wee Jay = . 

ereest ly bs Chess } 
wae Dake, | 

Columbia | 

{Columbia | 

_Capitot of. ot cana 

£.Vidtor : | 

-. Swinging Blue. Jeans: woke bes ere _Tnnperial : 1 

Four Seasons... -.... 2-3. ve, sete i: peal ; , 

‘Coasters. eeeee oe eee tee eee ees sae wie ee are * Atco a 

C gpelen oe oevem peeps 

. Onna ‘cae 

tee Jay. 

Jan & Dean... eee ae - is oh: ao ‘Liberty’: 4 



iis $ = 

‘London, April : 28° 

. ‘The: smacket- for ‘94c cover: disks 

“which: duplicate: six pop: hits. on |. 
one. ‘platter—is.. Now. wide ‘open: 

Following Pye’s ‘pioneering of this 

“form “of. ‘marketing ..with its. Top. 

Six: label, EMI (Electric” &. Musical. 

‘Jndustries), a. major: British- disk-. 

-ery,: has. moved into’ the ‘field ‘with. 

- jts own . Hot. Six - records. on. the 

«Regal Zonophone. label. 

“Ata... time: “when: “'pye's | cover 

” waxes; “produced | by. . indié « disker | 

Bi Wellings,: ‘are -fast’ sellers at |: 

out: 

“1 Decca, ‘the. second big diskery, is. 
still. stoutly’ ‘abstaining, . 

_But.-as one “Decea. exec “pointed. 
’ “If ‘there: is: 4 . significant. 

-change in .the ‘market, we will un-. 
| doubtedly revise: our policy.”. ‘This 
is.. taken: to: ‘mean, “that Af Pye’ s| slipping. 
pioneering’ and: /EMYI’s: “ follow- 
through add up to a ‘whole new; 
Lmoney-spinning - ‘market. for’ the 

_|non-royalty-paying.. “cover.” disks, 
-Decca fe may: ‘move’ _ into “they 
field. | 

the. 100,000 ‘and above :mark,| EMI} = a 

has | pacted: ‘with’. 

song © “singles”’ “which. will : be _ in: 

direct ‘competition: swith Pye’ Ss new’ 

- Tabel. 

7 Didference: between - the ‘two f
s. 

L sues-is: principally. that 
the. EMI ‘is: 

~ naming —artists on its. Teleases— 

-4nitially. The. Leroys. atid. The. In-. 
both. of whom. ' record. -- nocents, ° 

- under. their .. own: names. on a-reg- 

-plar.. JEME- label. 

. pop- hits than’ those ‘sung by Pye's| 

unnamed: artists: on ‘the: ‘Top. ‘Six.}, 

_waxes. —_ 

“While EMI: has moved into: ‘this. 
. of . waxtivity—alt-. “new ‘market. 

joven possibly. on. 8 less rhythmic 

basis.. than. “Pye’s: regular : one-a-. 
_Feleases— nh schedule . of .. 

‘indie. “groovery 

Robert ‘Stigood:. to produce six-.| 

~ EMI,. moreover, + 
“ill: probably feature. different |: 

Service, © i." | 
_Of the 10 isereened bya panel ofl: 

judges: inchiding. some: of the eoun-. 
try’s 
writers. from -400° entries), Moshe: 
Dor. ‘and: Yaacov: Holander’s-’ “Say, 
Girl”. won the first prize: 

| of: Nothing,’ ” by: Haim Keynan and}: 
ae Cohen,,. came next, ‘and the 

{thir 

- Israeli Fest 
— ‘Continued from, ‘page vit =} 

‘Tel - “Aviv, ‘on: Independence: Day, 

chose’ the most popular’ three: of.-10° 

‘hew’.sOngs, performed: each: by- two |’... 
‘top-performers ‘and: premiered. .on |: 

| cit Richard. Rolls Cont! 
‘in ‘Holland’ 

that” occasion. 

office. and ‘Kol Isfael- Broadcasting 

foremost. : Composers’. 

- "ze. was'-awarded ‘to - Uriel 
eee | Ofek : aud Yona: ‘Fuchs - for, In. a 
oe, = | Sleepy F Path... 

oF ‘Chicago. 

1 week.’ "7 

af "DONNA LYNN 
a uy SOY FRIEND'S GOT A: 

, BEATLE HAIRCUT” 
“Now In: CAPITOL‘S NEW SHARE 

; BUSTER ALBUM #4. 

wack WOLF “and “BUGS”, BOWER | 
) “SU: 6-5577 

TALENT. AUDITIONS lf 
‘If you ‘have .a Program ‘suitable for 

[Colleges : 
[High Schools © es 

: Woman's, ‘Men's or me eee | 
“Service Clubs’ | 

2 Civic Concerts. © - 
1 Convention ‘Audiences : 

here. is your. opportunity. ‘to. ‘audition 
| before. national. bureau” managers. and if 

- International. 
ff) Platform: Association July .27- August 

: 2 convention whose: 

: agents: attending — the - 

ff applications must be received by “June 
I, 1964.. ‘Number: of auditions. limited. 

- For information ‘write to: 
EXECUTIVE. SECRETARY. - 

INT'L. PLATFORM ‘ASSOC.: 
. $07 Rockinghem Street - 

_Recheser, New: York 14620 _- 

Two: From ‘Top: Albums: 

LY)‘ BEE-BOM 
of 

| SAMMY DAVIS JR. ° 
7 Reprise): 

| Music. -has. renewed. 

members. present. 7h 

+ four: montis. : 

“inthe Shelter ‘of Your Arras?” 2 

Try’s New. -York. Bar. 

“Hugues “Auffray, a 
mainly.” folk - SOnES and. r&b, 
getting: ‘more. followers. * : 

a “surf. group: from at’ ‘The ‘Philharmonic - “Concert. in. 

* This annual ‘affair, 

sponsored by’ ‘the Prime. Minister’s| : 

‘on a “one-night - “stand, : 
.engagements. in Holland, Belgium, | 
‘Germany, . ‘Austria, and “France., on:| 
an upcoming. tour: through Europes’ 
He will also: visit: Scandinavia. | 

and. 

- “Matters: 

— Gontinuea from. page: 169. seems — 

~ Wide re as na Sins Ito F Fidd I. writes. her. own. “yolling. and: ‘slow: —_ 
-songs, is. “holding her: own, 20°, 

Claude Francois ‘is - ‘believed tot 

‘is . felt 
“In: - pull * ‘and : interest. 

Frank. Alamo appears ‘steady, and 
' -skiffler ‘with 

. “Surfs -. (6), 

ized: ‘monickers, It: ‘Tooks:. like. rock 
will: go.rolling on .in' musie. ¢ circles: 
for - some, time. 

Tour: May ‘5 
‘ Glasgow,. ‘April’ 28. - 

Chife - Richard, . English.” 
singer, at’. the. Odeon’ Theatre. here 

. - Friseo’ Chronidle’s -jazz-. ‘columnist: Ralph- J. ‘Gleason’ “Wwha’ is also. a 
1 sometime - VaRiETY correspondent) in a recent..column ‘charged : show, 
4 | biz: with: having. “forgotten”: Tommy. - ‘Lymian® who: died..March 12. inJ-: 

| He chided the .wire services for: “not- having. carried -a line. 
on him”. and “Variety only. got ‘around. to. running: a brief. one ‘last. 

“(This ‘took. some. ‘doing: to. férret..out even | in Chi, _Where: ‘the. 
Prohibition“ era. sentimental ' ‘songster died. Ed.) aa 

| -While®: -Lymani --has - been identified: chiefly“ with: ‘torch’ Songs - ike. : 
V 1 “Melancholy - ‘Baby”: which were: lullabies : to” many *.. ‘a Sentimental | 
‘Tl drank during’ and ‘post-Prohibition, ‘it:.was ‘little: known that he wrote: 

| ‘a. pretty good pop: Standard, “Montmartre -Rdse;” which E.“B.. Marks 
- Copyright dates: back: to. 1925.. 

- | another : ‘novelty; “Some: ‘Ambitious Mama: Is.. Hanging Round 
y..Papa.”: 

“Lyman :‘ also 

. “The. wy Univérsity-NARAS, course in 1 Recoiding and: Musi: “dosed 
‘Jast. week with: a panel ‘on, electronic music in-which. Princeton. music|." 
professor ’ Milton’ ‘Babbitt. described _ the. advanses in electronic sounds. 

| The. panel, although. citing:. the’ new - ‘and advanced sounds made: pos-: 
| sible. by electronic reproduction, ‘ultimately concluded’ that the ‘Edison: 
| Co.. would: never. take the place of Hhuman*. musicians, although . the} ¥ 

‘Th gohere of: the: Jatter. will be advanced: considerably, ‘with. the. new flec- 
+} tonic: aids. © nr rr eae Wate , 

4 London label inthe. U.S;-at’ the. end: ‘of May.. Her manager, “George 

- GARAVAN - 
“The ‘Mony: ‘Moods of Tony” - | a4 

=) 4); | Tony BENNETT. | 
(Columbia) | 

. “MILLS MUSIC, INC. 
: New ‘York, N.. Ye. 10019: 

| What makes Sammy 
j nil andrunandrun? 

JA Roo fl m_ Without Windows: “LD Arts -& Seiences, 
“The Friendliest Thing - 

My: ‘Hometown. 

- Original Cast’. Album’. ae | 
ees Columbia’... 
"Barbara Carroll iim 

Warner. Bros. . 

“Clark. Teriy Album: ~ 
: 20th. Century: Fox 

music PUBLISHEPS HOLO'NG CORP 

"4 Britten... “Requiem;’ * 

dates: and: promotional. stints... 

marches, ‘R.. B. ‘Hall... 

- AP) of: the year -and best’ female: vocal. perforniance.: 
> [| Columbia’ Records . LPs” were. nominated. for ‘best. ‘engineering, 
oo cover: design and. best’ liner: notes... ny , 

, > Barbra’ ‘Streisand. walked off. with: intost nomiiations: for. the Grammy. 
awards:‘to be made: next wionth. by. the, National. Assn. 

She won nominations for record’ of. the ‘year, 

a New: Directions. ws has: just’ prougtit. ‘out, “The: Complete Poems 
\-of Wilfred. Owen; many of which ‘form. the: ‘text of the new Benjamin } 

which- “has “been widely: publicized . ‘Via. the ‘per- 
formances. by. the. Boston. Sy mphony and the. Londen Fecording. 

- “In® jast. week's Chad’ “Mitehell “Trio: “ad,” “at printer’s. ‘gremlin. jniad- 
w-| vertently’ omitted. the: name of. their: ‘booking, ‘Tepresentatives—Agency | 
for ‘Performing: Arts, (APA). ae . _ 

~{ Elrick, “who ‘also handles Mantovani,: persuaded London Records: exec 
| Joe Bott. to hear‘her in a nitery- and Miss: Martell. was inked: toa three- 
year’ eontract. Following : Telease | of ‘the Le. she'll ‘tour "the Uz S. for, tv 

“ag Adition, her 

‘is set for - 

“of. Recording. 
ethum. 

pest: 

| be. ‘consolidating: ‘his®. pull . while. 
Eddy’ Mitchell \is tagged a. fading 
flash-in-the-pan. British | ‘songstress 
‘Petula’: ‘Clark. seems even. stronger 
this . year. while’ Sheila’ 

business | -got.. a= little.” rough. . -he. 
‘Tuns.”. Goodman’ ‘said this.” in ref- 
erence to ‘my: ‘comment: in ‘VARIETY 

my, “Madagascar, care. gaining “and. Dick |" 
=| Rivers ‘is also: showing; ‘promise. 

| Belter - - Marianne Mille - 
"| sidered: “most. likely: newcomer to. 
| Succeed.” “Except for. the Surfs 
f and Miss. Clark, ‘the others-are all 

Frerich: in: ‘spite.of their. American-: 

is: -con-; 

— 

| BM Pubs’ on lis 7 ; 

Bd. Stirs ASCAP (7 
Paradoxically,- it was ; -during: the Jate 1920s.‘that Lyman i” 

clicked bigger. ‘With “Montmartre: Rose”: while. ‘playing ‘in Paris’ Har- |’ 
For. some reason, ‘both’ ‘the ‘tourists -and. “expatri+ | 

“Tl ates. ‘then. living: in. the ‘French “Capital, and also the’ bilingual Parisians, . 
~ “went, .for this. lachrymdése aean * ‘to. a faded: beauty from the. Butte A 

“(environs ‘of : Pigalle), | 
Gleason quotes. “somebody . that” 

francs‘ at his feet. for him to sing ‘his-songs.” 
franc notes, .that was. 40° bucks. in’ those days,,. ‘and’ very unlikely, espe-. 

. + Cially | in :a joint: ‘like Harry’s: New “York Bar: which | American. . Nnews- 
| Papermen: stationed. in--Paris favored. As for owning: “pieces” ‘of joints 
-in..New- York,. ‘Lyman. had dubious “percentage” arrangements which: 

on may: have- given. ‘him. a. loose rooting. interest:-in- the’ ‘Spots’ economic 
Wa Success: but: he. ‘was ‘chiefly’ a. throw-money- (tips) saleon ‘singer. | ° 

“dames. “threw : thoiisand | “dollar | American, Society of. Composers, t 
- Even. if it was “1,000- |. 

© 1 Three, 
| and: ” Leeds : 

| affiliates. - 
pie John’ F. ‘Kenriedy’ Center. for. the’ Performing Arts: has’ “yeoeived | a 

‘a‘first. royalty * payment. of. néarly.. $60,000. from: RCA Victor. ‘on. the 
‘gale of more than 200,000: copies. “sold. on: four LPs: featuring the’ bands. 
‘of ‘the Army,- Marine ‘Corps, ‘Navy ‘and: Air. Force. 
leased. ‘last May. and’ the: royalties: Tepresent ‘the : sale - during: the’ first. 

‘The: Center received. an: award: from: the. Freedoms: 
- |:Foundation at Valley. ‘Forge. last: week. for. its Cooperation in making. 
aif the ‘Service banid. recordings. possible. Be a oo 

The LPs were re- “ministration ‘to ‘eliminate ‘the: so-.|* 
‘called dual allegiarice.’ While some |= 
“ASCAP - execs. are’ sympathetic to: 
the idea of barring such pubs from | 

“| the ‘board, ‘they do. not : feel’. ‘that 

| ali.publishers ° “want. te give ‘maxi- |: 
“mum protection: to their. business | 

“Leia Martell, a ‘young “thrush f from Glasgow: is getting a big ‘buildup. interests. 
‘from. Decca -to-prep her‘ for ‘the: Américan wax:marKet. Last. week" she 

| cut: “her. first ‘album,- “Introducing Lena-*Martell,”. for release on the 

‘He -had.‘over :100 marches |: Marek 20th. thra | april 1éth--THUNDERBIRD HOTEL, Las Vegas, Nev. 

Te fae TE = 
‘i : Tt ves Pe 

L Editor,. “Varinry:: 

“among” other. things. “that. Norman 

‘of: over: 300 concerts. during. this 
‘period: These. tours have” included 

With. “Miles:--Davis,: two with MJQ, 
"three with Basie, .and with “such 
artists as. 
‘Quincey - Jones, ‘Kid Ory, Dizzy.|s 

Adderley, |. 
+ the - annual ; ‘ones, ‘with: Ella’ Fitz-} *. . 
“Al gerald: and. Oscar’. .Peterson . and ‘a. 

“pop. 

-eosts:.of- rent -and.-publicity,. the’. 

take: ‘such - a. ‘step... 

possible,” ” “he: said,. 
| cause it is. good. business for. 1 us. to 

In a _Teport . datelined: “April. ”, 
‘Tokyo, : -Benny: “Goodman. : said,: 

Granz. has. always: been ‘called. the: 
patron saint. of jazz. yet when the 

{| On - the: state. of -jazzand the fact 
‘Tl that I--had.. not. presented ‘a Jazz. 

‘America.’ ‘since 1957. Well, let's 
look at: the: ‘record... ; 

Since 1957 F. have: presented in 
‘Europe, Australia ‘and: South’ 
America “an average | of ‘five: con- 
cert. tours::a year, ‘Making. a -total | 

four with’. Duke: Ellington, ° ‘three 

Cole, ‘Nat. >: (“King”) 

Gillespie, ‘Cannonball ': 

Stitt, - 
Davis, are just a few. of 
musicians that : cannot | ‘find work — 
‘commensurate with their abilities.- 

| No,-you see, Benny’ Ss point of view 
about. other. jazz musicians is “I’ve 
made: it, now Jet. them get. out - 
and. do it ” | 

Dente ma in Hour of Need 
for. the Tatums, the: Websters. et al. 

| And. three. weeks. ago on Easter 
“Sunday 1° presented Duke Eliing- 
‘ton at no’ profit whatsoever, at Car- 

| negie’ Hall ‘because I felt-he should’ 
be. heard by. ‘America’ ‘whenever 
‘possible. 

When Benny ites. the success 
of Miles, ‘Monk, Coltrane, and so. 
on, that. is a measure of just how 
‘much. he:: doesn’t. understand the 
problem. What about. the. hundreds . 
of unemployed. musicians 

-Leannot find work? For instance,. 
Max Roach, Ben’ Webster, Sonny 

‘Lockjaw. 
the ‘good -» 

Dexter: Gorden, 

Ni orman Granz. 

great many, others, ‘ among. them. 7 a 
| Benny. ‘Goodman ‘and his: orchestra). .--. 

{a .disaster:. artistically,” and : finan- a | == 

cially). . 

this, ‘transportation, and -promotion-| 

total is ‘well’ dver $1, 000, 000. ‘This |: ] 
is “hardly “running.” My profit, | 

-Yapart- from ‘the. Ella Fitzgerald. and ‘J: 
-——~' |'‘Oscar Peterson’ tours, averaged less| | - 

than . 15%, | “not:.much considering |: ¥ 
.: (the -risks.” And ‘added. to::this was | f° 
| over. $250, 000. per. year for record- |. 

ings: madé. by. jazz. musicians on|_ 

I’ve: Jaiad out: approximately $750,- |. | 
000. in ‘musicians’ ‘salaries during) | 

| this period : ‘and. when ‘you, add to]: 
Tour starts’. May” 5 zat Scheven. 

‘ingen; ‘Holiand,. Dates_-in. ‘Bélgium’ 
include’ Liege, Brussels. ‘and : Ant-. 
werp. In’. .Germany* the. unit ° will : 

| play.. Frankfurt and~ Munich. 

Inside Stuf-—Music 

CONNIE 
— FRANCIS 

~ Sings. 

Verve Records from 1957 until I}. 
{sold ‘the’ company in: 1960.. eee 

. Why. :then, -do I-.say- jazz. was| | 
‘never. really: big and infact, why | 
do I--continue ‘with -it? ‘Well, IT 
love ‘jazz ‘and. ot feel-I. should sub- 
sidize it.as. ‘best: ‘as I can, as I did,. 
for example, .on -Verve: the - sales = i 
of: Ella. and of Ella..and. Sheliey Berman: “pald {= 

Pressure. is. building. ‘up ‘in ‘the || | 

Authors. 8. “Publishers: to- prevent. 1 

publishers: with Broadeast Music |. : 
Inc. affiliates td serve on: ASGAP’s'| 

‘board: At: the present..time; three 
publisher board: members; The’ Big |} 

Shapiro-Bernstein © “Music: 
“Musie,:. have | BMI | 

At. a “recent meeting ‘of ASCAP’s 
publishing advisory board; séveral. 
publishers ‘pressed. ‘ASCAP’s | ad- | 

ASCAP ‘has ..any - legal: Power. toy 

~ One:of: ‘the. publisher: board’ mem- 
bers with a BMI. affiliate, said the |: 
movement ‘against dual’. ‘affiliation |. 
was “poppycock. ” ‘ASCAP, ‘he said, 
‘is. a business .and ‘so is. BMI and . 

“We. -want... to. make} 
ASCAP ‘as’. big © ‘and ~ ‘as ‘rich. -as 1 

“precisely. ‘be- | 

do $0.” 

ia Ralph T: Gould; 31: Forest. Road. ‘Cape ‘Elizabeth, “Maine; “Secks! any | Jo 
|:material ‘or. picture - concerning turn: of-the.. century’ composer of: band |% 

It's a. sentimental. project ‘but ‘biographer: Gould + 8. 
ft “would. appreciate. comments. by. (other): ‘bandmasters as to their opin-|4% ¢. 

——| {fon of. ‘R.. B.. Hall. asa band--composer.. 
| published,. among’ ‘them. ‘Officerof the Day,” “20th. Regiment.’ “Guard. 
; du: Corps,” ‘SLBA: and “Indendenitia.” | waa: a 

yTOMMY ROE \ 

April 21st: thr May éth—GASLIGHT RM. Som Diego, ‘Calif, 

May Tt thew. 30th—-VIRGINIAN. RESTAURANTE, Shaker Heights, Ohio. 

‘ due ard thre ‘July 19th—-LOSER'S ctus, Hollywood, Calif. 

oo 24th thee August Z0th—THUNDERBIRD HoreL,. Les Vegas, Nev. 3 

“BOOKED: ‘EXCLUSIVELY: BY 

ij- ene. BOOKING NC CORPORATION | 
SOE GLASER, President 

. 50: WEST: 57. STREET, NEW YORK: Ve 
‘CHICAGO: ° MIAMI. BEVERLY HILLS © LAS. VEGAS DALLAS « LONDON | | 

| ANYTHING 
(But Be Mine), 
- K 13237 

~ THIS YEAR'S 
“ RGADEMY AWARD 

WINNER 
CALL ME 

IRRESPONSIBLE. 
Paramount MUSIC CORPORATION : 

Hitting again with — 

“CAROL” 

| c/w 

“Ok GOOD: :: 
LITTLE GIRL” 
~ABC-10543 

-§Udson 2-7700 

that: 



7 gti. 

‘their miarks.. 

‘terior. 
_Brown,”’..a large “West Side Story” 
* tenement exterior (with a credit: 
sign mispelling. Mirisch:as “Mirish” 

‘chair. 

a loa sasbceseaie poses 

174 | 

Hollyw ‘ 

‘By. EDDIE. -KALISH 

At $1.25 for adults ‘and :50¢."for.| 
the: Holly-f° 

“wood U.S.A. ‘pavilion :is.something | 
Primarily an]. 

-uninterestingly - ‘deployed assem-}. 

bledge of'sets, plus a small museum: 

and some’. displays © ‘of. props ‘and | 

~ guch, the outdoor exhibit. is so. far-| 

-Jacking - the essential color and |.- 

‘children’s - ‘admission, . 

of a:disappointment. ° 

glamour: associated. in - the public. ° 

mind with the* film’ colony. 
A replica ‘of. .Grauman’s | Chinese. . 

Theatre serves. as: ‘the. entrance to” ; 
or 

cemented footprints. of. visiting - 
‘celebs outside, a la the. actual spot. |: 

the ‘exhibit,- with - _places 

So: far. Federico’. Fellini; 

Pi¢rre Aumont, .Sonja_ -Henie, 
Arlene. Francis: Constance Bennett} "_ 

‘have. left] | _MeNellis. - 
The Jatter * ‘group. 

did''so -in' a €eremony- on. opening 

and Maggi. 

“nizht. which drew .the attention of | 
‘several ‘fairgoers. © 

‘Sets. include“ the “Gleapatra” 
throne room’ plus some statues,. an |. 
exterior from “The King. and. I,” 
the chariots: from “Ben-Hur”. and} 
“Pall cof thé, Roman: Empire” and. 
a small. piece of the set from.the 
latter pic, :-the’. President's | office 
from “Seven Days in. May,” an-in- 

from “Unsinkable . Molly. 

ard omitting. ‘reference. -to. UA, af 
_,Arts. and: Robert Wise). and,.an ex- 
terior and :a ‘barroom 
from’ the tv. series, 
and -. 
which "6 supposed: to. be from “Dr. 

interior 

“Gunsmoke,” 
‘operating roim: setup. 

Kildare. oor... 

The museum contains such 
- ftems:. as - Marilyn Monroe’s. dress 
from “Seven Year Itch,”" some Cecil 

and. : megaphone), . 

‘oF “10 Commandments” sets -and |. 
other things like.'set sketches: :cos= |- 
‘tumes,. props, ‘mockups. and pix of: 
stars, oo 

“Uniformed. ‘male: ‘and femme 
‘guides stand around and spiel ‘some. 
-ehatter about the disptays. “Actors. 
-and actresses who were to be. in: 
costumed attendance on the sets, 2: 

-- factor. which would help . consider- 
ably, were absent. on. opening. day. 
; Perhaps more. ‘interesting than the | 
bare sets would - have. ‘been. a 

(Continued: ‘on page. 179) . 

. SWEDEN PAVILION OK 
FOR POPULAR IMPACT 

You can't” ‘miss. ‘the - ‘Sweden: 
“Pavilion. with ‘its’ ‘familiar ‘blue 
color’ and it ‘should. prove .one. of. 
the ‘more popular’ spots with ex- 
hibits that hold. appeal’ for every: 
member of. the: family. - -Admission 
4s free. ‘The males ‘are::certain to} 
be. fascinated ‘by. the. continuous 
working demonstration ‘of electri¢ 
power put. on by ASEA. (Allmanna 
-Svenska Elektriska -Aktiebolaget),. 
the Swedish electrical company. 
The .12-min.' show breaks down. 

_ technology. of -high-voltage power. 
‘into short. segments, easy to. follow. 

companying sound éffects and elec- 
tronic. music. are ~ fascinating . and 
pooped. pedestrians can sit -on .a}:. 

- huge’ slate ‘bench. :.if.. so’ inclined. 1. 
ASEA keeps:'three ‘technicians on} 
hand at all times.- Show. winds with | 

“@ wild, eratkling ‘lightning. display |. -_ 
that. would . warm the: cockles . of, 
Dracula’s innards. | 

Rest of industriat area. is. devotéd 
to Swedish |. ‘progress -. ‘in- ‘aireraft,; |. 
‘shipping, mining, ‘Matches. ‘ete:. An}. 

Shop displays}. 
a handicrafts—silver. glass, toys, cut-| 
-- “ery, ete. Some items:are for sale}. 
>but prices are same as local rétail | 

adjoining = :- retail... 

outlets. 

‘sbord. 

Abbe’ 'S “Single. Debit. 
‘Columbus, .O.; April 28... 

Abbe. Lane, teamed. with hubby |. 
- Xavier. Cugat ‘for neatly 2 décade, 

_ will make.‘her first. appearance -as |. 
¥.) single ‘at- Danny: Deeds’ .Maramor |: 

_ ‘supper ‘club May 11-16. The couple |’ 
on ‘Tecéntly - announced ” their: ‘separa~ 
a ‘tipe. ; ! 

. Miss - ‘Laine’s act: ‘includes. a ‘dance. 
team and . a Jepiece. orchestra: 

-Guilieta |: 

Masina, George Murphy (a coplan- ; 
ner. ‘of ‘the pavilion - and ‘Jean- |. 

ir s A NON-CYPRIOTIC 
GREENWICH VILLAGE 

Hip ‘Cypriots could: take. a lesson} 

ex. WonrLD’s FAIR. 

iis No Bar asl B |. | | eur Herts Piits You: in. the: You- 1 

Top; HMS Bounty ¥ Moored at5-Ne Ra , 

* The. Masonic Grill 
“The Masonic. ‘Brotherhood 
has. a white: stucco’ display.‘and 

: ‘reception ‘building ‘near Gate . 
No, 1 at the. World’s ‘Fair: The | 
front room ‘is dominated by. a. 

ton. in. his.--Masoniec apron: *: 

Memorabilia’.of .the lodge, ‘a . 

‘global : map: of. f. Masonry. are on. 
' view. 7: 

d¢. ence of. an electric ofgan sug: |. 
- gests that Masonic : ‘rites are’. 
_contemplated..: :-The. fraternal -. 

finance. its’ participation. at. the: 
‘ Fair. | a 

‘in. international ‘Telations. from ‘the 
musicians. who. make up the Near. 

1-East Ensemble. at: the Village Gate. 
Greek: bandleader: George’ Stratis, 
who heads’ the : group,. has. ‘seta 
benefit for’ Yavuz: Tonton, ‘Turkish | 

hospitalized | 
‘with tuberculosis.. Stratis’ ‘men. will: 
contribute a night's ‘pay, Gate’ boni-- 
face Art D’Lugoff. donates a night's } 

j admissions for. the benefit, Set, for | 

dumbelek: player, 

next. Wed." (29). 

‘Sitting in with: ‘the: band ‘will be |. 
" ‘American. -singer - Chris Connor, J 
Argentine. guitarist. Jorge Morel, ) 
‘Greek-American- singer - Stephanie 
and exotic dancer. Little Athens; — 

B.. ‘DeMille | “memorabilia - (camera, }.: Se oS 
: heads |: 

“demonstrating the makeup used for | 
Tony Randalt-in “Seven: Faces. ‘of | -: 
De. Lao,” the Friberg oil. paintings 7 

LONE SEGREGATED SHOW 

‘Busts. of | ‘Pershing, - Admiral. | 

brothers: are. on. pedestals... ~ 

Troll. of. ‘past Grand ‘Masters, a ~ 

Rear ‘oom is .a. lounge Pres: oe 

‘order: raised some $600, 000. to... 

_AMis’ ANTIQUER 

_Know-Where A ae 

“arive-tt yourself: - , antique: : 

| models “of “old. - ears: “given. 
| Located’ near the. fare ‘Industrial. oe 
exhibits of ‘some of. the . major: at 

-- exhibitors and far from the amuse- | 
‘|-ment section of the Fair, the setup | . 

“| -stands. to.-do. ‘solid business: as a}. 
| | diversion for the junior set. and. ace.f 
plaster Statue of G. ‘Washing- - companying | adults. as: well. 

| Transit . .Authority: ‘heliport. ‘restau="|.- 
= |'rant’ ‘and .serves as an. auxiliary |— 
| ticketselling ‘spat. for the .TA ‘site. | 
~ | Also, ‘ohe.- cali. arrange -to” rent :a.|‘ 
“ear (not for Fair-use). at the booth | 4 
‘and. . obtain | travel: information. 

ete.: reservations... ; 

Hawaiian Pavilion’ Ss. 
- Hip Weavers, May Be © 

_ Surprise ‘Girlie’ Click 
“phe ‘Hawailan: Pavilion; ‘for which: 

95c¢. is -the:. normal _ admission 
‘through: a- turnstile, ° gave. a huge 

:‘Vextra .on :the- opening .day (Wed.),- 
: “| permitting. those . who_ paid .that: 
‘T-sum. to..see its -show: for: free,: 
:| although’ the normal. nick,. once: the. 
‘layout is in. operation, “Will be $2.50 

“The “Avis Rent-a-Car Jayout is a | xx as scheduled, in the Singer’ Bowl, a stadium. intended for an 
car .. “sports. and other. special events. A red ‘and blue striped awning. . - 

_ | the cémpany,. natch, but are also-| 
. nice’ gratis. souveniers. ‘This booth | <. 

-is’ directly on..the street: and « is}: 
.Separate- from’ the -ticket stand for |. 

j the. antique, car: Tide ‘itself. 
“Another auto rental. company, soe 

"Hertz, also ‘has‘a: bocth: at: the, Fair..| 
ies is located | at: the: ‘base of the |: 

Other: -free "service is:* provided, | 
‘such’ as. the making of plane, train 

Several uni-| 4. 
‘formed | girls: mah. -the: booth, -the | * 
“main purpose. of which. is to ‘be at 
service, as opposed: to: ‘offering: an} . 
-exhibit:, oa! ; 

- Pair Inc. presentation. of revue in 

rected by Morton .@a Costa; dances 

Wittop; scenery, Peter. Wolf; ‘light: 
‘ing; Jean Rosenthal; music adapted.| oe 

‘April 22,°'64 at. Music: Hall at the |... 

=, _Wedne Apel 29,1 1968 oa = 

Despite ihe. » drizzia which: tarred the opening: ‘morning ‘ ‘ot the . 1 
ONLY, World’s Fair last Wed. (22): the official. agenda: was ‘cone.” ; 

. protected’ those on the speakers platform. | -The ‘public: ‘was divide: 
in various numbered. séections—one. for: press, one for’ members of. °} 

** Fair Corp.,: and so on: The chill of: the day cut. down. ‘attendance, | 
Even ‘SO, - ‘there were. thousands. present: . ; 

. They heard Richard: Tucker. sing. the ‘national’ anthem. “Thomas oo 

‘Gov. Nelson ‘Rockefeller who. put on a. pitch. ‘for: the. N.Y: ‘State 
4 Pavilion and: lavished . Praise. on everybody, including: the: ‘Demo*. 

_ _ Avis: has .a. booth. out: frorit, at |.” 
_ which one: can obtain: Anfo ‘about [7 --" 

‘Byrd, Bobbie. Burns‘ and other. - | the cémpany’s. car rental biz.. Also, 
| various items such as maps,: -folders,- 
stickers: and: thé ‘like’ are available | ‘ 
on. request:"These - things. all plug |- 

crats. 

- invitation from President. J ohnson_ ‘and that word ‘from ‘the. White 
: House occupant.was a novelty: for him, an indirect . allusion to. - 

“. Ike who never fancied Harry.:: Mrs. Indira: ‘Gandhi. of. India spoke: 
; » for the international. contingent, wisely. and attractively. . Jf 
President Johnson. drove ‘directly into the Bowl, lighting: from”: 
**a limousine ‘and mounting. the platform. “Tt: was: then’ that: every- 
body became - aware- Of the. Protection: ‘in. depth” of: the. Secret. 

: Service. . 
~The’ Singer’ Bowl. is surely. one “of the. ‘most: tiseful structures a 

- at this: Fair. .-It is “open. to- ‘special. events, ‘the. ‘sewing. ‘machine’: - 

Without - ‘comment, the: juxtapost 
tion often ‘triggers. a- giggle. ‘Bea. 
trice ‘Cunningham .. 
‘Sehultz’ did. the sequencing.: Above |41.scenes (tio intermission). Pro-| 

| ducer,’ George Schaefer; exec pro-: the proscenium arch there. isa. 
ducer, Gordon: R..: Wynne: Jr; di- 

Te Bway With Love 
Angus'G. Wynne Jr. &. Compass 

-helps ‘frame ‘the references. ‘to noe: : 
talgic. appeal, . a 
Going only. by” the: printed: pre, 

(Continued: on page 178): 

oi aoe OU enters, « Oscar | Max Lie jebman’s s ‘Antofare’ 
For Chrysler: a Classy 

and: musical numbers. : staged by . 
Donald: Saddler;: costumes, Freddy |: 

‘a. Deegan, the exec veep of the Fair, presided, introduced: ‘Francis | ad 
Cardinal Spellman, -Pastniaster-General John A: Gronpuski,. Rob- =)" 4 
ert Moses: himself, who: confined himself - to a few. paragraphs,.-. -- 

| ’ The ‘much-needed . ‘amusing touch’ on the. ‘dismal morning came. a 
from’ ex-President.. Harry |S. ‘Truman, who said it had been an" - 

:.. company. contenting itself. with using the ‘street. front Space. under ' — 
the grandstand. for: its own. commercial displays: Ts be 

and .: John: . 

running. electric. sign. which also: 4 ; 

| the: Clairol ‘exhibit ‘can ‘claim ‘is 
‘that: it is the. only” Segregated--ex-' 
hibit. at: the Fair. = 

}Color. Carousel to. .women only. |. 
| Exhibit: -manager. 
said that visiting. privileges may be] 

labout hair _problems,. are seated “in 

‘tare fed: into a computer and while |: 
they re :waiting,. . 

ing) and a short :talk on. hair care. 

mates from getting fidgety: an‘ex- 
terior exhibit. is provided of paint- 
‘ings — which : emphasize. ‘attractive 
chairdos. 
‘series of: Plastic ‘bubbles into which: 
femmes can: peek... “They. see a mif- 

‘dos. to_allow them to see how they’. 

color..:. 

peaceful while ‘Mama. works - her: 
way through: the - Various © shades. 

-man, ‘pirates; ete. 

. .on a tremendous ‘relief::map,. with | 
.a- running history. of. the growth Fesults.. OF: “computer tests," o 
. Of Swedish : electrical - power. Ac-} ey 

“An adjoining restaurant}... 
and: bar. was: “not open. until ‘4. p.m.} 

of tony : and ‘Cleopatra.’’.. 

i ricts 
Cl irl ® pay Sates | and $3.50 ‘in. its'1,000-seat theatre. 

. | This. price: -scale, although high for 

One. shark: of individuality. that. this: show. which. will run. approxi- 
:mately: 90 minutes, is in. keeping 
-with. the tariffs’: charged by. its. 

The hair-color- ‘neighbors in the. Lake. Amusement 

ing company has Yestricted ‘its Area. : 
It ‘could. be the: ‘surprise. of the| 

‘Lake area. -The ‘Hawaiian’. layout | 
seems to ‘provide the nearest. thing 

extended later to hairdressers. {to a “girlie”: show .in the pelt. 

Femme. visitors ‘fill: out. forms | N aturally, . the “connotation of | 
‘Hawaii and hula. is inevitable,. and: 
It’s: probably “its bestselling point.. 

Nick Schwartz 

‘a booth: onthe. carousel, the ‘forms 

they’fe - ‘regaled: ‘along: ‘at. its. best . when the. girls 
with music (Johnny Desmond: sing-. a¥e in: their hip-weaving endeavors. ° 

“The. femmes..are: ‘eute,. shapely .and ' 
during the  6-min.:.ride.. -wriggly, which ‘seems a good: deal “TO, keep. 

the legendary -and ‘ceremonial. de- 
: partment, nor. when the acts goon. 

Also: on ‘exterior are -a‘| There. is. a. profusion of talent,. 
‘with. a lot of editing. needed. by. 

ror topped with yarious: color. hair- 

would look with hair ‘of :a ‘different 
- Smaller. bubbles: zre: pro- 

vided: for tyKes © to keep . ‘them ‘even: if: the: mainland. gags are 

Ortiz. and Ollie Crowell :are pleas- 
Kids see: themselves _ Bs. Super: ‘ant’ singers, Fely Gabriel-“does -a 

When Jeaving,. feimines 3 are ‘given “Layout ‘is produced | ‘by. Sterling | 
f Mossman. . J ose: 

He wood Exhib ~ ells a a i) Cast 
With a cousistenicy. ‘that ‘piust pe. ddmiced,. the ‘sign painter: for. . 

: -Geotge ‘Murphy’s “Hollywood Pavilion’: ‘came -up_ With -some. of 
the most ‘unusual Spellings to be. found. on. the. entire: Fair site. 

At ‘Wednesday’s. (22): opening,. with ‘some. of. the. exhibit's de-: ‘ 

read. “Rehersal: only.” - - Inside, ‘when’ it’ came. to. the ‘names. of 
‘actors and films, variety ‘took’ over..-: - Salome”: ‘became. “Solome,” 

Bankhead was Tallulla,. Jeanette: .MacDonald ‘switched -to” ‘Me 

. -mere’s: Fan.” 

...to film: or mislabeled with ‘such. titles as “Elizabeth Rex” and “An-. ° 
Guides, while: energetic ° and -. courteous, ... 

“awere .-no:students. “of motion _pictures.-.: What an, opportunity: for « 
'.. a. film-buff!- 
“-exhibits: (which ° are. generally . excellent) . but ‘a few -overzealous. 
types. ‘ventured: plenty of “wrong: ‘information; such as: identifying. 
the’ ‘Whort. miniature ‘set : tagged “Antony and. Cleopatra” ‘as. “not 
‘the’ one ‘with Elizabeth. Taylor. but -the ‘one. Vivien. ‘Leigh did.” *:: 
(Miss Leigh .and Claude ‘Rains costarred: in. Shaw's “Caesar . and: 

_ Cleopatra,” a UA 1946 release]. 

 poor-. ‘spellers.. ‘The. first. of - the. signed concreté blocks at: the 
.: “Pavilion. ‘entrance 4a la’. Grauman’ Ss: Chinese). has. been” “signed: 7 

“George. Mirphy-" Pl. Cons se 

1 nliabat | 

This:: Polynesian’ package moves. 

for. fairgoers.: It’s. not. as forte: in | 

switched around::to. Hawaii. Violet. 

‘ceremonial number as ddes Foi Foi. 

partments not .operating, ‘ visitors: were greeted. “with: a ‘sign | that: .-| 

Mirisch. became ‘Mirish,* Gladys Cooper . ‘came -out. Copper, TaHulah *: 

Donald and Lady, Windemere’ s Fan” WAS : ‘spelled: “Lady” ‘Windi- | 

Most of: them: admitted not knowing much ‘about the~ +}. 

- However, -it isn’t: likely. that. Murpliy ‘can 1 be too. eritical : Of his’ | 

| Texas Pavilions, N. Y. World's Fair; 

450 ‘top. | a 

“When ‘the NY. World's. Fair “at: 
1964-68 . ‘opened ‘Jast: Wedriesday. 
(22) ‘only one show: ‘business. unit, 
as such, was in’ shape: to give a 

| performance. Hence, 
‘way: With. Love”: achieved. both a 
boast. as”. to its own: -accomplish- 
ment and. a boost for ‘the. amuse-. 
‘ment sectioni, :. ‘which © it. ‘brought 
alive ‘on that historic: day. of. civic: 
confusion “and - faltering produc- 
tiontimetables. 

. That. the ., show was not. ‘only r 
‘yeady. ‘but good means that “the 
Texas syndicate and its profession- 
_al ‘showmen were ‘home safe. The. 
‘significant. ‘compliment — 
this revue; deriving from: Ameri: 

ean. ‘musical. comedy back to early 

‘minstrels down to the. present-day, 
“was: put. together and delivered in: 

1 neat. order on. time by . persons 

most ‘of the turns. The comedy-.is who. knew. what they ‘were. doing. 

‘by Inny “Young; a Chinese, who : 
starts out: with a ribbon dance and 
thence into ‘five, There’s also Tom | 
‘Lesley, who does ‘have a z00d- style, | 

is -. that. 

Production is:intended for ‘three 

performances. daily, . 
vninutes. and ‘scaled. to $4:80. Any: 

small details at: the premiere. 

which ‘still. needed. tightening may 

he. disregarded. on the assumption 

that, with the appearance: of these: 

comments, they shall already. have 
been. made. This is a- thoroughly. 
professional .. ‘show; produced: by. 
‘George’. Schaefer, ‘staged, by Mor- 

- ton Da Costa, - choreographed by | 

| Donald. ‘Saddler and conducted: by’ 

| Franz. Allers. : 
It is presented . ina mammoth | 

music: hall on the’ ground floor of 
| the «cluster. ‘known: ‘as. the-. Texas. 
| Pavilions (the ‘plural: stressed). 
‘Upstairs: ‘there is an old: western 

..,} saloon,’ as Jarge as “Texas ‘and as 
~| loud, “where. café acts. give ‘out, 

refraining ‘from. - dialog. 

‘These: are, however, along. the 
ot way, ‘inherent in the revived songs’ 

Some ‘excellent ‘iitature- ‘sets by. ‘Richard Whorf. althougti- la- 

opening: day, but will wri a sore ‘béled ‘“Scenes..fromi. ‘Great -Pictures,”’ were. either unidentified as“: 
and’. stereatypes. of ‘yesteryear. 
Which is not to discount the :prob-. 

.table™ contributions -of. original ma-: 
-terial: from - Jerry. Bock. and ‘Shel- 
-don. Harnick. 
“That ‘a “great. many people 

|: worked... very ‘hard to attain: this. 
-smoothness ‘is’ :the: essential: judg- 

..|- ment: ‘New. ‘theatrical - ground ‘To 
‘bBroadway With Lave” does’: not. 
‘| bréak.. But: old’ things it: does. fresh-. 
‘ly. with: ‘ great” “eompetetice . - and.| 
flair. “Helping with -the- historic: 

{perspective are a ‘number of smart-. 
‘ly. selected’ and” arranged. old _ si: 
Tent. movies, some back ‘to. 1900. 

“To" Broad- L 

running 90 |. 

day. : 

‘Kosarin, James - Leon. Opening . 

“ Live-Puppet-Film Show: | 
Chrysler's “Autofare,” ” one: ‘of 

the: “big three’ . (along. with GM's. j 
Futurama ‘and Ford’s 
in | the . Transportation ‘Area; is | 
divided into’ five’ island. areas: ‘gur- | 
rounded by water... Each. island: is . 
a. separate exhibit. but.‘ combined | 
‘with the others: via-. bridges... On | 
‘opening ‘day, “Design: Island,” one. . 
of the. areas, was not yet. in oper-. 
-ation, although. -it. appeared. “com-' : 
pleted. ° 

. Biggest area and. biggest. attrac- ' 
‘tion’ is the’ centrally-located circu- .- 
lar. theatre (actually. four. theatres: 7 
af B25 seats: each). housing the 24-. # 

“Show-Go-Round,” ” produced | 
by” Max ‘Liebman. ‘Associate : pro- 
ducer on. the - show. is . 
.Grayson: 
‘Liebman :. 

Mitchell 

. and -. Lucille - Kallen, . 
“Show-Go-Round” is i presented.’ On... 
‘a ‘revolving | ‘stage’ “divided *: into © 
|quadrants' so that’.various. phases” 
are being. seen: simultaneously - “by 
each. ‘of the four’ :audiences. -It:/is*: 
‘part live-part: marionette-part: film, 
After.: a -brief .-intro. by ‘a. .-live 
‘emcee-host . (Dick ~ ‘Higgs; ° Ron 
Beattie, Mike. Masters or. Joh: 
Fowler), ‘action Segues. ‘into inter- £ 
play between emcee. and’ a marion--. 
-ette,;-then into a.9-min... presenta---§ 
tion: ‘by. Bil: ‘Baird’s. marionettes, | 
This: is followed. by ‘a. 9-min. film, 
directed :by: Bill ‘Hobirt and hosted. 
“by “Bob Hope.:. Show winds. with : 
‘return. fo emcee and. 3-min. 
‘up. of: sales pitch. The entire. pro-. 
‘gram; which lauds | Chrysler’. engi- 
neering - enterprise,‘ with: “emphasis - 
‘on:-experimental: turbine engine, is" 

“wrap-: 

continuous ‘for 12. . hours. .. Four 
| shifts: of: personnel - are - ‘involved. 
|-A- working. turbine-engi d- 

- ‘Phere. was essential: wisdom in | working. turbine-engine’ powere 

comedy | 
| skits or: any deviation from: ‘song. 
{and . dance. Resultantly, the: tempi 
never slacken. . But there: are. hu-. 

| morous bits. Indeed ‘many: of them: 

Chrysler outside makes :.a‘continu- 
ous’ circular ‘:drive’ around ‘one’ of 
the exhibits. -There. is no vocal 
‘spiel although’ ‘never-ending: pas- 
|sage.of the. car causes considerable 

“ ‘comment. 
Emcee - Hosts: and - ‘puppeteéns : 

| work. ‘on .an Equity basis. Show. 
geared | for 72° complete . perform- 
‘anices . (four. at a time in a, working 

‘Other areas: offer: ‘novelty ‘attrac: | 
tions—a. walk-through: : facsimile’ of 
a Chrysler engine,. with the giant: 
moving parts designed to: “resemble 
‘people, insects, animals, ete-. At 
‘another ‘is .a section. of a” real: as- @ 
sembly . line «along ° which- visitors 
can. ride ‘while seated in the ‘chas-. 
‘sis of a ‘car supposedly ‘being: -as~. 
sembled. “Everything ‘in’ exhibit -{s 
free and. attendants are. uniformly ; 
‘pleasant; * -well-drilled ‘and: - cour? 
tequs, ‘Robe. 

Space: -City). _# 

‘Writing was done by. q 



“2 ereate. 

rer 

" Many “ot: thie. anrioyances’ ‘and ‘incompletions. of. opening. day at. 1° 
. Hie. "N.Y. World’s:Fair. may’ be. shrugged off as’ certain to. be“eor-.; | 
“yected ‘and. moré or less expected, given human‘ nature: - 
least’ one major’ blueprint. ‘misfortune: seems: built in and beyond: |" 

wy correction.. - This concerns: the ‘route: taken -by: Greyhound. toes | 
- fromthe transportation: section :of. the Fair ‘across: the bridge. (over: J 

7 the. expressway, . that is).to the- Amusement: Sector. . 
The: ‘roadway. is. ‘clearly: too: narrow . for. vehicles of. this: size. 

Worse, “the. coiirse is full of. sinuous turns, 
- ‘deliberately’. aS a. necessary. precaution’ ‘against: snarls which. would - 

Buses ‘are bunched 

-. be even ‘worse: than: the. -delays :which such: “time and flow: control’? 

"| ghooters- everywhere- and. inspectors -in ‘small “cars. cruising: .. But 
- 4t'-seems: impossible . that the: ‘bottlenecks. éan-.ever be- avoided ae 
given the ‘terrain,. the ‘roundabout course, the ‘bus. Stations. a: ‘block 

-+, and more -from such.-main points as ‘the’ Téxas. Pavilion; «> 
‘Naturally. the Greyhound. people. (obviously - ‘trying’ ‘and: seem=. - os digly” somewhat desperate from: 

: --master-plan: - A ‘trip-:from. the. 
: Texas Pavilion took 40 minutes. 
Jt. was. so exasperating. to’ the péople headed ‘for. the Texas stand 

their: own: frustrations). will - ‘ime. 

General. Motors : building . to’ the 
.Ten would have ‘been reasonable. 0 

. that: ‘Greyhound starters took. them -off. one bus and: moved. them: 
ahéad to- the. one. parked at: the: turn; saving. Perhaps f five ‘to: eight - 

reaks Out Among Crafts 
minutés. 

~ Peace’ Brea 
’ Fair Beset By Rival J ob Claims of IATSE Mechanios | 

oo And. IBEW. Cable Handlers. . 

ane! jjurisdictiondt jabor: ‘dispute |” 
at. the. N.Y. -World’s Fair: between |’ 
. International: ‘Alliance -of Theatri- | 
"cal Stage © Employees~ ‘studio me-. 
- ‘chanics Local :52-and: International. 
- Brotherhood | of. ‘Electricians’ Local 
3 involving the“hauling of cables ar 
and - -other. electrical ‘ work. to. be |- 
done. in connection: with: filming. at: 

After. ‘many 

‘involved, - 

Ww orking | relationship ~ practiced. ‘by. 
- the unions under. normal. condi-- 

Differences : had first de-J-: =“ tions. 
=. veloped when. Local: 3. pressed ‘for 
_ the right: to” handle ‘all electrical, 
work. (cable. hauling, hookups. ‘ete,) 

_ ..‘Continued on. Page 179) © 

Press, Radio v Score 
> With: ‘All the World’s Fair. 
» That’s. Fit'to Read & See 

‘The. New: York World’s. Fair: is 
“petting some of the most. intensive. 
~hewspaper,, 
‘coverage of “any - recent. . event. 
Amount of interest ‘is. ‘pointed ‘up 
_ by the. fact: thatthe press. building: 
“on the. grounds | ‘not! only . contains. 
' quarters for. the: ‘Major news ‘serv-: 
ices: and dark -roomss. for photog-. 

: raphers; but- also: cubicles fer local 
: iéwspapers which’ have: stationed 
: full-time. staffs: at this. -Kingsized 
exhib.» ve 

‘So ‘far;: there's: been no: Jack ‘of 
-reading. matter in. the’ Flushing 
Meadows show..: ‘The. anost impres- 
‘sive coverage ‘has been by ‘fhe-New 
York ‘Times ‘which has‘a: large’ staff | 
- pardding ‘the ‘grounds for ‘the -vari-. 
'Ous events; and also’ has assigned 
Specialists © "stich: as: Gay. Talese to 
"look for odd angles. - no 

In addition;: the ‘Times’ ‘sizable 
“cultuéal: staff including. John Cana- 
day -of: the. art: section: ‘Howard 
“Taubman.” drama; 

~ Craig Claiborne, -and other; ‘Staffers 
and: ‘special ‘writers « combined to'| - 
provide coverage “that, would have 
.. done. : credit: ‘to. the’ ‘opening ~ -of 
“World War II. 
The Times -also reached into. the: 

‘ Tarified:- ‘writings. - of -its critic 
“emeritus, Brooks: Atkinson, and ‘its 
Washington ‘pundit, ‘James ‘Reston; 
for . special. stories. ‘On “Thursday 
(23), ‘its: reports: on the -opening. day: 
amounted: to. six pages. in-the inside: 
following. its page one leadin. 

The. :Times’ -coverage has: been |-, 
_ smaller since: the. ‘preem, -but-none- 
' theless ‘still ‘impressive enough’ to 
“outstrip | any.-.other publication.’ 

‘It's not to: say-that the other New |: ‘ 
“Sons. at: the: Fair’. will: also: give: the: York dailies: ‘didn’t . doa complete 

Job: of. coverage. Lacking the Times. 
/-Manpower and:: space,most. of the 
Other. dailies showed’ a fine -brand: 
| Of journalism in their treatment .of : 

€ preem’ but: ‘few: ‘rated.’ even: at 
dose: second: to the: Times.. 

. “meetings | ‘between ree, 
reps. of. both unions and ‘the. pos-. 
: sibility’. of | ‘strike actions -by™ those. ao 

the’ matter has” beef. 
_ worked. ‘out to. coincide with: the.|’.. 

“radio _and television. 

Howard .. Cy 
. Schoemberg; music; food sector’ S|: 

"Macy ‘sTells-Gimbel’s: 
- The. ° Ted | “Mack. “ Amateur . 

Sew: ‘will : provide - World’s 
-"Fair . entertainment, 
- weekly. With: ‘public ° auditions Sl 
“to: be held at the RCA Pavilion = 
“Jat: the .Flushing Meadows. :€Xpo, 

--. Those: qualified willbe. put | on: 
' -its.regular tele: show; =": 

deal lies in ‘the . fact ‘that: al- “though ‘the: public . auditions ~ 

-| the parent’ of NBC-TV,. the. ‘ 
a telecasts will, be. on: CBS-TYV. , 

= Orde at Fair 
Vs. yi! ywmanship’ 
- Open: the first day. but incom: 

tion, - the ‘Protestant. - "Pavilion 

‘let: dispensary. - 

The ‘Mormons: and’ Greek 
: buildings: .were not 

triguing. 
Orthodpx 

Tied inspecition. - 

20th-Fox’s: upcoming :biopic: of the 
sculptor, :: “The .. Agony: . 
‘Eetasy”: by. ‘Irving: ‘Stone:) * 

~ Blind Seems” the Fair 

out the ‘N.¥: World’s Fair, has tak- 

public service” ‘Which ‘they. -key- |: 

to. the: blind ‘attending the. Fair.’ 

‘the New: York Assn:.for the Blind, . 
that ‘approximately. 100 blind. will. 
7 Visit | the: Fair’ daily. .: : 

: This : nuniber | of” sightless pér- 

Boy Scouts a‘ chance at: their ‘daily. |: 
| good. deed. -Those ’ ‘aecompanying | 
‘blind persons. are : ‘requested: to. go. 
‘to. the ‘Boy: -Scout. Encampment, : 
‘where a Scout: guide. wid. a Braille | 

we a beok. ‘wal. ‘be: provided. 

But. at. fe 

Greyhound - has. ‘trouble-*.. 

India, 

Unexplained ‘portion: of: the. - 

stake place at RCA; which’ is . | 

proved. a walk-through. ‘of pedes-. 
trian imagination, to-the subjective. 
reaction. of.a. VARIETY staff: report-. 
er, himself a-Protestant. True there |: : 
were: ‘interesting. insights’ to some. 
missionary activities ‘in. yemote and. 
backward: lands: But - mostly | “this : 
layout” ‘was lacklustre, 2. mere. leaf-: 

“Its inhibition. as’ regards: ‘show-- 
manship inherént in. the ‘Protestant 
Ethic? The “VARIETY | man. presumes * 
‘to doubt it since‘the Billy. Graham.|.. 
display" and the Christian. ‘Science:7: oe 
‘display. are . distinctly more . in- |. 

IRCA’s $1,00,000° visited‘on this first admittedly hur- : 

Meanwhile the- Vatican Fias one, an oe 
of the great magnets-of the Fair, |. = : 
the original ‘Michelangelo - Pieta |.) =: 
from. St.. Péter’s.in’ Rome: (Unin- | 
tendedly. this is-a fine trailer for: 

and. ‘The’ 

“General Foods; ‘which. is. spon-. 
soring the: 11 news archés through- . 

‘en -another..step into. “meaningful | 

‘Note ‘as.their. reason for. entry into - 
this. display. The ‘food processor is. 
underwriting the. casts.‘of.a guide-- 
book in Braille tobe provided free'} 

It’s estimated: ‘by the Lighthouse; ; 

By ROBERT ms LANDRY" 

“The. ‘situation . “at ‘the: 

_ open to $0: simple a first.day crit--| . 
At. certain, ‘corners . the turn is.so.sharp.each bus is. cae icism as that many.of the pavilions]: ; 

- guided. around” ‘by: -a. ground ‘jockey.. were. ‘unready, Some of. the .ex-}'. 
hibitions were. ' privatéely-promoted, 

- “money-making -’ American .. | 
“-: prises, and- such - primary. ‘nations. a4 

|-as. Britain, - Russia, Italy, ‘France, }- 
| Holland. : and” “Germany. are. unre rep- : 

“ - resented. 
. “\prove’ the. system: but’ this-‘can- only. ‘be. within ‘an: incredibly. poor -|: 

-enter- 

~- Despite. all ‘of: these defects, ‘and 
‘though “viewed in:.a. bleak ‘April 

drizzle, the. zone. must emerge: as’|. 
~.1 sufficiently 

‘distinctly | fascinating. °: 
‘probable that. ':a-. -dominating . in-- 

.-.| fluence . may ‘be. ‘the: new ‘ nations; | 
‘put ancient cultures, of. ‘Asia, ‘Viz,: | 

2 “‘Indo- + 

.:< | nésia, Korea,.. ‘Paiwan:- Hong: Kong, | 
_ Philippines “Malaysia, Polnesia. *: - |-. 
_{: Acfurther reminder.‘of ‘the many. |:™ 

a changes ‘from. colonial to-‘sovereign 
‘status since the N.Y. ‘World’s Fair. 

“| of .1939--are : the: exhibits.,of other’ 
_. #/ mew -nations.‘in ‘the. Near. East" and |- 
LF Africa. : 

“| known-as’. ‘the. United: Arab Repub-_ 
“| lie; is: the -world’s 
“Tl too, . has. Jorg: been prominent. in |. 
| foreign. “trade... and-- 

“twice, | Promises ‘to. be ‘a: big: hit. 

-“Gnternational”’ Ge 

‘Thailand, . Pakistan, 

Egypt, | of - course, 

its. pavilion 

Many of the displays- “dre: acti 
ally. transplanted: retail ‘ shops “but 

: | the whole .area. acquires. glamour ° 
- . | pecause’ of -the -exotic.-native cos= 

_ -tumes and- the large: contingents of” 
- 1 lévely. girls in them: One-is struck. 

‘repeatedly’. py. the dignity .-of. the | 
‘Japanese’. of. “both: sexes .and : the” 

Ls: ‘quiet’ charm of: the. Indians, Indo- 
nesians and’ ather. Orientals. “Every. 

| omen’ suggests that the’ Americans, . 
in: myriad hordes,- will obtain . a 

= || strong image. oF that. Part. “Of. the 

“alert. ‘presence: 

Anowingness 
‘selected: -dozen.. 

“of ‘ the: 

of the. international zone. on open 
ing day: . 

‘(Continued ‘on Page. 79) 

The. lure is’ Obviousiy” twofold: 
a chance. to glimipse all. that elee-.|" 
tronic .razzmatazz and: go:one up. on: 
the, neighbors’ back home, .arid an 

Of: Self:.on ‘the -tint: tube.. 
‘This -is accomplished ‘by ‘moving 

small ‘groups of. visitors. along. the 
ramps that circle’ the color studio 
and: jazzy. control. room, with 

ter. of. minutes.’ 
The. ‘language’ ‘here’ is. milltilin: | 

j.gual, as neéded,’ which of .course | : 
is the .case- ‘elsewhere. at the Flush-: 
ing spread “in : -anticipation,. of. the | 

five-day. : 
Garden ‘hit ‘a sellout. $254, 864. | 

-The’ Columbia Concerts: ‘import : 

foreign contrib’ to: the. Fair: box- 
‘uffice.. - 

Ing the ramps’ are perforce small, 
B : “Continued ‘on ‘Page | 179)" 

| Under 1, 000, 000 First Wk. 
. Bad. weather. breaks. and.” 

“fear of civil rights demoristra- ” 
“tions .are. ‘the. ‘two: major . fae- 

- tors. which. ‘held. the first - | 
week’s attendance’ at the ‘N.Y... |- 

; “Interna- | 
2 tional” -zohe in. the-N.° Y. World’s 

| Fair in. 1964 ‘is:.too ‘complex’ to- lie} -- 

“and 
Tt... ‘Seems 

NJ. Teamsters 
now J- 

“oldest.” ‘Japan, . 

: on the . 
2 ‘grounds and in. the bazaars. of US. 
- {Customs , inspectors: evidences : the: 

1 extremes of ‘cooperation that arm: 
‘| of-.the Treasury ‘has ‘accorded: the 
.| Fair. A’ party -of 12. meni -‘is ‘sta- 
7 tioned to.expedite shipments. which: |. 
‘come directly to the. site: and’. are |" 

-| unpacked -pending inspection. The” 
complexity of. this. Customs. opera- } 
tion. ‘was. ‘most: apparent. -and fhe:]. 

-earéfully- | 7 

‘Herewith éapsulated impressions + . 
Only about’'30 -of . its 5,000: seats 

| were. installed. and. workmen. were. 
Denmark: Seen through the: win-:| busily. putting in others under the | 

‘dows: -enviously, ‘it: looked... great 
| but -. was” -excluding: 
Within, an” ‘invading. force: of: “free-. 
loaders had taken ‘over.. © ° 

~ Ireland: ‘An. attractive anlar in - 

the . public. ’ 

ation at Fa air: ready on ‘opening: ‘day, ° will. stand 
adjacent to the big: show,  contain- . 
-ing: exhibits. from’ the “Ringling: 
‘Museum in Sarasota, Fla, displays. 
‘eonstructed to.show the history of: 

. the. big: show. and other items, Also, 
_a@ parade is to. ‘march: ‘through the | 
‘fair. from-the circus once on week- 

RCA’s: snappy. ‘pavilion.- “at. ‘the-| 
Fair- ($1, 000, 000. just for the build: } 
ing). is iti a :ehoice position near: 
‘the: :entry to the - ‘fairgrounds, -but 

‘leven’ with ‘a: remoter-.: location: 
| would . ‘stil be a cinch. to: be. 
- { swamped. by. the folks.’ 

‘opportunity for a closeup: ‘portrait = 

-comely girl guides chattering from. 
J rote. Their: script is superficial. at. 
-best,. but obviously it’s. pnaweed ae 
‘to’ make: the layman hip in. a mat. 

The ‘chaperoned ‘groups. travers: |. 

World's. Fair. to less than 4,- 
000,000:.. Figure for the “first 
six .days hit 866 838.” At. noon. 
‘yesterday (Tues.)’ “28,872 “ad-- 
‘thissions . were..clocked, which: .. 

forecasts’. a- total « attendance.” 
inthe. area’ .of° 75 ,000.: | Bad 

‘|. “weather: on -the:. opening: day” -} 
7and. yesterday | ‘held ‘the: totals <. 

{-had. been hired in: Europe and. the. . .. down: * The: ‘daily ™. “average” 
based ‘on the ‘first . six. ‘days © 
wickets: ‘is-. 144, 473. : 

~~ Fale ‘opened: ‘in. the rain ‘on a 
~ Wednesday (22)" with 92, 646. 
? Thursday’s.. ‘admissions: - 
136,511; “Friday, 134,674; Sat- - 

ly. the .Teamsters. took ‘over ‘the 
show, AGVA. ‘Says’. that “it - may | 
: have to ‘relinquish. the Hell- Driv-|-- 

.|ers, .but ‘other. ‘performers, - such:|" 
as emcees; ‘clawns and: others, be- 1 
long «to the: ‘performing . “Union. |. 
‘Whether the N.Y.-: Teamsters © lo- |. 
cal will also protest the- invasion’ | : 
of its” jurisdiction: by ‘the J ersey:. 
‘Ates. remains” to ‘be seen. ° 

RINGLING'S ONE- RING 

The: ‘Ringling: ‘Continental Circus A 
was. far from ready. on opening: day. 

big top. The: show’s single’ ring is 
set up but,-from thelooks of things, 
the show won't ‘be ready: ‘for action 

{for some time... 

A... Circus’ -Museum;: | 

| days and. twice, on’ weekends ; and: 1 
holidays. * . 
‘The: Circus still has no’ opening. ; 

date. ‘Work . couldn’t proceed ‘until. 
| two weeks.-ago because the pos-. 
sibility. of. snow: collapsing. the tent. | 
Adding ‘to: the circus: difficulties: 

| Was. an. attack byan enraged ele- | 
phant on.a:64-year. old trainer who } 
‘was taken to -the -Elmhurst, ‘Hos-. 

‘|. pital | -in critical. “eondition: - - The 
“trainer,: Joseph.’ Barrie, .was. ‘alone: 
with. the chained animal when | baa 

woe uted ! moving. Completely outdoers,:. the went. Deserk.. 

~ Lalapaloosa Bn 
The: Spanish: Riding. ‘School.’ -of | 

Vienna’s Lipizzaner: Horses ‘con- 
tinue ‘to: Tide the. SRO. route: ‘Their: 

‘stand: ‘at’ : the. 

:also-:sold. out. fn n Washington ‘and 
‘Philadelphia. 

__N.Y. WORLE’S FAIR _ 

iain 
off and Dick Button 

hit: 

CIRCUS NOT YET READY | 

Boston 

175. 

a “The . WY. ‘World's Fair ‘Lake’. 
Amusement, area. is not very gay. 
‘Producers. are having more than 
normal share : ‘of difficulties rang- 
ing from ‘mechanical malfunction 
to.east complaints’ involving the ~ 
American Guild of Variety Artists. . 

overtime for extra. rehearsals at 12. : 
{hours daily .for. six days a week. 

Question of transportation: ‘was 
also. invelved. ‘Some of the cast 

to: producers advanced: -monies 
-| bring them to the U.S. with the 
. ‘understanding that they ‘would’ pay: 
-|back the coin. - AGVA tules, how:-. 

‘| ever, Tequire employers. ‘to pay. all: 
fares: At: préss time- yesterday * 

urday, 201 865; Sunday, 200;- | Senn no™ -adjudicat* on -had | “yet. 

248. and. “Monday hit. 100, 894.- 
.been-made ‘on. this issue. 
_ Mechanical -gremlins . are: pla-. 

‘| guing the:- ‘Leon ‘ Leonidoff-Meyer 
- ..| Davis “Wonder World.” One of the: 
_j.most expensive items in this show. 
1 is the reconstruction of the eover- 

'. 1 ing. which. would. make this. layout 

Signs Hell Drivers a . winds and. the surplus. of cold and: 

‘The Teamsters. Unisn ‘made: dts: rainy days. The. canvas: must “be 
first. major entry into.the ranks of 

: | performers * working’ the .N.Y.: 
‘World’s Fair: The.Paterson: (NI: :) 
‘loeal bypassed the. Teamsters” N-Y..|. 

| local and signed. ‘all: performers on |. 
the Jack ‘Kochman Hell. Drivers, . 

| which’ has:yet to” ‘open, are 

‘The ‘American. ‘Guild: of Variety 
Artists is preparing to contest this. 
eontract. .The -.cast-.had: been nego- |. 
‘tiating with AGVA, when: ‘sudden- | 

| Fair's 3 al. n ‘Architectural 

“an ..all-weather. show. Much ‘of the 
¢anvas has been torn by the March: 

put. up. anew. Im addition; the 
“boiler heating. the. pool: ta: the re- 
‘quired 60-65 degrees required . by 

1 AGVA hasn’t been. working.: 
“Wonder: World” has. been hit 

with broken cables and other fail+ 
ures during the past week. Leoni- 

‘| doff hopes: to get the show. going. - 
this. weekend, . and Button is. aim- ~ 
‘ing. for &. bow early” next ‘week. 

“Monstrosity,” Soviet-Born 
City Planner Contends 

Mirineapolis, April 28. 
‘Lecturing at the U. of Minnesota: 

school.. of (architecture, Russian-. 
“| bern, Oskar Stonorov, Philadelphia 

-l architect and city plariner,: de- 
“the present ‘New York *~ 

~ |-World’s: ‘Fair. may: turn: qut. ‘to be. 
‘elared 

a smashing. success évery other - 
way,. but” architecturally it. is a. 
-dismal failure.” ~:- 

‘Iltustrating. . the . ‘ theme: of his 
; talk,: ‘The Mass’ ‘Transformation of. 
“Our Environment,” Stonorov. called 
‘the’ exposition. “an -architectural. 
‘monstrosity: *” He: added that: “the: 
U.S. ‘has the technology and build-. 
‘ing: materials’ ‘to improve’ its: en- 
‘vironment, ‘but ‘it is tetally unpre-~ 

if pared ‘to perform | ‘the job. 

‘The tent. is. eoristructed, with: no-+ 
“| | poles: ‘to. obstruct. the “view - from 
-bany. seat. When. Teady, the show 

. twill, last: about..an -hour and’ 20. 
minutes. ‘It will be a‘twice daily. af- 

+ fair on: weekdays and ‘four times } 
_| weekends, with. admissions ‘at: $1,. 
“1 $2. ‘and’ $3 for adults and children.:| 

also. - not - ‘. 

-“This is our dilemma, econom-. 
‘jéally : and - politically, ” Stonorov 
t said. “Here. we are designing and 
-building. the most idiotic forms ad- 
vertising . our. Aineapabilities in the. 
New York - -World’s Fair in which 
‘there : ig not:.a semblance of social. 
or. economic “responsibility. ; ; 
“The: Fair’: is--an- architectural - 

monstrosity which: is. serving only 
one purpose,. and: that is to attract: 
the. most. stupid. of visitors. It gets: 
them. ‘inand Shows them trayeling. . 
_to. the: ‘moon; living’ in under-the- 
‘sea. hotels and the like. 

- “This: is-the kind of utopia which . 
a: company: ‘like. General Motors” 
presents ‘to the ‘public in its $50,- -" 

f 000, 000 pavilion. ”? 

T-UPS SANDWICHERY 
OK ON FAST. SERVICE: 

Although the chilly opener didn’t 
create. -much:. demand. for cold” 
‘drinks; 7-Up’s-International ‘Sand- : . 
wich Gardens should prove popu-. 
lar once ‘the. crowds really start: 

i gimmick. is offering 16. different 
-¢ sandwiches, Mivided into four geo- -: 
|| graphical -areas-—The Americas,.: 
| Phe ‘Pacific; Northern. Europe and | 
‘The Mediterranean. For $1.50, the: 
customer: selects.an area type and 
‘gets four. sandwiches . (small but 
sufficient. for ‘a snack) plus. all the” 

17-Up. he ean. drink. 
-A’ musieal. compo will: offer”, 

‘sporadic entertainment. later. John 
_ Krimsky, boniface of The Strollers, 

Personnel of the Dick Button-'~ 
|.Paul Feigay “Jee Travaganza’.were 
“|eclosted : With - AGVA' yesterday 
‘1 Tues.) ‘in “an: effort to ‘come to 
{terms on_several points. One of the. 
‘major issues. was the. amount -of 



. there in. Denver,” .The Baja’s Verne 

Dig WK. Spots 
Denver, April: 28... 

The: Beatles. ‘may. be. top. expo-y 
nents |-of . uncultural: rock ‘’n” roll}: 
but when it comes to concert halls} 

_ they: have ‘a’ decided .artistic lean- 
ing. At least that’s the impression 
‘The Baja, a local promoting group, 
has: picked .up. in. negotiating -.on. 
Aug. 26 Denver: date for the British. 
quartet. : 

“We. lave: a: Beatles commitment. 

“Byers points. out, “for Red. Rocks} 
Amphitheatre.. We. ‘are’ allowed - tol. : 
print 9,000 ‘tickets: at $6.60 each—-. 
gross $59, 400. As promoters, -we'd: 
erefer- to hold the concert. at. the} 
University of. Denver. Stadium.. Its 
22,000 capacity at. $3. 50, ‘per ticket 
‘would gross: $77, 000. 

“However, | it séems ‘that. in Eng-1 - | 
land; : the. image .of. ‘the’ ‘three. big 
concert .-Halls. ‘in -the . U.S. ..are 
Carnegie . Hall, . Hollywood - “Bowl 
and. Red Rocks. So: the powers-that| 

“be informed ‘usthat The Beatles | 
. would prefer.“playing Red Rocks: 
“even at considerably less. Bross than} 
the Denver U. Stadium: 

_ Wednesday; Aug. 26. While tickets 
are now: on sale.at the:$6:60 top,} 
“Byers. adds, -scalpers: ‘are. already 
~ calling: from ‘as far’ away as -Albu-|: 
‘querque - offering to: buy blocks of. 
100. fickets. for. resale’ at.$10. each. ny 

Record, Detroit’ Price’ | 
Detroit; “April 28. 

the: highest. price ever paid ‘for 
entertainers: ‘at Olympia - Stadium: 
‘will go to The Beatles when they 
‘make two appearances-here Sept. 
6. Olympia” Manager: Nick Londes| : 
refused to ‘disclose the. figure: but} 
said’ it surpasses Elvis Presley's 
$25,000. for. two shows a. \ few years) 

as high’ as’-15; 500 “with | temporary | 
‘seats installed over. the icé rink: 

' Stadium usually is used for: hockey. 
games. | 

20G: From Indpls. Fair. 3° 
a _ Indianapolis, April 28. 

. Indiana. State. Fair Board: ‘has! 
booked :The ; ‘Beatles for two- ‘Bers 
_formances ‘at the :State’ ‘Fair. in| 
‘Indianapolis: Sept. 3.. Prices. will: be’ 

. the-same for the’ two Beatles shows 
aS for- other fair.shows: This ranges. + 

from $2 to $3.50: Act;. whieh” ‘was 
set here: -by- GAC; will “get: -$20;000.. 

:- Tennessee Ernie. Ford will head- ! 
line the variety show. at the’ fair | 
‘Aug. .29-30.- This’ willbe. ‘his fifth : 
appearance at the event: ‘Andy Wil- ; 
liams..willstar in: the Labor. Day | 
weekend show,,. Sept. 5-1. ‘The: fair | 
“‘Tuns through: Sept: hae . a 

Mols. Cons. ree. Desial 
Of Dance’ Licenses To. 
Murray: License Holders 

Minneapolis, “April 28: I 

-QOn the heels - of the. Federal! 
court: conviction : ‘and. sentencing of | 
the owner, and eight. employes ° of |. 
two now. defunct. - ‘Twin. ° Cities’. 
dance studios for- operating’ fraud-: 
‘ulently, ‘the police : department has 
recommended. to. the. city: council 
‘Jicense committee . -that it. deny 
dance «studio licenses - for’ future 

ers here. 

The police department in- 
formed the’ commitfee ‘that it “had [ 
received. complaints against ~ ‘pre-. 
vious Arthur. Murray. ‘Studio: opera. | 
‘tions and that Several law suits by |. 

.. their pupils - are : pending. in: ors | 
courts “here against the. operators. 

| Most - of ‘the complaints: against ; 
Twin Cities’: -dance™: ‘studios have 
come _from elderly: ‘unmarried | 

women: who. alles’ they paid ‘large if 
sums for: lessons -in’ their’ quest 
for companionship: and that. ‘the ; 
studios failed: to keep. “promises | 
made: to’ them: to maguee the sign-} were then: par tnered martially: and 
ing. of contracts.. 

N: ¥.'s S Tero” ‘School Law - 
7 a“ Albany, April 23. 
A: iti . designed « correct: 

“abuses” in. dancing... Shook con- ; 
tracts -has ’ been: signed: . by '-Gov.: 
Nelson A, Rockefeller. Introduced: 
by Assemblyman Edwyn:E. Mason, 
-of Delaware €ounty and’ Senator: 
Albert Berkowitz. of Washington: 
County, the’ measure. “provides 4 
that: ‘contracts, for amounts. ‘in. ex- 
cess of $500, or for automatic. re-; 
newal ‘option —w ith.” -of |. 
“more than -$500,.. 

: only. under certain’ 
AG otinaied See 

‘payment. 

Sonditions: 

Even for! } ss p at 

-[he. said, : . a aaa 
~The Red Rocks date.” is. ‘set. for 

4 Allen’s $5,283 tour was a relatively: 

“Olympia ‘seats. 12 500. but. “ean ‘gol . 

{reception.”” ~ | 

; "| chairman - ‘said. cultural . exchanges | 
may. be getting better, “because we | 

Arthur « Murray. franchises a 

‘Shall be. valid. 

| record. 

*, acquiring the Frank. Cooper ‘Agency |: 
--.| but GAC. president: Larry ‘Barnett |: 

‘Worst’ Cultural Tour. 
— Continued. ‘from page. A. —<— 

the panning Adams rated. from, the 
State .Dept.’s - cultural exchange 
exec Glenn G. Wolfe. : OE 1 start.‘He elft°'GAC about 18: ‘years 
When «asked: by Rooney . to: ick’ | 260 to. found his own outfit. 

‘out the most unsuccessful program, | 
‘Wolfe, without qualification, :. gave |, 
Adams. that dubious’ digtinction:. 'New Cr ackilown: 

tions : presently going on.’” -He de- 
| clined: to ‘say ‘whether. there’ had 
been previous ‘negotiations. 

office’ -where 

“T ‘would - say . that: :froni-.a: suc- 
cess standpoint, or- lack of: suceéss | « 
-in:./: properly representing. : the}: 
United. ‘States, the Joey. eam | 
‘troupe * was sby. far. the worst,’ a _ Wolfe | 
averred. - : cae 9 

Boston, ‘April 28. Other: ‘Bad. ‘Choices’ . 
A “police : ‘erackdown * on ‘B-girls. “Also. inserted in’ ‘the. “bad choice” ae 

category by Wolfe were: the Clarion 
Concerts”. and... the '. Los- Angeles: 
‘Chamber | Orchestra. ‘The problem: 
with these groups‘ was: ‘that they 
had never. ‘toured. before and ‘the 
‘trip was, “replete. with . minor ‘prob-: 
lems, . complaints ‘and... irritations, 

ina ‘permanent shutdown for -the 
Tic Toc intimer on Tremont St: -by 
the Boston ‘Licensing Board: Thurs- 
.day™ (23).-Liquor and’ other licenses 
at: the ‘night spot were -lifted.:as: of. 
“May: “4. Spot had a big: name Jaz, 
policy: last ‘summer: 

‘tours. will: tbe: . ‘Complaints against the Tie: ‘Toe ‘In| ‘the future, 
‘charged. “utter disregard for .the ‘awarded - to. groups with. such 'eX- 

perience,. Wolfe. said. 
Drawing - ‘dubious’ notices, ‘foomn 

Rooney’ were . the Eozy ’ Cole - Jazz 
Review in Africa, ‘Martha: Graham 
and singer: “Barbara. Allen. 0.5. 

When Wolfe explained. that Miss 

with .B-girls - allegedly. continuing | 
-‘to.mingle with—and. -exploit—ciis- 
‘tomers by the purchase of. alcoholi¢: 

. -beveragés,. corsages and: cigarettes: 
“and: admission: ito. commissions -on- 
such. premises,” during -five nights 
. illanc An. ahuar 

Tow * cost: one, Rooney. remarked,. ond veceu ee J ¥ 
“They. are’ .always low : figures: |‘ ee 
They: are. like Helen ‘Hayes, getting ‘The. ‘board’: heard | -eomplaints, 

$1, 500. a: week.” 22 
a ‘Jose. “Limon” re 

* But most | of | the criticism’ was: 

“town: - ‘Roman restaurant, - after 
‘hours; and_1- 2.3 club, 123 Stuart. 
St:, -B-girl solicitation : of bubbly: 

directed at-Limon with Rooney éx- Se pen a “59 called B-girl ace 
claiming: everything the. dancer did “tivities; ‘strip-tease - ‘acts,. improper: 
.was too expensive. dancing, profanity ‘by - master * of. 

- Noting’. that” Limon - ‘often : -ap- | ceremoniés, 

his: ‘performances, Rooney. averred | of the ‘true. Name: law.” . 

$1,900 a week ‘and -we’ still. have | ‘The board’ took the case. ‘of the 
| to-buy: him drinks at ambassadorial La. Salle . hotel, which : operates:,a 

theatre bar with matinée‘:and night. 
When Wolfe. said Limon dogs: not’: ‘performances, under’ advisement f. 

| drink, ‘Rooney * retorted “that “sofé | and ‘set- tomorrow : (Wed. y ‘for. airing 
drinks often cost’ more. than. hard; : of: complaints. | 
‘drinks: overseas. ‘Deputy » Police: “Supt, “John J 

“Rooney’s _ rebuttal - to Wolte’s ‘Slattery said..-the © ‘complairits | ‘are! 
‘praise ‘of. Limon’s:. professional | ‘the result of. -a stepped: up: drive. 
abilitywas, .“‘He did” ‘sa. well .in |.on. B-girl and after hours. operation: 
Kuala: Lampur ..and | other” -places’; in. Boston, He ‘said.- ‘every. large 
‘Such as. ‘Singapore “and. Malaysia | city” has ‘such. violations, “but: only 
that.the’ President: had to’send: the ;-one..chain | gives: ‘this. trouble’ in, 
‘Attorney | “General” there. later.” | Boston.” ” BR aE 
He. recanted“ on this: emark slight- | © 

i hy,. averring : it wasn’t quite a. fair. a 
assessment, | - 
‘Ina: “backhaiided - way - “Rooney: 7 

- said: the program could: have’ -been: |: 
worse. Opening. the hearing; the. 

“Ciney.. J ocks’. ‘Promotions. 
Cincinnati, “April : 98. 

Disk. Jockeys ‘of ‘two Cincy radio 
stations - are endeavoring to. “eash 

haven't ‘heard’ of. anything deroga- |: 
_[ tory. in the past year... We’ haven't:| Suto. chores. 

. 

[shad h ‘L. WSALE ‘jocks “got: into | ‘the: ‘ict. 
any, characters. on the Toad. On first. ‘by: sponsoring: the Beatles for. |the other. h ‘ and, this” may shave two performances: June:4 at:Cincy ‘reached: stich a. high: cultural. devel. 

that it is over the heads of every-. tee" deen sa istone - Then the. 
ody.””. 

“Among : ‘the. items: requested by } 
Rep. Frank-: ‘Bow. |: (R.-Ohio).: -and! 
furnished by the’ State ‘Dept.: was’ § 
a‘10-year. rundown of the. cost and |" 
number :: of.” exchanges to . South 
‘Vietnam,: ‘Cambodia, Cyprus, “Pana- 
ma, the Soviet: Union, ‘Cuba, Indo= | 
nesia‘ and France, all. .cannon-fod- |: 
der: for. Republican foreign, Policy. | 

‘| Gombo | for:. ‘a single: performance. 

admish, 

Chatean Laurer, Ottawa, 
Switching | to Name Policy 

\ To | Lare ‘Younger Crowd’ 
Ottawa; ‘April: 28: 

attacks. . 

SAMMY DAVIS 1R’S Pr 
“SHOW AT COPACABANA| 
‘For: the: “first: ‘time ‘in’ five years; 

‘dance spot, 

three: shows. nightly, With. Sammy. 
‘Davis Jr: ‘headlining, Starting . to 
morrow (Thurs. night, with.~Bob. 
‘Melvin: - ‘support, . :the. Jules ke; ‘on the floor while: vet-Len Weekes 
Podell Spot. will put on a- third} Orch takes: ‘breaks: This format 
show... at: 2.-a:m:-.The ‘ast: ‘three: Prevails Monday-thru-Thursday._ 
show nightly: schedule. was .done: by? 
Louis: Prima &. Keeley. Smith, who’ 

will ‘be. gradual,. began last: week: 

a half-hour: show, comprising. bari- 

| Professionally, 
Davis “was. originally. ‘scheduled ‘ 

‘to doa three-weeker, for: the’:Copa,,: 
but because: of two postponements.! 
“and * ‘Davis’: commitments: to. start! 
‘rehearsals . for. the upcoming: Jegit 
musical “Golden. Boy;” date was! 
pared: to’-10. ‘days. - Three-Ssession ? ‘no. minimum. © .. 2... | 
sked-is regarded as Gompensation.. fe With - Names; : Craston. hopes. fo 

Davis ‘has. been ‘playing - to SRO 
houses’ for. séveral-: years. at: ‘the 
Copa, ‘and ‘combination of his. pres-'} 
; ence plus ‘the faet that: there. will 
bé.a lot of extra- visitors because of. 
the W orld’s Fair indicates: that. the: 
Copa is. Jikely’ to. wrack. ‘up’ a cTrew. 

: Within four: monthis ‘hotel manager 

‘eidentally; - took.” over. 

Mann who retired, Prior ‘to. reining 
this.” . Canadian Naticnat. Railways: 
inn, ‘he. ‘Managed . ‘tthe Ghana. gov- 
ernment’s plush ‘Amibassador Hotel | 
in Accra; 

thoneess eas eewarenecrsace a 

ON GACFRANK gett iz | 
General. Artists Corp. is. ‘reported 8 Pe 

_| stated: that there were.“‘no negotia- |. 

“Tf: the ‘Cooper ‘négotiations ‘ma-. 
‘terialize he’ will. have rejoined. the.| 

‘he’ first ‘made his 

-for: which. -the . ‘Hall. is famed: 

“and after hour liquor.sales resulted |. 

.| warnings of: police .and the: board,. 

‘against the - ‘Stork: Club; Charles- — 
and a comely" femme assistant,. put: 
over a ‘skilled bit of ‘plate twirling 
and” balancing. All’ the.:balancing: 
‘and plate spinning: is. done: by“ the 

-complaints in~.court:| 
‘peared ‘at -diplomatic. Parties.- after | against... entertainers for. violation |. 

under it.- 
poles sag. sharply, © ‘and still keep 
.the -plate: in. motion’: is an _eye-|' : al | opener. He also twirls platters and}, | Jethro, Spike: Jones ‘and Helen. | 

_Grayco,: 
‘Rudenko Bros:, Maldanado: ‘Dancers... 

2] AML: are.in on: straight: salaries, save 
'}. the. “HillBillies”- who: garner, per- - 

in of the popularity. of the Beatles. 
and the. Dave: Clark Five; to which |- 
they - contributed -in. the grind” of ry 

‘sponsors: ‘of. the © second “English. 

Aug. 27 in. ‘the: Gardens. at 82 and: 

-phig: capital's . poshest: dine-and«" 
‘in. - historic :Chateau |. 

‘Laurier: Hotel, -is- switching from |... 
“a. band-with-singer- to an. entertain- |. .-. 

the ‘Copacabana, N.Y. is scheduling. ment . “policy. -Changeover, : which |. age 

; with - -folksinger-zitherist. Dorothy: 
Callison: doing’ 15-minute routines.|.7p9- Contours’: (4),: 

. Ups: Orch: 

On: Friday. and Saturday there’ rely 

‘torie Leo Stepherison. (who. ‘sings. 
With. the band), Miss Callison and’ 

Weekes © doing. a. trumpet... Solo. 

“Myles Fr ‘Craston: ‘hopes to. ititro-:. 
duce -a name ‘policy, with’ a- cover.-| 
charge. At.. present: it’s. no -.cover,, 

pet the young: crowd. back. He, in-" 

the. man-. 
“agerial. post, Jan. 1 from: Cy: : A. |. 

SPRVOTR? Bee oe ASR ESN 

 Mihwsie. Hall, N.Y. 
“Fantasy and.Fun,” produced. by 

Marc: Platt, with Stan Porter; The. 
Alcettys: (2), Loki Troupe. ‘featur- | § 

‘Ling Tonu’ & Tevay. David: Sokoloff; : 
Music: Halt. Ballet, ‘Rockettes, Mu-. 
Sic - Hall. Symphony -Orch,,. ‘directed 
‘by Raymond. Paige>. “Pink. Pan- 
“ther” (UA); reviewed tn VARIETY, 

ee . ‘Jan. 15, Moe "64. 

-Présh stage session at + the: Hall, 
“L-which: Tahges from the: “take. ‘me 
| out to. the ball game” atmosphere 
|:to: a colorful “Polynesian Island 

“Hlits Hub B- Girls| for ‘the -World’s: Fair. - 
amazing stage: production . tricks 

For’on_thing,~ Russell Markert’s. 

man, with: the payoff a- fast. spin-. 
ning. plate. balanced: atop.” Some 
‘eight elongated. sticks. - : 
‘Part ‘of . this - trick . is. to. have" 

the | plate - continue.:'to. ‘spin. while 
\ he ‘builds’ the long -pile- of poles” 

“His: ability - to “let. the: 

other types of ‘dishes, with balanc- 
ling four wine-filled: glasses: anda. 
lighted> lamp_ good for: plenty of: 
mitting. ‘Topflight for.any. spot. 
Stan: Porter’ -is“ the lead singer. 

in: the close harmonizing by eight |:' 
other males ° garbed -in‘ baseball }: 
‘uniforms: 

| all wear. Met uniforms,-.The tunes; 
kot course,-are all -associated with 

> tthe. | national ’ pastime. 
" novelty. :: 

The: Loki: Troupe; augmented by. 
dancers’ from. the ballet group and. 
‘Rockettes,.contrib: an -unusual. bit. 
of - -terping - with, the leaders .step- 
ping ‘ around. ~ on.“ big...drumis:: and, 
Loki swinging - “swords. and lighted | -' 
torch. on: a->mammoth™ drum: Their} . 
‘act. gains. weight. from .an over- 
sized ; setfing on ‘the: vast Hall: stage. 

‘Quaintly © enough; they. 

along - 

‘ing out. of. the: stage floor... 
David - Sokoloff, : composer | and 

| pianist, plays” “Spanish | Fantasy,” 
as. part of - the Hall’s. Symphony. 

'. | Orch ‘opening. It’s’ expertly done, 
“| with Raymond Paige,. per usual, 

| scoring ‘with his superior batoning. 
‘| Stageshow i is only: about 40 minutes 

since. “Pink ;Panther,” . the. feature’ 
film, Tuns: ‘115 minutes.. This. ‘keeps 

|-the ‘show down under ‘three hours. 
Which. is” a. “must”. when: the Hall: 

4 is‘ seeking. a. fast turnover.: Theatre 
..| probably ‘will need. it, too, judging. 
from the attendance. on initial day:. 

wots Wear..: a 

‘ Apollo, NYS oie 
“WWRL. deejay Show. with. “Gene 

‘Chandler, Joe Tez, Wilson Pickett, 
Rufus Thomas, : ‘Valerie 

Reuben Phil- 

This shouting” show, fronted: by 
the deejays ‘of ‘WWRL,. N-Y:;.. who 
‘are. surrounded ‘by disk talents they 
feature, is‘strictly for the..Harlem. 

‘There - is. plenty ott 
noise. and:: suggestive animation, . 
but little . artistry... 

mass” ‘trade. - 

Rufus -. Thomas, an - 

woods dog. songs, “Walk: the. Dog,” 
“Somebody Stole. My Dog, >. Can 
Your Money Do the Dog?”:....-- 

standpoint. but the rocking, 
SRO. ‘crowds, "is .excessive. ‘Among 
them. — Gene’: Chandler; Wilson 
ee and d Jee Tex. —only the. Jat: 

2 s22EzS fevEree: 

But 

A good | .to patrons. 

1 bination, 

-&° Nick, 

authentic|’ 
‘yhythm and blues talent: opens andj 
is the’ ‘Show's top ‘music man .with. 
his. trio ‘of. ‘rasping. beatful,: piney-. 

“There are.three solo shouters in. 
‘the spread, ‘which from anybody’s. 

‘happy } 
‘Employees. ‘union;- “also -because -at- 
-tendanice . 
toners. General public is. barred 

: a ter. has moved up. ‘from the. primis 
tive howls and. gyrations: that are.” 
a conversion of the. ‘gospel : style to ae 
sex, = as 
“Tex has: a. sophistication in both { 

the: Vocal: style - and—especially—:. i 
projection, . ‘and. does: a routine with. 
‘the . mike. stand—belting ‘it back: .. 
and. fourth -during a number—that’ wd 
has.‘fo be seen for appreciation. = 

‘|. Valerie .&. Nick: wail inscrutable ld 
Llyries, and the Contours (4):shout..: 4 
and’ dance in an exhausting - turn: 
that’ if it: were to be-seen’on the--: 
Ed‘ Sullivan - show .would put: the’ . 

blowup, - seems ‘tobe geared: ‘pri-} Central Time Zone: in : a -Mass dead : i‘ 

marily for: the. out-of-towners here | 
It’s ‘mostly |. 

‘| sight: stuff, ‘including’ many..of the 

faint. “4 
Presuming: ‘the’ show’s - big: box. 

—-Hal Jackson,:.. Rocky. G, “Enoch 
Gregory. and: Magnificent Montagie a 
rotate emceeing:. -Reuberi. :Phillips °.: 
and. the house: barid- ‘do. a good -job :.| 
‘in’ toting . this argeful - of. ‘special 
arrangements: ns ) “Bill: 

| ‘Bevhillilly’ Package Hits 
18-City Tour Trail May. is 
Witha: 1506. Nat to Crack cy 

“Hollyw odd, “April 28.° 

oN pa. ‘package’ topped::by- trio of. . 
“BevHillbilly”. stars; Irene.* Ryan,” -: 

| | Max. ‘Baer and Donna :Douglas, hits’ .% 
an 18-city. trail May 15° for two: ..’ 

| weeks’ of shows. with a talent-plus: |. | 
expenses nut ‘of. some $150,000 to -: 
crack. . Tour’ was. revealed. Friday: | 

(24). -by - “Eddie: Sherman, .° who. 
‘packaged the unit.-with ‘Associated: 
Booking for Concerts :Ine.' °° |. : 

. Sherman: added," “however, | that. : 
auditoriums ‘to be’ played haye '. 
minimum ‘seating -capacities of'10,- . 
.000. (in--Chicago’ they'll play :a-20,-.-. 
000. seater) and ‘at. a‘$5: top.he .en- * 

| visions. ‘a -per-show take. -potential - 
-of from $40. to $50,000... -: -:- 

Others .in. troupe’ include. Homer. Y 

“Good:: “Time -- Singers, -14 

centage of Sross.. Oe 
Show “ goes..-in- ‘on a. flat. fee. 

‘against..“slice © of! overall - action. 
Sherman. declares that many ‘sites. 
are from °50 to 100%. sold. out :to. 
supermarkets: -who- buy. and: ‘Te-sell:: 

- Included «in “nut are ‘Sid: ‘Kuler: 
and - - Sid: -Miller’s “special. 

tered: airliner. a cen ot. 

| RHEINGOLD: TUBORCS 
. with familiar’..mechanical |’. 
gimmicks: down to: the smoke’ com: |. “DUAL TAVERN DEAE | 

Rheingoid’s eating-drinking. eom- « 
.in’. conjunction .. with} 

Danish . Tuborg Beer, : which it. -im- 
‘ports,. offers Fairgoers’.a choice of. 
an informal -beergarden bréathing | 
“spell; a Tavern (covered, ‘but oper | 
‘on .one side) with’ stand-up. sand-. 

if wich-short: - or der * foods; or the. 
plush:. Post House. - ‘Latter is op- - 
eratéd - -by- Greyhouné: Pest. Houses; « 
“a Chicago. operation,“ who also run 2 

| the. “Main Street;: USA” exhibit: - 
The. Post ‘House-is a ‘facsimile of. 

-a 1904 N. Y.. restaurant. with: ‘crystal | 
‘chandeliers, | 

| floeked ‘wallpaper, costumed: ‘wait: 7 
. ers” and hostesses... 

heavy... -earpets, -: red- - 

It’s.” open °10°'a im, to’ imidnight,. . 
‘every day, with generally’ a la’. 
-earte: selections.‘up to $4. Anyone™ 
over. 18 gets : free’ beer (either | 
brand with . meals);.. Drawback- is: 
ack ‘of: hatcheck_ room’ and tiny | 

| entrance-waiting. area which causes, ! 
fast. pileup of customers. ' | 

Welk. Cuts His Caper Tab 
~-To:746 for Special: Gig | 

Les Angéles, April:28.... 
Lawrence Welk.. troupe,. whose. 

regular stipend -for-: past | two years. 
-has. been flat $20,000 per one night- 
‘er.on tours the group’ undertakes, 
-Will do a stand. at downtown Statler | 

| Hotel. here May-.5: for ‘flat . $7,500.’ 
Cut in: fee: was: arranged. in view 

-of. fact ‘the ‘eaper. is. for ‘a conyen- 
ticn to be held. of. Building Service: 

is“ limited to ‘conven: | 

a oe AE 

office is made up-mainly of WWRL: | 
listeners; it. is interesting that. the ~ | 

| audio: fans’: favorites -are. ‘virtually...’ : 
-all Male, ‘with -:-Valerié the only § 

renowned: Rockettes. make’. their: femme on the bill. WWRL deejays «| 

‘entrance from a giant, gilded cage- 
45 feet «wide and, 26 feet high.. 
Their. garb : of ‘ flamingo-pink. leo- 
tards also. carries: out the thieme’ of 
being exquisite birds. ‘Never could. 

.| birds: dance . as ‘this’ group does, 
‘and with the visiting firemen pack- |: 
-ing the audience: opening night the 
‘applause. was’ thunderous." *. 
‘Mare. Platt, who’ does:.a : ‘slick. 

: job | Of . _producing this. : show,. ‘also |: 
‘did the choreography for. the ‘ballet | 
‘number which has: .the.:corps. cos-.| 
tumed. like: zebras -.(a$ “in- the ‘film |"- 
that. follows. on -the - screen).. 
at first: glance, . the -dancers. ook-| - 

| to: -be-highly - colored: candy. sticks. 
“A highly. original bit. a 

‘The Alcettys, a: tall,. dark’. male. 

“Hill- _ 
Billy” material: Jerry Dolin’s-music . | 
atrangements, Jack-‘Baker’s chore- . 
ography ‘and. a 78 Passenger. char: . 



a . Las ‘Vegas, ‘April 28. 
. After. a two-day hearing -in. ‘Car- 
_ son City ‘the: Nevada Gaming. Com- 

mission: ‘began: deliberations | Fri-'|- 

-. day --(24): over “a .charge - of . dice |. 

cheating ‘at the Silver Slipper here. : 

Chairman: . Milton. -Keefer - said -it:| 
would be “‘a--matter:: of ..days -at |. 

- ” most” ‘before. the. commission de- 
-¢ides, on: the gambling license held 
by’ Robert ..O:°, Schulze; ‘Anthony. 
(Tony): ‘Canino and. Frank. ‘King. : 

Earlier; . the” . commission - "ais. 
missed: a chiar ge. of .card- cheating. 
at: the ‘Las Vegas’ Strip éstablish= 

mrent,: -involving blackjack. games. in. 

February. and. ‘March ‘of 1963. -Com- 
year-old: 

-eharge .was disposed . of ‘by. the’ 

_-Gaming: ‘Control’ Board - when-* it. 

wt notified | casino nianagers* ‘of the in- 

_tissioners . ruled’ '-the < 

* “fraction and ‘the- dealer..was’ firéd. 
The charge was revived after the: 

_. board.“ aécused ‘the’ Silver. Slipper. 
of. using: altered dice. on a4:.craps 
table. the night, of-March 27. ‘The 

agents during a ‘routine: check:. 
“In “his: closing. arguments,’-Nor-] 

“special - attorney. |... 
‘for :the : control’ board, ‘said - the-| 

‘five dice taken .all had, edgewerk 
Ay on: the’ six and.one: faces; increas- 

* ing: their ‘surface: area. ‘He ‘showed 
records: that the. house. was. losing: 
‘on- the ° craps: - -Zamie « ‘before -. ‘the | 

jnan - Samuelson, ' 

- crooked dice. were. put into play: 
“Schulze and: Canino’ both . testi-" 

fied: ‘they knew nothing ‘of ‘the inct-. 
_ dent: : ‘King: is- in-: Texas, .excused 
from’ the proceedings. Schulze cwns 
~~ néarly all the stock:in theé.:$3,000,- |. 
"000 to- $5, 000;000- business. ‘Canino | 

_ is his casino. manager. 
Slipper’ attorney : 

the state., 

_Brubeck’s. | 
ne ‘Honolulu, ‘April 28:- 

2 ‘Dave Brubeck. ‘Quartet is due in 
. for” a‘single ‘outdoor jazz concert: 
“Saturday (2). in the: Waikiki: Shell,’ 
“ under Concerts. Ine. ‘sponsorship. 

Under. ; 

Sydney. ‘Stadium ‘May-.13 -and. 16. 

| solo for. two. ‘hours: at each: per- 
' formance, will be’ backed. by-a 33-} °° 

Toni: Foley’ piece: “local 
7 moved: to, have .the ‘charge’ of | 

- ¢rodked: ‘dice. ‘removed: He Said the’. 
=v emergency . -elosing of: the casino. 
“Was, uncenstitutional -. ‘and harsh. 
a7 ‘Samuelson © . countéred : that: “gam-|-- 
< bling is’ a: privilege; not a. Fight, in fi 

-Stadium | has:.a- capacity “of 12,000,: 

owing. her. Aussie dates ‘she- will 

‘is less. than” ‘a. year’ old,. “beat out 
““Fseveral : -other promoters ‘in. inking 

:. "Miss Garland: Previously, the firm: 
Waikiki. ‘Date. n 

and: Allan-Sherman.. Later this -year- 
‘it: will. resent Pianist Artur: Rub-- 

“ instéin.. — 

a | tens Coin: » Shoiage Ba P 

=r Be Carb lea | 
“Acts” “Take Home’: Pay 

‘Melbourne, April: 28. 
Australia’ is mulling restrictions 

on.the “take home” ‘pay: of over- 
seas. performers who. work Down 

2 Aussie ‘ hov ows Ec 
o ‘Sydney, April 28:. 

"Judy: ‘Garland: ‘making her Down 
Under - debut,- wil’. appear ‘at the. 

under .the. banner of: ‘Harry M. -Mil- 
ler’s Pan Pacific Promotions. She'll: 

“| Yeceive $30:000: for the two. Sep- |. 
‘arate concerts., Singer will- ‘also :do | 
a ‘one-nighter 
bourne’s Festival: Hall for. the same. 

‘May. 20° at: ‘Mel- 

promoter, ° 
Miss . “Garland, : “who: “Wilk: ‘work. 

- orchestra... Sydney - 

It will be scaled to a: $6: -top. Fol- 

plane to Hong Kong. . 
’Miller’s Pan Pacific ‘outfit, whieh: 

has. imported: such- Yank headliners 
as. Louis’ Armstrong, Sammy. Davis 
Ir., . Shelley :Berman;. Eartha. Kitt 

-In. Canberra.: last: week: 
“Premier Sir Robert. Menzies. was 
asked if the: government. will study: 
whether foreigners —- particularly 
“stage; ‘tv.. and radio sstars—should 
take pig: earnings .out -of. Australia: |” 

Menzies ‘replied, that he will :dis= 
-cuss the problem with othér ‘minis- 
ters and consider whether” Austra- 
-lia ‘should pass Jaws similar’ to reg-| 
| ulations in. the U:S. which. restrict, 
the: outflow of aliens’ earnings. | 

Judy $306 For or 
five. dice Were “taken”. by ‘gaming | 

~: Solution ‘Is. Temporary | 
Las ‘Vegas, April 28. .: 

fage of small] coins: 

rep. :in: the” lower.. house, --’ 
“Back. in- 1963, -I was. made aware |. 

discussed. the matter: ‘with “the 
House’ banking and currency com- 
mittee..- 

ing worked : around the | ‘clock.’ ””.. 

[ied in ‘August,’ .1963, - to constrict 

‘cluded: inthe. Tréasury. appropria- 
tion bill: which’ passed the. ‘House | 

| March. 24'..and. is: now- pending: be- 
fore. the’ Senate. 

sons: ‘they. want to hold: off mint-| 
ing-: silver. ‘dollars,”. “Baring : said, 

producing - the™. small.: coins. -. The 
critical situation. will probably: not |: 
“be alleviated. until’ a new “Mint can 
be: built." an ae 

Jerry Levy Hits Er Client 
| Joey Bishop’ With-4376 Suit} 

‘Hollywood, April 28. 

‘whacked. ex-client: Joey Bishop with 

‘Superior. Court:. ‘The: ‘Levy-Bishop 
| association: began in. 1954 and. was | 
| terminated by. the. entertainer. in 
1963: 0 

Levy,- “who: ‘james. Bishop’ Ss “pro-} 
-duction: company: ‘Josylar Inc. «as 

complaint. that’) he: -w as. “largely 
responsible’’. for the tv.comic’s suc: | 

Rep. ‘Walter -S.. ‘Baring, D-Nev., |: 
{said Friday: (24). that he has con-. 
“} tacted.: :the: .:director . of “the. U.S.! 
Mint © regarding ‘complaints. ‘from 
Las:Vegas: ‘businessmen. of‘a: Short-/ 

-. “T have been. assured the. coins. 
will _be shipped - ‘to Las Vegas’ im-}| 
‘mediately,’ : Baring, - -Nevada’s. Jone | 

‘said... 

‘of the’ shortage - of small coins and} 

“The ‘shortage is. due in’ part: to 
the: fact: that: the: existing Mint is. 
not- large © enough: to’. turn: out. ‘a: 
sufficient supply, though. it is he-| 

Baring: ‘said funds: were: author: 

‘a new Mint, and. funds ‘to. accom- |: 
‘| plish’ =the ~ construction - were. in-: 

“This: is setiially ‘one. of: ‘the ‘Pea- 

“to. give | full time. and attenition; to} 

[eans.~ ” 
A: ‘cotinter:claim: by. Hope’ Levy’ Mexican. provinces, and the show 

ccurreritly.in_ the U.S. will play’: 
| Mexico City at the conclusion of. 
“its ‘American ..dates.. Central and - 
South “America:. wilt Bet. the unit 

| now an Mexico. 
menibers Jewel and: Warriss—sees |. 

| ‘costs. 

‘Personal manager Jerry . Levy:| “Mariety: . - Artists “Federation 

a’ $437,072. breach-of-eontraet . suit) 
filed: ‘Friday... (24): in Los - Angeles’ 

‘ecodefendant: in. -action; asserted. his. | 

cess. ‘Bishop’ s “NBG-TV- ‘skein . inel- | 
:dentally,- ‘is. not + on ‘Web: 's schedule:; 

| for next season. . 

- London; ‘April. 28, 

‘tract. by’ agents who: booked :them 
‘to appear at Uz S. Services bases in 
Germany, - J 

of Frankfurt—wrongfully’ : 

$2,520, with’ travelling’: expenses: 

not be. allowed to give: their per- 

‘and Warriss maintained they. were 

to, the U.K. : 
“The. agents; however: maintained 

‘that if was not an: audition but a 
“screening”. that ..was: ‘required. : 
Justice Megaw ‘said.-no: criticism. 

‘could be -made of the représenta- 
tives. of the’ ‘wU. S:. ‘Armed: Forces. 
“The trouble arose.:from::the “de-. 
‘fendants’: ‘failure. to insure that the 

Mrs.. Gunther shad to the’ Ameri- 

-Productions for. damages’ for breach 
of - contract. owas. dismissed 

“which - chad pressed the: ‘case: fOr 

the decision as a victory. Union |. 
“has.. been: endeavoring ‘since. 1952'|. 
to: bring to.an Jend a :practice: ‘of | 
the -American. Armed’ Forces.Com-.| 
mand in. ‘Germany ‘that - -requires : 

artists. “with. a pact. ‘signed: ‘for .a: 
' s€ason’s.. work to: give. auditions. at: 
aniy.-or. every: camp they ‘are ‘play- 
ing, and for the contract to. be de- 
termined if the . audition ‘is -un- 
satisfactory, . with: no: ‘ebligation. to]. 
give..any . reasons. “why. 5 . 

ce WAF: will now ~ ‘renew. its cam- 

ish Com Tati Bead 
Suit Over U. S. Service Base ‘Audition 
"Comedians Jimmy.. Jewel - “and. 

‘Ben’ Warriss. have ‘been . awarded. 
$2;733 ‘damages . with: costs. in -the. 
‘High. Court here for breach of ¢on- 

Justice .: Mega . ‘Hela’ ‘that. “the: 
agents—Hope: Levy ‘Productions ‘of. 
-London- and’ ‘Mrs. Gisela--Gunther’ 

‘re-1| 
pudiated the agreement. by. ‘insist- |. 
ing the comedians should give an 
{audition for their- act. : 7 y 

‘Comics. had. contracted to. give: 
‘20: performances | in’: Germany: be- |: 
tween. ‘March: 22 : and 31, 1962 ‘for 

formance unless. they:..auditioned 
for reps of ‘the US. services. Jewel. 

not obliged to. do: ‘So° and returned. 

with 

‘VAUDEVILLE eis 

practical contractual. arrangement~™ 
-by which the’ principle of “screen- 
ing”. “Imay- -be carried out. -in. the 
U.K. -prior to signing of. the ‘con * 
-‘tract..’ : 

Holiday on I on Ice’ 

I Soviet Encore 
-- “Holiday on: Ice”. will be the. first : . 
major. American:show to repeat. a 
-tour .of.. the. ‘USSR, ‘The | Morris. 

..| When “they. arrived in Frankfurt. Chalfen .. production 
they: were... told. that they ‘would: 

has... been- 
‘booked | through the USS. ‘Cultural: 
Exchange ‘Program: to play ‘Lenin-. 
‘grad. May 10 :to: 26: Moscow, May 
29° to June 28;.and Kiev, July 2. 
to. 12. “Holiday’” Jast toured: Russia. 
in 1959, and..,vas. the first . major 
American icer. ‘to: be. booked in the . 

Soviet . ‘Union. 
-Chalfen is again expected to lose” 

considerable. coin on this tour,- 
{although ° his. ‘losses: will be’ pared 
‘somewhat. by -the. fact that some ° 
components of the show have:been 
touring Europe.. The European 
‘skaters will be. replaced by Yanks 

‘| contract they. offered: the. plaintiffs prior to the Russian. opening. 
- ‘corresponded. with “the obligations j 

Chalfen, in:addition to the-com- 
pany. Set for ‘the USSR, will have 

|a second troupe: touring Europe. 
as Another. is now’ on the road in the 

Samtsova: O’Seas Dates: 
. . -Ottawa;. April 28. 

Galina Samtsova, _Russian-born-. 
and-trained ballerina with National: 
‘Ballet of Canada, will tour Europe 
for two months with “Cinderella,” 
‘teeing: in. Paris : next. month, then 
‘dance: with London Festival Ballet 
-at Verona ‘International Festival. 

Says she; “Ill be back ‘with the - 
| National Ballet. of Canada ‘next 

year.”. 

| fo PACIFIC to ATLANTIC the ‘WHOLE NATION 8 HP... ~ MP... HYPNOTIZED by 
NEW YORK. 

nics: Pat: “Collins,. the ‘Blond, “willowy. hip 4 bypaotist" an - 
. ..from- Les ‘Anceles, has ‘added’ New York. to her‘con- 
"quests .°...:she's practicing her magic these nights: ‘Upon. - 
*-cgubjeets she entices on stége at. Basin St.-E...... It's... 

"Show Biz and excellent! .. .'And she will hypnotize the. a 
: “7 publi in into Packing. the. joint oS 
_ “EARL. ‘WILSON ( N y, Post), 

Mi Collins “ts hhom-—pure. show business, comic to cer . 
- Her act: is 5 most. entertaining . ...°. 

ROBERT. ALDEN—New. York Times.” 

| 7 . “the: mest arusiag: ‘most: “unosual nightclub: act in years 
‘- | iehypnotist: Pat- Collins. at. Basin: Street-East.. Ly 

folks who have gone to sée-her three, four ‘nights in. re 
ah ‘BERT. BACHARACH—Journal-American. 

“She performs in goed. taste. 
oe is for real ‘jin: her’ ¥ interesting, offbeat offering... ...""- 

_ “BOB, SALMAGGI {Herald Tribune 

POWs. 

ye “Nothing. Tike hypnotist: Pat Collins. ‘has. hopperied: ‘bes 
'.. fore ‘on: the. localclub scene, if indeed on. this planet. 
|. This. West'.Coast ‘Svengali: is -hip.:. She is: every inch. . 
‘the showman and ‘she confiries herself to. entertainment... © 

|" . Her. success. is-such: thet the hour passes. too quickly” = | 
-.. and chances. are “you may be. seduced into a return - 

‘Now how. many: night club. cets can you say ae visit: 

“THAT: ‘bout? - EUGENE BOE. (Cue Magazine): - 

Jou: “Pat | Collins.i is a very funny ‘and very pretty. girl oes “her . 
~, ooh is great “ae her act is great .... her 

a “SACK ‘SCHWARTZ. (Newsday). 

: Nor only” is. she an. ‘entertaiiier, but. she is one. of the 
= “funniest club acts on the currehf scene ... ."" - 
ne HAROLD ‘STERN | (Bell- McClure. Synd). 

“F know». 

wy This sexy sre : 

act is’: 

Basin Street Eost hes come up with a dilly of an ‘at- ‘ 
:@, yourig, ‘blonde. shapely lady. called. 

_ . To put. it. mildly, .she_ had” every one . 
Gn the crowded. room in‘a tiny... .”.. : 

“NICK AAPOLE (Journal: American). 

“With the ‘quick. comedy: patter. of a ‘sideshow pitch ee N 

man,” Ieaded- -with double ‘entendre lines, Pat: Collins... 

/: Véraction-.~ 
“.. Pet Collins: . 

“ plays: it. “strictly: for laughs, and ..there. ore laughs an 
MARTY ‘BURDEN—New York Post, 2. | 

- "Pat. Collins, the lypnoteuse, ‘has 4 unique: act. at at “ 

oe ta “LOUIS: SOBOL- (Journal. American). a 

1 ae opienty. . a's on . 

| e _ Recording: 

7 nace wooed” : & ee oe 
° ae 

pete BASIN. STREET EAST 
“New ‘York « 

:.° “felevision: . arcs: ai oe _ 
a May. a= TTHE: BILL DANA. SHOW" (nee) entitled: “The Hypnotist” wo 
7 .. Starring: Miss Pat Collins-in-Her Dramatic. Debut 
oo. ‘Coming Soon—"Open End" with David. Susskind | 

oo For Syndication "THE “AMAZING. PAT. COLLINS,  @ "Oke-Hoor a 
ce . Spectacular Distributed ‘by Walter: Reade-Sterling a 

we Nighi- ‘Clubs#.. <.02 ee 
oo,  Jaly—BASIN: ‘STREET EAST ‘(Return ‘Engaienient). — 

- August WAGON WHEEL, Lake Tchoe (Holds: Attendance Record) 
’ September—SHOWEBOAT, Las Vegas -. : 

Octotier CRESCENDO - INTERLUDE ‘thes = Angeles) 

= “SLEEP witH par COLLINS"—Ciescendo Recordi Oey . S a 

- Personal. Management: 

SHELLEY DAVIS. 
“e572 Sunset: Biv. (LAL) 

‘HOLLYWOOD: 

| paigri. to. persuade American. mili: 7 
tary authorities to come to- “some 

ee, - a ; She fractared us.’ 

ae “Hétiywrood’s 

"looks: like.a. blonde Sophia ‘Loren—she is. getting the 
wb Hollywood crowd onstage. in “droves.” 

os : “Hollywood. ‘royalty. ‘steals -reverently. ‘these nights ‘to 
-*, {the cave’ of an: Amazonian: blonde with ‘Neferiti eyes— 

. her Interlude :act. ‘is: ‘as need as the -volunteers who os pantie ipate," - ae 
TIME MAGAZINE. 

EDDA HOPPER. 

Iefest: craze isa. pretty hyprotisr ‘who 

- JIM BACON, AP. 

| oh “Sigatoon biz on the: e Strip. ‘surged. with ‘the ropes. up -for 
a Ayproteuse ‘Pat Collins at the Interlude.” 

ARMY ‘ARCHERD, ‘Daily Variety: 

| ac “all of f Motiywoed is mesmerized: ™ 
MIKE ‘CONNOLLY, Hollywood : Reporter 

Blond oy “K: witty, fanny intriguing performer." 
of KUP, ‘Chicago 'Scn-Time 

Ve ° * am ss writing this under. the spell of the most fantastic 
. | + "+ “performance. l-have ever seen in‘a. night club. “She. is 7 

: are -entrancing—Both in ‘style and physique.” 
ART, SEIDENBAUM, ‘LA. Times. 

ma “wthere: ‘are: e“hypnotisis ‘and there are. showmen, Bat 
2 there is only 6 one-Pat Collins." 

SAN. FRANCISCO! CHRONICLE - 

“OL 2.1800. 

. : 

_ summer Season. . 

"audience." 

‘wach: one another.” 

The return’ of Pat Collins heralds a lively and jucrative. vos 
“:Miss: Collins accents the ‘enterta: Re 

“ment: facet’.and ‘plays: down ‘the hocus pocus.. ... The 
“star of her-act: is the subject who comes out of the 

TUBE, Daily Vatiety. 

_Hvpneist Pat Collins east’ a 1 spell ‘over. stars and 
fourists. alike ct. the Interlude: .. > Showfelks. love. fo 

we _ VERNON: ‘SCOTT, a Pile 

“Public: Relations: a 

“DAVID RUSH. ‘ASSOCIATES 
40, West 57: St., New: York, N. CY; 

* 2 AT T1036 oO 
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Worl’ Fair Show Reviews _ 

Fe. Re way With: Love. 
gram it. is “not. “possible. ‘to: ‘make 

subtle distinctions - as: ta. ‘individu- 

als.. Rather. ‘the: -impression - shapes 

of team: effort, though-Morton Da | 
“Costa’s: streng hand’ ‘must. ‘be. as-: 

- sumed throughout. It ‘is £00" guessy: 

to ‘say anything : of. Oscar Kosarin” 

as a conductor and’ ‘Jaines. Leon, ‘as 

_-associate | ‘musical director: -One 

"imagines. the burdens which’ must:|! 
inhere in the. ‘adaptation. and ar-| 
-Tangement . _of'-so. varied ..a .score_’ 
“fhis is given’ deserved prominence: 
{to Philip J.Lang). “in the er edits. 
Robert. Merriman: is. ‘production’ 
‘stage manager: ‘There _are ‘three |. 
regular stage. qwianagers, ‘Harry. 
Clark, Paul Phillips and ° -Maxine~ 
Ss. Taylor. ‘It Will be surprising. if 
they .do - not ‘lose. “weight. . during. 
the summer run ‘of. so “busy” 
-show.. -Blackouts, ‘fades; props, ‘the. 
sheer ‘logisties of: getting: on .and. 

off sfage operate on’ split-second 
. fiming. An. ‘apology ‘was. made. he- 
“fore the. premiere. that. certain de- 

_ tails: were not yet perfected. -With- 
“out these : being © ideritified: a- re- 
“viewer would . suppose that: the 
“Get -Out--And- Get Under”: auto- a 

mobile -of 1913. vintage -would here- 
- Vafter - not- 

-and. pulled. : 

a “The © “stage” is: vast. jndeea, the 
extensions ‘to. left and right ‘being 
‘vaguely. reminiscent of. Radio City: 
Music © Hall, . 
centers in an: unevenly contoured. 
proscenium .arch, 
“justified. Side’ ‘panels are “used for 
head ovals. The-apron. thrusts well 
out to include and. surround. the 
orchestra -pit, thereby . creating. a 
runway. - 

Included. in. the: production are. 
transparent. turntables, , eitcular - 

‘scrims rigged. to rise and fall with 
‘the light cues. 
‘with: an optical illusion front . is 
introduced: ahead: and. repeated for 
the ‘finale. ‘a Ia. Casino’ de. Paris in | 
the city of: the same name.: ~ 

“Peter: Wolk, ‘designed . the: scen- 
ery.. built © ‘by Miuyflower.. ‘Jean { 

> Rosenthal. ereated -the lighting, uS- 
ing géar: from - Altman: ‘The cos- | == 

‘-tumes: attract: attention °and_ inter- [il 
est ‘throughout. They are. the work: : i 
of Freddy Wittop with: Brooks-Van_ 

. Horn in on the execution. Striking; 
‘too, are.the elaborate usés ‘of..cost- 

.--Ty wigs. As for. the. Ziegfeld’ Parade’ 
down.the grand staircase, -who. has. 
seen that: .sort.- of: thing «in - this’ 
generation? It. has-the appeal ‘and: 
the amusement ‘of the: remembered ‘|: 
sex hoknum. of -another time. 

Ats alone | it. Ais: impossible to ad- 

| We've Got. Talent 
And We Want 

More: Talent! © 
PERFORMERS —of all, varieties 

(with experience) - - - 

MODELS—of ‘all varieties 
__ -fexperience urinecessary) _ 

Professional. Talent: 

* Placement, ‘Inc: .: 
Chicago Telephone: 664-3224. 

- TOP TOPICAL GAG. 
“Our _Zovernnient’s "lever... ‘They 

turned © ‘down ‘Cassius '. Clay. ‘for ‘the: 
-army.. Why?” 

have ‘an. army of supermeni*’ : 

This: gag: “was. ‘written ‘by: ‘Art: ‘Paul 
' - who _writes the latest topical. gags for. 

- our “Punch. -Lines gagfiles,. ‘11 | issues, 
$i per issue ‘We'll also send-our price’ 
list of Iatest hilarious . monologs. aia. 
: logs, bits, sketches,. etc. ° 

|. LAUGHS UNLIMITED | | 
106 West 45th St New. York City 

ATTENTION. A.G.V A. ‘MEMBERS. 

_ NICK LUCA Ss | 
WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR VOTE... 

“FOR DELEGATE TO: NATIONAL CONVENTION . A walk into the past. It also did well 
a J J att the Seattle Expo f in 1962. Tose. 

“ON. WORLD'S FAIRS 5 

= =a I Bass? Searching 

: Contintied from page. tg 

‘ninister. (justice ‘toe: ‘So large. a. com: 
plement of backstage. talent. “Ted 
Cappy and: Stuart - Hodés Helped: 
-with the. choreography and .Sammy- 
- Lambert, was: Production ‘coordina- 
tor... a 

‘Jr. of Texas. He: and:Compass. Fair 

‘cousin, Gordon. R.: Wynne. Jr. also 
‘in the ‘picture, . 

there isa‘ Negro girl usher. on the 
-centre aisle and about: half! a-dozen’ 
‘non-Caucasians-in the cast and (2) 

a-| the private ‘boxes to: the: rear-have- 
been’ rerited to large. corporations. 
-at- $25, 000 each for the. “season. 

and. singing style: in: “Over. There,” 
‘the. George. M. -Cohan evocation’ on |: 
the runway. - 

{In handling the Negro ‘talent 
‘producers have’ been. ‘generous put 

‘| they stopped. ‘short. . of | avoidance }. . 
of: the: racial. sterotype’ in costume.. 
However; only. students of the: Su, 
‘periority-inferiority subtletiés 
“Of. our..-Americani ~ culture, 
1964, will, notice. : 

necessarily’ be “pushed 

The: ‘céntral “action: 

if. that : -term. vis f° 

‘from So big. and. fast; and ° ‘group- 
-orientéd;.. 
‘principals come under the ‘parasol 
of praise.‘ To wit: Singers: How-' 
_ard Hartman, Gloria. LeRoy, Jim- 

‘Schauler, ‘Sheila . “Smith, ‘Richard: 
LA ‘mirror. ‘eurtain. | 

die Roll, 2 Ly: 
‘The basic opinion "is: - simply: this 

‘the Texans have: themselves a. big, 
flashy, likeable. proféssionalism-sat-. 
urated. entertainment. 

| ceived: ‘invitations. to hear President 

From the: rinted- rogram: cred:: 
P r g “Several” thousand ‘didn’t. show be- 

‘cause of. ‘rain. and. threatened stall- : 

-f\ distributed ‘Wed. 
‘|| Building. 

-"Rhe probable: major’ crédit, start. 
ing. with: their. wisdom in -hiring 
‘expertise, goes -to Angus G. Wynne: 

Ine... “present” the.’ show,. with a 

Stage ‘and the. rim ‘of the pit are. 
decorated -with microphones, : at. 
‘Teast, 30 © of them. Acoustically,. 

rything- Seemed -- ‘in fairly “good 

rte r for: so. large: a -music. ‘hall. 
A couple. of interesting “details: 

belong: in. the: present record: -(1) 

- Sheila: Smith. displays. authority 

Richard. Tene . h-a-d 
earlier done Cohan, ‘with profes: 
sional: competence ..if not very 
much-resemblance to. ‘the. original. 

t fe 

“cr ca 

“There is,’ finally, ‘AO- way. Satis- 
factorily to sort. -out- impressions 

an: entertainment: - AU 

my - ‘Randolph: Stewart Rose, Eileen 

Tone: and Dancers:. Jean: -Deeks,. 
Dorothy. ‘Prank;. John ‘Harmon, ‘Ed- 

Land. 

“Some 3 300 newsmen. applied for’ 

opening. ° ‘day: - ‘press’. ‘eredentials—| 

2,300. of them: from “outside. New 

‘York. City. 
“Over > ‘16, 000°" special: ‘guests ee 

Johnson -speak at’ Singer: ‘Bowl. 

Plastic. ‘covers were “provided fort 

still and tv cameras because: of. the. 

J} almost: eonstant. drizzle, 

William. J. Donoghue, Corp. ais. 

[| tributed -7,500 opening. day . press 
-kits; each weighing approximately 

{{ three pounds... ‘Of. these, 4,800.: had 
been previously. mailed, “rest were 

(22), at the. Press 

The news: services: and: New: York. 
|| papers “have: permanent. offices - in 
the Press. Bldg. . 

Over 2,750 sandwiches weré. pro: 

‘Western: Union: had six press: 
‘wires operating: from. Singer Bow); 
{three from ‘the ‘Press. Bldg, . ‘Local 
| papers,. -UP and. AP have their own: To scare Russia. Russia. }- 

will. never ‘start: a war. with us. figur-‘} 
i ing if. the world’s . boxing. champion | 
couldn't | get into’ our atmy we must 4°: 

direct. wires ‘from. the ‘building.. 

| to’ see ‘how. many transient... WU, S. 
and foreign newsmen. show. up. It 

| may. be needed longer despite the. 
‘Press Bldg.’s vast phone setup. and 

of: 

Eye,” a;15-min. film shown in the 

‘| films, . ete An. information . centre 
offers -technical .assiSts . to..camera 
‘toters, Of “most.- ‘interest to -film-: 
“goers: ‘isa. 7-min.’ _rear-projected 
salute to. motion: -pictures” which: 
‘includes clips. from. upcoming the- 7. 
-atrical~ films ‘and tv series. Cur- 
rently. being:plugged’ are’.“Unsink= 

+ fable. Molly’. Brown” and “Beverly’ 
Hillbillies.” “A” small - collection ‘of | ; 

} stills” near.” ‘this .exhibit are: “.ex- 
‘cellent. ‘photographic examples put 

: N othing is for. sale; even ‘film. That:| 
Litem, however, - 
‘door. at’’a concessiondire:‘who :has |: 
not. only -film- but anything ‘needed | 7 
to pursue the’ photography: hobby. ; 

| | Walter’ y Wax. Museum - 

tlongest running . ‘permanent. shows: 
‘extant. Its displays “are. changed. 

-| périodically to. keep up. with: ‘history 
-and -bizarre.-events. of. the: ‘day. 

: “general: Vogue in the U.S.; the :cur-. 

Area, is incidentally,. the ‘only show | 

| vided for ‘newsmen by-. Baltantine |. 
3 |'‘Brewery ‘pubrelations | director: Ed 

| Fisher. (plus: beer): “The: Fair pub- | 
| licity. staff provided coffee. | dwells: on. history,- ‘literature: and. 

‘| the ‘arts. .There’s an. ‘excellent dis- . 

Auxiliary tent.” put. up in: “back 
of the Press ‘Bidg. for the’ opening 

“| will be left standing for: two weeks: 

be 1 film. ‘monsters. 

1 lot. of :art represented in- this brief |: 

exhibit | is-an. excellent. example of: 

‘most every type .of visual. display. 
is to. be found. in’ the. ramibly:in- 

‘the’-exhibit) every.half hour.. ‘An- 
“jother. 12-min... ~ film, : 
‘shown in: an. adjoining smaller the-. 
-atre; |. also: 
. admission: charge. to either:. 

-fure history, -SOme . also: ‘being. sans | 
labels, They’re as- -old as the 1917 | 
Theda: Bara “Cleopatra” 
‘recent. as last: year's” “Donovan's.” 
Reef.” es 

‘fixture atthe Kodak exhibit with 
-dutiés - ‘seemingly : to. wander.. about | 
and:. keep people . Taughing. . He’s } .. 
‘dressed. as his famed clown-father, 
snatch. -Bést. -public relations effort. 
“by Kodak is’ the import. of:11 male 
-employees: from: various : ‘Kodak out-. 
lets “throughout: the world. . 
‘English; two, German, two° ‘French, 

‘The: 41. speak’ a.: total.’ of... 15: 

‘able, - wearing’ blue’. Faincoats or, 
later, “uniforms,” and: were. ‘eollec- 
‘tively. the. best. ‘informed. and ‘most 
diplomatic “greeters”. 

_j at ‘the: ‘opening, . 

“a. ‘strange. fascination: for many. 
Mme: - ‘Tyssaud’s - ‘famed. paraffin. 

ture events with. such ‘pop ‘figures 
1.as Frank - :Sinatra...and :«Sammy: | 
‘Davis: Jr., ina: grouping. from the’ 
Warner Bros. ‘film, “Robin -and the 
Seven Hoods,” The other panel is’ 

Cardinal” Richelieu’ and Anne of. 

‘George Sand, :Death ' of Atalia, Sad | 
‘Legend of. Cyparisse, Daniel in’ the 
Lion! s Den.-: 

| a- “briefing ». room. ‘Seating . ‘several |: 
| hundred. --Pub. director *: “Peter J.- 
| McDonnelt holds twice aniy | brief- 

i ings. here." -- 3 :. | Supper; ‘which’ is" an :excellent: re= 
production: of the.Da’ ‘Vinei: master- 

a ls iP pieces Popes. John XXUI, and Paul: 
fo VI with | .Cardinal Spellman: 

A, death - of: Da: Vinci. 

| Godiva.: There are. also current tv. 

-1-Eye” Spotlights Eastman! 
:Kodak’s” ‘Tiptop: Exhibit |= 
Easy.” to: spot - because of: “atg | day, (22), is. ‘also: a: record ‘of ‘taan’s. 
tower “display - of” ‘blownup:. cotor | failures. | Man’s.- inability to live 

transparenciés, | Eastman’ Kodak’s 
“ability. to..control the -weather com-- 
bined to give the Fair less. than.an 
auspicious premiere. The initial day 
Tesulted -in 92,000° admissions; as. 
against] - the. anticipated . 290, ‘000:. 
The Nu WY. expo. is -the “most 

‘expensive .show - in: ‘history. “The: 

instruction - made _.interésting: .. Al- 

door-outdoor - area. -Major' .attrac- |. 
tion: is ‘Saul. ‘Bass’. “The Searching: 

Tower. ‘Fheatre. (central. ‘section: ‘of. 
stitutions, :as_ well..as: various”. Na- 
‘tions, States: and cities put ‘forth |”  “Quest;’ » is. 

an: atmosphere of “goodwill, on. -the’ half: hour. . No 
ed 2 : Probably the most. expensive’ éx- 

_-Seattered. about: outside are'| 
panels, standing: displays, - ‘slide | which: ~ poured: in. 

‘DuPont --.spent’. about ” $10,000,000. 
‘The Ford.. Show is- estimated «to 
cost ... around: - - $30,000,000.: The 
United ‘States: “Payalion. ,apptopria: 
ction was about $17, 000;000.. 

What's more, | virtually ~ “every. 
budget. didn’t * last -‘to.. -completion.. 
Workers © ‘stalling. for that “Jush 
overtime. loot as deadlines neared 

{ean* prove it. This’ is one “item 
that.. kept budgets. out of. focus; 
and’ of course, a. surplus. of bad 
weather. when no work’ could : be. 

a poor cross-section. of motion -pic-' 

and ..as stratospheric. | 

‘Emmett. ‘Kelly: Jr. is-a permanent | 

‘Sensis. 

. Lake. ‘Aiea Tn ‘Siberia? fae 

ous. clouds. on -the horizon, .as ‘far 
as ‘some: components - of. ‘the - Fair. 
is. concerned. The: ‘major “concern: 
for. show biz. is the. cluster of ex-. 
hibitors . in the. Lake.’ Amusement. 
Area’ which. ‘lags behind. the gen- 

(two 

one .éach. Austrian, Swiss, Puerto 
Rican: Colombian. ‘and’ Brazilian): 

of - the. “expo. _ The major - “shows languages. They're. “easily identifi- were: not complete. on opening 

1+ have. to: use-.a° different ° set:- of 
‘logistics : to make. the grade. ‘Most 
‘ean’t) ‘afford. ‘the - Staggering . -OVer- 
time, the power failures, ‘and: the 

.encountered. 

Everything. is free at the exhibit: : 

is available next. 

quire... 

“ F area. itself. “is. in-. ‘virtual: isolation 

|long walk: from most. gates to the 

“A Good Walk- Throush 
“Wax museums have. ‘always: had 

pageantry .is probably one.-of the. 

to wait’ until the lines in ‘the: free 
. Although ° ‘waxeries.. are: ‘not. in | shows are .so- long: that . ‘they'll 

j rent “World’s Fair - collection: pro-. only” to get off the. concrete. 
‘vides a gratifying exhibit.at $1-and |" 
1-50¢, latter -for -children. Walter's. in history,” 
Wax: Museum, located.’ in the ‘Lake 

in the sector,. to give a sampling of. 

the. midway to induce ‘the. ~cus-. 
‘huge scenes. depicting motion. -pic- 

‘Federal, “state. and industrial areas.’ 

‘Billy Rose’s Aquacade of ‘World’s 
|Fair I; 
‘motieymaker™ of. that’ period.:-The 

a. display. from the court: of Cleo- 
patra; which is’ ‘sexy in. ae refined 

way.” | 
“The. walk-through on ‘the: inside 

‘called: - “Wonder 
will..open short! a 

play~.- of “Presidents,” another. ‘of. ill .ope y- 

humanitarians including. ‘Dr. Ralph } 
Bunche, : ‘George . ‘Washington. Car- 
‘ver, David. Ben-Gurion, and : Drv 
‘Albert .Schweitzer.: Otlier- subjects 
include Nimrod . &- The - Hunter. 

to that. part” of: the. acreage, The 

plays, which™ didn’t. make money 

Austria, Marie ' Antoinette,. ‘the’ 
court of Napoleon: III, Chopin. and ‘it was an overall good shill, 

. Food - Costs. ' 

The. religious panels, include Se oan 
of -Arc .at - the. Stake, Moses; 
Madonna. .and. Child; .The .Last 

‘drink and. tip average ‘around. $20. 

the: ‘The . Brass: Rail “‘will provide 
'.There’s. also ‘a: 

panel ° ‘of Da Vinci - painting. -the- 
Mona * Lisa, and “what's. ‘a “wax 4 
‘museum . without. the: ride ‘of. Lady 

personalities, film. fav orites - and | 

There’s a lot of: history. and. a that: price... 

including: “Tad’s: 

- ; ‘Wednesday, _Apsil 29 5 1964 a 

with - himself. as ‘well’ as: his in-. 

‘some. of ‘their’ best efforts to- create. ; 

hibit. is that. -Of . ‘General. Motors’ _ 
- $51,000-000.°) 

“However, there. are. some ®: ‘seri- 1.” 
-fendets, 
tretemps,. was, dubbed ® Camp" Pink-} 

‘eral readiness ‘average of the rest |' 
“all: the: civil rights. demonstrators | 
‘paid.to get in. : q 

day.. Showmien - -without--the huge } :- 
| resources: of: the -industrial ‘giants 

‘overall ‘inability to go. ‘along. with’ 
-the -precision most. showmen Fe- 

‘another... Biblical... pronunciamenty,| 

from. the™-rest. of the: Fair, -It’s a: ‘ing many of the. city ‘fathers, : such! 

‘as the’ municipal fete*which Mayor] 
Wagner. is sparking.. It’s . widely 
‘ballyhooed.that they'll‘ have to ‘lay§ 
‘that two: ‘bucks on the: Tine. non Y 

amusement area, The-cost .of. put-| 
{ting on the- various. shows, plus: 
amortizing:. ‘the.’ vast: expenditures: 
‘of. the theatres’ housing. ther, -will- 
‘requireladmission prices far: above |. 3 
the -seale’ outside the gates. These |}: 
‘Jayouts . will’ . hit~. their greatest} [- 
prosperity: : after -. most: “families |# 4 
‘have. seen: ‘all else. Many ‘will have |4¥4 

flock. to those costing. money, if ||: 

What's. more;. ‘ unlike host, ‘Fairs |{- 
‘there: is. a lot that’s|: 

missing. Not:a sifgle contribution |] £: 
.to atmosphere—few ‘girls and very |} 
[little ‘of the normal -colorations ‘of | 

its ‘wares. Facing the street are two: 

| 13 Dir: Harry creben, 2 203.N. Wabash aye] 

The ‘location: of the Lake Area. 
“was - dictated; " apparently;. by the |= 
Amphitheatre built originally ‘for| 

-which’ was. the’ only: ‘real'|| | 

Same site. now~ houses. the layout |: : 
of Meyer Davis & Leon: Leonidofé | 

. World,” ” which. 
| - titles, hecklers, audience. ‘stuf, mone. 

The. first.. Fair was. “somewhat in 
Smaller. or: appeared to. be so: be-| 
cause there were -lots, of lead-ins || of 

fair was. dotted with-.girlie dis-|]: 

‘but-:were ‘alot of: fun. ‘Above’ all, . 

‘Every fair, . of ‘course, “has ‘its’ ; 
“money - problems... It’s: ‘inevitable. : 
‘The “season. is short: andthe ex-] 
‘penses: are many, The huge: mark-/|}- 
ups. are discernible chiéfly: in: the}I* 
eating situation. : ‘ Luticheon * at thelf- 
Top..of the Fair for two- ‘plus:.a|f 

chicken’ in: ‘a_basket,: - dessert: and | 
coffee. .for $2:75. The - ‘Schaefer |« 
‘luncheon. is ‘$2.95 ‘anid all the : beer'|. 
you can drink: -Stin. ‘Luck’s bottom | {] 
‘entree in the. Hong: ‘Kong Pavilion |}: 
runs’ at $2,:-and it's. anticipated 
they'll. sell a: | lot ‘of - chowmein. at 

- There. are some. lowcost ‘eateries 
“Steak © House.} f]: 

‘where. ‘the Prevailing. ‘tariff’ ca _— 

Worl’ Fair Rer-r-ealy’ Big Show 
* Continued. from. Page. Lj 

$1.19. for’ a. “steak . meal: Chin ; 
‘King ‘advertises a 99¢ Chinese. ins. 
ner, “obviously. ; “keyed .. to. * future: 

} consumer volume. There “will be | 

plenty sof spots... for. snacks. at | 

standup bars. But ° ‘once .a. family | 

decides. ‘to: sit - down, “gosts - ‘begin: 

to-soar, unless’. they can. ‘get in-on 
top: business ‘firms; : ‘religious inst the few. low-priced eateries on the | 

grounds. : .: ! 

A. family. ‘of: four. “will ‘spend ‘ap: j 
‘proximately $25 per. ‘diem: includ- 4 
ing - $2: -adult.- “admissions - and $L 
for. children... | 

But’ after’ the $2 ‘and food ‘and. 
internal transportation, this myth- 

4+ical family can roam through .a_ 
wealth . ‘of : exhibits of which’.75% 4 
are frée. What’s more these . free‘ 
‘shows. are. figured | to get most of 

| the--probable 100,000,000 visitors. : 
‘that this: big show. will: attract. ‘The. 
showmien : ‘of. thé. Lake aréa. have j 
quite a. problem. which -wilk. take } 
a lot" ‘of ingenuity to- overcome.. 

cs- generally. ‘suspected but: nobody |.. “Phe | possibility of a ‘‘stall-in” by: 
‘the - Congress’.of. Racial . Equality, p 
plus ‘demonstrations ‘by that group, } 
clouded the’ preem: ‘CORE’s efforts 4 
io. create a: stoppage were. success-: 

done: also ‘caused: “costs: « to: bei ful only at. the Ford *Pavilion .which | 
a | elosed: at-3 ‘p.m:.after demonstta-. 

: But ‘no ‘matter, : ‘the opening’ in-| tors’ blocked the “entrance :to . the | 
dicates. that much’ ‘of it ‘was. ‘worth. ‘escalators | Teading' to their. ‘main 

it, according - ‘to the Beneral ton-| exhibit. The “auto: “maker closed § 
: down rather’ Athan. ‘ereate” further, a 

| incidents: | 

“The - prison pens. “for: “mass ot! 
during . -the CORE con-f 

erton; ‘named. for. the private : Do § 
lice force’ on: the: ‘Fairgrounds. One} 
‘COREite.. wheezed,.. 
vhad’ to: bay. $2 ‘to: Bet. arrested.” ” 

“First ‘time. 1s. 

The then - &. now: " harkerbackers 
can’t: récall: any. of ‘the’ national: 2 
istic. pavilions: ‘charging: ‘admissions } 
“to -their : cultural: shows, .as’some; 
-do. now; Ditto. none ‘of: the ‘indus 
‘ trials ‘charged . but:: Pepsi has: ag 
-60-90¢e tariff: for its Walt’ Disney} 

‘ride but few. complain - because. tg 
hall. ‘goes. to- UNICEF: vo 

“There: are” even’ ‘more’ serious | ' 
| matters. ‘for © ‘the : Lakesters:..-The. 

Fair prexy. Robert: ‘Moses eaictédd 

“They shall: not- “pass,” even ‘includ | 

" DEarborn 2-0996,. Chicago, Minos a. 

THE COMEDIAN” ] 
: TONA ‘Real: Monthiy 

[BROFESSIO AL GAG SERVICE” 
THE ATE E GREATEST — L 

‘THE MOST-UP-TODATEST 

Ne ow . In {ts .160th- {ssue,.. ‘containing 
‘stories one-liners... poemettes, 

logs... ‘parodies, . double: gags, bits 
ideas, patrosy impressions :and int j 

: perso fons; political, interruptions. 
houghts, of the Day, Humorous. Views 

of the News, Vignettes, ete. 26. ‘Pages) 

$25 YR “SINGLE ISSUES 3. 

_ $38: YR SINGLE ISSUES. ae 
: “No €.0. | hy a 

{| - BILLY: 'GLASON, 200: W. gait: st: 
Le New ‘York. City. 10019; ‘co 51316. 

wit TRAVEL? “FAR East! 
“Combat 

GEKKO. PROMOTIONS: 
“Booking Throughout F.E.: 

‘Seka P.O. Box 93°. Coble: 
“Tokyo, Japan» “ DANSAW. ToKre 

: ‘CANTEEN TRAILER 
New, compact aluminium ands tal! 

less steel.. Formica. counter: © On. {c 
‘dropped frame, $2000. 00 . with ‘elect if 
brakes. - 

BROADWAY TRAILER: CENTER. | 
‘Highway: 22, .Notrh’. eragehN Nw. ‘J . 

. Tel: RA '5-6886 - 



on ol 

“mouth which they: now. feel-is: lost: 
- ‘to. them.: They: Say. that. they” could J. 

ve “tremendous: coverage. bby: the world- 
“wide press. | 

..... Lake - Area, 
" preem.. “May . 2: 

dea, Be. Seated,” ‘Will: start. ‘at, the. 

“for: ..free. : Ringling ‘Continental. 
‘Circus. needs’ lotsa work . before: Mt 
iean, preem:: 

- , & / Power. Show . and.. the. - Illinois. 
v? State. ‘Pavilion: in :which.:an’ élec- 
ao ironically ©! 

“2 Disney, ds: the. central. ‘piece. -. 
“- press:-time, enginéers: were. ‘still 

. : ofS TUN-MASTER]| 

eo D Ice House St. ; 

Wednesday, ‘April. 29,1 

‘Say. ' that. the : “Bair: 

structures:. 

_. These - exhibs: ’ - are: especially: 
bitter’ in view. ‘ot “the fact that:.an 

jmpetus ofa: “tremendous. word-of- 

-havé «had .-'the - advantage of :- the: 

“Among . the major ‘shows: of: the} 

‘Mike Todd. .Jr.’s: 
“modern”. “minstrel show, 

still: “unfinished: Louisiana Pavi- 

Dick Button: who, with: ‘Paul Fei: 
” gay, 2 is | producer . of - “Tee = Trava-. 
. “panza,” remarked - bitterly. on the 

oY openirig: ‘day of. the: Fair when they. 
Jo. pave two” “shows (incomplete): that'|:. 
‘they were ‘in ‘the: condition they: 

. “‘should-have been. in a week before: 
|. chad: they been- able, to” ‘get. into. the. 
|. *-building. _ 

Power: failures ‘also. ‘dotted ‘the: 
“path” of. travail: for':the exhibitors. 

i> An’ 18-hour blackout: caused tre- 
' “12 “gend6us: losses of both ‘money ‘and |. 

* {ime to the ‘showmen: of. stage, in-: 
dustry | and. various : ‘countries... 

. .Electronic- Snafus’- vl 

‘Needing considerably: moré time 

or openers were. the ‘Electric Light 

controlled” figure. - 
Abraham: Lincoln; ‘created by Walt: 

‘At 

the attempting -to’. “synchronize | 
Emancipator with the: IBM. some : 

BUCK BUCKLEY 
\* QUARTER wit 

Currently | 

- Touring’ ‘West 

J with 
ww. VEGAS _ 
ee ” 

Direction: . ; 
“CARLSON 
ARTISTS. ' 
“CORP.” 

Birmingham’: 

‘PROFESSIONAL: 
_ COMEDY ‘MATERIAL. | 

| For cevery. breach of theatricals 
|. “WE SERVICE THE. STARSI” 

t. oad “Gag. files $15, plus: $1 postage 
FO GN:. 35 for $30... 

. FOREIGN: 35 for338- 

Les Parody Books, per Bk. : Usps |. 
.[*-5: Blackout Books 1-2-3 Each .. 

s— ‘for $3 ‘No. 4 for 

‘Master the: Ceremonies” e:f 
‘83 PER COPY: _ NO Cc. 

* BILLY ‘GLASON | 

8. real ‘Professional. train “you) : |. 

Hons tons cea | Al TTaxin ‘Takes Over. Leading Impresario. can 

HARRY O- oi, 
‘Cable: HARODEL 

-BOOKER/ TALENT-SCOUT. 
“New all-taient - placement ‘esgency ‘con: 

| Siders. affiliation with a. booker/tatent- 7 |. 
17 scout. experienced. in. Chgo.: area. a 

MAIL “complete. info. to:: 

.Chgo. 60611. 

oe ew, a — a mF oe 

. Continued from: page 

| “the big shows in the Lake Amuse-’ 

“ment ° ‘Area, . 
‘should - have provided: for..a. ‘post-|" ; 
_ponment. They: cite ‘the fact. that 
; there* was: not. ‘only a. surplus of. 

2.2. @ays‘,in. which no. construction, 

gould. proceed, ° “put ‘other -items. 
‘such. as the. tug: -strike of. the: ‘past. 

‘winter, ‘and. the: constant . tiffing 
. _between: unions. and | exhibitors,, all 
-of -which. madé -it Virtually impos- 
‘sible .for: many. to: complete’ their: 

“{bankruptey -” 

prosperous. - artisans, ro: 

One. ‘exhibitor: stated .. that they | 
alternate.| ™ 

” Wonder World’: will}: 

#Amer= | oo ec had. they been given addi- 
| tional- time by ‘the. fair - 

lion May.15.. The. Belgian’ Paviion | ese that, ‘impossible. 

needs at. least:a month'to get open..| = 
-The Hawaiian ‘Village had.a° dress: - 

Sarre ehearsal:. on” -the - Fair’s. opening]. 
day to ‘which’ it’ let ‘the-public in.|- 

: — Continued: from. page b= — 

excellent - taste; 
‘Opens ‘upon’ a.-garden with. stone’ 
‘tables: where.’ tourists .quénch: their. 
‘thirst or satisfy their curiosity: with’ 
‘Trish.’ Stout | and - other: Gaelig’ in: 

~ | wound: up /after some- wrangling. © 

~L-wares, 

hungry’ 

~| Fatigue and: confusion’ ‘was haunt-. 
fing the staff’ by: 2:30: Service ‘was |.* 

° good-inténtioned . “put buck-passing |. 
. fo: ‘the point. of. exasperation. : 
me . than allotted: them were. layouts’ in | 
-. which electronic. gadgets ‘were. the} | 

focal: points. : Not.ready for preview 

of -Large. -eapacity. and : long wait. for-| 
‘tables:." Natives: ‘dispense : their own.[ 

wl cantile- eoneessionaires’ 
Ay-one © 

| ‘table:- service - ‘for. 

$25:0 4) 
ae $3 e- :i ‘5 p.m: 

ogee Minstrel.” (white face). Budget $25.0 oR 
_ . “How to: hae On 

.0.D. ‘3 7 : 7 ; 

2 wo | Ditto, 

200. w. sath St., NY Cc, 10019. co 51316: 

BE nee TEACH. M.C'Ing and. COMEDY? | ae 

-béen taken. over by. ‘Al Taxin.: Room. 
which is now operating on.a loungé: 

— | polity; ‘recently ‘had: fullscale: floor: 
=| shows- with ‘The Three- Suns in: the. 

| top spot. ‘ Taxin:-is “mulling. a ‘Te- |. 

| sumption: of - floorshows. ve 

Before’ acquiring ‘the: WIP-Madi- 
4-son,‘Taxin had “been managing’ di-° 

i Professional Taleat Placement, Ine. | Long: Beach, 
“830 North. ‘Wabash: - 

-putor. which controls its'\ voice: ‘and 
movements, 

and opened : Saturday: (25). 

would - cost: him. “$8, 000° to have 
‘Hights strung. inté .a -dressingroom. 
‘It would. cost: ‘him. $160 for ‘-four. 
engineers | ‘to’ turn’ on the ‘heat ‘on 
any. ‘evening - when: there’s a chill 

‘Li, the air. During: the planning’ 
“1 stages,  one.- potential ...exhibitor 

walked out. of the ‘setup. because. of” 
Ithe ‘likelihood that. would cost /$8 | 

A-okay: condition: on: the “April. 224 ‘to. change ; an: “electric ‘bulb.’ ‘Since 
D-day would: have given’ them’ the. then, -he . feels-.that -he- underesti- 

‘mated: the. cost: ‘of ‘that’ job. . so 

“One: bitterly” complained,” “These: - 
‘prices: .may.. be okay for: “General. 
Motors: and. ‘Ford,: but we -can’t take. 
it. 

will © be. ; dined - “with 

could have - ..plotted *, 

But. dead- 

“International Fair 

ventions, 4: 

+ upstairs ° and. . downstairs: 
Hindu | “girls: in ‘saris... Americans 
must be: Struck: by. India’s: progress: 
in. heavy . ‘gear.: India| cafe ‘was.op- 
erating‘ first’ ‘day but. ‘overtaxed. ‘by’ 

Yanks.” and - impatient . 

-- Indonesia: "This |. As - : Sukarno's.| 
Stunning -synopsis.” “Of: his . nation.|% 
made over: from. the Dutch: Exotic: 

| Dainty females: ‘trained. ‘to ..think | 
“well: -of : men: Escalator: vtisés: to; 
dining: “yoom and: ‘ Separate Dar.. 

kind: of ; music,: “Maitres. at the. res-. 

tails.” 

“Hong. Kone: Downstairs {ors mer- 
“including: 

- incongruous © 

‘bar. Motif: imaginatively native, 

+ ‘ture. 

Philippines:. Welt situated: attrae: ' 

- Some.- ‘feel that their ‘road’. to: 

‘fully: ‘operative: 

‘India:’ On* the. Fair's. map, “next |. 
‘door -to.. Ireland: ~ A- remarkably : 
- varied. array. of folk and. industrial 

| ~ Why — Fair | Defer Preem? a 
2 —. Continued from. page. 175, a : 7 

The EP&L exhibit ‘got into shape 

‘But more. than ‘that—inany: are 4. 
Joudly. beefing at: ‘the osts..of : get-" 
ting ready. - One’ showmen ‘doesn’t’ 
-know- what ‘to. do. 

-the Fair was. no: different from any. 

‘H id that. it} ‘other ‘circumstance’ and: ‘that ‘it -was 

000" a ‘the’ rightful’ handleér~ Of. ‘electrical: 

“Peace Breaks Out 

in- omection - with’: ‘filmmaking, | Somes 
| leaving “52's, electricians: to | just. ae 
‘manning - the” “lighting. equipment | 

itself: se 

“The TATSE: local’ ingisted ‘that |: 

‘matters involving. filming and’ that, 

‘the- settlement, : 

in’ fact, its: knowledge : ‘of ‘the. spe-. 

cialized Tequirements. of electrical: 
work for ; pix ‘necessitated’. 52's 

handling Such: jobs. According. to | 
- both “units: will. 

‘work. as they ‘do: regularly;: with 3: 
Jsupplying ‘power to the hookup and. 
52: carrying on'-from‘ there, Jaying 
‘its own cable.and such,. — | 

The. situation had: been 4.seérious: 
“one, : with’. “neither: side - eager: -to } 
budge: 52 ‘didn’t. see. anything’ dit-'| 

{and anywheré- else ‘and. 3. wanted: 
‘to. keep -as many. men: working: at 
‘the exposition as: possible. With | 

ame | in’ ‘another jurisdictional dispute | 
- | which Has: been’ settled This. ins 
- | volved “TA. projectionists Local 306. 
‘1In_ this -case, 3: felt: that. it - .catild 

_ land should handle ‘some of the: ‘pro- 
: Jection Of effects” and. such .at: the 

‘differences. are. mild: and, Scattered + 
| ; |-Gordian - -Knot™.. 

== | joined Transworld ‘Artists: -Manage- 
ment as .a. veepee . .. 
‘| Singers —pacted- for: the * Potting 
-|'Shed, ‘Lenox, Mass., 

2 Myron Stanley’: “Handelman. head 
ing the: :-Javout - at:the Ski Lodge |: tromey 

ervation desk. -were Americans. in. ‘s 

| 

|. with Tickshaws. and: Junks in minia- 18 5: 

1 

mostly. maintainance. ‘left:-to. it: now.. 

306° clung to’ its” contenition * “that 
projection ‘was its job“ and 3.“had 

Jems at: the’ Fair. involving carpen-’ 
‘ters and theatrical teamsters vs. 

ferent between ‘filming. atthe -Fair'| 

ich: of- the: actual” contract: “WOrk : 
completed... ‘the- ‘Brotherhood - has-‘{ 

-Lacal 3 had ‘also: been | involved: 

‘Various . ‘exhibits... As. ‘with: 52, ‘local 

no business being ‘involved,’:just. as 
on: ‘the ‘: outside, That’s’ show’ ‘it 

There ‘are ‘still - some ‘labor prob- 

regular haulers. ‘But the. electrical 
‘situations.. were - considered - Major 

disputes - with - _possibly .: ‘dangerous’| 
‘effects .on .work at the. Fair’ itself 
arid — related: activities, The... other. 

by. ‘comparison: ° 

~ Hollywood USA” 
"Continued from page ‘Tia — = 

‘simulated: shooting. ‘setup such aS i- 

was. planned and: ‘later sérapped die 

fo lack. of’ ‘Space.. This: would. give. 

patrons © ‘paying * the ° fiefty: tariff. 

more: ‘of “a. Hollywood’ feeling. than. | B 

imply the: ‘empty ‘sets and: museum. “hl 

There’s. “not: a: camera. or.| items. 

light © in: ‘sight - and: ‘Some © ‘of ‘the: | 

| Sets, “while: interesting. ata” “glance, | 

-non-Oriental | don't: ‘rate the’ high-priced billing, | 
|i name, Barrett's’. of- Cape Cod.’ Up-'|- : 

1 ‘stairs ‘a’. booming’ restaurant - and } 
- “Celebrity: Room’... ae 

A ajoinitig - fhe”. Hollywood. spot; 

is-. a. “Celebrity-: Room,” to’ whieh | 

 customtiers ean. get: from. thé ‘street | 

jor from: the ‘exhibit. “This: cocktail + 

tive: “pavilion” with’ nostaglic” recall | : 950 -at tables. ‘anda. large,.circular . 
as {of MacArthur, ..- 

1 Thailand::. “Pagoda-like:. “archites- bandstand for: a’ combo.’ 

: ture. ‘One’ of. ‘the: ‘sights. ‘gure . to| 

draw crowds. Open, - te 

Caribbean: Pavilion: Creamy. com~=. 
‘mercial. loeation. ‘and come-on.. 

Ethnically as: synthetic. aS a cruise: 
port.. ‘boite, “ Brassy™ music,’ $1, 60 
drinks, dead-slow - “to: imaginary 

gather ‘outside. ‘just: to watch. 

able ‘bonanza. 

” Veriezuela: ” No ‘signs: (of: ‘ite): | 
_ Central: “America” &. Panama: 

Spain: Readying. 
. Mexico:. Manana.: 

Other.. Nations: . ‘Uhreported’. on. 
account. of. this. reporter S. Aatigue. 

. VIP-Madison- ‘Club; N Y: 
‘The ‘VIP-Madison. Club, N: ¥:, has’ 

‘rector for the Lido Country. ‘Club, 
LI, 

Forest: ‘Park,. Pa.’ 

food: - moe | gnished,. the: room. did open « for-| 
a ess. late: in’ the- Afternoon - of | 

Taiwan: It's ‘coming: ‘along. tard- j busin 
oe [ily: 

m | “Swiss. Sky ‘Ride: Cable: ears ‘seats. 

7 ling. four ‘ ‘cross, ‘the. international |; 
‘|| zone. Five: minutes, “T5C.: A probe, 

Greece: Sign’ posted-—open at. 

‘and -was. talent. 
‘buyer and’ manager of. Unity, House, 1 

zi 
41. 

“tis poorly. m 
on the: Fait. map anid. the only- ref-- 

the Fair's preem: 

for: ‘kids. 
“above : and below -decks and. -the: 
‘ship: has. ‘been - fitted out. with: trap-. 

2 | pings “to | keep it'-realistie in its 
- ‘| period.” |-No .sign'-of -modernity is: 

1 visible. ° “Polynesian: ‘huts adorn. the’. 
area; one | a ticket booth ° and: an- |. 

a “The |- 
Bounty has been drawing éonsider- ” 
able ‘patronage but Fairgoers - will | 
‘find it -quite . a. trek, if. they: can ; 
find it ‘at: allz. af 

‘jn - the: ‘centre of -which : ‘is a. 
At will j 

‘be :open - ‘from. 32: noon. to 2° am.; ; 

‘| -bar, 

uous. entertainment policy.. Food . 
and. drinks ‘will be’ served, the. lat | 

dter. at $1. 25 and: -$1.50- a- “belt. -Car-" 
tying: the-‘show: biz ‘motif: ‘through; 
caricatures of celebs are hung on } 
the walls..’ “Although not. completely. 

“In ‘an entirely different: ‘area;’ off. 

_It:is Some distance. from” 

marked: It isn’t even. 

erence | to it are. some posters. which 
“?* | say: where: it is but: not how: to. get 

there... 
“Charge is 9 90c: for adults: ‘and 50¢ 

‘The visitor wanders -both. 

other “a. souvenir’ ‘shop.. 

‘Yesterday: -. 

“Tee Capades”.Coast: publicity staff, 

\on-Ice;” where he'll work. with.ad-: 
‘pub: head . John | ‘Firiley “and Paul) 
‘Dempsey . Me le. 
the ‘Freedom. Singers appearing |. - 
‘Thursday (23). at: ‘Carnegie Hall ‘for |-. 
benefit: cf the. Student: ‘Nonviolent. 

| May: 2. concert in Southern Metho-. 
‘dist U.:Coliseum .. . Rusty: War- 
‘Fen . ‘returns ‘to the Colony Club- 
‘May. 8-16. 
line. :a’ May’ 15 show at: Dallas 
Memorial. -Auditorium . 
‘Club,. with Jerry Van Dyke cur- 

‘House;- 

‘to. Supervise: ‘the-cafe. act -of Libby: 

.Teddy Wilson, Gene. Krupa, Lionel 
-Hampton) 
. Wiltwyck School _ benefit. at /Car- | 
/negie Hall’ May. 6. 

‘City, July 26 and the ‘Elmira: (N-Y.): 
‘Fair, Aug. 16. . 
Allan. Drake ‘set ‘for “International 

‘Theatre ‘May 21. 

‘Club, Montreal, May 1.7 .: : 
‘Johnson’ down . -for - the: Palmer 

. House, Chicago, Sept. 9: 
‘Brunn: ‘tapped’ for. the. ‘Palladium, 

‘ the- 

-} for. the: Palmer. House Nov. 
“Dee. 31: ; 

the Fairgrounds in fact, Hollywood} 
has. other ” representation -via . the | 5: 
‘¥eplica ‘of. H.M.S..:Bounty used: in 

-|:the filming Metro's “Mutiny: on the: 
-Bounty:’” 

- |} the: Fair itself. ‘and: the ‘route’‘to it. 

deve oe” ““Knockabouts at the Eye In| 
‘The Sky. Room. ‘of ‘the. Del -Prado- a 
- Hotel; ' ‘until ‘May... 23, -fol-|t 

‘{ weeks... The. Robert ‘Simpson. revue|- 
has signed. ‘another: one-year. con- |. 
‘tract with the Del Prado . 
“hooked: “Minsky’s Follies”. into. the. 

Ud. 
the: ‘Mayfair. Lounge, . Green Bay, | 
‘Wise., July is-Aug. 4 os Johnny 

| Tues.) “a. * Piteairn. 7 
a0 tsland. Day- was: staged at the, site;.|. 
‘commemorating’ the.- 175th | anni of. |. 
the famous: / mutiny... : 
Island exhibit - was. opened. at. that|° = 
time, ‘featuring -‘a- display “of items}: 
from: the Places ‘Rot. for. sale: to. the. . 

Do, {public. 

-A. Piteairn '|* 

New York. 
‘Jack ‘Sidney; formerly: of .. the 

joined. the N.Y. ‘office of ‘Holiday: 

.. Dick. Gregory: and 

‘Coordinating Committee... Guy: 
-Lombardo’ inked. for two: ‘days ‘at 
‘the Boston: ‘Statler-Hilton Ballroom, 
‘April: 28-29 ..Nipsey' Russell. 
down, for: Mister ‘Keélly’s,. ‘Chicago,. 
‘Sept..12'.". Joe E.. Lewis pacted for 
the Drake,’ Chicago, April 21.0 

“Betty. Hutton. into the. ‘Holiday | 
: Pittsburgh, Ort: -16 2.6} 

Julius ‘La: Rosa. down for the: Royal. 
-York;- Toronto, June 8: . 

Syracuse, June 19... 
Son & Lois. Hunt tapped: for ‘the 
‘Queen. Elizabeth, ‘Montreal,. June 1: | : 

— ‘Continued from. page 115 —- . Sam Landy, ‘Thuniter bird Hotel, 
Las. Vegas, . veepee,: touring: the. 
Coast ‘with Jeetures -cn | pambling:: 

| He’s * billed. as: Prof. hanee on 
these’. jaunts: * Vivienne - Della; 
‘Chiesa signed ‘to. managément firm 
of. Sheils & Bruna. William Morris. 
continues as: agency:: os 

Billie Biederman, of: the ‘Martin 
Goodman. Agency, - ‘off. to England. 

Morris: current in “The. “Establish- 
ment; London., fs -Benny. ‘Good- 
man’s original .. quartet :: -(Goodman,. 

“will -reunite for .-the. 

booked: for the- Steel Pier, Auantic. 

. John Conte and 

Playgirls of. 1964,” which ‘is. being 
produced. fo:: open at. the : ‘Village 

Mickey Sheen: a neweomer’ to. the: 
-- Roy. . ‘Baxter 

 Grandison 

“July. 29- : 

‘Neil: ‘Sedaka ‘to: -the. ‘Campus 
‘Van. 

Francis. 

London, “May 13. 

“Chicago 
“Jean. Pierre Aumont Set. for. the’ 
Diake ‘Hotel. May.°12°for ‘three’ 
weeks.. 

* the. Blackstone: Hotel, .May..’:-4-11,. 
tand. Lilo:- down. for the ‘Same. spot- 
May | 18-30 .:.°. Shelley. Berman 
and - Vickie. “Frazier © inked. for 

| Mister | Kelly’s May: “@ for: ‘three 
weeks: 1.) . 

‘Pat Suzuki-plays the: ‘Aqua. 
Follies, - ° Minneapolis, . July -.°15-26 

, - Margaret Whiting set for: the} 
seven days ‘a week: with a~ contin= | ¢emimeé lead in ‘Mr. President” at} 

“Starlight' Musical” “Theatre, . 
__: June: Christy | 

| plays the Crystal Palace;: ‘Sti Louis, | 
K:C.,: Aug. 3: 

i Aug..3-for six: weeks . Allen: 
| Di: Blasio slated for. the: Mayfair | 
‘Lounge, Green Bay, Wisc., duly 13- 
“Aug, 1... :- 

- Tony: “Martin « has. been’ ‘signed 

5,.and Dolores Leigh: into. the same 
‘spot. May: -12 for three weeks. | 
Jimmy-. Lee’ -&. : Teri -Napoli- cur- |} 
rently: in the’ ‘Celebrity Lounge of |. 

the: Sahara ‘for an indefinite: stay |. 

- Chi; 
lowed. iby- Bill ‘Gallus ‘for ‘three : 

GAC 

Cork. -Club, ’ ‘Houston, Oct.: 1-Nov. 
~ Allen Di Blasio slated for. 

ale Dates 
— "Carson, 

Milton }.* 
Berle: -set:. for. the. Three Rivers, |= i 

, Earl: Wright- 
| °° 2. 7 

; -Cal ‘Claude | 

a. Succession | “of 
‘gramming: — live, film, animation, | 
;geared to -interviews . and touting * 
the various displays and products, 
‘and with: a supplemental function 

: Constance ‘Towers into}; 

4} Colleges: . 

ity for" | Nelson... Eddy °&: Gale | 
ounge has a seating capacity fo | Sherwood: a and Joe. Sodja‘slated for 

‘the. ‘Palmer: House. July 24-Aug.. 313. 
- 1| Civie Concerts 

27-| 
. Peggy Lord set for. a}, 

week “at the Sahara Inn, Chi, May-|4 

pick 
WESTON »© MARTHA 

. Turner and. Smith’s 

“VOILA LES FEMMES" 
New Frontier. Hotel, tos Vegas. 

_ GEORGE SOARES, Las Vesas, ‘Nev. 

Skitch.. ‘Henderson - and . 
George.: Kirby will play — the 
Duquoin (Ill:) Fair Sept. y 
New Wine Singers, currently ° at 
‘the. Old| Town . North, . Chi, 
inked ‘for Diamond Jim's, St. ‘Paul, 
‘April’ 30: For. a week. 

“Dallas _ 
‘Peter, Paul . & Mary: sets ‘for: 

. The Beach- Boys. top- 

_. « King’s 

rent, follows with ‘Chuck .. Miller, 
May. 11-23; Eddie Peabody, May: De. 
Sunes. 6, and. Toni Carroll, dune ee 
0. : 

which: makes ‘for slow- -going, a. fact *. 
which. on opening. day fetched a 
smattering of gripe, .but this: is-an 
unavoidabie hazard. and. can prob- 
ably -be’.discounted as a: Pubrela:. 
tions. Setback: _ 
‘Behind: this “Operation. Tint” is 

a $150,000;000 ‘investnient by. RCA 
in. color .as‘the: wave. of the: fu- 
ture. and ‘the Flushing pavilion.: is 
designed. for maximum traileriz- 
ing impact on the consumer... And 
when the .folks decide: to: buy, if. 
they. opt ‘for.:an RCA’. model, SO" 
much the: better... — 
. Day-to-day,’: the. color studio fs 
tobe graced by ‘celebs doing. the. 
interview bit for the closed-circuit. 
‘network . which ‘on premiere day 
was’ only. ‘partly operational. When 
-in full swing,. the network. will 
comprise’ some 350 instaHations. 
covering ‘almost - all. exhibits with : 

“vignette” -pro-. 

of. beaming lost kids’ to all corners 
-of the Fair.. 

The ¢-c web is, to be sure, geared 
for such‘ “specials” as. President 
Johnson’ s ‘teeoft. address. 

.. Those. personality interviews are: 
‘expected to fasten extended inter- 
est: within. the. pavilion and thus. 

‘| aggravate the traffic. problem. . 
a: This is. the pre-admitted worry: for --* 

3, the RCA ‘crew on hand, and: once 
| some experience: is. under the belt 
a - Solution © may * be. forthcoming. 

—— poe 

Meanwhile, it’s” watch-and-note. 

TALENT ‘AUDITIONS 
Af you. have. a ‘program suitable for: - 

‘High ‘Schools : 
Woman’s, ‘Men’s or 
Service Clubs. 

Convention. Audiences : 
rhere fs ‘your. opportunity fo ‘audition. 
before national bureau managers and 
agents. attending the ‘International. 
Platform Association July 27 - Augustii 
2 convention whose members present. 
over 69.606 such. programs yearly. All 
applications must be received by June 
1, 1964.. Number of auditions limited. 

"For information write to: - 
EXECUTIVE ‘SECRETARY 

INTL PLATFORM: “ASSOC. 
. 507 Re Steet 
~ ‘Rechester, ‘New York 14628 
ene 

“MAGICIANS! | be 
‘Professional, Amateur, Hobbyists a 

‘READ: - 
_-GENH, The Conjurors' Megezine T... 
Mk Monthly . Magazine SF ‘Magic . 

“Tricks, Articles, ° 
News, Magic for Sale. e 

7 0 Poges—Published a 
ee 772  ““Sinee 1938: 

a Wm. Larsen 437.) i i 
= “By Subscription Only ' .60 per Year a 

Sample ae Copy 

P.O. son SeO6R-V. 
‘Los Angeles 36 

California — 

AUNT: 

Currently i in 

Exel. ‘Mgt: 2° 

aon sn oes. 



_; Joanna Loved: Me” has a ‘pleasant, 

NIGHT cLun REVIEWS _ | 

| Coceannt Grove, LA. 
Los: Angeles, April: 20... 

‘Orch ‘featuring Eddi 
Strings,. Ralph: Sharon Trio; $3: 50 
cover plus. $3- minimum: 

able. way with lyrics’ and’a ‘better |" 
singing voice than -he’s. ‘shown in 
-years : soon: put: him “at. éase. He} 
moved. on. fo rightfully. gain one 
‘of the best. accolades a- big: ‘name 
Hollywood. audience has given’ one 
performer for ‘some time. 
There ‘are. 28 songs .in Bennett's +} 

“more than. 65-minute turn.. It’s: just 
a bit too .long for a singer -who, |: 
despite. his warmth and. genuine | 
appeal, sings most of. them. essen- 
tially the same way.” 

Bennett is) a 
singer who sometimes swings. but} 

- keeps’ everything © on..the -same 
‘smooth: level. ‘His ‘show: : ‘is well} 
designed, 

_hits and. in a.-clever :bit of. organi- 
‘zation,. gets his. disclick “Heart in 
‘San Francisco” out of. the’ “way in 
just .the third-number’ out. : ‘But he | 
does reprise -it.as an encore.. 

Singer stilt-has some. vocal. prob- 
lenis, and: gets slightly -off key” ‘in. 
slow tunes like “This Is All.I Ask:”: 
But his phrasing” is’ superb, timing 
good .and “he ‘has: a way. with ‘lyric. 
‘communication « that creates a |. 
- strong, empathetic . mood. - 

Of new songs, “Quiet” Nights” 
hits:.a nice .mood area’ and “When 

romantic: blend. “‘Fm.-Way Ahead 

‘dramatic. “paltad| 

‘includes: “a. few - new 
tunes, touches. of his old and newer 

| ‘for his. preem. “night. show itis that 
7 he: devoted an inordinate. amount 
Tony Bennett, Freddy .-Martin | of. his hour-long ‘turn to blue. ma- 

1e - Bergman | terial.. It’s. a. comedic | vein . that’s |: 
been mined pretty ‘thoroughly’. by}. ° 
other monologists and. not: worthy, . 

. of that much, attention. . | 

‘Tony Bennett’ was nervous in + the we 
opening minutes of’ his. first -local|’ ~~ 
hitery . engagement» ‘in _ five. “years. ow 
But the pro. polish, -his knowledge-} . 

More’ 

_Creseendo, LAL. 7 
.Los- ‘Angeles, : April 24, . 

“Henny Youngman; “Mary. Ford, 
Frankie: ‘Fanelli; - -$2°50. cover - plus 
two: drink| minimum. ae 

“Three: ‘totally. different: ‘acts are 
fi in Shelly Davis’. current: bill. :They |: 
‘range’ from:.the specialty humor: of. 
Henny. ‘Youngman... to« the folksy. 
homespun: tunes. of. Mary Ford -and 

‘of: Frankie. Fanelli. 

* Fanelli, newest. to local. audiences. 
‘may. come off -best.. -Youngster has 
a strong; lyric voice, sélls Hard and 
‘give a polished ' performance. ° He} 
looks. like’ a ‘comer:: _ 

Singer Ww orks ‘hard. does most of 
his -tunes: in.'a. fast-paced: rhythm 
style. but.” “basically - ‘employs -a 
‘straight, ‘hard. delivery. Using - his: 
-own: quartet, augmented: with mem- 
bers. of the Bob- Armstrong. band; 
Fanelli runs: through ‘Italian ‘ro-. 
-‘Mance: tunes” but also. ‘does. -a. soft | 
ballad like. “This-is-All I Ask.” ‘He’s 
dramatic : and : sometimes’ :dynamic, 
‘but: has..a. tendency: to ‘overdo. the: 
emotional. projection. et 

Youngman : IS a- ‘master. ‘of: “the 
oneliner. . His Miami. and ‘nudist: 

2 ‘colony. bits are particularly: “good. 
-He’s standard and. solid for. most. 
audiences, .although just «a- -ittle 
quiet for the: Swingers. . “3 

McGuire Sis’ Swinging 
-B.O. At the Persian Room . 
| Keys Fair’ s Nitery. Hypo: 

a The - - singing McGuire” ‘Sisters: 
0 dowere. Teéally:. Swinging at~ the- box-: 

-| office onthe. night caught and, if: 
- last week’s “general - class -boite biz 
1.ig- any criterion,. if-looks-like the 
-dubiousnéss - about what. the’ -N. Y.t 

|-World’s ‘Fair: may or may not mean: 
1 to saloon. trade: must, be revised: af: 

, | firmatively. 
‘Between the: ANPA: (publishers) 

‘convention and..the earlybird.- Fair: 
_indus- : 

trialists ‘et. al.). spots. like “gy ‘were. 
the: Italian. flavored’ belting vocals a erboard.. on trade: 

influx | (tycoons, “exhibitors; 

“Hotel Plaza,. N Y.- : 

and “Mark: -Monte .. Orchs,. 
eover.. 

‘true. at. the -Plaza’s. ‘Pérsian ‘Room. . 
Maitre ‘d’hotel John. :Fosatti' was 
‘almost’ baffled: by the ‘sudden -em= 

particularly: 
the “Supper « ‘shows; heretofore . -No-. 
barrassment :Of riches, | 

toriously inthe light side.’ : 
Whether .a‘ tribute to the souers 

or. ‘the -boom | in: tourism, -the: Me- 
Guires. augur” a boffo'. four: weeks.:|° 
‘There. was ‘no. gainsaying- their. au- 

| diente*: identification ‘ because - -their 
tv. and: other .: trademarked”. songs. 
and bits received customer: recogni-= 
-tion--on ‘vamip-in:: 

.. The. personable. Christine. Phyllis 
‘and. Dorothy Jook’. collectively. and 
| individually attractive .as they.-mix) 
“Lup their.. own. rhythmie  arrange- 

+ Ments of: Standards’ and-:’specials. 

‘| vigorous: . 

- Same - ‘was. 

oe in 
“McGuire ‘Sisters (3) -with “Fony | - ee 
Riposo.: ‘condiscting; Emil Coleman, 

$394 

4in: public. 

‘plices.. 

what since: they. started,. ‘but:-there 
are..at. least: three members: of this |. 
troupe: who ‘look. :like. ‘they’ re -re- | 
‘lated. Even” if- not. all.'are. rela-} 
tives, they--seem’ ‘cohesive . -enough 
to ‘work. as-a family ‘unit. 
The Treniers are a. bouncy and. 

are .. Strong. 
enough. fo: warrant a focal spot: in. 

‘act ‘who : 

most. lounges..- ‘Indeed, ‘they did a 

yp Treniers start. ‘an. engagement ’ at { 
’ | this: spot’ replacing the: comedies |. 
|.0f Joe &. Eddie. .: . 
| The: Treniers, . coming. in as: ‘an 
‘octet, are one of- the by-now: stand- 
ard. musical .acts: on ‘the. circuits. 
‘The . ‘family -haS. dwindled. some- 

term -at.one- of. the Vegas: lounges: 
before hitting. Basin St: They. have |" 
a. sax,-.drum ‘and Piano .as their |: 
; musical. -backing;.and all sing well 

| enough . to. be. generally: entertain- 

However, 

‘The Basin. Streeters are 

subjects. under ‘hypnosis: ‘She pre- 
vails upon: them’ to do. a_ lot ‘of. 
-things | they: wouldn’ t ordinarily do: 

-Some of the -subjects ; 
coming .from the audienee-do her. 
‘bidding with the avidity. of accom- |.. 

‘She entertains. for. a. com- A 
plete ‘hour. ' aa Jobe. , 

it. appears - “that “this 
particular ‘spot isn’t their ‘proper |. 
‘metier. © 

_{ Generally. a- spohisticated lot who 
‘are hep to current modes in enter-}: 
tainment.. The. Treniers are ‘a_bit. 
‘too. elementary. to.suit this. taste. 
‘despite: their “hard work. -There’s: 
a lot of basic. stuffin their comedy | 

) and . musie.. and..there’s. no. new |" 
thinking. to. interest: the - “bulk of: 
‘this house’s patrons. — 

‘Miss | Collins. works. with top- ex- 
‘pertise in. getting an assortment of° - 

pearance as. a. : single since . breaking 
up with. Les Paul, doesn’t have. the 
same impact the two had. when they: 
were paired. ‘But ‘she tries for: the. 
same ‘multi-voice. electronic. ‘sound | 
‘by using ‘her .sister,; Carol, -seated. 
at ‘the: :piario. -and.: ‘duplicating her 
,voice.. 

of the Game’. is’ sentimental, and-} 
ably expresses . Bennett's: warmth 
at hitting ‘the “top -again-.after™-a. 

-slight fallow period.. Belting of} 
“Chicago” tobviously sung. to: ring- 
sider Judy Garland). and the open- 
ing-closing: “Moment of. “Truth” - ‘is 
strong, while he’ also ‘does .a. brisk 
dual arrangement.of “One. For. My well . on: the-..famed . -Ford-Paul 

5, backsto n 
“Ttks ° a. good ‘gimmick. ‘and. warks: ‘ ppl g: 

oO ‘lave, ‘Waneouver- 
* Vancouver B.C., ‘April : 2h: 

(written. and: staged © by- Murray) . 
-Kane) with’ skillfull special. -baton- 
ing’- assist of . Tony. - Riposo, . _ their |. 
own. pianist-conductor..:: The : regu-. 
jar ‘Emil Coleman orchestia. is- for-| die. Stevens, 
tified by: extra strings: for “TF Love}: 
A -. Violin”: * and: (Beneral | musical: admission. ° 

“Dancing . Debs -. 

The.. “sisters” ‘pivot. around * “the f° ‘What Mickey ‘Rooney's | act. ‘for 
‘Baby-Rules_ of the’ Road.” 

.Singer is ‘the whole. show. and 
works hard, “ably - assisted. by: the | 
-Ralph Sharon. Trio: and, on ‘open- 

. Ing night, the - ‘topflight - flute “of | 
Paul Horn, as well .as the Freddy | 
. Martin orchestra’ and. the ’-Eddie} 

Martin’s: tribute | 
-to. Duke. ‘Ellington. is. a. nice: show |. 
Bergman strings. 

starter. 

Dale. 

Drake Hotel, Chi _ 
. ! Chicago, April 22.” 

Joe. E.. Lewis (with: Auwstint 
Mack), Jimmy Blade ‘Orch; 8. 50: | 
$3 cover, © |... 

The somewhat. ‘staid - Camellia 
‘House will never. be- quite ‘the: 
‘same after Joe E. Lewis’ debut’ in} 
the Drake.. Hotel's. classy’ ‘supper. 
club. Known primarily ‘as a. sing-| 
_er’s room (although Henny Young- 

. Mani and. Myron. Cohen have played | 
there), it seemed to ‘take on:a new | 
‘life. with. Lewis’ tales. of vino and) 
venery. 
“As per’ his ‘past’. appearances | 

over the. years in: other - Chi, spots, 
Lewis, (opening “night audience 
‘was studded with © “Windy.” ‘City 
“political : bigwigs’ and. mpembers ‘of | 

“ac virtual cafe ‘society. It's.”:a 
certainty »that the room. will” play | 
host to some of its biggest spend-| 

“li. {them © come. - out very funny. His; ‘ers. in the next. three. weeks: 
The . Lewis . ‘engagement. | repre-| 

sents. Drake veepee Ben. Marshall’s. 
biggest booking’ ‘coup. 40: date and 
4s. dnother step’ in making | ‘this'| 
Yroom:.-one of the. liveliest “show 
spots ‘in: town. There ‘are. implica- 
‘tions of intrigue -in:.the .fact that. 
Lewis: usually: plays. ‘the Palmer} 
House, but ‘insiders opine that. he. 
was. sold. on’ the idea - that.. the 
Camellia: House. wasS.- less. of -a| 
“family” 
Room - and. “also 
simply met. Lewis’. Palmer: Hoitse| 
price. 
‘Lewis continués’ as: “a miatchless: 

raconteur, wit - par’ excellent -and} 
ronpareil appreciator . of the 
speedy furlong, fast: femmes’ ‘and 

: the’ quick: buck: He’s also‘ a. light-| 
ning-quick’.im proviser. .as he] 
demonstrated ‘in: his. opening line: 
in ‘re the’ two. mirrored posts. near |. 

- the centér. -of the..room:. 

ar chitect. ". 

puzzled: looks, ‘but’ ‘for: ‘the. “most | 
part “Lewis’. people”. ‘didn’t. have [. 
to be. told. about: ‘Stanford - ‘White’ 
and: Evelyn Nesbitt. 

Aside . from - a ‘few - set. pieces.” ‘son's: scattish 
Lewis’ turn. “is “mostly” fresh: and. 

song parodies. ° 

Bennett. is in through. ‘May: 10. io 

_ : 1C razy: Horse. « ‘afe, } ™N W: 

particular “bill. 
‘started “Friday (17). for- indefinite} 

OOM. - ‘than. the: ‘Empire| 
‘that “Marshall | 

“T think |: 
~that Harry-.Thaw: shot: the. ‘WEONg | 

There) werte...a :-few). 

“World: ‘Waiting For Pc Sunrise”. 
and “Alabamy- Bound.’ But, alone, 
“Miss Ford shows vocal limitations, 
‘Tunes are: quiet. ‘and without. real 
punch:. She-. has. eonsiderab!e: aid. 
from ‘brother. Bob: Simmons, whose. | 
dexterity on. the. guitar is an. -asset. . 

_ Shows runs ‘through May. A. 
Dale.” 

“Theodore: Sheila Jordon; - ‘The: 
: “Jack Riley Trio; The Johnny Bog. 

| gen Quartet; $2, admission, . 

ts name: ‘is. the: only thing that. 
‘this - avant-garde. Bleecker: Street 

_ | coffee house has borrowed from. the 
| better-known Parisian Aitery. ‘Dur-. 
‘ing’ most.-of the week owner Frank 
‘Dalia depends’ on . musical. groups}: 
‘for. entertainment, but on Friday- 
Saturday -has_ started ‘policy of an | 
augmented ‘bill. ‘Admission | ordin- 
arily- varies. between $1.50-2:50. de- | 
pending on- cost. and: ‘appeal - -OF a. 

“This -one, awhieh. 

Stay, goes. for ‘Straight. $2.00: 

“Theodore, an Austrian, has Buiit | 
up. ‘a reputation: of . ‘sorts: ‘Over: the |: 
years with his’ mixture. of macabre: 
“and _Satiric: -byplay.. ‘The-impression, | 
this” time’ out, : is’ that- he. has te! 
‘eome ‘the. complete cynic: - There's ; 
nothing ‘light and frothy :in his--re- 
‘marks. although~ quite.’.a - ‘few. of: 

total . cynicism . ‘is .aimed first at: 
himself, ther at. ‘the Test’ 08. the. 
world. 

-Theodore’s: “discussions,” “proad-! 
sides and harangues are deliv ered: 
‘in a thundering. voice _and ‘an in- 
sulting: manner. He attempts: to rub: 
some of the Pangloss. off this: worst ; 
of “all” ‘possible whirls. . Nothing’ 
‘escapes ‘his’ censure and: he doesn't} 
hesitate :to flay the. occasional in-! 
‘nocent: who. tries to--eross: swords ‘ tempting . to’ blast out alone. 
with hii.: His: pet. subject currently lL. 
is. ‘food—he’s'’ against it: 
‘Blues ‘singer’ Sheila Jordan, who 

‘shares, the ‘bill: weekends and. head-| -out, 

‘middle ” 
Phyllis who. géts the lone ‘solo op- 

| You 
empathy: with: the -audience.. 

imix’ up “Miss You Tonight,” “Ain’t 
Misbehavin’,” “Baby: ‘Come: Home,” 
“Things To You. Are”. with . -novel- | 
ties like. the ‘above. impressionistic 
medley. 
land -"Sisters,” 
which, is: their’ settling-downer . until. 
they . take’ off anew, . - They. are at-| 

- uniform: 
‘sheaths, 

jing . -Colemanites, . 
“Mark Monte: Trio: whibs up.a storm. 

(albeit _youngést)-. ‘sister 

portunities.. With, “My Ideal,’””.: in- 
‘cluding. nice‘ impressions.: of. ‘Gar: 
Land. ~ “Clooney, ‘Kitt; “Merman - and 
Satchmo. = 
-From sigh-on. “with “Bewitched” ; 

t6- their signature. signoff. 
there. IS consistent. “Always” 

- They. 

Daddy,’ “Wicked Stage” 
“a -midriff: number, 

tractively” : -“gowned | in. 
and- make - one "Gostume 

change. ‘also ok: 
Besides ‘the - ‘darisapation-compel- 

. the “standard 

lof f tempos in. the relief Sessions.. 
re Abel. 

“Manne. Hole, LA. 
~~“ Bos Angeles;. April 24. 

- Lowis : ‘Bellson - Band - (415):. 

_one- drink: minimum. 

“ Louis . Belson" inanages “(barélyy 
fo. ‘squeeze -himself:.and. 13-.of 14 
j sidemen’ “onto : ‘the’. stage “in:. this. 
small: jazz. boite ° (they. ‘lowered 
Frank. Strazzieri’s 88 from ‘plat-. 
form.to, floor), .and- immediately 
makes. ‘Shelly’: "Manne’s * first’. big 

ba nd.-booking a ‘success. 
‘Only’ physicat ‘problem. is fact 

that ‘trombones (3) are” forced :-to|:? 
istand® off foward wings: 
J edge. -of: ‘the. ‘backdtop,. thus .ren- 
dering: ‘them; almost. inaudible - dur- |. 

Problem can . be -re-| 
-solved: easily by :having -bone man | - 
‘ing solos.” 

walk: to center ‘-stage - before - -at- 

‘cellent, with Bellson-himself. fur- 
 nishing. most of the luster through- }- 

Aside from : iis -simultaneous | 

“May : 

‘$213 
couer weeknights, $2.5 30: weekends; 

_orchestrated . but: no fault of Fraser 
-|:.Maepherson ‘orch’: which «: offers. 
Sood backing” 

-beyond|’: 

, Berns: Rest. St oekholm| 

_.| Stefani: &.- “Andre, Mario © ‘Weber. 
E minimum, 

‘However, ‘overall. ‘sound --is.: ex- Orel $3. 

“Mickey Rooney, Bobbyi Van, ‘Do: on 
AB) S|) oF 

Fraser Macpherson C Qreh (9); $2. ie oa 

his“ Cave debut. lacks in current’ 
.comedic cerebralogy’ it more than | ° 
‘makes. up for in straight entertain-}. |: 
‘ment values. Rooney needs no apol- 

{.ogy-for.-not.. being of the nitery hip. 
_ | school, 

‘His craft. is compounded “Of: “his 
-years.. of - experience as ‘a gifted 
screen performer. and: his: uncanny. 

as Rooney’ S ‘Straight: man. 

Van opens with a. pleasing vocal. , 
“lm Shooting High,” ” before Roon- 
‘ey’s ‘riotous “entrance from .the 

!.audience as. a-snow happy Swedish 
ski. champ. The .way. Rooney’ kids 
His own screen image and the slick 

|| switch. he. uses to- return.on: stage ay |: 
\ ‘himself get: the act off to.a- flying: 

“} start. From here-on the’ ‘pair is’ way, 
2 -out? in front. and romp home | easy 

‘winners in’ the laugh parade. 

18-year. old - ‘Chicago © “songstress. 

ability: to extract: maximum mileage. 
‘from_his visual. ‘drolleries: Comedy, 
L-with ‘its essence of pathos and ‘buf- 
|.foonery, - is-his forte. Bobby Van, ‘aly 
classy” song-and- dance man :in” his |. 
.own right, offers knowing. Support 

Pert and petite, she has lotsa poise 

She sings this. and six. other songs 

entry .. being © her . strong. ‘closer, 
“With “These Hands.” Arrange- 
ments tend: to be a shade over- 

-Shaww,, 

. Stockholm, ‘April 21. 

Oscar ‘Brown Jr. with Floyd: ‘Mor- 
ris at’ piano,.: ‘Les Sexy Girls ‘de 

| Ameri¢an “singer. Osear ° " Brown'| 

Jr., ‘who's making: his nitery - ‘debut. 

Jines it rest of the week; is a-mix-! pedalling of-twin basses,.there’s. aj in: Sweden ‘at’ Berns Restaurant: 
‘ture: of. personal «talent . and pro-! 

Siderable feeling. and style for blues. 
but. her... voice. ‘betrays.:her. when, : 
too. often, she lets’ it wander away 
from: her range: Although. she: can! 
‘sustain: alow note. beautifully; any-! 
‘thing’ in a. medium ‘oF high: ‘range: Joe: 
‘makes “her: voice shake like ‘a. Fat-{ 
‘tling window: blind‘and. take on an: 
unpleasant nasal quality. he 7 
Her -best ‘bits are.a far-out ‘ ‘Am: 

+I -Blue”.: (the: ‘melody. never’ enters}: 
Jinto ‘it)and: her: closer, Milt. -Jack- | 

_, Robe. ae 

new addition ‘to ‘his. hag’ of tricks: 

switches. to . them © briez!y:« during 
: torrid. ‘closer, “Tempo: Di. 
 buri?” 
Solid.-15 ‘minutes... 

. Standout soloists. ‘are. ‘alta: (saxist : 
“trunspeters - Jinmy. 

‘Zito. and Freddy. Hill, ‘with- -bass‘st.! Scene ‘USA” which’ was a. popular |° 

‘serial. when: recently aired: via- 

Maini.~ 

‘Morty .. Corb: -and -88er- “Strazzie-i 

; amply - abetting” Bellson.. in. the 
- rhythmnastics.- ae 

Proupe isin. through May 3.2 
wt od oex.: 

“Bags: Groove.” Ghe’s}. 00: 
supported ‘beautifully by the Jack|. 

new. The. subjects: are -the. same—: Riley. Trio. ‘whenever .they find -her|. 
booze, politics: and broads—but. -he| singing in the samé key .:'she. ‘has Le 
‘always comes up: with’ new: slants,: requested: Two shows nightly. with |- 
including | several - new. and clever | the house." band, Johnny. Boggen’s| extremely. well. at this: Ralph :Wat-’ 

| Quartét,. ‘filling before-between. and} kins ° hospice. 
If: Lewis. is. to. be faulted at ali after show: periods. 

“Basia St. East: N 5 Ye 
=" (FOLLOWUP). - 

The femme " hyp- 
Rotist” is ° “being. held.. over. as” fhe: 

- 

Tamt: 

in’ .which : he’: wails” for a: 

“Pat: Collins. seems tobe. ‘doing’ | 

| scores easily: with a- ‘songbag. that 
‘fessional limitations..She. has - con-::—sticks : With ‘rattles ‘attached. “He )tazel,”” among. others. - ‘He * also- 

includes: “Forbidden ‘Fruit’ . -and™ 
wins.’ top . audience- -reaction ‘with | 
“Mr, Kicks” and: “New. Born. Child;” an 

Although ‘this is. Brown's’ first. 
Visit. to. ‘Sweden, he's’. not..an’ un- 
‘known | there for he hosted: “Jazz 

Swedish TV: Show helped. make. 
“yp his: name familiar: among’ Swedes. 

Rounding. out: -the bill, which is. 
1 in until May. 15, is a ‘Frerich ‘ballet 
‘tagged Les: Sexy. Girls de. Stefani 
-& ‘Andre. 

| .arpers: but they're: : ‘onstage : for. 
Troupe —has © ‘talented. 

only... one... danee routine.- Unit 
would benefit ‘through more “show. 
‘time... 
plies brisk dansapation. . 2-Wing. . 

at . 

| for’ one so :young on the nitery ‘elr- 
:{ cuit but had-a disclick-a few ‘sea-' 
‘sons--back. with “Pink Shoelaces.” 

of: surprisingly- varied range, ‘best 

i 

1. 

‘Mario Weber's:. orch™ “sup-. 

| Harry Nofal;' al 
produced .and staged. by: Jack En-. coe | 
tratter;. choreography, Renne Stu-....: 

‘stage’ @irection. by ‘Harold Poe 
Dobrow; $5. minimum. : on 
art; 

‘ his.. tv’ fiaseo 

-some freshies. | 

“values... 

for May, y oe 

_Westenden ‘April 29,1 1964 im 

Sands. Eas. Vegas 
_ Las. Vegas, April 22. 

Jerry Lewis, Four Step: Bros., 
‘€opa: Girls -. 

Jerry 

came from:  St.: ‘ Louis, 

latter. is-an effective ‘duet. he- does 

~ os aged wre te 

. we an . . . 

S(1ZY Es es 

with a taped Mel ‘Torme,?.and ‘a~ °° 

charming “‘Thank* Heaven. For’ Lit- 

- Lewis, “staits his’ atest ae 
Sandsession” with” ay ‘discussion:- OF Fro, 

he . did’ things he _.- 
| couldp’t. do, according to the spon- -- 
sors, and. although most of the mail ~ 

‘nobody’... 
watched’.the show: there; according .-. 
to. :the Tatings).. and ‘piles. Up. the es | 
ryocks, °. <5. 8 

Lewis, a ‘potent: member of: Taiek De 
-|Entratter’s stable,--had-. first-night-" nee] 
‘ers: with -him-.while reviving some: . | 

“yof his best.- bits and - ‘introducing’ oe 
Outstanding ‘among 

tle Girls” song and: darice-number.. 
he contribs. after telling of his six --~..} 
sons—he’s. joined. by: two. beguiling. =. 
‘dancing . dolls -who. can’t “be more. “ow 
than: six Lor seven: years. -old: 

biz, -balances ‘bill. . 

* Duke. 

Nugget, Sparks’ 
. Sparks,. Ney., April. 23... 

Sergio , -Franchi, . 

(17),. 

$2: minimum second show.” 

with: both genders: 

chi exudes .- a. magnetism, -coupled: 
‘| ‘with: the powerful voice, that: makes, -_ 
‘him a natural for. ‘any situation. . 

Cohen; -always in. great form; 5 
|. hasn't: played - ‘this area-for about. — 

_— five. years, ‘and. audience’ ‘response ae 
‘indieates : he’s" ‘been : ‘missed... As: a: 
storyteller. ‘he’s in ‘a: class’ “alone; 
ditto -for’ his material. ‘Accenting”.— 
his’ humor. with: ‘studied physiog-*”- 
omy: .and .a: : sometimes drooping 
eyelids, - he wins ‘continuing. and. 
‘sustained yocks as he: covers: such’. -- 
‘diversified areas as- nudism,. Afri--.-:. 
‘can safaris, suburbia, femme hab-...- 
its, ‘psychiatry. and ‘religion. AS "2. 

| dialectician. he’s the master, par- = 
ticularly. -with. the Yiddish -.yarns.... ”. 
_His ‘stories: reflect human naturé,. ** 

are. held. to’..the. common level, | 
touch. on: the’ mores. of.. Various:.- - 
| ethnic’groups.:’ Some® are familiar,.. 
-but.: with: Cohen’s : Way ..of telling °.-§ 
‘they lose none’ of. the -risibility:.. ® 

Tabler: reaction’ strongly. -- 
suggests. Cohen's | dates-in.the .% 
Reno-Tahoe: area shouldn't. be: $0. =| 
-infrequent. His local: following: -is. 
big ‘and loyal. ©. re 

Pearl Bailey, Enzo ‘Stuarti dotted ai 
er . Long..-. 7 

“Louw: Brown. at: the: 88° ‘conducts oe 
the Antonio Morelli. orch. (32): and...: : 

| Lewis drummer, Bill: Richmond, AS 
aboard: - a 

‘The Four Step’ Bros:, "probably v3 
the most imitated terp team. in the:. .¢:. 

~The: dancers. oof 
blend: comedy: into their. fast Toute... | 
tines, . and ‘pull heavy applause. with | 7 
their: famed “Beat” bowoff... ~ 

an “Myron. Cohen, a of 
f George Arnole. Singers & Dancers. 

Foster. Edwards Orch. (12); ae 

Sergio “Fratichi’s. masterful. “wag oq 
-with a song’ and Myron ‘Cohen’s :~ ae 
‘masterful “way . ‘with - a-Story:is aS-...°° 

-._-gurance of class: entertainment for: _| 
this. two-week. stanza-at. John. As- * jf 
‘Cuaga’s. Nugget. It’s a repéat date ~ -- 
in the Circus Room for Franchi,“a.:... 
debut, for Cohen. ‘Either name: on. OD 
the. marquee’ ‘portends . ‘boffo - “bo, 
“but both. together. makes a sure bet _ 
for. full. houses. ; 

. Since Franchi’s.. ‘first - -outing ‘here: ; 
Jast- summer he’s. polished his stage: 

_ | demeanor, : Jearned...to work..in a™.. 
| more. relaxed’ ‘style, and: displays oo 
more savvy in. ‘communication. 7 
‘He’s. pro all the: way-and. sells his _ 
‘wares ‘with full authority. Unerring™ 
onthe -vocalistics—in ‘any range— __. 
-he -has_ smartly.’ paced. his. catalog, | 
to cover all: areas. | ree 

‘. Be -it- ‘with: ‘only piano accomp: ors. 
backed. by:. the rich ‘arrangements. -: -f 
played “by- Foster. Edwards’ -well-": | 
rehearsed ‘music . men, : 
showcases . a: remarkable. ‘talent..- 

-. Bill: opener is Dodie ‘Stevens; “ant: ‘Tenor’s © big .. full - tones—at. ‘times .°. 
emotion packed—give* new . inter-. . _ 
‘pretations ‘to. ‘such _ numbers. as.: 
“Tell. Her That .- eve: Her,” 
“Marta,” “Non Dimenticar,” ‘‘Ma- . 
ria”. (done with self-accomp. guitar. | 
only) and “I. Wish: You. Love.”-...:.  * 
‘Big ‘exit is “Al’ Di. La,” which. . 

wins . attention. normally ‘reserved a 
for a-concert hall..-Singer’s. rugged. a 
good looks’ enhances. ‘his - ‘appeal -~- 

_There’s -just’ :... 
‘enough humor inthe act to bridge” ~ 
_the ‘vocal: offerings;: and for added” ©. 
“diversity he..throws in-a bit..of -.- 

| terping. On .some titles he: goes’ oe 

bilingual: with Italian. lyrics. . Frans. -:: 

Franchi: 

: Holdover. Renne.. Stuart. ‘produc--. .. & 
Lion featuring fine baritone ‘Harry... - 

| Nofal’and the dozen Copa. lovelies, = 
- is the curtain-raiser.: ~-. Det, 

: Alan King. returns here May. 13. oo 



en 

"7 

: (8); 
orchestra. (16). Cover,. ‘$5- $6. 

-a low-ceilinged room like the Hotel. 
. 7Americana’s. ‘Royal. ‘Box .the -result. 
-“:-. fsn’t music, ’ 

. musicians who regularly work. ‘with . 
ginger: Peggy. ‘Lee plus;the 16-piece o 
. Lee.Evans - house -band ‘turned: its’}: 

_Weinedey, ‘April 29,1 1964 

7 clicks ‘as’. 
authentic: Gaucho Tomp. : -.. Singer- | 
‘dancer Mary: Demos is.an. attractive 

Americana, Ns. ¥. mo 
Degoy Lee; Jack. Del Rio Combo 

Richard: ‘Faster; Lee™ ‘Evans : asset’ as. leader of the pulchritude. 
: 2 }parade.” The ~ ofiginal. music’ is. 

--+..{ pleasantly -: appropriate. ~” It. was: 
"when. you: put 21 musicians into composed,' ‘arranged, and_ is “‘di-|- 

it’s noise.. The five both ‘provocative: and:. tasteful; rare 
by..Madame Germaine. ; 
:“Viola! . Les- Femmes!” is booked 

full decibels ‘on for. the overture for. ‘indefinite run." ° Dukes: Lt 

a performer. ‘during’ anf 

tected’ by ‘George. Hernandez. with. 
‘his: 11-piece orch. ~ The- castumes,’ 

“warble: with - ‘the. best’ of them and 
this: has Jong been: musical history. + 

She’s‘.a:.mistress of rhythm and: al-from Houston has vocal-equipment| 
|) considerably. better than many of 
his -thin-voiced, . merely” -hip_ con-. 
_temporaries and he may. prosper on. 

; o €ral. _scenes,. 

Monday (27) and ‘it, must have, been | - 
peard at the Fair. Fortunately, Miss’ 7 

Lee. chose to ‘stick: .to.“her . own. | 
group with .occasional : boosts. from. | 

_ various -small: segments | Of ‘the |. 

Evans’: aggregation. for most. ‘of: her |. 

‘musical underscoring. To 

‘Miss: Lee ‘is. a canary Whe - ‘ean 

10% “proféssional. « That :. means; 
‘-of course, 

‘of heart - she : “does | her ~familiar | 
standbys. Some | of “her: elaborate. 
“arrangements, which wuld be Het-, 
ter. suited: to a: -concert-type: presen- | 
: tation, .sound. a° bit -trickv.-in: this-| 

. - dinery-winery, ‘such as “Her. eom-. 
plicated ‘variation - on “Make Bos 
‘Jieve,” -but- “there “.are’. enough 
straightforward: and: sincerely sung 

: offerings: to please the. most” Me | 
-“ manding Lee. fan... 

For her: opening ‘ shaw. Monday 1 
2%), she’ was over generous, scme |. 
90- plus ‘numbers taking’ the ‘show. 
“past: 11-p.m. Sheil undoubtedly -be |. 

_ more. conservative ‘during. the. rest’: 
‘of. her -4-week *. engagement: “Hus- 

Hand Jack. Del-: Rio: conducts ‘with: 
_aplomb. Lee’ Evans takes - over’ the. 
house: group for. ‘dancing. © 

“Although. most: of her offerings | 
are’ ‘comparatively: new.. 

the: demands. of - restless. residents 
- she ineluded-plenty of. fast’ rhythm. 
and” Jump tunes: but, 2s. ‘always, she 

<... comes. on. strongest witha .hush- 
“ abye. :pallad.. Somé: of the. faithful: 
would ” shave w elcomed :a: bit: _more 

“blu es.- 
During ° a “elown” * Set,: she. is: 

joined onstage. by ‘son-in-law: Rich-. 
“ard Foster, whose s2d-faced- clown 4. 
“makeup: and. limited ‘mime bit in. 

_ the “cramped ‘space: added* nothing. 
~.and could well be dropped—or give | 
. him more room to: ‘operate. For: the.t ann 
--sake :of -pace’ and. «impatient. cus-'| 
‘tomers, Miss Lee would be wise to. ” 
cut thé between-songs chatter to- al 
minimum, She’ s not: good at it. 

- 7 Robe. 

“New. Frontiers Lvs. 
‘Las. Vegas, April 22. : 

Dancers...(10); ‘Nudes’ (8), 
: Hernandez: - ‘Orch. - (11); 

George 

“Alan. ‘Smith; - choreography; -Eber 
- Lobato; . lighting, | : 
“lander, $5: minimum. 

The: new. niidie - revue . in” the 
Venus Room, “produced ‘ by | 

‘= technical: -boo-boos.. 

flaws, and: “Viola! . 

‘tion of -the others: in; Las ‘Vegas, 
— but at least it hints. to those inter-. 
“ested that there..are nudes. on deck 

_» sin this case‘eight, atid all of.them- 
The*.10.:girl-daneers aré 

-,also_:lookers; and ‘highly talented. 
-in the terp: department, guided ‘with: 

_ by: “ choreographer. - Eber 
Dance patterns are .color- 

- ful, exciting; and: spearheaded. by: 

~Jltiscious. ° 

"finesse . 
- -Lobato.. 

the. show’s. star Nelida,. who.- is :€x- 
"_ceptionally: ‘beautiful in face. and 
figure,” 

‘Comedy. often” missing. in. pro- 
_-duetions ‘suchas this, is present, in | 
~ just. the right proportion. : --Ventril- 
-oquist Dick Weston, technically, one 
‘of: the .best’.voice-tossers and..visu-|' 
. ally: funny: with his ‘Aunt. Martha”: 
and Clarence” assistants; also’ has}: 

_-|.there’s Alii - Noa’s twirling. ‘of °.a: “audience-pleasing ‘dialog: 
‘ Additional "laughs - “commie; - from: 

- team . ‘of “Pierce &: Dante, in one: 
‘ndrionette skit’ consisting “Of. sev-. 

“and - -another ‘where: 
they: appear as surgeon. and.- nurse 
‘with ‘a “Frankenstein: monister-type 
“Patient who ‘winds up. ‘mouthing 
Rouis Armstrong’s : “Hello, ‘Dolly! 

- Niek : Navarro “scores handliy. in, 
is ‘dance: numbers with. ‘Ne ida; 

ahd dance. ‘deviser “Lobato . : BISOy. =. 

. minimum. 

‘that ‘when.some of ‘her. 
selections aren’t really worth it, ‘she . 

ee ‘still: gives. ‘them, the-:same.: amount |: 

pay Jay. Day’ Out! ”. 

Miss: Lee. 
* prinkied ‘the: bill “with | “several: 
. items with which she: is identified I 
'_.“NManana,’”” “Why ‘Don’t’ You. Do| 
Rhee (but no ‘longer ala Benny- 
Goodman) and “Fever.” Bowing. to: -Young,’ 

|.Bailey” and “Bye Bye’ Black Bird”. 
-and’ ‘hitting. her best -stride with 

‘| compelling: treatment: ‘of “Irma: -La j. 
in: what: 
_(French- 

gimmick: ‘providing — at: 
needed peg’ on-which to’ hang’ her 

Douce.”" 

“produced, 
and ‘directed . by. Bill Turner’ -and. 

‘D anny ‘Stadt: ‘Associates, . 
- room, ‘as well: as the’ Forum, Four. 
| Seasons . and . other. posh: s pots. 
‘scores’ with. the delicacies. and.|: 
drinks... The floor. entry. ‘produced . 
‘and. directed: ‘by Tony. Cabot, also, 

‘Bill. 
“Turner . and. “Alan. ‘Smith, ‘had. more |: 
than its share. of” opening» night: 

-A few: nights |." 
of sharpening ‘should ‘clear. up- the}: © 
curtain, ‘lighting, and: elevator. stage- 

-Les:‘Femmes!”- 
= could. develop into a crowd magnet. 

- Fhé: title is. tnisledding. in that! 
ths not a: French show in.the. tradi-. 

rendition -of.: 
one of the gals. giving, the number. 
a hula workover, As. g000: - 

‘Sam ~. ‘Makia.: ‘Islanders 

“Xe  Liede ‘Club, LA. 
"Los Angeles; ‘April 22. 

_ Mike Dees; Ondine, . ‘twodrine 

Ta “ornitholoziéal “circles. singer’ 
Mike: ‘Dees ‘might ‘be. classified as’ 
a “head-bobbing- finger - “snapper, .a. 
species -with.. which: the- - woods | . 
‘abound. Yet this: 22-year-old. belter. 

‘this: ‘basis.. 
- Dees, ‘making his L. A. nitery bow: 

here, . is: paited: -with the: wistful, 
talk-singing. femmie,. ‘Ondine.. 
is’-in for ‘two weeks, . Dees. ‘gets | 
maximum. ‘value out of stich swing- 
ers as “Time:After Time,’ “You; 

anid: 

He: Jeans: om 
the -Night. ‘and ‘the. Music;”: 

ingly. ‘always ; ‘in. reserve: | 
“Dees sang, much: of the’ Set. caught 

‘with: a hand.mike, ‘most of the time: 
pushing ‘it.-out“ of range _of.: his| ° 2° 
vocal: ecresceridas, : ‘though. . some- | 
-timés . Teaving’ it a mite. close ‘and |. 
shaking ~his- ‘audience, “Incas “chirb 
this . small ‘it, might - De wise to 

‘Withal, singer hasan: avoid: this. 
infectioiis . Sincerity ‘and handles 
minimal. :. between-songs:: ; chatter; 
‘well. 
“Ondine: browses: ‘amiably- ‘Ainong| 
“River Seine.” “Two. Sleepy. Peo- 

“When: World Was} 
accelerating’ for: 

ple”. - and 

‘She: talk-sings 
she.. “ealls’ : .“Fren-lish”. 
English), 

low-pressure | -act.- Her - little-girl 
‘Kookiness’ is’ fine.as.far. as-it goes,. 

; bass-playing - : but she needs: ‘something . more. 
“Backing both singers is “Jack | 

Smalley - on bass.and Ron. Phillips’ 
on. piano. hey: do i a first-rate Job: 

| Fess. 

_Mapela,.. - Leimomi; 
Sam. -Makia- Island: 

of the Hotel: ‘Lexington. One is the | 
‘show ‘with its’ South’ ‘Seds motif. 
‘aind.: the other is the menu. with:| 
its ~ Polynesian: fare: Restaurant-} 

‘which’. operates 

fills. the bill:. 

. Neola. Beamer + aged: ‘the: dancés:. 
handles the ‘introes' and also. ‘does . 
well ‘in. the :vocal.. department:. His 

“Manhattan,” -with 

A savvy with: such rumbers-: as: “Deep. 
| Purple” .. and .-“Malaguena.”. 
Yanagi, a’ Japarése. Jass; :-makés 
‘a- comely. appearance and. exhibits . 
a ‘pleasant: voice;..winding ‘ip her: 

--Teiko - 

‘stint. ‘nicely ‘with: Musetta’s Waltz 

from; ‘‘La Boheme.” .. 
In a ~ more’: -frenzied - ‘tempo, 

flaming . ‘knife anid - the.. ‘rapid-fire’ 
swiveling of the.-daneers in :sev-: 
eral: numbers. | “The: audience... _par- 
ticipation. bit: in- ‘which those -at- 
‘tables “are. brought:-to. the floor*.to 
‘join in the. “shaking: “has | obvious: 
appeal. 

‘The. Phil ‘Wayne’ Orch’ ‘and. ‘the: 
“play: for 

dancing and ‘back’ the. show. : 
, ea Jess. 2 

“Bill " 

me May 8 

‘Bill. 

‘Wawait jan Reem. | N. ye 
“Gems - Of. “the South ‘Pacific, 2 

: ‘produced ; ‘and. directed’ by-T.ony 
-} Cabot; with Keola.Beamer; Teiko: 
- Yanagi; « Dennis ‘Regor;’. Alii “Nea, | 
. ‘| Mapuana, 

.| hau, Healani;. - oe ‘i Voila! “Les: Femmes!” nal 22 ers, ‘Phil ‘Wayne Orch;: $2. caver. 

_Nelida; with. Dick ‘Weston, Pierce.|. * 
—& Daente,- Nick | Navarro, -Lobato 

‘Ke--. 

There. are “two areas: of. cater’ 
‘ttainment ‘at. the ‘Hawaiian ‘Room: |} 

the:|"" 

: “Gems. of. ‘the: ‘South: pacifie” |. 
may be. somewhat. of an overstate- 
ment ‘of the: ‘presentation, but -the 
‘show. has’ the. necessary . ingredi-_ 
“ents to please the room’s clientele: 
There’s a‘ fire. dance, hip-weaving. 
by: - eye-filling.. wahines, - ukulele: : 
playing, singing, and. aiidience: par-: 
ticipation: in .a- “hula-styled. hee: 
‘down. ° 

‘Hotel Reosevelt. N. O-: 
.New..Orleans, Apri 24. 

: Buddy ‘Greco, ‘Brothers Kim ‘( 3): 
Leon ‘Kelner: : Orch;- $2.50 ©  week- 
night: minimum,’ $4. ‘Sats. a a 

: Buddy: ‘Gireco™ brings - a. potent. 
‘voral: charge - ‘to’ Seymour : Weiss’ 
plush, Blue: Room. He: has a rous- 
jing - way with-a tune and - scored. 
‘iw his initial outing here. Thursday’ 
‘night * (23) - “with | as well-planned 
songalog. : ao 

Pa ae Ae 

only. displays ' vocal 

“Lady: ‘Ts A‘ Tramp.” 
hefty : palm-pounding... 

Opening: the. new ‘layout. are ‘the. 
Brottiers © Kim, : “male - counterparts. 
‘of. the ‘Korean: Kim ‘Sisters, who. 
‘preceded - then . -by-: ‘a. few : ‘weeks. 
Youngsters. ‘are: “accomplished. - 

“Bows: “off. to 

rock ‘and - roll “and folk “tunes, «as | 
well. as pops:and. avergreens; They |’ 
also: stand ‘out in a clever gun drill-, 
dance. routine. 

‘the show. ‘and ‘providing the::dance’ 
music . for the: ‘ankle - bending. ‘SeS- 
sions.. ae . 

. tio “weeks. “until 
woe el) Live: 

Show Fons” 

“Bimbo's ‘365; se 
San. Francisco, April 24° 

“Voila: ‘Les. 
“Rex Castle, 
ic $2. 50,| 

“The: Vv agabonds, 
Folies of 1964”. (36), 
‘Roy: Palmer Orch (9)5, 
cover. ee 

~ Smooth, - yelaxed "professional, 
ism is .-the- forte . of. The: -Vaga- 

| bonds.” The four: amiable.’ ‘guys and |- 
‘a. doll. of -a..gal ‘singer. boff ‘their | 
way. through ‘a: longish turn 40-1 
50 -minutes) “without” a: ‘slow ‘spot. 
They” make it look easy,.: but: Ahe+t 
end. result. is “obviously. the. prod- 
uct ‘of: careful: rehearsal. © 

- The - Italianate influence. ‘is big | 
‘<melodiously,: asin a fine “Lazy. 
River.” -Or -wacky, as. ‘in the .Ital-} 
jan -vérsion “of. :“NicNamiara’s: 
‘Band’? —“a. little . Arish: ‘Song: Our ‘ 
‘fathers taught. us -when they .came’ 

- Bratfaller, 
and .comic. 
The: : “Jeader, : : guitar-strimming | 

singer . Dominick .Germano, -. pro- 
‘vides ‘the: careworn. foil for- Natali, | 
‘but the: entire group kibitzes,: with | 
good: ‘material, too... Singer ‘Bobbie. 
Boyle, ‘a diminutive - -dark-haired- 
girl, "scores ‘on a. richly. toned 
treatment_of- “I ‘Remember. You:’ 7. 
‘She. ‘also: doubles on. the «vibes. . 

Holdovers ‘include: the big -pro-. 
‘duction numbers, with lead- dancer. 
Vicki Durant: and - singer: “Evana, 

his--“‘little people,” the little: peo- 
-ple | 
-and-“even .a ‘stripping: ‘puppet. :Roy 

‘the. packing: ae 
_, Rusty. Draper ‘opens. ‘May. 3: 

Tyree Glenn: Jt., Imperials :(5), 

bert; $2-$2. 50: cover. 

day, ‘and - especially on. weekends 
when va: two-drink:: bar. minimum 
prevails, the: joint is. jammed. ‘with: | 
stompers, .the:. ‘balance. of. whom 
‘seems. ‘to be .younig:) New Jersey}. 
intellectuals. (name.- any ‘hit: ‘disk, | 
they'll tell: you’ what’s’ on: the: other ’ 
Tside).- -shooting the.,N. J.-N. Ye age 
gap to: get their. Kicks’ ‘in, the ‘State: 
where | teenagers | can: + Juice: Up as 
well as. dance... 

cand. ‘echo. while. . ‘getting ‘in-a few 
jazz and ballad licks. In” ‘the: trend: 

| of .r&r groups to: give the. big’ beat. 
a big :-‘sound, the -Imperials' ‘have: 
whamming: drums and.wired organ’ 
with. Tony . Bartlett .on- the: former: 
and. ‘Steve. ‘Shedan on. the latter.: 
“New. guitar:man, Charles “Huighes, | 

formerly : with the - Drifters. vocal |. 
group, © -adds :' a: ‘lot: of. class... ‘with 
‘some | solid | rhythm. & ‘bhiés : and |- 
jazz. ‘Sounds, He! also ‘takes - an- oc- 
casional fine ballad. vocal. turn with: 
‘echo.-effect—-holding thé last high | 
‘ote, Jong enough to stop ‘the dance ; 
floor: shakes, which is.'some. trick. 

- Wayne. - ‘Bartlett ; ‘handles :: the 
‘Shouting ‘r&r vocals and» ‘punches. 
up. the beat with tambourine. Glenn: 

~-lis. on tenor‘ sax.. -Group : ‘has some. 
‘| good special ‘material, such: asthe 

: ‘Appearing twice’ “nightly, he. “wot | Aland ‘ison. Sax. and emcees. and: 
agility. but | Denny. Lenoux is’ on. ‘guitar... “All 

comes: up with: some peppery : piano: wail together | on. the r&r vocals. ~ 
playing. © - Most impressive :of. the}... 

|: Greco repertoire ‘are’. “Around the | tion...on-.the’ premises more: often 
World,” “Let : There: Be Love” cand | than ‘not during: the last: year, takes 

playing an. assortment. of instru! 
tments, being equally. at-home with] . 

- Yeon .Kelner’s “jnusieal crew: “does. 

froin Italy, ‘said. Dino. Natali, the | = 
tnimie we 

and. Rex Castle,” ‘puppeteer, . ‘with |: 

including a’ singing : - puppet | 

Palmer's: nine-man orch Provides 

_Teude Heller’ S.. Ne Y¥. 

Swinging . trip - uptown ..on«. the Af 
train. since Duke’ Ellington. 
Harvey Kaye's: ofay - ‘Quint ‘has’ a 

‘vibrating beat ‘that would: shatter. 
a the ‘Texas. Pavilion at . the New J. 

-York World’ Ss. -Fair.. Trude. Heller’s, . 
however, was ‘built’ in the : days: 
when. they.. made’ them. for: keeps, 
and. the walls-only hum: ‘This boom-. ing. 
ing -effect. :is created by: Kaye on 
!organ and .Dave Oliver on fender. 
bass: chording: ‘together. while .Tom-: 
my Trie booms the drums. Ronald. 

‘a vo¢al' -turn- each. set ‘with the 
Imperials. She combines. solid sight 
“values | with hip projection and “a 
shouting r&r vocal . style. that has | 
not lost- all: ‘tracés: of. the’ ‘Treligioso | 
and blues. origins.. —_ “Bill. 

‘Stadler-Hilton,. Dallas * 
- - Dallas, ‘April 25... 

“Meoily ‘Bee,: Don: Ragon. ‘Orch 
110);. . 92. 50-$3, cover . ne 

“Molly: ‘Bee's first local. date” aus, 
urs’ a. bi: ‘fortnight. for the plush 

its ustial | topdrawer. ‘job: in: ‘cutting |. gurs a. Room. where. ‘the comely 

‘songstress | bowed” Friday. (24) “be-"- 
{fore a’ big’ crowd * sprinkled - “with: 
y cldsters—obvieusly. country & west- 
porn. faris. ‘The. pony-tail: hairdo and 
+ frilly: cocktail: dress’ are’ ‘visual. alds. 
_as.the. capable- ‘canary ‘satisfies both 

| latterday’ pops. eke and-pop music aficionados. 
| Perched ona stool and. plucking 
‘guitar, Miss’ Bee.. quickly ‘gets aud} 

| rapport, . kidding: Herself. with. a 
twang and offering: ‘oatunes, an: aud 

“Gotta. “Travel On” |. 
f. -and ‘a. tribute to:the late ‘Hank Wil-} 

participation 

‘liams.-with: “Your. Cheatin’ Heart” 
for lusty.: palm. praise.. -.) ~ 

Departing: ‘the rustic: rhythms, 
.she. exhibits fine’ pipés ina straight 

“Fools | “Rush. in,” ‘ang. 

‘English: * to lyrics: .of-/“In:: Other 
Words” ‘to build Jmitting’ and. “begs | 
i off. with a rousing:.“Strike Up the 
“Band”. _after_a boff 40-minute: ‘stint. 

- Don- ‘Ragon’s “house band. ‘gives! 
‘ flawless. ‘showbacking, and fills they 
‘floor for terp sessions. “ Bark. 

"OK ive-Spot,.1 NS ys 

{. Quartet; $3 minimum, 

\?-¢ comédy or. jazz: bill. ‘these nights. 
Saxman’ Sonny: Rollins, like’ the 

”-| Beatles: ‘has a.-wild ‘hair cut,- But,. 
instead ‘of -a girlish. bob, his. is. a 
‘fieree Mohican strip ‘right down the 
middle. of the. scalp. And; like: Miles 
‘Davis, ‘Rollins ‘these. days. is given 

stroiling. around ‘the cabaret. 
But; unlike: Davis, Rollins. takes 

‘his horn: -along: and. blows ‘while he 
- |strolls. The. effect: is. stunning—in: 

i Dik: -| the literal. sense of the word. Only 
= ae oe Occasionally doés:Rollins’;horn wax]: 

ddyrical : in, the style: he employed |. ~- 
-| when he-.came back on ‘the ‘scene. 
| aftera two-year layoff. for. contem- 

Hatvey Kaye Quintet, Bertha’ Col: :} Blation. 

He. .-blows. Jong. instru- 

while. - 

playing i is in order with. Rollins. His 
driving,” “bop. -drummer- -Roy.__ ‘Me- |. 
Curdy; helps" the - far out. stuff -to 
some degree. Ron. Carter is on bass. 
Rolen: ‘Kirk also. likes: to ‘clown; 

Sag7' -music - than. ‘novelty. in - his 
performance: Standouts in a color- 
ful. ‘and’. varied. set-.are. “Berkshire: 
Blues,” ,on ‘whieh Kirk. does a fine: 
vocal": 
singer” style, - and. 

“NIGHT cus. REVIEWS 

| original “Subway wobble,” the first | | 

Bertha: Colbert, a ‘Helier institu- |" 

It is hard. to: tell when. ‘Rollins’ ‘is. 
| béing- comic. and: when he’s being. 

| ae + Serious. 
Trude. Heller’s S. “continues ‘to: bel 

the: ‘Greenwich | ‘Village. ‘¥oek’n’ :-roll |. 
‘flagship. ‘Most any: night. ‘but Mon--| 

mentals: that’ sound: like some kind 
of: a parody .of Ornette Coleman, 

| the plastie sax non-objectivist. Then’ 
a‘ standard will start to swing, but 
wind. somewhere ‘ in the abstract—| | 
with ‘Rollins _ Wandering . all” the. 

He started ‘one set. in- a black. 
slouch hat and ‘black. coat, blowing 
-away' while. sitting at. ‘an: empty 
table.- behind: the -bandstand.: At 
‘little fun wouldn' t hurt any. of. the. 
grind . ‘modern :: Jazz: -sets played 

--Paround -to ‘but a* little: straight 
: Tyree ‘Glenn. Jes: sa “vet of the 

| one wn, a: e straig 

I + predinetssheads ‘the bill in -a long: 
a (stand: Quint -eontinues -to grind 

tout the: -boomehuck loud and clear:. 

put’ his hip ségue sallies are easily 
identified: and. actually funny: ‘Kirk |. 
‘is-“blind “and apparently lives: in a 
world: of sound. ‘that ‘le’ :projects: 
‘through his many. instruments. with 

; great effectiveness, He: plays :tenor 
sax, Stritch, flute;-.nose .flute’ and 
a- number. of: other: off-beat. instru- 
-ments—sometimes three. ata time. *’ 
‘But there “is.:much “more: . -good:|. - 

‘in : Musician. _rather- than: 
“Hip . _Chops,”’* 

‘which: he ‘intros’ with: sharp . wit]. 
Athe’ hip chops—lips—are -his): and. 
which. has. a -briltiant ‘flute-stritch: 

Jsola,’ ed Be Bil 
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. Patti: Page (with Rocky Cole); _ 
‘| Meyer. Davis. Orch: conducted by A 

Emery Davis, | Horace’ Diaz: Orch; 
$4-$5° ‘minimum. | ’- 

Patti ‘Page is’ an: ‘infrequent visi- 
tor to. New York cafes. ‘It’s * prob. 
able that ‘she has eschewed: ecom- 

.into’ ‘town until. ‘conditions. . 
were just right for. her. Her: bow .° 

Waldorf-Astoria’ SoS: at ..the -Hotel 
Empire. ‘Room seemed to come 
‘under a set: of fortuitous: circum-. 
stances. | 

‘There’ 5 lotsa. business. floating 
around from World’s Fair visitors - 
‘and the city is. jumping: with con- 
ventionis: Perhaps the first ‘mani- 
festations of ‘spring. bring ‘on a 

yond. that: area. 

Miss ‘Page. seems to. ‘dwell. on 
old as -well as latterday ‘tunes. In. 
‘all thes@ endeavors she. voices 
“basic: feelings .without neglecting. 
people | ‘of sophistication. She goes” 
‘in for hill country tunes, folk and | 

She © makes . -the 
round of any emotions and 
touches all bases.. Her conductor, 
‘Rocky Cole, also chimes in . with: . 
‘song to. provide an aura of. ‘gaiety.. 7 

- The - . Meyer = Davis Oreh.. cone. 

Jose. « 

| Golden, Reno 
--Reno, . April 24. 

“Flapper’ Follies”. ‘with Elsa &. 
Waldo,.. Vespia Bros. (2), Vega 
‘Maddux, Don Staiton, Golden: Girls 

- John . ‘Carleton - Orch: 0; ot 10), 
NO: “cover, nto minimum. 

. Barry Ashton has produced many. 
.,| Shows at the Golden for. bossmen 

“} Bill. and. Jim: Tomerlin, and in. this 
. di ti ——f “a 9° 

}- Sonny. Rollins. Trio, Rolen Kirk. edition—tagged “F lapper . Follies”. 
~—he has. another sure. winner. The 

“| first two shows nightly are always 

" : a sellouts, the th “It-is sometimes hard: to. teil’ Fra e third almost capacity. 
this - ‘eastside ... ‘Greenwich | Village 
home.-of the hip: ‘sounds is featuring. 

_Accenting. the -Roaring 20s; 
‘opener is a razzle-dazzle affair with 
dancers making -a. shreiking intro 
from among. tablers. From there on‘. 
it’s -a swinging session, laced. with 
comedy, song; and dance—and. a 
generous display. of the epidermis. 

| by the four shapely nudes and. the” 
six equally eye-appealing . dancers 

to. disappearing.from': the; band | #9. four-production numbers. 
stand’ during a: erformance. and] 

A g Ry -ductions. is one themed “Bird in a 
Gilded . Cage, ” with Don Staiton. 

vocal 

“Most. impressive ‘of ..the . pro- 

showing: his *- exceptional 
talents. on. titles including. names of 
birds:as the girls strut in feathered 
costumes. to enhance the the ope 

spot, “Elsa. &: Waldo, in featur. 
spoof ballet. in. slow motion while 
maintaining ~ perpetual. oversized -. 

-“Lsmiles..Two also show - inventive 
legomania . that’s’ .of their .own 
origin. Act:is on. the plus side for. 
visual. appeal, not only for the:terp 
bits’.and. mugging. but. for. male’s 
skimpy suiting ‘and femme’s ruffled 
panties. ' 

' Vespia Bros.; ‘familiar from. prior 
outings in. this area, have changed . 
‘the -act ‘little.-One- brother: makes 

| intro from audience, ‘dropping ‘tray 
as. partner. tries to do- a. straight 
operatic aria’ .on ‘stage. Two. make. 
‘with “impressive style. in vocal 
tandem, but:seldom play it straight 
all the way. Deletion of the vintage 
‘lines and. gags, ‘addition of. new: 

‘ducted by Emory. Davis hits the” 
tight note. in. providing. a: tuneful 

| background. Horace Diaz. rolls. out . 
the Latin relief. Per usual, Louis: 
Siccardi ‘presides: at the. tape: gracé-~ 

repertoire, scoring with “Anytime,” fully, a 
“Left My. 

Heart-in: San. Francisco.’ ” Ahead all} 
“the: way, shapely ‘¢anary adds body.|. 

desire to let:-the. spirits ‘soar. Miss: 
‘Page seems able to ‘encourage all : 
these urges... | - 

: Miss - ‘Page: has” had a distin- 
guished. career. Initially a record - 
singer, ‘she has progressed far be-.. 

She articulates: . 
:tfeelings; sentiment, power and — 

projection: ‘She recalls a lot. of’ 
] musical. -history. as well as: display- 7 
_|ing -a ‘song‘style that :rarely seems 

‘to:.g0 out af vogue. She gets her 
auditors to sit back and relax and . 
let the ‘sorigs. fall: where they may. 

= 

‘material would’ ‘Prove a ‘big assist” 

: to the. act. 

. Vegas. Maddux, showcased | in two 
| segments, has the qualities ‘of -a 
‘natural comedienne. She’s -big in). ° 

’| size, Savvy -in selling her avares.:In - .. 
first. spot, .she weers. a. little-girl- ->-: 
type dress. as she gives: her own. 
“version of : “Tiptoe Through the- 
‘Tulips. *:She tiptoes. at the begin- 
ning but by the time the final-notes - 
sound: she’s stomping through the 
‘tulips—and. ‘throwing them. out in 
front of stage, 

'Staiton;: featured production o 
‘singer,. . ‘handles ‘his. many vocal - 
chores. in ‘pro ‘style with: assurance | 
‘and! complete authority. He’s - at™ 
-honie in: any tempo and: ereditably 
reflects. the Roaring 20s in presen- .. 
tation: ‘and: enthusiasm. 

John: -Carleton’s musicians ‘vate 

Long. 

‘top:mention for faithfully following. ... 
the charts, sometimes intricate and — 

filled: with » many cues. 



JESSIE MATTHEWS. 

‘Songs = 
-32 Mins. 

brightest - -musicomedy ‘stars,, in reg-- 

”. After the war she spent. some years |. 

-in Australia. and. ‘recently made a 

“comeback” as the star.in a: BEC} 

_.goaper,- 

at its. best when she. is: jnaking. ier’ 

bers from “My Fair Lady,” which |* 

‘mood of the™ major. part. of. her} 

ing of the years though it is,. under-) 

Miss: Matthews ‘has béen'.a ‘target | 

for the impressionists, and with ‘a‘} 

shrewd: sense of comedy, gives her. | Sones. 

>each » oldie: Ampng the: evergreen 

" “Dancing: on the: ‘Ceiling: » “Room 

ing. 

- . —_ wet me =: . _. oo wn . sos sm, 

Be ts Spear ea Soke Tt ee, 
— - i . : : sole votay Pa .. 

182, 

LENT OTE TT RERUN SST 

sf oohe oad cay 
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New Acts 
7 TOMI. FUJIYAMA 

‘| Songs’ 
‘| 20° Mins... . 

Society, London © Mint, Las. Vegas . _ 

AS. this ‘is Jessie Matthews? ‘first:|- Making. her: American’. -debut. ‘in! 

cabaret. engagement for. ‘about: 32 | the. new edition "of - “Hong: ‘Kong: 

years, .a new act review is’in order: | Scaridals”” at The “Mint .is .Fomt:- 

At the height: ‘of. her. fame in. the | Fujiyama,. who -is ‘a -real: charmer 

, as~ one «of ..London’s.| with. her... songalog. The. daiiity; 

30s she 22-year-old doll has a’ delicate face 

‘films and. theatres. | 

ular demand for. ) well-balanced. repertoire makes her 
‘a strong entry for nitery. and. thea- 

+ tricak* ‘dates: © De 
For ‘this. gig,- ‘Migs. ‘Fiijiyama “Mrs. . Dale’s . Diary.” ° 

Inevitably, her act Is loaded.: with 

nostalgic. -values - and, ' frankly; - is | exceptionally : pleasant ‘voice.-offer's | ; 
(in - ‘English, jearned. phonetically)’ 
“Such «numbers. - “Jambalaya,” 
“Tennessee - Waltz," ° “Back In. ‘The 
‘Saddle Again,”-“I. Can’t ‘Stop. Loy-| © 
ing You,”-.and of course, “I Léft 
| My-. “Heart Where: “Tony - Bennett: 
Left. His.”> - — 
.For®: ‘engagements -. where.” “Miss 

Fujiyama is. alloted. -more:time;. she. 

trip ~ down. - memory’ lane. - The 

weakest. links are a couple of num- 

she sings: ‘adequately ‘enough . but 

which: do not, match the ‘style. ‘and 

routine. She seéms. ‘to Have . lost’ 

little of her vivacity with the pass: 

two of: the: songs she -has.on. Japa- 
bly; a middleaged: version of io 

standa bly. a captivated “West End | rer a ne: ‘es @. pestiellers 
audiences some three decades back. |-more - than: 25, 000, 000. epdies: to 
During her. péak, and even’ since, date. ° “Duke e: 

ADELE CASTLE. 

impression. of ‘an: impersonator :im- j23. Mins.” a 

personating Jessie Matthews. The | Duvernay Hotel, ‘Hull, Que: a. 
firstenight-. audience. ‘cheered ine I: The -néw nitery: at ues ‘seein: ; nize " operiing bars: as’ they. \recogniz 5 | more-and’ more’ to.aim at all Styles 

in. .one . shertish: sésh—from . belt | 
-to “tender near-whisper. ‘Some’ of. 
them , achieve ..it..foo0,..and ‘one ‘is 
‘Adele... Castle. - who;. -while- 
quit - the. rich: variety - “of Anita 

in -the Jineup - were. . “My-: Heart | 

“Stood “Still,’.“Over . My Shoulder; 

With: a. View, ” “Head Over. Heels. 

in. Love*” and. “Silver. Lining.’ a The. 

. SRO: audience. joined in-many. of 

the. choruses—even.: before. -being | 

invited. to ‘do. 50. + Maro.” 

Ortez,.’ is standout : ‘nevertheless. 
‘Hoboken-born. “Miss” Castle 

opened ‘-with.- “Hundreds - - and: 
| Hundreds. of: Guys,’ * Segueing into’ 
-a knock-' em-cold ; Job. on “Peel ‘Me 

. 

AMIZA: KASHI” 
. Songs.. | 'siders;. “with . her. shapely, well- 

23. ‘Mins. it '}gowned. chassis-. a-wiggle. - :She’s .a 

€lub . Morocco,- “Winnipeg: oan | enking’ shorthaired. brunet. with: 

_ Aliza Kashi, a dark-eyed: “Totnet e | pipes, . who. headed . the. 

thrush is’ making: her first appear-| Mello-Larks. group - till last. spring. 

ance before an - “English-speaking | wher: it brake : ‘Up.. 

‘audience. -Despite ‘her lack. of ‘ex-. -T£ she’. -relaxes- a Jittle ” tnore; 

_ posure. she’s creating: brisk: busi-. Adele Castle may. well go. far, ‘and J. 

ness:: for- Harry Smith's: downtown Should, soon be. disking. : Gard. 

Club Moroeeo.: |: ere 

‘Miss . Kashi, : -who: “speaks. nine’ JOE GORDON FOLK. FOUR 

languages, got. her’ start: in - Israel, ! Songs, Comedy - 

barnstormed:. Europe*’ and -subse~; 10- Mins... “PO 

quently. became a draw in: “Buenos ‘Metropole,’ Glasgow 7 

Aires; where. she. had her .own tv]. 

series, and ‘cut. some* half-dozen 

records for: the Musart,. “Mocamba. 

and Indica~labels. - Most.” ‘ecently. 
she’s - ‘primarily known: . “the 
-Nestle girl" in. Mexico City. circles. 

-“Here’s .a ‘peppy. Auld: Tang’ ‘Syne 
foursome -with an. act. that zips 
‘along: at a fast -pace;. and. holds a]! 
high: quota. of. entertainment |. 

! potential. . Quartet” ‘give out: -with: 
Scot: ballads. .and..’folk- ‘melodies; 

‘Attraetively. gowned in. a form-. and - ‘garner’ useful: customer: Te: 
fitting, black: sheath dress, :: she |- action. 
moves through. her’ turn’ with con-|.. Leader’ Joe: Gordon; garbed. 

' §iderable authority and vocal con-/ in. -tartan jacket and helming. his 
trol. Opening: with. “T Will: Follow! group. ‘with confiden. ce: ‘and: 

Him,”. she switches: with: ease. to} ‘réquisite.attack.’ ‘Three «of... the 
Ttalian,. Spanish. and. ‘Hebrew: folk- | males, ‘Gordon ‘ineluded, ‘use. 

_songs (she can.‘also hold. her own! | Suitars, and’ the: fourth Bives - 
in. French,. Portugese. and ‘Yemini) | on’ drums..." --.- 

-and accompanies herself more than. Repertoire. is. suitably” varied; : 
competently. onthe guitar:. .-~" }rariging. from_ the: breezy... opener, 

Her — strongest . is. an” emotional | “Barnyards: - O°  Delgaty; r. to the 

“Exodus” (in, English): when: “she} tender - Road ° and .the “Miles: to 
displays her powerful voice: to’ best ‘Dundee.’””. -Joe .Gordon.. “himself 
advantage... “Hava Nagila,”. as thé] registers. strongly ‘with the comedy 

./ upbeat finale, had: the ‘house rock-| number; “Granny Fraser's Flittin’,} 
-| Frae Aboyne. tae- ‘Aiberdeéen,”” an 
itém which pulls. ‘in’ yocks as ‘well. 
‘as heavy: palming ‘from..Jocal -out~ 
fronters.:: ‘Touches _of |. comedy. 
lighten the act: throughout. 

- Miss Kashi’ Ss. ‘major ‘problem con- 
sists. in:her :choice of material—the. 
linguistic calisthenics. display. - -per- 
ception, but the. slow-paced “Cielito | 
Lindo” and. “Quondo, —Quondo”’ |." -Acf,. 
have both overdone in these .parts.|'Scot. payees, is: -very | much . okay 
There. would seem. to be: a. better also: for. emigrant..Scots in‘ North. 

_choice.’ of foreign. language : ‘ma-| America and elsewhere,. and: would. 
‘terial to showcase her multilingual |’ also . register with.’-more~ getieral 

talents to prime advantage..:-. | audiences, especially .on. radio-and |: 
She's doing threé shows .a-night} disks: It is. a well-paced' turn. that 

here for.a month, and then moves’ scores “via ‘its -infectious ‘enthusi-) 
to New’. York, ‘where she’s booked: asim, ‘simplicity - and: ‘Tack. . off 
at the ‘Sahbra: for: six: months: a "| sophistication. Okay . for’ "general. 

wo bast? -Huca; run . of. vauderies “and for’ certain 
: video. outlets. ee . Gord. 

“BARBARA. BARRY 
' Songs: © | STACEY. re SKOWRON 
25 Mins. a ‘|Dance __ 

_-Monticello;. Framingham, “Mass. | ‘$2 Mins. | 
Monticello, Frainingham, ‘Mass. woe 

- Bright, youthful, ‘personable: ‘and: 
‘enthusiastic dance’ . team.-- essay 
‘clean, “sharp ‘overhead : lifts . and: 
spins in a torrid. stint “that. runs 
‘gamut -with — ‘jazz, . ‘musical :comedy. 
and. adagio.. ‘The, team has. plenty: 
going for it- visually. and. artis-.|. 
‘tically. Femme half, Ada, is“a..5-1° 
brownette looker with‘a figger. who. 

lstudied her ballet terp in ‘Poland, 

- Barbara’. Barry is-a blonde: blue. 
eyed: eyeful:. with <a .big belting. 
voice. which she :used. to. good «ad: 
vantage in. her stint ‘here, Out for 
a short. time- in’ the ‘western: ‘Massa- 
chusetts- area, ‘she: projects in slick 

“style handling ‘a “nice selection of. 
pop. tunes .. and -: ballads. . Stage 
presence is- stylish ‘and . ‘she has: 
rapport. ‘with’ her ~ audience — OX-: 
hibiting — winning. style. and warm. 
personality. ; “ i 

- Her. big - ‘number is “Grace: of: 
God,” ‘which: ‘she: builds’ for. . big 
‘rounds of applause.. She: ‘looks. nat-. 
ural. for niteries, ty, musicals.” 

Guy... 

and Martha.Graham in-U-S:;-and. 
has: done her: homework well. ‘They. 
open.” with “Merry Widow"". in’ 
which’ comes: ‘the . ‘first of: ‘series. 

. VoE continuing - ‘one. atm overhead 

2 -_ ten ogee co ao a ae 

; ‘manship; ‘ 

Vand « as they go. into flare, femme. is. 
lifted: by partner with. rises carou- 
‘sel -music,. and: goes ‘into: a-one leg}. * 

Pair 80") 

of..classic. Japanese beauty, and her} 

| wears ‘cowgirl : togs, ‘and: with-“an.|.° 

| Songs - : . 2 
30: -Mins..’ ole 

‘he Diplomate, Hull; Que. ete 

-thrush. ‘eMillie 
‘Morris has -an™ unusual’ ‘variety’: of. 
‘sound.,;: “Opening. “All. of Me”. -like 
a ‘concert: contralto;.she: segues into’, 
a “belting finale, then:. ‘pace-changes: 

“} to. “Wish "You. “Love”: in. a velvety 

would be’ wise’ to: include - ‘one. Or} .. 

‘loads. of personality, ‘amusing inter-. 

- Sans}. 
Tequested. 

with? “considerable. Style—she *: -un- 
wisely. wound ‘with. the- ‘infinitely: 

gave: 
|. calypso: ‘beat. - ; 

Excellent. rapport. ‘with’ “audience. 
‘but’ her “Thank. ‘you. Thank: yout | 
very: “Inuch, ” “becomes ‘monotonous 
‘and’ also’ sounds - a bit..phony be- 
‘cause she: rarely-looks atthe’ ap-|0Fe 
-plauders’ while. Saying ‘it;- but: turns 
to’ check ”a_ list -on- the | piano for |. 

a. “Grape”—playing up.. to” ring-|~ 

‘her next number.. That’s: her’ only: 

| imeédia. 

. ALEXANDER BROS. er” 
Songs 2 ov. 
10 Mins: 2... 
Metropole; Glasgow : 

Two ‘kilted Males. give “jut with iy 
jaunty: 

Strongly: in act that has lotsa Poten-1:. 
‘tia 

“Medley, 

‘while - mainly - geared for | 

ete. | 

a Yand then: the dance with Jose Limon. |: - 

{itts. Male: ‘halt of act, though: ‘slight ae 
‘is: heavily . arm-powered | a SURRENT BILLS | 

_ WEEK oF APRIL, 29. 

poe. ‘build, 
| ond: his: ‘timing ‘is. expert... 

“Act's” ‘costuming is “good. ‘show-. 
He: wears ‘tight - fitting {J * 

‘| black ‘leather ‘trousers. and: jersey.|}> 
- and. -she’ S-* in ice-blue “breakaway — 

spin, -an: ‘applausegetter.. 
inté a‘boy-girl “Honeysuckle Rose” 
‘bit; femme flips skirt and lad dons 

ner’s back.-and . around to a cul-. 
| mination: of pantherlike- movements 7 
to ‘windup. for heavy mitting. ~ 

Guys. 

MILLIE. Morris 

‘Nicely~: tacked © 

: "voice, Which. soon took onan ironi- |. 
"eal edge.: Later. she .was velvety-to- : 

‘belting in .“After’ ‘You've |Gone: | Bu 
Miss Motris purred “Nearness of} 

“You * gradually. inténsifying,..then | 
went ‘into’ a. terrific workover, of | 

sic,. 

polations and new .verses-—a. couple. 
aimed -at-“nearby. tables.“ After: a 

“San Franeisco”—done 

hackneyed: “Old. Black Magic.” but 

real. fault, . easily. corrected:- She: 
holds ‘beaucoup © promise. for most] 

She. -got - skilled, flexible |- 
|-backing- from . Larry: ‘Quirouette’s | 

- || plano-drums” ‘duo. - Gard. 

‘$0 nga log .and register |. 

Real. ‘brothers: “twosome - score. 
‘particularly in ‘tender . native  bal- 
lads and in-zipalong: Scot: numbers: 
that ‘set the feet“a-tapping and the 
kilts” -a-swingin’:. ‘One of. the. pair 
is-seated: at’ piano,. while :the. other 

out} 
‘| At-.one. stage of - the° act, ‘offstage 
fingers. a~numble: piano-accordion:: 

sound: -recording, of. seawaves ..and: 
seabirds. is . ~Played. for™ novelty. ef- : 
“fect. j J. 

“Pair score. “most - “Of-- ‘all: ‘in: -the-|. 
jaunty: ‘tyre of. Seot ‘melody and. 

mainly | 
“Cock: o’. the . North, " ete. Act}. 
reould : benefit. from acquiring some 
shape. ‘in -content,. ‘but it'is.: also’ 
too. . short. in. ‘duration. ‘Twosome 
put.- across “their: | -Highland tunes. 

‘|.with. lotsa--.zest ‘and’ ‘joliity. 
Okay. for -vaude,.. disks“ and’ cer- |. 

tain video .outlets,-and a -surefire. 
-bet: for. tours ‘of Scot. emigrants in. 
Canada, . - Australia, ae ‘Zealand, 7 

Gord: - 

LENNY. BRUCE'S CONDITION 

bung, ‘Congestion, Not : ‘Collapse, 
As ‘The Diagnosis. 

“enny” Bruce's - operation = ast 
’ Wwe: (22) at Flower Hospital’ was | 

..:|.to- relieve’ a ‘lung - condition. ‘that. 
-| had: been: caused. by: an ‘attack .of, | 
1 as” his. ‘physician. described | ‘it; a 

He -also said: ‘that. ‘Bruce: was. in 
ood condition: 

day Ss More. 

‘Go Go,.a Bleecker St. -cofféehouse. 

- Dance. team. shows lots - of: grace a0 oa 
too,’ and should do well. in” night-.}* oe 
clubs. Hotels; and posh spots: Their | 
-act Jooks-also. very-. suitable: for: tv. : 
rand i musicomedy, ; 

‘|{Charles. De For at 
BASIN ST.. _EAST—Pat. Collins, ‘Tieniers. = 
BITTER END—Joan Tolliver, Jim, Jake 

Three 

‘Meader, | 
| Lounge: . 

. ‘Flam 

‘Horvath, Tibor . Rakossy, . 
Janos . 

‘Rin and Cora- ‘Cola; av with " 

“Room: . 

it’. some ° freshness: with <a} 

y: Sammy Bidner. ‘Ore. 
LIBORIO — ‘Libertad : Lamaraue; Panto |: 

| kory,. 

. Soul: Bros... 

Ned" Harvey’ s 

in..numberts like } 

| roll; 
D'Lacy - 

way" rev 
: “DRAKE HOTEL —Joe: E. Lewis... Jimmy . 
| Biade: Ore 

EDGEWATER.  BEACH—Bob - Newkirk; 
Claire: Per- |. 

form - “of. . pleurisy « which: © caused Ore 
. fluid to: collect: Dr. Melvin Rosen- |": 
‘zweig,’ Bruce's’ physician, ‘said that 
‘there . Was - no- lung. ‘collapse:: as} 
earlier - ‘news © Feports ‘had Stated.) 

‘Hospital “Monday. (27) reported | ws 
his condition. as - Satisfactory | -but | 
that® he: ‘would: be. there: for. a. few 

Bruce is: eurrently- awaiting. trial | 
on:.two° charges . of. “obscenity” <in- 
his. ‘performances: at. the Cafe ‘au t 

: MELODY ROOM—Jack: Costanzo: Quar-: 

The ‘trial date. has _been Teported 
pas. May, 8. | Stevens. ., 

NEW. YORK. city: 
MUSIC: RALEL — Rockettes. | 
Ballet, “Raymond Paige Symphony Ore. 

‘AUSTRALIA: . 

Yvonne. :- Barrett, . Joan . Stuart, 

SYDNEY. ‘Tivol)—Penny - Nicholis, Bob 
Andrews, The -D’Angolys, Two. Pirates, 
Balcombes, Eddie..Mendoza, Eric Whitley, 
Jeff. Hudson; Harry Currie, Keith Leggett, 

‘Faulkener- 

~ Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY: 
APARTMENT: ont: "_ Melodye 

’Joan.. 
BON *SOIR—Felicia Sanders. 

‘BLUE. ANGEL —_— “Waughn. 
: Kathy “Woodruff, ‘Wayne. Storm. - 
|; . CAFE AU GO GO—Jimmy. ‘Witherspoon, 
T- Coleridge-Parkingon . ‘Trio, Richarc “‘Pyror,. 
‘Rick Lanicelot.. 
“CHARDAS—Bela” ‘Babal- Ore: i. Elemar 

‘Hozzsu; Kato Fenyas. - 
‘CHATEAU MADRID-—Los_ Chavales - de 

Espana, Los ‘Cincos: Latinos, - ‘Emilio Reyes | 
Orcs.,: Carbia -Orc.. 
‘COPACABANA-—Sammy- Davis. Jr... Bob’ 

Melvin,” Joseph Mele’ Ore... - - 
EMBERS—Tessie O’Shea;, ° Jonah: Jones.” 
‘GRINZING _ ‘Kalman - Banyak,’ 
utz. 
"HAWAIIAN . ROOM—Teiko 

Keolu Beamer, © Auletta Orc: : 
“FIVE SPOT—-Sonny. Rollins. eo k 

. HOTEL: ASTOR—*Naughty “Marietta.” ; 
. HOTEL. AMERICANA .- are Peggy. Lee, 

‘Lee Evans Orc. 
HOTEL : NEW “YORKER—Sylvia bi Bis. 

Milt - Saunders .O 
’ HOTEL © PARK “SHERATON © 
Fields - 3. 
HOTEL. ‘PLAZA © =_— -MeGuire™ Sis.,. Emil. 

‘Coleman ‘Orc., Mark. Monte: Orc. :Plaza-9.|"- 
Gerry . ‘Mattnews, 

Jamie ': Ross, Nagle’ Jackson; Ruth Buzzi,-|- 
Barbara’. Cason; : Delphi Harrington, . Rich- 

Julius *-Monk,. 

ard. ‘Blair, Jan: ‘Templeton; Wm.. Rays} 
Robert - ‘Colston... me 

._ ROTEL ‘ST.. REGIS—Peter.. “Duchin: Ore, ; 
Nancy - ‘Manning, Quintero. “Ore, | ‘Walter 5 

-}-Kay, | Jani. - : 
- HOTEL . gAVOY-HILTON—Arturo Ar. 
.turos’ -Ore 

HOTEL "SHERRY: NETHERLAND = Juli- 
‘Christm 
* HOTEL, " WALDORF-ASTORIA = ” Batti 
‘Rage. ” Emery. Davis” (Ore: se ' Horace Diaz 

INTERNATIONAL— Vive “Les . Girls,’ » 
Mike. Durso Orec-* - 

Jeanne _ Michelle, | JO 

Cardenas Ore,, ‘Candido: - 
LIVING. ROOM—Sherry .. ‘Britton; 

.Stan “Freeman 

‘RED. GARTER—G-String Strugglers... 
RED ONION—Banjokers.. 
-SAHBRA—“Hora. Hootenany”” 

k Batsheva’ Baron a 
20. 
SQUARE. EAST—"Wrecking ‘Ball. ” 
-TEEN. HAVEN-—Madisons, . 

“THE MOST-—-Geordie: Hormel, 
TOWN .& COUNTRY — Allen '& Rossi: 

“Rod. Rodriguez |. 

DOWNSTAIRS—“tn This | °Qevaoe 
Ore. “o 

Rhythms. 
‘UPSTAIRS .& 

Corner,” Bil. Brown, Virgil Currys Marian 
Mercer, “Carol ‘Morley.. 
-VIENNESE LANTERN--Maria.. -Carillo, | 

-Lillian | Cavell, . Ernest: Schoen Ore: 
VILLAGE’ GATE—Chris ‘Connor, Stratus ‘ 

Near East. Ensemble, Jorge Morel.. * 
“VILLAGE BARN—Jess "Long, 

Allen, ‘Gene. Allen, Barn ‘Stompers, Lou 
Harold Orc. - 
“VILLAGE VANGUARD—Bill . Eva ans. 
.WESTCHESTER: TOWN 'HOUSE- 

Begins at _Minskys.” 3”. 

CHICAGO. - 
THE . BELFRY—“Noises Ii The. Thea- 

tre,”’- June Ericson, Haskelf Gordon, Ann. 
Hilton, Ross’ Lashbrook;, Bert. Vallencourt. 

“Calypso Nights” _Lord. BLUE: ANGEL— 
Carlton, Sami Coe & Anita, Georgia: Car- 

Lord . “Montego, _ 
Orc... 

CONRAD. HILTON: — “qe adies 

Bouleyar-Dons ©), 

“"RAPPY MEDIUM—Tiree - Cheers’ For. 
The . Tired.. Business . Man. Downstage. 
‘Room-—Rolf . Har: 
HOTEL - ‘CONTINENTAL—JoAnn_ Vab | 

Franz: Benteler Ore... 
‘DEL: PRADO HOTEL—“Hits: of “Broad: 

‘Maldonado’ Dancers, ° Sandra,- 
reau Ore.” 

benstein. ‘Trio. 
-OLD : TOWN NORTH —Addis-. & Crofutt. 
PALMER - HOUSE —Jane ‘Russell, 

hie. Haines .. - Beryl Davis,” Ben 

‘PLAY BOY—Hobby Byron, 

Con- 
‘Arden 

‘Danielle Dravor: 
SECOND ‘CITY “Inside The. Outsider” 

Ann Elder: Sally Hart, Gene Kadish, Dave 
‘Steinberg, Omar. Shapli,” Bill Mathieu. 

“LOS: ANGELES: . 

Ford, Frank .Fanelli. 
‘DINO‘S-——-Betsy . ‘Duncan,’ 

‘Steve LaFever. | .. 

Clay, Pat’ &-. Victoria. 
INTERLUDE—Mort ‘Sahl. 

tet; Jacqueline Fontaine.’ 
LAT. al _ BROS: —. /Summy “Bon. 

-O*Toole, Barbara Young, ‘Lesley -Secombe,:|. 
Janet” ‘Dearness, Joan - ‘Morrow, ‘Sue~ “Men-. 

‘derby: for ‘musicomedy. skit; then} tov 
‘segue ‘into. their big. offering,- “Man. 
‘With :Golden“Arm:” It’s a jazz num-: 
ber, in which femme. demos: snake-_ , ,. Wend 
Jiké: movements, slithering up part-. Jackie eter Maureen. ‘Wilson: na v4. 

| Paris,” 

‘ ‘ Strings.: 
oT ‘Strings,’ Jose ‘Mario, ‘Al Nichols. :- 

“| Ore. - 
Condos. . 

. .Moréno’s. “Artists. and .Models. ‘of .’64: 

‘Dick. “Marta, 

‘| “Fantasy orn Icé,”? 
Dick. Rice Orc. - ay 
ny RIVIERA—Kay Starr; Louls ‘Armstrong; a 

‘lenry: ‘Louis. Armstrong, :Riviera Dancers, Jack: : 

Yannagl.. 

_ Irving : 

° O’Neal- Ore. ° 
-nard -Bros., Esquivel. 

: Arving -: -Benson, . 

‘| Smart Affairs Revue; 

“LATIN ‘QUARTER Kaye ‘Sisters. ‘Rolly 
& Arry;, Jack Le Cayen, Marion - Conrad, ‘|. 

‘Lombardo * Ore... 

‘Gino 
Tonetti, David: Fisher, Bob- Ferro Orc: ... 
‘NO: 1 ‘FIFTH AVENUE—Hankinson . & |: 

De Maio, . . 
RAT FINK - ROOM. — Jackie. : -Kaninon, | 

i Johnny. ‘Johnston, - Tobi. Townes: at 

‘Red Coty. 

aan Menasha cc 
. ‘Baharav ‘Ore.;* Gavri “Ders., .Margolit ‘An-* 

Ezra. “Zahavi, |. ; . 
: Ore, Country ‘Gentlemen, Town. Pipers, | 

“Diamon ds, Joh : _ 

5 Fashions, |: nds, Johnny Hamlin.-Show, Bobby:. .. 

Jearite |: 

CARILLON—“Oui ” 
Gloria; 

‘Les Stevens, Line (12),. 
-Ore:, - 

“_“Tife 

‘Campbell, . ureckettes. 

Lord ‘Smiley,’ ‘Al ‘| aka; 

First” 7 ’ Van Smith Orc. 

‘Lucho Navarro, Wells & Four Fays; Man: 
‘uel ..Del Toro, -Marie ‘Langenbejn, Ernie. 
McClean’ & Caroline Paul, Boulevar-Dears |. 

Jimmy. Palmer | igasse Orc..: Johnny Nash ‘Four. 

LE BISTRO—Pat" Galleo. & The - “Ht Remarkable’ Rubin, 
“ ‘lads; Connie Milano Trio: 

LONDON HOUSE—Billy. ‘Makted’s. Man:. a 
hattan. ‘Jazz .Band. - 
MISTER... KELLY’S: — Shecky ’ Greene,: 

Judy ‘Curtis, John Frigo Trio, Marty . Ru- ; 
° | Riordan, 

“wues: Dorothy. Donegan:. 

Berle- wi “Lym 
liams, Nick Noble; Toy Petty, Judie Thor- J: 

‘SHERATON... BLACKSTONE—Toni- Care| tre : 
, rou, Frank. York. Ore. 

COcoANuT: ‘GROVE -—— Tony Bennett, . 
| GRESCENDO—Henny Youngman, Mary ~ 

Jack. Eltony 

ICE. HOUSE-_Shagey © Gorillas, Stewart 

Kay| 
ae Terri King... The. Henchmen.” 

“STATLER | -HOTEL—Geor e- 
omen ‘HOUSE—Red| Nic ols &. 

Corps: de ii Pen 
TROU BADOR—Hoyt Axton, 

: LAS. ‘VEGAS © an 
‘CASTAWAYS. ~. “Bottoms. Up.". Redd” 

“Foxx, Sun’ Spots,: Bobby Stevenson Orc. :- - : 
Catering: ... 
‘Jubilee’: .- 

‘Four, Rola:and Rolan, Carlton Hayes Oro... ..” 
Lounge: Davis and . Reese, Mafalda. Trio, on 

. DESERT | 
Valente, - ‘Donn’ Arden’: Dancers; - 

INN—Phil - Harris, | 

Lilting Strings. . 
'DUNES—Frederic “Apear’ $: Casino - de = 

z; - ‘starring . Line. Renaud. “Lounge: . 
4 “Vive Les Girls.” -Patti. Carlson, - Mickey. ° 

Sasha -: Semenoft.- ° and” Margo; 
: Sultan's Table: . 

Turner 

Arturo ‘Romero 

FLAMINGO—Juliet © Prowse; - Smothers " 
-| Bros., Harry. Blackstone. Jr.,-Russ Black ~~ 6 

‘Lounge:. Della Reese, -Frank ‘Sinatra’. | 
‘dr... Helén . Forrest,.. Charlie: -Shav TS. 
‘Tommy Dorsey Orc., Nita : Cruz; Bob Sims... . 
.FREMONT—Jets,. Jody and. ‘Misfite, Ray 

Smith." Group, ‘Paul. Landon. : - 
“GOLDEN NUGGET—Juay: Lynn; 

non Trio. 
HACIENDA_—“Les Poupees: ‘de Paris.” 

‘Olenn, Ink. Spots, Kay ot 

Pat od 

Royal. Fa- coe. 

Johnny . 
Houston. —_ 

- MINT. — “Hong. ‘Kong ‘Scandals, 

| NEVADA—Peter Anthony, - 
r hitians. 

NEW. FRONTIER—Turner and: Smith’s: : : 
Voila Les Femmés,”’ with. Dick Weston. 
_Lounge:.. Bobby - Wick : and’ Ray Brand “in: * « 

.Clara. Ward | , Singers, a 

Cathcart’ Orc. Lounge: Johnny. Desmona,. |} 
Jack - Ross, Betty’. ‘Ayres’: » Sparkling. - 
Strings, Marty ‘Heim. Trio. - 

: SAHARA — -Victor:-Borge, Leonid "Ham: we 
Lowis - Basil . <= 

4-Ore.. Lounge: Louis. -Prima,-Gian Malone, | ‘~ 
Sam Butera. Witnesses; Characters: Sena- “od 

bro, Moro-Landis Dancers, 

tors, Peter & ‘Hank. - > an 
. SANDS—Jerry ‘Lewis; Step Bros... Copa: _— 

Girls, Antonio Morelli Ore. Lounge: :Mar- ~. 
tin Denny,: Johnny Prophet, Vido “Musso, 
Dave. Burton, Ernie ‘Stewart. ° a 
SSHOWBOAT—Demarco. ‘and_ Day. -Sing- met 

ers ‘Three,. Rusty. Isabel, ‘Johnny. - -Paul. 
STARDUST. — “Lido de \Paris.’”’ 

Lounge:.. Four Acesy Ber- 

- TALLYHO—Gerry- Gérardo.. ; 
' THUNDERBIRD—Peter - L. Marshall - ta 
“Anything ‘Goes,’’: with. Eileen’ .Rodgers; ©] 

Benn ‘O.. : Baker.. ” ‘Nat - 
Brandwynne Ore. 

‘Paris ‘and’ Anne’. . Marie : ‘Moss, -The- ‘De 
Fuentes, - a “ss 
TROPICANA_-“Folies. ‘Bergére,* 

ring. -George Matson, « 
Lounge: . Perez Prado,. “Denis: and. Rogers; ° 
AI: DePaulis ° Four... ‘Dubonnet_ Trio: ao 

: | ‘RENO-TAHOE. 
GOLDEN—Flapper: Follies with - ‘Vespta 4 

Brothers, .Elsa--& Waldo;..Vega ‘Maddus,”: - 
Don Staiton:: Golden’ Girls, John Carleton | 4 

 HAROLDS "Jimmie: Rodgers; Shenan- ° 
doah Trio.. Don, ‘Conn Ore. -. oo 
“HARRAH” © (Reno)—Earl. ‘Grant, | : Bros. _ 

Castro, Big . ‘Tiny Little, Eddie : ‘ DeSantis, 

HARRAH'S (Tahoe)? ‘Andy “Griffith: | 
| Show with Don -Knotts,-Jim Nabors, ‘Moro: - - | 
Landis’ . Dancers, ° Leighton. .Noble - Orc. 
-Lounge: . DeCastro Sisters, Nick ‘Lucas, , 

. Joe Kings: &. _Zaniacs, Phil ‘Palumbo. - 
HARVEY'S. (Tahoe). : Tommy -Dorsey -_ 

Page Show,: Ted Fio Rito.. Ore.,:Ron Rose... 
‘HOLIDAY—Matys Bros, Esquires, Mat -] 

-Saret Ann’.& Ernie: Mariani: Trios. ‘Charles ae 
Gould’s Satin. Strings; .: 
MAPES——Deedy - & . Bill, ‘One: ‘Plus ‘One, 

(Tahoe) Paul Shit. 7 

‘NUGGET (Sparké) =~ Sergio. Franchi. 
Myron . Cohen. ‘George Arnold Singers #. 
Dancers,” Foster Edwards: ‘Ore. . o 

> MIAMLMIAMI BEACH: 
| AMERICANA—‘Restasy. on: Ice,” “Bobby 
Short 

Oui Paree”. Lynda. : 
Bros.,. Steve Danik,. § 

Jacques Donnet 

iN EVADA LODGE. 
‘ling. Five... - 

Arnaut © 

.CASTAWAYS—Gospel - ny 
Foster, . Fo x . _ Kirby 

-DEAUV Sam: Donohiis;. Pup’ 
Campo,: ‘Les Rhode _ Ores « < 
‘DIPLOMAT—Buddy. Hackett; Neil: Sed- ° | 

: Dick --Haymes « Jr., : George- Foster. 4 

CORAL . BEACH-_Steve- ‘Alaimo,: Bobby | 

- Singers, - 
Joe . Nero: :&. ‘Dixiecrats, 

Hackett . 4, Mal.“ Malkin-' Orc., - Chester “ 
‘Nennett ‘Dancers, : Bea: Kalmus. . - 

EDEN. ROC :— Escobar Orc.; Monroe. 

FONTAINEBLEAU—Len = Dawson-: Orc... 
Gonzalo: Barr Orc.,.Chero Del’ Prado. Ore. i 
Pat Galo; Hi Lads, Ziggy. Lane... * "- 

‘LE BISTRO—Louis Jordan. Five. oe | “-MURRAY.: FRANKLIN'S  — | Murray:.. 
Franklin;. Roy . ‘Sedley,. Harvey Bell, Guy.: 
Rennie... 

PLAY. ROOM—Dakota Staton, ‘Mickey. _ 

“THUNDERBIRD. ichra’ ‘Bros... * Ber}. : 
Va ughn 4,:Jimmy Holmes. Phyllis Branch. ~ 
TONY'S FISH MARKET—Milt ‘Trenier,  ; 

Arabian Nights: ‘Rev 

.Gentile .3,. Eddie Sack 

So SAN. FRANCISCO: 
. BIMBO’S—Lili St. Cyr. = 
_THE - COMMIT TEE—Kathryn. Ish’. ‘Trene o 

Scott Beach, Hamilton. Camp, 
Gary Goodrow; Larry Aankin- 

AIRMONT | HOTEL Ernie: “Heekseher’ 4 

” GALAXIE _ _ Nooney “Rickett_ v. ‘Soni’ ° ; 

“nungry i—Johni: Gary. “Helen “Humes i 
Turtles: . : 
INTERLUDE—Don. Washington, ‘Merrill o 

; Hoover Tri 
“JAZZ. ° 'WORKSHOP—Ait Blakey’ Mes- 

’ Oliver _ 

McGOON’S—Turk Murphy bands Caner — 

LITTLE - -FOX—"Private “Lives,” , 
‘Cliff, Marrian Walters. - 

‘Hayes. 
OFF . : BROADWAY-——Mei - Torme. i 

rene. “BROADWAY —“Under - ‘the: Yum. - 

. PURPLE: QNION—Albert: oT "Beery, 
Rusty. Carlisle. 4 
SAFARI ROOM (San’ -Sose)—Mills’ ‘Bros, 7 

' SHERATON-PALACE—Bola -: : Sete; ot 
SUGAR -HILL—Shirley- Horn: i oo - 

- THE. TRIDENT (Sausalito)—Jean ‘Hot = 
than Orc. 

TIN PAN | ALLEY: ‘(Redwood City 4 

-Liberaci : ve 7 

-Fréddie. a “+ /Neile. 24 
MELBOURNE ‘-(Tivoll)—Jackie. Warner, |. YE LITTER CLUB Ondine,, Mike Dees: 4 

‘Evelyn Page, Katherine. &. Karen Kessey;} |”. 
‘Angela | 

Arden Show, Jay. Chevalier,. Kenny’ Ver- nt 

- Eddie. : . 

-Lounge: Larry Steéle’s. . 1 
‘Big Beats, . Jackie .. 

: gtars mY 
‘Ray . Sinatra “Ore. - 

Bill. Jordan &. Lee. Coby, Sammy- zo 
Mortis,. MeCormick’s Trio. - 



"Hollywood. - April 28. 

of : the: Huntington. Hartford Thea- 

= . 

7 “péal: “has: been -closéd - for sale 

che 
. dre; 1,032-seat legit : deluxer. in the}. 

° “pe ‘of Hollywood, : to the. Greek | : 

Theatre Assn., which ~ for: many. 

“> years has: operated: ‘the. ‘open-a
ir’: 

“Greek | -Theatre.: 
‘Transaction. was for a figure’ in 

xcess of. -$1,000 000. ’- ‘Theatre, 

” Seraee? the- street from the Holly- 

“wood. Brown. Derby... has ‘been .on 

the’ block. for’ some: time, - initially. 

at. $1,500,000.” It’s: been‘ ‘open. only 

“sporadically” during-past few years. 

‘Demolition ‘of the. downtown Los: 

angeles. Biltmore Theatre,. 40-
year- 

old ‘Jegiter.. adjoining Biltmore 
| Hotel, now. looms likely: following 
lapse of the leasé currently. held on| 
‘property’ “by’-Greek ‘Theatre: Assn: 

‘in-Atigust:: It now. “becomes ‘evident. 

that” ‘Jegit: operations at. Biltmore. 

propably will, 80 over. ‘to. the Hart- 
Ord: - 
- Greek” “Theatre “Assn, 

cris; David... Karno. :and.. Joseph 

ning. Biltmore;. “However, : 
_ Jease ‘was ‘dropped, house was: ‘to: be 

_Barage: or. parking facility: 

atelier a i ar rntse ~ PT 

Hp 

| Greek banner. 
‘HH, which; was ‘built in: ‘the: tate: 

- 1920s and operated: as . the “Vine'|: 
- Street ‘Theatre for’ many years, was. 
piirchased by: Huntington Hartford]: 
in late:,1953~-and -reopened: as ‘the 
‘Huntington: Hartford. Theatre ‘Sept. 
275° ade ai ‘Helen- Hayes in a 
“Tevival © 
 Knows:” 

- 8gZ0. Biltmore: closed .a three-week 
stand (of- “Enter, . “Langhing™ last 
+ Satur lay. night. Z ; 

Buaiay Pros Help 
Tach Restoration: OF 
~ Hoary Lancaster. Site 

.-Lancaster, ‘Pa., “April 28:.: 
Cuffo. and... classy -' contributions 

rrill, ‘Hermione... Gingold, Jack 

Scott and Ruth -‘Ford highlighted 

$120, 000 - for - 

. House. Foundation, nonprofit, Citi: |” 
Zens’, group... 
Scott and : his wife,: “Miss Ford 

“worked ‘smoothly. as: emeee.. team’ 
for. the: variety: bill. that “included 
ballet. -(Bucia. Sciorsci: and’ Michael. 

Piece “band. playing for:. first. time 

by the’ Helen: “Hayes: -Repertory |: 
-Company “from | N.Y. and a patter 

with: her.“Which Witch?’ bit. . 

Green| Room Club - Theatre ° of 
‘Franklin’ & Marshall ‘College, and: 
the” first’ act.’ ‘intro ‘scene’ between: 

Opera ‘Workshop 

Aro om: Stage. . 

Anouili’s ‘Rehearsal’ 
For Stage Society. i in LA. 

:-Los “Angeles, : April 28: 
: Jean: Anouilh’s “The! Rehearsal” 

John. Harding; have. signed - Mabel 

Plunkett’ will do costumes. coe 
“Night - ofthe Iguana”. closed 

‘Apri 19, after a seven-month run: 

“lynder: 
“terms: ‘of ‘deal. made in: ‘December, 
: 4960, -when®: Biltmore ‘was: sold -toe} 
Teak estate. ‘combine of Joseph. Har-. 

: Rubin;. had. ‘option. to continue run-7 
if _ its} 

| Crix Pick Luther’ ~forn © down. and. ‘replaced : by. a 

-James A.°, Doolittle, general. “di- sg. 
- yector of: Greek, has. been in: the. 
east lining up ‘upcoming. Greek-and | 

“Hartford: seasons.:. He’s: aiming for |. 
“Hamiet,”” starring Richard. Burton, |” 
to - reopen: Hartford, : under the |. 

“What. Every... Woman. 
rast show. . booked ‘there |: 

Was “1,000 Clowns,” - ‘two months 

. Blood’: Knot,”: orie_each.. The vote 
}-for the. off-Broadway entry. “was: 

., | east. ‘by: -N.Y.- Times ‘drama_ ‘critic’ 
- | Howard. ‘Taubman, : circle. ‘president: q 
fe The musicals in the running, be-. 

; sides “Dolly,” which.. got. the .nod 
| from 13 -critics, were: “Funny Girl, i? 

& Broadway . personalities Dina‘ 
e 

Manning, Chita “Rivera; ‘Zachary. 

ca recent. ‘performance: in the: old |: 
“Fulton: ‘Opera House ‘here: : It was-a 

- sellout.” ‘with. more . than - 800. seats |. « 
going on a ‘$4-$6 scale.; Object. was }- 
the kickoff. .of- campaign: to raise: 

initial | restoration |- 
. work: on “the: :112-year-old | theatie,: 
recently. acquired by Fulton. Opera |". 

‘Wthoff’ of Juilliard. School; N:Y.);.} 
“songs: by ‘Miss Rivera,. working |.15-:|: 

in restored. pit; Miss- Merril! ‘and |. 
Manning pacing a half. hour run of. |- 
Shakespearean: excerpts. preserited | 

Toutine:-by Miss” ‘Gingold, finishing. 

- Pro. ‘offerings. were balanced with 
‘some local -talent: stage. pieces. in- | 
cluding: a scene from “The _Match-. 
“Maker,” by Lancaster Theatre.Arts |. 
Assn.;'Albee’s “The Sand: Box,” by: 

Rédolpho and “Mimi in: ‘Puccini's : 
“La Boheme,” ‘sung by. Bill. Burna-. 
‘ford: and: ‘Elna Urban; Of. Lancaster 

Eddie Padula, PY ‘producer whio" | 
helped. ‘Foundation committee. line. 
‘Up ‘the-pro: talent, also spoke briefly} ‘ 

will have its Coast preem here: in’ 
‘mid-May. at the Stage Society ‘Thea-| 
‘tre; Prodiicers Stephen’ Brown.and |. 

Albertson . to. direct, and: Walter. 

lea Theatre (Gaelic). 
~ May Torn Professional: 

- ‘Galway, ‘April - 28. 
“Taibhdheare na -Gaillimhe: (Gal- 

“way :: theatre), - 

by: Irish Actors’ Equity. - 
“The theatre ‘has ‘operated: in this 

‘seaport for’ a number of years with: 
-occasional performances, 
‘by students “from: the local’ Univ. |." 0 = 
‘College..: Siobhan. McKenna--was|.40- 
once: a member ‘of the ‘group and |". 

‘| Michael” MacLiammoir : was. -a. for-. 
mer producer, ‘aS. Was. ‘Frank -Der- : 

“Dow... an Abbey: Theatre: ; mody,. 
producer. - 

”": Business” has been ‘modest, hhow-"|.. maar © oe 
ever, and. operations © ‘have | ‘only |: 
‘Been. . possible: with - governinent |. 
subsidy. -A much - larger . subsidy | 
-wauld be“ needed ‘to. put ‘the. outfit, 
00 | a. professional: basis." hasis.., aa 

‘Year's Best Play, 

‘Luther’: -and | “Hello; - 

eategory,. 

‘each; “Chips * ‘With’ ‘Everything,”: 
two, and “Blues for Mister Charlie,” 
“Barefoot: in | the’ Park,’”.-“Dylan”- 

"1 and the off-Broadway: ‘drama,. “The |- 

“High. Spirits” and : “Anyone. - ‘Can 
- | Whistle,” with: one vote each, Two 

‘eritics did not. register. ‘votes in the’ 
musical - ‘division. : A. special .cita- 
'tion was. ‘awarded to. the ‘off-Broad-. 
‘way’. ‘production. : of. “The: ‘Trojan 
Women” for: the. excellence Of. Ats 
‘production. » "TTE 

‘Both . “Luther”: and” “Dolly” ‘are. 
‘David: ‘Merrick. ‘productions. 

DELFONT: PRIMES TWO 

.. ‘London, April 28.. 
Bernard Delfont is. Jining up “two 

top.. budget’: Musicals for. the late 
‘fall... -The first is the Alun Owen-}:. 
Lionel ‘Bart. tuner; “‘Maggie. May,”’} . 
which will star’ Rachel Roberts’ and |- 
Tom: Bell; . ‘and. is ‘skedded for -a}-.. 
four ‘weeks season: at. Manchester |." 
‘on’ .August. 17. before it -reaches:|. 
London.: Ted :Kotcheff: will stage 
“Maggie May,” with: decor: by. Sean 
‘Kenny. oe 

‘The .story of. a Liverpool. prostie 
‘will: -cost-. Nearly” $225,000. to pro-' 
duce’ and. is. claimed. to: be: one: of, 
the’ “most - expensive | British* musi- 
‘cals -ever.-” Miss: Roberts : has‘ not 
‘been -in ‘a ‘West: “End: inusical since: 

“Oh, My Papa” in 1956. 

Set’ Hal March'a as Star : 

Hal, March: is .to star. in’ Harry } “tre this year: In-Australia, his: 
‘wife. will’ play. the: lead femme 4: 
role.in “‘Never:Too Late.” He’s. :. 

+ ‘Tugend’ s' “Fhe Wayward: ‘Stork,’ | 
| the first of. three. plays: to. be pro- | io 

duced. by. Garrick. Pr odtictions: this. 

“summer: in’ association with. United |: he- may” also direct. an undis-.. 

Artists.. 

Rehearsals: are scheduled to’ ‘be: os 
gin June: 14 ‘and a summer’ tour; | 
which ‘will take ‘in the .Westport | 

(Cénn:) Country. . Playhouse - and | 
Elitch -Gardens, Denver, is: ‘élated . 

:I to. get. underway July: ‘6e — 

‘a Toeal: ‘Irish-lan-:|"- 
“guage. ‘group, : “may soon: become -a: 
professional... The - move - would: be’ 
part: -of "a: ‘proposal. for. promotion. 
of the. Gaelic: language, ‘supported 

‘largely. ; 

- Dolly”. 
were voted the respective: ‘best. “play. 
‘and: musical of the season: by the. 
NW. -Drama Critics Circle yester~. 
‘day: “(Tues:): ‘In: tlie: straight . play: 

“Tuther” “led “with: “six” 
votes, followed. by “After:the Fall,”. 
cand - “The: “Rehearsal,” : with ‘three. 

; : who. ‘took off for Australia 
res” 

OF “Wayward Stork’ ‘ml : 

DETROIT NEWS! NEW critic 

sa are of: N ¥. “Post Makes 
: it: ‘There _ er 

| “Tay Carr, formerly with. the: New : ah 
eal | York Post-as an éditorial: assistant o 

—| and. occasional Jegit-film reviewer, | 
| has. moved... aver: -to'. the Detroit | 
| News j in. the dual. capacity of drama | 
|-eritic: and-“musi¢ appraiser. He. 

sui¢ceeds: Armand. Gebért: who: jiad | 
served . : without. - ‘title for « aboiit |: 

‘| seven’ -months -as replacement: for} 
Joseph. Mossman,. who resigned. -. 
:.Gebert ‘has - been’ reassigned to 

the news: staff.: ; 
‘At..the. Post, Catr’ had” also’ 

-Spelled- drama department editor 
“Ben’ Rosenberg: when _the™ latter 
-vacationed last-year. “A 29-year-old: 
graduate -of: City College, Carr had 
worked .:for’ the. Post. about four, 
years: oF 

T peatre Bill; 

* albany,” ‘April 28. 

well-being ‘of the people: 7. 
-The : bills; -introduced by: ‘Sen. Poe 

_:| Sanwiel ‘L.’ :Greenberg,. ‘Brooklyn |-. 
‘Democrat, -‘and - Assemblymah : An- |. 
thony P,..Savarese.: Jr.,. Kew..:Gar- | 
dens:. Republican, : ‘were: proposed |- 
‘by. Lefkowitz,‘ on the- basis..of ‘al- 
‘leged. ‘¢orruption:..uncovered. dur- 
ing ‘an investigation ‘last. winter. 
The bills ‘become effective June 1. 
A third: measure ‘sponsored. by: the: 
‘Attorney- General, relating: to: ticket 
distribution, . -died: -in ‘the: Legisla- 
ture. 

governor’ to. okay the. measures, 

repudiation or. criticism . of: Lefko- 

the ‘Assembly,: research. counsel -to 
the’ Speaker,. and ‘counsel: to: J oint 
Legislative: ‘Committees. 
. In-his message, Rockefeller noted |? 
‘that. the ‘Greenberg’ ‘Measure is ‘de- 
‘signed to regulate the financing of 

: - theatrical ‘productions, - Among. its 
rma | provisions,. it would:: 

: Require production ‘companies. to 
| maintain, accurate. books~ and. rec-: 

‘ords of account, and. furnish *inveés- 

- BIG LONDON MUSICALS) * tors. -with .certified ‘balance. sheets: 
-. (Continued on ‘page 184) - 

LONDON ‘CAMELOT’ FOR 

London, ‘April 28.- 

--Robert:. . Helpmani - "ds. - 

Since’ ‘the fold - of “Boys: ‘From 
Syracuse”, several moriths ago, the: 
Drury. Tanne ‘has.‘had: several: book- 
‘ings ‘of..dance ° ‘companies.’ -Cur- 
rently at the theatre’ is the Mexi- 

Hurok,” 

~ Senior Stage Citizen 
Director: ‘Reginald Denham,: : 

cently.” with - ‘his. actress-wife; ™: 
--Mary Orr,’ is ‘celebrating ° his oa 
50th: anniversary: in the’ 'thea-:- 

-.“been:.asked “to” give. some. lee-. - 
tures: there: and it’s - ‘possible - 

. closed play... 7 
‘Denham debuted as ar. ‘actor.” 

50. -years”:.ago with .. - Herbert: 
-Beerbohm ‘Tree’s ° company: at 
'.His Majesty's Theatre, London. 
: He. played: a: half-naked camel : 7 

tT “the signing: py -Gov:.. Nelson: “AS jee a 
| Rockefeller of ‘two: bills’ relating to | fV™... 

‘| the New York theatre’ represented | 
| a: Vietory for ..Attorney. “General |* 

"| Louis. J. Lefkowitz.. Ini ‘approving: . 
‘the measures, the :governor issued'| 

-|‘a statement, that. they ‘are designed:}-. 
to encourage ‘the ‘growth of eet 

‘| whieh- is “essential to: the eultural |. 

Dolly’ a as Tuner | 

“It's: figured that a ‘failure. of. the 
bhas.-:-valued. : 

after..Senate and: Assembly “adop-| 
‘tion; -would have: -been .taken - as ‘$50, 060, 000.: Because of. Justice " Carney’ ‘S. ac- 1 

. rhment must be ke tf: 
witz,: the running ‘maté for. Rocke- tion, the Government imu p 

‘feller -in the. 1958 and. 1962- ‘state 
‘elections. -In = that’.connection; : it’s 
‘pointed out: that the Attorney Gen- 
eral. has..numerous : connections. in. 
“Albany, having been ‘a member: of: 

-actions 

“Camelot.” the ‘Alan’ J. Lerner: | * 
Frederick. - Loewe - -musical,: 
‘eome | into ‘the: Drury: Lane. this}. 
summer, opening: ‘around the end. 

| of = August. or early. September; :|- 
The: production will. be’ presented. 
under | .. the : Jack: Hylton. manage- 
‘ment.’: 

is |. to: 

being 
sought to. stage: the - tuner. No 
“easting.- is’ set, ‘but auditions : are. 

| about © to-start. © 

: ‘With. ‘Arthur ‘Lewis, Delfont wilt 
‘present. Kenneth: “More: ‘and Milli-. 
cent Martin ‘in ..an. adaptation - of. 
‘J:: M. Barrie’s “‘Admirable - Crich- 

| ton” - “by. ‘Dave’ -Lee’-and Herbert 
Kretzmer’ and it. is, due ‘for the 
West End: in. October. “Tt will be. 
More’s first musical show;- ‘though | 
he. Played the: title’ Tole in. a film. Re 

Mann Burning at Equity. 
-Off-B’way - Alien Rule 

ped: -Mann,- currently: répresent-’ : 
ed . off-Broadway.. as.. producer..of 
“The - ‘Trojan. Women,” “Six Char-. 

-| acters in ‘Search of: ‘An Author”. and: 
“Trumpets. of the Lord,” is steamed. 
up at Actors Equity. ‘He’: 's-protest- | 
ing - the .union’s™ regulations’. that. 
‘Broadway minimums prevail. when |... 
a foreign. player ‘is’ ‘imported: for an’ 
off-Broadway. production. 

: i}: "The producer -was-hit by. the rule: 
g. when, Equity refused to allow Brit-: 

. 2 “dish aetress Claire. ‘Bloom. to per- 
“41 form in “Trojan Woman”: at the off-. 

“| Broadway scale, but gave an okay 
:... for American actress Mildred Dun- 
}nock to take the’ assignment. on an 

Me ‘off-Broadway... contract. - 

| | ut Allows U U. ¢. 

oN. Y. “State ‘Supreme Court: Tus- 
tice ' George -- ~M, - 

in. the « partnership, which: U. 
Attorney: “Robert - M. “Morgenthau: | 

. at” “more. “than: 

‘informed ‘by . the’ executors of ‘all. 
; legal . and ‘ financial. actions: involy- 
ing the estates. ‘The Government is 
“seéking $15,000,000 from the. ‘estate. 
of Lée Shubert, ‘who. died Dec: 25, 
1953. J. J;. ‘died JastDec. :26, and 
‘there’s” as. yet: been .rio disclosure 

‘tof the amount, of the. Gaim against 
“his .estate, a 

The ‘Government. and: the: ‘execu-. 
tors of. Lee’s estate contend: that 
‘the partnership is ‘worth $50, 000,- |. 
‘000: ‘The “executors -. of”: J: - 3J.’s 

. Lestate’ estimate the. amount. at: -$15,-: 
.000,000.. These. figures have .come: 
‘into ‘play as :part ‘of several legal. 

involving. .- the - ‘Shubert: 
| partnership.. ‘Currently: heading. the’ 
_| organization, founded. by J, J.,.Lee: 
and . their: older brother, Sam 'S:,° 

: also deceased, * 
.| Shubert -Lawrence’ Jr. 

DRURY LANE THEATRE| Rey MacARTHUR IN 
~ CARMODY’S D.C. POST 

. opening | Fast: ‘Wednesday (22), “Doe- 
‘tor:‘in: Spite of Himself,” “Rhi- 
‘noceros”. and: “A Moon for’. thé © 
‘Misbegotten” are the: other sub-° 

“is: their. nephew, . 

‘Washington, “April 28. 

‘Teams. With: ‘Dutchman’ 
— ‘Theatre. 1964; the Richard Barr, 
7 ‘Clinton’ .Wilder. and: Edward’ ‘Albee'| 

production: firm, ‘hias. again . ‘juggled 
| its. program. at. the~ Cherry Lane 

Theatré,.. N.Y: ‘Revived . there ° is’. 
“Albee’s. “The American” .Dream,”. 
‘for a fifth. time: ‘now ™ in. tandem'| 

with LeRoi.. Jones’ | 
“Dutéehm an?” opened at the. 

Cherry: Lane recently as a replace-. 
ment for .-Harold . .Pinter’s ::“The 
: Lover,” «which. had been ° ‘paired. 
with. Samuel. Beckett's “Play. The. 
Beckett - work -‘was: continued - with |. 

“Dutchman,” :-and _-Arrabal’s 
1Two . Executioners.’ ” 
{and . -“Fxecutioners” : 
: dropped, : after: respective . runs. .of. 
121 performances and ne Perform: 

° ances, 7 

.“The 

Mann}. 
‘| argues: that the ‘setup is unfair, on | 

= on the -ground that it was: Miss) 
“tBloom who: suggested he ido’ “Trojan 

- Effective June 1 

To Intervene hh 
| which ‘the: two organizations. had. 

= _ | been hammering :out for the last 
7 \ few months, Equity gets a maximum 
Jax ui -} wage increase of $7.50, as well as 

pension contributions.. The pension 

‘Carney. has: 
granted the U. S.-the right to: inter-_ 
Vene-in’a legal action to determine. 
the yalue. of the. theatrical partner- 
‘ship of ‘the. Jate Lee and J.J: Shu-: 
-bert..: The. Government ‘had. re-: 
‘quested. such aright. to. protéct tax |. 
¢laims ‘against the’ Lee ‘and J.-J.’ 
‘estates; Each owned a-50%- ‘interest - 

Jay. ‘Carmody, ‘retiring: next Fri-- 
day: (1) as. drama ‘critic ..of - the- 
‘Washington Star, a post. he's ‘held. 

-| for -/28: .years; ‘will: be. succeeded - 
by Harry. MacArthir who. has’ béen: 
‘the --paper’s - assdciate drama‘ -edi-: 
‘tor. for the last nine: years. 
MacArthur joined The’ Star’ “31 

‘Years. ago-.as “a .copy- poy. Associ-. 
‘ates are féed-speeding Carmody. to 
Pasture, 

| Albee’s Recurring ‘Dream’: 
“cai: folk: ballet, presented by. Sol} 

_“Butehman’.:! : 

‘Now. “play” 
_ have .: been: 

Union Approval of MATA Pact 
Q - By. JESSE. GROSS 

Actors Equity and the. League of 
z ty ‘Y. Theatres Jaunched negotia- 
| tions last week‘for a new contract. 
‘covering. working conditions for- 

| Broadway and the road. Although 
the key. issues: liaven’t’ been - dis- 
closed, it is: believed that one: of 
‘the union’s demands will be to have 
rehearsal pay. elevated from a- 
present » ‘$97.50: to. the - Broadway 
minimum for regular performances : 
which is currently $117.50. 

It’s also figured: that increases in 
‘certain | ‘fringe benefits,- pay tele- 

‘| visionand the importation of alien 
‘actors are among. other areas that: 
will be covered in the negotiations. 
‘The first meeting between. Equity. .- 
and. the. League, - which. represents - 
Broadway theatre owners and pro- 
ducers; ‘was’ held’ Thursday : (23): 
The next session is: schedu ed for 
tomorrow (Thurs.). 

Meanwhile; Equity’s' council was 
expécted yesterday (Tues.) to ap- 

|-prove a-new pact with the Musical 
Woman,” :ahd ‘introduced him. to:| 
\the. play’ s director, Michael Cacoy-. 

. ‘annis.. ae ae 

“Arena Theatres “Assn. A ‘two-year. 
agreement, “reached between the 

'| negotiating committees. for the  . 
union and MATA, ‘was ratified by 

_|-the. organization of cavastop thea-: 
} tres, ..of which David Marshall 
Holtzmann is -president: The. out- 
come of yesterday's council con- 

‘| clave could: not be: ascertained as 
of VARIETY’'s deadline. 
Under the terms of the contract, 

setup, covering a four-year period, 
calls .for- contributions by tent. 
-operators. of 2% of the gross pay- 
-Foll this. year and next and 3% in 
"66. and 467. : Incidentally, the two- 

* (Continued on page 186) 

Cincy’ s : Park Playhouse 
Preems Season May 13 _ 
With ‘Burnt Flower Bed’ 
se - Cincinnati, April 28. . 

“Ugo. ‘Betti’s “The. Burnt Flower 
‘Bed,”* ‘which Joel Schenker has. 
under option. for Broadway produc-: 
‘tion, is scheduled: for presentation 
‘at the. Playhouse * in the Park here 

+ /"May.-13-24, The theatre, urider the 
management of Brooks. Jones, is. : 
currently: in, its second season with 
a: program. of. seven subscription 

/-entries. : “Arms ‘and the Man,” the 
first offering in the series, ended a. 
‘three-week run April 10. 

. “Arms”: was directed by Donald 
“ “Moffat, on a three-week leave from. 

the. cast of the off-Broadway pro-. 
\ duction of “The Caretaker” to stage’ 
the George Bernard. Shaw play. 
‘Besides the ‘subscription shows, ‘to 
-end with ‘a July 29-Aug.. 16 
‘presentation. of “‘The Threepenny 

the Playhouse had a spe-.. 
| eial March 19-29 pre-season presen-: 
‘tation ofa double-bill consisting of... 

. “The - Zoo Story” and “Don Per- 
limplin.””.. ° a 
~" “The. Fantasticks” is scheduled. a 
‘as: a. “post-season - ‘Special. Aug: 19- 

Opera,” 

Sept:. 5..“Oh Dad, ‘Poor Dad, . . . 

scription: entriés:.-Local residents 
‘have. pledged - “$120; 000. toward a 
threé-year building program, de- 

":/'signed by-New York architect Hugh . 
Hardy. Earlier. this: month, . 1,000 
Subscriptions had. been sold for the 
current. season, 406. more: than: “at 

|: the comparable time last year. - 
‘Playhouse -Special ‘shows aré of : 

fered as.a: bonus to subscribers ‘to 
the . seven-play subscription: series 

? | at the regular. Weeknight boxoffice” 
.| price of $3. per ticket, for 2 total — 
1 of. $21; The. weeknight subscription’ 
rate for the Seven-play series is $17, 

Deadline. Is Tuesday ( 5) 
On Theatre School: Bids 
The ‘deadline | -on- applications ._ 

for auditions to the National The- 
atre’.:School : of. Canada is next 
‘Tuesday: (5)... The. ‘school, now. in. 
its. fourth. year: of : aperation in- 
Montreal, “begins. its. next’ -semes- 
ter Nov.: 2, 

Jean-Pierre: Rohfard; ‘James: de 
B. Domville. and Powys Thomas : 
‘are ‘directors’ of the:.school, which- ~. 
limits::‘the number’ of. ‘students ac- 
-eepted in any-,ear to. 30 for its 
acting course and: 10. between de- 

- _,slen and production courses. 



\ night—or | the previous: night-—I 

* fully’ agree: with. the reviews “of 

“ether, but. ‘this : would. have..:anly 

led to further. -confirsion - if not ‘to. 

-pbacle and I offer them, free ‘and | 

gratis. to my- 
‘to younger . 

“ment ‘and.concern the. relationsh
ip 

- between director and - “playwright 

‘and, to a.minor. extent, playwright 

”~ and producer. iLyricists and. com- | 

* “posers “may | make | their’ own’ sug- 

gestions: y 

a ‘musical: is ‘based - should. avoid: 

doing 
how 

4s ‘yulnerable. 
that: he’s trying to: retain ‘material. 

‘which worked in the play: and, -“ob- 

viously © 
“Inusical, “You're: too close ’.to: the: 

. should: be searched . when he en-'}. 

ters and leaves: rehearsals. .and® if: 

-any: of the:-above. articles, in
elud- 

Ing secretary, 

directly . and- indirectly : associated: 

. with this * abortive . entertainment. | 

Infact, the closing notice ‘was. up: 

“two. weeks prior to the actual: clos-: 

184 

Ballad of the 

7 y By’ AY. 
“Author of the. book ‘of the. recent ‘Broadway musical based ‘On. vhs. 

own comedy of. the same. title. d_ ' 

ties: in. ‘the theatre: are so. ‘few. and | hough { wasn’t present: opening: 

“Cafe Crown. * ‘The -show. shouldn’t 

have opened” when. it did,- and. its 

quick. closing. came, as -no surprise. 

‘to. me or toa number of people | 

ing, .m marking - a ‘first’: in. Broad-_ 

wa history.’ _ 

it. ‘Was © Suggested. by: ‘those who: 

had read the original book and/or {. 

the - original | ‘play = from. -whieh- it.|'- 

was . adapted, . ‘that I distribute |; 

‘copies. to ‘the erities of one or: the | 

complete: : ‘Suspension - of... belief. 

‘However, ‘there are. lessons: to be 

gleaned: from’ so. spectacular. a de- 

contemporaries. ‘and 

‘writers, since these: 

are all. recommendations 1 not ‘cov: } 

ered hy: the Minimum . Basic’ Agree-- 

I. The aatiior of 2. ‘play on. “whiéh
 | 

‘the ‘adaptation. “ No. matter. 

~ familiar. with the. material 

and the milieu, the. original ‘gutho
r. 

‘to. the “accusation . 

“won't: work - in the -(?) 

material, 8: - is one-. of the. nicer. 
ex- 

pressions; ’ the - others : are: obseen- 

ities too wellknown to. mention. - 

“2. Ae director. should. not. be: al- j 

owed ta use- pencil, ballpoint. or] 

fountain. pen, typewriter: or any. 

other instrument of “writing, in- 

cluding. a secretary... The- director. 

4s found ‘on ‘him. 

then he should be kicked . the h
ell. 

_.the « following’ phrases. or ‘varia-- 

#4 

oul. 

‘aliow: the author ‘at: least ‘ome 
10-. 

the. play’ ‘with: the: ‘cast. 

suspect:. 

“driuthers’.’ 

‘rehearsals... 1’ mt ..SOrry, but. ; “you'll 

small change.” 

“3. ‘Directors who. -have never
 di 

rected”. a Broadway. | show | shoul
d 

‘be subject--to the same five-day 

probationary : period | provided for. 

-actors.. 

“4: The director. should ‘agree “to! 

minute | period . during - which ° the: 

author’. may.- ‘explain. - cand. dis
cuss 

“5. A’ director. “who. uses" ‘any of 

tions. thereof should. be. considered 

“Tam confused: " _ at 

“This song needs a- trigger.” 

“we're losing the. motor.” . 

“Tet: us consider: + what . are ‘the 

“Tf 1: Sr on't’, get some sleep,. Tu 

be no good.” »- 
“EF won't have anyone ‘sitting: in) 

front’ of me in: the. theatre: ‘during. 

thave to:move to the’ year.” ° - 

- “Wait tilk Iget-it-on its :feet.”" : 

“Wait till you see. jt in. the Be 

atre.” 

“You must. have: faith in. me.’ 

“Phese lines” are just. fllins, 

they'll come out.”" * 
“I didn’t. want to: bother. you: I. 

knew «you: wouldn’t: “mind ‘this 

“Meetings. are: a waste of time: 

Sad 
| Hy Kraft, Forgotten Man | as. Original Author Adaptor, 2 
. me Offers Bill of. Suggestions: 

Presently the. tv ‘show was’ over 

| the ‘wonderfully : ‘large ‘and. ‘stately 

| through | ‘its. “university. expansion | - 

| Lieut.-Gov. * Malcolm. | ‘ Wilson; 

| 7 | Armistead : 
‘Sovey, . : RRAFT 

so far between that I have no. SyTi- 
pathy for.any author or playwright: 
who: permits his work ‘to: be: man-)| 
-gled.- and destroyed: And. I do; mean 4 

| *" by Giy, me. 
‘In the. ‘small ‘mountain. ‘of: ‘papers 

relating - ‘to’. “Cafe Crown,” I find | 
a telegram. dated January 24,1943}. 
following the’ opening of the origi- 
nal: play..-It. Treads, “Dear /Hy,.-I’m 
still. Jaughing.“ ‘Bob ee os 

N Y; State Theater. 
—. 

‘the ideal: ‘situation: for an® ‘audience: 
‘preponderantty © above,. say, tact- 
‘fully, AQ years. of age and’ addicted: 
to specs.. Whether television: pick-. 
‘ups: must. ‘be regarded as. an in-: 

escapable part of the: price of. cul- 
ture’ need : not “be: argued here. 

and every. body: could glide. around 

main ‘rotunda, * like . nothing. ‘else. 
‘|which comes: to: ‘mind, ‘not forgetting: . 

| ‘val: -of.. Visitirig’Orchestras ~ will} : k 
has 

the Paris Opera..:. 
The Governor: stressed’ that. the. x e 

‘pbuilding’ was-:the gift of the Albany. ° 
legislature. - ‘Mery. cleverly: he. in-. 
vited. “Asseniblyman: : “Tony “Sava-. 
rese. and. the’ other solons fo: ‘Stand. 
for .audience... “applause... :. Rocky. 
‘quipped: that. anybody. in. “polities 
‘well knew what courage it required |. 
in elected legislators to: vote funds.|. 

Rockefeller’ was | in. |. ‘for culture. 
good. form -in:his.-talk,” ‘confining 
himself: -to- ‘the ‘state‘s’. leadership | - 

program, -its- Council on the-. Arts, 
the. State. Pavidion at: the. Fair’ and. | 
now the splendid. State Theater for-}: : 
-this. and. future . generations. ne 
Acting. as..emcee both. for: the. 

preliminaries and the. telecast. was 
of- 

Yonkers, who possesses as beauti-. 
ful.a speaking: voice and. style’.as_ 

, politics : may boast: - ‘Robert “Moses 
| was: his “usual. -cryptic-verging-on-: 
sardonic.self while John” D: Rocke-|| 
feller 3d' spoke: with. his customary 
‘sincerity. « 
impression. and: he never: indulges. 
in: even a: trace’. of: joke... ‘William: 
Schuman, composer-president: ‘Of 
Lincoln . Center’. was ‘the. other: 

: | speaker, also long: on: ‘dignity:” 
“The. New York State emphasis-|\ 

| was. repeated ° ‘when ‘the... waiters: 
‘started’. circulating . with the: home- 
‘grown champagne. “The bubbly did: 

“| Rot. originate in. foreign: places like. 
California: “Both: ‘the lower (ticket 
window). lobby and. the promenade. 
‘above 

-, {Patrons pass, ‘weather: permitting, 
7 '}to the: pillared porch from which: 
‘o>Lwas afforded a fine. view’ .of ‘the 
--/tnew ‘fountain, in the plaza, ° the: 

| Philharmonic. in. full- operation, and. 
the :scaffolding “behind «which. : : the: 

are :.optically . stunning. 

+ Metropolitan Opera — is rising. 
‘The.. ‘generous. space for: ‘people, 

tlie” -handy, ‘cloakroom, -- equally 
‘handy -bar (lots of “horizontal -ap- 
proach to both). and the many. doors |-: 

-|to the main auditoritim’ lettered- by. 
the | rows to.-which they lead -are 

Lal! evidence “of: the: imagination. in 
‘planning. There is no ceritre aisle. 
| Entrance is from either side, a la’ 

-| the. Goodman, Theatre in Chicago 
,and the Kenneth | Maegowan .. 
‘UCLA. ~The - Kneé-space. permits 
‘patrons to. -pass: with at least. par f° 
‘tial ‘accommodation . before _ -those. 

an Ayvho: do not. get: up.. -It-miay. be .a- 
‘brave.man in. the ‘midsection. who: 

6. An author. should invariably | ‘dares leave. the. ‘room | during . “ane. 
be provided “with copies:. of: flie | 

ehanges. he didn’t. make. ...° 

“3%. If the ‘author. is’.a Friend: “of: 

‘the. star, -it. ‘should not..be consid-! up for. the opening, disclosed. that]. 
ered a. conspiracy ~ if they inde-| work remains. -but in “general the)’. 

pendently: or in concert with other: 
actors, request. fhe. producer : to 
fire the director. © 

g. The: producer: | “Should ‘no’ i 

earlier if:the author and actor per: 
sist in: making sucha demand. 

9. If a: director. glibly improvises. 
a ballet’ compressing a - Shake- 
spearian ‘drama, -he-—the: ‘director 
—should be compelled ‘to- execute: 
the ballet—or himself: - 

10. Any author who stands ‘for. 
this kind of treatment ‘without 
calling ‘on. the: Dramatists’ Guild: 
immediately for help’ or relief -is 
a danined fool. and ‘has no one to 
blame | ‘but himselt. ‘The opportuni: 

act. * 
- A glimpse of the basement area; 
where a. pressroom. had. been. -set: 

house” ‘was in neat’ order.: 

‘those. ‘seated. ‘topside. ° 
7 ‘As for: the main rotunda; it will | 

make .thréats..to open :the show icertainly be. used’ more’ than one: 
| time for. a. charity: ball: 
out © with | that - inspiration. 

be as -good: as. its.. productions, ar 
truism. which. Schuman. underlined. | 
But: “for some: time the: ‘excitement 

-tof the. premises will be a ‘show. in:|: 
Everybody” was con-- 

graulating everybody else: in those’ 
‘speeches at’ the. premiere:.but. it.|° 

- The.|'- 

and of: itself. . 

Was: ‘impossible: to -quibble:' . 

Te. designing: the. sets and. -COS= 

‘Continued from” page 2. me , 

‘He: always. make a good 

in’ 

There | . 
are’ manned: elevators. to take aloft |. 

It tries | 
OF 

(be as the State Theater itself ~will |. 

case. for, mutual: admiration - was | - 
overpowering. . 

” Staging and Lecturing 
‘British. . ‘director - “Margaret 

=| “ Webster.“'is* staging ‘a Boston 
‘|. - Univ, production’ of. “Measure 

for: “Measure”. which. is-to be 
presented”. at’ .- the.’ ‘school’s 

’ through Saturday (2). 
and. Ra: y mond 

sity’s. theatre’ arts: faculty,- are - 

- fumes, respectively. : - 
- Miss ‘Webster is. also: Jectur: a 

a, ing: ‘in..the university’s School . . 
- of. Fine and ‘Applied Arts. . _ 

a 

.of New. York ‘only ‘a few years ago 
‘after .-the.’state- legislature - at. Al- 

‘for the issuance of bonds;,: has since 
initiated:.a‘ good’. deal of: -creative 
booking’ of. its own, In no sense ‘is 
the new: Carnegie. a mere rental. 

' accommodation: for. - outside.” im- 
‘presari..'In. proof: of.-this’ the: ‘Hall 
itself, -under.: Executive -Director 

| Julius: Bloom, “will promote eight] 
‘different. ‘Series next’ season... 
It’s’ so-called: International: ‘Festi: 

omprisé four’parallel series, each 

‘Philadelphia, - Boston, Lon don, 
Cleveland, Pittsbudgh, Berlin,. Lon- 
‘don,. Hague, ‘Warsaw, Baltimore, 

Munich: Back: Choir. . 

=: Morris ‘Ageaty Covering 
| -Canvastops Like a Tent;:. 

this. summer. with performing, talent 
‘from the. William Morris: Agency. 

been: set: by. the’. agency. 

“Sound.” of : Music,’ _ 
Camelot’ ‘ona ‘restricted basis, 
is ‘contributing: importantly: to the 
heavy’ play being given the musicals 
by. the-agency.:. ~. |. 

tlients and “the - -show’s: in’ which. 
they’ re to appear. this'summer ‘are: 
| -Jane -Powel] and’ Michael’ Allin- 

“Milk - 
Earl. . ‘Wrightson, 

“Your: 
“Sound”. 
--Molly’ 

son, . ‘Lady’; " Molly : ‘Picon, - 
‘and - ‘Honey’; 
“Camelot”: : and’. 
“Wagon”; Barbara ‘Cook; : 
and -. “The: ‘Unsinkable 
‘Brown’; :Anna Maria “Alberghetti, 
West. ‘Side: Story’’;. Nanete: Fabray, 

“Paint. 

‘Barbara 
Juliet 

‘tlemen. Prefer: Blondes’; . 
MeNair, ‘‘!No-: -Strings”:- 

| Prowse, rma’ pa, “Douce” and 
-E“Damn . Yankees’ Martha’ ‘Raye,.| : 
| “Wildeat??®. “Marion . -Marlowe,. 
| “Gypsy,”” ‘and: Jane- Morgan, -“Tov- 
‘arich” ‘and: “Gypsy. 9 : 

_Also;. ‘Vivian. Blaine, “Guys ‘and 
Dolls”: : ‘Giselle “MacKenzie; 
King and..I’’. -and “Gypsy”; 

| Case,” “Oklahonia”; 
‘Around . the. World in 80 Days”; 
‘Mally.- Bee; = “Finian’s “Rainbow”: 
: Karen: “Morrow, “Tittle ..Me”* 
“Pajama”; . -Peter’- “Palmer, . 
‘Abner”’; . Carmel Quinn, 
‘Rainbow,’ ~- “King and 
‘Lois: Hunt, “Camelot”: 
son,: “Bye. ‘Bye Birdie”. 
and . Mimi -Hines; Pajama”: 

| Rydell, . 
+Danton, ‘“I10in the Shade,” -which 
“wih precede a tour with: Civic Light |: 
[Opera engagements. on ‘the . Coast.: 

- Australian Shows 
“¢Week Endijig April 25) 

7 "BRIS BANE ° 
Black: ‘Theatre: Prague, Her Majesty’ 1S. 

- “MELBOURNE. 
cAntigone, : ‘Emerald Hill.’ 
Barefoot. in. Park, | “Princess. . 

» Camelot, Her «Majesty’s 
: {Don't .Tell’ Father, -St.. “Martin's, 
First 400 Years, Comedy. 
Love Rides Rails, - ‘Russell St.” 

: ‘Stop she World, Tivoli. ey 

. Jc SYDNEY © 

. Australian. Ballet, Elizabethan: 
- .Boeing-Boving.’ Palace. - .. ° 
. ‘How. to. Succeed; Her -Ma: jesty’s.” , 

Importatice Seing Oscar, ‘Old Totes” 
Macbeth; Independent. ee 
.Minstrels, Tivoli’. -- 
‘Philippine: ‘Dancers,. Royal: 

- Allen 

“ni'l 
“Rinian’ 'S 

Van.- J ohn- 

1 

- ‘Thracian. Horses, .Ensemblé 
: “Who's! Afrald: Woolf, Old Tote. 

theatre tomorrow. (Thurs.) - | 
Horace a 

..-|. Richard Henry. 

Tallol: Test 
Townspeerle . 

” Carnegié Hall, ‘saved by the City |: 

‘bany' : passed enabling © ‘legislation 

‘of “six. concerts; by such ensembles 
_as the - symphonies : ‘fron. Chicago,: 

Houston; British: Broadcasting, and} 

* Books Flock. of Names | 
‘Musical. ‘stock will be blanketed 

An. impressive ‘roster of names has | 
Charles: 

Baker,:-head -of -the ‘legit depart-: 
‘ment,. -and:Ed -Robbins, ‘in: charge |. 
of the. stock division, ‘figure. that | 
the release. of the. stock. tights -of' 
-such: tuners.as “My.Fair Lady”.and | 

as well. ‘as_ 

“Unsinkable”; Betty: Hutton,. “Gen- . 

“The : 

.Robert’. ‘Clary, : 

‘and | 

. “Sound”: qT £ery;: 

Phil Ford | 
‘Bobby. 

“Tom ‘Sawyer rr and “Ray - 

drama in three ‘acts, by James Baldwin. 
| Staged by’ Burs :. d 

‘both: . of the “univer- -/ SOO oF; géss~ Meredith; design ' ‘an 
lighting, -Feder. Opened’ April 23 "64, 
at.the ANTA Theatre, N. Y.; $4.80° top. 
Disk : Jockey. 

TOM. -..cpesceacees ‘edeaeds ‘Wayne Grice |... 
Arthur °...s..cccceceeess Clyde Williams. 
Ken sebstesesesoodeattaan Otis. Young 

; Mother Henry. ....,..-. Rosetta. Le Noire’ 
Juanita eeecces eeane ote ‘Diana. ‘Sands | 

4 -Pete™ os we ° e oe s ad e “e e. @ 9 “Lincoln : ‘Kilpatrick: 

| Lorenzo". scccceccosasecs. David Baldwin. 
; Parnell oe ‘pe ae Oconsace a . Pat:. Hingle 

1 TTo. Britten: _eseers ‘ann’ '“Wedgeworth: 
coy ‘Papa: dD coeds 0-02.00 05.0 ro . ees, ‘John. .MeCurry 

| Hazel ..i.s.. voce eee eeneee ‘Pat -Randall 
Susan ct aes adervccccece 3. Patricia Quinn 
Ralph - ene CS ends eee ececeens. Ralph Waite 

| Ellis. PoC Coeeocece sete wecce: “Joe. Don Baker 

Lillian . wes oes. : Ann. Hennessey 
‘Rev. Pheips’ wee . ec cen emesswees. Moor 
Ju dge. seaegaignisarecoors oo ‘Ralph ‘Waite 

Court Stenographer . 
Prosecutor 
Counsel ‘for the Bereaved. 

vee-» Pat: Corley 
Dick Bradford 

- Otis Young 
Cow ereoernsrananereonswe 

-Grachan | Moncur - “3d, ‘Bill : 
“Pearl Reynolds - 

Ticmboe” 

Actors Studio. Theatre | production 
opened: last Thursday night: (23). at. 

| the ANTA Theatre. = 

, “AS the novelist-turned-playwright 
“interviews; 

“Blues: for Mister Chatlie,” is not. 
‘emphasized: . 

intended’ to. entertain ‘or please, 
-but as.a-ery of defiance’ and warn- 
‘ing, to -anger. and. shock the: audi-' 
‘ence, to make. it: think: ° - Although. 
the author’s ‘stagecraft. is. crude, 

7 .} the play's impact: is indeed stagger-. 
_. | ing, at. least:in. the context: of to-. 
. | day. That impression is especially. 
| vivid: considering the:.militart.:en-. 

| thusiasm of. many -of “the ' first-- 
nighters. for.’ the show’ s. violently | = 
emotional. passages. - ye “3 

Very. few plays: throb’ ‘with: such’ 7 
. passionate hatred and rage ..as| 
-““Blues-for Mister: Charlie.” 
despite the show's combustible sub-. 
ject matter’ and::furious. tone; the |-“ 
dramatic: effect is seriously ‘weak- 
‘ened by the ‘clumsy. writing, with 
‘its sprawling ,form, ‘repetitiousness a 
and. hysteria, as ‘well as its spotty. 
presentation. So while it obviously. 
-satisfies © ‘audiences © already emo- 
tionally. ‘committed, 

-a general release’: Production, and 
. '| offers ‘little. for. stock. 

Some . ‘of - the: “Williain “Morris 1 
: Negro’s:: sarcastic name .for. ‘any. |. . 
‘white mai as “Mister Charlie, and. 
suggests. that... ‘a’ painful: and per. 
haps, tragic ‘reckoning - is due. for {o> 

The: plot; . 

The.’ play’s title. refers to. ‘the 

the. oppressor. people. : 
with the action jumping- ‘about, in 
-time: and: place; ‘is: a: durid,- dis- 
‘jointed and all-too-familiar account 
of stupid, vicious - events. It in- 
volves a white: man’s callous’ mur- 
der of a rebellious Negro youth in. 
‘a. southern : town,’ and shows ‘the 
-approval .- ‘of... “the: ‘crime - ‘by. . the}. 
bigoted: whites, ‘the killer's. acquit- | 
tal. and. finally’ the burning deter- 
-mination of. the’ arounsed Negroes. 
to fight for. ‘Justice, equality: and |. 
dignity...’ 
.. The. performance, without. ‘scen-: 
ery and ‘with only .a’ black: back- 
‘drop, ‘a’ ramp: upstage center and 

~ about: 
|three: hours, “despite reportedly: 
1-drastic: cutting“ in the few ‘days.|. 

There are. glaring. 

expressive lighting, . runs” 

before’ opening. 
‘evidences -of major. _and hasty. sur- 

‘jockey: who ‘sits. at. ‘the -side ‘of tlie 

seemingly - vestiginal” scenes: -and 
‘episodés. unrelated. to. ‘anything: - 

Under : Burgess: Meredith's .- 

| ally. ‘indulgent direction, : the. per-- 
formance is uneven, with little sug- 

1 'gestion ‘of tempo, and passages of 
~ badmirableé: ‘control interspersed: 
: with. moments. of exaggerated emo-. 
\-tion' and outright ranting. The gen- 

eV eral effect. tends. tobe’ -of _ vital 
dramatic . material : ‘turned: ‘into- a) 

“2 1 strident and incendiary social: 
' i tract’. and; except . for. audiences_ o 
[keyed .. up * “to applaud any. protest:| 
‘{on the. ; ‘Subject, 
m -Show. . 
|: As ‘the: racially: psychopathic kill. 
‘der, Rip . Torn gives a. believable,” 
| strong. and. unvarying ‘performante. 
Al Freeman Jr. has plausible. swag-. 

4 ger, insolence: and heat ‘as the -bit-: 
ter Negro Youth, who. seems. prac. tic 

Wednesday. Apri 29, 968 

~ Show on alales 
: Blues. for Mister Charlie 7 

Actors.. Studio Theatre presentation - of 

. Billie ‘Allen; Pat Corley,,| .. 
Moor, 

-Grachan Moncur, 3d: 
Drummer. wae Frankie. -Downbeat) - Brown ; 

‘gro -eharacters, | 

pathetic, while’ all the whites are 
‘hypocrites ‘and/or villains,. -or. ‘In: 
“one | “case a. well-intentioned, ‘bum, 

But | ' 

at ‘periodic. intervals: : 

“ation interests ‘without -the use of: 

material facts. - 

‘it’s: an. uncer- 1. 
tain .. boxoffice” ‘prospect, : _ even at: 
the low ($4.80. top): scale, .a: negli- | - 
‘gible item for pictures, at. least for | 

practices or untrue statements. in. 

‘from the ‘sale. ‘of: syndication - -‘interé | 

"| count until -used ‘for. Production: oF |
 

‘pre-production purposes, ©” | 

‘Law. “to. provide™ that. it shall “be: 

ficers of: a. ‘theatre: to exact or-re-| 

ticket in excess of ‘the: regular or: 
‘established price. or. charge’ -On.- ‘the | 
face. of. the ticket: ” . | 

‘trict -attornéys; © 

‘tothe - bills,. nor ’.'to - any. “support 

‘were ‘forcibly. expressed‘ ata pub 

‘puty: Attorney General David Clur-; 

‘tives ' from -the : New. -York. theatre 
such as. totally - extraneous | oq with. show business: attorneys. 3 

‘characters .like-the supposed -disk 

‘stage throughout, without -a.line or jang. amendments. : 

bit of .businéss, as well as’ various 
a | passage; “proposed the ‘addition. of ai 

.| subdivision ‘to: Section 399 ‘ofthe 
| General Business’ Law,. prohibiting! 
-a theatre ‘owner, . lessee, operator; 
‘or.. other personnel. ‘of '-a_ theatre} 

in- 

-geniously conceived ‘but occasion-. 

{ showing. theatrical: productions. to} 
.Sell: tickets. unless. there - was: filed 

“ticket. -distributor - registration." 

addresses. : 
‘ticket. distribution of all theatre 
Personnel.” : q 

an unsatisfying ‘press rep. of the. American Shake 
Speare - Festival . Theatre, ' 

tieally determined: ‘on. m martyrdom, 
and Percy. Rodriguez is quietly ex.- 

| pressive asthe doomed lad’s ear... 
nest.’ and ‘extraordinarily- 

‘ T-father, exce readin . 
-Frankie @ownbeat) Brown |’ € pt in. ‘the eadi ig of an 

Lyle . Britten ...3.... 0.000022 bese -Rip Torn. 
lees TAI ‘Freeman “dr... 

Rev.: Meridian Henry. . Perey Rodriguez | 

‘patient . 

impassioned. fiineral . service, : ‘when 
he lets: emotion. take control. 

Diana Sands. is generally ‘superb. 
‘and moving asthe victim's ‘sweet: 
‘heart who,at: his. death, -hopes: ‘she’s: 
. pregnant so she ‘will have ‘a ‘son: to 
carry. on.:the’ struggle: for : justice, . 
but she also’has.a few-unrestrained 
moments: Pat Hingle is well modu. 
lated in. the .ill-conceived ‘role “ of. 
a- -well-meaning : white man. with: 3. 
not-so-secret’ urge for all Negroes: 
—apparently . of. both - sexes. -Ann- 
Wedgeworth. : is | excellent in’ the’ 
‘ difficult part: of. :the slayer’ Ss shal- . 
low. wife. ... 

Perhaps dt déesn’ t. ‘matter. par- 
ticularly. that asa. racial - protest: 
‘play,. “Blues, for’ Mister’’ Charlie”: 
violates: the: fundamental, principle. 

Practically everything: in: “Blues. of huma
n’ equality: —-that people 

for. Mister Charlie’ has. been: said’ 
in previous. plays, and more ‘ skill- 
‘fully.. But because of. the ‘explosive 
events ‘in current‘ headlines,. this 
James - Baldwin melodrama has a 
new. ‘and terrible urgency. - The: 

-should: be judged. and” treated ac- 
cording: to. individual merit ‘rather’. 
than. on ‘the basis‘:of. color,. creed* 
Or. nationality. In .that: sense, ‘it -is 
itself racially: biased; -as all the Ne- 

-even -the dope- 
addicted, : deliberately. provoking 
young ‘murder. victim; are all sym: { 

J 

: 
i 

bler. : _ 

“The ‘immediate. ‘point is that this’. 
| 

first: Broadway-produced’ play ‘by :a | 
successful’ novelist and’ essayist: is 
-a failure. ‘as. ‘stagecraft, . primarily. 
‘because. .of the author's own. in. | 
eptness. 
for Mister . Charlie,” “the. dramas . 
‘power: lies ‘in ‘the. topically. infiam- 

‘In’ the case: of “Blues | 

mable material, not. in ‘the ‘theatri- 
cal presentation. : .. Hobe: a! 

~ Governor Signs 
; Continued from: page 363 = 

Prohibit... the.- offering - of. “gytal.| 

an: offering;. circular. or ‘prospectus, j 
making: full: and fair. disclosure. OF 

Prohibit . the - “use. oe deceptive 

prospectus. | a 

Require. ‘that | “moneys. derived | 

ésts be: held. in-a -special..bank ac-: 

Prohibit the receipt’ of kickbacks | 
from. suppliers. to. Producers, ‘man- ‘ 
agers and. agents.” 

-The. Savarese. ‘act, ‘Gov. Rockétél- q 
ler, explained, amends -the Penal | 

a misdemeanor ‘for. designated ‘of- 

ceive . :any..premium or price for a} 

- It “also. ‘permits . “Lawfal taxes" 
and: gives: the. Attorney General 
concurrent jurisdiction ‘With | dis-] 

‘In: -enforcement.: 

“No reference “was made; -in. the! 

other: than that. of ‘Lefkowitz.. Both] 

lic hearing Feb., 23 in the’ Assembly} 
‘Chamber, when ‘Lefkowitz-and.De-! 

man were present, ‘with. represenita- : 

Each measure: underwent perfeet. 

The: third | bill: which failed. col 

with the State Law ‘Department: a 

Latter would have: included. names,} 
and. connection. with 

‘Peggy "Ready ‘in ‘the  pasideatl 

“Strat y 
ford, * Conn... succeeding. Pas 
Anglim. . She - ‘has ‘been. aide. i; 
the ‘office. Sol. Jacobson. aiid 
Lewis. “Harmon - -eontinue | ‘as. nad 
tional . “Pressagents, for’ the: opert- 
ion, aae : i: 



0 - Want” a. Kiss,” 
 o..-Park,”: 7 
“+” Girl; “Hamlet,” “Hello, Doliy’* and 
ote “High. -Spirits.”. The : Shakespeare | 
= “revival, establishing ” a ‘record. for 

‘the’ Lunt-Fontainne . Theatre, was) 
a There |- 
“-"Y were two openings last. week, both with P arties, 

~ “Actors: Studio. Theatre: productions. | 
+. “As indicated above, -one of those, 

“Baby..Want..a Kiss; ”* “got off to “a, 
strong start. ‘The. other. “Blues for | 

* had an-okay. opening a 
a : session. considering it’ played . only | : 

“plus} , 

we ‘and no- openings: 

pds”. $38,692). 

oe (88), 

Kiss mn 1 ir Succeed "Run; Late, ‘49: i enne Martin, David Brooks).. Be-'|- 
- wy -gins. 

ve, ‘Albatross’ Jam = | 
(5th. wk; 36. oF ($600. "1,442; $74. 
§16).: 

| cs
s en’'Le 

_ Broadway: was snappy last: week, |. 
7 ‘ with. ‘conventions. of. the. ‘American 

"Newspaper. Publishers. Assn. and: 

‘other: organizations ‘figured ‘major 
-.-eontributing -factors. Still moot is 
|: . ” \yhether the opening of the. World’s |. 
oc. Bair: ‘last week - ‘figured | in’ the ‘b.0.|. 
“=. Boom. . There. were. . eight sellout} _ 

: “shows, “and. several others, although 
failing to.g0 clean, registered hefty 

_ takes. ae 
- ¥n the” “eapacity” groove. 

“Baby-|. 
“Barefoot | in’ ‘the 

.-““Funny-| 

"were “ANY. . Wednesday,” 

“The . ’ Deputy,” at 

‘the . ‘stanza’ Ss” “top-grosser:: 

Mr. :Charlie’ 

four - regular ‘Performances, | 
. three previews. . ; 

-“this:: stanza: 

“Estimates for. Last Week * 

Keys: Cf Comedy), D (Drama };, 
CD. (Comedy-Drama),. R- (Revue),. 
> MCG (Musical:Comedy),°MD (Musi- 

OP. £ Op- 
" DRI” 

. cal-Drama), O ¢ Opera), 
Leretta); Rep... (Repertory),:: 
| Dramatic Reading).' 
Other: parenthetic ‘designations: 

| o refer, respéctively, to weeks played; 
- :.. number: of performances. through 
---» ldst -Saturday, top prices| (where 

: two. prices are given, the. higher is 
' ..for Friday-Saturday nights and ‘the'|.. 

“. Mower for: weeknights), number ‘of.| ~ 
_ +-seats,. 
‘Price “includes 10%. 
5% repealed. City. tax. (diverted ta 

EF . ..an incustry-wide pension: ‘and. wel-. 
- .. fare ‘furd),. but-- ‘grosses. are net; 
_ fe., exclusive. of taxes. 
ce Asterisk: denotes - “shoin. had “cit: 
on rate’. tickéts .in ‘circulation: 

capacity ‘gross and - stars. 

Grosses. “normally have: ‘been -re- 
duced’ by. ‘commissions: where the: : 
“ate: parties are’ mentioned. 

ue - Any: Wednesday, ‘Music’ Box’ 1): 
a 10th. wk; 79 p)..($6.90-$7,50; 1.010; 

Bc $40, 000) (Sandy . Dennis. : ‘Don Por- 
" ter). ‘Previous week. $40, 118..' 

“Last: week, : : $40, 924. - 

-_ Baby Want a Kiss, "Little (Cy ist 
“Wks 9 DP). ($6.90-$7. 50: 603: $25, 491). 

oe Previous - week, $25: 239 for. eight). . 
previews _at the. Little: - : 

_ Last. week, $27, B61 for r nine: ‘per: 
-_formanees.. | 

- Barefoot: in” the Park: Biltmoré 
‘(C). (27th. wk; 211. p).-($6.90-$7.50;.|- 

: (Elizabeth: . “Ashley, | 
opi Robert Redford, Mildrea Natwick, 
0 Kurt. 
$38,797. 7 

‘Last ‘week, $86 871. with one | 

‘Kasznar). : ", Previous: _ ‘week, 

party. 

wee -*Beyond ‘the. Fringe, Goldex ( (Ry 
S . (79th wk: 627-.p): ($7.50;..799:. $4e]: 
B74). Previous ‘week, $12, 487. . 

Last week, $12, 369: . 

* Blues... for: “Mr.” 

:-856)... 
oe five previews at the "ANTA. ' 

:” (Harris, .Wortld-Telegrz=m, ~ 

-. provals. : (Kerr, ‘Herald : ‘Tribune; 
: Watts, Post), one negative. notice 

~~.” (McClain, - ‘Journal-American). “and |. 
Wy "one inconclusive | appraisal: (Chap-| 

» News). - 
“Last week, $18, 911° “for: four per- 

2 formances and three previews. 

Case of ‘Libel, ‘Longacre - 

East: week, "$15, 738. 

eS . Deputy, Atkinson: (D): (9th: “uke: | 
lh 69 ‘p). ($6.96-$7.50; *-1,088; - $43,246). |. 
:.. + (Emlyn. Williams, -Jeremv. ‘Brett).- 

. .- Previous week; | $42;860 
: - “parties, er 

- Last: ‘week, ‘$42, 908 with parties. | Charlie”: and: “Marco, Millions." 
Dylan, Plymouth -(D) “(15th ; wk: 

"143 p). ($6.90-$7.50: 1,084; $48, 369} | 
ol tbe Guinness). ‘Previous. Ww. veek, 

last week, $41, 161. 

°331) - (Carol Channing). 

“Phere were no ‘el sings last: noel Prbvlous. week,” 
$34, 976. - 

e scheduled. for. ~ 
=a ‘The advent of: day-|- 
7 Tight saving - ‘time: last Sunday (26). 
"> -js.-expected. to- bring. a traditional 
- ...slowdown in: business for a ‘period. 

| of about, 10° days - Or so. ~ 

$51, 719. 

Federal. and. 

°$37;000) - 
O'Sullivan, Orson Bean). 
‘week, $32, 089. “Martha. Scott .suc- 
ceeded ‘Miss. O'Sullivan: last. Mon-. 

a day. night. (27). and ‘Dennis O’Keefe® 
| joins. the. ast . June®, a as. Ford’s 
‘successor. 

‘Charlie, ANTA : 
“(Dy (st wk; 4p) ($4.80:°1;180; $38,-- 

Previous week; . “$11. 807 for. fered. a. broken’ ankle-- 

‘Opened ‘here last: Thursday night study, | Joan Fagan,. is: subbin
g; . 

to .two ‘enthusiasti¢ -reviews. | 
Taub-: 

man, -‘Times), - two qualified. disap-* 

7) $7.50: 
- McCambridge, Donald: ‘Davis, Ben | 

oy (D) | Piazza) 
mt 29th’ wk; 226 p) ($6:90-$7:50; 1;101;. 

' - ~ $40,986): (Van - Heflin, ‘Paul . Me 
ms Grath, Larry Gates). 
"*-. Wweek,. $14,647, - 

Berger). : 
Pa r :e. v i oO u eae 

with ; 

:(Barbra. Streisand, ‘Sydney: 
Chaplin)... Previous - ‘week, $22, 274: 
with parties. | | 

East week, $72; 844 ‘with parties. ; | ee 

572;. 

Hiamlet, Lunt-Fentanne (Dy: (3d. 
“wk; “20. p). ($8.80-$9.90: 1,478; $73,-. 
062):. Previous week, “$69, 696 with 
parties: 8 

‘Last week, house: record, , $73, s14. 

Hello, : Dolly... vy, ames”. uc): 
{15th wk;. 116: p). (9. 60; 1,609; $71,-. 

Previous’ 
week, $71, 290. with parties, 

Here’ S$ ‘Love, Shubert. (MC) (30th. 
wk; 234 py ($9.60; 1.453; $67, 923). 

Last~ week, $46, 256. a 

‘High “Spirits, Alvin ‘Wtey:. 8d. 
“wk: 23° p): ($9. 60;. 1,334; - $69, 549): 

' (Beatrice .. Lillie; ‘Tammy~ Grimes, 
:-Edward:. Woodward). 

ao Lweek "$68,001 ‘with parties. | |’ 
“Last week, “$68,388: with: parties. 

Previous: 

* How to. ‘Succeed | ine ‘Business’ 
Without “Really. ‘Trying, .. 46th |St.. 
IMC). (133d wk;. ‘1,055: -p) - ($9.60; 
1,342; . $66, 615). : Previous Week, 

Last week, "$63; g51." Lot 

*Mary, “Mary, - Hayes ie): ‘Gedih: 
wk: . 1;306: .p): .($6. 90-$7. 50; 1,164; . 
$43. 380) (Mindy  . Carson, ‘Murray: 
Hamilton, Tom Helmore): Previous 
-week, $I6, 109. 

“Last week, $17, 808. : 
National. : 

week, $19,241 .. for. 

Never Too: ‘Late, Playhouse ©: 
(74th: wk; “589 py ($6. 90-$7. 50; 994; 

‘Ford, . Maureen | © 
Previous. 

“(Paul : 

Last. “week; $35, 984, 7 a 

“Nobody ~ Loves. “an: "Albatross, 
Lyceum (C).(19th wk: 148. -p)-$6.90-. 
$7.50; .995; $33, 000): (Robert. Pres-’ 
ton): - . Previous: ‘week, 

Last: week, : $30, 1413. - 

‘Oliver, Imperial. (MD) (68th wh: 

$22,127... 

543 p): ($8. 60-$9.30: 1,450;° $71, 977). 
(Clive «: Revill.,. Georgia. | Brown." 
Prévious week, “$42, 283.. 2 7... 

‘Last | week, $52, 283. 

110: in: the’ " Shiade, . 

1186: © $58,000) . (Robert. ‘Horton;. 
Inga. Swenson, Stephen: Douglass). ; 

“ “Previous week, $41,724. : wee 

Last. week, $53, 576. Miss Sweén- 
son. tripped. ‘taking a‘ curtain: ‘call: 
last. Wednesday night (22) and suf-: 

‘What Makes ‘Sammy: Run?. - 54th: 

St.- 
$9.40; .1,271; °$65,233):-(Steve. Law- | 
rence, . Sally: Ann’. Howes, Robert | 
Alda)... Previous: week, $58, 342. | 
_ Last: week, : “$61,811. 

*Who’ Ss Afraid of Virginia. Woolf? 

. Rosé (D): (81st wk; 640 ‘p)..*$6. 90=. yo Dream-Dutchman, Cherry Lane cea 
(Mercedes = 

.. Ilmmeoralist, 
“1,162:: $40,485): 

(matinee. company --Haila 
Stoddard, ‘Henderson Forsythe, ‘Bill 

' Previous week, $13, gil. 
Last week, $14,862. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

; * Litieoin. Center. Repertory Thea: 
‘Washington "Saqu-te 

(Rep). (14th ‘wk:- 108. p) .($6-$6.50; | 
tre, - ANTA. 

1,158;. $46, 500). . Previous. week, 

| $43. 366° for..éight. performances ‘of - “ 
“After the Fall” “But: for- Whom 

Last week, - “$40, 405 for’ ‘same. 
repertory.: . 

West - ‘Sige Stary; 
, Foy" (3d. wh; -23 B ($4.95; 2,935; | 

oy ‘go10 000).- 7 
vor. oP ast: week, $50, 988... Closes me . 
me Sunday (3). 

“a “*Funny. Thing. ‘Happenea on: ‘the: | ‘ ; a, 

103d “wk:.:821° p). ($8,60-$9.40..1,-.| = 
$84;000):" (Dick: Shawn). “Pre-. . 

“vious ‘week, $32,913. ~_. 

Last week,’ $34: 875. “Movés ‘May 
‘12. to. the: ‘Majestic. ‘Theatre:- wos 

+ well .. 

“Last. -Wweek, $71,268: with: parties: 

‘its: 

“Repertory. - “theatre, | 
‘Belasco (Rep). (3d ‘wk; 24 py ($4.95-"|- : 
-$7.50: 1;008;. $34; 051): . ‘Previous. oo 

“eight -. per- | 
| formances . of “The Seagull”. “and. 
‘T“The- Crucible. ge 

Last’ week,” $22; 145. - ‘for’. same |”: 
"[Repertory. - “Closes . next. ‘Saturday: 

1 (2). ‘ 

| urea: | in ‘an -auto: accident,. but has 
| returned. ‘to his ‘producing. ‘office. 

Broadhurst. 
(MC): (27th. wk; “210: ‘p) ($8. 80-$9. 40;. 

Her under=. 

‘U$8:80= |: J 
MG) "(oth wk; | 68. Py $ “UP tgnres, denote opening : -dates)- eee 

-. Blacks, St. Marks 
|-' Blogd . Knot, Cricket’ (3-2-64). 

- Marietta, Hotel - Astor. 4-16-68). 

‘Six Characters,” Martinique (3-8-65).. 
. Streets of .N. - 

4d Trojan Woman. ‘Circle in. Sq. (12-23-63). : 
= - Trumpets Lord,..1. Sher.” Sq. -12- REED): 

oo ju, Third . Ear, ‘Premise ' (5-21-64). 

“- Yum-Yum Tree, Mayfair (5-25-64). - 
ae ‘Never Say_ Dye, . New: Bowery 5 26-64). . 

‘ity. “Center |. wittyseat Eadie, :Writers. 4.2060; -elosed | ' 
2 April 21. after two ‘Performances, . cs 

. PREVIEWING. THIS WEEK 

Sunday Man, ‘Morosco (C): Wivi-| 

-previews “tomorrow. mighty 
(30).. Open officially ‘May. 13. 

OTHER | ‘THEATERS 

2 zabassador,. ‘Barrymore, | Beck: |: 
+ Booth, : - Broadway, Cort, Hudson,. 
.Majestic; ‘Miller’s, Moroseo, O'Neill, 
Royale,” Ziegfeld. © 

‘Norman: ‘Walker. «& €o. : 
. (Printing | Aud, N. Y.) 24 

“Hitherto unknown ‘ag asite for 

_ dance recitals, Auditorium. of the. 
“N.Y. School of: Printing ‘(on West” 

49th st.) was. utilized for . Norman |. « 

: Walker’ and: his. 10-dancers.. ‘Group |. 
has: -bettefited. ‘from | much ‘touring. 
last season .an@ :the dancing, ‘as 
and: performing “experience in the- 

as: ehoregraphic ‘.as pects. 
shown,. were. good. - Walker's - work. 
is. stronger : in’ comunication ‘and .in 
the -range- of moods. The program | 

‘consisted '-of -. 
Joio): “Figures. -and ‘Masks”- (Kar-" 

-lin), “The- ‘Triumph: ‘of: Aphrodite” | 

(Orff) 
| Cain.’ "Featured dancers were’ ‘Cora | 
| Gahan .and © William.: Louther.. (as|° 
| guest) and. both displayed technical: 
.skill-and dramatic projection. .Den-' 
nis. Wayné ‘and: Jane’ Kosminsky 

| should.” _also be ‘singled - out. ..and- 

‘the entire. company .is:.as: ‘attractive 
as technically. proficient.” 
-Leaving” the.’ best- for®. Jast,| 

|-Walker’s: New. work (world: pre-'|° 
miere)’-.““‘Testament. of. Cain”. was. 

-“*Reflections” 

‘and” “The: Testament.” of 

the niost mature and powerful in 
dramatic - 

Bis of London” 
7 - London,. ‘April: 28° 

‘The. ‘Royal _Court .. Theatre: has 
‘closed: till’ September ‘for re-deco- 

/-ration | ‘and structural alterations, 

The. curtain. ‘was. delayed. for. a 
‘performance: of “Who's: Afraid of |. 

| Virginia Woolf?” last.:week .at: the |° . 
‘Piccadilly “Theatre, :as “costar Ar- 7}. 
‘thur Hill was treated . by’ a. ‘physt-./ 

Thomas: “Round, ‘p Oyly” Carte. 
{principal tenor, ‘quits: ‘the company. 
: in- . June. 
Laverne - ‘Gray: and trevor. Rie 

: Peter - Bridge... was. ‘slightly .. : 

‘Donald: .Swawn. and. Michael 

Roy’. ‘Jamieson ° took °. over “aast 
night, (Mon.):as: male: lead ‘in ‘stow |. 
to Succeed “in -Business . ‘Without 
‘Really: : ‘Trying. .He’s. subbing’ for 
‘Warten - ‘Berlinger, who's s. yacation- 
ius. vey . 

~ Off-Broadway Shows. 

&{morous. Flea, York (2-17-64)... 
' Arms & the Man, tat. Fad 27-64),; 

' Boys. Syracuse, Theatre 4. 41560, 
“Cindy,. Gate (3-19-64). 

‘.- Diary:. Madman, Gram. _Aits’ a 

Fantasticks, Sullivan. St. :5-3-60 
Bouwerie Lane 11.7-63). 

" In. White. America, Sher - 4. 0-31 Mb 
1864). . Life isa Dream, .Astor. Pl. 

“ Repertory, ~Phoenix.. ( 

.. Maidman (10-29-69). 

“SCHEDULED: OPENINGS. . 

. ‘Doubletalt; . de. Lys. (54-64). og 
. Grossman-Corne Actors . (55-64), 
“Alice ‘With Kisses, AIst: St... (5-7-64).- 
Home-Softly, . . Provincetown St 

- ‘Awakening :Sprina;. Pocket: (5-13-64). 
“:Victims-Tenanf, Writers: (5-13-64). 
"Place. Chance, Stage 73: (5-14-64). 
Knack, ‘New. Theatre (5-20-64). 

*. Subject: Was Roses, Royale S- 25-44). 

“CLOSED ; 

* Previous wiiek, ‘$51. 532. ; ae 

Kae’ 1G, Seasons 3%, 74 Det; 
i SF he 

‘(Delio. 

-impact .. and’ also. 
showed taste: ‘and. dignity. “The sub- |. 

‘| fitle read--‘‘in. Memory of’John F.. 
| Kennedy” -(to ‘Roy -Harris’ Third |. 
-Symphony)" and it: dealt with the )- 
most. ‘acceptable . symbolism of. an] 
‘ever recurring | theme of goodness: 
‘being. destrayed. by. hate. and_vio- 

renee le. Baar 

-shin. 

: (MC)* 
-$85,000)~. 
‘Wright). Opened. Civic Light: Opera} - 

subscription. “Season . chere | ; 
ee April 20... 
4 Last. week: about $76. 000 with: 
| CLO. ‘subscription... 

7 ap qualified .. 
J ournal-Courier;. 

‘Me’ $61,25 
“The road had another generally 

satisfactory. Session. last week. The- 
| top-grosser was : the.’ Broadway: |. 

. | bound: musical “Fade Out — Fade | 
111-In;”. with. a “house ‘record: .in’ its}: 
Ar New ‘Haven - getaway at the. Shu-} 
| bert: Theatre,” 

The Civic “Light Opera. Assn: 
: subscription | ‘Seasons. in Los- ‘An- | 
‘geles.-and San. Francisco. opened |: 

7 “smartly: - with. ‘respective | engage- e 
/ments * of. 
“Little. Me. ” 

a Estimates. ee Lait Week” 

Parenthetic. esignations. for ‘out. 
of-town shows are the ‘same’ was Jor |. 
Broadway; except that. hyphenated | 
‘T. with show. classification includes | 
‘tryout:- RS indicates’ road.-showj : 
an@ : BT: indicates bus-and-truck | 
‘productions. Also, prices.on touring 
shows include 10% - Federal: tax 
and: local... tax, if any, but as on 
Broadway ‘grosses. are net; i.€. ex- 
clasive ‘of : taxes. Engagements are | 
for single. week. unless: otherwise 
‘noted, 7 . 
“Where..- 

poston: 

($5, 40-$6;. 21,727;.. $54,403)> 

Theatre Society: subscription... 

CHICAGO: 
“How. to. Succeed 

Without . “Really | ‘Trying, 

‘Previous. "week, 

‘CLEVELAND. 
“in One ‘Bed {and Out the Otter), 
Hanna. IC-RS) (2d wk) (Jules: Mun- | . 

Previous |: 
week; $12, 374 with. twofers.. “The. 

7 potential ‘capacity gross’-on: "@: full: 

Greta’ _ Thyssen)... 

discount sale is about. $19,000. - 

DETROIT. - 

Albert. Dekker).- 
$11; 597, Capitol, Montreal. 
“Last week, $36,749. with, Fisher : 

Pla’ oer subscri tion: 
{ehins, of “The: Sound of’ Music!) yEo« Pp 

— -| company: are engaged to. marry. ‘KANSAS: CITY... 

Los ‘ANGELES - 

_ Last week,. $28, 330. 

- Kiss ° Me; 
(1st . wk)” 

(Patrice - 
($6 25-$7;.- 2, ,670; 

‘Munse];. 

Assn.:: 

LOUISVILLE _ 

(MC-RS-3d ‘Co.)..: 

“SWLWAUKEE: 

--NEW. HAVEN - 
. “Fade: ‘Out-Fade. ‘In;. ‘Shubez re Me 

“Ly $7: 1 ,650; $68,400) (Carol. Bur- 
= nett). 

“Opened. here “April -20- to. “two | 
_ approvals (Johnson, 

‘Leehey;: 

ter). - oe 
Last: week, houise record, $69.0 004! 

se Me; Kate”. may : 

| (Anne | Jeffreys, | 
Arthur Treacher,’ Robert Peter-.. 

“subscription : » 8. . men: 
tioned, the gross: is’ ‘the. net after 
the . deductigns of commissions. : 
Grosses: for ‘split: weeks are pro-| 
“jected:. when- “shows: Play: guaran: | 
teed dates. - oo 

(John: 2 

Heffernan)... ‘Previous . week, $24,-' 
“605 with: ‘Theatre Guild-American 

in - Bustness | 
‘Shubert: 

_(MC-RS) (24th. wh): ($5.95-$6.95; 2- 
100; Sit 000). 

o | $50,272 
“|. Last. week; $51, 224. 

1 h_ twofe s. 
"Last w week, § £,350 wit worer’. ‘ Cole (25) ‘at the Univ. of Maryland, 

oe “ Pi k. 
‘Man tor’ “All ‘Seasons, Fisher: (D- | ° ege ar 

RS). (ist wk) ($5:50:- 1,500; $55; 000) |. 
| (William: Roderick, Bruce Gordon, |. 

“Previous : -week, a 

nm "Pajama Tope, Music’. Hall ©. 
| June. Wilkinson, Richard’: Vath). 

1 Previous week, -about’ $15,000. with |. 
‘twofers --for-: five “performances, 

‘Flanders: will: tour’ Australia next Music Hall, Omaha. 
| fall in their review,. ‘At the Drop: 
-lof:a Hat,” for the J. c. “Williamson 

| management. ‘ . 
The membership: of British. Equi- a 

ty approved ‘by. a two-to-one vote |. 
‘la: “proposal. to-allow Sunday ‘night 

ma ‘openings. in the: West:End. © 
. Betty : Marsden. ‘was hospitalized : 
for rest and: checkup’ after the sud-. 

| den: demise: of “Everybody: Loves: 
Opal,’ ” in which she’ starred. - 

‘Eater Laughing, Biltmore. (CRS) 1 
(3d. wk) “($5.50-$6; 1,636: $55,000). 

-/ (¥vonne:.de Carlo,, Alan: ‘Mowbray, 
Irving Jacobson, ‘Alan Arkin). Pre-: 
vious week,- $31, 427 | with TG:ATS | 

. subscription. wet 

:"Bob.| 

‘Funny. ‘Thing: Happened on. “the. + 
|| Way to the Fordm, Pabst (MC-RS) | 

..1 (Jerry Lester, Edward Everett. Hor- 
- | ton, Paul- Hartman, ‘Arnold Stang). . 
° Previous week; $36, 855 with’ TG-'|. 
‘ATS subscription, Auditorium, St 

Paul. et, 
“| Jbast week, $37, 897: with. 3G-ATS} 
: 2 ee | Tyler, | 

| +. ‘Hamlet. (American Shakespeare. 
Theatre, Stratford, Conn.): Lester 

 Regis- ; tre, Lincoln: Center,. -N-Y,): 

$29,413, Hub 
for eight performances’. “and an 
April 18 preview. The. $7 top rep- 
resented a. new: high - for” the 
‘theatre. a 

NEW. ‘ORLEANS ° 
- Camelot, . Civic -(MC-BT) {1st 

st wk) (Biff McGuire; Jeannie - -Car- 
son, Melville. Cooper). Previous. 
‘week, ‘unreported. 
~ Last week, $46,480. 

PHILADELPHIA 
‘Camelot,.. Shubert. (MC-RS) (5th 

iwk) ($6.60-$7:50; 1,907; $70,000) 
George . ‘Wallace, 

son)... Previous ° week, 
Last. Week, $48, 270. 

‘ST.:LOUIS 

$55, 634. 

({MC-BT) ($5. 50: 1,863:: $50, 600). 
Previous. week, ‘unreported: 
_, Last . week, about $25,000. 

SAN. FRANCISCO. . 

Boys: From Syracuse,. ‘American 

Little Me, Curran. (MC-RS). (st. 
wk): (Sid - Caesar). ° 

‘Last -week, . 
Light: Opera. Assn, subscription. 

as “WASHINGTON. 
“Royal Shakespeare ~ ‘Theatre, 

‘National (Rep-RS): (2d . wk) | ($6.95; 
11,673; $61,217)... 

“. _ $22,598 for eight. performances of a 
Luther, ‘Shubert. (D-RS) a “wk). 

Previous 

*“Comed: 
Last) 

of Errors,” 

Previous week, os 
‘$55,410 with Fisher. Playgoer. sub- - 

| ‘scription, ‘Fisher, Detroit. . 
$61,258 with. Civie. 

week, 7 

eek, $45,284 for four per. ' ro 

formances each of “King Lear" °~ 
and “Errors.” ‘The' take for.“‘Lear” 

pulling in the balance. 

an -- WILMINGTON | 
Who’ s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
Playhouse ({D-RS) ” ($6.50: 
$42,000) 

1,251; 
.UNaney-- Kelly, - Shepperd 

-/was~ about $32,000 with “Errors” : 
‘Last week, $29, 418. with TG-ATS | 

subseription, 

Strudwick). (matinee company. —- 

Previous . week, $30,872 with TG- 
“FATS. subscription, Shubert, : ‘Cin- : 
. cinnati. 
East _week, $13, 181. 

. UNREPORTED 7 
Hollow: Crown. (DR-BT), played 

ly figured. Ended. tour last Satur- 

Legit Signings 
' BROADWAY. 

lway to. the Forum: Ethel Martin 
(succeeds Patricia. Dun). — 

_ Sunday ‘Man: Jen. Nelson. © 

- Michael] O'Sullivan; ‘Bette 
‘Henritze, Nancy Franklin, Eugene 
Roche. . 

- OFF-BROADWAY. - 3 
Awakening ‘of Spring: Ira. Lewis, 

Robert Salvio, Lynne Lipton, Elaine 
‘Partnow, - ‘Tris ‘Whitney, Helen 
Baron, Leonard: Hicks.. 
Boys From. Syracuse: - Rudy 

Tronto (return). . 
- Fantasticks: ‘Royce. Lenelle (sue 

aL e ceeded Eileen Fulton), Jay Blacton 
‘Kate; “Philharmonic: (return)... 

cééded Marcie Hubert). 
Life. Is'a Dream (Spanish. ver= 

sion): Paco Villar.. 

split-week’ of guaranteed dates on: 
| which grosses. cannot be accurate- 

»|Michaele Myers, Kendall. Clark), - 

Beekman. Place: ‘Constance’ Cam 
.| mings. 

. Funny Thing Happened on. the . 

‘White House: James Daly, Sor-. 
}rel. Booke, ‘Eric, Berry, Gene Wil-. 

Last. ‘week: $20, 285 with. ‘twofers der, 
for return. engagement: in. Kansas: 

- poy : ne 

‘Immoralist: Jo ‘Ann Valeir “‘(sue- : 

Mr... ‘Grossman: ‘Joseph ‘Leon; 
Audree. Rae,: Joe: Fabiani, Cynthia : 
Belgrave. 

: Six Characters in Search of: an 
; 7 _ a ‘Author: ‘Barbara. ‘Colb’ 

How. . ‘te Succeed --in |. ' Business | y: 
Le - | Without’ Really - Trying; . Brown} 
ea Previous. week ot. 

7 $34, 493. Murat,. Indianapolis, ‘ ars 
of .* Last ‘week, “$51, 193 with TG:ATS st 

subscription. a _ 

- Blacks: Phil Lindsay, Biny Dee 
Williams.:. 4 

“ROAD 

| Kirk, 

“Barefoot in the ‘Park: Myrna Loy. 
MISCELLANEOUS | 

= Around the World in -80 Days. 
(Jones. 
N.Y): 
Clary," | 

Hamlet. nw “y. Shakespeare Fes- 

Beach Marine ‘Theatre, 
“David. Atkinson, “Robert: 

‘Here's. ‘Love: John ‘Payne, Lisa. 

‘tival: Lou Polan, John Randolph:.: 
Porgy and Bess (N.Y, City Cen- 

ter): ‘William : Warfield, Veronica: 
Robert. Guillaume.’ ~ 

“Rawlins, Carmen Mathews, Anne. 
1G. “Byrd, Philip. Bosco, Patrick 
Hines, Tom Sawyer, Rex Everhart. 
‘Merry ‘Widow (N.Y. State Thea- 

Bob 
Wright; Joan -Weldon, Sig :Arno,. 
Joseph Leon, Frank Porretta. 



nr a 

.. That, 

-solved, andthe ‘string of ‘theatres 

‘on. the “Laurenée-Henry. . list . now. 
“includes :the - Yonkers. .(N-Y.)" Play- 
house, a new: -year-around: addition: 

“Ine “A Thousand Clowns”. current, 

and. NTatt Ciniber.. but books, Laur- 

‘Laurence Feldman: as “producer +— 

for the - -Laurence-Henry Co., did}: 

_.the shows. for 118 weeks. of: playing | 

time in ‘four Tegit. houses. last ~year. | 

“Laurence-Heniry... shows, ‘.repre- 

‘sented a‘total grass. of over. $3,000,- 

000 -for the firm’s: productions dur-} 

ing: 1963; he. “says. 

Fhe “four spots” ‘that. ‘operated 
under the. ‘Laurence: “Henry ‘banner: 

‘Ineluded - two year-around opera- 

tions; thie Mineola: (L.1) ‘Playhouse }. 

‘and . thé. Paper. -Mill- - Playhouse, 

Millburen, N.J. ‘The -other.two were |. 

‘the Westport (Conn: }. Country Play-|. 

house .{summer. only} “and.” the. 

‘Brown Theatre, Loniisville,. the Tat- | 

ter a Te gular yoad house - “which J. 

played a four-week stock sedser 
of ‘Laurénce-Henry . presentations. - 

This year. the: ‘Feldman: firm ‘is 

2 continuing © its. year-around - activi-|. 

_tiesin'-Mineola: and Millburn; ‘as. 

-. well as. its” stuummer operation: . in |. 

” Westport. The association with. the 

‘Louisville... “house.” -has’ -been ~ ‘dis- 

The latter’ spot, - with. Van Johnson 

is ‘operated bv ‘Miriam F..R. Folis: 

‘enee-Henry: productions. - 
The .Mineolt -. ‘Playhouse, _ eur- 

rently. presenting. Michaey. : Evans 

aan 
At His 4 Stock Houses Last Year § : 

‘plus “ outside: ‘bookings - ‘of |” . 

1 logs, 

.tion of “The Man Who. Let ‘Tt Rain”). 

join -the John ‘Heyman * group as |: 
an. agent, working jin’ ‘association |. 

tation: of. 
which. ‘recently. ‘ended. a three-year. 
Tun at.-the: Fortune’ Theatre. ‘and-| 

mam: ‘group. ‘indicates’ the’ agency: is: | 
to. move.into legit management. it! | 
ris. also expanding: into--vidpic pro-: 

~ London Shows 
; -tPigures denote. opening dates): 

‘Boeing-Boeing, Apollo (2-20-63 aie 
Caligula, Phoenix (4-6-6. 
Difference. of .Opinion,. Garrick (1-21-89): 

. ‘Diplomats, Westminster (12-31-63). 

} Funny Thing. Happened; Strand ‘(10-3-63). 
. Half-a. Sixpence, Cambridge: (3-21-63)... 

- Hedda | .Gabler,.. St. Martin’s -.. (2-12-84). 

PS  ayf Up West, Royal, East .(3-10-64). | “Chim Cardew the Cad : 
‘-  \Bondon, April 28. ° 

; ‘Mexican, Fiesta, ‘Drury Lane G-30-64). : ‘Cardew -Robinson, -kniown .ta- ‘tv; |: Repertory, “Mermaid - (4-22-64). a 
radio and eandeville, ‘for his ‘silly-|” Minstrels, Vic. Palace. (5.2562). 
“Cardew the. Cad” comedy. mono-| . Mother's Boy, Globe (3: — 

gets . his. first. ‘chance in a Mousetrap, ‘Ambassador (31-25-52), - 

‘comedy. star. role ‘in: legit. _He will 
appear in. Stanley Dubens’ produc- 

. Oliver, New. (6-30-60). 
-> One for the Pot, ‘Whitehall @- 260.” . 
~ ‘Pickwick, Saville. (7-4-62).. " 
_Poor.-Bitos, - Duke _.of ‘York’ s (1-6-89).. 
-Reluctant. Peer, Duchess” (1-15-64).: ~ 
‘Repertory, Aldwych-.(12-15-60)-. 

at the’ Theatre Royal, East; on. May |: ee 
:Repertory, Nationa] Theatre €10-22- 63). 14. The play by. Mare’ Brandel will. i 

be staged. by Herbert Wise: ..: +1 Round Piccadilly, Prince Wales (3-28 a). 

Other Jeads inthe -cast will be _s: Schooimistress, Bs ee 
Michael Aldridge, ' ‘Patsy Rowlands. ” Severéd ‘Head, Criterion -(6-27- i. 

. Six of One, ‘Adelphi: (9-26-63)... 
and Moira ‘Redmond. ° _ Sound of Music, Palace (3°18-6)). - 

_ Subtopians, ‘New Arts (4-14-64). ° 
. Wait -a. Minim; : Fortune (4-9-6), 

Donaldson. ‘Drops. Tacit it 1” Who's Afrald.-Woolf;. Piccadilly 2680. 
Wings oF. Dove, ‘Haymarket 2-3-6). 

To: Join London Agency eos CLOSED or 
Pe ‘London,’ April 283°. Hang Bown ‘Your Heads, comedy Gis. 

': 64); ‘-close ast - Saturday. er 
William’ ‘Donaldson. has given: up” | limited ‘engagement, 43 ‘performances. 
his : legit -producing’’ interests - “to'}"-  - seHeDULED OPENINGS | 

She Loves Me, Lytic- (4-29-64). 
The Claimant, Comedv | (4-30-64). 

| . Slask, D Li 5-5-64). 
with Hugh Fveoee ae End presen: Entertaining. Sigane, New Arts, 666m); 

“Beyond : the. Fringe,” |- -Man Who Let It. Rain; Royal; E- 51464). 
. St: goan of. Stockyards. Queen's 6450). 

Bila ard Cora. Baird Plan resumed ‘last: ‘week at. the ‘May Fair. } 
Donaldson’ ’s switch. to the Hey-| 

“Bil: anid: Cora. Baird plan, giving 

‘New: “York ' “dis - ‘first, “permanent. 

‘Amber for Afina, Vaudeville (4-28-64). “| | 

- ‘Fidlding’s Hall, Prince Charles (2-27-63). | 

: How to .Succeed, ‘Shaftesbury .(3-28- 63). 
'.| Staged. by - John- Dexter, assisted by Des:'|- 

“decor -.and:..costumes, 
assisted | by” Suzanne: 

Leonard Tucker. 
“1 Jocelyn. Herbert, .. 
+ | Glannister; 

“No. Strings, Her. Majesty’ *$ (12-30: 63).” oo 
$ fi -:. | Harry. Lomax, Joyce Redman;. Mary Mil-. 

‘at ‘ the. Na-. 
| tional . Theatre - Old Vie), London; ‘$3. 95°} 

a Bianca. 

- -f John, Rosers,: 

Puppet Theatre in-N Yl; | 

Tome a 
- London, - April 29: 

‘National’ Theatre revival of... 
‘in ‘two ‘acts ' by” 

‘drama: 
William. ° Shakespeare. 

mond. O’Donovan; 

lighting, .. 
music arrangements, Richard’ ‘Hampton; 
‘fight staging,: William Hobbs. 'Stars Laur-. 

.|ence Olivier,-Frank Finlay, Maggie Smith, 
‘Featurés Michael Rothwell, Derek Jacobi, 

fer. Opened: April. 21, ’64,. 

top. ° 
. ‘Roderigo. --Michael Rothweelt 
F¥ago. .- ffi occa cece wee .. Frank Finlay - 
Brabantio TINS. 

Mar 
Others: ‘Raymond - Gidea. Neil> "ritzpat- 

‘rick, ‘Reginald’ Green, Roger. Heathcott; ' 
‘Caroline 

John, Peter John, Tom. Kempinski, Ter-- 
ence: Knapp,. ‘Keith Marsh, Ronald ‘Pem- - 

William Hobbs, George Innes: 

“ber, ‘Edward Petherbr idge. 
, Robert: 

Sheila Reid.,- 
: Russell, Frank 

Wylie.” : . 

The. National Theatre has done. 
William: Shakespeare ‘proud. : Its 
contribution: tothe Bard’s quadri-- 
-centenary celebrations: is: a power-. 
ful -revival |-of “Othello.” : With a 

" Martin -Boddey : 
; ‘Othello... 2. esc ceceeeee Laurence Olivier. 
Cassio’ ,.....- ‘eet eec cues ‘.. Derek Jacobi. 
Senate ‘officers. wvese iBawara Petherbridge - 

. - -George ‘Innes 
‘Gratiano- pohespeeeees oe Edward © Caddick. 
‘Lodovico. ........% , -Kenneth Mackintosh | 

| Duke’ of Venice...:<...: -Harry Lomax 
Duke’s. ‘Officer. ew aeee veces Terence: Knapp ; 

| Senator. |:...5... 0b eeee-: Keith Marsh 
Sailor... ea ce ee ete, Tom_ ‘Kempinski ° 

| Messenger ..sc.02.5 oe voce; . Petér:. John. 
Desdemona levee ag tees Maggie ~ Smith: 
Montano.:..... we eeee Edward: Hardwicke | 
Cypriot Officers’ ..'. William, Hobbs, | '. 

= - Roger’ Heatheott, Keith Marsh: 
. ‘Emilia gees ee ae eeteeces - Joyce Redman 

Herald... 0. cs eel eel. : “Neil: Fitzpatrick: 
wince eee ec eeeseben ee Miller. 

{fer to’ ‘the ‘West: ‘End. for. a éom- Ha 
Mercial run.. 

. Though the ‘author has talent “ag 
‘a. writer, he appeats ‘to. ‘be in-* 
‘experienced: as -a director, and the _ 
-perfcrmance,,. particularly ‘through: *. 
an overlong. second act, is sluggish. . 
However, tv performer Bill -Fraser, ..: 
is notable ‘as’ a-pompous but well- 
meaning suburban: father and hus- we 
‘band. : 
The plot ‘invol¥és. a . niddleciass oe 

' family: ‘with. a. mortgaged house,.a 
.car ‘in: the- farage anda television 
‘set. inthe lounge: The shallowness. . | 
of: their life ‘is’ revealed when an: | 
‘art: student-son brings” home. hig.‘ 
sweetheart to. Spend a week: ‘The’ 

maintained. - 
atmosphere | is well” ‘contrive d. and a 

- The threé-act play i is: consistently : . | 
interesting; ‘without, ‘pretensions. of - 
profundity.. | 
“The' play is: “well. actéd and, apart” | 

there is..a-moving. study. by ‘Betty 
Baskeomb.- asa long-suffering. wife, 
Arthur. White’ and Mark: ‘Kingston wi 
give solid : ‘support. as.sons, Helen“. | 
-Cotterill plays a spirited daughter-. © 
in-law.-vivaciously and. Margo Jenk- 
ins “gives. an. earnest ‘portrayal as oe 

| the sweetheart. a 
Glen Edwards has: designed. ae 

living ‘room .set’. suitable’ for’ the -. 
suburban. locale.,. -and John :Hayes . 
has’. Provided. efficient: ‘THghting. 

duction. On the “basis. of::a pilot } playhouse ° designed’ for ‘and | dedi- dens, 

and 

Mill. now 
_in “Dear ‘Me, the. Sky Is: Falling.” 
Shad 17. ‘offer? es in. 

~ week, span. Westport. which opens |. 

made’ last year, a. deal .is being’ 
closed with a- major US: network, 
for -“‘The. ‘Uneasy: ‘Crown’: “series, - 
and- full. production is. ‘expected. 0 
‘start .in the summer. Two. other. 
projects. are ‘also’ entering: the. pilot 
stage, the first a comedy. series, . 
“The. -Dook,” ”. produced -by. Endre: 

“Mar;‘ot : Moser: n “My ‘Fair. 

“Tady,” ra 5 weeks. last year with 

a total: of. 9 shows. ‘The. ‘Paper 
offering . Gertrude. Berg 

63: .over..a 50- 

cated tc puppet. theatre: ‘They in--}. 
tend. ‘building. Such a showcase. in- 
their six-story * workshop-lome. in. 
Greenwich: Village.-It’s to. be ‘called. 
the Bil- Baird Theatre and will-also” 
Include a public museum and gal-: 
‘lery, a§ Well.as'a library with books | 

‘its: summer. season June 12" with: 

“Lady,” 
entries last verr, and the’ four-week |: 
‘Brown. session. took in--a show. a 
week, 

“grosses i 
aviece last. year in: Mineola’ and |= 
Millburn: The. tallies in Westport] -.. 
and Louisvilte, he ‘says; were: ‘about poe 
-$300.060 and. 570,000,. respectively. 

ying: Menasha. ‘Skuloike, and around. 

-$30,060 from.” orformances ’ by’ 

Feldman’s non-profit ‘Dolphin Chil- 

-dren’s Theatre. -Among.. ‘other 

Hans Conreid. in- “Take 

-and arobably “Camelot” and “Stop | 
the World—T ‘Want -to Get, Of. "tf 

_ played’ 13° weeks. with 12 

Most’: of - the. productions. 

were ‘routed - from one house to 

another. on, 
Feldman. ‘anticipates -at ‘Jeast. 160: 

: weeks of ‘playing. ‘time... tor. his} 
‘shows: this year -at the- Mineola, P 
Millburn, | “Yonkers. and “Westport. oe 
theatres. In line ‘with this, he :also| >> ~~: 
envisions a substantial inerease in |: 

“Te. elaims - that [F.. gross revenue. 
“were a! yout. $1,250, 000. 

Other. gross income. last year, the 

producer ‘says. included approxi- 

mately:-$100,609 from the -Martyn 

Green tour.in.a ‘Gilbert & Sullivan: 

program, about. $150,000 from out- 

side bookings of. a-stoek ‘package. 

of “Come-Blow Your Horn.” star- 

Laurence-Henry: ‘packages : booked: 

In-.outsidé hovses Inst year- ‘were 
‘Her, ‘She's 

Mine.” Eva Gabor in “A- Shot in: 
the. Dark” end.-Dane Clark ‘and: 
Teresa Writht .in “Tehin-Tehin.” ” 
‘Feldman, who's also been us*ug. 

his’ -year-round | “stock | ‘outlets: for: 
‘tryout: purposes.” has ‘several: new 
sows. lined. up for” break-in: ‘dates: 
at-cne or more of the theatres 
with: which he’s ® associated... He's | 
planning to. do” one -of. those’ ‘in: 
partnershio © with: Gerard - Ocs- 
treicher. It's Don ‘Appell’s SA Girt 
Conid Get. Lucky.” 

The firni’s future ‘sked. also ‘in- 
eludes vroductions | of. 

the Closet and Tm Feelin’ So: Sad,” 
starring. Hermione | Gingold: “The 
Musie: Man.” headlinins Forrest 
Tucker: “Bus Stop.” starring Jayne | 
Mansfield: “The Sound of -Music” 

Set Bill: Ross to ‘Stage. . 
‘Man en Stairs,’ London. 

“William | Ross is to dire ct. Wini- 
fred Wolfe's “The. Mar: .on the 
Stairs,” which John Grogan, Paula. 
Stone and Jack‘ H. Gordon. are. co- 
producing for a June 4. openins: at 
the New. Lyric Hammersmith “The-| 
-atre; London: ‘Ross, who ° ‘left for 
London re eertly:.. has been -a- pro- 
duction . stave. -Manager ‘on -Broad- 
way, as .well. asa. director:. of; 
canvastop: musicals . and staser -of| 
three tour ing companies: of. “Mary 
Mary.” 

‘Miss ° Wolte is an. . Aimeriean 
novelist | and fe: produce: ‘s ..of tt 
“Man.” 7 fe fie plas. “trad pre- 
senting “it . on’ Broad aw if © thel 
‘London: production elicks. 

‘Bohem ~. ‘and .- directed - by. Anton. 
‘Leader, ‘to. start’ filming: in- July,. 

‘Tomorrow.” 

JcAnthony ~ Eden... and 
Anierican : figures ° ‘discoursing on} first: puppet show. in: the house. ins. 

‘Taming: of the Shrew.” 

‘tings... 

Wakeling; ° ‘lighting;.: Peggy. - Clark; . special‘. 

‘Harper ‘MacKay; 

@erdon:. musical -direction. : Louis. Adrian. 

[vcteantra (OE Cathay: 

“Oh © Dad, | 
Poor Ded, Mamina’s Hung. ‘You int. 

-| Mary: Lou Dowers, Joyce. .Halt. -Anita ‘tite. 

“about- puppetry: and. stage literature. 
“Written: ‘for’. marionette theatre. : 

and: a: ‘documentary, 7 “Profiles: of | The: ‘spot, ‘a 199-seater.. designed 
“ which: . will“ include | by” Bil Baird and arehitect H...H. 

such: personalities as ‘Lord: Attlee, Cole, is . expected to-’ ‘cost: around | 
cure | 000. The Bairds ‘will open ‘their - 

subjects | of. the: -future. March: of next. year. 

Sow Ott Tor 
_ Kiss Me, Kaie. 

' ~Los Angeles, “April 31. 
“ Rawin Lester. «Civic Light Opera -Assn ). 

‘presentation. of a revival 9f musical. com: ; terror.. Another. happy | nofe- is the. 

y “Metropolitan Opera background ‘to: 
\interfere with’ her. portrayal: of the 
‘uninhibited... 

edy.in two .acts .€16 scenes) with son’ Sa: 

by Cole’ Porter, book by? Sam and. Be'la | entry-of Elizabeth: Allen -as the in- 
‘Svewack, . based“ on’ Shakespeare’s “The | gohue, expert. both: as: singer -and little conviction to his. acting. -Feeh. 

Staged by Ed-| Comedienne: . She scores..as costar.| Doisonovs verbal. stab::is followed 
“Munsell: . and” “Robert ‘by:a wicked grin. The grin even |! 

: | =| shows again -in. the: final sequences, | 

‘wore. Greenberg;: chereography, Euge»e 
Loring: co-producer,” Robert-Schuler;: set-.; i with: . “Miss”. 

Robert: O’Hearn; ‘costumes, Gwen , ‘Wright. 

tions. | “The. “Kate” ‘book, ‘eannily Script. 
ance ‘music’ arrane® | eq-by the Spewacks; gets: the. most . : 1 directi dith ments, Al Mack; choral, direction... Edi ea? of. the. play-within-a-play -for- 

‘mat; and the parallel ‘between : the |. 
‘¢Chatacters in _the. Shakespearean 

musical arrangements. and. orchestrations. | I. 

Stars: Patrice Munsel, Robert . Wright. . 
‘Elizabeth Allen; features - Alien Jenkins,’ 
Michel: -Fesco. ‘Lennie Weinrib, Lyle 
Talbot,' Don. Beddoe. .: Vitginia - Capers.. 
Avon Long.. Opened. ‘April: 20, 64. at-the 

7 ap sages “Auditoriums Las ANT asy I 
8S. ‘90: ‘top. 

‘it’ is ‘neatly drawn. 

ee ‘The songs seem to. improve: ‘with. 
Pred Ervham «22. ce eee: Robert’ “Wrisht 3 > : 
‘Horry. Trevor: . mare i+: Don: Sensht the = “years -and - that’s: ‘where’. ‘the. 
Lois Lane | .2.-.+.,.+.2 _Blizabeth- Allen. stability : of the’. piecé” lies... - Prac-: 
Stage Manaer ed mi orace Guittard. 
Tite. Vanessi ~ Patrice. Munsel:| 
‘Hattie (vcs... ‘eaeseee Virginia. ‘Capers | tain: nostalgic appeal. Among those 
Patil ° -. SEI - Avon Long j ’ 

TRL: Calhoun Svea tac. Michael -Feseo best ‘Feeceived ‘are Miss. - Munsel’s 
TRirst Mens... 

ow osere 

oe eevee 

Second Man |... 250+. “Seeante We nyib. and the raucus “I Hate Men”: her . 
oe . } Stage Doorman - ea geee . ae. Tatot | dueting- with Wright’ in’ “Wunder- 

‘Harrison. -Howell; :* se, 
artaming of “sia Players: Alle Phar’; : Miss: Allen’s ‘‘Whv Can’t You 

17zabe en. : Don: Beddoes " Behave” and‘ 

. Ned. Romero| {In My. Fashion).” 
Ben Bryant. 

we NTEet at Wright. who: sfarred in’ ‘the same: 
Katherine ‘(Lilli Vanessi) Patrice. “Masel! part in, 1949 . sand. 1955: versions, is 

Honeedachs red. Grahany) opybert Tament t esvecially effective in:the-delichtful 
anerdas er . over ‘ 

Singing | ‘Ensemble: .: Dorothea. Bers, we pre Thine’ That ‘Snseial Face,” 
; With. seven ‘dancing: girls, and Miss |. 

Lorraine Kemp, Ingeborg Kjeldsen, © 1 
/S'mmons. | Tove. Zaccaro,... Alan * “Ariey- * ANlen-likewise- shines with ‘ “Tom, 
Aomes Cutlin. Horace Guittard... Wo: 1. Diek- or Harry”. with a male- trio. 
Hays, ‘John -Hvden. Heébet. Jentzsch, Rob- 
ert Lamont. Richard Wright. | | Several.” ‘production: numbers: also 
“P-neint: Erisemble: ‘Melanie Alex-nder. -Catty unusyal- interest, the opening’ 

‘Cath | Austin,- Suzanne. Barber,.--RBarrie:; 

‘Biancéa:-. (Lois. Lane) 
“Raptista, (Harry Trevor) -. 
‘Gremio ‘(st Suitory ~ 
Hortensio .(2nd_ Suitor) -. 

‘| Len- Dugean, Howard Hendet<on. ‘Howard 
Jeffrey, Carlton Johnson. J 
*loseph Stember. an 

Hunter Ross, “fil the- dual- requirements of ‘their. 

— fand. 20th “century - ‘segments, -Roy 
f° ‘Cole Porter's perennial “Kiss Me, } Eitzell, ,as -Miss. Allen’s’ ‘companion 
Kate’. ig :-back in :town ‘and Has: Jost..stands- out’ as-a: dancer: Alten Jen: | 
[mane ‘of. its-appeal. As the ‘opener-| kins; who-appeared in the 1955.ver- 
of th* Civic Light Opera Assn, s°a- sion, and Lennie Weinrib make hay- 
son. it’ remains’ still. a~gay. ‘and Hilt= sas: ‘a -pair’ of: comedy. musclemen: | 
ins. rmusical,. despite. the. fact that ; ; Don? Beddoe™ returns | competently: 
‘this. is “its. third: time around: °B.9.; in‘ the father role. Avon Long.does 
“nroesvects ‘for ‘the Sam--and- Bella ° a ‘trim’ song- :and-danes number. and’ 
Snawack snpof- of the. Bard’s ! ‘Tame. 2 

Lint. of -thé. Shrew™.‘are bright™for Miss: ‘Munsel's. fiance. 
‘the: ‘extr? vagantly-staged: show's.” :.. Edward. - . Greenberg” S: 
iv eayan-week run locally, followed. by: 
a ‘ipala, Stanza in Pasadena. * “Bothe. 

cers prime: ‘interest dn the: row. 
t VES! On, . besides -a. Tepris>. ‘of’. 
tnstul songs, is’ the. appsarance of i and-- 
P ‘vine . ‘Munsell ‘in: the. 
Sha: d'splays- the” ‘prope 

Tine’ part and: ai IONS none * “OE. her.’ Jf. Louis. Adrian. - 

staging | 

the. " scener. Vo 

tne. 
- Hugene:. 

tle role. ; raphy” ‘is “inventive. 

Whit. 

-Lhad ‘ras'sted the part-of Othello. ‘He’ 
| can now add. this unforcettable. ‘jn- |: 
:terpretation: “to. his « other; acting | 

any . 
a. magnificent |: 

man-hating ‘Paduan | ‘of Olivier’s. acting.:. 

revival: and- the: characters: blaying | 

\-tically,. every number ‘carries .cer- | 

‘Allen. tenkiris.; ‘soloing: of the: tender “So ‘in Love” - 

“ Always True’ ‘to You. : 

si ; “Othello”. tops them: all, 
Another: Op’nin’, “Another - “Show”. . 

» ‘ ® : Li ‘Daftus, yRini Jarman. Patricia. Lewis: cl ata ‘Too, Darn “Hot.” A 
-Bradburn; : Scott Channing, ’:Berle_. Davis. Besides ‘the: three: stars. who: ‘ful- a 

~ Lrespective. roles..in both: the .17th | 

| Kingston, ‘Margo Jenkins,. Helen Cotterill. 

Evle Talbot-. Is. proverly” stuffy. as ‘Helen: paewtecenenaes 

catches. the spirit - of. the -piece. peek’ at suburban’. life. -is' -well-ob- 
“by 2 Robert} served, ~with . _accurately:-’ ‘drawn 

mo} Hearn cand ‘epstumes. by ‘ Gwen}. characters. ‘The playwright: has a 
«Wakeling: ‘are: beautifuly: ‘effective. ‘keen ear for dialog, but.a. tendency 

Lorine’ s-. choreog-| to. overwriteand to -be. repetitive. 
The. musieal |The: subject, though. frequently : -ab-"|}:: 

‘fire’, ‘for | direction: is under the able baton |-sorbing,- ‘breaks little. ‘new ground, 
[minimising its Prospects.o of a trans. 

performance. of memorable’ quality ; 
‘hy Levrence Olivier, Playing the 
‘title role. for the first time: in his: 

| career, -A.:few minor. faults - not- 
‘withstanding, ‘this pr eséntation. will’ 
‘be’. remembered. as. one- “Of the | 
greats... 

Olivier... who has played: ait the. 
other ‘great. ‘Shakespearean roles. : 

cachievements. -Méasured bv. 
‘yardstick,. this~ is . 
portraval, a ‘powerhcuse. study ‘of 
the ‘Moor -whose-. . ozssion’ 

-cunning. ard ‘poisbnous. Tago. - 
:-There © is a: marked ° 

lesser imvortance.. This . is .parftly: 
-due to Jchn Dexter’s « direction: but. 
largely because - ‘of the superiority 

Frank’ -Finlay’s, “Tago. : “vun- 
‘orthodox. There: is: a- slynéss “but: 

after he. has ‘been. wounded..-At first: 
Finlay . tends to race through | his 
ines and_ much of his dialog :in- the | 
opening sequences is lost, -but: that 
‘is subsequently: corrected. 

‘production: 45° Mregie. . Smith’s. 
‘| Desdemona. ‘The: ‘actress’. ‘magnetic. 
personality” “gives an’ added lustre. 
to a warm; eclorfil. and: believable. 
performance. . ! Michael Rothwell 
‘Makes ‘Roderigo - a: divertingly - foo- 

| pish character, Derek Jacobi is .an. 
earnest.Cassio, “Harry Lomax: of-.| - 
fers’ authority. ‘and: di gnity ‘as the. 
Duke. of Venice.: and. Joyce Red-. 
man’ and: Mary. Miller: are. excellent: 

-as Emilia: and Bianca; resvectively: 

Dexter h::4 s staged. a full-blonded 
-| productica “with ‘distinctive  flair.. 

and. -Jocelyr. Herbert's decor and 
-eostumes. are. ‘outstanding: Excel- 
‘Tent. lighting: by ‘Leonard, Tucker.|’ : 
and. -unobtrusive ‘music by. Richard | 
Hempton are other’ plus ‘features.. 

‘In its first season the: National. 
‘Theatre has had:a number of dis-. 

. but tineuished. | presentations,’ 

“Myro. . 

the Sxhbtonians. 
7 -:- ‘Lendon, April 15. 

- Playmaker. Productions Ltd, by - ‘ar 
‘rangement ‘with Michael Codron, ‘presen- 
tation of a ‘drama" in three aéts, by Ter: 
ence Frisby. Staged”) by-’.the -author: 
decor, Glen — Edwards: lighting: . . Jolin. 
Hayes. | ‘Stars. Bill - Fraser, Betty Bask- 
enmb..:. ‘Features | Arthur : “White: * Mark 

Opened “April (14.. 64; at. the ‘New: ‘Arts 
“hertve Club,. London: $2.46. top. . ot 
‘Bert Mann- Bill Fraser 
Maggie. Mann “Betty Baskcomb 
David. Mann -.- Arthur .White 
‘Dorothy Mann oo ce cen: “Helen Cotterhill 
‘Tom Mann * Lee eee . Mark. Kingston. 

. Margo Jenkins 

ee he 

oe cee ee oe 

wor eetheande 

An. ‘the. main; ‘Terence: Frisby’s 

and] 
jealousy was.triggered hv the sly, | 

i ‘chanoe .in. 
emphasis in this: revival: Othello: is. 
the dominant: character throughout. 

| the drama this time.: and: Iago .of. 

Ae 
| . 

Z . 
[ ” Enaiy-Leagee 
: ‘Continued from page 183 — a 

| year “pact, . which ends ° March. Br 4 
1966, is‘ retroactive ‘to last April 1. || 
Wage increases - won ‘by Equity, 

under. ‘is new: 
MATA, include. the following: 

Resident: company: memibers——a. : 
$7.50 hike ‘from. $80 ‘to: ‘$87. 50, ef 
fective this. year. 

to: $92. 50. eTective: this year.. 

(where. resident. company. is not. em-. 

which | it’s 

then. to $97.50 -in --1963.: 

categories from. $2:to $3.50 weekly. 
MATA .has::.also. agreed: - that. 
newly-constructed... theatres those : 

from Fraser’ s sterling: -portrayal, - 

Myre. a _£ 

‘agreement with. . * 

. Jobbers-—a- $7. 50° Boost _ from $85. Y 

-Summer::thea tre classification og 

ployed,:but theatre’ ‘puts‘on its own. - 
productions or. books packages for: -‘| 

resoonsible)—minimum _ 
-Inerease from: $99 | to: -$96. this year,.°.. 

. ‘This. also -- 
rapplies to. multi-theatre: ‘operations ~ 
-where’ several theatres coproduce:a_: 
show ‘or. one. Management ‘produces . -| 
a vehicle. for .a string of ‘its-own . | 
theatres. Getting: Equity: to Tecog-" 4 
hhize..:multi-theatre. ‘oderations is. 
understood to: have: been one OF: . 
MATA’s. principal accomplishments, ; 
‘in. the. negotiations. : “| 

(The minimums: referred: to above: - 
‘are base, ‘exelusive: of cost’ of living ~ 
-increases.) |" : 

The.. new: ‘accord: ‘also. covers “Zz 
: speciat:. traveling: rules, ‘rehearsal 
{rules and ‘an. inerease in welfare’ 

_ Another: exciting feature of. the | Payments for .alk actors in‘.all.- 

opening. | after ‘the. present ‘summer . 
-season—provision -will. be made for. ' & 
|:three wash basins, ‘two toilets and ° 
‘two. showers in’ ‘dressing rooms. for. mS 
each SX. be 

Existing. theatres ‘will ‘not’ be. af * 
‘fected ‘by: these’ changes, ‘but have... 
agreed‘ to discuss with Equity how:.- 
they.-may | individually try to chance © 

lowances. : 
Improvements ° in. “ working. -con>. 4 

‘ditions ‘include ‘the. provision: of 
safer. dance floors in the. theatres. 
and. water. facilities at isolated re-".} 
-hearsal ‘spots. The tent: -Managers | 
have’.also-.agreed_.that -the lower’. 
berth: om. pullman . -transportation : 

. | will: be. scratched. asa means: of. 
_ overnight travel and that. roomette’s. : 

will now -be. provided.. y 
Equity has -agreed ‘to. ‘list: “the. | 

duties .of the actor: such’/as’ being... 
prompt - at. rehearsal and <at -half-. 
hour, emphasizing: that ‘infractions’ | 
of these. -duties. will. lead to -dis- ° 

in’ accord: . 
ance with Equity. policy. Holtzmann, : 
who's -attorney for. the Council of: . 

ciplinary : proceedings, * 

Stock -. Theatres, . which” employs 

last: year, the MATA: conditions will 
be adopted by COST. theatres. when’ 
‘musicals: are presented. . 
‘MATA, ‘incidentally, has: a. ‘imem-- : 

bership of. 33, edch of :which .em-:: 
‘ploys ‘about: 30: performers a “week q 
during | ‘the. .summer™ with. ‘seasons - : 
ranging. from 10 to- ‘16 weeks. - 

‘their facilities in. the future.. Equiiy . 
+has ‘also won additional. money in- .. 
‘creases ‘infringe ‘areas such. as. in--- 
creased - baggage . and Clothing: ale... 

stars, said’ that-under. the terms of - 
‘that -organization’s -contract, signed | 

“Karen. Sargent is costarring’: this: ; 
week in* Seattle with: John Raitt | in j 
“Carousel.” “ 

oe US wed een ee 

‘ 



: “Tes is an un happy r fac ; of life e on n Broly K ray 7 
os that the theatre's 8 con iplex e economics ; sometimes 

force a show to clos a en too 0 fe e ww people | aN @ 

; Gao ot me es YONI RAM nee ‘a ie LE 
cannot give you erent ing } you would have.. 
_ experienced : if you had : seen 1 caeatle at, the 

; allows you. to h ear Step! en Sondheim's. S a 

ft ries and m usic for th ee a Arent a ur. r Laurents | boo x 

kind: of ¢ ori viginality and. 

_ E invention needs a y the hearing and 
. ee earin ng made 

nbia Re coords ' R 4 
ce _ wean G. PRIYTED 

oo The § Sound o of Bro roadway “4 on ( Colum ml 0 



"way, and: ‘touring. shows, .as well. as ballet, films; industrial and. tele- 

‘ tions. to the list will be made. only. ‘when: ‘information. is secured: from 
_ ¥esnonsible parties.. The intention 18 to service. performers: with leads 

, “provided by the managements. of: the. shows -involved. rather. than: ‘to 

24th St. Ne -Y. 
femme -lead, 30-35, ‘must ‘sing and 

| ot ow? luxurious . salon, . 

J to: you at what are unquestionably : 

Open, Thurs,..Nite “fil-9. PM. a. 

N.Y). 

os CLINTON, -CONN:- 
’ Clinton. - - Playhouse. 

?. Studio. (225 W. 46th 'St., 

‘Sylvan - -Ave., New Haven,. Conn.).: 
“Accepting. photos- and’ resumes. c/o: 
above: address .from..Equity. actors,- 

vision .shews. All information has been: obtained © directly: by -the-| all types. Nine week season: begins. 
Variety Casting ;Department. by. telephone ¢ calls, and : Ras: been. Te: the. end: ‘of June... = 
checked. as of noon yesterday (Tues yo 
The available roles: willbe repeated weekly. until ‘filled; ‘arid ‘addi= “gyAKE LUZERNE: NX. Pro: | 

‘ducer, George Patrick :(316 W.:78th | 
St, | N. Y,). Avai’able - parts; ' lead 
‘male, lead” femme, ‘apprentices, for: 
this Equity resident company. Mail. 

‘1 photos: ; and. resumes ~ c/0. Above | 
address: 

“LAMBERTY VILLE, N: J: 
St.John ‘Terrell’s Music. ‘Circus. 

Auditions: next. Mon. (4). for dane- 
ers:. Equity men at 10:00 a.m.. and. 
femmes: at. 12 noon. Open: ‘call men: 
at. 2 p.m- and femmes at: 3:30. p.m. ‘ 

a _| Singers. ‘Tues..: (5): 
“ 10:00.'a.m. and femmes. at.12-noon, 

Open’ ‘call men at: 2:\p:m..:and: 
femmes” at °3:30. p.m:—all_ at. -the} 

“Following. are available parts. in: ~upeoming.. Broadway, - Gf Broad: 

TUN: 1: awild: qoase ‘marathon. : (This. information: is: “published ‘without - 
charge).. " 

- Parenthetical designations ‘are as follows: ¢ Cc} ‘Comédy,. ¢ D): ‘Drama, 
(MCh “Musical: Comedy,. (MD) - ‘Musical’ Drama, -(R). Revue, Rep) 
Repertoru, . ( ( DR) ‘Dramatic Reading, (DB): Double Bill: 

+ 

ART 19; French, “mist. ‘sing: and dance: 
ii| Accepting. photos. and-. resumes: 

through agents only, ch O° above. 
paddress. 

OF F-BROADW Aye 

(Mc), : “pie ’ Fantasticks. >: AL ‘roles. 
‘open; - Accepting - - photos’ and 

| resunies for. replacements: and un- 
derstudies. ' “Mail to’ Ron. Link~ at 
the: Sullivan’ ‘Street. Playhouse 81 

; Sullivan” St, N.Y.).- : 

STOCK 

“AUGUSTA; MICH.. ; | Season begins May 29." 

‘Barn ‘Theatre. | Producer, Jack |* “Musie Fair.’ Enterprises... Produc- 
|} Bagot. (200 :E. 36th. St, N-Y).1 ors, Guber, Ford and Gross. (40° W:. 

Accepting photos. “and. xesumes 155th > St. ° N: Y.):: Auditions - “for: 
from -Equity. musical and dramatic chorus: : Singers - next . Mon.. ‘(4): 

J| stent efo. above address. . on Equity men. ate 10: 00° ame. “and, 

| the most elegant fashions; created | “CALUMET, MICH. | °."-| Tues. (51: men: at™10:00 «am. and: 
by the greatest. designers in Paris} . Keweenaw Playhouse.Producer, |femines at-2 p.m.. Open call. -dane- 
aad America, awaits your ‘approval Leland ‘Ball (233 -W..99th St:, N.Y,). 

: Ever “so. Accepting. photos. and resumes. c/o 
| slightly used, alt these exclusive Ff) shove . -addréss'- for “Equity-non’ 
f and: original creations are available | Equity. ‘ihusical talent.. 

BROADW AY. 

“Ben. ’ Franklin. in: Paris”. 

(c/o. Casting” * Consultants, 22. Wi 
“Available parts: St... N:Y.-: 

-pared to: ‘dernonstrate. their: skill at. 
‘elassical,.. modern: and ‘jazz. tech- 29, lik 

d> French: accent; -male, a } niques: Singers: must bring ‘their 
able, must sing and, dance; femme, 

ry COMTESSE. 
— IRENE, Inc. 
An saforsétvable collection | of 

‘femmes: at .2. “p.m—all. . ‘at. the. 
Variety. ‘Arts “Studio “(225 W.. 46th: 

St. N.Y. These. auditions-are :for. 
‘CANAL, FULTON, OHIO: of aM: six Music Fair theatres operated: 

: Canal Fulton Arena. Producer; | by. Music Fair. Enterprises... we 
Davia Fulford ‘(60 W,- 45th :‘St.,1- . SULLIVAN, ILL. 
‘N-Y.1.. “Accepting:. photos. and ree | Summer of Musicals: Producer, 
-sumes for Equity resident. company. ; Guy. s Little Jc. Box. 155; ‘Sullivan, 

| and apprentices, .all types, musical | 7) * “AGcepting: photos -and ‘resumes: 
and:. dramatic,. c/o’ above address. -froin_.musical . and” dramatic “per-. 

Hf Seaso system is used. here. AG-week | formers. for. Equity resident” com-- 
_ Sat. qT 2-6 P. M:. 7 ‘season begins June 4. : --| pany.” Also-applicants for. ‘paid: ap- 

. Ne si ' h M A CHARLOTTE, NAC. . prenticeships, c/o: above. address, 
a ew alon on t e ezzanine “Charlotte Summer "Theatre. ‘Au. WILLI AMSTOWN;: iM ASS... 
if 1a ditions. tomorrow (Thurs.). for -sing- = 19 E. - iv ve York ar ‘ers; Equity” men: af 2" p.m, and “ Williamstown’ Summer: “Theatre. 

ae | femmes. at 4 p:m. Open‘‘eall singers. 
a | Fri. (1), men at 2 _p:m. ‘and femmies | 

~ WORLD'S FAIR 
BEECH- NUT. THEATRE 

LOCATED IN THE 

BETTER LIVING. CENTER 

BUILDING | 
eo. . 

| CHOICE DATES AVAILABLE | 
10 RENT or BOOK . 

the lowest ‘prices i in the city.. 

If you wish, we will. be. happy. to | 
visit ‘your home and pick up the 
beautiful clothes that you no longer. 

Ji care to: wear, and arrange to ‘sell 
_ them for you. at excellent peices... 

“Producer, Nikos - . Psacharopoulos | 
versity, . “New: Haven; Conn.).. Ac- 

|| cepting. photos ‘and: resumes. for-a 
| resident: Equity . ‘company of twelve’ 

_All types will be. ‘considered. ‘Ap- 
-pointments: will ‘be ‘scheduled from. 

not Phone: or. Visit. 

“Miscellaneous 
Marian. ‘Anderson's: “Scholarship 

| Fund, : ‘now: worth $40,000, taking 
applications for. singers, ages 16 to. 
|.32 .at ‘762, South: Martin St., :-Phila- 

; -delphia: Auditions in- that’ city will 
. be. held ‘in ‘the. ‘fall. 

|. “The: ‘Merry Widow” . (MD: ‘Awdi- 
‘tions. for .dancers: only: Equity 

|a.m. and open..call:femmés at °.2 
| p.m. Equity men. Fri. (1). at 10am. 
| and open call men at 2 p:m.—all. at 
| the. New York State. Theatre. {62d. 
St. and Columbus. Ave., NY,). Re- 
port ‘to: ‘the ‘stage’ entrance. pe 

PITTSBURGH, PA: 

| Consultants: . -444.. Madison ~Ave., 
NY PL -3-1030).. 

I| Equity-non ‘Equity. lead. men--arid- 

|f|-acting : experience, .for. ‘37-week 
; season. playing : to’ High © School. 
‘students. Applicants. must have .a 
“college. ‘degree. Contact Alan. 

1 Shayne, or Jean Arley immediately 
‘¢/0 ° above - number. for. audition: 
-appoiritnient..- | SEATS 500 

Complete ; stage and filme facilities — 16: and: 35mm; , : I. “The Sand’ Pebbles.” 
also Cinemascope — TV and Radio ouilets: —o—séparate. . |§{20th.. Century-Fox. 
box office—attractive exterior, colorful. interior, fully “|| Consultants: (22 W. 
' . | | ‘Available® “parts: - 
carpeted—plush. ‘seats—dressing: rooms... Hilton res: |B jo4.- 

:‘taurant:. facilities in Center, the largest industrial-". {f} intezestng: male,. 60; - missionary, 
‘building: at. World’s Fair, Rodman Street: entrance, HT 

CONTACT: Phil: Tippin—Betiér, Living Center: £ 

© World's Fair 0° 7 

-Phane——888-4813 

24th. ‘St, 

some, . intense,’ -Sérious;. “male, 35, 
character “part; warm ° cand: sympa- 

i |-Mail.-photos ‘atid -resumes. through| « 

Consultant. to. the. Performing. Arts— , pee. above. address. 

“Miss dean Dalrymple, _ 
_ eae a “Do-Re-Mi: 2” opening May. 8 at. the 

| Sombrero. Theatre, - Phoenix, 

oe eet ke yet 

“at 4 ‘pam ecail ‘at. ‘the. Variety. arts [3 

, N siibe f 
| Patricia Helwick (e/o-Jon- Jory, 130°} 

‘Equity men ‘at: ” 
$16, ‘714 and ‘pre-New: York. open- 

‘Variety. Arts “Studio® (225° W:-.46th| 
Dancers should “be~pre-} 

down ‘music. ‘and: ‘sing in: the key in}. 
or which; ‘the’ music: ‘is . written: ‘The 

ers Wed. (6): -men at:10:60°a.m. and} 

$75,000." 

| to produce. 
.| $160,000,. “plus. 20% - 
boosted - ‘the: total. 

(c/o. Sehook: of Drama;- Yale “Uni- $184, 000: 

and a non-Equity . company of ‘six.:| 

[| photos. and.-resumes. received; mail } - 

|: t0-- producer. at. above address. Do |: 

‘femmes ‘tomorrow - (Thurs.) -at - 10: 

Vanguard Theatre. (c/o ‘sasling | 

Available. parts: | 

femmes, with modern and ‘classical. 

eee 
_(e/0 ° Casting | 

NGY,):. 
- femme, ‘leading 

“attractive ‘sensitive; bright,. 

strong, thoughtful; male, (30s, hand-. 

| theti¢;: femme; early 20s, Chinese, 
2 attractive: ‘speaks. perfect English.. 

agents. only ‘to. Casting Consultants} 

“Richard - Erdman. will star’ in} 

ae produce,” 

fAny Wednesday’ : 
“This: comedy by: Muriel Resnik 

is regarded as ‘the sleeper’ of the: 
season: “The production, éapitalized. 
at $95,000,- ‘plus * $18,615. overcall,. 
‘moved into‘the black’ last week, its’ 

:| 10th frame. at the Music Box Thea- a oe. . 
|.tte, N.Y.: ‘The rapid’ payoff ‘entry | —_—____—_——. “4 

by. George. W.. George. and Frank | | 
-Granat,: in ‘partnership with. How-.|: . 
“ard | Erskine, Peter Katz and Ede} ag 

. —a ;. Continued trom. ‘page z —€, 
| 

was produced at a cost.of $58,952 

ward Specter.” 

An ‘out-of-town tryout. loss: of 

ing expense: of: $6,646 brought. the 
-cost' “of opening the comedy. on. 

“The show,. 
costarring Sandy: Dennis and Don 
‘Porter,-is.in the sellout. groove and: 
clears* around $12, 000 “weekly _ aty 

Broadway ‘to: $82,312. - 

capacity. 

‘Barefoot. in the’ Park’ 7 
Another | fast. ‘payoff : ‘show, “this. 

comedy,: now ‘in its” 28th: week -at.[ 
is fig-- 

ured to-have .earned .a: net: profit ):= 
thus far of-: -about 140%. 

the Biltmore : Theatre, ' NLY., 

$125, 000: ‘investment. . 

+1 at-a-profit: ~ 

Om {EES | A. cee 
_The produc: . 

‘tion, a” steady” sellout -since® -its |f 
| opening, -cost .$83,480..to produce |{ 

_ Broadway: Legit’s ‘Big Boom 
. Continued: from ‘page 1 

Thing ‘Happened. on.’ ‘the Way. ‘£0 ‘ 
‘the ‘Fotum.”” : 

- Evidence of. a “bullish trend - ‘is 
reflected inthe. following financial 

: | summaries, : with ‘the’ shows listed 
| alphabetically: re oT pany. with. -added: coin. 

| Robert - Horton; Inga - “Swenson a. 
and Stephen Douglass costar in the j 

-N:'.- Richard ..° 
Nash’s - play, “The. Rainmaker,” | for‘. 
musical “version. of — 

Wednesday, April 29, 1964 | 

groove, but it has been. operating. * 
. A’ deal -for- a. Civie’.:. 
Light Opera Assn: ‘production of 
‘the: tuner on the Coast this sum-° -g 
mer should provide the: parent com: - 

which Nash -wrote.the book, Har-..-:: 

J ones. the. lyrics. " 

Allen Churchill Tome 

vey ‘Schmidt: the. music and. “Tom.” 

| ting. the spotlight anew ’ on “Fanny: 
‘Brice:, Sydiney - Chaplin’s persona-. 
tion (opposite « Barbra Streisand): is.f 

of -American,crime..-- Abel. 

and clears about $10, 000. weekly’ aty . 
capacity. ~ 
“Barefoot: “a - written 

“The: Deputy*. 
i The amount still to. be-. recovered’ : 
on ‘this. controversial drama, : which. | 

By ‘Neil | | 
Simon. and. produced by Saint. Sub-|}-: 
-ber; ‘costars: Elizabeth “Ashley, ‘Rob-. 
ert: Redford,- Mildred Natwick. and. ' 
Kurt: Kasanar... + 

has : ‘been’ playing to sellout. -busi- | 

. Cure 

ness; is now. ‘figured to. .bée..around |}. 
“The. Herman :. “Shumlin- | p 

Alfred ..€rown.. - production, - a 
rently ‘in’ its 10th: week at. the At-| 
kinson Theatre, N.Y.,-cost $134,577 | 7 

Emlyn. Williams’ 

Clara.’ 

can: earn over $7, 000: “at, capacity 
and. if} it holds. at that. pace. could’ 
be ‘in the black | in 11 more weeks. | 

‘Dylan’ 
. | . As. of: ‘April 4; approximately 63%. 
= Loe the: ‘$160,000. invested in this pro- |: 

——@| duction: had’. been. ‘recouped, . -and 
“cH additional. coin “has ‘ ‘since. been: 

‘earned, “The-production cost. $151,-.) 
| 838:to produce. -There was an ‘out- 

| of-town: tryout “profit of | $39; 407. 
and :pre-New. York opening © ex-. 
‘penses of $17, 257. which.. -brought | 
‘the “cdst. to. $129, 688 to open: the’| fi. 
-play. at ‘the Plymouth Theatre, N.Y, t 

ar Civie Concerts. where it’s-now in. its 16th week, 

Fhe: production, the first Broad-: 
way: producing venture for’ George | 
‘W.. George and Frank Granat, who, 
‘aS. previously’ indicated, are” also.|. 
‘represented © on Broadway. as -co-. 
producers: ‘of “Any : Wednesday,” 
stars ‘Alec Guinness... 

Caitlin Thomas. ~.”... 

‘Hello. Dolly". 

* Capitalized at $420, 000 . (inelud- TT 
ing. ‘20%.-overcall), this ‘smash mu-| |. 
sical cost $450,112, to produce.. The | 
initial outlay -was reduced” by an | 
-out-of-town : tryout. profit of $4,655, | 
but there: was: ‘additional $17,000 in‘} 
special 

Phe -production,:. this:. Beas E 
post-opening .. advertising: 

costs. 
son’s: ‘hottest: «ticket: - thus” ‘far 

‘|figured to have:a deficit. now “eel: pe 
= On -the assump- A 

ji tion that: they'll be ‘no letup in -its |.[: 
“.] sellout pace for some. time to:come, | f-‘- . 
Ai) the production is: figured likely- to : 

==—§|.move: ‘into the: black in about .20|° 
‘more: weeks; at the rate: of around 
‘$15, 000° weekly at capacity... =” 

gproduced- by. David: 
Merrick’ and ‘starring. ‘Carol. Chan- | 
ning, ‘is currently ‘in its 16th week 
at the:.St. James Theatre, N-Y: * It’s} 
an. adaptation of ‘Thorriton. Wilder's | 
“Fhe. Matchmaker,” . with book ‘by| 
Michael’ Stewart and. - music: and 

‘around $300,000. : 

‘The. musical, 

lyrics by: Jerry’ Herman. . aor 

. .*¥10: in’ “the ‘Shade! wT 

Currently. in: its 28th week.” “at | 

of: its . $300,000 irivestment. - 
musical, | 

It ‘was ‘capitalized -at | : 
overcall. which. 2 
‘investment. to. af 

and’ Jermey |f 
Brett costar in‘the Jerome Rothen-.|}- 
berg: adaptation. of - Richard: and 

‘inston’s translation of Rolf 
Hochuth ’S. play. The. production” 

It..was .writ- |. 
ten by. Sidney. Michaels - and” is | 
based: on: material from two. books, | ff} 
“Dylan: Thomas,”: by ghn- Brinnin, | 

-:;and. “Leftover’. Life. to ‘Kill,’ ” by. 

the Broadhurst Theatre; NY:,” “this | 
_. {Merrick -produetion. ‘is figured to}. 
"have thus far recovered over °60% |. 

: The. 
-which cost "$283,586 .to|. 
isn’t. “in the” powerhouse 

 -WELLS RICHARDSON: - 

‘a “far cry from the ¢on man ‘that. -} 
-was Nicky Arnstein.” All the others.” 
Ruth .Snyder, “Arnold: Rothstein, 23 
Gerald ‘ Chapman, “Dot: King : (“the 3 
butterfly: girl’) et al.,are equally. 

- fascinating — Yeading ‘for: the who- 
'|-dunit ‘book trade’ which ‘will . have": 
‘the “answers. in. pithy: ‘three-and« . 
four-page - reprises’. of this: history” |: 

-. Fine. musiciaaly: singing of. a 
‘operatic quality not a. lost| ‘4 
art among musical show Teads a i 

| after: qe. 1 ie 
For” ‘exciting. proof - we. a 

"Naughty Merietta” ‘at Hotel a 
Astor: Exciting! — 

TALENT AUDITIONS 4 
If you have’ a program. ‘suitable for: A 
\Colleges 
High: Schools : - 
Woman's, Men’‘s:or * 

- Service. Clubs. ; 

Convention ‘Audiences © 
here. ix your. ‘opportunity to - ‘aistittien - 
before national bureau managers and. 
-agenfs attending .- the 
Platform. Association - July. 27~. August 
2. convention whose members. present 

International. |i 

h programs yearly. ANE 3 
be received by June: _— 

Vs agen Number Of auditions limited. 
For information write to: °° : 
EXECUTIVE ‘SECRETARY 

“INT'L. PLATFORM: ASSOC. 
- 507 Rockingham Street - 

"Rochester, New. York 14620, 

| FOR Re THERTCAL HAULING: 
ic “in LOS ANGELES - 

ATLANTIC. TRANSFER: co. 
“OUR NEW ADDRESS & PHONE is” 

10053 INTERNATIONAL: ROAD. 

PHONE: 776-1870. 

OFF: BROADWAY ‘THEATRE. 
in. top. iecation.. 

Jing’ or. lease of theatre ‘space. 

MR CROWELL : Ox rae | 
“Brown, : Harris; Steveris, Ine. 14 £ a 7 

“GAL FRIDAY. 
& years showbusiness ° ‘beckground ty 
(music, films &. legit), ‘seeks posi- |. j 
tion/in. New York City area. ~~. 
‘Please: write Box V-3607, Variety. ; 
154 W.. 46th. St.,: New: York 10036. ; 
Phone: RH. 4- 1900, - ° 

115. seat .a.c. ‘theatre |. 
huge. cafe—duplex ‘apt. Other. ver-. S, 

| satile Space. Desire net lease | ‘of build. 

CONTACT GEORGE CONANT* a H : 

“LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA” ah 

. . . . ot 

oe en ae eyes ney Se eg pee 
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, stein, . 

- costumes,, 

| ‘Msdpestin, Apel 2%, 1968, JP no SPs 189. 

‘ta Vida Es Suche 
“Sonn: Ben: Tarver, 

-) Broads Jerome. 
py: speci 

-under. 

o .Espanol -of ‘New Yorks. presenta- 
of :a‘drama_in .Span 

“Calderon - de. Ja. Barca.. 
. scenery; 

 Grespe producer, - 

~ Bentley. 

. Teatro 
tion.’ 

-executiv e 

Paes: Villar. 
. Astor: Place. 
"weeknights... 

. Cast: 
Vi 

: Crespo, Paco. Reul Julia, Eliser Escalante,: “de Casenave,. 
‘Rodolfo De’ 
Radames'- ,Lopes= 

‘arrangement - with Eric 
ial arr sponsorship of' the 

‘by: Pedro 
Staged ‘by Jose 

John. 

Opened March 38. 64, at the 
Playhouse, 

$4.50 Ouse nds 
“Raul ‘Davila, Maruia - Mas. Jose. |” 

ilar, Carlos Rafart,.Myrna 

La Madrid, ‘Feliz Estremera; 

Leonor - Vetulli, Eduardo... ‘Hernandez; Aza:
 

Trael Cabrera, Ali: 

Per formed - in’ the. ‘original Span- 

Colom: . . 

“ish, “La Vida: es Sueno”. is-a:pow-. 

erful; visually, striking “production | 

of the.- “Calderon - play... It features 

~ excellént: acting, a 
_ skillfully: staged. by Jose ‘Crespo... 

“Raul Davis. registers strongly as. 

* Sezismundo, _ the. ‘Prince of Poland, 

“whe emerges ‘into: the. world: after’ 

having been ‘ imprisoned since birth 

because. of-.a dire prophecy. He’ 

.Conveys. ‘all the. anger and frustra-. 

‘tion of the. jncarcerated: ‘hero, : su- 

sperbly enacts-his. bewilderment and: |“ 

wonder when he is first brought to | 
the, ‘court; and: grows.in stature and. 
“nobility. ‘ as.-the. play’ progresses. 

. Créspo: is regal. ‘and. ‘sympathetic. 
” asthe’ King, and. Maruja Mas is.a- 

inténse. heroine:- 
» father; Paco: Villar: offers = food suP-,| 
: fiery,. 

_, Port. st 

“unlike. ‘the ‘English “version ‘with 
. “whieh the producticn is altérnating 
on : the stage. ‘of the’ Astor. Place. 

. .Playhouse, this one is done. in tra- 
_ ditional;. grand’ style,...with ‘ . 
 sentational sets by_ Vincent Pigcen-.)~: 
tint’ Jr. sand: colorful. costumes: by ” Ale 

: three acts. based ‘on.:a ‘short: story by. Richard . Segar: 

: The: -almost. ‘SRO. ‘
powse. ‘at ‘the: 

mid-week. . - performance-: Teviewed" 

. dast iweek: indicated that. ‘students 
a8 well: as Spaniards living in. New: 
York’ ‘are attending. Beginning ‘last: 
week;: an.‘ extra: performance . was’ 
added - : for. "Saturday" afternoons; 4 
making a. total: of. six. Spanish, five 

_Bnalish weekly. A: plot ‘synopsis is 
- available. toe those . -Not.. -Speaking’ 
» Spanish. Kenn: - 

‘Jose.. Crespo, Ayey ; 
Metz -&. ‘Laurence: Gold:-:- 

Nincent' Piacentini . Jr.3.. 
‘Ben Tarver;_ 

Richard Seger; .asst. director.. 

$3. 90. top. 

Ana’ Marta. Morales,: 

and. .it ‘has “been: 

As... lier” 

meres | 

— Me ronbray Reviews | 

i 

rence’ Kornfeld; 
' Cook; ‘costumes, ° Sally” Gifft;.: production ‘|| 
Rese manager, Wm..:E.. Dauphin. ‘Opened . ‘Apr 

tre, N.Y.C 
“weekends. _ 

Charles ‘Welsh... 

‘event - ‘in’. itself. ; 

. ‘Forewarned or" ‘not, “spectators: 
‘are bound to bé both annoyed and: 

| bored: ‘by’ this alleged. comedy: “Its 
-set Jin! Cambridge, ‘Mass:,..-in-- the: 

| 1840's, sand -is evidently concerned | 
with: ‘social reformers, sinéere .and 

James’. 

_placency, at right-wingers, : ‘and at | 
‘Iisguided. do-gooders, and once. in| 

“Billygeat ‘Eadie. 
: Sones . “Harris presentation of: a “new: 
comedy -by James Grady. Staged. by Law-. 

‘sets and. lighting, : “Joel 

20, "64, at the. ‘Writers: Stage Thea-: 

Cast: “Joyce : ‘Aaromi; Lucille“ ‘Benson, 
Louis. Camuti Jr... James Antonio;.Mary : 

Sheldon ' Baron, . Boylan, Grace. Carney,.. 
Hal Burdick, Nancy. Nugent, Betty ¢ 0’ Rear: 

At ‘the. eginning ot “pitiggoat 
‘Eddie, * one of the actors: asks, the | 
audience not to. be unhappy if the: | 

-| play has: Jets: Of. talk. and.: little: 

‘action: ‘After. all,’ he ‘Says, “tie. peo: 
ple | talking - -ta “each other. jg an 

hypocritical.‘ The: : author; :: 
Grady, -takes: :pot-:shots ats. ‘com- 

a while. his jabs. strike. home: : 

“ But.. ‘the: ‘language - 48 (a: strange: |. 
‘combination: -of: flowery ‘and. slang, 
with: too mary bad jokes and tire- |. 
some puns: The flimsy. plot.is much | 
ado. about. very little, and doesn’t 
help to: ‘get: across: the. playwright’s 
“message. ” 

‘Charles Cc. ‘Wels sh, “Naney-- Nut 
. gent: ‘James ‘Antonio: Hal. Burdick, 
‘and Joyce ‘Aaron -do.as. well‘as pos- |} 
sible in’ roles. that ’ are, to: put ity 
mildly, untewarding. enn,” 

Diary: of: in ‘Madman. 

ex: Hassilev,- production Of. a: drama.-in 

- Gogol: adapted from. the French by Roger |. 
ver:-:} ‘Coggio and. Sylvie Luneau;..English 

sion: ‘by. Eric. Rudd. .Staged . by - William 
Hickey; : incidental 

tumes;.- Patricia -Quinn - “Stuart; : 

April’ "16, °64, atthe Gramercy. ‘Arts Thea- 
' tre; N.Y.C.5" $3.50 top: weeknights,. 3450} 
-weekends. .: 
+ Cast; Jack: “Matalon., aoe 

. 

3 $3 .90. top. weeknights, ‘$4.50 . 

evening. 

Avril 27-May. 9. * 
. 6 -tn One: Bed- (and = ‘Out the “other)—Shu- 

ert, 

‘ Nimara Productions, in ‘association with Little me ~Curran, San. Francisco April a 

‘music, ‘Georges *.Dele-_ 
Tue; sets. and lighting; Richard ‘Hay; cos- 

associate |. 
lighting. -director; Robert ‘Brand. Opened 

. tion’ of. the: Gogol: story. about all: : 
| Russian... elerk’s | _ descent.” into: in-. |. 
sanity. ~*~ 

. The play: is actually a 

cellent... 7 vin 

in ‘love hopelessly: with a -general’s. 
daughter and winds. up: totally: de- 
‘ranged, believing. that: :-he ‘is- the. 

| King of- ‘Spain, ‘the. actor. has. oppor- | 
| tunities’ to: be ‘amusing, pathetic, 
“and: frightening, and ‘he makes. the 
most. of. them. _ - 

“The | music, ‘by. Georges: Deleriie, 
is. an: asset; as. are the settings and 
‘lighting. ‘by: Richard’ Hay:. 
‘Quinn .Stuart’s costumes ‘are suit- 

Patricia 

able.: “Diary. of..a Madman,” * which 
- | ran: for more. than a. year in Paris, 

is: ‘unlikely © ‘to: repeat . its; ‘success ' 
here, since: it’s more.a staged read- 

s | ing than ‘a. play.. -But,: as: acted: by-[ 
‘Matalon, . it. makes | “an. interesting 

Kenn, | 2. 

Toning Shows 
(Figures. cover. April: 21- ‘May 9). 

“weeks. (April 27-May. 9). .~ 
CamelotShubert,._ “Philly april’. 

May 9). 

a 

May :9 
Pade, ‘Out-Fade™ ‘in: ‘tryout)—Colonial, 

‘Boston . (April -29-May -9)._ 
. Funny ‘Thing Happened ‘en the Way. to 

the St. “Li. 

‘How .to ‘Succeed | An. “Busiriess Without 
Réally- Trying ~ (2d... Co: Shubert, -: 
‘(April 27-May ::) eae 
“How to: Succeed” ‘In: Business. “Without 

Really. Trying .@Gd . , Co. y-Nixon, 

Forum = (2d Co.) Aimericans:. 
.|; April -27-May- 9). 

Det. (April .-27-May, . 9): ~ 

‘27-May. 9).. 

'2); “Brown . L’ville- ‘May 4-6);-° 
.Ciney -(May 7-9). 

. Man -for. All . Seasons—Fisher; - 
(April | -27-May . 9). 

‘Det. 

-Pajama ‘Tops ‘— Arcadia, Wichita: (April. 
‘27-May ND; 
Maines (May 23, ‘Auditorium, . St 
4-9). 

‘Des 
(May 

.Veteraris fete .. 

“Roar | Like a ‘Dove tryout)’. _— Wilbur; 
‘Boston (May....1-9). 

: aoe 3 neva «shakespeare g Thedire—shubert, I 
: eston pri “Nilay 

“Zack ‘Matalon gives” a’ bravura |? 
.performance’ in: “Diary ‘of: a. Mad-' 
man,” a - -one-charatter . dramatiza- |: 

“White - 
(May 4-9). 

House Aryout)—Forrest,, 

tional, . ‘Wash. (April 2 May 

| - string. of: 
‘ monologs; - -entries-: in - the clerk's. 

~|:daily journal. -As such; .it* becomes: 
* : ‘somewhat monotonous toward. ‘the |. 

end. ‘But William: Hickey’s’: staging: 
‘is. imaginative and. -: effective, and | 
-Matalon’ s acting. is consistently. ex. 

As the unhappy’ ‘elerk who. falls: 

‘teurs ‘did: 

Boys From Syracuse thus-truck)—Split- : 

Camelot: (bus-truck)—Civie:. N. -O.- (April . 
'27-May 2);- Clowes, “Indianapolis: (May 4-9).:1 

Enter. ‘Laughing—Geary. S. ¥. (April a 

Chi. 

Pitt, J 

Luther — ‘Bushnell, “Hartford (April 27-|: 
'28);: Shubert, _New Haven. (April 29-May:} 

‘Shubert, , 

Philly ‘|. 

Who's: ‘Atraid - of: Vir i ia: Woolf?—_N = 
Mi 9... ier: | concerto I ‘in. F. major,” a charm- 

“The ‘Two Pedagogues 
._Vierina, March 30: . 

in’ “two: ‘acts.’ by “Mendelssohn-. 
.Bartholdy. Libretto ‘by . Johann. Ludwig 

‘Opera.- 

Casper after a: -novel: by. Eugen: Scribe, 
‘adapted for the. Vienna presentation . by: 
Johann .. ‘Wetzner... Produced; -. designed. 
and directed by Gandolf Buschbeck.. .Cast:: 

Erich : Kren:. Uta. Buge,: 
1 Ernst Scheureck. and Mechthild. Gessen- | 

dort... Conductor, Hans Gabor, at. Fleisch-. : 

Kurt. -Strauss, . 

markt street - theatre; $3 top. tele 

Even. for Vienna dt. ‘was a ‘sur- 

prise’ to. learn. that Felix’: Men-: 
t: delssohn-B a rt. h. ol dy. 
‘wrote, age. “12 a, “short” . ‘opera 
(234 - ‘hours).. So far-it is the only. 
‘one discovered but: historians are 
“still - -turning over:the leaves. in old 
archives in -search. of. the “second” 
‘allegedly written -when Mendels- 
sohn was older. The’ Vienna pre-. 

{sentation of.“The Two: Pedagogues” 
was. a. professional: first after ama- 

if.” Vienna’ Chamber 
Opera specializing” in: musical curi- 

...] OSities:. entrusted“ Gandolf - ‘Busch- | 
~~, | beek.. with practically: everything,’ 

‘exeepting the -music,: ‘and this legit: 
-expert:.did a. fine’ job. Together 
‘with: wellknown Singers, as’ Kurt 
Strauss,. Erich.: Kren, . Uta. Buge, 

|. Ernst.: Scheureck : and. ; 
Gessendorf.’ Story concerns a’ 
heartless.’ farmer, opposed - to. the. 
‘marriage. of. his. ‘son to an “un- 
worthy”’ © girl. . “Heavies.. 

hobby. anyway. - Mags. 

Vivian Rivkin. 
’ (Carnegie ‘Hall, N.Y.) 

_ Vivian. Rivkin - ‘js: 
and’ devoted ‘pianist,’ ‘well in com- |. 
‘mand ‘of. ‘the: music ‘and -with the}: 

‘Her. fault: she. does not}. 
always * catch |:the: Spirit of the} 
mighty. ‘Wolfgang Mozart. :: Her’ pi- |. 

orchestra. 

ano -style.seemed. overly. romantic. 

was Jacking. She opened with the 

(1809 +47): 

“Wolf's 
combination “of dramatic: reading 
and its -.usual..musical -form’ may. 
have. sounded. good in conjecture 
but didn’t come off ‘too well in ‘ac- 
‘tual. performance. | 

Mechthild. 
pianist Alden Gilchrist: 
was to read Wolf's witty lyrics in 
‘English | ‘before the vocalists inter- 

have: preted them in German. 
‘changed, ‘so has. operatic: style, but 
‘Mendelssohn's ‘score ‘reveals: his’ 
-talent - ‘though : ‘but. a youngster. | It. 
contains: many.. ‘melodies, . at: ‘least | 
worthy to. be. orchestrated. ‘far con-- 
eert:. music; the: _great:'. German. 

| -Gilchrist’s: 

- unsuccessful: experiment, 

can: energetic | 

‘A too liberal. use of ‘pedalling’ and | 
‘a. thickly-colored . :dramiatic « style}. 
was more. suited..to early Beeth-| ging 
‘oven. - . The: erystal clarity of -Mozart. | 

q- » Merry Widow, State (8-17-64). 

Vingly. baroque . piece . marred’ by 
‘some muddy fingering in its open- - 
ing bars. This rendition..was the 
‘least: ‘successful of the four: con- 
certi played. The cadenza‘: by” 
David. Hollander—a snarling, Liszt-- 
ean interlude—further detracted 
from. the spirit of Salzburg. 

“When - Joseph. Eger took off by 
| himself: conducting the pickup or- 
chestra: in: Symphony. No. 29 in'A 
major’ it--was apparent that he. 
shared ‘the’ blame of the ‘evening. 
‘He: played. his’ Mozart in..a roman-. 

| ticized, .muffled, sentimental. and. 
unfortright. manner. -Kean, - 

‘Walian. ‘Song ‘Book’ 
“(Kaufmann Hall, N.Y. — 

The. ‘idea . of presenting. Hugo~ 
“Italian. ‘Song Book” asa 

‘Presentation by 
the Y.M.-Y.W.H.A.. of this concert 
staged by- ‘Matthew Farruggio, in- 
‘dorporated. the talents of singers. 
Margot Blum -and James. Schwa- 
bacher,.. poet James Schevill and 

The idea 

“ As .singers,. Miss. Blum _ and. 
Schwabacher- are. most excelent: 
as. -thespians, “they're something’ 
less... Schevill, despite a resonant, 
beautifully |. ‘enunciated delivery, 
displayed little: life in his readings. 

accompaniment -was. 
_A well-intended bat 

- Robe. 
most capable... 

‘Scheduled BE way Preems. 
Porgy and. ‘Bess, Center (5-86-64). 
Sunday Men; Morosco (5-13-64). | °-.... 

‘Roya: Shakespeare, State (5-18-64). 
White ‘House, Miller’s (5-19-64). 
My Fair Lady, Center (5-20-64). 
-Resr’ Like a Oove, (5-21-84). ; 
Fade. Out-Fade in, Hellinger. (5-26-64): 
Folies-Bergere, Broadway 29-64), 

.. Hamlet, - Delacorte | (6-10-64). - 

Electra, : 

: Bey, Maie (8-28-64). 
.,. Sen Franklin, . Lunt Fent. (wk. 10-13-64). . 



., amusement: columnist, here ‘cover: 

‘(and Norma). Carroll. off on: their: 

the Queen : Elizabeth. . 

“on: her’ 18th. birthday.‘ May’.5., at 

“Koppett. married’ Suzanne: Silber- 

“ter-In-law, of ‘Marty ‘Collins 

umbia Records. . 

-Seay may be enlisted as consultant’ 

“June. when. his. Geis - book,. 
American: in Rome,”’ is - - published; 

“Whotel at The. Forum ‘of’ the “12 

_neystone ‘hospitalization... 

. Manzer, - and. pianist. Janet -Good= | 

ton International 

be coexploited. 

"» turned | out for Bernard: Relin’s 

“Taerchant. Joe Eckhouse.. 

_ Wednesday, April: 29, 1964 } 

“Broadway 
Wilt: Jones, Minneapolis ‘Tribune’ 

ing the World’s Fair.” - 
J... “Walter ‘Thompson's . Carroll 

first Far East junket: 

“Eueius . Beebe 
Boltons off. to Europe. last week on . 

‘Singer. Lesley Gore. being feted: 

‘Delmonico’s. Crystal. Room.° 
N.Y. Post: ‘sportswriter. Leonard 

stein -of ‘thes Hof stra’ English 
faculty. eo 

Ann. ¢Mrs.. Burt). Collins, aaugh- 
t 

Peterson: working: on: a vaudeville. 
anthology. ” 

Jobn “Hays: Hammond” Jr. ‘o- 
‘fopper,. ' recup- 

erating. from. a “mild: heart attack 
at the Lenox. Hill. Hospital. 

Harry Hershfield to. ‘toastmaster 
the Variety Club luncheon, May 14. 
‘honoring. the... Catholic Actors. 
Guild “and its”: president,” “Horace. 
McMahon. | 

Good promo pieces: ust gotten 
‘out. by ‘Curtis; one on. “’The “Men 
Who Edit the (Saturday - Evening) 
Post” and another’ on: those ” who: 
write for. the SEP. he 

Cinema ‘Lodge, ‘B'nai Brith will. 
observe. its .25th anni in November: 
with special commemorative. event 
to be.-chaired. -by NSS. -president: 
- Burton: ‘E. Robbins. | 

Jonas © Rosenfield | See: | and ‘Sey- 
mour “Poe .  quickieing — to the. 
‘Cannes’ Film’ Fest. next -week for. 

_.a couple of days. while | a 20th-Fox 
. entry ds. being screened... 
Ed ‘Seay exited: -the | “Waldorf: | 

Astoria to go. into. pubrelations on 
his own: Lola ‘Preiss © succeeded. 

on special. ‘socialite events. 
Columbia: Pictures prexy.. 

Schneider; singer Mahalia: Jackson, 
actress. ‘Treéne. Browne. and. actor 

, Kier Dullea - sailing for | ‘Europe: 
" today (Wed.).on the Queen Mary. 

‘Vet publicist. Ed. Rosenbaum -get- 
ting the “Poor Richard’ Club .treat- 
ment with a bash. ‘today -(Wed), 
hosted: by the Philly. pressagents: of | 
which he has. long been a: member. 
Claude .C.:: Philippe; . hotel: ‘and 

‘restaurant consultant, appr ached. 
by..a couple of the. swan NY... 
Fair. pavillions - to take ‘command 

of. cuisine: and/or special: Socialite: 
parties. _ 

‘Mike: Stern. hack. to. his’ Rome. 
home .néxt week but returns an 

6 n 

and he. plays the. radio-tv’ bally-. 
hooney circuit: . 

Horace Mciftahon.. ‘feted . by 
Knights’ of. Columbus .- at ‘testi- 
‘monial ‘banquet. Saturday (25): in 
Fairfield, Conn..A*:scholarship. for: 
needy students has been set’ up: in 
actor’s honor. 

_. Cecil Barker,» for the. seventh = 
year Red Skelton’ s tv producer, has }. 
authored “The . Olive’. -Winked. 
Back.” a novel with. a. quasi-Holly- 
‘wood background. Exposition. Press 
just published it. a 
“Andy. Anderson, * wi.’ jnaltre. 

Caesars (long known: to: the Ver-: 
sailles-Stork . ‘Club, etc:,.- clientele) 
back ‘at his velvet. following | kid- 

Fighth of the recitals ‘subsidized: 
by ‘the. Concert Artists.’ ‘Guild this: 
season. presents - “Soprano .Mary, 
Beck,. accompanied. by -. Kenneth 

man at- Town. ‘Halt ‘Saturday mat= | 
inee ‘May. 16. .” : 

‘Hilton. Hotels~ (24. overseas - -and| 
$6 domestic). have ‘tied “up — with } 
“Doubleday and -Esquire’s. travel: 
editor Richard Joseph -for.a “Hil- 

Travel. ‘Book’? 
which the latter will. write: and: will 

Some 50-of the town’s ‘quid nuncs | 

‘surprise 50th birthday luncheon ‘(at 
$35-a-head) at 21,..“sparked. by} 

Relin is’ 
‘the: p.r. topper. gorie industrialist: 
(Pepsi-Cola, Ruppert’s, Beer, -ete.).. 

_ Joseph ~. Geisler, ‘songwriter- |‘ 
entertainer, once with Fed. Lewis | 
and longtime pianist. for the: late. 
Tommy Lyman, - marked his ° 81st: 
“birthday last ‘week. -in. Daly ‘City, 
Cal.,. where -he. now: “resides. . 
refired after. 70: years: actively in. 
show’ biz:.- 
George Eckert! 

~manager for Harole 

‘the Armv. Reserve. 
Fredrie_1 March and. his: aactress-| 

‘They are spending this week with | 

‘| ting in. on classes’ in acting, direc- | 
‘ting and playwriting at. Fale, Drama. r 

and... the. “Guy | 

‘oracle’s “‘The Lion’s .Share” -was a 

“The. Whole World in His Hands,” 

| Liston, "Teddy: Charles, : 

Abe} - 

| Marano~ debated . “Motion ‘Picture 
: |-Censorship: ‘Should. ‘Movies Be 

‘He'| 

‘Aongtime . stage. 
d. S...Prince. and-|' 

-the:.late Robert -E: Griffith and] 
“eurrently director of 
‘shows for Jerry’ Warner & -ASSo-" 
_-¢fates in Hollywood, has been _pro- 
-moted ti the rank. a ‘major, dn} 

‘industrial | 

| wife. Florence ‘Bldridge have been T | 
Inamed. Arts &. Letters Fellows . of 
Timothy “Dwight: College at Yale. 

student and. faculty groups: and sit-| 

School. . 

‘Recent atack on- the: Beatles by 
Paul . Johnson in:: New: Statesman, 
British: left-wing Labor - weekly, 

of European. culture? Now" ‘that is 
a rather: fascist idea.” 

‘Ivan. -Obolensky. Says he has” a. 
contract. with “Alexander Ince, for- 
mer. Budapest producer-publisher, 

| friend of. the: Shuberts; for a- book: 
on the theatrical -dynasty.. Thce- 
calls his: book: ‘ ‘Sam, Mr. Lee. and 
ES.:. ‘The ‘Shuberts of. Broadway. 7 

- Bosley: -Crowther’s. : next. book 
(for Putnam ’s).. will: bea kingsize 
“Great Films: 50 Golden: ‘Years_of 
Motion *: Pictures;” 

publication.” ‘The Times’ . film: 

'|'1957: Dutton book,: and:. “$folly= | 
wood Rajah” (the Louis- ‘B. “Mayer: 
story): : ‘was- ‘Published: by” Holt in 
1960. 

‘Bruce 'Prince-. 
Joseph, willhave his’ jazz mass, 

performed. on May. 17 at ‘All: Saints’ 
Church, : 230 E;: 60th; ‘as: part of 
regular. “Whitsunday . ‘service. 
strumentalists - -. assisting ©. ‘ include: 
Jerry- Dodgion, Thad Jonés,: Metba 

“Mundell 
Lowe, .Ed- ‘Shaughnessy,’ ‘Richard 
Davis: “and Joseph. Surace, vs 

Barbara Scott,. attorney. ‘for ‘Mo- 

N.Y. State. assemblyman_ Luigi R.. 

Classified - By Law?” on. WNDT. 
Educational Broadcasting’s’ “Court! 
of. . Reason” panel . program ‘last’ 

Robert ‘L:.- Heilbrorier,. 

dean ‘Robert B. ‘McKay. 

NOY, “J ournal-Ameérican | ‘soctety 
‘columnist - - photographer: : ‘Jerome: 

Hussein: last: Wednesday night. and | 
his. problem was ‘“‘to. round up all: 
the short girls I know,” in light. of 
the Jordanian ruler’s short’ ‘stature. 
_Zerbe.also.did.a smart hosting bit—. 
‘ie-had ‘each of the: femmes sit. 
‘about -20: minutes ‘each ‘to ‘the 
Tight of the. Arab ruler. “so: that 
they all..can rightly say they had |: 
dinner with the King instead. of 
attending a dinner for him.’ ee 

All-day ceremonies last: Friday |. 
(24). honored. vet actor. Ed. Begley. 
at Syracuse. Univ. which. included 
dedication.of. the Ed Begley Manu- 
‘scripts ‘:Collection. .at the Andrew: 
Carnegie Library’ - ‘of’. the. college; |. 
a lecture -by -the ‘actor . as: guest. 
‘professor - on ‘drama; an. address: to’ 
the. Graduate... ‘History . ‘Club . on} 
“Theatre. ‘and Cinema. in -Retro-|: 

|'spect”; a reception. ‘and dinner} 
awarding" him. ‘honorary: member-. 
‘Ship -in. the Boar's: Head Dramatic}: 
Society;: - and - the opening ° ‘of the 
Fine -Arts. Festival: ‘with ‘Aim: as | 
8:08 h. 

- Insurance - tycoon’ Eliner Leter: | on, 
}'man, “whois. an ‘unabashed extro- 
vert becaiise-: he accents that” ‘in-}: 
.dividualistie:. ‘personality ‘is -.as.-an.| 
-Amportant. a: stock in.trade as. an | 
actor's. routine: or attire—in fact: he | 

sioned -to write ‘another. his. third). 

Row. . ‘Despite -. 
title, “There’ s.a. Fortune in: ‘Show- 
‘Manship,” 

Showmanship, 
kind.” : 

Native ‘New “Yorker, Caz. Win: 
‘ston. ‘now .onm:.the Frisco. News-| 

Rot: the: theatrical | 

the Fair, Jsays. “I. had to. travel 
“3,000° miles to: “get. ‘mugged.” It 

60th, -en route - ‘to his ‘Hotel 
Regency digs. The two muggers | 
(white) apparently. 

pronto, 
‘severe | - punishment: - “As it -de- 

on hint: but: ‘did lese -a “flock: .of 
‘eredit cards -on which he.. stopped 
payment: pronto. 

‘some. 125,000 |, 
“words.. of. text- plus ‘beaucoup: pie- 
‘tures, to. ‘sell. -at. $12.50, for 1965 

ONY. Philharmonic “Staff - orgati- og 
. ist-harpsichordist,. 

In-|. 

. tion. company. to: 
‘Fetirement: With. her husband, film]: 
‘editor Graeme Hamilton: | “she. has: 

[taken over (a. guest house in. Corn- 
“wa 

-tion: Picture Assn: of America, and | - Film: ‘producer’ Sydney ‘Box’ is |. 

_S$ponsors. 
carnival and buffet at the’ Pick- 

‘ Congress. Hotel, Mav 8... ~ 1° 
Chicago ‘Drama’ League, ‘found- . 

ing out its 50th anni, honoring: the |. 
local drama crix ata luncheon. on 7 
“May 19 .at Sheraton-Blackstone: : 

simulates both—has been: commis-: 

a ‘success story”: book for Harper. 8 
‘the. flamboyant. 

Leterman’s- anthology. 
of: personal. success. storlés will put | 
accent on business and: ‘industrial. 

Call-Bulletin,. -€ast. to write about | 

happened at: i1:30 p.m. while: exit-j 
ing. the subway - at. Lexington -and-}: 

-spotted ... his- 
hip-pocket- wallet and extracted. it} 

after -. first. giving” him. 

‘veloped, he didn’t. have: much. ‘cash’ 

“London 
(HY¥de Park. 4561/2/3) ° 

eay Walton: and. J ulie ‘Andrews 
hack from Hollywood 

Anthony’ B. ‘Bray, Seien. Gems 
| Secretary,: ‘named. a director of the |. 
company... 

Alan . “Webb, “Winifred : ‘Shotter: 
and Louise: ‘Rainer. back :from N.Y. 

“drew. well over. 200°: letters—170-. on the. Queen Mary. last week. 
-anti-Johison, ” 66 pro, “a number” 
“uncommitted.. One, ‘by. .George 

: Melly, ends: “Is it’ because ‘they |: 
don’t spring. from. ‘the. mainstream 

‘Albert: Finney’ isto :‘receive..an 
‘honorary doctor of : letters . ‘degree 
at the new University of Sussex. - 
_ Nat:Cohen and Phil Jacobs head- 
ing the -Anglo- Amalgamated - con- 

: ‘}tingent. at the Cannes Film Fest: 
‘George’ Blaug,:” European ‘ sales. 

rep. for. UA-TV,.. off. to ‘N.Y. over 
{the weekend. for’ a thréeeweek busi- 
-ness-cum-Holiday.: trip. - oS 

long. in New York and a longtime | Carl. Peppercorn in: on a. quickie’ 
- product prowl. Ditto’ Steen Greg- 
‘ers of Constantin Films -and Sam}. 
‘Lomberg. of. Athena- Films,- both: 
‘from ‘Copenhagen. © 

2 Random: House™ has’ Jerry. ‘Stagg. 
‘writing - “The ‘Brothers Shubert. ”?. 

Peter Bridge now out’ of hospital 

Warner. Pathe - “tossed. a’ press: 
luncheon:- - abroad. ‘the “Yard Arm: 
club’ (moored-‘in. the: Thames off 
| Hungerford - Bridge) following the: . 
preview of -“The. .Bargee:”. 
“Guy” Thayer: to NY. with a pilot |- a 

of: his. color vidpix-series, ‘“World'| 
of Fashion,”which ‘has ‘been’ filmed | : 

with’ the» co-operation. of val the. . 
‘| leading ‘couturiers: ~. . 

‘Ernest Betts, of: The People,’ Te- 
elected : chairman‘. of. the: ‘films: sec- 
tion of. the. Critics Circle. and J.C. 
Trewin: named. new. president. of |" 
‘the ‘parent organization. Dick. Rich- 
ards « is. veepee.. 

signed from Peter Rogers’ produc- 
go. into: semi- 

going into: the ‘publishing. businéss, 
and his - first“ venture will. be’.a 
limited. edition of” an ‘incomplete 
‘film ‘script: by Dylan Thomas, -the: 
‘royalties:from_ which -will- go: to the: : 

| Screenwriters’ Benevolent” Fund. 

‘week: Also:.on panel were. writer |: 
“Saturday | a 

Review” “film. editor: Hollis Alpert : _ 
-and. NYU .Law School. associate. . 

3 DElaware: TA $4) _ 

" ‘Pheatre-On-Lake™ kicks oft its: 
\ new. ‘season ‘with “Period of: Adjust- 
“ment” 

Zerbe hosted a’ supper for. King | ent” on June 10.. 
* Women’s. Var iety Club’ of Illinois. 

“A. Night.-In Tahoe”. 

. The darkened. Guild film theatre:} 
“on: Sheridan . “Road: taken over: by }. 
the Hull House. drama group. Cur- | Riviera. prexy Elias Atol about his 

‘| Aug:-17 engagement. -. 
Wilbur Clark. moved. “Papper 

‘Davis and ‘Tony. Reese’ into top. spot 

| rent. show. is. “The: Connection.” . ~ 
“Paul: Lyday . in ahead’ of Walt: 

Disney’ Ss “Mary: ‘Pappins” to make 
-the ‘press... -rounds. and - to ‘set. up 
‘promotion: “for” ‘October - date . at . 
‘State-Lake.. 7 

Dick. Schory’ s. ‘rch: ‘will cut ‘an 
“album for RCA on the stage of the: 
‘Auditorium, :. long. ‘known: for.” its. 
‘superb: acoustics: : It’s. being tied 

signed: theatre. 

Bw way. yt 
By: ‘Walter. Winchell 

action.. is ‘when: an ‘act buys a page 

of. “Next... Week.’ - 
Tnspectator’: S raves: 

-When:... this 
vin the: 

est,”- he: immediately phoned . his 
booker: to sign Stuarti for Gleason’ S|. 
“May. -2.. CBStanza. 

commersh, | ‘bids: 
execs, 

ple), “et&cet. 

career, : ‘They - ‘didn’t: book’ him. back | 
after an’ 
years. ago, The joynt was “packed |. 

wearing - their outfits. plus’ fez tas- 
sels: : The” ‘happy . ‘audience -was 
woofled and noisy. ‘Bennett, irked, 

-col’m. of them: for us. 
-butcher’ his: epics the way. he ‘often. 
does. ours.: a 
- . Prank Rhoades: (same. iat). gets] - 
three’ weeks. vacation. 
‘week .at_a.time whenever. booked: 

‘| The’ Union’s box:: 
.on- vacation. : His. ‘column’ Will: be. 
‘resumed: ‘when he returns” amuses 
locals,” who can’ ‘always . find - the 

: :“vacationer”. ‘keeping a. stool warm. 
at the U.S: Grant . Hotel's bar: x4 
grill, 

Rita. “Moss: (she. larks. and. ‘Jooks: a 
‘chief ‘counsel, elected prexy. of L. A, : 
. Copyright - Society.” = 

. Sidney Poitier will, ‘cement. his ee 
-hand. and: footprints: in forecourt: . a: 
.of ‘Grauman’s Chinese ‘Theatre to a | 
join: ‘past: celebs, vee 

‘Michael - ‘Landon, one: “of stars of “G 
“Bonanza” teleseries, won '-Reno’s.:” %. 
annual Silver Spurs award. as’ ‘Most - i 

|-popular’western'actor:. --. ° oa 
“1” Peter Thomas swings over. from © me 
a veepee ‘Post with: Goldstone-Tobias: vee 

-. [agency .to join. ‘Jaffe agency aa ‘ 

7 -head | of : ‘literary. ‘dept.. ¢ 

Casting director Betty, White re- |: 

‘in with a fund-raising - campaign ‘tod - 
renovate - the ‘oe Sullivan- de- 

Enz: Stuart, . ‘whose- N-Y; ‘apps| § 
(Persian: Room, : Carnegie -: “Halb} 
were .clix, found ‘out: how fast the: 

ad: ‘in ..the ‘Show: -Biz. Bible. New-].” 
comer “Enzo until: his Yecent: page. 
ad, ‘was a. showstopper; “never. sure | - 

N.Y. |. 
‘Journal-American | and L.A. ‘Herald-| 
Exam ..were. read’.by “The -Great-|- 

.GAC,. Enzo’s |}. 
| agents, also got: him. a. ‘Gallo’ Wine} 

* from’. _H'wood |. 
‘iheluding. -‘movie- -expert ‘J. 

Pasternak’ (and | other ‘Studio, “peory” 
. 1 given the Culture Award of the’ city]. 

Tony -Bennett’s® Grove. Ast. Night} of Kiel. Award’ is: ‘Combined. with: a 
was. another Hi-Spot-in his exciting’ 

incident. - there. several |. 

with *. B.. ‘convention - ‘of: ‘Shriners. 

leaned over’ the stage - and. put: al 
‘miatchto'-a. tassel” that :lit up. the. 
large darkened room. : The: Ambas-. 
‘Sador Hotet mer. then: barred his 

ay. act until ‘the’ ‘other night. “when | a 
Be. Bennett documented ‘his \ right toy: 

{ stardom. © 
adagio hoofers or. comics open or} 

| close.. This may be mgr. ‘Fred Hay- ” 
| man’ s new floorshow policy : from}. : 
} now on. Only one big star:: ~ 

‘Fred Kinne :(ex-LA Her-Ex edi- . 
| tor. now: at: San’ Diego : Union) -is | 
readying a. book of ‘newspapermaD- | 

‘He: is The ‘Show..:No|. 

anecdotes: We sugested he do. a 

like - ‘Eartha: .Kitt) /is..the ticket- 
seller at Islandia, <a happy . place. 
‘along Mission Bay: near San D.. 

” Vand ‘back at his: desk after a car |. 
“‘aecident ‘which | resulted in: leg in-. 

| juries... He ‘is’ getting. around: swith. 
‘the: aid -of ‘a. erutch. 

Ike. &. Mamie - flew from ‘their. 
‘Desert. retreat for the: San. Diego. 
Uplifters’. salute. The’ ‘General: was. 

| again ‘honored with an. award from) 
Freedoms. Foundation - of . ‘Valley. 
Forge: “Stag. affair. . “Mamie | one. of} 
few. femmes, : ne 

pk. St Paul . 
By: Bob Rees Ol, 

(2208. ‘Kenwood. ‘Parkway;. 
-374-4015).. | 

Locker.” 
Theatre-in-Round’s: final. offering 

of: season,.. “She: Stoops...to . Con- 
quer,” bows. ‘out.. this’ weekend. - 
-Peter. Coke comedy “Breath. of. 

Spring” remains three*more week-: 
ends . at. Edyth Bush . Theatre, .St.. 
*Pianist Rudolf Serkin: cancelled 

out ‘of. his -U.. of Minnesota. Artists : 
Course ‘concert Monday. (27). Grant : 
Johannesen subbed for him.- Yoo, 

.. University. of Minnesota. Theatre fo, De 
preems. original ‘ ‘play . by James . 
“Drake, 
York,” . tomorrow (29). 

“With ° ‘Charlie. = 

days... = 
‘White: House “has” Beverly’ Kaa- 

‘land. this: chapter. ' This .suburban |” 
a Minneapolis 
“| singer Jackie: Cain: and. Roy: Kral. 

| for 10-day. stand in. August. - -°. 
- Old. Log ‘Theatre; “Equity - stock 

| company: at’ suburban’ Lake’ Minne-. 
“Seidman. . 8 Son;” 

“Look: ‘Homeward, -Angel;”’: ‘Thou 
.-sand.” Clowns” 

jnitery.. “has” inked 

tonka, slated - 

“and. “Life : 
Father”. for: its: upcoming . season.” 
Paul. 2 

Las Vegas 
“By ‘Forrest Duke. 

“6 Dudley 4-4141) . 
Billy: Gray in.for Saints. and Sin. 
ners meet. at’ Thunderbird. . 

’ Liberace :in town. conferring’ with ‘ 

‘at: Desert Inn--lounge... 
The Characters, now featured in: 

‘the .Sahara™ Casbar, wax another , 
eomedy album*‘in:- May. 

Florence Sundstrom. ‘replaced the: 
ailing: Vickie ‘Vale’ in the: Thunder- 
bird’s: “Anything: ‘Goes.’”. 

bring trumpeter Al Longo of Philly. 
“fin with them for. next: Sahara. gig. |-. 

‘| George Sidney; pleased with his | : 
“ob viva ‘Las Vegas,” in ‘at Flamingo]. . 
“| to discuss: with - Morris. Lansburgh | | 

Dossibility of another’ Vegas film. |'- 
“Commander ‘Ed.: Whitehead, the} 

Schweppes prexy, -in' town seeing 
the . Foreign - shows - .and:: chatting |. 
with: many” of. the British girls from 
‘same. : 

~ 

» By. Hans Hoehn 
ATC: 02 64): 

served ‘his 65th birthday... 
Number of West .German. tv. set |. 

owners: “surpassed 9,000 ,000. 

still very active... ; 
- Stage: actor. Bernard Minetti- ‘was 

cash gift. of $2;500. 
‘Loeal.’ ensemble. of Schlosspark. 

Theatre. ‘gave’ a successful ‘three-.|. - 
day guest appearance. with. Edward 
“Albee’s ‘Who's ‘Afraid of ‘Virginia’ 
Woolf?” at Zuerich Schauspielhaus. 
Grete Masheim’ has; ‘female lead: 

in Francois ‘Billetdoux’s comedy.|' 
‘production. “Tschin-Tschin, ” 

of | _Renaissance’ ; 
“new 

Theatre. :- -- Kurt 
Raeck, . director. of. the.. house, 

staged | it. 

‘So: we éan- 

‘Takes -. one |: 

“Mr: Rhoades is | 

week. 

- New]~ 
‘Tee run: five |. : 

With 

‘Freddie Bell ‘and Roberta ‘Linn 

ope’ singer: Franz: Voelker ob- 

Vet_ legit . actor Robert . Mueller‘ 
celebrated his. 85th. birthday. He is 

‘Hollywood 

holm:. 

nitery act. 

‘sociates. -Agency. -: bee 
Dick Haymes Jr. (aiother: Joanne Js 

1. Dru):.makes. Las: Vegas. bow. in: 
starting . this, Flamingo lounge 

_ Joseph. S. Dubin, Universal's 

Vie “Lu n ‘d t n ‘rehearsing “new 

Robert -I. Kronenberg and Selig. . 
J. Seligman to Cannes: Film Fest..." 
Buek Ram ‘left.:yesterday for:: :° 

tour of. Japan with The. Platters. = 

* Paul: Henreid ‘to Madrid. to. prep oe 
“Light, Out of: ‘Darkness,’” which he. 
‘will meg... ” 

. General * Artists Corp: ‘reported’ . 
near. deal:to buy: Frank. Cooper ASS 

Otto: “Preminger |. in’ Hawaii: - 
| seoutine: locations for “In Harm’ Sd 

: ay 99 :° 

* : Sale et . . 

a> det earmia:” he "als oar rend eee Nant 

Eerie me as 

. oe ‘ 

pp alae pm 8 ek pi meee . 

° Sammy Davis Jr. left for. Stocks. os , 

Phyllis: ‘Kirkwood: ‘resigned: as ‘ty. ¥ 
eredits - administrator : of...Writers. “5 

: i. ‘Guild. of - America ‘West to Join « 
~ Popular | ‘thrush. Tont Lee : ‘Scott: mee 
held: over. this month. at Davy: J ones. 

Robert | Ejisenbach ‘agency.” 
‘David: Rosner’. joined © Aprile . i. 

Blackwood. Music Publishing: Com-.. 3 
panies: as .administrative: ‘assistant : . e 
to. general manager: ‘David Kapralik: ig 

_.. Robert -L. ‘Lippert, operator . of °.3 
38 ‘hardtops- cand drive-ins: in -Cali- :: # 
‘fornia ‘and. Oregon, . -constructing: oo 
new “800-seat conventional -Ameri- 

City.” 

» Paris 
By. Gene Moskowitz. ; 

“86 “Ave Neuilly;. ‘SAB.. 0712) : 

cana Theatre ‘in: n nearby Panorama -. 

- Charlie .“Mingiis. in for: two. § sue- _ 
cessful jazz concerts... . ed 
Josephine Baker. doing her show. a 

at’ the: Olympia. Music " Halt -here. ag 
for three weeks. © 

_ Film‘ thesp. Francis: Bianche ‘plan- - 

Theatre - de LEtoile, 

the Theatre: of ‘Nations. season. 

bia foreign. productions. 

~ Rome 
. By Robert F. Hawkins o 

‘( Sardegna, 43: Tel. 479316)" 
Misha. Auer’ at Ambaseiatori. 
Milva;: ‘Pop’ singer, flew ta. Japan 3 

for date: : & 
[Elsa Martinelli to. Paris: “tor Jean: a 
~LAurel’s: oe 4 

| -Rudolph Nureev pacted by. Rome 4 
-“ | Opera Hoiise.. this. . summer, “for: : 
| Single - date.” 02. 
|. Christine’s chum, “Mandy: Rice... ; 
Davis, moved from Milan to Genoa” | : 
“On. her local. nitery’ swing.: - 

- Domenico - .-Modugng “skied © to. # 
Madrid. -with .. wife. «for. ‘series. of... d 

s “De. L’ Amour: ” 

nitery . cand - video. ‘engagements. : 
. Milan’: Seala’ sending :: ‘group... to f 

Moscow’ ‘to. stage five .operas,.-an- J 
nounced. here, . with: Herbert. Von | 
Karajan. to :direct..: 

him. with. Gino Cervi.in: series. . 
“Charlie: Beal -attracting showbiz 4 

‘crowd as: usual. at ‘his - new ‘Bur- : 
‘Room - ‘location :. “in: Savoy’ ar 

”. Jatest-comer a 
-gundy - 
Hote oo -basement, - 
among. Rome spots. : 

Budd. ‘Thompson - heads’ show: at” 
Grotte. ‘del Piccione ‘nitery, with -? 
terp group: ‘and: Renato. ‘Sambo Or- 33 
‘chestra proving - good draw. Dawa ta 

7 Addams. here ° briefly. ee ee ea 
~ 

Fernandel . back: ‘to’ “Paris: after: = 
‘discussing: upcoming. “Don.Camillo”... j 
pic with’ -Federiz, “who'll re-team. 4 

_ as ab ope 

eas 

susse oly 

toe ee salen, 

i 

(raf eninge 

fh nts me et Ses ne eens 

“isually: od 

a where’ ‘Yves. Montand ‘sings, getting. 
:.-“f complete facelift and. will. be shut- e 

-|tered for a year. ©... ie 

- Rumanian” ‘Folk “Dance grou 
- : }enjoying: ‘good: biz at:the Alhambra’ ‘@ 

-as ditto Cuban Folk Dance Troupe. - § 

at.the Sarah. Bernhardt .as’ part: of ae 

Dionne -: Warwick; who ‘clicked | .. 
here. at” ‘the Olyripia - this: season, -. 2 
‘will do’ a. disk in-. French ..and- be: Zz 
‘second. lead .in an Olympia show. 4% 
‘next: September: Yank ‘songstress’ “gl 
-also- has: done: some. French - tele -4 
Shows.. 7g 
“Columbia. Films: Continental. 

; manager - Marion: Jordan .pouring “4 
for Max Setton who leaves Paris @ 
-post-in .charge of foreign. film in- “4 
-vestment: and procurement to-go to 3 
Britain: where. he. will head. ‘Colum- 4 

“ning: a. legit:stint next season in a: 
play by Jean Curtelin. No tifle'yet. 4 
--“Marionet’- and. - puppet ‘theatre . 
people. petitioning the government :: 
‘for aid that they feel is due to ‘their. 4 

ancient. art.” 



or et s- 

a mo three sisters. 

. : ae Miraele,” | died: April. 
) us Awood. “His -¢areer..was- ‘intertwine 

“? “with: that-of Reinhardt ‘both. in the: 

DS Te TT ET ee once rere = 

: BERNARD L. MULLINS - 

- Bernard. ‘L. Mullins,. 66, .a- votired 

: un: 

ope tor ‘of .radio: ‘station™ WTIC, WTIC- ~ 

-FM. and WTIC-TV;. Hartford; died: 

‘April 23, in that: city.’: A ‘native of 
~ Stafford. Springs, Conn.;’ He joined: 

oe) ‘WTI ‘aS: an announcer. in. -1935.. 

“8 ” Mullins. also_ was an actor: and’ 

singer. on” the. station in .the- 1930s 

and. ’40s. in addition -to’- working as] _- 

a. newscaster. “In the: latter capac 

ity. he handled - such ‘major ‘news 

‘events: as. the tragic Hartford: :cir- 

““eus. fire in. ‘1944. He-was named. di- 

-rector™ of: public ‘relations ‘for: the: 

7 ~-gtation in: 1947. « ae 

<: He became. a VP. in 1957. “Two 
a years later. he. was" named VP. in. 

“AL VERDI. 

“Apel 29; 196 

in Loving Meriory 

“DOLORES. 

.. charge: of tadio’ programs, a ‘post. he 
“held at the time. of | ‘his’ retirement 

_- Jast,, October, . - 
: ~ Surviving 4 are his ‘wile, and son. 

 SEAMUS. KAVANAGH 
Seamus’. ‘Kavanagh, 53, head - of: 

‘programs ..” 
~-: Kireann (Irish. radio™ service), -died 

a April 20°. in., Dublin... A‘ onetime 
teacher, he turned: actor-‘in 1947+: 
| during. a strike withthe role of| . 
“the: priest. in Herbert. . Wilcox’s|. 

“production of “The. Courtnéys: of] :- 
Te - Later: in ‘the: same}. 
cy year he. joined -Radio- Eireann as 
“an assistant in. “its: drama. depart. 
pment. ; 

Curzon. “St.” 

wi YAS fine - character: “actor,| 
“> Kavanagh. was ‘cast. in ‘such ‘major. 

Pavilion. at the. New York ‘World’s 
. ‘Fair. 

_ ducer, staged. many - -plays in -Irish 
‘and was" a Judge at ‘theatre. ‘fes- 
“-tivals, 
A bachelor, he is’ ‘survived : by 

oy ADOLE JAHR: , 
* Kadott ‘Jahr,.70,: stage: and * screen. 

- actor ‘and ‘onetime ‘operetta singer, 
op died: April 19 in. Stockholm after. a}: 

“Jong: illness:- He started his. half- 
-century:: theatrical.: ‘career :as. a 

_* vécalist. and. starred “in’ classical} oe 

operettas at the Hippodrom: ‘Theatre. We 
_ “ in Malmo, Sweden, 

°"ci.°. Jahr made his screen. “debut | in 
wo 1924 in “Den. Gamla Herrgarden”. 
(The “Old “Manor). 

- : years -he appeared. in :several films. 
Ta: subsequent 

with the late Edvard Persson. -Dur- 

’ ing. the 1930s Jahr. was. known as 
“the “Swedish: ‘Douglas’ Fairbanks. 

- He- turned ¢haracter. actor in-the. 
ae 4408. ‘His: portrayal: of the’ role .of 
Carlsson in ‘Strindberg’s. “Hemiso- 
- . borna”: in 1944. won’ him: critical. 

platidits.: Several: years ‘ago: he’. ap- 
’ .. péared - at’ Sweden’s Royal Drama-}. 

: tical Theatre in Hjalmar. Bergman’s | 

:“Hans-Nads Testamente.”” It. mee 
~ one-of: his last- performances: : 
3 Three brothers SUIVIVE. - ” - o 

a 

- ” PINAR. [NELSON © 
a Binar Nilson, :83,: "eomposer-cori- 
— ‘ ductor. ‘who directed the orchestra, 

and .choir ‘for: Max Reinhardt and 

- .Morris ‘Gest’s' production | of... “The | 
20 «ir. Hollyt: 

founder: of. ‘the -Saizkurg. Festival. 
“AS: ‘Reinhardt’s ‘musical. director 

ey: ‘Bérlin’ Nilson-:conducted. W rorld: 
_ -preems-of compositions by Richard 

:-. -Straugs..and Busoni. He: ‘wrote :the | 
= 2'Y seore for “Everyman,” 15th. Cen-|- 
oie tury. ‘morality. play produced . by, 

“ :Reinhardt inthe Hollywood. Bowl |’ 

“Ee ‘U.S. ‘and.-abroad.. He also “was - : 

nae thousands in. the. Hollywood Bowl 
‘during: the 1930s." In. the late. yeaks 

he -was" ‘associated’: “with Warner” 

‘Bros. -music’..dept. . 
: Surviving. are: ‘his wifes: 

hh 1936, and his. work, SE 

for mer | 

; “and ‘director of. thie. Travelers|.- 

LE, Broadcasting, Service Corp,, ‘opera=} 

“for. Radio|: 

--treles: aS. the: bricklayer ‘in Sean} McGraw-Hill 
’ “O'Casey’s, “The. Bishop's Bonfire.” |. 
He portrayed ‘Captain Boyle in. the |§ | oo 

. «Columbia recording. of: “Juno: and | 
*: + the’ Payeock.”- . Recently, : he ‘com- 

~~ pleted - ‘recordings for: the’ Irish! @ 

‘Kavanagh, “who. ‘also ‘was a pro=| 

successively, secretary. ‘and. coun- 
sel, .v.p.,. © sec.-treasurer and; in. 

. | 1956, exec. V. p.:: 
He also. co-authored, with. J. K: 

. “Federal. Securities. Act | 
| |-Proceduré;’- ‘After : his: retirement |". 
“hhagser: 

‘since 1907, - 

-}the ‘old: Hibberts~ ‘Mutual | -Film 

1S swedaesday, April 29, 1964 000.00 

| singer “Travis “Nilson, cand two | 
Sons... a Boe 

BERT BENDON ee 
Bert : Bendon, | longtime yaude 

comedian and - script. writer, : for-|- 
merly: of ‘the: act Power .& Bendon, 
died. April: 20 -in . Glasgow: °: He’ 
‘headlined ‘in vaude: many. times in 
‘Scotland as’ well as. in ‘London, and 
“elsewhere: : oe 
AL ‘native? ‘of. Glasgow; “Bendon|: 

bggan | his: career with an amateur 
concert ‘party’ in that city’s: old 
Palace: ‘Theatre. ‘Teaming with the 
late. Neil Power, ‘he: formed .an act: 
that’ clicked. -in “Loendon’s... West |-. 
‘End: Duo.was noted in U.K. vaude | - 
for.’ their: 
‘sketch. When. the act ‘split up just|, 

| Before ‘World. War il, Bendon. one enti, died April 22'in New York. 
Valenti, whose repertoire yanged | 

from. Italian :folk..songs .to.. grand 
opera, had appeared on. the Ed-Sul- 
‘livan ‘Show ‘and at. ‘such niteries. as 

wife rs | +4 the ‘Copacabana - in. N.Y.’ and the] 
a we - ; e - - | Sahara: Hotel in “Las. Vegas. He 

also recorded. for Columbia records.. 

“Mending. - the - 

| tinued. ‘as'a single... >.“ 
1 Jno latter years, ‘with diminish: | 
ing: market: in -vaude;: he’. concen-|: 
trated. on . script - ‘writing, : cand 
worked” for “fellow-comedians. | 

_ Survived by “his. 

SA HOWARD © 
a | “Sam Howard; 61, long. time Hok: 

' Iywood ‘agent who "started in show.|. 
| biz:..as- a vaude:: ‘partner. > with vee 
| George ‘Burns, died of. a. heart: at-| 
t tack April 20 in Hollywood; Prior. 
|to- ‘setting’ up. his’ own agency.: in 
‘1 1940, he. ‘was. with. -the. ‘William 

ge Mortis. agency. For a time. he was! 
j a | with ‘Leo. Morrison. and. Berg » & 

‘Allenbers. ; | 
. 1940,. “ eoinicident with going |s 

‘into agericy: ‘biz on. his: own, ‘How- 
-ard © founded. «American - - Eagle t: 
Films_and. ‘served: as treasurer and. 

- | general: sales manager: for Regina |'*! 
" -|-Films. In | 1947, he produced: “Mr. |_ 

‘District. ‘Attorney, ” -starring Den- 
nis”. O'Keefe, for - ‘Republic. Dur- 
ing. his: agenting - days ‘he. handled | 
such “personalities - ‘as.. Al: Jolson; | 
Eddie: Cantor and J ohn: Wayne. .- ” 

- His wife: and: Son Survive. . 

JOSEPH: A: :GERARDI_ 

exec -V.p: of McGraw-Hill “Pub- 
‘lishing Company, ‘died April: 18. in : pe et 

| Roslyn, N.Y. An” ‘auditor-attorney | -_ 
for.: ‘the. Bureau. of . Internal: -Rev- |. 

‘enue; he: left. in.” 1928' -to’ join (3 
‘where - he ‘became, 

la Merery © of my, Féiond 

~4OE LAURIE; Ore 

ne LIEBERMAN - 

‘ee 

in .1962 -he continued as ‘a director 

vives 

- GEORGE FOLSTER 
: George.” Foister, -.. 

“American --Sociefy.. 
Composers, 

ers rep: in‘the “same. area, died}: - 

‘and: broadcaster: - “for | 

pub.- 
. His wife and sister. sutvive. 

“epWARD ‘vicToR’ 
oo -. Edward ‘Victor,. 79; Bata al a : 4 

shadowgrap hi st, died. Ap r u . versal ° from” “about. 1935 ‘to’ ‘961, 
‘when “he retired, . died. April ‘21 ‘in. 

top. ‘Hollywood: He ‘started . ‘GS a. cast- 

London. - | 
A ‘member. of: the: ‘Magic: Circle 

‘Nictor. was . a 
_prestidigitator.: : But“ it was. ‘with 
shadowgraphy- ‘that: he made most 
commercial: success, 
years With ‘the ‘Lucan’ &:- McShane: 
vaude show: He: appeared by. Royal | 
Comniand.- at Windsor Castle ‘in|. 

who = appeared ‘in* such -teleseries 
as “Hazel;” was killed: in a two-car. 
‘collision: ‘April ‘19 in’Los. Angeles.. 

1937. “He:.also: wrote. three: books 
titled |“Magic - of: ‘the Harids,” and. 
twa. followups: On: ‘the’ ‘same theme. 

“HERBERT ‘Se. MARSHALL: 

Pictures ~~ in. Leeds; ..Eng.,’ died. 
recently. in . “Harrogate, “Eng. After 
serving. in- “World: War: II, he joined 

Services, which was | later. acquired). 

by: Wardour ‘Films, - ‘a predecessor 
oon of Associated British : Cinemas. | 

| spanned 40' years..: He had: worked 
in” Charles:.:B. - ‘Cochran's produc=+ 
tions: and - also: with 

|| Emile’: Littler: - 

Door” |} 

Joseph. _A.. Gerardi, ‘67,. ‘former t 

‘and consultant. with the firm: His}. 
wife; daughter and. five: sons sure]: : 

| actress who retired: about 15. years: ie 
{ ago to wed. and nd make her home ‘in| “P44 4¥ 

“Warner. 
1! Bros. Publishing rep: my ‘Japan. and} 
‘onetime. of | som 

Authors: & Publish-| 1 m 

; 1920:° 

‘touring: for]. 

~ [injured . in Same -aceident,” 

Herbert: S:: (Bert). ‘Marshall; 68, 
branch ~ _Thanager‘.- of Paramount} 

died: April: 11 ‘in ‘Albany. of .an. ap- 
parent heart: attack after’ escorting: 
his: Gaughter. at. Aer: wedding. ‘Also 

to ‘branch manager in: 1946. = 
His: wife and, d:daughter survive. 

- “SW ELEiAMT ROLSTON- a 
‘Witliam - ‘Rolston, .. actor, stage. 

director: and ‘manager, died “April. 
16 in: London: ‘His ‘show biz career. 

‘Prince: and. 

-Rolston ‘Jater’ was ° *Aeith. Gerald 
Palmer ‘on ice:shows. and then; with | 
‘Howard «& . Wyndham.. Shortly ‘be= |: 
‘fore -his. death. he “was. ‘stage. man- 
‘ager for. the Max Bygraves show 
at. ‘the. Prince of: ‘Wales.: re 

“VAL WARENTI - 
Anthony Petrullé,- 46. 
known. professionally - as Val. Val- 

“Bis. wife,” ‘two, sons | ang. father. 
survive. ] ; : 

_fiANS: FRAN CK’ 

ing: “Marianne”: ‘and . “Friedmann |- 
| Bach, * ‘the: ‘writer. turned ‘to the] . 
stage. and spent: seveit years. writ- | 
ing ‘dramas - for the. ‘Duesseldorf 
-Schauspielhaus:..-. He . was’ also: the. 
‘manager of. the. Duesseldorf: School 
for Actors. _ aS , 

RED. KASIN~. 
Fred: Kasin; 39, Hollywood indie 

publicist, died April’ 15 in Holly-| 
wood. following. brain surgery . re-. 
sulting: ‘from an atuto accident... He |. 
-last ‘was with the. UCLA. ‘Extension |, 

‘.} Theatre group, ‘also’ handled: nu-: 
"|: merous film Personalities and legit} 

shows, ° 
Parents and two! sisters: Survive: 

DEE KEATING _ 

- JOHN’ F DAYTON - 
; Jon F. Dayton, 60, former chair: 
man of the Pima County. Fair Com-|: - 
mission in ‘Tucson; died there April} 
21..He was head “of! the fair from. 

41947 to 1953,;:when he‘resigned. He 
‘was. also a: member Of. ‘the. rodeo 
committee. wt 
Survived. by. wife, 

, BELEN 1 MeLEOD : 

Bakersfield, -died:. there -of| 
cancer’: A ril. 20. hi “work 

J 0: ed for and ‘music teacher died * Apri 15 inf 
. Lo Manchester, N.H. Teeny 

“Her husband, on | ana daughter - 

April 25 ‘in: ‘Tokyo, where. Tie. Was | ‘survive;. els 
‘prexy. of.a-music pub. company... | ..- 
During World ; War. 11° ‘Folster: os 

covered - the Pacific . as ‘a <corre-|.. 
-spondent™ 
‘NBC. For a time. he was: the radio} 
web's Far ‘East’ director... He '.re-|: 
‘mained with NBC until’ 1957. when 
he.. resigned: to. open his- Tokyo a 

DAN: ‘KELLEY. 

te feid » riemory of my" y Dear Find 

SAM. FORREST. 
» Whe: Died. 4 Api 30,: 4 944 | 

on (JERRY. voor. 

ing ° director: “for. Fox Eilts - in 

His wife: ‘and: ‘son survive. 

“MARIO - G “SILETTI | 
"Mario . Ge - Siletti,: "60,. :bit actor’ 

“Surviving - ‘is: his wife, . ‘seriously 

Joseph’ ii: Decker, 49, an. 1 engirieer 
at .WRGB-TV and. WGY: “Radio, 
Schenectady,: N. Ys for 15°: -years,| . 

surviving. ‘are. “his Wwite, 
[ Saughter: and. three ‘sons. 

“1. (BL. “Marshall, ‘who .was “one | of- ‘the|: ; 
- “Ebest: ‘known: film men in the. north |. 

Of. England, ; joined. Par ‘in 1928 at. 
Leeds ‘as a salesman. ~He was upped 

Brookline. - 
| brothers and. ‘three’ sisters. 

tenor | - | 

° ‘death. | 

| brief 
7 his. Wife and. two. sons. 

“Hans “Franck, 85; "Germain hovel! 
ist and. playwright, died: April 18. 
at. -Frankenhorst;- West: ‘Germany.: 
Author’ of: several novels in¢lud-| 

ma “John, Dariington, | 
| with: . Blackpool. 

| son; “four|-; Alb bert’: Mal 
‘daughters and two stepchildren, ap 

phates “McLeod,. 40, fornie®’ tam 

- “Howard & Wyndham. revues, died 
. oe recently: in: ‘London.. ae 

“Dan Kelley, veteran. talent: ‘exec | 
who s. aire tor t' _Uak |; O°: wa casting: ector a 1 ‘Hardy, died April df in. 1 Arlington, 

| ‘news voice, died in. “Youngstown 
Obie. one —_ 

dustry, civie, cultural-and political 

. Stewart.’ 

oS Ettinger, ‘Patriek ‘J. Frawley Jr, | = 
“PY. -> Frank © “Freeman, ..’ Raymond |” 

Klune,. Fred L. “Metzler, Saul. Rit-. 
‘tenberg,. 
Jack. L_.Warner. Sponsoring com- 

a Margaret... Ettinger, - 
| choir, -Lloyd: Nolan. Tony -.Owen, 

. J ohn. Wayne. 

active: ‘jn- ‘Republican party. activi- | ; 
ties. “This ~:marks:: the - first. time ranges—en -bloc ‘for reselling to 

that, b he has ever sought. ¢ office. 2 

“Luigi Ferrari Trecate, 79, Italian: 
‘compaser .who wrote a. modern 
opera from the. novel, “Uncle Tom’s { 

| Cabin,* ‘died April -17 in Rome.: In. 
+1953, he presented his Italian. ver-. 
| sion: ‘Of. “Cabin” called “La (Capanna | 
Dello ‘Zio. Tom.’ oF a 

“Abram Kaplan, treasuier in Bos: 
ton . theatres . and_ brother - -OF | Saul. 
‘Kaplan, “Manager of: the. ‘Colonial 
Theatre, - died Thursday. - 16) 

Surviving::..are “two 

“Jordy: Calder, 2, son of Me. ‘anid: 
Mrs: -Bill ‘Calder, : was found dead. 
April | 13, in-an, apartment ‘house - 
‘swimming: ‘pool. in’ Houston, . Tex. 

1 Father is announcer at. KPRC and | 
| KPRC-TV in that’ city." 

“Quintin Ss. Mariano, 59, “Universal 
Pictures. manager. ‘in: Burma; died 

Universal in 1948 ‘as:manager and: 
-served. in. ‘that: capacity. ‘until: Bis: 

“ Phillip’ G. Swaris, 51, pausi¢ian;. 
died April” 20 at the Baptist. Hos- 
pital .in’ Beaumont, ‘Tex.,- after a 

illness. “Survivors. ‘include 

Charles ‘S. Kohl, 62, ‘Sound: en- 
gineer | for. '20th-Fox: since.. 1929, 
died, April 17 in Hollywood. after’ 
a long: illness.” “His: “wife and: ‘two 
sons Survive. 7 

Jack: Jaslow, “64; “indie ‘distribu: 
‘tor: and ‘projectionist, . died. April. 
11 in Philadelphia. -Wife, daughter, 

wen “Circus, | 
collapsed in the ring..and. “died re- 
cently- at. a Blackpool, Ene., hos- 
Pital. mo : 

“Mother; 33, or J ennie Rupp, tong: 
time: ‘Manager of Hollywood Pan- 
‘tages Theatre, died-of.a: heart ail- 
ment April. 13: in. Los Angeles, dag. 

{> Mr: and Mrs. Bob Henley, daugh- 
- Father, 64: of Al Jarvis; pianist- 

a leader of .a. trio at: Albany’s Schine- 
“DeArmond Keating. ALthouy, 44, . 
former “singer. ‘known. ‘profession-} 
ally:.-as :Dee.. Keating, .-and: the} .. 
[former | ‘wife. - of bandleader. Ray| 

: Anthony, died: March: 43 -in- North. 
{| Bellmore, L.E;, after a. brief. illness. 
(She. sang with Anthony’ 8. ~band. -as 
| well as. Al Donahue’s.: *..: :. ot 
s _ Her Gaughter” survives. od 4 
Ee a Oe ee amusements’ editor of thé. Dallas] 

: | Times” Herald, died April: 2 in 

Ten. Eyck: Hotel, died. eeently in 
Hartford, ‘Conn. : 

ow 

‘award ‘Maurice; ‘m magician, “died 
recently. in: Manchester,-“Eng.. He. 
was author -of “Showraanship ; and, 
Presentation.’ ar 

Moiher; 0, of: Virgil. ‘Miers, 

that. city. 

Mother; 73, of. Radio ‘Bireann’ S 
chief sound. and. vision newscaster. 

Dublin. : 

tre, died Tecently in Bristol, Eng. 

“Augustus. -: Rossi, 81, jongtime: 
‘musician and. band: director, Sied 

Philemon z ‘Houde, bandleader 

‘BiH Ralston; ‘stage “Girector’ of. 

Brother, 49, of legit actor: Joseph 

Mass. | 

Mother, 79; of Tom Field. WEWS. 

— "Beatiniea.t from. page| 4 — 

addressed : 2; 000. invitations .t6 _in- 

leaders. Emcee will” be James: 

Co-chaiimen.- include. Edward: E. 

Howard. ‘Strickling ‘and | 

mittee “includes: : ‘Robert: -Arthur, 
Walter. Brennan,” Irene’ Dunne, 

“Lauritz- ‘Mel- 

Donna~ Reed, James: ‘Stewart and 

- another |. 

_ ‘He's. a- “pop: ‘singer. 

April. 23 in. Rangoon: He joined | 

two”. brothers . and. four. Sisters’ - 
| Survive. es , 

| Program. . 
Mire 

: (working in 
| with the: Convention &- Visitors 
Bureau 
;Tooms:” 

Nicola Kaye to. Anthony 1 Blau, 
| London, April’ 19. Bride. is a. ctv 
: dancer, 

Tanya: Edie to Jeremy Scott; Bon’ 
don, April 18., Bride .is. 4° fashion’ 
model; che’s..a: tv producer: « 

_ Sheila ‘Prytherch ~ ‘to. Tommy. 
Bruice, ° ‘Liverpool, Eng., recently. 

"Hank. Fort to William’ McAuliffe, 
‘Arlington, ¥a., Feb. 19. Bride. As 
a songwriter. - 

Millicent: .- Phoebe’ 
‘Raut. “Boudjakdji, 

“Hearst _ to. 

April 21, New. 
ote | York. -Bride is. the daushter. of 

the David Hearsts, granddaughter 
of the late. William Randolph. 
Hearst, and is WN correspondent 
‘for tne Hearst Headline Service: he. 
{is with the Algiers Permanent Mi is-. 
sion to the. United Nations 2s. coun= 

|-sellor. of embassy. 

. Ann. Lees to. Robert Johnston, at 
Glasgow, Scotland, recently, ‘He is 
‘cinema -Manager.. 

Fay Conway to Malcolm. Fraser, 
Kingston, Eng., April 25. Bride is 
assistant. property maker. cf Ssd- 

} ler’s. Wells. ‘Opera, he’s company. 
manager ef “Opera For Av.” 7 

“Friederike Seiffert to Coris How-: 
and, Avril 18, Munich, West Ger- 
|many:. He is a British actor. singer 
and ‘emcee who works. in €erman - 

: {films and television. 

“Miriam | -“Makeba: to. He th ‘Mose. 
kela, April. 19, Stamford; Conn. 
‘She's. - the South African singer? 
‘he’ sa trumpet player and arraiger, |. 

Laurie Bard Manulis to MyJés:: 
Harmon, Bel Air, Calif., ‘April 25; 

‘| Bride. . -is ‘daughte: of. "film: pro-, 
‘ducer Martin Manulis;_ he's. tech-: - 
‘nical. adviser of Theatre Group.-at. 

BIRTHS - | 
Mr.. ‘and Mrs. Ely Landau, ‘daugh- 

ter, April 15, New York. Father ‘is 
the: president of The Landzu. Com- | 

film producers and. dis-. . 
‘tributors.. a 

Mr. and. Mrs, Harry Ww. “Fass, 
daughter, New ‘York, 

fadden-Bartell’s ‘Motion. Picture: 

ter, Chicago, April 16. Father is 
-assistant program _ Manager of 
| WGN. ‘Radio there.. 

‘Mr. and Mrs. Howard Monderer, 
"-fson, ‘Washington; April 19. Father. 

is NBC. Washington . attorney. «. 
Mr... and Mrs. Barry Elliot, 

daughter, Burbank, Cal., April. 21, 
| Mother. ‘is actress Judy Elliot: 
| father. produces. commercials - for 
Campbell-Ewald ad agency. 

. Mr, and: Mrs. Don Can. Atta, . 
| daughter, Hollywood, <Apriit. 21... 

| Father is NBC telesale producer. . : 
Mr. arid Mrs. Gig Young, daugh- 

| ter, Santa Monica, Cal., April 22. 
Father’s the actor. 

‘Charles Mitchel, died’ Apal 13. in|. ‘Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fuller, ‘son, 
-| Burbank, . Cal., April 21, Father‘ s 
jan. actor. . 
"Mr. and -Mrs.. Denis) Meehan, 

a-| daughter, Dublin, April 4. Father 
‘is ‘studio. chief for Radio Eireann. 

_Mr.-and. Mrs... Kumar, son, April: 
16, ‘New: ‘York. Father is a juggler. 7 

* Her, ‘April. 15, New York. Father is 
a publicity manager at 20th Cen- 
tury-Fox -Films. 
Mr... and . Mrs. Sam" ‘Richman; 

| daughter, April 15, New ‘York. 
- | Father . is a ‘screenwriter, and. 

former . ‘columnist and / theatre 
manager. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sig “Mogien, son, 

| New York, April 19. Father is pro- 
ducer of WCBS-TY’ , N.Y. “Cam. 
era. Three.” 
Mr. «and Mrs. - Arthur Kane, | 

| daughter, New York, April.21. Fa- 
ther is CBS News producer... 
“Mr. and Mis. LeVeque, son, New 

| York, April 21. Father is. film. edi- 
tor of Mike. Wallace CBS. News 

and’ Mrs. Fred : ‘Stollmack. 
' |daughter, Newark, N. J, April. 21; 
| Father is director of Walter Cron- 
kite CBS: Evening. News. _ 
‘Mr.-and Mrs. Gerald Gardner, 

daughter, New York, April 14. Fa- 
‘ther is writer on NBC-TV's: “That 

4 Was: The- Week ‘That Was." ay 

‘Hel’ Hotel Rooms 
— ‘Continued from Page 1 — : 

“close callaboraticn: 

”") and. “no. shortages | of 

. But there is no ‘mention: made of. 
: | “room: wholesalers” who. have ‘tied’ 
up choice: hotel rooms—in.all.price. 

ee business, airlines, ‘a and the like. 
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